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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Service Update 2301 General Availability
The Datacom group is pleased to announce the General Availability of the Datacom Core Products 15.1 Service
Update S2301 deliverables. This includes both the older ESD PAX file and the newer Portable Software Instance
(PSWI) that is installed using z/OSMF workflows.
This packaging delivers the Datacom code with maintenance through CARS 2301 pre-applied to the base release
libraries and replaces the prior installation deliverables from Service Update S2101.
Download the z/OSMF package and the SMP/E JCL from Broadcom Support. Go to Software > Mainframe
Software > My Downloads > Datacom > Datacom/DB MVS > 15.1 > Datacom/DB to download the pax files.

Broadcom Enables Hybrid Storage Options for Mainframe Data with Availability of CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution
Datacom has tested and certified all options available to the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution, starting with,
but not limited to, basic backups and restores of Datacom Database Areas. The certification process included
backups and restores—with compression, encryption, and with both compression and encryption and both storing
in the cloud and not in the cloud—using theCA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution.
Datacom's testing of the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ Solution demonstrated no degradation either in performance or
CPU utilization. In many cases, specifically when backing up to the cloud, performance improved when dealing
with large volumes of data.
More information regarding the CA 1™ Flexible Storage™ solution can be found here.
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New Web-based Training (WBT) Now Available for Datacom
Datacom Datadictionary Online Database Maintenance (DBMAINT)

Datacom Datadictionary manages your data processing environment, providing a service to your software
(Datacom/DB) and to the people working with the data. When you use Datacom Datadictionary online
(DDOL), you display and interact with panels rather than entering Datacom Datadictionary functions in
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batch mode. This course introduces you to the Database Maintenance (DBMAINT) function of Datacom
Datadictionary Online (DDOL).

Code Title Duration

06DCM20260 Datacom/DB: Datacom Datadictionary
Online - Database Maintenance 200

30 Minutes

Datacom Dataclass Report for Migrating to Linear VSAM Datasets
Learn about the new DBUTLTY report on Dataclasses and how it can be used to assist with migrating to
linear VSAM datasets for Datacom/DB.

Code Title Duration

06DCM20230 New Datacom Dataclass Report 200 15 Minutes

Accessing the Training
Employees

Launch the Learning@Broadcom tile on your okta page and search for the course you're looking
to consume.

External Audiences
Our mainframe web-based training is provided at no cost to customers on active maintenance.
Need help accessing the training? Our Quick Reference Guide is here to help you out.

Level Set PTFs for Datacom 15.1.01 are Now Available
The Datacom Team is pleased to announce the release of Level Set PTFs for the Datacom product family. A
Level Set PTF helps you identify your current level of maintenance and features that have been installed. The
Level Set PTF includes a requisite list of all published PTFs in the release stream and supersedes previous Level
Set PTFs, ensuring that your product is current with maintenance. You can download the Level Set PTFs from
Broadcom Support just like any other PTF.

NOTE
The Level Set PTF may not include all available maintenance. Additional maintenance may have been
published after the Level Set PTF is published. This maintenance would be included in the next Level
Set PTF. We recommend that you use CARS to implement a preventive maintenance strategy at your
site. For more information about CARS, see CARS.

This is the first collection of level sets for the Datacom product family, and it includes more than 500 PTFs. Future
Level Sets will be smaller.
For more information, see the full announcement on CADRE and review New Features.

Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer Released to General Availability
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer provides tools for database administrators (DBAs) to monitor
and troubleshoot queries and improve database performance. The SQL Performance Analyzer uses the
available Source Cache Data in Datacom to allow the DBA to monitor the progress of the query and perform
any query tuning that is required to improve the database performance. For more information, see using-the-sql-
performance-analyzer.dita. Key benefits include:

• Managing SQL performance simply and easily through a graphical user interface (GUI).
• Increasing productivity and eliminate manual efforts tracking down SQL bottlenecks.
• Speeding time to resolution through automated reporting capabilities.

NOTE
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer is available for Datacom customers on Release 15.1 of the
base Datacom/DB™ for z/OS Plus product only.
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New Training! z/OSMF - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200
Are you responsible for installing, maintaining, configuring, and deploying Broadcom Mainframe products? Check
out the latest training from Broadcom Mainframe Education.

Install Products Using z/OSMF is now available for Datacom
As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in
a common way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the
product and easily provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For
more information, see Install Products Using z/OSMF.

Validation Partners
Datacom Development is always interested in finding more customers who are interested in helping us
do validation testing of new features as they are developed. If you would like to get involved and get early
testing access to new features to provide us feedback, reach out to Dale.Russell@broadcom.com or
Nakesha.Newbury@broadcom.com.

CADRE
Stay up to date with the Datacom CADRE Community

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will
not function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Datacom™ 15.1.

Datacom/DB is a high-performance relational database management system (RDBMS) and is highly scalable to manage
high-volume workloads with efficient processing. The database engine takes advantage of new hardware technologies
with improved memory optimization techniques. The ability to scale to handle extra workloads allows you to delay or
cancel plans for hardware upgrades. Datacom/DB is flexible in supporting both traditional (navigational) and modern
(SQL-based) workloads with the same set of data tables.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Release Notes section.

Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Datacom. We
enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.

In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go
to https://validate.broadcom.com or contact Dale Russell (dale.russell@broadcom.com) or Nakesha Newbury
(nakesha.newbury@broadcom.com).

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this Datacom release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for
simple installation.
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TIP
Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article. The PTFs in this link are updated
programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs. To view CARS reports and to
manage all aspects of mainframe maintenance, see the Common Mainframe Maintenance site.

The following sections describe the new and enhanced features that are introduced in this release:

VSAM Linear Datasets with Support for the Force Area (FXX) (LU08897)

This enhancement provides VSAM linear datasets with Media Manager support for the Force Area (FXX). This
enhancement allows the FXX to also be converted to VSAM along with your data and index areas as part of your overall
migration from EXCP to VSAM. Pervasive Encryption is provided with this enhancement.

For more information, see VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager and INIT FXX (Format Force Area).

Level Set PTFs for Datacom 15.1.01 (LU08365)

The Level Set PTF for Datacom 15.1.01 is now available. Use the Level Set PTF to identify your current level of
maintenance and features that have been installed. Level Sets provide an easy method to receive and apply all
maintenance and feature PTFs up to a specific modification level. This is the first Datacom/DB PTF and includes all 15.1
maintenance up to the modification level.

Key Overrides with DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' Special Register (LU07823)

With this enhancement, database administrators and application developers can more easily specify keys in queries when
accessing tables. The special register DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' results in improved query performance.

To learn more about this enhancement, see USE KEY and Special Registers.

DROP PLAN with Support for Generic Selections (LU07230)

With this enhancement, database administrators can now use the DBSRFPR Utility DROP PLAN option to perform
a generic selection of plans to drop. If you use plan versioning where the plan name is followed by the version date
(planNameyymmddhhmm), you can drop multiple versions without having to specify each one. For example, DROP
PLAN=authId.planName20* drops all versions of the plan created in 2020.

To learn more about the enhancement and to find statement syntax, see DBSRFPR Utility--SQL Upgrade Rebind.

Character-Level Scalar Functions with OVERLAY Function (LU06911)

With this enhancement, application developers can now use the SQL OVERLAY function to manipulate character strings.
OVERLAY changes a source string by appending or inserting a new string at a specified location in the source string. The
modified source string is returned. See the Character-Level Scalar Functions documentation for more information.

DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATACL for VSAM Linear Datasets (LU05939)

This enhancement provides database administrators (DBAs) with a DBUTLTY report that lists data classes in their
Datacom environment. DBAs can use the report when planning new databases that use the Datacom VSAM linear
dataset option. For more information, see Setting Up a Data Class and Allocating Linear Datasets and TYPE=DATACL -
Data Class Report.

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24) with Partition Table Support (LU06500)

This enhancement provides support for partitioned tables to ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24). The enhancement extends
the capability of TM24 to partitioned tables, including a means of reclaiming DASD space after a mass delete process. For
more information about performing an Online Table Move, see Performing an Online Table Move 24x7.
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VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager with Support for BA24 and TM24 (LU06896)

This enhancement to VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager removes restrictions on Block Size Alter 24x7 (BA24)
and Online Table Move 24x7 (TM24).

Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer

The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer for Datacom provides tools for database administrators (DBAs) to monitor and
troubleshoot queries and improve database performance. The SQL Performance Analyzer uses the available Source
Cache Data in Datacom to allow the DBA to monitor the progress of the query and perform any query tuning that is
required to improve the database performance. Key benefits include:

• Managing SQL performance simply and easily through a graphical user interface (GUI).
• Increasing productivity and eliminate manual efforts tracking down SQL bottlenecks.
• Speeding time to resolution through automated reporting capabilities.

Developers and DBAs can use the SQL Performance Analyzer to:

• Find and fix problem queries to improve database performance
• Drill down into detailed query information
• Filter for specific query problems using the search filter
• Manage active transactions

NOTE
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer is available for Datacom customers on Release 15.1 of the base
Datacom/DB™ for z/OS Plus product only.

For more information, see SQL Performance Analyzer and Acquire and Install the SQL Performance Analyzer.

Visual Studio Code COBOL Language Support Extension Provides a Modern Datacom Development Experience

Application developers now have flexibility to build and maintain Datacom COBOL applications outside the mainframe
in popular integrated development environments (IDEs) through the COBOL Language Support Extension, which is
available for Visual Studio Code (VS Code) and Eclipse Che.

The extension makes building and maintaining Datacom COBOL applications easier through features such as:

• Syntax highlighting and coloring
• Autocomplete
• Syntax and semantic analysis
• Datacom copybook support

For more information about installing and using the extension, see Build and Maintain Datacom COBOL Applications with
VS Code or Eclipse Che.

SQLCODE -120 Error Message Timestamps Enhancement (LU06017)

Providing a readable timestamp of both the program and its plan in the error message itself makes it much easier to
diagnose the mismatch SQL has detected.

HASH JOIN (LU05231)

HASH JOIN reduces the cost of joins and subqueries. HASH JOIN builds a hash table of the qualifying inner table rows
in 64-bit memory ("above the bar"). Outer table qualifying rows probe this hash table to perform the join. HASH JOIN is
the fastest join when there is no matching index for the join predicates on the inner table. HASH JOIN also outperforms a
merge join when a sort is required.
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VSAM Linear Datasets with Pervasive Encryption and ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (LU04745)

This enhancement to VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager removes restrictions on IBM Pervasive Encryption. The
enhancement also allows use of ONLINE_AREA_MOVE with VSAM Media Manager.

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX (LU04772)

The BUFFER_POOL_INDEX command allows a specific index area to have a private pool for work index blocks to
exist for access and read from DASD or write to DASD. BUFFER_POOL_INDEX is part of Buffer Pool by Area. The
BUFFER_POOL_INDEX pools are defined similar to COVERED where:

• Each buffer participates in the pipeline of deferred writes
• Each block is in memory once and never needs to be copied to a COVERED address or restored

Messages

New

• DB01419W

Enhanced

• DB01420I
• DB01421I

CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM (LU04558)

The optional CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM MUF startup and console command is used to prevent a return code
91(111) when SQL passes a very large RQA.

This command can be coded in the MUF Startup Options or specified in a running MUF through the MUF_CONSOLE or
the SQL_CONSOLE.

MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA (MPA ) (LU01844)

The MPA Dynamic System Table (MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA) helps you manage and monitor the Buffer Pools by Area
feature for Data and Index areas.

Large Frame Support for BUFFER_POOL_DEF (LU03776)

The new pageframesize parameter allows you to specify the page frame size that is used to back the buffer memory
for the BUFFER_POOL_DEF startup option for DXX alternate buffer pools. 

Prior to this new feature, only the SYSPOOL index buffers could exploit large page frames. Therefore, alternate buffer
pools were always backed by 4k pages. A new optional MUF console-like command, PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT, can be
used to limit the amount of Large Page Frame memory a MUF can use.

Message

New

• DB00330I - PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT EXCEEDED

DBUTLTY Exception Return Codes (LU03154)

A new parameter provides additional control over the return codes given by certain DBUTLTY functions for certain
exceptions. For more information, see SET OPTION1=ENABLE_EXCEPTION_VISIBILITY=n. Currently, only the RETIX
function exploits this capability.

Message
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New

• DB13293E - ONE OR MORE DUPLICATE INDEX VALUES WERE ENCOUNTERED DURING RETIX/LOAD

Support for VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager (LU02807)

VSAM Linear datasets provide more value by using less resources and are faster on average when performing IO. This
new technology allows you to perform IO in different ways other than having all datasets defined as the EXCP type.

Benefits of using VSAM Linear datasets include:

• Supports zHPF
• Performs I/O in SRB mode (zIIP enabled I/O)
• Performs encryption/decryption transparently for Pervasive Encryption
• Supports 64-bit address in all control blocks (and reduces the 24-bit memory requirement)
• Supports more than 16 extents per volume (123)
• Supports growing last extent on volume so even more extends

Messages

New

• DB01710I - DYNAMIC EXTEND END ddname CYL number-of-cyl VOL volume-count EXT extents CYL number-added
MORE yes/no

• DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - 497 - this message has many variations
• DB01423I - DATA SET opened, ddname VOL-n EXT-n CYL-4 BS-n MORE-y/n eav encr space VSAM

Enhanced

• DB01705I - DYNAMIC EXTEND START ddname btc n dasd-or-virtual
• DB01404I - DATA SET OPENED, IXX1007 DCMSP2 1 OF 1 EXT-1 TRK-15 EOF-yes/no eav EXCP
• DB02843I - DATA AREA INFO - dbid area-name optional-variables
• RC 76(005) VSAM ERROR WITH DB01422E

The following messages contain changes for moving from an EXCP Dataset to VSAM Linear or the Reverse. Specifically,
if you are converting from EXCP to VSAM Linear, the optional value E>V is inserted before 'M:S'. If you are converting
from VSAM Linear to EXCP, the optional value V>E is inserted before 'M:S'.

• DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info
• DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24x7 dbid area STATUS - variable-info
• DB02837I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info

Dynamic Extend DSNTPYE=BASIC (LU02807)

This enhancement allows larger numbers to be accepted but lowered to allow success with DSNTYPE=BASIC when
Datacom extends an area with more tracks than allowed. This enhancement is a convenience to avoid extends targeted to
fail. DSNTYPE=BASIC datasets may be extended by at most 65,535 tracks (4,369 cylinders) at a time.

New Message

DB01711I - EXTEND SIZE OVER DSNTYPE=BASIC dbid area-name CYL N LOWERED TO N (OR TRK N LOWERED
TO N)

DBUTLTY MASSADD (LU02536)

The DBUTLTY MASSADD command has been improved to perform substantially better usually.

Considerations that you must be aware of regarding cases where block mode does not run:
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• Running as a single user (MULTUSE=NO) was coded
• Logging for the table is not enabled
• Using a variable record length
• The length of one row is greater than the SIZE parameter that is specified oon the Multi-User Facility (MUF) TASKS

startup parameter.
• If DUPS_IGN or DUPS_DD are used

Messages

The following messages are further described in the Datacom Messages section of the documentation.

New

• DB13289I - MASSADD BLOCKING YES dbid-table BL-(block length) RL- (record length) RB-(records- per-block)
• DB13290I - MASSADD BLOCKING NO dbid-table BL-(block length) RL-(record length) RB-(records-per-block)

REASON-(reason)

Enhanced

• DB13291E - RETURN CODE 94 (048) INVALID DATA PROVIDED FOR DATA TYPE - OFFSET (offset of field
variable) LENGTH (length of field variable)

Return Code Enhancement for RC 94(48)

When RC 94(48) is given in DBUTLTY, SYSPRINT shows the offset and length of the field in question for the error. This
return code allows you to debug the problem easier. For more information, see Messages.

DISCONNECT_TASK (LU01452)

The DISCONNECT_TASK Multi-User Facility (MUF) console command option allows you to disconnect a task with
minimal disruption from the MUF without canceling the batch Job such as an inactive SYSVIEW connection.

Messages

• DB02876W - DISCONNECT_TASK 'n' 'jobname' disconnected
• DB02877E - DISCONNECT_TASK 'n' 'jobname' ERROR specific-error

RESTART SYSOUT (LU01079)
The RESTART SYSOUT feature provides improved information about processing activity during the RESTART of the MJF
after failure. The following three SYSOUT files can be optionally created to capture specific types of information.

• GOODSUM is created if the MUF startup process required REDO reprocessing of the prior MUF write pipeline as log
maintenance requests.

• IGNSUM is created if the MUF startup process required REDO reprocessing and log records were found that did not
need reprocessing. These records are skipped and ignored.

• ERRORSUM is a summary of the errors that are found if the MUF startup process required REDO.

Report examples are also provided.

For more information, see Restarting the Multi-User Facility.

64-Bit Storage Support Enhancement (LU01689)

This product enhancement delivers code which provides support for using 64-bit storage for part of the control blocks
for processing DXX records. This frees 31-bit memory for other purposes especially at sites with a large number of DXX
buffers. For more information, see COMM EOJ (End MUF Processing).
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z/OSMF is now available to install products for Datacom

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After the configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily
provision new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment. For more information, see Install
Products Using z/OSMF.

Service Update S2101 GA Availability

The Datacom Product Group is pleased to announce the general availability of Service Update S2101 for the Datacom/DB
Core Products release 15.1. For details, see the GA announcement notice on our Support site.

CREATE TABLE Statement (LU00988)

The CREATE TABLE statement has new functionality with the addition of the COMPRESSION compression_name
parameter. This parameter lets you specify the compression method when you are creating tables without setting it in
Datadictionary.

Message

-587 - INVALID COMPRESSION compression_name

Buffer Pool by Area (LU00290)

The following optional commands are part of Buffer Pool by Area:

BUFFER_POOL_DATA

The new BUFFER_POOL_DATA command allows a specific data area to have a private buffer pool by providing
reasonable limits to the amount of memory an individual Buffer Pool can consume. Other features include:

• Multiple choices for sizing the buffer pool by byte size, and block count is provided in the CXX report.
• Percentage of initialized blocks, high use blocks and active in use blocks in the CXX report.
• DATAPOOL buffers are more efficient.
• Used to oversize memory buffers for an important data area, or to undersize a low-priority area.

BUFFER_POOL_DELETE

The new BUFFER_POOL_DELETE command is provided when the definition is a mistake, not intended, and not wanted
but a new MUF recycle is not acceptable. It can run with the area open using the buffer pool and a close reopen of the
area does not use the BUFFER_POOL_DATA.

BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE

Use the new BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE command to alter the size value of an area that has been opened with the
MUF command. After the size is set, the pool block count is increased or decreased as necessary to meet the new size.

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE

The collection of all buffer pools that are defined as a percentage are subject to the new BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE
command. Using the MUF command SUBTASK_AUTO, the BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE command is expected to be
automated to perform daily tasks. This command allows the percentage of INIT to adjust for any dynamic extend of any
areas. The command allows the percentage of ACTIVE and HIGH to adjust for any maintenance that has occurred since
the area was opened or last set to RESIZE.

Buffer Pool by Area Messages

DB01420I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA OPENED dbid area-name BLOCKS-n B_SIZE buffer-size CL-class

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA newsize/resize dbid area-name class FROM n1 TO n2 BLOCKS
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Datacom REST API 1.0

The Datacom REST API is now available. As part of the Broadcom Database modernization strategy, the API plays a
role in transforming the mainframe for hybrid IT by making the mainframe a more integrated, agile platform. With the API,
you have modern, scalable access to z/OS services, tools, and data, allowing you to extend database applications and
automate database application maintenance and administration. With the REST API, you can use modern development
tools to maintain your Datacom applications and leverage your mainframe investment.

For more information, see Install the REST API and Using the REST API.

Scalar Functions

TO_DATE (SO15728)

The new TO_DATE scalar function obtains a timestamp from a value described by one of several input formats. The
value of a format template determines how the expression is interpreted and then converted to a timestamp value. A more
flexible format template is provided by TO_DATE with the addition of new format elements (MONTH, MON, DAY, DY, YYY,
Y).

Format Elements (SO14983) (SO15342)

The TO_DATE scalar function has a more flexible format template with the addition of new format elements (DD, RR,
RRRR, HH12, AM, PM, SSSSS). These new format elements provide more support for format templates.

Scalar Functions Format Template (SO13742)

Scalar functions provide a more flexible format template with the addition of DAYNAME, DAYOFWEEK,
DAYOFWEEK_ISO, and DAYOFYEAR. This enhancement provides more support for format template values. The value
of a format template determines how expression is interpreted and then converted to a timestamp value.

TO_DATE (SO15165)

The TO_DATE function obtains a timestamp from a value that is described by one of several input formats. TO_DATE is a
synonym for TIMESTAMP_FORMAT.

Key Benefit

The TO_DATE scalar function provides the ability to convert dates of several different input formats to an SQL
TIMESTAMP eliminating the need to manually convert the format with your own query syntax. Query date conversion
syntax for certain non-standard date formats could be complex.

Scalar Messages

The following new messages for TO_DATE help diagnosing errors and correcting them easily.

• -582 - INVALID FORMAT STRING FOR THE TO_DATE FUNCTION: format_string
• -583 - INVALID DATATYPE data_type FOR FORMAT format_string OF THE TO_DATE FUNCTION  
• -584 - INVALID DATE VALUE FOR FORMAT format_string OF THE TO_DATE FUNCTION: error_descr 
• -585 - expression IS INVALID USING format

Update the Dynamic System Tables Definitions (SO15152)

A new method for cataloging changes to definitions of the Dynamic System Tables explains how to add a new Dynamic
System Table definition or update an existing table definition. The new methods allow you to catalog an individual table to
the Systems Table database without closing the entire database. For more information, see Update the Dynamic System
Tables Definitions.
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DIR_INDEX Table Enhancement (SO16036)

This enhancement delivers a BTG member which provides support for the new INDEX_FORMAT column in the
DIR_INDEX Dynamic System Table. This column contains the current index format.

DASD zHPF Support (SO14100)

DASD zHPF support for Datacom has been enhanced to exploit zHPF when running DBUTLTY. This should provide
improved DASD IO performance. For more information, see Modern Content Blocks for I/O.

Track DBINRPR Version to the MUF (SO14067)

The new DBINRPR feature is used to track every different interface module that connects to the MUF and report each at
EOJ. This feature provides a short transition to upgrade or downgrade.

z/OSMF Workflow Configuration (SO11882)

The z/OSMF workflows are now available to help automate the deployment and configuration and an active upgrade
of a product instance. These workflows also reduce the time that is required to perform these tasks. The workflow
configuration of a Datacom/DB environment follows the same post installation process. z/OSMF provides the flexibility of a
menu-driven GUI to input the required variables.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Configure Datacom/DB Using z/OSMF Workflows
• Configure an Active Upgrade for a Datacom/DB 15.1 Environment Using z/OSMF Workflows

SVC Dump

More customer guidance is provided for cases where an SVC dump is requested but not produced. For more information,
see Using Dumps in Problem Determination.

LOAD ,FORMAT=NONE_MU (SO13594)

The keyword FORMAT can have a new value of NONE_MU only if MULTUSE=YES is also specified. With multiple keys
in the area being loaded, the step completes with less elapsed times based on the number of rows in the area. Status
messages DB02873I and DB02874I are provided in the MUF to show the status timeline.

Messages

Progress messages during long-running LOAD FORMAT=NONE (SO13594)

• DB02873I - DBUTLTY LOAD NONE_MU STATUS dbid area-name KEYID kid BLOCK number -1 of ABOUT estimate
HMS h:mm:ss

• DB02874I - DBUTLTY LOAD NONE_MU ENDED dbid area-name KEYID kid BLOCKS number
• Return Code: 85(005) - INSUFFICIENT TASKS -  A DBUTLTY function requires more tasks in the MUF and none are

available

Pass Substring to CBS for Performance (SO14068)

This SQL enhancement causes better performance by allowing predicates with scalar function SUBSTR to be evaluated
by Compound Boolean Selection (CBS). If the column referenced in the SUBSTR is indexed, then it is evaluated from the
index.
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RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY (SO13463)

The new RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY MUF console-like command takes effect when an OPEN command is about to
get a return code 88. A multi-user application that needs access to the DBID or area that is offline (ACCESS OFF/READ/
UTLTY) waits or is delayed for the DBID/area to be made available (ACCESS WRITE).

Message

DB02841W - WAIT DELAY 'RC_88_DELAY' MIN:SEC minutes:seconds jobname run-unit command database-ID

STOP_LOOP_HANG Support (SO11965)

The new STOP_LOOP_HANG command is a console-like option that can be specified on the MUF startup or through the
various APIs after the MUF is up.

This command is used to detect a MUF loop or hang and take action. There are two types of STOP_LOOP_HANG
commands.

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 detects a request processing TCB/SRB that has not called the dispatcher in the specified
number of minutes. Message DB00820I provides information about the TCB/SRB and the task of concern. The
commands are:
STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN minutes
STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAILminutes

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 detects a task area performing a request that has accumulated a run time of more than the
specified number of minutes. Message DB00832I occurs if the MUF command STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 with a WARN
or FAIL is set with a value that is not 0 and a task set to execute has not called a task switching dispatcher in the
number of minutes specified. The commands are:
STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN minutes
STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL minutes

Messages

• DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-n DURATION-hhh:mm:ss TASK-n  J-jobname INFO-variables
• DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 warn/fail/reqabort T-task jobname run-unit jobID-job-step-number system

RUN_TIME-minutes:seconds

ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 (SO12203)

The new ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 MUF console-like command is used to convert an existing index to the newer
Format 2 style index without taking the database offline to perform an index INIT. This command is specifically useful for
large indexes allowing the index queue to run more efficiently.

The DBSOIF value lock is used to prevent concurrent ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 processes from running against
the same database. It may appear in a DBUTLTY COMM STATUS MUF display. For more information, see message,
DB01332I

The ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 command produces the following messages and return code.

Messages

• DB02862E - ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx ERROR text-of-specific-error
• DB02863I - ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx ERROR text-of-specific-status
• Return code: 43(008) - Invalid Index Compatibility Level
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QUIESCE_DBID (SO12178)

The new QUIESCE_DBID commands are alternative choices to a full MUF QUIESCE, These commands allow you
to quiesce a single database or a set of related databases instead of all databases in the environment. The new
QUIESCE_DBID commands are:

• QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
• QUIESCE_DBID_SET
• QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY

The QUIESCE_DBID commands produce the following messages.

Messages

• DB02921I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN variable variable-more
• DB02922I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ONjobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
• DB02923I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN FLUSHING PIPELINE_DTTM date-time STCK store-clock-value
• DB02924I - QUIESCE_DBID_TXN ENDED, IN EFFECT_ M:S-m:ss
• DB02925W - QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, variable
• DB02926I - QUIESCE_DBID_SET dbid (dbid) (dbid-dbid)...
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED dbid jobname job-ID task-number code command
• DB02928I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
• DB02930I - QUIESCE_DBID OFF ENDED, variable variable-2

ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE (SO12932)

This enhancement to ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE  allows a percentage of tracks to be removed based on the current high
use values. For cylinder allocation, this number is rounded down to a cylinder of tracks as necessary.

The space is removed from the last volume only. It is allowed to resize from 1-16 extents down to 1 extent of one track
or cylinder. Because volumes cannot be removed they do not need to be restored. Therefore,  SMS managed dataset
restriction is removed

DEFAULT INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value (SO12632)

The DEFAULT INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value enhancement provides that every INIT with AREA=IXX where OPTION2 is not
specified, the default is applied as OPTION2=value as provided with FORMAT2 or FORMAT1 as the variable. For more
information as related to the DBIN1PR macro, see DEFAULT (Control Defaults).

Performance and Support

• Compound Boolean Selection Processing (SO11479)
A modest performance enhancement reduces the instruction path used during Compound Boolean Selection (CBS)
processing.

• The information solution for the Core Products 15.1 S1909 Service Update is SI10888.
• Support for Datacom DASD zHPF has been enhanced to exploit zHPF in even more cases when present. This should

provide improved DASD IO performance. (SO10720)
• A modest performance enhancement reduces the instruction path that is required to search an IXX block. (SO10720) 

Scalar Functions

New functionality has been added to the following Scalar Functions.

MONTHNAME (SO12497)
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The new MONTHNAME function provides a more flexible format template that obtains the month part of a value. The
result is the written character string representing a month.

TRANSLATE

The TRANSLATE character function returns a string where one or more characters from the source_string might have
been converted to other characters. The function parses through the source_string for characters in to_string and replaces
them with the corresponding character in from_string. This saves time if you have very specific changes that you need to
make in a string.

SUBSTRING_INDEX (SO10328)

New character functionality that allows you to search a source-string for a specified delimiter and returns a substring of
leading or trailing characters. The SUBSTRING_INDEX function is valuable when you need to search complex queries.

TIMESTAMPDIFF (SO10335)

This Scalar function allows you to obtain the difference between two datetime values in a specified unit of time. This is
very useful when you need to see how long something is running.

MUF Startup Options (SO09683)

Numerous improvements were made to IBM hardware and z/OS since most of these MUF startup options were initially
defined to a MUF instance. Datacom has been adding many new messages to help you manage the resources better
than the MUF controls. A majority of sites are not consuming the newer messages or changing many of the MUF startup
options over several releases.

This note deals with why we are here now. The intent of this change is to help you start consuming the newer MUF
messages of interest and better manage the MUF resources. For a quick reference and more information, see the MUF
Startup and Console-like Commands Tables.

The following set of changes is designed to help sites move forward with better management of resources in each MUF
instance.

AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n

The AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n option has a new default of 7. Index and data areas with dynamic extend can provide
a warning message when the candidate future extends are down to 7 remaining. The message repeats for 6 through
1 and the message set helps prevent an outage of an area to become completely full. With the normally used dynamic
extend in place, this is more helpful than focusing on maximum percent full that does not account for dynamic extends. 

BREAK

The BREAK console-like command prevents a lower priority task or one of equal priority from dominating a system. To
assist each MUF Best Practice performance, low values set that cause the most overhead are increased to a new
minimum of 50.

DATASPACE

To simplify MUF startup options by reducing the number by 1, the DATASPACE value is forced to its default of 0. This
translates to a size of 2G for each dataspace used for COVERED or VIRTUAL. 

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY

The default for the DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY option has been changed to 80,60,40. This default reduces the risk
of data or index areas from failing to get dynamic extend space on volumes fragmented resulting in B37 errors and an
outage to adding records. A dynamic extend rejected with no space is allowed to retry at 80% of the desired number. If
this fails, it is retried again at 60% and then 40%. Warning messages provide an alert to address the larger problem.

LOGPEND
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To assist each MUF Best Practice performance, the default is now 5000 values less than 5000 are forced up to 5000 at
the MUF startup. With RESTART performance improvements already provided, increasing the LOGPEND significantly
reduces write I/O and increases the MUF performance. Even larger values are recommended through a Best Practice. 

NONSWAP

The NONSWAP option is now forced to the Best Practice of NONSWAP YES to simplify the MUF startup options by
reducing the number by 1.

PXXSTATS

The PXXSTATS option is unchanged with a default of DETAIL and a Best Practice of EOJPRT. The default is discouraged
as it has substantial I/O overhead recording statistics to the PXX that are better handled elsewhere. This PTF forces
the MUF EOJ report to include the information that is provided if EOJPRT were specified. This valuable information is
irreplaceable in debugging and tuning a MUF. It is necessary for speeding any support assistance if needed.

SMPTASK

The use of multiple processors is critical to successful MUF processing. To simplify this so that all the MUF executions are
taking the same advantage, the default for SMPTASK is 1. It is forced to 1 if specified as 0.

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV

With other enhancements exploiting the MUF executions with SMPTASK having SRB to reduce billable CPU cycles,
this option has been a Best Practice. Some MUF executions have not been corrected for various reasons. MUF handles
execution with SMPTASK and SRB without SMPTASK_USING_IEAV as an oversite and provides the option. However, it
is at a slightly less value than if it was provided directly with the YES setting. If all supporting modules are not in place at
the right PTF level, this is not done.

VTOC_DATE_DAILY

The VTOC_DATE_DAILY option changes the default to YES causing VTOC entries to be set as opened by the MUF each
day. This ensures that automatic archiving processes do not remove data sets that the MUF actively uses every day but
keeps open for weeks or months at a time.

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING

The old and unused X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING option was built before the speed of today’s processors and flood of
other MUF performance enhancements. It has been removed to ensure Best Practice execution.

DSOP 2 and URI REUSE(SO10439)

DSOP 2 - Data Space Options DSOP

To provide a Best Practice and optimal MUF execution data area, DSOP 2 is accepted from Datadictionary or CXXMAINT.
However, it is always forced to be DSOP 5 at the next data area open. It is part of a direction where the MUF helps by
optimizing and organizing data areas for best performance. 

URI REUSE  - AREA Attribute-Types

A Datadictionary option will be automatically set ON in the CXX when it is required to prevent a future outage of the area
when the URI numbers run out at 4 billion.

How to Implement the History Database Maintenance (SO10580)

Use this post process for enhancements that are delivered after you have completed a new install or upgrade to 15.1 for a
given MUF instance for the code.
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DBSQLPR Utility (SO09190)

The 1500 byte restriction has been removed from PRTWIDTH. The valid entry is now: Logical record length. For more
information, see DBSQLPR Utility--Execute SQL through Datacom/DB.

Upgrade Installation Phase - BTG1007  (SO06768) (SO07262)

Special Notes for Upgrades -  A new area/table is available in the History Database (DBID 1007). With the addition of
this table, all the MUF instances must have BDHST01 and BDHST02 members executed against each MUF instance.
Because of the design, if any areas for this database are missing, your definition is brought current and the missing areas
will INIT/NULL load.

• BDHST01 performs the close process to allow the BTG member BTG1007 from CABDSAMP to be cataloged to the
CXX which is done in BDHST02.

• BDHST02 has special processes that  test specific return codes. This JOB/Member can return a max return code of
00, 04 or 08 and is considered a good completion. 

All the types for creation of **.INSTJCL have these two members created as part of the process. If you have completed
the upgrade to 15.1 and have no need to regenerate the **.INSTJCL PDS, you must copy both of these members to
a private PDS where you can modify the members. Read the special instructions in each member prior to starting this
process for these two members.

The following PTFs were delivered for member BTG1007:

• Change (SO06768)
• Functionality (SO07262) 

DBSQLPR Utility-Execute SQL through Datacom/DB - (SO09190)

There are two options that you can use when a print line is longer than PRTWIDTH;

• No SQUISH where the width of each line is constant you receive the message:
• With SQUISH, the length of each line is variable. At the end of the report you get a message that shows you the length

of the longest line with the current data: USE PRTWIDTH nnn TO PRINT nnn ROWS THAT ARE TOO LONG. When
DATASEPARATOR is used, rows that are too long are not printed. When DATASEPARATOR is not used, rows that are
too long are printed. The output will either be wrapped or truncated.

For more information, see DBSQLPR Utility-Execute SQL through Datacom/DB.

RC Codes

The following codes are produced by PRTWIDTH=:

• RC 2000 - I/O ERROR: last op-nnn(xxxx)syscode-nnnn rc=nn.FILE xxx MODE x
• RC  2019 - RC=nnn WRITING LINE TO PRINT FILE. LastOp nnn=xxx
• RC 2020 - WARNING: DATA TRUNCATED WRITING TO PRINT FILE. RETURNED CODE=2020
• RC 2021 -  USE PRTWIDTH nnnn TO PRINT nnnn ROWS THAT ARE TOO LONG

Removed

RC 2011 - COLUMN (col name) WIDTH OF nnnn EXCEEDS DEFINED LENGTH

FORMAT2 Index (SO08622)

The new FORMAT2 Index allows you to activate the IXX per keyed feature at the database level in a 15.1 environment.
FORMAT2 Indexes will have only one entry per populated KEYID in physical block 2. These block 2 entries point to a
logical block 2 for each KEYID which can be any physical block in the index. Once a DBID has been opened and used,
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the physical block 2 is stored as a MUF memory array for improved performance. The segregating of each KEYID into its
own section of the IXX allows the Index Queue to concurrently run for each KEYID.

• FORMAT2 Indexes 
• QUEUE_PER_KEYID
• INIT IXX (Format Index Area)

Message

DB00292E - MUF NOT EXECUTING ON REQUIRED HARDWARE (SO08775)

Data Access Capture (SO08697)

This solution provides new commands for Data Access Capture (DAC).

• DAC_CONTENT_AND provides that for a selected table, the entry and every other content  AND entry must match
for the data being read to match requirements to be captured to the log. Every statement must match selection for the
selected row, and any mismatch rejects the row.

• DAC_CONTENT_OR statement selects on the DBID and table value. Offset and length values are used to match on
the selected values specified in CHAR/HEX form. This command allows a row to be selected for logging.

Store Clock values and Store Clock date-time range

Enhanced functionality for Daylight Savings that allows two Store Clock values and Store Clock date-time range. 

URI REUSE Messages (SO08685)

The following new messages were added to enhance the user experience.

• DB02849E - URI REUSE dbid area-name URI AT MAXIMUM, NEED ACTION
• DB02850I - URI REUSE dbid area-name NEXT DATE-date RANGE-range-value
• DB02851I - URI REUSE dbid area-name SCAN URI NEW-new-count URI OLD-old-count RANGES NEW-new-ranges

RANGES OLD-old-ranges

Scalar Subselect returns a single value from a subselect. It can be used in most places other scalar expressions can be
used. Row-subselect returns multiple columns from a single row of a subselect. 

Return Code

-578 - SCALAR SUBSELECT NOT ALLOWED IN SELECT WHEN GROUP BY USED

UPDATE Statement

For the first time, an UPDATE statement can update one table with values from another table.

Buffer Pool Algorithm (SO08120)

Performance was enhanced by improving the buffer hashing algorithm. This benefits sites with large buffer pools by
reducing the average hash chain length, lessening the number of instructions required to find a particular block in a buffer
pool.

HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE (SO06768) (SO07262)

This new HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE allows you to record historical information about various database events to help
manage your environment. For details, see Creating and Maintaining the History Database.
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REPORT TYPE=EVENT

The History Table Event Report provides a report of events that occurred for various database administrator (DBA)
requirements. The report provides selected commonly used fields and not ALL fields of the event table. Use DBSQLPR to
query the table if you require all fields. For more information, see REPORT TYPE=EVENT.

History Messages

HISTORY MESSAGES for DDL are provided for the SQL CREATE TABLE and DROP TABLE statements. (SO07425)

• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES CATALOG BASE START 315   R15LDSO9 36726 JOB34549-1 CA31
ABCDO02  (SO07113)

• DB00627I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL variable-one dbid table-name job-name run-unit job-ID Job-step-
number System User-ID

• DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL variable-one dbid table-name auth-id SQL-table-name

Compatibility

Datacom DL1 Transparency (DBDT) (SO06714)

DBDT Version 12.0 is compatible with CTS 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.

For more information, see Datacom DL1 Transparency (DBDT) in the README Information for 15.1

Messages and Return Codes

• DB00324I - WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE DTTM date/time STCK ????????
• DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL type-request author-id SQL-table-name (SO08374)
• DB01933I - VALUE(S) NOW INVALID, SET TO - variable
• DB01934W - MUFPLEX MODE 'A' DEPRECATED, SET 'B'
• DB01935W - MUFPLEX, ONLY FIRST TWO DBIDS KEPT
• DB01936I - SMPTASK SRB, SMPTASK_USING_IEAV variable
• DB01937I - DEFAULT APPLIED - variable
• DB02853I - DAC_CONTENT dbid table status label-number V-value TRUE-n FALSE-n optional-error
• DB02854W - DAC_KEEP/DAC_CONTENT PAST ROW dbid table ROW-100 KEEP/CONTENT-200
• DSV00146I (for CCI and TCP/IP connections) - Unexpected error in send processing. Return BAD REQUEST to client.

(SO08110)
• RC94(095) - GENERAL ERROR INDICATOR - CBS ACCESS AGAINST DIRECT TABLE (SO08374)

SQL Return Codes

• -53 - STRING TOO LONG FOR COLUMN nnn
• -109- VIEW COLUMN CONTAINING EXPRESSION OR FUNCTION USED ILLIGALLY
• -164 - CHARACTER DEFAULT MORE THAN 20 BYTES
• -578 - SCALAR SUBSELECT NOT ALLOWED IN SELECT WHEN GROUP BY USED
• -579 - USER DEFAULT TRUNCATED
• -580 - SUBQUERY NOT ALLOWED in ON CLAUSE

MUF Startup Options and Console Commands Enhancements
For more information about th following commands, see Modify MUF Startup Options and Console Commands.

• DAC_KEEP (SO06365)
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The DAC_KEEP command has been enhanced to allow you to reduce the quantity of captured data. For more
information, see the Limit amount of record stored in Log Area LXX area by DAC_KEEP at the MUF Startup.

• DAC_PATH (SO06153)
DAC_PATH has four more paths that are available for use. For more information, see the Limit by Access Path at the
MUF Startup.

• DORESTART (SO05964)
DORESTART was deprecated and no longer allowed as of 11/2018. See Modify MUF Startup Options and Console
Commands.

• DORESTART_TODAY (SO05964)
DORESTART_TODAY replaces DORESTART as the MUF startup option allows for a MUF restart that failed for a
database.

• NORESTART (SO05964)
NORESTART was deprecated and no longer allowed as of 11/2018.

• NORESTART (SO05964)
NORESTART_TODAY replaces NORESTART as the MUF startup option that specifies the date that Datacom
bypasses one or more databases that cannot be restarted.

• S_NO_STRUCTURE (SO05492)
MUFPLEX statement with S_NO_STRUCTURE in place of 'S' allows you to run in a Shadow MUF environment without
a structure. Without a structure, the MUF will reject either the MUF command ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX or
MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW. This option executes a little more efficiently than the 'S' full Shadow option.

• X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD (SO05278)
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD YES allows you to reduce the amount of 64-bit memory consumed by the MUF. Prior to
this option, the DXX memory guard was always in place for 64-bit SYSPOOL DXX buffers.

Messages

• DB01928C - NORESTART_TODAY ACCEPTED, REMOVE BEFORE NEXT MUF EXECUTION
• DB01929C - NORESTART HAS BEEN DEPRECATED, IF REQUIREMENT REVIEWED AND REQUIRED, SEE

NORESTART_TODAY
• DB01930C - DORESTART_TODAY PROVIDING WRONG DATE
• DB01931C - DORESTART_TODAY ACCEPTED, REMOVE BEFORE NEXT MUF EXECUTION
• DB01932C - DORESTART HAS BEEN DEPRECATED, IF REQUIREMENT REVIEWED AND REQUIRED, SEE

DORESTART_TODAY

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 (SO05708)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 nn provides functionality that activates CXX internal history of alters by either
the Datadictionary DDUPDATE program or the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY function with OPTION=ALTER. Additionally, the
CXX history is printed using DBUTLTY function REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=Z. For more information, see CXXMAINT
(Maintain Directory).

INSERT Scalar Function (SO06396)

INSERT scalar functionality as part of the character-level scalar process allows you to use the INSERT function for your
application queries instead of a more complex expression. Additionally, start should only be between 1 and source_string
+1 (plus 1). The +1 allows you to insert the insert_string at the end of the source_string. For more information, see Scalar
Functions.
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Performance and Support

Changes were made on Support Online to modify the FTP platform for Product and Solution download orders. Instead of
two FTP options for product/solution orders, you now have a single FTP option. To view these changes, see Acquire the
Product Pax File located under Install Products Using SMP/E JCL.

Performance Enhancements

This product enhancement delivers code which addresses slow performance when scrolling through SYSOUT data set
DD@MSG.

BREAK (SO05206)

The BREAK MUF console-like command, has been enhanced to now be greater than 500. The maximum value has been
increased from 500 to 2500.

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR (SO05301)

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR YES allows you to reset the metrics of the message for how often the log fills, so that the log can be
sized properly.

STATUS_JOB (SO05221)

STATUS_JOB allows you to use the extended STATUS_JOB command for all active jobs instead of a named job so that
you can quickly determine the overall system status of jobs. Options are: '*' as "all" and generic with '?'.

Data Access Capture (SO03799)

Data Access Capture is a one-stop document that contains all of the DAC information in its entirety.

• DAC_PATH
This console-like command can be issued with the MUF enabled using any of the console-like methods.  You can set
the path to:
– YES when requests using this path are subject to logging
– NO when requests have no logging through this path
Information is provided about issuing this console-like command after the MUF startup. New syntax, parameters, and
examples are also provided.

• DAC_TABLE
Used for multiple purposes, the various forms of the command let you immediately start or stop logging for a table with
defaults. You can also stage a definition to specify non-default options and activate it. This topic includes information
about issuing this console-like command after the MUF startup. New syntax, parameters, and examples are provided.

• STATUS_DAC
This MUF command provides information about each DAC_TABLE command with current setting and occurrences. 
Only available as a MODIFY (/F) command to the MUF and not through other console-like APIs. Results are detailed in
message DB02852I. The new message format is provided.

COMM EOJ REPORT

An extra line named "*DAC*" has been added to the MUF EOJ report. Information is provided if any Data Access Capture
log records were written.  If Data Access Capture tables were defined, a page is printed with the DBID, table name, status
content, total log records, total log record bytes, and an error indicator if any has occurred. For more information, see 
COMM EOJ REPORT.
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Recovery File (RXX) Report

The REPORT with AREA=RXX function now provides a line for all Data Access Capture Log records with a header of
"*DAC*". For more information, see Recovery File (RXX) Report.

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC) - Using the Recovery File (RXX) Read Subroutine

A new flag is added (Yes/No) where READRXX indicates that the log record being read was built because of the Data
Access Capture feature. For more information, see DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC).

TYPE=WHATIFCP (SO03704)

If you are thinking about changing compression options for a table, this function allow you to do basic "what if" analysis to
compare the storage and CPU costs of various compression options. For more information, see TYPE=WHATIFCP.

,PRTY= option (SO04095)

Depending on the size of files, a number of DBUTLTY functions can result in long run times. There are facilities to help
manage such jobs.

Each DBUTLTY function has its own default MUF execution priority (many are 16, others vary). With the PRTY=
parameter, you might specify a value of 1 (lowest) to 15 (highest) for the priority within the MUF.

NOTE

A value of 0 is allowed but indicates the default priority is to be used for the current execution.

The following DBUTLTY functions include the PRTY= parameter:

• MASSADD (Add Records to Table)
• REPLACE (Replace All Data in a Table)
• Index Area (IXX) Reports  - REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G
• VERINDEX (Verify Index)

For more information about the priority of DBUTLTY jobs, see Execution of DBUTLTY Jobs.

BUFFER_POOL buffers in Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools (SO04298)

A performance enhancement is now available for additional validation by any customer. If you have feedback for us on
this feature after testing, please let us know. After validation, the new buffer allocation strategy will become the method
used for all customers, and the option provided here will be ignored. For more information, see  Additional Monitoring and
Debugging Tools.

Using Nested Table Expressions (NTE)Performance (SO04034)

MUF option SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL 1 prevents a merge join from being used except on the first join. With PTF
SO04034, the SQL Optimizer is free to use a merge join for an NTE. For more information, see Using Nested Table
Expressions (NTE) Performance.

Scalar Functions - LOCATE (SO05243), LOCATE_IN_STRING (SO05343)

• The LOCATE scalar character function returns the starting position in bytes of the first occurrence of the search_string
within the source_string. The search is case-sensitive. (SO05243)

• LOCATE_IN_STRING provides new character-level scalar functionality. This character function returns the starting
position in bytes of the instance occurrence of the search_string withing the source_string. The search is case-
sensitive. (SO05343)
For more information, see Scalar Functions.
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Update Statement

New support was added for row table expressions (RTE) in the WHERE or HAVING clause to avoid writing application
logic to merge multiple SQL statements. For more information, see Update Statement.

MUF_BUF_USE (MBU)

BUFFER-SIZE was changed to provide a better description about information that the column contains. For more
information, see MUF_BUF_USE (MBU).

,PRTY= option (SO04095)

For the DBUTLTY functions that drive the MUF with long-running requests or sets of requests, the existing keyword
PRTY= can be set to allow the function to be given one of the following new priority numbers:

• Default is 16 which allows you to get the function done quickly in a busy MUF
• Use 8 through 15 for work that  has a higher priority than most other work
• Use a 7 to indicate that this is a moderate priority or just wait for a turn
• User 1 through 6 for lower priority

NOTE

It is best not to specify this option and let it default for the MUF executions that are not normally running at high
CPU percentages.

For the small number of the MUF executions where there is a high contention for limited CPU availability, then the ,PRTY=
option is available which allows you to request priority within the MUF of 1 through 15 for the following functions:

• DEFRAG (Defragment Index)
• OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online)
• REFGROUP Report
• DATASCAN OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX
• DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN
• DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU
• DATASCAN OPTION=SIZE_AREA
• DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX (and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE

Use DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE to log what specific records were provided by the DB engine to either the SQL engine or
directly to calling applications. The following DAC commands are new.

• DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC)
(MUF startup or console) Use Data Access Capture to log what specific records were accessed by or for an
application.

• DAC_PATH_NO
(MUF startup only) The DAC_PATH_NO command allows one or more paths of access to be excluded in selection.

• DAC_TABLE
(MUF startup only) The DAC_TABLE command provides a unique table and DBID to Data Access Capture selection.

• STATUS_DAC
(MUF Modify /F command) The MUF command, STATUS_DAC, provides information about each DAC_TABLE
command with current settings and occurrences.
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STATUS_JOB and STATUS_OLD

The STATUS_JOB and STATUS_OLD commands were enhanced to add URT to the MUF SYSOUT and Job step connect
stats.

Datacom log records, where the capture is currently externalized

In DBUTLTY, Data Access Capture (DAC) provides enhanced control information to record if the log record was added in
support of the DAC feature.

DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=RXX

The REPORT with AREA=RXX function provides many reporting options for the log data. A summary of log record
commands with a count of log records and a size of those records is provided. With Data Access Capture adding log
records, they are summarized with all the other commands.

Modern Content Blocks for I/O

A new recommended path for DASD I/O that allows you to use new hardware if available. For more information see,
Modern Content Blocks for I/O.

• IO_STYLE_NEWER
This optional command can be specified during the MUF startup or through the console. It allows you to exploit newer
hardware than standard Datacom/DB functionality. Additionally, this option causes less 24-bit memory to be used for I/
O control blocks.

• MESSAGE_ZHPF
This option is checked when the MUF opens the area and the DB00818I message can be printed.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX

The goal of this command is to second guess the secondary extent size if extends are occurring frequently which could
cause an outage. This feature activates when a data or index area fills because of adding rows to a table; or updating
rows requiring physical movement.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY

This command allows a default to retry with a smaller extend value when a dynamic extend is attempted because a file is
full and fails with a B37.

Online Table Move (TM24) and Online Block Size Alter (BA24)

The TM24 and BA24 functionalities allow you to move rows to support your business needs without causing data access
outages. The following features move all rows by table within area in Native Key Sequence.

• Online Table Move (TM24)
The DBUTLTY  console command  or use SQL console command to drive TM24 functionality. Using the MUF, you
can move all data rows from one data set to another. This task is accomplished with the same block size and without
interrupting user access to the data rows.

• Alter Area Block Size (BA24)
Using DDUPDATE with 1000 ALTER functionality, you can move all data rows from one data set to another different
block size with no interruption when accessing the data rows.

Messages
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• DB02831E – BLOCK ALTER 24X7 dbid area ERROR – variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Error message)
• DB02832I – BLOCK ALTER 24X7 dbid area STATUS – variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Status message)
• DB02833I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 897 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 60 (TM24 and BA24 Progress message)
• DB02836E - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area ERROR - variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Error message)
• DB02837I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid area STATUS - variable-info (TM24 and BA24 Status message)
• DB02838I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 897 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 60 (TM24 and BA24 Progress message)

Scalar Character Function, POSITION

The new Scalar character function, POSITION(position_operands), returns the position of the first occurrence of the
search_string within the source_string and is expressed in terms of string_unit. For more information, see Scalar
Functions.

Messages

• DB00102I - ENDED JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-nnnnn ttt-FROM=ssssssss TASK-1
• DB00133I - JOB OPEN a b c d e TASK-1
• DB00141I - DBUTLTY start/end function(-modifier) base optional-area job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number system

security-user-id
• DB00148I -

M_D_G job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number database-ID table-name SBab GB-n1 ROW-n2 IO-n3 command 
BLK-n4 command >
M_D_G job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number database-ID table-name SBab BLK(or ROW)-n4 IO-n3 dbutlty-info

• DB00151I - ENDED job-name run-unit job-id-step-number RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-0:5.20 TASK-1
• DB00608I - DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE COMPLETE aaaaaaaaaaaaaa job-name run-unit job-ID-step-number user-

id
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER dbid area-or-table-name item-changed jobname run-unit jobID-step-number System-where-

Job-ran external-security-ID 
This message documents minor changes to the CXX in the MUF. (SO04565)

• DB00817E - I/O ERR error dd/dtf-name ccccccc:h:r type volser volume
• DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED/DISABLED FOR ddname optional-disabled-reason (Modern Content Blocks

for I/O message)
• DB01006W - SVC DUMP FAILED, SDUMPX RC=nn, REASON=nn, WILL USE PXX INSTEAD
• DB01007I - DATACOM SVC DUMP LIMIT REACHED, WILL USE PXX INSTEAD
• DB01707W - FLEX EXTEND SUCCESSFUL ddname (DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)
• DB01708W - EXTEND RETRY X37 ddname FAILED AT last-secondary-number last-secondary-type ORIGINAL

original-secondary-number original-secondary-type RETRY retry-count retry-secondary-number retry-secondary-type
(DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)

• DB01709I - EXTEND SIZE ddname type-1 number-1 - reason-for-extend  - where-number-came-from type-2 number-2
optional-FLEX-RETRY-info (DYNAMIC_EXTEND message)

• DB01926W - CANDIDATE COMMAND, IGNORED - command-as-entered
• DB02843I - DATA AREA INFO - dbid area-name 'a' 'b' 'c' 'd' 'e' 'f' 'g' 'h' 'i' 'j'
• DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO RCDS-n BYTES-n
• DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO/*NO/NEW/OLD RCDS-n BYTES-n

This enhanced message contains more information about the status of tables being processed for Data Access
Capture.

• DB02855E – DAC_TABLE – COMMAND ERROR number
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This error message provides information if DAC_TABLE or DAC_PATH issued as a console-like command has an error
beyond basic value editing.

• DB03702W - VALIDATION SITE TESTING, NOT DOCUMENTED - command-as-entered
• DQ001E - AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS BEEN DETECTED WITHIN DATAQUERY

SQL Code

• -327 - INCREASE MUF TASKS SIZE TO AT LEAST nnnnn

Customer Ideation

• A quick reference table was added to give you a snapshot and fast access to the SQL Return Codes.
• A Datacom/DB Return Codes quick reference table was added to Messages providing a snapshot and fast access of

the Datacom/DB Return Codes.

DEFRAG

The report for the DBUTLTY DEFRAG function has been enhanced and now contains a new column for HIGH LEVEL
INDEX BLOCKS. This column provides the number of HIGH LEVEL IXX index blocks that includes one or more entries for
this key ID. For more information, see DEFRAG.

Datacom Presspack Video

The Datacom Presspack video describes data compression options using ‘what if’ report analysis in Datacom /DB,
featuring compression with Datacom Presspack for z/OS systems.

XMLAGG

The XMLAGG column function allows you to create an XML value from each row of a group. For example, you could
list each employee in a department. The values from each row of the group may be ordered. For more information, see
Scalar-Subselect.

XMLTEXT

The XMLTEXT scalar functions use the string-expression to produce XML output.

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE

The new WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE MUF command provides a path to cleaning all pended MUF information by
writing all to DASD. This command provides the following benefits:

• Drives a COMM STATS for all open databases
• Writes all pending buffers to DASD
• Causes the log area (LXX) to get to a stable state where a MUF failure has the smallest possible RESTART of the

following MUF
• Could be done before a SPILL to get all pended buffers to DASD
• Runs in parallel with any executing user jobs
• Can be done for no specific reason
• No requirements to run this command
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X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES

The new X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES MUF startup option allows a set of bytes of memory to exist between/after
every data buffer to protect against an overlay from one buffer into the next. This feature is typically not needed nor
recommended until a previous error indicates it is of value for a short time period.

DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

DATACHR and DATAHEX are new values for keyword LOGPRINT. For more information, see DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

• DATACHR prints the value in character format
• DATAHEX prints the value in hexadecimal style

1000 ALTER Transaction

This enhancement removes an edit that ensured that the Datadictionary occurrence information matched the Directory
CXX as a protection to an incorrect alter. You now have four alters: DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and KEY. Additionally,
it will note that the occurrence information is not correct and report that in a message (DB00916W). It then corrects the
Directory CXX to have the current occurrence information. For more information, see 1000 ALTER Transaction.

RECOVERY RECBASE DBID= one base or a range of bases

When one or more DBUTLTY RECBASE statements are required, this enhancement affects only the required DBID
keyword. Before the enhancement, a single database number was allowed such as DBID=1. With the enhancement,
DBID can be one number or one range of numbers, such as DBID=300-400. The keyword may still occur only one time
per RECBASE statement. There is no change to the optional TABLE= keyword.

The intent is that when a range of bases is used in the DBID parameter, the TABLE keyword would not be used. But if
they are combined, it works as would seem logical. The TABLE name is applied to each of the bases in the range.

To make the option more useful and friendly, for each DBID in the range it works like many other DBUTLTY functions. If
the specified DBID exists, it must be able to be opened. If the TABLE keyword is set, that table must also to be present.
For bases that do not exist, no error is recognized and they are ignored. If a database specified by DBID= has no data
set names or other problems in the Directory CXX that would prevent a successful open, RECOVERY is blocked from
starting. For more information, see RECOVERY RECBASE.

STATUS_OLD

The new STATUS_OLD command is available to the MUF as a Modify (/F). The number of seconds is displayed that a
task request is available for work in the MUF.

When the STATUS_OLD command is issued, if there are no needed output lines then nothing is written to the STATUSOL
SYSOUT DD statement. If any line is needed before the first is written, a date and time line is written and applies to all
following lines until the following date and time (if any).

When a task meeting the criteria of a request in the MUF is longer than the set or defaulted seconds and it is not excluded
as an exception, then the task status information is written to STATUSOL. The first line per task contains identification
information on the left. The lines that follow.

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom Updated

A note was added about using the DB LMP key for features included in Portfolio Simplification.
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MOD Function

After dividing two numeric values, you can now use the MOD function to obtain the remainder. For more information, see
Scalar Functions.

STATUS_JOB

The new STATUS_JOB name/number command provides 'status' type output for a MUF task by task number or all tasks
for a Job name. Information written to SYSOUT DD named STATUSJB.

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no - When the new SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no set to "no", this new MUF startup
option will skip printing the commented-out options. This option makes the MUF SYSPRINT much easier to read.

COVERED

The maximum size for the COVERED. startup option was increased from 9G to 19G.

VIRTUAL

The maximum size for the VIRTUAL startup option was increased from 9G to 19G.

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE

With this enhancement, the maximum size for the X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE startup option increased from 9G to
19G. This change only effects sizes coded as percentage. This option has no effect on a COVERED or VIRTUAL base set
as a specific size. If the option is not set, a percentage that generates a size over 2G is lowered to 2G.

JOBID and SNAME Key Type Fields

JOBID and SNAME are new key type fields when using the Accounting Facility. JOBID is the z/OS JOBID identification
of the user application. SNAME is the Jobstep Name of the user application. For more information, see Establishing
Accounting Tables.

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE and the MUF modify (/F) command

The DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’x’ has been enhanced with a new special value. The
value starts with ‘/F-‘ and ends with a MUF Modify (/F) only commands. Typically those commands must be issued using
z/OS Modify (/F) actions to an API supporting the Modify. The MUF could do them internally using the MUF start-up option
AUTO_STATUS. With the new option, the commands can be stacked in steps of a Job stream where they might provide
value.

Examples of a few console-only MUF commands are: STATUS, STATUS_LOG, and STATUS_CDC

COMM OPTION=STATUS

COMM OPTION=STATUS provides wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.

MUF

The command STATUS provides wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.

MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS

The Dynamic System Tables MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS table provides status information and has been enhanced to
optionally have wait times for requests with TASK ACTIVE and NOT ACTIVE.
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SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

The new SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE MUF startup option allows the spill to exclude log records for one or more databases.

CXXMAINT DELETE

The following new functionality has been added to  CXXMAINT DELETE command.

• The new CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt adds a 24x7 way to remove an obsoleted table from the CXX
while the base is open and in use (table is not).

• CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX adds a 24x7 way to remove all unused index partitions (INN) from the
CXX while the base is open and in use.

Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device)

DBUTLTY DEVICE 3390 now records up to 2G. You can specify the RECORDS= parameter with a value of more
than 99999999 records in the REPORT DEVICE= function of DBUTLTY. Therefore, you can always run the report
and estimate the DASD extent requirements.

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

The new  SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE console option allows the spill to exclude log records for onr or more databases.

Replaced How to Install Articles

The articles for How to Install SQL Web Connect, How to Install Datacom Server, and How to Install Datacom Server for
SQL Web Connect previously found in 15.0 have been replaced with the following:

• How to Install Datacom SQL as an Add On for 14.0 and 15.x
• How to Install Datacom Server for z/OS r14 and r15

Messages

• DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit job-ID database-ID table-name SBab GB-n1 ROW-n2 IO-n3
command BLK-n4 command
or
MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit job-ID database-ID table-name SBab BLK(or ROW)-n4 IO-n3 dbutlty-info

• DB00149I - MOD-INFO mod-name ccyymmdd-hhmm release ptf xyz
• DB00150I - MOD-INFO mod-name ccyymmdd-hhmm release ptf xyz
• DB00151I - ENDED DBDVLSQD 38126 JOB 16527-1 RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-0:5.20
• DB00152I - ENDED STATS RQ-45 IO-59 E-M:S-06 R-M:S-05.20
• DB00152E - KEY LENGTH ERROR DBID-xx TABLE ID-yy KEYID-yy INDEX KEYLEN-mm CXX KEYLEN-nn
• DB00153I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit jobid-step dbid table GSET-4 UNREAD-5
• DB00270W - ACCESS TO DATACOM TABLES NOT PROTECTED BY EXTERNAL SECURITY
• DB00916W - DDUPDATE 1000 ALTER entity-type OCCURRENCE MISMATCH IGNORED, dbid optional area or table

name either CXX or DD occurrence name status version
• DB01707W - DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX hours,very-small,small,medium,large,very-large>
• DB02848I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3312 AR2 STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 DCMQAR
• DB03601I - USER MSG jobname jobID -text
• DB13001E - UNDEXPECTED RETURN CODE rr (iii) *short-text"
• DQ000E - DATAQUERY HAS ENCOUNTERED AN UNKNOWN ERROR MESSAGE NUMBER (nnn)
• Return Code 89 - INSUFFICIENT MEMORY - Added internal RC 003v
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Base Features
The following features and enhancements are available on the original GA Pax for 15.1:

The following features and enhancements are available on the original GA Pax for 15.1:

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

The following three articles are provided to help you install the MetaCOBOL option:

• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Version 15.1
• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Sites Not Yet at Version 15.1
• Installing Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL for Sites that Do Not Use Datacom

Changes to Installation

• During the UNZIP process, only the SAMPJCL is being copied to DASD
• The RECEIVE process has been changed to RECEIVE FROMNTS
• The RECEIVE FROMNTS processes the RELFILES directly from the SMPNTS directory. Prior to this change, the

RELFILES were RECEIVEd from DASD.

DBSIDPR parameter (DBSYSID)

FORCE_DSN_CHAR=

This DBSYSID optional parameter allows editing of any set of characters.

DBUTLTY features

DATASCAN with OPTION=

This new function requests that MUF open the database and area named and scans the area in physical block order. The
OPTION= provides multiple choices of what the scan is to accomplish. Details of the OPTION= values are provided with
the DATASCAN function. This option replaces RETIX KEYNAME=. However, all options that are currently documented
continue to be supported. New features are done only with the new FUNCTION and keyword.

DBIN1PR DEFAULT Values

The following new values are used by the DBIN1PR process:

• KBYTES=9999
• OPTIMIZE=YES
• OPTION1=(I)
• SORT=n
• SORTDFLT=YES
• SORTDD=SORTDD
• SORTWK=9
• UNIT=XXXXXXXX

DBIN1PR FORCE Values

The following new values are used by the DBPIN1PR process:
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• OPTIMIZE=YES
• SORTDFLT=YES
• KBYTES=9999
• UNIT=XXXXXXXX
• SORTWK=9
• SORTDD=SORTDD
• OPTION1=(I)
• SORT=n
• BLKSIZE=0

LOCK OPTION=MOVER

If the step ends without the area being unlocked, this option allows LOCK to be freed. The main goal is to clear the lock if
the DBUTLTY step has for example: LOCK, BACKUP, UNLOCK. Another reason would be if the BACKUP ends with an
S122,  S222, or SB37 because it ran too long or had too much data for JCL output.

MASSADD duplicate option

This feature adds a new option to the function MASSADD of OPTION2. It has two values:

• DUPS_IGN ignores input rows that generate either return code 10 or return code 94(193).
• DUPS_DD ignores input rows that generate either return code 10 or return code 94(193) after the row is written to an

EXTRACT like output file to DD name DUPSttt. The ttt is the table name.

RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD status

A STATUS message has been added for tracking forward recovery similar to tracking BACKUP and LOAD.

REPORT RXX JOBNAME

The REPORT function with AREA=RXX and JOBNAME= can have any bytes of JOBNAME= as a question mark. The
bytes are considered generic and equal. For example, JOBNAME=CICS???? will get all jobs starting with CICS.

REPORT RXX time slices

The REPORT function with AREA=RXX provides summary information by time slices. This function was requested by
OPTION2=xxx**CDC*15, OPTION2=xxxCMT15, or OPTION2=xxxALL15. The 15 is the number of minutes per time slice.
The main goal is to size the CDC work in the LXX and then to size commit processing in the LXX.

REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP

This feature reports on compression details that are not available in other ways. REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP provides a
'What if" concept of different compression options. For example,

• Bytes stored if not compressed versus DB standard compression
• CPU time spent to expand using PRESSPAK WEAK versus PRESSPAK strong

The goal is to provide input if you are making choice about compression option

MUF Startup and Console Options

ACCESS DF_DS_OP

(Option of ACCESS) Use this command to reduce 24-bit memory usage for your site.
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AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING

A message is added to note when a new extent is first used for data or index information. This command is beneficial if
you are concerned with ensuring that no data or index area become full and additions get blocked. This feature does not
handle every case of DASD fragmentation but it can be helpful. This command causes message DB02827W to display

BEST_PRACTICES_OFF

Use this MUF startup option to disable a message suggestion. For more information, see BEST_PRACTICES_OFF.

BEST_PRACTICES_RC

Use this MUF startup option to set a DBMUFPR condition code to alert you that a message occurred. For more
information, see BEST_PRACTICES_RC.

CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS

(Startup and Console) If you are debugging the Change Data Capture Listener process, use this command to discover
how the process is working.

CLOSE_WITH_WAIT

(Console) The next time that the base has a time when no URT is open, you can use this command to cause MUF to
close the base. A normal CLOSE gets an error and quits if the base has any open URT. This CLOSE hangs for as long
as needed and is not intended for general user use. This command is valuable as used by Broadcom internal regression
testing.

HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES

(Startup and Console) This command drives the new message DB00623I. It provides information about start and end
MUF processing that is Support related or potentially long running.

MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT

(Startup and Console) Allows a path to prevent a MUF outage with no memory such as S878.

MESSAGE new option DD@MSG

(Startup) Allows selected messages by ID to be routed to a SYSOUT named DD@MSG instead of in the JES
LOG. Therefore, frequent rarely needed messages do not clutter the JES which makes it easier to find important
messages.

MESSAGE_DETAIL_G

(Console) This MUF console-like command is intended for testing or validating use of sequential processing. It generates
one message for every URT close that did sequential processing. This command is not intended to normally execute in
production. This command causes message DB00148I to display

MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE

(Startup) Allows all messages other than Informational to be easily findable when performing a search.

MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE

(Startup) Lets you override the MUF message type value.
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ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE

Issue this console command through any of the following ways to command MUF:

• MVS modify command ‘F’
• DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’…’
• SQL to insert a row into the Dynamic System Table SQL_CONSOLE.

OPEN_BASE

(Console) Causes MUF to open a base without waiting for an application program to drive the open. A helpful command
but it is not a required item for most sites. Broadcom internal regression testing uses this command.

RCERROR_MESSAGE

(Startup and Console) Relates to the current RCERROR command where for a given return code, a Master List and
Buffers can be set off or on to debug errors. Generates a message instead of Master List where the message would
provide time error occurred and basic information about the job that is running and the request area driving the error.
Adds messages DB02407 and DB02408. This command lets you generate a message instead of a Master List where the
message would provide the:

• time the error occurred
• basic information about the job running
• request area driving the error

RCERROR MINIMAL

(Option) Allows setting an RCERROR in the ‘internal’ value MUF reserves for errors thought to be likely user application
errors needing little in the traditional Master List. With this option, there is  too little information to debug any MUF error
itself.

RCERROR_RESET

(Startup and Console) Allows a new error occurrence to be recognized and externalized after MUF enables.

RCERROR_SUPPRESS

(Startup and Console) Adds the ability to suppress RCERROR Master List dump if they occur for the same Return Code
and Internal Return Code too frequently together.

REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD

(Console) Causes a data area to be scanned in MUF to find and then remove space used that is not currently required.
This command is beneficial if you are concerned with every byte of DASD that might be saved. Compression padding is
natural to compressed rows and removing it may slow down future row updates.

REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD

(Console) Causes a data area to be scanned in MUF to report the amount of space used that is not currently required.
This command is beneficial if you are concerned with every byte of DASD that might be saved.

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV

(Startup) This feature is available with every MUF environment currently using the SMPTASK startup command with the
fourth option set to SRB. Because this startup command uses different z/OS facilities for dispatching MUF, they are more
efficient for all CPU usage but particularly to reduce billable CPU time.
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SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

(Startup) This feature allows the spill to exclude log records for one or more databases. It can reduce the time to SPILL
the log (LXX) to the recovery file (RXX) in addition to possible DBUTLTY RECOVERY executions.

SQL_CODE_ERROR

(Startup) Use this command to set error handling by SQL code during MUF startup as can already be done by console-
like commands.

SQL_STATE_ERROR

(Startup) Use this command to set error handling by SQL state during MUF startup as can already be done by console-
like commands.

STATUS_LOG

(Console) Use this command to request status information for the Log Area (LXX). LXX percent full is the new addition.

SUBTASK_AUTO

(Startup) Used to set automatic timed console commands.

VSM_INFO

(Console) Provides a command to get from MVS and report Virtual Storage Manager information.

X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18

(Startup and Console) Used as a debugging feature if you are getting return code 18 error in applications that are hard to
track.

X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT

(Startup and Console) Used to facilitate faster execution of the LOAD process at the cost of a less balanced index.

New MUF SYSPRINT Messages for Best Practices

Startup options are compared to what Datacom considers a Best Practice. The options that are not Best Practice are
reported in the MUF SYSPRINT JES log with what was coded and what would be within the Best Practice range. Because
not all Datacom users agree as to what is and is not a Best Practice, this is a dynamic moving target of a consensus. Or,
just what Datacom chooses.

As MUF processes Startup options, there are some that are not considered a best practice at some degree of
reasonableness. After repeating the user options, any considered not best are flagged with suggestion messages.
Messages are written to the MUF SYSPRINT DD statement:

• After doing the ECHO for the startup options in their entirety, and
• Before the MUF EOJ information pages when it terminates

Every Startup option exists for a specific reason. For instance, some:

• Meet unique client MUF environment requirements
• Provide compatibility with the past
• Exist to allow QA at Broadcom to stress test selected parts of the Environment

Having a MUF environment poorly tuned might cost your site large sums of CPU and I/O costs where little effort might
vastly reduce the cost.
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Applying Best Practices can provide safety. The majority of testing by QA at Broadcom is with best practices in place.
Therefore, if you are also running this configuration you should be more comfortable that what you are running is the
same as the majority of other users and by Broadcom.

NOTE

• Values may be flagged for being too small or too large. In addition, a target range is often provided.
• These suggestions are based on a Production MUF Environment. You might like test environments to match

production or you might like tests to be efficient as tests. Either can be right.

Suggestions have no negative consequences by default. They exist in the MUF SYSPRINT file after the input SYSIN and
before the EOJ reporting. They default to print but an option allows them individually or as a group or groups be bypassed.
For more information, see MUF startup option BEST_PRACTICES_OFF. These suggestions start within the Datacom
code and can be changed often. Actually, they are expected to be changed often.

Each suggestion is numbered and the plan is that a number once assigned is not reused for another value should the
original reason no longer be appropriate.

At this time the following are warnings against Best Practices.

1) BREAK LT 50, TARGET 100-200
2) BUFFER_POOL_DEF IXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
3) BUFFER_POOL_DEF DXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
4) BUFFER_POOL_DEF DATA LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
5) DATAPOOL DATA LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
6) DATAPOOL DATA2 LT 1000, TARGET 1K-20K
7) DATAPOOL 31BIT, TARGET 64BIT
8) DATASPACE NE 2G, TARGET 2G
9) FLEXPOOL NE 0, TARGET 0
10) FORCE_NO_64BIT YES, TARGET NO
11) IOTASK GT 5, TARGET 2
12) LOGPEND LT 1000, TARGET 10,000-32,767
13) LOGPOOL LT 5, TARGET 10
14) PXXSTATS NOT EOJPRT, TARGET EOJPRT
15) READAHD PHYSICAL, TARGET INDEX
16) SMPTASK MISSING, TARGET 2-3
17) SMPTASK LT 2 OR GT 5, TARGET 2-3
18) SMPTASK NOT SRB, TARGET SRB
19) SYSPOOL CXX LT 9, TARGET 10-15
20) SYSPOOL IXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-20K
21) SYSPOOL DXX LT 1000, TARGET 10K-25K

22) SYSPOOL 31BIT, TARGET 64BIT
23) SMPTASK_USING_IEAV NOT YES
24) HISTORY MISSING
25) LOGRCV SET AS NO/NEVER
26) LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS LESS THAN 2000
27) LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES LESS THAN 5
28) LOGSPILL ''B'' GT 90, TARGET 90 DOWN TO 25
29) SYSOUT MISSING
30) LOG_RECORD_FORMAT NOT 1

31) LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS NOT YES
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MUF Startup SYSIN Error Messages

The goal of the following updated messages is to provide a better interpretation by including the valid values. For
example, if a value must be a number between 1 and 5000 and you provide either 'YES' or '8888', then the message
includes the values 1 and 5000.

■    DB01910E - PARAMETER OUT OF RANGE - VALID RANGE 1-5000

■    DB01911E - PARAMETER HAS INVALID VALUE - VALID ENTRIES: YES, NO

■    DB01917E - INVALID MIX OF OPTIONS - CONFLICT WITH TASKS OPTION 1

■    DB01920E - TOO MANY PARAMETERS

Faster Restart Processing

Database administrators now have faster restart processing to support 24x7 environments by using parallel processing
that incorporates multiple tasks. Up to the first 500 provided user tasks are used. Except for the last user task, all tasks
are used for maintenance command reprocessing. The last task is reserved for any required OPEN commands.

Taking advantage of faster restart processing in Datacom/DB is transparent to users. Parallel processing functionality
requires no Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifications.

If a MUF fails or is canceled, a wide variety of data changes that were in-flight are left unresolved. The MUF restart
process is automatically initiated when the MUF is started. If the MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process detects
it. Previously, when MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process ran in a serial order. In-flight transactions were
reprocessed in a time-sequence order to return the database to stability. Parallel processing techniques that use multiple
tasks complete restart processing in less time.

During MUF restart, incomplete requests are reprocessed. The tasks that are used in parallel are provided by the first
parameter of the MUF startup option TASKS. They are used and reused as the restart process sees fit to minimize
elapsed time during the reprocessing.

Reprocessing is done in the main task TCB and in any of the additionally allocated TCBs or SRBs that were specified with
the MUF startup option SMPTASKS.

The parallel processing in the provided task areas occurs with two infrequent exceptions. Required openings of data sets
occur sequentially in the last task area. Maintenance to the same row that is already in process in a task area waits on its
completion before starting.

A new DBMFSPR subtask is used for controlling and driving the main TCB. The activity of the DBMFSPR subtask is
reflected in the MUF EOJ report section for all TCBs and SRBs.

The primary reason for faster restart processing is to support 24x7 environments. If there is a MUF outage, faster restart
processing means that MUF is more quickly enabled. Outages are rare, and the savings of faster restart processing
are important. Faster reprocessing means that you can increase the value of the MUF startup option LOGPEND. The
LOGPEND option defines the size of the pipeline. The size of the pipeline significantly impacts MUF performance.
Increasing the LOGPEND value improves the performance of MUF in general. There is less risk of time expenditures for
reprocessing due to an outage.

The restart report includes two new sections that report parallel processing.

• The first new section contains aggregate statistics that are related to reprocessing.
• The second new section contains task-level statistics that are related to reprocessing.

Generating Source Members from CUSLIB Content

The DBCGSPR utility reads a CUSLIB concatenation and generates source macros with all the parameters specified to
assemble to create a new CUSLIB. This utility is intended to facilitate upgrading from one release of Datacom to a newer
release. The messages that are generated range from DB30201I to DB30299I.
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64-bit Memory and MUF Data Buffers

Database administrators benefit from using 64-bit memory for MUF data buffers. MUF data buffers are the set of buffers
that the database region (MUF) uses to hold customer data blocks. The data buffer pool is one of the largest consumers
of memory.

MUF data buffers default to 64-bit memory. MUF data buffer pools previously used 31-bit memory. A larger data buffer
pool is allowed with 64-bit memory. A larger data buffer pool can enhance performance. 64-bit memory speeds processing
by allowing 31-bit memory to be used for non-data buffer work. If the 64-bit default is not wanted, a fifth parameter on the
MUF startup option DATAPOOL allows the specification of 31-bit MUF data buffers.

Note: 31-bit memory is limited to a 2G maximum but is less than 2G in normal implementations. Availability of 64-bit
memory in z/OS operating systems is significantly larger with a maximum 64-bit storage of 2 TB.

SEQBUFS URT

The additional sequential buffers allocated for read ahead processing based on the SEQBUFS URT specification are now
allocated in 64-bit memory. This is done if normal data buffers are allocated in 64-bit memory.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND

Datacom strives to provide 24x7 support. When an application needs to add data to a VIRTUAL database area but that
area has become full, 24X7 operation is threatened. To minimize that threat, Datacom Version 15.0 supports the dynamic
extension of VIRTUAL database areas. Previous releases only supported dynamic extensions for DASD data sets.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND is a console-like command that is used to perform on-demand dynamic extends while the DASD
data set or VIRTUAL database area to be extended is open and the MUF is being used. Before Version 15.0, the
DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command only applied to DASD data sets. For details, see DYNAMIC_EXTEND in MUF
Startup Options and Console/Console-Like Commands.

31-bit Memory Available for Link-Edit in DSF Calling Programs

You can link edit as AMODE 31 or RMODE ANY when you execute your DSF-calling program with VPE 14.0 or later. Any
of the control blocks passed to DSF can reside in 31-bit memory even if your program is linked as AMODE 24.

Variable Log Area (LXX) Support of Larger Row Sizes

As a Database Administrator, in Datacom/DB Version 15.0 you can log data maintenance for tables, including tables with
long rows, using high-speed logging.

Segmented Logging

All logging in Datacom/DB Version15.0 can use high-speed variable logging. Tables that have rows too large to fit in 32
K of DASD, previously required spanned logging, a slower LXX option. Spanned logging is supported, because users of
spanned logging might need to migrate easily from Version 14.0 to Version 15.0, with the ability to do a fallback. When
Version 15.0 is fully established at your site and there is no danger of needing a fallback, convert from spanned logging to
high-speed variable logging.

Segmented log records are used to support large log records within variable logging. Hardware limitations require that
tables with rows too large to fit in 32 K of DASD to use segmented log records. Records are segmented into one to three
physical block records, depending on their size.

Segmented logging means:

• Records written to the LXX provide high-speed variable logging
• Benefits of multiple block and track writes and reads are retained
• Variable logging is available to all users

LXX and RXX
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The read functions of the LXX and RXX detect segmented log records and rebuild them into a single record before that
record is read. Recovery is unhindered by segmented logging, because segmented records are not spilled using different
spill functions. The method by which segmented records are written to the LXX ensures there are no errors in restart
processing.

Release Upgrade and Fallback.

Variable logging produces substantial performance improvement over spanned logging. When sites that have tables with
large rows convert from spanned to segmented (variable) logging, make certain that any restart processing required after
a MUF termination is restarted with Version 15.0 code, not Version 14.0 code. If restart is not required, fallback to Version
14.0 is fully supported.

Version 14.0 has been enhanced to allow the reading of Recovery File(s) (RXX) that are built by Version 15.0.

NOTE

RXX files are required so that a Version 15.0 MUF can have its LXX read and handled by the various readers
of the Version 14.0 LXX, including the DBUTLTY functions RECOVERY and READRXX. The restart process is
different, however. Version 14.0 has not been enhanced to support an LXX with segmented log records.

The Force Area (FXX)

The Force Area (FXX) has been enhanced in Version 15.0 to fully support variable LXX areas and large log records. The
FXX can be and should be a fixed block area initialized at half track. Alternately, the FXX can be a spanned block area to
provide compatibility with prior releases.

Index Swap

Index swap allows you to ‘move’ an index definition and set of values from one index area to another. For example,
assume a table with five index definitions (keys) that has all present in the IXX index area. You want to move one of the
five from the IXX area to a new I01 index area:

• To promote better performance by lowering the index levels to save I/O and CPU time
• By allowing the new index area to be in its own buffer pool for potentially better performance
• By allowing the new index area to be covered where only the moved index is covered, not the entire database

The normal process to achieve these goals involves:

• Closing the database
• A new database catalog to define particular index definition from the IXX to the I01 area
• A RETIX with MINIMAL=YES to first delete the index information from the IXX and second to scan all data, to build up

the index information in I01

The outage that is required for these steps would take a significant amount of time for a large area. But the new Index
Swap ability is a very small step in a process to perform the move in a 24x7 way with zero outage or no new outage, or
a very short outage. The process is to first define a new key definition for the same fields of the table having a different
key name, a different key ID, and a different index area name. This new key is set to no key usage so it is not used by
any program. The new key is cataloged and a task is started to read every row for the table and add the key value to the
new index. This process takes as long as needed, based on number of records. It runs in full parallel with all user program
activity. When the new key is fully populated, the Index Swap occurs in the CXX on DASD without hurting memory or any
user applications with the table open and processing.

For sites using the MUFPLEX Shadow ability to migrate with no outage to data access, when the Shadow MUF is next
part of a migration, the work there will be with the new key in the new index area, and the old index in the IXX is not used.
For sites using the MUFPLEX Shadow ability where the enabled MUF is canceled and the Shadow takes over will have
the short time between enabled to enable, but the new key is fully used in the new MUF. For other sites, the new key
takes effect when the table is closed and so reopened.
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Once the new key is in use by any of the methods above, the old key definition in the IXX area can be set to be deleted in
the 24x7 way, having no outage.

The details of the feature allow you to use the 1000 SWAP transaction with the -UPD header transaction for a KEY with a
KEY-TYPE attribute value of "I" (Index). Under this new process, you can add a KEY definition into the TABLE structure
reflecting the KEY occurrence to be replaced with the desired modifications. This KEY must be set to provide no key
usage. This KEY occurrence is then applied to the CXX using the APPPLYCXX function. Once the new index is built, the
new index is used to replace the old index with minimal processing interruption. Once the new index is in place and you
are satisfied, the old index can be deleted using the APPLYCXX function.

NOTE
This feature is limited to KEY structures containing the same fields.

Index swapping also allows two other rarely changed key definition attributes that do not affect application programs to be
changed in the same 24x7 way. By supporting changes without application program changes, a database administrator
can address, without risk, potential tuning benefits that are related to performance.

The first attribute that can be different is a key set as INCLUDE-NIL-KEY YES or NO. The INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute
defaults to YES and is not often used set to NO. A NIL-KEY is one that has an entire key length of fields containing all
binary zeros or all blanks. With INCLUDE-NIL-KEY set to YES, these index entries exist and are available to the RAAT
and SAAT (set-at-a-time) commands, which are needed if the key is used to find all records in the table. The ability to set
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY to NO forces those index entries to not exist and are therefore not available to the RAAT and SAAT
commands. This is considered a performance or tuning ability. The option must be set to YES for the Master Key and
the Native Sequence Key. An example of the option being useful is a secondary key that is defined as fields that are a
previous address for a person. If an address is known, it would be present and subject to finding the row. If there is not
an address, the blank (or binary zeros) in the field have no value to be added to the index or searched for in the index. A
savings of DASD and time to add or delete the blank field would not be a “value.”

The second attribute that can be different is a key set as UNIQUE. This attribute defaults to NO and can be NO or YES. If
set to YES, it ensures that a row cannot be added with the same value as another row in the table.

All three attributes require changes to the index areas on DASD and are grouped in this key swap feature. The following
steps are needed to complete the process:

1. Add a new key definition to the table that has a key defined, similar to the key to be changed, except it has a different
Datacom Name (a temporary name that is not used), different Key ID, and different attribute of the three above that
can be changed. This key definition is temporary and should be set to key usage NONE.

2. If the index name is to be changed and the name is not currently in use by another key in the database that is
initialized and loaded, the index name needs to be subjected to the DBUTLTY function PREINIT so that is it initialized
and ready for use.

3. The new key definition needs to be cataloged using DDUPDATE to the CXX. This process is explained in more detail
in Datacom Datadictionary documentation that discusses adding or deleting index definitions in "real time," that is, in
a 24X7 manner. After the catalog of the key, time must pass to all the MUF system to build the new index definition
requirements.

4. After the new key definition is fully in place, the key swap can occur. The two key definitions to be swapped must both
be in a LOADED status in the CXX. The key in use that is to be replaced is selected and the new key that is not in use
that is to be the replacement is provided with the batch transaction 1000 SWAP. From the CXX point of view, the two
keys have their key IDs swapped and the three options subject to the swap. The swap occurs to the CXX on DASD,
not in memory. The memory information supports existing user programs that are running and sees no effect from the
swap. Therefore, the existing user programs are not impacted in any way. The change is in place for applications once
the database is closed and then reopened. The close might be delayed until the next natural planned outage, including
migrating to a Shadow MUF.

5. After the database with the table that has the keys that were swapped has been subject to being closed in all
appropriate MUF environments, the old key definition can be deleted using the "real time" key deletion feature that
promotes 24x7 operations.
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For more information, see the 1000 SWAP batch transaction.

SQL DDL Statements

The CREATE AREA and CREATE DATABASE statements, and the associated statements ALTER AREA, ALTER
DATABASE, DROP AREA, and DROP DATABASE, are new Datacom/DB SQL Data Definition Language (DDL)
statements in Version 15.0.

We recommended that a COMMIT be issued immediately after using SQL DDL statements to create areas or databases.
Changes to the Directory (CXX) are committed when they are applied, but In SQL, the Datacom Datadictionary and DDD
can become out of synch if a ROLLBACK function is executed after the successful execution of a DDL statement. Issuing
a COMMIT after using a DDL statement keeps the Datacom Datadictionary and DDD in sync.

The syntax of the CREATE TABLE statement now allows the specification of an authorization ID with the area in which the
table is created.

NOTE

For more information, search for any of the attributes applied to the DATABASE and AREA are already in use
and defined.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS

The console-like command DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS had three valid values in previous releases, OLD, CYL, and TRK.
In version 15.0, DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS has two valid values, CYL and TRK. DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS is used to
select the units reported in the dynamic extend messages DB01705 and DB01706.

Tracing DSOP during Debugging

If Support requests you to debug DSOP processing, they might ask you to trace various conditions using
X_TRACE_DSM. The X_TRACE_DSM command traces all DSOP processing for all databases and areas. Sometimes
this is what is needed; but sometimes only a single database area is needed and the trace needs to be restricted. A new
console-like command has been added to restrict X_TRACE_DSM information to a single database area

The new console-like command is X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE dbid,area. It restricts the tracing to the single DBID and area
names provided. If the DBID is set to 0 (with any area name), the trace is unrestricted. We recommend you do not use
X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE unless directed to do so by Support.

New Console-like Command SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000

By default, MUF does not allow SQL to insert a row with a time value of 240000. However, some applications require this
time value. You can set a value of 240000 by specifying YES for SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000 during MUF startup, or
later. Previously, setting a value of 240000 was done using DIAGOPTION 1,64,ON which is no longer used in Version
15.0.

SQL Support for Unsigned Binary Numbers

Before this feature, all binary numbers were reported as signed. For large numbers that had the sign bit on were reported
as negative or minus numbers. SQL unsigned binary numbers are allowed in Version 15.0. Therefore, if a field is not
signed but is a large positive number, it is listed correctly in Version 15.0 reports.

UPGRADE Version 14.0 to 15.0 and Fallback

With Version 15.0, each and every upgrade and fallback issues from past releases have been reviewed. A set of new
rules and processes allow a user at Version 14.0 to upgrade with one of the following two basic strategies:
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• Users of small or test systems, who are permitted an outage to do an upgrade, can use a simple set of steps similar to
prior releases to perform the upgrade in one simple outage while the MUF is disabled and without any executions of
Version 14.0.

• For production environments and large users, there is a straight-forward set of multiple step processes that allow an
upgrade with no system outage but short times when a single database (or set) might need to be closed and reopened.

There are two methods to upgrade a Datacom/DB 14.0 MUF to a Version 15.0 MUF to support these strategies.

• Active MUF Upgrade (new)
• Traditional Upgrade (prior single method)

Information about all three methods is documented in the Datacom/DB article titled, “Performing a Version 14.0 to 15.0
Multi-User Facility (MUF) Upgrade.”

New DOCUMENT Reserved Word

In Version 15.0, DOCUMENT is a new Datacom Datadictionary entity-type. If you have previously named a user-defined
entity-type or a user-defined non-SQL table DOCUMENT, rename it before upgrading to Datacom Version 15.0.

Upgrading the Multi-User Facility (MUF) Version 14.0 to 15.x

Version 15.x completely removes the outage when upgrading a CXX from one release to the next. Version 15.x supports a
CXX initialized and used as Version 14.0. In fact, 15.x can only initialize a CXX as Version 14.0.

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom
Learn about features and capabilities in Datacom for z/OS and Datacom for z/VSE.

IMPORTANT
LMP checking for features that are included in Portfolio Simplification is done using the DB LMP key.
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z/OS Platform

Datacom for z/OS now includes the following features and capabilities.

Component Description

Datacom CICS Services CICS Services enable IBM® CICS® tasks to execute requests to the Datacom relational
database. CICS Services provide built-in performance monitoring capabilities for the
CICS connections to the database.

Datacom Datadictionary Datadictionary is a powerful online/batch metadata management facility that is used to
edit and browse the metadata that is stored in the dictionary. The Datadictionary is user
extendable to add more business information.

Dataquery Dataquery is an online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is stored in a
Datacom database, providing a simple and easy to use ad hoc facility.

Datacom Fast Restore Fast Restore provides a simple way to compress recovery (audit) information so that if
a disaster occurs, a database recovery from a backup can be completed much faster
(elapsed time).

Datacom SQL SQL provides SQL query and update access to Datacom databases, supporting existing
databases defined using Datadictionary and new databases defined using SQL DDL.

Datacom VSAM Transparency VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM data to be moved to the
relational database while the VSAM-based applications continue to run unchanged.
VSAM data migrated to the database is immediately available for modern (SQL) access.

Datacom Server Provides open access to data stored in Datacom databases using dynamic SQL with
both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.

Ideal Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM data sets as part of
their Ideal transactions.

z/VSE Platform

Datacom for z/VSE now includes the following features and capabilities.

Component Description

Datacom CICS Services CICS Services enables CICS tasks to execute requests to the Datacom relational
database. CICS Services provide built-in performance monitoring capabilities for the
CICS connections to the database.

Datacom Datadictionary Datadictionary is a powerful online/batch metadata management facility that is used to
edit and browse the metadata that is stored in the dictionary. The Datadictionary is user
extendable to add more business information.

Dataquery Dataquery is an online query tool and report writer that accesses data that is stored in a
Datacom database, providing a simple and easy to use ad hoc facility.

Datacom Fast Restore Fast Restore provides a simple way to compress recovery (audit) information so that if
a disaster occurs, a database recovery from a backup can be completed much faster
(elapsed time).

Datacom SQL SQL provides SQL query and update access to Datacom databases, supporting existing
databases defined using Datadictionary and new databases defined using SQL DDL.

Datacom Server Provides open access to data stored in Datacom databases using dynamic SQL with
both the ODBC and JDBC application program interfaces.
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Component Description

Datacom VSAM Transparency VSAM Transparency is a program interface that allows VSAM data to be moved to the
relational database while the VSAM-based applications continue to run unchanged.
VSAM data migrated to the database is immediately available for modern (SQL) access.

Ideal Option for VSAM Allows Ideal programmers to access data that is stored on VSAM data sets as part of
their Ideal transactions.

Next Steps

To use these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Support Online) and download the additional
component features from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your usual process to
acquire the key.

This documentation site details all Datacom/DB and Datacom/DB database functionality, including the previously
mentioned components.

If you have questions or comments regarding Datacom/DB or Datacom/DB database, use the commenting feature.

Release Comparison
This table compares the key new or updated features in all active releases of Datacom.

Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Datacom SQL Performance
Analyzer

yes no no no

VSAM Linear Datasets with
Media Manager (with Pervasive
Encryption)

yes no no no

CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALTMEM yes no no no
DISCONNECT_TASK yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_DATA yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_DELETE yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE yes no no no
BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE yes no no no
Datacom REST API yes no no no
TO_DATE yes no no no
DAYNAME yes no no no
DAYOFWEEK yes no no no
DAYOFWEEK_ISO yes no no no
DAYOFYEAR yes no no no
TO_DATE yes no no no
RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY yes no no no
STOP_LOOP_HANG yes no no no
ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE yes no no no
DEFAULT_INIT_IXX yes no no no
ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 yes no no no
QUIESCE_DBID yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING yes no no no
BREAK yes no no no
DATASPACE yes no no no
FORMAT2 INDEX yes no no no
LOGPEND yes no no no
MONTHNAME (scalar function) yes no no no
NONSWAP yes no no no
PXXSTATS yes no no no
SMPTASK yes no no no
SMPTASK_USING_IEAV yes no no no
VTOC_DATE_DAILY yes no no no
X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING yes no no no
SUBSTRING_INDEX (scalar
function)

yes no no no

TIMESTAMPDIFF (scalar
function)

yes no no no

TRANSLATE (scalar function) yes no no no
DAC_CONTENT_AND yes no no no
DAC_CONTENT_OR yes no no no
HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE yes no no no
REPORT TYPE=EVENT yes no no no
INSERT (scalar function) yes no no no
CXXMAINT ALTER
OPTION2=HIST00 nn

yes no no no

S_NO_STRUCTURE yes no no no
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD yes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDSyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEXyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=RESET_TSNyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=SET_DATAHUyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=SIZE_AREAyes no no no
DATASCAN_OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE
(and
VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

yes no no no

DEFRAG (Defragment Index) yes no no no
MASSADD yes no no no
MUF_BUF_USE yes no no no
OLREORG (Reorganize a
Database Online)

yes no no no

REFGROUP Report yes no no no
REPLACE yes no no no
REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

VERINDEX yes no no no
DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE yes no no no
DAC_KEEP yes no no no
DAC_PATH (formerly
DAC_PATH_NO)

yes no no no

DAC_ TABLE yes no no no
DORESTART_TODAY yes no no no
STATUS_DAC yes no no no
STATUS_JOB yes no no no
IO_STYLE_NEWER yes no no no
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR yes no no no
MESSAGE_ZHPF yes no no no
NORESTART_TODAY yes no no no
Online Table Move (TM24) yes no no no
Online Block Size Alter (BA24) yes no no no
Modern Content Blocks for I/O yes no no no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX yes no no no
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY yes no no no
SQL Return Codes Quick
Reference

yes no no no

SQL Nested Table Expressions
(NTE)

yes no no no

Datacom/DB Return Codes
Quick Reference

yes no no no

XMLAGG yes no no no
XMLTEXT yes no no no
DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR
or DATAHEX

yes no no no

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE yes no no no
X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD_
YES

yes no no no

1000 ALTER Transaction yes no no no
DBUTLTY RECOVERY
RECBASE DBID=one base or a
range of bases

yes no no no

Portfolio Simplification for
Datacom

yes no no no

STATUS_OLD name/number
command

yes no no no

STATUS_JOB name/number
command

yes no no no

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes
/no

yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

COVERED yes no no no
VIRTUAL yes no no no
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE yes no no no
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE yes no no no
COMM OPTION=STATUS yes no no no
SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE yes no no no
CXXMAINT
OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt

yes no no no

CXXMAINT
OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX

yes no no no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINI
T

yes no no

Data Area Space Estimation
Report (Device)

yes no no no

Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL

yes no no no

DBUTLTY New Features (8
enhancements)

yes no no no

DATASCAN with OPTION= yes no no no
LOCK OPTION=MOVER yes no no no
MASSADD DUPS_IGN yes no no no
MASSADD DUPS_DD yes no no no
RECOVERY
OPTION=FORWARD

yes no no no

REPORT with AREA=RXX and
JOBNAME

yes no no no

REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP yes no no no
ACCESS DF_DS_OP yes no no no
BEST_PRACTICES_OFF yes no no no
BEST_PRACTICES_RC yes no no no
CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS yes no no no
CLOSE_WITH_WAIT yes no no no
HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES yes no no no
MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT yes no no no
MESSAGE_DETAIL_G yes no no no
MESSAGE_ERRPR_CODE yes no no no
MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE yes no no no
ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE yes no no no
OPEN_BASE yes no no no
RCERROR_MESSAGE yes no no no
RCERROR MINIMAL yes no no no
RCERROR_RESET yes no no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

RCERROR_SUPPRESS yes no no no
RCERROR_SUPPRESS yes no no no
REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD yes no no no
REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD yes no no no
SQL_CODE_ERROR yes no no no
SQL_STATE_ERROR yes no no no
SUBTASK_AUTO yes no no no
VSM_INFO yes no no no
X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 yes no no no
X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT yes no no no
Message New
Option DD@MSG

yes no no no

New SQL DDL Statements
(CREATE/ALTER/DROP
DATABASE and AREA)

yes no no no

New MUF SYSPRINT
messages for "Best Practices" 
(31)

yes no no no

Enhanced MUF Startup SYSIN
Error Messages (4)

yes no no no

Faster Restart Processing
(parallelism)

yes no no no

64-Bit Memory Used for MUF
Data Buffers

yes no no no

Enhanced 14.0 Upgrade
Facilities to 15.0 and 15.1
including no-outage option

yes yes no no

Ideal Output as an XML
Document

yes yes no no

Adding/Deleting an Index on
Open Table

yes yes no no

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(MUF Dispatching
Enhancement)

yes yes yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(from typically 50%+ to as much
as 90%)

yes yes yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation
(typically about 50%
improvement over 12.0)

yes yes yes yes

Extending Virtual Database
Areas

yes yes no no

Extending Temporary Table
Manager (TTM)

yes yes no no

DBUTLTY INIT All Areas in a
Database

yes yes no no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Log Area Enhancements (5
Enhancements)

yes yes no no

URI Reuse yes yes no no
Simplification of Datacom
Program Call (PC) Routines

yes yes no no

SQL Source Cache yes yes no no
Dynamic System Table
Versioning Enhancement

yes yes no no

DBUTLTY REPORT
TYPE=DATASP Enhancement

yes yes no no

RAAT Long Keys yes yes no no
OPEN/CLOSE Processing
Improvement

yes yes no no

INDEX Key Usage
Enhancement 

yes yes no no

SQL Plan Versioning yes yes yes no
Online Fast Compress yes yes yes no
Change Data Capture
(CDC) support for
EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME

yes yes yes no

Change Data Capture Plus
(CDC Plus)

yes yes yes no

Fast ADDIT yes yes yes no
High Used Mark yes yes yes no
Online Area Move for CXX and
FXX Areas

yes yes yes no

Online Area Move for Data and
Index Areas

yes yes yes no

Index QUEUE Performance
Improvement

yes yes yes no

Additional DBC Performance
enhancements

yes yes yes no

Customize Code Pages for
JDBC Type 4 Connections

yes yes yes no

Automatic CXX Information
Updates

yes yes yes no

Index Queue Processing
Updates (3 enhancements)

yes yes yes no

SQL Processing Updates (5
enhancements)

yes yes yes no

SYNCPOINT Processing
Improvements

yes yes yes no

Enhanced Messages Around
Enqueued Resources

yes yes yes no

Data Encryption yes yes yes yes
SIMPLIFY Feature yes yes yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0 Release 14.02 Version 14.0

Replacement of Prior Datacom
SVC with Datacom Program
Call Routine

yes yes yes yes

Large Page Support for Buffers yes yes yes yes
DBUTLTY COMM
OPTION=STATUS

yes yes yes yes

Health Checks (3) yes yes yes yes
XCF_FROM Startup Option and
Console-Like Command

yes yes yes yes

64-bit Memory Exploitation -
DXX Buffers

yes yes yes yes

MUF Additional Buffer Pools yes yes yes yes
New and Updated Dynamic
System Tables

yes yes yes yes

CXXCLONE yes yes yes yes
External Security for DBUTLTY
Functions

yes yes yes yes

EXPAND no no no yes
Datadictionary Structure
Definition Comparator
(DDSDCLM)

yes yes yes yes

More resources

For a high-level summary of any of the following features, see the corresponding dates in the Datacom Features topic or
for Tools features, see:

• Datacom CICS Services New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Ideal New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Ideal New and Enhanced Features for 15.x
• Datacom Server New and Enhanced Features for 15.x

Release Comparison - Tools
Review a table that compares the key new or updated features in all active releases for Datacom.

This table compares the key features in the following releases:

Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DAC_CONTENT_AND yes no

DAC_CONTENT_OR yes no

REPORT TYPE=EVENT yes no

INSERT (scalar function) yes no

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00 nn yes no

S_NO_STRUCTURE yes no

X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

DATASCAN_OPTION=RESET_TSN yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=SET_DATAHU yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=SIZE_AREA yes no

DATASCAN_OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE (and
VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

yes no

DEFRAG (Defragment Index) yes no

MASSADD yes no

MUF_BUF_USE yes no

OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online) yes no

REFGROUP Report yes no

REPLACE yes no

REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G yes no

VERINDEX yes no

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE yes no

DAC_PATH (formerly DAC_PATH_NO) yes no

DAC_ TABLE yes no

STATUS_DAC yes no

Online Table Move (TM24) yes no

Online Block Size Alter, IO_STYLE_NEWER, (BA24) yes no

Modern Content Blocks for I/O yes no

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX yes no

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY yes no

SQL Return Codes Quick Reference yes no

SQL Nested Table Expressions (NTE) yes no

Datacom/DB Return Codes Quick Reference yes no

XMLAGG yes no

XMLTEXT yes no

DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DATACHR or DATAHEX

yes no

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE yes no

X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD_YES yes no

1000 ALTER Transaction yes no

DBUTLTY RECOVERY RECBASE DBID=one base
or a range of bases

yes no

Portfolio Simplification for Datacom yes no

STATUS_OLD name/number command yes no

STATUS_JOB name/number command yes no

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no yes no
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

COVERED yes no

VIRTUAL yes no

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE yes no

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE yes no

COMM OPTION=STATUS yes no

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE yes no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=ttt yes no

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,TABLE=IXX yes no

Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device) yes no

Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL yes no

DBUTLTY New Features (8 enhancements) yes no

MUF Startup and Console Options (27
enhancements)

yes no

Message New Option DD@MSG yes no

New SQL DDL Statements (CREATE/ALTER/DROP
DATABASE and AREA)

yes no

New MUF SYSPRINT messages for "Best Practices"
  (31)

yes no

Enhanced MUF Startup SYSIN Error Messages (4) yes no

Faster Restart Processing (parallelism) yes no

64-Bit Memory Used for MUF Data Buffers yes no

Enhanced 14.0 Upgrade Facilities to 15.0 and 15.1
including no-outage option

yes yes

Ideal Output as an XML Document yes yes

Adding/Deleting an Index on Open Table yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (MUF Dispatching
Enhancement)

yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (from typically 50%+ to
as much as 90%)

yes yes

Enhanced zIIP Exploitation (typically about 50%
improvement over 12.0)

yes yes

Extending Virtual Database Areas yes yes

Extending Temporary Table Manager (TTM) yes yes

DBUTLTY INIT All Areas in a Database yes yes

Log Area Enhancements yes yes

URI Reuse yes yes

Simplification of Datacom Program Call (PC)
Routines

yes yes

SQL Source Cache yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

Dynamic System Table Versioning Enhancement yes yes

DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATASP Enhancement yes yes

RAAT Long Keys yes yes

OPEN/CLOSE Processing Improvement yes yes

INDEX Key Usage Enhancement yes yes

SQL Plan Versioning yes yes

Online Fast Compress yes yes

Change Data Capture (CDC) support for
EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME

yes yes

Change Data Capture Plus (CDC Plus) yes yes

Fast ADDIT yes yes

High Used Mark yes yes

Online Area Move for CXX and FXX Areas yes yes

Online Area Move for Data and Index Areas yes yes

Index QUEUE Performance Improvement yes yes

Additional DBC Performance enhancements yes yes

Customize Code Pages for JDBC Type 4
Connections

yes yes

Automatic CXX Information Updates yes yes

Index Queue Processing Updates (3 enhancements) yes yes

SQL Processing Updates (5 enhancements) yes yes

SYNCPOINT Processing Improvements yes yes

Enhanced Messages Around Enqueued Resources yes yes

Data Encryption yes yes

SIMPLIFY Feature yes yes

Replacement of Prior Datacom SVC with Datacom
Program Call Routine

yes yes

Large Page Support for Buffers yes yes

DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATUS yes yes

Health Checks (3) yes yes

XCF_FROM Startup Option and Console-Like
Command

yes yes

64-bit Memory Exploitation - DXX Buffers yes yes

MUF Additional Buffer Pools yes yes

New and Updated Dynamic System Tables yes yes

CXXCLONE yes yes

External Security for DBUTLTY Functions yes yes
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Feature Release 15.1 Version 15.0

Datadictionary Structure Definition Comparator
(DDSDCLM)

yes yes

Release Compatibility and Support
Learn more about Datacom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools; Release and Support Lifecycle Dates; and
the Maintenance Grids for zOS and zVSE. This article also covers mainframe compatibilities, Broadcom recommended
service for zOS, and the Datacom CADRE community.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Datacom CADRE (the Datacom User Community)

Product Accessibility Features
We are committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with Datacom.

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution

Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate
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Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size

Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume

Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate

Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones

Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed

Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action

Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate

Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options

Let you do the following:
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• – Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+Shift+S Save All

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End

Product Names and Abbreviations
This list defines the acronyms and product names, in long and short form, that appear in this documentation.

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• ACF2
• Disk
• Dynam/D
• Ideal
• IPC
• eMail
• Sort
• Auditor
• CIS
• Chorus Software Manager
• Common Components and Services
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom SQL
• Datacom DL1 Transparency
• Datacom STAR
• Datacom TOTAL Transparency
• Datacom/DB
• Health Checker
• Librarian
• LMP
• MetaCOBOL+
• OPS/MVS
• Panvalet
• Roscoe
• CARS
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• SYSVIEW
• Top Secret
• Vollie

Third-Party License Agreements for Datacom SQL Performance
Analyzer
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software ("OSS") distributed with the Datacom
product (the "Licensed Product"). The term "Broadcom" refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.
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To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License ("GPL") or the GNU
Lesser General Public License ("LGPL"), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file.
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

README Information for 15.1
SI10888 - Datacom/DB Complete Release/Version 15.1 z/OS README

This document records any known problems with the z/OS media for the Datacom Version 15.1 Core Products:

• Datacom/DB
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Dataquery for Datacom
• Datacom SQL
• Datacom MetaCOBOL Support
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom Fast Restore

NOTE

The preceding list of 15.1 Core Products includes one Datacom optional component, Datacom Presspack,
that requires a separate license and LMP code after Portfolio Simplification should you want to use it.

This document is updated as any additional items are discovered.

This release is delivered as the "Complete Release/Version" for Datacom Core Products 15.1 for z/OS. All new features
and maintenance items that were introduced during the Incremental Release program have been incorporated into
this "complete" release/version.

This GA Complete PAX replaces the earlier Incremental PAX for the Datacom Core Products. Now, you can no longer
download the original Incremental PAX from Support Online. If there is a question about which version of the PAX
you are accessing, the current GA Complete PAX is named DVD01125316E.pax.Z. The original incremental PAX was
named DVD02085657.pax.Z.

All customers should now use the GA Complete PAX (DVD01125316E.pax.Z) for installations and upgrades. Content in
this document is applicable only to the GA Complete PAX.

z/OS New Install/Upgrade

After you install the code from the "Complete Release/Version" code PAX, you should apply all available published
maintenance for 15.1 before using the system.
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• The following solutions must be applied to your 14.0 environment before upgrading from 14.0 to 15.1. They affect the
execution of DDSDCLM before beginning the upgrade from 14.0 and facilitate possible fallback to 14.0.

PTF Product Release Description

RO60055 DB 14.0 PROVIDE COMPATIBILITY
WITH FUTURE RELEASE

RO67544 DD 14.0 VERSION 14.0 COMPATIBLITY
WITH VERSION 15.0

RO68826 DD 14.0 DSF RETURN CODE BDM001
AFTER APPLYING RO67544

RO60006 SQL 14.0 -999 SQLCODE CANT
FIND QCBSTMT AFTER
FALLBACK TO 14.0

RO72222 SQL 14.0 15.0 CHECK CONSTRAINTS
FAIL ON FALLBACK TO 14.0

RO73310 DD 14.0 NEW PANEL MEMBERS TO
SUPPORT VERSION 15.0
COMPATIBILITY

RO83447 DD 14.0 FIX ERROR MSGS FROM
DDSDCLM TO REFLECT
KEY RATHER THAN FIELD

RO97811 DD 14.0 REDELIVER CORRECTED
SDCTRNS AND DD140SD
BASIS MODULE

RO98748 DD 14.0 REDELIVER CORRECTED
SDCTRNS FOR DDSDCLM

• The following solutions must be applied to your 15.0 environment before upgrading from 15.0 to 15.1:

PTF Product Release Description

RO97875 DD 15.0 CORRECTIONS TO 14.0
AND 15.X BASIS MODULES
FOR DDSDCLM

RO98147 DD 15.0 FOREIGN KEYS GET
DDPIIN0001 ERRONEOUSLY

• The following solutions fix problems in the installation and upgrading process. If you are installing from the 15.1
"Complete Release/Version" PAX, the following solutions must be applied to your 15.1 environment before running the
install jobs. These solutions must be applied for your installation jobs to be successful.

PTF Product Release Description

SO10580 DB 15.1 UPGRADE PROCESS FOR
HISTORY DATABASE

SO11882 DB 15.1 ADD DB Z/OSMF
WORKFLOWS FOR
CONFIGURATION AND
UPGRADE
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SO15490 DD 15.1 DDSDCLM INCORRECT BASIS
MODULE

• Refer to the Install Products Using SMP/E JCL topic for changes in the installation process using PAX ESD.
• When installing using Chorus Software Manager (CSM), if performing "Custom Installation,"  note that there are three

"Installation Features" that are required:
– Datacom Datadictionary
– Datacom SQL
– Datacom/DB
"Datacom Datadictionary 2" is CICS-specific DD code and is optional.

• The following list shows the FMID for each 15.1 product that is included in the Datacom installation package:

Datacom/DB (DB) CABDF10

Datacom Datadictionary (DD)        CAADF10

Datadictionary (CICS) CAADF15

Dataquery for Datacom (DQ) CADQF10

Dataquery (CICS) CADQF15

Datacom SQL (SQL) CAVEF10

Datacom Presspack CAZNF10

Datacom Fast Restore CBAPF10

z/OS Maintenance

Refer to Special Action Required.

   (None, as of 02/23/2018)

New Functions, Features, and Facilities

Refer to Datacom Features under Release Notes and Product Information.

Also, refer to New and Updated Messages under Release Notes.

Special Action Required for Version 15.1

(None, as of 02/23/2018)

Related z/OS Products Support for Datacom 15.1

Supported z/OS releases

Datacom is supported for releases of z/OS that are supported by IBM. As of 02/28/2017, when the complete PAX became
Generally Available, the lowest level of z/OS that IBM supported was z/OS 2.1.

Supported CICS Transaction Server releases

Datacom is supported for releases of z/OS that are supported by IBM. As of 02/28/2017, when the complete PAX
became Generally Available, the lowest level of CICS Transaction Server for z/OS that IBM supported was CICS TS 4.1.
Drop support of IBM CICS Transaction Server for z/OS 4.1 was announced for September 30, 2017.

Datacom CICS Services z/OS customers need to apply the following PTFs, by release:
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• Datacom CICS Services 14.0:

PTF Product Release Description

RO67397 DBC 14.0 PROVIDE COMPATIBILITY
FOR Datacom/DB 15.0

• Datacom CICS Services 15.0:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 03/09/2018)

• Datacom CICS Services 15.1:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 03/09/2018)

Datacom Server customers need to apply the following PTFs, by release:

• Datacom Server 14.0:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

• Datacom Server 15.0:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

IPC z/OS customers need to apply the following PTFs:

PTF Product Release Description

RO55842 IPC 14.0 VPE BATCH DYNAMIC
INVOCATION BOOTSTRAP
AMODE31

RO89534 IPC 14.0 VPE BATCH CALLS NON-
IDEAL SUBPGM A03 ABEND

RO89477 IPC 15.0 VPE BATCH CALLS NON-
IDEAL SUBPGM A03 ABEND

RO89915 IPC 15.1 VPE BATCH CALLS NON-
IDEAL SUBPGM A03 ABEND

Ideal z/OS customers need to apply the following PTFs by release:

• Ideal 14.0:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 02/23/2018)

• Ideal 15.0:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 02/23/2018)

• Ideal 15.1:
PTF Product Release Description
(None, as of 02/23/2018)

SYSVIEW Performance Management (SYSVIEW) has been QA tested with Datacom 15.1. Customers with
SYSVIEW need to apply the following PTFs by release:
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• SYSVIEW 13.9: toleration support only
Product Version PTF Description
(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

• SYSVIEW 14.0: begins full support
Product Version PTF Description
(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

Datacom VSAM Transparency 14.0 customers need to apply the following PTFs:

PTF Product Release Description

(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

Datacom STAR Version 12.0 customers need to apply the following PTFs:

PTF Product Release Description

RO75493 DBSTR 12.0 SUPPORT FOR DB VERSION
15

RO81534 DBSTR 12.0 ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FOR
DB VERSION 15

Datacom DL1 Transparency (DBDT)

• DBDT Version 12.0 supports Datacom/DB Version 15.1.
• DBDT Version 2.3 does not support Datacom/DB Version 15.1.
• DBDT Version 12.0 is compatible with CTS 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.

Datacom TOTAL Transparency Version 1.0 customers need to apply the following PTFs:

PTF Product Release Description

(None, as of 02/28/2017.)

Datacom 15.1 z/OS Documentation

You can also find the documentation by web browser search using the phrase "Datacom 15.1." Certain content is
reserved to Datacom customers only. To access this private content, simply sign in using your Broadcom Support Online
credentials.

For additional information, see the Datacom/Ideal/Ideal Maintenance Grid for z/OS.

How Installation Works
Standardized product installation across all Broadcom mainframe products includes acquisition, installation using SMP/E,
deployment (CSM release 5.1 and earlier), configuration, and deployment (staging system configurations in CSM Version
6.0 only).

Acquisition
Transports the software to your z/OS system

Installation using SMP/E
Creates an SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps. The software is untailored.

(For CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deployment
Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR

NOTE
This step is optional for CSM Version 6.0. For more information, see Configure Products Using CSM.
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Configuration
Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state

(For staging system configurations in CSM Version 6.0 only) Deployment
Makes configured run-time libraries available to a remote location where that software can be activated, bringing it
to an executable state

CSM (CSM) is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many product installation activities on z/OS
systems. This application also makes obtaining and applying corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-
based interface enables you to install and maintain your products faster and with less chance of error. Best practice is
to install mainframe products and maintenance using CSM. Using CSM, someone with limited knowledge of JCL and
SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center. Follow the installation instructions.

You can also complete the standardized installation process manually using pax files that you download from Broadcom
Support.

To install your product, perform the following tasks:

1. Prepare for the installation by confirming that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Verify that you acquired the product using one of the following methods:

– From Broadcom Support using CSM
– From Broadcom Support using Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (Pax ESD)

3. Perform an SMP/E installation using one of the following methods:
– If you used CSM to acquire the product, start the installation process from the SMP/E Environments tab in CSM.
– If you used Pax ESD to acquire the product, you can install the product in the following ways:

• Install the product manually.
• Complete the SMP/E installation using the Add Product option in CSM.

NOTE
If a Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) package is published for your product, install it before
proceeding.

4. (For CSM Release 5.1 and earlier only) Deploy the target libraries

NOTE
This step is optional for CSM Version 6.0. For more information, see Configure Products Using CSM.

5. Configure your product using CSM or manually
6. (For staging system configurations in CSM Version 6.0 only) Deploy configured run-time libraries, and activate your

product

NOTE
Configuration is considered part of starting your product.

Prepare for Installation
Review this page before installation, configuration, or deployment of Datacom at your site.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services
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Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Security Administrator, for data set or Multi-User Facility (MUF) security access
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

This topic describes:

How to Obtain the README File

The README is a live document. The README is kept current for any problems or concerns dealing with the processes
for the installation and upgrade. Review this member often to get the most current information. Review the following steps
for directions.

To access the README file, see Readme.

Products Installed

You can perform the following tasks with your Datacom products:

• Install various Broadcom products
• Add Datacom to other Broadcom products that you have already installed
• Add individual products not included in the initial installation

Contact your local Broadcom representative regarding compatibility.

The amount of space you must allocate for any installation depends on the product mix. For more information, see DASD
Requirements.

Considerations for Installation
Learn considerations and tasks to review before installing Datacom. Find JCL, REXX, SYSPLEX, and IBM SMP/E
considerations.

Review the following tasks before installing any product:

JCL Editing

After running the install jobs to install the SMP/E libraries, the next step of the installation or upgrade process is to
download a sample JCL PDS that contains all the JCL necessary to install or upgrade the Datacom/DB environment.
Each job included in the sample PDS has a "flower box" at the top that describes the changes that are required to edit the
JCL to meet the installation requirements for your site. See the following example:
       

//* INSTRUCTIONS:

//*      ***  CHANGE JOB CARD AS NECESSARY FOR YOUR SITE.

//*   1. PERFORM A GLOBAL CHANGE OF "CAI.SMPCSI.CSI"

//*      TO THE NAME OF THE SMP/E CSI DATA SET.

//*      WORKSHEET PARAMETER 1

//*   2. PERFORM A GLOBAL CHANGE OF "CAI.SHLQ"

//*      TO THE HIGH LEVEL QUALIFIER OF THE SMP/E DATA SETS.

//*      WORKSHEET PARAMETER 2

//*   4. PERFORM A GLOBAL CHANGE OF "BDC0SS"

//*      TO THE VOLSER OF THE INSTALL TAPE.

//*      WORKSHEET PARAMETER 24

//*   5. PERFORM A GLOBAL CHANGE OF "TAPE"

//*      TO THE UNIT TYPE OF THE INSTALL TAPE, E.G."CART"
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//*      WORKSHEET PARAMETER 25

      

The list of JCL "edits" needed is covered in the Installation Worksheet for New Installations and Upgrades or the
Installation Worksheet for the SMP/E Install Job.

You can choose to edit each job manually according to the flower box instructions or you can use a PDS utility to perform
the edits. In the following sections, we discuss a few available PDS editing tools. Remember to save the original sample
PDS before doing any mass edits in case you want to redo your edits.

Editing Install Using the Supplied REXX Execs under ISPF

If you use ISPF, there are two ISREDIT macros that are included that can be used to facilitate editing the install, new,
or upgrade JCL job members. PDS member DCMSEDIT in the SAMPJCL library and member $DCBDEDT in the
CABDSAMP Target library can be used to make global changes in their respective libraries for the desired worksheet
parameter strings.
DCMSEDIT

Sample ISREDIT macro that makes the global changes to the SMP/E install jobs.
$DCBDEDT

Sample ISREDIT macro that makes the global changes to the new or upgrade jobs.

These members contain an edit command for each worksheet item in the form of 'ISREDIT C "STRING1" "STRING2"
ALL'. In each case, STRING1 represents what is currently in the job members in their respective libraries. Change
STRING2 so that the worksheet values for your installation are incorporated.

Once you have made the appropriate changes, save this member to your SYSPROC location and then execute this
macro from the command line in ISPF.

This global edit procedure eliminates the requirements for almost all manual editing of the sample jobs. However, review
the instruction block in each job for any optional changes.

Installation in the SYSPLEX Environment

Remember to add the appropriate JOBPARM card when installing in a SYSPLEX environment. The JOBPARM card
ensures that the installation jobs are consistently executed on the appropriate processor.

IBM SMP/E

SMP/E in a version and release as supported by IBM is required to install and maintain Datacom in the z/OS environment.
It is the program installation standard methodology for all Broadcom z/OS products and helps ensure the stability and
integrity of the execution libraries.

SMP/E controls and simplifies the installation and maintenance of z/OS products and provides a log of all installation and
maintenance activities.

SMP/E performs three major operations, RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT, when installing a product or performing
maintenance. These operations manage the Consolidated Software Inventory (CSI) structure that is contained in a VSAM
KSDS data set.

In addition to the CSI, the SMP/E environment contains two libraries. Target libraries contain the executable system
modules that are used at system runtime. Distribution libraries contain the backup modules that are used for maintenance
operations.

Related Publications

The following publications are not available but are referenced in this document or are recommended reading.
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• IBM System Modification Program User's Guide
• IBM System Modification Program Reference
• IBM System Modification Program Packaging Guide

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
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Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Hardware and Software Requirements
All system hardware and software requirements must be met before installing, upgrading, or maintaining the Datacom
product line for the z/OS environment.

Hardware Requirements

Hardware requirements are as follows:

• An IBM mainframe that runs any currently supported IBM z/OS operating system.
• Any z/OS that is in the IBM extended support program is not included as supported by Datacom.

NOTE
If System Managed Storage (SMS) is being used, do not mix device types in a storage class that is used for
Datacom.

Software Requirements

The following software is required when installing Datacom:

• IBM-supported release of z/OS (see z/OS Compatibility Matrix)
NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in
viewing. For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

• IBM SMP/E in a version and release as supported by IBM is required.

NOTE
The installation process for Datacom has been enhanced consistent with our policy. This process takes
advantage of standard operating system installation and maintenance methodologies. The installation and
maintenance processes for Datacom in the z/OS environment require the IBM System Modification Program/
Extended (SMP/E).

WARNING
SMP/E is required for Datacom the product installation and for the application of product maintenance and
upgrades.

• For upgrades, Datacom Version 14.0 is required.
• Common Components and Services with the following service components:

– CA Health Checker
– CAICCI
– CAIENF
– LMP,
– CAIRIM
– CAISSF
– CAMASTER

• A supported version of Ideal is required.
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Feature Availability by System z Hardware Level

Table 1:

System z hardware ARCH level Feature availability

z15/z15 T02 ARCH (13) All features supported

z14/z14 ZR1 ARCH (12) All features supported

z13/z13s ARCH (11) All features supported

zEC12/zBC12 ARCH (10) All features supported

z114 ARCH (9) All features supported except:
ARCH(10) required -
IO_STYLE_NEWER
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR
QUEUE_PER_KEYID
STOP_LOOP_HANG
QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
Data Access Capture
Modern Content Blocks for I/O (required for
DASD zHPF support)

z196 ARCH(9) All features supported except:
ARCH(10) required -
IO_STYLE_NEWER
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR
QUEUE_PER_KEYID
STOP_LOOP_HANG
QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
Data Access Capture
Modern Content Blocks for I/O (required for
DASD zHPF support)

z10 EC/z10 BC ARCH(8) All features supported except:
ARCH(10) required -
IO_STYLE_NEWER
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR
QUEUE_PER_KEYID
STOP_LOOP_HANG
QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
Data Access Capture
Modern Content Blocks for I/O (required for
DASD zHPF support)
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z9 EC/z9 BC ARCH(7) All features supported except:
ARCH(10) required -
IO_STYLE_NEWER
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR
QUEUE_PER_KEYID
STOP_LOOP_HANG
QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW
Data Access Capture
Modern Content Blocks for I/O (required for
DASD zHPF support)
ARCH(8) required -
Data Encryption (DBUTLTY ENCRYPT)

Multi-User Facility External Security Authorization Rights

The security ID associated with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) region must have authority (security) to support data sets
owned by each MUF instance.

Each MUF instance that is externally secured would need to ensure that each MUF instance has all security rights to
control the datasets owned by the MUF instance.

WARNING
Important! Ensure that the submitter ID of the MUF region has the appropriate authority. MUF instances can
allocate, extend, update, read, rename, and delete (scratch) any given data set.

Common Components and Services Requirements
Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in software and help you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the components offers individual benefits.

Common Components and Services is a group of system services that protect your investment in software and help you
manage your data center more efficiently. Each of the components offers individual benefits. The following Common
Components and Services components are required for installing DatacomThese components must have all current
maintenance applied. Common Components and Services must be a supported release.

The following Common Components and Services are used with your product:

• Component CAIRIM is required for LMP support. Mainframe products require LMP.
• Components CAICCI, CAIENF, and CAISSF are required.
• Component CAMASTER Address Space is required.

NOTE

• SYSVIEW is not required. However, if you have this product with the Datacom component, it provides a
unique toolset. SYSVIEW Version 13.9 is a toleration release which means limited support for Datacom 15.x.
SYSVIEW Version 14.0 provides full support for Datacom Version 15.x.

• Datacom CICS Services Version 15.0 supports Datacom Version 15.x.
Datacom does not require CICS. If you are running CICS, be aware that Datacom CICS Services is the
Datacom product that supports CICS. See Using Datacom CICS Services located under the Datacom Tools
space for installation of that product. Read the installation step descriptions carefully to ensure that you are
installing appropriately for your version of CICS.

Common Components and Services Components

Broadcom products require various Common Components and Services. The components that you need for Datacom
might already be installed at your site. Check with your systems group.
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The following components are used with and benefit the Datacom products.

• CA Health Checker
This component provides checks and advice for best performance of the product. CAMASTER is part of this
component.

• CAICCI
This component allows your Broadcom products to work together across platforms, making your software more
powerful.

• CAIENF, LMP, and CAIRIM
These components assist you in getting your Broadcom products running and keeping them running.

• CAISSF
This component enables your Broadcom products to offer standardized security interfaces.

CAMASTER

The CAHCHECK and CAMASTER address spaces are part of CA Health Checker Common Services and were
introduced in Release 12.1. For more information about CAMASTER or CAHCHECK, see the Common Components and
Services documentation.

CAMASTER is a noncancelable started task. CAMASTER provides an anchor point for permanently resident PC routines
and data spaces used by various Broadcom products and Common Components and Services. The CA Health Checker
address space is a good example. Storage resources are provided to Broadcom components that are used instead of
CSA and ECSA which reduces the demand on common storage for your system.

Historically, the IBM Master Scheduler address space was used for this purpose. However, the accumulation of such
routines and data spaces in the IBM Master Scheduler address space is perceived as undesirable. Therefore, Broadcom
is moving toward using the CAMASTER permanent address space instead.

CAICCI

The CAI Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) is a communications facility. This facility offers a simple and
flexible approach enabling Broadcom products to communicate with one another. It also provides a layer that isolates
application software from the specifics of the communications environment. CAICCI features include:

• Single point-of-control
• Multiple operating environment support
• Performance optimization
• Peer-to-peer (program to program) communication
• Parallel conversations
• Dynamic installation configuration
• Ease of customization
• Error handling

CAIENF

The CAI Event Notification Facility (CAIENF) is an operating system interface service. This interface offers a simple and
flexible approach for Broadcom products to obtain data from z/OS. By centralizing operating system interfaces within
CAIENF, many features which were formerly available within a single product can be shared across the entire product line.
CAIENF features include:
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• Dynamic installation and reconfiguration
• True recovery from system or individual power outages
• High performance asynchronous processing
• Single interface between Broadcom products and operating system data
• Built-in diagnostic aids
• Ease of customization
• Exploitation of relational database technology

LMP

The License Management Program (LMP) provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed
software. Common real-time enforcement software is used to validate user configuration. LMP reports on activities that
are related to the license, usage, and financials of your Broadcom products. LMP features include:

• Common key data set which can be shared among many CPUs
• "Check digits" used to detect errors in transcribing key information
• Execution keys that you can enter without affecting any Broadcom product already running
• No special maintenance requirements

CAIRIM

The CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM), the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines,
eliminates the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other installation requirements commonly encountered
when installing system software. CAIRIM features include:

• Obtaining SMF data
• Verification of proper software installation
• Installation of z/OS interfaces
• Automatic startup of Broadcom products and other vendor products
• Proper timing and order of initialization

CAISSF

The CAI Standard Security Facility (CAISSF) allows Broadcom products to offer standardized security interfaces without
regard to the particular needs of underlying access control software. CAISSF offers user authentication and resource
access validation facilities. It interfaces with Broadcom Broadcom security products (ACF2 or Top Secret) or compatible
other security products. CAISSF is a subservice that is contained within CAIRIM.

For Broadcom security products, CAISSF features include:

• A single security mechanism
• Isolation of Broadcom products from other product mechanisms

For non-Broadcom security products, CAISSF features include:

• Resource class translation
• Access level translation
• Selective logging of requests
• Request type control
• Message support for failed access

Using LMP

Datacom requires LMP to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a standardized and automated approach to the tracking of
licensed software.
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NOTE
The Multi User startup option DATACOM specifies the licensed Broadcom products that execute with this MUF.
These features are verified to be licensed for execution by LMP.

Examine the LMP Key Certificate that you received with your product installation package. That certificate contains the
following information:

Key Certificate Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Broadcom product that is licensed for the
designated site and CPUs

Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular product, in the format nnnnnn
- nnn. This format differs slightly inside and outside North America, and in some
cases is not provided at all.

Expiration Date The date (month dd, yyyy, as in March 8, 2020) your license for this product expires
Technical Contact The person at your site who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of the

designated product. Broadcom addresses all LMP correspondence to this person.
MIS Director The name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs that function at the site.

If the title but not the name of the person is on the Certificate, supply the actual name
when correcting and verifying the Certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed
Execution Key An encrypted code that LMP requires for product initialization. During installation, it is

referred to as the LMP Code.
Product Code A two-character code that corresponds to this particular product

CPU ID The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of your product is valid

LMP is provided as a part of CAIRIM. Once CAIRIM has been installed, LMP support is available for all
Broadcom products.

Defining KEYS Proper initialization of any Broadcom product requires the addition of the LMP execution key that is
provided on the Key Certificate to the CAIRIM parameters. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM
parameters, modify member KEYS in the OPTLIB data set. This is the parameter structure of member
KEYS:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

(pp)
The two-character product code. For any given LMP product, this code agrees with the
product code already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels
of the product.

(ddmmmyy)
The LMP licensing agreement expiration date

(tttt-mmmm)
The CPU type and model (for example, 3090 - 600) on which the LMP product will run. If
the CPU type, model, or both require less fewer than four characters, blank spaces are
inserted for the unused characters.

(ssssss)
The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP product runs

(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)
The execution key needed to run the LMP product. This LMP execution key is provided
on the Key Certificate shipped with each LMP product.

LMP Example
In this example, the LMP execution key value is invalid and provided as an example only.
PROD(BD) DATE(30JUN03) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)
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For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see your
Common Components and Services documentation.

Security Requirements
To complete installation and configuration tasks, you need the following security privileges:

• Read authority for the nnnnnnnn data sets
• Update authority for the nnnnnn libraries
• Superuser authority when you install Datacom Server to use the SQL Web Connect feature

Library Requirements
All the libraries that are generated and used during the installation process are defined as PDSE except for the CABDLPA
library, which must be defined as PDS.

The Datacom load libraries are required to be APF authorized. The Common Components and Services load library
should already be APF authorized.

If you have a SYSVIEW license to help add the libraries to the APF list dynamically, INSTJCL member APFADD can be
used. This is not a permanent path and is lost on the next IPL. Make these permanent changes to the APF list according
to your site.

INSTJCL member BDRIM01 (see Step 2. Load DB Program Call Using CAIRIM) requires use of CAIRIM to install the
Datacom Program Call PC routines. CAIRIM and the invoking Datacom/DB module, DBCR4PR, must operate from an
APF authorized library to complete successfully.

DASD Storage Requirements
The following tables provide the estimated blocks of DASD space required. The column heading Volume in the tables
refers to the VOLSER given in the installation worksheet.

Summary of DASD Space Requirements

The following tracks (by volume) are needed for new installs:

 Volume  3390 Tracks 

DASD01 4833

DASD02 3063

DASD03 4118

DASD04 3750

DASD06 30

DASD07 300

 Total 16094

The following tracks by volume are needed for upgrade installs:

 Volume  3390 Tracks 

DASD01 1533

DASD02 160
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DASD03 2550

DASD04 11650

DASD06 30

DASD07 300

 Total 16223

SMP/E CSI and Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  3390 Tracks 

SMPCSI.CSI VS KSDS

SMPCSI.CSI.DATA 225

SMPCSI.CSI.INDEX 2

SMPSCDS 120

SMPLTS 75

SMPMTS 75

SMPPTS 900

SMPSTS 75

SMPLOG 75

SMPLOGA 75

SAMPJCL 5

SMPPTS1 75

 Total 1702

Distribution Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  3390 Tracks 

AABDMOD0 520

AABDMAC 109

AABDSAMP 231

AABDDATV 768

AABDXML 70

 Total 1698

Target Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  3390 Tracks 

CABDMAC 109
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CABDLOAD 3513

CABDSAMP 231

CABDLPA 440

CABDDATV 768

CABDXML 70

 Total 5131

Custom Libraries

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

CUSMAC DASD02 30

CUSLIB DASD02 100

CUSPROC DASD02 30

 Total 160

Database Control, Log, and Print

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

CXX DASD01 500

LXX DASD01 2400

PXX DASD01 100

FXX DASD01 300

 Total 3300

HUMAN RESOURCE Sample Database

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX001 DASD02 3

DBPAY DASD03 2

DBPMF DASD03 2

DBDEM DASD03 3

 Total 10
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ORDER ENTRY Sample Database

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX010 DASD02 5

ACT010 DASD03 2

CUS010 DASD03 2

DTL010 DASD03 2

ITM010 DASD03 2

NUM010 DASD03 2

RCP010 DASD03 2

SAL010 DASD03 2

SHP010 DASD03 2

 Total 21

CBS Databases

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

NOTE
 IXX006 needs to be allocated only if it is not set up as a virtual data area in the MUF startup option VIRTUAL.

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX006* DASD02 150

IXX1006 DASD02 15

CBS1006 DASD03 15

 Total 180

 Datacom/DB SQL Databases

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX016 DASD02 210

SQ1016 DASD03 300

IXX017 DASD02 120

TTM017 DASD03 150

 Total 780
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 Datacom Datadictionary Database

The following tracks are needed for new installs only:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX002 DASD02 1500

DD1002 DASD03 2100

DDDIXX DASD02 900

DDD015 DASD03 1200

MSG015 DASD03 90

SIT015 DASD03 90

 Total 5880

Online VLS Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

V150.DDMAP DASD04 75

DDOL1 DASD04 50

DDOL2 DASD04 50

 Total 175

Database Backup Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

DB15.CXX.BACKUP DASD04 500

DB15.DDDBBU.BACKUP DASD04 2100

DB15.DDDDBBU.BACKUP DASD04 900

 Total 3500

VLS Backup Data Set

The following tracks are needed for new and upgrade installs:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

V150.ADRPNL.BKUP DASD03 150

V150.DDMAP.BKUP DASD04 75

 Total 225
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Upgrade Backup Data Sets

The following tracks are needed for upgrade installs only:

(These datasets can be removed after installation is complete.)

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

DB15.DB002.BACKUP DASD04 2100

DB15.CXX.BACKUP DASD04 500

DB14.DQBBU.BACKUP DASD03 1200

DB15.DB015.BACKUP DASD04 900

DB14CXX.BACKUP DASD04 500

DD14DB.BACKUP DASD04 2100

DDD14DB.BACKUP DASD04 900

DB15.DB003.BACKUP DASD03 1200

DDD15DB.BACKUP DASD04 900

 Total 10300

History Database

The following tracks are needed for both new and upgrade installs:

 Name  Volume  3390 Tracks 

IXX1007 DASD06 30

A011007 DASD07 150

A021007 DASD07 150

 Total 330

USS Space Requirements
Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.
 
If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I. 

 

 

  

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
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system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:
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NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -
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  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:
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• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary
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 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
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BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute the workflows for the software being deployed Most products have at least one of the following workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Configuration Workflows
Configures a new software instance or an existing software instance. For example, an upgrade workflow updates
an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
root certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.
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Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the Digicert root certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/zosmf/digi-root.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*
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//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/
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mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
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//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a
unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

The UNZIPJCL job is edited.
3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
Learn how to prepare the SMP/E environment for a Pax installation with native SMP/E Job Control Language (JCL). Learn
how to prepare data sets, initialize zones, and create DDDEFs.

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create an SMP/E environment.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Download and RECEIVE PTFs from Broadcom Support.
5. Run an SMP/E APPLY CHECK operation.
6. Apply base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
7. Run an SMP/E ACCEPT CHECK operation.
8. Accept base functions using SELECT GROUPEXTEND.
9. Download external HOLDDATA.
10. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

The members that are used in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for your
product.

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

IMPORTANT

During the UNZIP process, only the SAMPJCL is being copied to DASD.

The RECEIVE process has been changed to RECEIVE FROMNTS.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro DCMSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC
location. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command. When you edit an insstallation
member, type DCMSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
Note: Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the Pax file.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the DCMSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
DCMAREAD member, and submit the DCMEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member DCM00ALL in an edit session and execute the DCMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DCM00ALL is customized.
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3. Submit DCM00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member DCM10CSI in an edit session and execute the DCMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DCM10CSI is customized.

5. Submit DCM10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets area allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the DCMSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the DCMAREAD
member, and submit the DCMEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member DCM20RCB in an edit session, and execute the DCMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DCM20RCB is customized.

2. Submit DCM20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member DCM30APB in an edit session, and execute the DCMSEDIT macro from the command
line.
DCM30APB is customized.

4. Submit DCM30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. 

a. Note any unresolved hold errors.

b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.

c. Update the JCL to BYPASS the unresolved hold error IDs.

d. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.

Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member DCM40ACB in an edit session, and execute the DCMSEDIT macro from the command
line.

    DCM40ACB is customized.

6. Submit DCM40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed. 
    Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.
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Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.
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If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
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NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
12. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
13. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
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is customized.
4. (Optional) Submit .

The PTFs are accepted.
NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
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be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:

Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
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4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the
aggregated package details.

5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.
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Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.
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3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/
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Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
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5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.
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If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
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c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories
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When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:
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– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.
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NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
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AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the
message.

DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the

message compiler for each language.
MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:
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• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product runtime
environments. For maintenance to take effect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your runtime
environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system.

You can configure and deploy your product using CSM, manually, or using z/OSMF workflows.

Based on your configuration and deploy method, use the appropriate articles to configure and deploy your product.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:

• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.
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Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:

1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
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The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.

Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
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When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:

• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.
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Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).

Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.
NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.
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Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.

NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:
Set Automatic

Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are
released and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.
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The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.

7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.
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Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed

configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure Datacom/DB Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install Datacom/DB on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product software
instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF helps
system programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows significantly
reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

The workflow configuration of a Datacom/DB environment follows the same post installation process. z/OSMF provides
the flexibility of a menu-driven GUI to input the required variables. The variables are populated into the job stream. Job
streams can be modified prior to submission and can be executed again if the job fails.

The Datacom/DB workflow is provided through a PTF. The PTF is delivered as an XML file that is consumed through the
workflow option in z/OSMF.

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

• Address z/OSMF Prerequisites
• Register the Workflow
• Execute the Workflow

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites
Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance
to ensure the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the Datacom/DB customization workflow file directly from the CABDXML(DBWFCNFG) target library.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
3. Select the Workflows tile.
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4. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
5. Enter the complete USS path to the workflow you want to register in the Workflow Definition File field.

The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library CABDXML(DBWFCNFG).

HLQ.CABDXML(DBWFCNFG) 

6. (Optional)  To bring the member into a USS directory, enter the complete USS path of the workflow.

The XML file is used to register the workflow in the previous step, but you must download the member from the target
library CABDXML to a USS directory.

 /smpe_uss_directory/workflows/<your_product_identifier>.xml

Create a copy of this file, and then modify as described in the file. Set the field to the path where the new file is
located.

7. Select the System where the workflow runs.
8. Select Next.
9. Specify a unique Workflow name.
10. Select or enter an Owner user ID.
11. (Optional) Enter a description of the workflow for example, Configuration for Datacom/DB using z/OSMF workflows.
12. Select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
13. Select an Access option for the workflow.
14. Select Finish.

The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.

A list displays of all of the jobs that must be executed in order for a successful implementation.

Execute the Workflow
The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.

TIP
For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to IBM documentation.

5. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:
a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
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f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete.

The workflow is executed and your product is configured

Next Step
After you complete configuration of Datacom/DB with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance.

Configure an Active Upgrade for a Datacom/DB 15.1 Environment Using z/OSMF
Workflows
After you install Datacom/DB on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure an active upgrade for
the product software instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance.
z/OSMF helps system programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows
significantly reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

The workflow configuration of an active upgrade of a Datacom/DB environment follows the same post installation process.
z/OSMF provides the flexibility of a menu-driven GUI to input the required variables. The variables are populated into the
job stream. Job streams can be modified prior to submission and can be executed again if the job fails.

NOTE
There are two sets of jobs in this workflow for an active upgrade:

• Upgrade a Datacom/DB version 14.0 to 15.1 (UPG 14.0 to 15.1)
• Upgrade a Datacom/DB version 15.0 to 15.1 (UPG 15.0 to 15.1)

The Datacom/DB workflow is provided through a PTF. The PTF is delivered as an XML file that is consumed through the
workflow option in z/OSMF.

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

• Address z/OSMF Prerequisites
• Register the Workflow
• Execute the Workflow

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites
Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance
to ensure the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow
To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the Datacom/DB customization workflow file directly from the CABDXML(DBWFUPGD) target library.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
3. Select the Workflows tile.
4. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
5. Enter the complete USS path to the workflow you want to register in the Workflow Definition File field.

The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library CABDXML(DBWFUPGD).
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HLQ.CABDXML(DBWFUPGD)

6. (Optional) To bring the member into a USS directory, enter the complete USS path of the workflow.

The XML file is used to register the workflow in the previous step, but you must download the member from the target
library CABDXML to a USS directory.

The following example is the path to the workflow definition:
 /smpe_uss_directory/workflows/<your_product_identifier>.xml

Create a copy of this file, and then modify as described in the file. Set the field to the path where the new file is
located.

7. Select the System where the workflow runs.
8. Select Next.
9. Specify a unique Workflow name.
10. Select or enter an Owner user ID.
11. (Optional) Enter a description of the workflow for example, Configuration for an active upgrade of Datacom/DB Version

15.1.
12. Select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
13. Select an Access option for the workflow.
14. Select Finish.

The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.

A list displays of all of the jobs that must be executed in order for a successful implementation.

Execute the Workflow
The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.
5. TIP

For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to IBM documentation.
6. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:

a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete. The workflow is executed and your product is
configured.
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Next Step
After you complete configuration of an active upgrade for a Datacom/DB 15.1 environment using z/OSMF workflows,
start and verify the instance.

Post-Installation Process
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks that are needed before Datacom/DB can be started, customized,
and used in your environment.

NOTE
This install process uses DISP=(MOD,DELETE,DELETE) to allow JOBs to run multiple times. For this post
install process, use the correct High Level Qualifier for your data set names when running these JOBs. The first
part of these JOBs does the clean-up using this technique.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

New Installations

If you are installing Datacom for the first time, read all of the installation content before you begin the installation process.
Some pre-installation considerations apply directly to new installations.

After completing the steps commonly required for all installations, complete the steps that are listed in New Installation
Phase. Do not perform the steps in the section for the upgrade installation phase.

When you finish the last step, you have completed your new installation. Verify the successful installation of your Datacom
products as shown in Installation Verification Phase.

Upgrading Existing Products

If you are upgrading your existing Datacom products from Version 14.0 to Version 15.x, some pre-installation
considerations apply directly to upgrades. To determine if there are more requirements, see the README File.

The upgrade process is intended to be performed in multiple phases.

• Phase 1: Execute the DDSDCLM program.
This program is used to determine the status of your Datacom Datadictionary database and should be executed
against each multi-user region before beginning the upgrade. Member ADSDC14 in the CABDSAMP library contains
sample JCL to perform this step. For information about running this utility, see DDSDCLM - Comparing DATA-DICT
Prior to Upgrading.

• Phase 2: Install Datacom/DB 15.x into a new MUF region using the new install members of INSTJCL.
This phase is optional but highly recommended. Also, you can use this phase for the initial testing.

• Phase 3: Select a test multi-user region for the first upgrade.
• Phase 4: Upgrade the multi-user region from Version 14.0 to Version 15.x.

You can continue to run CICS and batch regions that are still at the 14.0 level against this multi-user. This phase allows
you to test the following against a multi-user at 15.x with minimum impact if a fallback to 14.0 is necessary:
– DB utilities
– Datacom Datadictionary batch and online
– Dataquery batch and online
– Your applications

• Phase 5: Upgrade the Datacom Datadictionary to 15.x.
This upgrade can be fully performed against the 15.x multi-user with no need to recycle the multi-user or close the
Datacom Datadictionary or DDD databases. You can still continue to execute 14.0 level batch and online against the
15.x multi-user.

• Phase 6: Upgrade your batch and CICS jobs to run at the 15.x level.
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If you have multiple CICS regions executing against the Multi-User Facility (MUF), you do not have to upgrade them all
simultaneously. Both the 14.0 and 15.x level CICS regions can run against the multi-user at the 15.x level.
When you are comfortable with the 15.x release code, the following actions must be considered per CICS region that
communicates with the MUF instance:
1. DFHRPL must be changed to point to the new release libraries (CUSLIB and CABDLOAD) for 15.x.
2. Update the ADRPNL VLS library with the new 15.x signon and signoff panels for Datadictionary (BDUPG09A). Be
aware that ADRPNL might be shared across a number of CICS regions.
3. At your convenience, recycle the CICS regions as needed with the new DFHRPL.

• Phase 7: Perform Phases 3 through 4 for each of your test and production multi-user regions.

NOTE
Each of these phases can last for any length of time from minutes to months.

APF Authorized Libraries

The MUF must be run as an APF authorized job or task. The CUSLIB data set and all product target libraries that
occur in the JOBLIB/STEPLIB must be APF authorized. Your current Version 14.0 libraries should already be APF
authorized. This is required before the upgrade and fall back procedures.

If you have SYSVIEW, INSTJCL member APFADD can be used to add the libraries to the APF list dynamically. This is not
a permanent change for APF authorization.

Certain functions of DBUTLTY require that the job run APF authorized. To find out which features require APF
authorization, see the Datacom documentation.

Installation Worksheet for the SMP/E Install Job
Review the parameters that are required for SMP/E install job procedures as part of Datacom post-installation, including
parameter descriptions and default values.

The following table lists parameters that are required for the SMP/E install job procedures.

Item Parameter Description

1 Job card information for card one.
Default: 'JOBCARD1'

2 Job card information for card two.
Default: 'JOBCARD2'

3 Job card information for card three or a comment card.
Default: 'JOBCARD3'

4 Job card information for card four or a comment card.
Default: 'JOBCARD4'

5 Volume information for the product and SMP/E target and
distribution data sets. Use either the VOL=SER or the SMS
VOLINFO statement when editing the ISREDIT macro.
Default: 'VOLINFO'

6 Volume information for the CSI VSAM data set. Use either the
VOL=SER or the SMS CSIVOLINF statement when editing the
ISREDIT macro.
Default: 'CSIVOLINF'

7 High-level qualifier for the GLOBAL ZONE
Default: 'GLOBALHLQ'

8 SMP/E high-level qualifier for the CAIT0 TARGET ZONE.
Default: 'CAIT0HLQ'
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Item Parameter Description

9 Product data set high-level qualifier.
Default: 'PRODHLQ'

10 (Required if installing from DASD) High-level qualifier for the data
sets that were unzipped.
Default: 'DASDHLQ'

11 Enter your email address.
Default: 'EMAILADR'

12 Disk unit name.
Default: 'DISKUNIT'

13 High-level qualifier for SMP/E temporary files.
Default: 'SMPETEMP'

14 Enter data set used to obtain parameters defined by TCPIP.DATA.
Default: 'TCPIPDSN'

15 Target Zone name.
Default: 'ZNCAIT0'

16 Distribution Zone name.
Default: 'ZNCAID0'

17 The Ideal target load library.
Default: 'CAI.CAVQLOAD'

18 The IBM CICS/TS target load library.
Default: 'CICSTS.SDFHLOAD'

19 The IBM Linkage Assist library.
Default: 'SYS1.CSSLIB'

20 The IBM Language Environment SCEELKED load library.
Default: 'SCEELKED'

21 The IBM TCPIP link library.
Default: 'TCPIP.SEZATCP'

22 The Common Components and Services CAICICS target load
library.
Default: 'CAI.CAW0LINK'

23 The Common Components and Services CAW0LOAD target load
library.
Default: 'CA90S'

24 The IBM C Language Environment SCEESPC load library.
Default: 'SCEESPC'

Installation Worksheet for New Installations and Upgrades
The following table lists parameters that are required for the new and upgrade installation job procedures.

Item Parameter Description
1 What accounting information is required in the JCL JOB

statement?
Default: 'JOB-ACCT'
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2 What is the programmer name for the JCL JOB statement?
Default: 'JOB-PGMR'

3 What are the parameters to go on the first continuation of the JCL
JOB statement?
Default: 'JOBCARD2'

4 What are the parameters to go on the second continuation of the
JCL JOB statement?
Default: 'JOBCARD3'

5 What are the parameters to go on the third continuation of the JCL
JOB statement?
Default: 'JOBCARD4'

6 What high-level qualifier is used by your site for a new install
to define all the custom libraries, MUF control data sets, and
database areas? (Only used for the new install members
BDCUSNEW, BDNEW01, and BDNEW02. Parameter is 1-19
bytes in length. New install data set name forms are used.)
Default: 'CAI.NEWHLQ'

7 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the other SMP/E and
distribution library data sets?
Default: 'CAI.SHLQ'

8 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the SMP/E target library
data sets?
Default: 'CAI.THLQ'

9 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix INSTJCL PDS? It is
also used for CUSTOM libraries for custom assembly/links. For
example, DBSIDPR and DDSRTLM are used for the UPGRADE
process (non-simplify).
Default: 'CAI.CHLQ'

10 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the VLS data sets?
Default: 'CAI.VHLQ'

11 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the new Datacom data
sets? Parameter is 1-19 bytes in length.
Default: 'CAI.HLQ'

12 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the existing Datacom
Version 14.0 custom HLQ (for example, CUSLIB)?
Default: 'CAI.PCHLQ'

13 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the existing Datacom
Version 14.0 target libraries?
Default: 'CAI.PTHLQ'

14 What high-level qualifier is used to prefix the existing Datacom
data sets for upgrade installs?
Default: 'CAI.PHLQ'

15 What is the version number of the product you are installing used
in CUSMAC, CUSLIB, and CUSPROC data set names and for
custom libraries for custom assembly or links? For example,
DBSIDPR and DDSRTLM that are only used for new installs
Default: 'V150'

16 What is the unit name of the device for temporary work DSNs?
Default: 'SYSDA'
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17 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom control
data sets?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD01'

18 What DASD type is the VOL1 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345.
Default: '3390'

19 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom index
areas for the install databases?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD02'

20 What DASD type is the VOL2 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345.
Default: '3390'

21 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom data
areas for the install databases?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD03'

22 What DASD type is the VOL3 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345.
Default: '3390'

23 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom backups
and VLS files?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD04'

24 What DASD type is the VOL4 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345.
Default: '3390'

25 Not used.
26 Not used.
27 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom/DB IXX

data sets for CDC and SQL verification databases?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD06'

28 What DASD type is the VOL6 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345.
Default: '3390'

29 What DASD volume serial name is used for the Datacom/DB
database area data sets for CDC and SQL verification databases?
Default: 'VOL=SER=DASD07'

30 What DASD type is the VOL7 volume? For example, SYSDA,
3380, 3390, 9345
Default: '3390'

31 What is the data set name of the Target Load Library for the
Common Components and Services programs?
Default: 'CAI.CACCS.CAW0LOAD'

32 What is the data set name of the Target Macro Library for the
Common Components and Services macros?
Default: 'CAI.CACCS.CAW0MAC'

33 What is the name assigned to the CXX for this MUF? A new
unique CXX name if doing a new install. The existing candidate
MUF CXX name if an in-line upgrade.
Default: '9CXX_NAME'
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34 What is the region size?
Note: Do not change for new install.
Default: '0M'

35 What is the MEMLIMIT?
Note: Do not change for new install.
Default: 'NOLIMIT'

36 Not used.
37 What is the high-level qualifier for the Target Library MACLIB for

the Ideal product?
Default: 'CAI.IHLQ.CAVQMAC'

38 What is the high-level qualifier for the Target Library LOADLIB for
the Ideal product?
Default: 'CAI.IHLQ.CAVQLOAD'

39 What is the data set name of the Ideal panel Library?
Default: 'CAI.ICHLQ.ADRPNL'

40 What DASD volume serial number is used for the Ideal
CAVQLOAD volser (WRKST #38) used for APF ADD in member
APFADD?
Default: 'IPCAPF'

41 What DASD volume serial number is used for the
CAI.THLQ.CABDLOAD volser (WRKST #8) used for APF ADD in
member DBAPF?
Default: 'DBAPF'

42 What DASD volume serial number is to be used for the
CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB VOLSER (WRKST #9) used for APF ADD in
member APFADD?
Note: If using SMS, this will need to be edited AFTER running the
customization steps but BEFORE running member APFADD.
Default: 'CDBAPF'

43 What is the user name for Datacom Datadictionary ++USR
statement?
Note: Do not change for new install.
Default: 'DATACOM-INSTALL'

44 What is the user password for the Datacom Datadictionary ++USR
statement?
Note: Do not change for new install.
Default: 'NEWUSER'

45 What is the Datacom Datadictionary override name?
Default: '.PRIV'

41 What is the data set name of the COBOL compiler library for the
compilation of the Datacom sample programs?
Default: 'IGY.SIGYCOMP'

47 What is the data set name of the COBOL Load Library for the link-
edit of the Datacom sample programs?
Default: 'CEE.SCEELKED'

48 What is the data set name of the CICS CSD for RDO?
Default: 'CICS.DFHCSD'

49 What is the group list for CICS?
Default: 'CICSGRPL'
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50 What is the data set name of the CICS Macro Library?
Default: 'CICS.SDFHMAC'

51 What is the data set name of the CICS Load Library?
Default: 'CICS.SDFHLOAD'

52 What is the suffix used for CICS table assemblies for DB?
Default: '.BDSFX'

53 What is the name of the assembler program?
Default: 'ASMA90'

54 Not used
55 What is the name of the utility program for copying PDS data

sets?
Default: 'IEBCOPY'

56 What is the name of the utility program for allocating data sets?
Default: 'IEFBR14'

57 What is the name of the Linkage Editor module for link editing?
Default: 'IEWL'

58 What is the name of the utility used for updating PDS members?
Default: 'IEBUPDTE'

59 What is the name of the utility used for copying data sets?
Default: 'IEBGENER'

Product Options
All the Datacom product options are installed together as part of an initial installation. Presspack and Fast Restore have
no jobs to run as part of this process. All databases are defined to the CXX and marked loaded for DB, DD, SQL, and DQ.

• The Dataquery product option is required to run the B suffix jobs for new installation and upgrade.
• The SQL product option is not used for a new installation or upgrade for this release.
• The IVP Jobs have to run against your own internal MUF that you plan to use for your site. The IVP process does not

run against the MUF as configured for the installation or upgrade processes.

The INSTJCL process delivers a customized private MUF startup JCL for this upgrade process that is used as part of the
upgrade process. Do not use it once the upgrade process is complete. Use member MUFSTRTU as an example for your
MUF startup. The configured MUF jobs are not designed for use by your site except for upgrade, fall back, or fall forward
processes.

Review the following members for completeness:

Datacom/DB

• Update the B14STLIB CUSPROC member to add the target LOADLIBs for each product you are using if the product
being installed is needed and is in different target libraries.

For the macro and load library names applicable to the product options, see Target and Distribution Libraries in DASD
Storage Requirements. For more information about the MUF startup options, see Modifying MUF Startup Options.

Customization Phase
Perform the jobs in this section before performing the steps in either the upgrade or new install sections. You can run
these jobs multiple times for as many MUFs as needed.
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The following steps are explained in this topic:

Step Description Purpose
0 Retrieve BDCUS00 from CABDSAMP

perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.
Do not save this job in CABDSAMP!

Copy the sample JCL from the target library
into the INSTJCL library and copy the
custom macro source members into the
CUSMAC library.

1 Retrieve BDRIM01 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Load DB Program CALL (PC) using
CAIRIM. Common Components and
Services CAMASTER is a prerequisite
requirement to complete this task.

2A Retrieve BDCUSNEW from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Perform Datacom product custom
assemblies and links for a new install
only. Do not run BDCUSUPG if new
installation is selected.

OR
2B Retrieve BDCUSUPG from INSTJCL,

perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Performs Datacom product custom
assemblies and links for upgrade
installation only. Do not run BDCUSNEW if
upgrade is selected.
VERY IMPORTANT: The upgrade
procedure is intended to finish with
a Datacom/DB MUF at Version 15.0
executing with the same Multi-User Startup
Options as your current Version 14.0
MUF. To ensure this process, modify the
DBSYSID parameters in the CUSMAC
library to match your current Version
14.0 DBSYSID. These parameters would
typically be found in the Version 14.0
CUSMAC library as DBSIDPR but might
be elsewhere depending on your site
standards. Review and update all other
core product custom macros, such as
DDSYSTBL and DQOPTLST.

Customizing Datacom for New Installation or Upgrade

As a DBA in your mainframe environment, your responsibilities can include installing, maintaining, deploying, configuring,
and customizing the database product. To complete your upgrade or install of Datacom, modify the Datacom configuration
using the following procedures.

The following graphic shows the workflow for customizing Datacom:
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Perform the following steps to customize Datacom for installation or upgrade:

1. Copy the JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library
2. Load the Datacom Core®/DB PC CALLs using CAIRIM
3. Prepare the product custom assemblies

WARNING
You can perform these steps multiple times for as many MUF as needed.

Copy the JCL from the Target Library to the INSTJCL Library

This procedure copies the new and upgrade JCL from the target library to the INSTJCL library.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDCUS00 from your CABDSAMP library.
2. Make the required global changes as specified in the instruction block in the member.

WARNING
Important! Do not save your edited BDCUS00 member in the CABDSAMP library so that you can use the
original member to start over.

3. Submit the JCL to run the job.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.
The JCL was copied successfully.

Load the Datacom/DB Program Call Routines Using CAIRIM

This procedure loads the Datacom/DB Program Call (PC) routines using CAIRIM. Ensure that CAMASTER is installed
on the same LPAR where CAIRIM runs before performing this step. Verify that this step runs before attempting any of the
new or upgrade jobs.

NOTE
Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDRIM01 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes as specified in the member instruction block.
3. Submit the JCL to run the job.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 0000. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.
5. Retrieve member DBUTLTYU from your INSTJCL library.
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6. Make the required global changes as specified in the member instruction block.
7. Replace the 'REPORT AREA=CXX' statement with 'REPORT MEMORY=MVS'
8. Submit the JCL to run the job.
9. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 0000. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL. The JCL produces an SVC Report so that you can verify that the
PC members are in place. The report output should look similar to the following example:

MODULES IN COMMON MEMORY          MODULE   REL    DATE     TIME   RMID    FMID        SIZE 

 

CROSS MEMORY  PC=PROD  14.0       DBPCCPR  14.0   20131018 14.43  RO63772 CABDE00    4,346 

PC XCF + RRS  PC=PROD  14.0       DBPCSPR  14.0   20130419 12.54  RO56818 CABDE00    2,984 

CROSS MEMORY  PC=PROD  15.0       DBPCCPR  15.0   20121129 07.06          CABDF00    7,034

This report shows that the Datacom/DB PC routines are loaded.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

For this version of Datacom, make certain that this job runs on any LPAR on which you want any Datacom work to run.

Batch jobs, CICS, Servers, or the MUF require this job to define the PC routines. Run the DBUTLTY function REPORT
MEMORY=MVS to verify.

Prepare the Product Custom Assemblies

This procedure prepares the Datacom custom assemblies.

Use the BDCUSNEW custom assembly for a new installation. BDCUSNEW uses the Simplify feature for its install and
uses naming standards that have CXXNAME as part of the data sets. As a best practice for data set naming conventions,
use CXXNAME as part of the data set name for custom libraries, control data sets, and database areas. With this naming
convention and the Simplify options being turned on in the BDSIDPR module, the Simplify feature helps to protect these
data sets.

NOTE
Do not modify BDCUSUPG if you are doing a new installation. For more information about the BDNEW
members, see the New Installation Phase topic.

NOTE
Use the BDCUSUPG custom assembly for an upgrade installation. Be sure that the CXX name is not changed
as part of this process. If you must change the CXX name, change it in Version 14.0 before the upgrade starts or
in Version 15.0 after the upgrade is completed.

WARNING
VERY IMPORTANT: The upgrade procedure is intended to finish with a Datacom/DB MUF at Version 15.0
executing with the same Multi-User Startup Options as your current Version 14.0 MUF. To ensure this process,
you must modify the DBSYSID parameters in this member to match your current Version 14.0 DBSYSID. These
parameters would normally be found in the Version 14.0 CUSMAC library as DBSIDPR but may be elsewhere
depending on your site standards. Before submitting BDCUSUPG for execution, all the other CUSMAC macro
members, including URTs, should be reviewed and updated as needed.

The PDS assumes that either BDCUSNEW or BDCUSUPG is used but not both processes for a new install and upgrade.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the custom macro parameter settings of all members in the CUSMAC library. Adjust the parameter values in
each macro member as needed.

2. Retrieve either member BDCUSNEW or BDCUSUPG from your INSTJCL library.
3. Make the required global changes as specified in the instruction block in the member.
4. Submit the JCL to run this job.
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Custom assemblies are prepared.
5. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.
Custom assembly is now complete. You can start using Datacom/DB.

New Installation Phase
Learn how to perform a new installation of Datacom. Find information on how to allocate and load databases and how to
initialize control data sets. Also learn how to load, format, and initialize VLS files.

If you are upgrading, do not perform these steps. To continue your installation, see Upgrade Installation Phase.

New Installation Requires SIMPLIFY

The new install process uses the Simplify feature of Datacom/DB. To use the full Simplify feature, the same MUF data set
naming standards are required. The naming conventions for your site can be different.

Before starting your new installation, see the Simplify Feature and Simplify Considerations pages.

CAI.NEWHLQ.9CXX_NAME.V150.* where asterisk (*) defines CUSLIB, CUSMAC, and CUSPROC.
CAI.NEWHLQ.9CXX_NAME.* defines all the database areas and MUF control data sets except the PXX. The install
process controls the last node for these data sets. 9CXX_NAME and MUF name are the same value in this dialog.
The CAI.NEWHLQ can be a user-defined length of 19 bytes. Due to data sharing requirements, the CXX name should
only be a maximum value of 7 bytes. V150 is 4 bytes and sometimes, the last node uses all 8 bytes. For example,
CAI.NEWHLQ2.9CXX_NAME.AREANAMEDBID. CAI.NEWHLQ can be one node or as many nodes as you can use
within the 19-byte restriction.

The following examples show what you see if the CXXNAME is PRODMUFA:

• CAI.NEWHLQ.PRODMUFA.V150.CUSPROC
• CAI.NEWHLQ.PRODMUFA.IXX1001
• CAI.NEWHLQ.PRODMUFA.CXX

Once the customization is done, this new installation process performs loads for all bases. Every possible base is loaded
on this installation. After completing the loads, the CICS portion that builds the VLS files are generated in the next job.
No MUF is used during the new installation process. The IVP process requires you to bring up a MUF to verify that the
installation was successful. A sample MUF member, MUFSTRTS, in the **.INSTJCL is provided for your use. The libraries
must be APF authorized for the MUF. Make any required changes to the DBDATIN2 member before attempting to use this
MUF.

DQ backup from the new install loads functional Dataquery systems through DBUTLTY LOAD. To modify the
Dataquery options, refer to **.CABDSAMP in member DQSIM01. Copy it to another place to modify it. SMP/E controls
**.CABDSAMP so this PDS is not an appropriate place to edit or save.

The System Identification Block (SID) assembly assumes the full implementation for Simplify and all its protections. Do not
remove any of the SID options that deal with Simplify.

This naming standard is a recommended best practice. With this fully implemented feature, MUF and DBUTLTY no longer
need the DD cards for CXX/LXX/FXX. When the Simplify feature is installed, the primary benefit is that the DB RC 46/51
should be eliminated. Another benefit is that the MUF has full ownership of the CXX except for a few DBUTLTY functions
that can run with MUF down. Your MUFs have more protection against a database outage by init/load going to the wrong
CXX/MUF after implementing this feature.

Steps for a New Installation

The following comprehensive list shows all possible steps for a new installation only. If it is your first time to install
Datacom, perform these steps after completing the SMP/E jobs described in the following topics:
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• Install Products Using CSM
• Install Products Using SMP/E JCL

For this phase of the installation, run the INSTJCL library members whose names start with BDNEW.

1. Retrieve BDNEW01 from NEW.INSTJCL, perform changes as directed, and submit the JCL. This step allocates all
database areas and null loads all the bases. This process loads and marks as loaded all bases that are delivered by
Datacom.
This job is fully rerunable.

2. Retrieve BDNEW02 from NEW.INSTJCL, perform changes as directed, and submit the JCL. This step manages all the
VLS file build processes as needed by the new install process.
This job uses the same process as Step 1 and is fully rerunable.

Step 1. Allocate, Load Databases, and Initialize Control Data Sets

This step:

• Executes IEBUPDTE to add the customized JCLLIB members
• Allocates the backup and VLS files for Datacom/DB Version 15.1
• Allocates all the database areas and control data sets
• Formats all of them and loads all the bases

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDNEW01 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Pay special attention to the edit instructions concerning Datacom Datadictionary user entities.

Step 2. LOAD/FORMAT/INIT VLS Files

This step loads, formats, and initializes VLS files.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDNEW02 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

This job is fully rerunable. No restart is needed.

The new installation phase is now completed. To verify your installation, proceed to Installation Verification Phase.

Upgrade Installation Phase
The Upgrade Installation Phase steps are the comprehensive list for upgrading Datacom 14.0 to 15.0 or 15.1.

IMPORTANT

Best practice is to use the Active Upgrade process to upgrade from 14.0 to 15.x. The process described here is
the legacy process that some customers are familiar with and want to continue to use.
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Before you perform these steps:

• Back up your entire Datacom environment using your standard site procedure.
• Run ADSDC14 before beginning this process. If ADSDC14 receives Condition Code (CC) 0000, you are ready to

proceed. If CC is not 0000, contact Broadcom Support. If you ran ADSDC14 and the reported problems were dealt with
successfully, proceed with this process. The Datacom Datadictionary Comparator Process (DDSDCLM) must run to a
successful conclusion before running BDUPG03. For more information, see DDSDCLM - Comparing DATA-DICT Prior
to Upgrading in the Datadictionary documentation.

• Complete the SMP/E jobs described in the following topics (as appropriate):
– Install Products Using CSM
– Install Products Using SMP/E JCL

• For more information about upgrading from Version 14.0, see the Version 15.x README.

For this phase of installation, run the INSTJCL library members whose names start with BDUPG.

Step Description Purpose
1 Retrieve BDUPG01 from INSTJCL, perform

changes as directed, and submit the JCL.
Add JCLLIB members and the Datacom/DB
upgrade data sets.

2 Retrieve BDUPG02 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Start the Datacom/DB Version 14.0 MUF.

3 Retrieve BDUPG03 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Run the Datadictionary and DDD backups.

3B (Conditional) Retrieve BDUPG03B from
INSTJCL, perform changes as directed,
and submit the JCL.

Back up the Version 14.0 Dataquery
database.

3R (Conditional) Retrieve BDUPG03R from
INSTJCL, perform changes as directed,
and submit the JCL.

Reload database files from Version 14.0
backups. This can be used as a hard
restore from Version 15.x back to Version
14.0. If you made changes to the CXX, DD,
or DDD or have SQL, all changes are lost.
This is not recommended; use it only as a
last resort. Best practice is to use the soft
fallback process as defined for this type of
upgrade.

4 Retrieve BDUPG04 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Shut down the Datacom/DB Version 14.0
MUF.

5 Retrieve BDUPG05 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Start up the Datacom/DB Version 15.x
MUF.

6 Retrieve BDUPG06 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Performs the actual upgrade to DD/
DDD and HSD RESET. Defines
SYSTEMTABLES for this MUF instance.

6B (Conditional) Retrieve BDUPG06B from
INSTJCL, perform changes as directed,
and submit the JCL.

Initialize and load the panel files in the
Dataquery database.

7 Retrieve BDHST01U from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Performs a close on history database
(DBID 1007).

8 Retrieve BDHST02U from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL

Updates the definition for history database
and posts to the CXX. Null loads the
database areas/tables as needed.
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9 Retrieve BDUPG07 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Back up the upgraded Datacom/DB Version
15.x CXX and Datadictionary.

9B Retrieve BDUPG07B from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Back up the upgraded Dataquery Version
15.x database.

10 Retrieve BDUPG08 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Shut down the Datacom/DB Version 15.x
MUF.

11 Retrieve BDUPG09 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Load the VLS files for Version 15.x.

Step 1. Add JCLLIB Members

This step:

• Executes IEBUPDTE to add the customized JCLLIB members
• Allocates the backup and VLS files for Datacom/DB Version 15.x
• Allocates all the database areas and control data sets
• Formats and loads all the databases and control areas for the MUF

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG01 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Pay special attention to the edit instructions concerning Datadictionary user entities.

NOTE
Pay attention to the allocation sizes of the backup data sets. If your Datacom environment is large, consider
increasing the allocation size of these data sets.

Step 2. Start Up the Version 14.0 MUF

This step starts the Version 14.0 MUF. This MUF is configured to run the upgrade process and there is no need to modify
the MUF startup options. This Version 14.0 MUF assumes that your site has already APF authorized the libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG02 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.

No condition code is expected because the MUF stays up through Step 4.

Step 3. Back Up Version 14.0 CXX and Datadictionary

This step executes DBUTLTY to back up the Version 14.0 Datacom/DB CXX and Datadictionary. Backup is taken before
any maintenance is applied to the Version 14.0 Datadictionary and HSD RESET is performed.

NOTE
Before running this job, run ADSDC14. If ADSDC14 receives CC 0000, you are ready to proceed. If CC
is not 0000, contact Broadcom Support. If you ran ADDSC14 and the reported problems were dealt with
successfully, proceed with this job. The Datadictionary Comparator Process (DDSDCLM) must run to
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some kind of successful conclusion before running BDUPG03. For more information, see DDSDCLM in
the Datadictionary documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG03 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

This backup job step acts as a checkpoint. If a failure occurs in a job through BDUPG08, you can restore your
Datadictionary and CXX from the backup files that are created here using INSTJCL library member BDUPG03R.

Pay special attention to the edit instructions concerning Datadictionary user entities.

Step 3B. Back Up Version 14.0 Database for Dataquery

Conditional

This step executes DBUTLTY to back up the Version 14.0 Dataquery database.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG03B from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instructions block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 3R. Reload Database Files

Conditional

This step executes DBUTLTY to reload the Datacom/DB databases from the backup that was taken in Step 3. Execute
this job only if an upgrade has to fall back to the point where the Datacom CXX and Datadictionary were backed up in
Step 3. Your changes are lost if you use this job after running on Version 15.x and changes were made using SQL or to
the DD/DDD/CXX. The last step of this job is for Dataquery. If you do not have this product, ou can skip this step.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG03R from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instructions block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 4. Shut Down the Version 14.0 MUF

This step executes DBUTLTY to shut down the Version 14.0 MUF.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG04 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.
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Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.

Step 5. Start Up the Version 15.x MUF

This step starts up the Datacom/DB Version 15.x MUF.

Bring up this MUF with the startup options that you used for your current Version 14.0 MUF as modified for Version 15.x.
For example, the EXPAND option is no longer supported. Review the Datacom/DB documentation for other changes to
the MUF startup option. This process eliminates the need to recycle your MUF once the upgrade is complete.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG05 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.

No condition code is expected because the MUF stays up through Step 9.

Step 6. Upgrade DATA-DICT, DDD-DATABASE CASYSTEMTABLE Databases

This step executes DDUPDATE to update the DD and DDD to become Version 15.x and DDCFBLD performs an HSD
RESET. DDUPDATE defines the CASYSTEMTABLES database. No initialization or load is required or recommended for
CASYSTEMTABLES.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG06 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 6B. Load Dataquery Database

Conditional

This step executes DQLANGMT to load the new panel files.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG06B from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

WARNING
Verify that the DQM backup file allocation is large enough for your site requirements.

Step 7. Close history database

This step executes DBUTLTY to perform a COMM CLOSE for DBID 1007 (History database).

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDHST01U from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
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4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct
your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 8. Updates the definition for history database and posts to the CXX

This process ensures that all database areas and tables of the history database are present. The process determines
which items are missing and adds them to the environment. The result is that your history database has three single-table
areas that are defined and marked loaded with no data.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDHST02U from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by an Expected Condition Code EQ 00, 04 OR 08. If you

receive any other code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL or research why you received the error. The last
step should have CC 00.

Step 9. Back Up Version 15.x CXX and Datadictionary/DDD

This step executes DBUTLTY to back up the Version 15.x CXX and Datadictionary.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG07 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 9B. Back Up Version 15.x Dataquery Database

Conditional

This step executes DBUTLTY to back up the Version 15.x Dataquery database after an upgrade.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG07B from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 10. Shut Down the MUF (Optional)

This step executes DBUTLTY to shut down the MUF.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG08 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Review, edit, execute, and complete this step before continuing.
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Step 11. Allocate Backups and Load VLS Files

This step allocates the upgrade backup VLS files and loads the VLS files.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDUPG09 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes (see the instruction block).
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion, indicated by a condition code of 00. If you receive any other code, correct

your changes and resubmit the JCL.

The upgrade installation phase is now complete. Proceed with the steps in the Installation Verification Phase to
demonstrate your upgrade installation.

Special Notes for Upgrades
The upgrade process consists of the upgrade itself, fall back, and fall forward. Each of these processes has a highly
customized defined MUF. The communication protocol is only LOCAL for the upgrade processes. Therefore, no XCF or
CCI is configured for support during these upgrade processes. All the jobs run on the same LPAR.

Review the following information before performing an upgrade.

Before You Begin

You must have adequate backups of your SMP/E and Datacom environments before beginning the upgrade. If there is a
problem at any point, these backups are available for use.

Datacom/DB at Version 15.0 supports the CXX set as Version 14.0 at Level 1. Version 15.0 CXX does not exist. Even
an INIT using the Version 15.0 code line initializes the CXX as Version 14.0. Therefore, it is much easier upgrading from
Version 14.0 to Version 15.0 and any possible downgrade or fall back from Version 15.0 to Version 14.0. The Version
15.0 code line accepts as input to a LOAD AREA=CXX or CXXCLONE backups produced by Versions 15.0 downward
through Version 10.0 backup. A Version 15.0 backup is also accepted as input to a Version 14.0 LOAD AREA=CXX or
CXXCLONE. However, older versions do not support it.

Datacom/DB at Version 15.0 uses a database format in the CXX of 3 whereas Version 14.0 uses a database format of 2.
If Version 15.0 opens a format 2 database, it automatically converts it to format 3 and issues a message. If Version 14.0
opens a format 3 database, it automatically converts it to format 2 and issues a message.

NOTE
Use DATCOMIN as a short form of DATACOM-INSTALL USER. If your site has a user ID length restriction of
eight (8) characters or less, use DATCOMIN instead of the longer name. DATACOM-INSTALL is the user name
for the Datacom Datadictionary -USR statement.

Upgrade Process Key Points

The upgrade process uses its own specially configured MUF. Use the MUF startup as it is defined. The System
Identification Block (SID) uses a MUF name of UPGRMUF that helps to identify the SID for this process. Once the
upgrade process is complete, modify the SID to be a unique name for your location. This upgrade process assumes
Simplify is not defined or used. The CXX name is not changed during this upgrade.

To change the CXX name, change it before you start the upgrade process under Version 14.0. Or, you can wait for
completion of the upgrade process and no chance for fall back to Version 14.0. if your site needs the change after you
upgrade to Version 15.0, the DBUTLTY CXX clone functions help with the changeover to a new CXX NAME. Until fall
back to Version 14.0 is fully eliminated or possible, do not use any new Datacom Version 15.0 product family features.

Fall back and fall forward actions use soft fall back and soft fall forward processes for Version 14.0. If you have any issues
with the fall back process and SQL objects or Datadictionary changes are no longer needed after upgrading to Version
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15.0, use the BDUPG03R to perform a hard fall back. However, any changes to the CXX, DD, and DDD can be lost. Also,
SQL DEFAULT DBID (typically base 16) is not captured as part of this process. If you use the SQL DEFAULT base, you
can add this base to the backup JOB BDUPG03.

WARNING
Hard fall back is not recommended for SQL sites except as a last resort to return to Version 14.0 for Datacom/
DB.

If the standard product DBIDs are not used at your site, upgrade the process at your site to accommodate that level of
change. The base upgrade assumes the DBIDs are the ones that Broadcom recommends for use as delivered by a new
product installation.

The following information is provided for sites that are not using the standard defaults:

• URT suffix (DBID),
URT prefix (DBURT) for example, DBURT002
Datadictionary module name DDURT002
DBID 2 for Datadictionary
– See members BDUPG02/BDUPG06/BDFBK02/BDFFW02 SYSIN for step DBMUFPR for the DICTIONARY option
– Modify all URTS for Datadictionary

• DBID 15 FOR DDD
– See members BDUPG02/BDUPG06/BDFBK02/BDFFW02

SYSIN for step DBMUFPR for DICTIONARY option
– Modify all URTS for the DDD

NOTE
DBID 1 and 10 impact the related URTs. Modification is required but only impacts the IVPs.

Review the following members for CUSMAC members to alter. If user-defined entities have been defined, update the
"USRENTY" parameter on the DDSYSTBL macro assembly and the ENTFILS parameter on the DDURTBL macro
assembly.

Members being moved from *.CABDSAMP to *.CUSMAC:

• ADCSDV CICS CSD for DD/DDD
• DDFILE CICS Sample DD VLS File Names
• DBDATIN2 MUF Startup Option
• DBDATIN4 PXX Formatting Syntax
• DBDATIN5 MUF EOJ
• DBLSTPR Master List
• DDURTPR DD URT for Batch
• DDSYSTBL MACRO for DDSRTLM
• DDVPEFT MACRO for ROSFD'S
• VPEDDOFT MACRO for DD usage in Roscoe
• DBFT0PR CICS URT for DBID 1
• DBF10PR CICS URT for DBID 10
• DBFT2PR CICS URT for DBID 2
• DRDLIMOD Data Reporter Customization
• DBURSPR Batch URT for part of DBID 1
• DBURPPR SQL URT for Batch (DD/DDD)
• DBSOTPR SQL URT for CICS (DD/DDD)
• DQCSDV CICS CSD for Dataquery
• DQOPTLST Dataquery Customization
• DBFT3PR CICS URT for Dataquery
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NOTE
These members are being moved to *.CUSMAC where any future changes can be made. However, no changes
can be made to *.CABDSAMP because it is under SMP/E control.

Dataquery Panels Translated Versions

To keep the translated version of your Dataquery panels when you upgrade to this version, run the DQLANGMT utility
with the SYSIN RUNTYPE=UNLOAD,LANG=xx to back up the translated panels. After the upgrade, run the DQLANGMT
again with SYSIN RUNTYPE=LOAD and the file from the previous UNLOAD as input to put the translated panels, literals,
and vocabulary on the new version files. This is the only way to migrate the translated files to this version.

To see which panels do not have translated versions, select Language Maintenance from the Administration Menu.
Display lists of panels, vocabulary, or literals online to see which do not have translated versions. The online displays list
the AE (American English) version first, followed by the xx version, unless xx happens to sort higher in the list than AE. In
any case, they are together on the lists, so new ones can be easily seen.

For more information about the DQLANGMT utility, see Language Maintenance Facility Overview.

APF Authorized Libraries

The MUF must be run as an APF authorized job or task in Version 15.0.

Change Data Capture (CDC)

The Change Data Capture feature is still optional in Version 15.0, but if you want to implement Change Data Capture, use
INSTJCL job BDCDC01. With the new installation process, the base is automatically built.

DD Comparator Process before Upgrades

Datadictionary has a comparator tool that can be used for Versions 14.0 and 15.0. INSTJCL member ADSDC14 is for
Version 14.0 and ADSDC15 is for Version 15.0. Before you upgrade, we recommend that you run the comparator in
Version 14.0 to see if your Datadictionary is a good candidate. We also recommend that you run the comparator tool for
each Datadictionary that you have and for all MUF instances before attempting an upgrade. Plan at least a minimum of
one month before an upgrade to perform this process. Once the MUF is at Version 14.0, you can run this tool at any time.

Contact Broadcom Support Level 1 if you have any questions or concerns about the comparator report being generated or
about each MUF instance that you run.

History Database

History Database (DBID 1007) added a new area/table to this database. With the addition of this table, all MUF instances
must have BDHST01 and BDHST02 members executed against each MUF instance. Because of the design, if any areas
for this database are missing, your definition is brought current and the missing areas will INIT/NULL load.

• BDHST01 performs the close process to allow the BTG member BTG1007 from CABDSAMP to be cataloged to the
CXX which is done in BDHST02.

• BDHST02 has special processes that  test specific return codes. This Job/Member can return a max return code of 00,
04 or 08 and is considered a good completion. 

All the types for creation of **.INSTJCL have these two members created as part of the process. If you have completed
the upgrade to 15.1 and have no need to regenerate the **.INSTJCL PDS, you must copy both of these members to
a private PDS where you can modify the members. Read the special instructions in each member prior to starting this
process for these two members. The following PTFs were delivered for member BTG1007:

• Change (SO06768)
• Functionality (SO07262) 
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After you define and null load this new table, add a MUF startup option HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE set to YES  to each
MUF instance. This task can only be done at MUF startup and not through console.

NOTE
The data in the Event History table is available for all types of access for query or reporting.

For more information, see Release Notes and Product Information. 

Architectural Changes for the Upgrade Processes
History and strategies to upgrade a Directory (CXX) from one Datacom release to the next. Version 15.1 no longer
requires an outage for conversion from a previous version.

In previous releases, Datacom presented different strategies to upgrade a CXX from one release to the next. All of them
required an outage for the conversion.

Version 15.1 completely removes the outage. Version 15.1 supports a CXX initialized and used as Version 14.0. In fact,
15.1 can only initialize a CXX as Version 14.0. There is no such thing as a CXX set as 15.1.

The new process employs few changes to the CXX between Versions 14.0 and 15.1. The full CXX options are compatible
between the two releases. However, options that are known only to Version 15.1 are ignored if Version 14.0 code is
executing.

Changes at the database level are handled using the FORMAT that was built at Version 12.0. A CXX built and used by
Version 14.0 has each database with a FORMAT of 1 or 2. If Version 15.1 code is executed with this CXX, when it opens
a database, the FORMAT 1 or 2 bases are converted to a FORMAT 3, and a message is issued about the conversion. A
solution of support within Version 14.0 causes it to recognize a database at FORMAT 3 and downgrade it to 2.

With these abilities, the CXX is removed as a roadblock between Datacom executing as Version 15.1 and Version 14.0. In
fact, users using MUFPLEX may have different physical MUFs executing at different releases. This allows easy upgrades
with no outage and also fallbacks with no outage.

In a single MUF configuration, it is now possible for MUF to run at a Version 15.1 code level while all applications that
access the MUF remain at the Version 14.0 code level. To accomplish this, MUF has to use new Version 15.1 libraries
while the applications continue to use the old Version 14.0 libraries.

Since the CXX no longer goes through a conversion process, the term "upgrade" in Version 15.1 refers to only the system
database resources that are associated with a MUF instance. In the Version 15.1 upgrade these resources are the
Datacom Datadictionary databases, the Dataquery database, and the Dynamic System Tables database.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Overview

Beginning with Version 15.1, there are a total of three ways to upgrade a Datacom/DB Version 14.0 Multi-User Facility
(MUF) to Version 15.1. In all prior Datacom versions, there was just one method. The three Version 15.1 upgrade methods
are:

• Active MUF Upgrade (new)
• Traditional Upgrade (prior single method)

Active MUF Upgrade

This is the first new method for performing a Version 15.1 MUF upgrade. The following Version 14.0 MUF system
resources are involved in the Active MUF Upgrade process:
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• Datacom Datadictionary (DD) and Data Definition Directory (DDD) databases and the ADRPNL VLS file
• Dynamic System Tables (DST) database
• Dataquery DQM data area

Each system resource can be upgraded independently or in sets. If an unexpected problem occurs with any one of the
system resource upgrades, you can restore that system resource and can perform the upgrade of that resource again
later. It is unlikely that a problem would be encountered during any of the component upgrades that would adversely affect
the active MUF.

The new Active MUF Upgrade process is accomplished in two phases.

• MUF Version 14.0 to 15.1 Code Change Phase - Switches the Version 14.0 MUF that is to have its system resources
upgraded to running with the version 15.1 code level. This is the candidate MUF going forward in the document.

• MUF Version 14.0 to 15.1 System Resource Upgrade Phase - Upgrades the Datacom Datadictionary component,
the Dataquery component, and the Dynamic System Tables database from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1.

MUF Version 14.0 to 15.1 Code Change Phase

The Active MUF Upgrade process requires that the candidate MUF be running at the Version 15.1 code level before
upgrading its system resources. Two techniques are available to accomplish this: the traditional MUF shutdown and
startup method or a Shadow MUF configuration transition.

The traditional method is accomplished by:

• Shutting down the MUF
• Modifying the JOBLIB/STEPLIB datasets to point to or contain the newer version code
• Restarting the MUF

Although it is a small MUF downtime period, it requires all application access to be halted while the MUF recycle is
performed.

Because all Version 14.0 and 15.1 MUF system resources, including the CXX, are now release-independent, the switch to
the Version 15.1 code level can also be performed using a Shadow MUF configuration.

The Shadow MUF configuration is accomplished by:

• Shutting down the Version 14.0 Shadow MUF instance
• Modifying the Shadow MUF JOBLIB/STEPLIB to point the Version 15.1 code level
• Restarting the MUF as a Version 15.1 Shadow MUF
• Making the Version 15.1 Shadow MUF the Primary MUF
• Making the Version 14.0 MUF the Shadow MUF dataset

There are various techniques for performing the Primary to Shadow MUF transition. It is beyond the scope of this article
to cover those techniques. If you are currently not running a Shadow MUF or MUFPLEX configuration and want more
detailed information about these configurations, see the Datacom/DB Database and System Administration Version
15.1 page.

MUF Version 14.0 to 15.1 System Resource Upgrade Phase

Once the MUF to be upgraded is running at the Version 15.1 code level, regardless of the technique that is used to
accomplish it, the Active MUF Upgrade process is the same. As a part of the Active MUF upgrade process, a new
CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL dataset is created. This dataset contains the JCL members that are required to upgrade MUF
systems resources from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 while it is enabled and processing user application requests. For
more information about the Active MUF Upgrade process, see How to Perform an Active Multi-User Facility Upgrade.
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Traditional MUF Upgrade

The traditional MUF upgrade was the only method that was provided in previous Datacom versions. It is available for
use in performing the Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 upgrade. However, all user application activity must be disconnected
from the MUF during the traditional upgrade process. The traditional method is the most likely of the three methods to
encounter an unexpected problem during the upgrade. Depending on the nature of the problem, it could result in the
upgrade process not completing in the time allotted to perform it.

For complete details about this method, see the Installing page.

Upgrade from Version 14.0 to 15.1
This scenario describes how a database administrator (DBA) performs a successful Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 upgrade
of a single active Multi-User Facility (MUF) instance. The term active means that the MUF is enabled and application
requests are being processed against the following resources:

• User application databases
• Datacom Datadictionary (DD) and Data Definition Directory (DDD) database

On this page:

Overview

The upgrade from Datacom/DB Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 is different from all prior version upgrades. This difference
is because the CXX release stays at 14.0 and supports access from either a Version 14.0 or Version 15.1 MUF. The CXX
is becoming release independent and it will probably remain so going forward, just as the LXX, FXX, and database data
areas have been up to this point.

Since the CXX no longer goes through a conversion process as a part of the upgrade, the term "upgrade" in Version 15.1
only refers to the system database resources associated with a Version 14.0 Datacom/DB MUF. The database resources
are:

• Datadictionary databases
• Dataquery database
• Dynamic System Tables database.

In all cases, the MUF must already be running at the Datacom Version 15.1 code level before performing any part of the
Version 14.0 to 15.1 Active MUF upgrade process.

Definition of the Active MUF Upgrade

Datacom development has introduced a new concept of "Library Swapping" for the MUF instance. We recommend that
you use the Shadow-MUF technology to implement this library concept. If your choice is not to use Shadow technology,
you need to cycle your MUF instance with the new 15.1 libraries. This process allows you to execute the 15.1 libraries
until you are comfortable with the new version of the code. Once you are comfortable, you have to schedule the three
remaining components (jobs) that make up the Active Upgrade.

The definition of the new Library concept for 15.1 is the creation of the Customization Libraries and creation of the SMP/
E environment with current maintenance using Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS), or Chorus Software Manager
(CSM).

The following databases can be open and active in MUF at the time the Datadictionary upgrade process is performed:

• Datadictionary (DD) database (default DBID 002)
• Data Definition Directory (DDD) database (default DBID 015)
• Dynamic System Tables (DST) database
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NOTE
There should be no CICS Datadictionary On-line (DDOL) or Ideal for Datacom (IDEA) user sessions attached
at the time the Datadictionary upgrade process is performed. The Dataquery (DQ) database (default DBID 003)
needs to be closed in MUF during its upgrade, so no CICS Dataquery (DQRY) sessions can be attached and no
batch DQ jobs running at the time it is upgraded.

There is not a requirement to perform all three upgrades at the same time. However, the Datadictionary upgrade must be
successfully completed before the other two.

Performing an Active MUF Upgrade

As a DBA in your mainframe environment, you can install, maintain, deploy, configure, and customize features for the
database product. The information that follows describes how to successfully upgrade one Version 14.0 candidate MUF
environment to Version 15.1.

Benefits

• The primary benefit is that the candidate MUF remains fully operational and available while its DD, DDD, DQ, and DST
system resources are upgraded to Version 15.1.

• User applications, both online and batch, can continue to run at the Version 14.0 code level while the MUF is running
at the Version 15.1 code level.

• The DD, DDD, DQ, and DST system resource upgrades need not all be done at the same time.
• The time to complete the DD, DDD, DQ, and DST system resource upgrades typically only takes a few minutes.

The following graphic shows the workflow that is associated with creating and utilizing the Datacom/DB Upgrade process.

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. Review the recommended method for modifying JCL members.
3. Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL installation JCL library.
4. Create the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL installation JCL library.
5. Modify and execute the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL upgrade members.
6. Modify and execute CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL restore members.
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Review the Prerequisites

Before you perform an Active MUF Version 15.1 upgrade, complete the following prerequisites:

• Verify that you have a version of z/OS as supported by IBM.
• Have experience with the Datacom/DB installation and upgrade process.
• Have successfully run the Version 14.0 Datadictionary compare utility program (CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP JCL member

ADSDC14) before starting the candidate upgrade MUF using Version 15.1 libraries.
• Verify that the following Datacom/DB system database ID (DBID) defaults are being used:

– Datadictionary (DD) is 002.
– Data Definition Directory (DDD) is 015.
– Dataquery (DQ) is 003.
– Dynamic System Tables (DST) is 1000.

Review the recommended method for modifying JCL members

WARNING
To update the variables in all installation JCL members, use the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP member $DCBDEDT.
This method is preferable to editing each individual member manually.

The $DCBDEDT member contains the macro ISREDIT. Updating and saving the $DCBDEDT member in your SYSPROC
or TSO CLIST data set allows all the variables to be modified to site standards before submission.

After you modify the $DCBDEDT member, save it to your SYSPROC or TSO CLIST data set using any name that you
want. In the following steps, UPG15 is used as the name of the modified and saved $DCBDEDT macro. When you enter
the UPG15 command, the edit macro is activated to allow custom tailoring of each JCL member before submission.

Example

The following three ISREDIT macro entry examples contain a "from" character string followed by a "to" character string.
Change the “to” character string to a value that matches your sites standards.

/* WKSHT #2  */

ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.SHLQ"   "CAI.SHLQ" 

/* WKSHT #3  */

ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.THLQ"   "CAI.THLQ" 

/* WKSHT #4  */

ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.CHLQ"   "CAI.CHLQ"

Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL Installation JCL Library

This task is the beginning point for any of the Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 upgrade methods. It needs to be performed for
each MUF being upgraded because the group of data sets and their contents are unique to a specific MUF. When edited
and executed, the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set member BDCUS00 creates and populates the following:

• CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB data set
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC data set
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSPROC data set

Follow these steps:

1. Locate CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set member BDCUS00. This member allocates the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data
set. It also copies the Datacom Version 15.1 upgrade JCL members from the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP library into the
CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set.

2. Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
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3. Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it. Do not save the changes because the members in the
CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set are under SMP/E control.

In the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set are BDCUS JCL members. These members can be used to perform a new Version
15.1 installation or any one of the three available Version 14.0 to 15.1 upgrade processes. The JCL members are:

• BDCUSNEW - Version 15.1 new MUF installation process
• BDCUSACT - Version 14.0 to 15.1 Active MUF Upgrade process
• BDCUSUPG - Version 14.0 to 15.1 traditional or legacy MUF upgrade process

Create the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL Installation JCL Library

This task is the starting point for the Version 14.0 to 15.1 Active MUF Upgrade process. The following steps create a
CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL data set. This data set contains the required JCL members to successfully upgrade one active
MUF from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set member BDCUSACT. This member allocates the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL data set.
Additionally, it copies the Datacom Version 15.1 upgrade JCL members from the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP library into
the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL data set.

2. Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.

3. Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it. Do not save the changes because the members in the
CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set are under SMP/E control.

Modify and Execute the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL Upgrade JCL Members

The following CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL members are used to upgrade system resources for one Active MUF to Version
15.1. The required system resources to upgrade are the Datacom Datadictionary component, Dataquery component, and
the Dynamic System Tables database. The required JCL members to accomplish these upgrades are presented in the
Broadcom recommended order.

• $DCBDEDT - ISREDIT macro
• @BDWKSHT - Upgrade JCL variable definitions
• ADSDC14 - 14.0 Datacom Datadictionary comparator utility
• ADSDC15 - 15.1 Datacom Datadictionary comparator utility
• BDCICS - Create version 15.1 DDOL CICS CSD members
• BDRIM01 - Install Version 15.1 PC Call modules
• BDACTALC - Allocate Upgrade related data sets
• BDCUSUPG - Assemble and link-edit custom macros
• *******************************************************************************************************************

We always suggest that you follow the best practices for successful execution of the Active MUF Upgrade. In this
situation, we strongly recommend that you keep the environment running without executing the remainder of the upgrade
jobs until you are certain that reverting to the prior version of the code is not an option.

• *******************************************************************************************************************
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• BDACTDD1 - DBUTLTY Version 14.0 DD and DDD backup
• BDACTDD2 - Version 14.0 to 15.1 Datacom Datadictionary upgrade
• BDACTDDR - Version 14.0 DD and DDD restore
• BDACTDQ - Version 14.0 to 15.1 DQ upgrade
• BDACTDQR - Version 14.0 DQ restore
• BDACTDYN - Version 14.0 to 15.1 DST database upgrade
• BDACTDYR - Version 14.0 DST database restore
• DBUTLTYU - 15.1 Sample DBUTLTY CXX report JCL
• DBHST01U - Closes the history database
• DBHST02U - Adds any missing history tables to the CXX and null loads 1007

Every JCL member is re-runnable. If an error is encountered, correct the error, and simply resubmit it until a successful
execution is accomplished. It is recommended that the DD, DDD, DQ, and DST system resource upgrades all be done at
the same time unless there are special circumstances that prevent this from occurring.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDCUSUPG. This JCL member assemblies and link edits all the Datacom
Version 15.1 custom macros. Review the custom macro parameter settings of all CAI.HLQ.CUSMAC members and
adjust the parameter values in each member as needed. If the Version 14.0 CUSMAC members are available, they
can be used as input to this JCL member in place of the Version 15.1 CUSMAC.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

2. Start the Datacom Version 15.1 candidate MUF. Or, use the Datacom/DB Shadow MUF option to migrate to the
candidate Version 15.1 MUF.
Note: Broadcom always suggests that you follow the best practices for successful execution of the Active Upgrade. In
this situation, we strongly recommend that you keep the environment running without executing the remainder of the
upgrade jobs until you are certain that reverting to the prior version of the code is not an option.

3. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTALC. This JCL member executes IEFBR14 to allocate all needed
backup data sets. Additionally, it adds the INCLUDE members used by the remaining BDACTsfx upgrade JCL
members to the CAI.CHLQ.CUSPROC data set.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

4. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDD1. This JCL member executes DBUTLTY to create backups of the
Version 14.0 CXX, DD, DDD, and ADRPNL data sets. If a restore back to the Version 14.0 DD and DDD becomes
necessary, these backup data sets are the input to that process.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

5. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDD2. This JCL member executes DDUPDATE to convert the Version
14.0 DD and DDD databases to Version 15.1. Additionally, it updates the Version 14.0 DDOL signon/signoff panels to
Version 15.1. It can be successfully run while the databases are open in MUF.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

6. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDQ. This JCL member executes the Dataquery DQLANGMT utility to
upgrade the Dataquery database DQM data area tables from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1. This member can be run at
any time, but it is recommended that it be run after step 5 completes successfully.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.
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7. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDYN. This JCL member removes the Version 14.0 Dynamic System
Tables database from the active MUF and replaces it with the Version 15.1 equivalent. Do not run this member until
after step 5 has completed successfully.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

8. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDHST01U. This JCL member closes the DBID 1007 history database.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

9. Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDHST02U. This JCL member rebuilds the datadictionary/DDD definition for
history database (DBID 1007) and post definition to the CXX to make the CXX definition current. At this time, we are
adding area EVT and table EVT to the history database. This JOB does condition code setting based on error cases
to populate each of the existing areas for the history database. It is normal to have some of the bypassed steps to be
condition codes.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

This task completes the Active MUF Upgrade process for one candidate Version 14.0 MUF instance. To upgrade another
candidate 14.0 MUF to Version 15.1, return to "Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL Installation JCL Library" and repeat all the
steps.

Modify and Execute the CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL Restore JCL Members

The following CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL members are available for restoring a Version 15.1 system resource back to
Version 14.0. Since all Version 14.0 and 15.1 system resources are compatible across versions, needing to perform any of
these restores would be extremely rare. If one or more Version 15.1 system resources cannot remain at that level, select
the appropriate restore JCL member from the following, edit it and run it.

Version 14.0 Datacom Datadictionary restore

Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDDR. This JCL member executes DBUTLTY to load the Version 14.0
CXX, DD, DDD, and ADRPNL data set backups that JCL member BDACTDD1 created. Type UPG15 in the command line
and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are changed to your site standards. Submit
the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

Version 14.0 Dataquery restore

Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDQR. This JCL member executes the Version 14.0 Dataquery
DQLANGMT utility to revert the Dataquery database DQM data area tables back to version 14.0. Type UPG15 in the
command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are changed to your site
standards. Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.

Version 14.0 Dynamic System Tables database restore

Locate CAI.HLQ.ACT.INSTJCL member BDACTDYR. This JCL member executes DDUPDATE to remove the Version
15.1 Dynamic System Tables database and replace it with the Version 14.0 equivalent. Type UPG15 in the command line
and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are changed to your site standards. Submit
the member for execution and then cancel out of it so the changes are not saved.
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Upgrade from Version 15.0 to 15.1
The upgrade from Datacom/DB Version 15.0 to Version 15.1 is different from all prior version upgrades because there are
only two processes involved.

With an Active MUF Upgrade, you do not have to perform a shutdown of your environment. Where the DB 15.0 MUF is
active you can modify the JCL to include the DB 15.1 libraries. Then it is a matter of shutting down the primary MUF (15.0)
and bringing up the backup shadow MUF (15.1).

You can decide the method that this process needs since you can also shut down your DB 15.0 MUF, and bring up the
same MUF with the 15.1 libraries. The swap of the libraries between releases 15.0 and 15.1 performs the function of the
upgrade.

This topic describes how a database administrator (DBA) performs a successful Version 15.0 to Version 15.1 upgrade of a
single active Multi-User Facility (MUF) instance. The term active means that the MUF is enabled and application requests
are being processed against the following resources:

• User application databases
• Datacom Datadictionary (DD) and Data Definition Directory (DDD) databases

Performing an Active MUF Upgrade

As a database administrator (DBA) in your mainframe environment, you can install, maintain, deploy, configure, and
customize features for the database product. The information that follows describes how to upgrade one Version 15.0
candidate MUF environment to Version 15.1 successfully.

Benefits

• The primary benefit is that the candidate MUF remains fully operational and available while the Target Libraries are
upgraded to Version 15.1.

• User applications can continue to run with the Version 15.0 code while the MUF is running with the Version 15.1 code.
• The process to complete this upgrade is a matter of seconds while the Shadow MUF takes over with the new code. It

only takes a matter of minutes if you decide to only bring down the 15.0 MUF and bring up the same MUF with the 15.1
libraries.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the prerequisites.
2. Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL installation JCL library.
3. Modify and execute the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL upgrade JCL members.

Review the prerequisites
Find prerequisite actions that must be complete before you perform an active Multi-User Facility (MUF) Version 15.0
upgrade for Datacom.

Complete the following prerequisites before you perform an active MUF Version 15.0 upgrade:

• Verify that you have a version of z/OS as supported by IBM.
• Have experience with the Datacom/DB installation and upgrade process.

Review the recommended method for modifying JCL members
WARNING

To update the variables in all installation JCL members, use the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP member $DCBDEDT.
This method is preferable to manually editing each individual member.
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The $DCBDEDT member contains the macro ISREDIT. Updating and saving the $DCBDEDT member in your SYSPROC
or TSO CLIST data set allows modification of all the variables to site standards before submission.

After you modify the $DCBDEDT member, save it to your SYSPROC or TSO CLIST data set using any name that you
want. In the following steps, UPG15 is used as the name of the modified and saved $DCBDEDT macro. The edit macro is
activated to allow custom tailoring of each JCL member before submission when the UPG15 command is entered.

Example

The following three ISREDIT macro entry examples contain a "from" character string followed by a "to" character string.
Change the “to” character string to a value that matches your sites standards.

 /* WKSHT #2  */

 ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.SHLQ"   "CAI.SHLQ"

 /* WKSHT #3  */

 ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.THLQ"   "CAI.THLQ"

 /* WKSHT #4  */

 ISREDIT C ALL "CAI.CHLQ"   "CAI.CHLQ"

 

Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL installation JCL library
This task is the beginning point for any Version 15.0 to Version 15.1 upgrade methods. Perform this task for each MUF
being upgraded because the group of data sets and their contents are unique to a specific MUF.  When edited and
executed, the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set member BDCUS00 creates and populates the following data sets:

• CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSMAC
• CAI.CHLQ.CUSPROC

Follow these steps:

1. Locate CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set member BDCUS00. This member allocates the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL
data set. It also copies the Version 15.1 upgrade JCL members from the CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP library into the
CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set.

2. Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.

3. Submit the member for execution and then cancel out of it. Do not save the changes because the members in the
CAI.THLQ.CABDSAMP data set are under SMP/E control.

In the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL data set are BD* JCL members. Use the following JCL members to perform a new Version 15.1
installation or the Version 15.0 to 15.1 upgrade processes.

• BDCUSU15 – Version 15.0 to 15.1 traditional or legacy MUF upgrade process. However, if you want to see the 15.1
core marks on the CUSLIB members merely execute this job. (This step is optional. You could still run your 15.1
environment with your 15.0 CUSLIB),

• BDUPG09A – Upgrades the DDOL and SIGNOFF panels to Version 15.1
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Modify and execute the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL upgrade JCL members
The following CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL members are used to upgrade system resources for one active MUF to Version 15.1.
The required JCL members to accomplish these upgrades are presented in the Broadcom recommended order.

• $DCBDEDT – ISREDIT macro
• @BDWKSHT – Upgrade JCL variable definitions
• BDCUS00 – Creation of the INSTJCL library with all the members to be executed (customized libraries CUSMAC,

CUSPROC and CUSLIB are also created)
• BDCUS15 – Version 15.0 to 15.1 traditional or legacy MUF upgrade process
• BDUPG09A – Upgrades the DDOL and SIGNOFF panels to Version 15.1
• BDHST01U - Closes the history database (DBID 1007)
• BDHST02U - Rebuilds the history database to make the current definition active  

Every JCL member is re-runnable. If an error is encountered, correct the error, and resubmit it until a successful execution
is accomplished. We recommend that the system resource upgrades for DD, DDD, and DST be done simultaneously
unless there are special circumstances that prevent this from occurring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Locate CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL member BDCUSU15. This JCL member assemblies and link edits all the Datacom Version
15.1 custom macros. Review the custom macro parameter settings of all CAI.HLQ.CUSMAC members and adjust the
parameter values in each member as needed. If the Version 15.0 CUSMAC members are available, they can be used
as input to this JCL member in place of the Version 15.1CUSMAC.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and verify results.

2. Start the Datacom Version 15.1 candidate MUF. Or, use the Datacom/DB Shadow MUF option to migrate to the
candidate Version 15.1 MUF after making sure that the Version 15.1 Libraries (CUSLIB and CABDLOAD) are in place.

3. Locate CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL member BDUPG09A. Upgrades the DDOL and SIGNOFF panels to Version 15.1.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then verify output. Modify you CICS to reflect your Upgraded VLS file ADRPNL
with the 15.1 Panels.
Modify you CICS to reflect your Upgraded VLS file ADRPNL with the 15.1 Panels.

4. Locate CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL member BDHST01U. Executes DBUTLTY to perform a COMM CLOSE for DBI 1007
(history database).
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and verify output.
Expected CC 00.

5. Locate CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL member BDHST02U. Rebuilds the datadictionary/DDD definition for history database (DBID
1007) and post definition to the CXX to make the CXX definition current. At this time, area EVT and table EVT are
added to the history database. This JOB does condition code setting based on error cases to populate each of the
existing areas for the history database. It is normal to have some of the steps to be bypassed are condition codes.
Type UPG15 in the command line and press Enter. The ISREDIT macro is invoked, and all the member variables are
changed to your site standards.
Submit the member for execution and then verify output.
Expected Condition Code EQ 00, 04 OR 08
The last two steps are expected to have Condition Code 00.
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This task completes the Active MUF Upgrade process for one candidate Version 15.1 MUF instance. To upgrade another
candidate 15.0 MUF to Version 15.1, return to Create the CAI.HLQ.INSTJCL Installation JCL Library and repeat all the
steps.

Fallback from Version 15.1 to 15.0
Review the steps to perform a fallback from Datacom 15.1 to 15.0. For users running with a 15.1 primary MUF and a 15.1
shadow MUF who want to fallback to 15.0.

Datacom Releases 15.0 and 15.1 have their own CUSLIB and CABDLOAD libraries. When 15.1 or 15.0 libraries are
mentioned, the specific libraries being referenced are CUSLIB and CABDLOAD.

How to fall back to release 15.0

1. Change the 15.1 libraries for the shadow MUF instance to point to their 15.0 libraries. Do not move forward until you
have successfully made the JCL changes and your shadow MUF is pointing to the 15.0 libraries.

2. Bring down (EOJ) the current primary 15.1 MUF when you are ready. Once the primary MUF has been brought down,
the shadow MUF instance becomes the primary MUF instance at 15.0.

3. Once the shadow MUF becomes the new primary MUF, the new shadow MUF must also come up on 15.0. When you
have completed this process, you have a primary MUF pointing to 15.0 libraries and a shadow MUF also pointing to
15.0 library instances.

NOTE
You can keep running 15.0 code until you are ready to fall forward to 15.1 from 15.0.

Messages

The following messages are associated with the fallback process when going from 15.1 to 15.0.

• DB00212I helps identify what release of code is running.
• DB00248I displays the MUF code level that MUF is running.

NOTE
Do not use DB00915I messages, as they are not related to code the MUF is running. This message deals with
the structured version of the DD/DDD databases and also exists for the Dynamic System Tables.

Fallback from Version 15.1 to 14.0
If you must fall back from Version 15.1 to Version 14.0, you can do so by executing the following jobs. This process
performs a soft fall back. Any changes to the CXX/DD/DDD are preserved with any modified SQL objects after Version
15.1. We recommend this process. If for some reason this process fails and you must go back to Version 14.0, as a last
resort use member BDUPG03R to fall back. The BDFBK* members are recommended for fall back, not BDUPG03R.

For this phase, run the INSTJCL library members whose names start with BDFBK.

Step Description Purpose
2 Retrieve BDFBK02 from INSTJCL, perform

changes as directed, and submit the JCL.
Bring up your Version 14.0 Multi-User
Facility (MUF).

3B Retrieve BDFBK03B from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Restores the panels for Dataquery through
DQM being reloaded from Version 14.0
backup for Dataquery.

4 Retrieve BDFBK04 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Executes DDUPDATE to undo the Version
15.0 DD/DDD updates if necessary
for fall back to Version 14.0. Restores
SYSTEMTABLES back to Version 14.0
level. EOJs the MUF.
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5 Retrieve member BDFBK05 from your
INSTJCL library.

Restores the DDOL signon and signoff
panels to the ADRPNL dataset for Version
14.0.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 2. Execute DBMUFPR to Start Version 14.0 MUF

This step brings up your Version 14.0 MUF.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFBK02 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Follow the instructions in the member.
3. Submit your JCL.
4. Assure the Multi-User Facility is enabled.

Step 3B. Convert the Dataquery Panels

This step restores the Dataquery panel files from Version 15.1 to Version 14.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFBK03B from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 4. Datacom Datadictionary, DDD, and Dynamic Syst Tbls Set Back to V 14

This DDUPDATE undoes the Version 15.0 upgrade transactions from Version 15.1 to Version 14.0 and restores the
SYSTEMTABLES.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFBK04 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 5. Restore the DDOL Signon/Signoff Panels to ADRPNL

This step executes VLSUTIL to restore the DDOL signon and signoff panels to the ADRPNL data set for Version 14.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFBK05 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

The DDOL signon and signoff panels reference the Datacom version that you are running. Skip this step if you do not use
DDOL in CICS for your site.
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Re-Upgrading to Version 15.1 after Fallback to 14.0 (Fall Forward)
This method assumes that you successfully ran the recommended fall back process and did not use member BDUPG03R
to fall back. Rerun the normal upgrade procedure when you are ready to move forward to Version 15.1 if BDUPG03R was
used.

The version number is referring to the structure for Datacom Datadictionary and DDD databases. To find out what version
of Datadictionary/DDD MUF instances that you are running, you can scan for the following messages:

Once you determine your version number and if it is 14.0, the following instructions will guide you to fall forward
(re-upgrade) to Version 15.0 for the Datadictionary/DDD. (The version number for Datadictionary/DDD is 15.0 even
though the code for the Datacom/DB product can be 15.0 or 15.1.)

If you fallback to Version 14.0 (code),  the DB00915I messages should reflect Version 14.0. When you fall forward, the
Version 15.1 (code)  the DB00915I messages should reflect version 15.0 as shown in the following example.

DB00915I - CXX DBID 2 DATA-DICT DEFINITION VERSION 15.0 CHANGE LEVEL 0 

or DB00915I - CXX DBID 2 DATA-DICT DEFINITION VERSION 14.0 CHANGE LEVEL 0 

        DB00915I - CXX DBID 15 DDD-DATABASE DEFINITION VERSION 15.0 CHANGE LEVEL 0 

or DB00915I - CXX DBID 15 DDD-DATABASE DEFINITION VERSION 14.0 CHANGE LEVEL 0 

Going forward in this topic,  the use of version is referring to code not the structure of Datadictionary and DDD.

If you must fall forward to Version 15.1 from Version 14.0, you can do so by executing the following jobs.

For more information about Directory (CXX) Upgrade and formats, see the Datacom list of new features and the Datacom/
DB documentation.

For this phase, run the INSTJCL library members whose names start with BDFFW.

Step Description Purpose
1 This step is no longer required. This step is retained here for possible future

use.
2 Retrieve BDFFW02 from INSTJCL, perform

changes as directed, and submit the JCL.
Brings up your Version 15.1 Multi-User
Facility.

3B Retrieve BDFFW03B from INSTJCL,
perform changes as directed, and submit
the JCL.

Restores the panels for Dataquery through
DQM being reloaded from Version 15.1
backup for Dataquery.

4 Retrieve BDFFW04 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Executes DDUPDATE to redo the DD/DDD
updates to fall forward to Version 15.1.
Restores SYSTEMTABLES to Version 15.1
level. EOJs the MUF.

5 Retrieve BDFFW05 from INSTJCL, perform
changes as directed, and submit the JCL.

Executes VLSUTIL to restore the Version
15.1 signon/signoff panels to the ADRPNL
data set.

Step 1. No Longer Required

It is no longer required that the CXX be converted to switch from Version 15.1 to Version 14.0.

Step 2. Execute DBMUFPR to Start the MUF for Fall Back

This step brings up your Version 15.1 MUF.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFFW02 from your INSTJCL library.
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2. Follow the instructions in the member.
3. Submit your JCL.
4. Assure the Multi-User Vacility is enabled.

Step 3B. Convert the Dataquery Panels

This step restores the Dataquery panel files from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFFW03B from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

Step 4. Converts DD/DDD Back to V15.1 and Restores SYSTEMTABLES

This DDUPDATE performs the Version 15.1 upgrade transactions from Version 14.0 to Version 15.1 and restores the
SYSTEMTABLES back to Version 15.1.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFFW04 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

This step brings down the fall back MUF.

Step 5 Restore the DDOL Signon/Signoff Panels to ADRPNL

This step executes VLSUTIL to restore the DDOL signon and signoff panels to the ADRPNL data set for Version 15.1.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve member BDFFW05 from your INSTJCL library.
2. Make the required global changes.
3. Submit the JCL to complete this step.
4. Review the output for successful completion which is indicated with a condition code of 00. If you receive any other

code, correct your changes and resubmit the JCL.

The DDOL signon and signoff panels reference the Datacom version you are running. Skip this step if your site does not
use DDOL in CICS.

Re-Upgrading to Version 15.1 after Fallback to 15.0 (Fall Forward)
Review the steps that you must perform to upgrade to Datacom Version 15.1 after fallback to 15.0. The information is
intended for users running with a 15.0 primary MUF and a 15.0 shadow MUF.

Releases 15.0 and 15.1 have their own CUSLIB and CABDLOAD libraries. When 15.1 or 15.0 libraries are mentioned, the
specific libraries being referenced are CUSLIB and CABDLOAD.

How to fall forward (upgrade) to release 15.1

1. Make the necessary changes to the shadow MUF instance by doing an EOJ to the shadow MUF when you are ready
to fall forward.
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2. Point the shadow MUF to the 15.1 libraries and then start the shadow MUF. The process of starting the shadow MUF
at 15.1 makes it the primary MUF.

3. Restart shadow MUF again using 15.0 libraries. The shadow MUF should keep running using 15.0 libraries until you
are satisfied with the MUF (primary MUF) running on the 15.1 code set.

4. Change the MUF JCL for the shadow MUF to now use 15.1 libraries after you accept that the fallback is no longer
necessary.

5. EOJ the shadow MUF running 15.0 libraries, and start the shadow MUF and confirm it starts up using 15.1 code.

Messages

The following messages are associated with the fall forward process to 15.1 from 15.0:

• DB00212I helps identify what release of code is running.
• DB00248I displays the MUF code level that MUF is running.

NOTE
Do not use the DB00915I messages as they are not related to code the MUF is running. This message deals
with the structured version of the DD/DDD databases and also exists for the Dynamic System Tables.

Sample JCL Data Sets
The SAMPJCL data set and the CABDSAMP target library are the two sample JCL data sets. Review general instructions
for locating the SAMPJCL data set and the CABDSAMP target library.

• The SAMPJCL data set contains only the JCL needed for the SMP/E installation. For more information, see Install
Products Using SMP/E JCL.

• The CABDSAMP target library contains the required JCL used to create a new or upgraded MUF environment. After
the SMP/E is installed, copy the necessary jobs to the newly created INSTJCL library using the provided BDCUS00 job
so they can be edited.

NOTE
Before you submit each step, review the JCL for any DD statements to add or remove to reflect the environment
at your site.

INSTJCL Member Names
The INSTJCL member names can be easily identified during any installation. These names are constructed as follows:

• The following members are grouped by the first five characters:
BDCUS

indicates a customization job with MUF-specific SYSIN generation, assemblies, and link-edits
BDNEW

indicates a job for new installations only.
BDUPG

indicates a job for upgrading a MUF from Version 14.0 only.
IVPNEW

indicates a job to execute sample JOBs for new installation only.
IVPUPG

indicates a job to execute sample JOBs for upgrades only.
BDFBK

indicates a job for returning to the previous version after completing the upgrade installation jobs.
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BDFFW
indicates a job for falling forward back from Version 14.0 to Version 15.0 at some future date.

BDCDC
indicates a job for implementing the Change Data Capture feature.

BDCICS
is used to build the CICS CSD entries for DB core products.

BDRIM
indicates a job for installing the Datacom PC CALLS.

BDHST
indicates a job for installing the history database

• The remainder of each name indicates the number of the step and can include a suffix. The meaning of the suffix is
explained in the following section.

Suffixes: Jobs with suffixes are conditional and are executed only if you are installing the indicated product option.

Run these jobs after the job member without a suffix is complete. A job member name with no suffix after the number
indicates that the step is for the base product (Datacom/DB) and is required for all Datacom installations.

Each installation step, including the base product and any product options, must be complete before you begin the next
step.

Suffixes to the installation step numbers are assigned by product option as follows (last value in the member name):

B
Indicates the Dataquery product.

R
Indicates a restore of Datacom/DB data sets from a previous backup step.

Installation Verification Phase
After you have finished all installation steps for your site, start your customized version of your MUF with all your options
activated. To demonstrate successful product installation for batch processing, execute the jobs following the section
about IVP jobs for a new installation process. The customizations must be completed and your customized MUF must
be enabled (active) before any IVPs can run. INSTJCL library member names begin with IVP. The IVPNEW* (new
install) members support the new naming standard for the Simplify option. The IVPUPG* members use the older naming
standard from previous releases. Do not use any of the MUFs as delivered for the upgrade processes, because the
delivered MUFs are configured specifically for the upgrade or new install processes only. Use only members from the
**.INSTJCL: MUFSTRTS (new install) and MUFSTRTU (UPGRADE) for this process.

WARNING
The IVPs must be performed in the sequence shown following the section about IVP jobs for a new installation
process, and the MUF must be active for these jobs to run.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

IVP Jobs for the New Install Process

After modifying DBDATIN2 to support your site, start your MUF instance. Review the documentation for any questions
about options you need to configure your MUF.

Use the IVPNEW* members for sites performing a new install. For your licensed products, start a MUF that is configured
for your site. Review DBDATIN2 in your CAI.NEWHLQ.9CXX_NAME.V150.CUSMAC. Start your MUF instance with this
member once it is modified for your site requirements. For an example of the MUF startup JCL usage for new installs, see
member MUFSTRTS in the INSTJCL.
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Once the MUF is started, you can run the IVPNEW* members to verify the install.

Step 1. Execute Sample Datacom/DB Programs

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW01. This executes multiple programs for Datacom/DB execution.

NOTE
Ignore message code CSV003I if it appears.

Step 2. Execute Sample SQL Program

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW02 if you installed Datacom/DB with the SQL Option.

Step 3. Execute Sample Program for Building Sample Database

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW03 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the SQL option. This
member has two jobs. Run the jobs one at a time and sequentially from this member. The second job is optional if you
want to delete what the first job in this member defined.

If you installed Datacom/DB with the SQL Option, edit and submit this member. This job includes a series of steps to
demonstrate the procedure for allocating, defining, initializing, and loading the sample database that is used in the
Datacom SQL training documentation that is available on support.ca.com.

This INSTJCL member also contains a job that optionally uninstalls the sample database.

Step 4. Execute DQBATCH Program

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW04 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the DQ option.

Step 5. Create a Custom DCT for Presspack

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW05 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the Presspack option.

Step 6. Execute DBUTLTY from Datacom Fast Restore

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPNEW06 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the Fast Restore
option.

IVP for Upgrades

After modifying DBDATIN2 to support your site, start your MUF instance. The upgrade process assumes that Simplify is
not turned on and is using the old naming standards from previous releases.

IVPUPG* members are only used for sites performing upgrades. For your licensed products, start a MUF that is
configured for your site.

Once the MUF is started, you can run the IVPUPG* members to verify the install.

Step 1. Execute Sample Datacom/DB Programs

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG01. This executes multiple programs for Datacom/DB execution.

NOTE
Ignore message code CSV003I if it appears.

Step 2. Execute Sample SQL Program

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG02 if you installed Datacom/DB with the SQL Option.
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Step 3. Execute Sample Program for Building Sample Database

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG03 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the SQL option. This
member has two jobs.

If you have Broadcom Sample SQL base 1001 already defined, run the second job in this member before running the
first job. If the delete process has been run, the first job may receive a -118 on the create schemas due to them already
existing and is expected.

If you installed Datacom/DB with the SQL Option, edit and submit this member. This job includes a series of steps to
demonstrate the procedure for allocating, defining, initializing, and loading the sample database that is used in the
Datacom SQL training documentation that is available on support.broadcom.com.

This INSTJCL member also contains a job that optionally uninstalls the sample database.

Step 4. Execute DQBATCH Program

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG04 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the DQ option.

Step 5. Create a Custom DCT for Presspack

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG05 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the Presspack option.

Step 6. Execute DBUTLTY from Datacom Fast Restore

Edit and submit INSTJCL library member IVPUPG06 if you configured your Datacom/DB MUF with the Fast Restore
option.

Post-Installation Considerations

Datacom CICS Services Modifications

Include a DD statement for the Datacom Custom Load Library (CUSLIB) and the Datacom Target Load Library
(CABDLOAD) in the DFHRPL concatenation of the CICS startup JCL.

CICS requires the addition of DD statements for the Datacom files. The Datacom installation creates these statements for
you. Fetch the DDFILE member from the Custom Macro Library (CUSMAC) and insert it into the CICS startup JCL.

The Datacom installation also produces all source members for CICS table modification. These source members are in
either the CABDSAMP or CUSMAC libraries and contain all of the entries for all of the Datacom products being installed
or upgraded. All of the required CICS table entries for these products that are defined to CICS are produced as a part of
the installation.

For those sites using an existing CICS that already references a Datacom MUF, it is necessary to replace the CICS
groups for the earlier version. Using the following charts, replace all references to the Version 14.0 copybooks. Then
reassemble and relink your CICS table DFHFCTxx and add the new CICS groups to your DFHCSD.

For those sites using an existing CICS that does not already reference a Datacom MUF, Datacom CICS Services must
be installed, as specified in Software Requirements. Although they are included as illustrations only, the following JCL
member in the INSTJCL library can be used to define the Datacom products to CICS.

NOTE
The BDCSD. BDGRP, and BDCSDV CSD copybooks are part of and provided by Datacom CICS Services
(DBC) starting with DBC 11.0.

For more information about creating the INSTJCL job B1CICS that is used to create the CSD entries, see Step 1. Modify
CICS in the Datacom CICS Services documentation.
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Datacom Datadictionary

Version 15.1 Copybook for CICS Table
Assemblies

Version 15.1 Copybook for CICS RDO CICS CSD Group Name

ADCSD ADGRP
ADFCT ADGRP

ADCSDV ADGRP

Dataquery

Version 15.1 Copybook for CICS Table
Assemblies

Version 15.1 Copybook for CICS RDO CICS CSD Group Name

DQCSD DQGRP
DQCSDV DQGRP

The BDCICS member builds CSD definitions into each CICS CSD that you must run against any MUF instance. This job
is not enough for you to use Datacom products in the CICS region. See CICS Services for what is needed for CICS CSD
work to complete the definitions before you can start CICS Services and run any Datacom transactions in a CICS region.

BDCICS

Expected Condition Code EQ 00

NOTE
Review the flower box in this member carefully before proceeding.

* Special Instructions * * *                                

                                                             

*  This JOB is used for illustration purposes to show the    

*  TARGET LIBRARY copybooks used to define products to CICS.

                                                             

*  DD - ADCSD,ADCSDV   - CSD definition copybooks            

*  DD - ADFCT          - FCT copybook                        

*  DQ - DQCSD,DQCSDV   - CSD definition copybooks  

*  assembles and links FCT entries for DDOL (datadictionary) 

For information about the required DCT and PLT entries and copybooks, see the Datacom CICS Services System
documentation and the Datacom VSAM Transparency System documentation.

Double-Byte Character Set and Katakana Character Support

To use the double-byte character set or the Katakana, change the Datacom CICS Services control files from what is
delivered for Datacom Datadictionary online (DDOL) and Dataquery (DQRY). The PROFILEs for DDOL, DQRY, and
SCFD (for Ideal) must have UCTRAN=NO. For each terminal type (TYPETERM) used on Datacom CICS Services, the
value of UCTRAN must be TRANID instead of NO.

For Datacom Datadictionary online, change both the profile for the DDOL transaction and the profile for the SCFD
transaction which is part of Ideal. For Dataquery only, change the profile for the transaction DQRY.

Online Product Verification

Datacom Datadictionary

To verify the Datacom Datadictionary installation online, see Using the Online Facilities.
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Dataquery

To verify the Dataquery installation online, see Signing On and Off .

Checking the README File

Review the README file to confirm if any additional tasks are required after the installation, upgrade, or maintenance
procedure. For more information, see README File.

Planning for Initial MUF Roll Out

The installation and upgrade process is designed to simplify those processes during the implementation of your upgrade
or new installation. Broadcom delivers a DBSYSID macro (which is used to assemble a DBSIDPR module) used only
for the installations and upgrades. That is, the delivered DBSYSID is not meant to be used after the upgrade or new
install process is completed. You are expected to customize the DBSYSID macro to meet your needs for each MUF after
installing or upgrading. To support this rollout of the MUF, review the Datacom/DB documentation in the following key
areas. Plan ahead by listing the specifications that you need to make or change for your site.

• DBSYSID macro
• MUF startup options
• Simplify feature

NOTE
Before the MUF is rolled out to your first environment, when making your changes in the key areas just listed we
recommend reducing the risk of an outage by first using a test environment to verify the new specifications work
as intended.

WARNING
We recommend that you customize the DBSYSID macro before you roll out Datacom Version 15.1 to any of
your environments. Your first rollout takes more time because of this initial recommended review. However,
choices that are made during this process can be used for future rollouts to other MUFs in your environment.

Customizing the DBSYSID Macro

Review the Datacom/DB documentation to learn about the features and options of the DBSYSID macro. Modify the
existing DBSIDPR member in the CUSMAC PDS to fit your needs for the rollout of your first MUF. Your customized
DBSIDPR is your model for other MUFs that are upgraded later if you have more than one MUF in your environment.

MUF Startup Options

Review the Datacom/DB documentation for any enhancements or modifications that need to be made to the DBDATIN2
member in the CUSMAC for this MUF. Your customized DBDATIN2 is your model for other MUFs that are upgraded later if
you have more than one MUF in your environment.

Initial MUF Rollout Using Simplify

With the Simplify feature, the new install process builds and makes certain assumptions to be true, taking advantage
of all the protections offered by Simplify. Depending on the special needs of your environment, Simplify can provide the
protection that you want.

NOTE
The CXX name and MUF name have to be unique to use this feature.
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Tailoring the Datacom Products

After demonstrating successful installation of the products, tailor them according to your site requirements before
designating them as production systems. Be sure to back up the data sets before starting the tailoring process. For
instructions about tailoring individual products, see the appropriate documentation.

Defaults

Defaults were established during the installation process. Consider these defaults as you determine the tailoring
necessary for your site.

WARNING
The following tables in this section describe each job that can be found on support.ca.com in the Sample
download page. For more information about accessing this site, see How to Obtain the Sample Members.

Datacom/DB Samples

Job Description
DBSAM01 Assemble and link sample online User Requirements Table for

DBID 001.
DBSAM02 Assemble and link sample batch User Requirements Table for

DBID 010.
DBSAM03 Assemble and link the sample Master List.
DBSAM04 Assemble and link the sample DB system ID module (DBSIDPR).
DBSAM05 Assemble and link the sample SQL batch User Requirements

Table.
DBSAM06 Assemble and link the sample SQL online User Requirements

Table.
DBSAM07 Assemble and link for DL/I access support in Datacom/DB

Reporting Facility.

Datacom Datadictionary Samples

Job Description
DDSAM01 Assemble and link the DDSRTLM module.
DDSAM02 Assemble and link Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements

Table modules.
DDSAM03 Assemble and link VPE online file table.
DDSAM04 Assemble and link VPE batch file table.
DDSAM05 Assemble and link the SC00TRAN module for Datacom

Datadictionary online.
DDSAM06 Assemble and link the block data utilities (DDBDULM AND

DDDDULM).
DDSAM07 Assemble and link the Log Area (LXX) trace VPE file table.
DDSAM08 Execute DDCFBLD followed by DBUTLTY to post the PRODuction

version of the DATA-DICT database to the CXX.
DDSAM09 Execute DDCFBLD followed by DBUTLTY to post the PRODuction

version of the DDD database to the CXX.
DDSAM10 Link for Librarian access support in DDICF.
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Dataquery Samples

Job Description
DQSAM01 Assemble and link DQEIBPR for Broadcom-Email access support

in Dataquery.
DQSAM02 Assemble and link the VPEDQRFT module for using Dataquery in

TSO.
DQSAM03 Assemble and link the DQSYSTBL module.
DQSAM04 Execute the DQLIBRMT Utility.
DQSAM05 Execute the DQWFINIT Utility.
DQSAM06 Execute the DQLANGMT Utility.
DQSAM07 Execute the DQCRRPT Utility.
DQSAM08 Execute the DQUSERMT Utility.
DQSAM09 Execute the DQPANPRT Utility.
DQSAM10 Assemble and link Dataquery User Requirements Table.
DQSAM11 Assemble and link DQDECPR module for Datacom CICS

Services.

Maintaining the Datacom Products

If CSM is used to apply maintenance to your products see Maintain Products Using CSM. This method is recommended
for applying maintenance.

If you intend to install maintenance using SMPE directly, see “Apply and Accept Maintenance” in the Maintain Products
Using SMP/E JCL topic.

Activating Datacom for ACF2 Support

For Datacom to be fully auditable by ACF2, it is necessary to have a specific load module available in the LPA. The
CAIXCTT$ module is provided in the CABDLPA library for this purpose. If you are using the Datacom CAIXCTT$ module,
it must reside in the currently active LPA. You can do this in one of two ways:

1. APF authorize the CABDLPA library and add it to the LPA.
2. Copy the CAIXCTT$ module into an APF Authorized library already in the LPA.

See the ACF2 documentation for more information about using the product.

History Database Maintenance Process for New Features after
Installing or Upgrading to 15.1
Use the History Database post process if you have completed a new install or upgrade process to 15.1 for a given MUF
instance for the code. Enhancements for 15.1 will be delivered over time that require you to take an action for each MUF
instance to use the new feature.  Each new feature requires a new MUF startup option to use it. At this time, there are no
requirements to upgrade DD/DDD/DQ or DST to be 15.1. However, you must be running 15.1 code in the MUF instance
and have the required maintenance applied to that MUF instance.

NOTE
Ignore this section if you have not upgraded a MUF instance to 15.1. The normal upgrade paths or new
install path will take care of the new definition for the history database. If you want to use the new feature
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after the new install or upgrade to 15.1 you must turn on this feature by adding the new MUF startup option;
HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE YES.

History Database - new area/table added - EVT/EVT

This new feature requires a MUF startup option to turn the feature on. Upgrade processes do not require the feature to be
on to execute. To allow the new table EVT to collect data, this MUF startup option has to be turned on;

HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE YES.

If you did a new install for 15.1, use CAI.HLQ.CABDSAMP member BDHST01, and BDHST02.

If you did an upgrade to get to 15.1, use CAI.HLQ.CABDSAMP member BDHST01U, and BDHST02U.

PTFs for this feature:

PTF Description Published

SO10580 UPGRADE PROCESS FOR HISTORY
DATABASE

NOV 06 2019

SO09479 EVT UPDATES FOR CABDSAMP JOBS AUG 12 2019

SO07262 ENHANCEMENT: HISTORY EVENT
TABLE GA

FEB 07 2019

SO06768 ENHANCEMENT: DELIVER NEW
BTG1007 FOR HISTORY_EVT TABLE

FEB 06 2019

SO06613 ENHANCEMENT: DBVCNPR
COMPRESSION FOR THE HISTORY
EVENT TABLE

JAN 09 2019

SO05423 ENHANCEMENT: NEW HISTORY EVENT
TABLE

OCT 12 2018

Install the REST API
The Datacom REST API is built on the representational state transfer (REST) architecture, with the exception of some
services that are based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol. The following information provides prerequisites for
using the REST API feature component. After downloading the API software package from Broadcom Support, install the
package in a UNIX Systems Services (USS) environment.

After you have installed the REST API, see the Using the REST API section for details about how to access the Datacom
services.

Prerequisites

Before installing the Datacom REST API, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:

• Datacom Release 14.0 or higher with the following PTFs applied:
• 90 MB of available disk space on USS

The expanded TAR (Tape Archive) file requires approximately 90 MB of disk space. To reclaim space, delete the TAR
file after it has been expanded.

• z/OS version 2.2 or above
• Java 8 or above
• 512 MB of heap allocated for the JVM
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Acquire, Install, and Configure the REST API
Review steps to acquire, install or update, configure, and terminate the Datacom REST API. See a table showing the USS
environment directory structure with file names and descriptions.

After acquiring the Datacom REST API software from Broadcom, either install it or update an existing installation. You can
configure the REST API to meet the needs of your organization and environment after installing.

Acquire the Datacom REST API

Download the Datacom REST API installation TAR file from Broadcom support.

1. Go to https://support.broadcom.com/
2. Select Software --> Mainframe Software from the menu bar and then select My Downloads.
3. Search for or scroll to Datacom and select it.
4. Select Datacom/DB MVS and then select 15.1.
5. Select Datacom/DB and locate Datacom REST API.
6. Choose either HTTPS download or FTP download to acquire the TAR file.

NOTE
You can also download the Product Information Bulletin PDF from this location.

Install the Datacom REST API

After you download the TAR file, expand and install it in a USS environment. If you already have the REST API installed,
you can update it by using the downloaded TAR file. See the following note about how to update an existing version of the
REST API.

To install the REST API, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the directory within the USS environment where you want to install the API.
2. Copy the DVD .tar file onto your mainframe LPAR into the directory that you prepared in the previous step. See the

following table for the directory structure and a description of the files that it contains.

File Description

bin/datacomapi-n.n.n.jar Includes the Datacom REST API, JDBC driver, and Tomcat Server

etc/application.yml Configuration properties pertaining to Tomcat and optionally, the
API Mediation Layer

etc/keystore.p12 Key store certificate file

etc/truststore.p12 Trusted (signed) certificate file

jcl/template.jcl Sample startup JCL deck for the Datacom Services API

lib/libsvwinterface.so JNI wrapper for the SYSVIEW API

lib/libzowe-commons-secur-31.so 31-bit version of the security shared object library

lib/libzowe-commons-securv.so Security shared object library
3. Extract the contents of the TAR file by using the following command:

tar -xvf  DVD.tar
This command extracts the contents into a new folder with a name that matches the TAR file name (for example,
DVD).

4. Set the extended attributes for the shared object files within the lib subdirectory. From within the lib subdirectory, issue
the following command:
extattr +p *.so
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5. Tailor the template.jcl file to meet your site requirements by configuring the following variables:
a. {jobcard} Use a valid job card for your site.
b. {user.javaLoadlib} Replace with the DSN of your Java Load Library (must be version 8.0 or greater). Java Load

Library must be for a 31-bit JVM.
c. {user.dtcmTargetDir} Use the fully qualified name of the USS directory that contains the TAR file.
d. {user.datacomLoadlib} Replace with the DSN of your Datacom Load Library.

6. Submit the modified JCL deck to start the Datacom REST API.

Configure the Datacom REST API

Configure the REST API for your environment after installing.

1. (Optional) Generate a keystore and configure HTTPS.
The installation includes certificates that allow the REST API to operate in a secure SSL mode, so it is not necessary
to generate certificates. However, if you prefer to generate your own site-specific certificates for the Datacom REST
API rather than use the certificates provided, follow this procedure.
(If you have your own process for generating certificates at your site, you may use that process instead.)
a. Delete the file keystore.p12 from the following directory:

<datacomapi>/etc
b. Issue the following command from a USS command line to navigate to the configuration directory:

cd <datacomapi>/etc
c. Issue the following command, and follow the prompts to generate the keystore in pkcs12 format:

$JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -genkey -alias datacomapi -keyalg RSA -keystore keystore.p12 -storetype pkcs12

Retain the password that you provide, as it is needed for the next step.
2. Tailor the application.yml file to meet your site requirements by configuring the following variables as necessary.

– Port (for the Tomcat Server)
server:

    port: {server-http-port}

{server-http-port} Use any available Listener Port number of your choice, for example, 3100.
– Private Key and Keystore Passwords

If you chose to generate your own certificates, you must also configure the following variables:
server:

    ssl:

        keyPassword: password

        keyStorePassword: password

keyPassword Use the private key password provided when you invoked the keytool utility.
keyStorePassword Use the key store password provided when you invoked the keytool utility.

Terminate the Services

To terminate your services, either cancel or pause the Datacom REST API job.

Integrate the REST API with the API Mediation Layer
The API Mediation Layer consolidates mainframe RESTful API services (including the Datacom REST API) at a single,
secure point of access. The API Mediation Layer offers a cloud-like experience through high-availability, scalability, and
dynamic discovery. The API Mediation Layer provides API documentation of services that are registered with it. For more
information about the Mediation Layer, see Zowe API ML.

Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can still use the Datacom REST API without the API Mediation
Layer. However, integration of Datacom REST API with the API Mediation Layer provides more benefits to your API
service.
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This integration provides the following benefits:

• Makes your service details such as availability status and API documentation available through the API Catalog
• Enables you to run multiple service instances to ensure high availability
• Lets you change the service IP location without affecting the REST API client communication

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package by using one of the following methods:

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer installation PAX file as part of the Brightside software package (release 2.0) from
Broadcom Support under Download Management. For installation instructions, see the Zowe API ML documentation.

• Acquire the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe open-source project. For more information, see the Zowe
documentation.

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the Datacom REST API with the API Mediation Layer to make the REST API discoverable and available in the
API Catalog. Follow these steps:

1. Configure certificates to enable an HTTPS connection between the REST API and the API Mediation Layer. For
documentation about this procedure, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

2. Update the following settings in the application.yml file:<datacomapi>/etc/application.yml where <datacomapi> is the
directory in the USS file system where the product is installed.
a. Set apiml.enabled to true .
b. Change the setting for apiml.service.serviceId to a unique service ID.
c. Set apiml.service.hostname and apiml.service.ipAddress to the host name and the IP address of

your server, respectively. If the API Mediation Layer is running on the same server, you can keep the setting
localhost for development purposes.

d. Set api.service.discoveryServiceUrls to the URL of the API Mediation Layer Discovery Service. You
can keep https://localhost:10011/eureka if the API Mediation Layer is running on the same server and is
using the default port 10011 for the Discovery Service.
The following examples show how to set the values in either the yml file or from the command line.
Example of values set in the etc/application.yml file
apiml:

   enabled: true 

   service: 

     serviceId: cadatacom 

     hostname: localhost 

     ipAddress: 127.0.0.1 

     discoveryServiceUrls: 

       - https://localhost:10011/eureka

3. Verify that the integration is successful. Go to the API Catalog home page and ensure that the Datacom API service is
displayed.

You can now access the Datacom REST API service through the API Mediation Layer.

Use Transport Layer Security Certificates
Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificates provide secure communications between the client and server. Companies
frequently choose to conduct all web service requests over a secure HTTP connection (HTTPS). Secure communication is
accomplished through a Secure Socket Layer (SSL). The new terminology (and protocol) for such a secure connection is
Transport Layer Security (TLS).
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About TLS Certificates

To configure TLS communications, you create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those certificates. A server
certificate represents your REST API server. Depending on your security needs you can also create a client certificate.

A server in a TLS conversation (in this case your REST API server) has a keystore in which it stores the certificates, which
verify that the server is who it claims to be. The server sends its certificate to a client during TLS negotiation. A client has
a truststore, in which it stores certificates that it is willing to trust. The client confirms the certificate sent by the server
during TLS negotiations against the truststore of the client.

You can also optionally configure the additional TLS security of client-side certificates. Configuring the additional TLS
security is not as frequently done, but it is a capability of certificates. In this scenario, you configure a server to demand a
client certificate. You create a client certificate and store it into keystore of the client and into the truststore of the server.
This technique is essentially the reverse of the procedure that is used to deploy a server certificate. You must do this
procedure for every remote client in your environment. During TLS negotiation, the server asks the client for its certificate.
The client retrieves its certificate from its keystore and sends it to the server. The server verifies the certificate against the
truststore of the server. Through this procedure, the server verifies that the client application can be trusted.

Using Certificate Authorities

Certificate Authorities, like VeriSign, Entrust, and DigiCert, can be used to sign a certificate of a given server. With a
signed certificate, a client does not need a certificate from every server in the world that is stored in its truststore. As long
as the certificate is signed by a Certificate Authority, the client can trust a certificate that is received from an otherwise
unknown server. Public web server applications and web browsers often use this type of approach, because of the sheer
volume of clients and servers.

Obtaining a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority is beyond the scope of this document. The recommended
practice for deploying certificates for your corporate REST API server is to obtain a certificate from the security
department of your company. Individuals can create a self-signed certificate for a server. You may choose to create a self-
signed certificate to test an application while you wait for a certificate from your security department. If your certificate is
self-signed, you must place it into the server keystore and into the client truststore.

Using the Keytool Program

One commonly available application for creating keystores and truststores is a program that is named keytool from your
Java Runtime Environment.

The Keytool program has the following capabilities:

• Create a self-signed certificate
• Place a certificate into a keystore
• Import a certificate signed by a Certificate Authority
• Export a certificate from a keystore
• Import a certificate into a truststore

Using these capabilities of keytool, you can create the various bulleted scenarios. Read the documentation for keytool to
learn the details required to accomplish those capabilities.

Acquire and Install the SQL Performance Analyzer
Acquire and install the SQL Performance Analyzer for Datacom. Ensure that your system meets the prerequisites for
installing the SQL Performance Analyzer.

To install the SQL Performance Analyzer or to update the Analyzer to a newer version, download the software as a TAR
file from Broadcom. After you acquire the TAR file, you can install the software and can configure it to meet the needs of
your organization and environment. You can also use the TAR file to update an existing installation to a newer version
while maintaining your customizations.
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NOTE
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer is available for Datacom customers on Release 15.1 of the base
Datacom/DB™ for z/OS Plus product only.

Prerequisites

Before you install the SQL Performance Analyzer Application Programming Interface (API), ensure that the following
prerequisites are met:

• Datacom Release 15.1 with the SQL Option is installed
• SQL Source Cache option is enabled
• Datacom Server Version 15.0 or later version is installed
• Any z/OS version that is supported by IBM is installed
• IBM USS is installed
• 100 MB of disk space on USS is available

NOTE
The expanded TAR (archive) file requires approximately 100 MB of disk space. To reclaim space, delete the
TAR file after it has been expanded.

• Java 8 or above (64-bit) is installed
• Common Components and Services Feature Registration Service is running

NOTE
See Use the Feature Registration Service.

Acquire the SQL Performance Analyzer

Download the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer installation TAR file from https://support.broadcom.com.

1. Go to https://support.broadcom.com.
2. Select Software > Mainframe Software from the menu bar and then select My Downloads.
3. Search for Datacom or scroll to Datacom and select it.
4. Select Datacom/DB MVS and then select 15.1.
5. Select  and locate the SQL Performance Analyzer TAR file.
6. Choose either HTTPS download or FTP download to acquire the TAR file.

Install the SQL Performance Analyzer

After you download the TAR file, expand the TAR file and install it in a USS environment. If you already have installed the
SQL Performance Analyzer, you can update it by using a newly downloaded TAR file.

To install the SQL Performance Analyzer, follow these steps:

1. Prepare the directory within the USS environment where you want to install the API.
2. Copy the TAR file onto your mainframe LPAR into the directory that you prepared in the previous step.
3. To extract the files to the directory issue the command tar xvf datacom-sql-perf-analyzer-n.n.n-n.tar .

This command extracts the contents into a new folder, sqlpa-n.n.n-n, where
n.n.n

Specifies the version number
-n

Specifies the build number
NOTE
For example, issue the command tar xvf datacom-sql-perf-analyzer-1.0.00-187.tar .
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The following table details the directory structure and files the directory contains.

File Description

datacom-sql-perf-analyzer.jar Includes the SQL Performance Analyzer, JDBC driver, and Tomcat
Server

config/application.yml Configuration properties pertaining to Tomcat and, optionally, the
API Layer

config/sample-datasources.yml Configuration properties pertaining to the Datasource (EBCDIC)

config/sample-datasources.yml.utf8 Configuration properties pertaining to the Datasource (UTF-8
encoded)

config/local/keystore.p12 Key store certificate file

templates/TEMPLATE.jcl Sample startup JCL deck for the SQL Performance Analyzer
(EBCDIC)

templates/TEMPLATE.jcl.utf8 Sample startup JCL deck for the SQL Performance Analyzer
(UTF-8 encoded)

lib/libzowe-commons-secur.so Security shared object library
4. Set the extended attributes for the shared object files within the lib subdirectory. From within the sqlpa-n.n.n-n

subdirectory, issue the following command:
extattr +p lib/*.so && chmod +x lib/*.so && chmod a+x lib/*.so && ls -E lib/

Configure the SQL Performance Analyzer
Learn how to configure the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer for your environment using the application.yml
file. Configurations include the port, the datasources filename, and the datasources name. Customize the datasource
properties file.

Application.yml

The SQL Performance Analyzer application.yml file contains configuration properties that are used by the
application. Customize these settings by updating the template to include in the list of parameters. Any update to these
properties requires a service restart for the changes to take effect. Customize the application.yml file to meet your
site requirements by configuring the following variables:

{server-http-port}
The port (for the Tomcat Server). Use any available Listener Port number of your choice (for example, 3100).
server:

    port: {server-http-port}

{datasources-config}
The datasources filename. Datasource connection parameters are defined in the data sources configuration file.
Default value: config/datasources.yml
sql:

    datasources:

        filename: {datasources-config}

{datasources-name}
The datasources name. This variable specifies the default datasource to which the SQL Performance Analyzer
connects. The variable also specifies the default datasource from which SQL Performance Analyzer fetches the
data when the user logs in.
Default value: default
sql:
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    datasources:

        defaultdatasource: {datasources-name}

NOTE
The application.yml file is UTF-8 encoded.

Database Connection and Datasources

Customize the datasource.properties file to meet the site requirements. Datasource connection parameters
are defined in the file datasources.yml. If a different filename is used, then set appropriately the property
sql.datasources.defaultdatasource in application.yml. The datasource properties file may contain more
than one datasource.

NOTE
The datasources.yml file is UTF-8 encoded.

The datasources file should contain an entry with the specified default datasource name. See the following example
datasource entries:

dataSources:

  - name: default

    url: "jdbc:datacom://hostname:10099/

ServerName=DBSRV15,SystemID=CCIHOST,ApplicationID=DBSRV15,ConnectType=TCP"

    mufname: MUF123

    user: dbuser

    password: ***** 

  - name: qa15muf

    url: "jdbc:datacom://hostname:12001/ServerName=QADBSRV15,ApplicationID=QADBSRV15,ConnectType=TCP"

    mufname: MUFQA

      

where the datasource properties are defined as follows:
name

Specifies the name of the data source. The name is used to identify and access the Datacom/DB in a Multi-User
Facility. The data source name does not need to match the Multi-User Facility name.

url
Specifies the JDBC url for the Datacom Server. The connection URL for the Datacom Server mainframe region

mufname
optional Specifies the name of the Multi-User Facility.

user
Specifies the database username. The database username is used for the authentication with the database. This
property is optional if the username is specified in the JDBC URL.

Password
Field for the user password of the database user. This property is optional if the password is specified in the JDBC
URL.

Start and Stop the SQL Performance Analyzer Service
Start or stop the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer service. Edit and submit the modified JCL to start the SQL
Performance Analyzer service. Issue a /STOP command to terminate the SQL Performance Analyzer service.
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Start Service

1. Edit the TEMPLATE.jcl as per your configuration.
{jobcard}

Use a valid job card for your site.
DTCM_SQLPA_PATH

Use the fully qualified name of the USS directory where the .jar file exists.
For example: /user/home/user01/datacom/sqlpa-n.n.n-n

DTCM_SQLPA_PORT
Set to the desired port number

JAVA_HOME
The USS directory of your 64-bit Java Runtime Environment installation.
For example: JAVA_HOME=/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

SHLIBDSN
Java Feature Registration Service (FRS) and Java to z/OS (J2Z) modules CAS9RJM4 and J2ZNIJ4 should exist
within your linked list or set with environment variable STEPLIB.
Specify the library where the modules reside.

DTCM_SERVR_PATH
Use the fully qualified directory name of your Datacom Server instance installation. Set this command only if Type
4 connections are not used.

NOTE
Datacom strongly recommends using the Type 4 connection while configuring the Datasource.

2. Submit the modified JCL deck to start the SQL Performance Analyzer service.

Stop Service

To terminate the service, stop the SQL Performance Analyzer job. For example, issue the following command:

/STOP <jobname>

Secure the SQL Performance Analyzer
Secure the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer using an external security manager, such as Broadcom Top Secret,
Broadcom ACF2, or IBM RACF. Follow the steps for securing the SQL Performance Analyzer and configuring the external
security manager.

Enable secure access of SQL using the SQL Performance Analyzer. Use an external security manager (ESM) to define a
security class and resource that identifies the target system and grants permission to that resource through a user profile.
You can use an ESM such as Broadcom Top Secret, Broadcom ACF2, or IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF).

Unauthorized users are unable to view or modify the SQL Source Cache.

The following system authorization facility (SAF) resource is used:

• CLASS: DTCMAPI
• RESOURCE: SQLPA

To secure the SQL Performance Analyzer, perform the following steps:

1. Create a user ID under which to run the SQL Performance Analyzer server started tasks.
2. Add external security product definitions by creating a resource class (for example, "DTCMAPI").
3. Create the resource name "SQLPA".
4. Assign ownership to the resource name.
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5. Grant appropriate permission to the user or users that use the SQL Performance Analyzer.

Configure SAF Authorization Using Top Secret
To secure the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer, configure the system authorization facility (SAF) for existing
mainframe user IDs using Broadcom Top Secret. Broadcom Top Secret is an external security manager. Customize
parameters to your installation and environment.

Use Broadcom Top Secret to configure SAF authorization for an existing mainframe user ID. To control access based on
the purpose of the user ID, grant the user ID access to the required SAF resources.

For more information, see the documentation at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/topsecret.

The following example is based on a scenario that uses Top Secret as the external security manager (ESM). Parameters
that are shown in the following steps vary by installation, so modify the information as necessary for the specific ESM and
environment.

1. Define a security resource class for the Datacom API.
TSS ADDTO(RDT) RESCLASS(DTCMAPI) RESCODE(13C) ACLST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) DEFACC(READ)

2. Create security resources for the SQL Performance Analyzer by assigning the resource ownership.
TSS ADD (user02) DTCMAPI(SQLPA)

3. Grant access to the SQL Performance Analyzer for the user IDs that requires this access. See the following example:
TSS PER(user10) DTCMAPI(SQLPA.ACCESS) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PER(user11) DTCMAPI(SQLPA.ACCESS) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PER(user11) DTCMAPI(SQLPA.ACCESS) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The SAF is now configured to authorize the user ID to access the SQL Performance Analyzer.

Configure SAF Authorization Using ACF2
To secure the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer, configure the system authorization facility (SAF) for existing
mainframe user IDs using Broadcom ACF2. Broadcom ACF2 is an external security manager. Customize parameters to
your installation and environment.

Use ACF2 to configure SAF authorization for an existing mainframe Datacom user ID. To control access based on the
purpose of the user ID, grant the user ID with access to the required SAF resources.

NOTE
The user must be familiar with the ACF2 security manager. For more information about the available commands,
see the ACF2 documentation at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/acf2.

The following example is based on a scenario that uses ACF2 as the ESM. Modify the information as necessary for the
specific ESM and environment.

1. Grant the Datacom user ID with READ access to the BPX.SERVER resource in the FACILITY class.
SET RESOURCE(FAC)                         

RECKEY BPX ADD (SERVER UID(USER01) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

2. Define a security resource class for the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer.
SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT CLASMAP.DTCMAPI RESOURCE(DTCMAPI) RSRCTYPE(DTC)

CHANGE INFODIR ADD TYPES(R-RDTC)

You have defined the DTCMAPI class with the ACF2 three-letter code of DTC.
3. Rebuild the internal ACF2 class tables by using the following system command:

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP,INFODIR)
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4. Grant access to the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer to the user IDs that require READ and UPDATE access.
Define resource:

SET RESOURCE(DTC)

COMPILE

$KEY(SQLPA) TYPE(DTC)

 ACCESS UID(uid)  SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

 -             UID(uid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW

STORE

 

Add permissions to resource:

SET RESOURCE(DTC)

RECKEY SQLPA  ADD(ACCESS UID(USER02) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY SQLPA  ADD(ACCESS UID(USER02) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

RECKEY SQLPA  ADD(ACCESS UID(USER03) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

 

Refresh the in-storage tables:

F ACF2,REBUILD(DTC)

5. Restart the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer for the change to take effect.

Configure SAF Authorization Using RACF
To secure the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer, you can configure the system authorization facility (SAF) for existing
mainframe user IDs using IBM RACF. IBM RACF is an external security manager. Customize parameters to your
installation and environment.

Use IBM RACF to configure SAF authorization for existing mainframe user IDs. To control access based on the purpose of
the user ID, grant the user ID with access to the required SAF resources.

NOTE
The user must be familiar with the IBM RACF security manager. For more information about the available
commands, see the IBM RACF documentation at https://www.ibm.com/docs.

Follow these steps:

1. For the user ID that runs the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer, grant READ access to the BPX.SERVER resource
in the FACILITY class. See the following example:
PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(USER01) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

2. Define a RACF class for the Datacom APIs. See the following example:
RDEFINE CDT DTCMAPI UACC(NONE) -                            

CDTINFO(DEFAULTUACC(NONE) FIRST(ALPHA) MAXLENGTH(42) -    

OTHER(ALPHA,NUMERIC,SPECIAL) POSIT(?) RACLIST(REQUIRED)

NOTE
You can specify an arbitrary value for the POSIT parameter.

You have defined the DTCMAPI class.
3. Activate the new class. See the following example:

SETROPTS CLASSACT(CDT) RACLIST(CDT)

SETROPTS RACLIST(CDT) REFRESH

SETROPTS CLASSACT(DTCMAPI) GENERIC(DTCMAPI) RACLIST(DTCMAPI)

SETROPTS RACLIST(DTCMAPI) REFRESH

The class is now active.
4. Create RACF resources for the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer. See the following example:

RDEFINE DTCMAPI SQLPA.ACCESS UACC(NONE)
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5. Grant access to the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer to the user ID that requires this access. See the following
example:
PERMIT SQLPA.ACCESS CLASS(DTCMAPI) ID(USER02) ACC(READ)

PERMIT SQLPA.ACCESS CLASS(DTCMAPI) ID(USER03) ACC(ALTER)

SETROPTS RACLIST(DTCMAPI) REFRESH

SAF is now configured to authorize the user IDs to access the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer.

Install Datacom SQL as an Add On for 14.0 and 15.x
In Versions 14.0, 15.0, and 15.1, the Datacom SQL option was delivered as part of the Datacom core delivery. Datacom
SQL includes the required SQL base components, SQL FMIDs, system databases, and so on. The Datacom/DB Versions
14.0, 15.0, and 15.1 installation PAX file contained the following core product components:

• Datacom®/DB
• Datacom® Datadictionary™

• Datacom® SQL
• Dataquery™ for Datacom
• Datacom® Fast Restore
• Datacom® Presspack

If you need assistance installing SQL as an add on for 14.0, 15.0, or 15.1, open a ticket through the Broadcom Support
Portal.

Install Datacom Server for z/OS r14 and r15
Review steps for installing Datacom Server for z/OS 14.0, which is archived in Legacy Bookshelves and PDGFs.
Installation steps for release 15.0 are not included.

Perform the following steps to install Datacom Server for z/OS 14.0:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support.
2. From the drop-down Menu, select Documentation.
3. Select Mainframe Software.
4. Select Legacy Bookshelves and PDFs after the table.
5. Enter Datacom Server and select it.
6. Download the Datacom Server 140 Bookshelf.
7. Select the Installation Guide for z/OS PDF.

For information about installing Datacom Server for z/OS for release 15.0, see Installing.

Installing Datacom support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Version 15.1
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides a generic precompiler for COBOL. This compiler is useful for generating the
complex Request Qualification Area (RQA) for a Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) call to Datacom. This scenario
describes how to install the option for a site that uses Datacom Version 15.1.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites ensure a successful installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

• A version of z/OS as supported by IBM
• Experience with the Datacom/DB installation and upgrade process
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Overview

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL feature provides a macro facility to generate standard COBOL source from a
higher-level code. The ability to interpret SQL-like WHERE and ORDER clauses to build the RQA for a Datacom call
is beneficial to Datacom users. Similar capabilities exist for the Record-At-A-Time (RAAT) access, resulting in a more
readable program source.

These facilities were previously available in MetaCOBOL+. Sources that were built for that product are compatible with
this new support option. Therefore, existing source programs compile with it, and existing user-written macros can work
with it.
In Version 15.1, Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL was delivered as an almost empty FMID, providing only a placeholder
member in the CABDSAMP library. The Datacom/DB Version 15.1 installation pax file contained the following core product
components:

• Datacom/DB
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Datacom SQL
• Dataquery   
• Datacom Fast Restore
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL (stub)

To be successful, install the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL feature using your existing Datacom/DB licenses and
resources.

The following features are available:

• Easy installation
• Continued support for existing MetaCOBOL+ source programs
• Access to Datacom documentation through Broadcom Support Online

How to Install Datacom support for MetaCOBOL

Complete the following steps to activate Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

1. Download, receive, and apply APAR
2. Perform post installation steps

Download, Receive, and Apply APAR

You can access and install the most recent APARs to ensure that you have the most up-to-date maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support Online.
2. Download APAR RO92016 from Broadcom Support Online, and receive and apply it using the RECEIVE and APPLY

commands.
The required JCL member to complete the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL installation is delivered into the
CABDSAMP SMP/E library.

Perform Post Installation Steps

1. Go to the CABDSAMP SMP/E target library.
2. Locate, modify, and submit the following JCL member.

BDCUSMCT
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The job uses the IBM program IEBCOPY to copy the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macros sets from the
CABDSAMP library to another data set. The JCL does not allocate a new data set because it assumes that one exists.
The macro sets are renamed from the unique names that SMP/E required to those previously familiar to MetaCOBOL+
users.

CABDSAMP member    Is copied As

---------------    ------------

MCT#DLM            DLM

MCT#GPV            GPV

MCT#OPL            OPL

MCTOPLPS           OPLP

SMCT#SPD           SPD

MCT#SPP            SPP

MCT#SML            SML

MCTSPDCB           SPDCOB   

Assemblies Eliminated

MCGEN

MetaCOBOL+ used an on-site assembly of the MCGEN macro to set site options. This assembly has been eliminated.
Most of the options could be specified in the pre-compilation step JCL, either as PARM data, or using SYSIN. The
exceptions were:

• Date format for the pre-compilation listing is always the international format YEAR/MM/DD, which is unambiguous
• Block sizes for work files are now fixed at half-track
• Support for Librarian and Panvalet is always enabled

DDSRTLM Changes

MetaCOBOL+ required custom settings for the Datacom Datadictionary (DD) System Resource Table. The DD access
was rewritten to remove the need for these changes. It operates with or without them. There is no requirement to revert to
default settings.

Installing Datacom support for MetaCOBOL for Datacom Sites Not Yet
at Version 15.1
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides a generic pre-compiler for COBOL which is particularly useful for generating
the complex Request Qualification Area (RQA) for a Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) to Datacom. This scenario
describes how to install the option for a site that uses Datacom but has not yet installed Version 15.1.

On this page:

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites ensure a successful installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

• A version of z/OS as supported by IBM
• Experience with the Datacom/DB installation and upgrade process
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Overview

The Datacom MetaCOBOL Support feature provides a macro facility to generate standard COBOL source from a higher-
level code. A particular benefit to Datacom users is the ability to interpret SQL-like WHERE and ORDER clauses to
build the RQA for a Datacom call. Similar capabilities exist for the Record-at-a-time (RAAT) access, resulting in a more
readable program source.
These facilities were previously available in MetaCOBOL+, and the sources that are built for that product are compatible
with this new support option.

In Version 15.1, the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL was delivered as an almost empty FMID, providing only a
placeholder member in the CABDSAMP library. The Datacom/DB Version 15.1 installation PAX file contained the following
core product components:

• Datacom/DB
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Datacom SQL
• Dataquery
• Datacom Fast Restore
• Datacom Presspack
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL (stub)

To be successful, install the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL feature using your existing Datacom/DB licenses and
resources.

The following features are available:

• Continued support for existing MetaCOBOL+ source programs
• Access to Datacom documentation through Support Online.

How to Install Datacom support for MetaCOBOL

Complete the following steps to activate Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

1. Receive, Apply and Accept the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FMID CABDF11.
2. Download, receive, and apply PTFs.
3. Update the variables in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL installation JCL library and submit the job.

Receive, Apply and Accept the Datacom support for MetaCOBOL FMID CABDF11

The use of CSM to install this MetaCOBOL is applicable only if you are installing the entire Datacom 15.1 product. CSM
does not perform certain base-level jobs for a single FMID installation, when that FMID is not the base product. Therefore,
the attempt fails. This scenario documents submitting the jobs manually.
The jobs to do this are supplied with the assumption that all components are installed simultaneously. If you want to
install only the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL FMID CADBF11, then comment out all the others as shown here in the
following example.

In jobs DCM4RECD, DCM5APP, and DCM6ACC - change from:

SELECT (

CABDF10 /*CA Datacom/DB */ 

CAADF10 /*CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

CAVEF10 /*CA Datacom SQL */ 

CADQF15 /*CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

CAZNF10 /*CA Datacom Presspack */ 

CBAPF10 /*CA Datacom Fast Restore */ 

CABDF11 /*CA Datacom Metacobol Support */ 
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CAADF15 /*CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

CADQF10 /*CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

) .

to

SELECT (

/* CABDF10 CA Datacom/DB */ 

/* CAADF10 CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

/* CAVEF10 CA Datacom SQL */ 

/* CADQF15 CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

/* CAZNF10 CA Datacom Presspack */ 

/* CBAPF10 /*CA Datacom Fast Restore */ 

CABDF11 /*CA Datacom Metacobol Support */ 

/* CAADF15 CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

/* CADQF10 CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

) .

Download, Receive, and Apply PTFs

This procedure lets you access and install the most recent PTFs to ensure that you have the most up-to-date
maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support.
2. Download PDC RO92016 from Broadcom Support, and review the instructions.

Update the variables in the MetaCOBOL installation JCL library.

1. Go to the CABDSAMP SMP/E target library.
2. Locate, modify, and submit the following JCL member.

BDCUSMCT

This JCL uses the IBM program IEBCOPY to copy the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL macros sets from the
CABDSAMP library to another data set. The JCL does not allocate a new data set because it assumes that one exists.
The macro sets are renamed from the unique names required by SMP/E to those previously familiar to MetaCOBOL+
users.

Post-installation Steps No Longer Needed

The following on-site assembly of the MCGEN macro and DDSRTLM custom settings have been eliminated or re-written:

MCGEN

MetaCOBOL+ used an on-site assembly of the MCGEN macro to set site options. This assembly has been eliminated.
The majority of the options could be specified in the pre-compilation step JCL, either as PARM data, or via SYSIN. The
exceptions are:

• Date format for the pre-compilation listing is always the international format YEAR/MM/DD, which is unambiguous.
• Block sizes for work files FE and FM are now fixed at half-track.
• Support for Librarian and Panvalet is always enabled.
• ACCT is now set to the default value "ENQ".
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DDSRTLM

MetaCOBOL+ required custom settings for the Datadictionary System Resource Table. The DD access has been re-
written to remove the need for these changes. It operates with or without them. There is no requirement to revert to default
settings.

Installing Datacom support for MetaCOBOL for Sites that Do Not Use
Datacom
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL provides a generic pre-compiler for COBOL. Particularly useful for generating the
complex Request Qualification Area (RQA) for a Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) to Datacom, it also provides other
higher-level language support beyond standard COBOL. This scenario describes how to install the option for a site that
does not use the Datacom database manager.

Prerequisites

The following prerequisites ensure a successful installation of Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

• A version of z/OS as supported by IBM.

Overview

The Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL feature provides a macro facility to generate standard COBOL source from a
higher-level code. These include Structured Programming support and high-level verbs to extend the language.
These facilities were previously available in MetaCOBOL+, and sources built for that product are compatible with this new
support option.

In Version 15.1, the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL was delivered as an almost empty FMID, providing only a
placeholder member in the CABDSAMP library. The Datacom/DB Version 15.1 installation PAX file contained the following
core product components:

Datacom/DB
Datacom Datadictionary
Datacom SQL
Dataquery
Datacom Fast Restore
Datacom Presspack
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL (stub)
To be successful, you must install the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL feature using Datacom/DB licenses and
resources.

The following features are available:

• Easy installation
• Continued support for existing MetaCOBOL+ source programs
• Access to Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL documentation through Support Online.

How to Install Datacom support for MetaCOBOL

Complete the following steps to activate Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL:

1. Receive, Apply and Accept the MetaCOBOL support FMID.
2. Download, receive, and apply PTFs.
3. Update the variables in the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL installation JCL library and submit the job.
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Receive, Apply and Accept the Datacom support for MetaCOBOL FMID.

The use of CSM is applicable only if you are installing the entire Datacom 15.1 product. CSM does not perform certain
base-level jobs for a single FMID installation, when that FMID is not the base product. Therefore, the attempt fails. This
scenario documents submitting the jobs manually.
The jobs to do this are supplied with the assumption that all components are installed simultaneously. If you want to
install only the MetaCOBOL FMID, then comment out all the others as shown here. In jobs DCM4RECD, DCM5APP, and
DCM6ACC - change from:

 SELECT ( 

 CABDF10 /*CA Datacom/DB */ 

 CAADF10 /*CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

 CAVEF10 /*CA Datacom SQL */ 

 CADQF15 /*CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

 CAZNF10 /*CA Datacom Presspack */

 CBAPF10 /*CA Datacom Fast Restore */ 

 CABDF11 /*CA Datacom support for Metacobol Support */ 

 CAADF15 /*CA Datacom Datadictionary */

  CADQF10 /*CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */

  ) . 

to

 SELECT ( 

 /* CABDF10 CA Datacom/DB */

 /* CAADF10 CA Datacom Datadictionary */

 /* CAVEF10 CA Datacom SQL */

 /* CADQF15 CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

 /* CAZNF10 CA Datacom Presspack */ 

 /* CBAPF10 /*CA Datacom Fast Restore */

  CABDF11 /*CA Datacom support for Metacobol */ 

 /* CAADF15 CA Datacom Datadictionary */ 

 /* CADQF10 CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom */ 

 ) . 

Download, Receive, and Apply PTFs

This procedure lets you access and install the most recent PTFs to ensure that you have the most up-to-date
maintenance.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to Support.
2. Download appropriate PDCs from Support, and receive and apply the PTFs.

Update the variables in the Datacom support for MetaCOBOL installation JCL library.

1. Go to the CABDSAMP SMP/E target library.
2. Locate, modify, and submit the following JCL member.

 BDCUSMCT

 

This uses the IBM program IEBCOPY to copy the Datacom Support for MetaCOBOLmacros sets from the CABDSAMP
library to another data set. The JCL does not allocate a new data set because it assumes that one exists. The macro sets
are renamed from the unique names required by SMP/E to those previously familiar to MetaCOBOL+ users
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Post-installation Steps No Longer Needed

On-site Assembly of the MCGEN Macro Eliminated

MetaCOBOL+ used an on-site assembly of the MCGEN macro to set site options. This assembly has been eliminated.
The majority of the options could be specified in the pre-compilation step JCL, either as PARM data, or via SYSIN. The
exceptions were:

• Date format for the pre-compilation listing - this will now always be the international format YEAR/MM/DD, which is
unambiguous.

• Block sizes for work files - these are now fixed at half-track.
• Support for Librarian and Panvalet is always enabled.

Datacom Exits Installed Automatically but Not Used

The Installation process installs support for access to the Datacom dictionary, in the form of exits (ADRXxxxx). These are
not used by sites that do not have the database.

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy
Product maintenance was previously delivered using Service Packs. We have replaced this model with Broadcom
Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS, which provides more flexibility and granular application intervals. CARS is
patterned after the IBM preventive maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can
install preventive maintenance for most Broadcom z/OS-based products in a consistent way and on a schedule that you
select (for example, monthly, quarterly, annually).

Service Updates are periodically released. A Service Update is a product installation file and all PTFs preapplied up to the
last CARS level.

You should develop and implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy whereby you regularly apply
maintenance. You could follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you could implement a
schedule for Broadcom products only.

Business Value

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimize errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes.

Our mainframe maintenance philosophy is predicated upon granting you the flexibility to maintain your sites and systems
consistent with industry best practices and site-specific requirements. Our philosophy focuses on two maintenance types.
Understanding each type can help you maintain your systems in the most efficient manner.

NOTE
This philosophy applies to the CSM Enabled Products. For legacy products, contact Broadcom Support for
maintenance details.

Corrective Maintenance
Helps you address a specific and immediate issue. This type of maintenance is necessary after you encounter a
problem. We may provide a test APAR when a new problem is uncovered, or a confirmed PTF when the problem
has been resolved. Your primary goal is to return your system to the same functional state that it was before you
experienced the issue. This type of maintenance is applied on an as-needed basis.

Preventive Maintenance
Lets you bring your system up to a more current level. Doing so helps you avoid problems that others have
reported. This maintenance may also contain compatibility fixes for hardware and software. You may have
experienced the issues that each PTF addresses. CARS provides a way to identify all published maintenance
that has been successfully integration-tested. This maintenance has been tested with other Broadcom products,
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current z/OS releases, and IBM subsystems, such as CICS and Db2. CARS levels are published monthly that
include PTFs, HIPERs, and PRPs (PE-resolving PTFs). Before you download, apply, and test a new CARS level,
you should accept the previous CARS level. You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time. You
can then install the current CARS level of maintenance (recommended) or an earlier level. You can also install
maintenance to support a new hardware device, software upgrade, or function using the FIXCAT method.

For all maintenance, before you initiate any maintenance action, obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

WARNING
CSM is an intuitive web-based tool that can automate and simplify many Broadcom product installation and
maintenance activities. We strongly recommend that you use CSM to maintain your Broadcom z/OS-based
products.

More Information

For the steps to apply preventive maintenance using CSM or from Broadcom Support Online, see your product installation
TechDocs topics and the CSM online help.
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Getting Started
Getting started information about the features and basic use of the product.

The Datacom solution provides a full-function relational data repository for the storage, management, and access of end-
user data. End-user data can be defined as data that is used to provide the functionality to the end user. The Datacom
system is designed as a generic repository that is used to service a wide variety of applications and systems.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Getting Started section.

NOTE
Some information in this section is restricted to customers with Broadcom Support Online access. To view and
access all information, click Login and enter your Broadcom Support credentials.

Datacom/DB
Datacom/DB provides for the storage, maintenance, and retrieval of your data. The following functionality is designed to
simplify your use:

• Stores information
• Processes the stored information
• Logs each database update
• Monitors database system performance
• Provides accounting for system activity
• Provides security for your database information

Datacom/DB Components
Learn about the components in Datacom/DB. Find information about the Multi-User Facility (MUF), the Directory (CXX),
the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), Logging and Recovery Systems (LXX and RXX), the Force Area (FXX), system
databases, data areas, and the Index Area (IXX).

Datacom/DB comprises the following components:

Multi-User Facility (MUF)

MUF is the manager of the system that receives a request from the application and determines how it should be
processed. MUF coordinates the activities that must take place to service the request.

The MUF startup options specify the operating environment to Datacom/DB. You can change the startup options, but the
changes take effect only when the MUF is restarted. Use the options for such things as:

• Buffer specifications
• Environmental information
• Control information

When you specify the options, you provide the resources that Datacom/DB uses to operate. The proper specification is
the key to optimizing the system performance.
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Directory (CXX)

The data definitions that are stored in the Datacom Datadictionary are used to create the Directory. The Directory contains
all the information that is required to satisfy any non-SQL request to Datacom/DB. For SQL processing, information
concerning tables, views, and synonyms is obtained from both the Directory and the Datacom Datadictionary. The
Datacom Datadictionary portion of the information is obtained from a high-performance Data Definition Directory (DDD)
cache. SQL performance is enhanced as a result.

Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)

Datacom/DB uses the Statistics and Diagnostics Area to hold various operational information. This information is used
to produce reports, dumps, and traces that can be used to monitor and tune the system or to solve problems. This
data set contains statistics information that is collected from the MUF. The statistics are collected each time a batch job
ends or Datacom CICS Services is shut down. These statistics are available for printing anytime through the REPORT
AREA=PXX option of DBUTLTY.

Logging (LXX) and Recovery (RXX) System

The logging and recovery system consists of the Log Area and the Recovery File. The Log Area and the Recovery File
are used when recovering from a system failure or program malfunction.

The Log Area (LXX) is temporary storage for the maintenance transactions that are logged by application programs.

The Recovery File (RXX) permanently stores the log records after they have been written (spilled) from the LXX.

Force Area (FXX)

The Force Area (FXX) contains logging-related information that has been forced from the Log Area (LXX). The FXX
is paired with the LXX in that it must have the same physical and logical block size. The number of required tracks is
dependent upon the number of generated tasks in the MUF or MUFplex.
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System Databases

The following databases are reserved for use by Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and other Broadcom products:

• 1 through 20
• 1000 through 1020
• 2000 through 2020
• 3000 through 3020
• 4000 through 4020
• 5000

Temporary Table Manager (TTM) Area

TTM manages the processing of the SQL work area. The TTM area is used by SQL processes that need temporary
space. The following SQL processes require temporary space:

• DISTINCT
• GROUP BY
• HAVING
• ORDER BY
• UNION

Data Areas

The data areas are the physical storage medium that is used by databases to store tables. Every data area is a data set
or file. The data areas are divided into blocks that are based on the block size that is defined to Datacom Datadictionary.
The data block is the unit of physical transfer between the DASD device and Datacom/DB. As you populate your tables,
these blocks are populated with multiple rows from one or more tables that are defined to that data area. Database
maintenance, such as backups and loads, is performed on data areas.

Index Area (IXX)

The Index Area provides fast access to the data. Each database contains one Index Area which provides access to all
data areas within that database. The index allows any table in the database to be retrieved based on the contents of the
table. Datacom/DB places an entry in the index for each key within each table in the database.

The IXX is a compound relational index. All key types for a given database are contained in one compound index. The
relational index system stores a given key-value only once regardless of the number of tables in the databases that
contain that key value. Proper selection of keys can optimize data retrieval.

The IXX can also be part of a Multi-Dataset Index. In a Multi-Dataset Index, part of the index is stored in the specific IXX
area and other parts are stored in index areas I00 (a capital letter i (I) followed by two zeroes) through I99 (a capital letter i
followed by 99).

Datacom/DB Information Structure
Learn about the Datacom/DB information structure. Learn how databases are strucutured, about using SQL for data
transfer and creating views, and how Datacom stores data and optimizes data access and retrieval.

Database

A Datacom/DB information base environment can include up to 5,000 databases. Each database consists of one or more
index areas and 1 through 240 data areas.
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Data Areas

A data area provides the physical storage for data tables. A database can have multiple data areas. Each data area can
support 1 through 240 tables, but a database is limited to 240 tables as well.

Tables

All data is stored in tables. Tables are two-dimensional, logically made up of rows (records) and columns (fields). Tables
are easily extendable with the addition of both rows and columns.

Columns

Columns are the smallest data structures in the Datacom information base. For SQL access, columns are the unit of
transfer between the database and the application program. (Through Datacom Datadictionary, columns are defined using
the FIELD entity-type.)

Keys

Keys are structures that are used to optimize data access or order data retrieval. A key is composed of columns. The
columns can be noncontiguous and in any sequence. Each column in a key can be either ascending or descending in
value. Each key can be up to 180 characters long. You can define up to 99 keys per table or 999 per database. Any key
can be defined as unique, that is, requiring that each row in the table have a unique value for the key. All tables must have
a Master Key and a Native Key defined. The Master Key functions like any other key but it can be defined as updateable
or non-updateable. The Native Key dictates the physical sequence in which the data is stored. The Native Key can be the
same as the Master Key.

Elements

For access with Datacom/DB commands, columns make up elements and elements are the unit of transfer. The columns
that make up elements must be contiguous. You can define 255 elements per table.

Views

Views are alternative representations of the data from one or more tables. A view is a "derived table" that can include all
or some of the columns that are contained in the table or tables on which it is defined. Views can also be defined on other
views. Views are created and accessed by SQL statements only.

Dataviews

Dataviews are special structures that are used by Ideal for Datacom and MetaCOBOL+. Dataviews provide a logical view
of the data. They can be composed of elements or keys. The elements (or keys) which make make up a dataview are not
required to be contiguous.

Datacom/DB Mode of Operation
Learn about the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) mode of operation. Find information about the purpose of MUF, its
use of memory for address space connections, and the recommended configuration.

Datacom/DB has a Multi-User Facility (MUF) mode of operation.

MUF

MUF enables Datacom/DB to access a database concurrently from multiple regions.
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z/OS Multi-User Facility Local Connections is independent of the DATASPACE option. Common memory is used for
connections between the MUF address spaces and user address spaces that connect to MUF using DATASPACE
memory.

The first execution of a MUF allocates a data space under CAMASTER or ASID 1 with a number followed by the letters,
MUF. This data space is reused with each MUF execution until the next IPL. The name of the data space is provided in
the message, DB00278I - DATASPACE NAME 00001MUF.

Recommended Configuration

The following Datacom/DB-Datacom Datadictionary configuration is recommended for all Datacom systems and required
when using SQL access:

• One production Datacom/DB MUF
• One production Datacom/DB Directory (CXX)
• One production Datacom Datadictionary

Maintain a separate set of facilities for development and testing.

Environments with multiple MUFs sharing a single Datacom Datadictionary and a single directory and with multiple
Datacom Datadictionary systems sharing a single directory are also supported. SQL access is not supported in these
environments.

Datacom Datadictionary
Datacom Datadictionary manages your data processing environment, providing a service to your software (Datacom/DB)
and to the people working with the data. Datacom Datadictionary performs the following functions:

• Stores data that you provide about the environment and about the data.
• Catalogs the data
• Documents information about the data
• Protects data
• Enforces consistency, making data easy to find
• Displays and reports data (SQL Mode)
• Displays and reports data about data (for example, that all CITY fields must be 15 alphabetic characters or less).

Datacom Datadictionary provides information about your data processing environment and includes naming objects
(users, programs, libraries, and tables). When you name objects, you also describe relationships. For example, which
user can access which program, or which table can be found in which database.

Datacom Datadictionary is a central repository of consistent, descriptive information about data and applications. The
following tasks are performed:

• Stores data definitions and other information about the database.
• Enables you to enforce standards
• Provides documentation of your system
• Generates various reports about the data it stores

You define the logical structure of your databases to Datacom Datadictionary and those definitions are stored in Datacom
Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary is basically an inventory control system for data and processes. Information about
your data and the processes that act upon that data is stored. Security protection for data definitions is also provided.
Datacom Datadictionary occupies two databases within Datacom/DB. To get the necessary information to access and
maintain the data that is stored in Datacom/DB databases, you can:

• Run batch reports
• Check online displays
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Tasks

Enter and maintain information that defines and describes the structure of your data processing environment. Some
information is only for documentation. Some information is used internally by other products, such as a new table you
create. Use specific Datacom Datadictionary commands (functions) such as ADD, CREATE, DELETE to perform these
functions. These functions are performed through online commands or batch transactions.

Structures Installed with Datadictionary

When your site installs Datadictionary, part of the product that is installed is the Integrated Resource Control Model
(IRCM). The IRCM contains the complete set of all predefined entity-types and relationships. A grouping of entity-types
and relationships is known as a structure. One group of predefined structures is the DB Model and another is the FILE
Model. The DB Model provides all definitions that are required to create Datadictionary databases. The FILE Model
provides all definitions that are required to create non-Datadictionary dataviews and define structures for sequential files in
standard operating systems.

DB Model (DBMAINT)

The term DB Model represents the structure definitions for Datadictionary databases and dataviews. Datacom
Datadictionary automatically handles the relationship of the structures and substructures within the DB Model. If an
Ideal for Datacom program accesses a Datacom/DB table, its dataview is defined through the DB Model. By selecting
DBMAINT from the online Datadictionary Mode Select panel, you can select panels that allow you to create and maintain
structures according to Datacom rules. In batch, you can enter specific transactions.

FILE Model (FILEMAINT)

The term FILE Model represents the structure definitions for sequential files in standard operating systems and for
non-Datacom/DB dataview definitions. Datacom Datadictionary automatically handles the relationship of the structures
and substructures within the FILE Model. To display panels that allow you to create and maintain structures according to
FILE Model rules, select FILEMAINT from the online Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel. In batch, you can enter
specific transactions.

Status/Version

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to have multiple copies, or versions, of the same entity-occurrence. Each version of
an entity-occurrence can be in one of five statuses at a given time. The five statuses are:

• TEST
• PROD (Production)
• HIST (History)
• INCO (Incomplete)
• QUAL (Qualified) production

For more information about status/version, see Understanding the Datacom Core Status and Version Rules.

Storing Additional Data

You can also define your own data to maintain other information about each entity-occurrence. This support data includes
aliases, descriptors, text, and relationships.

An alias is an alternate name for an entity-occurrence. For example, for reporting purposes, an entity-occurrence name
might have to follow certain naming rules in Datacom Datadictionary. This could result in an unwieldy name. For example,
a table name that must be prefixed with a T (for TEST) or a P (for PROD) and a database ID, like T_400_ACCOUNTS. A
query writer can use the simpler alias, ACCOUNTS. A Dataquery user can use an alias in a query without having to know
the actual entity-occurrence name.
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A descriptor is a name by which you can group entity-occurrences of differing entity-types for reporting purposes. For
instance, with entity-types of REPORT, PROGRAM, LIBRARY, and MEMBER you might want to generate a report for a
particular program that shows:

• Reports
• Data sets
• Libraries
• JCL members

You assign the same descriptor to each and run a descriptor report.

Text is free-form information pertaining to the entity-occurrence. You can use the text file to store supplemental
documentation about an entity-occurrence. Use text classifications to prepare separate groupings of documentation for
the same entity-occurrence.

Relationships specify how data items are associated. When Datacom Datadictionary implements a relationship between
two entity-occurrences, it describes the logical connection between the entity-occurrences. Unless you implement user-
defined entity-types, all relationship information is automatically created and maintained by Datacom Datadictionary.

Customization

If the entity-types, attribute-types, or the relationship-types that are provided with Datacom Datadictionary are not
sufficient for your purposes, you can define your own entity-types and batch transaction formats to process these entity-
types.

Security

Datadictionary provides system-wide and entity-occurrence security features you can use to protect your resources from
access by unauthorized persons. The resources that you can secure include:

• Batch and online facilities
• Entity-types
• Entity-types in a specific status
• Commands (functions)

The type of access to resources is associated with a user name or identifier that is specified in an entity-type that is
named PERSON which specifies individuals within the organization. A user ID must be supplied when signing on to online
Datacom Datadictionary or submitting batch transactions. See the person responsible for administering security at your
site.

Passwords and lock levels are definition-level security features that you can use when defining entity-occurrences. You
can assign passwords to individual entity-occurrences whether they are people (PERSON entity-occurrences) or things
(such as a DATABASE entity-occurrence). If you assign a password to an entity-occurrence, the password must be
specified before you can perform maintenance on the entity-occurrence in Datadictionary.

Use a lock level to deny maintenance or retrieval of an entity-occurrence. Datadictionary provides three levels: 0, 1, and 2
with Lock Level 2 as the most restrictive. Specify the override code to perform actions that are restricted by Lock Levels 1
and 2. See Protecting Occurrence Definitions for details on passwords, locks, and the override code.

Datacom Datadictionary Terminology
Review the definitions of entity-types in Datacom Datadictionary. Also see definitions of entity-occurrence, attribute-type,
and attribute-value. View DB Models of entity-types and entity-occurrences.

In Datacom Datadictionary, entity-type means category. An entity within a certain entity-type is called an entity-
occurrence, just as Jim Smith is an entity-occurrence of the entity-type human. Jim Smith and other humans (entity-
occurrences) have many properties, which are known as attribute-types. One attribute-type is hair color. Hair color can
have many values, which are known as attribute-values. Possible values for the hair color attribute-type are black, brown,
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red, blonde, gray, and so on. Jim Smith has black hair. Hair length is another attribute-type of Jim Smith. Possible values
for the hair-length attribute-type are long, short, and medium.

See the following table for examples of terminology.

Entity-Type Entity-Occurrence Attribute-Type Attribute-Values

Human Jim Smith Hair color
Hair-length

Black
Short

Car Model T Tire-composition rubber
Database Employee

information
database

Database-Name EMP_INFO

The following illustration explains entity-types in DB Model terms.

DB Model Entity-Types

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

DATABASE is a specific Datadictionary entity-type and is delivered with the product. When you define a database, you
create an entity-occurrence. Part of the definition process requires that you name the entity-occurrence. Name is an
attribute-type. A specific name, such as Payroll, is an attribute-value.

The following illustration contains entity-occurrences using sample names (attribute-values) such as names that you may
assign when creating entity-occurrences.

DB Model Entity-Occurrences

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  PAYROLL  │

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │
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                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    PAY    │

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ PAYROLL  │                 │   PAYROLL │

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌───────┐

    │  │      │  YTD    │      │YTD_PAY│        │YTD_TAX│

    │  └─────►│ELEMENT  ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY   │◄────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └───────┘     │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

 

When these entity-occurrences are created, other attribute-values (sometimes referred to as attributes) are also defined.
Other attribute-values, such as those for a FIELD, are such things as the field length, type (character or numeric), or
justification (left or right).

Fundamentals of the Datadictionary Structure
When Datadictionary is installed, it contains predefined entity-types. Relationships used by the DB model structures,
the FILE Model structures, and other entity-types and relationship-types are also included. This set of entity-types and
relationship-types is named the Integrated Resource Control Model (IRCM).

The IRCM is the name that is given to the installed set of entity-types and relationship-types which includes the DB model
and the FILE Model. The DB model provides the definition of Datacom/DB databases and the FILE Model provides the
definition of sequential files.

Each model consists of subsets named structures. A structure is a smaller set of entity-occurrences and relationships
which describe some part of the model. A structure can have primary and secondary structures which are named
substructures.

The IRCM serves as the focal point for the integration of the Broadcom products. The IRCM assures, for example, that the
format of the data that is stored in a Datacom/DB database matches what the Ideal for Datacom program or Dataquery
request expects.

Since a structure or substructure consists of itself and all subordinate substructures, some operations affecting a particular
structure or substructure cascade down to also affect all subordinate structures and substructures.
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IRCM Entity-types

The following list contains the standard entity-types contained in the IRCM. The FILE Model, which supports
non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the DB model.

ALIAS
AREA
AUTHORIZATION
CONSTRAINT
DATABASE
DATAVIEW
DESCRIPTOR
ELEMENT
FIELD
FILE
FUNCTION
JOB

KEY
LIBRARY
MEMBER
MODULE
NODE
PANEL
PARAMETER-LIST
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
PARTITION-VALUE
PERSON
PLAN
PROCEDURE

PROGRAM
RECORD
RELATIONSHIP
REPORT
STATEMENT
STEP
SYNONYM
SYSTEM
TABLE
TEXT
TRIGGER
VIEW

DB Model

When you define occurrences of the entity-types in the DB model, you can define a Datacom/DB database.
Relationships in the DB model are called $INTERNAL. This is a special relationship-type that is maintained within
the Datadictionary software. $INTERNAL relationships are represented on these illustrations as lines connecting the
entity-types.

The following figure shows the entity-types which make up the DB model.

Each DB model and substructure has a root entity-occurrence. For example, the root entity-occurrence of the DB model is
the DATABASE entity-type. However, a root entity-occurrence can be the object of a relationship outside the model.

DB Model Entity-Types
                             ┌───────────┐

                             │  DATABASE │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    AREA   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │   TABLE   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │

    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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DB Model DATABASE Structure

The DB model has one primary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in this primary structure form a
DATABASE structure. The following figure shows the entity-types which make up the DATABASE structure.

DATABASE Structure

               ┌───────────┐

               │  DATABASE │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │    AREA   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

DB Model DATAVIEW Structure

The DB model has one secondary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in the secondary structure form the
DATAVIEW structure. The following figure shows the entity-types in this structure.

DATAVIEW Structure

    ┌──────────┐

    │ DATAVIEW │

    └┬────────┬┘

     │        │

     │        │

     ▼        ▼

┌─────────┐┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ││ KEY │

└─────────┘└─────┘

DB Model Substructures

The DB model has four primary substructures.

A substructure is a set of entity-occurrences and relationships which start beneath the root entity-occurrence and are
contained entirely within the structure. A base entity-occurrence is the entity-occurrence at the top of the substructure.
The base occurrence can be the object of a relationship within the model. A substructure can have primary and secondary
substructures. For example, the AREA entity-type is the base of an AREA substructure and contains the TABLE
substructure which, in turn, contains the ELEMENT and KEY substructures. The following figures show the entity-types in
the primary substructures in the DB model.

AREA Substructure
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               ┌───────────┐

               │    AREA   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

AREA Substructure Instance

               ┌───────────┐

               │   PAY     │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │   PAYROLL │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌──────┐

│ SALARY  ├─────►│YTD-AMT│◄───────┤EMP_NO│

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └──────┘

TABLE Substructure

               ┌───────────┐

               │   TABLE   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

KEY Substructure

 ┌─────┐

 │ KEY │

 └──┬──┘

    │

    │

    ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘
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ELEMENT Substructure

┌─────────┐

│ ELEMENT │

└────┬────┘

     │

     │

     ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘

The DB model does not contain any secondary substructures.

Partitioned Tables Model

The following diagram displays the entity-types and the special pre-defined relationships that are required for a partitioned
table. Following this diagram is an instance of this model and a diagram that shows the entity-types for one of the
partitions of a partitioned table.

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │  DATABASE │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │    AREA   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │   TABLE   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │               TBL-TBL-PARTITION

        ┌─────────────┬───┴─────────────┬────────────────┐

        │             │                 │                │

        ▼ $INTERNAL   ▼ $INTERNAL       ▼ $INTERNAL      ▼

     ┌─────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────────┐        ┌───────┐

     │ KEY ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ ELEMENT │        │ TABLE │

     └─────┘      └───────┘        └─────────┘        └───────┘

            $INTERNAL      $INTERNAL

Partitioned TABLE Example

The following diagram displays the entity occurrences and relationships that would define a partitioned table that is named
PART-TABLE This table resides in the $PARTITIONED area and the EXAMPLE database. The KEY-1 is the index key
and the PART-KEY is the partitioning key. The ELEMENT-1 contains both fields. The table partitions are TABLE-PART-1
and TABLE-PART-2.

                    ┌───────────┐

                    │  EXAMPLE  │

                    │   (BAS)   │

                    └─────┬─────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌────────────┐
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                    │$PARTITIONED│

                    │   (ARA)    │

                    └─────┬──────┘

                          │

                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                    ┌────────────┐

                    │ PART-TABLE │

                    │   (TBL)    │

                    └─────┬──────┘

                          │                       TBL-TBL-PARTITION

        ┌─────────────┬───┴─────────────┬────────────────┐

        │             │                 │                │

        ▼ $INTERNAL   ▼ $INTERNAL       ▼ $INTERNAL      ▼

     ┌────────┐   ┌────────┐       ┌─────────┐        ┌────────────┐

     │ KEY-1  ├──►│COLUMN-1│◄──────┤ELEMENT-1│        │TABLE-PART-1│

     │PART-KEY├──►│COLUMN-2│◄──────┤         │        │TABLE-PART-2│

     └────────┘   └────────┘       └─────────┘        └────────────┘

               $INTERNAL        $INTERNAL

TABLE Partition

NOTE
PCV is the short name for PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE entity-type.

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │ DATABASE  │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │    AREA   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │   TABLE   │

          TBL-KEY-PARTITION         └─────┬─────┘           TBL-PCV-PARTITION

          ┌───────────────────────────────┼────────────────────────┐

          │                               │ TBL-TBL-PARTITION      │

          ▼ $INTERNAL                     ▼     (backward)         ▼

 ┌────────────────────┐ $INTERNAL ┌───────────────┐         ┌─────────────┐

 │      *KEY          │◄──────────┤     TABLE     │         │     PCV     │

 └────────┬───────────┘           └───────┬───────┘         └──────┬──────┘

          │                               │                        │

          │                               │   $INTERNAL            ▼ PCV-FLD-PARTITION

          │  $INTERNAL                    └────────────►┌──────────────────────┐

          └────────────────────────────────────────────►│       *FIELD         │

                                                        └──────────────────────┘

* The KEY and FIELD are in the partitioned table (parent) $INTERNAL structure.

TABLE Partition Example

The following diagram displays the entity occurrences and relationships that would define a table partition (a child)
named TABLE-PART-1. This table resides in the AREA-1 area and the EXAMPLE database. The PART-KEY key is the
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partitioning key. The PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE (PCV) is PART-1-COL-2. The partitioned table (the parent) is PART-
TABLE.

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │  EXAMPLE  │

                                    │   (BAS)   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                    ┌───────────┐

                                    │   AREA-1  │

                                    │   (ARA)   │

                                    └─────┬─────┘

                                          │

                                          ▼ $INTERNAL

                                   ┌────────────┐

                                   │TABLE-PART-1│

                                   │    (TBL)   │

          TBL-KEY-PARTITION        └──────┬─────┘   TBL-PCV-PARTITION

          ┌───────────────────────────────┼─────────────────────┐

          │                               │ TBL-TBL-PARTITION   │

          ▼                               ▼     (backward)      ▼

 ┌────────────────────┐           ┌───────────────┐      ┌─────────────┐

 │PART-TABLE.PART-KEY │ $INTERNAL │  PART-TABLE   │      │PART-1-COL-2 │

 │      (KEY)         │◄──────────┤     (TBL)     │      │    (PCV)    │

 └────────┬───────────┘           └───────┬───────┘      └──────┬──────┘

          │                               │                     │

          │                               │   $INTERNAL         ▼PCV-FLD-PARTITION

          │  $INTERNAL                    └────────────►┌──────────────────────┐

          └────────────────────────────────────────────►│ PART-TABLE.COLUMN-2  │

                                                        │         (FLD)        │

                                                        └──────────────────────┘

FILE Model

The FILE model, which supports non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the DB model. The
following figure shows the entity-types which make up the FILE model.

FILE Model

                             ┌───────────┐

                             │    FILE   │

                             └─────┬─────┘

                                   │

                                   ▼

┌──────────┐                 ┌───────────┐

│ DATAVIEW │                 │  RECORD   │

└───┬──┬───┘                 └───┬─┬─┬───┘

    │  │           ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

    │  │           │               │               │

    │  │           ▼               ▼               ▼

    │  │      ┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

    │  └─────►│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │◄──────┐

    │         └─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘       │
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    │                                                         │

    │                                                         │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

FILE Model FILE Structure

The FILE Model has one primary structure. Entity-Occurrences of the entity-types in this primary structure form a FILE
structure. The following figure shows the entity-types in a FILE structure.

FILE Structure

               ┌───────────┐

               │    FILE   │

               └─────┬─────┘

                     │

                     ▼

               ┌───────────┐

               │  RECORD   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

FILE Model DATAVIEW Structure

The FILE Model has one secondary structure. Entity-occurrences of the entity-types in this secondary structure form a
DATAVIEW structure. The following figure shows the entity-types which make up a DATAVIEW structure.

DATAVIEW Structure

    ┌──────────┐

    │ DATAVIEW │

    └┬────────┬┘

     │        │

     │        │

     ▼        ▼

┌─────────┐┌─────┐

│ ELEMENT ││ KEY │

└─────────┘└─────┘

FILE Model Substructures

The FILE model has three primary substructures. The following figures show the entity-types in these substructures.

RECORD Substructure

               ┌───────────┐

               │  RECORD   │

               └───┬─┬─┬───┘

     ┌─────────────┘ │ └─────────────┐

     │               │               │

     ▼               ▼               ▼

┌─────────┐      ┌───────┐        ┌─────┐
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│ ELEMENT ├─────►│ FIELD │◄───────┤ KEY │

└─────────┘      └───────┘        └─────┘

KEY Substructure

 ┌─────┐

 │ KEY │

 └──┬──┘

    │

    │

    ▼

┌───────┐

│ FIELD │

└───────┘

ELEMENT Substructure

┌─────────┐

│ ELEMENT │

└────┬────┘

     │

     │

     ▼

 ┌───────┐

 │ FIELD │

 └───────┘

The FILE model does not contain any secondary substructures.

For more information about the entity-types, see DB model Rules and Guidelines and Understanding the Datadictionary
Status and Version Rules.

DB Model Rules and Guidelines
When defining a DB Model database in Datacom Datadictionary, observe rules for the database, areas, tables, keys,
elements, fields, and dataviews; including the upper and lower limits of occurrences.

You must observe certain rules when defining a DB Model database. Datacom Datadictionary enforces some rules when
you are defining occurrences. Other rules are enforced when you verify, catalog, or copy the database to PROD status or
run DDCFBLD against a TEST status structure.

These rules include the lower and upper limits of occurrences that you can define in a single database. Implementing
the following rules and guidelines when you define your DATABASE structure helps you avoid error conditions during the
definition process.

DATABASE

One Datacom/DB information base can contain 5000 databases.

Each database must be assigned a 5-digit ID.

The following database IDs are reserved for use by Broadcom: 1-20, 1000-1020, 2000-2020, 3000-3020, 4000-4020, and
5000. For more information about these databases, see your Database Administrator.

AREA

A database can contain from 1 to 240 areas.
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• The upper limit of 240 areas is reached only if you assign one table to each separate area.
• If you define more than 240 areas for a single database, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of this limit when

you verify or catalog a structure. Or, when you copy the structure to PROD status.
• Each area must be assigned a 3-character DATACOM-NAME. The DATACOM-NAME must be unique within the

database and a block size value must be specified. The occurrence name must be unique within the Datacom
Datadictionary.

• The partitioning area (DATACOM-NAME $$P) is not counted in the 240-area limit, as it is a special convention for
defining partitioned tables in . This partitioning area is not defined in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

TABLE

A database can contain from 1 to 240 tables.

• You can store all your tables in one area or you can spread them across several areas.
• Regardless of distribution, your database can have only 240 tables.
• If you define more than 240 tables for a single database, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of this limit:

– When you verify or catalog a structure
– When you copy the structure to PROD status, or
– When you run DDCFBLD against a TEST status structure

• Group tables that you use together in the same area.
• If you assign more than 240 tables to one area, the violation of this limit is detected:

– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

Each table must have a Master Key and a Native Key. (They can be the same key.)

Each table must be assigned a 3-character DATACOM-NAME that is unique within the database. A unique, 3-digit
DATACOM-ID is assigned during SET, CATALOG, or COPY.

Each table must have at least one field and must have a minimum length of 8 bytes.

KEY

In the DB Model, you cannot define a key that is not part of a table.

• Define at least one key for a table.
• A database can contain up to 999 KEY occurrences.
• Datacom/DB limits each table to a total of 99 KEY occurrences.
• If you fail to define at least one key for the TABLE substructure, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of the

rule:
– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

Each KEY occurrence must have a DATACOM-ID.

• If you do not assign an ID when you define the KEY occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary assigns a unique ID when
you SET, CATALOG, or COPY to PROD status the DATABASE structure containing the KEY occurrence.

• Two or more KEY occurrences in the same database can share key ID.
– KEY occurrences with the same ID can be of unequal lengths.
– If two KEY occurrences have the same ID, the portions of the KEY occurrences which are common should have the

same physical attributes. For example:
KEY-A FIELD-1 CHAR 6 bytes
FIELD-2 BIN 2 bytes
KEY-B FIELD-3 CHAR 6 bytes
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FIELD-4 PACKED 2 bytes
KEY-C FIELD-5 CHAR 4 bytes
FIELD-6 CHAR 2 bytes
KEY-A and KEY-B should not share ID even though the lengths of the KEY occurrences are equal because
FIELD-2 and FIELD-4 are not the same type. FIELD-2 is binary and FIELD-4 is packed decimal.
KEY-A and KEY-C or KEY-B and KEY-C can share ID, even though the lengths of the KEY occurrences are
different, because for the length of the shortest key (KEY-C, 6 bytes), each key field has the same physical attribute,
such as character.

NOTE
A DATABASE structure that does not conform to this rule can successfully pass the VERIFY and CATALOG
functions, but warning messages are generated.

You must give each key a 5-character DATACOM-NAME.

The total length of the key cannot exceed 180 bytes.

A key can contain from 1 to 180 FIELD occurrences. (Creating a key containing 180 FIELD occurrences is unlikely, since
each field would have to be one byte.)

NOTE

If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or by SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a
sort, or a nested loop join)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY
• In RAAT SELFR, when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes
• Field occurrences that make up the key are not required to be contiguous.
• Field occurrences defined to the key can be any combination of simple or compound FIELD occurrences.
• If you specify a compound field as part of a key, all the simple FIELD occurrences are also part of the key.
• You can specify a simple field which is part of a compound field as part of a key.
• Do not specify a compound field and a simple field within that same compound field as part of a key, because

that simple field will appear twice in the key.
• All values for all keys can reside in a single index dataset (IXX) or they can be placed in different index

datasets based on DATACOM-ID.

ELEMENT

In the DB Model, you cannot define an element that is not part of a table.

• You can define up to 255 elements per table.
• When you define a table, you must define at least one element for that table.
• If you fail to define at least one element for the TABLE substructure, Datacom Datadictionary detects the violation of

the rule:
– When you verify or catalog a structure, or
– When you copy the structure to PROD status

An element must be made up of at least one field.

• The number of field occurrences in an element has no limit.
• Both the element and the fields must be part of the same table.
• FIELD occurrences that make up the element must be contiguous in the table.
• Define elements to contain groups of FIELD occurrences that are accessed together by your programs.
• You must give each element a 5-character DATACOM-NAME that is unique within the table.
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FIELD

In the DB Model, you cannot define a field that is not part of a table.

When you define the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT substructures, you must define at least one field for each substructure.

If you fail to define at least one field to the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT substructures, Datacom Datadictionary detects
the violation:

• When you VERIFY or CATALOG a structure, or
• When you COPY the structure to PROD status

DATAVIEW

A DATAVIEW is a logical view of data.

Through Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+, a DATAVIEW is required for requests that are made for data independently
of the physical layout. For more details about how requests are made, see the person responsible for administering these
products.

One or more ELEMENT or KEY occurrences are required to define a DATAVIEW. The ELEMENT or KEY occurrences
must be contained in the same version of the same table.

When you define a DATAVIEW, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in the DATAVIEW.

The ELEMENT occurrences that you define to a DATAVIEW should not contain the same FIELD occurrence (that is, they
should not overlap.)

Dataviews that are used by MetaCOBOL+ can contain ELEMENT and KEY occurrences.

• Define one or more KEY occurrences to the DATAVIEW if it is used for record-at-a-time processing.
• For details on how MetaCOBOL+ uses DATAVIEWs, see the person responsible for administering MetaCOBOL+ on

your system.

Dataviews that are used by Ideal for Datacom must contain elements.

• Dataviews that are used by Ideal for Datacom must be in PROD status.
• You can include KEY occurrences in the DATAVIEW definition, but Ideal for Datacom ignores the KEY occurrences

when accessing data.
• You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For a list of the

words reserved for Ideal for Datacom, see the person responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom on your system.
• You must catalog a DATAVIEW using the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command before Ideal for Datacom can use

the DATAVIEW. Dataviews are not cataloged in Datacom Datadictionary as databases are. For more information about
cataloging DATAVIEWs, see the Ideal for Datacom documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary Status and Version Rules
Entity-occurrences that are defined in Datacom Datadictionary can exist in five statuses: TEST, Production, History,
Incomplete, or Qualified production. Within a status, a structure can have multiple versions.

Items defined in Datacom Datadictionary (entity-occurrences) can exist in the following statuses:

• TEST
• PROD (Production)
• HIST (History)
• INCO (Incomplete)
• QUAL (Qualified) production
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Entity-occurrences outside the DB or FILE Model structures can be related to entity-occurrences within the structure,
regardless of the status or version of either entity-occurrence. The exception is entity-occurrences in HIST status. An
entity-occurrence in HIST status cannot have a relationship that is implemented once it is placed in HIST status.

Version

You can create more than one copy of a structure in Datacom Datadictionary. These structures are organized according
to Status and Version. Versions are unique within status. Version numbers in PROD status are automatically assigned
by Datacom Datadictionary for Model occurrences. For instance, you can create many TEST copies of a database, each
with a different version number. However, the occurrence receives a different version number when you copy a database
copy to PROD status (copy to PROD). The first time that you copy the database to PROD, it receives the version number
1. TEST has combined status and version numbers, which you can specify. When a non-model occurrence is copied to
PROD status, it retains the same version number and no longer exists in TEST.

Copying to PROD

Version 1 bumped 

                                  to HIST when a new PROD

                                  copy created

                                  ┌─────────────────┐

                                  │                 │

                                  │                 │

                           ┌─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─ ─┐        │

                           │ Database X    │        ▼

┌──────────────┐         ┌──────────────┐  │  ┌──────────────┐

│Database X    │ copy to │ Database X   │1 │  │ Database X   │

│Status: TEST  │────────►│ Status: PROD │─ ┘  │ Status: HIST │

│              │  PROD   │              │     │              │

│Version: T222 │         │ Version: 2   │     │ Version: 1   │

└──────────────┘         └──────────────┘     └──────────────┘

If you copy the same database from TEST to PROD again, Version 1 becomes the HIST copy and retains the version
number. The new PROD copy is automatically given the next version number, 2.

Test Status (TEST)

TEST is handled differently for Model occurrences than for other entity-type instances. TEST status control is a special
facility for the entity-types in the DB or FILE Models. This facility allows you to maintain definitions of an occurrence in a
Model structure in multiple TEST versions and a PROD version from a single Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use TEST status definitions for development or testing. For non-Model entity-occurrences, TEST status does
not have separate version control within that TEST status. The version assigned when the entity-occurrence is created
remains the version throughout the life of the entity-occurrence definition, regardless of the status it is in.

The status/version control facility for entity-occurrences in the DB or FILE Models allows you to define up to 999 TEST
status/versions of an entity-occurrence. You specify the status when you define an entity-occurrence by entering a number
from T001 to T999. For ease of use, the preceding zeros in a status/version are optional. For example, you can enter T1
or T001.

Entity-Occurrences in the DB Model or FILE Model in a given TEST status can be related to other occurrences in the
same status/version only. For example, an AREA entity-occurrence in T001 status can only be related to a DATABASE
entity-occurrence in T001.

You can specify a named entity-occurrence in TEST status two ways:
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• Specify the TEST status number (format Tnnn) in the status/version parameter (T1 or T001, T2 or T002, through
T999).

• Specify TEST in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, Datacom Datadictionary selects the first
available occurrence in the TEST statuses for the named entity-occurrence.

You cannot identify a Model structure entity-occurrence in TEST status by only a version number within the TEST status/
version. Alternately, you cannot identify a non-Model entity-occurrence by prefixing the version number with the letter
T. For example, you cannot access a TABLE entity-occurrence definition in T1 status by entering Version 001 and you
cannot access Version 1 of a JOB entity-occurrence definition in TEST status by entering T1 (or T001). For the table,
enter T1 (or T001). For the job, enter 1 (or 001).

Qualified Production Status (QUAL)

QUAL production status indicates that the occurrence is in the process of being updated to PROD status. However, it is
not in full PROD status. You cannot place entity-occurrences of the DB or FILE Models into QUAL production status.

If the system abends or the backout of SQL processing does not complete when adding or altering a table, you may find
some entity-occurrences in QUAL production status. If you have the authority to delete or obsolete PROD status entity-
occurrences, these entity-occurrences can be deleted or obsoleted.

You can retrieve occurrences by specifying QUAL or by specifying the version number.

Production Status (PROD)

Datacom Datadictionary permits only one version of a structure or substructure in PROD status. When you copy
a structure or substructure to PROD status, the existing TEST status entity-occurrences remain in the Datacom
Datadictionary and a new structure is created and assigned a version number. The new structure retains that version
number until it is removed from Datacom Datadictionary.

If the entity-occurrence is being copied for the first time, the version number is 1. On all subsequent copies, the version
number increases by 1. The maximum version number is 999. When you do the 1000th copy of an entity-occurrence, the
version number recycles to 1.

NOTE
It is not necessary to copy the entire DATABASE structure to PROD status. For example, if you change a TEST
status TABLE substructure, such as adding a new KEY entity-occurrence, you need only copy the TABLE
substructure to PROD status.

An attempt to copy a TEST version of an entity-occurrence that has no constraints, to a PROD status occurrence that
does have constraints, is not successful. Instead, restore the PROD occurrence to TEST, make the changes, and copy it
back to PROD status. Alternatively, change the PROD status version through SQL.

When you copy a structure or substructure to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary marks the entity-occurrences with
the date and time that the PROD status structure was created. You can use the date/time stamp to retrieve (for reporting
or restoring) the entity-occurrences as they existed in PROD status on a given date and time.

You can identify a PROD status entity-occurrence three ways:

• Specify PROD in the status/version parameter.
• Specify the version number (nnn) in the status/version parameter (001, 002, and so on). PROD status version numbers

are not prefixed by a character.
• Specify the date/time stamp in the AS OF field on the RESTORE or DISPLAY panel or on the batch transaction.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

PROD status is used to distinguish the entity-occurrence definitions you use to run your production jobs. With the proper
authorization, you can update or delete entity-occurrences in PROD status. However, this subverts the change-tracking
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capabilities of Datacom Datadictionary that are provided with the TEST status/versions and the date/time stamping when
copying to PROD status. Using the Datacom Datadictionary AUTHORIZE Mode, access to this status for updating can be
limited. When you update the PROD status entity-occurrences in a structure, the structure itself cannot be changed except
for fields in a table. For example, you cannot use the TRANSFER function to relate a table to a different area, nor can you
add new substructures to a structure in PROD status.

Limit updating attributes of entity-occurrences in PROD status to emergency situations. A more reasonable use of this
capability is to maintain support data, such as text. This method could be used to eliminate multiple copies of the same
text.

The ALTER TABLE SQL statement updates only the PROD version of a TABLE entity-occurrence. Any TEST versions
are marked altered and cannot be copied from TEST to PROD status without first restoring the version in PROD status to
TEST.

Incomplete Status (INCO)

INCO status is a substatus of TEST status and PROD status. HIST status does not have an INCO substatus. An entity-
occurrence is placed in INCO status if the entity-occurrence does not have all its required relationships when it is copied
or added to a new status.

An entity-occurrence in INCO status can be identified in two ways:

• Specify Innn in the status/version parameter where nnn is the internal version number. For example, I001
• Specify INCO in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, Datacom Datadictionary selects the first

available occurrence in the INCO status for the named entity-occurrence.

An entity-occurrence definition in INCO status can be processed by Datacom Datadictionary.

HISTory Status

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to have up to 998 versions of an entity-occurrence simultaneously in HIST status.
Three versions are the maximum number that is allowed in HIST status when Datacom Datadictionary is installed on your
system. You can change this limit by modifying the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE entity-occurrence for the
entity-type in the DATA-DICT database. Do not set the value to less than 1.

When the number of versions exceeds the maximum, the oldest copy is automatically deleted by Datacom Datadictionary.
With the proper authorization, you can delete entity-occurrences in HIST status.

When you copy a structure or substructure to PROD status, the existing version in PROD is changed to HIST status. The
entity-occurrences in the structure or substructure retain the version number and the date/time stamp that is assigned
when they were initially copied to PROD status. Use this version number or date/time stamp to identify an occurrence
from the time it goes into PROD status until it is aged off the HIST status list.

Datacom Datadictionary also provides a way to refer to HIST status occurrences by a generation number that is relative to
the order in which the entity-occurrence was changed to HIST status. The most recently copied version has a generation
number of H000. When the entity-occurrence is copied again, the copy that was H000 is H001 and the new copy is H000.
When the entity-occurrence is copied a third time, the oldest copy is H002, the next to oldest is H001, and the most recent
is H000. This process continues sequentially until the limit for the number of HIST status/versions for the entity-type is
reached. Then, when the entity-occurrence is copied again, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the oldest copy.

You can identify an entity-occurrence in HIST status in one of the following ways:
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• Specify HIST in the status/version parameter. If you use this method, and depending on the function, Datacom
Datadictionary selects the first available entity-occurrence or all entity-occurrences in HIST status for the named entity-
occurrence.

• Specify the version number (nnn) in the status/version parameter (001, 002, and so on).
• Specify the generation (Hnnn) of the entity-occurrence in HIST status. H000 represents the most recently created HIST

status entity-occurrence while H001 is the next most recent. This number does not equate to the version number of the
entity-occurrence, nor is it stored in the occurrence.

• Specify the date/time stamp (assigned when the entity-occurrence was originally copied to PROD status) in the AS OF
field on the RESTORE or DISPLAY panel or on the batch transaction.

NOTE
If the time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Dataquery
Dataquery is a tool that accesses the most current information in a Datacom/DB database. Dataquery performs the
following tasks:

• Retrieves the data
• Provides options for manipulating, formatting, and saving it
• Passes it to other users and other products

With special authorization, you can use Dataquery to change the data in the database.

Dataquery is the information retrieval and data manipulation component of the Broadcom Information Center products.
Dataquery operates in both online and batch environments allowing you to access and manipulate data from the
database. Results are displayed in an easily read format.

Dataquery is an easy-to-use tool for accessing the most up-to-date information in your database. Dataquery not only
retrieves the data, it also offers many options for manipulating, formatting, saving, and passing data to other programs.
With special authorization, you can use Dataquery to change the data in your database. For more information, see
Modifying Data Using Datacom Core™ for Datacom.

Use a query to retrieve the data and format it on your terminal screen or print it on a printer. You can write this query that
performs these tasks for you in either DQL Language or SQL (query languages that use easy-to-understand English).

This topic contains the following information:

Database Storage

A database can contain all kinds of information that is arranged in tables. Think of a drawer in a file cabinet as being like a
table in a company database. The data in the file folder is the same as the data in one row of a database table.

In the following examples, the personnel information is in the Personnel table, with each row representing one employee.
The table is made up of vertical columns and horizontal rows for storing data. The data that is stored at an intersection of
a column and row is a value. In the following example, the table has values for Last Name, First Name, Department, and a
Social Security Number. To form the columns that make up the table, each row must have the columns that are arranged
in the same order.

LAST-NAME FIRST-NAME DEPT SOCIAL-SECURITY

Wilson James ACCT 123456789

Thomas Arlene ADMIN 987654321

Victor Robert MGMT 234567890

Smith John SALES 098765432
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Your query tells Dataquery the name of the table and the names of the columns for the information you want in a report.

Languages

Dataquery supports two query languages:

• FIND, SORT, and PRINT are examples of DQL Language.
– FIND tells Dataquery which database table to read.
– SORT tells Dataquery how to sort the rows.
– PRINT tells Dataquery which data to display in columns.
The DQL Language provides keywords for qualifying the retrieved data, making calculations, and controlling how the
data appears in your report.

• SELECT, FROM, and WHERE are examples of SQL.
– SELECT tells Dataquery which column of a database table to retrieve.
– FROM tells Dataquery which database table contains the column.
– WHERE tells Dataquery what conditions to apply to the retrieved information.

Reporting

Dataquery provides a wide variety of common reporting capabilities. You can sort found data by any sort criteria, limit data
selection, select to report detail or summary data, and change report formats.

Querying the Database

To print a current list of employees and their social security numbers, create a query to find the information in the
database. Each item is kept in the PERSONNEL table. The names and social security numbers are stored on the
database with other information, arranged by category.

SQL Example

You can retrieve the data that you want and format it on the terminal screen or can print it on a printer. The query that
performs these tasks might look like the following example in SQL Mode:

 SELECT LAST_NAME, FIRST_NAME, SOCIAL_SECURITY

  FROM PERSONNEL

  ORDER BY LAST_NAME

 

SELECT, FROM, and ORDER BY are SQL keywords. SELECT tells Dataquery what kind of data to find and print. FROM
tells the name of the table to search and ORDER BY sorts the rows alphabetically by name. Other keywords are available
for creating more complex queries.

DQL Example

The following example shows how the query looks in DQL Mode:

 FIND ALL PERSONNEL ROWS

  SORT BY LAST-NAME

  PRINT LAST-NAME

                         FIRST-NAME

                         SOCIAL-SECURITY

 

FIND, SORT, and PRINTG are DQL keywords. FIND tells which database table to read (PERSONNEL) and SORT
arranges the rows alphabetically by name. PRINT specifies which values to display in columns on the report. Other
keywords are available for qualifying the retrieved data, making calculations with it, and controlling how it appears in your
report.
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Results

The following report from either query appears as shown:

 LAST-NAME                       FIRST-NAME SOCIAL-SECURITY

   ------------------------------  ---------  -------------

   SMITH                           JOHN       098765432

   THOMAS                          ARLENE     987654321

   VICTOR                          ROBERT     234567890

   WILSON                          JAMES      123456789

 

Dataquery provides a wide variety of common reporting capabilities. You can sort the information by state, city, zip code,
or any category that seems logical. Or, you can retrieve only data for a certain state or city. You can rearrange the report
columns or can display the rows one at a time. You can even include data from other database tables.

Dataquery Basics
Before you begin to construct your own queries, dialogs, saved sets, terms, or personal tables, you should know
something about:

• The structure of a database
• Database terminology
• How a query works
• The purposes of dialogs, terms, and saved sets

The following list provides definitions for commonly used database terminology, as well as a foundation in database
structure.

Authorization ID (authid)

Each user who works in SQL Mode has a special ID called the Private SQL Authorization ID. This ID is the default
authorization ID of the user for personal database and for all SQL Mode. If you change your SQL authorization ID with
the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on the User Profile. If you create a personal table, your default
authorization ID is attached to the table name regardless of the authid you were using when you created the table.

Column and Row

To access the tables in your database with queries, you must know their table names. To get to the values in each row,
you must know the column names. A column name is a label for a specific type of information, for instance, NAME or
ADDRESS.

The horizontal components of a table are called rows (sometimes called records). Since the columns of a table are
defined with a specific sequence, data type, and number of positions, each row of a table has identical column definitions.
Rows within a specific table are differentiated from each other by their sequence in the table and by the values that are
assigned to each column.

Column and Row

    ┌──────────┬──────────┬──────────┬─────────────┐

    │   LAST   │   FIRST  │  CITY    │   STATE     │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤

    │  SMITH   │  MARY    │ ATLANTA  │  GEORGIA    │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤

    │  ALLEN   │  JOE     │ PARIS    │  TEXAS      │  ◄── Row

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│─────────────┤
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    │  WILSON  │  ALICE   │ BAILY    │   TEXAS     │

    └──────────┴──────────┴──────────┴─────────────┘

                       ▲

                       │

                       │

                     Column

Compound Fields

Datacom/DB provides the ability to give a single column name to a group of contiguous columns and to refer to the group
by that name. Each individual column also has a name. This data structure can also be called a compound field.

Compound Field

    ┌─────────────────────┐

    │          NAME       │

    ├──────────┬──────────│──────────┬──────────┐

    │   LAST   │   FIRST  │  CITY    │   STATE  │

    ├──────────│──────────│──────────│──────────┤

    │  SMITH   │   MARY   │ ATLANTA  │  GEORGIA │

    └──────────┴──────────┴──────────┴──────────┘

Join

Suppose you were required to provide a report listing the name, employee number, state, insurance code, and number
of dependents for employees with dependents. The Personnel Table contains some of the information, arranged by
employee number. The Benefits table contains the rest of the information, arranged by insurance code. Since the name
column exists in each table, the query can use it to relate the rows in the tables to each other, whenever the same name
appears in each table.

Joining the rows found in the first table to rows in other tables temporarily creates a new table that is called a found set.
This table contains the columns that you need from each table, as in the following illustration. Dataquery retrieves the data
for query output from the found set.

Simple Equijoin Example

          Personnel Table         Benefits Table

        ┌────┬───────┬────┐     ┌───┬───────┬─────┐

        │ NO │ NAME  │ ST │     │ C │ NAME  │ DEP │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  1 │ SMITH │ NY │     │ A │ SMITH │  2  │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  2 │ JONES │ OK │     │ B │ WHITE │  3  │

        ├────│───────│────┤     ├───│───────│─────┤

        │  3 │ GRAY  │ NY │     │ C │ GRAY  │  2  │

        └────┴───┬───┴────┘     └───┴──┬────┴─────┘

                 │                     │

                 └──────────┬──────────┘

                            │

                            │

                            │

                            │

                            ▼
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                        Found Set

             ┌───────┬────┬────┬───┬─────┐

             │ NAME  │ NO │ ST │ C │ DEP │

             ├───────│────│────│───│─────┤

             │ SMITH │  1 │ NY │ A │  2  │

             ├───────│────│────│───│─────┤

             │ GRAY  │  3 │ NY │ C │  2  │

             └───────┴────┴────┴───┴─────┘

The previous illustration shows the traditional equijoin concept. This means that tables are joined when the common key
or column contains equal values in each related table. Only joined rows appear in the output.

At Dataquery Version 10.0, we provided the ability to perform outer joins, thus including specific unrelated rows in the
found set.

Key

Datacom/DB allows you to define one or more keys for a table. In DQL Mode only, keys are specially defined columns or
groups of columns whose definitions are stored in the Datacom/DB index along with directions to the location of actual
data. A group of columns can be defined as one key and is known as a compound key. Using keys to join tables means
Dataquery users can quickly retrieve data because Dataquery does not read whole tables to find the locations of needed
rows.

Repeating Fields

With Dataquery in DQL Mode, you can take advantage of the ability of Datacom/DB to duplicate the structure of a column
to create another column. This ability is useful for cases where there might be more than one occurrence of a piece of
information, as in monthly figures or family-dependent information. This type of data structure can be referred to as a
repeating field.

Repeating Fields

          ┌──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

          │ CUST-NO  │ MONTHLY-PAYMENT                               │

          ├──────────│───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┬───┤

          │00039432  │ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│ 17│   │   │   │   │   │   │

          ├──────────│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───┤

          │00039982  │ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│ 18│   │   │   │

          ├──────────│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───│───┤

          │00044524  │ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│ 23│   │   │   │   │   │

          └──────────┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┴───┘

In this example, MONTHLY-PAYMENT is a repeating field. There is one occurrence for each month of the current year.

A repeating field can consist of simple or compound fields. Each repetition of a repeating field is called an occurrence.
Each occurrence in a repeating field can also be a repeating field. The entire set of occurrences is called an array. To refer
in a query to a specific data item in an array, use a subscript, as in the following example:

PRINT FLDB(2,1)

The (2,1) denotes the second occurrence of FLDA and the first occurrence of FLDB within FLDA. See the following
illustration for clarification.

Two-level Array (Repeating Field)

┌──────────────────────┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────┐

│        FLDA          │         FLDA          │         FLDA           │
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├──────────┬───────────│───────────┬───────────│───────────┬────────────┤

│    FLDB  │    FLDB   │      FLDB │    FLDB   │    FLDB   │    FLDB    │

└──────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴────────────┘

Dataquery queries can access one- and two-level arrays. If an array consists of more than one level, only the first
two levels can be accessed by a query, and then only if the levels are adjoining. The following examples show how to
reference various types of occurrences in a simple repeating field.

Two-level Array (Repeating Field)

     ┌────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────┐

     │              FLDA          │            FLDA              │

     ├─────────────┬──────────────│──────────────┬───────────────┤

     │        FLD  │       FL     │        FLDB  │       FLD     │

     └─────────────┴──────────────┴──────────────┴───────────────┘

To reference in a PRINT statement:

• First FLDA
PRINT FLDA(1)

• Second FLDA
PRINT FLDA(2)

• First FLD
PRINT FLDB(1,1)

• FL
PRINT FLDB(1,2)

• FLDB
PRINT FLDB(2,1)

• Second FLD
PRINT FLDB(2,2)

Repeating fields can be used in any statement that permits naming a regular column or key, that is, WITH, SET, SORT,
WHEN/DO.

Schema

In SQL Mode, when a user is added with a private SQL authorization specified, Dataquery automatically creates a
schema in Datacom Datadictionary for the SQL authorization ID. A schema defines the SQL environment of the individual
user. A schema contains all table, view, and privilege definitions owned by a given authorization ID.

Synonym

In SQL Mode, the use of a synonym provides an alternate name for a table. The synonym is a convenience that allows
the user to avoid naming both the authorization ID and the table name (authid. tablename) in the query. Security is not
affected. The CREATE SYNONYM command names the authorization ID of the owner and the alternate table name. The
other user accesses the table by using the alternate table name in the queries.

Table

Just as a file cabinet might be organized so that each drawer holds different types of information, a database contains
separate tables for different types of information. For instance, you might have a Personnel table, a Payroll table, a
Benefits table, and so on. They can all reside together in one database. For more information on accessing tables, see
GRANT and REVOKE.
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Value

A value is actual data at an assigned row and an assigned column in a table. For instance, the column that is named
LAST-NAME might have many values, such as SMITH, THOMAS, WILSON, and so on.

View

In SQL Mode, a view is a portion of a table that permits access to some, but not all the data. See the Datacom/DB
documentation for more information on the use of views.

Dataquery Processing
Online Dataquery operates under CICS, where the online portion of the Dataquery system runs as a pseudo-
conversational transaction, using CICS services to manage programs, storage, and terminal I/O. Online Dataquery also
interfaces with several other Broadcom products and facilities to complete processing of a query request by a user. These
include the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility, the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF), and the Ideal CAIVPE.

DQL Mode Processing

To process a DQL Mode query, Dataquery first parses and edits the query. This involves using the Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility to validate key names, column names, and authorization data. This validation process also
retrieves the information necessary to determine where and how to access the requested data.

Next Dataquery uses information retrieved from Datacom Datadictionary, such as TABLE-ID, DBID, and key name to
formulate the appropriate Datacom/DB request to access the requested data. If Dataquery is running under CICS, this
request is passed to Datacom CICS Services for staging. Datacom CICS Services controls Datacom/DB request traffic in
the CICS region. The request is then passed to the Datacom/DB interface which controls traffic to the MUF. The request is
then passed to the MUF for processing.

After processing is complete, the retrieved data is passed back through this same chain to Dataquery where further
processing may take place.

Once Dataquery processing is complete, the results may be displayed in report format on the terminal or on a hardcopy
printer. Query results may also be saved for later use.

DQL Mode Sort Processing

Sort processing varies, depending on the operating system:

z/OS
If you have specified SORT, the sort routine reads the active found set from the DQF (Found Table). Dataquery
attempts to sort the set in core. If there is not enough memory available, Dataquery issues a message and a
return code, then attempts to sort the set within the Index Area for the Dataquery database. If the Index Area does
not have enough space, Dataquery issues a message and terminates the query.
For batch, the process is the same except that Dataquery passes the set to the operating system sort routine. If
the operating system sort routine cannot do the sort, Dataquery attempts the sort in the Index Area as it does for
online. When sorting from DQBATCH, include the sort work JCL statements in your batch JCL, if needed.

SQL Mode Processing

For SQL Mode, Dataquery sends the entire query to Datacom/DB for validation and ORDER BY sorting. Datacom/DB
uses Datacom Datadictionary to validate table and column names, and so forth, and determines where and how to access
data. Next, Dataquery asks Datacom/DB to return the data. Datacom/DB passes the data back. Data can be sorted in
SQL Mode only by an ORDER BY statement in the query. The rows are retrieved from Datacom/DB in sorted order.
Reports are otherwise formatted by Dataquery.

Batch (DQBATCH)
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Dataquery also operates in a batch mode (DQBATCH). Batch uses standard operating system services to manage
programs, storage, and I/O. Processing is the same as described for online except that the Datacom CICS Services is not
involved.

Comparing DQL and SQL Modes
When you operate in SQL Mode, most Dataquery features function the same way that they do when you operate in DQL
Mode. Each mode offers some features that are not available in the other mode and minor differences in panels and
functionality exist.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Each mode allows you to use its own language to create queries and also allows you to use queries stored in its libraries.
If you are familiar with using Dataquery in either mode, you must know about these differences:

Feature DQL Mode SQL Mode
Tables Queries can access all Datacom/DB tables. Queries can only access tables that are

relationally correct.
Saving Found Sets KEEP command allows you to create a

saved set during output display. For more
information, see Saving and Using DQL
Mode Sets for details.

STORE command allows you to create a
personal table during output display.

Terms Available. Not available.
Syntax Uses DQL syntax (including keywords such

as FIND, SET, SORT, PRINT, DISPLAY).
Keys can be used as PRINT columns and
to join tables.

Uses SQL syntax (including keywords such
as SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, ORDER
BY). Datacom/DB keys are not used in SQL
queries.

Precision A number like 13.2 means that there are 13
integer positions and 2 decimal positions.

A number like (13,2) means that there
are 11 integer positions and 2 decimal
positions.

Security Uses Dataquery table and column security
in addition to Datacom/DB security.

Uses only Datacom/DB table and column
security and Grant and Revoke privileges.

Reporting Report specifications are included in
the query. Some formatting changes
are possible during execution, such as
inclusion or omission of totals.

Reports appear in default format unless you
specify otherwise at execution. To sort, the
query must contain an ORDER BY clause
so that rows are retrieved in sorted order.

Plan Options Preset by the Dataquery System Option
Table for all users. Some storage limits can
be altered by the Dataquery Administrator.

Defaults can be altered on a query-by-
query basis, with Dataquery Administrator
or DBA approval. Options are coded as
Dataquery comments on line one of the
query. Options of interest to users may be
the time and date output formats.

Comparing Features

Both DQL Mode and SQL Mode provide the same basic Preset by the Dataquery System functions, such as:

• GUIDE
• CREATE (with the EDITOR)
• Syntax templates
• Online and Batch execution, and
• Panels that list tables, columns, and so forth
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Some differences in appearance or functionality exist between modes. If you are familiar with one mode and not the other,
you should find adjustment to the differences relatively simple.

Function: Similarities: Differences:
GUIDE Conceptual operation of GUIDE remains

the same. You select the query objectives
at the beginning and complete panels that
allow Dataquery to construct the syntax.

Since syntax differs in each mode, panels
are somewhat different.

CREATE Function Both DQL Mode and SQL Mode CREATE
functions operate in the same way.

The syntax template panels are different.
The template in DQL Mode shows the
syntax for DQL, and the template in SQL
Mode shows the syntax for SQL.

Syntax Both modes provide a query language that
accesses database data, can manipulate it,
and presents it in a report form.

The keywords for the two languages are
different and have different functions.

Online Execution Both modes provide for online execution
and use similar panels to accomplish it.

SQL Mode allows re-execution only at
selection or reporting. Although the DQL
Mode totaling option panels are not used,
SQL Mode adds to online execution
the ability to reformat a report (control
breaks, titles, and so forth) for the current
execution. Totals-only and No-totals are
available with a PF key.

Reports Both modes allow you to define the report
format for a query when you create the
query. Both modes also allow you to
change the report format of any query in the
library.

In DQL Mode, the report format is defined
using a combination of syntax and
execution options. To change parts of
the format, you copy and edit the query
and execute the new query and save it
in the query library. The query format for
the report is not saved in the query library
unless the query is saved. Otherwise, it will
be built and used only for the active query.
In SQL Mode, the report format is defined
on panels accessed during display of
the ONLINE EXECUTION panel for the
query in question. To change the format,
display and change the reporting panels at
execution time.

Comparing Commands

Some operation commands are available only in DQL Mode, and some only work in SQL Mode.

DQL Mode Only SQL Mode Only
EXTRACT
KEEP
SQL

DQL
FORMAT
AUTHID

Selecting a Mode

To select a mode for operation in Preset by the Dataquery System , (if you have a choice), review the following
considerations:
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Keywords

DQL Keywords:

FIND, SET, SORT, PRINT, DISPLAY, COUNT, UPDATE, INSERT, ERASE, WITH, WHEN, DO.

SQL Keywords:

SELECT, FROM, WHERE, HAVING, GROUP BY, ORDER BY, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, DROP (and others not used
in every-day queries).

Advantages

Note the following list of advantages for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode:

• Permits outer joins
• Allows 18-digit precision
• Handles more data types than SQL
• Reads all accessible data in all tables
• Can be translated into other languages
• Has field level and content security without views
• Queries can be executed in stages and re-executed starting at any stage.
• Offers a catalogued reusable syntax (terms) for use in queries.
• Supports the relational equijoin
• Saves pointers to retrieved data that can be reused (saved sets)

SQL Mode:

• Allows a table to be related to itself
• Allows nested SUBSELECTs
• Supports full relational joins
• Supports views
• Supports the dynamic creation and dropping of tables
• Supports the creation of summarization rows
• Supports a test for existence, for instance, has complete null support
• Supports data selection that is based on column functions

Comparative Limitations

Note the following list of limitations for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode limitations include:

• Does not support nested selects
• Does not relate a table to itself
• DQL Mode GUIDE permits only:

– 15 Conditions per table
– 10 SORT keys
– 10 Temporary results
– 10 Columns to be used in the computation of a temporary result
– 95 Columns in a PRINT or DISPLAY statement
– 95 Column functions or legends (total of 95 for both)

SQL Mode limitations include:
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• Some columns may not be accessible: repeating fields, redefined fields, fields that are not simple or filler. Some data
types are treated as character data.

• Uses only Datacom/DB security and does not provide for profile-codes or restricted conditions
• Allows only 15-digit precision
• Has no Saved Set Facility, although the STORE command permits saving output as a personal table.
• Queries cannot be re-executed from different points in processing, although reports can be reformatted without

reselection
• Allows limited data types
• Does not permit term creation
• Permits only limited translation
• Only one SQL command is allowed per query

Security Implications

The following lists the security implications for DQL Mode and SQL Mode.

DQL Mode:

• Allows column level security using profile-codes
• Allows conditions and restrictions that are based on column values
• Allows restriction of table usage
• Allows individual READ/UPDATE access by table or database
• Can run on Datacom/DB security or an external security package while maintaining the ability to restrict access to

columns

SQL Mode:

• Requires use of views or GRANT and REVOKE to restrict user access
• Requires authorization ID for each user
• Relies on Datacom/DB for security

Other Datacom Tools and Components
High-level introduction of other Datacom components (Datacom CICS Services, Ideal, IPC, and Datacom Server) that are
documented in the Datacom Tools online documentation.

IMPORTANT
For detailed information on these components, see the Datacom Tools online documentation.

The Datacom solution contains the following components that are referred to as Datacom Tools .

Datacom CICS Services

Datacom CICS Services make it possible for application programs that run under CICS/TS to communicate with
Datacom/DB. The main purpose of Datacom CICS Services is to provide the interface between CICS/TS and the
Datacom/DB MUF. This applies to both user application programs and the online components of Broadcom products
such as SYSVIEW, Dataquery for Datacom, and Datadictionary. Application programs and User Requirements Tables
(URTs) using Datacom CICS Services can reside above or below the 16 MB (megabyte) line. Details about using your
applications with Datacom CICS Services are provided in Linking Application Programs.

Ideal

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal application consists of the resources
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(dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) that must perform a wide variety of online database
and business applications.

IPC

IPC enables product-to-product communication and collaboration.

IPC consists of the following components:

• Virtual Library System (VLS) - A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and
user programs.

• Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) - Allows your products to run independent of the environment.
• Session Control Facility (SCF) - A task dispatcher that provides various high-level services that process menus and

PF keys, and handle commands.
• Print Sub-System (PSS) - A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for various products.
• Panel Management Services (PMS) - A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes

panels that are built using the Panel Definition Facility and the fields that are contained in the panels.
• Panel Definition Facility (PDF) - A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and

process at run-time.
• Editor Kernel (EDK) - A text editing facility.

The following products use components in Ideal:

• Ideal
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Dataquery
• Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Datacom Server

Datacom Server provides web applications and other distributed applications with open access to Datacom/DB data by
providing standard database connectivity. This connectivity enables web services, service-oriented architecture (SOA)
tools, and other distributed programs to use Datacom/DB as the database repository.

The following list displays the component, utility name, and the corresponding function.

Component Utility Name Function

Ideal SCPSUTIL Print Subsystem Utility

Ideal VLSUTIL VLS Utility

Ideal IDBATCH Batch Execution Utility

Ideal IDUTILTY Library Integrity Utility

Ideal IDUTOTRN Object Transport Utility

Ideal IDUTSTRN Source Transport Utility

Common Components and Services CAIRIM Resource Initialization Manager

SQL in Datacom
SQL is a database sub-language which you can use to define, manipulate, and control data in your relational databases.
As part of our ongoing commitment to protect your investments in application software resources, Datacom/DB offers
SQL support as a fully integrated part of Datacom/DB. We intend Datacom/DB SQL to provide support that offers a
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broad scope of facilities for the development of applications while minimizing the amount of effort required to port those
applications from one DBMS to another.

SQL allows you to perform powerful relational functions such as projection, restriction, joining, and union.

In performing tasks using SQL, you can draw on support that is provided by other DATACOM products such as Datacom
Datadictionary and Dataquery.

What You Should Know About SQL

While a database must satisfy many requirements to be classified as a relational database, one of the requirements is that
the data appears to you as a collection of tables.

Tables

SQL allows you to access tables as sets of data. A base table is the table as it is defined and contained in the database.
You can form result tables by accessing only part of the data that is stored in a base table. Each table consists of a
specific number of columns and an unordered collection of rows.

Columns

Columns are the vertical components of the table. A column describes an indivisible unit of data. Each column has a
name and a particular data type, such as character or integer. While the order of columns in a table is fixed, there is no
conceptual significance to this order.

Rows

The horizontal components of tables are named rows. A row is a sequence of values, one for each column of the table.
Each row contains the same number of columns. You insert and delete rows, whereas you update individual columns. A
table, by the way, can exist without any rows.

Views

Using SQL, you can define views, which are alternative representations of data from one or more tables.

A view is a derived table or a subset of the columns and rows of the table on which it is defined. A view can also be
defined on another view.

The capability of joining two or more tables easily is a major advantage that distinguishes relational systems from
nonrelational systems. The ability to create views, or derived tables, allows you to access and manipulate only that data
which is significant for your purposes.

Table and View Examples

The following example is a conceptual diagram of a table named PERSONNEL:

EMPNO LNAME FNAME MI CITY ST
ROW 1 010900 Duparis Jean C Houston TX
ROW 2 008206 Santana Juan M Dallas TX
ROW 3 002105 MacBond Sean D El Paso TX
ROW 4 010043 Odinsson Jon L Dallas TX
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The following example is a conceptual diagram of a table named PAY:

EMPNO SALARY YTDCOM
ROW 1 010043 03560000 00120000
ROW 2 008206 04530000 00290000
ROW 3 010900 02970000 00075000
ROW 4 002105 03280000 00107500

The two previously shown tables contain information about the same four people (match the EMPNO columns), but the
order of the rows in each table is not significant.

However, the columns appear in the same order in each row. For example, in the PERSONNEL table, EMPNO is always
first, LNAME is always second, FNAME is always third, and so on.

The values which appear in a column fall within the same type. Therefore, LNAME, FNAME, and MI each contain
character data, while SALARY contains numeric data.

The values which appear in LNAME all fall within the range of valid values, or domain, of "last name." The values
in FNAME are within the domain of "first name." The values in SALARY are within the domain of "salary" which is
$999,999.99 to 0.00 for this example.

Some columns, such as ST (for "state"), might contain duplicate values (in this case, TX). However, that does not mean
that TX is the only value in the domain for the column ST.

Other columns contain only unique values, such as EMPNO, because no two employees of this company have the same
employee number. In the previous example, the employee number is used to uniquely identify information about each
employee no matter which table contains the information.

Using the tables in the previous example, you could define a view that allows you to see the name of each employee
(columns LNAME, FNAME, and MI from the PERSONNEL table) and the salary of that employee (column SALARY from
the PAY table). In your "view," the information you requested would look like a table and actually joins specified data from
two different tables.

The following example is a conceptual diagram of a view which you have named WAGES:

LNAME FNAME MI SALARY
ROW 1 Duparis Jean C 02970000
ROW 2 Santana Juan M 04530000
ROW 3 MacBond Sean D 03280000
ROW 4 Odinsson Jon L 03560000

The view WAGES, derived from the tables PERSONNEL and PAY, thus shows a "view" of only the columns that you want
to see.

Indexes

Tables are often accessed by the data values that are contained in one or more columns. To make such accesses
efficient, the tables can be indexed by one or more columns. Such an index supports direct access to the rows of the table
by their data value content. A given table can support multiple indexes. Datacom/DB automatically maintains the index as
the content of the table changes.

Indexes are a performance-only consideration for you, the SQL user. The presence or absence of an index does not
enhance or restrict the logical supported operations for a table. Datacom/DB also supports a special type of index to
control the physical placement of rows to enhance performance. This "clustering index" is automatically the lowest level.
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No locks are acquired for rows that are accessed "read only" created by the system if your Database Administrator has
selected this space management option.

Cursors

You can control the row to which an application program points by manipulating a control structure named the cursor.
You can use the cursor to retrieve rows from an ordered set of rows, possibly updating or deleting. The SQL statements
FETCH, UPDATE, and DELETE support the concept of positioned operations.

Units of Work

A unit of work contains one or more units of recovery. In a batch environment, a unit of work corresponds to the execution
of an application program. Within that program, there may be many units of recovery as COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statements are executed.

Units of Recovery (Logical Unit of Work)

A unit of recovery, also known as a Logical Unit of Work (LUW), is a sequence of operations within a unit of work. The
LUW includes the data and control information that is needed to enable Datacom/DB to back out or reapply all an changes
of an application to recoverable resources since the last commit point. A unit of recovery is initiated when a unit of
work starts or by the termination of a previous unit of recovery. A unit of recovery is terminated by a commit or rollback
operation or the termination of a unit of work. The commit or rollback operation affects only the results of SQL statements
and Datacom/DB commands that are executed within a single unit of recovery.

Isolation Levels

Units of recovery can be isolated from the updating operations of other units of recovery. This is called isolation
level. When you are making changes to data, you can control access to SQL tables through the isolation level
Preprocessor option, or with the LOCK TABLE statement.

The "uncommitted data" isolation level allows you to access rows that have been updated by another unit of recovery.
However, the changes have not been committed, or written to the base table.

The isolation level that provides a higher degree of integrity is the "cursor stability" isolation level. With cursor stability, a
unit of recovery holds locks only on its uncommitted changes and the current row of each of its cursors.

The "repeatable read" isolation level provides maximum protection from other executing application programs. When your
program executes with repeatable read protection, rows that are referenced by your program cannot be changed by other
programs until your program reaches a commit point.

NOTE
In a Data Sharing environment, an isolation level of repeatable read is not supported across the MUFplex.

Repeatable Read Interlocks

The repeatable read transaction isolation level provides the highest level of isolation between transactions because
it acquires a share or exclusive scan range intent lock before beginning a scan (all rows are accessed with the scan
operation). This lock is released when the transaction ends, guaranteeing that other transactions cannot update, delete, or
insert rows within the scan range until the transaction ends. If another transaction attempts to do so, it waits until the
transaction has ended, or one of the transactions is aborted if an exclusive control interlock occurs. As the name implies,
a repeatable read transaction is guaranteed to reread the exact same set of rows if it reopens a cursor or re-executes a
SELECT INTO statement (any changes made by the transaction would be visible).

Although repeatable read isolation provides a convenient way to isolate transactions, it does so at the cost of possible
lower throughput and more exclusive control interlocks, as described in the following:

• Lower Throughput:
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Because more rows remain locked for a longer timeframe, repeatable read isolation might lower total throughput
(transactions wait longer for locks to be released).

• Mixed Repeatable Read and Cursor Stability Transactions:
If concurrent transactions are not using repeatable read, repeatable read might cause more exclusive control
interlocks. For example, if cursor stability transaction CS updates row R1, and then repeatable read transaction RR
acquires a scan range intent lock that includes row R1, CS waits if it attempts to read a row in RR scan range with
exclusive control. While CS is waiting, unless row R1 has already been read by the RR scan, RR eventually attempts
to read row R1 with a row-level share lock. But because CS is waiting on RR, neither transaction can continue. So,
the deadlock condition is resolved by abnormally terminating RR, which releases its locks and allows CS to continue.
In this case, if transaction CS is changed to repeatable read isolation, it acquires an exclusive scan range intent lock
before updating row R1. Transaction RR then waits when it attempts to acquire its scan range intent lock.

• Scan Range May be Entire Table:
A deadlock can still occur if concurrent repeatable read transactions acquire multiple scan range intent locks. The
same conditions exist as with row-level locking of cursor stability transactions, except that with repeatable read a
larger number of rows might be locked with the scan ranges, and these locks are held for a longer timeframe. This is
especially true when the first column of the scan index is not restricted, or multiple indexes are merged. In these cases,
the scan range is the entire table.

• Avoiding Deadlocks:
If deadlock avoidance is critical, it can be avoided if all concurrent transactions execute LOCK TABLE statements in
the same sequence before executing any other statements in a transaction. If the transaction might insert, update, or
delete rows of a table, the lock must be exclusive, and this causes all other transactions attempting to execute a LOCK
TABLE statement for the table, or tables, to wait. Because the LOCK TABLE statements are executed in the same
sequence, perhaps by table name, no deadlock can occur.

Schemas

A schema is a collection of tables, views, synonyms, and plans which make up an SQL environment. Schemas might
be created so that each user has a personalized SQL environment by creating a schema for each user. Schemas might
also be created that reflect some other organization of data, such as by department or project. Or a combination of both
approaches might be used.

Authorization ID

The name of a schema is known as its authorization ID. A fully qualified table, view, synonym, or plan name consists of
the name of the object and the authorization ID of the schema to which the object belongs. If an authorization ID is not
explicitly specified, the default authorization ID in effect is assumed.

NOTE
For application programs, the default authorization ID is the one named in the AUTHID= Preprocessor option.

Accessor ID

An accessor ID designates a user. This ID is a user ID, not a schema authorization ID.

Privileges

Security is typically handled using the Datacom/DB External Security Model. With external security, access rights to the
underlying data are controlled through table, plans, or view rights, which are defined in the external security product.

Optionally, you might secure access using the SQL Security Model. With the SQL Security Model, privileges are
automatically granted to the owner when a table or view is created. The owner might then grant and revoke those
privileges to others by issuing GRANT and REVOKE statements. With external security, there is no automatic granting of
privileges.
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NOTE
Privileges in Datacom/DB are granted to users, not to schema IDs. For example, when a table is created
the table is defined to be in a particular schema. Privileges which are automatically granted are given to the
accessor ID of the user who executed the CREATE TABLE statements. Similarly, when privileges are granted,
they are granted to users, not schemas.

Synonym

Synonyms are alternative names for tables and views. The full name of a table or view is qualified by the authorization ID.
You can avoid using the full name by defining a synonym for a specific table or view. These short names are especially
useful when accessing a table or view that is owned by another schema.

SQL Statements

You embed SQL statements in a host program that is written in a host language such as COBOL or PL/I.
Variables defined in the host program that are referenced by the SQL statements are called host variables.

You can also submit certain SQL statements through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility or
interactively through Dataquery. For more information, see the SQL Statements section.

Datacom/DB supports the dynamic preparation and execution of SQL statements under the control of an application
program. For more information, see Dynamic SQL.

The SQL sub-language consists of the following statements:

Data Definition Language (DDL)
DDL statements define the SQL objects, such as tables and views.

NOTE
Because DDL statements are not recorded to the Log Area (LXX), they are not recoverable using
the RECOVERY function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY). In the case of DDL statements, it is
therefore your responsibility to ensure the existence of the Directory (CXX) definitions necessary for
recovery.

Data Manipulation Language (DML)
DML statements let you access and manipulate the data in your SQL tables.

NOTE
You cannot use SQL DML statements to do maintenance on the DATA-DICT database. Therefore, no
maintenance can be done to any tables in the DATA-DICT database using SQL.

SQL Control Statements
Includes the CALL and EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements that support the implementation of procedures and
triggers beginning in r10
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The following table lists the SQL statements in the categories of DDL, DML, and SQL Control Statements:

Data Definition Language (DDL) Data Manipulation Language (DML) SQL Control Statements
ALTER AREA
ALTER DATABASE
ALTER TABLE
COMMENT ON
CREATE AREA
CREATE DATABASE
CREATE INDEX
CREATE PROCEDURE
CREATE RULE
CREATE SCHEMA
CREATE SYNONYM
CREATE TABLE
CREATE TRIGGER
CREATE VIEW
DROP
DROP AREA
DROP DATABASE
GRANT
REVOKE

Cursor operations:
CLOSE
DECLARE CURSOR
DELETE...CURRENT (positioned DELETE)
FETCH
OPEN
UPDATE...CURRENT (positioned
UPDATE)
Non-cursor operations:
DELETE (searched DELETE)
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE (searched UPDATE)
Exception handling operations:
WHENEVER

CALL
EXECUTE PROCEDURE

The following table lists the dynamic SQL and SQL session statements:

Dynamic SQL Statements SQL Session Statement
DESCRIBE
dynamic DECLARE
dynamic FETCH
dynamic OPEN
EXECUTE
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
PREPARE

SET CURRENT SQLID

See the descriptions of the SQL statements beginning with ALTER TABLE for information on how to use these
statements.

Binding

SQL statements must be prepared during the program preparation process before the program is executed. This process
is named binding. The SQL Preprocessor prepares the SQL portions of a source program for execution.

Datacom/DB delays some decisions which impact the method that is used to execute an SQL statement until execution
time if information that is required to make the best decision is not available until execution time. This technique is named
phased binding. In effect, the binding process is performed in discrete phases and one of those phases does not occur
until execution time.

For SQL statements embedded in a host language, such as COBOL, binding is performed when the program is
preprocessed. For SQL statements executed through Dataquery, binding occurs during the validation step. For the
Datacom Datadictionary, binding occurs automatically when SQL statements are executed.
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When a statement is prepared, any dependencies of that statement on table or view definitions are recorded in the
Datacom Datadictionary. If any dependent objects are changed, the related statement is marked invalid and must be
rebound before it can be executed again.

The SQL Manager automatically attempts a rebind when an invalid statement is executed. Rebinding can also be
requested in advance. For more information, see SQL Preprocessors.

Plan

A product of the binding process is the Datacom/DB access plan. The plan is required by Datacom/DB to process SQL
statements encountered during execution. The preparation phase builds the plan for the application and binds a statement
to table, view, and synonym definitions stored in the Datacom Datadictionary. The cost of binding is eliminated at each
execution of a statement.

Because SQL plans are stored in the Datacom Datadictionary, the Datacom Datadictionary must be available to execute
previously prepared SQL statements.

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, to execute the plan, an accessor ID
must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For other plan security information, see GRANT and REVOKE, and
see CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC= options, in the SQL Preprocessor Options.

SQL Schemas
Before you can use the capabilities SQL offers for defining, manipulating, and, controlling data, a schema is required to
define your SQL environment. A schema is required before you can use SQL.

The schema is essentially an authorization ID and all the SQL objects (tables, views, plans, and synonyms) qualified by
that authorization ID.

You can create a schema in the following ways:

• Embed a CREATE SCHEMA statement in an application.
• Submit the CREATE SCHEMA statement through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility.
• Use DBSQLPR to CREATE SCHEMA

When you create your schema, the only requirement is that you specify the authorization ID. You can optionally define
your tables, views, and synonyms at that time, or you can create these objects separately as needed.

SQL Databases
Use the SQL statement CREATE DATABASE to define database definitions in the Datacom/DB environment. A Multi-User
Facility (MUF) supports databases with IDs 1-5000. Some of these database IDs (DBIDs) are reserved for system use.

SQL Areas
Learn how to define an area or areas for a database in Datacom with the CREATE AREA statement in SQL.

Use the SQL statement CREATE AREA to define one or more areas for the database created. A database requires at least
one area, and each area requires at least one table. Each table must contain at least one column and one index.

Before you use any tables that are created in a new database and area, allocate and initialize the data areas and index
areas or use the DBUTLTY function PREINIT. (See PREINIT (Pre-Format Index and Data Areas) for more information.)

Using SQL Tables
Learn about using SQL tables in Datacom SQL. Find information about logging, creating tables, using existing tables, and
populating and accessing tables.
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Once you have a schema, database, and areas, you must have tables that SQL can access. In the Datacom/DB
environment, you must have a table definition in the Datacom Datadictionary. Also, it must be associated with a data area
where the table data is to be stored. The data area must be defined in the Datacom Datadictionary and be associated
with a specific database, which has been cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). If they meet the requirements
for access by SQL, you can use existing tables. You can also modify existing tables so SQL can access them, or you can
create your own tables.

NOTE
When you use Datacom Datadictionary to modify any attribute of a table that is accessible through SQL,
Datacom Datadictionary changes the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value to N. You must run the VERIFY or
CATALOG function on the table to make Datacom Datadictionary change the value back to Y and allow SQL
access.

SQL Tables and Logging

Proper execution of SQL statements that cause data change requires all affected tables to have logging enabled. Logging
should not be turned off (LOGGING=NO) for any SQL maintenance. This applies to both the Datacom Datadictionary
definition and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT option.

Creating SQL Tables

To create SQL tables, you can embed CREATE TABLE statements (one for each table) in an application, or you can
submit CREATE TABLE statements through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility. You can also
create SQL tables through Dataquery (see the Dataquery documentation for details). To define an SQL table, specify the
name of the table and the name, the data type, and the length of each column in the table.

You can optionally specify if one or more columns are to have a unique value for each row of the table. You can specify
this UNIQUE constraint on individual columns and/or a list of columns whose combined values are unique. Using the
UNIQUE constraint creates a KEY entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level. Therefore, UNIQUE forces unique values for
the entire key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

When you define your table, you can specify the area where the table data is to reside. If you do not specify the area
name, the data is placed in a default area which is specified at installation for your convenience. If you want to store your
data in an area other than the default, see your Database Administrator to have a specific area defined for your use.

When the CREATE TABLE statement is executed (either embedded or through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility), the table, columns, and any KEY entity-occurrences that are generated by use of the UNIQUE
option are defined to Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction status and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

Using Existing Tables

If they adhere to the following rules, existing tables which were not created by the SQL Manager can be accessed by
SQL:

1. The table definition must exist in the Datacom Datadictionary.
2. The value in the SQLNAME attribute of the table must be a valid SQL table name. The valid character set includes

A-Z, 0-9, $, #, @, and _ (underscore). The area and database in which the table resides must also have valid
SQLNAMEs.

3. The value in the AUTHID attribute of the table must be a valid authorization ID.
4. Field names must have valid SQL column names that are specified for the SQLNAME attribute.
5. If the table includes group fields and you are not using DATACOM VIEWs, only the lowest-level, simple fields can be

accessed using SQL. For information, see DATACOM VIEWs.
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6. Data types other than the following types are treated as character fields by SQL. See SQL Data Type Support for All
Datacom/DB Tables for more information.
– C (character)
– B 2 (small integer, 2-byte binary, signed)
– B 4 (long integer, 4-byte binary, signed)
– L (float, signed)
– D (packed decimal, signed; decimal, unsigned; decimal, positive)
– N (zoned decimal, signed; numeric, unsigned; numeric, positive)
– DATE (B 4 (binary, length=4) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE)
– TIME (B 3 (binary, length=3) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-TIME)
– TIMESTAMP (B 10 (binary length=10) SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP)

NOTE
DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are stored as binary data but are automatically converted to character strings
in SQL. If you are accessing an SQL DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP with a non-SQL command, you must
perform the conversion from the internal format yourself.

See Data Types for more information about SQL data types.
7. If the repeat factor of a group field is greater than one, the entire field is treated as one-character column by SQL. For

example, let the repeat factor be represented by the letter R, then all R elements are treated as one-character column
by SQL. Arrays on group fields are not supported. If the table includes arrays and you are not using DATACOM
VIEWs, the entire array is treated as one-character field by SQL.

NOTE
To process this as group field using a DATACOM VIEW, you must create a "redefine" that either defines each
subfield R times or redefines the group field as a CHAR column with a repeat factor of R. In the latter case,
the SQL SUBSTR (substring) and CAST WITHOUT CONVERSION functions can be used to extract the
desired sub-fields. Parallel arrays of simple repeating fields are supported.

8. No variable-length fields can exist in the table definition.
9. Redefined fields can exist in the table definition, but SQL ignores the REDEFINES attribute.
10. The value of the SQL-INTENT attribute of the table must be set to Y to mark that the table is to be accessed by

SQL. The table must successfully pass the verification for SQL access during the catalog operation before it can be
accessed by SQL.

11. After you complete any modifications to make the tables SQL accessible, the table must be copied to PROD status
and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The SQL CREATE TABLE statement cannot create a remote, partitioned or replicated table. For remote tables, SQL
access requires a complete duplicate definition of a remote table in Datacom Datadictionary. The version control
enforcement is not available. Version control enforcement helps ensure that remote definitions are synchronized with the
local active definition.

Populating SQL Tables

Before you can access data in a newly defined SQL table, you must populate the table. You can use any traditional
method to load the data, or you can use the SQL INSERT statement.

Accessing SQL Tables

Once your table is populated, you can access data using DML statements you:

• Embed in applications (see Embedding SQL Statements in Host Programs).
• Submit through Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility (see Using the Interactive SQL Service

Facility).
• Submit through .
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NOTE
You cannot use SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to modify tables that are defined in Datacom
Datadictionary as SQL read-only. For more information about SQL read-only tables, see SQL Read-Only.

Selecting and Manipulating Data
You can select the data that you want to work with using the SQL SELECT statement. Since SQL is a powerful language,
the SELECT statement can accommodate complex constructs. However, if you are a new SQL user, you may want to
start with simple language constructs, especially using the SELECT and specifying search conditions.

The most common data manipulation operations involve inserting, updating, and deleting. Specifying the data to be
manipulated can involve cursor and non-cursor operations.

In application programs, any changes to data can be committed by issuing the COMMIT WORK statement. Changes
which have not been committed can be backed out by issuing the ROLLBACK WORK statement. Datacom Datadictionary
and Dataquery automatically handle transaction commits and rollbacks.

Dynamic SQL
When static SQL cannot satisfy the functional requirements of a program, use dynamic SQL for the statements that are
listed in the table in the section PREPARE.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Static SQL

In static SQL, you embed SQL statements (the SQL source) in a host language program and bind them before
executing the program. When you complete these tasks, the statements are static. Therefore, when you write the SQL
source into the program, the format of the SQL statements are known to you and are unchanged when the program is
executed. When you write the program, if the type of SQL statements (such as SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT) to use and
the table names and column names of the data to access are known, static SQL efficiently provides what you need.
Use dynamic SQL if your program requires complete flexibility. Such as, if it must execute so many different types and
structures of SQL statements that it is impossible for it to contain a model of each one.

Do not think of static SQL as being unflexible. If your static SQL statements include host variables that your program
changes, you can use static SQL and still enjoy a reasonable amount of flexibility. Consider the following COBOL
example. Notice that the values of WRKRID and NEWPRAT are reset each time the UPDATE statement is re-executed.
The UPDATE statement updates the performance ratings of as many workers as required with whatever values are
needed.

  MOVE PRFRAT-7 TO NEWPRAT.

  MOVE 000090 TO WRKRID.

  EXEC SQL

    UPDATE DRAKE06.WRK

      SET RATING = :NEWPRAT

      WHERE WRKNO = :WRKRID

  END-EXEC.

Dynamic SQL

In dynamic SQL, you do not write SQL source statements into the application program. Instead, you use variables in the
host language to contain the SQL source. The SQL statements are then dynamically prepared and executed within the
program as it runs and can change one or more times during the execution of the program. Therefore, you do not need to
have complete knowledge of the full format of a dynamic SQL statement at the time you write the program.
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For example, if your program must allow for a large variety of selection criteria. With static SQL, a small set of criteria can
be used to select rows of a table while the rest of the criteria are compared against the return rows. With dynamic SQL, an
SQL WHERE clause can be generated to drive the program and match the criteria exactly. A WHERE clause produces an
intermediate result table by applying a search condition to each row of a table R, the result of a FROM clause. The result
table contains the rows of R for which the search condition is true. See the description in Subselect.

Dynamic SQL in Datacom/DB

Dynamic SQL in Datacom/DB is compatible with dynamic SQL of IBM Db2. Application programs that have been using
the dynamic SQL of IBM Db2 can precompile successfully and can execute equivalently under the Db2 mode of Datacom/
DB.

Five statements in Datacom/DB support dynamic SQL:

• DECLARE STATEMENT
For syntax compatibility with other SQL implementations, the DECLARE STATEMENT is accepted by the Datacom/
DB Preprocessor for SQL. However, Datacom/DB ignores everything after the keyword STATEMENT up to the end-of-
statement delimiter. Datacom/DB functionality is not affected.

• DESCRIBE
This statement obtains information about a specified table or view, or about a statement that has been prepared for
execution by the PREPARE statement.

• EXECUTE
This statement executes an SQL statement that has previously been prepared for execution by the PREPARE
statement.

• EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
This statement prepares an executable form of an SQL statement from a character string form, executes the SQL
statement, and then destroys the executable form.

• PREPARE
This statement creates an executable SQL statement from a character string form of the statement. The executable
form is called a prepared statement.

Three other Datacom/DB SQL statements also support dynamic SQL:

• DECLARE CURSOR
• FETCH
• OPEN

INCLUDE Directive

For users of PL/I and Assembler, the INCLUDE directive attaches special meaning to a member name of SQLDA,
referring to the SQL Descriptor Area. For more information about the SQLDA, see SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA). When
INCLUDE SQLDA is specified, the Preprocessor for PL/I or Assembler includes the description of an SQL Descriptor Area
(SQLDA) for use by dynamic SQL statements. For more information on the INCLUDE directive, for PL/I see Rules for SQL
INCLUDEs in PL/I, or for Assembler see Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in Assembler. For an example SQLDA in COBOL, see
Example.

Name Types

Two Datacom/DB name types (descriptor-name and statement-name) support dynamic SQL. For more information about
naming conventions,see Basic SQL Language Elements.

Reserved Words

Four reserved words pertain to dynamic SQL, as shown on Reserved Words: DESCRIPTOR, EXECUTE, IMMEDIATE,
USING.
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Parameter Markers

A parameter marker is a question mark (?) that is used in place of a host variable in dynamic SQL statements. The rules
for using parameter markers in a prepared statement are given on Rules for Parameter Markers. If a prepared statement
contains parameter markers, you must use the USING clause of the EXECUTE statement. For information about the
USING clause and parameter marker replacement, see PREPARE.

Security Implications of Dynamic SQL

Security checking of a dynamically prepared statement is always done when that statement is executed. When
a statement is dynamically prepared, no security checking is done, because no special privileges are required to
dynamically prepare SQL statements. When the dynamically prepared statement is executed, the accessor ID of the
executor is checked for the required privileges to do the requested operations on the database.

Using Dynamic SQL in Application Programs

An SQL statement in character string form is accepted as input by or is generated from an application program that uses
dynamic SQL. To simplify a program that uses dynamic SQL, code it so that it either does not use SELECT statements or
only uses SELECT statements that return a known number of values of known types.

When you are coding a program that uses dynamic SQL, but you do not know which SQL statements are to be executed,
consider having the program take the following steps:

1. For input data (including parameter markers), translate it into an SQL statement.
2. For the SQL statement,

a. Prepare it for execution, and
b. Obtain its description.

3. For SELECT statements, acquire enough main storage to contain the data that is retrieved.
4. Then, either:

a. Execute the statement, or
b. Fetch the rows of data.

5. Next, process the information that is returned.
6. And then deal with SQL return codes

Performance Considerations

Be aware of the following performance considerations regarding dynamic SQL. When you use dynamic SQL statements,
the "runtime overhead" is greater than for static SQL statements. The overhead is greater because the processing of
the statement is similar to a program that must be preprocessed before it is executed. You may want to limit your use of
dynamic SQL to those situations in which its flexibility is required.

Performance is not greatly affected if you only use a few dynamic SQL statements in an application program that takes a
long time to execute. The same number of dynamic SQL statements in a program of short duration, however, can affect
performance significantly.

The following sections show how the various statement-types and new variants of statement-types that make up Dynamic
SQL are used. These statement-types provide an application with the ability to execute SQL statements when those
statements are not known before the program is executed.

Classes of Use

The four classes of use for dynamic SQL are:
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• When no SELECT statements are issued dynamically, dynamic allocation of main storage is unnecessary and the
simplest way to use dynamic SQL. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT Statements example.

• Use fixed-list SELECT statements when you know ahead of program execution time what kinds of host variables must
be declared to store results. Therefore, when you have rows that contain a known number of values of a known type,
use fixed-list SELECT statements to return them. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for Fixed-List SELECT
Statements example.

• Use varying-list SELECT statements when you do not know ahead of program execution time what kinds of host
variables must be declared to store results. Therefore, when you have rows that contain an unknown number of values
of unknown type, use varying-list SELECT statements to return them. For more information, see the Dynamic SQL for
Varying-List SELECT Statements example.

• If you require several kinds of dynamic SQL statements including varying-list SELECT statements, in any of which
a variable number of parameter markers might be contained, executed in a program, the program could be said to
execute "arbitrary" SQL statements. For an example, see Dynamic SQL for Arbitrary Statement-Types.

NOTE
In addition to the examples in the following sections, see the sample dynamic SQL program on the Datacom/DB
Support website.

Using DBXHAPR in Dynamic SQL

DBXHAPR is only for COBOL programs using dynamic SQL. COBOL does not allow the SQLDATA and SQLIND fields
to be declared as pointer variables. When you nevertheless must set them to the address of host variables in SQLVAR,
follow these steps:

1. Link DBXHAPR to the OBJLIB that is being used by adding the following to your COBOL programs:
CALL 'DBXHAPR' USING <SQLDATA>, <host-var>.

2. Set the address of each SQLDATA and SQLIND field that is used before SQLDA with the following statement in the
linkedit step:
INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXHAPR)

 

Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT Statements

The simplest use of dynamic SQL is when only non-SELECT statements are to be dynamically executed and the SQLDA
does not have to be explicitly used.

NOTE
 When you code this type of program, you know how many parameter markers are to be included in the
statement. Therefore, you can code the USING clause of the EXECUTE statement with a list of variable names.

The steps taken by a program where only non-SELECT statements are dynamically executed are as follows:

1. Read a statement containing parameter markers (for example, DELETE FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE CUSNO=?)
into USERSTR.

2. Do a PREPARE of USERSTMT.
    EXEC SQL

      PREPARE USERSTMT FROM :USERSTR

    END-EXEC

3. Read a value for CUSNO from some list.
    DO UNTIL (CUSNO = 0)

      EXEC SQL

        EXECUTE USERSTMT USING :CUSNO

      END-EXEC

    ENDDO
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4. Read the next value for CUSNO from the list, and so on.
5. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Fixed-List SELECT Statements

In the following example, assume that you know the number and data types of the columns in the SELECT result table
when you code the application program.

To dynamically execute a fixed-list SELECT statement your program must:

1. Load input SQL statement into a data area (as in non-SELECT statement example in Dynamic SQL for Non-SELECT
Statements).

2. DECLARE a cursor-name for the statement name
    EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR STMT;

3. Read or construct an SQL select-statement (of the form SELECT NAME, ZIP FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE...) into
host variable USERSTR, then use a PREPARE statement and an OPEN statement as shown.
    EXEC SQL PREPARE STMT FROM :USERSTR;

    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

Alternately, if there were always two parameter markers in the statement:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING :PARA1, :PARA2;

Or, to be more flexible, the input host variables could be described by an SQLDA, as in:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR :SQLDA-PARAS;

In this case, the application program is required to ensure that the number of host variables that are described in the
SQLDA matches the number of parameter markers in the SQL statement.

4. FETCH rows from result table.
    EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 INTO :NAME, :PHONE;

5. CLOSE the cursor
    EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

6. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Varying-List SELECT Statements

The most complex way to use dynamic SQL for SELECT statements is when you write this application program. You do
not know the number and data types of the columns in the result table of SELECT. This requires the use of varying-list
SELECT statements.

As the following example shows, a program that uses varying-list SELECT statements must:

1. Load input SQL statement into a data area (as in non-SELECT statement example already given).
2. DECLARE a cursor-name for the statement name

    EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR STMT;

3. Declare a host variable called SMLSQLDA of data type SQLDA, with 100 SQLVARs, SQLN=100 (for
example, :SQLSTRING = SELECT COL1 FROM TAB1). If the statement in :SQLSTRING contains parameter
markers, allocate and initialize an SQLDA called, for example, SQLDAPARA, which describes the host variables that
correspond to the parameter markers. Allocate the storage for these host variables, if necessary.

4. Prepare the variable statement.
    PREPARE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA FROM :SQLSTRING;

    IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD = 0 THEN

        the statement was not a select-statement--ERROR

    ENDIF
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5. You must next determine if you have to allocate a larger SQLDA. The PREPARE caused SMLSQLDA.SQLD to be
set to the number of columns in the result table. And, SMLSQLDA.SQLDABC is equal to the size in bytes required
for an SQLDA large enough to describe that many columns (16 + SQLD * 44). If SMLSQLDA.SQLD is greater than
SMLSQLDA.SQLN, the number of columns in the result table is larger than the size allowed for in SMLSQLDA. In this
case, no information has been put into the SQLVARs of SMLSQLDA. The SQLD field has been set to the number of
columns in the result table. Therefore, an SQLDA of the required size can be allocated.
The application program should now allocate an SQLDA of the size indicated by SMLSQLDA.SQLD. If we call this
full-size SQLDA LRGSQLDA, to get the description of the result table filled in, the application program should then
execute a DESCRIBE statement, using LRGSQLDA.
    EXEC SQL DESCRIBE STMT INTO LRGSQLDA;

Now we have an SQLDA that describes (in its SQLVAR section) all the columns of the result table of the select-
statement in SQLSTRING. Examine the SQLDA to allocate storage for a result row of the select-statement. Set the
addresses in the SQLVAR entries to point to memory allocated for each entry.
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

Or, if there were parameter markers in the select-statement:
    EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

6. FETCH rows from result table and CLOSE the cursor. The clause USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA names an
SQLDA in which the occurrences of SQLVAR point to other areas that receive the values that are returned by the
FETCH. The USING clause can be used here because LRGSQLDA was set up previously (in this example).
    EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA;

7. Close the cursor.
    EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

8. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

Dynamic SQL for Arbitrary Statement-Types

The most complex use of dynamic SQL is when you need to execute, in a program, several kinds of dynamic SQL
statements, including varying-list SELECT statements (in any of which a variable number of parameter markers might be
contained). Such a program could be said to execute "arbitrary" SQL statements. For example, this kind of program could
present a list of choices, such as choices about:

• Operations (select, delete, update)
• Table names
• Columns to select or update

The program could also allow the entering of lists (such as worker ID numbers) by which to control the application of
operations.

When you know the number and types of parameters, but you do not know in advance the number of parameter markers
(and perhaps the kinds of parameter they stand for):

• Name a list of host variables in the EXECUTE statement if the SQL statement is not SELECT.
• Name a list of host variables in the OPEN statement if the SQL statement is SELECT.

In either case, the number and types of host variables that are named by your program must agree with the number of
parameter markers (in USERSTMT) and the types of parameter for which they stand. The first variable that you use must
have the expected type for the first parameter marker in the statement, and so on, for the other variables and parameter
marker. You must therefore use at least as many variables as the number of parameter markers.

Use a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) when you do not know the number and types of parameters. You can have as many
SQLDAs included in your program as you want and they do not all have to be used for the same thing. There is no upper
limit. You can also set up an SQLDA to describe a set of parameters.

For purposes of this example, the SQLDA describing a set of parameters is called SQLDAPARA. Its structure is the same
as the structure of other SQLDAs, and as in other SQLDA structures, the number of SQLVAR occurrences can vary. But in
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SQLDAPARA, each occurrence of SQLVAR is used to describe one host variable that replaces one parameter marker at
execution time, either when (for a SELECT statement) a cursor is opened, or when a non-SELECT statement is executed.
With SQLDAPARA, there must therefore be one SQLVAR for every parameter marker.

In SQLDAPARA you can ignore some of the SQLDA fields, but in the case of other fields, you must fill them before you
use an EXECUTE or OPEN statement. See SQLDA (EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN Statement).

The following example is a program that executes arbitrary SQL statements.

1. To allow for the case in which USERSTMT gets prepared as a select-statement, do this DECLARE statement:

NOTE
Alternately, this DECLARE statement could be located (as noted later in this example) in the part of the
program labeled: "* The statement is a select-statement. *"

 PROC HANDLEALL

 EXEC SQL DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR USERSTMT;

2. Allocate a host variable called SMLSQLDA of data type SQLDA, with 100 SQLVARs, SQLN=100.

NOTE
100 in this step is an arbitrary number. To save static storage it could be much less than 100, but the lower
number would result in a lengthened execution time. The reason is the increased likelihood of needing the
second DESCRIBE that is shown later in this example.

 SQLSTRING := the SQL statement, constructed in some way

 IF the statement in SQLSTRING has parameter markers THEN

     Analyze the SQL statement: find the parameter markers

       and decide what host variables could be used to

       contain values for each one.  Allocate the host

       variables and indicator variables if necessary.

       (*These parameter markers all describe input host

       variables, values that must be passed to the DBMS when the

       statement is executed.*)

    Declare a host variable called SQLDAPARA of data type

       SQLDA and fill it in to correctly describe and

       point to host variables that correspond to the

       parameter markers.

 ENDIF

 EXEC SQL PREPARE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA FROM :SQLSTRING;

Or alternately:
 EXEC SQL PREPARE USERSTMT FROM :SQLSTRING;

 EXEC SQL DESCRIBE USERSTMT INTO SMLSQLDA;

3. The output result of the PREPARE INTO statement or the PREPARE and DESCRIBE statements is that the
SMLSQLDA is filled in by the DBMS to describe the result table of the statement in USERSTMT. If the statement in
USERSTMT is not a select-statement, there is no result table.
 IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD = 0 THEN

     (* The statement is not a select-statement. *)

     IF the statement in SQLSTRING has no parameter markers THEN

         EXEC SQL EXECUTE USERSTMT;

     ELSE

         IF the statement in SQLSTRING does have parameter
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          markers THEN

             EXEC SQL EXECUTE USERSTMT USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

         ENDIF

     ENDIF

 ELSE

     (* The statement is a select-statement. *)

     (*NOTE: The DECLARE CURSOR1 CURSOR FOR USERSTMT statement could

       go here, if desired.  It is not executed, but must

       appear physically in the application program source

       before any other statement uses the cursor name.*)

     (*If needed, allocate a bigger SQLDA:*)

     IF SMLSQLDA.SQLD > SMLSQLDA.SQLN THEN

The number of columns in the result table is larger than the size allowed for in SMLSQLDA. In this case, no
information has been put into the SQLVARs of SMLSQLDA. The SQLD field has been set to the number of columns in
the result table, so that an SQLDA of the required size may be allocated. The application program must now allocate
an SQLDA of the size indicated by SMLSQLDA.SQLD. In this example, this full-sized SQLDA is called LRGSQLDA.

4. Allocate a host variable of data type SQLDA, called LRGSQLDA:
           LRGSQLDA, SQLN := SMLSQLDA.SQLD, SQLDABC :=

           16 + SQLN * 44, with SQLN SQLVAR's.

5. To get the description of the result table filled in, the application program must now execute a DESCRIBE statement
using LRGSQLDA.
         EXEC SQL DESCRIBE USERSTMT INTO LRGSQLDA;

     ENDIF

We now have an SQLDA that describes, in its SQLVAR section, all of the columns of the result table of the select-
statement in SQLSTRING.

6. Allocate storage for a result row of the select-statement by examining the SQLDA (either SMLSQLDA or LRGSQLDA).
Set the addresses in the SQLVAR entries to point to the host variables allocated for each column of the result table.
     IF the statement in SQLSTRING has no parameter markers THEN

         EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1;

     ELSE

         EXEC SQL OPEN CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SQLDAPARA;

     ENDIF

     DO WHILE SQLCODE NOT = 100

         IF LRGSQLDA was allocated

             EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR LRGSQLDA;

         ELSE

             EXEC SQL FETCH CURSOR1 USING DESCRIPTOR SMLSQLDA;

         ENDIF

7. At this point, the program can decide whether to delete the row (that was just read) or to update it. If the program
wants to update or delete the current row, it can build the UPDATE or DELETE statement and execute it dynamically,
as follows:
          IF an update is desired THEN

              VAR5 := the UPDATE WHERE CURRENT statement,

                 constructed in some way, for example,

                      'UPDATE TABLEX SET COL1 = 5

                       WHERE CURRENT OF CURSOR1'

              EXEC SQL PREPARE S2 FROM :VAR5 END-EXEC;

              EXEC SQL  EXECUTE S2  END-EXEC;

          ELSEIF a delete is desired THEN

              VAR5 := the DELETE WHERE CURRENT statement,
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                 constructed in some way, for example,

                      'DELETE FROM TABLEX

                       WHERE CURRENT OF CURSOR1'

              EXEC SQL PREPARE S2 FROM :VAR5 END-EXEC;

              EXEC SQL EXECUTE S2 END-EXEC;

          ENDIF

     ENDDO

     EXEC SQL CLOSE CURSOR1;

 ENDIF

 ENDPROC HANDLEALL

8. Deal with any SQL return codes that indicate errors.

SQL Memory Guard
The SQL Memory Guard function, which is used for SQL memory monitoring, is not required for normal production
processing. However, if you are experiencing an unusual SQL memory problem that is affecting the availability of the
Multi-User Facility (MUF), the SQL Memory Guard function can be invoked. In most cases, you should only use the SQL
Memory Guard function if Broadcom Support requests you to do so.

SQL Memory Guard monitors memory requests made by SQL and looks for possible misuse and contention on each
memory address as well as the entire memory pool. If you invoke the SQL Memory Guard function, you might notice a
slight increase in CPU usage. This increase is because the memory guard monitors and records every SQL memory
request.

When the invoked SQL Memory Guard encounters a possible memory problem, it aborts the invalid memory request
before any damage is done to the memory pool. The request that generated the invalid memory request then receives an
SQL return code of -999, thus protecting the Multi-User Facility from a possible destructive memory failure.

The following error message is produced when problems are detected. Additional debugging information is dumped to the
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

-999
INTERNAL ERROR (file-name LINE xyz): command CONFLICT - addr1(task1)/addr2(task2)

If such a -999 message is received, contact Broadcom Support and give them the following information from the message
text:

command
Is the service requested by task1, such as FREEMEM or DELPOOL

addr1
Is the address of the illegal call to memory services (the R14), relative to the entry point of load module
DBSRPPR

task1
Is the task (RWTSA) number of the outlaw requestor of memory services

addr2
Is the relative address of the call for the prior conflicting request (valid regardless of RWTSA contents)

task2
Is the task (RWTSA) number of the caller for the prior conflicting request on either the memory address or the
memory pool in question. Note that this task may be executing an unrelated job by this point in time. This does not
necessarily prevent the SQL Memory Guard from finding the problem.
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The previous information helps Broadcom Support resolve memory-related problems more quickly. In addition, as always
when you contact Broadcom Support to report any SQL error code, provide a Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) report
with DUMPS=FULL.

The following example is an actual -999 message:

-999
INTERNAL ERROR (MEMSERV LINE 1396): FREEMEM CONFLICT - FD14(1)/FCBE(1)

Activating the SQL Memory Guard

The features of the SQL Memory Guard can be activated or deactivated though normally only at the direction of Broadcom
Support, by executing the following commands:

DIAGOPTION 2,2,ON
Causes automatic debugging and abend prevention to begin either immediately or when the trace table is
allocated.

DIAGOPTION 2,2,OFF
Causes automatic debugging and abend prevention to stop. If the trace table has been allocated, requests are still
logged.

DIAGOPTION 2,4,ON
Causes the memory trace table to be allocated (approximately 32K) and activated (meaning memory requests
are logged) when the next new RUN UNIT starts its first SQL request. To receive automatic debugging and abend
prevention, also execute DIAGOPTION 2,2,ON as described in the following related section.

DIAGOPTION 2,4,OFF
Causes the memory trace table to be freed when the next new RUN UNIT starts its first SQL request. The
memory manager makes the storage available for use by SQL only).

For more information, see Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools.

SQL and Multiple Multi-User Facilities Support
Learn about Datacom SQL support for multiple Multi-User Facilities (MUFs). SQL requests execute using the first MUF in
the connection lists.

With SQL programs, one compile unit must:

• Run against one Datacom Datadictionary,
• Have one plan, and
• Execute against the Multi-User Facility (MUF) containing both

An SQL program may execute with a multiple MUF User Requirements Table (URT), but all SQL requests execute using
the first MUF in the connection list. In this case, it could specify a SIDNAME= and not be forced to use DBSIDPR. An SQL
program could be split into multiple modules and each could connect to a different MUF. However, no joining of tables or
constraints outside of one MUF is allowed.

SQL detects RRS User Requirements Tables, issues a return code, and does not process COMMIT or ROLLBACK
requests. The multiple MUF interface detects the specific errors and generates RRS COMMIT or ROLLBACK calls. If
RRS is successful, the SQLCODE and related error fields are set to zero/blank. If RRS provides a return code on the
SRRCMIT/SRRBACK, the SQL error is changed to:

• -117,
• program DBMMIPR, and
• message:

RETURN CODE <94(121)> ON COMMAND <COMIT> R15 <?>
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where
?

Specifies the R15 error value from RRS

Application Design Considerations
Be aware of the application design considerations involving index-only processing and cursor processing.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Index-Only Processing

In index-only processing data is retrieved, when possible, from the index only. Retrieving data in this way, eliminates the
cost of accessing the actual row in the data area. For example, consider an online application to look up an account by
name when the customer does not know their account number:

  SELECT NAME, STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, ACCOUNT_NBR

 FROM ACCOUNTS

 WHERE NAME BETWEEN :NAME_BEG AND :NAME_END

 OPTIMIZE FOR 20 ROWS;         -- ONLY 20 ROWS ON A SCREEN

 

This query can use index-only processing if the following two conditions are met:

• One condition is because there is a key with all the columns in the query. This key includes columns in the
SELECT list, WHERE clause, and anywhere else in the query. In this case key (NAME, ST, ZIP, CITY, STREET,
ACCOUNT_NBR) would work. Notice that the order of the columns in the key is not important, except for being good
for selection. Therefore, the NAME column is first.  The remaining columns are included only so that all the columns
referenced are available from the index.

• Isolation level U is specified for the plan, so that no lock is required.

If the ACCOUNTS table Native Key is ACCOUNT_NBR, accessing rows in NAME sequence could cost an I/O for every
row retrieved. Indexes usually have 100 or more entries per DXX block, requiring just one logical I/O instead of 21 I/Os.

NOTE
If you add columns to an index for index-only retrieval that are updated frequently, the cost of updating the index
may outweigh the advantage of index-only retrieval.

Cursor Processing

The result set of rows for a cursor may be a static set of rows that are copied to a temporary table before any rows are
returned to your program. Or, the rows can be retrieved dynamically as you FETCH the rows. You can use isolation levels
C or R to isolate your transactions from other concurrent transactions. Using this method does not isolate your cursor from
changes your transaction is making while you are FETCHing rows from a cursor that is dynamically retrieving rows. For
example, if you update a row that has been FETCHed with a separate searched UPDATE statement. The same row may
be returned in a subsequent FETCH if the updated values place it in the result set ahead of the dynamic retrieval process.

NOTE
If you use an UPDATE where current of <-cursorName>, Datacom/DB ensures that the row is not returned again
(at the expense of building a temporary index of updated URIs).

To isolate your cursor from changes made by other statements in your program while the cursor is open, use an ORDER
BY, that cannot be satisfied by any key, to force a temporary table to be built. However, if such a key is added in the
future, this new key may be used to eliminate building a temporary table. Also, even if you specified isolation level C,
the current row of the cursor may not be locked. This is due to a block of rows that are returned to your program and the
cursor stability lock on the row was already released.
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To ensure that the current row of the cursor is locked, specify an UPDATE or DELETE where current of <-cursorName>
for the cursor. Blocking is not used even if these statements are never executed. The current row of the cursor is held by
an exclusive lock until you FETCH the next row.

Access Legacy Data with DATACOM VIEW
This section outlines support for SQL access to legacy data that does not conform to the standard relational model.
Access is now supported for the following:

• The elements of an array, that is, single dimensional arrays that correspond to "simple repeating fields" in Datacom
Datadictionary, are supported.

• "Redefines," that is, columns that redefine other columns (including arrays).

Compound fields are accessible (as CHAR) even if the underlying simple fields are also visible. To achieve this,
DATACOM VIEW, a Datacom/DB extension to the CREATE VIEW statement (see CREATE VIEW Statement (DQ)), has
been implemented. A DATACOM VIEW differs from a standard view as follows:

• The syntax starts with CREATE DATACOM VIEW instead of CREATE VIEW.
• Columns representing the "redefines" and the array elements that we support are now visible, but only to the CREATE

DATACOM VIEW statement. The data is accessed through the view.

CREATE DATACOM VIEW is a flexible, powerful construct. References to columns in a redefinition from a query or view
that references the DATACOM VIEW are references to the columns of the view that are projected by the view. These view
columns can inherit the column names of the database table, unless that column is an array, or be assigned new names.
The user of the view can consider the view for each record type as a separate database table.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Redefinitions

A redefinition is a column definition or a set of column definitions that provides an alternate definition for another column.
Columns in a redefinition do not add length to a row but redefine columns that are previously listed in the table. Columns
of a redefinition may have a different data type.

Redefinitions are commonly used to describe a table with multiple record types. Leading columns are common to
all record types. Trailing columns depend on the record type that is specified by one or more of the leading common
columns. Reference to columns dependent on the record type must be delayed until predicates that reference the record
type columns have been evaluated; or attempts to reference data that is contained in rows of the wrong record type could
occur.

To prevent these invalid references, the following rules are required:

• Columns that are contained in a redefinition are visible only to the CREATE DATACOM VIEW statement. Datacom/DB
enforces this rule.
Any predicates required to limit the rows of the view to a certain "record type" or otherwise prevent access to invalidly
typed data must appear as the first predicates in the WHERE clause and be RQA-able. RQA-able means that the
predicates should be simple and presentable in a RQA (Request Qualification Area) used by Compound Boolean
Selection (CBS) logic. For example, LIKE predicates are generally not RQA-able, but predicates that use the basic
comparison operators are. Failure to follow this rule could result in an attempt to process non-data-type-conformant
data, resulting in "invalid data" errors and various other problems. Datacom/DB does not enforce this rule. The user
must enforce this rule. Datacom/DB has no way of knowing how users distinguish which rows belong to what record
type or whether there are separate record types at all. Users must supply predicates in the CREATE DATACOM VIEW
as necessary to prevent Datacom/DB from retrieving rows of, for example, "record type B" when reading from the
"record type A" view.
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NOTE
If the data does not contain alternate record types, predicates to distinguish between record types are
unnecessary.

Additional rules are:

• The FROM clause of the DATACOM VIEW may only reference a single database table. A DATACOM VIEW therefore
cannot be nested. However, queries and standard views may join DATACOM VIEWS, and those views may be nested.

• For more rules that apply to any arrays referenced by the view, see Additional Items to Consider.

Example of Multiple Record Types

In the following example, the ORDERS table contains orders for both parts and service calls. The table has the following
set of column definitions:

• order_id is INTEGER
• order_type is CHAR(7)
• order_detail is CHAR(200)

The order_type column defines the type of row. When order_type is PARTS, order_detail is an array of part numbers,
followed by an array of quantities. When the order_type is SERVICE, order_detail contains a textual description of the
requested service.

Assume order_detail is redefined for PARTS orders as follows:

• Part_number is an array of zoned-decimal (NUMERIC(5,0)) part numbers, followed by quantity, an array of INTEGER
quantities for each part ordered.

• Order_detail is again redefined for SERVICE orders as follows: service_description is CHAR(199), followed by on_site,
which is CHAR(1).

Given the previously stated conditions, the following views can be defined:

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW part_orders

        (order_id, order_type, part_1, quantity_1,

         part_2, quantity_2, part_3, quantity_3)

  AS

  SELECT order_id, order_type, part_number[1], quantity[1]

         part_number[2], quantity[2], part_number[3],quantity[3]

  FROM orders

  WHERE order_type = 'PARTS'

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW service_orders (order_id, order_type, on_site, description)

  AS

  SELECT order_id, order_type, on_site, service_description

  FROM orders

  WHERE order_type = 'SERVICE'

The views may then be manipulated almost as if they are database tables, with the restrictions previously noted as well
as restrictions applicable to any view. If we had omitted the WHERE clauses, then view part_orders might try to read the
service description of a service order and interpret it as an array of zoned-decimal part numbers.

NOTE
The WITH CHECK OPTION is supported.

Arrays

Array element references are made using the syntax column-name[subscript], as shown in the following example. Non-
subscripted array references are not allowed. Array element references must be assigned specific column names in the
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view, using either the AS-clause in the view-defining query, or an explicit view-column-name list. Outside of the CREATE
DATACOM VIEW statement, references to these columns are made using the column names of the view.

The following example is a DATACOM VIEW containing references to array elements. The sales column does not have to
be a redefinition to be visible to CREATE DATACOM VIEW:

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW (sales01, sales02, sales03, sales04,

         sales05, sales06, sales07, sales08,

         sales09, sales10, sales11, sales12) AS

 SELECT  sales[1], sales[2], sales[3], sales[4], sales[5], sales[6],

         sales[7], sales[8], sales[9], sales[10], sales[11], sales[12]

 FROM <-tableName>;

As shown in this example, elements of an array may be referenced with a literal integer subscript within square brackets
within the range of 1 to the number of occurrences. For example, to reference sales for October: sales[10].

As already mentioned, reference to an element of an array is restricted to DATACOM VIEWs.

More Items to Consider

Consider the following  points:

• Multiple dimensions are not supported. In this case, arrays within the first dimension are referenced as a single CHAR
column as they always have been.

• An array must be defined with Datacom Datadictionary, versus CREATE TABLE.
• View columns containing array elements may not be referenced by left-outer joins. This reference can be rejected at

any point before the execution of the query.
• Reference to the array column without the use of subscripts is disallowed.

NOTE
If a whole-array is referenced in a SELECT list outside a DATACOM VIEW, it is returned as a single CHAR
column. The host application may redefine this area as an array. But when using Dynamic SQL, the DESCRIBE
statement or the SQLDA of a FETCH statement cannot describe a column as an array. SQLDA is the SQL
descriptor area that is used to describe columns that are passed to/from the  application of the user and the
Multi-User Facility. This is because the SQLVAR structure of the SQLDA as defined by ANSI/ISO SQL does not
include a field for number of elements. SQLVAR is a structure that defines a single column in an SQLDA.

Default Values for Redefinitions and Arrays

As with any INSERT, when performing an INSERT into a DATACOM VIEW, every base-table column must receive an
explicitly specified value, a default, or a NULL. SQL processes any default values that are defined for a redefined column.

NOTE
The default value for an array column, when referenced through a DATACOM VIEW, is considered to be an
array-element value. This value is applied separately to each array element not receiving a value.

These defaults are added through Datacom Datadictionary rather than through SQL DDL.

With redefines involved, SQL must decide which default to apply to a given base-table column. Therefore, when
processing an INSERT, the following algorithm is applied.  Columns that are not part of any redefinition are referred to as
primary columns:

1. The INSERT statement is compared to the definition of the base-table to determine whether a value has been supplied
for every primary column. If every primary column has a value, the INSERT procedure goes forward. Otherwise, step 2
occurs.
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2. For each primary column not receiving a value, Datacom/DB:
a. Lays down any non-NULL default that is defined for that column
b. Overlays this with defaults or NULL for all redefinitions that are both a part of the DATACOM VIEW, and intersect

the primary column.
c. If neither the laying down nor overlaying in the previous two steps resulted in a non-NULL value being placed in

any portion of the primary column, a NULL is inserted. Null indicators for intersecting redefines remain in place.

Additional Considerations

Consider the following carefully:

• While you are not prevented by Datacom/DB from defining DATACOM VIEWs that contain overlapping columns, we
recommend against the use of overlapping columns when alternate solutions are possible. We are not responsible
for the integrity of data or the operation of a DBMS that has been maintained through a view containing overlapping
columns.

• When an array column is referenced as a single large CHAR column outside of any DATACOM VIEW, any default
value for INSERT is applied once to the entire column. When referenced through a DATACOM VIEW, it is applied to
each array element. This will change when view support is implemented outside of DATACOM VIEWs.

Datacom Datadictionary Considerations

No change is required by Datacom Datadictionary to provide additional data in the Data Definition Directory (DDD) table
for SQL. All columns in a redefinition are already present and contain a unique SQL name, and all arrays are indicated
with their number of elements.

Datacom Datadictionary SQL Column Report

To aid users of a DATACOM VIEW, Datacom Datadictionary provides a SQL Column Report to list the SQL columns that
are visible to the view.

Override SQL Key Selection
Learn how to override SQL key selections in Datacom SQL. Options include the DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY'
special register and the x_HINT_keyname method. Find information about XML support.

Override with DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY'

The USE KEY special register lets database administrators (DBAs) specify a key for a query to improve the performance
of the query. Specify multiple USE KEY options in a semicolon-delimited list. Other options, such as JOIN_METHOD, may
also be included in the semicolon-delimited list. USE KEY is applicable for both ON and WHERE clauses.

For more information, see USE KEY and Special Registers.

Override with _HINT_

IMPORTANT
The _HINT_ override method is valid. However, the preferred method for SQL key overrides is the
DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' special register.

Normally, the SQL Optimizer automatically selects the most efficient key for you. Occasionally, the statistics that are used
to estimate costs do not reflect actual costs closely enough to select the most efficient key. When this situation occurs you
can:
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• Specify the key to use in a special format of a correlation name, or
• If the SQL statement is generated and you cannot specify a correlation name, in a synonym name using the same

special format.

The following syntax shows the override key option:

►►─ x_HINT_keynm ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

x
is any value that is meaningful to you.
Valid Entries:

any leading characters
Default Value:

(No default)
_HINT_

is the literal that triggers the interpretation of the next five characters as the override key.
Valid Entries:

_HINT_
Default Value:

(No default)
keynm

is the override key, a five-character internal key name, not the SQL key name. If this override key name exists for
the table, all other keys are marked "ignore" in the Compound Boolean Selection Optimization Report. All other
keys are hidden from the SQL Optimizer. Be aware, no error is generated and the key is ignored if the specified
key name does not exist or cannot be used because it does not index nil values.
No check is made to qualify the key for performance.
That the key was used can be reported by Accounting Element CBSOR (CBS Optimizer Reasons) as key type
"P," that is, Parm, because it is specified in the CBS RQA (Request Qualification Area) Parameter section as the
override key. The SQL Optimization Report also indicates the use of the override key under an "OVERRIDE KEY"
heading.
The special key name $PHY$ can be used to force a data area scan in physical sequence without using any
index.
Valid Entries:

a valid five-character internal key name (not the SQL name for the key)
Default Value:

(No default)
Examples
  CREATE TABLE CARS (MAKE CHAR(8), COLOR CHAR(8));

  CREATE INDEX CARS_COLOR_KEY ON CARS (COLOR) DATACOM NAME COLOR;

  CREATE SYNONYM CARS_HINT_COLOR FOR CARS;

NOTE
The first line in the previously shown example creates a key on column MAKE.

The following example shows the use of a synonym for override:
  SELECT * FROM CARS_HINT_COLOR

  WHERE MAKE = 'FORD' AND COLOR= 'PINK';

The following example shows the use of a correlation name for override:
  SELECT * FROM CARS CARS_HINT_COLOR

  WHERE MAKE = 'FORD' AND COLOR= 'PINK';
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NOTE
Using statistics such as cardinality and BLKCHG, the SQL Optimizer might select the key
on column MAKE when the key on COLOR is the most efficient, since PINK is a rare color.
These queries cause the COLOR key to be used.

XML Support

Using XML (Extensible Markup Language) allows you to externalize relational data as XML. The Datacom/DB
implementation of XML includes support for the following XML functions:

• XMLATTRIBUTES
• XMLCONCAT
• XMLELEMENT
• XMLFOREST
• XMLSERIALIZE

For details about using XML, see XML Scalar Functions.

SQL Read-Only
Define SQL read-only tables by specifying the SQL-INTENT attribute-type as R in Datacom Datadictionary batch or
online.

In a table defined as SQL read-only, using SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to attempt to insert new rows,
update existing rows, or delete existing rows is not allowed. Attempts to do so result in an error message.

SQL Source Cache
Database Administrators (DBAs) use the SQL Source Cache to reduce MUF resource consumption and lower response
times. The SQL Source Cache is a collection of previously executed dynamic queries from Datacom Server and the batch
utility DBSQLPR. Additionally, queries executed under the DDOL Interactive SQL Service Facility are also enabled for
SQL Source Cache participation. Queries that are stored in the SQL Source Cache and match new queries reduce the
preparation (bind) cost. Statistics that are accumulated for these queries allow inefficient queries to be identified.

Do not confuse the SQL Source Cache with the Least Recently Used (LRU) Statement Cache. The LRU Statement Cache
reduces the overhead of executing "static" SQL statements by avoiding access to the DDD table. The SQL Source Cache,
however, is a collection of "dynamic" statements. The two separate caches do not share statements. Referring to a cache
as simply "the Cache" refers to the SQL Source Cache.

Access to the Cache is through using a group of Dynamic System Tables (DSTs). All the Cache DSTs have an
authorization ID of SYSADM and begin with the prefix SQLSC (SQL Source Cache).

To be as effective as possible, the Cache replaces literals in the SQL source string that is used to match queries in the
Cache, with a unique symbol (@) to allow a match regardless of the literal value. For example, if this query:

select * from cars where color = ‘RED’ and make = ‘FORD’

is stored in the Cache, this new query would match:

select * from cars where color = ‘PINK’ and make = ‘FORD’

Because the two queries are considered matches, the bind process is avoided by using a copy of the same plan that the
first query generated. Also, statistics are accumulated to only one query. Both queries were probably generated by the
same application that substituted the different input selection colors.

This reuse of the same plan does not prevent selection of the most efficient index, because index selection is still
performed by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility (CBS) when different literal values could cause a different index to
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be most efficient. In this example, CBS would select the COLOR index over the MAKE index for the second query, even if
the first query used the MAKE index.

To use the SQL Cache feature, either add the MUF startup options SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS to your MUF SYSIN or accept the defaults.

The values of the SQL Source Cache MUF startup options can be dynamically updated while MUF is running by using the
SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) dynamic system table. The change takes effect when the Cache is next searched.

The following example shows the use of the SQL_CONSOLE table:

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS nnnnnn');   

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE nnnnnn')

The mufname variable is the internal MUF name. The valid values for the nnnnnn variables are 0 through 100M for
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and 0 through 100 K for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS.

NOTE
Although you can dynamically update the nnnnnn specification, a dynamic update, in this case, only changes
the Master List, not the SQL structures that use the dynamically updated limit. The SQL structures are changed
when an INSERT or SELECT statement is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR.
Therefore, while a console command posts the change, the change does not take effect until the next INSERT
or SELECT is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF)
Dynamic System Table column SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS shows the time when the change takes place, not
the time the console command was issued.

When the Cache is full and a new query is inserted, the least recently used (LRU) query or queries are purged from the
Cache. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF) table (DST) can be used to compute the hit ratio. The hit ratio is the ratio of the
number of times the Cache is searched, compared to the number of times a match was found.

Not all queries qualify for caching. The Cache is used in cursor-related SQL statements, that is, statements declaring,
opening, fetching, and closing cursors. However, when some features are used in a query, the literal replacement process
cannot be used. As a result, that query is never added to the Cache and is always bound.

The Source Cache, which skips the bind process, is not used when the SQL Optimization Report is requested.

The Cache is also used in the INSERT VALUES statement.

Queries not cached

Queries with the following syntax are not cached:

1. Special Registers SPLREG_DCM_TSN and SPLREG_DCM_MUF_NAME
2. Labeled Durations
3. predicates comparing between UNSIGNED NUMERIC and CHAR data types
4. column1 LIKE 'XXX%' ← converted to column1 = 'XXX'
5. column1_length_3 = '1234' ← special processing used when the literal is longer than the column

For more information see:

• SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE
• SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS

SQL Manager
The SQL Manager prepares, optionally stores, and executes SQL statements and it is integrated with the Multi-User
Facility. The SQL Manager is accessed by the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor and by other DATACOM products such as
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the Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery. The following diagram approximates how the SQL Manager processes an
application with embedded SQL statements.

Figure 1: SQL Manager

Interactive SQL is supported by Dataquery, with capabilities to create and populate tables using standard SQL
statements. See the Dataquery documentation for information on how this product uses SQL.

The Datacom Datadictionary supports the definition of tables and views using SQL statements, allowing you to take
advantage of the standardization that SQL provides. Use the Datacom Datadictionary menu-driven method to define
database structures, as an alternative to SQL, and update the SQL defined databases with additional information that is
not currently available in SQL. In addition, the Datacom Datadictionary provides many capabilities not available through
SQL. For example, text classifications allow you to store text about your SQL tables, views and columns in addition to that
specified in the COMMENT ON statement. Certain attributes for SQL tables and columns can be modified directly through
Datacom Datadictionary without limiting the ability to access these occurrences through SQL.

NOTE
For more information about these capabilities, see Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
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JCL Example Notation
Learn about the use of Job Control Language (JCL) notation in the Datacom documentation. Find information about the
notation for commands, keywords, values, symbols, and omitted keywords.

This documentation uses the following JCL notation:
UPPERCASE

Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values which must be coded exactly as shown.
symbols

Symbols, such as commas, equal signs, and slashes, must be coded exactly as shown.

Do not type the following notations when they appear in the JCL examples. They are provided to clarify the JCL syntax.
lowercase

Identifies a value or values that you must supply.
. . .

Indicates the omission of one or more keywords or parameters that you must code according to the specific
installation at your site.
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Administrating
Information for customizing and maintaining this product.

As a database or system administrator, you can perform administration operations on Datacom components or systems.

NOTE
Some information in this section is restricted to customers of Datacom. Use your Broadcom Support Online login
ID to access all content.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Administrating section.

Security Overview
Access security is the part of a security plan that controls access to data and functions. Without access security, individual
user authorizations are not validated. Therefore, any user who can communicate with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) can
obtain and modify data. Datacom® security allows you to control access by providing security models.

With Datacom Datadictionary internal security and Dataquery for internal security, each product is protected by access
rules defined and maintained within that product. To protect Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery with internal security,
learn the security systems associated with each product.

External security provides the ability to control and administer user access to Datacom products and data based on the
security profiles that exist in the external security product, such as ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF (z/OS).

The difference between external and internal security is where the user access authorizations are maintained.

Datacom/DB Security

Datacom/DB security protects access to tables and the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) functions. This security is typically
administered through an external security product.

Security User IDs

Datacom/DB is called by user applications. As part of shipping a request to the MUF, the current user ID is passed. In
the MUF, this user ID is signed on with a technique not requiring a password. This technique requires that the MUF be
authorized. The MUF does not enable if external security is established for the Directory and the MUF is not authorized.

The MUF maintains the signed on users in an unlimited cache that contains both the signon and tables that have been
accessed successfully in the past. As each request is made, it is validated by first checking the cache. If it is found, no
further checks are needed. If it is not found, external security is called.

Because Datacom/DB saves authorizations in memory, it is not always in synchronization with the external security
product. For most products (except notably RACF), when it is necessary for a change to be seen instantly, use the
DBUTLTY SECURITY OPTION=RESET transaction or the console command SECURITY RESET to reset the security
buffer. You can specify either an individual user be reset or all users be reset. If you specify a user on the reset, the MUF
signs that individual user off and all of the cached permissions of that user are discarded. If you do not specify a user, the
MUF signs all users off, and the entire cache is discarded, which in turn causes reestablishment of all security validations.

When updating RACF resources, The RACF environment is not automatically refreshed. However, there is a method that
allows the RAC LIST to be refreshed without recycling the MUF.

NOTE
The security user ID is part of the log record and is reported with the RXX report. The security user ID is also
part of the READRXX fields.

Security and User Exits
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Datacom/DB has three user exists and the MUF allows a subtask. These facilities allow code other than Datacom/DB
to open data sets and perform work. When reviewing your security environment and setting up external security, review
these programs (if any) and verify that you are not allowing access to secured data by user programs hidden in the MUF
region.

SQL Security Supersedes

If the SQL Security Model is defined for a database, only privileges defined with GRANT and REVOKE statements are
used to control access to the tables in that database. In this case, these security authorizations supersede any external
authorizations.

Table Partitioning Considerations

If a DBUTLTY function does not include an explicit TABLE= keyword, table level security (at the DBUTLTY) can be
granted either at the Full Parent table level or the Child table level. If the DBUTLTY function includes a specific TABLE=
keyword, table level access is checked using the table name specified by the TABLE= keyword. For example, the
EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY uses the table name specified in the TABLE= keyword. But a DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA
function uses either the Childrens' names that are contained in the area, or it uses the Full Parents table names. If access
is granted to either, the BACKUP is allowed.

Datacom Datadictionary Security

Datacom Datadictionary security protects product functions unique to the product. These functions include basic Datacom
Datadictionary online (DDOL) and batch utility activities and entity-type function combinations. Datacom Datadictionary
internal security supports its own signon. External security uses the external security accessor identification to validate the
user and uses the externally defined authorizations to protect the Datacom Datadictionary functions.

The Security Administrator controls whether Datacom Datadictionary is secured with external security. If external security
is selected for Datacom Datadictionary, then Datacom Datadictionary internal security authorizations are ignored. No
modifications are required to Datacom Datadictionary to implement external security.

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary internal security can be used even though Datacom/DB is using external security.

Dataquery Security

Dataquery security protects product functions unique to the product. These functions include Dataquery online and batch
activity. Dataquery internal security uses a secondary product signon for each accessor and permits you to define Table
Authorizations in Dataquery security. External security uses the external security user identification and validates table
access according to the authorizations defined in Datacom/DB security.

The Security Administrator controls whether Dataquery is secured with external security. If external security is selected
for Dataquery, then Dataquery internal security authorizations are ignored. No modifications are required to Dataquery
to implement external security. Security settings for databases with DBIDs greater than 999 is only supported in external
security.

Using the Datacom/DB SECURITY Multi-User startup option and your external security product, Dataquery security is
recognized as a separate path in Datacom/DB with the LEVEL05 PASS/FAIL resource. If the proper permissions are set
for the level 05 resource, you can specify four paths specifically for Dataquery.

NOTE
Dataquery internal security can be used even though Datacom/DB is using external security.

SQL Security

SQL security includes table, plan, and view security.
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Table Security

An alternate way to protect table access is to use SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements. In this case, Datacom/DB
security is still used to protect DBUTLTY functions and to control who can create tables and authorization IDs. You can
use the ANSI-compliant SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements only to control access to tables and views.

You can choose to protect table access by Datacom/DB security or by SQL security at the database level by specifying
YES or NO for the SQL-SECURITY attribute when defining databases to Datacom Datadictionary.

SQL table security cannot be administered externally.

Plan Security

Plan security allows you to give explicit rights to an SQL plan. When you give explicit rights to an SQL plan, that plan
and its associated program can be executed without specific access rights to the tables or views accessed by that plan.
However, any non-SQL statement executed from the same program is checked according to the security profile for the
tables accessed by the native command.

You can administer SQL plan security by using SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements that use SQL security for table and
views as discussed under Table Security.

SQL plan security can also be administered by using external security facilities. SQL plan security can therefore be
combined with the external table security model to provide a single-source security model. We recommend that you
administer plan security through external security.

View Security

Enabling views to secure by name gives greater control because it allows control of access to the precise set of tables,
rows, and columns defined by a view. View security replaces security authorization checks on the individual tables
referenced by a view with a check against the view entity itself. This allows the owner of the tables to restrict complete
access to the tables but still permit a view of specific data to certain users. This feature is activated in the external security
package.

Using External Security for Datacom
External Datacom security provides users the option of defining Datacom product resources, accessors, and access
rules using one external security package. This organization standardizes security across products, simplifies security
administration, and allows the Security Administrator to control security without becoming an expert on the products being
secured.

The method used to associate Datacom product resources with users is specific to the external security package used.
Consult your security product documentation for complete details.

To externalize security, decisions about user access to product functions and data must be made and relayed to the
Security Administrator. In turn, the Security Administrator conveys the information to the external security product by
constructing resources to represent each access right or level. Each resource directly controls access to a specific
function in a Datacom product.

Externally securing all Datacom products can be a major undertaking. It is important that the product administrators, who
can provide product-specific information, participate in the task of securing their products.

Once Datacom resources are stored in the external security product and the appropriate initiation steps taken, the
external security product has control. Datacom products defer to external security with the exception of SQL security.

Prerequisites

CAIRIM and the Ideal are required for external security. You installed these before installing Datacom products.

NOTE
CAIRIM is part of Common Components and Services and part of CIS for z/VSE (formerly known as CA90s
Services).
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The Standard Security Facility (CAISSF), a subcomponent of CAIRIM, provides the link between the Datacom products
and the external security product. The CAISSF is a prerequisite for implementing external security.

The Ideal is required for Datacom Datadictionary and Ideal for Datacom online signon.

NOTE
For more information, see the Ideal Implementation documentation and Enabling Online Signons.

Security Audits and Reporting

When external security is in effect, the external security product controls audits and reporting.

MUF External Security Authorization Rights

The security ID associated with the MUF region must have authority (security) to support data sets owned by each MUF
instance.

Each MUF instance that is externally secured would need to make sure each MUF instance has all security rights to
control the datasets owned by the MUF instance.

WARNING
Important! Ensure that the submitter ID of the MUF region has the appropriate authority. MUF instances can
allocate, extend, update, read, rename, and delete (scratch) any given data set.

Access Validation

Once it has identified the user, the Security Facility determines if the resource is in a database secured under the SQL
Security Model or the Datacom/DB Security Model. The Security Facility then validates the rights of the user based on the
rules or permissions in the external security package or SQL security.

External Security Product Reference

If your site uses an external security product, such as ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF, you need the complete set of the
documentation for that product.

Setting Up Resource Classes
This section provides information about resource class names and formats for securing the Datacom products in ACF2,
Top Secret, or RACF for IBM.

Datacom products share the following Datacom resource classes in the external security products. The external security
product controls the user access rights and levels. The method used to tie the user to functions or data depends on the
security product used.

Resource Class Names

The resource class names that are used in this topic represent generic names. Your specific external security product may
use slightly different resource class, or resource type, names.

• For ACF2, see Security Interfaces, ACF2 (z/OS and z/VSE).
• For Top Secret, see Security Interfaces, Top Secret (z/OS), or Security Interfaces, Top Secret (z/VSE).
• For IBM RACF, see Security Interfaces, RACF.

Type of Information Resource Class Products Using Access Levels
System DTSYSTEM Datacom/DB

Datacom Datadictionary

Dataquery

Datacom/DB SQL Option

None
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Administrator DTADMIN Datacom/DB

Datacom Datadictionary

Datacom/DB SQL Option

None

Table DTTABLE
DCTABLE
DFTABLE
DGTABLE
DHTABLE
DPTABLE
DQTABLE
DRTABLE
DSTABLE
DXTABLE

Datacom/DB

Datacom/DB SQL Option

Dataquery

READ
ADD
UPDATE
DELETE

Utility DTUTIL Datacom/DB

Datacom Datadictionary

Dataquery

Datacom/DB SQL Option

None

The following information applies to conventions used for Datacom:

• Resource names contain no embedded blanks.
• Uppercase values are constants in the resource name.
• Lowercase values indicate variables.
• The system identifier is the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) name unique to each system. If two or more MUFs share the

same Directory, they share the same CXX name.
• DDutility and DQutility represent several possible product programs or functions.

Some external security products allow you to use prefixing, masking, and patterning techniques. These techniques
can include fixed position character substitution, or wildcards, and variable character substitution, or masking, when
defining resources. Some products also allow you to define profiles and then assign users to specific profiles for
permissions. These techniques allow you to reduce the number of resource definitions. See your external security product
documentation for the availability and use of these features.

Process Overview

When you enable the Multi-User Facility (MUF), external security is called to determine the security status. The first
determination made is the level of security that you are running. When Datacom implements new security features, it
does so by implementing a new level of security in the DTSYSTEM resource class. The current highest level of support is
LEVEL05. All other levels, that is levels 01 through 04, are still supported, but we recommend that you implement security
at the highest supported level, that is, LEVEL05. Each higher level supports all the features contained in lower levels and
new features.

A level consists of a pair of resource names in the DTSYSTEM resource class. The resource names are
ACTIVATE.LEVELnn.PASS and ACTIVATE.LEVELnn.FAIL. A check is made at Multi-User startup for LEVEL05 using the
user ID associated with the MUF. If access is allowed to the PASS resource and access is denied for the FAIL resource,
the level is considered in force and further checks are made based on the level. If either of these is not true, Datacom/DB
checks the PASS/FAIL resources at the next level, in this case level 04, until it either finds the correct combination or it
exhausts all the levels.
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All the following documentation pertains to the complete set of features available at level 05. Following is a list of features
that are available at lower levels.

Level 04
Is the same as level 05, except Dataquery path security is not checked for or allowed.

Level 03
Is the same as level 04, except that view security is not checked for or allowed.

Level 02
Is the same as level 03, except that the number of paths recognized is two:

• SQL (for all SQL requests)
• RAT (for all non-SQL requests)

Only two table classes are available at this level: DTTABLE and DXTABLE.
Level 01

Is the same as level 02 except all paths are treated equally using DTTABLE for table access. External security for
all of Datacom/DB is enabled by denying permission to DTSYSTEM resource cxxname.DB.

NOTE
XCF cannot be externally secured at level 01.

Before the appropriate level permissions are set, it is important that all desired information is stored in the other resource
classes. That is, review the DTADMIN, the DCTABLE and DTUTIL classes and add required entries before securing the
Directory with the DTSYSTEM resource.

Using the DTSYSTEM

Learn about using DTSYSTEM when setting up resource classes in external security products for Datacom/DB,
Dataquery, Datacom Datadictionary, and Datacom SQL. Learn about the SECURITY Multi-User Facility startup option.

In addition to being used for level checking, the DTSYSTEM class identifies the following:

• Whether certain features are externally securable,
• Whether Datacom Datadictionary or Dataquery are externally secured, and
• Which table classes can be used to secure table access for various access paths.

NOTE
Security event logging to the console is normally suppressed on DTSYSTEM resource calls made during Multi-
User startup.

Each of the non-level DTSYSTEM resource names begin with a high-level node of CXX name that identifies a system. A
system includes all the databases and tables defined in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) represented by the CXX name.
The CXX name is established for a CXX when the CXX is initialized.

The DTSYSTEM resource class is the key to turning on external security for Datacom products. To activate external
security, the Security Administrator must deny all users access to the DTSYSTEM resource which identifies the system to
secure. To deactivate external security, the Security Administrator must allow all users access to the DTSYSTEM resource
identifying the unsecured system. The CXX name identifies the system.

At the startup of the MUF, when the LEVEL PASS and FAIL resource names are properly set up, the external security
product is called with a series of resource names in the DTSYSTEM resource class. These resource names have a high-
level node of the cxxname followed by a low-level node or nodes representing a product or feature. The following list
shows what these resource names represent and what it means if the user who submitted the MUF is denied access to
these resource names.
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NOTE
Each of the following products or features, when externally secured, produces a DB00220I message to indicate
that it is externally secured.

cxxname.DQ Dataquery is externally secured
cxxname.DD. Datacom Datadictionary is externally secured.
cxxname.XCF XCF is externally secured.

NOTE
The check for XCF security is only done for those operating system environments that support
XCF.

cxxname.SV.ENABLE View security allowed.
cxxname.SV.DEFAULT Default view security may be specified on the Multi-User startup options.

The DTSYSTEM resource class also allows the Security Administrator to define the security mode for any new Multi-User
system not yet defined. If the default permission is allowed for undefined systems, new systems are not secured. When
the default permission is denied and LEVEL03 or higher is properly set (such as in ACF2), new systems are protected and
permissions must be in place for all Datacom/DB activities before the Datacom/DB Directory initialization. If LEVEL03 or
higher has been properly set, "default deny" allows the Database Administrator to choose the level of external security for
undefined MUF.

If you have defined LEVEL03 or higher resource name pairs, coded path definitions in the Multi-User startup option
SECURITY, and if the path-class access is denied, access to this particular path-class is secured.

Other Products' Use of DTSYSTEM

If any level is selected, cxxname.DD and cxxname.DQ are also checked. If access is denied for cxxname.DQ, Dataquery
is externally secured.

If LEVEL03 or higher external security is in place (through DTSYSTEM resources) and the operating system environment
is such that XCF could run against this MUF, an additional security check is done using the DTSYSTEM resource class
and a resource name of cxxname.XCF. If permission is denied to the user who submitted the Multi-User, XCF external
security is in place.

Beginning with 14.0, the XCF_FROM specifications have become more dynamic and flexible. If XCF is externally secured,
each remote job which uses XCF to connect to MUF has its security checked at open or connection time. This is the only
point at which XCF security is checked. After connection, standard security checking is performed against the DTADMIN,
DTUTIL, and table classes regardless of connection type.

This check is made against the DTSYSTEM resource class using a resource name of cxxname.XCFFROM.from-
system.groupname (corresponding to the system from which the job is connecting and the XCF group it is using to
connect). This check is done using the user who submitted Multi-User. If the check is denied, the open fails with a return
code 87 (003) and no connection is established by the job.

SECURITY Multi-User Startup Option

Path security allows you to identify security rules for different command paths.

SECURITY (Path Security Syntax)

              ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─ SECURITY ─▼─ DBaabbb ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBaabbb
(Required) This is the format of a path security class-and-path option parameter, where DB is a constant.
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The aa in the format represents valid class codes. These class codes correspond to the table classes defined in
the external security system. Those table classes must be defined before implementing path security in Datacom/
DB.
The valid entries and the table classes to which each corresponds are:
DC

Corresponds to DCTABLE
DF

Corresponds to DFTABLE
DG

Corresponds to DGTABLE
DH

Corresponds to DHTABLE
DP

Corresponds to DPTABLE
DQ

Corresponds to DQTABLE
DR

Corresponds to DRTABLE
DS

Corresponds to DSTABLE
DT

Corresponds to DTTABLE
DX

Corresponds to DXTABLE
NO

Specifies no path security for the indicated path (bbb)
bbb

The bbb in the format represents one of the valid path codes you can secure with path security. By specifying
multiple class-and-path options, you can, if needed, specify in any order all ten different path codes on multiple
lines as long as all paths specified are unique. But each separate path code can only be used once per
SECURITY Multi-User startup option. When you specify multiple class-and-path options, you must use a comma
to separate each occurrence, as indicated in the syntax diagram and shown in the following example.
The valid path code entries and what they signify are:
SCI

CICS SQL requests path
SCQ

CICS SQL for Dataquery requests path
RCI

CICS non-SQL requests path
RCQ

CICS non-SQL for Dataquery requests path
RAQ

Non-CICS non-SQL for Dataquery requests path
SSR

Datacom Server or Ingres Enterprise Access to Datacom SQL requests path
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RSR
Datacom Server or Ingres Enterprise Access to Datacom non-SQL requests path

SQL
Non-CICS, non-Datacom Server, and non-Ingres Enterprise Access to Datacom SQL requests path

SQQ
SQL non-CICS for Dataquery requests path

RAT
All other non-SQL paths

Example
The following example shows the use of six path code options in one SECURITY Multi-User startup option.
Path codes can be listed in any order, that is, the order shown in this example is only one of many possible
orders.

SECURITY DBaaSSR,DBaaRAT,DBaaSCI,DBaaRSR,DBaaSQL,DBaaRCI

NOTE
There is no restriction on how many times a class code can be used per SECURITY Multi-
User startup option. For example, you could use the same class code for the different path
code occurrences.

An example of a Multi-User startup option with six possible path-and-class options is:

SECURITY DBDTRAT,DBDCSCI,DBDRSSR,DBDFRCI,DBDSSQL,DBDXRSR

If a path-and-class is specified in the Multi-User startup option, a security check is issued for the DTSYSTEM
class with a resource name cxxname.path-and-class. The path-and-class name must exactly match the
seven letters coded in the Multi-User startup option. If access is denied, this path is secured using the class
specified. If access is granted, an error is returned and the Multi-User is not enabled. Any paths not coded in
the Multi-User startup option have all possibilities checked for the path, that is, the ten classes and NO using
DTSYSTEM resource class and names of cxxname.path-and-class. If access is denied to more than one of
the options for this path, an error is returned and the Multi-User does not enable. If access is allowed for all
options, no security is in place for this path.

DTADMIN

The DTADMIN class associates system product combinations with those individuals who have product administrator
authority. Product privileges derived from administrator authority vary by product. The DTADMIN resource name consists
of the CXX name plus the two-character product code (DB or DD). It is associated with a user accessor ID (ACID).

A user who has access to the DTADMIN resource cxxname.DB is considered a Global Owner and can perform the
following:

• Create a schema for SQL.
• Issue the GRANT and REVOKE commands for any SQL controlled table.
• Issue the DROP command any table.

A user who has access to the DTADMIN resource cxxname.DD is considered a Datacom Datadictionary Security
Administrator and can perform the following:

• Run the batch 4099 Field Access transaction.
• Add and maintain relationship definitions.
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Table Classes

Learn about table classes when using external security with Datacom. Find information about valid table classes and
about access levels when using the SECURITY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option.

The table classes identify Datacom/DB tables and multiple access levels for each table. The valid table classes are:

• DCTABLE
• DFTABLE
• DGTABLE
• DHTABLE
• DPTABLE
• DQTABLE
• DRTABLE
• DSTABLE
• DTTABLE
• DXTABLE

The MUF recognizes 10 possible access paths. Therefore, 10 table classes exist. Each class has no intrinsic meaning, so
you can mix and match which classes are used for which paths by

• Using each of the 10 table classes for each unique path, or
• Assigning multiple paths to the same class

The SECURITY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option that is combined with the resource names defined to the
DTSYSTEM resource class determines which class to use for which paths. The external security product handles the task
of tying users to tables and access levels. The access levels correspond to the following Datacom/DB access rights:

• ADD
• DELETE
• READ
• UPDATE

NOTE
If UPDATE access is specified, Top Secret allows READ access. RACF treats access levels in a hierarchical
way. For more information, see Security Interfaces, RACF.

The table class resources consist of system, database, and table identifiers in the following format:

cxxname.DB0nnnn.table

For example, DBMUF001.DB00140.PAY identifies the PAY table in the database with DBID 140 in the system
DBMUF001.

DTUTIL

Learn about securing DBUTLTY in Datacom using the DTUTIL resource class. Find information about resource formats.
Learn about externalization of SQL plan security, including for users of ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF.

DBUTLTY is secured using the DTUTIL resource class if any non-SQL access path is secured (for example, record-at-a-
time commands). Most Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) functions secure table access through a DTUTIL resource. A few
functions secure READ or ADD access using the specified table class for the record-at-a-time path.

The DTUTIL resource class is used to identify Datacom product utility functions and the users that are allowed to execute
them. Each resource in the DTUTIL class represents one Datacom product function. The resource format varies within
and for each of the three products that it supports.
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The following formats are discussed later:

 cxxname.DBUTLTY.function.subfunction

 cxxname.DB0nnnn.table.right

 cxxname.DQutility.function

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDutility.function

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.status.function

 cxxname.SQCHECKBINDER

 cxxname.SQEXE.plan-authid.plan-name

 cxxname.SQBND.plan-authid.plan-name

Some DTUTIL resource class security calls are done using LOG=NONE. They are internal Datacom product calls that must
be performed when a selected function spans multiple database resources but the user only has access rights to some of
the resources. The resources to which the user does not have access are bypassed.

Externalization of Plan Security

The DTUTIL resource class can be used to secure the use of SQL plans.

Users of ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF can take advantage of SQL plan security by using statements in the security
package. These statements are equivalent to the SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements to control the plan EXECUTE, plan
BIND, and system level CHECKBINDER privileges.

Use the following resource names to secure plans. The resource class for all three resource names is DTUTIL. System-
level authority to secure plans is established with cxxname.SQCHECKBINDER .

To execute and bind privileges on a plan:

 cxxname.SQCHECKBINDER

 cxxname.SQEXE.plan-authid.plan-name

 cxxname.SQBND.plan-authid.plan-name

Because resource names are limited to 40 characters in at least one external security package, the combination of
plan-authid, plan-name, and the "." should (assuming a cxxname of 8 characters) be limited to a maximum of 25
characters. Limiting the characters could be accomplished by establishing a naming convention limiting plan names to 16
characters and authids to 8 characters.

DBUTLTY and External Security
Datacom/DB uses all four resource classes for external security. The DTUTIL resource class is the only one with portions
of the resource name that are defined by functions in the Datacom product.

This section provides a list of valid resource names and a sample resource. (The Datacom/DB operator console
commands are not secured by external security.)

NOTE
The DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE, only requires rights to COMM.CONSOLE. If you are allowed
these rights, you can perform any function the CONSOLE API supports.

Certain DBUTLTY functions and sub-functions require access at the database and table level. The EXTRACT, MASSADD, and
REPORT IXXDUMP functions require the database READ or ADD rights. These functions use the table class that is specified
for the record-at-a-time path. All other functions are validated using the DTUTIL resource class. The format includes the
database ID and table name followed by the access rights. AUTO functions also use the table class that is specified for the
record-at-a-time path.

Resource Classes Used by Datacom/DB
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►►─ cxxname.DB0nnn.table. ─┬─ BACKUP──┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           ├─ DISPLAY─┤

                           ├─ CATALOG─┤

                           ├─ LOAD ───┤

                           └─ OPER────┘

A special case exists for thecxxname.DB0nnnn.table.CATALOG resource. The resource is used in the normal context, but
also has a special use when creating a table through SQL. An SQL CREATE requires the CATALOG right to the database
to contain the new table. This database right is done using the literal 999 instead of a table name.

DBUTLTY Resource List

DBUTLTY table access is secured mostly through DTUTIL. A few individual DBUTLTY functions can secure table access
using resource class that is defined for non-SQL, non-Server, and non-CICS. These DBUTLTY functions require READ or
ADD access at the table level.

The following list shows the valid Datacom/DB DTUTIL resources. Replace cxxname with a valid Directory (CXX) name.
A resource format that includes tables applies to a function or subfunction that involves a database or area and can affect
more than one table. In most cases, you must identify to the external security product each table that you want to allow or
deny access.

• The COMM ERROR and REPORT IXXDUMP functions are for internal use only. Secure these functions for execution
by the Database Administrator and execute only as directed by Support.

• The COMM EOJFREE, COMM EOJKEEP, COMM SNAPCSA, COMM SNAPSVC, and REPORT MEMORY functions
are for z/OS systems only.

• The EDIT function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) is not secured.
• The following keywords secure the corresponding DBUTLTY CXXMAINT options:

ALTERDSN ALTER DSN

ALTERDBC ALTER DBCS

ALTERDSO ALTER DSOP

ALTERKEY ALTER CBSUSE KEYNAME

ALTERLNG ALTER LANGUAGE

ALTERLNK ALTER LINK

ALTERLOG ALTER LOGGING

ALTEROP2 ALTER OPTION2

ALTERSIN ALTER SINGLE (Single User)

• LOAD CXXBASE secures a specific DBID with the LOAD AREA=CXX option.
• SPILLREW is for z/VSE systems only.
• TESTDATA is used at installation to load the DEMO database.

The following table lists the valid Datacom/DB DTUTIL resources. The format of the DTUTIL resource name for the
function is:

 cxxname.DBUTLTY.function.subfunction

 

For most DBUTLTY functions, although some have no sub-function, in which case the format is:
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 cxxname.DBUTLTY.function

 

For DBUTLTY functions that include table access, the format of the DTUTIL resource name for table-level checks is:

 cxxname.DB0nnnn.table.right.

 

Valid DTUTIL Resources

DTUTILFunction
andSub Function

DTUTILTableRight DnTABLEAccessLevel Table Tables

ACCESS OPER X
ACCT.CATALOG OPER X

(includes
PRM)

ACCT.CLOSE
ACCT.EDIT CATALOG X

(includes
PRM)

ACCT.OPEN
ACCT.SPILL
AUTO*
BACKUP.CXX
BACKUP.DATA BACKUP X
COMM.ALTER
COMM.CANCEL
COMM.CLOSE
COMM.CLRCBS
COMM.CLRDST
COMM.CLRPXX
COMM.CLRML
COMM.CLRSQL
COMM.CONSOLE
COMM.EOJ
COMM.EOJFREE
COMM.EOJKEEP
COMM.NEWRXX
COMM.REQABORT
COMM.SNAP
COMM.SNAPCSA
COMM.SNAPSVC
COMM.STATS
COMM.STATUS
CONFIRM
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CXXCLONE (if no DBID
is specified, refer to the
LOAD.CXX row, or if a
DBID is specified, refer
to the LOAD.CXXBASE
row)
CXXMAINT.ALTERDBC
CXXMAINT.ALTERDSN CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.ALTERDSO CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.ALTERKEY CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.ALTERLNG
CXXMAINT.ALTERLNK CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.ALTERLOG CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.ALTEROP2
CXXMAINT.ALTERSIN
CXXMAINT.CONVERT
CXXMAINT.DDPROD CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.DELETE CATALOG X
CXXMAINT.PURGE
DBTEST
DEFRAG
EXTBKUP.DATA
EXTEND.DATA LOAD X
EXTEND.IXX OPER X
EXTRACT READ X
ENCRYPT
FLEXPOOL.ADD
FLEXPOOL.DELETE
INIT.CXX
INIT.DATA LOAD X
INIT.IXX OPER X
INIT.LXX
INIT.WXX
LINK CATALOG X
LOAD.CXX
LOAD.CXXBASE CATALOG X
LOAD.DATA LOAD X
LOCK.MOVER OPER X
MASSADD ADD X
OLREORG
RECOVERY.BACKWAR
D

LOAD X

RECOVERY.FORWARD LOAD X
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REMOVE CATALOG X
REORG.DATA BACKUP LOAD X
REPLACE.DATA LOAD X
REPORT.CXX DISPLAY X
REPORT.DEVICE
REPORT.DDNAME
REPORT.ENCRYPT
REPORT.HISTORY DISPLAY X
REPORT.IXX DISPLAY X
REPORT.IXXDUMP READ X
REPORT.LXX
REPORT.PXX
REPORT.REFGROUP READ X
REPORT.RXX
RESET.CXX OPER X
RESET.LXX
RETIX OPER X
RXXFIX
SECURITY.RESET
SPILL
SPILLREW
SPLIT
UNLOCK.MOVER OPER X
VERINDEX

NOTE
* For more information about AUTO DBUTLTYs, see the following Valid DBUTLTY External Security Rights
table.

Valid DBUTLTY External Security Rights

DTUTIL Functionand Sub Function Access Level toDyn. Systems Tbls Access Level toAuto Tables
AUTOCOLL.AVGPERF READ and ADD
AUTOCOLL.BASELINE READ and ADD
AUTOCOLL.DELTACRE READ ADD
AUTOCOLL.DELTADEL READ and DELETE
AUTOCOLL.DELTARPT READ
AUTOCOLL.DSVOUT READ
AUTOCOLL.SNAPDEL READ and DELETE
AUTOCOLL.SNAPRPT READ
AUTOCOLL.SNAPSHOT READ ADD
AUTOCOLL.SUMMARY READ and ADD
AUTOINFOTOR READ
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AUTOSTAT ADD

Examples

DBMUF001.DBUTLTY.ACCT.CATALOG validates the right of a requestor to perform the subfunction CATALOG of the
DBUTLTY function ACCT to catalog the Accounting Facility database in the system known as DBMUF001. This requires
OPER access rights for all user-defined Accounting tables and the PRM table.

DBMUF001.DBUTLTY.INIT.CXX validates the right of a requestor to perform the DBUTLTY function INIT CXX in the
system known as DBMUF001.

DBMUF001.DBUTLTY.MASSADD validates the right of a requestor to perform the DBUTLTY function MASSADD in the
system known as DBMUF001. This requires the ADD access level for the table where the records are added.

DBUTLTY Functions and Multi-User Facility Not Active

If the Multi-User Facility (MUF) is not active and non-SQL security is installed, most DBUTLTY functions are denied with a
return code 68. The following functions execute and run as if security is not installed:

Description Functions
Full CXX
Maintenance

INIT AREA=CXX
LOAD AREA=CXX,DDNAME=aaaaaaaa (with no DBID specified)
CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT

Reporting REPORT AREA=PXX
REPORT DEVICE=

Recovery RESET AREA=CXX,DBID=database-identifier
Logging INIT AREA=LXX

INIT AREA=FXX
INIT AREA=WXX
RESET AREA=LXX

Miscellaneous TESTDATA
EDIT

NOTE
TESTDATA is used at installation to load the files used in the DEMO database.

If you specify the CXX in your JCL, you must specify the same CXX used by the MUF, or return code 44 (an environment
error) is issued.

Datacom Datadictionary and External Security
When external security is in effect, the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) determines the following
information at the user signon from CAISSF:

• The identity of the user
• All Datacom Datadictionary facilities for which the user is authorized
• Whether the user is authorized as an administrator

Identify the Datacom Datadictionary facilities and functions by entity-type and status using the DTUTIL resource class to
secure them with the external security. Identify the Security Administrator using the DTADMIN resource class. For more
information about externally securing Datacom Datadictionary online signons, see Enabling Online Signons.
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Internal Overrides

Review Datacom Datadictionary rules that cannot be overridden by external security: for HIST status entity-occurrence,
definitions with password/lock level protection, DDUPDATE 4099 Field Access.

• A history (HIST) status entity-occurrence can be displayed, copied from, obsoleted, and deleted only. Therefore,
any attempt to update any entity-occurrence in HIST status is rejected by DSF regardless of the information that is
provided by the call to CAISSF. (This is true for Datacom Datadictionary product security profiles also.)

• Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence definitions that are defined with password or lock level protection cannot be
updated without supplying the assigned password or code. For more information about assigning, using, and deleting
passwords and lock levels, see the Datacom Datadictionary documentation.

• Field definitions using the DDUPDATE 4099 Field Access transaction maintain attribute-level security.

If the user is identified as an internal Broadcom product such as Dataquery or Ideal for Datacom, DSF bypasses security
checks (except Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence passwords and locks). For example, USERA is not authorized
to use Datacom Datadictionary. When USERA uses Ideal for Datacom, Ideal for Datacom is still able to make the required
DSF calls to accomplish its work on behalf of USERA because Ideal for Datacom signs on as an internal Broadcom
product. However, if USERA tries to execute a user program through Ideal for Datacom that makes DSF calls, USERA is
denied access to Datacom Datadictionary.

If external security is not in effect, Datacom Datadictionary uses any security information. This information includes user
profiles and System Resource Table (SRT) security options, that are defined through internal Datacom Datadictionary
security.

DTADMIN Resource Class

The DTADMIN class is used to associate system product combinations with those individuals who have product
administrator authority. This class indicates users with Security Administrator status.

DBMUF001.DD is an example of a DTADMIN resource for Datacom Datadictionary. Any users associated with this
resource would be considered to be a Security Administrator to the Datacom Datadictionary.

DTUTIL Resource Class

The DTUTIL class is used to identify user access, the Datacom Datadictionary facilities, and the functions by entity-type
and status that users are allowed to execute. This section provides the syntax for the DTUTIL resource class for Datacom
Datadictionary.

In the following formats, cxxname represents the Directory (CXX) name and nnnn in DD0nnnn represents the database ID
for the DATA-DICT database for Datacom Datadictionary.

User Access

The following format is used to authorize a Datacom Datadictionary user to access Datacom Datadictionary online and
submit batch utility transactions (the -USR transaction). You must also perform the steps that are specified in Enabling
Online Signons.

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 

Facilities Resource List

The following formats for the DTUTIL resource class correspond to the Datacom Datadictionary facilities security formats.
These formats are used in the internal Datacom Datadictionary security.
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• Format Description
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.AUTH

Online Authorization Maintenance
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.DBM

Online Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

Online Entity Display
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTM

Online Entity Maintenance
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.FMM

Online FILE Structure Maintenance
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ISF

Online Interactive Service Facility
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.SQL

Online Interactive SQL Service Facility
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDBTGLM

Batch DDBTGLM
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDCFBLD

Batch DDCFBLD
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDRMFLM

Batch DDRMFLM
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDTRSLM

Batch DDTRSLM
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUPDATE

Batch DDUPDATE
• cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

Batch DDUTILTY

Example

DBMUF001.DD00002.DDOL.SQL validates the authorization of a requestor to use the Interactive SQL Service Facility in
the online mode of a Datacom Datadictionary with database ID of 2 using a system that is known as DBMUF001.

Entity-Type Resource List

This form corresponds to the Datacom Datadictionary entity-type security. The same conventions that are used by
Datacom Datadictionary online security are used to represent entity-types and functions. See the table in Valid Entity-Type
and Function Combinations for valid entity-type, status, and function combinations.

cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.stat.fnc

fnc
A 2-character or 3-character identifier of the Datacom Datadictionary function.
ADD

Add or create an entity-occurrence (except FIELD).
ALS

Maintain aliases for an entity-occurrence.
CAT

Catalog a DATABASE structure.
DEF

Define a FIELD entity-occurrence to a table or record.
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DEL
Delete or remove an entity-occurrence (except FIELD).

DES
Maintain descriptors for an entity-occurrence.

DIS
Display an entity-occurrence.

DSA
Disable a structure.

ENA
Enable a structure.

FRM
Copy an entity-occurrence from this one.

OB
Obsolete a structure (remove all status/versions).

REL
Maintain relationships for or transfer an entity-occurrence.

RES
Restore an entity-occurrence to this version.

SEC
Maintain passwords and lock levels.

SET
Set default attribute-values for entity-occurrences in a DATABASE structure.

STA
Maintain status for an entity-occurrence.

TO
Copy an entity-occurrence to this status/version.

TXT
Maintain the text for an entity-occurrence.

UPD
Update or modify an entity-occurrence.

VER
Verify DATABASE or FILE structures.

nnnnn
The DBID attribute-value of the DATA-DICT database.

stat
The status identifier for the entity-type. PROD is also used for entity-occurrences in qualified (QUAL) and
HIST status. TEST or Tnnn is also used for entity-occurrences in an INCOmplete status.

• The status can be PROD, TEST, or T001 to T999 for entity-occurrences of the entity-types in the
Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures: DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY,
ELEMENT, FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW.

• The status can be PROD or TEST for entity-occurrences of all entity-types.
• For the OBS function, use PROD for the status.

cxxname
The 1-character to 8-character system identifier.
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table
The 3-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table defining the entity-type in the Datacom
Datadictionary DATA-DICT database.

The following entity-types are supplied with Datacom Datadictionary:

Entity-Type Datacom Datadictionary Name DATACOM-NAME
ALIAS ALS
AREA ARA
AUTHORIZATION ATZ
CONSTRAINT CNS
DATABASE BAS
DATAVIEW DVW
DESCRIPTOR KWC
DOCUMENT DOC
ELEMENT ELM
FIELD FLD
FILE FIL
JOB JOB
KEY KEY
LIBRARY LIB
MEMBER MEM
MODULE MOD
NODE NOD
PANEL PNL
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE PCV
PARTITION-VALUE PRT
PARAMETER-LIST PRM
PERSON PER
PLAN PLN
PROCEDURE PRC
PROGRAM PGM
RECORD REC
RELATIONSHIP REL
REPORT RPT
STATEMENT STM
STEP STP
SYNONYM SYN
SYSTEM SYS
TABLE TBL
TEXT TXT
TRIGGER TRG
UNIVERSAL (record) UNI
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VIEW VEW

Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations

The following chart shows the valid combination of entity-types, status, and functions that can be used in constructing
Datacom Datadictionary resources. Most invalid function and entity-type combinations are ignored. For example, Datacom
Datadictionary does not prevent you from assigning the SET function to the PROGRAM entity-type, but Datacom
Datadictionary would not select it because SET is not a valid function for a PROGRAM entity-occurrence.

Entity-TypeDatacom
Datadictionary Name

Table DATACOM- NAME Status Valid Functions

ALIAS ALS PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

AREA ARA PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, DSA, ENA, REL, TO, TXT,
UPD

AUTHORIZATION ATZ PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

CONSTRAINT CNS PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

DATABASE BAS PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, CAT, DEL, DES,
DIS, FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS,
REL, RES, SET, TO, TXT, UPD,
VER

DATAVIEW DVW PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS, REL,
RES, TO, TXT, UPD

DESCRIPTOR KWC PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

DOCUMENT DOC PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

ELEMENT ELM PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS, REL,
TO, TXT, UPD

FIELD FLD PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

FILE FIL PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS, REL,
TO, TXT, UPD, VER

JOB JOB PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

KEY KEY PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES,
DIS, FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS,
REL, TO, TXT, UPD

LIBRARY LIB PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD
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MEMBER MEM PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

MODULE MOD PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

NODE NOD PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

PANEL PNL PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

PARAMETER-
LIST

PRM PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

PARTITION-
COLUMN-
VALUE

PCV PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

PARTITION-
VALUE

PRT PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

PERSON PER PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

PLAN PLN PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

PROCEDURE PRC PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

PROGRAM PGM PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

RECORD REC PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES,
DIS, FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS,
REL, RES, TO, TXT, UPD

RELATIONSHIP REL PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

REPORT RPT PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

STATEMENT STM PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

STEP STP PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

SYNONYM SYN PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

SYSTEM SYS PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

TABLE TBL PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES,
DIS, FRM, DSA, ENA, OBS,
REL, RES, SET, TO, TXT, UPD

TEXT TXT PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

TRIGGER TRG PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD
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UNIVERSAL
(record)

UNI PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

user-defined
entity-type

ccc PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS,
FRM, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

VIEW VEW PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT,
UPD

Example

DBMUF001.DD00002.BAS.PROD.CAT is an example of a DTUTIL resource for Datacom Datadictionary entity-type
security. This validates the requestor's permission to catalog a DATABASE entity-occurrence definition in production
(PROD) status in a Datacom Datadictionary with a database ID of 2 using a system known as DBMUF001.

Replication of Internal Datacom Datadictionary Security Levels

Datacom Datadictionary internal security uses the SECLVL= parameter of the System Resource Table (SRT) to indicate
the level of security desired. These levels of security are represented by options 0 through 4. For more information, see
Planning for Datacom Datadictionary Security.

If your external security package allows you to use a fixed-position character substitution, or "wildcards," when defining
resource names, you can reduce the number of resource definitions when replicating a Datacom Datadictionary security
level. These wildcards are represented by cc, ccc, or cccc in the following examples. If the product allows variable
character substitution, or "masking," you can use it as appropriate in place of wildcards. If the product does not use wild
cards or masking, you must specify each combination of entity-type, status, and function. Datacom Datadictionary rules
cannot be overridden by using the substitution or patterning techniques in an external security product.

Level 0

Level 0 is the least restrictive. The only requirement is that the user is defined to the Datacom Datadictionary. At this level,
each user can access any Datacom Datadictionary utility. All valid functions can be performed on any TEST status or
INCOmplete status entity-occurrence, and can perform the DISPLAY and RESTORE functions on any PROD status or
HIST status entity-occurrence.

To emulate this class externally, the user must be authorized to use the Datacom Datadictionary. All users must have the
following format defined to the DTUTIL Resource Class:

 cxxname.DD0nnnn

 

Level 1

Level 1 adds to the least restrictive level the requirement that the list of Datacom Datadictionary utilities be customized
for each user. At this level, each user can perform all valid functions on any TEST status or INCOmplete status entity-
occurrence. The DISPLAY and RESTORE functions can also be performed on any PROD status or HIST status entity-
occurrence.

To emulate this class externally, the user must be authorized to use the Datacom Datadictionary (SIGNON). The specific
permitted DDOL functions and batch utilities must be provided. The user would have the following format defined to the
DTUTIL Resource Class. For more information, see Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations.

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.AUTH

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.DBM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.FMM
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 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ISF

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.SQL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDBTGLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDCFBLD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDRMFLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDTRSLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUPDATE

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.cc      (This is for the TO function.)

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.ccc     (All other functions are three 

                                   characters.)

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.PROD.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.PROD.RES

 

Level 2

Level 2 adds to Level 1 the requirement that each entity-type must be defined for the specific user. At this level, each user
can perform all valid functions on any TEST status or INCOmplete status entity-occurrence. The DISPLAY and RESTORE
functions can also be performed on any PROD status or HIST status entity-occurrence.

To emulate this class externally, the user must be authorized to use the Datacom Datadictionary (SIGNON). The specific
permitted DDOL functions and batch utilities must be provided as in Level 1. The statements in the following format must
be provided for each defined entity-type. For more information, see Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations:

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.TEST.cc      (This is for the TO function.)

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.TEST.ccc     (All other functions are three 

                                     characters.)

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.PROD.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.PROD.RES

 

Level 3

Level 3 adds to Level 2 the requirement that the status for each defined entity-type must be provided. At this level, each
user can perform any function for the entity-occurrences that have the entity-type and status specified.

To emulate this class externally, the user must be authorized to use the Datacom Datadictionary (SIGNON). The specific
permitted DDOL functions and batch utilities must be specified as in Levels 1 and 2. Additionally, each defined entity-type
must be described using the following formats. For more information, see Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations.:

cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.stat.cc      (This is for the TO function.)

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.stat.ccc   (All other functions are three 

                                    characters.)

 

Level 4

Level 4 is the most restrictive. The function must be provided for each defined entity-type. At this level, each user can only
perform the valid functions for an entity-occurrence that has the entity-type, status, and function specified.

To emulate this class externally, the user must be authorized to use the Datacom Datadictionary (SIGNON). The specific
permitted DDOL functions and batch utilities must be provided as in Levels 1 through 3. Additionally, each defined entity-
type must be described with the following format. For more information, see Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations.

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.table.stat.fnc
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Datacom Datadictionary Security Profiles

Datacom Datadictionary is installed with four profiles ($DD-ADM, $DD-COP, $DD-DIS, and $DD-UPD) that can be used
with internal security. The following formats show the DTUTIL resources that must be defined to emulate the profiles.

If your external security package allows you to use fixed position character substitution, or "wildcards," when defining
resource names, you can use them in place of the cc, ccc, or cccc in the following formats. If the product allows variable
character substitution, or "masking", you can use it as appropriate in place of wildcards. Datacom Datadictionary
rules cannot be overridden if you use these in your external security product. If the product does not allow character
substitution, you must specify each combination of entity-type, status, and function. For more information, see Valid Entity-
Type and Function Combinations.

The following topics are discussed on this page;

$DD-ADM Profile

This profile is for users with Datacom Datadictionary Administrator authority. The first resource is the DTADMIN resource
to identify a Security Administrator.

  cxxname.DD

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.AUTH

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.DBM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.FMM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ISF

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.SQL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDBTGLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDCFBLD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDRMFLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDTRSLM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUPDATE

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.cccc.cc      (This is for the TO function.)

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.cccc.ccc     (All other functions are three characters.)

 

$DD-COP Profile

This profile is for users with COPY authority.

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.DBM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.FMM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUPDATE

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.ADD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.ALS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.DEF

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.DEL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.DES

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.FRM
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 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.REL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.SET

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.TO

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.TXT

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.UPD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.VER

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.cccc.DIS

 

$DD-DIS Profile

This profile is for users with DISPLAY authority only.

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.SQL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.ALS.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ARA.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ATZ.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.BAS.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DVW.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.KWC.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ELM.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.FLD.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.FIL.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.JOB.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.KEY.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.LIB.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.MEM.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.MOD.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.NOD.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.PER.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.PGM.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.PNL.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.PRT.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.REC.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.REL.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.RPT.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.STP.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.SYS.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.TBL.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.TXT.cccc.DIS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.UNI.cccc.DIS

 

$DD-UPD Profile

This profile is for users with UPDATE authority.

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.SIGNON

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.DBM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.ENTM
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 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDOL.FMM

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUPDATE

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.DDUTILTY

  cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.ADD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.ALS

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.DEF

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.DES

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.REL

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.SET

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.TXT

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.UPD

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.TEST.VER

 cxxname.DD0nnnn.ccc.cccc.DIS

 

Dataquery and External Security
If external security is active on the system, Dataquery obtains the signon ID of the user from the external security
package. Once the signon ID is retrieved, Dataquery checks the eligibility of the user to sign on to Dataquery. To leave off
the signon card in batch, you must also specify SECINF=YES in the DQOPTLST.

After Dataquery determines that a user is eligible for signon, Dataquery makes additional resource checks to determine
the access of the user to functions from external security. If a DQU record for the user exists, the record is updated with
the latest access rights from external security. If one does not exist, one is created, since the DQU record also contains
various profile options maintainable by the individual user.

The access rights in effect at the beginning of a Dataquery session determine the functions appearing on Dataquery
menus and the commands allowed throughout the Dataquery session. When an externally secured function is requested
by command or PF key or from a menu, the function is checked to determine if the user is still authorized.

If external security is not in effect, Dataquery internal security is in effect.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Dataquery Internal Overrides

If secured within Dataquery, column-level security functions, profile codes, and condition/restriction are in effect
regardless of whether they are externally secured.

Implementation of external security in Dataquery allows the Security Administrator to define user rights to perform the
Dataquery functions and to execute the Dataquery batch utility functions using the external security definitions of the user.
External security for data (Datacom/DB tables) is provided through Datacom/DB. When external security is in effect on
the system, the signon ID is retrieved from the external security product in both online and batch mode and in the batch
utilities.

Dataquery uses the DTUTIL class to identify Dataquery functions and the users allowed to execute them. The functions
have the same names and the same meaning as those implemented by Dataquery online security.

Table Authorizations

When external security is in effect, Dataquery checks with Datacom/DB to determine if you are authorized to access a
particular table. The indication of access allowed or not allowed is the only factor used by Dataquery for table security. All
Dataquery table security is ignored.

When external security is not in effect, access to tables is governed by Dataquery as documented in DQ Internal Security.
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PDB and STORE Considerations

Here are some considerations for the use of PDB (personal data base) and the STORE command. With these functions
and by using SQL, tables are created in an area specified in your profile (this profile information is still used even when
external security is in effect for Dataquery). The area must be in a database for which you have both create authority and
Dataquery authority to do maintenance. The area and database should be built separately for each user or group of users
that are allowed PDB authority, so that these tables are not put into any arbitrary database.

When external security is in effect, you must have full access rights to the database where personal tables are created
(for PDB or STORE). This includes CREATE and DROP authority, that is, cxxname.DBdbid.999.CATALOG. This is the
reason that we recommend separate databases for each group of users that can have access to each other's tables. The
authority to specify in the external security package is cxxname.DBdbid (with required generics) to allow PDB and STORE
to function properly.

NOTE
For more information about using PDB, see Administrating Dataquery.

Dataquery Batch Utility Functions

When external security is in effect, Dataquery obtains the signon ID of the user from external security and determines
if the user is eligible to sign on to Dataquery. If not, the utility execution is terminated. Only the signon ID from external
security is used. If the user is eligible, Dataquery determines which functions the user is authorized to perform. If a
function is requested for which the user is not authorized, an error message prints.

Dataquery Resource List

The DTUTIL resource class has portions of the resource name defined by functions in Dataquery. The following is a list of
valid Dataquery DTUTIL resources. Replace cxxname with the appropriate Directory (CXX) name.

NOTE
If the cxxname.DQACCESS.CONVUSER ACCESS(ALL) resource is present, the user is identified as a
"Conventional User."

If the cxxname.DQACCESS.CONVUSR ACCESS(NONE) resource is present, or if the CONVUSR keyword authorization
is absent, the user is identified as an "Associate User," meaning that the user is allowed to run existing queries only.

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQACCESS

• cxxname.DQACCESS.CONVUSR
• cxxname.DQACCESS.DQLSQL
• cxxname.DQACCESS.EMAIL
• cxxname.DQACCESS.EXPORT
• cxxname.DQACCESS.PDB
• cxxname.DQACCESS.REPORT
• cxxname.DQACCESS.SQLDDL
• cxxname.DQACCESS.SQLDML
• cxxname.DQACCESS.SUBMIT

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQADMIN
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• cxxname.DQADMIN.ACTUSER
• cxxname.DQADMIN.COND
• cxxname.DQADMIN.DIAG
• cxxname.DQADMIN.JCL
• cxxname.DQADMIN.LANGUAGE
• cxxname.DQADMIN.LIBRARY
• cxxname.DQADMIN.PRINTER
• cxxname.DQADMIN.REST
• cxxname.DQADMIN.SECURITY
• cxxname.DQADMIN.SETS
• cxxname.DQADMIN.USER

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQCRRPT

• cxxname.DQCRRPT.REPORT

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQLANGMT

• cxxname.DQLANGMT.LOAD
• cxxname.DQLANGMT.UNLOAD (includes UPSHIFT)

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQLIBRMT

• cxxname.DQLIBRMT.ADD
• cxxname.DQLIBRMT.BACKUP
• cxxname.DQLIBRMT.REMOVE
• cxxname.DQLIBRMT.REPORT
• cxxname.DQLIBRMT.RESTORE

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQPANPRT

• cxxname.DQPANPRT.PRINT

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQSIGNON

• cxxname.DQSIGNON

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQUSERMT

• cxxname.DQUSERMT.ADD
• cxxname.DQUSERMT.DELETE
• cxxname.DQUSERMT.REPORT
• cxxname.DQUSERMT.UPDATE

Dataquery Resource Name Formats for DQWFINIT

• cxxname.DQWFINIT.DQE
• cxxname.DQWFINIT.DQF
• cxxname.DQWFINIT.DQW

Example

DBMUF001.DQACCESS.DQLSQL validates the right of a requestor to use the SQL Mode of Dataquery using a system
known as DBMUF001. (It is not necessary to specify a Datacom Datadictionary ID.)
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Enabling Online Signons
The following steps can be used as a guide to enable external security for online signons to Ideal based products and
facilities such as Datacom Datadictionary online and Ideal for Datacom. For sites that use external security to validate
signons, you must use the SC00OPTS SECRTY=Y option over the traditional method which extracts the user ID from the
value present in the TCTTEOI of the CICS TCTTE when SC00OPTS SECRTY=N.

NOTE
For information about coding SC00OPTS, see Step 6 and the Ideal implementation documentation.

Step 1

Ensure that CAISSF has been installed.

In z/OS sites, CAISSF is a subservice of the CAIRIM, a component of the Common Components and Services.
Additionally, RACF users must follow the instructions for customizing CAISSF for RACF and RACF-compatible products
in the Common Components and Services installation documentation. CAS9SAFC must be assembled with CICS-YES if
RACF is installed.

In z/VSE sites, CAISSF is a separate service of the CIS. See the CIS installation documentation.

Step 2

Define the Broadcom Command resource class in the security product. For ACF2 and Top Secret, the resource class
should already be present.

Product Broadcom Command Resource Class Name
ACF2 CAC
Top Secret CACMD
RACF CA@MD (by default) (see the Common Components and

Services installation documentation

Step 3

Authorize users for access to the Broadcom Command resource for the SCF-based product or component of the product
they need to access.

Product or Component Value of Broadcom Command Resource
Datacom Datadictionary DDSIGNON
Ideal for Datacom spSIGNON, where sp is the 2-character SECPRFX assigned in

IDOPTS.
Ideal IPSIGNON

For more information, see Sample Broadcom Command Resource Definitions.

Step 4

Define the "partition job card user" in the external security product if job submits take place. This has nothing to do with
the SC00OPTS security option being set to yes, but what the security package is put into the job statement when a job
is submitted through the TP monitor. For example, under CICS, Top Secret can be set to put the CICS user name and
password into the job statement parameters.

At this point, establish the user access for each Datacom Datadictionary user. For more information, see User Access.

Step 5

For Ideal for Datacom, establish a link between the security ID and user ID using one of the following methods. For other
products, however, if you want to return to internal product security, we recommend that you keep the users in Datacom
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Datadictionary in synch with the external users you have enabled with Datacom Datadictionary authority using one of
these methods.

• The Datacom Datadictionary or Ideal for Datacom user name can match the security ID. If this is not already true, it
is possible to modify existing user definitions by changing long names to match security ID names. This can be done
using the Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE utility. However, it does require that all TEST and HIST status versions
of the PERSON (USERS) entity-occurrence be deleted first.
To change the person names, you can simply run the following transactions in a single DDUPDATE batch job. Use a
set of these transactions for each PERSON entity-occurrence name you want to change. If you have a file of the old
and new names, you could write a quick program to generate the transactions for you.
      -UPD PERSON,old-name(PROD,,ovrd)

      1000 NEWNAME,newname

      -END

 

NOTE
This method modifies the Datacom Datadictionary user signon definition, but not the Dataquery user in
entirety.

• If users are already defined and the security ID does not match the current user ID, add a Datacom Datadictionary
alias to the PERSON entity-occurrence equal to the security ID. Aliases can easily be added in a single batch
job executed in the Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE utility. The PROD status version of the PERSON entity-
occurrences can be updated.

• Use the DFLTUSR option in SC00TRAN on a transaction basis. Under Ideal for Datacom, it is also available in
IDOPTS as an environment option. If a default user is specified for the transaction, it takes precedence over a default
user specified in IDOPTS. This is only a viable alternative if the Ideal for Datacom user definition used to sign on does
not need to be known.

For Ideal for Datacom, consider the impact the option you choose is going to have on the $USER-NAME or $USER-
ID functions that may exist in Ideal for Datacom programs. The values may be different depending on the method of
implementation. In some cases, the new value may be the desired result, while others may require modification to existing
Ideal for Datacom applications or other applications that are accessing data Ideal for Datacom may be updating. The most
important fact to realize is that the values returned for $USER functions reflect the Ideal for Datacom user definition used
for signon and not the security ID or alias.

For Datacom Datadictionary, when a new user of online (who has authorization for the facility) attempts access to the
Interactive SQL Service Facility, Datacom Datadictionary automatically places a PERSON entity-occurrence in Datacom
Datadictionary that matches the security ID to tie the SQL default AUTHID to it.

Step 6

Reassemble SC00OPTS with SECRTY=Y. (For more information about coding SC00OPTS, see the Ideal implementation
documentation.)

Step 7

For Ideal for Datacom, reassemble IDOPTS for each region where a different SECPRFX is desired (UIDCHK and
PSWCHK options in IDOPTSCB should be no as they are ignored when the security ID is extracted).

Step 8

Optionally in CICS, remove the user ID from SNT.

Step 9

CICS tables may need to be modified depending on the security product.

Step 10
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To ensure unique signons, secure through the external security product. Optionally, you can use the Ideal SET SITE
option to check for duplicates. See the Ideal documentation for details.

Step 11

Optionally, issue SET SITE ASYNCMSG for the region to suppress network print and compile messages that may not
belong to the user if the Ideal Print SubSystem (PSS) is active or Ideal for Datacom is installed.

Step 12

If the Datacom Datadictionary or Ideal for Datacom users are defined with passwords, you must set the System Resource
Table (DDSYSTBL macro) parameter EXPBYPP=YES.

Sample Broadcom Command Resource Definitions

Find examples of ACF2, Top Secret, and z/VSE command resource definitions when enabling online signons in facilities
such as Datacom Datadictionary.

WARNING
The following information is not intended to replace or supersede any information in the ACF2 and Top Secret
documentation for the version being executed. The samples are not intended to display all features of the
external security product. The specific rules provided are examples and are not intended as guidelines for
establishing a secured environment.

ACF2 Example

See the ACF2 documentation for the appropriate syntax for the version installed at your site.

 SET RESOURCE(CAC)

 $KEY($ISIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(userid) ALLOW

 $KEY(DBSIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(userid) ALLOW

 $KEY(DDSIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(userid) ALLOW

 $KEY(IPSIGNON) TYPE(CAC) UID(userid) ALLOW

Top Secret and z/VSE Example

For Ideal for Datacom, users must be authorized for access to CACMD(spSIGNON) where sp is the two-character
SECPRFX assigned in IDOPTS. See the Top Secret documentation for the appropriate syntax for the version installed at
your site.

 TSS CREATE(DEVL) TYPE(PROFILE) DEPT(DEVELOP)

     NAME('DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT AUTHORITY')

 TSS ADD(DEVELOP) CACMD(DBSIGNON)

 TSS ADD(DEVELOP) CACMD(DDSIGNON)

 TSS ADD(DEVELOP) CACMD(IDSIGNON)

 TSS ADD(DEVELOP) CACMD(IPSIGNON)

 TSS PER(DEVL) CACMD(DBSIGNON)

 TSS PER(DEVL) CACMD(DDSIGNON)

 TSS PER(DEVL) CACMD(IDSIGNON)

 TSS PER(DEVL) CACMD(IPSIGNON)

 TSS CRE(USERA) TYPE(USER) DEPT(DEVELOP)

     NAME('A USER') PROFILE(DEVL) PASSWORD(USRPASS,30,EXPIRED)

     FACILITY(CICS)
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Security Interfaces, ACF2 (z/OS and z/VSE)
WARNING
ACF2 is a "closed" system, that is, the default is to deny all access. All new systems are secured until
permissions are specified. Permissions must be in place for all Datacom/DB activities before the Datacom/DB
Directory initialization. For more information, see Activating External Security.

Since the Datacom resources are defined as resident in ACF2, perform a recycle, or "rebuild," of the external security
session if a change is made.

Limited Documentation

The following information is not intended to replace nor supersede any information in the ACF2 documentation for the
version being executed. The samples are not intended to display all features of ACF2. The specific rules provided in the
following resource classes are examples only and are not intended as guidelines for establishing a secured environment.

Defining Resources

ACF2 translates eight-character resource classes into three-byte ACF2 resource type codes using ACF2 GSO CLASMAP
records. The documented Datacom resources DTSYSTEM, DTADMIN, DnTABLE, and DTUTIL are processed by default
by ACF2 using the first three characters of the resource names: DTS, DTA, DnT, and DTU unless there is a matching
CLASMAP entry that translates (maps) the resource class to a specific three-byte resource type.

*DnTABLE - DTTABLE 

           DXTABLE

           DCTABLE

           DFTABLE

           DGTABLE

           DHTABLE

           DPTABLE

           DQTABLE

           DRTABLE

           DSTABLE

For more information about these Datacom resources, see Setting Up Resource Classes. If the Datacom resource rules
contain masking in the $KEY, the ACF2 resource type must be made resident. Defining the resource types in the GSO
INFODIR as follows can accomplish this:

SET CONTROL(GSO)

CHANGE  INFODIR  TYPES(R-RDTA,R-RDTU,R-RDCT,R-RDFT,R-RDGT, R-RDHT, R-RDPT, R-RDQT,R-RDRT,R-RDST,R-RDTT,R-RDXT)

  ADD

Some sites may have a site defined CLASMAP for a resource class mask "********" mapping to a TYPE code of SAF. In
this case, the default for undefined resource classes is SAF rather than the first three characters of the resource class. To
override this specific CLASMAP, entries should be added for each Datacom resource class.

SET CONTROL (GSO)

SET SYSID (sysid)

INSERT CLASMAP.qual RESOURCE(class) RSRCTYPE(typecode)

When changing GSO records, remember to issue the REFRESH command and subsequently any other appropriate
commands, such as RELOAD, REBUILD, and so on.

In the example just shown, the following descriptions of the variables (the words in lower case letters) apply:
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sysid
Specifies the four-character SYSID.

qual
Specifies a label up to nine characters appended to CLASMAP. The period shown in the example is optional but if
used counts as one of the nine characters.

class
Specifies an explicit eight-character Resource Class from CLASS keyword on RACROUTE macro.

typecode
Specifies the explicit three-character Resource Type Code associated with the Resource Class. If not specified,
ACF2 uses the first three characters of the RESOURCE as RSRCTYPE.

The following example shows what to code to override the CLASMAP resource class mask "********" to a TYPE code of
DTS for the DTSYSTEM resource class:

SET CONTROL (GSO)

SET SYSID (SYS1)

INSERT CLASMAP.DTS RESOURCE(DTSYSTEM) RSRCTYPE(DTS)

Following is an example showing how to define the DTADMIN resource class:

SET CONTROL (GSO)

SET SYSID (SYS1)

INSERT CLASMAP.DTA RESOURCE(DTADMIN) RSRCTYPE(DTA)

Activating External Security

When Datacom implements security features, it does so by implementing a level of security in the DTSYSTEM resource
class. This resource class is defined for each ACF2 system, therefore we recommend that you define this resource class
last (or after all other specifications are defined). A level consists of a pair of resource names in the DTSYSTEM resource
class.

The resource names ACTIVATE.LEVELnn.PASS and ACTIVATE.LEVELnn.FAIL are validated against the logon ID
associated with the Datacom MUF. If access is allowed to the PASS resource and access is denied for the FAIL resource,
that level of security is considered in force (external security is active) and further checks are made based on the level.
For more information regarding Datacom external security and security levels, see Process Overview.

The following is an example of the step, which activates ACF2 external security for the Datacom system at LEVEL04. This
activates ACF2 external security for Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and Dataquery. It allows the MUF to make
further checks to verify that the user attempting to access specific resources has the appropriate authority.

 SET RESOURCE(DTS)

 COMPILE

 $KEY(ACTIVATE) TYPE(DTS)

 $USERDATA(Rule to activate CA ACF2 security for Broadcom Datacom)

 LEVEL04.PASS  UID(logonid)  ALLOW

 LEVEL04.FAIL  UID(logonid)  PREVENT

 

 STORE

 

The following is an example of how to change the permission from denied to allowed for the Datacom system. This
definition allows full access to Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and Dataquery while you are completing your
definitions.

 SET RESOURCE(DTS)
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 COMPILE

 $KEY(ACTIVATE) TYPE(DTS)

 $USERDATA(Rule to suppress security)

 LEVEL04.PASS  UID(logonid)  PREVENT

 LEVEL04.FAIL  UID(logonid)  ALLOW

 

 STORE

 

LEVEL04 represents the security level (LEVELnn where nn can be 01 through 05). The logonid in these examples is the
ACF2 UID string for the logonid associated with the MUF address space.

For sites that have the logonid that starts the MUF address space defined as NON-CNCL, the rules discussed previously
have no effect on determining the use of ACF2 for external security for Datacom. To control the use of external security,
use ACF2 SAFDEFs to return the proper return codes to Datacom/DB to enforce the desired level of security. For
example, the following SAFDEFs are equivalent to the first example, on how to activate external security for Datacom/DB,
Datacom Datadictionary, and Dataquery for all MUF address spaces, that have the NON-CNCL privilege:

 SET CONTROL(GSO)

 INSERT SAFDEF.DCFAIL FUNCRET(8) FUNCRSN(0) ID(DATACOMF) MODE(IGNORE)  -

   RACROUTE(REQUEST=AUTH,CLASS=DTSYSTEM,ENTITYX=ACTIVATE.LEVEL04.FAIL)  -

   RETCODE(8) USERID(********)

 INSERT SAFDEF.DCPASS FUNCRET(0) FUNCRSN(0) ID(DATACOMP) MODE(IGNORE)  -

   RACROUTE(REQUEST=AUTH CLASS=DTSYSTEM,ENTITYX=ACTIVATE.LEVEL04.PASS)  -

   RETCODE(0) USERID(********)

 

When changing GSO records, remember to issue the REFRESH command and subsequently any other appropriate
commands, such as RELOAD, REBUILD, and so on.

Defining Users

The following are examples of how to define security entries to secure a system. They are not intended to portray all
possible ACF2 capabilities and are for example only. For more information, see Enabling Online Signons.

SET LID

INSERT USERA NAME(TEST USER 1) PASSWORD(PSWD1) TSO JCL JOB CICS

INSERT USERB NAME(TEST USER 2) PASSWORD(PSWD2) TSO JCL JOB CICS

INSERT USERC NAME(TEST USER 3) PASSWORD(PSWD3) TSO JCL

Defining Access Rights of a User

The following are examples of rules for securing various Datacom/DB utilities using ACF2. For details, see the
documentation ACF2.

 SET RESOURCE(DTU)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DTU)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for resource DTUTIL)

DBUTLTY.BACKUP.CXX     UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DBUTLTY.BACKUP.DATA   UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DBUTLTY.BACKUP.DATA   UID(USERB)  PREVENT

DBUTLTY.BACKUP.-  UID(USERC)  PREVENT
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DBUTLTY.COMM.-  UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DBUTLTY.COMM.-  UID(*)  PREVENT

DBUTLTY.LOAD.- UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DBUTLTY.LOAD.- UID(USERB)  PREVENT

DBUTLTY.REPORT.- UID(*)  ALLOW

DB00001.PAY.LOAD UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DB00001.PAY.LOAD UID(USERB)  PREVENT

DB00001.PAY.BACKUP UID(USERA)  ALLOW

DB00999.- UID(USERC)  PREVENT

DB00999.- UID(*)  ALLOW

-  UID(*)  PREVENT

 

 STORE

 

The following rules only allow USERA to create SQL schemas, drop tables, and have product administration authority for
Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery.

 SET RESOURCE(DTA)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DTA)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for the Administrator)

-  UID(USERA)  ALLOW

-  UID(*)  PREVENT

 

 STORE

 

For more information about the DTADMIN resource, see DTADMIN.

Defining Access Rights to Tables

The ten Datacom resource classes that can control table access can be validated by ACF2 resource rules using default
type codes DCT, DFT, DGT, DHT, DPT, DQT, DRT, DST, DTT, or DXT.

The following rules are examples for securing table access using ACF2.

The Datacom resource classes are defined with access levels of READ, ADD, UPDATE, or DELETE. For more
information about Datacom tables and multiple access levels, see Table Classes. These resource classes can be
validated by ACF2 resource rules using the default type codes DCT, DFT, DGT, DHT, DPT, DQT, DRT, DST, DTT, or DXT
unless there is a matching CLASMAP entry that translates (maps) the resource class to a specific 3-byte resource type.

NOTE
Some sites may have a site defined CLASMAP for a resource mask "********" mapping to a TYPE code of
SAF. In this case, the default for undefined resource classes is SAF rather than the first three characters of the
resource class. To override this specific CLASMAP, entries can be added for each Datacom resource class.

Review the following examples of the Table Resource Classes.

SET RESOURCE(DCT)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DCT)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

dbid.tablename   UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW
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dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename.  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.-  UID(*)  ALL  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

SET RESOURCE(DTT)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DTT)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

DB00001.PAY  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

DB00001.PAY  UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW

DB00001.PAY  UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

DB00001.PAY  UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

DB00001.PMF  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

DB00001.PMF  UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

DB00001.PMF  UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

DB00999.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

DB00999.-  UID(*)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

SET RESOURCE(DFT)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DFT)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

dbid.tablename   UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename.  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.-  UID(*)  ALL  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

SET RESOURCE(DRT)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DRT)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

dbid.tablename   UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename.  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT
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dbid.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.-  UID(*)  ALL  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

SET RESOURCE(DST)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DST)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

dbid.tablename   UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename.  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.-  UID(*)  ALL  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

SET RESOURCE(DXT)

COMPILE

$KEY(PRODCXX) TYPE(DXT)

$USERDATA(CA Datacom rules for table access)

dbid.tablename   UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ,DELETE)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERC)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename.  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(READ)  ALLOW

dbid.tablename   UID(USERB)  SERVICE(ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  PREVENT

dbid.-  UID(USERA)  SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE)  ALLOW

dbid.-  UID(*)  ALL  PREVENT

-  UID(*)  ALLOW

STORE

Securing the MUF (DTSYSTEM)

At the startup of the MUF, when the LEVEL PASS and FAIL resource names are properly set up, the external security
product is called with a series of resource names in the DTSYSTEM resource class.

These resource names have a high-level node of the cxxname followed by a low-level node or nodes representing
a product or feature, for example, cxxname.DQ for Dataquery. If any level is selected at the startup of the
MUF, cxxname.DD and cxxname.DQ are also checked. If access is denied for cxxname.DD, Datacom Datadictionary is
externally secured. If access is denied for cxxname.DQ, Dataquery is externally secured. For more information about
DTSYSTEM resources, see Using the DTSYSTEM. The following is an example of a rule to secure Datacom products and
features:

SET RESOURCE(DTS)

COMPILE

$KEY(cxxname) TYPE(DTS)
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$USERDATA(Rule to secure CA Dataquery and Datadictionary with CA ACF2 allow XCF)

DD-  UID(logonid)  PREVENT

DQ-  UID(logonid)  PREVENT

XCF-  UID(logonid)  ALLOW

STORE

This rule secures Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery with ACF2 external security and allows access to the XCF
facility (no external security). For a complete list of resource features and products and their corresponding resource
names, see Setting Up Resource Classes.

NOTE
 The UID string should represent the user logon ID that starts the MUF. The cxxname is the system identifier of
the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) name unique to each MUF.

Path Security

The SECURITY Multi-User startup option has options related to path security. Path security allows you to identify security
rules for different command paths.

The resource name syntax is DBaabbb. This is the format of a path security class-and-path option parameter, where DB
is a constant. The aa represents valid class codes. These class codes correspond to the table classes defined in the
external security system. The table classes must be defined before implementing path security in Datacom/DB. The bbb
represents one of the ten valid path codes you can secure with path security. For a description of all ten paths, see Using
the DTSYSTEM.

If a class-and-path is specified in the SECURITY Multi-User startup option, a security check is issued for the DTSYSTEM
class with a resource name cxxname.class-and-path.The class-and-path name must exactly match the seven letters
coded in the Multi-User startup option (DBaabbb).

If access is denied, this path is secured using the class-and-path specified. If access is granted, an error is returned and
the MUF does not enable. For more information about path security, see Using the DTSYSTEM sub-section "SECURITY
Multi-User Startup Option". The following is an example of coding the Multi-User startup option:

            SECURITY DBDTSSR,DBDTRAT,DBDTSCI,DBDTRSR,DBDTSQL,DBDTRCI

The following rule secures all paths to the DTTABLE resource class with ACF2 and there is no security in place for the
DFTABLE resource class.

SET RESOURCE(DTS)

COMPILE

$KEY(cxxname)  TYPE(DTS)

$USERDATA(Path Security Secure DTTABLE no security for DFTABLE

DBDT-  UID(logonid)  PREVENT

DBDF-  UID(logonid)  ALLOW

STORE

Security Interfaces, Top Secret (z/OS)
Use Top Secret with z/OS as your external security interface for Datacom. Top Secret Version 5.0 and later support
Datacom/DB external security definitions. Review specific resource type names.
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Specific Resource Type Names

Resource type names in Top Secret match the generic names. Refer to the following list of Datacom resources:

• DTSYSTEM
• DTADMIN
• DTTABLE
• DXTABLE
• DCTABLE
• DFTABLE
• DGTABLE
• DHTABLE
• DPTABLE
• DQTABLE
• DRTABLE
• DSTABLE
• DTUTIL

When specifying these resources in an ADD statement, you can use up to 26 characters.

In Top Secret, the DTSYSTEM, DTADMIN, and DTUTIL resources include an access level. The access level is included
to support all Top Secret generic resource names. You do not code access levels for these resources when specifying
individual permissions.

CAUTION
Limited Documentation The following information is not intended to replace or supersede any information
in the Top Secret documentation for the version being executed. The samples are not intended to display all
features of Top Secret. The specific rules that are provided in the DTUTIL and DTTABLE resource classes are
examples. They are not intended to be guidelines for establishing a secured environment.

Adding a Facility (z/OS)

In the following steps, the Multi-User Facility (MUF) region ACID is assumed to be MUFPROD1 and the Datacom Facility
name is PRODMUF1.

Step 1

To establish external security in Top Secret for the MUF, you must first create a Facility. Add the following statements to
the Parameter File in Top Secret. The Facility name (PRODMUF1) represents this MUF. The nn and Facility name must
be unique for each MUF.

FAC(USERnn=NAME=PRODMUF1)

Specify the Facility name (PRODMUF1) and specify *** to note that any Datacom/DB Multi-User program can interface
with Top Secret.

FAC(PRODMUF1=PGM=***)

Specify the following options for the MUF. The defaults for other options provided by Top Secret should be acceptable.

FAC(PRODMUF1=MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT,RES,SHRPRF,NOABEND,SIGN(M))

Step 2
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Once the Facility is set up, create a region ACID for the MUF using a Top Secret command similar to the following. There
are other options which may be desirable. The department must already exist.

TSS CREATE(MUFPROD1) NAME('datacom-production-muf-1') DEPT(deptacid)

    FAC(BATCH,STC) PASS(NOPW)

Step 3

Relate the region ACID and the Facility:

TSS ADD(MUFPROD1) MASTFAC(PRODMUF1)

The MASTFAC parameter here associates the region ACID with the Facility entry made in the Parameter File. You could
simply include the MASTFAC parameter in the CREATE statement which has the same effect as this step.

If a user other than MUFPROD1 runs the MUF as a batch job, a USER=MUFPROD1 parameter must be included in
the job stream. To use the USER=MUFPROD1 option, the user must have authorization, such as TSS PER(userid)
ACID(MUFPROD1).

Step 4

If you run the MUF as a started task, add it to the Started Task table in Top Secret:

TSS ADD(STC) PROC(procmuf1) ACID(MUFPROD1)

The PROC name (procmuf1) would be the name of the PROC that occurs in SYS1.PROCLIB.

Step 5

Any user who needs access to the MUF must be identified with the Facility:

TSS ADD(userid) FAC(PRODMUF1)

Step 6

At this point, Top Secret security has been properly established (assuming the Datacom RDTs have been defined by
having current maintenance, or manually applied). All MUFs are at this time not secured. To secure any, some, or all
MUFs, add one or more entries with the DTSYSTEM class. Do NOT secure your MUFs until you have built the desired
DTADMIN, DTTABLE, and DTUTIL entries.

Sample Entries to Secure Datacom

Before permissions are added, the resource must be added. To enable security, add the DTSYSTEM resource for the
Directory (CXX) name using the following format. This entry secures all products for this Directory.

TSS ADD(deptacid) DTSYSTEM(cxxname).

An enable of the MUF at this point causes it to be fully secured. To have any product unsecured from external security,
add permissions to either all users, or at least the USERID for the MUF startup using the following format, where xx is DB,
DD, or DQ:

TSS PER(userid) DTSYSTEM(cxxname.xx)

To unsecure multiple products, provide multiple statements.
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Defining Access Rights of Users (z/OS)

At this point, all users have full access to define administrators. Enter the following to define an administrator and block all
other users.

TSS ADD(deptacid) DTADMIN(PRODCXX.DB)

TSS PER(userid) DTADMIN(PRODCXX.DB)

Adding permissions to the other Datacom resource classes is more obvious. Here are some examples:

TSS ADD(deptacid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001)

TSS ADD(deptacid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY)

TSS ADD(deptacid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001)

TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.PMF) ACCESS(ALL)

TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.POH) ACCESS(NONE)

TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY.BACKUP.DATA)

TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY.LOAD.DATA)

TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY.BACKUP)

TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY.LOAD)

For more information, see Enabling Online Signons.

Security Interfaces, Top Secret (z/VSE)
Learn how to use Top Secret with z/VSE as your external security interface for Datacom. Learn about supported versions
of z/VSE and about specific resource type names.

Supported Versions

Top Secret z/VSE Version 3.0 and later support Datacom/DB external security definitions. The resource definition for the
Datacom resources was provided to Top Secret z/VSE Version 3.0.

Specific Resource Type Names

Resource type names in Top Secret match the generic names. Therefore, the Datacom resources are DTSYSTEM,
DTADMIN, DTTABLE, DXTABLE, DCTABLE, DFTABLE, DRTABLE, DSTABLE, and DTUTIL. When specifying these
resources in an ADD statement, you can use up to 26 characters.

In Top Secret, the DTSYSTEM, DTADMIN, and DTUTIL resources include an access level. The access level is included
to support all Top Secret generic resource names. You do not code access levels for these resources when specifying
individual permissions.

CAUTION
Limited Documentation The following information is not intended to replace nor supersede any information in
the Top Secret documentation. The samples are not intended to display all features of Top Secret. Knowledge
of Top Secret z/VSE security definitions is required. The specific rules that are provided in the DTUTIL and
DTTABLE resource classes are examples and are not intended as guidelines for establishing a secured
environment.
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Adding a Facility (z/VSE)

In the following steps, the Multi-User Facility (MUF) region ACID is assumed to be MUFPROD1 and the Datacom Facility
name is PRODMUF1.

Step 1

To establish external security in Top Secret for the MUF, you must first create a Facility. To do this, add the following
statements to the Parameter File in Top Secret. The Facility name (PRODMUF1) represents this MUF. The nn and Facility
name must be unique for each MUF.

 

     FAC(USERnn=NAME=PRODMUF1)

 

Specify the Facility name (PRODMUF1) and specify *** to note that any Datacom/DB Multi-User program may interface
with Top Secret.

 

     FAC(PRODMUF1=PGM=***)

 

Specify the following options for the MUF. The defaults for other options provided by Top Secret should be acceptable.

 

     FAC(PRODMUF1=MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT,RES,SHRPRF,NOABEND,SIGN(M))

Step 2

Once the Facility is set up, create a region ACID for the MUF using a Top Secret command similar to the following. There
are other options which may be desirable. The department must already exist.

 

     TSS CREATE(MUFPROD1) NAME('datacom-production-muf-1')DEPT(deptacid)

       FAC(BATCH) PASS(NOPW)

Step 3

Relate the region ACID and the Facility:

 

     TSS ADD(MUFPROD1) MASTFAC(PRODMUF1)

 

The MASTFAC parameter here associates the region ACID with the Facility entry made in the Parameter File. You could
simply include the MASTFAC parameter in the CREATE statement which has the same effect as this step.

If a user other than MUFPROD1 runs the MUF as a batch job, a USER=MUFPROD1 parameter must be included in
the job stream. To use the USER=MUFPROD1 option, the user must have authorization, such as TSS PER(userid)
ACID(MUFPROD1).

Step 4

Any user who needs access to the MUF must be identified with the Facility:
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     TSS ADD(userid) FAC(PRODMUF1)

Step 5

At this point, Top Secret security has been properly established assuming that the Datacom RDTs have been defined by
having current maintenance, or manually applied. All MUF are at this time not secured. To secure any, some, or all MUF,
add one or more entries with the DTSYSTEM class. Do not secure your MUF until you have built the desired DTADMIN,
DTTABLE, and DTUTIL entries.

Defining Access Rights of Users (z/VSE)

At this point, all users have full access to define administrators. Enter the following to define an administrator and block all
other users.

 

     TSS ADD(deptacid) DTADMIN(PRODCXX.DB)

     TSS PER(userid) DTADMIN(PRODCXX.DB)

Adding permissions to the other Datacom resource classes is more obvious. Here are some examples:

 

     TSS ADD(deptacid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001)

     TSS ADD(deptacid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY)

     TSS ADD(deptacid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001)

     TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY) ACCESS(READ)

     TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.PMF) ACCESS(ALL)

     TSS PER(userid) DTTABLE(PRODCXX.DB00001.POH) ACCESS(NONE)

     TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY.BACKUP.DATA)

     TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DBUTLTY.LOAD.DATA)

     TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY.BACKUP)

     TSS PER(userid) DTUTIL(PRODCXX.DB00001.PAY.LOAD)

For more information, see Enabling Online Signons.

Security Interfaces, RACF
Limited Documentation

The following information is not intended to replace nor supersede any information in the RACF documentation for the
version being executed. Any samples are not intended to display all features of RACF.

The IBM RACF facility for a z/OS environment supports user-defined resources which can be used by Datacom. Changes
are required to the CAISSF component of Common Components and Services. See the Common Components and
Services installation documentation.

NOTE
To help ensure proper CICS interface with the IBM RACF product, verify that the DFHSIT macro parameter
EXTSEC is coded YES. We also recommend coding the IBM DFHSNT macro parameter EXTSEC=YES. For
more information, see the IBM documentation.
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User resource names in RACF are required to have a special character in the name. The Datacom resource names are
altered for RACF as follows. The pattern is that the third character in the resource name is replaced with an @ sign.

Datacom/DB RACF
DTSYSTEM DT@YSTEM
DTADMIN DT@DMIN
DTTABLE DT@ABLE
DXTABLE DX@ABLE
DCTABLE DC@ABLE
DFTABLE DF@ABLE
DRTABLE DR@ABLE
DSTABLE DS@ABLE
DGTABLE DG@ABLE
DHTABLE DH@ABLE
DPTABLE DP@ABLE
DQTABLE DQ@ABLE
DTUTIL DT@TIL

Add the resource name definitions (from the previous table) to the RACF Class Descriptor table (ICHERCDE) and to the
RACF SAF Router Table (ICHRFRTB). See your RACF documentation for the syntax for these commands.

The RACF resource rights (arranged in hierarchical sequence) for the DTTABLE resource class equate to those for
Datacom/DB as follows:

Datacom/DB RACF
READ READ
UPDATE UPDATE
DELETE CONTROL
ADD ALTER

RACF authorizations are hierarchical, that is:

• READ authority allows only read access.
• UPDATE authority allows read and update access.
• CONTROL authority allows read, update, and delete access.
• ALTER authority allows read, update, delete, and add access.

Add the specific security rules to secure the Datacom resources.

For more information, see Enabling Online Signons.

Refreshing RACF Without Cycling Multi-User

A problem reported by customers when updating RACF resources that are used with Datacom/DB external security is that
the RACF environment is not automatically refreshed unless the MUF (MUF) is recycled. The following option provides a
method to refresh the RACLIST and allows you to incorporate security file changes into an active MUF instead of forcing
you to recycle.
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Datacom Datadictionary Internal Security
This section discusses Datacom Datadictionary internal security. Securing Datacom Datadictionary using external security
is discussed in Using External Security for Datacom.

The Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility provides the following:

• Five levels of Datacom Datadictionary Security
• Online and batch maintenance capabilities
• Implementation based on generalized profiles

Security Level

Security level is defined on a systemwide basis and defines the ultimate level of security needed at your site. It is
determined by the SECLVL= parameter in the System Resource Table as defined in Datacom Datadictionary Security
Model. We recommend limited access to the System Resource Table macro.

In addition, you can use passwords and locks to restrict functions that can be performed on an entity-occurrence
definition. If you assign a password to a definition, this password must be specified before performing maintenance on the
definition.

Use locks to deny maintenance or access of any kind to the entity-occurrence definition. If you assign a lock, specify the
correct override code for your site to perform any maintenance or gain access to the definition.

NOTE
For more information about using passwords and locks, see Protecting Occurrence Definitions.

Online Panels

Datacom Datadictionary online provides a series of panels for you to select menu items and enter data. These panels are
accessed through the AUTHORIZE Mode (option 4 on the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Selection panel).

Batch Transactions

The batch facility provides transactions to use DDUPDATE utility to maintain PERSON entity-occurrences and profiles
(AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences) and DDCFBLD to catalog profiles to the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed
Directory (HSD).

Security Feature Profiles

Profiles define a set of access rules which can be assigned to one or more specific users. You establish profiles with the
AUTHORIZATION entity-type. For example, you can establish your security system so that Database Administrators have
full update access to all entity-types in the Datacom/DB Model, whereas systems analysts have only display access to
DATABASE, AREA, and TABLE entity-types, but have update access to FIELD entity-types.

Securing Datacom Datadictionary Resources
The purpose of Datacom Datadictionary Security is to restrict access to Datacom Datadictionary resources to prevent
unauthorized use. You can secure Datacom Datadictionary resources in several ways including levels of authority
assigned to users and restrictions assigned to entity-occurrences.

NOTE
For more information about restricting access to entity-occurrences with passwords and lock levels,
see Protecting Occurrence Definitions.

 Datacom Datadictionary resources include:
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• Batch and online facilities
• Entity-types
• Entity-types in a specific status
• Functions that can be performed on a specific entity-type in a specific status

Figure 2: Datacom Datadictionary Internal Security

 Datacom Datadictionary Security is based on the following basic premises:

• Not every shop wants or needs the same level of security.
The Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility allows you to determine the level of security required for your
environment. The level of security is accomplished through a security level parameter in the System Resource Table
(SRT).
The following are examples of security level decisions:

Small Shop
Few people need access to Datacom Datadictionary and perform all functions. The only security necessary is
PERSON entity-type level.

Medium Shop
Few people actually update Datacom Datadictionary, but many need access to the data. Restrict access to
facilities which perform the updates.

Large Shop
Several projects are ongoing in different stages with different project teams. Restrict types of access to certain
entity-types in given statuses.

• In most shops, groups of people require the same resource access. Therefore, rather than individually defining access,
the concept of profiles was designed. Profiles are a definition of access levels used by groups of people. Profiles are
defined and are connected or associated to PERSON entity-occurrence definitions.

If you have more than one Datacom Datadictionary, you can have different authorization levels in the different Datacom
Datadictionary databases.
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Datacom Datadictionary Security Model
Learn about the Datacom Datadictionary security model and the components of the Security Facility. Find information
about the System Resource Table (SRT) SECLVL parameter and security entity-types and entity-occurrences.

This section discusses the components that make up the Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility. The components are:

• Security Level (SRT)
• People (PERSON)
• Security Model Profiles (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence)
• Facilities (SYSTEM)
• Entity-Types (TABLE)

The status, function, and relationships of these components are also reviewed.

Security Level (SRT)

The level of security is site-dependent and is defined in the System Resource Table (SRT) parameter, SECLVL=. This
parameter determines the level of security enforced by Datacom Datadictionary. If more security information is defined in
a profile than is specified with the SECLVL= parameter, the information is used by the Datacom Datadictionary Security
Facility, as appropriate.

Person Level SECLVL=0
Any user identified with a PERSON entity-occurrence is authorized access to most Datacom Datadictionary
capabilities. An example is one or two people in a small shop.

Facility Level SECLVL=1
Restricts a user to selected batch and online facilities such as the DDUPDATE and DDCFBLD of batch or the
Broadcom File Maintenance Mode of Datacom Datadictionary online, and so on.

Entity Level SECLVL=2
Restricts access of a user to selected entity-types. For example, in a medium-sized shop, a group of people
maintain, report, and develop definitions in Datacom Datadictionary and need full access in all statuses, while
operation analysts need access to jobs, steps, and programs and do not need access to other definitions in
Datacom Datadictionary.

Status Level SECLVL=3
Restricts access of a user to selected entity-types in a certain status. For example, developers designing files
and databases change TEST status definitions and do not need to access PROD status definitions, while support
personnel need access to PROD status definitions and do not need access to TEST status definitions.

Function Level SECLVL=4
Restricts access of a user to selected functions that can be performed on a certain entity-type in a certain status.
For example, development personnel can retrieve, display, and update an entity-type in TEST status and only
display PROD status definitions, while support personnel would have display-only access to TEST status and
have retrieve, display, and update access to PROD status definitions.

Security levels are cumulative. In other words, Status Level security implies that Person Level security and Entity Level
security have been defined.

People (PERSON)

Regardless of the level of security you choose, each person who is authorized to use Datacom Datadictionary must
be defined with a PERSON entity-occurrence. Use either the batch or online security maintenance facilities to define
PERSON entity-occurrences.
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Security Model Profiles (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence)

Profiles are occurrences in the AUTHORIZATION entity-type and begin with $DD-. At the installation of Datacom
Datadictionary Security, five profiles are predefined:

• $DD-ADM
• $DD-COP
• $DD-UPD
• $DD-DIS
• $DD-SEC-ADM

The first four profiles are provided for compatibility with previous Datacom Datadictionary versions. These profiles provide
the same functional levels of security available in previous versions. $DD-SEC-ADM is a special profile used to define the
Security Administrator authority. For more information, see Profiles Provided with Datacom Datadictionary Security.

The PERSON entity-occurrences defined as having Security Administrator authority can use online and batch facilities. In
addition, through security level 2 (SECLVL=0 - 2), no one has update authority against PROD status entity-occurrences
unless specifically assigned that authority on an exception basis.

Other than the $DD-SEC-ADM profile, a profile (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence) alone is meaningless. It has to be
related to facilities (SYSTEM entity-occurrences or entity-types (TABLE entity-occurrences) for security authorization to be
enforced.

The Security Administrator defines and maintains profiles using either the batch or online maintenance facilities.

Facilities (SYSTEM)

You only need to define facilities if you have defined a security level of 1 or higher in the System Resource Table,
SECLVL= parameter. Facilities are divided into two categories, online and batch. Each facility is represented by an entity-
occurrence in the SYSTEM entity-type. These entity-occurrences are provided by Datacom Datadictionary when the
product is installed and should not be modified or deleted. They can be recognized by their entity-occurrence name which
begins with $DD-. The facilities secured by Datacom Datadictionary Security are:

ID Batch Facility
BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
RMF DDRMFLM maintenance
TRS DDTRSLM maintenance
UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
UTL DDUTILTY maintenance

The Source Language Generation function is accessed through the DDUTILTY utility and is therefore secured when you
secure the utility. The Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF) is not secured since it does not access
Datacom Datadictionary directly and security must be invoked to execute the transactions generated.

ID Online Facility
DBM Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTD Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
ENTM Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
FMM File Structure Maintenance
ISF Interactive Service Facility
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SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility

Entity-Types (TABLE)

You only need to define entity-types if you have defined a security level of 2 or higher in the System Resource Table,
SECLVL= parameter. Entity-types are represented in Datacom Datadictionary by TABLE entity-occurrences with a DD-
ENTY-TYPE attribute-value of Y. The following can be secured with Datacom Datadictionary product security:

AREA PARTITION-VALUE
AUTHORIZATION PERSON
CONSTRAINT PLAN
DATABASE PROCEDURE
DATAVIEW PROGRAM
ELEMENT RECORD
FIELD RELATIONSHIP
FILE REPORT
JOB STATEMENT
KEY STEP
LIBRARY SYNONYM
MEMBER SYSTEM
MODULE TABLE
NODE TRIGGER
PANEL UNIVERSAL (record)
PARAMETER-LIST VIEW
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE  

NOTE
Although aliases, descriptors, and text are also represented by TABLE entity-occurrences, use security level 4 to
limit their use.

Status

If you have defined a security level of 3 or higher in the System Resource Table SECLVL= parameter, you can limit
access to an entity-occurrence within an entity-type by status. This is represented in Datacom Datadictionary by a special
relationship between the profile (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence) and the entity-type (TABLE).

The relationship name indicates the status of the entity-occurrence to which the profile authorizes access. The relationship
is defined by Datacom Datadictionary as $DD-ATZ-ENT-x, where x is the status of the entity-occurrence to which the
profile authorizes access. P indicates PROD status, T indicates a generic TEST status, 001 -- 999 indicates a specific
TEST status, and SEC is for all statuses. The Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility defines these special relationships
automatically as needed. For more information, see Relationships.

Function

For security level 4, in addition to defining all previous access rights, you can further limit access of a user to entity-
occurrences of a particular entity-type by limiting the functions that can be applied to the entity-occurrence of that
particular entity-type in a particular status.
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The functions that you can define are shown in the following chart. The code is the abbreviation that appears on the
Security Profile maintenance panels.

Function Code Description
ALIAS maintenance ALS Maintain ALIAS information for a given

entity-type.
ADD/CREATE ADD Add or create entity-occurrences using

batch or online maintenance facilities, or
add entity-occurrences to user-defined
entity-types using Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility.

CATALOG CAT Perform the CATALOG function using either
batch or online maintenance facilities.

COPY from FRM Copy an entity-occurrence from the
specified status.

COPY to TO Copy an entity-occurrence to the specified
status. That is, the user is authorized to
copy DATABASE structure from T001
status to PROD status, and not to or from
any other status.

DEFINE DEF Maintain FIELD entity-occurrences within
TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT
entity-occurrences. Also maintain universal
field definitions using this function.
Note: The universal field facility allows you
to define a field once, and to define multiple
record definitions.

DELETE/REMOVE DEL Delete entity-occurrence using batch or
online maintenance facilities or delete
entity-occurrence from user-defined entity-
types using Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility.

DESCRIPTOR maintenance DES Maintain DESCRIPTOR information for a
given entity-type.

DISPLAY/RETRIEVE DIS Display entity-occurrence information using
batch or online facilities. Retrieve entity-
occurrence information using Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility.

DISABLE DSA Perform the DISABLE function using either
batch or online maintenance facilities.

ENABLE ENA Perform the ENABLE function using either
batch or online maintenance facilities.

OBSOLETE OBS Perform the OBSOLETE function using
either batch or online maintenance facilities.
This function applies to all statuses of
the Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE
Model Structures and can therefore only be
specified for the ALL (SEC) level.

PASSWORD/LOCK
maintenance

SEC Maintain password and lock level
information for a given entity-occurrence.
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RELATE/TRANSFER
maintenance

REL Add, update, delete, modify relationships
between two entity-types or for a
relationship defined between the same
entity-type. To maintain these relationships,
you must be authorized RELATIONSHIP
maintenance access for both the subject
and object entity-types.
Additionally, if you are authorized this
access to AREA, TABLE, FILE, and
RECORD entity-types, you can perform
the TRANSFER function in either online or
batch.

RESTORE RES Restore an entity-occurrence or structure
to the specified status from either PROD
status or HIST status.

SET SET Perform the SET function using either batch
or online maintenance facilities. SET is a
valid function for the DATABASE entity-type
only.

STATUS maintenance STA Change the status of entity-occurrences
using either online or batch facilities. This
function only applies to entity-types other
than DATABASE, AREA, FILE, RECORD,
TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM, FIELD, KEY,
ELEMENT, and DATAVIEW.

TEXT maintenance TXT Maintain TEXT information for a given
entity-type.

UPDATE/MODIFY UPD Update or modify entity-occurrences
(including entity-occurrence names, the
RENAME function) using batch or online
maintenance facilities or update entity-
occurrences from user-defined entity-types
using Datacom Datadictionary Service
Facility.

VERIFY VER Perform the VERIFY function using either
batch or online maintenance facilities.

There are several rules to understand at this level of security:

• Relative to a structure, a DELETE or a COPY implies that the function is available for the entire structure or
substructure, but only at the level implied by the related entity-type.
For example, if DELETE is specified for the TABLE entity-type, that function can be performed for the TABLE
substructure without having to define DELETE for the KEY and ELEMENT levels. However, you cannot perform the
DELETE function at the KEY or ELEMENT level unless you are specifically authorized to use this function.

• Authorization for any function implies DISPLAY/RETRIEVE authority.
• MODEL is not specifically secured. If a user is authorized to perform ADD or CREATE, they can use modeling.
• Function information is maintained by the Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility in the intersection data of the

relationship between the profile (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence) and the entity-type (TABLE).

Security Model Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations

The following chart shows the valid combination of entity-types, status, and functions that can be used in Datacom
Datadictionary. Most invalid function and entity-type combinations are ignored. For example, Datacom Datadictionary
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does not prevent you from assigning the SET function to the PROGRAM entity-type, but Datacom Datadictionary would
not select it because SET is not a valid function for a PROGRAM entity-occurrence.

Entity-Type Status Valid Functions
ALIAS PROD

TEST
ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

AREA PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, DSA,
ENA, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

AUTHORIZATION PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

CONSTRAINT PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

DATABASE PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, CAT, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM,
DSA, ENA, OBS, REL, RES, SET, TO, TXT,
UPD, VER

DATAVIEW PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, DSA,
ENA, OBS, REL, RES, TO, TXT, UPD

DESCRIPTOR PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

ELEMENT PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, DSA,
ENA, OBS, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

FIELD PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

FILE PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, DSA,
ENA, OBS, REL, TO, TXT, UPD, VER

JOB PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

KEY PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM,
DSA, ENA, OBS, REL, TO, TXT, UPD

LIBRARY PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

MEMBER PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

MODULE PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

NODE PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

PANEL PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD
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PARAMETER-
LIST

PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

PARTITION-
COLUMN-
VALUE

PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

PARTITION-
VALUE

PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

PERSON PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

PLAN PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

PROCEDURE PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

PROGRAM PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

RECORD PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM,
DSA, ENA, OBS, REL, RES, TO, TXT, UPD

RELATIONSHIP PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

REPORT PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

STATEMENT PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

STEP PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

SYNONYM PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

SYSTEM PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

TABLE PROD
TEST
T001 -- T999

ADD, ALS, DEF, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM,
DSA, ENA, OBS, REL, RES, SET, TO, TXT,
UPD

TEXT PROD
TEST

ADD, DEL, DIS, UPD

TRIGGER PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD

UNIVERSAL
(record)

PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

user-defined
entity-type

PROD
TEST

ADD, ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, FRM, REL, TO,
TXT, UPD

VIEW PROD
TEST

ALS, DEL, DES, DIS, SEC, TXT, UPD
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Relationships

Learn about relationships and entity-types in the Datacom Datadictionary security model. Learn about relating entity-
occurrences to facilities. Relationships may be predefined or generated by the security facility.

In Datacom Datadictionary, models are made up of entity-types and defined relationships. The entity-types and
relationships in the Datacom Datadictionary Security model are:

  

                       PERSON

                          │

                          │ PER-ATZ-AUTH

                          ▼

                    AUTHORIZATION

                          │

$DD-ATZ-SYS-SEC  ┌────────┴───────┐    $DD-ATZ-ENT-x

                 │                │

                 ▼                ▼

               SYSTEM           TABLE

 

 

In defining a profile (AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence), the entity-occurrence is not meaningful until it is related to:

• The facilities (represented by the SYSTEM entity-occurrences) and
• The entity-types (represented by TABLE entity-occurrences)

The relationships that are used are either predefined and are present at installation, or the definitions are generated by the
Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility as required.

Profile/Facilities
Relationship (SYSTEM)

Are predefined at installation and are defined as $DD-ATZ-SYS-SEC. The relationship indicates that this
profile authorizes access to the facility represented by the SYSTEM entity-occurrence.

Profile/Entity-Type
Relationship (TABLE)

Are not predefined at installation other than $DD-ATZ-ENT-SEC which is used to specify access to all
statuses of an entity-type.

To define what entity-types are available for a profile, the status and function must also be defined. Status
is defined through the actual relationship name. For example, the relationship $DD-ATZ-ENT-SEC is
predefined and authorizes access to all statuses.

Other relationships are defined by Datacom Datadictionary as the profiles are defined. For example, $DD-
ATZ-ENT-001 authorizes access to entity-occurrences in T001 status.

Functions are tied to profile, entity-type, and status. This data becomes part of the profile to entity-type
relationship with Intersection Data. This data is retained by Datacom Datadictionary in the form of 1-byte
flags, which represent the functions that are allowed against the entity-types in a defined status.

Person/Authorization
Relationship

Is used not only by Datacom Datadictionary, but by other Broadcom products such as Ideal for Datacom,
and is defined as PER-ATZ-AUTH. For Datacom Datadictionary Security, this relationship defines the
profile to which a PERSON entity-occurrence is assigned.

Datacom Datadictionary Security Authorization Process
The topics in this section explain the validation process used in the Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility to enforce
the implemented security.

Person Authorization

If SECLVL=0, the Security Facility checks for a PERSON entity-occurrence in PROD status. The check is made when:
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• The -USR transaction is processed in a batch utility.
• The Datacom Datadictionary signon panel is processed.
• The SET DBID command is processed in online Datacom Datadictionary.
• When a USRINITI Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility command is processed.
• When a SET USER command is processed in DDTRSLM.

At this minimum level of security, no other checks are required except for access to the Security Facilities, but update
access to PROD status entity-occurrences can be defined and are allowed. To access the Security Facilities at least one
user must be authorized as the Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator, as defined next.

Profile Authorization

If SECLVL is greater than 0, the Security Facility checks to see that the PERSON entity-occurrence is related to at least
one and no more than two AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences beginning with $DD-.

If there are two, one of them must be $DD-SEC-ADM. This is a special authorization for the Datacom Datadictionary
Security Administrator. The $DD-SEC-ADM AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence cannot be deleted or modified and must
always be related to at least one PERSON entity-occurrence.

All other AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences beginning with $DD- are user-defined, with the exception of $DD-ADM,
$DD-COP, $DD-UPD, and $DD-DIS. These are maintained for compatibility with earlier versions.

AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences are related to one or more special SYSTEM entity-occurrences or one or more
TABLE entity-occurrences in PROD status with a DD-ENTITY-TABLE attribute-value of Y. These relationships determine
what facilities the user is authorized to use and which entity-types can be accessed. In addition, for the entity-types, the
functions that can be performed and the statuses accessible are defined by these relationships.

NOTE
The Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility does not read all of this information at execution time. It reads the
condensed information from the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD). This HSD member is the
"cataloged" profile.

Facility Authorization

If SECLVL=1, the Security Facility checks for the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence to which the PERSON entity-
occurrence is related. It also checks for a relationship to one or more special SYSTEM entity-occurrences. SYSTEM
entity-occurrence names can be batch or online. For a description of the valid batch and online facility values,
see Facilities.

Entity Authorization

If SECLVL=2, the system checks for the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence to PERSON entity-occurrence relationship
and for the related TABLE entity-occurrence(s) representing the entity-types to which the user has access. User access to
given entity-types is authorized by the relationship between an AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence and the TABLE entity-
occurrence.

Status Authorization

If SECLVL=3, the system checks for the relationships in the Facility and Entity Authorization steps previously described.
In addition, it checks for authorization to a given entity-type in a given status. The STATUS authorizations can be in ALL,
PROD, HIST, TEST, or a specific version (T001 -- T999) can be indicated. Occurrences in HIST status are checked only
when the DELETE function is issued. If the security level (SECLVL= parameter) is 0, 1, or 2, maintenance access to
PROD status entity-occurrences and the DELETE function accepted for HIST status entity-occurrences can be defined
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as with other levels and is allowed. Otherwise, no user at these levels has maintenance authority for entity-occurrences in
PROD status or HIST status.

Function Authorization

If SECLVL=4, the system checks for the relationships in the Facility, Entity, and Status Authorization steps previously
described. In addition, it checks for authorization to perform certain functions to the previously defined entity-types.

Profiles Provided with Datacom Datadictionary Security
The topics in this section document standard profiles provided with Datacom Datadictionary. These profiles can be
modified, if necessary.

$DD-SEC-ADM Profile (Security Administrator)

Only the $DD-SEC-ADM profile is defined with Security Administrator privileges. No other privileges are associated with
this profile. It is the only profile that can be assigned to a person coincidentally with a second profile. Additionally, there
must be at least one person with this profile. It is the only profile without a coinciding occurrence in the AUTHORIZATION
entity-type.

Predefined Profiles

The following information describes the access allowed by each of the four predefined profiles. The columns indicate the
access allowed for each Profile based on the security level (specified with the DDSYSTBL macro parameter SECLVL=)
chosen to be enforced.

These Profiles allow the indicated privileges for the entity-types that are included in the standard installation of Datacom
Datadictionary. For more information, see Valid Entity-Type and Function Combinations. The following codes are used in
the matrix:

 Code  Security Level 
F Facilities
E Entities
P Functions (Privilege to perform Functions)
MNT All maintenance functions. For example, MNT TEST indicates

that a user with the indicated Profile can perform all maintenance
functions against entity-occurrence in TEST status.

$DD-ADM Profile
PERSON     FACILITY    ENTITY-TYPE   STATUS      FUNCTIONS

SECLVL=0   SECLVL=1    SECLVL=2      SECLVL=3    SECLVL=4

____________________________________________________________________________

F=ALL       F=ALL      F=ALL         F=ALL       F=ALL

E=ALL       E=ALL      E=ALL         E=ALL       E=ALL

P=ALL       P=ALL      P=ALL         P=ALL       P=ALL (except OBSOLETE)

$DD-COP Profile
  PERSON     FACILITY    ENTITY-TYPE   STATUS      FUNCTIONS

____________________________________________________________________________
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  SECLVL=0   SECLVL=1    SECLVL=2      SECLVL=3    SECLVL=4

  F=ALL      F=DDUTILTY  F=DDUTILTY    F=DDUTILTY  F=DDUTILTY

               DDUPDATE    DDUPDATE      DDUPDATE    DDUPDATE

               ENTDISPL    ENTDISPL      ENTDISPL    ENTDISPL

               ENTMAINT    ENTMAINT      ENTMAINT    ENTMAINT

               DBMAINT     DBMAINT       DBMAINT     DBMAINT

               FILEMAINT   FILEMAINT     FILEMAINT   FILEMAINT

  E=ALL      E=ALL       E=ALL         E=ALL       E=ALL

  P=DIS ALL  P=DIS ALL   P=DIS ALL     P=DIS ALL   P=DIS, ADD, DEL , UPD, TXT

    MNT TEST   MNT TEST    MNT TEST      MNT TEST    REL, SET, VER, ALS, DES,

                                                         FLD in TEST status

                                                         DIS ALL

$DD-DIS Profile
PERSON     FACILITY      ENTITY-TYPE   STATUS        FUNCTIONS

SECLVL=0   SECLVL=1      SECLVL=2      SECLVL=3      SECLVL=4

F=ALL      F=DDUTILTY    F=DDUTILTY    F=DDUTILTY    F=DDUTILTY

             ENTDISPL      ENTDISPL      ENTDISPL      ENTDISPL

E=ALL      E=ALL          E=ALL        E=ALL         E=ALL

P=DIS ALL  P=DIS ALL      P=DIS ALL    P=DIS ALL     P=DIS ALL

  MNT TEST

Exception:
This profile does not allow display of the entity-types used for SQL processing (CONSTRAINT, PLAN,
STATEMENT, SYNONYM, and VIEW).

$DD-UPD Profile
PERSON      FACILITY       ENTITY-TYPE    STATUS         FUNCTIONS

SECLVL=0    SECLVL=1       SECLVL=2       SECLVL=3       SECLVL=4

F=ALL       F=DDUTILTY     F=DDUTILTY     F=DDUTILTY     F=DDUTILTY

              DDUPDATE       DDUPDATE       DDUPDATE       DDUPDATE

              ENTDISPL       ENTDISPL       ENTDISPL       ENTDISPL

              ENTMAINT       ENTMAINT       ENTMAINT       ENTMAINT

              DBMAINT        DBMAINT        DBMAINT        DBMAINT

              FILEMAINT      FILEMAINT      FILEMAIN       FILEMAINT

E=ALL       E=ALL          E=ALL          E=ALL          E=ALL

P=DIS ALL   P=DIS ALL      P=DIS ALL      P=DIS ALL      P=DIS, ADD, DEL, UPD, TXT

  MNT TEST    MNT TEST       MNT TEST       MNT TEST       REL, SET, VER, ALS, DES,

                                                           FLD in TEST status

                                                           DIS ALL

User-Defined Profiles Examples

The following matrix describes examples of possible profiles and the effect of the security levels on the profile.

The first column of the matrix lists the privileges assigned to the profile by entity-type and status. The remaining columns
indicate the access allowed for each Profile based on the security level (SECLVL=) chosen to be enforced.

In the matrix, the term MNT PROD JOB, RPT indicates that the user could perform maintenance functions against entity-
occurrences of the JOB and REPORT entity-types in PROD status. All other codes are the same as in the previous
matrixes.
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Example: $DD-USER1

Privileges     PERSON       FACILITY      ENTITY-TYPE     STATUS          FUNCTIONS

Assigned       SECLVL=0     SECLVL=1      SECLVL=2        SECLVL=3        SECLVL=4

F=DDUPDATE     F=ALL        F=DEF         F=DEF           F=DEF           F=DEF

  ENTD

  FMM

E=RPT (ALL)    E=ALL        E=ALL         E=RPT, JOB,     E=RPT,JOB,      E=RPT, JOB,

                                            SYS             SYS             SYS

P=ADD, DISP    P=DIS ALL    P=DIS ALL     P=DIS RPT,      P=DIS RPT,      P=DIS, ADD, DEL

  DEL            MNT TEST     MNT TEST      JOB, SYS        JOB, SYS        ALL RPT

                 MNT PROD     MNT PROD      MNT TEST        MNT ALL RPT     DIS, UPD

                 JOB, RPT     JOB, RPT      RPT, JOB, SYS   MNT PROD JOB    ALL PROD JOBS

                                            MNT PROD        MNT TEST SYS    ADD, DISP, UPD,

                                            JOB, RPT        DEL, TEST SYS

E=JOB (PROD)

P=DIS, UPD

E=SYS (TEST)

P=ADD, DIS,

   UPD, DELL

Example: $DD-USER2

Privileges      PERSON       FACILITY      ENTITY-TYPE     STATUS          FUNCTIONS

Assigned        SECLVL=0     SECLVL=1      SECLVL=2        SECLVL=3        SECLVL=4

F=ALL           F=ALL        F=ALL         F=ALL           F=ALL           F=ALL

E=DATABASE      E=ALL        E=ALL         E=DATABASE      E=DATABASE      E=DATABASE

  (T005)                                     TEST

P=DIS, ALIAS    P=DIS ALL    P=DIS ALL     P=DIS ALL       P=DIS T005      P=DIS T005

                  MNT TEST     MNT TEST      MNT TEST        MNT T005        ALIAS T005

Planning for Datacom Datadictionary Security
Planning the implementation of Datacom Datadictionary Security is an important step in the process of securing your
Datacom Datadictionary resources. The components of planning are:

• Security strategy (The Datacom Datadictionary validation process you have selected for your site. See Security Level
(SRT).

• Resources and users to secure
• Implications of Security on other areas of the product

Determining Security Strategy

Decide on the security level to implement at your site.

Decide on the security level to implement at your site.
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• 0 Person Level (minimum)
• 1 Facility Level (assigned level at installation)
• 2 Entity Level
• 3 Status Level
• 4 Function Level

Identifying Resources and Personnel to Secure

Datacom Datadictionary security: After you identify the level of security to implement at your site, identify and group users,
create group profiles, and assign PERSON entity-occurrences.

Perform the following steps:

1. Identify the users to authorize for Datacom Datadictionary resource access. If you are using security level 0, this is all
that you need to do.

2. Classify these users into groups that need the same access to resources. For example:
– A programming development staff needs retrieval access to TEST and PROD status.
– A systems design staff needs update and retrieval access against TEST status, and retrieval access to PROD

status.
– The Database Administrator needs update access to PROD status.

3. If necessary, identify the profiles that are required for these groups and determine the following information:
– Facilities that they need to use
– Entity-types they need to access
– Entity-types they can access in a specific status
– Functions that they can perform on the associated entity-types in a specific status

4. Assign the PERSON entity-occurrences to the appropriate profiles.

Implications of Datacom Datadictionary Security

Installing Datacom Datadictionary Security has implications for running DSF, retrieval, and executing SQL statements.

Installing Datacom Datadictionary Security has implications on the following areas:

• Running Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF)
• Generic retrieval and retrieval of an entity-occurrence along a path
• Executing SQL statements in the Interactive SQL Service Facility

Running DSF

The entity-occurrences which you can retrieve for display or update purposes with DSF depend on the security level
at your site and if you are authorized in your user profile. The user and optional password specified in the USRINITI
command to DSF are validated against the PERSON entity-occurrence. If no match is found, access is denied. If a
match is found, Datacom Datadictionary Security uses the profile for that user to determine the access rights of your DSF
program. The Security Administrator defines the DSF USRINITI user name as a PERSON entity-occurrence. For more
information about these procedures, see Maintaining Persons and Updating Profiles.

Retrieving Entity-Occurrences

When you retrieve entity-occurrences of multiple entity-types, you receive only the entity-occurrences of the entity-types
you are authorized to access. All the other defined entity-occurrences are ignored.
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For example, suppose your Datacom Datadictionary contains PROGRAM entity-occurrences A and B, and SYSTEM
entity-occurrences X and Y. However, you have authorization to access only the PROGRAM entity-type. A Datacom
Datadictionary online request to display an index of all entity-types would result in a display that includes PROGRAM
entity-occurrences A and B. It would not show SYSTEM entity-occurrences X and Y.

In another example, suppose you request a path report through Datacom Datadictionary batch processing for an Index
Report of the ORDER-ENTRY database and you only have access to DATABASE and TABLE entity-types. When you
submit the following batch reporting commands, you would receive the following reports:

 -USR SAMPLE-USER,PSWD

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

 -RPT START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD),STANDARD

 -RPT INDEX

 -END

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

The following are examples for pages 1 through 5.

User: SAMPLE-

USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:     2

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,****                                                   ;00PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

User: SAMPLE-

USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:     2

-DEF PATH,STANDARD

-END

User: SAMPLE-

USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:     2

-RPT START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD),STANDARD

-RPT INDEX

-END

User: SAMPLE-

USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:     2

ENTITY-

TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION..........................

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................

DATABASE                         ORDER-ENTRY                      0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE

TABLE                            ACCTS                            0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

TABLE                            CUST                             0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY CUST TABLE

TABLE                            DETAIL                           0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY DETAIL TABLE

TABLE                            ORDERS                           0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY ORDERS TABLE

TABLE                            ITEMS                            0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY ITEMS TABLE

TABLE                            ORD-NO                           0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY ORDER-

NUMBERS TABLE
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TABLE                            RCPTS                            0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY RECEIPTS TABLE

TABLE                            SHIPTO                           0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY SHIP-TO TABLE

TABLE                            SLSHST                           0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY SALES-

HIST TABLE

                                        *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  -----------*

The full structure Index Report would include the AREA, KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD entity-occurrences.

When you request entity-occurrences of a specific entity-type you are not authorized to access, you receive a UNA (user
not authorized) Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code or a Datacom Datadictionary error message.

Interactive SQL Service Facility

Securing the Interactive SQL Service Facility does not secure your data. It secures the use of this mode in Datacom
Datadictionary online.

Once access to the facility is allowed, a user can have access to the data. You can secure access to data by using the
GRANT and REVOKE functions in SQL processing. For more information, see Datacom SQL Security.

Implementing Datacom Datadictionary Security
This section provides instructions on getting started and a step-by-step description of the tasks needed to implement
Datacom Datadictionary Security.

Initial Security Administrator

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed there is a PERSON entity-occurrence supplied with the system:

• DATACOM-INSTALL - Name
• NEWUSER - Password

NOTE
DATCOMIN is an alias that can be used as a short form of DATACOM-INSTALL USER in r12. It can be used in
place of the longer name if your site has a user ID length restriction of eight (8) characters or less. DATACOM-
INSTALL is the user name for the Datacom Datadictionary +USR statement as listed in the z/OS Installation
Worksheet.

This entity-occurrence is established as a Security Administrator and with full access to all entity-types installed. You can
use the identification to access the Security Maintenance facility to establish your own Security Administrators. Once this
is done, either delete the PERSON entity-occurrence DATACOM-INSTALL, modify the NEWUSER password, or removed
the Security Administrator authority.

Installing Datacom Datadictionary Security

You should have completed the planning of Datacom Datadictionary Security as described in Planning for Datacom Core
Security before beginning implementation.

Step 1

If you select a security level greater than 1 - Facility Level, or if you select no Datacom Datadictionary Security (0), you
must change the SECLVL= parameter in the System Resource Table (SRT) after installing this version.

Five options are available:

Option 0:
Enforces minimum security in Datacom Datadictionary. Only the presence of a PERSON entity-occurrence in
PROD status is required for access to most facilities of Datacom Datadictionary.
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Option 1: FACILITY LEVEL (default)
A user must be authorized to use a given facility (DDUPDATE, DDUTILTY, ENTM, SQL, and so on).

Option 2: ENTITY LEVEL
A user must be authorized to perform any function on a given entity-type.

Option 3: STATUS LEVEL
A user must be authorized to perform any function on a given entity-type in a given status.

Option 4: FUNCTION LEVEL
A user must be authorized to perform a given function, on a given entity-type, in a given status.

Step 2

Accept the default for the COMPAT= parameter in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table.

NOTE
For more information about this parameter, see DDSYSTBL Macro.

Step 3

Using the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance facilities, enter the profiles and catalog them to the High-Speed
Directory (HSD).

Step 4

Also using the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance facilities, identify the users to the system and associate
each with a profile. In addition, a user can optionally be assigned as a Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator.

Using Datacom Datadictionary Online Security Maintenance
Before using Datacom Datadictionary Security, you must have a basic understanding of Datacom Datadictionary online.
The following describes how to maneuver through online Datacom Datadictionary from the Authorization Mode viewpoint.

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

Types of Panels

Datacom Datadictionary uses the Ideal to simplify management of panels, screen data, and commands. Various other
Broadcom products also use the Ideal. This allows multiple Broadcom products to run concurrently at the same terminal
and provide a set of services that are common to those products. These services include:

• Usage authorization (SIGNON/SIGNOFF)
• Driving of menus and other panels
• Program function key (PF) analysis
• Support for multiple commands in the same line of commands
• Multiple lines of commands
• HELP functions
• Processing of error or informative messages
• Support of asynchronous tasks
• Debugging facilities

Following is the arrangement of a typical Datacom Datadictionary screen layout.

   =>    command area

  =>

  =>
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  message line

  ----------------------------separator line--------------------------------

  status line

 

 

 

                               display area              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The organization of the Datacom Datadictionary screen is:

command area
The top lines of the screen, each with a line indicator symbol (=>), where you can enter commands.
Datacom Datadictionary is installed with a default of three lines. You can modify the number of lines available
in the command area with the SET CMD LIN n command, where n is the number of lines in the command area
from 5 to 0. If you set the number of command lines to 0, you must use the function keys and menu selections to
move from panel to panel and to perform Datacom Datadictionary functions. For more information about entering
commands, see Using Command Processing.

message line
The area where messages are displayed. If you set the command area to 0, the message line is at the top of the
panel.

separator line
The line of dashes below the command area that separates the command area from the display area. You can
change the dashes to another character with the SET CMD SEP c command, where c is the character.

status line
The line that describes the contents of the display area. This line consists of either the name of the selected mode
or the function selected on a main menu of a processing mode.

display area
A portion of the screen that contains varying information depending on the type of panel. The types of panels
used in Datacom Datadictionary are:

• Menu panels
• Prompter panels
• Display panels
• Maintenance panels

Processing is accomplished by entering the requested data on the panel and then using a command, the Enter key, or
both as required by the panel, to transmit the entries to Datacom Datadictionary. Some commands can be transmitted by
pressing program function (PF) keys.

When processing is completed for one panel, Datacom Datadictionary either displays a message on the current panel
or displays the next logical panel, according to the outcome of processing. If an error is encountered during processing,
Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message.
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Menu Panels

A menu panel allows you to select from a list of options rather than enter a command. In many cases, you can skip
the menu panels by entering the appropriate command. Valid options or functions are listed on the menu and a brief
description is given. Most menus include the abbreviated command syntax.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            P04M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 11 options on the menu)

  1. MAINTAIN PERSON       (MNT PER)     Maintain PERSON definitions

  2. ADD PROFILE           (A PROF)      Add a PROFILE

  3. UPDATE PROFILE        (U PROF)      Update a PROFILE

  4. DELETE PROFILE        (DEL PROF)    Delete a PROFILE

  5. CATALOG PROFILE       (CAT PROF)    Catalog a PROFILE

  6. DISPLAY PERSON        (D PER)       Display PERSON definitions

  7. DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE (D I PROF)    Display a PROFILE Index

  8. DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE (D USE PROF)  Display a PROFILE Usage

  9. DISPLAY DEF PROFILE   (D DEF PROF)  Display a PROFILE definition

 10. SET MODE                            Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

 11. OFF                                 End session

You can select an option on the menu panel by either typing the option number in the designated field in the display
region and pressing Enter, or by typing the command for the option in the command region and pressing Enter. Datacom
Datadictionary then displays another menu or a prompter panel where you can enter specific criteria for the function you
want to perform.

Prompter Panels

A prompter panel contains the proper command syntax for the selected function. It displays both the long and abbreviated
command syntax. Prompter panels assist new users unfamiliar with the Datacom Datadictionary commands or a user
unsure of the proper syntax.

On a prompter panel, you supply the variable information about the entity-occurrence. The required entries are
highlighted.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                                                                                                 T40F

 UPDATE   PROFILE    ________________________________

 UPD      PROF      (name)

             ENTITY  ________________________________
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             ENT        (type)

After filling in all required fields and any desired optional fields on a prompter panel, submit the command to Datacom
Datadictionary by either pressing the Enter key or entering the APPLY command, depending on the function performed by
the prompter panel.

You can enter the APPLY command by typing APPLY, or APP, on a command line and pressing Enter, or by pressing PF9.
For more information, see Using Command Processing and Using PF and PA Keys. Datacom Datadictionary responds
with the next logical panel for the function, a message confirming successful completion of the function, or an error
message.

Display Panels

A display panel provides user-requested information or Datacom Datadictionary initiated information, such as the result
of an APPLY command. You can use a display panel to obtain information about users or profiles. You can enter specific
commands in the line numbers at the left margin on a display panel. For more information, see Using the Online Work
Queue.

The following section shows the Profile Index panel. There are other displays available, such as displays of a security
profile definition or usage, or of a PERSON entity-occurrence's security profile. Security profile definitions and usage are
described in Displaying Profile Definitions and Displaying Profile Usage.

Profile Index Display

You can use the Profile Index display to display all Datacom Datadictionary profiles available at your site. The following is
an example of the Profile Index Display panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                           T47D

        Profile Index

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 $DD-ADM

 000002 $DD-COP

 000003 $DD-DIS

 000004 $DD-PROGRAMMER

 000005 $DD-SEC-ADM

 000006 $DD-UPD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When a display extends beyond the bottom of your screen, you can use the scrolling commands or PF7 and PF8 to move
through the display. For more information, see Using PF and PA Keys.
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Maintenance Panels

Use a maintenance panel to add or change attribute values, define profiles, and assign profiles to users. All Security
Maintenance panels are variable line panels. A variable line panel contains repeating groups. A repeating group is a
collection of contiguous fields treated as a unit. These contiguous fields can span more than one line on the panel.

Repeating groups can be inserted, copied, replicated, moved, and deleted. For more information and the line commands
you can use with repeating groups on specific types of panels, see Using Line Commands.

The following panel shows a line inserted after entering an I (insert) line command and the new data that the user has
entered:

 => apply 

 => 

 => 

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance 

                                                                           T41U 

 ................................. PERSON ATTRIBUTES .......................... 

 

OPTIONAL:Enter Specific Person- ________________________________ 

        Name                                                   Sec. 

         User-Password     ID  Profile                        Admin. 

 000001 DATACOM-INSTALL 

                               $DD-ADM                          Y 

 ...... JOHN-SMITH______________________ 

 

                           JS1 $DD-ADM_________________________ Y 

 

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M   ================================= 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS 

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT 

Updating Datacom Datadictionary

You update Datacom Datadictionary by entering data on a panel or with a command. This data is stored in a work file until
processed with the APPLY command (PF9). The Datacom Datadictionary Online Work File (DDOFILE) is used to store
session-dependent information over a logical process that can span the processing of several panels of information. The
work file is a Virtual Library System (VLS) file.
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When you issue the APPLY command, either in the command region or with PF9, the Datacom Datadictionary database is
updated with the information in the work file.

NOTE
The Datacom Datadictionary database is never updated until the APPLY command is processed.

Using PF and PA Keys

Datacom Datadictionary is installed with preset PF and PA keys. For terminals with more than 12 program function keys,
PF13 through PF24 correspond to PF1 through PF12.

The PF and PA keys perform the following functions except in the Interactive Service Facility Mode, in the Interactive SQL
Service Facility Mode, or on a HELP panel. Equivalent commands and abbreviated commands (if applicable) are listed
with the PF key definition.

Key Equivalent Command and Action
PF1 HELP (HEL) - displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END - terminates processing, clears anchored entity-occurrences

and returns to the main menu for the current mode.
PF3 CLARIFY - provides more information when the message "One or

more fields in error. Use 'Clarify' for details." is displayed.
PF4 PROCESS (PRO) - retrieves and executes the next entity-

occurrence and function from the online work queue.
PF5 MENU (MEN) - terminates processing, remains anchored on

selected entity-occurrence and returns the main menu for the
current mode.

PF6 STATUS (STA) - displays the Datacom Datadictionary Session
Status Display panel that shows session status and anchored
entity-occurrence information.

PF7 SRB - scrolls backward the number of lines in the repeating group
section of the displayed variable panel.

PF8 SRF - scrolls forward the number of lines in the repeating group
section of the displayed variable panel.

PF9 APPLY (APP) - applies updates entered through the processing
panel and activates the next logical panel.

PF10 PATH (PAT) - selects the next entity-occurrence along the defined
path.

PF11 NEXT (NEX) - selects the next entity-occurrence that meets the
selection criteria AUTHORIZE, DBMAINT, and ENTDISPL modes,
and for TEXT processing in ENTMAINT Mode.

PF12 INPUT (INP) - valid only on Text Maintenance panels - opens
a window of blank lines on the Text Maintenance panel for the
addition of more text.
NEXT CLASS (NEX CLS) - valid only on Text Display panels
- if you enter ALL for the Text Classification parameter on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel, displays the next Text Classification
in alphabetical order when there is more than one.

PA1 Refreshes screen.
PA2 Displays PF/PA key assignments.
Clear Same as PF2.
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Enter Performs different functions on various panels:
On display panels: processes margin and line commands and
refreshes the screen. This allows you to specify additional margin
commands.
On variable line maintenance panels: executes any line
commands you type in the line numbers and refreshes the screen.
On prompter panels and menu panels: displays the next panel
when there is a series of panels.
On Selection Criteria panels: performs the function you have
selected or displays the next panel in a series of panels.

Using Command Processing

Use Datacom Datadictionary commands to bypass menus and prompters to call various panels, scroll a display,
manipulate data, and process updates. Review command syntax and rules for command entry.

The abbreviated command syntax for the menu options is displayed on the panels so you can learn the commands easily.
The full and abbreviated command syntaxes for functions that are performed by the prompter panels are displayed on
those panels. You can skip the prompter panel by entering these commands. However, if the complete command is longer
than the 76 spaces available in a command line, use the prompter panel. A command cannot be continued to another line.

To issue commands to Datacom Datadictionary, enter the command in the command region at the top of the panel and
press Enter . The commands that are documented here are valid in the AUTHORIZE processing mode.

Except where noted, you can enter more than one command on a panel as shown in the following examples. You can
change the number of command lines that are displayed with the SET CMD LIN command.

NOTE
For more information about setting session defaults, see ADD PROFILE and the Datacom Datadictionary Online
Reference.

• You can type each command on a separate line.
 ==> apply

 ==> end

 ==>

• Or, you can type several commands on the same line and separate them with a semicolon (;), the default delimiter.
 ==> apply;end

 ==>

 ==>

When you enter only a part of a command, Datacom Datadictionary presents the prompter panel or menu for that function
with the information you have filled in on the panel. For example, if you enter the incomplete command ADD PROFILE in
the command area of the DATACOM/DD Security Maintenance Menu, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following
prompter panel for you to complete the required information.

 =>

 =>

 =>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                         T40F

 ADD      PROFILE    ________________________________

 ADD      PROF       (name)
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Remember that on a prompter panel, you must complete three steps:

1. Supply all required entries.
2. Supply any desired optional entries.
3. Press Enter or PF9 (APPLY) to continue processing.

ADD PROFILE

Use the ADD PROFILE command to add a profile to Datacom Datadictionary. When you do not include the occurrence-
name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Add Profile Prompter panel. For more information,
see Adding Datacom Core Core Profiles.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─ ADD ─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ PROF ────┘ └─ name ─┘

name
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you are adding. The name, if entered,
must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

 APPLY 

Use the APPLY command to update Datacom Datadictionary with the data entered on a maintenance panel. APPLY is
also a valid command from several prompter panels. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ APPLY ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ APP ───┘

 BOTTOM 

Enter the BOTTOM command to scroll to the last panel display of a variable panel. You can use this function in all modes.
Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ BOTTOM ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BOT ────┘

 CATALOG PROFILE 

Use the CATALOG PROFILE command to post the definition of a profile to the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed
Directory (HSD). If you do not enter a name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Catalog Profile Prompter panel for you
to enter the information. For more information about this panel, see Cataloging Profiles. Use the following format for this
command:

►►─┬─ CATALOG ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CAT ─────┤ └─ PROF ────┘ └─ atz-occ-name. ─┘

   └─ CATAL ───┘

atz-occ-name.
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you are cataloging. The name, if entered,
must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

Press PF9 or type APPLY to catalog the profile to the HSD.

If the CATALOG function is successful and no errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DD
Security Maintenance Menu with a message indicating successful completion of this function.

If the CATALOG function fails due to errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error panel that contains messages that
can be used to diagnose the errors in the structure.

 COMBINE Command 

Use the COMBINE command to terminate the bottom region of a split screen and give its area to the region displayed
above it. Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command.

►►─ COMBINE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 DELETE PROFILE 

Use the DELETE PROFILE command to delete a profile from Datacom Datadictionary. When you do not include the
occurrence-name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Delete Profile panel. For information about this
panel, see Deleting Profiles.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DEL ────┘ └─ PROF ────┘ └─ name ─┘

name
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you are deleting. The name, if entered,
must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

 DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE 

Use the DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE command to display profile definitions. This function is useful when you need
to know how a particular Profile is set up before relating a new PERSON entity-occurrence, or prior to updating the profile
definition.

If you omit the optional profile name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Display Definition Prompter panel for you to
enter this information. For more information about this panel, see Displaying Profile Definitions.

Use the following format for this command.

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─┬─ DEFINITION ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DIS ─────┤ └─ DEF ────────┘ └─ PROF ────┘ └─ name ─┘

   └─ D ───────┘

name
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you want to display. The name, if entered,
must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
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When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the profile definition requested.

 DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE 

Use the DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE command to display an index of Datacom Datadictionary Security profiles.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─┬─ INDEX ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DIS ─────┤ ├─ IND ───┤ └─ PROF ────┘

   └─ D ───────┘ └─ I ─────┘

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with an index of the profiles defined to the system. You can
enter margin commands in the line numbers of the profiles on the panel.

The following are the valid margin commands you can enter on this panel. For more information about using margin
commands, see Using the Online Work Queue.

 Margin Command  Description 
CAT Catalog a Profile
DDF Display a Profile Definition
DEL Delete a Profile
DUS Display Profile Usage
UPD Update a Profile

 DISPLAY PERSON 

Use the DISPLAY PERSON command to display authorization information for one PERSON entity-occurrence and
information on the profile to which the PERSON entity-occurrence is related. This function is useful when you need to
know the profile authorizations for a particular person.

If you omit the optional PERSON entity-occurrence name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Display Person Prompter
panel for you to enter this information. For more information about this panel, see Displaying Person Definitions.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─┬─ PERSON ─┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DIS ─────┤ ├─ PER ────┤ └─ entity-occurrence name ─┘

   └─ D ───────┘ └─ PEOPLE ─┘

entity-occurrence name
(Optional) Limit the definition to a single entity-occurrence by entering the name of the entity-occurrence. You
can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 through 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the PERSON entity-occurrence definition requested.

 DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE 

Use the DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE command to display a list of PERSON entity-occurrences assigned a specific profile.
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If you omit the optional profile name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Display Usage Prompter panel for you to enter
this information. For more information about this panel, see Displaying Profile Usage. Use the following format for this
command:

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─┬─ USAGE ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DIS ─────┤ └─ USE ───┘ └─ PROF ────┘ └─ name ─┘

   └─ D ───────┘

name
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you want to display. The entity-occurrence
name, if entered, must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the requested information.

 END 

Use the END command to terminate processing and return to the menu for the current mode. You can use this command
in all processing modes.

►►─ END ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the menu for the current processing mode.

 HELP 

Use the HELP command to display the current HELP panel. The HELP command is valid in all modes. You can enter the
HELP command on any panel. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ HELP ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HEL ──┘

 MAINTAIN PERSON 

Use the MAINTAIN PERSON command to display a list of PERSON entity-occurrences defined to the system. Datacom
Datadictionary responds with the Maintain Person panel.

You can add, delete, or change the PERSON entity-occurrence definitions by using line commands or by typing over the
information you want to change.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ MAINTAIN ─┬─┬─ PERSON ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MAINT ────┤ ├─ PER ────┤

   └─ MNT ──────┘ └─ PEOPLE ─┘

 MARGIN 

Use the MARGIN command to display a list of the margin commands you can use to establish an online work queue. For
more information, see Using the Online Work Queue.

►►─ MARGIN ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 NEXT 

Use the NEXT command in AUTHORIZE, DBMAINT, and ENTDISPL Modes and for TEXT processing in ENTMAINT
Mode to obtain the next entity-occurrence that meets the criteria you specified. Use the following format for this command.
You can also issue the NEXT command with the PF11 key.
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►►─┬─ NEXT ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEX ──┘

 OFF 

Use the OFF command to terminate processing and sign off Datacom Datadictionary. This command is valid in all
processing modes.

►►─ OFF ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Datacom Datadictionary signoff panel.

• If you have entered data on a panel and have not issued the APPLY command, the Datacom Datadictionary database
is not updated and the data is lost. For more information, see Updating Datacom Core Core.

• If you have entered margin commands but have not processed them, they are lost when you sign off. For more
information, see Using the Online Work Queue.

 OFFON 

Enter the OFFON command to sign off Datacom Datadictionary and sign on again. This can be helpful when
you want to sign on with a different user ID, or when you want to sign on to a different Datacom Datadictionary.
You can establish specific user IDs for specific levels of authorization to perform specific functions. You can have
multiple Datacom Datadictionarys at one site.

►►─ OFFON ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel.

If you have entered data on a panel and have not issued the APPLY command, the Datacom Datadictionary is not
updated and the data is lost. For more information, see Updating Datacom Core Core.

If you have an uncompleted work queue, it is lost when you sign off. For more information, see Using the Online Work
Queue.

 PROFILE 

Use the PROFILE command to display the Security Profile panel. This panel displays the authorizations assigned to the
user identification code with which you signed on to the current session of Datacom Datadictionary.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ PROFILE ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PROF ────┘

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a panel similar to the following example. You cannot update the
attribute-values on this panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Profile                                            PRFH

 DISPLAY PERSON: USERNAME                          User-Password: PSWD

  User-ID: UID  Profile: $DD-ADM                           Security Admin.: Y

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ..........................

 Online Facilities - ( DBM: Y   FMM: Y   ENTM: Y   ENTD: Y   ISF: Y   SQL: Y )

 Batch  Facilities - ( UPD: Y   UTL: Y    CFB: Y    BTG: Y   RMF: Y   TRS: Y )
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 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                     D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

        Entity              All      i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

                Status   Functions?  s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 AREA

                 PROD        Y       Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y

 000002 AUTHORIZATION

                 PROD        Y       Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y

DISPLAY PERSON:
Specifies the full name associated with the user ID used on the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel for this
session.

User-Password:
Specifies the password, if any, assigned to this user ID.

User-ID:
Specifies the user identification you accepted or entered on the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel for this
session. You can have many different user identifications, for example, for different functions.

Profile:
Specifies the entity-occurrence name of the related $DD- AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence.

Security Admin.:
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) if this user ID is authorized as a Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator
(profile $DD-SEC-ADM).

Facility Level Security section
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) that authorization is associated with this user ID to use the following facilities:

 ID  Batch Facility 
BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
RMF DDRMFLM maintenance
TRS DDTRSLM maintenance
UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
UTL DDUTILTY maintenance
 ID  Online Facility 
DBM  Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTD  Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
ENTM  Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
FMM File Structure Maintenance
ISF Interactive Service Facility
SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility

Entity Level Security section
Contains a list of the function authorizations associated with this user ID for specific entity-types in a specific
status.
Entity

The entity-type name.
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Status
The status of the entity-type.

All Functions?
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) if all functions are authorized for this entity-type in this status.

Specific Functions
Under the following abbreviations, the letter Y (yes) or N (no) indicates if the function is authorized for this
entity-type in this status.

NOTE
The abbreviations for the functions that can be performed against an entity-type are displayed
vertically on the panel.

 Heading  Function  Heading  Function 
Add ADD/CREATE Obs OBSOLETE
Als ALIAS maintenance Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Cat CATALOG Res RESTORE
Def DEFINE Sec PASSWORD/LOCK

maintenance
Del DELETE/REMOVE Set SET
Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance Sta STATUS maintenance
Dis DISPLAY To COPY TO
Dsa DISABLE Txt TEXT maintenance
Ena ENABLE Upd UPDATE/MODIFY
Frm COPY FROM Ver VERIFY

 SCROLL 

Use the SCROLL command to move forward and backward through the lines of a panel that you cannot display all at one
time on a single screen. Use the following format for this command.

►►─┬─ SCROLL ─┬─┬───────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SCR ────┘ └─ opt ─┘

If you do not add a keyword with the SCROLL command, Datacom Datadictionary scrolls the display forward the set
number of lines in a region with the last line of the previous display at the top of the new display. You can also enter this
command with the PF8 key.

You can add the following optional keywords to the SCROLL command.

 Command  Action 
+ Scroll forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also

use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command, or the SRF command
for this function.)
Scroll backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also
use the PF7 key or the SRB command for this function.)

+nnn Scroll forward nnn number of lines in a region.
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-nnn  Scroll backward nnn number of lines in a region.

B Scroll backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can
also use the PF7 key, the BACKWARD command, the SCROLL -
command, or the SRB command for this function.)

F Scroll forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can
also use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command, the SCROLL +
command, or the SRF command for this function.)

BOT Scroll to bottom of the list. (You can also use the BOTTOM
command for this function.)

TOP Scroll to top of the list. (You can also use the TOP command for
this function.)

 SET  

You can use the SET command in different ways depending on the online mode and the keywords used with the
command. You can use this function with the appropriate keywords to assign certain default values, environment
conditions, or the mode during the current session.

You use the SET DATABASE command to request Datacom Datadictionary to assign certain modifiable and
nonmodifiable (those set internally by Datacom Datadictionary) attribute-values.

Use the following commands to perform the described action:

SET AUTHID
Displays the AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel in the SQLADMIN function of the Interactive SQL Service Facility. Use
the panel to change to a different AUTHID to be used as the default for the session.

SET AUTHOR 'name'
Specify the default setting for the AUTHOR attribute when defining entity-occurrences. The name must be
enclosed in single quotes.

SET CMD DLM c
Change the command delimiter character, where c is the character. The default delimiter is a semicolon (;).

SET CMD LIN n
Change the number of lines for commands on panels, where n is the number of lines. Valid entries are 0-5. The
default is three lines.

SET CMD RPT c
Change the command repeat character, where cis the character. The default is a dash (-).

SET CMD RSW c
Change the command reshow character, where cis the character. The default is a plus sign (+).

SET CMD SEP c
Change the separator character displayed on the line between regions in a split screen, where cis the character.
For more information about the default, see the Ideal documentation.

SET CONTROLLER 'name'
Specify the default setting for the CONTROLLER attribute when defining entity-occurrences. The name must be
enclosed in single quotes.

SET DBID = nnnnn
Change to a different Datacom Datadictionary with a different Datacom/DB database ID than the one specified in
the system resource table, where nnnnn is the ID number.
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SET LANGUAGE language
Specify the default language to display on a Copybook Display Panel in ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. The
system default is COBOL.
ASM|ASSEMBLER

Specifies the Assembler copybook
COB|COBOL

Specifies the COBOL copybook
DR

Specifies the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility copybook
PLI

Specifies the PL/I copybook
SET MODE type

Specify a processing mode, index display format, or text display format. The types and actions are as follows:
AUTH

Transfer to the Security Maintenance Mode.
DBM

Transfer to the Datacom/DB Maintenance Mode.
ENTD

Transfer to the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance Mode.
ENTM

Transfer to the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display Mode.
FMM

Transfer to the File Maintenance Mode.
ISF

Transfer to the Interactive Service Facility Mode.
INDEX

Allow Datacom Datadictionary to determine the number of lines needed per entry on an index display
panel. Two lines are used for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT entity-occurrences. One line is used for all
other entity-occurrences.

INDEX1
Specify one line per entry on index display panels. This suppresses the display of parent-name for FIELD,
KEY and ELEMENT entity-occurrences.

INDEX2
Specify two lines per entry on index display panels. Parent-name is displayed for FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT entity-occurrences. A blank line follows all other entity-occurrences.

NONUM
Specify text panel lines at 79 characters with no numbered margins.

NUM
Specify the text panel lines at 72 characters with numbered margins.

SQL
Transfer to the SQL Mode.

blank
Return to the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select Panel.
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SET NAME name
Establish the default type of value to display for the Field-Name field on a Field Summary Display Panel in the
ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. Enter one of the following for name in this command. The system default is
the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.
ASM|ASSEMBLER

Display the Assembler name.
CMP|COMPILER

Display the Compiler name.
DD|DATADICT

Display the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.
DESC

Display the FIELD entity-occurrence descriptive information in the DESCRIPTION attribute.
SET SQL syntax-id

Override the syntax level set with the SQLMODE= parameter in the Multi-User Facility Master List or previously
changed with this command. The change is valid for the duration of the current session. You cannot change this
setting to DATACOM if SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS. Enter one of the following:
ANSI

Conform to ANSI standard.
DATACOM

Conform to Broadcom SQL extension.
FIPS

Conform to FIPS standard.
OFF

Return to default.
SET PREFIX = name

Specify 1 to 15 characters for Datacom Datadictionary to add to the beginning of each entity-occurrence name
you define on panels in the ENTMAINT Mode. You can terminate your prefix setting with the RESET PREFIX
command.

SET TEXT class-name
Specify the default value that Datacom Datadictionary will use for the classification name for the text you add to
entity-occurrences.
The system default is STANDARD.
The name can be up to 32 characters and must follow the Datacom Datadictionary naming conventions.

SET WINDOW = nn
Change the number of lines inserted with the INPUT command on a Text Maintenance Panel, where nn is the
number of lines (window). The window must be at least 1 and can be a maximum of 2 less than the region size.
The default is 5.

SPLIT
Depending on the type of terminal you have, you can use the SPLIT command to present more than one display
area at the same time. This allows you to display different Datacom Datadictionary panels simultaneously or to
access Datacom Datadictionary in one area and another product, such as Ideal for Datacom, in the other area.
Note: For more information about this online command, see SET. You cannot abbreviate this command.

►►─ SPLIT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Use the COMBINE command to terminate the bottom region of a split screen and give its area to the region displayed
above it. Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command.
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SRB
Use the SRB command to scroll the display area backward one panel in a region. The PF7 key also performs this
function.

►►─ SRB ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SRF
Use the SRF command to scroll the display area forward one panel in a region. The PF8 key also performs this
function.

►►─ SRF ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

STATUS
Use the STATUS command to display the Datacom Datadictionary Session Status Display panel. The panel
shows Datacom Datadictionary session status and anchored entity-occurrence information.

►►─┬─ STATUS ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ STA ────┘       

TOP
Use the TOP command to scroll a display area so that line 1 is the first line in the display area.

►►─ TOP ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

UPDATE PROFILE
Use the UPDATE PROFILE command to display information for a specific profile. You can display the appropriate
Update Profile panel based on the keywords. Add, delete, or change profile information by using line commands
or by typing over the information you want to change on these panels.
Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ UPDATE ─┬─┬─ PROFILE ─┬─┬────────┬─┬───────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ UPD ────┤ └─ PROF ────┘ └─ name ─┘ ├─ ENTITY ──────┤

   └─ U ──────┘                          ├─ ENT ─────────┤

                                         └─ entity-type ─┘

name
(Optional) The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you are updating. If you enter the entity-
occurrence name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Update Profile panel. This panel lists authorizations for
facilities and all entity-type/status combinations defined to this profile. For more information about maintaining
profile information using this panel, see Updating Profile Entity-Types.
The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
entity-type

(Optional) The entity-type name. If you enter the entity-type name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Update
Profile Entity-Type panel that displays Entity Level Security for the specified entity-type. For more information
about maintaining profile entity-type information using this panel, see Updating Profile Entity-Types.
Valid Entries:

Valid Datacom Datadictionary long name for the entity-type.
Default Value:

(No default)
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Using Line Commands

Line commands can be used to scroll through, insert, copy, move, and delete lines in repeating groups on panels. These
commands are not related to the online work queue commands which are called margin commands. For more information
about these commands, see Using the Online Work Queue. The numerical factor described with the following commands
can be either left or right of the command depending on the site option selected.

For example, to insert three lines, enter either I3 or 3I depending on the value for the LCREP= parameter in the System
Resource Table. This applies to the Delete, Insert, Move, Repeat, and Copy commands.

You can use the following line commands on Security Maintenance panels:

Command Action
* Scroll the display until this line is at the top of the panel.
*+ nnn Scroll the display until the line that is nnn lines after this line is at

the top of the panel.
*- nnn Scroll the display until the line that is nnn lines before this line is at

the top of the panel.
A Designate the location after which lines are to be copied or

moved.
B Designate the location before which lines are to be copied or

move.
C Copy a line. Use A or B to designate the location where the line is

to be copied.
CC Copy a block of lines. CC must be entered on the first line and the

last line of the block. Use A or B to designate the location where
the block is to be copied.

D Delete a line.
DB Delete all lines from this line through the bottom line.
DD Delete a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and

the last line of the block.
DT Delete all lines from this line through the top line.
IB Inserts a blank line before the first line.
I or I n Insert lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted

into the panel after the line where the command is entered. If used
with n, n number of unnumbered lines are inserted into panel after
the line where the command is entered.

R or R n Repeat lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line
where the command is entered. If used with n, the line where the
command is entered is repeated n times after itself.

RR Repeat a block of lines. RR must be entered on the first line and
the last line of the block. The lines are repeated after the line of
the designated block.

Using the Online Work Queue

The online work queue is a temporary set of entity-occurrences and functions for additional processing. You establish the
work queue by entering margin commands on the Profile Index panel.
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For example, on the following Profile Index panel, the CAT (CATALOG PROFILE) margin command places the profile
in the online work queue to catalog the profile to the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD). The DDF
(DISPLAY PROFILE DEFINITION) margin command places the profile in the work queue to display profile definitions.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                           T47D

         Profile Index

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 $DD-ADM

 000002 $DD-COP

 000003 $DD-DIS

 CAT004 $DD-PROGRAMMER

 000005 $DD-SEC-ADM

 DDF006 $DD-UPD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Building a Work Queue

To place an entity-occurrence on the work queue, type a margin command in the line number for that entity-occurrence
and press Enter. You can enter multiple margin commands on one or more panels. As your margin commands are
processed, each entity-occurrence and function is added to the queue in logical sequence. The queue can contain entity-
occurrences of any entity-type.

The work queue is available only for the duration of a session. The queue is not retained if you do not process all the
entity-occurrences in the queue before the session is terminated. Rebuild the queue when you sign on if you want to
process those entity-occurrences that were not processed in the previous session.

Margin Commands

The following margin commands can be entered on the Profile Index Display panel to perform the function listed against
the entity-occurrence on that line. You can use the following margin commands for all entity-types. You can obtain a list of
these commands by entering the MARGIN command on any panel.

Use the following margin commands to place maintenance functions in the online work queue:

Margin Command Equivalent Command
CAT CATALOG
DEL or DLT DELETE PROFILE
UPD UPDATE PROFILE
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The following margin commands place specific display functions in the work queue:

Margin Command Equivalent Command
DDF DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE
DUS DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE

Executing the Work Queue

You retrieve an entity-occurrence from the queue by entering the PROCESS command or pressing PF4. When an entity-
occurrence is retrieved from the queue, it becomes the anchored entity-occurrence and is displayed on the processing
panel for the requested function. The entity-occurrence remains anchored until you enter the END, PROCESS, OFF, or
OFFON commands.

If you add more entity-occurrences to the work queue during processing of your original set, the new entity-occurrences
are added to the top of the queue and are processed first. When you complete processing of the second set of entity-
occurrences, processing of entity-occurrences remaining in the original set resumes. When no more entity-occurrences
exist in the queue, a message is displayed.

Profile Maintenance Panel Error Codes
The following error codes are presented on the UPDATE PROFILE Panel if an error is encountered. The error code is
displayed when you apply the maintenance. You also receive an error message in the format DDOL000nnn.

Code Problem
A Invalid function for command
B Invalid type
C Unknown entity-type
D Invalid facility
E Invalid function (not A)
F Not found for update or delete
G Version/Status invalid
H Facility already related
I Entity table already related

Signing On to Datacom Datadictionary Online
The online facility provides panels for you to enter data to place in Datacom Datadictionary. These panels are accessed
through the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Selection panel (main menu) by selecting option 4 (AUTHORIZE). You must be
authorized as a Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator to use this mode.

When you select the AUTHORIZE Mode you receive the following prompter panel where you reenter your password, or
change your password.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                 Authorization Mode Security Check                       T04F
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 Please re-certify your identity before accessing DD Authorization Mode by

 entering your DD User password.

 

 Password:

 

After reentering your password, or specifying a different password, press Enter. If you have the necessary authorization,
you receive the following menu to select the desired security maintenance function.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            P04M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 11 options on the menu)

 

  1. MAINTAIN PERSON       (MNT PER)     Maintain PERSON definitions

  2. ADD PROFILE           (A PROF)      Add a PROFILE

  3. UPDATE PROFILE        (U PROF)      Update a PROFILE

  4. DELETE PROFILE        (DEL PROF)    Delete a PROFILE

  5. CATALOG PROFILE       (CAT PROF)    Catalog a PROFILE

  6. DISPLAY PERSON        (D PER)       Display PERSON definitions

  7. DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE (D I PROF)    Display a PROFILE Index

  8. DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE (D USE PROF)  Display a PROFILE Usage

  9. DISPLAY DEF PROFILE   (D DEF PROF)  Display a PROFILE definition

 10. SET MODE                            Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

 11. IDEAL                               Transfer to IDEAL application

 12. OFF                                 End session

 

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option.

Use this menu to choose the Datacom Datadictionary Security maintenance function by entering the option number or by
entering the abbreviated form of the command in the command area and press Enter.

Adding Datacom Datadictionary Profiles
With the ADD PROFILE function of Datacom Datadictionary Security, you can add profiles to Datacom Datadictionary
either in batch or online.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online.

Step 1

Select option 2 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or enter the ADD PROFILE command in the
command area. For more information and instructions about using this command, see Using Command Processing.

If you omit the entity-occurrence name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000374A - 40FP - REQUIRED PROFILE NAME MISSING
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 ADD      PROFILE    ________________________________

 ADD      PROF       (name)

 

Step 2

Type the profile name as described next and press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays the panel that follows.

(name)
The name of the profile you are adding. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

 ADD PROFILE $DD-PROGRAMMER                                                 T42U

 

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ...........................

 Online Facilities - ( DBM: _   FMM: _   ENTM: _   ENTD: _   ISF: _   SQL: _ )

 Batch  Facilities - ( UPD: _   UTL: _    CFB: _    BTG: _   RMF: _   TRS: _ )

 

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

 ======  =  ================================  =================================

 000001  _  AREA

 000002  _  AUTHORIZATION

 000003  _  CONSTRAINT

 000004  _  DATABASE

 000005  _  DATAVIEW

 000006  _  ELEMENT

 000007  _  FIELD

 000008  _  FILE

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

Step 3

Type the relevant information on this panel, described next, and APPLY (PF9) to display the next panel in this series. Use
the scroll keys or commands to view all entity-type entries on this panel. For more information, see Profile Maintenance
Panel Error Codes.

ADD PROFILE
The $DD- Profile entity-occurrence name you added on the Add Profile prompter panel or the profile entity-
occurrence name you added with the ADD PROFILE command displays in this field.
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Facility Level Security section
Contains all the online and batch facilities available in Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary. Indicate by
typing the letter Y (yes) that authorization to use the following facilities is associated with this profile.

NOTE
If SQL processing is available at your site, the Interactive SQL Service Facility is securable by entering
Y for SQL in this section.

ID Online Facility
DBM Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTD Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
ENTM Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
FMM Broadcom FILE Structure Maintenance
ISF Interactive Service Facility
SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility
BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
RMF DDRMFLM maintenance
UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
UTL DDUTILTY maintenance

Entity Level Security section
Contains an index of all the valid entity-types for this Datacom Datadictionary as determined from the High-Speed
Directory (HSD), plus one for UNIVERSAL.
Type a non-blank, non-null character beside the entity-types you want to select for security authorization. You can
use the line command area to perform scrolling functions. For more information, see the Using Line Commands.
After selecting entity-types for security authorization, issue the APPLY command. Datacom Datadictionary
displays a panel as follows, to specify entity level security beginning with the first entity-type selected.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000120I - 44IP - PROFILE HAS NO ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance                                        T44U

 UPDATE PROFILE $DD-PROGRAMMER ENTITY AREA

 

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                    D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

                       All          i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

          Status    Functions?      s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== = ====           =          = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =

 000001   ALL_           _          X _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _

 

 ====== = ====           =          = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays a separate panel for each entity-type selected on the Add Profile panel, allowing you to
select the status level and function level of security. The following describes each field on this panel.

To add status/function information, use the line commands to insert, copy, or delete lines. For more information, see Using
Line Commands.

UPDATE PROFILE
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name previously added is displayed.

ENTITY
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type selected previously is displayed.

Entity Level Security section
Contains a list of the functions that you can select for authorization associated with this specific profile.
Status

The status you are authorizing with this entity-type.
Valid Entries:
Tnnn - where nnn is 001 -- 999 for Model Structures
TEST - All test statuses
PROD - Production status
ALL - All statuses
Default Value: (No default)

All Functions
Indicate with any character such as the letter Y (yes) that all functions are authorized for this entity-type in
this status.
Valid Entries:
Any non-null, non-blank character
Default Value:
(No default)

Specific Functions
Under the following abbreviations, indicate with any character such as the letter Y (yes) or N (no) whether
the function is authorized for this entity-type in this status.

NOTE
The abbreviations for the functions that can be performed against an entity-type are listed
vertically on the panel.

Heading Function
Add ADD/CREATE
Als ALIAS maintenance
Ca CATALOG
Def DEFINE
Del DELETE/REMOVE
Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance
Dis DISPLAY
Dsa DISABLE
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Ena ENABLE
Frm COPY FROM
Obs OBSOLETE
Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Res RESTORE
Sec PASSWORD/LOCK maintenance
Set SET
Sta STATUS maintenance
To COPY TO
Txt TEXT maintenance
Upd UPDATE/MODIFY
Ver VERIFY

Valid Entries:

Any non-null, non-blank character

Default Value:

(No default)

Step 5

Press PF9 or type APPLY in the command area to apply this information to Datacom Datadictionary. If an error is
encountered, a code is placed in the field following the line number when the maintenance is applied. For more
information and the list of codes, see Profile Maintenance Panel Error Codes or press PF1.

After you have completed this process for each entity-type you selected, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Security
Maintenance Menu with a SUCCESSFUL SEC PROF ADD message. From this menu, CATALOG the profile to Datacom
Datadictionary by using option 5 or by issuing the CATALOG PROFILE command on the command line. For more
information, see Cataloging Profiles.

Batch Transactions

Add profiles in a batch environment by submitting the 1011 - 1013 transactions with the -ADD transaction group. The
following is an example of batch transactions adding a Profile for $DD-PROGRAMMER that is authorized to access all
facilities (1011 transaction), access all areas (1012 transaction), and access all functions (1013 transaction).

For more information and an explanation of these transactions, see the Datacom Core Batch Security Maintenance.

  -ADD PROFILE,$DD-PROGRAMMER

  1011 ADD ALL

  1012 ADD AREA(ALL)

  1013 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

  -END

 

Cataloging Profiles

To complete the security authorization process, you must catalog the profiles you have defined or updated to the Datacom
Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD).
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NOTE
 Profile definitions are read when a user signs on to Datacom Datadictionary. If you update and catalog the
profile related to your PERSON entity-occurrence or the profile related to a PERSON entity-occurrence of
someone currently signed on, the changes are not enforced until you or the person sign off and sign on again.

Use the following procedures to catalog a profile online. You can also catalog all profiles to the HSD by executing
the DDCFBLD utility with the -HSD RESET transaction.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

 Step 1 

After you have completed all the panels associated with adding a profile (Add Profile and associated Update Profile Entity
panels), catalog the profile by selecting option 5 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu or by typing
the CATALOG PROFILE command in the command area. For more information about the CATALOG PROFILE command,
see Using Command Processing.

If you omit the profile name in the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 CATALOG  PROFILE    ________________________________

 CAT      PROF       (name)

 Step 2 

Type the $DD- profile name on this panel as described following and either press PF9 or enter the APPLY command in
the command area to update the High-Speed Directory (HSD) with this profile.

(name)
The name of the profile you are cataloging. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

If you enter the CATALOG PROFILE command and include the profile name, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Catalog Profile prompter panel. Issue the APPLY command (PF9) to catalog the profile to the High-Speed Directory
(HSD).

 Batch Transactions 

Use a transaction in the following format in the DDCFBLD utility to update the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed
Directory (HSD).

For more information about the transaction, see Datacom Core Batch Security Maintenance.

 -HSD CATALOG,PROFILE,profile-name

Deleting Profiles

If you need to delete a profile you have defined to your system, follow these procedures. You can delete profiles using
batch and online facilities.
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Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

 Step 1 

Either select option 4 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or type the DELETE PROFILE
command in the command area to display the Delete Profile Prompter panel. For more information, see ADD PROFILE.

If you omit the profile name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 DELETE   PROFILE    ________________________________

 DEL      PROF       (name)

 Step 2 

Type the name of the profile you are deleting as described following.

(name)
The name of the profile you are deleting. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Either press PF9 or type APPLY in the command area to process this delete request. Datacom Datadictionary responds
by returning to the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu displaying either a successful or unsuccessful
message in the message area.

If you enter the DELETE PROFILE command and include the profile name, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the
Delete Profile prompter panel with all the information displayed, including a message to APPLY the delete to Datacom
Datadictionary.

 Batch Transactions 

Delete profiles in a batch environment by submitting the -DEL transaction.

For more information about these transactions, see Datacom Core Batch Security Maintenance.

 -DEL PROFILE,profile-name

 -END

Displaying Index of Profiles

Datacom Datadictionary Security provides a way for you to display an index of all the Datacom Datadictionary Security
profiles defined to the system. Use this capability to determine if the profile you need has already been defined to the
system, or if you need to define a new one. You can display an index of the Datacom Datadictionary Security profiles
either in batch or online.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

Step 1
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Either select option 7 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or enter the DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE
command. For more information about the DISPLAY INDEX PROFILE command, see Using Command Processing.

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with an index of the profiles defined to the system.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T47D

        Profile Index

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 $DD-ADM

 000002 $DD-COP

 000003 $DD-DIS

 000004 $DD-PROGRAMMER

 000005 $DD-SEC-ADM

 000006 $DD-UPD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 2

You can enter the following margin commands to maintain profile information.

Margin Command Description
CAT Catalog a profile
DDF Display a profile Definition
DEL Delete a profile
DUS Display profile Usage
UPD Update a profile

Batch Transactions

You can run an Index Report of profiles defined to the system in a batch environment by submitting the -RPT INDEX
transaction.

 -RPT INDEX,AUTHORIZATION,$DD-*(PROD)

 -END
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Displaying Person Definitions

Use the DISPLAY PERSON command in Datacom Datadictionary Security online to display the authorizations that are
assigned to any PERSON entity-occurrence.

You can display the authorizations that are assigned to any PERSON entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary
Security online.

For more information, see Using Command Processing.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

Step 1

Either select option 6 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or type the DISPLAY PERSON
command in the command area to display this information. For more information about the DISPLAY PERSON command,
see Using Command Processing.

If you do not enter the profile name with the DISPLAY PERSON command, or have selected option 6 on the Datacom
Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000452A - 40FP - REQUIRED PERSON NAME MISSING

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 DISPLAY  PERSON     ________________________________

 DIS      PER        (name)

Step 2

Type the PERSON entity-occurrence name on this panel as described in the following list.

(name)
(Optional) You can limit the definition to a single entity-occurrence by entering the name of the entity-occurrence.
Enter ALL to select all entity-occurrences, or use one or more letters and an asterisk (*) to select several entity-
occurrences starting with the same initial characters. For example, to display all entity-occurrences with names
starting with D, enter D*.
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns all PERSON entity-
occurrences.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a panel similar to the following example. You cannot update the
attribute-values on this panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Profile                                          T46D

 DISPLAY PERSON: USERNAME                          User-Password: PSWD

  User-ID: UID  Profile: $DD-ADM                           Security Admin.: Y

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ..........................

 Online Facilities - ( DBM: Y   FMM: Y   ENTM: Y   ENTD: Y   ISF: Y   SQL: Y )

 Batch  Facilities - ( UPD: Y   UTL: Y    CFB: Y    BTG: Y   RMF: Y   TRS: Y )

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY ...........................

                                   D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

        Entity             All     i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

                Status  Functions? s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== ======================== T O P =======================================

 000001 AREA

                 PROD       Y      Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

DISPLAY PERSON
Name of the PERSON entity-occurrence whose profile is being displayed

User-Password
Password, if any, assigned to this PERSON entity-occurrence

User-ID
User identification for this PERSON entity-occurrence

Profile
Entity-occurrence name of the related DD AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence

Security Admin.
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) whether the user who is represented by this PERSON entity-occurrence
is authorized as a Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator (profile $DD-SEC-ADM)

Facility Level Security section
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) whether authorization to use the following facilities is assigned to this
PERSON entity-occurrence.

ID Online Facility
DBM Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTD Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
ENTM Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
FMM File Structure Maintenance
ISF Interactive Service Facility
SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility
BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
RMF DDRMFLM maintenance
TRS DDTRSLM maintenance
UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
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UTL DDUTILTY maintenance

Entity Level Security section
Contains a list of the function authorizations that are assigned to this PERSON entity-occurrence for specific
entity-types in a specific status.
Entity

The entity-type name
Status

The status of the entity-type
All Functions?

Indicates with the letter Y (yes) that all functions are authorized for this entity-type in this status
Indicates with the letter N (no) that the functions are not authorized for this entity-type in this status

Specific Functions
Under the following abbreviations, indicates with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) if the function is authorized for
this entity-type in this status

NOTE
The abbreviations for the functions you can perform against an entity-type are listed vertically on
the panel.

Heading Function Heading Function
Add ADD/CREATE Obs OBSOLETE
Als ALIAS maintenance Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Cat CATALOG Res RESTORE
Def DEFINE Sec PASSWORD/LOCK

maintenance
Del DELETE/REMOVE Set SET
Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance Sta STATUS maintenance
Dis DISPLAY To COPY TO
Dsa DISABLE Txt TEXT maintenance
Ena ENABLE Upd UPDATE/MODIFY
Frm COPY FROM Ver VERIFY

Displaying Profile Definitions

You can display profile definitions to see what facility level security and entity level security has been assigned to a
specific profile.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

Step 1

Select option 8 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or enter the DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE
command in the command area. For more information about entering the command, see Using Command Processing.

If you omit the profile name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 DISPLAY  DEFINITION

 DIS      DEF

            PROFILE  ________________________________

            PROF     (name)

Step 2

Type the profile name as described following and press Enter.

(name)
The name of the profile whose definition you are displaying. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays a Display Definition Profile panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance                                        T49D

 DISPLAY DEFINITION Profile: $DD-PROGRAMMER

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ...........................

 Online Facilities - ( DBM:     FMM:     ENTM:     ENTD: Y   ISF:     SQL:   )

 Batch  Facilities - ( UPD:     UTL: Y    CFB:      BTG:     RMF:     TRS:   )

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                     D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

        Entity              All      i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

                Status   Functions?  s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 AREA

                 ALL         N       Y N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N

 000002 DATABASE

                 ALL         N       Y N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. Another panel to display the additional fields follows the description of the fields on this panel.
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Displaying Profile Usage

You can display an index of all the users related to a specific profile by following these procedures. A user is represented
in DD as a PERSON entity-occurrence, in PROD status. To display users in TEST or HIST status, use DDUTILTY batch
reporting as described in STEP 3.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

Step 1

Either select option 8 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or enter the DISPLAY USAGE
PROFILE command in the command area to display an index of the PERSON entity-occurrences assigned to a specific
profile. For more information about issuing the DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE command, see Using Command Processing.

If you omit the profile name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T40F

 DISPLAY  USAGE

 DIS      USE

            PROFILE  ________________________________

            PROF     (name)

Step 2

Type the profile name as described following and press Enter.

(name)
The name of the profile for whom you are requesting a usage display. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Datacom Datadictionary displays a Display Profile Usage panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

 Security Profile: $DD-PROGRAMMER                                                                            

    T48D

        Persons with this Security Profile

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 JAMES-DAVIS
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 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

Step 3

Scroll forward if there are more PERSON entity-occurrences than can be viewed on your screen.

Batch Transactions

Report on users of specific profiles in a batch environment by submitting the following transactions. For more information
about these transactions, see Datacom Core Batch Security Maintenance.

 -DEF PATH,USERS

 -DEF TRACE,AUTHORIZATION.PERSON,PER-ATZ-AUTH

 -END

 -RPT START,AUTHORIZATION,$DD-PROGRAMMER(PROD),USERS

 -RPT INDENTED

 -END

Maintaining Persons

The Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility allows you to add, update, and delete PERSON entity-occurrences and
assign them to a profile. You can either maintain PERSON entity-occurrences in a batch or online environment.

Use the following steps in Datacom Datadictionary online:

Step 1

Display the panel to maintain PERSON entity-occurrence attributes either by selecting option 1 on the Datacom
Datadictionary Security Maintenance Menu, or by typing the MAINTAIN PERSON command in the command area. For
more information about issuing the MAINTAIN PERSON command, see Using Command Processing.

Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                            T41U

 ............................. PERSON ATTRIBUTES ...............................

OPTIONAL:Enter Specific Person- ________________________________

        Name                                                   Sec.

         User-Password     ID  Profile                        Admin.

 000001 DATACOM-INSTALL

                               $DD-ADM                          Y

 ====== =================== B O T T O M   ======================================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 2

You can add and delete PERSON entity-occurrences using line commands to insert lines or delete lines. For more
information about these commands, see Using Line Commands.

Deleting a line indicates that the PERSON entity-occurrence is to be deleted. Only the PROD version is deleted. Inserting
a line indicates that the PERSON entity-occurrence is to be added. When a PERSON entity-occurrence is added, it is
immediately updated to PROD status.

Move line commands are not allowed on this panel.

You can also update the User-Password or user ID. When the user ID is updated, not only is the attribute updated, but the
previous ALIAS is deleted and a new one is added.

NOTE
The passwords do not display. To view the passwords, run a Detail Report and specify the override code.

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

Specific Person-
Use this field to locate a previously defined PERSON entity-occurrence. You can enter the exact name or the
beginning letters followed by an * (asterisk) or + (plus sign).

Name
The PERSON entity-occurrence name in PROD status is displayed in this field.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name, blanks, or nulls
Default Value:

(No default)
User-Password

(Optional) The PASSWORD attribute of the PERSON entity-occurrence. Use the EOF key to delete the previous
password before entering a new password.
Valid Entries:

1 to 12 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
ID

The user-ID attribute of the PERSON entity-occurrence. When the user ID is updated, not only is the attribute
updated, but the previous ALIAS is deleted and a new one is added.
Valid Entries:

3 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
Profile

The name of the profile to which this PERSON entity-occurrence is to be assigned. The profile name must begin
with $DD-.
If the profile field is altered, the Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility attempts the following:
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• If the field was not previously filled in, then the PERSON entity-occurrence is related to the AUTHORIZATION
entity-occurrence for the profile.

• If the field contained a profile name that was changed, the PERSON entity-occurrence is first related to the
AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence for the new profile. Only if this is successful is the relationship to the
previous AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence deleted.

• If the field contained a name that was overlayed with blanks or nulls, then the relationship to the previous
AUTHORIZATION is deleted.

• If the name specified does not exist, an error message is displayed indicating that the profile does not exist.
• Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

Sec. Admin.
Indicates if the PERSON entity-occurrence is assigned Datacom Datadictionary Security Administrator authority
with Y (yes) or with N (no).
If the Security Administrator field is altered, the Security Maintenance Facility attempts the following:

• If the field is changed to Y, the PERSON entity-occurrence is related to the $DD-SEC-ADM AUTHORIZATION
entity-occurrence.

• If the field was initially Y and is changed to N, the relationship to the $DD-SEC-ADM AUTHORIZATION entity-
occurrences is deleted.

NOTE
All PERSON and AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences are added and maintained in PROD status.

• Valid Entries:
Y or N

• Default Value:
N

Step 3

All maintenance to the Datacom Datadictionary database is only performed when the APPLY command (PF9) is issued.

When an error is detected, the panel scrolls to the line in error and a message displays. No subsequent lines are
processed until the next APPLY command.

Batch Transactions

Maintain PERSON entity-occurrences in a batch environment by submitting the 1010 transaction with the -ADD and -UPD
PERSON transaction group to assign a profile to a PERSON.

If you are adding a PERSON entity-occurrence, include an -UPD PERSON transaction to update the person being added
to PROD status.

For more information about the -ADD header and the 1010 and 1014 transactions, see Maintaining and Cataloging
Profiles. Examples for the transactions follow:

 -ADD PERSON,JAMES-DAVIS

 1010 ADD $DD-PROGRAMMER

 1014 JIM          JGD

 -UPD PERSON,JAMES-DAVIS(001),PROD

 -END
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Updating Profiles

You can add, update, and delete profile information defined to Datacom Datadictionary Security online or in batch. Use the
following steps to update profiles:

NOTE
A profile definition is read when a user signs on to Datacom Datadictionary online or when a user identification
transaction is processed in batch. When you update and catalog the profile related to your PERSON entity-
occurrence or the profile related to a PERSON entity-occurrence of someone currently signed on, the changes
are not enforced in online processing until you or the person sign off and sign on again.

Step 1

Display the panel to update profiles either by selecting option 3 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance
Menu, or by typing the UPDATE PROFILE command in the command area. For instructions on using the UPDATE
PROFILE command, see Using Command Processing.

If you omit the profile name with the command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance

                                                                          T40F

 UPDATE   PROFILE     ________________________________

 UPD         PROF     (name)

              ENTITY  ________________________________

              ENT     (type)

Step 2

Type the profile name to update all levels of Datacom Datadictionary Security; also type the entity-type name to only
update the entity-type level of security for the profile named.

(name)
The name of the profile you are updating. The profile name must begin with $DD-.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(type)

The entity-type name you are updating, if only updating entity-type level security for the profile named.
Valid Entries:

Valid Datacom Datadictionary long name for the entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)

If you only fill in the profile name, Datacom Datadictionary displays a panel similar to the following example:

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance                                        T43U

 UPDATE PROFILE $DD-PROGRAMMER

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ...........................

 Online Facilities - ( DBM: _   FMM: _   ENTM: _   ENTD: Y   ISF: _   SQL: _ )

 Batch  Facilities - ( UPD: _   UTL: Y    CFB: _    BTG: _   RMF: _   TRS: _ )

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                     D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

           Entity         All        i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

              Status    Functions?   s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== = ========================= T O P   ==================================

 000001   AREA

               ALL          N        Y N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N

 000002   DATABASE

               ALL          N        Y N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Update Profile panel which contains two sections. One section lists the Facility Level
Security authorizations, and one contains the Entity Level Security authorizations. The Entity Level Security section also
includes all the entity-type/status combinations which have been defined to this profile.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. Another panel to display the additional fields follows the description of the fields on this panel.

The following describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

UPDATE PROFILE
Displays the name of the profile you entered on either the Update Profile Prompter panel or the name you typed
with the UPDATE PROFILE command.

Facility Level Security section
Indicate by typing the letter Y (yes) that authorization to use the facility is associated with this profile. N (no)
indicates that authorization to use the facility is not associated with this profile.

NOTE
If SQL processing is available at your site, the Interactive SQL Service Facility is securable by entering
Y for SQL in this section.

ID Online Facility
DBM Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTM Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
ENTD Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
FMM Broadcom FILE Structure Maintenance
ISF Interactive Service Facility
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SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility
BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
RMF DDRMFLM maintenance
TRS DDTRSLM maintenance
UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
UTL DDUTILTY maintenance

Entity Level Security section
Contains a list of the function authorizations associated with this profile for specific entity-types in a specific
status.
Entity

Displays the entity-type names previously defined. To add a new entity-type/status, use the line command
to insert lines or to repeat lines and change the name to the entity-type you want to define. Also use the
line commands D or DD to delete an entity-type/status. For instructions on using line commands, see
Using Line Commands.
Valid Entries:
Valid Datacom Datadictionary long name for the entity-type
Default Value:
(No default)

Status
Displays the status authorized with this entity-type entity-occurrence. To update the status, type over the
previous status entry. To add or delete the status, see the previous discussion on Entity.
Valid Entries:
Tnnn - Where nnn is 001 -- 999
TEST - All test statuses
PROD - Production status
ALL - All statuses
Default Value:
(No default)

All Functions?
Indicate with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) if all functions are authorized for this entity-type in this status.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

Specific Functions
Under the following abbreviations, indicate with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) if the function is authorized for
this entity-type in this status.

NOTE
The abbreviations for the functions that can be performed against an entity-type are listed
vertically on the panel.

Heading Function Heading Function
Add ADD/CREATE Obs OBSOLETE
Als ALIAS maintenance Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Cat CATALOG Res RESTORE
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Def DEFINE Sec PASSWORD/LOCK
maintenance

Del DELETE/REMOVE Set SET
Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance Sta STATUS maintenance
Dis DISPLAY To COPY TO
Dsa DISABLE Txt TEXT maintenance
Ena ENABLE Upd UPDATE/MODIFY
Frm COPY FROM Ver VERIFY

Valid Entries:

N or Y

Default Value:

N

Step 4

Press PF9 or type APPLY in the command area to apply this information to Datacom Datadictionary. If an error is
encountered, a code is placed in the field following the line number when the maintenance is applied. For the list of codes,
see Profile Maintenance Panel Error Codes or press PF1.

After you have completed this process, CATALOG the profile to the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD).
For more information, see Cataloging Profiles.

Updating Profile Entity-Types

Step 1

Display the Update Profile Entity panel by either selecting option 3 on the Datacom Datadictionary Security Maintenance
Menu and filling in the profile name and entity-type name on the prompter panel displayed, or type the UPDATE PROFILE
command in the command area and include the profile and the entity-type names. For instructions on issuing the UPDATE
PROFILE command, see Using Command Processing.

If you use either method, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following Update Profile Entity panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Security Maintenance                                        T44U

 UPDATE PROFILE $DD-PROGRAMMER ENTITY AREA

 ........................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                    D A D U  F   R S  V D E C  D T A D  R S S O

                       All          i d e p  r T e e  e s n a  e x l e  e e t b

          Status    Functions?      s d l d  m o s t  r a a t  f t s s  l c a s

 ====== = ====           =          = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =

 000001   ALL_           _          Y N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N  N N N N

 ====== = ====           =          = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =  = = = =
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 2

Update the Entity Level Security on the panel as described following.

If an error is encountered, a code is placed in the field following the line number when you apply the maintenance. For the
list of codes, see Profile Maintenance Panel Error Codes or press PF1.

UPDATE PROFILE
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name previously added is displayed.

ENTITY
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type selected previously is displayed.

Entity Level Security section
Contains a list of the functions which you can change for authorization associated with this specific profile entity-
occurrence. To update the fields in this section, type over the information you want to change. To add or delete
status/function information, use the line commands to insert, copy, or delete lines. For more information, see
Using Line Commands. You cannot use the move line commands on this panel.
Status

The status authorized with this entity-type.
Valid Entries:
Tnnn - where nnn is 001 -- 999
TEST - All test statuses
PROD - Production status
ALL - All statuses
Default Value:
(No default)

All Functions?
Indicate with the letter Y (yes) if all functions are authorized for this entity-type in this status. Use N (no) to
indicate that they are not.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
(No default)

Specific Functions
Under the following abbreviations, indicate with the letter Y (yes) or N (no) if the function is authorized for
this entity-type in this status.

NOTE
The abbreviations for the functions that can be performed against an entity-type are listed
vertically on the panel.

Heading Function
Add ADD/CREATE
Als ALIAS maintenance
Cat CATALOG
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Def DEFINE
Del DELETE/REMOVE
Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance
Dis DISPLAY
Dsa DISABLE
Ena ENABLE
Frm COPY FROM
Obs OBSOLETE
Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Res RESTORE
Sec PASSWORD/LOCK maintenance
Set SET
Sta STATUS maintenance
To COPY TO
Tx TEXT maintenance
Upd UPDATE/MODIFY
Ver VERIFY

Valid Entries:

N or Y

Default Value:

(No default)

Step 3

Press PF9 or type APPLY in the command area to apply this information to Datacom Datadictionary. If an error is
encountered, a code is placed in the field following the line number when the maintenance is applied. For the list of codes,
see Profile Maintenance Panel Error Codes or press PF1.

After you have completed this process, CATALOG the profile to Datacom Datadictionary. For more information, see
Cataloging Profiles.

Batch Transactions

You can update profiles in a batch environment by submitting any one of the 1011 to 1013 transactions with the -UPD
transaction group. The 1011 transaction updates facility level security, the 1012 transaction updates entity-type level
security, and the 1013 transaction updates function level security.

For an explanation of these transactions, see Datacom Core Batch Security Maintenance.

 -UPD PROFILE,$DD-PROGRAMMER

 1011 DEL DDCFBLD

 1012 UPD AREA(PROD)

 1013   Y

 -END

NOTE
Before you can update a specific status, as shown in this example, the status must have been previously added
to the profile.
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Datacom Datadictionary Batch Security Maintenance
Security Maintenance in batch is performed using DDUPDATE to maintain PERSON and profiles (AUTHORIZATION
entity-occurrences) and DDCFBLD to catalog the profiles to the High-Speed Directory (HSD).

The -USR transaction used to sign on to the batch facility must also be defined as a PERSON entity-occurrence with
security administration authorization ($DD-SEC-ADM).

Maintaining and Cataloging Profiles

To maintain and catalog profiles, use the appropriate header transaction followed by the specific transactions to update
Datacom Datadictionary Security.

NOTE
A profile definition is read when a user signs on to Datacom Datadictionary online or when a user identification
transaction is processed in batch. When you update and catalog the profile related to your PERSON entity-
occurrence or the profile related to a PERSON entity-occurrence of someone currently signed on, the changes
are not enforced in online processing until you or the person sign off and sign on again.

Batch Security Maintenance Header Transactions

The header transactions to maintain profiles in DDUPDATE have the following format. There is no provision for the status/
version, password, or override code because profiles are maintained in PROD status and no passwords or lock level
settings are allowed.

 -xxx PROFILE,name

-xxx
Is one of the functions being maintained.
Valid Entries:

-ADD - Add a new profile
-UPD - Update an existing profile
-DEL - Delete an existing profile

Default Value:
(No default)

,name
The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence name of the profile you are maintaining or cataloging. The name must
begin with $DD.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

-ADD and -UPD Transactions

The -ADD and -UPD transactions can be followed by one or more of the following numbered transactions:

1010
Assign or unassign a profile to a PERSON entity-occurrence.
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1011
Assign or update a facility to a profile.

1012
Assign or unassign an entity-type to a profile and establish an authorized status if any.

1013
Assign or unassign a function that can be performed against a given entity-type/status in the profile.

The formats of each transaction are as follows:

1010 Transaction

1010 xxx occurrence-name

xxx
Is the function to perform.
Valid Entries:

ADD
DEL

Default Value:
(No default)

occurrence-name
Is the PERSON entity-occurrence to which the profile is to be related or unrelated using the PER-ATZ-AUTH
relationship. The PERSON entity-occurrence must be in PROD status.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

1011 Transaction

1011 xxx facility-name

xxx
Is the function to perform.
Valid Entries:

ADD
DEL

Default Value:
(No default)

facility-name
Is the name of the Datacom Datadictionary facility to assign to the profile.

NOTE
If SQL processing is available at your site, the Interactive SQL Service Facility is securable by entering
Y for SQL in this section.

1012 Transaction

1012 xxx entity-type(stat)
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xxx
Is the function to perform. ADD assigns an entity-type to a profile. UPD alters the functions allowed against an
entity-type. It is used with the 1013 transaction. DEL unassigns an entity-type from a profile.
Valid Entries:

ADD
UPD
DEL

Default Value:
(No default)

entity-type
Is the name of the entity-type to be assigned, unassigned, or for which the functions are altered.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character entity-type name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

Is the STATUS in which the assigned entity-type and functions (specified by the 1013 transaction) are allowed.
Valid Entries:

Tnnn - where nnn is 001 -- 999
TEST - All test statuses
PROD - Production status
ALL - All statuses

Default Value:
ALL

1013 Transaction

1013 function-flags

function-flags
Is a series of 20 one-byte flags which indicate if the function is to be allowed with a Y (yes) or N (no). The entity-
type and status combination are specified on the previous 1012 transaction.
If neither Y nor N is specified and the 1012 function is UPD, then the flag is not changed. Each flag is separated
from the others by a 1-byte filler. The position of each of the flags is:

Position Function
6 DISPLAY/RETRIEVE
8 ADD/CREATE
10 DELETE/REMOVE
12 UPDATE/MODIFY
14 COPY from
16 COPY to
18 RESTORE
20 SET
22 VERIFY
24 DISABLE
26 ENABLE
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28 CATALOG
30 DEFINE
32 TEXT maintenance
34 ALIAS maintenance
36 DESCRIPTOR maintenance
38 RELATE/TRANSFER maintenance
40 PASSWORD/LOCK maintenance
42 STATUS
44 OBSOLETE

Valid Entries:

Y or N

Default Value:
N

-HSD Transaction

The transaction used in the DDCFBLD utility to update the High-Speed Directory (HSD) with a profile entry has the
following format. To update the HSD for all profiles, you can execute the DDCFBLD Utility with the -HSD RESET
transaction.

 -HSD CATALOG,PROFILE,occurrence-name

,occurrence-name
Is the name of the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence to catalog. ALL specifies that all Datacom Datadictionary
profiles are to be cataloged. The profile name must begin with $DD.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

Batch Security Maintenance Maintaining Persons

The Security Administrator can add and delete profiles for a PERSON entity-occurrence in either TEST or PROD status.
The Security Administrator can also add, delete, or update the PASS-WORD and USERID attributes of a PERSON entity-
occurrence in TEST or PROD status.

Profiles, passwords, and user IDs can be maintained for a PERSON entity-occurrence in TEST status, but they cannot
be used in the -USR transaction or to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary online. To use the PERSON entity-occurrence in
this manner, you must update the entity-occurrence to PROD status.

To assign or unassign profiles, use the 1010 transaction. To add additional PERSON entity-occurrences with Security
Administrator authorization, use the 1010 transaction to assign a profile $DD-SEC-ADM to those PERSON entity-
occurrences.

1010 Transaction

 1010 xxx profile
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xxx
Is the function to perform. ADD assigns the profile to the PERSON entity-occurrence. DEL unassigns the profile.
Valid Entries:

ADD
DEL

Default Value:
(No default)

If a PERSON entity-occurrence is already related to a user-defined profile, the existing profile must be deleted before the
new profile is added. The following illustrates these transactions:

 -UPD PERSON,test person-occ(PROD)

 1010 DEL $DD-OLD-PROFILE

 1010 ADD $DD-NEW

 -END

1014 Transaction

To add, delete or update the password or user ID, use the 1014 transaction.

 1014 password     userid

password
You must provide this password to access Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

1- to 12-character user password
Default Value:

(No default)
userid

Code a user ID which must be unique for all PERSON entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary. The user
can enter the USERID instead of the PERSON entity-occurrence to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary. Code this
parameter beginning in column 19.
Valid Entries:

Unique 3-character ID
Default Value:

(No default)

The following example illustrates a 1014 transaction:

 -UPD PERSON,TEST-PERSON(PROD)

 1014 TEST-PASSWRD TP3

 -END

This user could then sign on to batch Datacom Datadictionary with either of the following -USR transactions:

 -USR TEST-PERSON,TEST-PASSWRD

 -USR TP3,TEST-PASSWRD
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Producing a Security Report

You can use the reporting facilities of the DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE utilities to produce reports that display the security
structure of Datacom Datadictionary. By merging report requests, you can display the PERSON entity-occurrences and
determine what access each user has to the Datacom Datadictionary.

The first set of example transactions defines a simple path named SECURITY with the relationships from the PERSON
entity-type to the AUTHORIZATION entity-type. This is all that is required to generate a useful security report.

The next set of transactions actually defines the report types that are merged to generate the security report.

-RPT START
Defines the PERSON entity-occurrence that is to be the focus of this report. In the following example, the person
is D-B-ANALYST.

-RPT INDENT
Indicates that, for every PERSON entity-occurrence accessed, a line in the Indented Report format is generated.
This transaction actually would be used when you do not specify a specific PERSON entity-occurrence.

-RPT RELAT
Requests that for every occurrence of the AUTHORIZATION entity-type access, a Relationship Report is
generated showing the relationships between the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence and any TABLE or
SYSTEM entity-occurrences to which it is related. The override code is required to display the user-defined
profiles.

The following are the sample batch transactions used to generate the example report through the DDUPDATE or
DDUTILTY utility. Since this is a user-defined profile, the override code is required. The four asterisks in the -RPT RELAT
transaction represent the override code defined for the Datacom Datadictionary.

  -DEF PATH,SECURITY

  -DEF TRACE,PERSON.AUTHORIZATION,PER-ATZ-AUTH

  -END

  -RPT START,PERSON,D-B-ANALYST(PROD),SECURITY

  -RPT INDEN,PERSON

  -RPT RELAT,AUTHORIZATION(,****),TABLE,SYSTEM

  -END

 

Sample Output - Datacom Datadictionary Reports for Security
Use the reporting facilities of the DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE utilities to produce reports that display the security structure of
Datacom Datadictionary. Review an example of three pages of a Datacom Datadictionary security report.

For complete information about producing security reports, see Producting a Security Report.

For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

The first part of the report displays the control statements that are used to generate the report data on subsequent pages.

 User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

 

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;00PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
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CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID
The first line in this box is a description of the information that can be entered for the transaction. The second line
is the transaction as it was entered, except that the user password is replaced with asterisks. (The database ID
was not specified.)

The following example is the second control statement.

 User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

 

-DEF PATH,SECURITY

-DEF TRACE,PERSON.AUTHORIZATION,PER-ATZ-AUTH

-END

 

-DEF PATH,SECURITY
The transactions that define a path with a name of SECURITY for the reports are displayed exactly as submitted.

The following example is the third control statement.

 User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

 

-RPT START,PERSON,D-B-ANALYST(PROD),SECURITY

-RPT INDEN,PERSON                 ..........

-RPT RELAT,AUTHORIZATION(,****),TABLE,SYSTEM

-END

 

-RPT START,PERSON
These transactions that generate the reports are displayed exactly as submitted.

Sample Output - Datacom Datadictionary Reports for Security (Continued)
Use the reporting facilities of the DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE utilities to produce reports that display the security structure of
Datacom Datadictionary. Review a sample report page and detailed descriptions of report content.

For complete information about producing security reports, see Producting a Security Report.

For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

The following example shows the beginning of the data generated by the first control statement (see Sample Output -
Datacom Datadictionary Reports for Security.

User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE....................................................... S VERS

 *DATACOM/DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................                        NAME

  ID  USE

         

PER                              D-B-ANALYST                                                       P 0001

               

AUTHORIZATION                      $DD-DB-ANALYST                                                       (0001)

    PROD
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  $DD-ATZ-ENT-005                    TABLE

      AREA                                                                (0005)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           DD ENTITY AREA

                                              YYYYNNNYYYYYYYYYYYYN                                           

    RLT

  $DD-ATZ-ENT-P                      TABLE

      AREA                                                                (0005)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           DD ENTITY AREA

                                              YNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN                                           

    RLT

  $DD-ATZ-ENT-005                    TABLE

      DATABASE                                                            (0006)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           DD ENTITY DATABASE

                                              YNNNNNNYYYYYYYYYYYYN                                           

    RLT

  $DD-ATZ-ENT-P                      TABLE

      DATABASE                                                            (0006)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           DD ENTITY DATABASE

                                              YNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN                                           

    RLT

PER / D-B-ANALYST
The first detail line shows the PERSON (PER) entity-occurrence information. In this example, D-B-ANALYST is
the only PERSON entity-occurrence requested. If ALL or a generic selection had been specified, each group of
relationship definitions would start with a detail line and groups would be presented in alphabetical order.

AUTHORIZATION
The next line shows the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence to which the PERSON entity-occurrence D-B-
ANALYST is related.

TABLE
Each set of lines shows that the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence is related to a TABLE entity-occurrence that
defines an entity-type in the DATA-DICT database and details about the relationship and the entity-occurrence.
In the example, $DD-ATZ-ENT-005 indicates that this profile establishes access authority to occurrences of the
AREA entity-type in T005 status.

Y / N
The series of Y and N characters is from the relationship Intersection Data. This displays the functions that this
profile is authorized to perform on the entity-occurrences of the identified entity-types in the identified status. The
functions are in the following order:

Position Function
1 DISPLAY/RETRIEVE
2 ADD/CREATE
3 DELETE/REMOVE
4 UPDATE
5 COPY FROM
6 COPY TO
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7 RESTORE TO
8 SET
9 VERIFY
10 DISABLE
11 ENABLE
12 CATALOG
13 FIELD MAINTENANCE
14 TEXT MAINTENANCE
15 ALIAS MAINTENANCE
16 DESCRIPTOR MAINTENANCE
17 RELATIONSHIP MAINTENANCE
18 SECURITY (PASSWORD/LOCK)
19 STATUS CHANGE
20 OBSOLETE

Example Output - Security Report (Continued)
Use the reporting facilities of the DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE utilities to produce reports that display the security structure of
Datacom Datadictionary. Review a sample report page and detailed descriptions of report content.

For complete information about producing security reports, see Producting a Security Report.

For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

The following example shows the beginning of the data that is generated by the second control statement (see Sample
Output - Datacom Datadictionary Reports for Security).

The following example continues the data generated by the control statements.

User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

ENTITY-TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION

   STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/STAT     ROLE     LINKED   

 ORDERED

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION.........................

  $DD-ATZ-ENT-005                    TABLE

      TABLE                                                               (0002)          OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                              YYYYNNNYYYYYYYYYYYYN                                           

    RLT

  $DD-ATZ-ENT-P                      TABLE

      TABLE                                                               (0002)          OBJ       YES      

 NO
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                                              YNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN                                           

    RLT

             

AUTHORIZATION                      $DD-DB-ANALYST                                                       (0001)

    PROD

  $DD-ATZ-SYS-SEC                    SYSTEM

      $DD-BAT-BTG                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-BAT-CFB                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-BAT-TRN                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-BAT-UPD                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-BAT-UTL                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-ONL-DBM                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-ONL-ENTD                                                        (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-ONL-ENTM                                                        (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

      $DD-ONL-FMM                                                         (0001)PROD      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                                                             

    RLT

                                        *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  -----------*
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AUTHORIZATION / $DD-DB-ANALYST
At this point, the report begins displaying the relationships between the same AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence
($DD-DB-ANALYST) and occurrences of the SYSTEM entity-type. These relationships indicate which Datacom
Datadictionary facilities a user who is assigned this profile can use.

Definition Name Batch Facility

$DD-BAT-BTG DDBTGLM maintenance
$DD-BAT-CFB DDCFBLD maintenance
$DD-BAT-TRN DDRMFLM maintenance
$DD-BAT-TRS DDTRSLM maintenance
$DD-BAT-UPD DDUPDATE maintenance
$DD-BAT-UTL DDUTILTY maintenance

Definition Name Online Facility

$DD-ONL-DBM Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance
$DD-ONL-ENTD Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
$DD-ONL-ENTM Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
$DD-ONL-FMM File Structure Maintenance
$DD-ONL-ISF Interactive Service Facility
$DD-ONL-SQL Interactive SQL Service Facility

Dataquery Internal Security
This section discusses Dataquery internal security. Securing Dataquery using external security is discussed in Using
External Security for Datacom.

The intention of this section is to give you an understanding of Dataquery Security concepts and a suggested plan for the
implementation of those concepts. Read this section thoroughly and use the information to plan for the security of your
site. It is important that your security plan ensures the security of the data for your site and the Dataquery system and the
integrity of your data.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Planning

Dataquery permits several levels of use and data access. Therefore, Dataquery security requires careful thought and
planning involving:

• Your site's data
• The way the data is used
• Who is allowed access to the data
• Who is to administer access to data
• Who is to administer authorization to use Dataquery
• Who is to plan and administer Dataquery security
• The usage of DQL and SQL modes
• Coordination of security with the site Database Administrator and Datacom Datadictionary Administrator and with the

Dataquery Administrator
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WARNING
Datacom/DB database IDs can range from 1 to 5000. However, Dataquery internal security only allows three
digits for a database ID. Therefore, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater than 999 that need to be
secured, you must use external security.

Concepts

Following are some of the tasks discussed on the following pages:

• Understanding Dataquery and external security
• Authorizing users to access data
• Securing data access for DQL use
• Limiting access to columns
• Securing data access for SQL use
• Miscellaneous security control techniques
• Considering Datacom system security

Broadcom Suggests

After your plan has been in effect for some time, you might need to make changes to your original plan. Dataquery is
flexible and allows you to make changes easily. We suggest that you reread this document before making changes, to
ensure that the changes are consistent with the concepts discussed here and your site-defined plan.

You can establish security through Dataquery and you can choose to use any external security management product,
such as ACF2 and Top Secret, to define your Datacom/DB and Dataquery access rights. Dataquery users must be
assigned access to Datacom/DB tables through the security in force for Datacom/DB before they can access tables using
Dataquery.

Dataquery Security

Dataquery provides several types of security. You can limit access to:

• Dataquery through a signon procedure and/or a signon/off exit
• Data through user authorization
• System functions through user authorization
• Data through group authorization
• Administrative functions through user authorization
• Tables through SECURITY CONTROL
• Rows through restricted conditions
• Columns through Datacom Datadictionary profile-codes

You must communicate with the Dataquery Security Administrator regarding the Datacom/DB and Datacom
Datadictionary security environment and to determine how security should be implemented for Dataquery. You must
ensure consistency across the system for security use.

Dataquery security must be specified in addition to Datacom/DB security unless the Dataquery user's definition specifies
DATA AUTHORIZED as YES. Dataquery security must be specified to use INSERT, UPDATE, or ERASE functions.
Dataquery Security is used to determine authorization of a user to access data only in DQL Mode.

Securing Dataquery Access Through Signon Procedures
You can restrict access to Dataquery through a Dataquery signon procedure or through a signon/off exit. Review signon
and signoff/exit procedures, including user program signon.

Signon Procedure
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The Dataquery Administrator creates each user signon. The user signon consists of a user name and an optional
password. When the user is created, a PERSON entity-occurrence is automatically added to Datacom Datadictionary. To
help ensure that your security procedures are simple and efficient, ensure that the Dataquery signon procedures conform
to the standards set for the site.

Signon/off Exit

You can use the signon/off exit to interface Dataquery with other security packages or to perform your own security
checks.

User Program Signon

You can control access to Dataquery by a program written at your site.

Securing Data Access Through User Authorization
In Dataquery, users can be authorized to perform functions: access data, create/maintain queries, export data, and
administrative functions.

Dataquery user authorization consists of authorizing users for specific functions:

• Read-only access to all data available to Dataquery (DATA AUTHORIZED=Y)
• Query creation and maintenance (ASSOCIATE USER=N)
• Batch query submission (SUBMIT ALLOWED=Y)
• Ability to export data (EXPORT ALLOWED=Y)
• Administrative functions

Securing Access to Tables, Rows, Columns, and Queries
Learn how to secure access to tables, rows, columns, and queries in Datacom Dataquery. Learn about limiting access in
DQL mode to tables, rows, columns, and queries. Learn about limiting access in SQL mode to queries.

Dataquery provides several methods to secure access to data. You can limit access to:

• Tables
• Rows and columns
• Queries

Limiting Access to Tables in DQL Mode

The Security Administrator should work with you to list all the Datacom/DB tables, rows, and columns that the users
query and to determine which users need access to which tables. The Administrator assigned to the security control
function implements the assignment of users to a table or tables to a user. This assignment is stored in the Datacom
Datadictionary DBID named in the System Option Table DQOPTLST DDDBID= parameter.

Also, Datacom/DB Security can be used to secure tables. For SQL Mode, you can use the SQL GRANT/REVOKE commands
to control security. See the Datacom/DB security documentation for more information.

Limiting Access to Rows in DQL Mode

When users need access to some, but not all, of the rows in a table, you use restricted conditions. When you restrict
access by column content, you restrict access to all data within that row. For more information, see Limiting Access to
Rows Using Conditions and Restrictions.
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Limiting Access to Columns in DQL Mode

Dataquery provides the Security Administrator with the ability to restrict access to columns through Datacom
Datadictionary profile-codes. A profile-code is a special attribute of a column entity that is used to put sensitive columns
into categories. You and the Security Administrator should meet to decide what columns should be secured and what the
profile-code should be. The profile-code must be included in the column definition in Datacom Datadictionary. Only users
who are authorized for that profile-code can FIND and/or UPDATE data in the protected columns. For more information, see
Limiting Access to Columns.

Limiting Access to Queries in SQL Mode and DQL Mode

The Security Administrator can limit access to queries by assigning the query to a group ID or by defining a query as
private. The System Option Table DQOPTLST macro parameter, QRYGRPS=, must be specified as YES so that the
Security Administrator can implement the group assignments for queries. For more information, see Limiting Access to
Queries.

Adding Users
When Dataquery is installed for new users, a user named DATACOM-INSTALL is created and placed in the DQU table.
The password for DATACOM-INSTALL is NEWUSER. You can use this ID to define each person who is to use Dataquery.
When you add or modify a user definition, that definition is stored in the User Table (DQU).

Ensure that you know which users have access to administrative functions and have overrides to system defaults since
their actions can affect system operation.

Dataquery and External Security (DQ)
External security provides the ability to control and administer user access to Datacom products and company data
based on the security profiles that exist in ACF2 or Top Secret. With internal security, product access and data access are
controlled with the security systems built into each product. The difference between external and internal security is where
the user access authorizations are maintained.

 Dataquery security protects product functions unique to Dataquery. These functions include Dataquery online and
batch activity. Internal security uses a secondary product signon for each accessor and permits you to define table
authorizations in Dataquery security. External security uses the external security user identification and validates table
access according to the authorizations defined in Datacom/DB security. If external security is used, Dataquery provides
only column level security.

To use external security with Dataquery, it is necessary for each Dataquery user to sign on to the externally secured
monitor (CICS) under which Dataquery operates. The monitor must be externally secured so that the monitor signon
affects a signon to the external security package. If external security is specified for Dataquery without the monitor being
externally secured, the user name retrieved by Dataquery from the security package may not be correct. In batch, the
SIGN/ON card is ignored if external security is present.

If Dataquery is not externally secured, it is not necessary to execute the monitor signon to use Dataquery. In this case,
when a user issues the DQRY transaction, Dataquery presents its signon panel (DQZ10) and Dataquery internal security
is in effect.

NOTE
 If your site is moving from Dataquery internal security to external security, make sure that you provide security
information, such as IDs and table authorizations, that matches your current system.

The Security Administrator controls whether the Datacom products are secured with external security. If external security
is selected, internal security authorizations are ignored. No modifications are required to any Datacom product to
implement external security.
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When external security is used, you may omit reading Authorizing Users in Dataquery and Securing Data Access for DQL.
Read Limiting Access to Columns for information relating to DQL Mode column security (profile-codes, conditions and
restrictions). SQL Mode is always secured by Datacom/DB and by external security when it is in effect. If the SQL option
is used at your site, you should also read Securing Data Access for SQL.

NOTE
 PDB and the STORE command use SQL.

Authorizing Users in Dataquery
Once the security plan for your site is developed, and the Dataquery users are identified, define each Dataquery user to
Dataquery. When you add or modify a user definition, Dataquery stores that definition in the User Table (DQU). (If the user
table is enabled, you can execute queries against it. Use the table name DATAQUERY-DQU.) You can define or modify a
user by using online Dataquery. It is a fast, simple and efficient method.

Dataquery provides two options on the Dataquery Administrative Menu (USERS and PROFILE) for adding and
maintaining users.

Obtaining Authorizations

Within the Dataquery system exists a System Option Table created by a macro (DQOPTLST) with a number of
parameters which define the Dataquery system at each customer site. These parameters define system-wide limits on
such things as:

• Terminal idle time before automatic signoff
• Maximum number of rows a query can find
• Space and system limits on processing time per query

Within the environment defined by the System Option Table, the Dataquery Administrator classifies people with signons
as Dataquery Administrators, users, or associate users. Within those classifications, the Dataquery Administrator can
define what each user is allowed to do, and can override a few of the System Option Table parameters regarding system
storage allotments for individual users. Table and field authorizations are handled in other ways. For more information, see
Securing Data Access for DQL and Limiting Access to Columns.

Within the individual user authorizations set up by the Dataquery Administrator, each user can change some personal
specifications by accessing and changing the user's User Profile panel. (Associate users can only access their profiles if
the System Option Table parameter ASUPPRO= is set to YES.)

The flexibility of User Table Maintenance makes it possible to assign authorizations according to actual work
responsibilities. When you authorize a new user as an associate user, that user becomes limited to functions accessible
by PF key on the associate user panels. For an associate user, you can only add the following authorizations on the User
Table Maintenance panel:

• Data Authorized
• Personal Database (SQL Option required)
• Submit Allowed
• Export Allowed
• SQL and DQL Allowed (SQL option required)

To authorize a person as a user, do not select Associate User. You can add any or all of the authorizations described in
the list.

The only difference between a user and an administrator is that the administrator is a user who has been given one or
more of the following authorizations:
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• Conditions
• Restrictions
• Printer Control
• JCL Maintenance
• Diagnostics
• Language
• User Maintenance
• Saved Set Maintenance
• Query Library Maintenance
• Security
• Active User Control

External Security

If Dataquery is externally secured, all Dataquery security functions and user authorizations must be done through the
external security package. When an external security package is in effect, user access to databases and tables is
controlled by that package. External security overrides Dataquery security at the database and table level. For more
information about external security, see Using External Security for Datacom.

Users Option

You can enter information online with the USERS option to:

• Add, delete, or maintain users
• Authorize users to SQL and DQL Language
• Authorize users for system management tasks
• Control data access
• Override predefined system options (Dataquery System Option Table)

When a user is added with a private SQL authorization specified, such as is required for SQL use, Dataquery
automatically creates a schema in Datacom Datadictionary for the SQL authorization ID. A schema defines the SQL
environment of the individual user. Users must have a schema associated with an authorization ID to use SQL. A schema
contains all table, view and privilege definitions owned by a given authorization ID. Any definitions created by the user are
automatically added to the schema for the authorization ID specified when they creates the SQL object.

NOTE
A system utility (DQUSERMT) allows you to maintain the user in batch.

Profile Option

The PROFILE option, <PF10> on the Directory of Dataquery Users panel, allows the modification of the individual user-
defined profile option defaults for the following Dataquery functions and actions:

• Online and batch features
• Primary and secondary language selections
• Network printing options
• SQL Mode and DQL Mode selection

Dataquery and External Security Usage
If external security is active on the system, Dataquery obtains the signon ID of the user from the external security
package. Once the signon ID is retrieved, Dataquery checks eligibility of the user to sign on to Dataquery.

After Dataquery determines that a user is eligible for signon, Dataquery makes additional resource checks to determine
the access of the user to functions from external security. If a DQU record for the user exists, the record is updated with
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the latest authorizations from external security. If one does not exist, one is created, since the DQU record also contains
various profile options maintainable by the individual user.

The authorizations in effect at the beginning of a Dataquery session determine the functions appearing on Dataquery
menus and the commands allowed throughout the Dataquery session. When an externally secured function is requested
by command or PF key or from a menu, the function is checked to determine if the user is still authorized.

If external security is not in effect, Dataquery internal security is in effect.

Internal Overrides

If secured within Dataquery, column level security functions, profile codes, and condition/restriction are in effect whether
or not Dataquery is externally secured.

Implementation of external security in Dataquery allows the Security Administrator to define authorizations to perform all
Dataquery functions and to execute the Dataquery batch utility functions using the external security definitions of the user.
External security for data (Datacom/DB tables) is provided through Datacom/DB. When external security is in effect on
the system, the signon ID is retrieved from the external security product in both online and batch mode and in the batch
utilities.

Accessing User Information
To view, update, add, or maintain users, begin by displaying the Directory of Dataquery Users panel (DQK90). Select
Users from the Administration menu or type the USERS command and press Enter. A sample panel follows:

Directory of Dataquery Users (DQK90)

  =>

 Place the cursor on a name to delete or update.  Use PF3 to add new users

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQK90

DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF DATAQUERY USERS         START WITH => ________ _______

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           USER NAME                 | DATE ADDED | DATE USED | TERMINAL USED

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  ADD         <PF4>  UPDATE

 <PF5> ACTIVE USERS   <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> PASSWORDS      <PF10> PROFILE

 

Action
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The START WITH field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial name of the
user where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery displays the user that you specified on the first
line of the listing. You can also page forward using <PF8> FORWARD or backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you
reach the member that you want to view and/or edit.

Panel Description

The following list describes each column of the Directory of Dataquery Users:

USER NAME
Alphabetical listing of all Dataquery user names.

DATE ADDED
Date this user was added to the Dataquery system.

DATE USED
Date this user last signed on to Dataquery.

TERMINAL USED
Terminal ID from which this user last signed on.

Dataquery allows you to invoke several user functions by selecting a PF key. Adding a user is the only PF key selection
discussed here. Update, delete, active users, passwords, and profiles are discussed elsewhere.

PF Keys

The following list explains unique PF keys for the Directory of Dataquery Users panel.

Key Objective Result
<PF3> ADD Add a new user. Dataquery displays User Table

Maintenance panel.
<PF4> UPDATE Modify user options. Dataquery displays User Maintenance

panel for user selected by cursor.
<PF5> ACTIVE Display active users. Dataquery displays Directory of Active

Users.
<PF6> DELETE Delete a user. Dataquery deletes user selected by cursor.
<PF9> PASSWORDS Modify system and group passwords. Dataquery displays Directory of Defined

Dataquery Groups.
<PF10> PROFILE Display/modify profile of the user. Dataquery displays User Profile for user

selected by cursor.

Adding a New User

To add a new user, begin by selecting the USERS option from the Administrative Menu, or typing USERS on the
command line and pressing Enter. The Directory of Dataquery Users panel displays. To add a user, press <PF3> ADD.
Input the appropriate values for the new user. Each field is explained on the following pages.

User Table Maintenance (DQUU0)

=>

Enter the user information and press the appropriate PF key

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQUU0

DATAQUERY:  USER TABLE MAINTENANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 USER NAME           :

 PASSWORD            :                            GROUPS:
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 ACCOUNTING CODE     :                              LEVEL 1:

 QUERY LANGUAGE      :                              LEVEL 2:

 PRIVATE SQL AUTHID  :                              LEVEL 3:

DQ SYSTEM STATUS.

 DATA AUTHORIZED     :    ASSOCIATE USER       :    PERSONAL DATABASE      :

 SUBMIT ALLOWED      :    EXPORT ALLOWED       :                           :

 SQL AND DQL ALLOWED :    SQL DATA DEF ALLOWED :    SQL DATA MAINT ALLOWED :

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATIVE MENU ITEMS AUTHORIZED FOR.

 CONDITIONS          :    RESTRICTIONS         :    PRINTER CONTROL        :

 JCL MAINTENANCE     :    DIAGNOSTICS          :    LANGUAGE               :

 USER MAINTENANCE    :    SAVED SET MAINT      :    QUERY LIBRARY MAINT    :

 SECURITY            :    ACTIVE USER CONTROL  :

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> ADD      <PF4> ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Panel Description

Default values appear on the User Table Maintenance panel and can be changed. Other options relating to overriding
system defaults are also available by pressing <PF4> ADDITIONAL OPTIONS. When changes are complete, press
<PF3> ADD to add the user.

USER NAME
(Required) Enter a unique 1- to 32-character alphanumeric user name. (The length must not exceed the PERSON
entity name length in Datacom Datadictionary. See your Security Administrator for this length. Each Dataquery
user has a matching PERSON entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary that is generated automatically by
Dataquery.)

PASSWORD
(Optional) Enter a 1- to 9-character alphanumeric password. This field is used to assign an individual user
password. It can consist of upper-case letters, numbers, and most special characters. The password cannot
contain an embedded ' ' (space) or '/' (slash).

ACCOUNTING CODE
(Optional) Specify the Datacom/DB accounting code to be used with Datacom/DB accounting for Dataquery. See
your Database Administrator for this information.

QUERY LANGUAGE
(Required) Analyze the language needs of your site. You can authorize use of SQL, DQL Language, or both.
Since DQL Mode has security controls that SQL Mode does not offer, and vice versa, ensure that users are
authorized for the mode best suited to their job functions and that appropriate Datacom/DB security measures
are implemented. The Dataquery Administrator specifies the query language when they add or update a user
and designates if a user can switch between modes. You decide which users are allowed to perform SQL Data
Definition statements and Data Maintenance statements, and which statements that the user is authorized to use
when adding or updating a user.
SQL if SQL or DQL, the default, if DQL Language is authorized for this user. YES in the SQL AND DQL
ALLOWED field authorizes the user to both query languages.

PRIVATE SQL AUTHID
(Required if language authorized for this user is SQL, or if the user is authorized to use both SQL and DQL
Language, or if personal database is authorized for this user.) Enter a 1- to 18-character authorization ID. This is
the default authorization ID of the user for personal database and for all SQL Mode.

NOTE
If a user changes their SQL authorization ID either by the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes
only on the user profile, not on the User Table Maintenance. Therefore, if a user creates a table in PDB,
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their private SQL authorization ID is attached to the table name regardless of the authid they were using
when they created the table. When the DISPLAY or LIST, EXECUTE or CREATE functions are used,
Dataquery uses the profile authid.

GROUPS: LEVEL 1
(Optional) Enter a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 1 name for Dataquery security control. For
more information, see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.

GROUPS: LEVEL 2
(Optional) Enter a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 2 name as specified in Dataquery security
control. If you enter a group level 2 name, you must also enter a group level 1 name. For more information,
see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.

GROUPS: LEVEL 3
(Optional) Specify a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 3 name as specified in Dataquery security
control. If you enter a group level 3 name, you must also enter a group level 1 and a group level 2 name. For
more information, see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.

Dataquery System Status

DATA AUTHORIZED
(Required)(Applies to DQL Mode only.) Authorizes the user to read-only access to all data available to Dataquery.
Y (yes), you allow the user read-only access to data. Dataquery does not perform any data security check.
(External security and Database security is applied to table access.)
N (no), the default, Dataquery qualifies access to data for this user by the data authorizations specified in security
control. However, conditions, restrictions, and profile codes are applied to the appropriate table.

ASSOCIATE USER
(Required) Decide whether to authorize each user as an associate user which limits the ability of the user to query
the database. An associate user can only run queries created by others and cannot create or maintain queries.
If you do not designate the user as an associate user, Dataquery assigns conventional user authorization to that
user.

NOTE
A conventional user can create and edit queries.

Y (yes) specifies that this user can only perform associate user tasks.
N (no), the default, does not limit this user to associate user tasks. This enables this user to create and edit
queries, view database information, use commands, and so on.

PERSONAL DATABASE
(Required) A user who needs to create tables using the data retrieved by a query for their own use for forecasting
is a good candidate for authorization of the Personal database facility. Both DQL Mode and SQL Mode users can
be authorized for Personal database, but SQL must be installed at your site to use the Personal database facility.
You specify which users can use personal tables and the area of the database where the tables are stored when
adding or updating a user in Dataquery.
Y (yes) if this user is allowed to create and maintain personal tables using the personal database facility. This
authorizes a user to create personal tables within their PRIVATE SQL authorization ID (schema) for their
individual use. For more information, see Using Schemas for more information. Specify the area of the database
where personal tables are to be stored on the Override System Defaults panel. For more information, see
Overriding System Defaults.
N (no), the default, prohibits the user from using the personal database facility.

SUBMIT ALLOWED
(Required) Most queries are executed using online Dataquery. However, your site can choose to submit long-
running queries to batch Dataquery to make better use of your system resources. Determine which users need to
submit batch queries and authorize them to do so.
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Batch Dataquery can also be initiated from other software packages. You can secure batch Dataquery in this type
of environment by using security packages like ACF2 and optionally, by use of the Batch Signon Exit.
Indicate whether this user is allowed to submit batch queries from online Dataquery.
Y (yes), the default, permits the submission of batch queries
N (no) does not.

EXPORT ALLOWED
(Required)Dataquery provides the capability to build a batch export file whereby data accessed from the database
is exported and saved on a sequential file for later use. A need of the user for this capability is directly related
to their job responsibilities. A data entry clerk most likely does not need to export data to fulfill a customer order.
However, a systems programmer might need to export data to test complex queries or to compile statistics. The
exported data is in either comma separated value format which is accessed by a personal computer for those
users with that specific need or fixed-length record format.

NOTE
You might want to consider limiting the use of the Export capability.

Y (yes), the default, allows the user to export data. This user is permitted to build a Dataquery batch export file
whereby data accessed from the database is exported and saved for later use. It allows the user to use the
EXPORT command while using batch Dataquery.
N (no) prohibits the user from exporting data.

SQL AND DQL ALLOWED
(Optional)
Y (yes) to allow this user to change query languages on their profile.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from changing to the alternate language and restricts them to one query
language.

SQL DATA DEF ALLOWED
(Optional) Consider limiting the use of SQL Data Definition to the Dataquery Administrator. This authorization can
easily be misused and affect data integrity. Specify N for both SQL Data Definition and SQL Data Maintenance to
limit the user to creating only SQL queries using the SELECT statement keywords.
Y (yes) to allow this user to use SQL Data definition statements.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from using CREATE, COMMENT ON, and DROP statements.

SQL DATA MAINT ALLOWED
(Optional) Consider limiting the use of SQL Data Maintenance to the Dataquery Administrator. This authorization
can easily be misused and affect data integrity. Specify N for both SQL Data Maintenance and SQL Data
Definition fields to limit the user to creating only SQL queries using the SELECT statement keywords.
Y (yes) to allow this user to use SQL Data maintenance statements.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from using INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.

System Administrative Menu Items Authorized

The following fields allow (or deny) the user access to any or all administrative functions. Dataquery automatically gives all
users, except associate users, the ability to modify their own profiles. Associate users can do so if the Dataquery System
Option Table parameter, ASUPPRO, is set to YES. All fields are required.

CONDITIONS
Y (yes) to allow this user to create, view, delete, or edit a condition.
N (no), the default, restricts this user from the CONDITIONS option on the Administrative Menu.

RESTRICTIONS
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, delete, view, or edit a restriction.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the RESTRICTIONS option on the Administrative Menu.

PRINTER CONTROL
Y (yes) permits this user to start, stop, restart, and cancel spooled print jobs.
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N (no), the default, restricts access to these spooled print job functions using the PRINTER CONTROL option on
the Administrative Menu.

JCL MAINTENANCE
Y (yes) if this user is to create, delete, view, or edit a Dataquery JCL member.
N (no), the default, restricts this user from creating, modifying, or deleting a JCL member using the JCL option on
the Administrative Menu.

DIAGNOSTICS
Y (yes) to permit this user to request a Dataquery Request Table and/or a storage dump in the form of a
transaction dump or a module dump.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from requesting a Dataquery Request Table or a storage dump through the
DIAGNOSTICS option on the Administrative Menu.

LANGUAGE
Y (yes) if the user is to translate, edit, delete, or display Dataquery panels, the bulletin board, program literals, and
vocabulary terms to another language.
N (no), the default, restricts access to the LANGUAGE option on the Administrative Menu.

USER MAINTENANCE
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative function of adding, deleting, and maintaining users, as well as
access to active users, passwords, and profiles of other users.
N (no), the default, prohibits this user from viewing and/or accessing the USERS option on the Administrative
Menu. If a user is authorized for User Maintenance, that user cannot change his own authorization to N (no).

WARNING
Any user with authorization for this function is able to authorize anyone to perform administrative
functions. Take care when deciding who and how many users may have this authority as this is a key to
security.

SAVED SET MAINT
Y (yes) to allow the creation, deletion, or modification of a set.
N (no), the default, prohibits access to set definitions using SETS on the Administrative Menu.

QUERY LIBRARY MAINT
Y (yes) if you want this user to create, maintain, execute, and/or submit queries listed on the Admin Directory of
Queries and Terms panel.
N (no), the default, does not allow this user to select the LIBRARY option on the Administrative Menu.

SECURITY
Y (yes) if the user is to relate users to a table, tables to a user, or profile codes to a user. This field authorizes this
user record and field security control functions.
N (no), the default, restricts this user from performing security control functions.

ACTIVE USER CONTROL
Y (yes), if this user is to have the administrative function of creating and sending messages, forcing another user
off Dataquery, and cancel query processing during FIND.
N (no), restricts the user from active user administrative functions.
Note: An administrator with user maintenance authority automatically has active user control authority but an
administrator with active user control authority only may not add, update, or delete users or passwords, or view
other users profiles.

Overriding System Defaults

Part of the task of adding a new user or modifying a profile of an established user is determining whether that user should
be able to override system defaults established by the System Option Table. Dataquery allows you to override some
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predefined system defaults. From the User Table Maintenance panel, select <PF4> ADDITIONAL OPTIONS to display the
Override System Defaults panel.

Override System Defaults (DQUM0)

 =>

Enter the user information and press the appropriate PF key

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQUM0

DATAQUERY:  USER TABLE MAINTENANCE - OVERRIDE SYSTEM DEFAULTS

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

USER NAME        : ________________________________

 

USER OVERRIDES TO SYSTEM DEFAULTS.

 MXREQ   :             SORTPAG    :         ESTIMATED MAX I/O :

 MXTLR   :             SORTCTG    :

 FNDBLKS :             NETPRT ID  :

 PRIMARY :             SECONDARY  :

 AREA FOR PERSONAL DATABASE TABLES:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> ADD           <PF4> NOT USED

 

Action

To override the defaults shown, type over them according to the following information. When the panel is complete, press
<PF3> ADD to save the changes. Then press <PF2> RETURN to return to the User Table Maintenance panel.

Panel Description

MXREQ
(Optional. DQL mode only.) A numeric value from 1 through 99999 to specify a search limit for this user that
overrides the system default. This feature limits the amount of time Dataquery is to process before pausing to
allow the user to end the query. MXREQ keeps one query from monopolizing the system. (The system default is
used if this value is zeros.)

SORTPAG
(Optional. DQL mode only.) A value from 1 through 1024 to specify, in 4096-byte pages, the maximum amount of
storage Dataquery is to allocate to process a single sort request without using the database index for sorting. The
value specified here overrides the system default for this user.

ESTIMATED MAX I/O
(Optional. DQL mode only.) A value from 1 through 99999 to specify a threshold count of I/O required to process
the query. During optimization, if the estimated number of I/Os required to execute the FIND statement exceeds
this number, a screen is presented to the user explaining that the MAX I/O has been exceeded, and asking the
user if query execution should continue. If not specified, the default value is the value of the MAX I/O parameter
from the Dataquery System Option Table.
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MXTLR
(Optional. DQL mode only.) A value from 1 through 99999 to specify the number of times Dataquery is to
relinquish control to other tasks during a query execution before pausing to allow a user to end processing. (The
system default is used if this value is zeros.)
The first two features work together, Dataquery allows MXREQ to occur MXTLR times before asking the user if
they want to terminate the query.

SORTCTG
(Optional) A value from 1 through 16 to specify, in 4096-byte pages, the maximum amount of contiguous storage
area for in-core sorting which Dataquery requests of CICS at one time. If this amount is not available when
needed, Dataquery tries to allocate a number of smaller areas for the sort.

FNDBLKS
(Optional) A value from 1 through 99999 to specify the total number of physical blocks on the DQF (online work
table) that this user can own at one time during a query execution. Ensure that the value specified for this user still
leaves adequate space for all other users. (The system default is used if this value is zeros.)

NETPRT ID
(Optional) Specify the 1- to 4-character network printer ID where reports are to print for this user.

PRIMARY
(Optional) The 2-character primary language ID of the primary language for this user. AE (American English),
the default, is automatically distributed with Dataquery. Your site can also have German, French, or any other
language of your company's choosing for a full or partial translation.

SECONDARY
(Optional) The 2-character secondary language ID for the secondary language of this user. AE (American
English), the default, is automatically distributed with Dataquery. Your site can also have German, French, or any
other language of your company's choosing. (This should be a full translation.)

AREA FOR PERSONAL DATABASE TABLES
(Optional) The 1- to 32-character name for the Datacom/DB area used for the personal database tables of this
user. This can be used only with Datacom extensions to SQL. Check with the Database Administrator for this
information.

Updating a User

Learn about how to add users in Dataquery. Learn how to make changes using the Directory of Dataquery Users panel
and the User Table Maintenance panel.

Choose one of the following options to update a user:

• Select the USERS option from the Administrative Menu.
• Type USERS on the command line and press Enter.

When the Directory of Dataquery Users panel is displayed, position the cursor on a user name and press
<PF4> UPDATE.

Enter the command followed by the name of the user to position the list by a certain name. See the following example:
USER JONES

Dataquery then displays the User Table Maintenance panel. This panel and all its fields are explained in detail starting
in Adding a New User. Make any needed changes to the appropriate fields. When you have completed your input, press
<PF3> UPDATE to save the new user definition.
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Managing Active Users

Manage user activity in the Dataquery system. Review Directory of Active Users (DQAJ0); column/function/value
descriptions, actions: terminate a user, send a message, cancel a query or a print job.

You can manage the activities of any user who is signed on to your Dataquery system:

• Force a user off.
• Send a message to one or more users.
• Cancel any query processing during a FIND.
• Cancel printing for any user.

Anyone with PRINTER CONTROL authorization can start, stop, restart, and cancel spooled print jobs using the
PRINTER CONTROL option on the Administrative Menu. For more information about assigning printer control, see
Adding a New User.

This document describes how to operate the ACTIVE command and tells how to perform these activities.

Choose one of the following ways to display the active users:

• Select the USERS option from the Administrative Menu, then press <PF5> ACTIVE USERS in the Directory of
DATAQUERY USERS panel.

• Type ACTIVE on the command line and press Enter.

Dataquery displays the Directory of Active Users panel, allowing you to view the active users, as shown in the following
example:

Directory of Active Users (DQAJ0)

  =>

 Place any character next to the name and press the appropriate PF key

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAJ0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF ACTIVE USERS    START WITH: => _______________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SEL |       USER NAME                  | TERMID | STAGE | TIME ON  |  ELAPSED

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

  _  |                                  |        |       |          |

Panel Description

The following list explains the columns:

SEL
Type any character on the blank to select a user.
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USER NAME
Alphabetical list of all users signed on

TERMID
Terminal ID for the user

STAGE
Function the user is performing
ADMIN

The user is using the ADMINISTRATION function
DISPL

The user is using the display function (PF keys or commands)
EDIT

The user is on the EDIT panel.
EXEC

The user is executing a query.
FIND

The FIND function is running for an executing DQL query.
GRAPH

The GRAPH function is operating.
GUIDE

The GUIDE function is operating.
HELP

The HELP function is operating.
LIST

A LIST function is operating.
MENU

The user is on the MAIN Menu.
PDB

The user is using the Personal Database Facility.
PERR

An error is being displayed.
SELECT

An executing SQL query is processing the SELECT clause.
SQL

The user is using SQL Mode.
TIME ON

Time this user signed on in hours, minutes, and seconds
ELAPSED

Length of time this user has been signed on to Dataquery

Activities

Refer to the following list for instructions on managing active users:

Terminate an active user.
Enter a character next to one or more user names and press <PF3> FORCE OFF.
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NOTE
Best practice: Warn users by sending a message so they can terminate current processes.

Broadcast a message.

1. Press <PF4> CREATE MSG.
2. Enter a one-line message on the Create a Message panel.
3. Press <PF2> RETURN.
4. Mark users, with any character, to receive the current message.
5. Press <PF5> SEND MSG.

Interrupt query or dialog processing during data selection.

1. Select a user.
2. Check that Stage is Find.
3. Press <PF6> CANCEL FIND.

SQL Mode

The CANCEL FIND function may not be used for an SQL query in the SELECT stage. If long-running SQL queries appear
to be a problem at your site, contact your Database Administrator for help with canceling the long running SQL query and/
or reducing the value of the REQTHD parameter of the Datacom CICS Services DBCVTPR macro.

The Database Administrator can cancel a long-running SQL query in two ways:

• Use the COMM function of DBUTLTY to cancel the query's Datacom/DB request. The Database Administrator can
temporarily reduce the size of the REQTHD parameter of the Datacom CICS Services DBCVTPR macro by using the
DBOC GENOPTS function. For more information, see the Datacom CICS Services documentation.

• Limit the future occurrence of any long-running queries (SQL and DQL) by permanently reducing the size of the
REQTHD parameter, which limits the number of Datacom/DB requests that any logical unit of work can make. Any
tasks exceeding this limitation will abend. For more information, see the Datacom CICS Services documentation.

Deleting a User

If you need to delete a user who has left the company or has been transferred, review the queries of the user, terms,
dialogs, personal database, and so on, to see if they need to be removed, or assigned to another user. See Changing the
Extended Attributes of a Query, Dialog or Term for more information.

WARNING
Reassign the JCL members and authorizations that you want to keep before deleting a user because Dataquery
deletes the user, the JCL member of the user and their authorizations. The Datacom Datadictionary PERSON
entity-occurrence of the user is not deleted.

An example of a Directory of Dataquery Users Panel follows:

Directory of Dataquery Users (DQK90)

 =>

 Place the cursor on a name to delete or update.  Use PF3 to add new users

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQK90

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF DATAQUERY USERS         START WITH => _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           USER NAME                 | DATE ADDED | DATE USED | TERMINAL USED

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |
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                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

                                     |            |           |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  ADD         <PF4>  UPDATE

 <PF5> ACTIVE USERS   <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> PASSWORDS      <PF10> PROFILE

Action

The START WITH field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel is where you enter the full or partial name of the
user where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery refreshes the Directory of Dataquery USERS
panel with the user that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also page forward using <PF8> FORWARD or
backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the member that you want to view and/or edit.

Choose one of the following to delete the user:

• Choose the USERS option from the Administrative Menu.
• Type USERS on the command line and press Enter.

When Dataquery displays the Directory of Dataquery Users panel, place the cursor on the user name that you want to
delete. (You cannot delete yourself.) Press <PF6> DELETE to delete that user. Dataquery then redisplays the Directory of
Dataquery Users panel.

For an explanation of the Directory of Dataquery Users panel and its PF keys, see Adding a New User.

Authorizing Administrative Functions

The number of administrators with User Table Maintenance authorization in Dataquery should be kept to a minimum
because of the impact on security.

Concept

The number of administrators with User Table Maintenance authorization should be kept to a minimum because of the
impact on security. You can authorize an administrator for all the administrative tasks, or you can selectively authorize an
administrator for one or more tasks. Evaluate the needs of your site thoroughly before making administrative assignments.
Dataquery permits you to reassign any of these administrative functions if your needs change.

Administrative Menu (DQKH0)

=>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKH0
DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enter DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile
 2.  CONDITIONS            - List create and maintain conditions
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 3.  RESTRICTIONS          - List create and maintain restrictions
 4.  PRINTER CONTROL       - Request control functions for a network printer
 5.  JCL                   - List and maintain batch query JCL
 6.  DIAGNOSTICS           - Produce storage dumps
 7.  LANGUAGE              - Translate DATAQUERY text to another language
 8.  USERS                 - List and maintain DATAQUERY users
 9.  SETS                  - List and maintain saved sets
10.  LIBRARY               - Maintain query library member attributes
11.  SECURITY CONTROL      - Table and column security authorization

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Panel Description

PROFILE
Display or update your profile. Dataquery allows each user (who is not an associate user) to modify their profile
option defaults for online and batch features, primary and secondary language selections, and network printing
options for Dataquery. The administrator can modify the profile of any user from the Directory of Dataquery
Users panel. Several of the fields in a user profile default to values specified at the time the user is created
or maintained using the USERS function discussed next. If you do not specify an option, it defaults to the
DQSYSTBL system defaults.

CONDITIONS
Create, delete, view, or edit a condition. A condition (when listed in a restriction) allows a user or group of users
access to some of the rows in a table that is based on the content of one or more columns. The administrator
names the condition, identifies the table and states the condition. For example, the condition may restrict access
to all COMPANY rows containing a value of 20 in the column for sales ID and a value of DALLAS in the city
column. You can print a report of each of the conditions with a list of the restrictions where the condition applies.
Conditions are discussed in more detail in Securing Access to Tables, Rows, Columns, and Queries.

RESTRICTIONS
Create, delete, view, or edit a restriction. A restriction is a list of conditions restricting user or group access to view
or manipulate data. The administrator can restrict user access at the user level or at the group ID level of the user.
Restrictions are discussed in Securing Access to Tables, Rows, Columns, and Queries. You can print a report
which lists all the restrictions and the conditions within the restrictions.

PRINTER CONTROL
Display a directory of outstanding network print requests. It allows a request to be canceled (flushed), restarted, or
stopped.

JCL
Create, delete, view, or edit JCL members and PROCs. The JCL directory lists the JCL members and PROCs
used for executing batch query jobs.

DIAGNOSTICS
Display the Dataquery Request Table or request a storage dump in the form of a transaction dump or a module
dump. DIAGNOSTICS is used only under the direction of Support for resolving problems as quickly as possible.
The administrator chooses where (terminal ID) and when the dump is turned on or off.

LANGUAGE
Translate, edit, delete, and display Dataquery panels, program literals, and vocabulary terms to another language.
Use this function to edit Dataquery to reflect a different language, language dialect, or terminology that your
company uses in daily business. The administrator also uses this function to place messages on the Dataquery
bulletin board.
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USERS
Add, delete, view, and update users, list active users, and send messages. The administrator can maintain
name, password, accounting code, group level, and authorization of the user for administrative functions. The
administrator can also override system defaults, list and deactivate active users, and send messages.
An authorized Dataquery Administrator for the USERS function, can establish any new user to Dataquery or
change signon characteristics of the user as discussed previously. They can also assign system and group
passwords. Administrators cannot delete themselves or turn off their USERS maintenance authorization.
The USERS authorization is the key to all other authorizations. Carefully control authorization to this function.

SETS
View, delete, and use all saved found sets. Anyone (except the associate user) who runs a query can save the
resulting collection of data as a saved found set. The administrator can reuse the data in a found set, delete the
found set, or view a listing of the found sets.

LIBRARY
Library Administrators can create, delete, edit, execute or submit queries. They can establish dialog definitions
and terms. Members in the query library also contain attributes called extended definitions. Library Administrators
can define or modify a query, dialog, or term extended definition. This includes changing the PRIVATE or PUBLIC
status, changing the groups it is assigned to or changing its author. They can also delete any query, whether
PRIVATE or PUBLIC, but can only edit PUBLIC queries, not PRIVATE.
If QRYGRPS=YES is specified in the DQOPTLST macro, you can partition the public query library. Once a query,
dialog, or term is designated as public, only an administrator with LIBRARY authorization can make changes to it
and its extended attributes because queries designated PUBLIC belong to the group not the author. Group level
assignments limit the scope of a query, dialog, or term to which the LIBRARY authorization extends. If the group
level assignments do not match the administrator's group level assignments, the administrator cannot access the
query, dialog, or term. If no group level assignment is made, the access is unlimited.

SECURITY CONTROL
Enables access to data by authorizing DQL Mode users to a database and tables, tables to a user, or profile
codes to a user and to copy profile codes and authorizations from user to another. This function provides table
and column security authorization for a user.

Each of the administrative functions is a tool for the maintenance of your Dataquery system. Consider all aspects of your
Dataquery security as discussed in this chapter before delegating responsibilities. (You can always make reassignments
later.) It is useful to assign LIBRARY authorization to one user in each group so that this user can administer public
queries, dialogs, and terms for the group. It is imperative that you carefully consider the needs of your site and allocate
the authority to use each administrative function to the appropriate user. See Adding a New User, specifically the
ASSOCIATE USER option.

Limiting User Functions to Manipulate Data

Dataquery allows you to limit the ability of a user to FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, and ERASE data based on their ability
to access that data. Once you have identified all tables, rows, and columns and their related restrictions, decide which
functions you permit the user to perform on the accessible data. Users should always be permitted to FIND the data in the
authorized tables. However, you probably want to limit the ability of some users to UPDATE, INSERT, and ERASE data.
The administrator with SECURITY CONTROL authorization assigns the FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE functions
when he authorizes each user to a table or profile code in DQL Mode.

Managing Passwords
Learn about adding, changing, and managing passwords in Dataquery. Learn how to assign passwords and group levels
and how to delete passwords. Find example Dataquery panels.

Passwords can be added or changed on one of three levels:
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Individual Password An individual password is assigned to an individual user to allow access to the Dataquery system.
Group Password A group password is assigned to members of a group.

System Password A system password protects the Dataquery system from unauthorized access from any users who do not
use the system password when signing on to Dataquery.

Which Password?

Only one of the three types of passwords accesses Dataquery. The highest level password is SYSTEM, the next highest
level is GROUP, and the lowest level password is the individual user password. The highest level password assigned is
the only one that accesses the system.

All passwords are one to nine characters in length. The passwords are not displayed at any time. If a user forgets their
individual password, assign a new password.

Assigning Passwords to Users and to Groups

Dataquery protects access to the Dataquery system on one of three levels, which means that a user can have only one
password, individual, group, or system:

• Each individual user can have a unique password to allow access to Dataquery, which can be changed as necessary if
NEWPASS= YES is specified in the DQOPTLST macro.

• A group can have a unique password to allow users assigned to that group level access to Dataquery when they use
the group password. The group password supersedes the individual password.

• All users on the system are assigned a common password that allows access to Dataquery. The system password
supersedes the group and individual passwords.

Dataquery protects passwords from indiscriminate viewing by never displaying them. Assigning and changing passwords
are the responsibilities of the Dataquery Administrator, with user maintenance authorization.

Assigning Group Levels

A group ID is a defined group of users who are given access to queries, and JCL members (DQL Mode and SQL Mode).
The group ID also extends to those users to whom restricted conditions can be assigned (DQL Mode only). Passwords
can be assigned by group level.

There are three descending levels of group IDs which can be assigned to a user:

• Level 1 is the high-order group,
• Level 2 is the middle-order group, and
• Level 3 is the low-order group.

If a user is assigned to a level 3 group, the user must also be assigned to a level 2 and a level 1 group. If the user is
assigned to a level 2 group, the user must also be assigned to a level 1 group. This group specification limits access of
the user to specific data in accordance with the definition established for each group.

For example, if your company were divided into departments called Accounting, Production, Research, and Sales, these
categories might be your high-order level 1 groups. If the company were also divided into branches, your middle-order
level 2 groups might be Austin, Dallas, Houston, and Midland. Each user could be further categorized according to
position for the low-order level 3 groups, for example, Clerical, Executive, Representative, and Supervisor. For instance, a
data entry user in Austin could have the following groups:

• Level 1 group: Production
• Level 2 group: Austin
• Level 3 group: Clerical

Groups are a convenient way of organizing and classifying users. Also, you can optionally use groups to partition the
public query library and limit users' access to queries. When group level assignments are made to a user or query, those
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assignments should match, except in the case where the user or query has no group level assignment for one or more
levels.

For example, if a user is assigned to group levels as discussed previously and a query is assigned to level 1 - Production,
level 2 - Austin, and level 3 - Supervisor, that user could not access this query because the level 3 assignment of the
query is Supervisor, not Clerical. However, if the query had no level 3 assignment (it is left blank), users in the Austin
production group could access the query.

Under your direction, make group IDs for each user at the time that user is authorized to access Dataquery. Group
assignments can be modified at any time.

Assigning a Password to a User

Only an authorized administrator can change an individual password.

NOTE
Dataquery passwords are 9 bytes in length and consist of upper-case letters, numbers, and most special
characters. The password cannot contain an embedded ' ' (space) or '/' (slash).

Follow these steps:

1. Select the USERS option on the Administrative Menu or enter USERS on the command line. Press Enter. Dataquery
displays the Directory of Dataquery Users panel.

2. Place cursor on the name of the user. Press <PF4> UPDATE. Dataquery displays the User Table Maintenance panel.
3. Tab over to the PASSWORD field. Enter the password. Press <PF4> UPDATE. Dataquery processes the new

password which is in effect the next time the user logs on.

NOTE
The System Option Table parameter NEWPASS= must be YES to allow users to change their individual
password on the Dataquery signon panel. If NEWPASS= is NO, then only a Dataquery Administrator can
change individual passwords.

Assigning a Password to a Group or a System

Only an authorized administrator can assign a group or a system password.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the USERS option on the Administrative Menu, or type USERS on the command line. Press Enter. Dataquery
displays the Directory of Dataquery Users panel.

2. Press <PF9> PASSWORDS. Dataquery displays the Directory of Defined Dataquery Groups (DQDB0) panel (as
follows).

  
=>
Place cursor by group assignment and press appropriate PF key.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDB0
DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF DEFINED DATAQUERY GROUPS  START WITH: _______________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  GROUP LEVEL 1    | GROUP LEVEL 2    | GROUP LEVEL 3    | PASSWORD ASSIGNED
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
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                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
                   |                  |                  |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> GROUP PSWD    <PF4> SYSTEM PSWD
<PF5> NOT USED    <PF6> DELETE        <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

This directory is composed of four columns. Each row names the group levels assigned to a user. Dataquery specifies a
YES or NO in the PASSWORD ASSIGNED column to indicate if a password is assigned for this user. Read the panel to
find if any passwords are currently assigned.

Assigning Group Passwords

Follow these steps:

1. On the Directory of Defined Dataquery Groups panel, place the cursor on the group name. Press <PF3> GROUP
PSWD. Dataquery displays the Password Maintenance - Assign New Password (DQKQ0) panel.

 =>
 Enter the new password and press PF3 to assign the password 
------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKQ0
 DATAQUERY:  PASSWORD MAINTENANCE - ASSIGN NEW PASSWORD 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

           GROUP LEVEL 1    _______________
                 LEVEL 2    _______________
                 LEVEL 3    _______________

           NEW PASSWORD     _________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> ASSIGN PASSWORD   <PF4> NOT USED

2. Enter the new password in the NEW PASSWORD field. Press <PF3> ASSIGN PASSWORD. Dataquery processes the
new password which is in effect the next time the user signs on.

Assigning System Passwords

Follow these steps:

1. From the Directory of Defined Dataquery Groups panel, press <PF4> SYSTEM PSWD. Dataquery displays the
Password Maintenance - Assign New Password (DQKQ0) panel.

 =>
 Enter the new password and press PF3 to assign the password
------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKQ0
 DATAQUERY:  PASSWORD MAINTENANCE - ASSIGN NEW PASSWORD 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

           DATAQUERY SYSTEM
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           NEW PASSWORD     _________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> ASSIGN PASSWORD   <PF4> NOT USED

2. Enter the new password in the NEW PASSWORD field. Press <PF3> ASSIGN PASSWORD. Dataquery processes the
new password which is in effect the next time the user signs on.

Deleting Passwords
<PF6> DELETE

Deletes a password for group or system.
Delete an individual password as follows:
Action:

Enter the user's signon and current password. Then, enter NONE in the NEW PASSWORD field on the
Dataquery signon panel. Or, blank the password field on the user maintenance panel.

Result:
Deletes the current password for this user.

Delete a group or system password:
Action:

From the Directory of Defined Dataquery Groups panel, position the cursor on the appropriate line and
press <PF6> DELETE.

Result:
Deletes the group or system password.

Maintaining User Table (DQUSERMT)
In Dataquery, use the DQUSERMT utility to perform maintenance tasks on the User Table (DQU). Review control
statements and examples.

Use the DQUSERMT utility to perform the following maintenance tasks on the User Table (DQU):

• Add user authorization.
• Update user authorization.
• Delete user authorization.
• Report by user identifier or group level designation on all or selected users,

The Dataquery User Table (DQU) stores definitions of valid Dataquery users. The table also contains user attributes (such
as name and password) that are used to validate a user. The utility, DQUSERMT, is used to perform the same functions in
batch as online.  DQUSERMT is especially useful for adding a large group of users at one time to the DQU; for example,
when Dataquery is installed.

NOTE
If the user table is enabled, you can execute queries against it. Use the table name DATAQUERY-DQU.

User Table Maintenance Control Statements

Use the table maintenance control statements to identify the functions performed by DQUSERMT. A maximum of 60
report and maintenance control statements is allowed. There are five types of maintenance control statements:
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SIGN/ON
(Required) Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first
statement in the job stream.

ADD
Selects adding a user as the type of maintenance this run performs.

UPDATE
Selects updating a user as the type of maintenance this run performs.

DELETE
Selects deleting a user as the type of maintenance this run performs.

REPORT
Selects the type of report this run produces.

Enter the control statements in the following sequence.

1. SIGN/ON
2. ADD, UPDATE, DELETE, or REPORT (use one)

JCL Examples

The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

Sample z/OS JCL

 //jobname    See the note above and page Listing Libraries for Broadcom Datacom Products.

 //       EXEC PGM=DQUSERMT

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and page Listing Libraries for Broadcom Datacom Products.

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD *

 SIGN/ON username PASSWORD password

 control statements

 /*

 //

Sample z/VSE JCL

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and Listing Libraries for Datacom Products.

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see Listing Libraries for Broadcom Datacom Products.

 // EXEC DQUSERMT

 SIGN/ON username PASSWORD password

 control statements

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ
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SIGN/ON Statement for DQUSERMT

For all of the functions the first control statement is the SIGN/ON statement. The SIGN/ON control statement is formatted
as follows:

►►─ SIGN/ON ─ userid ─ PASSWORD ─ password ───────────────────────────────────►◄

SIGN/ON
(Required) Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first
statement in the job stream. The SIGN/ON statement begins in column 1.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the person executing the DQUSERMT utility. The user ID begins in column 11.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID
Default Value:

(No default)
password

Specifies the password of the person executing the DQUSERMT utility. (PASSWORD keyword is required unless
no password is assigned.)
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 9-character password
Default Value:

(No default)

DQUSERMT (User Table) ADD and UPDATE Statements

In the Dataquery User Table (DQUSERMT), for ADD or UPDATE functions, the second statement in the job stream is
ADD or UPDATE. Review syntax, keywords, overrides, and profile and printer options.

For the ADD or UPDATE maintenance control functions, the second statement in the job stream is ADD or UPDATE.

 ►►──┬─ ADD ────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

     └─ UPDATE ─┘

                                      ┌──────────────────────┐

 ►─ USER=userid ─┬──────────────────┬─▼─┬──────────────────┬─┴────────────────►◄

                 └─ ,option1=value ─┘   └─ ,option2=value ─┘

ADD
To add a user ID, specify the ADD statement beginning in column 1.

UPDATE
To modify an existing user ID, specify the UPDATE statement beginning in column 1.

USER=
(Required) Beginning in column 11, specify USER= followed by the user ID to add or update.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID
Default Value:

(No default)
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,option1= and ,option2=
(Optional) Following the user ID, code optional keywords which specify the characteristics of the user ID being
added or modified.
The available options are listed in ADD and UPDATE Statement Optional Keywords.
If you omit an option, Dataquery uses the default for that option.
Leave no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. Use an equal sign (=) to separate an option type from
its value, and a comma (,) to separate the options. Do not enter options past column 72. Enter an X (or any non-
blank character) in column 72 to indicate that the line is continuing. Twenty lines are allowed for continuations.

ADD and UPDATE Statement Optional Keywords

The COPYFROM= keyword is valid only on an ADD statement. All other keywords are valid on an ADD or an UPDATE
statement.

COPYFROM=
(Optional) Specifies that the characteristics of the new user ID being added are to be copied from an existing user
ID. Follow COPYFROM= with an existing user ID. This option, which is useful for adding multiple users, can be
used only with the ADD statement.

User Authorization Options

The following options are valid for the ADD and UPDATE statement:

ACNTCODE= (Accounting Code)
(Optional) Specify the Datacom/DB accounting code to use with Datacom/DB accounting for Dataquery. See your
Database Administrator for this information. (No default)

ASSOCUSR= (Associate User)
(Optional)
Y (yes) specifies that this user can only perform associate user tasks.
N (no), the default, does not limit this user to associate user tasks; thus enabling this user to create and edit
queries, view database information, use commands, and so on.

AUSRMNT= (Access User Maintenance)
(Optional)
Y (yes) permits user to see a list of active Dataquery users and perform such functions as broadcasting
messages, forcing signoff, and cancel FIND in progress.
N (no), the default, does not allow the user to perform active user functions.

DATAAUTH= (Data Authorized)
(Optional) Authorizes the user read-only access to all data available to Dataquery.
Y (yes), allows the user read-only access to data. Dataquery does not perform any data security check.
N (no), the default, Dataquery qualifies this user's access to data by the data authorizations specified in security
control.

EXPORT= (Export Allowed)
(Optional) Specify whether this user is permitted to build a Dataquery batch export file whereby data that is
accessed from the database is exported and saved for later use. The option allows the user to use the EXPORT
command while using batch Dataquery.
Y (yes), the default, allows the user to export data.
N (no) prohibits the user from exporting data.

GROUP1= (GROUP LEVEL 1)
(Optional) Enter a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 1 name for Dataquery security control. (No
default.) For more information, see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.
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GROUP2= (GROUP LEVEL 2)
(Optional) Enter a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 2 name as specified in Dataquery security
control. If you enter a group level 2 name, you must also enter a group level 1 name. (No default.) For more
information, see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.

GROUP3= (GROUP LEVEL 3)
(Optional) Specify a valid 1- to 15-character alphanumeric group level 3 name as specified in Dataquery security
control. If you enter a group level 3 name, you must also enter a group level 1 and a group level 2 name. (No
default.) For more information, see Assigning Group Levels in Managing Passwords.

PASSWORD=
(Optional) Enter a 1- to 9-character alphanumeric password. This field is used to assign an individual user
password, which can consist of upper-case letters, numbers, and most special characters. The password cannot
contain an embedded ' ' (space) or '/' (slash). (No default.)

QRYLANG= (Query Language)
(Required) Specify SQL if SQL, or DQL if DQL Language, is authorized for this user. DQL is the default and limits
the user to DQL Language only. Specifying QRYLANG=SQL and SQLDQL=Y authorizes the user to both query
languages. (Default is DQL.)

REPTFAC= (Reporting Facility Allowed)
(Optional)
Y (yes) allows the user to use the Dataquery Reporting Facility to produce reports.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from using the Dataquery Reporting Facility.

SQLDDEF= (SQL Data Definition Allowed)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to allow this user to use SQL Data definition statements.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from using CREATE, COMMENT ON, GRANT, REVOKE, and DROP
statements.

SQLDMNT= (SQL Data Maintenance Allowed)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to allow this user to use SQL Data maintenance statements.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from using INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE.

SQLDQL= (SQL and DQL Allowed)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to allow this user to change query languages on their profile.
N (no), the default, restricts the user from changing from DQL to SQL on their profile. Specifying QRYLANG=SQL
and SQLDQL=Y authorizes the user to both query languages. (Default is DQL.)

SUBMIT= (SUBMIT Allowed)
(Required) Indicate whether this user is allowed to submit batch queries.
Y (yes), the default, permits the submission of batch queries.
N (no) does not.

Administrative Functions

The following options enable (or deny) the user access to any or all administrative functions.

COND= (Conditions)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, view, delete, or edit a condition.
N (no), the default, denies this user access to the CONDITIONS option on the Administrative Menu.

DIAG= (Diagnostics)
(Required)
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Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to request a Dataquery Request Table or a storage dump in
the form of a transaction dump or a module dump.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the DIAGNOSTICS option on the Administrative Menu.

FNDSMNT= (Found Set Maintenance)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, delete, or modify a set.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the SETS option on the Administrative Menu.

JCLMNT= (JCL Maintenance)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, delete, view, or edit a Dataquery JCL member.
N (no), the default, denies this user access to the JCL MAINTENANCE option on the Administrative Menu.

LANG= (Language)
(Required)
Y (yes) if the user is to have the administrative ability to translate, edit, delete, or display Dataquery panels,
program literals, and vocabulary terms to another language.
N (no), the default, denies access to the LANGUAGE option on the Administrative Menu.

MAXIO= (Estimated Maximum I/O for a FIND)
(Optional) A value from 1 through 99999 used to specify a threshold value for estimated I/O for DQL find
processing. When this value is exceeded, the user is presented a panel and asked if they want to continue. If this
value is zero, the system default from the Dataquery System Option Table is used.

PDB= (Personal Database)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is allowed to create and maintain personal tables. Also authorizes a user to create personal
tables for their individual use. Specify the area of the database where personal tables are stored in Override
System Options.
N (no), the default, prohibits the user from having personal tables.

PRTCTL= (Printer Control)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to start, stop, restart, and cancel spooled print jobs.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the spooled print job functions on the Administrative Menu.

QRYLMNT= (Query Library Maintenance)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, maintain, execute, or submit queries that are
listed on the Admin Directory of Queries and Terms panel.
N (no), the default, denies this user access to the LIBRARY option on the Administrative Menu.

REST= (Restrictions)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative ability to create, delete, view, or edit a restriction.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the RESTRICTIONS option on the Administrative Menu.

SECMNT= (Security Maintenance)
(Required)
Y (yes) if the user is to have the administrative ability to relate users to a table, tables to a user, or profile codes to
a user. This field authorizes this user record and field security control functions.
N (no), the default, denies the user access to the Security Control option on the Administrative Menu.

USERMNT= (User Maintenance)
(Required)
Y (yes) if this user is to have the administrative function of adding, deleting, and maintaining users, as well as
access to active users, passwords, and profile.
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N (no), the default, prohibits this user from viewing and/or accessing the USERS and PROFILE options on the
Administrative Menu.

WARNING
Any user authorized to use this function can authorize themselves or others to perform any administrative
functions. Care should be taken when deciding who and how many users can have this authority, as it is key to
security. If a user is authorized for User Maintenance, that user cannot change their own authorization to N (no).

Override System Defaults

The following options enable the user to override system default options.

AUTHID= (SQL Authorization ID)
(Required if the query language that is authorized for this user is SQL, or if personal database is authorized
for this user, or if SQL AND DQL ALLOWED=YES.) Enter a 1- to 18-character authorization ID. This entry
establishes the default authorization ID of the user for personal database and for all SQL Mode. (No default)

FNDBLKS= (DQF Blocks Available)
(Optional) Enter a value from 1 through 99999 to specify the total number of physical blocks on the DQF (found
table) that this user can own at one time during a query execution. Ensure that the value specified for this user still
leaves adequate space for all other users. (The system default is used if this value is zeros.)

MXREQ= (Maximum Number of Requests)
(Optional) Input a numeric value from 1 through 99999 to specify a search limit for this user that overrides the
system default. This feature limits the amount of time Dataquery is to process before pausing to allow the user to
end the query. MXREQ keeps one query from monopolizing the system. (The system default is used if this value
is zeros.)

MXTLR=
(Optional) Indicate a value from 1 through 99999 to specify the number of times Dataquery is to relinquish control
to other tasks during a query execution before pausing to allow a user to end processing. (The system default is
used if this value is zeros.)

NETPRTID= (Network Printer ID)
(Optional) Specify the 1- to 4-character network printer ID used by this user.

PDBAREA= (Area for Personal Database Tables)
(Optional) Specify the 1- to 32-character name for the Datacom/DB area that is used for personal tables for this
user. Check with the Datacom/DB Administrator for this information. The default is in the System Option Table or if
this is blank, the default is the Datacom/DB SQL DEFAULT area that is specified in Multi-User startup options.

PRIMARY= (Primary Language)
(Optional) Specify the 2-character primary language ID for the primary language of this user. AE (American
English), the default, is automatically distributed with Dataquery. Your site can also have German, French, or any
other language that your company chooses. (Default is AE.)

SECONDARY= (Secondary Language)
(Optional) Specify the 2-character secondary language ID for the secondary language of this user. AE (American
English), the default, is automatically distributed with Dataquery. Your site can also have German, French, or any
other language of your company's choosing. (Default is AE.)

SORTCTG= (SORTCTG)
(Optional) Input a value from 1 through 16 to specify, in 4096-byte pages, the maximum amount of contiguous
storage area for in-core sorting that Dataquery requests of CICS at one time. If this amount is not available when
needed, Dataquery tries to allocate smaller areas for the sort.
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SORTPAG= (SORTPAG)
(Optional) Enter a value from 1 to 1024 to specify, in 4096-byte pages, the maximum amount of storage
Dataquery is to allocate to process a single sort request without using the database index for sorting. The value
that is specified here overrides the system default for this user. (The system default is used if this value is zeros.)

Profile Options

The following options enable the user to override system default options.

ALIASES= (List and Display Aliases)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to include Datacom Datadictionary aliases in the Directory of Tables, Keys and Fields Display, Fields
Display, and Keys Display panels.
N (no), the default, excludes Datacom Datadictionary aliases from these display panels. (See the Dataquery end-
user documentation for details on these panels.)

DPCHAR= (Decimal Point Character)
(Optional) Enter one character. Specifies the character that the user wishes to use as a decimal point. Do not
list as the last option on a statement. If necessary, add the QUERYLANG= option for the mode in use after
DPCHAR=. The default is the value of the DECPT= parameter in the System Option Table.

DUPCOLSP= (Suppress Duplicate Columns)
(Optional) Determines whether duplicate values for columns that are specified as control break columns are
suppressed in the generated report.
Y (yes), the default, the value that is contained in a control break column is displayed only once. Each time the
value in the control break column changes, the new value is displayed. If the output continues to the top of a new
page, the current value in the control break column is displayed at the top of the new page.
N (no), value prints on every detail line.

EXPNLSP= (Suppress Execute Panel)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to suppress the display of the Online Execute Query panel. Users may want to suppress the display of
the Online Execute Query panel if their queries always read and collect data and display it on their terminals.
Suppressing the display saves a step during the execution process by accepting the execution defaults.
N (no), the default, causes the Online Execute Query panel to display.

GROUPDIS= (Group Display)
(Optional) Determines the manner in which a compound field is represented when displayed on a report.
Y (yes), fields comprising the compound field are shown as individual fields.
N (no), the default, a compound field is shown as though it is a single alphanumeric field, even though one or
more of the simple fields that are contained in the compound field is a numeric field which cannot be printed.
(Default is N)

PRTPFKSP= (Suppress PFKeys on Print)
(Optional)
Y (yes) to suppress the PF key descriptions on the print panel that displays the report.
N (no), the default, causes the PF keys descriptions to display.

Printer Options

The valid printer options are:

PBANNER= (Print Banner Page)
(Optional)
Y (yes), the default, if the print jobs of the user are preceded with a banner page containing user name, date, and
time, to aid in distributing the reports.
N (no) suppresses the printing of the banner page.
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PCOLS= (Printer Number of Columns)
(Optional) Specify the width of the hardcopy on the network printer by stating the number of columns to print.
Indicate a 3-character numeric value. Valid entries are 00 or 80 through 255. (Default is 0.)

PPGTOGETHER= (Print Pages Together)
(Optional) Use this field when printing a report composed of two adjacent (side-by-side) pages, if the first page
(left-hand page) is labeled A and the second page (right-hand page) is labeled B and the report is three pages
long.
Y (yes), the default, results in these pages being printed in the order of 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B.
N (no) results in a printing order of 1A, 2A, 3A, 1B, 2B, 3B.

PQRYSTAT= (Print Query Statistics)
(Optional)
Y (yes), the default, if the statistics of the query that produced the report are to print when the report is printed on
the network printer.
N (no) does not print the query statistics.

PQRYTXT= (Print Query Text)
(Optional)
Y (yes), the default, if the text of the query that produced the report is to be printed when the report is printed on
an online network printer.
N (no) does not print the query text.

PROWS= (Printer Number of Rows/Page)
(Optional) Specify the number of rows to print on one page of hardcopy on the network printer. Indicate a 3-
character numeric value. Valid entries are 00 or 12 through 255. 1 through 11 are not valid entries. (Default is 0.)

PRTWINDOWS= (Print Using Windows)
(Optional)
Y (yes) if the report extends beyond 80 columns and you do not want the report lines to wrap.
N (No), the default, if you want the print lines to use wrapping.

DELETE Statement for DQUSERMT

The DELETE control statement follows the SIGN/ON statement in the job stream. The DELETE control statement is
formatted as follows:

Columns 1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The valid entry is DELETE. Left-justify the value with trailing blanks as
necessary.

Columns 11-72
Specifies the option keyword USER and its value. Enter the user name as the value.

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option type from its value.

►►─ DELETE ─ USER=userid ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

USER=
Specifies the ID of the person todelete from the Dataquery system.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID
Default Value:

(No default)
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REPORT Statement for DQUSERMT

The REPORT control statement follows the SIGN/ON statement in the job stream. The REPORT control statement is
formatted as follows:

Columns 1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The valid entry is REPORT. Left-justify the value with trailing blanks as
necessary.

Columns 11-72
Specifies the option keyword and its value, as described next.

►►─ REPORT ─┬─ USER= ────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

            ├─┬─ userid ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────┤

            │ └─ *ALL* ──┘                                           │

            └─ GROUP1=value ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                             └─ ,GROUP2=value ─┬─────────────────┬─┘

                                               └─ ,GROUP3=value ─┘

USER=
Specifies the user ID of the person whose authorizations are to be reported. To report the authorizations for every
user defined to the system, code USER=*ALL*.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID or *ALL*
Default Value:

(No default)
GROUP1=, GROUP2=, and GROUP3=

Specifies the group ID of the group whose authorizations are to be reported. If you specify GROUP3=, you must
also specify GROUP2=. If you specify GROUP2=, you must also specify GROUP1=.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character group ID
Default Value:

(No default)

Securing Data Access for DQL
Securing access to your company's data is a major part of assuring data integrity. If you determined (using the USERS
administrative option) that all users are to have unlimited read-only access, they can access all tables, rows, and columns
in your database that are not protected by conditions and restrictions. If you do not authorize users for unlimited read-only
access, each user can access only those tables (and their rows and columns) that you specifically assign to them.

Limiting Access to Database Tables

The Database Administrator can list all Datacom/DB tables, rows, and columns that the users are going to query.
Determine which users need to access which tables and list each user and the tables to which they need access. If
your site security is controlled by an external security package, make sure the Security Administrator who manages that
package has this information. Dataquery uses the external Datacom/DB security for table and database level access.

Table assignments control what each user sees on the Directory of Tables panel. When a list of tables is requested, the
current authorization ID of the user is used to read the Datacom Datadictionary table for all tables, views, and synonyms
for that authorization ID. Items on the list are checked for read(SELECT) authorization by a call to Datacom/DB. Although
your site might have specified multiple Datacom Datadictionary DBIDs, all of the data entered under the SECURITY
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CONTROL administrative function is stored in the Datacom Datadictionary DBID named in the DQOPTLST macro
DDDBID= parameter.

When you add a user to Dataquery using the User Table Maintenance panel under the USERS administrative function,
Dataquery automatically creates a Datacom Datadictionary PERSON entity-occurrence. This entity-occurrence is added
to the dictionary named in the DDDBID= parameter in the DQOPTLST macro. This entity-occurrence name is the same as
the Dataquery user ID.

For Dataquery Security to work there can be no LOCK or password on the following Datacom Datadictionary tables:

• Person tables
• Authorization
• Relationship

Personal tables created in DQL Mode cannot be accessed by another user unless the user knows the full name of the
table including its AUTHID.

NOTE
Datacom/DB database IDs can range from 1 to 5000. However, Dataquery internal security only allows three
digits for a database ID. Therefore, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater than 999 that need to be
secured, you must use external security.

In SQL Mode, access to personal tables can only be given by the table creator, using the GRANT command or through
Datacom/DB security. The REVOKE command removes the authorization.

Authorizing Data Access Using the Security Maintenance Menu

In a secure operating environment, each user is authorized to access only the data necessary to perform their job.
Usually, only a select few have a valid need to freely access the database (such as an administrator).

Determine whether you want to allow each user read-only access to all the data in your database
through Dataquery. Dataquery allows you to give users authorization for unlimited read-only access to the database
and performs no further table security check on the user when they have this authorization (except restricted conditions
in DQL Mode). Datacom/DB security or an external security product is always in effect. We suggest you limit this
authorization to only a few administrators.

If a user is assigned unlimited read-only access by specifying Y (yes) for the DATA AUTHORIZED parameter on the User
Table Maintenance panel, that user can access all tables, rows, and columns in your database that are not protected
by Datacom/DB security, or do not have any restrictions assigned to the user or his groups. This user can also access
personal tables of anyone.

If you specify N (no) for this field, that user can access only those tables (and their rows and columns) that you specifically
assign to that user using the SECURITY CONTROL administrative function. The user can still access other users'
personal tables in SQL Mode, if privileges are granted to him.

Regardless of the DATA AUTHORIZED parameter setting, authorize the user, if data is to be modified from DQL
Language queries (for INSERT, UPDATE, and ERASE specifically).

How to Limit Access to Tables

Sign on to Dataquery and select the SECURITY CONTROL option from the Administrative Menu or enter the SECURITY
command on the command line. Dataquery then displays the Security Maintenance Menu.

 Security Maintenance Menu (DQLA0) 

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------DQLA0
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 DATAQUERY: SECURITY MAINTENANCE MENU

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER  ___

 1.   DATABASE       - Authorize by Broadcom Datacom/DB Bases and Tables to Users

 2.   USER           - Authorize by User to CA Datacom/DB Bases and Tables

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP     <PF2>  RETURN

The Dataquery SECURITY CONTROL function provides you with the following options to assign a user to a Datacom/
DB table:

 Panel Description 

DATABASE
This option allows you to name the Datacom/DB ID and tables that you are allowing a user to access.
For details about using this option, see Adding a User to a Table.

USER
This option allows you to select the user to assign and then select the Datacom/DB ID and tables to which this
user is allowed to perform the FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE commands. You can also copy security from
one user to another. These options allow you to specify whether the user can FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE
the data on that table. We suggest that you authorize users to the FIND function for the tables they require.
Without this authorization, the user cannot read the data in the table.
For details about using this option, see Managing Table Authorizations for One User.

Managing Table Authorizations for One User

To authorize a user to perform FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE on specific tables, choose the SECURITY CONTROL
option from the Administrative Menu. Then select USER from the Security Maintenance Menu. To go directly to the
Security User Directory panel, enter SECURITY USER on the command line. Dataquery displays the Security User
Directory panel.

(To relate multiple users to many tables, an alternative to online entry exists. See Using Datacom Datadictionary to Relate
Multiple Users to Tables for details.)

 Security User Directory (DQLM0) 

=>

 Place the cursor on a name and press the appropriate PF key.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLM0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY USER DIRECTORY              START WITH => _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           USER NAME                 | DATE ADDED | DATE USED

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |
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                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN   <PF3>  SHOW TABLES   <PF4>  SHOW CODES

 <PF5> COPY SECURITY <PF6>  DELETE   <PF7>  BACKWARD      <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED <PF11> DELETE TABLES <PF12> DELETE CODES

 Action 

The START WITH field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial name of
the user where you want the listing to start. When you press ENTER, Dataquery refreshes the SECURITY USER
DIRECTORY panel with the user that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also page forward using <PF8>
FORWARD or backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the member that you want to view and/or edit.

 Panel Description 

The panel provides you with a list of users who are defined in the Dataquery system. It does not, however tell you which
users are authorized to access Dataquery with the external security package. The panel enables you to perform many
tasks specified by the PF keys. The following list explains each column on the panel.

USER NAME
Names each user currently authorized on Dataquery.

DATE ADDED
Lists the date the user was added to Dataquery.

DATE USED
Lists the date that the user last accessed Dataquery.

 PF Keys 

The following list describes the unique PF keys for the panel-name panel.

 Key  Objective  Result 
<PF3>
SHOW TABLES

Display tables authorized for user selected
with cursor

 Dataquery displays the Security Table List
panel

<PF4>
SHOW CODES

Display profile codes authorized for user
selected with cursor. See Limiting Access to
Columns.

 Dataquery displays Security Profile Code
List panel

<PF5>
COPY SECURITY

Copy user authorization from user selected
with cursor to another user

 Dataquery displays Directory of User Copy
Targets panel

<PF6> DELETE Delete both table and profile code
authorizations for user selected with cursor

 Dataquery displays message indicating
results

<PF11> DELETE TABLES Delete table authorizations for user
selected with cursor

 Dataquery displays message indicating
results

<PF12> DELETE CODES Delete profile code authorizations for cursor  Dataquery displays message user selected
with indicating results

Modifying Table Authorizations Related to One User

Press <PF3> SHOW TABLES on the Security User Directory panel. The Security Table List panel appears.

 Security Table List (DQLG0) 
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  =>

 Place the cursor on a file name to delete or update.  Use PF 3 to add tables.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLG0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY TABLE LIST         USER: ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     Database ID   |   DB Table Name |  Find    Update   Insert    Erase

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

                   |                 |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  ADD         <PF4>  UPDATE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 Panel Description 

The panel lists tables currently related to the user ID you specified on the Security User Directory panel with their function
authorizations. The following list explains each column on the panel.

Database ID
Lists each table name's database ID.

DB Table Name
Names each table currently secured to the user.

FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, ERASE
Represent the Dataquery functions which the users can be authorized to perform. A Y in one of these columns
indicates the user can perform that particular function for the named database ID and table.

The fields on this screen are for display only. No data can be entered.

 Action 

To make any necessary changes or additions on the Security Table List panel, place the cursor on the line with the DB
Table Name and Database ID to modify and press the appropriate PF key. <PF3> ADD, <PF4> UPDATE, and <PF6>
DELETE are discussed in detail on the following pages.

 PF Keys 

The following list describes the PF keys:

 Key  Objective  Result 

CLEAR Return to Security User List panel Menu  Dataquery displays the Security User List
panel

<PF1> HELP Display Help panels  Dataquery displays the Help panel
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<PF2> RETURN Return to previous
panel

Returns to previous panel, or Main Menu

<PF3> ADD Add new database ID
and table for this user

 Dataquery displays Security Table
Maintenance panel

<PF4> UPDATE Update a function authorization for this user  Dataquery displays Security Table
Maintenance panel

<PF5> NOT USED Not in use

<PF6> DELETE Delete a database ID and table for this user  Dataquery displays message indicating
results

<PF7> BACKWARD Scroll to previous page Displays previous page

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next page of
list, if any

Displays the next page of list, if any

NOTE
 To use <PF4> ADD or <PF6> DELETE, select a table/DBID using cursor position.

Changing Authorizations

To change function authorizations, select a DBID and table name with the cursor and press <PF4>
UPDATE. Dataquery displays the following panel:

 Security Table Maintenance (DQLH0) 

 =>

 Enter the security information and press the appropriate PF key.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLH0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY TABLE MAINTENANCE  USER: ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          Data Base ID           :

           DB Table Name         :          (Enter *ALL* for all tables of the

                                             database ID)

                             Find:

                           Update:

                           Insert:

                            Erase:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  UPDATE D

NOTE
 Removing all the authorizations for a particular user deletes that user from the list the next time the user
attempts to access that table and does not allow access to that table. If external security is in effect, it overrides
any changes you might make on database or table authorizations.

Enter Y or N next to the functions.

If a user had access to only selected tables in a database, to authorize that user access to the entire database, enter
*ALL* as the Table Name. The *ALL* authorization supersedes, but does not delete, the individual table authorizations.

For example, if a user had only FIND access to some tables and you want to give that user full access to the entire
database, enter *ALL* as the Table Name and, on the next panel, add the user with FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, and ERASE
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authority. With the *ALL* authorization the user now has FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, and ERASE access to all tables in the
database.

If the user previously had FIND and UPDATE access to a specific table and (with the *ALL* authorization) you specify
FIND access to all tables in the database, the user is able to FIND any table but able to UPDATE only the specific table.

When checking authorization, Dataquery looks for individual specific table authorization and if that is not
found, Dataquery looks for *ALL* authorization.

Adding Authorizations

To add a new database ID for the selected user, press <PF3> ADD. Dataquery displays the Security Table Maintenance
panel.

 Security Table Maintenance (DQLH0) 

 =>

 Enter the security information and press the appropriate PF key.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLH0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY TABLE MAINTENANCE  USER: ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

          Data Base ID           :

           DB Table Name         :          (Enter *ALL* for all tables of the

                                             database ID)

                             Find:

                           Update:

                           Insert:

                            Erase:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  UPDATE D

If external security is in effect, it overrides any changes you might make on user, database, or table authorizations.

 Panel Description 

The panel provides the means to add authorizations to the user ID you specified on the Security Table List panel. The
following list explains each column on the panel:

DATABASE ID
List the 1-3 digit database ID.

DB TABLE NAME
Names the table to be related to the user.

FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, ERASE
Represent the Dataquery functions which the users can be authorized to perform. A Y following a table name and
database ID in one of these columns indicates the user can perform that particular function.

To add a table to this list of accessible tables for this user, enter the 3-digit database ID and the table name, or enter *ALL*
to give the user access to all tables in this database. Press <PF3> ADD to process.

Copying Authorizations

 Summary 
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Copying authorizations from one user to another is a quick way to authorize new users to access the same tables and
columns as an existing user. If a user has similar needs as an existing user, you can modify the authorizations after
completing the copy function. You can copy tables only, codes only, or both tables and codes to the new user (target).

 Copying Security 

Copying security is copying database tables and profile codes from one user to another. To copy security, choose the
SECURITY CONTROL option from the Administration Menu. Then select USER on the Security Maintenance Menu.

The new user and the existing user have to be listed on the Security User Directory panel. For more information about
creating new user IDs, see Authorizing Users in Dataquery.

If external security is in effect, it overrides any changes you may make on user, database, or table authorizations.

Place the cursor on the name of the user to copy and press <PF5> COPY SECURITY. Dataquery displays the following
panel:

 Directory of User Copy Targets (DQLK0) 

 =>

 Place the cursor on a name for the copy target and press the PF5/17 key.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLK0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF USER COPY TARGETS       START WITH => _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         Using user : ______________________________  for copy source

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           USER NAME                 | DATE ADDED | DATE USED

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

                                     |            |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  COPY TABLES <PF4>  COPY CODES

 <PF5> COPY BOTH      <PF6>  NOT USED  <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Place the cursor on the user name who is to receive the authorizations.

 Copying Tables 

To copy only table authorizations to the new user, place the cursor on the new user name and select <PF3> COPY
TABLES.

 Copying Codes 

To copy only profile code authorizations to the new user, place the cursor on the new user name and press <PF4> COPY
CODES.

 Copying All Authorizations 

To copy all of the authorizations from one user to another, place the cursor on the new user name and select <PF5>
COPY BOTH. Dataquery displays a message indicating that the copy was successful.
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 Changing the Copied Security 

To change any of the copied security, return to the Security User Directory panel, use the PF keys to show codes or
tables, then press the PF key to update the codes or tables.

Adding a User to a Table

External security can override any changes you might make on user, database, or table authorizations. Verify that external
and Dataquery authorizations match if you want to maintain user, database and table security with Dataquery and with the
external package.

To use Dataquery to specify a Datacom/DB database for a user to access, perform the following steps:

1. Choose the SECURITY CONTROL option from the Administrative Menu.
2. Select DATABASE from the Security Maintenance Menu.

Dataquery displays the Security Table Name panel:
Security Table Name (DQLB0)

 =>

Enter the appropriate information and press PF4.

------------------------------------------------------------------DQLB0

DATAQUERY:  SECURITY TABLE NAME

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter the three-digit CA Datacom/DB Database Identifier to be used:

 Database ID :  ___

 Enter the three character CA Datacom/DB Table name:

 Table name: ___

 (Leave blank if you wish to process by

  CA Datacom/DB Database Identifier only)

 <PF1> HELP   <PF2> RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4>  DISPLAY USERS

Panel Description
DATABASE ID:

Enter a valid 1- to 3-digit database ID. This ID specifies the database that this user is to be authorized to access.
TABLE NAME:

Enter a valid 1- to 3-alphabetic database table name. This name is the name of the table that this user is
authorized to access. Leave blank if you want to authorize the user for all tables in the specified database ID.

3. Complete the panel and press <PF4> DISPLAY USERS.
Dataquery displays the Security User List panel.
Security User List (DQLC0)

 =>

 Place the cursor on a name to delete or update.  Use PF3 to add new users.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLC0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY USER LIST                         DBID: ___ TABLE: _____
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

           User name                 |  Find  | Update | Insert |  Erase

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

                                     |        |        |        |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  ADD         <PF4>  UPDATE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

The following list describes the unique PF keys on the Security User List panel.

Key Objective Result

<PF3>
ADD

Add a user to the security list of users
authorized to access this table.

Displays Security User Maintenance panel.

<PF4> UPDATE Updates the user's authorizations. Displays the Security User Maintenance
panel.

<PF6> DELETE Deletes a name from the Security List
panel.

Removes the authorization for the user.

NOTE
To use <PF4> UPDATE or <PF6> DELETE, you must select a user with the cursor position.

To see the entire list, press <PF8> FORWARD until you see the message, LAST PAGE, at the bottom of the screen.
 

4. Press <PF3> ADD. Dataquery displays the Security User Maintenance panel.
Security User Maintenance (DQLD0)

 =>

 Enter the security information and press the appropriate PF key.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATAQUERY :  SECURITY USER MAINTENANCE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------DQLD0

           User Name           :

                         Find:

                       Update:

                       Insert:

                        Erase:
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  ADD      <PF4>  NOT USED

5. Enter the user name and place a Y in the space opposite each authorized function for that user. This authorizes the
functions for which you want that user to be authorized. Always authorize users for FIND in any table they are to
access.
After you have added a user and authorized the functions, press <PF3> ADD. Dataquery verifies the user
authorization.

Using Datacom Datadictionary to Relate Multiple Users to Tables

When you need to add many table/user authorizations, you can use Datacom Datadictionary as an alternative to using the
online Dataquery facility. Follow these steps:

 Step 1 

Build an entity-occurrence for the AUTHORIZATION entity-type for the performance of a function on a particular table. The
format is:

$DQ-tttt-fffiii

$DQ
Constant

tttt
Identifier for the type of access or update:

• DISR for FIND (retrieval)
• UPDR for UPDATE
• ADDR for INSERT
• DELR for ERASE

fff
Datacom/DB table name

iii
DATABASE ID

For example, the entity-occurrence for a table named CMP in database 001 for FIND is:

 $DQ-DISR-CMP001 

Define your entity-occurrences to Datacom Datadictionary and put them in production status.

 Step 2 

Add the user in online Dataquery. This creates an entity-occurrence within the PERSON entity-type in PROD status. For
more information, see Adding a User to a Table.

 Step 3 

Relate the PERSON in Step 2 to the appropriate AUTHORIZATIONS in Step 1.

Example 

-USR DATACOM-INSTALL,NEWUSER 

-UPD PERSON,name(PROD) 

1003 RELT AUTHORIZATION,$DQ-...(1),PER-ATZ-AUTH -END
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Limiting Access to Columns

 Dataquery provides you with the ability to restrict users' access to data using profile codes, restrictions, and conditions.
These security measures are maintained by Dataquery and are not overridden by external security.

How to Limit Access to Columns using Profile Codes

Profile codes are used to restrict access to data in a specific column, whereas restricted conditions limit access to data in
a specific row based on a particular value in the column. Effective use of profile codes allows you to prohibit unwarranted
access to sensitive data at the column level.

A PROFILE-CODE is a Datacom Datadictionary attribute of the FIELD entity-type used by Dataquery to classify fields
(columns) into various security groups. Once the profile-code is established and included in the field definition, only
users who are authorized for that profile-code can FIND and/or UPDATE data in the protected fields. The assignment of
profile codes controls which fields the user sees on the Display Fields panel, unless the user is Data Authorized. If Data
Authorized=yes on the User Authorization panel, the user can display fields but cannot update if they are protected by a
profile-code.

At installation, all Datacom Datadictionary FIELD entity-occurrences have a null profile-code. This means that once table
level authorization is granted to a user, that user has the ability to FIND every field (column) in that table. If you assign a
profile-code to a column however, only those users authorized for that profile-code can FIND and/or UPDATE that column.

For example, say you have columns occurring on several rows that contain financial information. Perhaps one column
contains prices of inventory items, another contains information on discount rates for certain customers. If you do not want
all of your users to have access to this information, you assign a profile-code to each column, or you use one profile-code
for both. For this example, use the code MONY for both columns. Then decide which users can access MONY columns.

If a simple column is named in a query and does not have a profile-code assigned, it is secured by the profile-code of its
parent or grandparent, if one exists. If these columns do not have profile codes, the simple columns stated in the query
are unprotected and available to any user with table level authorization.

If a compound field is named in a query and does not have a profile-code assigned, it receives a profile-code belonging to
its parents or grandparents if one exists. If its parents or grandparents do not have a profile-code, the code of its children
or grandchildren is in effect. If none of these fields has a profile-code, the field is unprotected and available to any user
with table level authorization. If a compound field has a profile-code assigned, be aware that all columns that make up the
compound column have the same profile-code.

NOTE
TheDatacom Datacom Datadictionary REDEFINES attribute, which is not recognized by Dataquery, needs to
be handled separately. For example, if FIELD X is assigned a profile-code ABC, and FIELD Y redefines X, the
profile-code ABC does not carry over to FIELD Y. You need to assign the profile-code ABC to FIELD Y.

If you are planning your Dataquery security needs prior to creation of your database, contact the Database Administrator
regarding your field security needs, so that profile codes can be established and included in the field definitions. Establish
the users' authorizations to profile codes using the Dataquery SECURITY CONTROL administrative function.

The Dataquery SECURITY CONTROL function provides the following options:

SHOW CODES
This option allows you to assign Datacom Datadictionary profile codes which protect sensitive column data to
users who need access to the protected data. A profile-code is an attribute of a column used by Dataquery to
classify columns into various security groups. Once a profile-code is established and included in the column
definition, only users who are authorized for that code can access data in the protected columns. If Y (yes) has
been specified on the DATA AUTHORIZED field on the User Table Maintenance panel, a user without profile-code
authorization can read the data.
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COPY SECURITY
This option allows you to copy to another user one or all of the authorizations that have been assigned to one
user. The security access can remain the same or be further modified for the new user.

COPY CODES
This option allows you to copy the profile codes assigned to one user to another user. Another method of
restricting access to data is the use of conditions and restrictions. Conditions are created which qualify access
to rows of data based on data values. for more information, see Limiting Access to Rows Using Conditions and
Restrictions.

Authorizing Access to Protected Columns

Relating a user to a profile-code allows that user to access columns protected by Datacom Datadictionary profile codes.
Plan carefully before using this function. See your Security Administrator to gain a complete understanding of the
implications of profile-code relationships to be sure that you are following the Security Administrator's security plan.

To establish, display, modify, or delete profile-code relationships for one user, choose the SECURITY CONTROL option
from the Administrative Menu. Then select USER on the Security Maintenance Menu. Dataquery displays the Security
User Directory panel. To go directly to the Security User Directory panel, enter SECURITY USER on the command line.

Viewing and Modifying Profile Codes Related to One User

Place the cursor on the user name on the Security User Directory panel. Press <PF4> SHOW CODES, to see the
Security Profile Code List panel.

 Security Profile Code List (DQLI0) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------DQLI0

DATAQUERY:  SECURITY PROFILE CODE LIST   USER:

------------------------------------------------------------------------

   PROFILE CODE  |  FIND  |  UPDATE

------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

                 |        |

 LAST PAGE--------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP      <PF2>  RETURN  <PF3>  ADD       <PF4>  UPDATE

 <PF5>  NOT USED  <PF6>  DELETE  <PF7>  BACKWARD  <PF8>  FORWARD

Listed under the PROFILE CODE column heading are the profile codes currently related to the user. A Y in the columns,
FIND and UPDATE, indicates that the user can perform those functions. You can add, modify or delete profile codes and
function authorizations on this screen using the PF keys.

 Deleting 
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To delete a profile-code authorization, place the cursor on the profile-code on the Security Profile Code List panel (DQLI0)
and press <PF6> DELETE.

 Changing 

To add or delete a function authorization to an existing authorized profile-code, place the cursor on the profile-code and
press <PF4> UPDATE. Place a Y opposite the function to be added. To remove authorization for a function, tab to the
appropriate field and enter an N. Removing all the authorizations for a particular profile-code deletes that code from the
list the next time the function is selected.

Adding Profile-Code Authorizations

To assign a user authorization to a profile-code and/or its functions, press <PF3> ADD. Dataquery displays the following
panel:

 Security Code Maintenance (DQLJ0) 

 =>

 Enter the security information and press the appropriate PF key.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLJ0

 DATAQUERY:  SECURITY CODE MAINTENANCE  USER: _________________________ ______

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

           PROFILE CODE          :

                             FIND:

                           UPDATE:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  ADD         <PF4>  NOT USED

Enter the name of the profile-code and place a Y opposite the function to be assigned to this user. Press the <PF3> ADD
key to process this assignment. Dataquery displays a message indicating that the add is successful.

Limiting Access to Rows Using Conditions and Restrictions

Dataquery provides you with the ability to restrict users' access to data using profile codes, restrictions, and conditions.
These security measures are maintained by Dataquery and are not overridden by external security.

As the Dataquery Administrator, you can restrict access to data in a named database according to the value of the data
itself. The vehicle which names the values that cannot be retrieved is called a restriction.

You assign a restriction to an individual user or a user group. A restriction consists of one or more conditions that prevent
retrieval of specific data. A typical condition is ZIP CODE NOT EQUAL 75044. When a query (or dialog) executes against
the restricted database, Dataquery inserts the conditions in the query and thus qualifies the data that is retrieved. With
this method, you apply additional qualifications to a user's queries, allowing the user to view only those rows which satisfy
both the query and the user's assigned restricted condition(s).

To restrict a user, follow these steps:

Step 1

Define the condition, giving it a name.

Step 2

List its name on the panel that defines a named restriction.

Step 3
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Decide which user or group of users to restrict with the condition. Use the RESTRICTIONS option on the Administrative
Menu to assign the condition to an individual user.

Maintaining Conditions

A condition is appended with an AND to any query or dialog in which the user accesses a table for which data access is
restricted. For example,

FIND ALL SALES WITH YTD-SALES GT 1000

AND id=15 AND CITY=DALLAS

This condition limits the users access to data based on the content of the data in two columns. id=15 allows the user to
access only those rows in the table in which the value of the ID is equal to 15. Any other rows where the ID is not equal
to 15 are not accessible. Furthermore, this condition limits access to those rows in which ID=15 and CITY=DALLAS. If a
row met the first condition criteria, id=15, but did not meet the second condition criteria, CITY=DALLAS, the user would be
unable to access any data in that row. The only data the user can access is in the rows that meet the criteria specified in
the condition.

Access Conditions

To create, view, or edit a condition, begin by selecting the CONDITIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
CONDITION command from the command line. Dataquery displays the Directory of Conditions. A sample Directory of
Conditions panel follows:

 Directory of Conditions (DQKW0) 

=>

Place the cursor on a name to delete or edit and press the appropriate PFkey

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKW0

DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF CONDITIONS                START WITH: _______________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     CONDITION NAME                |  TABLE NAME

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                   |

                                   |

                                  ...

                                   |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CREATE       <PF4>  EDIT

<PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 Action 

The START WITH: field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial condition
where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery displays the condition specified on the first line of the
listing. You can also page forward using <PF8> FORWARD or backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the
member that you want to view and/or edit.

 Panel Description 

The following list describes each column of the Directory of Conditions panel.

CONDITION NAME
Alphabetical listing of all existing conditions.

TABLE NAME
Name of the table to which this condition applies.
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 PF Keys 

The following PF keys are unique to the Directory of Conditions panel. The remainder of this section explains each
function.

 Key  Objective  Result 

<PF3> CREATE Create a new
condition

 Dataquery displays the Editor panel

<PF4>
EDIT

Display or modify an existing condition Display that condition on the Editor panel

<PF6> DELETE Delete a condition  Dataquery removes that condition

NOTE
 <PF4> EDIT and <PF6> DELETE require selection of a condition using the cursor position.

Creating a Condition

When you want to create a new condition, choose the CONDITIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
CONDITION command on the command line. When the Directory of Conditions panel appears, press <PF3> CREATE to
create a new condition. Dataquery then displays the Editor panel allowing you to input your condition.

Following is a sample Editor panel that appears when you press <PF3> CREATE during display of the Directory of
Conditions.

 Sample Editor Panel from the Dir. of Conditions 

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: COND__

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..

 ..

 .. ============================ B O T T O M ===================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  NOT USED       <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  DELETE     <PF7>  BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> UPDATE        <PF10> NOT USED   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> NOT USED

 Action 

Complete the top of the panel and write the condition in the text area of the panel.

NAME
Enter the 1- to 15-character alphanumeric name for this condition. Supply the table name on which this condition
is based in the Current Table field. Remember to give your condition a unique name.

TYPE
Dataquery supplies COND to specify that this is a condition and is to be saved in the condition library.
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DESCRIPTION
Enter explanatory information about this condition. Dataquery displays this description on the Directory of
Conditions panel and other condition-related panels.

When the top of the panel is complete, enter the condition. Conditions can either include WITH or not. Either way is valid.
Press <PF4> SAVE to save the condition.

 Next Step 

The next step in applying the condition to a specific table is to assign the condition to a restriction definition. Select
RESTRICTIONS from the Administrative Menu and see Maintaining Restrictions.

 Examples 

Some examples of conditions are:

ZIPCODE='75243'

CITY NE 'DALLAS'

Modifying Existing Conditions

To modify an existing condition, select the CONDITIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the CONDITION
command from the command line. When Dataquery displays the Directory of Conditions panel, scroll through the listing
of condition names until you display the condition you want to edit. Position the cursor beside that condition and press
<PF4> EDIT. Dataquery displays that condition on the Editor panel.

When you have finished making changes to the condition, press <PF9> UPDATE to update the condition library with this
new version. If you leave the Editor panel without pressing <PF9> UPDATE, Dataquery does not replace the original
version of the condition with the displayed modified version. If you want to retain your original version and also save your
modified version, type a new name over the original name and press <PF4> SAVE to save the new version.

Deleting Conditions

To delete a condition from Dataquery, select the CONDITIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
CONDITION command from the command line. When Dataquery displays the Directory of Conditions panel, scroll through
the listing of condition names until you display the condition you want to delete. Position the cursor beside that condition
and press <PF6> DELETE. Dataquery immediately deletes that condition and refreshes the panel. All restrictions
containing the deleted condition should be updated, although, the deleted condition is ignored when the restriction is
applied at query execution.

Once you have deleted a condition from the Directory of Conditions panel, that condition no longer exists. If you have
made an error, you must re-create that condition or restore it from a backup.

You can also delete a condition while viewing it on the Editor panel. Because the condition displayed on the Editor panel
is in the Active Query Area, the deleted condition can be immediately restored by entering EDIT * in the command field.
When Dataquery redisplays the condition, you must save that condition as if it were a new condition by pressing <PF4>
SAVE.

Using Restricted Conditions

When you need to allow users access to some, but not all, of the rows in a table, you use restricted conditions. When you
restrict access by column content (the value at the intersection of every row and column) you restrict access to part of
the data within that table. You define the condition, giving it a name, identifying the table, and stating the condition. For
instance, the condition may restrict access to all SALES rows containing a value of 15 in the column for sales ID and a
value of DALLAS in the city column. The administrator who is authorized to access the CONDITIONS function creates the
condition following your specifications.
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A condition results in restricting the user's access to data in that table. That user can only access data that meets the
qualifications of the condition. In the condition shown next, the user is permitted to access only those rows that have an ID
of 20 and a city of Dallas.

WITH id=20 AND CITY=DALLAS

 Dataquery automatically appends the condition to the DQL Language query or DQL Language dialog. The condition is
transparent to the user.

You also decide which user or group of users to restrict with the condition. The administrator with RESTRICTIONS
authorization assigns the condition(s) to an individual user. If you have assigned group levels to users that identify them
as belonging to specific groups, you can restrict the condition(s) to a group(s).

For example, if you have defined a high-order (level 1) group named Sales, a middle-order (level 2) group named Dallas,
and a low-order (level 3) group named Clerical, and if your company maintains sales rows for all branches in the same
table and each row contains a branch code. The branch codes may be:

Austin - 10
Dallas - 20

Houston - 30
Midland - 40

If you want clerical users in the Dallas branch to access only the rows for their branch, you create a restricted condition
that prevents them from accessing rows that do not contain a 20 in the column for branch codes. Then you assign that
restricted condition to all users having a high-order level 1 group of Sales, middle-order level 2 group of Dallas, and a low-
order level 3 group of Clerical. You could, of course, assign the restriction to each user individually, if you prefer. Assigning
by groups simplifies administration when personnel change job functions or move within the organization of your company
frequently.

A restriction can contain multiple conditions. The maximum is 40 conditions and the minimum is 1 condition. The condition
must apply to the same Datacom/DB table as the restriction. The restriction is then assigned to a user and/or a group
level(s).

You cannot restrict access to data using Conditions and Restrictions in SQL Mode.

Maintaining Restrictions

A restriction is a list of 1 to 40 conditions which are to be applied to the specified user or group when they access a given
table. The user and/or group(s) can access only the rows (based on the content of the data in the row) in the specified
table that do not contain restricted data.

Using Conditions to Restrict Data

The table specified in the restriction must match the table specified in each listed condition. There can be only one
restriction per user per table and one restriction per group per table. If an individual user is assigned both an individual
and a group restriction, both are applied.

Action

Once you know which table-related conditions you want to apply to a user or group to limit their access to a particular
table, select RESTRICTIONS from the Administrative Menu, or use the RESTRICT command from the command line.
Dataquery responds by displaying the Directory of Restrictions panel. A sample Directory of Restrictions panel follows:

Directory of Restrictions (DQKX0)

 =>

Place cursor on a name and press the appropriate PFkey

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKX0

DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF RESTRICTIONS   START WITH: ____________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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    USER NAME OR GROUP ID          |  TABLE NAME

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                   |

                                   |

                                  ...

                                   |

                                   |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CREATE       <PF4>  EDIT

<PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 

Action

The START WITH: field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial name of the
user name or group ID where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery refreshes the Directory of
Restrictions panel with the user or group ID that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also page forward
using <PF8> FORWARD or backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the member that you want to view and/or
edit.

Panel Description

The following list describes each column of the Directory of Restrictions panel.

USER NAME or GROUP ID
Alphabetical listing of all existing users and groups for which there is a restricted condition.

TABLE NAME
Table for which this condition has been created.

PF Keys

The following list describes the PF keys on the Directory of Restrictions panel.

Key Objective Result

<PF3> CREATE Create a new restriction Dataquery displays the Editor panel

<PF4> EDIT Modify an existing restriction Displays that restriction

<PF6> DELETE Delete a restriction Dataquery removes that restriction

NOTE
<PF4> EDIT and <PF6> DELETE require selecting a restriction using the cursor position.

Creating and Modifying Restrictions

To create or modify an existing restriction, choose the RESTRICTIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
RESTRICT command from the command line. When the Directory of Restrictions panel appears, position the cursor next
to a restriction and press <PF3> EDIT to modify an existing restriction. Dataquery then displays the Restriction Edit panel,
as shown in the following example, allowing you to modify the existing restriction relative to a user or group.

Restriction Edit (DQKA0)

  =>

 OVERTYPE THE CONDITIONS TO BE MODIFIED AND PRESS <PF4> TO COMPLETE THE UPDATE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKA0

 DATAQUERY:  RESTRICTION EDIT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 USER          ________________________________
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 GROUP ID: LV1 _______________  LV2 _______________  LV3 _______________

 TABLE:        ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CONDITIONS:

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN   <PF3> DISPLAY CONDITION <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  LIST CONDS <PF6>  DELETE   <PF7> NOT USED          <PF8>  NOT USED

 

Panel Description

A list of the fields and descriptions from the Restriction Edit panels follows.

USER
Enter the user name to whom this restriction applies. If you do not enter a user name, you must specify a Group
ID.

GROUP ID:
Specify one of the following against which this restriction is to apply.

• A group level 1 (LV1)
• A group level 1 (LV1) and a group level 2 (LV2),
• A group level 1 (LV1) and a group level 2 (LV2), and a group level 3 (LV3) group ID

If you do not enter a group ID, you must enter a user name.
TABLE:

Enter the Datacom Datadictionary TABLE entity-name that names the table to which you want to limit access.
Dataquery requires that the condition applies to the same table as the associated restriction.

CONDITIONS:
Enter one or more condition names which are to restrict the user's and group's access to the named table. The
conditions named are connected by AND and processed at query execution time.

Displaying a Condition

To review a condition that you have listed on the Restriction Edit panel, press <PF3> DISPLAY CONDITION. (The cursor
must be positioned by the condition name.) Dataquery displays that condition on the Editor panel. Press <PF2> RETURN
when you have finished viewing the condition to return to the Restriction Edit panel.

Saving Your Restriction

When you are creating or editing a restriction on the Restriction Edit panel, you must save your work. Simply press <PF4>
SAVE before leaving this panel. Dataquery saves your new restriction, lists it on the Directory of Restrictions panel, and
puts it into effect for the designated user(s) and/or group(s) when they execute a query that accesses the table to which
this restriction applies. (If you have applied a condition to a user who is outside of your group, the assignment will not be
listed on your panel, even though it exists.)

Viewing a Listing of Existing Conditions
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When you are viewing the Restriction Edit panel, you might want to refresh your memory as to what the names of the
existing conditions are and their associated table names. When you press <PF5> LIST CONDS, Dataquery displays
the Directory of Conditions panel for that purpose. For more information about the Directory of Conditions panel, see
Maintaining Conditions.

Deleting a Condition Within a Restriction

When you want to remove one or more conditions imposed on a user and/or a group, begin by selecting the
RESTRICTIONS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the RESTRICT command from the command line. When
Dataquery displays the Directory of Restrictions panel, position the cursor beside the user name or group ID that you want
to modify. Then press <PF4> EDIT to display the Restriction Edit panel.

Position the cursor on the condition name that you want to delete and blank it out, or use Erase End of Field and press
<PF4> SAVE to save. Dataquery immediately deletes that condition and refreshes the panel. The change in the restriction
is not applicable to any user or group ID listed in the restriction until the next time that a query is executed that accesses
that restricted table.

Dataquery requires that a restriction must contain at least one condition.

Deleting Restrictions

When you need to remove a restriction from a user or group, begin by selecting the RESTRICTIONS option from the
Administrative Menu, or using the RESTRICTIONS command from the command line. Dataquery displays the Directory of
Restrictions panel.

Scroll through this panel until you locate the user or group name and its associated table name. Position the cursor beside
the user or group and press <PF6> DELETE. Dataquery immediately deletes that restriction and refreshes the panel. The
restriction is no longer in effect when the user or a user assigned to the group accesses the previously restricted table.

Sample Condition and Restriction

The following is a step-by-step example of how to create a restricted condition using the Sample Order Entry Database.

Assume that your company has sales offices in New York, San Francisco, Dallas, and Atlanta. In each sales office is an
accounting department. The accounting department in Dallas does not need to access data for any state except Texas
from the CA-CUST-REC table. To restrict the CPAs in the Dallas sales office to records from the CA-CUST-REC table with
STATE=TX, perform the following steps:

Step 1

Assign these group levels to all CPAs in Dallas using the USERS option on the Administrative Menu:

• Group Level 1 = SALES
• Group Level 2 = DALLAS
• Group Level 3 = ACCOUNTING

Sample User File (Table) Maintenance (DQKN0)

 =>

 Enter the user information and press the appropriate PF key

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKN0

 DATAQUERY:  USER FILE MAINTENANCE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  USER NAME           : DALCPA1

  PASSWORD            :                           OPTIONAL

  ACCOUNTING CODE     :                           OPTIONAL

  QUERY LANGUAGE      :  DQL                      SQL OR DQL
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  SQL AUTHORIZATION ID:                           REQUIRED FOR SQL OR PDB

  GROUP LEVEL 1       :  SALES                    OPTIONAL

  GROUP LEVEL 2       :  DALLAS                   IF USED, LEVEL 1 REQUIRED

  GROUP LEVEL 3       :  ACCOUNTING               IF USED, LEVEL 2 REQUIRED

 DQ SYSTEM STATUS.

  DATA AUTHORIZED     :    ASSOCIATE USER       :    PERSONAL DATABASE      :

  SUBMIT ALLOWED      :    EXPORT ALLOWED       :    EMAIL ALLOWED          :

  SQL AND DQL ALLOWED :    SQL DATA DEF ALLOWED :    SQL DATA MAINT ALLOWED :

 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATIVE MENU ITEMS AUTHORIZED FOR.

  CONDITIONS          :    RESTRICTIONS         :    PRINTER CONTROL        :

  JCL MAINTENANCE     :    DIAGNOSTICS          :    LANGUAGE               :

  USER MAINTENANCE    :    FOUND SET MAINT      :    QUERY LIBRARY MAINT    :

  SECURITY            :

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> ADD          <PF4> OVERRIDE DEFAULTS

Step 2

Create a condition using the CONDITIONS option on the Administrative Menu for the CA-CUST-REC table which states:

WITH STATE = 'TX'

Sample Condition

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CA-CUST-REC____________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          CPA-COND_______                   TYPE: COND__                _

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 .. WITH STATE = 'TX'

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY FIELDS <PF4>  DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7>  BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Step 3

Create a restriction for the CA-CUST-REC table specifying the groups as SALES, DALLAS, and ACCOUNTING and
listing the condition created in Step 2 named CPA-COND. Press <PF4> SAVE to save the restriction.
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Sample Restriction

 =>

 OVERTYPE THE CONDITIONS TO BE MODIFIED AND PRESS <PF4> TO COMPLETE THE UPDATE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKA0

 DATAQUERY:  RESTRICTION EDIT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 OPERATOR      ________________________________

 GROUP ID: LV1 SALES__________  LV2 DALLAS_________  LV3 ACCOUNTING_____

 TABLE:        CA-CUST-REC____________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CONDITIONS:

     CPA-COND_______  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

     _______________  _______________  _______________  _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN   <PF3> DISPLAY CONDITION <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  LIST CONDS <PF6>  DELETE   <PF7> NOT USED          <PF8>  NOT USED

You have now successfully restricted access to data in the CA-CUST-REC table. Users whose group assignments match
these are restricted using the CPA-COND condition when they try to access the CA-CUST-REC table. An additional
selection criteria, WITH STATE = 'TX' has been added to any qualifying criteria which the user presents to access this
table.

Condition/Restriction Reporting (DQCRRPT)

If you have condition/restriction authorization specified on the Administrative Menu you can request Condition/Restriction
reports using the DQCRRPT utility. A Status Report is printed at the end of the report that indicates if the request was
successful or if an error was found in the request.

• Condition reports print the following for each condition:
– The name of the condition
– The table name
– The text of the condition
– A list of the restrictions in which the condition appears

• Restriction reports print the following for each restriction:
– The name of the restriction
– The user or group to which the restriction applies
– A list of all conditions within the restriction
– The text of each condition

Use the report control statements to identify the functions performed by DQCRRPT. A maximum of 60 report and
maintenance control statements is allowed. There are five types of report control statements:
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SIGN/ON
(Required) Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first
statement in the job stream.

REPORT
(Required) Specifies the title of the report to be produced with this run, and the Restrictions and the Table name to
be reported.

CONDITION
(Optional) Specifies the Condition name for the report to be produced with this run.

USER
(Optional) Specifies the userid for the report to be produced.

GROUP
(Optional) Selects the group for the report to be produced.

Enter the control statements in the following sequence:

For Condition Reports:
SIGN/ON
REPORT
CONDITION

For Restriction Reports:
SIGN/ON
REPORT
USER
GROUP

JCL Samples

Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in a
statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

Sample z/OS JCL

  //jobname    See the note above and .

  //       EXEC PGM=DQCRRPT

  //STEPLIB    See the note above and Listing Libraries for Datacom Products. 

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

  //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

  SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

  REPORT    TITLE=CONDITION,TABLE=PAYROLL

  CONDITION NAME=TAXES

  REPORT    TITLE=CONDITION

  REPORT    TITLE=RESTRICTION,TABLE=PAYROLL

  GROUP     LEVELS=LEVEL1,LEVEL2,LEVEL3

  GROUP     LEVELS=LEVEL1

  USER      NAME=userid

  REPORT    TITLE=RESTRICTION

  /*

  //

 

Sample z/VSE JCL

  * $$ JOB ...          See the note above and .

  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name
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  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see Listing Libraries for Datacom Products. 

  // EXEC DQCRRPT

  SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

  REPORT    TITLE=CONDITION,TABLE=PAYROLL

  CONDITION NAME=TAXES

  REPORT    TITLE=CONDITION

  REPORT    TITLE=RESTRICTION,TABLE=PAYROLL

  GROUP     LEVELS=LEVEL1,LEVEL2,LEVEL3

  GROUP     LEVELS=LEVEL1

  USER      NAME=userid

  REPORT    TITLE=RESTRICTION

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

DQCRRPT Utility SIGN/ON Statement
In Dataquery, if you have condition/restriction authorization, you can request Condition/Restriction reports using the
DQCRRPT utility. The first control statement is the SIGN/ON statement.

For all functions, the first control statement is the SIGN/ON statement, which is formatted as follows:

 ►►─ SIGN/ON ─ userid ─ PASSWORD ─ password ───────────────────────►◄

SIGN/ON
Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first statement in
the job stream.

userid
Specifies the user ID of the person executing the DQCRRPT utility.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID
Default Value:

(No default)
password

Specifies the password of the person executing the DQCRRPT utility. The password is only required when one
has been assigned to the user ID.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 9-character password
Default Value:

(No default)

The control statement SIGN/ON is formatted as follows:

1-8
Identifies the type of control statement. The valid entry is SIGN/ON. Left justify the value with one trailing blank,
followed by the user ID.

DQCRRPT utility REPORT and CONDITION Statements
In Dataquery, the REPORT and CONDITION statements follow the SIGNON statement in the job stream. Review syntax,
format, valid entries, and uses.
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 ►►─ REPORT ─ TITLE=CONDITION ─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

                              └─ ,TABLE= ─┬─ tablename ─┬─┘

                                          └─ ALL ◄ ─────┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄

   └─ ,RESTRICTIONS= ─┬─ YES ─┬─┘ └─ CONDITION NAME=condition name ─┘

                      └─ NO ──┘

REPORT Statement

The REPORT statement follows the SIGNON statement in the job stream. The control statement REPORT is formatted as
follows:

1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The only valid entry is REPORT. Left-justify the value with trailing blanks,
as necessary.

11-72
Specifies the option keywords and their values:
TITLE=

Specifies the type of report to be executed
Valid Entry: CONDITION
Default Value: (No default)

,TABLE=
Specifies the name of the table for which conditions are to be reported (or ALL to report conditions for all
tables)
Valid Entries: A 1- to 32-character table name or ALL
Default Value: ALL

,RESTRICTIONS=
Specifies whether to have the restrictions reported for each condition
Valid Entries: YES or NO
Default Value: NO

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option type from its
value and a comma separates the options. Do not enter options past column 72. Left-justify the value with trailing
blanks, as necessary.

CONDITION Statement

If specified, the CONDITION statement follows the REPORT statement in the job stream. Unless a CONDITION
statement is coded, all conditions are reported. Any table that is named in the REPORT statement applies to the
CONDITION statements that follow. The CONDITION statement is formatted as follows:

1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The only valid entry is CONDITION. Left-justify the value with trailing
blanks, as necessary.

11-72
Specifies the optional keywords and values. If a condition statement is coded, the NAME= keyword is required.
NAME=

Specifies the name of the condition to be reported.
Valid Entries: A 1- to 15-character condition name
Default Value: (No default)
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NOTE
You can request multiple reports that list single conditions by using the NAME= statement.

REPORT, USER, and GROUP Statement for DQCRRPT
User the REPORT to specify the title of the report to be produced with this run, and the restrictions and the table name to be
reported. Use the USER statement to specify the userid for the report to be produced. Use GROUP statement to specify the
group for the report to be produced.

The Restriction REPORT statement follows the SIGNON statement in the job stream.

 ├── REPORT ─ TITLE=RESTRICTION ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                                └─ ,TABLE=tablename ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   ├─ USER ─ NAME=userid ───────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ GROUP ─ LEVELS= ─┬─ level1 ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─┘

                       │          └─ ,level2 ─┬───────────┬─┘ │

                       │                      └─ ,level3 ─┘   │

                       └─ ALL ────────────────────────────────┘

 

REPORT
Specifies the title of the report to be produced with this run, and the restrictions and the table name to be reported
1-10

Identifies the type of control statement. The valid entry is REPORT.
11-72

Specifies the option keywords and their values. All Conditions within a Restriction are listed on a
Restriction Report. The valid entries are:
TITLE=

(Required) Specifies the type of report to be executed.
Valid Entries: RESTRICTION
Default Value: (No default)

,TABLE=
(Optional) Specifies the name of the table to be reported.
Valid Entries: A 1- to 9-character table name
Default Value: All tables are reported.
Any table named on REPORT statement applies to USER and GROUP statements that follow. The
default is ALL.

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option type
from its value, and a comma separates the options. Do not enter options past column 72.

USER (optional) or GROUP (optional) statements
1-10

Identifies the type of control statement. Valid entries are USER and GROUP.
11-72

Specifies the option keywords and their values, as described next:
NAME=

Identifies the userid to be reported. NAME= is required if a USER statement is coded.
Valid Entries: A Dataquery userid
Default Value: All users are reported
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LEVELS=
Specifies one to three group names to be reported. LEVELS= is required if a GROUP statement is
coded. To report on all groups, code LEVELS=ALL or omit the GROUP statement.
Valid Entries: A Dataquery userid
Default Value: All users are reported

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option type
from its value, and a comma separates the options. Do not enter options past column 72. If no USER or
GROUP statements are coded, Dataquery reports all restrictions. You can use multiple USER and GROUP
statements following the REPORT statement.

Securing Data Access for SQL
Learn about ensuring the security of data access for Datacom SQL by configuring Dataquery. Passwords, SQL and query
authorization limitations, schemas, personal tables, table access limitations, and SYNONYM access are discussed.

Security is an important consideration in the use of SQL.

When you authorize users to use SQL, only Datacom/DB data security is in effect which means that Dataquery assumes
that the user can access the entire database. Consult with the Datacom/DB Security Administrator for a complete
understanding of Datacom/DB security.

Dataquery Security provides the following security measures for SQL Mode:

• Password access on a system, query group, or individual level
• SQL Mode authorization to use

– SQL
– Specific SQL commands

• INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
• CREATE, COMMENT ON, DROP, GRANT, and REVOKE

– Personal tables
• Query access

Assigning Password Access

Dataquery provides the ability to assign passwords on:

• An individual level allowing each user to access Dataquery who has an authorized password
• Query group level allowing authorized users to access Dataquery if they have the authorized group password
• A system level allowing all users to access Dataquery who use the assigned system password

Limiting SQL Authorization

Dataquery provides your users with access to SQL with the option of using:

• SELECT only
• Data Definition Language with use of CREATE, COMMENT ON, DROP, GRANT, and REVOKE commands
• Data Maintenance Language with use of INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE commands

We suggest that you limit authorization to Data Definition Language and Data Maintenance Language to a Dataquery
Administrator. The Dataquery Administrator can create the necessary queries to perform these functions on the tables
and/or data where appropriate, thus safeguarding the integrity of your system and its data.

Limiting Access to Queries

When the DQOPTLST parameter, QRYGRPS=YES, is specified, you can assign group IDs to a query allowing only the
users who are assigned to those group IDs access to that query. When QRYGRPS=YES, only the administrator authorized
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to the LIBRARY function can update or delete that query. If QRYGRPS=NO, the author of a public or private query and the
Dataquery Administrator can update or delete the query.

The mode (DQL or SQL) and the authorization controls access to a query. DQL Mode users:

• Can access a DQL Language query
• Cannot access SQL queries unless they are authorized to use SQL and are using SQL Mode at the time

SQL users can access only SQL queries unless authorized to use DQL Mode as well.

If the query is private, only the author of the query and the authorized administrator are permitted to access the query
regardless of the value that is assigned to the QRYGRPS= parameter. If QRYGRPS=YES, and the query is public and not
assigned to a group, all users can access the query. If a query's group assignments are all blank, all users can access that
query. All of the user's accessible queries are displayed on that user's query library listing.

Since queries access the information in the database as defined in the query itself, the definition of the query as public
or private and the assignment of the query to a group or multiple groups impacts the integrity of your data security. A
user can only access those queries that they have created (if they are a conventional user), those that are public, and, if
QRYGRPS=YES, those that are assigned to the group IDs matching the user's group IDs and the matching mode.

The DQOPTLST macro parameter, QRYGRPS=, has to be specified as YES so that you can implement the group
assignments to queries. If QRYGRPS=NO, Dataquery ignores group level IDs in determining the access to a query.

Using Schemas

When a user is added with a private SQL authorization specified, such as is required for SQL use, Dataquery
automatically creates a schema in Datacom Datadictionary for the SQL authorization ID. A schema defines the individual
user's SQL environment. Users must have a schema that is associated with an authorization ID to use SQL. A schema
contains all table, view, and privilege definitions owned by a given authorization ID. Any definitions that the user
creates are automatically added to the schema for the authorization ID specified when the user creates the SQL object.

AUTHIDs or schemas are not used for security. SQL security (Datacom/DB security) is based on accessor ID and not an
AUTHID.

Creating Personal Tables

The user can use the STORE command to create tables using the data retrieved by a query. The STORE command creates
a table in the user's personal authorization ID and populates the table with the results of the current query. The user can
have the data in personal tables and then update the tables once a week or whenever convenient.

The Personal Database Facility adds the necessary authorizations that are required by DQL Language, automatically
to personal tables, except when external security is in use. A user who is allowed to use both DQL Language and SQL
can access the personal tables from either query mode. A user who is authorized to use SQL only can access another
user's personal tables if access privileges have been granted by the owner. Allow users access to personal tables that
they require to perform their job functions.

Here are some considerations for the use of PDB (personal data base) and the STORE command. With these functions,
tables are created (by using SQL) into an area that is specified in the user's profile (this profile information is still used
even when external security is in effect for Dataquery). The area must be in a database for which the user has both
"create" authority and Dataquery authority to do maintenance. The area and database should be built separately for each
user (or group of users) that are allowed PDB authority, so that these tables are not put into any arbitrary database.

You can select portions of tables for a user to access, then use the Dataquery Editor to create a view of a portion of a
table. The use of views allows users access to the portion of data that they require to perform their job and protects the
rest of the data from unnecessary access.
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Assigning Access to Portions of Tables

In SQL Mode, if a user requires use of only part of a table but does not need to access the entire table, you can create a
view of the necessary data and you can protect the remainder of the table.

You can select portions of tables for a user to access, then have the Dataquery Administrator (or whoever you have
authorized to use Data Definition Language) use the Dataquery Editor to create a view of a portion of a table. The use of
views allows users access to the portion of data that they require to perform their job and protects the rest of the data from
unnecessary access. See Datacom/DB documentation for more information on the use of views.

You can use the Dataquery Editor to create a view of a portion of a table. See the following example of a view that is
created for a user to use to access columns in the CASUPL table. The view states the selected columns names and a
search criteria.

See the following example of an SQL view named SUPPLY:

   CREATE VIEW SUPPLY

     (SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY)

   AS SELECT ALL

     SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY

   FROM CASUPL

   WHERE STATUS > 10

Now when the user accesses the logical table, SUPPLY, the user only accesses the rows of CASUPL when the column
status contains a value GT 10.

Using SYNONYM Access

The use of a synonym provides an alternate name for a table. The synonym is a convenience that allows the user to
avoid naming both the authorization ID and the table name (authid.tablename) in the query. It has no effect on security.
The CREATE SYNONYM command names the authorization ID of the owner and the alternate table name. The other user
accesses the table by using the alternate table name in queries.

Considering Datacom System Security (SQL)
SQL security in Datacom/DB can be used in addition to Dataquery security to control access to tables. If SQL security
is activated at your site, users need to be assigned access to tables before they can access the data in the tables using
Dataquery. For Dataquery SQL Mode, SQL security is the only access control in effect. If your site has an open security
system, the security is open to all of your users unless access is specifically prohibited. If your site has a closed security
system, the security is closed to all users unless specific access is authorized.

NOTE
In a closed security system, a user, known to SQL security as USERA, can execute an SQL statement CREATE
TABLE USERB.TAB1 to create a table in the schema USERB. However, USERB would not be able to access
this table until USERA grants the privileges through the GRANT command.

It is important that you communicate with your site Database Administrator to gain a clear understanding of the existing
security systems and the current Datacom Datadictionary profile-codes. You should also make them aware of your needs
for establishing a secure Dataquery environment. Ongoing communication is imperative, whereby you make your requests
known (such as, requesting the creation of new profile-codes) and assure that any changes made within the Datacom
security environment or in the Datacom Datadictionary profile-codes include appropriate plans for maintaining Dataquery
data integrity and security.

If your site uses Ideal for Datacom, meet with your Database Administrator to ensure that your signon procedures and
standards for Dataquery security coordinate with those established for the Ideal for Datacom system.
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Datacom SQL Security
In the SQL Security Model, tables, views, columns, and plans are securable resources. This model includes the automatic
granting and revoking of authorizations as tables are created and dropped. It also provides the automatic cascading of
revokes and view deletions when authorizations are revoked. SQL security authorizations are established with simple
SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements, which may be embedded in programs or executed interactively through the
Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility or the Dataquery SQL Mode. Plan security is discussed in detail
in Plan Security.

NOTE
When an SQL user who created and bound a plan loses an access right to one of the resources used in the
plan, the plan is marked invalid. If another user has been executing that plan by using plan security, they find
they are then prohibited from using that plan until it has been successfully rebound.

Securing Distributed Access

For databases secured under the SQL Security Model, the Security Facility always validates the authorization of the user
at the site (MUF) where the application is executing.

Resource Control

In the SQL Security Model, the creator of the table controls the resource. Anyone who has CATALOG authority for a
database can create tables in that database. CATALOG authority is maintained in Datacom/DB using an external security
product. Tables created by SQL after SQL security is in force for the database, are controlled by the table creator. The
creator of a table has ALTER, DROP, and GRANT authority on that table. The table creator grants access authority to
users and can optionally give users the ability to grant rights to others.

In addition to the table creator, the Security Administrator also has ALTER, DROP, and GRANT authority on SQL tables. In
external Datacom/DB security, Security Administrators are defined to the DTADMIN resource class.

Tables do not have a table creator if they were created by an SQL CREATE statement before the SQL Security Model
was in force, of if they were created in Datacom Datadictionary. In this case, the Security Administrator must issue the first
GRANT statement for the table.

SQL plans are securable resources. The user who creates the plan must have all the appropriate access rights for the
table(s), view(s), synonym(s), and column(s) used in the plan.

Once a plan is created, the plan owner can grant to others the ability to use the plan even if they do not have the specific
access rights required to bind the plan. Plan creators can therefore lend their access rights to other users while executing
a specific plan, but without granting those users generic access rights to the resources used by the plan.

The specific access rights and commands involved in using plan security are discussed in Plan Security.

Access Rights

A resource owner can use SQL statements to grant access rights to others for the tables, views, columns, or plans
controlled by the resource owner. The access rights applicable to tables and views are SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE, and ALTER. The only access right applicable to columns is UPDATE. A table, view, or column owner may also
allow other users to grant any access they may have on that resource to other users. To permit another individual to
grant access to other users, the resource owner must specify the WITH GRANT option when issuing the SQL GRANT
statement authorizing that individual access rights.

For SQL plans, the resource owner can grant either "execute" or "bind" authority for a specific plan.

The access rights required to process each SQL statement are listed on SQL Statements and SQL Security Access
Rights. The rights required to process each Datacom/DB command are listed on Datacom/DB Commands and SQL
Security Access Rights.
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Naming Accessor IDs in GRANT and REVOKE

Accessors are individuals or groups of individuals who attempt to access data protected by security. When naming an
accessor in the SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements, only specify the name of the user. Datacom/DB assumes the
node to be LOCAL (that is, you are not using distributed processing through Datacom STAR) and the type to be USER
(that is, an individual identified by a specific user ID) except for the following case.

PUBLIC is a special, reserved accessor name. When used in an SQL GRANT or REVOKE statement, PUBLIC means all
individuals and groups of individuals with either a known or an unknown ID.

Validation Process

When the MUF receives a request for access to a Datacom/DB database which is defined to use the SQL Security Model,
the MUF checks the user's authorizations as defined in the Schema Information Tables (SIT). If the user is authorized for
the type of access requested, MUF grants the access.

Activating and Maintaining

Use Datacom/DB external security to define CATALOG authorizations to those users who are to be authorized to execute
SQL CREATE TABLE statements in the default SQL database or another database which they do not own. For more
information, see DBUTLTY and External Security.

Issue SQL Statements, from a program or online through the Dataquery SQL Mode or Datacom Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility, to:

• Grant access rights for accessors of tables and plans.
Note: For syntax of the plan security versions of the GRANT and REVOKE statements, see Plan Security.

• Define views and grant access rights to these views.

Implementing the SQL Security Model
When defining a database in Datacom Datadictionary, you may designate it as secured under the SQL Security Model
rules. Choosing this option for a database means that the security for resources in this database is maintained using SQL
GRANT and REVOKE statements.

If you choose this option, you are choosing not to secure user access for this database in external security. However,
we recommend that all security be implemented in external security. A pair of resources is checked in external security
either when you catalog or open the database with the SQL security option. This allows the Security Administrator to have
control over the use of the SQL security model. The check consists of a pair of resources in the DTSYSTEM resource
class as follows:

• cxxname.SQLGRANT.CONTROL.ALLOW
• cxxname.SQLGRANT.CONTROL.DENY

If access is granted to the ALLOW resource and access is denied to the DENY resource, the open or catalog continues. If
not, the open or catalog fails with a Datacom/DB return code 15(001).

Creating SQL Authorizations

There are two ways to create SQL authorizations for Datacom SQL security: SQL CREATE statement and SQL GRANT
statement.

SQL CREATE Statement When a user issues a CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW SQL statement, Datacom/DB automatically
creates authorizations. Datacom/DB gives the executor of the CREATE TABLE or CREATE VIEW
statement all access rights for that table or view (READ, UPDATE, INSERT, DELETE, and ALTER) and
marks these authorizations as "grantable," which means that the creator of the table or view can grant
those access rights to other users.
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SQL GRANT Statement A user with a grantable access right can execute a GRANT statement to give that access right to some
other user. If one user grants an access right to a second user using the WITH GRANT option, the second
user can grant the access right to other users.

Table-Level and View-Level Authorizations

At the table/view level, there are access rights named SELECT, DELETE, UPDATE, ALTER, and DELETE. These access
rights refer to the authority to execute the corresponding SQL statement against that table or view. For instance, to
execute a DELETE statement to delete a row from a table, that user must have the DELETE access right for that table.
The ALTER access right applies only to tables.

View Security

This section discusses the implementation of view security for SQL in Datacom/DB. Enabling views to secure by name
gives greater control because it allows control of access to the precise set of tables, rows, and columns defined by a view.

 View Security Overview 

View security replaces security authorization checks on the individual tables referenced by a view with a check against
the view entity itself. This feature is activated in the external security package. For more information about implementing
this choice, see Configuring Your System to Enable View Security. The set of access-rights that are securable for a view
mirror those securable for a base table.

Whether statements included in a particular plan execute using view security depends upon whether this option was
active during preparation of the plan. This is true regardless of whether bind-time plan security is being used, that is, when
the view access rights of the creator of the plan are checked at bind-time. For those plans that do not use bind-time plan
security, view access rights are checked at execution time, but only if view security was active at bind-time. Otherwise,
table-level security is checked.

Whether view security is used for a particular plan is based on the value of the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor plan option.
If VIEWSEC= is not specified, whether a plan uses view security is determined by the value of the view-security
specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option. If neither VIEWSEC= nor the view-security specification in
SQLOPTION is used, view security is not used for newly bound or rebound plans. For more information on VIEWSEC=,
see View Security SQL Preprocessor Option (VIEWSEC=).

View security may be activated or deactivated, intentionally or inadvertently, for existing plans by rebinding them or
causing them to auto-rebind. During the rebind, the plan's use of view security is changed using the same set of rules that
apply during the initial plan preparation, as described in the preceding paragraph. This means that preexisting plans for
which the VIEWSEC option was not specified are changed to use the systemwide default that is in effect at the time of any
rebind or auto-rebind. The systemwide default of NO protects these plans from being changed inadvertently.

We do not force rebinds to be performed when this feature is activated. Whether existing plans are rebound is decided by
the Security Administrator when the Security Administrator activates view security.

 Getting Started 

To help ensure that your transition to using view security is smooth, follow these steps:

1. Ensure that your external security package is configured to treat Datacom/DB SQL as a closed system, that is, all
users are barred from accessing any resource if they have not been given explicit access rights. If this precaution is
not taken, users can create and use new views against tables even if no access rights have been given.

2. Use the WITH CHECK OPTION clause in the CREATE VIEW statement to specify that all inserts and updates against
a view are checked to ensure that the newly inserted or updated row satisfies the view definition.

WARNING
 If you do not use the WITH CHECK OPTION, view security cannot prevent users from adding rows to
tables and views that they are not authorized to access. The execution of insert and update statements
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can be prevented by revoking the INSERT and UPDATE view access rights using external security. Using
the WITH CHECK OPTION clause can prevent such access rights violations, however, and that is why
we strongly recommend that you use the WITH CHECK OPTION clause in any updateable view (that is,
single-table, no DISTINCT keyword, and no GROUP BY clause) secured with view security.

3. Add view security authorizations to your external security package. Because you can activate view security on
individual plans (see View Security SQL Preprocessor Option (VIEWSEC=) for details), the authorizations you choose
to implement can span your entire system or be limited to the set of views referenced by a single application.
While view security cannot be controlled on a view-by-view basis, it can be controlled at the plan level. This benefits
users of plan security and provides a level of control if you want to retain the use of table security for certain
applications (or if you want to convert only certain applications to the use of view security). The complexity of security
administration can be minimized, however, with a systemwide choice of security method.

NOTE
 You can retain the table authorizations currently in place, but be aware that for applications using view
security, such authorizations are ignored.

Datacom Datadictionary Path reports allow you to see the relationships between tables, views, plans, and programs.
You can use these reports to help in the conversion of table authorizations into view authorizations. For details,
see Adding View Security Authorizations.

4. For the view-security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option (in the SYSIN file of your MUF startup
JCL), specify YES or NO with regard to whether new and rebound plans are to use view security if they do not have
explicit VIEWSEC= Preprocessor specifications. To convert an entire MUF to the use of view security without having to
add the VIEWSEC=Y Preprocessor option to existing applications, specify YES for view-security in the SQLOPTION
Multi-User startup option and then rebind all of your plans. You can use the SQL Rebind Facility (DBSRFPR) to
perform the rebinds if you want to do so. If you do not want existing applications to use view security, either code NO
for view-security in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option (recommended), or omit the specification. For details,
see Adding a Default View Security Specification.

5. See Configuring Your System to Enable View Security, and follow the instructions.

Adding View Security Authorizations

This section discusses how to determine which views must be secured and shows the format of the security
authorizations to add.

Using DDUTILTY to Display Relationships

Alternately, you can use DDUTILTY with the following input to create a report showing the relationships.

 -DEF PATH,VIEW-USES-TABLES

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.TABLE,VEW-TBL-DEPENDS

 -END

 -DEF PATH,VIEW-USED-BY-PROGRAMS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.STATEMENT,STM-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.PLAN,PLN-STM-CONTAIN

 -DEF TRACE,PLAN.PROGRAM,PGM-PLN-USES

 -END

 -RPT START,VIEW,ALL(PROD),VIEW-USES-TABLES

 -END

 -RPT START,VIEW,ALL(PROD),VIEW-USED-BY-PROGRAMS

 -RPT INDENT,VIEW

 -RPT INDENT,PLAN

 -RPT INDENT,PROGRAM
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 -END

 -RPT INDENT,PLAN

 -RPT INDENT,PROGRAM

 -END

Name Length Limitations

While reading the resource name formats be aware that the length of each name is limited by the external security
package being used. Assuming an 8-character Directory (CXX) name and an external security package that, in an
extremely restrictive case, could limit you to 44-byte resource names, the total combined length of the SQL authorization
ID and the SQL view name that could be secured could be as short as 28 characters. If, for example, the longest
authorization ID in your system is 12 characters long, the longest view name should be 16 characters or less. Check the
limits of your external security package and name your views accordingly. Remember that 16 characters of the resource
name are reserved for use by SQL (for purposes such as the CXX name).

Access Rights Required
Learn what Datacom SQL access rights are required in the DTUTIL resource class to be able to create a view, drop a
view, or read or maintain a data that are defined by a view.

To create a view, you must possess the following access-right under resource class DTUTIL:

 cxx-name.SVCRE.sql-authid.sql-view-name

To drop a view, you need the following access-right under resource class DTUTIL:

 cxx-name.SVDRP.sql-authid.sql-view-name

To read or maintain the data that are defined by a view, you need the following access-rights under the same table-
classes (for example, DXTABLE, DTTABLE) that you are using to secure other SQL resources such as tables.

 cxx-name.SV.sql-authid.sql-view-name

Each resource name is associated with four access-rights: ADD, READ, UPDATE, and DELETE. In concept, this is similar
to the method used to grant access-rights to base tables.

Adding a Default View Security Specification

To add a default view security specification to the SYSIN parameters of your MUF startup JCL, add a comma followed by
the word YES or NO to the SQLOPTION statement so that the new specification occupies the fifth position in the comma-
separated list. For example:

 SQLOPTION YES,17,DATACOM,120,YES

The first YES specifies that SQL is to be enabled for use. The 17 specifies that the SQL Temporary Table Manager is in
database ID 17. The DATACOM specifies the default for the SQLMODE= value in the SQL Preprocessor plan option. The
120 is the default LUW TIMEOUT specification. The next parameter, YES, specifies that view security is to be used for all
plans that do not have an explicit VIEWSEC= specification.

Configuring Your System to Enable View Security

The following information is designed for Security Administrators familiar with basic external security concepts related to
Datacom/DB.
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View security is implemented in level 04 or higher security. This level is defined in the same way as the other security
levels. To enable this level, the user ID which is associated with the MUF submission must be allowed access to
DTSYSTEM resource ACTIVATE.LEVEL04.PASS and denied access to DTSYSTEM resource ACTIVATE.LEVEL04.FAIL.

This feature is enabled based on denial of access to resources to ensure that pre-existing access authorizations that are
already in place on your system do not inadvertently enable the feature.

If level 04 or higher security is in place, an additional DTSYSTEM resource (cxxname.SV.ENABLE) is checked at MUF
startup. If access is denied to this resource, views can be secured externally. An additional DB00220I message is printed
indicating VIEW security is in place.

The following additional edits are performed at MUF startup if YES is specified for the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup
option view-security choice that sets the default for the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor option:

1. Level 04 security is checked to make certain it is in place.
2. A DTSYSTEM resource name of cxxname.SV.DEFAULT is checked. Access is denied to this resource if default YES is

specified. This edit prevents views from being inadvertently changed to use view security.

If either edit fails MUF does not enable but instead receives a DB00205E error with an error code of 1092.

SQLOPTION Multi-User Startup Option

The view-security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option is used to specify the default for the SQL
VIEWSEC= Preprocessor option (see View Security SQL Preprocessor Option (VIEWSEC=)).

 ►►─ SQLOPTION ─ option ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   └─ ,ttmid ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ ,mode ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ ,t-out ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ ,v-sec ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                              └─ ,both ─┘

option
(Required) Indicate if SQL is generated for this MUF.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

(No default)
,ttmid

(Optional) Specify the Datacom/DB database ID used for the SQL Temporary Table Manager area. Allowed only if
option (see previous) is set to YES.
Valid Entries:

The DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

17
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,mode
(Optional) Specify the edit mode in which SQL programs are processed. You must specify the above parameters
before you can specify this parameter.

Value Meaning
ANSI All SQL statements must be coded according to ANSI standards.

Specifying ANSI overrides any specification for the SQLMODE=
Preprocessor option.

DATACOM Datacom/DB extensions to the ANSI standards are allowed in
SQL statements. When you specify DATACOM, the SQLMODE=
Preprocessor option can be used to specify ANSI, FIPS, or Db2
on a program-by-program basis.

FIPS All SQL statements must be coded according to Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS). Specifying FIPS
overrides what you specify for the SQLMODE= Preprocessor
option.

Valid Entries:

ANSI, DATACOM, or FIPS

Default Value:
DATACOM

,t-out

(Optional) Specify the time-out value in minutes after which inactive SQL logical units of work are automatically closed in
a CICS system. SQL Preprocessor option ISOLEVEL= information includes details about logical units of work in an SQL
environment. You must specify the above parameters before you can specify this parameter.

If you code zero, no automatic close occurs.

Valid Entries:
0 -- 1440

Default Value:
120

,v-sec

(Optional) Specify the default view security value for the SQL Preprocessor option VIEWSEC= (see View Security SQL
Preprocessor Option (VIEWSEC=)). Specify YES to indicate that view security is to be used during the execution of newly
prepared and newly rebound plans.

Specify NO to indicate that view security is not to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly rebound
plans.

NOTE
This choice of security method is made at prepare time rather than during execution. A choice of YES is rejected
if view security has not been activated for the MUF using external security.

WARNING
Subsequently rebound plans (rebound explicitly or automatically) that do not have an explicit view security
specification are caused by the value of the SQLOPTION view-security option to change security methods, if
necessary, to match the specification. Be aware, therefore, that the security method used by existing plans can
be changed intentionally or inadvertently in this way.

,both
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(Optional) Specify whether both update and read-only cursors are allowed within a plan. YES indicates both are allowed.
NO indicates either an update or read-only cursor is allowed.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

View Security SQL Preprocessor Option (VIEWSEC=)

The VIEWSEC= Preprocessor option is used to specify whether view security is to be used during the execution of newly
prepared and newly rebound plans.

VIEWSEC=
Whether view security is used for a particular plan is based on the value of the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor plan
option. If VIEWSEC= is not specified, whether a plan uses view security is determined by the value of the view-
security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option. If neither VIEWSEC= nor the view-security
specification in SQLOPTION is used, view security is not used for newly bound or rebound plans.
Specify Y to indicate that view security is to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly rebound
plans.
Specify N to indicate that view security is not to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly
rebound plans.

NOTE
The default for the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor option is the value of the view-security option in
the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option (see SQLOPTION Multi-User Startup Option for more
information) or N if no default was specified.

Also note, the choice of security method is made at prepare-time rather than during execution. A choice of Y is
rejected if view security has not been activated for the MUF using external security.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Value of the view-security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option, which itself defaults
to N.

WARNING
Subsequently rebound plans (rebound explicitly or automatically) that do not have an explicit view security
specification are caused by the value of the SQLOPTION view-security option to change security methods, if
necessary, to match the specification. Be aware, therefore, that the security method used by existing plans can
be changed intentionally or inadvertently in this way.

Synonyms

Access rights are not definable for synonyms. If an SQL statement contains a synonym, Datacom/DB checks the
authorizations for the table or view it represents.

Column-Level Authorizations

The only column-level access right is the UPDATE right. For example, if you want GEORGE to be able to read all of the
table but to only be able to update the DESCRIPTION column, grant GEORGE the SELECT access right to the table and
the UPDATE access right for the DESCRIPTION column.
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Granting a table-level UPDATE access right overrides any column-level UPDATE access rights, as in the following
example:

SAM is granted the UPDATE access right on only the DESCRIPTION column by the creator of the table, ED. ED also
grants the table-level UPDATE access right, with grant option, to SALLY. If SALLY then grants UPDATE at the table-level
to SAM, SAM now has both the table-level UPDATE access right and a column-level UPDATE access right on one column
of the table. The table-level access right takes precedence, and he may update any column. However, if SALLY later
revokes the table-level access right from SAM, his authorization reverts to the one-column-only status granted to him by
ED.

Plan Authorizations

For information about plan authorizations, see Plan Security.

Authorization for PUBLIC Access

A creator of a table or view may grant access rights on that object to all users, including unknown users, by granting them
to PUBLIC, a special reserved word meaning "all accessors, including those defined later."

CATALOG Authorization

To issue a CREATE TABLE statement, a user must have either the CATALOG access right or Ownership status for the
database to which the new table belongs. If the user does not specify an IN AREA clause with the CREATE TABLE
statement, the table is created in the default area specified at Multi-User startup and the user must have CATALOG
access for the database containing this area.

NOTE
For more information, see the Multi-User startup option SQLDEFAULT . 

With external security, the owner of a database is a user with access to the special system.DB00nnn.999.CATALOG
resource in the DTUTIL resource class. For more information, see DBUTLTY and External Security.

Global Ownership

Only a Global Owner can issue the CREATE SCHEMA statement. A Global Owner owns all resources. Therefore, a
Global Owner can DROP any SYNONYM, VIEW, or TABLE and may GRANT or REVOKE any access rights.

With external security, a Global Owner is a user who is authorized access to the system.DB resource in the DTADMIN
resource class. For more information, see DTADMIN.

Deleting Access Rights

Learn about when SQL access rights are deleted, removed, or lost in Datacom.

SQL Authorizations are deleted:

• When a user executes a REVOKE statement to cancel an authorization previously granted with a GRANT statement
• When a table or view is dropped
• When the accessor who bound a plan loses the access rights to one of the resources used in the plan
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Cascading of REVOKE and DROP

Issuing a REVOKE statement or dropping a table or view may have cascading effects on other authorizations. If a user
has the authority to grant access rights to other users, revoking access rights of that user to a table or view automatically
revokes any access rights to that table or view which that user had granted to other users. This cascading action ensures
that all authorizations which depended on the original authorization are also revoked. There are also situations where
views may be dropped as the result of a REVOKE statement. For more information, see Data Control Language (DCL)
Operations.

Execute rights for a plan are dropped if the "binder" of the plan loses (by the use of the SQL REVOKE statement) access
to a resource used in the plan. This is not true, however, if the access is derived from the use of external security.

Binding of GRANT and REVOKE Statements

When an SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML) statement is compiled, the access rights needed to execute that
statement are determined and put into a list in the compiled form of the statement. The objects mentioned in the statement
must exist at compile time.

Data Control Language (DCL) statements (such as GRANT and REVOKE) are implemented like Data Definition
Language (DDL) statements. The objects mentioned in the statement must exist at execution time but are not required to
exist at compile time. This allows a GRANT statement to be in the same module with the CREATE TABLE statement when
both refer to the same table.

Required Access Rights

The tables which follow detail the SQL Security Model access rights which a user must have to issue each of the SQL
statements and Datacom/DB commands and any effects the statement or command has on security.

SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights

Learn about SQL statements and SQL security access rights in Datacom SQL security.

Find information about

• Data Manipulation Language (DML) cursor operations, non-cursor operations, and transaction-level operations
• Data Definition Language operations
• Data Control Language operations

Data Manipulation Language (DML) Cursor Operations

This topic provides information about the SQL statement, SQL security access rights and any authorization implications
for DML cursor operations.

Statement Authorization Required Authorization Implications
CLOSE None None
DECLARE CURSOR None None
DELETE DELETE None
FETCH None (Datacom/DB checks access rights at

cursor OPEN.)
None
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OPEN SELECT access for each table or view
specified in the SELECT statement (or
PUBLIC must have the SELECT access
right for those tables and/or views).

None

UPDATE UPDATE access for the table or view
specified in the statement (or PUBLIC must
have the UPDATE access right for that
table or view).

None

Data Manipulation Language (DML) Non-cursor Operations

This topic provides information about the SQL statement, SQL security access rights and any authorization implications
for DML non-cursor operations.

Statement AuthorizationRequired Authorization Implications
DELETE DELETE access for the table or view

specified in the statement (or PUBLIC must
have the DELETE access right for that table
or view).
SELECT access for any table or view
specified in the WHERE clause (or PUBLIC
must have the SELECT access right for that
table or view).

None

INSERT INSERT access for the table or view
specified in the statement (or PUBLIC must
have the INSERT access right for that table
or view).
SELECT access for any table or view
specified in the WHERE clause (or PUBLIC
must have the SELECT access right for that
table or view).

None

SELECT INTO SELECT access for each table or view
specified in the statement (or PUBLIC must
have the SELECT access right for those
tables and/or views).

None

UPDATE UPDATE access for the table or view
specified in the statement or
column-level UPDATE access for all of the
columns in the Set List (or PUBLIC must
have the required UPDATE access rights).
SELECT access for any table or view
specified in the WHERE clause (or PUBLIC
must have the SELECT access right for that
table or view).

None

Data Manipulation Language (DML) Transaction Level Operations

This topic provides information about the SQL statement, SQL security access rights and any authorization implications
for DML transaction level operations.

Statement Authorization Required Authorization Implications
COMMIT WORK None None
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LOCK TABLE SELECT access to the table for a
shared lock.
UPDATE access to the table for an
exclusive lock.

None

ROLLBACK WORK None None

Data Definition Language (DDL) Operations

This topic provides information about the SQL statement, SQL security access rights and any authorization implications
for DDL.

Statement Authorization Required Authorization Implications
COMMENT ON Creator of the view or table. None
ALTER AREA ALTER access for the area None
ALTER DATABASE ALTER access for the database None
ALTER TABLE ALTER access for the table. * None
CREATE AREA Accessor must be a Global Owner and

have the access rights required to execute
statements (such as CREATE TABLE).

None

CREATE DATABASE Accessor must be a Global Owner and
have the access rights required to execute
statements (such as CREATE TABLE).

None

CREATE INDEX INDEX access for the table being indexed. None
CREATE SCHEMA Accessor must be a Global Owner and

have the access rights required to execute
statements (such as CREATE TABLE)
included in the CREATE SCHEMA
statement.

The only security effects are those of
the statements included in the CREATE
SCHEMA statement.

CREATE SYNONYM None The owner of the synonym (the ID
executing the CREATE VIEW statement) is
recorded in Datacom Datadictionary.

CREATE TABLE CATALOG access for the database in
which the table is created. (CATALOG
rights are granted with the Online Security
Maintenance Facility.)

The user is the owner of the created table
with grantable SELECT, UPDATE, INSERT,
DELETE, and ALTER access rights.
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CREATE VIEW SELECT access for each
table or view in the
statement (or PUBLIC must have the
SELECT access
right for that table or view).

The creator of the view always acquires
the SELECT access right on the view.
The SELECT access right is grantable
only if the creator has the grantable
SELECT access right on every table or
view identified in the first FROM clause of
the SELECT statement of the view. The
creator also acquires any other access right
that can apply to the view and that is an
access right which the creator has been
granted on the tables or views identified
in the first FROM clause of the SELECT
statement of the view.
The access right is grantable only if all of
the access rights from which it is derived
are grantable. No column-level access
rights are automatically granted. If the
accessor has UPDATE access rights at
only the column level for a table or view in
the subselect, the UPDATE access right is
not inherited for the view.

DROP INDEX INDEX access for the table being indexed. None
DROP SYNONYM Creator of the synonym or a Global Owner.

*
None

DROP TABLE Creator of the table or owner of the
database containing the table. *

All owner definitions and all authorizations
involving the table are revoked.

DROP VIEW Creator of the view or a Global Owner. * All authorizations on the view are revoked.
* Datacom/DB does not process a DROP or ALTER statement and returns a -118 SQL return code when the Datacom Datadictionary
entity-occurrence definition of the table, view, or synonym specified is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2. For more
information about passwords and lock levels, see the Datacom Datadictionary documentation.

Data Control Language (DCL) Operations

This topic provides information about the SQL statement, SQL security access rights and any authorization implications
for DCL.

Statement Authorization Required Authorization Implications
GRANT If granting a table-level access right, a user

must have that same access right with the
grant option. If granting a column-level
access right, a user must have that access
right with grant option, or the corresponding
table-level access right with grant option.
A Global Owner may execute any GRANT
statement.

The requested authorizations are
established.
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REVOKE To REVOKE access rights from another
user, the user must have granted that other
user the access rights.
A Global Owner may REVOKE any user's
access rights to any resource.

If the user, whose access right is revoked,
has granted the access right to someone
else, that access right is also revoked,
which may cause further revokes, and so
on. Datacom/DB revokes the entire tree
of access rights depending on the original
revoked access right.
When an access right is revoked, Datacom/
DB examines all views created by that user
to determine whether not having the access
right would prevent that view from being
created now. If so, Datacom/DB drops the
view.
Since, when a view is created, the creator
of the view is automatically granted access
rights based on the access rights they
have on the underlying tables and views,
whenever an access right on a table or view
is revoked, Datacom/DB examines all views
created by the user on that table or view to
determine if any of the access rights that
were automatically granted would not now
be granted because of the revoke. If so,
Datacom/DB revokes them.

Datacom/DB Commands and SQL Security Access Rights

Learn about Datacom/DB commands and their associated SQL security access rights. SQL security access rights for the
specified commands include DELETE, INSERT, SELECT, and UPDATE.

Refer to Commands for Programming for more information about specific commands.

Command Authorization Function
ADDIT INSERT Add Record
CNTFL/CNTTB SELECT Count for Table
CNTKR SELECT Count for Key Value Range
CNTKY SELECT Count for Equal Key Value
DELET DELETE Delete Record
GETIT SELECT Retrieve Next Sequential Record
GETPS SELECT Get Next Physical Sequential Record
GSETL SELECT Set to Starting Key Value
GSETP SELECT Set Physical Sequential Record Processing
LOCBR SELECT Locate Backwards
LOCKG SELECT Locate Key Equal or Higher
LOCKI SELECT Test for Logical Intersections of Two Keys
LOCKL SELECT Locate Key Value Equal or Lower
LOCKR SELECT Locate a Record in a Specified Range
LOCKX SELECT Locate Key Value Exact
LOCKY SELECT Locate Key Value Equal or Higher
LOCNE SELECT Locate Next Equal Key Value
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LOCNK SELECT Locate Next Key Value
LOCNR SELECT Locate Next Record in Specified Range
LOCNX SELECT Locate Next
REDBR/RDUBR SELECT Read Backwards
REDID/RDUID SELECT Read Record by ID
REDKG/RDUKG SELECT Read Record Greater Than or Equal to Key
REDKL/RDUKL SELECT Read Key Less Than or Equal to Key
REDKR/RDUKR SELECT Read Record in a Specified Range
REDKX/RDUKX SELECT Read Key Exact
REDKY/RDUKY SELECT Read Key Exact
REDLE/RDULE SELECT Read Located Entry
REDNE/RDUNE SELECT Read Next Equal Key Value
REDNK/RDUNK SELECT Read Record with the Next Sequential Key

Value
REDNR/RDUNR SELECT Read the Next Record in a Specified Range
REDNX/RDUNX SELECT Read Next
SELCN SELECT Continue Set Record Selection
SELFR SELECT Select Set - Return First Record
SELNR SELECT Select Next Record
SELPR SELECT Release Set
SELSM SELECT Select Same Record
SELST SELECT Stop Set Record Selection
UPDAT UPDATE Update Record

Plan Security (SQL)
Learn about implementing plan security for Datacom SQL. Security administrators can find information about granting and
revoking the plan EXECUTE privilege. Externalization of security plans is also discussed.

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, to execute the plan, an accessor ID must
have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT statement
and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For more information, see Plan EXECUTE and Plan BIND Privileges.

Plan security allows the Security Administrator to limit what can be accessed by a given interactive SQL product user
while allowing that same user access to the restricted tables while executing the trusted plan.

After the system determines that an accessor ID has the authority to execute a plan, no further privilege-checking is done.
However, when the plan was created, the binder of the plan was checked to ensure that the privileges required to execute
the plan existed. Therefore, the executor of such a plan temporarily assumes the privileges of the binder of the plan. The
binder must ensure that the executor does not violate security.

No special privilege is required to create a plan. However, the ability to create a plan which uses the privileges of the
binder (instead of the privileges of the executor) is controlled by the use of the CHECKWHO=BINDER plan option. To use
CHECKWHO=BINDER, you need the system-level CHECKBINDER privilege. For more information, see Plan Options in
Plan Security and CHECKBINDER System Privilege.

If the plan is not secured, security works as follows:
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• Anyone can execute the plan (privileges are checked using the accessor ID of the executor of the plan at execution
time),

• Anyone can preprocess the plan, and
• Anyone can rebind or delete the plan.

If the plan is secured, users must possess the proper privileges before they can execute, preprocess, rebind, or delete the
plan.

NOTE
External security is the preferred method for securing all SQL resources.

Plan security authorizations (CHECKBINDER, PLAN EXECUTE, PLAN BIND) are checked using the following criteria.
If any external security path is active, external security is checked. Otherwise, SQL GRANT/REVOKE security is checked. If
neither security method is active but an attempt is made to use SQL plan security, the authorization attempt is rejected as
if security had been active and the user was unauthorized.

Externalization of Plan Security

Users of ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF can take advantage of SQL plan security by using statements (in their own security
packages) equivalent to the SQL GRANT and REVOKE statements to control the plan EXECUTE, plan BIND, and system
level CHECKBINDER privileges. For more information, see Externalization of Plan Security in #unique_530.

Controlling Access to Plans

Access to plans is controlled by using a:

• Plan security GRANT statement
• Plan security REVOKE statement, and a
• Plan option, CHECKPLAN=.

NOTE
Three other plan options, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC=, are also used in plan security.

See Plan EXECUTE and Plan BIND Privileges to learn more about GRANT and REVOKE statements. For more information
about CHECKPLAN= and the other three plan security options, see Plan Options in Plan Security.

Plan EXECUTE and Plan BIND Privileges

Plan EXECUTE and plan BIND privileges can be granted and revoked by using the plan security versions of the GRANT
and REVOKE statements.

NOTE
To grant a plan privilege you must possess that privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner. To
revoke a plan privilege you must have granted the privilege or be a Global Owner. See Global Ownership.

Here is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the GRANT statement.

                                                 ┌───────────────┐ 

 ►►─ GRANT ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameTO ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬───────────►

            └─ BIND ────┘                      ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                               └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┤

   └─ WITH GRANT ────────┘
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Here is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the REVOKE statement.

                                                    ┌───────────────┐ 

 ►►─ REVOKE ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameFROM ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬────────►

             └─ BIND ────┘                        ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                                  └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CASCADE ─┘

privilege-name
Specifying EXECUTE for privilege-name grants or revokes a plan EXECUTE privilege. The plan EXECUTE
privilege allows an accessor ID to execute the plan.
Specifying BIND for privilege-name grants or revokes the plan BIND privilege. The plan BIND privilege is required
for an accessor ID to create, rebind, or delete a plan.
The creator of a plan is automatically granted the EXECUTE and BIND privileges for that plan. The EXECUTE
and BIND privileges are ignored by the SQL Manager if the plan privileges are checked externally. For more
information, see Using External Security for Datacom.

ON PLAN plan-name
For plan-name, specify the name of the plan to or from which the plan EXECUTE or plan BIND privilege is to be
granted or revoked.

accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of one or more users to whom you are granting or revoking privileges (you can only use
a REVOKE statement to revoke privileges that were granted with a GRANT statement). Note that an accessor ID
is a user's ID, not a schema authid. When using GRANT, do not specify your own accessor ID (you cannot grant
privileges to yourself). If listing more than one accessor ID, separate them with commas.

PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting or revoking the specified privileges to or from all users. A new user
automatically has any privileges previously granted to the public.

UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are granting or revoking the specified privileges to or from users whose
identities cannot be determined by the Datacom/DB Security Facility.

WITH GRANT OPTION
(Optional) Specify this option if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to
another user. The WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used with PUBLIC.

WITH GRANT
Specify WITH GRANT if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to
another user. WITH GRANT cannot be used with PUBLIC or with UNKNOWNUSER.

CASCADE
(Optional) If CASCADE is specified, any other dependent privileges that have been granted to others (through
the GRANT statement) are also revoked. If a REVOKE is issued without CASCADE and the grantee granted
privileges to other users, the REVOKE is not permitted. The CASCADE option of REVOKE does not block
the cascading effect of a revoke but operates instead as a fail-safe device. Specifying CASCADE simply
acknowledges your understanding that there are cascading effects.

You can find more information related to GRANT and REVOKE in Cascading of REVOKE and DROP and Binding of
GRANT and REVOKE Statements.
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Plan Options in Plan Security

This section describes the four plan options used in plan security: CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and
SAVEPLANSEC=.

Following is a chart showing which combinations of CHECKWHO=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKPLAN= are valid. Refer
to this chart when studying the descriptions that begin on the following page.

 Plan
Options 

 Values 

CHECKWHO
(B=BINDER,
A=ACCESSOR)

B B B B A A A A

CHECKWHEN
(B=BIND,
E=EXECUTE)

B B E E B B E E

CHECKPLAN
(N=NO,
Y=YES)

N Y N Y N Y N Y

ALLOWABLE
COMBINATION?
(Y=YES,
1/2/3 see
below)

1 Y 1 2 3 3 Y Y

 REASON CODES 
 1. Not allowed because with plan-level security off, anyone could run this plan, and the executor's table-level privileges

would not be checked.
 2. Not currently supported.
 3. Not allowed because SQL does not know at bind-time whom the executors are going to be.

 

 Description of Options 

CHECKPLAN=
This plan option allows the creator of a plan to specify whether that plan is to be secured.
If CHECKPLAN=Y, any accessor ID which attempts to execute the plan must have the PLAN EXECUTE privilege
for that plan.
If CHECKPLAN=N, any accessor ID can execute the plan (table-level privileges, however, are still checked).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

CHECKPLAN=N is the default only if the CHECKPLAN= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup
option was not specified. If the CHECKPLAN= parameter in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the
default here.

CHECKWHEN=
Specifies whether table-level privileges are to be checked at bind or runtime.
If CHECKWHEN=BIND, then CHECKWHO=BINDER must be specified (it is impossible for SQL to know all
potential executors). Similarly, if CHECKWHO=ACCESSOR, then CHECKWHEN=EXECUTE must be specified.
Valid Entries:

BIND or EXECUTE
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Default Value:
EXECUTE is the default only if the CHECKWHEN= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup option
was not specified. If CHECKWHEN= in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the default here.

CHECKWHO=
Used to specify whether table-level privileges are checked at bind or execute time, and whether the access rights
of the binder or the executor are checked. If CHECKWHO=BINDER, the only privilege needed by an accessor
ID to run that plan is the PLAN EXECUTE privilege (all table-level privileges required to execute the plan are
checked using the binder's accessor-ID). Since the CHECKWHO=BINDER type of plan allows the binder to
effectively grant temporary privileges to accessors who use the plan, the ability to create CHECKWHO=BINDER
plans must be strictly controlled. To create a CHECKWHO=BINDER plan, you must possess the CHECKBINDER
system privilege. For information about the granting and revoking of the CHECKBINDER system privilege,
see CHECKBINDER System Privilege.
Because it is impossible for SQL to know all potential executors, specify CHECKWHO=BINDER if
CHECKWHEN=BIND and CHECKWHEN=EXECUTE if CHECKWHO=ACCESSOR.
For the chart showing the valid combinations of CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKWHO= earlier in
this topic.
Valid Entries:

ACCESSOR or BINDER
Default Value:

ACCESSOR is the default only if the CHECKWHO= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup option
was not specified. If the CHECKWHO= parameter in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the default
here.

SAVEPLANSEC=
Use this option to specify whether to drop or not to drop security privileges granted on a PLAN when a program is
re-preprocessed.
SAVEPLANSEC=Y means PLAN privileges are not dropped and therefore do not have to be regranted after re-
preprocessing a program.
SAVEPLANSEC=N means PLAN privileges are dropped (revoked).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N

CHECKBINDER System Privilege

Anyone can create a plan, but the ability to create a plan which uses the binder's privileges instead of the executor's
is controlled by the use of the CHECKWHO=BINDER plan option, for which you need system-level CHECKBINDER
privilege.

The following diagram shows how the CHECKBINDER privilege is granted and revoked in plan security.

►►─ GRANT ─ CHECKBINDER ─ TO ─ accessor-id ─┬─────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                                            └─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┘

►►─ REVOKE ─ CHECKBINDER ─ FROM ─ accessor-id ─┬───────────┬──────────────────►◄

                                               └─ CASCADE ─┘

To grant the CHECKBINDER privilege, the grantor must hold the privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner.
To revoke the CHECKBINDER privilege, you must have granted it to the revokee or be a Global Owner. For more
information about Global Owners, see Global Ownership.
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Administrating Dataquery
Learn about performing Datacom/DB systems tasks. Find information about the Dataquery administrator role, tasks, and
required skills. Learn about modifying, tailoring, and maintaining Dataquery.

This section provides information about performing Datacom/DB systems tasks, including:

• Establishing the operating environment
• Creating the system databases and areas
• Maintaining the system databases and areas
• Customizing the Datacom environment
• Creating databases
• Maintaining databases
• Writing and interfacing exit programs
• Monitoring system performance
• Tuning system performance
• Diagnosing and resolving system problems

This section is intended for Dataquery Administrators, systems programmers, and Database Administrators who are
responsible for one or more of the following tasks:

• Installing Dataquery system software
• Supporting Dataquery system software
• Administering the operations of the Dataquery system
• Maintaining data integrity
• Ensuring data accessibility
• Maintaining system performance

Dataquery Administrator Role

To effectively administer the Dataquery system, you must have the following qualifications:

• You must have a thorough knowledge of Datacom/DB and at least a general knowledge of the other Broadcom
products that execute with Dataquery. You must be able to determine if problems are a result of Dataquery or
Dataquery's interaction with one of these other products.

• You must have a general knowledge of the operating system environment. You should know the CICS environment
when Dataquery online operates under CICS.

• You must have a general knowledge of Dataquery. Depending on the environment, you may either be actively involved
in creating queries or you may use Dataquery only when there are problems to be solved. You must have a sufficient
understanding of Dataquery to know
– how Dataquery impacts the operation of the Datacom/DB system
– how to optimize Dataquery operation and the operation of Datacom/DB when Dataquery is being used.
You must know that:
– Users can update databases if authorized.
– A data authorized user can read any database.
– A user cannot log on to more than one terminal with the same user ID and password.

Tasks

Dataquery Administrators handle the day-to-day administration of Dataquery. A Dataquery Administrator may be
responsible for the following tasks:

• Modification and tailoring following Dataquery installation.
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– User Requirements Tables. See Defining the Dataquery User Requirements Tables.
– Creating user signons/passwords and setting up authorizations.
– DQSYSTBL (assemble Dataquery system table macro (DQOPTLST) and link edit using name DQSYSTBL).
– Other Dataquery tasks contained in members that are available on the Datacom page on Broadcom Support. See

the Datacom Release Notes
– Programming user exits.
– Implementing Dataquery security.

• Maintenance after Dataquery is operational.
– Supporting users and diagnosing problems.
– Managing query and JCL libraries.
– Performing backups and restores of Dataquery tables.
– Using batch maintenance utilities.
– Upgrading supporting products and implementing required changes following upgrades.
– Modifying the batch Dataquery systems options table to meet site requirements.
– Executing deferred batch queries.
– Maintaining Dataquery system tables.
– Loading and backing up Broadcom-supplied languages.

• Monitoring and tuning Dataquery.

Responsibilities

As the Dataquery Administrator, you are responsible for ensuring the performance of all system tasks that are required for
optimum Dataquery performance. During use of Dataquery, you ensure that the system needs of the users are met and
that the system maintenance includes the Dataquery needs. You tune Dataquery and Datacom/DB to improve or maintain
the performance. To perform these tasks, you must work with the Database Administrator, the systems programmer, the
Security Administrator, the Datacom Datadictionary Administrator, and possibly the Dataquery users.

Your system responsibilities include:

• Knowing the system defaults that affect end users.
• Providing the Database Administrator with information about Dataquery end-user needs.
• Being knowledgeable about Dataquery batch utilities.
• Understanding the operation of any user exits designed at your site which affect the end user.
• Knowing how to use Dataquery diagnostics and Datacom/DB accounting statistics in monitoring system and user

performance.
• Maintaining signon information.

Site Standards

Your site can have one Dataquery Administrator who performs all of the Dataquery administrative functions. Or your site
could have several Dataquery Administrators among whom the tasks are divided, or performed for a particular group of
users, such as an office with more than one department.

Required Dataquery Skills

Learn about Dataquery so that you can support your users. Also, you must be fully authorized so that you can use all the
Dataquery features. The following highlights those subjects that are of particular importance to you. You should know how
to perform the following tasks:

• Establish security.
Choose the SECURITY CONTROL option from the Administrative Menu. With this panel you can:
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– Authorize users to access tables and perform the FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE functions.
– Authorize users to access columns protected by profile-codes.

• Authorize a user.
– Use the USERS option from the Administrative Menu.
– Type USERS on the command line.
You can add, delete, or maintain users.

• Force a user to log off.
Use the USERS option from the Administrative Menu. Use the PF key to display the Directory of Active Users. Use a
PF key to FORCE OFF the active user.

• Override predefined system defaults for a user.
Use the USERS option on the Administrative Menu.

• Use diagnostics.
See Using DQL Diagnostics for details.

• Get Dataquery statistics.
See Using Datacom Core Statistics for details.

• Create and modify JCL members for a batch submission.
• Maintain the Query Library Table (DQQ).
• Perform online library maintenance with the online Administrator functions that are described in Accessing the Online

Administrative Functions.
You can use the DQLIBRMT utility to:
– Delete all or selected members for selected users or groups
– Back up all queries, dialogs, terms, JCL, and PROC members or selected members from the Query Library Table to

tape or disk
– Restore all or selected members to the Query Library Table from a tape or disk file
– Print maintenance reports that:

• List the query and type of each user
• Show the query text or JCL for a selected user
• Show maintenance functions per query
• List any errors that occur during query maintenance

• Create and send a message.
Use the USERS option from the Administrative Menu. Use the PF key to get to the Directory of Active Users. Then use
the PF keys to do a CREATE MSG or a SEND MSG.

• Broadcast a message.
Dataquery displays a bulletin board immediately after a user signs on. The bulletin board can be used to distribute
information to all Dataquery users. Select the LANGUAGE option on the Administrative Menu. For details, see
Changing the Bulletin Board.

• Cancel a user's query while it is processing.
Use the USERS option from the Administrative Menu. Use the PF key to get to the Directory of Active Users. Then use
the PF key to do a CANCEL FIND.

• Use the Printer Control option on the Administrative Menu. For details, see Using the Printer Control.
• Disallow use of a query.

If a query is causing system problems, use the Dataquery Administrator Library Maintenance function to change the
name of the author to an unknown author and make the query private. Making the query private prevents the query
from appearing in the user's library. Making the query private does not delete the query but keeps it from being used
until the problem is resolved.
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Dataquery in the Datacom System

System Defaults

The system defaults are defined in the DQOPTLST macro and are stored in the Dataquery System Option Table at
installation time. How your site defines the parameters in the DQOPTLST macro will impact your users. Assist your
Database Administrator in choosing appropriate values for the parameters defined in the System Option Table.

 User Concerns 

Questions you can help with include:

• How many users are there? How many batch queries will process concurrently?
• What is the maximum number of rows any one query will find?
• What is the largest row a query will find?
• How long should a terminal be allowed to stand idle before auto signoff is invoked?
• How many rows should a user be able to search?
• What printing facilities are required?
• What numeric display patterns are required?
• What batch execution specifications are required?
• How long should a query be allowed to process before relinquishing control to another task?
• What user exits are required?
• What, if any, user program should gain control after Dataquery signoff?

This page contains the following topics:

System Table Batch Utilities

 Dataquery provides utilities to initialize, back up and restore Dataquery system tables.

DQLANGMT
Used to maintain the DQM, DQP and DQV tables for Dataquery language maintenance. For more information,
see Using the Language Maintenance Facility.

DQLIBRMT
Used to maintain the Dataquery DQQ table for Dataquery library maintenance. For more information,
see Authorizing Users in Dataquery.

DQWFINIT
Used to maintain the DQE, DQF, and DQW tables for Found Table Initialization. For more information,
see Initializing the DQE, DQF, and DQW (DQWFINIT).

DQUSERMT
Used to maintain the DQU tables for user maintenance. For more information, see Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.

DQCRRPT
Used to submit Condition and Restriction reports. For more information, see Condition/Restriction Reporting
(DQCRRPT).

DQPANPRT
Used to print Dataquery Panels. For more information, see Printing Datacom Core Panels.

User Exits

User exits allow a programmer to establish routines that occur at predetermined points in Dataquery's processing. These
routines can provide additional security or they can be used to process retrieved data in a specialized way for your site.
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Any user exits in use at your site are created by programmers at your site. Familiarize yourself with these exits so that you
can express your needs in this area to the Database Administrator and systems programmer who codes the exits. You
should also be aware of how the exits affect the user.

Diagnostics and Datacom/DB Accounting Statistics

 Dataquery provides a diagnostics function to help the Dataquery Administrator determine the efficiency of the queries,
dialogs or terms while executing with the system defaults and when the system defaults have been changed.

The Datacom/DB Accounting Statistics tell the Dataquery Administrator how the queries, dialogs or terms have executed
in conjunction with Datacom/DB. The Dataquery Accounting Statistics are designed to show statistics on a user-by-user
basis. Compound Boolean Selection statistics are included. See Using DQL Diagnostics for more information about using
diagnostics. See Using the Accounting Facility for more information about Datacom/DB Accounting statistics.

To successfully sign on to Dataquery, the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table (URT) and
the Dataquery User Requirements Table (URT) must be open prior to any user issuing the DQRY signon command.

A Dataquery signon consists of a user name and an optional password which the user must enter to access Dataquery.
You authorize each user by creating each user signon. See Authorizing Users in Dataquery for more information about
authorizing users.

In addition, Dataquery provides a User Signon/Off Exit enabling your site to interface with other security packages such as
ACF2, or Top Secret. The use of other security packages can impact your standards for a valid user name and password.

It is important that you understand your site's signon procedures. Meet with the administrator in charge of security to gain
a complete understanding of your site's signon security measures.

 Dataquery Audit Facility

 Dataquery provides a facility to audit access to data using Dataquery. The facility uses the Datacom/DB LOGDW
command to write to the log file an entry containing user and environmental information and the text to the query. The
"Audit Facility records only DQL queries.

The " Audit Facility is activated by setting the AUDIT1=parameter in the Dataquery System Options Table (DQOPTLST) to
ON.

The logged records can be read using the Datacom/DB READRXX facility. The format of the logged records follow.

NOTE
 This is the format of the data which follows the RXX Header documented in Using the Recovery File (RXX)
Read Subroutine.

 Location  Length  Format  Content 

1 4 Binary Work Area Length

5 32 Char User ID
Internal Security: Person
External Security: Blank (ID
can be obtained from the RXX
Header)

37 9 Char Blank (reserved for future)

46 1 Char Environment
O = Online
B = Batch

47 15 Char Query Name
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62 39 Char Blank (reserved for future)

101 2 Binary Length of the query text that
follows

103 7680 Char Text of the query

7783 218 Char Blank (reserved for future)

Accessing the Online Administrative Functions
You can access the Dataquery online administrative functions through the Administrative Menu and through
Administrative Commands.

Administrative Menu

To access administrative functions, sign on to Dataquery and press Enter after reading the bulletin board (if displayed).
When Dataquery displays the Main Menu, select the ADMINISTRATION option, or enter ADMIN on the Command line
(see Administrative Commands). Dataquery displays the administrative tasks assigned to you.

Each administration menu function can be independently assigned to a User ID at the time it is created. They can also be
added or removed at a later point in time by a Dataquery Administrator having the USERS administration privilege.

The following panel shows all the administrative functions that are available to Dataquery Administrators:

Administrative Menu (DQKH0)

   =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKH0
 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

  1.  PROFILE                - Display and update user profile
  2.  CONDITIONS             - List create and maintain conditions
  3.  RESTRICTIONS           - List create and maintain restrictions
  4.  PRINTER CONTROL        - Request control functions for a network printer
  5.  JCL                    - List and maintain batch query JCL
  6.  DIAGNOSTICS            - Produce storage dumps
  7.  LANGUAGE               - Translate DATAQUERY text to another language
  8.  USERS                  - List and maintain DATAQUERY users
  9.  SETS                   - List and maintain saved sets
 10.  LIBRARY                - Maintain query library member attributes
 11.  SECURITY CONTROL       - Table and column security authorization

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN

Administrative Functions

The following is a brief explanation of each administrative function:

PROFILE
Display or update your profile. Dataquery allows a user to modify personal profile option defaults for the
Dataquery online and batch features, primary and secondary language selections, and network printing options.
Associate users do not have this privilege unless given the authority on the System Option Table. Some profile
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options default to values specified at the time the user is added to Dataquery or the privileges and authorizations
are updated by a Dataquery Administrator. Other profile options default to values from the System Option Table.

CONDITIONS
(DQL Mode only) Create, delete, view, or edit a condition. A condition (when assigned to a restriction) allows a
user or group of users access to some, but not all, of the rows in a table. You name the condition, identify the
table and state the condition. For example, the condition might restrict access to all COMPANY records containing
a value of 15 in the column for sales ID and a value of DALLAS in the CITY column.

RESTRICTIONS
(DQL Mode only) Create, delete, view, or edit a restriction. A restriction consists of one or more conditions applied
to data access for a user or a group.

PRINTER CONTROL
Display a directory of outstanding network print requests. It allows a request to be canceled (flushed), stopped, or
restarted from the point that it was stopped or from the beginning of the print request.

JCL
Create, delete, view, or edit JCL and JCL procs. (JCL procs members are JCL members that have variables.

DIAGNOSTICS
Display the Dataquery Request Table or request a storage dump in the form of a transaction dump or a module
dump to assist Broadcom Support in solving problems. For instructions about contacting Broadcom Support,
see the Dataquery message documentation. You can also display Compound Boolean Selection statistics. You
choose where (terminal ID) and when the dump is to be turned on or off.

LANGUAGE
Translate and display Dataquery panels, program literals, and vocabulary terms to another language, or
customize them to suit your site's needs. You also use this function to create messages to be placed on the
Dataquery bulletin board.

USERS
Add, delete, view, and update users as well as list active users, users' profiles, and send messages to individual
users. You can maintain a user's name, password, accounting code, group level, authorization for administrative
functions and override system defaults. You can modify any user's profile. A Dataquery Administrator who is
authorized to perform the USERS function, can assign user signons for new users to Dataquery or change a
user's signon characteristics as discussed previously. As a Dataquery Administrator, you cannot delete yourself or
turn off your user maintenance authorization.
The USERS authorization is the key to all other authorizations and should be carefully controlled.

SETS
(DQL Mode only) View, delete, and use saved found sets. Anyone (except the associate user) who runs a query
can save the resulting collection of data as a saved found set. You can reuse the data in a saved set, delete the
saved set, or view a listing of the saved sets.

LIBRARY
Library Administrators can create, delete, edit, execute or submit queries. They can establish dialog definitions
and terms. Members in the query library also contain attributes called extended definitions. Library Administrators
can define or modify a query, dialog, or term extended definition. This includes changing the PRIVATE or PUBLIC
status, changing the groups it is assigned to or changing its author. They can also delete any query, whether
PRIVATE or PUBLIC, but can only edit PUBLIC queries, not PRIVATE.

SECURITY CONTROL
(DQL Mode only) Authorize access to a Datacom/DB database (to all of its tables) or authorize access to a
specific Datacom/DB tables within a database. DQL table security is in effect only if Dataquery has not been
externally secured. You can display a list of all users authorized to access a particular Datacom/DB database, or
display a list of all the tables that a user is authorized to use. You can name the Datacom/DB Database Identifier
(DBID) and the tables that you are authorizing a user to access, or select the user and then name the DBID and
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the tables you want him to access. You can copy security from one user to another as well as add, delete, and
update profile codes.

Administrative Commands

As a Dataquery Administrator, you can use many, if not all of the following administrative commands. The administrative
commands can be entered as complete words or as the unique beginning letters of the commands on the command line.
You can also use the end-user commands for the mode in which you are operating. See the end-user documentation for
information about those commands.

ACTIVE
Displays the Directory of Active Users panel when you type ACTIVE on the command line and press Enter. You
see a listing of the active Dataquery users on the Directory of Active Users panel.

ADMIN
(Requires authorization) Displays the Administrative Menu when you type ADMIN on the command line and press
Enter. The administrative tasks that you are authorized to perform are listed on the Administrative Menu.

CONDITIONS
Displays the Directory of Conditions panel when you type CONDITION on the command line and press Enter. The
Directory of Conditions panel lists the conditions that are defined for the Dataquery system.

DIAGNOSTIC
Displays the Diagnostic Request panel when you type DIAGNOSTIC on the command line and press Enter. The
Diagnostic Request panel allows you to perform Dataquery diagnostic functions.

JCL
Displays the Directory of JCL Members panel when you type JCL on the command line and press Enter. The
Directory of JCL Members panel lists the JCL members that are defined for the Dataquery system.

LANGUAGE
Displays the Language Maintenance Menu when you type LANGUAGE on the command line and press Enter.
The Language Maintenance Menu lists the language options that are available to translate or customize the
Dataquery panels and Language.

LIBRARY
Displays the Administrative Library List when you type LIBRARY on the command line and press Enter to allow
the administrator to enter selection criteria for a directory of query library members.

PRINTER
Displays the Directory of Spooled Print panel when you type PRINTER on the command line and press Enter. The
Directory of Spooled Print panel lists the users with print requests.

PROFILE
Displays the Profile Maintenance panel when you type PROFILE on the command line and press Enter. The
Profile Maintenance panel displays your user profile attributes.

RESTRICTIONS
Displays the Directory of Restrictions panel when you type RESTRICT on the command line and press Enter. The
Directory of Restrictions lists the restrictions that are defined for the Dataquery system.

SECURITY
Displays the Security Control Selection Menu when you type SECURITY and press Enter. The Security Control
Selection Menu lists the functions of Dataquery security control.

SETS
Displays the Directory of Saved Sets panel when you type SETS on the command line and press Enter. The
Directory of Saved Sets panel lists the found sets saved by the Dataquery system.

STALL
A diagnostic command, allowing the user to display extended execution statistics for the active query.
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USERS
Displays the Directory of Dataquery Users panel when you type USERS on the command line and press Enter.
The Directory of Dataquery Users panel lists all of the authorized Dataquery users.

Post-Installation Tasks

After completing the Dataquery  installation, review the following post-installation information and tasks. Perform the tasks
to tailor and prepare the JCL.

Dataquery Storage Requirements

The Dataquery components are of two types, those which support the online and batch query systems and those for the
utility support function. All are reusable and are reentrant. Most of the modules are operating system independent.

Function processors are provided as transient. You can change any or all of them to memory-resident.

For a description of the Dataquery-provided tables, see Preparing and Maintaining the Dataquery System Tables.

Approximate storage requirements for important Dataquery components follow:

Common subroutines
Approximately 28 KB

System table
Approximately 4 KB

Online or batch dependent module
Approximately 7 KB

Function processors
Site-specific

User exits
Site-specific

Dataquery database tables
Site-specific (See Calculating Sizes for System Tables.)

Report engine modules
Approximately 256 KB

Tailoring Dataquery and Datacom/DB

Once you have installed Dataquery, perform the following steps to prepare Datacom/DB and Dataquery for Dataquery
operation:

1. Prepare the MUF and review its startup options.
2. Tailor the Dataquery System Option Table.
3. Prepare the Dataquery system tables. For more information, see Preparing and Maintaining the Dataquery System

Tables.
4. Prepare CICS.
5. Set up the Accounting Facility.

If you intend to use the Accounting Facility for accounting, billing, or performance monitoring, see Using the
Accounting Facility for more information.

6. If you intend to execute queries using the Batch Facility or print to a system printer after online query execution:
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– You can set up online batch submission JCL for selected users or groups of users.
– You must install the internal reader.
– You can also export columns and keys named in the PRINT or DISPLAY statement of a query to an output file. You

must prepare to use the Batch Export function.
7. Prepare to extract data. (DQL Mode only.)

If you intend to extract data so that user programs can access the data, see Extracting Data (FEX) for more
information.

8. Prepare for user exit use.
If you want to write and use user exits for such things as your sign-on procedure or for query validation. For more
information, see Programming User Exits.

9. Set up the Dataquery Language Maintenance Facility.
If you want to use the Language Maintenance Facility to translate or customize the Dataquery vocabulary, literals,
messages, commands, menus, and panels. For more information, see Using the Language Maintenance Facility.
If you have translated portions of Dataquery with the last version and have run DQLANGMT with the SYSIN
RUNTYPE=LOAD,LANG=xx, (where xx is the code for your translated panels) before installing this version, you can
retain your translations on those portions of Dataquery that have not changed. See Upgrading to a New Version, the 
Datacom Release Notes, or the installation documentation for details.

10. Plan and implement security.
11. Add and authorize users.
12. Create your Dataquery databases.
13. Define the Dataquery User Requirements Tables.

Preparing JCL for Batch Dataquery Utilities

Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are provided. The sample code provided in this document is intended
for use as a reference aid only and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific
installation.

For more information, see How to Obtain JCL and Sample Members on the bookshelf under By Scenario or Feature,

Note: In z/OS, the default name for this library is CABDAC. In z/VSE, sample PROCs are provided that allow you to make
use of parameter substitution.

Any JOB statements should be coded to your site standards and specifications. All data set names and library names
should be specified with the correct names for the installation at your site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE=
parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. The value displayed should be adequate in most instances, but you can
adjust the value to your specific needs.

The libraries listed for searching must include the following in the order shown:

1. User libraries you may have defined for specially assembled and linked tables, such as DBMSTLST, DBSIDPR,
DDSRTLM, DQSYSTBL, or User Requirements Tables

2. Datacom base libraries (CABDLOAD): Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery, SQL
3. Common Components and Services or CIS base libraries
4. Ideal libraries
5. Libraries for additional products, such as Datacom CICS Services, Datacom VSAM Transparency, Ideal for Datacom,

and so on

Dataquery users also need the following libraries and data sets for the following specific functions:

• The z/OS data set DQOUT or the z/VSE data set DQOUTD (disk) or DQOUTT (tape) is used only if the DQBATCH
execution uses the EXPORT function for variable length data. If fixed length output is generated, z/os uses DQFIXD
(disk) and z/VSE uses DQFIXD (disk) or DQFIXT (tape).

• In z/OS, running deferred queries with separate JCL members in batch requires, in addition to the SYSIN statement
DEFER, the inclusion of a DD statement for the internal reader used by VPE. This DD statement should be:
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    //ADRSUB DD    SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

Job Control Statements

Datacom/DB table definitions are not included since Dataquery operates with the Datacom/DB MUF. Use the following job
control statements to execute Dataquery batch utilities.

z/OS JCL Statement

JOB
Initiates the job.

EXEC
Specifies the program name of the Dataquery utility to be run.

SYSPRINT DD
Defines the sequential output data set used for listing the output report.

SYSIN DD
Defines the control data set. It normally resides in the input stream; however, it can reside on a system input
device or a direct access volume.

DQBKPFIL DD
Output data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members as requested in the BACKUP control
statements. Produces a sequential file that can reside on tape or disk. This statement is needed only in JCL
specifying a DQLIBRMT backup.

DQRSTFIL DD
Input data set of Query Library members to be added to the Query Library Table as requested by a DQLIBRMT
RESTORE control statement. This data set must have been created by a previous execution of DQLIBRMT and is
needed only if a restore is requested.

z/VSE JCL Statement

JOB
Initiates the job.

EXEC
Specifies the program name of the Dataquery utility to run.

SYSLST
Defines the sequential output data set used for listing the output report.

SYSIPT
Defines the control data set that resides in the input stream.

DQQBKPT
Output tape data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members as requested by BACKUP control
statements. This data set must be on SYS010 and is needed only if tape backup is requested. If disk backup is
requested, use the DQQBKPD control statement.

DQQBKPD
Output disk data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members as requested by backup control
statements. This data set must be on SYS011 and is needed only if disk backup is requested. If tape backup is
requested, use DQQBKPT.

DQQRSTT
Input tape data set of Query Library members created by a previous execution of DQLIBRMT. The members
are to be added to the Query Library Table as requested by the DQLIBRMT RESTORE control statement. This
data set must be on SYS011 and is needed only if tape restore is requested. If disk restore is requested, use
DQQRSTD.
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DQQRSTD
Input disk data set of Query Library members created by a previous execution of DQLIBRMT. The members are to
be added to the Query Library Table as requested by the DQLIBRMT RESTORE control statement. This data set
must be on SYS011 and is needed only if disk restore is requested. If tape restore is requested, use DQQRSTT.

Preparing the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility
If your site is installing both Dataquery and Datacom/DB at the same time, the Datacom installation generates the
interface between them.

If your site is adding Dataquery to an existing Datacom/DB system or modifying Datacom/DB (such as adding databases
and tuning the system), the following items need to be reviewed to help ensure that Datacom/DB continues to support
Dataquery:

• Datacom/DB MUF startup options
• Dataquery Online User Requirements Tables
• Datacom CICS Services (only if operating under CICS)
• Execution time JCL

Preparing the MUF

All data managed by Datacom/DB that is to be accessed by Dataquery must be available on one MUF, unless Datacom
STAR is used for distributed processing. For special considerations involving processing in a distributed environment, see
your Datacom STAR documentation.

The MUF must include the appropriate JCL statements for all storage areas if Datacom/DB's dynamic allocation feature is
not in use.

Multi-User Startup Options

Dataquery operates with the Datacom/DB MUF. The MUF with which you operate Dataquery must be initiated meeting the
specific startup options requirements.

Multi-User Startup Option

CBS dbid,buffer,maxsten,maxstio,maxage
These options control the resources available for the Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection Facility which
processes Dataquery queries. The values specified for these startup options affect Dataquery performance.

dbid
Specifies the database ID in which the Compound Boolean Selection Facility builds temporary indexes when
processing queries. We recommend database 6 for this use.

buffer
Specifies the size of the buffer available for Compound Boolean Selection processing. Must be a minimum
of 1024. While you are using Dataquery, check the CBSBFR SPILL COUNT statistic in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area report. If the count is high, you can decrease it and improve performance by increasing the CBS
buffer value.

maxsten
Limits the number of temporary index entries which the Compound Boolean Selection Facility creates before
terminating processing. If no MAXSTEN value is specified, the Compound Boolean Selection Facility creates as
many temporary index entries as are necessary to satisfy a query. If your site is having problems with the Index
Area filling up (receiving a Datacom/DB return code 8 on a SELFR when executing queries), you can use this
parameter to limit how much of the Index Area one SELFR can allocate. Consider that although most SELFRs
issued by Dataquery do not cause a temporary index to be built, it is possible to have one for each table named
in a query existing simultaneously. If a SELFR terminates because this limit has been set, query execution also
terminates with a Datacom/DB return code 91.
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NOTE
You can use the MAXSTEN console command to temporarily change this option while MUF is operating.

maxstio
Limits the number of Datacom/DB records inspected by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility when
processing a query. If no MAXSTIO value is specified, the Compound Boolean Selection Facility inspects as many
records as necessary to satisfy a query.

NOTE
You can use the MAXSTIO console command to temporarily change this option while MUF is operating.

maxage
Allows you to specify the age beyond which unused sets can be deleted.

DATACOM entry1,entry2, ...
This option specifies the licensed Broadcom products that execute with this MUF. DQ must be one of the entries
for Dataquery to execute.

DATAPOOL dataln,datano
This option controls the number and size of the buffers for data access (data buffers). You can also specify an
optional second set.

dataln
Specifies the size of the data buffers and, when using Dataquery, must be a minimum of 4096.

datano
Specifies the number of data buffers.

EXCTLNO n
Specifies the maximum number of records over which a single task can simultaneously hold under exclusive
control. When using Dataquery, this must be a minimum of 8.

length
Specifies the size of the expand buffers which, when using Dataquery, must be a minimum of 4108 or 12 bytes
larger than the largest record that is to be expanded.

number
Dataquery tasks access compressed tables so include the Dataquery tasks in your specification. See the Master
List discussion in the Datacom/DB documentation for details.

MAXELRQ n
Specifies the maximum number of elements which can be accessed by a request. This option must be a minimum
of 10 for Dataquery.

Tailoring the Dataquery System Option Table
A basic System Option Table is installed when you install Dataquery. The DQOPTLST macro creates a System Option
Table when it is assembled and link-edited.

Default DQOPTLST parameters that affect space or resource allocations are specified at installation/upgrade time. If you
decide to change any parameter value later, you can do so, but you must reassemble the DQOPTLST macro to re-create
the System Option Table.

The Dataquery System Option Table determines such Dataquery system options as:

• Datacom/DB database IDs of the Dataquery database and the Datacom Datadictionary database to be accessed by
Dataquery

• Amount of space to be reserved in task-related storage for a special work area
• Method to use to build column headings and edit patterns if these are not specified in the query
• User and resource limitations
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The system options are defined by the DQOPTLST macro. The Dataquery Administrator can override some of the
defined system options for specific users through a Dataquery administrative function. Parameters that the Dataquery
Administrator can override are noted in the descriptions on the following pages.

Options That Affect Dataquery Performance

Evaluate the effect of the parameters that affect the number of physical blocks used for query execution, the amount of
query processing time, the maximum find time, and the number of times Dataquery is to relinquish control to other tasks,
such as the following tasks, during the execution of a query:

• FNDBLKS=
• MFTIME=
• MXREQ=
• MXTLR=

SQL users are not affected by the DQOPTLST parameters MXREQ=, MFTIME=, and MXTLR= because SQL is a
database management language.

Option Table Considerations

Before specifying the DQOPTLST parameters, determine the answers to the following questions about your Dataquery
environment.

• How many users are there?
• How many batch queries process concurrently?
• What is the maximum number of rows any one query will find?
• What is the largest row that a query will find?
• How long should a terminal be allowed to stand idle before auto signoff is invoked?
• How many rows should a user be able to search?
• What printing facilities are required?
• What numeric display patterns are required?
• What batch execution specifications are required?
• How long should a query be allowed to process before relinquishing control to another task?
• What user exits are required?
• What, if any, user program should gain control after DQ signoff?

Modify the System Option Table

Alter the parameters of the DQOPTLST macro. (For an example, see the DQSAM03 member on the Datacom page on
http://support.ca.com/. See the  Datacom Release Notes.) Then, to make these changes take effect, you must:

1. Reassemble and link edit it.
2. Have all users sign off Dataquery and check the CICS use count.
3. Place the updated System Option Table into effect in one of the following ways:

– If the CICS use count is zero, do a CICS NEWCOPY of DQSYSTBL.
– If the CICS use count is not zero, bring down the monitor and bring it back up again.

Coding Rules

In coding the macros, standard Assembler rules apply. A statement to be continued on the next line must have a non-
blank character in column 72, and the next line must begin in column 16.

Changing the DATACOM-ID of DATA-DICT

If you change the DATACOM-ID of the DATA-DICT database, update the Dataquery System Option Table and reassemble
and link-edit the DQSYSTBL. If you do not change the database ID designation of the Datacom Datadictionary in these
places, the Dataquery requests are resolved using the wrong Datacom Datadictionary database.
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DQOPTLST Parameters

The following list describes the DQOPTLST parameters, their valid entries, and their default values. The parameters are
listed in alphabetical order.

ASUPPRO=
Specifies whether associate users can modify their own user profile and print options.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
AUDIT1=

Specifies whether the Audit Facility is to be active.
Valid Entries:

OFF or ON
Default Value:

OFF
BTCHLPX=

Specifies the name of the module if the exit is to be linked as a separate module. The module is used in the Batch
Line Printer Exit.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
BUFSIZE=

Specifies the amount of space to be reserved in task-related storage for a special work area that is used as an
input row buffer.
Code BUFSIZE as the length of the largest user Datacom/DB row to be accessed by Dataquery. The value should
not be larger than what is coded in DATALN in the Datacom/DB Master List. Also, the value should not be smaller
than what is coded for DQESIZE=.
Valid Entries:

4600 or greater
Default Value:

4600
CADATE=

Specifies the format that is used to display columns that are defined as date fields with the SEMANTIC-
TYPE attribute. For more information about the updateable attributes of FIELD entity-occurrences, see the
Datadictionary Online Reference.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character format name
Default Value:

A
CDBIDSL=

Specifies that database IDs greater than 999 are to be used by the DBID exit. For more information about the
DBID exit, see the descriptions of CDBXITB= and CDBXITO= and the information about the DBID exit in DBID
Exit.
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Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

CDBXITB=
Specifies the name of batch DBID exit. Must not be the same as any Dataquery module name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
CDBXITO=

Specifies the name of the online DBID exit. Must be in PPT and must not be the same as any Dataquery module
name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
CMTBEG=

Specifies one or two characters to indicate the beginning of a comment within the text of a query. The value must
be unique among CMTEND=, DIAFILL=, DIASYMB=, HDGSEP=, HDGSUB=, and LITMASK=.
Valid Entries:

One or two characters
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')

You must not code a single arithmetic operator (= - + / *). You may use - and + and / and * together for
two character values. However, in a z/VSE environment, changing the COMMENT BEGIN character to /*
causes problems when using the Dataquery online SUBMIT function.

Default Value:
*/

CMTEND=
Specifies one or two characters to indicate the end of a comment within a query. The value must be unique
among CMTBEG=, DIAFILL=, DIASYMB=, HDGSEP=, HDGSUB=, and LITMASK=.
Valid Entries:

One or two characters
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')

You must not code a single arithmetic operator (= - + / *). You may use - and + and / and * together for
two character values.

Default Value:
/*
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CONVUSR=
Specifies the level of access that is provided when the external security resource
cxxname.DQACCESS.CONVUSR is specified with "ALL" access.
Valid Entries:

ASSOCIATE
Default Value:

CONVENTIONAL
DATAXIT=

Specifies the name of the user exit to examine the data rows retrieved by a DQL Mode query. The name must be
in the PPT and not the same as any Dataquery module.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
DATEFMT=

Specifies the format to use to print columns in DQL Mode and SQL Mode that are defined as SQL date types.
Valid Entries:

EUR (dd.mm.yyyy)
ISO (yyyy-mm-dd)
JIS (yyyy-mm-dd)
USA (mm/dd/yyyy)

Default Value:
USA

DDDBID=
Specifies the Datacom/DB database ID for the Datacom Datadictionary ordinarily accessed by Dataquery.
Normally you would identify the local Datacom Datadictionary database. This is the Datacom Datadictionary in
which all Dataquery DQL Mode security information is stored, regardless of the DDDBID specified in the user
profile.
Valid Entries:

A valid database ID
Default Value:

00002
DDHDG=

Specifies the method Dataquery is to use to build the PRINT or DISPLAY column headings if the query does not
specify a heading. (If the query provides the heading, Dataquery uses it no matter how this parameter is coded.)
The value consists of two subparameters that are separated by a comma and enclosed within parentheses.

NOTE
YES is honored only if the appropriate values have been coded for the column heading attributes
HEADING-1 and HEADING-2 in Datacom Datadictionary. If none have been coded, Dataquery takes
the NO option.

DDPIC=
Specifies the edit pattern Dataquery is to use for numeric columns if no edit pattern is specified in the query. (If an
edit pattern is specified in the query with the PICTURE clause, Dataquery uses it no matter how this parameter is
coded.)
If you code YES, Dataquery uses the edit pattern that is coded in Datacom Datadictionary. If the column has an
invalid edit pattern in Datacom Datadictionary (one that does not fit the data), Dataquery issues an error message
and does not process the query.
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If you code YES but no edit pattern is provided in Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery builds its own edit pattern
as described in the NO option.
If you code NO, Dataquery checks with Datacom Datadictionary to get the defined precision and builds a
PICTURE that displays all digit positions and inserts a decimal point and sign if they are needed.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
DECPT=

(Code only if using a language other than English.) Specifies the character to use to indicate the decimal point
when printing numeric values. DECPT= is used only with the Language Maintenance Facility.
Valid Entries:

The words PERIOD or COMMA
Default Value:

PERIOD
DIAFILL=

Specifies a dialog fill character, used in the dialog text as a space saver for variables so that values longer than
their default are allowed. Use this parameter to set the dialog fill character for your site. The value must be unique
among LITMASK= and DIASYMB=, and it must not be the same as any part of the values that are assigned to
CMTBEG= and CMTEND=.
Valid Entries:

Single character
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')
• An arithmetic operator (= - + / *)

Default Value:
An underscore character ( _ )

DIASYMB=
Specifies a dialog symbol, used in the dialog text to mark a word or value as a variable. Use this parameter to set
the dialog symbol for your site. The specified value must be unique among LITMASK= and DIAFILL= and must
not be the same as any part of the values that are assigned to CMTBEG= and CMTEND=.
Valid Entries:

Single character

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')
• An arithmetic operator (= - + / *)

Default Value:
? (A question mark character)

DQDBID=
Specifies the Datacom/DB database ID for the Dataquery database.
Valid Entries:

A valid database ID
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Default Value:
00003

DQESIZE=
Specifies the record size of the DQE table (block size minus 14). At installation, the block size is set to 4096. A
record size 4082 means that the largest total column length for data is 4030 (record size minus 52). If this is not
sufficient for SQL retrieval of one row, redefine the DQE table through Datacom Datadictionary, reallocate and
reinitiate the DQE table, and change this parameter to reflect the new size.
Valid Entries:

(Block size of DQE) minus 14
Default Value:

4082
DQIN=

Specifies the transaction ID to use in place of the DQIN transaction on this Dataquery system.
Valid Entries:

Any 1- to 4-character TRANSID
Default Value:

DQIN
DQPR=

Specifies the transaction ID to use in place of the DQPR transaction on this Dataquery system.
Valid Entries:

Any 1- to 4-character TRANSID
Default Value:

DQPR
DQRY=

Specifies the transaction ID to use in place of the DQRY transaction on this Dataquery system.
Valid Entries:

Any 1- to 4-character TRANSID
Default Value:

DQRY
DSIEXIT=

Specifies the name of the Data Stream Input Exit, if any. Must be in CICS PPT and not the same as any
Dataquery module.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
DSOEXIT=

Specifies the name of the Data Stream Output Exit, if any. Must be in CICS PPT and must not be the same name
as any Dataquery module.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
EPAGES=

This parameter is no longer used but is kept for compatibility.
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ETMSO=
Specifies the number of minutes that may elapse between entries to the terminal. If the specified time is reached,
Dataquery signs off the user the next time an entry is made at the terminal. Thus Dataquery prevents an
unauthorized user from accessing data if the user who signed on leaves the terminal unattended for the specified
length of time.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 1440
Default Value:

1440
EXPDELM=

Specifies the name of the character to use as a delimiter in the batch export file. It is used as a delimiter between
variables when the export function is used in batch Dataquery. It is also used in all records: header, data, and
trailer.
Valid Entries:

Any character except commas
Default Value:

, (comma)
EXPDEV=

(z/VSE only) Specifies the device type that is used by batch Dataquery for export data sets. You can change it on
the Batch Execute panel if your JCL supports the selected device type. The device type that is specified in this
parameter is used for all deferred batch jobs.
Valid Entries:

DISK or TAPE
Default Value:

TAPE
FNDBLKS=

(Online only.) Specifies the total number of logical blocks on the DQF (Found Table) that one  user can allocate
during processing of the FIND statement of a query. This limit ensures adequate space for all the users. When the
limit is exceeded, Dataquery ends the search with one of two messages, either:
DQ472I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - FOUND NNNNNN, or

DQ478I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - NO ROWS FOUND.

These messages are also generated whenever the limits set in the MFTIME= or SRCHLIM= parameter are
exceeded. To find out whether the message that you receive has been generated by a FNDBLKS=, MFTIME=, or
SRCHLIM= limit, either use a PF key from the Print Output panel, or view the Find Statistics panel by issuing the
STATS command and check the FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE column for one of the following messages:
FNDBLKS: MAX WORK TABLE BLOCKS EXCEEDED

MFTIME: MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED

SRCHLIM: SITE I/O LIMIT (DQOPTLST.SRCHLIM) EXCEEDED

To estimate the total number of logical rows that can be stored per logical block, use the following formula:
ROWS = 760 / [ 6 + (n x 18) ]

where x is the number of tables that are named in the query.
For example, if the user names one table in a query (no RELATED, SET, or SORT statements), then:
ROWS = 760 / [ 6 + (1 x 18) ] = 33

Thus, if the default value for FNDBLKS is used (10 logical blocks), up to 330 logical rows can be stored by a user
with one execution of a FIND that names only one row type.
This parameter sets the system default. You can override this value for specified users individually. See
Authorizing Users in Dataquery. If you override, consider the extra blocks when you allocate space.
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Valid Entries:
1 -- 9999999

Default Value:
10

HDGSEP=
Specifies a separator character to be used to separate line one and line two of a two-line column heading for
a column or key when it is specified in the text of a query. If a single character is used for CMTBEG= and/or
CMTEND=, the same character should not be used for HDGSEP=.
Valid Entries:

Single character
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')

Default Value:
/ (a slash)

HDGSUB=
Specifies two characters that indicate to Dataquery that it should substitute the value of the control break column
of a DO statement for the two characters. If two characters are used for CMTBEG= or CMTEND=, the same two
characters should not be used for HDGSUB=. If a single character is used for CMTBEG= or CMTEND=, that
character should not be used in HDGSUB=.
Valid Entries:

Two characters
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')

Default Value:
&& (two ampersands)

KANJISI=
Specifies the hex value of the code that causes the terminal to shift into double-byte character mode.
Valid Entries:

0F
Default Value:

No default

NOTE
These values are supplied by the Datacom/DB MUF, overlaying what is specified here.

KANJISO=
Specifies the hex value of the code that causes the terminal to shift out of double-byte character mode.
Valid Entries:

0E
Default Value:

No default

NOTE
These values are supplied by the Datacom/DB MUF, overlaying what is specified here.
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LINPRTL=
Specifies the length of each line for the printing of a batch query. This parameter is equivalent to NETPRTC= for a
network printer.
Valid Entries:

80 -- 150
Default Value:

133
LINPRTP=

Specifies the number of lines per page for the printing of a batch query. This parameter is equivalent to
NETPRTP= for a network printer.
Valid Entries:

24 or greater
Default Value:

66
LITMASK=

Specifies a literal masking character to be used in literals in the WITH clause of a FIND statement to indicate
positions for which any value is acceptable. The value must not be the same as any part of the values that are
assigned to CMTBEG= and CMTEND= and must be unique among DIAFILL=, DIASYMB=, HDGSEP=, and
HDGSUB=.
Valid Entries:

Single character
Do not use:

• The letters A through Z
• The integers 0 through 9
• A period (.), a comma (,), or a single quote mark (')
• An arithmetic operator (= - + / *)

Default Value:
# (pound sign)

MAXIO=
Specifies a maximum limit for I/O for DQL queries. If Dataquery estimates that a DQL query will exceed this I/O
limit, it issues a warning message and allows the user to choose to continue with the query or to cancel it.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 9999999
Default Value:

9999999
MFTIME=

(Online only.) Specifies the maximum number of seconds allowed to elapse during the execution of a FIND
statement. If the specified time is exceeded, Dataquery ends the search with one of two messages, either:
DQ472I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - FOUND NNNNNN, or

DQ478I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - NO ROWS FOUND.

These messages are also generated whenever the limits set in the FNDBLKS= or SRCHLIM= parameter are
exceeded. To find out if the message that you receive has been generated by a FNDBLKS=, MFTIME=, or
SRCHLIM= limit, either use a PF key from the Print Output panel, or view the Find Statistics panel by issuing the
STATS command and check the FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE column for one of the following messages:
FNDBLKS: MAX WORK TABLE BLOCKS EXCEEDED

MFTIME: MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED
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SRCHLIM: SITE I/O LIMIT (DQOPTLST.SRCHLIM) EXCEEDED

Specifying a zero means that you want no limit placed on how long a FIND can take.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 999999999
Default Value:

0
MXREQ=

(Online only.) Specifies the number of Datacom/DB I/O events Dataquery is to allow during a query execution
before it relinquishes control of the resources in use and reschedules the remainder of the task. Dataquery then
issues a message "Still in progress." This feature keeps one query from monopolizing the CICS system.
MXREQ works with the MXTLR parameter to set the length of time Dataquery is to process before pausing to
allow the user to end the query.
This parameter sets the system default. You can override this value for specified users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 9999
Default Value:

100
MXSETS=

Specifies the total number of KEEP or EXTRACT row collections that a user can save in the DQF (Found Table)
at any given time. MXSETS, FNDBLKS, and XTRBLKS control the space requirements for the DQF.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
Default Value:

5
MXTLR=

(Online only.) Specifies the number of times Dataquery is to relinquish control to other tasks during a query
execution before pausing to allow the user to end processing. When the value is reached, Dataquery displays the
message "Do you want to continue?" See the discussion of MXREQ for details.
This parameter sets the system default. You can override this value for specified users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 9999
Default Value:

10
NETPRT=

Specifies the default network printer ID used as the destination of a query output. This parameter can be
overridden on a per user basis using the PROFILE command in online Dataquery or through the Online Execution
panel.
Valid Entries:

4-character CICS terminal ID of a printer
Default Value:

No default
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NETPRTC=
Specifies the number of columns per line for print that is routed to an online network printer. To override the value
for a specific user, use the PROFILE command in online Dataquery and change the specification for PRINT
NUMBER OF COLUMNS.
Valid Entries:

80 -- 255
Default Value:

80
NETPRTP=

Specifies the lines per page of the network printers. To override the value for a specific user, use the PROFILE
command in online Dataquery and change the specification for PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS.
Valid Entries:

12 -- 255
Default Value:

66
NEWPASS=

Specifies that users are allowed to change passwords on the Signon panel. If NO is specified, only an
Administrator with User Maintenance authorization can change user passwords.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
OPNDURT=

Specifies whether to open dynamically built User Requirements Tables for update (U) or read-only (R) or not at all
(N).
Valid Entries:

N, R, or U
Default Value:

U
OPSYS=

Specifies the operating system.
Valid Entries for z/OS:

OS
Valid Entries for z/VSE:

DOS
OUTXITO=

Specifies the name of the Online Output exit to be called as output rows are read.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
OUTXITB=

Specifies the name of the Batch Output exit to be called as output rows are read.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
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Default Value:
No default

PDBAREA=
Specifies the name of an existing database area to use for personal tables. The value may be overridden for each
user. This area is used when using DATACOM extensions to SQL.
Valid Entries:

Name of an existing area
Default Value:

Datacom/DB default area if no area named
PRECISN=

Specifies the precision to use on a SET statement in DQL Mode when precision is not specified.
Valid Entries:

(I,D) Where I is the number of integer digits at the left of the decimal point, D is the number of decimal
digits at the right of the decimal point, and I + D is less than or equal to 18.

Default Value:
(10,5)

PRTCTL=
Specifies the maximum number of pages of report output that a user can send to a 3284 or 3286 printer for any
given query.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
Default Value:

10
QPAGES=

Specifies the maximum number of 24-line query pages that a query can occupy. Each page beyond 1 requires
approximately 5K additional bytes of task-related storage while the transaction is active, and 5K more of auxiliary
temporary storage per session if the pages are actually used. If you are using the Guided Query Creation Facility,
specify a minimum of 2.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 4
Default Value:

1
QRYGRPS=

Specifies whether you can partition the public query library at the group level. Code YES to use group level
access authorization partitioning of the query library.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
RCNTDQW=

Specifies number of times DQBATCH should retry getting a DQW partition when all are marked in use before
going to end of job when none are available. DQBATCH waits 30 seconds between retries.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 9999
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Default Value:
5

RPTHEAD=
Specifies a character string, enclosed within apostrophes, that Dataquery is to use as the first heading line of all
query reports printed on a 328x hardcopy printer or line printer. This heading is printed as the primary heading on
every report produced. Use the TITLE1 clause of the PRINT statement to produce a second line, and the TITLE2
clause to produce a third line.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 30 characters, enclosed within apostrophes
Default Value:

No default
RTIMDQE=

Specifies the number of seconds SQL Mode batch Dataquery is to wait before reusing a found set in the Work
Table (DQE) that is marked as being "in use." Sets may be left marked "in use" after a system failure or batch
Dataquery abend.
Valid Entries:

60 -- 32000
Default Value:

14400
RTIMDQW=

Specifies the number of seconds batch Dataquery is to wait before reusing a partition of the Work Table (DQW)
that is marked as being "in use." Partitions may be left marked "in use" after a system failure or batch Dataquery
abend. When Dataquery is unable to allocate a partition, the message "Dataquery WAITING FOR RESOURCES"
appears.
Valid Entries:

60 -- 32000
Default Value:

7200
RTRNMOD=

(CICS only.) Specifies the name of a user program that is to receive control through CICS XCTL when Dataquery
is signed off. The specified name must be in the CICS PPT and must not be the same as any Dataquery module
name. The value that is specified in this parameter overrides the RTRTRAN specification and the session level
transaction ID.

NOTE
If you specify either RTRNMOD or RTRTRAN, Dataquery ignores any value that you specify for the
USRCMD parameter.

RTRTRAN=
(CICS only.) Specifies the CICS transaction ID to be initiated through CICS interval control initiate when
Dataquery is signed off. The value that is specified in this parameter can be overridden by using RTRNMOD or
the session level return transaction ID. RTRTRAN use is preferred over RTRNMOD use.

NOTE
If you specify either RTRNMOD or RTRTRAN, Dataquery ignores any value that you specify for the
USRCMD parameter.

SECINF=
Specifies if Dataquery should use the External Security Interface to get user IDs from ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM's
RACF. If SECINF=YES when executing in Dataquery batch SIGN/ON mode, you can eliminate the signon card
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from batch executions. You must also specify the necessary external security resources and privileges. For more
information about implementing external security, see Using External Security for Datacom.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
SEQBUFS=

Specifies the number of batch sequential data buffers that can be used to speed the processing of some queries
in batch by allowing the use of the Datacom/DB GETIT and GSETL commands. Dataquery decides to use GETIT
and GSETL based on input from the Compound Boolean Selection Facility.
Valid Entries:

2 -- 32
Default Value:

2
SONEXIT=

Specifies the online Signon/off Exit module name. The specified name must be in the CICS PPT and must not be
the same as any Dataquery module name. See Sign-on/off Exit for information.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
SORTCTG=

Specifies, in 4096-byte increments, the maximum contiguous storage area for in-memory sorting that Dataquery
requests of CICS at one time. If this amount is not available when needed, Dataquery tries to allocate some
smaller areas for the sort.
This parameter sets the system default. You can override the value for specific users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 16
Default Value:

16
SORTPAG=

Specifies, in 4096-byte increments, the maximum amount of storage Dataquery allocates to process a single sort
request. If a request is too large to be sorted in this amount, or if the storage is unavailable in the monitor, then the
Datacom/DB Index sort is used.
This parameter sets the system default. You can override this value for specific users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 1024
Default Value:

64
SORTSYS=

Specifies, in 4096-byte increments, the maximum amount of storage Dataquery allocates to process all
concurrent sorts combined system wide.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 2048
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Default Value:
64

SORTWK=
(z/VSE only) Specifies the number of disk sort work files to be used for batch system sort. Batch JCL should
reflect the value that is specified.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 8
Default Value:

3
SQLPRTY=

Specifies the priority for SQL requests processed by MUF. One is the lowest priority and 15 is the highest.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 15
Default Value:

7
SRCHLIM=

Specifies the maximum number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events Dataquery is to issue to perform the FIND
statement of any one query. The value should be small enough to prohibit full table searches and expensive
queries. Code it large enough to allow users to issue queries of reasonable size. The limit is specified in terms of
I/O events, not Datacom/DB requests. This parameter is ignored by batch Dataquery.
If the limit you specify is exceeded, Dataquery ends the search with one of two messages, either:
DQ472I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - FOUND NNNNNN, or

DQ478I - LIMIT EXCEEDED - NO ROWS FOUND.

These messages are also generated whenever the limits set in the FNDBLKS= or MFTIME= parameters are
exceeded. To find out if the message that you receive has been generated by a FNDBLKS=, MFTIME=, or
SRCHLIM= limit, either use a PF key from the Print Output panel, or view the Find Statistics panel by issuing the
STATS command and check the FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE field for one of the following messages:
FNDBLKS: MAX WORK TABLE BLOCKS EXCEEDED

MFTIME: MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED

SRCHLIM: SITE I/O LIMIT (DQOPTLST.SRCHLIM) EXCEEDED

Specifying a zero means that you want no limit placed on the number of I/O events.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 99999999
Default Value:

9999999
SUBEXIT=

(Online only.) Specifies the name of the batch submit JCL exit module. The module name must be in the CICS
PPT and must not be the same as any Dataquery module name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
SXBEXIT=

Specifies the name of a batch Signon/off Exit module. The module name must not be the same as any Dataquery
module name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
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Default Value:
No default

SYSDIAL=
(Valid only for sites that use the Language Maintenance Facility.) Specifies the 2-character language code for the
language that you have chosen as the PRIMARY language (the language translation that is searched first).
This parameter sets the system default. You can override the value for specific users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

2-character language code previously defined in the Language Maintenance Facility
Default Value:

No default (Some panels show AE.)
SYSLANG=

(Valid only for sites that use the Language Maintenance Facility.) Specifies the 2-character language code for
the language that you have chosen as the SECONDARY language (the language translation that is searched
second).
This parameter sets the system default. You can override the value for specific users. See Authorizing Users in
Dataquery.
Valid Entries:

2-character language code previously defined in the Language Maintenance Facility
Default Value:

No default

NOTE
Some panels show AE.)

TIMEFMT=
Specifies the format to use to print columns in DQL Mode and SQL Mode that are defined as SQL time types.
Valid Entries:

USA - hh:mm am (or pm)
ISO - hh.mm.ss
EUR - hh.mm.ss
JIS - hh:mm:ss

Default Value:
USA

TINIT=
Specifies whether Dataquery can be initiated from a terminal. If YES is specified, Dataquery can be initiated by
entering DQRY at a terminal. If NO is specified, Dataquery can only be initiated from a program. For information
about initiating Dataquery from a program, see Initiating and Terminating Datacom Core.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
TITLWC=

Specifies how you want report titles to be centered. If YES is specified, report titles are centered over the width of
the presented data. If NO is specified, report titles are centered over the width of the device.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
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Default Value:
NO

UDFMOD=
Specifies whether a User-Defined Functions exit is to be used. If you specify a name, ensure that a user-written
exit is provided. The specified name must be in the CICS PPT and must not be the same as any Dataquery
module name. For more information, see User-Defined Functions Exit.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
URTPRTY=

Specifies the priority for requests that are processed by the batch program after the User Requirements Table is
opened. 1 is the lowest priority; 15 is the highest. Dataquery dynamically builds batch User Requirements Tables.
For more information, see Defining the Dataquery User Requirements Tables.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 15
Default Value:

7
USRCMD=

Specifies the names of up to ten 10 transactions that Dataquery recognizes as valid Dataquery commands. When
one of these transactions is entered as a Dataquery command, Dataquery initiates the transaction.

NOTE
If you specify either RTRNMOD or RTRTRAN, Dataquery ignores any value that you specify for the
USRCMD parameter.

VALEXIT=
Specifies whether a Query Validation exit is to be used. If you code a name, ensure that a user-written exit is
provided. The specified name must be in the CICS PPT and must not be the same as any Dataquery module
name. For information about writing a Query Validation exit, see Query Validation Exit.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character module name
Default Value:

No default
XTRBLKS=

Specifies the amount of space on the DQF (Found Table) that a single EXTRACT request can allocate at
one time. This limit prevents one user from using excessive table space. If the limit is exceeded, Dataquery
terminates the EXTRACT command and releases the assigned space. The value that is coded is in logical blocks;
the number of logical rows that can be extracted at one time depends on the length of the logical row. For an
estimate, divide 760 by the logical row length (total length of all columns and keys that are named by the average
PRINT or DISPLAY).
Valid Entries:

1 -- 9999
Default Value:

20
XTRSETL=

Specifies the length of a SET result in EXTRACT output. If 8 is specified and the SET result is greater than 15
digits in length, the value that is extracted is zero (0). If 16 is used, all SET result values are extracted as packed
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decimal length 16. If 8 is used, all SET result values are extracted as packed decimal length 8. Setting the value
to zero and continuing to process the rest of the output permits the program to continue. No other error message
or error return code is set.
Valid Entries:

8 or 16
Default Value:

8
Example DQOPTLST Assemblies
Sample CICS Assembly in z/OS
       DQOPTLST OPSYS=OS,                                              X

             ETMSO=20,                                                 X

             DDDBID=2,                                                 X

             DQDBID=3,                                                 X

             MXREQ=100,                                                X

             MXTLR=10,                                                 X

             BUFSIZE=4600,                                             X

             LINPRTP=55,                                               X

             QRYGRPS=NO,                                               X

             QPAGES=3

       END

Sample CICS Assembly in z/VSE
       DQOPTLST OPSYS=DOS,                                             X

             ETMSO=20,                                                 X

             SORTWK=3,                                                 X

             DDDBID=2,                                                 X

             DQDBID=3,                                                 X

             MXREQ=100,                                                X

             MXTLR=10,                                                 X

             BUFSIZE=4600,                                             X

             LINPRTP=55,                                               X

             QRYGRPS=NO,                                               X

             QPAGES=3

       END

Preparing and Maintaining the Dataquery System Tables
Review the list of the tables that must be present in Datacom/ DB to run Dataquery with the SQL option installed.
Calculate sizes for system tables; maintain Dataquery system tables.

NOTE
See important information in Logging, Recovery, and URI and Recovery.

DQE
Serves as an SQL Found Table containing the rows of data returned by a SQL query.

DQF
Dataquery Found Table - Stores the results of a query or found set. The found set that results from a query
remains active until another query is executed or the user signs off. This table also contains saved sets that
are pointer information to the original data in the queried database table when the KEEP command is used for
DQL Language queries. When the EXTRACT command is used, the actual data values for the columns that are
specified in the query are saved in a special Extract Set on the Dataquery Found Table (DQF). The Found Table is
also used by the Deferred Batch and Print Offline functions of Dataquery.
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DQM
Dataquery Literals Table - Stores literal values that are output by the Dataquery system. These literal values are
keywords and phrases that are commonly used by the Dataquery system. Storing them on this table facilitates
their translation to other languages by the Dataquery Language Maintenance Facility.

DQP
Dataquery Panel Table - Stores the image of the panels that collectively comprise the Dataquery External Online
Interface. Storing panel images on this table facilitates their translation into other languages by the Dataquery
Language Maintenance Facility. Any translated versions are also stored on this table.

DQQ
Dataquery Query Library - Primarily stores query text members, JCL members, PROCs, terms, condition, and
restriction definitions.

DQR
Functions as a Recovery Table containing one row for each Found Set in the DQE. This table also contains some
record keeping data, such as who created the Found Set, when it was created, and so on.

DQS
Dataquery Spool Table - Stores and controls the hardcopy report output of a query that has been routed to an
online network printer.

DQU
Dataquery User Table - Stores the definitions of valid Dataquery users. This table contains user attributes such
as name, password, language, system options, and function authorizations. This information is used to validate a
user attempting to sign on to the Dataquery system.

DQV
Dataquery Vocabulary Table - Stores Language and Command keywords that a Dataquery user would enter into
the system. Storing these keywords on this table facilitates their translation into other languages by the Dataquery
Language Maintenance Facility.

DQW
Dataquery Work Table - Performs as the batch equivalent of the DQF table. The Work Table stores and manages
found sets that result from batch queries. This table is segmented into partitions to allow the concurrent execution
of several batch queries. (The KEEP and EXTRACT commands are not available in batch Dataquery, so no
saved or Extracted sets are present on the Dataquery Work Table.)

If SQL is not installed, the DQE and DQR tables are not needed.

Table Sizes

The size of each of these tables is site-specific. The 10 tables are provided with the installation of Dataquery. Each table
is in its own Datacom/DB area except DQM, DQP, and DQV which share the DQM area. You must determine if the tables
are large enough as provided and if not, you must regenerate the tables to meet the needs of your environment.

Logging, Recovery, and URI

Do not specify logging for any of the Dataquery system tables except the DQQ (Query Library Table) and DQU (User
Table). Installing or upgrading specifies logging on for these tables.

Recovery

The recovery attribute (RECOVERY) is set to yes (Y) for all Dataquery system tables to allow URI support to be
implemented. Do not change this specification.

Calculating Sizes for System Tables

Allocate sufficient space for the Dataquery tables. The size of some of the Dataquery tables is site-specific and impacts
the efficiency of Dataquery. You must determine the amount of space your site requires for these tables. This section
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provides information about calculating optimum table sizes for the Dataquery system tables. The sizes are based on the
3380 device type.

Tables with Set Allocations

Use the following guidelines:

DQM - Literals Table
(DQM area) Allocate 60 tracks to allow space for some translation.

DQP - Panel Table
(DQM area) Allocate 60 tracks to allow space for some translation.

DQQ - Query Library Table
Allocate a minimum of 20 tracks.

DQR - SQL Recovery Table
Allocate 10 tracks.

DQS - Spool Table
An allocation of 10 tracks is usually sufficient for the Spool Table (DQS).

DQU - User Table
Allocate a minimum of 20 tracks.

DQV - Vocabulary Table
(DQM area) Allocate 60 tracks to allow space for some translation.

The allocations for the DQE, DQF, and DQW are site-specific. Instructions for estimating the appropriate allocation for
your site follow the description of each of these tables later in this chapter.

Maintaining the Dataquery System Tables

The physical aspects of Dataquery are maintained by the Datacom/DB database management system. The Dataquery
database consists of rows on a Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), an index, and 12 tables. Maintenance of the Dataquery
database is no different from maintenance of any other Datacom/DB database, but there are specifications regarding
recovery. See the DBUTLTY Reference for details about system tasks, including:

• Maintaining the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) -- backing up and restoring the Directory containing the definitions of the
Dataquery tables. You can also print a report of those definitions.

• Unloading tables -- unloading an individual Dataquery table (for example, as a backup or for subsequent reloading).
• Loading tables -- loading a particular Dataquery area and restoring a backup copy of a table.
• Maintaining the index -- initializing, rebuilding, and reporting on the index.
• Retrieving tables -- restoring a table if the database index has been destroyed and reloading it.
• Backing up tables -- Dataquery tables should be included in normal site backup procedures. Regular backup for the

DQQ and DQU tables is especially important since these tables contain data that is not easily re-created in case of a
system malfunction. For more information, see Scheduling System Table Backups.

Dataquery Utilities

Dataquery provides the following batch utilities to maintain its tables.

• The Language Maintenance Utility, DQLANGMT, is used to back up and restore the DQM, DQP, and DQV tables.
• The Query Library Table Maintenance Utility, DQLIBRMT, is used to maintain the DQQ table:
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– Delete all or selected members for selected users or groups
– Backup queries, dialogs, terms, JCL and PROC members
– Restore all or selected members to the DQQ from tape or disk
– Print maintenance reports
– Add members

• The Found Table Maintenance Utility, DQWFINIT, used to initialize the DQE, DQF, and DQW tables.

Scheduling System Table Backups

Schedule system backups regularly to back up DQQ, DQU, DQM, and DQT. Use the BACKUP function of Datacom/DB
Utility (DBUTLTY) for your system backups.

If the DQU is restored from a database backup, DQWFINIT must be run to reinitialize the DQF and DQE tables after null-
loading DQF, DQE, DQS, and DQR.

All Tables

For details on how each of the Dataquery tables should be backed up, check the information on previous pages for the
individual tables.

DQE and DQF

DQF and DQE should never be loaded from a backup. They should always be null-loaded and reinitialized with
DQWFINIT.

DQW

The DQW table may be loaded from a backup if the backup was made immediately after initializing it with DQWFINIT.

DQM, DQP, and DQV

Use the DQLANGMT utility to back up and restore the Literals Table (DQM), the Panel Table (DQP), and the Vocabulary
Table (DQV). These tables store literal values, panel images, and language and command keywords, respectively. For
more information, see Loading and Unloading Languages (DQLANGMT).

DQE SQL Found Table
The DQE provides space for storing the rows retrieved by SQL queries. Pointers to these rows are kept in a found set on
the DQF table like a DQL query.

The default block size for the DQE is 4096 (record size 4082). This means the maximum row length for a row retrieved by
an SQL query is 4030, because of the header, pointer, and length fields used in the block by Dataquery.

Preparing the DQE

To prepare the DQE:

1. Allocate space (see instructions for calculating size, below).
2. Initialize space using DBUTLTY.
3. Null load using DBUTLTY.
4. Run DQWFINIT with a control statement to format DQE.

NOTE
At installation, the DQE block size for DQE defaults to 4096. The block size of the DQE can be changed using
standard procedures in Datacom Datadictionary for changing the definition of a table and cataloging. See the
Datacom Datadictionary documentation or the Datacom Datadictionary Administrator for assistance. After
changing the definition of the DQE and cataloging it, it must be reallocated and reinitialized as above. Also, the
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DQESIZE parameter on the System Option Table must be changed to reflect the new record size (block size
minus 14) and reassembled.

Calculating the Allocation for DQE

For SQL queries, determine:

• AVG-ROW-LEN selected = A
• AVG-ROW-COUNT = R
• USER-COUNT = U
• Step 1:

Calculate the number of rows per block.
4096/A (round down)

• Step 2:
Calculate the number of blocks per user.
R/(result of Step 1)

• Step 3:
Calculate the total blocks.
(result of Step 2) x U

• Step 4:
Multiply the result of step 3 by two.
(result of Step 3) x 2

• Step 5:
This gives the number of physical 4096-byte blocks. Use the result of Step 4 to calculate the tracks or blocks for your
device type.
– For Count Key Data devices:

(number of tracks) = (outcome of Step 4)/b
where b = number of 4096-byte rows that will fit on a track on the device used to hold the table.

– For FBA devices:
(number of FBA blocks) = (outcome of Step 4) x 8

NOTE
You multiply by 8 because it is the minimum number of 512-byte blocks needed to accommodate the
4096-byte row size of the DQE.

Maintaining the DQE

No backup of the DQE is required since no sets are kept or extracted in SQL Mode. Dataquery uses the DQE as work
space during SQL Mode query execution.

WARNING
SYNCHRONIZE. When you null load and initialize the DQE, you must also null load and initialize the DQF, DQR,
and DQS to maintain synchronization. Failure to synchronize these tables can result in failure to reclaim DQE
space.

Recovering the DQE

If the DQE is lost due to catastrophe:

• Allocate the table.
• Initialize the table using DBUTLTY.
• Null load the table using DBUTLTY.
• Run the DQWFINIT utility to format the DQE.
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DQF Found Table
The Dataquery Found (DQF) table stores query results, including found sets, saved sets, extract sets, temporary sets, and
the deferred batch queue.

The Dataquery Found table can contain:

• Found sets, which consist of pointer information to the original data in the queried database when the FIND command
is used

• Saved sets, which consist of pointer information to the original data in the queried database when the KEEP command
is used

• Extract sets, which consist of the values for the columns that are specified in the query
• Temporary sets that are used for offline print and network print, which consist of a copy of the request table, a copy of

the found set, and optionally, the find statistics or the query text
• The deferred batch queue, which consists of entries for each deferred batch request

Dataquery writes the pointers to the data or the data that result from a request to the DQF after the request is processed.
The DQF is read to report on the stored results.

The logical row length of the DQF table is 772 bytes. The default block size is 4096 bytes. Each physical block holds five
logical blocks, which are used as an intermediate area for holding the logical rows selected during a query execution.

The DQF table is one physical database table, but because of its row structure, it appears as multiple logical tables.
Subsets of the DQF table are dynamically assigned to individual tasks when needed and later released back to the
system. When row collection sets are saved with the KEEP and EXTRACT commands, entries that provide specific
information about the sets are placed in the DQF table directory.

Prepare the DQF

1. Determine the space needed.
The number of logical rows that can belong to a row collection at one time during selection varies per query. The
number of RELATED clauses and SET statements and the length of a SORT key are factors.
Because the logical row length is variable, you cannot always tell exactly how many can be contained in a physical
block.

2. Allocate the space.
3. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
4. Null load the DQF and the DQS using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.
5. Run the DQWFINIT utility. For information about executing DQWFINIT, see Initializing the DQE, DQF, and DQW

(DQWFINIT).

WARNING
SYNCHRONIZE. When you null load and initialize the DQF, you must also null load and initialize the DQE, DQR,
and DQS to maintain synchronization. (Omit the DQR and DQE tables if the SQL option is not installed.) Failure
to synchronize these tables can result in failure to reclaim DQF space.

WARNING
Executing DQWFINIT reinitializes the table and destroys any KEEP or EXTRACT row collections on the table.
Queued network print requests are all lost. Unprocessed deferred batch jobs are lost.

Calculate the Allocation for DQF

The following parameters of the System Option Table limit allocations of space from DQF.

FNDBLKS=
Sets a limit on the maximum space that can be allocated during execution of the FIND steps of a query. You can
override the value for FNDBLKS= for any individual by updating the FNDBLKS= parameter on panel DQUM0.
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The override value can be greater than or less than FNDBLKS=. If it is greater, consider the extra blocks when
allocating table space.

MXSETS=
Limits the total number of KEEP or EXTRACT row collections that an individual user can own at one time

XTRBLKS=
Sets a limit on the maximum space that can be assigned to an EXTRACT row collection by a user

The number of logical rows that can belong to a row collection at one time during selection varies per query. The number
of RELATED clauses and SET statements and the length of a SORT key are factors.

Because the logical row length is variable, you cannot always tell exactly how many rows can be contained in a physical
block. The following list helps approximate the values.

First, determine a value for each of the following values:

LREC-LIMIT
Number of logical rows to be allowed in a row collection

AVG-TABLES
Average number of tables to be related in a query (average number of RELATED clauses plus 1). For SQL
queries, the AVG-TABLES is always 1.

AVG-SETS
Average number of SET statements in a query. For SQL queries, the AVG-SETS is always 0.

AVG-SORT
Average combined length of columns or keys named in a DQL Mode SORT statement. For SQL queries, the
AVG-SORT is always the sum of the lengths of the columns in the ORDER BY statement.

NUM-USERS
Number of Dataquery users

For DQF calculations, you should also count SQL queries if your site has installed the SQL option. The average number of
tables for an SQL query is one (1). The average number of sets for an SQL query is zero (0). The average sort is the sum
of the lengths of the columns in the ORDER BY statement.

Next, perform the following calculations:

Step 1:
Find the average logical row length:
(average logical row length) = 6 + (18 x AVG-TABLES)

Step 2:
Calculate the number of logical rows per logical block:
(logical rows per block) = 760/n
where n = average logical row length from Step 1

NOTE
Round down the result of 760/n.

Step 3:
Determine the value of the DQOPTLST macro FNDBLKS= parameter:
(value of FNDBLKS= parameter) = LREC-LIMIT/y
where y = the logical rows per logical block from Step 2

Step 4:
Find the total logical row length:
(total logical row length) = n + (17 x AVG-SETS) + AVG-SORT
where n = the average logical row length from Step 1
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Step 5:
Divide the result of Step 4 by the result of Step 1:
(total logical row length)/(average logical row length)

Step 6:
Find the number of logical blocks per user:
(number of blocks per user) = (z x FNDBLKS=) x 2
where z is the result of Step 5

Step 7:
Find the minimum number of logical blocks that are required if KEEP and EXTRACT sets are not kept by doing
this:
(number of blocks per user from Step 6) x NUM-USERS

Step 8:
Determine the minimum number of logical blocks that are required if KEEP or EXTRACT sets are allowed to be
kept by performing the following operation:
[(result of Step 7)/2] x w
where w = the value you gave the MXSETS= parameter in the DQOPTLST macro

Step 9:
Find the total logical blocks:
(total logical blocks) = (result of Step 7) + (result of Step 8)

Step 10:
Calculate the number of physical blocks:
(number of physical blocks) = (result of Step 9)/5

Step 11:
Use the result of Step 10 to calculate the tracks or blocks for your device type.

• For Count Key Data devices:
(number of tracks) = (outcome of Step 10)/b
where b = number of 4096-byte rows that fit on a track on the device that is used to hold the table.

• For FBA devices:
(number of FBA blocks) = (outcome of Step 10) x 8

NOTE
You multiply by 8 because it is the minimum number of 512-byte blocks needed to accommodate the
4096-byte row size of the DQF.

Enlarge the DQF

1. After increasing the size of the DQF, INIT and null load it with DBUTLTY.
2. INIT and null load the DQS table, and if the SQL option is installed, INIT and null load the DQE and DQR tables.
3. Format the DQF table with the DQWFINIT utility.
4. If the SQL option is installed, format the DQE table with the DQWFINIT utility.

Recover the DQF

If the DQF is lost due to catastrophe:

• Allocate the table.
• Initialize the DQF and DQS tables (and the DQE and DQR tables if SQL is installed) using DBUTLTY.
• Null load the DQF and DQS (and DQE and DQR if SQL is installed) using DBUTLTY.
• Run the DQWFINIT utility to format the DQF (and DQE) tables.
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Maintain the DQF

Dataquery indicates that the DQF must be enlarged, by the frequent display of the error message DQ026I at one or more
Dataquery terminals. DQ026E specifies that work space is not available to complete the requested function.

In DBUTLTY Directory (CXX) reports, the DQW always shows 99 percent full after DQWFINIT has run. A lack of available
work space on the DQW is indicated by error messages. The percent full value on the report for the DQF and the DQE
shows the maximum that is used at one time (a "high-water mark"). Space that has been used and freed shows on the
report as in use.

Back Up the DQF

No backup of the DQF is required.

Restore the DQF

The DQF cannot be restored from a backup. It must be reinitialized. See the information above about recovering the DQF.

DQM Area
Learn about the Dataquery system tables in the DQM area. Find information about translating the DQM area from
American English. Also learn about enlarging, recovering, backing up, and restoring the DQM area.

The DQM area consists of the following Dataquery system tables:

DQM (Literals Table)
Is used to store literal values that are output by the Dataquery system. These literal values are keywords and
phrases that are commonly used by the Dataquery system. Storing them on this table facilitates their translation to
other languages by the Dataquery Language Maintenance Facility.

DQP (Panel Table)
Is used to store the panel images that collectively comprise the Dataquery External Online Interface. Storing panel
images on this table facilitates their translation into other languages by the Dataquery Language Maintenance
Facility. Any translated versions are also stored on this table. Dataquery provides a utility for printing all Dataquery
panels, called DQPANPRT.

DQV (Vocabulary Table)
Is used to store Language and Command keywords that a Dataquery user would enter into the system. Storing
these keywords on this table facilitates their translation into other languages by the Dataquery Language
Maintenance Facility.

The DQM tables are accessed when Dataquery is to display data on the terminal and when data is supplied to Dataquery
by the user.

The DQM area consists of a group of physical blocks that vary in size depending on the device type. The logical row
length of the DQM table is 92 bytes, the DQP table is 2008 bytes, the DQV table is 92 bytes. The default block size for the
DQM area is 4096 bytes. You can modify these as needed.

Translation Concerns

During installation, the DQM area is loaded with American English text. If your site plans to translate or customize the
entire Dataquery system, you must allocate more disk space to store the newly created language. For a complete
translation you need 20 tracks on a 3380 disk or in Datacom/DB terms, you need 220 blocks of 3584 bytes.
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Enlarging the DQM Area

To enlarge the area:

1. Back up the area using the Language Maintenance Utility (DQLANGMT). See Loading and Unloading Languages
(DQLANGMT) for details.

2. Allocate the disk space.
3. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
4. Null load the DQM using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.
5. Restore the language from the backup using DQLANGMT.

Recovering the DQM

If the DQM area is lost due to a system catastrophe:

• If you have done no translation:
– Load the area from the Broadcom tape following the instructions in the Datacom installation documentation.
– OR, if backed up using DBUTLTY, load the area from your backup using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

• If you have done translation, load the area from your backup using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function (if backed
up by DBUTLTY). Or, execute the Language Maintenance Utility JCL with RUNTYPE=LOAD, if backed up with
Language Maintenance.
If you have made no backup of the area:
– Load the area from the Broadcom tape following the instructions in the Datacom installation documentation.
– Retranslate using the Language Maintenance Utility. See the Dataquery Administrator.

Backing Up the DQM

The DQM area needs backing up at System Generation time and later if it is changed. To back up the DQM: execute
the Language Maintenance Utility JCL with RUNTYPE=UNLOAD. The Language Maintenance Utility also allows you to
do a selective backup (unload). To back up (unload) either a language that you have created or a Broadcom provided
language, replace the RUNTYPE=UNLOAD line of the JCL with RUNTYPE= UNLOAD,LANGUAGE=lc where lc is the
language you want to unload. Or, use the DBUTLTY backup data area function.

Restoring the DQM

To restore backup tables, execute the Language Maintenance Utility JCL with RUNTYPE=LOAD. You cannot do a
selective restore. Or, use the DBUTLTY load data area function, if backed up using DBUTLTY.

DQQ Query Library Table
The DQQ (Query Library Table) is used to store query text members, JCL members, PROCs, terms, condition and
restriction definitions, and dialogs. The DQQ is accessed when you SAVE, UPDATE, or EDIT a query.

During installation, for new users, the DQQ is created with one sample query loaded in it.

The logical row length of the DQQ is 2200 bytes long. The default block size is 4096 bytes. When allocating space for the
DQQ, allow one physical block for each page of each query to be saved, one for each term, and one for each restricted
condition row. Allow some space for future growth.

Enlarging the DQQ

If you want to enlarge the table after installation:

1. Use the DBUTLTY BACKUP function to backup the table.
2. Allocate the space.
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3. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
4. Load the DQQ using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

Maintaining the DQQ

The content of the DQQ is maintained by the Dataquery Administrator using DQLIBRMT. This utility is used to add,
delete, backup, and restore members to maintain the content of the table but it is not intended for complete backups. Use
DBUTLTY for standard table maintenance.

Backing Up the DQQ

The DQQ should be backed up on a daily basis. To backup the DQQ, use the DBUTLTY BACKUP Data Area function.

Restoring the DQQ

To restore a backup, use the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

Recovering the DQQ

If the DQQ is lost due to system catastrophe, you must:

1. Reallocate the space.
2. Initialize the table using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
3. Load the backup using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

DQR SQL Recovery Table
This table is used to recover the SQL found sets in the DQE table. It also contains some record-keeping data such as,
who created the SQL Found Set, when it was created, and so forth.

For recovery purposes, DQE sets are of three types:

• Batch sets created for queries run in DQBATCH
• Single use online sets
• Multi-use online sets subsequently used for network or offline print

Normally, all are freed as soon as no longer needed, but in case of abends or system failures, they must be recovered.

At the start of DQBATCH, any sets older than the time specified by RTIMDQE= are freed. At signon time online, when the
operator owning the single and multi-user sets signs on, these are recovered when RTIMDQE= has expired.

Preparing the DQR

To prepare the DQR:

• Allocate ten tracks.
• Initialize the area.
• Null load the table.

WARNING
SYNCHRONIZE. If the DQR is initialized, the DQE, DQF, and DQS must also be initialized. If the SQL option is
not installed, synchronize only the DQR and the DQF.
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DQS Spool Table
The DQS (Spool Table) is used to store and control the hardcopy report output of a query that has been routed to an
online network printer. When a print is requested, the control information for the print is written to the DQS table. The DQF
is read to obtain the data or the pointers to the data to be printed.

Enlarging the DQS

The installation process creates the DQS. The DQS row length is 230 bytes. The default block size is 4096 bytes. If you
want to enlarge the table:

1. Allocate the space. Allocate one row for each pending network print request.
2. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
3. Null load the DQS using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

WARNING
 SYNCHRONIZE. The DQS must be synchronized with the DQF. If the DQS is initialized, the DQE, DQF, and
DQR must also be initialized. (Omit the DQE and DQR tables if the SQL option is not installed.)

Maintaining the DQS

The content of the table is maintained through the Printer Control Administrative function.

Backing Up and Restoring the DQS

It is not necessary to back and restore the DQS. Reinitializing the tables restores the DQS.

Recovering the DQS

If the DQS is lost due to system catastrophe:

• Reallocate the table.
• Initialize the table using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
• Null load the table using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

If you must re-create the DQS after a catastrophe, you must also re-create the DQF, DQE, and DQR so that the tables
remain synchronous.

DQU User Table
Learn about the DQU User Table in Dataquery. Learn how definitions for valid Dataquery users are stored. Find
information about maintaining, backing up, restoring, and recovering the DQU.

The DQU (User Table) stores the definitions of valid Dataquery users. DQU contains user attributes such as name,
password, language, system options, and function authorizations. This information validates a user at signon and verifies
function authorizations. The DQU is accessed when users are maintained and when users sign on. The DQU can be
queried.

Each user requires a logical row of 350 bytes. The default block size is 4096 bytes. The maximum number of logical rows
each physical block can contain is dependent upon whether compression is used and whether compression is effective.
Give future growth due consideration when calculating space requirements.

During installation, for new users, the DQU is created with one user definition called DATACOM-INSTALL.
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Enlarging the DQU

If you want to enlarge the table after installation:

1. Use the DBUTLTY BACKUP function to back up the table.
2. Allocate the space.
3. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
4. Load the DQU using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

Maintaining the DQU

The DQU content is maintained through the USER option of the Dataquery Administrative Menu or the DQUSERMT utility.

Backing Up the DQU

The DQU should be backed up as changes occur. To back up the DQU, back up the table using the DBUTLTY BACKUP
Data Area function.

Restoring the DQU

To restore the DQU, load the DQU backup using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

WARNING
SYNCHRONIZE. If you reload the DQU, you should then NULL load the DQF, DQS, DQR, and DQE tables
and run DQWFINIT against the DQF and DQE tables. (Omit the DQE and DQR tables if the SQL option is not
installed.)

Recovering the DQU

If the DQU is lost due to a system catastrophe:

• If you have a backup:
– Reallocate the table.
– Initialize the table using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
– Load the backup using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.

• If you do not have a backup:
– Reallocate the table.
– Initialize the table using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
– Run DQUSERMT with the input statement CREATE to add the user DATACOM-INSTALL, then add other users.

WARNING
SYNCHRONIZE. If you reload the DQU, you should then NULL load the DQF, DQS, DQR, and DQE tables
and run DQWFINIT against the DQF and DQE tables. (Omit the DQE and DQS tables if the SQL option is not
installed.)

DQW Work Table
The Dataquery DQW (Work Table) is the batch equivalent of the Dataquery DQF (Found Table). Review how to allocate
space, enlarge, recover, maintain, back up, and restore the DQW.

The DQW stores and manages found sets that result from batch queries. This table is segmented into partitions to allow
the concurrent execution of several batch queries. (The KEEP and EXTRACT commands are not available in batch
Dataquery, so no Saved or Extracted sets are present on the DQW.) The DQW is accessed to write the pointers to the
data or the data resulting from a query to it. The DQW is read when you want to report on the results of a query.
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The logical row length of the DQW (Work Table) is 772 bytes. The default block size is 4096 bytes. Each physical block
holds four logical blocks, which are used as an intermediate area for holding the logical rows selected during a batch
query execution.

The DQW (Work Table) is similar to the DQF in structure and use. It provides Dataquery batch jobs with space for the
storage and manipulation of query results. Subsets of the table are dynamically assigned to individual batch jobs as
required and later released when the job is terminated.

Estimating the DQW Allocation

When estimating the minimum size for your DQW, consider the following values:

• The maximum number of Dataquery batch jobs which you wish to allow to run concurrently.
• The approximate number of physical blocks in the DQW which are required to successfully execute your largest

anticipated batch query.

The number of batch Dataquery jobs that can run simultaneously is limited to the number of operating system partitions
or regions available for the Dataquery job class. You must specify this number in the DQW control statement when you
execute DQWFINIT. The DQW is divided into segments of which one is required for each batch query running at once.

Since the entire DQW is divided into segments, one per job, each job can only use the space in one segment. To
determine the appropriate size for your DQW, you must first calculate the approximate number of physical blocks required
per DQW segment for the successful execution of your largest anticipated query. To do this, perform the following
calculations:

Step 1:
Find the Logical Record Length:
6 + (18  x AVG-FILES) = (Average Logical Record Length)

6 + (18  x ______________) = _________________________________

Step 2:
Calculate the number of logical records per block:
760 / n = (Logical Records per Block)

(where n = average logical record length from Step 1)

760 / _____________ = ___________________

Step 3:
Calculate the number of logical blocks needed to process a query with the largest number of logical records
found.
(Logical Records Found) / (Number of Records per Logical Block)

___________________________ / ________________________ = ___________

Step 4:
Calculate the number of logical blocks needed to execute a query. (The factor of 8 allows for SET statements and
SORT keys which are kept in the Found File.)
(Number Logical blocks)  x 8 = (Logical Blocks for Execution)

___________________________  x 8 = ________________________

Step 5:
Calculate the number of logical blocks needed for the entire DQW. Multiply the results of Step 4 by the number of
batch DQ jobs which you want to allow to run concurrently. (Number of DQ segments.)
(Results of Step 4) * (Number DQ Segments) = (Number Logical Blocks

for DQW)

___________________________  x ________________________ = ____________
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Step 6:
Calculate the number of physical blocks needed for the entire DQW. Divide the results of Step 5 by 5 (which is the
number of logical blocks, 760, in a physical block).
(Results of Step 5) / 5 = (Number Physical Blocks for DQW)

______________________ / 5 = _________________

Step 7:
Calculate the total number of tracks that are required by dividing the results of Step 6 by the number of blocks per
track, considering that the block size of the DQW is 4096.
(Results of Step 6) / (Number Blocks per Track) = (Tracks Required)

_____________________ / ________________________ = _________________

(Example: The number of blocks per track on a 3380 is 10.)

NOTE
If batch Dataquery jobs terminate due to space limitations, re-evaluate the size of your DQW.

Maintaining the DQW

No extracts are ever kept on the DQW table. (Extract is an online function.) If problems arise with DQW, reinitialize and
run the DQWFINIT to format. If the DQW is large, reinitializing may take a lot of resources. Consider backing up a freshly
formatted DQW using DBUTLTY and in case of corruption, use it instead of reinitializing.

In DBUTLTY Directory (CXX) reports, the DQW always shows 99 percent full after DQWFINIT has been run. A lack of
available work space on the DQW is indicated by error messages. The percent full value on the report for the DQF and
the DQE shows the maximum that is used at one time (a "high-water mark"). Space that has been used and freed shows
on the report as being in use.

Enlarging the DQW

If batch Dataquery jobs terminate due to space limitations, you should re-evaluate the size of your DQW.

To enlarge your DQW, perform the following procedure:

1. Initialize the space using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
2. Null load the DQW using the DBUTLTY LOAD Data Area function.
3. Initialize the DQW using the DQWFINIT utility. See Initializing the DQE, DQF, and DQW (DQWFINIT) for details.

When the table is initialized with DQWFINIT, all the logical blocks are assigned to partitions and allocated to different
batch Dataquery jobs as those jobs are started.

NOTE
Because the DQW is preformatted by the DQWFINIT utility, it always shows 99 percent full on the Datacom/DB
Directory (CXX) report.

Recovering the DQW

If the DQW is lost due to catastrophe:

• Allocate the table.
• Initialize the table using the DBUTLTY INIT Data Area function.
• Null load the table.
• Run the DQWFINIT utility. See the following section for details.

NOTE
Once the DQW has been formatted with DQWFINIT, it may be backed up using DBUTLTY BACKUP and
reloaded using DBUTLTY LOAD instead of using a null load and DQWFINIT, unless you want to change the
number of DQW partitions. This is true only for the DQW table. You may not use DBUTLTY to load DQF or DQE.
They must always be formatted with DQWFINIT.
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DQWFI Initializing the DQE, DQF, and DQW (DQWFINIT)
DQWFINIT is the batch utility which you use to initialize the DQE (SQL Found Table), DQF (Found Table), and DQW
(Work Table). DQWFINIT initializes only the first block of the DQF.

In DBUTLTY Directory (CXX) reports, the DQW always shows 99 percent full after DQWFINIT has been run. A lack of
available work space on the DQW is indicated by error messages. The percent full value on the report for the DQF and
the DQE shows the maximum used at one time (a "high-water mark"). Space that has been used and freed shows on the
report as being in use.

Use the DQWFINIT utility to perform the following maintenance tasks:

• Formatting the DQF, the DQW, or the DQE.
• Enlarging the DQF, the DQW, or the DQE.
• Changing the number of segments in the DQW.
• Establishing the DQF, the DQW, or the DQE on a new device.
• Re-creating the DQF, the DQW, or the DQE after a system catastrophe.

The following topics are discussed on this page.

Procedures

You can run DQWFINIT after the appropriate files have been initialized and null loaded with DBUTLTY.

WARNING

SYNCHRONIZE. When you null load and initialize the DQF, you must also null load and initialize the DQE, DQR,
and DQS to maintain synchronization. Failure to synchronize these tables can result in failure to reclaim DQF
space. (Omit the DQE and DQR tables if the SQL option is not installed.)

Executing DQWFINIT completely reinitializes the DQF table and destroys any deferred KEEP or EXTRACT row
collections currently on the table. Queued network print requests are all lost. Deferred batch jobs are lost.

Work Table Create Report

Following is an example of the Work Table Create Report produced by DQWFINIT when DQW initialization is successful.

 DATAQUERY WORK TABLE CREATE

 TABLE DQW INITIALIZED SUCCESSFULLY 00586 ROWS WRITTEN

 

DQWFINIT Job Control Statements

Datacom/DB table definitions are not included since Dataquery is used with the Datacom/DB MUF. Use the following job
control statements to execute DQWFINIT.

Sample z/OS JCL
  //jobname         See .

  //       EXEC PGM=DQWFINIT    

  //STEPLIB    See  . 

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                           Print Output

  //SYSIN    DD *                                  Command input

  DQW 03   

  /*

  //
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jobname
Initiates the job.

EXEC PGM=
Specifies the program name (PGM=DQWFINIT).

SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=
Defines the sequential output data set used for listing the report.

SYSIN DD
Defines the control data set. It normally resides in the input stream; however, it can reside on a system input
device or a direct-access volume.

DQW
The required control statement for the DQWFINIT, which must be coded in columns 1-3, identifies the table to be
initialized. Valid options follow:

• DQE
• DQF
• DQW nn

where nn, which must be coded in columns 5-6, specifies the number of partitions, and may be any two-digit
number from 01 to 47.

NOTE
You must code the leading zero (for example, DQW 01).

You can use only one control statement per execution of DQWFINIT.

Sample z/VSE JCL
  * $$ JOB ...          See the note above and .

  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  . 

  // EXEC DQWFINIT   

  DQW 03   

  /*

  /&

 

JOB
Initiates the job.

EXEC DQWFINIT
Specifies the program name.

DQW
The required control statement for the DQWFINIT, which must be coded in columns 1-3, identifies the table to be
initialized. Valid options follow:

• DQE
• DQF
• DQW nn

where nn, which must be coded in columns 5-6, specifies the number of partitions, and may be any two-digit
number from 01 to 47.

NOTE
You must code the leading zero (for example, DQW 01).
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You can use only one control statement per execution of DQWFINIT.

Implementing Online Dataquery
Dataquery online facilities are available under CICS. Learn more about implementing Dataquery under CICS, Dataquery
requirements under CICS/VS, and memory requirements. Find related transaction IDs and requirements for program
storage, working storage, and in-core sort.

Implementing Dataquery Under CICS

CICS Prerequisites

When operating under CICS, Dataquery requires Datacom CICS Services. For the supported version levels of CICS/VS
and the required version level of Datacom CICS Services, see Hardware and Software Requirements.

NOTE
For more instructions on accommodating Dataquery when upgrading CICS, see Upgrading to New Releases of
Supporting Products.

When adding Dataquery to an existing system operating under the CICS/VS monitor, you must ensure:

• All installation requirements are met.
• The Dataquery libraries are available to CICS.

Under CICS, Dataquery supports only terminals which can be defined as 3270 devices.

Dataquery's requirements for CICS tables (PCT and PPT) can be found in the installation source library.

CICS TRANSID

Considerations regarding CICS TRANSID priority in the PCT of which to be aware includes making the DQRY and DQIN
TRANSIDs higher than the DQPR TRANSID.

Ensure that Dataquery execution libraries are included in the CICS startup deck.

CICS region/partition priority should be less than the priority of the MUF.

Dataquery Requirements Under CICS/VS

Operation

Dataquery does not issue terminal read operations. Instead, Dataquery uses pseudo-conversational programming
techniques to initiate a transaction when the terminal has input ready for processing. Most core requirements are therefore
restricted to the brief interval required to actually process the input stream and to write to the display screen.

TRANSIDs

The following list shows the Dataquery TRANSIDs and their functions.

DQIN
Used internally by Dataquery to reschedule Dataquery and need not be known by terminal users.

DQPR
Used internally by Dataquery for online printing to a 328x printer.

DQRY
Initiates a Dataquery session.e

Limits
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You should not limit Dataquery transactions in such a way as to inhibit other system functions. For example, if the DQIN
transaction is put in a CICS task class that disallows dispatching of an asynchronous task, then other system functions
could be inhibited.

CICS MRO

If you are operating in a CICS MRO environment, the Network Printers must be local to the transaction owning region. If
the printers are not local to the transaction owning region, your print requests fail.

Dataquery Memory Requirements

Program Storage

For Dataquery executable code, you need approximately 256K of program storage.

Working Storage

Calculate working storage during processing (per concurrent transaction) for Dataquery using the following formula:

50K + [ 5K * (x - 1) ]

where x = the value of the QPAGES= parameter in DQOPTLST.

Dataquery uses temporary storage under CICS. If QPAGES=1 in the DQOPTLST macro, you should allow about 24 KB of
auxiliary temporary storage per active user. Add 5 KB for each increment in the value specified for QPAGES= if that value
is greater than 1.

In-Core Sort

For the approximate number of bytes in the in-core sort work area, use the formula:

rows * [ 10 + sort key length + (18 * tables joined) ]

Defining Databases
Authorized Dataquery users can access any database that meets Datacom/DB specifications. There are some
recommendations for creating databases that will improve Dataquery effectiveness.

Designing the Database

If you are designing databases that will be accessed by Dataquery users, your key choice is the most important issue.
When choosing a key, imagine how people will select data and make that criteria a key. For example, if you wanted to
query all employees who made more than $50,000 a year, you should make salary a key.

For tables that you will join, consider what you would use to join those tables and make that a key. For example, if you
wanted to join the payroll and personnel tables by employee, you would make the employee number or employee name a
key and ensure that the data in both tables was stored as the same type and length.

Defining Entity-Occurrences in the Datacom Datadictionary 

When you define entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary, choose names that are obvious and meaningful
to Dataquery users. If Dataquery user can use an alias in a query without having to know the actual entity-occurrence
name. You can define aliases in Datacom Datadictionary when you create or add a entity-occurrence, or as maintenance
to an existing entity-occurrence. You can use the UPDATE ALIAS line command in online or the 1103 Alias Transaction in
batch.

Always use the description and text columns when defining Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrences that will be
accessed by Dataquery. The Dataquery user can view the description and text to ensure which entity-occurrences he
wants to query.
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Defining Tables

Do not specify logging for any of the Dataquery system tables, except the DQQ table (Query Library).

When defining tables, make the entity-occurrence names different for TABLE, KEY, and COLUMN entity-occurrences
so that Dataquery can unambiguously resolve references in queries. Make the COLUMN, ELEMENT, and KEY
entity-occurrence names unique within each row. Do not give a column the same name as a key in the same
row. Dataquery selects the first entity-occurrence it finds with the requested name and ignores any other entity-occurrence
with that name. Do not use Dataquery reserved words as TABLE, COLUMN, or KEY entity-occurrence names. If it is
necessary to do so, you can define aliases to use when accessing the data with Dataquery. See the  Dataquery User
Guide or  Dataquery Reference Guide for a list of reserved words.

Each table should have at least one unique key defined for it.

Defining Keys

Keys are recommended for use in the JOIN operation or as selection criteria.

 Adding Keys 

Each table should have at least one unique key defined for it.

No two keys in the same table should have the same value for the KEY-ID. These tables would be duplicated in a FIND.

Equivalent keys in different tables should be defined similarly. That is, the order, length, and type of constituent columns
should be the same.

 Naming Keys 

Equivalent columns or keys in different tables should be named the same to avoid confusion and to facilitate relating
tables together. Make the entity-occurrence names unique within each table. Do not give a column the same name as a
key in the same table. Dataquery selects the first entity-occurrence it finds with the requested name and ignores any other
entity-occurrence with that name. Do not use Dataquery reserved words as entity-occurrence names. If it is necessary to
do so, you can define aliases to use in accessing the data through Dataquery.

 Nil Value Columns 

When using nil valued columns in a key, users must be aware of which keys have been defined with INCLUDE-NIL-
KEY=NO and what effect it has on their requests. If the value range of a Compound Boolean Selection Facility traversal
key candidate includes either blanks or binary zeros, the key is not used because it cannot access all possible rows. This
can adversely affect performance.

 Signed Data 

When predicates in a FIND statement see columns containing signed numeric data of packed or zoned decimal format, it
is important to be as specific as possible in the Datacom Datadictionary TYPE-NUMERIC attribute about what sign codes
the columns contain. This allows Dataquery to pass this information to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility, which in
turn allows the Compound Boolean Selection Facility to evaluate the selection criteria more efficiently because it restricts
the traversal key value range.

For example, if the data contains only positive values with the X'C' sign code, then specify P for this attribute. This
attribute must agree with the actual data or incorrect results will be obtained.

 Removing Keys 

Be careful when you remove keys because existing queries may cease to function.

NOTE
 You can use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT ALTER CBSUSE to disable use of a key by the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility. This enables you to check the impact of deleting a key prior to actually deleting it.
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Defining Columns

 Naming Columns 

Make the entity-occurrence names unique within each table. Do not give a column the same name as a key in the
same table. Dataquery selects the first entity-occurrence it finds with the requested name and ignores any other entity-
occurrence with that name.

Do not use Dataquery reserved words as entity-occurrence names. If it is necessary to do so, you can define aliases to
use in accessing the data through Dataquery.

Equivalent columns or keys in different tables should be named the same to avoid confusion and to facilitate relating
tables together.

 Repeating Columns and Redefines 

 Datacom Datadictionary allows you to define simple or compound columns as repeating columns with the total number
of repetitions to be expressed in the column's definition. This is important for defining an arrayed column with up to two
levels of subscripts. Avoid the use of redefines and arrays if the columns are to be used with Dataquery.

 Securing Columns 

The PROFILE-CODE attribute in a column (FIELD entity-occurrence) definition in Datacom Datadictionary provides
column security for Dataquery usage. The Dataquery Security Administrator and the Dataquery Administrator determine
what columns to secure. Then the Datacom Datadictionary Administrator updates the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD
entity-occurrence attribute with the profile-code. This can be done through Datacom Datadictionary online using the
Attribute Update panel or through Datacom Datadictionary batch using the 4014 COLUMN transaction.

A Dataquery user may be authorized to one or more profile-codes. This authorization gives the user access to columns
that have been classified and secured by profile-codes. See Defining or Modifying the User Profile and How to Limit
Access to Columns for more information about profile-codes.

 Defining Column Headings 

When defining the COLUMN entity-occurrences, you can define headings. Dataquery uses these headings as column
titles in reports. The HEADING-1 attribute allows you to enter the first line of a heading that can be used in a columnar
report. The HEADING-2 attribute allows you to enter the second line of a heading that can be used in a columnar report.

These headings will only be used if the System Option Table DQOPTLST parameter DDHDG= is coded with one of the
YES entries. See Tailoring the Dataquery System Option Table for more information.

In Datacom Datadictionary online, use the Attribute Update panel to define headings.

In Datacom Datadictionary batch, use the 4013 COLUMN transaction to add headings that Dataquery uses as column
titles in reports and panels.

 Defining Numeric Display Patterns 

You can use Datacom Datadictionary to designate whether a column is left or right justified, the decimal position in
numeric columns, and the addition of edit-patterns. Dataquery uses these options when printing reports. For use
with Dataquery, you should follow Dataquery standards when defining these edit patterns.

The EDIT-PATTERN attribute allows you to enter an edit pattern for the column.

The edit-pattern will only be used if the System Option Table DQOPTLST parameter DDPIC= is coded YES. See Tailoring
the Dataquery System Option Table for more information.

In Datacom Datadictionary online, use the Attribute Update panel to define the edit pattern.

In Datacom Datadictionary batch, use the 4014 COLUMN transaction to add or change the edit pattern of the column.
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Modifying/Maintaining Datacom Datadictionary Definitions

 Datacom Datadictionary definitions are modified and maintained using standard Datacom
Datadictionary procedures. Datacom Datadictionary disables these definitions and their structures in the process.

 Disabling a Structure 

When a structure or definition was disabled because it was modified or maintained in Datacom Datadictionary or when
it has been subject to the Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE function, it is not available for use by other products such
as Dataquery.

 Enabling a Structure 

A disabled structure or definition in Datacom Datadictionary must be enabled with the Datacom Datadictionary ENABLE
function before other products, such as Dataquery, can use the structure or substructure.

See the Datacom Datadictionary documentation for details.

Updating the Directory

Before Dataquery can use the Datacom Datadictionary definition, Datacom Datadictionary must accurately reflect the
database definitions in the Directory (CXX). This means the definitions must be cataloged to the Directory. If the row/
column sizes in Datacom Datadictionary do not match those in the Directory, Dataquery will issue an error.

You cannot use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT DDPROD NEWDBID= parameter with Dataquery.

Allocating the Index Area

When enough storage is available, Dataquery processes sort requests using storage in memory. In-memory sorting space
allocation is determined by specifications in the System Option Table DQOPTLST macro parameters. If enough space is
not available, Dataquery uses the Index Area (IXX) of the Dataquery database for sorting. If the Index Area is not large
enough to accommodate the sorting, an index full database return code will be encountered.

Defining the Dataquery User Requirements Tables
The Dataquery User Requirements Table describes to Datacom/DB the Dataquery system tables that can be accessed
during online execution. The parameters of the Datacom/DB macro DBURTBL define the User Requirements Table.

DBURTBL Requirements

Whether you create a new User Requirements Table or modify existing ones, you must ensure that the following
requirements are met in the coding of DBURTBL.

You must define DBURTBL macros for eleven of the twelve Dataquery tables. The work table (DQW) is not used online,
so should not be included in the online User Requirements Table. A batch User Requirements Table used for the DQW is
built dynamically at execution time.

• Code the parameters to reflect your environment.
• Code DBID= with the ID you specified in the System Option Table DQDBID= parameter.
• Code UPDATE=YES for the Dataquery system tables.
• Specify each of the following Dataquery system tables using the TBLNAM= parameter:
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– DQE (Found Table if SQL is used)
– DQF (Found Table)
– DQM (Literals Table)
– DQP (Panel Table)
– DQQ (Query Library Table)
– DQR (Recovery Table if SQL is used)
– DQS (Spool Table)
– DQU (User Table)
– DQV (Vocabulary Table)

Sample User Requirements Table for CICS

Under CICS, a sample User Requirements Table, named DBURT003, is provided in the DQSAM10 member. You can use
this as a model either for creating the User Requirements Tables for your site or in modifying User Requirements Tables
that already exist in your environment.

CICS Startup

Under CICS, all User Requirements Tables will be opened at CICS startup unless specified otherwise through either
the AUTO[n]= or DEFER[n]= parameters of the DBCVTPR macro or through the DBOC AUTO= or DBOC DEFER=
commands. These parameters and commands permit you to delay opening any User Requirements Table until a
Datacom/DB application requiring its use begins processing (AUTO) or to defer its opening until explicitly opened through
a DBOC OPEN= command (DEFER).

If a User Requirements Table is specified as AUTO, you do not have to open it prior to issuing the DQRY signon
command.

Batch

In batch, User Requirements Tables are not required for Dataquery under z/OS or z/VSE.

Dynamic User Requirements Table Support

The Datacom CICS Services Version 2.4 (or later) allows Dataquery users to access some tables which are not in a User
Requirements Table. In Dataquery a user can create a personal table which also is not in a User Requirements Table.
Dataquery automatically and dynamically builds the needed User Requirements Table in a manner that is transparent to
the user.

In DQL Mode, it is possible to access tables without assembling/linking User Requirements Tables. When a request
for a particular table is received, Dataquery checks the online User Requirements Table's for the table. If the query
gets an RC05 (TABLE NOT OPEN), Dataquery does an internal check to see if the table is in reality in an existing User
Requirements Table that is closed, in which case the query correctly receives a return code.

If the table is not in a User Requirements Table, one is generated containing the table (or tables if the query is joining)
used by the query. The User Requirements Table is not deleted after the query completes because there is no way to
be sure another product (such as Ideal for Datacom) had not started processing against the table using the new User
Requirements Table. To avoid closing a User Requirements Table on another transaction, Dataquery leaves the User
Requirements Table. It can be closed later using DBOC and then deleted.

SQL queries use the SQL User Requirements Table.

An exception to the above concerns a table created by the STORE command. Although SQL statements are used during
the table creation, the table is actually populated using ADDITs which, since they are native commands, need a User
Requirements Table. This User Requirements Table is, however, deleted after the table is created/populated on the
assumption that it will most likely be accessed only through SQL. Because the process is the same, this only applies to
tables created through STORE.
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Initiating and Terminating Dataquery
Learn about initiating Dataquery from a terminal or from a program and terminating Dataquery through a standard signoff
procedure. Find information about executing Dataquery from a CICS program.

Dataquery can be initiated from a terminal or from a program. Dataquery can be terminated through a standard Dataquery
signoff procedure or can pass control to a user program at signoff.

Executing Dataquery from a Program in CICS

You can execute Dataquery from a program under CICS using CICS Interval Control Services. Your program can provide
to CICS Interval Control Services the following information:

• Dataquery transaction ID (DQRY)
• Terminal ID where you want Dataquery initiated
• One internal control data record, which can include the following information:

– Transaction ID of a program to be initiated at signoff
– User ID
– User password
– A Dataquery command
– 15 bytes of data

You can initiate Dataquery from a program either with or without data. Initiating Dataquery with data bypasses the signon
panel. Both methods are described in the following sections. Invoking Dataquery from an Ideal for Datacom program is
basically the interval control start without data.

Starting Dataquery without Data

To start Dataquery without data, use the interval control (IC) start (EXEC CICS START) as follows:

1. START (schedule) transaction ID (DQRY).
2. Dataquery displays the signon panel to prompt for name/password.
3. At session end, Dataquery checks for RTRNMOD=, and if present, does XCTL to it.

If RTRNMOD= is not present but RTRTRAN= is specified, Dataquery does an interval control start without data.

Options for Starting Dataquery

To start Dataquery with data, you can use the interval control PUT command or EXEC CICS START as follows, with input
data having the format:

Position Length Description

1 32 User name, left-justified, blank padded

33 9 Password

42 4 Return transaction ID

46 15 Return parameter

61 72 Input command

133 (optional) 1 Optional startup with or without data. See
the following Note. (N for NO is the default,
Y for YES can be entered.)
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The input record can be 132 bytes or 133 bytes in length. All the above items are optional. If any item is to be omitted, it
should be initialized to spaces. If a user name is omitted, the signon panel is presented.

NOTE
To give Dataquery the option of starting a return transaction with data or without data, add a one-byte character
field at position 133. To start the transaction with data, enter Y. To start without data, enter an N or any other
character. This extra byte permits Dataquery to start the return transaction correctly in CICS 3.2 and also
permits existing programs to work. If the input data to Dataquery is 132 bytes in length, the return transaction
is started with data. If the input is 133 bytes, the return transaction is started with data only if a "Y" is in position
133.

Initiating a Transaction at Dataquery Signoff

If you supply a transaction ID to be initiated at signoff, Dataquery returns the following information to that transaction at
signoff:

Position Length Description

1 32 User name, left-justified, blank padded

33 4 DQRY

37 15 Parameter supplied on input (unaltered by
Dataquery)

52 1 Unused

53 6 Last issued Dataquery message number

59 72 Last issued Dataquery message text

Getting Control from Dataquery at Signoff

You can set up Dataquery to pass control to a program at signoff. You can pass control in three ways:

• By coding the RTRNMOD= parameter in DQOPTLST with the name of a program.
• By supplying Dataquery the transaction ID of a program when initiating Dataquery through a program.
• By coding the RTRTRAN= parameter in DQOPTLST with the transaction ID of a program.

Using RTRNMOD= overrides the transaction ID passed to Dataquery by a program, and also overrides the value that is
coded for the RTRTRAN= parameter. We recommend using RTRTRAN= instead of RTRNMOD=.

NOTE
If you specify either the RTRNMOD= or the RTRTRAN= parameter, Dataquery ignores any value that you specify
for the USRCMD= parameter.

Return Module Subroutines

To use a Return Module subroutine, you must code the RTRNMOD= parameter in the DQOPTLST macro with the name of
the Return Module. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about valid entries for RTRNMOD=.

The named module is given control by CICS XCTL when the Dataquery session is signed off. The name that is specified
in the RTRNMOD= parameter overrides the value that is coded for the RTRTRAN= parameter and the session level return
transaction ID from the startup record.
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Using Dataquery with Datacom Transparencies
If you want to use Dataquery to access databases that have been migrated using the Datacom VSAM Transparency,
the Datacom DL1 Transparency, or the Datacom TOTAL Transparency, you must look at your Datacom Datadictionary
definitions and consider your plans to use INSERT, UPDATE, or ERASE.

VSAM Transparency

If you plan to use Dataquery to access databases that were migrated using Datacom VSAM Transparency, ensure that
you have meaningful names for column and keys in Datacom Datadictionary or that you create aliases that are meaningful
to your users.

Dataquery does not use the "occurs depending on" information to process variable-length rows. Be careful when you
reference an occurring column in a query to ensure that the subscript is in the range of the depending on column's value.
Dataquery always processes the rows as if they were the maximum row length.

See your Datacom VSAM Transparency documentation for more information.

DL1 Transparency

If you plan to use Dataquery to access databases that were migrated using Datacom DL1 Transparency, you should do
the following:

• Ensure that you have meaningful names for columns and keys in Datacom Datadictionary or that you create aliases
that are meaningful to your users.

• Define additional columns and keys to Datacom Datadictionary.
• Redefine the Datacom DL1 Transparency prefix column in Datacom Datadictionary to maintain the delete bits.
• Redefine the concatenated keys (PPCK, LPCK) into individual columns in Datacom Datadictionary so that you can do

joins.
• Ensure that the integrity of the migrated data is not compromised if you use INSERT, UPDATE, or ERASE. Dataquery

is not aware of the special DL1 relationships in the data.

See your Datacom DL1 Transparency documentation for more information.

TOTAL Transparency

If you plan to use Dataquery to access databases that were migrated using Datacom TOTAL Transparency, you should
ensure that:

• You have meaningful names for column and keys in Datacom Datadictionary or that you create aliases that are
meaningful to your users.

• The integrity of the migrated data is not compromised if you use INSERT, UPDATE, or ERASE. Dataquery is not aware
of the special relationships in the data.

See your Datacom TOTAL Transparency documentation for more information.

Defining or Modifying the User Profile
Access

You can define or modify a user profile by performing either of the following. You must have User Maintenance
authorization.

• Typing USERS on the command line and pressing ENTER to display the Directory of Dataquery Users panel. Place
the cursor on the user name and press <PF10> PROFILE to display the User Profile panel.

• Signing on as that user and selecting the PROFILE option from the Administrative Menu.

When you change another user's profile, all field changes take effect when that user signs on next.
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When changing your profile, some changes take effect immediately and some are changed for the duration of the current
session only. The Datacom Datadictionary database ID always reverts back to the site default at sign-off. The SQL
Authorization ID returns to the user's default at sign-off.

Dataquery supplies entries to the panel from the User table, the Option table, and the previous session (if any).

Dataquery displays the User Profile panel, an example of which follows:

User Profile (DQKL0)

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0

 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE               FOR => ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  =>  _____  Five digit DB ID number for DD access

 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    =>  ___    YES show aliases, NO supresss aliases

 GROUP DISPLAY               =>  ___    YES break out simple columns, NO do not

 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            =>  __     TWO character primary language ID

 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          =>  __     TWO character secondary language ID

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     =>  _      Character to be used for decimal point

 QUERY LANGUAGE              =>  ___    Language for queries - SQL or DQL

 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        =>  __________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID
(Required) Enter the Datacom/DB database ID that specifies the Datacom Datadictionary database to be
accessed. The database specified must be a Datacom Datadictionary database accessible to Dataquery.
Dataquery supplies the Datacom/DB database ID from the System Option Table. This value can be changed by
the user signed on only.

LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to include Datacom Datadictionary aliases in the Directory of DQL
Tables, and Keys and Columns Display panels. NO excludes Datacom Datadictionary aliases from these display
panels. (See the Dataquery end user documentation for details on these panels.)

GROUP DISPLAY
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines the way a compound field is displayed on a report. If you specify YES,
fields making up the compound field are shown as individual fields. When you specify NO, a compound field is
shown as a single alphanumeric field, even though one or more of the simple fields contained in the compound
field is a numeric field which cannot be printed. If an invalid value is entered, the parameter defaults to NO.

SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines if duplicate values for columns specified as control break columns are
suppressed in the generated report. If you specify YES, the value contained in a control break column is displayed
only once. Each time the value in the control break column changes, the new value is displayed. If the output
continues to the top of a new page, the current value in the control break column is displayed at the top of the new
page.
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SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the PF key descriptions on the print panel that displays the
report. NO causes the PF keys descriptions to be displayed.

SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the display of the Online Execution Query panel. NO
causes the Online Execute Query panel to be displayed. A user would want to suppress the display of the Online
Execution Query panel if their queries always read and collect data and display it on their terminals. Suppressing
the display saves a step during the execution process by accepting the execution defaults.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter 2 characters. Specifies the primary language to be used during the current Dataquery session. A
valid 2-character entry overrides the language specified in the System Option Table at installation. (AE American
English is the default if no other language is specified on the System Option Table.)

SECONDARY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter 2 characters. Specifies the secondary language to be used during the current Dataquery
session. A valid 2-character entry overrides the language specified in the System Option Table at installation. (AE
American English is the default if no other language is specified on the System Option Table.)

DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER
(Optional) Enter 1 character. Specifies the decimal point character for this ID. The default is the value of the
DECPT= parameter in the System Option Table.

QUERY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter either DQL or SQL. Specifies the query language to be used for this ID. Y (yes) must have been
specified on the User Table Maintenance in the field SQL AND DQL ALLOWED for the user to be able to change
from DQL to SQL in this field. This value can be changed by the user signed on only.

SQL AUTHORIZATION ID
(Required) Enter a 1- to 18-character authorization ID. Specifies the SQL authorization ID for execution of SQL
statements for this ID. This value can be changed by the user signed on only and is valid for the current session
only. To change this value for another user, you must use User Table Maintenance.
When the SQL authorization ID is changed by the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on the user
profile, and not on the User Table. The private SQL authorization ID attaches to the table name regardless of the
authid in use during creation of the table. When the DISPLAY, LIST, EXECUTE, or CREATE functions are used,
the profile authid is used.

PF Keys

Each PF key for the User Profile panel is listed below.

<PF3> DISP GROUPS
Display group to which user is assigned.

<PF4> UPDATE
Save the values displayed on this panel. Refresh User Profile panel.

<PF5> PRINT OPT
Display print options for profile. Print Options panel appears. See the section on printer options for details.

Displaying a User's Group Assignments

Action

To view the groups to which a user is assigned, follow these steps:

Step 1
Select the USERS option from the Administrative Menu, or type USERS on the command line and press
<ENTER>. Dataquery displays the Directory of Users panel.
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Step 2
Place the cursor on the user name and press <PF10> PROFILE. Dataquery displays the User Profile panel.

Step 3
Press <PF3> DISP GROUPS. Dataquery displays the Group Display panel.

Dataquery does not allow you to change any values on the display. With authorization, you can change these values only
on the User Table Maintenance panel.

A sample Group Display panel follows.

Sample Group Display (DQK20)

 =>

 The named operator is currently assigned to these group(S)

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQK20

 DATAQUERY:  GROUP DISPLAY              FOR =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       GROUP ONE   =>

       GROUP TWO   =>

       GROUP THREE =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Displaying Hardcopy Print Options

Access

To view a user's print options, select <PF 5> PRINT OPT on the User Profile panel.

These options apply to print output on a network printer or in DQBATCH, except for number of rows and number of
columns. All fields are required.

User Profile - Print Options (DQKM0)

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKM0

 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE               FOR => ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    HARDCOPY PRINT OPTIONS                        EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  NETWORK PRINTER-ID         =>  ____   Four Character ID of Network printer

  PRINT QUERY TEXT           =>  ___    YES print the query text, NO do not

  PRINT STATISTICS           =>  ___    YES print the query stats, NO do not

  PRINT BANNER PAGE          =>  ___    YES print the banner page, NO do not
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  PRINT USING WINDOWS        =>  ___    YES window format, NO wrap format

  PRINT PAGES TOGETHER       =>  ___    YES pages together, NO windows together

  PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS    =>  ___    Three digit column width of hardcopy

  PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS       =>  ___    Three digit page length in rows

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PROFILE     <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Panel Description

NETWORK PRINTER-ID
Enter a 1- to 4-character printer ID. Dataquery displays the value entered in the System Option Table, if one has
not been entered for the user.

PRINT QUERY TEXT
Y (yes), the default, if the text of the query that produced the report is to be printed when the report is printed on a
network printer.
N (no) does not print the query text.

PRINT STATISTICS
Y (yes), the default, if the statistics of the query that produced the report are to be printed when the report is
printed on a network printer.
N (no) does not print the query statistics.

PRINT BANNER PAGE
Y (yes), the default, if the print jobs are to be preceeded with a banner page containing user name, date, and
time, to aid in distributing the reports.
N (no) suppresses the printing of the banner page.

PRINT USING WINDOWS
Y (yes) if the report extends beyond 80 columns and you do not want the report lines to wrap.
N (no) the default, states that you want the print to wrap or continue on the next line.

PRINT PAGES TOGETHER
Use this field when printing a report composed of two or more adjacent (side-by-side) pages. If the first page
(left-hand page) is labeled A and the second page (right-hand page) is labeled B and the report is three pages in
length, specifying:
Y (yes), the default, would result in these pages being printed in the order of 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B.
N (no) results in a printing order of 1A, 2A, 3A, 1B, 2B, 3B.
This applies to both network and system printers.

PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS
Indicate a 1- to 3-character numeric value. Specify the width of the hardcopy on the network printer by stating the
number of columns to be printed.

PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS
This is a 3-character numeric field. Specify the number of rows to be printed on one page of hardcopy on the
network printer.

When you have completed your input to either User Profile panel (DQKL0 or DQKM0), or both, press <PF4> UPDATE to
save changes. The new print options are in effect at the next sign-on with this ID.
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Managing Your Query Library Table
Learn how to maintain the Dataquery Query Library Table. One of the functions of a dqd Administrator is to maintain the
dqd Query Library Table. Learn how to maintain the Query Library Table in online and batch environments.

One of the functions of a Dataquery Administrator is to maintain the Dataquery Query Library Table.

We recommend that you follow a regular backup schedule of the Query Library Table. You can use the BACKUP function
of Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY), or one of the other system backup functions. Maintenance involves the following tasks:

• Editing queries of other users
• Deleting queries
• Maintaining extended definitions for queries

Each task is discussed in this section.

 QRYGRPS=NO 

If the System Option Table parameter QRYGRPS=NO, the Query Library Table is not partitioned at the group level. This
means that you can:

• Access any public query or dialog
• Update any public query or dialog for which you are the author
• Access your own private queries and dialogs regardless of the group levels that are assigned to you as a user or to the

queries or dialogs

 QRYGRPS=YES 

If QRYGRPS=YES, group level access authorization partitioning of the Query Library Table is in effect. You can access
only those queries or dialogs that have matching group levels. You cannot update any public queries or dialogs unless you
have LIBRARY authorization.

Group level assignments limit the scope of queries to which the LIBRARY authorization extends. If the group level
assignments do not match the Administrator's group level assignments, the Administrator cannot access the query. If the
Administrator has no assigned groups, then their access to the query library is unlimited. Query group level assignments
apply to both DQL Mode and SQL Mode (see Authorizing Users in Dataquery).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Accessing the Administrative Library List

The Administrative Library List panel allows the Administrator to select the type of query list. You may select by user,
status, or type.

 Access 

Select LIBRARY from the Admin Menu or type the LIBRARY command on the command line and press Enter.

 Administrative Library List (DQEM0) 

=>

Select the Options you wish - default is ALL

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEM0

DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE LIBRARY LIST

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 USER  ________________________________    USER and STATUS are mutually

 STATUS                                          exclusive

  _  Public                        - List only Public
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  _  Private                       - List only Private

 TYPE

  _  Queries                       - List only Queries

  _  Dialogs                       - List only Dialogs

  _  Terms                         - List only Terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

 Panel Description 

USER
(Optional) The name of the specific user you want to display. Must be a valid 1-32 character name.

STATUS
(Optional) Mark either Public or Private to look at only that status.

TYPE
(Optional) Mark one type to restrict directory list to that type. If none are marked, the default is "ALL" types.

NOTE
 If no options are selected on this panel, the default is all queries, terms, and dialogs for all users in both public
and private status as secured by the QRYGRPS parameter.

Accessing the Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS

Use the Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS to access the administrative Query Library Table maintenance
functions.

 Access 

Enter selection criteria from panel DQEM0 and press Enter to display the query Library Directory.

The Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel looks like the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel
for users. However, each user only sees a listing of the queries, dialogs, and terms for which they are authorized. You
see a listing of all users' queries, terms, and dialogs at your site which have a group level authorization that matches your
group level authorization if your query library is partitioned by groups (QRYGRPS=YES in the DQ System Option Table).

The Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS lists queries and dialogs for either DQL mode or SQL mode,
depending on the mode of the Administrator. (The LIST QUERY command displays a directory that contains only those
queries for the current setting of the query language.)

An example of the Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel follows.

 DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS (DQA30) 

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PF key

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA30

 DATAQUERY: ADMIN DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS   START WITH: ________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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     QUERY NAME    |  TYPE  | CREATED  |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

                   |        |          |          |

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ==>

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE        <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF  <PF11> NOT USED    <PF12> RIGHT

 Action 

The START WITH: field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel is where you enter the full or partial name of the
query or term where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery refreshes the DIRECTORY OF
QUERIES AND TERMS panel with the query, dialog, or term that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also
page forward using <PF8> FORWARD until you reach the member that you want to view or edit.

 Panel Description 

The following list describes each column of the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel:

QUERY NAME
Lists alphabetically all existing query, dialog, and term names.

TYPE
Specifies whether this is a query, dialog, or term, SQL query, or SQL dialog.

CREATED
Displays the date the named query, dialog, or term was created.

USED
Displays the date this query, dialog, or term was last accessed.

DESCRIPTION
Displays a description of this query, dialog, or term as entered on the Editor panel.

STATUS
Displays the status (public or private) as assigned to this query, dialog, or term.

AUTHOR
Displays the name of the author of this query, dialog, or term.

GROUPS
Lists Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 groups assigned to this query, dialog, or term, if any.

To view the STATUS, AUTHOR and GROUPS columns press <PF12> RIGHT. This PF key shifts the panel display to the
right.

NOTE
 <PF11> NOT USED exists on the panel until you press <PF12> RIGHT to view the last three columns. Use
<PF11> LEFT to shift the panel display to its original state.
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 Action 

 Dataquery uses the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel to perform several functions on queries by PF key
selection. Your use of these PF keys is for a different purpose than that of the average user. The following examples
explain how to use the functions:

• To execute a query or dialog to test or debug that query or dialog by executing only the selection, computation, sorting,
or reporting portion of that query or dialog.

• To view or edit a user's query to aid the user with problem resolution, to edit the query to meet site standards, or to
edit the query after the author leaves your company's employment or changes positions within the company.

• To delete queries as they are no longer used, are not functional or no longer meet the needs of your company, and so
forth.

• To submit your own queries.
• To access a user's queries, dialogs or terms, when a user's status changes, such as a change in job position

responsibilities or a departure from your company. You can delete any unnecessary ones and reassign the usable
ones to other users and or groups.

• To change the status of a user's queries from PRIVATE to PUBLIC or from PUBLIC to PRIVATE.

 PF Keys 

The following list describes each PF key for the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel.

 Key  Objective  Result 
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Returns to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel.  Dataquery displays the HELP panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to previous

panel.
Returns to previous panel, or Main Menu.

<PF3> EXECUTE Execute this query, dialog, or term.  Dataquery executes this query, dialog, or
term.

<PF4> EDIT Modify a query, dialog,
or term.

Displays the query, dialog, or term.

<PF5> NOT USED Not in use.
<PF6> DELETE Delete a query, dialog,

or term.
 Dataquery removes query, dialog, or term.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scroll to previous
page of list.

Displays previous page of list.

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next page of list. Displays more of list.
<PF9> SUBMIT Submit a query, dialog, or term for batch

execution.
 Dataquerydisplays the Query Execution
Facility panel.

<PF10> EXTENDED
DEF

View this query, term,
or dialog for group assignments.

 Dataquery displays the Administrative
Extended Attributes panel.

<PF11> NOT USED Not in use OR shift display to left. Displays previous three columns.
<PF12> RIGHT Shift display to right. Displays next three columns.

Submitting a Query or Dialog

A Dataquery Administrator may submit any query or dialog to which they have access.

 Access 
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From the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel place the cursor on the desired query or dialog and press
<PF9> SUBMIT.

 Batch Execution (DQEN0) 

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY

Select the type of execution:            _  Immediate

                                         X  Defer execution until time 18 : 00

Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL

Enter nonblank to use JCL for deferred:  _

Select the report type:

          _  Detail and totals           _  When/do column functions only

          _  Detail only (no totals)     _  No detail (totals and when/do)

          _  Totals only (summary)       _  Suppress report

To export print data to a sequential file, select output record type:

          _  Variable comma separated    _  Fixed-length record

For variable, enter name of output set   _______________

For variable, select output type:        _  Detail

                                         _  Totals

Select the output file device type:      _  Tape

                                         _  Disk

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SUBMIT     <PF4>  NOT USED

The following steps explain how to use the BATCH EXECUTION panel.

Step 1
Verify the name of the query that you want to submit. A default query appears in the name of the query field but
you may change it.

Step 2
Select the type of execution: Immediate or Deferred. (See Type of Execution following.)

Step 3
Enter the preferred JCL member name in the JCL name field.

Step 4
Select the report type. (Explanations of each follow.)

Step 5
(Optional) Data produced by the query may be exported. Select the output record type.

Step 6
After all desired options have been entered, press <PF3> to continue with batch submission.

 Type of Execution 

There are two types of execution, each is explained below:

Immediate
Schedules the query as soon as you press <PF3> SUBMIT.
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Deferred
A batch job may be deferred by typing any character in the blank before Defer execution until time __ : __ and
filling in the time for execution in the appropriate space. The format for the time is based on a 24-hour clock, with
midnight being 00:00. This panel tells the job to run at 6:00 PM.

The following fields appear on this panel:

 Panel Description 

QUERY NAME
(Required) The name of the query being submitted.

JCL NAME
(Required) The name of the JCL member or JCL PROC to use to run the selected query in batch.

JCL FOR DEFERRED
(Optional) The JCL member named above is to be used for deferred DQBATCH execution.

REPORT TYPE
(Optional) The totaling options for the query.

EXPORT RECORD TYPE
(Optional) To use the export function select either:

VARIABLE COMMA SEPARATED
For output of variable-length comma separated record to the export file.

FIXED LENGTH RECORD
For output of fixed-length records to the export file.

EXPORT FILE
(Optional) The file name for variable record output. Not used for fixed-length export data.

EXPORT OUTPUT TYPE
(Optional) The output type to write to the export file for variable record output. Not used for fixed-length export
data.

OUTPUT DEVICE
(Optional) The device for the exported file, disk, or tape, for DOS only.

Editing a Query, Dialog, or Term

A Dataquery Administrator can create queries, dialogs, and terms from time to time, for use by individuals or
groups. The creation of queries, dialogs, and terms is discussed in the Dataquery end user documentation.
The Dataquery Administrator can also edit public members belonging to other users.

 Access 

When the Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel appears, position the cursor on the line containing
the query, dialog, or term name and press <PF4> EDIT. Dataquery then displays the Editor panel. You can edit a query,
dialog, or term or perform several other functions by PF key selection.

For more information about Editor usage, see Using the Dataquery EDITOR and Dataquery Editor Commands.

Deleting Queries, Dialogs, and Terms

To view the query, dialog, or term before deleting it, position the cursor next to the query, dialog, or term name, and press
<PF4> EDIT. Dataquery then displays the member to be deleted on the Editor panel. Queries, dialogs and terms can also
be deleted from the Editor panel.

To delete a query, dialog, or term, access the Administrative DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel, and position
the cursor on the line of the query, dialog, or term that you want to delete and press <PF6> DELETE.
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WARNING
 Make sure that the cursor is on the line of the query that you want to delete. If you accidentally delete the wrong
item you have to re-create it.

NOTE
 If the query, dialog, or term has been viewed and deleted from the Editor panel, and you wish to undo the
delete, you can resave the query, dialog, or term by doing the following:

1. Pressing <PF4> SAVE from the Editor panel.
2. Entering EDIT * or EDIT ACTIVE-QUERY on the command line and pressing Enter to see if the query, dialog, or term

is still active.

If it is active you have saved the query, dialog, or term that you just deleted. You must execute this sequence of functions
right after the delete. A query remains active until another query is edited or executed.

Changing the Extended Attributes of a Query, Dialog or Term

When a user changes job responsibilities or leaves your company, you can retain that user's queries, dialogs or terms for
company use. Addtionally,  you can assign a new owner/author, status, or groups to the query, dialog, or term.

 Background 

If your site chooses partitioning of the Query Library, the LIBRARY option is limited by the groups assigned to
the Dataquery Administrator. If the Administrator has group values, only those queries, dialogs or terms assigned to the
same group values as the Administrator's can be accessed. If the Administrator's groups are blank, he has access to all
queries. To edit a member belonging to another user, you must select it from the Administrative Directory. To edit a private
member, first change its status to public. While you can edit a private member, you cannot update it.

 Access 

On the Admin DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS panel, locate the query, dialog, or term you want to change.
Position the cursor beside that item and press <PF10> EXTENDED DEFINITIONS. Dataquery displays the Administrative
Extended Attributes panel.

 Action 

When you have completed all the fields on the Directory Extended Attributes panel to your satisfaction, press <PF4>
SAVE to save your input. Dataquery makes these changes effective immediately.

The following sample Administrative Extended Attributes panel displays the fields and their values:

 Administrative Extended Attributes (DQKB0) 

 =>

 PRESS ENTER TO PREVIEW THE RESULTS OF ANY CHANGES

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKB0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE EXTENDED ATTRIBUTES

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:                               TYPE:

                                                                        ATED

 DESCRIPTION:     ____________________________________________________________

 AUTHOR:          ________________________________

 STATUS:          _______               (PUBLIC or PRIVATE)

 GROUPS:          _______________   _______________   _______________

 AUTHOR GROUPS    _______________   _______________   _______________

 AUTHOR RECORD ON OPERATOR FILE:  YES   NO

 AUTHOR AND QUERY GROUPS    DO NOT   AGREE
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  UNUSED       <PF4> SAVE

 Panel Description 

NAME
Name assigned to this dialog, term, or query. Access this dialog, term, or query through the Editor panel to
change the name.

TYPE
Specification of type as either query, term, or dialog. Access this dialog, term, or query through the Editor panel to
change the type.

DESCRIPTION
Brief informational statement about this query, term, or dialog. Access this item through the Editor panel to change
the description.

AUTHOR
Name of the owner of this query, dialog, or term. Overtype the displayed name to change this value.

STATUS
Specification of the status as PUBLIC or PRIVATE for this query, dialog, or term. PUBLIC status gives all
users within the same groups access to this query, dialog, or term, if the System Option Table parameter
QRYGRPS=YES. If QRYGRPS=NO, group assignments are ignored by Dataquery. PRIVATE status limits access
to the owner/author. Type over the displayed status value to reassign the status.

GROUPS
Names of the groups which are permitted access to this query, dialog, or term in the order of Group Level 1,
Group Level 2, Group Level 3. Type over any displayed names as needed.

AUTHOR GROUPS
Names of the author's groups in the order of:

• Group Level 1
• Group Level 2
• Group Level 3

The AUTHOR GROUP and the GROUPS values are not required to be identical. Assure that group assignments
meet your company's security standards as defined by your Security Administrator and explained in Dataquery
Internal Security.

AUTHOR RECORD ON OPERATOR FILE
YES is the Dataquery indicator that this author is a valid user in the Dataquery system. NO tells you
that Dataquery does not have this author listed as a current user. We suggest that you to have all queries,
dialogs, and terms assigned to existing users.

AUTHOR AND QUERY GROUPS
AGREE shows that the groups listed in the GROUPS field and the groups listed in the AUTHOR GROUPS field
are matching. NO indicates that these two fields do not have the same groups listed for both fields. Assure that
group assignments meet the security standards of your company as defined by your Security Administrator.
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Performing Query Table Maintenance (DQLIBRMT)

Use the DQLIBRMT utility to perform the following maintenance tasks on the Query Library Table:

• Delete all or selected members for selected users, or groups.
• Back up all queries, dialogs, terms, JCL, and PROC members or selected members from the Query Library Table to

tape or disk.

NOTE
 You can select members for deletion and backups by group, date or user, but not a combination of the three.

• Restore all or selected members to the Query Library Table from a tape or disk file. This allows selected queries to be
moved from one system to another, such as from a test system to a production system.

• Add a member from SYSIN in z/OS or SYSIPT in z/VSE.

NOTE
 Do not use DQLIBRMT as a system backup. You can back up only queries, dialogs, terms, JCL, and PROC
members. Conditions and restrictions are not backed up. To back up every Query Library Table member, use
the DBUTLTY  BACKUPfunction. 

 Print Reports 

Use the DQLIBRMT utility to print maintenance reports that provide the following types of information:

• Directory report lists selected user's query and type.
• Query Text report shows selected user's query text, or JCL.
• Query Utility report shows maintenance functions per query.
• Status report lists any errors that occur during query maintenance.

The Dataquery Query Library Table (DQQ), stores:

• queries
• dialogs
• terms
• PROCs
• JCL members
• conditions
• restrictions

 Dataquery controls additions and modifications of these members and definitions in the Query Library Table in the
online environment. The Query Utility and Status Listing reports are created while the maintenance functions are being
performed. The Directory and Query Text report functions can be run at any time. They are not dependent upon the
performance of the maintenance functions.

Use the DQLIBRMT utility to back up, restore, or delete Query Library Table members selectively. For example, when
a Dataquery user leaves the company or is transferred, run a Query Text report to view the user's Query Library Table
members. Decide to reassign or delete the Query Library Table members.

Utility Maintenance Control Statements

Use the following maintenance control statements to identify the maintenance functions to be performed by DQLIBRMT. A
maximum of 60 report and maintenance control statements are allowed.

SIGN/ON
(Required) Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first
statement in the job stream.
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BACKUP
(Optional) Copies specified members on the Query Library Table to a sequential tape or disk file. Multiple backup
statements are allowed, but all members to be backed up are written to one backup data set.

RESTORE
(Optional) Adds members to the Query Library Table from a sequential tape or disk file created using the
DQLIBRMT backup facility. Only one RESTORE statement is permitted per run. All records on input are restored
to the Query Library Table using the user from the same option as the control statement. If the control statement
member option is used, only that member on the input file is restored.

ADD
(Optional) Adds a query, dialog, term, PROC, or JCL to the Query Library Table for the specified users, dates or
groups. Supply the text of the item being added on multiple lines following the ADD statement.

REMOVE
(Optional) Removes queries, dialogs, terms, PROCs, or JCL from the Query Library Table for the specified users,
dates or groups. Multiple REMOVE statements can be used. Only one user can be named on each REMOVE
statement.

Maintenance on the Query Library Table is performed before a REPORT control statement, even if the REPORT control
statement appears before a maintenance control statement. If you want a report to reflect the state of the table before any
maintenance, execute the REPORT control statement in a separate job step, before executing any type of maintenance
on the table.

 Control Statement Format 

All control statement types are formatted as follows:

When adding a member to the query library, the member to be added is supplied by one or more 80-byte input statements
following the ADD statement. A DQLIBRMT control statement in column 1 is interpreted as end of query text input.
Therefore, no statement containing text to be added should begin with a DQLIBRMT control type in column 1, such as
SIGN/ON, REPORT, RESTORE, BACKUP, REMOVE, ADD, or USER.

1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. Valid entries are: BACKUP, RESTORE, ADD, REMOVE. Left justify the
value with trailing blanks. For BACKUP and REMOVE you must insert 4 blanks, for RESTORE insert 3 blanks
before the option keyword.

11-72
Specifies the option key words and their values. You can enter the options in any order. Use the following format:

               ┌──────────────────────────────┐

►►─ STATEMENT ─▼─ OPTION=value,MEMBER=value, ─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option from its value and a
comma (,) separates options. Do not enter options past column 72. A sample input statement follows:

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 BACKUP    NAME=userid,MEMBER=dqqmem

Select any of the following options:

STATUS=
Designates which type of member is to be processed. This option can appear on all statements except the
REMOVE statement.
Valid Entries:

PUBLIC, PRIVATE, or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
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MEMBER=
Designates the QUERY, DIALOG, or JCL member name. If specified, the maintenance function affects all library
members of this name that meet selection criteria (user ID, groups, or date, status, and type) and those that the
signon statement user is permitted to access. To avoid duplication, if there are multiple members of the same
name on the restore input file, groups and status keywords must be used to distinguish which is to be restored to
the file with the userid on the NAME= keyword.
This option can appear on all functions. Do not use if TYPE=JCL.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 15-character Query Library Table member name.
Default Value:

(No default)
TYPE=

Specifies the type of Query Library Table member to be processed by the maintenance function.
Valid Entries:

TERM, SQL, SQLD, QUERY, DIALOG, PROC, or ALL. Use JCL for BACKUP, RESTORE, and REMOVE
only if DATE= and MEMBER= are not used.

Default Value:
ALL

GROUPS=
List of groups used to select members for processing. Is edited against SIGN/ON user's groups.
Valid Entries:

One to three group names of 1 to 15 characters separated by commas.
Default Value:

(No default)
NAME=

Designates the USER ID. Used to select members for processing on Backup and Restore requests. This option
is required for the USER and RESTORE statements. On Restore requests, this userid is assigned to all queries
selected for Restore.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID.
Default Value:

(No default)
DATE=

Date the query was last accessed in MM/DD/YY format. Used to select members for processing. BACKUP,
RESTORE, or REMOVE will honor anything equal to or prior to the date specified here. Do not use if TYPE=JCL.
Valid Entries:

A valid access date.
Default Value:

(No default)
FILE=

(z/VSE only) Specifies whether the input table for RESTORE or the output table for BACKUP is to reside on TAPE
or DISK.
Valid Entries:

DISK or TAPE
Default Value:

(No default)
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 Control Statement Options 

The following list describes valid options for each statement:

 Control Statement Function  Valid Options(Use only 1 of
italicizedoptions) 

 Required YES/NO  Default Value 

ADD NAME
MEMBER
TYPE
STATUS
GROUPS 

YES
YES
NO
NO
NO

No default
No default
DQL Query
Private
No groups

BACKUP  NAME
GROUPS
DATE
STATUS
MEMBER
FILE (z/VSE only)
TYPE

YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO

No default
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL MEMBERS
No default
ALL

RESTORE NAME
GROUPS
MEMBER
FILE (z/VSE only)
STATUS 

YES
NO
NO
YES
NO

No default
ALL
ALL MEMBERS
NONE
ALL

REMOVE  NAME
GROUPS
MEMBER
TYPE
DATE 

YES
YES
NO
NO
YES

No default
No default
ALL MEMBERS
ALL
No default

NOTE
 Options in italics are mutually exclusive, within their respective functions. You can execute a BACKUP with the
NAME, or GROUPS, or DATE option. One of the three is required, but not a combination of the three options;
they are mutually exclusive.

Sample Control Statements

Following are sample control statements of BACKUP, RESTORE, and REMOVE functions and an explanation of what
they do.

 BACKUP 

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 BACKUP    GROUPS=ALL

This BACKUP control statement backs up all queries, dialogs, terms, JCL and PROC members on the Query Library
Table, provided that the user on the SIGN/ON statement has all blanks for the three group levels. Remember that
DQLIBRMT does not backup conditions and restrictions.

Back up all of these members and restore them to a user ID with blank groups, for a backup source other than the system
backups that your site performs.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 BACKUP    MEMBER=ACCTPRT,GROUPS=CAI,DALLAS,ACCT
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This BACKUP control statement backs up the member name ACCTPRT with the assigned groups of CAI,DALLAS,ACCT.
This is a selective backup and does not backup any other members.

 RESTORE 

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 RESTORE   NAME=DAVIS,MEMBER=NATACCT,STATUS=PRIVATE

This RESTORE control statement restores the member name NATACCT with a status of PRIVATE from the input table, to
the user ID DAVIS. This is a selective restore.

 REMOVE 

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 REMOVE    DATE=01/01/14

This REMOVE control statement removes all members that were created prior to and not accessed since 01/01/14. This is
a selective remove that can be performed if you want to remove members that have not been accessed in a long time.

 QRYGRPS= Option 

If the QRYGRPS= option on the System Option Table is YES, the user on the SIGN/ON statement is able to BACKUP,
RESTORE, or REMOVE only those members that have the same groups.

If QRYGRPS=YES and DATE is used, Dataquery ignores the group assignment. If QRYGRPS=YES and NAME is used,
the assignments are honored.

For example, User 1 has the groups DALLAS, DATACOM, DATAQUERY. The QRYGRPS= option is YES, so User 1
would only be able to access those members that had the same groups assigned to them. If User 1 had the groups
DALLAS with Group Level 2 and Group Level 3 blank, all members with Group Level 1 DALLAS would be accessible no
matter what Group Level 2 and Group Level 3 are.

If User 1 had group levels 1, 2 and 3 all blank, he could access any query for maintenance. You can RESTORE
queries that belong to specific groups to a user ID that is not on the DQU table. Before executing the
RESTORE, Dataquery assigns blank groups to this user when it checks the DQU table for this user. The blank groups
make these queries available to all users or groups of users.

For example, there can be some Dataquery users who leave the company, who are in different groups and have written
queries that you want the rest of the Dataquery users to access. If you RESTORE the queries of the users who have left
the company to a new user ID with no groups specified, these queries now can be accessed by any Dataquery user.

 Sample Job Stream 

Following is an example of a report job stream:

SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

REPORT     TITLE=DIRECTORY

USER       NAME=SPECIALJOB

USER       NAME=VORTEX

REPORT     TITLE=QUERYTEXT,STATUS=PRIVATE

USER       NAME=EMPLOY

USER       NAME=ORTHO

USER       NAME=SAM

NOTE
 If you do not supply a USER control statement, the reports reflect all of the users.

Following is an example of a maintenance job stream:

SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

RESTORE   NAME=OPERID,STATUS=PUBLIC
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REMOVE    NAME=DEPARTED,MEMBER=QUERY2

BACKUP    NAME=OPERONE,MEMBER=SPECIAL,FILE=TAPE

BACKUP    NAME=OPERTEN,FILE=TAPE

Utility Report Control Statements

Use the report control statements to identify the report functions to be performed by DQLIBRMT. A maximum of 60 report
and maintenance control statements is allowed. There are three types of report control statements:

SIGN/ON
(Required) Specifies the user ID and password. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be the first
statement in the job stream.

REPORT
Selects the type of report to be produced with this run. This is required only if Query Text or Directory reports are
needed. Multiple statements are allowed. Dataquery produces maintenance reports only if BACKUP, REMOVE or
RESTORE is requested.

USER
(Optional) Specifies a particular user to be included in the report. One or more USER statements must follow each
REPORT statement if you have any. Each USER statement can include options that override those specified by
the REPORT statements.
When no USER statements are input, selection for all users is assumed.
When multiple USER statements follow one REPORT statement, REPORT remains in effect until another
REPORT statement is encountered in the job stream. A SIGN/ON remains in effect throughout a single execution
of DQLIBRMT. Another SIGN/ON statement is accepted only if it is the first statement in a different execution of
DQLIBRMT. An example of the sequencing is:

• SIGN/ON
• REPORT
• USER
• REPORT
• USER
• USER

SIGN/ON Control Statement

The SIGN/ON control statement is formatted as follows:

►►─ SIGN/ON ─ userid ─ PASSWORD ─ password ───────────────────────────────────►◄

userid
Specifies the user ID of the person executing the DQLIBRMT utility.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID.
Default Value:

(No default)
password

Specifies the password of the person executing the DQLIBRMT utility.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 9-character password.
Default Value:

(No default)
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REPORT Control Statement

Format each REPORT control statement as follows:

1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The only valid entry is REPORT. Left justify the value with trailing blanks
as necessary.

11-72
Specifies the option keywords and their values. You can enter the options in any order. (Available options are
listed below.)

Use one of the following formats:

            ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─ REPORT ─▼─ TITLE=DIRECTORY<,option=value><,option=value>, ─┴──────────────►◄

            ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─ REPORT ─▼─ TITLE=QUERYTEXT<,option=value><,option=value>, ─┴──────────────►◄

There are no spaces in the keyword portion of the statement. An equal sign (=) separates an option type from its value,
and a comma separates the options. Do not enter options past column 72. Following is an example:

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 REPORT    TITLE=QUERYTEXT,GROUPS=ALL,STATUS=PUBLIC

 Required Keyword 

TITLE=
Designates which type of report is being requested. This option is required on REPORT statements.
Valid Entries:

DIRECTORY (for a statistics report on the queries owned by each user)
QUERYTEXT (for a report on the text of each query)

Default Value:
(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

GROUPS=
Designates the hierarchical groups that the user can be assigned to. The order must be Group Level 1, Group
Level 2, Group Level 3.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 15-character group name
Default Value:

ALL
STATUS=

Designates which type of queries are to be processed. This option can appear on REPORT, BACKUP and
RESTORE statements.
Valid Entries: PUBLIC, PRIVATE, or ALL
Default Value: ALL

NOTE
If QRYGRPS=YES, the STATUS= option is ignored if the USER control statement is used, and only
members marked PRIVATE are accessed.

TYPE=
Specifies the type of Query Library Table member to be processed by the maintenance function.
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Valid Entries:
TERM, SQL, SQLD, QUERY, DIALOG, PROC, REPORT, ALL, or JCL (for BACKUP, RESTORE, and
REMOVE)

Default Value:
ALL

USER Control Statement

Format each USER control statement as follows:

1-10
Identifies the type of control statement. The only valid entry is USER. Left justify the value with trailing blanks as
necessary.

11-37
Specifies the NAME= keyword and its values.

Use the following format:

►►─ USER ─ NAME=user-id ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NAME=
Designates the user's ID. This option is required on the USER statement.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character user ID
Default Value:

(No default)

Directory Information

The Directory report can be run at anytime without performing any type of maintenance on the Query Library Table. If
you have a user that has left the company, you could run a Directory report on this user to find out what the user had in
the Query Library Table. This report lists both SQL and DQL Language queries. SQL queries are specified in the TYPE=
option as SQL. DQL Language queries are specified as QUERY in the TYPE= option. The query type is displayed on the
report.

To run a Directory report, you need to add a SIGN/ON and a REPORT control statement to your JCL member as follows.

 Sample z/OS JCL 

 //jobname    See .

 //S1     EXEC PGM=DQLIBRMT

 //STEPLIB    See .

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

 REPORT    TITLE=DIRECTORY

 /*

 //

 Sample z/VSE JCL 

 * $$ JOB ...           See .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name
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 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see .

 // EXEC DQLIBRMT

 SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

 REPORT     TITLE=DIRECTORY

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

 Sample Report 

Following is an example of the Dataquery Query Maintenance Report showing directory information:

Date: mm/dd/ccyy     ***********************************************************************         Page:   

  1

                     *             CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom                             *

Time: hh.mm.ss       *               Query Maintenance Report                              *      Version:

 14.0

                     *        Copyright © 1990-2011 CA. All rights reserved.               *

DQ Base    3         ***********************************************************************   DD Base    2

                                                 QUERY DIRECTORY REPORT

REPORT FOR INPUT RECORD:      USER      NAME=DQUSER                                                   00000618

* MEMBER-NAME *    *TYPE*    *STA*   *----------- AUTHOR -----------* *-- GROUP 1 --* *-- GROUP 2 --* *--

 GROUP 3 --*

                                     DATE-ADDED LAST-USED *---------------------- DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------*

testupshift        QUERY      PVT    DQUSER

                                      10/03/12            testing upshift for language

A                  QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                      07/11/12

ABC1               QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                      10/02/11  07/12/12

ADR-CUST-RECS      QUERY      PUB    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                      07/26/14  09/13/14  ADR-CUST-RECS FOR TEXAS

ASSOC-ERROR        QUERY      PUB    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                      06/08/12  08/12/12  QUERY HAS VALIDATION ERROR

A10                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12  05/13/12  JCL

A11                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12            JCL

A12                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12  05/13/12  JCL

A13                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12            JCL

A14                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12            JCL

A15                JCL        PVT    DQUSER

                                      05/13/12            JCL

Following is an explanation of the directory information found on the report:
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 Report Description 

MEMBER-NAME
Lists each member affected by the Query Library Table maintenance.

TYPE
Shows whether the member named is a query, dialog, JCL member, PROC, or term.

STA
Shows whether the member is public (PUB) or private (PVT).

AUTHOR
Shows the name of the member's author.

DESCRIPTION
Gives a description of the member, if one exists.

DATE-ADDED
Gives the date the query was created or copied.

LAST-USED
Gives the last date the query was used.

GROUPS
Gives the groups associated with the particular Query Library Table member printed.

Query Text Information

The Query Text report can also be run at anytime and does not require any type of maintenance to be performed to the
Query Library Table. Use the Query Text report to view the text of the Query Library Table members that were on the
user's online table.

To run a Query Text report, add a SIGN/ON and a REPORT control statement to your JCL member as follows.

 Sample z/OS JCL 

 //jobname    See .

 //STEP1  EXEC PGM=DQLIBRMT

 //STEPLIB    See .

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

 REPORT     TITLE=QUERYTEXT

 /*

 //

 Sample z/VSE JCL 

 * $$ JOB ...           See .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 // EXEC DQLIBRMT

 SIGN/ON userid PASSWORD password

 REPORT    TITLE=QUERYTEXT

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ
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NOTE
 You can use more than one REPORT control statement in your JCL member. Each REPORT control statement
should occur on a separate line.

 Sample Report 

Following is an example of the Dataquery Query Maintenance Report showing Query Text information:

Date: mm/dd/ccyy     ***********************************************************************         Page:   

  1

                     *             CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom                             *

Time: hh.mm.ss       *               Query Maintenance Report                              *      Version:

 14.0

                     *        Copyright © 1990-2014 CA. All rights reserved.               *

DQ Base    3         ***********************************************************************   DD Base    2

                                                  QUERY TEXT REPORT

REPORT FOR INPUT RECORD:      USER      NAME=DQUSER                                                   00000603

* MEMBER-NAME *    *TYPE*    *STA*   *----------- AUTHOR -----------* *-- GROUP 1 --* *-- GROUP 2 --* *--

 GROUP 3 --*

                                     *--------------------------------- QUERY-TEXT

 ---------------------------------*

testupshift        QUERY      PVT    DQUSER

                                     find all company

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A                  QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     TESTING

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ABC1               QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     FIND 50 PAYROLL

                                     WITH YTD-WAGES > 5000

                                     RELATED BY NUMBER TO PERSONNEL

                                     SORT BY (STATE-ADDRESS) AND (ZIP-CODE-LOC) AND PAYROLL (ACTIVITY-STATUS)

                                     PRINT PERSONNEL STATE-ADDRESS

                                     ZIP-CODE-LOC

                                     PAYROLL ACTIVITY-STATUS

                                     (YTD-COMMISSION)

                                     (YTD-WAGES)

                                     (CURRENT-RATE)

                                     (YTD-TAX)

                                     ACTIVITY-CODE

                                     NUMBER

                                     FROM PERSONNEL

                                     SOCIAL-SECURITY

 Report Description 

MEMBER-NAME
Lists the name of the member.
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TYPE
Shows whether the member is a query, dialog, JCL member, PROC, or term.

STA
Shows whether the member is public (PUB) or private (PVT).

AUTHOR
Shows the name of the member's owner.

QUERY-TEXT
Gives a reproduction of each member.

GROUPS
Gives the groups associated with each Query Library Table member printed.

Query Utility Information

The Query Utility report is generated automatically for BACKUP, RESTORE, and REMOVE. This report shows the type of
maintenance function that was performed by DQLIBRMT for the Query Library Table member named.

 Sample Report 

Following is an example of the Dataquery Query Maintenance Report showing query utility information:

Date: mm/dd/ccyy     ***********************************************************************         Page:   

  1

                     *             CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom                             *

Time: hh.mm.ss       *               Query Maintenance Report                              *      Version:

 14.0

                     *        Copyright © 1990-2014 CA. All rights reserved.               *

DQ Base    3         ***********************************************************************   DD Base    2

                                                  QUERY UTILITY REPORT

* MEMBER-NAME *    *TYPE*    *STA*   *----------- AUTHOR -----------* *-- GROUP 1 --* *-- GROUP 2 --* *--

 GROUP 3 --*

                                     FUNCTION   *---------------------- DESCRIPTION -----------------------*

testupshift        QUERY      PVT    DQUSER

                                     BACKUP     testing upshift for language

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A                  QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     BACKUP

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ABC1               QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     BACKUP

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ADR-CUST-RECS      QUERY      PUB    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     BACKUP     ADR-CUST-RECS FOR TEXAS

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ASSOC-ERROR        QUERY      PUB    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     BACKUP     QUERY HAS VALIDATION ERROR

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FNAME1             QUERY      PVT    DQUSER                           DALLAS          DATACOM        

 DATAQUERY

                                     BACKUP

                          CONTROL STATEMENT: BACKUP    NAME=DQUSER                                           

        00000588

 Report Description 

FUNCTION
Shows the type of maintenance function performed by DQLIBMT for the query named.

BACKUP
The query has been copied to a sequential tape or disk file.

REMOVE
The query has been removed from the Query Library Table for the named user.

RESTORE
The query has been added to the Query Library Table from a backup tape or disk file.

MEMBER-NAME
Identifies the member on which maintenance was performed.

TYPE
Shows whether the member is a query, dialog, JCL member, PROC, term.

STA
Shows whether the member named is public (PUB) or private (PVT). Under PUB or PVT is the item CONTROL
STATEMENT, which shows the job control statement used to perform the maintenance function.

AUTHOR
Identifies the query's author.

DESCRIPTION
Provides the member description, if any, attached by the author.

GROUPS
Lists the groups associated with each Query Library Table member that is printed.

Status Report Information

DQLIBRMT produces a status report listing. The listing provides a record of each input request and a report of the number
of input request records.

 Sample Report 

Following is an example.
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Date: mm/dd/ccyy     ***********************************************************************         Page:   

  1

                     *             CA Dataquery for Broadcom Datacom                             *

Time: hh.mm.ss       *               Query Maintenance Report                              *      Version:

 14.0

                     *        Copyright © 1990-2014 CA. All rights reserved.               *

DQ Base    3         ***********************************************************************   DD Base    2

                                                      STATUS REPORT

*--------DISPOSITION------------------* *-----------------------INPUT

 RECORD-------------------------------------------*

OK                                      REPORT    TITLE=DIRECTORY                                            

   00000617

OK                                      USER      NAME=DQUSER                                                

   00000618

REPORT COMPLETE 002 INPUT REQUEST RECORDS PROCESSED

Following is a description of the items on the status report.

 Report Description 

DISPOSITION
Prints a copy of the error message. OK means no error occurred for this input record.

INPUT RECORD
Prints a copy of the input record control statement.

JCL Examples

You can use the following examples to execute DQLIBRMT.

The DQLIBRMT Utility control statements process the maintenance functions BACKUP, RESTORE, and REMOVE before
processing any REPORT control statements. If you put a REPORT control statement before a BACKUP control statement
in your job stream, DQLIBRMT processes the BACKUP control statement first. The data from the BACKUP control
statement is not reflected on the report that was created by the preceding REPORT control statement.

 Sample z/OS JCL 

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQLIBRMT

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

A//DQBKPFIL DD DSN=... See 

 //DQRSTFIL DD DSN=... See 

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

    (DQLIBRMT Utility Control Statements)

 /*

 //

A
DQBKPFIL is an output data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members. DQBKPFIL is a sequential
file that can reside on tape or disk. This statement is needed only in JCL specifying a DQLIBRMT backup.
DQRSTFIL is an input data set of Query Library members to be added to the Query Library Table as requested
by a DQLIBRMT RESTORE control statement. This data set must have been created by a previous execution of
DQLIBRMT and is needed only if a restore is requested.
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 Sample z/VSE JCL 

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 // ASSGN  SYS010,X'...'  See 

A

 // TLBL DQQBKPT

 // EXEC DQLIBRMT

     (DQLIBRMT Utility Control Statements)

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

A
DQQBKPT is an output tape data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members as requested by
BACKUP control statements. This data set must be on SYS010 and is needed only if tape backup is requested. If
disk backup is requested, use the DQQBKPD control statement.
DQQBKPD is an output disk data set for a DQLIBRMT backup of Query Library members as requested by backup
control statements. This data set must be on SYS011 and is needed only if disk backup is requested.
DQQRSTT is an input tape data set of Query Library members created by a previous execution of DQLIBRMT.
The members are to be added to the Query Library Table as requested by the DQLIBRMT RESTORE control
statement. This data set must be on SYS011 and is needed only if a restore from tape is requested. If restore
from disk is requested, use DQQRSTD.
DQQRSTD is an input disk data set of Query Library members created by a previous execution of DQLIBRMT.
The members are to be added to the Query Library Table as requested by the DQLIBRMT RESTORE control
statement. This data set must be on SYS011 and is needed only if restore from disk is requested.

Special Considerations for DQL Language Queries
Another administrative function is to help the user write effective DQL Language queries. This chapter includes the
following topics:

• Establishing data selection status
• Viewing query statistics
• Defining query performance
• Including User-Defined functions to perform mathematical calculations on a query's data

Your understanding of these topics will enable you to help the Dataquery user to write more efficient queries.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Data Selection Status

When using DQL Language, if your query or dialog runs longer than permitted by the values specified in the MXREQ and
MXTLR fields on the User Table Maintenance Menu, Dataquery displays the Data Selection Status panel. An example
follows:

Data Selection Status (DQE50)

 =>

 Press the appropriate PF key.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE50
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 DATAQUERY:  DATA SELECTION STATUS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------         -----------

    Number of records selected =>

    Press PF3 to end SELECTION and report on only the records selected so far.

    Press PF4 to continue execution of the SELECTION Step.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP     <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> END SELECT    <PF4> CONTINUE

Panel Description

The Data Selection Status panel shows how many rows have been selected by the execution of the FIND statement in
your query or dialog up to this point in the execution of the query. The panel appears because Dataquery has paused
during execution of your query so that you can indicate whether you want to end the selection step, continue the query
selection step, or return to the Online Execution panel.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Returns to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel. Dataquery displays the Help panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to previous panel. Returns to previous panel, or Main Menu.
<PF3> END SELECT End the row selection,

but continue executing the query or dialog.
Dataquery executes the remainder of the
query or dialog.

<PF4>CONTINUE Continue the query or dialog selection. Dataquery continues to select rows.

Estimated Statistics

The Option Table parameter, MAXIO, allows a site to specify an I/O threshold giving a number of estimated I/Os. When
this number is exceeded by the number of I/Os estimated to process a DQL FIND statement, the following new panel
will be displayed. The user has the option to continue <PF4> CONTINUE or not <PF2> RETURN. The I/O threshold
may be set for an individual user using the online User Table Maintenance. The user's threshold value if any would take
precedence over the System Option Table value. The Estimated Statistics panel is displayed after optimization but before
retrieving any data.

Estimated Statistics (DQMI0)

 =>

 Estimated statistics have exceeded maximum limits.  To proceed with query:

 press the PF4 key.  To cancel execution of query; press the PF2 key.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQMI0
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 DATAQUERY:  ESTIMATED STATISTICS                  QUERY NAME: DEMOJOIN

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

              NUMBER REQUESTED: ALL

      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:  TOTAL ESTIMATED I/O EXCEEDS ESTIMATED MAX I/O

                                ESTIMATED

                                ---------

      TOTAL ESTIMATED ROWS:          24

      TOTAL JOINS EXAMINED:           2

      VALID JOINS EXAMINED:           2

      TOTAL ESTIMATED I/O            26     **

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP     <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> NOT USED    <PF4> CONTINUE

Action

To continue and retrieve the rows, press <PF4> CONTINUE.

To stop, press <PF2> RETURN or <CLEAR>.

Panel Description

TOTAL ESTIMATED ROWS
Number of rows to be retrieved by the FIND.

TOTAL JOINS EXAMINED
Number of possible ways to join tables named in FIND.

VALID JOINS EXAMINED
Number of valid joins.

TOTAL ESTIMATED I/O
Estimated I/O to execute FIND - based on the lowest cost join.

DQL Language FIND Statistics

For a DQL Language query, <PF6> STATS displays the Find Statistics panel as shown in the following sample. The panel
provides statistical information on the execution of your query or dialog.

Find Statistics (DQEF0)

=>

Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0

DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     NUMBER REQUESTED:  ALL                       COMPLETION DATE:  01/06/2000

     NUMBER FOUND:  9                             COMPLETION TIME:  15:37:40

     FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:  NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS REACHED
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                               OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                               -------    ------------     ------

     ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):   1               0          0

     I/O EVENTS:               0               0          0

     SELFR TOTAL:              0               0          0

     SELNR TOTAL:              0                          0

     TOTAL BYTES:              0

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

Panel Description

A brief explanation of the fields on the Find Statistics panel follows:

QUERY NAME:
Name of the query to which these statistics apply.

NUMBER REQUESTED:
Number of rows requested in your query.

NUMBER FOUND:
Number of rows found or counted in the database.

COMPLETION DATE:
Date that the search for this query ended.

COMPLETION TIME:
Time that the search for this query ended.

Error Messages

You may receive the following messages:

NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS REACHED
The FIND process completed normally.

SITE I/O LIMIT EXCEEDED
The FIND exceeded the value set for the I/O limit in the System Option Table parameter SRCHLIM=. Either
reduce the number of rows which Dataquery is to FIND, or request that your Dataquery Administrator increase the
value in the SRCHLIM= System Option Table parameter so that your query can finish the FIND processing.

MAX WORK FILE BLOCKS EXCEEDED
The FNDBLKS= parameter for the user is too small. Consider increasing the value specified for this user on the
User Table Maintenance panel. See Authorizing Users in Dataquery for more information.

MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED
The maximum time allowed for the processing of a query FIND has been exceeded. Either simplify the FIND so
that the FIND processing time is shorter or request that the Dataquery Administrator increase the maximum time
allowed in the MFTIME= System Option Table parameter.

FIND CANCELED FROM REQUESTING TERMINAL
This query has been canceled from the requesting user's terminal.

FIND CANCELED FROM ANOTHER TERMINAL
This query was canceled from another terminal.

ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS)

OVERALL
The overall time elapsed in seconds to process the FIND statement.
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OPTIMIZATION
The process of determining the FIND strategy for searching the database efficiently.

SEARCH
The actual search time against the database for the FIND statement.

I/O EVENTS

OVERALL
The overall number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events for the processing of the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION
The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events used for determining the database search strategy.

SEARCH
The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events used for the search of the database by the FIND statement.

SELFR TOTAL

OVERALL
The overall number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first) commands that were
issued to execute the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION
The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first) commands that were issued for
determining the database search strategy.

SEARCH
The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first) commands that were issued for
the search of the database by the FIND statement.

SELNR TOTAL

OVERALL
The overall number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELNR (select next) commands that were
issued to execute the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION
(Nothing is printed under OPTIMIZATION.)

SEARCH
The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELNR (select next) commands that were issued for
the search of the database by the FIND statement.

TOTAL BYTES

OVERALL
The overall number of bytes that were required to hold the internal control blocks that Dataquery built to process
the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION
(Nothing is printed under OPTIMIZATION.)

SEARCH
(Nothing is printed under SEARCH.)

Extended Statistics

The following statistics appear on this panel if the STALL command has been used:

TOTAL JOINS:
The number of times tables were joined during query processing.
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VALID JOINS:
The number of joins that could be used. Valid joins never exceed total joins. The more tables there are involved,
the smaller the percentage of joins that are valid. Dataquery considers every possible join and chooses the
optimum combination.

ESTIMATED I/O:
An estimate from the lowest cost join.

ESTIMATED ROWS:
An estimate from the lowest cost join.

Table Statistics

When the STALL command is used or when <PF6> STATS is pressed at any time after having used the STALL command,
the following panel can be accessed by pressing <PF3> TABLE STATISTICS during FIND STATISTICS display.

Find Statistics (DQEC0)

 =>

 Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEC0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME: PROGRAMS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TNM-BID  STRG NQ RELS RELO     I/O   E-I/O  E-ROWS    CARD RQAS      KEY F-BUF

 ------- ----- -- ---- ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---- -------- -----

 PGM-  2   336  N                 5     N/A     N/A     N/A   72

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> OVERALL STATS

Action

Note the query statistics if a problem occurs during query execution and be prepared to report the information if you
require assistance with problem resolution.

The FIND/SELECT Statistics panel appears when you display query output on your screen, press <PF6> STATS,
and press <PF3> TABLE STATISTICS after the Query Statistics panel (DQEF0) appears. It provides further statistical
information about query processing.

Panel Description

TNM-BID
Table name and database ID.

STRG
Length of permanent storage for this table, including the request area, RQA size, nonqualifying with list, and
overhead. (Dataquery and the Compound Boolean Selection facility of Datacom/DB dynamically handle the
search optimization. Dataquery uses predicates (a WITH in a DQL Mode query FIND statement) to build a
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Compound Boolean Selection Request Qualification Area (RQA), converting the selection criteria in a query's
statements into the Compound Boolean Selection format.)

NQ
Nonqualifying predicates.

RELS
Related subject, column, key or value.

RELO
Related object, column, or key.

I/O
Number of I/Os for this execution.

E-I/O and E-ROWS
Estimated I/O from Compound Boolean Selection and estimate calls for join optimization. E-I/O and E-ROWS
apply to a single table. The values are calculated using the E-I/O and E-ROWS values for each table, the relative
cardinalities of the tables, whether the related objects are indexed or not, and the number of rows requested in the
query. The numbers shown are normally the values received from the Compound Boolean Selection Facility only
for the first table listed on DQEC0. The other tables have been adjusted based on relative cardinality, and so forth.

CARD
The number of rows on the table, if joining. The relative cardinality of the tables figures into join optimization.

RQAS
Shows whether a query is nearing the 9999 RQA limitation.

KEY
Means one of two things, depending on whether the name is followed by an R or a G.
R indicates that Compound Boolean Selection used this key because it is a related object in the table and the
ratio of table cardinalities indicated that the key might optimize the join.
G indicates that Compound Boolean Selection suggested using the key if executing in batch and only for the
primary table in the search.

F-BUF
Storage used for buffering for nonqualifying predicates or cross-joined WITH statements.

DQL Language Query Performance Considerations

When writing queries, be aware of the general Dataquery performance considerations discussed in this section.
Dataquery uses the Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection Facility to evaluate the row selection criteria in a DQL
Mode query's FIND statement. Dataquery and the Compound Boolean Selection Facility dynamically handle the search
optimization.

Dataquery uses predicates (a WITH in a DQL Mode query FIND statement) to build a Compound Boolean Selection
Request Qualification Area (RQA), converting the selection criteria in a query's statements into the Compound Boolean
Selection format.

Consider the following when using predicates in queries that use:

• Indexed columns (keys)
• Signed numeric data
• Predicates that do not convert to the Compound Boolean Selection format
• Multiple table queries

Use of Keys

It is important to use predicates with keys as much as possible. The Compound Boolean Selection can utilize the
Datacom/DB index rather than searching rows to evaluate the selection criteria of a query.
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In the case where predicates with only nonindexed columns are used, Compound Boolean Selection must examine
each data row in the table to evaluate the predicates (full table search). Performance can be enhanced with the use of
predicates with keys. There is some overhead involved with maintaining keys on a table. This must be weighed against
the potential of performance improvements in Dataquery.

Signed Numeric Data

When the predicates in a query statement refer to columns containing signed numeric data of packed or zoned decimal
format, it is important to be as specific as possible with the Datacom Datadictionary TYPE-NUMERIC attribute. For
example, by specifying P for the TYPE-NUMERIC attribute when the data that a query is accessing contains only positive
values, enables Datacom/DB's Compound Boolean Selection to search the index for entries with only positive values,
because the traversal key value range is restricted.

NOTE
The TYPE-NUMERIC attribute must, however, agree with the actual data or incorrect results can be obtained.
(Check with your Database Administrator for more information.)

Nonconvertible Predicates

Most predicates that can be used in a query can be easily converted to Compound Boolean Selection format, however,
there are some special cases that are impossible to convert. These special cases are referred to as nonqualifying
predicates. These nonqualifying predicates are handled outside of the Compound Boolean Selection.

The following types of DQL Mode predicates are passed to the Compound Boolean Selection.

KEY TO COLUMN
When the data type of the column is character or zoned.

KEY TO VALUE
When masking is used, the comparator must be either EQ or NE. When containing is used in a compare, the
columns which comprise the key must be contiguous.

COLUMN TO VALUE
When masking is used, the comparator must be EQ or NE. If the field is numeric it must have no more than 15
digits, and if masking is used the field must not be packed decimal.

KEY TO KEY
When one or both of the keys are comprised of discontiguous columns, the two keys must have the same number
and length of component fields.

COLUMN TO COLUMN
The columns must be of the same data types. If the columns are numeric they must have the same precision and
if they are numeric must be of no more than 15 decimal digits.

NOTE
Arithmetic expressions in predicates do not qualify.

It is possible for predicates that would normally be passed to Compound Boolean Selection to be disqualified because
they were connected by an OR to nonqualifying predicates. For example, in the following query NAME does not qualify
because the comparator is GTE, whereas DIAG-COD and CITY-STATE-ZIP would qualify.

FIND DA19-PATIENT WITH

  NAME GTE 'C#' AND DIAG-COD EQ ' ' AND CITY-STATE-ZIP = 'DALLAS#'

PRINT NAME DIAG-COD CITY-STATE-ZIP
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For example, if NAME and DIAG-COD were indexed columns and CITY-STATE-ZIP were nonindexed:

• Dataquery would pass DIAG-COD and CITY-STATE-ZIP to Compound Boolean Selection.
• NAME would be disqualified because of masking used with GTE.
• Compound Boolean Selection would use the key to find all rows that had DIAG-COD equal to blanks.
• Compound Boolean Selection would then check the data rows to find the CITY-STATE-ZIP columns.
• Then Compound Boolean Selection would send the data back to Dataquery and Dataquery would have to qualify the

NAME predicate.

The data that met all three qualifications would be found.

In the next example:

• DIAG-COD would not qualify because of the OR with NAME, a nonqualifying predicate due to masking used with GTE.
• The predicate CITY-STATE-ZIP would qualify.
• Dataquery would pass CITY-STATE-ZIP to Compound Boolean Selection, which would then check the data columns to

find the CITY-STATE-ZIP columns that meet the qualification.
• Then Compound Boolean Selection would send the data back to Dataquery and Dataquery would have to qualify the

NAME and DIAG-COD predicates.

FIND DA19-PATIENT

  (NAME GTE 'C#' OR DIAG-COD EQ ' ') AND CITY-STATE-ZIP = 'DALLAS#'

PRINT NAME DIAG-COD CITY-STATE-ZIP

Multiple Table Queries

When two tables are related in a query, they are normally joined by columns or keys in the two rows. When the search is
performed, the link-column in the second table that is searched is used to create an additional KEY-VALUE or COLUMN-
VALUE predicate using a value extracted from the link-column in the table that is searched first.

Dataquery allows tables to be joined when the link-column is not indexed in either of the tables. This should be done with
care if the second table in the relationship to be searched does not have key criteria. Compound Boolean Selection could
be forced to perform repeated full searches on that table.

When multiple tables are related in a query, Dataquery determines every possible way that the search could be done,
dynamically estimates the cost of each and selects the lowest cost strategy.

FIND     ALL        CA-ACCTS-REC

PRINT     TITLE1 'SAMPLE ORDER ENTRY DATABASE'

          TITLE2 'ACCOUNTS TABLE'

          ORD-ID

          BILL-DT

          ORD-AMT
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In the previous DQL Language example, no predicates are used. Compound Boolean Selection reads the index in native
key sequence for Broadcom-ACCTS-REC and returns the row IDs to Dataquery. The data rows were not accessed during
processing of the FIND statement.

Mathematical Functions

Dataquery provides mathematical functions which help to simplify certain arithmetic problems. Two basic types of
functions exist, standard and user-defined. Both types work with column values at the row level and not with a mixture of
column values and column totals. See Dataquery end-user documentation for more information. For more information, see
User-Defined Functions Exit.

Queries should include numeric columns and not have a great disparity in the data values that add up to the total amount.

Modifying Data Using Dataquery
To modify data, the user creates a query containing the appropriate keywords. When the query
executes, Dataquery presents the Table Maintenance panel. The user checks the panel, then presses the APPLY PF key.

  

 DQL Language 

Online Dataquery provides three DQL Language functions to modify data. The functions are ERASE, INSERT and
UPDATE. These special DQL Language verbs can be used in queries by authorized users to delete, add, or change data
contained in Datacom/DB databases. The user must be explicitly authorized for each function for each table to perform
this maintenance.

NOTE
 In DQL Mode, data manipulation is only available in online processing, that is, you cannot do data manipulation
in DQL Mode if you are using batch processing.

 SQL Mode 

You need authorization to use SQL Data Maintenance to be able to use SQL verbs DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE. Data
Maintenance is available in both online and batch modes to SQL users. See Authorizing Users in Dataquery for more
information.

 Dialogs 

A great deal of flexibility can be obtained by making queries containing these verbs into dialogs. With this technique the
user executing the query can be prompted for the column values in INSERT and UPDATE queries. For more information
dialogs, see Creating Dialogs.

DQL Language Data Modification

A brief description of each DQL Mode data manipulation command follows:

ERASE
Allows you to remove rows from the database. Include selection criteria in the form of a WITH statement
contained in a FIND statement of a query. This criteria qualifies the selection to help ensure that you delete the
proper row or rows from the database. Use qualification to alleviate the possibility of deleting the wrong rows.

INSERT
Adds rows to the database. The row name you specify in the INSERT statement must be defined to Datacom
Datadictionary. An INSERT statement includes one set clause for each column for which you are designating
a value. If you do not specify a value for a column contained in the specified row, Dataquery provides a default
value when you add the row, unless the column is defined as a repeating field. Character columns default to
blanks and numeric columns default to zeros.
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NOTE
Include a SET clause to specify the values for the columns in the Master Key for that row.

UPDATE
Replaces the value of one or more columns within a row already in the database with another value. Use
selection criteria in the form of a WITH statement used in a FIND statement of a query. This criteria qualifies the
rows you want to modify. Use qualification to alleviate the possibility of modifying the wrong rows.
The UPDATE statement requires one SET clause for each column you want to modify within the
row. Dataquery only modifies the columns named in the SET clauses.

 Your Tasks 

Your company may ask you to create queries that perform one or more of these functions or to modify an existing query
so that the new version performs one of these functions. In either case, verify that the user or group of users who plan
to execute these queries are authorized to perform these functions. Any user who executes a query that performs a
FIND, UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE against a table must be authorized for that function by the administrator who has
SECURITY CONTROL authorization. (If Dataquery is externally secured, any user must be authorized through external
security to perform any data maintenance functions on a table.) This is one of Dataquery's security features that allows
your site to maintain control over the integrity of your data.

The format of UPDATE, INSERT, and ERASE are identical to the format of FIND as documented in the Dataquery end-
user documentation with the exception of the SET statement. In a FIND, the SET statement creates a new column but in
the UPDATE or INSERT, the column named in the SET statement must be the name of a column in a table. The following
examples of these functions are based on the Sample Order Entry Database.

DQL Language Examples

 Sample ERASE Query 

ERASE  CA-DETAIL-REC WITH ORD-ID = 9000

 Sample INSERT Query 

INSERT CA-DETAIL-REC

SET   ORD-ID       = 9000

SET   ITM-ID       = 'X10000'

SET   ORD-QTY      = 99

SET   SHIP-QTY     = 99

SET   UNIT-PRICE   = 99.99

SET   DISC-PCT     = 0.0

SET   ACT-YR       = '87'

SET   ACT-MO       = '01'

SET   ACT-DAY      = '01'

 Sample UPDATE Query 

UPDATE CA-DETAIL-REC WITH ORD-ID = 9000

SET   ORD-QTY      = 01

SET   SHIP-QTY     = 01

SET   UNIT-PRICE   = 100.00

SET   DISC-PCT     = 0.0

SET   ACT-YR       = '87'

SET   ACT-MO       = '04'

SET   ACT-DAY      = '21'
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Executing a DQL Query

You execute a query with an ERASE, INSERT, or UPDATE statement by pressing the APPLY PF key when the Table
Maintenance panel (DQEI0) appears.

A sample Table Maintenance panel for INSERT follows:

 Table Maintenance (DQEI0) 

 =>

 Press PF3 to apply changes to table

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEI0

 DATAQUERY:  TABLE MAINTENANCE                                   PAGE:     _____

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TABLE:      ________________________________

 FUNCTION:   ______                NUMBER SELECTED:    _____     LIMIT EXCEEDED

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP     <PF2> RETURN   <PF3> APPLY     <PF4> NOT USED  <PF5> NOT USED

 <PF6> NOT USED <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD   <PF9> LEFT      <PF10>RIGHT

 Purpose 

The Table Maintenance panel displays the rows that are to be maintained on a Datacom/DB table. This panel displays
only. To perform the actual maintenance on the table, press <PF3> APPLY. This panel gives you a chance to view the
rows that you are intending to maintain, before the maintenance actually takes place. In other words, you have a second
chance before you UPDATE or ERASE the rows.

 Panel Description 

The following list describes each field of the Table Maintenance panel:

TABLE
The name of the table to be updated.

FUNCTION
The maintenance function to be performed, ERASE, INSERT, or UPDATE.

NUMBER SELECTED
The number of records to be updated, inserted or erased.

PAGE
The page number of the display.
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LIMIT EXCEEDED
If this appears, the number of records to be updated, or erased has exceeded the number of found table blocks
that the user can use. (Make the selection criteria more selective or increase the FNDBLKS= parameter.)

 Action 

When you are satisfied that the rows displayed on this panel are the ones to be maintained press <PF3> APPLY to
ERASE, INSERT, or UPDATE the rows according to your query.

SQL Mode Data Modification

For a Dataquery user to use the SQL data maintenance commands, the user must be authorized. This is done on the
User Table Maintenance panel or through external security, if Dataquery is externally secured.

A brief description of each SQL Mode data manipulation command follows:

DELETE
Allows you to remove one or more rows in a table. The rows to be deleted are chosen by the SEARCH function.
An example of the DELETE statement follows:
DELETE FROM DEPTTBL

    WHERE DEPTNO = 'D1'

INSERT
Adds one or more rows to a table. The data to be inserted can be specified directly in the INSERT statement, or
data can be retrieved from an existing table using a subselect statement.
Simple INSERT of one Row

INSERT INTO EMP

    VALUES ('000315', 'JOHN', 'T', 'SMITH',)

Selected INSERT of Multiple Rows

INSERT INTO SMITH.TEMPEMP

    SELECT *

    FROM EMP

UPDATE
Replaces the value of one or more columns within one or more rows of a table with another value. You can use
selection criteria similar to that used in a SEARCH statement of a query. This criteria qualifies the rows you want
to modify. Use qualification to alleviate the possibility of modifying the wrong rows. An example of the UPDATE
statement follows:
UPDATE CAI_TEMP

    SET PHONENO = '3565'

    WHERE EMPNO = '009123'

If no search condition is specified, Dataquery updates all rows in the named table.

 Executing an SQL Query 

Use the Dataquery Editor to write the SQL commands, DELETE, INSERT and UPDATE and follow the usual execution
procedures.

Sets
The KEEP function of Dataquery saves the pointers to a set of data selected by an executed query. The EXTRACT
function of Dataquery saves the actual set of data selected by an executed query. Each user is allocated a certain number
of Found Table blocks of storage for his sets. When the user's Found Table blocks are exceeded, any further attempts by
the user to perform a KEEP or EXTRACT function, results in an error condition.
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NOTE
KEEP and EXTRACT should only be used on data that is not updated frequently. If the data is updated since
the last KEEP or EXTRACT functions, the saved pointers in the KEPT data could point to different data, and
the reports that used the extracted data would be in error. (This function is available only in DQL Mode.) For
information about saving data in SQL Mode, see STORE.

Administrative Menu

The SET option on the Administrative Menu is a maintenance function that you use to maintain the saved and extracted
sets stored in the Found Table (DQF).

It is your responsibility to monitor the listing of your users' sets. You should delete the Found Table blocks of those users
who have left the company, or those who have transferred to another department within the company. Also delete those
sets that are aging past site standards. You can request your Database Administrator to allocate more blocks to the Found
Table (DQF) when there is a valid need.

Directory

When you select the SETS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the SETS command from the command line,
Dataquery displays a listing of saved sets on the Directory of Saved Sets panel.

A sample Directory of Saved Sets panel follows:

Directory of Saved Sets (DQA60)

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA60

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        USER NAME                   |  NAME    | TYPE  |BLOCKS |DATE ADDED

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

                                    |          |       |       |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3> DELETE      <PF4> USE

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED      <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Panel Description

The following list describes each column of the Directory of Saved Sets panel:

USER NAME
ID of user who saved set.
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NAME
Name of the saved set.

TYPE
Type of saved set - K is KEEP, E is EXTRACT.

BLOCKS
Number of Found Table blocks used.

DATE ADDED
Date the saved set was added to the Found Table.

PF Keys

The following list describes each PF key for the Directory of Saved Sets panel:

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Return to Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel. Dataquery displays the Help panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to previously displayed panel. Returns you to previously displayed panel

or Main Menu.
<PF3> DELETE Delete saved set. Deletes saved set.
<PF4> USE Activate a set for use

in a query without reexecuting a find.
Displays Online Execution panel.

<PF5> NOT USED Not used.  
<PF6> NOT USED Not used.  
<PF7> BACKWARD Scroll to previous page of Saved Sets, if

any.
Display previous page of Saved Sets, if
any.

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next Saved
Set screen, if any.

Display more Saved Set screen, if any.

 

 

Personal Database Facility
The personal database facility is a tool that allows a user to have a separate group of tables that are created by a user
and reserved for his use. The user can create, populate, maintain, and delete these tables using a simple menu-driven
interface. The user can access the tables with queries and dialogs that he creates. The SQL option must be installed at
your site for personal tables to work.

Uses for Personal Tables

A user can use the STORE command to create tables containing SQL query output. Once a user executes a SQL query
he may issue STORE which dynamically creates a table in the user's private authorization ID, and populates it with the
Found Set. Queries executed against a personal table can have a faster processing time than queries run against public
tables.

The user can manipulate personal table data for special needs, for specialized reports, for forecasting, or use the
manipulated data in a business chart to help with decision making. Since all the data in the user's personal tables is
generated by the user, the user is completely in charge of what is done with the data.

Here are some considerations for the use of PDB (personal data base) and the STORE command. With these functions,
tables are CREATED (by using SQL) into an area specified in the user's profile (this profile information is still used even
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when external security is in effect for Dataquery). The area must be in a database for which the user has both "create"
authority and Dataquery authority to do maintenance. The area and database should be built separately for each user (or
group of users) that are allowed PDB authority, so that these tables are not put into any arbitrary database.

 Dataquery Administrator Responsibilities

The Dataquery Administrator has the responsibility of authorizing users for personal database and for naming the area
in Datacom/DB. For more information, see Authorizing Users in Dataquery.

When a user is added with a private SQL authorization specified, Dataquery automatically creates a schema in Datacom
Datadictionary for the SQL authorization ID. A schema defines the individual user's SQL environment. Users must have a
schema associated with an authorization ID to use SQL. A schema contains all table, view, and privilege definitions owned
by a given authorization ID. Any definitions created by the user using the Personal Database Facility are automatically
added to the schema for the authorization ID specified when the user creates the SQL object.

Authorizing Users to Access Another Users Personal Tables

Access to another user's personal tables can be convenient for both users. For example, if an office manager
maintains weekly status reports on his personal database and he wishes a secretary to compile a monthly report,
the Dataquery Administrator can give the secretary access to the manager's tables.

DQL Language
The user must be authorized to access (read, update, insert, or erase) these tables just like any other Datacom/
DB table.

SQL Mode
To give another user access to someone's personal tables, simply provide the authorization ID. In SQL Mode, the
creator of the table may give another user access to his personal tables by using the SQL GRANT command. If
access through SQL Mode query or dialog is needed, the user can supply the authorization ID as part of the table
name, as in:
FROM authid.table-name

The user cannot change his private SQL authorization ID. They may change the currently used authid, but it will not
be used by the PDB facility. Datacom/DB Security, including GRANT, will govern accessibility of another user's tables,
whether the authid is known and supplied, or not.

Upgrading to New Releases of Supporting Products
Modifying or upgrading supporting products may affect Dataquery. Before upgrading, carefully study the changes from the
prior version and the upgrade procedures for each of the products to gauge the impact on Dataquery. See the DQSAM01
through DQSAM11 sample members. For information on the sample members that contain job control statements which
modify the Dataquery environment and run the batch utility programs, see Installation Verification Phase.

Procedures

Upgrade procedures for each product can also be found in the Source Library. Use the following as a check list when
upgrading the environment in which Dataquery operates.

CICS
DQDECPR in the DQSAM11 member is the only Dataquery module that contains command level CICS. When
a new version of CICS is installed, reassemble the DQDECPR module and link edit it to produce a modified
DQDECPR.
When a new version of CICS is installed, ensure that the PPT and PCT system tables include entries for
Dataquery. Ensure that the Datacom CICS Services is installed and operational.
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Datacom/DB
When upgrading Datacom/DB, follow the instructions distributed with Datacom/DB for reloading the Dataquery
database and reassembling the Master Lists and File Tables.

Datacom Datadictionary
If the database ID for Datacom Datadictionary is changed, change the coding of the DDDBID= parameter of
the DQOPTLST macro (see Tailoring the Dataquery System Option Table). Then reassemble and relink edit
DQOPTLST with the new parameter coding for DDDBID=.

Language Maintenance Facility Overview
Dataquery provides a LANGUAGE option for the Administrative Menu. You might be authorized to translate the Dataquery
vocabulary, literals, messages, commands, menus, and panels into another language, or to customize them using terms
with which your site's users feel more familiar. You can translate/customize everything or only certain items.

Functions

Use the Language Maintenance Facility to:

• Translate menus, help panels, vocabulary terms, literals, and error messages to another language (such as, American
English to Spanish).

• Customize error messages to include information specific to your company such as, "Contact John Franks at extension
6670 if you encounter this message."

• Change the bulletin board.
• Create a dialect from a base language.
• Edit panels, vocabulary terms and literals.
• Delete panels vocabulary terms and literals.
• List all literals, panels, and vocabulary terms.

Information for changing the bulletin board is documented in Changing the Bulletin Board.

Base Languages

Dataquery executes in the language you specify during system generation. This means all panels, literals, and vocabulary
appear on your terminal screen in the language you designated as your base language during system generation.
Broadcom provides American English as the base Dataquery language, but German, and French are also available.
Contact your Broadcom representative for more information on obtaining one of these languages.

Other Languages

But what if you would prefer to see Dataquery execute in Spanish or some other language?

The Language Maintenance Facility allows you to translate the Dataquery vocabulary, literals, messages, commands,
menus, and panels into another language. You can translate everything or you can select only specific panels to translate
or customize. The ability to translate Dataquery is useful if your corporation has several international sites or a site with
employees who speak different languages. You can translate Dataquery into all languages used. Then, each employee
can use Dataquery in their own language.

Functions

You can use the Language Maintenance Facility to:
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• Create a partial translation from a base language.
• Translate all parts of Dataquery including menus, Help panels, vocabulary, literals, and error messages to another

language. (For example, American English to Spanish.)
• Customize error messages to include information specific to your company such as, "Contact John Franks at extension

6670 if you encounter this message. "
• Change the bulletin board.
• Edit panels, literals, and vocabulary terms.
• Delete panels, literals, and vocabulary terms.
• List all panels, literals, and vocabulary terms.

System Tables

Performing query creation, maintenance, and storage functions involves commands, panels, vocabulary, messages, Help
panels, and menus. Dataquery stores these messages, panels, commands, and vocabulary terms in the following tables:

• DQM contains all literals (words generated by Dataquery).
• DQP contains all panels (including Help, menus, error messages).
• DQV contains all vocabulary (commands and DQL Language keywords).

Before You Begin Translation

Before you begin translation, understand the basics of Dataquery.

Authorization

To use the Language Maintenance Facility, you must be authorized to do so by your Dataquery Administrator. Your
Dataquery Administrator authorizes you by placing a Y in the LANGUAGE field on the User Table Maintenance panel. See
Authorizing Users in Dataquery for more information. If Dataquery is externally secured, you must be authorized through
external security.

Getting Hard Copies of Dataquery Panels

To create hard copies of Dataquery panels, select the LANGUAGE function from the Administrative Menu. See Specific
Guidelines for operation instructions for the Directory of Panels. Scroll through the list of panels and display each panel
you want to customize. While viewing a panel, use your screen print function to create a hard copy.

You can also submit a batch job with the DQPANPRT utility.

Additional Software Allocation

If you plan to translate or customize your entire Dataquery system, allocate additional disk space to store the newly
created language. You need 60 tracks on a 3380 disk initially plus 50 tracks for a full translation. Or, in Datacom/DB terms,
you need 500 blocks of 3584 bytes.

Language Maintenance Help Panels

Dataquery provides Help panels to assist you during your translation process. You can access these panels whenever you
see <PF1> HELP listed on the PF key menu at the bottom of your screen except when actually typing in your translation
for a panel.

If you receive an error message, press <PF1> HELP and Dataquery displays a message Help panel. This Help panel
further explains the error message with possible causes and corrective action.

Language Maintenance Utility

You use the Language Maintenance Utility to back up and restore Dataquery languages. You can also use it to change all
panels to uppercase.

Back up Language Tables
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To back up language tables, execute the Language Maintenance Utility JCL with RUNTYPE=UNLOAD. The Language
Maintenance Utility also allows you to do a selective back up (unload). To back up (unload) either a language you have
created or a Broadcom-provided language, replace the RUNTYPE=UNLOAD line of JCL with:

RUNTYPE=UNLOAD,LANGUAGE=lc

where lc is the language code for the language you want to unload.

Restore Backup Tables

To restore backup tables, execute the Language Maintenance Utility JCL with RUNTYPE=LOAD. You cannot do a
selective load.

Change Panels to Uppercase

To change panels to uppercase, run DQLANGMT with:

RUNTYPE=UPSHIFT,LANGUAGE=lc

This is the same as an unload. The output data set has all panels in uppercase. The upshifted panels may be restored to
the panel file by running DQLANGMT with RUNTYPE=LOAD.

To change individual panels to uppercase, run DQLANGMT with:

RUNTYPE=UPSHIFT,LANGUAGE=lc,C=PNL,N=xxx

where lc=language code and xxx is the three-character panel ID.

Follow the upshift by a load to restore upshifted panels.

Lowercase Terminals

You can use lowercase and uppercase letters in your translations. Before you can use uppercase and lowercase letters,
you must change your primary language code to something other than American English (AE) and define your terminal for
mixed case to CICS.

Using the Language Maintenance Facility

The Language Maintenance Facility allows an Administrator to translate the Dataquery vocabulary, literals, messages,
commands, menus, and panels into another language, or to customize them using terms with which your site's users may
feel more familiar.

Specifying a Language

Select the language you want to use by specifying the language code in your user profile in response to PRIMARY or
SECONDARY. If you do not specify a code for PRIMARY, the language specified in the System Option Table SYSDIAL=
parameter becomes the first choice. If you do not specify a code for SECONDARY, the language specified in the System
Option Table SYSLANG= parameter becomes the second choice. If no language code is specified, Dataquery executes in
American English.

Specify the System Option Table DQOPTLST parameter SYSDIAL= with the PRIMARY language, for the translation you
want searched first for the language item to be displayed. Specify SYSLANG= with the SECONDARY language, for the
translation you want searched second.

Translating or Customizing Dataquery

If you plan to translate or customize the Dataquery system, prepare the DQM, DQP, and DQV system tables as described
in Preparing and Maintaining the Dataquery System Tables. If you want to use mixed case for your translation, define your
terminal for mixed case to CICS.

To translate or customize the Dataquery system:
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• Update the user with the language code.
• Specify the language code on the Edit/Translate panel.
• Do your translation.
• Specify the System Option Table DQOPTLST parameters SYSDIAL and SYSLANG if they are changing.

See Translating Datacom Core™ for Datacom.

Loading and Unloading Languages (DQLANGMT)

The Language Maintenance Utility (DQLANGMT) is a batch facility. DQLANGMT performs two major functions:

• Loading a language.
• Backing up (unloading) a language.

American English is the default language. Use DQLANGMT to load and use any of the other languages or to back up a
translation which you have created.

Loading Broadcom-Provided Languages

To load a language supplied on the version tape, you must:

1. Specify RUNTYPE=LOAD in the DQLANGMT JCL. RUNTYPE=LOAD can be abbreviated R=LOAD in the JCL.
2. Execute the utility.

JCL examples are provided in this chapter.

Backing Up (Unloading) Your Language

To back up (unload) your language, you must:

1. Specify RUNTYPE=UNLOAD in the DQLANGMT JCL. RUNTYPE=UNLOAD can be abbreviated R=UNLOAD in the
JCL. LANG=XX or abbreviated L=XX may be used to unload only one language.

2. Execute the utility.

JCL examples are provided in this chapter.

Upgrading to a New Version

To keep the translated version of your Dataquery panels when you upgrade to a new version, run the DQLANGMT
utility with the SYSIN RUNTYPE=UNLOAD,LANG=xx to take a back up of translated panels. After the upgrade, run
DQLANGMT again with the new version with SYSIN RUNTYPE=LOAD and the file from the previous UNLOAD as input to
put the translated panels, literals, and vocabulary on the new version's files. This is the only way translated files can get to
the upgraded system.

To see which panels do not have translated versions, select Language Maintenance from the Administration Menu.
Display lists of panels, vocabulary, or literals online to see which do not have translated versions. The online displays list
AE (American English) version first, followed by the "xx" version, unless "xx" happens to sort higher in the list than AE. In
any case, they will be together on the lists so new ones can be easily seen.

Installing Language Changes

If most Dataquery users at your site need to use the language you have created, you need to generate this language
as the system language. You do this by coding the system language in the DQOPTLST macro and reassembling the
Dataquery System Option Table. The options table applies to all users.

During system generation, Dataquery defaults to American English as the base language. To change the default
language:

1. Code the SYSLANG= parameter in the DQOPTLST.
2. Reassemble the Dataquery System Option Table.
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You can also add the SYSDIAL= parameter to the DQOPTLST. You can use this parameter to specify a partial translation
as the systemwide default. The language code found in the SYSDIAL= parameter is searched first. If Dataquery does not
find the panel, message, literal, help text, or DQL Language vocabulary word with this language code, the SYSLANG=
language code is searched. Only DQL Language verbs can be translated.

The values in the primary and secondary language fields on your user profile override the SYSDIAL= and SYSLANG=
parameters, respectively. This can be useful when there are only a few users who want to use a different language than
the language defined in DQOPTLST.

Dataquery defaults to a period for a decimal point. To change this default to a comma, enter COMMA in the DECPT=
parameter in the DQOPTLST.

After you change the DQOPTLST parameters, you must reassemble the Dataquery System Option Table. See Example
DQOPTLST Assemblies for details.

Sample z/OS JCL

Unload

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to unload the table. To unload a single language, replace
the R=UNLOAD with R=UNLOAD,LANGUAGE=cc where cc is the 2-character language code you want to back up.

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQLANGMT

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //*  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 //SNAPER   DD ...

 //SYSOUT   DD ...

 //DQLMUNL  DD DSN=dq.lang.backup.dataset,UNIT=device,...

 //             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=2010,BLKSIZE=2014,DSORG=PS)

 //SYSIN    DD *

  R=UNLOAD

 /*

 //

DQLMUNL
DQLMUNL is the output data set for a DQLANGMT unload of panels. It can reside on tape or disk. This statement
is needed only in JCL specifying a DQLANGMT UNLOAD.

Load

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to load a backup tape (either a user-created backup or a
Broadcom-provided load or revision tape).

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQLANGMT

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //*  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 //SNAPER   DD ...

 //SYSOUT   DD ...

 //DQLMLOD  DD DSN=dq.lang.backup.dataset

 //SYSIN    DD *

  R=LOAD
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 /*

 //

DQLMLOD
DQLMLOD is the input data set for a DQLANGMT load of panels. It can reside on tape or disk. This statement is
needed only in JCL specifying a DQLANGMT LOAD.

Sample z/VSE JCL

Unload to Disk

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to unload the table to a disk file. To unload a single
language, replace the R=UNLOAD with R=UNLOAD,LANGUAGE=cc where cc is the 2-character language code you want
to back up.

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 *  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL DQLMUND,'dq.lang.backup.dataset',,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // EXEC DQLANGMT,SIZE=50K

 DOSFILE=DISK

 R=UNLOAD

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

DLBL DQLMUND,
DQLMUND is an output data set for a DQLANGMT unload of panels. If it is to reside on disk, a control statement
specifying DOSFILE=DISK must be included.

DOSFILE=
If DOSFILE=DISK is specified, the output data set must have a name of DQLMUND and the panel output must be
written to disk.

Unload to Tape

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to unload the table to a tape.To unload a single language,
replace the R=UNLOAD with R=UNLOAD,LANGUAGE=cc where cc is the 2-character language code you want to back
up.

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see .

 *  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 // ASSGN SYS020,cuu

 // TLBL DQLMUNT,'dq.lang.backup.dataset'

 // EXEC DQLANGMT,SIZE=50K

 DOSFILE=TAPE

 R=UNLOAD

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ
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TLBL DQLMUNT,
DQLMUNT is an output data set for a DQLANGMT unload of panels. If it is to reside on tape, a control statement
specifying DOSFILE=TAPE must be included.

DOSFILE=
If DOSFILE=TAPE is specified, the output data set must have a name of DQLMUNT and the panel output must be
written to tape.

Load from Disk

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to do a load from a disk file.

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 *  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL DQLMLOD,'dq.lang.backup.dataSet',,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // EXEC DQLANGMT,SIZE=50K

 DOSFILE=DISK

 R=LOAD

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

DLBL DQLMLOD,
DQLMLOD is an intput data set for a DQLANGMT load of panels. If the data set resides on disk, a control
statement specifying DOSFILE=DISK must be included.

DOSFILE=
If DOSFILE=DISK is specified, the input data set must have a name of DQLMLOD and the panel input must come
from disk.

Load from Tape

Use the following JCL to run a batch language maintenance job to do a load from either a user-created backup tape or a
Broadcom-provided tape.

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 *  Specify the following according to your site standards:

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,cuu

 // TLBL DQLMLOT,'dq.lang.backup.data set'

 // EXEC DQLANGMT,SIZE=50K

 DOSFILE=TAPE

 R=LOAD

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

TLBL DQLLMLOT,
DQLMLOT is an input data set for a DQLANGMT load of panels. If the data set resides on tape, a control
statement specifying DOSFILE=TAPE must be included.
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DOSFILE=
If DOSFILE=TAPE is specified, the input data set must have a name of DQLMLOT and the panel input must come
from tape.

Printing Dataquery Panels

The panel print utility allows you to print the Dataquery panels by submitting a batch job, just as with any other batch
utility. You can print selected panels or all the panels for one language. Panels are printed in a 24 X 80 format, one panel
per report page. No descriptive text appears on the page with the panel. Error messages appear on separate pages.

Processing

When you request a panel/language which exists, the panel is printed; otherwise an error message is printed. When
Dataquery processing of the print request is complete, the operating system completion code is set as follows:

0
Normal completion

4
Syntax error on control statement input

8
Error in operation

16
Utility abend

Control Statement Format

Keyword parameters may start in any position on the statement. Keyword parameters must be followed by an equal sign
(=) and a value. Commas should be used to separate keywords, and there should be no embedded blanks in the list of
parameters. Multiple control statements may be used. Keywords and valid values are:

REQ=PRINT
This must be used as written. In this version, print is the only valid request handled by this utility.

NAME=xxx
Where xxx is the name of a panel to print. This is a required parameter. To print panel DQD10, NAME=D10 would
be used. To print all the panels for a language, NAME=*** would be used.

LANG=yy
Where yy is the code of a language to print. This is an optional parameter. If not used, the default is AE (American
English). To print all panels in more than one language, a control statement for each language must be used.

Sample JCL

Sample z/OS JCL

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQPANPRT

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD    *

   REQ=PRINT,NAME=AA0,LANG=AE

 /*

 //

Sample z/VSE JCL
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 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 //  EXEC  DQPANPRT

 REQ=PRINT,NAME=AA0,LANG=AE

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Changing the Bulletin Board
Dataquery displays a bulletin board immediately after a user signs on. The bulletin board can be used to distribute
information to all Dataquery users. Although you must use the Language Maintenance Facility to change and update the
bulletin board, it is actually an administrative function usually performed by the Dataquery Administrator.

You can change any or all parts of the bulletin board. Dataquery does not protect any part of the panel. Use the following
steps to change the bulletin board.

Action

To get to the Language Maintenance Menu (DQLN0), do one of the following:

• From the Administrative Menu, select the LANGUAGE option.
• Type LANGUAGE on the command line and press Enter.

The following panel shows the Language Maintenance Menu.

Language Maintenance Menu (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  _     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Select the Panels option to access the Directory of Panels Menu.

After you select the Panels option, Dataquery displays the Directory of Panels as follows:
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Directory of Panels (DQL10)

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF PANELS                              START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PANEL NAME  |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    AA0      |   AE   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 2      |    YAA       |     80

    AA0      |   DX   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 2      |    YAA       |     80

    AA0      |   FR   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 2      |    YAA       |     80

    AA0      |   RM   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 2      |    YAA       |     80

    AA1      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 1   |    YZ0       |     80

    AA1      |   DX   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 1   |    YZ0       |     80

    AA1      |   GE   |  HLP- VERZ. ABFR.- TERM 1   |    YZ0       |     80

    AA2      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 2   |    YZ0       |     80

    AA2      |   DX   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 2   |    YZ0       |     80

    AB0      |   AE   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 3      |    YAB       |     80

    AB0      |   DX   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 3      |    YAB       |     80

    AB0      |   GE   |  LST- ABFR./ERSATZ DIR 3    |    YAB       |     80

    AZ0      |   AE   |  SYS- BULLETIN BOARD        |              |     80

    AZ0      |   GE   |  INFOS                      |              |     80

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL  <PF4> EDIT PANEL

 <PF5> DELETE PANEL   <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

The START WITH: field, located in the upper-right corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial name of the
panel where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery refreshes the DIRECTORY OF PANELS panel
with the panel that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also page forward using <PF8> FORWARD or
backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the member that you want to view or edit.

From this directory you can select the bulletin board. Position the cursor on the line containing the American English
version bulletin board named AZ0 with a description of SYS- BULLETIN BOARD and press <PF4> EDIT PANEL. (If you
have translated the bulletin board into a language other than American English, select your translated version.)

After you select the bulletin board, Dataquery displays the Panel Edit/Translate panel as follows.

Panel Edit/Translate (DQL20)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL20

 DATAQUERY:  PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PANEL: AZ0                          LANGUAGE CODE: AE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                      TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  __

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DESCRIPTION: SYS - Bulletin Board

  NEW DESCRIPTION ===>  SYS - Bulletin Board____
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 The selected panel is displayed in an updatable format.  Key the

 translation or changes in the appropriate literal areas.  When you have

 completed the changes for the entire panel, use the Enter key to finish

 the function.  Use the CLEAR key to cancel the function.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

Action

No changes are permitted on this screen. Press Enter. After you press Enter during display of DQL20, Dataquery displays
the bulletin board in unprotected format as shown in the following sample bulletin board.

Sample Bulletin Board (DQAZ0)

 =>

 Press the Enter key to continue.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAZ0

 DATAQUERY: BULLETIN BOARD

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                      WELCOME TO DATAQUERY 10.0

 1.  PLEASE REPORT ANY PROBLEMS OR SUGGESTIONS TO THE DATAQUERY

     ADMINISTRATOR.

 2.  TO ALL USERS, PLEASE DELETE QUERIES THAT YOU NO LONGER NEED.

Action

Enter your new bulletin board information in any style that fits within the confines of the bulletin board panel. Press Enter
to save your changes or press CLEAR to exit without saving your changes.

Timing

Any user who signs on after the changes have been saved views the revised bulletin board.

Translating Dataquery
Use the Language Maintenance Facility to translate Datacom Dataquery. Specify language settings in the user profiles.
Set a language as the default in the System Option Table. Translate DQL keywords. SQL keywords cannot be translated.

If American English, German, or French does not satisfy your corporate needs, use the Language Maintenance Facility
to translate part or all of Dataquery to another language or to site-specific terminology. You can even translate DQL
Language keywords since they are native to Dataquery. You cannot, however, translate the SQL Language keywords (for
example, SELECT, FROM, and so forth).

After you have translated any or all of Dataquery, you must specify that language in your User Profile if you want to use it.
Or, if you want most of the users on your system to use it, you can have it specified as the system default in the System
Option Table. For more information, see Defining or Modifying the User Profile.
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Translation and Customization Principles

To translate or customize Dataquery panels (including menus, messages, and Help panels), you simply view the panels
and type your translation or customization over the existing information.

Use the Dataquery Edit/Translate panel to enter translations or customizations for vocabulary and literals.

To make it easier to choose items for translation or customization, Dataquery provides complete lists and directories of all
panels, literals, and vocabulary words. You initiate translation and customization from these lists and directories. A sample
panel directory page follows:

Directory of Panels (DQL10)

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF PANELS                                START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PANEL NAME |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     L10     |   AE   |  ADM- PANEL LIST            |     YL1      |     80

     L11     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 1    |     YZ0      |     80

     L12     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 2    |     YZ0      |     80

     L13     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 3    |     YZ0      |     80

     L14     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 4    |     YZ0      |     80

     L15     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 5    |     YZ0      |     80

     L20     |   AE   |  ADM- PANEL TRANSLATE       |     YL2      |     80

     L21     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 1    |     YZ0      |     80

     L22     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 2    |     YZ0      |     80

     L23     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 3    |     YZ0      |     80

     L24     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 4    |     YZ0      |     80

     L25     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 5    |     YZ0      |     80

     L26     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 6    |     YZ0      |     80

     L30     |   AE   |  ADM- LITERAL LIST          |     YL3      |     80

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL  <PF4> EDIT PANEL

        <PF5> DELETE PANEL <PF6> TRANSLATE      <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Guidelines for Translated DQL Language Queries

The DQL Language is designed so that queries resemble actual requests you may make, such as FIND ALL ROWS....
Dataquery is programmed using English language structure. Queries must always follow the English language structure.
You must adhere to this structure when using translated vocabulary to create queries.

Translating Dataquery

The following lists the steps to perform to translate all of Dataquery. Later in this chapter each step is detailed.

Step 1:
Sign on to Dataquery and move to the Language Maintenance Menu.

Step 2:
Assign a language code to your translation.

Step 3:
Translate all panels, messages, and Help.
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Step 4:
Translate all literals.

Step 5:
Translate all vocabulary.

Step 6:
Update the User Profiles with the translated version language code.

Step 7:
Notify the Database Administrator to change the System Option Table parameters, if applicable.

Language Codes

Requirements

Before you begin actual translation, you must select a language code. A language code:

• Must be two characters in length
• Cannot be AE, GE, or FR

You must assign this two-character language code to each vocabulary term, panel, or literal that you translate or change.
Dataquery uses this code to identify the language to which the translated item belongs.

Dataquery uses AE as the language code to identify its American English version, GE for its German version, and FR for
its French version.

If you want Dataquery to execute in a language other than the language specified at installation of the system, you must
specify this language code in your User Profile. For an overview, see Using the Language Maintenance Facility. The User
Profile contains two fields for identifying the language in which you want to see Dataquery execute. These fields are:

• PRIMARY LANGUAGE
• SECONDARY LANGUAGE

When you specify a language code in your User Profile in the Primary or Secondary fields, Dataquery uses this code to
search for items that have been translated using that code.

Search Order

During normal Dataquery execution, Dataquery displays menus, panels, messages, literals, vocabulary, and Help panels
in the following order:

1. Primary Language
2. Secondary Language
3. American English

If Dataquery does not find the item in the Primary or Secondary language, Dataquery displays the item in the base
language (American English).

This search order is important when you create partial translations. Listing the language code of a partial translation as
your primary language allows Dataquery to use translated items where available. If a translated item is not available,
Dataquery looks for that item in the secondary language. If no secondary item is found, Dataquery defaults to American
English.

Defaults

If you have not specified a Primary Language in your profile, Dataquery defaults the Primary Language to the value
specified in the SYSDIAL= parameter during Dataquery system generation.

If you have not specified a Secondary Language, Dataquery defaults to the value specified in the SYSLANG= parameter
during Dataquery system generation.
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Primary
SYSDIAL=

Secondary
SYSLANG=

The SYSDIAL= and SYSLANG= parameters are in the Dataquery System Option Table.

Example

A company translates the entire Dataquery system into Spanish for several employees who recently transferred from
Spain. After the system translation is complete, the employees want to further customize some error and informational
messages. The company assigns the codes as follows:

Specification Code Description

PRIMARY CO Company customization of the translated
language

SECONDARY ES Complete translation to Spanish

SYSDIAL= AE English speaking users

This company uses the primary language to further customize error messages in the complete Spanish translation. The
language code is placed in the Primary Language field because this customization is a partial customization (applying only
to error messages). Therefore, Dataquery first searches for an item assigned with the CO language code. If the item is not
found with the CO language code, Dataquery searches for that item in the ES (Spanish) version. If Dataquery cannot find
that item in ES (Spanish), Dataquery defaults to English.

This structure accommodates all users of the system. If users require Spanish, they specify CO as their primary language
and ES as their secondary language. American English-speaking employees leave the language fields in their User Profile
blank.

User Profile

To use a translated or customized version of Dataquery, you must inform Dataquery on your User Profile.

The User Profile panel contains two language fields:

• PRIMARY
• SECONDARY

Use these fields to specify the language code assigned to the language you want to use.

See the following sample User Profile panel:

User Profile

=>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0

 DATAQUERY: USER PROFILE                FOR => LIZ

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  => 00002   Five digit DB ID number for DD access

 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    => NO      YES show aliases, NO suppress aliases

 GROUP DISPLAY               => NO      YES break out simple cols, NO do not

 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  => YES     YES turn on suppression, NO turn off
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 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    => NO      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      => NO      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            => AE      Two character PRIMARY Language ID

 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          => AE      Two character SECONDARY Language ID

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     => .       Character to be used for decimal point

 QUERY LANGUAGE              => DQL     Language for queries - SQL or DQL

 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        => LIZ

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

Place your first language code choice in the primary language field and your second language code choice in the
secondary language field.

If the SYSDIAL= and SYSLANG= parameters contain the language choices, you do not need to specify anything on the
User Profile.

Anyone who wants to use a translated or customized version specifies that language code in their User Profile. Each user
profile can reflect their language choice. The possibilities for using the different language options on the User Profile make
system customization easy. You can:

• Customize for user groups by updating only select user profiles.
• Translate and use several languages on one system.

If most of the users at your site want to use a translated version, specify that language code in the SYSDIAL= parameter
during installation.

Example

Using the scenario described in Language Codes, the following table illustrates using User Profiles to further customize a
company system. The following codes are available in the sample company:

Specification Code Description

PRIMARY CO Company customization of the translated
language

SECONDARY ES Complete translation to Spanish

SYSDIAL= AC Company customization of American
English

SYSLANG= AE Most users are English speaking

Two of the employees of the sample company have different language needs:

1. Hall - an American English user
2. Reyna - a user whose primary language is Spanish

The User Profile for HALL (the American English user) would look like this:

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0
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 DATAQUERY: USER PROFILE                FOR => HALL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  => 00189    Five digit DB ID number for DD access

 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    => NO       YES show aliases, NO suppress aliases

 GROUP DISPLAY               => NO       YES break out simple cols, NO do not

 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  => YES      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    => NO       YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      => NO       YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            => __       Two character PRIMARY Language ID

 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          => __       Two character SECONDARY Language ID

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     => .        Character to be used for decimal point

 QUERY LANGUAGE              => DQL      Language for queries - SQL or DQL

 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        => HALL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Leaving the PRIMARY and SECONDARY fields blank allows Dataquery to default to the languages defined in SYSLANG=
and SYSDIAL= of the Dataquery System Option Table.

The User Profile for Reyna (a Spanish-speaking employee) would look like this:

=>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0

 DATAQUERY: USER PROFILE                FOR => REYNA

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  => 00002    Five digit DB ID number for DD access

 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    => NO       YES show aliases, NO suppress aliases

 GROUP DISPLAY               => NO       YES break out simple cols, NO do not

 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  => YES      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    => NO       YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      => NO       YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            => CO       Two character PRIMARY Language ID

 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          => ES       Two character SECONDARY Language ID

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     => .        Character to be used for decimal point

 QUERY LANGUAGE              => DQL      Language for queries - SQL or DQL

 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        => REYNA

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Reyna wants to use the company-wide customization of the Spanish translation (CO) and, where an item has not been
customized, Reyna wants the translated version (ES).
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You can install German as the SYSDIAL= language and specify AE for anyone who wants to execute Dataquery in
American English.

Remember, you do not have to specify a language code in your user profile if the language you want to use has been
specified in the SYSDIAL= parameter.

Reserved Words

The translation of a reserved word becomes a reserved word. So, when you are translating Dataquery, you should be
aware of the American English versions of the reserved words. The guidelines follow.

When assigning names to such things as tables, sets, queries, columns, keys, temporary result columns, do not use
words from the following categories:

• Dataquery commands
• Dataquery Editor commands
• Dataquery Language statements
• Dataquery Language ignored words, such as rows or by
• SQL keywords

Failure to avoid these words that have special meaning to Dataquery or are ignored by Dataquery causes problems when
you execute any query containing them where Dataquery does not expect them, as in a table name.

Getting Started Using the Language Maintenance Facility

Before you can use the Language Maintenance Facility, you must sign on to Dataquery and display the Language
Maintenance Menu. Remember, you must be authorized to use the Language Maintenance Facility. You can display the
Language Maintenance Menu by using the LANGUAGE command or by using the menus.

Using the Menus

Step 1
Sign on to Dataquery as you normally would. After signon, Dataquery displays the bulletin board. Press Enter to
view the Main Menu.

Step 2
From the Main Menu, enter the number for ADMINISTRATION and press Enter. This action selects the
Administrative Menu.
OR
Type the LANGUAGE command on the command line and press Enter. Skip Step 3.

Step 3
On the Administrative Menu, select the option number for LANGUAGE, and press Enter. This action selects the
Language Maintenance Facility. From this panel, you can select the option to perform your task.

Translating Panels

Translating panels is as simple as adding the translation by typing over the existing information.

Dataquery stores all menus, messages, and Help panels in the DQP table. You perform the various panel maintenance
functions by selecting the panel maintenance option on the Language Maintenance Menu.

Background

Each menu, message, and Help panel has a unique name. Message names precede the actual message. Find Menu and
Help panel names in the upper-right corner of each panel.
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Panel Directory
After you select the panel maintenance option on the Language Maintenance Menu, Dataquery displays the panel
directory. The Directory of Panels provides a list of all panel names. Locate the panel that you want to translate by
paging through the directory. Included in this directory are error messages and informational messages.

PF Keys
Dataquery sometimes uses the same PF key definitions in several panels. See which panels share PF key
definitions by looking at the PF key Legend column on the Directory of Panels. For example, the PF key Panel
YA1 is used by several panels. When you translate the PF keys in a panel that uses YA1, all panels that use YA1
reflect this translation.

User Profile
Before you can use a translated panel, you must update your User Profile. Remember to change your User
Profile to specify the language you want to use. For more information on changing the user profile, see Defining or
Modifying the User Profile.

General Guidelines

Follow these guidelines during translation:

1. Some panels contain words that are literals and vocabulary terms also. If a word is a vocabulary term (command
or query keyword), literal, and used on panel DQD30 or DQD40 you must translate all three words using the same
translation. See the chart in Translating Literals for a complete list.

2. Do not use special characters or embedded blanks in your translation of these words.
3. Do not translate two different literals or vocabulary terms to the same translation within the same language.
4. If a field is a repeating character, translate that character only one time. All others are translated automatically. Identify

the repeating fields when Dataquery displays the panel in an unprotected format. All translatable information appears
in red on a color terminal, or is highlighted on a monochrome terminal. If a character is a repeating character, only the
first occurrence appears in red or is highlighted and all others remain in blue on a color terminal, or not highlighted on
a monochrome terminal.

Specific Guidelines

The following are guides to specific areas of concern in translating Dataquery.

Blank Lines
Generally, Dataquery does not allow you to type over blank lines in a panel. If you attempt to type over blank lines
on protected panels, your keyboard locks.
The following panels allow you to type over blank lines:

• Error messages (DQ000 - DQ999)
• Bulletin board (DQAZ0)
• Help topic panels (DQN10 - DQO99)
• Help panels (names do not begin with DQY and do not end in 0)

Space
On most panels you have a limited amount of space for translating statements. As a general rule, keep your
translation to less than or equal to the length of the American English version of the statement or description.

Menu Numbers
Do not translate or change the menu item numbers. Dataquery does not prohibit you from changing the menu
item numbers. However, if you do, Dataquery will not be able to identify the function you are indicating.

Error Messages
Some error messages contain blanks which Dataquery uses to return action-specific information. You must
leave enough blanks for Dataquery to return that information. For example, message DQ027 returns the specific
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Datacom/DB return code for the error you encountered. The following messages need seven blank spaces
immediately after the last character in the message.
Add seven blanks following the last character to:

DQ041 DQ066 DQ237 DQ467

DQ062 DQ067 DQ242 DQ471

DQ063 DQ068 DQ270 DQ472

DQ064 DQ160 DQ412 DQ479

DQ065 DQ161 DQ414

Messages DQ027 and DQ330 require 21 blanks immediately following the last character in the message.
If you do not leave the correct amount of spaces, Dataquery overwrites characters in those positions.
Do not change the error message numbers. The error message number includes the characters DQ and the
space before the dash ( - ) and the space after the dash.

Blank Messages
Dataquery provides you with 10 blank error messages. You use these panels to document errors which may result
from your tailoring of the system. These messages panels are numbered DQ990 - DQ999. You must create or
change these panels using the EDIT or TRANSLATE function of the Language Maintenance Facility.

Underscores
If you want to translate error message DQ106, read and apply the following information.
Dataquery uses error message DQ106 to inform you that a term has not been defined correctly. When you
receive the error message during normal Dataquery execution, Dataquery returns the term, string, and the error
found. When you begin to translate this message, you must leave the positions where Dataquery fills in the term,
string, and error intact.
This means that you should leave the two sets of 15 underscores and at least six blanks at the end of the
message. Dataquery allows you to translate the text longer or shorter as long as the underscores and blanks are
the correct length and in the same relative positions. If you only leave 10 underscores, Dataquery automatically
expands the underscores to 15, overtyping any text you defined in those other five positions.
If you translate error message DQ502, you must leave the underscores exactly where they appear. If you do not,
Dataquery overwrites any characters in those positions.

PF Key Legend
The following PF key legend panels do not appear with a main panel during translation. If you are doing a
complete translation, translate each of these separately. If you are doing a partial translation, translate the PF
keys legends if the corresponding main panel is part of the partial translation. Notice that only the last three
characters of the panel name are shown.
PF Key Legends - Main Panels

YED EB0
YE2 with D10
YE3 with D10

YE7 with D10
YD6 with D60
YE4 with D60

YKA with D60
Y10 with B00, B10, B20, B30,
B50, B60

Y20 with B50, B90
YKZ with KG0
YK8 with K10

Procedure

During the deletion procedure, the Directory of Panels is displayed. Use one of the following procedures to locate the
panel you want to translate.

There are several ways you can locate a panel once you have displayed the Directory of Panels.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the Directory of Panels backward and <PF8> to page forward.
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+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and BOTTOM
takes you to the end of the directory.

START WITH
If you know the name of the panel you are searching for, you can use the START WITH field on the Directory
of Panels. This field allows you to specify one to three characters with which Dataquery can begin searching
for a panel name. If you know the panel name, you can specify the last three characters of the name and press
Enter. Dataquery scrolls that panel name to the top of the display. If you specify one or two characters, Dataquery
locates the first panel which contains those characters and scrolls it to the top of the directory.
If no panel is located with those characters, Dataquery scrolls you to the next greater name on the Directory of
Panels.

Operation

Before you can begin translating panels, you must be signed on to Dataquery and display the Language Maintenance
Menu. See Getting Started Using the Language Maintenance Facility for exact instructions on displaying the Language
Maintenance Menu.

Step 1
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 1, PANELS. Press Enter.
LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)
=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  1     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2
Dataquery displays a directory of all panels. From this directory you can select the panel you wish to translate.
Notice that only the last three characters of the panel name are shown. See the section in this chapter on locating
panels for more information on scrolling through the directory. After you have located the panel you wish to
translate, move the cursor down beside the panel name and press <PF6> TRANSLATE. <PF6> TRANSLATE
creates a copy of the panel.
=>
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 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF PANELS                               START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PANEL NAME |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     L10     |   AE   |  ADM- PANEL LIST            |     YL1      |     80

     L11     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 1    |     YZ0      |     80

     L12     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 2    |     YZ0      |     80

     L13     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 3    |     YZ0      |     80

     L14     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 4    |     YZ0      |     80

     L15     |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECT OF PANELS 5    |     YZ0      |     80

     L20     |   AE   |  ADM- PANEL TRANSLATE       |     YL2      |     80

     L21     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 1    |     YZ0      |     80

     L22     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 2    |     YZ0      |     80

     L23     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 3    |     YZ0      |     80

     L24     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 4    |     YZ0      |     80

     L25     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 5    |     YZ0      |     80

     L26     |   AE   |  HLP- PANEL EDIT/TRANS 6    |     YZ0      |     80

     L30     |   AE   |  ADM- LITERAL LIST          |     YL3      |     80

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL  <PF4> EDIT PANEL

 <PF5> DELETE PANEL   <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

DIRECTORY OF PANELS (DQL10)
=>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF PANELS                                START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PANEL NAME  |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    AA0      |   AE   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 2      |     YAA      | 80

    AA1      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 1   |     YZ0      | 80

    AA2      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 2   |     YZ0      | 80

    AB0      |   AE   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 3      |     YAB      | 80

    AZ0      |   AE   |  SYS- BULLETIN BOARD        |              | 80

    A00      |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECTORY MENU HELP   |     YA1      | 80

    A01      |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECTORY MENU HELP   |     YZ0      | 80

    A02      |   AE   |  HLP- DIRECTORY MENU #2     |     YZ0      | 80

    A10      |   AE   |  LST- COMMAND PROMPTER      |     YA1      | 80

    A20      |   AE   |  LST- FILE DIR              |     YA2      | 80

    A21      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF FILES 1        |     YZ0      | 80

    A22      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF FILES 2        |     YZ0      | 80

    A30      |   AE   |  LST- QUERY/TERM DIR 3      |     YA3      | 80

    A31      |   AE   |  HLP- DIR OF QRY - TERM 1   |     YZ0      | 80

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL <PF4> EDIT PANEL

 <PF5> DELETE PANEL   <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3
Dataquery displays the Panel Edit/Translate panel. Fill in the TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE field with
your language code. You can also translate the description by typing the translated description in the NEW
DESCRIPTION field. Your description cannot exceed 24 characters. After completing the panel, press Enter.
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Panel Edit/Translate (DQL20)
=>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL20

 DATAQUERY:  PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PANEL: DQL20                        LANGUAGE CODE: AE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                      TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  es

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DESCRIPTION: ADM- MAIN MENU

  NEW DESCRIPTION ===> menu principal _________

 The selected panel will be displayed in an updateable format.  Key the

 translation or changes in the appropriate literal areas.  When you have

 completed the changes for the entire panel, use the Enter key to finish

 the function.  Use the CLEAR key to cancel the function.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

Step 4
The panel now appears in an unprotected format. On color monitors, the unprotected information appears in red.
On monochrome monitors, the unprotected information is highlighted. You can translate the panel including any
PF keys. Enter your translation by typing over the existing information.
=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

DATAQUERY:  menu principal - DQL MODE

 entre aqui el numero de la funcion deseada =>  _

 1.  directorios         - hacer listas de Averiguaciones, termino

 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

Step 5
Press Enter to save your translation. Dataquery then returns you to the panels directory. To exit without saving
your translation, press CLEAR or <PF2>.

Translating Literals

Dataquery displays words which are informational or are used in building queries in guided mode. These words are called
literals. These words appear throughout Dataquery on many different panels. An example of a literal is the word MORE.
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MORE appears at the bottom of a panel to inform you more information follows on the next panel. Dataquery stores all
literals in the DQM table.

Dataquery allows you to translate the literals contained in the DQM table. Each literal has been assigned a unique
number. Use this number to identify the literal you want to translate. To access the DQM table directory, select the literal
maintenance option on the Language Maintenance Menu.

Rules

When translating literals follow these rules:

1. If you translate a word which is a vocabulary term, literal, and used on a panel, you must translate all three
identically.

2. Literal translations must be less than or equal to the literal length listed on the Edit/Translate Panel.
3. If a literal is also a vocabulary term, do not use embedded blanks or special characters in the translation.
4. Do not use the same translation for two different literals within the same language.

Translation Aid

A list of most frequently-used words that are used as vocabulary, literals, and on panels follows. Use the literal number
listed to help locate the words on the Directory of Literals. If the word is used on a panel, the panel name follows the literal
number.

Words on the Directory of Literals Literal Numbers

ACTIVE-QUERY 073

ALL 054

BREAKS /(DQD40)

BY 110 /(DQD30)

DETAIL 094

DIALOG 072

DISPLAY 025 /(DQD40)

DO 030 /(DQD40)

DOWN /(DQD30)

EQ 013

ERASE 069

FIND 053 /(DQD30)

FINISHED 048 /(DQD40)

FIRST 023 /(DQD30)

FROM /(DQD40)

GT 016

GTE 017

JCL 009

LT 014

LTE 015

NOT 012

NO-TOTALS 096
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PICTURE 028

PRINT 024 /(DQD40)

PRIVATE 004

PUBLIC 003

QUERY 008

ROWS /(DQD30)

RELATED 020 /(DQD30)

SET 052 /(DQD30)

SORT 074 /(DQD30)

TERM 005

TITLE1 026

TITLE2 027

TO 021 /(DQD30)

TOTALS-ONLY 095

UPDATE 068

VIA 022 /(DQD30)

WHEN 029 /(DQD40)

WITH 011 /(DQD30)

Example

Following is the right way to translate the word WITH to Spanish:

• Vocabulary term -con
• Literal word -con
• Panel word -con

Following is the wrong way to translate WITH to Spanish:

• Vocabulary term -con
• Literal word -con
• Panel word -with

The right way translates WITH identically for the literal, vocabulary term, and on the panel DQD30. The wrong way
translates WITH for some but not all language items.

Operation

If you are not already signed on to Dataquery, you must sign on to Dataquery and display the Language Maintenance
Menu. From the Language Maintenance Menu you can initiate translation. See Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility for exact instructions on displaying the Language Maintenance Menu.

Step 1:
On the Language Maintenance Menu select Option 2, LITERALS and press Enter.
Language Maintenance Menu (DQLN0)
=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  2     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all literals. From this panel you can select the literal you want to translate.
Procedure
The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.
<PF7> and <PF8>

Use <PF7> to page the literal directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.
+ and -

Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20
pages and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the literal you want to translate, move the cursor down beside the literal and press <PF6>
TRANSLATE. <PF6> TRANSLATE creates a copy of the literal.
Directory of Literals (DQL30)
=>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL30

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF LITERALS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM | LANGUAGE |                         LITERAL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   001 |    AE    | MORE ....

   002 |    AE    | LAST PAGE

   003 |    AE    | PUBLIC

   004 |    AE    | PRIVATE

   005 |    AE    | TERM

   006 |    AE    | COND

   007 |    AE    | MODEL

   008 |    AE    | QUERY

   009 |    AE    | JCL

   010 |    AE    | PROC

   011 |    AE    | WITH

   012 |    AE    | NOT
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   013 |    AE    | EQ

   014 |    AE    | LT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

        <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the Literal Edit/Translate Panel. The panel displays information about the literal such as length
and language code. Enter your language code, the new literal value. Your translated version of the literal cannot
exceed the literal length displayed on this panel. To save your translation press ENTER. To exit without saving
your changes, press Clear or <PF2>.
Literal Edit/Translate (DQL40)
=>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL40

 DATAQUERY: LITERAL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM NUMBER   : 001                              LANGUAGE CODE: AE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL LENGTH:   9                  TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  es

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL:

 MORE ...

  KEY NEW LITERAL VALUE BELOW:

 mas ...._____________________________________________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

After you have saved your translation, Dataquery returns you to the directory. Because Dataquery displays the
directory in alphabetical order, your translation does not always appear immediately under the base language
version.

Translating Vocabulary

Dataquery stores all commands and query keywords as vocabulary terms in the DQV table. You can access this table by
selecting the vocabulary maintenance option on the Language Maintenance Menu. Dataquery allows you to translate all
vocabulary terms. Dataquery provides a directory list of all vocabulary terms. From this list, you select the word you want
to translate. Dataquery then displays a panel. On this panel you fill in the Language Code and the actual translation.

Rules

Follow these rules when translating vocabulary terms:

1. Vocabulary terms must be translated into single words. Do not use embedded blanks or special characters.
2. If you translate a word which is a literal, vocabulary term, and used on a panel, you must translate all three

identically.
3. Do not use the same translation for two different vocabulary terms within a single language.
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See Translating Literals for a complete list of words which must be translated identically.

Operation

If you are not already signed on to Dataquery, you must sign on to Dataquery and display the Language Maintenance
Menu. From the Language Maintenance Menu you can initiate translation. See Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility for exact instructions on displaying the Language Maintenance Menu.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 3, VOCABULARY, and press Enter.
LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)
=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  3     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all vocabulary terms with their English equivalent. From this panel you can
select the vocabulary term you want to translate.
Procedure
The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.
<PF7> and <PF8>

Use <PF7> to page the vocabulary directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.
+ and -

Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20
pages and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the vocabulary term you want to translate, move the cursor down beside the word and
press <PF6> TRANSLATE which creates a copy of the vocabulary term.
Directory of Vocabulary (DQL50)
=>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL50
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 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE|          VALUE                           |  ENGLISH VALUE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    AE   | ACTIVE                                   | ACTIVE

    AE   | ACTIVE-QUERY                             | ACTIVE-QUERY

    AE   | ADMIN                                    | ADMIN

    AE   | ALL                                      | ALL

    AE   | AND                                      | AND

    AE   | ASCENDING                                | ASCENDING

    AE   | AVERAGE                                  | AVERAGE

    AE   | BOTTOM                                   | BOTTOM

    AE   | BREAK                                    | BREAK

    AE   | BREAKS                                   | BREAKS

    AE   | BY                                       | BY

    AE   | CONDITIONS                               | CONDITIONS

    AE   | CONTAINING                               | CONTAINING

    AE   | COUNT                                    | COUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE panel with the English value. Enter your language
code in the TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE field. Enter the translation in the NEW VALUE field. Your
translation cannot exceed 40 characters and must be a single word with no embedded blanks. Press Enter to
save your translation. If you want to leave this panel without saving your translation, press the CLEAR key or
<PF2>.
VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL60)
=>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL60

 DATAQUERY: VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE CODE:  AE                   TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  es

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  VALUE            : BY

  ENGLISH VALUE    : BY

  NEW VALUE =======>    por_____________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

After saving your translation, Dataquery returns you to the directory. Because Dataquery displays the directory in
alphabetical order, your translation does not always appear under the base language version.
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Editing the Translated Version of Dataquery
The Edit function of the Language Maintenance Facility allows you to correct mistakes in your translation without having to
re-create the translated item. You can use the edit function to correct literals, vocabulary, and panels.

You cannot edit American English panels. For more information about changing American English panels, see
Customizing the American English Version.

Editing Panels

During the deletion procedure, the DIRECTORY OF PANELS is displayed. Use one of the following procedures to locate
the panel you want to edit.

There are several ways you can locate a panel once you have displayed the DIRECTORY OF PANELS.

<PF7> and <PF8>
You can use <PF7> to page the DIRECTORY OF PANELS backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and BOTTOM
takes you to the end of the directory.

START WITH
If you know the name of the panel you are searching for, you can use the START WITH field on the DIRECTORY
OF PANELS. This field allows you to specify one to three characters with which Dataquery can begin searching
for a panel name. If you know the panel name, you can specify the last three characters of the name and press
Enter. Dataquery scrolls that panel name to the top of the display. If you specify one or two characters, Dataquery
locates the first panel which contains those characters and scrolls it to the top of the directory.
If no panel is located with those characters, Dataquery scrolls you to the next greater name on the DIRECTORY
OF PANELS.

Editing Steps

Before you can begin editing panels you must be signed on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE
MENU. For exact instructions on displaying the Language Maintenance Menu, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 1, PANELS and the language code of the panel
you want to edit. Dataquery limits selection to panels which contain that language code. If no language code is
entered, Dataquery defaults to ALL. After all entries are made, press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  1     LANGUAGE CODE===>  ES   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays the DIRECTORY OF PANELS. After you have located the panel you want to edit, move the
cursor down beside the panel name and press <PF4> EDIT PANEL. <PF4> EDIT PANEL edits an existing panel.

DIRECTORY OF PANELS (DQL10)

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF PANELS                                START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PANEL NAME  |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    AA2      |   ES   |  HLP- dir of aver term 2    |     YZ0      |   80

    D10      |   ES   |  EDI- crear                 |     YE1      |   80

    KE0      |   ES   |  ADM- menu administrativo   |              |   80

    KE1      |   ES   |  HLP- administrativo 1      |     YZ0      |   80

    K00      |   ES   |  ADM- menu literals         |     YK0      |   80

    L30      |   ES   |  ADM- directorio literal    |     YL3      |   80

    L50      |   ES   |  ADM- directorio de vocab   |     YL3      |   80

    YE1      |   ES   |  SFX- d10                   |              |   80

    YK0      |   ES   |  SFX- K00,K80,L00           |              |   80

    YL3      |   ES   |  SFX- L30,L50               |              |   80

    YZ0      |   ES   |  SFX- Help panels           |              |   80

    Z00      |   ES   |  SYS- menu principal        |              |   80

             |        |                             |              |

             |        |                             |              |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL <PF4> EDIT PANEL

 <PF5> DELETE PANEL   <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the Edit/Translate Panel. This panel displays the name of the panel you intend to update, the
language code, and the original description.
You can change the panel description but not the Language Code. Your new description cannot exceed 24
characters. After making the desired changes, press Enter.

PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL20)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL20

 DATAQUERY: PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  PANEL: DQL20                        LANGUAGE CODE: ES

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DESCRIPTION: ADM- MAIN MENU

  NEW DESCRIPTION ===> menu principal _________

 The selected panel will be displayed in an updateable format.  Key the

 translation or changes in the appropriate literal areas.  When you have

 completed the changes for the entire panel, use the Enter key to finish

 the function.  Use the CLEAR key to cancel the function.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

Step 4:
Dataquery presents the panel in an unprotected format. After making all desired changes, press Enter to save and
return to the DIRECTORY OF PANELS. To exit without saving your changes, press CLEAR or <PF2>.

Editing Literals

Use the edit function to make changes in an existing translation. For example, if you translated a literal, then later decided
you prefer to translate that literal using another word, rather than deleting the existing translation and creating another
literal you can use the edit function to change the existing translation.

You cannot use the edit function to change a literal in American English. See Customizing the American English Version
for more information.

Rules

If you edit a word which is a literal, vocabulary, and used on a panel, you must make the same edits to all three. In other
words, all three words must be identical.

For a complete list of words that must follow these guidelines, see the chart shown in Translating Literals.

Operation

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 2, LITERALS, specify the language code of the literal
you want to edit, and press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  2     LANGUAGE CODE===>  ES   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all literals. The literal number appears in the first column, the language code in
the second, and the literal values appear in the third column. From this panel you can select the literal you want to
edit.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the literal directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the literal you want to edit, move the cursor down beside the literal and press <PF4> EDIT ITEM.

DIRECTORY OF LITERALS (DQL30)

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL30

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF LITERALS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM | LANGUAGE |                         LITERAL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   001 |    ES    | mas ....

   002 |    ES    | ultima pa

   003 |    ES    | public

   004 |    ES    | privado

   005 |    ES    | term

   006 |    ES    | cond

   007 |    ES    | averi

   008 |    ES    | jcl

   009 |    ES    | proc

   010 |    ES    | con

   011 |    ES    | ne

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD
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Step 3:
Dataquery displays the LITERAL EDIT/TRANSLATE Panel. The panel displays information about the literal such
as length and language code. Your version of this literal cannot exceed the literal length displayed. Make your
changes and press Enter.

LITERAL EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL40)

 =>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL40

 DATAQUERY: LITERAL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM NUMBER   : 012                              LANGUAGE CODE: ES

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL LENGTH:                      TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  __

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL:

 ne

  KEY NEW LITERAL VALUE BELOW:

 No___________________________________________________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

Editing Vocabulary Terms

The Edit Function can be used to correct a mistake in an existing translation. For example, you may use the Edit
function to correct a misspelled word in a translation. You can also use the Edit Function to change a word in an existing
translation. When you use the Edit function Dataquery displays the vocabulary term but does not create a new copy of the
vocabulary term.

You cannot use the edit function to change a vocabulary term in American English. See Customizing the American
English Version for information.

Operation

Before you can begin editing, you must first sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU.
See section Getting Started Using the Language Maintenance Facility for exact instructions on displaying the LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE MENU. Also, review the restrictions which apply to changing vocabulary. These restrictions are listed in
Translating Literals.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 3, VOCABULARY, the language code of the
vocabulary term you want to edit and press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  3     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all vocabulary terms. From this panel you can select the vocabulary term you
want to edit.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the vocabulary directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the vocabulary term you want to edit, move the cursor down beside the word and press <PF4>
EDIT ITEM.

DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY (DQL50)

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL50

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE|          VALUE                           |  ENGLISH VALUE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ES    | admin                                    | ADMIN

   ES    | buscare                                  | FIND

   ES    | condicions                               | CONDITIONS

   ES    | crear                                    | CREATE

   ES    | ejecutar                                 | EXECUTE

   ES    | eq                                       | EQ

   ES    | exhibir                                  | DISPLAY
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   ES    | exportar                                 | EXPORT

   ES    | gte                                      | GTE

   ES    | hacer                                    | DO

   ES    | por                                      | BY

   ES    | primero                                  | FIRST

   ES    | revisar                                  | EDIT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE Panel with the language code, current value and
English value. Enter your replacement in the NEW VALUE field. Your replacement cannot exceed 40 characters
and must be a single word with no embedded blanks. Press Enter to save your edit. If you want to leave this panel
without saving your edit, press the CLEAR key or <PF2> RETURN.

VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL60)

 =>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL60

 DATAQUERY: VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE CODE: ES

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  VALUE            : BUSCARE

  ENGLISH VALUE    : FIND

  NEW VALUE =======>    buscar _________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

After saving your edit, Dataquery returns you to the literal directory.

Deleting Unneeded Panels, Literals, and Vocabulary
When a panel, literal, or vocabulary is no longer used or needed, you can delete it using the DELETE function of the
Language Maintenance Facility.

Deleting Panels

Dataquery allows you to delete a panel that is no longer valid. Dataquery does not allow you to delete an American
English panel.
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Procedure

During the deletion procedure, the Directory of Panels is displayed. Use one of the following procedures to locate the
panel you want to delete.

There are several ways you can locate a panel once you have displayed the Directory of Panels.

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
You can use <PF7> to page the Directory of Panels backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and BOTTOM
takes you to the end of the directory.

START WITH
If you know the name of the panel you are searching for, you can use the START WITH field on the Directory
of Panels. This field allows you to specify one to three characters with which Dataquery can begin searching
for a panel name. If you know the panel name, you can specify the last three characters of the name and press
Enter. Dataquery scrolls that panel name to the top of the display. If you specify one or two characters, Dataquery
locates the first panel which contains those characters and scrolls it to the top of the directory.
If no panel is located with those characters, Dataquery scrolls you to the next greater name on the Directory of
Panels.

Operation

Before you can begin deleting, you must first sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU.
For exact instructions on displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Use the following steps to delete a panel.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 1, PANELS and enter the language code of the panel
you want to delete. Dataquery limits selection to panels which contain that language code. If you do not enter a
language code, Dataquery defaults to ALL languages on the system. After making all desired entries press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  1     LANGUAGE CODE===>  ES   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays the Directory of Panels. Column 1 contains the panel name, column 2 contains the language
code, column 3 contains the description, column 4 contains the PF key legend and column 5 lists the number of
columns. After you have located the panel you want to delete, move the cursor down beside the panel name and
press <PF5> DELETE. If you try to delete an American English panel you receive an error message.

Deleting Literals

Dataquery allows you to delete a literal that you no longer want or need to use. Dataquery does not allow you to delete an
American English literal.

Remember, some words which are both literals and vocabulary and contained on panels DQD40 and DQD30 must be
translated or customized identically. If you delete the literal version of this word, also delete the vocabulary version and
replace the word on the customized or translated panel.

Operation

Before you can begin deleting, you must first sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU.
For exact instructions on displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 2, LITERALS. Enter the language code of the literal
you want to delete. Dataquery limits selection to literals which contain that language code. If you do not enter a
language code, Dataquery defaults to ALL languages on the system. After making all desired entries press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  2     LANGUAGE CODE===>  ES   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays the DIRECTORY OF LITERALS. Column 1 contains the literal numbers, column 2 contains
the language codes and column 3 contains the literals.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the literal directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the literal you want to delete, move the cursor down beside the literal name and press <PF5>
DELETE. If you try to delete a literal with AE (American English) as the language code, you receive an error message.

Deleting Vocabulary Terms

If you no longer need or want a vocabulary term, Dataquery allows you to delete it.

Remember, some words which are both literals and vocabulary and contained on panels DQD40 and DQD30 must be
translated or customized identically. If you delete the vocabulary version of this word, also delete the literal and replace
the word on the customized or translated panel.

Operation

Before you can begin deleting, you must first sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU.
For exact instructions on displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 3, VOCABULARY. Enter the language code of the
literal you want to delete. Dataquery limits selection to panels which contain that language code. If you do not
enter a language code, Dataquery defaults to ALL languages on the system. After making all desired entries,
press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  3     LANGUAGE CODE===>  ES   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all vocabulary terms with the American English version of the word. From this
panel you can select the vocabulary term you want to delete.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the vocabulary directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and BOTTOM
takes you to the end of the directory.

DELETE
After you have located the vocabulary term you want to delete, move the cursor down beside the word and press
<PF5> DELETE. <PF5> deletes the word and returns you to the vocabulary directory. If you try to delete an
American English vocabulary term, you receive an error message.

DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY (DQL50)

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL50

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE|          VALUE                           |  ENGLISH VALUE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ES    | admin                                    | ADMIN

   ES    | buscare                                  | FIND

   ES    | condicions                               | CONDITIONS

   ES    | crear                                    | CREATE

   ES    | ejecutar                                 | EXECUTE

   ES    | eq                                       | EQ

   ES    | exhibir                                  | DISPLAY

   ES    | exportar                                 | EXPORT

   ES    | gte                                      | GTE

   ES    | hacer                                    | DO

   ES    | por                                      | BY

   ES    | primero                                  | FIRST
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   ES    | revisar                                  | EDIT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Customizing the American English Version
Dataquery does not allow you to change American English panels, messages, vocabulary, or literals. You use the same
principles which apply to a translation to create a customized version of Dataquery.

You can customize Help panels or informational messages. You can also customize error messages to include system or
company specific information.

• Select the item to be customized from the directory.
• Assign a language code to the item.
• Make the changes.
• Save the changes.
• Update your User Profile.

For more information on Language Codes, see Language Codes.

Customizing Panels

Customize panels by:

1. Viewing the panel that you want to change
2. Adding the changes by typing over the existing information

Dataquery stores all menus, messages, and Help panels in the DQP table.

Background

You perform the various panel maintenance functions by selecting the panel maintenance option on the LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE MENU.

Each menu, message and Help panel has a unique name. Message names precede the actual message. Menu and Help
panel names are located in the upper-right corner of each panel.

After you select the panel maintenance option on the Language Maintenance Menu, Dataquery displays the DIRECTORY
OF PANELS. The DIRECTORY OF PANELS provides a list of all panel names. You locate the panel you wish to
customize by paging through the directory. Included in this directory are error messages and informational messages.

Dataquery sometimes uses the same PF key definitions in several panels. You can see what panels share PF key
definitions by looking at the PF key Legend column on the DIRECTORY OF PANELS. For example, the PF key Panel,
YA1, is used by several panels. When you customize the PF keys in a panel that uses YA1, all panels that use YA1 reflect
this customization.

Before you can use a customized panel you must update your User Profile. Remember to change your User Profile to
specify the customization you want to use. For more information on changing the user profile, see Defining or Modying the
user Profile.

General Guidelines

Follow these guidelines when customizing panels:

1. Some panels contain words that are literals and vocabulary terms also. If a word is a vocabulary term (command or
query keyword), literal, and used on panels DQD30 and DQD40, you must customize all three words using the same
customization. See the chart in Customizing Literals for a complete list.
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2. Do not use special characters or embedded blanks in your customization of these words.
3. Do not change two different vocabulary terms or literal words using the same word or term.
4. If a field is a repeating character, change that character one time and all others are changed automatically. You can

identify the repeating fields when Dataquery displays the panel in unprotected format. All changeable information
appears in red on a color terminal, or is highlighted on a monochrome terminal. If a character is a repeating character,
only the first occurrence appears in red or is highlighted and all others remain in blue on a color terminal or not
highlighted on a monochrome terminal.

Specific Guidelines

The following are guides to specific areas of concern in translating Dataquery.

Blank Lines
Generally, Dataquery does not allow you to type over blank lines. If you attempt to type over blank lines on
protected panels, your keyboard locks.
The following panels allow you to type over blank lines:

• Error messages (DQ000 - DQ999)
• Bulletin Board (DQAZ0)
• Help topic panels (DQN10 - DQO99)
• Help panels (panel names do not begin with Y and do not end in 0)

Space
On most panels, you have a limited amount of space for customizing statements. As a general rule, keep your
translation to less than or equal to the length of the American English version of the statement or description.

Menu Numbers
Do not translate or change the menu item numbers. Dataquery does not prohibit you from changing the menu
item numbers. However, if you do, Dataquery will not be able to identify the function you are indicating.

Error Messages
Some error messages contain blank spaces which Dataquery uses to return action specific information. You
must leave enough blank spaces for Dataquery to return that information. For example, message DQ027 returns
the specific Datacom/DB return code for the error you encountered. The following messages need seven blank
spaces immediately after the last character in the message.

Add seven blanks following the last character to:

DQ041 DQ066 DQ237 DQ467
DQ062 DQ067 DQ242 DQ471
DQ063 DQ068 DQ270 DQ472
DQ064 DQ160 DQ412 DQ479
DQ065 DQ161 DQ414

Messages DQ027 and DQ330 require 21 blanks immediately following the last character in the message.

If you do not leave the correct amount of spaces, Dataquery overwrites characters in those positions.

Do not change the error message numbers. The error message number includes the characters DQ and the space before
the dash ( - ) and the space after the dash.

Blank Messages
Dataquery provides you with ten blank error messages. You use these panels to document errors which may
result from your tailoring of the system. These messages panels are number DQ990 through DQ999. You must
create or change these panels using the EDIT or TRANSLATE function of the Language Maintenance Facility.
If you want to customize error message DQ106, read and apply the following information.
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• Dataquery uses error message DQ106 to inform you that a term has not been defined correctly. When you
receive the error message during normal Dataquery execution, Dataquery returns the term, string, and the
error found. When you begin to translate this message, you must leave the positions where Dataquery fills in
the term, string, and error intact.
This means that you should leave the two sets of 15 underscores and at least 6 blanks at the end of the
message. Dataquery allows you to translate the text longer or shorter as long as the underscores and
blanks are the correct length and in the same relative positions. If you only leave 10 underscores, Dataquery
automatically expands the underscores to 15, overtyping any text you defined in those other five positions.

• If you customize error message DQ502, you must leave the underscores exactly where they appear. If you do
not, Dataquery overwrites any characters in those positions.

PF Key Legends
The following PF key legend panels do not appear with a main panel during translation. If you are doing a
complete translation, translate each of these separately. If you are doing a partial translation, translate the PF
keys legends if the corresponding main panel is part of the partial translation. Only the last three characters of the
panel name are shown.

PF Key Legends - Main Panels

YED with EB0
YE2 with D10
YE3 with D10

YE7 with D10
YD6 with D60
YE4 with D60

YKA with D60
Y10 with B00, B10, B20, B30,
B50, B60

Y20 with B50, B90
YKZ with KG0
YK8 with K10

Procedure

During the deletion procedure, the DIRECTORY OF PANELS is displayed. Use one of the following procedures to locate
the panel you want. There are several ways you can locate a panel once you have displayed the DIRECTORY OF
PANELS.

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
You can use <PF7> to page the DIRECTORY OF PANELS backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and BOTTOM
takes you to the end of the directory.

START WITH
If you know the name of the panel you are searching for, you can use the START WITH field on the DIRECTORY
OF PANELS. This field allows you to specify one to three characters with which Dataquery can begin searching
for a panel name. If you know the panel name, you can specify the last three characters of the name and press
Enter. Dataquery scrolls that panel name to the top of the display. If you specify one or two characters, Dataquery
locates the first panel which contains those characters and scrolls it to the top of the directory.
If no panel is located with those characters, Dataquery scrolls you to the next greater name on the DIRECTORY
OF PANELS.

Operation

Before you can begin customizing panels, you must be signed on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE MENU. For exact instructions about displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting
Started Using the Language Maintenance Facility.
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Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 1, PANELS. Press Enter.

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  1     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

 

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all panels. From this directory you can select the panel you wish to customize.
See the section in this chapter on locating panels for more information. After you have located the panel you wish
to customize, move the cursor down beside the panel name and press <PF6> TRANSLATE. <PF6> TRANSLATE
creates a copy of the panel.

DIRECTORY OF PANELS (DQL10)

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL10

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF PANELS                                START WITH: ___

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PANEL NAME  |LANGUAGE|         DESCRIPTION         | PFKEY LEGEND | COLUMNS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    039      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ039E                |     YZ1      |   80

    041      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ041E                |     YZ1      |   80

    046      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ046E                |     YZ1      |   80

    049      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ049E                |     YZ1      |   80

    050      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ051E                |     YZ1      |   80

    051      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ051E                |     YZ1      |   80

    052      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ052E                |     YZ1      |   80

    058      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ058E                |     YZ1      |   80

    059      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ059E                |     YZ1      |   80

    060      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ060E                |     YZ1      |   80

    062      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ062I                |     YZ1      |   80

    063      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ063I                |     YZ1      |   80

    064      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ064I                |     YZ1      |   80

    065      |   AE   |  MSG: DQ065I                |     YZ1      |   80

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY PANEL <PF4> EDIT PANEL

 <PF5> DELETE PANEL   <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE panel. Fill in the TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE field
with your language code. You can customize the description by typing over the existing description in the NEW
DESCRIPTION field. After completing the panel, press Enter.
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PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL20)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL20

 DATAQUERY: PANEL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  PANEL: DQ039                        LANGUAGE CODE: AE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                      TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  ac

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DESCRIPTION: MSG: DQ039E

  NEW DESCRIPTION ===> MSG: DQ039E ____________

 The selected panel will be displayed in an updatable format.  Key the

 translation or changes in the appropriate literal areas.  When you have

 completed the changes for the entire panel, use the Enter key to finish

 the function.  Use the CLEAR key to cancel the function.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

Step 4:
The panel now appears in an unprotected format. On color monitors the unprotected information appears in
red. On monitors which are not color, the unprotected information is highlighted. You can customize the panel
including any PF keys. Enter your customization by typing over the existing information.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQ039

 DATAQUERY: HELP PANEL FOR ERROR MESSAGE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DQ039E - Printer requested not available. Call operations at ext. 3456.

  CAUSE:  You requested that the output report from your query be sent to a

          printer that is not in service.

  ACTION: Either wait until the printer is back in service or direct your

          output to another printer.  Please report any problems to Karen

          at extension 3456.
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

This example took the original error message and added the company specific information.

Step 5:
Press Enter to save your customization. Dataquery then returns you to the panels directory. To exit without saving
your customization, press CLEAR or <PF2>.

Editing Panels

After a panel has been customized using the TRANSLATE function, you can use the EDIT function to make corrections
or changes. When you use the edit function, Dataquery does not create a new copy of the panel. Dataquery allows you to
change the description but not the language code. Dataquery then displays the panel in unprotected format.

You cannot edit an American English panel. The EDIT function of the Language Maintenance Facility is described in
Editing Panels.

Deleting Panels

If after you have created a customized panel and you no longer want or need that panel, you can delete the panel.
Dataquery does not allow you to delete an American English panel.

For more information about deleting panels, see Deleting Panels.

Customizing Literals

Dataquery displays words which are informational or are used in building queries in guided mode. These words are called
literals. These words appear throughout Dataquery on many different panels. An example of a literal is the word MORE.
MORE appears at the bottom of a screen to inform you more information follows on the next screen. Dataquery stores all
literals in the DQM table.

Dataquery allows you to change the literals contained in the DQM table. To access the DQM table directory, select the
literal maintenance option on the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU.

Rules

When changing literals, follow these rules:

1. If you change a word which is a vocabulary term, literal, and used on a panel, you must make the same changes to all
words.

2. Literal customizations must be less than or equal to the literal length listed on the Edit/Translate Panel.
3. If a literal is also a vocabulary term, do not use embedded blanks or special characters.
4. Do not use the same word for two different literals.

Customization Aid

A list of most frequently-used words that are used as vocabulary, literals, and on panels follows. Use the literal number
listed to help locate the words on the Directory of Literals panel. If the word is used on panels DQD30 or DQD40, the
panel name is listed in column 3.

ACTIVE-QUERY
073

ALL
054

BREAKS
(DQD40)
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BY
110 (DQD30)

DETAIL
094

DIALOG
072

DISPLAY
025 (DQD40)

DO
030 (DQD40)

DOWN
(DQD30)

EQ
013

ERASE
069

FIND
053 (DQD30)

FINISHED
048 (DQD40)

FIRST
023 (DQD30)

FROM
(DQD40)

GT
016

GTE
017

JCL
009

LT
014

LTE
015

NOT
012

NO-TOTALS
096

PICTURE
028

PRINT
024 (DQD40)

PRIVATE
004
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PUBLIC
003

QUERY
008

ROWS
(DQD30)

RELATED
020 (DQD30)

SET
052 (DQD30)

SORT
074 (DQD30)

TERM
005

TITLE1
026

TITLE2
027

TO
021 (DQD30)

TOTALS-ONLY
095

UPDATE
068

VIA
022 (DQD30)

WHEN
029 (DQD40)

WITH
011 (DQD30)

Operation

If you are not already signed on to Dataquery, you must sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE MENU. From the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU you can initiate customization. For exact
instructions about displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 2, LITERALS and press Enter.

LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU (DQLN0)

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  2     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all literals. From this panel you can select the literal you wish to customize.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the literal directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the literal you wish to customize, move the cursor down beside the literal and press <PF6>
TRANSLATE. <PF6> TRANSLATE creates a copy of the literal.

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL30

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF LITERALS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM | LANGUAGE |                         LITERAL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   001 |    AE    | MORE ....

   002 |    AE    | LAST PAGE

   003 |    AE    | PUBLIC

   004 |    AE    | PRIVATE

   005 |    AE    | TERM

   006 |    AE    | COND

   007 |    AE    | MODEL

   008 |    AE    | QUERY

   009 |    AE    | JCL

   010 |    AE    | PROC
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   011 |    AE    | WITH

   012 |    AE    | NOT

   013 |    AE    | EQ

   014 |    AE    | LT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the Literal Edit/Translate Panel. The panel displays information about the literal such as length
and language code. Enter your language code, the new literal value, and press Enter. To exit without saving your
changes, press CLEAR or <PF2>.

 =>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL40

 DATAQUERY: LITERAL EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  ITEM NUMBER   : 001                              LANGUAGE CODE: AE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL LENGTH:   9                  TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  ac

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  LITERAL:

 MORE ....

  KEY NEW LITERAL VALUE BELOW:

 continued____________________________________________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

This example changes the literal MORE to CONTINUED.

Editing Literals

You cannot use the edit function to change a literal in American English. You can use the EDIT function to change a literal
you have already created through the translate function. Use the edit function of the Language Maintenance Facility to
correct already existing literals.

For exact instructions for using the edit function, see Translating Literals.

Deleting Literals

If you have created a literal that you no longer want or need, Dataquery allows you to DELETE that literal. Dataquery does
not allow you to delete an American English literal. For exact instructions, see Deleting Literals.

Customizing Vocabulary Terms

Dataquery stores all commands and query keywords as vocabulary terms in the DQV table. You can access this table
by selecting the vocabulary maintenance option on the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU. Dataquery allows you to
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customize all vocabulary terms. Dataquery provides a directory list of all vocabulary terms. From this list you select the
word you wish to change. Dataquery then displays a menu. On this menu you fill in the Language Code and then enter the
actual changes.

Rules

Follow these rules when making changes to vocabulary terms:

1. Vocabulary terms must be single words. Do not use embedded blanks or special characters.
2. If you change a word which is a literal, vocabulary, and panel word, you must change all three and make the same

changes to all three.
3. Do not change two different words to the same word.

See Customizing Literals for a complete list of word which must be customized identically.

If you are not already signed on to Dataquery, you must sign on to Dataquery and display the LANGUAGE
MAINTENANCE MENU. From the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU you can initiate customization. For exact
instructions about displaying the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU, see Getting Started Using the Language
Maintenance Facility.

Step 1:
On the LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU select Option 3, VOCABULARY, and press Enter.

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQLN0

DATAQUERY:  LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE MENU

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  3     LANGUAGE CODE===>  __   (default ALL)

 1.  PANELS       - Translate, edit, delete, and display panels

 2.  LITERALS     - Translate, edit, delete, and display program literals

 3.  VOCABULARY   - Translate, edit, delete, and display vocabulary terms

 

Step 2:
Dataquery displays a directory of all vocabulary terms. From this panel you can select the vocabulary term you
wish to customize.

Procedure

The following lists panel locations and their descriptions.

<PF7> and <PF8>
Use <PF7> to page the vocabulary directory backward and <PF8> to page forward.

+ and -
Page through the directory using the plus and minus sign. For example, entering +20 scrolls forward 20 pages
and -20 scrolls backward 20 pages.

TOP and BOTTOM
You can also use the TOP and BOTTOM commands. TOP takes you to the first panel of the directory and
BOTTOM takes you to the end of the directory.

After you have located the vocabulary term you want to customize, move the cursor down beside the word and press
<PF6> TRANSLATE. <PF6> TRANSLATE creates a copy of the vocabulary term.

 =>
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 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL50

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF VOCABULARY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE|          VALUE                           |  ENGLISH VALUE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    AE   | ACTIVE                                   | ACTIVE

    AE   | ACTIVE-QUERY                             | ACTIVE-QUERY

    AE   | ADMIN                                    | ADMIN

    AE   | ALL                                      | ALL

    AE   | AND                                      | AND

    AE   | ASCENDING                                | ASCENDING

    AE   | AVERAGE                                  | AVERAGE

    AE   | BOTTOM                                   | BOTTOM

    AE   | BREAK                                    | BREAK

    AE   | BREAKS                                   | BREAKS

    AE   | BY                                       | BY

    AE   | CONDITIONS                               | CONDITIONS

    AE   | CONTAINING                               | CONTAINING

    AE   | COUNT                                    | COUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> EDIT ITEM

 <PF5> DELETE ITEM    <PF6> TRANSLATE    <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Step 3:
Dataquery displays the VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE panel. Enter your language code in the TRANSLATE
TO LANGUAGE CODE field. Enter the customization in the NEW VALUE field. Your customization cannot exceed
40 characters and must be a single word with no embedded blanks. Press Enter to save your customization. If
you want to leave this panel without saving your customization, press the CLEAR key or <PF2>.

VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE (DQL60)

 =>

 FILL IN THE DATA BELOW AND PRESS ENTER TO COMPLETE FUNCTION

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQL60

 DATAQUERY: VOCABULARY EDIT/TRANSLATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LANGUAGE CODE:  AE                   TRANSLATE TO LANGUAGE CODE==>  ac

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  VALUE            : BOTTOM

  ENGLISH VALUE    : BOTTOM

  NEW VALUE =======>    end_____________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN

This example changes the vocabulary term BOTTOM to END.
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After saving your customization, Dataquery returns you to the literal directory. Because Dataquery displays the vocabulary
list in alphabetical order, your customization does not always appear under the base language version of the word.

Editing Vocabulary Terms

You cannot use the edit function to change a vocabulary term in the American English version. You can use the edit
function to make a correction to a vocabulary term you have already created through the translate function.

For exact instructions for using the edit function, see Translating Vocabulary.

Deleting Vocabulary Terms

Dataquery allows you to delete a vocabulary term that is no longer valid. Dataquery does not allow you to delete an
American English vocabulary term. For exact instructions to delete vocabulary terms, see Deleting Vocabulary Terms.

Batch Management Overview
Batch Dataquery is available to allow long running or high-volume queries to be processed without consuming online
system resources. You can effectively improve online performance by taking advantage of this batch processing capability.

When a user executes queries or dialogs in batch, two choices are available: Batch Sign/On and Batch Online SUBMIT. In
Batch Sign/On, the user must create or adapt and use JCL with a product other than Dataquery from which the JCL and
the input Dataquery statements are submitted to the operating system for batch execution. In Batch Online SUBMIT, the
user uses a Dataquery online panel to submit Dataquery JCL from a Dataquery library that carries instructions for query
execution. Both types of batch query execution take place offline, conserving resources for online use. The online facilities
of Dataquery do not have to be up for batch Dataquery execution. The execution JCL for batch Dataquery points to the
load libraries containing the Dataquery modules.

One or more users can be given Dataquery Administrator authorization for creating and maintaining the Dataquery online
JCL libraries. The Dataquery Administrator maintains the JCL and provides end users with information about which JCL
members are appropriate (if the user is given JCL member names in order to be able to use more than one JCL member).
With Batch Online SUBMIT, the Dataquery Administrator can also create JCL PROCs which permit users to change
specific values in a JCL member, as needed.

The following sections provide background information about Dataquery JCL statements, along with examples. For
authoritative advice regarding the use of JCL statements, see your systems programmer.

Batch Execution Method Comparison

Two methods of batch execution work with Dataquery: Batch Online and Batch Signon. Both methods require submitting
JCL that contains the information needed by Dataquery to process the query. Batch Online JCL is submitted from the
Batch Execution panel and does not require signon or Dataquery input statements. Those items are provided by the
online system. Batch Sign/On is submitted from another product and submits JCL and Dataquery statements as part of
the job stream. Batch Sign/On requires control cards that may specify various options and must specify the statements for
any query or dialog to be executed. The following table shows significant differences between these two batch methods:

Difference Batch Online SUBMIT Batch Sign/On

Requires control statements after the input
statement.

No Yes

Permits the use of #DQOPERATORNAME
as
the JCL user ID, allowing ID substitution.

Yes No

Permits the use of variables. Yes No

Batch Online SUBMIT
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End users can be authorized by the Dataquery Administrator to submit batch jobs with an online panel called Batch
Execution (DQE40). This panel submits a JCL member containing information needed to process the query. Maintaining
the JCL member is a Dataquery Administrator responsibility.

Users can submit queries or dialogs for batch execution with a panel in online Dataquery and the jobs will execute offline
either immediately or at a deferred time.

As the Dataquery Administrator, you can create JCL PROCs for users of Batch Online, permitting users to perform
variable substitution. See Creating a JCL PROC for Online Submission for details. Dataquery Administrator information
about Batch Online appears in Batch Online Management.

Batch Sign/On

The Batch Sign/On method requires JCL that submits Dataquery statements to the operating system from another
product and processes a query or dialog. End users do not commonly use Batch Sign/On Mode. The JCL can be
accessed through Roscoe, Vollie, TSO or any other batch job submission method and submitted for Dataquery signon
and execution. Sign/On mode allows a user who cannot access a CICS monitor to submit batch Dataquery jobs through
Roscoe or some other job submission method. See Batch Sign/On Management for more information about batch Sign/
On.

Prerequisites for Using Batch Dataquery

To use batch Dataquery, you must:

1. Tailor the active System Option Table (DQOPTLST) for batch job submission. The following are the DQOPTLST
parameters that impact batch job submission:
– DQDBID=
– EXPDEV= (z/VSE only)
– LINPRTL=
– LINPRTP=
– RTIMDQE= (SQL Mode only)
– RTIMDQW=
– SEQBUFS=
– SORTWK= (z/VSE only)
– SUBEXIT=
– SXBEXIT=
– URTPRTY=

2. After modifying the DQOPTLST macro, reassemble and link edit it.
3. Place the updated System Option Table into effect in one of the following ways:

– If the CICS RES count is zero, do a CICS NEWCOPY of DQSYSTBL.
– If the CICS RES count is not zero, bring down the monitor and bring it back up again.

4. Check the parameters of the DQW (Work Table). See DQW: Work Table for instructions.
5. Set up the JCL members. Sample JCL for executing DQBATCH in Sign/On mode in z/OS and z/VSE is included at the

end of this chapter.

Installing the Internal Reader

If your users plan to execute queries using EXECUTE with a report destination of system printer or using SUBMIT, you
must first install the CAIVPE internal reader.

z/VSE
See the CIS for VSE documentation.
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z/OS
Use the JES internal reader supplied by IBM for job submission. The statements of the job stream are written to
a sequential file. The file is assigned to the JES internal reader with a DD statement. CAIVPE-based products
executing in a partition can share a common JES reader. Interleaving of data from different products assigned to
the same reader is prevented by the CAIVPE enqueue mechanism.
For the name of the sequential file under the CICS TP monitor, make an entry in the Destination Control Table
(DCT) for the DESTID or use the default. Unless the default is changed during IPC installation, it is IRDR.
Following is a sample for making the entry after signing on to CICS:

1. Verify if the entry is there. If not, go to step 5.
CEDA VIEW TDQUEUE(IRDR) GROUP(*)

2. If you need to change an attribute, specify ALTER to the right of the entry and press Enter. Overtype to modify
values and press PF3.

3. Disable and close the TDQUEUE to CICS through:
    CEMT INQUIR TDQUEUE(IRDR)   

If it shows enabled (ENA) and open (OPE(N)), then overtype these two values with the following commands:
DIS (disabled)

CLS (closed)

4. If IRDR needs to be defined, issue the following commands:
CEDA DEFINE TDQUEUE(IRDR) GROUP(DQGRP) TYPE(EXTRA) DDNAME(ADRSRB)

TYPEFILE(OUTPUT) RECORDSIZE(80) RECORDFORMAT(FIXED) BLOCKFORMAT(UNBLOCKED)

5. Install the modified definition into CICS through the following command:
CEDA INSTALL GROUP(DQGRP)

Make sure there is a DD statement that assigns the file to the internal reader. The DSCNAME keyword in the
DFHDCT macro provides the ddname. This entry may already exist as the result of another Broadcom product
installation.

Executing Deferred Batch Queries

Online Dataquery allows a user on an online system to create a query or dialog, or to select a query or dialog from a
directory of queries and dialogs. The user can then use the batch execution facility of an online query to submit that query
to execute in the batch mode, either immediately or at a deferred time. Executing a deferred batch query is a two step
process. Jobs submitted as deferred batch queries do not run until a separate Dataquery Batch job with a DEFER control
statement executes them.

How a Deferred Batch Query Works

When you request deferred batch execution, an entry is made in a queue in the DQF table, but no job is submitted. The
date and time your request was submitted establishes its place in the queue of jobs that are eligible to be run. When you
later submit a Dataquery batch job with a DEFER input statement, Dataquery responds to the DEFER by retrieving and
sequentially executing all deferred queries in the queue of eligible jobs.

Dataquery stores the queue of deferred batch queries in the DQF table.

Considerations for the System Programmer

Because all the deferred queries in the queue can be sequentially executed by the submission of a single Dataquery
Batch job that includes a DEFER statement, make certain that the JCL contains everything the queued queries need, for
example DD statements for external SORT work areas for system SORT, EXPORT DD statements, and sufficient region/
partition size.

Also remember to take into consideration that when you use the DQWFINIT utility to reinitialize the DQF, the queue of
deferred queries is destroyed.

If your users plan to defer execution of batch queries, you must:
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• Assess when the best time to run the deferred queries is: consider the needs of your users and your system
• If you set up a regular schedule for executing deferred batch queries, communicate the schedule to your Dataquery

Administrator
• Submit the jobs at the appropriate time

See Executing Deferred Batch Queries for more information.

Preparing for Batch Export Function Use

The Dataquery batch export function allows the user to export the columns and keys named in the PRINT or DISPLAY
statement of the query to an output table in the order specified in the query. This exported data is then available for use in
user-written programs.

Types of Export Files

Dataquery places the requested exported data in a sequential output file. Thus, you must allocate a data set for the
exported data. There are two different types of export output file:

• For export as comma-separated values, the output data set must be a sequential file with variable-length rows and
blocked format with a block size of 4096 bytes. The maximum length of any data row is 4088.
If the user executes more than one comma-separated value EXPORT per any execution of DQBATCH, Dataquery
writes all of the output sets to the same output sequential data set.
The exported data set can be downloaded to a PC, since it is in PC file format (CSV).

• For export of fixed-length records, the output data set must be a sequential file with a record length equal to that of the
exported rows.
The user may not execute more than one fixed-length EXPORT per any execution of DQBATCH. If a second fixed-
length EXPORT is performed within a single execution of DQBATCH, Dataquery overwrites the data from the first
EXPORT.

z/VSE Requirements

In a z/VSE environment, the System Option Table EXPDEV= parameter specifies the default device for exported data.
This default can be overridden for nondeferred jobs at submit time when the system prompts the user for the device. If the
exported files will be stored on disk, you should assign some specific space for that purpose. For more information, see
Accessing Exported Data.

Sample JCL for Batch Sign/On Mode

When using Dataquery through the Sign/On mode, all of the input to batch Dataquery is made through the use of SYSIN
or SYSIPT control statements for z/OS and z/VSE respectively. Provide individual control statements for each Dataquery
command, with only one command per statement. Examples follow:

Sample z/OS JCL

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

 //USRPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 SIGN/ON dq-user-id PASSWORD ppppppppp

 EXEC sample-query

 /*

 //
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Sample z/VSE JCL

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 // EXEC DQBATCH

 SIGN/ON dq-user-id PASSWORD ppppppppp

 EXEC sample-query

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Batch Sign/On Management
Submit JCL for processing Datacom Dataquery queries or dialogs. Use the batch Sign/On mode to submit DQL queries,
dialogs, or SQL Queries. Use batch Sign/On to create a personal database facility table or to export a DQL query.

You can submit JCL for processing Dataquery queries or dialogs through Roscoe or a similar product, although online
submission through Dataquery is easier.

You can use the batch Sign/On mode to perform the following actions:

• Submit a DQL Language query
• Submit a dialog
• Submit a SQL query
• Create a Personal Database Facility table with the STORE command
• Export a DQL Language query

Dataquery Batch Control Statements Overview

Use the Dataquery control statements to identify the functions to be performed in a batch query. Control statements
have many types. The following table shows the possible statements in the order they are used and describes each
statement. Details about each statement appear in alphabetical order in the next section.

Batch Sign/On Statements in Required Order

Only two Batch Sign/On statements are required for a batch job. They are:

• SIGN/ON
• EXECUTE

The following table shows the order and a brief overview of each Batch Sign/On statement. The next section in this
chapter provides details for using the statements.

Statement Description DQL, SQL, or Both

SIGN/ON (Required.) Specifies the user ID and
password (if any).

Both

OPTION DDBASE= Names the database ID of the Datacom
Datadictionary database if different from the
default.

Both

OPTION QUERYLANG= If the user is authorized for both, specifies
language to use . Otherwise the last online
mode at signoff is used.

Both
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OPTION AUTHID= Specifies the authorization ID to be used in
the query.

SQL

OPTION DIAGNOSTICS= With option CBS, tells Dataquery to
produce Compound Boolean Selection
diagnostic reports. If option RQT is used,
this statement should follow FIND or
EXECUTE.

DQL

OPTION PLANOPTS,MSG= Tells Datacom/DB whether to produce detail
or summary messages about preparation
and execution time.

SQL

OPTION PLANOPTS,DISPLAY= Tells Datacom/DB whether to print
preparation and execution-time messages
during execution.

SQL

OPTION PLANOPTS,OPT= Tells Datacom/DB whether to use the user-
specified join order or the SQL-chosen join
order.

SQL

OPTION STATISTICS=ON Provides statistical information on
execution.

Both

OPTION WINDOWING=NO Specifies WRAP (NO) or NOWRAP (YES)
selections for reports.

Both

OPTION QUERYTEXT=YES Prints text of query. Both

OPTION PAGESTOGETHER=YES Print report pages together (YES) or print
front pages and then back pages (NO).

Both

SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, and INSERT SQL query keywords. Each must be on a
separate line.

SQL

FIND and COUNT DQL query keywords. DQL

EXECUTE (Required.) Executes the query or dialog
that is named in the statement.

Both

EXPORT Exports data found by the query to a
sequential file.

Both

STORE Creates a new Personal Database Facility
table containing query or dialog output.

Both

Dataquery Control Statements

The following list provides a detailed description of each control statement that can be used in submitting a DQL
Language or SQL query. Statements appear in alphabetical order.

NOTE
OPTIONs cannot be stacked on one card. There should only be one OPTION per card statement.

OPTION AUTHID=

(Optional - Valid in SQL Mode only.) OPTION AUTHID= allows you to specify the authorization ID that is to be used in the
query. The format of the OPTION AUTHID= statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ AUTHID=nnnnnnnn ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Where nnnnnnnn is a 1-character to 18-character authorization ID.
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Valid Entries:
A valid 1-character to 18-character ID that specifies the authorization ID used in your query

Default Value:
If no OPTION AUTHID= statement is used, your private authorization ID

EXECUTE

(Required in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.) EXECUTE tells Dataquery to execute the query. EXEC can also be used. If
this keyword is omitted, the query does not execute and printed output is not produced.

►►─ EXECUTE ─ name ─ (variable-list) ─ (stage-1) ─ (thru ─ stage-2) ──────────►

 ►─ (total-option) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

►►─ EXECUTE ─ name ─ (total-option) ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

name
(Required in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.) Specifies a name of a query or dialog to execute.
Valid Entries:

A 1- character to a 15-character query name, or an asterisk (*) to specify the execution of the active
query. To use the active query, enter it in the JCL stream immediately preceding the EXECUTE statement,
using the FIND statement of the DQL query or any SQL query statement. The active query cannot be a
dialog.

Default Value:
(No default)

(variable-list)
(Optional - Valid in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.)variable-list is a list naming the variables that can be
substituted for a dialog that is executed by this batch job.variable-list is optional. If variable-list is not given for a
dialog, the query is executed with the default values.
If it is necessary to continue a statement when naming values for dialog variables, place any non-blank character
in column 72 of the SYSIN or SYSIPT statement. The statement to be continued can end at any comma in
the variable list and the next variable can begin in any position on the next statement. To enter a long variable
value, continue the variable through column 71 with the continuation character in column 72. Then, begin the
continuation in column 1 of the next statement. Only a variable-list can continue from one statement to another. All
other parameters on the statement must be contained on one SYSIN or SYSIPT statement variable. Identify each
variable by its dialog number. Separate each variable value with a comma.
Valid Entries:

Enter the variable number indicated in the dialog, an equal sign, and the value.
Default Value:

The default values assigned to the dialog variable
See the following sample of a valid variable-list entry:
1='EASTERN',15='986',3='CAI'

(stage-1)
(Optional - Valid in DQL Mode only.)stage-1 specifies at which stage query execution should begin.stage-1 is
optional and is only used when specifying that execution stop at a specific stage before producing output. An
example of an instance when you might choose to stop the execution before producing output is selecting data
for EXPORT without printing it first. In DQL Mode, batch execution only permits stage-1 to be FIND. Enter stage-1
when specifying that execution stop at a specific stage. (See stage-2, next.) Names the first stage of the query to
execute, which in batch Dataquery must be FIND.
Valid Entries:

FIND
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Default Value:
FIND

(thru-stage-2)
(Required when stage-1 is specified - Valid in DQL Mode only.)thru-stage-2 Indicates the last stage of the query to
be executed. (THRU is an optional word.)
Valid Entries:

SET, SORT, PRINT, or DISPLAY
Default Value:

Defaults to the last Dataquery keyword in the query.
total-option

(Optional - Valid in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.) total-option indicates the type of totaling to be done, if any. In
DQL Mode, indicates the type of totaling to be done, if any. In SQL Mode, TOTALS option has meaning only for a
query developed online for which a report format has been generated.
Valid Entries:

NO-TOTALS or TOTALS-ONLY
Default Value:

Defaults to the value specified in the query.

EXECUTE Examples

See the following example of an EXECUTE statement for a dialog with totals:

EXEC MYDIALOG 1="JUNE',3='TEXAS',4=500.00  TOTALS-ONLY

See the following example of an EXECUTE statement that is not a dialog but uses all options:

EXEC MYQUERY FIND THRU SORT TOTALS-ONLY

EXPORT

(Optional - Valid in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.) EXPORT tells Dataquery to export the data. The format for the
EXPORT statement is:

►►─ EXPORT ─ set-name ─ data-type ─ output-type ─ data-format ────────────────►◄

set-name
set-name identifies the set being exported.
Valid Entries:

A valid 1-character to 15-character set name that is enclosed in apostrophes.
Default Value:

(No default)
data-type

data-type indicates whether detail or total records are exported.
Valid Entries:

DETAIL or TOTALS (Use 2 EXPORT statements to have both details and totals reported.) Only DETAIL is
valid for use with a FIXED format. See data-format.

Default Value:
DETAIL

output-type
(Optional - Valid in z/VSE DQL Mode only.)output-type indicates the device type.
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Valid Entries:
TAPE or DISK

Default Value:
The value specified in the System Option Table TYPE= option.

data-format
(Optional)data-format indicates the format for data on the output data set. Available formats are CSV and
FIXED. CSV means variable-length records with values that are separated by a character that is specified in the
Dataquery System Option Table. FIXED means fixed-length records. Only one EXPORT of fixed-length records is
permitted per execution in Batch Sign/On Mode.
Valid Entries:

CSV or FIXED
Default Value:

CSV

For more information on the EXPORT function, see Using the Batch Export Function.

FIND or COUNT

(Optional - Valid in DQL Mode only.) One of these keywords must be the first word of a query that is input on an input
statement in batch Dataquery. An active found set does not exist for batch Dataquery. The COUNT keyword provides no
print of the query.

Use only FIND or only COUNT. When using Dataquery through the Sign/On mode, all input to batch Dataquery is made
by using SYSIN or SYSIPT control statements for z/OS and z/VSE respectively. Provide individual control statements for
each Dataquery keyword, with only one keyword per statement. However, if you follow these rules, then you can have an
entire query on one statement:

• Begin the query on line 1 of the control statement.
• Put a non-blank character in column 72 and continue on the next line if the query exceeds 71 characters.
• Do not split words at the end of one line.
• Do not use a continuation (non-blank) character in column 72 of the last line of a query.
• Use a maximum of n times 24 lines for your query, where n is the number of pages of query text that is specified in the

Dataquery System Option Table in the QPAGES= parameter.

If you are submitting several queries at one time, options can be reset between queries.

See the following sample of a valid query:

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

    FIND ALL COMPANY                                                    +

    SORT COMPANY-NUMBER                                                 +

    PRINT COMPANY-NUMBER BILLED PAID

FIND
The format for the FIND keyword is as follows:
►►─ FIND ─ data ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

data
Is the rest of the user's query text.
Valid Entries:

Enter a valid query text.
Default Value:

(No default)
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COUNT
(Optional - Valid in DQL Mode only.) The COUNT keyword provides the number of rows found. The format for the
COUNT keyword is as follows:
►►─ COUNT ─ data ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

data
Is the rest of the user's query text.
Valid Entries:

Enter a valid query text.
Default Value:

(No default)

OPTION DDBASE=

(Optional - Valid in both SQL Mode and DQL Mode.) OPTION DDBASE= names the database ID of the tables that are
specified in the batch query when the database ID differs from the one defined in the Dataquery System Option Table. The
format of the OPTION DDBASE= statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ DDBASE=nnnnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nnnnn
Is the numeric database ID.
Valid Entries:

The valid Datacom Datadictionary database ID that contains the table that is specified in the user's query.
Default Value:

The database ID from the Dataquery System Option Table.

OPTION DIAGNOSTICS=

(Optional - Valid in DQL Mode only.) OPTION DIAGNOTICS= produces a Compound Boolean Selection diagnostics
report or the request table. The format of the OPTION DIAGNOSTICS statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ DIAGNOSTICS= ─┬─ CBS ───┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           ├─ OFF ◄ ─┤

                           └─ RQT ───┘

This option specifies printing of a Compound Boolean Selection diagnostics report, the request table, or no diagnostics.

Valid Entries:
CBS, OFF, or RQT

Default Value:
OFF

NOTE
If RQT is used, this statement should follow either the FIND or EXECUTE statement. Otherwise, it
should precede the FIND or EXECUTE statement.

OPTION PLANOPTS,DISPLAY

(Optional - Valid in SQL Mode only.) OPTION PLANOPTS,DISPLAY specifies printing messages that are requested with
OPTION PLANOPTS,MSG= statement. This statement should follow the EXECUTE statement.

OPTION PLANOPTS,DISPLAY

OPTION PLANOPTS,MSG=

(Optional - Valid in SQL Mode only.) OPTION PLANOPTS,MSG= specifies the kinds of SQL Plan Optimization messages
to be produced. This statement should precede the query and the EXECUTE statement.
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OPTION PLANOPTS,MSG=xy

xy
x specifies messages about preparation time and y specifies messages about execution time.
Valid Entries:

N - No messages
S - Summary messages
D - Detail messages

Default Value:
NN

OPTION PLANOPTS,OPT=

(Optional - Valid in SQL Mode only.) OPTION PLANOPTS,OPT= specifies the type of join order to be used.

                              OPTION PLANOPTS,OPT= M

 P 

This option specifies that Dataquery use the order that is specified in the query or that Dataquery use the order that is
chosen by SQL.

Valid Entries:
M - Order from user
P - Order from SQL

Default Value:
Order decided by SQL at statement preparation time.

OPTION PAGESTOGETHER=

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) OPTION PAGESTOGETHER= is used only when windowing is
requested with the OPTION WINDOWING statement. OPTION PAGESTOGETHER= specifies if the report pages are
printed with all windows of a page together (1A, 1B, 1C...2A, 2B,...and so forth) or all pages of a window together (1A, 2A,
3A,...1B, 2B, 3B,...and so forth). The format of the OPTION PAGESTOGETHER statement is:

►►─ OPTION ─ PAGESTOGETHER= ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ NO ──┘

The option specifies whether to print windows of a page together (YES) or to print pages of a window together (NO).

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
Your profile value for hardcopy print options.

OPTION WINDOWING=

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) OPTION WINDOWING= specifies the WRAP and NOWRAP
selections for reports. The format of the OPTION WINDOWING statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ WINDOWING= ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ NO ──┘

This option specifies whether to have Dataquery print the report with the lines wrapped (NO) or to have Dataquery to print
the report without wrapping (YES).

Valid Entries:
NO or YES
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Default Value:
Your profile value for hardcopy print options.

OPTION QUERYLANG=

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) OPTION QUERYLANG= specifies the query language (either DQL or
SQL) to be used in the query. OPTION QUERYLANG= causes the named query language to be used, rather than the last
language used online. The format of the OPTION QUERYLANG= statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ QUERYLANG= ─┬─ DQL ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ SQL ─┘

This option specifies the query language ID.

Valid Entries:
DQL or SQL

Default Value:
The Dataquery query language ID specified on your profile.

OPTION STATISTICS=

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) OPTION STATISTICS= tells Dataquery to provide statistical
information on the execution of the query or dialog. The format of the OPTION STATISTICS statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ STATISTICS= ─┬─ ALL ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                          ├─ ON ──┤

                          └─ OFF ─┘

Specify ON to have Dataquery print the statistics, OFF for Dataquery to print no statistics page, or ALL for Dataquery to
print extended statistics (DQL only.)

Valid Entries:
ON, OFF, or ALL

Default Value:
Your profile value for hardcopy print options.

OPTION QUERYTEXT=

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) OPTION QUERY TEXT= specifies whether the text of the query that
produced the report is printed when the report is printed. The format of the OPTION QUERYTEXT statement is as follows:

►►─ OPTION ─ QUERYTEXT= ─┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ NO ──┘

Specify YES to have Dataquery print the text of the query and NO to have Dataquery to print no query.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
Your profile value for hardcopy print options.

PRINT-ONLY

PRINT-ONLY indicates that the report is produced on the system printer. PRINT-ONLY is the default.

SELECT and Other SQL Statements

(Optional - Valid in SQL Mode only.) These keywords must be the first word of a query input on an input statement in
batch Dataquery if the query is to select columns from a table. Use only one of these statements: SELECT, UPDATE,
DELETE, INSERT, CREATE, DROP, ALTER, GRANT, REVOKE, and any other SQL keyword that can be used in online
Dataquery. Use these keywords as they would be used online in a SQL Mode query.
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If you follow these rules, then you can have an entire query on one statement:

• Begin the query on line 1 of the control statement.
• Put a non-blank character in column 72 and continue on the next line if the query exceeds 71 characters.
• Do not split words at the end of one line.
• Do not use a continuation (non-blank) character in column 72 of the last line of a query.
• Use a maximum of n times 24 lines for your query, where n is the number of pages of query text that is specified in the

Dataquery System Option Table in the QPAGES= parameter.

The format for the SQL keyword is:

►►─ sqlkeyword ─ data ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

sqlkeyword
Is any valid SQL keyword.

data
Is the rest of your query text.

SIGN/ON

(Required) SIGN/ON identifies the Dataquery user to Dataquery. Only one SIGN/ON statement is allowed and it must be
the first statement in the job stream. The PASSWORD keyword is required if a password is assigned, optional if there is
no password.

userid
Is the Dataquery user identification assigned to you.
Valid Entries:

A 1-character to 32-character Dataquery user ID
Default Value:

(No default)
password

Is your password, if one is assigned.
Valid Entries:

A 1-character to 9-character password
Default Value:

(No default)

STORE

(Optional - Valid in both DQL Mode and SQL Mode.) With a unique table name operand, STORE creates a personal table
from active found set of data in DQL Mode or SQL Mode. The format of STORE follows:

►►─ STORE ─ new-table-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

new-table-name
A 1-character to 32-character Personal Database Facility table name for the new personal table which is to
contain the output from this query.

Batch Online Management
Users can submit queries through online batch job execution using the Batch Execution panel or by normal batch job
submission.
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Authorizing Users for Batch

Users must be authorized for batch submission by specifying Y (yes) in the SUBMIT ALLOWED field on the User Table
Maintenance panel, accessed from the USERS option on the Administrative Menu. (See Authorizing Users in Dataquery.)

Using Batch Online

When a user submits a query from the online batch execution panel, Dataquery searches the Dataquery JCL library for
the appropriate Batch Online JCL member. To use a specific JCL member, users can type a valid JCL name over the
displayed value. A user's only access to JCL names is by having access to the JCL library (authorization) or by being told
a JCL name. If a user knows a JCL name, he can use it automatically if he is authorized for Batch Online.

 Dataquery will not allow users to input a JCL member name when they specify the system printer for the report
destination. Dataquery searches the JCL library in the order described in the next section and uses the first JCL member
which meets the criteria.

Understanding the System

End users can share JCL if:

• A DQ PROC (a special DQ JCL member) is set up with a variable for the user's ID, or
• The DQ JCL member contains the #DQOPERATORNAME variable so that the user's ID will replace the variable when

the JCL is used. For more information on the #DQOPERATORNAME variable, see the next section.

 Dataquery searches the JCL library in the following order for:

• JCL member whose name matches the user ID
• JCL member whose name matches the user's Group Level 3 ID
• JCL member whose name matches the user's Group Level 2 ID
• JCL member whose name matches the user's Group Level 1 ID
• Default JCL member named $$DQJCL

When Dataquery finds a JCL member name that matches one of the above criteria, Dataquery supplies that value on the
Batch Execution panel. When the Batch Execution panel (DQEN0) is used, the name of a JCL member appears on the
panel. The name is selected according to the above criteria. The user may change the name to any valid JCL member or
PROC name.

Sharing JCL

End users can share JCL if it contains the #DQOPERATORNAME variable ID so that when the user enters a valid
JCL name, the #DQOPERATORNAME is automatically replaced by the user's ID. Only the first occurrence of
#DQOPERATORNAME is replaced per line (80 byte card image). If replacing #DQOPERATORNAME in the JCL causes
the line to go past column 71, the DQ506E error message is displayed and the JCL needs to be changed for the variable
to be used.

An example for using the #DQOPERATORNAME variable is as follows:

• The site has Top Secret external security on their system
• The user signed on to Top Secret with a user's ID of TSS-USER
• The user signed on to CICS with a user's ID of CICS-USER
• When the user ran the following JCL, #DQOPERATORNAME was replaced with TSS-USER

An example for z/OS would be:

// jobname  JOB  (accounting information),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,

//          USER=#DQOPERATORNAME,PWD=ABCD

// EXEC PROC=procname
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// EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

// SYSIN DD *

/* DQ INPUT

//

When these jobs run, everywhere #DQOPERATORNAME was found in the above JCL, it was replaced with the TSS
userid of TSS-USER. Another way to accomplish this is to set up DQ PROC (special DQ JCL) members that allow
substitution of several different variables.

An example for z/VSE would be:

*  $$ JOB JNM=DQBATCH,....

// JOB #DQOPERATORNAME

// ID USER=#DQOPERATORNAME,PWD=ABCD

// EXEC PROC=procname

*  * #DQOPERATORNAME

// EXEC DQBATCH

/* DQ INPUT

/*

/&

*  $$ EOJ

NOTE
 There is not a special DQ variable to obtain the password from TSS and pass it to the //ID statement in your
JCL. In this case, the password had to be hardcoded. Another way to handle variable substitution is mentioned
in the above z/OS example.

Using the System Default Member ($$DQJCL)

 Dataquery requires that you name the system default JCL member for the online submission of a batch query $$DQJCL.
No other default name is acceptable. The next sections provide sample $$DQJCL jobs. Use your Systems Programmer
as the authority when creating user JCL members. The following $$DQJCL samples demonstrate the required statements
for the $$DQJCL system default JCL.

 Sample z/OS JCL 

Following is a sample of a $$DQJCL job for z/OS.

 //jobname    See 

 //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

 //STEPLIB    See 

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //DQOUT    DD ...  Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT, or

//DQFIXD   DD ...  Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 /*   DQ INPUT      DQ INPUT is provided by the active member submitted by the user.

 //

 Sample z/VSE JCL 

Following is a sample $$DQJCL member for z/VSE.

 * $$ JOB ...           See 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name
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 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see 

 // EXEC DQBATCH

 // DLBL DQOUTD        Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT, or

 // TLBL DQOUTT        Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT, or

// DLBL DQFIXD        Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT, or

// TLBL DQFIXT        Code according to your site standards if using EXPORT

 /* DQ INPUT           DQ INPUT is provided by the active member submitted by the user.

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Library Management

Maintaining the JCL library is an important Dataquery administrative job function. You use the JCL option on the
Administrative Menu to perform the following tasks:

• Viewing a listing of JCL members
• Creating JCL members
• Editing JCL members
• Deleting JCL members
• Adding new copies of JCL members to the JCL library
• Establishing definitions for variables in a JCL procedure member

There is no limit to the number of JCL members that you can have in your JCL library. However, you need at least one
member, named $$DQJCL, which is required as the system default JCL member.

The Submit panel allows entry of any JCL member name. $$DQJCL is used as a default only if no JCL member is found
under the user's name or any of the user's groups. All JCL members are used to submit batch queries or print requests
to the system offline batch printer. A JCL member is assigned to a user by naming it with the user's name or to a group of
users by naming it with the group name.

Selecting a Batch Online JCL Member

When you select the JCL option from the Administrative Menu, or use the JCL command from the command
line, Dataquery displays the DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS panel as shown following.

 DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS (DQDS0) 

=>

Place the cursor on a name to delete or edit.  Use PF3 to add JCL members

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDS0

DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS

START WITH:  _______________________________   START TYPE:  P  Proc or Jcl

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

       USER NAME OR GROUP-ID        | TYPE |    DESCRIPTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |
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                                    |      |

                                    |      |

                                    |      |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ===>

<PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CREATE       <PF4>  EDIT

<PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

<PF9>  NOT USED   <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> NOT USED     <PF12> RIGHT

 Action 

The START WITH: field, located in the upper-left corner of this panel, is where you enter the full or partial name of the
JCL where you want the listing to start. When you press Enter, Dataquery refreshes the Directory of JCL MEMBERS
panel with the JCL that you specified on the first line of the listing. You can also page forward using <PF8> FORWARD,
or backward using <PF7> BACKWARD until you reach the member that you want to view or edit. START TYPE tells if the
START WITH is a JCL or PROC name (P is the default).

 Panel Description 

The following list describes each column of the Directory of JCL Members panel.

USER NAME
OR GROUP-ID
Alphabetical listing of all existing JCL member names. Usually the JCL member is a user ID or group level ID.

TYPE
Date the named JCL member was last accessed.

DESCRIPTION
Description of this JCL member as described on the EDITOR panel when it was created.

 PF Keys 

The following list describes the PF keys on the DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS panel.

 Key  Objective  Result 
CLEAR Return to the Main

Menu
Return to the Main Menu

<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel  Dataquery displays the HELP panel
<PF2> RETURN Return to previous

panel
Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed

<PF3> CREATE Create a new JCL
member

 Dataquery displays the EDITOR panel

<PF4> EDIT Modify a JCL member Display that JCL member
<PF5> NOT USED Not in use
<PF6> DELETE Delete a JCL member  Dataquery removes that JCL member
<PF7>BACKWARD Scroll to previous

screen of JCL
members, if any

Display previous JCL members, if any

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next screen of JCL members, if
any

Display more JCL members, if any

Creating or Editing a JCL Member

You must build the JCL members for the end users. If you have existing JCL, it is still functional if it meets the criteria
discussed in this chapter.
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Use your Systems Programmer as the authority when creating user JCL members.

 Action 

When you want to create a new Batch Online JCL member or edit an existing Batch Online JCL member, begin by
selecting the JCL option from the Administrative Menu, or use the JCL statement from the statement line. When the
DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS panel appears, press <PF3> CREATE, to create a new member, or <PF4> EDIT, to
modify an existing member. Dataquery displays the EDITOR panel with the TYPE field specified as JCL. A sample JCL
EDITOR panel follows:

 JCL EDITOR (DQD10) 

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          TEMP                              TYPE: JCL

 DESCRIPTION:   ____________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01

 02

 03

 04

 05

 06

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  PROC DEF   <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> NOT USED

Use and operation of the Dataquery EDITOR is fully described.

 Dataquery does not perform syntax checking on JCL statements. If errors are present in your JCL member, the submitted
job does not execute properly. JCL errors are detected and reported by the operating system. Test JCL by submitting
sample jobs.

Saving a JCL Member

When you create a new JCL member, you must press <PF4> SAVE to save that member in the JCL library. You cannot
update or edit a new member until it has been saved. Dataquery does not know that that member exists until you save it.

Copying a JCL Member

To copy an existing member, select the JCL option from the Administrative Menu, or use the JCL statement from the
statement line. When the DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS appears, position the cursor on the member name and press
<PF4> EDIT. When the member appears on the EDITOR panel, type the new member name over the old member name
and press <PF4> SAVE. Dataquery redisplays the EDITOR panel with the new member stored on the JCL library. Edit the
new member as needed.
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Deleting a JCL Member

To delete a JCL member, begin by selecting the JCL option from the Administrative Menu or use the JCL command from
the command line. When the DIRECTORY OF JCL MEMBERS panel appears, locate the cursor beside the JCL member
that you wish to delete and press <PF6> DELETE.

NOTE
Once you delete a JCL member, that member is deleted and cannot be restored or reaccessed. The entire
member, including the variable definition for PROCs, is deleted.

Creating a JCL PROC for Online Submission

 Dataquery provides a method of tailoring JCL at submission time. Special JCL members called PROCs, can be defined
with substitutable variables. You can create JCL members that contain variables for which values can be substituted
when the JCL is submitted. A PROC is to JCL what dialogs are to queries. The PROC variables are identified with dialog
symbols and use dialog fill characters.

 Comparison 

The differences between PROCs and dialogs are:

• You do not validate a PROC. You submit it using different values for the variables to test the validity of the PROC.
• PROC variables must occur on the end of the line in the JCL if they contain a comma.

 Uses 

PROCs can serve a variety of functions. You may need to establish naming conventions at your site, or limit the execution
of certain programs or use of data sets. Whatever the requirements are for your site, you can create one PROC with
substitutable values for each one.

As you learn about Dataquery and create a few PROCs of your own, you will think of more uses for them. Since you can
list valid values and specify ranges for numeric variables, you can make sure that only the values you authorize are used
in your PROCs.

 Before You Begin 

It is advisable to create a working JCL member, save it, validate it and execute it before adding the variables and making it
into a PROC. If errors occur after you make it into a PROC, it is easier to locate the problem.

A sample JCL member follows that is used as the basis of a PROC that changes the job name, user ID and password.

 01 //jobname    Code according to site standards (See ).

 01 //DQBATCH  JOB   (DAL-BO7,DQ110103),DQ,MSGCLASS=T,

 02 //      USER=DQUSER,

 03 //      PASSWORD=DQU

 04 //   EXEC   PGM=DQBATCH

 05 //STEPLIB    See 

 06             .

 07             .

 08             .

 09             .

 10 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

Display the JCL member

To create a PROC from an existing public JCL member, begin by selecting the JCL option from the Administrative Menu or
use the EDIT command to display the JCL member. Dataquery displays the EDITOR panel containing a copy of the JCL
member, with the original name, type, status and description.
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The EDITOR panel allows you to copy and modify an existing JCL member by assigning it a new name, type and
description. You can modify any part of the JCL member shown.

Important Concepts

For more information about creating PROCs, see Creating Dialogs. You may also want to see the user instructions for
responding to JCL PROCs in the same book. Creation and terminology for PROC creation is the same as for dialog
creation. This section provides special information for PROCs only.

 Variable 

Designate any part of a JCL member a variable. The user submitting the JCL substitutes another value, such as a job
name, DSN, or VOLSER, for the variable.

 Default 

A PROC variable must have a default value that the user can submit without changing the variable. The default variable
can be blanks by using all dialog fill characters. Defaults must be acceptable to Dataquery without the variable ID.

 Commas in JCL 

If a JCL variable ends with a comma, the variable must be on the end of the line because a blank is required to indicate
the end of the variable.

 Save or Update 

After you set up your variables in the JCL member, you should save the JCL member if you have not already, or update it
if you have saved it previously.

PROC Example

The following panel shows how the variable IDs and fill characters for this PROC were inserted. (Select PROCESS MODE
with <PF12> and press <PF4> SAVE to save the PROC.)

 Sample PROC EDITOR Panel 

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SITEJCL________                   TYPE: PROC__

 DESCRIPTION:   NEW COMPANY JCL                                         ___

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 //1?DQBATCH_  JOB   (DAL-BO7,DQ110103),DQ,MSGCLASS=T,

 02 //      USER=2?USERID,____________

 03 //      PASSWORD=3?PASSWORD

 04 //   EXEC   PGM=DQBATCH

 05 //STEPLIB  DD  DSN=datacom.products.loadlib

 06             .

 07             .

 08             .

 09             .

 10 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS<PF4>  DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7>  BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD
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 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

The following list explains each entry/selection. These items are only examples and are not hardcoded.

1?DQBATCH_
Change the job name.

2?USERID,_______
Change the user ID.

3?PASSWORD__
Change the password.

PROCESS MODE
<PF4> SAVE
Save the PROC definition so far.

Other Things You Could Do

You could make any other logical part of the JCL member a variable by adding variable IDs and where needed, dialog fill
characters. You can use variables for:

• Data set names
• VOLSERs
• Region size
• Partition size
• Program name to be executed

Removing JCL Members When Deleting a User

When you use a DELETE function to remove a user, the corresponding JCL members are also removed from the set
of JCL members stored on the DQQ table. The user's authorization records stored on the Datacom Datadictionary are
deleted as well. However the person entity-occurrence is not deleted. Consult with the administrator in charge of security
about reassigning the JCL members before you delete a user.

Executing Deferred Batch Queries
The SUBMIT command is used by an online user to submit a Dataquery batch job for execution. The batch online panel
provides an option allowing you to defer the execution submitted until after a specified time. If your Dataquery signon has
JCL Maintenance Authorization, you can also request a specific JCL member to be used to execute the deferred query.
For more information, see Executing in Batch.

Deferred query execution allows you to:

• Run jobs at times when resources are cheaper
• Run the job when there is less competition for resources
• Run after updating has completed

Deferral is especially useful for long-running queries.

When you construct batch queries and submit them through the Batch Execution panel, you can either request that
queries process immediately or be deferred until a later time. If you choose to defer the execution, you must designate
a time, and the query can only be executed after that time has passed. This needs the coordination of the users and
operations staff so that specified times fit in with the systems schedule for starting up the deferred queries.

Action

To start up a batch execution that you deferred, build a job stream to activate the batch processor.
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Sample z/OS JCL

Specify DEFER after the SYSIN control card as shown in the following z/OS example.

 //jobname    

 //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

 //STEPLIB    

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //IRDR DD SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

 //SYSIN    DD *

 DEFER

 /*

 //

Sample z/VSE JCL

Specify DEFER after the EXEC control card as shown in the following z/VSE example.

 * $$ JOB ...           

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs 

 // EXEC DQBATCH

 DEFER

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

How It Works

Dataquery searches the DQF work table queue for queries that are ready to execute (those queries for which the time
specified by the user has passed) and executes them. The printer prints a page that identifies you before printing each
executed query. When all queries for that specified time are processed, the batch query processor stops processing.

Using the Batch Export Function
The Dataquery batch export function allows the user to export the columns and keys named in the PRINT or DISPLAY
statement of the query to an output file in the order specified in the query. The tables and keys named in the PRINT or
DISPLAY statements of the query determine the columns in the output record. This exported data is then available for
use in user-written programs. The user must be authorized for SUBMIT ALLOWED and EXPORT ALLOWED on the User
Table Maintenance panel.

JCL Member Creation

Because Dataquery places the requested exported data in a sequential output file, a data set must be allocated for the
exported data. When you create your JCL member for exporting data, specify the name of the data set to which the export
data is to be written.

Device Type

The JCL member can specify any device type supported by IBM QSAM (z/OS). In a z/OS environment, you can specify
either a tape or disk file in your JCL member.
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In a z/VSE environment, the System Option Table option specifies whether the default is tape or disk. This default can
be overridden for nondeferred jobs at submit time when the system prompts the user for the device. The user's response
must match the device specified in the JCL member. Deferred jobs always take the System Option Table value.

DDname

Dataquery has specific requirements for the DDname in your export JCL member name.

Variable Length

In z/OS, for variable length a comma separates value output, the DDname must be DQOUT. You must also specify tape or
disk in a subsequent JCL statement.

In z/VSE, the DLBL name must be DQOUTD. The dftname used for tape is DQOUTT, but an unlabeled tape is created.

Fixed Length

For fixed length output in z/OS, the DDNAME must be DQFIXD.

In z/VSE, the DLBL name must be DQFIXD. The dtfname used for tape is DQFIXT, but an unlabeled tape is created.

User Action

The user requests data to be exported by specifying either: variable-length or fixed-length data records on the BATCH
EXECUTION panel, or by using the EXPORT command in SIGN/ON mode in batch Dataquery.

Variable-Length Output

The user can also request two types of variable-length output: either DETAIL or TOTALS or both (both is supported only
on the BATCH EXECUTION panel). If both types are requested, the output consists of two sets of output records, one
for DETAIL and one for TOTALS. DETAIL type formats the values of the columns in the PRINT statement of the query
in the data record. TOTAL formats subtotals each time a value in a sort field changes when PRINT LINE TOTALING is
requested. DETAIL is the default and can be omitted. TAPE and DISK are used only in z/VSE and are ignored for z/OS.
If TAPE and DISK are omitted for z/VSE, the defaults specified in the System Option Table are used. No grand totals are
exported.

Fixed-Length Output

Every column named in the print or display statement of a DQL query or named in the select clause of an SQL query is
written to the output row, using the data type and length as on the database table from which it was retrieved.

Exception: In SQL mode, data type SQL-date will be exported as a 10-byte character, SQL time as an 8-byte character,
and SQL-timestamp as a 24-byte character.

NOTE
To print control breaks for SQL queries, use a REPORT DEFINITION (TOTALS and CONTROL BREAKS).

Batch Sign/on

In sign/on mode, you can execute more than one query per execution of DQBATCH. Dataquery allows multiple EXPORT
control cards.

Variable-Length Output

A sample format for multiple EXPORT control statements follows:

  EXPORT 'SETNAME' TOTALS TAPE

  EXPORT 'SETNAME' DETAIL TAPE

  EXPORT 'SETNAME' TOTALS DISK

  EXPORT 'SETNAME' DETAIL DISK

 

Fixed Output
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For fixed output, only one EXPORT per DQBATCH execution is permitted. You may not have multiple export cards. In
fixed output, 'NAME' and DETAIL may be omitted.

A sample format for an EXPORT control card follows:

  EXPORT 'NAME' DETAIL DISK FIXED

  EXPORT 'NAME' DETAIL TAPE FIXED

 

If you execute more than one EXPORT per any execution of DQBATCH, Dataquery writes all of the output sets to the
same output sequential data set. In SIGN/ON mode you can specify the device type on the EXPORT command input
card, but all exports in any execution must be to the same output data set. You can write only one output data set per one
execution of DQBATCH.

NOTE
The job control cards used to execute DQBATCH must contain the necessary data definition statements to
define the output data set for the EXPORT command.

Data Set Definition

For z/VSE, the data definition statements must define a data set of the type requested on the EXPORT command or the
BATCH EXECUTION panel. In z/VSE, the type of the output data set in deferred batch is determined from the EXPDEV=
parameter in the Dataquery System Option Table.

For OS/MSP the type of device is determined only by the data definition statements in the JCL.

For Fixed-Length Output

The output is sequential. The record size is determined by columns being output and records are blocked with a maximum
block size of 4092. The fields are output in type and length as retrieved from the database. No record descriptor word is
written and no header or trailer records are written and data records do not have DATA in the first 4 bytes.

For Variable-Length Output

The output data set is a sequential file. The records are variable length, blocked format with a block size of 4096. The
maximum length of any data record is 4088.

The data records are written in character format. Leading zeros in numeric fields and trailing blanks in character fields
are suppressed. All blank character fields or all zero numeric fields are indicated by a comma immediately following the
comma for the preceding field. Numbers containing decimal places appear with a decimal point followed by a zero for
each decimal place.

Sample Record

The following table shows a sample record.

Record Descriptor Word FIELDA FIELDB FIELDC
Record
Type

Data Data

The first 4 bytes of any record contain the record descriptor word. The first field is a keyword indicating the record type
which consists of:

• Header record type containing a description of the exported data
• Data record type containing the data values, such as character format with leading zeros suppressed in numeric fields

and trailing blanks truncated in character fields
• Trailer record type containing the total record count including the trailer and header

Every output data set contains these three record types.
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The data set can be downloaded to a PC, since this is in PC file format known as CSV.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Sample EXPORT JCL

Sample z/OS JCL

The following is a sample z/OS EXPORT job:

  //jobname    See  

  //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

  //STEPLIB    See  

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

  //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //DQOUT    DD DSN= ....   Specify according to your site standards. 

  //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

  SIGN/ON dquser

  FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-REC                                                X

  PRINT ITMID-ORDID=KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' DETAIL

  /*

  //

 

Sample z/VSE JCL

The following is a sample z/VSE EXPORT job:

  * $$ JOB ...           See  

  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  

  // DLBL DQOUTD,'DATACOM.DQ.EXPORT',1

  // EXTENT ,volser,1,0,strk,ntrks

  // EXEC DQBATCH

  SIGN/ON dquser

  FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-REC                                                X

  PRINT ITM-ORDID-KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' DETAIL

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

Sample Export File

After printing the report, Dataquery exports the data as indicated in the query to the named data set. Each set of data is
labeled by its set name specified in the export control card or on the BATCH EXECUTION panel. It is important that you
give each set a unique name so that it can be easily located in the data set.

A sample variable length EXPORT file contents display follows:
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 HEADER,DOCUMENT1,DETAIL,042887,144204,RECORD,CAI-DETAIL-REC,DTL,000,

      KEY,ITMID-ORDID-KEY,02,C,0010,00,N,N,005,00,N,FIELD,ORD-QTY,N,007,

      00,Y,FIELD,SHIP-QTY,N,007,00,Y,FIELD,UNIT-PRICE,N,007,02,Y,

      FIELD,DISC-PCT,N,003,01,Y,FIELD,ACT-DT,C,0006,00,N

 DATA,"C10000    01008",2,2,29.50,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"C10001    01008",4,4,21.00,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"C10002    01008",6,6,14.00,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"C10005    01008",2,2,66.75,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"A60005    01009",1,1,219.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"A60008    01009",2,2,179.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"A70000    01009",4,4,99.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H10000    01010",2,2,59.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H10002    01010",10,10,4.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H20001    01010",3,3,21.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H20002    01010",5,5,39.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H20004    01010",2,2,21.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H20006    01010",5,5,12.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H30000    01010",4,4,124.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H30002    01010",6,6,69.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H30003    01010",3,3,59.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H40000    01010",15,15,15.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H70001    01010",100,100,38.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H80002    01010",20,20,73.99,.0,"991106"

 DATA,"H80004    01010",10,10,23.99,.0,"991106"

 TRAILER,0022

 

Header Format for Variable-Length Output

The following is the format of the header statement from the sample z/OS EXPORT report:

 HEADER FIELD                       FIELD DESCRIPTION

  

 Header                             Describes the data records

      SET-NAME                      Name of the output set

      SET-TYPE                      DETAIL or TOTALS

      FIND DATE                     Date that data was found

      FIND TIME                     Time that data was found

  

 Descriptors                        Name of the records, keys or fields

  

 Record                             Record descriptor follows

      RECORD-NAME                   Name of the record

      DB-NAME                       3-character DB file name

      DB ID                         Database ID for the file

  

 Key                                Key descriptor follows

      KEY-NAME                      Name of a key whose value was exported

      COUNT                         Number of the fields in the key

      *DATATYPE                     Type of data exported:

                                         C = Character field, not nullable

                                         N = Numeric field, not nullable

                                         K = Nullable character

                                         M = Nullable numeric
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      *LENGTH                       Length of field if TYPE=C

                                         or no. of digits if TYPE=N

      *DECIMALS                     Number of decimal places if TYPE=N

                                         or no. of zeros if TYPE=C

      *SIGN                         Y if signed, TYPE=N default is N

  

 (Fields marked with * repeat if KEY COUNT is greater than 1)

 Field                              Field descriptor follows

  

      FIELD-NAME                    Name of the output field

  

      DATATYPE                      Type of data exported:

                                         C=character, N=numeric

      LENGTH                        Length of field if TYPE=C

                                         or no. of digits if TYPE=N

      DECIMALS                      Number of decimal places if TYPE=N

                                         or no. of zeros if TYPE=C

      SIGN                          Y if signed, TYPE=N default is N

  

 FIELDS IN DATA RECORDS:

  

 Data                               Indicates data values follow

      DATA                          Comma separated values, as

                                         described by the Header

  

 FIELDS IN TRAILER RECORDS:

  

 Trailer                            Indicates this is a trailer record

      COUNT                         A count of total number of records

 

Accessing Exported Data

The Dataquery batch export function allows the user to export the columns and keys named in the PRINT or DISPLAY
statement of the query to an output table in the order specified in the query. The columns and keys named in the PRINT or
DISPLAY statements of the query determine the columns in the output row. This exported data is then available for use in
user-written programs. The user must be authorized for SUBMIT ALLOWED and EXPORT ALLOWED on the User Table
Maintenance panel under the administrative USERS option to be able to use the export function.

Export File Formats

Dataquery supports export of data in two formats:

• Comma-separated values to a sequential file with variable-length records
• Fixed-position fields to a sequential file with fixed-length records

Operation

Dataquery places the requested exported data in a sequential output file, therefore you must allocate a data set for the
exported data.

The user requests that data be exported by filling in a name for the output set of data records on the Batch Execution
panel, or by using the EXPORT command in Sign/On mode in batch Dataquery. Dataquery exports the data as indicated
in the query to the named data set.
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The user may also request two types of output, either DETAIL or TOTALS or both. If both types are requested, the output
will consist of two sets of output rows, one for DETAIL and one for TOTALS. DETAIL type formats the values of the
columns in the PRINT statement of the query in the data row. TOTAL prints subtotals when the data in a SORT column
changes.

z/VSE Requirements

For z/VSE, the DQOPTLST option specifies whether the default is tape or disk. This default can be overridden for
nondeferred jobs at submit time when the system prompts the user for the device. The user's response must match the
device specified in the JCL member. Deferred jobs always take the DQOPTLST value.

Comma-Separated Values

For this option, the output data set is a sequential file. The rows are variable length, blocked format with a block size of
4096. The maximum length of any data row is 4088.

The data rows are written in comma-separated value format, with leading zeros in numeric fields and trailing blanks
in character fields being suppressed. All blank character fields and all zero numeric fields are indicated by a comma
immediately following the comma for the preceding field. Each set of data is labeled by its set name specified in the
EXPORT command. It is important that you give each set a unique name so that it can be easily located in the data set.

Sample Record

Following is a sample record:

 Record Descriptor Word    FIELDA      FIELDB    FIELDC

                           Record      Data      Data

                           Type

 

The first 4 bytes of any record contain the record descriptor word.

The first 2 bytes of this record descriptor word contain the length of the record, including the RDW. The first field is a
keyword indicating the record type. Types used are:

• Header record type containing a description of the exported data
• Data record type containing the data values
• Trailer record type containing the total record count including the trailer and header

Every output data set contains these three record types. The remaining fields are data values, separated by commas.

The data set can be downloaded to a PC, since this is in PC file format known as CSV.

Procedure

When you create your JCL member for exporting data, you need to specify the name of the data set to which the export
data is to be written. The JCL member can specify any device type supported by IBM QSAM (z/OS). You can specify
either a tape or disk file in your JCL member.

Dataquery has specific requirements for the DDname in your export JCL member name. In z/OS, the DDname must be
DQOUT. In z/VSE, the DLBL name must be DQOUTD; the tape is unlabled.

In Sign/On mode, you can execute more than one query per execution of Dataquery Batch. Dataquery allows multiple
EXPORT control statements. The EXPORT statements should follow the EXECUTE statement.

EXPORT Control Statement (z/OS)

A sample format for z/OS EXPORT control statements follows:

 ►►─ EXPORT ─ 'setname' ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ DETAIL ◄ ─┤

                        └─ TOTALS ───┘
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EXPORT Control Statement (z/VSE)

A sample format for z/VSE EXPORT control statements follows:

 ►►─ EXPORT ─ 'setname' ─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─ DISK ─┬────────────────────►◄

                        └─ DETAIL ◄ ─ TOTALS ─┘ └─ TAPE ─┘

 

The EXPORT command may specify two types of output, either DETAIL or TOTALS. DETAIL type formats the values
of the columns in the PRINT statement of the query in the data row. TOTAL prints subtotals when the data in a SORT
column changes.

NOTE
DETAIL is the default and can be omitted.

TAPE and DISK are used only in z/VSE and are ignored for z/OS. In z/VSE, you must specify either TAPE or DISK to
indicate the output media.

If you execute more than one EXPORT per any execution of Dataquery, batch writes all of the output sets to the same
output sequential data set. In Sign/On mode you can specify the device type on the EXPORT command input statement,
but all exports in any execution must be to the same output data set. You can write only one output data set per one
execution of DQBATCH.

NOTE
The job control statements used to execute DQBATCH must contain the necessary data definition statements to
define the output data set for the EXPORT command.

The type of device is determined only by the data definition statements in the JCL.

Sample JCL (Comma-Separated Values)

Sample z/OS JCL

The following is a sample z/OS EXPORT job:

  //jobname    See the note above and  

  //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

  //STEPLIB    See the note above and  

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //DQOUT    DD DSN= ...  Specify according to your site standards 

  //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                               X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID=KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' DETAIL

  /*

  //

 

Sample z/VSE JCL

The following is a sample z/VSE EXPORT job to output to a data set on disk:

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note on the previous page and  
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  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  

  // DLBL DQOUTD,'datacom.dq.export',99/365

  // EXTENT ,VSEDT4

  // EXEC DQBATCH

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                                X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID-KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' DETAIL DISK

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

The following is a sample z/VSE EXPORT job to output to a data set on tape:

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note on the previous page and  

  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  

  // EXEC DQBATCH

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                                X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID-KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' DETAIL TAPE

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

Fixed-Format Records

For this option, the output data set is a sequential file. The rows are fixed length with a record length equal to the length of
detail records generated by the query to be output.

Dataquery writes the data as returned, one row per output record and does not export totals, header, or trailer records.
The output columns have the same data types and lengths as the columns in the Datacom/DB table from which they were
retrieved. Nullable fields are preceded with a 1-byte null indicator:

blank
Indicates that the field is not null.

N
Indicates that the field has a null value.

Only one set of data is available in the fixed record formatted file. Dataquery overwrites any data in the file when it exports
data. Therefore, if you are doing several successive batch exports, specify a different data set in the job stream for each
export.

Procedure

When you create your JCL member for exporting data, you need to specify the name of the data set to which the export
data is to be written. The JCL member can specify any device type supported by IBM QSAM (z/OS). You can specify
either a tape or disk file in your JCL member.
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Dataquery has specific requirements for the DDname in your export JCL member name. In z/OS, the DDname must be
DQFIXD. In z/VSE, the DLBL must be DQFIXD. specifies the devices as tape or disk.

When exporting fixed-format records, you can execute only one query per execution of Dataquery Batch. Dataquery
allows only one EXPORT FIXED control statement per execution. The EXPORT FIXED statement should follow the
EXECUTE statement.

EXPORT Control Statement (z/OS)

A sample format for z/OS EXPORT FIXED control statement follows:

 ►►─ EXPORT ─ 'setname' ─ FIXED ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

EXPORT Control Statement (z/VSE)

A sample format for z/VSE EXPORT FIXED control statement follows:

 ►►─ EXPORT ─ 'setname' ─ FIXED ─┬─ DISK ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ TAPE ─┘

 

TAPE and DISK are used only in z/VSE and are ignored for z/OS. In z/VSE, you must specify either TAPE or DISK to
indicate the output media.

NOTE
The job control statements used to execute DQBATCH must contain the necessary data definition statements to
define the output data set for the EXPORT command.

The type of device is determined only by the data definition statements in the JCL.

Sample JCL (Fixed-Format Records)

Sample z/OS JCL

The following is a sample z/OS EXPORT job:

  //jobname    See the note above and  

  //       EXEC PGM=DQBATCH

  //STEPLIB    See the note above and  

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //DQFIXD   DD DSN= ....  Specify according to your site standards. 

  //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                               X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID=KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' FIXED

  /*

  //

 

Sample z/VSE JCL

The following is a sample z/VSE EXPORT job to output to a data set on disk:

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note on the previous page and  
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  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  

  // DLBL DQFIXD,'datacom.dq.export',99/365

  // EXTENT ,VSEDT4

  // EXEC DQBATCH

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                                X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID-KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' FIXED DISK

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

The following is a sample z/VSE EXPORT job to output to a data set on tape:

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note on the previous page and  

  * $$ LST ...

  // JOB name

  // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see  

  // ASSIGN SYS011,X'...'

  // EXEC DQBATCH

  SIGN/ON DQUSER

  FIND ALL CA-DETAIL-REC                                                X

     PRINT ITMID-ORDID-KEY ORD-QTY SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE DISC-PCT ACT-DT

  EXECUTE *

  EXPORT 'DOCUMENT1' FIXED TAPE

  /*

  /&

  * $$ EOJ

 

Extracting Data (FEX)

Data collected by a query and stored using the EXTRACT command can be accessed by user application programs.
By calling the Extract Interface (FEX), these user programs can access the extract data table created by the EXTRACT
command. FEX handles both batch and online extracts.

Extracted data is stored in the DQF. Unlike Saved sets and Found sets, an extract extracts and stores data not pointers.
Thus an extract can require a significant amount of space. If you plan to use the EXTRACT command, you should review
the size of your DQF table. If you need to enlarge it, see DQF: Found Table for details.

 Operation 

By calling the Extract Interface (FEX), these user programs can access the extract data table created by the EXTRACT
command. The Extract Interface handles both batch and online applications. In batch, it can be used by Datacom/
DB Reporting Facility to create reports or sequential output tables. See  Datacom/DB Reporting Facility documentation for
further information on these reporting capabilities.

 Procedure 

Use a standard CALL statement to communicate with FEX. For each call, provide a place for the FEX to return a code set
to indicate the result. Each call with a return code of zero puts the next logical row of the EXTRACT member in the data
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area you provide. The sequence is specified by the SORT statement of the original query. All six parameters are required
and must be specified.

The format of the call is as follows:

COBOL
CALL 'DQFEXPR' USING parm1 parm2 ... parm6

FORTRAN
CALL DQFEXPR (parm1,parm2, ... parm6)

Assembler
CALL DQFEXPR,(parm1,parm2, ... parm6)

PL/I
CALL DQFEXPR,(parm1,parm2, ...parm6)

 Parameters for FEX 

The six parameters you must provide to the FEX are as follows:

WORK AREA
An 1100-byte area reserved for use by the FEX. Your program should initialize this area to blanks or binary zeros
prior to the first request for an EXTRACT member, or when changing from one member to another before EOF
is encountered on the first member. The program must not modify the work area between requests for the same
member.
Set up the work area in working storage or in the linkage section of the program on a fullword boundary (a 01-
level field for COBOL). If the program is online and reentrant, define the work area in a task-related storage area
described in the program's linkage section.

MEMBER NAME
Names the eight-character field containing the member name of the EXTRACT member being accessed.

OPERATOR ID
Names the 32-character signon ID of the user who created the EXTRACT member being accessed.

PASSWORD
Refers to the nine-character password specified in the EXTRACT command. If a password was not specified,
provide a blank field.

ROW LENGTH
Refers to a two-byte binary field containing the length of the logical rows in the EXTRACT member. See the
section in this chapter on logical row format.

DATA AREA
Names the data area into which the FEX is to return EXTRACT member rows. You are responsible for correctly
defining data values within this area. To avoid unpredictable results, ensure that this area is large enough to
accept the logical rows passed from the FEX.

 Return Codes 

When the call to the FEX is completed, a code is returned to the calling program to indicate the results of the request. The
program must interrogate the code each time to determine whether to continue. The return code is a two-byte character
field located in the first two positions of the work area provided as the first parameter of the call.

Following are FEX return codes:

0
Good return - the data requested was successfully returned to the program.

4
Logical end of file - no more data exists for the requested EXTRACT member.
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8
The requested EXTRACT member does not exist or the user ID (or password) is invalid.

12
An error was returned from Datacom/DB during a request to read the DQF (Found Table). The second two
positions (bytes 3-4) of the work area contain the Datacom/DB return code.

16
Length error - the actual length of a logical row for the EXTRACT member specified exceeds the row length
specified in the input parameter list.

 Logical Row Format 

EXTRACT member data rows are formatted as follows:

• The data fields are concatenated, end to end, so that they are sequenced just as they were in the PRINT or DISPLAY
statement of the original query.

• Each data field in the EXTRACT member row appears as it originally appeared on the database. The format of each
data field should always conform to the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the Datacom/DB files from which the
data field was extracted.

• Each exported field which is nullable on the database is preceded by a 1-byte null indicator. In the EXTRACT row, this
null indicator is blank if the field is not null and N if the field is null. The field data immediately follows the null indicator.
If the null indicator is N, you should ignore any data in the field.

• Data fields computed from a SET statement appear in the EXTRACT member row as 8-byte signed, packed fields,
unless the DQOPTLST parameter XTRSETL=16 is specified. If it is, they are 16-byte signed, packed fields.

NOTE
 If a SET result field would normally have an error code printed during the report due to invalid data or some
other problem or the result contains more than 15 decimal digits and XTRSETL=16 was not specified in
DQOPTLST, the FEX defaults the field to zero, a SET result field which is a result of a calculation on a
nullable field is also nullable and is preceded by a 1-byte null indicator in the row output by FEX.

 Implementing the FEX Online 

To implement an online version of the FEX, write and link-edit the program just as you would any other Datacom/
DB online program, with these additions:

• Ensure that the DQF table is specified as one of the tables to be accessed in the Datacom/DB User Requirements
Table associated with the online application under which this program is to execute. The following macro statements
must be added:
 URT     TITLE 'DQURT - DQFEXPR'

         DBURINF                                                X

               OPEN=DB                                          X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                     X

               BACKSPT=YES *other user options may be coded*

         DBURSTR                                                X

               ABEND=YES

         DBURTBL                                                X

               TBLNAM=DQF,                                      X

               UPDATE=NO,                                       X

               SYNONYM=NO,                                      X

               DBID=nnnnn

         DBUREND

DBID=nnnnn is the database ID of the DQF (Found Table) usually 00003.
• The calling program must be linked with DBCSVPR and DQFEXPR as shown in the following link-edit control

statements:
     INCLUDE user program
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     INCLUDE DBCSVPR

     INCLUDE DQFEXPR

     ENTRY user program

 Implementing the FEX in Batch 

To implement a batch version, write and link-edit the program as you would any other batch Datacom/DB program, with
these additions:

• Specify the DQF in the Datacom/DB User Requirements Table as one of the tables to be accessed. Add the following
macro statements:
 URT     TITLE 'DQURT - DQFEXPR'

         DBURINF                                                X

               OPEN=DB                                          X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                     X

               BACKSPT=YES *other user options may be coded*

         DBURSTR                                                X

               ABEND=YES

         DBURTBL                                                X

               TBLNAM=DQF,                                      X

               UPDATE=NO,                                       X

               SYNONYM=NO,                                      X

               DBID=nnnnn

         DBUREND

DBID=nnnnn is the database ID of the DQF (Found Table) usually 00003.
• The program must be linked with the User Requirements Table and DQFEXPR as shown in the following link-edit

control statements:
     INCLUDE user program

     INCLUDE user requirements table

     INCLUDE DQFEXPR

     ENTRY BEGIN

• Under z/OS and z/VSE, the execution JCL for the program must include DD statements for the DQF and for
the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) and Index Area (IXX) unless the dynamic allocation feature of Datacom/DB is
installed.

 

Programming User Exits
Dataquery provides user exits to allow you to establish routines that will occur at predetermined points in the Dataquery
processing.

Prerequisites to Using User Exits

1. Write the user exit according to the product instructions.
2. Take one of the following actions:

– Code the appropriate System Option Table DQOPTLST parameters from the following list according to the
directions provided in this document.

Exit Name DQOPTLST Parameter

Batch Submit Exit SUBEXIT=

Query Validation Exit VALEXIT=

Signon/off Exit Batch SXBEXIT=
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Signon/off Exit Online SONEXIT=

User-Defined Functions Exit UDFMOD=

Data Stream Input Exit DSIEXIT=

Data Stream Output Exit DSOEXIT=

DBID Exit Batch CDBXITB=

DBID Exit Online CDBXITO=

Data Exit DATAXIT=

Online Output Exit OUTXITO=

Batch Output Exit OUTXITB=

Batch Line Printer Exit BTCHLPX=
3. Link the exit module with the DQSYSTBL module:

Batch Line Printer Exit BATCHLP

Network Print Exit DQEXIT

Query Validation Exit
Dataquery supports a user Query Validation Exit which allows you to enforce site standards. You can code the exit to the
following:

• Analyze the contents of a query
• Modify the query
• Continue processing as usual
• Reject the query

This exit enables you to make changes to a query before the query is executed. Dataquery passes the query and user
name that has been submitted for execution to the user-written program. The program may limit the number of rows
searched by a query on a particular Datacom/DB table. This is an effective technique for enforcing site standards on
queries.

Operation

A query can be rejected by your Query Validation Exit with a standard error message or a special error code to be used
in conjunction with panels 990 through 999 as described in the information about register 15 below. (See DQOPTLST
Parameters for more information about the VALEXIT= parameter of the System Option Table.)

Procedure

Dataquery provides ten panels that can be used to document errors that may result from tailoring your system. If you set
return code 990-999, Dataquery will give error panels 990-999. You can create error messages.

Code this exit in the Assembler language. Make it reentrant or reusable. It must be linked to the Dataquery load library
and have a PPT entry if under CICS.

Monitor calls and I/O requests cannot be issued by the Query Validation Exit.

When writing the exit, note the following register conventions:

Register 1
Points to a parameter list consisting of the following entries (in order from the beginning of the list):
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• Address of an area that contains the query to be edited. The length is determined from the option table. The
length is the value of the QPAGES= parameter times 24.

• Address of an area, 32 characters long, that contains the user's signon ID, left justified and blank filled on the
right.

• Address of a 256-byte area (doubleword aligned) to be used as needed by the exit. The area is not initialized
on entry.

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which you must use to save and restore Dataquery's registers
according to standard linkage conventions.

Register 14
Contains the return address within Dataquery.

Register 15
Contains the address of the entry point of the exit.
Prior to returning control to Dataquery, the exit must place one of the following return codes in register 15.

• 0 signifies a normal return.
The exit passes back to Dataquery the query pointed at by the first entry of the parameter list. (The query may
have been modified as specified by the exit.)

• 990 -- 999 or any nonzero code signifies an error return.
Dataquery issues user written error panels based on the decimal value in register 15 (990 -- 999). The system
suspends further edit processing for the query.
You can use special error codes 990 through 999 in conjunction with panels 990 through 999. Panels 990 --
999 can be customized with error messages of your own choosing.

• Any nonzero return code other than 990 -- 999 suspends processing with error message DQ048E, with return
code displayed.

See DBID Exit for an explanation of return codes and their meanings.

Implementation

To implement the Query Validation Exit:

1. Code the VALEXIT= parameter in the DQOPTLST macro and reassemble the Dataquery System Option Table. (See
:spotref refid=valex for more information about the VALEXIT= parameter of the System Option Table.)

2. If running under CICS/VS:
a. Assemble and link edit the user exit into the regular CICS program library under the name specified in the

VALEXIT= parameter.
b. Add an entry for the exit to the CICS PPT.

For samples, see the Datacom website.

User-Defined Functions Exit
Dataquery supports a User-Defined Functions (UDF) Exit for DQL Mode which allows you to provide Dataquery users
with special mathematical functions, such as exponentiation or extraction of roots. See DQOPTLST Parameters for details
about the UDFMOD= parameter of the System Option Table.

This exit enables you to manipulate the data resulting from a query execution by performing mathematical procedures
in the form of SET statements. Dataquerypasses the retrieved data resulting from a query execution to a user-written
program.

Operation

Dataquery gives the User-Defined Functions Exit control when it recognizes the UDF identifier during SET statement
processing. (The UDF identifier is UDF and is located in a SET statement, such as, SET A =UDF(7,X,Y).)
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Procedure

This exit must be coded in Assembler language and should be reentrant or reusable. This exit cannot issue monitor calls
and I/O requests. When you write this exit, make certain it contains processing routines for every mathematical function
you anticipate needing. A maximum of 255 are allowed.

Following the UDF identifier is a parameter list, enclosed within parentheses, that provides details about the function
wanted and the operands to use.

Upon entry to the User-Defined Functions Exit the following is provided to the exit:

Register 1
Points to a seven-word parameter list consisting of the following entries (in order from the beginning of the list):
Address of a 1-byte binary function code indicating the function requested.
A 1-byte binary count of the input arguments specified by the UDF function list in the SET statement, followed by
a 3-byte address of a list of the argument values. The argument values are each 9-bytes long and consist of a
high-order byte containing a binary count of the number of decimal places contained in the value and an 8-byte
packed decimal field containing the argument. If a query has multiple SET statements, a maximum of eight input
arguments can be passed to the exit. Up to twelve parameters can be passed when only one SET statement is
specified.
Address of an area where the result of the function is to be stored. This area consists of a 1-byte binary count of
the number of decimal places in the result followed by a packed decimal field containing the result.
Address of a 172-byte area (doubleword aligned) to be used as needed by the exit. The area is not initialized on
entry. The high-order byte of this word contains the length of this area in binary.

NOTE
The following three parameters have been added to support numbers having more than 15 decimal
digits. Version 8.0 and above supports up to 18 digits, while prior version supported only fifteen. These
new parameters need only be used when arguments or results might exceed 15 digits. Otherwise, UDF
exits coded to use the four-word parameter list (previous versions) will continue to function as always.

A 4-byte address of a list of the argument values. The argument values are each 17 bytes long and consist of
a high-order byte containing a binary count of the number of decimal places contained in the value and a 16-
byte packed decimal field containing the argument. The high-order byte of this parameter does not contain the
argument count.
A 4-byte address of a 1-byte overflow indicator. This indicator is set to a character Y if any of the arguments
contains more than 15 decimal digits. In this case, the exit should use the argument list containing 16-byte packed
decimal values, provide a 16-byte packed decimal result, and set the result length to '16.' Otherwise error 18
results when the value is formatted in a report, for example, ***E18***.
A 4-byte address of a 2-character result length indicator. This indicator is preset to 08 and must be changed to
16 by the exit when a 16-byte result is returned. A 16-byte result is always permitted. It is necessary to avoid
the error 18 on the report when any of the arguments has more than 15 digits. When the length indicator is
not changed to 16, the packed result field addressed by PARM word 3 is expected to be 8 bytes long, as was
assumed in prior versions of Dataquery. This allows UDF exits coded before 18-digit support was implemented to
continue functioning unchanged.

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which you must use to save and restore Dataquery's registers
according to standard linkage conventions.

Register 14
Contains the return address within Dataquery.

Register 15
Contains the address of the entry point of the exit.
Prior to returning control to Dataquery, the exit must place one of the following return codes in register 15:
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0
Signifies a normal return. No errors were found. The result has been stored in the area pointed at by word
three of the parameter list.

80 -- 99
If your exit has detected any type of error while performing a function on the data, an error code can
be returned to Dataquery. Register 15 should contain a binary error number within the range of 80 --
99 (decimal). Dataquery will place a special error flag in the pertinent column of the output report in the
following form, where nn indicates the error code:
**Enn**

Implementation

To implement the User-Defined Functions Exit:

1. Code UDFMOD= parameter in the option table's DQOPTLST macro with an 8-character name, reassemble, and link
the Dataquery System Option Table. See DQOPTLST Parameters for details about the UDFMOD= parameter of the
System Option Table.

2. If running under CICS/VS:
a. Assemble and link edit the user exit into the regular CICS program library under the name specified in the

DQOPTLST macro's UDFMOD= parameter.
b. Add an entry for the exit to the CICS PPT.

For samples, see the Datacom website.

Sign-on/off Exit
Two parameters in the DQOPTLST macro are related to Signon/off Exits. SONEXIT= is used in online applications.
SXBEXIT= is used in batch applications.

In batch and online, this exit passes the user ID, password, and time of signon to the user-written program. The program
can use this data to further validate the user, to track how frequently the user is accessing Dataquery, to enhance security,
and so on. This exit must be used if Dataquery is to communicate with other security packages.

Online Signon/off Exit

In online, the name you specify in the SONEXIT= parameter is the name of the exit you want to call at signon and signoff
time. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about the valid entries and default value of the SONEXIT= parameter.

A user-written Signon/off Exit for CICS must be a command or macro level CICS program. Information is passed to the
user exit in an 80-byte CICS temporary storage record. The user exit reads the temporary storage record. The following is
the format of the 8-character name for the temporary storage record:

 DQnnnnSO

 

where nnnn is the CICS terminal ID.

The information passed consists of the following 80-byte area as follows:

   USRFUNC   DS   CL3    Function:      SON=signon

                                        SOF=signoff

                                        EOJ= end of job

   USROPID   DS   CL32   User's DQ user ID

   USRPASS   DS   CL9    User's DQ password

   USRDATE   DS   CL8    Date signed-on on(off), MM/DD/YY

   USRSOTIM  DS   XL4    Signon time in seconds

   USRSFTIM  DS   XL4    Signoff (or EOJ) time in seconds
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   USRRETCD  DS   X      Return code:   0 if signon valid

                                        <>0 to deny signon

             DS   CL(80-(*-USRDSECT))   RFFU

 

Batch Signon/off Exit

In batch, the name you specify in the SXBEXIT= parameter is the name of the exit you want DQBATCH to call at signon
and signoff time. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about the valid entries and default value of the SXBEXIT=
parameter.

Upon entry to the Batch Signon/off Exit:

Register 1
A one word parameter list that is the address of an 80-byte parameter area formatted as follows:
USRFUNC   DS   CL3    Function:  SON=signon

                                    SOF=signoff

                                    EOJ=end of job

   USROPID   DS   CL32   User's DQ user ID

   USRPASS   DS   CL9    User's DQ password

   USRDATE   DS   CL8    Date signed on(off), MM/DD/YY

   USRSOTIM  DS   XL4    Signon time in seconds

   USRSFTIM  DS   XL4    Signoff (or EOJ) time in seconds

   USRRETCD  DS   X      Return code:  0 if signon valid

                                       <>0 to deny signon

             DS   CL(80-*-USRDSECT)    FFU

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which you must use to save and restore Dataquery's registers
according to standard linkage conventions. The exit saves the calling program's registers at offset 12 from the
address in register 13.

Register 14
Contains the return address within Dataquery.

Register 15
Contains the address of the entry point of the exit.

Dataquery Batch calls the user Signon/off Exit one time for every signon statement in signon mode. If there is only one
signon statement, the exit is called one time for signon, one time for signoff, and one time for end of job. For multiple
signon statements, the exit is called one time for signon and one time for signoff for every signon statement, and one
additional time for end of job.

For jobs submitted from online DQ by the SUBMIT function, processing is the same as for one signon statement. Deferred
batch is treated as multiple signon statements if there are multiple jobs ready to be run.

Signon can be denied by the user exit by putting any nonzero return code in the parameter field USRRETCD. If signon
is denied, the query that was submitted will not be executed. The return code in USRRETCD is ignored for all functions
except signon.

Sample

For samples, see the Datacom website.

Batch Submit Exit in CICS
The Batch Submit Exit allows you to examine and modify JCL/EXEC statements before they are submitted for batch
execution. See DQOPTLST Parameters for details about the SUBEXIT= parameter of the System Option Table.
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This exit enables you to inspect and modify the JCL used for batch query execution initiated through the online submit
function. Dataquery passes the user name, user password, and the JCL member that is to be used to submit the query to
the user-written program when a query is submitted for execution using the Batch Execution panel. This exit provides you
with the opportunity to validate the user or modify the JCL member.

Operation

If you use a Batch Submit Exit, Dataquery invokes your user-written Batch Submit Exit program whenever a job stream is
submitted to the system. For CICS, this user exit must be a command-level or macro-level CICS program. Information is
passed to the user exit in an 80-byte CICS temporary storage record. The user exit reads the temporary storage record.
The following is the format for the 8-character name of the temporary storage record:

 DQnnnnSX

 

where nnnn is the CICS terminal ID.

The information passed consists of the 80-byte area as follows:

     USRDSECT  DSECT       User Batch Submit Exit Parameter DSECT

     USRCURL   DS    F     Number of Lines of JCL

     USRMAXL   DS    F     Maximum Number of Lines Allowed

     USRRETCD  DS    F     Return Code to CA Dataquery

     USRJCLAD  DS    F     Address of JCL

     USRNAME   DS    CL32  Name of Submitting User

     USRPASS   DS    CL9   User's Password (encrypted)

     USREXPNM  DS    CL15  Name of export set, if any

     USROTEXT  DS    XL4   Address of query text

     USREXPTP  DS    CL1   Type (V-Variable, F-Fixed, Blank-Not Export)

               DS    CL(80-(*-USRDSECT))

 

Procedure

Use the SUBEXIT= parameter in the DQOPTLST macro to specify a name for an exit called by the submit processor
before the JCL for a batch job is submitted to the internal reader. If you specify blanks for SUBEXIT=, it means you want
no exit. Blanks is the default value.

The user exit can update the JCL in place as needed. The exit can also do any CICS monitor calls except that it cannot do
a write to the terminal or create a transaction boundary. After performing any functions required, the exit needs to:

1. Place a return code in the USRRETCD field of the temporary storage record.
2. Update the temporary storage record.
3. Return control to Dataquery.

The updated JCL is at the address passed to the exit in the USRJCLAD field. Any return code except zero causes
cancellation of the job submission.

Sample

For samples, see the Datacom website.

Batch Line Printer Exit
Use the Batch Line Printer Exit if you want to control output yourself instead of allowing Dataquery Batch to write to
SYSPRINT or SYSLST. This exit enables you to control output in DQBATCH. This exit must do all output to the system
line printer. Dataquerypasses the length and address of each line to be printed, and a top of page indicator to the user-
written program. This allows nonstandard control codes to be inserted into the print lines to accommodate special printers.
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Operation

The module that does the output to SYSPRINT calls BATCHLP instead of writing to SYSPRINT.

On return, the contents of all registers except 15 are restored to what they contained before BATCHLP was called.
Register 15 contains a return code on return. A zero return code indicates successful completion. A nonzero return code
causes Dataquery to abend because no output can be done.

Procedure

Call the Batch Line Printer Exit by linking a module named BATCHLP (or having an entry point named BATCHLP) with the
Dataquery module DQSYSTBL. The DQSYSTBL is assembled and linked with a WXTRN for BATCHLP. The WXTRN is
resolved if BATCHLP is linked with DQSYSTBL.

Alternately, the exit may be linked as a separate load module. Specify the 1- to 8-character name of the module in the
BTCHLPX= parameter of DQOPTLST. Then reassemble the module DQSYSTBL.

Your printer exit must do all the output for the entire execution.

When the exit is called, registers are used as follows:

Register 1
Address of the parmeter list as follows:
Word1=

00000014 (20) if this is an output line
00000020 (32) if this is close (EOJ)

Word2=
AL1(length of line)
AL3(address of line)

Word3=
Address of a 1-byte top of page indicator.
If Bit 2 (X'20) is on, top of page is requested.

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which the exit must use to save and restore the Dataquery registers
according to standard linkage conventions.

Register 14
Contains the return address within Dataquery.

Register 15
Contains the address of the exit's entry point.

Output Exit
The Output exit can be invoked in either batch or online Dataquery. This exit allows users to access individual rows of
output before printing the data on the screen or page. To access a data stream (screen or page image), see Data Stream
Output Exit. For details about the OUTXITO= and OUTXITB= parameters of the System Option Table, see DQOPTLST
Parameters.

This exit allows you to access individual rows of output data before the output is printed.

Online Output Exit

In online, the name you specify in the OUTXITO= parameter is the name of the exit you want to call just after a row is read
from Datacom/DB. Only those rows meeting selection criteria are available to this exit. See DQOPTLST Parameters for
information about the valid entries and default value of the OUTXITO= parameter.
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A user-written Output Exit for CICS must be a command-level or macro-level CICS program. Information is passed to the
user exit in an 80-byte CICS temporary storage record. The user exit reads the temporary storage record. The following is
the format for the 8-character name of the temporary storage record:

DQnnnnSO

where nnnn is the CICS terminal ID.

For TSO, this information is provided in the batch interface.

The information passed consists of the following 80-byte area:

  TSURECD   DS      0CL80

  TSURECDA  DS      F      USER RECORD ADDRESS

  TSOPID    DS      CL32   OPERATOR ID

  TSDDREC   DS      CL32   DD RECORD NAME

  TSTBL     DS      CL3    3 BYTE TABLE NAME

  TSDBID    DS      CL2    2 BYTE HEX DBID

  TSFILL    DS      CL7    AVAILABLE

Batch Output Exit

In batch, the name you specify in the OUTXITB= parameter is the name of the exit you want DQBATCH to call just after a
row is read from Datacom/DB. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about the valid entries and default value of the
OUTXITB= parameter.

Upon entry to the Batch Output Exit:

Register 1
A one word parameter list that is the address of an 80-byte parameter area formatted as follows:
TSURECD   DS      0CL80

  TSURECDA  DS      F      USER RECORD ADDRESS

  TSOPID    DS      CL32   OPERATOR ID

  TSDDREC   DS      CL32   DD RECORD NAME

  TSTBL     DS      CL3    3-BYTE TABLE NAME

  TSDBID    DS      CL2    2-BYTE HEX DBID

  TSFILL    DS      CL7    AVAILABLE

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which you must use to save and restore Dataquery's registers
according to standard linkage conventions. The exit you name saves the calling program's registers at offset 12
from the address in register 13.

Register 14
Contains the return address within Dataquery.

Register 15
Contains the address of the entry point of the exit.

Dataquery Batch calls the user Output Exit one time for every row returned by the query. Data can be changed by
modifying the row pointed to by TSURECDA.

For samples, see the Datacom website. Do not change the column lengths or data types. Numeric cannot be
replaced by alphabetic data, and so on.
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DBID Exit
The DBID exit can be invoked in either batch or online Dataquery. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information on the
System Option Table parameters CDBIDSL=, CDBXITB=, and CDBXITO=.

In batch or online, when a query is validated, this exit is called once for each table named in the query and has the
opportunity to change the Datacom/DB ID of any table.

Provides Dataquery with the correct Datacom/DB identifier prior to execution of a DQL Language query. When query
validation is complete, Dataquery gives control to this exit and passes the following to the exit:

• Datacom Datadictionary entity-name
• Dataquery user identification
• Datacom/DB table name
• Datacom/DB database ID

The exit can change the Datacom/DB table name causing Dataquery to update its processing control blocks to reflect the
new information. This process occurs one time for every table for each query.

Operation

When a query is validated, this exit is called once for each table named in the query and has the opportunity to change the
database ID of any table. If database IDs greater than 999 are to be used, the CDBIDSL= parameter of the System Option
Table must be set to YES. When this parameter is set to YES the database ID field passed between Dataquery and the
user exit program is always 3 bytes, packed, regardless of the actual length of the database ID.

CICS Procedure

In the CICS environment, the exit should be a command-level or macro-level CICS program. Input to the exit is a CICS
temporary storage record named DQttttCD, where tttt is the ID of the terminal that the Dataquery session is running. The
exit must read this record whose contents are:

USER-NAME          CHARACTER 32 BYTES SIGNED ON USER NAME

TABLE-NAME         CHARACTER 32 BYTES OCCURRENCE NAME OF CA Datacom/DB TABLE

TABLE-DBID

  (CDBIDSL=NO)     CHARACTER 3 BYTES CA Datacom/DB DATABASE ID

  (CDBIDSL=YES)    PACKED    3 BYTES CA Datacom/DB DATABASE ID

RETURN-CODE        BINARY    4 BYTES RETURN CODE FROM THE EXIT

QUERY-ADDR         BINARY    4 BYTES ADDRESS OF QUERY

QUERY-LEN          BINARY    2 BYTES LENGTH OF QUERY

After processing, the exit should rewrite the temporary storage record. No change should be made to the query itself. Any
changes made will not be honored by Dataquery.

The exit is expected to set the return code field in the record as follows:

0
No errors occurred in the exit. In this case, if the exit has altered the database ID associated with the table in the
temporary storage record, Dataquery uses the new database ID.

990 -- 999
An error occurred in the exit. Dataquery attempts to display an error message having this message number. This
range of error numbers is reserved for messages created by site administration. You should be sure that an error
message has been created if your exit supplies a return code in this range. Query validation fails.

Any other
Dataquery displays DQ048E with the return code from the exit appended. Query validation fails.

Batch Procedure
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The exit should be an Assembler language program that observes standard program linkage conventions. On entry to the
exit, register 1 points to a fullword that contains the address of the area described above. The exit should modify this area
in place before returning control to Dataquery.

Data Exit
This exit is called every time Dataquery is ready to include a row in the found set of a query. It can reject the row,
preventing its inclusion in the set. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about the DATAXIT= parameter of the
System Option Table.

This exit is called every time Dataquery is ready to include a row in the found set of a query. It can reject the row,
preventing its inclusion in the set. In online and batch, passes user's name, 3-character Datacom/DB name for the table
being accessed, DBID, and the row itself. The exit may examine the row and return an indicator as to whether the user
should have access to the row.

Prerequisites

The exit should be in Assembler language and cannot use monitor or operating system services.

Linkage

Standard linkage conventions apply. On input to the exit, register 1 points to a parameter list as follows:

PARM1:
Address of the data record

PARM2:
Address of 3-byte Datacom/DB table name

PARM3:
Address of 2-byte Datacom/DB database ID (binary)

PARM4:
Address of 4-byte return code word

PARM5:
Address of 32-byte user name

PARM6:
Address of 100-byte work area for use by the exit

Return Code

On return, all registers except R15 should be restored to their values on entry to the exit. A return code should be placed
in R15. The exit should set the return code word to binary zero if the data record can be included in the found set, and any
nonzero value if the record should not be included.

Data Stream Input Exit
The Data Stream Input exit receives control when an input data stream is received by Dataquery from a terminal. It can
examine and modify the data stream. See DQOPTLST Parameters for information about the DSIEXIT= parameter of the
System Option Table.

Procedure

In the CICS environment, the exit receives no parameters. It is given control as an ordinary CICS program and can
be either command or macro level. It can locate the TIOA through normal CICS facilities and can then modify it in any
manner, including freeing it and allocating another of a different size. When finished, the exit should return control to CICS
using CICS facilities.

Linkage
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Standard linkage conventions apply. The exit must save and restore the Dataquery registers in a save area addressed by
register 13. It must return to the address in register 14 when finished.

Data Stream Output Exit
The exit can inspect and modify the data stream in place but must not change its location or length. The Data Stream
Output exit receives control just before Dataquery writes a data stream (screen or page image) to a terminal. It can
inspect and modify the data stream. To access individual rows of output, see Output Exit. To see information about the
DSOEXIT= parameter of the System Option Table, see DQOPTLST Parameters.

Procedure

This exit should be an Assembler language program and is called using standard linkage conventions. On input to the
exit, register 1 points to a parameter list as follows:

PARM1:
Address of the data stream

PARM2:
The WCC followed by a 3-byte length of the data stream

PARM3:
Address of the user's two-character language dialect code followed by his two-character primary language code.

NOTE
The exit cannot use monitor or operating system services.

Network Printer Exit
Use the Network Printer Exit to control the data stream written to the network printer yourself instead of allowing
Dataquery to write the data stream to be written to a network printer. This exit enables you to inspect and modify the print
lines produced by an online query whose output destination is a network printer. Dataquery passes the address where the
exit should build the data stream, the address of the image where the data stream should be built, the address of a flag
that indicates whether a page ejection should occur and the number of columns per row in the data stream image to the
user-written program. This allows nonstandard control codes to be inserted into the print lines to accommodate special
printers.

Procedure

To use a Network Printer Exit, you must link DQSYSTBL with entry point DQEXIT. The exit is called each time a message
is sent to any Network Printer. You are responsible for building the data stream.

Register 1 points to a parameter list as follows:

PARM1:
Address of area for print output (TP stream, max 6000 bytes)

PARM2:
Address of message image (can contain pseudo attribute bytes (X'00'-X'0D') which normally should print as
spaces)

NOTE
The image area is 3564 bytes long. The exit can determine the number of rows in the image by starting
at the last row in the area and searching backwards for the last row that is not entirely spaces.

PARM3:
Address of page-eject indicator byte (if X'20' bit is on, new page is indicated)

PARM4:
Binary fullword: number of columns on the network printer
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Register usage for the Network Printer Exit:

Register 1
(OUTPUT)  Must contain the length of the resulting data stream. No I/Os or monitor calls are allowed. The exit
must build the data stream at PARM1 and return the length in Register 1.

Register 13
The area in which to save Dataquery's registers. You are responsible for saving and restoring the registers.

Register 14
Contains the return address.

Register 15
Contains the exit entry address.

Solving User Problems
As the Dataquery Administrator, you need to know what to do when user problems occur, both for online and batch
Dataquery.

It is your responsibility to:

• Identify the source of the user's problem. For example, did the user specify the correct JCL member when he executed
the batch job?

• Help the user to resolve his problem wherever possible. For example, direct the user to the proper section in the
Dataquery end-user documentation.

• Be aware of your site standards and their impact on the user. For example, if your site uses Top Secret, ACF2, or
another security package, it can impact your site's Dataquery signon procedures.

• Interface with the Security Administrator, Systems Programmer, and Database Administrator when appropriate. For
example, a user cannot save his found sets because there is insufficient storage available in the Found Table and he
cannot delete any saved found sets, so you need to request more blocks of storage.

• Interface with Broadcom Support whenever a user encounters an internal error, or you are unable to resolve the user's
problem.

User Exits

There are user exits that your site can elect to use.

• Batch Line Printer Exit
• Batch Submit Exit
• Network Printer Exit
• Query Validation Exit
• Database ID Exit
• Signon/off Exit Batch
• Signon/off Exit Online
• User-Defined Functions Exit
• Output Exit - Online
• Output Exit - Batch

If your site has made use of any of these exits, make sure that you are familiar with them and that they are executing
properly and issuing the expected return codes to Dataquery. Your Systems Programmer can provide you with more
information about the user exits in use at your site.

The Dataquery HELP function <PF1> can assist users in answering many problems that they encounter while using
Dataquery. However, there can be problems that arise that only the Dataquery Administrator has the authority or access
to the particular functions to solve.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Solving Online Dataquery Problems

When you receive a transaction abend, CICS sends a message to your terminal in the following format:

 TRANSACTION tttt PROGRAM xxxxxxxx ABEND cccc

 

Format

tttt
Is the CICS transaction ID of the abended transaction. DQIN for example.

xxxxxxxx
Is the internal program name.

cccc
Is the completion code of the type ASRA, AICA, APCT, and so on.

Action

When you encounter a transaction abend, collect the following information:

• The transaction dump from the CICS dump data set. (Request the Systems Programmer to provide this dump.)
• The name and number of the panel last displayed before the abend.
• The user name of the user encountering the abend.
• A list of the series of events that occurred prior to the abend. For example, list the function key that was pressed,

what was running at the time - a query, dialog, term, and so forth, and what was displayed on the terminal. The more
information of this type that you can furnish to Broadcom Support, the easier it is to correct the problem.

Contact Broadcom Support when all of the above information has been collected.

Encountering Serious Dataquery Errors

Dataquery could encounter an error which makes it impossible to continue processing. When this occurs, Dataquery
displays messages similar to the following error messages:

DQ001E - AN INTERNAL ERROR HAS BEEN DETECTED WITHIN Dataquery
This is an internal processing problem, a Dataquery system problem.

DQ215I - AN INTERNAL VALIDATION ERROR HAS OCCURRED - A SNAP DUMP WAS TAKEN
This is also an internal error. The query cannot be validated. A SNAP dump of all of the transaction and program
storage in use at the time of the CICS dump data set error was taken.

Action

Whenever you encounter errors of this type, perform the following:

• Have the System Programmer print the SNAP dump from the CICS dump data set.
• Note the error message number and the text of the error message.
• Note the Dataquery panel name and number from which the error message was displayed.
• Note what you did before receiving the error message. For example, list the function key that was pressed, what was

running - a query, dialog, term, and so forth, and what was displayed on the terminal. The more information of this type
that you can furnish to Broadcom Support, the easier it is to correct the problem.

• Call Broadcom Support.

Encountering Other Dataquery Errors

Initial Action
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Whenever a user encounters an error that is not a transaction abend, or an internal error message, attempt to determine
the cause of the error with careful analysis. Collect the following information to help you with your analysis:

• Name and number of the Dataquery panel that was displayed with the error message.
• Name and number of the Dataquery panel that was displayed prior to the panel with the error message.
• Sequence of events that led up to the error message.

Query Problems

If a query or dialog was being validated, executed or submitted, collect the following information:

• Text of the query that was being validated, executed or submitted.
• User name of the user who received the error, and a list of any groups to which he is assigned.
• Any restricted conditions assigned to this user or to the user's assigned groups.
• Any defined terms or user-defined functions within the query.

With this information, you and the user should be able to solve the problems.

Items that frequently cause problems include:

• Incorrect TABLE, KEY, or FIELD entity-occurrence definitions in Datacom Datadictionary.
• TABLE, KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences named the same.
• TABLE, KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences named the same as Dataquery keywords.
• Datacom/DB tables closed and not accessible to Dataquery.
• Terms named the same as Dataquery keywords or TABLE, KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences.

Solving Batch Dataquery Problems

When a user encounters problems with batch Dataquery, collect the following information:

• All the SYSOUT printed from the job, including any job log messages, SNAPER data sets, SYSPRINT, SYSOUT data
sets and JCL listings

• User name of the user who submitted the job and the names of any groups that are assigned to that user
• Text of the query or dialog
• Any restricted conditions applied to this user or his assigned groups
• Any defined terms or user-defined functions in the query or dialog text

Review all of the information carefully. If you cannot resolve the problem with the help of your Systems Programmer, call
Broadcom Support.

Using DQL Diagnostics
 

Diagnostics is an administrative function that is accessed from the Administrative Menu, but is only used on a request
from Broadcom Support.

For example, a user has written a query that has been edited and validated, but yet does not execute, has performance
problems, or gets the wrong results. In some cases, Dataquery returns an error message instructing the user to contact
his Dataquery Administrator. The Dataquery Administrator, in turn, if the problem is with Datacom/DB, can call Broadcom
Support. Broadcom Support can request that you perform diagnostics on the query to provide more information.

Function

The Diagnostic function allows the Dataquery Administrator to produce a Dataquery request table, a transaction dump, a
module dump, or a Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report.

Overview
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The diagnostic information contained in the request table shows how the query was coded, which definition it was looking
for in Datacom Datadictionary, and so on. The Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic report shows exactly
what Dataquery passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility and how the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
interpreted it. This report shows whether it is Dataquery or the Compound Boolean Selection Facility causing the problem.

Action

To produce a request table, you must first validate the query. When Dataquery returns an error message, go to the
Administrative Menu and select the DIAGNOSTICS option or use the DIAG command from the command line. Dataquery
displays the DIAGNOSTICS REQUEST panel, examples of which follows on the next page and in the next chapter.

Diagnostics Request

Diagnostics Request (DQKU0)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKU0

 DATAQUERY:  DIAGNOSTICS REQUEST

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Place any character next to the desired diagnostic facility and enter any

 required information.  Press Enterall perform the request.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT THE TYPE OF DIAGNOSTICS TO PERFORM:

                       _  DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE

                       _  STORAGE DUMP (ENTER 1 or 2)

                            1. TRANSACTION DUMP

                            2. MODULE DUMP

                          TURN DUMP ON AT TERMINAL  ____

                          TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL ____

                       _  TURN CBS DIAGNOSTICS ON AT THIS TERMINAL

                       _  TURN CBS DIAGNOSTICS OFF AT THIS TERMINAL

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Panel Description

The following is a brief explanation of each field on the Diagnostics Request panel.

DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE
Enter any character to execute a Dataquery Request Table.

STORAGE DUMP (ENTER 1 or 2)
Enter 1 to execute a transaction dump.
Enter 2 to execute a module dump.

TURN DUMP ON AT TERMINAL
Enter the terminal ID of the terminal where the query or dialog is to be executing.

TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL
Enter the terminal ID of the terminal where the dump is to be turned off.
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TURN CBS DIAGNOSTICS ON AT TERMINAL
Enter any character to execute Compound Boolean Selection diagnostics.

TURN CBS DIAGNOSTICS OFF AT TERMINAL
Enter any character to turn off Compound Boolean Selection diagnostics.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Return to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel PF key options. Dataquery displays the HELP panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to previous panel. Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed.

Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostics

Enter any character in the TURN CBS DIAGNOSTICS ON field at this terminal option and press Enter to turn the
Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic report on. Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostics are
available in Dataquery batch. The following message appears at the top of the Diagnostics Request panel:

DQ525I - CBS DIAGNOSTICS FACILITY HAS BEEN ACTIVATED SUCCESSFULLY

A report is produced for every query or dialog that is executed at the specified terminal, until Compound Boolean
Selection Facility Diagnostics is turned off.  For more information about how to produce this report, see Monitoring
Performance.

Request Table

Enter any character in the DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE option field and press Enter to perform the request.
Dataquery displays the Current Dataquery Request Table panel, an example of which follows:

Current Dataquery Request Table (DQKF0)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKF0

 DATAQUERY:  CURRENT DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  C 0004C3D8                                                               00000

  N 0006D5FFFFFF                                                           00004

  F 0035C600D7C1E8D9D6D3D3404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 0000A

    400001D7C1E80001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6

  + 00054EE600                                                             0003F

  I 0032C900E8E3C460C3D6D4D4C9E2E2C9D6D54040404040404040404040404040404040 00044

    40000100D500080602D50017C3

  R 0004D902                                                               00076

  V 000CE500000000000200000F                                               0007A

  + 00054ED900                                                             00086

  F 0035C600D7C1E8D9D6D3D3404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 0008B

    400001D7C1E80001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6D

  K 0033D240D5E4D4C2C5D940404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 000C0

    40C5D4D7D5D6D405D500050500D5000

  F 0035C600D7C5D9E2D6D5D5C5D340404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 000F3

    400001D7D4C60001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

The information displayed by the execution of the Dataquery Request Table is used by Broadcom Support to help solve
certain problems.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Return to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel

PF key options.
Dataquery displays the HELP panel.

<PF2> RETURN Return to previous panel. Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed.
<PF3> NOT USED
<PF4> NOT USED
<PF5> NOT USED
<PF6> NOT USED

Not used.  

<PF7>BACKWARD Scroll to previous Dataquery Request Table
screen, if any.

Display previous Dataquery Request Table
screen, if any.

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next screen
of Dataquery Request Table, if any.

Display more Dataquery Request Table, if
any.

If the problem with the query or dialog cannot be solved from the information received from the Dataquery Request Table,
Broadcom Support can request that you produce a transaction or module storage dump.

Transaction or Module Dump

To produce a transaction or module dump, select the DIAGNOSTICS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
DIAG command from the command line and:

Step 1
Enter 1 for a transaction dump, or 2 for a module dump next to the STORAGE DUMP option.

Step 2
Enter the terminal ID of the user who executed the query in the space following the TURN DUMP ON AT
TERMINAL prompt.

Step 3
Execute the query from the specified terminal.

Step 4
When it is time to turn the dump off, place the same terminal ID used to turn the dump on in the space following
the TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL prompt.

Dataquery turns on a transaction dump or module dump at the specified terminal. The transaction dump produces a dump
for every screen displayed on the selected terminal, while a module dump produces a dump for every program that is
invoked by Dataquery to process a screen. These dumps are written to the CICS dump data sets. Contact your systems
programmer to print the dumps. The dumps have special identifiers for Dataquery.

Broadcom Support can review the dumps or the Dataquery Request Table with you or the systems programmer over the
telephone, or request that you send the dumps to the Broadcom Support office.
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Using SQL Mode Diagnostics
The Dataquery Administrator can use the Diagnostic function to produce a Dataquery request table, a transaction dump,
or a module dump. Use the Diagnostic function to learn how a query was coded and which definition it was looking for in
Dataquery.

An important feature of the relationship between Dataquery SQL Mode and Datacom/DB is the plan that is defined in
Datacom/DB for processing SQL queries. You can specify some options of the plan as they pertain to queries. If query
processing problems arise, you can also use the abilities of the plan to request diagnostic information. You should only
request diagnostics if asked to do so by Broadcom Support.

Function

The Diagnostic function allows the Dataquery Administrator to produce a Dataquery request table, a transaction dump, or
a module dump. The Diagnostic function also allows you to set the optimization options for the current session.

Overview

The diagnostic information that is contained in the request table shows how the query was coded, which definition it was
looking for in Datacom Datadictionary, and so on. A dump provides information that is needed by Broadcom Support.

Three panels, one command, and two batch mode parameters allow you to access the Datacom/DB plan.

Diagnostics Request
Panel DQKU0
Panel DQKU0 allows you to request a request table or a dump if needed by Broadcom Support, or to set options
for plan optimization.

Plan Optimization Options
Panel DQKT0
For the current online session, Panel DQKT0 allows you to specify the types of messages you want to receive
and to specify that the plan should use the join order that is specified in the FROM clause of the SQL query.

Optimization Messages Display
Panel DQKV0
For the current online session, Panel DQKV0 displays messages that are requested and allows you to delete
messages after viewing.

PLAN command
The PLAN command displays the Plan Optimization Options panel.

PLANOPTS,MSG= Option
Card Parameter
The batch mode parameter PLANOPTS,MSG=OPTION allows plan optimization in batch mode.

PLANOPTS,OPT= Option
Card Parameter
The batch mode parameter PLANOPTS,OPT=Option allows plan optimization in batch mode.

Diagnostics Request

The Diagnostic function allows the Dataquery Administrator to produce a Dataquery request table or a dump, set the
optimization options or view the Optimization Messages Display panel (DQKV0).

The diagnostic information that is contained in the request table shows how the query was coded, which definition it was
looking for in Datacom Datadictionary, and other information.

Diagnostics Request (DQKU0)

 =>
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKU0

 DATAQUERY:  DIAGNOSTICS REQUEST

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Place any character next to the desired diagnostic facility and enter any

 required information.  Press Enter to perform the request.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT THE TYPE OF DIAGNOSTICS TO PERFORM:

                       _  DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE

                       _  STORAGE DUMP (ENTER 1 or 2)

                            1. TRANSACTION DUMP

                            2. MODULE DUMP

                          TURN DUMP ON AT TERMINAL  ____

                          TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL ____

                       _  SET PLAN OPTIMIZATION OPTIONS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Panel Description

The following list provides a brief explanation of each field on the Diagnostics Request panel.

DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE
Enter any character to execute a Dataquery Request Table.

STORAGE DUMP (ENTER 1 or 2)
Enter 1 to execute a transaction dump.
Enter 2 to execute a module dump.

TURN DUMP ON AT TERMINAL
Enter the terminal ID of the terminal where the query or dialog is to be executing.

TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL
Enter the terminal ID of the terminal where the dump is to be turned off.

SET PLAN OPTIMIZATION OPTIONS
Enter any character to display the Plan Optimization Options panel for specifying messages and mode for the
current session.
To exercise the message table, you are required to have PPT (Processing Program Table) entries in a URT with a
TABLE id=MSG and DBID=15.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Return to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel. Dataquery displays the HELP panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to the previous panel. Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed.
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Request Table

Enter any character in the DISPLAY DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE option field and press Enter to perform the request.
Dataquery displays the Current Dataquery Request Table panel, an example of which follows:

Current Dataquery Request Table (DQKF0)

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKF0

 DATAQUERY:  CURRENT DATAQUERY REQUEST TABLE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  C 0004C3D8                                                               00000

  N 0006D5FFFFFF                                                           00004

  F 0035C600D7C1E8D9D6D3D3404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 0000A

    400001D7C1E80001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6

  + 00054EE600                                                             0003F

  I 0032C900E8E3C460C3D6D4D4C9E2E2C9D6D54040404040404040404040404040404040 00044

    40000100D500080602D50017C3

  R 0004D902                                                               00076

  V 000CE500000000000200000F                                               0007A

  + 00054ED900                                                             00086

  F 0035C600D7C1E8D9D6D3D3404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 0008B

    400001D7C1E80001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6D

  K 0033D240D5E4D4C2C5D940404040404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 000C0

    40C5D4D7D5D6D405D500050500D5000

  F 0035C600D7C5D9E2D6D5D5C5D340404040404040404040404040404040404040404040 000F3

    400001D7D4C60001C5D4D7D5D6C5D4D7D5D6

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

The information that is displayed by the execution of the Dataquery Request Table is used by Broadcom Support to help
solve certain problems.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main Menu. Return to the Main Menu.
<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel

PF key options.
Dataquery displays the HELP panel.

<PF2> RETURN Return to the previous panel. Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed.
<PF3> NOT USED
<PF4> NOT USED
<PF5> NOT USED
<PF6> NOT USED

Not used.

<PF7>BACKWARD Scroll to the previous Dataquery Request
Table screen, if any.

Display previous Dataquery Request Table
screen, if any.

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to the next screen of Dataquery
Request Table, if any.

Display more Dataquery Request Table, if
any.
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If the problem with the query or dialog cannot be solved from the information that is received from the Dataquery Request
Table, Broadcom Support can request that you produce a transaction or module storage dump.

Transaction or Module Dump

To produce a transaction or module dump, select the DIAGNOSTICS option from the Administrative Menu, or use the
DIAG command from the command line and:

Step 1
Enter 1 for a transaction dump, or 2 for a module dump next to the STORAGE DUMP option.

Step 2
Enter the terminal ID of the user who executed the query in the space following the TURN DUMP ON AT
TERMINAL prompt.

Step 3
Execute the query from the specified terminal.

Step 4
When it is time to turn off the dump, place the same terminal ID that was used to turn on the dump in the space
following the TURN DUMP OFF AT TERMINAL prompt.

Dataquery turns on a transaction dump or module dump at the specified terminal. The transaction dump produces a dump
for every screen that is displayed on the selected terminal. A module dump produces a dump for every program that is
invoked by Dataquery to process a screen. These dumps are written to the CICS dump data sets. Contact your systems
programmer to print the dumps. The dumps have special identifiers for Dataquery.

Broadcom Support can review the dumps or the Dataquery Request Table with you or the systems programmer over the
telephone. Broadcom Support may also request that you send the dumps to the Broadcom Support office.

Plan Optimization Options

Display the Plan Optimization Options panel by selecting Plan Optimization Options on the Diagnostics Request panel or
by typing PLAN on the command line. Any user authorized to perform diagnostic functions can use this panel. From it, you
can specify production of optimization messages, specify join optimization, or display messages.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKT0

 DATAQUERY:  PLAN OPTIMIZATION OPTIONS               AUTHID: PUBLIC

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the plan optimization options desired by placing any character in the

 space next to your choice and press PF4 to update your plan options.

 Press PF3 to display existing optimization messages.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

      OPTIMIZATION MESSAGE OPTIONS FOR PLAN NAME  DQxxxxOM

         PREPARATION TIME                    EXECUTION TIME

          _  NO MESSAGES (DEFAULT)            _  NO MESSAGES (DEFAULT)

          _  SUMMARY MESSAGES                 _  SUMMARY MESSAGES

          _  DETAIL MESSAGES                  _  DETAIL MESSAGES

      OPTIMIZATION MODE

          _  MANUAL JOIN ORDER (ORDER LISTED IN "FROM" CLAUSE)

          _  PREPARATION TIME ORDER (DEFAULT)
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY MESSAGES      <PF4> UPDATE

Message Options

The Plan Optimization Options panel allows you to request that optimization messages be produced by Datacom/DB
when SQL queries are prepared or executed. These messages are diagnostic messages that are written to the MSG
table. You can view them online using the Display Messages PF key or you can query the MSG table through online
Dataquery or in DQBATCH. Use the messages to help you solve problems with SQL queries.

Panel Description

The following list describes your message options.

Plan Name
DQxxxxOM
where xxxx is the terminal ID. The plan is the set of information that is required by Datacom/DB to execute the
SQL query. The plan is created dynamically by Dataquery whenever a query is validated.

Preparation Time
Select the type of messages you want retained regarding preparation time for processing the active query.
Preparation time is the time that is needed for the preparation of SQL statements for execution when a query is
validated by Dataquery. The selections are:
No Messages

No messages are captured.
Summary Messages

Only messages summarizing processing are captured.
Detail Messages

All messages that are produced during processing are captured.
Execution Time

Select the type of messages you want retained regarding execution time for processing the active query. The
selections are:
No Messages

No messages are captured.
Summary Messages

Only messages summarizing processing are captured.
Detail Messages

All messages that are produced during processing are captured.

Optimization Mode

The Plan Optimization Options panel allows you to request that the tables that are named in the FROM clause be joined
in the order that is listed in the query as opposed to the optimum order that is determined by Datacom/DB at preparation
time.

Optimization Messages Display

The Optimization Messages Display panel displays plan optimization messages that were produced by Datacom/DB for
the last SQL query that was prepared or executed for the messages that were requested. These messages can be used
for problem solving for SQL queries.
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This panel appears when you select DISPLAY MESSAGES from the Plan Optimization Options panel. Any user who is
authorized for diagnostic functions may view this panel.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKV0

 DATAQUERY:  OPTIMIZATION MESSAGES DISPLAY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 STMT ID SEQ #  MESSAGE TEXT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DELETE MESSAGES  <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8> FORWARD

From this panel, you can request that these messages be deleted from the MSG table when they are no longer needed
by pressing <PF3> DELETE MESSAGES. See the Datacom/DB message documentation for information about the
messages that appear on this panel.

SQL Plan Options

Datacom/DB has a plan option which allows Dataquery to specify the character to be used for the decimal point indicator
in decimal, numeric, and floating point literals. Dataquery uses the profile setting of the user for the decimal point when
creating the plan to be used to execute an SQL query.

Therefore, if a user profile specifies a comma (,) for the decimal point character, this user must use a comma for the
decimal point indicator in any literals in all SQL (or DQL) queries. This is a change from Version 8.0 in which SQL only
recognized the period (.) as the decimal point character.

To pass SQL plan options to be used by Dataquery, you must code the options as Dataquery comments beginning on
line 1 of the query. Line 1 must have the Dataquery comment-begin characters in columns 1 and 2. Immediately following
columns 1 and 2, in column 3, you must enter $DBSQLOPT as shown in the following example. $DBSQLOPT uses */ for
Dataquery comment-begin characters and /* for Dataquery comment-end characters.

 */$DBSQLOPT option=value option=value option=value

             option=value option=value ... /*

Follow each option=value with at least one space. No option=value may be continued from one query line to another, but
you may use more than one line to include all required option=value statements. The last option=value must be followed
by at least one space and the Dataquery comment-end characters (/*).
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Any options that are specified in this manner are only used for the current execution of the query in which they are placed.

The following list shows SQL plan options and values that are significant for Dataquery:

DATE=
This option specifies the DATE output format. Valid values for DATE= are ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS. If this option is
not specified, or if an invalid value is specified, the default value is taken from the Dataquery option table value for
the SQL date format.

DECPOINT=
This option specifies if you want a comma (,) to be the decimal point indicator in decimal, numeric, and floating-
point literals. Valid values are C or P. C represents the comma (,). P represents the period (.). If the option is not
specified or if an invalid value is used, then the default is the profile setting that the user specified for the decimal
point character.

ISOLEVEL=
This option specifies the isolation level or the degree to which a unit of recovery is isolated from the updating
operations of other units of recovery. Valid entries are U, C, or R. If not specified, or an invalid value is given, the
default is C.

PLNCLOSE=
This option specifies when the plan and URT are closed. Valid entries are T or R. If a value is not specified or an
invalid value is given, then the default is T.

SQLMODE=
This option specifies the mode in which Datacom/DB processes the query. Valid entries are ANSI, DATACOM,
Db2, or FIPS. The default is DATACOM when the option is not specified or an incorrect value is given.

STRDELIM=
This option specifies whether you want the string delimiter, used to delimit character string literals in SQL
statements to be an apostrophe (') or a quotation mark ("). If the string delimiter is the quotation mark, then the
escape character, which is used to enclose delimited SQL identifiers, is the apostrophe. If the string delimiter is
the apostrophe, then the escape character is the quotation mark. Valid values are A or Q. If the option is not used,
or an invalid value is given, the default is the apostrophe (').

TIME=
This option specifies the TIME output format. Valid values for TIME= are ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS. If this option is
not specified, or if an invalid value is specified, the default value is taken from the Dataquery option table value for
the SQL time format.

TIMEMIN=
This option specifies exclusive control wait time in minutes. Valid entries are from 0 through 120. If not specified or
an incorrect value is given, the default is 0. If TIMEMIN is specified, TIMESEC is set to 0.

TIMESEC=
This option specifies the exclusive control wait time limit in seconds. Valid entries are from 0 through 120. If not
specified, or if an incorrect value is given, default is 10. If TIMEMIN is specified, then TIMESEC is set to 0.

Using the Printer Control
Printer Control is an administrative function that is used solely for query reports routed to your site's network printers. For
example, a user needs to reprint a query report due to a printer malfunction, or a query report needs to be stopped due to
a priority need for the network printer by another user. Printer Control allows a Dataquery Administrator to handle these
and other types of problems with your site's network printers.

Functions

A Dataquery Administrator can perform the following printer functions from the Directory of Spooled Print panel:
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• Stop an active query report
• Restart the report from the point that it was stopped
• Restart the report from page one
• Flush the active query report from the print queue

Action

Access the Administrative Menu and select the Printer Control option, or use the PRINTER command from the command
line after a query or dialog has been executed and the report destination is to a network printer. Dataquery displays the
Directory of Spooled Print panel, an example of which follows:

Sample Directory of Spooled Print (DQKI0)

 =>

 Place the cursor on a name and press the appropriate PFKey.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKI0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF SPOOLED PRINT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PRT ID |    REQUESTING USER               | STATUS | P-CMD |     DATE/TIME SENT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

        |                                  |        |       |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  GO          <PF4>  STOP

 <PF5>  RESTART    <PF6>  FLUSH/CANCEL  <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Panel Description

The following describes each column of the Directory of Spooled Print panel.

PRT ID
Network printer ID.

REQUESTING USER ID
ID of Dataquery user who executed the query.

STATUS
The status of the query or dialog in the print queue.

P-CMD
Indication that a command has been issued and is pending execution.

DATE / TIME SENT
Date and time the request was queued for the printer.
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NOTE
The network printer ID can be the user's default network printer ID, that is defined to Dataquery from the Profile
panel, or another network printer ID that is valid for the user's site.

A command that is issued after the print request, is placed in the P-CMD column until the command is processed. For
example, if you submit a print request to a network printer and use <PF4> STOP to stop the print, the STATUS remains
ACTIVE and P-CMD is STOP until the stop is processed. When the stop is processed, the STATUS reads STOP.

Status Column

The Directory of Spooled Print panel displays three statuses in the STATUS column.

ACTIVE
The query report is printing on the network printer.

READY
The query is in the print queue awaiting print.

STOP
The user has stopped the printing of the query report.

P-CMD Column

The Directory of Spooled Print panel displays four commands in the P-CMD column.

STP
The user has stopped the printing of the query report.

RST
The user has restarted the printing of the query report from the beginning.

FSH
The user has canceled the printing of the query report.

GO
The user has restarted the printing of the query report from the stop point.

PF Keys

Key Objective Result
CLEAR Return to Main

Menu.
Return to the Main Menu.

<PF1> HELP Display HELP panel. Dataquery displays the HELP panel.
<PF2> RETURN Return to previous panel. Previous panel or Main Menu is displayed.
<PF3> GO Restart a stopped query report from stop

point.
Restarts a stopped query report from stop
point.

<PF4> STOP Stop an active query report. Stops an active query report.
<PF5> RESTART Restart active query report from the

beginning.
Restarts an active query report from the
beginning.

<PF6>FLUSH/CANCEL Remove a query
report from the
print queue.

Flushes a query from the print queue.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scroll to previous screen of printer
IDs, if any.

Displays previous printer IDs, if any.

<PF8> FORWARD Scroll to next screen
of printer IDs, if any.

Displays more printer IDs, if any.
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NOTE
Use the FLUSH/CANCEL function with caution. Any querys that are accidentally flushed from the print queue, or
are canceled while printing, cannot be restarted and have to be reexecuted.

Monitoring Performance
Learn about monitoring performance in Dataquery using the Statistics and Diagnositcs Area (PXX) Report, Dataquery
statistics, the Accounting Facility, and the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Facility Diagnostic Report.

Use the following tools to help monitor performance:

Using the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report

Datacom/DB provides a database statistics report that displays information about:

• Service requests
• Exclusive control
• Buffer availability
• Request wait time frequency
• I/O events

The report consists of three parts, each of which is accumulated and reported on separately:

• System statistics
• I/O statistics
• User request statistics

Look at the number of Index buffers and data buffers used. Be sure that there are enough. Look at the CBSBFR SPILL
COUNT. If it is high, increase the appropriate MUF startup option CBS value. For more information, see Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report.

Using Dataquery Statistics

After a user has executed a query or a dialog and routed the report to a printer or a terminal, the user can
produce statistical information on the execution of the query or dialog. The statistics are printed to the printer automatically
if the user was authorized with STATISTICS specified Y. To display the statistics, the user can use a PF key or can issue
the STATISTICS command. The statistics are reset with each query execution.

The terminal display of the statistics is as follows:

 =>

 CURRENT DATAQUERY FIND/SELECT STATISTICS.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEB0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

      NUMBER REQUESTED:                            COMPLETION DATE:

      NUMBER FOUND:                                COMPLETION TIME:

      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:

                                OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                                -------    ------------    -------

      ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):

      I/O EVENTS:

      SELFR TOTAL:
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      SELNR TOTAL:

      TOTAL BYTES:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

The fields on the Find Statistics panel are described as follows:

QUERY NAME:
Name of the query to which these statistics apply.

NUMBER REQUESTED:
Number of rows requested in your query.

NUMBER FOUND:
Number of rows found in the database.

COMPLETION DATE:
Date that the search for this query ended.

COMPLETION TIME:
Time that the search for this query ended.

Field Column Description

NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS
REACHED

The FIND process completed normally.

SITE I/O LIMIT (DQOPTLST.SRCHLIM)
EXCEEDED

The FIND exceeded the value set for
the I/O limit in the System Option Table
(DQOPTLST) parameter SRCHLIM=.
Either reduce the number of rows which
is to FIND, or increase the value in the
SRCHLIM= parameter so that your query
can finish the FIND processing.

MAX WORK TABLE BLOCKS EXCEEDED The number of blocks that are specified
in the FNDBLKS= parameter has been
exceeded. You must evaluate the limit that
you havethat set, and you must determine
what is best for your site. If needed, you
can override the FNDBLKS= value for this
user using the USERS option.

MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED The maximum time that is allowed for the
processing of a query FIND has been
exceeded. Either simplify the FIND so
that the FIND processing time is shorter
or increase the maximum time allowed
using the System Option Table MFTIME=
parameter.

FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE

FIND CANCELED
FROM REQUESTING TERMINAL

This query has been canceled from the
requesting user's terminal.
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Field Column Description

FIND CANCELED
FROM ANOTHER TERMINAL

This query was canceled from another
terminal.

OVERALL The overall time elapsed in seconds to
process the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION The process of determining the FIND
strategy for searching the database
efficiently.

ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):

SEARCH The actual search time against the
database for the FIND statement.

OVERALL The overall number of Datacom/DB
physical I/O events for the processing of
the FIND statement. I/Os are calculated on
USER databases. No I/Os are calculated to
the terminal or DQF or DQW.

OPTIMIZATION The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O
events that are used for determining the
database search strategy.

I/O EVENTS:

SEARCH The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O
events used for the search of the database
by the FIND statement.

OVERALL The overall number of Datacom/DB CBS
SELFR (select first row) commands that
were issued to execute the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION The number of Datacom/DB CBS SELFR
(select first row) commands that were
issued for determining the database search
strategy.

SELFR TOTAL:

SEARCH The number of Datacom/DB CBS SELFR
(select first row) commands that were
issued for the search of the database by the
FIND statement.

OVERALL The overall number of Datacom/DB CBS
SELNR (select next row) commands that
were issued to execute the FIND statement.

OPTIMIZATION (Nothing is displayed in this column.)

SELNR TOTAL:

SEARCH The number of Datacom/DB CBS SELNR
(select next row) commands that were
issued for the search of the database by the
FIND statement.

OVERALL The overall number of bytes that were
required to hold the internal control blocks
that Dataquery built to process the FIND
statement.

OPTIMIZATION (Nothing is displayed in these columns.)

TOTAL BYTES:

SEARCH
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When the statistics are printed, they are the same as those displayed.

Using the Accounting Facility

Datacom/DB's Accounting Facility enables you to accumulate statistics on system use for programs running under the
MUF. You can use these statistics for accounting, billing, tuning, and monitoring security. You select the statistics that you
want to accumulate by defining accounting columns for user-specified tables. Datacom/DB writes the use-statistics to the
tables. You can access the tables using Dataquery.

You can use Dataquery interactively to select, join, sort, total, report graph the accounting data. You can also use
Dataquery to purge selected rows. One method of simplifying the purge routines is to specify either month or year in the
row definition and use a specific date as the selection criteria for deletion.

Defining the Accounting Tables

You and the Dataquery Administrator should meet to determine what statistics you want to keep. Then, you must define
the accounting tables.

The UIDnn accounting column can be used to capture detailed information about Dataquery use. The format of the User
Information Block is as follows:

Column Offset Length Information

UID01 1 3 DQ, unless Dataquery
diagnostics are on, then it is $$
$.

UID04 4 8 (Character column.) The user
accounting code from the DQU
row. Assigned during user
authorization.

UID12 12 15 (Character column.) The name
of the currently executing query,
if any. This name may not be
entirely accurate if, for example,
a query has been fetched from
the library, modified, and then
executed. In this situation, the
statistics reflect the modified
query, and not the one on the
library.

UID27 27 1 (Binary column.) The processing
stage code. The codes are as
follows:
0
General processing - not query
execution
1
FIND statement processing
2
SET statement processing
3
SORT statement processing
4
PRINT/DISPLAY statement
processing
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Column Offset Length Information

28 3 Reserved.

UID31 31 1 (Binary column.) The Dataquery
system indicator code as
follows:

0

Online

1

Batch

32 1 Reserved

The UIDnn column is defined where nn is the starting position relative to 01. Both Ideal for Datacom and Dataquery use
the UIDnn column. To avoid collecting data that you do not want, use a conditional statement when you define your table
in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use the Accounting Facility to monitor performance. To do so, you set up accounting tables to monitor the
activities on your system. With the Accounting Facility, you can monitor such things as:

• What queries are using the most resources?
• What queries are used most?
• What operations are queries using?
• What databases are being queried most?
• How long does a query run?

The following example describes how you might use the Accounting Facility to monitor your performance.

Identifying a Problem Job

First, you want to look to see if you have a problem job. You can create an accounting table with:

UID01
To collect data on Dataquery jobs only.

UID04
To collect data on a particular user or group of users.

UID12
To collect data on a particular job.

EXCPS/EXCIX/EXCDT
To collect data about the physical I/Os.

LOGIO/LOGIX/LOGDT
To collect data about the logical I/Os.

REQS
To collect data about the number of requests that are issued to Datacom/DB

You can use Dataquery to report on the data collected.

Identifying the Problem Stage of a Job

If you decide that a particular job may be a problem, you can set up more accounting tables to analyze that job. You can
set up an accounting table to identify what stage of the job is causing the problem. This accounting table may include:

UID01
To collect data on Dataquery jobs only.
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UID04
To collect data on a particular user or group of users.

UID12
To collect data on a particular job.

UID27
To collect data on a particular stage of a job.

EXCPS/EXCIX/EXCDT
To collect data about the physical I/Os.

LOGIO/LOGIX/LOGDT
To collect data about the logical I/Os.

REQS
To collect data about the number of requests that are issued to Datacom/DB

Identifying Reasons for CBS Optimizer Choices

Also, you can set up an accounting table to get detailed reasons why the Compound Boolean Selection Facility Optimizer
has chosen a particular action. This accounting table may include:

UID01
To collect data on Dataquery jobs only.

UID04
To collect data on a particular user or group of users.

UID12
To collect data on a particular job.

UID27
To collect data on a particular stage of a job.

CBSOR
To collect data about the Compound Boolean Selection Facility Optimizer reasons.

Identifying Scheduling Problems

If you think you may be having a scheduling problem, you can set up an accounting table to monitor how much wait time a
job experiences. This accounting table may include:

UID01
To collect data on Dataquery jobs only.

UID04
To collect data on a particular user or group of users.

UID12
To collect data on a particular job.

UID27
To collect data on a particular stage of a job.

SDATE
To collect the start date.

STIME
To collect the start time.

ETIME
To collect the elapsed time between the time MUF receives the request and the time the request is returned to the
user.
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WTIME
To collect the amount of time the job had to wait due to exclusive control, I/O, and so on.

Reporting the Accounting Data

You can create a meaningful report of the accounting data by creating a query that produces a report.

Accounting Example

The Accounting Facility can provide a great deal of useful information about Dataquery usage. For example, suppose that
you wanted to know the number of Datacom/DB requests generated by queries and how many actual I/O events that were
needed to complete these requests. It would also be useful for this information to be grouped and ordered by query name
and user name.

Following is an example of such a query and the resulting report. In it, the Dataquery User Table (DQU) is related to the
Accounting Table by the Dataquery Accounting Code UIB04. Because of this relationship you can trace collected statistics
to the actual Dataquery user that caused the activity to take place.

The following panel shows the text of the DQL query that was executed.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEXT                            QUERY NAME: ACCOUNTING-SAMP
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  FIND ALL CAI-ACT-A04    RECORDS
  WITH UIB01 = 'DQ'
     RELATED BY UIB04 VIA ACCOUNTING-CODE TO DATAQUERY-DQU
  SORT BY (USER-NAME)
 CAI-ACT-A04 UIB12
  PRINT
 TITLE1 'DATAQUERY USAGE STATISTICS'
 TITLE2 'DB REQUESTS AND I/O BY QUERY BY USER'
  DATAQUERY-DQU USER-NAME 'USER'
  CAI-ACT-A04 UIB12 'QUERY NAME'
             (REQS)   'DB /REQUESTS' PIC 'ZZZZZZZZZ9-'
             (EXCPS)  'DB /IOS'      PIC 'ZZZZZZZZZ9-'

The following shows a sample of the report resulting from the execution of the ACCOUNTING-SAMP query.

May 5, 2000                 DATAQUERY USAGE STATISTICS                  PAGE      1
16:31:05            DB REQUESTS AND I/O BY QUERY BY USER             DETAIL

                                                           DB               DB
  USER                              QUERY NAME           REQUESTS           IOS
  --------------------------------  ---------------  ------------  ------------
  CAI-INSTALL                                               4029          2471
                                    CAI-PRINT-ITEMS           10             0
                                    CAI-PRINT-RECPT           10             0
                                    DBIO                     460            28
                                    DQ-ACCT-REPORT          3996           202
                                    SAMPLE                   106            12

  TOTAL USER CAI-INSTALL
                                                            8611          2713

  BOB                               TEST-BOB                 629            47

  TOTAL USER BOB
                                                             629            47

  BUN                               CAI-PRINT-ACCTS         1002            70
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                                    CAI-PRINT-SALES          536            28

  TOTAL USER BUN
                                                            1538            98

  FULTON                            DBIO-PER-USER           4203           162

  TOTAL USER FULTON
                                                            4203           162

  GSMITH                            CAI-PRINT-CUST          1411            50
                                    CAI-PRINT-ORDER          692            29
                                    GEH-PAYROLL             5598           715
                                    GEHTX                    199            32
                                    HARRIS                    64             9
                                    REQS-PER-FIND            960            46
                                    RWH-TEST1                271            18

  TOTAL USER GSMITH
                                                            9195           899

Using the Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostics Report

The Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostics Report can help you diagnose the efficiency of executing a SELFR
command. Use the Dataquery Diagnostics Request panel to turn on CBS diagnostics at a terminal. Diagnostics are only
collected for the first SELFR command for each table.

When to Use Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report

Use this report when:

• A query is running slowly. The report can display information to determine if the cause is access to Datacom/DB.
• A query is going to be put into a high-volume production environment. The report can determine if the access to

Datacom/DB is suitably efficient.
• Accounting Facility reports indicate that you are experiencing an inefficient execution of SELFR commands.

TYPE OPTIMIZATION......: POPULATION DEPENDENT

You can use this report in two ways:

• To determine whether Dataquery has correctly communicated the request that is stated in the query to the Compound
Boolean Selection Facility. You can look at the WHERE: columns and can see which WITHs could not be passed to the
Compound Boolean Selection Facility.

• To determine how the Compound Boolean Selection Facility performed the selection: what keys were used, what
keys were not used due to INCLUDE-NIL-KEY, and whether a temporary index was needed. This can show that
performance would improve if you add a key or change one to INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=YES, for example.

Tuning Your System for Dataquery
Dataquery performance is not only dependent on how well you tune Dataquery within the environment, but also on how
well you tune the other components of the environment.

The discussions that follow provide information on tuning.
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Tuning CICS

Dataquery functions as a short term task that does not issue terminal reads. There are rarely any problems with
Dataquery contending for CICS resources.

To further enhance efficiency, Dataquery allows other tasks to process during the execution of a query. For example, when
long searches are required, Dataquery periodically relinquishes control so that other tasks can process and allows the
user to issue requests to terminate the query.

The MXREQ= and MXTLR= parameters in the System Option Table DQOPTLST macro control the timing of the breaks in
control. They set limits that prevent individual users and queries from monopolizing the system. See Tailoring the Datacom
Core System Option Table for more information.

When a DQL Mode user attempts to access a table, not a Dataquery or Datacom Datadictionary table, which is not in a
User Requirements Table, Dataquery requests Datacom CICS Services (Version 2.4 or higher) to dynamically build and
open a User Requirements Table to access this table. If Datacom CICS Services successfully builds and opens this User
Requirements Table, Dataquery can then access the table. This makes it possible to use DQL Mode to access Personal
Database Tables which are not in any User Requirements Table. Tables which are accessed regularly through Dataquery
should be in user requirements tables which are assembled and linked for performance and ease of maintenance. See the
Datacom CICS Services documentation for more information on dynamic User Requirements Tables.

Tuning the Datacom/DB Operating Environment

Multi-User Facility

Some companies can profit from having an additional MUF to handle very heavy batch workloads. They may even wish to
put the second MUF on a completely separate CPU. Dataquery can run in batch on this machine.

Coding the Datacom/DB MUF startup options appropriately can affect the efficiency of Dataquery row searches. In a MUF
environment with several applications running at the same time, consider how adjustments to the MUF startup option
affect Dataquery and all the active applications. Expect to make trade-offs.

Here are some Datacom/DB MUF tuning recommendations:

• When a query does not specify a key, Dataquery uses the Native Key to search the entire table. To reduce processing
time at sites where table type searches are common:
– Determine which type of indexing will best meet the needs of Dataquery users and add the necessary keys.
– Increase the number of data index buffers and data buffers. (This provides more data per I/O event but increases

the transfer time of data and the storage required.)
– Increase the size specified for the data buffers (DATAPOOL MUF startup option) and the user data table block

sizes. (This provides more data per I/O event but increases the transfer time of data and the storage required.)
• For heavily used systems, provide enough data buffers to keep the data block in storage until Dataquery is finished

with it.

Data Set Placement

High activity data sets (Dataquery tables) should be placed on different DASD/channels. When analyzing the performance
of the active data sets: utilization for disk should be less than 50 percent and utilization for channels should be less than
30 percent. If the percentages are higher than this, you should consider moving the data sets to a different channel.

High activity data sets (Dataquery tables) should be placed on separate packs. Often it is advantageous to place them
near the center of the pack. This is good for the DQF and DQM tables.

Tuning the Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection Facility

Dataquery uses the Compound Boolean Selection Facility to evaluate the row selection criteria specified in the FIND
statements of queries. Because of this, search optimization is done dynamically by the Compound Boolean Selection
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Facility. Each logical expression in a WITH statement is a predicate. The predicates supplied in the query as selection
criteria are used to build a Compound Boolean Selection Facility request qualification area (RQA).

When the predicates in a FIND statement refers to columns containing signed numeric data of packed or zoned decimal
format, it is important to be as specific as possible in the Datacom Datadictionary TYPE-NUMERIC attribute about what
sign codes the columns contain. This will allow Dataquery to pass this information along to the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility, which in turn allows the Compound Boolean Selection Facility to evaluate the predicates more efficiently
because it restricts the traversal key value range.

For example, if the data contains only positive values with the X'C' sign code, then specify P for this attribute. This
attribute must agree with the actual data or incorrect results will be obtained.

Tuning Datacom Datadictionary

Performance suffers unless care has been taken in creating the Datacom Datadictionary definitions that are used by
Dataquery.

• Entity-occurrence names should be different for TABLE, KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences so that Dataqueryy can
unambiguously resolve references in queries.

• Choose names that are obvious and meaningful to Dataquery users.
• Each table should have at least one unique key defined for it.
• No two keys in the same row should have the same value for the KEY-ID.
• Equivalent keys in different tables should be defined similarly. That is, the order, length, and type of constituent

columns should be the same.
• Equivalent fields or keys in different tables should be named the same to avoid confusion and to facilitate relating rows

together.

Tuning the Dataquery System Option Table

The following DQOPTLST parameters can be used to tune Dataquery performance through the System Option Table.

MXREQ= MXTLR= SRCHLIM=
MFTIME= FNDBLKS= SEQBUFS=
SORTPAG= SORTSYS= SORTCTG=

See Tailoring the Datacom Core System Option Table for information about these parameters.

Tuning Queries

Your queries will run more efficiently if you consider the following suggestions when you build your queries.

Key Usage

Keys minimize processing. Therefore, you can build keys to improve Compound Boolean Selection Facility performance.

When the predicates of a query uses keys, Compound Boolean Selection Facility can use the Datacom/DB index to
evaluate the predicates more efficiently and can avoid having to access data rows. When the predicates includes no keys,
Compound Boolean Selection Facility must examine the data rows in the table to evaluate the predicate.

Predicate Structure

Use predicates that can be easily converted to Compound Boolean Selection Facility format. There are predicates that are
difficult or impossible to convert to Compound Boolean Selection Facility format. These are handled by Dataquery. The
predicates that are not passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility are:

• Predicates in which a key is compared to a value:
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– And the value is masked and the comparison operator is neither equal or not equal
– And the comparison is for CONTAINING and the key has multiple noncontiguous columns

• Predicates in which a column is compared to a value and the value is masked and the comparison operator is neither
equal or not equal.

• Predicates in which a key is compared to a column and the data type of the column is not character, zoned, or pure
double byte characters.

• Predicates in which a key is compared to a key and one or both of the keys has noncontiguous component columns
and the keys do not have the same number and length of component columns.

• Predicates in which a column is compared to a column:
– And the columns are of different data types
– And the columns are numeric but have different precisions

• Predicates which include an arithmetic expression.

When a predicate that cannot be converted to Compound Boolean Selection Facility format is ANDed to a predicate that
can be converted, the predicate that can be converted is passed to Compound Boolean Selection Facility. The predicate
that cannot be converted is processed by Dataquery and then the results from Compound Boolean Selection Facility and
Dataquery are ANDed.

When the predicates are ORed, if any predicate cannot be processed by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility, none
of the ORed predicates can be processed by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility.

Example:
A FIND statement has three predicates: P1, P2, and P3. P3 cannot be converted to Compound Boolean Selection
Facility format.
WITH P1 AND P2 AND P3

In this case, since there are no ORs, P1 and P2 are passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
and P3 is then applied to the result set.

WITH P1 AND (P2 OR P3)
In this case, P2 cannot be processed by Compound Boolean Selection Facility along with P3 since they
are ORed, so only P1 is passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility. The condition P2 OR P3 is
then applied to the result set from Compound Boolean Selection Facility.

Join Column Selection

When two tables are related in a query, they are normally joined by columns or keys in the two rows. When the search
is performed, the link column in the table searched secondly is used to create an additional key-value or column-value
predicate using a value extracted from the link column of the first table. With Dataquery you can join tables when the link
column is not a key in either table. This should be done with care because if there are no keyed criteria supplied for the
table searched secondly in the relationship, repeated full table searches of that table can be required.

When multiple tables are related in a query, Dataquery does not necessarily search the tables in the order stated. Instead,
it determines every possible way that the search can be done, dynamically estimates the cost of each, and selects the
lowest cost estimate.

WARNING
The use of outer joins and disjoins in a query causes the Dataquery optimization process to be bypassed.
Dataquery processes any query containing either an outer join or a disjoin keyword by accessing the database
tables in the order they appear within the query. The use of OUTER-JOIN, RIGHT-JOIN, or RIGHT-DISJOIN
adds additional time to the processing of the FIND statement since Dataquery must read each table named
on the "right side" twice to accomplish the join. The use of LEFT-JOIN or LEFT-DISJOIN does not cause this
additional processing.

Usage Procedures

Establish procedures for users to follow to realize resource conservation:
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• For a new query, limit the initial search to test the query and check the results.
For example, this can be done by specifying FIND 20 ROWS instead of FIND ALL ROWS.

• Include criteria in the query that uses a key or the first column of a key to limit the scope of the search.
– When Dataquery cannot use keyed access, the entire table is read sequentially.
– Make users aware of the DISPLAY command as a tool to display key definitions.

Examples

The following examples illustrate how typical queries are processed.

Predicate Type Qualified for Compound Boolean
Selection Facility

P1 Field-Value YES
P2 Key-Value YES
P3 Key-Value YES
P4 Key-Value NO
P5 Key-Field YES

Example 1

Query text:
FIND TABLE1

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility accesses the Native Key index sequentially.
Every row ID is returned to Dataquery.

In this case, since no predicates at all are supplied, Compound Boolean Selection Facility simply reads the Index for
TABLE1 and returns the row IDs to Dataquery. Data rows are not accessed.

Example 2

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P1

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility reads each data row in Native Key sequence to evaluate P1.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility returns the IDs of qualifying rows to Dataquery.

In this case, a nonindexed predicate is passed to Compound Boolean Selection, so it must read the rows in the Datacom/
DB region to determine which qualify. No data rows are passed to the Dataquery region. This requires a full table search
in the Compound Boolean Selection Facility region.

Example 3

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P2

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the Index to locate entries that satisfy P2.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility returns the IDs of qualifying rows to Dataquery.

In this case, an indexed predicate is passed to Compound Boolean Selection, so it can evaluate P2 without accessing
data rows.

Example 4
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Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P5

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility reads each data row to evaluate P5.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility returns the IDs of qualifying rows to Dataquery.

In this case, an indexed predicate is passed to Compound Boolean Selection, but the indexed item is compared to
another column in the row, rather than to a literal value. Data rows must be read in the Compound Boolean Selection
Facility region to evaluate P5. Data rows are not passed to the Dataquery region. This requires a full table search in the
Compound Boolean Selection Facility region.

Example 5

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P3 AND P4

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the Index to locate entries satisfying P3.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility passes the data rows for these entries to Dataquery.
Dataquery evaluates P4 using the data rows.

In this case, an indexed predicate is passed to Compound Boolean Selection, and another indexed but nonqualifying
predicate ANDed with the first causes Dataquery to have to examine the data rows that satisfied P3 in order to evaluate
P4.

Example 6

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P2 OR P3

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the Index to locate entries satisfying P2.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the Index to locate entries satisfying P3.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility builds a temporary index to eliminate duplicate values.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility passes the qualifying IDs to Dataquery.

In this case, two ORed indexed predicates are passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility. Compound Boolean
Selection Facility uses the Index to locate entries that qualify for each predicate, and a special temporary index to
eliminate the duplicates. No data rows are accessed by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility or Dataquery.

Example 7

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P3 OR P4

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility passes all data rows to the Dataquery region.
Dataquery evaluates P3 or P4.

In this case, two ORed indexed predicates are used, but one is nonqualifying. Since they are ORed, neither can be
passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility and a full table search is done in the Dataquery region.

Example 8

Query text:
FIND TABLE1 WITH P2 RELATED BY KEY1 TO TABLE2

Results:
Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the index to locate entries in TABLE1 satisfying P2.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility passes the row IDs and data for these to Dataquery.
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Compound Boolean Selection Facility uses the index to locate entries in TABLE2 satisfying the link column
predicate.
Compound Boolean Selection Facility passes those row IDs to Dataquery.

In this case, two tables, one with a qualifying indexed predicate, are joined. Compound Boolean Selection Facility can
evaluate P2 in the index, but must read and pass to Dataquery the data rows for the entries that satisfy P2 so that
Dataquery can extract the value needed to build the key-value predicate for KEY1 on TABLE2. Compound Boolean
Selection Facility can then locate the qualifying rows in TABLE2 without accessing its data rows.

Handling Errors
Error handling is a joint project shared by the Dataquery Administrator, the systems programmer, the end user, and you.
Your responsibility is to assess those problems that are caused by:

• System Option Table definitions
• Datacom/DB
• Datacom Datadictionary definitions
• Dataquery system table allocations
• Database availability

Assessing Errors

With online Dataquery, when an error occurs, an error message appears on the message line. You can press <PF1>
HELP to get the Help Panel for Error Message. This panel provides an expanded explanation of the message. The
information on the Help Panel for Error Message is designed for the end user. More information is provided in the
messages documentation.

Message Categories

The Dataquery error messages that you will handle fall into the following general categories:

• Errors resulting from incorrectly specified System Option Table parameters
• Errors resulting from problems with Datacom/DB (for example, MUF startup option specifications)
• Errors resulting from Datacom Datadictionary definitions (for example, structures not defined)
• Errors resulting from system tables not being large enough
• Errors resulting from tables not being available

Each of these categories of errors has a suggested method for solving it.

Errors resulting from incorrectly specifying the System Option Table parameters are solved by locating the parameter,
specifying the correct value, and reassembling the macro.

Errors resulting from problems with Datacom/DB are solved by locating the error message or return code in the Datacom/
DB message documentation and following the instructions provided there.

Errors resulting from Datacom Datadictionary definitions are solved by locating the Datacom Datadictionary definition, or
creating it if needed, and synchronizing the Datacom Datadictionary definition with the needs of Dataquery.

Errors resulting from system tables not being large enough are solved by enlarging the tables as described in Preparing
and Maintaining the Dataquery System Tables.

Errors resulting from tables not being available are solved by determining the table that is not available, determining the
reason that the table is not available, and either making the table available or communicating when it will be available.

When the error message directs you to contact Datacom support, and if you have a maintenance agreement,  do the
following:
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• Document the steps that led up to the error.
• Note the five-character ID of the panel on which the error message appeared.
• Follow the instructions provided by the online HELP for the message.

When you have gathered all the materials, have one person from your site call support and take responsibility for getting
the solution and communicating it.

Using Diagnostics

Diagnostics is an administrative function that is accessed from the Administrative Menu, but is only used on a request
from Broadcom Support.

For example, a user may have written a query that has been edited and validated, but yet does not execute, has
performance problems, or gets the wrong results. In some cases, Dataquery returns an error message instructing the user
to call Broadcom Support. Broadcom Support may request that you perform diagnostics on the query because they need
more information about the query.

The Diagnostic function allows the Dataquery Administrator to produce a Dataquery request table, a transaction dump or
a module dump, or, in DQL mode, a Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report.

The diagnostic information contained in the request table shows how the query was coded, which definition it was looking
for in Datacom Datadictionary, and so on. The Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic report shows exactly
what Dataquery passed to the Compound Boolean Selection Facility and how the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
interpreted it. This report shows whether Dataquery is causing the problem or the Compound Boolean Selection Facility.

SQL Mode diagnostics functions somewhat differently, in that you can request summary, detail, or no messages about
query processing.

For more information, see Using DQL Diagnostics and Using SQL Mode Diagnostics for detailed instructions about using
the diagnostics facility.

Datacom/DB Database and System Administration
This section is intended for systems programmers and Database Administrators who are responsible for one or more of
the following tasks:

• Installing Datacom system software
• Supporting Datacom system software
• Administering the operations of the Datacom system
• Maintaining data integrity
• Ensuring data accessibility
• Maintaining system performance

Securing Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary
Learn how to secure Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary using SQL GRANT and REVOKE Commands, element
security codes, User Requirements Table (URTs), and securing data definitions. Also learn about security features in
ACF2, Top Secret, Dataquery, and Ideal for Datacom.

Broadcom provides several features and facilities in both Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary which you can use
to secure access to data in your Datacom environment. These facilities work with the security facilities of other Broadcom
products to meet your total security needs.
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Securing Data
SQL GRANT and

REVOKE Commands
Through the SQL GRANT and REVOKE commands, the owner of a resource can control who has access to
that resource and what level of access each user has. This control applies to all users whether access is
through Datacom/DB commands.

Element Security Code Datacom/DB elements have an optional security code. Assign the security code to the element when
you define it to Datacom Datadictionary. If you assign a security code to an element, the code must be
presented with every request for that element.

Datacom/DB User
Requirements Table

Datacom/DB User Requirements Tables (URTs) specify the data tables that a program can access or
update. A program cannot issue a Datacom/DB command without a URT associated with it. If you restrict
the definition and association of URTs to the person responsible for database administration, and if you also
maintain the URTs and the User Requirements Generation Macro set in a secure library, the URT provides
an effective means of securing Datacom/DB tables.

NOTE
For details about URTs, see Defining the User Environment.

Securing Data Definitions

Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility authorizes access to the Datacom Datadictionary at several levels:

• User identification
• Data definition passwords and lock levels
• Facilities
• Entity-types
• Status
• Function

If minimum security is chosen, a user who is defined in the PERSON entity-type in PRODuction status can use all facilities
of Datacom Datadictionary, except for the security maintenance portion of the product. The user identifier is required for
access to Datacom Datadictionary online and when submitting most batch transactions.

If you have more than one Datacom Datadictionary, the user can have different authorization levels in the different
Datacom Datadictionary databases. See Security Overview, Datacom Datadictionary Internal Security, and Implementing
Datacom Datadictionary Security .

Security Provided by Other Broadcom products

In addition to the Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary Security Facility, Broadcom offers several products that
provide security. Other tools offered by Broadcom to secure Datacom/DB data are:

ACF2 and Top Secret These products are the access control components of the Broadcom family of security and audit software.
When used with Datacom/DB, they provide user-ID validation to external security and security control for
your entire data processing environment.

Dataquery
Security Features

Dataquery provides a user authorization facility through which you define the level of access for a user or
group of users. In DQL Mode, Dataquery Security Control feature uses a "profile-code" for controlling user
access and update authorization at the column level.

In addition to having Dataquery authorization, Dataquery users must be authorized to access Datacom/DB
data.

Ideal for Datacom
Security Features

Ideal for Datacom provides a user authorization facility through which you define the level of access for a
user or group of users. In addition to having Ideal for Datacom authorization, Ideal for Datacom users must
be authorized to access Datacom/DB data.
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Data Encryption
(z/OS only) Data encryption is a table-level option that allows tables to store encrypted data.

Data encryption and decryption can be done at a basic level, using the encryption method provided by the processor
hardware of Z10 or later, by all who use Datacom Version 14.0 and later. The basic method allows one unique encryption
key "handle" for each Directory (CXX), or group of Directories set as data is loaded. The basic option does not provide
a key manager. The basic method has simple strategies for managing the one key. The key is only available if you have
read access to the CXX or a data area with an encrypted table.

NOTE
The DBUTLTY ENCRYPT function provides a SET_BASIC_KEY_n option (see DBUTLTY Encryption). The
dynamic system tables related to data encryption are the tables DIR_TABLE (see Dynamic System Tables Data
Encryption Considerations).

WARNING
Use data encryption with care. If the "handles" for the encryption key (explained in a following section) become
corrupted, the data cannot be made useable again.

Requirements and Restrictions

Consider the following when using data encryption:

• The specification that the data be encrypted is done by defining tables in Datacom Datadictionary, not in SQL (see
Datacom Datadictionary Data Encryption Considerations).

• Encryption requires that the data to be encrypted be a multiple of 16 bytes. Datacom handles the final non-multiple
bytes after one or more multiples of 16. Datacom requires that no table is defined as less than 16 bytes. Compressed
tables are handled so that no individual compressed tables are stored as less than 16 bytes, which could affect the
DASD extent size.

• Variable-length tables defined with a user compression exit of DBVVRPR are not supported.
• Tables defined with RECOVERY NO are not supported.
• The data area block size must be at least 2048 bytes.
• With encryption, every DBUTLTY function that accesses rows of a table in the DBUTLTY address space from DASD

must be done with an authorized execution of DBUTLTY. The same is true for setting or changing any encryption
function.

• When using encryption, we recommend that you use the Datacom Simplify feature. The Simplify feature is required for
Datacom/AD but optional, though recommended, for Datacom/DB. With the Simplify feature, the Directory (CXX) can
be security restricted to the submitter of the MUF, and one or two users, to run the few functions that must run with the
MUF not enabled. Without the Simplify feature, anyone who can run almost any DBUTLTY function is required to have
both read and write access to the CXX. The CXX is where the external form of the basic encryption key is stored.

Other Considerations

An option involved in defining a Log Area (LXX) as FORMAT 1 allows you to specify that encrypted table data is logged
to the Log Area (LXX) instead of to the default, clear table data. If the LXX has the data encrypted, so does the Recovery
File (RXX), because the RXX is a copy of the LXX, built during a SPILL of the LXX to the RXX. With the option of having
the LXX as FORMAT 1, the external key must be stored with each log record to allow the decryption for DBUTLTY
functions (or READRXX routines) that require it. If this option is used, every DBUTLTY execution using the RXX must be
from an authorized execution. If the option is used, every READRXX program is required to be authorized using z/OS
facilities, because the decryption can only occur from an authorized program.

NOTE
Do not select the option of recording encrypted data on the LXX (and then the RXX) if you do not want to allow
application programs with READRXX to be authorized.

Running not authorized generates an error code ‘N’ during READRXX, DBUTLTY SPLIT, RECOVERY, or REPORT
AREA=RXX. The LXX flag indicating encrypted data can only be reset by an INIT or RESET of the LXX.
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WARNING
The error code ‘N’ is for any read of an RXX, no matter whether a particular RXX contains encrypted data.
Termination occurs before access to any RXX data.

NOTE
A table that is both encrypted and user compressed is written as encrypted, if the LXX as FORMAT 1 option is
selected, overriding any use of the option to not log user compressed data in its compressed format.

WARNING
No table encryption is available in releases prior to Datacom Version 14.0. A table loaded with encryption must
be done after every absolute condition has been met that ensures that you do not convert back from Version
14.0 to Version 12.0. If you choose to do so, in disregard of stated warnings, the convert CXX process marks
the table as not loaded, the table as not encrypted, and removes all encryption information. Also, the CXX itself
has no encryption key information converted from Version 14.0 to Version 12.0, and any encryption information
is therefore lost. A conversion from Version 12.0 back to Version 14.0 has no encryption information at the table
level or CXX level to be converted, because Version 12.0 has no knowledge of encryption. A data area with an
encrypted table is set so that it cannot be opened by any Datacom versions prior to Version 14.0. Any use of the
database area by a release earlier than Version 14.0 is required to start with an initialize overlaying everything in
the area.

DBUTLTY Encryption

DBUTLTY ENCRYPT Function

The DBUTLTY ENCRYPT function provides a SET_BASIC_KEY_1 option.

Encryption Report (TYPE=K)

DBUTLTY provides a new report that includes encryption information, including any basic encryption key information and
the tables encrypted. The new report is requested with the DBUTLTY REPORT function, TYPE=K. Encryption information
is not considered a secret. Having an encryption report allows you to externally secure the use of this DBUTLTY function.

Encryption Information in Full CXX Report

Table information relating to encryption is provided as part of a full CXX report without TYPE=A.

Encryption Information Backup

The CXX encryption information is backed up with a BACKUP AREA=CXX function. The DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA=CXX
function backs up the encryption information stored in the CXX. The information is restored to the CXX by either the LOAD
AREA=CXX function or the CXXCLONE function when the options DBID is not specified.

Opening and Backing Up Encrypted Tables

Opening a Table that is Defined as Encrypted

During the opening of a table defined as encrypted, Datacom/DB performs several edits (validation checks), including that
the table is defined currently with the same basic requirements as existed at the time the data was added.

Specifically, the edit validates that the table definition being opened matches the definition either during the LOAD of
the area or during the REPLACE of the table. This edit set is not for every facet of definition but for those facets that
would clearly block the successful decryption of data. The current list of facets that must match (and that have not been
changed) include the following:
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• table name
• table ID
• row length
• use of DB compression
• use of user compression and its user data
• variable-length table (Datacom VSAM Transparency)
• recovery option
• encryption type and method

DBUTLTY LOAD and REORG BASIC Encryption Functions

Each DBUTLTY LOAD (or REORG) copies the current CXX key 1 information to the data area control block and uses
that information for all basic encryption. A REPLACE function uses the basic encryption information in the control block,
if it has been set. If not set, REPLACE copies the key 1 information from the CXX and sets the area as not openable by
releases before Version 14.0.

In addition to the CXX encryption information, the data area has table level information also preserved to help ensure that
data can be accessed correctly.

The addition of the CXX information and table information can cause the data block size to be insufficient to load the data.
If this occurs, a return code is issued and the load terminated. This is likely only for areas with a high number of tables
(the maximum is 240) and areas that have a small block size, for example, less than 4096.

A data area loaded with encryption is set at a ‘level’ that is not openable by releases of Datacom/DB before Version 14.0,
ensuring that back-level code does not try to read or add data out of sync with encryption options.

Similar to the REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=K that can print the encryption information stored in the CXX, the copy stored
in the data area can be reported. Because they are intended to always match, this should be a rare need. As such, it is
added to the REPORT TYPE=U function where a DD statement is provided to a data set considered as unknown. The
execution for a data set that contains encrypted data formats the information similarly to the TYPE=K report.

Datacom Datadictionary Data Encryption Considerations

Datacom Datadictionary considerations regarding data encryption include table definitions involving the following:

• DDUPDATE 3154 TABLE Transaction
• TABLE Attribute Type

Dynamic System Tables Data Encryption Considerations

The dynamic system table DIR_TABLE (DRT) has columns for ENCRYPTION_METHOD and ENCRYPTION_TYPE.

Defining the Information Base
Learn how to define the information base in Datacom Datadictionary, in Datacom/DB, with SQL DDL statements, and with
Dataquery SQL Mode. Also learn about storing definitions in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can define the information base in the following ways:

Datacom Datadictionary

Datacom Datadictionary facilities provide three methods for defining an information base:

• The Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode of the online facility provides panels to prompt you through the
definition of an information base.

• The DDUPDATE utility enables you to define an information base using batch transactions.
• The Interactive SQL Service Facility of the online facility provides panels to input SQL Data Definition Language

(DDL) statements to define tables, views, synonyms, and authorizations (schemas) in the default database and area
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generated during installation. The CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE statements cannot be used in a Datacom/AD
environment. Other databases and areas can be used, but they must be defined using the Datacom/DB Structure
Maintenance Mode or the batch utilities.

Datacom/DB

Datacom/DB provides a single utility, the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) that performs all operations for creating and
maintaining your information base. You invoke the functions by entering commands to the utility program. You always
receive a listing that contains the command exactly as you entered it, followed by the function being executed and an
alphabetic listing of all keywords and values entered. You also receive messages that explain any operational errors or
provide explanatory information.

SQL DDL Statements in an Application

You can use Ideal for Datacom, COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler to write an application including SQL DDL statements to
define tables, views, or synonyms in the default database and area generated during installation. The CREATE TABLE
and ALTER TABLE statements cannot be used in a Datacom/AD environment. Other databases and areas can be used,
but they must be defined using the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode or the batch utilities.

Dataquery SQL Mode

You can use the SQL Mode of Dataquery to input Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to define tables, views,
or synonyms in the default database and area generated during installation. The CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE
statements cannot be used in a Datacom/AD environment. Other databases and areas can be used, but they must be
defined using the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode or the batch utilities.

Storing Definitions in Datacom Datadictionary

After you define your information base, Datacom Datadictionary stores the information in categories which are called
entity-types (frequently called entities) such as DATABASE, AREA, and FIELD. Each specific instance within the entity-
type is an entity-occurrence (frequently called occurrences). The types of information about each occurrence are
attributes. Attributes describe specific properties of each occurrence. The actual information that you enter for an attribute
is an attribute-value.

When you define your entity-occurrences, they are assigned a status and version. Those defined using Datacom/DB
Structure Maintenance Mode or DDUPDATE have a status of TEST and a version of T001 to T999. Those defined using
SQL DDL statements have a status of PROD and a version of 001.

Relationships between occurrences create structures and substructures. In the database, one or more AREA occurrences
are related to a DATABASE occurrence; one or more TABLE occurrences are related to an AREA; and so on.

You can store more supporting information about occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary. This supporting information
includes aliases, descriptors, and text.

Accessing and Updating Datacom/DB Databases
You can access and update Datacom/DB databases through both user-written applications and other Broadcom products.
Access to databases can be restricted with the MUF startup option ACCESS (see ) or the DBUTLTY ACCESS function or
console command. Any application, whether user-written or a Broadcom product, must communicate with Datacom/DB
through a User Requirements Table.

User Requirements Tables

A User Requirements Table controls features at the task (program) level. A User Requirements Table:
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• Defines which Datacom/DB tables can be accessed by Datacom/DB commands. For SQL, the tables that are
accessed are identified during preprocessing.

• Defines which Datacom/DB tables can be updated by Datacom/DB commands. For SQL, the tables that are updated
are identified during preprocessing.

• Specifies what resources are necessary for the successful execution of a program, including additional resources the
program can need, such as extra buffer allocations.

The User Requirements Table is generated by a macro assembly and either link edited with the program or dynamically
loaded at execution time. The tables in the User Requirements Table must be opened before the program requests
access to Datacom/DB tables, and closed after all requests have been made. For SQL, Datacom/DB opens and closes
the tables. In CICS, Datacom CICS Services is used to open and close the User Requirements Table. In IMS/DC,
Datacom IMS/DC Services is used to open and close the User Requirements Table.

 

Accessing Datacom/DB Databases from Applications

Applications can access Datacom/DB databases by including Datacom/DB commands or SQL statements in their code.

Using Datacom/DB Commands

Datacom/DB commands are included within a call to a Datacom/DB entry point. These calls can be included in
applications written in Assembler, C language, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PL/I.

Datacom/DB commands provide two access techniques: record-at-a-time (RAAT) and set-at-a-time (SAAT). The record-
at-a-time commands access data rows (records), index entries, or a count of index entries. The rows are selected by
specifying a previously defined key name and a key value. The rows are retrieved in the sequence of the key, in either
ascending or descending order.

The set-at-a-time commands access a set of rows (records) that are defined based on the data values contained in the
table. Individual rows of the set or a count of the rows in the set can be accessed. The set is selected by specifying a
search condition. The rows of the set are returned based on a user-specified sequence of columns in the row, either
ascending or descending or as selected by Datacom/DB, if no user sequence is requested.

To use the set-at-a-time commands, the Compound Boolean Selection Facility (CBS) must be active. This facility enables
the MUF to process the set-at-a-time commands.

Using SQL Statements

SQL statements are embedded among the statements in an application.

To include SQL statements in your application, you must have the SQL option with the SQL Preprocessor available.
The SQL option is an extension to the MUF that enables it to prepare and process the SQL statements. The SQL
Preprocessor and the MUF prepare the SQL statements in the program for execution. During statement preparation,
dependencies among tables, views, and synonyms are recorded in the Datacom Datadictionary. If any dependencies
change, the related statement is marked invalid. The product of statement preparation is a Datacom/DB access plan
which is stored in Datacom Datadictionary.

Datacom Datadictionary can access Datacom/DB databases through its Interactive SQL Service Facility which allows you
to submit SQL statements through online panels. The SQL statements are preprocessed and passed to the Datacom/DB
entry point in one step.

Accessing Datacom/DB Databases Using Other Broadcom products

Several other Broadcom products can access Datacom/DB databases. They include:

Ideal for Datacom

Ideal for Datacom enables you to develop and maintain applications that can access Datacom/DB databases. Ideal for
Datacom passes Datacom/DB commands to the Datacom/DB entry point. It uses both record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time
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access techniques. Ideal for Datacom also offers you the option of using SQL statements within your Ideal for Datacom
programs.

Dataquery

Dataquery is an information retrieval and data manipulation facility. It allows end users to create queries that retrieve
information from a Datacom/DB database. Dataquery can access Datacom/DB using Datacom/DB commands or SQL
statements. Dataquery also provides a Personal Database Facility which allows users to create and maintain personal
tables.

Datacom/ Transparencies

The Datacom DL1 Transparency, Datacom VSAM Transparency, Datacom TOTAL Transparency, and Datacom DB2
Transparency allow programs originally written to access DL/I, VSAM, TOTAL, or DB2 files to access Datacom/DB
databases. The transparencies access Datacom/DB using Datacom/DB commands.

MetaCOBOL+

You can use MetaCOBOL+ to create COBOL programs that call Datacom/DB to access Datacom/DB databases.

Large Page Support
(z/OS only) Improved performance is possible with large page support. When using large page support, Datacom/DB lets
you put some or all of the index buffers specified with the MUF startup option SYSPOOL in memory backed by large page
frames (see SYSPOOL). Memory in large page frames is fixed and provides a faster access path.

You can only determine the positive or negative performance effects of using large page frames by experimenting at
your specific site. General insights into the performance effects are not possible. Taking memory away from the 4k page
memory to create 1m of "not-page" memory has benefits to the user of the memory and costs to all the other address
spaces. Having any absolute benchmark is therefore not to be expected, and for that reason we recommend that, when
you experiment at your site, you start small and watch for changes as you gradually increase your values.

NOTE
MUF allocates alternate DXX buffers prior to its enabling and keeps this storage for the life of the MUF.
Therefore, you should carefully consider the effects of specifying the PFS1M option, on other jobs in the LPAR
that might also want Large Page Frame support. The PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT option can be used to limit the
total amount of Large Page Frame backed memory this MUF can allocate.

DBUTLTY Function COMM SNAP

In conjunction with large page support, COMM SNAP BUFFERS (or DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=SNAP,BUFFERS=YES)
takes an SVC dump (SDUMP) instead of a PXX dump when 64-bit index buffers are used.

64-bit Memory and MUF Data Buffers
Datacom Database Administrators benefit from using 64-bit memory for Multi-User Facility (MUF) data buffers. MUF data
buffers are the set of buffers that the database region (MUF) uses to hold customer data blocks. The data buffer pool is
one of the largest consumers of memory.

MUF data buffers default to 64-bit memory. MUF data buffer pools previously used 31-bit memory. A larger data buffer
pool is allowed with 64-bit memory. A larger data buffer pool can enhance performance. 64-bit memory speeds processing
by allowing 31-bit memory to be used for non-data buffer work. If, however, the 64-bit default is not wanted, a fifth
parameter on the MUF startup option DATAPOOL allows the specification of 31-bit MUF data buffers.

NOTE
31-bit memory is limited to a 2G maximum but is less than 2G in normal implementations. Availability of 64-bit
memory in z/OS operating systems is significantly larger with a maximum 64-bit storage of 2 TB.
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VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager
Datacom VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager benefits are described instead of using EXCP type.

VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager permits performing I/O in slightly different ways. Before the availability of
VSAM Linear datasets, all datasets at the initialization (DBUTLTY INIT) had to be defined in the JCL as EXCP type and
not QSAM, BSAM, or VSAM.

The benefits of using datasets as VSAM Linear with Media Manager include:

• Supports zHPF
• Performs I/O in SRB mode (zIIP enabled I/O)
• Performs encryption/decryption transparently for Pervasive Encryption
• Supports 64-bit address in all control blocks and reduces the 24-bit memory requirement
• Supports more than 16 extents per volume (123)
• Supports growing last extent on volume so even more extends

Considerations

VSAM Linear datasets provide more value using less resources and perform quicker on average. Features of z/OS can be
exploited that are not available to EXCP.

Both styles (VSAM Linear and EXCP) of performing I/O:

• Allow the basic read and write of blocks from DASD
• Perform I/O a little differently
• Use memory in the Datacom address space and common memory a little differently which is visible and noticeable
• Drive different parts of z/OS and the hardware during the I/O visibly and noticeably

NOTE
Datacom activates I/O counting for VSAM Linear. However, it is counted as blocks read and written and not the
count of EXCP done. Therefore, the I/O counts outside of MUF are not comparable between EXCP and VSAM.

The conversion requires user actions for every dataset, one by one, not a simple MUF option.

Datacom's support for Linear VSAM datasets and IBM's Media Manager I/O is a major new feature. As with any major
new feature, you want to become thoroughly familiar and comfortable with the new technology before production rollout.
We suggest a measured approach which might include work in a QA or test system for several weeks or more -- slowly
converting smaller, less used, less critical databases first. If possible, test using workloads that approximate your
production environment. Perhaps both the BACKUP/INIT/LOAD method and one of the 24x7 utility migration methods for
adoption can be exercised as well. When you are comfortable with the new technology in your QA/test environment, a
similar rollout process can be started in production.

Prerequisites

Review the following prerequisites for using VSAM Linear datasets:

• Support is provided only for the latest Generally Available (GA) release or the GA-1 release of z/OS or IBM System
z hardware. Prior supported z/OS releases and hardware might function, but you must specifically test and only use
it if testing is successful. No solutions are written for z/OS releases or hardware that is not the latest or minus one
generation.

• The use of VSAM Linear datasets is controlled at the CXX level with CXX Best Practices enforced. Several Best
Practices to some CXX options are force set and prevented from being changed include:
– High Use - Allows some DBUTLTY functions to be more efficient. Reported on the REPORT CXX

TYPE=K and ‘full’ report as ‘DATA HIGH USED MARK - YES’. It is set to YES similar to CXXMAINT
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OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_DATAHU. Any attempt to set the option as N_DATAHU causes the following
message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– Fast Search - Allows data blocks with many rows to be searched using a faster binary search versus a slower
sequential search. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘DATA FAST SEARCH - YES’. It is set
to YES similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_DATAFS. Any attempt to set the option as N_DATAFS
causes the following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– Extent Validation - Causes an ending control block in data areas that is used during the dataset open to validate
that all required extents are provided. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘DATASET
EXTENT VALIDATION - YES’. It is set to ‘YES’ similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_AREAEV. Any
attempt to set the option as N_AREAEV causes the following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

Requirements

Datacom has many requirements relating to the use of VSAM Linear datasets with Media Manager. Review the list to
verify that all requirements can be met before attempting to use this feature.

PTF LU05861 provides all the initial support for all functionality to support VSAM linear datasets.

• DBUTLTY must run authorized for the dataset to be opened. MUF is always authorized and not a concern. If you have
site rules blocking DBUTLTY to be authorized, then this feature is not available for this environment.

• The dataset block size has severe restrictions. Index areas are allowed with block size 4k (the default) or block size 8k.
Data areas are provided at block sizes 4k, 8k, 16k, and 24k.

• The dataset must:
– Be VSAM Linear. No other forms of VSAM are allowed
– Reside on an SMS managed volume
– Be Extended Format
– Have share options (3 ,3)
– Be set as allocated in cylinders. (MVS sets as cylinders allocations not CYL if larger numbers are used)
– Have a stripe of 1
– Have EATTR(OPT) set
– Have the Control Interval the same size as the block size
– Have NOREUSE set

NOTE
Before PTF LU05861, Datacom required REUSE to be set. To allow a transition from the required REUSE
to the current suggestion of NOREUSE, Datacom accepts both as valid. To allow users to transition from
REUSE to NOREUSE, a new message has been added if REUSE is set for an area. Message DB01426
occurs by default one time for each execution of DBUTLTY or DBMUFPR. To find all datasets with the
REUSE setting, activate a MUF option DIAGOPTION 20,8,ON to do all areas, not just the first.

• VSAM Linear datasets are always opened for update regardless of any use of ACCESS NOOPT setting. Do not
switch to VSAM Linear if this MUF environment requires the ability in EXCP to open READ instead of UPDATE. The
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ACCESS NOOPT setting is supported since it causes datasets to be closed when the last open URT with a table in
that database is closed.

• A data area cannot contain tables that are encrypted using the Datacom table encryption facility.
•   A dataset must be on a volume configured as a 3390.
• The MUFPLEX startup option may be set provided it has no Coupling Facility (S_NO_STRUCTURE) set. The

MUFPLEX startup may not have a mode of ‘A’, ‘B’, or ‘S’.

Differences in Processing between EXCP and VSAM Linear with Media Manager

EXCP datasets have a restriction of 16 extents per volume. VSAM Linear allows 123.

• EXCP datasets when extended have 1-5 new extents added to the last volume or a following volume. VSAM Linear
often extends that last current extent on a volume to add the required space if it is available immediately following the
current last extent.

• EXCP datasets are read with data blocks chained based on SEQBUFS allowing up to 64 blocks per read. VSAM
datasets are read with data blocks chained at a maximum of two tracks of blocks, potentially less than the SEQBUFS
setting. For example, with 4k blocks having 12 blocks per track this is a limit of 24 blocks which is SEQBUFS=48.
Larger SEQBUFS values are lowered to two tracks of blocks during the URT open. This causes a little more I/O but
those I/O will be faster with less hardware resources.

• EXCP dataset writes for index and data blocks are pipelined at a maximum of 48 blocks. VSAM dataset writes for
index and data blocks are pipelined at a maximum of two tracks of blocks.

• VSAM allows a more efficient process to format new tracks with INIT, all forms of extends, and the data area at LOAD.
VSAM executes a little faster.

• Datacom uses much less 24-bit memory with VSAM Linear Media Manager than with EXCP.
• Datacom page fixes memory needed for I/O for VSAM for the life of the MUF which is different from EXCP. With EXCP,

pages are temporarily fixed starting every I/O and freed at the end of every I/O. With VSAM, the size that is fixed is a
high-water-mark of when the most I/O occurred. The fixed pool current sizes are reported in both the MUF EOJ report
and with use of the command ALL_INFO_REPORT. They are reported by pool sizes 4k. The following pools might exist
and if so, are sized as required.
– Pool 1 contains 32k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 4k and not encrypted. Each 32k has

room for seven blocks plus 4k of control information. This information is titled ‘FIXED 04K’ in the EOJ report.
– Pool 2 contains 28k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 8k and not encrypted. This pool is

also used for 4k blocks that are encrypted. Each 28k has room for three blocks plus 4k of control information. This
information is titled ‘FIXED 08K’ in the EOJ report.

– Pool 3 contains 36k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 16k and not encrypted. This pool
is used for 8k blocks that are encrypted. Each 36k has room for two blocks plus 4k of control information. This
information is titled ‘FIXED 16K’ in the EOJ report.

– Pool 4 contains 28k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 24k and not encrypted. Each 28k has
room for one block plus 4k of control information. This information is titled ‘FIXED 24K’ in the EOJ report.

– Pool 5 contains 36k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 16k with encryption. Each 32k has
room for two blocks plus 4k of control information. This information is titled ‘FIXED 32k’ in the EOJ report.

– Pool 6 contains 52k memory segments. This pool is used for blocks that are 24k with encryption. Each 52k has
room for one block plus 4k of control information. This information is titled ‘FIXED 48K’ in the EOJ report.

See the following example report.

ADDITIONAL STORAGE NOT PART OF THE ABOVE                
              VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 04K           17--M
              VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 08K          9576-K  
              VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 16K           972-K  
              VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 24K          1036-K  
              VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED TOTAL         28--M  
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NOTE
Media Manager extend allocations vary from those allocations done by EOV logic with an EXCP dataset.
Extend with Media Manager uses the primary allocation on the first usage of every new volume. The secondary
allocation is used for every extend on a volume that is not the first. Extend with EXCP uses the primary
allocation on the first usage of the first volume and the secondary allocation for every extend.

MUF Changes to Best Practices are Forced if the Directory CXX is Set as ‘VSAM Yes’

A VSAM data area opened that has DSOP 0 or DSOP 1 will have the DSOP altered to be DSOP 4. This allows modern
tools such as DBUTLTY OLREORG to occur.

During the next MUF execution, the best practice of:

• LOG_RECORD_FORMAT will be set to 1 to enhance and speed logging if the CXX is set as DATACOM/AD. The Best
Practice is suggested for DATACOM/DB but not forced. Some users have applications that access the LXX or RXX
directly and do not use a Datacom API such as ‘READRXX’. These applications do not work correctly with the log at
format 1.

• IO_STYLE_NEWER will be set to YES to enhance and speed EXCP I/O.

The default of BUFFER_POOL_DATA increases from five to the larger of five or two tracks of blocks.

Allowing for VSAM Linear Media Manager Usage, Directory CXX Option

Installing the PTF LU02807 causes one action instantly. The DBUTLTY REPORT with AREA=CXX has a new fact
reported. The change occurs on the ‘full CXX information’ page that is requested by:

• Keyword TYPE=K
• Keyword TYPE=B with no DBID keyword, first page
• No keyword TYPE with no DBID keyword, first page

In the middle of the page, the line currently containing only ‘DATADICTIONARY BASE - 2 ‘ now has: ‘VSAM - NO’.

With the PTF installed, you can set the VSAM CXX option to ‘YES’ to allow a future index or data area dataset to initialize
and use VSAM as an option. The currently installed Datacom ‘PC’ module must be active as module DBPCCPR at a
date of 2020 or later (release 15.1 PTF SO11513). The module in memory has its information reported in the DBUTLTY
function REPORT MEMORY=MVS. You must alter the CXX options as shown in the following example using DBUTLTY:

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_VSAM

Provide the following command to remove the ability to initialize a future index or data area dataset:

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=N_VSAM

Setting the CXX option to prevent a future initialization has no effect on the ability to open and process existing index and
data areas that were initialized as VSAM.

With the CXX option VSAM set to YES, several other actions take place.

1. The DBUTLTY REPORT with AREA=CXX and either having keyword TYPE=B or no TYPE= will change as follows:
a. In the ‘INDEX INFORMATION’ section, the line with ‘DEVICE TYPE - 3390’ changes to ‘3390 EXCP’. The same

change occurs for any other supported Device Types.
b. In the ‘INDEX INFORMATION’ section, the line with TOTAL TRACKS now has information in the middle of

the page of CYLINDERS with a number of cylinders. If the dataset was allocated in tracks, then the number
of cylinders is reported as the number of tracks divided by 15 and then rounded up. There are very small
performance gains by cylinder allocations which are recommended as a Best Practice.

c. In the AREA NAME section, the line with DEVICE TYPE - 3390 changes to 3390 EXCP. The same change occurs
for any other supported Device Types.
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d. In the AREA NAME section, the line with ‘BLOCKS/TRACK - ’ changes to the right of that value with CYLINDERS
and provides the number of cylinders similar to that described above for the index.

2. The DBUTLTY function INIT changes reporting as follows:
a. The provided report line with ‘DEVICE TYPE - 3390’ is enhanced to also include ‘EXCP’. TOTAL TRACKS also has

‘CYLINDERS -’ with the number of cylinders. If allocated in tracks, the number is divided by 15 and rounded up.
b. If the INIT is for an index area, the line with ‘INDEX FORMAT -’ also has ‘OLDEP - YES’ or ‘NO’ reflecting if the

index was initialized to support calls using DATACOM/CBLDBMS that are available for databases 1-255.
c. Functionality also changes such that if the keyword OLDEP= is not specified for an index with the DBID set to

numbers 1-255, it continues to default to OLDEP=YES as in the past. In a change, the default for DBID numbers
256-5000 are processed as though OLDEP=NO was set to clarify how the index is currently being processed. As
in the past, the index processing does not activate actual OLDEP=YES processing unless a DATACOM/CBLDBMS
program accesses the index which is prevented for DBID values higher than 255.

3. Several Best Practices suggestions to other CXX options are force set and prevented from being changed to what is
not the Best Practice.
– High Use - Allows some DBUTLTY functions to be more efficient. Reported on the REPORT CXX

TYPE=K and ‘full’ report as ‘DATA HIGH USED MARK - YES’. It is set to YES similar to CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_DATAHU. Any attempt to set the option as N_DATAHU causes the following
message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– Fast Search - Allows data blocks with many rows to be searched using a faster binary search versus a slower
sequential search. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘DATA FAST SEARCH - YES’. It
is set to YES similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_DATAFS. Any attempt to set the option as
N_DATAFS causes the following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– Extent Validation - Causes an ending control block in data areas that is used during the dataset open to validate
that all required extents are provided. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘DATASET
EXTENT VALIDATION - YES’. It will be set to ‘YES’ similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_AREAEV.
Any attempt to set the option as N_AREAEV causes the following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– No Secure Using Jobname - Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and ‘full’ report as ‘SECURE USING
JOBNAME - NO’ being set as YES has been prevented for many releases and no change is needed.

– No Secure Allowing Single Use - Prevents Single User from open except that DBUTLTY Single User is allowed
as without this option. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE
USER - NO’. It is set to ‘NO’ similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,SINGLE=NO. Any attempt to set the option as
SINGLE=YES causes the following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– No Allowing Single Use - Prevents Single User from open except that DBUTLTY Single User is allowed as without
this option. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report as ‘SINGLE USER ALLOWED - NO’. It is set
to NO similar to CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=N_SU. Any attempt to set the option as Y_SU causes the
following message and return code:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)

– History of selected CXX changes stored in the CXX - Causes the history to activate to a minimum of 10 entries.
If more than 10 entries are already set, it is unchanged. Reported on the REPORT CXX TYPE=K and full report
as ‘HISTORY BASE - 25’. If there are currently fewer than 10 entries, history is set to 10 similar to CXXMAINT
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OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST0010. The following message and return code are produced if any attempt is
made to set the option as HIST0000 through HIST0009:
DB01422E - VSAM ERROR - CXXMAINT ALTER NOT ALLOWED
Return code 76(005)
With the CXX set as VSAM, opens of databases are done as an update whether or not the database has ACCESS
OPTIMIZE or NOOPT. However, NOOPT database datasets and the CXX are still closed when the last open URT is
closed.

Sample CXX REPORT

This section describes the parameters of the following CXX REPORT example:

DATA SET NAME - ABCDO02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.IXX497             INDEX DTF/DDNAME - IXX497        

DATA COMPONENT- ABCDO02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.IXX497.DATA        ENCRYPTED -NO

VOLUMES       - DCMHL1                                                                      

CANDIDATE VOLUMES - 58   CYL (2,1)                 MGMTCLAS DEFAULT    STORCLAS SCDCMZHL   DATACLAS EXTREQ

NOTE
VSAM Linear extend allocations vary from those allocations done by EOV logic with an EXCP dataset. Extend
with Media Manager uses the primary allocation on the first usage of every new volume and the secondary
allocation for every extend on a volume that is not the first. Extend with EXCP uses the primary allocation on the
first usage of the first volume and the secondary allocation for every extend.

DATA COMPONENT
The DATA COMPONENT provides the dataset name of the data component which Datacomkeyword> requires to
match the cluster dataset name suffixed with ‘.DATA’

VOLUMES
The VOLUMES parameter provides the VOLSERS that contain data only.

CANDIDATE VOLUMES - nn
The nn provides the number of candidate volumes that are allowed by the DEFINE CLUSTER definition.
Candidate volumes do not contain data.

CYL - (primary,secondary)'
The cylinders primary variable is replaced by the primary allocation set in the DEFINE CLUSTER definition. The
secondary variable is replaced by the secondary allocation. IDCAMS or z/OS does alter other allocations to CYL
if the numbers are larger than some size such as ‘TRK (15000)’ is set in the catalog as ‘CYL(150)’

MGMTCLAS - management class
The management class variable is replaced by the 8 eight character name of the Management class as
provided by the CATALOG.

STORCLAS - storage-class
The storage-class variable is replaced by the eight character name of the storage class as provided by the
CATALOG.

DATACLAS - data-class
The data-class variable is replaced by the eight character name of the storage class as provided by the
CATALOG.

ENCRYPTION KEY LABEL - encryption-key-label
The line is provided if the dataset is encrypted else the entire line is omitted.

RBA <> U-A (optionally on the same line as ‘ENCRYPTED’ right side)
The value occurs if the VSAM dataset has its used RBA not equal to its allocated RBA. This would occur after the
dataset is allocated and before the INIT is done. This value also occurs during the start of an EXTEND with the
dataset extended and the formatting not yet complete. It is not an error and will not normally be seen. If an extend
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was started but fails to complete, it would reflect that a new extend could be done to complete the extend. This
naturally occurs if the new space is needed for more rows.

RBA <> MAX (optionally on the same line as ‘ENCRYPTED’ right side)
The value occurs if the VSAM dataset has its allocated RBA not equal to the Datacomkeyword> total blocks. This
would occur after the dataset is allocated and before the INIT is done. This value also occurs during the start of an
EXTEND with the dataset extended and the formatting not yet complete. It is not an error and will not normally be
seen. If an extend was started but fails to complete, it would reflect that a new extend could be done to complete
the extend. This naturally occurs if the new space is needed for more rows.

Error Conditions Possible Looking Up the Dataset Name in the Catalog

With the Directory (CXX) set with VSAM, all dataset names are looked up in the catalog. If a general catalog error is
encountered the print line with the DSN and DDNAME on the right will have ‘CATALOG ERROR -’ followed by an r15 error
number, a dash, a reason number, a dash and a return code. Should this occur, contact Broadcom Support to determine
the specific error. If the dataset name is present, and if it is not in the catalog, the text will be ‘NOT IN CATALOG’. If the
dataset is VSAM but not a VSAM cluster the text will be ‘DATASET NOT A VSAM CLUSTER’. If the Dataset is VSAM but
does not have a data component, the text will be ‘DATASET WITH NO VSAM DATA’.

VSAM Linear Datasets with Media Manager: Force Area (FXX) Option

With the Multi-User Facility disabled, users may initialize the Force Area (FXX) from EXCP to VSAM. Pervasive
Encryption may be used for the FXX dataset.

The ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command is not allowed for area FXX if either the old area is VSAM or the new area is VSAM. It
remains available if both areas are EXCP. Users of EXCP are not likely to have the block size of 24576. Also, the DSN for
Simplify Mode environments cannot change.

The keyword TYPE_IO= is not allowed for the INIT function with AREA=FXX. The dataset type is determined automatically
by DBUTLTY.

To learn about the Force Area (FXX), see Datacom/DB Components and Creating and Maintaining the Force Area (FXX).

To learn how to initialize the FXX with VSAM, see INIT FXX (Format Force Area).

Choosing to Initialize an Index or Data Area for VSAM Linear

DBUTLTY function INIT for index or data areas now supports an additional keyword. All index and data areas are
supported.

TYPE_IO=EXCP/VSAM

The EXCP is the traditional dataset and is the default. The VSAM is optional to indicate that the dataset has been
prepared using IDCAMS to the proper specification and is ready to be subject to the INITinitialization. Specific IDCAMS
options and suggestions are provided later in this topic.

The INITinitializes the primary allocation, and any extents that exist at the time of the INIT.

DBUTLTY INITfunction must run authorized which is a Media Manager requirement. This requirement is for every
DBUTLTY function that opens a VSAM Linear dataset.

The DBUTLTY INITreport has been enhanced for all INITfunctions meaning, both EXCP and VSAM.

The PREINIT function used with 24x7 tools such as ONLINE_AREA_MOVE requires the TYPE_IO to be accurate
such that for an EXCP dataset TYPE_IO=EXCP is allowed or if missing will default correctly. However, a VSAM
dataset must be subject to PREINIT with TYPE_IO=VSAM specified. If the area is an index dataset specify
TYPE_IO=VSAM,OPTION2=FORMAT2,OLDEP=NO . Data area datasets that are VSAM only need the TYPE_IO=VSAM
specified.
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The additions are on the right side of the page where the dataset name of the area initialized is provided. The number of
cylinders is provided if the dataset is EXCP and not allocated in cylinders. The count is the number of tracks divided by
15 and rounded up. The status of the OLDEP keyword or its default is provided after the 'INDEX FORMAT' value. The
following examples show an EXCP report followed by a VSAM report.

IXX - STATUS INFORMATION                                    

DEVICE TYPE -    3390 EXCP    DSN - DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.IXX997 

BLOCK LENGTH -  4,096                                       

BLOCKS/TRACK -     12  

BLOCKS IN USE -           3                                 

BLOCKS UNUSED -         177                                 

TOTAL BLOCKS -          180 

TOTAL TRACKS -           15   CYLINDERS -               1   

PERCENT FULL -            1                                 

INDEX FORMAT -            1   OLDEP -     NO     

IXX - STATUS INFORMATION                                                     

DEVICE TYPE -    3390 VSAM      DSN - ABCDO02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.IXX497

BLOCK LENGTH -  4,096                                       

BLOCKS/TRACK -     12                                       

BLOCKS IN USE -           3                                 

BLOCKS UNUSED -         177                                 

TOTAL BLOCKS -          180                                 

TOTAL TRACKS -           15   CYLINDERS -               1   

PERCENT FULL -            1                                 

INDEX FORMAT -            1   OLDEP -     NO 

Other changes occur during an INIT with AREA=IXX when TYPE=IO=VSAM. These changes are to force the use of Best
Practice recommendations. The changes are:
VOLUMES=

The keyword VOLUMES= is accepted but ignored. It is valuable with EXCP and allowed to be specified only as a
convenience to users upgrading JCL from EXCP to VSAM and then maybe back to EXCP.

OPTION2=
The keyword OPTION2=FORMAT1 is an invalid value. If the keyword OPTION2 is omitted, it is internally set as
FORMAT2 and reported in the INIT report. This is a Best Practice.

OLDEP=

• The keyword OLDEP=YES is not allowed and rejected as an invalid value. This is the enforcement of the rule
that a Media Manager index only supports OLDEP=NO.

• The keyword OLDEP=NO is always accepted and honored.
• The keyword OLDEP being omitted for DBIDs 256-5000 does not provide the EXCP default of OLDEP=YES.

However, instead it is set internally as OLDEP=NO and provided in the INIT report.
• The keyword OLDEP being omitted for DBIDs 1-255 is not allowed because those DBIDs normally would

default to OLDEP=YES which is not allowed with Media Manager. The keyword becomes required for these
DBIDs as OLDEP=NO and therefore if missing is an error.

BLKSIZE=
If the keyword is omitted, the value is set to 4096 as the default for VSAM. The value should be set to either 4096
or 8192. However, if it is set to less than 4096, the value is rounded up to 4096. If the value is 4096 to 8191, it is
rounded up to 8192. The BLKSIZE used is reported as the BLOCK LENGTH in the INIT report.
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Defining a New Dataset for Media Manager using IDCAMS

The following example uses a storage class.

DEFINE CLUSTER                            -

    (NAME(DCMQA.HLQ.IXX938)               -

    LINEAR                                -

    DATACLASS(EXTREQ)                     -

    STORAGECLASS(scdcmzhl)                -

    EATTR(OPT)                            -

    CYL(1,1)                              -

    CONTROLINTERVALSIZE(4096)             -

   SHAREOPTIONS(3 3)                      -

    NOREUSE     )                         -

   DATA                                   -

    (NAME(DCMQA.HLQ.IXX938.DATA) )  

The following information provides the requirements that exist and the example choices.

1. The CLUSTER dataset name must be less than 40 bytes.
2. The ‘data component’ dataset name must start exactly as the CLUSTER dataset name but must then have a suffix of

‘.DATA’. This is a common practice and is a requirement for the Datacom implementation.
3. Required or recommended values

– LINEAR is required and the DBUTLTY INIT causes an error if the dataset is not LINEAR. If the DATACLASS is set
as Linear, then this option is not required in the IDCAMS.

– DATACLASS(dataclassname) data class is required. The DBUTLTY INIT causes an error if the dataset is not
extended format. Check with the person that has responsibility for DASD management. If requirements are not met,
message DB01422E occurs attempting to initialize the area. If recommendations are not met, message DB01426
occurs attempting to initialize the area and later as the area is opened during normal processing.

– EATTR(OPT) is required and the DBUTLTY INIT causes an error if the dataset is not EATTR(OPT).
– STORAGECLASS(storageclassname) in the storage class example would provide your defined storage class.

SMS datasets are required and the DBUTLTY INIT causes an error if the dataset is not on a volume set as SMS
managed. The term ‘scdcmzhl’ is valid at a site but not likely for your site.

– CYL(10,6) is required to be ‘CYLINDERS’ or ‘CYL’ but the specific values are to be sized for the dataset
requirements.
Datacom edits this cylinder allocation when the dataset is open and fails the open if the catalog is not set as
CYLINDER. Note that the cylinder allocation might also be set when using the following values with at least the
numbers provided.
• TRK(10,10) either number smaller does not have catalog as CYLINDER
• RECORDS(109,109) either number smaller does not have catalog as CYLINDER
• KILOBYTES(433,433) either number smaller does not have catalog as CYLINDER

– CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096) must be the same as the DBUTLTY function INIT block size used. For index
areas, the INIT defaults to 4096 but can be set as less than 4096 where it is rounded up to 4096 or values 4097 to
8191 where it is rounded up to 8192 or set to 8192. Block sizes for data areas are set in Datadictionary and reside
in the Directory CXX. Data area block sizes supported are:
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• 4096 (12 blocks per track)
• 8192 (6 blocks per track)
• 16384 (3 blocks per track)
• 24576 (2 blocks per track)

– SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) is required. The DBUTLTY INIT will cause an error if the dataset is not set as
SHAREOPTIONS(3 3).

– The value ‘REUSE’ is required with the early supporting PTFs. The DBUTLTY INIT will flag a failure error if the
dataset is not set as ‘REUSE’. However, a later PTF that may or may not be available will not require ‘REUSE’ but
instead allow both ‘NOREUSE’ or ‘REUSE’. With the PTF LU05861 applied, use ‘NOREUSE’ as that is the newest
prefered option and later a message will reflect areas set as ‘REUSE’.

Processing with an Index or Data Area for VSAM Linear using Media Manager

All Datacom DBUTLTY and MUF abilities are supported except the abilities that are listed as a requirement or a
restriction.

Requirements

• The CXX must have VSAM active to allow an INIT with the option set. It is set using the DBUTLTY function
‘CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=’Y_VSAM’.

• Any index area (IXX and Multiple Dataset Index) is allowed to be initialized as VSAM at a block size of 4k or 8k.
• Any data area is allowed to be initialized as VSAM at blocks sizes of 4k, 8k, 16k, and 24k.

Restrictions

• Datasets can be extended based on being full or as a directed dynamic extend. The MUF command
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX is supported. However, the MUF command DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY is not supported.

• DBUTLTY function REORG is not supported. This is a permanent restriction.

Other Restrictions:

• Data areas that contain tables set with Datacom encryption are not allowed. You can backup the area, update the
definition to remove table encryption, and catalog the database. You can then INIT the data area as IBM Pervasive
Encryption and perform the load.

• Datacom will not use DASD zHyperlink.

Operational Differences during Execution

• Page fixed memory. With EXCP datasets, I/O page fixing is within the operating system controls and performed at the
start and end of every I/O event. When you are not doing I/O, then no fixing for buffers is in place. With Media Manager
datasets, I/O page fixing is within Datacom. MUF allocates a minimum amount of memory for being fixed during I/O.
This memory is reused for additional I/O and is not released until MUF terminates. This speeds the I/O processing but
does commit memory to be fixed for the life of the MUF. It is considered a high-water process where if little concurrent
I/O occurs then only a little memory is fixed. If there is more concurrent I/O, then more memory is fixed. The MUF EOJ
report (and the ‘ALL_INFO_REPORT PXXDST’) provides the current fixed memory sizes. Following the ‘MEMORY
USE SUMMARY INFORMATION’ information will be additional memory acquired and fixed exclusively for Media
Manager I/O. An ‘ADDITIONAL STORAGE NOT PART OF THE ABOVE’ subheading is provided. There are each size
of memory allocated with a total line. Sizes not allocated have no line currently two lines under this heading.
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– The first optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 04K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘4192-K’ or ‘14--M’.
– The 2nd optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 08K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘7504-K’ or ‘20--M’.
– The 3rd optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 16K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘1008-K’ or ‘20--M’.
– The 4th optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 24K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘1316-K’ or ‘30--M’.
– The 5th optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 32K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘4192-K’ or ‘14--M’.
– The 6th optional line is ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED 48K’ with a value of the size, such as ‘4192-K’ or ‘14--M’.
– After these lines is one with the total named ‘VSAM MEDIA MANAGER, FIXED TOTAL’.
In a later feature, there will be a line for any ‘FIXED 08K’, ‘FIXED 16K’, ‘FIXED 24K’, ‘FIXED 32K’, and/or ‘FIXED48K’
memory. This memory is currently 31-bit.

• Multiple block read requests, such as done with data areas using sequential processing, have an adjustment for
VSAM Media Manager data areas. With this adjustment, sequential buffers are reduced to four tracks of data and the
individual I/O events are limited to two tracks. These reductions control the fixed memory that is required for I/O. This
is a permanent action.

• Multiple block writes which are done in support of the MUF pipeline of deferred writes are restricted to two tracks for
index and data areas. At 4k blocks, this is 24 blocks per I/O. The write process of optionally multiple blocks occurs
both with a need to write a single block and when flushing the pipeline. With the flush of the pipeline, many I/O are
scheduled at once and the time to write should be the same. This support causes MUF I/O to increase by a small
percentage. This is a permanent action.

• In the MUF EOJ report (and ALL_INFO_REPORT PXXDST), the detail IO counts that are provided with the heading
‘DATA BASE SUMMARY STATISTICS’ are enhanced if the CXX has been set as supporting Media Manager. Near the
right side, statistics for an area have the letter ‘A’ present. If the dataset is EXCP at the time of the report, before the ‘A’
is an ‘E’ and appears as ‘EA’. If the dataset is VSAM Media Manager at the time of the report, before the ‘A’ is a ‘V’ and
appears as ‘VA’. Lines that also provide table information because of a matching name have a ‘T’ which is not affected.

• In the MUF EOJ report (and ALL_INFO_REPORT PXXDST), IO counts are provided in the section headed ‘TCB/SRB
USE SUMMARY INFORMATION’. If the item has a program ‘*SRB-SMP’, the MUF is running in SRB mode. With
EXCP I/O, the counts are not done or provided on the ‘*SRB-SMP’ line but where the I/O is done using DBIOSPR.
However, with Media Manager, if the item program is ‘*SRB-SMP’ then I/O is done in the SRB and is counted on this
line.

Setting Up a Data Class and Allocating Linear Datasets
Learn how to set up a Data Class for Datacom for working with VSAM linear datasets. Find instructions for allocating
VSAM linear datasets using IDCAMS or JCL. Information includes ISMF panels and sample code.

Setting Up a Data Class

Set up a data class to be used when defining Linear Datasets for Datacom. Use the IBM Interactive Storage Management
Facility (ISMF) to define a data class. Choose a name like DCMMGR. On the "Data Class Application Selection" panel, fill
in the name you want to use and select "3" as the option:

• Data Class Name: DCMMGR
• Select one of the following options: 3

Then, set certain values on each of the panels as shown in the following table. These settings enable the best space
management features for controlling your VSAM Linear Datasets. Once you create this data class for Datacom, execute
DBUTLTY REPORT TYPE=DATACL to see if the new data class that you defined supports Datacom. (See TYPE=DATACL
- Data Class Report for more information.)
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Table 2: ISMF Panels

ISMF Panel Number Panel
sequence may differ. Description of Values

Panel 1 Description: DATACOM MEDIA MANAGER
Override Space: N
Volume Count: 2 to 59

Panel 2 • Dataset Name Type: EXT
– If EXT: R
– Extended Addressability: Y
– Record Access Bias: U

• Space Constraint Relief: Y
– Reduce Space Up To (%): 0
– Guaranteed Space Reduction: Y

Panel 3 Force System Determined Block Size: N
Panel 4 Record: LS
Panel 5 (no fields to set)
Panel 6 Reuse: N

Initial Load: R
RLS CF Cache Value: A
RLS Above the 2-GB Bar: N
Extent Constraint Removal: Y
CA Reclaim: Y
Log Replicate: N

Allocating Linear Datasets

You can allocate VSAM Linear Datasets using IDCAMS or using native JCL.

NOTE
With IDCAMS, if the KEYLABEL is omitted then the dataset will not be subject to Pervasive Encryption. If the
KEYLABEL is provided, then it will have every block encrypted with each write IO and decrypted with each read
IO.

Allocating with IDCAMS

Pass symbolic variables into the SYSIN stream by using the SYMBOLS= on the SYSIN with the JCL EXPORT and SET
statements.

//ALLOC JOB (acct),’ALLOC’

//  EXPORT SYMLIST=*

//  SET KEY=’DCM.PROD.KEY’

//REDEF  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *,SYMBOLS=EXECSYS

  DELETE PROD.APPL.ACT450

  IF LASTCC < 12 THEN DO

     SET MAXCC = 0

       DEFINE CLUSTER                            -

           (NAME(PROD.APPL.ACT450)               -

           LINEAR                                -

           STORAGECLASS(SCZHL)                   -
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           DATACLASS(DCMMGR)                     -

           EATTR(OPT)                            -

           KEYLABEL('&KEY')                      -

           KILOBYTES(5000 1000)                  -

           CONTROLINTERVALSIZE (4096)            -

           FREESPACE(0 0)                        -

           SHAREOPTIONS(1 3))                    -

          DATA                                   -

           (NAME(PROD.APPL.ACT450.DATA))

  END

      

      

Allocating with JCL

//ALLOC JOB (acct),’ALLOC’

//  EXPORT SYMLIST=*

//  SET DC=DCMMGR

//  SET KEY=’DCM.PROD.KEY’

//STEP2   EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

//LDS2    DD    DSN=PROD.APPL.ACT450,DISP=(,CATLG),

//        SPACE=(4096,(1250,250)),

//        DSKEYLBL=&KEY,

//        EATTR=OPT,RECORG=LS,DATACLAS=&DC

      

      

Simplify Feature
The Simplify feature increases protection and simplifies the management of a Datacom environment. The feature is
optional. We recommend using the Simplify feature with Datacom/DB. Because of conversion considerations, using
Simplify is required for Datacom/AD users only.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Simplify Environment

A Datacom Simplify environment includes the following:

• One control data set for a Directory (CXX) having a unique CXX name.
The name is 1-8 characters or numbers. We recommend that you restrict the name to a length of 7. The term unique
refers to uniqueness within the full user site. It must be unique within the Sysplex system where the environment is
processed.

• One control data set for a Log File (LXX) that is used exclusively for this environment.
The log has a paired control data set for Force Area (FXX) information.

• Data set names for the CXX, LXX, and FXX must be the same, except for a variable that is CXX, LXX, or FXX.
The data set name needs to contain the CXX name. This is a strong best practice particularly for new Multi-User
Facility (MUF) environments but not a requirement.

• A set of data sets to contain specific database information, including index areas and data areas.
The data set name needs to contain the CXX name. This is a strong best practice particularly for new MUF
environments but not a requirement.

• One MUF is used for accessing the control data sets CXX, LXX, and FXX, with a few rare exceptions.
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This MUF can be a single instance or a single MUFplex containing one or two instances. Each MUF instance has a
private print data set (PXX) and a unique name. If you are using a single MUF instance, we recommend having the
name match the CXX name. If you are using a MUFplex, we recommend having the MUFplex name match the CXX
name, and that each instance MUF name be the CXX name suffixed by the letter A or B.

NOTE
You can use numbers 1 through 2 instead of letters.

• One PDS load library with a member DBSIDPR assembled from a DBSYSID macro that defines the environment
access.
When using the MUFplex option, there are usually other named members for each MUF instance. When using
the Multiple MUF Interface for batch or using Datacom CICS Services against multiple MUFs, having other named
DBSYSID environment modules is required. In this case, they are usually named the same as the CXX or MUFplex, as
previously discussed.

NOTE
It is a best practice to have the DBMSTLST member in this environment definition library to define the
requirement of the Master List used by DBUTLTY functions. It is also appropriate to have an environment
DBIN1PR module to provide an empty (or not) additional SYSIN to DBUTLTY executions (see Using an
Additional SYSIN with DBUTLTY).

DBUTLTY is the primary tool of a set of tools supporting the Simplify environment, but other tools are also required, for
example, DDUPDATE.

Benefits of the Simplify Feature

Benefits of simplification include forcing the MUF to nearly always be enabled and to actively connect all DBUTLTY
functions with the MUF. The MUF is the only updater of the CXX and is in complete control, with full knowledge of all the
on-going activities. Without this control, situations can occur whose understanding requires research, presenting a risk to
data and roadblocks to normal 24x7 MUF availability.

With the MUF enabled, no DBUTLTY opens the CXX but instead obtains current information from the CXX through the
MUF. Only a few users need security access to the CXX, thus increasing security. Without the Simplify feature, you have
to have full write access to the CXX if you are executing any DBUTLTY function using the CXX, which causes more risk of
the CXX being overlaid or updated inappropriately.

NOTE
With MUF enabled, return code 67 is not possible and return code 46 cannot occur because of a previous
unplanned system outage.

Substantial additional safety of data sets is provided to prevent accidental misuse, along with fundamental 24x7
processing.

Because of these reasons, it is mandatory for the Datacom/AD users to provide the safe 24x7 access required by the
using product. We also recommend Simplify for the Datacom/DB z/OS users for the same reasons. However, it is not
appropriate for every user because it enforces many best practices and tightens many abilities. For example, without
this feature, it is possible for a production MUF and a test MUF to share a single CXX, causing you to be responsible for
controlling the databases that each use. It is never acceptable for multiple MUF executions other than MUFplex to share
LXX and FXX data sets.

Simplify and the MUF

One MUF is the controller of the environment and needs to be enabled to perform that task. It is enabled during or soon
after each IPL and remains enabled until the next IPL. Few Datacom requirements exist that require an outage. It is very
rare for the MUF not to be enabled on purpose or due to an unscheduled outage. There should be no condition where a
MUF cannot restart itself and continue processing. If an event prevents the restart, it is handled as a very special condition
with special controls.
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NOTE
Many sites run with external security and are already geared to MUF always being up and, therefore, run
correctly with this requirement.

The one MUF always knows the status of every part of the environment. The needed control is handled simply, efficiently,
and safely. Because the MUF is always enabled, the DBUTLTY functions can run safely by using more MUF services. For
example, DBUTLTY uses MUF for CXX activity that allows accurate information to constantly be provided and controlled.
There are only a few rare conditions where MUF is not enabled and DBUTLTY is forced to open the CXX, and where it
uses the same protections as when not running Simplify.

Update Considerations

The database control in the CXX is always opened with update intent. An enabled MUF fully controls the CXX.

The URT option of UPDATE is honored for specific read versus write command support.

CXX, DBSIDPR, and DBUTLTY

The Simplify feature is activated during the INIT of the CXX. If you decide to configure a z/OS environment in Datacom/
DB without Simplify, specify SIMPLIFY_MODE=NO in the DBSYSID macro to produce a resulting DBSIDPR module
(see SIMPLIFY_MODE=). If alternate assembly modules are produced to support MUFplex or multiple MUF, they also
need to be assembled with SIMPLIFY_MODE=NO.

NOTE
To allow easy testing in QA systems, the CXX Simplify option can be changed to match a current DBSIDPR
module using the DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID.  Run this
CXXMAINT option with the MUF not enabled. To be effective, this CXXMAINT function needs to be the first in a
DBUTLTY step that causes the CXX to open.

The value specified to SIMPLIFY_MODE= is known to a MUF or DBUTLTY during early processing and is therefore
fully in force at that time. When a MUF or DBUTLTY opens the CXX and verifies its contents, the status of Simplify is
compared. If there is disagreement, return code 47(006) or 47(007) is recognized and the execution terminated. If a
DBUTLTY function running as Simplify connects to a MUF, the Simplify option is compared similarly to the compare where
the matching of CXX names are verified. If they are not in agreement, the return code 94(200) is recognized and the
execution terminated.

Messages

The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID function causes a second DB00905 message. The first
message shows the information from the CXX prior to change and the second shows the information after change.

DBUTLTY SET OPTION1= Options

Some of the DBUTLTY functions that open data sets, index areas, or data areas can (or in some cases have to) execute
with the MUF not enabled (inactive). Data sets opened include the CXX, LXX, FXX, and WXX system areas.

SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED

Functions that normally execute with MUF enabled but can execute with the MUF not enabled exist for special situations
where a MUF cannot enable due to restart errors. Such restart errors have to be (or can be) corrected before MUF
successfully enables. These functions can run in the same DBUTLTY step as a function that has to run with MUF not
enabled, or they have to declare the intent to run this complete DBUTLTY step with MUF not enabled. To do this, the SET
function with OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is used. The use of this SET option is invalid if the DBUTLTY step has
already connected to a MUF or opened the CXX locally. The function converts all following functions from being able to
run with MUF not enabled to being required to run with MUF not enabled for this execution of DBUTLTY. This ability is not
expected or recommended for use by functions that cannot complete quickly.
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This SET option removes any DELAY68 value set in determining if the MUF is enabled or not enabled. For these functions
that expect to execute with MUF, it is best that they are allowed to have the delay to wait for the MUF to enable.

SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED

Another method allows a function to execute with MUF enabled or not enabled. We do not recommend this method for
normal use. If the function is used when the MUF is not enabled, it blocks the MUF from enabling until the DBUTLTY
execution completes. This method uses the SET function with OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. The use of
this SET option is invalid if the DBUTLTY step has already connected to a MUF or opened the CXX locally.

This SET option removes any DELAY68 value set in determining if the MUF is enabled or not enabled. For these functions
that expect to execute with MUF, it is best that they are allowed to have the delay to wait for the MUF to enable.

Sysplex Execution

Simplify provides protection that requires all data sets initialized by Datacom must be opened on a system in the same
Sysplex. The requirement includes the MUF execution and the DBUTLTY functions that open data sets. For example,
a BACKUP of a data area with MULTUSE=YES is permitted outside a Sysplex system, because it does not open an
initialized data set in the DBUTLTY address space. However, a BACKUP of a data area without MULTUSE=YES is not
permitted outside a Sysplex system, because it opens at least the data area in the DBUTLTY address space.

NOTE
The WXX used by DBRRMPR for two-phase Sysplex processing of the RRS is excluded.

There is no Sysplex system check during the initialization of the CXX, and therefore it can execute anywhere.
However, the name of the Sysplex is saved into the CXX and is used for all later comparisons. In the case where all
systems in a Sysplex are not available and execution is needed on another Sysplex system, for example a Disaster
Recovery situation, the Sysplex name in the CXX can be changed by using the DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID. This function executes only if the MUF is not enabled and no other DBUTLTY is
executing with the CXX open. To be valid, this function must be the first in the DBUTLTY stream that causes the CXX to
open and must run with the CXX in SIMPLIFY mode.

Executions using Datacom CICS Services must run on a system in the same Sysplex as the one in which the MUF is
executing. User applications, other than Datacom CICS Services, can execute those applications on a system in the same
Sysplex or any system that has CAICCI communication between it and the system where MUF is executing. DBUTLTY
applications that do not open the CXX, LXX, FXX, an index area, or a data area can also run similarly to user applications.

It is required that data sets be protected. The z/OS Global Resource Serialization (GRS) facility provides the needed
protection. To assist in knowing the name of the current Sysplex, the SYSPLEX Sysplex-name has been added to the
DBUTLTY function REPORT MEMORY=MVS after the SYSTEM system-name. It is also provided in the DB00905I
message when running the CXX as SIMPLIFY.

Messages

• If the opened CXX and the Sysplex name stored in the CXX mismatches the current Sysplex name, the DB00912E
message is produced. The error is recognized with return code 47(008) and the execution terminates.

• If a data set other than the CXX is to be opened and the Sysplex name stored in, then CXX mismatches the current
Sysplex name, the DB00912E message is produced. The error is recognized with return code 94(202) and the
execution terminates.

MUF Execution with SIMPLIFY

One MUF or MUFplex opens the CXX with the intent of being the only job with the CXX opened. If you are not using
MUFplex, you can set the CXX with a DD statement having DISP=OLD. With MUFplex, the DD statement must be
DISP=SHR. The MUF helps ensure it is the only job to have the CXX available for writing by performing an exclusive
global systems ENQ with the major name CADTCM02 and the minor name being the concatenation of CXX, number 1
or the MUFplex number, and data set name of the CXX. When the ENQ cannot be obtained, MUF issues the following
message and terminates.
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DB00205E - MULTI-USER ERROR - 1095 MULTIPLE MUFs THIS CXX DSN

During the MUF enable, it opens the CXX and verifies that the CXX name in the CXX matches the CXX name in the
DBSIDPR module that identifies the instance. If the names do not match, the following message is issued and the MUF
does not enable.

DB00205E - MULTI-USER ERROR - 1211 CXXNAME x VS y

The x in the message is the CXX name as provided in the DBSIDPR module. The y is the CXX name in the CXX being
used.

For more information, see Messages.

By being the sole Job updating the CXX, this MUF does not need to perform the DASD or Sysplex locking around most
CXX I/O activity. It cannot get a return code 67. Its CXX in memory is treated as equivalent to the DASD and performs
reads and writes efficiently. It knows that it has full control of all CXX processing.

NOTE
MUF protects the CXX, LXX, and FXX with a share global system ENQ with the major name CADTCM02 and
the minor name being the concatenation of DSN, a dash, and the data set name.

With Simplify, the MUF startup option X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING cannot be specified as NO. This helps ensure that the
MUF or MUFplex is the only one accessing the CXX.

With Simplify, we recommend that the MUF startup option ACCESS be specified with OPTIMIZE, the same as without
Simplify. In this case, running with Simplify imposes no requirements not required when running without Simplify.
However, Simplify executes with full CXX control, and a database is always opened with update control. It is not possible
for a Simplify MUF to have any database level data set shared with another MUF.

If a MUF fails and is restarted, it detects some DBUTLTY database functions and options, including LOAD, BACKUP,
EXTRACT, INIT, and EXTENT that were running without MULTUSE=YES and keeps the database in protected status if
the DBUTLTY is still executing.

A new MUF message, DB00141I, documents the successful start of select DBUTLTY functions and their logical end. The
end does not occur if the MUF terminates during the function. The format of the message is as follows:

DB00141I - DBUTLTY start/end function(-modifier) base optional-area Job-name

The START message occurs after a successful open process to start the function. The END message occurs during a
successful or unsuccessful close process to end the function. The following lists the supported functions and the modifiers
associated with each.

NOTE
The area name is provided for functions where it was specified, or with blanks if it was not specified, such as a
full database LOAD.

• BACKUP-x-y
– x is replaced by the following letters:

• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

– y is replaced by the following letters
• N - if the backup had SEQ=NATIVE
• U - if the backup had SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=YES
• P - if the backup had SEQ=PHYSICAL without UPDATE=YES

NOTE
The BACKUP message is done for a data area backup only.

• EXTEND is used when extending with AREA=IXX.
• EXTEND-x is used when extending a data area.
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– x is replaced by the following letters:
• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

• EXTRACT-x-y is used where the description of the x and y are the same as for BACKUP.
• INIT is used when initializing with AREA=IXX.
• INIT-x is used when initializing a data area.

– x is replaced by the following letters:
• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

• LOAD-x is used when loading a data area.
– x is replaced by the following letters:

• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

• RECOVERY-x is used when recovering data.
– x is replaced by the following letters:

• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

• REORG-x is used only during the data load section when loading a data area.
– x is replaced by the following letters:

• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

• RETIX-x is used when rebuilding the index for a data area.
– x is replaced by the following letters:

• M - if the function specified MULTUSE=YES
• U - if MULTUSE=YES was not specified

Examples

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START INIT 997 IXX DBDVL997         

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   INIT 997 IXX DBDVL997         

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START INIT-U 997 A01 DBDVL997       

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   INIT-U 997 A01 DBDVL997       

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START LOAD-U 997 A01 DBDVL997       

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   LOAD-U 997 A01 DBDVL997       

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START EXTRACT-U-N 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   EXTRACT-U-N 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START EXTRACT-U-N 697 C02 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   EXTRACT-U-N 697 C02 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START BACKUP-U-N 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   BACKUP-U-N 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START BACKUP-U-N 697     DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   BACKUP-U-N 697     DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START RETIX-U 697 A01 DBDVL997      

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   RETIX-U 697 A01 DBDVL997      

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START EXTRACT-M-N 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   EXTRACT-M-N 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START EXTRACT-M-N 697 C02 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   EXTRACT-M-N 697 C02 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START BACKUP-M-N 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   BACKUP-M-N 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START RETIX-M 697 A01 DBDVL997      
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DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   RETIX-M 697 A01 DBDVL997      

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START EXTRACT-U-P 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   EXTRACT-U-P 697 C01 DBDVL997  

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START BACKUP-U-P 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   BACKUP-U-P 697 A01 DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY START BACKUP-U-P 697     DBDVL997   

DB00141I - DBUTLTY END   BACKUP-U-P 697     DBDVL997  

SIMPLIFY Mode and Directory CXX Identity

With the Simplify option, one Datacom environment consists of one CXX and one MUF. The one MUF can be a single
instance or, using MUFplex, one or two instances. The specific identity of the single instance or the identity of the various
instances is handled with the DBSIDPR module. Each MUF dynamically configures, based upon the DBSIDPR module.
Simplify extends this ability by including the CXX identity.

Each CXX has two facts of identity as follows:

• data set name
• CXX name

The components that need and use these facts can dynamically configure based on the values as defined to the
DBSIDPR module. User actions are simplified and additional safety is provided with this capability.

DBSIDPR Considerations

The following parameters related to the Simplify option occur in the DBSYSID macro that is used to assemble the
DBSIDPR module. For more information, see Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

CXXNAME=  is required with SIMPLIFY mode and optional without SIMPLIFY. For more information, see CXXNAME= in
Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

DSN_XXX= is required with SIMPLIFY mode and optional without SIMPLIFY. For more information, see DSN_XXX= in
Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

FORCE_DSN_CXXNAME= allows you to enforce a best practice of having every data set used in a system, index,
or data area used by a specific Datacom environment include the name of the CXX. For more information, see
FORCE_DSN_CXXNAME= in Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

Special Actions Prior to Opening Areas

Special Actions Prior to Opening Areas

If the DBSIDPR in use had the keyword FORCE_DSN_CXXNAME=YES specified, this special action occurs. Before
opening the CXX, LXX, and FXX system areas, index areas, or data areas, the data set name being used from the JCL,
the CXX, or the DBSIDPR module is searched for the specific CXX name. If not found, message DB01410E is generated
and open processing terminates with return code 76 (013).

Special Actions when Opening the CXX, LXX, and FXX

Prior to opening the system areas CXX, LXX, and FXX, the JCL is searched for the specific DDNAME. If found, the data
set name in the JCL is compared to the data set name provided by the DBSIDPR module. If a mismatch occurs, message
DB01409E is generated and the process terminates with return code 76 (013).

If the specific DDNAME is not provided, dynamic allocation is used to create one with the same process used for index
and data areas. This is based on the specification of the DBSIDPR module DSN_XXX=. Allowing the system areas to
dynamically allocate is desirable as part of the simplification and protection restricting its use to fewer users than exists
without the Simplify option.

Special Actions in Validation of a CXX after Its Open
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After a CXX is opened, the control block is read and validated. Part of this validation is a compare of the CXX name in the
data set to the CXXNAME= specified in the DBSYSID macro from which the DBSIDPR module is assembled. If there is a
mismatch in MUF, the DB00205 message occurs with a text of CXXNAME xxxxxxxx VS yyyyyyyy and error 1211. In the
text, the eight x values are replaced by the CXX name as defined to the DBSIDPR module in use. The eight y values are
replaced by the CXX name as seen in the CXX data set control block. If there is a mismatch in DBUTLTY, the following
message is issued:

DB10092E - CXX NAME MISMACH, SID=xxxxxxxx CXX=yyyyyyyy

Special Actions when Initializing the CXX

The CXXNAME= value in the DBSIDPR is compared to the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=CXX CXXNAME keyword value. If they
are not a match,and if the INIT keyword does not specify the recommended single character of an asterisk (*), message
DB10092E is issued and the process terminates.

SIMPLIFY Protection for Data Sets
Learn about the using the Datacom/DB SIMPLIFY feature to protect data sets. Find information about using SIMPLIFY
with Multi-User Facility Startup options like ACCESS and OPTIMIZE and about layers of protection.

There are different groups of DBUTLTY functions that can be used with or without Simplify.

• Functions that handle the building or controlling of the control area data sets CXX, LXX, and FXX, require executing
with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) not enabled are described in DBUTLTY Functions with MUF Not Enabled.

• Functions that can run with MUF not enabled if they are needed, and to allow MUF to restart and enable successfully,
are described in DBUTLTY Functions with MUF Not Enabled.

• Functions that run without Simplify and open the CXX in the DBUTLTY address space but with Simplify, require MUF to
handle the CXX needs as described in DBUTLTY Functions with MUF Not Enabled. Special cases are included where
a DBUTLTY and MUF are in connection and one terminates but the other continues to execute.

• Changes to the MUF processing relating to the Simplify option not already mentioned are described in #unique_617.

ACCESS OPTIMIZE

Using OPTIMIZE (the default) for the MUF startup option ACCESS is recommended for all users when using Simplify. A
part of ACCESS OPTIMIZE is routinely used by Simplify to cause the CXX database to be consistently opened for update,
even with a URT that only has UPDATE=NO tables. The Simplify option makes using ACCESS OPTIMIZE easier, because
it does any needed database close or STATS before DBUTLTY functions that require that option.

Data Set Protection in a Datacom Environment

Data set protection ensures that a data set currently in use by a MUF or DBUTLTY cannot be used in a contrary way by
another DBUTLTY or MUF. This protection also ensures that a data set being created by DBUTLTY cannot be used by a
MUF or other DBUTLTY until the creation process completes.

Data set protection is provided in two layers.

Layer 1

ENQ is provided to protect data sets within Datacom processing for Version 14.0 and later releases. ENQ protection uses
the z/OS Global Resource Serialization (GRS) facility to ENQ across the systems to ensure that a data set can be used
for the intended purpose. With this layer of protection, any protection of the CXX, LXX, or FXX lasts for the entire job step.
Any protection for database data sets for the index or data areas lasts only for the specific DBUTLTY function that has the
requirement.

Layer 1 is implemented using the ENQ ability of z/OS to lock a resource by name using GRS. The value for the ENQ has
a major name of CADTCM02 and a minor name of the characters DSN, a dash, and the data set name.
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Functions that need full protection of a data set cause an exclusive ENQ to ensure they are running alone. All other opens
of data sets cause a share ENQ to allow multiple users but not a single exclusive user. If a conflict occurs, it produces the
DB01408E message, is recognized as a Datacom return code of 76(012), and the execution terminates. This return code
is accompanied by a DB01408E console message.

Layer 2

DISPOLD is provided to protect data sets within Datacom processing for all releases and also outside Datacom
processing. It provides similar protection to Layer 1.

With Layer 2 protection, any protection of the CXX, LXX, or FXX, lasts for the entire job step. Any protection for database
data sets for the index or data areas lasts only for the specific DBUTLTY function with the requirement. An exception
exists if the specific data set name protected is referenced in a subsequent step of the job. The protection is extended by
the operating system to include the remainder of the step where acquired through all the succeeding steps and through
the step where it is last specified.

Layer 2 is implemented using the operating system DD statement protection, based on the DISP keyword with the setting
of OLD. If the DBUTLTY JCL for the data set is provided with a DISP other than SHR, the JCL has provided all the
protection that it can. If the JCL has SHR, this feature escalates the protection to exclusive control, equivalent to coding
DISP=OLD in the JCL.

Layer 2 protection works using the z/OS dynamic allocation ability to have an extra DD statement added with the same
data set name as the data set needing protection and having DISP=OLD set. The effective result is the DISP=SHR
protection is changed to DISP=OLD without any change to existing DBUTLTY JCL streams. The DDNAME selected is
DISPOLD, picked as unlikely to exist in a DBUTLTY JCL stream and being descriptive of its functionality. This protection is
for a data set currently open elsewhere and of little value if the data set is not open.

This escalation of the data set protection exists for the entire life of the DBUTLTY step, and if the same data set name
exists in a later step in the job stream, the protection lasts for all the steps. This could possibly cause JCL change
requirements to exist in DBUTLTY JCL.

NOTE
Dynamic allocation of database index and area data sets is always done with DISP=SHR. This protection is low
overhead. It does not protect from all mistakes. For example, one such common mistake is to initialize or load a
data set that is open and in use.

Examples
Any step having a condition where DISPOLD causes a problem is unlikely. See the following example of a job
that would work without this protection but would fail with the option:
 // JOB

 // EXEC DBUTLTY

 //IXX001 DD DISP=SHR,

 //PAY001 DD DISP=SHR,

 INIT AREA=IXX,

 INIT AREA=PAY,

 LOAD AREA=PAY,

 // EXEC TESTJOB (open URT base 1 and process using MUF, opens IXX001/PAY001 in MUF SHR)

 // EXEC IEBGENER

 //SYSUT2 DD DISP=(,CATLG),

 //SYSIN     DD DUMMY                                     

 //SYSUT1    DD DISP=SHR, (PAY001 data set)           

The example fails because the step owns the index and data area data set names for the life of the job and
MUF is not allowed to open with DISP=SHR. You can avoid this by moving the IEBGENER to a succeeding job
and so preserving the protection as shown in the following example:
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 // JOB

 // EXEC DBUTLTY

 //IXX001 DD DISP=SHR,

 //PAY001 DD DISP=SHR,

 INIT AREA=IXX,

 INIT AREA=PAY,

 LOAD AREA=PAY,

 // EXEC TESTJOB (open URT base 1 and process using MUF, opens IXX001/PAY001 in MUF SHR)

 // JOB

 // EXEC IEBGENER

 //SYSUT2 DD DISP=(,CATLG),

 //SYSIN     DD DUMMY                                     

 //SYSUT1    DD DISP=SHR, (PAY001 data set)

If the job steps cannot be modified to separate to different job streams, then another way to avoid the error is
by adding a DISPOLD DD statement to the INIT/LOAD function with the key word DUMMY which prevents the
DISPOLD protection and allows the step to execute unprotected. For example:
 // JOB

 // EXEC DBUTLTY

 //IXX001 DD DISP=SHR,

 //PAY001 DD DISP=SHR,

 //DISPOLD DD DUMMY

 INIT AREA=IXX,

 INIT AREA=PAY,

 LOAD AREA=PAY,

 // EXEC TESTJOB (open URT base 1 and process using MUF, opens IXX001/PAY001 in MUF SHR)

 // EXEC IEBGENER

 //SYSUT2 DD DISP=(,CATLG),

 //SYSIN     DD DUMMY                                     

 //SYSUT1    DD DISP=SHR, (PAY001 data set)

Layer 2 also has a DBSYSID macro option to be deactivated for index areas and data areas (not the
CXX, LXX, or FXX) but it is not recommended since it would remove an important protection. The
SIMPLIFY_DIRECTORY_CXX_MODE keyword can be set to YES_DISPOLD_NO instead of just YES to run in
Simplify mode but with Layer 1 in place and no use of Layer 2. It exists to all special JCL requirements to get
most of the benefits of Simplify instead of none. However, the recommendation is to correct the special JCL
requirements and use the full Simplify mode.

Messages

If the INIT or other function fails because the DISP=OLD causes a conflict, the error is a return code 76(011). Any other
error that is received during the allocation is ignored so that the process continues, but you are alerted to potential errors
by message DB01401E - MVS DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR.

If the allocation is successful, it is immediately deallocated, making the DDNAME available to other data sets needing
protection. The DISP=OLD protection is as complete as the environment allows.

DBUTLTY Functions with MUF Not Enabled
The execution of the first function that requires the CXX to be available ensures that the DBUTLTY has not already
connected to a Multi-User Facility (MUF) and, if so, it is an error and is reflected by the following message and error
termination.
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DB10053E - MUF RUNNING, FUNCTION REQUIRES MUF DOWN

If not connected, the function removes any DELAY68 setting and attempts to connect to MUF. If it is successful, that is an
error and receives a DB10053E message and error termination.

Once it is determined that the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY ensures that the MUF cannot be enabled using
this CXX. By using a shared global ENQ, it protects the execution of the entire DBUTLTY function set. Execution of
a MUF during one of these DBUTLTY executions generates a startup error DB00205 with 1095 CXX DSN OWNED
ELSEWHERE. If the ENQ is not available, the error is recognized as the following error message and the function
terminated.

DB10055E - A MUF RUNNING WITH CXX, NOT ALLOWED

All functions other than INIT AREA=CXX checks that they are executing on a system in the same Sysplex as the CXX
was initialized on and if not, drives error message DB00912 and return code 47(008). This protection ensures that the
GRS ENQ processing protects the data sets and actions being performed.

Specific DBUTLTY functions and their descriptions subject to these rules that MUF must not be enabled are as follows:

INIT AREA=CXX

The INIT AREA=CXX function sets the CXX being built to be in the Simplify mode. If needed, the INIT AREA=CXX
function must be the first of these functions that execute in the DBUTLTY step. The INIT AREA=CXX without Simplify
recognizes an error if DATACOM=AD was specified and is reflected in the following message and error termination:

DB10057E - REQUIRES DBSIDPR SIMPLIFY YES

The INIT AREA=CXX function checks that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function. A violation of this rule is
reflected by the following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the DBUTLTY step.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and where
appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently in use by one
or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized does
not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY
executions. If executed in error, there are a significant number of error conditions that are possible.

LOAD AREA=CXX(no DBID= keyword)

The LOAD AREA=CXX(no DBID=keyword) function restores the entire CXX from the backup. It does not restore the CXX
name and does not alter the Simplify option from the current CXX. This function is normally used in the same DBUTLTY
step as the INIT AREA=CXX immediately following. This function can execute in a step following the INIT AREA=CXX
provided that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function in this step.

In all cases, the function only executes if the CXX is still empty from the INIT. If the function is not in the INIT AREA=CXX
step, it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following
message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN
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Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

CXXCLONE (no DBID=keyword)

The CXXCLONE function performs as a special case of LOAD AREA=CXX and has a similar set of rules.

When the DBID is not provided, this function restores the entire CXX from the backup. It does not restore the CXX name
or alter the Simplify option from the current CXX. This function is normally used in the same DBUTLTY step as the INIT
AREA=CXX immediately following. This function can execute in a step following the INIT AREA=CXX provided that the
CXX has not been opened by a previous function in this step.

In all cases, the function only executes if the CXX is still empty from the INIT. If the function is not in the INIT AREA=CXX
step, it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following
message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

Of special note, the CXXCLONE function accepts input as a backup of a Version 14.0 CXX and also a Version 12.0 CXX.

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID

The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID function alters the CXX to match the current DBSIDPR
definition as related to the following DBSYSID macro options:

• CXXMAINT=
• SIMPLIFY_MODE=

It executes under the rules of the DBSIDPR module. The function must be the first function to require access to the
CXX because it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the
following message and error termination:

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

INIT AREA=LXX

The INIT AREA=LXX function initializes the LXX control area and checks that the LXX has not been opened by another
function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the LXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the LXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.
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This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the DBUTLTY step.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and where
appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently in use by one
or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized does
not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY
executions. If executed in error, there are a significant number of error conditions that are possible.

INIT AREA=FXX

The INIT AREA=FXX function initializes the FXX and checks that the FXX has not been opened by another function. A
violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the FXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the FXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and where
appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently in use by one
or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized does
not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY
executions. If executed in error, there are a significant number of error conditions that are possible.

RESET AREA=LXX and AREA=CXX

The RESET AREA=LXX function resets the LXX control area to be empty. It is rarely used and should be more rare with
Simplify. If used, it must always be done with the MUF not enabled. The RESET AREA=CXX functions reset the CXX
control area to have no DASD locking. The database is also reset to not be open and not load or unload. It is not needed if
MUF is enabled. If used, it must always be done with the MUF not enabled.

This function checks that the LXX or CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by
the following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the LXX or CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the LXX or CXX is required. Both
protections remain for the entire step.

This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED is not
required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and where
appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently in use by one
or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized does
not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY
executions. If executed in error, there are a significant number of error conditions that are possible.
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SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED (all functions that follow)

This SET option may only be executed if the DBUTLTY is not already connected to a MUF and has not already opened
the Directory CXX. It has affect for the next function that requires the Directory CXX and ensures that MUF is not enabled
and that the CXX is used locally. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

DBUTLTY Functions with or without MUF Enabled
The following functions are intended to always run with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) enabled:

The ability to run these functions without MUF exists to allow for the special and rare cases of a MUF that is initially built
or which does not enable due to restart issues that need correcting before the MUF is enabled.

These functions do not execute naturally without the MUF enabled. To allow execution, they can be in the same Job step
as a previous function that always runs with MUF not enabled. The previous function establishes the environment to allow
execution. Without one of those previous functions, you must indicate that the intent is to run them as a special case
where the MUF is not enabled. Use the SET function OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED statement prior to any function
that requires the CXX.

With the SET statement processed, the first function that requires the CXX verifies MUF is not enabled and if not, blocks
a MUF from executing until the entire step is complete. The ability to run these functions without MUF enabled exists only
for the stated purpose. As part of the data set protection, all must run on a system in the same Sysplex where the CXX
is defined. This allows the GRS ENQ protection to provide the needed safety for data sets. An alternate method is the
SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED function. This function disables any DELAY68 and is activated when
the first function executes that requires CXX information. At that point, it determines if MUF is enabled and configures the
function to execute with or without MUF. Since the MUF is intended to always be executing, this option is only intended for
functions that must execute with MUF enabled or not enabled, for example, a REPORT AREA=CXX.

CXXCLONE AREA=CXX,DBID=n

The CXXCLONE AREA=CXX, DBID=n function restores the specific DBID from the backup to the current CXX
when DBID is provided. This function normally executes through MUF. It can execute without MUF provided it is
in the same step and after a function that runs only with MUF not enabled or after the use of the function SET with
OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. For example, it is possible for a DBUTLTY step to INIT the CXX and then perform
DBID restores instead of a full CXX restore.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function requires MUF to be enabled and all bases restored through
the MUF.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide current information for the
functions to execute. It ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the
same sysplex as the CXX is defined.

BACKUP AREA=CXX

The BACKUP AREA=CXX function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to provide current and
accurate information about the data base or bases subject to the backup.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.
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With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information to backup. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

BACKUP and EXTRACT data area

A DBUTLTY BACKUP or EXTRACT of a data area expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to
ensure the execution is in an environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for BACKUP are
documented in DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the issues of running the backup with MUF not enabled are explained.

This function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to provide current and accurate information
about the data base or bases subject to the backup.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information to backup. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

A native sequence BACKUP/EXTRACT gets a share ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is
not currently being changed. It also gets an exclusive ENQ on the data area(s) being accessed to restrict data set access
to a single function.

A physical sequence BACKUP/EXTRACT with UPDATE=YES gets an exclusive ENQ on the data area(s) being accessed
to restrict data set access to a single function. With UPDATE=NO, it gets a share ENQ on the data areas being accessed
to restrict data set maintenance.

EXTEND index area or data area

The EXTEND index area or data area functions expect to execute with MUF enabled where they use the MUF to ensure
the execution is in an environment where they can be successful. The description of the execution with MUF enabled is
documented in DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the execution with MUF not enabled is explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide current information for the
function to execute. It ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the
same sysplex as the CXX is defined.

Forms of EXTEND that include MULTUSE=YES are not allowed.

The EXTEND obtains an exclusive ENQ on the data set to be extended to ensure it is not altered during execution and is
not currently being changed.

EXTRACT data area

The details for EXTRACT are the same as for the BACKUP previously described. Therefore, see that BACKUP
information.

INIT index area or data area

TheINIT index area or data area functions expect to execute with MUF enabled where they use the MUF to ensure the
execution is in an environment where they can be successful. The description of the execution with MUF enabled is
documented in DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the execution with MUF not enabled is explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.
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With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide current information for the
functions to execute. It ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the
same sysplex as the CXX is defined.

Forms of the function that include MULTUSE=YES are not allowed.

The INIT obtains an exclusive ENQ on the data set to be extended to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not
currently being changed.

LOAD AREA=CXX,DBID=n

When DBID is provided, the LOAD AREA=CXX, DBID=n function restores the specific DBID from the backup
to the current CXX. This function normally executes through MUF. It can execute without MUF provided it is in
the same step and after a function that runs only with MUF not enabled or after the use of the function SET with
OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. For example it is possible for a DBUTLTY step to INIT the CXX and then do DBID
restores instead of a full CXX restore.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode this function requires MUF to be enabled and all bases to be restored are
done through the MUF.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide current information for the
functions to execute. It ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the
same sysplex as the CXX is defined.

With Version 14.0, the BACKUP with AREA=CXX allows multiple uses of the keyword DBID and any or all of them can
specify a range of bases similar to REPORT AREA=CXX.

LOAD data area

The LOAD data area function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure the execution is
in an environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are documented in
DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the issues of running the load with MUF not enabled are explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

Forms of the function that include MULTUSE=YES are not allowed.

The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed. It also receives an exclusive ENQ on the data area(s) being accessed to restrict data set access to a single
function.

MASSADD with MULTUSE=NO

The MASSADD with MULTUSE=NO function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure
the execution is in an environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are
documented in DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the issues of running the load with MUF not enabled are explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.
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The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed. It also receives an exclusive ENQ on the data area(s) being accessed to restrict data set access to a single
function.

RECOVERY forward without MULTUSE=YES

The RECOVERY forward without MULTUSE=YES function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the
MUF to ensure the execution is in an environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this
function are documented in DBUTLTY MUF Enabled where the issues of running the function with MUF not enabled are
explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

Forms of the function that include MULTUSE=YES are not allowed.

The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed. It also receives an exclusive ENQ on the data areas being accessed to restrict data set access to a single
function.

REMOVE

The REMOVE function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure the execution is in an
environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are documented in DBUTLTY
MUF Enabled where the issues of running the function with MUF not enabled are explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed.

REORG

The REORG function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure the execution is in an
environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are documented in DBUTLTY
MUF Enabled where the issues of running the function with MUF not enabled are explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

Forms of the function that include MULTUSE=YES are not allowed.

The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed. It also receives an exclusive ENQ on the data area being accessed to restrict data set access to a single
function.
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REPORT AREA=CXX

The REPORT AREA=CXX function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure the execution
is in an environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are documented in
DBUBLTY MUF Enabled where the issues of running the function with MUF not enabled are explained.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

REPORT AREA=LXX

The REPORT AREA=LXX function reports basic information from the LXX control area. It is rarely used but if used,
normally executes with the MUF enabled where it connects to the MUF, obtains the current information and reports on it. It
can be used with the MUF not enabled with the following rules.

• It does not execute in the same step as another AREA=LXX function including INIT and RESET.
• It must execute after another function that always runs with MUF not enabled or it must follow a SET

OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

Both of these prior events ensure that MUF is not executing and is not allowed to start during the execution of the
functions of the Job step.

This function checks that the LXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the
following message and error termination.

DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN

Exclusive ENQ protection of the LXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the LXX is required. Both protections remain
for the entire step.

RETIX

The RETIX function expects to execute with MUF enabled where it uses the MUF to ensure the execution is in an
environment where it can be successful. Those MUF enabled actions taken for this function are documented in DBUTLTY
MUF Enabled where the issues of running the function with MUF not enabled are explained.

The RETIX process also generates a COMM STATS command to update the available CXX “in memory” statistics
information to the CXX data set. RETIX always generates COMM STATS, even when the Simplify option is not defined

NOTE
Forms of RETIX that do not include KEYNAME= and do not include MULTUSE=YES are allowed.

It can execute with MUF not enabled only in a Job Step of DBUTLTY where a previous function that always runs with MUF
disabled or a previous function of SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.

With the prior function in place, this function opens the CXX locally for update to provide the information needed. It
ensures that MUF does not enable during the full step execution. It must run on a system in the same sysplex as the CXX
is defined.

The function obtains an exclusive ENQ on the index to ensure it is not altered during execution and is not currently being
changed. It also receives an exclusive ENQ on the data area being accessed to restrict data set access to a single
function.
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DBUTLTY Functions Needing the CXX
With the Simplify feature, normal DBUTLTY functions can access and update control data and user data using Multi-User
Facility (MUF). This ensures MUF has control while providing current and updated information.

This section reviews the DBUTLTY functions that need the CXX and in releases prior to Version 14.0 caused the CXX to
be opened for update in the DBUTLTY address space. With the Simplify feature, these functions have been changed to
use the MUF for all CXX access and update while providing another level of control that benefits the functions.

Updates include the following:

• The CXX DD statement required by these functions can be removed. If CXX update access is no longer needed, you
can remove that right from security. This action makes the CXX much safer by having fewer people with the ability to
accidentally overlay or change it.

NOTE
The CXX DD statement is dynamically allocated if the MUF is down and a function is running that requires
MUF to be down or if you have directed that the DBUTLTY is to execute with MUF down.

• A related change that affects all the functions is the Run Unit. Without Simplify, a DBUTLTY function connected to the
MUF obtains a Run Unit from the MUF. If that DBUTLTY opens the CXX locally, it also obtains a Run Unit locally. With
Simplify, the MUF Run Unit is shared locally and both have a single number.

• All editing of CXX information allowing the function to continue occurs in the MUF address space. All setting of CXX
information such as loading, unloading, loaded, and so forth, occurs in the MUF address space.

• All CXX information used is current.

Following are the function changes:

BACKUP

AREA=CXX gets all information from the MUF. Before processing each database for information, an internal COMM
STATS is done to synchronize the current MUF information.

• AREA=a (user data area) communicates with MUF to ensure it is appropriate to execute the function. It is protected
by MUF to guarantee no conflict of the BACKUP requirements. When MULTUSE=YES is specified, where allowed,
running with Simplify mode works the same as without. For all other cases, Simplify works differently as described
following.
With SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=NO:
– Allows execution with the area being open for read or update by other users and produces a hot backup.
– Causes MUF to push current pipeline buffers from MUF memory to DASD where this backup gets its data.
With SEQ=NATIVE or SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=YES:
– Ensures no other users of the database exist and once started, allows no other users of the database.
– Attempts to close the database.
– Native obtains a share ENQ on the index areas. Both native and physical obtain a share ENQ on the data areas.

To allow a MUF failure and restart to know about the execution of the DBUTLTY function, the DBUTLTY obtains
a share ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid. This includes all forms of BACKUP and EXTRACT
except SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=NO. If MUF restarts, it uses an ENQ with TEST to see if the DBUTLTY
function is still executing. If not, the status is removed. If yes, the base is set to be in open with backup in process
running. The function communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing and then executes within the
DBUTLTY address space to read and write all the appropriate rows and then communicate with MUF briefly to note
completion.
When a large number of rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After
the row processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of row
processing and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed
MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
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DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a
set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and
close processing starts.

CXXMAINT

The OPTION=ALTER and OPTION2=MATCHSID functions cannot run with MUF enabled. The other functions expect to
run with the MUF enabled where it is used.

EXTBKUP

Does not use the CXX or MUF.

EXTEND

• AREA=IXX
– Ensures that the data base is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
– Obtains exclusive ENQ of index areas.
– Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
– Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format new tracks and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
If a large number of tracks need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
track processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of track
processing and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed
MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a set
maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes and
close processing starts.

• AREA=a (user data area)
With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify. Without MULTUSE=YES:
– Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
– Obtains exclusive ENQ of data areas.
– Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
– Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format tracks and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
The data area INIT function performs quickly because only the first track or small set of tracks are actually
formatted. The LOAD function that follows the INIT formats as it loads. Even so, after the track processing and
before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with the MUF and if
not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of track processing and the MUF
reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and reconnects to
the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68
or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes and
close processing starts.
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EXTRACT

Same as BACKUP for data area.

INIT

• AREA=IXX
– Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
– Obtains exclusive ENQ of index areas.
– Sets the CXX database as in INIT INDEX.
– Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid/IXX/COMMON.
– Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format tracks and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
If a large number of tracks need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
track processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of track
processing and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed
MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a set
maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes and
close processing starts.

• AREA=a (user data area)
With MULTUSE=YES, works the same with Simplify as without Simplify. Without MULTUSE=YES:
– Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
– Obtains exclusive ENQ of data areas.
– Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
– Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format some tracks and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
It is unlikely that an INIT of a data areawill be length as it does not format all tracks but just some at the start of
the extent. The following LOAD will format the rest. After the track processing and before the close processing,
the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization
process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of track processing and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time,
the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not
currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET
OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes and
close processing starts.

LOAD

With MULTUSE=YES, works the same with Simplify as without Simplify. Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started blocks other opens.
• Gets an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Gets an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing and then will execute within the DBUTLTY address space

to read and write all the appropriate rows and then communicate with MUF briefly to note completion.
When a large number of rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
row processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with
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the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of row processing
and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum number
of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and close
processing starts.

RECOVERY forward

With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify. Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to read

and write all the appropriate rows and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
When a large number of rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
row processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with
the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of row processing
and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum number
of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and close
processing starts.

REORG load portion

With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify. Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to read

and write all the appropriate rows and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
When a large number of rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
row processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with
the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of row processing
and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum number
of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and close
processing starts.
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REPORT

• AREA=CXX obtains all information printed from the MUF. Before processing each data base for information, an
internal COMM STATS is done to synchronize the current MUF information.

• AREA=LXX obtains all information printed from the MUF. Does not open the LXX locally.

RESET

Not allowed either LXX or CXX

RETIX

With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.

Without MULTUSE=YES, it ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other
opens.

• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to read

and write all the appropriate rows and then communicates with MUF briefly to note completion.
When a large number of rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the
row processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify it is in synchronization with
the MUF and if not, drives a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during the time of row processing
and the MUF reenabled prior to the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not currently enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum number
of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and close
processing starts.

Establishing Communication with z/OS
Datacom/DB communicates within z/OS through a Program Call (PC) routine, through the Cross-system Coupling Facility
(XCF), or through the Common Components and Services CAICCI (CCI) facility. Connecting using XCF is discussed in
Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF).

Datacom Version 15.0 (like Version 14.0) does not use the subsystem that existed and was shared across prior releases.
Likewise, Version 15.0 does not require a Datacom SVC to be installed.

Installation and Use of the Datacom/DB Program Call PC Routine

In Datacom Version 14.0, major changes were made to simplify Datacom installation and usage. In Datacom Version 15.0,
other changes provide further simplification enhancements that automate the Datacom/DB Program Call PC routines. The
Program Call PC routines are used for cross memory and other z/OS requirements. Changes related to these continuing
simplification motivations include the following:

• A new Program Call PC routine, DBPCCPR, supports Version 15.0 normal MUF requirements. CAIRIM installs
DBPCCPR during the IPL process, or later. If DBPCCPR is not installed at the time of the first MUF execution, MUF
dynamically does the install from the STEPLIB/JOBLIB that MUF is using. DBPCCPR supports all MUF functions,
basic DBUTLTY functions, and MUF user-interface requirements.

MUF does not use the old MVS subsystem used by Version 12.0 and prior to 12.0. The old MVS subsystem can therefore
be removed after Versions 14.0 and higher are the only, or oldest, Datacom release executed on the system. The old
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subsystem is present if the DBUTLTY function REPORT AREA=MVS prints the line: Datacom/DB SUBSYSTEM IS
PRESENT. The old subsystem is also represented by the modules being displayed of DBESPPR and DBSSPPR.

• MUF does not use the Datacom/DB SVC, and the current release interface does not use the Datacom/DB SVC. The
SVC should not be installed.

• A new Program Call PC subroutine has been built that is subordinate to the CAMASTER address space to support
special requirements. Those special requirements include the use of XCF communications, RRS for two-phase
processing, and not running DBUTLTY as authorized, as required. CAIRIM installs the DBPCCPR routine during
the IPL process, or later. If not installed by CAIRIM, there is no support for XCF, RRS, or DBUTLTY functions, or
requirements that cannot be done in problem mode. CAMASTER is part of Common Components and Services. In
Version 15.0, the same module, DBPCCPR, is used for all PC requirements, a change from Version 14.0 having two
modules, DBPCCPR and DBPCSPR. This allows a single module to be installed and activated instead of two.

Production and Test Subsystem and Subroutine Support

When Datacom used an SVC, it was possible to have two SVCs. One SVC could be used for production and one could
be used for testing one of the rare changes to the SVC. Most users never had this requirement even for the rare changes,
because they waited until the change was confirmed and then was provided along with normal maintenance.

The subsystem and subroutine have a similar production versus testing need, but they use a different strategy. They allow
a Production (PROD) version to be installed for normal use and a Test (TEST) version for testing rare changes. Most
users do not require the Test version.

The user selects the Production or Test version by using the keyword PC= in the DBSYSID Macro used to generate
the DBSIDPR and related modules. Specify PC=PRODUCTION or PC=PROD (the default) to request the Production
Subsystem and subroutine. Specify PC=TEST to request the Test Subsystem and subroutine.

CAIRIM Installation

Example input to the CAIRIM execution follows. In the following example, the library must replace the LOADLIB data set
name that contains the installed Datacom/DB Version 15.0 code. The two statements install the Subsystem/subroutine
module DBPCCPR for Production. If a Test version was needed, it would likely be in a different library and have the same
module name, or it could be in the same library with a different name. If required, change the data set name and the
PCC= name and change PC=PROD to PC=TEST to install a test version.

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD15) INIT(DBCR5PR)                   -

LOADLIB(CAI.THLQ.CABDLOAD)                                        - 

PARM(PC=PROD,PCC=DBPCCPR)          

After applying maintenance to either module DBPCCPR or DBPCSPR, you must re-execute CAIRIM with input similar to
the previous example for the new version of the code to take effect.

To verify that the execution of CAIRIM put the updated PC Call Routines into effect, the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY REPORT
MEMORY=MVS function can be run before and after the CAIRIM execution. Compare the assembly date of DBPCSPR
and DBPCCPR between the two runs. The post-CAIRIM execution should have a later assembly date.

REPORT MEMORY=MVS Changes Reflecting Version 15.1 Modules

The REPORT MEMORY=MVS report modules section reflects the Version 15.1 DBPCCPR module.

Task Communications

Applications communicate with the Multi-User Facility through a task communications area (known as the DBRW or
RWTSA). These task communications areas are allocated in the MUF address space and also a dedicated dynamically
allocated Dataspace unique by the MUF name. In addition to the Dataspace, each MUF requires one 4k page ECSA for
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communication, a couple hundred bytes of identification, and about 100 bytes per task area, all in ECSA, key 0. Specific
sizes are provided in the DBUTLTY REPORT MEMORY=MVS.

NOTE
Reports generated using REPORT MEMORY=MVS provide information about all the memory used in the
common memory pools.

Installing the Monitoring Interface for SYSVIEW

SYSVIEW uses an internal SYSVIEW process to access the Datacom/DB Dynamic System Tables. The Datacom SQL is
not required. For installation and configuration information regarding the SYSVIEW Datacom Option:

• For installation information and configuration information, see the SYSVIEW documentation and the
sysview.PARMLIB(DATACOM) data set member.

Connecting to z/OS Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF)
To exploit the use of z/OS Sysplex, Datacom/DB allows application programs to run on a different z/OS image than the
Multi-User Facility to which the application is connecting. Users can therefore execute jobs on the least busy image and
still get to the correct Multi-User Facility for execution.

This facility provides routing from a user application to a Multi-User Facility on another z/OS image within the Sysplex.
This is not the full request distribution provided by Datacom STAR. Datacom STAR provides request level distribution
to any number of Multi-User Facilities with full two-phase commit processing. Without this XCF facility or the Common
Components and Services CAICCI facility, the Multi-User Facility must be on the same z/OS image system.

Using the Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF)

The z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) provides for communication among z/OS images in a Sysplex
environment.

Consider the following concepts which are important to understanding the XCF exploitation for Datacom/DB:

Sysplex

A Sysplex (systems complex) is a set of one or more z/OS images that is given an XCF Sysplex name within which
authorized programs (for example, Datacom/DB) can use XCF services. There may be multiple mainframe servers in the
Sysplex.

Group

A group is the set of related members defined to XCF in which members can communicate (send and receive data)
between z/OS images with other members of the same group. The Multi-User Facility joins every group represented by
the occurrence(s) of the XCF_FROM MUF startup option or console-like command.

Member

A member is a Multi-User Facility which is defined to XCF and assigned to a group by an application. The name of a Multi-
User Facility must be unique within all groups in the Sysplex in which it is a member. That is, the name must be unique
among all Multi-User Facilities in the Sysplex with which this Multi-User Facility might communicate. A Multi-User Facility
may be a member of multiple groups at a time, providing that its name is unique. The name used in joining by the Multi-
User Facility is the name specified in the MUF startup option MUF.
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Dynamic XCF Implementation for Datacom/DB

The basic model for XCF implementation is as follows:

1. An application program loads the DBSIDPR module from its execution STEPLIB/JOBLIB concatenation. When using
the multiple Multi-User Facilities interface, the module name may be DBSIDPR or a different name. The DBSYSID
Multi-User Facility name information is used to locate the Multi-User Facility (MUF) in the application's z/OS Sysplex.
– Normal local communications are established and processing continues if the CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=

parameter indicates LOCAL before XCF, and if there is an active MUF with a name equal to a name in the
TARGET_MUF_LIST= on the same z/OS image as the application.

– XCF commands are issued to locate the named Multi-User Facility within the Sysplex and communication is
initiated if the TARGET_MUF_LIST= parameters do not include a MUF on the same z/OS image as the application,
and if the CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY parameter specifies XCF before CCI. If the named Multi-User Facility
does not exist within the Sysplex, the application fails with a Datacom/DB return code 68. The named MUF must
have an XCF_FROM specified to permit an XCF connection from the application.

2. Based on DBSYSID TARGET_MUF_LIST= and TOGROUP= parameters, the database request is sent to the Multi-
User Facility. The MUF might reside on the same or on a different z/OS image within the Sysplex.

3. The MUF processes the database request, and returns the results to the application.

Dynamic System Table Access

Access to the Dynamic System Tables is through the same process as all applications. The request for data is from the
Multi-User Facility defined in the DBSYSID macro. This can be the local Multi-User Facility, or one routed through XCF.

Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) Processing

In a secured environment, all Datacom/DB utilities attempt to connect to a Multi-User Facility. If security is not enabled,
only some utilities make the connection. In either case, the Multi-User Facility used is the same as the application, or the
one defined by the DBSYSID macro parameters. If you execute DBUTLTY LOAD to load one area and MASSADD to load
another through the Multi-User Facility, the jobs would not necessarily go against the same Directory (CXX). Ensure that
the DBSYSID macro parameters are defined correctly and that the proper library is provided. DBUTLTY edits that the CXX
names are the same between the DBUTLTY and the MUF.

XCF Usage Reporting

When XCF is used during a Multi-User Facility execution, a report is generated during EOJ processing and written to the
SYSPRINT file. This report reflects all allowed origins, the number of jobs which were received, the number of requests,
and the distribution of XCF message sizes.

The XCF Dynamic System Tables contain records if XCF is being used with this Multi-User Facility. It contains the same
information as the EOJ report and two additional fields. The first is the number of active jobs which are connected from a
Multi-User Facility. The second is the number of active requests which are connected from a Multi-User Facility.

Message DB00139I is generated to show possible XCF errors on the application JOB when XCF is used the
communication protocol.

Implications of XCF Processing

Applications which execute on one system of a Sysplex can have database requests serviced by a Multi-User Facility
which is executing on another system in the Sysplex.

Within a given DBSYSID, the TARGET_MUF_LIST= and TOGROUP= parameters specify the target MUF. There is
no need to know on which system in the Sysplex a given MUF resides. An application may require access to different
DBSIDPR modules at different times if it is to be serviced by different MUFs.
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The XCF group name can be used to associate Multi-User Facilities by functionality, security considerations, or by any
logical connection.

The behavior of DBUTLTY functions using XCF is dependent on the specific function requested. Any functions requiring
Multi-User Facility services can be remotely executed using XCF. Single-User functionality can only be provided locally.

Examples

Consider a Sysplex consisting of two z/OS images. Each image has one or more Multi-User Facilities with startup
parameters and SVC as shown below. as shown in the following examples:

 Sysplex

        z/OS IMAGE1

 

             MUF1A

                 MUF      MUF1A

                 XCF_FROM *,*,PROD,YES

 

        z/OS IMAGE2

 

             MUF2A

                 MUF      MUF2A

                 XCF_FROM *,*,TEST,YES

             MUF2B

                 MUF      MUF2B

Each of the following examples represents an application job which is submitted on the indicated z/OS image. The load
library concatenation for each job is assumed to provide access to a DBSIDPR load module which was generated using
the indicated DBSYSID parameters. The results are shown. Failure is indicated to the application by an appropriate return
code.

      Submit  DBSYSID parameters                   Result

      ------  ------------------                   -----------------

JOB1  IMAGE1  TARGET_MUF_LIST=MUF1A,

              CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL)       MUF1A (no XCF)

JOB2  IMAGE1  TARGET_MUF_LIST=MUF1A,         Executes locally on

              CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),  MUF1A

              TOGROUP=ANYGRP

JOB3  IMAGE1  TARGET_MUF_LIST=MUF2A,         Executes remote on

              CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),  MUF2A using XCF

              TOGROUP=TEST

JOB4  IMAGE1  TARGET_MUF_LIST=MUF2B,         Fail since PROD not

              CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),  specified as XCF_FROM

              TOGROUP=PROD                         value

 

JOB6  IMAGE2  TARGET_MUF_LIST=MUF2B,       Executes locally on

              CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),  MUF2B

              TOGROUP=GRPXX

Connecting to z/OS Using CAICCI (CCI)
With the Common Components and Services CAICCI (CCI) facility, user applications on one image can connect to a
Multi-User Facility on another image. These two images need not exist on the same Sysplex.
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The z/OS Cross-System Facility (XCF) requires that z/OS applications reside in the same Sysplex as the associated Multi-
User Facility. XCF is the preferred technique when the application and the Multi-User Facility are within the same Sysplex,
but CCI provides an application-to-Multi-User protocol that is not bounded by the Sysplex.

The communication method is through the CAICCI connection. All current and future connections supported by CAICCI
are immediately available to Datacom/DB.

MUF Startup Options

The ccinumber parameter for the MUF startup option TASKS specifies the maximum number of tasks for processing
requests received through the CAICCI protocol. This parameter can be set from 1 through the number of tasks (TASKS
number) to indicate how many tasks can be used by applications through CAICCI. For more information, see TASKS.

The MUF startup option named MUF is used to generate a CAICCI application name which uniquely identifies this Multi-
User Facility within a given CAICCI system.

The absence of a ccinumber for the TASKS MUF startup option indicates that this Multi-User Facility is not able to accept
CAICCI connections from an application program. The presence of a ccinumber for the TASKS MUF startup option
indicates that the CAICCI connection is required. If the Multi-User Facility cannot establish connection to CAICCI, the
enable is aborted.

DBSIDPR Parameters

CAICCI facilities exist on the same image of the operating system as the Multi-User Facility, and that image is identified
by a CAICCI system name. This system name is not necessarily the same as the MVS system name. The combination
of the CAICCI system name, and the CAICCI application name, generated from the MUF name uniquely identifies MUF
in the communication environment defined to CAICCI. To access this MUF, the DBSI DBSIDPR parameter CCISYS=
must specify the CAICCI system where this MUF resides (or specify CCISYS=ANY), and TARGET_MUF_LIST= must
include this MUF name. Note that CCISYS= has no meaning to MUF, but only to an application. The CAICCI system is
determined for MUF based on the operating system image where it enabled.

Choosing a Multi-User Facility

You specify which Multi-User Facility an application is connecting to in the DBSIDPR macro. Assemble the macro, link edit
it into a load library, and concatenate that library in the execution JCL for the job being submitted.

Specify the CCISYS= and TARGET_MUF_LIST= parameters to define a CAICCI connection. CCISYS= specifies a 1-
to 8-character CAICCI system name (or the global specification of ANY) to which the application is connecting. The
combination of a CAICCI system name and a MUF name derived CAICCI application name define a specific Multi-User
Facility running somewhere in the Sysplex that is known to the CAICCI software.

When the MUF is enabled and the TASKS ccinumber MUF startup option is found to be present, communication with
CAICCI is initiated. If this is successful, the following message is produced: DB00222I - MULTI-USER ACTIVATED CCI
SUPPORT (ssssssss,nnnnnnnnnnnn) 

ssssssss
The ssssssss is the CAICCI system name.

nnnnnnnnnnnn
The nnnnnnnnnnnn is the generated MUF CAICCI application name.

If the CAICCI connection is not successful, the following message is produced: DB00223E - MULTI-USER UNABLE TO
ACTIVATE CCI, FDBK=nn,dddddddd 

nn
The nn is the CAICCI return code.
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dddddddd
The dddddddd is the CAICCI detail return code (for information about the return codes, see Common
Components and Services documentation).

The following message displays after the DB00101I started message if the DBSIDPR module indicates access to Multi-
User Facility is through CAICCI. DB00111I CCISYS=system name CCIAPPL=application name 

system-name
Is the CAICCI system name.

application-name
Is the application name of the Multi-User Facility.

 Executing Datacom/DB Utilities 

Various Datacom/DB utilities must connect to a Multi-User Facility to perform the tasks. This process works with the
CAICCI connection similar to user application programs.

Utilities are special in how they relate to the possibility of internal or external security. All utilities running with the CAICCI
connection selected in the DBSYSID attempt to connect to the Multi-User Facility. This may be successful, or may fail with
a return code of 68 - MUF NOT ENABLED. If the connection is successful, the utility continues with its normal actions. If
the connection is not successful, the utility continues, allowing any utility which is permitted to run when the Multi-User
Facility is not enabled.

In the past, this Multi-User Facility connection was only in place for secured environments, now the connection is available
for secured or CAICCI connected environments.

Evaluating XCF and CAICCI Protocols Using DBPNGPR
Use the DBPNGPR program to evaluate XCF and CCI communication protocols. You can find it helpful if you receive a
return code 68.

The program is similar to the other techniques used in Datacom/DB. Use it to ping XCF to find information about XCF
groups and XCF members in existence at the time on your system. This utility is beneficial for those sites using XCF when
certain XCF-related problems occur and you want to identify connection problems at detailed level.

CAICCI testing requires installation of the CAIENF component of Common Components and Services on appropriate
LPARs. Additionally, XCF testing requires no Datacom components.

The commands have the following formats. Using an asterisk (*), where permitted, results in a match on all lower order
characters.

• To issue a CAICCI query for existence of a system and application in a CAICCI environment and, if found, ping the
target and get a reply:

      CP system-name member-name

 

• To issue a CAICCI query for the existence of a system and application in a CAICCI environment:

      CQ system-name member-name

 

• To display all members of a named XCF group:

      XG group-name

 

• To issue an XCF query for existence of group and member in your Sysplex and, if found, ping the target and get a
reply:
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      XP group-name member-name

 

• To issue an XCF query for existence of group and member in your Sysplex:

      XQ group-name member-name

 

• To display all members of that match specific member names:

      XW parameter

 

Keywords:

group-name
Enter the name of a group or a portion of the name with the asterisk (*) masking character.

member-name
Enter the name of a member or a portion of the name with the asterisk (*) masking character.

parameter
Enter one of the following:
ALL

Displays all XCF members in your Sysplex.
EXCLSYS

Displays all members except those that start with SYS and IXCL.
system-name

Enter either the name of a system or ANY to specify all systems.

Sample JCL

NOTE
NOTE : DBPNGPR must execute authorized for XCF functions.

 //  ..  JOB

 //JOBLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DCMDEV.DB.LODLIB

 //PNG  EXEC  PGM=DBPNGPR

 //SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN     DD  *

 dbpngpr-input-command

 

Sample Output

NOTE
The DBPNGPR output is sent to SYSPRINT.

 ---------------------------------------

 INPUT            ACTION   SYSTEM  GROUP    MEMBER       JOBNAME  FEEDBACK

CQ ANY DBDVM61

                  INIT     A11SENF          DBPNGPR               0000

                 INQY     A31SENF          DBDVM61      DBDVM612 0000

                 TERM     A11SENF          DBPNGPR               0000

---------------------------------------

 INPUT            ACTION   SYSTEM  GROUP    MEMBER       JOBNAME  FEEDBACK

XQ DCMDEV DBDVM61
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                  IXCJOIN  CA11    DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

                 IXCQUERY CA31    DCMDEV   DBDVM61      DBDVM612 00000000

                 IXCLEAVE         DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

 XG DCMDEV

                  IXCJOIN  CA11    DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

                 IXCQUERY         DCMDEV   <ALL MEMBERS>         00000000

                          CA31             DBDVM61      DBDVM612

                          CA11             DBPNGPR      FULPINGX

                 IXCLEAVE         DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

 XP DCMDEV DBDVM61

                  IXCJOIN  CA11    DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

                 IXCQUERY CA31    DCMDEV   DBDVM61      DBDVM612 00000000

                 IXCMSGO  CA31    DCMDEV   DBDVM61               00000000

                 REPLY                                           POSTED

                 IXCLEAVE         DCMDEV   DBPNGPR               00000000

 XW EXCLSYS

                  IXCQUERY         <ALL GROUPS>                   00000000

                 IXCQUERY         IDAVQUI0 <ALL MEMBERS>

                          CA11    IDAVQUI0 IDAVQUI0CA11 SMSVSAM

                          CA31    IDAVQUI0 IDAVQUI0CA31 SMSVSAM

                          XE61    IDAVQUI0 IDAVQUI0XE61 SMSVSAM

                          XAD1    IDAVQUI0 IDAVQUI0XAD1 SMSVSAM

                  IXCQUERY         COFVLFNO <ALL MEMBERS>

                          XAD1    COFVLFNO XAD1         VLF

                          CA11    COFVLFNO CA11         VLF

                          CA31    COFVLFNO CA31         VLF

                          XE61    COFVLFNO XE61         VLF

  

                                (Plus lots more)

  

---------------------------------------

 INPUT            ACTION   SYSTEM  GROUP    MEMBER       JOBNAME  FEEDBACK

XW MUF*

                  IXCQUERY         <ALL GROUPS>                    00000000

                          CA11    SCDMUF11 MUF11SCD     SCDP1MUF

                          CA31    QA10     MUFK         DSNZMUFK

                          CA31    QA10     MUFM1        DSNZMFM1

                          CA31    QA10     MUF#         DSNZMUF#

                          CA31    QA10     MUFQ1        DSNZMFQ

                          CA31    QA10     MUF1         DSNZMUF1

                          CA31    QA10     MUFW1        DSNZMUFW

                          CA11    QA10     MUF61        DSNZMUF6

                          CA11    QA10     MUF71        DSNZMUF7

                          CA31    QA10     MUFL1        DSNZMUFL

                          CA31    QA10     MUFZ1        DSNZMFZ

                              (Plus more)

 ---------------------------------------
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Maintenance Using Console Commands
Most of the functionality of the console-like commands resides in a common component, allowing the same command to
be issued in a variety of ways.

The Dynamic System Table named SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) provides a method of issuing maintenance commands. You
can also do inserts with a character string that is formatted like most of the console-like commands.

More Information:

• For more information about the SQX table, see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table.
• For more information about the console and console-like commands, see MUF Startup and Console-like Commands

Tables. This topic contains information and tables for the following:
– DBUTLTY COMM and SET Console Commands to Address Space
– Commands Used if Directed by Support
– Commands Used by Datacom as a QA Test Tool

Common Component

For most of the console and console-like commands, the same command can be issued from all of the following:

• The true console using MODIFY in z/OS
• SQL, using the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Dynamic System Table (see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table)
• MUF startup options (with some exceptions)
• DBUTLTY, using the function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=

MUF Startup and Console-Like Commands Tables
Most Datacom commands are available as both MUF startup commands and console or console-like commands.
However, some commands can only be used at startup and some commands only as console commands. An alphabetical
list of the different commands is shown in their respective tables. The following information is discussed in this topic:

Find specific and generic messages for MUF startup console commands in Related Messages for MUF Startup Console
Commands.

The asterisks (*) in the following table indicate that the command can also be issued from:
*   DBUTLTY COMM Console to MUF Address Space
**  DBUTLTY SET to DBUTLTY Address Space
*** DBUTLTY Console to DBUTLTY Address Space

NOTE

Some of the following commands contain numbers that are specific to the DBUTLTY Console to Address Space
table. Therefore, the command is duplicated in that table to show the number associated with it.

If a command does not have a link, it is either used in Datacom QA testing or only as directed by Support.

The respective table notes where a command has information but it is not in a specific topic.

For more information, see the DBUTLTY Console to Address Space table on this page.

MUF Startup, MUF Console, and SQL Console-like Commands

The numbers in the next table have the following meanings:

• 1 -- Includes letters and special characters
• 2 -- Includes ranges
• 3 -- Similar to the MUF startup command, except that here:
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– It does not allow OPTIMIZE/NOOPT/OPEN.
– A single database entry is allowed.
– The single entry can only be ALL or a single DBID, not a range of DBIDs.

• 4 -- Command in MUF startup options is completely different from command in the other allowed places.
• 6 -- COMM allowed before some commands
• 7 -- Flexible options as documented
• 8 -- Must have single external/internal error code
• 9 -- No QUIESCE TXN inside a transaction
• 10 -- This command can optionally follow COMM

Name MUF Startup MUF
Console

SQL_ CONSOLE SQX1000

ACCESS * Yes Yes (3) Yes (3)
ACCT * Yes (4) Yes (4) Yes (4)
ACCT_ADD * No Yes Yes
ACCT_DELETE * No Yes Yes
ACCT_THRESHOLD * No Yes Yes
ACCTPRM Yes Yes No
ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME  * YES Yes Yes
ALL_INFO_REPORT  * No Yes Yes
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEXNo Yes No
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVERNo Yes No
AREA_BLOCK_ SIZE_ALTER Yes No No
AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes No

ARM Yes No No
BEST_PRACTICES_OFF Yes No No
BEST_PRACTICES_RC Yes No No
BLOCK_SIZE_ALTER_DATA2 Yes No No
BREAK *
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes Yes

BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT * Yes Yes Yes
BUFFER_POOL_COUNT * No Yes Yes
BUFFER_POOL_DATA Yes No No
BUFFER_POOL_DEF Yes No No
BUFFER_POOL_DELETE No Yes Yes
BUFFER_POOL_INDEX Yes No No
BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE No Yes Yes
BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE No Yes Yes
CBS * Yes (4) Yes (4) Yes (4)
CBS_DBID_TEMP Yes No No
CBS_MAXSTEN * No Yes Yes
CBS_MAXSTIO * No Yes Yes
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CDC Yes No No
CDC_BASE * Yes Yes Yes
CDC_BASE_PLUS Yes Yes Yes
CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME * Yes Yes Yes
CDC_TABLE * No Yes Yes
CDC_TABLE_PLUS Yes Yes Yes
CDCL Yes No No
CDCL_CLOSE * No Yes Yes
CDCL_DBID * Yes Yes Yes
CDCL.DEBUG_WAITS No Yes No
CDCL_DS * Yes Yes Yes
CDCL_OPEN * Yes Yes Yes
CDCL_POLL * Yes Yes Yes
CDCL_RESET *    (deprecated
2013)

Yes Yes Yes

CDCM_CLOSE * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_CNTTB * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_DBID * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_DBID_PLUS Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_ID * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_OPEN * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_POLL * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_SIDNAME * Yes Yes Yes
CDCM_WARN * Yes Yes Yes
CLOSE * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLOSE_WITH_WAIT No Yes Yes
CLRCBS * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLRDD * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLRDST * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLRML * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLRPXX * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
CLRSQL * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
COMM No Yes (6) No
COMM EOJ *** No Yes No
CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnnNo Yes No
COVERED Yes No No
COVERED_ADD * No Yes Yes
COVERED_BLOCKS_CURRENT
*

No Yes Yes

COVERED_DELETE * No Yes Yes
CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC
*

Yes Yes Yes
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DAC_ACCESS_CAPTURE * Yes Yes Yes
DAC_KEEP Yes No No
DAC_PATH Yes Yes No
DAC_TABLE Yes Yes No
DATACOM Yes No No
DATAPOOL Yes No No
DATASPACE
PTF SO09683 (deprecated with
PTF)

Yes No No

DATETIME Yes No No
DDM No Yes No
DIAGOPTION Yes (1) Yes (1) No
DICTIONARY Yes No No
DISCONNECT_TASK * No Yes Yes
DISPLAY No Yes No
DORESTART (deprecated
11/2018)

Yes No No

DORESTART_TODAY Yes No No
DUMP_OUTPUT Yes No No
DYNAMIC_EXTEND * No Yes Yes
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX * Yes Yes Yes
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS ** Yes Yes Yes
DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY *
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes Yes

ECHO Yes No No
EOJ * *** No Yes (10) Yes (10)
EOJOFF * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
EXCTLNO * Yes Yes Yes
FLEXPOOL * Yes (4) Yes (4) Yes (4)
FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER
*

Yes Yes Yes

FORMAT2 Index Yes No No
HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT Yes Yes Yes
HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT Yes Yes Yes
HISTORY Yes No No
HISTORY_END_HOUR Yes No No
HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE Yes No No
HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES Yes Yes Yes
IO_STYLE_NEWER Yes Yes No
IOTASK * Yes (4) Yes (4) Yes (4)
IOTASK_CURRENT * No Yes Yes
ITM No Yes No
LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF Yes No No
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LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT * Yes Yes Yes
LOG_RECORD_FORMAT * Yes Yes Yes
LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE * Yes Yes Yes
LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS
*

Yes Yes Yes

LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES * Yes Yes Yes
LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS * Yes Yes Yes
LOG_WRAP_CLEAR * Yes Yes Yes
LOGOPTION Yes No No
LOGPEND *
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes Yes

LOGPOOL Yes No No
LOGRCV Yes No No
LOGRSYS Yes No No
LOGSPILL Yes No No
LOGSPILL_A * No Yes Yes
LOGSPILL_B * No Yes Yes
LOGSPILL_C * No Yes Yes
LOGSPILL_D * No Yes Yes
LOGSPILL_E * No Yes Yes
LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT * Yes Yes Yes
MAXELRQ Yes No No
MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT * Yes Yes Yes
MESSAGE * Yes (2) Yes Yes
MESSAGE_DETAIL_G No Yes No
MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE No Yes No
MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE No Yes No
MESSAGE_ZHPF Yes Yes No
?MEM No Yes No
MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW No Yes No
MUF Yes No No
MUFMSG Yes No No
MUFPLEX Yes No No
NEWCOPY No Yes Yes
NEWRXX * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
NONSWAP
PTF SO09683  (deprecated with
PTF)

Yes No No

NORESTART  (deprecated
11/2018)

Yes No No

NORESTART_TODAY Yes No No
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE * No Yes Yes
ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE No Yes No
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ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2
PTF SO12203

No Yes No

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE * No Yes Yes
OPEN_BASE * No Yes Yes
PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT Yes Yes Yes
PLANSEC Yes No No
PROCEDURE Yes No No
PXXSTATS *
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes Yes

QUIESCE * No Yes (10) Yes (9)
QUIESCE_DBID *
PTF SO12178

No Yes Yes

QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW Yes No No
QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY * No Yes Yes
QUIESCE_DBID_SET * Yes Yes Yes
RCERROR  * ** Yes (7) Yes (8) Yes (8)
RCERROR_MESSAGE Yes No No
RCERROR MINIMAL Yes Yes No
RCERROR_RESET No Yes No
RCERROR_SUPPRESS Yes Yes No
READAHD Yes No No
REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD No Yes Yes
REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD No Yes Yes
REQABORT * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
REQCOMIT * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
REQROLBK * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
RESTART Yes No No
RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY * No Yes Yes
ROLLBACK_ABORT * No Yes Yes
RRS Yes No No
RXX Yes No No
RXX_VARIABLE_BLK * Yes Yes Yes
RXXROLLBACK Yes No No
SDI_ABEND_1 (z/OS only) Yes No No
SECURITY * Yes (4) Yes (4) Yes (4)
SMPTASK
PTF SO09683

Yes No No

SMPTASK_CURRENT * No Yes Yes
SMPTASK_USING_IEAV
PTF SO09683

Yes No No

SMPTASKR * No Yes Yes
SNAP * No Yes Yes
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SNAP_AS * No Yes Yes
SNAP_ST_AS No Yes No
SNAPCLS * Yes Yes Yes
SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE No Yes No
SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000 Yes No No
SQL_CODE_ERROR * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_CURSOR_CLOSED_ERROR
*

Yes Yes Yes

SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_FUNCTION_REPLACE_OK
*

Yes Yes Yes

SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE Yes Yes Yes
SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_ 
CACHE *

Yes Yes Yes

SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_PLAN_WAIT * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE Yes No No
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS Yes No No
SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS * Yes Yes Yes
SQL_STATE_ERROR * No Yes Yes
SQLDEFAULT Yes No No
SQLOPTION Yes No No
SQLOPTION_TIMEOUT * Yes Yes Yes
SQLOPTION_TTMID Yes No No
STAR Yes No No
STAR_TIME_BATCH * No Yes Yes
STAR_TIME_CICS * No Yes Yes
STARSYN Yes No No
STATS * No Yes (10) Yes (10)
STATUS *** No Yes (10) No
STATUS_BA24 No Yes No
STATUS_BASE No Yes No
STATUS_CDC No Yes No
STATUS_DAC No Yes No
STATUS_JOB No Yes No
STATUS_LOG No Yes No
STATUS_OLD No Yes No
STATUS_SMP No Yes No
STATUS_TA24 No Yes No
STATUS_TM24 No Yes No
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STOP_LOOP_HANG
PTF SO11965

Yes Yes No

SUBTASK Yes No No
SUBTASK_AUTO Yes No No
SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT Yes No No
SYSOUT Yes No No
SYSOUT_OUTLIM * No Yes Yes
SYSOUT_REDIRECT * No Yes Yes
SYSPOOL Yes No No
SYSTEMDBID Yes No No
SYSTEMDBID_DELETE * No Yes Yes
TASKS Yes No No
TASK_ABORT * No Yes Yes
TASKS_XCF * No Yes Yes
TIME_SYNC * No Yes Yes
TNGEOJ No Yes No
TSN_ABORT * No Yes Yes
VIRTUAL Yes No No
VIRTUAL_ADD * No Yes Yes
VIRTUAL_DELETE * No Yes Yes
VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND
*

No Yes Yes

VSM_INFO No Yes No
VTOC_DATE_DAILY *
PTF SO09683

Yes Yes Yes

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE No Yes Yes
X_BFMTRACE_BFR_UNLK * Yes Yes Yes
X_CONSOLE_LOCAL * *** Yes Yes Yes
X_CONSOLE_PASSWORD *
***

Yes Yes Yes

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE * Yes Yes Yes
X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING
PTF SO90683 (deprecated)

Ignore No No

X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD Yes No No
X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE * Yes Yes Yes
X_DEBUG * ** Yes Yes Yes
X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE Yes Yes Yes
X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 Yes Yes No
X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR Yes No No
X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD Yes No No
X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY * Yes Yes Yes
X_INDEX_QUEUE_GT * Yes Yes Yes
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X_INDEX_QUEUE_STATS * Yes Yes Yes
X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD * Yes Yes Yes
X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD * Yes Yes Yes
X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD * Yes Yes Yes
X_IO_POST_EXIT Yes No No
X_IO_24BIT_SIZE * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS Yes No No
X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_DELAY_BLK * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_DELAY_SEC * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_DELAY_TIME * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_FULL_BLK * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_HASH_LR * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_INFO1_MSG * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_INFO2_MSG * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_INFO3_MSG * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_ML_DUMP_RQP * Yes Yes Yes
X_MSB_MSGS * Yes Yes Yes
X_MSB_SECONDS * Yes Yes Yes
X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS * ** Yes Yes Yes
X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS Yes No No
X_OPEN_DELAY_SEC * ** Yes Yes Yes
X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS * Yes Yes Yes
X_RESTART_DETAIL Yes No No
X_RESTART_MSGS Yes No No
X_ROLBK_DELAY_TEST * Yes Yes Yes
X_SNAPER_OPTION_ALL * Yes Yes Yes
X_TERMINATION_DELAY_LCL Yes No No
X_TERMINATION_DELAY_RM
T

Yes No No

X_TRACE_BFM_SIZE Yes No No
X_TRACE_DSM * ** *** Yes Yes Yes
X_TRACE_RQ_SIZE Yes No No
X_TRACE_XCF_OPTION * Yes Yes Yes
X_TRACE_XCF_SIZE Yes No No
XCF_FROM * Yes Yes No
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ZIIP_USER_LIMIT Yes No No

DDM

This command is a console-only command and therefore is not supported in the Version 12.0 console-like way.

DDM is part of Datacom STAR. For details about this command, see the information about DDM in the Datacom STAR
documentation.

DISPLAY

This command is a console-only command in Version 12 (it was also a console-only command in prior releases) and
therefore is not supported in the Version 12.0 console-like way.

ITM

This command is a console-only command and, therefore, is not supported in the console-like way.

ITM is part of Datacom STAR. For details about this command, see the information about DDM in Datacom STAR
documentation.

SNAP_AS

Use only at the direction of Support.

SNAP_ST_AS

The SNAP_ST_AS command takes a MUF address space SNAP to a DD named SNAPASnn, where nn is a sequential
number. It should only be executed if you are asked to do so by Support.

SNAPCLS

This option causes an address space snap for every CLOSE command. It should only be executed if you are asked to do
so by Support.

STATUS_SMP

(Support Only) This command provides status information about the current MUF SMPTASKS either TCBs or SRBs.
STATUS_SMP is used in support of a suspected LOOP or HANG.

SQL_CURSOR_CLOSED_ERROR

Valid entries for SQL_CURSOR_CLOSED_ERROR are YES and NO. The default value is NO.

SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_CACHE

This option speeds processing by defining a memory allocation to be used as a cache to hold SQL statements in memory
for re-use. The value that you specify for the n parameter controls the size of the cache. The range that is supported for
the n parameter is a number from 512000 -- 1073741824.

SQL_PLAN_WAIT

This option allows you to specify the number of seconds they want to wait to obtain a plan lock before a DB return code 61
(time out) is returned to the application. This option should only be used under the direction of Support.

STAR_TIME_BATCH

Use this option to change the MUF startup setting for the STAR MUF startup option, specifically the value for tbatch as set
or defaulted. The n can be set to numbers from 1 -- 7200.

STAR_TIME_CICS

Use this option to change the MUF startup setting for the STAR MUF startup option, specifically the value for tcics as set
or defaulted. The n can be set to numbers from 1 -- 7200.

STATUS_SMP
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(Support Only) This command provides status information about the current MUF SMPTASKS either TCBs or SRBs.
STATUS_SMP is used in support of a suspected LOOP or HANG.

SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT yes/no

This option makes the MUF SYSPRINT much easier to read. Having too many commented-out startup options can lead to
confusion. Setting SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT to "no" allows you to skip print the commented-out options.

SYSOUT_OUTLIM x,y

Use this option to change the MUF startup setting for the SYSOUT MUF startup option, specifically the value for outlim.
Enter a value for x and y where x can be either ML, CBS, DST, SQL, or DD, and y can be set to a number 0-16777215.
For example, y could be set to a value of 2M.

SYSOUT_REDIRECT sysout1,sysout2

Use this option to redirect one sysout to another. A sysout cannot be redirected to itself. There can be ML, CBS, DST,
SQL, or DD to and from sysout possibilities. For example, you could specify for sysout1. PXXSQL, redirected to a sysout2
of PXXML.

NOTE
The ML sysout is special and cannot be redirected, that is to say, the SYSOUT for ML is not subject to redirect.
The value takes effect immediately, unless the SYSOUT is currently full, in which case the value takes effect
when the SYSOUT is next cleared.

TNGEOJ

TNGEOJ is documented where appropriate, but it is not documented in Datacom pages.

X_DEBUG

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_INDEX_QUEUE_GT

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_IO_POST_EXIT

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_LOG_HASH_LR

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_LOG_INFO1_MSG

Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX). Only specify if you are
directed to do so by Support.

X_LOG_INFO2_MSG

Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX). Only specify if you are
directed to do so by Support.

X_LOG_INFO3_MSG

Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX). Only specify if you are
directed to do so by Support.

X_ML_DUMP_RQP

This debugging option should only be set at the direction of Support. Each request causes a Master List dump

X_MSB_SECONDS
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This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_OPEN_DELAY_SEC

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_RESTART_MSGS

If this option is set to YES, it activates additional restart messages that are not usually required but sometimes are helpful
to Support.

X_ROLLBK_DELAY_TEST

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_SNAPER_OPTION_ALL

This option directs the MUF to write a SNAP of the MUF address space during EOJ processing. Only use this option if you
are directed to do so by Support.

X_TERMINATION_DELAY_RMTL

This is a Datacom QA test tool not intended for client use. Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support. For details
about this command, see How to Use ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER Command in the Shadow MUF Environment
topic.

X_TRACE_BFM_SIZE

This option defines the size of a trace table BFM. Only use this option if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_TRACE_DSM

Only set this trace option if you are directed to do so by Support.

X_TRACE_RQ_SIZE

This option defines the size of a trace table 'REQ'. Only use this option if you are directed to do so by Support. The size
may be specified in the range 4k to 16m The default is 16k.

X_TRACE_XCF_OPTION

Only use this command if you are directed to do so by Support and by using the value they request.

X_TRACE_XCF_SIZE

Only use this command if you are directed to do so by Support and by using the value they request.

DBUTLTY COMM and SET Console Commands to MUF or DBUTLTY Address Space

The numbers in the next table have the following meanings:

• 3 -- Similar to the MUF startup command, except that here:
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– It does not allow OPTIMIZE/NOOPT/OPEN.
– A single database entry is allowed.
– The single entry can only be ALL or a single DBID, not a range of DBIDs.

• 4 -- Command in MUF startup options is completely different from command in the other allowed places.
• 5 -- Only during parts of AUTOCOL and AUTOSTAT
• 6 -- COMM allowed before some commands
• 8 -- Must have single external/internal error code
• 10 -- This command can optionally follow COMM

Name DBUTLTY COMM Console to
MUF Address Space

DBUTLTY SET to DBUTLTY
Address Space

DBUTLTY Console to
DBUTLTY Address Space

ACCESS Yes (3) No No
ACCT Yes (4) No No
ADDMUF No No Yes (5)
AS_OPTIONS No No Yes (5)
CBS Yes (4) No No
CLOSE Yes (10) No No
CLRCBS Yes (10) No No
CLRDD Yes (10) No No
CLRDST Yes (10) No No
CLRML Yes (10) No No
CLRPXX Yes (10) No No
CLRSQL Yes (10) No No
COMM EOJ No No Yes (5)
DATALN No Yes No
DATANO No Yes No
DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY No Yes No
DELAY_SECONDS No Yes No
DELAY68 No Yes No
DELAY85 No Yes No
DIAGOPTION (DBUTLTY) No Yes No
DXXNO No Yes No
ECHO_FUNCTIONS No Yes No
EDITVSE No Yes No
EOJ Yes (10) No Yes (5)
EOJ_REPORT No Yes No
EOJ_REPORT_X No Yes No
EOJOFF Yes (10) No No
EXCLUDE No Yes Yes (5)
FLEXPOOL Yes (4) No No
INCLUDE No No Yes (5)
IOTASK Yes (4) No No
IXXLN No Yes No
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IXXNO No Yes No
MUF_NOT_ENABLED No Yes No
MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLEDNo Yes No
NEWRXX Yes (10) No No
NOESTAE No Yes No
ON-ERROR No Yes No
OUTTAG No No Yes (5)
QUIESCE Yes (10) No No
RCERROR Yes (8) Yes (8) No
REMOVEMUF No No Yes (5)
REPEATS No No Yes (6)
REQABORT Yes (10) No No
REQCOMIT Yes (10) No No
REQROLBK Yes (10) No No
SECURITY Yes (4) No No
SIDNAME No Yes No
SIMPLIFY_BYPASS_EDITS_1 No Yes No
SNAPALL No Yes No
SNAPERR No Yes No
STATS Yes (10) No No
STATUS No No Yes (10)
WTO--' No Yes No
X_BFMTRACE_BFR_UNLK Yes No Yes
X_CONSOLE_LOCAL Yes No Yes
X_CONSOLE_PASSWORD Yes No Yes
X_TRACE_DSM Yes Yes Yes

Console-Only Commands

A few commands are classified as console-only. A console-only command is not supported in the console-like way.
Console-only commands are as follows:

• DDM
• DISPLAY
• ITM
• ?MEM
• STATUS

NOTE
For a list and descriptions of all the console and console-like commands, see MUF Startup Options and
Console/Console-Like Commands.

Commands Used if Directed by Support

A few commands are only used at the direction of Support. These commands are as follows:
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• SNAP_AS
• SNAP_ST_AS
• SQL_PLAN_WAIT
• X_LOG_INFO1_MSG - Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX).

Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.
• X_LOG_INFO2_MSG - Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX).

Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.
• X_LOG_INFO3_MSG - Specifying YES for this option activates informational messages about the Log Area (LXX).

Only specify if you are directed to do so by Support.
• X_ML_DUMP_RQP
• X_MSB_SECONDS
• X_RESTART_MSGS
• X_SNAPER_OPTION_ALL
• X_TRACE_BFM_SIZE
• X_TRACE_DSM
• X_TRACE_RQ_SIZE
• X_TRACE_XCF_OPTION
• X_TRACE_XCF_SIZE

Commands Used by Datacom as a QA Test Tool

The following commands are only used by Datacom in QA testing and not for public use. Only specify these commands if
you are directed to do so by Support.

• EDITVSE
• NOESTAE
• SIMPLIFY_BYPASS_EDITS_1
• SYSIN_ASTERISK_PRINT
• X_BMFTRACE_BFR_UNLK 
• X_CONSOLE_LOCAL
• X_CONSOLE_PASSWORD
• X_CONSOLE_SUPPORT
• X_DEBUG
• X_INDEX_QUEUE_GT
• X_INDEX_STATS
• X_IO_POST_EXIT
• X_LOG_HASH_LR
• X_OPEN_DELAY_SEC
• X_ROLLBK_DELAY_TEST
• X_TERMINATION_DELAY_RMTL

Related Messages for MUF Startup Console Commands
Specific and generic messages for MUF startup console commands

MUF startup has some specific messages and the following generic ones:

• Echo the input with a prefix such as:
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DB01900I - ECHO OFF
• If okay, no additional message.
• If bad command, message:

DB01901E - INPUT LINE NOT RECOGNIZED
• If bad value, message:

DB01911E - PARAMETER HAS INVALID VALUE
• If bad context or other problem, message:

DB01902E - SYNTAX ERROR IN ABOVE LINE
• Messages are written to the MUF SYSPRINT/SYSPRT file and, if ECHO ON is in effect, to the console.

Console Commands

Console commands have some specific messages and the following generic ones:

• Normal is to echo the input with a prefix such as the following:
DB01311I - ACCESS WRITE,1

• If okay, the input is provided in the message that follows:
DB01325I - CONSOLE COMPLETE, BREAK 100

• If bad command, the following message occurs:
DB01301E - CONSOLE BAD COMMAND - UNKNOWN

• If bad value, the input is provided in the following message:
DB00605E - CONSOLE BAD VALUE - BREAK 10K

• If bad context/other, the following message occurs:
DB01307E - CONSOLE BAD SYNTAX - VIRTUAL_DELETE 99
(when database 99 is not then defined as VIRTUAL)

• The console process starts in a subtask. Some of the commands can be completely processed in the subtask. If the
command requires MUF services that are not allowed within the subtask, the subtask gets an available user task, but if
none are available, the command cannot be completed and the following message occurs:
DB01313E - NO TASK AVAILABLE, TRY AGAIN LATER.
If a task is available, it is given a job name of ***DBCOM with the command XCOMM, and the specific command
to process. The following message indicates that the subtask is complete and the command scheduled for task
dispatching:
DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - ACCESS WRITE,1
When the command is complete, either a specific message occurs, one of the generic messages occurs, or no
message occurs.

• Messages are written to the console.

DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE

DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE has some specific messages and the following generic ones:

• Echo the input in different format, no message.
• If okay, some have MUF message and some do not. A generic message example is as follows:

DB00608I - DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE COMPLETE - ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME Yes
• If not okay, no MUF message.

SQL_CONSOLE (SQX)

The SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Dynamic System Table (see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table), using SQL or record-at-a-time
programs, has some specific messages but also the following generic ones:
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• Echo the input with a prefix of:
• If okay, some have a MUF message and some do not.
• If not okay, there is no MUF message.
• Error messages are not written to the MUF console, they are returned in SQL in the SQLCA or, for record-at-a-time

programs, in the key value area at +40 with a letter L (for length), then the message. Any messages of success that
exist are written to the console and, if selected, are written to the PXXDST file and returned in the key value area
(available for record-at-a-time programs, but not for SQL).

Message DB01336E - VALUE ERROR IN INPUT COMMAND has been changed to provide the first 50 bytes of the input
like the complete message, making what was being processed clearer. The format is as follows (where x is the input):

DB01336E - CONSOLE BAD VALUE - x

Message DB01307E - SYNTAX ERROR IN INPUT COMMAND has been changed to provide the first 50 bytes of the input
like the complete message, making what was being processed clearer. The format is as follows (where x is the input):

DB01307E - CONSOLE BAD CONTEXT - x

Message DB01301E - COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED has been changed to provide the first 50 bytes of the input like
the complete message, making what was being processed clearer. The format is as follows (where x is the input):

DB01301E - CONSOLE BAD COMMAND - x

SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table

An SQL method of issuing maintenance commands to Dynamic System Tables uses a Dynamic System Table named
SQL_CONSOLE (SQX).

The SQL_CONSOLE Dynamic System Table allows you to do an insert with a character string that is formatted by all the
console commands. The command is processed as if issued through the console. The results, if any, are then returned to
the caller. The SQX table can be used to issue the same commands that can be requested using the DBUTLTY function
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=. For more information about using OPTION2=, see the DBUTLTY Reference
page.

In case a read from the table needs to occur, the SQX table is always empty. Without a read, it is not possible to issue an
update or delete. If a command would typically produce console output, that output is written to the console and is also
returned to the application in the SQL feedback area.

The SQX table can be externally secured, with or without external security. If you are concerned about the possibility
that this ability could be misused, the table should be deleted from Datacom Datadictionary and the database cataloged
without its presence.

Note: For information about the columns in the SQX table, see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table.

Return Codes for SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Table

The record-at-a-time return codes for the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Dynamic System Table are as follows:

94(127) INVALID COMMAND
94(128) INVALID VALUE
94(129) INVALID CONTEXT (other)

Note: For details about the return codes, see the  Messages page.

SQL Error Handling

In SQL, the INSERT command with an error 94(193), that appears in the MUF EOJ report, is not externalized as the
normal -117, but instead is given a new, unique SQLCODE of -263. In this way, error text is returned with the unique
number, that of the specific error, either an invalid command, invalid value, or invalid context.
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Generic Messages

For information about generic messages received by the SQX table, see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX).

Use the Multi-User Facility
The Multi-User Facility (MUF) provides the ability to access any database concurrently from multiple regions. The term
region is used to represent address space for z/OS environments and partition for z/VSE.

Through the MUF, a single database can be updated concurrently by multiple regions with exclusive control at the logical
row (record) level. Using the MUF conserves main storage since only one copy of Datacom/DB with one set of buffers is
required for all regions.

Through the MUF, Datacom/DB provides a centralized recovery/restart/transaction backout facility with a consolidated Log
Area and Recovery File for all users. The MUF isolates all security and access control from user regions.

System areas are opened as part of the MUF startup and are maintained in an open status, with certain conditions and
requirements, until all User Requirements Tables close. Specifically, the Directory (CXX), Log Area (LXX), Force Area
(FXX), Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) and, if LOGRCV=YES (we recommend the default of LOGRCV=NO), the
Recovery File (RXX) are opened before the MUF is initialized. If the open is not successful, the MUF fails to enable and
abends. The following other system areas are automatically opened, if specified, as part of the MUF startup, but are not
required for the successful enable of the MUF.

• SQL system tables
• Accounting databases
• Datacom STAR system tables

The Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Index is required to bring up the MUF. See the updated information about the
CBS MUF startup option in CBS and the information about the CBS Heuristic Index in CBS Heuristic Index.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How the Multi-User Facility Works

Because there is only one copy of Datacom/DB in memory, located in a central region, the communication between
Datacom/DB and the application must be handled in one of the following ways:

• In subsystem Program Call (PC)
• In z/OS, XCF services
• In z/OS, CAICCI connection
• In z/VSE, a supervisor call (SVC)
• In z/VSE, XPCC support
• From z/VSE to z/VSE in a VM environment, IUCV support

For an application to make requests to the MUF, your program must use a User Requirements Table (URT) that specifies
MULTUSE=YES.

The various combinations of DBSIDPR parameters, MUF startup options, and MUF console-like commands determine
which mode of communication is used.

SQL Requirements

The Multi-User Facility must be active when using the SQL precompiler, the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL
Service Facility, or the Dataquery SQL Mode. Also, see the DATACOM, SQLDEFAULT, and SQLOPTION MUF startup
options.
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Authorized Libraries (z/OS)

In z/OS environments the MUF and the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) must run authorized. DBUTLTY has limited
support when not running authorized. Also, the MUF and DBUTLTY require z/OS 1.8 or later, provided that the release
is supported by IBM. The MUF is authorized when all JOBLIB/STEPLIBs are authorized. The MUF detects at startup
whether the MUF is authorized and issues the following message: DB00210I - MULTI-USER RUNNING AUTHORIZED -
xxx where the xxx is either YES or NO.

Datacom IMS/DC Services cannot reside in an authorized library. If you authorize the Datacom/DB load library, move the
Datacom IMS/DC Services modules to an unauthorized library.

IPL in a z/VSE Environment

System Adapter (Utility CASAUTIL) must be aware that Datacom is present in the system before Datacom/DB DBUTLTY
jobs are run or before the Multi-User Facility is activated. This is accomplished by including the Datacom/DB library in the
LIBDEF search string for CASAUTIL.

A set of labels defining the Datacom installation library and a LIBDEF defining the installation sublibrary can be placed in
the ASI startup procedure and an IPL performed.

If you find it necessary to identify the Datacom products to System Adapter, use the START DATACOMnn statement
(where nn is the version number, such as DATACOM11) in CASAUTIL. For more information, see the CIS documentation.

CBS Heuristic Index

You have the option of specifying a system database to enhance the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) heuristic
information usage. The information is saved in this database and used only when a query is issued requiring "population
dependent" index analysis to select between two or more key definitions. It is usually a rare condition, but very important
for performance when it applies.

This feature does not materially change the information saved or its usage, only the location where it is stored. Without
the system database, the information is stored in the Compound Boolean Selection Facility index, typically database 6.
The Compound Boolean Selection heuristic database, typically database 1006, is used when specified in the CBS MUF
startup option.

The feature is beneficial for two reasons. First, the CBS index contains 99.9 percent temporary data and is defined as
VIRTUAL at many customer sites. Since the area is virtual, the small amount of heuristic information is lost every time
the Multi-User Facility is recycled, which then has to be rebuilt. The overhead, while not a lot, is also not always trivial.
Second, the CBS heuristic database contains a table residing in a data area (the area cannot be virtual). The table is
accessible using SQL or record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time commands. In addition to it being accessible, it is possible for
you to add or update the information allowing the overriding of key selection if a situation should exist where you want the
selection to be "locked in" sooner or you want to control the selection. Should the data change significantly, deleting the
information would cause selection to start over.

Processing

A specific key is synched or "locked in" when it is selected for 8 out of the last 10 attempts to pick the best key for
traversal. All entries built are kept to provide a history of this key selection.

Running without the CBS Heuristic Database

The same information exists and is stored in the CBS temporary database. This database is only an index and so the
information is not available for you to access or update.
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Implementation

To enable the CBS heuristic table, specify the database ID of the database containing the system table in the sixth
parameter position on the MUF startup option CBS (see heuristic-dbid). If the parameter is not specified, the Multi-User
Facility uses the old method of storing heuristic information in the CBS index. For details about the CBS MUF startup
option, see CBS.

Connecting Users with the MUF

The Datacom/DB MUF runs in a separate region from the user program.

z/OS Systems

In z/OS systems, a Program Call (PC) is used to accomplish the communications requirement between the MUF and the
application program. It is release specific. Therefore, there is one for Version 14.0 support.

The z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) can be used between Multi-User Facilities on different systems within a
Sysplex. In this configuration, all requests are routed from an application through XCF to a remote MUF. For details, see
Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF). This option is selected through the DBSIDPR module with no
changes to a user application or the User Requirements Table(s).

CAICCI (CCI) can also be used to communicate between the MUF and an application program. For details, see
Connecting Using CAICCI (CCI). This option is selected through the DBSIDPR module with no changes to a user
application or the User Requirements Table(s).

z/VSE Systems

In a z/VSE system, Datacom/DB requires the CIS System Adapter to communicate across partition boundaries in the
same address space. To initialize Datacom/DB, the sublibrary containing the Datacom/DB phases must be in the library
search string for the execution of the CASAUTIL program that initializes the System Adapter. If this is successful, a
System Adapter message is displayed indicating that Datacom/DB is active.

If you are executing Datacom/DB in a system with multiple address spaces and wish to execute applications in different
address spaces from the MUF, see . If you are executing Datacom/DB in a multiple guest environment under VM, see .

VM Systems

In a VM system, Datacom/DB does not communicate using an SVC. z/VSE Guest Sharing and CMS application support
use the IBM Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV) to communicate across virtual machine boundaries.

Multiple MUF Environments Sharing One CXX

You can configure your environment of a CXX for one MUF or for multiple MUFs. However, we strongly recommended not
doing this, because it provides many paths leading to data corruption.

When configuring your system for multiple MUFs, each MUF must have its own set of system areas and system
databases, and every shared user database that is not read-only to every MUF.

Using Multiple MUFs in One Batch Application

A batch user application can issue record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time requests against multiple MUFs in a single z/OS
Sysplex. Such requests can be issued simply and without using the Datacom STAR. The use of multiple Multi-User
Facilities requires RRS support, to provide two-phase commit processing.

NOTE
Only use multiple MUFs with user databases.
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Using multiple MUFs provides table level routing. Every table in a single database is normally sent to the same MUF, and
although this is not required, we recommend it, because without a shared index the generic locate commands, though
perhaps rarely used, do not work properly. Also, if multiple tables in a single area are split with more than one MUF,
physical read commands (GSETP/GETPS) do not function correctly.

Except for link editing them with a new User Requirements Table (URT), application programs do not need to be changed
in any way and perform the same as before. For more information about URT support, see Record-/Set-at-a-Time
Application Programs.

To maximize performance, Datacom may, during a request, save, alter, and restore parts of the application program
Request Area. For example, if requested, the DBID could be swapped, based upon specifications in the User
Requirements Table DBURTBL macro, as described in DBIDMUF=.

This multiple MUFs feature does not:

• Support the distribution outside a Sysplex.
• Support SQL across Multiple Multi-User Facilities.

For information about Datacom CICS Services support for multiple MUFs, see Using Multiple MUFs in CICS Application.

Record-/Set-at-a-Time Application Programs

If a record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time program has been link edited with a new URT that supports multiple MUFs, the use
of which requires RRS support for two-phase commit, those programs run as before without any changes to the programs
needing to be made.

Because URT support for multiple MUFs is provided by a new URT interface, URT support is limited to user applications
running with a URT that generates the BEGIN and DBNTRY code, called by the application, using the DBURINF macro
parameters that support multiple MUFs. All products provided by Datacom are excluded.

SQL Applications

With SQL programs, one compile unit must run against one Datacom Datadictionary, have one plan, and execute against
the MUF containing both. An SQL program may execute with a multiple MUF User Requirements Table, but all SQL
requests execute using the first MUF in the connection list. In this case it would have the ability to specify a SIDNAME=
and not be forced to use DBSIDPR. An SQL program could be split into multiple modules and each could connect to a
different MUF, but no joining of tables or constraints outside of one MUF are allowed.

SQL detects RRS User Requirements Tables, issues a return code, and does not process COMMIT or ROLLBACK
requests. The multiple MUF interface detects the specific errors and generates RRS COMMIT or ROLLBACK calls. If
RRS is successful, the SQLCODE and related error fields are set to zero/blank. If RRS provides a return code on the
SRRCMIT/SRRBACK, the SQL error is changed to:

• -117,
• program DBMMIPR, and
• message: RETURN CODE <94(121)> ON COMMAND <COMIT> R15 <?> where the ? is the R15 error value from

RRS.

Two-Phase Commit

Multiple MUFs provide full two-phase commit support, using Resource Recovery Services (RRS) as an option.

User Requirements Table (URT) Support

Interface Macro (DBURINF)

See for information about the DBURINF macro and multiple MUF support.
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Start Macro (DBURSTR)

See for information about the DBURSTR macro and multiple MUF support.

Entry Macro (DBURTBL)

See for information about the DBURTBL macro and multiple MUF support.

Multiple MUF Interface

The multiple MUF interface loads a single copy of the reentrant 31-bit interface module (DBINRPR) during open
processing and deletes the module after a final close. The reentrant interface loads a reentrant 31-bit support module
(DBDUMPR) during open processing and deletes the module after final close.

The order of the DBURSTR macros may be important. Commands that cannot be routed to every MUF identified, nor to
the "correct" one, are routed to the first.

Most commands are routed quickly and efficiently to the one MUF that is responsible for that table and database. The
commands that have special processing are as follows.

OPEN
The OPEN command is processed as a loop through each specified DBURSTR. The first open error stops the
loop and causes the closing of those that were opened.

COMIT
A COMIT command is processed in one of two methods based upon the RRS option. With RRS=YES specified,
the COMIT generates an RRS call of SRRCMIT. If RRS returns a good completion, the return code is set to
blanks. Otherwise, the return code is set to 94(121) and the RRS error is stored at the DIAG location. With
RRS=NO specified, the COMIT is processed as a loop through each DBURSTR specified. This is a full commit
but not a two-phase commit. If any COMIT gets a return code, it is saved and the loop continues. After every MUF
has processed the command, the first non-blank return code is returned to the application.

CLOSE
A CLOSE command is processed in two steps. The first step issues a COMIT command (see previous
description). Following the COMIT command, the second step loops through each DBURSTR specified issuing
a CLOSE command. After every MUF has processed the close, the first non-blank return is returned to the
application.

ROLBK
A ROLBK command is processed in a manner similar to the COMIT command, only issuing either the RRS call of
SRRBACK or the record-at-a-time ROLBK command.

Generic Locate Commands
Provide blanks or the database ID in the table name field of the Request Area. If it is blanks, the DBID in the first
DBURTBL macro is processed. Only tables opened at this first MUF are returned.
If the table name is a 3-character zoned decimal number, it represents the database to process, and the first
DBURSTR macro containing a table for that database is selected.
If a leading x'80' does not start the table name, the DBID is in binary in the next two positions, and the first
DBURSTR containing a table for that database is selected.

GSETP and GETPS
Get physical commands do not execute properly unless every table resides in the same area, and that area must
reside at a single MUF.

ABEND
An ABEND command is sent to the first MUF.

LOGIT, LOGTB, NOOPS, and TEST
These commands are done in a loop to each MUF. After every MUF has processed the command, the first non-
blank return code is returned to the application.
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LOGLB
A LOGLB command is sent to the first MUF.

LOGCP/LOGCR
These commands have special RRS considerations. RRS is an option, but it is expected to be used always, or at
least when maintenance is to be done at multiple Multi-User Facilities or one MUF and another resource manager.
With RRS=YES specified, several steps are required.
For a LOGCP command, first a loop of every MUF is done with the command changed to LOGXP. This command
sets a flag in the task area to indicate that if the following command is an RRS commit, row level locks are not to
be released.
The next RRS is called with a SRRCMIT command to fully commit the transaction(s). Following the RRS commit
the work area is checked for both LOGCP and LOGCR commands. If the work area contains low values or all
blanks, the command is complete. If not, the command is required to start a new transaction, and a loop of every
MUF is done with the command changed to LOGXR to start a new transaction.

NOTE
Two-phase commit support is only being provided with RRS facilities. This requires that all Multi-User
Facilities are executing within the same Sysplex as the application. This support includes Multi-User
Facilities connected through the Datacom SVC (using ECSA or a data space) or using XCF. With
RRS=NO specified, the commands are processed in a loop given to each MUF. After every MUF has
processed the command, the first non-blank return code is returned to the application.

For all commands that have a table and base, an error condition exists if the table is not found in the User
Requirements Table, in which case the request is given to the first MUF to generate the error condition.

Using Multiple MUFs in CICS Application

Beginning with r11 of Datacom CICS Services, multiple MUFs are supported in CICS applications. For detailed
information about Datacom CICS Services support for multiple MUFs, see the documentation for Datacom CICS Services.

24-bit and NORENT in User Address Space

In z/OS environments it is possible for loaded modules in a user address space, when calling a MUF, to be 31-bit and
reentrant. This option is only available to MUF applications, never Single User, and it only supports DBNTRY calls.

The need satisfied by this option is not a common one for most users, but the option can be useful in special cases, such
as for writers of system software where, in complex situations, connections to a MUF each being independent, either in
their own subtask or in a single task, could be helpful.

DBINRPR Module

An interface module, DBINFPR, that is reentrant and 31-bit enables this option. The module requires a 4k anchor
control block and a 4k task working storage block, provided when DBMODS=RENT is specified in the DBURINF User
Requirements Table macro. In addition, specifying DBMODS=RENT loads DBINRPR instead of DBINFPR.

NOTE
DBINRPR is required to use multiple MUFs.

DBMODS= parameter in DBURINF Macro

The DBURINF macro parameter DBMODS= can either be specified as RENT or NORENT (the default). Because most
users do not need to specify DBMODS=RENT, we recommend allowing this parameter to default to DBMODS=NORENT.
See for more information on the DBMODS= parameter.
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Version Independence

The DBINRPR module provides some version independence. It supports DBUTLTY only at the same release as the MUF.
It supports user applications to a MUF at the same release and the prior release. This is to provide an easier upgrade.
It has limited support for Sysview to connect to a MUF at r11. Normal user applications should not need this facility, but
callers needing to connect to multiple MUFs in a single address space require it.

DBSYSID 31-Bit Considerations

In z/OS environments, the DBSYSID macro that assembles the DBSIDPR module is loaded in 31-bit. The sample JCL
that is provided links the assembly as RENT, and we recommend that JCL not showing this be changed as needed.
However, Datacom does not enforce a requirement that the assembly be linked as RENT.

DBDUMPR Dump Module

A reentrant 31-bit version of the dump module DBDMPPR exists with the name DBDUMPR, loaded by the DBINRPR
module. The DBDUMPR module supports multiple versions of the MUF.

Other Considerations

Be aware of the following in the User Requirements Table Start macro, DBURSTR.

DB00101= Parameter in DBURSTR Macro

For information on the DB00101= parameter in the DBURSTR macro, see .

NO522= Parameter in DBURSTR Macro

For information on the NO522= parameter in the DBURSTR macro, see .

Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during MUF startup, the name must match
the name specified in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true name. An error is
recognized if the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.

Protect CXX to Single MUF or MUFplex

(z/OS only) Many facilities within the MUF expect the current executing MUF, or all the instances of MUFs in a
MUFplex (Data Sharing), to be the sole executor using one CXX. MUF now forces this by deprecating and ignoring the
X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING option that  allows some sharing. If another non-MUFplex MUF is then found, the currently
executing MUF fails to enable and generates a DB00205E message with a code of 1093.

MUF also  provides protection with an edit to allow a single executing MUF (or MUFplex) to open a CXX. The new edit
causes each MUF to receive an ENQ for CADTCM02 and the CXX information at startup. 

The CXX information is 19 bytes with the first 8 the CXX name, the next 6 the VOLSER, and the last 5 the cylinder/head in
the hex form CCCCCCCCCH. The ENQ edit thus protects the major name and minor name. If the ENQ edit fails, an error
is generated and the executing MUF terminates with a DB00205E message with a code of 1093.

Features having Problems

Following is a list of features that would have various problems or risks if using a "read" MUF in parallel with an "update"
MUF:
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• Maintenance to data blocks and index blocks would not be known to the "read" MUF in a controlled fashion. Many
errors of various kinds are possible. If index maintenance occurs, a loop is possible. Records could be skipped.

• If the "update" MUF executes dynamic extend, the "read" MUF would get I/O errors trying to read outside its extents.
• The Dynamic System Tables for the DIR_ tables on the "read" MUF might contain old data or could generate 13(5)

errors on the CXX. Also, the access to the CXX information would require substantially additional I/O to minimize the
amount of old data and occurrences of logical errors.

Modify MUF JCL Parameters
Review the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) DBMUFPR program execution parameters: NO_PXX, PGMDT, and
PGMMONTH, and learn their syntax and usage.

NO_PXX

(Optional) The NO_PXX parameter allows MUF to start without opening the PXX and eliminates any I/O to the PXX. The
MUF Startup Option SYSOUT and its options must be specified for this parameter. To illustrate the effect of this option,
when using a MUFPLEX, each MUF instance needs a PXX. Having many PXX areas requires DASD space that is rarely
used. Using the NO_PXX option, you can avoid having a PXX for each MUF, thus reducing the amount of DASD space
needed. Therefore, a PXX must be large enough to hold one or more Master List dumps.

Usage: PARM=’NO_PXX’ (no subparameters)

PGMDT

(Optional) The PGMDT parameter, like the PGMMONTH, can be used to produce DB00248I messages in the MUF
log regarding load modules used by the MUF. This parameter is useful and recommended by Broadcom to identify the
assemble date, release level, and current PTF applied for individual modules. The messages are produced when a
module is loaded into memory in the MUF for the first time if the assemble date of the module is on or after the PGMDT
specified. To see the update information for the largest number of modules, use the Generally Available (GA) date for the
Datacom release.

NOTE

The PGMDT and PGMMONTH parameters are mutually exclusive.

Usage: PARM=’PGMDT=ccyymmdd’

PGMMONTH

(Optional) The PGMMONTH parameter, like the previous PGMDT parameter, can be used to produce DB00248I
messages in the MUF log regarding load modules used by the MUF. Recommended by Broadcom, use this parameter
to identify the assemble date, release level, and current PTF applied for individual modules. The PGMMONTH value is
converted and stored internally as a PGMDT value. The messages are produced when a module is loaded into memory in
the MUF for the first time, if the assemble date of the module is on or after the internally stored PGMDT value. At this time,
only PGMMONTH=1 is accepted, and results in messages showing all modules that were changed in the past month. For
a longer time range, use the PGMDT parameter.

NOTE

The PGMDT and PGMMONTH parameters are mutually exclusive.

Usage: PARM=’PGMMONTH=1’
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Modify MUF Startup Options and Console Commands
The Multi-User Facility (MUF) provides the database functionality and manages all user interactions with the data stored in
the database. MUF startup commands and console commands are used during the process. The difference between the
MUF startup options and console commands is:

• MUF startup options can be used at startup and afterwards as console commands.
• Console commands are used to perform certain tasks or actions only after the MUF has been started.

The DBMUFPR job stream produced at installation initiates the MUF. To modify the MUF startup options include SYSIN
or SYSIPT data in the job stream. Datacom/DB reads the SYSIN/SYSIPT data during Multi-User Facility initialization and
echoes it to the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file.

If Datacom/DB encounters a format error, it notes the error, ignores the option and (after reading all of the input) issues
the console message: DB00216E - ERROR IN SYSIN/SYSIPT DATA. After issuing the message, the Multi-User Facility
abends.

Use the following rules to code the MUF startup options in your job stream:

• Include only one option on each input line.
• Begin the option in column 1 or following any number of blanks.
• Include one or more blanks between the option and its value.

ACCESS

(Optional) The ACCESS command establishes the Multi-User Facility (MUF) database open/close processing mode and
database availability at startup. If you do not include any ACCESS statements, all opens are allowed for all databases
using the OPTIMIZE open/close processing mode. If multiple statements are present, they are processed in the order
presented, and the last action is the one used when the MUF is enabled. This command is used at the Multi-User Facility
(MUF startup.

The use of ACCESS during MUF startup is ignored for all databases that need to be restarted. The restart process opens
bases as required. After the restart process, the ACCESS options apply to all opens except the Compound Boolean
Selection (CBS) temporary index. The CBS temporary index is opened after the restart process and before the actual
enable, and is therefore not subject to ACCESS.

Using ACCESS OFF/READ/UTLTY/NOMAINT for system databases should be done with caution. It could prevent the
MUF from being enabled or prevent system functions from being processed.

With Simplify mode, ACCESS OFF and ACCESS READ do not block a database from being opened by DBUTLTY
functions that, without Simplify, would open the database in the DBUTLTY address space. Data sets for the index area(s)
and data areas in this case are not opened in the MUF address space.

►►─ ACCESS ─ type,dbid(s) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

type
(Required) Specify the type of access allowed. Valid entries are MAINT, NOMAINT, NOOPT, OPTIMIZE, OFF,
OPEN, READ, UTLTY, or WRITE.

NOTE
If the Compound Boolean Selection Facility index exists and is set to OFF or READ, no URT is allowed
to open. For SQL users this is also true for the TTM, DDD, and the default area's database.

OPTIMIZE (the default) and NOOPT are options that can enhance performance by optimizing OPEN/CLOSE
processing. Specifying OPTIMIZE for a particular database at MUF startup keeps that database open for update
regardless of whether a User Requirements Table (URT) is open. This saves processing involving:
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• Directory (CXX) I/O during OPEN/CLOSE,
• Data set OPEN/CLOSE,
• Flushing of covered areas,
• Flushing of memory buffers,
• Flushing of pipeline, and
• Eliminating or reducing contention if multiple jobs are concurrently opening or closing the same database

simultaneously.

ACCESS OPTIMIZE, selected at startup, has its database-level benefits take effect during the first open of a URT
containing the specified databases.
The ACCESS OPTIMIZE option is available only at startup. It is not available through console commands or
Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) functions.
ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for the system databases for the:

• Compound Boolean Selection Facility
• Accounting Facility
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Temporary Table Manager (TTM)
• SYSTEMDBID (used by Dynamic System Tables)

In addition, user databases require ACCESS OPTIMIZE to exploit certain features, including a free URI scan on
behalf of the URI reuse feature (see URI Reuse).
To specify area level DBUTLTY control, in the DBUTLTY functions that have MULTUSE=YES as an option, the
database must be running in the ACCESS OPTIMIZE mode.
We recommend ACCESS OPTIMIZE when using the SIMPLIFY option. Part of ACCESS OPTIMIZE routinely
used by SIMPLIFY always causes the opens of the CXX database to be opened for update, even when a URT
has only UPDATE=NO tables. The SIMPLIFY option makes using ACCESS OPTIMIZE easier because SIMPLIFY
does any needed close or STATS of a database before DBUTLTY functions that require such an option.
The ACCESS NOOPT option forces additional overhead during the OPEN and CLOSE process. It maintains the
database as not open if no open tables exist. Using ACCESS NOOPT is not allowed in a MUFplex.
When OFF is specified, all databases (or the list presented) are set to a status of disabled. If any task tries to
open one of these databases, they receive an open error of 88 (disabled base). The 88 continues throughout the
life of the MUF unless an ACCESS console or DBUTLTY function is done, except when using SIMPLIFY where
DBUTLTY functions that need the CXX only are permitted to execute (provides compatibility with prior releases).
With Simplify mode, some DBUTLTY functions can open a database with ACCESS OFF but will not open any
index or data area.
If READ is specified, the status of all bases or the list presented is set to a status of read-only. With this status,
all opens with the URT parameter UPDATE=NO specified are allowed to open. Any opens with UPDATE=YES
are blocked with the return code 88. With Simplify mode, some DBUTLTY functions can open a database with
ACCESS READ but will not open any index or data area.
When UTLTY is specified, all databases (or the list presented) are set to a status allowing an open by DBUTLTY
and no open by others.
When WRITE is specified, the status of all bases or the list presented is set to a status of write. With this status,
all opens are allowed. The WRITE is, in effect, the default for all bases if no ACCESS statements are presented.
When MAINT is specified, maintenance commands (ADDIT/INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE) are allowed to be
processed normally for any table in this database or databases.
When NOMAINT is specified, maintenance commands are rejected for the specified database. This option has no
effect on the open or close of a URT.
Using the ACCESS DBUTLTY or console function, MAINT/NOMAINT can be changed at any time. If done, it
takes effect immediately.
The NOMAINT option (specified in this MUF startup option, the DBUTLTY ACCESS function, or the ACCESS
console command) does not prevent URT opens or closes and does not prevent proper execution of transaction
backout (ROLLBACK) or backward recovery. It causes maintenance commands (every record-at-a-time
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ADDIT, UPDAT, or DELET command and every SQL INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement) to the selected
database(s) to receive a return code 94 (087) indicating that they cannot be processed.
When OPEN is specified, an attempt is automatically made to open the specified databases immediately after the
MUF has been enabled. The ACCESS OPEN option is detectable after the restart task area has added one log
record with a command of LOGDW to note the MUF enable. This task opens each database independently. The
open is at the database level, which opens the index and each area. The first error opening the database causes
it to stop processing. A message is generated that indicates the specific error. After processing a database open,
the database that follows is processed until opens of all databases have been attempted. This option is not
allowed in other console-like APIs. At the database level, the option is not compatible with ACCESS NOOPT. An
ACCESS OPEN for a database set ACCESS NOOPT fails, and an ACCESS NOOPT with an ACCESS OPEN for
a database set fails.
If the log is full, the open does not occur until after the spill. A MUF is allowed to EOJ with the log full and the
restart task (***RSTRT) still waiting. You can use this facility to get the opens completed after a MUF recycle at
off-peak times, to reduce a delay when the first URT is opened. Another reason to use this facility is to ensure that
rarely used databases are referenced to remove the potential possibilities of their being unintentionally archived
and lost. This option, adding MUF startup access open, honors other startup options including ACCESS OFF/
UTLTY. Because the restart task is not a DBUTLTY function, it does not open if this option is set.

NOTE
The Dynamic System Table MUF_ACCESS (MFZ) does not provide information about ACCESS OPEN.

You can simply set all bases as READ, then in the next statement provide a database or list of databases that
can be opened for update. Therefore with two statements, you can set the databases for read-only except the
Compound Boolean Selection Facility database which can be updated.
Valid Entries:

OPTIMIZE, NOOPT, MAINT, NOMAINT, OFF, OPEN, READ, UTLTY, or WRITE
Default Value:

There is no default for this parameter in the ACCESS option statement. However, before input statements
are processed, all DBIDs are set with the default of WRITE, MAINT, and OPTIMIZE.

,dbid(s)
(Required) Specifies the DATACOM-ID attribute-value(s) for the database(s). If ALL is the entry, it must be
followed by a blank. When ALL is not specified, at least one database ID must be provided. You can specify
as many database IDs, sets of ranges of IDs, or a combination of these as fit on the statement, separated by
commas only (a blank stops the scan). For example, ACCESS READ,5,10,100-300,500-800,400 is a valid
statement.
Valid Entries:

ALL or any combination of one or more database IDs and ranges of database IDs
Default Value:

There is no default for this parameter in the ACCESS option statement. However, before input statements
are processed, all DBIDs are set with the default of WRITE, MAINT, and OPTIMIZE.

Example
The following example shows DBIDs 2 (Dictionary), 4 (ACCT PRM), 5 (ACCT), 6(CBS), 15(DDD), 17(TTM),
1000(SYSTEMDBID), and 1006(CBS Heuristic) to be updated, and all reserved DBIDs in 1-20 and
1000-1020.

NOTE
Other reserved DBIDs exist in 2000+ that are not shown as being set in the example.

 ACCESS READ,ALL

 ACCESS OFF,199

 ACCESS WRITE,1-20

 ACCESS WRITE,100,200,300
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 ACCESS WRITE,1000-1020

Use ACCESS DF_DS_OP to Defer the DATA Set of a URT OPEN

(Option) The DF_DS_OP value allows reduced 24-bit memory in the Multi-User Facility (MUF) region when data sets are
opened but not used to add or read data. If set for a base, the open of the base in support of a User Requirements Table
(URT) performs the Directory CXX open processing and control handling. However, it does not open the data areas or
validate them.

The data set opens and validation occurs on the first command to add a row or read a row. Therefore, if there is no actual
access of the data in the data set then it is not opened.

If all areas are accessed for data, then there is no actual savings of 24-bit memory. This applies to data areas, but not any
index area.

Because of the design of the option, it might be valuable if you recycle a MUF which can cause hundreds or thousands
of data areas to be opened. Without the option, the applications wait for all the areas in the opening URTs to be data
set opened and validated. This takes a little time but is faster than the alternative. With the option in place, the opens
complete faster and the application can get started on what it requires immediately. The actual data set open is deferred
and only slows the initial read for a table in that area.

This option is active for user application URT opens in batch and CICS. It is ignored for DBUTLTY driven opens and also
bases opened in support of MUF processing not user applications.

The option is expected to be done during the MUF enable. The ACCESS statement in MUF SYSIN supports a single base
or a ranges of bases. Both can be stacked on the statement.
You can add the option later using a console-like command ACCESS DF_DS_OP with a single base. You can also
remove the option using the console-like command ACCESS DF_DS_CL with a single base.

NOTE

The DBUTLTY ACCESS function does not support either of these options. The DBUTLTY COMM function
with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ACCESS DF_DS_OP,base’ is supported as OPTION2=ACCESS
DF_DS_CL,base’. You can set this option for every base but it is ignored for Datacom System bases 2, 3, 6, 15,
16, and so on. It is also ignored for VIRTUAL bases.

ACCT

(Optional) The ACCT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies details for the Accounting Facility tables. If
you specify this option, you must specify the ACCTPRM option. Accounting tables can be added after MUF startup if the
ACCTPRM MUF startup option has been provided.

You can define up to 100 accounting tables. A single accounting table can be defined only once. Enter a separate option
statement for each accounting table.

You can specify an accounting table with a CLOSED status before you define it in Datacom Datadictionary and catalog it
to the Directory (CXX). Later, after you define the table and catalog it (cataloging requires that you close all open tables in
the accounting database), you can open it with the console command.

►►─ ACCT ─ table-no ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                     └─ ,buffer ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ ,status ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                             └─ ,threshold ─┘

table-no
(Required) Specifies the accounting table number in the range of 0 to 99. Where the table number 0 is A00, table
number 1 is A01, and so forth.
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Valid Entries:
0 to 99

Default Value:
(No default)

,buffer
(Optional) Specifies the buffer size for this table.
For more discussion about Accounting buffer and threshold, see the sub-topic Accounting Table Synchronization
under Establishing Accounting Tables.
Valid Entries:

4096 to 999999 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
16384

,status
(Optional) Specifies the initial status for the table.
Valid Entries:

CLOSED or OPEN
Default Value:

OPEN
,threshold

(Optional) Specifies a value for how often to update the Accounting table from the accounting buffer.
For more discussion on Accounting buffer and threshold, see Account Facility Performance in Using the
Accounting Facility.
Valid Entries:

0 to 999999 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
5000

NOTE

More information:

• ACCT (Accounting Facility)

ACCT_ADD

The ACCT_ADD console command allows you to add accounting tables dynamically to MUF. However, the MUF startup
must have at least ACCTPARM defined.

The ACCT_ADD console command allows you to add accounting tables dynamically to the Multi-User Facility (MUF).
However, the MUF startup must have at least ACCTPARM defined.

Pre-requisite:

Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup must have at least ACCTPARM defined. If this is not present in the MUF startup options,
there is no ability to add accounting tables dynamically to MUF.

NOTE
ACCT_ADD is not allowed at MUF startup.

►►─ ACCT_ADD ─ nn,nnnnnn,nnnnnn ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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• nn
Specifies the accounting table number 00 - 99, representing accounting table names A00 -- A99. The table is built in
closed status.
– Valid Values:

00 - 99
– Default Values:

All values are required. No default processing is available.
• ,nnnnnn

Specifies the buffer size with allowed values of 4096 - 999999.
– Valid Values:

4096 - 999999
– Default Values:

All values are required. No default processing is available.
• ,nnnnnn

Specifies the threshold count of 0 - 999999.
– Valid Values:

0 - 999999
– Default Values:

All values are required. No default processing is available.

ACCT_DELETE

In Datacom, the ACCT_DELETE console command allows you to delete a named accounting table from memory. Review
the command syntax, including valid entries that specify the range of tables that can be deleted.

For ACCT_DELETE, the nn is the accounting table number representing accounting table names A00 -- A99. The named
accounting table is deleted from memory and any information in memory, including statistics, is immediately lost.

►►─ ACCT_DELETE ─ nn ────────────────────────────────►◄

nn
Accounting table number
Valid Values:

00 - 99
Default Value:

None

ACCT_THRESHOLD

The ACCT_THRESHOLD console command is not allowed at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and the accounting table
must currently be defined. The changed value takes effect immediately. For more information about this command, see
Accounting Facility Performance in the Using the Accounting Facility.

►►─ ACCT_THRESHOLD ─ nn,nnnnnn ────────────────────────────────►◄

• nn
Specifies the accounting table number representing table names A00 - A99
– Valid Values:

0 - 99
– Default Values:

None
• ,nnnnnn
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Specifies the threshold count
– Valid Values:

0 - 999999
– Default Value:

None

ACCTPRM

(Optional) The ACCTPRM console command is used to acquire the required ACCTPRM statement if any ACCT
statements are provided. The presence of this option generates the Accounting system. This option can be provided with
no ACCT statements. In this case, accounting would be generated with simply no current Accounting tables.

If you do not specify this option, you cannot specify any ACCT statements and no Accounting  table is generated for this
Multi-User Facility (MUF).

►►─ ACCTPRM ─ prm-dbid,acct-dbid ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                                  └─ ,cpu-time ─┘

prm-dbid
(Required) Specifies the DATACOM-ID of the database that contains the Accounting Facility PRM table. We
recommend using database 4.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
acct-dbid

(Required) Specifies the DATACOM-ID of the database that contains the Accounting Facility tables. We
recommend using database 5.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
cpu-time

(Optional) Specifies a choice of support for CPU time within the Accounting Facility tables. If you specify NO, you
can save some overhead in Multi-User Facility performance when the Accounting Facility tables are open if CPU
time is not needed for Accounting Facility table data.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES

ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME

The Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command, ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME, is used to override either the specification that
is set at MUF startup with the ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME MUF startup option, or to override the specification that was set
with a previously issued ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME command. When issuing the ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME command, follow
ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME by either YES (or ON) or NO (or OFF).

►►─ ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME ─┬─ NO ──┬────────────────────────────────────►◄
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                      └─ YES ─┘

Valid Values:

NO (OFF)

YES (ON)

Default Value:

None

ALL_INFO_REPORT

The ALL_INFO-REPORT console and console-like command generates a concisely formatted report containing
comprehensive information. However, ALL_INFO_REPORT is not allowed at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup. Except
for a few differences because the MUF has not ended, the information in the report is the same as that provided in EOJ
reports when the MUF has ended. For example, the report does not provide the task information page showing the status
of tasks.

The syntax for the command is as follows:

►►─ ALL_INFO_REPORT ─ x ──────────────────────────►◄

      

x

Specifying PXX for x produces the report to the PXX. The CLRPXX option of the DBUTLTY COMM function can be
used to clear the PXX data set. The report that is generated with this command starts with a heading that begins:
ALL_INFO_REPORT.

The x can be any of the following data sets: PXX, PXXDD, PXXDST, PXXCBS, or PXXSQL.

Print lines are sent to the specified DD statement (unless full), are available for viewing, and are subject to the DD
statement CLR command.

Note: PXXML is not a valid entry.

Valid Entries:
PXX, PXXCBS, PXXDD, PXXDST, PXXSQL

Default Value:
(No default)

Report Example

      

DSNZMFX1 STC29611 OUTPUT   PXXDST01 QAPROC            CA31                    

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ...+....10...+....20...+....30...+....40...+....50...+....60...+....70...+....

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL ADD,DATA,10          

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL ADD,DATA2,10        

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL ADD,DXX,10          

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL ADD,IXX,10          

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL ADD,DATA,10          

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL DELETE,DATA,5        

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL DELETE,DATA2,5      

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL DELETE,DXX,5        

 7/15/2020 16.00.32  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     FLEXPOOL DELETE,IXX,5        
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 7/15/2020 16.00.33  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     NEWCOPY DBDSMPR              

 7/15/2020 16.00.33  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     NEWCOPY DBSRPPR              

 7/15/2020 16.00.38  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     LOGPEND 15000                

 7/15/2020 16.00.38  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     LOGPEND 32767                

 7/15/2020 16.00.38  SQX_CONSOLE         ADD     SECURITY RESET EFGHI01        

              

ALL_INFO_REPORT    

 

ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX

(z/OS only.) If you are running in a Shadow MUF environment, the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX console command
tells the Shadow MUF to convert into a full MUFplex Multi-User Facility (MUF).

ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX is not allowed at MUF startup.

In a Shadow MUF environment when an outage is planned (see How to Use for Planned Outages), two MUFs
need to be full MUFs simultaneously. The Shadow MUF is told to convert into a full MUFplex MUF by using the
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX console command. Therefore, use this console command when you want the Shadow
MUF to convert into a full MUFplex MUF.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPEX ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER

(z/OS only.) If you are running in a Shadow MUF environment, the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console
command tells the Shadow MUF to take over as the full Multi-User Facility (MUF).

ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX is not allowed at MUF startup.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command is used in situations where more time than is desired might
pass between the full MUF failing and the Shadow MUF taking over. For example, this could happen if the full MUF was
canceled with a S122 Abend. Therefore, all TCBs in the MUF address space are stopped, a full SYSUDUMP is taken,
and the recovery routines are called. If this process, especially taking a full SYSUDUMP, is predicted to consume more
time than is desired before the Shadow MUF receives its automatic notification to take over, an operator can issue an
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command to enable the Shadow MUF. This could be done as soon as an
operator detects a S122 Abend.

Avoid activating the Shadow MUF in error by only using the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command
when:

• You are certain that the full MUF is no longer viable and is no longer executing, and
• The Shadow MUF needs to take over as quickly as possible, without waiting for the Shadow MUF environment to

initiate the change automatically.

If this command is issued when the full MUF is still executing, data corruption could occur for the following reason. Issuing
this command when the full MUF is still executing creates two enabled physical MUFs, both executing against a shared
Log Area (LXX) and all database areas independently. With each MUF reading and writing blocks without regard for the
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other, data corruption almost certainly would occur. Datacom/DB takes steps to prevent an operator error from causing
such a data corruption event by doing the following.

When the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command is received, an XCF message is sent to the
failed MUF. If this message is received by the failed MUF, it checks the operating system ASCB control block to
see if the address space is in abnormal termination. If it is, a reply is returned indicating the console command is
appropriate and is to be processed. If the address space is not in abnormal termination, however, a reply is returned
indicating the console message is not appropriate and is to be ignored. If the XCF message is sent without error
but does not reply, after waiting a reasonable number of seconds without receiving a reply the operator can reissue
the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER command. This second command does not reissue the XCF message
to the full MUF. If the XCF message to the failed MUF is given an XCF error as unable to be sent, the second
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER message is not required.

At this point the full MUF is considered as possibly failed. A message is issued announcing the failure. That message
includes an identifying random number between 1 and 999. At that point, the operator should again verify that
the full MUF has stopped all processing and is not able to start again. If the operator still intends to cause the
Shadow MUF to take over execution for the failed MUF, the operator must issue another console command, the
CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnn message where NNN is the previously mentioned identifying random number
between 1 and 999. The Shadow MUF then honors the request to execute the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER
console command, presumes the full MUF has failed, and soon thereafter leaves the XCF group (although at that point
in time has not yet done so). The log is restarted with necessary rebuilding of the pipeline, the scheduling of rollbacks is
done, and the MUF is enabled for new processing.

At this point one of the physical MUFs is down. The normal user response is to submit that physical MUF execution JCL
on the same LPAR as before or on another LPAR. This new execution enables itself as a Shadow MUF.

AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n

(Startup and Console) The AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command defines
the level or quantity of messages requested by the database administrator. The message currently works for data areas
and occurs in Multi-User Facility (MUF) but not in any single user task such as DBUTLTY.

The value for n drives the quantity of messages. It represents the number of remaining potential extents for the area. As a
database administrator, you will typically use this setting when you begin testing

• Set to 1 to drive the message when the first block of the last potential extent is used.
• Set to 2 to drive the message when the first block of the second-to-last potential extent is used.
• Set to 3 to drive the message when the first block of the third-to-last potential extent is used and so forth.
• Set to the special value of 999 to drive the message when the first block of every extent (except the first) is used..

A good starting number might be 2 or 3. The database administrator needs time to see resulting messages and take the
appropriate action. For example, adding another volume to the list of candidates or maybe ONLINE_AREA_MOVE to a
larger set of extents.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
(Required) Drives the quantity of messages. It represents the number of remaining potential extents for the area.
Valid Entries:

Only 0-15 or 999
Default Value:

7
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Message

The following DB02827W message occurs, as requested, at the time the first block of an extent is used initially. This
is a high-water mark or a maximum usage. The message example has variable numbers that are explained where the
message is documented.

DB02827W - AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING dbid area-name STARTING EXTENT 8 REMAINING 0 EXPECTED 8

The message works equally well for every data area DSOP option.

The message is never driven for extent 1 of the area.

NOTE

This message has nothing to do with the original INIT of the area or DBUTLTY function EXTEND or dynamic
extends.

Example

An area defined as SPACE=((CYL,(100,50)),VOL=SER=(SYSDA,8) has 128 potential extents.

ARM

Learn how to restart the Multi-User Facility (MUF) during startup with the ARM (IBM Automatic Restart Manager)
command startup option in Datacom.

(Optional) (z/OS only)

You can specify the ARM (IBM Automatic Restart Manager) option during Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup.

For the MUF to use the IBM Automatic Restart Manager for a restart, do the following actions:

1. Specify the ARM MUF startup option at the MUF startup.
2. Have an IBM z/OS ARM policy active (defined and started)

The MUF activates ARM processing if you specify the ARM MUF startup option and an ARM policy is active on the
system. The MUF registers the MUF startup options at the MUF startup and de-registers them at MUF EOJ. How the MUF
restarts using ARM is determined by how you code the ARM policy. Normal EOJ processing and cancellations by the
operator do not invoke ARM.

When ARM is invoked, if MUF is restarted, then the SYSOUT data sets can only be retained if you code FREE= and
SPIN= parameters on the SYSOUT statement as follows:

 //RESTART DD SYSOUT=*,FREE=CLOSE,SPIN=UNALLOC

These changes must be made to all SYSOUT=* data sets in the MUF job.

For details on the IBM Automatic Restart Manager facility, see the appropriate IBM documentation.

►►─ ARM ─ arm-element-name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

arm-element-name
The arm-element-name you specify is the name MUF uses to register itself using the IXCARM macro. Your
specified arm-element-name is used if it matches an element name that is coded in the ARM policy. However,
the arm-element-name that you specify does not have to match an element name in the ARM policy for restart
to occur. If your coded arm-element-name does not match an ARM policy element name, for restarting the
defaults are the original startup JCL and parameters.

• Valid Entries: A valid ARM element name
• Default Value: The original startup JCL and parameters for restarting
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BEST_PRACTICES_OFF

(Optional) As a database administrator, if you want to disable a suggestion, use the BEST_PRACTICES_OFF Multi-User
Facility (MUF) startup command.  Many of the Best Practices will change over time to accommodate more suggestions or
consensus.  If you turn any off and they change, you do not see the change.

►►─ BEST_PRACTICES_OFF n─(-n)─(,n) ─────────────────────────────►◄

• n
This variable allows you to disable a suggestion.

Valid Values:
Single number
Range of numbers from 1 through 128
Series of numbers and ranges

BEST_PRACTICES_RC

(Optional) Best Practices are targeted to a production Multi-User Facility (MUF) intended to run efficiently and effectively.
As a database administrator, you can set the BEST_PRACTICES_RC Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option to a
number from 0 to 4 with 0 being the default. This number is substituted if there are any messages at the MUF EOJ when a
Condition code 0 is being produced. The database administrator can set a value '1' as a reminder to review the messages
from the previous MUF execution for anything new or interesting. Those known messages where no change is planned
can be turned off using BEST_PRACTICES_OFF. This MUF option sets the Condition Code (CC) to be a 1 or, 2 or, 3
or 4 assuming the Condition Code(CC) would have been a zero.

NOTE
By default, reporting a Best Practice has no effect other than in the SYSPRINT.

The Best Practice suggestions might change frequently to incorporate new suggestions and consensus.

►►─ BEST_PRACTICES_RC n ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the Condition Code if there are any messages at the MUF EOJ when a Condition code 0 is being
produced.
Valid Values:

0 - 4
Default Value:

0

BREAK

(Optional) Use the BREAK nnn console-like command to change the value of this Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup
option. This option prevents a lower priority task or one of equal priority from dominating a system. It is available during
the MUF startup and as a console-like command.

►►─ BREAK ─ nnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nnn
(Required) The parameter nnn specifies the number of buffer references that one task can make before allowing
a task switch. If you do not specify this option, the default is 500. Specifying a small number adds CPU overhead.
We do not recommend using low numbers less than 50. Picking a number in the range 100 through 250 is
reasonable. If the provided number is 2-49, it is altered to the current minimum BREAK at the MUF startup
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which is 50. It is possible to set a value of 2-49 after the MUF enabled using the console-like BREAK command.
However, this is not recommended.
A higher priority task always continues executing over a lower priority task.

NOTE
SQL tasks that use a large percentage of CPU time relinquish control so that current tasks can continue
to run in a reasonable manner. This is in addition to any BREAK MUF startup option value set at MUF
startup. Queries that build large temporary tables for non-correlated subquery results are primarily
affected.

Valid Entries:
2 to 2500 (Values 2-49 are altered to be 50)

Default Value:
(There is no default for this parameter when you specify the option. If you do not specify the BREAK
option, the default is 500.)

BUFF_DUMP_OUTPUT_SVC

(Optional) Use the BUFF_DUMP_OUTPUT_SVC Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option and console-like API to specify
whether an SVC dump is produced instead of a PXX dump. Use this MUF command during the MUF startup or after the
MUF is enabled.

►►─ BUFF_DUMP_ OUTPUT_SVC ─┬─ NO ◄─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ YES ─┘

BUFF_DUMP_OUTPUT_SVC
Specify YES for this startup option to request an SVC dump instead of a PXX DUMP when Datacom/DB produces
a Master List dump with buffers.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT

(Optional) During the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or after MUF is enabled:

Use the BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option and console-like API to define areas that
are to use an alternate pool instead of the four standard pools.

For an individual DBID for each buffer type:

You can only specify an alternate buffer pool at the area level or at the DBID level, but not both. For example, specifying
DATAnn,PAY001 and DATAnn,1 is not allowed.

Different data areas in a database can be defined for different buffer pools. Therefore, multiple data set index areas with
the IXX can go in one pool, and a possible I22 in a second pool, and a possible I01 in a third pool.

For more information about related Dynamic System Tables, see MUF_BUF_CONTENT and MUF_BUF_USE.

►►─ BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT pool-name,item ──────────────────►◄

pool-name
The pool-name matches a pool name that is specified on the MUF startup option BUFFER_POOL_DEF. For MUF
startup details, see BUFFER_POOL_DEF.
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,item
At MUF startup, the item is a single entry or a list of entries that are separated by a comma. Each entry can be an
area name and DBID (examples are IXX2 and PAY5000). Or, it can be a DBID (such as 400), or it can be a range
of bases (for example, 300-800). If the area name is not provided, all areas of that type for the DBID or DBIDs
specified are placed in the defined pool.
If the content is changed after the MUF is enabled, the item can only be specified as a single item. A database
cannot be open at the time the BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT statement is processed. The pairing of the buffer pool
with the area occurs during an open of the database where it is not currently open. The open fails if the block size
needed is larger than the defined pool size.

BUFFER_POOL_COUNT

Use the BUFFER_POOL_COUNT console-like API to change the buffer count while the Multi-User Facility (MUF) is
enabled by specifying the following:

►► BUFFER_POOL_COUNT pool-name,buffer-count ────────────►◄

pool-name
To use BUFFER_POOL_COUNT, the buffer pool-name is required to have first been defined during MUF startup
by specifying the MUF startup option BUFFER_POOL_DEF.

buffer-count
The buffer count is the precise desired number. The buffer count is not similar to FLEXPOOL, which allows
a number to be added or deleted. The buffer count can range from 9-99999. For MUF startup details, see
BUFFER_POOL_DEF.

For related Dynamic System Tables, see MUF_BUF_CONTENT (MBC) and MUF_BUF_USE.

BUFFER_POOL_DATA

(Optional) The BUFFER_POOL_DATA Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command allows a specific data area to have a
private buffer pool. BUFFER_POOL_DATA is part of Buffer Pool by Area.

The BUFFER_POOL_DATA pools are defined similar to COVERED where it:

• Can be defined specifically for one explicit data area keeping that set of data buffers out of the DATAPOOL buffers or
where it can be generic with an omitted area name to cause all areas in the database that are opened to match

• Allows multiple choices for sizing the buffer pool by using a:
– Byte size similar to how COVERED can be done, specified as bytes (including K, M, and G)
– Block count as would be provided in the CXX report
– Percentage of initialized blocks as provided in the CXX report and also similar to how COVERED can be done
– Percentage of high use blocks as provided in the CXX report as the maximum percent full
– Percentage of active in use blocks as provided in the CXX report

• Performs with less CPU overhead compared to COVERED but not a percentage likely to be measurable.
Can be used to oversize memory buffers for an important data area, or to undersize a low-priority area.

• The buffers, after allocation during the area open, are processed exactly as any in BUFFER_POOL_DEF buffers.
• Allows the DATAPOOL buffers to be more efficient because the area set with BUFFER_POOL_DATA does not need to

be moved into a DATAPOOL buffer replacing other data areas blocks.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Command
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    BUFFER_POOL_DATA dbid,area-name, 

    BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE,size-with-K-M-G-% 

    (,optional-buffer-size-4k-32k) 

    

The command is similar to BUFFER_POOL where:

• Each buffer participates in the pipeline of deferred writes.
• Each block is in memory once and never needs to be copied to a COVERED address or restored.

BUFFER_POOL_DATA is limited to 10 statements in the MUF SYSIN. Any statement after the first 10 is set as 'ignored'.

At the open of an area, if the area is defined with BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT/BUFFER_POOL_DEF, then that
area will be used and any BUFFER_POOL_DATA/BUFFER_POOL_INDEX will be ignored. Each area has the
choice of BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT/BUFFER_POOL_DEF as the first choice, then BUFFER_POOL_DATA/
BUFFER_POOL_INDEX as the second choice, and then finally DATAPOOL/SYSPOOL.

   

    ►►─ BUFFER_POOL_DATA dbid,area-name, ─┬─ BYTES ──┬──────────────────► 

                                          ├─ BLOCKS ─┤ 

                                          ├─ INIT ───┤  

                                          ├─ HIGH ───┤

                                          └─ ACTIVE ─┘

    ►── ,pool-memory-size,optional-buffer-size ──────────────────────────►◄      

• dbid
The dbid must be one single DBID. The dbid cannot be a list or range of DBIDs.

• area-name
The area-name must be one specific data area name. The name cannot be IXX or DXX. Names are not validated.
All area names are considered generic until a specific OPEN and, therefore, are not subject to any reporting unless
opened. Be careful when typing an area name. The area-name may be omitted by use of two commas to indicate that
all areas in the database are to match.

• BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE
The BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE type of memory allows for flexibility in definition.
– BYTES provide for a specific pool size. The size is divided by the block size to allocate once the area is opened.
– BLOCKS provide for a specific pool size. The pool size is based on the size multiplied by the block size to allocate

once the area is opened.
– INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE provide a percent size when the area is opened. The percent size is based on the initialized

blocks, the high usage blocks, or the active blocks.
The INIT is activated at open with the current percent of initialized blocks.
The HIGH is activated at open with the number of blocks up to the high-use mark.
The ACTIVE is activated at open with the current percent of active (in use) blocks.
Each subsequent close and open retests and adjusts the buffers for the current data area content.

• pool-memory-size
The pool-memory-size is required. The size following BYTES or BLOCKS can have a suffix of K, M, or G. The size
following INIT, HIGH, or ACTIVE has the number as a percentage. The size must be a number in the range 1 to
200 followed by the percent sign (%). Numbers 1 to 100 apply specifically at the open. Numbers 101 to 200 allow
oversizing to anticipate some growth following the open. The percentage applies for every subsequent close and open
of the area where the blocks in the pool are increased or decreased to meet the percentage to the area content. The
blocks are not adjusted based on change in the extents at the time of the extend. Use of new high-use blocks, or the
active block, counts growing or shrinking within the same open.
With BYTES, the number with no suffix or K, M, or G represents the memory size to allocate. With a suffix, the
number is multiplied by 1,024, 1,048,576, or 1,073,741,824. The number that is specified can range from 1 to 19G
(20,401,094,656). At first open, memory size is lowered to the size needed to contain all blocks that are initialized.
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With BLOCKS, the number that will be multiplied by the block size at open (times the suffix 1,000, 1,000,000, or
1,000,000,000) provides the memory size to allocate. At first open, memory size is lowered to the size needed to
contain all blocks that are initialized.
When the MUF option X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is not provided, any memory size larger than 2G is lowered to 2G.
When specified, any size larger than its provided number is lowered to that size. These rules are the same rules for
COVERED.

NOTE
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is rarely used.

During the OPEN, if the pool-memory-size actions generate fewer than five buffers, then the number is rounded up to
the minimum of five.

• buffer-size
The buffer-size is optional. When buffer-size is not specified, the buffer size is defined by the area block size when
first opened for this MUF execution. The default is appropriate when there are no plans to change the block size for
the data or for the index area for the life of this MUF execution. If there is such a plan, set the buffer-size to the larger
value of the old and new block sizes. An area opening with the buffer-size smaller than the data area size causes the
BUFFER_POOL_DATA statement to be ignored and IO to the data area to be directed to the DATAPOOL buffers. A
buffer-size is rounded up to 32 bytes as needed.

Considerations

The definition is not allowed to specify a conflict with multiple BUFFER_POOL_DATA statements.

A new definition is not allowed after the MUF is enabled. The class BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE is not allowed to
change after MUF is enabled.

A data area can be defined with both the area in a BUFFER_POOL_DEF/BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT statement where in
this case the BUFFER_POOL_DATA is ignored.

The definition can be logically deleted after the MUF enables and opens the area. If the data area is closed and reopened,
then the actual delete occurs.

Once the area is opened, the size can be altered using BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE, which adjusts the number of blocks
at that time. If the class is either INIT, HIGH, or ACTIVE, the number of blocks can be adjusted to the current percentage
values using BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE.

Examples

MUF EOJ Report for Buffer Pool by Area

                                        BUFFER_POOL_DATA                                                   

    AREA TYPE    REQ       1-BFR INIT'D -----=-POOL---------HIGH--- ---ACTIVE--  -REMOVED--                  

          USED

DBID             SIZE-CL  SIZE BLOCKS  SIZE BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT                     

 USED 1    5+ %

 310 AR3 DATA    280-BL  4096  1,800 4032K  1,008  56    353  19    280  15    274  17                       

 1,530    99.2

3100 AR4 DATA    50%-IN  4096  1,800 3600K    900  50    776  43    707  39      0   0                       

 1,311    98.9

3312 AR1 DATA    75%-AC 32128 10,395   49M  1,599  15  2,151  20  2,127  20 146141  75                     

 193,642    95.1

3319 AR1 DATA     1M-BY 28000    360    1M     37  10    106  29    106  29 201966  83                     

 240,562    39.1

3319 AR2 DATA    90%-AC 28000     30  739K     27  90     30 100     30 100  8,509  80                      

 10,521    96.9    
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Data Areas Set as Opened but Later Deleted

    

                                      BUFFER_POOL_DATA                                                       

           

    AREA TYPE    REQ    1-BFR INIT'D ------POOL------ ---HIGH--- --ACTIVE-- -REMOVED--                       

       USED

DBID            SIZE-CL  SIZE BLOCKS  SIZE BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT                     

 USED 1  5+ %

                                                                                                             

    

   2*DD1 DATA   111%-IN  4096 25,200  110M 27,972 111  6,366  25  6,366  25      0   0                     

 71,669  92.2

 789*A01 DATA    80%-HU  4096 25,200   79M 20,160  80 25,201 100      2   0      0   0                    

 176,390   0.0

 800*A01 DATA    98M-BL  4096 37,800   98M 25,000  66  8,983  23  8,983  23      0   0                     

 34,321  97.5

2400*AR4 DATA    50%-AC  4096 14,400 5480K  1,370   9  2,742  19  2,742  19      0   0                      

 1,229  97.1

3314*AR1 DATA    25M-BY 32768  3,060   25M    800  26  2,660  86  2,286  74      0   0                      

 4,409  91.0

                                            CBS INFORMATION     

    

In the report, be aware of the following values for the descriptions:

If the area was opened with the buffer pool but later logically deleted using command BUFFER_POOL_DELETE, an
asterisk (*) follows the database ID and precedes the area name.

REQ SIZE-CL is what was provided in the definition. This size is in place at the time of the report. The size is set during
the MUF startup and can be altered with the BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE command.

When BYTES or BLOCKS, the value is printed in:

• Gigabytes (G) when the number is greater than 9999M or when the number was specified with the G
• Megabytes (M) when the number is greater than 9999K or when the number was specified with the M
• Kilobytes (K) when the number is greater than 99999 or when the number was specified with the K
• Number of bytes

NOTE
BYTES are suffixed by -BY and BLOCKS are suffixed by -BL

When INIT, HIGH, or ACTIVE, the value is a percentage where the percentage is provided with a percent sign (%). The
percentage is suffixed by class:

• IN for INIT
• HU for HIGH
• AC for ACTIVE

1-BFR SIZE is the size of the buffer that is used for the specific pool. The buffer size is rounded from the provided size or
the actual area size up to a multiple of 32.

INIT’D BLOCKS provides the number of blocks initialized for the area at the time of the report. This includes blocks at the
last area open plus any dynamic extend. Specified in bytes unless the numbers are [printed as:
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• 99999k are printed in megabytes with letter M
• 999999 are printed in kilobytes with letter K

POOL SIZE is the size in bytes for the memory used to contain the buffers at the time of the report. POOL SIZE is
reported as value printed in:

• Gigabytes (G) when the number is greater than 9999M or when the number was specified with the G
• Megabytes (M) when the number is greater than 9999K or when the number was specified with the M
• Kilobytes (K) when the number is greater than 9999 or when the number was specified with the K
• Bytes

The byte following the POOL SIZE is normally blank to denote the pool buffer size was allocated as the request size
specified. However, if the size was lowered per the rules, a reason for the lowering follows the pool size. The letters that
can occur with the reason are:

• * (asterisk) - The size was provided using either BYTES or BLOCKS and that size provided more blocks than 100
percent of the data area. The allocation is always reduced at open to all the initialized blocks. The test reoccurs if the
data area is later closed and opened.

• # (pound sign) - The size provided was larger than 2G which is the MUF default maximum size for a COVERED area
or a Buffer Pool by Area buffer. The default occurs if the MUF optional command X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is not
specified.

• @ (at sign) - The size provided was larger than the size provided with the optional command
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE which was specified. This size is allowed to a size within the range of 1M to 19G.

POOL BLOCKS are the count of blocks within this specific pool at the time of the report. Specified in bytes unless the
numbers greater than:

• 99999k are printed in megabytes with letter M
• 999999 are printed in kilobytes with letter K

POOL PCT is the percentage of the blocks in the pool to the number of blocks initialized at the time of the report. If any
dynamic extends have happened since the last open or last resize, then POOL PCT does not match the percent that is
requested with INIT.

HIGH BLOCKS are the count of high used blocks at the time of the report to help make tuning adjustments
easier. Specified in bytes unless the numbers greater than:

• 99999k are printed in megabytes with letter M
• 999999 are printed in kilobytes with letter K

ACTIVE BLOCKS are the count of in-use blocks at the time of the report to help make tuning adjustments
easier. Specified in bytes unless the numbers greater than:

• 99999k are printed in megabytes with letter M
• 999999 are printed in kilobytes with letter K

REMOVED BLOCKS is the count of times the USED 1 count was forced to remove a memory block to read another.
REMOVED BLOCKS is provided to make tuning adjustments easier by understanding the USED 1. All buffers are cleared
at the initial open and at an area close. Following an area open, USED 1 is not counted in REMOVED BLOCKS. In
addition to an area close, MUF does occasionally remove blocks from memory and so requires a reread if it is needed
again.

REMOVED PCT is the percent of the REMOVED BLOCKS to the USED 1 count. Normally, the percentage ranges from
0 to 100. However, use of ONLINE_AREA_MOVE, Block Size Alter 24x7, or ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE can generate a
second 100 percent on the new area.

USED 1 is similar to other SYSPOOL, DATAPOOL, and BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools. USED 1 is the count of a block first
being used after being read from DASD.
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Used 5+ % is from a number that is similar to the other SYSPOOL, DATAPOOL, and BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
However, it is a percentage of 5+ to the sum of USED 1+2+3+4.

The following message is relevant to this command. For details about messages and return codes, see Messages.

DB01420I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA OPENED dbid area-name BLOCKS-n B_SIZE-buffer-size CL-class

BUFFER_POOL_DEF

(Optional) Alternate buffer pools can be defined only during Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup. They are defined with the
MUF startup option BUFFER_POOL_DEF. One BUFFER_POOL_DEF statement is used to define each alternate buffer
pool.

Alternate buffer pools are alternatives to the DATAPOOL and SYSPOOL MUF startup options. You can assign databases
and data areas to the alternate buffer pools.

Without using BUFFER_POOL_DEF: MUF uses one common high-level index (IXX) buffer pool, one common low-level
index (DXX) buffer pool, and two data area buffer pools (normal and large). The use of alternate buffer pools allows more
pools of each type. Each of the three types of buffers can have up to 99 alternate buffer pools.

If you want to use the alternate buffer pools, define the pools and specify which areas and database IDs (DBIDs) use the
alternate pools.

Using alternate buffer pools can increase memory resources for selected areas and can restrict memory for other selected
areas. Use of alternate pools provides the possibility of improving performance regarding accessing selected databases.

WARNING

Consider the following information when using alternate buffer pools:

• Using extra buffer pools makes tuning the MUF more complex. For example, if an area is restricted to fewer
buffers, I/O for the area can be exponentially increased by additions to the MUF I/O counts and CPU time.
This increases the user program elapsed times significantly.

• The MUF startup option ACCESS is required to be set to OPTIMIZE for every DBID with an area in an
alternate buffer pool.

• Areas (and all data areas) that use alternative buffer pools are required to be loaded with URI.
• Moving an open area to a different pool requires that the DBID is fully closed.
• Data and Index buffers (IXX/DXX) default to (and should be) in 64-bit memory in z/OS. This is true for

all types of buffers, including standard DATAPOOL, SYSPOOL, and alternate buffer pools. Take into
consideration that virtual memory is, at some point, backed by real memory.

• AutoCollect does not look at or record any information about the extra buffer pools.

To specify alternate buffer pool usage during MUF startup or after the MUF is enabled, you can define areas
that are to use an alternate pool instead of the four standard pools by using the following console-like API:
BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT pool-name,item

The buffer count can be changed while the MUF is enabled by using the following console-like API:
BUFFER_POOL_COUNT  pool-name,buffer-count

For details about BUFFER_POOL_COUNT, see MUF Startup Options and Console/Console-Like Commands.

Two dynamic system tables map buffer pool contents (MUF_BUF_CONTENT) and monitor usage (MUF_BUF_USE)

A MUF EOJ report (Buffer Pool Information) provides information about what buffer pools exist and their 1-5 usage. The
Buffer Pool Information report includes both the standard buffer pools and the alternate buffers pools, if they have been
defined to the current MUF.

The following messages are related to using more buffer pools: DB00619E, DB00620E, and DB00621W.
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The BUFFER TOO SMALL return code 70 has three internal return codes related to using additional buffer pools: 70(001),
70(002), and 70(003).

The following message is related to large PageFrameSie: DB00330I

For details about messages and return codes, see Messages.

The BUFFER_POOL_DEF startup option has the following syntax. All parameters that are shown in the syntax are
required.

►► BUFFER_POOL_DEF pool-name,buffer-size,buffer-count,pageframesize ────────────►◄

pool-name
The pool-name consists of a buffer type followed by a two-digit number nn of 01-99, hence valid values are:
IXXnn, DXXnn, or DATAnn. Each unique pool name can only be defined once.

buffer-size
The buffer-size can range from 1k to 32k for data, and from 4k to 8k for IXX and DXX. The buffer size cannot be
changed during the current MUF execution.

buffer-count
The buffer-count can range from 9 to 99999. The pools reside in 64- bit memory by default but can be set to 31-bit
memory. Take the underlying memory requirements into consideration when specifying large buffer counts.

pageframesize
The pageframesize parameter specifies the page frame size that is used to back the buffer memory for this pool.
It is allowed if the pool name begins with DXX. Valid values are:
PFS4K

- Use the standard Page Frame Size of 4k.
PFS1M

- Use a large Page Frame Size of 1M from the large frame area. MUF allocates alternate DXX buffers
prior to its enabling and keeps this storage for the life of the MUF. Therefore, you should carefully
consider the effects of specifying the PFS1M option, on other jobs in the LPAR that might also want Large
Page Frame support. The PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT option can be used to limit the total amount of Large
Page Frame backed memory this MUF can allocate.

Default
- PFS4K

Examples
BUFFER_POOL_DEF DXX01,4K,13000,PFS1M
BUFFER_POOL_DEF DXX20,8192,3000,PFS4K

BUFFER_POOL_DELETE

(Optional) As part of Buffer Pool by Area, the BUFFER_POOL_DELETE console command is provided for the case where
the definition is a mistake and the definition is not intended or wanted. However, a new MUF recycle is not acceptable.

 ►►─ BUFFER_POOL_DELETE ,dbid,area-name ───────────────────────────►◄     

    

• dbid
The dbid must be one single DBID and cannot be a list or range of DBIDs.

• area-name
The area-name must be one specific data area name. The name cannot be IXX or DXX. Names are not validated.
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The logical delete of a single specific area has no immediate effect on an open area using the buffer pool as the area
is being accessed by all open applications and they cannot be interrupted by MUF. When the area is next closed, a
subsequent open does not use the buffer pool definition but causes the area to be subject to I/O using the DATAPOOL
options.

A logically deleted specific definition cannot be made usable in this MUF execution. An area logically deleted, open or
not, is available for reporting. A logically deleted area can still be used with MUF commands BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE,
BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE, and another BUFFER_POOL_DELETE.

A delete of an area that has not been successfully opened in this MUF generates a 'NOT FOUND' error.

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX

(Optional) The BUFFER_POOL_INDEX command allows a specific index area to have a private pool for work index
blocks to exist for access and read from DASD or write to DASD. BUFFER_POOL_INDEX is part of Buffer Pool by Area.
The BUFFER_POOL_INDEX pools are defined similar to COVERED where:

• Each buffer participates in the pipeline of deferred writes
• Each block is in memory once and never needs to be copied to a COVERED address or restored

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisites

The MUF may not be a MUFPLEX having a Coupling Facility. Therefore, it is not allowed with a MUFPLEX with modes
‘A’, ‘B’, or ‘S’. The MUF is allowed with a MUFPLEX Shadow without a Coupling Facility with mode ‘S_NO_STRUCTURE’.
A MUFPLEX Shadow without a Coupling Facility does not allow commands 'MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW' and
'ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX'.

Considerations

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX uses more 31-bit memory than COVERED. BUFFER_POOL_DATA requires 192 bytes per
block, which is not significant for smaller areas. However, for a large area containing 4096 byte blocks at 2G buffer size it
is significant. With 524288 blocks, the additional 31-bit memory size is 96M. BUFFER_POOL_INDEX is restricted to 10
statements at the MUF startup. This allows 10 or more index areas of ‘IXX’ or Multiple Dataset Index (MDI) areas. In initial
usage, pick areas not critical to allow the command to be substantiated before heavy critical usage.

Command

The command model is:

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX dbid,area-name,

BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE,size-as-bytes-or-K-M-G-%

(,optional-buffer-size-4k-8k) (,optional-MEMORY_GUARD)

    

At the open of an area, if the area is defined with BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT/BUFFER_POOL_DEF, then that
area is used and any BUFFER_POOL_DATA/BUFFER_POOL_INDEX is ignored. Each area has the choice of
BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT/BUFFER_POOL_DEF as first choice, then BUFFER_POOL_DATA/BUFFER_POOL_INDEX
as second choice, and then finally DATAPOOL/SYSPOOL.

A limit of 10 statements are allowed with the MUF SYSIN. Statements more than 10 are flagged as ‘ignored’.

NOTE
BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT has priority.
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►►─ BUFFER_POOL_INDEX dbid,area-name, ────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬─ BYTES ──┬─,size (,optional-buffer-size) ─────────────────────► 

  ├─ BLOCKS ─┤ 

  ├─ INIT ───┤  

  ├─ HIGH ───┤

  └─ ACTIVE ─┘

 

►── (,optional-MEMORY_GUARD) ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Definitions are as follows:

• dbid
The dbid must be a single DBID.

• area-name
The area-name for the index
– starts with an ‘I’
– ends with either the letters ‘XX’ or with a two-digit number from ‘00’ to ‘99’
– may be omitted using two commas to indicate that every index area for the database is to participate as it is opened
Names are not validated. All area names are considered generic until a specific OPEN and, therefore, are not subject
to any reporting until opened. Be careful not to mistype an area name. The area-name may be omitted using two
sequential commas (for example, BUFFER_POOL_IXX 779,,INIT,105%). Using two sequential commas for the area-
name provides a generic entry where every index area in that database is considered to match.

• BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE
The BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE type of memory allows flexibility in definition, as follows:
– BYTES provide for a specific pool size with the size divided by the block size to allocate once the area is opened.
– BLOCKS provide for a specific pool size that is based on the size that is multiplied by the block size to allocate

once the area is opened.
– INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE provide a percent size when the area is opened where the percent is of the initialized blocks,

the high usage blocks, or the active blocks.
• INIT is activated at open with the then current percent of initialized blocks.
• HIGH is activated at open with the then current percent of active (in use) blocks.
• ACTIVE is activated at open with the then current percent of active (in use) blocks.

• pool-memory-size
The pool-memory-size is required. The size following BYTES or BLOCKS can have a suffix of K, M, or G. The size
following INIT, HIGH, or, ACTIVE has the number as a percentage. The size must be a number in the range of 1 to
200 followed by the percent sign (%). Numbers 1 to 100 apply specifically at the open. Numbers 101 to 200 allow
oversizing to anticipate some growth following the open. The percentage applies for every subsequent close and open
of the area where the blocks in the pool are increased or decreased to meet the percentage to the area content. The
blocks are not adjusted based on change in the extents at the time of the extend. Use of new high- use blocks, or the
active block, counts growing or shrinking within the same open.
With BYTES, the number with no suffix or K, M, or G represents the memory size to allocate. With a suffix, the
number is multiplied by 1,024, 1,048,576, or 1,073,741,824. The number that is specified can range from 1 to 19G
(20,401,094,656). At first open, memory size is lowered to the size needed to contain all blocks that are initialized.
With BLOCKS, the number that is multiplied by the block size at open (times the suffix 1,000, 1,000,000, or
1,000,000,000) provides the memory size to allocate. At first open, memory size is lowered to the size needed to
contain all blocks that are initialized.
When the MUF option X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is not provided, any memory size larger than 2G is lowered to 2G.
When specified, any size larger than its provided number is lowered to that size. These rules are the same rules for
COVERED.
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NOTE
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is rarely used.

During the OPEN, if thepool-memory-size actions generate fewer than 99 buffers, the number is rounded up to the
minimum of 99.

• optional-buffer-size
The optional-buffer-size can be a range from 4k to 8k. When the size is not specified, the buffer size is defined by
the area block size when first opened for this MUF execution. The default is appropriate when there are no plans to
change the index area block size during the life of this MUF execution. If there is such a plan, set the optional-buffer-
size to the larger value of the former and new block sizes. An area opening with the buffer size smaller than the index
area size causes

• the BUFFER_POOL_INDEX statement to be ignored
• IO to the data area to be directed to the SYSPOOL buffers

A buffer size is rounded up to 32 bytes as needed.
• optional-MEMORY_GUARD

The optional-MEMORY_GUARD applies to every buffer in this pool but only has editing when an individual buffer is
used for low-level DXX blocks. MEMORY_GUAD is not recommended unless requested in response to a support
problem. MEMORY_GUARD might be appropriate for a small ‘QA’ type MUF environment.

Example

MUF EOJ Report for Buffer Pool by Area

                                            BUFFER_POOL DATA/INDEX                                           

       

 AREA TYPE    REQ    1-BFR INIT'D ------POOL------ ---HIGH--- --ACTIVE-- -REMOVED--                          

        USED

DBID            SIZE-CL  SIZE BLOCKS  SIZE BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT BLOCKS PCT                     

 USED 1   5+ %

                                                                                                             

           

 310 IXX INDEX   470-BL  4096  3,600 8836K  2,209  61    470  13    470  13      0   0                       

  470   99.8

3312 IXX INDEX  100%-AC  4096  3,600 8344K  2,086  57  2,098  58  2,086  57 112358  93                    

 120,394   96.9

_ind

    

If any defined areas have been opened, then the report occurs after the BUFFER POOL INFORMATION page. Only
opening alters a definition generic or specific into an actual Buffer Pool by Area. Those areas that are successfully opened
with enough memory and not ignored and not later deleted are printed.

In the report, be aware of the following values for the descriptions:

• If the area was opened with the buffer pool but later logically deleted using command BUFFER_POOL_DELETE, then
an asterisk (*) follows the database ID and precedes the area name.

• TYPE is the definition that is used for the specific area, one of DATA or INDEX. The use of INDEX is for the entire
index area containing both high-level IXX blocks and low-level DXX blocks. INDEX is not a facility that is used with
SYSPOOL or BUFFER_POOL_DEF definitions. INDEX also provides the most recently used blocks to be in the
pool regardless of IXX or DXX. At any one time every buffer can contain just IXX blocks, just DXX blocks, or any
combination.

• REQ SIZE-CL is what was provided in the definition.
• When BYTES or BLOCKS are specified, the value is printed in
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– Gigabytes (G) when the number is greater than 9999M or if the value was specified with the G
– Megabytes (M) when the number is greater than 9999K or if the value was specified with the M
– Kilobytes (K) when the number is greater than 99999 or if the value was specified with the K
– Number of bytes

NOTE
BYTES are suffixed by -BY, and BLOCKS are suffixed by -BL.

• When INIT, HIGH, or ACTIVE the value is a percentage where the percentage is provided with a percent sign (%). The
percentage is suffixed by class:
– IN for INIT
– HU for HIGH
– AC for ACTIVE

• 1-BFR SIZE is the size of the buffer being used for the specific pool. The value is rounded from the provided size or
the actual area size to a multiple of 32.

• INIT’D BLOCKS provides the number of blocks that were initialized for the area at the time of the report. The number
of initialized blocks includes blocks at the last area open plus any dynamic extends after that open. Numbers are
printed in
– Megabytes and with the letter M for values 99999K and greater
– Kilobytes and with the letter K for values greater than 999999 bytes and less than 99999K
– Bytes for values less than or equal to 999999

• POOL SIZE is the size in bytes for the memory that is used to contain the buffers at the time of the report. Numbers
are printed in
– Gigabytes (G) when the number is greater than 9999M or if the number was specified with the G
– Megabytes (M) when the number is greater than 9999K or if the number was specified with the M
– Kilobytes (K) when the number is less than or equal to 9999K

• POOL BLOCKS are the count of blocks within this specific pool at the time of the report. Numbers are printed in
– Megabytes and with the letter M for values greater than 99999K
– Kilobytes and with the letter K for values greater than 999999 bytes and less than 99999K
– Bytes for values less than or equal to 999999 bytes

• POOL PCT is the percentage of the blocks in the pool to the number of blocks initialized at the time of the report.
POOL PCT does not match the percent that is requested with INIT when dynamic extends have happened since the
last open or the last resize.

• HIGH BLOCKS are the count of high-use blocks at the time of the report. HIGH BLOCKS is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier. Numbers are printed in
– Megabytes and with the letter M for values greater than 99999K
– Kilobytes and with the letter K for values greater than 999999 bytes and less than 99999K
– Bytes for values less than or equal to 999999 bytes

• HIGH PCT is the percentage of high-use blocks to the initialized blocks at the time of the report. HIGH PCT is provided
to make tuning adjustments easier.

• ACTIVE BLOCKS are the count of in-use blocks at the time of the report. ACTIVE BLOCKS is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier. Numbers are printed in
– Megabytes and with the letter M for values greater 99999K
– Kilobytes and with the letter K for values greater than 999999 bytes and less than 99999K
– Bytes for values less than or equal to 99999 bytes

• ACTIVE PCT is the percentage of in-use blocks to the initialized blocks at the time of the report. ACTIVE PCT is
provided to make tuning adjustments easier.

• REMOVED BLOCKS is the count of times the USED 1 count was forced to remove a memory block to read another.
REMOVED BLOCKS is provided to make tuning adjustments easier by understanding the USED 1. All buffers are
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cleared at the initial open and at an area close. Following an area open, USED 1 does not count in REMOVED
BLOCKS.

• REMOVED PCT is the percent of the REMOVED BLOCKS to the USED 1 count. Normally, the percentage ranges
from 0 to 100. However, use of ONLINE_AREA_MOVE, Block Size Alter 24x7, or ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE can
generate a second 100 percent on the new area.

• USED 1 is the count of a block first being used after being read from DASD. USED 1 is similar to other SYSPOOL,
DATAPOOL, and BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.

• USED 5+ % is a percentage of 5+ to the sum of USED 1+2+3+4. USED 5+ % is from a number that is similar to the
other SYSPOOL, DATAPOOL, and BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.

In the report, any areas that are defined as INDEX are first reported in DBID and in the order of area name. Then, any
areas that are defined as IXX are reported.

The BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE command modifies these limits that are imposed at open time for the data or index area
when these values are set. As new blocks or blocks are freed or if dynamic extends occur, the block counts change all the
time. The BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE command will then rebalance the values. Resize can be done on a scheduled time
box or on demand. For more information, see BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE.

Examples

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 002,,ACTIVE,10%

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 015,IXX,ACTIVE,100%

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 1497,,HIGH,80%

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 3310,I22,HIGH,50%,8192

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 3318,,BLOCKS,300,8192,MEMORY_GUARD

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX 3319,,HIGH,80%,,MEMORY_GUARD

Messages

BUFFER_POOL_INDEX has the following messages:

• DB01419W
• DB01420I
• DB01421I

BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE

(Optional) As part of Buffer Pool by Area, the BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE console command can alter the size value of
an area that has been opened with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) command.

   

    ►►─ BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SiZE ,dbid,area-name, ─┬─ BYTES ──┬───────────────► 

                                               ├─ BLOCKS ─┤ 

                                               ├─ INIT ───┤  

                                               ├─ HIGH ───┤

                                               └─ ACTIVE ─┘

    ►── ,new-size-with-modifier ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄      

• dbid
The dbid must be one specific DBID that has been opened.

• area-name
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The area-name must be one specific area name that has been opened.
• BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE

The BYTES/BLOCKS/INIT/HIGH/ACTIVE must match the definition.
– With BYTES or BLOCKS: The modifier is optional and can be the letters K, M, or G where the number is

multiplied by 1,024, 1,048,576, or 1,073,741,824. The number with the modifier applied can range from 1g - 9g
(9,663,676,416). A size can be up to 19g which is not the same as at the MUF startup.

– With BYTES and BLOCKS: The number of blocks are reduced to the number of initialized blocks.
– With INIT, HIGH, or ACTIVE: The number is a percentage value from 1 to 200 and must be followed by a percent

sign (%).
• new-size-with-modifier

The new-size-with-modifier is the new size value to replace the current size.

When the MUF rarely used option X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is not provided, any memory size larger than 2G is lowered
to 2G. When specified, any size larger than its provided number is lowered to that size.

After the size is set, the pool block count is increased or decreased as necessary to meet the new size.

The following message is relevant to this command. For details about messages and return codes, see Messages.

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA newsize/resize dbid area-name class FROM n1 TO n2 BLOCKS

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE

(Optional) As part of Buffer Pool by Area, the collection of all buffer pools that are defined as a percentage are subject to
this BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE console command.

►►─ BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE ─┬ dbid ───────┬──────────────────────────────►

                        └ dbid-dbid ──┘    

• dbid
The dbid can be one single DBID.

• dbid-dbid
The dbid-dbid can be a range of DBIDs such as 1-5000.

The command is not by type nor specific areas. The command is expected to be automated using the MUF command
SUBTASK_AUTO where it executes, for example, every hour. This command allows the percentage of INIT to adjust for
any dynamic extend of any areas. Similar for high used blocks growing or the active blocks either growing or shrinking

The buffer count within a data pool is not allowed to be less than 5. Therefore, use of BYTES/BLOCKS or a percent is
rounded-up as necessary to 5.

The use of either a single DBID or range causes a scan of all BUFFER_POOL_DATA open areas and processing any that
are matching the DBIDs.

Command Examples

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE 1-5000

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE 1234

Command in MUF SYSIN to execute every hour:

SUBTASK_AUTO 3600,BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE 1-5000

The following message is relevant to BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE. For details about messages and return codes, see
Messages.

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA newsize/resize dbid area-name class FROM n1 TO n2 BLOCKS
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Message Examples

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA RESIZE 3312 AR1 HIGH FROM 210 TO 401 BLOCKS

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA RESIZE 3319 AR3 HIGH FROM 48 TO 96 BLOCKS

DB01421I - BUFFER_POOL_DATA RESIZE 2 DD1 ACTIVE FROM 2,329 TO 2,330 BLOCKS

CBS

(Optional) The CBS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifies parameters for the Compound Boolean Selection
Facility. The Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Index is required to bring up the Multi-User Facility (MUF).

NOTE
Do not specify the CBS MUF startup option when you specify YES for the LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF MUF startup
option. LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF YES prevents the CBS temporary index from being automatically opened. For
more information, see LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF.

►►─ CBS ─ dbid ─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬───────────────────►

                ├─ ,buffer ─┤ ├─ ,maxsten ─┤ ├─ ,maxstio ─┤

                └─ , ───────┘ └─ , ────────┘ └─ , ────────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,maxage ─┤ ├─ ,heuristic-dbid ─┤

   └─ , ───────┘ └─ , ───────────────┘

NOTE
You are not allowed to end the specification for the CBS MUF startup option with a comma.

dbid
(Required) Indicates the DATACOM-ID of the Datacom/DB database used by the Compound Boolean Selection
Facility and SQL to build temporary indexes. We recommend database ID 6.
Datacom/DB uses the Index Area (IXX) of the Compound Boolean Selection Facility database to build the
temporary indexes. Define the database in Datacom Datadictionary and catalog it to the Directory. For this
database, you must either initialize the Index Area using the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=IXX, DBID=n function or
specify the database as virtual.
You can specify that Datacom/DB make this database a covered or virtual area. For details, see the MUF startup
options.
In a MUFplex, we recommend that the same SYSIN is shared by all. When sharing the same SYSIN, the CBS
MUF startup option, the dbid option must specify a database that is defined. The database must be defined either
as virtual where all MUFs can have the same number, or the dbid option must be set to an * (an asterisk). The *
indicates a "generic" choice and is resolved during execution using a CBS_DBID_TEMP MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

The DATACOM-ID of the database or an * (an asterisk, for generic, as previously described)
Default Value:

No default when you specify this MUF startup option. If you do not specify this MUF startup option, the
MUF uses DBID 6.

,buffer
(Optional) Specifies the number of bytes reserved for saving the CBS Facility or SQL set definitions in memory.
Usually the default value is adequate. However, you can use the Statistics and Diagnostics Area system statistics
report entries CBSBFR SPILL COUNT, CBSBFR ENTRIES AVAILABLE, and MOST CBS ENTRIES USED to
adjust this parameter based on the actual usage at your site.
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Valid Entries:
1024 to 6000000 (This number can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes.)

Default Value:
1024 times the value of the TASKS option

,maxsten
(Optional) Limits the number of entries in a temporary index that is created by the CBS Facility or SQL to avoid
filling the Index Area. You can specify an integer value from 0 through 99,999,999 with 0 indicating no limit. If the
specified limit is exceeded, Datacom/DB issues a return code 91 (internal code 113) and deletes the temporary
index.
If you are using SQL, specify a value for this parameter.
The value of this parameter can be temporarily changed by issuing the console command CBS_MAXSTEN n.
Where n represents the value to which the parameter is changed. This new value remains in effect until MUF
terminates or until you issue another CBS_MAXSTEN console command. To permanently change the parameter,
terminate the MUF and change the parameter specification.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99999999 (This number can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes)

Default Value:
0

,maxstio
(Optional) Limits the number of data records inspected and rejected during the set selection for SQL or the CBS
Facility. You can specify an integer value from 0 through 99,999,999 with 0 indicating no limit. When the specified
limit is reached, the set is released. If the limit is exceeded, Datacom/DB issues a return code 91 (internal code
112).
If you are using SQL, specify a value for this parameter.
The value of this parameter can be temporarily changed by issuing the console command CBS_MAXSTIO n.
Where n represents the value to which the parameter is changed. This new value remains in effect until the MUF
terminates or until you issue another CBS_MAXSTIO console command. To permanently change the parameter,
terminate the MUF and change the parameter specification.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99999999 (This number can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes.)

Default Value:
0

,maxage
(Optional) Allows you to specify the age beyond which unused sets can be deleted. This diagnostic tool assists in
monitoring and controlling an aspect of the Compound Boolean Selection buffer.
Set definitions for Compound Boolean Selection requests are saved from the end of the SELFR request until
the end of the SELPR or rununit termination in the CBS buffer. During an active select, the set is removed from
an age chain, making it unavailable for removal. Inactive sets that have passed an age during which no SELNR
requests were done against that set are deleted.
The aging is done in 15-minute intervals and an interval only occurs during a SELFR which is newer than 15
minutes from the last SELFR. If 2 hours pass between two SELFR requests, the time interval is treated as one
interval of 15 minutes. Therefore, an inactive low volume select system has less accurate but equally effective
numbers.
The valid entries for ,maxage are in intervals of 1 -- , where each interval is equal to 15 minutes. If you specify the
minimum value of 1 for ,maxage, the result is an interval of 15 minutes, while the maximum value of 399 results in
an interval of 99 hours and 45 minutes. The default value for ,maxage is 16, resulting in an interval of 4 hours.
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You can use the following console commands:
CBS MAX,n
The n is 1 through 399. It specifies the number of 15-minute intervals an unused set can remain in the Compound
Boolean Selection buffer before being deleted. The value can be changed as often as is desirable and can be
increased or decreased.
CBS BFR
Asks for current information about the Compound Boolean Selection buffer. This information is also available in
the MUF_CBS Dynamic System Table. If the buffer is not empty, the response is one line on the console with the
following format:
DB01316I - CBS maxage hh:mm, buffer full x%, buffer max y%

• The maxage is the maximum minutes provided in 15-minute intervals of 1 -- .
• The hh:mm is the ,maxage converted to hours and minutes.
• The x% is the current percent full of the Compound Boolean Selection buffer.
• The y% is the maximum percent full of the Compound Boolean Selection buffer.

heuristic-dbid
(Optional) Indicates the DATACOM-ID of the Datacom/DB database that can be used by the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility for storage of CBS heuristic information. If you specify this option, the Multi-User Facility
places the heuristic information in this database instead of the Compound Boolean Selection Facility database.
Information in this database is accessible by SQL statements and record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time processing. If
a situation exists where you want the selection to be "locked in" sooner or where you want to control the selection,
you can add or update the information in this database allowing the overriding of the key selection. Deleting the
information causes the selection to start over.
The definition of this database is provided in Datacom Datadictionary for new installations or added to the current
Datacom Datadictionary when upgrading. It is provided as DBID 1006, but can be changed if required. One
table exists in the one area of the database and the table's DATACOM-NAME is CBS and its SQLNAME is
CACBSHEURISTIC. Catalog it to the Directory.
Do not make the area a covered or virtual area.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

No default, but DBID 1006 is recommended.

For more information about the CBS Heuristic Index, see CBS Heuristic Index.

CBS_DBID_TEMP

(z/OS only) The Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command, CBS_DBID_TEMP, is only needed if running with a
MUFPLEX MUF startup option. When the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) MUF startup option dbid option is set to
an * (an asterisk, for generic) and CBS_DBID_TEMP is used to specify 1-7 DBIDS, Datacom/DB chooses the DBID to be
used with the dynamic MUFplex number. If you are not using a MUFplex, the first number is used.

Specify CBS_DBID_TEMP using the following format:

                       ┌──────────┐

►►─ CBS_DBID_TEMP ─ n ─▼─┬──────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ ,n ─┘

n
(Required) The n specifies one to seven DBIDs. Each DBID is equally useable by any physical MUF. When
Datacom/DB determines the MUFplex number, that number is used to select the DBID from the list specified with
CBS_DBID_TEMP.
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NOTE
If the DBIDs are defined as VIRTUAL, the numbers may match since each MUF uses memory for the
database. If they are not defined as VIRTUAL, then the numbers must be different from each other.

CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM

In the Datacom Multiuser Facility (MUF), use the CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM startup and console command to
prevent a 91(111) return code when SQL passes a large RQA (Request Qualification Area).

This optional command can be coded in the MUF Startup Options or specified in a running MUF through the
MUF_CONSOLE or the SQL_CONSOLE.

If CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM is specified and the RQA size is greater than the coded value, the
transient version of the set definition is built in a dynamic work area instead of in the Task memory. However,
if CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM is not specified, the code behaves the old way, building the Set in the Task (DBRW)
memory.

►►─ CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM ─ n ────────────────────────────►◄

n

Required number that you assign when using the command.

Valid Values: 1 - 61440
Default Values: None

CDC

(z/OS only) (Optional) Specify the CDC source Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option to use the Change Data Capture
feature. You can only specify the CDC MUF startup option at MUF startup time.

The CDC option defines a MUF as a source MUF. If you specify YES for the CDC option, you can also specify the
CDC_BASE option and CDC_BASE_PLUS options to define databases with tables subject to Change Data Capture or
CDC_TABLE and CDC_TABLE_PLUS to define tables subject to CDC. You can use console commands or the COMM
CONSOLE function of DBUTLTY to change the specified databases or tables at any time while the MUF is up.

CDC requires the Log Area (LXX) to have been initialized with VARIABLE=YES.

►►─ CDC ─┬─ NO ────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                 └─ ,size ───────────────┘

CDC
Specify YES for this CDC statement to activate the CDC feature and define this MUF as a source MUF.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. However, if you do not specify this optional
statement, it defaults to NO.

,size
(Optional) The size specifies the number of bytes of memory to use for a work buffer to save CDC log records that
are written to the LXX. Specify zero (0) for size if the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program for this LXX
only runs in remote mode. A CDC task cannot run in local mode if the size buffer is not specified as greater than
zero. If you are running in local mode and have a busy MUF, we recommend that you use a starting value of 2M.
Tune this option based upon the quantity of I/O to CDCLXX (Change Data Capture LXX) for this MUF.
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Valid Entries:
0 or a size of 100K to 16M

Default Value:
0

CDC_BASE

(z/OS only) (Optional) Specify the CDC_BASE Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option as part of the Change Data
Capture (CDC) feature. CDC_BASE can be specified during the MUF startup or through the console.

To use CDC_BASE, specify the CDC MUF startup option at the MUF startup time. Multiple CDC_BASE statements are
permitted during the MUF startup. For differences between this MUF startup option and the console command of the
same name, see Console Command Considerations.

                        ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDC_BASE ─┬─ NO ──┬─▼─ ,dbid ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ YES ─┘

CDC_BASE
Specifying YES means that the databases (or a single database) specified in dbid are subject to CDC. Specifying
NO for CDC_BASE indicates that the specified databases are not subject to Change Data Capture.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. However, if you do not specify this statement,
CDC_BASE defaults to NO.

dbid
The dbid specifies one or more database IDs. Each entry is a single database or a range of databases from 1 to
5000.
In the following example, database 100 is first specified, then a range of databases 200-300, then database 450:
CDC_BASE YES,100,200-300,450

NOTE
Database IDs are not checked to verify that they are currently in the CXX.  Also, there are no edits to
discover if a DBID is later deleted from the CXX. Therefore, enter the database IDs that you specify with
care.

CDC_BASE_PLUS

(z/OS only) (Optional) The CDC_BASE_PLUS parameter option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup or through the console. Specify the CDC_BASE_PLUS MUF startup option as part of the Change Data
Capture (CDC) feature. To use CDC_BASE_PLUS, specify the CDC MUF startup option at the MUF startup time and
have provided an output-slot-maximum value as large as or larger than the output-database-slot number. Multiple
CDC_BASE_PLUS statements are permitted during the MUF startup. For differences between this MUF startup option
and the console command of the same name, see Console Command Considerations.

Note: This option can be changed with the MUF enabled to add or subtract databases from CDC at this output slot
number.

                                                 ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDC_BASE_PLUS output-database-slot─,YES-NO ──▼─ ,dbid ─┴──────────►◄
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CDC_BASE_PLUS
If you specify this optional statement, there are no defaults. Examples are:
CDC_BASE_PLUS 2,YES, 100,200-300,450 LIST AND RANGES

CDC_BASE_PLUS 9,YES, 100-300 RANGES

CDC_BASE_PLUS 9 NO, 150,15 remove databases from range above

output-database-slot
Indicates the plus output slot number (2-9). The output slot number is mapped to a database ID using the CDCL
and CDCM options.
Valid Entries:

2-9
Default Value:

(No default)
YES-NO

Specifying YES-NO indicates if the bases to follow are added or removed from the CDC.
Valid Entries:

YES-NO
Default Value:

(No default)
dbid

Specifies one or more user database IDs that the CDC feature is to have logged table records set to being subject
to CDC at this output slot number. Each entry is a single database or a range of databases from 1 to 5000.
In the following example, database 100 is first specified, then a range of databases 200-300, then database 450:
CDC_BASE_PLUS YES,100,200-300,450

NOTE
Database IDs are not checked to verify that they are currently in the CXX. There are no edits to discover
if a DBID is later deleted from the CXX. Therefore, enter the database IDs that you specify with care.

CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME

(z/OS only) (Optional) The CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME Multi-User Facility (MUF) and console command allows you to
specify the job name of a job whose updates to data records you want to exclude from the Change Data Capture (CDC)
process.

If you do not specify this option, the updates of all jobs are included in the CDC process. Only one job can have its output
excluded at a time. To change to another job, enter the option again, specifying a different jobname. The last option
entered controls subsequent CDC operations.

►►─ CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME jobname ──────────────────────────────►◄

     

jobname
(Required) Specify a jobname for the name of the job that you want to exclude from CDC processing
Valid Entries:

Any valid 1- to 8-character job name. The specification of an invalid job name results in all data updates
being processed by CDC. Therefore, no job is excluded.

Default Value:
(No default)
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There is no default for jobname if you specify this option. If you do not specify this option, no jobs are
excluded from CDC processing.

CDC_TABLE

(z/OS only) (Optional) The CDC_TABLE command can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
through the console. Specify the CDC_TABLE MUF startup option as part of the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature. To
use the CDC_TABLE you must also specify the CDC MUF startup option at the MUF startup time.

Multiple CDC_TABLE statements are permitted during the MUF startup. For differences between this MUF startup option
and the console command of the same name, see Console Command Considerations. Table entries are intended as an
exception to the full database use, not as the norm.

                         ┌───────────────────┐

►►─ CDC_TABLE ─┬─ NO ──┬─▼─ ,table-namedbid ─┴────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ YES ─┘

CDC_TABLE
Specifying YES means that the table-database combinations that are specified in table-namedbid are subject to
CDC.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. However, if you do not specify this statement,
CDC_TABLE defaults to all the tables in the database being selected.

table-namedbid
For each entry, specify a three-character table name followed immediately by a database ID. There is no space
between the table name and the database ID.
In the following example, PAY1 is the table that is named PAY in database ID 1:
CDC_TABLE YES,PAY1

Up to 384 specific table entries are allowed.

NOTE
Specify table names with care. Table names are not checked to verify that they are currently in the
CXX. Also, if a table name is later deleted from the CXX, there are no checks to discover.

CDC_TABLE_PLUS

(Optional) The CDC_TABLE_PLUS parameter option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup
or through the console. Specify the CDC_TABLE_PLUS option as part of the Change Data Capture feature. To use
CDC_TABLE_PLUS, specify the CDC MUF startup option at MUF startup time (see CDC) and have provided an output-
slot-maximum value as large as or larger than the output-database-slot number.

Multiple CDC_TABLE_PLUS statements are permitted during the MUF startup. For differences between this MUF startup
option and the console command of the same name, see Console Command Considerations. Table entries are intended
as an exception to a full database use, not as the norm.

NOTE
This option can be changed with the MUF enabled to add or subtract tables from CDC at this output slot number.

                                                   ┌───────────────┐

►►─ CDC_TABLE_PLUS output-database-slot─,YES─ NO ──▼─ ,table-dbid ─┴──►◄ 
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CDC_TABLE_PLUS
Examples are:
CDC_TABLE_PLUS 2,NO,TTTDBID,TTTDBID,TTTDBID NO/YES TABLE-DBID

CDC_TABLE_PLUS 3,NO,TTTDBID,TTTDBID,TTTDBID NO/YES TABLE-DBID

CDC_TABLE_PLUS 9 YES,TTTDBID NO/YES TABLE-DBID

output-database-slot
Indicates the plus output database slot number (2-9). The output slot number is mapped to a database ID using
the CDCL and CDCM options.
Valid Entries:

2-9
Default Value:

(No default)
YES-NO

Specifying YES-NO indicates if the tables to follow are added or removed from the CDC.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default.

dbid-table
For each entry, specify a three-character table name followed by a database ID. Up to 384 specific table entries
are allowed for this output database slot.

NOTE
Specify table names with care. Table names are not checked to verify that they are currently in the CXX.
Additionally, there are no checks to discover if a table name is later deleted from the CXX.

CDCL

(z/OS only) (Optional) You must specify the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) command at the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup. You cannot add the CDCL option after startup. The CDCL option cannot be submitted through the console.

CDCL is the MUF startup option with which you specify a CDCL task. The CDCL task, provided by Datacom/DB,
independently watches the LXX for new work and pushes the CDC records to the CDC system database (default DBID
2009).

If you specify the CDCL option, you must also specify other options that are related to it during the MUF startup. Each
CDCL task that you define defaults to being closed at startup unless set to open in one of the related options. For
information about those CDCL-related options, see CDCL-Related Options.

►►─ CDCL ─ name ─ ,A ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

name
The name is the name of the MUF where the CDCL task is to run, or the name of the MUFplex that owns the LXX
that is used for this CDCL task. This name specification occurs in every Change Data Capture (CDC) record. We
recommend that after you first specify the name, do not change it.
The MUF in which CDCL is specified becomes a CDC target MUF. It is possible, however, for the CDC target
MUF and source MUF to be the same. For information about source MUFs, see Source MUF Setup and Use
and target MUFs in Target MUF Setup and Use. If this CDCL task is to listen to this same physical MUF, use an
asterisk (*) to force the connection.
Valid Entries:

A valid MUF name or MUFplex name as described earlier, or an * (an asterisk)
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Default Value:
(No default)

A
The letter A is a control ID that must always, in the CDCL MUF startup option, have the specification of the letter
A. Occurring in every CDC database record that is built, this control ID defines record format mapping. User
programs written to read this database use the control ID to determine field layouts. The control ID does not
indicate a release level.
Valid Entries:

The letter A
Default Value:

(No default)

CDCL_CLOSE

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_CLOSE is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCL_CLOSE is not allowed during
the MUF startup and therefore is not described in this section. For information about the CDCL_CLOSE option and the
CDCL_CLOSE console command, see CDCL-Related Options in Change Data Capture.

CDCL_DBID

(Optional) The CDCL_DBID command is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCL_DBID can be specified during
the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCL_DBID ─ name,dbid ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_DBID name,dbid
The name can be specified as ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name.
Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and the target MUF are the same. If used during the MUF startup, the name
must match the name specified in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true
name. An error is recognized if the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.
The dbid to specify is the DBID that contains the CDC tables. This DBID is considered a system DBID and must
be set as ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
Valid Entries:

For name: ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
For dbid: a valid system database ID

Default Value:
For name: (No default)
For dbid: (No default)

CDCL_DBID_PLUS

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_DBID_PLUS is part of the Change Data Capture feature. Specify this command during the
MUF startup or through the console. To change a base ID (dbid), close CDCL for this MUF, set a new value, and reopen
the CDCL.

This option sets the output database ID for the slot in use at the source MUF. The source MUF sets the slot 1-9
requirements for every maintenance log record. The CDCL process must know where to output maintenance for each of
the slots used. Lack of an output prevents CDCL from continuing, forcing it to reflect the error and close itself.

                                                 ┌─────────┐
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►►─ CDCL_DBID_PLUS output-database-slot,MUF-NAME ─▼─ ,dbid ─┴────────►◄

output-database-slot
Indicates the plus output number (2-9). This number should correlate with the n sub-parameter of the
CDC_BASE_PLUS and CDCM_DBID_PLUS startup options.
Valid Entries:

2-9
Default Value:

(No default)
MUF-NAME

Specifies the MUF name or MUFPLEX name being listened to. Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and target
MUF are the same. If used during the MUF startup, the name must match the name that is specified in a CDCL
startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true name. An error is recognized if the specific
name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.
Valid Entries:

A MUF name, or a MUFplex name
Default Value:

(No default)
,dbid

Datacom has reserved and recommends slots 2-9 to map to DBIDs 2012-2019 but there is no requirement to pick
these DBIDs. Each DBID needs to be a number 1-5000 and not contain other tables or areas.

NOTE
The DBID selected cannot be used for CDCL_DBID or another CDCL_DBID_PLUS.

This DBID is considered a system DBID and must be set as ACCESS OPTIMIZE.

CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS

(Startup and Console) Use the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command, CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS, to
discover how the process is working if you are debugging the Change Data Capture Listener process.

►►─ CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS ─ number-of-minutes──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number-of-minutes

The number-of-minutes specifies the number of minutes to disable the action.

Valid Entries:

0 to 240

Once every 4 hours

CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS 15

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_DEBUG_WAITS 15 is part of the Change Data Capture feature. Specify this option during
the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console. This option is used in debugging the CDCL process if CDCL
is not keeping up with the Log area LXX on the source MUF.

This command activates a new message by setting the:

• Number of minutes between messages
• Value to zero (0) which disables the message
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The message does not occur if there is no CDCL work being done.

Note that this option is intended for use when directed by Datacom Support. The values provided are only useful when
interpreted with internal logging activity.

The value of 15 is an example of the number of minutes between messages. Fifteen minutes is a reasonable time to
gather information. The following example shows one minute between messages to show that many messages can be
done quickly. No logging for CDC bases was occurring in the following example.

To activate, issue this console-like command at the MUF startup or through Modify and DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE
commands.

►►─ CDCL_DBUG_WAITS 15 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-04:33 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:01 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:02 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-  :59 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00 

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:01 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:04 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

DB03157I - CDCL DBDVM01 DEBUG WAITS POLL-01:00 LXX-:00 MNT-:00 CMRL-:00 EGRP-:00 OTHR=:00

CDCL_DS

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_DS is part of the Change Data Capture feature. The CDCL_DS command is used to access
an  LXX. Specify this command during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCL_DS ─ name,x,dsn ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_DS name,x,dsn
CDCL_DS is used to access an LXX. If it is not provided in the MUF startup, the target MUF dynamically allocates
a DD for the source MUF LXX. Every CDCL startup option requires a CDCL_DS statement to provide the suffix
and DSN. You can specify CDCL_DS after the MUF startup to provide new values. If new values are specified,
they apply the next time the CDCL task opens.
The name can be specified as an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name. Specify an asterisk if the source
MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during the MUF startup, the name must match the name specified in a
CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true name. An error is recognized if the
specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.
The x is a suffix of 1-2 characters added after CDCLXX to form a DDNAME used to read the LXX. Both local and
remote modes use this DDNAME to identify the origin of all LXX I/O. In the MUF EOJ report or Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) tables, this name is seen as area CPL in database 0 (or blanks). The suffix name x is
not checked for uniqueness against others in the MUF. Check the suffix name for uniqueness yourself. Make the
suffix name unique.
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For the data set name dsn, if the CDCL task is operating in remote mode, specify a valid data set name. If the
CDCL task is in a local mode, however, specify an asterisk (*) which is then replaced by the LXX data set name. If
CDCL_DS is manually provided, the DSN is checked to see if it matches the LXX data set name. A failure occurs
if it does not match.
Valid Entries:

For name: an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
For x: a unique 1-2 character suffix
For dsn: an asterisk (*) or a valid data set name that matches the LXX data set name

Default Value:
For name: (No default)
For x: (No default)
For dsn: (No default)

CDCL_OPEN

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_OPEN is part of the Change Data Capture feature that is used to open a CDCL task. Specify
the CDCL_OPEN command during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCL_OPEN ─ name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_OPEN name
CDCL_OPEN is used to open a CDCL task. A CDCL task must be in closed status to be eligible for an open.
The name can be specified as ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name. Specify an asterisk if
the source MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during the MUF startup, the name must match the name
specified in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true name. An error is
recognized if the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.
Valid Entries:

ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
Default Value:

(No default)

CDCL_POLL

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_POLL is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCL_POLL can be specified during
MUF startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCL_POLL ─ name,n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_POLL name,n
CDCL_POLL specifies how long the CDCL task is to wait when there are no LXX records to process. Use
CDCL_POLL only when the CDCL task operates in remote mode. The poll interval is not used in local mode,
because in local mode the CDCL task is dispatched after any LXX write that includes a CDC log record. This
optimization in local processing ensures minimal overhead and that the CDCL task should not fall behind.
The name can be specified as ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name. Specify an asterisk if the
source MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during MUF startup, the name must match the name specified
in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true name. An error is recognized if
the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.
The n specifies the number of seconds the task is to delay when it has no LXX records to process. The n can be
from 1 through 28800. The larger the number the less overhead for the CDCL task, but also the larger the number
the less current is the change database.
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Valid Entries:
For name: ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
For n: 1 to 28800 (that is, from 1 second up to 8 hours)

Default Value:
For name: (No default)
For n: (No default)

CDCL_RESET

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCL_RESET is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCL_RESET can be specified during
the MUF startup or through the console. This command was deprecated in 2013.

►►─ CDCL_RESET ─ name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_RESET name
The CDCL_RESET clears the current status. On the next CDCL_OPEN, LXX processing then starts fresh.
For the name you can specify ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name. Specify an asterisk if the
source MUF and target MUF are the same.
Valid Entries:

ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
Default Value:

(No default)

CDCM_CLOSE

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCM_CLOSE is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCM_CLOSE can be specified
during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCM_CLOSE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCM_CLOSE
CDCM_CLOSE allows you to close the CDCM subtask if monitoring is not necessary or, for example, so the
target MUF can EOJ. If the CDCM is closed, it can be set to open later using a CDCM_OPEN. The command gets
an error when it is not logical, such as when the CDCM subtask is already closed. One use of CDCM_CLOSE
followed by a CDCM_OPEN would be to allow changes to the CDCM_DBID or CDCM_SIDNAME options,
because new values given to those options take effect at the next open following their having been changed. If
CDCM_CLOSE is used during the MUF startup, it prevents the CDCM subtask from attempting to issue an open.

NOTE
Valid entries and default information are not given here, because they are not applicable in the case of
CDCM_CLOSE.

CDCM_CNTTB

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCM_CNTTB is part of the Change Data Capture feature. This command allows the CDCM
subtask to use the CNTTB commands. This command can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
through the console.

►►─ CDCM_CNTTB ─┬─ NO ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ YES ─┘
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CDCM_CNTTB
CDCM_CNTTB is a performance option that allows the CDCM subtask to use the CNTTB commands. These
commands determine the number of transaction sequence number (TSN) records and maintenance (MNT) LXX
records in the CDC database. This count of records is checked at the polling intervals set with CDCM_POLL.
If CDCM_CNTTB is set to NO, the CNTKR command, which for various reasons is not as desirable as the CNTTB
command, is used instead. The CNTTB command is not useful if the CDC database is being used for multiple
source MUFs because CNTTB would then return a wrong count by including a count of records for all MUFs, not
just for the source MUF.
The CNTTB command can also return a wrong count if a target MUF has failed. In this case, getting an accurate
count requires the database to be closed and a RETIX, LOAD, or native sequence backup be done.
In a MUFplex with two or more MUFs enabled, a CNTTB command provides only the number that is known to the
local MUF, not to the MUFplex as a whole.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement, however,
CDCM_CNTTB defaults to NO.

CDCM_DBID

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCM_DBID is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCM_DBID can be specified
during Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCM_DBID ─ number ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
CDCM_DBID allows you to specify a system database ID number for the CDC database, other than the default
DBID of 2009. If the DBID is changed while the subtask has the CDC database open, the new number is used the
next time the subtask needs to open.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement, however,
CDCM_DBID defaults to 2009.

CDCM_DBID_PLUS

(Optional and z/OS only) Part of Change Data Capture, the CDCM_DBID_PLUS command adds a new CDC database for
a user database to monitor. The statements can be changed with the MUF option command during the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup or through the console.

                                        ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDCM_DBID_PLUS output-database-slot─▼─ ,dbid ─┴────────────────────►◄

output-database-slot
Specifies a plus slot number of 2-9 where the number should match the correlates with the CDCL_DBID_PLUS
startup options output-database-slot.
Valid Entries:

a valid slot number (2-9)
Default Value:

(No default)
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dbid

Valid Entries:
A database ID that matches the DBID of the equivalent CDCL_DBID_PLUS startup option.

Default Value:
(No default)

CDCM_ID

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCM_ID is part of the Change Data Capture feature. The CDCM_ID command can be specified
during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCM_ID ─ A ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

A
CDCM_ID tells the CDC monitor which level of support is being used by the CDCL task. It is used in the CNTKR
commands to track the correct records. The letter A is the valid control ID.
Valid Entries:

A (that is, the letter A)
Default Value:

(No default)

CDCM_OPEN

(z/OS only) (Optional) CDCM_OPEN is part of the Change Data Capture feature. CDCM_ID can be specified during
the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCM_OPEN ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCM_OPEN
CDCM_OPEN allows you to open the CDCM subtask after it has been closed. This is the default during the MUF
startup.
CDCM_OPEN receives an error if issued when using it is illogical, for example if it is issued when the subtask is
already open.
A close of the subtask using CDCM_CLOSE followed by a CDCM_OPEN can be used to allow the change of the
CDCM_DBID or CDCM_SIDNAME options, because new values given to those options take effect at the next
open following their having been changed.

NOTE
Valid entries and default information are not given here, because they are not applicable in the case of
CDCM_OPEN.

CDCM_POLL

(z/OS only) (Optional) Part of the Change Data Capture feature, the  Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or console
command, CDCM_POLL, allows you to specify the number of seconds n between times the subtask is to check the target
MUF for the status of the CDCL and CDCU programs

►►─ CDCM_POLL ─ n ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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n
CDCM_POLL allows you to specify the number of seconds n between times the subtask is to check the target
MUF for the status of the CDCL and CDCU programs. If not connected, the CDCM subtask attempts to connect
with the target MUF at this polling interval unless CDCM_CLOSE was used to specifically close the CDCM
subtask.
If an error occurs during an open, close, or other request, error messages are generated at the polling interval.
For information about warning message DB03135W, see Other CDCM Subtask Considerations.
The value set for CDCM_POLL can be changed at any time. A new value is used when the next polling interval
starts.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement,
CDCM_POLL defaults to 300 (that is, 5 minutes).

CDCM_SIDNAME

(z/OS only) (Optional) Part of the Change Data Capture feature. the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
console command, CDCM_SIDNAME, allows you to identify to the CDCM subtask the MUF that is the target.  If the
source MUF is different from the target MUF, different SID names for the target and source are required. If the source
MUF and target MUF are the same, specify an asterisk (*).

►►─ CDCM_SIDNAME ─ sidname ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

sidname
Identifies the MUF that is the target to the CDCM subtask.  If the sidname is changed while the subtask has the
CDC database open, the new name is used the next time that the subtask must open.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement,
CDCM_SIDNAME defaults to an asterisk (*).

CDCM_WARN

(z/OS only) (Optional) Part of the Change Data Capture feature, the CDCM_WARN allows you to specify the number
of seconds n behind the LXX that the CDCL or CDCU program can slip before a warning message is issued. This
command can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ CDCM_WARN ─ n ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of seconds n behind the LXX that the CDCL or CDCU program can slip before a warning
message is issued.
The CDCL task is measured from the last log record it saw compared to the current last log record on DASD. The
CDCU task is measured from the oldest TSN record in the CDC database to the current last log record on DASD.
To prevent a delay if processing is being done by either the CDCL task or CDCU task, the TSN record check is
done without a row lock.
If the CDCM subtask gets a request error, it issues a close then attempts to open again every interval of seconds
set by CDCM_WARN. It does not retry, however, if the CLOSE console command was issued. Whenever the
CDCM subtask is closed, you can request an OPEN.

NOTE
If you specify this optional statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement,
CDCM_WARN defaults to 300 (that is, 5 minutes)
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CLOSE

The CLOSE command allows you to specify a single database ID or a single range of database IDs to close. CLOSE
is not allowed at the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup. It is allowed after startup as a console or console-like command
where CLOSE is followed by a single DBID, a single range of databases, or followed by the word ALL.

►►─ CLOSE ─ dbid ,dbid-dbid ,ALL──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• dbid
Specifies a single database ID (DBID) to close a single database.

• dbid-dbid
Specifies a single range of databases where the low-end DBID of the range is separated from the high-end DBID of
the range by a hyphen.

• ALL
Followed by the word ALL to close all the databases that can be closed.

CLOSE_WITH_WAIT

(Console) Use the CLOSE_WITH_WAIT command to cause the Multi-User Facility (MUF) to close the base the next time
that the base has a time when no URT is open. A normal CLOSE gets an error and quits if the base has any open URT.
This CLOSE hangs for as long as needed and is not intended for general user use. This command is valuable as used by
Broadcom internal regression testing.

►►─ CLOSE_WITH_WAIT ─ dbid ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid

The dbid identifies the name of the database.

CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER

(z/OS only.) If you are running in a Shadow MUF, the CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnn console
command confirms that you want the Shadow MUF to become the full Multi-User Facility (MUF). The
CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnn console command is used with the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER
console command.

Use this command when the full MUF is considered to have failed after a message is issued announcing the
failure. That message includes an identifying random number between 1 and 999. For more information, see
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER. The operator should again verify that the full MUF has stopped all processing and
is not able to start again. If the operator still intends to cause the Shadow MUF to take over execution for the failed MUF,
the operator must issue the CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnn console command, where nnn is the previously
mentioned identifying random number between 1 and 999. The Shadow MUF then honors the request to execute the
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_nnn ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• nnn
The nnn is the identifying random number between 1 and 999. When used, this command confirms that the Shadow
MUF is to take over as the full MUF.
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COVERED

(Optional) The COVERED Multi-User Facility (MUF) command specifies an area that is to remain in storage while the area
is open. When Datacom/DB writes to a covered area, it writes to both the copy in memory and the DASD copy.

In a MUFplex, covered areas can be defined and utilized in a limited fashion. An area can only effectively be covered
when only one of the Multi-User Facilities (MUF) in the MUFplex has the database open. At times when the database
has open areas on multiple MUFs, the covered processing is terminated. The processing is enabled again when only one
MUF has the database open.

z/OS 64-Bit Support

The 64-bit capability is available for the Memory Resident Data Facility (MRDF) COVERED and VIRTUAL buffers. This
support is dynamically enabled when the hardware and operating system support is present. When the COVERED and
VIRTUAL buffers are allocated in 64-bit memory, the size limit of each area is 19 gigabytes (19GB). The 64-bit memory is
allocated in increments of one megabyte (MB). Every area allocation is rounded up to the next multiple of a megabyte.

For more information, see the description of the ,size parameter following the syntax diagram.

Specify the area to be held in memory using the format:

►►─ COVERED ─ area ─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,size ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┘

                              ├─ ,ACTIVE ──────────────────┤

                              └─ ,FIRST ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                         └─ begin-block ─┘

area
(Required) Specifies a value that is describedthat is as follows:

Valid Entries Description

The DATACOM-ID of a database Creates an area in memory for each area in the specified
database. You can code additional COVERED MUF startup
options to override the settings for specific areas in the database.

The name of an area that is concatenated with the DATACOM-ID
of the database containing the area

Only the specified area in the specified database remains
in memory with the size specified. You can code additional
COVERED MUF startup options for other areas.

IXX concatenated with the DATACOM-ID of a database This entry specifies the Index Area for the database.

NOTE
COVERED nor VIRTUAL are not allowed for the Log Area (LXX) or Force Area (FXX).

,size
(Optional) Specifies the size of the covered area to remain in memory. Specify the size using one of the following:

• Number of bytes (Code as a number, 0 through 9663676416).
• Number of kilobytes (Code as a number followed by K, 0K  through 9437184K).
• Number of megabytes (Code as a number followed by M, 0M through 9216M).
• Number of gigabytes (Code as a number followed by G, 0G through19G).
• Percentage of the current disk allocation (Code as a number followed by the % symbol.) The percentage

can be specified as values 1 through 200. Sizes over 100 should only be specified if the area is expected to
grow as a result of dynamic extend or DBUTLTY EXTEND and the goal is to cover the new blocks as they are
added. The percent is converted to a true size when the area is first opened by the MUF.
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Note: Sizes over 9G must be done in "G" for billion and not allowed as "M", "K", or only bytes. The console-
like command COVERED_ADD still allows a maximum of 9G.

If necessary, the size requested is rounded down at the time an area is first opened.

• To the size of the data set, except for percentages of 101 through 200.
• To the DATASPACE MUF startup option size if specified, else 2G if 64-bit memory is not available.

An attempt is first made to use 64-bit memory. If 64-bit is not available, an attempt is made to use the data space.
If the data space memory is not available, an attempt is made to use the address space. If the requested memory
is unavailable using the address space either, the open continues with the area not covered.
Valid Entries:

The size that you specify is adjusted to equal the size of your blocks. A size of less than one block is
automatically increased to the amount for one block. All other sizes are decreased to an amount equal to
a whole number multiple of your block size or to the maximum allowed within your current extents.
When not using 64-bit, values larger than the DATASPACE MUF startup option can be specified (or
caused by using a percentage), but each covered area is rounded down to the data space size because
no single area may span multiple data spaces.

Default Value:
Omitting the size indicates that the entire area remains in memory. Or, when not using 64-bit, the size of
DATASPACE MUF startup option, whichever is smaller.

When specifying that less than the entire area be covered, you can specify one of the following options:

,ACTIVE
(Optional) Specifies that the MUF makes each data block memory-resident as it is first read. When the memory
that is provided for the covered area is full, the MUF removes the least-recently-used block to accommodate a
newly read block.

,FIRST
(Optional) Specifies that the MUF maps as many blocks as possible into memory. Beginning with the first block.
Datacom/DB uses less memory and CPU time to manage a covered area defined with FIRST specified than to
manage one with ACTIVE specified.
Valid Entries:

ACTIVE or FIRST
Default Value:

If neither ACTIVE nor FIRST is specified, the MUF compares the amount of data currently in the area (at
the time of the open) to the amount of memory provided for covering the area. If all of the current data fits
in the available memory, the MUF treats the area as if FIRST were specified. If all of the current data does
not fit in the available memory, the MUF treats the area as if ACTIVE were specified.

begin-block
When you specify FIRST, you have the additional option of specifying a value for begin-block. The value of begin-
block must be specified as a percentage.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99, where 0 (zero) represents block 1
Default Value:

(No default)

Example Covered Area

COVERED 16,1M Creates a 1M covered area for each area in database 16.
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COVERED 00002,256K
COVERED FLD00002,2M
COVERED REL00002,2M

The first option creates a 256K area in memory for each area in
database 2. The next two options override that setting for the FLD
and REL areas so that they each have a 2M area.

COVERED PAY00001 Creates complete coverage for area PAY in database 1.

COVERED 36,90K,FIRST Creates coverage for the first approximately 90K of the Index Area
and of each data area in database 36.

COVERED 10,50% Creates coverage for approximately 50 percent of the Index Area
and of each data area in database 10.

COVERED_ADD

The console command, COVERED_ADD, requires all five values. The definition can represent either a specific area or
can be generic for the database.

►►─ COVERED_ADD dbid,area,n,F/A,n ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• dbid
Identifies the database ID (DBID) to be processed.

• area
The area must be three characters. If the three characters match an area to be opened, the entry applies to that one
area. If the first character is an * (an asterisk, of expected ***), this entry is used to represent a generic. Therefore, it
applies to every area opened in the database that does not have a matching name.

NOTE

The name does not need to match an existing area in the database. Having a name does not prevent an
area from being deleted.

• n
The third value in the definition, is the size to use, ranging from 1 to 9-G. If this n is in the range of 1-200, it represents
a percentage of the data set at the time it was opened for the first time in this MUF after the statement had been
processed. The ability to have a percentage over 100 is to anticipate the data set being extended either dynamically
or while the database is closed. A size that is specified as greater than 2-G (up to 9-G) is saved. If the area is open, it
is handled like a new open. If the area is not open, it is handled the next time that the area is opened. When the open
process for the area next happens, a size over 9-G is rounded down as needed to fit below X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE
or to 2-G, if using a data space instead of 64-bit. During the open, the percentage is either applied if specified or the
size is rounded down, based on the current extents found during this open. Other than a percentage of 101 -- 200, only
the size of existing extents at the time of the open, when covered is being allocated, are used. Therefore, the user size
is rounded down as needed. This is also the time when a value of 201 through less than a single block is rounded up
to one single block size. If the number is 201 -- 9-G, it is an actual size in bytes. A size less than one block is rounded
up to one block.

• F
When F is the fourth value in the definition, it indicates that consecutive blocks are mapped from DASD to memory,
usually starting from block 1 but dependent on the fifth value.
When the fourth value is the letter A (Active), it indicates that the last referenced blocks are placed in the memory that
is provided with no mapping to the DASD location.

• n
The final value in the definition is a number where 0 (zero) indicates that a first mapping is to start with the start of
the DASD. If this n is not zero but a number from 1 through 99, it indicates that the first mapping is to start at that
percentage offset into the data set. When active is specified for the fourth value in the definition, this percentage has
no effect.
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COVERED_BLOCKS_CURRENT

The COVERED_BLOCKS_CURRENT console command allows you to change the number of blocks to cover in an area.
This option is intended as a tuning ability in case the size that is covered is thought to be too large.

►►─ COVERED_BLOCKS_CURRENT ─ dbid,area-name,number-of-blocks-to-remain ───────────────────────────────►◄

dbid

The dbid identifies a database ID (DBID)

,area-name

The area-name identifies an area that is matched to a previous definition that represents an open area. The open area
has used the size that is provided during the open and calculated a number of blocks to cover.

,number-of-blocks-to-remain

The number-of-blocks-to-remain option can change that number of blocks to be from 1 through the number built. It is
intended as a tuning ability in case the size that is covered is thought to be too large. For convenience, you can enter a
number of blocks higher than exists, and the number that is entered is rounded down to the number of blocks allocated at
the last open request. If the area is closed, the number entered is saved but is also overlaid when the area is next opened.
Each open starts with a full set of blocks that are usable.

COVERED_DELETE

In Datacom/DB, the COVERED_DELETE console command identifies a database or area to be deleted. Review
command format, components, and the effects of using the command.

The console command COVERED_DELETE identifies a database or area to be deleted. The definition can represent a
specific area or can be generic for the database.
►►─ COVERED_DELETE ── dbid area ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• dbid
Identifies the database ID (DBID) to be deleted.

• aaa
The aaa represents a specific area or the generic database entry (starts with an * (asterisk) of expected ***). The
matching value as defined is found, and the definition is deleted. If a specific area is provided, any current covered
activity for the area is instantly stopped, the area is set as not covered, the MUF address space memory for the area
is returned to the Datacom memory manager, any data space memory is added to a free space list for the data space,
and any 64-bit memory is returned to the Operating System. If the generic entry for the database was specified (area
*), any currently existing generic entry is deleted. Removing the generic entry has no effect on areas that currently
have covered memory allocated.

CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC

(z/OS only) (Optional) The CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC command is part of the Change Data Capture feature
that affects the Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program. Specify this option to make the CDCU process
execute more quickly with less overhead. Users, not Datacom, specify the CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC n
option.CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console.

►►─ CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC n ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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n
The n is a number that you give a value of either 0 (zero) or 1 through 7200. Specify a 0 if you do not want the
option to be active. A zero is the default. Specify n as a number of seconds from 1 through 7200 to indicate the
number of seconds to perform a delay in the MUF processing while a TSN record is read in the CDC database.
For example, you could use the option in the following case. Imagine the general flow of the user listener program
includes an RDUKG command to read the first (oldest) committed transaction in the TSN table of the CDC
database. When one or more transactions (rows or records) are found in the table, the program continues with
the maintenance for the transaction and deletes the TSN record. If there are no current TSN records, with normal
Datacom processing, the application gets a return code 14 and logically delays MUF processing for a time period
of the program’s choosing, then reads again. While this option is acceptable, if the application waits for 2 minutes,
for example, any rows added to the TSN table are not noticed for a maximum of 2 minutes. By using the
CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC n option and specifying, for example, 120 (120 seconds) for n, when the
application executes the RDUKG command to read the TSN, if a row exists the read request returns instantly.
But if a row does not exist in the table, MUF processing is only delayed for the value of n, or in this example, 120
seconds. The instant a TSN row is added, the delay completes, and the read command waits on the commit of
the ADDIT.
Therefore, by using the CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC n option, the application sees new TSN records as soon
as possible. If no row is added within the specified time limit that is specified by the n, the RDUKG request is
returned to the calling program and logically ends its processing, if it is time to do so, or reissues the RDUKG to
get a new TSN record, or delays again. If the full time in the delay of n occurs, the application knows that no row
currently exists because it receives return code 61.
Valid Entries:

0 or 1-7200
Default Value:

0

DAC_KEEP

Use the DAC_KEEP command to select one to four sections of the data row to provide in the LXX area record to reduce
the quantity of captured data. Selecting one of these sections is valuable because less sensitive information that is
provided to the LXX.

• Without this option, the full data row is logged to the LXX. 
• With this option, the requirements for LXX space that is logged per row, the size of the LXX data set itself, and spills to

the RXX are reduced.

This command is only allowed at the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup.

DAC_KEEP dbid,table-name,first-length,first-offset (,2nd-length,2nd-offset) (,3rd-length,3rd-offset) (,4th-

length,4th-offset) 

WARNING

Important! Do not use this option and allow the full row to be logged if more than four sections are required.

►►─ DAC_KEEP dbid,table-name,1st-length,1st-offset─────────────────────────────►

►┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄                         

 └─ ,2nd-length,2nd-offset ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

                           └ ,3rd-length,3rd-offset ┬─────────────────────────┬┘ 

                                                    └─ ,4th-length,4th-offset ┘ 
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MUF command DAC_KEEP at MUF Startup

Because this command is supported during the MUF startup, a duplicate of this command at the MUF startup is an invalid
value. The first length can be from 1 to 32720 with an offset of 0 to 32719. However, the addition of the first length plus the
first offset cannot be more than 32720. Each succeeding length and offset cannot overlap any previous length or offset.
The lengths and offsets cannot go past the 32720 number.

The database and table information is not available at the MUF startup. Therefore, it is not edited as to the existing
base or table or the row size within the numbers provided. During processing of a DAC_TABLE entry action, the table
DAC_KEEP entry is ignored if the DAC_KEEP is not all within a row size. Only one message per table notes this as in the
following example:

DB02854W - DAC_KEEP PAST ROW 997 PAY ROW-100 KEEP-200 

DAC_PATH

Use the DAC_PATH command to select the paths to data to be ignored for access logging to reduce the quantity of
captured data. As stated under DAC_TABLE, initially all tables are set to log data access by every path to the data. 

DAC_PATH YES/NO,dbid,table-name,first-path (,2nd) (,3rd) (,4th) (,5th) (,6th)

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Limit by Access Path at Multi-User Facility (MUF) Startup

The DAC_PATH command allows one or more paths of access to be excluded in selection. By default, all paths are
included. If this command is issued, then the named paths are excluded with NO and the named paths are included
with YES. The options are provided with external security pathing. Paths may be removed on a single DAC_PATH NO
command or on multiple commands, but one path cannot be specified more than once. The DAC_PATH YES option can
be set.  However, it is defaulted with the DAC_TABLE command and is only provided for sites that want to document a
clear setting of the path.

NOTE

The prior DAC_PATH_NO command with options dbid, table-name, and paths is allowed but should be replaced
with the newer DAC_PATH NO command.

►►─DAC_PATH ─┬NO ───┬,dbid,table-name,first-path ────────────────────────────────────►           

             └ YES ─┘                   

►──┬────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄        

   └─ ,2nd ┬───────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

           └─ ,3rd ┬──────────────────────────┬┘ 

                   └─ ,4th ┬─────────────────┬┘ 

                           └─ ,5th ┬────────┬┘ 

                                   └─ ,6th ─┘

 

This command is supported during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup. A duplicate is an invalid value. The following list
shows the allowed paths with a short description. Consider that the paths are selected top (first) down to the bottom (last).
Each request resolves to one path. The first match from top to bottom in the list is used.
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• SCI - CICS SQL requests
• RCI - CICS non-SQL requests
• SSR - Datacom Server SQL requests. Server can access System Databases on its own behalf in addition to the ability

to access System Databases based on client requests.
• RSR - Server non-SQL requests the path.  Server does not access user data with this path; it can be used for data in

System Databases.
• SQL - All SQL except for CICS and Server SQL
• RAT - All other non-SQL paths

Examples

    DAC_PATH NO 997,C01,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR,SQL,RAT  

    DAC_PATH NO 997,F01,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR,SQL  

    DAC_PATH NO 997,F02,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR  

    DAC_PATH NO 1997,F03,RAT,SQL

MUF command DAC_PATH after MUF Startup                  

The console-like command DAC_PATH can be issued with the MUF enabled using any of the console-like methods. A
path can be set to:

• YES when requests using this path are subject to logging
• NO where requests have no logging through this path  

This change is immediate when changing a table in the active list and available for DB requests. It could also be the
NEW list that is not being used for DB requests currently. The active list versus the NEW list is described more with the
DAC_TABLE MUF command. This console-like command allows a single path name per request, unlike the MUF startup
option DAC_PATH. 

After the MUF is enabled, this required processing of DAC commands as console-like commands is more complex
than during the MUF startup. When possible, all changes to DAC tables should be accomplished during a MUF startup
process. Any console-like command is only effective for the life of the executing enabled MUF and must be set with
equivalent startup commands for the next MUF execution. If this MUF has a Shadow MUF, any changes to the Primary
MUF SYSIN should also be made in the Shadow MUF SYSIN. Since the Shadow is not fully enabled, the console-like
commands cannot be executed in the Shadow. If changes are made after the Primary MUF enables using console-like
commands, the corresponding changes should be made to the Shadow MUF SYSIN. Also, the Shadow should be EOJed
and restarted so it matches the Primary MUF.    

Path command changes are available in the MUF EOJ report. They are immediately viewable using the
ALL_INFO_REPORT as output to one of the SYSOUTs such as PXXDST, or if none, the PXX. 

►►─ DAC_PATH ┬─ ACTIVE ─┬─┬─ ,YES ─┬─,dbid,table-name,path-name ─────►◄

             └─ NEW ────┘ └─ ,NO ──┘                                                    

ACTIVE

This parameter specifies that the table in the active list that is used for DB requests is being modified to include a path
with YES or exclude a path with NO. With ACTIVE, the change takes effect immediately.

NEW

This parameter specifies that the table in the new list which is not being used for DB requests is being modified to include
a path or exclude a path. This is needed as part of staging a new table for DAC before it is activated. For more information
and for an example, see the console-like command DAC_TABLE. 

,YES

This parameter specifies if the path is being set as included in the selection for DB requests
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,NO

This parameter specifies if the path is being set as excluded in the selection for DB requests

'dbid'

This parameter specifies the database, which must be open, containing the table subject to this command

'table-name'

This parameter specifies the Datacom table name in the database in the selection for DB requests

'path name'

This parameter specifies one path as described in the following list. Only one path is allowed per DAC_PATH as a
console-like command.

• SCI - CICS SQL requests
• RCI - CICS non-SQL requests
• SSR - Server SQL requests  Server can access System Databases on its own behalf in addition to the ability to access

System Databases based upon client requests.
• RSR - Server non-SQL requests path. Server does not access user data with this path. It can be used for data in

System Databases.
• SQL - All SQL not CICS, not Server SQL
• RAT - All other non-SQL paths

Examples

 DAC_PATH ACTIVE,NO,997,C01,SCI  

 DAC_PATH ACTIVE,YES,997,F01,RCI   

 DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,F02,SSR

 DAC_PATH NEW,YES,997,F03,RAT

For detailed information about the other uses of the DAC feature, see Data Access Capture.

DAC_TABLE

The DAC_TABLE Multi-User Facility (MUF) start-up and  console command provides a unique table and DBID to Data
Access Capture.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Table Selection at Multi-User Facility (MUF) Startup

Duplicate statements during the MUF startup are rejected in error. If DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE YES is not in place at
the time of data access to the table, this statement that was accepted has no effect. If the third value is not provided, the
default is YES.  At the time of the MUF enable, all DAC_TABLE statements during the MUF startup are placed in the table
active list for later processing.

►►─ DAC_TABLE dbid,table-name ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────►◄  

                               ├─ ,NO    ─┤                       

                               └─ ,YES ◄──┘

A table with a value of YES or NO is initialized to log data that is accessed using all paths to the data.

Examples of DAC_TABLE during the MUF startup
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DAC_TABLE 997,C01,YES    

DAC_TABLE 997,F01,NO

DAC_TABLE 997,F02 

DAC_TABLE 997,F03 

MUF command DAC_TABLE after the MUF Startup

Use any of the console-like methods to issue the DAC_TABLE with the MUF enabled.

►►─ DAC_TABLE ACTIVE ┬─ ,YES ─┬,dbid,table-name ────────────────────►◄ 

                     └─ ,NO ──┘

►►─ DAC_TABLE NEW ┬─ ,ADD ─┬,dbid,table-name ───────────────────────►◄                       

                  ├─ ,DEL ─┤                                               

                  ├─ ,YES ─┤ 

                  └─ ,NO ──┘

This console-like command is used for multiple purposes. The various forms of the command let you immediately start or
stop logging for a table with defaults or stage a definition to specify non-default options and activate it.

• ACTIVE,NO immediately alters an active table from a YES setting to a NO setting
• ACTIVE,YES immediately alters an active table from a NO setting to a YES setting
• NEW,ADD lets you add a table to the new list while not affecting the current logging of the DB requests. This is

appropriate when defaults need to be overridden before activating logging for the table. The NEW list is a staging area.
Only one occurrence of a specific table and DBID can be in the NEW list at a time.

• NEW,DEL lets you delete a table from the NEW list that was entered by mistake.
• NEW,YES immediately alters a new definition into the active list, replacing a matching table if it previously existed. A

previous matching table, if any, becomes OLD and keeps its current statistics. The table has a YES setting.
• NEW,NO immediately alters a new definition into the active list, replacing a matching table if it previously existed. A

previous matching table, if any, becomes OLD and keeps its current statistics. The table has a NO setting.

The table active list starts with all DAC_TABLE statements during the MUF enable. New entries might be added to this list
using this console-like command DAC_TABLE. This active list is used for each new data access capture process for table
selection.

The NEW list is empty at the MUF enable but available for new tables that are added through this console-like
DAC_TABLE command. Tables in this NEW list are needed to accomplish a form of staging where all the DAC table-
related commands are applied before the table is placed into the active list. For example, a new table after the MUF
startup is needed to join selection, but this table is wanted for path SQL and no other paths. The table being added to the
active list would instantly have selection that is done for all paths which is the default for the path selection. Because this
is not desired for this table, it would be added to the NEW list with all the paths defaulted to YES. Then the table in the
NEW list would be modified with console-like commands DAC_PATH NO that disable all paths not wanted for this table.
Once those modifying commands have been completed, then the table can be moved from the NEW list to the active list,
either as a new table not previously in the active list or as a replacement to a table in that list.

This required processing of DAC commands as console-like commands after the MUF is enabled is more complex
than during the MUF startup. When possible, all changes to DAC tables should be accomplished during a MUF startup
process. Any console-like command is in place only for the executing enabled the MUF and needs to be set with
equivalent commands if desired for the next MUF execution. If this MUF has a Shadow MUF, the Shadow MUF SYSIN
should also be changed and the Shadow MUF set to EOJ and restarted. Similarly, to always match the Primary MUF, the
Shadow MUF SYSIN should be changed and the Shadow MUF recycled after any console-like changes are made in the
enabled and executing the MUF. 

NOTE

Command changes are immediately viewable using the STATUS_DAC command.
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ACTIVE

This parameter specifies that a table in the active list in use for DB requests is to be affected. Data access is
immediately affected.

,YES

This parameter specifies an existing table in the active list that is to be modified from a NO setting to a YES setting.

,NO

This parameter specifies an existing table in the active list that is to be modified from a YES setting to a NO setting.

NEW

This parameter specifies adding a table to the NEW list or processing a table in that new list. The NEW list is not currently
part of the record selection.

ADD

This parameter specifies that a table is to be added to the NEW list. By default all paths are set to YES for selection. This
command is intended to allow a new table to be added to the NEW list where it is not used for the DB request processing
immediately. However, the new table is available for any needed DAC_PATH statements to be applied to this new table
before it is modified to either be:

• A new table in the active list, or
• Replace the current active table which is then set as an OLD table

,DEL

This parameter specifies that a table in the NEW list is no longer wanted and is to be deleted. Because the table in the
new task list has no statistics, no information is lost.

,YES

This parameter specifies that a table in the NEW list is now ready to be added to the active list as a new table or
to replace the current table. The new table is set as YES for the record selection. An existing active table is set to
OLD, keeps its statistics, and is subject to reporting.

,NO

This parameter specifies that a table in the NEW list is now ready to be added to the active list as a new table or to
replace the current table. The new table is set as NO to block the record selection. An existing active table is set to
OLD, keeps its statistics, and is subject to reporting.

'dbid'

This parameter specifies the database, which must be open, containing the table subject to this command.

'table-name'

This parameter specifies the Datacom table name in the database in the selection for DB requests.

Examples of DAC_TABLE as a console-like command executed to an enabled MUF for specific cases

Case 1 - Example of changing an active list DAC_TABLE entry set as YES to instead be NO

DAC_TABLE ACTIVE,NO,997,D01

Case 2 - Example of changing an active list DAC_TABLE entry set as NO to instead be YES

DAC_TABLE ACTIVE,YES,997,D02 

Case 3- Example of adding a table to the NEW list with all defaults and where it is available for changing those
defaults
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DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D03 

Case 4- Example of deleting a table in the NEW list, entered as a mistake

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,F22 

DAC_TABLE NEW,DEL,997,F22 

Case 5 - Example of adding a table to the NEW list where it is not instantly used for DB requests.

All defaults are automatically set. For this case, two paths are not desired and are removed from selection with NO
settings. With the paths now matching the requirement, then the example continues by updating this DAC_TABLE from
the NEW list to the active list where it is instantly used for DB requests having a YES setting.

NOTE
If this DAC_TABLE is in the active list, then this new definition instantly replaces the current entry in the list and
then sets the previous entry to an OLD status.

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D04

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D04,RAT

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D04,RCI

DAC_TABLE NEW,YES,997,D04    

Case 6 - Example of adding a table to the NEW list where it is not instantly used for DB requests.

All defaults are automatically set. For this case, two paths are not wanted and are removed from selection with NO
settings. The paths now match the requirement, and the example continues by updating this DAC_TABLE from the NEW
list to the active list where it is instantly used for DB requests and has a NO setting. If this DAC_TABLE is in the active list,
then this new definition instantly replaces the current entry in the list and then sets the previous entry to an OLD status.
This case is useful where tables are added so that auditors can randomly choose when to activate all or some tables for a
time period. The tables can then be deactivated to get all information for a limited time period.

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D05

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D05,RAT

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D05,RCI

DAC_TABLE NEW,NO,997,D05  

For detailed information about the other uses of the DAC feature, see Data Access Capture.

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE (DAC)

The DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE command enables or disables all data access checking in the MUF. This command can
be issued during the start of the Multi-User Facility (MUF) or later using a console-like command.

►►─ DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE ─┬─ NO ◄──┬───────────────────────────────►◄ 

                         └─ YES ──┘

YES
The feature is enabled and is required for any of the other commands to have an effect.

NO
The feature is disabled from all data access checking in the MUF. Other Data Access Capture commands can be
processed with the feature disabled to prepare for it being enabled later.
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Valid Values:

YES, NO

Default:

NO

NOTE
The ability to turn the complete feature on or off can be useful if the quantity of log records be such that it should
not be always active. It allows the feature to be disabled or enabled at times, as an exception.

DATACOM

(Required) The DATACOM Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the licensed Datacom products that
execute with this Multi-User Facility (MUF). These features are verified to be licensed for execution by LMP, a component
of Common Components and Services and CIS for z/VSE.

Separate multiple parameters in a single statement with commas. Multiple DATACOM statements are allowed. Each input
statement is written to the console log as it is processed. The syntax is:

               ┌── , ────┐

►►─┬─ DATACOM ─▼─ entry ─┴─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ DATACOM ─ entry ─┴─┘

entry
(Required) At least one entry parameter value is required: DB, AD, or TR.
AD indicates that this MUF supports Datacom/AD only.
TR indicates that this MUF supports Datacom TR only.
If neither AD nor TR is the case, DB must be specified to indicate a full Datacom/DB. If no option is specified, the
MUF issues a console message and fails to enable.
The following parameter values must be provided for the features that are to execute with the MUF:

Valid Entries Product or Option
AD Datacom/AD
CICSSVCS Datacom CICS Services
DB Datacom/DB
DB2T Datacom DB2 Transparency
DL1T Datacom DL1 Transparency
DQ Dataquery
DTCMSRVR Datacom Server
FASTR Datacom Fast Restore
IMSDCSF Datacom IMS/DC Services
PRESSPACK Datacom Presspack
SQL SQL option of Datacom/DB
STAR Datacom STAR
TOTALT Datacom TOTAL Transparency
TR Datacom TR
VSAMT Datacom VSAM Transparency
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With Datacom/AD or Datacom TR, the SQL option, Datacom CICS Services, Datacom VSAM Transparency, Datacom
Server, and Dataquery are provided. If AD or TR is specified, you are not required to enter these values in the DATACOM
statement. If you specify them with AD or TR, they are ignored.

• Specifying PRESSPACK is required to open a table compressed with Datacom Presspack.
• Specifying STAR is required to enable a MUF with the STAR MUF startup option.
• Specifying SQL is required to enable a MUF with the SQLOPTION MUF startup option if DB is specified.

During the MUF enable process, it is possible to get LMP warning messages. If any occur, see the Common Components
and Services or CIS message documentation for the necessary action.

Failure to maintain current licenses can cause the MUF to terminate at a later time.

Valid Entries:
AD, CICSSVCS, DB, DB2T, DL1T, DQ, DTCMSRVR, FASTR, IMSDCSF, PRESSPACK, SQL, STAR, TOTALT, TR,
VSAMT

Default Value:
No default

DATAPOOL

(Required) The DATAPOOL Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command lets you specify the size and number of a first set
and an optional second set of data buffers. The parameters can be specified in bytes or kilobytes (K).

See FLEXPOOL for information about specifying a flexible pool of buffers in addition to the buffers you specify here. If you
do not specify the second data buffer pool with a length and at least one buffer in the DATAPOOL option, no secondary
set of data buffers is allowed to be added later with FLEXPOOL.

►►─ DATAPOOL ─ dataln,datano ─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                              ├─ ,data2ln,data2no,64-bit ─┤

                              └─────────────── ,,,64-bit ─┘

dataln
(Required) Specify the buffer size used for the data area access (data buffers). This parameter cannot be smaller
than the size of the largest data area physical block accessed using this Multi-User Facility (MUF) unless the
data2ln parameter is specified. All data buffers in this set are automatically allocated with the length specified.
Valid Entries:

4096 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,datano
(Required) Allocates the number of a first set of data buffers. The combined total number of all buffers set with
DATAPOOL and FLEXPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
The minimum for this value is the higher of the number of tasks as specified in the TASKS option or 3. If you
specify this value after the TASKS values and the number of buffers is too small, the result is a range error.
The ,datano buffer pool is shared by all tasks. The buffers are used for all data area I/Os, except optionally for
read-ahead requests using the GETIT or GETPS commands (GETIT and GETPS can use dynamically acquired
and released data buffers).
These data buffers are permanent to this MUF execution. They cannot be reduced with the FLEXPOOL console
or DBUTLTY command.
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Valid Entries:
Integer value from the number of tasks or 3 through 99999 (can be specified as an integer or an integer
followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,data2ln
(Optional) Specify the buffer size used for a second set of data buffers. The value of this parameter must be larger
than the value you specify for the dataln parameter in this option. All data buffers in this set are automatically
allocated with the length specified. If you do not specify this parameter, no second set of data buffers is allowed to
be added later with FLEXPOOL.
Valid Entries:

The value of dataln plus 1 through 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to
represent the integer multiplied by 1024).

Default Value:
(No default)

,data2no
(This parameter is required if the ,data2ln is specified.) Allocates the number of a second set of data buffers. The
combined total number of all data buffers set with DATAPOOL and FLEXPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
Valid Entries:

3 to 99999 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,64-bit
(Optional) Data buffers default to 64-bit memory in Version 15.0. You can use this new parameter to continue
using 31-bit memory data buffers. However, we recommend that you either specify 64 for this new parameter or
allow the 64-bit default.
When the MUF uses 64-bit memory for data buffers, 31-bit memory is freed for other constrained purposes, and
the size of the data buffer pool is also freed. This is similar to prior releases of Datacom in which index buffers
were moved from 31-bit memory to 64-bit memory.
The data2ln and data2no parameters on the DATAPOOL option remain optional, even if 64-bit is specified, for
example:
DATAPOOL 8K,9000,,,64
64-bit gives you the option of defining the data buffers in all places as residing in 64-bit memory. This includes the
data and data2 buffers at MUF startup defined by the MUF startup options DATAPOOL and FLEXPOOL and any
data buffers in an alternate pool.
The use of 31-bit memory presents the risk of being too small to contain the MUF code and all the other buffers
that are needed. Using 64-bit memory therefore avoids the constraints associated with the use of 31-bit address
space memory. Do not, however, expect performance increases or decreases when you use 64-bit.
If you specify 64 for 64-bit, the space for 64-bit memory must be available. If the space for 64-bit memory is not
available, MUF does not enable, and the following message is generated:
DB00218E - INSUFFICIENT 64-BIT MEMORY

NOTE
Specifying 64-bit for DATAPOOL can prove to be a significant use of 64-bit storage, but 64-bit
specification frees up 31-bit storage for other resources. Moving to 64-bit storage also allows a larger
value for the number of buffer pools for data (DATAPOOL buffers), assuming there is enough 64-bit
memory available on the LPAR.
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A SNAP BUFFERS request when using 64-bit buffers causes an SVC dump instead of just a Master List with
buffers to be written to the PXX or PXXML.
Valid Entries:

31 or 64
Default Value:

64

DATASPACE

(Optional) The DATASPACE option is no longer needed. If specified, it is ignored and followed by message DB01904I -
OPTION IS OBSOLETE AND IGNORED.

The size of a dataspace is now forced to the old default of 2G. In the Dynamic System Table MUF_OPTIONS, the
DATASPACE field contains a zero to show the option was not specified and zero causes the size of each dataspace to be
2G.

►►─ DATASPACE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This statement is ignored.

DATETIME

(Optional) Specifies the format that is used by the SQL DATE and SQL TIME functions. If you do not specify this option,
ISO is the default for date and time.

The precompiler and the Datacom Datadictionary rebind facility provide options for overriding the value that is specified for
the system default established by this option.

►►─ DATETIME ─ date ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ ,time ─┘

date
(Required) Specifies the format that is used by the SQL DATE function.

Parameter Value Date Format
EUR dd.mm.yyyy
ISO yyyy-mm-dd
JIS yyyy-mm-dd
USA mm/dd/yyyy

Valid Entries:

EUR, ISO, JIS, or USA

Default Value:
No default if you code this statement. However, if you do not specify this option, ISO is the default for date and
time.

,time
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(Optional) Specifies the format that is used by the SQL TIME function.

Parameter Value Time Format
EUR hh.mm.ss
ISO hh.mm.ss
JIS hh:mm:ss
USA hh:mm AM or

hh:mm PM

Valid Entries:

EUR, ISO, JIS, or USA

Default Value:
ISO

DICTIONARY

(Required) Specifies the database ID of the DATA-DICT database and the database ID of the Data Definition
Directory (DDD) database for the primary  Datacom Datadictionary(Datadictionary). The primary Datadictionary is the
Datadictionary that is used to process SQL statements. This Datadictionary is also used by other Broadcom products,
such as Dataquery (Dataquery), Datacom STAR (STAR), and Ideal for Datacom (Ideal).

►►─ DICTIONARY ─ datadict-dbid,ddd-dbid ──────────────────────────────►◄

datadict-dbid
(Required) The DATACOM-ID of the DATA-DICT database. We recommend 2 as the ID.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,ddd-dbid

(Required) The DATACOM-ID of the Data Definition Directory (DDD) database. We recommend 15 as the ID.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)

DISCONNECT_TASK

Learn how to disconnect batch jobs from a Datacom MUF with minimal disruption using the DISCONNECT_TASK console
command. Find command syntax, parameter descriptions, and considerations for using DISCONNECT_TASK.

Use the DISCONNECT_TASK Multi-User Facility (MUF) console command to disconnect a batch job from a MUF within
a MUF. This command allows a Job that is connected to a MUF that cannot be canceled to be handled with minimal
disruption. Some requirement exists to close the database and it is not allowed with the Job having the database open.

Use the following syntax format to initiate a DISCONNECT_TASK from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►─┬────────┬─ DISCONNECT_TASK task-number,job-name ───────────────────►◄

  └─ COMM ─┘
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COMM
(Command; Optional) You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

DISCONNECT_TASK
(Required keyword) Allows you to disconnect a batch Job from a MUF within a MUF.

task-number
(Required keyword) The task-number provides the number of the primary task to disconnect.

job-name
(Required keyword) The job-name provides the current Job name using that task.

Example
DB01311I - DISCONNECT_TASK 1,ABCDE01
DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - DISCONNECT_TASK 1,ABCDE01
DB02876W - DISCONNECT_TASK 1 ABCDE01 DISCONNECTED
DB00102I - ENDED JOB-EATKE01 NUMBER-71292
      

Considerations

This command should not be commonly used due to the complexity of the actions in the conditions where a connect Job
might be active and make a request at any time. The Job that is connected must have a single task which is normal for a
batch Job. An active request should not be made at the time of the disconnect or it is disallowed at that time.

NOTE
The task cannot have a request to MUF at the time of the command.

The task cannot have secondary tasks such as Datacom CICS Services or Datacom Server. Datacom CICS Services has
DISCONNECT IMMEDIATE to resolve and Datacom Server is easily canceled and executed again.

If the command is accepted and the task is disconnected, that task remains for the life of this MUF execution. The
connected Job might make future requests. Therefore, the task must remain set in this disconnected state and cannot be
reused. A future MUF command STATUS shows the task as DISCONNECT_TASK. This task does not prevent the MUF from a
future EOJ.

Messages and Codes

If the command is accepted, message DB02876W is issued and then the task is set to execute a CLOSE command to
close all open URTs. This removes all resources that are owned or shared by this task.

Any error condition that occurs processing the command generates a DB02877E message with information about why the
error occurred.

A return code 86 occurs when a future request is made by the Job. There can be many specific sub-codes that are
unknown due to timing conditions with multiple processors executing and address spaces involved.

DORESTART

Not allowed, deprecated. The DORESTART MUF startup option was to protect databases should the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) fail and be restarted. If the restart process for a database discovered that the database was not open for update
by any task, or that it was open for update by something other than this MUF (for example by a DBUTLTY function),
it was unclear what restart action is needed. The MUF startup option DORESTART was used to provide clarity in this
situation and to indicate that the database should be processed by restart. If the database is not open by any task,
the restart process opened the database for this MUF. If the database is opened by another process, this MUF restart
fails. DORESTART has been deprecated in favor of option DORESTART_TODAY.

If the DORESTART cannot acquire control of the database, it issues the following message:
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DB13115E - RESTART, BASE n DORESTART, OPEN UPDATE BUT NOT MUF

A DORESTART statement for a database not currently open by the MUF causes no actions other than the DB13115E
message.

The previous syntax was:

►►─ DORESTART ─┬─ ALL ─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ dbid ────────────┤

               │ ┌─ , ────┐        │

               ├─▼─ dbid ─┴────────┤

               │ ┌─ , ───────────┐ │

               └─▼─ dbid1-dbidn ─┴─┘

DORESTART_TODAY

(Optional) The DORESTART_TODAY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option allows for a MUF restart that failed for a
database or set of databases) for an error such as 08 index full or 07 data area full. Should either occur, the MUF does
not enable. The users action is to manually use DBUTLTY to RESET AREA=CXX for the databases and EXTEND them to
allow more space. Then the MUF can be restarted with a DORESTART_TODAY option to cause the restart even though
the RESET has occurred. This option replaces option DORESTART that is deprecated.

The date is provided as an 8-digit date in the form of CCYYMMDD such as 20180925. This date is followed by a single
dbid or range of dbids with a dash between two ascending numbers.  A list of additional single dbids or range of dbids is
optional.

                               ┌─ , ─────────────────┐        

►►─ NORESTART_TODAY CCYYMMDD ──▼──┬─ dbid ────────┬──┴────────────────►◄

                                  └─ dbid1-dbidn ─┘

Requirement

The option is required to be used one date only and then removed. Remove the option immediately after submitting the
MUF needed with the option.

Prevent data corruption

The DORESTART_TODAY option provides protection from misuse that would cause data corruption by not performing a
restart when needed.

• If the option is provided with a date that is not current, the statement is rejected with a ‘C’ level error in message
DB01930C and the MUF does not enable.

• If the option is provided with a date that is current, the option is accepted and the restart for the bases is done.
However, a ‘C’ level message DB01931C occurs to warn the option was used and that it must be removed from the
SYSIN or following MUF executions on later dates fail to enable.

• If the MUF is starting with option DORESTART, that option has been deprecated. You receive the DB01932C error
message referring you to see DORESTART_TODAY.

Specify DORESTART_TODAY CCYYMMDD using the format:

CCYYMMDD
The CCYYMMDD must be the current century, year, month, and day (for example, 20180918).

dbid
You can specify a single database, a group of databases, or a range of databases as follows:
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• Specify one valid dbid (database ID) for a single database. 
• Specify a group of databases with each dbid or range of dbids in the group separated from the others by a

comma.
• Specify a range of databases where the low-end dbid of the range is separated from the high-end dbid by a

hyphen.

The same database ID is mutually exclusive in a single execution of the MUF between the MUF startup options
NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY. This is true whether the DBID is specified individually or within a range.

The following example shows NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY used correctly presuming that the date is
current.

NORESTART_TODAY 20181024,10

DORESTART_TODAY 20181024,400

The following example shows using NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY incorrectly, causing you to receive
error message DB01917E - INVALID MIX OF OPTIONS.

NORESTART_TODAY 20171024,3

DORESTART_TODAY 20101024,1-5

Valid Entries:
A single dbid, a range of dbids, a list of any combination of single dbid and range of dbids

Default Value:
No default

DUMP_OUTPUT

(Optional) (z/OS only) The DUMP_OUTPUT option option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup to
control the type of dump output produced during an abnormal MUF termination.

►►─ DUMP_OUTPUT ─┬─ SVC ◄ ────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ SYSUDUMP ─┘

SVC or SYSUDUMP
We recommend that you code SVC (or allow the default of SVC) for this option, causing the MUF to produce
a SVC dump instead of a SYSUDUMP. SVC dumps are quicker to produce than a SYSUDUMP, allowing MUF
termination to run more quickly in those cases where a dump is produced. If for any reason the SVC dump is
unsuccessful, a SNAP dump to SNAPER is produced.
If SVC is coded, the SYSUDUMP still provides documentation if a failure occurs before Datacom/DB can initialize
and establish a recovery routine. Once the recovery routine is established, the SYSUDUMP DD statement is
dynamically deallocated. Should an error then occur, the recovery routine dynamically requests an SVC dump. If
Datacom/DB should become unable to handle a failure, the SYSUDUMP DD statement is reallocated. Delaying
the dump allows Datacom/DB to preserve the necessary resources then automatically cause any Shadow MUF to
begin execution without operator intervention.
You must specify DUMP_OUTPUT as SVC (or allow the SVC default) if:

• SRB is specified for the MUF startup option SMPTASK.
• 64 bit IXX buffer memory is specified for the MUF startup option SYSPOOL.
• 64 bit data buffer memory is specified for the MUF startup option DATAPOOL.

SVC dumps are read using IPCS (the IBM Interactive Problem Control System).
Specifying SYSUDUMP produces a SYSUDUMP when a dump is needed.
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Valid Entries:
SVC or SYSUDUMP

Default Value:
SVC

DYNAMIC_EXTEND

The DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command is used for doing on-demand dynamic extends of DASD data sets and
VIRTUAL areas while they are open and the Multi-User Facility (MUF) is being used.

NOTE
We recommend that you anticipate needed extends and request them during off-hours instead of during a peak
processing time in the MUF. Also, try to override the following three current choices for dynamic extend:

On-demand dynamic extends supported by the DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command provide maximum flexibility.
As a console-like command, DYNAMIC_EXTEND can be issued in the following ways:

• Using the DBUTLTY COMM function with OPTION=CONSOLE
• Issuing it as a true console command
• Using any SQL tool that can insert a record (including non-mainframe)

On-demand dynamic extends execute in the MUF address space. The MUF address space must therefore be enabled,
and a task area must be available. An on-demand dynamic extend can occur with any other normal MUF processing, for
example a user application, processing the area being extended.
The following syntax is for the DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command:

►►─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─ dbid,area,number,type ────────────►◄

      

dbid

The dbid must be a number from 0 -- 5000. Use of zero is a special case where the CXX or LXX can be requested to be
dynamically extended.

Valid Entries:
0 -- 5000

Default Value:
(No default)

area
The area must be the three character name of an existing data area, index area, or CXX/LXX. If the area is not
the CXX/LXX, the first table in the database for an index area or the first table in the data area is selected and
must successfully open for the extend to occur.

Valid Entries:
The three character name of an existing data area, index area, or CXX/LXX.

Default Value:
(No default)

number
For DASD data sets, the number is a number of 5 digits or less (0 -- 65535) as the quantity of the extend. If
the area is CXX/LXX, the number cannot be zero. If not CXX/LXX, the use of a number greater than zero is an
override of the number currently residing in the CXX for the normal dynamic extend. If zero, no override of the
CXX dynamic extend size is requested, and that number is the one used. If, however, that number is also zero,
the default becomes the secondary, as defined to the operating system and where a zero is invalid.
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Note: A number set as not zero here, when not using Datacom Datadictionary for the normal dynamic extend
value, will remain in memory and also be used for any dynamic extend until the area is closed and reopened, at
which time the JCL secondary value is used again.
For VIRTUAL database areas, the size requested using the number,type values are computed and, if larger than
2G (2147483648), are rounded down to 2G.

Valid Entries:
A number of 5 digits or less from 0 -- 65535

Default Value:
(No default)

type
The type is either TRK or CYL to specify what the greater than 0 number represents. If the number is zero, the
type must be an asterisk (*), because the type is paired with the number in the CXX dynamic extend attributes.
Datacom must always convert the number to the format supported by the operating system for this data set. The
number is converted (with rounding as needed) to the units defined when the data set was allocated (TRK/CYL/
BLOCKS). If the number is not being overridden, the area must have been defined in a way that allows secondary
allocations.

Valid Entries:
TRK, CYL, or * (an asterisk)

Default Value:
(No default)

The execution drives the same messages used for dynamic extend as are driven by additions to the data or index.

For details about this console command, see DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MESSAGES.

Following are four examples of dynamic extend statements:

DYNAMIC_EXTEND 197,IXX,1,CYL

DYNAMIC_EXTEND 297,A01,5,TRK

DYNAMIC_EXTEND 0,CXX,2,CYL

DYNAMIC_EXTEND 2,DD1,0,*

There are a number of both specific and implied restrictions to using DYNAMIC_EXTEND. Following are specific rules for
using DYNAMIC_EXTEND:

• The area and database cannot be defined as ACCESS OFF or ACCESS READ or ACCESS UTLTY.
• The area cannot be the index of the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) temporary database.
• The database must have been defined or defaulted in the MUF startup with ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
• DASD data sets have restrictions of 16 extents per volume and 59 volumes.
• VIRTUAL databases are memory only and have no limitations on number of extends other than running out of memory.

Note: 64-bit memory is used if allowed and available. If requirement is not satisfied with 64-bit memory then it will be
satisfied with Data Space memory provided it is available.

The many implied rules for using DYNAMIC_EXTEND include the following:

• Using a zero for number requires that the data set has been defined with a secondary allocation or has a user-provided
DD statement with a secondary allocation.

• Every Index Area (IXX) in the database must have been initialized.
• The data area to be extended must have been initialized and loaded. If not open, the data area must have no

roadblocks to being opened. There are many open errors possible.
• The table selected must be open or have no roadblocks to being opened. There are many open errors possible.

Considerations for extending the log area LXX
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The process of extending the Log Area (LXX) is similar to that of Directory (CXX). The LXX, however, uses a wrap-around
data set. Therefore, the additional space gained from the LXX extension can only be incorporated into the log and become
a useable part of the log when the log is at its "wrap point," that is, at the end of the data set from which it "wraps" to the
front. Interactions related to LXX maintenance and the spilling of the LXX make the log available for extension only at
either the next wrap point or at the end of the next two wraps.

Full implementation of an LXX extension is complex. Message DB00319 gives specific feedback on the progress of the
LXX extension. For more information, see Messages. Following is a summary of the information provided by message
DB00319:

DB00319I - LXX DYNAMIC EXTEND -  text

The text can be one of the following:.

DELAY UNTIL WRAP POINT

Documents that a dynamic extend was done but not integrated into the log area LXX yet.

Note: If a MUF terminates after extend and before integrated, the completion occurs in the following MUF or MUFs at the
proper time. Integration must wait until a wrap point.

DELAY NEXT, FIRST WRAP
Documents that MUF was started with an uncompleted log area extend. Delay occurs until the next wrap point.

DELAY NEXT, LBSN BUSY
Documents that a wrap point occurred. However, the environment in terms of the Log Block Sequence Number is
busy and the integration cannot occur at this wrap. It is attempted at the next wrap.

REJECT BECAUSE PREVIOUS
Documents that a dynamic extend for the log area LXX was requested but is rejected because a previous
dynamic extend has not been completed. After completion, another dynamic extend can be done.

REJECT BECAUSE HAS SHADOW
Documents that a dynamic extend for the log area was requested but is rejected because the MUF has a Shadow
MUF. Dynamic extend for a log area requires the Shadow MUF to be set to EOJ and be down during the extend.
When the actual extend completes (and before the integration and completion) the Shadow can be restarted.

REJECT BECAUSE MUFPLEX2+
Documents that a dynamic extend is rejected because there are two or more MUFs in a MUFPLEX enabled
which is a time the LXX might not be extended. All enabled MUFs over one must be ended before the LXX can be
extended.

REJECT BECAUSE FIXED BLK
Documents that a dynamic extend is rejected because the log is not set in the variable format. The dynamic
extend ability is for variable log areas only.

COMPLETED
Documents the additional space added to the log area LXX has been fully incorporated into the log and fully
functional.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX

Currently, a Multi-User Facility (MUF) honors the extend size during DYNAMIC_EXTEND when an area is full trying to add
or update a row.  The DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX command allows the database administrator (DBA) to indicate that if a
dynamic extend occurs within a short time from a previous extend, the new extend would optionally increase the number
of track/cylinders set with no outage.

►►─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The goal of this command is to second guess the secondary extent size for the following reasons:
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• If extends are happening frequently
• If there is likely to be an outage of the ability to add rows to an area that extends to the maximum of 16 extents per

volume on the number of volumes defined.

When the secondary was established it was likely set as small as possible based on expected additions, but this is not
always known.

This feature activates when a data or index area fills because of adding rows to a table; or updating rows requiring
physical movement. This includes supporting MUF command ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE and the 24x7 method of
changing a block size. DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX does not activate for other cases including DBUTLTY functions INIT,
EXTEND, or LOAD. Also, DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX does not activate for extends done in support of MUF commands
DYNAMIC_EXTEND or ONLINE_AREA_MOVE getting to equal size.

The definition of a ‘short time’ could be a number of hours such as 1, 4, 8, or 24. You can also set the value as 0 to
disable the feature.  The maximum number of hours is 168 (a week). This definition can be set as a MUF startup option to
take effect during the enable and also changed while the MUF is enabled.

When an area is full, the extend size is controlled by the Datadictionary definition. Attribute DYN-EXT-TRACKS, not
zero, provides the specific number of tracks or cylinders to extend and the JCL secondary is not to be used. Or, DYN-
EXT-TRACKS can provide zero to indicate that the JCL secondary allocation is to be used. Even though Datadictionary
can be set as a number of tracks or cylinders, the actual extend size is always in the units used when the data set was
allocated. The JCL allows CYL with number of cylinders, TRK with number of tracks, or block size with number of blocks.
The Datadictionary provided number other than zero is converted to the required JCL equivalent number such that 30
tracks may be converted to 2 cylinders or the opposite of 2 cylinders converted to 30 tracks. Every data area has its own
DYN-EXT-TRACKS setting. The index has one setting for the IXX shared with every index partition (Inn) area.

NOTE

Important:

• This action is within a specific MUF execution and is not remembered over a MUF recycle.
• It is not passed between MUFPLEX MUF executions. If two are executing, each MUF has its own time.
• It is not passed between an executing MUF and its Shadow.
• The EOJ of a MUF loses the history of the date-time of the last extend.
• A FLEX extend is not considered the first extend after an area is opened.
• A FLEX extend is not considered the next extend after a B37 occurred (with or without) option

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY in use,

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX addresses that if the extend is very small, up to 1 cylinder (15 tracks), a first multiplier can be
set. Different multipliers can be set for a total of five different sizes.

The size value multiplier always uses the size of the secondary extent that is defined in the JCL or in Datadictionary. Total
size of the data set is not used as part of DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX.

This is the extend size and not the area existing size and can be one of the following:

• very small, up to 1 cylinder (15 tracks) and continuing with
• small, 2-100 cylinders (16-1500 tracks)
• medium, 101-1000 cylinders,
• large 1001-10000 cylinders, and
• very large over 10000 cylinders

The multiplier is set as a percentage of the user set extend size. The option is set as values 100 through 1000. For
example, setting the percentage at:
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• 100 (%) means that this size is not to have a larger value but the same; FLEX is disabled for this size.
• 150 (%) means that the size is to be the previous successful extend size plus half that size
• 200 (%) to be double the previous size
• 1000 (%) to request this extend be ten times the original size

The command is:

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX hours,very-small,small,medium,large,very-large

An example might be: DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX 24,1000,500,200,150,101

• Hours 0-168 where 0 turns off the feature and is the MUF default. 1 indicates one hour or less; 2 indicates two hours
to one hour plus 1 second; and so on

• The values replacing the very-small through very-large are the percentage of the user specified size. However, if done
successfully in the past time period, that size is used. For example,
– 1000 is ten times the planned extend size
– 500 is five times the planned extend size 
– 200 is double the planned extend size
– 150 is one and a half times times the planned extend size
– 101 is the current size plus one percent of current size

Messages

DB01707W is generated when the FLEX part does something different.  For example:

DB01707W – DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX SUCCESSFUL 897 C01 C01897 500% TRK +450

The message provides the:

• DBID of the base
• Area name
• DDNAME
• Units of TRK or CYL, and the additional number being added to the Datadictionary or JCL number that would have

been used without FLEX being applied.

NOTE

The multiplier applies only to the number used in the planned extend.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS

(Optional) The DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option can be issued as a console-like
command at MUF startup or at any later time.

Use DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS to select whether numbers reported in the dynamic extend messages DB01705I and
DB01706I are to be rounded to cylinders when possible or reported in tracks.

NOTE
Any counts that are not in full cylinders are always given in tracks.

►►─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS ─┬─ TRK ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ CYL ─┘

TRK or CYL
For the MUF, the default is TRK
The DBUTLTY default can be overridden using the following: SET OPTION1=DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS TRK/
CYL.
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For details about the messages, see Messages. For a sample of messages from TRK and CYL and driven by file
full and console DYNAMIC_EXTEND, see the following xamples.
Valid Entries:

TRK or CYL
Default Value:

Defaults are as in the descriptions just given.

The following are samples of messages from TRK and CYL, driven by file full and console DYNAMIC_EXTEND:

DB01705I - DYNAMIC EXTEND START A01997 TRK 3 DCMDEV.DB.MUF0.A01997

DB01706I - DYNAMIC EXTEND END A01997 TRK 4 WRKD17 VOL 1 VOLS 12 EXT 3 TRK +1

DB01311I - DYNAMIC_EXTEND 997,IXX,1,CYL

DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - DYNAMIC_EXTEND 997,IXX,1,CYL

DB01705I - DYNAMIC EXTEND START IXX997 TRK 5 DCMDEV.DB.MUF0.IXX997

DB01706I - DYNAMIC EXTEND END IXX997 TRK 20 WRKD23 VOL 1 VOLS 12 EXT 5 TRK +15

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY

Use DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option if a dynamic extend is attempted because a
file is full and fails with a B37.  DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY allows a default to retry with a smaller extend value. This
presumes that the B37 did not occur because the last available volumes already have 16 extents.

This retry activates only if a data area or index area becomes full by adding records or index values. It does not activate
for other reasons including:

• DBUTLTY EXTEND
• DBUTLTY INIT
• DBUTLTY PREINIT
• MUF command DYNAMIC_EXTEND
• MUF command ONLINE_AREA_MOVE when the new data set is sized smaller than the old data set
• MUF command ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE

A B37 that resulted in a full area subject to the DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX option (where more space is requested than
the original size) is handled as a special case.. Because the extend size was more than the original for this area, a special
retry labeled as 'RETRY 0' is done for the original size. If this is not successful and gets a B37, then the normal retry
process as described below occurs.

A retry activates after a B37 with the option set that retries up to three times to get smaller allocations. Each retry always
starts with the original secondary allocation when using JCL for sizing extend values or that provided by Datadictionary if
it is used for sizing extend values. From this start, one of the 3 percentages are applied based on it being the first, second,
or third retry. Whether successful or not, these smaller allocation retries are not saved and tracked relative to ensuring that
the next requirement to dynamically extend an area will use the original value.

NOTE

This is helpful if the last volume is fragmented.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY allows three retries with a smaller extend number. The size that caused the B37 is clearly
too large for the current DASD availability. The command requires three values with each having a number from 1 to 99
and descends from larger to smaller. Each retry is a percent of the original failed size for this dynamic extend. One idea is
to set the values at 75,50,25 or another is 90,80,70. Be aware that the retries quit after three tries. All three percentages
are of the same starting attempted value. For example, if an extend has been set to 1000 (tracks/cylinders) that gets a
B37. If the option is set as 75,50,25, then a first retry is for 750 (tracks/cylinders). If this is successful, then the extend
continues with this space. If this also gets a B37, then 500 is tried and if that also gets a B37, then finally 250 is tried.
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NOTE

The units of tracks versus cylinders is based on how the data set was allocated. The Multi-User Facility
(MUF) must adjust/round in this allocation.

This command is for all areas as a simple global option.

NOTE

• You can use ONLINE_AREA_MOVE to get the size right after the event occurs with a new set of extents or if
there is a fail because of the number of extents.

• The MUF command AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING can notify you of the number of remaining extents running
out.

Following is the syntax for the DYNAMIC_EXTEND-RETRY console-like command:

►►─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY ─ first-retry,second-retry,third-retry ─────────────►◄

first-retry

Must be a number 1-99 as a percentage of the size requested.

second-retry

Must also be a number 1-99 but smaller than the first-retry.

third-retry

Must be a number 1-99 but smaller than the second-retry.

Valid Entries:
1-99 for each retry but numbers may not be ascending.

Default Value:
No default if the command is entered. However, if the command is not provided at MUF startup, the default is
'80,60,40'.

ECHO

(Optional) The ECHO option specifies whether to stop or turn on the console messages for future statements. If you do
not specify this option, console messages are displayed.

For proper assistance from Support, we recommend that you keep the console messages and provide the system log with
any Multi-User Facility (MUF) failures.

Formerly, message DB01900I echoed back the input statement by printing it as output from the MUF and, if the ECHO
MUF startup option is specified as YES or ON, it is also displayed on the console. ECHO ON or YES started the printing
of future statements, and ECHO OFF or NO stopped the printing of future statements.

Input statements that are being flagged in error are printed as output from the MUF as in the prior release, but, now they
are also printed on the console no matter what value was specified for ECHO, allowing you to see a single error or a few
errors on the console more quickly than by searching the MUF output.

To make this change more useful, the optional helper message DB01909E appears both in MUF output and on the
console. Also, the specific error message appears in both places.

►►─ ECHO ─ entry ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

entry
(Required) Specify to turn off console messages for future SYSIN startup option statements with NO or OFF or to
turn on the console for future statements with YES or ON.
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Valid Entries:
NO, OFF, ON, or YES

Default Value:
(No default if you code this option. However, if you do not specify this option, console messages are
displayed.)

EXCTLNO

(Optional) The EXCTLNO option specifies the maximum number of records over which a single task can hold
simultaneous primary exclusive control. If you do not specify this option, the default is zero, meaning there is no limit.

When using Dataquery, specify at least 8. If you specify a value for EXCTLNO, that value is enforced for all row locking.

►►─ EXCTLNO ─ number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
(Required) Specify a 1- to 4-digit integer value with 0 meaning that there is no limit, except to run out of memory.
You can use the EXCTLNO n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

0 to 9999 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by
1024)

Default Value:
No default if you code this option. However, if you do not specify this option, the default is 0.

FLEXPOOL

(Optional) The FLEXPOOL option specifies the number of buffers of each class to be built upon the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup as part of a flexible pool of IXX, DXX, and two sets of data buffers. If the option is omitted or specified as
zero, no flexible buffers are built. If you do not specify the second data buffer pool in the DATAPOOL option, no second
set of data buffers are allowed to be added later with FLEXPOOL.

If numbers are provided, that many buffers are built in that class. These buffers are exactly the same as all the normal
buffers of the same type as specified in the DATAPOOL or SYSPOOL MUF startup options except a small memory
overhead to allow their dynamic deletion. There is no performance or other visible differences.

The flexible part is that, with the DBUTLTY FLEXPOOL function, these buffers can be removed from the system (normal
buffers cannot). Therefore, for example, you can start the  The MUF with 500 data buffers and reduce that number with
the DBUTLTY FLEXPOOL function. You can also use the DBUTLTY FLEXPOOL function to add flexible pool buffers up
to the maximum combined total for the MUF startup option and the DBUTLTY function (and the DATAPOOL or SYSPOOL
buffers) of 99999 for each class.

For a normal production system that is not being heavily tuned, we recommend a FLEXPOOL value not more than a
quarter (25 percent) of the desired buffers for a class. If you plan no tuning, omit FLEXPOOL from the MUF startup
options.

NOTE
The MUF attempts to enable without all FLEXPOOL buffers if insufficient memory exists. If this condition occurs,
there may not be sufficient memory for required tables or to execute  The  jobs. You can specify 32767 to
indicate the addition of as many as memory allows or the combined total (by class) of 99999.

►►─ FLEXPOOL ─ ixxno ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

                      └─ ,dxxno ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ ,datano ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                             └─ ,data2no ─┘
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ixxno
(Required) Specify the number of flexible buffers for accessing high-level Index Area blocks. The combined total
ixxno values for FLEXPOOL and SYSPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
Valid Entries:

0 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,dxxno
(Optional) Specify the number of flexible buffers for accessing low-level index blocks. The combined total dxxno
values for FLEXPOOL and SYSPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
Valid Entries:

0 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
0

,datano
(Optional) Specify the total number of flexible data buffers. You must specify the above parameters before you
can specify this parameter.
The combined total of data buffers for DATAPOOL and FLEXPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
Valid Entries:

0 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
0

,data2no
(Optional) Specify the total number of a second set of flexible data buffers. You must specify the above
parameters before you can specify this parameter.
The combined total of data buffers for DATAPOOL and FLEXPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.
Valid Entries:

0 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024)

Default Value:
0

FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER

(Optional) (z/OS only) FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER can be specified as YES or NO. If
FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER is specified as YES, a Multi-User Facility (MUF) failure that allows Datacom error
handling to occur causes a full SNAP of the address space to the SNAPER DD statement, in addition to what the
Operating System does to SYSUDUMP or any SVC dump taken. FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER was added in r12
because some user sites have default settings for SYSUDUMP and SVC dumps that do not include all the memory
needed to debug a Datacom problem. Specifying YES or ON indicates that you want output of both a SYSUDUMP and
SNAPER of memory to occur if MUF fails because of a system abend or program check.

►►─ FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER ─┬─ NO or OFF ◄ ─┬────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ YES or ON ───┘
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YES/ON or NO/OFF
If you specify this option as YES or ON, if MUF fails because of a system abend or program check, after the
ESTAE performs cleanup there is output of both a SYSUDUMP and SNAPER of memory. This action can be
helpful in solving a problem that occurs in the ESTAE itself after a system abend.
Some sites set their operating system options to truncate SYSUDUMP information. It is rarely possible to
find and correct an error when a truncated SYSUDUMP is all the information that is available. Specifying
FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER as YES or ON helps Support find and correct errors by obtaining a full address
space dump to the SNAPER DD statement.
You can use the FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER x console command to change the value of this MUF startup
option, where x can be YES or ON, or NO or OFF.
Valid Entries:

YES or ON, or NO or OFF
Default Value:

NO or OFF

HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT

The HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT parameter limits the amount of 64-bit memory that SQL can use for hashing. This parameter
is one of two HASH JOIN parameters that limit the use of 64-bit memory for hashing in queries. The other parameter is
HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT.

Valid values for HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT are 0 to 19G. The default is zero and turns off hashing for SQL.

SQLCODE -588 indicates that the limit was reached. However, this SQLCODE is never returned to the application.
Rather, the query is rebound to not use hash tables and restarted so it can successfully complete.

NOTE
You should allow as much memory for hashing as for a TTM virtual table, since hashing is used in place of a
TTM table.

The decision to use hashing is made at the bind time. Therefore, to actually use hashing, a query must be rebound after
hashing is turned on. Use the DBSFRPR batch utility to rebind queries embedded in host languages like COBOL. For
queries in the Source Cache such as ODBD/JDBC and Dynamic SQL, clear the Source Cache by temporarily setting MUF
parameter SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS to zero and then back to the normal value.

When hashing is turned off (by setting HASH_MUF_MEMLIMT = 0), existing queries using hash tables are automatically
rebound before execution begins to not use hashing.

HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT

The HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT parameter limits the amount of 64-bit memory a single query can use for hashing. This
parameter is one of two HASH JOIN parameters that limit the use of 64-bit memory for hashing in queries. The other
parameter is HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT.

Valid values are 1M to 19G. The default is no limit. Values greater than HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT are, in effect, no limit
since HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT is reached first.

NOTE
If you set this limit and you later want to turn it off, then set the HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT limit higher than
HASH_MUF_LIMIT. The result is that there is effectively no limit at the query level. In this scenario, you must set
HASH_QUERY_MEMLIMIT higher than HASH_MUF_MEMLIMIT because zero is not allowed.

SQLCODE -589 indicates that this limit was reached. However, this SQLCODE is never returned to the application.
Rather, the query is rebound to not use hash tables and restarted so it can successfully complete.
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HISTORY

(z/OS only) (Optional) Specifying the HISTORY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option indicates that you want the run-
time information collected in the history database.

The history database provides a general-purpose repository which Datacom populates with useful historic information.
This information can be used to expand your ability to support and control the Datacom environment. You can retrieve
this historical data using any tool that can access a Datacom table. For more information on the history database, see
Creating and Maintaining the History Database.

►►─ HISTORY ─ dbid ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid
Specifies the DBID of the history database. The history database usually resides in DBID 1007.
Valid Entries:

the DBID of the history database
Default Value:

(No default)

HISTORY_END_HOUR

(z/OS only) (Optional) Regarding the end-of-day spilling of statistics to the history database table, the
HISTORY_END_HOUR Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option can be used to specify when you want the day to end,
that is, when you want the end-of-day spilling to occur. Normally, the end-of-day spilling occurs at 24:00:00.

The end-of-day spill process of Area Daily Statistics (ADS) rows also generates a COMM STATS command to update
available CXX “in memory” statistics information to the CXX data set.

►►─ HISTORY_END_HOUR ─ hour ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

hour
You can set a value of 00 through 24, that is, 00, 01, 02, and so on, as the hour at which you want your day to end
regarding spilling statistics to the history database. History rows that are created after this time (due to a CLOSE
or a COMM STATS request) reflect the date of the following day.
Valid Entries:

00 through 24 (in one hour increments)
Default Value:

24

HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE

(z/OS only) (Optional) Setting the HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE option with YES during Multi-User Facility (MUF) enable
(only) activates MUF use of the Event table within the HISTORY database. The MUF startup option HISTORY must have
also been set. The Event History table is described in detail in the Event History section of Creating and Maintaining the
History Database.

Completion of each of the Events subject to being recorded in the Event History table opens the table. If the open is
not successful such as the table has not been defined, initialized, or loaded, the open notes the error and is ignored.
Otherwise, a new row is added to the EVT table in the EVT area if:

• room for another row is available, or
• the oldest event is deleted to make room for the new event

Once MUF is enabled, this option cannot be set to YES or NO.
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The data in the Event History table is available for all types of access for query or reporting. The SQL tool DBSQLPR is a
good choice. A DBUTLTY function REPORT with TYPE=EVENT is available to report a limited number of fields and has a
limited set of selection keywords.

►►─ HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE ┬─ YES ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ NO ──┘

Specify a value for the option
You can set the option to be active with YES is inactive with NO
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

None (without the option being specified with the YES value, the event history table is not active)

HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES

Specifying the HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option provides information about the start
and end of some MUF processing. This information is potentially long running or interest for Support. It is not intended
for every possible execution. Items that already have starting and ending messages are not included in this message.
Currently provided are the start and end of:

• A database catalog (DDUPDATE with 1000 CATALOG)
• DBUTLTY function OLREORG
• DBUTLTY function DEFRAG
• DBUTLTY function LOAD with MULTUSE=YES

Additionally, specifying the HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES MUF startup option provides information about the alter of the
Directory CXX by the DDUPDATE program with the 1000 ALTER transaction.

• A database 1000 ALTER
• An area 1000 ALTER
• A table 1000 ALTER
• A key 1000 ALTER

In addition to the above, specifying the HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES MUF startup option provides information about the
alter of the Directory CXX by the DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT for the below specific list of changes. Note that it does
not include everything possible with CXXMAINT.

• Including DSOP=
• Including DSN=
• Including LOGGING=
• Including RESET_KEY_USES=

In addition to the above, specifying the HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES MUF startup option provides an echo type message
providing what was entered for the OPTION2= value of a DBULTY function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE.

►►─ HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES ┬ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └ NO ──┘

Examples of messages to show the start and end of some MUF processing include:
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• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES CATALOG BASE START 97
• DB00624I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES CATALOG BASE END 97 MIN:SEC-0:0 IO-85
• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES OLREORG START 697 C01
• DB00624I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES OLREORG END 697 C01 MIN:SEC-0:3 IO-1,534
• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DEFRAG START 697
• DB00624I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DEFRAG END 697 MIN:SEC-0:0 IO-332
• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES LOAD START 997 A01
• DB00623I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES LOAD END 997 A01 MIN:SEC-1:5 IO-9,342

Examples of messages to show alters of the Directory CXX by the DDUPDATE program include:

• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 DATABASE DBDVL 70367 JOB23647-2 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 A01 AREA DBDVL 70367 JOB23647-2 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 697 A01 BLKSIZE DBDVL 70364 JOB23645-1 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 C01 TABLE DBDVL 70364 JOB23645-1 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 F02 KEY USE DBDVL 70364 JOB23645-1 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 F02 KEY SWAP DBDVL 70364 JOB23645-1 CA32 DOEJOHN

Examples of messages to show alters of the Directory CXX by the DDUPDATE program include:

• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 A01 DSOP DBDVL 70370 JOB30540-1 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 A01 DSN DBDVL 70369 JOB23647-4 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 T01 LOGGING DBDVL 70369 JOB23647-4 CA32 DOEJOHN
• DB00625I - CXX ALTER 997 RESET_KEY_USES DBDVL 70369 JOB23647-4 CA32 DOEJOHN

Examples of messages to show the OPTION=2 value of a DBULTY function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE:

• DB00626I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES COMM ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3316,AR1,DELETE HCF4PREI 14024
JOB21205-3 DOEJOHN

• DB00626I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES COMM ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3318,IXX,DELETE JCF6PREI 14244
JOB21269-3 DOEJOHN

• DB00626I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES COMM LOG_RECORD_FORMAT 1 QA#@CNSL 13061 JOB20696-1
DOEJOHN      

• DB00626I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES COMM ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 3310,AR1 B090TM24 20641 JOB21457-6
DOEJOHN

Examples of messages to show the successful completion of a DDL statement to Datacom/DB through the SQL API:

• DB00627I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL CREATE TABLE 16 NEW DBDVL 3441 JOB21796-1 CA32 XYNJO02
DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL CREATE TABLE 16 NEW SYSUSR.NEW123   

• DB00627I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL DROP TABLE 16 NEW DBDVL 3441 JOB21796-1 CA32 XYNJO02
DB00628I - HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES DDL DROP TABLE 16 NEW SYSUSR.NEW123

IO_STYLE_NEWER

(Optional) The IO_STYLE_NEWER option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console. Setting it to YES after startup has no effect using zHPF on areas already open. That decision is made during
the data set open. Using new Datacom and z/OS control blocks for the I/O to be a little more efficient does happen for all
areas with the option set to YES.

►►─ IO_STYLE_NEWER ──┬─ NO ◄─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ YES ─┘
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IO_S
TYLE_NEWER NO/YES
Specifying YES for this startup option allows you to streamline DASD I/O to exploit the newer hardware than
standard Datacom/DB functionality. CPU usage and elapsed time per I/O might decrease or increase. It should be
seen as an improvement and better. The option causes less 24-bit memory to be used for I/O control blocks.
Valid Entries: NO or YES
Default Value: NO.

IOTASK

(z/OS only) (Optional) The IOTASK option specifies the number of subtasks to be attached to Datacom/DB to perform
asynchronous I/O functions. At Multi-User Facility (MUF) shutdown, the TCB Use Summary Information report (see the
COMM EOJ function) indicates how many I/Os occurred for each subtask that actually had I/Os while the MUF was active.
If you do not specify this option, the default is zero.

When deciding what to specify for this option, you must consider your own situation, because no number is an intrinsically
good value for IOTASK.

As a tuning option, two values can be provided. If only one is specified, the maximum number of subtasks that are built
for this MUF and the number that are eligible for use are represented. If two values are specified, the first represents the
maximum that this MUF can support. The second value represents the number that are eligible for use at startup.

A console command exists to allow the eligible I/O tasks to vary from zero to the maximum defined during startup.
IOTASK_CURRENT n is the format of the console command.

In the console command, when IOTASK is defined as zero or defaults to zero all I/O required is started by the main task or
any executing SMPTASKs. For more information, see SMPTASK.

NOTE
SMP mode is the complete solution to multiple processor support. Because it has a variable kick-in value, its
overhead is more in control than the limited and fulltime I/O task processing.

►►─ IOTASK ─ maximum(,current) ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

maximum
(Required) Specify a one- to two-digit integer value.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

(No default if you code this option. However, if you do not specify this option, the default is zero.
(,current)

(Optional) Specify a one- to two-digit integer value that is equal to or less than the maximum.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

(A value equal to maximum.)

LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF

Learn how the LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF command helps avoid conflicts and enables user actions with the Multi-User
Facility (MUF) enabled but not ready for production work. Find the syntax diagram and parameter definitions.
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The LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF command allows you to avoid conflicts. This command allows user actions that require a
Multi-User Facility (MUF) to be enabled (though not ready for production work). This command is used at the MUF startup.

(Optional) A normal MUF execution automatically performs many actions for efficiency and ease of use. Occasionally,
certain actions that can cause conflicts are unwanted. For example, in an upgrade to a new release, using
LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF can avoid conflicts. This command allows user actions that require a MUF to be enabled
(though not ready for production work). A further example, normal startup activities include MUF requiring and
automatically opening the temporary CBS index. If, however, the CXX was renamed (INIT CXXNAME=) while MUF was
down, a conflict could be caused if the CBS database is not VIRTUAL. LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF specified as YES could
prevent that conflict by not automatically opening the CBS temporary index.

With the option in place, an open not allowed gets a return code 94(167). This includes the RESTART process. Therefore,
do not specify this option after canceling the previous MUF.

►►─ LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ YES ──┘

LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF
If IMITED_INSTALL_MUF is specified as YES to block options that can cause known conflicts, actions during
MUF startup that are different include the following actions:

• The temporary CBS index is not automatically opened.
• All URT open requests fail with a return code 94(167), except all DBUTLTY functions are allowed and the

Datacom Datadictionary databases are allowed.
• If any of the following options are placed in MUF startup, message DB01919E - CONFLICT WITH

LIMITED_INSTALL_MUF is received:
– ACCT
– ACCTPRM
– CBS
– CBS_DBID_TEMP
– CDCL
– HISTORY
– SQLOPTION
– STAR
– SYSTEMDBID

Valid Entries: YES, NO
Default Value: NO

LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT

(Optional) The LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT command allows data that is logged for tables that are subject to encryption
to be stored as not encrypted or force maintenance to encrypted tables to be written to the log in the full row encrypted
format. This command is used at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT ─ n ──┬─ NO ◄─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ YES ─┘

n
Specifies the number of log records to encrypt.
Valid Values:

NO or YES
Default Values

NO
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When set to NO (the default), this option allows data that is logged for tables that are subject to encryption to be written
as per the other options. Therefore, trying to write the fewest bytes reasonable to provide the maximum efficiency. With
this choice, the data is stored in the clear (not encrypted). We recommend this choice because it avoids encryption key
processing of every access to log records.

When set to YES, this option forces maintenance to encrypted tables to be written to the log in the full row encrypted
format. All other choices are ignored except that this option is ignored if LOG_RECORD_FORMAT is not set to 1.
For encrypted tables, this option overrides LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS NO and logs user compressed table
maintenance, that is also encrypted, as full compressed data, that is also encrypted. YES also requires every DBUTLTY
function needing the RXX (and user programs using READRXX) to run fully authorized. This is for every open of the RXX
and is not dependent on encrypted data on the RXX (just that it can be).

For more information, see LXX-Related MUF Startup Options.

LOG_RECORD_FORMAT

(Optional) LOG_RECORD_FORMAT allows you to build log records based on size. This option can be set during Multi-
User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console. If the option is set to 1 during startup, the LXX is started without
fallback. The option can therefore be changed during the execution of MUF using any of the console APIs to either 0 or 1.

When you specify 1 (one) for the LOG_RECORD_FORMAT option, log records are built that are smaller in size.
Therefore, LXX space, I/O elapsed times, RXX space, and spill/recovery/report times are saved. Log records with
FORMAT 1 are not understood by Version 12.0 restart. Using log records in FORMAT 1 with Version 12.0 restart
generates a message about an invalid LXX and terminates. The restart must occur using Version 14.0. The same is true
for recovery and the RXX report.
Specifying 1 for LOG_RECORD_FORMAT during MUF startup results in the following differences when compared to
specifying 0:

• This option specifically affects the before record (DELET/UPDAT), after Work Area (ADDIT/UPDAT), and element list.
The resulting log record is the smallest possible, decided at the time it is built, based on the options set at that time
for the specific table definition and the maintenance command as issued.

• The before record with FORMAT 0 is the expanded record with the internal Record Control Element (RCE, currently 12
bytes). With FORMAT 1, it either stays in this format or is the compressed record with the RCE.

• The after Work Area with FORMAT 0 is the Work Area that is provided by the user. With FORMAT 1, it is the smaller of
that Work Area, the after record expanded, the after record compressed, or a delta of actual data changes.

• The element list with FORMAT 0 is the user-provided element list with five trailing blanks. With FORMAT 1, it is omitted
if the Work Area is the full record or is an internal format element list which is different in several ways as follows:
– Its entries are 4 bytes in a format of length and offset.
– Contiguous entries are combined (this is common).
– No end of list is needed because the length of the list is already known.

►►─ LOG_RECORD_FORMAT ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
LOG_RECORD_FORMAT can be specified as 0 (zero, the default) or 1 (one), which relates to FORMAT 0 and
FORMAT 1.
When you specify zero for the LOG_RECORD_FORMAT option or allow it to default to zero, log records are built
the same way they were built in releases before Version 14.0. We recommend that you specify zero or allow the
default of zero for reasons that include the following:
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• A value of zero is best until no risk exists of needing to fall back to Version 12.0 for the MUF (LXX).
• A value of zero is best until there is no risk that the Recovery File (RXX) might need to be read by Version 12.0

recovery or Datacom Fast Restore.
• A value of zero is best until no user application nor purchased application exists that reads an RXX directly

and cannot tolerate a change in record format.
• A value of zero is best until no user application nor purchased application exists that reads an RXX with the

READRXX routine that cannot tolerate a change in record format.

Valid Values:

0 or 1

Default Value:

0

For more information, see LXX-Related MUF Startup Options.

LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE

(Optional) The LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE command allows you to provide a segment size when you must update the
log record.

Use the LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE command during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ LOG_RECORD_UPDATE_SIZE ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
When set to 0 (the default), this option has no effect.
If set to 5-50, it provides a segment size. Each segment of the UPDAT before record is compared to the after
record. Segments that are different are treated as an alternate Work Area and element list. If this alternate Work
Area and element are smaller than both the original Work Area with element list and the compressed record
without an element list (plus user compression information), it is logged instead. This option requires extra CPU
cycles and might be of most advantageous to users that remote mirror the LXX. Segment sizes of 8 or more
reduce the overhead to determine the size.
LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE can be set during MUF enable or later by using any of the console APIs. However,
it has no effect without LOG_RECORD_FORMAT being set to 1.
Valid Values:

0 - 50
Default Value:

0

For more information, see LXX-Related MUF Startup Options.

LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS

(Optional) The LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS command allows any tables with user compression be logged with or
without the option of the compressed before or after record. Specify this command during the Multi-User Facility (MUF)
startup or through the console.

►►─ LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS ─ n ─┬─ NO ◄─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                               └─ YES ─┘

n
When set to NO (the default), any tables with user compression are logged without the option of the compressed
before or after record. This is best if the user compression code is not available for the same length of time that
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the RXX files are maintained. Without the expansion code, the RXX data is unusable. This is also true if the
8-byte user compression field is not stable in its meaning over this same period. Specifying NO is ignored for
encrypted tables that also have user compression and the LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT value set to YES.
When set to YES, any tables with user compression allow the option of having the compressed before or after
record. If the compressed before or after option is selected, 16 more log record bytes are required to store the
routine name and routine data. The 16 bytes are part of the calculation to determine the smallness.
LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS can be set during MUF enable or later by using any of the console APIs.
However, it has no effect without LOG_RECORD_FORMAT being set to 1.
Valid Values:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

For more information, see LXX-Related MUF Startup Options.

LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES

(Optional) The LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES command allows you to specify the frequency of progress messages for long
rollbacks or for rollbacks that are scheduled by a Multi-User Facility (MUF) restart. You can specify this command during
the MUF startup or through the console.

►►─ LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Designates the frequency of progress messages for long rollbacks or for rollbacks that are scheduled by a
MUF restart. For a definition of a long rollback, see the information about LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS in
LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS. The number specified (1 through 60) is the approximate number of minutes as
measured from the start of the transaction or receipt of a previous progress message. The message time check
occurs at the completion of one log record and before the start of the next. The following progress message is for
a log rollback that was not scheduled by a MUF restart: DB00127I ROLLBACK C xxxxxxxx nnnnn xxxxxxxx L-
n IO-n identifier
The following progress message is for any log rollback that was scheduled by a MUF restart: DB01222I
ROLLBACK C xxxxxxxx nnnnn xxxxxxxx *-n IO-n identifier
For more information, see Messages.

Example of command

LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES 5

NOTE

The BEST PRACTICE SUGGESTION is 5 through 60 and provides a DB01922W warning message if less than
5. If you want a low number, the warning can be disabled using BEST_PRACTICES_OFF_WARNING 27.

LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS

(Optional) The LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS command allows you to specify the number of log records for a transaction
that designates it as a long rollback.  This command is used during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console.

►►─ LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Designates the number of log records for a transaction that designates it as a long rollback.
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The default definition of a long transaction is 10,000 log records. That value may be changed, however, in
one of two ways. You can change the value during the MUF startup by specifying a different value with the
MUF startup option LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS. You can also change the value after MUF has started by
issuing a LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS command through the console. In either case, the valid values for
LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS are 1 through 1M.
A long transaction is expected to be rare. Messages that are associated with a long transaction are generated in
addition to the normal BACKOUT messages.
At the start of every rollback, the following message is issued if the number of log records for the transaction is
equal or higher than the option value.
DB00126I ROLLBACK S xxxxxxxx nnnnn xxxxxxxx L-n IO-n identifier
A task that has been force check-pointed cannot be subject to rollback. All the log records (spilled or not) count in
the definition of a long transaction. The end of a long rollback issues the following message:
DB00128I - ROLLBACK E xxxxxxxx nnnnn xxxxxxxx L-n IO-n identifier
The completion of a long rollback is not the same as the completion of the rollback. A long rollback completes
when all log records on the LXX that are not subject to SPILL have been processed. A continuation or progress
message, DB00127I, is described the message documentation.
The message is described in general terms in the information about LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES.
Valid Entries:

1 through 1048576 (1M)
Default Value:

10000

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR

(Optional) The LOG_WRAP_CLEAR command allows you to clear the saved shortest time period for a log wrap or cancel
a pending log wrap. This command can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

►►─ LOG_WRAP_CLEAR ┬─ YES ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ NO ──┘                  

YES
Clears the saved shortest time period for a log wrap when the next wrap occurs before the message of the
shortest time occurs.

NO
Specifies that a previously requested 'LOG_WRAP_CLEAR YES' that is still pending be canceled.

Each time the LXX area wraps from the end of the extent set back to the front, a DB00321 message is issued. This
message provides information about this wrap and the time difference between the last log record and the first log record.

The message is helpful in sizing the LXX data set so that it provides enough space to allow DBUTLTY SPILL functions at
reasonable frequency. Logging within a MUF is never done at a predictable flat rate. Therefore, seeing the time that the
currently sized LXX holds is most useful if it is the shortest time of all the wraps to date. To this end, the log area saves the
fastest time between wraps since the log area was initialized or cleared. Normally this should be allowed to take place.

However, it could be helpful should patterns change to calculate a new shortest time. This can be done with this
command. It might be useful also if the LXX area is dynamically extended.

LOGOPTION

(Optional) The LOGOPTION Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command allows you to specify LOGOPTION YES or
LOGOPTION NO to control the recording of OPEN and CLOSE log records being added to the Log Area (LXX).
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►►─ LOGOPTION ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ YES ──┘

NO or YES
(Required) During normal operation (LOGOPTION NO), OPEN and CLOSE log records are not written to the
Log Area for jobs that have done no maintenance. You can force the writing of these records with LOGOPTION
YES. Thereafter, during the first maintenance, an OPEN log record is added. A CLOSE log record is written for
maintenance jobs that end without a COMMIT or ROLLBACK, or if LOGOPTION YES was specified.
For maximum efficiency, it is best to not force OPEN and CLOSE log records with LOGOPTION YES.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

LOGPEND

(Optional) LOGPEND specifies a maximum number of log tracks containing log records of requests with pending low-level
index (DXX) or data buffer writes. This command is used at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup.

• If you do not specify this option, the default is 5000.
• If you specify a value from 0 to 4999, the LOGPEND is set to 5000 as the minimum value allowed the starting MUF

For proper MUF execution performance, it is important that a good sized ‘pipeline’ of deferred writes be allowed to occur.
Values larger than 5000 up to the maximum of 32767 are recommended. Any need for a RESTART which now executes
using up to 250 task areas and multiple TCBs or SRBs ensures a quick reprocessing of what was in the pipeline of the
failed MUF.

NOTE
For the special cases where you choose to terminate an enabled MUF by causing an S122 or S222, use the
WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE command before termination. Time is minimized for a following RESTART.

To selectively turn off Pipeline for a given job, specify the User Requirements table parameter WRITE=YES. However, this
way is not recommended. To turn off the Pipeline feature for a given table, specify the Datacom Datadictionary attribute
PIPELINE-OPTION as NO. This way is also not recommended.

At the point Datacom/DB fills one log track and starts another, MUF ensures the number of data and index buffers
remaining to be written is no more than the value LOGPEND specifies. Any above that number are forced to disk.

For more information, see Pipelining.

A low LOGPEND value increases the number of disk writes, and therefore decreases the performance. A high LOGPEND
value decreases the number of writes which improves performance, but also increases the amount of required work
at restart. Time to restart may not increase, since restart processing has a significant parallelism. You can use the
WRITEPEND WRITE IO field on the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report to assist you in tuning this option.

►►─ LOGPEND ─ number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
(Required) Specify a 1- to 5-digit integer value.

NOTE
Specifying a value for LOGPEND larger than one-half of the number of log tracks (excluding control
blocks), the value you specified is reduced to that lower value when the LXX is opened and its number
of tracks becomes known..

You can use the LOGPEND console command to change the value of this MUF startup option. The allowed
values are 0-32767. However, higher values are recommended when using this console-like command. The
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console-like command also reduces any number that is specified to one-half of the number of log tracks. Numbers
1-4999 up to 5000 are not rounded up but zero is altered to 32767.
Valid Entries:

0 to 32767 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied
by 1024). Values 0-4999 are valid but are replaced by 5000.

Default Value:
No default if you code this option. (If you do not specify this option, the default is 5000.)

LOGPOOL

(Optional) The LOGPOOL command allows you to specify the number of log buffers to build and use for transaction
backout. This command is used at the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup.

Multiple buffers assist performance when multiple transaction backouts are simultaneously occurring. If you rarely have
multiple backouts running concurrently, one buffer is sufficient. Two buffers are helpful for users with many backouts.
Examine the LOGPOOL BUFFER WAITS value on the Statistics and Diagnostics Area Report to tune this parameter.

►►─ LOGPOOL ─ number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
(Required) Specify a 1- or 2-digit integer value.
Valid Entries:

1 to 99
Default Value:

(No default if you code the LOGPOOL option. However, if you do not specify this option, the default is 1.)

LOGRCV

(Optional) The LOGRCV command specifies whether the Recovery File (RXX) is available to the Multi-User Facility
(MUF). If you do not specify this option, the default is an Inactive Recovery File. This command is used at the MUF
startup.

NOTE
If you are still using active recovery, we recommend that you use inactive recovery instead. This
recommendation is made because we also suggest that you use a Shadow MUF (see Shadow MUF
Environment). A Shadow MUF does not support an active recovery. Using inactive instead of active recovery
therefore does not restrict your use of a Shadow MUF.

NOTE
For more information about using recovery, see the RECOVERY function.

(z/OS only) There is dual Recovery File (RXX) support for sites that use an inactive recovery. Therefore, you can create
two copies of the RXX with one pass of the Log Area (LXX). To allow for a dual Recovery File, a dual RXX parameter has
been added to the LOGRCV MUF startup option.

►►─ LOGRCV ─┬─ NO ─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

            │      └─ ,dualrxx ─┘ │

            ├─ YES ───────────────┤

            └─ NEVER ─────────────┘

NO/YES/NEVER
NO specifies inactive Recovery File. (Recommended option)
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NOTE
When using inactive recovery (NO specified for the MUF startup option LOGRCV) and checking for
spillable data based on the LOGSPILL percentage, Datacom/DB presumes that the portion of the Log
Area (LXX) that contains pipelined index and/or data need not spill when determining the number of
blocks spillable. A spill option is allowed to reduce index/data I/O when preparing for a spill.

YES specifies active Recovery File. A dedicated tape drive is used for the Recovery File.

NOTE
If you specify the MUF startup option LOGRCV as YES, you are not allowed to specify the MUFPLEX
MUF startup option.

NEVER specifies the Recovery File does not exist. NEVER is the value that is assigned to this parameter during
installation. You should carefully evaluate the impact of specifying NEVER because, with a LOGRCV value of
NEVER, recovery is not possible and transaction backout can be compromised. Remember that this option affects
all databases, including the Broadcom-required databases such as Datacom Datadictionary and the DDD.
Valid Entries:

YES, NO, NEVER
Default Value:

No default if you code the LOGRCV option. (If you do not specify this option, the default is an Inactive
Recovery File.)

,dualrxx
(Optional)(z/OS only) Use the ,dualrxx parameter to specify if dual Recovery File (RXX) is wanted.
NO (the default) indicates that dual RXX is not desired.
YES indicates that dual RXX is desired. YES can only be coded for dual RXX if inactive recovery (specified with
NO as the first entry for LOGRCV) is chosen.
If dual RXX is specified in the LOGRCV MUF startup option, inactive recovery uses RXX1 and RXX2 as the
DDNAMEs.
Valid Entries:

YES, NO
Default Value:

NO

LOGRSYS

(z/VSE only.) (Optional) The LOGRSYS command specifies the SYS number for the Recovery File (RXX). If you do not
specify this option, any z/VSE RXX uses SYS000. This command is used at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup.

►►─ LOGRSYS ─ number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
(Required) Specify a three-digit integer value.
Valid Entries:

000 to 255
Default Value:

No default if you code the LOGRSYS option. (However, if you do not specify this option, any z/VSE RXX
uses SYS000.)
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LOGSPILL

(Optional) The LOGSPILL Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the percentage full for the Log Area when
certain actions take place or messages are generated. If you do not specify this option, the defaults are:

• Console message at 75 percent full
• Checkpoint tasks at 100 percent full
• Spill of the Log Area attempted at 25 percent full

The percentage that is discussed in the following descriptions is based on a Log Area of 103 blocks or larger. For a Log
Area less than 103 blocks, Datacom/DB removes the three control blocks from the percentage and internally rounds the
user (or default) percentage up to an even number of blocks.

Use the LOGSPILL_x console commands to change the values of this MUF startup option, where x can be A, B, C, D, or
E.

►►─ LOGSPILL ─ a ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                  └─ ,b ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                         └─ ,c ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                └─ ,d ─┬──────┬─┘

                                       └─ ,e ─┘

a
(Required) Specify a percentage full for the Log Area at which Datacom/DB starts issuing console messages
stating that the Log Area is becoming full. Once the percentage full specified is reached, the warning message is
reissued whenever the Log Area becomes another 5 percent full. From 90 percent to 99 percent, the message is
issued in 1 percent increments.

NOTE
When using inactive recovery (that is, NO specified for the MUF startup option LOGRCV) and checking
for spillable data based on the LOGSPILL percentage: Datacom/DB presumes that the portion of the
Log Area (LXX) that contains pipelined index and/or data need not be spilled when determining the
number of blocks spillable. Therefore, a spill option can reduce index/data I/O when preparing for a spill.

You can temporarily change the value of this parameter.  Issue the console command LOGSPL2 n, where n
represents the value to which the parameter is changed. With active recovery, this value may not be lower than
the LOGSPL1 value (item ,c for this option). If it is specified as lower with active recovery, the console command
is rejected with an invalid syntax error.
For example, issuing the console command LOGSPL2 80 specifies 80 percent as the percentage at which to
begin issuing console messages. This new value remains in effect until MUF terminates or until you issue another
LOGSPL2 console command. To establish the new value as your standard, change this option and restart the
MUF.
If the Log Area is fuller than this value when the MUF is enabled or after a spill, the first message can occur at a
higher percentage.
Valid Entries:

1 to 99
Default Value:

No default if you code the LOGSPILL option. (If you do not specify this option, the defaults are console
message at 75 percent full, checkpoint tasks at 100 percent full, and spill of the Log Area attempted at 25
percent full.)

,b
(Optional) Use a nonzero value to specify that the MUF forces checkpoint tasks before the Log Area becomes
100 percent full. The value that is specified is the percentage full at which the MUF force checkpoints any tasks
preventing a spill and issues a message for each task checkpointed.
Specifying 0 causes Datacom/DB to force checkpoint tasks only when the Log Area is 100 percent full.
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Valid Entries:
0 to 100

Default Value:
100

,c
(Optional) Specify how full (in percentage terms) the Log Area becomes before a spill to the Recovery File (RXX)
is attempted. Datacom/DB ignores this parameter unless LOGRCV YES is specified. The value for this parameter
must be less than or equal to the value for the first parameter, a. You must specify the above parameters before
you can specify this parameter.
To temporarily change the value of this parameter, issue the console command LOGSPL1 n, where n represents
the value to which the parameter is changed. For example, issuing the console command LOGSPL1 42 makes
the log spill 42 percent. This new value remains in effect until the MUF terminates or until you issue another
LOGSPL1 console command. To permanently change the parameter, change the specification of the parameter in
the MUF startup options and restart the MUF.
Valid Entries:

1 --
Default Value:

25
,d

(Optional) You can use this option to specify the percentage of the log being full where the last request for a
transaction is moved to the Force Area (FXX). The block is removed from the scan that is required during restart
and also from the blocks not spillable. This parameter is provided to help prevent long restart processing to scan
the Log Area (LXX).
Valid Entries:

1 -- (If you specify a percentage for option ,d, it cannot be more than the value you specified for option ,b.)
Default Value:

30 or the value of option ,b (whichever is less)

NOTE
The default value of option ,d cannot be greater than the value of option ,b. If the value of option
,b has been specified as less than the 30 percent value of this default, this default is changed to
be the value of option ,b.

,e
(Optional) This value is the percentage of the log being full where an active request is moved to the Force Area.
The block is removed from the redo process that is required during restart and also from the blocks not spillable.
This parameter is provided to help prevent long restart processing to redo the pipeline.
Valid Entries:

1 -- (If you specify a percentage for option ,e, it cannot be more than the value you specified for option ,b.)
Default Value:

20 percent or the value of option ,b (whichever is less)

LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT

(Optional) The LUW-STATEMENT_LIMIT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option can prevent individual tasks from using
more system memory than is desirable relative to other tasks. This option can limit the number of SQL statements that are
allowed to be active in a single logical-unit-of-work (LUW).

►►─ LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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n
LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT n specifies the maximum number n of SQL statements that are allowed to be active
at any given time for a single logical-unit-of-work (LUW). After an LUW reaches the specified limit, attempts to
prepare or execute more statements are rejected with a -323 SQLCODE.
Specifying a zero (0) identifies there is no limit to the number of statements that are allowed in a single LUW. The
maximum specification is ten-thousand (10,000).
Valid Entries:

0 to 10000
Default Value:

0

MAXELRQ

(Optional) The MAXELRQ Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the maximum number of elements that
can be accessed per request to Datacom/DB.

If you are using the Accounting Facility, include the maximum number of special Accounting elements used in an
Accounting table in the specification for this parameter.

If you include the special element to specify editing of the work area length, remember to include it in your number of
elements. Default processing when issuing an ADDIT or UPDAT command can cause additional elements to be added to
the user list.

For SQL, take the default or specify the number of elements you require for Accounting.

For Dataquery, this value must be at least 10.

If you specify the MUF startup option STAR, you must specify at least 9 for this value. If you specify a lower value for this
parameter after specifying the STAR values, the result is a range error.

►►─ MAXELRQ ─ number ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

number
(Required) Specify a 1- to 3-digit integer value.
Valid Entries:

3 to 255
Default Value:

(No default if you code the MAXELRQ option. However, if you do not specify this option, the default is
255.)

?MEM

The ?MEM Multi-User Facility (MUF) console command requests real-time information relating to the pool memory. When
the MUF ends, several reports are produced. One of these reports contains information about the memory usage. For
details about  the type of information that is reported, see COMM EOJ (End MUF Processing).

After the ?MEM command, enter one parameter of one to four characters. The parameter is in two formats:

• The first format provides the short description name, such as BDES or LOGB. With this option, one console line is
written with the amount of memory in this pool (rounded). If the first character is not a question mark (?), it is used to
match the defined pools. All entries that match cause an output line. If no match occurs, an output line is produced with
a question mark (?) in the pool size to indicate an unknown. This no-match line is also produced if the first character is
a question mark (?), and if it provides a valid size, but no pool is equal or greater than that size. An example is:
       DB01315I - MEMORY POOL ?99M ALLOC ?
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Though this option exists in earlier versions of Datacom, you should consider using the Dynamic System Table
MUF_MEM_DETAIL (MMD) and MUF_MEM_SUMMARY (MMS) because you are likely to find them more flexible
and useful. For information about the MMD and MMS Dynamic System Tables, see the System Tables Reference
section. Also, the names MAIN, MA31, and MEM that are not pools only print if they are specifically designated as the
parameter. MAIN, MA31, and MEM are, in such cases, intended to be used only as requested by Support.

• The second format provides the parameter as three items without blanks (excepting the blank described next).
– Item one is a question mark (?)
– Item two is a number from 01 through 99
– Item three is: K -- for the number to be multiplied by 1024, M -- for the number to be multiplied by 1048576, or a

blank -- for the number of bytes (an example is ?99)
With this second option, one console line is printed for every pool that has an equal or greater amount of memory that
is assigned than the number provided (calculated).

Examples are:

Example 1:

• DB01311I - ?MEM BDES
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL BDES ALLOC 24K

Example 2:

• DB01311I - ?MEM ?99K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL MLB1 ALLOC 332K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL BUFS ALLOC 564K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL LOGB ALLOC 132K

MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT

The MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command reserves memory for both IBM
and Datacom critical processes.

Before attempting to allocate storage from the operating system, the specified thresholds are checked. If the thresholds
were reached, the storage is not allocated. The request fails with a DB return code 89(005).

Using this option allows both z/OS and Datacom/DB to gracefully handle out of storage conditions, which in turn can
prevent a failure of the Multi-User. Normal processes can continue to the best of its ability once memory is exhausted. For
example, without this option it is possible for the MUF to fail without proper documentation since z/OS might need storage
to document the problem.

►►─ MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT ─size-1,size-2 ─────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

      

size-1

This value specifies the amount of memory that is reserved for IBM

Valid Entries:

0 – 99M (103809024)

Default:

2M

size-2

This value specifies the amount of memory that is reserved for Datacom/DB critical functions An example of such a
function is the ability to successfully issue a CLOSE.
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Valid values:

0 – 99M (103809024)

Default:

1M

You can specify this option in the MUF Startup Options, the MUF Console, the SQL Console, or the DBUTLTY COMM
Console.

MESSAGE

(Optional) The MESSAGE Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command allows you to specify the printing of a
specified message or messages.

►►─ MESSAGE ─ type,message-id(s) ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

type
(Required) Allows you to specify attributes of the specified messages.

NOTE
The only messages occurring outside of the MUF that is subject to the MESSAGE MUF startup option
are the DB00101, DB00135, and DB00136 messages.

You can specify the position of MUFMSG MUF startup option values, whether you want to have the MUFMSG
values you specify appear before the message as a prefix, or after the message as a suffix. Choosing PREFIX
or SUFFIX depends on the automation system at your site. Some automation systems make using a suffix easier
than using a variable length prefix.

• Specifying PREFIX - The selected MUFMSG values are separated with a colon, and another colon follows the
last item. If PREFIX or SUFFIX is not specified, PREFIX is the default position.

• Specifying SUFFIX - The selected MUFMSG values occur after the last non-blank position of the message (the
opposite of the PREFIX option). The items are separated with a colon and have no trailing colon after the last
item.

NOTE
The use of PREFIX or SUFFIX as the type is only valid for messages that occur in the MUF address
space, and only those messages that are issued by a TCB after the MUF startup options have been
processed. Most but not all messages are included.

Specifying YES means that messages are to be displayed in a non-critical manner, that is, scrollable and not
highlighted.
Specifying NO means that messages are not to be displayed at all. Most messages are installed with the YES
option, but a few are set to NO:  DB00112, DB01212, DB01213, and DB01214. Error messages should not be
turned off. They are not, however, excluded from the option.
Specifying FAIL means that the occurrence of the message immediately stops MUF execution, terminates
the MUF, and produces a dump. This type helps in special debugging situations.
Specifying CRIT means that messages are critical, that is, highlighted and non-scrollable.
Specifying a group-number is also valid.  You can specify that messages belong to a group by specifying a
number from 1 through 7 in the type position. A message group represents a set of messages of which no more
than one message can be flagged as non-scrollable at one time. Therefore, if a second message in this group is
issued while a previous message is still on the console screen, the previous message is deleted and the second
remains in a non-scrollable status (if it has the CRIT attribute). If a subsequent message in the group without the
CRIT attribute is issued, a prior CRIT message is deleted and the newly issued non-CRIT message is allowed to
scroll off the console screen.
A given message can only be in one group but can appear in more than one MESSAGE MUF startup option.
For example, it can appear in one MESSAGE MUF startup option that defines it to be CRITical, and in another
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MESSAGE MUF startup option that specifies a group number and members. In each case, it can appear with
different sets of message numbers.
The rules in the following table apply to duplicate specific message IDs on the same or multiple statements. This
table shows what happens if a duplicate message ID is encountered on a subsequent message statement.
Specifying DD@MSG, enables you to route the MUF with another DD statement '//DD@MSG DD SYSOUT=*'.
Frequent messages can be routed to the DD statement allowing them to be available but do not clutter up the
JESLOG. To remove a setting of DD@MSG, issue another MESSAGE with NODD@MSG and the message
number.

First Occurrence
Message Type

Second
Occurrence
Message Type
YES NO CRIT GROUP FAIL DD@MSG

YES
(internal default)

* * * * * *

NO
(internal default)

* * * * * *

YES E E OK OK E E
NO E E E E E E
CRIT OK E E OK E E
GROUP OK E OK E E E
FAIL E E E E E E
DD@MSG E E E E E E

In this table:

*
Identifies that the MESSAGE MUF startup option is allowed on the second occurrence, but it is no longer treated
as the internal default.

OK
Identifies that the MESSAGE MUF startup option is allowed on the second occurrence.

E
Identifies that the MESSAGE MUF startup option is not allowed on the second occurrence, and an error is
generated.

internal default
Message IDs that are predefined to not display are termed: YES (internal default) or NO (internal default).

Also, rules for duplicate specific message ID ranges on the same or multiple statements is the same as previously stated
for duplicate specific message IDs.

NOTE
There is never a conflict between a message ID range and a specific message ID. Options for a specific
message ID are always processed before any options associated with a range of message IDs.

,message-id(s)
(Required) Specifies the Datacom/DB message ID(s) where a message-id is a seven-character message identifier
in the format DBnnnnn, for example, DB00101. Do not include the message-type indicators (such as the I or W).
Multiple input statements and message ranges are permitted. Each can have as many message IDs or message
range pairs as can be repeated to SYSIN size (as many as can fit through column 71). Commas are to be used
in separating multiple message IDs (for example, ,message-id1,message-id2,...message-idn). Likewise, use
commas to separate multiple message ID ranges. Use a hyphen to create a range.
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NOTE
Message IDs that are specified are not edited for existing numbers, that is, a specified 7-character ID is
not edited for being a message that is possible to print.

Rules for specifying message IDs are:

• A single message ID is seven characters long.
• A range message ID (pair) is 15 characters long with a hyphen (-) as the middle character.
• In a range, the first of the pair must be a lower value than the second.
• Specific IDs always have precedence over range IDs.
• No range overlaps are allowed in any context.

NOTE
Errors that are caused by violations of the previous stated rules stop the MUF from being enabled.

The MESSAGE MUF startup option replaces and extends the capabilities of the LOGMSGE MUF startup option. For
example, the following MESSAGE parameters provide functionality comparable to the LOGMSGE MUF startup option:

MESSAGE CRIT,DB00308,DB00309
This specification defines messages DB00308 and DB00309 as CRITical (non-scrollable).

MESSAGE 1,DB00308,DB00309,DB00311
This specification creates a group (specified as group 1) of messages DB00308, DB00309, and DB00311. The
appearance of any of those messages results in the deletion of any prior message from group 1.

MESSAGE CRIT,DB01001
This specification defines message DB01001 (PXX AREA FULL) as CRITical (non-scrollable).

MESSAGE 2,DB01001,DB01002
This specification creates a group (specified as group 2) of messages DB01001 and DB01002. When message
DB01001 (PXX AREA FULL) has appeared, if message DB01002 (PXX AREA RESET) appears, it deletes the
DB01001.

MESSAGE
DD@MSG,DB00133,DB00102,DB01705-DB01706
This specification enables the MUF with another DD statement.

MESSAGE_DETAIL_G

The MESSAGE_DETAIL_G console-like command is intended for testing or validating the use of sequential processing.
One message is generated for every URT close that did sequential processing. However, it is not intended to execute
normally in production. This command is used in regression testing to validate that no solution changes current
functionality.

►►─ MESSAGE_DETAIL_G ─┬─ NO ◄──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ YES ──┘

Valid Entries:

NO or YES

Default Value:

NO

If the MESSAGE_DETAIL_G YES is set, every GETIT/GETPS (DBUTLTY internally used equivalent) process in MUF that
ends will print the following message of its details:

DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G job-name run-unit job-ID database-ID table-name SBab GB-n1 ROW-n2 IO-n3
command
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The message contains the job name, run unit, job ID, and DBID. The following information is also provided:

• table name or one of the tables in the area if you are using GETPS
• SB is the number of sequential buffers followed by a dash (-) or a plus (+) if you are using DATAPOOL buffers
• GB- value provides the blocked GETIT (URT option GETBLK) except blocked is not used for DBUTLTY)
• ROW-n provides the row count that is read except for DBUTLTY driven MULTUSE-YES commands that it may instead

contain BLK-n for a block count
• I/O-n is the I/O count. However, I/O counts vary if the needed block happens to be in MUF memory for other tasks
• command is the command that is used such as GETIT and GETPS but for DBUTLTY functions the function

is provided. For example, BACKUP or EXTRACT. It is followed by a -M to indicate that it is being done with
MULTUSE=YES and then either an N for SEQ=NATIVE.

This option is console-like and can be turned on and off at any time.

Examples

DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 94446 JOB02879 697 C01 SB+8 GB-22222 ROW-50,000 IO-570 GETIT
DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 94447 JOB02879 697 C01 SB-8 GB-22222 ROW-50,000 IO-578 GETIT
DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 94448 JOB02879 697 C01 SB+8 GB-22222 ROW-50,000 IO-384
GETPS
DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 94449 JOB02879 697 C01 SB-8 GB-22222 ROW-50,000 IO-392 GETPS
DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 4671 JOB06344 697 VRB SB+128 BLK-1,535 IO-34 BACKUP-M-P
DB00148I - MESSAGE_DETAIL_G DBDVLSEQ 4674 JOB06344 697 C01 SB+128 ROW-60,000 IO-382 BACKUP-M-N

MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE

The MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE console command allows all messages other than Informational (I) to be easily findable
when performing a search. You can alter the dash '-' after the message ID and before the start of the text to a value of
your choice.                                                             

►►─ MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE type ────────────────────────────────────►◄

      

type

Types of messages are X. Types of messages where the action occurs are:

• A - Action
• C - Critical
• E - Error
• W - Warning

MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE

The MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE console command lets you override the Multi-User Facility (MUF) message type
value.

                                          ┌─ , ───────────────────┐

        ►►─ MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE type, ──▼─┬─── nnnnn ─────────┬─┴────────►◄ 

                                            └─── nnnnn-nnnnn ───┘ 

type
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The current type was assigned at the time the message was created with the best choice at the time. Types of messages
are:

• A - Action
• C - Critical
• E - Error
• I - Information
• W - Warning

nnnnn (,nnnnn) (-nnnnn)

Indicates one or more message numbers. Each is a value from 1 through 99999. The value can be a single number or a
range of numbers with a dash noting a range. For example:

MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE C,00901, 01001-01099

This option is for messages that are issued by DBMUFPR and not DBUTLTY or the interface such as BEGIN/DBNTRY.
A few messages occur before the option may be set or are issued outside the normal message processing. These
messages do not support the override.

MESSAGE_ZHPF

The MESSAGE_ZHPF option is checked when the area is first opened by the Multi-User Facility (MUF) and
message DB00818 can be printed. The message does not repeat if the area is closed and reopened except if the status of
enabled or disabled changes.

►►─ MESSAGE_ZHPF  ─┬─ NONE ◄─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   ├─ YES ───┤ 

                   ├─ NO ────┤

                   └─ ALL ───┘

Valid Entries:

NONE (Default)

NONE is the normal choice. The message DB00818I does not print. The message provides little value to print other than
initial testing to show the IO_STYLE_NEWER YES option has activated (or not) use of zHPF.

YES

Requests a message for every data set opened where the zHPF support is active. This setting is intended for initial testing
only where it confirms the expected settings.

NO

Requests a message for every data set opened that has no zHPF support. This setting is intended for initial testing only
where it confirms expected settings.

ALL

Requests a message for every data set open with the status of supported or not. If not, it provides the reason. This setting
is intended for initial testing only where it confirms the expected settings.

Default Value:

NONE

Examples of messages:
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DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED FOR CXX
DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF DISABLED FOR LXX - TYPE I/0
DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED FOR FXX
DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED FOR IXX997
DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED FOR A01997

MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

(z/OS only.) If you are running in a Shadow MUF environment, MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW simplifies the operational
requirements of a planned outage. You can issue the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW console command to a full Multi-User
Facility (MUF) or to a Shadow MUF.

The MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW console command simplifies a planned migration from an enabled and fully functional MUF
to a second MUF that is currently a Shadow MUF of that full MUF.

Issue the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW command to a Shadow MUF of a full MUF when you want the full MUF to become a
full MUFplex MUF and the Shadow MUF to become fully enabled as a full MUFplex MUF, followed by the Shadow MUF
sending a message to the first full MUF telling it to start EOJ processing.

Issue the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW console command to a full MUF that has a Shadow MUF when you want the Shadow
MUF to convert into a full MUFplex MUF, the same as happens when you issue an ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX
console command.

Use the following command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

This command requests the previously described actions.

MUF

(Optional) The MUF startup option specifies the name of this Multi-User Facility (MUF), used by the dynamic system
facility to identify this Multi-User Facility. The default is the Multi-User Facility job name. If the z/OS Cross-System
Coupling Facility (XCF) is used or if the Common Components and Services CAICCI communication techniques are used,
this Multi-User Facility is identified.

• For the z/OS Coupling Facility -  This MUF startup option specifies an XCF member name. This member name
uniquely identifies this Multi-User Facility among all Multi-User Facilities which could share connectivity using XCF. For
more information, see Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF).

• For Common Components and Services CAICCI - This startup option specifies a Common Components and Services
CAICCI application name. This application name uniquely identifies this Multi-User Facility within a given Common
Components and Services for a z/OS CAICCI system.

►►─ MUF ─ mufname ─┬───────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ ,rununits ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ ,endmessage ─┘

mufname
(Required) Specify a name to identify this Multi-User Facility.
If you are running in Data Sharing mode, no Multi-User Facilities in the MUFplex are allowed to share the name.
Therefore, the MUF name must be different among the Multi-User Facilities sharing a MUFplex group name. The
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name that you specify with the MUF startup option must be different from the names of any of the other Multi-User
Facilities in the MUFplex.
During execution, it is paired with the MUFplex number to uniquely identify each Multi-User Facility. This name
does not persist between MUF executions. It is not necessary to pair the name with the same MUFPLEX number
(specified in the MUFPLEX MUF startup option) during the next MUF execution. They are normally so paired.

We recommend that you set the MUF naming option of the MUF startup option MUF to * (an asterisk). An asterisk causes
dynamic selection of the MUF name from the DBSIDPR parameter TARGET_MUF_LIST=. Having a MUF name specified
as * is required when running in a Shadow MUF environment.

NOTE
STARTUP as a mufname value is not allowed.

,rununits
(Optional) Specify a number from 0 through 999. This number specifies the extra run unit numbers that are
acquired by this Multi-User Facility at the time it gets a run unit. Using this option can improve performance by
reducing the I/O to the Directory (CXX) during the start of a new run unit. The additional numbers are used for
following new run units until exhausted.
Valid Entries:
0 to 999
Default Value:
99

,endmessage
(Optional) If the DB00102I - ENDED message is not disabled using the MESSAGE MUF startup option, the
closing of the last open URT for a job step that has done maintenance causes the DB00102I message to be
issued. This message can be useful if the DBUTLTY function RECOVERY is required. The message is not issued
for steps that have performed no maintenance. Specify YES for ,endmessage if the DB00102I - ENDED message
is desired for job steps that do no maintenance.
Valid Entries:
YES or NO
Default Value:
NO

MUFMSG

(Optional) The optional MUFMSG startup command specifies the printing of MUF identification with most messages that
are issued by the MUF.  Some of the messages that concern communication with a MUF are also specified. Candidate
fields are:

• MUF job name
• SVC number (not) used for communication in z/OS
• MUF name (z/OS) or the SUBID (z/VSE)

Do not use the SVC number in z/VSE.

The SVC number is not currently used in z/OS. Unless you have automated message handling that requires the precise
placement of information in a message, do not specify SVC number in z/OS. If selected, this information is by default
a prefix to the message. Alternately, with option MESSAGE it can be a suffix after the message. If multiple items are
selected, they are separated with a colon (:). If any are selected, a colon separates them from the message, trailing if
using the default prefix and leading if using the suffix option.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

MUFMSG part 2 (14.0)
►►─ MUFMSG ─ a,b,c ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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a,b,c
(Required) Specify three parameters separated by commas.
Valid Entries:

Use the following information to determine the value for each parameter.

Position Controls Printing Of ValidEntries

a JOBNAME YES or NO

,b SVC Number YES or NO

,c SUBID or MUFname YES or NO

MUFMSG part 3 (14.0)

Default Value:

If you do not specify the MUFMSG option, Datacom/DB uses the defaults as follows.

NOTE
The default for SVC is NO, and the SVC number of 000 (or as provided in the DBSYSID Macro keyword SVC=)
is not displayed. If there are message interception routines that skip over the message prefix that is based on an
expected size, you can set it to YES.

MUFPLEX

(z/OS only) (Optional) The MUFPLEX Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command allows you to specify the MUF to run
in a Data Sharing (MUFplex) environment. The MUFPLEX MUF command must be specified for the MUF to run in the
MUFplex mode. The mode cannot be changed without a recycling of the MUF. Only one MUFPLEX MUF startup option
specification is allowed. The decision to use the MUFplex mode must be made during the startup and cannot be changed
during execution.

A MUFplex is one logical MUF that consists of one or more physical MUFs that have been defined to participate in a
MUFplex and share logical MUFplex name.

To distinguish each physical MUF in a MUFplex from the other physical MUFs in that MUFplex, each MUF name that is
specified with the MUF startup option MUF must be different from the names of the other MUFs in that MUFplex.

The MUFPLEX number specified as * (an asterisk, recommended), causes a dynamic selection that picks the best
number, based on other enabled MUFS and the Log Area (LXX).

For more MUFplex information, see Parallel Sysplex, Data Sharing (MUFplex).

►►─ MUFPLEX ─ name,number ─┬─ , ──────┬─ ,max_tasks ──────────────────────────►

                           └─ ,locks ─┘              

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►◄

   └─┬─ , ─────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──┘   

     └─ ,mode ─┘ └─ ,tracesize ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──┘   

                                └─ ,entry_ratio ─┬──────────────────┬─┘

                                                 └─ ,element_ratio ─┘

name
(Required) Specify a name to identify this MUFplex.
The specified name ties together all the physical MUFs in a MUFplex and is used to name Coupling Facility
structures. A MUF attempts to connect to the Coupling Facility only when it has a specific need. If at a time of
need the attempt fails because the Coupling Facility refuses the connection, the MUF takes an action based on
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the specific need. If the MUF is enabled, functioning, and attempting to join either because a second MUF is
starting or a Shadow MUF is being altered to a full MUFplex, this MUF notes the failed attempt to connect, rejects
the second MUF request, and continues processing as a normal single MUF. If the need is in a MUF that has not
enabled and is therefore not functional, it terminates with an abend code 12. After the Coupling Facility issue has
been resolved, this MUF then has to be resubmitted

NOTE
Do not give the name parameter a value that matches any of the group names that are specified in the
XCF_FROM MUF startup option. This is not allowed.

,number
(Required) Specify a number for this MUFplex.
The specified number must be unique among the enabled MUFs. This number identifies a specific logical
MUF (the MUFplex) that is stored in the log control block and every log record. Because of the log, this number is
remembered across executions. For example, if a MUF is enabled as number 1 and it fails without cleanly ending,
the log records for this number 1 MUF stay in a failed status until it is enabled again and ends cleanly.

NOTE
Always specify an * (an asterisk) for number. The number must be specified as * (an asterisk) for each
physical MUF defined with the Shadow MUF S mode.

,locks
(Optional) The locks value is used to determine a lock hash count required by the Coupling Facility. Datacom
rounds up to the next larger power of 2. All members of the MUFplex must specify the same value for locks.
Picking a small value requires less Coupling Facility memory than a large value. However, every lock is hashed
based on this number of locks. Too small a value causes extra overhead because multiple locks hash to the same
value, a condition known as false contention. To provide the best performance, the value you specify for locks
must be tuned.
Valid Entries:

1 through 8388608 (8192K) (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024)

NOTE
You can specify a comma (,) by itself to omit specifying a lock hash count.

Default Value:
1021

,max_tasks
(Required) The maximum tasks value is the most each MUF within an enabled MUFplex is allowed. The first
enabled MUF effectively establishes this number, and no newly enabled MUF is allowed to request more. To
change the number, all MUFs must be ended and then, with a larger value, restarted. Space is reserved for
seven MUFs to be enabled with each MUF having at most this number of tasks. Best performance occurs when
the max tasks number is not much larger than the number of tasks that are used in the executing MUFs.
Valid Entries:

1 through 4000 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,mode
(Optional) Establishes the choice of MUFplex operation relative to the mode of recovery. The choices that you can
specify for mode are:
A

This mode has been deprecated and is no longer valid.
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B
Choose mode B to write to the Coupling Facility for the LXX, IXX, and data areas not to be pipelined.
With mode B, if a MUF fails in a way in which its error handling routine gets control.
If a MUF fails without the error handling routine being successful, the surviving MUFs perform required
MUFplex rebuild processing. This involves their synchronizing with each other by pulling the current
information from the Coupling Facility and writing it to DASD or keeping it as required. The time that
is required for this cleanup is relatively short and based on the amount of information in the Coupling
Facility. After the cleanup is completed, the surviving MUFs continue processing.
If the failed MUF returns soon to enable status, it scans the Log Area (LXX) and rebuilds its required
rollback information. If the surviving MUFs continue with logging activity and fills the log to the point at
which the information can be spilled from the failed MUF (which is still down), one of the surviving MUFs
scans the log to rebuild the required backout information for the failed MUF, which then allows logging to
continue. The time that is required for this activity depends on the size of the LXX and the current degree
of fullness of the log relative to the failed MUF. These Log Area factors are controlled by the values of the
various percentages that are specified in the LOGSPILL MUF startup option.

NOTE
If the MUF startup option SMPTASK is used with the SRB option, it conflicts with and fails the
MUF if the MUF startup option MUFPLEX is specified with a mode of B.

S
To run in a Shadow MUF environment, specify an S as the mode for the MUFPLEX MUF startup option.
For each physical MUF involved in the Shadow MUF environment, you should specify S for the MUFplex
mode. A MUFPLEX mode of S is like a MUFPLEX mode of B in that no pipeline writes are done to
the Coupling Facility. Implementation of mode S has only a small effect on how MUFPLEX modes A
and B execute. For more information about running in a Shadow MUF environment, see Shadow MUF
Environment.

S_NO_STRUCTURE
To run in a Shadow MUF environment without a structure, specify S_NO_STRUCTURE as the
mode for the MUFPLEX MUF startup option. Presumably if you have a Coupling Facility for your
machine, all Shadow MUFs specify 'S'.  If you do not have a Coupling Facility, all your MUFs specify
'S_NO_STRUCTURE' (recommended). With or without a structure, this option rejects either MUF
command ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX or MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW. This form of Shadow does not
allocate the extra memory for buffer alignments that are required by the Coupling Facility nor locking to
prepare for a Coupling Facility. It executes a little more efficiently than the 'S' full Shadow option. For more
information, see Shadow MUF Environment.

Valid Entries:
B or S or S_NO_STRUCTURE

,tracesize
(Optional) Represents the size of the storage area to be reserved for the tracing of Coupling Facility requests and
operations. The value is specified as a number in bytes, kilobytes (K), or megabytes (M). Larger values (1M and
above) should only be used at the request of Support for diagnosis of a specific problem.
Valid Entries:

64K through 16M (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes, rounded up to the next higher 1K)

Default Value:
64K

,entry_ratio
(Optional) Specifies the entry component of the entry-to-element ratio. The entry and element ratio values are
required to correctly apportion the allocated storage for the list structure. Use the program that is described in the
DBMXMPR and DMBXEPR Example JCL in Coupling Facility Strategies for MUFplex to determine correct values,
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based on the specification of your requirements. If the entry-to-element ratio is incorrect for your use of the list
structure, you should expect to encounter rejections of coupler list requests because the list structure capacity is
exceeded. For this value to be set, thetracesize must be set.
Valid Entries:

1 through 32767
Default Value:

1
,element_ratio

(Optional) Specifies the element component of the entry-to-element ratio. See the previous entry ratio description
for more information about the entry-to-element ratio. For this value to be set, theentry_ratio must be set.

•Valid Entries:
1 through 32767

Default Value:
16

NEWCOPY

The NEWCOPY function in Datacom allows you to replace procedures or modules within the Multi-User Facility (MUF)
without recycling the MUF. Therefore, you can apply critical solutions to a working system without any downtime.

Request the NEWCOPY function by using a NEWCOPY console command. In z/OS, for Datacom modules, the
NEWCOPY process first determines if the MUF has a DD JCL statement for NEWCOPY. Every MUF execution JCL
should include a NEWCOPY DD statement that points to the library set that contains every module that is eligible for
NEWCOPY.

However, the NEWCOPY load can occur using the STEPLIB or JOBLIB in either of the following situations:

• If a DD JCL statement for NEWCOPY is not present, or
• If the NEWCOPY is for a procedure

NOTE
The load using STEPLIB or JOBLIB usually works, unless the module was replaced in the library and caused
the library to be extended. The NEWCOPY LOAD fails because:

• STEPLIB or JOBLIB is opened at execution
• STEPLIB or JOBLIB does not have the new extent opened

Syntax
►►─ NEWCOPY ─ name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

where
name

(Required) Specify a procedure name or a module name.

Using NEWCOPY

The NEWCOPY command does not delete the old version of the procedure, which causes memory to be used when
many NEWCOPY commands are issued.

The NEWCOPY console command works with most modules. See the list that is provided in Valid Entries. NEWCOPY
alters the operating system load list of modules, replacing the final blank in the eight-character name with a question
mark ("?"). A load then brings in a fresh copy of the module. All new requests for the module use the newly loaded copy.
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All current requests logically in the middle of the previous version of the module continue to use that copy. The old copy
remains in memory until the MUF is ended.

In the z/OS operating systems, Datacom/DB supports two-phase commit for batch resources, using the Resource
Recovery Services (RRS) of the operating system. DBREXPR is a Datacom/DB module that RRS calls to process
commits and backouts. Datacom must set the entry address of this module when it performs a set exit request to RRS at
a MUF startup. Use the NEWCOPY Datacom console command to load a new version of DBREXPR, but this new version
is used only if the exits become unset. The exits can become unset either because one of them abended or because
RRS became unavailable. Datacom attempts to set unset exits when an OPEN of a User Requirements Table (URT) with
RRS=Yes is received. Or, when its Notification Exit gets a call from RRS saying it is now available after being unavailable.

NOTE
For more information about RRS and two-phase commit, see the Two Phase Commit and RRS page.

Valid Entries

A valid procedure name, or one of the following module names:

• DBACMPR
• DBACRPR
• DBAFNPR
• DBBFLPR
• DBBFMPR
• DBBFWPR
• DBCAPPR
• DBCFMPR
• DBCL1PR
• DBCMPPR
• DBCOMPR

• DBCPLPR
• DBDSMPR
• DBDSTPR
• DBDS2PR
• DBDS3PR
• DBDVCPR
• DBEIPPR
• DBFABPR
• DBHSTPR
• DBIDSPR

• DBIDXPR
• DBID3PR
• DBIOCPR
• DBIOMPR
• DBKEYPR
• DBLOGPR
• DBMEMPR
• DBMPLPR
• DBMPXPR
• DBMPZPR

• DBMSMPR
• DBOP1PR
• DBREDPR
• DBREXPR
• DBRGPPR
• DBR0PPR
• DBRPFPR
• DBRPSPR
• DBRPTPR
• DBRQPPR

• DBSMNPR
• DBSPLPR
• DBSQMPR
• DBSRPPR
• DBSUBPR
• DBTXBPR
• DBUPDPR
• DBUPXPR
• DBUTMPR
• DBXNFPR

Default Value

(No default)

Messages

Messages that could be returned in response to the NEWCOPY request are as follows:

• DB01314E
• DB01326I

Refer to Datacom Messages for detailed message descriptions and actions.

NONSWAP

(z/OS only) (Optional) The NONSWAP command is no longer needed as every Multi-User Facility (MUF) is set to
NONSWAP with no option to execute. If the option is specified, it is ignored with the message:

DB01904I - OPTION IS OBSOLETE AND IGNORED

►►─ NONSWAP ─ entry ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

entry
(Required) Specify NO for Datacom/DB to not alter the swap status. Specify YES for Datacom/DB to set the MUF
non-swappable.
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Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
If you code the NONSWAP option, you must specify either YES or NO. However, if you do not specify this
option, Datacom/DB does not change the swap status of the MUF.

NORESTART

Not allowed, deprecated. The NORESTART Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command was used to specify that
databases not be restarted after a specific error in a base caused a failure during restart. After using NORESTART when
it was needed, the specific base was to be corrected using DBUTLTY executions based on the specific error. Then the
option was to be removed.  But multiple times users have left the NORESTART in the MUF startup, in error, which then
led to database corruption. NORESTART has been deprecated in favor of option NORESTART_TODAY with a specific
date making it hard to be used and not removed, in error.

If NORESTART is specified, critical message DB01929C is issued. The MUF will not perform restart or enable. If the
option is found in a MUF execution, research why it was there and remove it.

The previous syntax was:

►►─ NORESTART ─┬─ ALL ─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ dbid ────────────┤

               │ ┌─ , ────┐        │

               ├─▼─ dbid ─┴────────┤

               │ ┌─ , ───────────┐ │

               └─▼─ dbid1-dbidn ─┴─┘

NORESTART_TODAY

(Optional) The NORESTART_TODAY Multi-User-Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the date that Datacom is to
bypass one or more databases that cannot be restarted. This command replaces the deprecated NORESTART option.

The date is provided as an eight-digit date in the form of CCYYMMDD such as 20180925. This date is followed by a single
DBID or range of DBIDs with a dash between two ascending numbers.  A list of extra single DBIDs or range of DBIDs is
optional.

                               ┌─ , ─────────────────┐        

►►─ NORESTART_TODAY CCYYMMDD ──▼──┬─ dbid ────────┬──┴──────────────────────►◄

                                  └─ dbid1-dbidn ─┘

This option allows special handling for catastrophic error cases within one or more databases that prevent a successful
restart. Databases are then required to be restored from backups and forward recovered.

For example:

• Consider that the database area data sets were deleted.
• Consider that the database data sets were ‘in error’ linked to another MUF. That MUF was restarted causing the wrong

log area to restart against the data sets.

Requirement

The option is required to be used one date only and then removed. Remove the option immediately after submitting the
MUF needed with the option.
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Prevent data corruption

The NORESTART_TODAY option provides protection from misuse that would cause data corruption by not performing a
restart when needed. If the option is provided with a date that is not current:

• If the option is provided with a date that is not current, the statement is rejected with a ‘C’ level error in message
DB01927C.  The MUF does not enable.

• If the option is provided with a date that is current, the option is accepted. The restart for the bases ignored. However,
a ‘C’ level message DB01928C occurs to warn the option was used and that it must be removed from the SYSIN or
following MUF executions on later dates fail to enable.

• If MUF is starting with the option NORESTART, that option has been deprecated. You receive the DB01929C error
message referring you to see NORESTART_TODAY.

Specify NORESTART_TODAY CCYYMMDD using the format:

CCYYMMDD
The CCYYMMDD must be the current century, year, month, and day (for example, 20180918).

dbid
You can specify a single database, a group of databases, or a range of databases as follows:

• Specify one valid dbid (database ID) for a single database. 
• Specify a group of databases with each dbid in the group separated from the others by a comma.
• Specify a range of databases where the low-end dbid of the range is separated from the high-end dbid by a

hyphen.

The same database ID is mutually exclusive in a single execution of the MUF between the MUF startup options
NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY. This exclusiveness is true whether the DBID is specified individually or
within a range.

The following example shows NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY used correctly:

NORESTART_TODAY 20181024,10

DORESTART_TODAY 20181024,400

The following example shows using NORESTART_TODAY and DORESTART_TODAY incorrectly, causing you to receive
error message DB01917E - INVALID MIX OF OPTIONS.

NORESTART_TODAY 20171024,3

DORESTART_TODAY 20109924,1-5

Valid Entries: 
A single dbid, a range of dbids, or a list of either

Default Value:
No default

ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE

In Datacom, issue the ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE console command to command the Multi-User Facility (MUF) three
ways: MVS modify command F, DBUTLTY function COMM, or insert a row in SQL_CONSOLE table.

Issue the ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE console command through any of the following ways to command the Multi-User
Facility (MUF):

• MVS modify command ‘F’
• DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’…’ 
• SQL to insert a row into the Dynamic System Table SQL_CONSOLE.
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►►─ ONLINE AREA_RELEASE ─ dbid,area-name,percent───────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid

The dbid is the database ID that is open and has unused, never-used space at the end to be removed.

,area-name

The area-name is the data area name that is open and has unused, never-used space at the end to be removed.

,percent

The percent is a number from 1 to 100 as to the percent of the unused space to remove.

For more information, see Using ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE.

ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2

The ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 console-like command is used to convert an existing index to the Format 2 style index
without taking the database offline to perform an index INIT. For large indexes, a Format 2 index allows the index queue to
run more efficiently.

Issue the ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 command through any of the following ways to command Multi-User Facility
(MUF):

• MVS modify command 'F'
• DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='...'
• Using SQL to insert a row into the Dynamic System Table S_CONSOLE

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this
function from the system console.

 ►►─ ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Restrictions

• The database that is specified cannot be VIRTUAL or the database for the Dynamic System Tables.
• The database that is specified must be allowed or set at the MUF startup as ACCESS OPTIMIZE. Specifically, it

cannot be set as ACCESS NOOPT.
• The MUF cannot have been started with the MUFPLEX option, unless that MUFPLEX option is set to

S_NO_STRUCTURE.
• All index areas are subject to an ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 including the IXX and any Multi Dataset Indexes that are

defined to the specified database.

The Process

This console command attaches a task area. Once the initial edits are passed, it opens a URT for the database involved. 

• Phase 1 of the process involves splitting high-level index blocks so that each keyid is segregated. This includes waiting
on any corresponding Index Queue processing.
At the end of Phase 1, the process is locked in. This is only important if MUF is abnormally terminated. Prior to the
locking in, during Phase 1 there is no lasting impact on the index if MUF terminates. The affected index continues to
behave as a non Format 2 index. Once it is locked in, until the process completes, the MUF Restart will notice the
incomplete ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 and redrive the process. During this window, if a MUF Restart runs using an
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older code level, which does not support ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2, it encounters an OPEN error for the affected
database. 

• Phase 2 loops through the active user tasks waiting on any individual requests against the dbid which began before
the end of Phase 1.

• Phase 3 temporarily freezes changes to the index structure of this database, but continues to allow maintenance
requests for the database. Phase 3 severs the connections between the various KEYIDs in the IXX. When this
completes, the locked in flag is turned off and the IXX as is flagged a Format 2 index.

Due to internal timing considerations, the benefits of running a Format 2 index, such as Index Queue parallelism, are only
realized the next time a physical close and reopen of the database.

NOTE
Important! Once the process completes, any version of the 15.1 Datacom/DB code which supports a Format 2
index can use the reformatted index. Prior releases of Datacom do not support Format 2 indexes.

Messages and Return Code

The following messages and return code for ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 include:

DB02862E
- ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx ERROR text-of-specific-error

DB02863I
- ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 dbid ixx STATUS text-of-specific-status

Return code 43(008)
- Invalid Index Compatibility Level

OPEN_BASE

The OPEN_BASE console-like command can open a base by Multi-User-Facilities (MUF) command similar to close of a
base.

With OPEN_BASE, if a base was closed for a process then the process can drive the open after the process completes.
Without OPEN_BASE, the base is reopened when an application requests it to open.

NOTE
This command is helpful in automation of some DBUTLTY processes

►►─ OPEN_BASE ─ dbid ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid

The dbid identifies the database.

PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT

The PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT command is used to limit the amount of Large Page Frame memory that  MUF can use.
The total limit for all types of buffers, both SYSPOOL and BUFFER_POOL_DEF can be specified.

(Optional) The PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT Multi-User Facility (MUF) console-like command limits the amount of Large
Page Frame memory that a MUF can use. This command specifies the total limit for all types of buffers, both SYSPOOL
and BUFFER_POOL_DEF.

The value specified with this command cannot be less than the LFAREAsize coded on the SYSPOOL Startup Option. If
this limit is exceeded, the followiing message is produced and subsequent buffers are backed by normal 4k pages.

DB00330I - PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT EXCEEDED
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Previously, only the SYSPOOL index buffers could exploit large page frames. Therefore, alternate buffer pools were
always backed by 4k pages.

As buffer memory is allocated for alternate DXX buffer pools, it will attempt to honor the PFS1M parameter by allocating
the associated memory with large page backing. This is done on a first-come-first-used basis. If the available large frame
area memory is exhausted, a message is printed and subsequent memory allocations are backed by 4k pages. It is
possible that BUFFER_POOL_DEF DXX buffers will later be freed in which case they will be put on a free chain and
used to satisfy future BUFFER_POOL_DEF buffer allocations when appropriate. During the life of MUF, this memory will
continue to be owned by the MUF and not freed.

►►─ PFS1M_MUF_MEMLIMIT ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           

Valid Entries: 1M - 19G

Default Value: 19G

PLANSEC

Learn how to use the Datacom Multi-User Facility Startup option PLANSEC to specify the system default for SQL plan
security options. Find the command syntax and definitions of parameters.

(Optional) The PLANSEC command specifies the system default for SQL plan security options.

NOTE

Any combination of valid entries is supported for the PLANSEC startup parameter. This is done to allow maximum
flexibility for use of defaults that are combined with PLANSEC options that are specified at the plan level.

Before setting this option, review the information about plan security.

►►─ PLANSEC ─ checkplan ─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

                         └─ ,checkwho ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ ,checkwhen ─┘

checkplan
(Required) Specifies the system default for the CHECKPLAN plan option. If the CHECKPLAN plan option is not
explicitly specified, then the value entered here is the system default that is used. If this MUF startup option is not
specified, the default is No.
The CHECKPLAN plan option allows the creator of a plan to specify whether that plan is to be secured. If
checkplan is set to Yes, then any accessor ID which attempts to execute the plan must have the PLAN
EXECUTE privilege for that plan. If checkplan is set to No, then any accessor ID may execute the plan.
However, table-level privileges are still checked in this case.

• Valid Entries: N or Y
• Default Value: The checkplan parameter has no default within the PLANSEC option. However, if you do not

specify the option, the default is no plan security.

,checkwho
(Optional) Specifies the system default for the CHECKWHO plan option. If the CHECKWHO plan option is not
explicitly specified, then this is the system default that is used. If the MUF startup option is not specified, the
default is ACCESSOR. The checkwho value specifies whether the access rights of the binder (BINDER) or the
executor (ACCESSOR) are checked.

• Valid Entries: ACCESSOR or BINDER
• Default Value: ACCESSOR
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,checkwhen
(Optional) Specifies the system default for the CHECKWHEN plan option. If the CHECKWHEN plan option is not
explicitly specified, then this is the system default that is used. The checkwhen option specifies whether table-
level privileges are checked at bind (BIND) time or at execute (EXECUTE) time.

• Valid Entries: BIND or EXECUTE
• Default Value: EXECUTE

PROCEDURE

(Optional) If an SQL CALL PROCEDURE statement is to be issued, this Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is
required. Do not specify this option if a PROCEDURE is not issued.

►►─ PROCEDURE ─ cachesize,recursions,tcbs ──────────────────────────────►◄

cachesize
This number specifies the bytes that are allocated on startup to hold the definitions of frequently called procedures
in a least-recently-used list. Each procedure definition occupies approximately 450 bytes plus an extra 80
bytes per defined parameter. Ten procedure definitions with three parameters each, for example, occupies
approximately 6900 bytes.
Valid Entries:

A number from 4K through 9999999. This number can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by
K representing the integer that is multiplied by 1024. Or, as an integer followed by M for megabytes.

Default Value:
(No default)

,recursions
This parameter is used to specify the "levels of recursion allowed." Meaning, the maximum number of procedure
calls that are allowed to execute at one time "in a nested fashion." For example, if an application executes a
CALL PROCEDURE statement, and that procedure performs an UPDATE that fires a trigger that calls another
procedure. The triggered procedure is considered to be at recursion level 1. In addition to tracking the depth of
procedure recursion, recursive loops are also prevented from occurring. No two CALL PROCEDURE statements
are allowed to execute the same procedure within a single user task simultaneously, unless:

• One is triggered and the other is called, or
• Both are triggered but for different reasons, for example, one is triggered for an INSERT and another for an

UPDATE

A match on procedure name, trigger as opposed to call, and the type of statement that caused the procedure to
run (CALL and EXECUTE are considered to be different statement types for this purpose) causes the execution to
be aborted.
Valid Entries:

0 -- (depending upon tcbs as described next)
Default Value:

(No default)
,tcbs

This parameter specifies the number of operating system TCBs you want to dedicate to procedure (and trigger)
processing during peak activity. Each call to a procedure uses a TCB. For efficient operation, specify the ,tcbs
parameter to be a multiple of the value of the recursions parameter plus one (recursions + 1). Or, specify a value
for ,tcbs that is evenly divisible by the value of recursions plus 1.
For example:
If recursions = 0, tcbs can be 0 --
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If recursions = 1, tcbs can be 2,4,6,8...998
If recursions = 2, tcbs can be 3,6,9,12...999
And so on
Failure to follow this rule causes the PROCEDURE MUF startup option to be rejected during Multi-User Facility
startup.
Valid Entries:

A multiple of (recursions + 1), as described previously, from 0 --
Default Value:

(No default)

Number of Procedure TCBs

Running Language Environment (LE) subtasks require a substantial but not predictable amount of resources primarily
related to LSQA memory and address space 24-bit memory. Errors are possible when a shortage exists of either kind of
memory. A shortage occurring in some locations can cause return codes to be received. Shortages in other locations can
cause:

• Abend failures in the subtask, and
• Recursion loops

These conditions might cause the operating system to terminate the MUF.

The MUF cannot prevent all outages relating to user procedures and the Language Environment. Because it is
impossible to predetermine requirements sufficiently to prevent all errors from occurring, stress test your environment and
configuration, running fewer TCBs than you expect would work.

Performance Considerations

Each request to execute a procedure attaches an operating system subtask to a Datacom/DB stub module that fetches
the LE program. At completion, this subtask is deleted and detached. This overhead, when done frequently, can be
substantial and considered when deciding to implement procedures.

We recommend running with no more than 20 TCBs until testing proves that your environment can accommodate more.

PXXSTATS

The PXXSTATS command specifies the amount of data that can be accumulated in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area
(PXX). This command can be specified during the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

(Optional) The PXXSTATS command can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.
We recommend a best practice of using PXXSTATS=EOJPRT . With or without PXXSTATS=EOJPRT being set, the MUF
EOJ report that is sent to SYSPRINT includes the full reporting of all the available information.

This command specifies the amount of data that can be accumulated in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX). If
you do not specify this option, the statistics are accumulated with every User Requirements Table (URT) job close and
optionally for non-job closes.

Only specify DETAIL or allow the default if you want MUF statistics to be written to the PXX at every URT close. This
makes the information available for printing with the DBUTLTY function REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTATS= . Writing
the information requires one through many synchronous I/O events to the PXX data set. Because most users do not
choose to view or analyze this information, the accompanying overhead to the MUF can be saved by not specifying
DETAIL. The information is available on demand for SQL users or SYSVIEW users by using the Dynamic System Table
MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS).
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If the MUF start-up option TASKS is set to a value greater than 3900, the specification of PXXSTATS DETAIL causes a
very high level of I/O activity to the PXX dataset, impacting overall MUF performance. To avoid this overhead, Datacom/
DB automatically changes PXXSTATS from DETAIL to EOJPRT whenever the number of tasks is greater than 3900.

For most users not actively using detail information for tuning the MUF, we recommend that you specify either
PXXSTATS=EOJ or PXXSTATS=EOJPRT as the most efficient choices. Either one prevents the PXX from filling with
information that is probably only rarely going to be viewed.

Specifying PXXSTATS EOJ results in the MUF statistics record being written only one time and only at EOJ. This specifies
that, if the MUF is abended or canceled and there is no EOJ, those statistics are not available to the DBUTLTY function
REPORT AREA=PXX . Attempts to use the REPORT function to print those statistics therefore generates DATABASE NOT
ENDED error messages instead of written statistics.

If the MUF ends normally with PXXSTATS=EOJ specified, at EOJ a single set of statistical records are written to the PXX.
Running the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX function then gives different results depending on the combinations of options
that you specify. With PXXSTATS EOJ we recommend using the following:
DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY,JOBSTAT=SUMMARY

This gives SYSTEM summary STATS (database requests down to requests pending) plus JOBSTAT summaries (AREA
and TABLE requests and I/O statistics). Other possible option specifications include the following:

1. DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY gives SYSTEM summary STATS but not JOBSTAT summaries.
2. DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=DETAIL gives one copy of SYSTEM summary STATS with a jobname

matching the MUF, plus JOBSTAT summaries for the same jobname, then the SYSTEM summary STATS again, then
JOBSTAT summaries again. In this case, statistics are unnecessarily duplicated.

For more information, see the DBUTLTY REPORT function.

►►─ PXXSTATS ─ option ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

option
Specify one of the following:
DETAIL

Statistics accumulated with every URT close and optionally for non-job closes.

CAUTION
This is strongly not recommended due to overhead costs.

EOJ
One statistics record at Multi-User Facility EOJ.

EOJPRT
With this option, the MUF writes the summary statistics to the MUF EOJ report and not to the PXX. It may
be helpful to have all the MUF statistics in one place, the MUF output file. This action now occurs with or
without the EOJPRT set.

NONE
No statistics records to the PXX.

You can use the PXXSTATS x console command to change the value of this MUF startup option, where x can be
DETAIL, EOJ, EOJPRT, or NONE.
Default Value: (No default for this parameter if you code the PXXSTATS option. However, if you do not specify this
option, the statistics are accumulated with every User Requirements Table job close and optionally for non-job
closes.)
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QUIESCE

The COMM QUIESCE console command provides a quiesce, a pause in activity, of Multi-User Facility
(MUF) maintenance, regardless of the TXNUNDO= (transaction undo) setting specified in the DBURSTR macro.

QUIESCE does not directly affect the processing of READ requests and therefore cannot be used to stop READ requests.
Rowlocks, however, are held longer during a quiesce period by tasks that are doing maintenance.

Other requests that are not directly affected by a QUIESCE include OPENs, CLOSEs, COMMITs, and SPILLs, except that
using MUFPLEX does force OPENs and CLOSEs to participate in QUIESCE. With accounting active, if the accounting
buffer becomes full and must be spilled, the spill generates maintenance commands and they wait. Also excluded are
index writes that only clean up committed TXN information. Other functions that are not affected directly by a QUIESCE
include the ACCESS, FLEXPOOL, COMM, and COMM STATS functions.

The COMM request is echoed to the console and programming log.

If your site uses mirror DASD, the QUIESCE console command can help you manage your mirror copies by quiescing the
MUF as needed.

Use the QUIESCE TXN console command when you want to quiesce MUF at a transaction level.

NOTE

The QUIESCE TXN command can only be done through SQL if the task is not already part of a transaction. If it
is part of a transaction, it would be a deadlock and therefore blocked with a return code.

Use the QUIESCE REQ console command when you want to quiesce MUF at a request level.

Use the QUIESCE OFF console command when you want to remove a QUIESCE TXN or QUIESCE REQ that is in
process or in effect.

NOTE
Only one QUIESCE (TXN or REQ) can be in process or in force at one time.

In a MUFplex environment, the QUIESCE console command would have to be issued to each Multi-User Facility. Only
when all have acknowledged, would a full MUFplex quiesce be in effect.

On a STATUS command, tasks waiting on an in process or in effect QUIESCE lock would have a condition of WAIT E/C
on the value DBSQSC and TXN or REQ.

After the QUIESCE options TXN and REQ come into effect, the number is reset back to 1 if the LXX has had over one
billion log records added. An outage is prevented if the MUF adds 4g log records (not expected). This process can be
driven in an easier sequence of QUIESCE RST. The sequence processes as a REQ until the lock is acquired, after which
it does the LXX change, then directly an OFF. The Log Block Sequence Number can also be lowered.

One possible order of operator actions could be:

1. Issue QUIESCE TXN through the console.
2. If not available within a certain amount of time, issue QUIESCE OFF and QUIESCE REQ.
3. When QUIESCE is in effect (console message received), perform the action needing the QUIESCE.
4. Issue QUIESCE OFF to reactivate processing.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. For more information about
syntax, consult your site operating system documentation.

►►─ QUIESCE ─ type ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

QUIESCE type

(Required) Specify type (the quiesce type) as TXN, REQ, or OFF, where the choices are as follows:
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OFF
Specifies the removal of any QUIESCE that is in process or in effect.

REQ
Specifies a request level of QUIESCE.
The lock-down at the request level lets you have all log data and the index in sync with the data. However, it does
not provide the transaction boundary.

RST
RST is a special form of REQ with an OFF automatically done (see the previously given description of RST).

TXN
Specifies a transaction level of QUIESCE.
If transaction boundary locking is used, the lock might take some time to become effective, because all
transactions and rollbacks must be at a stable point.

In support of the QUIESCE console command, the following messages are generated:

DB02901I - MUF QUIESCE x STARTING
DB02902I - MUF QUIESCE x WAITING ON y-n
DB02903I - MUF QUIESCE x FLUSHING PIPELINE
DB02904I - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, IN EFFECT
DB02905I - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, y ALREADY IN PROCESS
DB02906I - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, y ALREADY IN EFFECT
DB02907E - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, UNABLE TO LOCK
DB02908E - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, WRITE ERROR
DB02909I - MUF QUIESCE x ENDED, OFF INTERUPTED
DB02910I - MUF QUIESCE OFF ENDED, x was IN EFFECT.
DB02911I - MUF QUIESCE OFF ENDED, NOT IN PROCESS OR EFFECT
DB02912I - MUF QUIESCE OFF ENDED, x WAS IN PROCESS

NOTE
You can set, as highlighted and not scrollable, the in effect part of message DB02904I MUF QUIESCE x
ENDED, IN EFFECT. Or, you could set it in a group with message DB02910I MUF QUIESCE OFF ENDED, x
was IN EFFECT. Therefore, when the QUIESCE OFF is issued, message DB02904I would be removed. For
details about these messages, see the Messages page.

QUIESCE_DBID

Use QUIESCE_DBID console commands as an alternative to a full Multi-User Facility (MUF) QUIESCE. You can quiesce
a single database or a set of related databases instead of all databases in the environment.

The purpose of doing a quiesce at the database level is to stop maintenance to a single database or a set of databases.
This process allows the database or set of databases to be backed up, copied, or have DASD mirrors split in a consistent
way. The resulting copy is safe because no changes are made to DASD while the quiesce is in effect. For the quiesce at
the database level to be in effect:

• Maintenance must be stopped at the transaction level.
• New transactions are stopped.
• In-flight transactions must complete.

All in-flight work might take a period of time to complete. Performing the quiesce at the database level is different and
more complex than the MUF QUIESCE. In a MUF QUIESCE, either all databases are affected or none are. After the
backup or copy operation is completed, the quiesce period is ended with the OFF parameter.
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Single Databases

QUIESCE_DBID is more appropriate for situations where transactions affect tables only in a single database. That
one database is specified by itself on the QUIESCE_DBID command. There are no dependencies on updates to other
databases.

Multiple Databases

Two cases for databases with transactions that maintain multiple databases are:

• All transactions first anchor on a common or parent table and then update tables in one or more other child databases.
In this case, the databases that are involved are specified on successive QUIESCE_DBID commands to describe
the entire set of affected databases to quiesce. A successful safe backup is possible when all transactions for all
databases in the set are stopped.

• Transactions originate from multiple databases – not a single common one – and then update other databases.
Therefore, success is not likely with QUIESCE_DBID in this case. Numerous deadlock situations could occur where
multiple transactions never complete. These situations could be due to waits on records from other databases that
are held by other transactions. In such cases, the full MUF-level QUIESCE is the only possible way to suspend
maintenance to get a consistent (safe) copy.

Use the following QUIESCE_DBID commands as alternative choices to a full MUF QUIESCE:

QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW

The QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW command is the master control gate. This command is defaulted to be OFF which prevents
the other commands and any overhead. This default is the normal case due to few MUF environments that are likely to
require the feature.

QUIESCE_DBID_SET

The QUIESCE_DBID_SET command specifies the database or list of databases that are subject to the quiesce of
databases. A site can have several sets of databases to quiesce. For example, one set of databases might be backed
up under the database level quiesce on Monday, a different set on Tuesday, another set on the weekend, and so on.
Databases are added to the set with a YES option and removed with a NO option. The command allows a single DBID, a
list of a single DBIDs, or a range of DBIDs. When the APPLY is not in process, the list can be changed.

QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY

The QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY command is used to start the quiesce. A message is given as the quiesce processing
begins. Another message indicates that the quiesce process has completed meaning new transactions have stopped
and all in-flight transactions completed. You can set QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY to OFF to stop it during a process. Use this
same setting to remove the gate and allow database maintenance commands again once the quiesce is fully in effect.

These QUIESCE_DBIDs are explained in the next topics.

Messages

The QUIESCE_DBID commands can have the following messages:

DB02921I
- QUIESCE_DBID TXN variable variable-more

DB02922I
- QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)

DB02923I
- QUIESCE_DBID TXN FLUSHING PIPELINE_DTTM date-time STCK store-clock-value

DB02924I
- QUIESCE_DBID_TXN ENDED, IN EFFECT_ M:S-m:ss
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DB02925W
- QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, variable

DB02926I
- QUIESCE_DBID_SET dbid (dbid) (dbid-dbid)...

DB02927I
- QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED dbid jobname job-ID task-number code command

DB02928I
- QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)

DB02930I
- QUIESCE_DBID OFF ENDED, variable variable-2

For more details, go to Messages.

QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW

The QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command is the master control gate. This command
is defaulted to be OFF which prevents the other commands and any overhead. This is the normal case due to
few MUF environments that are likely to require the feature. The ON/YES choice is invalid when MUFPLEX with
mode 'A/B/S' is also specified. This choice is valid when MUFPLEX with mode 'S_NO_STRUCTURE' is also
specified. The QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW command is an alternate choice to a full MUF QUIESCE.

This command is allowed at the MUF startup in the SYSIN but it is blocked once the MUF enables. With the command in
place, other QUIESCE_DBID commands are allowed. Otherwise, the QUIESCE_DBID commands are prevented.

The command requires several conditions.

• Execution on a z12 or later hardware
• Execution with no MUFPLEX statement, or MUFPLEX statement with S_NO_STRUCTURE.

NOTE

An ALLOW cannot be turned off for the executing MUF instance.

Initiate this function from the system console using the following command.

 ►►─ QUIESCE_DBID_ALLOW  ─┬─ OFF/NO ◄─┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ON/YES ──┘

 

ALLOW
Allows or prevents other QUIESCE_DBID commands to execute.

Valid Entries:

YES or NO

Default Value:

NO

QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY

The QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY command is used to start the quiesce. A message is given as the quiesce processing
begins. Another message indicates that the quiesce process has completed meaning new transactions have stopped and
all in-flight transactions completed. You can set QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY to OFF to stop it during a process. Or, once the
quiesce is fully in effect, to remove the gate and allow database maintenance commands again.
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The command is allowed if MUF is enabled and both the ALLOW command was set to YES at startup and the SET
command has provided one or more databases. Numerous messages are produced as to its status through:

• A process to ‘gate’ maintenance requests
• The index ‘queue’ processing tasks
• Any processes that can cause a write to the data sets within the database. However, OPEN and CLOSE can write the

data area control block and are not gated

The QUIESCE_DBID is in effect once no tasks can cause a write. The ‘gate’ is provided and enforced with a ‘value’ lock
for the value ‘DBSQSDREQ’.

This page contains the following topics:

QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY TXN

The command with TXN causes a stable start point where no started transaction has performed or is performing logged
maintenance to any table in the named database. Current transactions can have a request waiting at a gate to continue
once the gate is lifted. Once there are no more transactions that have performed maintenance for the database, the
following REQ actions are also performed. This database level gate provides the stable point for this database but not for
entire transactions that maintain multiple databases. However, the full MUF QUIESCE provides the stable point for entire
transactions that maintain multiple databases.

The following MUF-specific System databases have special considerations.

• Databases for the SQL TTM table/area (typically only base 17) do not need to be backed up and should not be subject
to QUIESCE_DBID. The databases are defined during the MUF startup with command ‘SQLOPTION_TTMID’. These
bases can be set as YES during a QUIESCE_DBID_SET for convenience such as within a range but are forced NO
when the APPLY starts. However, they are not within the set of bases being quiesced and reflected in the DB02926
Message.

• Databases for the CBS temporary usage, typically only base 6, and CBS heuristics, typically base 1006, do not need
to be backed up and should not be subject to QUIESCE_DBID. The databases are never gated as their index area
is updated directly during Select (SEL) read commands. Read commands are not blocked by QUIESCE_DBID. The
databases are defined during the MUF startup with commands ‘CBS’ or ‘CBS_DBID_TEMP’. These bases can be set
as YES during a QUIESCE_DBID_SET for convenience such as within a range. These bases are forced to NO when
the APPLY starts. These bases are not within the set of bases being quiesced and reflected in the DB02926 Message.

• The informational Dynamic System Tables database is not subject to maintenance and contains no actual data. This
database cannot be backed up and should not be subject to QUIESCE_DBID. The database is defined at the MUF
startup with command ‘SYSTEMDBID’. This base can be set as YES during a QUIESCE_DBID_SET for convenience
such as within a range. This base is forced NO when the APPLY starts and is not within the set of bases being
quiesced and reflected in the DB02926 Message.

• The following System databases are processed for maintenance like user databases and participate with the same
normal rules.
– Accounting parameter (PRM) database (typically 4) 
– Accounting data (A01-A99) database (typically 5) 
– Datadictionary database (typically 2) 
– Datadictionary DDD database (typically 15) 
– History database (typically 1007) 
– Change Data Capture (CDC) databases (typically 2009 and optionally 2012-2019)

QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY OFF

Use this command to remove the QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY TXN that is in process or in effect. The process is not subject
to a REQABORT or other forms of abort. This command releases the DBSQSDREQ lock that frees all the waiting tasks
and removes the prepare and apply setting to stop tasks from tracking database maintenance.
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Use the following format in your command to initiate this function from the system console.

 ►►─ QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY ┬ TXN ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                        └ OFF ─┘ 

 

APPLY
This command allows you to start the quiesce.

• TXN
• OFF

Valid Entries:

TXN or OFF

Default Value:

(No default value)

Messages
DB02921I

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN variable variable-more
DB02922I

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
DB02923I

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN FLUSHING PIPELINE
DB02924I

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, IN EFFECT
DB02925I

- EQU 2925 QUIESCE_DBID ??? ENDED, IN ERROR, ALL &#39;W&#39;(???)
DB02925W

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, variable
DB02926I

- QUIESCE_DBID_SET dbid (dbid) (dbid-dbid) …
DB02927I

- QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED dbid jobname job-ID task-number
DB02928I

- QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON jobname-n (jobname-n) (jobname-n) (jobname-n or AND MORE)
DB02930I

- QUIESCE_DBID OFF ENDED, variable

Examples

The APPLY command drives several processes that are important to be aware of.  A typical message set looks similar to:
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• DB02926I - QUIESCE_DBID_SET 597 697 
• DB02921I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN PREPARING 
• DB02928I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON DBDVLMTR-1 DBDVLMTR-2 DBDVLMTR-3 AND MORE 
• DB02921I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN STARTED 
• DB02922I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN WAITING ON DBDVLMTR-10 DBDVLMTR-11 DBDVLMTR-12 AND MORE 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 697 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 10 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 597 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 13 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 597 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 14 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 697 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 11 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 697 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 12 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 597 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 15 
• DB02927I - QUIESCE_DBID QUIESCED 697 DBDVLMTR JOB57120 7 
• DB02923I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN FLUSHING PIPELINE 
• DB02924I - QUIESCE_DBID TXN ENDED, IN EFFECT

DB02926I

The first message, DB02926I, shows that the DBID set has been locked in and reports those bases to be quiesced. The
bases are reported as one message or more as necessary to provide each DBID or range of DBIDs. The example has two
bases and no range. Another example is: DB02926I - QUIESCE_DBID_SET 1-5, 7-16, 18-999, 1001-1005, 1007-5000

DB02921I

The second message, DB02921I, with PREPARING shows the next process which is ‘preparing’ the MUF environment
for the APPLY. Before the APPLY, no current transaction or request tracks databases involved. The prepare process
searches for and waits on any request in MUF that started before the prepare. Most requests are quick but some are not.
The prepare process also searches for and waits on any transaction that started before the prepare. This process can be
a short time or potentially long. During this prepare, no request is delayed for the QUIESCE, only ensuring that all tasks
attached to MUF are known if they are for a database in the set list and prepared to track requests. The tracking has some
overhead but not likely measurable.

DB02928I

The third message, DB02928I, occurs during the prepare process if any task is found having a request or transaction
still unknown by database. The first four Job names with a task number are reported. However, if there are more
than four, then the first three are reported with ‘AND MORE’ in place of the fourth and any additional ones. With the
message, the QUIESCE prepares delays one second and checks again. This process repeats until there are no unknown
tasks. The message occurs only if the list of tasks changes. Therefore, it may be frequent or rare with a maximum of
one a second. Because the prepare has no delay of tasks other than the pre-pack task itself, there are no negative
consequences to however long this process takes.

DB02921I

The fourth message, DB02921I, with STARTED shows the prepare process has completed and so all requests and
transactions in MUF are known by database. The actual APPLY process shows as started which causes tasks that have
requests or transactions with any of the databases are delayed. The prepare process locks a value ‘DBSQSDREQ’ used
to restrict and delay new requests for a database in the set.

DB02922I

The fifth message, DB02922I, occurs during the starting process if any task is found having a request or transaction for
a database within the set. The first four Job names with a task number are reported. However, if there are more than four
Job names, then the first three are reported with ‘AND MORE’ in place of the fourth and any additional ones. With the
message, the QUIESCE starting delays one second and checks again. This process repeats until there are no requests
or transactions past the delay for QUIESCE. The message occurs only if the list of tasks changes. Therefore, it might be
frequent or rare with a maximum of one a second. Tasks starting requests for a database in the set are  delayed.
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DB02927I

The sixth message, DB02927I, occurs by tasks starting requests for a database in the set. The task has a STATUS during
this delay of WAIT E/C DBSQSDREQ. This process occurs until the QUIESCE is turned off.

DB02923I

The seventh message, DB02923I, occurs once all tasks needing to wait are waiting. Future requests that need to wait will
do so when they occur. The QUIESCE then flushes the pipeline of deferred DASD writes to ensure the data sets are fully
in sync and can be subject to a backup or copy. This process will be quick or slow based upon the size of the pipeline.
Typically, only a few seconds.

DB02924I

The eighth and final message, DB02924I, shows that the QUIESCE command has ended and is in effect. The backups or
copies can be started.

With the APPLY in effect, not only are requests for the set of databases waited, the index ‘queue’ process to re-balance
the index is also disabled. Therefore, new entries can be added to the ‘queue’ list but none are actively worked.

QUIESCE_DBID_SET

The QUIESCE_DBID_SET command specifies the database or list of databases that are subject to the quiesce of
databases. A site can have several sets of databases to quiesce. For example, one set of databases might be backed
up under the database-level quiesce on Monday, a different set on Tuesday, another set on the weekend, and so on.
Databases are added to the set with a YES option and removed with a NO option. The command allows a single DBID, a
list of single DBIDs, or a range of DBIDs. When the APPLY is not in process, the list can be changed.

NOTE
Important! A YES stays in force until a NO removes it.

During the MUF startup or after MUF is enabled, you can set the set of databases subject to a future
QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY. Change the set by adding (YES) new databases or removed (NO). The set command is blocked
by an APPLY TXN until the quiesce is removed with an APPLY OFF ensuring that the QUIESCE has a set of unchanging
databases.

You can enter the command as many times as required where each command can stack as many databases as fit on the
command.

The start of an APPLY TXN initially locks out new SET commands. A message is printed with the databases that are
subject to this particular quiesce. If the list of databases with ranges does not fit on the message, then the message
repeats to provide all databases.

NOTE
Note: An APPLY command is rejected during the actual processing of the QUIESCE_DBID_SET command.
Each QUIESCE_DBID_SET command list item is processed individually.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console.

                                   ┌─ ,───────────────┐

►►─ QUIESCE_DBID_SET ─┬─ YES ◄─ ,─ ▼─┬──────────────┬─┴──────────────────►◄

                      └─ NO ───┘     ├─ dbid ───────┤ 

                                     └─ dbid-dbid ──┘

SET
Sets databases that do not exist at the time of the SET making it convenient to use ranges regardless of bases being
defined to the CXX.

Valid Entries:
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YES or NO

Default Value:

NO

Messages

DB02926I - QUIESCE_DBID_SET dbid (dbid) (dbid-dbid) …

RCERROR

(Optional) The RCERROR Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option allows you to modify the Master List dump and
Master List buffer dump options for various record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time return codes. For more information, see the
RCERROR= option in the DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=ALTER.

                                   ┌─ , ────────┐

 ►►─ RCERROR ─ mldump,mlbufdump ─┬─▼─ rcnumber ─┴────────────┬───────────►◄

                                 │ ┌─ , ───────────────────┐ │

                                 └─▼─ rcnumber1-rcnumbern ─┴─┘ 

mldump
(Required) Specifies whether you want (YES) or do not want (NO) a Master List dump produced for the selected
return codes.
If selected return codes are received, you can also specify FAIL to cause the MUF to abend. Use FAIL only if
instructed to do so by Support. For example, specifying RCERROR FAIL,NO,02052 means that Support has
advised you to cause the MUF to abend if a return code 02 INVALID TABLE NAME with an internal return code of
52 occurs.
MINIMAL can be specified to allow setting an RCERROR to the value for errors that are thought to be user
application errors needing little in the traditional Master List.

NOTE
Documentation produced when MINIMAL is specified might not be sufficient to diagnose a problem.

Other option combinations to consider are as follows:

mldump mlbufdump Results
YES FAIL Master List and system dump
FAIL YES Master List, buffers, and system dump
NO FAIL System dump
FAIL NO System dump
FAIL FAIL System dump
NO NO No dumps
YES NO Master List dump
NO YES Error (invalid value)
YES YES Master List and buffers dump

Valid Entries:
YES, NO, FAIL, or MINIMAL

Default Value:
(No default)

,mlbufdump
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(Required) Specifies whether you want a Master List dump with buffers (,YES) or (,NO) to be produced for the selected
return codes.

Alternately, if selected return codes are received you can specify FAIL to cause the MUF to abend. Use FAIL only if
instructed to do so by Support. See the information on FAIL given previously for mldump.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO, FAIL, or MINIMAL

NOTE
If you specified NO for mldump, you cannot specify YES for mlbufdump.

,rcnumber

Specify an integer in the format eeiii.  The ee represents an external return code number and iii an internal return code
number. If fewer than five digits are provided, zeros are padded on left. If numbers or ranges specify unused error codes,
they are not rejected. You can specify multiple option statements with each being applied as it is processed. Therefore, if
conflicts are set, the last condition is kept.

The number integer for RCERROR mldump, mlbufdump number can be in several formats:
Single number 0-99
Where if one digit is padded with a leading zero and where the number is a return code and RCERROR applies to every
internal return code (0-255).
Single number 100-99999
Where if fewer than five digits are padded with leading zeros to five digits and where first two digits are an external return
code and last three digits are one internal return code (0--255) and where if the internal return code digits greater than 255
are lowered to 255.
A range of numbers
Where each number is one of the previously described.

NOTE
Numbers that are for specific return codes that are not allowed in MUF are flagged as an error.

Valid Entries:
Integers from 0 through 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

,rcnumber1-rcnumbern

Specifies a range of return code numbers, signified by a hyphen (-). The rcnumber1 represents the first and rcnumbern
the last return code number in the range of return code numbers.
Valid Entries:

integers from 0 through 99999
Default Value:

(No default)

RCERROR_MESSAGE

(Optional) The RCERROR_MESSAGE Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command allows you to externalize a return
code as a message when it is not a PXX/PXXML dump. Taking a Master List dump requires substantial CPU resources.
This option is useful in test MUF environments to show when application programs might get an error but not externalize
anything. At the MUF startup and as a console-like command, the value for the rc might be a single number or a range of
two numbers. Multiple values are allowed when separated by a comma.

                                ┌─ , ──────────────────┐
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►►─ RCERROR_MESSAGE ─┬─ YES,──┬─▼─┬ rc(irc)  ────────┬─┴──────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ NO, ──┘   └─ rc(irc)-rc(irc)─┘ 

                                                    

NOTE

There must be at least one of either RCERROR_SUPPRESS or RCERROR_MESSAGE during the MUF startup
for either to be allowed using a console-like command after the MUF is enabled.

Valid Entries:

rc(irc) or rc(irc)-rc(irc)

YES, or NO,

Default Value:

No default for YES,/NO,

No default for rc(irc) or rc(irc)-rc(irc)

rc(irc)

The rc(irc) is the return code and can be entered in several forms. A single specific number is entered as a 4-5 digit
number. The first two digits are the return code and the remaining 3 as the internal return code. In this form, an example is
either of 03027 or 3027. A single generic specific number is entered as a one or two-digit number of just the return code.
For example, either 03 or 3. In this case, the number (03) is a range of all internal return codes possible, where one value
is 027. Or, the number can be two numbers with a dash between to note a range. If the two numbers are the same, it is
the equivalent to entering a single value. If the numbers are not the same, the second must be larger than the first. As a
range, all return codes equal or greater than the first and equal or less than the second participate in the action. A single
specific number entered as a 4-5 digit number must match a return code and internal return code that can occur in the
MUF.  All ranges can include no actual occurrences of a return code and internal return code or many occurrences.

At the MUF startup and as a console-like command, the value can be a single number or a range of two numbers.

RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,1-99999

RCERROR_MESSAGE NO,01

Multiple values are allowed separated by a comma at the MUF startup but not as a console-like command.

The MUF startup must have at least one of these RCERROR_MESSAGEs in the MUF startup options so that the console
command API works. MVS MODIFY, DBUTLTY, and SQL all fail with the following message if the MUF is started with no
option for RCERROR_MESSAGE. The following example shows the error message if the MUF is not started with a place
holder to allow future commands for RCERROR_MESSAGE.

08.36.36 STC27404 DSNZMFX:MUFX:DB01311I - RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03 

08.36.36 STC27404 DSNZMFX:MUFX:DB01307E - CONSOLE BAD CONTEXT - RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03

Examples at MUF startup include:

RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03027
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03000-03999
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,1-99999
RCERROR_MESSAGE NO,01
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03-04,13,08001-08004

Examples as a console-like command:

RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03027
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RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,03000-03999
RCERROR_MESSAGE YES,1-99999
RCERROR_MESSAGE NO,01

A few return codes can occur frequently or are internal to MUF processing. If return codes are in a range, they are
accepted but ignored. If return codes are done individually with a full five-digit number, they are rejected. In the following
numbers, parentheses () are added for clarity but in the actual command they are not allowed.

00                    19
04(170)            29
14
Some return codes do not occur in the MUF (proper). They are accepted but ignored if they are in a range. If return codes
are done individually with a full five-digit number, they are rejected.

36                    94(037)
44                    94(050)
55                    94(051)
56                    94(057)
57                    94(091)
68                    94(150)
82                    94(151)
83                    94(152)
84                    94(153)
85                    94(154)
86                    94(155)
87(002)           94(156)
89(001)           94(200)

A few return codes are considered warnings only and should not be set because they may occur frequently. If return
codes are in a range, they are accepted but ignored. If return codes are done individually with a full five-digit number, they
are rejected. If they are required to debug a specific occurrence, they can be set if ‘DIAGOPTION 14,1,ON’ is set.

91(102)           92(132)
91(103)           92(133)
93(118)           92(134)
18(127)           92(131)

The message set that is produced has this example:

DB02407E - RCERROR_MSG job-name run-unit Job-ID rc(irc) command dbid table occurrences monitor-info

DB02408E - RCERROR_MSG rc(irc) user-id error-text

RCERROR_RESET

The RCERROR_RESET command is allowed only after the Multi-User Facility (MUF) enables as a console-like
command.

                    ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

►►─ RCERROR_RESET ──▼─┬── rc(irc)────────────┬──┴───────────────────────►◄

                      └── (rc(irc)-rc(irc)) ─┘ 

Valid Entries:

rc(irc) or rc(irc)-rc(irc)

Default Value:
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No default

This command can be one of the following:

• a single return code as a two digit number 1-99 treated as a range of all internal return codes (irc)
• a full return code with internal return code as a 3-5 digit number that is treated as a single specific error
• a range of two numbers as 1 and 2 with a dash between them

Why would you use the reset?

The suppress is set as one day in seconds. However, at ‘shift’ change you choose to allow a new error occurrence to be
recognized and externalized.

WARNING

Warning: This suppression is based exclusively on the return code value and no other metrics. This
suppression is helpful for many return codes but also might not be best for some. For example, if you are getting
an I/O error on one specific data area and the dumps are suppressed, then they are also suppressed for every
area. This is true for the Master List setting for each return code and internal return code.

A few return codes can occur frequently or are internal to the MUF processing. Therefore, return codes are not subject to
dumps or messages and should not be set. If any occur in a range, it is ignored, else it is a specific 3-5 digit number and
rejected as an error. Errors in this group are:

00                19
04(170)        29
14
Some return codes do not occur in the MUF (proper). The return codes should not be set. If any occur in a range, it is
ignored; else it is a specific 3-5 digit number and rejected as an error. Errors in this group are:
36                 94(050)
44                 94(051)
55                 94(057)
56                 94(091)
57                 94(150)
68                 94(151)
82                 94(152)
83                 94(153)
84                 94(154)
85                 94(155)
86                 94(156)
87(002)        94(200)
89(001)
94(037)

Some return codes are considered warnings only and should not be set. If any occur in a range, it is ignored, else it is a
specific 3-5 digit number and rejected as an error. In case they are needed to debug a specific occurrence, they can be
set if ‘DIAGOPTION 14,1,ON’ is set.
91(102)        92(132)
91(103)        92(133)
93(118)        92(134)
18(127)        92(131)

RCERROR_SUPPRESS

The RCERROR_SUPPRESS command allows you to have control over how frequent the error occurrence is recognized
and processed for either a Master List dump or the RCERROR_MESSAGE option. Implemented at Multi-User Facility
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(MUF) startup and as a console-like command, the value for the rc might be a single number or a range of two numbers.
During MUF startup, multiple values are allowed when separated by a comma.

                               ┌─ , ──────────────────────┐

►►─ RCERROR_SUPPRESS seconds───▼─┬─── rc(irc) ──────────┬─┴────────────────►◄                                 

                                 └─── rc(irc)-rc(irc) ──┘ 

The RCERROR_SUPPRESS command supports several seconds between the error being externalized in either a PXX/
PXXML dump or the new RCERROR_MESSAGE (DB02407E and DB02408E).

NOTE
The RCERROR console-like commands relating to RCERROR_SUPPRESS or RCERROR_MESSAGE require
either to be engaged on MUF startup in order to be used.

Valid Entries:

rc(irc) or  rc(irc)-rc(irc)

Default Value:

No default

seconds

Specifies the number of seconds after an error is externalized for the next occurrence to also be externalized. Values can
be 0-999999 where 0 turns off the feature allowing every error to be externalized. Value 0 is the default if this option is not
specified. Value examples are:

• 60 for one minute
• 3600 for an hour
• 86400 as once a day

Values are set as processed. Therefore, you can control the required detail. For example, you can set 3600 for all errors
(1-99999) and then 60 for just error 03027.

You can enter the values after seconds as a return code such as 03 where all internal return codes participate or provide a
full number to provide just that specific error.

The values that are provided during a MUF startup can be stacked by having a comma followed by another value. The
values that are provided as a console-like command after MUF is enabled can have:

• a single value of a single return code (with or without internal return code) or
• a range of two values (with or without internal return codes)

Examples at MUF startup include:

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 2,03

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 1,03027,04000-04999,05000-07000,46

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 99999,03027,07-09

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 05,03027

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 60,07-09

        

Examples as a console-like command after MUF is enabled:

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 2,03

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 1,03027

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 99999,03027

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 05,03027

RCERROR_SUPPRESS 60,07-09
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Paired with the ability to suppress return code externalizations for several seconds, another new command resets the
seconds for an active case. The next occurrence of that return code is recognized and externalized. For more information,
see RCERROR_RESET.

READAHD

(Optional) The READAHD Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the read-ahead processing type for
GETIT commands when executing with a User Requirements Table (URT) for a version before 8.1. If you do not specify
this option, Datacom/DB uses index scanning to select blocks for read-ahead processing.

Version 8.1 or later URTs provide their own option at assembly time which cannot be overridden.

►►─ READAHD ─ type ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

type
(Required) Specify one of the following valid entries:

Valid Entry Meaning
INDEX Use index scanning to select blocks for read-ahead processing.

This option is generally the better of the two options except where
noted for PHYSICAL.

PHYSICAL Use physical sequential data block reads for read-ahead
processing. This mode is generally faster when using Space
Management Option 0 with few additions or deletions and
when using the Native Key. It also works well with other Space
Management Options when no additions and few deletions have
occurred.

Default Value:

No default for this parameter if you code the READAHD option; however, if you do not specify this option, Datacom/DB
uses index scanning to select blocks for read-ahead processing.

REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD

The REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD console command is intended for areas that have a current DB or user compressed
table. Because the physical sequence is used, the command runs faster than if the native sequence is used.

►►─ REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD ─ dbid,area-name,nn ───────────────────────────────────►◄

If the report shows that an area exists with too much padding after running the REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD command,
you can use the REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD command. Compressed tables that have any padding are updated in place
to remove the pad. No changes are made to the row value or index and the update is not logged. Because no LOCK
MOVER is requested or expected, a few rows could fail to remove the pad.

NOTE
If the Multi-User Facility (MUF) fails during the execution, some, none, or all changes were done to DASD. If
MUF is set to EOJ, the command driven task stops. The task does not stop for a base close. If the base needs
to close, a REQABORT of the task is required.

Example:

REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD dbid,area-name,nn 

Note: The dbid and area are required.
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The nn represents 0-99 percent of the record expanded physical size. This number makes the row a candidate to have
the pad removed. If 0 is set, any size pad bytes are removed. The pad bytes provide a service preventing moving the
row in the future. The pad bytes are removed if 10 is set and the number of pad bytes are more than 10 percent of the
expanded record. If the pad bytes are less than 10 percent, they are left alone. Any number other than 0 leaves small
numbers of pad bytes but removes those that are a larger percentage.

REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD

The REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD console command is intended for areas that have a current DB or user compressed
table.

►►─ REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This command reads the area in physical block order and provides a one line message for the compressed table about
padding.

Long-term rows become stored with the largest physical footprint from updates to a row. If a row is updated to be
physically larger, the row pad allows the row to stay in the same data block. If there is no row pad, then the extra space in
the current block is used. If the row is updated and cannot fit back into its space, it is moved to another block.

Row padding is a requirement for ROLBK support as it is valuable in reducing row movement. For sites with DASD size
concerns, this report can provide information about the space that is used but not required. The space is required only
during an active transaction.

This command drives a task area to open and scan the requested area for compressed table rows. At completion, a
message or message set is provided.

NOTE
The REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD is not available during Multi-User Facility (MUF) SYSIN processing or before
the MUF is enabled.

The command is expected to be rare and does not interact with close. Therefore, if the base is set to be closed, that
close waits on the command and a manual REQABORT is required. This is similar when MUF is set to EOJ with the task
running.

Example:

REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD dbid,area-name 

Note: The dbid and area are required.

An available task area is allocated and the command driven to open the area. A scan is performed in the physical block
sequence. The following messages are provided after the scan completes:

DB03302I - REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD 2 DD1 COMPLETED - ROWS READ 22,374 WITH PAD 0 

The message provides the dbid and area requested. It provides a count of rows read to compressed tables in the area. It
also provides the number of those rows that have one or more bytes of pad.

If the number of rows read with pad is not zero, a second message is provided paired with the first:

DB03302I - REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD 2 DD1 COMPLETED - ROWS READ 22,374 WITH PAD 9

DB03303I - REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD 2 DD1 AVERAGE PAD FOR ROWS WITH PAD 1      

The second message provides the average pad for the rows that have a pad. So of the total rows of 22,374, only 9 have
any pad. Of the 9, the average pad is a single byte.
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The report shows that the area has little overhead in row padding.

REQCOMIT

The REQCOMIT console command commits requests and is provided for situations that can occur when using a two-
phase commit and RRS or CICS. For example, when restart encounters pending LOGPR commands for RRS or CICS
that RRS or CICS cannot resolve. In certain cases you can use a REQCOMIT console command to commit the Datacom
work. For details about two-phase commit and RRS, see Two-Phase Commit and RRS.

For RRS:

If error message DB01218W is received, restart encountered one or more pending LOGPR commands for RRS that RRS
could not resolve. The possible reasons are indicated by a field in DB01218W that can be one of the following reasons:

IS NO
Means that the RRS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is not specified.

DATA LOST
Indicates that RRS has lost some hardened data.

COLD START
Means that the RRS log was cold started.

IS DOWN
Indicates that RRS is unavailable.

DB FORCED
Means that a prior MUF had a data lost or cold start RRS transaction which was not resolved.

These pending LOGPR commands represent pending commits from an RRS application that the MUF cannot resolve
without RRS. The MUF enables. However, the rollback/RRS phase of restart is incomplete until these pending RRS
commits are resolved. Research the URID in the message to determine whether a REQCOMIT or REQROLBK for the
sequence that is number listed is appropriate. If it is appropriate, use a REQCOMIT or REQROLBK console command to
commit or roll back the Datacom work that occurred in the specified URID.

NOTE
If IS DOWN is the condition, you cannot issue the REQCOMIT or REQROLBK. Instead, you must wait for RRS
to be available, at which time the MUF communicates with RRS, and resolves the outstanding transaction.

For CICS:

REQCOMIT is also allowed for CICS tasks that have been left hanging because of a CICS cold start.

Command Syntax:
Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site
operating system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ REQCOMIT nnnnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

REQCOMIT

(Required) REQCOMIT requests a manual commit as previously described.

nnnnn
(Required) The nnnnn is the sequence number of the request to be committed, found in message DB01218W.
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REQROLBK

The REQROLBK console command can be used to roll back a request in situations that can occur when using a two-
phase commit and RRS or CICS. For example, when restart encounters pending LOGPR commands for RRS or CICS
that RRS or CICS cannot resolve. In certain cases, you can use a REQROLBK console command to roll back the
Datacom work. For details about two-phase commit and RRS, see Two-Phase Commit and RRS.

For RRS.:

If error message DB01218W is received, restart encountered one or more pending LOGPR commands for RRS that RRS
could not resolve. The possible reasons are indicated by a field in DB01218W that can be one of the following reasons:

IS NO
Means that the RRS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is not specified.

DATA LOST
Indicates that RRS has lost some hardened data.

COLD START
Means that the RRS log was cold started.

IS DOWN
Indicates that RRS is unavailable.

DB FORCED
Means that a prior MUF had a data lost or cold start RRS transaction which was not resolved.

These pending LOGPR commands represent pending commits from an RRS application that the MUF cannot resolve
without RRS. The MUF enables. However, the rollback/RRS phase of restart is not completed until these pending RRS
commits are resolved. Research the URID given in the message to determine whether a REQCOMIT or REQROLBK for
the listed sequence number is appropriate. If it is, use a REQCOMIT or REQROLBK console command to commit or roll
back the Datacom work that occurred in the specified URID.

NOTE
If IS DOWN is the condition, you cannot issue the REQCOMIT or REQROLBK. Instead, you must wait for RRS
to be available, at which time the MUF communicates with RRS, and resolves the outstanding transaction.

For CICS:

REQROLBK is also allowed for CICS tasks that have been left hanging because of a CICS cold start.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ REQROLBK nnnnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

REQROLBK:

(Required) REQROLBK requests a manual rollback as previously described.

nnnnn
(Required) The nnnnn is the sequence number of the request to be rolled back, found in message DB01218W.

RESTART

(Optional) The RESTART Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option provides options for error handling during restart
processing.

When restart processing occurs during each MUF startup, the Log Area (LXX) is accessed to determine the need to
execute maintenance commands. If the log indicates that the reprocessing of pipelined requests is needed, the restart
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process reapplies the requests in a way that ensures a stable point exists with all necessary requests redone and on
DASD. If a Datacom/DB error occurs during this reprocessing:

1. The error is noted with a return code.
2. That request is terminated.
3. The restart process continues to the end of the Log Area (LXX).

If any error occurs, a DB01208E message is produced at the end of the log and the MUF job is terminated.

You are expected to review and correct the conditions that caused the error and then re-execute the job to start the MUF.
Possible errors include I/O failures, an index full condition, or a data area full condition. Use the RESTART MUF startup
option as described next to specify error-handling options during restart processing.

NOTE
The backout of all active transactions at the termination of a failed previous MUF is not affected by the
RESTART MUF startup option.

►►─ RESTART ─ ignore-errors ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────┬────────────────►◄

                             └─ ,access-off ─┘ └─ ,full-log ─┘

ignore-errors
(Required) If you code the RESTART MUF startup option and specify YES for the ignore-errors variable:

• Any errors during the reprocessing of the pipeline are noted in the report.
• The DB01208E message is printed.
• The log is prepared for processing.
• The MUF is enabled.

You then have to handle the reported errors with normal tools to the extent possible. Therefore, specify YES if you
determine that the errors can be more efficiently handled outside of the restart process.

NOTE
Ignoring errors is only a choice during the reprocessing of the Pipeline and not during other parts of the
restart process.

If you do not specify the RESTART MUF startup option or code NO for the ignore-errors option, the restart
process allows you to fix problems and then attempt to start the MUF again.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

(No default)
,access-off

(Optional) YES specifies that every database with reprocessed requests that received a return code is to be set to
the ACCESS OFF status. The database cannot be opened until that status is changed (presumably after the error
conditions are corrected).
If you do not specify this option or code NO, the access status for each database is whatever state the database
would normally have been, based on defaults and your site-specified startup options.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,full-log

(Optional) Specify YES to force a RESTART to reprocess the full log of unspilled data. NO is the default and
specifies that RESTART reprocesses what was in the pipeline at the time of the MUF failure. Be aware that
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specifying YES slows the RESTART process substantially, depending upon the size of the Log Area (LXX) and
the amount of data in it that has not been spilled.

NOTE
The full-log option is provided for hot backup site environments being maintained with non-synchronized
DASD mirroring and is intended for use at such hot sites if the primary site fails. It is not, however,
necessary to use this option at hot sites if the DASD mirroring is done in a synchronized manner.

RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY

The RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY console command is used when an OPEN command is about to get a return code 88.
Multi-user applications needing access to a DBID or area that has been taken offline (ACCESS OFF/READ/UTLTY) would
wait for the DBID/area to be made available (ACCESS WRITE) for up to the RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY minutes value.

Replace the minutes with a number 1-32767 to delay a waiting task. For no delay, enter the number 0, which without this
command is the default.

►►─ RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY minutes ─────────────────────────────►◄

Valid Entries:

0 - For no delay

1-32767 - To delay a waiting task.

Default Value:

0

If the ACCESS is set to WRITE, then any waiting task instantly continues its opening without this open error. The process
continues by accepting the return code 88 if the time expires. Any waiting task also stops its delay and accepts the return
code 88 if the command is executed with a number 0.

NOTE
This action applies to all sub-codes with the return code 88.

Even though an OPEN command is not subject to REQABORT, if the OPEN is delaying for return code 88, it is available
for REQABORT. When the delay is not needed, the task continues its OPEN command.

After about 60-66 seconds of waiting and about the same afterwards, a message is issued in Multi-User Facility (MUF) to
show the delay. Examples are:

DB02841W – WAIT DELAY ‘RC_88_DELAY’ MIN:SEC-1:2 DBDVL 1 OPEN 997

DB02841W – WAIT DELAY ‘RC_88_DELAY’ MIN:SEC-2:5 DBDVL 1 OPEN 997

ROLLBACK_ABORT

Use the ROLLBACK_ABORT console command to terminate a long running or long waiting rollback request. A successful
ROLLBACK_ABORT does not mean, however, that all maintenance for a transaction, represented by a Transaction
Sequence Number (TSN) has been backed out. If this is a concern, complete the rollback offline by using backward
recovery for the affected TSN.

The termination takes the form of terminating the active rollback request that is executing when the ROLLBACK_ABORT
is issued. This aborted request receives a return code 45.

Information about the status of the ROLLBACK_ABORT request, once it has been issued, can be found in message
DB00603I.
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NOTE
For more information, see Messages.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ ROLLBACK_ABORTnnnnnnnn ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ROLLBACK_ABORT

(Required) ROLLBACK_ABORT requests that the currently executing rollback request be terminated as previously
described.

nnnnnnnn
(Required) The nnnnnnnn is the TSN associated with the rollback. Obtain the TSN associated with the
backout that you want to abort by either issuing a DBUTLTY STATUS command or by consulting the
MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS Dynamic System Table.

RRS

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The Resource Recovery Services (RRS) Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifies support
for two-phase commit for batch resources utilizing the RRS of the operating system. A batch program using multiples of
Datacom/DB performing maintenance, or other RRS-supporting Resource Managers, provides the full two-phase commit/
rollback protection of the "common" transaction.

NOTE
The Force Area (FXX) must have been initialized using the level SP02 code of Datacom/DB r10 in order for RRS
to perform correctly.

The MUF must be running authorized to use the RRS MUF startup option.

The following syntax diagram shows the RRS MUF startup option.

►►─ RRS ─ entry ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

entry
(Required)
If FAIL is specified and RRS is unavailable at the MUF startup, the MUF does not enable.
If CONTINUE is specified, the MUF enables even if RRS is not available.
An open of a User Requirements Table (URT) with RRS=YES specified, in the DBURINF macro, fails if the
following actions occur:

• the RRS MUF startup option is omitted
• the RRS CONTINUE is specified and RRS is not available

If RRS is specified, the RXXROLLBACK MUF startup option must be specified as YES.

Valid Entries:
FAIL or CONTINUE

Default Value:
(No default)
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RXX

(z/OS only.) (Optional) The RXX Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifies the device type, volume count, and
unit count for a new Recovery File. A new Recovery File is requested through the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=NEWRXX
function. If you do not specify this option and the COMM NEWRXX is done with active logging, the unit name for the new
RXX DD statement is TAPE and operating system defaults apply for the volume and unit counts.

►►─ RXX ─ unit-name ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

                     └─ ,volume-count ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ ,unit-count ─┘

unit-name
(Required) Specify the value for the device type field in the UNIT parameter on the DD input line for allocating a
new Recovery File.
Valid Entries:

A valid device type name (such as TAPE)
Default Value:

(No default for this parameter if you code the RXX option; however, if you do not specify this option and
the COMM NEWRXX is done with active logging, the unit name for the new RXX DD statement is TAPE
and operating system defaults apply for the volume and unit counts.)

,volume-count
(Optional) Specify the value for the volume count field of the VOLUME parameter on the DD input line for
allocating your new Recovery File.
Valid Entries:

1 to nn (where nn is the operating system specified maximum)
Default Value:

Your operating system default
,unit-count

(Optional) Specify the value for the unit count field of the UNIT parameter on the DD input line for allocating your
new Recovery File. You must specify the above parameters before you can specify this parameter.
Valid Entries:

1 to nn (where nn is the operating system specified maximum)
Default Value:

Your operating system default

RXX_VARIABLE_BLK

(Optional) The RXX-BARIABLE_BLK option can be used to write the blocks to the Recovery File (RXX) in a variable
format instead of a fixed format.

NOTE
We recommend using variable logging. With variable logging, the RXX is always variable and this option is
ignored.

►►─ RXX_VARIABLE_BLK ─┬─ NO or OFF ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ YES or ON ───┘
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RXX_VARIABLE_BLK
If you want to write the blocks to the Recovery File (RXX) in a variable format, specify YES or ON for this option.
Previous releases of Datacom, however, cannot read a Recovery File with this option set to YES or ON.
This option is forced on if the Log Area (LXX) is in the variable format.
Use the RXX_VARIABLE_BLK x console command to change the value of this Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup
option, where x can be YES/NO or ON/OFF.
Valid Entries:

YES or ON, or NO or OFF
Default Value:

NO or OFF

RXXROLLBACK

(Optional) The RXXROLLBACK option specifies the action that is taken by Datacom/DB when a rollback of a transaction
has been force spilled.

Using this option, when the rollback encounters a forced spill that this message is issued to the console: DB00109W -
BACKOUT JOB jjjjjjjj NUMBER-nnnnn TSN-xxxxxxxx WAITING TO COMPLETE

By default, the DB00109 message is issued like all other normal Multi-User Facility (MUF) messages. However, this
particular message expects to drive human intervention to resolve the incomplete ROLBK or other form of backout.
Unless your site has an automated process to notify you about the occurrence of a DB00109, the message should be set
as critical within the MUF startup using the option:  MESSAGE CRIT,DB00109

With this message in place, then:

• In z/OS, the message is highlighted and stays on the console until the operator responds.
• In z/VSE, it is highlighted. The TSN value is expressed in hexadecimal.

This facility is not available for LOGRCV=NEVER. The NEVER option works the same as the RXXROLLBACK NO
option. If the RXX DD statement is specified as DUMMY, this facility is not available in z/OS. With DUMMY specified the
option works the same as the RXXROLLBACK NO option, as described in the following syntax:

►►─ RXXROLLBACK ─ entry ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

entry
(Required) Specify YES or do not code this option (the default is YES) to cause Datacom/DB to issue a console
request to alert the operator of the condition and the TSN that must be backward recovered.

Note: If the RRS MUF startup option is coded, RXXROLLBACK must be specified as YES.

Specifying NO is not recommended. You cannot use the Change Data Capture feature (see RXXROLLBACK) if NO is
specified. When the log becomes 100 percent full (or less, if the LOGSPILL 'c' option has been set), the oldest TSN is
force check pointed if a transaction is preventing a spill. This means that a maintenance command in the oldest log block
still present on the LXX. Force check pointing causes several of the following actions:

• This message is issued: DB00104I - CHKPT JOB-x NUMBER-n TSN-x
• Secondary exclusive control of all records added, updated, or deleted by the transaction is released. Primary exclusive

control is not affected. Releasing secondary exclusive control makes those records readable for update by any other
transaction. This effectively commits all requests for the transaction.

• If the transaction requests transaction backout (ROLBK command) or the transaction terminates in a way that causes
an automatic ROLBK, it is not backed out. The following message is issued instead: DB00103I - BACKOUT JOB-x
NUMBER-n RC=94(085) TSN-x.

After the DB00103I message is received, it is possible to execute the DBUTLTY function RECOVERY
OPTION=BACKWARD with the TSN. Because secondary exclusive control was released and backward recovery does
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not update records with the last update that is not this TSN, the transaction can only be partially reversed. Because
secondary control was released, even if no other task updated the record, one could have made a decision based on the
record after it was force check pointed but before the RECOVERY.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
YES

SDI_ABEND_1

(Optional) The SDI_ABEND_1 Multi-User-Facility (MUF) startup option specifies whether you want the SDI (Service Desk
Issue) interface to open a Service Desk issue and record the abend type, PSW, and registers when a MUF region abends.

►►─ SDI_ABEND_1 ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ YES ──┘

SDI_ABEND_1
SDI_ABEND_1 specified as YES means that, when the MUF region abends, the SDI (Service Desk Issue)
interface opens a Service Desk issue and records the abend type, PSW, and registers.
SDI_ABEND_1 YES turns on the feature.
SDI_ABEND_1 NO is the default and turns off the feature.
Message DB00256W is generated if the Service Desk issue fails to be opened.

Contents of the Service Desk Issue

The contents of the Service Desk issue is as follows:

 SUMMARY:

 Job-&SYSJOB   CA-DATACOM/DB DATABASE Abended &CODE

 PGMNAME-&PGM OFFSET-&OFF  RELEASE-&REL  SERVICE PACK - &SP

 DESCRIPTION:

 PSW1 - &PSW1       PSW2 - &PSW2

 R0    -  &PR0     R1    - &PR1     R2    - &PR2      R3    - &PR3

 R4    -  &PR4     R5    - &PR5     R6    - &PR6      R7    - &PR7

 R8    -  &PR8     R9    - &PR9     R10   - &PR10     R11   - &PR11

 R12   -  &PR12    R13   - &PR13    R14   - &PR14     R15   - &PR15

 EVENT DETAILS:

 Event ID:MUFABN

 Detected: &SYSEDATE at &SYSTIME

 Detecting system: &SYSID

 Detecting job: &SYSJOB

 Detecting program: &SYSPGM

The following information applies in the Service Desk issue just shown:

&SYSJOB
&SYSJOB contains the name of the job that abended.

&CODE
&CODE contains the abend code, for example, 222 or 0C1.

&PGM
&PGM contains the name of the program where the abend occurred.
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&OFF
&OFF gives the offset into the program where the abend occurred.

&REL
&REL is the release of Datacom code you are running.

&SP
&SP is the service pack level.

&PSW1
&PSW1 is the abending PSW1.

&PSW2
&PSW2 is the abending PSW2.

&PR0 to &PR15
&PR0 through &PR15 are the corresponding registers at the time of the abend.

&SYSEDATE
&SYSEDATE is the system date.

&SYSTIME
&SYSTIME is the system time.

&SYSID
&SYSID is the SMF System ID where the abend occurred.

&SYSPGM
&SYSPGM is the program being executed (EXEC PGM=).

SECURITY

(Optional) The SECURITY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifies the options to use with Datacom/DB security.

Path security allows you to identify security rules for different command paths.

              ┌─ , ───────┐

►►─ SECURITY ─▼─ DBaabbb ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DBaabbb
(Required) Specifies the format of a path security class-and-path option parameter, where DB is a constant.
The aa in the format represents valid class codes. These class codes correspond to the table classes defined in
the external security system. Those table classes must be defined before implementing path security in Datacom/
DB.

Example

The following example shows the use of six of the 10 possible path code options in one SECURITY MUF startup option.
Path codes can be listed in any order. The order that is shown in this example is only one of many possible orders.

SECURITY DBaaSSR,DBaaRAT,DBaaSCI,DBaaRSR,DBaaSQL,DBaaRCI

NOTE
There is no restriction on how many times a class code can be used per SECURITY MUF startup option. You
could, for example, use the same class code for all 10 different path code occurrences.
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SMPTASK

(z/OS only) (Optional) The SMPTASK Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is used to specify that the main task
performs in Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) mode. SMP mode makes the maximum number of subtasks available to
assist the main task and, optionally, the number (zero through the maximum) used at the time the MUF is enabled. If you
do not specify this option, the MUF runs with a single main process.

To run on a zIIP engine, you must run tasks in SRB mode instead of TCB mode. Use SRB mode by specifying the zIIP
parameter (z) in the SMPTASK MUF startup option, as shown in the following syntax:

►►─ SMPTASK ─ m ─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ ,c ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                        └─ ,r ─┬──────┬─┘

                               └─ ,z ─┘

m
(Required) Specify the maximum number of SMP tasks that this MUF can have. Although the maximum value is
99, 5 through 7 is found to be a significant number and commitment. Using more than that amount would most
likely not be beneficial and might well produce a negative cost. Fewer busy tasks perform better than more rarely
used tasks. Unless you have experience to the contrary, reasonable numbers for most users are 3 to 4. If you do
not have lots of processors available for MUF to use, the larger numbered SMPTASK must steal the processor
from a running lower number. Therefore, even if the statistics show they do work, it does not mean it is valuable
and productive work.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

(No default)
,c

(Optional) Specify the number of tasks that are to be active during the enabling of the MUF.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

(If not specified, the first parameter is both the maximum and the enable number of tasks.)
,r

(Optional) Specify for r the number of entries in the ready-to-run (posted) list for each currently running task
before starting another available task.
Whether it is specified on the SMPTASK option or not, the ready-to-run count is changeable using the console
command SMPTASKR n where n (1 to 99) is equivalent to the r parameter on the SMPTASK option. The value
0 is accepted, but treated as value 1. A smaller than default value, for example 2 to 3, is better for users having
most tasks that are driven by SQL. Numbers 1 to 3 are more aggressive than the default value of 4 and should
get MUF work done more quickly in elapsed time than 4 or more but with some additional CPU time. Numbers 5
to 8 would be better for users willing to sacrifice a little elapsed time over a little CPU savings. Numbers higher
than 8 are likely to provide no measurable value in saving CPU but increase request elapsed times.
With SRB mode, the specified value for r affects the third SMP task and all higher tasks. The first and second
tasks are dispatched as needed, and they disregard this option. For more information, see the following
description of z.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

4
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,z
(Optional) Use the z parameter to specify whether the SMP task runs (or tasks run) in SRB or TCB mode. This
parameter can be specified only during the MUF startup.
Sites that do not have or use zIIP processors for Datacom normally choose the default of TCB mode.
Running SRB mode allows you to run one (or more than one to see ZIIP_USER_LIMIT in ZIIP_USER_LIMIT
Startup Option) of the SMP subtasks on a zIIP processor.
The amount of work that is going to be eligible to run on a zIIP processor can be predicted. For more information,
see MZI Dynamic System Table and MUF EOJ Report for zIIP in this topic.
With SRB mode, the main task TCB is mostly disabled. For sites wanting to run with the same number of SRB
processing tasks as they had in TCB mode, the first two options must be increased by one. For example, if r11
had SMPTASK 3,3 and that resulted in a total of four tasks processing concurrently (the main task and the 3 SMP
tasks), then in SRB mode with four tasks processing concurrently the option would look as follows: SMPTASK
4,4,4,SRB.
When you specify SRB for z, note the following considerations:

• You cannot specify active recovery, that is, you must use inactive recovery.
• You must specify SVC (or allow the default of SVC) for the MUF startup option DUMP_OUTPUT.
• A conflict occurs and the MUF fails if the MUF startup option MUFPLEX is specified with a mode of A or B.
• The SMPTASK_CURRENT console-like command cannot be set to a value of zero (a 0 for

SMPTASK_CURRENT blocks SRB mode).

SRB mode changes how the main task and first two SMP tasks are driven. The main task is seldom used in SRB
mode, because it still runs in TCB mode. The first SMP task is driven whenever there is work for the MUF to do.
The second SMP task is driven whenever there is work for the MUF to do and the first SMP task is already busy.
Therefore, the ready-to-run parameter r only pertains to any additional SMP tasks specified beyond the second
SMP task.
If you do not specify a value for z, the SMP task runs (or tasks run) in TCB mode, as in releases before r12, or
you can code z with a value of TCB to explicitly prohibit zIIP eligibility.

NOTE
It is possible to run SRB mode independently of a zIIP processor. Testing has shown that SRB mode
uses less CPU than TCB mode where less I/O is required, but SRB mode can use more CPU when
more I/O is needed.

For more SRB-related and zIIP processing information, see the section about DBSMAPR subtasks for zIIP in the
following section.
Valid Entries:

SRB or TCB
Default Value:

TCB

Modifying some of the options just described are possible when using console-like commands. The console command
SMPTASK m can be issued any time the MUF is enabled. If the MUF is not running in SMP mode, the statement is
ignored. You can use this console command to increase or decrease the number of subtasks being used by the MUF
for SMP processing. In TCB mode, the number can range from zero thru the value of the first number specified on the
MUF startup option SMPTASK, while in SRB mode, the number can vary from one thru the first number specified on the
MUF startup option SMPTASK. A value higher than allowed is treated as a request to set SMPTASK to the maximum. For
example, a startup option of SMPTASK 5,2 and a later console command of SMPTASK 99 would cause five subtasks to
be utilized.

In TCB mode, you can use the console command to restrict the number of processors to one (the main task) by specifying
SMPTASK 0. Re-enabling tasks is then a matter of re-specifying SMPTASK with a value greater than zero. The console-
like command is therefore useful for tuning purposes and experimenting to achieve the best performance possible.

The use of any IOTASKs when running in SMP mode may be an asset or a liability.
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NOTE
When the SRB option of SMPTASK is set and if the IOTASK count is set as 0 or 1, it is forced to be 2. The
values 3 through 25 are accepted but more than about 5 are rarely used. Therefore, if not used it is best not to
provide them. The values of 26 through 99 are accepted. However, 25 is forced as the maximum used value.

DBSMAPR Subtasks for zIIP

SRBs cannot issue a Supervisor Call (SVC). Some processes must therefore run in TCB mode. Starting an I/O request is
an example of such a process.

Because of this SRB restriction, each SMP task that is running in SRB mode has an additional subtask paired with it. This
subtask has the name DBSMAPR. The DBSMAPR subtask is used to perform the functions that cannot be done in SRB
mode.

When an SMP task in SRB mode encounters work that it cannot process, it transfers control to the corresponding
DBSMAPR subtask. When the restricted work is complete, control is passed back to SRB.

User Exits, such as normal user compression, also run in a DBSMAPR subtask in TCB mode. The one exception is
Datacom Presspack which exists in the SRB at nearly 100 percent.

Statistics showing how much work was done by each DBSMAPR subtask are available in the MZI Dynamic System Table
(see Dynamic Systems Table for zIIP) and in the MUF EOJ Report (see MUF EOJ Report for zIIP).

Dynamic Systems Table for zIIP

If SRB mode was specified with the SMPTASK MUF startup option, the MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI) Dynamic System Table has
one row for each SMP subtask that was designated on the SMPTASK MUF startup option parameter used to specify the
maximum number of SMP subtasks.

For more information, see MZI Dynamic System Table.

MUF EOJ Report for zIIP

The heading on the TCB summary portion of the MUF EOJ report is as follows:

TCB/SRB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

In TCB mode, the SMP subtask has a program name of DBSMPPR in the report.

In SRB mode, the SMP task has a program name of *SRB-SMP in the report.

DBSMAPR subtasks are listed in the report with a program name of DBSMAPR.

A new section in the report occurs if you are running in SRB mode.

NOTE
The appearance of a MUF EOJ report you receive in actual practice can not necessarily be expected to conform
exactly to the following sample.

An example of this new section follows. For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                                         ENCLAVE SRB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

                      USER LIMIT  ZIIP QUALIFIED         ZIIP     ZIIP ON CP

 ITEM                   PERCENT         CPU TIME     CPU TIME       CPU TIME

   1                        100    000:00:19.30   000:00:18.71   000:00:00.63

   2                        100    000:00:02.48   000:00:02.38   000:00:00.09

   3                         50    000:00:00.65   000:00:00.63   000:00:00.02

   4                         50    000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00
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   5                          0    000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00

This page of the report shows the following:

ITEM
Corresponds to the SMPTASK number for this SRB.

USER LIMIT PERCENT
Displays the value set at startup for this SRB either by allowing it to default to 100 percent, or by using the
optional tuning MUF startup option ZIIP_USER_LIMIT (see ZIIP_USER_LIMIT Startup Option).

ZIIP QUALIFIED CPU TIME
Displays the CPU time that has executed as qualified to run on a zIIP engine.

ZIIP CPU TIME
Displays the time that work executed on zIIP.

ZIIP ON CPU TIME
Displays the time that work was executed on the CP engine because it was not qualified or zIIP was not available
at that instant.

NOTE
Even when there is no user limit, not all SRB execution is qualified to run on a zIIP engine.

Messages Related to SRB Mode Execution

The following messages relate to executing in SRB mode:

• DB00272E IWM4ECRE ERROR R15(R0)=........
• DB00274W SMPTASK nn ZIIP AT 0 PERCENT, NOT CONFIGURED
• DB00275W SMPTASK nn ZIIP NOT SET, MUF ERROR
• DB00276W SMPTASK nn ZIIP NOT SET, MAY RETRY

For more information about the messages, see Message Search.

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV

(Startup) The SMPTASK_USING_IEAV Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is available with every MUF environment
currently using the SMPTASK startup command with the fourth option set to SRB. Because this startup command uses
different z/OS facilities for dispatching MUF, they are more efficient for all CPU usage but particularly to reduce the billable
CPU time.

WARNING
Read Reducing Billable CPU for Every MUF in Your Environment (15.1) before using this startup command.

►►─ SMPTASK_USING_IEAV ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

                        └─ YES ──┘ 

Valid Entries: NO or YES

Default Value: NO

NOTE

The feature can be turned off by specifically coding NO. Because SMPTASK_USING_IEAV is a major
performance feature, even if the option is not specified, MUF determines if the performance benefits can be
provided and does so if the required modules and environment are present. When the option is not specified,
a slightly different SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES is established. Most of the benefits of specifying YES are still
provided.
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If MUF is successful at establishing most of the benefits, the DB01936I message is issued as Provided.
Otherwise, the DB01936I message is issued as NOT PROVIDED. 

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE

(Optional) The spill of the log currently spills all log records. The SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE console option allows the spill
to exclude log records for one or more databases. This option can reduce the time to SPILL the log (LXX) to the recovery
file (RXX) in addition to possible DBUTLTY RECOVERY executions.

The recovery file (RXX) is used for:

• Forward recovery of failed DASD conditions
• Backward recovery of forced spill transactions
• Backward recovery of the jobs run in error
• Reporting/auditing

 ►►─ SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE n ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ ,n ─┬──────┬─┘                                

                                  └─ -n ─┘

n
(Required)
Valid Entries: A single number from 1-5000 or a range of numbers with a dash between
Default Value: None

,n

(Optional) 

Valid Entries: A single number from 1-5000 or a range of numbers with a dash between

Default Value: None

-n

(Optional)

Valid Entries: A single number from 1-5000 or a range of numbers with a dash between

Default Value: None

For some Multi-User Facility (MUF) environments, there might be some bases that are used as work tables used
temporarily. Those bases might not be needed. A VIRTUAL table might also be a candidate.

NOTE
Base 17 TTM table is often virtual but it is not set with logging and therefore not of value being excluded. In the
command, a single DBID might be provided, a list of DBIDs, or a range of DBIDs.

SQL_ALLOW_TIME_240000

(Optional.) The SQL_ALL0W_TIME_240000 Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is provided for users of Datacom
DB2 Transparency that are required to support an SQL time of 24:00:00. Datacom/DB normally (and preferably) supports
times of 00:00:00 through 23:59:59. Valid entries are YES or NO.

►►─ SQL_ALLOw_TIME_240000 ─┬─ NO ──┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ YES ─┘

Valid Entries: NO or YES
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Specify NO to indicate that when 23:59:59 occurs, the next second displayed is 00:00:00.

Specify YES to indicate that the second displayed after 23:59:59 is 24:00:00.

NOTE
The next second displayed following either 00:00:00 or 24:00:00 is 00:00:01. That is, 24:00:00 is never
incremented or decremented. 24:00:00 is displayed only for the one second during which it indicates midnight.

SQL_CODE_ERROR

(Startup) Use the SQL_CODE_ERROR command only at the direction of Support. Use this command to set error handling
by SQL code during Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup as can already be done by console-like commands.

►►─ SQL_CODE_ERROR ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      

SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS

(Optional) The SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option controls the number of
error conditions SQL saves while executing an SQL statement.

►►─ SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
The n specifies how many error conditions, from two to six, you want SQL to save during the execution of an
SQL statement. An error message that is saved can be accessed from within an SQL Procedure using a GET
DIAGNOSTICS statement.

SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF

(Optional) Specify whether to turn off the optimization that returns the count of rows in a table from the CXX without
counting all the rows individually.

►►─ SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF ┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ YES ──┘

SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF
Specify NO (or accept the default) for this option to optimize COUNT(*) execution to use the existing record count
in the CXX.
Specify YES for this option to physically count all the rows in the table at the time the SQL COUNT(*) statement is
issued.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO

SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF

(Optional) Specify whether to turn off the optimization that returns the count of rows in a table from the CXX without
counting all the rows individually.

►►─ SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF ┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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                      └─ YES ──┘

SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF

Specify NO (or accept the default) for this option to optimize COUNT(*) execution to use the existing record count in the
CXX.

Specify YES for this option to physically count all the rows in the table at the time the SQL COUNT(*) statement is issued.

Valid Entries:

YES or NO

Default Value:

NO

SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT

(Optional) Use the SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option to control the
number of times WHILE, REPEAT, and LOOP loops are allowed to repeat before being aborted by SQL.

►►─ SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
The n specifies the number of times WHILE, REPEAT, and LOOP loops are allowed to repeat before being
aborted by SQL. This option provides a safeguard against faulty loop termination conditions that could cause
procedures to endlessly repeat. The valid entries for n are from zero to 2147483647 with a default of 50 million.
We recommend that you set the value of n at a few thousand to provide protection for your MUF.

SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE

(Optional) The SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE parameter is relevant only when Katakana language usage has been
activated using the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function and default code page 290 is incompatible with the terminals or
software in use.

SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE specifies which code-page Datacom should use to interpret any incoming Katakana
characters in SQL statement syntax.

►►─ SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE ─ code-page ──────────────────────────────────►◄

code-page
The code-page variable is used to specify the code page that Datacom is to use to validate incoming Katakana
syntax (SQL identifiers, generally).
Valid Entries:

1027 and 290
Default Value:

290
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SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL

Use the SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL Multi-User Facility (MUF) and console command to specify the level of SQL
optimization used by the SQL table join optimizer.

►►─ SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL ─ level ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

level

The level specifies the level of SQL optimization to be used by the SQL table join optimizer.

Most queries benefit from new SQL optimizer features. However, if you discover that an important program executes
better at an r10 optimization setting, you can specify a level of 1 (one) to retain those r10 optimization settings. Should you
be willing to adjust, if necessary, a few queries that run slower, in order to benefit from post-r10 enhancements, use level 0
(zero).

We recommend a level of 0 for new installations. For customers with embedded SQL, however, we recommend level 1.
With level 1, join orders, as prepared in previous releases, are most likely to be preserved intact when a plan is rebound.

Valid Entries:
0 or 1

Default Value:
0

SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE

(Optional) The startup options SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS and SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE affect
the SQL Cache. Limit the number of statements in the Cache with SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS. Use
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE to set a memory size limit. Both limits are always used, whether specified or as the default
value. Therefore, specifying a value of zero for either option means that the Cache is not used.

Syntax for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE follows:

►►─ SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE ─ nnnnnn ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nnnnnn

NOTE
The nnnnnn represents the size of the Cache. The nnnnnn value can be dynamically updated while MUF is
running by using the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) dynamic system table. The change takes effect when the Cache is
next searched.

The following example shows using the SQL_CONSOLE table:

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS nnnnnn');   

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE nnnnnn')

The mufname variable is the internal MUF name. The valid values for the nnnnnn variables are 0 through 100M for
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and 0 through 100 K for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS.

NOTE
Although you can dynamically update the nnnnnn specification, a dynamic update, in this case, only changes the
Master List. The SQL structures are not changed that use the dynamically updated limit. The SQL structures are
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changed when an INSERT or SELECT statement is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR.
Therefore, while a console command posts the change, the change does not take effect until the next INSERT
or SELECT is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF)
Dynamic System Table column SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS shows the time when the change takes place, not
the time the console command was issued.

The memory that is used for the SQL Source Cache varies, depending on the complexity of queries. The memory that is
used is listed in the scf_memory_current column in the SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF) dynamic system table.

Valid Entries:
0 through 100M

Default Value:
10M

SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS

(Optional) The Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup options SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS and
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE affect the SQL Cache. Limit the number of statements in the Cache with
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS. Use SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE to set a memory size limit. Both limits are always
used, whether specified or as the default value. Therefore, specifying a value of zero for either option means that the
Cache is not used.

Syntax for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS follows:

►►─ SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS nnnnnn ────────────────────────────────────►◄

nnnnnn

The nnnnnn represents the number of statements that can be saved in the Cache. The nnnnnn value can be dynamically
updated while MUF is running by using the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) dynamic system table. The change takes effect when
the Cache is next searched.

The following example shows using the SQL_CONSOLE table:

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS nnnnnn');   

insert into sql_console                                  

       values ('mufname', 'SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE nnnnnn')

The mufname variable is the internal MUF name. The valid values for the nnnnnn variables are 0 through 100M for
SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_SIZE and 0 through 100 K for SQL_SOURCE_CACHE_STMTS.

NOTE
Although you can dynamically update the nnnnnn specification, a dynamic update, in this case, only changes the
Master List. The SQL structures are not changed that use the dynamically updated limit. The SQL structures are
changed when an INSERT or SELECT statement is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR.
Therefore, while a console command posts the change, the change does not take effect until the next INSERT
or SELECT is processed in Datacom Server or the batch utility DBSQLPR. The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF)
Dynamic System Table column SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS shows the time when the change takes place, not
the time the console command was issued.

The memory that is used for the SQL Source Cache varies, depending on the complexity of queries. The memory that is
used is listed in the scf_memory_current column in the SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF) dynamic system table.
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Valid Entries:
0 through 100 K (or 100000)

Default Value:
1 K (or 1000)

SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS

Use the SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command to direct SQL to recognize
alternative code point values for square brackets characters on systems where an attempt to use square brackets in
SQL syntax has failed. The failure is caused when standard EBCDIC code points are not used because of the emulator
software, and so on.

►►─ SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS ─ left-bracket-code,right-bracket-code ─────────────────────────►◄

left-bracket-code

This parameter specifies a number from 1 through 254 that represents the value to use for a left square bracket during
SQL processing.

right-bracket-code

This parameter specifies a number from 1 through 254 that represents the value to use for a right square bracket during
SQL processing.

Valid Entries:

1-254

Default Value:

(No default)

SQL_STATE_ERROR

(Startup) Use the SQL_STATE_ERROR console command only at the direction of Support. This command allows you to
set error handling by SQL state during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup as can already be done by console-like
commands.

►►─ SQL_STATE_ERROR ──SQL-state-value,flags-value ─────────────────────────────────►◄

SQL-state-value

The SQL-state-value is any value of five positions. No editing is performed. It only causes correct flag settings if the state-
value is one that is documented for SQL.

,flags-value

The flags-value must be eight values with each being a number (0-9) or letter (A-F). The resulting SQL-state-value and
flags-value are provided to the SQL processor for use during error handling.

For more information about meaningful values, see SQL Error Handling.

SQLDEFAULT

(Optional) The SQLDEFAULT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the default database ID and area
name for SQL processing. If you do not specify this option, 16 is the default DATACOM-ID and CASQLDEFAULT is the
default area name. We recommend that you assign 16 as the database ID. This option is valid only if the SQLOPTION is
YES for this Multi-User Facility (MUF).
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►►─ SQLDEFAULT ─ dbid ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ ,name ─┘

dbid
(Required) Specify the Datacom/DB database to use as the default for SQL-created tables.
Valid Entries:

Valid DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default for this parameter if you code the SQLDEFAULT option; however, if you do not specify this
option, 16 is the default ID and CASQLDEFAULT is the default area name.)

,name
(Optional) Specify the Datacom Datadictionary SQLNAME of the data area to use as the default for SQL-created
tables. (See for naming standards. For example, hyphens are not allowed.) This area is used if an area name is
not provided as part of the CREATE TABLE statement.
Valid Entries:

A valid SQLNAME
Default Value:

CASQLDEFAULT

SQLOPTION

(Optional) The SQLOPTION Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies SQL options to use with this MUF.
However, if the SQLDEFAULT statement is used, the SQLOPTION is required.

If you do not specify this option, SQL cannot be used with this MUF. If you specify NO for the first parameter, any other
parameters you specify for this option are ignored.

►►─ SQLOPTION ─ option ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   └─ ,ttmid ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

              └─ ,mode ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ ,t-out ─┬──────────────────────┬─┘

                                   └─ ,v-sec ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                              └─ ,both ─┘

option
(Required) If SQL is generated for this MUF indicate option.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

(No default)
,ttmid

(Optional) Specify the Datacom/DB database ID used for the SQL Temporary Table Manager area. Allowed only if
option is set to YES. See the previous information about option.
We recommend that in a MUFplex, share the same SYSIN by all. When sharing SYSIN, the SQLOPTION MUF
startup option ttmid option must specify a database that is defined either as virtual (where all MUFs can have
the same number), or the dbid option must be set to an * (an asterisk). The * indicates a "generic" choice and is
resolved during execution using a CBS_DBID_TEMP MUF startup option.
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Valid Entries:
The DATACOM-ID of the database or an * (an asterisk, for generic, as previously described)

Default Value:
17

,mode
(Optional) Specify the edit mode in which SQL programs are processed. You must specify the parameters that
were discussed previously before you can specify this parameter.

Value Meaning
ANSI All SQL statements must be coded according to ANSI standards.

Specifying ANSI overrides any specification for the SQLMODE=
Preprocessor option.

DATACOM Datacom/DB extensions to the ANSI standards are allowed in
SQL statements. When you specify DATACOM, the SQLMODE=
Preprocessor option can be used to specify ANSI, FIPS, or Db2
on a program-by-program basis.

FIPS All SQL statements must be coded according to Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS). Specifying FIPS
overrides what you specify for the SQLMODE= Preprocessor
option.

Valid Entries:

ANSI, DATACOM, or FIPS

Default Value:
DATACOM

,t-out

(Optional) Specify the time-out value in minutes after which inactive SQL logical units of work are automatically closed in
a CICS system. SQL Preprocessor option ISOLEVEL= information includes details about logical units of work in an SQL
environment. You must specify the previously parameters discussed before you can specify this parameter.

If you code zero, no automatic close occurs.

Valid Entries:
0 to 1440

Default Value:
120

,v-sec

(Optional) Specify the default view security value for the SQL Preprocessor option VIEWSEC. Specify YES to indicate that
view security is to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly rebound plans.

Specify NO to indicate that view security is not to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly rebound
plans.

NOTE

This choice of security method is made at prepare time rather than during execution. If view security has not
been activated for the MUF using external security, a choice of YES is rejected.

Therefore, rebound plans (rebound explicitly or automatically) that do not have an explicit view security specification
are caused by the value of the SQLOPTION view-security option to change security methods, if necessary, to match
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the specification. Be aware, that the security method that is used by existing plans can be changed intentionally or
inadvertently in this way.

Valid Entries:

YES or NO

Default Value:

NO

,both

(Optional) Specify whether both update and read-only cursors are allowed within a plan. YES indicates both are allowed.
NO indicates that either an update or read-only cursor is allowed.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

NOTE
The both parameter of the SQLOPTION MUF startup option controls whether you are allowed to mix the use
of isolation level U and C plans under a single logical unit of work (LUW) for those LUWs not running any
SQLMODE ANSI or FIPS plans. YES specified for the both option of SQLOPTION indicates that mixing is
allowed.

SQLOPTION_TTMID

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The SQLOPTION_TTMID Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option is only needed if running with a
MUFPLEX MUF startup option. Datacom/DB chooses the DBID to be used with the dynamic MUFplex number when:

• the SQLOPTION MUF startup option ttmid option is set to an * (an asterisk, for generic), and
• SQLOPTION_TTMID is used to specify 1 through 7 DBIDS

Specify SQLOPTION_TTMID using the format:

                         ┌─────────────┐

►►─ SQLOPTION_TTMID ─ n ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ ,dbid ─┘

NOTE
For dbid, you can specify up to six more numbers for a maximum of seven numbers.

dbid
(Required) Specify at least one database ID, up to a maximum of seven. Each DBID is equally useable by any
physical MUF. When Datacom/DB determines the MUFplex number, that number is used to select the DBID from
the list specified with SQLOPTION_TTMID.
Valid Entries:

1 to 7 DBIDs 1-7 DBIDs
Default Value:

(No default)
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STAR

(Optional) (z/OS only.) (Code this parameter only if Datacom STAR is installed.) The STAR command specifies the
Datacom/DB environment for the Datacom STAR product. If you have Datacom STAR installed and you do not specify this
option, any attempt to use the Datacom STAR features with this Multi-User Facility (MUF) fails.

If you specify the MUF startup option STAR, you must specify at least 9 for the MUF startup option MAXELRQ value. If
you specify a lower value for MAXELRQ after specifying the STAR values, the result is a range error.

►►─ STAR ─ tasks,node ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────►◄

                       └─ ,size ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┘

                                 └─ ,maxn ─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

                                           └─ ,tbatch ─┬──────────┬─┘

                                                       └─ ,tcics ─┘

tasks
(Required) Specify the maximum number of Datacom/DB tasks that Datacom STAR can use to provide
partitioning, replication, and distributed database services. The sum of this value and the value that is specified for
the number parameter of the TASKS option must not exceed 4000. If this value is specified as 1, Datacom STAR
supports local partitioning and replication only, not distribution.
Valid Entries:

1 through 4000 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
(No default)

,node
(Required) Specify the node entity-occurrence name for this system (local). This node name is defined
to Datadictionary at each remote location and used by Datacom STAR to identify the local Datacom/DB.
Valid Entries:

1- through 8-character node entity-occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
,size

(Optional) Specify the amount of virtual storage to be acquired by Datacom STAR to provide partitioning,
replication, and distributed database services.
Valid Entries:

32K through 5M. Valid entries can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes.

Default Value:
32K

,maxn
(Optional) Specify the maximum number of nodes that can communicate with this MUF.
During a brief session outage, it is possible for an accessing MUF to count as two or more nodes. If a lost session
occurs, Datacom STAR attempts to reverse changes on behalf of a lost node using a LOGTB command. While
the LOGTB is executing, the network can recover and new work can be accepted from the same MUF (or node).
Datacom STAR creates node-related control blocks unique to the newer session of the same MUF. The control
blocks for the lost session are released when all work (including LOGTBs) is complete.
If the maximum number of nodes is exceeded, Datacom STAR presents a return code 80 (003) to the application.
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Valid Entries:
2 through 2047 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
32

,tbatch
(Optional) Specify the exclusive control wait time in seconds for batch transactions.
Valid Entries:

1 through 7200 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
60

,tcics
(Optional) Specify the exclusive control wait time in seconds for CICS transactions.
Valid Entries:

1 through 7200 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
60

STARSYN

(Optional) (z/OS only.) When running in a Shadow Multi-User Facility (MUF) environment, the STARSYN MUF startup
option provides mapping from a single Datacom Datadictionary node name to the different physical MUFs Datacom STAR
node name by specifying the Datacom Datadictionary Datacom STAR node name, the first physical MUF Datacom STAR
node name, and the second physical MUF Datacom STAR node name. For details about the use of the STARSYN MUF
startup option, see the section about physical MUF differences in a Shadow MUF environment described in Physical MUF
Differences.

►►─ STARSYN ─ a,b,c ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE
Multiple STARSYN statements are allowed. The same a value on multiple statements is allowed and
indicates that the list of physical MUFs did not fit on a single statement. Each logical Datacom STAR node
that is configured as an individual MUFplex of mode S needs a statement for every physical MUF that must
communicate with it.

a
(Required) Specifies the Datacom DatadictionaryDatacom STAR node name.
Valid Entries:

a valid name for the Datacom DatadictionaryDatacom STAR node
Default Value:

(No default)
,b

(Required) Specifiesthe first physical MUF Datacom STAR node name.
Valid Entries:

a valid name for the first physical MUF Datacom STAR node
Default Value:

(No default)
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,c
(Required) Specifies the second physical MUF Datacom STAR node name.
Valid Entries:

a valid name for the second physical MUF Datacom STAR node.
Default Value:

(No default)

STATUS_BASE

(z/OS only.) The STATUS_BASE console-only command helps with debugging, regarding return code 46 and to discover
if a Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG is allowed.

►►─ STATUS_BASE ─ dbid ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The dbid parameter is required because it identifies the database whose status you want to display. The dbid must be a
number from between 1 through 5000. The command does not support a list of databases nor a range of databases.
STATUS_BASE causes a DB01340 message to be displayed. DB01340 gives various information that is described later.
If the message indicates that there are current jobs with the database open, each job with the database open is reported
in one or more DB01341 messages. If the STATUS_BASE is executing in parallel with all other activities, it is possible
to have a DB01341 job name that appears in conflict with the status or another job name. In the following example,
there were 12 occurrences of Job DBDVL40 executing. Each message provides one or more job names, and multiple
messages occur as needed.
In the DB01340 message, the database number is followed by one of the following explanations:

• BASE CLOSED
Occurs if the base is in memory (opened or not) but not now open.

• BASE DOES NOT EXIST
Occurs if the database does not exist in the Directory CXX

• BASE NOT IN MEMORY
Occurs if the data base has not been brought into Multi-User Facility (MUF) memory this execution.

• BASE OPEN READ
Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS NOOPT and currently open with only read users.

• BASE OPEN WRITE, NO URT OPEN
occurs if the base is open for update and currently no URT is open.

• BASE OPEN WRITE, READ URT OPEN
Occurs if the base is open for update and currently only read URTs are open.

• BASE OPEN WRITE, UPDATE URT OPEN
Occurs if the base is open for update and currently update URTs are open.

• CATALOG ACTIVE
Occurs if the data base is subject to a Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG process for the database.

• INVALID DBID
Occurs if the value provided is an accepted number but is not in the range 1-5000.

In addition to the above information, the DB01340 message optionally includes the following information as appropriate:

• (ACCESS OFF)
Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS OFF.

• (ACCESS READ)
Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS READ.

• (ACCESS UTLTY)
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Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS UTLTY.
• (NOMAINT)

Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS NOMAINT.
• (NOOPT)

Occurs if the base is set as ACCESS NOOPT (not a best practice).
• (SYSTEM)

Occurs if the base is set as a ‘system’ base. The 'system" base includes the:
– Accounting bases
– CBS bases
– CDC bases
– Datacom Datadictionary bases
– History bases
– SQL bases

However, it does not include the SYSTEMDBID-DST noted next.
• (SYSTEMDBID-DST)

Occurs if the base is set as the SYSTEMDBID to note the Dynamic System Tables base.
• (VIRTUAL)

Occurs if the base is currently set as VIRTUAL.

The following example shows the messages:

DB01311I - STATUS_BASE 6
DB01340I - STATUS_BASE 6 BASE OPEN WRITE, NO URT OPEN (VIRTUAL) (SYSTEM)
DB01311I - STATUS_BASE 1000
DB01340I - STATUS_BASE 1000 BASE NOT IN MEMORY (SYSTEMDBID-DST)
DB01311I - STATUS_BASE 2
DB01340I - STATUS_BASE 2 BASE NOT IN MEMORY (SYSTEM)
DB01340I - STATUS_BASE 997 BASE OPEN WRITE, UPDATE URT OPEN
DB01341I - STATUS_BASE 997 JOBS - DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40
DB01341I - STATUS_BASE 997 JOBS - DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40 DBDVL40

Valid Entries:
For dbid, a valid database ID that is a number from 1 through 5000.
Default Value:
(No default)

STATUS_CDC

(z/OS only.) Use the STATUS_CDC console command to monitor the status of Change Data Capture (CDC).
STATUS_CDC is a command that can only be issued from the console. Therefor, you cannot use the COMM CONSOLE
function of DBUTLTY to issue STATUS_CDC.

►►─ STATUS_CDC ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

STATUS_CDC provides information about the source Multi-User Facility (MUF) relating CDC to the LXX. The LXX
information that is acquired by issuing STATUS_CDC is found in message DB03101I.

DB03101I - CDC MNT-0 LASTCDC-20060603144152 LASTLXX-20060603153348

For details about DB03101I, see Messages.
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In a MUFplex environment with two or more MUFs enabled, issue the STATUS_CDC command against each physical
MUF. The count of maintenance commands issued given in message DB03101I are unique to each MUF. While the date-
times are shared, it is possible for them to occasionally be inaccurate in the MUF that is not involved in the last log event.

STATUS_CDC also gives you CDC Monitor (CDCM) status information in the form of three messages, that is, three lines
for every Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) task. The three messages are DB03161I, DB03162I, and DB03163I. A
sample of the three-message set follows:

DB03161I - CDCL DBDVM01 OPEN LASTCDC-20060611062106 LASTLXX-20060611062131

DB03162I - CDCL DBDVM01 POLL-30 GAPWAIT-N MODE-REMOTE(DS)

DB03163I - CDCL DBDVM01 CDCLXXIO-28 MNT-12,001 WRAP-0

Note: For details about these messages, see Messages.

An example of the console STATUS report follows. The data is also provided in other forms of status such as dynamic
system tables. For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

TIME   I/O  JOBNAME R-UNIT TASK CMD-DBID-TBL    SEQ STATUS          ID               TSN

 :07     2 *  *CDCL* 39452    1                   2 WAIT CDCL POLL  DBDVM01 DELAY1ST    

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The task has a JOBNAME of ***CDCL*.
• The TASK typically is allocated from the high number of user tasks.
• The CMD-DBID-TBL (command-DBID-table) column contains data only when a command is executing. When no

command is executing, this column is blank, as in the example.
• The STATUS column lists a status for all currently existing commands but not for new ones.
• In the example, under STATUS the WAIT CDC NEW LXX indicates that the task has been waiting for new LXX records

to appear for the number of delay seconds shown. This is the most frequently seen status condition.
• The normal status information for the ID column begins with the MUFplex or MUF name (DBDVM01 in the example)

followed by one of three values as follows:
• STARTING

STARTING indicates that the task is beginning.
• DELAY1ST

DELAY1ST means that the task has started but is waiting for the first log record.
• hh:mm:ss

Time is shown, when a record has been found, in the format hh:mm:ss where hh is hours, mm is minutes, and ss is
seconds. This time indicates when the last log record was seen (in the example, 13:25:39). The time of the request is
from one Datacom/DB request to the next. The time is short if a lot of CDC log records exist, or it can be large if few
records exist. A Datacom/DB request is done only to open, close, or process a CDC log record.

STATUS_DAC

The STATUS_DAC Multi-User Facility (MUF) command provides information about each DAC_TABLE command with
current settings and occurrences. This command is available only as a Modify (/F) command to MUF and not through
other console-like APIs.

►►─ STATUS_DAC  ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

Results are detailed in message DB02852I for DAC_TABLE. Messages are from both the active list and NEW list and
sorted by DBID and table name. If a new entry exists, it is listed first. If an active entry exists not set to OLD, it is listed
next. If an old entry exists is it printed last. If multiple old entries exist, they are listed in order of being placed in the active
list in descending order.
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The message format is:

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO/*NO/NEW/OLD RCDS-n BYTES-n 

The first two variable fields 'dbid' and 'table' are replaced by the DBID and table name for the data access request. Entries
are sorted first by the DBID and table name. If multiple entries for the same table, they are sorted according to status.

The next variable provides the status of each table in the active or new list. An entry that was defined after MUF enabled
as NEW and then deleted was never active and so had no actual use and is not in the list.

The status variable can be:

• YES specifies the entry is in the active list and is being used in selection for each data access request. There is a
maximum of one YES entry (except possibly fleetingly as one is added to replace an existing one that then transitions
to OLD). 

• NO specifies the entry is in the active list and with its current NO status is not available for selection.
• '*NO' specifies the entry is in the active list and would be available for selection except that

global DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE is set to NO blocking any selection.
• NEW specifies the entry is in the NEW list and not available for selection. The new item is intended to exist only a short

time to set a proper detail selection before being added to the active list
• OLD specifies the entry is in the active list but not available for selection. It has been available for selection in this MUF

execution and had the counts listed previously to the definition being replaced. There are as many old entries as the
particular table has been replaced by a newer table definition. Each old entry has its statistics available for reporting
and auditing.

RCDS is the number of log records written to the Log Area (LXX) for this MUF instance for this DBID and table name for
the current definition.

BYTES are log record bytes for those records.

In the following message examples:

DB01311I - STATUS_DAC  

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 C01 YES RCDS-0 BYTES-0  

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F01 YES RCDS-5 BYTES-1,500  

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F02 YES RCDS-1 BYTES-300

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F02 OLD RCDS-2 BYTES-600 

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F03 YES RCDS-5 BYTES-1,500

DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F03 NEW RCDS-0 BYTES-0 

DB01325I - CONSOLE COMPLETE, STATUS_DAC

NOTE

Details of the RCDS/BYTES counts are never lost during the life of the MUF execution. The table's NEW entry
(if any) is listed first, followed by the ACTIVE entry with a YES, NO or *NO status (if any) and one or more OLD
entries (if any) with the very oldest set of statistics last. If a STATUS_DAC is run at the same instant as console-
like DAC_TABLE or DAC_PATH commands, some entries might temporarily appear to be inaccurate. The
values are correct if DAC_STATUS follows the DAC_TABLE and DAC_PATH console-like commands. The DB
request selection process always sees all the entries correctly.

For detailed information about the other uses of the DAC feature, see Data Access Capture.
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STATUS_JOB

(Optional) Before the STATUS_JOB command is written to the STATUSJB dataset, a date and time line is written first.
It applies to all output on STATUSJB until the next date and time line appears. If there is no output from the STATUS_JOB
console command, nothing is written to STATUSJB. 

A task meeting the criteria of the Job Name or task number has the task information written to STATUSJB. The first line
per task contains identification information on the left. The lines that follow have no information at the line front to make it
easier to find tasks.

►►─ STATUS_JOB ┬─ job name ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ generic job name ─┤ 

               └─ task number ──────┘ 

Each task has four or five lines of information. Each line is numbered on the right with 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. You can use this
information to see the right heading line with that number such as finding all the ‘1’ lines. In general, individual information
facts are reasonably clear. Therefore, having no prefix of identity, only the header information is provided once at the top.
Some of the facts do have individual prefix information to make it clearer as to what that field is. Some fields are always
provided and some are provided only if there is useful information. For example, every task has a DB command but all
commands do not have a DBID or table name.

A 'job name' is from 1 - 8 bytes terminating with a blank. Less than eight bytes set blanks in those positions to the full eight
bytes. A match is always on an 8-byte Job name.

A 'generic job name' is allowed with the following two forms:

• A single asterisk '*' indicates all Job names are considered to match.
• A question mark to any byte or bytes of the 8-byte Job name that is to be considered equal and not a question mark

to require it to match. Less than eight bytes force blanks in the remaining bytes to the 8-byte job name. Examples
include:
– * (one Asterisk)  
– ???????? every possible byte of the eight matches so this is the same as a single asterisk
– ? every 1-byte job name matches
– CICS???? every Job name matches if the first four bytes are CICS
– CICS? every 5-byte job name beginning with 'CICS' matches.
– ???X???? every job name matches if the fourth byte is an X.

A 'task number' is any number but must match one possible for this Multi-User Facility (MUF). User tasks and the rarely
used Datacom Star tasks are defined with the MUF startup option 'TASKS'. MUF has additional internally generated
system tasks that vary in number.

NOTE

• Most of the information is also provided with Dynamic System Tables and the DBUTLTY function COMM
OPTION=STATUS. New information is provided when appropriate.

• If you are picking a specific Job name that has many tasks, such as for CICS Services or Datacom Server,
all tasks with that name print. If you determine that only one is interesting, you can switch to just the task
number.

The task information is not synchronous to the request occurring. This is because there is no gate to another CPU
processing the request and fields that are changed while this status is acquiring the data to print.

Example of a heading line set:
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TIME   JOBNAME  TASK R-UNIT U-JOBID-STP  U-SYSTEM PATH  ID               USER-ID                          TSN

          1

                     I-I/O   B-BREF  RT-R-TIME DT-D-TIME WT-W-TIME TT-T-TIME SEQ-SEQ    EO-EOJ_OK PR         

          2

                     C-CMD   DB-DBID TBL-TBL                                    OTHER-1                      

          3

                     STATUS          OWN-OWNR/Y VAL/RID-VALUE/RID                                            

          4

                     TOTAL JOB STATS (IF TASK PRIME) - REQUESTS, I/O, ELAPSED MIN:SEC, RUN TIME MIN:SEC      

          5

Examples of several tasks at several times:

                                                                                              03/31/17

 13:25:04

  1:32 R15EJOE     6  11035 JOB48195-001 CA31     XCF   MTR:T006DB:46287 CATBPPR TEST PGM                

 026B5723     1

                     I-00000 B-00016 RT-001:32 DT-001:32           TT-001:33 SEQ-192104 EO-NO     07         

          2

                     C-RDUKG DB-0799 TBL-RNA                                                                 

          3

                     WAIT TASK       OWN-  68   VAL/RID-106-00001951-00                                      

          4

       R15EJOE     7  11035 JOB48195-001 CA31     XCF   MTR:T007DB:35297 CATBPPR TEST PGM                

 026B8789     1

                     I-00002 B-00033                                         SEQ-882984 EO-NO     07         

          2

                     C-ADDIT DB-0799 TBL-K01                                                                 

          3

                     WAIT I/O IXX                                                                            

          4

       QA#@EDS3    8  11106 JOB48172-009 CA32     LOCAL                  NTC                             

 026B8790     1

                     I-00000 B-00000           DT-*NULL*                     SEQ-883307 EO-NO     07         

          2

                     C-RDUKY DB-0316 TBL-TEL                                                                 

          3

                     READY TO RUN                                                                            

          4

                     TOTAL JOB STATS - RQ-18,398  IO-3,396  E-M:S-1:38  R-M:S-0:0.11                         

          5

       QA#@EOP1    9  11146 JOB48174-009 CA32     LOCAL                  NOC - VERSION II                

 026B878E     1

                     I-00000 B-00000           DT-*NULL*                     SEQ-883305 EO-YES    07         

          2

                     C-RDUKY DB-0350 TBL-TEL                                                                 

          3

                     READY TO RUN                                                                            

          4

                     TOTAL JOB STATS - RQ-9,960  IO-495  E-M:S-1:14  R-M:S-0:0.05                            

          5

       QA#@EDS2   10  11103 JOB48171-009 CA32     LOCAL                  NTC                             

 026B878F     1
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                     I-00000 B-00000           DT-*NULL*                     SEQ-883294 EO-NO     07         

          2

                     C-RDUKY DB-0313 TBL-TEL                                                                 

          3

                     READY TO RUN                                                                            

          4

                     TOTAL JOB STATS - RQ-19,851  IO-2,618  E-M:S-1:40  R-M:S-0:0.09                         

          5

                                                                                             03/31/17 13:31:52

In the message text:

TIME
Displays the length of time in minutes and seconds since the Multi-User Facility (MUF) accepted the request. For
system tasks, this is the time since the system started the current work unit. Time less than one second is set as
blanks.

JOBNAME
Displays the name of the active job that is currently connected to the MUF or, if a system task, a name starting
with three asterisks. A list of names is provided in the DBUTLTY function COMM STATUS.

TASK
Displays the task number n (DBRW/RWTSA ID) where the task is running. Items that are printed are in this order.

R-UNIT
Displays the run unit number, where nnnnn is the low order five digits with leading zeros suppressed (nnnnn is
zero for many system tasks).

U-JOBID-STP
U-JOBID is the z/OS JOBID identification of the user application followed by a dash and the step number.

U-SYSTEM
U-SYSTEM is the system name, where the user application called the interface.

PATH
PATH is the path from the user application to the MUF and can be as follows:
LOCAL

LOCAL is the PATH if the user and the MUF are on the same system.
*MUF*

*MUF* is the path if the request was generated by the MUF itself. For example, from being restarted or by
the execution of a console or console-like command.

XCF
XCF is the PATH if the z/OS XCF facility is being used for communication.

CCI
CCI is the PATH if the CAICCI facility is being used for communication.

UNKN
UNKN is the PATH if the path cannot be determined (this PATH is not expected to occur).

ID
Displays (xxxxxxxx or tran-term-opr-xxxxx) under the following circumstances:

• Under Datacom Server, the ID field contains an eight-character transaction identifier and the eight-character
name that is associated with the PC.

• If a CICS transaction has a request active or if CICS has a transaction without an active request but a locked
task area, the following information is displayed:
– tran  specifies the CICS transaction identifier
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– term specifies the CICS terminal ID
– opr specifies the CICS operator ID
– xxxxx specifies tICS sequence number

• If you are executing a DBUTLTY function with a request in the MUF, the field provides the literal 'DBUTLTY '
followed by the function being executed. The exception is DBTEST PGM=DBTSTPR, which is treated as an
easy test program and not as a privileged utility function.
The value CONSOLE is provided if a task started by MUF because of a z/OS Modify (/F) command or a
DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE. Sometimes, more details are also provided.

USER-ID
If this request was made through the DBNTRY entry point, USER-ID is the 32-character user ID. The data might
not be all display format. More information might be provided for some DBUTLTY functions.

TSN
Displayed if a Transaction Sequence Number has been assigned.

I/O (prefix I-)
Displays the number of I/O events that are performed during the processing of this request. If the count is 0, it is
provided as blank.

BREF (prefix B-)
BREF is the number of buffer references to satisfy the current request. This number is the total for index and data.
It is printed in the same format as the I/O column. Only the index and data areas are included.

R-TIME (prefix RT-)
R-TIME is the run time in minutes and seconds that the current request has been set by MUF to be active. It is not
printed if less than one second.

D-TIME (prefix DT-)
D-TIME is the duration time the task has been waiting for that upon which, for this instance, it is currently waiting.
It is not the total wait time for the current request, nor is it the wait time for the current data manager request. If the
task is not waiting, the field is set to null, and on the report it is printed as the characters *null*. The format of the
field is minutes and seconds (mmm:ss) with two exceptions. A time greater than 999 minutes is reported as +++:+
+. A time less than one second is reported as blanks, not as 000:00.

W-TIME (prefix WT-)
W-TIME is the total wait time that this request was not selected by the MUF for processing, excluding a current
wait, if any, whose time is in D-TIME.

T-TIME (prefix TT-)
T-TIME is the elapsed time that this request has had this current TSN.

STATUS
The status field provides the task status. The list of STATUS values is printed with the DBUTLTY function COMM
STATUS.

SEQ (prefix SEQ-)
Displays the internal Datacom/DB request sequence number. This allows you to abort a request if it is blocking
other requests from executing. For a system task, zero is displayed.

EOJ_OK (prefix EO-)
EOJ_OK is YES or NO as specified (for details, see the DBURSTR parameter EOJ_OK= in the Datacom/DB
Database and System Administration topic. Value can be set as EO=YES_S for a connection with multiple task
areas such as CICS Services and Datacom Server that provide a different form of EOJ_OK which allows the MUF
to EOJ with them still connected.

PR
Priority of the URT at the instant of the status. Normally this is from the URT used to make the request but MUF
raises the priority temporary during some processes that would hold up other work if a low-priority Job were to do
them, such as logging to the LXX and an I/O to it have a temporary priority of 16.
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CMD (prefix C-)
Displays the command in the Request Area. This might be blank for a system task or an undocumented spelling.

DBID (prefix DB-)
Displays a database ID (not printed when the command is not set as having a DBID).

TBL (prefix TBL-)
Displays a table name (not printed when the command is not set as having a table name). This name can be an
area name for undocumented commands that are used by DBUTLTY or MUF generated.

OTHER_1
Displays other information if available about the task. Intended for long running DBUTLTY functions in MUF
or long running System Tasks. Especially showing progress and possibly how long it might run. Specific items
include:

• DBUTLTY function DEFRAG provides the key ID being processed and the number of DXX blocks that are read
for this key ID. Fields show progress.

• DBUTLTY function LOAD or RETIX with MULTUSE=YES provides the key ID being processed and the
number of DXX blocks that are read for this key ID. Fields show progress.

• Dynamic key add 24x7 provides a value of ‘N OF N’ where the first ‘N’ is the row being processed. The second
‘N’ is the number of rows in the table. HMS for hours, minutes, seconds. The estimate of remaining time to
completion is also provided. When the first N is a small number (just starting), the estimate is less accurate
than later in the process.  

• DBUTLTY function DATASCAN (and older RETIX with KEYNAME=*) provides value of ‘N OF N’ where the
first ‘N’ is the current data block being processed. The second ‘N’ is the number of blocks that are expected
to be processed. Also provided is HMS for hours, minutes, seconds, and the estimate of remaining time to
completion. When the first N is a small number (just starting), the estimate is less accurate than later in the
process.  

• Command ROLBK provides a value of ‘N OF N’. The first N is the number of log records that are processed by
the command. The second N is the number of log records expected.

NOTE
A ROLBK from a MUF RESTART does not have the second N and is 0.

OWNR/Y TSN-TM
Displays the task of the owner (OWNR) and the number (Y) of the MUF in the MUFPLEX upon which the task is
waiting.

VALUE/RID
Many values can be printed. They are detailed in the DBUTLTY topic under function COMM STATUS

TOTAL JOB STATS (IF TASK PRIME) -
Line 5 provides the total of the Job statistics for the full Job including this task and any paired tasks (such as a
CICS Services or Datacom Server connection). The line is missing for subordinate tasks that are connected as a
set. The information that is provided is the same as provided by the newer ended messages.

REQUESTS (prefix RQ-)
Provides the number of requests to the MUF for the task plus requests for all the connected tasks

I/O (prefix IO-)
Provides the number of I/O events started for the task plus I/O for all the connected tasks

ELAPSED MIN:SEC (prefix E-M:S-)
Provides the number of requests to the MUF for the task plus requests for all the connected tasks

RUN TIME MIN:SEC (prefix R-M:S-)
Provides the run time the requests were dispatched by MUF to execute for the task plus run time for all the
connected tasks
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STATUS_LOG

(z/OS only.) Use the STATUS_LOG console-only command to request the status information for the Log Area (LXX).

►►─ STATUS_LOG ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

STATUS_LOG causes message DB00322I to be displayed. Message DB00322I provides the following information:

LOG LXX LRSN-n LBSN-n WRAP-n SGMNT-n RSTRB-a

In the message text:

LRSN
Log Record Sequence Number (LRSN) is the count of log records written to the LXX during this MUF execution.
However, the count can be reset back to zero by QUIESCE commands. The value is provided as a number (n)
when it is in the range 0-2,147,483,647 or else in hex, for example, 000007FFFF8269A. The number is typically of
little interest to a user. If there is a risk of the MUF being used with Version 14.0, it is important that the number is
not allowed to transition from less than 4 billion to 4 billion or larger. Version 15.0 supports numbers 4 billion and
larger, but Version 14.0 does not.

LBSN
Log Block Sequence Number (LBSN) is the count of log tracks written to the LXX during the MUF execution but
starting with a value that is from 2 to the number of log tracks. If the start of the MUF requires a restart of the
log, the number remains from the previous MUF execution. The value is reported as a number (n) when it is in
the range 0-2,147,483,647 or else in hex, for example, 7FFFFABCD132. The number is typically of little interest
to a user. However, if there is a risk of the MUF being used with Version 14.0, it is important that the number is
not allowed to transition from less than 4 billion to 4 billion or larger. Version 15.0 supports numbers 4 billion and
larger, but Version 14.0 does not.

WRAP
WRAP is reported as a number (n) of occurrences of log processing that moved (wrapped) from the last track
in the LXX to the second track in the LXX as it added log records. The number is typically of little interest to a
user. If trying to size the LXX to the workload, the number can be of interest. Also, if extending the LXX (a rare
requirement), the extend process has requirements that include the wrap of the log. These requirements might be
of interest until the extend process is fully completed.

SGMNT
SGMNT is reported as a number (n) of log records that were larger than would fit on a single LXX track and were
segmented onto more than one track. The number is typically of little interest to a user. If there is risk of the MUF
needing to fall back to Version 14.0, the number can be of interest, because Version 14.0 does not support an
LXX that has had a segmented record. Large records in Version 14.0 are supported through the less efficient
spanned logging option for the LXX.

RSTRB
RSTRB is set to N (No) or Y (Yes) to indicate whether the MUF enabled with transaction backout pending
because the restart processing has not completed. Processing during this period requires that index processing of
a read request work similarly to the index processing of an update request. It waits on the transaction that caused
the index entry to have been added or deleted.

STATUS_OLD

(Optional) The STATUS_OLD command is available to the Multi-User Facility (MUF) as a Modify (/F) command only. This
command allows an optional value of either:

• A single digit number from 0 to 9 followed by a blank, or
• A two-digit number 00 through 59 followed by a blank
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If found, it is used as the number of seconds that a task request has been in MUF as available for work. If the optional
value is not provided, the number of seconds is defaulted to 05. The value 0 can be used to show all tasks with a request
in MUF.

If there are no needed output lines when the STATUS_OLD command is issued, then nothing is written to the STATUSOL
SYSOUT DD statement. A date and time line is written and applies to all following lines until the following date and time, if
any line is needed before the first is written.

►►─ STATUS_OLD nn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When a task meeting the criteria of a request in MUF is longer than the set or defaulted seconds and it is not excluded
as an exception, then the task status information is written to STATUSOL. The first line per task contains identification
information on the left. The lines that follow have no information at the line front to make it easier to find tasks.

Currently, there are four lines of information per task but more are likely. Each line is numbered on the right with 1, 2,
3, or 4. You can use this information to see the right heading line with that number. For example, find all the ‘1’ lines in
column 120. The example that is provided in this article shows this more clearly. In general, individual information facts
are reasonably clear. Therefore, having no prefix of identity, only the header information that is provided only once at
the top. Some of the facts do have individual prefix information to make it clearer as to the field. Some fields are always
provided and some are provided only if they would provide information that is useful. For example, every task has a DB
command but all commands do not have a DBID or table name.

NOTE
Most of the information that is provided is also provided with Dynamic System Tables and the DBUTLTY function
COMM OPTION=STATUS. When appropriate, new additional information is also provided.

The task information is not synchronous to the request occurring. This is because there is no gate to another CPU
processing the request and fields that are changed while this status is acquiring the data to print.

This command is often used at Broadcom during QA testing of Datacom. In that case, it is set to execute every 2 minutes
using this example: 'SUBTASK_AUTO 120,STATUS_OLD'. The goal is to see long running requests to MUF that might
need to be explored that the product is working as expected. Having tested for many iterations,some requests are
naturally longer than the time and need not be pursued. The optional MUF command shown next allows a few exceptions
that do not cause these expected long requests to print. The command is:

EXCEPTION_STATUS_OLD value

The value defaults to 00000000 and it can be set to this value. Each zero represents a hexadecimal value 0-9 or A-F
defining flags to be set. Zero is off. With it zeros all long running requests are printed. A few of the flags have meaning and
others might be added in the future. To exclude all long running requests that can be, then set the value to FFFFFFFF.
The value must be 8 bytes long.

To pick-and-choose which items that you want to exclude instead of all or none, the following examples provide the
‘current’ flags and their meanings. Flags that are not currently defined might change in the future.

• 80000000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for all tasks that are executing with a Job name starting with an asterisk (*).
Many of these System tasks are long running requests and are visible to a STATUS and STATUS_JOB but not needed
reported as STATUS_OLD.

• 40000000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for all tasks that are executing because of a DBUTLTY function. Many of
these DBUTLTY requests are long running and are visible to a STATUS and STATUS_JOB but not needed reported as
STATUS_OLD.

• 00800000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for a request with command SELFR. Some of these requests are long running
and no change is needed. These are likely to not need reporting as STATUS_OLD.

• 00400000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for a request with any command starting with the letter ‘Q’ used for SQL
requests. Some of these requests are long running and probably do not require reporting as STATUS_OLD.
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• 00200000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for a request with either command ROLBK or LOGTB for the transaction roll
back. Some of these requests are long running and probably do not require reporting as STATUS_OLD.

• 00100000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for a request with any command starting with the letters ‘RDUK’ and ‘REDK’.
Some of these requests are long running with some definitions (such as shared key with other tables) and probably do
not require reporting as STATUS_OLD.

• 00080000 set as ‘on’, sets an exception for a request with any command starting with letters ‘GET’ used for batch
sequential. Some of these requests are long running and probably do not require reporting as STATUS_OLD.

For example, one 'adds' values '80000000' plus x'40000000' plus x'00100000' to get x'C0100000'.

EXCEPTION_STATUS_OLD C00100000

Example of a heading line set:

TIME   JOBNAME  TASK R-UNIT U-JOBID-STP  U-SYSTEM PATH  ID               USER-ID                          TSN

          1

                     I-I/O   B-BREF  RT-R-TIME DT-D-TIME WT-W-TIME TT-T-TIME SEQ-SEQ    EO-EOJ_OK PR         

          2

                     C-CMD   DB-DBID TBL-TBL                                    OTHER-1                      

          3

                     STATUS          OWN-OWNR/Y VAL/RID-VALUE/RID                                            

          4   

 

Examples of several tasks at several times:

QA#@EDS2   1  65482  JOB34344-001  CA32   LOCAL        NTU                                    0046F6D8       

 1

             I-0000 B-0003                     TT-000:07 SEQ-332493 EO-NO    07                              

 2

             C-ADDIT DB- 313 TBL-HST                                                                         

 3

             WAIT ADD LOG RC                                                                                 

 4

QA#@ECIA   3  65453 JOB34360-001 CA32     LOCAL MTR:T001DB:01464 CATBPPR TEST PGM             0046F87D       

 1

             I-0001 B-0001                             TT-000:02 SEQ-332576 EO-NO    07                      

 2

             C-RDUNX DB- 778 TBL-C01                                                                         

 3 

             WAIT I/O DATA                                                                                   

 4

QA#@ECIA   6  65453 JOB34360 CA32     LOCAL MTR:T004DB:01439 CATBPPR TEST PGM                 0046F8BA       

 1

             I-0000 B-0000 DT-*NULL*                   TT-000:01 SEQ-332316 EO-NO  07                        

 2

             C-ADDIT DB- 778 TBL-F02                                                                         

 3

             READY TO RUN                                                                                    

 4

QA#@ECIA   7  65453 JOB34360 CA32     LOCAL MTR:T005DB:01271 CATBPPR TEST PGM      07         0046F89F       

 1
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             I-0000 B-0000                             TT-000:01 SEQ-332579 EO-NO                            

 2

             C-ADDIT DB- 778 TBL-F03                                                                         

 3

             WAIT DATA SP MG                                                                                 

 4

:01 QA#@EO2 25 65471 JOB34349 CA32    LOCAL                  NOU                              0046F5B7       

 1

              I-0004 B-0009 RT-000:01 DT-*NULL*         TT-000:12 SEQ-332448 EO-YES  07                      

 2

              C-ADDIT DB- 353 TBL-HST                                                                        

 3

              READY TO RUN                                                                                   

 4

                                                                                             03/31/17 13:31:52

:03 QA#@ECI6 30 65476 JOB34366 CA32 LOCAL MTR:T004DB:33520 CATBPPR TEST PGM                   004949BA       

 1

               I-0349 B-0411 RT-000:01                  TT-000:03 SEQ-850042 EO-NO   07                      

 2

               C-RDUKG DB- 796 TBL-F02                                                                       

 3

               WAIT I/O IXX                                                                                  

 4

:16 QA#@EVI3 42 65944 JOB34358 CA32 LOCAL                    NTB                              00486688       

 1

               I-5892 B-020K RT-000:01                  TT-000:44 SEQ-002787 EO-NO   07                      

 2

               C-UPDAT                                                                                       

 3

               WAIT I/O DATA                                                                                 

 4

:22 H118TMR2 52 65993 JOB34787 CA32 LOCAL DBUTLTY COMM       COMM             CON=CLOSE_WITH_W               

 1

               I-0000 B-0000 RT-000:02 DT-000:01                 SEQ-741802 EO-NO                            

 2

               C-XCOMM DB- 316 TBL-*CW                                                                       

 3

               WAIT TASK DELAY                                                                               

 4

:18 D118TMR2 79 65996 JOB34789 CA32 LOCAL DBUTLTY COMM COMM                   CON=CLOSE_WITH_W               

 1

                                                                                             03/31/17 13:35:52

:22 QA@#UCF4 3 66470 JOB34913 CA32 LOCAL DBUTLTY DATASCAN DATASCAN AR1 33316RTSN                             

 1

              I-1307 B-1299 RT-000:04                           SEQ-798439 EO-NO                             

 2

              C-UPDSP DB- 997 TBL-C01                                96 OF 1536 HMS 0:03:14                  

 3

              WAIT I/O DATA                                                                                  

 4

:05 QA@#SCF1 7 66487 JOB34941 CA32 LOCAL DBUTLTY REPORT   REPORT   AR1 T3313DATASP                           

 1
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              I-0000 B-0000 RT-000:01                           SEQ-963125 EO-NO                             

 2

              C-XXCBL                                                                                        

 3

              WAIT E/C DBSCXX OWN- 11                                                                        

 4

:02 QA@#UCEF 12 66514 JOB34951 CA32 LOCAL DBUTLTY DATASCAN DATASCAN AR4 33311RTSN                            

 1

              I-0081 B-0081 RT-000:02                           SEQ-998196 EO-NO                             

 2

              C-UPDSP DB- 311 TBL-HST                                                                        

 3

              WAIT I/O DATA                                                                                  

 4

:26 QA#@ECI6 30 65476 JOB34366 CA32 LOCAL MTR:T004DB:39301 CATBPPR TEST PGM                       004A66FC   

 1

              I-0306 B-0444 RT-000:01 TT-000:33                SEQ-783968 EO-NO                              

 2

              C-RDUKG DB- 796 TBL-F02                                                                        

 3

              WAIT I/O IXX                                                                                   

 4

In the message text:

TIME
Displays the length of time in minutes and seconds since the MUF accepted the request. For system tasks, this is
the time since the system started the current work unit. Time less than one second is set as blanks.

JOBNAME
Displays the name of the active job that is currently connected to the MUF. Or, if a system task, a name starting
with three asterisks. A list of names is provided in the DBUTLTY function COMM STATUS.

TASK
Displays the task number n (DBRW/RWTSA ID) where the task is running. Items printed are in this order.

R-UNIT
Displays the run unit number, where nnnnn is the low order five digits with leading zeros suppressed (nnnnn is
zero for many system tasks).

U-JOBID-STP
U-JOBID is the z/OS JOBID identification of the user application followed by the step number.

U-SYSTEM
U-SYSTEM is the system name, where the user application called the interface.

PATH
PATH is the path from the user application to the MUF and can be as follows:
LOCAL

LOCAL is the PATH if the user and the MUF are on the same system.
*MUF*

*MUF* is the path if the request was generated by the MUF itself. For example, from being restarted or by
the execution of a console or console-like command.

XCF
XCF is the PATH if the z/OS XCF facility is being used for communication.
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CCI
CCI is the PATH if the CAICCI facility is being used for communication.

UNKN
UNKN is the PATH if the path cannot be determined (this PATH is not expected to occur).

ID
Displays (xxxxxxxx or tran-term-opr-xxxxx) under the following circumstances:

• Under Datacom Server, the ID field contains an eight-character transaction identifier and the eight-character
name that is associated with the PC.

• If a CICS transaction has a request active or if CICS has a transaction without an active request but a locked
task area, the following information is displayed:
– tran specifies the CICS transaction identifier
– term specifies the CICS terminal ID
– opr specifies the CICS operator ID
– xxxxx specifies the CICS sequence number

• If you are executing a DBUTLTY function with a request in the MUF, the field provides the literal 'DBUTLTY '
followed by the function being executed. The exception is DBTEST PGM=DBTSTPR, which is treated as an
easy test program and not as a privileged utility function.
The value CONSOLE is provided if a task started by MUF because of a z/OS Modify (/F) command or a
DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=CONSOLE. Sometimes, more details are also provided.

USER-ID
If this request was made through the DBNTRY entry point, USER-ID is the 32-character user ID. The data might
not be all display format. Additional information might be provided for some DBUTLTY functions.

TSN
Displayed if a Transaction Sequence Number has been assigned.

I/O (prefix I-)
Displays the number of I/O events that are performed during the processing of this request. If the count is 0, it is
provided as blank.

BREF
(prefix B-)
BREF is the number of buffer references to satisfy the current request. This number is the total for index and data.
This number is printed in the same format as the I/O column and only includes index and data areas.

R-TIME (prefix RT-)
R-TIME is the run time in minutes and seconds that the current request has been set by MUF to be active. If the
R-TIME is less than one second, it is not printed.

D-TIME (prefix DT-)
D-TIME is the duration time the task has been waiting for that upon which, for this instance, it is waiting. It is not
the total wait time for the current request, nor is it the wait time for the current data manager request. If the task
is not waiting, the field is set to null, and on the report it is printed as the characters *null*. The format of the field
is minutes and seconds (mmm:ss) with two exceptions. A time greater than 999 minutes is reported as +++:++. A
time less than one second is reported as blanks, not as 000:00.

W-TIME (prefix WT-)
W-TIME is the total wait time that this request was not selected by the MUF for processing, excluding a current
wait, if any, whose time is in D-TIME.

T-TIME (prefix TT-)
T-TIME is the elapsed time that this request has had this current TSN.
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STATUS
The status field provides the task status. The list of STATUS values is printed with the DBUTLTY function COMM
STATUS.

SEQ (prefix SEQ-)
Displays the internal Datacom/DB request sequence number. This allows you to abort a request if it is blocking
other requests from executing. For a system task, zero is displayed.

EOJ_OK (prefix EO-)
EOJ_OK is YES or NO as specified (for details, see the DBURSTR parameter EOJ_OK= in the Datacom/DB
Database and System Administration topic.

PR
Priority of the URT at the instant of the status. Normally this is from the URT used to make the request but MUF
raises the priority temporarily during some processes that would hold up other work if a low priority Job were to do
them, such as logging to the LXX and an I/O to it have a temporary priority of 16.

CMD (prefix C-)
Displays the command in the Request Area. This might be blank for a system task or an undocumented spelling.

DBID (prefix DB-)
Displays a database ID (not printed when the command is not set as having a DBID).

TBL (prefix TBL-)
Displays a table name (not printed when command is not set as having a table name). This can be an area name
for undocumented commands used by DBUTLTY or MUF generated.

OTHER_1
Displays other information if available about the task. Intended for long running DBUTLTY functions in MUF
or long running System Tasks. Especially showing progress and possibly how long it might run. Specific items
include:

• DBUTLTY function DEFRAG provides the key ID being processed and the number of DXX blocks read for this
key ID. Fields show progress.

• DBUTLTY function LOAD or RETIX with MULTUSE=YES provides the key ID being processed and the
number of DXX blocks read for this key ID. Fields show progress.

• Dynamic key add 24x7 provides value of ‘N OF N’ where the first ‘N’ is the row being processed and the
second ‘N’ is the number of rows in the table. HMS for hours, minutes, seconds, and the estimate of remaining
time to completion is also provided. When the first N is a small number (just starting), the estimate is less
accurate than later in the process.  

• DBUTLTY function DATASCAN (and older RETIX with KEYNAME=*) provides value of ‘N OF N’ where the
first ‘N’ is the current data block being processed and the second ‘N’ is the number of blocks expected to
be processed. Also provided is HMS for hours, minutes, seconds, and the estimate of remaining time to
completion. When the first N is a small number (just starting), the estimate is less accurate than later in the
process.  

• Command ROLBK provides a value of ‘N OF N’. The first N is the number of log records processed by the
command. The second N is the number of log records expected.

NOTE
A ROLBK from a MUF RESTART does not have the second N and is 0.

OWNR/Y TSN-TM
Displays the task of the owner (OWNR) and the number (Y) of the MUF in the MUFPLEX upon which the task is
waiting.

VALUE/RID
There are many values that can be printed. They are detailed in the DBUTLTY topic under function COMM
STATUS.
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STOP_LOOP_HANG

The four STOP_LOOP_HANG Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console commands are used to detect a MUF loop or
hang and take action.

There can be any number of specific types of loops or hangs. Two types should cover a majority of possible conditions
that are handled. Two types of STOP_LOOP_HANG MUF commands to both detect a MUF loop or hang and take action
are:

• Type 1 - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN
• Type 1 - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAIL
• Type 2 - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN
• Type 2 - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL

NOTE
Note: The pattern for the commands is similar. Neither type of STOP_LOOP_HANG command is based on MUF
CPU usage.

Detecting a Type 1 MUF Loop or Hang

Type 1 detects a request processing TCB/SRB that has not called the ‘dispatcher’ in the specified number of minutes.

Syntax

          

►►─ STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN minutes ──────────────────────►◄ 

►►─ STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAIL minutes ──────────────────────►◄               

Valid minutes are:

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN minutes can be 0-9
• STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAIL minutes can be 0-9

If the MUF main TCB or an SMPTASK TCB/SRB is not working correctly, a warning message is issued after a specified
number of WARN minutes or the number of FAIL minutes. The detection only executes at about 2-minute intervals with
a low overhead. Reasonable numbers are in the range of 5 to 9 minutes. If set, the detection and messages are shared
between both the WARN and FAIL. WARN works with or without FAIL being set, and FAIL works with or without WARN
being set.

NOTE
The WARN/FAIL provides information about the potential LOOP/HANG.

Message DB00820I provides information about the TCB/SRB and the task of concern.

Following the DB00820I message, MUF attempts to drive a Modify (/F) command of ‘STATUS_JOB *’ to record the
additional information that might be helpful in pursuing the condition.

If only WARN is executing at this interval, no further action is taken. If FAIL is executed, an SVC dump is requested,
but it may or may not be successful. The FAIL terminates the MUF with an ABEND 16. For additional information about
unsuccessful SVC dumps, see Using Dumps in Problem Determination.

While WARN is optional, we recommend always using it if FAIL is also used. The WARN value should be 4 or more
minutes less than the FAIL setting.

Message
DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-n DURATION-hhh:mm:ss TASK-n J-jobname INFO-variables

The message occurs if the MUF command STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 with either _WARN or _FAIL is set with a value that is
not 0 and a task set to execute has not called a task switching dispatcher in the number of minutes specified.
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In the message text:

ITEM-n provides the TCB or SRB number. Number 1 is always the main task TCB and items 2 or more are SMPTASK
TCBs or SRBs.

DURATION-hhh:mm:ss provides the elapsed time in hours, minutes, and seconds the item has been in the current state.

TASK-n is the task number being executed by the TCB/SRB.

J-jobname is the Job Name using the task.

INFO-variables provides information for Datacom support, if needed, to help with the condition.

For more information, see Messages.

Example Messages with Type 1

The following set of commands that are used are when the messages in the example occurred:

STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_WARN 3

STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAIL 7

DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-1 DURATION-000:03:43 TASK-1 J-DBDVL13 INFO-INT RQP LOG

DB01311I - STATUS_JOB *                                                                

DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-1 DURATION-000:05:43 TASK-1 J-DBDVL13 INFO-INT RQP LOG

DB01311I - STATUS_JOB *                                                                

DB00820I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_1 ITEM-1 DURATION-000:07:43 TASK-1 J-DBDVL13 INFO-INT RQP LOG

DB01311I - STATUS_JOB *       

IEA794I SVC DUMP HAS CAPTURED:  080                    

DUMPID=009 REQUESTED BY JOB (DBDVM0  )                 

DUMP TITLE=CA DATACOM/DB MULTI-USER FACILITY FAILURE   

IEF450I DBDVM0 $$$$$$@ - ABEND=S000 U0016 REASON=00000000 

08.51.51 STC54821 CCSR010E DBMUFPR U0016 at 400C2706 LMOD DBMSBPR CSECT DBMSBPR +002706 DSNZMFL1 N/A QAPROC  

   

        

Detecting a Type 2 MUF Loop or Hang

Type 2 detects a task area performing a request that has accumulated a run time of more than the specified number of
minutes.

Syntax

          

►►─ STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN minutes ──────────────────────►◄ 

►►─ STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL minutes ──────────────────────►◄               

Valid minutes are:

• STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN minutes can be 0-99
• STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL minutes can be 0-255

If only WARN is executing at this interval, the DB00823I message is issued with WARN. If FAIL is executed, it drives
a REQABORT for the task in question to attempt to clear the condition. A DB00823I message is then issued. No SVC
dump is requested with type 2 and MUF is not terminated. If the REQABORT has not completed successfully by the time
twice the number of minutes specified in the MUF Startup option STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL have passed, the MUF is
terminated and an SVC Dump is taken.

While WARN is optional, always use it if FAIL is also used.  WARN should be 4 or more minutes less than the FAIL
setting.
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The WARN command with type 2 is reasonably straightforward. However, the FAIL command should be used with more
caution. Some MUF environments have large databases with longer running requests. The goal is to allow requests to
execute.

Message

DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 warn/fail/reqabort T-task jobname run-unit jobID-job-step-number system
RUN_TIME-minutes:seconds

The message occurs if the MUF command STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 with either _WARN or _FAIL is set with a value that
is not 0 and a task performing a request has accumulated an amount of run time exceeding the value of minutes set. The
run time is not actual CPU time but with the low cost provides a form of CPU usage.

In the message text:

The warn/fail/reqabort is replaced by:

• WARN if the message is issued as a warning, or
• FAIL if a failure is about to occur, or
• REQABORT if the task is being set to REQABORT (if allowed).

The T-task is the task number executing.

The jobname is replaced by the Job Name using the task.

The run-unit is replaced by the run unit number that is assigned to the task (a number 0-99,999).

The jobID is replaced by the Job ID assigned by z/OS.

The job-step-number is replaced by the Job-step number that is assigned by z/OS.

The system is the name of the z/OS System where the Job is executing.

The RUN_TIME minutes:seconds is the minutes and seconds that MUF has set the task as active. RUN_TIME is not CPU
time, as MUF does not know z/OS or hardware dispatching, but to MUF it could have been running.

For more information, see Messages.

Example Messages with Type 2

The following set of commands that are used are when the messages in the example occurred:

STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_WARN 3

STOP_LOOP_HANG_2_FAIL 7

DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 WARN T-1 DBDVL13 44504 JOB56232-1 CA32 RUN_TIME-003:11     

DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 WARN T-1 DBDVL13 44504 JOB56232-1 CA32 RUN_TIME-005:06     

DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 REQABORT T-1 DBDVL13 44504 JOB56232-1 CA32 RUN_TIME-007:00

DB00823I - STOP_LOOP_HANG_2 REQABORT T-1 DBDVL13 44504 JOB56232-1 CA32 RUN_TIME-008:54    

      

SUBTASK

(z/OS only.) (Optional) The SUBTASK Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifies whether a user subtask is
attached during a MUF startup. If you do not specify this option, a subtask is not attached.

►►─ SUBTASK ─ entry ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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entry
(Required) Specify a user subtask name to Datacom/DB or NONE for no subtask. This name is attached as a
subtask during a MUF startup.
Valid Entries:

The eight-character name or NONE
Default Value:

(No default for this parameter if you code the SUBTASK option; however, if you do not specify this option,
a subtask is not attached.)

SUBTASK_AUTO

Use the SUBTASK_AUTO Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option to set automatic timed console commands. The
commands were originally intended to help debug any errors during the unwatched overnight regression testing.
Therefore, you could see when a problem started. These commands help Support in testing Change Data Capture.

This command is not intended to replace the DBUTLTY functions AUTOSTAT or AUTOCOLL that preserve information in
a database. Use of SUBTASK_AUTO adds to the number of JES messages where some like STATUS can generate many
messages. This command does not replace use of external queries to the Dynamic System Tables database.

Each command character string with its number of seconds between executions is added to a list. A new MUF subtask is
attached to wait the next minimum of seconds when the commands are issued internally as MVS Modify (/F) commands
to the MUF.

NOTE
Important! MUF accepts a single Modify command at a time. If multiple commands are stacked, some may fail
with the MUF console support being busy (IEE342I MODIFY REJECTED-TASK BUSY).

The format of the command is:

 ►►─ SUBTASK_AUTO n,value ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies a number from 1 to 3600 as seconds between the value presented as a Modify command. Small
numbers are intended for test Systems debugging specific conditions.

value
Specifies that the value to be presented is not validated. It is saved and presented in the Modify.

WARNING

Warning! Fully test this command in a test MUF to ensure appropriate valid execution. Be careful when using
this command as it is not changeable in any way once MUF enables.

Examples (not recommendations):

• SUBTASK_AUTO 15,STATUS_CDC (each 15 seconds)
• SUBTASK_AUTO 900,STATUS_LOG (each 15 minutes)
• SUBTASK_AUTO 120,STATUS (each 2 minutes)

SYSOUT

(Optional) SYSOUT is for use in z/OS environments only. This Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option allows you to
specify new output processing for diagnostic and tracing information that would otherwise be routed to the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX).
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►►─ SYSOUT ─ class,mlparm,cbsparm,sqlparm,ddparm,dstparm ─────────────────────►◄

class
The Job Entry Subsystems (JES) class to which a dynamically allocated SYSOUT data set is assigned when
closed/deallocated.

NOTE
The class that is specified with this parameter is expected to be a throw-away class.

mlparm,cbsparm,sqlparm,ddparm,dstparm
SYSOUT parameters define output for the following variables:

• Master List snaps (mlparm)
• CBS traces (cbsparm)
• SQL traces (sqlparm)
• Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary traces (ddparm)
• DST traces (dstparm)

For example, specifying ML for one or more of the parameters except mlparm redirects that output to the same
output as the Master List snaps, PXXML. If ML is specified for sqlparm, SQL output is redirected to PXXML. If
CBS is specified for mlparm, Master List output is redirected to PXXCBS, and so on.
With the following exceptions, these parameters can have the values that are described next.
Exceptions:

• A SYSOUT cannot be redirected to another SYSOUT that is itself redirected.
• A SYSOUT can be redirected to a SYSOUT parameter for which zero has been specified. In this case, both

are written to the PXX.
• A SYSOUT parameter cannot specify itself as a redirection. For example, ML is not valid as a value for

mlparm.
• The first SYSOUT parameter, which is used for Master List snaps, cannot be redirected.

Descriptions of Valid Values:
0

A numeric zero (the default) specified for one or more of the parameters indicates no special SYSOUT is
desired, that is, any output is written to the PXX.

100K to 16M
Specifying 100K through 16M for one or more of the parameters indicates that you want special SYSOUT
to be allocated and used for any output instead of its being written to the PXX. See the example following
these descriptions.

ML
Specifies that output is to be redirected to the same output as the Master List snaps, PXXML (not valid for
mlparm).

CBS
Specifies that output is to be redirected to the same output as the CBS traces, PXXCBS (not valid for
cbsparm).

SQL
Specifies that output is to be redirected to the same output as the SQL traces, PXXSQL (not valid for
sqlparm).

DD
Specifies that output is to be redirected to the same output as the Datacom/DBDatacom Datadictionary
traces, PXXDD (not valid for ddparm).
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DST
Specifies that output is to be redirected to the same output as the Dynamic System Tables traces,
PXXDST (not valid for dstparm).

Valid Entries:
0, 100K to 16M -These entries can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the
integer multiplied by 1024. These entries can also be specified as an integer followed by M to represent
the integer multiplied by 1048576. This is a number of lines, not bytes. ML, CBS, SQL, DD, DST

Default Value:
0

Example 1

For easy reference, here again is the SYSOUT syntax:

►►─ SYSOUT ─ class,mlparm,cbsparm,sqlparm,ddparm,dstparm ─────────────────────►◄

Referring to the SYSOUT syntax, consider this example:

SYSOUT  X,2M,100K,1M,500K,100K

In the example, note that:

X
In the class position, represents the expected throw-away class.

2M
In the mlparm position, means that Master List snap output is to be directed to PXXML to a maximum output limit
(outlim) of 2M lines.

100K
In the cbsparm position, means that CBS traces are to be directed to PXXCBS to a maximum output limit (outlim)
of 100K lines.

1M
In the sqlparm position, means that SQL traces are to be directed to PXXSQL to a maximum output limit (outlim)
of 1M lines.

500K
In the ddparm position, means that Datacom/DBDatacom Datadictionary traces are to be directed to PXXDD to a
maximum output limit (outlim) of 500K lines.

100K
In the dstparm position, means that DST traces are to be directed to PXXDST to a maximum output limit (outlim)
of 100K lines.

Example 2

SYSOUT  X,2M,100K,1M,SQL,100K

In this example, any output for Datadictionary is written to the PXXSQLnn DD. Therefore, output for both SQL and
Datadictionary share output. This output is helpful if you are debugging a situation where both SQL and Datadictionary
are participating. However, it might not be helpful if you are debugging only Datadictionary but the PXXSQLnn DD is full of
SQL information and there is no room for Datadictionary.

SYSPOOL

(Required) The SYSPOOL Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the number of buffers for each of three
system areas.
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►►─ SYSPOOL ─ cxxno,ixxno,dxxno ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬────►◄

                                 ├─ ,ixxbfrsize ────────┤ └─ ,LFAREAsize ─┘

                                 ├─ ,ixxbfrsize,64-bit ─┤

                                 └─ ,,64-bit ───────────┘

cxxno
(Required) Specify the number of Directory (CXX) buffers. We recommend a value of 10 to 20 for reasonable CXX
performance. Specifying less than 10 may result in more I/O functions, particularly in CXX maintenance.
Valid Entries:

2 to 99
Default Value:

(No default)
,ixxno

(Required) Specify the number of buffers for accessing high-level Index Area (IXX) blocks. Provide at least
one-half the number of low-level index blocks (see the dxxno parameter). The combined total ,ixxno values for
FLEXPOOL and SYSPOOL options cannot exceed 99999.

NOTE
These permanent buffers are for the duration of the MUF session. They cannot be reduced or deleted
using the FLEXPOOL console or DBUTLTY command.

,dxxno
(Required) Specify the number of buffers for accessing DXX low-level index blocks. Provide at least one and one-
half buffers per task (see the TASKS option). The combined total ,dxxno values for FLEXPOOL and SYSPOOL
options cannot exceed 99999.

NOTE
These are permanent buffers are for the duration of the MUF session. They cannot be reduced or
deleted using the FLEXPOOL console or DBUTLTY command.

,ixxbfrsize
(Optional) The index buffer size in a Single User environment is 8192 and cannot be changed. However, the index
buffer size when operating in a MUF environment can be from 4096 (4K, the default) through 8192 (8K). Index
buffer size in a MUF environment is specified by using the ixxbfrsize parameter.
Datacom/DB rounds values that are specified for ixxbrfsize to the next multiple of 32, except in cases where the
MUFPLEX MUF startup option has been selected. When the MUFPLEX MUF startup option is selected, 8k is
forced for any size over 4k.
The index block size, which is established during the initialization of the Index Area (IXX), applies to each specific
IXX dataset. Different databases can have different block sizes actively in use at the same time. The index buffer
size must be as large (but not larger) than the largest index block size in a database opened by this MUF. An
OPEN error occurs if you attempt to open a database with an index block size larger than the index buffer size.
Valid Entries:

4096 to 8192 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

Default Value:
4096

,64-bit
(Optional) Specify the 64-bit operand as either 31 or 64 to indicate where the IXX and DXX buffers memory is to
be acquired. We recommend that you use 64, the default.
The 64-bit operand gives you the option of defining the index buffers in all places as residing in 64-bit memory.
This includes the DXX buffers at MUF startup that is defined by the MUF startup options SYSPOOL and
FLEXPOOL and any index buffer in an alternate pool. Use the 64-bit parameter on the SYSPOOL MUF startup
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option to specify whether both DXX and IXX buffers are to be allocated using 31-bit or 64-bit storage, with the
default being 64-bit.

NOTE
You can also specify 64-bit for the MUF startup option DATAPOOL.

The ixxbfrsize operand on the SYSPOOL option remains optional, even if the optional 64-bit operand is coded.
For example:
SYSPOOL  4K,8K,4K,,64

Although no loss or gain of performance is expected when you use the 64-bit parameter, using 64-bit memory
avoids the constraint of 31-bit address space memory. Using 31-bit memory risks being too small to contain the
MUF code and all the other buffers that are needed.
If the 64-bit operand is set to 64, the space in 64-bit must be available. If the space is not available, MUF does not
enable, and the following message is generated: DB00218E - INSUFFICIENT 64-BIT MEMORY.
If a request for 64-bit memory fails after MUF enables, return code 89(064) - INSUFFICIENT MEMORY, is
generated.

NOTE
For more information about message  DB00218E and return code 89(064), see Messages.

While no obvious way exists to cause a SYSUDUMP to include 64-bit memory, the memory is available in an SVC
dump, which is forced if using 64-bit buffers. When dumping buffers as part of a Master List with buffers dump to
the PXX or PXXML, 64-bit buffers are printed.

NOTE
A SNAP BUFFERS when using 64-bit buffers causes an SVC dump instead of just a Master List with
buffers to be written to the PXX or PXXML.

The Memory Use Summary Information section of the EOJ report shows how much 64-bit memory was used by
MUF. The header line for the report, when using 64-bit memory, is as follows:
DESC  LONG DESCRIPTION        24BIT-----ANY---64BIT (M=MEG,K=1024,ELSE BYTES) / OCCURRENCES

If 64-bit memory has been used by MUF, the report contains a line showing the total memory that is acquired in
64-bit as follows:
MA64  DBMEMPR OWNED MEMORY, 64

The report also contains up to two detail lines for the two 64-bit memory pools as follows:
IX64 INDEX BFRS -------

 MRDF  COVERED/VIRTUAL 64BIT

The lines in the previous two examples follow the existing lines in this section of the report. The last of those lines,
relating to MRDF, is a reporting capability for the existing feature.
Valid Entries:

31 or 64
Default Value:

64
,LFAREAsize

(Optional) LFAREAsize specifies the Large Frame Area (LFAREA) size that MUF can use to support SYSPOOL
index buffers.
If a non-zero value is specified for LFAREAsize, 64-bit (see previous parameter) must be specified.
MUF allocates all SYSPOOL index buffers prior to its enabling and keeps this storage for the life of the MUF.
Therefore, you should carefully consider the effects of the Large Page Frame Area size specification on other jobs
in the LPAR that might also want Large Page Frame support.
The Datacom startup specification of LFAREAsize is the maximum amount of the LFAREA that Datacom uses.
These large pages are first used to back the virtual storage allocated by the SYSPOOL IXX buffers. If this does
not exhaust the LFAREA specification, the remaining area is used to back the DXX buffers. If there is not enough
LFAREA available to support the startup specification, the remaining buffers are backed by normal 4k page
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frames. The message DB00283I INSUFFICIENT LARGE PAGE FRAMES, MULTI-USER USED nM is printed for
this case, where n is replaced with the amount of LFAREA MUF successfully acquired. For additional information,
see Messages.

NOTE
LFAREAsize pertains to SYSPOOL index buffers only. FLEXPOOL and BUFFER_POOL index buffers
are backed by normal 4k pages.

Valid Entries:
0 or 1M-1563M

Default Value:
0

SYSTEMDBID

(Required) The SYSTEMDBID Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command specifies the database ID (the DATACOM-ID
attribute-value of the database definition in Datacom Datadictionary), which contains any dynamic system tables used to
obtain real-time information as the MUF is running.

NOTE
The SYSTEMDBID MUF startup option is required in part for activating the Dynamic System Table access from
the MUF. Without SYSTEMDBID specified, attempts to access any of the dynamic tables receive a "no record
found" condition.

The database that is specified in SYSTEMDBID is never opened to DASD and should not be defined as virtual.

►►─ SYSTEMDBID ─ dbid ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

                       └─ maintenance-record ─┘

dbid
(Required) Specify the database ID of the database containing the dynamic system tables. Best practice is to use
database ID 1000.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of a valid database
Default Value:

(No default)
maintenance-record

(Optional) You can disable the recording of each maintenance action that is written to the PXX unless running
z/OS with the SYSOUT option that is specified to redirect the DST information. Specify ,NO (NO preceded by a
comma) on the SYSTEMDBID MUF startup option after the dbid parameter.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

YES

SYSTEMDBID_DELETE

The SYSTEMDBID_DELETE console command allows you to remove the SYSTEMDBID database from memory if it is
open and has no open URT. No required or optional values must be specified. Users should rarely use this command. The
only time that it would be needed is if the definition of database 1000 (default) for the Dynamic System Tables changes
and the MUF has already opened the database. If the database is in memory, the database cannot be cataloged using
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Datacom Datadictionary. Because the database cannot be open, the SYSTEMDBID_DELETE command is not valid
through the SQL_CONSOLE table.

►►─ SYSTEMDBID_DELETE ─ dbid ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid

The dbid is the database ID of the Dynamic Systems Tables database as set by the MUF option SYSTEMDBID.

TASK_ABORT

Use the TASK_ABORT console command to terminate the inactive connection to the Multi-User Facility (MUF) of a single
task. A typical use of this facility is to abort an inactive TSO task that is associated with a Broadcom product that uses
Datacom/AD as its data repository. The user might have completed the use of the Datacom/AD-based product, but left the
connection open. Such open connections can prevent bringing the MUF down or closing an associated URT.
Use the following syntax to initiate a TASK_ABORT from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for more syntax information.

NOTE
The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

►─┬────────┬─ TASK_ABORT n ─────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ COMM ─┘

Command

COMM
(Optional.) You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

Required Keywords

TASK_ABORT
Requests an abort of a task that was connected to the MUF as a single task and currently in 'NOT ACTIVE'
status. TASK_ABORT has no effect on tasks with an active status, tasks with a wait status, or tasks from multi-
task connections to the MUF such as those by Datacom CICS Services and Datacom Server. It also is not
effective for tasks that are attached remotely using XCF or CCI.

n
Task number of the task to be aborted. The task number n that you specify in TASK_ABORT n must be connected
to the MUF when you execute the TASK_ABORT. Be certain that you specify the desired task number. If the task
meets the criteria, TASK_ABORT will abort it, but consider that if the task is only a long-running task, you might
not want to abort it.

NOTE
To obtain the task number n that you want to abort, issue a STATUS command or query Dynamic
System Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS.

TASKS

Learn how to specify the number and size of user task areas with the required Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup
option TASKS. Specify the number and size of task areas, the number of tasks in a VAE supervisor, and the number of
tasks for processing XCF and CAICCI requests.

(Required) With the TASKS MUF startup option you can specify the following information:
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• Number of user task areas
• Additional size of each task area
• Number of tasks that can be used in a VAE Supervisor for tasks that connect with the MUF using XPCC protocol
• Number of tasks for processing XCF requests
• Number of tasks for processing CAICCI requests

TASKS has the following format:

►►─ TASKS ─ number,size ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

                         ├─ ,vaenumber ────────────────────┤

                         └─ ,,,xcfnumber ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                          └─ ,ccinumber ─┘

number
(Required) Specify the maximum number of tasks that can concurrently operate within this MUF. The value of this
number must be less than or equal to the number of buffers specified in the DATAPOOL MUF startup option. A
range error results if you specify this value after the DATAPOOL value and this number of tasks is larger than the
number of data buffers.
In a MUF running both online and batch, this value must be the sum of all USERS= counts for all concurrently
active CICS regions and the maximum number of active batch regions or IMS/DC BMP regions or MPP online
regions using Datacom/DB.
If you update this parameter, update the DATAPOOL and SYSPOOL options accordingly. The sum of this value
and the value that is specified for the tasks parameter of the STAR MUF startup option must not exceed 4000.

NOTE
Datacom/DB allocates one extra task which is reserved for internal use.

When you change the value of this parameter, verify that the Force Area (FXX) was initialized with a TASKS=
keyword value that is greater than or equal to this TASKS MUF startup option number.

,size
(Required) Specify the size of extra work areas generated to extend the task save areas, one per task. This value
must accommodate the largest of the:

• User Requirements Table to be opened. (A User Requirements Table header is 48 bytes and each table entry
is 16 bytes.)

• Work area to receive data on a read command, which is calculated as:
(largest record in information base) + (Element List size)
Where:
Element List size is 6 X (value of MAXELRQ option)

• Work area to send data with the UPDAT, ADDIT, LOGIT, and LOGDW commands, which are calculated as:
(largest record in information base) + (Element List size)
Where:
Element List size is. 6 X (value of MAXELRQ option).

• Blocked GETIT or GETPS block to be returned.
• Row returned from an SQL FETCH statement.
• Log block size, if LOGRCV NO is specified.
• The size that is used by MULTUSE=YES DBUTLTY functions passing blocks of data and blocks of index entries.

Valid Entries: 8192 to 61440 (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer
multiplied by 1024)

NOTE
Use 16K or greater.

Default Value: (No default)
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,vaenumber
(z/VSE only.)(Optional) Specify the maximum number of tasks to use in a VAE environment for tasks that connect
with the MUF using XPCC protocol. This value must not exceed the value of the TASKS number parameter.
If you select to run the Datacom/DB MUF and all application jobs within one address space or to run the MUF in
a shared partition, there are no special considerations to run in a VAE environment. You do not need to specify
this parameter. If you are running the MUF on hardware providing ESA support, you do not need to provide
this parameter. In such an environment, cross address space communication is automatically provided through
another mechanism.
Valid Entries: 0 to number  - Where number is the first parameter of the TASKS MUF startup option. This value
can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by 1024.
Default Value: 0

,,,xcfnumber
(z/OS only.)(Optional) The ,xcfnumber represents the maximum number of tasks which can simultaneously be
dedicated to processing requests from a remote XCF sender.
Use of this parameter requires that the MUF is running authorized in an z/OS system.
Specification of zero (0) for xcfnumber does not preclude the possibility of later use of XCF by this MUF. The
console-like command TASKS_XCF nnnn can be used to alter the initial setting of xcfnumber.
The environment for XCF precludes the use of the ,vaenumber parameter. You can indicate the omission by
specifying 0, or by adjacent commas.
The following examples are valid TASKS statements:
TASKS  20,41K,0,0,8     ( xcfnumber = 8 )

         TASKS  20,41K,,,8       ( xcfnumber = 8 )

Valid Entries: 0 to number where number is the first parameter of the TASKS MUF startup option. This value can
be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by 1024.
Default Value: 0

,ccinumber
(Optional)(z/OS only.) Specify the maximum number of tasks for processing requests received through the
Common Services for z/OS CAICCI protocol. CAICCI permits user applications to connect to a MUF anywhere
within the domain of a CAICCI subsystem. The CAICCI application name of this MUF which applications can
direct requests (through their DBSYSID parameters) is specified by the MUF startup option. Specification of this
parameter is independent of the xcfnumber parameter, that is, both are permitted in the same MUF. Specifying
zero (0) for ccinumber means that use of the CAICCI protocol is not permitted during the MUF.
Valid Entries: 0 to number where number is the first parameter of the TASKS MUF startup option. This value can
be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by 1024.
Default Value: 0

TASKS_XCF

TASKS_XCF is a console-like command for z/OS only. After Multi-User Facility (MUF) is enabled, use this command to
change the value for the maximum number of tasks that are available for the processing of XCF requests to the MUF, as
set at startup by the TASKS MUF startup option.

►►─ TASKS_XCF ─ nnnn ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

nnnn

This value is an integer in the range of 1 (one) through 4000. This integer represents the maximum number of tasks that
can be simultaneously allocated to process XCF requests to the MUF.

NOTE
The value for TASKS_XCF is lowered to match the value that was specified with TASKS if the nnnn specified
with TASKS_XCF is larger than the number of tasks that are specified with TASKS when the MUF was enabled.
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TIME_SYNC

(z/OS only) The TIME_SYNC command has no values to specify. It causes the Multi-User Facility (MUF) to synchronize
its external date/time usage with the hardware clock. It should only be needed and of value when changing the Operating
System mapping of the external date/time and hardware clock. The most common reason for using TIME_SYNC is in
locations that switch to or from daylight saving time.
Request the TIME_SYNC console command using the following:

►►─ TIME_SYNC ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Use the TIME_SYNC console command to resynchronize MUF date-time with the operating system date-time.
TIME_SYNC allows the system to recognize daylight saving time changes without having to cycle the MUF. You can enter
the TIME_SYNC command after the time has changed.

If the change in time is in the forward direction (daylight saving time change in the spring), the change is straight forward
with all external times being changed. There are, however, special issues related to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area
(PXX) when the time change is backward (the time change in the autumn).

The PXX is also sensitive to date-time step downs. If the time is being set in the past and important data exists on the
PXX, the PXX should be printed and cleared both before and after the TIME_SYNC console command is used. The PXX
does not print any data beyond the step down.

TSN_ABORT

Learn how to terminate a long running maintenance transaction with the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) console
command TSN_ABORT.

Use the TSN_ABORT console command to terminate a long running Datacom/DB maintenance transaction. This termination
takes the form of terminating the active Datacom/DB request that is executing when the TSN_ABORT is issued. This
aborted request receives a return code 45. The application must react to this return code and must end the actual
transaction.

The transaction can execute a Datacom/DB command on behalf of a SQL request, where the autonomous Datacom/
DB request is not abortable. If so, the abort is delayed until this non-abortable SQL process completes, after which it is
honored.

Information about the status of the TSN_ABORT request, once it has been issued, can be found in message DB00603I.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─ TSN_ABORTnnnnnnnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

TSN_ABORT
(Required) TSN_ABORT requests termination of the current request that is executing on behalf of a maintenance
transaction as previously described.

nnnnnnnn
(Required) The nnnnnnnn is the TSN associated with the maintenance transaction. Obtain the TSN associated
with the transaction that you want to abort. Either issue a DBUTLTY STATUS command or a query of the
MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS Dynamic System Table.
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VIRTUAL

(Optional) The VIRTUAL Multi-User-Facility (MUF) startup command specifies an area to exist only in memory. No DASD
I/O is ever performed for a virtual area. Specify temporary work areas as virtual areas.

Datacom/DB maps a virtual area into virtual storage when it receives the first open for it for this Multi-User Facility
(MUF) execution. The storage is released when the MUF terminates.

Virtual is a database level option. You cannot make an Index Area virtual without all areas in the same database being
virtual. You cannot make any area in a database virtual without the Index Area and all other areas in the database being
virtual.

NOTE
Virtual areas are treated as if they reside on 3380 devices. For example, an actual physical Index Area (IXX)
might be on a 3390 device. However, Datacom/DB treats it as if it resides on a 3380 device during the run of the
MUF and reports it that way in the DIR_DATASET (DRZ) dynamic systems table.

Do not specify VIRTUAL for any Datacom/DB system areas except optionally the Compound Boolean Selection and
Temporary Table Manager areas.

If you are using MUFplex, the SQL TTM database can be either virtual or DASD. However, if it is DASD, the DBID must
not match between or among the MUFs that are using DASD.

NOTE
A database defined as virtual cannot be closed with the COMM function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).
Additionally, the stats cannot be written to DASD using the DBUTLTY COMM STATS function. Attempts to do
either are ignored. Also, a database that is defined as virtual that has been opened cannot be the subject of a
catalog or SQL DDL statements. Directory (CXX) maintenance must occur in a MUF where this database is not
virtual.

z/OS 64-Bit Support

The 64-bit capability is used for the Memory Resident Data Facility (MRDF) COVERED and VIRTUAL buffers. When
the COVERED and VIRTUAL buffers are allocated in 64-bit memory, the size limit of each area is 19 gigabytes (19G).
64-bit memory is allocated in increments of one megabyte. Every area allocation is rounded up to the next multiple of a
megabyte.

For more information, see the description of the ,size parameter following the syntax diagram.

►►── VIRTUAL ─ area,size ─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

                          └─ ,extend-size ─┬─────────────────┬┘ 

                                           └─ ,extend-count ─┘

area
(Required) Specifies the database, data area, or Index Area for the size parameter.

Valid Entry Description Meaning of Size

b The DATACOM-ID of the database. The size is specified for each area in the
database which is not assigned a specific
size with a VIRTUAL ab,n or VIRTUAL
IXXb,n parameter.*
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ab This value is the DATACOM-NAME (three
characters) of an index or data area
that is combined with the DATACOM-
ID of the database. For example, if the
DATACOM-NAME of the area is BRN and
the DATACOM-ID (DBID) is 400, the ab
entry in this case would be BRN400.

Specifies the size of a virtual area in the
database.*

*

If you specify a size for an Index Area or one or more data areas in the database and do not specify VIRTUAL b,n,
Datacom/DB uses the specified size for the first area in that database as the default size for any unspecified area.

Default Value:
(No default)

,size

(Required) Specify the size of the virtual area using one of the  following values:

• Number of bytes (code as a number, 0 through 9663676416).
• Number of kilobytes (code as a number followed by K, 0K through 9437184K).
• Number of megabytes (code as a number followed by M, 0M through 9216M).
• Number of gigabytes (code as a number followed by G, 0G through 19G).

The size that you specify is adjusted to a multiple of the product of the block size times the records-per-track. The
value you specify is rounded up to one track, if necessary, or it is rounded down to an even number of tracks. For a
data area, the block size and records-per-track are determined from the values in the Directory (CXX). For an Index
Area, the block size is 4096 and the records-per-track is 10. ,xcfnumber represents the maximum number of tasks
which can simultaneously be dedicated to processing requests from a remote XCF sender. Virtual indexes in multiples
of 40K are then allowed. For example, 76K in VIRTUAL IXXnnn,76K is interpreted to mean that it is smaller than two
tracks. Therefore, Datacom rounds the number down to one track of 40K consisting of ten 4K blocks. The rounding
is exaggerated by using such a small number. The suggestion is to increase the VIRTUAL in those cases where the
rounding does not drop to an unanticipated value.

NOTE

Sizes over 9G must be done in "G" for billion and not allowed as "M", "K", or only bytes. Console-like command
VIRTUAL_ADD still allows a maximum of 9G.

At the time, an area is first opened and an attempt is first made to use 64-bit memory. If 64-bit is not available, the number
is rounded down to 2g and an attempt is made to use a data space. If data space memory is not available, an attempt
is made to use the address space. If the requested memory is not available using the address space either, the open is
rejected with an open return code.

Valid Entries:

• 1-9663676416 numbers to 9g
• 1k-9437184k resulting number to 9g
• 1m-9216m resulting number to 9g
• 1g-19g resulting number to 19g
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Default Value:
(No default)

Example Result
VIRTUAL IXX240,500K
VIRTUAL ABC240,300K
VIRTUAL 240,200K

Provides approximately 500 KB for the database 240 Index Area,
approximately 300 KB for data area ABC in database 240, and
approximately 200 KB for each of the other data areas in database
240.

VIRTUAL ABC220,300K
VIRTUAL IXX220,200K

Provides approximately 300 KB for the ABC data area in database
220 and approximately 200 KB for the Index Area in database
220. If any other data areas in database 220 are opened,
Datacom/DB also provides approximately 300 KB for each of
them.

,extend-size
(Optional) The extend-size option can be numeric values from 0 (zero) through 2G (2147483648). Setting the size
to 0 (the default) is appropriate for cases where the size option is set in the definition. The size always overrides
a size set in extend-size (similar to a DASD dynamic extend). The definition is not known at MUF startup and can
be changed during MUF execution when the database is closed or opened. If the size is set to 0 and a dynamic
extend is needed, and the size in the size option of the definition is not set, the dynamic extend recognizes an
error and fails (same error as occurs if DASD was being used).

NOTE

A console-like command, VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND dbid,area,extend-size,extend-count, allows
you to change the VIRTUAL dynamic extend options while the MUF is enabled.

,extend-count
(Optional) If the extend-size option is set, the extend-count can be set as 0 through 65535 to specify the number
of dynamic extends allowed. The default of 0 (zero) specifies no dynamic extends.

NOTE
Setting the extend-count to a number lower than the number of dynamic extends that has occurred
during this MUF execution prevents future dynamic extends.

VIRTUAL_ADD

The Datacom/DB MUF VIRTUAL_ADD console command can be used to define a database as virtual. Review command
syntax and component descriptions.

The VIRTUAL_ADD console command has the following syntax.

►►─ VIRTUAL_ADD ─ dbid,area,n, ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

dbid
Represents database ID (DBID) of the database to be defined as virtual

area
An area name or a generic database entry (starts with an * (an asterisk) of expected ***). Because a database
must be all virtual or none, the first entry for a DBID sets the database to be virtual (the database cannot be
open). An area that is opened with a matching name uses that definition to acquire memory for the area. An area
that is opened without a matching name uses the generic entry, if one exists. However, if no generic entry exists,
the size of the first specific area that is defined is used.
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n,
The size in bytes that is to contain the memory area. During the open of the area, the size is rounded up to the
next full track or rounded down to the last full track.

VIRTUAL_DELETE

The VIRTUAL_DELETE console command can be used to completely remove from the Multi-User Facility (MUF) memory
the database with all definitions and all added data if you are certain that a database is not needed. A database that
is defined as VIRTUAL that has been opened cannot be changed to no longer be VIRTUAL by deleting the VIRTUAL
definitions. This is because the database has memory containing the database with an index and data areas.

►►─ VIRTUAL_DELETE ─ dbid ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE
No URT can be open to the database when using this command. Also, it cannot be used for a database that
is defined as the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) temporary database (default DBID 6) or the Dynamic
System Table database (default DBID 1000).

VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND

(Optional) The VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command allows you to change the VIRTUAL dynamic
extension options while the Multi-User Facility (MUF) is enabled. The command is:

►►─ VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─ dbid,area,extend-size,extend-count ─►◄                      

• dbid and area
The DBID and area name must be a specific base and area name to an open area. No generics are allowed for this
command.

• extend-size
Specified as 0 (zero) through 2G (2147483648). However, the size that is specified with extend size is ignored if the
size set with the size option is specified as part of the definition. The default of zero (0) specifies no dynamic extends.

• extend-count
Set as 0 through 65535 to specify the number of dynamic extends allowed. The default of zero (0) specifies no
dynamic extends. Setting the extend-count to a number lower than the number of dynamic extends that has occurred
during this MUF execution prevents future dynamic extends.

.

VSM_INFO

Use the VSM_INFO console command to display current z/OS Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) memory allocation
information. This command provides value to size the memory usage and available unallocated memory in the Multi-User
Facility (MUF) address space.

►►─ VSM_INFO ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This command is a simpler form of the complete information as provided by SYSVIEW. If the memory is highly
fragmented, the values do not provide all the unallocated memory. The command is intended to help in using most of the
available memory but not all.
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• PVT provides 24-bit information.
• E-PVT provides 31-bit information.
• TOTAL provides the value of memory available to the MUF address space. Size is provided in Megabytes (M) rounded

down.
• EST.UNALLOC provides the estimated unallocated memory available. If the size is over 1 Megabyte (M), it is printed

in Megabytes rounded down; else is printed in Kilobytes (K). Due to ‘timing conditions’, the number might be less than
current.

• SEGMENTS provide the number of segments of contiguous memory. A large number reflects fragmentation.
Therefore, a large memory request might not be satisfied. If it is over 64k segments, the value of 64k is provided.

• RC provides if the information is complete (RC=0). Set as RC=4 if it is incomplete data. Set as other values if there is a
problem interpreting the data.

Execution of the command provides a two message set with as seen in the following example. The details of the message
are explained on the message description page.

DB01342I - VSM_INFO PVT TOTAL 7M EST.UNALLOC 7M SEGMENTS 2  RC=0       

DB01342I - VSM_INFO E-PVT TOTAL 1109M EST.UNALLOC 1042M SEGMENTS 22  RC=0

VTOC_DATE_DAILY

(z/OS only) The VTOC_DATE_DAILY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option causes the Operating System to update the
VTOC with the current date.

►►─ VTOC_DATE_DAILY ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ NO ────┘

The VTOC_DATE_DAILY can either be set to YES or NO. As a Best Practice, YES is recommended and is the default if
the command is not specified or allowed to default.

If set to YES, the VTOC_DATE_DAILY option causes every open Datacom index and data area to be opened every day
soon after midnight in an alternate path then immediately closed. Its sole purpose is to cause the Operating System to
update the VTOC with the current date. This date can be used as part of a backup plan involving data set activity.

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE

(Optional) The WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE console command provides a path to cleaning all pended index and data
area buffers by writing them to DASD. Once this task is completed, the log area is stabilized. Therefore, if the Multi-User
Facility (MUF) were terminated, the following MUF execution (a Shadow MUF) quickly enables with a short scan and redo
process.

►►─ WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

This option can be used before:

• Canceling the enabled MUF where the RESTART process must be streamlined. This is valuable if the MUF has a
Shadow MUF and the requirement is a minimal outage during the transition.

• A MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW since the pipeline to DASD allows it to activate as a full MUFPLEX faster
• A QUIESCE command so that it can come into effect quicker
• A SPILL to get all pended buffers to DASD
• To prepare a better point for a non-stable (hot) backup of a data area if the QUIESCE command with REQ is going to

be used.

The WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE command:
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• Writes all pending and data buffers to DASD
• Causes the log area (LXX) to get to a stable state where a MUF failure has the smallest possible RESTART of the

following MUF. This includes both the 'scan' and the 'redo' requirements of the RESTART.
• Provides a message with information that can be used if a following non-stable (hot) backup of a data area is done.

Note 1: There is never a requirement to execute this command.

Note 2: MUF generates this command internally if an hour has passed with no requests and there is currently a pipeline of
write pending index or data buffers.

A completion message is recorded after the command completes. The following information is provided:

• The date, time, and a store clock value from the command start
• The last time at which the buffers were not stable before the stable process begins pushing memory changes to DASD

The memory changes that are being pushed are in parallel with new memory changes from other tasks performing
maintenance. Therefore, the command provides no single point of stability.

Using WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE before a 'hot backup' of the data area

The clock value is useful in the forward recovery process with the RECOVERY keyword RANGESC as the first clock and
all x'FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF' used for the second clock.

Example message:

DB00324I - WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE DTTM 20190519183404 STCK D625580E19EDA000

X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE

(Optional) The X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through
the console.

Use this option to specify the maximum size for a single area that is to be covered when defined as a percentage of the
DASD space.

Specifying this option does not affect the size that is specified on a COVERED or VIRTUAL MUF startup option.
The value that is specified with X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE is only used during the open. Said another way, using
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE has no effect on your ability to define a VIRTUAL or COVERED area. If you want to use
X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE, at the time of the first open the X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE specification overrides the VIRTUAL
or COVERED calculated space from a defined percent in the definition and, if necessary, lowers it.

►►─ X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the maximum size for a single area that is to be covered or virtual when defined as a percentage. When
this option has not been set, the maximum size is 2G. Where 2G is the maximum data space size (unchanged
from prior versions).
The maximum size that is specified with X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE only affects the first open of each area in this
MUF, unless the definition has been added using the MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC) Dynamic System Table. If
the definition has been added, the maximum size occurs during the next open. However, if the area was open at
the time of the add, the maximum size occurs after it is next closed and then opened.
You can use the X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Note: The max size only affects sizes that are coded as a percentage.
Valid Entries:

1M to 19G can be specified as one of the following values:
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• Integer 
• integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by 1024
• integer followed by M for megabytes
• Integer followed by G for gigabytes. Sizes over 9G must be done in G and not allowed as M, K, or just

bytes.

Default Value:
2G

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING

(Optional) (z/OS only) Many facilities within the MUF expect the current executing MUF, or all the instances of MUFs in
a MUFplex (Data Sharing), to be the sole executor using one CXX. To enforce this expectation, Datacom/DB defaults to
providing this protection, X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING NO. 

This command has been deprecated (PTF SO90683).

WARNING
Specifying NO or allowing the default (NO) is recommended.

For more information about protecting the CXX to a single MUF or MUFplex, see Protect CXX to Single MUF or MUFplex
located in Using the Multi-User Facility.

►►─ X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ YES ──┘

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING
Specify YES if you want to use a strategy allowing more than one non-MUFplex MUF per CXX.

WARNING
Specifying YES is not recommended.

For more information about the features that would have various problems or risks if using a "read" MUF in parallel with an
"update" MUF, see Features having Problems.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES

(Optional) X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARDYES Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup allows you to debug a memory overlay error
involving a data buffer.

This command allows a set of memory bytesto exist between and after every data buffer to protect against an overlay
from one buffer into the next. Such an overlay creates many potential errors in memory.  If written to DASD, there
is much down time for the database for the area to be loaded from a backup and then forward recovery is done for all the
days since the backup. Typically, this feature is not needed and is never recommended until a previous error indicates it is
of value for a short time period.

Data buffers are normally in 64 bit. Therefore, the size of 64 bit grows with this option in place. Testing for an overlay
causes a page reference and forces the guard page to be in memory as the actual data buffer is modified normally with
maintenance commands within the block. This checking adds a small overhead in CPU and more to keep the page in
memory.

The five types of data buffers are; 
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• Data buffers set by DATAPOOL as the regular size
• Data buffers set by DATAPOOL as the large size
• A buffer pool set by BUFFER_POOL_DEF
• A FLEXPOOL data buffer
• A sequential buffer driven by a MACRO DBURTBL keyword SEQBUFS

SEQBUFS can also be driven by a DBUTLTY function with keyword SEQBUFS.

With the command done at the MUF startup, the test of the value from being overlaid is also activated. Testing is done
when a data buffer is updated during a maintenance and for sequential buffers when the buffer is released. If the overlay
is noticed, one SVC dump is produced and further testing is disabled. In addition to the SVC dump is a DB02405I -
PXX START job-name run-unit PATCH command DBID-number and table name; also DB02406I - PXX END - PATCH.
Occurrence of one overlay causes future testing to be turned off. Testing can also be disabled using the command set to
NO while MUF is enabled. Once MUF is executed, having the memory guard after every data buffer is not an option. With
MUF enabled, if the option was set as YES during the enable, you can turn the testing of the option on with YES or turn
the testing of the option off with NO.

The command is intended to only be recommended by a Datacom support person in response to a particular error that
has occurred. Once that error has been resolved, the option should be removed. 

The following syntax shows the format of X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES.

►►─ X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES (,n)───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

• X_DATA_MEMORY_GUARD YES (,n)
(,n)

The (,n) is an optional value to provide the size in bytes
Valid Entries:

A number from 1024 to 32768 (Common shorthand that is allowed is 1K to 32K)
Default Value:

4096

X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE

(Optional) Allows the option X_TRACE_DSM to trace/debug the space management to be done for either all database
areas or a single database area.

►►─ X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE dbid,area-name ───────────────────────────────►◄

 

• X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE dbid,area-name

dbid
The dbid field can be set to 0 (zero) with any three-character area name to disable specific database area tracing.
Or, use a number from 1 through 5000 to specify the database containing the single data area subject to tracing.
Valid Entries:

A number from 0 to 5000
Default Value:

None
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area-name
The area-name field must be set to a three-character value used as the area name.

NOTE
The name is not checked whether it is a valid name for the area in the database.

X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE

(Optional) Specify the X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE n during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.
Use this command to prevent index queue processing from possibly interfering with processing of normal transaction
work.

When mass maintenance, especially deletes, to a data area adds very large numbers of blocks to the index queue, it
might be beneficial to throttle DEFRAG processing. To support this throttle, use X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE n, where n
can be specified as 0-99.

Once the specified depth is reached, DEFRAG does a request completion wait on the pertinent index queue RWTSA until
the queue depth for the DBID becomes 0. The DEFRAG resumes processing until the limit is once again reached.

►►─ X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE n ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE n

n
Specifying 0, or not specifying the X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE option, causes DEFRAG to behave as it always
has, with no throttle in place.
1-99 represents the point at which you want the throttle and corresponds to the pending index queue depth, in
number of blocks for the DBID being defragmented.
Limits:

0-99
Default:

0

X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18

(z/OS only) (Optional) X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 provides more information about the row locking conflict that generated the
return code 18.

The X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 YES option saves information about every row lock during that row lock. A little more memory
and CPU overhead are required. When the row lock is released, the memory is freed. A new message is generated  if
there is saved information and if a return code 18 occurs. This message set provides information about the lock of the row
that is generating the return code 18 by rereading the same row.

NOTE

This feature is for debugging a specific occurrence that is reproducible.

To activate, issue this console-like command at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through Modify and DBUTLTY COMM
CONSOLE commands.

►►─ X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The values that are saved for each row lock are:
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• Date and time
• Task number
• Jobname
• Request command such as SELNR
• 32-byte request USER ID field
• DBID
• Table name

Messages that are associated with this option include:

• DB00509W - X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 TASK-n DBID-n T-ttt URI-uri J-jobname C-cmd UID-userid
• DB00510W - X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 TASK-n HHMMSS-time PREV-C-cmd PREV-UID-userid

Example messages

• DB00509W - X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 TASK-1 DBID-997 T-C01 URI-00000005 J-DBDVL13 C-RDUNX UID-CATBPPR
TEST PGM

• DB00510W - X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 TASK-1 HHMMSS-090156 PREV-C-RDUNX PREV-UID-CATBPPR TEST PGM

For more information about these messages, go to the Messages page and input your message information.

NOTE
The UID can contain helpful information that is beneficial when using IDEAL or METACOBOL.

X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS

(Optional) You can use the X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS n console command to change the value of this Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup option. This option sets the number of index and data blocks to dump as part of a Master List with buffers
dump.

►►─ X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of index and data blocks to dump as part of a Master List with buffers dump. The number
that you specify applies first to IXX blocks, then to DXX blocks, then to DATA blocks. For example, if you allowed
the default of 100, the most recent 100 IXX blocks for the database being processed are dumped first. The most
recent 100 blocks of the DXX for the database are dumped next followed by the most recent 100 blocks of the
DATA for the database. If the database in this example had fewer than 100 blocks in memory of any or all the
three kinds of blocks, the number of blocks that were available would be used.
Valid Entries:

1 - 99999
Default Value:

100 (if not specified at startup)

X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR

(Optional) Only use X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR at the request of Support.

 ►►─ X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ YES ──┘
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X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR
X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR is a debugging tool that is occasionally needed to assist Support in the analysis of Multi-
User Facility (MUF) startup option errors. Use X_DUMP_SIP_ERROR only if Support requests it.
Valid Entries:

YES, NO
Default Value:

NO

X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD

(Optional) The X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD YES Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup command allows you to debug a
memory overlay error involving a 64-bit DXX buffer. If specified, an additional 4K memory guard is acquired between each
SYSPOOL DXX buffer which resides in 64-bit memory.

This command protects against an overlay from one buffer into the next, allowing normal processing to recover from the
overlay without impacting processing. Use this command at the direction of Support.

The size of 64-bit memory grows with this option in place. Testing for an overlay causes a page reference and forces the
guard page to be in memory. This checking adds a small overhead in CPU and more to keep the page in memory.

►►─ X_DXX_MEMORY_GUARD YES ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

      

X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY

(Optional) The X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option is useful for addressing when
a Multi-User Facility (MUF) is set to EOJ but still has Datacom CICS Services and Datacom Server connections doing
requests. They notice the EOJ and drive their own natural cleanup and termination from MUF. However, if they are doing
no new requests then the EOJ remains unknown. The MUF takes over after the number of seconds defaulted or set and
allows the MUF to EOJ as requested.

This option is also available to other applications that use the Extended Options Entry Point.

►►─ X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY n ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄                     

X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY n
This command overrides a default setting of 5 and can be specified with n being from 2-120.
The n value specifies the number of seconds to delay for an application using the EOJ_OK_S option to accept
an EOJ has been requested until MUF forces it to disconnect from the MUF address space and the tasks forced
through ROLBK and cleaned up.
Valid Entries:

A number from 2 to 120
Default Value:

If the command is not used, the default is (currently) 5.
If the command is entered, a number must be provided.

X_INDEX_QUEUE_STATS

If specified, the X_INDEX_QUEUE_STATS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console command in Datacom is obsolete
and ignored.
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►►─ X_INDEX_QUEUE_STATS ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

X_IO_24BIT_SIZE

(Optional) The X_IO_24BIT_SIZE option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console.

MUF uses 24-bit memory for only what the Operating System requires. The largest usage is for EXCP (I/O) control blocks.
Datacom/DB requires 24-bit memory to start many concurrent and necessary I/O. The second largest usage is for a DCB
per open data set volume. With enough data sets and enough buffers, this memory can run out and cause an outage. One
of the ways to help prevent that from happening is by using this MUF startup option to control the maximum size of I/O
control blocks.

►►─ X_IO_24BIT_SIZE ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specify a value to constrain the maximum size of I/O control blocks. You should only decrease the amount of 24-
bit memory if, over a period of weeks, MUF stays well below the amount available. You should not increase the
size unless MUF runs out and terminates, or if you determine that MUF is, at some point, close to running out.
Valid Entries:

512K through 4M
Default Value:

2M

X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup or through the console. This option and the X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD option are used to constrain the
number of outstanding I/Os and as such can be especially useful for sites that have a small amount of 24-bit SQA/CSA.

►►─ X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies a number from zero to 1M that Datacom/DB compares to the available 24-bit SQA/CSA at the start of
each I/O. An available size of greater than the low threshold (set with the X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD option) but
less than the high threshold restricts the MUF or the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to a maximum of 30 I/Os at
one time. On the MUF EOJ Miscellaneous Diagnostic Information Report, the name of the counter to look for is
X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD. Also on the EOJ report, be aware of the related X_IO_OS_THRESHOLD item that
reports the count of times Datacom/DB constrained and started no I/O because the outstanding I/O was 480 or
more.
For a message option that can provide runtime occurrences for this threshold, see X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD.
Valid Entries:

0 to 1M
Default Value:

In z/OS 1.4 and later, the high threshold default is from the operating system default. For operating
system environments before z/OS 1.4, the high threshold default is 40K.
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X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_IO_LOW_THRESHSOLD option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup or through the console. This option and the X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD option are used to constrain the
number of outstanding I/Os and as such can be especially useful for sites that have a small amount of 24-bit SQA/CSA
storage.

►►─ X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies a number from zero to 1M. If the current available 24-bit SQA/CSA storage is less than the number
specified, the MUF or the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) retries every 10 hundredths of a second.  As long as
the memory is too low, no I/O is started. For a message option that can provide runtime occurrences for this
threshold, see the MUF startup option X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD. On the MUF EOJ report, the name of the count
to look for is X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD.
Another option exists to constrain the number of I/O events at more than zero but less than 31,
X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD. An available size of greater than the low threshold but less than the high threshold
restricts the MUF or the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to a maximum of 30 I/Os at one time.
Valid Entries:

0 to 1M
Default Value:

In z/OS 1.4 and later, the low threshold default is from the operating system default. In z/OS environments
before z/OS 1.4, the low threshold default is 20K.

X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_IO_MSG_THRESHHOLD option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) startup or through the console.

This option is intended either for testing purposes or to see how low available SQA/CSA 24-bit memory went during a
specific period as checked at the start of each MUF I/O. If they are questioned, seeing the counts at MUF EOJ can be
interesting but not adequately helpful.

►►─ X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
The default for n is zero, which cause no action different from prior releases. If, however, n is specified as greater
than zero, two actions occur as follows:

1. Datacom/DB adds a message to the MUF termination. This message indicates the values Datacom/DB used
for defining the high threshold, low threshold, and the lowest the available 24-bit SQL/CSA was, as seen by
MUF at the start of the I/O.

2. In the two minute rates process, Datacom/DB sees if the counts have changed in that two-minute period. If so,
Datacom/DB prints a message with the values, except that the low SQA/CSA is that seen by an I/O in this two-
minute period.

The value of n (from 0 through 1048576) is the number of occurrences necessary, of any of the four that occurred
in this particular two-minute period, to cause the message to occur. Setting n to 1 means risking many messages
might occur with little reason to be concerned. If n is specified as greater than zero, higher numbers like 50 or 100
would provide information without the need not to be more than necessarily concerned. Specifying the maximum
value of 1048576 means requesting the message every 2 minutes whether the counts have changed or not.
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Valid Entries:
0 to 1048576

Default Value:
0

X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT

(Optional) You can set the X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option to "ON".
This setting  facilitates faster execution of the LOAD progress at the cost of a less balanced index. However, no coding of
this option is necessary. This option is available in case a slower but more perfect LOAD is unacceptable.

►►─ X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT ─┬─ OFF ◄ ─┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ON ────┘

Valid Entries:

OFF or ON

Default:

OFF

X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS

(Optional) The X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS option can only be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup. This
option is related to the variable logging feature.

►►─ X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
When using the variable logging feature, if you do not want to let the number of buffers default to 8, you can
specify this option. A value of 8 is usually sufficient. However, you are allowed to specify this option when seeking
to optimize its value for your environment.
Valid Entries:

8 to 99
Default Value:

8

X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS

(Optional) The X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through
the console. This option is used to set the number of log blocks between forces of a write to the log control block.

The default is recommended. Changing to a lower value would only be useful in a case where the time of RESTART after
a failure is deemed to be too long. Writing the control block more often can, on average, reduce the RESTART time by a
small amount. Changing to a higher value is only useful in a case where the log is written so fast that the 100 block default
is used every second or two. Plus, the overhead of that writing is considered to be worse than making the average time for
running RESTART slightly longer.

►►─ X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of log blocks between forces of a write to the log control block.
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Valid Entries:
4 to 200

Default Value:
100

X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup
or through the console.

►►─ X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH ─┬─ NO or OFF ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ YES or ON ───┘

YES/ON or NO/OFF
Specifying this option allows batch COMIT processing to participate in the X_LOG_DELAY_BLK option. Using the
batch delay option is helpful in a busy system where the log becomes a bottleneck. This batch delay option should
not be used at slow times or in cases where only one batch job executes at one time. For more information, see
X_LOG_DELAY_BLK.
Valid Entries:

YES or ON, or NO or OFF
Default Value:

NO or OFF

X_LOG_DELAY_BLK

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_LOG_DELAY_BLK option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
through the console.

You can use this option to enable the log delay by specifying a number from 1 through 255, or to disable the log delay by
specifying a 0 (zero).

Log delay is a performance enhancement that, used appropriately, reduces both Log Area (LXX) I/O and elapsed times for
maintenance commands. Used inappropriately, however, it does not reduce LXX I/O and increases elapsed times.

The appropriate situation in which to use log delay is a busy CICS environment that is doing a high volume of
maintenance transactions. In this case, the diagnostic is expected to be turned on and off as required to maximize the
performance.

With a busy CICS, it is possible to allow batch job COMIT processing to also benefit by specifying
X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH as YES.

X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH specified as NO relates solely to COMIT processing in the log when requested by a CICS
transaction. With or without batch, only log processing during a COMIT is affected. In a busy system, every log block
is typically written twice, once at the time of the first COMIT command and once when it is full. The first COMIT, and all
others, therefore wait until the block is full before the write. LXX I/O is saved, potentially reducing it by up to half without
creating any integrity issues. Because the log is usually a bottleneck in these busy systems, the reduced I/O reduces
elapsed times somewhat for all maintenance commands.

The COMIT waits a maximum of one second for the log block to become full by other tasks. In a busy real-world system,
this is not likely ever to occur. However, it would occur and be an unacceptable delay in a system that was not busy
enough. COMIT processing for non-CICS jobs are excluded from this diagnostic, because they occur frequently in non-
optimal conditions. The same is true for LOGCP/LOGCR/CLOSE commands.
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When this option is enabled, two statistical counts are incremented to reflect the activity. If zero has not been specified for
this option, the counts are printed by the MUF at shutdown.

• The first count is the number of times a wait occurred, but another task started the I/O before the time elapsed. This is
an I/O savings. This message is: COMIT WAIT GOOD - count.

• The second count is the number of times a wait occurred, and the time expired without another task starting the I/O. An
I/O is then started, meaning no I/O savings. This message is: COMIT WAIT BAD - count.

Both the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) system statistics and the MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS) dynamic system
table provide counts of the times that a log block was written for a command. These counts reflect transaction-ending
commands, which include COMIT. With the log delay option, the number of command writes should be reduced. The full
write count is not affected. To minimize delays if the option is running in a non-optimal situation, two controls are provided.

• The first control is the X_LOG_DELAY_BLK option, that is, the number specified for X_LOG_DELAY_BLK. If a one-
second wait occurs, the specified number of log blocks must pass before a new log delay is attempted. Using 1 (one)
is the most aggressive control, with numbers through 255 being, as the numbers increase, successively more benign.
To maximize the benefit and minimize the delay, sites can set the best value for the CICS workload by using a more
aggressive number during busy parts of the day and more benign numbers during times that are less busy.

• The second control is the X_LOG_DELAY_SEC option with which you can specify the number of seconds to wait
after a wait occurs before a new log delay is attempted. Specifying a zero (0) for X_LOG_DELAY_SEC is the most
aggressive choice, resulting in no wait time before trying another delay. Numbers 1 (one) through 255 are, as the
numbers increase, successively more benign.

When both options are set greater than zero, the delay is not retried until both conditions are met.

►►─ X_LOG_DELAY_BLK ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of blocks to use for the log block delay. The number of blocks may be specified in the range
of 0 (zero) through 255.
A specification of 0 (the default) results in no log delay, because when X_LOG_DELAY_BLK is zero,
specifications for X_LOG_DELAY_SEC are ignored.
You can use the X_LOG_DELAY_BLK n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

0 to 255
Default Value:

0

X_LOG_DELAY_SEC

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_LOG_DELAY_SEC option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
through the console.

You can use this MUF startup option to specify the number of seconds to wait, after a failed delay, before attempting the
delay again.

For more information, see the X_LOG_DELAY_BLK discussion of X_LOG_DELAY_SEC.

►►─ X_LOG_DELAY_SEC ─ n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of seconds to wait after a failed delay before attempting the delay again. The number of
seconds can be specified in the range of 0 (zero) through 255.
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When X_LOG_DELAY_BLK is not zero, specifying zero for X_LOG_DELAY_SEC results in no time waiting before
retrying. Retry occurs after the specified number of blocks.
When X_LOG_DELAY_BLK is zero, specifications for X_LOG_DELAY_SEC are ignored.
You can use the X_LOG_DELAY_SEC n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

0 to 255
Default Value:

0

X_LOG_DELAY_TIME

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The X_LOG_DELAY_TIME option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or
through the console and can be changed at any time to allow easy testing.

The X_LOG_DELAY_TIME option works in conjunction with the X_LOG_DELAY_BLK option to set the time to
delay a commit that is waiting on other tasks to fill the log block. Because it works with X_LOG_DELAY_BLK,
X_LOG_DELAY_TIME has no meaning if X_LOG_DELAY_BLK is not specified.

►►─ X_LOG_DELAY_TIME ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of hundredths of a second (.01 second) for a task to wait before it becomes active and starts
the I/O itself. The n may be specified in the range of 1 through 99. Low numbers are not likely to occur and would
therefore only rarely provide any benefit. High numbers provide I/O saving benefits but risk longer elapsed times
when no other tasks are running with maintenance commands.
You can use the X_LOG_DELAY_TIME n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

1 to 99
Default Value:

50 (which represents 50 multiplied by .01 = .5 second)

X_LOG_FULL_BLK

(Optional) The X_LOG_FULL_BLK option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console.

►►─ X_LOG_FULL_BLK ─ n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
This option is used for very fine-tuning and should be ignored by most users. It is used to specify a size of bytes
left in a fixed-length block or a variable length track at which an I/O write of the block considers the block full. For
variable, the first block on a track can have a size up to 32760. All others can be the same or smaller, but in every
case Datacom/DB knows the maximum size for this specific current log block.
If the buffer is not being written, this option does not apply. In all cases, if the next record to be logged in the future
fits in the slack space, it should be added to the block. This option is for the case of a current log block that needs
to be written.
If the block has about 4-K room so that other records could be added, the objective is to keep that space. If the
next log record is larger than 4K, no harm is done, but if it is less than 4k, it is desirable to add it to this block
and, when this block is finally full, to write it again. This default of no X_LOG_FULL_BLK works this way to fill the
DASD to its fullest. The requirements of your site may deem the use of this option to be of benefit to you. The
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benefit would be that if you set the size to 4K, while a small percentage of what the track could have contained is
wasted, you save a write with only one or a few log records when it might be better to ignore that small space and
write those log records in the next block as fuller.
Valid Entries:

0 to 16-K (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by
1024)

Default Value:
208

X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK

(Optional) The X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK option is related to the variable logging feature. This option can be specified
during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup, through the console, or using the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE
function.

Log data sets that are local DASD only have no need of or benefit from the use of X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK. With
a remote mirror, however, the time to send each byte "down the line" is significant, and any chance of writing the
same byte more than once is to be avoided. This can be avoided completely, or at the least minimized, by setting the
X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK option.

►►─ X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK ─ n ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies a value up to which a current log block can be rewritten. We recommend using the default value for
all local processing, even with a local mirror. If your site has a remote mirror, you can try specifying values from
zero up to 32760, the best value being determined by your testing. The use of a minimum for remote mirrors
can reduce the transmission time from local to remote by not rewriting the left part of the log block more than
once. However, it can reduce DASD utilization locally and remotely by causing more log blocks per track. Each
additional block per track requires an inter-record gap of variable space, often in the range of 200 bytes. Setting
the minimum to a smaller value reduces transmission time and therefore also the time it takes to write, but it
requires more LXX space (or more frequent spills). Only your own testing can determine the value with the
greatest benefit to you.
Valid Entries:

0 --
Default Value:

32760

X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS

(Optional) The X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS option can be specified during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the
console. Use this option to specify the maximum number of blocks of the Log Area (LXX) to be spilled for each spill. This
option affects all of the options (YES, NO, NEVER) of the LOGRCV MUF startup option. We do not recommend its use to
most users, because for most it will not be necessary.

An example of a situation in which you might use this option would be if the log is close to being full, and the spill will
be large and take a relatively long time. The log could become full during a large and long spill, which would stop all
maintenance requests needing the log. If all task areas are waiting for maintenance, none might be available for read
requests. Or consider the example of an inactive user that executes a DBUTLTY function SPILLOPT SPILL=MAX after all
jobs have ended but just prior to a MUF EOJ. Of course if you used X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS to manage the size of the spills,
you would need to repeat it until nothing remained to be spilled.
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►►─ X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specify the maximum number of blocks of the Log Area (LXX) to be spilled for each spill.
You can set this option to 0 (the default) to spill all selected blocks, or you can set the option to 1 through 1M to
restrict the spill to a specified number of blocks. Small numbers are not recommended, except in testing.
Valid Entries:

0 to 1M (can be specified as an integer or an integer followed by K to represent the integer multiplied by
1024, or as an integer followed by M for megabytes)

Default Value:
0

X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS

(Optional) The X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS option sets the number of log blocks between forces to set a stable state.

Only use this option at the direction of Support. It is only to be used in rare, well-researched cases.

 ►►─ X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS ─ n ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

n
Specifies the number of log blocks between forces to set a stable state.
You can use the X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

4 to 64
Default Value:

16

X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS

(Optional) The X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS option sets the number of log blocks between forces of the pipeline.

Only use this option at the direction of Support. It is only to be used in rare, well-researched cases.

 ►►─ X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS ─ n ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

n
Specifies the number of log blocks between forces of the pipeline.
You can use the X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS n console command to change the value of this MUF startup
option.
Valid Entries:

4 to 64
Default Value:

8

X_MSB_MSGS

(Optional) (z/OS only) X_MSB_MSGS can be set during the enabling of the Multi-User Facility (MUF) or at any time
later using the console and console-like facility. The option can be used to monitor MUF activity for debugging purposes.
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Every MUF performs a check approximately every two minutes to validate users and set the Dynamic System Table
MUF_RATES values for the previous two minutes. If the X_MSB_MSGS option is set to YES, additional processing issues
zero to four messages, based upon MUF activity. The messages are as follows:

• DB00813I
• DB00814I
• DB00815I
• DB00816I

NOTE
For details about the messages, see Messages.

NOTE
You can exclude the messages individually from printing by using the MESSAGE option.

►►─ X_MSB_MSGS ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ YES ──┘

YES/NO
If set to YES, the previously described features are enabled.
If set to NO or allowed to default to NO, the previously described features are disabled.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO

X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS

(Optional) The X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option can be used to produce
message DB01404I. This message exists for debugging. This option is not recommended unless requested by Support.

 ►►─ X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS ─┬─ NO or OFF ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ YES or ON ───┘

 

YES/ON, NO/OFF
Set to YES or ON, produces message DB01404I which notes the data set open or close with each volume serial
and the number of the volume out of the number in the catalog. The message also gives the number of extends
on the volume and the total tracks on this volume.
Valid Entries:

YES or ON, or NO or OFF,
Default Value:

NO or OFF

X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS n

(Optional) The X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS option affects the MUF performance in opening and closing a data set and
can only be done during MUF startup. It is used to specify the number of DBOCSPR subtasks. The fewer subtasks that
are specified allow fewer opens or closes in parallel. The more subtasks that are specified allow more opens or closes in
parallel. The valid entry can be a number from 0 to 20.

• 0 - Selects the default which is 4
• 1-20 - Set the number of subtasks
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NOTE
For large production systems, a number in the range of 12-15 is most optimal.

►►─ X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS n ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

...X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS n

n
Specifies the number of subtasks (1-20) to perform open and close processing in parallel. Number zero requests
the default.
Valid Entries:

0 to 20
Default Value:

4

X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS

(Optional) The X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup and console option sets the number of blocks to
write without a break when writing pipeline buffers. The startup default is to break between every 250 pipeline writes.

Only use this option at the direction of Support. It is only to be used in rare, well-researched cases.

 ►►─ X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS ─ n ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

n
Specifies the number of blocks to write without a break when writing pipeline buffers.
You can use the X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS n console command to change the value of this MUF startup option.
Valid Entries:

50 to 500
Default Value:

The startup default is to break between every 250 pipeline writes.

X_RESTART_DETAIL

If specified, the X_RESTART_DETAIL command is obsolete and ignored.

►►─ X_RESTART_DETAIL ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

X_SQL_CLOSE_WITH_HOLD

(Optional) Specify this option during the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or through the console.

Before this option, a CICS application could act in a conversational way by not closing WITH HOLD cursors at the CICS
transaction end to maintain cursor positioning.

However, if the application fails to close WITH HOLD cursors at application end, resources are held in MUF and
DBUTLTY functions requiring a base to be closed cannot be executed.

To force WITH HOLD cursors to close, use the recommended YES/ON option. The default is NO/OFF to provide existing
applications taking advantage of this behavior to continue to work without having to add this option.

►►─ X_SQL_CLOSE_WITH_HOLD ─┬─ NO or OFF ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────►◄
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                           └─ YES or ON ───┘

Valid entries:

YES or ON

NO or OFF

Default Value:

NO or OFF

XCF_FROM

The z/OS only XCF_FROM option can be entered at Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup or as a command while MUF is
executing. Use the XCF_FROM option to define permissible origins for XCF requests to MUF.

XCF_FROM  ssssssss,jjjjjjjj,gggggggg,swt

NOTE
In Version 14.0, the XCF_FROM Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option and console-like command replaced
both Version 12.0 options XCFFROM and X_XCFFROM_JOB.

Multiple occurrences of XCF_FROM are permitted in the startup parameters. New connections are evaluated against
existing XCF_FROM occurrences. Therefore, the most specific values are evaluated first, and the most generic are
evaluated last. You are responsible for ensuring that the entries form a logical set. You can omit XCF_FROM from the
MUF startup options. If you do omit it, XCF is not activated for MUF until the first console-like XCF_FROM is entered.

►►─ XCF_FROM ─ssssssss,jjjjjjjj,gggggggg,swt ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ssssssss
This variable specifies a z/OS system name. The variable can consist of, or can be terminated by, an asterisk
(*) that forces a match on the rest of the name. An entry of an asterisk alone matches anything. An entry of, for
example, PY* matches PY, PY001, PYABC, and so on.

jjjjjjjj
This variable specifies a job name. The jjjjjjjj variable can consist of, or can be terminated by, an asterisk (*) that
forces a match on the rest of the name. An entry of an asterisk alone matches anything. An entry of, for example,
JB* matches JB, JB007, JBNAME, and so on.

gggggggg
This variable specifies an XCF group name. This variable can consist of a single asterisk(*) or an XCF group
name. If an asterisk is specified for gggggggg, the value that is specified for TOGROUP within DBSIDPR is used.
The XCF group name may not match the specified MUFPLEX name.
Starting the XCF group name with the letters A through I, or the character string SYS is not recommended to
avoid using the same names that IBM uses. Such names are not prohibited. However, unexpected interactions
with z/OS XCF activities can result.
MUF does not join an XCF group unless at least one permissible connection is specified. Once MUF joins an XCF
group, it remains a member of that group until the MUF termination.

swt
This variable can be specified as YES, NO, or DELETE.
YES

Indicates that the specified combination is permitted
NO

Indicates that the specified combination is not permitted
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DELETE
Indicates that an existing XCF_FROM specification is to be removed from the list of considered
combinations. Because of the selection sequence, using DELETE to disable an existing entry can result
in more or fewer values being considered acceptable XCF sources of requests for this MUF.

Related External Security Changes

Related to the use of XCF_FROM, XCF External Security changed in the following ways:

• When security is checked
• What error is produced when an XCF connection is blocked by security

At the MUF startup, cxxname.XCF is checked to determine if the XCF connectivity is externally secured. But only that one
XCF security resource is checked at startup.

Individual XCF remote connections are checked when a remote job opens a URT, which initiates a connection to the MUF
through XCF if XCF is externally secured. The check has the same format as in Version 12.0 (cxxname.XCFFOM.from-
system.groupname). The check uses the USERID of the person submitting the MUF.

If access is allowed, the open continues. If access is denied, the open fails with a return code 87(003) and no connection
is established. For a description of return code 87(003), see Messages.

Related to the change in the XCF security due to the use of XCF_FROM, message DB00205E (error 1081), can no longer
occur because the XCF security is no longer checked at startup.

ZIIP_USER_LIMIT

(z/OS only) (Optional) ZIIP_USER_LIMIT is a MUF startup option only (not a console-like command). By default, when the
MUF is enabled, all Enclave SRB tasks that are defined with the SMPTASK MUF startup option are qualified to execute
on zIIP engines. Specifying ZIIP_USER_LIMIT is therefore not necessary to do zIIP processing, and for that reason we do
not specifically recommend that you use it.

ZIIP_USER_LIMIT is provided as a tuning option, because the zIIP engines are new and it is not yet clear if there is a
need for you to limit this qualification.

The ZIIP_USER_LIMIT syntax is shown next:

►►─ ZIIP_USER_LIMIT ─ t,p ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

t
(Required) Each instance of the ZIIP_USER_LIMIT MUF startup option is paired with an SMP task by using
the first parameter, t, on the ZIIP_USER_LIMIT MUF startup option. The t specifies the task number of the first
SMPTASK value. Valid values for t are numbers from 1 through the maximum number of the SMP tasks that are
specified with the SMPTASK MUF startup option.
Multiple instances of ZIIP_USER_LIMIT are allowed, but each should have a unique task number.
Valid Entries:

1 through max number of SMP tasks specified with SMPTASK
Default Value:

(No default)
,p

(Required) The second parameter, p, for ZIIP_USER_LIMIT is the percent of zIIP-eligible work running in the
SRB. Valid values range from 0 through 100.
If the number p is set to 100 (the default), there is effectively no user limit. If the number is set to 0 (the opposite
of 100 percent), the task executes solely on a CP engine. The percentage is not changeable after the MUF is
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enabled. No zIIP engine must exist on the system, but the Operating System must be of a release that supports
the ability for Datacom to activate (with SRBs).
To provide maximum tuning flexibility, each of the SRB tasks can be set to a different percentage, as shown in the
following example:
SMPTASK 4,4,2,SRB

     ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 1,100

     ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 2,50

     ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 3,25

     ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 4,0

Item 1 in the previous example could also be omitted, causing the same 100 percent to default.
To allow the maximum flexibility with the minimum number of statements, every ZIIP_USER_LIMIT statement sets
the value for its number and all higher numbers. In the following example, leave the default for the first 2 SRB
tasks at 100 percent and the last 2 to 50 percent:
ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 3,50

In the following example, all SRB tasks are set to zero percent, which does not allow any zIIP usage.
ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 1,0

NOTE
Having a single zIIP engine does not mean that it is wise to limit the option. You should not expect the
first SRB to always be running when others can be running.

Initiating the MUF
A sample MUF execution job stream is produced during Datacom/DB installation. If necessary, update the JCL and modify
the DBMUFPR parameters. Then, to initiate the MUF, execute the job stream in the region in which the facility is to run. 

For information about the execution parameters available for the DBMUFPR program, see Modify MUF JCL Parameters.

In z/OS environments, if the MUF is not running authorized, Datacom/DB generates the message:

DB00210I MULTI-USER NOT RUNNING AUTHORIZED - xxx.

In z/OS environments, the amount of ECSA used by the MUF is provided in the message:

DB00219I MVS ECSA REQUIREMENT - n K.

After the MUF is initiated, Datacom/DB generates the message:

DB00201I MULTI-USER ENABLED, CXX=cxxname MUFNAME=mufname (SUBID=x) xx

where xx can be DB, AD, or TR.

If you are using SQL (MUF startup option SQLOPTION YES) Datacom/DB generates the message

DB00212I - CA Datacom SQL Version 14.0

In all systems, Datacom/DB provides the version in the message

DB00215I CA Datacom/DB VERSION v.r.

You could also receive the following informational warning message when a VIRTUAL or COVERED area attempted to
use 64-bit memory but could not and is going to satisfy the request by utilizing Datacom data space storage instead: 

DB05101W INSUFFICIENT 64-BIT MEMORY, WILL TRY DATASPACE.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Diagnosing Initiation Problems in z/OS

In z/OS, the MUF gets memory from the Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA) for several control blocks. When
system errors are encountered, execute the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=SNAPCSA function to document critical portions
of the system for diagnostic purposes. This utility function produces a snap dump of the ECSA and other Datacom/
DB related information. Add this step after the MUF initialization job stream with a condition code of COND=ONLY. An z/
OS CANCEL bypasses the condition code setting and the site is responsible for taking a SNAPCSA manually.

Sample z/OS JCL

The sample z/OS JCL shown here performs the following tasks:

SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*
Initiate MUF. The highlighted input specifies MUF startup options. These options are explained beginning
in Modifying MUF Startup Options.

The next items is optional.

SNAPER DD SYSOUT=*
Print a dump of the Datacom/DB related area in the Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA).

PXX DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR
Print a Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

               //jobname ...     See the note above.

           //STEPLIB  DD DSN=CAI.CHLQ.CUSLIB,

//         DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CAI.THLQ.CABDLOAD,

//         DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=CAI.IHLQ.CAVQLOAD,

//         DISP=SHR

           ...

         {     //DBMUF    EXEC PGM=DBMUFPR,REGION=4096K

//* Below CXX/LXX/FXX DD statements not required or recommended if Simplify Mode

         {     //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR         Directory data set

         {     //LXX      DD DSN=lxx.data.set,DISP=SHR         Log data set

         {     //FXX      DD DSN=fxx.data.set,DISP=SHR         FXX data set

         {     //PXX      DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR         PXX data set

         {     //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                          Dump output

         {     //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                          Print output

         {     //SYSIN DD * Startup option input 

         {     //* (place your Multi-User startup options here) 

         {     //* 

               /*

         {     //CSA      EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M,COND=ONLY

         {     //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                          Dump output

         {     //SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*                          Snap dump output

         {     //SYSIN    DD *                                 Command input

         {            COMM  OPTION=SNAPCSA

               /*
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         {     //PRT       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,COND=EVEN,REGION=2M

         {     //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                          Dump output

         {     //PXX      DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR         PXX data set

         {     //SYSIN    DD *                                     Command input

         {            REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=FULL,JOBSTAT=SUMMARY,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY

               /*

               //

Sample z/VSE JCL

The sample z/VSE JCL shown in the figure performs the following tasks:

 (place your Multi-User startup options here) 

Initiate MUF. The highlighted statements are the MUF startup options.

REPORT AREA=PXX,
Print a Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report. This step is optional. However, we recommend requesting
this report when starting the MUF.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

               * $$ JOB ...

               * $$ LST ...   See the note above.ont.

               // JOB name

               // EXEC PROC=procname

               // ASSGN SYSnnn,device-type,VOL=volser,SHR

               // DLBL  CXX,'cxx.data.name',,DA       Directory Data Set

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

               // DLBL  LXX,'lxx.data.file',,DA       Log Data Set

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

               // DLBL  FXX,'fxx.data.file',,DA       Force Data Set

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

               // DLBL  PXX,'pxx.data.file',,DA       Statistics/Diag Data Set

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

               *

               * The following four statements are for example only.

* Code DLBL and EXTENT statements for each Index Area and data area

* in your Datacom/DB system not defined for dynamic allocation.

               *

               // DLBL  IXXnnn,'ccnnn.index',,DA      Index Area

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

               // DLBL  arannn,'area.data.file',,DA   Data area

               // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

         {     // EXEC DBMUFPR,SIZE=dbmufpr

         {     (place your Multi-User startup options here)

         {

         {     /*

         {     // EXEC DBUTLTY,SIZE=512K

         {            REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=FULL,JOBSTAT=SUMMARY,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY

               /*

               /&

               * $$ EOJ
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Running MUF as a Started Task (z/OS)
In z/OS, the Datacom/DB MUF can run as a started task. Find descriptions of processing in CICS, IMS/DC, and batch.
See discussions of priority and forced checkpointing, and special priorities.

Job Priority

Every task runs with a priority in the MUF. Specify task priority in the User Requirements Table for that task: option
keyword PRTY.

CICS Processing

In CICS, Datacom CICS Services selects a User Requirements Table for each request to the MUF. That request is
processed with the priority specified in the selected User Requirements Table.

SQL statements are processed with the priority specified with the PRTY= Preprocessor option. For programs issuing SQL
statements, the priority that is specified in the User Requirements Table is used until the MUF begins to process an SQL
statement. At that point, it uses the priority that is specified in the SQL Preprocessor option.

IMS/DC Processing

In IMS/DC, you associate a program with a User Requirements Table in Datacom IMS/DC Services PUT table (for details,
see CICS and IMS/DC Online Services). All requests issued by that program are processed with the priority specified
in the associated User Requirements Table. You can only change a job priority by altering and reassembling its User
Requirements Table. SQL statements are processed with the priority specified with the PRTY= Preprocessor option. For
programs issuing SQL statements, the priority specified in the User Requirements Table is used until the MUF begins to
process an SQL statement. At that point, it uses the priority specified in the SQL Preprocessor option.

Batch Processing

In batch, a program is associated with a User Requirements Table (see Interfacing with the User Requirements Table
(URT)). All requests issued by that program are processed with the priority specified in the associated User Requirements
Table. You can only change a job priority by altering and reassembling its User Requirements Table.

SQL statements are processed with the priority specified with the PRTY= Preprocessor option. For programs issuing
SQL statements, the priority specified in the User Requirements Table is used until the MUF begins to process an SQL
statement. At that point, it uses the priority specified in the SQL Preprocessor option.

Priority and Forced Checkpointing

The MUF does not alter the priority of a job if it ages because of a low-priority assignment. Therefore, a low-priority task
that has a resource under exclusive control could tie up that resource indefinitely. A low-priority task with transaction
backout specified can force checkpointing in the Log Area (LXX).

Special Priorities

The following jobs temporarily run at priority 16:

• An OPEN (critical I/O only)
• A CLOSE (critical I/O only)
• A transaction backout (critical I/O only)
• I/O to the Log Area
• I/O in support of logging (write pended index or data) forced to disk because of LOGPEND or preparing to spill
• I/O to the Directory
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The priority of a lower task is escalated to that of a higher task if the lower task starts a data or Index Area I/O that is still
incomplete when the higher task requires the block. This priority escalation is in effect only for this one I/O.

You can use the COMM REQABORT option of DBUTLTY to terminate some requests that have been waiting a long time
because of one of the following scenarios:

• Primary or secondary exclusive control
• Many read I/O events
• Waiting on a task

Terminating the MUF
The COMM console commands and the DBUTLTY COMM function provide the option for terminating the MUF: EOJ.

After MUF termination, Datacom/DB generates the message

DB00202I - MULTI-USER DISABLED.

Print the Statistics and Diagnostics Area Report

When the MUF is terminated and goes to end of job, print the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) by executing the
DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX function. This area contains statistics and debugging aids created during MUF operation.

Using the COMM EOJ Option

Under normal circumstances, such as preparing for system maintenance, use the DBUTLTY COMM function EOJ
option. The EOJ option prevents new jobs from starting but allows all current jobs to complete normal processing. Before
executing EOJ, ensure all URTs are closed, including any online URTs that are opened automatically by Datacom CICS
Services or Datacom IMS/DC Services.

Before executing an EOJ, you can determine which User Requirements Tables are open for online processing by using
Datacom CICS Services DBOC INQUIRE command. For more information, see Using Datacom CICS Services.

With SQL, tables are opened as they are needed. Therefore, the tables open at a given time may not represent all the
tables that need to be opened to complete the job. To determine which jobs are running, use either the COMM STATUS
console command or the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATUS function.

EOJ terminates all processing in a clean fashion. When the MUF processing is terminated cleanly, the restart process
runs briefly and exits.

Canceling an EOJ Request

If you issue a DBUTLTY COMM EOJ function and later discover that you do not need to terminate MUF, use the COMM
EOJOFF console command to negate the original EOJ request. You can issue the COMM EOJOFF after issuing a COMM
EOJ and prior to MUF termination. Once MUF receives the EOJOFF request, processing continues as if the original EOJ
had never been issued, except that any actions taken relating to the EOJ being prepared cannot be undone.

Using Operating System Cancel

When you need to terminate the MUF immediately, and the standard COMM EOJ option cannot be used, use the
operating system operator cancel facility. Use it only when you have to immediately terminate the MUF. The operator
cancel facility causes all requests to receive an 86 return code and does not close the tables open for processing.

To resume processing after the MUF has been canceled using the operating system, initiate the MUF.
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Abnormal Termination

When the MUF abends:

• All Datacom/DB requests receive return code 86. Those local to the MUF System cause a DB00281 message showing
the post occurred with several variables (for details about the message, see Messages.

• (z/OS only.) Datacom/DB writes the 4K ECSA storage to the z/OS SYSOUT DDNAME SNAPECSA.

In this situation, Datacom/DB attempts no cleanup. When the MUF is terminated and goes to end of job, print the
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) by executing the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX function. This area contains
statistics and debugging aids created during MUF operation. For details, see . The standard MUF EOJ reports are
produced providing a summary of activity and current status.

Using SNAPCSA (z/OS)

The SNAPCSA option of the COMM function prints a dump of the Datacom/DB related area in the Extended Common
Storage Area. Use the SNAPCSA option if the MUF abends.

NOTE
The need for this DBUTLTY function is much less than in prior releases. It can be omitted from the normal MUF
execution unless directed otherwise by Support for a specific problem.

The SNAPCSA option is for z/OS systems with a Multi-User environment. This option does not require a prerequisite
option and it is not necessary that the MUF be active. The printout is directed to the SNAPER data set and its associated
dump ID is 002.

The ECSA dump contains the 4k common memory used for communication and starting with the literal 'DB_ML_ECSA'. If
you are having a problem with the MUF, Support personnel may ask for the information produced by SNAPCSA to assist
in problem determination.

Using SNAPSVC (z/OS)

The SNAPSVC option of the COMM function prints a dump of the SVC. Use this option only at the direction of Support.
This option is valid only in z/OS systems with a Multi-User environment. It is necessary for the MUF to be active to
execute this option. The printout is directed to the SNAPER data set and its associated dump ID is 002. The SVC selected
is the one defined by the DBSIDPR.

Shadow MUF Environment
 (z/OS only.) In a Shadow MUF environment a primary (full) MUF and a Shadow MUF work together as a pair to minimize
any loss of data access if a failure of the full MUF, or some other unplanned outage, occurs. Using a Shadow MUF
environment also prevents the loss of access to data during planned outages, for example when you are:

• Doing an IPL when one MUF is recycled to move it to a different logical partition (LPAR).
• Applying SMP/E maintenance that requires the MUF being down.
• Changing static MUF startup options

  

Overview of the Shadow MUF Environment

The definitions and files of the Shadow MUF are nearly identical to those of the full MUF. Differences are discussed in
Physical MUF Differences. How connections to physical MUFs are made in a Shadow MUF environment is described in
User Connectivity.

Operating in a Shadow MUF environment requires no changes to user applications or User Requirements Tables (URTs),
and no changes are required to use system applications such as Datacom CICS Services or the Datacom Server.
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The Shadow MUF is normally placed on a different LPAR from the full MUF. The functionality of the Shadow MUF is
geared to this case. In special cases where there is a planned outage that cannot be done with the MUF enabled, a
greater efficiency is achieved by placing and enabling the Shadow MUF on the same LPAR as the full MUF. When the
Shadow MUF is enabled, an EOJ of the full MUF is immediately done and the now former full MUF then can become, we
recommend, the Shadow MUF on a different LPAR.

The Shadow MUF, then, is a MUF that does the following:

• Monitors the full MUF.
• Does parallel opens and closes of data sets done by the full MUF.
• Is not enabled for user processing.
• Notices and enables as a full MUF if the full MUF fails.
• Is the same as the failed MUF, with regard to its specifications in MUF name and number.
• Can be converted from a Shadow MUF into a full MUFplex MUF.
• Resides, during normal operations, on a different LPAR from the full MUF.
• Runs with the same options and data as the full MUF.

How to Run in a Shadow MUF Environment

To run in a Shadow MUF environment, specify an S as the mode for the MUFPLEX MUF startup option. For each physical
MUF involved in the Shadow MUF environment, you should specify S for the MUFplex mode. A MUFPLEX mode of S is
like a MUFPLEX mode of B in that no pipeline writes are done to the Coupling Facility. Implementation of mode S has only
a small effect on how MUFPLEX modes A and B execute.

The following are also of relevance in using a Shadow MUF environment.

Console Commands

A Shadow MUF is not enabled and therefore has only limited console command support. Following are the only console
commands you can use to communicate with a Shadow MUF. If a console command to a Shadow MUF is not in the
following list, an error is received indicating that the MUF is not enabled.

• EOJ 
• SNAP_AS (only use if directed by Datacom support)
• ZAP
• ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX
• ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER
• CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_NNN
• MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

Return Codes

To provide 24x7 support, the DBSYSID macro has an option that allows an application that is about to get a return code
68 or 85 to wait until the MUF becomes available or has more task areas (see How to Prevent Return Code 68). Support
is also provided to allow an application to continue even when it gets a return code 86 (see How to Handle Return Code
86).

Other Considerations

The following, discussed further elsewhere in this Shadow MUF section and individually in more detail as referenced, are
also of relevance when running in a Shadow MUF environment:

STARSYN
is a MUF startup option for Datacom STAR (see STARSYN).
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TARGET_MUF_LIST
is a DBSYSID parameter (see TARGET_MUF_LIST=).

Physical MUF Operations

There are two physical Multi-User Facilities (MUFs) executing during normal operations in a Shadow MUF environment.
One of those two MUFs is the primary (full) MUF while the other MUF is the Shadow MUF. The full MUF is equivalent to
the single MUF used in a non-Shadow MUF environment. User applications automatically connect to the full MUF.

The second physical MUF to become enabled automatically becomes the Shadow MUF during startup. This is because,
during the enabling process, each physical MUF looks to see if there is another physical MUF already executing within the
same MUFplex. The MUF that does not detect another MUF already executing becomes the full MUF. Similarly, the MUF
that, during its enabling, detects another MUF already executing becomes the Shadow MUF.

The Shadow MUF monitors the full MUF during normal operations. If the full MUF terminates, the Shadow MUF
automatically takes over as the full MUF as quickly as possible. As previously mentioned, the Shadow MUF can also be
used to assist in planned outages of the full MUF.

In the normal mode of one full MUF and one Shadow MUF, all communication is through the XCF facility.

The number parameter of the MUFPLEX MUF startup option must be specified as * (an asterisk) for each physical MUF
defined with the Shadow MUF S mode. Each of the physical MUFs dynamically select the number to use (1 or 2) based
upon internal requirements. The user need not care which is currently in effect.

The startup JCL does not designate specifically if the MUF is to be full or shadow. It does not indicate full MUFplex or not.
Each is eligible to have any of these characteristics at different points in time. Datacom/DB dynamically configures them
as appropriate.

How to Use for Unplanned Outages

The full MUF communicates with the Shadow MUF as each data set is opened or closed, and the Shadow MUF performs
a parallel open or close. There is very low overhead for each, and the benefit is that the restart time of the Shadow MUF
is speeded up should the full MUF abnormally terminate. In the rare case where a database is extended in the full MUF,
the Shadow MUF closes that extended database. When the database extended by the full MUF is closed and reopened or
when the full MUF starts again, the Shadow MUF again tracks the open.

In the normal case of failure, the MUF abnormal termination routine causes the MUF to leave the XCF group. The Shadow
MUF is notified by XCF of this normal case of a group member having left. The Shadow MUF then begins the restart
process to become a full MUF. The major steps of this automatic process are as follows:

1. The log is scanned,
2. The pipeline is reprocessed, and
3. Necessary rollbacks are scheduled.

In cases other than the normal failures just described, the XCF notification to the Shadow MUF indicates a connection
problem but is unable to verify that the full MUF has actually left the XCF group. Therefore, the Shadow MUF cannot
automatically enable because the actual status of the full MUF is not known. All that is known is that the XCF connectivity
has failed.

Allowing the Shadow MUF to take over when the full MUF is still executing presents a high risk of data
corruption. Datacom/DB therefore takes steps to prevent that from happening as described in the following section.

How to Use ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER Command

If the user knows earlier than the automatic notification that the full MUF is no longer viable, and if it is important that the
Shadow MUF be enabled quickly, the operator can use new console commands: ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER
and CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_NNN.
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The ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command is used in situations where more time than is desired might
pass between the full MUF failing and the Shadow MUF taking over. This could happen, for example, if the full MUF was
canceled with a S122 Abend, in which case all TCBs in the MUF address space are stopped, a full SYSUDUMP is taken,
and the recovery routines are called. If this process, especially taking a full SYSUDUMP, is predicted to consume more
time than is desired before the Shadow MUF receives its automatic notification to take over, an operator can issue an
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command to enable the Shadow MUF. This could be done, for example, as
soon as an operator detects a S122 Abend.

Avoid activating the Shadow MUF in error by only using the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command
when:

• You are absolutely certain that the full MUF is no longer viable and is no longer executing, and
• The Shadow MUF needs to take over as quickly as possible, without waiting for the Shadow MUF environment to

automatically initiate the change.

If this command is issued when the full MUF is still executing, data corruption could occur for the following reason. Issuing
this command when the full MUF is still executing creates two enabled physical MUFs, both executing against a shared
Log Area (LXX) and all database areas independently. With each MUF reading and writing blocks without regard for the
other, data corruption almost certainly would occur. Datacom/DB takes steps to prevent operator error from causing such
a data corruption event by doing the following.

When the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER console command is received, an XCF message is sent to
the failed MUF. If this message is received by the failed MUF, it checks the operating system ASCB control block
to see if the address space is in abnormal termination. If it is, a reply is returned indicating the console command is
appropriate and is to be processed. If the address space is not in abnormal termination, however, a reply is returned
indicating the console message is not appropriate and is to be ignored. If the XCF message is sent without error
but does not reply, after waiting a reasonable number of seconds without receiving a reply the operator can reissue
the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER command. This second command does not reissue the XCF message
to the full MUF. If the XCF message to the failed MUF is given an XCF error as unable to be sent, the second
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER message is not required.

At this point the full MUF is considered as possibly failed. A message is issued announcing the failure. That message
includes an identifying random number between 1 and 999. The operator should at that point again verify that the
full MUF has actually stopped all processing and is not able to start again. If the operator still intends to cause the
Shadow MUF to take over execution for the failed MUF, the operator must issue another console command, the
CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER_NNN message where NNN is the previously mentioned identifying random number
between 1 and 999. The Shadow MUF then honors the request to execute the ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER
console command, presumes the full MUF has failed, and soon thereafter leaves the XCF group (although at that point
in time has not yet done so). The log is restarted with necessary rebuilding of the pipeline, the scheduling of rollbacks is
done, and the MUF is enabled for new processing.

At this point one of the physical MUFs is down. The normal user response is to submit that physical MUF execution JCL
on the same LPAR as before or on another LPAR. This new execution enables itself as a Shadow MUF.

How to Use for Planned Outages

With unplanned outages only one MUF is ever the full MUF at one time. With a planned outage, two MUFs need to be full
MUFs at the same time. This requires each MUF to be a full MUFplex MUF with all the required Coupling Facility locking
and overhead.

If the planned outage is for an IPL of LPAR1 containing the full MUF, for example, where a Shadow MUF is running on
LPAR2, an overview of the steps is as follows:

1. The Shadow MUF is told to convert into a full MUFplex MUF. This is done with a console command
ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX.

2. The Shadow MUF changes to another MUFplex number, for example a 2 in the case where the other MUF is a 1.
Based upon this number, the MUF name is selected from the DBSYSID parameter TARGET_MUF_LIST.
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3. The first full MUF converts from a full MUF to a full MUFplex MUF. It joins the Coupling Facility and starts full Data
Sharing.

4. The Shadow MUF is enabled as a full MUFplex MUF. Future Jobs executing on LPAR2 select the former Shadow
MUF.

5. Initiators on LPAR1 are drained to prevent future Datacom/DB batch jobs.
6. The MUF on LPAR1 is told to EOJ.
7. Each CICS on LPAR2 is, in turn, to be disconnected from the MUF on LPAR1 and connected to the MUF on LPAR2.

When finished, every CICS on LPAR1 is disconnected. When every CICS and every batch job has ended on LPAR1,
the MUF is ended.

8. As the MUF ends on LPAR1, the MUF on LPAR2 notices the termination and stops being a full MUFplex MUF,
becoming instead simply a full MUF. Coupling Facility overhead ceases at that point because the MUF disconnects.

9. As soon as the EOJ is complete, the original first MUF can be submitted for LPAR2 (or another) to become a shadow
of the MUF running there. This is an optional step to cover the time during the IPL, and to provide the ability to submit
the MUF again on LPAR1.

10. An IPL can now be done on LPAR1.
11. After the IPL, if the original first MUF was submitted on LPAR2, it should be ended with an EOJ. The MUF then should

be submitted on LPAR1 and become a normal Shadow MUF. Both the full (not MUFplex) MUF and the Shadow MUF
are, at this point, using MUFplex number 2.

If the planned outage is to change static MUF startup options, the process would normally be as follows:

1. Change the common SYSIN member and/or MUF JCL member to make the desired change.
2. Issue EOJ to the current Shadow MUF on the remote LPAR.
3. Submit the Shadow MUF for execution on the same LPAR as the full MUF (having new SYSIN and new JCL).
4. Once the waiting on the full MUF starts, tell either MUF to migrate from the old full MUF to the new Shadow MUF using

the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW console command.
5. The Shadow MUF is enabled as a full MUFplex MUF. Future Jobs executing anywhere then select either of the MUFs.

Which MUF each selects is not predictable. Once the Shadow MUF is enabled it EOJs the first full MUF.
6. Each CICS is, in turn, to be disconnected from the first MUF and connected to the new MUF.
7. When message DB00240I - MUF TERMINATION, COMPLETE FOR REMOTE MUF is issued, the Job can be

submitted back on the remote LPAR to become a Shadow MUF. This execution gets the common SYSIN member and
is the same MUF JCL, so any changes are in place should this MUF take over with the desired change.

MUF Termination Considerations

Because the potential delay caused by the SYSUDUMP is a concern, the following have been implemented. A MUF
startup option DUMP_OUTPUT has been added (see DUMP_OUTPUT). We recommend that you code SVC (or allow
the default of SVC) for this option, causing the MUF to produce a SVC dump instead of a SYSUDUMP. SVC dumps are
quicker to produce than a SYSUDUMP, allowing MUF termination to run more quickly in those cases where a dump is
produced. If for any reason the SVC dump is unsuccessful, a SNAP dump to SNAPER is produced.

If SVC is coded, the SYSUDUMP still provides documentation if a failure occurs before Datacom/DB can initialize and
establish a recovery routine. Once the recovery routine is established, the SYSUDUMP DD statement is dynamically
deallocated. Should an error then occur, the recovery routine dynamically requests an SVC dump. If Datacom/DB should
become unable to handle a failure, the SYSUDUMP DD statement is reallocated. Delaying the dump allows Datacom/
DB to preserve the necessary resources then automatically cause any Shadow MUF to begin execution without operator
intervention.

If SVC is specified, the MUF must be running authorized. If it is not authorized, this MUF startup option produces an error.

You must specify DUMP_OUTPUT as SVC (or allow the SVC default) if:

• SRB is specified for the MUF startup option SMPTASK.
• 64 bit IXX buffer memory is specified for the MUF startup option SYSPOOL.
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SVC dumps are read using IPCS (the IBM Interactive Problem Control System).

Specifying SYSUDUMP produces a SYSUDUMP when a dump is needed.

At the start of termination, the following message is generated: DB00239I MUF TERMINATION, START v.  

Following the message the MUF termination routine does the minimum requirements to allow a Shadow MUF to start, if it
is on a different LPAR than the current MUF. As soon as this requirement is met, another message is issued and a remote
MUF is dispatched. That message is: DB00240I MUF TERMINATION, COMPLETE FOR REMOTE MUF. 

NOTE
For more information about the messages, see Messages.

A process to remove the Shadow MUF at this point begins its restart requirement then enables for new requests. It
schedules any necessary transaction rollbacks for active transactions to begin. To all external applications, the Shadow
MUF is a functional copy of the terminating MUF. This is the normal Shadow MUF environment configuration and
represents a very minimal time delay between a full MUF terminating and its replacement enabling for requests.

The terminating MUF has, at that point, next to the minimum requirements to allow a Shadow MUF to start, if it is on the
same LPAR as this MUF. This is primarily a factor of making the ECSA available for the Shadow MUF to use as its ECSA.
This process is also usually very quick.

Following this process, another message is issued and a local Shadow MUF is dispatched. That message is: DB00241I
MUF TERMINATION, COMPLETE FOR LOCAL MUF. 

NOTE
For more information about the message, see Messages.

A local Shadow MUF at this point starts in a similar manner to the process for a remote Shadow MUF as previously
described.

Next, local termination processing occurs, and if necessary the dump is requested. The dump is of two types, either SVC
or SYSUDUMP, specified using the DUMP_OUTPUT MUF startup option (see DUMP_OUTPUT). Although the default for
DUMP_OUTPUT is SYSUDUMP, we recommend that you specify SVC for DUMP_OUTPUT to cause the MUF to produce
a SVC dump instead of a SYSUDUMP. SVC dumps are quicker to produce than a SYSUDUMP, allowing MUF termination
to run more quickly in those cases where a dump is produced. If for any reason the SVC dump is unsuccessful, a SNAP
dump to SNAPER is produced.

Because the termination process is critical and difficult to certify in its normal execution, the following two MUF startup
options (although not needed in normal testing situations) are available for special diagnostic purposes as appropriate:

• X_TERMINATION_DELAY_RMT n
• X_TERMINATION_DELAY_LCL n

RMT stands for remote Shadow MUF, that is, the MUF that is not on the same LPAR as the current MUF is
considered remote. LCL stands for local Shadow MUF, that is, the MUF that is on the same LPAR as the current MUF
is considered local. The X_TERMINATION_DELAY_RMT option provides a delay that occurs right after the DB00240I
message. The X_TERMINATION_DELAY_LCL option provides a delay that occurs right after the DB00241I message. In
each option, the delay is for a duration of n hundredths of a second. For example, specifying 800 means that there is an 8
second delay after the remote Shadow MUF is dispatched before this local MUF continues termination.

How to Use for a Planned 'Unplanned' Outage

If for some reason using the Coupling Facility is not desirable, you could make use of the Shadow MUF environment in
conjunction with planning a shortened unplanned outage. This could be done in one of two ways. Depending on your
particular conditions, one could be a little quicker than the other. Following are the two methods to consider:
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• End all work and EOJ the full MUF. This closes all data sets and ends the execution of the full MUF, which causes the
Shadow MUF to quickly start without a full restart. Having the Shadow MUF prepared to start shortens the outage.

• End all work (or, perhaps, end all but Datacom CICS Services) and cancel the full MUF, which quickly causes the
Shadow MUF to begin restart processing. Although this second case has the overhead of a full restart, it provides the
benefit of having the data sets open.

Physical MUF Differences

Each mode "S" MUF is a different physical MUF and needs a different identity, that is, each needs its own MUF name and
its own MUFplex number. If you are using Datacom STAR, each needs a unique Datacom STAR node name.

Because any of the physical MUFs may be the full MUF at any time, it is important that all have the same options, so
that each can be successful. To provide ease of use, the startup options and DBSIDPR are defined so that every MUF
uses the same DBSIDPR and points to the same SYSIN startup options PDS member. The MUF does not check for this
configuration, other than to edit for absolute requirements, but we strongly recommended that you check to be certain the
described configuration is in effect. By ensuring that each MUF shares the same options, no conflicts should occur.

The DBSIDPR that the MUFs share is the same one used by user applications, one using the DBSYSID parameter
TARGET_MUF_LIST (see TARGET_MUF_LIST=).

During its execution, each MUF dynamically looks at the MUFs that are executing on the same LPAR and executing in
the Sysplex, then selects an unique MUF name from the MUF list. The MUFplex number selected is the lowest for a "not
executing" MUF that has failed in the past and has a backout required. If the result of that search is that none are found,
the lowest number not currently executing is chosen. The MUFs must have the ability to vary most MUF startup options so
that a change can be implemented by each MUF that is started. For example, if the group each has 1000 data buffers but
the goal is to move them to 5000, all JCL job-streams would be updated to 5000. Then, when the next opportunity occurs
to recycle the various MUFs, it switches from 1000 to 5000.

To share the same SYSIN, several requirements must be met.

We strongly recommend that in a MUFplex the same SYSIN be shared by all. When sharing the same SYSIN, the
SQLOPTION MUF startup option ttmid option must specify a database that is defined either as virtual (where all MUFs
can have the same number), or the dbid option must be set to an * (an asterisk). The asterisk is resolved during execution
of the CBS_DBID_TEMP MUF startup option (see CBS_DBID_TEMP). The valid values for the CBS_DBID_TEMP
statement are 1-7 DBIDs. Each is equally useable by any physical MUF. Once Datacom/DB determines the MUFplex
number, that number is used to select the DBID from the list. For SQL, the database for the TTM table (specified
with the ttmid option of the SQLOPTION MUF startup option) must be a virtual database or be set to an * (an
asterisk) for generic. When the SQLOPTION MUF startup option ttmid option (see SQLOPTION) is set to an * (an
asterisk, for generic), the SQLOPTION_TTMID MUF startup option (see SQLOPTION_TTMID) is used to specify 1-7
DBIDS. Datacom/DB then chooses the one to be used with the dynamic MUFplex number.

The MUFPLEX MUF startup option number option (see MUFPLEX) must be set as an * (an asterisk) when the
MUFPLEX mode option is specified as an S (for a Shadow MUF environment). However, also be aware that the
MUFPLEX mode option must be the same for all MUFs in a MUFplex, that is, all must be A or B or S.

If using Datacom STAR to communicate, each physical MUF must have a different Datacom STAR node name. This
causes a mapping problem between the startup option and the single node name in Datacom Datadictionary, for example
in the RESIDES relationships. Datacom Datadictionary knows that a base resides at NODE1. Each MUF in the network
would compare its Datacom STAR node name to NODE1, and if they are the same it knows it owned the database. If the
name was not the same, it did not own the database but had to communicate with a physical MUF with a node name of
NODE1 to access the data.

The physical MUFs built to replace the single MUF with Datacom STAR NODE1 could be assigned as Datacom STAR
node names NODE1A and NODE1B. To provide a mapping from the single Datacom Datadictionary node name to
the different physical MUFs Datacom STAR node name, the STARSYN MUF startup option can be used to specify
the Datacom Datadictionary Datacom STAR node name, the first physical MUF Datacom STAR node name, and the
second physical MUF Datacom STAR node name (see STARSYN).
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Each MUF compares its unique Datacom STAR node name to the list of physical MUFs. If a match is found,
the Datacom STAR node name is used to check Datacom STAR for RESIDES relationships. All MUFplex MUFs that have
this match consider themselves as local owners of the database.

For example, assume that each of the physical MUFs and every other MUF in the environment has a STARSYN MUF
startup option of STARSYN NODE1,NODE1A,NODE1B. When a database is opened for the first time, Datacom STAR
gets the Datacom Datadictionary node name of where the data resides. That name is used to search the STARSYN list
to find a match. When found, this MUF is an owner if its node name is listed as a physical MUF. If its node name is not
listed as a physical MUF, however, it uses the physical MUF list to search for a MUF available to request the data. The
first enabled MUF in the physical list is used. A MUF that is currently a Shadow MUF does not have any connections to
VTAM which occur only when the Shadow MUF becomes a full MUF.

Multiple STARSYN statements are allowed. The same a value on multiple statements is allowed and indicates that the list
of physical MUFs did not fit on a single statement. Each logical Datacom STAR node that is configured as an individual
MUFplex of mode S needs a statement for every physical MUF that needs to communicate with it.

Mode S MUF Startup Dynamics

This section discusses the following possible Shadow MUF (mode S) startup dynamics:

• Starting with a Clean Log, the First MUF
• Starting with a Clean Log, the Second MUF
• Starting with a Dirty Log, the First MUF
• Starting with a Dirty Log, the Second MUF

 Starting with a Clean Log, the First MUF 

In this situation, the MUF enables as a normal full MUF. It selects a value of 1 (one) for the MUFPLEX number. It is not a
full MUFplex MUF.

 Starting with a Clean Log, the Second MUF 

The second MUF partially enables as a Shadow MUF of the full MUF. The partial enable does not allow a user connection.
The Shadow MUF selects a value of 7 for the MUFPLEX number. The MUFs communicate by XCF with a low volume of
messages to ensure a short restart for the Shadow MUF should the full MUF fail.

 Starting with a Dirty Log, the First MUF 

The MUF performs restart and enable as a normal full MUF. It selects a value of 1 (one) for the MUFPLEX number if
no rollbacks are necessary or if rollbacks are necessary, but for only MUFplex 1. It selects a value of 2 for
MUFPLEX number if rollbacks are necessary, but for only MUFplex 2. If rollbacks are necessary for both MUFplex
numbers 1 and 2, it selects 1 and then enables as a full MUFplex MUF (not just a full MUF).

 Starting with a Dirty Log, the Second MUF 

The second MUF executed partially enables as a Shadow MUF in all of the previous cases except where the first MUF
enabled as a full MUFplex MUF because rollbacks were necessary at both MUFs 1 and 2. In the case where the start
was with a dirty log, however, the second MUF enables as a full MUFplex MUF with a number of 2. It then processes the
rollbacks for MUFplex number 2. At the completion of rollback, it remains as a full MUFplex MUF. To get back to a Shadow
MUF, you must EOJ one of the full MUFplex MUFs and re-execute it.

User Connectivity

Because each MUF is physically different, the DBSYSID macro that allows user programs to connect to the desired MUF
recognizes that any enabled MUF in a list is acceptable for execution. This is also true in the case of having more than
one full MUFplex enabled. The need is to connect to one of the MUFs that is enabled but not always to a specific MUF.
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The DBSYSID macro allows specification of a list of MUFs that are acceptable for connection. Connection to these MUFs
may be local, via XCF, or via CCI. Specification of these MUFs uses the TARGET_MUF_LIST= parameter that allows up
to 7 MUF names (but only the first 2 are used).

If XCF connectivity is to be allowed, the single TOGROUP= parameter is specified. Omitting TOGROUP= excludes any
use of XCF. If CCI connectivity is to be allowed, the single CCISYS= parameter must be specified with either a value of
ANY or with the name of a specific system. Omitting CCISYS= excludes any use of CCI.

 Datacom/DB attempts to connect to each MUF locally by searching for an enabled MUF. If no local connection is
successful for any specified MUF, and if there is a TOGROUP= parameter, an attempt is made to connect to each MUF
using XCF. If no XCF connection is successful, and if there is a CCISYS= parameter, an attempt is made to connect to
each MUF using CCI. In all cases, when connection to the first enabled MUF (an enabled MUF cannot be a shadow) is
accepted, the search for a target MUF is terminated.

Following is an example of a MUFplex of 2 MUFs and no Shadow MUFs. Each MUF is found locally, through XCF, or
through CCI (wherever an available LPAR was found).

 DBSYSID

 TARGET_MUF_LIST=(MA,MB),

 TOGROUP=MUFGRP,

 CCISYS=ANY

Following is an example of a MUFplex with one normal full MUF and its Shadow MUF without the ability to use CCI.

 DBSYSID

 TARGET_MUF_LIST=(MUFA,MUFB),

 TOGROUP=MUFGRP

The Multi-User Facilities themselves also accept a DBSIDPR module that has the TARGET_MUF_LIST= specified. This
option is strongly recommended because it allows the MUF set to use the same PDS member for the MUF startup options
and therefore ensures the MUFs are equal replacements.

Because the TARGET_MUF_LIST= type of MUF is a simpler API to use, we recommend this form of DBSIDPR for all z/
OS sites for every MUF. It is possible to have a single job stream that can be submitted which enables either:

• One of two Shadow MUFs, or
• The pair of mode A/B MUFs, or 
• The group of 1-7 mode B MUFs

Since a separate PXX data set is needed for each MUF, one way is to have a temporary data set for the PXX so that
no conflict exists. This option would not be able to print the PXX until EOJ, but by using SYSOUT this is a viable option.
Another way is a started task with a variable, in which case the operator submitting the task would have to look to see
what is executing in order to see what number not to use. Datacom STAR must be done with the started task and variable
approach, because some of the input data needs to be different.

How to Speed Activation

Having the shadow executing is a big start on the savings. Having the data sets open is a second savings, especially
when lots of databases are open.

The log scan is normally very quick. It can be reduced farther by lowering the percentage specified on the LOGSPILL
D MUF startup option. In most cases, running LOGSPILL D even at a 1 percent specification does not cause a large
overhead to the production MUF. Watching the number of force scan messages indicates the overhead. If too many
messages occur, the percentage can be raised as desired.

The reprocessing of the pipeline (REDO) varies based upon the startup LOGPEND and LOGSPILL E MUF startup
options. This process is usually the longest time of the restart. The LOGPEND is the primary control. The lower it is the
more writes are done and therefore the more overhead there is to the full MUF, but also the faster is the startup of the
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Shadow MUF. Most users should most likely favor the full MUF over the time of the restart. The LOGSPILL E option is
less important because its percentage can be relatively small and cause little overhead to the full MUF. The number of
messages for forced scan show the overhead.

Using MVS Memory Report

The REPORT function with MEMORY=MVS displays a letter S to indicate a Shadow MUF executing as a shadow. If the
Shadow MUF is altered to become a full MUF, the S changes to an A.

DBUTLTY Considerations

Because the Shadow MUF does not enable, no communication is possible by any use of DBUTLTY.

How to Prevent Return Code 68

A DBSYSID macro keyword, DELAY68=, allows you to specify the number of minutes that the MUF connection can wait if
the MUF is not currently available. See DELAY68=.

How to Prevent Return Code 85

A DBSYSID macro keyword, DELAY85=, allows you to specify the number of minutes to wait before issuing a return code
85 if an enabled MUF is found but no task area is available. See DELAY85=.

How to Handle Return Code 86

In a Shadow MUF environment if you are using a batch program with an OPEN=USER URT specified, you can make use
of the delay provided by specifying the DELAY68= keyword to handle a return code 86. Return code 86 tells you that the
MUF has abended. Code your program to handle return code 86 by specifying that your application is to issue a CLOSE
command if a return code 86 is received. The execution of a CLOSE command does Datacom/DB cleanup. Following
the CLOSE command, code a new OPEN command. After the OPEN, the application must restart as necessary. This
method therefore allows you to make use of the delay provided by the DELAY68= keyword to code critical batch jobs so
they handle return code 86. For more information on specifying OPEN=USER, see . For more information on specifying
the DELAY68= keyword, see DELAY68=.

Symmetric Multi-Processing (z/OS Only)
The Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility always runs with multiple z/OS tasks (TCBs) to exploit multiple processors. With the
IOTASK feature, you have some control over the level of TCB use. These TCBs are used in limited and special purpose
cases. This is considered asymmetric multi-processing.

You can select an option that permits symmetric multi-processing (SMP) mode in addition to the asymmetric tasks. This
feature is intended for those sites where a given Multi-User Facility is frequently running at 100 percent of one processor
and additional processors are available to be exploited.

NOTE
SMP mode is the complete solution to multiple processor support. Because it has a variable kick-in value, its
overhead is more in control than the limited and fulltime I/O task processing.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How it Works

In SMP mode, the Multi-User Facility attaches additional z/OS subtasks to perform some of the work normally done by the
main task. This includes all types of work except the Multi-User Facility enable and the actual EOJ. When running in SMP
mode, additional locking is done to internal structures for small time periods to protect their integrity. For example, if a task
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needs a record lock the Multi-User Facility for this TCB locks the lock list chain that contains or might in the future contain
this record ID. If the record ID is locked, this TCB releases the lock list lock and waits for the record ID to be released.
Otherwise, the record is locked and the lock list is released.

This SMP locking is done at a very low level with short duration locks. This allows a maximum of concurrency across
multiprocessors.

There are two classes of locks. Those that are not Datacom/DB task (RWTSA) related and those that are. If contention
exists for a task-related lock, the second task waits for the lock, but the processor is free to take other work from the Multi-
User Facility list of ready-to-run work. The few non-task related locks use wait/post logic to wait for contention. These
types of waits free the processor for other z/OS tasks, this SMP task remains "active" during the contention wait.

Running in SMP mode requires no changes in any application or in the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY functions. All the work
is internal to the Multi-User Facility. The only visible aspect to this mode is that the STATUS utility function or console
command can have more than one active task.

SMP processing is most valuable when the MUF is very busy. To maximize processor usage, you can fine tune the SMP
option while the Multi-User Facility is enabled.

MUF Startup Options

The Multi-User Facility will be enabled to run in SMP mode, The specific configuration is controlled by the option
SMPTASK n where n is 1 to 99. When specified as a single number, the value represents both the maximum number of
SMP subtasks possible with the execution of the Multi-User Facility and the current usable count at the time of the enable.
Specifying 1 provides the main task and one SMP subtask for two TCBs doing request processing.

NOTE
Values 21-99 are set to 20. Value 0 is altered to be 1 to force SMP processing

You can specify the option as SMPTASK m,c where the m (1 to 99) represents the maximum number of SMP subtasks to
generate for this execution of the Multi-User Facility and the c (1 to 99) represents the current number (or count) of SMP
tasks that are usable at the time of the Multi-User Facility enable. You can specify 0 for the count value to indicate that the
SMP mode is not active at the Multi-User Facility enable or 1 through the value of the maximum specified to indicate the
number of SMP tasks available at Multi-User Facility enable.

You can use the SMPTASK n console command to change the current number of available SMP subtasks. The value for
the console command can be 0 through 99 and has the following impact:

• If the console command value is more than the current number of subtasks but less than or equal to the maximum,
another one or more subtasks can be dispatched at the next point when it or they are needed.

• If the console command value is less than the subtasks that are currently running, those higher than this new number
stop when they reach completion of the piece of work they are currently doing, in other words, when the task must stop
because of a required I/O or any of the task wait conditions.

• If the console command value is more than the maximum value set in the startup option, the Multi-User Facility
dispatches another, or more, only to the maximum setting at the next point when needed. For example, if you enable
a Multi-User Facility with SUBTASK 4,4 and you submit a console command to set the count to 99, the Multi-User
Facility enables a total of only four subtasks.

The relatively fixed overhead of SMP mode locking exists if the Multi-User Facility is running in SMP mode. A larger
overhead of SMP mode is the starting/stopping (z/OS post/wait) of the SMP subtasks. This overhead relates to the
number of subtasks and workload.

To accomplish a single RAAT/SAAT or SQL request, it is always most efficient (fewest instructions) to execute in non-SMP
mode. It is best to let the Multi-User Facility have a backlog of a few ready-to-run requests such that Multi-User Facility
never stops (waits), then requires a start (post). Using SMP mode to cause no tasks waiting generates more CPU cycles
and wall clock time spent in start/stop costs than are saved in running in parallel.
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If you have a larger backlog, then the benefits of SMP can be seen. Adding one SMP subtask when adequate work exists
allows two tasks to perform this work in parallel without a lot of start/stop costs. That is: it is better to run two tasks, the
main task and one SMP task with a small backlog of ready-to-run tasks, than to have three tasks and no backlog.

In support of keeping z/OS tasks running as much as possible, there is a third parameter on the SMPTASK MUF startup
option: SMPTASK m,c,r where r is the number of entries in the ready-to-run (posted) list for each currently running task
before starting another available subtask. The default for this ready-to-run count is 4.

Regardless of whether it is specified on the SMPTASK option, the ready-to-run count is changeable using the console
command SMPTASKR n where n (1 to 99) represents the equivalent to the r parameter on the SMPTASK option. The
value 0 is accepted, but treated as value 1. A smaller value is better for SQL users, a larger value is better for RAAT
processing, and a value between those two would be better for SAAT processing.

An example of the interactions of the currently usable SMP tasks and the ready-to-run count may be helpful. When you
enable a Multi-User Facility with SMPTASK 2, this provides two SMP subtasks in addition to the Multi-User Facility main
task for normal work, and four ready-to-run entries required to start the first SMP subtasks and eight to start the second.
If you were to run one, two, or three batch jobs, the SMP mode is in effect but only the main task performs work. This is
usually better performance than trying to use the SMP tasks with this small workload. If you were to run four to seven
batch jobs and work stacks in the ready-to-run list at four, the first SMP task is posted and starts running in parallel with
the Multi-User Facility main task. Both tasks run until no work exists. At that time, the first SMP task waits until the ready-
to-run list reaches at least four again.

With SRB mode, the use of IOTASKS is required and if the MUF option IOTASK is not specified or set to 0 or 1, it is forced
as 2.

You can run in SMP mode with 1 to 99 subtasks without regard to the number of processors available to the Multi-User
Facility. However, for best performance, assume that fewer is better.

If you are running TCB MODE with SMPTASK set to 4,3,3 and now want to move over to using SRB mode, SMPTASK
parameter will need to be modified because SRB mode works differently from TCB mode. In the above example, if you
are going to run SRB mode, set SMPTASK to 5,4,3,SRB. SRB mode does not drive the first task the same way as TCB
mode. To get the same available resources to the MUF for SRB mode, add 1 to the SMPTASK c and SMPTASK m
parameters. There is no impact on the SMPTASK r parameter with TCB or SRB mode.

All of this assumes a similar work load is being driven in the MUF when you move from TCB mode and SRB mode, and
that SMPTASK parameters are tuned for that workload.

Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters
When the Multi-User-Facility (MUF) is being initiated, the MUF and the Datacom/DB Interface require the MUF identifying
information. Optionally, you can define either a CAICCI system name for CAICCI connectivity or a TOGROUP= name
for XCF connectivity to a MUF in a Sysplex environment (see Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF)).
This information is obtained from the DBSIDPR module. The DBSYSID macro assembles the DBSIDPR module that is
provided at Datacom installation and can be customized.

NOTE
When using the multiple MUF option in a User Requirements Table (URT), it is necessary to have the DBSYSID
macro assembly link-edited with alternate names, to allow multiple in one execution. In this case, a good choice
is to use as the load name the name specified in the MUF startup option.

This page contains the following topics:

MUFplex and Datacom CICS Services

The DBSIDPR module provides unique identifying information to define a single MUF environment, including a single CXX
and all the related components. The following sections provide information about those changes.
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Not Using MUFplex

The DBSIDPR module (assembled with the DBSYSID macro) connects a user application, Datacom CICS Services,
Datacom Server, or the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to the appropriate MUF. The DBSIDPR module is always loaded
and contains other general information. In z/OS, one assembly of the DBSYSID macro is normally required for each MUF
to identify the MUF, and the assembly output is link-edited with a name of DBSIDPR. The DBSIDPR module is placed in a
CUS library, used by all applications and the MUF. For most z/OS users, this is all that needs to be done.

Using MUFplex

You must update the TARGET_MUF_LIST= parameter (see TARGET_MUF_LIST=) with all the possible MUF names. For
example, if the current MUF is changed to be a MUFplex has a MUF name of PROD, the MUF names could be named
PROD1 and PROD2.  Another choice is the letters A and B.

NOTE
Even though 7 names are allowed, Datacom currently supports only two MUFPLEX MUFS.

When using any form of MUFplex, the individual MUF started tasks or jobs normally execute on different LPARS. XCF is
expected and needed, and you can specify an XCF group name with the TOGROUP= parameter. A reasonable choice
would be TOGROUP=PROD. Consider using the DELAY68= and DELAY85= parameters, too. If no external security is
used for DBUTLTY functions, specify DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY=NO to minimize DBUTLTY delays if no MUF is
available.

Link-edit the assembly with the name DBSIDPR. The assembly is used for all MUFs and applications communicating with
the MUFs. This is valid except for the exceptions mentioned in the information that follows. With the CUS library member
DBSIDPR, an application treats each of the named MUFs equally except that the first in the list that is local, enabled, not
EOJ, and with enough tasks is the first MUF selected. If no MUF exists that qualifies, XCF is searched. The application is
logically connecting to PROD, which is needed, and accepts the first qualifying individual MUF started task or job.

With this DBSIDPR, we recommend that each MUF specify an asterisk (*) for the MUFplex number in the MUFPLEX
MUF startup option. Use an asterisk (*) for the name in the MUF startup option. In this example, the MUFplex name in
the MUFPLEX MUF startup option would logically be PROD. Each MUF should have a different started task name or
job name in case they need to run on the same LPAR under special conditions, or a modify command issued to one is
directed to both. The common name for the started task or job name is PROD1 and PROD2. This is acceptable, but you
might consider using PRODA and PRODB to avoid any confusion that could occur. Confusion could arise because the
mapping of the MUF name occurs during startup and the started task or job PROD1 might have a MUF name of PROD1
and sometimes PROD2. By using asterisks to allow MUF to select the name, automatic rollbacks are allowed to occur, but
confusion about names is possible.

MUFplex, Alternate DBSIDPR, and DBUTLTY

For some DBUTLTY functions an alternate DBSIDPR is needed when running in a MUFplex environment.

The DBSIDPR name is the default for use by DBUTLTY functions and is appropriate for most. For example, with the
COMM function OPTION=CLOSE option, DBUTLTY connects to any one of the physical MUFs and requests that the
database be closed in all of the MUFs. This works well because the COMM CLOSE is a global process that affects all
MUFs in the PROD MUFplex. However, many other functions that communicate with MUF are local to a specific MUF
and need to be directed to the specific MUF, not simply to an available MUF. To make this possible, additional DBSIDPR
assemblies using the DBSYSID macro are recommended. The input to the DBSIDPR assembly should be copied for other
assemblies where the TARGET_MUF_LIST keyword is changed to have a first MUF name only (PROD1 in this example).
This assembly is link-edited with the name PROD1 and placed in the same CUS library. A third assembly would exist for
TARGET_MUF_LIST=PROD2 named PROD2. Therefore, the two physical MUF started tasks (or jobs) are identified in
the CUS library with a DBSIDPR member naming both and individual PROD1 and PROD2 members where each name a
single MUF. All other options in these assemblies should be the same.

An example of a DBUTLTY function that is local to each MUF is the ACCESS function, where each MUF has its own
ACCESS status. If the goal is to have the PROD1 MUF have an ACCESS status of OFF for database 1, the input
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statement needs to direct the command only to the PROD1 MUF, not to the first found MUF using DBSIDPR. Therefore,
the first input statement would be SET OPTION1=SIDNAME=PROD1 to direct all succeeding functions to be targeted
to the MUFs defined by the SID assembly named PROD1. The ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=1,USERS=WAIT
statement would then be processed as needed. If the goal is to set both enabled and available MUFs to this status,
it could be done by adding a second SET option for PROD2 and a second ACCESS statement. If the need was to
allow an execution against every MUF that was enabled and available and not fail if one or both are not available, a
statement of SET OPTION1=ON_ERROR_CONTINUE statement could be done before the above statements, and a SET
OPTION1=ON_ERROR_REMOVE statement after the last ACCESS. If later functions in the same execution are to run on
their own merit and normal step termination, a SET OPTION1=ON_ERROR=STOP could be done, followed by the new
statements, such as SET OPTION1=SIDNAME=DBSIDPR and COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=1 and BACKUP DBID=1,
and so on.

Another example of a local function is a PXX report. If the MUF is enabled, the SET option should be used to direct the
report to the MUF that is writing to the specified PXX DD statement. This allows the function to request the MUF to flush
print lines to the PXX that are buffered, and if the PXX is cleared after the report, that also needs to be directed to the
correct MUF. In a special process, most users have a PXX report in the MUF JCL to execute after the MUF terminates.
This step is one of the very few times that a DBUTLTY function expects that the MUF is not going to be enabled, and
therefore the DELAY options are not desirable. For this particular PXX report, the user should therefore disable the delay
options by using the statements SET OPTION1=DELAY68=0 and SET OPTION1=DELAY85=0. If external security is
being used for DBUTLTY functions, this PXX should also specify SET OPTION1=DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY=NO.

Datacom CICS Services Special Requirement

Take into consideration the following special DBSIDPR requirement when using Datacom CICS Services to communicate
with multiple MUFs.

Datacom CICS Services allows a single CICS region to connect to more than one MUF. If connection to more than one
MUF is desired, the one region cannot use the single name DBSIDPR in the specific CUS library to identify multiple
MUFs, which means that a change is required. Two methods to accomplish what is needed are described in the following
paragraphs. We recommend the first method, but because each method has positive and negative points, the method that
best fits your requirements should be selected.

With both methods, the DBSIDPR assembly is copied, with the second copy having the same assembly options, and
link-edited using a name of the MUF (PROD in this example). Whether the DBSIDPR points to a single MUF or a
group of MUFplex MUFs, the new named member does likewise. The need is the same, for Datacom CICS Services
to communicate with the conceptual MUF using the most effective communication path. Note that the DELAY68= and
DELAY85= parameters are ignored when used by Datacom CICS Services, and may either be removed for clarity or kept
to keep the statements in sync with those used for DBSIDPR.

The first method is for the PROD member to be link-edited into the MUF-specific CUS library. This keeps all DBSIDPR
assemblies in the one place, and if a change is needed it is clear that all need to be done. The CICS JCL is more complex
because all the CUS libraries of all the target MUFs need to be available. If a new MUF is to be connected, CICS has to
be terminated and restarted with the new CUS library.

The second method is for the PROD member to be linked-edited into a new COMMON.CUS library. Only one of these
would probably exist for a site, and it would contain only the special named DBSIDPR assembles used by Datacom
CICS Services, for example PROD. This method keeps all DBSIDPR assemblies for all Datacom CICS Services in one
place and allows the CICS JCL to reference this single library (not containing a DBSIDPR), in addition to a single CUS
library needed as the default MUF using the DBSIDPR member. This method also allows a new MUF to be added to the
connection list without modifying the JCL or recycling the CICS region (or regions).

Debugging Using an Additional SYSIN with the DBUTLTY SET Function

Prior to opening and processing the standard SYSIN JCL, the additional SYSIN feature allows you to provide a number of
the following:
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• Configuration options (turned on using DBUTLTY SET functions with the OPTION1= keyword)
• DEFAULT options (requested using the DBUTLTY DEFAULT function, which is only allowed when using the additional

SYSIN feature)
• FORCE default options (requested using the DBUTLTY FORCE function, which is only allowed when using the

additional SYSIN feature)
• Debugging type options (turned on using DBUTLTY SET functions with the OPTION1= keyword)

DBIN1PR Module

The additional SYSIN JCL is defined by a DBIN1PR module assembled using a DBIN1PR macro. When a DBIN1PR
module is loaded before SYSIN processing begins, the DBIN1PR module is processed as an alternate SYSIN before the
processing of the provided SYSIN. Note the following:

• The DBUTLTY SET function must start in column 1, followed by one blank and the OPTION1= keyword.
• The DBUTLTY DEFAULT function must start in column 1, followed by one blank and an allowed specific keyword with

value.
• The DBUTLTY FORCE default function must start in column 1, followed by one blank and an allowed specific keyword

with value.
• If an asterisk (*) is used in column 1, the statement is ignored, and IGNORED is displayed.
• Each statement is echoed to the console. No SYSPRINT/SYSLST output occurs.

The following examples show messages that can occur when the additional SYSIN is processed. Be aware that there
is no way to disable the messages from being written to the console. The additional processing occurs before the
SYSPRINT is opened. Therefore, it is not possible to cause the messages to be written there.
DB10096I--DBIN1PR PROCESSED - SET OPTION1=ECHO_FUNCTIONS

DB10096I--DBIN1PR PROCESSED - SET OPTION1=DIAGOPTION 12,32,ON

• Each SET statement must be contained in a single line.
• The value after the equal sign (=) cannot be in quote values (as is allowed or required when processed during the

normal SYSIN).
• Not all SET OPTION1= values can be used. Values that can be used are those that are for configuration of DBUTLTY.

The chart of MUF startup and console-like commands has been updated to reflect those values that are allowed with
the additional SYSIN. For more information, see MUF Startup and Console-like Commands.

The DBIN1PR macro that provides the additional SYSIN can be built using two different techniques as follows:

• Define the input statements in place. This is the simpler approach. z/OS supports the technique of putting the
statements directly into the DBIN1PR macro.

• Define a PDS data set that is to contain the additional 'special' SYSIN statements, along with the member name in the
PDS. z/OS supports the PDS data set technique.

The use of the DBIN1PR macro and process is optional. If used, it is most likely to be MUF-specific and placed in the
same library used for the DBSIDPR module.

Examples

The following example shows two SET statements:

...

IN1      TITLE 'DEFINE ALTERNATE SYSIN'                                 

         DBIN1PR                                                       X

               DBUTLTY_IN1=('SET OPTION1=ECHO_FUNCTIONS',              X

               'SET OPTION1=EOJ_REPORT_X')                              

         END                                                            

...

NAME DBIN1PR(R)
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DBIN1PR can also be used to define a data set name of PDS. A member in the PDS can contain the SET options to be
processed before the SYSIN. DBUTLTY dynamically allocates the PDS with a DD name of SYSIN1ST, if it is not already
allocated, and then opens the member. This ability for a JCL step to specify the DD name SYSIN1ST is a way for the
DBIN1PR module to be overridden. With this data set ability it is possible to nullify the additional SYSIN by using a DD
statement of //SYSIN1ST DD DUMMY and also override it by placing the desired statements in-line using //SYSIN1ST DD
*. For example:

...                                                                     

IN1      TITLE 'DEFINE ALTERNATE SYSIN'                                 

         DBIN1PR                                                       X

               DBUTLTY_SYSIN1ST_DSN=DCMDEV.DB.username.PROCLIB,        X

               DBUTLTY_SYSIN1ST_MBR=SYSIN1ST                            

         END                                                            

...                                                                     

  NAME DBIN1PR(R)                                                      

The following example shows input in the JCL stream. You are allowed to specify the name as DD JCL statement, that is,
DD followed by a space and an asterisk (DD *) JCL as shown in the following example:

//DBUTLTY   EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY

//SYSIN DD *  

REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=0997,TYPE=B                                 

//SYSIN1ST DD *                                                  

SET OPTION1=CONSOLE_SECONDS=1                                    

Other examples are:

SET OPTION1=ECHO_FUNCTIONS 

SET OPTION1=X_DEBUG CXX,08,ON

SET OPTION1=DIAGOPTION 6,2,ON 

X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS YES 

X_TRACE_DSM 99999 

DBUTLTY DEFAULT Function

The DBUTLTY DEFAULT ability of the additional SYSIN processing allows a few functions, with keywords, to have a
default, other than the Datacom default, used when the keyword is not specified. For this ability, a SYSIN-provided
keyword is always accepted and used during the execution. If the keyword is not provided, the additional SYSIN default
is used during the execution. If neither are specified, the standard Datacom default is used during the execution. The
function and keywords that are allowed to be specified are as follows:

►►─ DEFAULT ─┬─ INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value ┤

             ├─ INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO ─────┤ 

             ├─ KBYTES=9999 ───────────┤

             ├─ OPTIMIZE=YES ──────────┤

             ├─ OPTION1=(I)────────────┤

             ├─ SORT=n ────────────────┤

             ├─ SORTDFLT=YES ──────────┤

             ├─ SORTDD=SORTDD ─────────┤

             ├─ SORTWK=9 ──────────────┤

             └─ UNIT=XXXXXXXX ─────────┘

Command
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DEFAULT
Invokes the function to control certain defaults.
Specify DEFAULT in columns 1-7 followed by one blank.

Required Keywords

INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn
INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn allows you to specify a user default nnnn for the block size during an INIT function with
AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index).

INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value
INIT_IXX_OPTON2=value Provides that for every INIT with AREA=IXX where OPTION2 is not specified, then the
default is applied as OPTION2=value as provided with FORMAT2 or FORMAT1 as the variable.

INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO
INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO allows you to specify a user default for the Old Entry Point support for an index
during an INIT function with AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index). Only
INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO can be specified

Optional Keywords

KBYTES=9999
KBYTES=9999 is a replacement to KBYTES=4 tracks (default) during the LOAD function. The value 9999 is an
exact value and is only allowed for this DEFAULT. The 9999 is not the actual number used as it is rounded down
to 2 cylinders of data during the LOAD and RETIX functions.

OPTIMIZE=YES
OPTIMIZE=YES is a replacement to OPTIMIZE=NO (default). Use this option carefully.

OPTION1=(I)
OPTION1=(I) is a replacement to the standard of no default. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORT=n
SORT=n is the replacement to the default of no SORT. It is applied during the LOAD and RETIX functions. The
use of a sort package is always recommended. It allows the optimization of many parts of LOAD or RETIX for
efficiency. A value of SORT=99999 covers the small or empty loads that might not have the SORT= value set.

SORTDFLT=YES
SORTDFLT=YES is a replacement to SORTDFLT=NO (default). This value is applied during the LOAD function.
Due to requirements and certain consequences, review the standard documentation for a description of
SORTDFLT=YES.

SORTDD=SORTDD
SORTDD=SORTDD is a replacement to no default. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORTWK=9
SORTWK=9 is a replacement to SORTWK=3 (default). It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 99.

UNIT=XXXXXXXX
UNIT=XXXXXXXX is the replacement to UNIT=SYSDA. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 8 bytes.

WARNING
We recommend that you use the DBUTLTY DEFAULT function with caution. We recommend caution because
when most users note a condition code of zero (0), they do not additionally view output. Therefore, other than
expected results are not noticed. For that reason, it is simpler and of less potential confusion to all DBUTLTY
users if the actual JCL streams are adjusted for site standards, instead of making use of the DEFAULT function.
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DBUTLTY FORCE Function

By making use of the ability of the DBIN1PR macro to process user configuration options prior to normal SYSIN
processing, the DBUTLTY FORCE function allows you to force a few keyword values and ignore a different user
specification. That is, using FORCE forces the value you specify to be used, preventing other users from performing any
overrides. The option subject to FORCE is as follows:

►►─ FORCE ─┬─ INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn ──┬────────────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ OPTIMIZE=YES ───────────┤

           ├─ SORTDFLT=YES ───────────┤

           ├─ KBYTES=9999─────────────┤

           ├─ UNIT=XXXXXXXX ──────────┤

           ├─ SORTWK=9 ───────────────┤

           ├─ OPTION1=(I) ────────────┤

           ├─ SORTDD=SORTDD ──────────┤

           ├─ SORT=n ─────────────────┤

           └─ BLKSIZE=0 ──────────────┘

Command

FORCE
Invokes the function to force certain keyword values.
Specify FORCE in columns 1-7 followed by one blank.

Required Keyword

INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn
INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn gives you the ability to force a value nnnn for the block size during an INIT function with
AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index).

Optional Keywords

OPTIMIZE=YES
OPTIMIZE=YES overlays what you provided forcing this value. This value is applied during the LOAD and RETIX
functions. Review OPTIMIZE=YES for requirements and consequences. Use this option carefully.

SORTDFLT=YES
SORTDFLT=YES overlays what you provided forcing this value. This value is applied during the LOAD function.
Using LOAD and RETIX with SORT provides many benefits to LOAD and RETIX results.

KBYTES=9999
KBYTES=9999 overlays what you provided forcing this value. A great setting even though is uses more address
space memory for DBUTLTY than without this option. The memory speed the LOAD process for data row loading.
The 9999 value is the only value that is allowed for this FORCE option. However, the 9999 is actually rounded
down to 2 cylinders of data.

UNIT=XXXXXXXX
UNIT=XXXXXXXX overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORTWK=9
SORTWK=9 overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 99.

OPTION1=(I)
OPTION1=(I) overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.
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SORTDD=SORTDD
SORTDD=SORTDD overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORT=n
SORT=n is a selective force in that it can overlay a SORT= and also SORT=0. It does not overlay a SORT=value
specified  as a value greater than 0. It is applied during the LOAD and RETIX functions. The use of a sort
package is always recommended. It allows the optimization of many parts of LOAD or RETIX for efficiency. A
value of SORT=99999 covers the small or empty loads that might not have the SORT= value set.

BLKSIZE=0
BLKSIZE=0 allows you to force zero block size to override all cases where current JCL picks a size to allow z/OS
to pick an optimal size for the output device. It is applied during the BACKUP and EXTRACT functions. DBUTLTY
would not be hurt by this but cannot know if you have other JCL streams with dependencies.

WARNING
We recommend that you use the DBUTLTY FORCE function with caution. We recommend caution because
when most users note a condition code of zero (0), they do not additionally view output. Therefore, other than
expected results are not noticed. For that reason, it is simpler and of less potential confusion to all DBUTLTY
users if the actual JCL streams are adjusted for site standards, instead of making use of the FORCE function.

DBSYSID parameters

The following section lists the DBSYSID parameters.

ABEND=

Allows all User Requirements Tables to run with ABEND=NO.

Valid Entries:
NO

Specifies that Datacom/DB is not to gain control upon an abend
YES

Use the value specified in the ABEND parameter of the User Requirements Table.
Default Value:

URT

CASEC=

Specifies how Datacom/DB is to acquire the user ID for use in security authorization checking. For processing in a CICS
environment, Datacom/DB ignores this parameter.

Valid Entries:
NO

Obtain the user ID directly from the IBM System Authorization Facility (SAF).
YES

Use the Broadcom common security interface in CAISSF, and the Common Components and Services
standard security facility, to obtain the user ID from ACF2, Top Secret, or RACF.

Default Value:
NO
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CCISYS=

(Required for CCI implementation or not allowed.) (z/OS only) Specifies the CAICCI system name that is used with the
MUF name of the MUF to identify this MUF, where the values of CCISYS= plus MUF name equal the CCI identifier. That
is, the value of CCISYS= acts as a prefix to the MUF name value to form the CCI identifier. Specifying ANY permits the
target MUF to reside on any CCI-enabled system.

See Connecting Using CAICCI (CCI) for additional information. In a z/OS CICS/TS environment, Datacom CICS Services
does not support the CCI interface from CICS to Datacom/DB. Therefore, if you supply the DBSYSID macro CCI
parameter CCISYS= in a DBSIDPR module assembly for Datacom CICS Services, they are ignored.

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 character name of the CAICCI system; or the characters ANY to allow CCI the ability to find the MUF
wherever it is executing.

Default Value:
(No default)

CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=

(Required) (z/OS only) The CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY= parameter is required for z/OS environments. Use
CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY= to specify permitted connection protocols and the order in which to attempt the
connections.

If XCF is included, TOGROUP= is required, else not allowed.

If CCI is included, CCISYS= is required, else not allowed.

CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=
(Required)(z/OS only) Specifies which of the permitted connection protocols to use and the order in which to
attempt the connections.
Valid Entries:

LOCAL, XCF, CCI
Default Value:

(No default)

Examples

The following example shows a connection methodology that specifies only LOCAL and XCF, with LOCAL being tried first:

CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF)

CONSOLE_MINUTES=

(Optional) CONSOLE= from a previous release was replaced in z/OS by CONSOLE_MINUTES=.

CONSOLE_MINUTES=
(z/OS only) Use CONSOLE_MINUTES= to provide the number of minutes that automatically generates a z/OS
‘Modify’ with STATUS to the DBUTLTY step. Specifying a 0 (zero) prevents any ‘Modify’ support. We strongly
recommended that you do not specify a zero.

NOTE
What you specify for n in DBIN1PR CONSOLE_SECONDS=n overrides the DBSYSID Macro option
CONSOLE_MINUTES=. The purpose of CONSOLE_SECONDS=n is to make it easier for Broadcom
development and QA to test the console commands with smaller volumes of data than would be the
case in a production environment. This override is not recommended other than in special testing
conditions. For more information on DBIN1PR, see Using an Additional SYSIN with DBUTLTY.
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CXXNAME=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) CXXNAME= provides the name of the CXX to be used with this assembled DBSIDPR (or
alternately named) module. If specified it must be 1-8 positions long, but if 8 a MNOTE 1 warning occurs noting that a
best practice is to have the name only 1-7 positions. 1-7 positions allow the same name to be used for the MUF name
optionally suffixed by a number or letter. The keyword is required when using the Simplify option (SIMPLIFY_MODE=NO
not specified), and in this case the name must match the name in the CXX being used to provide security and protection
of this particular environment. The CXXNAME is the unique name of this MUF environment at this site. Datacom does
not enforce rules of the content but the name is best if it starts with a capital letter and contains only capital letters and
numbers. The keyword may be specified with SIMPLIFY_MODE=NO only to make it easier to switch between use of
simplify mode and not using simplify mode.

Valid Entries:
a valid name 1-8 positions long (1-7 to avoid MNOTE 1 warning as previously described)

Default Value:
(No default)

DBUTLTY_EDIT_DDNAME=

(Optional) DBUTLTY_EDIT_DDNAME= ensures that sequential data sets named by DBUTLTY functions with the
DDNAME= keyword do not match names of existing or potential Datacom system areas, database index areas, or data
areas.

The value FULL_1 provides the protection and is the default. We recommend it for new environments being built and for
existing environments, if you are willing to correct existing JCL that is in conflict with the editing rules.

The value NONE provides no restrictions to the DDNAME value. We recommend it for existing environments that have
been validated as correct and if you are not willing to correct existing JCL.

Use of a blocked DDNAME does not mean that there is a defect in the name or that it can cause data corruption. It
means that it could potentially cause data corruption. For example 1, without the edit it would be possible, without quickly
discovering that it was not what was wanted, to execute a MASSADD function with a DDNAME=CXX and use the CXX as
input to the addition to a table that happened to have a row size of 4096 bytes. A similar MASSADD could be done with
many other system and user data sets, if the output table row size matched the data set block size. For example, without
the edit it would be possible to execute a BACKUP function of a data area to data set CXX which completely overlays the
CXX with invalid data. The specific values edited as not allowed when FULL_1 is specified are:

• All three character names ending with the letters ‘XX’ as existing or potential Datacom system area names. Examples
not allowed: CXX, LXX, BXX, XXX

• All six character names ending with the numbers 001 through 999 as existing or potential Datacom index or data area
names for databases 1 through 999.

• All seven character names ending with the numbers 1000 through 9999 as existing or potential Datacom index or data
area names for bases 1000 through 9999.

• Valid Entries: NONE, FULL_1
• Default Value: FULL_1

DEBUG_TRACE=

WARNING
Do not use this option unless Broadcom Support asks you to do so.

Valid Entries:
values as provided by Broadcom Support (if you are asked by them to use this option)

Default Value:
(blanks)
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DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) The DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY= parameter is used to specify whether the external security
checking for DBUTLTY functions is to wait. This is based upon the DELAY68= and DELAY85= parameter specifications,
or if any return codes 68 or 85 are to be processed without any delay. Set DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY= to YES if you
are using external security. You can allow DELAY_DBUTLTY_SECURITY= to default to NO if you are not using external
security.

NOTE
DBUTLTY functions needing the MUF but excluding external security checking honor DELAY68= and
DELAY85= the same as other batch jobs.

The hardware environment where this parameter is used must have relative branching support.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

DELAY_RETRY_SECONDS=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) If you specify DELAY68= or DELAY85= to allow multiple attempts to connect (until time specified
by DELAYnn expires), specifying DELAY_RETRY_SECONDS= indicates how frequently you want the application
to attempt a reconnection. For example, if you had DELAY68=6 and DELAY_RETRY_SECONDS=5, an application
attempts to connect to a specified MUF every five seconds until either it succeeds or six minutes have elapsed. For more
information about DELAY68= and DELAY85=, see DELAY68=.

The hardware environment where this parameter is used must have relative branching support.

Valid Entries:
1 through 60

Default Value:
5

DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This DBSYSID parameter specifies the frequency with which the DB00124W message recurs.
For example, DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE=n specifies that message DB00124W be repeated every n minutes with the
remaining time counting down. Therefore, with specifications of DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE=2 and DELAY68=8, the
result is the following series of messages (assuming that no MUF is started):

DB00124W - REMAINING DELAY68 TIME -    008  MINUTES

DB00124W - REMAINING DELAY68 TIME -    006  MINUTES

DB00124W - REMAINING DELAY68 TIME -    004  MINUTES

DB00124W - REMAINING DELAY68 TIME -    002  MINUTES

DB00501E - OPEN ERROR - RETURN CODE 68 (001) CXX=         Mufname=DBDVM61  SVC= 211

The hardware environment in which this parameter is used must have relative branching support.

Valid Entries:
1 through 32767

Default Value:
1
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DELAY68=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) DELAY68= specifies the number of minutes that the MUF connection can wait if the MUF is not
currently available. For example, if DELAY68=5 and the MUF is not available, Datacom/DB waits a maximum of 5 minutes
before connecting or exiting with a return code 68. The default is 0 (zero), indicating no delay before issuing a return code
68. This keyword can prevent a return code 68 from being issued for the specified length of time. A console message
reports the delay for an enabled MUF. The message repeats approximately once per minute unless the DBSYSID
parameter DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE= (with a default of one minute) is used to specify a different length of time
between messages. For more information, see DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE=.

If you are using a batch program with an OPEN=USER URT specified in a Shadow MUF environment, you can make use
of the delay provided by specifying the DELAY68= keyword to help handle a return code 86. For more information, see .

Specifying DELAY68= requires specifying TARGET_MUF_LIST (see TARGET_MUF_LIST=).

Valid Entries:
0 through 32767

Default Value:
0

DELAY85=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) DELAY85= is used to specify the number of minutes to wait before issuing a return code 85 if an
enabled MUF is found but an insufficient number of tasks are available. If DELAY85=5, for example, Datacom/DB waits a
maximum of 5 minutes before exiting and issuing a return code 85 if there is an insufficient number of tasks available. The
default is 0 (zero), indicating no delay. A console message reports the delay for an enabled MUF. The message repeats
approximately once per minute unless the DBSYSID parameter DELAY_WAITING_MESSAGE= (with a default of one
minute) is used to specify a different length of time between messages. A counter in the MUF EOJ report indicates the
number of times a task waited for a task area before finding one. There is also a count of the times a task waited and then
gave up.

Using DELAY85= to specify a delay benefits users by allowing them to reduce the number of task areas and CSA
requirements without having to try to max-out the number of tasks.

Specifying DELAY85= requires specifying TARGET_MUF_LIST (see TARGET_MUF_LIST=).

Valid Entries:
0 through 32767

Default Value:
0

DSN_XXX=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This keyword exists to provide the model data set name to be used for dynamic allocation of
the Datacom system areas CXX, LXX, and FXX. The DSN_XXX= is optional when the SIMPLIFY= parameter is NO.
However, it is required when the SIMPLIFY= parameter is YES.

A significant part of the Simplify option protection is to protect the system areas from corruption. This protection needs the
name of the data sets to protect.

The parameter-provided model must include three question marks. The question marks are replaced by CXX, LXX, or
FXX to use to dynamically allocate the data sets when needed (and the DD statement for the area is not provided), and
also to ensure that the DD statement was provided that it specifies the correct data set name. These data sets should not
have provided-DD statements present and should allow dynamic allocation only when needed as part of the protection.
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For example, DSN_XXX=x.???, where x is 3 through 44 bytes of a data set name, but where there is an occurrence of
three question marks (???) together to represent the positions to be replaced by a system area name, such as CXX, LXX,
or FXX.

A further example is as follows: HLQ1.HLQ2.MYCXX.???.

This parameter requires that the system areas have a DSN of the same values other than the name of the area.

Valid Entries:
valid z/OS data set name, except it has ??? (three contiguous question marks that Datacom replaces with a
system area name)

Default Value:
No Default.

ENVIRONMENT_TYPE=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This PARAMETER lets you treat an environment being defined as a production, test, or QA
environment. There is no existing value of specifying this keyword at all or of setting it to a specific value, but uses can be
added as needed. If the keyword is not specified, it defaults to blanks. If specified, it can be 8 bytes or less, starting with
PROD, TEST, or QA and followed by other values or not. It is planned for Datacom to do editing differently in the different
systems. In general, QA systems need maximum edits because the overhead is rare. Test systems need maximum edits
because overhead is acceptable and want no possible risk in production. Production would allow less edits to use minimal
resources, high volume.

NOTE
The following character stream starting the value is reserved for internal use by Broadcom 'QA_@CA’.

Valid Entries:
a name 8 bytes or less, starting with PROD, TEST, or QA, followed by other values or not

Default Value:
(blanks)

FORCE_DSN_CXXNAME=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This parameter is used to enforce a ‘best practice’ of having every data set used in a system,
index, or data area used by a specific Datacom environment include the name of the CXX. The option can be set as YES
to require every data set to have the CXXNAME present. It can be set to NO if you do not care about the content of the
data set name.

If using the Simplify mode, this option is required to be specified as YES or NO.

If not using Simplify mode, the option defaults to NO.

If set to YES without Simplify mode, it is accepted but not enforced, to allow it to be easier to change the Simplify mode
setting.

Using the option in new environments with all new data sets is a good choice, if possible.

If working with an existing environment, before specifying this parameter take into consideration the effort required to
rename every system, index, and data area data set name.

Valid Entries:
YES, NO

Default Value:

• NO (when not using Simplify)
• No Default (when using Simplify)
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NOTE

Set as YES causes an edit to occur when opening an index or data area that the CXXNAME be present within
the DSN. This option works well if you are building a new MUF environment. It is also good for some older
environments built with this common strategy in place.

FORCE_DSN_CHAR=,

(Optional) This parameter allows editing of any set of characters. You can have a string of 1-43 characters that must be
within every index and data area data set for the MUF environment. This parameter is available should your environment
already have a character stream present. The edit helps prevent overlays and corruption should JCL errors occur that get
production data sets pointed in a test CXX or the reverse.

FORCE_SVC_TEST=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This parameter allows the testing of certain actions using a Datacom SVC.
FORCE_SVC_TEST=YES causes an action. FORCE_SVC_TEST=NO does not cause an action.

Note: In Version 14.0, this parameter is reserved for Broadcom internal use only. The Datacom SVC is not intended to be
installed or used with Datacom Version 14.0.

Valid Entries: YES, NO

Default Value: NO

LINE=

(Optional) LINE=OLD provides compatibility with previous (older) releases. For example, JCL in older releases could have
been built for 121-byte output streams. LINE=OLD causes DBMUFPR and DBUTLTY to build and print lines at a length
of 121. In z/OS environments, LINE=OLD also forces the LRECL (set with the DCB= option) to 121. In addition, if the DD
statement DCB= option BLKSIZE is set as zero, LINE=OLD modifies it to 121.

LINE=NEW causes DBMUFPR and DBUTLTY to build and print lines with a length of 133. LINE=NEW is the default
in z/OS environments. Also in z/OS, if the JCL provides a SYSPRINT DD statement and has LRECL specified, the
specification is honored. Otherwise, LRECL is forced to 133. The BLKSIZE is left alone to provide z/OS defaulting.

LINE= can be overridden in a specific DBUTLTY execution. The option can be specified in the DBIN1PR process with an
input of either DBIN1PR LINE=OLD or DBIN1PR LINE=NEW (starting in column 1 with a single blank before LINE). The
DBIN1PR facility provides configuration information before normal function processing occurs. For more information about
DBIN1PR, see Using an Additional SYSIN with DBUTLTY.

NOTE
Existing print output of 121 length has not been changed to 133. Not changing existing print output length helps
ensure compatibility with existing user applications that read current reports, for example, REPORT AREA=CXX.

Valid Entries: NEW or OLD

Default Value:

• NEW (z/OS)

LINES=

Specifies the number of print lines on an output report page.

Valid Entries: 20 to 256

Default Value: 56
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NO522=

The NO522= parameter from prior releases was replaced by PREVENT_522.

PC=

(Optional) (z/OS only.) This parameter lets you test a change in the CAIRIM-installed module DBPCCPR. Only rarely does
DBPCCPR require a change. The PC= option is therefore hardly ever needed.

As part of the standard installation, CAIRIM executions can install the DBPCCPR module in a production (PROD)
environment. Without this parameter, the PROD version of the program is used. If there is a need to install and test
a different version of the program, it would need to be installed with CAIRIM with the TEST option, so that current
production is not at risk or impacted by the testing. Once it is installed as TEST with CAIRIM, the PC= parameter can
cause the TEST version to be executed by the MUF, DBUTLTY, and user applications that use this DBSYSID assembly
output.

Following is a sample CAIRIM install SYSIN in production (PROD) status:

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD15) INIT(DBCR5PR)                       -

LOADLIB(CAI.THLQ.CABDLOAD) PARM(PC=PROD,PCC=DBPCCPR)                   

Following is a sample CAIRIM install SYSIN in production (TEST) status:

PRODUCT(CA DATACOM) VERSION(BD15) INIT(DBCR5PR)                       -

LOADLIB(CAI.THLQ.CABDLOAD) PARM(PC=TEST,PCC=DBPCCPR)                   

NOTE
The sample just shown uses the same LOADLIB name for both, but if being done "for real," the TEST programs
would probably be in a different library that contains different programs than in the current production libraries.

Valid Entries: PROD, PRODUCTION, or TEST

Default Value: PROD

PREVENT_522=

(Required.)(z/OS only) This required parameter exists to provide a choice of whether to allow or prevent z/OS S522
failures. This failure occurs if a Datacom request stays in the MUF longer than the Operating System limit for an Address
Space waiting and doing no work. This is not a normal condition, but it can occur in special cases, for example if the LXX
(Log Area) becomes full and is unable to spill in a timely manner.

There are two ways Datacom can prevent the S522 failure. The method in Datacom releases prior to Version 14.0 was
to use a subtask named DBISBPR. This subtask used a z/OS STIMER to generate occasional low volume activity. This
option is available by specifying PREVENT_S522=YES_SUBTASK.

An option is also now available that can be more efficient. To use it, specify PREVENT_S522=YES_STIMERM. This
option uses no subtask but instead uses a STIMERM to generate occasional low volume activity in the same TCB that
issues the OPEN which connects to the MUF.

NOTE
This option is overridden when used by an application using a URT assembled with the DBURSTR macro option
PREVENT_S522 specified.

Valid Entries: YES_STIMERM, YES_SUBTASK, NO

Default Value: No Default.
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PRTEXIT=

Specifies a DBUTLTY print exit (see Batch Line Printer Exit) to which Datacom/DB passes control each time it would
normally send a line to SYSPRINT or SYSLST. DBUTLTY neither opens nor does output to SYSPRINT or SYSLST if this
exit is coded.

Valid Entries: 1 to 8 character name for the exit

Default Value: (Datacom/DB retains control of printing)

RRMNAME=

(Optional) (z/OS only) When the program DBRRMPR is executed, it loads the module DBSIDPR. Just as in the MUF, the
Remote Resource Manager (RRM) uses the DBSIDPR it loads to uniquely identify this particular instance of RRM. This is
done by using the RRMNAME= parameter.

The RRMNAME= parameter is a system-wide concept. DBRRMPR requires RRMNAME= to be coded in the DBSIDPR it
loads. User applications need the RRMNAME= in their DBSIDPR. RRMNAME= allows you to specify the instance of RRM
with which you want your applications to interact.

Normally there should be only one instance of RRM per system. The RRMNAME= parameter facilitates the ability to have
multiple instances of RRM in a system for ease of applying maintenance and testing.

Valid Entries: a valid RRM name

Default Value: (No default)

SIMPLIFY_MODE=

(Required) (z/OS only.) This required parameter specifies whether this Datacom z/OS environment is to execute in
Simplify mode. With Datacom/DB this option can be set to YES or NO.

NOTE
If using Datacom/AD, SIMPLIFY_MODE=YES is required.

The SIMPLIFY feature is activated during the INIT of the CXX. Using the Simplify feature requires specifying
SIMPLIFY_MODE=YES or SIMPLIFY_MODE=YES_DISPOLD_NO. For details about the Simplify feature, see SIMPLIFY
Feature.

With the Simplify mode, Datacom does more work to control and protect the environment from corruption and error
handling, though with a little less flexibility. MUF executes more efficiently and safely in Simplify mode. The main
difference for users is the requirement that, except for a very few exceptions, MUF is required to always be enabled.

The use of YES_DISPOLD_NO allows the use of Simplify mode for most actions but disables the DISPOLD part of
Simplify. We do not recommended it because the protection has substantial value.

If you decide to configure a z/OS environment in Datacom/DB without the SIMPLIFY feature, specify
SIMPLIFY_MODE=NO.

If alternate DBSIDPR modules are produced to support a MUFplex or multiple MUF environment, assemble them with the
same setting as DBSIDPR.

NOTE
To allow easy testing in QA systems, the CXX SIMPLIFY option can be changed to match a current DBSIDPR
module using the DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID. Run this CXXMAINT
option with the MUF not enabled. To be effective, this CXXMAINT function needs to be the first in a DBUTLTY
step that causes the CXX to open.

The value specified to SIMPLIFY_MODE= is known to a MUF or DBUTLTY during early processing and is therefore
fully in force at that time. When a MUF or DBUTLTY opens the CXX and verifies its contents, the status of SIMPLIFY
is compared. If there is disagreement, return code 47(006) or 47(007) is recognized and the execution terminated. If a
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DBUTLTY function running as SIMPLIFY connects to a MUF, the SIMPLIFY option is compared similarly to the compare
where the matching of CXX names are verified. If they are not in agreement, the return code 47(006) or 47(007) is
recognized and the execution terminated.

Valid Entries: YES, YES_DISPOLD_NO, NO

Default Value: YES

SVC=

(For z/OS) This parameter existed in releases prior to Version 14.0 to provide an SVC number.

In Version 14.0 and higher, SVC= defaults to 0.

NOTE
In Version 14.0 and higher, the SVC is not intended to be installed or used.

Valid Entries: SVC number (but we do not recommend its specification)

Default Value: 0

TARGET_MUF_LIST=

(z/OS only.) (Required) This parameter specifies a list of MUFs that are acceptable for connection. Connection to these
MUFs can be local, using XCF, or using CCI. The TARGET_MUF_LIST= parameter is required.

The following example shows a MUFplex of 7 MUFs and no Shadow MUFs. Each MUF is found locally, through XCF, or
through CCI whenever an available LPAR is found.

 DBSYSID

 TARGET_MUF_LIST=(MUFA,MUFB),

 CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),

 TOGROUP=MUFGRP,

 CCISYS=ANY

The following example shows a MUFplex with one normal full MUF and its Shadow MUF without the ability to use CCI.

 DBSYSID

 TARGET_MUF_LIST=(MUFA,MUFB),

 CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=(LOCAL,XCF),

 TOGROUP=MUFGRP

When a DBSIDPR is used by DBUTLTY that has a TARGET_MUF_LIST= with multiple entries, most functions work
exactly like a user program would work. DBUTLTY finds the MUF locally or remotely and executes against it. Some
functions target the MUF and do not have to run on the right LPAR for success. For example, if two MUFs are enabled
and a DBUTLTY EOJ is executed, the MUF ends that is local to the LPAR on which DBUTLTY executes, unless it contains
neither MUF, in which case it EOJs either of the MUFs, based upon the first MUF found. Either all DBUTLTY functions that
need a specific MUF could be routed to the proper LPAR, or the DBUTLTY function could be forced to the desired MUF
using SET OPTION1=SIDNAME=name to name the member in a library with DBSYSID macro assembly results that has
specific MUF names instead of the standard DBSIDPR.

If multiple entries exist, each search for an enabled MUF with enough tasks is done in this looping process. Starting with
the first MUF, it is checked to see if it is enabled locally with enough tasks. If that case is not found to be true, other MUFs
are checked in order. If no other MUFs are available locally, another loop is performed using XCF, if XCF is allowed. If no
other MUFs are available with XCF, another loop is performed using CCI, if CCI is allowed.

Valid Entries: up to 7 valid MUF names are allowed (to provide compatibility with prior releases)
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NOTE
When using remote connectivity (XCF or CCI), the MUF names must be syntactically valid XCF group member
names. For example, characters, numbers, and special characters $, @ and #.

Default Value: (No default)

For more information about running in a Shadow MUF environment, see Shadow MUF Environment.

TOGROUP=

(z/OS only.) Identifies the Cross-System Coupling Facility group used to process requests. TOGROUP= must be used
when CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY= includes XCF, else not allowed.

For a more detailed discussion of XCF implementation, see Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF).

Valid Entries: 1- to 8-character group name

Default Value: (No default)

Change Data Capture
(z/OS only.) Use the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature for real-time capture of Log Area (LXX) information in a
source MUF to a target database in a target MUF. Use CDC by specifying at MUF startup source MUF and target MUF
information to be used in the capture of changes. Unless a specific restriction is noted, all options associated with CDC
are available at MUF startup. Once a MUF is running, however, changes can be made to CDC definitions with console
commands or the COMM CONSOLE function of DBUTLTY. You can specify the source MUF and the target MUF to be the
same or different. CDC is optimized to run efficiently when the source and target MUF are the same, but sites with a busy
MUF that need to use CDC for a large quantity of records can benefit from making the source and target MUFs different.

CDC provides near real-time committed data changes to a user application from all existing application programming
interfaces (APIs). CDC therefore makes it possible to read, in a changed database in a target MUF, changes made to
tables in a source MUF almost immediately following any kind of a commit, such as after the record-at-a-time commands
COMIT and CLOSE. Committed changes are stored in a CDC database whose default database number is 2009.

The CDC feature requires little MUF overhead in the source MUF. CDC therefore makes only a minimal impact on MUF
performance and resources.

When using the CDC feature, make certain that you have either specified YES for the MUF startup option
RXXROLLBACK or allow RXXROLLBACK to default to YES. You cannot use the CDC feature when force check pointing
is specified, that is, when RXXROLLBACK is NO or LOGRCV is NEVER. For more information about RXXROLLBACK,
aborted rollbacks, and partial backouts, see RXXROLLBACK, Aborted Rollbacks, and Partial Backouts.

CDC captures LXX information without using READRXX (the read Recovery File (RXX) subroutine) or SQL. CDC is
meant for real-time change capture of data only. All other types of change capture and auditing should use READRXX.

CDC supports a MUFplex with two to seven full MUFs executing. Running in a Shadow MUF environment is also
supported with CDC. For special considerations regarding CDC in a MUFplex or Shadow MUF environment, see the
following section.

CDC uses the MUF Log Area (LXX) as input directly to a tracking application program provided by Datacom/DB, the
Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program. If the LXX at your site does not have an LXX large enough to allow
CDC to process records prior to their being overlaid with new data, enlarge your LXX. Related to the LXX, CDC supports
all occurrences of the MUF startup option RESTART (see Restart Processing) and the DBUTLTY functions of RESET
AREA=LXX and INIT AREA=LXX.

The CDC facility is built to run in z/OS and execute on IBM z hardware. CDC can therefore only be executed in a z/OS
environment. Also, because CDC is specifically built to use variable logging, using CDC requires you to specify, for the
source MUF, VARIABLE=YES on the DBUTLTY function INIT AREA=LXX.
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CDCL, CDCU, and CDCM Programs

The Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program, provided by Datacom/DB, independently watches the LXX for new
work and pushes the CDC records to the CDC system database (default DBID 2009). The MUF or MUFplex for which
CDCL is specified becomes a Change Data Capture target MUF. For more information on the CDCL task, see CDCL.

The Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program, provided by the user (see sample in CDC1 Test Program
(Load Member DBCP1PR)), detects committed requests, that is, committed maintenance log records for selectable tables.
The CDCU program processes and deletes the maintenance records for each committed request that it finds.

The Change Data Capture Monitor (CDCM) program is a source MUF subtask provided by Datacom/DB that connects to
the target MUF and periodically checks the CDCL and CDCU programs to see how current they are relative to the LXX.
CDCM program options allow you to specify how often the checks occur and how far the CDCL and CDCU programs can
slip behind the LXX before a warning message is issued. For details about defining a CDCM subtask, see CDCM Subtask
Definition in Source MUF.

To help the user provide the CDCU program, a sample CDCU program is available on the source tape. The CDCM
program independently monitors CDCU and provides warnings if it slips too far behind the LXX, that is, falls too far out
of sync with the data being logged to the LXX. See the sample CDCL program in CDC1 Test Program (Load Member
DBCP1PR). Getting the replica data in sync is not a part of CDC and is, therefore, the responsibility of the user.

A MUF can have many, one, or no CDC Listener (CDCL) tasks. A MUF with listener tasks must have DASD ability to the
target LXX and can reside on any LPAR.

Console Command Considerations

After a MUF is enabled, most of the CDC-related MUF startup options such as CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE can be
issued either as console commands or by using the COMM CONSOLE function of DBUTLTY.

CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE

The CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE console commands differ from the MUF startup options of the same name as follows:

• Each database ID specified with a CDC_BASE console command or table-name,dbid specified with a CDC_TABLE
console command is added or removed as seen and applies at that instant to other tasks that are running.

• If multiple entries are provided on a single command, an error in an entry stops that entry and any entries remaining
to be processed but has no effect on entries that have already been processed. Using multiple entries or DBID ranges
should therefore be done very carefully.

• For the CDC_TABLE console command, in addition to specifying YES and NO to give specific results, IGN can be
specified to ignore the specified table-name,dbid in the list, which allows the database level option CDC_BASE then to
apply.

Other Considerations

At the time a maintenance command is to be logged, its table and database are used to search the list of tables. If a
specific match is found, the log record is flagged as subject to CDC if the option found indicates YES. If no specific table
and database entry is found, the database list is searched and the flag set appropriately.

CDC supports a MUFplex with two to seven full MUFs executing. Running in a Shadow MUF environment is also
supported with CDC. If changes are made to a MUF that has a Shadow MUF or to a MUF in a MUFplex, consider the
following. When changes are made to a MUF that has a Shadow MUF, the Shadow MUF needs to be stopped and
restarted with the new changes. Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during MUF
startup, the name must match the name specified in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand
for the true name. An error is recognized if the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list. The MUF
startup options in each MUF in a MUFplex should be identical. They are not, however, checked for matching. Each MUF is
enabled with the startup options specified for it. Therefore, if the options in one MUF are changed during its execution by
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issuing a console command, all MUFs executing in a MUFplex should also be changed by giving them identical console
commands.

No console command exists to query the current database or tables set for CDC. They are not expected to change. Look
at the startup options to find out what was requested and the console to discover what was changed.

User-Written Programs to Process the CDC Database

A user-written application is expected to read the first commit table record, process it to completion, then loop. Take
care to avoid attempting to skip a transaction. Skipping a transaction could cause maintenance to a given record to be
processed out of order. Use as the key the control ID (the letter A) followed by the MUF name or MUFplex name. This
program has the logical name of CDCU in MUF messages. The program can, however, have any actual name.

The user task processes the TSN record by reading the appropriate MNT records and processing them as needed, The
MNT record is then deleted. When all MNT records have been deleted, the TSN record can be deleted and a commit
can be done. Two-phase commit is supported with RRS, with any other DBMS supporting it on the mainframe. The user-
written application can use any API, either on the mainframe or externally.

Datacom/DB provides a test record-at-a-time (RAAT) program (object) that can prove useful for testing., This program
is named CDC1 (load name DBCP1PR). For a description of this program, see CDC1 Test Program (Load Member
DBCP1PR).

Another sample record-at-a-time program has a name of CDC3. It is provided for you to use either in testing or as a model
for the Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program that you must provide. This CDCU program is referenced in
the CDCM program messages and the STATUS_CDC message with the name of CDCU, but you can change that name
as desired. This program is provided in source (CDC3). For a description of this program, see CDCU Sample Program
(Source CDC3).

GAP Processing

In the normal ordered processing for CDC, a gap does not normally occur, and gaps should be avoided whenever
possible. But because it is occasionally possible for a gap to occur, you need to know what action to take if it does. See
the information about the GAPFIX function of the Utility (DBUTLTY).

Change Data Capture Tasks in a MUFplex

In a MUFplex environment with one physical MUF enabled, CDC tasks are performed the same as in a non-MUFplex.
This is also true when a MUF has a shadow in a Shadow MUF environment.

If two physical MUFs are enabled, the local mode (see Modes of Operation for a Target MUF) is logically disabled, all
processing uses the LXX read from DASD, and processing uses nothing from memory. If all but one physical MUF ends,
the code automatically changes to optimize for memory and not DASD. While two MUFs are enabled for processing,
you can run CDC in only one MUF or in some or all physical MUFs. At each control point a CDCL task in a physical
MUF reads the CDC control record, processes a segment of work, commits that work, then rereads the control record
for update. The physical MUF that acquires the record lock does the unit of work as the other MUF waits. Depending on
various timing conditions, the work can flip between the physical MUFs. This is an acceptable way to run, because any
MUF that is terminated or fails has no effect on the continuation of the CDC task.

NOTE
The MUF startup options in each MUF in a MUFplex should be identical. They are not, however, checked for
matching. Each MUF is enabled with the startup options specified for it. Therefore, if the options in one MUF are
changed during its execution by issuing a console command, all MUFs executing in a MUFplex should also be
changed by giving them identical console commands.
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Restart Processing

The restart process that occurs during the MUF startup notes transactions that are subject to CDC and remembers that
status for any scheduled ROLBK commands. No other restart processing is affected. Restart processing requires that
all requests be successful in a forward condition. Specifying the DBURSTR macro parameter TXNUNDO= as NO when
defining a User Requirements Table (URT) therefore cannot allow you to have a condition of being restart backed out.
Restart does not provide two-phase commit processing for a TXNUNDO=NO request. Users wanting two-phase commit
are required to use TXNUNDO=YES. If a user program issues a maintenance request that is subject to request backout
and the MUF does the backout then fails before writing the LOGRP record, the original record is processed by the CDCU
task as committed, in which case no reversal record exists.

NOTE
For more information on defining URTs and the TXNUNDO= parameter of the DBURSTR macro, see Defining a
User Requirements Table.

Recovery File (RXX) Processing

The RXX report adds a flag to note if the record was subject to CDC. The two flags of this record and this transaction are
subject to CDC and are added to the READRXX header information where a letter C indicates a CDC record and a letter
T indicates a CDC transaction.

MUF EOJ Report

For a source MUF or target MUF, the EOJ reports have a page for CDC. It provides the same information as the
STATUS_CDC console only command.

Dynamic System Tables

The following Dynamic System Tables give CDC information: MUF_CDC (MCD), MUF_CDC_BASE_TABLE (MCT), and
MUF_CDCL (MCL).

RXXROLLBACK, Aborted Rollbacks, and Partial Backouts

When using the CDC feature, make certain that you have either specified YES for the MUF startup option
RXXROLLBACK or allow RXXROLLBACK to default to YES. You cannot use the CDC feature when force check pointing
is specified, that is, when RXXROLLBACK is NO or LOGRCV is NEVER.

RXXROLLBACK set to YES ensures that ownership of transaction data remains in existence until it is committed or is
rolled back. A task that is long running, subject to a force spill, and subject to any form of backout has special handling.
In the case of a full rollback (ROLBK) that completes normally, the records on the LXX are reversed during transaction
backout, flagging the individual records as undone. You then execute the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function to reverse
maintenance that has been spilled. Those maintenance records occur in a different task area and are the reverse of
the original maintenance record. When this process completes, the original task writes its ROLBK command with the
additional data of what LXX data was reversed. The CDC task deletes any LXX records reversed then commits the spilled
log records and the reversal recovery records. The net effect is no change of data. If you choose to abort the backout, the
net result to the local MUF is that the transaction maintenance that resided on the LXX is reversed and the records that
were spilled are committed. The same result occurs in CDC.

The above conditions are similar for partial backouts. A partial backout most often occurs because a LOGTB command
was issued. The LOGTB does what it can on the LXX and, if force spilled, directs the recovery. After the recovery a new
log record is added, LOGRP, if needed, to note the partial backout with the maintenance records affected.

A partial backout can occur in SQL processing to ensure a single statement is completed forward or not at all,
independently of the task being committed or rolled back. After the backout completes, a new log record is added,
LOGRP, to note the partial backout with the maintenance records affected.
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A partial backout can occur in rare cases where a single maintenance command completes the logging of a command
then fails to complete the data or index requirements. The backout, if this request was done with a URT with
TXNUNDO=YES, completes with the log record marked undone and the LOGRP log record added to note the reversal. If
the request executed with TXNUNDO=NO specified (see Maintenance Commands with CDC when TXNUNDO=NO), the
request to CDC is considered committed when it arrives on DASD. This backout therefore has a different new log record,
LOGBR, that has the same data as the maintenance issued. The CDC task adds a maintenance record as committed,
that is the reversal of the original command. The CDCL task sees this as two committed transactions.

LXX RESET or INIT

If a RESET is done, you must handle records in the CDC database with a special user application. A CDCL task that
is not stopped before a reset or initialization of the LXX can, at times, detect an issue and report the condition. At other
times, the CDCL task sees the issue as a gap. Therefore, before a reset or initialization of the LXX, stop the CDCL task
then, while the task is stopped, process or delete all existing transactions and MNT records. An INIT of the LXX with a
lower TSN presents a substantial risk of duplication of TSN numbers and data corruption of the target data.

Datacom Datadictionary CDC System Database

The Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary Batch Transaction Generator (BTG) deck includes the required definitions for
using the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature.

Maintenance Commands with CDC when TXNUNDO=NO

If a maintenance command is issued with the User Requirements Table (URT) DBURSTR macro parameter TXNUNDO=
specified as NO, the command is deemed outside the context of a possible transaction. It is therefore added to the
CDC database with a transaction sequence number (TSN) of 0. It is considered committed instantly and therefore has a
special commit record added to the TSN table. This record includes a clock value range. The CDC User Listener (CDCU)
program then knows that only the MNT records in that clock value range are to be processed.

In the unlikely event that the request is backed out, a reversal record is added to the log with a command LOGBR,
causing a reversal record to be added to the CDC MNT table and a special commit in the TSN table. A backout could
occur, for example, if an ADDIT fits in the data area and is logged, resulting in a full index.

Accounting Facility Considerations

The CDC task does its delay for new work and its reads of the CDCLXX outside of normal Datacom/DB request
processing. These events are charged to the next actual Datacom/DB request that is done. For Accounting Facility
purposes, the first request starts when the CDC task starts and ends after the first Datacom/DB command. After that,
each starts with the completion of the last until the completion of the next. This means, however, that some accounting
times can appear to occur outside normal patterns.

Rules when Testing CDC

To start testing, execute the following steps:

1. If the MUF is currently enabled, spill all data, and end the current MUF.
2. If the MUF is not currently enabled and restart is needed, or if it is not all spilled, enable the MUF without CDC, spill all

data, and end the MUF.
3. With the MUF down, reset the LXX to clear all CDC information.
4. Null load the CDC database.
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Additional Rules when Testing CDC

When Rules when Testing CDC are not acceptable operationally because it involves ending the MUF and resetting the
LXX, the following steps have been created. They allow a complete reset of the current CDC databases and connection of
the LXX to the CDC data base and a logical empty of the LXX of CDC flagged log records.

The steps and required order are:

1. End any running CDC User Listeners (CPU).
Do not start it again until the step shown below directs it to be restarted.

2. End any running CDCL either locally or remotely.
a. Do not start it again until the step shown below directing it to be restarted.
b. Example of messages with a CDCL_CLOSE

   i.      DB01311I - CDCL_CLOSE *                                                                      

  ii.      DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - CDCL_CLOSE *                                                   

 iii.      DB00608I - CONSOLE COMPLETE - CDCL_CLOSE *                                                   

  iv.      DB00112I - BACKOUT JOB-***CDCL* NUMBER-50502 ID=DBDVM01 13:40:40 RC= N                       

   v.       DB01404I - DATA SET CLOSED, CDCLXX0  DCMSP5  1 OF 1                                          

  vi.      DB03152I - CDCL DBDVM01 ENDED CDCLXXIO-2 MNT-500 LASTLXX-20200827134040                      

 vii.      DB03164I - CDCL DBDVM01 PLUS-1 MNT-500 DBID-2009                                             

viii.      DB00151I - ENDED ***CDCL* 50502         -0          RQ-1 IO-0 E-M:S-33:30 R-M:S-0:0.00 TASK-1

        

3. Ensure that no CDCL is listening to the LXX either locally or remotely.
Use command ‘STATUS_CDC’ to see that no CDCL has an OPEN status.

4. Issue command ‘CDC RESET’.
a. Initially it sees that no CDCL is running locally. However, it cannot determine if a remote CDCL is open but that

should be done from step 2 shown above.
b. The following message is issued: DB03106I - CDC RESET START, CDCL SHOULD BE CLOSED, CDCM
c. Lock the log internally and clear every indication that CDC has ever been active from this moment. Log records

flagged as CDC cannot be corrected and those are reportable by REPORT AREA=RXX. However, they do not
hinder this RESET process.

d. The CDCM Monitor task is then directed to read (with lock) the CDC control record and delete it to show there are
no CDC in the CDC databases.

e. Example of messages driven by ‘CDC RESET’

  i.      DB01311I - CDC RESET                                                       

 ii.      DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - CDC RESET                                   

iii.      DB03106I - CDC RESET START, CDCL SHOULD BE CLOSED, CDCM OPEN, WAIT DB03138 

 iv.      DB03139I - CDCM START RESET                                                

  v.       DB00608I - CONSOLE COMPLETE - CDC RESET                                    

 vi.      DB03138I - CDC RESET DONE, CDCL CLEAR (OPTIONAL), THEN CDCL OPEN           

          

5. Issue command ‘CDCL_CLEAR name’ where name locally can be an asterisk (*) or the MUFPLEX name. Remotely it
needs to be the MUFPLEX name of the LXX to which it is listening. Run on the MUF where CDCL normally runs either
locally or remotely. It expects the normal CDCL statements to be in place.
The command has no messages and flags the CLEAR to occur during the next OPEN.

6. Issue command ‘CDCL_OPEN name’ where the name locally can be an asterisk (*) or the MUFPLEX name. Remotely
it needs to be the MUFPLEX name of the LXX to which it is listening.
During the OPEN it deletes all of the TSN and MNT records in the databases.

7. New CDC maintenance can now be added.
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Source MUF Setup and Use

The following topics provide information about setting up and using the source Multi-User Facility (MUF).

CDCM Subtask Definition in Source MUF

A source MUF subtask, the Change Data Capture Monitor (CDCM) program, tracks the status of the CDC Listener
(CDCL) and CDC User Listener (CDCU) programs.

NOTE
 If listed in the MUF EOJ TCB User Summary Information report, the name of the CDCM program is DBCPMPR.

The following MUF startup options (which are also console commands) provide the CDCM subtask program in the source
MUF the information it needs to monitor the CDCL and CDCU tasks in the target MUF.

• CDCM_CLOSE
• CDCM_CNTTB YES/NO
• CDCM_DBID number
• CDCM_ID A
• CDCM_OPEN
• CDCM_POLL n 
• CDCM_SIDNAME sidname 
• CDCM_WARN n 

Other CDCM Subtask Considerations

The CDCM subtask ends when the source MUF in which it has been defined ends (EOJs). The CDCM subtask
automatically generates a close of its User Requirements Table (URT) if its URT is open at the time an EOJ is processed.
If EOJOFF is used, the CDCM subtask must be manually told to open.

If the target MUF is not the same as the source MUF, and if the target MUF EOJs while the CDCM subtask is still
attached, the target MUF ends the task to allow its EOJ to continue. The next polling interval then causes a return code
86 in the source MUF, meaning that the source MUF has abended. The CDCM subtask then sets itself closed. If the target
MUF is re-enabled, in this case you therefore need to reopen the source MUF CDCM.

During the open of the URT for the CDCM subtask, the job name as seen by many console commands and status
requests is altered from the MUF job name to ***CDCM* to more clearly identify the subtask.

The CDCM subtask issues a warning message DB03135W to give information about whether CDCL or CDCU is behind
and if so by what amount of minutes and seconds. The following are examples of message DB03135W:

• DB03135W - CDCM WARNING CDCL BEHIND--12:31 TSN-6 MNT-3,000
• DB03135W - CDCM WARNING CDCU BEHIND--12:32 TSN-6 MNT-3,000

The CDCM subtask also prints message DB03133I to tell you when the CDCM subtask starts, opens, or closes. The
following is an example showing that CDCM has started: DB03133I - CDCM CHANGE DATA CAPTURE MONITOR -
STARTED. 

If a Datacom/DB return code occurs, the message DB03134E is issued. The following is a sample of that message when
a return code 13(131) has been received: DB03134E - CDCM ERROR CNTKRTSN 13 (131).

The CDCM subtask status is provided in the second line received in response to a console-only STATUS_CDC command.
That second line is message DB03131I. The message gives the status of the subtask and program, CDCL and CDCU
times in minutes and seconds, and TSN and MNT counts. If a return code closed the CDCM, the end of the message
provides the command, table, and return code that occurred. The STATUS_CDC DB03131I message times and record
counts are from the prior CDCM polling interval, not from the time at which the STATUS_CDC was issued. If the polling
interval is 60 seconds, for example, the information in DB03131I can be from 60 seconds ago. If the CDCM subtask is
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currently closed, however, the information in DB03131I is from the last polling interval it was open. The following is an
example of DB03131I: DB03131I - CDCM OPEN WAITPOLL CDCL----:00 CDCU--56:58 TSN-19 MNT-12,131.

Excluding Updates From a Job From CDC Processing

CDC supports the ability to exclude data updates from instances of one job name from CDC processing. Any changes
made in the Source MUF under this job name will not be passed to the Target MUF. Specify the desired job name
to exclude using the MUF startup option (or console/console-like command) CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME (for more
information, see CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME).

Only one job name can be excluded at any point in time. To change the job name being excluded, resubmit the
CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME option. The specification of an invalid job name results in no data updates being excluded.

Source MUF Normal Operational Details

Each maintenance log record (add, update, and delete) has a CDC-request flag set as appropriate. If this is the first CDC
maintenance command for this transaction, an additional log record flag is set to indicate the transaction is subject to
CDC. This flag is in every following log record of the transaction. If the task is subject to force scan, the flag exists in the
Force Area (FXX). If the restart process detects that the flag is set, the rollback process is scheduled as subject to CDC.

An internal element list follows the external list. The internal list is self-defining with each contiguous byte group being
defined with one length and offset (LLOO). It adds less than one-tenth of a percent (.1 percent) to the size of the log
record.

Each commit or rollback log record has a CDC-transaction flag set if the transaction had any record logged with the
CDC-request flag set. This includes all forms of commit: COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, DEQUE and CLOSE. Each ROLBK
command has its log record extended to provide the start and ending clock values that were properly reversed in the LXX.
A backout attempts to do every record in the group except if the backout is aborted. The ROLBK record also has a flag
indicating if the backout had any type of error.

Any number of MUFs can need CDC and be considered a source MUF.

Target MUF Setup and Use

Learn how to setup and use a target Multi-User Facility (MUF) in Datacom. Learn about MUF startup options for defining
the target MUF Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) task.

A target MUF is one that has one or more CDC Listener (CDCL) tasks defined. MUF startup options are used to initially
define a CDCL task for a target MUF. Each CDCL task executes with a normal task area in MUF. The code executes
completely in the MUF concurrent with other tasks, that is, it is not a subtask. For details about using CDCL-related MUF
startup options and console commands, see CDCL Task Definition in Target MUF.

There are two kinds of modes in which CDC can run. When the source and target MUFs are the same, the CDCL task in
the target MUF is therefore also in the source MUF. In this case, the mode in which CDC runs is called local mode. Local
mode is generally considered to be more efficient, when circumstances allow, than remote mode. For more information on
CDC running modes, see Modes of Operation for a Target MUF.

As the CDCL task finds maintenance log records that are subject to CDC, a change record is added to the maintenance
table in the CDC database. As commits are found that are subject to CDC, a commit is added to the transaction table in
the CDC database. As backouts are found that are subject to CDC, the related maintenance records are deleted, then the
backout is ignored.

Task overhead is based upon the required work. A busy LXX naturally requires more work than one less busy, and a LXX
with more records subject to CDC requires more work than one with less. Also, the work done in watching an LXX in a
local mode is less than in a remote mode.
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CDCL Task Definition in Target MUF

Use the following to define the CDCL program in the target MUF.

CDCL
CDCL is the MUF startup option with which you specify a CDCL task. You must specify CDCL at MUF startup.
You cannot add the CDCL option after startup. For details about the CDCL MUF startup option, see CDCL.
There is no CDCL console command.

CDCL-Related Options

Each CDCL task that is defined defaults to being closed at startup unless set to open in one of the following CDCL-related
options.

CDCL_CLOSE name
(z/OS only.) (Optional) CDCL_CLOSE is part of the Change Data Capture feature.
►►─ CDCL_CLOSE ─ name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CDCL_CLOSE name
CDCL_CLOSE is not allowed during startup, because close is the default, and a task must be in open status
before it can be closed. The name can be specified as ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name.
Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and target MUF are the same.
Valid Entries:

ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
Default Value:

(No default)
Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and target MUF are the same. If used during MUF startup, the name must
match the name specified in a CDCL MUF startup option. After startup, the asterisk is shorthand for the true
name. An error is recognized if the specific name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list.

CDCL_DBID name,dbid
The name can be specified as ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name.
The dbid to specify is the DBID that contains the CDC tables. This DBID is considered a system DBID and must
be set as ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
Valid Entries:

• For name: ALL, an asterisk (*), a MUF name, or a MUFplex name
• For dbid: a valid system database ID

Default Value:

• For name: (No default)
• For dbid: (No default)

CDCL_DS name,x,dsn
CDCL_OPEN name
CDCL_POLL name,n
CDCL_RESET name

Messages Returned by CDCL Task

The CDCL task can print the following messages: DB03151I, DB03152I, DB03153E, DB03154I, DB03155W, and
DB03156W.
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Modes of Operation for a Target MUF

This section discusses the normal modes of operation for a target MUF when there are no special cases.

Local and remote are the two modes of operation for a CDCL task. Each site needs to test and choose the best mode for
it to use.

In a local mode, the CDCL task runs in the MUF defined as the source MUF, that is, the source and target MUFs are the
same. The local mode of operation is desirable for sites having MUFs that are not too busy or that have a lower volume of
CDC records to process.

In a remote mode, the task runs in a target MUF that is physically different from the source MUF. The remote mode of
operation is desirable for sites with very busy MUFs that cannot be slowed and that expect to have a significant number of
CDC records.

Local and remote modes of operation and the various actions available in each mode have certain things in common. In
a normal scenario, a control record exists and the Log Area (LXX) contains the same last log record located in the same
place. Once the CDCL task has matched the last LXX record, the CDCL task either starts with the next log record or
waits until a next log record exists. If the CDC control record does not exist, however, or if it exists but the date-time of the
LXX INIT or RESET is different from the current LXX control block, the CDCL task must pick a starting LXX location. The
location that is wanted is the first CDC LXX record after the initialization or reset of the LXX. If none yet exists, the CDCL
task delays until looking again at each polling interval. If one does exist, or once one exists, that track is read and, if it still
contains the same information (that is, if there has been no wrap), it is selected. If the first record is not available, a gap
condition has occurred, at which time the CDCL task issues a message and closes itself.

Handling the startup gap is described in the section on gap processing, but the basics are as in the normal case scenario,
and the user uses the GAPFIX DBUTLTY function  to build the information from the RXX file or files, then opens the CDCL
task, from which it gets the correct LXX location. If the RXX file or files are not available, or if the user chooses to not build
the information, the CDCL task can be reset then opened, causing it to start in the LXX at the current cycle (unspilled
data) and go forward from there to the date-time of the reset (using CDCL_RESET name).

Once the starting location is picked, the CDCL task enters its normal operation that is different for local mode versus
remote, as previously described.

If the CDCL task is closed, it stops its processing as soon as possible and commits work that has been done. The next
time the task is started, it then begins processing the LXX at the next record. If the MUF fails, any work the CDCL task
has not committed is set to backout, and the task, when started, begins processing the LXX at the start of the backed-out
work.

If the MUF is set to EOJ and there exists any CDCL task that is not closed, the EOJ process directs every CDCL task to
close. Each task then ends as quickly as possible. If a user wants to remove the EOJ with EOJOFF, the CDCL task must
be manually restarted by setting it back to an open status. With the EOJ status in effect, it is not possible to restart the
CDCL task during the execution of other tasks that are currently running.

All I/O that is done by a CDCL task for the LXX uses a CDCLXX DD statement, even when it matches the LXX, to provide
a separation in the statistics and more easily show CDC task overhead. Processing for specific log records is common for
local and remote modes. If the record is a maintenance record and subject to CDC, it is reformatted as a MNT record and
added to the MNT table. In the MNT table format, the record provides full row images before and (or) after, allowing the
CDCU program to be much simpler, because it does not need to handle an element list or work area. If the record is not
subject to transaction backout (TXNUNDO=NO), a TSN record is added with TSN 0, and the date-time range is set to the
single specific MNT record.

If the record is a form of transaction commit, a TSN record is added with that TSN, and the date-time range is set to low
and high values so that the user-watcher program can use them for the range processing of MNT records. Note that the
CDCU program always processes a TSN record by reading all MNT records in the range and, when each is processed,
deletes the MNT record and the TSN record, followed by a commit.

If the record is a rollback (ROLBK), the CDCL task issues a range read to the MNT table, and if no record is found, the
ROLBK is ignored. Otherwise, the ROLBK is also a functional commit, and a TSN record is added with low and high
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values so that records not rolled back are committed. Records could exist if the ROLBK command was subject to an
operator-requested REQABORT, TSN_ABORT, or ROLLBACK_ABORT. Those records backed out before the abort has
been removed and those not backed out remain. Another case could be if the ROLBK was subject to a force spill. In this
case, records that are on the LXX and subject to backout have been deleted, and records spilled remain, as well as the
reversing of log records where recovery functionally removed the maintenance.

For all three conditions of a TSN record being added, if a flag is set to indicate that an error occurred during backout, a
warning message is issued, indicating the condition, to warn that the MUF and CDC might no longer be in sync.

If the record is a partial rollback (LOGRP), the CDCL task provides the range of dates-times that the backout executed
locally and performs the same functionality by deleting the MNT records in that same range. If the record is a request
backout (LOGBR) with a URT with TXNUNDO=NO, the CDCL task uses the maintenance log record and generates a
MNT record that is the opposite. After the MNT record is added, a TSN record setting the commit of this request is also
added.

Target MUF Normal Operational Details for Remote Mode

The following discusses how the target MUF normally works in remote mode.

In the normal process for remote operations, the remote mode is targeted to watch a LXX for a very busy MUF. The
number of seconds to delay, when the task is current, is 5 seconds or less. If at the higher end of 3-4 seconds it runs more
efficiently than at the low end of 1-2 seconds. This is a tuning option to best meet user needs.

The basic flow of the CDCL task is as follows. After finding a place in the LXX to start, as previously described, the CDCL
task issues one I/O to read eight tracks. This 8-track group is processed as a one transaction for the CDCL task. It finds
the specific record expected and then either starts processing at that record or skips it and starts with the next record.
Each record is processed as previously explained. For every log record the CDCL task finds, the time of the record is
updated in the field used for status. This allows users to track the progress of the CDCL task. It is also updated in the
CDC control record used when the CDCL task is next started.

If the group of eight tracks that are being processed is found to be of a date later than expected, a gap is recognized and
the CDCL task ends.

If the group of eight tracks that are being processed found the specific record expected, and more, and the current end
of the log, the CDCL task stops processing this group. If any CDC records were found, the CDCL task issues its own
commit. If no CDC records were found, and if it has been longer than one minute since the last commit, the CDCL task
issues a commit. After the commit (or not), the CDCL task sets the last record found prior to the end as the specific record
and reads eight tracks, starting with that last record found. If the specific record is found in the first track but no new log
records exist, the CDCL task delays for the specified number of seconds. After the delay, it restarts this process. At the
end of each extent or end of file, fewer tracks are read. If the number of tracks is one and the last record was the specific
record (and it is not to be processed), the next track is the first of the next extent or, if the end of file, the second track.

If an error occurs during a track group, the CDCL task terminates with an error message and does a ROLBK. When the
task is next started, it picks up at the same location and tries again. If the MUF terminates, the next restart drives the
ROLBK, and the task starts at the proper location after waiting, if necessary, for the ROLBK to complete.

Target MUF Normal Operational Details for Local Mode

The following discusses how the target MUF normally works in local mode.

In the normal process for local operations, the CDCL task executes with a combination of the 8-track read mentioned in
the remote operation section and using a work buffer in memory without I/O. The size of the work buffer is set at MUF
startup. If the work buffer exists, the LXX write processor always adds each new CDC log record now on DASD to the
work buffer. It wraps as necessary. This process is independent of a CDCL task.

Local processing does not require the CDCL task to be ready during the enabling of the MUF nor at any other time.
At each time the CDCL task needs additional work, it determines if the needed data is in the work buffer. If not, DASD
is used in a manner similar to the remote mode of operation. If using DASD, when the work buffer has the current
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information the CDCL task switches and remains in a memory-only mode either until stopped or the buffer is filled and
does not contain needed data. The switching from memory to DASD is automatic. It can only be seen by watching
the I/O counts for the CDCLXX data set or by the WRAP count in message DB03163I that is generated by issuing the
STATUS_CDC console-only command.

When using the work buffer, the 8-track group is not available to provide a reasonable commit point for the CDCL task.
Eight tracks of work buffer records are therefore used instead, in which case tracks having no CDC records are skipped
and the next eight tracks containing CDC data are the group.

CDC1 Test Program (Load Member DBCP1PR)

When using the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature, you are responsible for providing a user-supplied CDC User
Listener (CDCU) program (see CDCL, CDCU, and CDCM Programs).

This test program allows the transfer of maintenance from a source database to a target database to assist in simple
testing. As such, this program is not intended for production purposes. It is a small and simple program intended for use in
verification testing by QA (Quality Assurance) against simple tables such as those in sample database 1.

Regarding this test program, consider the following:

• The SYSIN options are all read and processed before actual work begins.
• Each statement is echoed to SYSPRINT.
• A statement with an asterisk (*) in column one is printed and ignored.
• Each statement must have an option starting in column 1 and a value starting in column 11.
• The value ends with a blank after which comments are allowed.

SYSIN Options

The SYSIN options in the sample CDCU program are as follows:

CDC_BASE
The CDC_BASE value is a number representing the DBID of the CDC database. If a value is not specified, the
default is 2009. For more information, see CDC_BASE.

DETAIL YES/NO
The DETAIL value can be set to YES or NO. The YES causes one line of output for every TSN record reporting all
fields and one line for every MNT (maintenance) record reporting all fields except the actual data.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO
EOJ n

The EOJ value is a number n in the range of 0 (zero) through 100000. A value of zero is the default and causes
the CDCU program to run until canceled. A value of one or more directs the program to terminate, when the
specified number of consecutive delays has occurred, after no TSN records are found.
Valid Entries:

0 to 100000
Default Value:

0
ID A

The ID option must be specified with a value of A (the letter A). This letter A is the control ID that defines the
record definitions.
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Valid Entries:
A

Default Value:
(No default)

MSG_1 YES/NO
The MSG_1 can be YES or NO. The default is NO. If you specify YES, informational message DB03191I is sent
to the MUF JES log after the first return code 14 (NO RECORD FOUND) received while processing the TSN table
and after the first return code 14 received following the processing of one or more TSNs. A sample message sent
to the MUF JES log is DB03191I - DBCDC1PR jobname A-mufname ALL COMPLETE .

MUFNAME
The MUFNAME option must be specified. The value of the option is the name of the MUFplex or MUF that owns
the LXX that contains the CDC records.
Valid Entries:

a valid MUFplex or MUF name as described in the foregoing
Default Value:

(No default)
POLL n

The POLL value n can be a number from 0 (zero) through 600 that represents the number of seconds the
program is to delay (STIMERM) after finding no TSN record before looping to try again.
Valid Entries:

0 to 600
Default Value:

5
SNAP snapval

The SNAP snapval value can be as follows:
LG

LG is used to cause the program to snap (dump) every TSN and MNT request and work area only.
NO

NO is used to cause the program to not do a snap (dump).
RQ

RQ is used to cause the program to snap (dump) every Request Area and work area after
every Datacom/DB request.

Default Value:
NO

TEST testval
The TEST testval value can be ML, YES, or NO. A value of ML or YES causes a TEST command to be issued
setting the Master List dump option with or without buffers for every request.
Valid Entries:

ML, YES, or NO
Default Value:

NO
TIME

The TIME value is a number from 0 (zero) through 360000. If not zero, the value is used as the number of one-
hundredths of a second to delay after each Datacom/DB request. The purpose of the TIME option is to provide a
way for the program to go slow enough to test all the conditions of its not keeping up.
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Valid Entries:
0 to 360000

Default Value:
0

dbid
This dbid is the database ID of the source MUF, a database ID value to use for the transfer of the database ID for
the target MUF. Multiple database ID specifications are allowed, as in the following example that shows the use of
two database IDs, 497 and 997, as input from the source MUF, mapped to target MUF database IDs of 597 and
697. In the example, all databases that are not either database ID 497 or 997 are deleted.
//DBCP1PR  EXEC PGM=DBCP1PR

 //SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUDUMP  DD  SYSOUT=*

 CDC_BASE  2009  (1-5000) DBID

 DETAIL  NO  (YES/NO) ONE LINE PER TSN OR MNT RECORD PROCESSED

 EOJ     2   (0-100000) CONSECUTIVE TSN RC=14 AFTER WHICH EOJ

 ID      A   CONTROL ID

 MSG_1   YES WANT DONE MESSAGE MUF EACH TSN 14

 MUFNAME DBDVM01

 POLL    2   (0-600) SECONDS TO DELAY AFTER EACH TSN RC=14

 SNAP    NO  (RQ/LG/NO) RQ=SNAP EACH REQUEST, LG=SNAP ONLY TSN/MNT

 TEST    NO  (YES/ML/NO) TEST COMMAND ML DUMP OR ML+BFRS

 TIME    0   (0-360000) 100THS OF SEC TO DELAY AFTER EVERY DB CALL

 497     597 FIRST DBID AS INPUT TO SECOND DBID AS OUTPUT

 997     697 FIRST DBID AS INPUT TO SECOND DBID AS OUTPUT

 *           COMMENT, ALL BASES NOT 497 AND 997 ARE JUST DELETED

Valid Entries:
a valid database ID

Default Value:
(No default)

Program Logic and Sample Report

A specific statement is not intended to repeat, but if it does, the last one processed is the one that is in effect. DBCP1PR
sample program logic is described at a high-level as follows:

1. The SYSIN statements are processed.
2. The CDC database is opened.
3. A primary loop reads the first TSN record, processes it, then loops. The processing of a TSN record causes a

secondary loop that performs GSETL/GETIT through the MNT records that are within the range of values specified in
the TSN record.

4. If the database ID in the MNT record is not in the input (database IDs 497 and 997 in the previously shown example),
the record is deleted. If a database ID is provided, the maintenance is issued against the output database ID (597 and
697 in the previously shown example).

5. When all the MNT records are deleted, the TSN record is deleted.
6. The program issues a COMIT.
7. When the program ends, a report is produced, a sample of which follows. For a sample report heading, see Sample

Report Header.

TOTAL -      REQUESTS         TSN'S         MNT'S       MUF I/O       A DBDVM01

                6,019             3         3,000            14
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   DBID TABLE       ADDIT         UPDAT         DELET

    997  C02          500           500           500

    997  C01          500           500           500

This page of the report shows the following:

REQUESTS
Displays the total calls to DBNTRY during processing.

TSN'S
Displays the number of TSN records processed.

MNT'S
Displays the number of MNT records processed.

MUF I/O
Displays the number of I/O events MUF used to process this job's requests.

A ccccccc
Displays the control ID (the letter A) followed by the name of the MUF or MUFplex that is being used.

The following columns
Display the detail number of ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET commands by DBID (997 in the example) and by table
(C02 and C01 in the example).

CDC1 Program Messages

The CDCU program CDC1 prints the following message when starting successfully: CDC1 - CHANGE DATA CAPTURE
USER LISTENER STARTED .

The CDCU program CDC1 prints the following message when ended: CDC1 - CHANGE DATA CAPTURE USER
LISTENER ENDED .

The CDCU program CDC1 prints the following message each time no TSN record exists, indicating that the program is
caught up. Because of frequency, this message is useful for debugging but usually not for production.

 DB03191I 

 DBCDC1PR jobname A-mufname ALL COMPLETE 

 Reason: 

While using the Change Data Capture (CDC) feature, the MSG_1 SYSIN option associated with the CDCU program was
specified as YES. This informational message was generated after the first return code 14 (NO RECORD FOUND) was
received while processing the TSN table, and after the first return code 14 was received following the processing of one or
more TSNs.

In the message text, jobname is the CDCU job name, and mufname is the MUF name or MUFplex name.

CDCU Sample Program (Source CDC3)

This program provided in source and load is available for users to test CDC and show how TSN and MNT records
can properly be accessed and cleaned up. It provides some very basic options to assist users in testing. The program
CDC3 executes as a batch program. The program reads SYSIN to establish options and then executes against the
CDC database TSN and MNT records. The SYSIN options are all read and processed before actual work begins. Each
statement is echoed to SYSPRINT. A statement with an asterisk (*) in column one is printed and ignored. Each statement
must have an option starting in column 1 and a value starting in column 10. The value ends with a blank after which
comments are allowed.

The options are as follows:
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CDC_BASE
The CDC_BASE value is a number representing the DBID of the CDC database. If a value is not specified, the
default is 2009. For more information, see CDC_BASE.

DETAIL YES/NO
The DETAIL value can be set to YES or NO. The YES causes one line of output for every TSN record reporting all
fields and one line for every MNT (maintenance) record reporting all fields except the actual data.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO
ID A

The ID option must be specified with a value of A (the letter A). This letter A is the control ID that defines the
record definitions.
Valid Entries:

A
Default Value:

(No default)
MSG_1 YES/NO

The MSG_1 can be YES or NO. The default is NO. If you specify YES, after the first return code 14 processing
the TSN table and then the first return code 14 after processing one or more TSNs causes the following message
to the MUF JES log: 'CDC3 - CHANGE DATA CAPTURE USER LISTENER ALL COMPLETE'
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO
MUFNAME

The MUFNAME option must be specified. The value of the option is the name of the MUFplex or MUF that owns
the LXX that contains the CDC records.
Valid Entries:

A valid MUFplex or MUF name as described above
Default Value:

(No default)
SNAP snapval

The SNAP snapval value can be as follows:
LG

LG is used to cause the program to snap (dump) every TSN and MNT request and work area only.
NO

NO is used to cause the program to not do a snap (dump).
RQ

RQ is used to cause the program to snap (dump) every Request Area and work area after
every Datacom/DB request.

Valid Entries:
LG, RQ, or NO

Default Value:
NO
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TIME
The TIME value is a number from 0 (zero) through 360000. If not zero, the value is used as the number of one-
hundredths of a second to delay after each Datacom/DB request. The purpose of the TIME option is to provide a
way for the program to go slow enough to test all the conditions of its not keeping up.
Valid Entries:

0 to 360000
Default Value:

0

A specific statement is not intended to repeat, but if so, the last one processed is the one that is in effect. The program
logic is described at a high-level. After processing SYSIN statement, the CDC database is opened. A primary loop exists
to read the first TSN record, process it and loop. Processing a TSN causes a secondary loop that performs GSETL/GETIT
through the MNT records with the specific range of values provided by the TSN record. No specific record processing
exists as that is for a user to supply.

Following the specific processing, the MNT record is deleted and a GETIT for the next. When all are done the TSN record
is deleted and the program issues a COMIT.

At program end a report is produced. Following is a sample. For an example of the report header, see Sample Report
Headers.

TOTAL -      REQUESTS         TSN'S         MNT'S       MUF I/O       A DBDVM01

                6,019             3         3,000            14

   DBID TABLE       ADDIT         UPDAT         DELET

    997  C02          500           500           500

    997  C01          500           500           500

This page of the report shows the following:

REQUESTS
Displays the total calls to DBNTRY during processing.

TSN'S
Displays the number of TSN records processed.

MNT'S
Displays the number of MNT records processed.

MUF I/O
Displays the number of I/O events MUF used to process this job's requests.

A ccccccc
Displays the control ID (the letter A) followed by the name of the MUF or MUFplex that is being used.

The following columns
Display the detail number of ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET commands by DBID (997 in the example) and by table
(C02 and C01 in the example).

Soon after the program does its initial open, it writes the following message: CDC3 - CHANGE DATA CAPTURE USER
LISTENER STARTED If the program does its normal end, it writes the following message: CDC3 - CHANGE DATA
CAPTURE USER LISTENER ENDED. If the program does its error end, it writes the following message: CDC3 -
CHANGE DATA CAPTURE USER LISTENER ERROR, END.

Using EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME for Sites Using the CDC Facility

Enhanced Job Handling for Sites Using Change Data Capture for Maintaining an Active-Query Environment
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Product: Datacom

Release: 14.02

OS: z/OS

The EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME command supports sites utilizing the Change Data Capture (CDC) facility to move
changes from one Datacom MUF to another. This enhancement is targeted for CDC Active-Standby or Active-Query
environments. However, it can be used for other situations where the actions provided are needed.

This command replaces the existing CDC processing option "CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME" which permitted CDC users to
exclude one job name from change capture by CDC.

Note: You can set the EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME command during the MUF startup or later as a console-like
command.

The EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME command is constructed so that it can be used for current and future requirements.
The command allows you to provide an exception list to rules that are currently in place within the MUF. Currently, the
command is used to provide Job Name exceptions for two specific MUF processes.

Following the command are options of action, job name model, and the specific rule that the exception is being provided
for. The command model is:

EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME_ADD,JOBNAME,rule

or

EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME DELETE,JOBNAME,rule

Use the add/delete value to:

• ADD a JOBNAME as a new exception for the specified rule
• DELETE a JOBNAME from an existing exception list for the specified rule (previously added through ADD)

Note: A DELETE cannot be done during the MUF startup but only later using one of the console-like APIs.

JOBNAME

Provides a one to 8-byte Job Name that is an exception to the specified rule. The name can include an asterisk (*) to be
a generic where all the bytes to the left are to participate in the compare. For example, ‘MYJOB’ provides an exception
for any Job that has a job name of MYJOB and padded to 8 bytes with blanks. Or, ‘MYJOB*’ would provide exceptions for
every Job that starts with the first 5 bytes of ‘MYJOB’ with any values in bytes 6 through 8.

rule

The rule for which the job name is granted an exemption.

Two rule values are supported currently:

• CDC - The provided job name is exempted from having the CDC change capture process its changes.
Use this option when CDC is running on MUFA capturing changes applying them to MUFB while CDC is also running
on MUFB and applying those changes to MUFA. In both cases, use this option to exclude the incoming CDC changes
from being captured and rebroadcast back to the original MUF.
Another case is where CDC is used to capture certain user changes for audit processing. There are system jobs that
are considered "secured" and need no auditing. Use this setting to exclude those jobs from capture.

• NOMAINT - The job name is excluded from the ACCESS NOMAINT in the MUF. This exception allows this job name to
perform maintenance commands in the MUF where all other jobs are blocked from maintenance.
Note: The exception is not for a specific data base DBID. An exception is provided to all bases in the MUF that have
NOMAINT set.
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Use this option when you have an update MUF and a query only MUF and you are using CDC to capture and apply
the changes made on the update MUF to the query only MUF. To prevent any user update to the query only MUF,
set ACCESS NOMAINT on for all user DBIDs. The NOMAINT setting also stops the apply process from updating the
query MUF with the captured changes from the production MUF. Use this option with the name of the apply program to
allow it to do maintenance commands while all other maintenance activity is blocked.
Another case is where you want certain "secured" system jobs to be allowed to update while all other job names are
blocked.

While the two exception lists were designed for the ACTIVE-QUERY environment, they can be used individually for other
purposes as stated previously.

The number of EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME commands that can be issued at MUF startup or through the console are
limitless. As with other critical system adjustments each time an exception is processed, the exception is written to the
JEL log of the MUF.

Currently, there is no reporting or Dynamic System Table list of active EXCEPTION_FOR_JOBNAME commands.

 

 

zIIP Processors
 (z/OS only) In z/OS environments, you can use zIIP processors on the z9 series and above to offload computing cycles to
zIIP processors. Using zIIP processors increases overall CPU throughput at lower operational costs.

When using zIIP processing, take the following considerations into account.

 Inactive Recovery 

You must use inactive recovery (LOGRCV NO or no recovery (LOGRCV NEVER).

 SRB Mode 

You must run tasks in SRB mode to use zIIP processing. Specify SRB mode in the SMPTASK MUF startup option (see
SMPTASK) using the zIIP parameter z.

 ZIIP_USER_LIMIT 

The ZIIP_USER_LIMIT MUF startup option can be useful as a tuning option but is not required to do zIIP processing
(see ZIIP_USER_LIMIT Startup Option).

 MUF EOJ Report for zIIP 

The MUF EOJ report reflects zIIP information (see MUF EOJ Report for zIIP).

 Messages Related to zIIP Processing 

For information about messages related to SRB mode execution for zIIP processing, see Messages Related to SRB Mode
Execution.

Memory Resident Data Facility
The Memory Resident Data Facility (MRDF) allows the mapping of Datacom/DB areas to space in memory as either
covered or virtual areas. MRDF manages the additional virtual storage available in z/OS and z/VSE. Learn how to define
memory resident areas.

The MUF startup options specify buffer pools for use by all Datacom/DB tasks running. The Multi-User Facility manages
these buffers keeping the most recently used blocks in memory and reusing buffers containing blocks which have not
been referenced recently. In managing these buffers, the Multi-User Facility treats all blocks equally, maintaining only the
most recently used blocks.
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z/OS and z/VSE systems have extra virtual storage available which is managed by the Datacom/DB Memory Resident
Data Facility (MRDF). This facility allows you to specify data and Index Areas, or either one, to be memory resident.

When data spaces are used, they are created with a maximum of 2 GB. The MUF startup option DATASPACE can lower
this number. In z/OS, 2 GB should be used. In z/VSE, this would require large page tables and so it would be better to set
the DATASPACE value to slightly more than you plan to use. A single area is not split across data spaces. If it is larger than
the DATASPACE MUF startup option, the size provided is rounded down.

The MRDF operates independently of the buffer pools. When satisfying a request, the Multi-User Facility looks for the
required block in the pool buffers and then in the memory resident areas. If the block is not available in memory, Multi-
User Facility performs the required DASD read.

z/OS 64-bit memory is the default to use for MRDF, and it should be allowed to work, not disabled. JCL changes or
system changes are required to provide the amount of 64-bit memory to be allowed for the MUF address space. With 64-
bit, the maximum per each area is not the 2g for a data space but 9g.

When a memory resident data area is opened, Datacom/DB in z/OS first attempts to allocate from 64-bit memory. If it is
not available or in z/VSE, MUF creates one or more data spaces and maps the areas to the data spaces.

Covered Areas

Datacom/DB maps a covered area to memory when the area is opened and releases it from memory when the Multi-User
Facility is shut down. Covered areas reduce DASD I/O associated with data reads.

When Datacom/DB writes to a covered area, it writes to both the copy in memory and the DASD copy. Datacom/DB
schedules writes to covered areas in the same manner as it schedules writes when the Memory Resident Data Facility
is not present. Therefore, writes to covered areas are controlled by using the pipeline feature. (For details on using the
pipeline feature see Pipelining.)

Data or Index Area blocks in the covered memory are valid as long as the database is open for update. Every open where
the database was not already open for update removes all buffers for that database. This prevents obsolete index or data
if the physical area was reorganized, updated by another Multi-User Facility, updated by a Single User job, or restored
from some backup.

Virtual Areas

A virtual area exists only in virtual storage. A virtual area has no equivalent DASD area and, therefore, no DASD I/O is
ever performed to access or update it. Virtual areas are useful for temporary work areas such as the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility temporary index area or those required for a program or a set of programs. Datacom/DB maps a virtual
area into virtual storage when the area is first opened (after Multi-User Facility startup) and releases the storage when
the Multi-User Facility is terminated. The data in memory is built by adding or inserting records. It is retrieved by read
programs. It is not subject to DBUTLTY processing that does not use MUF for index and data area processing.

A database defined as virtual cannot be closed. For the life of the MUF execution, the data is as it was added and
changed. A database can be set to not be virtual using the console-like command VIRTUAL_DELETE. It requires that the
database have no open URT entries to a table in the base. If none, the virtual attribute is deleted and the database is
removed from memory. The memory that is used for the areas in the database is freed.

NOTE
Virtual areas are treated as if they reside on 3380 devices. For example, an actual physical Index Area (IXX)
might be on a 3390 device, but Datacom/DB treats it as if it resides on a 3380 device during the run of the Multi-
User Facility and reports it that way in the DIR_DATASET (DRZ) dynamic systems table.

How to Define Memory Resident Areas

Define memory resident areas to the Multi-User Facility with the startup options COVERED and VIRTUAL.

COVERED FIRST and COVERED ACTIVE
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In addition to defining the areas to be covered and virtual, these MUF startup options specify the amount of memory to
be used for each area. For a covered area, this may be less space than is occupied by the DASD copy of the area. In this
case, Datacom/DB provides the following options for determining which data blocks are made memory resident:

• If the parameter FIRST is specified when a covered area is defined, the Multi-User Facility maps as many blocks as
possible into memory, beginning with the first block.

• If the parameter ACTIVE is specified when a covered area is defined, the Multi-User Facility makes each data block
memory resident as it is first read. When the memory that is provided for the covered area is full, the Multi-User Facility
removes the least-recently-used block to accommodate a newly read block.

• If neither FIRST nor ACTIVE is specified when a covered area is defined, the Multi-User Facility compares the amount
of data currently in the area (at the time of open) to the amount of memory that is provided for covering the area. If
all current data fits in the available memory, Multi-User Facility treats the area as if FIRST were specified. If all of the
current data does not fit in the available memory, the Multi-User Facility treats the area as if ACTIVE were specified.

Datacom/DB uses less memory and CPU time to manage a covered area that is defined with FIRST specified than to
manage one with ACTIVE specified. However, covering the first blocks of an area is only beneficial if records located in
the physical beginning of the data area are accessed frequently, since read requests for data outside the memory resident
portion of the covered area are directed to the DASD copy of the area.

Covered Generic versus Specific Areas

With one statement, all areas in a database can have a default. This is done by omitting an area name. If provided, every
area in that database is covered. Each area that is defined with a covered statement has those specific options. Those
areas not covered receive the generic option.

Defining Virtual Areas

Although virtual areas do not exist on DASD, you must define them in Datacom Datadictionary and catalog the definitions
to the Directory (CXX), as you would for any Datacom/DB data area.

Virtual Generic versus Specific Areas

If you specify a size for the Index Area or one or more data areas in the database and do not specify a VIRTUAL
statement with the database name, Datacom/DB uses the size that is specified for the first area in that database as the
default size for any unspecified area. Those areas that are not identified with a VIRTUAL statement receive the generic
option.

Summary of Virtual Processing

The Index and data areas exist on disk and must have been initialized and loaded. When the MUF opens a virtual area,
memory is acquired and mapped to the space provided with no data, in other words, the equivalent to a null load. The
disk areas are not opened and any data in the disk areas is not read. Data can only be added to virtual tables through the
MUF with record-at-a-time ADDIT commands (including the MASSADD utility with MULTUSE=YES), or with SQL INSERT
commands. This memory data is never written to disk and is destroyed when the MUF terminates (both through EOJ or
through any type of failure).

Block Size

Once an area is opened by the Memory Resident Data Facility, do not change the block size of the area without recycling
the Multi-User Facility.

Memory Use

The size provided is used for storing blocks of the area only. Control information is built as necessary (in the Multi-User
Facility address space) in addition to the size specified.
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Reporting on Use of Memory Resident Areas

When the Multi-User Facility is terminated, a summary of the MRDF information is written to the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file
where the MUF startup options are echoed. This information is cumulative from the time of the Multi-User Facility enable.
For an example of this information, see the COMM EOJ function.

Through SQL, the current definition and usage of MRDF information is available in real time. It can be acquired through
the dynamic system table MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL.

Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Library System Files
Datacom Datadictionary and certain other Datacom products use Virtual Library System (VLS) files as support files. The
Virtual Library System Utility (VLSUTIL) maintains these files.

VLS Files

Datacom Datadictionary uses the following Virtual Library System files:

ADRLIB
An error message file. (Used by multiple Broadcom products.)

ADRPNL
A panel definition and support facility. (Used by multiple Broadcom products.)

DDOFILE
A work file for online Datacom Datadictionary. The Datacom Datadictionary Online Work File (DDOFILE) stores
session dependent information over a logical process which can span the processing of several panels of
information. DDOFILE is the default name for the Datacom Datadictionary online work file. This name can be
changed in the DDOLLIB= parameter in the DDSYSTBL macro. For details on specifying a different name for this
file, see .

DDOFIL2
A work file for the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility. The Datacom Datadictionary Online
SQL Work File (DDOFIL2) stores the SQL source statements as members in this library. It is added to and deleted
from by SQL mode transactions. You should backup this file as frequently as your SQL processing mode activity
dictates. DDOFIL2 is the default name for the Datacom Datadictionary Online SQL processing mode Work File.
This name can be changed in the DDOLSQL= parameter in the DDSYSTBL macro. For details on specifying a
different name for this file, see .

MDUOLL
A panel definition file for online Datacom Datadictionary. The Panel Library (MDUOLL) file contains the panel
definitions used by Datacom Datadictionary in the online mode to communicate with the terminal. The file is
established at installation time. Keep a backup of this file.

Defining the Files to VPE

The Virtual Library System files and other non-Datacom/DB files accessed by Datacom Datadictionary must be identified
to the Virtual Processing Environment (VPE), a component of Ideal. VPE enables Datacom Datadictionary to run in
multiple environments. In batch, these files include all input and output files as well as print and punch files. In Datacom
Datadictionary online, these files include the DDOFILE, the DDOFIL2, and MDUOLL files. Do not change the Panel
Library (MDUOLL) File or any of the batch input and output files.

An entry must be defined in the VPE File Table using a ROSFD macro for each file used in batch processing and online.
The ROSFD macros assembled for z/OS sites are in the DDSAM03 and DDSAM04 members on the Datacom page on
http://support.ca.com/ (for more information, see How to Obtain the Sample Members). For z/VSE sites, the ROSFD
macros are in the installation job stream. The ROSFD macros are assembled by the Datacom installation process. In z/
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OS, you should not need to reassemble ROSFD. In z/VSE, it is possible that you might need to reassemble ROSFD, if
you change device types (for example, from 3375 to 3390).

 name ROSFD parameters

 

The name refers to the VLS files for Datacom Datadictionary. See the Common Components and Services or CIS for z/
VSE documentation for details about the ROSFD macro.

Under CICS, an entry is required for each VLS file in the File Control Table (DFHFCT). See the CICS documentation for
information on the DFHFCT macro.

Maintaining the VLS Files

Use VLSUTIL to maintain the Virtual Library System (VLS) files. VLSUTIL performs the following tasks:

• Backs up the VLS library
• Restores the VLS library
• Formats the VLS library
• Selectively backs up the VLS library
• Selectively restores the VLS library
• Produces a library index listing
• Adds a library member
• Deletes a library member
• Renames a library member
• Lists a library member
• Dumps a library member

With the exception of the backup and restore functions, these functions should only be performed at the request of
Support.

Extending a VLS File

Use the following procedure to enlarge a Virtual Library System (VLS) file:

1. End all processing involving the file to be enlarged.
2. Use the VLSUTIL BACKUP function to create a sequential backup of the VLS file.
3. Allocate a new, larger VLS file.
4. Use the VLSUTIL FORMAT function to format the newly allocated VLS file.
5. Use the VLSUTIL RESTORE function to load the formatted VLS file with the output from step 2.

NOTE
For more information about using VLSUTIL functions, see the Ideal Implementation documentation.

Modifying Datadictionary Signon Transactions
Online Datacom Datadictionary uses Session Control Facility (SCF), part of Ideal, and is defined in the Session Control
Facility Transaction Table (SC00TRAN). To change the name of the transaction used to initiate modify the Session Control
Facility Transaction Table, as described in the Ideal Implementation documentation.

The following transaction or EXEC names were defined in the SC00TRAN at installation:

DDOL
Online Datacom Datadictionary
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DDOX
Online Datacom Datadictionary Express Signon

If you are using a prior release of Ideal, all of the above transaction or EXEC names were defined in the SC00TRAN at
installation, except DDOX. If you want to enable Datacom Datadictionary express signon, you must add DDOX to the
SC00TRAN, using the following procedure.

For systems operating with CICS, each of the above transaction IDs must be defined to the CICS Program Control Table
(PCT) which is attached to the SC00INIT program.

Datacom Datadictionary Express Signon Considerations

Express signon assumes that the operator ID and password from the CICS Terminal Control Table Terminal Entry
(TCTTE) are the same as the user ID and user password for Datacom Datadictionary online unless you have specified
YES for the EXPBYPP= parameter in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table.  For that reason, it is the
Datacom Datadictionary Administrator's responsibility to ensure that Datacom Datadictionary short IDs and passwords
match those of the CICS TCTTE. If any of these do not match, the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel appears.

Adding Datacom Datadictionary Express Signon to SC00TRAN

You must add an entry to the Session Control Facility Transaction Table (member SC00TRAN in the IPC library) for
Datacom Datadictionary express signon. An entry for a Datacom Datadictionary express signon is highlighted in the
following example. The standard signon entry precedes the highlighted entry.

SC00TRAN  SCTRANTB TYPE=INITIAL

          SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IDEA,PROD=IDL,                    X

                   OPTIONS=(DD,PS),                                    X

                   IDENT='IDEAL:',                                     X

                   XFERCMD=IDEAL

          SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=IDLX,PROD=IDL,                    X

                   OPTIONS=(DD,EX,PS),                                 X

                   IDENT='IDEAL:',                                     X

                   XFERCMD=IDEAL

          SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=DDOL,PROD=DDO,                    X

                   OPTIONS=DD,                                         X

                   IDENT='DDOL:',                                      X

                   XFERCMD=DDOL

          SCTRANTB TYPE=ENTRY,TRANID=DDOX,PROD=DDO,                    X

                   OPTIONS=(DD,EX),                                    X 

                   IDENT='DDOL:',                                      X

                   XFERCMD=DDOL                                          

          SCTRANTB TYPE=FINAL

After updating the Session Control Facility Transaction Table, reassemble and link it to create a new load module
SC00TRAN. See the DDSAM05 member on the Datacom page on http://support.ca.com/ (for more information, see How
to Obtain the Sample Members).

NOTE
For a complete description of the Session Control Facility Transaction Table and its parameters, see the Ideal
Implementation documentation.
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Using Datacom CICS Services
In addition to permitting application programs which run under CICS to issue requests to Datacom/DB, Datacom CICS
Services includes features which enable you to control and monitor system resources and solve problems online. These
features can be activated with CICS transactions DBEC, DBEX, DBIC, DBOC, DBTS, DBTX, DBUG, and DBUT. Access
to these features can be controlled by limiting authorizations to these various transactions.

For more information about Datacom CICS Services, see Datacom Tools - Source.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Interfacing with Application Programs

Datacom CICS Services provides the interface between CICS and the Datacom/DB MUF. This interface permits
application programs, including other Broadcom products such as Dataquery, which run under CICS to communicate with
Datacom/DB. Application programs can be written using Ideal for Datacom, the Broadcom fourth-generation programming
language, or in Assembler, COBOL (with or without the use of MetaCOBOL+), or PL/I using the command-level interface
to CICS. Details on using your applications with Datacom CICS Services are provided in Datacom Tools - Source.

Datacom CICS Services allows you to use the CICS SYNC POINT with your online applications accessing Datacom/DB.

Maintenance

Ongoing maintenance and tuning of Datacom CICS Services include the following tasks.

• Modifying Datacom CICS Services generation options specified in the DBCVTPR macro.
• Defining URTs which are used by Datacom CICS Services when providing online access to Datacom/DB.
• Initiating and shutting down Datacom CICS Services.
• Handling recovery, restart, and transaction backout.
• Tuning your system to use resources effectively.

User Exits

Datacom CICS Services provide facilities for implementing two user exit programs: one before Datacom CICS Services
issues a Datacom/DB call and the other after accessing Datacom/DB. You can use these to tailor Datacom CICS Services
to your site requirements.

Displays System Resources upon Request

You can monitor system resources at anytime by issuing an online inquiry command to display a selected resource.
Datacom CICS Services display the requested information in a formatted panel or in scrollable form, depending on the
transaction ID. Datacom CICS Services is installed with the following CICS transaction IDs for issuing online commands to
monitor system resources:

DBEX DBEC
The inquiry command invokes a scrollable display of Multi-User Facility (MUF) connections, User Requirements
Tables (URTs), and if requested, the tables listed in each URT. In an MRO environment, the display can be limited
to MUF and URTs in a specified CICS or extend to MUF and URTs in all CICS systems.

DBIC DBOC
Inquiry commands are available to invoke formatted displays of the following resources and data:
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• User Requirements Tables, with or without associated Datacom/DB table information
• Trace table, either scrollable display of entries, criteria on which trace is based, or status of Auxiliary Trace
• Statistics: active tasks, held transactions, abending tasks, concurrent users, requests by return code
• Options currently in use (defined through System Option Table (DBCVTPR) parameter values)
• Software maintenance level

DBUT
Displays storage areas for CICS programs and system tables at specified location.

Controls System Resources upon Request

If authorized for the required transaction ID, you can alter system resources by issuing the appropriate online command.
Datacom CICS Services display messages on the command results. Datacom CICS Services is installed with the
following CICS transaction IDs for issuing online commands to alter system resources:

DBEC
The scrollable display invoked by an INQUIRE command contains fields which are updateable when the
command is issued through DBEC. In addition, several PERFORM commands invoke actions that alter MUF and
URT resources within the local or remote CICS systems.

DBOC
Commands permit you to modify or control the following:

• MUF connections
• URTs
• Datacom/DB tables
• Datacom CICS Services modules or control tables
• Trace Facility and Auxiliary Trace Facility
• Datacom CICS Services operation and options

DBUT
Allows you to alter CICS programs and system tables. For more information, see Display Utility (DBUT)--Examine
CICS Region Online.

Facilitates Application Development

Datacom CICS Services facilitate application development with the following:

DBTX
Accepts read-only requests to Datacom/DB, allowing you to examine command syntax or simulate program logic.

DBTS
Accepts read-only and update requests to Datacom/DB, allowing you to examine command syntax or simulate
program logic and also update the specified database.

DBUG
Intercepts Datacom/DB requests issued by an executing application program, allowing you to examine its
processing.

Using Datacom IMS/DC Services
Datacom IMS/DC Services enables the execution of application programs issuing both Datacom/DB and DL/I calls to:

• Native Datacom/DB databases.
• Native DL/I databases.
• Databases migrated from DL/I to Datacom/DB, if installed with Datacom DL1 Transparency.
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Additional Datacom IMS/DC Services capabilities enable you to specify, examine, and alter User Requirements Table
usage in your regions.

Control Database Definition/ Maintenance Utility

The Control Database Definition/Maintenance utility executes six types of commands to populate, maintain, or analyze
records in the Control database. You can perform the following tasks with these commands:

• Populate the PUT table with CLASS and MMTRAN records based on transaction code definitions in IMSGEN's data
set. CLASS records identify classes reserved for DBOC requests. MMTRAN records identify IMS transactions defined
as MODE=MULT.

• Verify synchronization between PUT table CLASS and MMTRAN records and IMSGEN output data.
• Add PROGRAM and User Requirements Table (URT) records to the PUT table, which define each program as an MPP

or BMP program, and establish the URT associated with it. The URT record is generated for MPP programs to record
URT usage within MPP regions.

• Modify Program/User Requirements Table relationships or change the program's MPP/BMP specification.
• Delete obsolete PROGRAM records from the PUT table.
• Delete obsolete Region Statistics records from the REG table.
• Correct PUT table HEADER record counters that do not reflect the number of existing PROGRAM and URT records.
• Verify the results of the definition, maintenance, or analysis performed by examining the reports automatically

generated by this utility.

Control Database Reporting Utility

The Control Database Reporting utility produces reports detailing the contents of the Datacom IMS/DC Services Control
database PUT and REG tables. You can request reports of statistics maintained in the REG table by region, by record,
or as global totals. Data defined to the PUT table can be requested for CLASS records, MMTRAN records and Region
Active (REGACTIVE) records. Reports on Program-to-User Requirements Table (URT) relationships or URT-to-Program
relationships can be requested as well. Use this batch utility to produce the following reports:

• Control Database Statistics Summary by Region
• Control Database Statistics Summary by Record
• Control Database Statistics Summary Totals
• Control Database CLASS Records Report
• Control Database Multi-mode Transactions Report
• Control Database PROGRAM/URT Records Report
• Control Database Region Active Report
• Control Database Report on CLASS, MMTRAN, PROGRAM, and URT Records

Interface Features

Datacom IMS/DC Services supports applications written in any language supported in the native IMS/VS environment,
including COBOL, PL/I, Assembler and FORTRAN. All that is required is that you link your program to the Broadcom load
library containing the Language Interface module generated by the DLLI0PR macro.

Performance Governor Features

When you implement the Governor Table, you specify how the Service Facility is to handle the dynamic allocation of URTs
within MPP regions. Additionally, you specify how often the Service Facility is to update statistics accumulated in the REG
table.

Through Online Services, you can display and alter selected options controlled by the Governor Table in one or all MPP
regions.
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Online Services Features

The Online Services subsystem accepts online DBOC commands and formats responses in the form of online screen
displays or messages indicating successful or unsuccessful execution of the maintenance requested.

You can perform the following types of maintenance through DBOC commands you enter from your terminal:

• Open or close a specified URT
• Load a new version of a specified URT
• Enable or disable a specified table
• Change the way URT opens are handled
• Change the specifications for dynamically closing URTs and updating statistics

Other DBOC commands return the following types of status displays to your terminal:

• URT status
• PUT table contents, including Program and URT relationships
• REG table contents, including system status and region summary statistics
• Current specifications for dynamically closing URT and updating statistics

NOTE
For complete details on Datacom IMS/DC Services, see the Datacom IMS/DC Services System documentation

Establishing a Development Environment
You should establish a complete development environment accurately reflecting the reality of the production environment.
In a database environment, an appropriate development scenario includes the testing of all logging options chosen and
forcing situations that test recovery procedures.

Keep the development and production environments separate and do not mingle them during testing. A production table,
even with read-only access, should not be used to test a program that is updating a development table.

Development Environment Requirements

As you consider each option and weigh the advantages, the deciding factor may be the availability of resources. You
should set up your development environment to:

• Test all the logging options you have chosen.
• Force situations that test recovery.
• Test additional Datacom/DB features that you are using, such as the Accounting Facility.
• Test the various additional Broadcom products that you use, such as Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom.

Using Datacom CICS Services for Testing and Debugging

Datacom CICS Services has some useful tools for testing and debugging. See Using Datacom CICS Services for an
overview and the Datacom CICS Services User documentation.

Using Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility

The Datacom Datadictionary online Interactive SQL Service Facility is a useful tool in testing and debugging. With it, you
can:

• Define Datacom/DB tables.
• Examine and manipulate Datacom/DB data.
• Simulate SQL application program logic.
• Test the function of various SQL statements.
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The Interactive SQL Service Facility is subject to standard Datacom Datadictionary security controls.

One Datacom Datadictionary System per Directory (CXX)

Using a Datacom Datadictionary system per Directory (CXX) involves the creation of a totally separate development
environment that shares no part of the production environment. Each environment consists of its own online region, Multi-
User Facility region, Directory (CXX), Log Area (LXX), Force Area (FXX), Recovery File (RXX), and supporting libraries.
Two Multi-User Facilities must be generated and two Directories, two Log Areas, two Force Areas, and two Recovery Files
must be allocated.

Implementation

To implement this configuration, reinstall Datacom/DB in a separate environment. You need to:

1. Generate two MUFs.
2. Allocate two Directories, Log Areas, Force Areas, and Recovery Files.
3. The production and development environments should each have a unique environmental library for modules that

are specific for each corresponding MUF, commonly called the CUSLIB. This allows you to tailor each environment
for the necessary amount of resources to be allocated. The following is a list of items that is usually unique for each
environment:
– Modify and assemble a DBSIDPR where the production MUF uses a different identify (TARGET_MUF_LIST in z/OS

or SUBID in z/VSE). (See Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.)
– Modify the MUF startup options. (See Modifying MUF Startup Options.)
– Modify and assemble a Master List, DBMSTLST. (See Altering the Master List.)
– Modify and assemble the alternate DBUTLTY SYSIN module DBIN1PR (see DBNI1PR Module).
– Modify and assemble the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource table, DDSRTLM. (Each Datacom

Datadictionary must have a different DATACOM-ID and a separate copy of the Datacom Datadictionary VLS files.
See and VLS files.)

– If Dataquery is installed, modify and assemble the Dataquery Option list, DQOPTLST. (See the information about
tailoring the Dataquery system option table)

– If Datacom CICS Services is installed, modify and assemble the Datacom CICS Services generation options,
DBCVTPR. (See the information about specifying Datacom CICS Services generation options (DBCVTPR))

– CUSLIB normally contains URTs such as DBURPPR (SQL), DBURSPR(SQL), DBURT001, DBURT002 and
DBURT010. These are built from the Broadcom install process.

Designate one environment as the development environment and do all database development work here. Databases are
always defined first in the development Datacom Datadictionary. Databases in PRODuction status in the development
Datacom Datadictionary describe development databases. When a new development database is ready to be
implemented in production, its definition must be transported to the production Datacom Datadictionary.

Transporting Definitions Between Systems

Each of the following types of definitions must be considered when transporting.

• Databases with Non-SQL Accessible Tables
• Databases with SQL Accessible Tables
• Tables with Constraints

Databases with Non-SQL Accessible Tables

To transport definitions, use the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM). Execute this utility to
extract a database definition from the development Datacom Datadictionary and create input transactions to populate the
production Datacom Datadictionary.
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This process consists of:

1. Executing DDBTGLM against the development Datacom Datadictionary.
2. Adding the definition to the production Datacom Datadictionary using the transactions from DDBTGLM.
3. Copying the definition from TEST to PRODuction status.
4. Cataloging the definition to the Directory (CXX).

On completion of this process, you have established a production environment which is a mirror image of the development
environment.

Databases with SQL Accessible Tables

To transport a database containing SQL objects, use the Datacom Datadictionary Transport Utility (DDTRSLM). Execute
the DDTRSLM utility in the development Datacom Datadictionary to EXPORT a structure and create a transport file. Use
the utility in the production Datacom Datadictionary to IMPORT the structure from the transport file.

You can also use the DDTRSLM utility to transport other SQL objects such as plans, views, synonyms, procedures, and
triggers. The source site must have valid, cataloged SQL objects to be migrated. That means that tables must have an
AUTHID and SQL name and plans must be executable.

Tables with Constraints

The source version of the database to be migrated must be in PRODuction status and each table that is to be migrated
must have a valid AUTHID and SQL name.

1. Run DDBTGLM on the DATABASE entity-occurrence definition, if transporting to another mainframe site. This step is
not needed when transporting to a PC.

2. Run DDTRSLM utility to EXPORT each table in the database that has constraints on it. It is not necessary to transport
non-SQL tables with DDTRSLM utility when the destination is another mainframe. When transporting to a PC, you
must use EXPORT for all tables.

3. Add AUTHIDs at the destination with CREATE SCHEMA statements.
4. When the destination is another mainframe, run DDUPDATE with the DDBTGLM output. Verify that the area's SQL

name is the same as it was in the source site in order to be able to process the IMPORT of the table.
a. After adding the database structure, copy it to PRODuction status.
b. Catalog the database.
c. Run the DBUTLTY INIT and LOAD functions for the areas (NULL load if none of the tables in the BTG transactions

have data).
5. Run the DDTRSLM IMPORT function for the tables using the REPLACE option of the collision resolution command

(SET IMPORT COLLISION).

Testing Changes to Definitions

Make all subsequent changes in database structures to the development Datacom Datadictionary. When your testing is
concluded, select one of the following procedures to transport these modifications to the existing production system.

Databases with Non-SQL Accessible Tables

Use the DDBTGLM against the development Datacom Datadictionary to create input transactions. The DDBTGLM creates
version numbers for you. It is often safer to remove (DELETE or OBSOLETE) the structure in the production Datacom
Datadictionary prior to running the transactions.

For example, when deleting a table from a database structure, you must remove (DELETE or OBSOLETE) the structure
in the production Datacom Datadictionary before executing the DDUPDATE utility with the transactions generated from
the development Datacom Datadictionary by DDBTGLM. Otherwise, Datacom Datadictionary does not delete the table
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from the production Datacom Datadictionary, since Datacom Datadictionary processes a -BTG transaction as an update
transaction if the entity-occurrence exists, in most cases. It is usually processed as an add transaction if it does not exist.

The steps to follow are:

1. Back up the DATA-DICT database on the production system.
2. Delete the TEST version of the PRODuction status database structure in the production Datacom Datadictionary, if

one exists.
3. Add the modified TEST status definition to the production Datacom Datadictionary with the transactions created by the

DDBTGLM.
4. Copy the TEST status definitions to PRODuction status and catalog it to the production Directory.

Databases Containing SQL Accessible Tables

Use the DDTRSLM EXPORT function against the development Datacom Datadictionary modified structure and use the
utility's IMPORT function in the production Datacom Datadictionary.

Another technique is to apply the same modifications directly to the production Datacom Datadictionary. This procedure is
only recommended if minor modifications are being made and either a record has been made of all changes or the original
batch transactions or SQL ALTER TABLE statements used to change the development Datacom Datadictionary can be
saved until it is time to apply them to the production Datacom Datadictionary.

Parallel Sysplex, Data Sharing (MUFplex)
Data Sharing for Datacom/DB takes one Multi-User Facility (MUF) that runs on one z/OS image and splits the job so that
it runs in parallel on one or two z/OS images. This group of one or two individual jobs runs under a logical group name
(such as PROD1, for example). Running together, the group of jobs is known as a MUFplex. In this example, the logical
MUFplex name would therefore be PROD1.

All of the jobs in the MUFplex have the full ability to read and update as though only one existed. User applications
can connect to any of the MUF in the MUFplex. They share the Directory (CXX), Log Area (LXX), Force Area (FXX),
and all DASD data sets. A separate PXX must be allocated, however, for each MUF in the MUFplex (see Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) Processing in a MUFplex).

It follows, then, that this is the definition of a Data Sharing (MUFplex) environment: one group of one or more MUFs that
have been defined to participate in a MUFplex and share the same logical MUFplex name. Each MUF in a MUFplex
must share the same Directory (CXX), Log Area (LXX), Force Area (FXX), and the primary Datacom/DB Datacom
Datadictionary databases. A separate PXX must be allocated, however, for each MUF in the MUFplex (see Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) Processing in a MUFplex).

The major benefits of using Data Sharing are:

• To improve maximum availability
• To provide fault tolerance

These benefits are possible with Data Sharing because the individual MUF running as a MUFplex share some common
memory. The shared common memory exists in hardware known as a Coupling Facility.

Running on a single z/OS image is the most efficient and therefore preferred mode of execution. However, when the cost
of the additional overhead associated with Data Sharing can be afforded, Data Sharing is a valuable tool that can be used
for MUFs that require maximum availability or fault tolerance. The amount of Data Sharing overhead varies greatly, based
upon specific configuration and request requirements. The overhead includes CPU processing and Coupling Facility
hardware requirements that can cause an additional elapsed time delay per request.

The MUFplex performs in a straightforward manner that is consistent with the workings of Datacom. It is correct to
assume that almost one hundred percent of the time Datacom functionality is unaffected by running in a MUFplex
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environment. The normal configuration is simply that each z/OS image has initiators for batch jobs, one (or more)
production CICS region(s), and a physical copy of production Datacom/DB.

NOTE
Test systems would not usually have the database and CICS on the same z/OS as production, nor would they
run in the MUFplex mode.

Datacom is highly flexible with regard to how users can configure an environment, but a user site typically has multiple
Datacom systems with each system consisting of one Directory (CXX), one Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary, and
one MUF. It is also normal for a user site to have one production system, one development system, and an initial testing
type of system. Some sites have more than one production system or other combinations. Each of these systems can be
defined in a MUFplex environment

A MUF running in MUFplex mode naturally performs slower than a MUF not running in MUFplex mode. This is because in
addition to its non-MUFplex work, the MUF must also perform the required MUFplex locking and communication. Where
possible and practical, Datacom dynamically configures itself to minimize overhead when not needed. Users running as a
MUFplex are assumed to be doing so because of its functionality.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Variable Logging Considerations

For information about the requirement for variable logging when using data sharing, see MUFplex (Data Sharing)
Considerations.

Major Data Sharing (MUFplex) Features

You use a MUF startup option named MUFPLEX to specify that a particular execution of MUF is to be done in the Data
Sharing (MUFplex) format. Specifying the MUFPLEX MUF startup option is the first component of a MUFplex environment
and is required for all other MUFplex choices to be valid. The decision to use the MUFplex mode must be made during the
startup and cannot be changed during execution.

When running as part of a MUFplex, a logical name is assigned to identify the group of MUFs that are to operate in an
integrated manner. This name is known as the MUFplex name.

Each MUF within the MUFplex must have a MUF name that is unique within the MUFplex group. Each must also be
assigned a unique MUF number for identification across executions (the MUF name need not be the same across
executions). When the various MUFs are running on different z/OS images, they can all have the same job name. When
they run on a single image, these must be unique.

Before MUF can join a MUFplex environment, several Coupling Facility structures must have been predefined and must
be available (see Multiple Multi-User Facilities Support). The Coupling Facility is the common memory shared by the
various connected MUFs. Its structures define the current status of all the current activity. Each MUFplex group must have
its own structures. A production MUFplex cannot share with a test MUFplex.

The MUFplex environment has the same Datacom data sets that exist without the MUFplex environment. It is important
to realize that a MUFplex uses the exact same Directory (CXX) that exists when not running MUFplex. The same is true
for the Log Area (LXX), Force Area (FXX), Index Area (IXX), and data areas. What is stored on DASD is the same and is
used the same, except for the Log Area. The Log Area knows the mode of the current or previously failed MUF. Control is
based upon the MUFplex number provided in the startup options. This number is also stored in each log record. What is
different about running in a MUFplex environment is memory activity and Coupling Facility activity. You can change to or
from MUFplex execution with minimal effort. Simply specify the desired execution mode when enabling a new MUF.

NOTE
The Log Area cannot be left open when changing to or from a MUFplex execution.

When in a MUFplex environment, all of the Datacom data sets are read and written by all MUFs in the MUFplex on an as
required basis. This activity is controlled among them as required for proper execution. The MUFplex environment does
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not normally do more or less I/O activity than would be required for an execution that occurred in a non-MUFplex mode,
except for a small increase in the Force Area (FXX) and closing the last User Requirements Table for a database.

All data and index memory buffers related to storing DASD blocks in any MUF in a MUFplex can also be stored in
Coupling Facility structures and made available to all Multi-User Facilities. All areas open with update intent on any
MUF in a MUFplex also have definitions stored in the Coupling Facility and are opened to the operating system on all
MUFs. Data, index, or log blocks updated and in the pipeline for any MUF in the MUFplex can be written by that or any
other MUF in the MUFplex. A block to be changed is locked as required through the Coupling Facility before the block is
changed and is placed in the Coupling Facility as required after the change.

Workload Balancing

Workload balancing within Datacom is a subject of major importance. Datacom provides one flavor of workload balancing
called simple balancing that provides the same features that exist without Data Sharing. There are three options in simple
balancing:

• Requests are routed to the local MUF for processing.
• Requests are routed directly through XCF to the specified MUF.
• Requests are routed from the ending MUF from the previous steps and then through Datacom STAR to the desired

MUF.

z/OS workload balancing allows users to get the automatic balancing of z/OS for batch jobs that can be routed to the least
busy z/OS. For CICS users, transactions can be routed to the least busy CICS, or they can be routed to a specific CICS.
Datacom Server and Datacom Gateway users have no selection other than the end user connection to whichever server
or gateway they select. Specific requests are sent to the MUF as noted above.

Data Sharing Objectives, Restrictions, Limitations

Consider these Data Sharing objectives:

Improved Maximum Throughput
Data Sharing fulfills this objective by allowing any database to be read and updated in parallel on all processors
within a MUFplex and by keeping row-level locking (and nearly all the features currently available to all
processors) within a single z/OS image.

Extend Scalability
Going from one z/OS image to two images adds overhead to the database processing on each z/OS. In a multiple
image environment, however, adding processors through more z/OS images in a MUFplex, can add a substantial
improvement with little additional loss to existing images. The degree of improvement depends upon the size and
number of new processors and the ability of the hardware environment (Coupling Facility and channels) to keep
up.

Provide Fault Tolerance
It is critical for most of today's systems to provide minimum downtime. Areas which add risk are mainframe
hardware and software. In a multiple z/OS environment, the loss of a single mainframe hardware or software
element needs to have either no impact or a minimum impact to other systems that are running.

Ease of Use
End users, such as users of CICS, should not be impacted by the change to a Data Sharing mode, nor should
users who submit batch jobs be impacted. Furthermore, application programmers are not required to change old
programs or undergo new training in order to use Data Sharing.

Data Sharing Restrictions

Be aware of the following restrictions when using Data Sharing:
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• Data Sharing is for z/OS environments only.
• Coupling Facility Level 3 or higher is required.
• The MUF must run authorized.
• Hardware supporting Relative Branching.

Data Sharing Limitations

Consider the following limitations when using Data Sharing:

• When not using transaction backout, maintenance commands do not have unique keys protected when one MUF fails
but all MUFs do not fail. This is not likely, but the rollback can fail on a duplicate unique key and then has to be dealt
with manually.

• Datacom STAR connects to a physical MUF. No advantage or disadvantage exists when running as part of a MUFplex.
• Space management during inserts is less efficient and complete in heavy multitasking conditions among MUFplex

members and can require periodic space rebuilds to ensure completeness.
• Covered areas are ignored when two or more MUFs are enabled in a MUFplex environment. Any covered areas that

are defined are used as normal when only one MUF is enabled.
• Each DBID must be either virtual in every MUF or not virtual in every MUF. That is, a particular DBID cannot have

mixed definitions in a MUFplex.
• The SQL TTM database can be either virtual or DASD, but, if it is DASD, the DBID must not match between or among

the MUFs that are using DASD.
• There is no support for MULTUSE=YES in DBUTLTY functions (BACKUP, EXTRACT, LOAD, RECOVERY, REORG,

RETIX).
• There are other DBUTLTY restrictions about functions that cannot run if more than one MUFplex is enabled.
• All MUFs running under the same MUFplex must be in the same Version.
• Data Sharing does not support the DBUTLTY DEFRAG (Defragment Index) function.

MUF Startup Options Relating to MUFplex

The following are MUF startup options relating to MUFplex:

ACCESS OPTIMIZE
In a Data Sharing (MUFplex) environment, OPTIMIZE must be used as the value for the ACCESS MUF startup
option for all databases in a MUFplex. Either specify ACCESS OPTIMIZE or allow ACCESS to default (OPTIMIZE
is the default). Using ACCESS NOOPT is not allowed in a MUFplex. For more information about the ACCESS
MUF startup option, see ACCESS.

COVERED
In a MUFplex, covered areas can be defined and utilized in a limited fashion. An area can only effectively be
covered when only one of the Multi-User Facilities in the MUFplex has the database open. At times when the
database has open areas on multiple MUFs, the covered processing is terminated. It is enabled again when only
one MUF has the database open.

MUF
In a MUFplex, the MUF name must be different among the MUFs sharing a MUFplex name.

MUFPLEX
(Optional) The MUFPLEX MUF startup option allows you to specify that you want a MUF to run in a Data Sharing
(MUFplex) environment. For details about the MUFPLEX MUF startup option, see MUFPLEX.

SMPTASK
When using a MUFplex, the SMPTASK MUF startup option is required to be specified, and the first parameter of
that specified SMPTASK option must be greater than zero (0).
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VIRTUAL
In a MUFplex environment, virtual databases have limited support. All virtual databases are treated as nonshared
and unique to the specific MUF with which each is executing. All MUFs in the MUFplex only have the same data
if user applications add the same data. A virtual database on one MUF in a MUFplex must be virtual on all of the
MUFs in the MUFplex. For details about the VIRTUAL MUF startup option, see VIRTUAL.

Other Options to Consider

Within a MUFplex, certain MUF startup options specified for different physical MUFs should be the same. The MUF
startup options that must match are:

• LOGRCV dualrxx
• LOGRCV NO or NEVER
• LOGPEND
• LOGSPILL a, b, c, d, or e
• MUFPLEX maxtasks or mode

NOTE
If you specify the MUF startup option LOGRCV as YES, you are not allowed to specify the MUFPLEX MUF
startup option.

Multi-User Facility Parameters

The following MUF parameters specify the space that the Directory can use:

SYSPOOL MUF startup option
The first parameter for the SYSPOOL MUF startup option specifies the number of Directory buffers. For details,
see SYSPOOL.

CXXNO=
For DBUTLTY, the Master List specifies the number of Directory buffers.

MUF DBSIDPR (DBSYSID Macro) Considerations

For MUFplex considerations with regard to DBSYSID options, see MUFplex and Datacom Core CICS Services.

MUFplex Tuning

MUFplex tuning involves two areas: hardware related tuning and Coupling Facility related tuning.

Hardware Related Tuning

Hardware related tuning is external to Datacom/DB and needs to be pursued with the hardware vendor.

Coupling Facility Related Tuning

The use of the Coupling Facility by Datacom/DB is based upon what jobs are submitted. Tuning Datacom/DB MUFplex
usage (excluding hardware) involves making choices related to the items listed below. Each choice made about job
execution determines the cost, in that each of the items dictate how much Coupling Facility work is required. More work
means more CPU usage and longer elapsed runtime. Therefore, to reduce Coupling Facility usage, thereby reducing CPU
and elapsed runtimes, plan to:
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• Run as few as possible MUFs in the MUFplex.
• Run as much maintenance as possible on one MUF.
• Run all access to a database on (as much as is possible) the same MUF.
• Run all maintenance to a database on (as much as is possible) the same MUF.
• Run all ADDs and DELETEs to a database on (as much as is possible) the same MUF.
• Run all ADDs to a database on (as much as is possible) the same MUF.

Coupling Facility Strategies for MUFplex
See MUFplex coupling facility use levels/structures (DBMXMPR, DMBXEPR)/processes; CXX, PXX, transaction
boundary, DBID, TTM, boolean selection; master list dumps/snaps, dynamic system tables, DBUTLTY, area level control.

Coupling Facility Usage Levels

The three levels of Coupling Facility usage give the best performance, using only the level of resources required.

First Level
The first level is an enable of a MUF requesting MUFplex mode. With the first enabled MUF, a minimum of
overhead occurs. A single enabled physical and logical MUF does not join the Coupling Facility.

Second Level
The second level begins when a second MUF is enabled. The first MUF joins the Coupling Facility, adds required
list records, and acquires the needed locks. All locking and list processing that is higher than database level
begins. The second level includes all logging, transaction, and request control processing.
Nearly all overhead in a MUFplex environment is related to maintenance (add, update, and delete) processing.
Adding records, in particular, requires substantial overhead. To keep overhead at a reasonable level, when adding
records at the same time. the Multi-User Facilities add records to different blocks. To keep MUFs from adding
records to the same block at the same time, MUFplex Multi-User Facilities take exclusively either:

• The one next overflow block (when the area is not full) and a block unused since the last required LOAD, or
• A specific space index group entry.

Therefore, for small areas, more space can be required, because while one MUF owns the block or space entry,
the other Multi-User Facilities cannot find the space available. A space entry can define space for one block
through 56 blocks. This processing is not optional.
Also with mode B, every pipeline buffer is added to the Coupling Facility and updated for each new pipeline
requirement. Read activity, including row locking, has little added overhead. The benefit at this level is a failed
MUF can be restarted without reprocessing the pipeline.
A message exists to provide the state of the Multi-User Facilities within a MUFplex. Message DB02312I occurs
during the enable and end of every MUF in the MUFplex environment. A list of MUF numbers that are active or
in a failed state is provided. Failed state Multi-User Facilities are noted with a minus sign before the number. The
message occurs on each of the enabled Multi-User Facilities at each change. An asterisk is in front of the number
for the MUF which is active and printing the message for itself. A message with no numbers indicates that the last
MUF has cleanly ended.

Third Level
The third level, the database level, occurs when any database is open for requests by more than one MUF. Not
included is the internal open (without users) done by all Multi-User Facilities when a database is opened by any
of them. The internal open allows writing pipeline buffers by any MUF. For the database, every index and data
buffer in memory now or read later is locked in the Coupling Facility with an exclusive lock or a share lock. Every
row that is locked now or locked later has the lock that is pushed to the Coupling Facility, because each release of
the lock has to be pushed to the Coupling Facility. Updates to the area and table definitions are now done using
Coupling Facility locks and list reads and writes. Space management locking begins.
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The overhead at the database level is significant, and a console message notes the transitions. Each database
in a MUFplex is in one of three states. The message occurs on each enabled MUF with every occurrence of a
change in state. The following list describes the three states.
SINGLE

When a MUF is enabled cleanly and nothing is open, all databases start in a state that is known as
SINGLE. In this state, very little Coupling Facility overhead occurs.

MULTIPLE -LOCKS
This state, read as multiple minus locks, indicates that more than one MUF has the database open with
users. However, no two Multi-User Facilities have the database open with UPDATE=YES users.

MULTIPLE +LOCKS
This state, read as multiple plus locks, indicates that more than one MUF has the base open with
UPDATE=YES users. In production, if this message occurs too frequently, it marks a candidate for being
turned off.

Coupling Facility Structures

Two Coupling Facility structures, a list structure and a lock structure, are required for each unique MUFplex (not each
physical member). The syntax for defining these structures is shown next:

►►─ STRUCTURE ─ NAME(CADTCMmp-name ─┬─ L1 ─┬─ ) ─ SIZE(size) ─────────────────►

                                    └─ K1 ─┘

 ►─ PREFLIST(cf-name) ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

mp-name
The mp-name is the MUFplex name as specified on the MUFPLEX MUF startup option. If the name has fewer
than eight characters, it must be padded to eight characters with the underscore character, as shown in the
second example in the example structure definitions that follow.

L1 or K1
Immediately follows the MUFplex name. Specify list structures with L1. Specify lock structures with K1.

size
Is where you specify the size of the structure. See the following section about calculating structure sizes.

cf-name
Is where you specify the name of the Coupling Facility name inside the policy.

Calculating Structure Sizes

A way to calculate structure sizes for the Datacom LOCK and LIST structures is provided in an assemble-link-go model
that uses Datacom macros to edit and drive the IBM coupler-sizing macro (IXLCSP). The output from executing this
module is data which the MUFplex must provide for the startup parameters in each MUFplex member. You provide one
DBMXEPR macro and two or more DBMXMPR macros (one per MUF). Output from these macros results in a program
that performs calculations on the provided values and uses the results as input to the IBM IXLCSP macro (the program
must execute as an authorized program). Output from the IBM macros (one for LIST and one for LOCK) is then displayed.

A Coupler Structure Sizing Information report is provided in the MUF EOJ reports. This report can be used to help provide
input to DBMXEPR because it shows, for an actual MUF, high used counts for various variables. The report is especially
useful for sites that use user-defined buffer pools that may have various counts and sizes.

It is critical that Structure sizes be sufficient. For this reason, a Datacom Health Check is if monitors the List Structure size
as defined vs. configuration and actual usage. This Health Check is DTCM_DB_CF_LIST_STR_SZ. Monitor this Health
Check for exceptions. If an exception occurs, take action to increase the size of the List Structure or decrease the size of
the MUFPLEX environment. If the Health Check recognizes the List Structure size is insufficient, it provides suggested
minimum values that are used for defining the structure.
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DBMXMPR and DMBXEPR Example JCL

The following example shows a sample JCL for calculating the structure size.

  //jobname    See the previous note.

 //ASM   EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='NODECK,OBJECT,TERM,XREF(FULL)'

 //SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD DSN=your.CABDMAC,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2   DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3   DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSTERM  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

 //SYSLIN   DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //      UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(3200,(15,15)),

 //      DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //SYSIN DD *

      DBMXMPR MUFPLEXNO=1,TASKS=12,EXCTLNO=20,                         X

          IXXNOFLEXPOOL=9,IXXBFRSIZE=4096,                             X

          DXXNOFLEXPOOL=88,                                            X

          DATANOFLEXPOOL=8,DATALN=4096,                                X

          DATA2NOFLEXPOOL=10,DATA2LN=4096,SEQBUFS=12,                  X

          SEQLN=4096

      DBMXMPR MUFPLEXNO=2,TASKS=21,EXCTLNO=30,                         X

          IXXNOFLEXPOOL=9,IXXBFRSIZE=4096,                             X

          DXXNOFLEXPOOL=99,                                            X

          DATANOFLEXPOOL=8,DATALN=4096,                                X

          DATA2NOFLEXPOOL=14,DATA2LN=4096,                             X

          SEQBUFS=12,SEQLN=4096

      DBMXEPR BASES=399,AREAS=1199,TABLES=2800,MODE=A,                 X

          CFNAME=COUPLET2

      END

 /*

 //LINK EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,NCAL'

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN    DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=your.authorized.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSLMOD,SYSLIN)),SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

 //DDX       DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN     DD *

  PAGE CALCSIZE

   INCLUDE DDX

   ENTRY CALCSIZE

   SETCODE AC(1)

   NAME CALCSIZE(R)

 /*

 //$$$$$$@ EXEC PGM=CALCSIZE

 //

Sample Output

  COUPLER FACILITY NAME - COUPLET2, MODE - B

 ---- INPUT VALUES -----

 MIN REQUIRED ENTRIES                    4,565

 MIN REQUIRED ELEMENTS                   1,832  @ 256-BYTES EACH
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 MIN REQUIRED LOCKS                      1,205

 ---- POLICY STRUCTURE VALUES ----

 LIST STRUCTURE SIZE                     1,792  1K BLOCKS

 LOCK STRUCTURE SIZE                       256  1K BLOCKS

 ---- MUF STARTUP VALUES ----&coC.

 ..MUFPLEX ENTRY RATIO                   4,565   MUF 10.0 DIAG H

 ..MUFPLEX ELEMENT RATIO                 1,832   MUF 10.0 DIAG I

 ..MUFPLEX LOCK ENTRIES                  2,048

 ---- INFORMATIONAL VALUES ----

 ..CAPACITY (ENTRIES)                    4,651

 ..CAPACITY (ELEMENTS)                   1,864  @ 256-BYTES EACH

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INPUT VALUES
These values represent minimum requirements for structure capacity, based on input values.

POLICY STRUCTURE VALUES
These values are minimum values that should be used to define the structure sizes.

MUF STARTUP VALUES
These values must be supplied on the appropriate MUF startup options (see MUFPLEX).

INFORMATIONAL VALUES
These values represent the expected capacity of structures if defined and used as described above.

Sample Structure Definitions

Sample structure definitions follow. As previously described, each name always starts with CADTCM. The first example
has a MUFplex name of MUFPLEX9. The second example has a MUFplex name of QAPLEX1. List structure names end
with L1, and lock structure names end with K1.

 STRUCTURE   NAME(CADTCMMUFPLEX9L1)   SIZE(4096)   PREFLIST(cf-name)

 STRUCTURE   NAME(CADTCMMUFPLEX9K1)   SIZE(8192)   PREFLIST(cf-name)

 STRUCTURE   NAME(CADTCMQAPLEX1_L1)   SIZE(32768)   PREFLIST(cf-name)

 STRUCTURE   NAME(CADTCMQAPLEX1_K1)   SIZE(8192)   PREFLIST(cf-name)

Directory (CXX) Processing in a Data Sharing Environment (MUFplex)

All processing related to the Directory (CXX) when not running as a MUFplex is also done when running as a MUFplex.
This processing includes the following memory requirements:

• Directory buffers
• Database, area, and table definitions for open databases
• Key and element definitions for open tables

In addition, running in a MUFplex environment requires the following list records:

• For all open databases, a Coupling Facility list record is added to track the database. This record notes which Multi-
User Facilities participating in the MUFplex have the database open and in what mode (update users, non-update
users, or no users).

• For all open databases with update users on more than one MUF, this tracking  list record is updated to reflect the
current volatile database information. A list lock number is assigned to control updates as required in the Coupling
Facility.

• For all open data areas, an area Coupling Facility list record is added to track all volatile area information. A list lock
number is assigned to control updates, as required in the Coupling Facility.

• For all open tables, a table Coupling Facility list record is added to track all volatile area information. A list lock number
is assigned to control updates, as required in the Coupling Facility.
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Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Processing in a MUFplex

Each MUF has its own Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) for recording required information, the same as is done
outside of a MUFplex. All activity about the PXX is individualized and done the same for MUFplex Multi-User Facilities and
non-MUFplex facilities.

User Exit, Open

The open user exit executes on the MUF to which the user directly connects. The internal opens that are done by
Datacom/DB during base open on all other enabled Multi-User Facilities (not currently open) do not call the exit. User
applications do not do this open because it is internal for internal requirements.

Accounting Processing in a MUFplex

Each MUF has its own set of Accounting memory buffers that are provided through the startup options of each. They
share the Accounting databases (the Parameter (PRM) and data databases (Ann)). All activity to buffer requests is done
exactly as previously. The spill to disk is the same code, which is tolerant of the other Multi-User Facilities, with the normal
code for MUFplex that allows sharing of the Index Area and data areas. This spill should add no additional overhead to
run in a MUFplex from the application point of view, and only during the spill would overhead occur to merge new data
with what is in the database.

NOTE
The data database (Ann) may be the same on all physical Multi-User Facilities or different. All may be virtual or
none may be virtual.

Logging Processing in a MUFplex

The log processing done when not in a MUFplex is done in the same way as when running as part of a MUFplex, plus
other requirements. A list lock parallels the current lock that is held when adding a log record to the log. A single list lock
parallels either of the current locks where one is for the log control block and the other is the log current block. An existing
list record contains the log control block and current block. With any change to either, the list record is read and updated,
as required. This update includes adding a new log record to the log, pipeline writing where a write to a data or index
block can force the current log block to be written, and transaction backout processing involving the current log block.

Log blocks that are used for transaction backout are not pushed to the list structure. Instead, they are locked in the lock
structure, read from DASD, and written to DASD directly, as required.

Log blocks that are used during the spill process are not part of the list structure, nor do they require locking.

The force buffers are not pushed to the list structure. Instead, they are locked in the lock structure, read from DASD, and
written to DASD directly, as required. These are low volume occurrences.

The Log Area write MUF performance option X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS is disabled when two or more MUFplex MUFs are
enabled. The option is restored when a single MUF is executing.

Logging Issues in a MUFplex

The Log Area (LXX) is shared by all the enabled Multi-User Facilities in a MUFplex. Each is adding log records to the
logical end of the area. All are coordinating the normal logging activities required. These include forcing tasks for spill,
scan, and reprocessing. Console messages familiar to every MUF not in a MUFplex occur the same way in a MUFplex,
except that they occur on the particular MUF with a task in that condition, or they recognize that it is time to produce a
particular message. An example is the message DB00309I LOG AREA IS nn% FULL, JOB xxxxxxxxx id=(monitor)
PREVENTING SPILL, indicating that the Log Area is a certain percent full. The message occurs on the MUF that is
adding a record, causing the log to be that particular percentage full. The 90 percent full could, for example, occur on
MUFplex MUF 3, the 91 percent could occur on MUFplex MUF 1 along with 92 percent and 93 percent, then 94 percent
back on MUFplex MUF 3. If the spill required message DB00308 LOG AREA IS nnn% FULL, nnnnnn blocks spillable
occurs on a MUF that then fails, the message occurs on the next MUF to recognize the fullness.
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Transaction Boundary Processing in a MUFplex

The control TSN number is stored in the logging control block and each log record when on DASD. When running as part
of a MUFplex, the number is stored in memory and in the Coupling Facility in a TSN record. This record also contains
information about every MUF which is part of the MUFplex. This information includes a list of every active TSN. In addition
to overhead when starting and stopping a transaction, every row lock must include a check to see if the last transaction
to change the row is still active. This check can involve reviewing the memory copy of the TSN record or could involve
reading a fresh copy from the Coupling Facility. To keep overhead to a minimum, it is important that the Log Area not be
initialized with a lower TSN than previously existed. The log should be reset, not initialized, if required. If initialized, first
report on it and specify a TSN number a little higher than the report reflects (to account for assigned numbers occurring
without the block that is written to DASD).

User Databases (DBID) Processing in a MUFplex

All (nonvirtual) databases are opened on all Multi-User Facilities, if open on any. Coordination of this scenario adds a
small overhead  on only the first open or last close. If more than one MUF is enabled, all write pending conditions are
written to the list structure. If more than one MUF has users with open User Requirements Tables, full database level
Coupling Facility activity occurs. This activity includes all database level locking (row and value) and must be pushed
to the lock structure with the related release of the locks. Before reading a block from DASD, it must be locked, either
exclusively or shared. Before updating a block in memory, it must be locked exclusively. Pended buffers are passed as
pended among the various enabled Multi-User Facilities to prevent more DASD writes.

SQL Temporary Table (TTM) Processing in a MUFplex

The SQL TTM database can be virtual or DASD, but, if it is DASD, the DBID must not match between or among the Multi-
User Facilities that are using DASD. If the database is defined as virtual, it is not shared in the MUFplex, and therefore
has none of the shared overhead.

Compound Boolean Selection Index Processing in a MUFplex

If the database is defined as virtual, it is not shared in the MUFplex, with none of the shared overhead. If the database
is not virtual, it is shared with the same overhead as all other databases (as previously described). To eliminate coupler
overload, It can be DASD with each physical MUF using a different DBID .

Security Processing in a MUFplex

Security checking runs the same in a MUFplex as not in a MUFplex.

Restart Processing in a MUFplex

The restart process occurs during the enable of every MUF. Before the existence of a MUFplex environment, restart had
only two possible states or flavors. The first occurred if the Log Area (LXX) was not found open, in which case restart
performed simple housekeeping tasks and completed. The second was required to scan the Log Area, reprocess log
requests that were potentially in the pipeline, then schedule tasks for rollback, as required.

In a MUFplex, a MUF that finds no other MUF enabled performs the same action except for the minor change of only
scheduling its own tasks requiring a rollback. A MUF that finds another enabled MUF only performs the last step, that is,
scheduling its own tasks requiring rollback.

NOTE
A rollback can only occur in a MUF with the same MUF number where the task was running at the time of
failure.

The restart report for a MUF that is not first has the report heading with any local tasks needing rollback.
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Restart Issues in a MUFplex

The process of starting and stopping a MUF is complex in a MUFplex. A solitary MUF has a single, clear point of time
when it becomes enabled for requests, and a single point when it quits accepting requests. With seven Multi-User
Facilities, for example, each could be starting and stopping in a disorderly fashion, yet they must still communicate and
interact successfully during the full time of the startup and termination process. This possibility can create many conditions
unique to a MUFplex. During a portion of the enable and termination, the various Multi-User Facilities get a STARTUP
lock to create a point of single threading. This lock does not affect executing Multi-User Facilities that are not starting or
stopping.

During the enable, each MUF determines if it is the first executing MUF in a MUFplex to enable using the Coupling Facility
structures. If it is, this MUF performs the full and complete restart process, similar to every MUF not running as part of a
MUFplex. The process is simple if the Log Area (LXX) is found to be closed. If the Log Area is found open, the enable
is aborted if the prior MUF was not enabled as part of a MUFplex. Otherwise, the Log Area is scanned and the pipeline
reprocesses the same as would occur when not part of MUFplex. The restart reports reflect reprocessing for all Multi-User
Facilities in the MUFplex.

If a MUF determines that another enabled and active MUF is connected to the Coupling Facility structures, it performs
a minimum restart. This restart gets its list of tasks requiring rollback from the Coupling Facility for scheduling. Its report
reflects only this information for tasks found (if any).

Every MUF that enables updates the Log Area to reflect its existence. A MUF that ends successfully with an EOJ process
updates this Log Area to reflect the clean and normal end. A MUF ending in any manner that does not update this
information is considered in a failed status. This is based on the MUFplex number. Only an enabling MUF with that same
number performs any pending rollbacks and is available to end properly with the Log Area. The activities that occur when
two or more Multi-User Facilities are enabled also occur when one MUF is enabled and another is in a failed status.
Console message DB02312I MUFPLEX MUFS: a (,b (,c (...) is issued each time the MUFplex recognizes a change in the
enabled or failed MUF.

NOTE
For more information, see DB02312I.

A MUF that fails for any reason must be restarted as soon as possible. When it failed, all primary row locks were released
to tasks in enabled Multi-User Facilities. All secondary row locks (in support of rollback) continue to be held until the
MUF is enabled and the necessary rollback is completed. If surviving Multi-User Facilities have continuing maintenance
requests and are moving the Log Area along, the failed MUF tasks quickly age, are forced from the scan, and then the
spill. To restate this important issue, a transaction running in MUFplex MUF 4 at the time it fails remains active until
MUFplex MUF 4 completes the necessary rollback.

Abnormal Termination Processing in a MUFplex

The actions taken when possible during the failure of a MUF running in MUFplex mode is explained in detail in the
information about the mode option in the MUFPLEX MUF startup option. If the local cleanup is possible and completes
successfully, this message is written: DB02315I MUFPLEX FATAL ERROR SAVE SUCCESSFUL The message confirms
the local MUF success, after which other Multi-User Facilities are notified of the success. If no other Multi-User Facilities
are currently enabled and receive this message, it is of no importance.

Special MUFplex Handling for Master List Dumps/Snaps

Master List dumps occur because of a return code, a SNAP command, or internal program requests. Just as Master
List dumps occur in a local MUF, in a MUFplex (for normal conditions) a request is sent to all other Multi-User Facilities
in the MUFplex for a "sympathy dump." The request is necessary because to solve problems, many conditions need
information from every enabled MUF. This process is not optional. On the alternate Multi-User Facilities, the dump has a
return code of 94(104). Within the remote dump, information is available about the original task causing the dump. Review
the information about return code 94(104) in Messages.
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Dynamic System Tables in a MUFplex

The Dynamic System Table data is considered shared when the database is open with users on each MUF in the
MUFplex. If the query for data is made on a MUF without the database being open for users, the data that is provided is
not current if another MUF is being updated. The query should be made on the updated MUF, or the database should be
opened for update on all Multi-User Facilities, if current information is required.

The MUF data is current because it is always local and applies only to the MUF processing the query. None of the
Dynamic System Tables for a MUF are global.

Performance Optimization Information

A Dynamic System Table is available for information about MUFplex conditions. More Coupling Facility data about the
Datacom structures is available through SYSVIEW or other products in z/OS.

DBUTLTY Functions with MUFplex

that

The CLOSE DBID function of the console or DBUTLTY, which closes a database from internal system open when no
User Requirements Tables have the database open, is considered a global function. It only runs if no User Requirements
Tables in the MUFplex are open, and it causes all Multi-User Facilities to close the database.

The COMM OPTION=STATS function of DBUTLTY, or the console equivalent, does all open bases within the MUFplex. It
does not need to be executed on each MUF.

The LOCK OPTION=MOVER broadcasts the lock to all MUFs in the MUFplex. Therefore, it does not need to be executed
on each MUF. This is also true for UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER.

Area Level Control Restrictions within a MUFplex

Area level DBUTLTY control functions are not compatible with a MUFplex environment, specifically when more than one
MUF is enabled. This includes the area CLOSE and MULTUSE=YES in the following DBUTLTY functions: BACKUP,
EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT, LOAD, RECOVERY (forward), REORG, and RETIX

DBMXMPR Macro Parameters
In Datacom/DB, the DBMXMPR macro uses parameters. Review the parameters and valid values that are used by
DBMXMPR.

Any specified values are subject to the same constraints as for comparable MUF startup options. For example, the
maximum number of buffers of a given type is 99999. If you specify the maximum values for all parameters, the maximum
allowable Coupling Facility storage of 2 gigabytes (2GB) is exceeded.

MUFPLEXNO=

Specify the MUFplex MUF ID.

Valid Entries:
1 to 7

Default Value:
(No default)

TASKS=

Specify the number of tasks.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 4000

Default Value:
(No default)

EXCTLNO=

Specify the exclusive control number; that is, the maximum number of row locks per task. If 0 (zero) is specified in startup,
you must pick a real number here. Do not pick 0 (zero).

Valid Entries:
1 to 9999

Default Value:
(No default)

IXXNOFLEXPOOL=

Specify the number of Index Area (IXX) buffers; that is, the SYSPOOL MUF startup option value (for the number of buffers
for accessing high-level Index Area blocks) plus the highest FLEXPOOL MUF startup option value (for the number of
flexible buffers for accessing high-level Index Area blocks) planned for this execution of the MUF.

Valid Entries:
0 to 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

IXXBFRSIZE=

Specify the Index Area (IXX) data length as specified in the SYSPOOL MUF startup option.

Valid Entries:
4096 to 8192

Default Value:
(No default)

DXXNOFLEXPOOL=

Specify the number of DXX buffers; that is, the SYSPOOL MUF startup option value (for the number of buffers for
accessing low-level index blocks) plus the highest FLEXPOOL MUF startup option value (for the number of flexible buffers
for accessing low-level index blocks) planned for this execution of the MUF.

Valid Entries:
0 to 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

DATANOFLEXPOOL=

Specify the DATAPOOL MUF startup option value (for the first set of data buffers) plus the highest FLEXPOOL MUF
startup option value (for the total number of flexible data buffers) planned for this execution of the MUF.

Valid Entries:
0 to 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

DATALN=

Specify the buffer size used for data area access (data buffers) as specified in the DATAPOOL MUF startup option.
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Valid Entries:
4096 to 32767

Default Value:
(No default)

DATA2NOFLEXPOOL=

Specify the DATAPOOL MUF startup option value (for the second set of data buffers) plus the highest FLEXPOOL MUF
startup option value (for the total number of a second set of flexible data buffers) planned for this execution of the MUF.

Valid Entries:
0 to 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

DATA2LN=

Specify the buffer size that is used for a second set of data buffers as specified in the DATAPOOL MUF startup option.

Valid Entries:
4096 to 32767

Default Value:
(No default)

SEQBUFS=

Specify the number of sequential buffers; that is, the highest number of concurrently allocated sequential buffers for this
execution of the MUF.

Valid Entries:
0 to 99999

Default Value:
(No default)

SEQLEN=

Specify the sequential buffer length, that is, the largest data area block size used for SEQBUFS= in this execution of the
MUF.

Valid Entries:
4096 to 32767

Default Value:
(No default)

DBMXEPR Macro Parameters
Be aware that any specified values are subject to the same constraints as for comparable MUF startup options. For
example, the maximum number of buffers of a given type is 99999. Also note that if you specify the maximum values for
all parameters, you will exceed the maximum allowable Coupling Facility storage of two gigabytes (2G).

 BASES= 

Specify the maximum number of databases that may be opened during an execution of the MUFplex.

Valid Entries:
1 to 5000
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Default Value:
(No default)

 AREAS= 

Specify the number of areas associated with those databases specified in the previously given description of BASES=.
This number is constrained by the z/OS limit on the number of data sets that may be open concurrently in a single job.

Valid Entries:
An integer value greater than 1

Default Value:
(No default)

 TABLES= 

Specify the number of tables associated with the databases specified in BASES= as previously described.

Valid Entries:
An integer value greater than 1

Default Value:
(No default)

 CFNAME= 

Specify the Coupling Facility name (see cf-name on Coupling Facility Structures).

Valid Entries:
a valid Coupling Facility name

Default Value:
(No default)

 MODE= 

Specify the MUFplex startup option mode.

Valid Entries:
A or B

Default Value:
(No default)

Coupling Facility Report/Dump
A report is available of list structure data and locks with the following DBUTLTY function: REPORT
MEMORY=CF,DDNAME=nnnnnnnn (,DUMPS=FULL) where DDNAME=nnnnnnnn specifies a MUF name within the
MUFplex (the name specified in the MUFPLEX MUF startup option should be used). The DUMPS=FULL option, which
is not the default, includes all the index and data buffers in the Coupling Facility to be included in the dumping. All list
structure records are dumped and all list locks are reflected as available on whichever MUF owns them.

NOTE
The MEMORY=CF report is provided for use by Support and should only be executed if requested by them.
They are able to interpret the results as necessary. No report is possible against the lock structure.

DBUTLTY is designed and intended to always run as APF authorized. This function only executes with authorization.

Contents
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Example MUFplex List Structure Detail Statistics

(z/OS only.) This report contains information about Coupling Facility usage of the List Structure. This information is
provided to assist in whatever user tuning is possible.

List Structure processing consists of eleven lists. Some lists have a single record possible, and some have many. The List
Structure also provides List Locks. Datacom/DB uses up to 32K of the numbers based upon how many databases, areas,
and tables are opened.

The detail report provides information about each list and the number of times various Coupling Facility actions occurred.
Each action is titled and the specific count provided. For a sample report heading, see Sample Report Header.

                                 MUFPLEX  --  LIST STRUCTURE DETAIL STATISTICS

                                                        READ/   WRITE/               SRB      SRB      SRB

 LIST USAGE          READ    WRITE      SET    RESET      SET    RESET   DELETE     READ    WRITE    RESET

 INDEX/AREA BUFFER                                                                 111-K    999-K    999-K

 LOG RECORD          999-K    999-K     888     9999      1-K     1-M       1-M

 TSN                             1                                          1

 AREA                   1

This page of the report shows the following:

LIST USAGE
See LIST USAGE Values.

READ
Count of times a Coupling Facility list read request was done when a list set (lock) was not also requested.

WRITE
Count of times a Coupling Facility list write request was done when a list reset (unlock) was not also requested.

SET
Count of times a Coupling Facility list set (lock) was done when not part of a read/write.

RESET
Count of times a Coupling Facility list reset (unlock) was done when not part of a read/write.

READ/SET
Count of times a Coupling Facility list read and lock set were done together.

WRITE/RESET
Count of times a Coupling Facility list write and lock reset were done together.

DELETE
Count of times a Coupling Facility list delete request was done.

SRB READ
Count of times an SRB (asynchronous exit) was driven to acquire an INDEX/AREA BUFFER lock, when it also
read the block from the Coupler.

SRB WRITE
Count of times an SRB (asynchronous exit) was driven that wrote a list record to the Coupler. It may have been
part of a list lock steal or buffer lock contention.

SRB RESET
Count of times an SRB (asynchronous exit) was driven which stole a list lock in contention but did not cause a list
record write to the Coupler.
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LIST USAGE Values

The values possible under LIST USAGE in the report are described as follows. Not all of the following are shown in the
example report. Any list usages which have no counts are not reported.

The list values in the report are only four digits. Values from 1 to 9999 are as shown, values 10000 to 10240000 are
formatted as 10-K through 9999-K, and values over 10240000 are formatted as 10-M through 9999-M.

INDEX/AREA BUFFER
Index and data buffers need to be in the Coupling Facility when necessary for normal MUFplex operation. Buffers
are locked using the Lock Structure and not using the List Structure, therefore counts only exist for WRITE, SRB
READ, and SRB WRITE. One buffer in the Coupling Facility is possible for every Index Area (IXX), data area
(DXX), and data buffer in every MUF. This includes buffers specified by the MUF startup options DATAPOOL,
SYSPOOL, and FLEXPOOL. Also, for data buffers, it includes any added for sequential processing.

LOG RECORD
One record exists. A list lock is assigned. The Log Area is shared within the Multi-User Facilities in a MUFplex. To
add a record to the log requires the MUF to have the log record list lock and the current record.

TSN
One record exists. A list lock is assigned. Assigning a Transaction Sequence Number (TSN) requires the TSN
record. The TSN List is required before allowing every row lock. The TSN list lock is used during contention.

AREA
One record exists for every area open within the MUFplex. A list lock is assigned. The area is used in controlling
URI assignment during additions, space management counts, and use of overflow which are blocks that have not
yet been used since the last LOAD.

DATABASE
One record exists for every database open within the MUFplex. A list lock is assigned. The database is used to
track if and how each MUF within the MUFplex has the database open. It is also used for tracking space within
the index.

TABLE
One record exists for every table open within the MUFplex. A list lock is assigned. The table is used in maintaining
the count of records within the table.

RUN UNIT
One record exists. A list lock is assigned and is used to control assignment of the next run unit number at new job
step processing.

LOCK ASSIGN
One record exists. A list lock is assigned and is used in the list lock assignment for area and table records.

MUFPLEX HISTORY
One record exists. No list lock is assigned. Written once as each MUF is enabled.

UNCERTAIN
No record exists, but a list lock is assigned. Used during Datacom STAR processing involving uncertain TSNs.

FORCE
No record exists, but a list lock is assigned. Used during Force Area (FXX) processing.

TASK
One record exists for every task area needing transaction backout (rollback). No list lock exists for these records.
Records only exist when a MUF is not enabled but has transaction backouts required.

OTHER
Provided to summarize any other list structure records or locks not detailed above. Any values here are very
small.
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Example of Row and Lock Activity

The following is a subset of the EOJ report. The list values in the report are only four digits. Values from 1 to 9999 are as
shown, values 10000 to 10240000 are formatted as 10-K through 9999-K, and values over 10240000 are formatted as 10-
M through 9999-M.

Any resource names which have no counts are not reported. These resource names are documented under lock values in
the COMM STATUS documentation, except for ROW LOCKS which is the number of records read with exclusive control
or, in SQL, with share locks.

This report occurs only if ending a MUF which was running as part of a MUFplex. The number of OBTAINS is the times
a lock was requested using the Coupling Facility. The number of CONTENTIONS are locks which were not immediately
available. Substantial overhead is added when the Coupling Facility detects contention. The information is provided
to show where some of the time is spent when running as part of a MUFplex. The only way to reduce the number
of OBTAINS and CONTENTIONS is to run jobs for a given database on the same MUF with the other(s) not having
the database open, by having open User Requirements Tables. If this is not desired, having all open for update User
Requirements Tables on the same MUF and the other having only UPDATE=NO User Requirements Tables would also be
helpful. If this is not desired, then few contentions occur if maintenance is done mostly by one MUF with the other(s) doing
less.

 MUFPLEX  NON-BUFFER LOCK STATISTICS

 RESOURCE NAME  OBTAINS    CONTENTIONS

 ROW LOCKS            1          4,096

 DBSSIX              65-K        8,192

 DBSKEY           1,089-K           72-K

 DBSTXB              18-M        1,096-K

Creating and Maintaining the Directory (CXX)
The Directory functions as a high-speed directory for an entire Datacom/DB information base (environment). It contains:

• A directory of all databases (up to 5000)
• Information about the Directory itself
• The definitions of each database, including its areas, tables, elements, and keys

The Directory is maintained on a disk data set. The information of any open database resides in virtual memory during
Datacom/DB operation. Because Datacom/DB maintains active definitions in memory, the following must be considered:

• The values specified for the cxxno parameter of the SYSPOOL MUF startup option and the Master List parameter
CXXNO=

• The timing of Directory maintenance

The Directory is opened at Multi-User Facility startup and before the Multi-User Facility is initialized. If the Directory cannot
be opened, the Multi-User Facility startup fails.

The Directory contains no user data information but is a very important System area. It is more strongly protected from
corruption when used in an environment with a DBSIDPR module having the Simplify option SIMPLIFY_MODE= set to
YES.

It is very important that each CXX at a site have a unique CXXNAME= specified, because this is part of the protection of
the CXX and database areas.

Directory (CXX) Maintenance

All maintenance to the Directory (CXX) is performed by:
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• Using the CXXMAINT function of DBUTLTY.
• Cataloging definitions using Datacom Datadictionary
• Using the Datacom Datadictionary batch DDCFBLD BUILD function and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT DDPROD function

to catalog the DATA-DICT and Data Definition Directory.
• Using the BACKUP CXX, CXXCLONE, and LOAD CXX functions of DBUTLTY.
• Using SQL CREATE, DROP, or ALTER statements.

It is important that the Directory, the Datacom Datadictionary, the Data Definition Directory, and the Virtual Library System
(VLS) files remain synchronous, especially when you are using SQL Mode. Ensure that backups, restores, and functions
that modify Directory information are performed in conjunction with Datacom Datadictionary maintenance.

You can use the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer to determine if the Datacom Datadictionary, Data Definition Directory,
and Schema Information Tables areas and the Directory are not synchronized.

Maintenance with the Multi-User Facility Active

To modify any aspect of a database Directory definition, you must close all tables in that database and you should disable
the database. (Any aspect of a database definition can be modified while Datacom/DB is operational, provided all of
the database's tables are closed.) See for information about disabling a database. When you open the new or modified
database, Datacom/DB brings the new definition into memory. The CBS index and heuristics database cannot be closed
during a MUF execution.

Creating the Directory (CXX)
This topic provides information about creating Directory (CXX), the space requirements, and the the DBUTLTY LINK
function.

Multi-User Facility Parameters

The following Multi-User Facility parameters specify the space that the Directory can use:

SYSPOOL MUF startup option
The first parameter for the SYSPOOL MUF startup option specifies the number of Directory buffers. For details,
see SYSPOOL.

CXXNO=
For DBUTLTY, the Master List specifies the number of Directory buffers.

Estimate Space Requirements

The Directory block size is 4K regardless of device type. The Directory requires:

• Three control blocks
• One or more blocks for each database information group (each block can contain approximately 30 area or table

definitions)
• One or more blocks for DSN information (each block can contain approximately 65 data set names)
• One or more blocks per table for the key and element information (each block can contain approximately 17 key or 72

element definitions)
Remember to include those tables that are created using SQL CREATE TABLE statements.

• One or more blocks for each history table
When a redefinition of a table requires the reloading of that table (expanding the record length, for example), a history
copy of the old definition is maintained by DBUTLTY to accommodate the unloading of the table. When the table is
reloaded, DBUTLTY deletes the history definition.
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To ensure that sufficient space is always available, increase the calculated number by at least 30 percent. The CXX is not
subject to DBUTLTY function EXTEND, but it can be used with the MUF console-like directed dynamic extend command
DYNAMIC_EXTEND (see DYNAMIC_EXTEND).

Allocate the Directory

z/OS Systems

The Directory can be preallocated using dynamic allocation or allocated using the INIT AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY.
The INIT function of DBUTLTY prepares the Directory data set.

If the JCL disposition parameter (DISP=) is specified as NEW and only one volume is provided, Datacom/DB requests
and formats the primary allocation. If multiple volume serial numbers were provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary
allocations until space has been allocated on each of the specified volumes. If the disposition was not specified as NEW,
the currently allocated space is used.

z/VSE Systems

The Directory can have multiple extents. When using an FBA device, the number of physical blocks in each extent must
allow complete logical blocks. To determine this, divide the block size by 512. The extent must be an even multiple of the
result. A block size of 4096 divided by 512 is 8, for example. In this example, each extent must be a multiple of 8.

Initialize the Directory

The Directory (CXX) is initialized as a part of the Datacom installation process. It is not necessary to perform this task
again unless you are:

• Creating an additional information base
• Converting to a new version of Datacom/DB
• Restoring a backup copy of the Directory
• Changing the name of the Directory

When one of the above situations exists, allocate the new Directory. Then initialize it with the INIT AREA=CXX function of
DBUTLTY. This formats the Directory as empty, with no databases.

NOTE
You must not initialize or LOAD the Directory while the Multi-User Facility is enabled. Also be aware that in z/OS
environments coding DISP=OLD on the DD statement for the Directory prevents initializing the Directory while it
is currently in use.

Re-create the Directory

If an existing Directory (CXX) is initialized accidentally, use the most current backup to restore it. Always keep a valid
backup. If you do not have a valid backup, the only way to populate the Directory is to re-create it from the Datacom
Datadictionary as follows:

1. Reinstall the primary DATA-DICT database using the Datacom installation tape and Datacom installation procedures.
Do this to new data sets. Do not overlay any Index Areas or data areas.

2. Physically back up the Datacom Datadictionary areas using the new Directory but the old Datacom Datadictionary
Index Area and data areas.

3. Load the Datacom Datadictionary areas using the original data sets.
4. Use the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD BUILD function to build the entity-occurrence definitions.
5. Use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD function to load each database definition into the new Directory.
6. Physically back up and load each area in the Directory except the Datacom Datadictionary areas.
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Link Data and Index Areas to Directory (CXX)

When you use DBUTLTY to INIT an index area for a data area, that area is linked to the current Directory (CXX) by name.
If a Multi-User Facility, using a different Directory, subsequently tries to access that area, it generates an error condition
and issues a return code:

Index Area
Return Code: 43 -- No Valid Index
Internal Return Code: 002 (decimal) / 02 (hex)

Data Area
Return Code: 72 -- Invalid Data Area
Internal Return Code: 002 (decimal) / 02 (hex)

This linkage provides protection against JCL errors, such as pointing to the production database, not the test database.
This is true for all area usage except the INIT and LINK functions. Therefore, users should use extra caution that the
Directory in use and the data or Index Area are correct when submitting an INIT or LINK request.

NOTE
A data area or index area data set cannot be shared by two CXXs. This can result in data integrity problems and
index corruption.

Each Directory should have its own unique CXX name (not to be confused with a CXX data set name). This is important if
external security is used with this Multi-User Facility. By validating that the area accessed is linked to the current Directory,
Datacom/DB avoids the possibility that a production Directory be used with a job which has JCL pointing to a test data or
Index Area. The one exception to this protection is the DBUTLTY INIT function (without VERIFY=YES) that always writes
on the file specified in the JCL.

The "STARTED JOB" message indicates the name of the Directory to which the job is connected:

DB00101I -- STARTED JOB-job-name NUMBER-run-unit CXX=cxx-name (other variables are possible)

If an open error occurs, Datacom/DB reports the Directory name in the message: DB00501E -- OPEN ERROR - RETURN
CODE xxx (yyy) CXX=cxx-name (other variables are possible) [CXXLINK=xxxxxxxx]

To assist you in fixing the problem, if the open error is one of the two return codes described above, the message includes
the name of the Directory to which the area is linked.

DBUTLTY LINK Function

The DBUTLTY LINK function allows you to link a data area or Index Area to a Directory (CXX) without performing the INIT
function. Use this function only if you have renamed the Directory (CXX) or if you have used a utility other than DBUTLTY
to copy a data area from one Directory to another.

Multi-User Facility Required

This utility executes through the Multi-User Facility. It only executes when the Multi-User Facility is active.

Use with Multiple Multi-User Facilities

This function communicates with one Multi-User Facility. When multiple Multi-User Facilities are used, ensure that
Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) is communicating with the desired Multi-User Facility by executing Datacom/DB Utility
(DBUTLTY) with the same System Identifier module (DBSIDPR) that is used by the Multi-User Facility.

When using multiple Multi-User Facilities, ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier
modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load libraries. When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.
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When to Use

Use the LINK function to link the Index Area and each data area in one database to a CXX without performing the INIT
function. This would only be appropriate if you rename the CXX or copy a data area using a utility other than DBUTLTY to
move data from one CXX to another.

The LINK function opens tables in all areas of the specified database. Use this function only when all areas have been
initialized and the data areas loaded.

With Simplify mode, the CBS index can be subject to LINK with the MUF not enabled to correct a CXXNAME. Without
Simplify mode, do not use the LINK function for the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Index Area (IXX). or a virtual
database. You must use the INIT function for the Compound Boolean Selection Index Area. A database defined as virtual
should have no DASD data sets, and therefore the name should not be a concern.

The following steps show how to use the DBUTLTY LINK function and how to change the Directory (CXX) name.

1. With the Multi-User Facility enabled:
a. Run the COMM STATUS function and ensure that no jobs are running.
b. Backup the Directory (CXX).
c. Run the COMM EOJ function to disable the Multi-User Facility.

2. With the Multi-User Facility disabled:
a. Run the INIT AREA=CXX function and the LOAD AREA=CXX function from the backup of the Directory.
b. Run the INIT AREA=IXX function for the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) index (if not virtual).
c. With Simplify mode, run the LINK function for all bases (DBID=1-5000).

3. Without Simplify mode, enable the MUF.
a. Run the LINK function for every database except the CBS index and virtual databases.

Backing Up and Restoring the Directory
The BACKUP AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY produces a backup copy of the entire Directory. Produce backups as
frequently as necessary to ensure that you have a valid backup available to perform Directory recovery. If you are using
SQL CREATE statements, your frequency of backups should match your CREATE activity.

Restoring the Complete Directory

If the Directory has been destroyed, use the INIT AREA=CXX and the LOAD AREA=CXX functions of DBUTLTY to
restore the Directory from a backup copy produced by the BACKUP AREA=CXX function. Do not specify DBID= when
restoring the entire Directory.

The Directory must be initialized prior to a full restore. When restoring the full Directory, DBUTLTY increments the
current Datacom/DB run unit stored in the Directory by 10,000 to prevent duplication of numbers.

If you are using SQL, ensure that the Directory, the Datacom Datadictionary, and the Data Definition Directory remain
synchronous by always restoring these areas at the same time.

Restoring a Single Database

Use the LOAD AREA=CXX,DBID=n function of DBUTLTY to restore a single database to the Directory. During the
LOAD, Datacom/DB first checks the Directory for a current definition of the database.

If the database does not already exist in the Directory:

• The LOAD is performed.
• Each area is flagged as not initialized.
• Each table is flagged as not loaded.
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At this point, the definition is restored in the Directory, but the table is marked as not loaded. Another LOAD is required to
"force load" the tables.

If a database with the DBID specified in the LOAD already exists in the Directory, Datacom/DB checks to see if the date/
time of that database's last backup maintenance matches the date/time of the most recent Directory maintenance. If the
date/time information matches, Datacom/DB deletes the definition of the database that already exists in the Directory
and adds (restores) the definition specified in the LOAD. If the date/time information does not match, the restore is
aborted to keep the Directory definitions synchronized with the Index Areas and data areas. To continue, you must use the
CXXMAINT DELETE function for all the tables and the database and then rerun the LOAD function.

A database can also be restored with DBUTLTY function CXXCLONE. It provides user options relating to keeping an area
loaded and the data set name.

Copying a Single Database to a New Database ID

When using the DBUTLTY LOAD AREA=CXX function, you can specify the NEWDBID= keyword in conjunction with
DBID= to copy the database information backed up from one database ID to a new database ID. When you use the
NEWDBID= keyword, a flag is set in the Directory and this is reported on the Directory report.

The DBUTLTY function CXXCLONE also provides a way to load a CXX definition to a CXX, and it also supports
NEWDBID.

Do not use the NEWDBID= keyword on databases accessed by Dataquery or SQL. These obtain information
from Datacom Datadictionary about the production database and therefore depend on the Directory and the Datacom
Datadictionary being synchronous.

Restoring Index and Data Areas

If you plan to restore the status of Index Areas and data areas in conjunction with restoring a single database to the
Directory:

1. Delete each table in the database.
2. Restore the database to the Directory.
3. Do a second restore of the database to the Directory.

After the second restore, the Directory matches the contents it had when its backup was taken.

Upgrading the Directory (CXX)
Datacom Version 15.0 breaks the pattern of prior releases and has no upgrade. Version 15.0 having no upgrade allows
the upgrade from Version 14.0 to Version 15.0 to be streamlined. A CXX initialized by Version 15.0 has a release of 14 the
same as initialized by Version 14.0.

As Version 15.0 opens databases, it converts databases in FORMAT 1 or 2 to be FORMAT 3 to allow new features of
Version 15.0 to activate.

NOTE
If the CXX is opened by Version 14.0, it converts databases in FORMAT 3 to be FORMAT 2.

Reporting on the Directory (CXX)
Use Directory (CXX) reports to verify the results of Directory maintenance. Use Type A to monitor free space. Use Type B
for a full report for the database, area, and table information; but no key, element, or field information.

Use a Directory (CXX) report to verify the results of Directory maintenance. Use the DBID= keyword of the REPORT
AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY to produce a Directory status report for a specific database. Omit the DBID= to produce
a Directory status report on all the databases in the Directory. Type K (TYPE=K) allows a report of the full Directory first
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page of CXX-wide options, and any encryption information set for the CXX. Type P (TYPE=P) allows reporting details of
any PREINIT areas existing for this CXX.

Directory Report (Type A)

Use the REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=A function to monitor free space in the Directory, index area(s), and data area(s).
The REPORT AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY reads the disk copy of the Directory.

Datacom/DB records the latest information about a database each time any table in that database is closed, and at some
other times. To generate a report for a database that is open, when running without Simplify mode execute a COMM
STATS function for that DBID, or all databases, to ensure current information. COMM STATS is internally done for Simplify
mode users.

Directory Report (Type B)

REPORT AREA=CXX, TYPE=B is equivalent to the full report for the database, area, and table information, but it does
not report any key, element, or field information.

An estimated half of the printed lines in (and time spent printing) a full CXX report are used to give static information about
keys, elements, and fields. Most CXX reports, however, are requested to show dynamic data information, specifically
data set names and volumes, and the table loaded status, all of which are available, without the static information, in a
TYPE=B report.

Maintaining Definitions
When adding or modifying database definitions, update Datacom Datadictionary and catalog the new definitions to the
Directory (CXX).

  

Modifying Selected Options

The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER functions of DBUTLTY can modify certain Datacom/DB options in your database
definitions in the Directory.

Each time you CATALOG a database from the Datacom Datadictionary any database-level options set by the CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER are reset to the Datacom Datadictionary definitions. Ensure that the desired options are represented by
reviewing a current Directory report for these options before performing Datacom Datadictionary maintenance.

SQL processing depends on the Directory and the Datacom Datadictionary being synchronous. Use of the CXXMAINT
options modifies the Directory without accompanying changes to the Datacom Datadictionary. Therefore, use care in the
use of the CXXMAINT options on Directory definitions that are accessed by SQL.

Logging

Logging is required if you intend to use recovery, transaction backout, restart, or SQL processing. You define logging
and recovery at the table level in Datacom Datadictionary. We recommend enabling logging and recovery for all tables
processed in a production environment. Recovery requires 8 additional bytes of storage added for all records in the table
for logging purposes.

You can use the ALTER option with the keyword LOGGING= to bypass the Datacom Datadictionary definition originally in
effect for the logging and turn the logging facility on or off for selected tables. Only use the ALTER option as a temporary
change to the logging option, for example, during initial development production. Do not disable logging on a table that is
accessed by SQL programs.

For more information, see Logging and Recovery and Using Logging.
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Key Use

The CBSUSE= keyword in the ALTER option tells the Compound Boolean Selection Facility whether to use a key. The
key definition and index entries remain for other processing. This option allows you to check the effect (on application
performance) of deleting a key without actually deleting the key.

Directory Information

You can use the ALTER option with the DSN= keyword to modify the DSN for reporting purposes.

Data Area Space Management

Executing the ALTER DSOP option of the CXXMAINT function alters the data area space management option. For
example, use this to turn on clustering. The new space management option can be used immediately. However, the
ALTER DSOP option does not update the Index Area (IXX). The old option is still in effect for previous transactions. You
must also change the space management option attribute (SPACE-MNGMNT) for the area in Datacom Datadictionary.
Otherwise, the old option is restored when the Datacom Datadictionary definition is next cataloged to the Directory.

 

Deleting Databases
You can use either DBUTLTY or SQL statements to delete tables. You must use DDUPDATE and DBUTLTY to delete a
database.

Delete a Database

To delete a database in production, use DDUPDATE to DELETE the PRODuction status definition (this changes
it to HISTory status). Also, use DBUTLTY to delete the definitions from the Directory by executing the CXXMAINT
OPTION=DELETE function.

Delete a Table

To delete one or more tables within a database, but not the entire database, delete the table definition from the database
structure definition in Datacom Datadictionary and CATALOG the database definition. This ensures that the Directory
and the Datacom Datadictionary definitions are synchronized and that the unwanted table definitions no longer exist in
either Datacom Datadictionary or Datacom/DB.

WARNING
CXXMAINT only deletes the table definition from the Directory (CXX). It deletes neither the table's data in the
data area nor the index to that data. After using CXXMAINT to delete a table from a multi-table area, perform
a DBUTLTY BACKUP followed by a DBUTLTY INIT IXX or REMOVE (to clear the index). Then, perform a
DBUTLTY LOAD to eliminate the deleted table's data from the area. Also, a REPLACE function with null input
can make the data row space available for new row additions. It also reclaims any index space.

SQL Procedure to Delete a Table

For SQL accessible tables, you can use an SQL DROP TABLE statement to delete a table. However, the DROP TABLE
statement obsoletes the table, which removes all versions and statuses of the table from the Datacom Datadictionary
databases, deletes the Directory definition, and deletes the data.

If you are using SQL and you do not use the DROP TABLE statement, you must ensure that the Directory and the
Datacom Datadictionary remain synchronous. To do so, do not delete a database from the Datacom Datadictionary
without also deleting it from the Directory and conversely, do not delete a database from the Directory without also
deleting it from the Datacom Datadictionary.
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Purging a Database

The DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=PURGE function can minimize the recovery process of the Directory (CXX) under
certain circumstances. This function flags the Directory to indicate that the specified database does not exist. It performs
none of the Directory Block Reclamation done by the DELETE option.

NOTE
Do not use PURGE unless DELETE fails.

This function is provided to minimize the recovery process of the Directory in the case of hardware failure errors,
Datacom/DB failures, or misuse of the DBUTLTY RESET function. Without the PURGE function, such failures can cause
situations that require restoring the entire Directory. All users must terminate processing when you restore the entire
Directory. This means that if a test database is incorrect and it is not purged, all production must be shut down so that the
Directory (CXX) can be restored from a backup. Information entered since the time of the backup is lost. However, if you
purge the problem database, it can be restored from a backup or re-CATALOGed from Datacom Datadictionary. When
restoring a single database, only activity against it must stop; all other Datacom/DB activity can continue.

This function does not reclaim space. Therefore, the space remains unreclaimed until the entire Directory area can later
be backed up, initialized, and reloaded.

For example, a possible situation in which you may find it necessary to use PURGE is as follows:

1. You deleted a database definition from Datacom Datadictionary.
2. Then, you used CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=n to delete that database from the Directory (CXX).
3. You received return code 13 and the DELETE option did not complete.

In this case, PURGE the database. Then, reclaim space with the DBUTLTY BACKUP, INIT, and LOAD AREA=CXX
functions.

Extending the Directory (CXX)
The Directory cannot be extended with the EXTEND function of DBUTLTY. It can be extended with the MUF console-like
command DYNAMIC_EXTEND. Another way to extend the Directory is as follows:

1. Execute the BACKUP AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY.
2. Allocate a larger area.
3. Use the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=CXX function to initialize the Directory.
4. Restore the Directory with the LOAD AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY. The Directory (CXX) can be extended with the

console and console-like command DYNAMIC_EXTEND.

Resetting Exclusive Control
Datacom/DB acquires exclusive control of the Directory (CXX) during open and close processing of a User Requirements
Table and during Directory maintenance.

When to Reset Exclusive Control

When not using Simplify mode and having MUF enabled, if Datacom/DB is interrupted because of an abend or system
failure, the exclusive control setting can remain in force for the Directory. A symptom of this condition is a recurring return
code 67 or 46 when attempting to start a user program.

How to Reset Exclusive Control

When not using Simplify mode and having MUF enabled, execute either the RESET AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY or
restart the MUF to reset the Directory (CXX) exclusive control indicator.
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Resetting Table Indicators

When to Reset Table Indicators

When Datacom/DB is interrupted because of an abend or system failure, the update-user control count, the read-only
user control count and the load in progress, unload in progress indicator settings remain in force for the Directory. You can
reset these indicators when executing the RESET AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY or by restarting the MUF.

How to Reset Table Indicators With Logging Active

In a logging environment, the Multi-User Facility restart process prepares the Log Area (LXX) for use and resets the table
indicators for any tasks that were active at the time of failure. This function ensures the integrity of the Directory in case of
abnormal system or task termination.

If a system failure or a Multi-User Facility abend occurs, you can preserve database integrity when you restart the Multi-
User Facility.

How to Reset Table Indicators Without Logging Active

When running with Simplify mode and having MUF enabled, this section does not apply.

When running without Simplify mode and MUF is enabled, to reset the Directory table indicators in a non-logging
environment, execute the RESET AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY with the DBID= keyword specified for each open
database.

WARNING
Use this function only when no other Datacom/DB processing is active. If this function is run and Datacom/DB
jobs are active, the processing that occurs after this point produces unpredictable results. If a DBUTLTY RESET
AREA=CXX,DBID=nnn is performed after a MUF failure and prior to MUF RESTART processing, the RESTART
phase of the next MUF start up ignores any log records that pertain to that DBID. Should this occur, your data
integrity on this DBID may be compromised.

In a non-logging environment, you must reset the Directory table indicators if there has been a system failure or a Single
User abend. Specifically a Single User abend in a user program with Datacom/DB not in control of user abend processing.

Without logging, you usually lose database integrity after one of the above mentioned events has occurred. Database
integrity is lost because synchronization between the index and the data is lost after a failure if a transaction updating two
records has only updated one, or if the update request is incomplete.

Index Swapping
In addition to the primary purpose of moving an index definition from one index area to another, index swapping allows
two other rarely changed key definition attributes that do not affect application programs to be changed in the same 24x7
way. By supporting changes without application program changes, index swapping allows a Database Administrator to
address, without risk, potential tuning benefits related to performance.

The first attribute that can be different is a key set as INCLUDE-NIL-KEY YES or NO. The INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute
defaults to YES and is not often used set to NO. A NIL-KEY is one that has an entire key length of fields containing all
binary zeros or all blanks. With INCLUDE-NIL-KEY set to YES, these index entries exist and are available to the RAAT
and SAAT (set-at-a-time) commands, which is needed if the key is used to find all records in the table. The ability to set
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY to NO forces those index entries to not exist and are therefore not available to the RAAT and SAAT
commands. This is considered a performance or tuning ability. The option must be set to YES for the Master Key and
the Native Sequence Key. An example of the option being useful is a secondary key defined as fields that are a previous
address for a person. If an address is known, it would be present and subject to finding the row. If there is not an address,
the blank (or binary zeros) in the field have no value to be added to the index or searched for in the index. A savings of
DASD and time to add or delete the blank field would not be a “value.”
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The second attribute that can be different is a key set as UNIQUE. This attribute defaults to NO and can be NO or YES. If
set to YES, it ensures that a row cannot be added with the same value as another row in the table.

All three attributes above require changes to the index area(s) on DASD and are grouped in this key swap feature.
Following are the steps needed to complete the process:

1. Add a new key definition to the table that has a key defined, similar to the key to be changed, except it has a different
Datacom Name (a temporary name that is not used), different Key ID, and different attribute of the three above that
can be changed. This key definition is temporary and should be set to key usage NONE.

2. If the index name is to be changed and the name is not currently in use by another key in the database that is
initialized and loaded, the index name needs to be subjected to the DBUTLTY function PREINIT so that is it initialized
and ready for use.

3. The new key definition needs to be cataloged using DDUPDATE to the CXX. This process is explained in more detail
in Datacom Datadictionary documentation that discusses adding or deleting index definitions in "real time," that is, in
a 24X7 manner. After the catalog of the key, time must pass to all the MUF system to build the new index definition
requirements.

4. After the new key definition is fully in place, the key swap can occur. The two key definitions to be swapped must
both be in a LOADED status in the CXX. The key in use that is to be replaced is selected and the new key that is not
in use that is to be the replacement is provided with the batch transaction 1000 SWAP. From the CXX point of view,
the two keys have their key IDs swapped, as well as the three options subject to the swap. The swap occurs to the
CXX on DASD, not in memory. The memory information supports existing user programs that are running and sees
no effect from the swap. Therefore, the existing user programs are not impacted in any way. The change is in place
for applications once the database is closed and then reopened. The close might be delayed until the next natural
planned outage, including migrating to a Shadow MUF.

5. After the database with the table that has the keys that were swapped has been subject to being closed in all
appropriate MUF environments , the new key definition can be deleted using the "real time" key deletion feature that
promotes 24x7 operations as described in Datacom Datadictionary documentation.

For more information, see the 1000 SWAP batch transaction.

From the CXX point of view, the swap is processed in the following simple parts.

NOTE
Neither key can be a relative record key.

Processing is as follows:

1. The key ID is swapped.
2. If the existing key is neither the Master Key, the Native Sequence Key, nor a Unique Key, the key include (KEY INC)

value is swapped. The swapped values need not be the same.
3. The unique value is swapped. The swapped values need not be the same.
4. The index area name is swapped. The swapped names need not be the same.

Creating and Maintaining the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)
The Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) contains Datacom/DB operational statistics for monitoring and tuning Datacom/
DB. Each physical MUF must have its own PXX data set, no sharing. You are not required to initialize or format the PXX.
Each MUF opens it for output during startup and writes to it as needed.

This page contains the following topics:

Types of Statistics

The Statistics and Diagnostics Area stores many types of statistics, each of which is accumulated and reported on
separately:
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• System statistics
• I/O statistics
• Job statistics
• SQL and Compound Boolean Selection Facility traces
• Datacom/DB generated dumps
• Dynamic system tables
• Audit records

Each set of information is managed independently of the others, with each serving a different purpose. The system
statistics, I/O statistics, and job statistics information is written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area as one unit. This
writing occurs during each User Requirements Table close or during the close of the job. In the Statistics and Diagnostics
Area, the information is appended to previously written Statistics and Diagnostics Area information, as well as other PXX
data. If the Statistics and Diagnostics Area becomes full, Datacom/DB issues a console message and no more statistical
or diagnostic information is written. Therefore, the current job statistics are lost, except any statistics still in memory.

See for details on the statistics maintained here and how to report and use them.

The system, I/O, and job statistics may be turned off or set to only occur when the MUF is disabled. This is desirable when
the data is not required for system or job tuning. The system and I/O data is available in real time through the dynamic
system tables for SQL users. Job statistic type data is available using the Accounting Facility. It is a best practice to set
the MUF startup option PXXSTATS to EOJPRT to have a summary report when MUF is disabled listing all the work it did,
without having the overhead of PXX I/O at every URT close. It improves MUF performance and efficiency.

Allocating

In z/VSE environments, the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) is only processed as a single extent, single volume
area. Any additional extents are ignored.

In z/OS with the use of DISP=NEW PXX, the primary allocation is used which can be one to five extents (all on one
volume). With DISP=SHR/OLD, the current allocation is used, which is on one volume. Regardless of the DISP, the PXX
in z/OS is processed without asking for any secondary allocation. We do not recommend DISP other than SHR, because
that would prevent the PXX from being printed during MUF execution.

We recommend that you allocate space for one track for each User Requirements Table close between scheduled
clearing of the Statistics and Diagnostics Area. If dumps are not produced, 400 to 500 tracks is normally sufficient.

Do not share a Statistics and Diagnostics Area between two Multi-User Facilities.

When the Statistics and Diagnostics Area is full, Datacom/DB issues the message: DB01001W PXX AREA FULL. If you
receive this message frequently, consider allocating more space.

Accumulating Statistics

Detail statistics can be written to the PXX with each URT close or final URT close per job by using the MUF startup option
PXXSTATS DETAIL. This is an inefficient strategy and provides the information in a format that is not easy to save. It
would therefore be better to use that technique for a test MUF. For production MUFs, we recommend that Job statistics
not be kept but, if required, use the accounting system and the MUF startup option PXXSTATS EOJPRT.

If the MUF startup option PXXSTATS DETAIL is used, the amount of output can be controlled with the following URT
parameters:

User Requirements Table Parameter Function
JOBSTAT= Specify that job statistics be recorded but not written until the last

User Requirements Table for the job closes.
OPTMIZE= Specify that no job statistics be recorded unless JOBSTAT= is

specified.
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Reporting

To print a report of the Statistics and Diagnostics Area, use the REPORT AREA=PXX option of DBUTLTY. You can
generate Statistics and Diagnostics Area reports at any time. Running a Statistics and Diagnostics Area report does
not affect its contents. Each Statistics and Diagnostics Area report that you request causes the entire Statistics and
Diagnostics Area to be read from the first track to the end of the last track written by MUF. If your Statistics and
Diagnostics Area data is allocated in a large area, elapsed time to execute this function can be long.

In z/OS systems, to allow reporting the Statistics and Diagnostics Area while the Multi-User Facility is operational, the
Statistics and Diagnostics Area cannot be a temporary data set, and DISP=SHR must be specified.

SYSOUT Processing in z/OS

The Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) output data set is used and reused by and for many categories of output,
including the following:

• Documentation of return code errors or a SNAP command with a Master List dump that optionally includes buffers
(category code ML)

• CBS diagnostic report as requested using Ideal for Datacom, Dataquery, or DBUTLTY TRACE= requests for SQL
(category code CBS)

• SQL trace information requested using DBUTLTY TRACE= requests (category code SQL)
• Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary trace information if requested by Support (category code DD)
• Dynamic system tables trace information (category code DST)
• Statistics
• Other diagnostic or debugging information

In z/OS environments, you can write the first five of the above categories (ML, CBS, SQL, DD, DST) to alternate print data
sets by specifying them in a SYSOUT MUF startup option. Each can be in its own SYSOUT, or they can be grouped in
many combination of SYSOUTs. These alternate print data sets are dynamically allocated and deallocated in response to
DBUTLTY console commands or COMM functions. When allocated, each data set is equivalent to:

 //PXXaaann    DD  SYSOUT=*,OUTLIM=outlim

aaa
Corresponding to the first five output categories listed above. The possible values of PXXaaann are PXXMLnn,
PXXCBSnn, PXXSQLnn, PXXDDnn, and PXXDSTnn.

nn
Is 01-99, where the initial allocation is, for example, PXXML01, and each reset causes nn to be incremented by
01 until 99 is reached, at which time nn begins again at 01.

outlim
Is the maximum lines specified on the SYSOUT parameter for this category, where outlim can be from 100K to
16M. See the description of 100K to 16M as valid values for the SYSOUT MUF startup option. See SYSOUT.

Selecting the Option

Using the option requires specifying the SYSOUT MUF startup option.

The parameters of the SYSOUT MUF startup option define the deallocation class and outlim associated with each of the
first five categories of output.

Processing of each PXXaaa is as follows:

1. If no SYSOUT MUF startup option has been specified, all diagnostic output is routed to the PXX DD statement.
2. If the value for outlim on the SYSOUT MUF startup option is zero, diagnostic output of that particular type (ML, CBS,

SQL, DD, DST) of outlim is routed to the PXX DD statement.
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3. When the SYSOUT MUF startup option has been specified and the value of outlim is not zero, a PXXaaann DD
SYSOUT=* is dynamically allocated, and the selected output (up to the number of lines specified by outlim) is routed
to PXXaaann. When that number of lines is reached, Datacom/DB stops writing to that data set and issues the
following console message: DB02401W - PXXaaa AREA FULL.

WARNING
Choosing a value for outlim can help prevent the occurrence of S722 abends. Be aware, however, that because
an S722 abend relates to all SYSOUT, such abends could still occasionally occur. If all the output from the Multi-
User Facility could cause an S722 abend, and if that output cannot be controlled, use of the SYSOUT parameter
should be considered very carefully.

Clearing a SYSOUT Data Set

Once the output limit has been reached, further output to a full PXXaaa data set is ignored until reset using a CLRML,
CLRCBS, CLRSQL, or CLRDD or CLRDST DBUTLTY console command or COMM function.

NOTE
These have no effect on an S722 abend.

In processing the reset function, the current PXXaaann data set is deallocated and assigned to the class specified in the
SYSOUT MUF startup option. You are expected to choose a value for class that causes the data set to be deleted from
the JES (Job Entry Subsystems) queue, that is, a throw-away class is the expected choice. A new data set PXXaaann
(where nn has been incremented by 1, wrapping at 99) is then allocated. The following message is issued after the clear
request has been processed: DB02402I -- PXXaaa AREA RESET

Redirecting SYSOUT

It can sometimes be desirable to combine diagnostic output from several sources into one data set. Combining output
allows time-sequenced viewing of traces or snaps from several sources but can still utilize the SYSOUT concept. This is
accomplished by coding a value of ML, CBS, SQL, DD, or DST for outlim instead of using a numeric value for outlim to
specify a number of lines. These identifiers indicate that the output represented by the position of the identifier is to be
redirected to the appropriately named SYSOUT data set.

For easy reference, following is the SYSOUT syntax:

►►─ SYSOUT ─ class,mlparm,cbsparm,sqlparm,ddparm,dstparm ─────────────────────►◄

Referring to the SYSOUT syntax, consider this example:

SYSOUT  X,2M,SQL,2M,SQL,SQL

This example specifies that Master List snap output is to be directed to PXXMLnn (to a maximum of 2M lines), that
SQL diagnostic/trace output is to be directed to PXXSQLnn, and that CBS, DD, and DST output is to be redirected to
PXXSQLnn (subject to a combined maximum of 2M lines). An entry may not be redirected to another entry that is also
redirected. There is one exception, the entry for PXXML may not be redirected.

In the example, note that:

X
In the class position represents the expected throw-away class.

2M
In the mlparm position means that Master List snap output is to be directed to PXXML to a maximum output limit
(outlim) of 2M lines. The ML option may not be redirected elsewhere.

SQL
In the cbsparm, ddparm, and dstparm positions means that CBS, DD, and DST output are to be redirected to
PXXSQL subject to a combined maximum of 2M lines.
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2M
In the sqlparm position means that SQL traces are to be directed to PXXSQL which has a combined maximum
output limit (outlim) of 2M lines.

If a reset command results in redirection, the following message is issued: DB02403I -- PXXaaa REDIRECTED TO
PXXbbb

The target of a PXX redirection cannot itself be redirected. An attempt to do so results in the following message:
DB02404E -- PXXaaa INVALID REDIRECTION TO PXXbbb

NOTE
It is permissible to redirect one data set to another whose outlim is specified as 0. In this case, both sets of
output is sent to the standard PXX data set.

Resetting (Clearing)

To reset (clear) the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), run the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CLRPXX function. The
CLRPXX option can be run at any time. The PXX is also reset each time the Multi-User Facility is enabled.

All contents of the PXX on disk are unavailable when it is reset. Any statistics still in memory are not deleted.

Datacom/DB does not print the contents of the PXX before clearing it. If you need a report, run the DBUTLTY REPORT
AREA=PXX function before clearing the PXX.

For more information:

• COMM CLRPXX (Clear Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)

• COMM CLRnnn (Reset Alternate Output Data Sets)

Creating and Maintaining the Log Area (LXX)
This section provides a brief overview of the Log Area (LXX) to facilitate allocating and initializing the Log Area. See Using
Logging for more information. For information about the variable Log Area block size feature, see Variable Log Area (LXX)
Block Size.

Logging is required in Multi-User Facility environments. It is not allowed in a Single User environment.

The Log Area is opened at Multi-User Facility startup. If the Log Area cannot be opened, the Multi-User Facility startup
fails.

 How Datacom/DB Uses a Log Area 

A Log Area (LXX) is a disk-only transient storage area for log records before Datacom/DB writes or spills them to the
Recovery File (RXX). Before updating a table defined with logging, Datacom/DB writes a log record to the Log Area. This
log record contains an image of the record before the update, the transaction image, a time and date stamp, the job name,
and other information.

 Log Area Structure 

A Log Area is a fixed-length block area or a variable (undefined) area. The first block contains control information. This
includes the recovery option in force (MUF startup option LOGRCV), identification of the blocks containing valid log
records, the blocks eligible for spilling, the block currently being written, and the blocks free for use. The last block is used
for the uncertainty table maintained for two-phase commit tracking with Datacom STAR. The remaining blocks are for
temporary storage of log records.

A small Log Area (LXX) is created when the system is installed. It is set up without a Recovery File (MUF startup option
LOGRCV NEVER). To increase the size of the Log Area, allocate and initialize the new areas as described on the
following pages.
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If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see the  Datacom STAR Administrator documentation for
information about logging in a distributed environment.

Allocating

Determining the size of the Log Area depends on the type of Recovery File (RXX) in use. If the Recovery File type is
active (MUF startup option LOGRCV YES), it resides on a dedicated tape drive. With an active Recovery File, your Log
Area can be relatively small. There are restrictions to active Recovery. We do not recommend active Recovery. With an
inactive Recovery File type (MUF startup option LOGRCV NO), your Log Area needs to be large enough to accommodate
the requirements of your operation. For performance, it can be better if you allocate the first track on a separate (low
activity) volume than the rest of the LXX. For details, see Using Logging.

The size of the LXX also impacts the amount of pipelining that can occur for data and index changed blocks in MUF. The
larger the LXX, the capacity to pipeline increases. For information, see the MUF startup option LOGPEND.

 z/OS Systems 

The Log Area (LXX) can be allocated during the INIT AREA=LXX function of DBUTLTY or preallocated. The INIT function
prepares the Log Area space provided. If the JCL disposition parameter (DISP=) is specified as NEW and only one
volume is provided, Datacom/DB requests and formats the primary allocation. If multiple volume serial numbers were
provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary allocations until space has been allocated on each of the specified volumes. If
the disposition was not specified as NEW, the currently allocated space is used.

The LXX is not subject to the DBUTLTY EXTEND function. However, it can be used with the MUF console-like
DYNAMIC_EXTEND command. For more information about the DYNAMIC_EXTEND command, see MUF Startup
Options and Console/Console-Like Commands.

 z/VSE Systems 

The Log Area can have multiple extents and multiple volumes. Datacom/DB dynamically determines the device type
during the initialization of the Log Area.

When using an FBA device, the number of physical blocks in each extent must allow complete logical blocks. To
determine this, divide the block size by 512. The extent must be an even multiple of the result. A block size of 4096
divided by 512 is 8, for example. Each extent must be a multiple of 8.

Initializing

You must initialize the Log Area (LXX) before Datacom/DB can use them. The INIT AREA=LXX function of DBUTLTY
initializes the LXX.

The LXX can and should be formatted as variable with a BLKSIZE=32760. An exception to BLKSIZE=32760 is if you
are upgrading a MUF with a spanned LXX and there are plans (or the possibility) to downgrade back to Version 14.0. In
that case, the LXX should be formatted with the same BLKSIZE= and BLOCKS= as you used in Version 14.0. For details
about using the INIT function of the LXX with spanned logging, see your Datacom Version 14.0 documentation.

To specify a starting transaction sequence number other than zero, code the TSN= keyword for the DBUTLTY INIT
AREA=LXX function. The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=LXX function and the restart portion of the Multi-User Facility
startup report the highest TSN previously used. If for some reason you need to re-INIT the LXX in the future, it is best
if you use the highest TSN number that MUF has used plus 10000 as the TSN number. This prevents reuse of TSN
numbers that are used to show locking of index entries or of data rows.

LXX Large Number LRSN LBSN

 Log Record Sequence Number (LRSN) 

Each log record added to the Log Area (LXX) is assigned a sequence number. The number assigned increments the
previous log record by one. The number starts at one for each MUF execution. In a MUFPLEX, starting at one occurrs
only if the execution is occurring when no MUF is executing withing that MUFPLEX. The LRSN is reset to one in response
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to a QUIESCE RST console-like command. The LRSN is also reset to one in response to a QUIESCE REQ/TXN
command when the number is 1 billion or larger. However, the LRSN is never reset by a QUIESCE command if the MUF
is currently executing in MUFPLEX mode with more than one MUF active. It is of critical importance that the LRSN not
reach its maximum value, because in that case there are no new log records until the situation is remedied.

The current number is displayed during MUF restart processing. The current number is displayed during a MUF EOJ
(or termination) process in the LOG REPORT section of the EOJ report. The current number is displayed during a MUF
console-like command of ALL_INFO_REPORT in the LOG REPORT section.

MUF defines a concept of near maximum (NEARMAX) where the number is reaching the point of stopping all log requests
but is not yet at the maximum. At this value, log records will continue only for existing transactions and will fail for the
first maintenance of a new transaction. The intent of this ability is to allow running transactions to complete before the
maximum value where the MUF can be cleanly recycled or the user can use the QUIESCE RST command to have the
number reset. The value defined as near maximum is provided in message DB01227I and return codes 94 (147), 94
(148), and 94 (149). For more information about the message and return codes, see Messages . 

Because this Version 15.0 feature is not available in Version 14.0, if a Version 15.0 MUF is executing with LRSN values
less than 4 billion and it terminates, a restart is allowed under the fall back to Version 14.0 rules. However, if the MUF
terminates with LRSN values greater than 4 billion, fall back is blocked and a return code of 60 is issued, meaning that the
restart must occur using a 15.0 MUF and the MUF cleanly set to EOJ before falling back to Version 14.0.

 Log Block Sequence Number (LBSN) 

Each log track containing a log record in the LXX is assigned a sequence number. The number assigned increments the
previous log track by one. The number starts at a relatively low number (1 through the number of tracks) for each MUF
execution that starts from the previous MUF that ended with a clean EOJ, where no restart processing was required.
In a MUFPLEX, starting at 1 occurrs only if the execution is occurring when there is no MUF is executing withing that
MUFPLEX. The number is unchanged during a restart needing to reprocess pipeline data and during an enabling of a
MUFPLEX MUF when another MUF is currently enabled. It is critical that the LBSN not reach its maximum value, because
in that case there are no new log records until the situation is remedied.

The current LBSN is displayed during a MUF restart process. The current number is displayed during a MUF EOJ (or
termination) process in the LOG REPORT section of the EOJ report. The current number is displayed during a MUF
console-like command of ALL_INFO_REPORT in the LOG REPORT section.

MUF defines a concept of near maximum (NEARMAX) where the number is reaching the point of stopping all log
requests but is not yet at the maximum. At this value, log records continue only for existing transactions and fail for the
first maintenance of a new transaction. The intent of this ability is to allow running transactions to complete before the
maximum value is reached where the MUF can be cleanly recycled to have the number reset. The value defined as near
maximum is provided in message DB01228I. 

Because this Version 15.0 feature is not available in Version 14.0, if a Version 15.0 MUF is executing with LBSN values
less than 4 billion and it terminates, a restart is allowed under the fall back to Version 14.0 rules. However, if the MUF
terminates with LBSN values greater than 4 billion, fall back is blocked and a return code of 60 is issued, meaning that the
restart must occur using a 15.0 MUF and the MUF cleanly set to EOJ before falling back to Version 14.0.

Reporting

You can report on the Log Area (LXX) using the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=LXX function. This report provides details on
the current status of the Log Area. You may not report the LXX in the same DBUTLTY step as an INIT or a RESET.

For an example of the Log Area Report and details on running the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=LXX function.

The STATUS_LOG console-only command can also be used to request status information for the LXX by causing
message DB03105I to be displayed. For more information on STATUS_LOG, see the information about it in MUF Startup
Options and Console/Console-Like Commands.
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Resetting

The RESET AREA=LXX function of DBUTLTY resets all active conditions in the Log Area control record. Therefore, all log
records in the Log Area are lost. The RESET AREA=LXX function is provided for use with development systems and is
not intended for use in a production environment.

The failure recovery functions required after a Multi-User Facility ABEND are part of the startup procedure. A reset of
the LXX, where a restart is needed, prevents MUF from bringing the index and data areas into synchronization. It also
prevents transaction boundaries from being enforced. Review the MUF startup options NORESTART, DORESTART and
RESTART to see if you can resolve the current restart problem before attempting a RESET of the LXX.

Creating and Maintaining the Force Area (FXX)
The Force Area (FXX) is a system area. The FXX contains logging-related information that has been forced from the Log
Area (LXX).

Allocating

The FXX and the LXX must have the same physical and logical block size. If, however, the LXX is variable, the FXX must
be specified as fixed or spanned. The number of tracks required is dependent upon the number of tasks generated in the
MUF or MUFplex.

Initializing

The FXX is divided into a control block or blocks and log record blocks. Criteria for determining the number of control
blocks is based upon the number of total tasks to be supported with this Multi-User Facility or MUFplex. During
initialization (INIT AREA=FXX), the TASKS= keyword is used to specify the number of tasks to be supported.

In picking the number of tasks to be supported, consider the following:

• If you are running a single Multi-User Facility without Datacom STAR, use the TASKS MUF startup option number. If
you have any plans for more tasks in the future, specify a larger number now.

• If you are running a single Multi-User Facility with Datacom STAR, use the TASKS MUF startup option number plus the
number of STAR tasks (that is, Datacom STAR tasks).

• When running a MUFplex, calculate the above for every Multi-User Facility (as defined by a specific MUFplex number
(1 through 2)) that might be enabled or might have been enabled since the LXX was last reset or the FXX was last
initialized. Specifically, if a MUFplex 2 is enabled, space for its tasks must be maintained in the FXX, even if it is ended.

• System tasks in MUF require 25 tasks. Therefore, if nnn is the number specified for the MUF startup option TASKS,
then nnn plus 25 is the value required for each MUF, with that value multiplied by the number of MUFs that can be up
at the same time for any LXX/FXX. XCF is not part of the equation. The restart report externalizes this information,
making it easy to see the maximum values and how much a specific restart needed to use. For more information about
the restart report, see Restarting the Multi-User Facility after a Previous MUF Failure.

The number of control blocks that are reserved is based upon the following formula: 8192 + (tasks * 64). If running the
typical 3390 block size of 27998 with less than 618 tasks, all fit in one control block.

The number of blocks for log records depends upon the number of active requests that could possibly be forced from the
LXX and upon the size of the forced log records. Active requests are forced only rarely. However, if the Multi-User Facility
requires space and space is not available, all log requests fail until the Multi-User Facility is canceled and restarted. To
prevent this situation from occurring, calculate the number of force blocks required to provide space for one log record per
task.

An easy approach is to allow one logical block per task. To be more accurate, calculate a log record size as the largest
defined data record times 2 plus 200 (take into account that individual records are not split across blocks, and be certain
that you allow enough room). While active requests are unlikely, the following conditions could increase the probability of
their occurring:
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• Running in MUFplex mode
• Holding DBUTLTY LOCK OPTION=MOVER for a long time
• Doing a dynamic extend of an area with a large new allocation
• Having low priority jobs do maintenance to rows with lots of keys
• Having a small LOGSPILL D MUF startup option percent
• Having a Log Area (LXX) with relatively few tracks

Creating and Maintaining the RRM Log (WXX)
The RRM Log (WXX) is a run-time log used by the Remote Resource Manager (RRM) to resolve outstanding two-phase
commits, in conjunction with the Resource Recovery Services (RRS) log. It is maintained by the RRM (see Remote
Resource Manager (RRM)).

Use the INIT AREA=WXX option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to build a new RRM Log (WXX). You must format
the RRM Log with the INIT function before it can be used by Datacom/DB. When allocating the WXX, it must be in a single
extent.

Creating and Maintaining the Temporary Table Manager Area
In Datacom/DB, the Temporary Table Manager (TTM) manages the processing of the SQL work area. Use for SQL
processes that require temporary space.

The TTM area is a data area with one table that is used for SQL processes that need temporary space, including some
executions of the following operations:

• ALTER TABLE
• CREATE INDEX
• DISTINCT
• GROUP BY
• ORDER BY
• UNION

TTM Database ID

The Datacom installation process creates the TTM in database ID 017. If you must change this ID, use the MUF startup
option SQLOPTION.

Virtual Area

In z/OS or z/VSE, consider making the TTM area a virtual area. See Memory Resident Data Facility for details on virtual
areas and see MUF startup option VIRTUAL.

Re-creating the TTM

If the TTM is destroyed, re-create the TTM by initializing and null loading the area. See Allocating Data Areas for
information about initializing and null loading data areas.

Use the following steps:

1. Close all online SQL User Requirements Tables.
2. End all SQL processing.
3. Initialize and null load the TTM area. Do not reset the TTM database.
4. End the Multi-User Facility.
5. Start the Multi-User Facility.
6. Enable the online SQL User Requirements Table(s).
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At the first SQL request after processing resumes, SQL reformats the TTM area. If the initialization fails, you can get SQL
return code -157. The code text is: TTM INITIALIZATION FAILED. DATACOM/DB RETURN CODE IS cc(ddd), where cc
is the Datacom/DB external return code and ddd is the internal code in decimal format.

Any attempt to use the TTM after the -157 and before a successful reinitialization results in the SQL return code -35, with
the message: TTM IS UNUSABLE. TTM INITIALIZATION FAILED WITH cc(ddd), where cc(ddd) is the Datacom/DB return
code that is saved from the initialization failure.

If you get the -35 code, locate the dump in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) for the original -157 (including any
native Datacom/DB dumps preceding the SQL error dump) and determine what is wrong with the TTM data area. If you
cannot locate the -157 dump, it can be regenerated by cycling the Multi-User Facility and running any job that accesses
SQL. If time is critical and you do not want to pursue the -157, you can use DBUTLTY to null load the TTM, which can
enable it to initialize successfully on the subsequent Multi-User Facility startup.

Extending the TTM

During the execution of an SQL ALTER TABLE statement, all rows being altered are copied into the TTM. This area must
accommodate the largest result table(s) or the tables being altered that could need temporary space concurrently. To
extend this work area, use the directed DYNAMIC_EXTEND to allow the extend to occur with no loss of access. If ending
all SQL processing is an option, you can use the DBUTLTY EXTEND function. See for details.

Use the following steps:

1. Close all online SQL User Requirements Tables.
2. End all SQL processing.
3. Extend the TTM area. Do not reset the TTM database.
4. End the Multi-User Facility.
5. Start the Multi-User Facility.
6. Enable the online SQL User Requirements Table(s).

At the first SQL request after processing resumes, SQL reformats the TTM area.

Index for the TTM

The TTM table uses the direct key facility to access data. This makes performance very fast. Also, it means that the Index
Area for the TTM can be very small.

If you want to define your TTM area as a virtual area, do not use the VIRTUAL dbid,size format. Instead use the VIRTUAL
IXXdbid,size and VIRTUAL TTMdbid,size formats with the index in the range of one track.

Creating and Maintaining the Datadictionary Databases
Datacom Datadictionary uses two Datacom/DB databases (DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE) and five Virtual Library
System (VLS) files. Review descriptions of the databases and guidelines for using them.

For information about the VLS files, see Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Library System Files.

The two databases that are used by Datacom Datadictionary are:

DATA-DICT
Contains the entity-type tables and the High-Speed Directory (HSD). The HSD Table resides in the DATA-
DICT database. Within the HSD, Data Group Tables (DGT) contain information about each of the entity-types in
Datacom Datadictionary. In a multiple Datacom Datadictionary environment, each Datacom Datadictionary has its
own HSD.

DDD-DATABASE
Contains the Schema Information Tables (SIT) and Data Definition Directory, a directory of information about
the structure of Datacom/DB tables. This directory is used by Datacom/DB to facilitate the processing of SQL
database requests.
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During installation, a DATA-DICT database containing a set of standard entities and relationships is generated. The
Datacom installation process also generates a DDD database that is ready for use. After installation, back up these
databases.

The DATA-DICT and DDD areas are generated in their own databases. We recommend storing no other areas in DATA-
DICT unless you are defining your own entity-types and storing no other areas in the DDD. For both the DATA-DICT and
the DDD, maintenance is more convenient if these databases are independent of other areas.

Estimate Space

The DATA-DICT area is generated with ample space for most initial environments. The DDD areas are of modest size.
The size of the DDD required depends on the SQL activity in a system. If your site uses SQL extensively, extend the DDD
areas. (See Extending the Database Areas.)

Data Area Placement

For best performance, place the DDD database on a lightly used channel, separate from the DATA-DICT database.

Compression

Following installation, the compression option of Datacom/DB is on for the Datacom Datadictionary databases. This option
saves disk storage but incurs some CPU overhead. In systems experiencing high CPU usage, changing the definition of
DATA-DICT and DDD structures to make them uncompressed can improve performance if there is available disk capacity.
It is possible to compress the tables containing some entity-types and not compress the tables containing others. We
recommend that you do not turn off compression for the TEXT (TXT) and DESCRIPTOR (KWC) tables.

The production DATA-DICT database structure contains the entity-types which you must modify to run Datacom
Datadictionary uncompressed. Change the COMPRESS attribute for the Datacom Datadictionary tables as you would for
any database.

Availability During Maintenance

When you perform maintenance on the DATA-DICT database or the DDD database, the databases are not available for
access. If you are using the SQL Mode, Datacom Datadictionary database maintenance requires careful timing.

Plan DATA-DICT Database Maintenance

The DATA-DICT database is in use when:

• Either online or batch Datacom Datadictionary (including the Datacom Datadictionary utilities, except DDICF) is in use.
• Datacom/DB SQL is in use.
• Another Broadcom product which uses Datacom Datadictionary (such as Dataquery or Ideal for Datacom) is in use.

Plan DDD Database Maintenance

The DDD database is in use when:

• A database is being cataloged.
• Datacom Datadictionary is in use to delete a DATABASE, AREA, or TABLE entity-occurrence.
• The SQL precompiler is executing.
• Datacom/DB rebinds a plan.
• The Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility is in use.
• The Dataquery SQL mode is in use.
• An executing application issues an SQL statement.
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Back Up the Database Areas

It is important that DATA-DICT and DDD remain synchronous with each other and with the Directory (CXX). Therefore,
we recommend backing up both Datacom Datadictionary databases and the Directory at the same time. You should also
back up the VLS files at the same time. Back up the Datacom Datadictionary databases as often as is necessary to have
a backup that is current with the change activity.

To back up the databases, use the Directory report to get the DATACOM-NAMEs of the areas on the DATA-DICT or DDD
and then use the BACKUP function of DBUTLTY. See for more information about backing up data areas.

You can use the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer to determine if the Datacom Datadictionary, Data Definition Directory,
and Schema Information Tables areas and the Directory are not synchronized.

Extend the Database Areas

If you receive an error message or return code indicating that the DATA-DICT or the DDD is full or if the Directory
Space Utilization Report indicates that an area in one of these databases is nearly full, extend the data area using
the DBUTLTY EXTEND data area function. To ascertain input parameters to the utility, use the DATA-DICT and DDD
database definitions in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can specify that the data and Index Areas are dynamically extended when they become full.

For index areas, see Extending the Index Area (IXX) in Creating and Maintaining Index Areas (IXX).

For data areas, see Dynamically Extending an Area in Creating and Maintaining Data Areas.

Restore the Databases

If one of the Datacom Datadictionary databases is destroyed, restore both databases from the backup. The Datacom
Datadictionary database areas are restored in the same way that any Datacom/DB data area is restored.

To restore an area:

1. Allocate the data area, if necessary (see Allocating Data Areas).
2. Initialize the data area (see Initializing Data Areas).
3. Load the data area from backup (see Loading Data Areas).

Always restore all the areas of the DATA-DICT database and the DDD area from a common backup and restore a
comparable version of the Directory (CXX) at the same time. This ensures that Datacom Datadictionary and the Directory
remain synchronous.

Reorganize the Database Areas

Space is reclaimed in the Datacom Datadictionary databases using basic space reclamation (Option 1). (See Data Area
Space Management Options for an explanation of Datacom/DB data area space management options.) If Datacom
Datadictionary maintenance activity is high, reorganize the Datacom Datadictionary data areas to optimize performance.

Databases can be reorganized with the database open and being processed by using the online reorganization
capabilities of the DBUTLTY function OLREORG.

To reorganize your areas:

1. Run the DBUTLTY BACKUP data area function with SEQ=NATIVE specified.
2. Submit the output from the BACKUP to the DBUTLTY LOAD function specifying format=BACKUP.
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Modify the Database ID for DATA-DICT

If you change the DATACOM-ID of the DATA-DICT database, update the Dataquery System Options Table and run the
Datacom installation job to reassemble and link edit the DQSYSTBL. If you do not change the database ID designation for
Datacom Datadictionary in DQSYSTBL, Dataquery requests are resolved using the explanation in BASEID=.

To change the database ID of the DATA-DICT database:

1. Use Datacom Datadictionary to access the DATA-DICT database entity-occurrence.
2. Change the DATACOM-ID attribute-value to the new database ID.
3. Modify the DATA-DICT-ID attribute-value for the DDD-DATABASE entity-occurrence.
4. If necessary, copy the DATABASE definition to PRODuction status. (Note: You can make these changes directly to the

PRODuction status entity-occurrences.)
5. Modify the MUF startup option DICTIONARY to specify the new database ID.
6. Catalog the definition using the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD BUILD utility and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT

OPTION=DDPROD function.
7. Modify the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table parameter BASEID= to specify the new database ID.

Then, reassemble and link edit the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table.
8. Modify the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table (DDURTBL) parameter DBID= for DATA-DICT or

DDDBID= for DDD to reference the new database ID. See the explanations of DBID= and DDDBID= in DDDBID=.
Then, reassemble and link edit the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table.

9. For existing sites (not a new install), either backup and restore the existing DATA-DICT database to the new
DATACOM-ID or update the Directory (CXX) to point the new DATACOM-ID to the old data sets. Also, delete the old
DATA-DICT database from the CXX.

10. If the Datacom Datadictionary involved is the primary Datacom Datadictionary, initiate the Multi-User Facility, as
described on Initiating the MUF.

11. If the Multi-User Facility was brought up with SQL support with the old database ID of DATA-DICT specified in the
DICTIONARY MUF startup option, clear the stored DATA-DICT database ID in the Directory (CXX) by performing the
following steps:
a. Terminate the Multi-User Facility using the COMM EOJ function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).
b. BACKUP the CXX.
c. INIT the CXX.
d. LOAD the CXX from the backup just taken.
The next execution of the Multi-User Facility with SQL support then refreshes the database ID for DATA-DICT in the
Directory (CXX).

Modify the Database ID of the DDD database

1. Use Datacom Datadictionary to access the DDD definition. (The entity-occurrence name for the DDD database is
DDD-DATABASE.)

2. Change the DATACOM-ID attribute-value to the new database ID.
3. Modify the DDD-BASE-ID attribute-value for the DATA-DICT database entity-occurrence. (Changing the DDD

database ID can also affect Datacom STAR. See the Datacom STAR Administrator documentation for details.)
4. If necessary, copy the DATABASE definition to PRODuction status.

NOTE
You can make these changes directly to the PRODuction status entity-occurrences.

5. Modify the MUF startup option DICTIONARY. See Modifying MUF Startup Options.
6. Catalog the definition using the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD BUILD utility and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT

OPTION=DDPROD function.
7. For existing sites (not a new install), either back up and restore the existing DDD database to the new DATACOM-ID

or update the Directory (CXX) to point the new DATACOM-ID to the old data sets. Also, delete the old DDD database
from the CXX.
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8. Modify the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table parameter DDDBID= to specify the new database ID.
See the explanation in DDDBID=. Then, reassemble and link edit the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements
Table.

9. Reset the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) using the DDCFBLD utility -HSD RESET transaction.
10. If the Datacom Datadictionary involved is the primary Datacom Datadictionary, initiate the Multi-User Facility, as

described on Initiating the MUF.
11. Rebuild the information from the DATACOM-SIT and the MSG-AREA area definitions into the DDD-AREA by executing

the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD BUILD utility again.
12. If the Multi-User Facility was brought up with SQL support with the old database ID of DDD specified in the

DICTIONARY MUF startup option, clear the stored DDD database ID in the Directory (CXX) by performing the
following steps:
a. Terminate the Multi-User Facility using the COMM EOJ function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).
b. BACKUP the CXX.
c. INIT the CXX.
d. LOAD the CXX from the backup just taken.
The next execution of the Multi-User Facility with SQL support then refreshes the database ID for DDD in the Directory
(CXX).

Modify DATA-DICT Database Attributes

All the entity-types in Datacom Datadictionary, both those that are supplied with Datacom Datadictionary (the IRCM entity-
types) and any user-defined entity-types, are defined in the DATA-DICT database as TABLE occurrences, except for the
six entity-types (TABLE, VIEW, PARAMETER-LIST, SYNONYM, CONSTRAINT, and RECORD) which are defined in the
AGGREGATE entity-type TABLE occurrence.

You may have to access DATA-DICT to change the maximum length of entity-occurrence names or to change the number
of history versions to be kept. Modify the DATA-DICT DATABASE structure to change the values of the ENTY-HIST-
VERS and ENTY-NAME-LEN attributes for an occurrence of an entity-type. Each entity-type can have a different value for
ENTY-HIST-VERS and ENTY-NAME-LEN.

NOTE
Since the definitions of the TABLE, VIEW, PARAMETER-LIST, SYNONYM, CONSTRAINT, and RECORD entity-
types are defined in the AGGREGATE TABLE occurrence, changing an attribute-value, such as ENTY-HIST-
VERS, in the AGGREGATE occurrence specifically for TABLE also changes that attribute-value for those other
entity-types.

Number of Entity HISTory Status Versions

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed on your system, the number of entity HISTory status versions is 3; only three
occurrences of each entity-type are retained in HISTory status. If you modify the value of the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute
to less than was previously specified, any excess HISTory status occurrences remain in Datacom Datadictionary until the
next time moving an entity-occurrence to PRODuction status causes a new HISTory status occurrence to be created. Only
the occurrence being copied or updated is corrected to the new maximum. Other occurrences remain until they too have a
new HISTory status version created.

Length of Names for Entity-Occurrences

Occurrence names can be up to 32 characters in length. However, not all entity-types are defined with that length when
Datacom Datadictionary is installed.

Some products cannot use 32-character names in all cases. Check with the people responsible for administering the
products in use at your site for their restrictions on name length.

You can change the maximum length of occurrence names by entity-type.
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Attribute-Types

You can add user-defined attribute-types to the existing entity-types using Datacom Datadictionary. You can also add
or delete valid values (CLASS=V) to an attribute-type and add or change the default value of an attribute-type. We
recommend that you not change the Broadcom supplied attribute-types.

Reporting

To report on the Datacom Datadictionary databases, use the Datacom Datadictionary utilities. Use DDUTILTY to report on
the Broadcom supplied and user-defined structures in the DATA-DICT database.

Use DDDDULM to report the DDD database:

• When an error indicates that the object that you are creating exists, but does not show up on any of the reports on the
DATA-DICT.

• To review the SQL source for statements or views. The SQL source for statements or views is also available as TEXT
in DATA-DICT and can be viewed through Datacom Datadictionary online and reported using DDUTILTY.

For details, see Listing/Dumping Datacom Core Core DDD Contents (DDDDULM).

Recovery

I/O errors in either the DATA-DICT database or the DDD database are recovered like other Datacom/DB databases:
Restore a current backup of the database and perform forward recovery to bring the area back into sync.

NOTE
The Virtual Library System files that are used by Datacom Datadictionary should also be maintained and kept
in sync with the Datacom Datadictionary databases. See Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Library System
Files for details.

Creating and Maintaining the History Database
The history database provides a general-purpose repository that is populated by Datacom with historic information that
can expand your support and control of the Datacom environment. You can retrieve the historical data using any tool that
can access Datacom tables.

Specifying the History Database

Specify the history database using the HISTORY MUF startup option (see HISTORY).

Restrictions

Be aware of the following:

• You must run with ACCESS OPTIMIZE specified for the history database as with other system DBIDs.
• The history database cannot be set to virtual.
• The history database feature is for z/OS environments only.

Security Considerations

Since tables in the history database are normal Datacom tables, all user access to these tables can be secured using
Datacom external security at the table level.

Because this function executes through the MUF, the MUF must be enabled. If not already done:
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• Load the EVT table in the EVT area with a valid index to be opened.
• Install the EVT table in Datadictionary and close and catalog the history base. Initialize and load the history area.
• Set the MUF startup option HISTORY. The expected DBID is 1007.
• Set the MUF startup option HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE YES.

The following topics are discussed in this section:

Area Daily Statistics (ADS)

For the Area Daily Statistics (ADS) table, run-time area information is accumulated by the Multi-User Facility. The run-time
area information consists of counts of the number of:

• Data buffer references
• Data read I/Os
• Next-type requests using the native key
• Data I/Os for the next-type requests using the native key

These counts are moved to a history queue at one of the following times:

• As the date changes
• When the data area physically closes
• When a COMM OPTION=STATS is issued

The Multi-User Facility adds or updates rows in the Area Daily Statistics table using a history RWTSA of DBRW---H. After
the counts have been moved, the history RWTSA (DBRW---H) is posted to asynchronously add the counts to the Area
Daily Statistics table.

NOTE

Informational! No row is created in the Area Daily Statistics (ADS) table if the counters are zero.

You can instigate a spill of the statistics to the Area Daily Statistics table by issuing a COMM STATS command. This is in
addition to the normal spill times of close and daily at 24:00:00. If you want to specify a different end-of-day time, you can
also use the MUF startup option, HISTORY_END_HOUR. You can set a value of 00 to 24.

In Datacom Version 14.0 and later releases, the daily spill process of Area Daily Statistics rows also generates a COMM
STATS command to update available CXX “in-memory statistics” information to the CXX data set.

The history database is always available unless some ACCESS setting causes the database to become unavailable. I
is possible for the history RWTSA to not be able to successfully issue maintenance commands against the table due to
conditions such as an area with no dynamic extend becoming full, a situation that generates a Datacom/DB return code
07(035). If the database or table does become unavailable, new history entries are saved in a work queue. As long as the
Multi-User Facility is not ended, these entries are added to the Area Daily Statistics table when it becomes available. If the
Multi-User Facility is ended while the Area Daily Statistics table is unavailable, any history data in the history queue is lost.
It is your responsibility to correct situations that cause the table to be unavailable or unusable. After the situation has been
corrected you can issue a COMM STATS command specifying any DBID. This immediately causes the data in the history
queue to be written to DASD.

Datacom never deletes data from the history database. It is your responsibility to delete old data as necessary.

SMP Lock

An SMP lock serializes history queue processing. Its wait value in COMM STATUS, SYSVIEW, and the Multi-User Facility
EOJ report is listed as HISTORY SPILL.
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Table CADTCM_HISTORY_ADS

Statistics are provided that can help you determine when a data reorganization would be useful. The history database
table is named CADTCM_HISTORY_ADS. Its key fields consist of DBID, AREA_NAME, and DATE_OF_INFO. The table
definition is provided as a Datacom Datadictionary transaction member using DBID 1007.

CADTCM_HISTORY_ADS contains the following fields:

DBID
SMALLINT - The Datacom ID for the database containing the area.

AREA_NAME
CHAR(3) - The area name of the area with the history information being provided.

DATE_OF_INFO
SQLDATE - Date the information was recorded. There is one row per unique area per day. It is in the SQL DATE
format.

DATA_USED_TOTAL
Packed Decimal 6 bytes (11 digits) - Count of times a data buffer was used for accessing rows stored in the block.
Numbers to 99,999,999,999.

IO_READ_TOTAL
INTEGER - Count of I/O reads to the area data set. Numbers to 4,294,967,295.

DATA_USED_NAT_NEXT
Packed Decimal 6 bytes (11 digits) - Count of times a data buffer was used for accessing rows stored in the block
and using the Native Sequence Key for the table. Numbers to 99,999,999,999.

IO_READ_NAT_NEXT
INTEGER - Count of I/O reads to the area data set and using the Native Sequence Key for the table. Numbers to
4,294,967,295.

DATE_LOADED
SQLDATE - Date the area was last loaded using the DBUTLTY function LOAD. It is in the SQL DATE format.

DATE_OLREORG
SQLDATE (Nullable) - Date the area was last used with DBUTLTY function OLREORG. It is in the SQL DATE
format.

SPILL History (SPL)

The SPILL history in a SPILL history table consists of one record for each successful SPILL. This SPILL history is useful
when analyzing your recovery needs before setting up DBUTLTY RECOVERY functions.

Table CADTCM_HISTORY_SPL

The SPILL history table is part of the system history database, normally DBID 1007. To cause a SPILL history table entry
to be built:

1. Specify NO for the MUF startup option LOGRCV,
2. Indicate that you want to use a SPILL history table by specifying the necessary keywords in either of

the RXXFIX or SPILLOPT DBUTLTY functions. SPILL history table information can also be updated using RXXFIX.

NOTE
The DBUTLTY function SPILL should not be used in relation to SPILL history tables, because SPILL does not
take any action relating to HISTORY. For SPILL history table purposes, use the DBUTLTY SPILLOPT function.

The SPILL history table is a standard database table. You can insert, update, and delete records from it, Datacom does
not protect the SPILL history table any differently than other tables are protected. Resolving termination conditions is
something you might have to do when preparing any use of RXX files. For example, any spill history record that has a
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status other than COMPLETE and is currently executing, needs to be researched. Manually update the table to reflect the
spill and RXX information or use the RXXFIX function.

In all cases where the SPILL history table is requested, be aware that various Datacom commands are issued at
appropriate points in time. Additionally, an error at any of those times prevents attempts at all future times. Such an error
could happen before any risk of confusion has occurred. However, it could also occur at a less desirable time. For all
errors, see the DB13099W message.

For a description of SPILL history table columns, see SPILL History Table Columns.

For a sample SPILL history table report, see Sample RXXFIX SPILL History Table Reports.

Special SPILL Table Considerations

The SPILL history table is a standard Datacom table. However, in the following subject areas, the SPILL history table has
special conditions for you to take into account (some are within Datacom control, and some are within user control):

• Two-phase commit
• Daylight saving time
• Optional spill history

Two-Phase Commit Conditions

Datacom cannot provide two-phase commit between the following events:

• Recovery File (RXX) CLOSE/CATALOG
• Log Area (LXX) WRITE indicating that the spill was complete
• Update of the history spill record to indicate that the spill was complete

Because of the previously described situation, a window exists after the closing of the RXX and before the update of the
LXX where a proper RXX is closed and cataloged. However, a failure in DBUTLTY or the MUF causes a later spill of the
same LXX data (and possibly more data, as well). The next spill updates the history spill record to reflect the last and
correct one, but the actions have no effect on the previous file or files.

Another window exists after the write of the LXX to note the spill was complete and the ability of DBUTLTY to update the
history record. If a failure occurs during this time, the history record indicates the RXX was successfully closed, but it has
a status of closing. If no later spill record exists, this is a valid history record, and the RXX is appropriate for recovery.

Daylight Saving Time Conditions

If your site uses daylight saving time (DST), any use of the history spill record around the time of the change to or from
DST needs to be carefully reviewed to ensure correctness and completeness because of the following situations:

• LXX records are added in time-order and have a timestamp that is from the store clock (STCK) instruction. This store
clock is normally set to Universal Time (GMT) and has a fixed increment. Each log record also has an external date/
time representing how the clock was translated at the time the log record was added. This externalization varies,
based upon whether the system is using DST.

• If the MUF is executing during the change to or from DST, times exist where the clock is externalized using the other
setting, until it is synchronized to the new setting. With the restart and recovery process driven by the store clock value,
the appropriate ordering is protected.

• The external clock seen in multiple places is not always in agreement during or soon after the external time change.
This occurs both going to and from DST. A job that is indicated as having ended at a certain time might have log
records in the past or the future.

• The time of the last log record spilled might have an external date/time of before the first record, even though it
occurred later. The time of the spill can have an external date/time of before the first and last log record.
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Optional Spill History Conditions

Using a SPILL history table is optional and, if requested, its creation might not have been successful. Therefore, assuming
that a full spill history is available might be an erroneous assumption that could lead to corrupted data.

If the history spill record in a SPILL history table is requested, you must provide what action should be taken if creating
a SPILL history table is not possible. Because the MUF stops if the spill does not occur, the fail option is normally not an
acceptable selection. Even with the fail option, the error could occur during the final update of the record, which would be
too late to prevent a closing or cataloging of the RXX and the closing of the LXX. In all cases, the DBUTLTY SPILLOPT
function must be reviewed for completeness and what actions are needed, but when the function is not completed, the
situation must be manually resolved. Manual intervention is necessary, because automating the proper responses to
situations where so many diverse conditions could occur is not possible.

The SPILL history table is defined with recovery but no logging. The logging would present an impossible condition if the
Log Area (LXX) is full. Without logging, the records are added or updated by DBUTLTY without pipelining, forcing the data
and index to DASD.

If MUF should fail between the DASD write of the data and the write of the index, it is necessary for you to RETIX the area
with the MULTUSE=YES option.

SPILL History Table Columns

The following are the SPILL history table columns:

FIRST_STORE_CLOCK
The FIRST_STORE_CLOCK field is 10 bytes long. The format is the first 10 bytes of an STCKE (STORE CLOCK
EXTENDED) type data as binary information. It would normally need to be printed in hexadecimal to be useful.
The FIRST_STORE_CLOCK gives the clock value at the time the first log record was spilled. The clock is
important for ordering purposes.

FIRST_DATE
The FIRST_DATE field is 4 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, and day that was the external form in
place at the time the first log record was spilled. Because of the possibility of daylight saving time changes, this
external form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the FIRST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously
described. The FIRST_DATE field is not meant to be used for ordering purposes. The format is a date in Datacom
SQL format. If used outside of SQL, the individual bytes are each a binary number and must be formatted.
Because of the complexity, outside of SQL we recommend that you use the field FIRST_DATETIME, discussed in
a following description.

FIRST_TIME
The FIRST_TIME field is 3 bytes long. It contains the hour, minute, and second that was the external form in place
at the time the first log record was spilled. Because of the possibility of daylight saving time changes, this external
form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the FIRST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously described.
The FIRST_TIME field is not meant to be used for ordering purposes. The format is a time in Datacom SQL
format. If used outside of SQL, the individual bytes are each a binary number and must be formatted. Because
of the complexity, outside of SQL we recommend that you use the field FIRST_DATETIME, discussed in the
following description.

FIRST_DATETIME
The FIRST_DATETIME field is 14 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, day, hour, minute, and
second that was the external form in place at the time the first log record was spilled. Because of the possibility
of daylight saving time changes, this external form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the
FIRST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously described. The FIRST_DATETIME field is not meant to be used for
ordering purposes. The format is zoned decimal digits. We recommend that you use this field outside of SQL,
because using SQL would use the previously described FIRST_DATE and FIRST_TIME fields.
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LAST_STORE_CLOCK
The LAST_STORE_CLOCK field is 10 bytes long. The format is the first 10 bytes of an STCKE (STORE CLOCK
EXTENDED) type data as binary information. It would normally need to be printed in hexadecimal to be useful.
The LAST_STORE_CLOCK gives the clock value at the time the last log record was spilled. The clock is
important for ordering purposes.

LAST_DATE
The LAST_DATE field is 4 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, and day that was the external form in
place at the time the last log record was spilled. Because of the possibility of daylight saving time changes, this
external form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the LAST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously
described. The LAST_DATE field is not meant to be used for ordering purposes. The format is a date in Datacom
SQL format. If used outside of SQL, the individual bytes are each a binary number and must be formatted.
Because of the complexity, outside of SQL we recommend that you use the field LAST_DATETIME, discussed in
a following description.

LAST_TIME
The LAST_TIME field is 3 bytes long. It contains the hour, minute, and second that was the external form in place
at the time the last log record was spilled. Because of the possibility of daylight saving time changes, this external
form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the LAST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously described.
The LAST_TIME field is not meant to be used for ordering purposes. The format is a time in Datacom SQL format.
If used outside of SQL, the individual bytes are each a binary number and must be formatted. Because of the
complexity, outside of SQL we recommend that you use the field LAST_DATETIME, discussed in the following
description.

LAST_DATETIME
The LAST_DATETIME field is 14 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, day, hour, minute, and
second that was the external form in place at the time the last log record was spilled. Because of the possibility
of daylight saving time changes, this external form might (or might not) match the store clock value in the
LAST_STORE_CLOCK field as previously described. The LAST_DATETIME field is not meant to be used for
ordering purposes. The format is zoned decimal digits. We recommend that you use this field outside of SQL,
because using SQL would use the previously described LAST_DATE and LAST_TIME fields.

SPILL_STATUS
The SPILL_STATUS field is 8 bytes long and is a character field. The only values that Datacom currently places in
this field are SPILLING, CLOSING, and COMPLETE. A value other than COMPLETE, when not for an active spill,
needs to be researched and resolved (possibly by using DBUTLTY RXXFIX). The record is added (or updated,
if there has previously been a failed spill) to SPILLING after the MUF has agreed to start a spill and after the
Recovery File (RXX) is opened. The record is updated to CLOSING before the RXX is closed. The record is
updated to COMPLETE after the successful closing of the RXX and after the MUF has provided a successful end-
of-spill request, marking the LXX spill as complete.

SPILL_DATE
The SPILL_DATE field is 4 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, and day provided by the MUF when
it accepted that a spill was to start. The format is a date in Datacom SQL format. If used outside of SQL, the
individual bytes are each a binary number and must be formatted. Because of the complexity, outside of SQL we
recommend that you use the field SPILL_DATETIME as discussed in a following description.

SPILL_TIME
The SPILL_TIME field is 3 bytes long. It contains the hour, minute, and second provided by MUF when it accepted
that a spill was to start. The format is a time in Datacom SQL format. If used outside of SQL the individual bytes
are each a binary number and must be formatted. Because of the complexity, outside of SQL we recommend that
you use the field SPILL_DATETIME as discussed in the following description.

SPILL_DATETIME
The SPILL_DATETIME field is 14 bytes long. It contains the century, year, month, day, hour, minute, and second
provided by the MUF when it accepted that a spill was to start. We recommend using this field for users outside of
SQL, because using SQL would use the previously described SPILL_DATE and SPILL_TIME fields.
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SPILL_JOBNAME
The SPILL_JOBNAME field is 8 bytes long. It contains the job name for the DBUTLTY function requesting the
SPILLOPT.

SPILL_RUNUNIT
The SPILL_RUNUNIT field is 4 bytes long. It contains a SQL INT field (a 4-byte integer) containing a run-unit
number for the job with the DBUTLTY function requesting the SPILLOPT.

RXX_SEQUENCE
The RXX_SEQUENCE field is 4 bytes long. It contains a SQL INT field (a 4-byte integer) containing the RXX
sequence number. This number is set to 0 (zero) when an LXX is subject to DBUTLTY INIT. This number is
incremented by 1 (one) each time the MUF accepts the start of a spill. The RXX_SEQUENCE number is never
decremented, is not signed, and wraps at 4 billion. Numbers can appear to be skipped if either the MUF or
DBUTLTY SPILLOPT function terminates after MUF sets the start of a spill and before MUF sets the successful
completion of a spill.

RXX_DSN
The RXX_DSN field is 44 bytes long. It contains the data set name as acquired after a successful RXX open.

NOTE
In z/VSE, the RXX_DSN field is not always available.

RXX_DSN_2
The RXX_DSN_2 field is 44 bytes long but is subject to null and therefore requires 45 bytes. It is null for the users
that do not request dual RXX files. For those that use the dual option, specified using the LOGRCV MUF startup
option, the field is not null and contains the data set name as acquired after a successful RXX2 open.

Sample RXXFIX SPILL History Table Reports

Following are sample RXXFIX SPILL history table reports. The body of the report provides each spill completion (CYCLE
END) record seen by the function of the input RXX file or files. The RXXFIX function does not support the RXX_DSN_2
field, which means that if the spill row exists, this field is unchanged, but if it needs to be added, the field is set to null.

In each of the following samples, the heading indicates that the spill history option of RXXFIX was requested for database
1007. The next line provides headings for the following line where the spill completion (CYCLE END) record as seen by
the function of the input RXX file or files. The table provides the first and last store clock values, the first and last date and
time, the RXX sequence, and the status and action.

The key field of the table is the first store clock value. The store clock value, in hexadecimal format, contains the first 10
bytes of the full 16-byte STCKE. These 10 bytes give you the time that the first log record was written.

NOTE
The external form of the first log record store clock value, in place at the time the record was logged, does not
indicate a relationship to daylight saving time (see Two-Phase Commit Conditions).

NOT FOUND, ADDED

The following sample shows the STATUS/ACTION to be NOT FOUND, ADDED.

  RXXFIX - SPILL HISTORY VALIDATION AND CORRECTION   (BASE  1007)

  FIRST STORE CLOCK     FIRST DATE/TIME   LAST STORE CLOCK      LAST DATE/TIME    RXX SEQUENCE    STATUS/

ACTION

  00C1523419736E200100  20071009 134745   00C1523FA32396632B00  20071009 143923              1    NOT FOUND,

 ADDED

*** EOJ ***

In this report, the history database record for the spill was read but not found, then one was added. Therefore, the
STATUS/ACTION is shown as NOT FOUND, ADDED, and the function ended normally with the EOJ line.

FOUND COMPLETE, NO CHANGE
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The following sample shows the STATUS/ACTION to be FOUND COMPLETE, NO CHANGE.

  RXXFIX - SPILL HISTORY VALIDATION AND CORRECTION   (BASE  1007)

  FIRST STORE CLOCK     FIRST DATE/TIME   LAST STORE CLOCK      LAST DATE/TIME    RXX SEQUENCE    STATUS/

ACTION

  00C1523419736E200100  20071009 134745   00C1523FA32396632B00  20071009 143923              1    FOUND

 COMPLETE, NO CHANGE

*** EOJ ***

In this report, the history database record for the spill was read and the row was found with complete accurate information.
It was released, resulting in the STATUS/ACTION being shown as FOUND COMPLETE, NO CHANGE, and the function
ended normally with the EOJ line.

FOUND INCOMPLETE, UPDATED

The following sample shows the STATUS/ACTION to be FOUND INCOMPLETE, UPDATED.

  RXXFIX - SPILL HISTORY VALIDATION AND CORRECTION   (BASE  1007)

  FIRST STORE CLOCK     FIRST DATE/TIME   LAST STORE CLOCK      LAST DATE/TIME    RXX SEQUENCE    STATUS/

ACTION

  00C1523419736E200100  20071009 134745   00C1523FA32396632B00  20071009 143923              1    FOUND

 INCOMPLETE, UPDATED

*** EOJ ***

In this report, the history database record for the spill was read and the row was found with inaccurate information. The
row was updated to correct it. The STATUS/ACTION is now shown as FOUND INCOMPLETE, UPDATED, and the
function ended normally with the EOJ line.

INPUT RXX NOT COMPATIBLE WITH 14.0

The following sample shows an invalid RXX report, where the error message states: INPUT RXX NOT COMPATIBLE
WITH 14.0.

  RXXFIX - SPILL HISTORY VALIDATION AND CORRECTION   (BASE  1007)

  FIRST STORE CLOCK     FIRST DATE/TIME   LAST STORE CLOCK      LAST DATE/TIME    RXX SEQUENCE    STATUS/

ACTION

  ERROR ***  INPUT RXX NOT COMPATIBLE WITH 14.0

In this report, the history database record for the spill was read but found to be invalid, in this case because the spill
completion record was not built by Version 12.0 or later. The error message text line is displayed as:

ERROR *** INPUT RXX NOT COMPATIBLE WITH 14.0

This would occur, for example, if the input was an RXX built by r11.

Event History

The event history table in the history database provides one row for each event that is supported. This event
history is useful when analyzing your MUF processing and also potentially to debug situations where it might be
valuable. A large number of potential events exist. Those supported events are documented under the event Table
CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT.

The event table definition was not available at the start of Release 15.1. If the event table has not already been added,
you must do so using the following steps:

1. Find the BTG definition in DSN(BTG1007) and submit that through a batch Job executing PGM=DDUPDATE. It adds
the definition and then catalogs the table to the history database.
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2. Using DBUTLTY, do an INIT and LOAD for the event area (EVT) and table (EVT). The initial allocation should be
small such as one cylinder for index and two cylinders for data area EVT. If the data area is not set to be dynamically
extended (the default) it will self-size by first filling the area with rows as the current events occur and then for each
new event, delete the oldest row and add the new row. So the area will be the most current events as fit in the area at
its current size. If more events are wanted than the current extents allow, the area can be dynamically extended using
the MUF command DYNAMIC_EXTEND. Note that independent of the self sizing, a maximum of 5 equal events is
stored with any new event replacing the oldest Duplicates meaning same EVENT, DBID, AREA, TABLE_NAME.

3. After these steps are in place, the MUF startup option HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE YES can be added and on future
executions of the MUF the event table is available for recording events.

Table CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT

The event history table is part of the system history database, normally DBID 1007. Execute one of the events that are
tracked to the event history table to cause an event history table row to be built. Current events include:

• BLOCK ALTER 24X7
• CATALOG

– A database catalog with the database being closed where the entire database is newly added to the CXX or an
existing definition replaced.

• DEFRAG
• OLREORG
• ONLINE_AREA_MOVE
• ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE

Many events are being considered for a future release.

NOTE

For more information, see REPORT TYPE=EVENT.

Events are added when they complete successfully. The rows are ordered by a Native Sequence Key that is based upon
this completion time.

Currently a maximum of 5 events for a single combination of the event, DBID, table, and area. As each new one is being
added, more than four are deleted before adding the new event.

Daylight Saving Time Conditions

The event table has a special condition involving sites where daylight saving time (DST) is used. Each row is sequenced
by the store clock (STCK) instruction to provide precise ordering, even during the time of duplication of external date and
time. The external date and time of the event start and event end are also provided as MUF at that time converted the
internal store clock to external format. MUF synchronizes the internal clock time to the external format during startup and
also uses the console-like command TIME_SYNC. This time synchronization can occur at any time. The external ending
time of the event may be before the start of the event as reported. This condition would be very rare.

Optional Event History Conditions

An event that cannot be added to the event table is simply lost and cannot be provided in any form later.

As stated earlier, the event table has special handling. For example, if the data area EVT becomes full and an ADDIT is
prevented because of this fullness, the oldest event row or rows will be deleted and the new row added. Therefore, the
event area always includes the most recent events.
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Event History Table Columns

The event table has rows added and deleted as described by MUF. There is no gate or block from any user program using
any tool from adding, updating, or deleting rows. The USERTAG field is provided for you to add your own fact relating to
each row. The OWNER field should not be set to 'DB ' for a user added row.

Intended for a large variety of events, current and future, the event table has many fields that may or may not be currently
used for data. In the same vein, fields not specifically defined might be used differently for different functions. The
following information provides a short description of the Event history table columns:

AREA_NAME
The AREA_NAME field is 3 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. This field is null for events that are not area-
specific.

DBID
The DBID field is 2 bytes long binary and subject to SQL NULL. This field provides the database ID for functions
that are for one database. It will be NULL for events have are for no database or more than one.

DSN
The DSN field is 44 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL and is a VARCHAR. This field provides one Data Set
Name for functions BLOCK ALTER 24X7, ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE, and ONLINE_AREA_MOVE. It is set as NULL
for other functions.

END_DATE
The END_DATE is 4 bytes long. This field provides the ending date in the SQL format SQL-DATE convenient for
reporting using SQL.

END_DATETIME
The END_DATENAME field is 14 bytes long. This field provides the ending date and time in character form
(CCYYMMDDHHMMSS) convenient for reporting not using SQL.

END_TIME
The END TIME field is 3 bytes long. It provides the ending time in the SQL format SQL-TIME convenient for
reporting using SQL.

END_CLOCK
The END_STORE_CLOCK field is 10 bytes long. The format is the first 10 bytes of an STCKE (STORE CLOCK
EXTENDED) hardware instruction as binary information. It normally needs to be printed in hexadecimal to be
useful. This field is important for ordering but normally need not be printed.

EVENT
The EVENT name field is 24 bytes long and set as SQL VARCHAR. This field provides the identity of the event
that occurred causing this row. The list of current functions was provided in Table CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT.

ELAPSED_TIME
The ELAPSED_TIME field is 6 bytes long. The format is the event elapsed time in the format MMM:SS for
minutes and seconds. If the time is longer than 999:59 it is provided as '+++:++'.

IO
The IO field is 4 bytes long. The format is binary which allows an unsigned number from 0 to 4 billion minus 1.

JOBID
The JOBID field is 8 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. This field provides the Job ID as provided by z/OS
such as JOB12345. Events that run as a System task or a 'spawned' task are always set to NULL and never a
user task that might have caused it to run.

JOBNAME
The EVENT_JOBNAME field is 8 bytes long. This field provides the Job name as provided by z/OS such as
MYJOB123. Events that run as a System task or a 'spawned' task are always assigned a Job name starting with
three asterisks and then some letters of identity and never a user task that might have caused it to run.
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RUN_TIME
The RUN_TIME field is 9 bytes long. The format is the event run time in the format MMM:SS.TH for minutes,
seconds, tenths, and hundredths. This is not CPU time but similar as the time MUF dispatched the task to run. If
the time is longer than 999:59.99 it is provided as '+++:++.++'.

GENERATION
The GENERATION field is 2 bytes long. The format is a binary number that is intended to present the field
mapping for this row. Events initially have a 1 in this field. If the field layout were to change, then this might be a 2
or higher.

NOTES
The NOTES field is 64 bytes and subject to SQL NULL. It is an SQL VARCHAR. Current functions all set this field
to null.

OPTIONA
The OPTIONA field is 16 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is an SQL VARCHAR. The content of this field
varies by specific event. Function OLREORG uses OPTIONA and it is set to REFGROUP=0 or other REFGROUP
setting.

OPTIONB
The OPTIONB field is 32 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is an SQL VARCHAR. The content of this field
varies by specific event. Of the current events, only function BLOCK ALTER 24X7 uses OPTIONB and it is set to
'old-block-size' TO 'new-block-size' for example: '04096 TO 27998'.

OPTIONC
The OPTIONC field is 8 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is an SQL VARCHAR. This field provides optional
information dependent on the function. It is NULL for the current events.

OWNER
The OWNER field is 3 bytes long. This field provides what is termed the owner of the event. The current events
are all owned by 'DB '. In the future there may be different owners. The intent is that if users add row's to the
event table they use an OWNER such as 'USR' to not match the 'DB' or other likely values such as 'DD ', 'IDL',
'DQ ', 'SVR', 'SCS'.

RESERVED
The RESERVED field is 64 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. This field is planned as a place holder or pad
field that will be shrunken in size to provide space for new fields added in the future. Should this happen the
GENERATION number will be incremented.

RESULTS
The RESULTS field is 40 bytes long and set as SQL VARCHAR . This field provides information about the results
of the event. Current events and their contents include:

• BLOCK ALTER 24X7 - 'COMPLETE ' indicates function complete.
• CATALOG - provides one of the below values:

– 'All Tables and Keys Loaded' indicates that all tables existed as loaded and changes left all still loaded.
– 'Tables not Loaded' indicates that one or more tables existed as loaded but were changed in a way to set at

least one table as not loaded.
– 'Keys not Loaded' indicates that one or more tables existed as loaded but had key changes that caused or

more key to be set not loaded.
– 'Tables and Keys not Loaded' indicates that one or more tables and one or more keys existed as loaded but

had both table changes and key changes that caused one or more tables to be set not loaded and one or
more keys to be set not loaded.

• DEFRAG - 'PERCENT DELETED -    0.00' where '0.00' is the percent that were deleted.
• OLREORG - provides one of the following values:
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– 'Rows moved - 76,747' is provided with REFGROUP=2 or any value other than 0
– 'Blocks in Use - 1,180' where 1180 the number of blocks in use with REFGROUP=0.

• ONLINE_AREA_MOVE - 'COMPLETE' indicates function complete
• ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE - 'COMPLETE' indicates function complete

ROW_COUNT
The ROW_COUNT field is a 6 byte packed number and contains a row count for the functions that process rows.
It is subject to SQL NULL. It is set to NULL for events CATALOG, DEFRAG, and ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

SQL_AUTHID
The SQL_AUTHID field is 32 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is set as SQL VARCHAR. This field provides
the AUTHID for one specific table if the event is for a specific single table. Otherwise it is set to null. It is provided
only for the current event 'OLREORG'.

START_DATE
The START_DATE is 4 bytes long. This field provides the starting date in the SQL format SQL-DATE convenient
for reporting using SQL.

START_DATETIME
The START_DATENAME field is 14 bytes long. This field provide the starting date and time in character form
CCYYMMDDHHMMSS convenient for reporting not using SQL.

START_TIME
The START TIME field is 3 bytes long. This field provides the starting time in the SQL format SQL-TIME
convenient for reporting using SQL.

START_CLOCK
The START_CLOCK field is 10 bytes long. The format is the first 10 bytes of an STCKE (STORE CLOCK
EXTENDED) hardware instruction as binary information. This field normally needs to be printed in hexadecimal to
be useful. It is important for ordering but normally need not be printed.

TABLE_NAME
The TABLE_NAME field is 3 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. This field is null for events that are not table-
specific or might not have a single table name.

TABLE_SQLNAME
The TABLE_SQLNAME field is 32 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is set as SQL VARCHAR. This
field provides the SQL table name for one specific table if the event is for a specific single table. Otherwise it is set
to null. It is provided only for the current event 'OLREORG'.

USER_TAG
The USER_TAG field is 16 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL. It is set to SQL VARCHAR. This field is provided
should a user want to update the row and flag it as processed or to be processed or some other user requirement.

USERID
The USERID field is 8 bytes long and subject to SQL NULL . This field provides the User Job statement security
user ID information for events that run in the same task as a driving process such as CATALOG. For events that
are driven in a MUF System or allocated task the USERID field is set to NULL

RELEASE
The RELEASE field is 6 bytes long. This field is the version and level of the MUF adding the event.

Reporting History Events using DBUTLTY

DBUTLTY provides a simple report of the main fields using function REPORT with TYPE=EVENT.

Reporting History Events using other tools

The History Event table has rows that are available for all access tools including SQL such as:
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• DBSQLPR
• Dataquery for Datacom online or batch.

Examples

The following SQL query examples display how you would set up your query to obtain a particular outcome.

• SQL query to provide all events, most useful fields, ordered by the Native Sequence Key of when the event ended

SELECT    END_DATE, END_TIME, EVENT, DBID, AREA, TABLE_NAME

FROM      SYSADM.CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT                                 

          EVT_HINT_ENDKY;                                           

*ORDER BY  END_CLOCK DESC;                                  

• SQL query to provide all events fewer fields, ordered by DBID and event completion

SELECT    DBID, AREA, TABLE_NAME, END_DATE, END_TIME, EVENT 

FROM      SYSADM.CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT                                 

          EVT_HINT_DBIDK;                                           

*ORDER BY  DBID,  END_CLOCK DESC;                      

• SQL query to provide all events, fewer fields, ordered by function:

SELECT    EVENT, END_DATE, END_TIME, DBID, AREA, TABLE_NAME 

FROM      SYSADM.CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT                                 

          EVT_HINT_EVTTK;                                           

*ORDER BY EVENT, DBID, AREA, TABLE_NAME, END_CLOCK DESC;   

• SQL query to provide a single DBID with most common fields:

SELECT    DBID,  AREA,  TABLE_NAME,  EVENT,       

          START_DATE,  START_TIME,  END_DATE,  END_TIME,  

          HEX(END_CLOCK) AS END_CLOCK,              

          JOBNAME,  JOBID,                    

          ELAPSED_TIME,  IO, RUN_TIME,       

          OPTIONA,  OPTIONB,  ROW_COUNT,  RESULTS 

FROM      SYSADM.CADTCM_HISTORY_EVT                       

          EVT_HINT_DBIDY;                                 

*ORDER BY  DBID,  END_CLOCK DESC;  

 

Customizing Your Datacom Datadictionary Environment
You can tailor Datacom Datadictionary to your specific needs. Read the following cautionary information before you
proceed.

Before You Start

Standard entities, attribute-types, or the relationship-types are provided with Datacom Datadictionary. However, these
may not be sufficient for your purposes. You can use Datacom Datadictionary functions to define additional entity-types
and batch transaction formats to process these entities.

Each Broadcom product that uses Datacom Datadictionary as a repository for data and as a source for data definitions
has individual requirements regarding the content of Datacom Datadictionary. Therefore, any changes or tailoring you
perform on Datacom Datadictionary itself can have far reaching impact on the operation of Datacom Datadictionary and
the products that use Datacom Datadictionary.
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Any modifications to the Datacom Datadictionary databases with user programs or a product other than Datacom
Datadictionary can result in unpredictable performance of Datacom Datadictionary. Any modifications of this type are the
user's responsibility and cannot be supported by Broadcom.

Review all plans on tailoring Datacom Datadictionary with your Database Administrator and the people responsible for
administering other software products in your processing environment before implementing any changes to Datacom
Datadictionary.

There are certain parameters in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table that must be checked and adjusted
as necessary to support changes to the Datacom Datadictionary. These changes include adding, updating, and deleting
entity-types and attribute-types. The parameters are MAXENTL=, MAXFLDS=, MAXSVT=, and USRENTY=. See
DDSYSTBL and DDURTBL Macros for information on the System Resource Table.

Follow these general rules when extending or modifying Datacom Datadictionary:

• Do not modify any of the predefined attributes of the Broadcom installed entity-types. These modifications are not
maintained or supported by Broadcom.

• Do not modify the standard and internal relationship definitions. To do so can cause unpredictable results in one or
more of the products.

• Do not define required relationships that have one of the standard entity-types as the object.
• Do not modify or delete a FILE or RECORD occurrence that has an occurrence name in the format DDMT2nnn

through DDMT7nnn. These occurrences define the batch transactions used by Datacom Datadictionary. You can use
FILE and RECORD occurrences with names in the format DDMT9nnn to define your own batch transactions.

• Do not modify entity-occurrences placed in Datacom Datadictionary by other Broadcom products unless specifically
instructed by either the person responsible for administering that product on your system or Support.

Datacom Datadictionary VPE File Tables

Datacom Datadictionary uses VPE to control the opening, closing, reading, and writing of non-Datacom files. Datacom
Datadictionary specifies information about these files in a load module called a VPE File Table, which is the link edit output
of an assembly containing one or more ROSFD macro expansions. The ROSFD macro itself is distributed as part of VPE.
Each VPE-based product distributes one or more VPE File Tables for its own use of the ROSFD macro by its programs.

Datacom Datadictionary uses the DDVPEFT table for DDUTILTY, DDUPDATE, DDICF, DDBTGLM, DDRMFLM, and
DDCFBLD programs. Datacom Datadictionary provides details for the SYSIN, SYSPRINT, SYSPUNCH, AUXIN,
AUXOUT, RMFIN, and RMFOUT files.

Sample jobs for the VPE File Tables (and sample JCL to reassemble and relink them) can be found on the Datacom page
on http://support.ca.com/ (for more information, see the  Datacom Release Notes).

System Resource Table

The DDSYSTBL macro builds the System Resource Table used by Datacom Datadictionary. The table produced from this
macro is link-edited with the object (relocatable) module DDCLLPR under the name DDSRTLM.

To modify the System Resource Table:

1. Display the DDSAM01 member on the Datacom page on http://support.ca.com/ (for more information, see the 
Datacom Release Notes).

2. Modify the job that assembles and link edits the System Resource Table (the job control statements for the assembly
and link-edit need to be modified to meet your site standards).

3. Execute the job that assembles and link edits the System Resource Table.
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Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table

The DDURTBL macro provides a Datacom/DB User Requirements Table to use exclusively for the management of the
Datacom Datadictionary entity-types. The values you select for the parameters in this macro determine how Datacom/DB
deals with these entity-types. Most of the DDURTBL parameters are the same as those in the DBURTBL macro.

Restrictions

The Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility uses the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table. It is not meant
to be used with user-written programs. Any modifications to the Datacom Datadictionary databases with user programs
or a product other than Datacom Datadictionary can result in unpredictable performance of Datacom Datadictionary.
Modifications of this type are the user's responsibility and cannot be supported by Broadcom.

Executing Dataquery

To execute Dataquery against Datacom Datadictionary tables when the online Datacom Datadictionary User
Requirements Tables are closed, list the Datacom Datadictionary tables in the Dataquery User Requirements Table.
Include your own user-defined entity-types if you want to include them in a query when the Datacom Datadictionary User
Requirements Tables are closed.

Defining the Load Module

After you have successfully assembled this macro, you must link-edit it with the appropriate load module name. The
following chart describes how to define the load module based on the URT mode you are using.

If you are using: Specified byDDSYSTBL macro The load module name:

Single URT mode MULTUSE=NO Must be the same as that specified in the
URTBL= parameter of the DDSYSTBL
macro.

Multiple URT mode MULTUSE=YES Must be the first five characters of the
name specified in the URTBL= parameter
appended with the Datacom/DB database
ID (specified in the DDURTBL DBID=
parameter, for example DDURT002).

Assembling the Macro

The following chart describes how to assemble this macro based on the URT mode you are using.

URT Mode DDSYSTBL macroparameter DDURTBL Macro Assembly

Multiple URT mode MULTUSE=YES Must be assembled once for each
database.

Single URT mode MULTUSE=NO Can be stacked with other DDURTBL
macros for different databases to create a
single URT load module containing multiple
databases.

NOTE
For CICS, you can use DDURTBL for generating appropriate User Requirements Tables for each Datacom
Datadictionary database, as a single User Requirements Table with multiple Datacom Datadictionary databases,
or included with DBURTBL macros for other databases at the site. We recommend that individual User
Requirements Tables be generated for each Datacom Datadictionary database in use. This allows individual
databases to be opened and closed as required.
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DDSYSTBL Macro
The DDSYSTBL macro builds the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table (SRT) that describes the processing
options which form the basis of the Datacom Datadictionary operation.

Member DDSAM01 on the Datacom page on Broadcom Support (for more information, see How to Obtain the Sample
Members) contains the macro statements as they were coded for the initial installation. Use these samples as patterns for
making modifications.

These macro statements may have to be changed for various reasons. For example, you may have to change the default
database ID number of the DATA-DICT database (BASEID= in the DDSYSTBL macro). Other parameters also can be
changed at the discretion of site management.

AUDIT=DSF Programming

Specify whether the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) is to use the Datacom/DB logging facility to keep an
audit record for all DSF requests.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

AUDIT1=

Use this parameter to activate the Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility. The Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility allows
you to audit traces of all attempts to update the CXX from Datacom Datadictionary.

AUDIT1=option
The valid values for option are as follows:
BASIC

Specifying BASIC means that you want to log only the base occurrence of a structure being cataloged. If
BASIC is active, only data for the DATABASE or TABLE occurrence being cataloged is logged.

DETAIL
Specifying DETAIL means that you want to log each substructure of the primary structure being
cataloged. If DETAIL is active, data for all occurrences in the Standard Path are logged up to the
maximum size of one Datacom/DB work area. The data on each entity-occurrence is stacked in the log
record.

OFF
Specifying OFF (or allowing it to default to OFF) means that the Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility
Type 1 is not active.

Valid Entries:
OFF, BASIC, or DETAIL

Default Value:
OFF

For more information on the use of the Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility, see Audit of CXX Maintenance from
Datacom Core Core.

BASEID=

Specify the ID of the Datacom/DB database in which the Datacom Datadictionary definitions reside (DATA-DICT). This
parameter specifies the default to be used if not overridden by the user at the time of access. See the -USR transaction
definition in batch processing, or the sign-on panel (or SET DBID command) for online processing.
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Specifying 0 indicates that you want to use the primary Datacom Datadictionary databases specified in the Datacom/DB
MUF startup option DICTIONARY. If you specify a valid database ID, you are indicating that you want to use a Datacom
Datadictionary other than the primary. See Creating Databases for a list of the reserved databases.

Valid Entries:
0 or a valid database ID (001 -- 5000)

Default Value:
002

COMPAT=

Specify security compatibility with old versions of Datacom Datadictionary. You should accept the default. If you choose
not to accept the default, you should consult with Support.

YES specifies that the USRINITI requests are accepted with a DSF request level other than the request level for the
current version of Datacom Datadictionary. Processing of all subsequent requests is treated as SECLVL=0 since other
Datacom Datadictionary security levels were not available in Datacom Datadictionary before Version 8.0. See SECLVL=
for an explanation of Datacom Datadictionary security levels.

NOTE
Some products, such as Datacom DL1 Transparency, Librarian, and MetaCOBOL+, use the older request level
to make DSF requests.

NO specifies that older level USRINITI requests are not accepted. NO can only be specified when all Broadcom products
are in full synchronization with Version 8.0 or later of Datacom Datadictionary.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

CPYLVIN=

Specify the increment between different level numbers for PL/I or COBOL copybooks.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value from 01 through 99

Default Value:
01

CPYLVST=

Specify the default copybook starting level number for a COBOL or PL/I copybook that was generated by the Datacom
Datadictionary Source Language Generation function of DDUTILTY.

NOTE
If you are using copybooks for SQL processing, enter 01 and define the copybooks at the beginning of the
program source code.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value from 01 through 99

Default Value:
02
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CPYNDLM=

Specify the maximum number of levels of indentation for COBOL or PL/I. If this limit is exceeded for a particular copybook,
all levels above the limit are aligned on the maximum.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value from 01 through 09

Default Value:
04

DATEFOR=

Specify the appearance of the dates that are displayed on panels or reports. Use 0 to indicate the USA format, mm/dd/yy,
or 1 for the European date format, dd.mm.yy.

Valid Entries:
0 or 1

Default Value:
0

DDOLLIB=

Provide a name for the Datacom Datadictionary Online Work File (DDOaaaaa), a Virtual Library System file. This name
(aaaaa) concatenated with the prefix DDO becomes the ROSFD or DFHFCT macro name for the file (for example,
DDOFILE when the default is used).

NOTE
For information on maintaining VLS files, see the Ideal Implementation documentation.

Valid Entries for z/OS and VM:
Any one-character to five-character name

Valid Entries for z/VSE:
Any one-character to four-character name

Default Value:
FILE

DDOLSQL=

Provide a name for the Datacom Datadictionary online SQL processing mode work file (DDObbbbb), a Virtual Library
System file. This name (bbbbb) concatenated with the prefix DDO becomes the ROSFD or DFHFCT macro name for the
file (for example, DDOFIL2 when the default is used).

NOTE
For information on maintaining VLS files, see the Ideal Implementation documentation.

Valid Entries for z/OS and VM:
Any one-character to five-character name

Valid Entries for z/VSE:
Any one-character to four-character name

Default Value:
FIL2

EXPBYPP=

Specify this parameter only in the following cases:
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• If you are implementing the express signon for Datacom Datadictionary online
• If you are implementing external security for Datacom Datadictionary online

This parameter specifies that you want the Datacom Datadictionary signon passwords that are checked by an external
security package and not by the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF).

For express signon, DSF does not check the signon password if this parameter is YES. Using this parameter enables you
to change your signon passwords periodically for an external security package without having to change your Datacom
Datadictionary signon passwords.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

LCREP=

Specify whether the line command repeat factor for online processing is to be placed on the left or right of the command.
For example, if you define LCREP=LEFT, you enter a line command of 2I to insert two lines. For LCREP=RIGHT, enter a
line command of I2.

Valid Entries:
LEFT or RIGHT

Default Value:
RIGHT

LITDELIM=

Use LITDELIM= to specify the delimiter to be used for literals in generated COBOL copybooks.

To use a single quote (') as the delimiter, specify APOST.

To use a double quote (") as the delimiter, specify QUOTES.

Valid Entries:
APOST or QUOTES

Default Value:
APOST

LINES=

Specify the number of lines per page for reporting.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value from 01 through 99

Default Value:
55

MAXENTL=

Specify the maximum physical length that an entity-type table can reach.

Valid Entries:
1024 -- 3000

Default Value:
2048
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MAXFLDS=

For the DATA-DICT database, specify the maximum number of fields that define the attributes of an entity-type.

NOTE
During the execution of the DDRMFLM utility, a temporary Data Group Table (DGT) is built in the High-Speed
Directory (HSD). This DGT represents the fields in the input record. Although this special DGT exists for the
duration of the Record Migration Facility run, it must follow the rule of the maximum size. You may have to
increase this value and reassemble the SRT.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value of 001 through 800

Default Value:
200

MAXLVLS=

Specify the maximum number of levels that can be specified in a path definition (-DEF TRACE statements).

Valid Entries:
8 -- 60

Default Value:
20

MAXSVT=

Indicate the maximum number of entity-type entries for the Security Verification Table (SVT) for a profile. If a particular
entity-type has 10 different status/versions assigned to a profile, 10 entries in the SVT are used.

Valid Entries:
5 -- 4090

Default Value:
150

MAXTRNS=

Specify the maximum number of batch transactions in a collection of transactions following a header transaction.

Valid Entries:
10 -- 360

Default Value:
24

MEXIT01=

Specify the name of a user-written module to be given control on all adds or copies where entity-occurrence name, alias,
or descriptor validation is performed. See Datacom Core Core Names Exit (MEXIT01).

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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MEXIT02=

Specify the name of a user-written module to be given control on all adds or updates where attribute-value validation is
performed. See Datacom Core Core Attributes Exit (MEXIT02).

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

MULTURT=

Specify whether you want to run Datacom Datadictionary in Multiple User Requirements Table Mode. This mode means
that multiple Datacom Datadictionary databases are accessed through the batch facilities with each database being
accessed through its own User Requirements Table (URT).

The User Requirements Table module name to be loaded is derived by appending the Datacom/DB database ID of
the database to the first five characters of the name specified in the URTBL= parameter of this macro (for example,
DDURT002). See URTBL=.

NOTE
This facility has no effect in CICS.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

NSTLVL=

Specify the number of allowable secondary sets (path definitions) concurrently operating under the Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility request ID.

MetaCOBOL+ requires a value of 9.

Valid Entries:
A numeric value of 1 through 9

Default Value:
2

OVRIDE=

Name the system override code that is used for access to occurrences in one of the locked states.

Valid Entries:
Any 1-byte to 4-byte code

Default Value:
PRIV

PLANG1=

Specify the primary programming language used for copybook generation at your site. This language becomes the default
for copybook generation in either online or batch. DR in the following valid entries represents the Datacom/DB Reporting
Facility.

Valid Entries:
COBOL, PL/I, ALC, or DR
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Default Value:
COBOL

PRTEXIT=

Specify a print exit to which Datacom/DB passes control each time it would normally send a line to SYSPRINT or
SYSLST. This exit is available for the following Datacom Datadictionary utilities:

• DDBTGLM
• DDCFBLD
• DDICF
• DDRMFLM
• DDUPDATE
• DDUTILTY

If this exit is coded, these utilities either open nor generate output to SYSPRINT or SYSLST.

For the DDTRSLM utility, specify the name of the exit module in the EXEC statement in the execution JCL using the
syntax:

PARM='PRTEXIT=exitname'

If the exit cannot be loaded, processing continues to write to SYSPRINT or SYSLST.

Valid Entries:
1 -- 8 character name for the exit

Default Value:
(Datacom Datadictionary retains control of printing)

SAFSEC=

If you are executing Datacom Datadictionary under a security system that is supported by the Broadcom SAF interface,
you can specify YES for this parameter to have Datacom Datadictionary use the user ID signed on to the security system
for all authorization. Specifying YES eliminates the need for the -USR batch transaction. If this parameter is YES, any -
USR transactions in the input stream receive an error, and the remaining transactions are flushed. If you are not using
external security for Datacom Datadictionary, the user ID must be defined to Datacom Datadictionary in the PERSON
entity-type. In either the Datacom Datadictionary internal security mode or external security mode, authorizations must be
established accordingly.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

SECLVL=

Specify the security level to be enforced.

Value Security Level Meaning

0 Minimum The user that is defined in the Datacom
Datadictionary PERSON entity can use all
facilities of Datacom Datadictionary except
Security Maintenance.
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1 Facility The user can be authorized to use a
batch utility or online mode, for example:
DDUPDATE, DDUTILTY, or DBM online.

2 Entity The user can be authorized to perform any
function on a given entity-type.

3 Status The user can be authorized to perform any
function on a given entity-type in a given
status.

4 Function The user can be authorized to perform any
given function on a given entity-type in a
given status.

Valid Entries:
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4

Default Value:
1

SECT=

Specify whether a CSECT or DSECT is to be assembled.

NOTE
Do not specify this parameter. This parameter is for Broadcom internal use only.

Valid Entries:
CSECT or DSECT

Default Value:
CSECT

SPACEID=

Specify a 1-byte prefix character to be used in generating names for Temporary Storage in CICS. This parameter
is provided to allow you to assure that Datacom Datadictionary Temporary Storage names do not conflict with other
applications.

Valid Entries:
Any non-blank character

Default Value:
#

SUBCHAR=

Specify a substitute header transaction indicator that can be used in place of the - (dash) on batch header transactions.
The character that is defined by this parameter can be used in column 1 of CPY, ADD, DEL, RPT, or UTL transactions in
place of the hyphen (-).

Valid Entries:
Any non-blank character

Default Value:
+
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TOTENTY=

This parameter is replaced by the USRENTY= parameter, but is retained for compatibility. Any value is ignored.

UCPANEL=

Specify whether the Datacom Datadictionary online panels are to display headings in mixed-case text or all uppercase.
Code YES to specify all uppercase text. Use all uppercase when the EBCDIC codes for lowercase English letters conflict
with other languages. NO specifies mixed case text.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

UPGRADE=

Specify either NO (the default) indicating the generated DDSYSTBL module is no longer needed for the version upgrade
process or YES to indicate that the version upgrade process is ongoing, and that new entity-types and attributes are not
yet available.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

URTBL=

If the Multiple User Requirements Table option is not in effect (MULTURT=NO, see MULTURT=), specify the load module
name for the Datacom/DB User Requirements Table (containing the Datacom Datadictionary tables) that is to be used in
batch or online processing.

If the Multiple User Requirements Table option is in effect (MULTURT=YES), the first five characters of this parameter are
concatenated with the Datacom/DB database ID (of the database being processed) to create the load module name of the
User Requirements Table (for example, DDURT002).

Valid Entries:
Any valid Datacom/DB User Requirements Table name

Default Value:
DDURT002

USRENTY=

Specify the number of user-defined entity-types within the DATA-DICT definition. A user-defined entity-type is any entity-
type definition that is not provided as part of the Datacom/DB installation. If you have not defined any additional entity-
types and you are not using any products requiring more entity-types, the value for this parameter is zero, which is the
default.

Valid Entries:
Specify an integer that is the number of user-defined entity-types within the DATA-DICT definition. The total
number of tables in the DATA-DICT database cannot exceed 240.

Default Value:
0
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UTLPRE=

Specify a 2-character prefix that can be placed in the input transaction streams of either DDUPDATE or DDUTILTY to
indicate data following the prefix characters is written directly to the punch output data set. Datacom Datadictionary drops
the two-character prefix and writes the remainder of the input transaction to the punch data set. The primary use of this
facility is to wrap output from the Source Language Generation Facility with job control statements. The resulting job
stream could then be read into the system to add the copybooks to the appropriate library.

Valid Entries:
Any two non-blank characters

Default Value:
**

DDURTBL Macro
The DDURTBL macro builds the Datacom/DB User Requirements Table where the tables to be used as Datacom
Datadictionary entity-types are identified.

Member DDSAM01 on the Datacom page on Broadcom Support (for more information, see How to Obtain the Sample
Members) contains the macro statements as they were coded for the initial installation. Use these samples as patterns for
making any modifications.

This macro may need to be changed for a number of reasons, such as  adding user-defined entity-types (ENTFILS= in the
DDURTBL macro). Other parameters also can be changed at the discretion of site management.

The following are the DDURTBL parameters:

ABEND=

Specify whether Datacom/DB is to gain control on abend. Code YES for online and batch and NO for CICS.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

DBID=

Specify the DATACOM-ID (database ID number as defined in the Datacom/DB Directory) for the DATA-DICT database of
the Datacom Datadictionary.

Specifying NONE indicates that no DATA-DICT database table entries are to be made in this User Requirements Table.
Specifying NONE enables you to have a separate User Requirements Table for this database so that you can close it
independently of the Data Definition Directory database.

Valid Entries:
NONE or a valid DATACOM-ID for a database

Default Value:
2

DDDBID=

Specify the Datacom/DB database ID number (as defined in the Datacom/DB Directory) for the Data Definition Directory
(DDD) database portion of the Datacom Datadictionary.
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Specifying NONE indicates that no Data Definition Directory database table entries are to be made in this User
Requirements Table. Specifying NONE enables you to have a separate User Requirements Table for this database so that
you can close it independently of the DATA-DICT database.

NOTE
The value for DDDBID= must be coded in the batch User Requirements Table if the value for DBID= is the
primary Datacom Datadictionary in your Master List.

Also, if you later want to change the DATACOM-ID attribute-value (database ID) of the DDD-DATABASE database, see
Modifying the Database ID for DATA-DICT.

Valid Entries:
NONE or a valid DATACOM-ID for a database

Default Value:
15

ENTFILS=

Provides a list of user-defined entity-types. Enter the 3-character Datacom/DB table name (DATACOM-NAME) of a user-
defined entity-type. Enter the table name in the format (xxx) where xxx is the table name. For multiple entity-types, enter
them in the format (xxx,xxx,xxx,...).

Valid Entries:
A valid 3-byte Datacom/DB table name

Default Value:
(No default)

MSTNAM=

This parameter exists for compatibility with prior versions only. Do not specify.

MULTUSE=

Specify if Datacom Datadictionary is to use the Multi-User Facility (YES) or Single User option (NO) of Datacom/DB.

You must code YES if you are using SQL.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

PRTY=

Specify the priority level of the program within the Multi-User Facility. The lowest priority is 1, the highest is 15.

For batch, PRTY specifies the priority level for requests processed by the batch program after the User Requirements
Table is opened.

For online, PRTY specifies the priority level for requests processed using this User Requirements Table.

Valid Entries:
Integer value from 1 through 15

Default Value:
7
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SQL=

Specify whether to place the two SQL entries in the User Requirements Table for the tables CNO and MSG. This
parameter is applicable only when the DDDBID= value is a database ID.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

SYSTEM=

Specify the operating system.

Valid Entries:
OS or DOS

Default Value:
OS

UPDATE=

Specify whether the Datacom Datadictionary databases are to be opened for update.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

UREND=

Specify whether the DDURTBL macro is to generate a DBUREND macro statement. This parameter is used if the
DDURTBL macro is used in conjunction with standard DBURTBL macro statements or other DDURTBL macro statements
to generate a single User Requirements Table containing Datacom Datadictionary and user tables or multiple Datacom
Datadictionary User Requirements Tables. If you specify NO for this parameter, you must provide a DBUREND macro
statement. See End Macro (DBUREND) for information.

NOTE
UREND= allows you to embed the DDURTBL macro in an assembly with other Datacom/DB macro statements.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

URSTR=

Specify whether the DDURTBL macro is to generate a DBURSTR macro statement. This parameter is used if the
DDURTBL macro is used in conjunction with standard DBURTBL macro statements or other DDURTBL statements to
generate a single User Requirements Table containing Datacom Datadictionary and user tables or multiple Datacom
Datadictionary User Requirements Tables. If you specify NO for this parameter, you must provide a DBURSTR macro
statement. See Start Macro (DBURSTR) for information.

NOTE
URSTR= allows you to embed the DDURTBL macro in an assembly with other Datacom/DB macro statements.
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Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

WRITE=

Specify whether records are written immediately to disk when maintained (Pipeline feature is deactivated). See Pipelining
for information.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

Customizing the Datacom/DB Environment
Datacom/DB does not execute unless you have assembled and linked a valid Master List in the load library. In a Master
List, you define the buffers for the Datacom/DB utility functions (and any Single User jobs) and certain control information.

NOTE
Individual DBUTLTY executions can override many of the options for execution. This would, most likely, be done
to increase buffering and provide more memory for the functions to execute more efficiently.

Tuning the Master List

Defining a Master List requires balancing wait time (caused by insufficient buffer allocations) with efficient memory usage.
Too many buffers waste memory and can degrade Datacom/DB performance, while too few buffer allocations cause
excessive wait time.

When first defining a Master List, use the guidelines and specifications in the parameter list beginning on DBMSTLST
Macro Parameters. Monitor the system and adjust the Master List specifications to tune the system.

Single User

In a Single User environment, each program has its own Master List copy in its own region.

Altering the Master List

An initial Master List is provided during the Datacom installation process. Use the following steps to alter the Master List,
DBMSTLST.

1. Display member DBSAM03 on the Datacom page on http://support.ca.com/ (for more information, see How to Obtain
the Sample Members).

2. Locate and display the job labeled Master List.
3. Modify the Master List parameters (see descriptions in DBMSTLST Macro Parameters).
4. Use the modified member as input to the assembly.
5. Link edit the resulting Master List assembly under the name DBMSTLST.

Subsequent executions of DBUTLTY use the new Master List.

DBMSTLST Macro
Learn about using the DBMSTLST macro to alter the master list in Datacom/DB. Find descriptions of the macro, syntax
rules, default values, comments, and the macro parameters. An example is also provided.
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The DBMSTLST macro alters the master list.

When coding the DBMSTLST macro, adhere to the syntax rules for coding any macro:

• Begin macro definitions in column 10.
• Code a non-blank character in column 72 to indicate that the statement continues.
• Begin continuation statements in column 16.
• Follow each parameter (except the last one) with a comma (,).
• Allow no intervening spaces between parameters coded on the same line.
• End macro definitions with END in column 10.

Using Default Values

To use a default value for a parameter, allow the parameter to default rather than coding the parameter with the default
value. Allowing the parameter to default prevents any accidental errors in coding the parameter. Also, if a parameter
is coded with the default value, Datacom/DB no longer treats the value as the default, but as an entered value. If you
later make a system change that affects the default for the parameter, having a parameter that is coded with the default
value could make modifications necessary.

Including Comments

You can provide documentation in a DBMSTLST member by providing comments that follow one or more parameters. If
you include comments, leave at least one space between the comment and the parameter.

DBMSTLST Macro Parameters

The DBMSTLST macro describes the Master List to Datacom/DB. The descriptions of the parameters which follow are in
alphabetical order.
CXXNO=

Specifies the number of Directory buffers. Consider a value of 4 to 10 for reasonable Directory performance.
Specifying a value less than 4 results in significantly more I/O functions, particularly in Directory maintenance. A
value greater than 20 rarely improves performance.

• Valid Entries: 2 to 99
• Default Value: 4

DATALN=
Specifies the buffer size that is used for data area access (data buffers). This parameter cannot be smaller than
the size of the largest data area physical block. Check the MUF DATAPOOL dataln and data2ln from the start-up
parameters and use the highest value. DBUTLTY does not use the dataln2 from DBMSTLST.

• Valid Entries: Integer value from 4096 through 32767
• Default Value: (No default)

DATANO=
Allocates the total number of data buffers. Specify up to 128 for the best performance during the execution of the
BACKUP, EXTRACT, and RETIX functions of DBUTLTY.

• Valid Entries: Integer value from 4 through 9999
• Default Value: (No default)

DXXNO=
Specifies the number of buffers for accessing low-level index blocks. For the best performance during execution
of the LOAD and RETIX functions of DBUTLTY, specify a value of at least 20.
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• Valid Entries: Integer value from 3 through 9999
• Default Value: 3

IXXNO=
Specifies the number of buffers for accessing high-level index blocks. Provide at least one half the number of low-
level index blocks (see the DXXNO= parameter). The Index buffer size is set to 8 KB, the maximum index buffer
size allowed.

• Valid Entries: Integer value from 3 through 9999
• Default Value: 3

SMFRTY=
(z/OS only.) This parameter specifies the System Management Facilities (SMF) record type. When you specify a
nonzero value, Datacom/DB writes SMF records for DBUTLTY. The SMF record formats for DBUTLTY are defined
in .
Specifying zero (0) indicates no SMF support.
If you alter the SMFRTY= parameter, you must perform one of the following actions to synchronize with the SVC/
SUBID:

• IPL the system.
• Refresh the SVC.
• Bring up the Multi-User Facility as usual, but change the DBSIDPR to use a previously unused SUBID until the

next IPL.

Valid entries and default values are as follows:

• Valid Entries: 0 or an integer value from 128 through 255
• Default Value: 0 (no SMF support)

NOTE
The use of SMFRTY= parameter of the DBMSTLST macro for DBUTLTY requires that subsequent
DBUTLTY jobs run APF-authorized.

USERID=
Allows from 1 byte to 16 bytes of user information to be placed in the Master List. For tracking purposes, consider
modifying this parameter whenever the Master List is modified.

• Valid Entries: 1 to 16 characters (no embedded spaces)
• Default Value: (No default)

Master List Example
See the following example Master List:

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7--
          TITLE 'MASTER LIST'
          DBMSTLST                                                      X
                CXXNO=5,            NUMBER OF CXX BUFFERS               X
                DATALN=32767,       LENGTH OF EACH DATA BUFFER          X
                DATANO=256,         NUMBER OF PRIME DATA BUFFERS        X
                DXXNO=256,          NUMBER OF DXX BUFFERS               X
                IXXNO=32,           MVS SMF RECORD TYPE                 X
                USERID=USERDEMO     1-16 BYTES OF USER IDENTIFICATION
          END
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Creating Databases
See instructions for creating a new Datacom/DB database or converting from a different system. Identify reserved
database IDs. Use external security for tables in databases with IDs greater than 999.

Each Datacom/DB database can contain from 1 to 240 tables.

Information stored in one database is independent of that in other databases. Information in the same database is indexed
in the same Index Area (IXX) or area set. Therefore, a full condition or disk error on the Index Area affects all tables in the
database. You catalog definitions from Datacom Datadictionary to the Directory (CXX) and perform maintenance at the
database level.

Placing Data in Different Databases

It is best to use a separate database for data that is relatively unrelated. For example, use separate databases for:

• Independent application systems, such as accounts payable, general ledger, or inventory
• Information about independent subjects, such as customer information, inventory information, or accounting

information
• Independent operational units, such corporate divisions
• Development and production versions

Converting an Existing Database

If you are converting to Datacom/DB from another system, you can:

• Use the Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF) to create Datacom Datadictionary transactions from
COBOL record description copybooks. With some modification, these transactions can be input to the Datacom
Datadictionary DDUPDATE utility to add the definitions to Datacom Datadictionary.

• Use one of the Datacom Transparencies to build Datacom Datadictionary definitions from VSAM, DL/I, IMS/DB, or
TOTAL data. (See Using Dataquery with Datacom Transparencies.)

Creating a New Database

The following steps are required to create Datacom/DB databases:

Step Datacom Datadictionary Method SQL Method

1. Design the logical structure for the
databases.

Design the logical structure for the
databases.

2. Design the physical attributes for the
databases.

Design the physical attributes for the
databases.

3. Use Datacom Datadictionary to define the
databases, areas, tables, columns, keys,
and elements.

Use Datacom Datadictionary to define the
databases, areas, and at least one table
(with at least one column, one key, and one
element) in each area.
The areas must have an SQLNAME
specified which is used on the CREATE
TABLE statement.

4. Catalog the definitions to the Datacom/DB
Directory (CXX).

Catalog the definitions to the Datacom/DB
Directory (CXX).

5. Allocate and initialize the required data
areas and Index Areas.

Allocate and initialize the required data
areas and Index Areas.

6. (Optional) Null load the data areas. Null load the data areas.
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Step Datacom Datadictionary Method SQL Method

7. (Tables are ready to accept data.) Define the tables, columns, keys, and
elements using one of the following options:
Embed SQL Data Definition Language
statements in a program.
Execute SQL Data Definition Language
(DDL) statements through either Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service
Facility or Dataquery SQL Mode.
The objects are automatically cataloged to
the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) as part of
the execution of the SQL DDL statements.

8. Use programs or utilities to actually load
data in the tables.

Use programs or utilities to actually load
data in the tables.

The steps in this procedure often overlap because the available physical options can interact with the design of the logical
structure. The Datacom documentation assumes that you have established the basic logical structure for a database.
As you develop the design for the physical structure, enter it in Datacom Datadictionary early in the process to eliminate
redundant effort and to use the Datacom Datadictionary reporting and organizational facilities to coordinate the process.

Database IDs

When you define a database in Datacom Datadictionary, you are required to assign a numeric ID that is the DATACOM-
ID attribute-value for the database. Databases 1 through 20, 1000 through 1020, 2000 through 2020, 3000 through
3020, 4000 through 4020, and 5000 are reserved for use by Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and other Broadcom
products. The following table identifies the reserved IDs.

Database ID Database Description

1 Sample Database: Human Resource

2 DATA-DICT - Datacom Datadictionary entity-types and High-
Speed Directory (HSD)

3 Dataquery Database

4 Accounting Facility Database (PRM Table)

5 Accounting Facility Database (Sample Accounting Tables)

6 Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index

7 Reserved for Broadcom

8 Reserved for Broadcom

9 Reserved for Broadcom

10 Sample Database: Order Entry

11 and 12 Reserved for Broadcom

13 Datacom Resource Analyzer tuning

14 Datacom Transparency Database

15 DDD-DATABASE - Datacom Datadictionary Data Definition
Directory (DDD) and Schema Information Tables (SIT)

16 Default Database for SQL-Created Tables

17 SQL Temporary Table Manager (TTM)
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Database ID Database Description

18 Ideal for Datacom test database

19 Reserved for Broadcom

20 Reserved for Broadcom

1000 Dynamic system tables

1001 SQL demonstration database

1002 through 1005 Reserved for Broadcom

1006 CBS heuristic table

1007 History Database

1008 TNG DISCOVERY-TRIGGER-DB

1009 TNG DISCOVERY-NON-TRIGGER-DB

1010 TNG DISCOVERY-INFLIGHT-TRIGGER-DB

1011 TNG EVENT-MANAGEMENT-DB

1012 TNG Neugents

1018 AUTOSTAT

1019/1020 AUTOSCOPE

2009 CA_CDC_BASE for Change Data Capture

1013 through 1020, 2000 through 2020, 3000 through 3020, 4000
through 4020, and 5000

Reserved for Broadcom

ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for the system databases for the:

• Compound Boolean Selection Facility
• Accounting Facility
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Temporary Table Manager (TTM)
• SYSTEMDBID (used by Dynamic System Tables)

See ACCESS for information about the ACCESS MUF startup option.

Database IDs Over 999

Database IDs over 999 have a few special considerations.

• You cannot change the Datacom Datadictionary databases (DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE, which are IDs 2 and 15
when Datacom/DB is installed) to IDs greater than 999.

• For Dataquery, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater than 999 that must be secured, then you must use
external security. Dataquery can access a table in a database that has a DATACOM-ID greater than 999 only if it is
externally secured.

Specifying Security

The DATABASE entity-occurrence SQL-SECURITY attribute-value is used to indicate whether the database can be
secured by SQL rules (GRANT/REVOKE). If not specified, Datacom/DB external security rules are enforced.
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Designing Tables
Each table in a database is an unordered collection of rows (records). A row is a collection of column (field) values.

Before you define a table to Datacom Datadictionary, you must define a data area, the physical location for one or more
tables. Before deciding how to locate your tables in data areas, plan the logical design for your tables, columns (fields),
and keys.

Minimum and Maximum Size for a Table

The minimum size for a row in a Datacom/DB table is 1 byte and the maximum is 32720 bytes. A row in a compressed
table has a minimum row size of 8 bytes.

Specifying the Datacom Datadictionary TABLE attribute MAX-RECORD-SIZE allows you to reserve "growth space" for
the table. Specifying a value greater than the sum of the lengths of the columns (fields) in the table allows you to define
additional columns at a later time without expanding the physical record on disk. The additional space is included as
undefined filler. If you do not specify a value, Datacom/DB uses the sum of the lengths of the columns as the length for the
physical record.

SQL Accessibility

If the data in a table defined through Datacom Datadictionary is to be accessed by SQL statements:

• The table and the columns accessed must have a valid SQL name defined in Datacom Datadictionary.
• The table must be defined with the attribute SQL-INTENT=YES and a valid SQL authorization identifier (AUTHID).
• Users must be authorized to access the table, database, and area.
• If a table is being created in an existing area, the area must have an SQLNAME, be in PRODuction status and

cataloged.

Data Type Limitations

Datacom/DB permits column (field) definitions with various data types. SQL does not support all of these data types. (See
Data Type for details.)

Special Column Classes

Datacom/DB allows you to define columns (fields) that redefine other columns, that repeat, or that index other columns.
Avoid these special column types in tables accessed through SQL. (See Column Classes for details.)

SQL Tables and Logging

Proper execution of SQL statements that cause data change requires all affected tables to have logging enabled. Logging
should not be turned off (LOGGING=NO) for any SQL maintenance. This applies to both the Datacom Datadictionary
definition and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT option.

Table Partitioning
Partitioning a table breaks it up into two or more smaller tables. Partitioned tables allow you to store the rows of a single
table in multiple data areas. Table partitioning helps provide enhanced data availability and 24x7 operations while
maintaining local performance because of the following:

Concurrent Processing
Table partitioning allows you to execute multiple DBUTLTY processes simultaneously, that is, it allows most area
level utilities to execute concurrently, reducing down time by increasing your ability to do parallel processing.
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Limiting Data
Table partitioning allows you to limit the amount of data processed by a selected DBUTLTY function. Instead of all
data in a whole table being processed by utility functions, you can process only the partitions containing data that
needs processing. Therefore, if only one partition needs to be recovered, the time it takes to restore and recover
that one partition is substantially less than the time required to restore and recover the whole table.

Continued Access
Table partitioning gives you continued access to available partitions, so that programs accessing tables at the
partition level, using record-at-a-time commands, set-at-a-time commands, and SQL Data Manipulation Language
(DML) statements, can continue to run even when a specific partition is not available.

Adding Partitions
Table partitioning gives you the flexibility to add partitions. For example, you can split a partition into two with only
a backup of the partition to be split and LOADs to the two new ones.

Combining Partitions
Table partitioning gives you the flexibility to combine partitions, with the only outage to non-affected partitions
being the catalog. For example, the partitions to be combined could be backed up, redefined to be only one
partition, then the combined data reloaded without any change being made to other partitions.

NOTE
Datacom/DB table partitioning provides many benefits of Datacom STAR partitioning but does not replace the
ability of Datacom STAR to process distributed requests against partitions on multiple Multi-User Facilities
and MUFplexes. This is because the form of table partitioning available through Datacom STAR uses multiple
database IDs with multiple distinct indexes. Therefore, compared to Datacom/DB table partitioning, Datacom
STAR partitioned tables can perform less than optimally when queries against large tables use the non-
partitioned key. Also, be aware that the implementation of Datacom STAR necessarily adds overhead to the
overall Multi-User Facility environment.

Horizontal Partitioning

Horizontal partitioning divides a table by rows (records), based on the usage of the data in the rows. For example, a large
customer database might be split into two partitions, one containing eastern region customers and the other containing
western region customers.

Table partitioning can be done within a database.

Database partitioning combines partitioning with distributed processing, allowing each partition to be physically located
close to the users of the data. Datacom STAR DDM provides facilities for managing horizontally partitioned databases and
for ensuring that the partitioning (and distribution) of the data is transparent to the user.

Vertical Partitioning

Vertical partitioning divides a table by columns (fields), based on the usage of the data in the columns. For example, a
table with current data in some columns and historic data in others can be vertically partitioned, placing the current data
into one table and historical data into another.

Using Existing Programs

Existing programs that were written to access non-partitioned tables can be used with partitioned tables using the
‘full’ parent without making any changes to those programs if they use record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, and SQL DML
statements. SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements, however, cannot be used with partitioned tables and are
also restricted within the Parent table definition.
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User Requirements Tables

You do not have to make any changes to User Requirements Tables for existing programs to use those programs with
partitioned tables. This presumes the name of the full parent was the table name before partitioning.

Performance of Existing Applications

The performance of existing applications remains effectively unchanged, whether the table is non-partitioned or partitioned
into multiple areas, although some variance may exist due to factors such as DASD response and channel distribution.

Implementing partitioning for a table should not require a significant change in the definition of the database containing the
table or in the DBUTLTY processing for the database or table.

The ACCESS MUF startup option cannot be specified as NOOPT for a partitioned table to be opened. The default,
ACCESS OPTIMIZE, is required instead. If an open of the whole or Any Parent partitioned table is attempted against a
DBID defined with ACCESS NOOPT, the open fails with a return code 94(063).

Major Points and Restrictions

Each data area in the database may contain one or more full tables or partitions. However, it may not contain more than
one partition of a specific Parent table.

A database may contain both full tables and partitioned tables. If multiple tables in a database are partitioned, they are not
required to have the same partitioning criteria.

All partitions of a Parent table have the same structure. In other words, all columns, keys, and elements are the same for
all partitions of a given table.

The maximum total number of tables and partitions in a given database cannot exceed 240. The maximum number of
partitions for a single table is 239. This assumes a database containing a single table with 239 partitions for a total of 240.

The partitioning fields are not required to be part of or stored in any existing index. They are restricted to a maximum
length of 180 bytes. They are defined as a partitioning key, but no index entries exist in the IXX data set.

The partition key may be set to allow an update to move the row between partitions or to prevent movement. Because an
update changing partitions is processed as an add and a delete, it is preferable to not allow the movement.

Each partition can be accessed individually using record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, or SQL Data Manipulation Language
(DML) statements. The Parent table can be accessed as a single table, provided all partitions can be opened.

GETPS and GSETP are not supported through the Any Parent table. Therefore, a GETPS or GSETP command using the
Any Parent table receives a return code 01(034). The SQL LOCK TABLE statement is not supported using the Any Parent
table and, if it is attempted, Datacom/DB issues a return code 01(034).

Partitioning is defined through Datacom Datadictionary. Partitioning cannot be defined through SQL statements.

A database containing a partitioned table cannot be used as a definition for Datacom STAR for partitioning or replication.
The table or partition of a table may be local or distributed.

Each data area containing a partition must be loaded in the URI format.

An SQL integrity constraint cannot reference a partitioned table, nor a partition of a partitioned table. That is to say,
constraints and partitioned tables are mutually exclusive.

If a DBUTLTY function does not include an explicit TABLE= keyword, table level security (at the DBUTLTY) can be
granted either at the Full Parent table level or the Child table level. If the DBUTLTY function includes a specific TABLE=
keyword, table level access is checked using the table name specified by the TABLE= keyword. For example, the
EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY uses the table name specified in the TABLE= keyword. But a DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA
function uses either all Children's names or Full Parents' table names that are contained in the area, and if access is
granted to either, the BACKUP is allowed.
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System bases we provide should not be partitioned.

The organization of the Directory (CXX) and the Dynamic System Tables for the Directory (that is, tables whose names
begin with DIR_) reflect the unpartitioned tables and table partitions as tables. The possible Full Parent and Any Parent
names are attributes of the tables.

The MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT) Dynamic System Table and the PXX Report of tables provide statistics for the table
named in the MFT Dynamic System Table and the PXX Report. That named table is the one opened using the URT and
used in the Request Area for record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time calls.

Be aware that differences between the execution statistics and the Directory (CXX) requires changes to any user
applications that attempt to join the information based upon a table name. This is because the table statistics do not
provide information about the relationship among Full Parents, Any Parents, and table partitions. The area statistics do not
provide information about the relationship among areas containing full tables and table partitions. When accessing the Full
Parent or Any Parent, the area name in the MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT) is "***" (three asterisks).

For SQL access, all tables in a given partitioned table structure have the AUTHID of the partitioned (Parent) table. This
includes all partitions and the Any Parent tables.

Impact on DBUTLTY Functions

See Impact of Table Partitioning on DBUTLTY Functions.

Defining a Partitioned Table

The Datacom Datadictionary PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE entity allows you to define the table partition criteria, and the
Datacom Datadictionary model allows a table to be in multiple areas. Areas are still allowed to have multiple tables, but no
single area is allowed to contain more than one partition of a given table.

An area may contain one or more tables and also one or more partitions of tables. One area may not contain multiple
partitions of a single table.

For manageability purposes, we recommended that you limit the number of tables per area (one is best) when using table
partitioning to reduce the complexity of the physical model of the database.

When defining a partitioned table, first define the table as a non-partitioned table. That is, the table is defined in a normal
area and database. You then add the partitioning criteria for the table. Part of the criteria is to define the Children tables
and areas. These Children become the physical table and area definitions that are used in building the physical database.
After this point, the Parent table and Parent area information is maintained, but it exists as a logical entity only.

Even though the Parent area is defined as a normal area, it is treated with special rules if it contains one or more tables
that are partitioned. The area has a DATACOM-NAME of $$P in Datacom Datadictionary to distinguish it from other areas.
There may be more than one area with the DATACOM-NAME $$P in a database structure in Datacom Datadictionary.
Any area with a DATACOM-NAME of $$P is not cataloged to the Directory (CXX), and it never exists as a true data set.
But even if the special rules apply, the area must be properly defined and have a unique Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence name.

NOTE
If an area contains both partitioned and non-partitioned tables, the area is created as a physical entity and
is utilized to store the data of the non-partitioned tables. Because of the potential for confusion in trying to
determine what areas to back up or restore for a given table, we recommend, as previously mentioned, that you
avoid mixing partitioned tables and non-partitioned tables.

Next, any area planned to contain data for a partition of a table that is not currently defined, needs to be defined. The
partitions are then defined and connected to the appropriate area in Datacom Datadictionary.
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A table that is to be partitioned has additional attributes within Datacom Datadictionary to provide a list of fields that are to
be used for partitioning. These fields must be simple fields. The total length of the fields is 180 bytes. Each field must not
be allowed to be NULL. The allowable field characteristics are:

• Decimal, zoned or packed, can be defined with or without sign, and with or without 'type sensitive.' The maximum
length of each field is 15 digits. When type sensitive, binary comparisons are done, its rules on less-than, equal, and
greater-than are final. For decimal, the DBEDITS option is required to ensure the data contains a proper decimal value.

• Character fields are allowed and, if used, a length is optional to indicate only the leading characters are to be part of
the partitioning value. However, a single character field is restricted to partition on the first 1 through 60 bytes.

• SQLDATE, SQLTIME, and SQLTIMESTAMP are permitted.
• Binary is supported only as either 2 bytes or 4 bytes. Presence or absence of a sign is optional.

A table within Datacom Datadictionary that has been defined as having partitions is known within the Directory (CXX) as a
Full Parent table. A Datacom Datadictionary partition is known outside of Datacom Datadictionary as simply a table (which
happens to have a Parent table of not null).

Partitions are defined with the following attributes:

• Table DATACOM-NAME for this partition
• Table DATACOM-ID identifier (1-240) for this partition
• Table SQLNAME name for this partition
• Area DATACOM-NAME to contain rows for this partition
• High key values for every field defined as the partitioning fields

A database containing a partitioned table must be posted to the Directory (CXX) using the CATALOG function.

The Directory (CXX)

During the catalog of a database, the Datacom Datadictionary definition of a database is translated and posted to the
Directory (CXX). Each table within Datacom Datadictionary that is not partitioned is directly reflected in the Directory as a
table with a Parent table of null. Each partition within Datacom Datadictionary is translated in the Directory as a table with
a Parent table identified with the Parent table DATACOM-NAME. To the Directory therefore, a non-partitioned table is a
table and each individual partition of a partitioned-table is a table. The CXX Report displays the Parent table name and its
SQL table name.

The Parent name in the Directory is not used as a table in DBUTLTY unless specifically mentioned in the description of
the utility function. It can only be used as a table name in the following conditions:

• In the User Requirements Table (URT)
• In the Request Area of a record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time request

The following topics are discussed on this page:

 

Steps to Create Partitioned Tables

You can define new partitioned tables or convert existing tables to partitioned tables. The following summarizes the
steps to create partitioned tables. See the Datacom Datadictionary section for the details about defining occurrences and
issuing functions.

Define a New Table Structure

1. Define an area for each table partition (Child).
2. Define a special area (use $$P for the DATACOM-NAME) for the partitioned tables (the Parents).
3. Define the Parent table with all the fields, keys, and elements, including the partitioning key.
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4. Define the Child tables and relate them to the Parent table (TBL-TBL-PARTITION) and the Parent table's partition key
(TBL-KEY-PARTITION). (These relationships are implemented automatically using the Datacom Datadictionary online
PARTITION TABLE function or using the batch 3160 transaction.)

5. Define the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE entity-occurrences for each Child table and relate each to the column in the
partition key of the Parent table (PCV-FLD-PARTITION) table partition. (This relationship is implemented automatically
using the Datacom Datadictionary online PARTITION TABLE function or using the batch 5200 transaction.) This sets
the high partitioning value for the column in the Child.

6. Catalog the database containing the Parent.

Change an Existing Table to a Partitioned Table

1. Define a special area (use $$P for the DATACOM-NAME) for Parent tables. This can be done by either adding a new
area or changing the DATACOM NAME of the area currently containing the table to be partitioned.

2. If necessary, transfer the table to the new area and modify the table, including defining the partitioning key and setting
the PARTITION attribute value to Y.

3. Follow steps 4 through 6 in the steps in Define a New Table Structure.

Accessing a Partitioned Table

After designing a table, you need to be aware of the different ways that you can access the partitions.

Access a Full Parent Table

Almost all applications use Full Parent access. Programs that execute against a non-partitioned table must work the same
way if that table becomes partitioned. Review the following information about Full Parent access:

• The table name (Full Parent) set by the caller is unchanged.
• Accounting records use the table name in the request area.
• All statistics records, as in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report and Dynamic System Table information,

use the table name in the request area.
• The internal request area field RID is set and managed by Datacom/DB. The first two positions are normally set to the

table ID. With partitioning, these positions are set to the table partition (the Child table) table ID. A "concern" is that
users have always been told to leave this RID alone on "follow-on" type requests. However, for safety, the field has
always been rebuilt based on the current table name. This can no longer be rebuilt, so a small possibility exists that a
client application may be defective without knowing it.

• Value locks internally acquired for Unique Key protection have the value changed from using the table ID to having the
Full Parent name.

• Value locks internally acquired for REPEATABLE READ (SQL) have the value changed from using the table ID to
having the Full Parent name.

• The GETPS command reads all areas, but the order of areas that are processed is not specific. Only one request area
can be active doing physical reads in a data area. This partitioning rule is not new; it has always existed without being
documented.

• The GETIT command performs read ahead processing as in prior versions when using the INDEX style of read ahead.
The PHYSICAL style does not have read-ahead done. Any applications still using PHYSICAL should be reviewed to
see if INDEX is acceptable.

• Log records have the request area table name. They have the table ID of the Child table.
• An update that changes the partition column so that the row no longer can reside in the previous Child is automatically

processed. The update first deletes the row in the current area and a log record is written as a delete. Then the row is
added to the new area and a log record is written as an ADDIT. The delete and add log records have a new flag set,
indicating that they are part of a partitioned update. This movement is allowed only if the table was defined as allowing
it, and we recommend that the move not be allowed. If a row moves between partitions during an UPDAT, a set-at-a-
time or SQL request handles the condition without a problem, but a record-at-a-time command doing RDUNX (Read
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Next), or equivalent, could see the row again. This possibility is similar to the case where an application updates key
values that are used in RDUNX commands to a higher value.

Access a Child Table Partition

A powerful new capability allows a program to be written to open one or more of the Child partitions and not the Parent
table. With two restrictions, the application can utilize all record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, and SQL DML commands.

• The first restriction is that the application cannot add a row that is outside the requested partition. A return code of
94(060) is generated for this error.

• The second is that the application cannot update a row changing the partition fields so that the row no longer resides
in the same partition. This rule is applied to maintenance commands. If the rule is violated, a return code 94(060) is
generated.

NOTE
Child processing accesses the complete index. No optimization exists matching fields of keys to partitioning
columns.

Generic Access to Partitions

You can write a program that opens and accesses the full table with an alternate Any Parent table name (or "wildcard"
table name) or Any Parent table SQL name. These Any Parent table names are defined as part of the partition definition
and indicate that the program wants to access the partitions of the full table that are "currently" accessible. This approach
has substantial potential benefit, but it is intended for a completely newly designed application that is written to handle the
large variety of possibilities when every answer is only the best answer with the currently available data.

The general description of this Any Parent table is that a data partition is "visible" if it is accessible at the time of the
actual data or index access by Datacom/DB. An area is made inaccessible by issuing the new ACCESS by area name.
Setting the ACCESS level to OFF or UTLTY for an area containing a partition means that the data and index for the
partitioned table within that area is now unavailable to the Any Parent table. Setting an ACCESS level of READ indicates
that exclusive row access or row maintenance is not allowed to the partition table within the area using the Any Parent
table.

The OPEN of this Any Parent table is successful if all, some, or none of the partitions are currently available. If ACCESS
is set to OFF or UTLTY, Open skips the physical open of any data area that is part of the Any Parent table. For these
skipped areas, the following message is issued:

DB00614I OPEN ANY PARENT pppddd SKIPPED ttt/aaa ACCESS OFF

where:

ppp is the Any Parent table name

ddd is the DBID

ttt is the Child table being skipped

aaa is the area) is issued

The DB00615I OPEN ANY PARENT pppddd UPDATE ttt/aaa ACCESS READ message is produced if an area has a
status of access read and an update User Requirements Table for the Any Parent table has been opened. In this case, the
open is successful, but maintenance and exclusive row locks are blocked.

New area level access requests can change the availability of a partitioned table within the area if access is through
the Any Parent table, even if the User Requirements Table containing the Any Parent table is already open. That is, the
individual Child can become less or more available through these access area requests. An ACCESS of OFF to not OFF
or an ACCESS of UTLTY to not UTLTY attempts a physical open if there is an open Any Parent table for the area.

At the start of the access area process, a bit is set in the open file table area entry that indicates the current area status.
Access to index entries for an individual partitioned table using the Any Parent table checks this bit setting. If the bit
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setting indicates that the area has ACCESS OFF or ACCESS UTLTY, the pointer is skipped and, if no other pointer
qualifies, a return code 14(048) is issued.

Synchronization between the access area request and data retrieval through the Any Parent table is accomplished using
table intent locking. Data access first checks the open file table bit. If access is allowed, a table intent lock is acquired that
has the following duration:

• For a maintenance request, the table intent lock lasts the duration of the transaction (TSN).
• For data requests that include row locking, the table intent lock lasts the duration of the row lock.
• For data requests that do no row locking, the table intent lock lasts the duration of the data access.

After the access area has set the appropriate open file table bits, it checks for and waits on outstanding table intent locks.
Table intent locking already exists for other conditions if the SQL option is specified on the MUF startup options, so this is
simply an extension of this locking. The access area wait logic consists of two loops and set of waits. The first checks for
open User Requirements Tables that do not include the Any Parent table. If one or more are found and USERS=WAIT is
specified, the access waits on and lists these users. Only after that has been done does the access check for and wait on
the table level intent locks for the Any Parent table.

As an example of access through the Any Parent table, consider the case where adding a row is successful if the partition
needed for the particular row is available at the time of the add, regardless of its availability before or after the add.

The following two messages communicate the interaction of an ACCESS AREA request with an existing opened Any
Parent table User Requirements Table:

 DB00616I BASE ddd AREA aaa ACCESS status OPEN ANY(S) job-names 

 DB00617I BASE ddd AREA aaa ACCESS status ACTIVE ANY(S) job-names

The DB00617I message indicates that a wait must take place based on the USERS=WAIT parameter that is specified in
the ACCESS request.

Two messages may be seen at close time for the Any Parent table:

DB00116I - CLOSE JOB-jjj NUMBER-nnnnn

ttt/aaa FOR pppbbbbb POSSIBLE INCOMPLETE DATA

The DB00116I message is generated when a User Requirements Table is closed that included table ttt in area aaa that
was opened using the ANY partitioning Parent ppp in DBID bbbbb. At some time during the life of this User Requirements
Table, area aaa was ACCESS OFF,  ACCESS UTLTY, or ACCESS READ with the table opened for update. This message
is informational and requires no user action.

DB00117I - CLOSE JOB-jjj NUMBER-nnnnn ANY PARENT POSSIBLE INCOMPLETE DATA

The DB00117I message is generated when all User Requirements Tables currently opened by job jjj are being closed.
During the life of this run unit, there was at least one open of an Any Parent table, and the area for a Child table within
this Any Parent table was ACCESS OFF,  ACCESS UTLTY, or ACCESS READ when the table opened for update. This
message is informational and requires no user action.

Client applications using the Any Parent table should be written only after a careful review of the possibilities and a
determination of the applicability/usability of the information returned. For more information, see the table in Commands
and Return Codes (Any Parent tables and in the following paragraph.

If the access status of an area does not allow data access, the actual data access returns a return code 04(170). Most
internal processes (Compound Boolean Selection, sequential, and most REDxx commands) ignore this return code and
try to find the next qualifying row. User requests such as REDID and REDLE, that separate the index and data access,
may see this return code 04(170), which to them means that either the area access was changed or the row does not
exist. A new return code of 94(062) has been added, indicating that either an ADDIT was attempted using the Any Parent
table and it belongs in an area that is ACCESS OFF, UTLTY, or READ, or an UPDAT was attempted through the Any
Parent table that changes the partitioning criteria and the new partition area has an ACCESS of OFF, UTLTY, or READ.
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An ACCESS of READ with row locking produces subtle results and should be used with caution. For instance, an RDU
command that encounters a row in an area that is access- read skips that row and continues to the next qualifying row in
an area with an acceptable status.

Processing this table obviously has more overhead, and it should therefore be used only when necessary, not as the
normal process. Read-ahead processing does not occur if access is through the Any Parent table. This affects the
performance of GETIT and some SQL processing.

This feature is not available if an SQL referential integrity rule is defined for the table.

Dataquery, Ideal for Datacom, or other Broadcom generalized data accessing applications do not provide warnings when
using the Any Parent table.

GETPS and GSETP are not supported through the Any Parent table. Therefore, a GETPS or GSETP command using the
Any Parent table receives a return code 01(034). The SQL LOCK TABLE statement is not supported using the Any Parent
table and, if it is attempted, Datacom/DB issues a return code 01(034).

Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent tables)

Commands Return Code Explanation

ADDIT
UPDAT

94(062) This return code can be received if an
attempt is made to execute an ADDIT
command using the Any Parent table, and
it belongs in an area that is ACCESS OFF
or READ, or an attempt is made to execute
an UPDAT command through the Any
Parent table (which changes the partitioning
criteria), and the new partition area has
ACCESS OFF or READ.

GETPS
GSETP

01(034) This return code is received by GETPS and
GSETP commands that attempt to use an
Any Parent table.
An SQL LOCK TABLE statement can also
receive this return code, if it attempts to use
an Any Parent table.

REDID
REDLE

04(170) This return code indicates that an attempt
was made to access a table partition using
the Any Parent table when the area where
the table partition is located is not available.
Because REDID and REDLE commands
separate the index and data access, they
can receive this return code, meaning that
either the area access status has changed
or the row does not exist.
Most internal processes (Compound
Boolean Selection commands, sequential
commands, and most REDxx commands)
ignore this return code and try to find the
next qualifying row.
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Data Compression
When defining a table to Datacom Datadictionary, you can specify that Datacom/DB compress the data in it. Datacom/
DB's compression removes three or more consecutive blanks, character zeros, and binary zeros. To reduce compression
overhead, locate together those columns (fields) that are likely to contain blanks, character zeros, and binary zeros.

The main reasons for compressing a table are to save disk space and to increase performance. It is possible to increase
performance by compressing a table if compression reduces I/O. Compression can add additional CPU time. For
compression to increase performance, the number of records required for processing must be increased with each I/O to
offset the added CPU time.

Figure 3: Data Compression

Multi-Table Areas

A multiple table area can contain a mixture of compressed and uncompressed tables.

Evaluating Benefits of Compression

To determine if compressing a table is beneficial, use the STATS= parameter in the data area option of the LOAD function
of DBUTLTY the first time you load a table with compression.

If Performance Is Your Primary Concern

Verify the load statistics. Performance has improved if the number of records per block has increased by at least 15
percent for batch processing or 25 percent for online processing. If the increase in the number of records per block is not
this large, performance is probably not improved by compression. In this case, try increasing the blocking factor and verify
if the number of records per block increases.

If Space Is Your Primary Concern

Performance is probably decreased if the number of records per block has increased by less than 15 percent for batch
processing or 25 percent for online processing. Balance the decreased performance against your need to conserve space
when deciding whether to use compression.
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Continuous Operation

When backing up compressed tables with concurrent processing, use the DBUTLTY LOCK/UNLOCK functions.

Compression Exit

Datacom/DB allows you to use additional compression software in place of the Datacom/DB compression. See User
Compression Exit for a description of program requirements.

Specify the name of the module containing the compression software in the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute in the table
definition. If the first two characters of the exit name are DB, the routine must be one of the routines described in the
Datacom VSAM Transparency documentation.

The COMPRESSION attribute controls the use of Datacom/DB compression. If you specify Y for the COMPRESSION
attribute and a module name for the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute an error message is generated. Specify N for the
COMPRESSION attribute and a module name for the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute to use non-Datacom/DB compression
software.

Datacom Presspack

(z/OS only.) Datacom Presspack is a data compression tool for use with Datacom/DB. Its compression efficiency makes
it ideal for compressing large-volume databases. Datacom Presspack can compress Datacom/DB tables containing any
data type. Most similar products compress mainly character data.

Datacom Presspack consists of:

• Runtime compression and decompression routines.
• A built-in Data Characteristic Table (DCT).
• The DTCMPASS batch utility that allows you to create a custom DCT.
• The DTCMPASS macro to assemble a custom DCT created with the DTCMPASS utility.

Datacom Presspack offers the options of weak compression for speed and simplicity, strong compression for better
compression, and strong compression with a custom DCT for the most efficient compression.

Alter Compression

When changing the type of compression, always back up the area being changed as not compressed. The LOAD function
does not support different input and output routines.

Logging and Recovery on Tables
The Datacom/DB logging system can record all transactions against a table in the Log Area (see ). This log is the basis of
the Datacom/DB recovery, transaction backout, and restart facilities.

When to Use Logging and Recovery

Logging is required if you intend to use recovery, transaction backout, or restart. Logging is also required for SQL
access. The decision to log transactions is made at the table level and specified as an attribute of the table's Datacom
Datadictionary definition. We recommend enabling logging and recovery for all tables. Recovery requires 8 additional
bytes of storage added for all records in the table for logging purposes.

Logging, recovery, transaction backout, and restart are described in detail.

NOTE
We recommend using tables with the RECOVERY Datacom® TOTAL Transparency of the TABLE entity-
occurrence set to Y (for yes) in Datacom Datadictionary (tables defined using the SQL CREATE TABLE
statement have RECOVERY set to Y). Many features are not compatible with RECOVERY not set to Y.
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Message DB02807I alerts you to the existence of tables specified without RECOVERY set to Y. Features
unavailable when RECOVERY in not set to Y include the following:

• Logging maintenance to the LXX
• Transaction backout
• Restart to ensure all index-data links are complete
• Ability to have multiple Index Areas for database
• Ability to dynamically extend during DBUTLTY LOAD and DBUTLTY RETIX

Temporarily Modifying Logging Specification

If you specify logging and, later, decide to turn off logging, use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER LOGGING
function to disable logging. If you alter the logging specification for a table through DBUTLTY and subsequently catalog
the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the database containing that table, Datacom/DB implements the LOGGING
option currently specified in Datacom Datadictionary.

For example, if you plan to use logging for a table but do not want logging enabled when the table is first set up
because, initially, it is used only for testing, specify both LOGGING and RECOVERY in the table's definition. Then, after
cataloging the database's definition to the Directory (CXX), use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER LOGGING
function to disable logging for that table. When the testing cycle is completed, activate logging using the CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER LOGGING function.

Pipelining
Pipelining is a write defer technique allowing Datacom/DB to update data blocks and Index Areas with as few physical
writes as possible. For tables with pipelining enabled, Datacom/DB records updates resulting from maintenance
commands in memory, writing them only when it reaches the MUF startup option LOGPEND specification. If multiple
updates are done to an index or data block within a reasonable time frame, these updates can be accomplished with a
single write to the area. Therefore, using pipelining significantly enhances the performance of update jobs.

The number of tracks on the LXX will always act as a governor on the LOGPEND value (see LOGPEND). The LOGPEND
value, if too large, only uses one-half of the number of tracks or blocks for the LOGPEND value. For example: a
LOGPEND of 20,000 and the LXX is allocated as 30,000 tracks. In this example, if the LXX is formatted as variable,
LOGPEND is set to 15000.

I|O for the LXX is always done before I/O to the index or data areas for changed rows. Index and data writes have no
pattern as to who is first or last. Sites using DFDSS need to be aware that the index rarely matches the data area on
physical DASD.

Limiting Pipelining Overhead

Use of pipelining adds overhead to the Multi-User Facility restart process by requiring the reprocessing of all transactions
that could possibly be incomplete. To limit this overhead, use the MUF startup option LOGPEND to limit the number of Log
Area blocks that can contain log records of transactions pending writes to the index and data areas. This limits the amount
of work associated with restarting Datacom/DB by limiting the number of log blocks that must be reprocessed.

Datacom/DB ages the updates based on their associated log block and the current log block. Datacom/DB writes the
updated block when an update becomes too old based on its log block, the current log block, and the LOGPEND value.
The LOGPEND option can also limit the efficiency of the Pipeline. Unless there are strict requirements for the runtime of
restart, allow this parameter to default. (See the explanation in LOGPEND.)

When to Use Pipelining

Pipelining is optional and is specified as an attribute of each table in Datacom Datadictionary. We strongly recommend its
use. However, pipeline processing is not appropriate for all situations. If a write error occurs when the pipelined updates
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are being written, Datacom/DB cannot pass notification to the application, because the task requesting the updates may
have already terminated successfully. When not pipelining, Datacom/DB writes all UPDAT, DELET, and ADDIT requests
to the Log Area and awaits notification of the successful Log Area writes before allowing any transaction to commit its
updates.

Correcting Write Errors

When pipelining is enabled, it is possible that the Multi-User Facility restart process might not be able to correct a write
error. If the disk area is damaged, you may need to use the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function to reprocess the area.

Disabling Pipelining

When you disable pipeline, all maintenance commands are forced to process immediately and all updates are written to
the data areas, Index Areas, and the Log Area before returning control to the application. To disable the Pipeline:

Level How to Disable Pipelining Results

System Specify LOGPEND 0 in the MUF startup
options. See the explanation in LOGPEND.

Disables the Pipeline for all tasks in this
system.

Task Specify WRITE=YES in the User
Requirements Table.

Disables the Pipeline for all tasks using this
User Requirements Table.

Table Specify PIPELINE-OPTION=NO in the
attributes of the table.

Disables the Pipeline for all requests
accessing this table.

Designing Columns (Fields)
A column (FIELD occurrence) is the smallest data structure in Datacom/DB. It is equivalent to a field in non-relational
databases. The following sections describe defining columns to Datacom/DB tables. For information about defining
fields to sequential files, see topics in Building Databases--Datacom Datadictionary and Datacom Datadictionary Online
Reference.

Define at least one column to a table. The number of columns in a table is limited by the row size and other resource
constraints.

Column Attributes
Use either Datacom Datadictionary or SQL processing to define columns to tables. In Datacom Datadictionary, you define
a column using the FIELD entity-type. When you define a FIELD entity-occurrence, you specify several attributes which
are used by Datacom/DB and by other Broadcom products.

Column Classes

When you define a column to Datacom Datadictionary, use the CLASS attribute of the FIELD entity to specify one of the
following:

Column Class Definition
Simple The smallest unit of data that can be manipulated in a database.

Functions as a separate data entity.
Compound A group of simple columns identified to be operated on as a group.
Value Has a default value or is restricted to a range of values.

(For details on specifying the default and range for a value
column, see Value and Value Range.)
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Filler A place-holder.

Redefining and Repeating Columns

Simple columns and compound columns can be redefined by other columns. A repeating column enables you to define an
arrayed field with up to two levels of subscripts.

Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility

To successfully use the Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) to convert columns in a data
record to a new displacement, length, or type, the table or record may not contain redefined or repeating columns.

SQL Processing

SQL processing recognizes simple columns and filler columns only. For SQL accessible tables, avoid defining repeating
columns or columns that redefine other columns. When accessing a column which is not simple or filler:

• SQL ignores compound columns, accessing only the simple columns which comprise a compound column.
• If the repeat factor is greater than 1, SQL treats all repeats of the field as one large character field, even if it is a

compound field (overriding the previous comment).
• SQL ignores the REDEFINES attribute. Therefore, REDEFINES=N is recommended.

Dataquery Processing

Avoid the use of redefines and repeating columns if the tables are used with Dataquery.

Ideal for Datacom Processing

Ideal for Datacom supports a maximum of three nested levels of repeating columns.

Data Types

When defining a column, specify its data type in the TYPE attribute of the FIELD entity-occurrence or in the SQL
statement.

DDCNVLM Conversion Program

In Datacom/DB r9, the GRAPHIC data type (G) replaced Kanji (K) or the GRAPHIC for double-byte character set (Y)
data types. Also CHARACTER (C) data type with a SEMANTIC-TYPE of MIXED replaced type CHAR for double-byte
character set (Z). The DDCNVLM conversion program is available starting with r9 to make this conversion.

DDCNVLM converts definitions of fields from type K to type G, from type Y to type G, or both. It also converts type Z to
type C with a SEMANTIC-TYPE of MIXED. If you want to change the types yourself or only change selected occurrences,
you have the option to not run this conversion program. Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary, SQL processing, and
Dataquery handle the three types of double-byte data types the same, so the conversion is not required. Since these
redundant data types are to be eliminated in the future, we strongly recommend using the conversion program.

No data conversions occurs, only the data type definitions are changed, because the actual data in the tables is treated
the same for old and new data types.

To submit the conversion program, use JCL similar to what you use for DDUPDATE and simply substitute the program
name DDCNVLM for DDUPDATE.
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The input (SYSIN) to DDCNVLM contains the standard Datacom Datadictionary batch user statement and uses the
standard batch User Requirements Table. The input must include at least one -CNV statement after the user statement as
follows:

Batch Transaction Description
-CNV TYPEY Conversion of data type Y to data type G
-CNV TYPEK Conversion of data type K to data type G
-CNV TYPEZ Conversion of data type Z to data type C with SEMANTIC-

TYPE=MIXED
-CNV ALL All of the above converted

An example SYSIN would look like the following. All fields in Datacom Datadictionary specified by the DBID in the user
statement are checked and updated if required.

 -USR PORTER,DDAP,002

 -CNV ALL

DBCS and Katakana Support

Double-byte character set (DBCS) support was provided as of Datacom/DB r9. Katakana support is part of DBCS support.

NOTE
If you set your environment for DBCS or Katakana data, entity-occurrence names and data that contains DBCS
or Katakana data may be displayed on a terminal in Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery. However, if a
terminal does not support the display of DBCS or Katakana data, the terminal may display the data incorrectly or
a terminal error such as a PROG402 abend can occur.

DBUTLTY

The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=... utility function allows you to specify what kind of double-byte character set
support you would like for the Directory (CXX). The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,LANGUAGE=... utility function allows
you to specify whether to use the Katakana language support.

If the DBCS parameter has been set to a value of other than OFF, the full CXX report has one line added to the first page
to reflect 'DBCS xx' (where xx is the value specified).

In the DBSIDPR (DBSYSID macro) used by DBUTLTY, PRTEXIT= parameter allows a name of a printer exit to be
specified. If DBCS names are used in the entity-occurrence names, this exit must be used to print a Directory (CXX)
report. The named routine is loaded and passed for each print line generated. It must output it as desired because
Datacom/DB does no printing itself with the exit name specified.

Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary

The 'type' default processing within Datacom/DB sets all character and graphic fields to blanks, except those set to FOR
BIT DATA, which are set to low values. This is also true for the padding done to variable character and graphic fields (after
user data to the end of the field).

The primary support for double-byte character sets in Datacom Datadictionary is in the processing of FIELD entity-
occurrences (columns). This is through the treatment of the data types of graphic (G) and variable graphic (W).

GRAPHIC Data Types

The GRAPHIC data type in SQL is represented by the Datacom Datadictionary type of G. In reverse, all double-byte
character data of Datacom Datadictionary types G, K, and Y are treated as GRAPHIC by SQL. The SQL VARGRAPHIC
data type is represented by the Datacom Datadictionary type of W, and vice versa.
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When defining a column (FIELD entity-occurrence), specify its data type in the TYPE attribute of the FIELD entity-
occurrence or in the SQL statement when defining a column.

PRECISION Attribute-Values

For the graphic and variable graphic data type fields, the PRECISION attribute-value is used to identify the number of
double-byte characters. In previous versions, the PRECISION attribute-value was used only for the decimal data type
(type D). As of r9, the PRECISION attribute-value is filled in for graphic types as one half the length. For the variable
graphic data type, PRECISION is computed as (LENGTH-2)/2, that is, 2 divided into the result of LENGTH minus 2.

The PRECISION attribute-value appears on the Field Maintenance panel in Datacom Datadictionary online.

The PRECISION attribute-value is filled in for most data types such that fields added as character and numeric have a
precision equal to the length. Graphic and variable graphic data type fields have a PRECISION attribute-value filled in as
described above.

SEMANTIC-TYPE Attribute-Values

Two values for the SEMANTIC-TYPE attribute-value are important in this discussion: MIXED (for combination of single
and double-byte data) and SBCS (for single-byte character set data). These can be entered for character and variable
character data types only. A default is used for all newly created character and variable character data based on the
default specified in the Directory (CXX), or you can enter one specifically. The mixed DBCS and SBCS data type of Z in
Datacom Datadictionary is equivalent to type C with semantic-type MIXED.

The graphic type fields can have a default value and the DBEDITS attribute-value set to Yes. The MIXED character type
can also have a default value and the DBEDITS attribute-value set to Yes. The DBEDITS attribute-value is set to Y for all
FIELD entity-occurrences that are VARGRAPHIC data type.

Datacom Datadictionary Entity-Occurrences

Entity-occurrence names and other Datacom Datadictionary attribute-types can contain mixed DBCS data (DBCS data
that is delimited by shift codes).

In general, every character attribute-type in Datacom Datadictionary can contain mixed data, with the exception of
DATACOM-NAME (DB names for AREA, TABLE, KEY and ELEMENT).

If Katakana language is specified, the attribute-types can contain the Katakana character set.

DDSYSTBL Macro and Batch Line Printer Exit

Use the DDSYSTBL macro parameter PRTEXIT= to specify the name of a program that is to be loaded by the batch
Datacom Datadictionary utilities (DDUPDATE, DDCFBLD, DDUTILTY, DDBTGLM, DDICF, and DDRMFLM). These utilities
give control to the printer exit program when they intend to write a record to SYSPRINT or SYSLST. See DDSYSTBL and
DDURTBL Macros.

DDTRSLM

The DDTRSLM utility also allows PRTEXIT as a parameter in the execution JCL. Mixed DBCS entity-occurrence names
are accepted. If the Katakana character set is requested, lowercase English is not accepted in keywords in the syntax.

SQL Processing

DBCS characters in SQL statements must be delimited by the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. In the DBUTLTY option
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=, if DBCS=IS or DBCS=IM the shift characters are the IBM-defined characters X'0E'
or X'0F'. If DBCS=FS or DBCS=FM, the shift characters are the Fujitsu-defined characters X'28' or X'29'. If DBCS=OFF,
the DBCS feature has been disabled and the shift character is represented by an N to indicate that DBCS is not turned on
in the Directory (CXX).
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Default Values

Default values for GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC columns are expressed as graphic literals in
either the COBOL or PL/I formats. (However, in these default literals, the quote must always be the single-quote.) The
existing limit of 20 bytes maximum for all default values applies to these data types as well.

Default values for MIXED columns may include DBCS characters (each sequence of DBCS characters must be delimited
by Shift characters).

NOTE
DBEDITS must be set to Yes to use the default values other than through SQL.

Ordinary SQL identifiers (such as table and view names, cursor names, and so on) can include DBCS characters. The
DBCS portions of the name must be delimited by the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. The names are checked by SQL
for paired shift characters.

String literals can include DBCS characters. This is accomplished by preceding the DBCS string with the Shift-Out
character and ending it with the Shift-In character.

Ordering on DBCS Columns

GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC columns are indexed and/or used as sort fields, but the ordering is strictly byte-for-byte.
There is no support provided for ordering the DBCS columns in other ways.

Indexing and ordering on MIXED columns is also strictly byte-for-byte. There is no normalizing of the strings so that
equivalent DBCS versions of SBCS strings or substrings would compare equal.

Katakana Support

The code points used for the encoding of the Katakana language overlap the code points assigned to lowercase EBCDIC
letters, so special processing is required to support Katakana. If the CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE option has been
turned on, SQL supports Katakana, which also means lowercase English letters are not available.

DDTRSLM and SQL syntax must include keywords in all uppercase if the Katakana language is selected. Even when
LANGUAGE is K, SQL uses X'42', not X'43' as the first byte of any (non-blank) DBCS character it generates.

SQL Preprocessors

The Datacom/DB preprocessors for Assembler, C language, COBOL, and PL/I recognize GRAPHIC host variables and
allow mixed data in literals. The Shift-Out and Shift-In characters specified in the CXXMAINT option are used by the
preprocessors.

Printer Exit Routines

PRTREXIT= is an option for the Datacom/DB preprocessors, used to specify a printer-exit routine.

Dataquery

Graphic and variable graphic data types are supported for display of data. Entity-occurrence names with mixed data (both
single-byte and double-byte character sets) are also allowed. However, if a terminal does not support the display of DBCS
or Katakana data, the terminal can display the data incorrectly or a terminal error such as a PROG402 abend can occur.

In the DQOPTLST, Kanji codes are overlayed by those specified in the Directory (CXX) and a printer exit name may be
specified as an alternative to linking the printer exit.

Defining Arithmetic Columns

When defining arithmetic columns:
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• Define standard length binary columns, such as a 4-byte data type. (SQL and Ideal for Datacom do not recognize a
non-standard one-byte binary data type.)

• Use a packed decimal data type if the column is to have a decimal point and be displayed either online or in a report.
• Use binary data types for efficient computations in non-displayed columns.

SQL Data Types DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are special SQL data types that are stored and manipulated in Datacom/DB as binary data
with lengths 4, 3, and 10 respectively. However, when SQL retrieves this type of data from the database, it sends it back
to the user in CHARACTER form. When you specify this type of data to send to the database through SQL, you specify it
in CHARACTER form.

In COBOL, the data type of the host variable to receive or send a DATE, TIME or TIMESTAMP must be CHARACTER.

If you are accessing the data with non-SQL commands, the data is in the internal form which is BINARY. The internal
formats for the three types are:

DATE
CCYYMMDD

TIME
HHMMSS

TIMESTAMP
CCYYMMDDHHMMSSNNNNNN

CC
Century

YY
Year

MM
Month

DD
Day

HH
Hour

MM
Minute

SS
Second

NNNNNN
Microseconds

The conversion from the internal form to CHARACTER form is handled automatically by Datacom/DB for SQL processing.
Therefore, anyone using non-SQL commands to manipulate the DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP values must perform their
own conversion as shown in the following examples.

DATE Data Type Example

The date of December 25, 1991, is represented by stored data of 135B0C19. This is interpreted as:

13 =
19 centuries

5B =
91 years
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0C =
12 months

19 =
25 days

TIME Data Type Example

The time of 12:30:01 is represented by stored data of 0C1E01. This is interpreted as:

0C =
12 hours

1E =
30 minutes

01 =
1 second

TIMESTAMP Data Type Example

A timestamp for 985,091 microseconds at 12:30:01 on December 25, 1991, is 135B0C190C1E0162325B. This is
interpreted as:

13 =
19 centuries

5B =
91 years

0C =
12 months

19 =
25 days

0C =
12 hours

1E =
30 minutes

01 =
1 second

62 = 98 and 32 = 50 and 5B = 91
which is 985091 microseconds.

Value and Value Range

When defining the FIELD entity-occurrence for a column, specify a literal in the optional VALUE attribute to assign a
default value for the column. The optional LOW-RANGE and HIGH-RANGE attributes specify ranges of valid values for
the column. If you enter a range and do not enter a value for the VALUE attribute, Datacom Datadictionary generates a
through clause in the VALUE clause during COBOL copybook generation.

NOTE
For columns which are accessed by SQL statements or Ideal for Datacom, do not specify the LOW-RANGE
and HIGH-RANGE attributes. Ideal for Datacom requires value columns to specify a single value, not a range of
values. Multiple values may be associated with a single column.
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Physical Length

When defining a simple column in Datacom Datadictionary, specify its physical length in bytes in the FIELD entity-
occurrence's LENGTH attribute. To account for the two-byte length prefix of the column, VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and
VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have two (2) added to the value entered for the LENGTH. Datacom Datadictionary ignores this
attribute if the field is a compound, value, or index field. Datacom Datadictionary computes the length of a compound field
for you and automatically forces the length of value and index fields to zero.

In SQL processing, specify the physical length of a column in the SQL statement for the table. The first column can be up
to 180 bytes, providing that you do not define the column as unique or as a primary key.

• Column (field) lengths cannot exceed the maximum table size or record size.
– Maximum table size is 32720 bytes. However, since every table must have a key (which has a maximum length

of 180 bytes) and assuming a minimum 1-byte field for a 1-byte key, the maximum column size in a table is 32719
bytes.

– Maximum record size is 65535 bytes. Maximum column size in a record could be 65535, since records do not
require a key.

• Columns to be included in a key cannot exceed maximum key length of 180 bytes.
• The Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) has certain restrictions on column length. To

successfully use the DDRMFLM to convert the columns in a data record to a new displacement, length, or type, a
column cannot be more than 255 bytes, a binary column cannot be more than 4 bytes, and a packed decimal column
cannot be more than 16 bytes (31 digits).

• Dataquery has certain restrictions. The maximum length numeric column that Dataquery can process is 31 significant
digits. This implies a maximum zoned decimal length of 31 bytes, a maximum packed decimal length of 16 bytes
(but only 31 digits) and a maximum binary value of 999,999,999,999,999,999 (handles a binary doubleword, but this
maximum value still applies). Dataquery truncates character type columns at 1700 bytes, or in some cases, depending
on the function involved, less than 1700 bytes. See the Dataquery documentation for details.

• Ideal for Datacom has certain restrictions on column lengths. Ideal for Datacom Version 2.2 allows numeric columns up
to 31 digits.

• The following are specific Datacom Datadictionary edits for maximum column lengths by data type. Values given pass
Datacom Datadictionary add, update, and verify edits for tables and records and pass catalog edits for tables.

Datacom Datadictionary Data Type and
Description

Maximum Length in a Table (bytes) Maximum Length in a Record (bytes)

2 - halfword binary Only length is 2 bytes. Only length is 2 bytes.
4 - fullword binary Only length is 4 bytes. Only length is 4 bytes.
8 - doubleword binary Only length is 8 bytes. Only length is 8 bytes.
B - binary 32719 65535
C - character 32719 65535
D - packed decimal 32719 65535
E - extended floating-point Only length is 16 bytes. Only length is 16 bytes.
G - graphics data 32718 65535
H - hexadecimal 32718 65535
K - Kanji 32718 65535
L - long floating-point Only length is 8 bytes. Only length is 8 bytes.
N - zoned decimal 32719 65535
S - short floating-point Only length is 4 bytes. Only length is 4 bytes.
T - PL/I bit string 32719 65535
Y - double-byte character set 32718 65535
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Z - mixed double-byte character set and
single byte

32719 65535

Sign

If the column is signed numeric, you can specify a sign convention in the TYPE-NUMERIC attribute of the FIELD
entity. The signing convention can be conventional (C), conventional that is always positive (P), unconventional (U), or
unconventional that is always positive (Q). For Compound Boolean Selection Facility or SQL processing, selecting P can
optimize performance, or specifying the key field as data sensitive.

Column Data Types
When defining a column, specify its data type in the TYPE attribute of the FIELD entity-occurrence or in the SQL
statement.  Datacom/DB supports the following data types:

Binary, halfword - 2 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, fullword - 4 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 4, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: DATE
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 3, SEMANTIC-TYPE= SQL-TIME
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIME
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 10, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIMESTAMP
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER or CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Varying-length character string of length 1 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
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SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with attribute LONG=Y
Varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space available in a block
after all fixed-length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize (assumes one record per block). See following
notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: LONG VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Packed decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: D
SQL Data Type: DECIMAL or DEC, maximum length = 16 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Numeric, zoned decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: N
SQL Data Type: NUMERIC, maximum length = 31 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Hexadecimal, two-byte hexadecimal display
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: H
SQL Data Type: Not supported.
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Short floating-point, fullword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: S
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Long floating-point, doubleword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: L
SQL Data Type: FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Extended floating-point, 16-byte aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: E
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Double-byte character set (DBCS)
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Y
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Mixed DBCS and single byte
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Z
SQL Data Type: CHAR with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Graphics data
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: G
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported
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Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
With attribute LONG=Y varying-length double-byte character set whose maximum length is determined by
the amount of space available in a block after all fixed length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize
(assumes one record per block). See the notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: LONG VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Kanji, same as Y and G
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: K
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

PL/I bit representation
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: T
SQL Data Type: Not supported
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Halfword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 2
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Fullword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 4
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Doubleword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 8
SQL Data Type: Not supported
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Notes:

• In Datacom Datadictionary the data types K, Y, and Z are being replaced by GRAPHIC and CHARACTER data types.
You can use the DDCNVLM utility to update FIELD entity-occurrences with data types of K or Y to G (GRAPHIC) and
data type Z to C (CHARACTER) with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED.

• SMALLINT and INTEGER data types do not allow decimals.
• Aligned field types are aligned in records or tables, not in elements and keys.
• Those lengths or types not specified as an SQL data type are treated as character through SQL.
• VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have a two-byte binary length prefix added to the value you

specify for the LENGTH attribute.

Data Validation and Default Processing
You can enable special Datacom/DB processing for data editing and default processing by specifying attributes at the
simple FIELD entity-occurrence level.

When the DBEDITS attribute is set to Yes, additional information is stored in the Directory (CXX) during a catalog. After
the table definition is cataloged, the CXX Report contains a list of the columns that have the special option. FIELD
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occurrences with NULL-INDICATOR=Y are also in this list of "special" fields. The default values are also included if
DBEDITS=Y and the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute-value is O for user-supplied literal value. If O is used, you must also
supply a VALUE attribute-value, which must be a valid value for that data type.

Any literal needed is stored in the Directory in its external format (for reporting) and its internal format (for actual use). The
normal Directory report provides a list of the columns that have the special option. For information on requesting a CXX
Report, see Directory (CXX) Reports.

The SQL method of defining a column and the Datacom Datadictionary method of defining a simple field are different,
but each provides the same functionality during record additions. A field can be defined to allow the null value or not.
Independent of this, the column is defined as to the action to take if the data is not presented during an ADDIT or INSERT
command. Also, you can use the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD entity-occurrence attribute DBEDITS= to vary how the
engine deals with the defaults.

For numeric fields, Datacom Datadictionary and SQL default them to be signed, however, through Datacom
Datadictionary, the field can be changed to be unsigned.

Datacom Datadictionary defaults the DBEDITS attribute to off, the SQL CREATE TABLE sets the DBEDITS attribute on.
When the DBEDITS attribute is set to Yes, you can also specify the FORCEADD, FORCEUPD, and UNCHANGEABLE
attributes. DBEDITS=Y is required for a varying-length character string (VARCHAR).

Use care in selecting these options because additional edits that are done can cause currently running programs to fail.
Utilities may be blocked from running with the current data. Also because of the default being used, the results of an
ADDIT can be different.

Processing overhead is added during ADDIT and UPDAT processing. The LOAD utility also has the editing overhead.
Expect the size of the Directory (CXX) on disk and in memory to grow.

The FORCEADD and FORCEUPD attributes can be defined if the DBEDITS attribute is used. They force the default
to be applied during an ADDIT/INSERT or during an UPDAT/UPDATE respectively. The FORCEADD and FORCEUPD
attributes are only allowed for columns that have a definition of DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP, or DEFAULT-INSERT=S. They
force the default to be used during an add or update ignoring any user input. This allows you to know that the data in
these columns are accurate, not just something that an application program chose to place in these columns.

Data Validation

Unless the DBEDITS attribute is turned on, Datacom/DB allows users to add, load, or update records with data that is
contrary to the FIELD entity-occurrence definition. With the DBEDITS option, Datacom/DB performs the necessary edits
based on the specified data type. These edits apply to all data being placed in the table in Datacom/DB through the
ADDIT or UPDAT functions or the LOAD or MASSADD utilities.

This option is for simple columns and is applied to all records in a table. If a redefines exists, only one definition can have
the DBEDITS attribute defined, and that definition is enforced for all rows. A repeating field is allowed and each field is
edited.

The following data types can be subjected to Datacom/DB editing:

• Binary (B)
• Floating-point (E, L, S)
• Numeric (zone decimal) (N)
• Packed decimal (D)
• Variable-length character (V) (editing required)
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When the option is selected, Datacom/DB performs the following edits:

Data Type Edits
Binary If the column is defined as containing SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or

SQL-STMP, then special rules apply. The following restrictions are
enforced.
each digit of
microseconds
0 -- 99
second
0 -- 59
minute
0 -- 59
hour
0 -- 23
day
1 -- 31, variable by month and year using standard calculation
month
1 -- 12
year
0 -- 99
century
0 -- 99

Numeric
(zoned
decimal)

All zones except the sign must contain an F. All numerics must
contain 0 -- 9. An unsigned column must have a sign of F. A
signed column, an A through F.

Packed
decimal

All nibbles except the sign must contain a 0 through 9. An
unsigned column must have a sign of F. A signed column, an A
through F.

Floating-
point

The data must be in the normalized form.

Variable-
length
character

Column is preceded by a two-byte length field. The value of the
length field must be zero through the maximum length of the
column. The length does not include the length field itself. When
columns are added or updated, Datacom/DB pads the remainder
of a variable-length column (if any) to blanks. This is to allow
consistent indexing. Datacom/DB allows a variable-length column
to be indexed (subject to the index limitations). The index contains
the full column data content which does not include the length
field.
The column can allow the null value character. In this situation,
the physical record contains the null indicator field, then the
length field, and the data field. Indexing a variable-length column
includes the null indicator and the data fields without the length
field.

Datacom/DB does not edit the data's sign for the type of numeric (conventional, conventional positive, unconventional,
unconventional positive). Zone decimal numbers must have the conventional zone of F in all bytes except the sign.

An ADDIT or UPDAT command failing the edit is rejected. The LOAD utility fails if a record is found that violates the edits.
The first failed record is snap/dumped and the load terminated.
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When you add the DBEDITS facility to an existing table, the table is marked "not loaded" in the Directory during the
catalog of the new definitions. This prevents placing possibly bad data in the table. Consider the impact of this facility
before you turn on the edits for current tables.

Editing is an option. These edits are restrictive. If your data does not conform to these specified rules, do not ask for
editing.

Default Processing

The default feature provides values for columns that are not provided in the calling program element list and work area on
an ADDIT command (except when FORCEADD and FORCEUPD are specified).

If a user provides all columns on an ADDIT, then no special default processing occurs. This is the case when SQL does
an INSERT (except when FORCEADD and FORCEUPD are specified).

When an ADDIT does not provide a column, and this special processing is not specified, Datacom/DB always blank fills
the column and sets the null indicator, if possible.

The following applies when the DBEDITS attribute is specified:

Type ofDefault Action
DEFAULT NULL The column is set to blank data and the null indicator is set on.

(Standard Datacom/DB processing.)
DEFAULT USER The AUTHID of the user is placed in the column. This is not

available during the Datacom/DB DB ADDIT function, only with the
SQL INSERT function.

DEFAULT SYSTEM USER The column is set to the accessor ID as provided by the security
system being used. If no security system is in place, this is blanks.

DEFAULT 'literal' The user-supplied literal value is placed in the column, padded as
appropriate for the data type specified. This literal value can be up
to 20 bytes long (internal and external each) or the length of the
column involved, whichever is shorter.
For binary numbers, no decimal point is allowed. For a variable-
length field, the literal must start with a two-byte number which
provides the length (01 -- 18) which is followed by the data (1 --
bytes).

NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT Several choices are made:
If the column is defined as character, the column is set to blanks.
If the column is numeric, the column is set to numeric zero of the
appropriate type.
The DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types are set to the
current date, current time, or current timestamp.
If the column is defined as variable-length character (VARCHAR),
the column is set to zero length and blank data.

(no default specified, NOT NULL) The ADDIT is considered in error and is rejected.

When the DBEDITS option is selected and the value of the column is provided in Datacom Datadictionary, the Directory
saves the information as part of the catalog of the definition to the Directory. The information saved is up to 20 bytes of
value in external form and, after it has been converted from external character form to internal form, saved also in internal
form.

The specific Datacom Datadictionary codes and data types supported are:
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• Aligned binary (2, 4, or 8)
• Binary (B)
• Character (C)
• Numeric (N)
• Packed decimal (D)
• Floating-point (L)
• Variable-length character (V)

NOTE
The following also applies:

• Data types hexadecimal (H), PL/I-bit (T), extended and short floating-points (E and S) are not supported.
• The justification on character fields is always left.
• The number of decimals is supported, but not if the combination of decimals and the value provided exceeds 20 bytes.
• The sign generated is always conventional (unsigned F, signed C or D).
• If the field is binary and it is defined as containing SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP, the value provided must be

in one of the forms of date or time that SQL can understand. (This value is converted to the binary value required when
the database is cataloged by Datacom Datadictionary.)

There are special rules for variable-length record tables (compression exit DBVVRPR). Default values are not possible
because if the column is within the data presented, no default is necessary. If it is not in the length presented, no room
exists to store the default. Data editing is appropriate for the variable-length columns presented and will be done.

The standard default processing only takes place if you do not provide data for the column in question. The program that
adds records with an element list spanning the full record (the normal case) has no defaults.

Default Value Support

Datacom/DB adds specified default values for columns to be placed in records in a table during a native ADDIT command
when the value is not provided in the element list. This is similar to the support provided with the SQL INSERT function.

When using the defaults of user information, date and time, and literal values that can be changed in the Directory,
recovery can go back many days. Therefore, the default data must be logged. This can use more Log Area space than
was previously used. An element is added to the logged element list for each defaulted field during an ADD function. The
element name is in the format "-%ddll" where the dd represents a two-byte displacement to the column in the row and the
ll represents a two-byte length of the column. The work area logged includes the default values. If this causes a problem
for user auditing reasons, you cannot use the special column processing.

FORCEADD and FORCEUPD Attributes

When the DBEDITS attribute is set to Yes, you can specify the FORCEADD and FORCEUPD attribute-values. Datacom/
DB uses these to force a default value to be applied during ADDIT/INSERT and UPDAT/UPDATE respectively.

The FORCEADD and FORCEUPD attributes are only allowed for columns that have a definition including a semantic
type of SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP or a default value of SYSTEM USER for the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute of
the FIELD entity-type. The SYSTEM USER default value places the user's accessor ID in the column during an ADDIT/
INSERT or UPDAT/UPDATE. These attributes have default values of N for no.

The purpose is to allow these columns to be force defaulted, ignoring any user input, during an add or update. When
used, you can be assured that these columns are accurate, not just something that an application program chose to place
in these columns. FORCEADD and FORCEUPD are ignored during the DBUTLTY LOAD function, but are enforced during
the MASSADD function. With FORCEUPD, the UNCHANGEABLE attribute cannot be set to Y.

For an update command, if the information for the column is provided in the program, the forced default overrides the
data. If the information is not provided, the forced default is added to the update. Therefore, the default data must be
logged. This can use more Log Area space than was previously used. An element is added to the logged element list for
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each defaulted column during an UPDATE function. The element name is in the format "-%ddll" where the dd represents
a two-byte displacement to the column in the row and the ll represents a two-byte length of the column. The work area
logged includes the default values. If this causes a problem for user auditing reasons, you cannot use the special column
processing.

A single column can have both FORCEADD and FORCEUPD options. This would mean that the information in the column
is guaranteed accurate for the last date/time or user to update the record. You can have the same column that contains
the identification of the user who added the record or who last updated it. Alternately, you can use two columns, one for
the user that added it and the other for the user that added it or was last to update it.

Unchangeable Columns

When a FIELD entity-occurrence has the UNCHANGEABLE attribute-value set to Y, it can be in the work area covered by
an element included in an update command as long as the value is the same as the value in the existing column.

Columns Accepting Null Values

Generally, the columns of a table contain values. Frequently, however, a row must be inserted when the value of some
columns is missing or updated when the value of the columns is not applicable. Some common reasons are:

Reason Example
Information Is Unknown You are inserting a row into an employee table to record the hiring

of an employee and to process the employee's security badge, but
the office number does not have a value as yet.

Information Is Inapplicable You have a payroll table with a column for commissions that
is only applicable to salespersons. Using a separate table for
salespersons is one solution, but then you may have frequent
situations where you must join this table with the table for other
employees. The best compromise is to use a single table with a
null commission for non-salespersons. If your tables are always
fully normalized, you may never need inapplicable values.

Information Is Incomplete You have a table for patients in a medical database. You want to
record that the patient is allergic to some drugs, even though the
patient cannot remember exactly which drugs. You can then use
the null value.

When a column is defined to accept null values, Datacom/DB places a value in the null indicator for the column when an
application adds a row to the table without supplying a value for the column.

Nulls and Default Values

A null is not a default value. A default value is a non-null value to Datacom/DB, even if you have application programs and
queries that treat the default value as a distinguished value that represents the null.

Nil Values

A null is not a nil value. A nil value is a value that you define to a key so that the key is not indexed. Nil values are blanks
or binary zeros, which Datacom/DB treats as non-null values. See Nil Values and Conditional Indexing for details.

When to Use Nulls

Define columns to accept nulls when you plan to have a value in a column that you do not want included in a selection or
computation that expects a meaningful value.
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For example, consider a customer database in which a column represents the customer's current outstanding balance.
A value of zero indicates that the customer has no credit balance at this time. If you need to do a special mailing to
customers who have always paid their bills on time, use nulls to indicate that the customer has never had a credit balance.
For computation, when averaging the credit balances of those customers who have had credit balances, the nulls column
of those customers who have never had a credit balance keeps these customers from being included in the calculation.

When Not to Use Nulls

Do not allow a null for a column:

• When all rows must be included in a selection or computation regardless of the value in the column.
For example, consider a database of the students that attended a course and a column containing their final test
scores. You might consider using nulls for the test scores of students who withdrew from the class or requested a
deferred completion. To evaluate the difficulty of this particular course based on the average test score, you must
calculate the average. The average does not include students who withdraw or cannot complete the course on time
because you cannot average null columns. If you want to include these students because you have determined that
students who withdraw or who cannot complete the course on time do so because the course is difficult, you do not
want any null columns.

• When the column is included in a unique key (see Unique Values).
• When the column is included in a Master Key which is defined to not allow duplicate values (see Master Key).

Storage Considerations

Datacom/DB uses a null indicator to record whether a column is null. This null indicator adds one byte to the length
of each column defined to be null. When you define a row or key to contain a column which can be null, Datacom
Datadictionary automatically calculates the row or key length including the null indicator. Remember to adjust the lengths
of work areas, storage, and so forth, containing these columns.

How to Define a Column to Be Null

Any simple column can be defined to allow null values. Only define these columns when your applications require it since
there is some processing overhead involved. You can define these columns using Datacom Datadictionary or using SQL
statements.

Using Datacom Datadictionary

Specify the FIELD entity-occurrence attribute NULL-INDICATOR=YES. (NULL-INDICATOR=NO is the default.) It must be
a simple column and cannot be redefined, redefine another column, or be a repeating field.

Using the SQL CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE Statement

Define the column with an SQL CREATE TABLE statement, the default for SQL-created columns is to accept null values.
(When using an SQL CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement to define a column not to accept null values, specify
NOT NULL or NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT in the column definition. See the  Datacom/DB SQL User Guide for details.)

Comparison of Default Processing SQL and Non-SQL Access

The SQL method of defining a column and the Datacom Datadictionary method of defining a simple field are different.
However, each provide the same basic options:

• A column/field can be defined to either allow a null value or not.
• A column/field can be defined as to the action Datacom/DB is to take if there is no data presented for it during an

ADDIT or SQL INSERT.
• Through the Datacom Datadictionary attribute, DBEDITS, you can specify how Datacom/DB handles default values.

The following tables indicate how Datacom/DB defaults a column based on its definition in Datacom Datadictionary and on
whether the column is being added by an ADDIT command or an SQL INSERT statement.
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NOTE
For consistency with previous versions, Datacom Datadictionary defaults the DBEDITS attribute as NO.
However, when a column is added through SQL, DBEDITS defaults to YES which is consistent with SQL
standards.

When you add a numeric column, either through Datacom Datadictionary or through SQL, it defaults to signed. However,
through Datacom Datadictionary, you can change it to unsigned.

Packed and Zoned Decimal Data Types

In the table, the following abbreviations are used:

Null
Represents Nullable.

Sign
Represents Sign.

Def
Represents Default.

DBED
Represents DBEDITS.

In the "Column Added With" columns:

+0
indicates a positive signed 'C' zero.

+-literal
indicates positive/negative sign 'C'/'D'.

F-0
indicates the use of 'F' as the sign.

F-literal
indicates the use of 'F' as the sign.

Columns with lengths greater than 8 (decimal) or 15 (numeric) may not have literals.

For All Lengths

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes none on null null
yes yes none off null null
yes no none on null null
yes no none off null null
no yes none on -error- -error-
no yes none on -error- blanks
no no none on -error- -error-
no no none off -error- blanks
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For Lengths 1 to 8 Decimal or 1 to 15 Numeric

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes type on +0 +0
yes yes type off +0 null
yes yes literal on +-literal +-literal
yes yes literal off +-literal null
yes no type on F-0 F-0
yes no type off F-0 null
yes no literal on F-literal F-literal
yes no literal off F-literal null
no yes type on +0 +0
no yes type off +0 blanks
no yes literal on +-literal +-literal
no yes literal off +-literal blanks
no no type on F-0 F-0
no no type off F-0 blanks
no no literal on F-literal F-literal
no no literal off F-literal blanks

For Lengths Greater than 8 Decimal or Greater than 15 Numeric

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes type on -error- +0
yes yes type off blanks null
yes no type on -error- F-0
yes no type off blanks null
no yes type on -error- +0
no yes type off blanks blanks
no no type on -error- F-0
no no type off blanks blanks

Floating-Point Data Types -- Short/Long/Extended

In the table, the following abbreviations are used:

Null
Represents Nullable.

Def
Represents Default.
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DBED
Represents DBEDITS.

Floating-Point lengths of 4 and 16 cannot have literals, and cannot have DBEDITS.

When Length Is 4

Datacom Datadictionary Definition       Column added with:
Null Def DBED SQL INSERT Statement ADDIT Command
yes none off null null
yes type off blanks null
no none off -error- blanks
no type off blanks blanks

When Length Is 8

Datacom Datadictionary Definition       Column added with:
Null Def DBED SQL INSERT Statement ADDIT Command
yes none on null null
yes none off null null
yes type on 0 0
yes type off 0 null
yes literal on literal literal
yes literal off literal null
no none on -error- -error-
no none off -error- blanks
no type on 0 0
no type off 0 blanks
no literal on literal literal
no literal off literal blanks

When Length Is 16

Datacom Datadictionary Definition       Column added with:
Null Def DBED SQL INSERT Statement ADDIT Command
yes none off null null
yes type off blanks null
no none off -error- blanks
no type off blanks blanks

Character Data Types - Fixed and Variable Length

In the table, the following abbreviations are used:

Null
Represents Nullable.
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Def
Represents Default.

DBED
Represents DBEDITS.

For character columns:

• A literal can be 1 through 20 bytes. If the field is longer than the literal, the literal is padded with blanks.
• The ll-literal indicates the length is the length of the literal, followed by the literal and any necessary blanks.
• A field of 8 bytes or longer is required for a default of 'SYSTEM USER'. It is padded with blanks as necessary. When

SYSUSER is applied per the chart above, the length is set to 8 regardless of the value in SYSUSER.
• A field of 18 bytes or longer is required for A default of 'USER' through SQL or DEFAULT-INSERT=U through Datacom

Datadictionary. It is padded with blanks as necessary. When USER is applied per the chart above, the length is set to
18 regardless of the value in USER.

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Fixed Length Column added
with:

    Variable Length Column added
with:   

Null Def DBED SQL INSERT
Statement

ADDIT
Command

SQL INSERT
State-ment

ADDIT
Command

yes none on null null null null
yes none off null null null null
yes type on blanks blanks 00-blanks 00-blanks
yes type off blanks null 00-blanks blanks
yes literal on literal literal ll-literal ll-literal
yes literal off literal null ll-literal blanks
yes user on user -error- 18-user -error-
yes off user null 18-user blanks
yes sysuser on sysuser -error- 8-sysuser -error-
yes sysuser off sysuser null 18-sysuser blanks
no none on -error- -error- -error- -error-
no none off -error- blanks -error- blanks
no type on blanks blanks 00-blanks 00-blanks
no type off blanks blanks 00-blanks blanks
no literal on literal literal ll-literal ll-literal
no literal off literal blanks ll-literal blanks
no user on user -error- user -error-
no off user blanks user blanks
no sysuser on sysuser sysuser sysuser sysuser
no sysuser off sysuser blanks 18-sysuser blanks

Binary Numbers

In the table, the following abbreviations are used:

Null
Represents Nullable.
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Sign
Represents Sign.

Def
Represents Default.

DBED
Represents DBEDITS.

Lengths other than 2 or 4 cannot have literals.

For All Lengths

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes/no none on null null
yes yes/no none off null null
no yes/no none on -error- -error-
no yes/no none off -error- blanks

For Lengths of 2 or 4

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes/no type on 0 0
yes yes/no type off 0 null
yes yes/no literal on literal literal
yes yes/no literal off literal null
no yes/no type on 0 0
no yes/no type off blanks 0
no yes/no literal on literal literal
no yes/no literal off literal blanks

For Lengths of Any Value Other than 2 or 4

Datacom Datadictionary Definition     Column added with:
Null Sign Def DBED SQL INSERT

Statement
ADDIT Command

yes yes/no type on blanks 0
yes yes/no type off blanks null
no yes/no type on blanks 0
no yes/no type off blanks blanks

Other Data Types

Data types supported for columns defined through Datacom Datadictionary, but not mentioned in the preceding tables:
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• Graphics data (G)
• Hexadecimal (H)
• Kanji (K)
• PL/I bit representation (T)
• Double-byte character set (Y)
• Mixed DBCS
• Single byte (Z)

These field types are treated as character by SQL. They cannot have DBEDITS set to 'Y'. Through ADDIT, if the column is
nullable, the default of null is honored, otherwise, the field is blank filled.

Special Field Defaults

Fields defined with the semantic type of SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP are supported through default processing.
They must be defined as binary fields with lengths of 4, 3, and 10 respectively. If the field is not provided during INSERT
or ADDIT processing, the field is set to the current date, time, or timestamp. Literals may be provided. For SQL-DATE
three formats are allowed: yyyy-mm-dd, mm/dd/yyyy, or dd.mm.yyyy. For SQL-TIME three formats are allowed: hh.mm.ss,
hh:mm:ss, or hh:mm xx where xx is AM or PM. For SQL-STMP one format is allowed: yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.

Column Domain Constraints
The domain of a column is the range of possible values that the column can contain. Defining a domain constraint places
a limitation on the possible values for a column. A domain constraint is expressed as a search condition which can
reference columns in a row and constants and special keywords.  

How to Add a Domain Constraint

Define a domain constraint using a CHECK clause in the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE SQL statements. The
CHECK clause includes a search condition to be met before an INSERT or UPDATE is allowed. 

When adding a constraint to an existing table, Datacom/DB verifies that there is no data already in the table that violates
the constraint. If there is data that violates the constraint, Datacom/DB places the table in CHECK_VIOLATION status and
returns the warning SQL code 170. To resolve this CHECK_VIOLATION status, you can either DROP the constraint or
execute the DBUTLTY CONFIRM function to either delete the rows in violation or to move them to an exception table.

Maintaining Columns with Domain Constraints

Before dropping a column defined with a domain constraint, drop the constraint from the column.

Domain constraints cannot be altered. To change a constraint, first, remove it from the column and, then, add a new
constraint to the column. Use the SQL ALTER TABLE statement to remove a domain constraint from a column's definition.

Examining Constraint Definitions

When a user issues an SQL statement to define a domain constraint for a column, Datacom/DB adds a data record to the
SIT Constraint Source table (SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC). This data record includes a column (TEXT) which contains a
source statement generated by Datacom/DB from the SQL source statement issued by the user. For a domain constraint,
the TEXT column contains "CHECK (check-condition)."

Since the Constraint Source table is accessible through SQL, you can use the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL
Service Facility or the Dataquery SQL Mode to display the constraints defined for an existing table, including domain
constraints defined on the table or columns within the table.
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Impact on Applications

When a table contains a column with a domain constraint, Datacom/DB checks every attempt to add or update a row to
ensure that the data involved does not violate the constraint. If Datacom/DB finds a violation, it aborts the add or update
and issues a Datacom/DB return code 94 (internal return code 035) or the SQL return code -167 to the application.

Impact on DBUTLTY LOAD and RECOVERY

The DBUTLTY LOAD and RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD functions do not check for domain constraint violations.
When DBUTLTY loads or recovers a table containing a column with a domain constraint, it marks the table CHECK
PENDING to indicate that the data has not been checked for violations to its domain constraints.

 Datacom/DB does not permit access to a table which has been marked CHECK PENDING. The CHECK PENDING
status is reported in the Directory (CXX) Report. Execute the DBUTLTY CONFIRM function to verify that there are no
domain constraint violations and remove the CHECK PENDING status, making the table available for access.

Time of Effect

When adding a constraint to a table through SQL, the constraint takes effect immediately for any currently executing SQL
application. The effect is also immediate for current native Datacom/DB programs if the table was constrained when the
User Requirements Table was opened. If this is the first constraint, it is not applied to open User Requirements Table
users.

Unique Values for Columns
Specifying that a column (or group of columns) be unique ensures that each value in the column exists only once in the
table.

How to Define Columns to Be Unique

To be defined as unique, a column or group of columns must not exceed 180 bytes in length. Use one of the following
methods to specify that Datacom/DB ensure the uniqueness of the values in a column or group of columns:

 Using Datacom Datadictionary  

To define a column as unique, define a single-column key, specifying:

• Yes for the KEY attribute UNIQUE
• Yes for the KEY attribute INCLUDE-NIL-KEY (see Nil Values and Conditional Indexing)
• No for the FIELD attribute NULL-INDICATOR (see How to Define a Column to Be Null)

To define a group of columns as unique, define a key containing the columns and specifying:

• Yes for the KEY attribute UNIQUE
• Yes for the KEY attribute INCLUDE-NIL-KEY (see Nil Values and Conditional Indexing)
• No for each FIELD attribute NULL-INDICATOR (see How to Define a Column to Be Null)

 Using the SQL CREATE TABLE Statement 

To define a column as unique, specify the column constraint UNIQUE. When you specify this constraint, Datacom/
DB defines a single-column key, specifying that nil key values be included in the index (INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y). You must
ensure that the column does not accept null values by specifying the NOT NULL clause.

To define a list of columns as unique, specify the column constraint UNIQUE. When you specify this constraint, Datacom/
DB defines a key consisting of the listed columns, specifying that nil key values be included in the index (INCLUDE-NIL-
KEY=Y) for each column. You must ensure that none of the listed columns are defined to allow null values.
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NOTE
 When a primary key or unique constraint is dropped, the corresponding key is made non-unique even if the key
was originally created using Datacom Datadictionary.

Reporting on Uniqueness

All columns defined as unique result in a key. The key's definition is stored in the Directory (CXX) and the key's
uniqueness is displayed on the Directory Report.

Examining Constraint Definitions

When a user issues an SQL statement to define a unique column or group of columns, Datacom/DB adds a data record
to the SIT Constraint Source table (SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC). This data record includes a column (TEXT) which
contains a source statement generated by Datacom/DB from the SQL source statement issued by the user. For a unique
constraint, the TEXT column contains "UNIQUE (column-list)."

Since the Constraint Source table is accessible through SQL, you can use the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL
Service Facility or the Dataquery SQL Mode to display the constraints defined for an existing table, including columns
specified as unique.

Unique Values and the URI Option

When a table definition includes a unique key, the data area which contains that table must use the Unique Row Identifier
(URI). (See Internal Row Identifiers for details on the URI option.)

Handling Attempts to Add Duplicates

When an application attempts to add a row containing a duplicate value for a column or columns defined as
unique, Datacom/DB does not immediately reject the add if the existing row is not committed. If the value is committed
as present, Datacom/DB aborts the row add and issues the Datacom/DB return code 94 (internal return code 193) or the
SQL return code -167. If the value is committed as absent, the add continues.

Master Keys

For compatibility with previous versions of Datacom/DB, there is another method of preventing duplicate values. This
method involves the TABLE attribute DUPE-MASTER-KEY which specifies whether duplicate values are permitted in
the Master Key. (The Master Key is defined on Master Key.) This option differs from the KEY attribute UNIQUE in the
following ways:

• DUPE-MASTER-KEY can only be defined through Datacom Datadictionary. UNIQUE can be defined through Datacom
Datadictionary or SQL.

• It may only be specified for one key (the Master Key) per table. UNIQUE may be specified for any number of keys.
• Updates are not permitted which would change the value of columns in a Master Key which does not allow duplicate

values. The column(s) in UNIQUE keys may be updated.
• Specifying DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO does not require using the URI option. UNIQUE keys require URI (see ).
• In checking Master Key values, Datacom/DB presumes that all index information is committed. In checking UNIQUE

key values, Datacom/DB waits until a conflicting value is committed as present before rejecting an update.
• Attempted violations to DUPE-MASTER-KEY receive Datacom/DB return code 10. Attempted violations to a UNIQUE

KEY receive Datacom/DB return code 94 (internal return code 193).
• If the Master Key is defined with both the DUPE-MASTER-KEY=N TABLE attribute-value and the UNIQUE=Y KEY

attribute-value, the rules vary slightly. All the requirements of UNIQUE must be fulfilled such as URI and all the
requirements of DUPE-MASTER-KEY=N must be fulfilled. The actions Datacom/DB takes is to wait for committed data
before a decision is made, like the response to defining UNIQUE=Y alone, however the return code issued is RC10 as
when DUPE-MASTER-KEY=N is defined.
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Column Edit Patterns and Report Headings
You can specify an edit pattern, a report heading, or both in the attribute definition of a column in Datacom Datadictionary.
These attributes simplify and standardize the handling of the data in a column by other Broadcom products which access
Datacom/DB.

Edit Patterns

The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, Ideal for Datacom, and Dataquery use the EDIT-PATTERN attribute when printing
reports. Ideal for Datacom and Dataquery also use the EDIT-PATTERN when adding or updating a row. Ideal for Datacom
supports any valid COBOL edit pattern as the EDIT-PATTERN for a column, except B for blanks in alphanumeric columns.

Report Headings

Ideal for Datacom and Dataquery use the HEADING-1 and HEADING-2 attributes as column titles in reports. If these
attributes are not defined, the Datacom name for the column is used as the heading.

Designing Keys
Learn about designing keys for tables in Datacom/DB. Keys consist of one or more columns and are used to index
records. Use keys to quickly select and sequence data.

Each Datacom/DB table must have at least one and no more than 99 keys. Datacom/DB indexes the rows (records) in a
table by their key values. A key consists of one or more columns (FIELD occurrences). When a key contains more than
one column, the columns which make up the key are not required to be contiguous in the rows. The combined length of
the columns which comprise a key cannot be greater than 180 bytes. Datacom/DB uses a key as a traversal path when
building a temporary set to satisfy a Compound Boolean Selection or SQL request.

Define keys to select and sequence data quickly. You can define keys for every retrieval requirement. However, if you
define many keys, the overhead of maintaining these keys for updates, which either change key columns or delete rows,
can more than offset this advantage. If your site adds, updates, and deletes many rows, only define keys to optimize the
retrieval of frequently used data.

Selecting Keys

The goal of key selection is to select columns that best address retrieval needs at the lowest I/O cost. Once a key has
been defined, examine it from a cost/benefit standpoint.

Consider eliminating a key if its cost in maintenance overhead more than offsets its quick retrieval benefits. The DBUTLTY
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER CBSUSE disables the key for use by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility and SQL without
actually removing the key. Before you eliminate a key, use this DBUTLTY function to disable it and assess the impact of its
elimination.

When selecting keys, choose columns:

• Whose values change the least.
• Whose values are always known.
• That best represent application requirements.

Nulls and Keys
Learn about nulls and keys in Datacom/DB. Learn how keys use null indicators and about variable-length character data
type columns.

When a key includes a column that accepts null values, the null indicator of the column is present in the key. When adding
a row with a null column in its key value, Datacom/DB indexes the row based on the value of the key including the null
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indicator. When indexing a key containing a column with null values, Datacom/DB treats the null value as higher than all
non-null values.

Variable-Length Character Data Type Columns

When a key contains a column that is data type variable-length character, the key length does not match the column
length that is displayed in the table. A FIELD entity-occurrence defined as the variable-length character data type contains
two parts: a two-byte length and the data for a length as specified by the user when adding the column. Only the data is
indexed.

For example, suppose you add a column in SQL with "COL1 VARCHAR(10) NOT NULL," or in Datacom Datadictionary
add it with TYPE=V and LENGTH=10. This column becomes a column in the table with TYPE=V, LENGTH=12, and NULL-
INDICATOR=N. If this column is the only column in the table, the length of the table (and element) is 12. The key has a
length of 10. In the Directory, this shows the data being indexed is at offset 2 in the table. In Datacom Datadictionary, the
offset is zero. A Datacom Datadictionary Field report of this key shows the column with its total length (12), but a Detail
report of this key shows the shorter length (10).

If you change the column to nullable (NULL-INDICATOR=Y), the length of the table and the offset of that column in the
table are each increased by one. The null indicator is included in the key. So, in the example, the table has a total length
of 13, the column has a length of 12, but the key has a length of 11. This key contains the column of length 12 but the key
length in a detail report of the key shows up as a length of 11. When the table is cataloged, the Directory has a table (and
element) with a total length of 13 and a key with a length of 11. The key in the Directory is represented by two fields: a
one-byte null-indicator at offset zero and the 10-byte data area of the column at offset 3. The name that appears in the
Directory for the one-byte null-indicator field is VARCHAR-NULL-INDICATOR.

Therefore, the length of a key with one or more variable-length character columns in it is 2 bytes shorter (for each of these
columns) than the sum of the column lengths.

Sharing Key IDs
Learn about sharing key IDs in Datacom/DB. You can assign a DATACOM-ID attribute-value to keys. Learn about when
and when not to share DATACOM-ID key values.

Every key must have a DATACOM-ID attribute-value. If you do not specify a key ID, Datacom Datadictionary assigns a
number that is unique within the database structure. Each database can have 999 unique DATACOM-ID attribute-values
for keys.

When to Use Shared IDs

Keys in the same table or in different tables can share a single DATACOM-ID. Datacom/DB indexes together all keys
which share an ID. Therefore, you can use keys with a shared ID to improve the performance of an application.

For example, consider an order-entry database with an account table and an order table, both containing the column
ACCOUNT-NUMBER. An application to generate packing lists uses ACCOUNT-NUMBER to join customer addresses
from the account table with order details from the order table. Defining a single column key for each table and specifying
the same DATACOM-ID for each key improves performance by requiring only one index I/O to access rows in both tables.

When Not to Use Shared IDs

If the number of rows for two tables varies greatly, the advantages of sharing key IDs diminish and the cost of accessing
the smaller table increases. For example, if an average of 1000 order table rows exists for each account table row, the
probability of the related index entries of the two tables being in the same index block is fairly small (an index block
contains about 50 to 100 entries). However, when you need a listing of all accounts from the account table, the cost is
1000 times greater than if the two tables were indexed independently.
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Do not use duplicate key values within the same row if there is a possibility of updating one of those keys with a different
value. If one of the duplicate values is changed, you can no longer access the row using the key values of the remaining
keys.

Key Length When Sharing IDs

Keys that share DATACOM-IDs can be of different lengths, allowing a shared key between two tables where only the high-
order field (or fields) of the shared key is in both tables.

Keys of different length which share DATACOM-IDs must be defined with the same maximum length (KEY attribute MAX-
KEY-LENGTH). You can specify a MAX-KEY-LENGTH greater than the length of any of the keys sharing DATACOM-
IDs to allow space for adding another, longer key later. The difference between the actual key length and the specified
maximum length is treated as an undefined filler.

Native Key
Learn about native keys in Datacom/DB. Find information about clustering, native sequence, native key ID, and SQL-
created tables.

Every table must have one, and only one, Native Key. This key designates the sequence in which the data is loaded,
maintained, and reorganized ("reorged"). Choose it to represent the order most often used in sequential processing.

Clustering

When you specify data clustering (see DSOP 3: Clustering), Datacom/DB chooses the location to add a row based on its
value for a high-order portion of the Native Key.

Native Sequence

When you are using DBUTLTY to BACKUP or EXTRACT data, you can specify that the data be processed in the native
sequence (ordered by Native Key value). To establish the native sequence within a database, back it up in the native
sequence and then reload the native sequence backup. Alternatively, performance for heavily maintained tables can be
sufficiently improved by running OLREORG which would not require the area to be offline.

ID for Native Key

The Native Key can be the same as the Master Key. The key ID of the Native Key for a table must be unique among the
keys for that table.

SQL-Created Tables

For tables defined with the SQL CREATE TABLE statement, the Native Key is the primary key if a primary key was
specified. If you do not define a primary key, the Native Key is automatically defined to consist of the first column named
with the CREATE TABLE statement.

Master Key
Learn about master keys in Datacom/DB. Learn how to specify uniqueness for master keys, about changeability, and
about SQL-created tables.

Every table must have a Master Key. The Master Key of a table may be the same as its Native Key (see Native Key).
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Specifying Uniqueness for Master Keys

Specifying that Datacom/DB not permit duplicate Master Key values in a table (TABLE attribute DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO)
has a similar result as specifying that Datacom/DB ensure that the key values are unique (KEY attribute UNIQUE, see
Unique Values for Columns). In enforcing the DUPE-MASTER-KEY attribute, Datacom/DB looks at the value of the entire
Master Key, not at the value of each column within the key.

For example, in a company with several divisions, each employee has an employee number that is unique within the
division, but which may not be unique within the company. A table with a Master Key consisting of the division number and
employee number columns can be defined to reject duplicate Master Key values, but neither the division number column
nor the employee number column can be defined as unique.

If you specify that a table's Master Key cannot be duplicated, Datacom/DB rejects (with a return code of 10) any
add requests or data loads which would create a duplicate value for the Master Key. For data loads, specifying
LOADDUPS=YES in the DBUTLTY LOAD function overrides the table's definition, loading duplicate Master Key values and
producing a load report which provides warning messages for the first 500 duplicates loaded.

When adding a row, Datacom/DB checks current index information, including uncommitted data, for duplicate Master Key
values. For example, if task 1 adds a row and task 2 tries to add a row with the same Master Key value as the task 1 row,
Datacom/DB immediately returns code 10 to task 2. The ADDIT request may later be backed out by task 1. Also, for tables
residing in areas which were loaded with URI=NO, if task 1 deleted the record for account '12', task 2 can then add a row
with account '12'. A subsequent backout of task 1 fails with a return code 10.

Because of the conditions mentioned above, whenever possible load all areas in the URI format and check for duplicate
keys with the UNIQUE option instead of with the DUPE-MASTER-KEY option.

If both options are selected for the Master Key (UNIQUE=Y and DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO), records that are added to the
database wait upon uncommitted data during the add, similar to the result when you select UNIQUE=Y alone. However,
Datacom/DB issues a return code 10, as it does when you specify that a Master Key of a table cannot be duplicated
(DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO).

A special condition exists when the TABLE is defined with DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO and wait on uncommitted data instead
of providing an immediate return. This condition only applies to tables in a URI area and only during a transaction backout
that is requested by RESTART processing during Multi-User Facility startup. A locate command, read command without
lock, and ADDIT wait on the backout because, without the backout, the application may make the wrong choices.

Changeability

Since you can specify that Datacom/DB not permit a Master Key value to be changed, select a column (or columns) for
the Master Key which you want to ensure is never modified after the row is added to the table. For example, in an order-
entry database, the order number column would be a logical choice for a Master Key.

If you specify CHNG-MASTER-KEY=YES for a table, you must also specify DUPE-MASTER-KEY=YES.

If you specify that the Master Key of a table cannot be changed, Datacom/DB rejects (with return code 11) any attempt to
modify the value of the Master Key for a row in that table.

SQL-Created Tables

For tables defined with the SQL CREATE TABLE statement, the Master Key is the primary key if a primary key was
specified. If you do not define a primary key, the Master Key is automatically defined to consist of the first column named
with the CREATE TABLE statement. This Master Key is automatically defined with DUPE-MASTER-KEY=YES and CHNG-
MASTER-KEY=YES.
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Primary Keys and Foreign Keys
Learn about primary keys and foreign keys in Datacom/DB. Primary keys ensure the ability to address each row in a table.
Foreign keys define relationships between tables. Learn how the SIT Constraint Source table is updated for primary keys
and foreign keys.

Primary Keys

Each table may have one primary key. A primary key provides a guaranteed method of addressing each row in a table.
The primary key value for each row is unique within the table. Defining a primary key through SQL results in a key with the
UNIQUE attribute. The resulting key is also the Master and Native Key of that table, unless the primary key is being added
to an existing table which has a (different) Master Key and Native Key.

Foreign Keys

Foreign keys define relationships between tables. The columns of a foreign key in one table are related to the primary or
unique key of some table. That related primary or unique key may be defined on the same table as the foreign key.

Every foreign key is related to a primary or unique key. A primary or unique key can be related to zero, one, or many
foreign keys.

Each foreign key defines a referential integrity constraint. Every foreign key value (the column values of the foreign key's
columns from a single row of the table) must exactly match a primary or unique key value of the foreign key's related
primary or unique key, except when at least one foreign key column value is null. When a foreign key value exists which
does not match any primary or unique key value of its related primary or unique key, the referential integrity constraint is
violated.

The foreign key constraint does not restrict the number of rows with the same foreign key value, that is, the constraint is
"1-to-many," one referenced table row can match multiple referencing rows. You can define a "1-to-1" constraint by also
defining the foreign key columns in a primary key or unique constraint.

Datacom/DB rejects an attempt to INSERT or UPDATE a foreign key value that does not exist in the referenced primary/
unique key as a foreign key value error. It rejects an attempt to DELETE or UPDATE a primary/unique value that is
referenced by one or more foreign key values as a foreign key reference error.

When the referenced table is loaded or recovered, the integrity of the foreign key is in doubt, and the table is placed in a
CHECK-RELATED check state. A table in a check state cannot be opened. Execute the DBUTLTY CONFIRM function to
confirm that all referenced values still exist. The check state is reported in the Directory (CXX) report.

Datacom/DB does not generate a "physical" key for a foreign key. However, if you define a key it is used when checking
the DELETE or UPDATE of the referenced primary/unique key. For best performance, include all columns of the foreign
key as the only or leading columns in the physical key definition. Other columns may be included following the foreign key
columns. The order in which foreign key columns are specified in the key does not affect performance.

Define foreign keys through SQL CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements.

Examining Primary and Foreign Key Definitions

When a user issues an SQL statement to define a primary or foreign key for a table, Datacom/DB adds a row to the SIT
Constraint Source table (SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC). This data record includes a column (TEXT) which contains a
source statement that is generated by Datacom/DB from the SQL source statement that is issued by the user. For a
primary key, the TEXT column contains "PRIMARY KEY (column-list)". For a foreign key, the TEXT column contains
"FOREIGN KEY (column-list) REFERENCES authid.table-name (column-list) ON DELETE delete-option".

Since the Constraint Source table is accessible through SQL, you can use the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL
Service Facility or the Dataquery SQL Mode to display the constraints defined for an existing table, including primary and
foreign key definitions.
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Nil Values and Conditional Indexing
Learn about nil values and conditional indexing for keys in Datacom/DB. Learn when to include or exclude nil values.

A nil value is a character blank (X'40') or a binary zero (X'00'). The KEY attribute INCLUDE-NIL-KEY determines whether
Datacom/DB indexes rows with nil values for the key. A key has a nil value when all columns in it have the same nil value.

When to Exclude Nil Values

Excluding nil values from the index can enhance performance by reducing the overhead that is required to maintain a key.
For example, in an accounts receivable department, an application which generates delinquent payment notices requires
access to the rows representing delinquent accounts in the customer accounts table. Defining a two-byte days late column
as a key with INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO keeps nondelinquent accounts with zero days late (a nil value) from being indexed.

If only a few rows represent delinquent accounts, considerable savings result by speeding access to the delinquent
account data while minimizing the overhead of maintaining a key for use by this application.

When to Include Nil Values

Excluding nil values from a key can eliminate that key from consideration by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
as a possible traversal key for use in building a temporary set to satisfy a Compound Boolean Selection or SQL request
(including an Ideal for Datacom request which uses a FOR statement). The Compound Boolean Selection Facility cannot
use a key which does not include nil values to traverse the table, because it cannot access all possible rows.

For example, if the table described in the previous paragraph also has an amount due column and an Ideal for Datacom
application tried to execute the following:

 FOR ACCOUNTS

      WHERE AMT-DUE > 10000

      ORDERED BY DAYS-LATE

 ENDFOR

In satisfying this request, if a key containing only the DAYS-LATE column (with nils excluded) is used to traverse the
customer accounts table all nondelinquent accounts with balances due greater than 10000 are overlooked. Therefore, if
you add the DAYS-LATE key to optimize the performance of this Ideal for Datacom application (see Temporary Indexes),
you must specify INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=YES.

Keys for Performance Tuning
Learn about using keys for performance tuning in Datacom/DB. Find information about temporary indexes, identifying
keys to add, and eliminating unnecessary keys.

Temporary Indexes

Both SQL statements and Datacom/DB set-at-a-time commands (including Ideal for Datacom FOR statements and
Dataquery) are key independent. In processing a key-independent request, Datacom/DB uses a key if one is available
which meets the requirements of the request. If not, Datacom/DB builds a temporary index to use in satisfying the request.
When the temporary index is no longer needed, Datacom/DB deletes it.

Identifying Keys to Add

Use the Accounting Facility Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report to monitor the activity of the
temporary index. When the report reveals that Datacom/DB is frequently building the same temporary index, defining an
extra key can improve performance by eliminating the overhead that is required to build the temporary index. You must,
however, balance this reduced overhead for retrieval requests against the increased overhead for index maintenance
when processing add, update, or delete requests.
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The accounting SETKY key-type-field contains the fields that are used to create temporary indexes. When activity
indicates the need to define a key, define one using the fields in the SETKY key-type-field.

Eliminating Unnecessary Keys

Since there is overhead involved in maintaining keys, performance is enhanced when you eliminate unnecessary keys.
It is never necessary to define a key that is the high-order portion of an existing key. For example, if a key for a table is
defined containing the columns PN (part number) and UCOST (Unit Cost), it is unnecessary to define a key containing the
PN column.

Data Types
Learn how Datacom/DB sorts keys based on the character data type (EBCDIC) or with certain numeric data types. Learn
how to define a key for an ordered retrieval.

When indexing, Datacom/DB sorts the keys:

• In character data type (EBCDIC) collation sequence, or
• With certain numeric data types in a way that provides the correct numeric collation sequence (if that option is selected

when the key is defined in Datacom Datadictionary)

Character Data Type Sequence

When sorted in EBCDIC collation sequence, signed numeric fields that are used in key definitions do not allow retrieval in
a numeric sequence. For packed and zoned decimal fields, numerically equivalent sign values are not equivalent in keys.
For example, in a Purchase Order Header (POH) table, there is a key consisting of the TPVAL (total purchase value)
column which is signed and has a zoned decimal data type. A LOCKX (Locate Key Exact) command for the POH table
using the TPVAL key and specifying a value of X'F0F0F1F0F0F0F0F0' (00100.00) does not locate the row that is indexed
with a value of X'F0F0F1F0F0F0F0C0', since its sign (X'C0') differs from the one specified with LOCKX.

When using set-at-a-time commands or SQL statements, Datacom/DB builds a temporary index to honor the ordering
criteria. For example, if a request for POH records in ascending TPVAL sequence is made, a temporary index is built if the
key defined on field TPVAL cannot be used to return selected records in a numeric sequence.

Defining a Key for Ordered Retrieval

You can use the ORDER attribute when defining a FIELD entity-occurrence to a KEY entity-occurrence to define the
columns in the key to be either ascending or descending. The columns must be simple FIELD entity-occurrences. This
support is for all data types. When used to order the row retrieval for record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, and SQL processing,
this attribute must be defined to FIELD entity-occurrences of one of the following characteristics:

• SIGN=N
• SIGN=Y and TYPE-NUMERIC=P
• SIGN=Y and DATA-SENSITIVE=Y
• Character data type (C)

Numeric Data Type Sequence

When the Datacom Datadictionary attribute DATA-SENSITIVE=Y for columns (simple FIELD entity-occurrences only) with
the following numeric data types are defined to keys, the keys are sorted in a numeric collation sequence:

• Binary (2 bytes or 4 bytes) signed
• Floating-point signed (normalized)
• Packed decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)
• Zoned decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)
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The sorting of signed decimal numbers is equivalent to the compare pack (CP) instruction, which means both negative
signs (B and D) are equal and all positive signs are equal. It also provides that a negative zero is equal to a positive zero.

When using keys containing columns with DATA-SENSITIVE=Y, the DBEDITS attribute should also be set to Yes. Without
DBEDITS, any column with invalid data would cause unpredictable sorting of values.

When a user program issues a command with a key value, Datacom/DB must convert the format of any column selected.
Datacom/DB does not edit the key for the correct format, but simply converts it to the stored format.

For any column in the key that has the special sorting option, Datacom/DB converts the column the same way the data
record field is converted going to the index.

When Datacom/DB exits, the reverse conversion is also required. For decimal numbers, the index only recognizes the
preferred signs which are returned, except that a positive sign is returned as C. The recognition and returning of the
preferred sign is true for all key processing in the request area, including locates and reads. Therefore, on a read request,
the key value may not match the data elements returned. If the key value does not match the returned data elements, the
user applications that use the key values could experience problems.

Because current record-at-a-time programs can appear to run completely but actually fail, change the key name if an
existing table has the definition changed. In this way, a program clearly fails until it is corrected for the new sorting
sequence, recompiled, and retested.

Providing invalid format data in the key area on a locate request or read-by-key request causes unpredictable results. If
the sign for a decimal number is invalid, it is converted to a positive sign. For example, a locate request or read-by-key
request using a binary zero key value for a binary or decimal number finds the first record with a zero value or higher. The
locate request or read-by-key request could not find a negative number.

When using keys with the DATA-SENSITIVE=Y attribute-value to read or locate at the start of a table, use the lowest
possible value for the data type (as opposed to binary zeros).

Concatenating Columns Within Keys
Learn about concatenating columns within keys in Datacom/DB. Find information about record-at-a-time processing, set-
at-a-time processing, and index-only processing.

Keys can be defined by concatenating columns to provide increased data access flexibility. Concatenated columns are not
required to be contiguous in the row, and the relative order of columns in the key is not required to be the same as in the
row. For SQL, keys with concatenated columns can provide more efficient ordered retrieval.

Concatenated Columns and Index-Only Processing

For record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time processing, the advantage of having keys with concatenated columns is that the
keys can contain all the data that you want to access. Because the values of the columns are stored in the index, you can
use index-only processing.

Direct Relative Record Access
Learn how direct relative record access increases the speed of processing a table in Datacom/DB. Learn how to insert
records and access records.

The Direct Relative Record Access option speeds the processing of a table by eliminating the index overhead. With this
option, the key value (the fullword binary) is used to find the record instead of doing the index lookup. Record number 1 is
the first physical record in the area, record 2 is the second physical record, and so on.

In Datacom Datadictionary, use the DIRECT attribute for a KEY entity-occurrence to define the key with the Direct Relative
Record Access option. A key of this type has the following special edits:
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• Only one key in a table has this option. The key with this option can, however, be any key, including the Master Key or
the Native Key.

NOTE
If this key is the Native Key for the table, you cannot take a native sequence backup of the data area
because this key is not indexed. Instead, perform a physical backup.

• Any number of keys can exist for the table.
• The key with this option selected can have one field only. The field must be defined as numeric, four-bytes binary, and

unsigned.
• The key must have UNIQUE specified.
• The table must not have Datacom/DB or user compression. The table must also not have variable-length records.
• The table must be the only table in the area.
• The table/area cannot use clustering nor any other space management options.
• All other definition options are compatible and can be used, including defining the table with logging or not, recovery or

not, or Unique Row Identifier or not.

The key column cannot be changed with the UPDAT command. Sequential access is not allowed with this key. If sequential
access is needed to the record number, you must define another key which is made up of the same field. For direct
access, the direct key would be selected. For sequential access, the normal key would be selected. Sequential here
includes:

• GETIT (retrieve next sequential record)
• GSETL (set to starting key)
• Such commands as those that end in NX (read next), NK (next sequential key value), NE (next equal key value), and

NR (next record in a specified range)

The index must exist and be initialized. The data area must be initialized and loaded as normal. Loading duplicates is
not allowed. The load requires that the input data be in physically correct sequence. If another key is the Native Key and
the direct field is not the first in the Native Key, BACKUP cannot be used to LOAD the data, and an EXTRACT must be done
instead. The data must be sorted to place it into a proper sequence.

This key is valid for the Compound Boolean Selection Facility only in the following specific conditions. The Request
Qualification Area must have:

• EQ
• Binary field
• Length Y
• SCOPE element
• 4-byte literal compare
• No ORDER
• No AND
• No OR

In other cases, the Compound Boolean Selection Facility ignores this key.

Even though the key is a fullword binary unsigned, the highest record number is restricted to 268 million.

Inserting Records

You must provide the value of the key column during an insert for Datacom/DB to correctly place the new record. If the
element or elements that are presented during an ADDIT contain the value, Datacom/DB uses the column from the work
area for the record placement. If the element or elements do not include the value, then you must provide the value as the
last four bytes of the key name.

The value of the key column cannot be zero or higher than the extents of the area.
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Datacom/DB takes the value and manipulates it to obtain the block number where the record should go. This block is read
and Datacom/DB indexes into the block to the correct physical location. If the space has no RCE, the record is added. The
add fails with a duplicate unique key when:

• An RCE exists,
• An RCE has recovery information,
• An RCE is for an "active" transaction with the transaction backout specified, and
• The task is not the current task

If the record is deleted, the add overlays the record. Otherwise, the add fails.

Accessing Records

The read-by-key-exact commands (REDKX, RDUKX, REDKY, and RDUKY) are supported. The key value that is presented is
converted into a block number and record within block. This block is read and Datacom/DB positions to the record. If no
RCE is found, the return code is 14.

Index-Only Processing
Index-only processing in Datacom/DB retrieves data from the index without reading the related data record. Review the
advantages of index-only processing and how to use it, including concatenating fields within keys.

Advantages of Index-only Processing

Index-only processing offers multiple advantages:

• Index-only processing reduces overhead:
– Datacom/DB can scan the index without the I/O necessary to read the data in the associated rows (records).
– Rows can be qualified before reading and no overhead expended reading unqualified rows.
– The occurrences of a key value can be counted to determine how many rows have that key value without actually

expending the overhead to read every row.
– Reducing the number of times rows are accessed decreases contention for channel I/O.

• Datacom/DB can perform partial key searches when only a high-order portion of the key value is known.
• If the key value is contained in several tables, performing an index search can reveal relationships among tables.

NOTE
Because SQL retrieves complete records, applications issuing SQL statements gain no advantage from index-
only processing.

How to Use Index-Only Processing

If all elements in the element list are contained in the key, you can replace REDxx commands (except REDID) with LOCxx
commands and use the returned key value rather than the work area. Since REDxx commands must first access the
index to obtain the data record ID, using LOCxx commands eliminates accessing the data record with no additional
overhead. SELFR and SELNR commands (or FOR EACH statements) automatically return the work area from the key
value, eliminating access to the data record.

This technique is especially effective when sequentially retrieving records by a non-native key, because the index entry
blocking factor is usually higher than the effective record blocking factor, especially of a non-native key.

It is important to design the keys so they can be processed by the index-only feature and thereby improve processing
time. When designing keys with concatenated fields, consider the data access patterns of your particular business
requirements.

To take advantage of index-only retrieval when all desired elements are not defined in the key being used, consider
including the additional elements as low-order fields of the key, especially if these fields are not updated frequently. For
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example, if a frequently used online transaction displays POH record fields VENDR, PO, TPVAL and LATE, you could use
a REDKG, REDNX series of commands with a work area. However, using a LOCKG, LOCNX series and the key value
executes much faster. In this case, interleaving the POH and POL tables in the same area further reduces the effective
data record blocking factor.

If these fields are frequently updated, the overhead of maintaining the key can be greater than the increased retrieval
efficiency. Also, the combined length of a key must not be greater than 180 bytes. You cannot use this technique when
retrieving records with exclusive control.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a
sort, or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

Concatenating Fields Within Keys

Define Datacom/DB keys by concatenating fields to provide increased data access flexibility. Concatenated fields do not
need to be contiguous in the record, and the relative order of fields in the key is not required to be the same as in the
record.

For SQL, keys with concatenated fields can provide more efficient ordered retrieval.

For record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time processing, the advantage of having keys with concatenated fields is that the keys
can contain all the data that you want to access. Because the values of the fields are stored in the index, you can use
index-only processing to perform a search against the index instead of the table, greatly decreasing processing time.

Add and Delete Keys Faster
Learn how to add and delete keys faster in Datacom/DB to support 24x7 operational requirements. Find information about
Key-Level Status Indicators.

The ability to add and delete keys faster, helps you meet 24x7 operational requirements because it substantially reduces
outages that are caused by time that is lost in adding another key to a table or removing a key from a table. Adding and
deleting keys faster also has a time-reducing effect if an existing key definition changes in a way that requires the existing
index to be rebuilt. While not as significant for tables with few rows, large tables with many rows can anticipate significant
savings in wall-clock time, regarding rebuilding the index for an area with a table with a key change.

Adding and deleting keys faster can also save much of the CPU time that is required for executing the RETIX function of
DBUTLTY. The enhancement first determines which key definitions were changed in a way that requires their rebuilding
after the cataloging of the database. The information gained is then used by the index rebuild function of RETIX to rebuild
only the key definitions that changed, not wasting time with any key definitions that were not changed.

Catalog Key Definition Change Detection

During the catalog, if the table has not changed in a way that requires a LOAD of the data, the key definitions are
compared for changes. The comparisons are based on the key name. The new (or replacement) key definition status is
set as "not loaded," based on the following reasons (if none of them are true, the status is set to "loaded"):
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• If a key name does not match an existing key name and is therefore considered to be a new key.
• If the matching existing key definition has a status of "not loaded."
• If the key ID is not the same.
• If the index partition name has changed.
• If the option of a binary zero or all blank key value is to exist in the index.
• If the total field length is not the same.
• If the total key length is not the same.
• If the key is changed from or to relative record.
• If any field in the key has changed from or to type sensitive.
• If any field in the key has changed from or to decimal.
• If any row position in the old key is not equal to the same row position in the new key. That is to say, if the old key was

10 bytes of data from row positions 5,6,7,8,12,13,14,2,25,26, the new key must have these same positions in the same
order.

• If any field in the key has changed in its type.

NOTE
SQL DDL statements cannot be used against a table in a database that is defined as virtual. To drop Master Key
and Native Sequence Key definitions from the CXX, the only SQL DDL statement that can be used is the DROP
TABLE statement.

Key-Level Status Indicator

There is a key-level status indicator whose use is transparent to users. You can proceed as in previous releases with the
execution of the same DBUTLTY functions after key definition changes.

The table-level index status indicator that existed in previous releases still shows whether the index is loaded for the
keys of the table. The table-level indicator has the same meaning as before and also is processed the same. FORMAT
3 databases, which are used with Version 15.0, like FORMAT 2 can use the key-level indicator to detect the following
conditions:

• loaded
• not-loaded

Changes that are required during the cataloging of a database from Datacom Datadictionary sets the table-level, index-
loaded indicator using the same rules and processing as in previous releases. Any change to key definitions marks
the index as not-loaded. The key-level status is set so that unchanged, individual definitions retain the key-level status
indicator that existed before the catalog. For example, adding a new key definition to a table with several currently loaded
keys retains the loaded status of the original keys and sets only the status of the new key as not-loaded. The deletion of
one key does not affect the loaded status of other key definitions. As in previous releases, you cannot open a table that
has an index status of not-loaded.

Adding an Index Entry to an Open Table
Learn how to add an index entry to an open table in Datacom/DB. Learn how Datacom Datadictionary catalogs the new
index entries.

New index entries (key definitions) can be added (cataloged by Datacom Datadictionary) to a Datacom/DB table while that
table and the database in which it resides remain open. Index entries can also be deleted while a table is open. Adding
and deleting index entries while a table is open supports 24X7 operations.

In Datacom Datadictionary the KEY occurrence can be added to a test version of the structure or added directly to the
PROD TABLE occurrence before using a 1000 APPLYCXX transaction. The 1000 APPLYCXX transaction is used for
several transactions, including the 24X7 key addition or deletion process that allows you to add or delete a key for a
database that is already open and in use by applications.
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A table being open means that the table is open to any number of user applications. The executing applications are
unaffected by the index addition until:

• After the addition is complete, and
• The new index entry is available to either in-progress applications or to new applications that then start.

A Datacom Datadictionary key addition catalog function adds keys to tables in a 24x7 environment. The 24X7 key addition
catalog exists in addition to a full database catalog. You are allowed to add a new key to a table while the table is open to
user applications. The addition of the key definition is committed when accepted. The actual scan of the existing data rows
is done asynchronously to user applications. The added key is made fully available when it has been built.

The key, when accepted, is added to the CXX and, if reported upon before being fully built, has a key status in the CXX
report of NL AD, meaning not loaded but in the mode to either be added or being added. A key in NL AD status is not yet
available for reading, but it fully participates in index maintenance during any row additions, updates, or deletions, that is,
a key in NL AD status participates in the execution of ADDIT, UPDAT, or DELET commands.

Restrictions to using 24x7 key additions are as follows:

• The table with the key must be in a loaded status with its index in a loaded status.
• There can only be one physical MUF enabled.
• A MUFPLEX shadow that is not enabled is acceptable. Two or more MUFs enabled as part of a MUFPLEX is not

acceptable. If running as a MUFPLEX, you cannot add a key as part of 24x7 processing. To add a key in this case, do
the following:
– Close the database.
– Catalog the database.
– Execute a DBUTLTY RETIX function with MINIMAL=YES to read the data and construct the key values.

• The table must be in an area that was loaded as a URI area and have SORT= as a value greater than zero (0). URI
areas and SORT= greater than zero are best practices.

• The database containing the table must be set with the MUF default ACCESS OPTIMIZE and not set as ACCESS
NOOPT . The ACCESS OPTIMIZE choice is a best practice.

• The index area to contain the new key must currently be initialized. If the key area is not the IXX and is not an index
area containing another key, it must have been subject to the DBUTLTY function PREINIT to have been initialized
before existing and to have its information provided by the CXX list for PREINIT areas.

• The table with the key cannot be in a database that is defined as VIRTUAL.
• The key cannot be set as the Master Key for the table.
• The key cannot be set as the native sequence key for the table.
• The key cannot be set as part of an SQL constraint.
• The key cannot have the same name as another key in the table.
• The key cannot have the same key ID as another key in the table.
• The key cannot be considered the partitioning key for the table.

A key status of NL AD does not prevent the table from opening. If the user chooses to close the database and run a LOAD
for the area that contains the key, or if a RETIX function is executed for the area, the key that is being added is processed
by the LOAD or RETIX in the normal fashion and the AD (adding) status in the CXX report is removed.

The 24X7 key addition process reads every row in the table one by one with a row lock as the key is constructed and
added to the index. The time to completely accomplish the key addition is based on the number of rows in the table. The
time to finish is less than but nearly equal to the time a user application takes to read the rows of the table in Native Key
sequence.

The execution of the addition or deletion occurs in a MUF System Task area with a JOBNAME of ***DBKEY. The
***DBKEY area is dedicated to 24x7 asynchronous index definition additions or deletions.

NOTE
***DBKEY is reported in the JOBNAME of the DBUTLTY COMM STATUS report.
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The task area has a Jobname of ***DBKEY. Individual keys are added to a list of work to be done when a Datacom
Datadictionary 1000 APPLYCXX batch transaction request is processed by Datacom/DB.

When an entry is added to the list of work to be done, the system task is scheduled. At the start of the asynchronous
processing for an individual key, the system task opens a URT for the table that is involved. The URT is subject to normal
ACCESS rules. After the table is successfully opened, the index work that is associated with the addition or deletion of the
key is processed. When the index work is complete, the key is added or deleted from the CXX and the URT is closed. The
system task then processes the next key entry in the list, if there are any.

A module that is named DBKEYPR processes the asynchronous key maintenance. DBKEYPR is eligible for NEWCOPY.

If an addition or deletion request is executing and you want to stop the process, the addition or deletion process can be
subjected to a DBUTLTY REQABORT function. An executing addition or deletion request is also interrupted if a MUF EOJ is
issued. If an executing addition or deletion is stopped, the addition or deletion process for the key definition is restored to
the list when the first URT for the table is opened for non-DBUTLTY processing in MUF.

In processing the key definition item, the system task has messages that reflect the start and end of each definition and
other useful information.

The asynchronous key addition process includes populating the unique key value statistics for the new key. These
statistics are used by SQL for join optimization and reported by running a TYPE=G IXX report.

The DBUTLTY VERINDEX function report shows the status of individual keys in a column that is labeled STATUS, following
the ERROR COUNT column. The STATUS column represents the status of an individual key, listing the same values as a
CXX report lists for the key. Most keys have a status of LD for loaded, but keys that are in the process of being added or
deleted have a STATUS of NL AD (not loaded adding) or NL DL (not loaded deleting). A key that is in the process of being
added or deleted is reported in VERINDEX with a MATCH_COUNT of 0 and is effectively skipped. Following is an example
of the VERINDEX report:

KEYID   KEYNAME   MAST   MATCH_COUNT   ERROR_COUNT   STATUS
    2     TST02      Y         40000             0   LD    
    5     TST05      N             0             0   NL AD  

Deleting an Index Entry from an Open Table
Learn about deleting an index entry from an open table in Datacom/DB to support 24x7 operations.

Datacom supports 24X7 operations by allowing an index entry (key definition) to be deleted from an open Datacom/
DB table. A Datacom Datadictionary attribute, KEY-USAGE, can be used to deny access in 24X7 real time to the key
definition to be deleted. Index entries can also be added while a table is open. A designation of open for a table means
that the table is open for use by any number of user applications. The deletion or addition of a key to an open table is
designed to prevent any effect upon the operation of any executing applications that are using the table.

The alternate process for deleting a key definition requires an outage and involves the following steps:

1. Close the database containing the table with the key to be deleted.
2. Delete the key definition from Datacom Datadictionary.
3. Catalog the database.
4. Execute DBUTLTY with function RETIX, including the keyword MINIMAL=YES.

Before deleting a key definition by any method, make certain that no existing Record-At-A-Time (RAAT) program requires
using the key definition that is to be deleted. Ensuring that no RAAT program is using of the key is not always an easy
task, but it is an important step. You can query the Dynamic System Table DIR_KEY field USES_RAAT, but if the count
is just under 4 billion, the number has reached its maximum stored value and is not useful in determining key usage.
The "uses" counts are reset during a DBUTLTY function LOAD of a data area, a RETIX function execution of a data area
(without KEYNAME=), and during a CXXMAINT function execution with the following options specified:
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES,DBID=n
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Accounting can also be used to track a key name usage. After verifying that no RAAT program usage of the key exists,
you can test the deletion of the key definition by using the Datacom Datadictionary KEY-USAGE attribute.

You can set the Datacom Datadictionary KEY-USAGE attribute to N (no access). With KEY-USAGE N, neither single
record-at-a-time (RAAT) access programs nor CBS SAAT (Compound Boolean Selection Set-At-A-Time) programs nor
SQL programs can use the key. RAAT programs generate a return code 03 to tell you if an invalid key name is detected
on a new request. In SAAT or SQL programs, a missing key is ignored on new requests, but a SAAT or SQL program that
currently uses the missing key can run noticeably slower than before the key had its KEY-USAGE set to N.

You can consider setting an N (none) as the KEY-USAGE to be a logical (test) deletion that allows a decision-making time
period before the key is physically deleted. A key used in a production environment that has existed for decades or even
years could require an extended decision-making time period to ensure it is not needed by rarely executed programs. In
a test system, however, the status might only must be tested a short period. Datacom cannot, of course, help make site-
specific determinations for you. Datacom honors your request and physically deletes a key at any time the KEY-USAGE is
currently set to N.

During the logical (test) deletion, if you discover the key undergoing the test deletion must be restored, so that a program
that uses that key can execute, the key can be quickly restored and made available by setting KEY-USAGE to allow the
key to be used by RAAT, either with or without CBS and SQL.

After a test deletion using KEY-USAGE set to N has been in place a sufficient time, the full deletion process can start. The
process involves the following steps:

• As previously discussed, KEY-USAGE should already be set to N (none). If, however, KEY-USAGE has not yet been
set to N, set KEY-USAGE to N now.

NOTE
There are consequences to preventing the usage of a key that is being used by a currently executing
program.

• To drive the 24x7 execution, use batch Datacom Datadictionary with a - DEL header transaction and APPLYCXX to
delete the key definition.

• Datacom/DB performs validation and accepts the request as "committed".
• Datacom Datadictionary continues with a full delete of the key definition.
• Datacom/DB schedules the actual delete process in parallel with access to the same table and database by user

applications.
• After the index area is fully updated to remove all the individual index values, the key definition is removed from the

CXX.

The execution of the deletion or addition occurs in a MUF System Task area with a job name of ***DBKEY. The ***DBKEY
task area is dedicated to 24x7 asynchronous index definition additions and deletions.

NOTE
***DBKEY is reported in the JOBNAME of the DBUTLTY COMM STATUS report.

Restrictions require that the MUF reject requests for the deletion of a key definition for the following reasons:

• If two or MUF’s are enabled in a MUFPLEX (a Shadow MUF is not enabled and so can be present). The database
outage option is available to users who require the simultaneous execution of multiple MUF instances.

• If the database containing the key definition was defined in the MUF startup option ACCESS with the value NOOPT.
NOTE
A best practice is to always allow the MUF default of ACCESS OPTIMIZE.

• If the database containing the key definition is defined as VIRTUAL.
• For a Master Key or a Native Sequence key.
• For a key that is part of an SQL constraint.
• For a key in a table that is loaded with URI=NO.
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NOTE
A best practice is to execute with URI.

• For a key in an area that was last loaded with SORT=0.
NOTE
A best practice is to use sorted LOADs.

Individual keys are added to a list of work to be done when a Datacom Datadictionary1000 APPLYCXX batch transaction
request is processed by Datacom/DB.

When an entry is added to the list of work to be done, the system task is scheduled. At the start of the asynchronous
processing for an individual key, the system task opens a URT for the table that is involved. The URT is subject to normal
ACCESS rules. After the table is successfully opened, the index work that is associated with the deletion or addition of the
key is processed. When the index work is complete, the key is deleted or added from the CXX and the URT is closed. The
system task then processes the next key entry in the list, if there are any.

A module named DBKEYPR processes the asynchronous key maintenance. DBKEYPR is eligible for NEWCOPY.

If a deletion or addition request is executing, the deletion or addition of the index area entries is subject to a REQABORT, if
the user has a reason to stop the process. An executing deletion or addition request is also interrupted if a MUF EOJ is
issued. If a deletion or addition execution is stopped, the deletion or addition process for the key definition is restored to
the list when the first URT for the table is opened for non-DBUTLTY processing in MUF.

After the delete is confirmed, the key cannot be used for any Datacom command. Maintenance to data rows does not
have the index that is updated to reflect changes.

In processing the key definition item, the system task has messages that reflect the start and end of each definition and
other useful information.

If a database is closed and is subject to a LOAD of the data area that contains a key set to be deleted, or if a RETIX
function of the area or database is done, the key is processed as part of the LOAD or RETIX. Also, if the index is subject to
an INIT, the key definition is also deleted.

The DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX and not TYPE=A/I/K/P is considered the full CXX report. In the key
area under status that formerly showed LD for index that is loaded and NL for index that is not loaded, can now have NL
DELING to indicate that the index is not loaded and is being deleted.

A key set to this 24x7 form of deletion cannot be accessed by user programs and cannot be subject to participation in
maintenance requests. That is, the key name and key ID can be used for a key definition in Datacom Datadictionary
and part of a database catalog, but neither the key name nor key ID can be used in a key catalog (the 24x7 form of key
addition) until the asynchronous delete completes.

Designing Views, Dataviews, and Elements
In addition to the basic logical database structure of columns, rows, tables, and databases, applications can access
a logical grouping of columns to facilitate processing. Applications using SQL statements can define and access
views, Ideal for Datacom applications can access dataviews, and applications using Datacom/DB commands access
elements.

  

SQL Views

A view is a logical representation of data from one or more tables, containing some (or all) of the columns and
rows of the table(s) from which it is derived. When a user issues an SQL statement to create a view WITH CHECK
OPTION, Datacom/DB adds a data record to the SIT Constraint Source table (SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC). This data
record includes a column (TEXT) which contains a source statement generated by Datacom/DB from the SQL source
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statement issued by the user. For a view WITH CHECK OPTION, the TEXT column contains "WHERE where-clause-that-
defines-the-view."

Since the Constraint Source table is accessible through SQL, you can use the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL
Service Facility or the Dataquery SQL Mode to display the constraints defined for an existing table, including constraints
generated by a view defined WITH CHECK OPTION.

 Ideal for Datacom and MetaCOBOL+ Dataviews

A dataview is a logical view of data that allows call level requests to the data to be made independently of the physical
storage structure. A dataview can consist of an ordered set of non-overlapping elements that may be selected in any
order. The guidelines for selecting dataviews are the same as for selecting elements.

NOTE
For details on defining dataviews, see the Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+ documentation and the Datacom
Datadictionary documentation.

 Datacom/DB Elements

An element is the unit of transfer used between applications issuing Datacom/DB commands and Datacom/DB. It consists
of one or more contiguous columns (FIELD entity-occurrences). An element should contain only those columns that an
application program uses at execution time. Each table has at least one element and no more than 255.

When to Define an Element

Define elements to meet the requirements of applications which issue Datacom/DB commands. Some applications require
that each column in a table be defined as a separate element. Other applications require that every column in a table be
included in a single element. In most cases, applications require something between these two extremes.

Defining each column as a separate element increases CPU processing time slightly and provides maximum flexibility
for accessing specific data within a row. If a group of columns are usually accessed together, however, no advantage is
gained by defining each as a separate element.

Defining all of the columns in a table as a single element can have hidden costs. For example, if the database is accessed
from a remote node in a distributed network, it costs more to transmit the entire row to the requesting node than to
transmit only the required columns.

Selecting Columns for an Element

When defining an element, group together columns that are frequently accessed together in applications. For example,
the street address, city, state and zip code columns of a customer table might be defined as a single element.

Always group compound columns together in the same element.

NOTE
 For tables created through SQL statements, Datacom/DB defines an element that includes all of the columns
in the row. This element allows access to the table by Datacom/DB commands. You can use Datacom
Datadictionary to add additional elements, if required.

Overlapping Elements

Two elements overlap when they have one or more columns in common. When defining overlapping elements, verify that
program logic does not update the common column more than once during a single execution.

With Ideal for Datacom, when a column is in more than one element, use only one of these elements for a request,
especially with the UPDAT command. This rule is enforced by the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG DATAVIEW command.

An ADDIT or UPDAT command fails if the element list indicates that the work area is larger than one record length.
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Designing Data Areas
Once you have designed the logical structure for a database, you must consider the physical location of the data. The
tables (up to 240) which logically comprise a Datacom/DB database are physically contained in data areas (data sets).
Each data area can contain one or more tables and each database can contain up to 240 data areas.

The physical location of tables is transparent to the programmer. However, the placement of tables in areas and the
management of data areas can optimize system performance and storage utilization.

Assigning Tables to Areas

You can assign several tables to the same area or each table to a separate area.

Co-Locating Tables

Placing multiple tables in the same area can increase processing speed when applications normally access the tables
together.

For example, consider the database described in . Since the Purchase Order Header (POH) and Line-Item (POL) tables
are accessed together, they are in the same area and the POLI key is the Native Key for both tables.

Test Tables

Consider locating all test tables in one area. Since tables used for testing are usually small, ease of definition is more
important than efficiency. A table can be added to an existing area without null loading it or allocating space for a new
area. Specify the clustering option for this area without assigning a cluster key to cluster data at the table level. For a
discussion about data clustering.

Tables Created Through SQL

Issuing the SQL CREATE TABLE statement without the IN AREA clause creates the table in a default area specified at
Multi-User Facility startup. If a default area was not specified at Multi-User Facility startup, Datacom/DB uses the area
CASQLDEFAULT. Instead of using the default area, a user should consider the best location for that table. For example, if
the table is to be joined to an existing table, the most efficient location for the new table is the area containing the existing
table.

Determining Block Specifications

Unless Alternate Buffer Pools are specified, two data buffer sizes are supported: typically a large pool of "normal" size
buffers and a small pool of "large" buffers. Since most data buffers exist at the normal size, data buffer utilization is most
efficient when there is a site standard for data area block sizes. We recommend using a normal standard block size in the
range of 4K to 8K. Areas with this normal size or smaller use the normal data buffers. Areas with larger block sizes use
the larger buffers. The block size for each data area is specified in its definition in Datacom Datadictionary.

With Alternate Buffer Pools, it is possible to use a unique data buffer pool specifically tailored to an area with an unusual
block size. Before this is done, weigh the benefits versus environmental complexity, especially in tuning.

The minimum block size is the larger of 512 or the space required to hold the largest record (calculated using the following
formula with blocking-factor = 1).

If RECOVERY=NO:  (record-size + 4) x (blocking-factor) + 2

If RECOVERY=YES: (record-size + 12) x (blocking-factor) + 2

The maximum block size is the track size or 32760, whichever is less. The maximum number of records Datacom/DB
places in a block is 255 if the area is loaded without the Unique Row Identifier (URI) specified. When URI is specified,
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there is no limit on the number of records that Datacom/DB places in a block. If defining a multiple table area, ensure the
table with the largest record is accommodated. For more information about URI, see Internal Row Identifiers.

We recommend using data areas with URI YES. Many features are not compatible with URI NO. Message DB02808I
alerts you to the existence of data areas specified with URI NO. Features only available with URI YES include the
following:

• Full protection of transaction boundaries
• Ensured ability to roll back transactions
• Ability to have multiple Index Areas for database
• Ability to dynamically extend during DBUTLTY LOAD and DBUTLTY RETIX
• Ability to use SQL to process tables in the area.

With the area in Unique Row Identifier (URI) format, an URI is assigned during the addition of each new record. The valid
numbers are 1 to 4 billion(less 1). The number is incremented from prior additions but cannot reach a full 4 billion. For
most users, this maximum is of no concern because they have far less than the available maximum count. If a particular
case has an issue with having had 4 billion records between BACKUP (native) and LOAD functions of DBUTLTY, the area
is a candidate for the URI Reuse feature.

If a block has slack, Datacom/DB can use it to optimize performance. Currently, one byte of slack is used when available
for non-compressed tables. When many records fit in a block, it is desirable to pick a block size that allows a slack byte.

Reserving Slack in a Data Area Block

Specifying a value for the Datacom Datadictionary AREA attribute, SLACK, reserves that amount of slack (free space)
when adding records in the data area block. Datacom/DB uses this free space to preserve the location of a compressed
record when an update causes it to expand, avoiding the overhead of moving it and preserving native sequence. For an
explanation about compression, see Data Compression.

Datacom/DB ignores this attribute if you specify space management option 3 for clustering.

The SLACK attribute functions in conjunction with the SLACK= keyword of the DBUTLTY LOAD function which reserves
the space when DBUTLTY is loading data.

Reserving slack increases the space required for a compressed table. Therefore, when specifying slack, balance space
limitations against the need to maintain native sequence between reorganizations.

Internal Row Identifiers

Datacom/DB offers two options for the generation of internal row (record) identifiers: to use or not use Unique Row
Identifiers (URI). You can specify the URI= option when loading a data area with the DBUTLTY LOAD function. For more
information, see Loading Data Areas.

We recommend that all areas be loaded in the URI format.

URI is required if any of the tables in the area are accessed with SQL or if any key in the data area is defined with
UNIQUE=Y. For more information, see Unique Values.

When a data area uses the URI option, every table in that data area must be defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the
attribute RECOVERY=Y.

Any AREA opened with a User Requirements Table that includes RRS=YES must be loaded in the URI format.

The following system areas must be loaded in the URI format. This includes standard databases for Datacom
Datadictionary, accounting, and the SQL databases for the default area and temporary table management, as follows:
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• DATA-DICT - Datacom Datadictionary entity-types and High-Speed Directory (HSD) -- default DBID is 2
• Accounting Facility Database (PRM Table) -- default DBID is 4
• Accounting Facility Database (Sample Accounting Tables) -- default DBID is 5
• DDD-DATABASE - Datacom Datadictionary Data Definition Directory (DDD) and Schema Information Tables -- default

DBID is 15
• Default Database for SQL-Created Tables -- default DBID is 16
• SQL Temporary Table Manager (TTM) -- default DBID is 17

Without URI Option

Without the Unique Row Identifier (URI) option, Datacom/DB assigns each record in a data block a unique ID number and
uses the combination of the block number and the record ID to identify a specific record.

Secondary exclusive control only applies when transaction backout is used. Records that are added, updated, or deleted
are held under secondary exclusive control until a COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, or CLOSE command is issued.

Without the URI option:

• Secondary exclusive control of a record using a key value for an index that has changed only occurs if the read initially
waited for primary exclusive control.

• Records deleted are not held with secondary exclusive control.

With the URI Option

The URI=YES option is the default. With the URI option, Datacom/DB assigns each record in the data area a unique
ID number. Since the URI option makes the record ID independent of its physical location, using this option improves
performance when locating moved records and reduces the manual intervention required with recovery.

Converting Existing Areas to URI

Converting an existing data area to the URI option requires changes to any applications that access the data area with a
REDID or RDUID command.

Before converting to the URI format, ensure that the data area is stable. Any Recovery Files made prior to the conversion
cannot be used after the conversion.

Index Area Space

The URI option requires slightly more Index Area space. For more information, see Estimating Index Area Space
Requirements.

URI Reuse

URI numbers are in the range of 1 to 4,294,966,272 (4 billion minus 3072). They are assigned from 1 during a DBUTLTY
function LOAD unless the input is a physical backup where RECID=YES was specified. The next number is assigned for
each row added. Traditionally, the area is backed up and loaded with a frequency that ensures the numbers do not run
out. However, as more areas have strict requirements to be 24x7 and always available, the ability to perform the backup
and load functions could be lessened. Therefore, to ensure that rows can always be added, a need exists to reuse the
URI numbers of rows that have been deleted.

For each data area, you can optionally reuse URI numbers by using an option in Datacom Datadictionary. With the URI-
REUSE option selected, MUF notices when the URI number for an area is over 3 billion. At the first notice, a scan is
scheduled to read the data area in physical sequence, noting the URI values that are no longer present. An index of
those values is added/updated with the date when the numbers were found. This scan repeats approximately every 30
days. Over time, the index acquires a history of URI numbers that are available for reuse and an age. When 4 billion
numbers run out, the URI numbers reused are in a first in first out (FIFO) by date process. The MUF restart process and
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the RECOVERY function of DBUTLTY must be able to restore deleted rows. Therefore, to avoid a previously deleted
row's URI number conflicting with a reuse of the number, it is important that Datacom not reuse numbers until sufficient
time has passed. For this reason, it is not appropriate to wait until numbers are at 4 billion to enable this option.

Exceptions:

• If the high URI is already at 3G or higher, MUF forces URI-REUSE to YES.
• If the URI number grows to 3G, MUF forces URI reuse to YES.

The Datacom Datadictionary Implementation of this process by a user is controlled by the URI-REUSE attribute on the
AREA entity-type:

Type:
Character

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N - URIs are not reused. When the highest value for a URI is reached, the area must be backed up and reloaded.
Except that now MUF automatically forces the CXX URI REUSE setting to YES if the high URI value is at or
becomes 3G.
Y - URI values for deleted rows are reused dynamically.

Default Value:
N

Update Using:

Batch Transaction Online Panel
3002 transaction Attribute Maintenance Panel for AREA occurrence

The modification to the format of the 3002 Transaction is as follows:

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 3002 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
54 1 (Optional) Indicate if deleted URI values are

to be reused. (URI-REUSE)
Valid Entries:
N* or Y
Default Value:
N*

The N* above reflects that the N setting can be set in Datadictionary as you choose. However, MUF forces its setting to
YES in the CXX if the current high URI value is at or becomes 3G or higher.

The process internally stores information in the IXX index for the database containing the area in two new key IDs, one
to record URI value entries and one for use with the DBUTLTY function RECOVERY. The amount of space in the index
should be small and not a concern in sizing the index.

Because of the index information, it is important that the URI-REUSE option not be set at first upgrade from Version 14.0
to Version 15.0. At that time, there could be some risk of a need to fall back to Version 14.0. Because URI-REUSE is only
known to Version 15.0, only enable the feature after there is no possibility of fallback to Version 14.0.

A maximum of one scan occurs at a time with others queued up as needed. The task area used is a reserved system task
area with job name of ***DBURI.
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The scan is scheduled only if the following are true:

• The database is optimized.
• The database is not virtual.
• The area has the URI-REUSE attribute set to Y.
• The DBID does not have update users in multiple MUFs in a MUFplex environment. This last condition may be fleeting,

and once the database goes to a non-shared for update status, the scan can be successfully scheduled.

The scanning process aborts if either the area is physically closed, due to a COMM CLOSE or MUF EOJ, or if in a
MUFplex environment the DBID begins having multiple MUFs sharing it for update.

It is important that URI numbers for deleted rows not be reused for a ‘long’ time after the delete. If done too soon, it would
compromise the ability of a MUF to restart itself correctly. Also, users take backups of data areas that can be restored
weeks or months later, and the Recovery Files applied to the restored data area can be used to bring it back to current
status after a DASD error or a software error corrupting the data area. For this reason, the high order of the key for the
Free URI index is the date the URI was discovered to be available. The oldest discovered URI is reused before more
recently discovered URIs.

A line,FREE URI SCAN, has been added for each data area in the DBUTLTY TYPE=H Report. The FREE URI SCAN line
contains the date and time of the last successful free URI scan.

Adding a row where the high URI is at the maximum is return code 94(096). Message DB02849 will also be issued once
per data area per open of the area. Format of message DB02849 is 'DB02849E - URI REUSE dbid area-name URI AT
MAXIMUM, NEED ACTION'.

There are diagnostic messages used in testing of the URI REUSE noted here only should it be necessary. They are
activated with MUF command DIAGOPTION 17,8,ON. The messages are DB02850I and DB02851I.

The existing URI REUSE index entries can be reported for support and debugging purposes. The specific details are not
documented, but the following example shows that entries do or do not exist. The report is DBUTLTY function 'REPORT
AREA=IXX,DBID=0397,TYPE=F,KEYID=39326' where the DBID=397 is replaced with the DBID needed. A small sample
output is:

AREA DATE RANGE MAP 

A01 20190528 000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000
 0000000000
00000FFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFF00000 0000000000
0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 0000000000 FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFF 
A01 20190528 000001 FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF
 FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFFFFFFFF FFFF000000 000000 
A01 20190528 000002 * ALL ZEROS SO ALL URI AVAIL * 
A01 20190528 000003 * ALL ZEROS SO ALL URI AVAIL * 
A01 20190528 000004 * ALL ZEROS SO ALL URI AVAIL *

Data Area Space Management Options (DSOP)
Options 1 through 5 track and reclaim space made available by the deletion of records. Option 1, basic space reclamation,
is the default. Option 4 is the best practice recommended option if options 5 and 3 are not selected for specific benefit
reasons. The space management option you specify for a data area can affect the system's performance. Datacom/
DB tracks a data area's available space using its data space index.
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Transaction backout requires deleted records be saved, making that space unavailable for reuse until task
commit. Datacom/DB removes this space from the supply of available space until a later commit, DBUTLTY LOAD, or
DBUTLTY RETIX frees it for reuse.

Space management information is maintained in the data block and in the Index. The Index information is pipelined, but
not logged. Therefore, when using space reclamation (options 1 -- 5), it is possible to lose free space after a Multi-User
Facility abend. You can use the DBUTLTY RETIX function with the KEYNAME=*DATA parameter to rebuild the data
space index, without performing a full RETIX on the area.

   

Dynamic Extend

 Datacom/DB supports dynamic extend (DYNAMIC-EXTEND and DYN-EXT-TRACKS attribute-types) for all space
management options.

With space option 0 (see Option 0: No Space Reclamation), dynamic extend occurs when all blocks are full from the load
and any previous adds. Deleted space is not reused.

With space options 1 and 4 (see Option 1: Basic Space Reclamation), dynamic extend occurs when all blocks are full from
the load and any previous adds, and any available space from deletes has already been reused.

With space options 2 and 5 (see Option 2: Wraparound), dynamic extend occurs as in option 1.

With space option 3 (see Option 3: Clustering), dynamic extend occurs when an empty block is required for an add and no
empty blocks exist. The area is not contaminated by putting rows of more than one cluster in the same block unless:

• Dynamic extend is not selected, or unless
• Dynamic extend can find no additional space.

Option 0: No Space Reclamation

When option 0 is specified for an area, Datacom/DB does not track space which becomes available through the deletion
of records. Deleting records results in unused space in the data area until you perform a reorganization. The unused
space is not available when new records are added. As new records are added, Datacom/DB places them at the end of
the existing records in the data area.

Option 0 is the best option for data areas that are accessed primarily in a sequential mode and have no (or very few)
deletes or that can be reorganized frequently. Systems that heavily use Datacom/DB read-ID commands can be forced to
use option 0 because, with the other options, a read command issued after a record is deleted might receive a new record
added in the deleted record's place (unless using the URI option which prevents this problem).

The following image illustrates the data area space management option 0.
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Figure 4: Data Area Space Management Option 0

Option 1 and 4 Basic Space Reclamation

 Datacom/DB tracks space made available by the deletion of records and reuses that available space when adding
new records. Since the overhead for block selection is minimized, options 1 and 4 provide the fastest method of adding
records to a table while reclaiming available space to provide maximum file density. However, it does not preserve native
sequence.

NOTE
 We recommend option 4 over option 1 because option 4 also provides an ‘empty block’ index. An empty block
index is of value when using the online reorganization DBUTLTY function OLREORG to reorganize open areas.

Use space management options 1 and 4 for data areas that are primarily accessed online in a random mode and which
have record deletions. (We recommend option 4 over option 1.)

The following image illustrates the data area space management options 1 and 4.
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Figure 5: Data Area Space Management Options 1 and 4

Option 2 and 5 Wraparound

 Datacom/DB adds new data after the existing data. When it reaches the end of the data area, it returns to the front of the
data area and uses space made available by deletions.

Use space management options 2 and 5 in data areas where a high priority is sequential read-ahead retrieval using the
GETIT command. If an application tends to add records with high Native Key values and delete records with low Native
Key values, this option can preserve the native sequence and enhance sequential processing. (For details on the Native
Key, see Native Key.)

NOTE
 We recommend option 5 over option 2 because option 5 provides an ‘empty block’ index. An empty block index
is very valuable when using the online reorganization DBUTLTY function OLREORG.

The following image illustrates the data area space management options 2 and 5.
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Figure 6: Data Area Space Management Options 2 and 5

Option 3 Clustering

When specifying space management option 3 for a data area, you must also specify a cluster key. When Datacom/
DB adds a row (record) to a table in the data area, it places the new record in a block containing other records with the
same cluster key value. If that block is full, or if no other records exist with that cluster key value, Datacom/DB places the
new record in an empty block.

If there are no empty blocks within the portion of the area occupied by existing data, Datacom/DB places the record in an
empty block at the end of the existing data. When an area has data in all allocated blocks, the blocks are possibly not all
full and Datacom/DB can select a location in which to add a new record, as follows:
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• If the record conforms to the criteria for an existing block, Datacom/DB adds it to that block if space is left.
• If no conforming space is left, or if there is no conforming block, Datacom/DB contaminates a data cluster by adding

the record anywhere sufficient vacant space remains.

The following image illustrates the data area space management option 3.

Figure 7: Data Area Space Management Option 3

Specifying a Cluster Key

With space management option 3, Datacom/DB uses cluster key values to determine which records are collocated within
the data area. The collocated records can belong to more than one table, provided their cluster keys have the same ID
and value. The cluster key is the high-order portion of the Native Key. (See Native Key for details on the Native Key.) The
length and ID for the cluster key are specified as attributes of the TABLE entity-occurrence. The number specified for the
cluster key ID must not be the same as any other access key ID.

Nulls in a Cluster Key

If the cluster key contains any columns (FIELD entity-occurrences) which accept null values, remember to account for the
null indicator when specifying the cluster key length. Add one byte to the length of each field which accepts null values.
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Clustering Options

When you specify option 3 for an AREA entity-type's SPACE-MNGMNT attribute-value, choose one of the
following combinations for each CLUSTER-KEY-ID and CLUSTER-KEY-LEN attribute-values in the Datacom
Datadictionary definition of each table in that area:

 Cluster Key ID  Cluster Key Length  Results  When to Use This
Combination 

Blank Blank Records clustered together
within tables. Each block
contains records for only one
table.

 Note:  The Directory (CXX)
Report shows the cluster key
length as 3 because of internal
requirements. Do not attempt
to reflect this 3 in the cluster
key length in the Datacom
Datadictionary definition.

Use for small independent
tables, such as in a
development database.

Blank* or
unique within the data area

Specify a value Rows from each table
clustered separately by
the value contained in the
specified length. A single block
does not contain rows from
more than one table or rows
with different cluster key values.

Use this option when multiple
rows having the same cluster
key value in one table are
accessed together frequently.

Matching another table in the
area

Matching another table in the
area

Rows from tables with matching
cluster key IDs clustered
together by cluster key value.

Use this option when you expect
users to perform frequent joins
on two or more related tables.

NOTE
 If no ID is specified, Datacom Datadictionary creates a unique cluster key ID.

Controlling the Number of Records per Block

When using the last combination in the preceding table, the cluster key length you specify can control the number of
records per block. For example, consider a Native Key containing the following fields:

Figure 8: Clustering - Native Key
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If the cluster key length is defined as 2, Datacom/DB places all of the records for each region in the same block. If the
cluster key length is 4, Datacom/DB places all of the records for each state in the same block. If the cluster key length is
5, Datacom/DB places all of the records for cities in the same state and beginning with the same letter in the same block.

Preserving Clustering when Backing Up

When clustering two or more related tables in one data area, specify the same key ID for each table's Native Key. Unless
all of the tables' Native Key IDs are identical, a Native Key sequential backup destroys clustering.

The MASSADD function of DBUTLTY honors clustering, but the LOAD function does not. LOAD puts records in only
the current block or in the next block. If Native Key IDs match, then a BACKUP in native sequence followed by a LOAD
reorganizes the records in cluster sequence.

Preserving Clustering when Loading

When loading clustered data with the DBUTLTY LOAD function, specify CLUSTER=SPARSE which causes DBUTLTY to
load the data sparsely with each cluster to its own data block(s). When you are first establishing a multiple table clustered
area, use the DBUTLTY LOAD function specifying CLUSTER=DENSE to build the required format and sequence of the
input records to load the clustered area.

Preserving Clustering when Updating

When a Datacom/DB UPDAT command or an SQL UPDATE statement changes the value of a record's cluster key
ID, Datacom/DB does not move the record. To preserve the clustering, delete the record and then add it.

Options 4 and 5 Keeping Track of Empty Blocks

 Datacom/DB keeps track of the available space of a data area using a special key ID in each DBID index. Data space
option 1, basic space reclamation, and 2, wraparound mode, do not keep track of which blocks are logically empty.
Logically empty means blocks that were used in the past but currently have all their rows deleted. Option 4 is similar to
option 1, and option 5 is similar to option2, except that both provide an empty block index.

If you intend to use the DBUTLTY function OLREORG to reorganize the data placement for more efficient sequential
processing, with the native sequence key, update areas defined with options 1 or 2 to use space options 4 and 5 instead.

Changing the space option does not affect the loaded status of the data area and is effective immediately following its
change in the CXX. If changing to a DSOP 4 or 5, we recommend running a RETIX KEYNAME=*DATA to rebuild the
space index, including the new empty block component of the space index; but running this RETIX is not required.

Rebuilding the Space Index

The space management options are built for maximum performance. During some multitasking conditions or system
failures, the space index can become out of perfect sync. You can rebuild the space index using the RETIX function of
DBUTLTY with the KEYNAME=*DATA option. This function executes only in the Multi-User Facility and can be run while
user jobs are performing reads and maintenance commands.

Rebuilding the space index involves scanning each block in the data area and forcing the space index (and counts) to
reflect values based upon current conditions. The number of blocks used and percent full does not vary from addition/
deletion processing, but the number of partial blocks can vary to some degree. During normal deletions, the delete of a
row presumes that a row can be inserted. During additions, a block is not considered full until an insert cannot be fitted
in a block and is rejected. These strategies were developed to maximize efficiencies when areas contain multiple tables
that have rows of different lengths and for all areas that contain any compressed tables. As one would expect, these
assumptions have the potential to occasionally count a block as having partial space when it in fact holds many rows or no
rows. The decisions to consider a block as having partial space for the utilities LOAD and RETIX, however, use different
criteria. In these cases, a block is considered to have space when:
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• It has room to insert one row (with slack) for the smallest row size of the tables in the area for non-compressed tables,
and

• It has 75% of row size for any compressed tables.

The rebuilding of the space index can occur while normal activities are occurring, because it does not lock the processing
but allows all other activities to occur normally. If maintenance occurs during the rebuild, the counts can be incorrect, but
this is normally only to a very small degree.

Reporting

Reporting of space information is found in the Directory reports, the full report and the TYPE=A report. The information
reported is from the Directory on disk and may not be accurate if the database is currently open for update. To ensure
current information, execute a job which opens and closes the database to be reported. The User Requirements Table for
this job should have OPTMIZE=NO.

The PARTIALLY EMPTY BLKS column on the TYPE=A report includes actions by currently running transactions. Space
for current transactions deleting records is not truly usable until the tasks commit.

Areas with multiple record sizes, such as compressed tables or multiple tables, have more data space fragmentation than
single record size areas.

Blocks that are partially empty are blocks that are not completely empty and probably have enough space to
accommodate the insertion of one or more rows. Because of this impreciseness, the space it represents is not included in
the percent full. The percent full reflects only the number of blocks which have been used at least once and are not now
completely empty.

Some space reporting information can be found in the Dynamic Systems Table, DIR_DATASET. Unlike the CXX report,
current information is always reflected in this table.

Space Management Options Compared

The following table indicates the order in which Datacom/DB checks for available space when adding a record.

• Option 0 - No Space Reclamation
• Option 1 and 4 - Basic Space Reclamation
• Option 2 and 5 - Wraparound
• Option 3 - Clustering

 Order in
Which Datacom/
DB Checks for
Available Space 

 Option 0  Option 1 and 4  Option 2 and 5  Option 3 

Next available space 1 3 1 3
A block which is core
resident

1 5

A block which is partially
filled

2 2 6

A block containing
records with matching
cluster key value

1

An empty block 2
Dynamic extend 2 4 3 4
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Changing the Option Specified for a Data Area

When changing options, reloading the area is not required. If changing to clustering (option 3), a reload is recommended
to avoid having clustered data (the result of added records after the change) and non-clustered data in the same area.

NOTE
 Always be prepared to reload the changed table. Do this by taking a backup of the Directory (CXX), the DATA-
DICT database, and the DDD-DATABASE database before cataloging a changed table to the CXX.

• If you do not need to change any of the record formats or need to move tables between areas, back up the database
with SEQ=NATIVE, update the Datacom Datadictionary with the clustering option and key changes, catalog to the
CXX, and restore from the backup.
If, after the catalog, the CXX has the table marked as NOT LOADED, you must reload it with DBUTLTY. If the Index
is marked NOT LOADED, you must run the RETIX function of DBUTLTY. If neither are marked, you do not need to
perform a reload.

• If you need to reformat the data or move tables to different areas, extract or back up individual tables instead of
backing up the entire database, INIT the areas after the Datacom Datadictionary changes, and then load them back in.

• If you change the fields in the tables, you also need to do the data conversion on the extracted tables.

Defining Structures to Datadictionary
Before you can create the physical database in Datacom Datadictionary, you must define the database structure. Review
maintenance mode, the DDUPDATE and DDICF utilities, Interactive SQL Service Facility, and interaction with SQL
application programs.

Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode

The Datacom Datadictionary online Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode (DBMAINT) presents a series of panels
that prompt you for the information that is required to define a database structure. This method is best suited to:

• Make a few additions or changes
• Adjust definitions
• Add or change a definition immediately

DDUPDATE Utility

The Datacom Datadictionary update utility (DDUPDATE) allows you to define a database structure by submitting a stream
of batch transactions. This method is best suited for use when you are making many additions or modifications or when
you must make additions or modifications unattended during off-peak hours.

DDICF Utility

The Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF) reads COBOL copybooks and creates DDUPDATE
transactions for tables, columns, and elements. You can edit these transactions to provide more attribute specifications
and add transactions for the database(s) and data area(s).

Interactive SQL Service Facility

The Datacom Datadictionary online Interactive SQL Service Facility allows you to issue SQL Data Definition Language
(DDL) statements to define tables, columns, indexes (keys), and views. (Databases and data areas must be defined
through either the Datacom Datadictionary online DBMAINT mode or the DDUPDATE batch utility.) When using SQL
DDL statements to create a table, unless you supply the IN AREA clause, Datacom/DB creates the table in the default
database and the area that is specified as a MUF startup option.

This method is best suited to:
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• Create a table quickly.
• Test SQL DDL statements which you intend to include in an application.
• Define a view using an existing table(s).
• Add constraints to tables or columns that are created through the Datacom Datadictionary DBMAINT mode or

DDUPDATE.

SQL Application Program

Datacom/DB can accept SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements directly from an application program. You can
also include SQL DDL statements in a query that is written in the SQL Mode of Dataquery. These DDL statements can
define tables, columns, and views. (Databases and data areas must be defined through either the Datacom Datadictionary
online DBMAINT mode or DDUPDATE batch utility.) When using SQL DDL statements to create a table, unless you
supply the IN AREA clause, Datacom/DB creates the table in the default database and the area that is specified as a MUF
startup option.

Use this method when an application or query must create a table or view as part of its execution. The table or view that
is created can be either a permanent table, available after the application completes, or it can be a temporary table which
the application removes before completing its execution.

Reporting on Structures

Datacom Datadictionary provides a series of reports which you can use to examine the structures defined in your system.

Cataloging Structures to the Directory (CXX)
 Datacom/DB does not use structure definitions entered into Datacom Datadictionary until they are cataloged to the
Directory (CXX). Structures defined using SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements are immediately cataloged to
the Directory.

 Cataloging Test Structures 

You can catalog structures in Datacom Datadictionary TEST status and structures in PRODuction status. Cataloging
a Datacom/DB database TEST structure to the Directory allows testing the structure before making it the production
version. Datacom/DB ensures that the TEST structure does not overlay a production structure. SQL statements can
access only cataloged structures in PRODuction status.

 How to Catalog 

You cannot catalog an open database.

NOTE
 If you need to catalog the CBS database, you must comment out the MUF startup option CBS, recycle the
Multi-User Facility, and run the CATALOG job. You then uncomment the MUF startup option CBS and recycle
the Multi-User Facility.

Before cataloging a previously cataloged database, you must issue a DBUTLTY ACCESS OFF command to prevent
the database from being opened and to see if it is now open. Use one of the following methods to CATALOG database
structures except the Datacom Datadictionary databases.

• CATALOG function of the Datacom Datadictionary online Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode.
• CATALOG function of the Datacom Datadictionary batch DDCFBLD utility or the DDUPDATE utility.

If you modify the definitions of any Datacom Datadictionary entity-types or make other changes to the Datacom
Datadictionary databases, you must catalog them using the BUILD function of the Datacom Datadictionary batch
DDCFBLD utility followed by the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT DDPROD function.
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Creating and Maintaining Index Areas (IXX)
In Datacom/DB, one Index Area is required for each database. Find criteria for identifying index blocks, allocating buffer
space, and creating and maintaining Index Areas.

The index allows any row (record) in the database to be retrieved based on the content of the row. Datacom/DB places
an entry in the index for each key within each row in the database (except for a DIRECT key or a nil key, see Designing
Keys). Each index entry contains:

• Key type (key ID)
• Key value
• Table to which the row belongs
• Logical row pointer within the data area for the table

NOTE
Note: For information about other index areas, see Multi-Dataset Index.

How Datacom/DB Selects an Index Block

Datacom/DB logically groups each index block with other blocks. Each logical group contains one or more physical
blocks that are logically or physically chained together. The logical sequence of blocks in a group is not dependent on
the physical sequence of the blocks. The logical groups are the low-level blocks group and the high-level blocks group.
Unused or free blocks are classified as "never used" or "previously used". When Datacom/DB requires a free block, it
selects the available previously used block closest to the current logical block. If no previously used block is available,
Datacom/DB uses a block from those never used.

Low-Level Index Blocks

All the entries for a given key type constitute a logical group of low-level blocks. Datacom/DB sorts all entries in an
ascending sequence. The number of blocks in the group increases or decreases, when necessary, to accommodate the
number of entries being stored.

High-Level Index Blocks

The high-level portion of the index enables the quick retrieval of the required low-level block. Datacom/DB makes one
high-level entry for each low-level block. This entry specifies the highest entry value that is contained in the low-level
block. Datacom/DB places these entries in a high-level group that it internally labels level 1. If multiple physical blocks are
required to contain the entries in level 1, Datacom/DB creates an additional level which it designates as level 2. Level 2 is
then the highest level, and contains one entry for each level 1 block. When multiple level 2 blocks are required, Datacom/
DB creates level 3, and so on.

Allocating Buffer Space

When you allocate buffer space for indexes in the MUF startup option SYSPOOL, the second value allocates the upper
level(s) and the third value allocates the lower level. The lower level of the index is the DXX.

You can dynamically add and delete buffer space with the additional buffer pools using the following command
components:

• Console-like command BUFFER POOL COUNT
• Main buffer pool SYSPOOL using FLEXPOOL console command
• DBUTLTY function

More buffer pools are available for use with index buffers, using the MUF startup option BUFFER_POOL_DEF to define
them (see BUFFER_POOL_DEF).
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Estimating Index Area Space Requirements

To quickly estimate the size of the Index Area (IXX), calculate 5 percent of the data area requirements for each key. Actual
requirements vary depending on the length of each key and the amount of compression on the key values. Add to the
estimate enough space to accommodate growth. The use of cluster keys, Unique Row Identifiers (URIs), and space
management options 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 require more space (see Data Area Space Management Options (DSOP)).

NOTE
In SQL, when a table is dropped, all pointers for former rows in the table are removed from the index. A single
physical block remains, however, for the KEYID.

Each new table create operation attempts to use a KEYID that has never been used by a prior table create. The first 999
table creates therefore use KEYIDs 1 through 999. At sites that perform many table creates and drops, the index requires
a minimum of 999 blocks for these KEYIDs. The released KEYIDs can be reclaimed by running an INIT IXX followed by a
base-level RETIX.

Use the following guidelines to more accurately estimate Index Area space requirements.

Control Block

The first block of the Index Area is used as a control block only. The remaining Index Area blocks are for high-level or low-
level index blocks.

High-Level Block Space

Estimate that the high-level blocks require 5 percent of the number of blocks that are used by the low-level blocks.

Low-Level Block Space

Each block starts with block control information. The length of this control information is 32 bytes plus the length of the
key value. Following the block control information, each block contains index entries. Each entry consists of the following
components:

Control Information:
5 bytes

Key Value:
1 to 180 bytes
Duplicate trailing characters are not stored. For example, a NAME key of 50 bytes, which contains SMITH JOHN
and 40 blanks, is stored without the last 39 blanks.
Within each block, leading characters which match the prior entry are not stored. For example, if the name SMITH
JOHNNY follows SMITH JOHN, the second value is stored as only NY.

Pointer Values:
Each key value is followed by one or more pointer values. The length of each pointer value is:
Without URI: 7 bytes
With URI but no Shared Key IDs: 8 to 9 bytes
With URI and Shared Key IDs: 8 to 10 bytes

The space after the entries is slack and available for additions. The amount of slack space in each block varies according
to index additions and deletions. For estimating purposes, assume that each block is 75 -- 85 percent full.

When you perform maintenance through the DATACOM or CBLDBMS entry points, Datacom/DB maintains some
historical information in the Index Area blocks until the job mix completes. This requires a small amount of additional
temporary space in the Index Area block.
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Equations For Calculating Index Area Space

Equation Explanation

a = (bs - 32 - lk) x pb a: Average usable space per block
bs: Block size: 3860 bytes for 3380s
4096 bytes for all other devices. (You can INIT an index using
DBUTLTY with a block size of up to 8192. We recommend that
you use the default value of 4096 for 3390s.)
32: Length of the control information for the block
lk: Length of the key
pb: Percent of the block remaining after space taken by cb and lk
(use 75 to 85 percent)

b = 5 + lk - lc - rc + pl b: Average entry size for unique key values
5: Length of the control information for the entry
lk: Length of key
lc: Average number of bytes removed by compression of the key
value on the left
rc: Average number of bytes not present due to compression of
the key value on the right
pl: Pointer length:
For areas using URI: 9 bytes
For areas not using URI: 7 bytes

c = (b x nk) + (ek x pl) c: Total entry space requirements
b: Average entry size for unique key values
nk: Number of rows (records) with a unique key value
ek: Number of rows (records) with a synonym key value
pl: Pointer length:
For areas using URI: 9 bytes
For areas not using URI: 7 bytes

d = c / a d: Number of Index Area blocks for low level
c: Total entry space requirements
a: Average usable space per block

e = d x (.05) e: Number of high-level index blocks
d: Number of low-level index blocks

tracks = (d + 1 + e) / rt tracks: Total Index Area track requirement
d: Number of low-level index blocks
1: Control block
e: Number of high-level index blocks
rt: Number of records per track, varies with device as follows:
11 for 3380
12 for 3390 (assuming the default block size of 4096)
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Example Index Area Space Calculations

Example 1

Requirements 1 table
10,000 rows in the table
3380 on an z/OS system
1 20-byte key with no duplicate values
Index Area block averages 75 percent full
10 bytes of compression on the left but no compression on the
right
URI in use

Calculations

a = (3860 - 32 - 20) x .75 Average usable space per block = 2856

b = 5 + 20 - 10 - 0 + 9 Average entry size for unique key values = 24

c = (24 x 10000) + (0 x 9) Total entry space requirements = 240000

d = 220000 / 2856 Number of low-level index blocks = 84

e = 84 x .05 Number of high-level index blocks = 4

tracks = (84 + 1 + 4) / 11 Total Index Area track requirement = 8

Example 2

Requirements 2 tables
2000 records in the first table
8000 records in the second table
3380 on an z/OS System
One 50-byte key with the same key ID for each table
Keys for the second table always match the first table
Index Area block averages 80 percent full
25 bytes of compression on the left
3 bytes of compression on the right
URI not in use

Calculations

a = (3860 - 32 - 50) x .8 Average usable space per block = 3022

b = 5 + 50 - 25 - 3 + 7 Average entry size for unique key values = 34

c = (34 x 2000) + (8000 x 7) Total entry space requirements = 124000

d = 124000 / 3022 Number of low-level Index blocks = 41

e = 41 x .05 Number of high-level Index blocks = 2

tracks = (41 + 1 + 2) / 11 Total Index Area track requirement = 4

Creating Index Areas (IXX)

Allocating

The Index Area can be preallocated or allocated during the INIT AREA=IXX or PREINIT functions of DBUTLTY.

When using an FBA device, the number of physical blocks in each extent must allow complete logical blocks. To
determine this number, divide the block size by 512. The extent must be an even multiple of the result. A block size of
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4096 divided by 512 is 8, for example. Each extent must be a multiple of 8. The minimum number of FBA physical blocks
is 48.

Initializing

After allocating the Index Area, execute the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=IXX function. The INIT function builds the control block
which contains the physical attribute information of the area including the block management information. This control
block is then updated when maintenance is performed. The default block size is 3860 bytes for 3380s and 4096 bytes for
all other devices. This default can be overridden when the IXX is being initialized by specifying the BLKSIZE= keyword
in the DBUTLTY function INIT AREA=IXX. Be careful about using a BLKSIZE larger than other index areas, because the
MUF startup option, SYSPOOL, specified the largest index block size allowed the current MUF execution. A recycle would
be needed to make it larger. If you are using an alternate index buffer pool for this database, then the size of that buffer
pool is of concern. If using multiple index areas for a database, all index areas must be initialized with the IXX first and
then the other areas with names starting with an I and ending with numbers 00-99.

The index can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes, depending on the requirements and limits of the
operating system. In an z/OS system, when initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), DBUTLTY formats
all currently allocated tracks for use. When initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), if only one volume is provided,
DBUTLTY requests and formats the only primary allocation. If multiple volumes are provided, DBUTLTY requests
secondary allocations until space has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. The Index Area must be
initialized only once. Never reinitialize the Index Area when loading subsequent data areas, because previously created
index entries for the other areas are then lost.

To speed up the process of reloading an entire database or rebuilding the index for all data areas (DBUTLTY RETIX
function), reinitialize the Index Area before performing the first data area LOAD or executing the RETIX. The Index entries
are created during the data area load process. It is not always faster to do the INIT function before the LOAD or RETIX
functions.

You must INIT the Index Area before performing a RETIX on a full database.

An index area for a database that does not currently exist can be initialized before the catalog of the database using the
DBUTLTY function PREINIT. A Multi-Dataset index area can also be subjected to a PREINIT before or after the database
is created. In both cases, when a database is cataloged (or a new key is cataloged), MUF notes whether a new index area
is being defined. If it is, MUF searches for any PREINIT of that index area and, if any is found, selects it and sets as the
index area (Data Set Name) and removes it as a PREINIT area. The ability to PREINIT is part of a set of features that are
available 24x7.

Linkage of Index Areas to Directory (CXX)

When you use DBUTLTY to INIT an Index Area (IXX) for a data area, that area is linked to the current Directory (CXX) by
name. If a Multi-User Facility, using a different Directory, then tries to access that area, it generates an error condition and
issues a return code 43 -- No Valid Index, internal return code 002 (decimal) / 02 (hex).

This linkage provides protection against JCL errors, such as pointing to the production database instead of the test
database. The one exception to this protection is the DBUTLTY INIT function, which always writes on the file that is
specified in the JCL. Therefore, use extra caution that the Directory in use and the Index Area are correct when submitting
an INIT request. To allow protection during an INIT function, the VERIFY=YES keyword is allowed. If the index is specified
with DISP=SHR, it opens and reads an existing index area and validates that it is an index area for the correct database
and Directory.

The "STARTED JOB" message indicates the name of the Directory to which the job is connected:

DB00101I -- STARTED JOB-job-name NUMBER-run-unit CXX=cxx-name (SUBID=x) (SVC=yyy)

If an open error occurs, Datacom/DB reports the Directory name in the message:

DB00501E -- OPEN ERROR - RETURN CODE xxx (yyy) CXX=cxx-name
[SUBID=z] [SVC=www] [I=ss-tt-uu-vv] [CXXLINK=xxxxxxxx]
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To help you correct the problem, if the open error is one of the two return codes that are described above, the message
includes the name of the Directory to which the area is linked.

DBUTLTY LINK Function

The DBUTLTY LINK function allows you to link a data area or Index Area to a Directory (CXX) without performing the INIT
function. An example of when to use this function is if you have renamed the Directory (CXX) or if you have used a utility
other than DBUTLTY to copy a data area from one Directory to another.

Extending the Index Area (IXX)

You have several options for extending the Index Area:

• The DYNAMIC-EXTEND and DYN-EXT-TRACKS attributes of a database definition allow Datacom/DB to dynamically
extend an Index Area in z/OS environments and in z/VSE environments if Datacom Datadictionary is present.

WARNING
For users of Datacom Datadictionary and dynamic extends, the possibility of z/VSE deleting your new
extents exists. When Datacom Datadictionary extends a data set, it uses the retention of the original dataset.
If you do not have a retention on the original data set, the default of the new extent is seven (7) days. To
avoid this situation, run a Directory (CXX) report, look for DYNAMIC EXTEND - YES on the report, and make
certain those data sets have permanent retention on the DLBL or in the Datacom Datadictionary catalog.

• The DBUTLTY EXTEND AREA=IXX function increases the size of the Index Area data set without losing the current
information.

• Another method is to do an on-demand dynamic extend using the console or any of the console-like API choices. The
On-Demand dynamic extend allows a user-controlled extend in the MUF address space with the data base open for
other work or able to be opened. The command is DYNAMIC_EXTEND.

• An alternate method if the DBUTLTY EXTEND function does not produce the desired results is to use a non-Datacom/
DB utility to read the current index data set and copy it to the new extent(s).

Dynamically Extending an Area

In z/OS environments and in z/VSE environments if Datacom Datadictionary is present, an Index Area can be dynamically
extended when it becomes full. The dynamic extend applies to Multi-User Facility processing during additions to the
index. The dynamic extend feature may also be invoked during utility functions such as LOAD, RETIX, RECOVERY, and
MASSADD. z/OS restrictions and Datacom Datadictionary restrictions about extending an area still apply, however. In z/
OS, dynamic extend can be supported when more requirements have been met.

Use the Datacom Datadictionary attributes DYNAMIC-EXTEND and DYN-EXT-TRACKS for a database to control Index
Area dynamic extends.

DYNAMIC-EXTEND has possible values of Cylinders, Yes, or No, with the default being No. Review your JCL
specifications for all areas in each database before updating Datacom Datadictionary with the Cylinders or Yes value and
cataloging the database. DYN-EXT-TRACKS has possible values of 0 -- 65535, with the default being 0.

NOTE
In spite of the word "tracks" in the name DYN-EXT-TRACKS, the number is the number of either cylinders or
tracks.

In a z/OS environment:

• If DYNAMIC-EXTEND=c/Y and DYN-EXT-TRACKS= is not zero, the dynamic extend occurs using the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS= value.

• If DYNAMIC-EXTEND=c/Y and DYN-EXT-TRACKS=0, MUF uses the amount of the secondary extent of the data
set as specified in a DD statement in the MUF startup JCL (if specified with a secondary allocation), or MUF uses
the DSCB of the VTOC (if it provides a secondary allocation). Secondary allocation, however, is always used after an
area is opened. But if a directed (console-like) DYNAMIC_EXTEND is done, and it selects an override value for the
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number of tracks/cylinders, this override remains and is used for any normal dynamic extends until the area is closed
and reopened.

The general rules of extend are that the secondary allocation must be satisfied in one through five extents on the volume
which contains the current last extent for the area. Also, the number of extents for the volume may not exceed 16. If space
is not available or if the number of extents are not allowed, the dynamic extend fails. Currently, the limit of maximum
volumes per single data set in z/OS is 59.

In z/OS, it is possible to un-catalog a data set and recatalog it with another VOLSER with that new volume available for
dynamic extends. This is not recommended because, if a DBUTLTY INIT function is done without removing the additional
volume, the INIT initializes space to include one secondary allocation on this VOLSER.

In z/VSE environments with Datacom Datadictionary, it is recommended but not required that the area also be supported
by Dynamic Allocation. When dynamic extend is invoked, the data set is cataloged to the Datacom Datadictionary catalog.
This eliminates the need for you to modify JCL after dynamic extends have occurred. The dynamic extend feature under
z/VSE attempts to place the new extent on the same volume as the current last extent. If there is insufficient space,
Datacom Datadictionary requests either a reduced extent size or a new volume from the operator. Since, in z/VSE, the
data set is cataloged to Datacom Datadictionary by the dynamic extend feature, the data set name must be no greater
than 41 characters to allow for the appending of the catalog option.

Dynamic extending is not available for Virtual tables. For Covered tables, the space that is allocated during the first open
of this area for a given Multi-User Facility execution is used. Allocations using a percentage are not enhanced to account
for the additional space.

In z/OS, as an Index Area is opened, Datacom/DB notes whether the area is or was defined through JCL with the ability
to have an additional allocation or DYN-EXT-TRACKS has a non-zero value. If neither of these is true, Datacom/DB does
not attempt to dynamically extend the area. The decision is made at area open. To change the decision, all tables in the
area must be closed and when all are closed, they can then be reopened. This assumes the some action is taken while
the tables are closed to provide for secondary allocations.

In z/VSE, an Index Area (IXX) is eligible for dynamic extend if the DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute is YES and the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS attribute is not zero on the DATABASE entity-occurrence. In addition, Datacom Datadictionary module DYNACC
must have been link-edited into the DATACOM library as PHASE DBDYAPR (see the Datacom/DB for z/VSE: Step 5.
Load SAMPJCL and Retrieve Member BEINS01.Z. The installation job that links DBDYAPR is BEINS13.

For dynamic extend to be effective, four actions are required:

1. The Datacom Datadictionary attribute DYNAMIC-EXTEND must be set to Y for the database. For z/VSE, the DYN-
EXT-TRACKS must also be greater than zero. The attributes are on the DATABASE entity-occurrence.

2. The database must be cataloged to the Directory (CXX).
3. In z/OS, the JCL must be or have been properly done to provide for secondary allocations. In z/VSE, Datacom

Datadictionary must be active.
4. The environment must be such that the secondary allocations, when requested, can be satisfied per the z/OS or

Datacom Datadictionary and z/VSE rules.

When an area full condition (return code 8) occurs for an Index Area, further checking occurs. If the area definition
disallows dynamic extends or, in z/OS, the area at open did not provide for secondary allocations or, in z/VSE, the
DBDYAPR phase is not present, the return code is presented and the request stopped. Otherwise, the area is reopened in
a manner that requests the allocation of a secondary extent.

If this succeeds, the new space is formatted and made available to the application. If the extend fails, the area is marked
in the Multi-User Facility as not extendable, and the application gets the return code. An area marked not extendable is
not retried unless the Multi-User Facility is recycled or all tables in the area are closed (at one time) and reopened.

When an area is full and Datacom/DB is attempting to extend it, all applications performing an add of a record wait for the
dynamic extend and formatting of the space. If records are deleted in this period, the new adds can complete without the
wait. During the dynamic extend, the task doing the extend is active. Any other task waiting waits for a LOCK with a value
of DBSDCBaaabb where aaa is IXX and bb is the database ID in binary form.
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If an extend cannot be done with the preceding requirements, the database must be closed and a DBUTLTY EXTEND
function or other actions must be performed to allow the extend to work after the database is reopened.

If a dynamic extend is successful, the following message is produced:

DB01701I - DYNAMIC EXTEND OF AREA aaannnnn ENDED, TRACKS BEFORE: nnnnnn, TRACKS AFTER:
nnnnnn.

If a dynamic extend is attempted and fails, Datacom/DB issues a console message:

DB01702I - DYNAMIC EXTEND OF AREA aaannnnn HAS FAILED.

No message occurs if the area fills and the Datacom Datadictionary attribute DYNAMIC-EXTEND is set to No, or if the
area was opened without support for secondary allocations. In addition, in z/VSE no message occurs if the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS attribute is zero or the DBDYAPR phase is not present.

Some user areas may also be designed in a way in which dynamic extend is not desirable. If an area has tables where
an application program does ADDITs or INSERTs until the table is full and then manipulates the added records, that area
should not be extendable.

DBUTLTY EXTEND Function

z/OS Systems

The EXTEND function of DBUTLTY opens the area in a sequential mode and requests a secondary allocation at the
end of the current extent(s). Prepare the JCL to z/OS specifications, defining how much secondary space to acquire and
where to acquire it. Specify the DISP= parameter as OLD or SHR.

You can use dynamic extend only if the area was defined with secondary allocations on the same volume as the last
extent.

You can add a new volume serial number to the EXTEND AREA=IXX JCL only if the EXTEND allocates space on the new
volume. When adding a new volume, manually un-catalog all volumes of the Index Area and then recatalog.

z/VSE Systems

Change the JCL to increase the size of the last extent or add another extent after the current set. Ensure that no changes
are made to the placement of the current extents, or the index can be destroyed.

Alternate Method for z/OS or z/VSE Systems

Use this method if the DBUTLTY EXTEND function does not produce the desired results. Use a non-Datacom/DB utility to
read the current index data set and copy it to the new extent(s), which must be the same size or larger. If the new extent is
larger, run the EXTEND function of DBUTLTY to format the additional space. Use the INIT function to change the device
type or reduce the index size.

Impact on Recovery Processing

Extending the allocation for the Index Area does not affect any recovery processing when Datacom/DB functions are
used for the complete recovery process. If your site uses non-Datacom/DB processes, such as a file copy, as part of the
recovery process, ensure that your process allows for a successful and complete recovery.

Rebuilding the Index Area (IXX)

The DBUTLTY RETIX function rebuilds the index entries for a database or a given area in the database. RETIX reads the
data area(s) in physical block sequence and rebuilds the index entries. The function runs faster and produces a better
Index Area when executed for the entire database.

To rebuild the Index Area for an entire database, you must specify the SORT= option and have enough DASD space or
memory available to sort all index entries in the database. When rebuilding the index entries for a single data area, you do
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not specify the SORT= option, but we recommend it for performance. RETIX without SORT first deletes any index entries
pointing into the specified data area.

Use RETIX when an index is physically destroyed or when a key has been redefined (deleted, added, or redefined using
existing fields).

Rebuilding a Physically Destroyed Index

Allocate and initialize the new Index Area (IXX) data set. Execute the RETIX function with control statements for each
data area accessed by the Index Area being restored, or the database.

Do not run any other function of DBUTLTY against the subject database while RETIX is executing.

Redefining a Key

After you have completed all Datacom Datadictionary and Directory maintenance, executing the RETIX function of
DBUTLTY is the last step when adding a new key (defined from an existing column), modifying a key definition (adding or
deleting existing columns), or deleting a key.

If changing the length of a key or removing a key, run the REMOVE function, then run the RETIX function.

If the RETIX is run because of a ,key definition change, it is more efficient to specify MINIMAL=YES, which causes the
RETIX to process only the portion of the index dealing with the changed key(s).

The DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX and TYPE=I can be used to show the changes that are done during a
Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG function with the status of tables and any index keys not loaded.

Reporting About the Index Area

The REPORT IXX function of DBUTLTY produces reports about the Index Area:

• A report of the number of records in each table of a database that are indexed by their associated keys. The report can
be requested in either table or key sequence.

• A dump of the Index Area associated with a specific key or a dump of the high-level portion of the Index Area that is
associated with a specific key. These should be produced only at the request of Support .

• A report on the number of records in each table of a database that have unique values for a key field or a combination
of key fields.

Index Swap Overview
The index swap was designed to address the need of users for 24x7 database processing. Index swapping also
addresses a need for being able to move a key definition from one index area to another index area, for example, moving
a key definition named PAYKY from residing in the IXX index area to a Multi-Dataset Index area named I22.

The requirements associated with index swapping allow Database Admistrators to tune processing for a table without
changing the user applications that employ RAAT, SAAT, and SQL access to the data. Tuning in this case is to move the
index definition, causing the index values to be in a data set that can be optimized. For example, moving one of 5 keys
with high performance requirements into its own index area to give it possibly less index levels, thus speeding all access;
or to allow this key to be in an index area that can then be subject to COVERED to lessen I/O.

The swap process does not involve changing the definition in ways that make it different from the viewpoint of user
programs, such as adding or removing fields of the key. In this regard, the following restrictions apply:

• The DATACOM-ID attribute value of the two KEY occurrences must not be equal or an error is generated.
• The two KEY structures in Datacom Datadictionary must contain the same fields in the same order or an error is

generated. This implies the LENGTH attribute values must be equal or an error is generated.
• The ORDER and DATA-SENSITIVE attribute values must be the same for each field in the two keys or an error is

generated.
• The following attributes will be functionally swapped:
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– DATACOM-ID
– INCLUDE-NIL-KEY (except if the replaced Key is defined as MASTER-KEY and/or NATIVE-KEY = “Y”. An error is

generated if this is attempted.)
– KEY-INDEX-NAME
– UNIQUE

• All other attribute values of the two KEY occurrences remain as they were before the swap.

The index swap process starts with a user defining a new key definition, similar to the existing one, to be moved where the
new key is to have a different key name and a different key ID. It is expected to be in a new index area, but that is not a
requirement, so that it would be possible, if desired, to change a few other fields of a key definition. The new definition is
cataloged in the 24x7 way and needs some time to become a fully functional new key in the database. The new definition
being set to no KEYUSE prevents RAAT or SAAT or SQL from using the new key using the new name. After the new key
has been added completely and is fully available, the key swap can be done. This is a near instant process. After the key
swap, all running user programs continue to use the original key definition. In the next physical MUF to execute, such as
a Shadow MUF enabled as part of a migration or a primary MUF failure, or simply a new MUF replacing one set to EOJ or
terminate, the swap allows all user programs to access the new key definition as it would have the old. This occurs during
a close and reopen of the database if this non-24x7 event were to occur.

Once the applications are using the new swapped key, the old key that has the new key name and ID should be set to be
deleted in the 24x7 way.

The swap process allows the movement with no outage or no new outage or, for some, could be done with the short
outage of a database close/open.

The key swap requires the table and all key definitions to be in LOADED status.

This process allows the index area name to change, the UNIQUE option to change, and the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY option to
change, all with the table open for processing and no risk to functionality of user programs.

The functionality of this feature is limited to KEY structures containing the same fields. For more information, see the
information about the 1000 SWAP batch transaction .

From the CXX point of view, two keys are involved. The first is the existing key (expected to be in use) and the second
is the replacing key (expected to be not in use). Information in the CXX for each key remains the same except for items
that are part of the swap. The replacing key should be set to "no usage", but a "no usage" setting is not checked for and
therefore is not strictly required. The existing key and replacing key must be loaded to participate in a swap, and neither
key can be a relative record key.

Processing is as follows:

1. The key ID is swapped. The swapped key IDs need not be the same.
2. If the existing key is neither the Master Key, the Native Sequence Key, nor a Unique Key, the key include (KEY INC)

value is swapped. The swapped values need not be the same.
3. The unique value is swapped. The swapped values need not be the same.
4. The index area name is swapped. The swapped names need not be the same.

Multi-Dataset Index
Beginning with r12, a database can have a Multi-Dataset Index to enhance the performance of databases that have
multiple key IDs and a large number of records. The Multi-Dataset Index feature is invisible to user application programs
and is therefore a choice made by a Database Administrator. This feature allows users to define, by KEYID, into which
index area each key is to be placed.

The Multi-Dataset Index feature is provided at the key ID level, not at the key value level. For a given database, the
number of unique key IDs for all tables is the maximum number of Multi-Dataset Indexes that can be defined. The Index
Area (IXX), or any Multi-Dataset Index, can have one or any number of key IDs. The number of unique key names is not a
factor in a Multi-Dataset Index.
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Following are some benefits of being able to have a Multi-Dataset Index:

• If the database is very large, and if a DASD outage required one index area to be rebuilt, having a Multi-Dataset Index
makes the DBUTLTY functions INIT and RETIX complete faster with less CPU and I/O.

• The CXX report provides the number of index levels. If the database is large, it can allow fewer index levels. Having
fewer levels saves CPU time and I/O during every search of a row that is "random" (from the top). It would have no
affect on CPU or I/O during sequential "next" processing. If a database had only a few records, the CPU and I/O would
be increased a small amount.

• If the one key ID in a database is used to access the data by applications where performance is crucial, another
feature that is available at the area level becomes a tuning choice. COVERED is that feature, where the blocks of
an area can be privately saved in a buffer pool dedicated to the specific area. This is helpful when all blocks needed
cannot fit into the common buffer pools that can contain the index blocks.

Datacom Datadictionary Enhancements and General Implications

To implement this feature, use the Datacom Datadictionary attribute to the KEY entity-type called KEY-INDEX-NAME. It
is a 3-character attribute that defaults to IXX. It can be set to IXX, or it can be set to Inn where nn is a number from 00
through 99. The name is used as the first 3 positions of the DDNAME (z/OS) or DTFNAME (z/VSE).

The index IXX data set always exists and is always used for the space management index entries and URI index entries.
No data area can exist in the same database with the same name as the Multi-Dataset Index area name. For example, if a
database already has areas I00 -- I99, the feature would not be possible for that database.

The Datacom Datadictionary KEY entity-type attribute is KEY-INDEX-NAME, which is maintained as follows:

• In DDOL, using the Attribute Maintenance Panel for the KEY entity-type.
• In batch Datacom Datadictionary, using the 5000 transaction in positions 26 -- 28.

If there are multiple key definitions in the database that share one Key ID, we recommend that the Datacom
Datadictionary VERIFY function be performed on the DATABASE Structure. This ensures that all KEY occurrences with
the same ID are defined in the same data set.

During the catalog of a table, these key definition options are pushed to the CXX and reflect individual information about
the Multi-Dataset Index data sets. The Datacom Datadictionary options that relate to the index apply to every Multi-
Dataset Index. For example, if dynamic allocation is set for the IXX, it is also set for every Multi-Dataset Index. The
information currently stored, defining the IXX and its contents, has to exist for each index data set. This involves changes
to the CXX structure and reporting in both DBUTLTY and the Dynamic System Tables.

This feature causes the Inn index data sets to work similarly to the IXX, for most purposes. A few differences exist,
however.

WARNING
Before defining a database with multiple index areas, carefully review the special rules to make certain all of
those rules can be met.

The size of the total index blocks grows only with a few additional, high-level IXX blocks.

Performance benefits of a Multi-Dataset Index are as follows:

• Possibly fewer index levels
• Ability to COVER index at level of KEYID

DBUTLTY Keyword IXXAREA=

The DBUTLTY functions that use the AREA= keyword, with the IXX value, use AREA=IXX mostly to indicate that it is the
index to be processed, as opposed to a data area or system area such as the Directory (CXX). For databases that have a
single Index Area (IXX), the terms "index," "index area," and IXX are functionally the same, and if DBUTLTY functions that
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allow AREA=IXX are executed with a DBID that has a single Index Area (IXX), the terms "index," "index area," and IXX
are the same, meaning that no changes are required to execute them.

If those functions are executed, however, with a DBID that has multiple index areas, including the IXX and one or more
index areas (Inn), the terms are not the same. The full index would be described using the terms "full index" or "all index
areas," and a specific index area that is one but not all would use "index area" or "index area (Inn)". This change in terms
is needed because the IXX contains some key ID values, and the Inn areas contain others. This situation has the potential
to seem a bit confusing because, in some DBUTLTY functions, AREA=IXX can indicate the full index of the one or more
index areas, while in certain other functions it can represents one part of the entire index.

Following is discussed the differences in DBUTLTY functions with regard to using AREA=IXX.

Consider the following DBUTLTY functions that allow AREA=IXX:

• REMOVE AREA=IXX
• REPORT AREA=IXX,TYPE=A
• REPORT AREA=IXX,TYPE=B
• REPORT AREA=IXX,TYPE=G

For the functions just listed, index terminology refers to the index in its entirety with all index areas. These functions are
not able to distinguish the information contained in the various index area data sets. They perform the same with a single
Index Area (IXX) or multiple indexes.

In the following DBUTLTY functions that allow AREA=IXX, index terminology means the individual named area, not the
collection of index areas.

• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DSN=x,AREA=xxx
• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,LINK=x,AREA=xxx

For the functions just listed, each individual area is processed as needed. The AREA= value could be an existing index
area or data area.

In the following DBUTLTY functions that allow AREA=IXX, index terminology means "index" but not all index areas.
Information is therefore also needed to provide information about which specific index area is meant.

• EXTEND AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=xxx
• REPORT AREA=IXX,TYPE=D,IXXAREA=xxx
• REPORT AREA=IXX,TYPE=E,IXXAREA=xxx

For the functions just listed, when the specific DBID specified has multiple index areas, the keyword IXXAREA= is
required to provide a specific index area name, indicating which single index area is to be processed. None of these
functions has a concept of "every" index area. In each of these functions, the keyword IXXAREA=xxx must therefore be
added, where xxx is one index area starting with the letter I and ending with either XX (an upper case double X) or a two-
digit number (nn).

NOTE
If the specific DBID has a single index area IXX, it is possible for the IXXAREA= keyword to be specified, if set
to IXX.

In the following DBUTLTY function that allows AREA=IXX, index terminology means "index" and can mean a specific
index area or all areas.

• INIT AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=xxx

For the function just listed, information also needs to be provided to identify which index area is meant. When the specific
DBID identified in the function has multiple index areas, the function requires the keyword IXXAREA= to provide a specific
index area name, indicating which single index area is to be processed, or IXXAREA=*** could alternately be specified,
indicating that each index area in the specified database is to be processed in turn. To these functions the keyword
IXXAREA=xxx must therefore be added, where xxx is one of the following:
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• IXX
• Inn (the letter I followed by a two-digit number)
• *** (three asterisks)

NOTE
If the specific DBID has a single Index Area (IXX), it is possible for the IXXAREA= keyword to be specified, if set
to IXX or ***.

Special Rules for Databases with Multiple Index Areas

WARNING
Opening the index consisting of one area (IXX) or multiple areas is a singular event everywhere except during
execution of a DBUTLTY INIT AREA=IXX function. Every index area must have a successful OPEN for anything
in the database to have a successful OPEN. For example, you cannot open a table or load an area if any Index
Area is not successfully opened. If a catalog is done adding a new index, the first and only order of business is
to initialize the new index area.

Special rules for databases that have multiple index areas affecting MUF or DBUTLTY are as follows:

• MUF ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for databases that have multiple index areas.
• No table in the database can have the Datacom Datadictionary RECOVER option set to NO.
• No single user execution against this database is allowed, even if enabled for other databases.

Special Rules for DBUTLTY Functions

Special rules for DBUTLTY functions using an index with multiple areas include the following:

• For the IXXAREA= keyword that has been added to some DBUTLTY functions for r12, IXXAREA= is required for
the functions to which it has been added where a database has multiple index areas. IXXAREA= is optional for the
functions to which it has been added where a database has a single Index Area.

• INIT AREA=IXX IXXAREA=IXX opens and initializes the IXX index area. If it is not initialized, it must be done before
any other function. As a special rule, it opens only the IXX index area.

• INIT AREA=IXX IXXAREA=Inn (not IXX) opens and initializes the Inn index area. If any Inn index area is not initialized,
after the IXX has been initialized, each Inn must be initialized before any other function. As a special rule, it opens the
IXX and only the specified Inn index area.

• INIT AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=*** opens and initializes the Index Area (IXX) and then, if other index areas exist, opens
and initializes them. The use of IXXAREA=*** is only useful if all index areas have all INIT keywords equal, for
example when all have a common BLKSIZE.

NOTE
The EXTEND and REPORT functions do not allow IXXAREA=***.

• EXTEND AREA=IXX,IXXAREA= opens the complete index including IXX and every Inn index area. The specific
IXXAREA= area is then extended.

• LOAD cannot specify URI=NO.
• LOAD and RETIX cannot be done with SORT=0 set or defaulted, with the exception that a LOAD with

FORMAT=NONE (with SORT=0 or defaulted) is simulated as a sort, and therefore meets the criteria and allows the
area to have a Multi-Dataset Index.

Creating and Maintaining Data Areas
A data area is the physical location in which Datacom/DB data is stored. Before a data area can be accessed, it must be
allocated, initialized, and loaded.
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Estimating Space

To estimate data area space requirements, use the following formula:

If RECOVERY=NO:  (record-size + 4) x number-of-records (We do not recommend this option)

If RECOVERY=YES: (record-size + 12) x number-of-records (should be used for all table definitions)

Add sufficient space to this estimate for anticipated growth. Use the Data Area Space Estimate Report (DBUTLTY
REPORT DEVICE function) to estimate the data space required and to select an appropriate block size.

If a block has slack, Datacom/DB can use it to optimize performance. Currently, one byte of slack is used when available
for non-compressed tables. When many records fit in a block, it is desirable to pick a block size that allows a slack byte.

Allocating Data Areas

The minimum allocation is one track, if the block size provides at least 4 blocks per track. If not, enough tracks must be
allocated to provide space for 4 blocks. The maximum allocation is 16,777,215 tracks.

A data area can be preallocated or allocated during the INIT AREA=aaa function of DBUTLTY. This DBUTLTY
function prepares the specified data area space. Specifying DISP=NEW in the JCL and providing only one volume
causes Datacom/DB to request and format the primary allocation. Providing multiple volume serial numbers
causes Datacom/DB to request secondary allocations until space has been allocated on each of the specified volumes. If
DISP=NEW is not specified, Datacom/DB uses the currently allocated space.

A data area that does not currently exist but is planned to be created or cataloged can be allocated using the PREINIT
function of DBUTLTY.

The first block is used as a control block and the last block is held in reserve as a trailing control block. Neither is available
for data during loads or ADDIT requests.

Initializing Data Areas

After the data area is allocated, it must be initialized using the INIT AREA=aaa function of DBUTLTY. An initialize for a
data area builds a data control block and writes it to the data area. The remainder of the DASD allocation is formatted
to the data block size of low values. The INIT does not read nor validate what was on DASD, it simply writes the desired
information. The INIT determines the device type and formats the area with as many blocks per track as supported by
the device. In z/OS, and in z/VSE with Datacom Datadictionary, the data set name (if provided in the JCL) is saved in the
Directory (CXX). The name of the Directory is also saved in the data area. To allow protection during an INIT function, the
VERIFY=YES keyword is allowed, and if the index is specified with DISP=SHR, it opens and reads an existing index area
and validates that it is an index area for the right database and Directory.

A data area can also be initialized (and null loaded) before it exists in the CXX by using the DBUTLTY function PREINIT.
This ability allows SQL to create a new table in a new area and be instantly available for row additions and access.

The data area can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes per operating system requirement and to
operating system maximums.

In an z/OS environment, if initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats the first track
or few tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the first track or few
tracks of the primary allocation only if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, Datacom/DB requests
secondary allocations until space has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the
operating system handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

Data areas must be initialized prior to the first load. They must be reinitialized only if the area is moved to a new set of
extents. After an initialize, the area must always be loaded. In addition to loading the data provided, the first load after an
initialize formats the remainder of the allocated tracks.
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Linkage of Data Areas to Directory (CXX)

When you use DBUTLTY to INIT a data area, that area is linked to the current Directory (CXX) by name. If a Multi-User
Facility, using a different Directory, subsequently tries to access that area, it generates an error condition and issues a
return code 72 -- Invalid Data Area, internal return code 002 (decimal) / 02 (hex).

This linkage provides protection against JCL errors, such as pointing to the production database, not the test database.
This is true for all area usage except the INIT function. Therefore, use extra caution to ensure that the Directory and the
data area in use are correct when submitting an INIT request.

The "STARTED JOB" message indicates the name of the Directory to which the job is connected:

 DB00101I -- STARTED JOB-job-name NUMBER-run-unit CXX=cxx-name (SUBID=x) (SVC=yyy) 

If an open error occurs, Datacom/DB reports the Directory name in the message:

 DB00501E -- OPEN ERROR - RETURN CODE xxx (yyy) CXX=cxx-name [SUBID=z] [SVC=www] [I=ss-tt-uu-vv]
[CXXLINK=xxxxxxxx] 

To assist you in correcting the problem, if the open error is one of the two return codes described above, the message
includes the name of the Directory to which the area is linked.

DBUTLTY LINK Function

The DBUTLTY LINK function allows you to link a data area or Index Area to a Directory (CXX) without performing the INIT
function. An example of when to use this function would be if you have renamed the Directory (CXX) or if you have used a
utility other than DBUTLTY to copy a data area from one Directory to another.

Loading Data Areas

 Datacom/DB provides a variety of table load options. Selecting the best set of options depends on the Datacom/
DB features applied to the table and the condition of the input files.

URI Option

With the DBUTLTY LOAD function, you can specify the Unique Row Identifier (URI=YES) option. The URI option
reformats the record ID. Using URI:

• Improves performance when locating moved records
• Ensures integrity when using SQL Mode
• Reduces the manual intervention required during recovery

We recommend that all areas be loaded in the URI format.

URI is required if any of the tables in the area are accessed through SQL or are defined with unique keys. When an area
uses the URI option, every table in it must be defined to Datacom Datadictionary with the attribute RECOVERY=Y.

Any AREA opened with a User Requirements Table that includes RRS=YES must be loaded in the URI format.

The following system areas must be loaded in the URI format. This includes standard databases for Datacom
Datadictionary, accounting, and the SQL databases for the default area and temporary table management, as follows:

• DATA-DICT - Datacom Datadictionary entity-types and High-Speed Directory (HSD) -- default DBID is 2
• Accounting Facility Database (PRM Table) -- default DBID is 4
• Accounting Facility Database (Sample Accounting Tables) -- default DBID is 5
• DDD-DATABASE - Datacom Datadictionary Data Definition Directory (DDD) and Schema Information Tables -- default

DBID is 15
• Default Database for SQL-Created Tables -- default DBID is 16
• SQL Temporary Table Manager (TTM) -- default DBID is 17
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NOTE
For details on URI, see Internal Row Identifiers.

Null Loading Tables

When there is no initial data to be loaded in a table, use the DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=NONE function to "null load" the
table. A table cannot be accessed until it has been loaded by either DBUTLTY or DBFLSUB.

 Single Table Areas 

To load a single table area, use DBFLSUB to input the data or use the LOAD AREA=aaa option of DBUTLTY. When using
the DBUTLTY LOAD function to load a table for the first time, specify format=EXTRACT. Also specify the optional keyword
SORT= to optimize the performance of the LOAD function.

 Multiple Table Areas 

There are several methods for loading a multiple table area:

 Method 1 

Load the area as null using the DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=NONE function. Then, use the DBUTLTY MASSADD function
or write a program to add rows to the appropriate tables.

 Method 2 

Load the rows of one of the tables using the DBUTLTY LOAD function. Then, use the DBUTLTY REPLACE function or
write a program to add the rows of the remaining tables.

 Method 3 

Load the rows of one of the tables using the DBUTLTY LOAD function. Then, use the DBUTLTY MASSADD function or
write a program to add the rows of the remaining tables.

 Method 4 

Write a program to read the input rows and pass them to DBFLSUB with the appropriate table identification. To use
DBFLSUB to load the multiple table area:

1. Construct a User Requirements Table, specifying DBFLSUB=YES and the name of the area being loaded in the
AREANAM= parameter.

2. Specify an area load with the area name on the control statement passed to DBFLSUB.
3. Prefix all the records passed with the Record Control Element (RCE), consisting of 4 bytes of information as follows:

– Two positions binary with the row length including the RCE
– One position binary with the table ID for the row
– One position binary with zero
See the DBUTLTY Directory (CXX) report or a Datacom Datadictionary report for the assigned numeric table IDs.

Sorting the Index Entries Prior to Load

 Datacom/DB provides an option to internally sort the index entries prior to adding them to the Index Area. The option,
which is executed with the LOAD or RETIX functions of DBUTLTY or the DBFLSUB utility, enhances the performance of
the utility function being used. The sort option is required when performing a RETIX for an entire database. Always use
the sort option to allow proper efficient processing.

 Datacom/DB links to Sort or to the IBM SORT/MERGE program. Datacom/DB provides the SORT/MERGE program with
the following required control information:

NOTE
 Use the following as a guideline. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.
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 z/OS Systems 

 SORT FIELDS=(1,nnn.,CH,A),FILSZ=Emmm.,DYNALLOC=(SYSDA,3)

 RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=nnn

 DEBUG NOABEND

 z/VSE Systems 

 SORT FIELDS=(1,nnn.,CH,A),WORK=3

 RECORD TYPE=F,LENGTH=nnn

 INPFIL ENT

 OUTFIL ENT

 MODS PH1=(C,,E15),PH3=(,,E35)

 OPTION PRINT=CRITICAL,ROUTE=LOG

nnn
Is the length of the longest key in the area being loaded plus 11 bytes.

mmm
Is the index entry count estimate.

Sort messages are printed based on the value you specify for the OPTION1 parameter in the
DBUTLTY LOAD or RETIX functions.

Adequate memory is required for effective sorting. Allow the region approximately 1M plus the sort area. This support is
provided only for Sort, IBM SORT, and compatible sorts.

SQL Default Database and Area

Unless an SQL CREATE TABLE statement has an IN AREA clause, Datacom/DB places the table in the SQL default
database and area.

The Datacom installation process prepares an SQL default database and area. Unless you specify otherwise, 016 is the
database ID for the default SQL database, CASQLDEFAULT is assigned as the SQL names for both the DATABASE and
AREA entity-occurrences, and SQ1 as the DATACOM-NAME for the area.

For details on specifying a different default database and area, see the MUF startup option SQLDEFAULT
on SQLDEFAULT. For details on how to create such a database and area, see Creating Databases.

Maintenance

Maintain the SQL default data area as you would any other data area. Be sure to include it in your regular backup
schedule.

When the SQL default database and area become full, perform one or more of the following procedures:

• Remove unneeded tables
a. Prepare a report of the tables in the area
b. Determine those that can be eliminated

• Move tables to another database
– Extract the tables you want to move using the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function.
– Write an SQL program or use Datacom Datadictionary online SQL Mode to drop the extracted tables.
– Write an SQL program or use Datacom Datadictionary online SQL Mode to create a new table in the new database.
– Add the extracted data to the new tables using the MASSADD function of DBUTLTY.

• Extend the data area.
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NOTE
 When you create tables using the SQL CREATE TABLE statement, Datacom/DB assigns DATACOM-ID and
DATACOM-NAME attribute-values to the table and its keys. If you move a table from the default database to
another database, its DATACOM-ID and DATACOM-NAME attribute-values are likely to change.

Extending Data Areas

To increase the size of a data area without affecting its current contents, use one of the following methods:

• The DYNAMIC-EXTEND and DYN-EXT-TRACKS attributes of an area definition allow Datacom/DB to dynamically
extend a data area in z/OS environments and in z/VSE environments if Datacom Datadictionary is present.

WARNING
For users of z/VSE Datacom Datadictionary and dynamic extends, the possibility of z/VSE deleting your
new extents exists. When Datacom Datadictionary extends a data set, it uses the retention of the original
dataset. If you do not have a retention on the original data set, the default of the new extent is seven (7)
days. To avoid this situation you need to run a Directory (CXX) report, look for DYNAMIC EXTEND - YES
on the report, and make certain those data sets have permanent retention on the DLBL or in the Datacom
Datadictionary catalog.

• The DBUTLTY EXTEND AREA=aaa function increases the size of the data set for the data area without losing the
current information.

• An alternate method if the DBUTLTY EXTEND function does not produce the desired results is to use a non-Datacom/
DB utility to read the current data set and copy it to the new extent(s).

Dynamically Extending an Area

In z/OS environments and in z/VSE environments if Datacom Datadictionary is present, a data area can be dynamically
extended when it becomes full. The dynamic extend applies to MUF processing during record additions. The dynamic
extend feature is not invoked during utility functions such as LOAD and RETIX, but it is invoked for MASSADD. z/OS
restrictions and Datacom Datadictionary restrictions about extending an area still apply, however.

Use the Datacom Datadictionary attributes DYNAMIC-EXTEND and DYN-EXT-TRACKS for an area to control data area
dynamic extends.

DYNAMIC-EXTEND has a possible Yes or No value, with the default being No. Review your JCL specifications for all
areas in each database before updating Datacom Datadictionary with the Yes value and cataloging the database. DYN-
EXT-TRACKS has possible values of 0 -- 65535, with the default being 0.

In a z/OS environment:

• If DYNAMIC-EXTEND=Y and DYN-EXT-TRACKS= is not zero, the dynamic extend occurs using the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS= value.

• If DYNAMIC-EXTEND=Y and DYN-EXT-TRACKS=0, MUF uses the amount of the secondary extent of the data set
as specified in a DD statement in the MUF startup JCL (if specified with a secondary allocation), or else MUF uses the
DSCB of the VTOC (if it provides a secondary allocation). Secondary allocation, however, is always used after an area
is opened. But if a directed (console-like) DYNAMIC_EXTEND is done and selects an override value for the number
of tracks/cylinders, this override remains and is used for any normal dynamic extends, until the area is closed and
reopened.

The general rules of extend are that the secondary allocation must be satisfied in one through five extents on the volume
which contains the current last extent for the area. Also, the number of extents for the volume may not exceed 16. If space
is not available or if the number of extents are not allowed, the dynamic extend fails.

In z/OS, it is possible to un-catalog a data set and recatalog it with another VOLSER with that new volume available for
dynamic extends. This is not recommended because, if a DBUTLTY INIT function is done without removing the additional
volume, the INIT initializes space to include one secondary allocation on this VOLSER.
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In z/VSE environments with Datacom Datadictionary, it is recommended but not required that the area also be supported
by Dynamic Allocation. When dynamic extend is invoked, the data set is cataloged to the Datacom Datadictionary catalog.
This eliminates the need for you to modify JCL after dynamic extends have occurred. The dynamic extend feature under
z/VSE attempts to place the new extent on the same volume as the current last extent. If there is insufficient space,
Datacom Datadictionary requests either a reduced extent size or a new volume from the operator. Since, in z/VSE, the
data set is cataloged to Datacom Datadictionary by the dynamic extend feature, the data set name must be no greater
than 41 characters to allow for the appending of the catalog option.

Dynamic extending is not available for Virtual tables. For Covered tables, the space allocated during the first open of this
area for a given Multi-User Facility execution is used. Allocations using a percentage are not enhanced to account for the
additional space.

In z/OS, as a data area is opened, Datacom/DB notes whether the area is or was defined through JCL with the ability to
have an additional allocation or DYN-EXT-TRACKs has a non-zero value. If neither of these is true, Datacom/DB does
not attempt to dynamically extend the area. The decision is made at area open, so to change the decision all tables in the
area must be closed and when all are closed, then they can be reopened. This assumes some action was taken while the
tables were closed to provide for secondary allocations.

In z/VSE, a data area is considered eligible for dynamic extend if the DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute is YES and the
DYN-EXT-TRACKS attribute is not zero on the AREA entity-occurrence. In addition, Datacom Datadictionary module
DYNACC must have been link-edited into the DATACOM library as PHASE DBDYAPR (see the Datacom Installation and
Maintenance for z/VSE documentation.).

For dynamic extend to be effective, four actions are required:

1. The Datacom Datadictionary attribute DYNAMIC-EXTEND must be set to Y for the area. For z/VSE, the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS must also be greater than zero. The attributes are on the AREA entity-occurrence.

2. The database must be cataloged to the Directory (CXX).
3. In z/OS, the JCL must be or have been properly done to provide for secondary allocations. In z/VSE, Datacom

Datadictionary must be active.
4. The environment must be such that the secondary allocations, when requested, can be satisfied per the z/OS or

Datacom Datadictionary and z/VSE rules.

At the time an area full condition (return code 7) would occur for a data area, further checking occurs. If the area definition
disallows dynamic extends or, in z/OS, the area at open did not provide for secondary allocations or, in z/VSE, the
DBDYAPR phase is not present, then the return code is presented and the request stopped. Otherwise, the area is
reopened in a manner that requests allocation of a secondary extent.

If this succeeds, the new space is formatted and made available to the application. If the extend fails, the area is marked
in the MUF as not extendable and the application gets the return code. An area marked not extendable is not retried
unless the MUF is recycled or all tables in the area are closed (at one time) and reopened.

When an area is full and Datacom/DB is attempting to extend it, all applications performing an add of a record wait for the
dynamic extend and formatting of the space. If records are deleted in this period, the new adds may complete without the
wait. During the dynamic extend the task doing the extend is active. Any other task waiting waits for a LOCK with a value
of 'DBSDCBaaabb' where aaa is the data area name and bb is the database ID in binary form.

If an extend cannot be done with the preceding requirements, the database would have to be closed and a DBUTLTY
EXTEND function performed or other actions done which would allow the extend to work after the database is reopened.

If a dynamic extend is successful, the following message is produced:

 DB01701I - DYNAMIC EXTEND OF AREA aaannnnn ENDED, TRACKS BEFORE: nnnnnn, TRACKS AFTER:
nnnnnn.

If a dynamic extend is attempted and fails, Datacom/DB issues a console message:

 DB01702I - DYNAMIC EXTEND OF AREA aaannnnn HAS FAILED.
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No message occurs if the area fills and the Datacom Datadictionary attribute DYNAMIC-EXTEND is set to NO, or if the
area was opened without support for secondary allocations. In addition, in z/VSE no message occurs if the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS attribute is zero or the DBDYAPR phase is not present.

Some areas must be set to be not dynamically extendible. For SQL users, the TTM area which is normally in database 17
may not be extendible. For Dataquery users, the DQW table may not be extendible.

Some user areas may also be designed in a way in which dynamic extend is not desirable. If an area has tables where
an application program does ADDITs or INSERTs until the table is full and then manipulates the records added, that area
should not be extendible.

When dynamic extend (DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute-type) is turned on for an area that has space management option
2 (wraparound), Datacom/DB only increases the size of the area when a record is added that cannot be supported in
the currently allocated space, that is, Datacom/DB only extends when all space in the current blocks are full. To correctly
optimize option 2, the area should be large enough to have a pad of empty blocks at the wrap point. It is therefore best
not to dynamic extend option 2 areas. However, regarding the benefit of having dynamic extend prevent a file full and a
program failure adding records, it would be a best practice to have dynamic extend set even though it does not optimize
the option 2 method. Over time, the option will get the pad back to a rolling middle of the data set.

Dynamic extend (DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute-type) is slightly different for cluster areas. With clustering, blocks are
dedicated to one cluster value when running in its designed mode. However, if the area becomes full with no empty
blocks for a cluster, Datacom/DB contaminates by sharing a block for more than one cluster value. This is acceptable,
but it lessens the value of clustering. If the Datacom Datadictionary option is set to dynamic extend for a clustered area,
clustering no longer contaminates during an add. At the time the extents are full and a new cluster value is being added,
the dynamic extend is attempted. If it fails, an area full condition (07) occurs. If you want the contamination process to
occur, the area must not be defined with dynamic extend. If you want non-contamination without dynamic extends, set the
dynamic extend option to YES (with no tracks), and ensure that no secondary allocations are possible for the area.

DBUTLTY EXTEND Function

 z/OS Systems 

The DBUTLTY EXTEND function opens the area in a sequential mode and requests a secondary allocation at the end of
the current extent(s). Prepare the JCL to z/OS specifications to define how much secondary space to acquire and where
to acquire it. Specify the DISP= parameter as OLD or SHR.

Dynamic extend can be used only if the area was initially defined with secondary allocations and if the secondary
allocation is on the same volume as the last extent. You can add a new volume serial number to the EXTEND AREA=aaa
JCL only if the EXTEND allocates space on the new volume. When adding a new volume, you must manually un-catalog
all volumes of the data area and then recatalog as part of the EXTEND function.

 z/VSE Systems 

Change the JCL to increase the size of the last extent or add an additional extent after the current set. Unless you ensure
that no changes are made to the placement of the current extents, the data area can be destroyed.

Alternate Method for z/OS or z/VSE Systems

To move the data area and extend it, use a non-Datacom/DB utility to copy the area's current data set to the new extent(s)
which must be either the same size or larger. If the new extent is larger, run the DBUTLTY EXTEND function to format the
additional space. To change the device type or to reduce the area's size use the DBUTLTY INIT function.

Backing Up Data Areas

Produce backups (on a regularly scheduled basis) of data areas for use as input to recovery procedures. The frequency of
this standard maintenance procedure is dictated by the amount of time that is acceptable for executing forward recovery.
For example, if the transactions cataloged to a given area or table for a full week generally require 60 minutes execution
time during forward recovery, and 60 minutes down time is acceptable, then weekly backups are sufficient.
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Test recovery procedures thoroughly. In the above hypothetical situation, one week's worth of recovery tapes must be
read to apply the transactions for forward recovery. This alone could take several hours in some environments. Monitor
database usage and adjust procedures accordingly. If you are able to suspend operation daily during an off shift, perform
daily backups of all Datacom areas.

The procedure used to reorganize an area produces a copy suitable for recovery. Therefore, it is not necessary to run a
separate backup following a reorganization.

Before establishing backup procedures, see the BACKUP and RETIX functions.

Preparing to Backup

When you are backing up a table or area, suspend all update activity to it.

DBUTLTY

To create a complete backup of a database using DBUTLTY, execute the BACKUP DBID=n function with the control
statement coded SEQ=PHYSICAL,RECID=YES,UPDATE=YES. This safe backup can only be done with the area not
open for update by any application.

Continuous Operation

To create a continuous operation backup using DBUTLTY, execute the BACKUP AREA=aaa function with a control
statement coded SEQ=PHYSICAL,RECID=YES,UPDATE=NO. This backup is not complete or safe. If you need to restore
it, then run forward recovery for all jobs to a stable point in time. After recovery, the area is complete and safe. During the
backup, applications may be adding, updating, or deleting records.

NOTE
 For continuous operation backup, perform the LOCK OPTION=MOVER function in DBUTLTY.

WARNING
 If you specify RECID=YES, the RECOVERY attribute-value must be Y in the Datacom Datadictionary definition
of the tables in the area.

Non-Datacom Utilities

Employ one of the following methods when using a non-Datacom fast dump and restore utility:

• Back up the Index Area and all the data areas for a database at once. When restoring the database, load both the
Index Area and all data areas using a non-Datacom utility. Then perform forward recovery on all areas.

• Back up individual data areas selectively or all together with a non-Datacom fast dump and restore utility. Restore one
or more data areas with a non-Datacom utility. Execute the RETIX function of DBUTLTY against the restored data
area(s). Perform forward recovery on the restored data area(s).

• Be sure the product you use captures all the data. Some products assume low values are not data. It is critical that all
track images are captured by the product you are using for this backup with non Datacom products.

Maintaining Data Areas

 

Extracting Data (User Format)

If the entire contents of a table are needed for use outside the Datacom/DB environment, use the EXTRACT function
of DBUTLTY. It produces a copy of the table in either native sequence or the current physical block sequence,
without the Datacom/DB Record Control Elements or compression. This output is suitable for input to the Datacom
Datadictionary Record Migration Facility Utility (DDRMFLM) or to non-Datacom/DB programs.
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Reorganizing Data Areas

When the proper Datacom/DB Space Management Option has been selected for an area, reorganization is generally not
required. Tables used extensively for Native Key sequential processing can require periodic reorganization to ensure the
fastest processing. When changing the Space Management Option, reorganization of the area is recommended.

To reorganize an area:

• Method 1
a. Run the BACKUP function of DBUTLTY with SEQ=NATIVE against the subject area.
b. Submit the output from the BACKUP run to the LOAD function of DBUTLTY with format=BACKUP.

Because it is used to reload the data area, the output from the BACKUP run now serves as a backup file for
forward recovery.

• Method 2
a. Extract the table data.
b. Sort the data.
c. Load the sorted data.

• Method 3
a. REORG the data, only in one step.

Moving a Data Area from One DASD Device to Another

To enlarge a data area, see Extending Data Areas.

To make a data area smaller or to move a data area from one DASD device to a different device type, use the following
procedure:

1. Backup the data area using the DBUTLTY BACKUP data area function.
2. Allocate and initialize an area on the target device.
3. Load the backup of the data area into the area on the target device.

To move a data area from one DASD device to another DASD device of the same type with no change in data area size,
use a non-Datacom/DB utility to read the current data area data set and copy it to the new extent(s).

WARNING
 Do not use non-DBUTLTY backups and loads to change device types.

Deleting Databases

To delete a Datacom/DB database in production, delete both the Datacom Datadictionary definition (changing it to HISTory
status) and the Directory (CXX) definitions. Either can be deleted first.

To delete the Directory definitions, execute the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE function.

         CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=999

Deleting Tables from a Database

To delete one or more tables within a database, but not the entire database, modify the database definition in Datacom
Datadictionary and CATALOG the definition. This removes the table definition from both the Directory (CXX) and Datacom
Datadictionary.

 SQL Accessible Tables 

For SQL accessible tables, use an SQL DROP TABLE statement to delete a table. The DROP TABLE statement
obsoletes the table, which removes all versions and statuses of the table from Datacom Datadictionary, deletes it from the
Directory (CXX), and removes its data from Datacom/DB. It also removes all constraints, views, synonyms, and privileges
which reference the table.
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When using SQL, ensure that the Directory and the Datacom Datadictionary DDD and DATA-DICT databases remain
synchronous. Therefore, never delete a database from Datacom Datadictionary without deleting it from the Directory and,
conversely, never delete a database from the Directory without deleting it from Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer to determine if the Datacom Datadictionary, Data Definition Directory,
and Schema Information Tables areas and the Directory are not synchronized.

Reporting Structures

 Reporting Database Structure Definitions 

 Datacom Datadictionary can produce several types of reports detailing the structures defined to it.

The DBUTLTY REPORT CXX function produces a report on the structure of the database as defined in the Directory.
There is an option for this report to show only the current allocation and utilization for the database.

 Reporting Contents 

To report on the contents of a database, use the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility.

Using Dynamic Index and Data Areas
Datacom/DB supports dynamic allocation and deallocation for Index and data areas in z/OS systems and z/VSE systems
with Datacom Datadictionary only. These dynamic facilities are not optional for data and Index areas. With Simplify mode,
the ability to dynamically allocate includes the CXX, LXX, and FXX. It is a best practice to remove the DD statements
from JCL in all places that have DISP= SHR. To allow users to switch from Simplify mode, this dynamic allocation is also
allowed and supported without Simplify.

Before Datacom/DB can dynamically allocate an area, you must initially allocate the area and perform the prescribed
procedures. Datacom/DB then allocates the area when the area is opened and deallocates it when the area is closed.

How Dynamic Allocation Works

When opening an Index Area, data area, or system area CXX/LXX/FXXDatacom/DB searches for the required JCL
statement. If it is found, the open continues, bypassing dynamic allocation. If the JCL statement is not found and there
is a data set name saved in the Directory for index and data areas or the DBSIDPR module for system areas CXX/LXX/
FXX, Datacom/DB issues the z/OS dynamic allocation SVC or makes a call to Datacom Datadictionary. This request
allocates the cataloged data set with a disposition of SHR. If the data set name is not in the Directory for an index or data
area, or if the DBSIDPR module does not have the keyword DSN_XXX= specified, Datacom/DB issues a 65 return code.
Since Datacom/DB always checks for the JCL statement with a data set name, you can override dynamic allocation by
supplying one. With Simplify mode, Datacom fails an open for a provided DD statement if it mismatches the data set name
that would have been used for dynamic allocation. For example, if the CXX knows that the index data set name for base
2 is HLQ1.HLQ2.TEST.IXX002 and a BACKUP is done with a DD statement of HLQ1.HLQ2.PROD.IXX002, the open fails
because it appears that this system CXX is being misused in a way that can lead to significant data corruption.

Under z/VSE, the data set must have an active entry in the Datacom Datadictionary Catalog. An active entry is generated
in the Catalog at the time a data set is allocated. To invoke dynamic allocation for areas that have not been previously
defined in the Catalog, you must reallocate the data set with the Datacom Datadictionary Catalog function specified in the
DLBL statement. Then, you must initialize and reload the area.

WARNING
For users of z/VSE Datacom Datadictionary and dynamic extends, the possibility of z/VSE deleting your new
extents exists. When Datacom Datadictionary extends a data set, it uses the retention of the original dataset. If
you do not have a retention on the original data set, the default of the new extent is seven (7) days. To avoid this
situation you need to run a Directory (CXX) report, look for DYNAMIC EXTEND - YES on the report, and make
certain those data sets have permanent retention on the DLBL or in the Datacom Datadictionary catalog.
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Defining the User Environment
Every program requesting Datacom/DB service must have a User Requirements Table (URT) associated with it. The URT
specifies what Datacom/DB resources are required and allowed for the program's successful execution by defining:

• Tables the Datacom/DB commands can access
• Tables the Datacom/DB commands can update
• Sequential processing buffers used by GETIT and GETPS
• Transaction backout requirements
• Processing priority the program has within the Multi-User Facility

For applications using SQL, the URT defines the Datacom/DB entry point and Multi-User Facility access.

User Requirements Generation Macro Set

The User Requirements Generation Macro Set is separated into four macros which generate a URT.

DBURINF

The DBURINF macro generates the User Requirements Interface for batch programs with a standard entry point or call. It
provides a bridge between the batch program and Datacom/DB. Its main functions are to:

• Provide entry and exit code from the operating system to the program or the Datacom/DB interface.
• Locate and load the URT.
• Provide the linkage from the program to the Datacom/DB interface.

You define only one DBURINF macro per URT. The DBURINF macro does not generate assembly output. It passes
parameters to the following macros.

DBURSTR

The URT Start macro defines global program parameters and is therefore defined only once per User Requirements
Table. The macro does not generate assembly output. It passes its parameters to the following macros.

NOTE
When assembling a table for multiple Multi-User Facilities, the DBURSTR occurs once per Multi-User Facility
containing any DBURTBL.

DBURTBL

The URT Entry macro specifies the program parameters specific to a Datacom/DB table. You must define a separate
DBURTBL macro for each Datacom/DB table that is accessed or updated by Datacom/DB commands. You do not need
to define DBURTBL macros for tables accessed or updated by SQL statements. Those tables are identified in the plan
created during precompile. DBURTBL does not generate assembly output. It passes its parameters to DBUREND.

DBUREND

The URT End macro performs a final edit on the input parameters and generates the assembly output. There is only one
DBUREND macro per URT Macro Set assembly.

Programs with SQL Statements Only

The SQL program's plan provides the program options specific to the Datacom/DB tables that the program accesses
or updates. The plan is created based on the values supplied by the precompiler options (see Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor Options). We recommend that you not specify values for the URT parameters that are comparable to the
SQL Preprocessor options, except for the URT parameter PRTY= (for details see DB00101=).

To take advantage of Dynamic Plan Selection in your SQL processing, create specific URTs to use in the JCL that
executes the application program. For more information on Dynamic Plan Selection, see SQL Dynamic Plan Selection.
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When not using dynamic plan selection a program containing SQL statements only (no Datacom/DB commands) is
associated with a URT that consists of a DBURINF macro (if batch), a DBURSTR macro, and a DBUREND macro. This
URT is defined as described below.

There are URTs created during the installation process which you can use as models to create your URTs.

Global URTs

A global User Requirements Table (URT) is a URT that either has multiple Multi-User Facilities support or DBID
remapping support, that is to say, either the DBURSTR macro uses the SIDNAME= parameter or the DBURTBL macro
uses the DBIDMUF= parameter.

Batch Programs

For batch SQL programs, the minimum to define a URT is:

• Code a DBURINF macro with at least:
URTABLE=ASM
OPEN=DB

• Code a DBURSTR macro with at least:
TXNUNDO=YES

• Code a DBUREND macro with at least:
DBSQL=YES

After you define a URT, it must be associated with your program. See Batch Programs for details.

Online Programs

For online SQL programs, the minimum to define a URT is:

• Code a DBURSTR macro with at least:
TXNUNDO=YES

• Code a DBUREND macro with at least:
DBSQL=YES

CICS
Datacom CICS Services selects an appropriate URT for each request issued to Datacom/DB. Therefore, define
one URT that specifies DBSQL=YES. Datacom CICS Services uses this one URT for every SQL request.

IMS/DC
Datacom IMS/DC Services requires an entry in its control database associating each program with a URT.
Therefore, define a URT which specifies DBSQL=YES and associate programs with SQL statements with that
URT.

Programs With Datacom/DB Commands Only

Batch Programs

For batch programs containing only Datacom/DB commands (no SQL statements), code the four macros (DBURINF,
DBURSTR, DBURTBL, and DBUREND) as needed. After you define the User Requirements Table, it must be associated
with your program.

Online Programs

For online programs, code only the DBURSTR, DBURTBL, and DBUREND macros.

CICS
Datacom CICS Services selects an appropriate User Requirements Table for each request issued to Datacom/
DB. Therefore, each application program may use multiple User Requirements Tables. See the Datacom CICS
Services System documentation for an explanation of how Datacom CICS Services selects a User Requirements
Table.
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IMS/DC
Datacom IMS/DC Services requires an entry in its control database associating each program with a User
Requirements Table. Therefore, each program uses only the one User Requirements Table specified for it in the
Datacom IMS/DC Services control database.

Security Implications

When you define your User Requirements Tables, consider the security implications. You must decide whether you want
to have one User Requirements Table per program or have only a few User Requirements Tables for many programs.
There are obvious security implications when you do the latter.

When security is important, you might consider having only the Database Administrator:

• Define User Requirements Tables.
• Modify the exit logic in the Datacom CICS Services module DCCTFPR, or set up site-specific exits to determine

against which User Requirements Table number a request is processed. (See the Datacom CICS Services System
documentation for details.)

• Keep User Requirements Tables and their macros in a secure library.
• Update the Datacom IMS/DC Services control database to indicate program/User Requirements Table relationships.

See the Datacom IMS/DC Services System documentation for details.

Programs with Both SQL Statements and Datacom/DB Commands

For programs containing both SQL statements and Datacom/DB commands, a plan is created during precompile for
the SQL statements. The plan provides the parameters specific to the Datacom/DB tables that the SQL statements
access or update. The plan values are the values you supply with the precompiler options. When the Multi-User Facility
is processing the SQL statements, it uses the values specified in the plan. When the Multi-User Facility is processing the
Datacom/DB commands, it uses the values specified in the User Requirements Table.

To take advantage of Dynamic Plan Selection in your SQL processing, create specific User Requirements Tables to use in
the JCL that executes the application program. For more information on Dynamic Plan Selection, see SQL Dynamic Plan
Selection.

Batch Programs

For batch programs, create a User Requirements Table which specifies each of the tables accessed by Datacom/DB
commands and which meets the requirements described for SQL programs on Programs with SQL Statements Only.
Tables which are accessed only with SQL statements do not require an entry in the User Requirements Table. After you
define the User Requirements Table, it must be associated with your program.

Online Programs

CICS
Datacom CICS Services selects an appropriate User Requirements Table for each request issued to Datacom/
DB. Therefore, define one User Requirements Table which specifies DBSQL=YES that Datacom CICS Services
uses for every SQL request. Datacom CICS Services selects one or more other User Requirements Tables to
satisfy the Datacom/DB commands. See the Datacom CICS Services System documentation for an explanation
of how Datacom CICS Services selects a User Requirements Table.

IMS/DC
Datacom IMS/DC Services requires an entry in its control database associating each program with a User
Requirements Table. Therefore, create a User Requirements Table which specifies each of the tables accessed
by Datacom/DB commands and which meets the requirements described for SQL programs in Programs with
SQL Statements Only. Tables which are accessed only through SQL statements do not require an entry in the
User Requirements Table. After you define the User Requirements Table, associate it with your program as
described in the Datacom IMS/DC Services System documentation.
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Defining a User Requirements Table (URT)
Learn about defining User Requirements Tables for Datacom/DB. Information includes URT table names, default values,
comments, and combining with DDURTBL. Online and batch URTs are covered.

User Requirements Table Names

User Requirements Table names are any one-character to eight-character valid module name. Online User Requirements
Table names must contain a five-character prefix and must be suffixed by a three-digit number.

The prefix is defined to Datacom CICS Services using the PREFIX= parameter of the DBCVTPR macro. The suffix is any
number. The suffix is generally associated with a database ID when the ID is less than 1000, but this association is not
required.

Batch User Requirements Table names are free form. However, we recommend that you develop a site naming standard
for easily distinguishing a batch User Requirements Table name from an online User Requirements Table.

Syntax

When coding the User Requirements Table, adhere to the syntax rules for coding any macro:

• Begin macro definitions in column 10.
• Code a non-blank character in column 72 to indicate that the statement continues.
• Begin continuation statements in column 16.
• Follow each parameter (except the last one) with a comma (,).
• Allow no intervening spaces between parameters coded on the same line.
• End macro definitions with END in column 10.

Examples of User Requirements Tables begin in User Requirements Table Association Options.

Using Default Values

To use the default value for a parameter, allow the parameter to default rather than coding the parameter with the default
value. Allowing the parameter to default prevents any accidental errors in coding the parameter. Also, when a parameter
is coded with the default value, Datacom/DB no longer treats the value as the default but as an entered value. This
treatment of parameter values could make modifications necessary if you later make a system change that affects the
default for the parameter.

Including Comments

You can provide documentation in a User Requirements Table member by providing comments that follow one or more
parameters. If you include comments, leave at least one space between the comment and the parameter. (See the
examples beginning in User Requirements Table Association Options.)

Combining with DDURTBL

When an application program, which uses a single User Requirements Table, accesses both Datacom Datadictionary
databases (through the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility) and Datacom/DB databases (through Datacom/DB
commands), its User Requirements Table must contain entries for the Datacom Datadictionary databases and for the
Datacom/DB user tables which it accesses. To create this User Requirements Table, code a DBURSTR macro (see
Start Macro (DBURSTR)), one DBURTBL macro (see Entry Macro (DBURTBL)) for each Datacom/DB user table that
is accessed by the application, a DDURTBL macro (see Datacom Core Core User Requirements Table) to identify the
Datacom Datadictionary databases, and a DBUREND macro (see End Macro (DBUREND)). When coding the DDURTBL,
specify UREND=NO and URSTR=NO. Associate the User Requirements Table assembly with the application program using
one of the options described in User Requirements Table Association Options.
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Modifying Sample User Requirements Tables

User Requirements Tables that are created during Datacom/DB installation can be used as models or be modified to
create your User Requirements Tables. To modify these sample User Requirements Tables:

1. Display the following members on the Datacom page on Broadcom Support (for more information, see How to Obtain
the Sample Members):

DBSAM01
Online User Requirements Table

DBSAM02
Batch User Requirements Table

DBSAM05
SQL batch User Requirements Table

DBSAM06
SQL online User Requirements Table

DDSAM02
Datacom Datadictionary online and batch User Requirements Table

2. Locate and display the specific User Requirements Table job.
3. Modify the parameters as needed.
4. Assemble and link edit the User Requirements Table. The manner in which you assemble and link edit User

Requirements Tables depends on several factors that are described in User Requirements Table Association Options.

Interface Macro (DBURINF)
For standard batch programs, code the User Requirements Interface Macro (DBURINF) with the appropriate parameters
listed below. It is logical to code the URTABLE= parameter first. Other than the URTABLE= parameter, the parameter
coding order within the DBURINF macro is unimportant.

Programs that use multiple Multi-User Facilities can execute with DBURINF parameter specifications of OPEN=DB or
OPEN=USER. Because support for multiple Multi-User Facilities is built into the User Requirements Table interface,
programs not using that code, such as extended options entry point processing, are excluded. The process supports
connecting to multiple versions of Datacom. The interface modules must be for the highest version needing support.

The MUFS= parameter of the DBURINF macro supports multiple Multi-User Facilities, as described in MUFS=.

The MUFSMSG= parameter of the DBURINF macro also supports multiple Multi-User Facilities, as described
in MUFSMSG=.

 BACKSPT= 

Specifies support for Datacom/DB entry points used in prior versions.

 Value  Meaning 
YES Support DATACOM, DATCOM, DBNTRY, and CBLDBMS entry

point calls.
If you specify YES, do not specify USER for the OPEN=
parameter.

NO Support of DBNTRY entry point calls only.
Specifying NO reduces the memory requirements for
the Datacom/DB interface program and improves processing
efficiency.
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Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

 COBOL= 

 (z/VSE only.) YES invokes support for COBOL to run as a subroutine of Datacom/DB. That is, when you code OPEN=DB.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

 DBMODS= 

In Multi-User Facility environments for z/OS using DBNTRY calls, it is possible for loaded modules in a users address
space, when calling a Multi-User Facility, to be 31-bit and reentrant. See 24-bit and NORENT in User Address
Space. Specifying DBMODS=RENT means that you want to use this option. Because most sites do not need this
functionality, we recommend that most users allow the default of DBMODS=NORENT.

Valid Entries:
RENT or NORENT

Default Value:
NORENT

 LE= 

This parameter is used to specify that the application program is to be executed under IBM Language Environment (LE),
and that Datacom/DB is to establish the LE enclave prior to branching to the entry point name specified in the USRNTRY=
parameter.

If YES is specified, Datacom/DB is to establish an LE enclave prior to branching to USRNTRY= (recommended if BEGIN
is specified as the entry point for the program at linkage edit).

If NO is specified, no LE initialization is to take place prior to branching to USRNTRY=.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

 LOADNAM= 

Code only if URTABLE=LOAD, and if LOADPRM= is not coded.

Specify the load module name of the User Requirements Table. The specified load module is automatically loaded during
open processing.

Valid Entries:
A valid 1- to 8-character User Requirements Table name

Default Value:
(No default)

 LOADPRM= 

Code only if URTABLE=LOAD, and if LOADNAM= is not coded.

This parameter specifies the name of the parameter provided by the operating system execute parameters.
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The execute parameters are searched for the value specified in this parameter and an equal sign (=). When it is found,
the character string following the equal sign is the name of the User Requirements Table that is dynamically loaded.

For example, if LOADPRM=DBURT is specified, at execution time the operating system parameter list is searched for
DBURT=. When it is found, the character string following DBURT= is retrieved as the User Requirements Table name.
The character string search terminates when a blank, comma, or the end of the parameter area is encountered.

To use this option, Datacom/DB must be the mainline program, having received control directly from the operating system.

Valid Entries:
A valid 1- to 8-character parameter name

Default Value:
(No default)

 MUFS= 

A specification of MUFS=YES is required in order to use multiple Multi-User Facilities. With MUFS=YES, the User
Requirements Table used (assembled with the interface, link edited with the interface, or loaded by the interface) must be
one that included the SIDNAME= parameter (z/OS only.) on every DBURSTR macro specified (see SIDNAME=).

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

 MUFSMSG= 

You can specify the MUFSMSG= parameter as a number, from 0 (zero) through 999. If you do not specify a zero for
MUFSMSG=, a warning message, DB00505I - MUFS RC nn(nnn) SIDNAME x TABLE ttt DBID n, is issued for every
return code from every Multi-User Facility for non-blank return codes (except those that are excluded, that is, return codes
14, 19, and 86, as listed in the note following this paragraph) to the specified number for that specific Multi-User Facility.
To prevent the DB00505I message from being received, specify MUFSMSG=0. You can change the default of a maximum
of 9 messages per Multi-User Facility to a larger or smaller number, if appropriate. Message(s) occur in the application
address space, not in the Multi-User Facility. The DB00505I message helps in debugging applications connecting to more
than one Multi-User Facility.

NOTE

 The following return codes are excluded:

• 14 - NO RECORD FOUND
• 19 - END OF TABLE FOR GETIT, END OF AREA FOR GETPS
• 86 - THE MULTI-USER FACILITY HAS ABENDED

Valid Entries:
0 through 999

Default Value:
9

 OPEN= 

The OPEN= parameter is used to signify responsibility for User Requirements Table open and close processing.
Programs that use multiple MUFs can execute with DBURINF parameter specifications of OPEN=DB or OPEN=USER.
Because support for multiple MUFs is built into the User Requirements Table interface, programs not using that code,
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such as extended options entry point processing, are excluded. The process supports connecting to multiple versions
of Datacom. The interface modules must be for the highest version needing support.

 Value  Meaning 
DB  Datacom/DB is responsible for the OPEN and CLOSE

commands. It is only valid when the ENTRY BEGIN link-edit
statement is specified (when the application program is a
subroutine to Datacom/DB).

USER Application programs must issue the OPEN and CLOSE
commands. Specifying OPEN=USER is not valid when
BACKSPT=YES.)
In z/OS, Datacom/DB supports the two-phase commit for batch
resources utilizing the Resource Recovery Services (RRS) of the
operating system. For User Requirements Table support of the
two-phase commit, RRS=YES must be specified (see the RRS=
description that follows) with OPEN=USER. For more information
on RRS and two-phase commit, see .
In a Shadow MUF environment, if you are using a batch program
with an OPEN=USER URT specified, you can make use of
the delay provided by specifying the DELAY68= keyword to
ignore a return code 86. Return code 86 tells you that the Multi-
User Facility has abended. Code your program to ignore return
code 86 by specifying that your application is to issue a CLOSE
command if a return code 86 is received. The execution of a
CLOSE command does Datacom/DB cleanup. Following the
CLOSE command, code a new OPEN command. After the OPEN,
the application must restart as necessary. This method therefore
allows you to make use of the delay provided by the DELAY68=
keyword to code critical batch jobs so they ignore return code 86.
For more information on specifying the DELAY68= keyword, see
DELAY68=. For more information on running in a Shadow MUF
environment, see Shadow MUF Environment.

For programs containing SQL statements only (no Datacom/DB commands), you must specify DB.

For programs with both Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements, you can specify either value, but if you specify
USER, you must ensure that your program issues an open before the first statement or command is processed. Also, you
must issue a close after all statements and commands are complete.

Valid Entries:
DB or USER

Default Value:
(No default)

 RRS= 
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In z/OS, Datacom/DB supports the two-phase commit for batch resources utilizing the Resource Recovery Services
(RRS) of the operating system.

 Value  Meaning 
RRS=YES  (z/OS only.) For User Requirements Table support of the

two-phase commit and Resource Recovery Services (RRS),
RRS=YES must be specified in the DBURINF macro. When
MUFS=NO, OPEN=USER must be specified in the DBURINF
macro.
 Note: Any AREA opened with a User Requirements Table that
includes RRS=YES must be loaded in the URI format.

RRS=NO  (Default, except when MUFS=YES.) Does not support the two-
phase commit.
 Note: You may specify RRS=NO to cause it not to be used.
RRS=NO presents no risk when a single Multi-User Facility is
being used, or when all maintenance is being done on a single
Multi-User Facility. We do not, however, recommend using
MUFS=YES with RRS=NO. If maintenance is being performed
at more than one Multi-User Facility, a failure of any Multi-User
Facility can allow the transaction to be rolled back in the failed
Multi-User Facility and committed at other Multi-User Facilities,
leading to data corruption. Because of this risk, the RRS=
parameter is not allowed to default to NO when MUFS=YES is
specified.
For MUFS= information, see MUFS=.

For more information on RRS and two-phase commit, see Two-Phase Commit and RRS

 SET_WXTRN_DBMSCBL= 

SET_WXTRN_DBMSCBL= is provided in some Broadcom-provided URT assemblies to allow easier use of SMP/E in z/
OS.

 Value  Meaning 
SET_WXTRN_DBMSCBL=NO NO is the default. It allows a JCL condition code 4 when the output

is link-edited without a user program to resolve the DBMSCBL
entry point.

SET_WXTRN_DBMSCBL=YES YES does not allow a JCL condition code 4.

 URTABLE= 

Designates the type of User Requirements Table generation option.

 Value  Meaning 
ASM For programs containing SQL statements only (no Datacom/

DB commands), the DBURSTR and DBUREND macros follow
this macro. For programs containing Datacom/DB commands
only or both SQL statements and Datacom/DB commands, the
DBURSTR, DBURTBL, and DBUREND macros follow this macro.
The macros and their parameters are assembled and linked with
the program.

LINK This assembly contains only the User Requirements Interface
(DBURINF) and DBUREND macros. An external reference is
generated for the User Requirements Table, which is assembled
separately and included in the program link-edit.
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LOAD This assembly contains only the User Requirements Interface
(DBURINF) and the DBUREND macros. The User Requirements
Table is loaded at execution time. The name of the User
Requirements Table is based on the LOADPRM= or the
LOADNAM= parameter.

ASM is usually used for programs that contain SQL statements only (no Datacom/DB commands) and that do not use
Dynamic Plan Selection. With Dynamic Plan Selection, LOAD is usually used. For examples of all of these options,
see User Requirements Table Association Options.

Valid Entries:
ASM, LINK, or LOAD

Default Value:
(No default)

 USRNTRY= 

Specifies the entry point name for a program. If Datacom/DB receives control from the operating system prior to the user
program, this is the name of the entry to the user program.

For batch PL/I programs that do not contain SQL statements, specify PLISTART. For programs containing SQL
statements, specify PLICALLA.

For all programs running under IBM Language Environment and with LE=YES, specify the entry point name of the
program to receive control after the enclave has been established. If the URT USRNRTY= entry point parameter is not
specified, the default entry point name of DBMSCBL is generated.

Valid Entries:
Entry point name

Default Value:
DBMSCBL

 VSERC= 

 (z/VSE only.) Specifies whether a return code is being passed by the application to the operating system in register 15. If
YES is specified, register 15 is passed to z/VSE unchanged. If NO is specified, register 15 is ignored by z/VSE.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

Start Macro (DBURSTR)
You can specify a single DBURSTR macro in the assembly to connect to a single Multi-User Facility or multiple DBURSTR
macros to connect to multiple Multi-User Facilities. Each DBURSTR macro must have one or more following DBURTBL
macros specified to indicate the specific tables associated with that Multi-User Facility. You can use DBSIDPR for
the name that you specify with SIDNAME=name (z/OS only.), but we do not recommend using DBSIDPR for the name in
multiple Multi-User Facilities applications, because it would not be obvious which Multi-User Facility that name identified.

Because each is a different task with a different transaction, no two DBURSTR macros should cause a connection to
the same Multi-User Facility. We do not prevent you from doing this, since it can be useful in testing and in some special
conditions, but we do not recommend it.

If the DBURSTR macro is being assembled in the same assembly as a DBURINF macro, the SIDNAME=name (z/OS
only.) parameter is required. A User Requirements Table including the SIDNAME= parameter can only be used by a user
requirements interface that specifies MUFS=YES.
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There can be up to 99 DBURSTR macros in one assembly. This allows connection to up to 99 different Multi-User
Facilities.

In multiple Multi-User Facilities applications, values specified for the following DBURSTR parameters can vary as
desired for each Multi-User Facility: AUTHID=, CBSIO=, DB00101=, EOJ_OK=, JOBSTAT=, NO522=, OPTIMIZE=,
PREVENT_S522=, PRTY=, SIDNAME=, TIMEMIN=, TIMESEC=, TXNUNDO=, and WRITE=.

The DBURSTR parameter CSECT= should match in different DBURSTR specifications for multiple Multi-User Facilities
applications, but only the first CSECT= is used.

The DBURSTR parameter MULTUSE= must be set to YES for multiple Multi-User Facilities applications.

The ABEND= parameter was functionally removed in r11. It remains in the macro for compatibility with user JCL, but
beginning with r11 it is ignored.

 ABEND= 

Although the ABEND= parameter remains in the DBURSTR macro for compatibility with user JCL, it has been functionally
removed in r11, that is, Datacom now ignores specifications of the ABEND= parameter.

 AUTHID= 

For SQL, identifies the authorization identifier (AUTHID) of the table. If the parameter is not specified, blanks are passed.

If this parameter is used (that is, it is non-blank), SQL overrides this value with the default AUTHID of the plan. Use of this
parameter activates the Dynamic Plan Selection facility. For details, see SQL Dynamic Plan Selection.

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 bytes

Default Value:
blanks

 CBSIO= 

Specifies an I/O limit value for all SELxx commands except SELPR. This parameter allows application environments to
establish their own maximums in I/O and set processing relative to their own requirements. A value of 0 specifies no limit.
If a SELxx command reaches this limit, Datacom/DB aborts the command issuing a return code 91 (internal code 119).
Do not specify this parameter for programs containing only SQL statements (that is, programs that have no Datacom/
DB commands). For SQL statements, you provide this value using a Preprocessor option. For more information about
Preprocessor options, see Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options. For mixed mode, specify this value as it applies to
the Datacom/DB commands in your program.

NOTE
 The value specified is rounded down to a multiple of 8. It is this rounded down value that is actually used. For
example, specifying 0 -- 7 results in the same action, no limit. Specifying 8 -- 15, however, generates a limit of 8,
and so on.

Valid Entries:
0 -- 524287

Default Value:
0 (no limit)

 CSECT= 

Allows the linking of multiple User Requirements Tables with a single application program. Specify a unique value in each
User Requirements Table constructed for use within a single program. See for a full discussion of extended options.

Valid Entries:
CSECT name
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Default Value:
DBURTPR

 COMM_STATS_AT_CLOSE= 

WARNING
 We do not recommend the DBURSTR macro parameter COMM_STATS_AT_CLOSE=YES for general use,
because it adds substantial overhead to the close process and generates a large number of write I/Os. However,
the use of this parameter could be appropriate for special case requirements.

COMM_STATS_AT_CLOSE=YES specifies that the equivalent of a console COMM STATS request (or DBUTLTY function
COMM OPTION=STATS) be issued at the close of this URT for each DBID that was successfully opened as part of this
URT. The default is NO.

Specifying YES for this option receives a return code 94(170) if, for any database in the URT, an open is against a
database defined at MUF startup with ACCESS NOOPT. Return code 94(170) indicates that using the parameter with the
YES value is invalid.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

 DB00101= 

The DB00101= parameter eliminates the DB00101I started message. DB00101=NO prevents the DB00101I message
during the start of the application.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
YES

 EOJ_OK= 

(z/OS only) Use the DBURSTR parameter EOJ_OK= for read-only and single task applications. EOJ_OK= is not allowed
for applications that connect to the MUF with multiple task areas, for example Datacom CICS Services and Datacom
Server.

Although EOJ_OK= is for intended read-only applications, updating is allowed, subject to the following rules.

An application is not terminated if it is within a transaction. It can continue to execute as long as it does not choose to
issue a transaction termination command including RAAT commands COMIT, ROLBK, LOGCP, LOGCR, and CLOSE. In
SQL, the commands are COMMIT and ROLLBACK. It does not include a task that has been force spilled but does include
a task that has been force checkpointed. These are very rare conditions.

NOTE
 For more information about force spill versus force checkpoint, see MUF startup option RXXROLLBACK.

• When a request completes where the task is not currently in a transaction, the termination occurs. The application
presumes there is a normal MUF connection until its next request, if any, where a return code 86 is received. The
application can choose to handle the return code 86 or can terminate in error. To handle the error, close any open
URTs. The closing of the last open URT then breaks the connection from the point of view of the application.

This feature is not intended for applications that have multiple URTs, but is allowed with the following rules.

The EOJ_OK is honored only on the OPEN that drives a connection to the MUF.
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• The application should force the same value for all URTs that are used but this does not affect Datacom ignoring the
value on all OPEN commands other than the connection open.

• The EOJ_OK status remains for the life of the connection and can only be changed if the connection is terminated and
then a new connection requested with the desired setting.

• If the option is set on later OPEN commands to something other than at the connection, it is ignored and is not
considered an error.

Under normal processing, a MUF is intended to be enabled 24x7 starting during the IPL process and ending just prior to
the next IPL. If the EOJ is needed, then it was built to be orderly where all connections to the MUF have been closed and
disconnected. Therefore, the EOJ naturally waits on all current jobs.

A precursor ability was built with the SYSVIEW interface because an open connection was caused and then left
outstanding over days or weeks. This caused any needed EOJ to wait until someone was available to resolve the
outstanding open connection. The Sysview exception was either minimally or not documented. Over several releases,
this exception was used for the Change Data Capture Monitor task, the DBUTLTY function AUTOSTAT, and one or more
Datacom/AD using products.

With Version 14.0, these exceptions are formally changed to be a specific option within Datacom known as the EOJ_OK
ability. It is requested in the DBURSTR macro generating a User Requirements Table used to connect to a MUF. The
requirement is considered to be rare and the feature is not intended to be commonly used. It has a number of restrictions
and presents special considerations for the applications running with the option set.

With this release but independent of EOJ_OK=YES, MUF sets a value indicating that an EOJ has been requested on
each request that has a blank return code. This action by MUF provides a way for applications that are long running, or
that require multiple tasks, to be made aware that an EOJ has been requested. Application can therefore be enhanced to
make use of that action. You can find the flag that indicates this information is in the Request Area at location +x'3B'. The
bit x'01' is currently on the MUF as an EOJ request.

NOTE
 An exception exists for requests that do not interact with the MUF, which includes the command INQIN and
blocked sequential processing GETIT/GETPS commands where calls that get a block have the setting correct
but requests within the blocking could have the value accurate or inaccurate. Also note that EOJ requested
is not instantly committed and therefore it is rare, but possible, for the EOJOFF command to remove the EOJ
requested.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default Value:
NO

 Using Console-like API Choices 

When an EOJ is requested using any of the console-like API choices, Datacom/DB first checks to see if every attached
task area has the DBURSTR parameter EOJ_OK= specified as YES. If every attached task area has EOJ_OK=YES, the
special processing occurs as described in a section below. This action does not occur in the special case where the EOJ
is requested through the MVS modify command and every task area is currently in use and thereby prevents the ability for
EOJ to execute in a task area. In this special case, the activation occurs during the close of the next URT by one of the
attached tasks.

Whether the EOJ first action occurs, every URT close after an EOJ has been requested will check for and handle
EOJ_OK. This is done after the URT is closed. It checks to see if every task area has the EOJ_OK=YES set. If this is true,
then the special processing occurs.

The EOJ_OK actions occur while it is still possible for you to request an EOJOFF condition. However, it is very rare. If the
EOJOFF is used, any applications needed that have been terminated have to complete termination and reconnect.
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WARNING
If EOJOFF is used, then some applications that have already been forced closed might be needed and those
need to be restarted as required.

 Special Actions when EOJ_OK YES 

Special actions of which to be aware when EOJ_OK=YES is specified are as follows:

• If the task is not currently in a transaction or request, then the task is set as disconnected from the user and set to be
force closed. If the application issues another request, then it receives a return code 86. The application can choose
to handle the return code 86 by terminating, doing nothing, or by issuing a CLOSE and new OPEN to connect to a
following MUF execution. If EOJOFF was used, then it is possible to reconnect to the same MUF.

• If the task is in a current request not a transaction, the task is flagged to allow the current request to complete normally
and at its completion with the request returned to the user then processed as when no request or transaction was
active. A possible EOJOFF does not prevent this action from completing but does not block a new connection.

• If the task is in a transaction (active request or not), then it is flagged that on the next end of request that is not in a
transaction then processed as when no request or transaction was active.

 Other EOJ_OK Related Items 

The Dynamic System Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS has a column EOJ_OK that can have values of YES or NO to reflect
the tasks being connected with this option set.

NOTE
Information about EOJ_OK is reported in relation to the DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=STATUS. The
console STATUS command, however, does not generate EOJ_OK information.

The following example shows the right half of the DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=STATUS line that contains the
new EOJ_OK information in z/OS:

PATH  U-SYSTEM  U-JOBID USER-ID                          EOJ_OK

LOCAL CA11     JOB01846 CATBPPR TEST PGM                 YES   

 JOBSTAT= 

Specifying YES causes the Multi-User Facility to save job statistics that would have been lost due to the specification of
OPTMIZE=YES in a User Requirements Table. System statistics in memory are not affected by this parameter.

 Value  Meaning 
OPTMIZE=YES
JOBSTAT=NO

 Datacom/DB closes a job without writing statistics. System
statistics continue to be recorded in memory. Datacom/
DB includes the request information in the summary statistics.
This results in no impact on job close performance. However,
detail job statistics are lost and system statistics are not written to
the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

OPTMIZE=YES
JOBSTAT=YES

 Datacom/DB writes the statistics after the last User Requirements
Table for a job closes.

OPTMIZE=NO  Datacom/DB ignores the JOBSTAT= parameter.

For SQL processing, Datacom/DB uses JOBSTAT=YES and OPTMIZE=YES.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

 MULTUSE= 
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In CICS and IMS/DC, this parameter is dynamically altered to the monitor-selected option.

 Value  Meaning 
YES The Multi-User Facility control interface is required. Always

recommended and fully supported.
NO The associated program runs Single User. Never recommended,

and its support has many restrictions. Not intended to be a long-
term part of the product.

For programs containing SQL statements, always accept the default value for this parameter.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

 NO522= 

 (z/OS only.) Provided for compatibility with prior releases. Currently we recommend using the option is PREVENT_S522.

An operating system subtask, DBISBPR, exists in the user address space and runs in 31-bit memory. It ensures that the
application does not time-out with a 522 abend during a spill or other possible long wait. For most user applications this
is normal, necessary, and not a concern. When it is a concern, however, in z/OS environments, the User Requirements
Table macro DBURSTR has a parameter, NO522=, that can be used.

NOTE
 For special applications that may have many connections to the Multi-User Facility, the application may have its
own protection and not require protection from Datacom/DB through use of the NO522= DBURSTR parameter.

Specify NO522=NO to prevent the DBISBPR subtask, as previously described, from being attached. For example, if a
User Requirements Table is the first to be opened by a particular interface module, the subtask is not attached if NO522=
is specified as NO.

When you specify NO522=YES or allow the default, the subtask DBISBPR is attached and ensures, as previously
described, that the application does not time-out with a 522 abend during a spill or other possible long wait.

There is also a NO522= parameter in the DBSYSID macro (see NO522=) that can be set at the global level. If you code
NO522=NO in DBSYSID, settings at the URT level are overridden. However, if in DBSYSID you do not specify NO522= or
in DBSYSID code NO522=YES, the setting for NO522= in the DBURSTR macro is checked to see whether the 522 abend
should be allowed.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
YES

 OPTMIZE= 

Specifying YES enables the Multi-User Facility to close a job without writing statistics to the Statistics and Diagnostics
Area (PXX). System statistics in memory are not affected by this parameter. When OPTMIZE=YES, Datacom/DB holds
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writing the counts for a database to disk until the last User Requirements Table, specifying a table in that database,
closes. To minimize the impact on job close, specify one of the first two options shown in the following table:

 Value  Meaning 
OPTMIZE=YES
JOBSTAT=NO

 Datacom/DB closes a job without writing statistics. System
statistics continue to be recorded in memory. Datacom/
DB includes the request information in the summary statistics.
This results in no impact on job close performance. However,
detail job statistics are lost and system statistics are not written to
the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

OPTMIZE=YES
JOBSTAT=YES

 Datacom/DB writes the statistics after the last User Requirements
Table for a job closes.

OPTMIZE=NO  (Default.) When OPTMIZE=NO, Datacom/DB ignores the
JOBSTAT= parameter.

For SQL processing, Datacom/DB uses JOBSTAT=YES and OPTMIZE=YES.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

 PREVENT_S522= 

 (z/OS only.) PREVENT_S522= in DBURSTR is optional if NO522= in DBURSTR is not specified. We recommend the
PREVENT_S522= option for a new URT.

NOTE
 You cannot specify in DBURSTR both PREVENT_S522= with a value and NO522= with a value.

PREVENT_S522=YES_STIMERM
Specifies that Datacom is to deal with S522 timeout abends in the way (new for Version 14.0) described in the
previous section.

PREVENT_S522=YES_SUBTASK
Specifies that S522 timeout abends are to be handled as they were in releases prior to Version 14.0, using the
subtask method described in the previous section.

PREVENT_S522=NO
Specifies that there is to be no protection against S522 timeout abends.

Valid Entries:
YES_STIMERM, YES_SUBTASK, or NO

Default Value:
No Default. (However, if NO522= is also not specified, the default is the same as if NO522=YES was specified.)

 PRTY= 

Specifies the priority level within the Multi-User Facility.

 Batch and IMS/DC 

This parameter establishes the priority for all Datacom/DB requests issued by the program after the User Requirements
Table is opened.

For programs containing SQL statements only (no Datacom/DB commands), specify this parameter with the same value
that you specify for the precompiler option of the same name.
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For programs containing both SQL statements and Datacom/DB commands, the Multi-User Facility uses the priority
specified in the User Requirements Table when processing Datacom/DB commands and the priority specified in the
Preprocessor option PRTY= when processing SQL statements.

 CICS 

This parameter establishes the priority for a request using this User Requirements Table. Datacom CICS Services selects
a User Requirements Table for each Datacom/DB request it receives from an online program.

For the SQL User Requirements Table used with Datacom CICS Services, specify this parameter with the same value that
you specify for the precompiler option of the same name. 

NOTE
 Datacom/DB can temporarily escalate the priority during critical path processing.

Valid Entries:
Integer value from 1 through 15

Default Value:
7

 SIDNAME= 

 (z/OS only.) To generate a User Requirements Table defined for multiple Multi-User Facilities, even if only one Multi-
User Facility is used, requires specifying the SIDNAME=name parameter on every DBURSTR macro, where a SID is
understood to be a sub-identifier ID. The specified name identifies a module, assembled with the DBSYSID macro, that
is to be loaded. The name identifies the specific Multi-User Facility that is to handle requests to the following DBURTBL
macros. If the DBURSTR macro is being assembled in the same assembly as a DBURINF macro with MUFS=YES
specified, the SIDNAME=name parameter is required.

Following is a sample User Requirements Table specifying multiple Multi-User Facilities support, followed by examples
showing SIDNAME= being used in DBSYSID.

 *--------------- SAMPLE URT SPECIFYING MULTIPLE MUF SUPPORT

         DBURINF OPEN=USER,URTABLE=ASM,MUFS=YES,RRS=YES

         DBURSTR TXNUNDO=YES,MULTUSE=YES,SIDNAME=PRODMUF

         DBURTBL DBID=997,TBLNAM=C01,UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL DBID=997,TBLNAM=C02,UPDATE=YES

         DBURSTR TXNUNDO=YES,MULTUSE=YES,SIDNAME=COMMON

         DBURTBL DBID=897,TBLNAM=F01,UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL DBID=897,TBLNAM=F02,UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL DBID=897,TBLNAM=F03,UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND SYSTEM=OS

         END

 *-------- SAMPLE SID FOR PRODMUF MUF, IMPORTANT PART 'NAME PRODMUF'

//ASM EXEC ...

          DBSYSID MUFNAME=PRODMUF,...

          END

 //LINK EXEC ... (SVC=RENT)

  ENTRY DBSIDPR

  NAME  PRODMUF(R)

 *-------- SAMPLE SID FOR COMMON MUF, IMPORTANT PART 'NAME COMMON'

 //ASM EXEC ...

          DBSYSID MUFNAME=COMMON,...

          END

 //LINK EXEC ... (RENT)

  ENTRY DBSIDPR
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  NAME  COMMON(R)

For more information about DBURSTR macro support for multiple Multi-User Facilities, see Multiple Multi-User Facilities
Support. A global User Requirements Table (URT) is a Datacom/DB r10 or later release URT that either has multiple
Multi-User Facilities support or DBID remapping support, that is to say, either the DBURSTR macro uses the SIDNAME=
parameter or the DBURTBL macro uses the DBIDMUF= parameter.

Valid Entries:
a valid name for the assembled DBSYSID macro

Default Value:
(No default)

 TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC= 

Specify exclusive control wait time limit in minutes (TIMEMIN=) or seconds (TIMESEC=).

These parameters allow a program to either wait or not wait when another job is holding a requested record under
exclusive control:

 Value  Meaning 
TIMEMIN=0
and
TIMESEC=0

 (Default.) There is no time limit. Without a limit on the wait
time, a "wait forever" condition is possible. For information
about terminating certain long waiting requests, see the
COMM REQABORT option.

TIMEMIN=0
and
TIMESEC=1

Do not wait at all.

TIMEMIN=n
or
TIMESEC=x 

Where n >= 1 and x > 1.
Wait for n minutes or x seconds. If the specified time is exceeded,
the application program receives a return code 61 (EXCLUSIVE
CONTROL, WAIT EXCEEDED) to inform the user the record was
not available. Do not specify nonzero values for both TIMEMIN=
and TIMESEC=.

Do not specify these parameters for programs containing SQL statements only (no Datacom/DB commands). For SQL
statements, you provide this value using a Preprocessor option. If your program contains both Datacom/DB commands
and SQL statements, specify these parameters as they apply to the Datacom/DB commands in your program.

If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see Datacom STAR Administrator documentation before
specifying these parameters.

Valid Entries:
1 -- 120

Default Value:
0

 TXNUNDO= 
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 Datacom/DB ignores this option unless logging is operational.

 Value  Meaning 
YES In a Multiple MUF environment, you can use multiple DBURSTR

macros, one for each MUF. TXNUNDO= is then used to specify
that the transaction backout option is in effect for all update
transactions against all the tables that follow a DBURSTR macro
in a User Requirements Table, until the next DBURSTR macro is
encountered. For batch programs, see Using Transaction Backout
before coding YES. YES must be specified if your program issues
SQL statements (see End Macro (DBUREND) for information on
DBSQL=) or the LOGTB or ROLBK command.

NO  (Default.) Specifies transaction backout is not operational.

See Using Logging for more information.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

 WRITE= 

Controls the Pipeline feature.

 Value  Meaning 
NO  (Default.) Specifies normal Datacom/DB buffer utilization with the

Pipeline feature for efficient processing.
YES Specifies the Pipeline feature is not active and all maintenance

commands are immediately written to disk.

See Pipelining for more information.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

Entry Macro (DBURTBL)
Learn about the DBURTBL macro which is required for each Datacom/DB table to be accessed by Datacom/DB
commands. Find descriptions of the DBURTBL parameters.

A DBURTBL macro is required for each Datacom/DB table to be accessed by Datacom/DB commands. Tables that are
accessed by SQL statements are identified in the SQL plan that is created during precompile. There is not a required
sequence for multiple tables, but processing is more efficient when you group all tables in the same database.

Two optional parameters on the DBURTBL macro are DBIDMUF= and DBIDUSER=. On a single DBURTBL macro,
you may either specify DBID= or the pair of parameters, DBIDMUF= and DBIDUSER= (see the following description of
DBIDMUF=).

Using multiple Multi-User Facilities provides table level routing. Every table in a single database is normally sent to the
same Multi-User Facility, and although this is not required, we recommend it, because without a shared index the generic
locate commands, though perhaps rarely used, do not work properly. Also, if multiple tables in a single area are split with
more than one Multi-User Facility, physical read commands (GSETP/GETPS) do not function correctly.
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ACCESS=
Starting with Version 8.1, this parameter was no longer required (or useful).

AREANAM=
(Code only if DBFLSUB=YES.) Specifies the name of the area being loaded using DBFLSUB. Mutually exclusive
with TBLNAM= parameter.

• Valid Entries: Three-position alphanumeric Datacom/DB name of the area (DATACOM-NAME attribute-value
for the Datacom Datadictionary AREA entity-occurrence). The first position must be alphabetic.

• Default Value: (No default)

AUTODXC=
Specifies the handling of exclusive control by the GETIT, GETPS, GSETL, GSETP, RDUBR, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR, and
RDUNX commands, as follows:

Value Meaning

NO Do not automatically drop exclusive control.
If NO is specified and the record is not updated or deleted, the
program must release exclusive control.

YES Automatically drop exclusive control established by the previous
command from the same Request Area.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: YES

BYPOPEN=
Indicates the processing of the table that is specified in the TBLNAM= parameter during User Requirements Table
open and close processing, as follows:

Value Meaning

NO Specifies the table is not bypassed.
YES Indicates that the table is bypassed during open and close

processing.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

DBFLSUB=
(Single User only.) YES specifies this User Requirements Table is associated with a program using the Datacom/
DB table load subroutine, DBFLSUB. If DBFLSUB is being used, specify YES only in the last (or only) DBURTBL
macro of a User Requirements Table assembly.
When YES is specified, the AREANAM= parameter must reflect the area being loaded. Do not specify the TBLNAM=
parameter. Do not code DBFLSUB=YES in a User Requirements Table assembly that is one of the multiple User
Requirements Tables that are linked with a single program or if MULTUSE=YES.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

DBID=
Specifies the database ID (DATACOM-ID attribute in the Datacom Datadictionary definition) number of the
database being accessed. The external module name is the area name that is concatenated with this database
ID. You cannot use DBID= if you are using DBIDMUF= and DBIDUSER= (see following descriptions).

• Valid Entries: Integer value from 1 through 5000
• Default Value: 1
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DBIDMUF=
This optional parameter provides the ability for the DBID, as known to the Multi-User Facility, to be different
from that DBID known to the application. DBIDMUF= is allowed if the previous DBURSTR macro specified a
SIDNAME= parameter. DBIDMUF= is the database ID as known to the Multi-User Facility and its Directory (CXX).
If DBIDMUF= is specified, the DBIDUSER= parameter must also be specified. A global User Requirements Table
(URT) is a Datacom/DB URT that either has multiple Multi-User Facilities support or DBID remapping support, that
is to say, either the DBURSTR macro uses the SIDNAME= parameter or the DBURTBL macro uses the DBIDMUF=
parameter.

• Valid Entries: A valid database ID
• Default Value: (No default)

DBIDUSER=
This optional parameter provides the ability for the DBID, as known to the user application, to be different from
that DBID known to the Multi-User Facility. DBIDUSER= is allowed if the previous DBURSTR macro specified
a SIDNAME= parameter. DBIDMUF= is the database ID as known to the Multi-User Facility. If DBIDUSER= is
specified, the DBIDMUF= parameter must also be specified. When DBIDUSER= is used, the application DBID
in the Request Area is altered when starting a request and restored when receiving the request back. Because
using DBIDMUF= can complicate debugging and support activities, we therefore do not recommend using it unless
necessary.

• Valid Entries: a valid database ID
• Default Value: (No default)

Example
Here is an example User Requirements Table using the ability of multiple Multi-User Facilities to connect a batch
job to two Multi-User Facilities. Note that it uses Resource Recovery Services (RRS) to provide two-phase commit
protection. In the example, table K01 is shown with the DBID for which the application was programmed being
different from the DBID that the Multi-User Facility must use.
     DBURINF OPEN=USER,URTABLE=ASM,MUFS=YES,RRS=YES

     DBURSTR TXNUNDO=YES,MULTUSE=YES,SIDNAME=PRODMUFA

     DBURTBL DBID=997,TBLNAM=C01,UPDATE=YES

     DBURTBL DBID=997,TBLNAM=C02,UPDATE=YES

     DBURTBL DBID=997,TBLNAM=C03,UPDATE=YES

     DBURSTR TXNUNDO=YES,MULTUSE=YES,SIDNAME=PRODMUFB

     DBURTBL TBLNAM=K01,UPDATE=YES,DBIDMUF=100,DBIDUSER=200

     DBUREND SYSTEM=OS

     END

ELMCHG=
Specifies whether the Element List for sequential access operations can be changed between GETIT or GETPS
commands. If ELMCHG=NO is specified, execution time is improved because extra instructions for checking the
accuracy of the Element List are unnecessary.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

GBMAXR=
Specifies the maximum number of entries that are allowed in the blocked GETIT or GETPS buffer. When
UPDATE=NO, use the default. When UPDATE=YES, this parameter can limit the number of records that are held
with exclusive control.
Specifying or defaulting to 255 is treated as a request to fill the blocked GETIT buffer. Entries of 2 -- 254 limit the
number of records that are returned in the blocked GETIT buffer.
The MUF startup option EXCTLNO specifies the maximum number of records that are held with exclusive control
by one task. The GBMAXR= value cannot be greater than the EXCTLNO value. If there are multiple tables being
updated, the total of the GBMAXR= values cannot be greater than the EXCTLNO value.
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• Valid Entries: Integer value from 2 through 255
• Default Value: 255

GETBLK=
(Multi-User only.) Specifies the buffer size that is used for blocking GETIT or GETPS commands. The buffer must be
large enough to contain at least two Request Areas and two work areas. If the GETBLK= parameter is greater than
the MUF startup option TASKS size specification, the difference is disregarded.
This option improves performance of the job using this User Requirements Table. If UPDATE=YES, all records in
the buffer are held under exclusive control. UPDATE=YES could degrade the performance of other update tasks
requiring the held records.

NOTE
If the GETBLK= option is used, ELMCHG=NO must be coded.

GETBLK=0 means you are not using the blocked GETIT command. Accept the default or code a zero value when
there are real memory concerns or when only the current record must be under exclusive control while reading
with exclusive control.

• Valid Entries: Integer value 0 or 4096 through 61440
• Default Value: 0

READAHD=
Specifies whether index scanning or physical block scanning is to be done for read-ahead processing.

Valid Entry Meaning

INDEX Use index scanning to select blocks for read-ahead processing.
This option is generally better than PHYSICAL except where
noted in the following.

PHYSICAL or PHY Use physical sequential data block reads for read-ahead
processing. This mode is generally faster when using Space
Management Option 0 with few additions or deletions and using
the Native Sequence Key. It also works well with other Space
Management Options when no additions and few deletions have
occurred.

Default Value: INDEX
SEQBUFS=

Specifies the number of data buffers that the program can use for single block or multiple block read-ahead
sequential processing. Use the default value (0) to specify that sequential processing is not to do data read-
ahead.
If you specify a value of 2 through 128, Datacom/DB gets memory for this many more buffers to be used by this
one task processing this one table for sequential read-aheads during the first GSETL or GSETP function. Batch
sequential processing takes advantage of these buffers.
If you specify a negative number, then no sequential buffers are allocated and the normal data pool buffers are
used for data read-ahead. The read-ahead buffers are taken from the "oldest" normal buffers and made most
current. Normal data buffers are not dedicated to this table and user. They are always shared.
Running sequential jobs on a busy Multi-User Facility usually runs faster with extra sequential buffers. Running
sequential jobs on a lightly loaded system could run better either way. A sequential update job can take better
advantage of the Pipeline feature using normal data buffers instead of extra buffers unless the system is busy with
other tasks causing buffers to be flushed.

NOTE
Although even number values are valid, odd number values are accepted for compatibility with previous
versions. However, odd number values are converted to the next even number closer to 0.
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• Valid Entries: An even integer value from 0 through 256
NOTE
Numbers 2 through 128 represent the number of sequential buffers to be requested. Numbers 130
through 256 represent the number of normal data buffers to be used for sequential read-ahead
processing (similar to the -2 through -128 numbers in the DBURTBL macro).

• Default Value: 0

SYNONYM=
This parameter functions differently in batch and CICS environments.

Operating Environment Value Meaning

Batch or IMS/DC NO There are no duplicate table names. When
SYNONYM=NO, Datacom/DB does not
examine the Request Area DBID field.
Datacom/DB uses the DBID specified in the
User Requirements Table for the first entry
matching the table name in the Request
Area.

Batch or IMS/DC YES The table name that is specified in the
TBLNAM= parameter is duplicated in
multiple occurrences of this macro in
this User Requirements Table assembly.
Datacom/DB first looks for a match
on TBLNAM=. If the entry matching
the Request Area has SYNONYM=YES,
Datacom/DB checks the DBID field for a
match. If a match is not found, Datacom/DB
continues to look until finding a match.

CICS NO There are no duplicate table names. When
SYNONYM=NO, Datacom CICS Services
does not examine the Request Area DBID
field. Datacom CICS Services uses the first
User Requirements Table with an entry
matching the table name in the Request
Area.

CICS YES The table name that is specified in the
TBLNAM= parameter is duplicated in
multiple occurrences of this macro in
this User Requirements Table assembly
or in another User Requirements Table
assembly that is used with Datacom CICS
Services. When it receives a Datacom/
DB request, Datacom CICS Services
selects a User Requirements Table by,
first, looking for a match on TBLNAM=.
If the entry matching the Request Area
has SYNONYM=YES, Datacom CICS
Services checks the DBID field for a
match. If a match is not found, Datacom
CICS Services continues to look at other
User Requirements Tables until finding a
matching.
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You can specify SYNONYM=YES when there is no duplication (in anticipation of the possible future duplication of
table names). If YES is specified, all programs using the User Requirements Table must have the database ID
specified in the Request Area during all calls.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

TABLES=
Specify TABLES= along with TBLNAM=BASE when you want to open all the tables in one particular database. In
this case, you have one DBURTBL macro per database, not one per table.

NOTE
When you use this feature, Datacom/DB opens every table in the database, whether the program needs
all the tables or not.

TABLES= can be given a value of from 1 through 999. The DBURTBL macro generates that many URT entries
with a table name of '***' and a new flag indicating that every table in the database is to be opened. The other
DBURTBL parameters that are specified apply to each generated entry.
The OPEN command sees the entry and, after reading the Directory (CXX), replaces the necessary number of
entries with the tables in the database. Every table in the Directory is used, whether it can be opened or not. If
every table cannot be opened, the OPEN is rejected.

NOTE
A dynamic entry is not used for a normal table entry for the same database, allowing users to provide
exception tables and common tables.

There are no restrictions regarding the intermixing of database level entries and table level entries.
The closing of the User Requirements Table undoes the open changes, that is to say, restores the assembled
state. A reopen therefore starts over, opening tables as required.
The bypass open option (BYPOPEN=YES) is not compatible with a database level open and prevents assembly of
a User Requirements Table with the conflict.

NOTE
Database level opens are supported for batch but not for the Datacom CICS Services.

Users should be aware that the before open exit does not know the table names and is passed a table name of
***. The exit must decide, based on this information, or be changed to an after open exit. Otherwise, this feature
should not be used.
An open error 94(115) OPEN BASE URT, NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES is recognized if more tables exist in the
Directory than database level entries exist in the User Requirements Table.

• Valid Entries: 1 through 999
• Default Value: (No default)
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TBLNAM=
Use TBLNAM= to specify either the name of the accessed table or BASE.

Value Meaning

name When the Datacom/DB name of the table that is accessed is
specified, the name is the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value that is
defined for the Datacom Datadictionary TABLE entity-occurrence.
In a valid Datacom/DB name, the first position must be alphabetic
and all positions must be non-blank.

BASE When BASE is specified and the TABLES= parameter is specified
with a value of 1 through 999 (see TABLES=), the DBURTBL
macro generates that many User Requirements Table entries with
a table name of '***' and a new flag indicating that every table is
to be opened. The other DBURTBL parameters that are specified
apply to each generated entry. This means that when you use this
feature, Datacom/DB opens every table in the specified database,
whether the program needs all of the tables or not.

NOTE
The TBLNAM= parameter is not valid when DBFLSUB=YES.

• Valid Entries: Three-position alphanumeric table name or BASE
• Default Value: (No default)

UPDATE=
Specifies update authorization.

Value Meaning

NO The program cannot update this table and cannot hold the rows
under exclusive control.

YES The program can update this table and can hold the rows under
exclusive control.

NOTE
If the application using this User Requirements Table issues Compound Boolean Selection commands
(SELxx), UPDATE= must be YES unless the DBID value is specified in the MUF startup option CBS. This
includes applications using Ideal for Datacom and MetaCOBOL+ FOR statements.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

End Macro (DBUREND)
AMODE=

Sets the AMODE of the assembly

Valid Entries:
ANY, 24, 31, or NONE

Default Value:
NONE

DBSQL=
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Specifies whether SQL is used by the application that is associated with this User Requirements Table.

Value Meaning

NO Specifies that SQL is not used.
When DBSQL=NO, programs containing SQL statements are not
executed.

YES Specifies that SQL is used by the application that is associated
with this User Requirements Table. The Start Macro (DBURSTR)
must have TXNUNDO=YES. See Start Macro (DBURSTR).

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

LOADTYP=

(z/VSE only) Defines the location of the Datacom/DB load modules.

Value Meaning
HIGH Specifies the loaded modules are placed in the high end of the

user partition.
VIRTUAL Specifies the loaded modules are placed in the GETVIS area.

For User Requirements Tables used with Datacom CICS Services, accept the default.

Valid Entries:
HIGH or VIRTUAL

Default Value:
VIRTUAL

RMODE=

Sets the RMODE of the assembly

Valid Entries:
ANY, 24, 31, or NONE

Default Value:
NONE

SYSTEM=

Defines the operating system. Use this parameter for documentation if your site has more than one operating system.

Valid Entries:
OS or DOS

Default Value:
This parameter defaults to the correct operating system.

USRINFO=

Allows 1 to 16 bytes of user information to be placed in the User Requirements Table. Use this information to make certain
that the correct User Requirements Table is in use. For ease of checking, modify this parameter whenever you modify the
User Requirements Table.
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Valid Entries:
1 through 16 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

User Requirements Table Association Options
The methods of associating an application program with a User Requirements Table differ for online and batch programs.

Online Programs

The User Requirements Table is temporarily attached during a call. Instead of the User Requirements Interface, a monitor
interface is used.

  Datacom/IMSDC Services 

In IMS/DC, application programs must be link edited with the Language Interface module which is generated by the
DLLI0PR macro. Each program can use only one User Requirements Table. The Datacom IMS/DC Services control
database must contain an entry for each program, specifying the name of its User Requirements Table. Each User
Requirements Table must be link edited separately. One User Requirements Table may be associated with multiple
programs. See the Datacom IMS/DC Services System documentation for details.

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly 

This example User Requirements Table provides for processing both Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements
accessing the sample database tables ACCTS (ACT) and CUST (CUS) in database 10 with update allowed.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBURT010--ONLINE URT'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               TBLNAM=CUS,

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

  Datacom CICS Services 

In CICS, application programs must be link edited with the DBCSVPR module which establishes communication
with Datacom CICS Services. When an application requests Datacom/DB service, Datacom CICS Services selects an
appropriate User Requirements Table for each request. Datacom CICS Services can use multiple User Requirements
Tables, but each must be assembled and link edited separately. See the Datacom CICS Services User documentation for
details and for naming requirements.

 Example URT for Access by Datacom/DB Commands 

This example User Requirements Table provides for processing Datacom/DB commands accessing the sample database
tables ACCTS (ACT) and CUST (CUS) in database 10 with update allowed.
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----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBURT010--ONLINE URT'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

 Example URT for Access By SQL Statements 

This example provides for SQL access to any table.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBURT020--ONLINE URT FOR SQL'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

Batch Programs

For batch programs that contain Datacom/DB commands only (no SQL statements), there are several options to
associate a User Requirements Table with a program. These options are described below. Batch programs containing
SQL statements must be linked with the User Requirements Interface macro (DBURINF). Batch programs with the entry
point DBMSCBL or programs that call Datacom/DB at entry point DBNTRY, CBLDBMS, or DATACOM, must be linked with
the User Requirements Interface macro (DBURINF).

Dynamic options are those in which the User Requirements Table is loaded externally to the program. Nondynamic
options are those in which the User Requirements Table is linked with the user program. The dynamic options offer more
flexibility than the nondynamic ones, but they are also more complex.

 Nondynamic URT 

Only one assembly is required for a nondynamic User Requirements Table, so it is the simplest for you to use. If your
shop is security conscious and there is only one programmer who sets up all the User Requirements Tables, this could
be the most desirable method. This method is recommended for programs containing only SQL statements not using
Dynamic Plan Selection.

 Procedure 

1. Code the DBURINF parameter URTABLE=ASM.
2. Assemble all four macros together creating one object module.
3. Include the object module in the program link-edit.

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly with OPEN=DB Processing 
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----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBODBURT--NONDYNAMIC URT, OPEN=DB'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               OPEN=DB,                                                X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                            X

               USRNTRY=DBMSCBL

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly with OPEN=USER Processing 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBOUSURT--NONDYNAMIC URT, OPEN=USER'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               OPEN=USER,                                              X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                            X

               USRNTRY=PROGRAM1

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO
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         END

 Example Batch User Requirements Table for Access by SQL Statements 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBSBTPR--BATCH SQL URT'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                            X

               OPEN=DB,                                                X

               USRNTRY=DBMSCBL

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               MULTUSE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=SQL-BAT-URT

         END

Link Nondynamic URT

With this method, you link edit the User Requirements Table with the program. There are two assemblies required. One
advantage to this method is that it allows a common Datacom/DB interface to be used with different User Requirements
Tables without having to reassemble the interface.

 Procedure 

1. Code the DBURINF parameter URTABLE=LINK.
2. Assemble the DBURINF and DBUREND macros in one object module.
3. Assemble the DBURSTR, one or more DBURTBL, and DBUREND macros in a separate object module.
4. Declare both with an include statement in the program link-edit.

 Example DBURINF Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBINFURT--LINK NONDYNAMIC URT'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               OPEN=DB,                                                X

               URTABLE=LINK

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO-INF-STUB

         END                                                           X

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DB010URT'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X
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               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

Dynamic URT Load (DBURINF)

With this method, you assemble the start and end macros in one load module and link with the program. The advantage
to this option is that you can assemble and link the User Requirements Table independently of the program. You can
therefore make necessary changes to the User Requirements Table without having to relink the program.

 Procedure 

1. Code the load module name for the User Requirements Table macros (DBURSTR, DBURTBL(s), and DBUREND) in
the LOADNAM= parameter of the DBURINF macro and code LOAD in the URTABLE= parameter.

2. Assemble the DBURINF and DBUREND macros in one object module and link edit with the program.
3. Assemble and link edit DBURSTR, DBURTBL(s), and DBUREND in the separate load module named in the

LOADNAM= parameter. This option provides the advantage of assembling and linking the User Requirements Table
independently of the program.

 Example DBURINF Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBINFURT--DYNAMIC URT LOAD'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               OPEN=DB,                                                X

               LOADNAM=DBURT001,                                       X

               URTABLE=LOAD

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO-INF-STUB

         END                                                           X

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DB010URT'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X
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               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

Dynamic URT Load (Execution Time)

This method is very similar to the preceding one, except that the load module containing the User Requirements Table
is provided at execution time. With this method you can readily change the names at execution time. This is useful when
the program is often executed with different User Requirements Tables, such as those for development and those for
production databases. This method therefore provides you with maximum flexibility.

 Procedure 

1. Code the z/OS JCL PARM name in the DBURINF LOADPRM= parameter and in the operating system parameter list.
Code LOAD in the DBURINF URTABLE= parameter.

2. Assemble DBURINF and DBUREND macros and link edit with the program.
3. Assemble and link edit the DBURSTR, one or more DBURTBL, and DBUREND macros in a separate load module.

 Example DBURINF Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DBINFURT--DYNAMIC URT LOAD--EXECUTION TIME'

         DBURINF                                                       X

               OPEN=DB,                                                X

               URTABLE=LOAD,                                           X

               LOADPRM=DBURT,                                          X

               USRNTRY=DBMSCBL

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO-INF-STUB

         END

 Example User Requirements Table Assembly 

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

URT      TITLE 'DB010URT'

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               TXNUNDO=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X

               TBLNAM=ACT,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=10,                                                X

               GETBLK=4096,                                            X

               SEQBUFS=2,                                              X

               SYNONYM=YES,                                            X
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               TBLNAM=CUS,                                             X

               UPDATE=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,                                              X

               USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

  Datacom/DB Reporting Facility 

For information about the requirements for associating the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility to its User Requirements Table.

 Batch Dataquery  

See your Dataquery documentation for information about its requirements for associating batch programs with User
Requirements Tables.

  Datacom Datadictionary  

For information about the requirements for associating Datacom Datadictionary to its User Requirements Table,
see Datacom Core Core User Requirements Table.

Disabling and Enabling Databases
You can define the type of access to databases that does not involve internal or external security. See descriptions of the
ACCESS MUF startup option, the DBUTLTY ACCESS function, and the ACCESS console command.

You can also prevent or allow maintenance commands to process against databases when you start the Multi-User
Facility or afterward.

Disabling and Enabling a Database for Open

Disabling a database prevents table opens through the Multi-User Facility until the database is enabled. (See Disabling
and Enabling a Database for Open.) Disabling a database has no effect on executing programs using that database.
All opens can be disabled, or update opens can be disabled. Before performing Directory maintenance for a database,
disable it.

With Simplify mode, the executing MUF always owns the full CXX and every database defined. It knows and controls all.
In this mode, the disable (described in following information) works exactly the same as related to the data sets of the
database, but it works differently in that it does not disable the ability for the MUF itself to have knowledge of and control
of the CXX definitions and information.

How to Disable a Database

To disable a database, issue either the ACCESS console command or the DBUTLTY ACCESS function with the OFF
keyword. The OFF keyword blocks all User Requirements Tables from opening the database(s). You can use the READ
keyword to allow read-only User Requirements Tables (UPDATE=NO) to open the database(s). You can use the UTLTY
keyword to allow only DBUTLTY functions.

The ACCESS OFF/READ controls the index areas and data areas from being opened or written to within the MUF
address space. Without Simplify mode,it prevents the opening of the CXX definitions. With Simplify mode, the CXX
definitions are always available to the MUF.

The following is the syntax of the console command:

►►─ ACCESS ─┬─ OFF ───┬─┬─ ,ALL ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ READ ──┤ └─ ,dbid ─┘

            └─ UTLTY ─┘

The following is the syntax of the DBUTLTY function:
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►►─ ACCESS ─ STATUS= ─┬─ OFF ───┬─┬───────────┬─ USER= ─┬─ FAIL ───┬──────────►◄

                      ├─ READ ──┤ └─ ,DBID=n ─┘         ├─ IGNORE ─┤

                      └─ UTLTY ─┘                       └─ WAIT ───┘

When you execute the option, the database is first disabled for new opens. If you enter ALL in the console command or
if you leave the optional DBID= parameter out of the DBUTLTY function, all databases are to participate in the ACCESS
function. The USERS= parameter values indicate the following:

• WAIT indicates that the utility function is to wait if the databases being changed to OFF or READ status are currently
opened. This wait has no time limit.

• FAIL indicates that if the database is currently open for update or, if OFF, for read, the utility terminates the DBUTLTY
on a failed condition.

• IGNORE is used to indicate that DBUTLTY is to continue without regard to the open users.

When the ACCESS function is processed, the database is disabled from being opened instantly. After the database is
disabled, a console message is written: DB00607I - BASE c ACCESS xxxxx yyyyyyyyyyy zzzzzzzzzzzz

The c is the database ID if only one database is disabled, otherwise it is the literal 'ALL'. The x's are the status (WRITE,
READ, or OFF). If the status is WRITE, the z's are always omitted and the y's are blank unless a catalog is being done on
this base. In this case the y's are the literal 'CATALOG ACTIVE'. If the catalog active message is presented, it is possible
to open the database based on the access rights, but cannot be opened until the catalog is complete.

If the option is READ, UTLTY, or OFF and no jobs have the database(s) open that is being restricted, the y's and z's are
not present. If any jobs are open then the y's are replaced by the literal 'ACTIVE JOB(S)' and the z's replaced by job
names. If one through five jobs have the database(s) open, then all their names are printed. If there are more than five,
four names are printed with the final slot being 'AND MORE'.

A task that is waiting on any jobs to be completed is waiting on exclusive control. The value of the control is
DBSACCnnnnn, where DBSACC indicates a system access lock and the nnnnn is the DATACOM-ID of the database. If all
databases are being processed, it is one of the databases found open.

If the ACCESS function is done through DBUTLTY, the DB00607 message printed on the console by the Multi-User
Facility is also printed on the report of the utility completion. If IGNORE or FAIL is used and if jobs are found active, the
same job name or set of job names printed in the Multi-User Facility appear in the report.

As soon as the database is marked with the new access status, a write of all pending buffers for the index(s) and data
area(s) is done (unless wait is used). This is done to provide a way to get a better continuous operation backup. This is
also done for WRITE status so you can cause the write pending with no loss of any current or planned activity.

When the utility WAIT option is used, and active jobs are found, the DB00607 message is written to the console indicating
the jobs being waited on before the utility starts waiting. After every close, the task again searches the open list to see if
the database(s) is now closed. If active jobs still exist and there is now a different list than before, the message is printed
with the current list of open jobs. If all jobs are found to have closed, then the final DB00607 message is printed indicating
that now all jobs are complete. This final DB00607 is returned to DBUTLTY for its report.

SQL Access

With SQL, Datacom/DB opens tables when the SQL program references them. Therefore, you can disable a database
that an active SQL job requires for processing. If this happens, the SQL job fails. Ensure that before disabling a database,
you know what applications are running and what tables they require.

How to Enable a Database

To enable a database previously disabled, execute either the ACCESS console command with the WRITE parameter and
a database ID or the DBUTLTY command with STATUS=WRITE, USERS=IGNORE, and an optional database ID. The
following is the syntax of the console command:

►►─ ACCESS ─ WRITE ─┬─ ,ALL ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,dbid ─┘
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The following is the syntax of the DBUTLTY function. If you do not specify a database ID, all databases are processed.

►►─ ACCESS ─ STATUS=WRITE ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ ,DBID=n ─┘

If the Datacom Datadictionary definition has been previously disabled, issue the Datacom Datadictionary ENABLE
function. See the next section.

CATALOG Failures

Datacom/DB internally disables a database during Datacom Datadictionary direct catalogs. At normal completion of the
CATALOG, Datacom/DB enables the internally disabled database. Without Simplify mode, a maintenance failure leaves
the database disabled. Normal action is to correct the definition and CATALOG again. If this action is not desired, the
database must be enabled using the console or utility ACCESS command.

Disabling and Enabling a Database for Maintenance

Disabling a database for maintenance instantly forces all new maintenance commands that insert, update, or delete data
to fail and receive a return code 94 (087). It has no effect on requests currently active. Transaction backout and backward
recovery are not affected, they complete without regard to this option.

When to Disable Maintenance

You can use the DBUTLTY ACCESS function or console command with the NOMAINT parameter when you want to stop
maintenance commands immediately. The following are some situations when you might use this command:

• If a DASD totally fails, you can disable maintenance to stop any additional transactions from pipelining maintenance.
This could minimize any damage needing to be corrected.

• You could stop all CICS maintenance to a database, but still allow read access without the requirement of closing a
User Requirements Table (URT) with UPDATE=YES and open one with UPDATE=NO.

Be aware that the next maintenance command would fail regardless of whether it is the first of a CICS transaction or from
a batch job running for 10 hours.

How to Disable Maintenance

To disable maintenance, issue either the ACCESS console command or the DBUTLTY ACCESS function with the
NOMAINT keyword.

The following is the syntax of the console command:

►►─ ACCESS ─ NOMAINT ─┬─ ,ALL ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ,dbid ─┘

The following is the syntax of the DBUTLTY function:

►►─ ACCESS ─ STATUS=NOMAINT ─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ ,DBID=n ─┘

When you execute the option, the database is disabled for new maintenance commands. If you enter ALL in the console
command or if you leave the optional DBID= parameter out of the DBUTLTY function, all databases are to participate in
the ACCESS function.

When the ACCESS function is processed, the database is disabled for maintenance commands instantly. After the
database is disabled, a console message is written:
DB00607I - BASE c ACCESS xxxxx

The c is the database ID if only one database is disabled, otherwise it is the literal 'ALL'. The x's are the status, MAINT or
NOMAINT.
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If the ACCESS function is done through DBUTLTY, the DB00607 message printed on the console by the Multi-User
Facility is also printed on the report of the utility completion.

As soon as the database is marked with the new access status, a write of all pending buffers for the data and Index
Area(s) is done.

How To Enable Maintenance

To enable maintenance for a database previously disabled, execute either the ACCESS console command with the
MAINT parameter and a database ID or the DBUTLTY command with STATUS=MAINT and an optional database ID. The
following is the syntax of the console command:

►►─ ACCESS ─ MAINT ─┬─ ,ALL ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ ,dbid ─┘

The following is the syntax of the DBUTLTY function. If you do not specify a database ID, all databases are processed.

►►─ ACCESS ─ STATUS=MAINT ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ ,DBID=n ─┘

Disabling and Enabling Areas
Disable an area to prevent table opens through the Datacom Multi-User Facility. DBUTLTY ACCESS allows the user
to define the type of access to tables within data areas. For example, issue DBUTLTY ACCESS=OFF to block all User
Requirement Tables (URTs) from opening the area.

You can use the DBUTLTY ACCESS function to define the type of access to tables within data areas.

Disabling and Enabling an Area for Open

Disabling an area prevents table opens through the Multi-User Facility until the area is enabled. Disabling an area has no
effect on executing programs using that area.

NOTE
There is no difference in processing with the Simplify mode setting.

How to Disable an Area

To disable an area, issue the DBUTLTY ACCESS function with the OFF keyword. The OFF keyword blocks all User
Requirements Tables from opening the area. You can use the READ keyword to allow read-only User Requirements
Tables (UPDATE=NO) to open the area. You can use the UTLTY keyword to allow only DBUTLTY functions.

►►─ ACCESS STATUS= ─┬─ OFF ───┬─ ,DBID=n,AREA=name ─ ,USERS= ─┬─ FAIL ───┬────►◄

                    ├─ READ ──┤                               ├─ IGNORE ─┤

                    └─ UTLTY ─┘                               └─ WAIT ───┘

When you execute the option, the area is first disabled for new opens. See the following descriptions for the USERS=
parameter values:

• WAIT indicates that the utility function is to wait when the areas being changed to OFF, READ, or UTLTY status are
open. This wait has no time limit.

• FAIL indicates that the utility terminates the DBUTLTY on a failed condition in the following circumstances:
– If the area is open for updating
– If OFF for read
– If UTLTY is non-DBUTLTY

• IGNORE is used to indicate that DBUTLTY is to continue without regard to the open users.
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When the ACCESS function is processed, the area is disabled from being opened instantly. After the area is disabled, a
console message is written: DB00613I BASE nnnn AREA aaa ACCESS z (information) (job names) (j). See DB00613I
for a detailed description of the message.

SQL Access

With SQL, Datacom/DB opens tables when the SQL program references them. Therefore, you can disable an area that an
active SQL job requires for processing, which causes the SQL job fails. Before you disable an area, ensure that you know
what applications are running and what tables they require.

How to Enable an Area

To enable an area previously disabled, execute the ACCESS DBUTLTY command with STATUS=WRITE.

See the following syntax diagram for the DBUTLTY function.

      ►►─ ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=n,AREA=name ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Using the Optimized Database Open Environment
The normal environment for a Multi-User Facility is to be enabled and have data available to user applications at all times
with instant access. Databases therefore operate by the default in a mode known as ACCESS OPTIMIZE.

ACCESS OPTIMIZE Mode

With this mode, as a database is opened for the first time, the Multi-User Facility opens the database with update intent to
the Directory (CXX). The database remains opened by the Multi-User Facility until one of the following is executed:

• EOJ of the Multi-User Facility,
• DBUTLTY COMM CLOSE, or
• Console COMM CLOSE.

A database normally needs to be closed only during reorganization (DBUTLTY functions BACKUP/LOAD/REORG, not
including OLREORG). This is not a frequent occurrence. The close is only needed when not using the recommended
Simplify mode. With Simplify mode, the DBUTLTY functions communicate with MUF and cause required actions to occur
automatically.

ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for the system databases for the:

• Compound Boolean Selection Facility
• Accounting Facility
• Datacom Datadictionary
• Temporary Table Manager (TTM)
• SYSTEMDBID (used by Dynamic System Tables)

ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for databases that have Multi-Dataset Indexes.

ACCESS OPTIMIZE is required for all forms of MUFplex.

See ACCESS for information about the ACCESS MUF startup option.

Most Efficient Access Method

The ACCESS OPTIMIZE mode is the most efficient method of accessing Datacom/DB. As a user application opens or
closes a User Requirements Table, minimal Datacom/DB overhead exists to prepare for and then remove access. The
pipelining of maintenance is efficient because starting or stopping user applications has no effect on it. The same is true
for index and data memory buffers, covered buffers, and the data set opens and closes.
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The Multi-User Facility having the database open with update intent has no effect on the UPDATE=YES/NO User
Requirements Table option. The user has the appropriate authority as requested.

Directory (CXX) Information

With Simplify mode, the Directory information is always correct with no actions. Without Simplify mode, information
about the Directory acquired using dynamic system tables can be assumed correct because the changed information
is in memory. If current information is wanted when running the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX function, first write the
memory information to DASD. This can be done by running DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATS or the console COMM
STATS command. The writing of current statistics to the Directory, index control block, and data area control block occurs
without affecting other applications that are running.

ACCESS NOOPT Mode

It is possible to run a database in a non-optimized manner. This is done during Multi-User Facility startup with an ACCESS
NOOPT,dbid(s) statement. This causes the database(s) to be closed if no user task has it opened. It also causes the
database to be opened with a Directory update status equivalent to that of the opened User Requirements Tables
(Directory update status occurs if any tables are set to UPDATE=YES.)

Closing to Allow Reorganization

With Simplify mode, a database need not be closed to allow reorganization, because the closing of data sets to MUF
are automatically done to meet the requirements of the DBUTLTY function. The close would be required if the intent is to
scratch any of the index or data areas in the database.

Without Simplify mode, if a database needs to be reorganized, the base must be closed. Currently, the JCL stream to
accomplish this typically includes:

• ACCESS STATUS=OFF, USERS=WAIT,DBID=n
• BACKUP ...
• LOAD ...

When not using Simplify mode, this JCL stream must be changed when using ACCESS OPTIMIZE mode. Specifically,
insert a COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=n statement after the ACCESS OFF statement as shown below:

• ACCESS STATUS=OFF, USERS=WAIT,DBID=n
• COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=n
• BACKUP ...
• LOAD ...

The added line closes the database after jobs currently using it have ended. If this close is not added, the reorganize job
step gets a return code 46 indicating the database is open for update elsewhere.

When not using Simplify mode, the DBUTLTY functions listed on the following page require a COMM
OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=n be performed prior to the function's execution.

• ACCT OPTION=CATALOG
• BACKUP (with SEQ=NATIVE,MULTUSE=NO specified)
• CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD
• CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE
• CXXMAINT OPTION=PURGE
• EXTRACT (with SEQ=NATIVE,MULTUSE=NO specified)
• INIT AREA=aaa,DBID=n,MULTUSE=NO
• INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=n
• MASSADD (with MUTLUSE=NO specified)
• LOAD
• REMOVE
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NOTE
* For exceptions to the EXTEND, REORG, and RETIX functions, see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference
Guide.

SQL Dynamic Plan Selection
Dynamic Plan Selection allows multiple database users to run the same application program while allowing each user to
access his own private SQL tables.

If the tables do not already exist, create new tables and views under each schema (identified by AUTHID) using the SQL
CREATE TABLE and CREATE VIEW statements of the referenced tables and views. You can use the various Datacom
Datadictionary facilities, such as the DDBTGLM and DDUPDATE utilities or the online facility, but you must remember
to change all instances of the TABLE occurrence name and its DATACOM-NAME attribute-value so that they are unique
within the same database structure (these are created for you automatically when you execute CREATE statements in
SQL processing).

Follow these steps to use Dynamic Plan Selection:

1. In your SQL application program, do not use explicit specifications of the AUTHID for all TABLE and VIEW references
for which you want to switch AUTHIDs. For example, if each user needs his own CUSTOMERS table, code the table
name as CUSTOMERS rather than authid.CUSTOMERS to allow substitution of each user's default AUTHID from the
plan that is used.

2. Clone the plan under each schema using the Datacom Datadictionary Transport Facility (DDTRSLM). Perform an
EXPORT of the plan, followed by an IMPORT using the new NEWAUTHID parameter to specify the AUTHID to which
to clone the plan.

3. If you are running under CICS, see the information on using Datacom CICS Services to control Dynamic Plan
Selection in the Datacom CICS Services System documentation, including instructions on specifying the AUTHID
assignments that are made during execution of the application program.

4. If you are running in batch mode, do the following:
a. Use the LOADPRM= parameter in the DBURINF macro of the User Requirements Table linked with your

application program to specify the name of a parameter you code in the JCL that executes the application program.
The name you code is used in your execution JCL to select a User Requirements Table to be loaded, which
in turn determines the AUTHID that is used. Also specify URTABLE=LOAD to load the remainder of the User
Requirements Table at execution. (See Interface Macro (DBURINF) for details on the LOADPRM= and URTABLE=
parameters.) See the following User Requirements Table examples.

b. Assemble and link edit a User Requirements Table that includes the DBURSTR macro. In the DBURSTR macro,
code the AUTHID= parameter with the appropriate AUTHID name. (For details on this parameter, see Start Macro
(DBURSTR).) Repeat this step for each AUTHID against which you need to run the application.

c. In the application execution JCL, code a PARM as follows:
parm-name=urt-load-mod
Where parm-name is the name you specified for the LOADPRM= parameter of the DBURINF macro, and urt-
load-mod is the load module produced in the above step. The urt-load-mod specification allows you to control the
AUTHID against which you run by controlling which URT is loaded.

Sample User Requirements Table Using LOADPRM=

         DBURINF                                                       X

               LOADPRM=DBURT,OPEN=DB,URTABLE=LOAD

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

Sample User Requirements Table Using AUTHID= in DBURSTR Macro
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         DBURSTR                                                       X

               AUTHID=CAI,TXNUNDO=YES

         DBUREND                                                       X

               DBSQL=YES,USRINFO=CAIDEMO

         END

Testing Datacom/DB Requests
Broadcom provides several different facilities to test data access commands before you put them into use. These include
the following:

Testing Datacom/DB Commands

Function or Facility Purpose
DBUTLTY DBTEST Function The DBTEST function is a batch debugging and analysis tool.

It executes data access commands without requiring that you
code a test program or assemble a User Requirements Table. The
output results of each command can be printed. You can examine
return codes and data returned in the work area.
You cannot use DBTEST to test:
Maintenance commands (UPDAT, DELET, ADDIT)
Logging commands (LOGxx)
Compound Boolean Selection commands (SELxx)
SQL statements
Commands that require two key values, for example: CNTKR

Datacom CICS Services
DBTS Transaction

The DBTS transaction is an online testing and analysis tool. Use
the DBTS transaction to:
Simulate Datacom/DB requests.
Update or add records to the database without writing a program.
Simulate application program logic.
Test command syntax.

Datacom CICS Services
DBUG Transaction

Use the DBUG transaction to:
Examine the logic of programs when the output indicates that a
problem exists.
Intercept program execution before and/or after a Datacom/DB
request.
Determine the number of Datacom/DB requests a given program
issues.

Datacom/DB NOOPS Command The NOOPS command performs a call to Datacom/DB but does
not affect the data in the database. Use NOOPS when you want
to execute problem-causing program logic without affecting the
database. NOOPS does not communicate with the Multi-User
Facility. It returns to the user program.

Testing SQL Statements

Function or Facility Purpose
Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility The Interactive SQL Service Facility accepts SQL statements

for data definition, manipulation and control, and to perform
administrative tasks.
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Dataquery
SQL Mode

You can enter SQL statements online in Dataquery.

Testing Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility Commands

Function or Facility Purpose
Datacom Datadictionary Interactive Service Facility The Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility allows an application

to extract, add, update and/or delete data directly from Datacom
Datadictionary.
Use the Interactive Service Facility (ISF) Mode in Datacom
Datadictionary online to test Datacom Datadictionary Service
Facility call sequences, verifying the syntax and availability of the
required data before coding the program.

 

 

Examining the CICS Partition

Function or Facility Purpose
Datacom CICS Services
DBUT Transaction

Use the DBUT transaction to:
Display whatever is stored in the CICS partition.
Gain online access to any CICS program or CICS system table.

Trapping Abnormal Terminations
If a program terminates abnormally, Datacom/DB requires control to close the User Requirements Table and, if specified,
perform a transaction backout. Specify ABEND=NO in User Requirements Tables in online CICS environments. In a batch
environment, call Datacom/DB with CMD=ABEND.

NOTE
When a program terminates normally, Datacom/DB sends a close request to the Multi-User Facility and returns
control to the operating system.

Using a User Requirements Table

Online CICS Environment

CICS must gain control upon an abend to release the task resources. CICS calls Datacom CICS Services to release the
Datacom/DB resources and, if specified, to perform a transaction backout. Specify ABEND=NO in User Requirements
Tables used with Datacom CICS Services. (See Start Macro (DBURSTR).)

Online IMS/DC Environment

Datacom IMS/DC Services get control through an ESTAE exit that was created when the application program is
scheduled. It then performs any required backout and resource recovery before passing control to the IMS/DC ESTAE exit
for the IMS recovery. You must specify ABEND=NO in User Requirements Tables that are used with Datacom IMS/DC
Services. (See Start Macro (DBURSTR).)

Any resources that are held for the abending task remain allocated until the Multi-User Facility notices the missing user.
When the missing user is discovered, the required termination processing for the task is accomplished. The Multi-User
Facility looks for missing users:
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• When a Datacom/DB program is initiated
• When a Datacom/DB program terminates normally
• When the DBUTLTY COMM function is executed

Common Abend Codes

CICS Abend Code z/VSE Batch Message Number z/OS Batch Abend Code Reason for Abend

ATNI N/A 122
222

Program that is canceled with
the operator cancel command.

AICA N/A 322 Runaway task due to one of the
following issues:
• Exceeding time limit

parameter ICVR in SIT table
(DFHSIT)

• Program loop
• Exceeding system default for

the CPU usage

APCT 0S05I 806 Program not found due to one of
the following issues:
• Program not in Processing

Program Table (PPT)
• Program not in the load

library
• Program disabled
Causes include a user
subprogram call with the
subprogram that was not found
in the STEP/LIBDEF, DFHPPT,
or DFHRPL.

ASRA 0S03I 0C1 -- 0CF The transaction terminated
because of a program interrupt.

Notes:

• Datacom CICS Services abend codes are documented in the Datacom CICS Services documentation.
• z/OS abend codes may also be prefixed with a letter S. For example, S0C7 is the same code as 0C7.
• The following list shows some of the specific z/OS codes:
0C1

Attempt to process with an invalid operation code.
0C4

Attempt to overwrite a protected area in storage.
0C5

Address is outside the bounds of the available storage.
0C6

Address does not fall on the proper boundary.
0C7

Attempt to process with invalid data.

The abend codes generated by Broadcom software due to unrecoverable errors are described in the messages and
codes documentation for the specific product.
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Using the ABEND Command

Batch Environment

You can terminate processing due to an abend in the coding of a batch program. Rather than executing a go-back (or
return) in the program, call Datacom/DB with CMD=ABEND. This action results in the following occurrences:

• The message, DB USER ABEND xxxxx, is printed on the console. The field "xxxxx" represents the first 5 bytes of the
work area.

• Unless the work area contains NODUMP starting in the sixth position of the work area, a region dump is taken.
• The User Requirements Table is closed.
• The job step is canceled.
z/OS System

The job step is canceled with a user abend 0004. Or, if the first byte of the work area is U and a four-digit number
follows that first byte, this number is used as the user abend code.

z/VSE System
The job step is canceled and you receive the message, "JOB CANCELED DUE TO PROGRAM REQUEST."

CICS Environment

In a CICS environment, the ABEND command is

• intercepted by the Datacom CICS Services
• translated into a transaction abend request with an ABEND code of USER.

Using Logging
 

The logging system uses the Log Area (LXX), Force Area (FXX), and the Recovery File (RXX). Only a LXX is required
to perform transaction backout. Both a LXX and a RXX are required to perform recovery. After the Datacom installation
process, Datacom/DB has a small LXX and no RXX. See the information on using the RXX in before selecting logging and
recovery options.

Fall back and fall forward processes, when you have done a recent upgrade from a previous release, is intended to have
the LXX to be successfully closed before starting any of those processes. EOJ of the MUF brings the LXX to a successful
close.

 Contents of Log Records 

When a table is defined with LOGGING specified in Datacom Datadictionary, Datacom/DB writes a log record to the LXX
for all maintenance transactions to that table before updating the table. The log record contains an image of the record
before the update, the transaction image, a time and date stamp, and the job name and number (among other things).

 Spillable Log Blocks 

 Datacom/DB uses the log records in the LXX to perform transaction backout. If the User Requirements Table for a job
specifies transaction backout, its log records remain in the LXX at least until the job terminates normally or issues a
checkpoint.

Once a job terminates, its records are eligible for spilling to the Recovery File (RXX), making space available in the LXX.
All spilling is controlled and done through the Multi-User Facility, which must be enabled to do a spill. Log records posted
to the LXX by jobs without transaction backout are eligible for spilling as soon as the request is complete, if the other log
records in the block are spillable and there are no prior non-spillable log records. Datacom/DB uses the RXX to perform
forward or backward recovery.

If the size of the LXX is insufficient to contain a complete transaction, all or part of the transaction can be forced to be
spillable. In this condition, backward recovery may be needed to complete a transaction backout.
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 When Log Records Are Written 

A write to the LXX always occurs after Datacom/DB processes a CLOSE, COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGIT, or LOGDW (if
key name specifies "write"), or an SQL CLOSE or COMMIT statement.

If you are not using the Pipeline option, (User Requirements Table parameter WRITE=YES, the MUF startup option
LOGPEND 0, or the table attribute PIPELINE-OPTION=NO), Datacom/DB writes all Datacom/DB ADDIT, UPDAT, and
DELET commands and SQL DELETE, INSERT, or UPDATE statements to the LXX immediately.

NOTE
 SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements (ALTER TABLE, COMMENT ON, DROP, and the various
CREATE statements) are not recoverable using the RECOVERY function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY),
because DDL statements are not recorded to the LXX. In the case of DDL statements, it is therefore your
responsibility to ensure the existence of the Directory (CXX) definitions necessary for recovery.

If you are using the Pipeline option, Datacom/DB writes log records only as required to support transaction backout and
record integrity in accordance with the MUF startup option LOGPEND. (For details on pipelining, see Pipelining.)

In addition to log records, the Datacom/DB Pipeline option defers writing maintenance to the Index Area and data areas.
Online transactions automatically issue a special checkpoint (COMIT) command at the end of each logical unit of work
(LUW). This checkpoint causes the log record for the transaction to be written. But, Datacom/DB defers the Index Area
and data area writes in accordance with the MUF startup option LOGPEND.

 Forced Spill/Checkpoint 

The forced spill/checkpoint occurs when the first logged request for a transaction is spilled from the log, making it
unavailable if needed during a rollback (transaction backout). See LOGSPIL.

 Forced Scan 

A forced scan occurs when the last logged request for a transaction is spilled from the log or made available to be spilled
from the log. A forced scan:

• Is documented with a console message: DB00114I FORCED SCAN JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-n (ID-monitor) TSN-
xxxxxxxx 

• Causes information to be stored in the Force Area (FXX) control blocks (for information on the FXX, see Creating and
Maintaining the Force Area (FXX)).

• Occurs when the log is 100 percent full and therefore needs to be spilled, and this log block is the oldest log block on
the LXX.

• Occurs also when the ,d option of the LOGSPILL MUF startup option is set (or defaulted) to a value lower than 100
percent.

NOTE
 A forced scan benefits from being set to less than 100 percent, because this can speed a possible restart by
minimizing the number of log blocks that need to be scanned in order to see every active transaction.

 Forced Redo 

A forced redo occurs when an active logged request is spilled from the log or is made available to be spilled from the log.
A forced redo:

• Is documented with a console message: DB00115I FORCED REDO JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-n (ID-monitor) TSN-
xxxxxxxx.

• Causes information to be stored in the Force Area (FXX) control blocks.
• Causes the log record to be copied to the Force Area log blocks.
• Occurs when the log is 100 percent full (meaning it needs to be spilled) and this log block is the oldest log block on the

LXX.
• Occurs also when the ,e option of the LOGSPILL MUF startup option is set (or defaulted) to a value lower than 100

percent.
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NOTE
 A forced redo benefits from being set to less than 100 percent, because this can speed a possible restart by
minimizing the number of log blocks that need to be reprocessed.

 Variable Log Area (LXX)  

The benefits of variable logging are much reduced elapsed times for update applications and reduced LXX write and read
I/O.

Version 15.0 supports maintenance commands to tables with large row sizes that, in prior releases, would have required
the LXX to be set as spanned. If a user with a spanned LXX converts to Version 15.0, the LXX should remain as
spanned for a few weeks to ensure no possibility remains of their needing to be a fallback to Version 14.0. After that
time has passed, at the next opportunity for an outage, the LXX should be initialized as variable. It will greatly improve
performance.

 Enabling the Option 

A log is initialized as variable during the DBUTLTY INIT function by specifying the VARIABLE=YES keyword. An
initialization without the keyword is required to use spanned logging. Also related to variable logging are the following
options: X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS and X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK, as described in Modifying MUF Startup Options.

 MUFplex (Data Sharing) Considerations 

Special rules apply for variable logging when utilizing a MUFplex for data sharing using a Coupling Facility. When a single
physical Multi-User Facility is enabled (with or without a Shadow MUF), it uses full log-ahead buffers. When two or more
full MUFplexes are active, the log-ahead is turned off and re-enables automatically the next time only one exists.

Running in full MUFplex mode does not allow the spill process to reselect what to spill. Therefore, whatever is first set
to spill is spilled. Without MUFplex, the actual spill rechecks what can be spilled and changes to more blocks, if they are
available.

Recovery File (RXX)

The Recovery File (RXX) is a sequential history file of logged records spilled from the LXX. The RXX is always (except
sometimes in z/OS) a tape file.

The MUF startup option LOGRCV provides three RXX options: (See Processing With an Inactive Recovery File for
details.)

 LOGRCV YES (not the best practice option)  

This is not a best practice option. LOGRCV YES specifies an active RXX with a dedicated tape drive. When the RXX is
active, Datacom/DB periodically spills log records to the RXX. (See Using Logging.) When the Multi-User Facility ends,
any log records not yet written to the RXX are spilled to the RXX. Datacom/DB opens the RXX when the Multi-User
Facility is initiated and closes it when the Multi-User Facility is terminated.

NOTE
 When running with active recovery in z/OS, it is possible to specify a DASD file for the RXX. However, we
recommend that you do not do this. The COMM NEWRXX function of DBUTLTY is ignored in this mode. Also, a
DASD file that becomes full causes a system B37 abend, and the Multi-User Facility is unusable until canceled
and restarted. With DASD, GDGs are not supported.

 LOGRCV NO (the best practice option) 

LOGRCV NO specifies the RXX is not opened during Datacom/DB execution. This is the most commonly used option
because many organizations prefer not to have a dedicated RXX tape drive (required when LOGRCV YES is specified).

With this option, log records are not automatically spilled. To write spillable log records to the RXX, mount the RXX and
run the SPILL function of DBUTLTY. If one or more blocks are spillable, they are spilled.
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For z/OS only, you can use the ,dualrxx parameter to specify if you want a dual RXX. A dual RXX can be selected only
when using inactive recovery (specified with NO as the first entry for the LOGRCV). If dual RXX is specified, inactive
recovery uses RXX1 and RXX2 as the DDNAMEs.

 LOGRCV NEVER 

LOGRCV NEVER specifies the RXX is never used and does not exist for recovery. No RXX exists at installation, because
NEVER is the value LOGRCV is given by the Datacom installation process.

NOTE
 You should carefully evaluate the impact of specifying NEVER for LOGRCV, because with LOGRCV having a
value of NEVER recovery is not possible and transaction backout can be compromised. Remember that this
option affects all databases, including the Broadcom-required databases such as Datacom Datadictionary and
the DDD.

 Maintaining Recovery Tapes 

Carefully plan and implement procedures for maintaining and archiving recovery tapes. RXXs and coordinated backups
are the only guarantee of database integrity in the event of hardware failure.

MUF LXX Format Options
In Datacom, the Multi-User Facility (MUF) LXX format options allow the MUF to process more maintenance requests per
second while reducing the total cost of ownership.

The MUF LXX format options reduce the number of bytes stored with selected log records to reduce the number of bytes
written to the LXX data set. Fewer bytes to write means less I/O. Less I/O results in better performance.

The LXX is used for temporary storage of data changes and control information. The size of the LXX should be large
enough to contain all active transactions. The LXX should also have room to allow spilling to a Recovery File (RXX) to
complete without the log becoming full.

Do not select this option until Recovery Files for releases preceding Version 14.0 are no longer needed.

LXX-Related MUF Startup Options Changes

A change that is not optional in Version 14.0 has to do with the format of log records that are subject to 'default'
processing as follows:

• During an ADDIT, fields that are defined with a default that are not part of the element list or that are set with
FORCEADD are added with a special element name that starts with a dash and percent sign (-%).

• During an UPDAT, a column with FORCEUPD has an element added similarly to that described for ADDIT, except that
for UPDAT, the full record is logged with a special element name that starts with a dash and a pound-sign (-#).

The following MUF startup option changes are related to Version 14.0 changes to the LXX record format.

LOG_RECORD_FORMAT
For details, see (LOG_RECORD_FORMAT).

LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS
For details, see (LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS).

LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE
For details, see (LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE).

LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT
For details, see (LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT).

Details of the changes with LOG_RECORD_FORMAT 1 are as follows:

• For tables that are not compressed (and user compressed with LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS NO):
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– ADDIT - The smaller of the Work Area plus internal element list or record size. For example, if the element list
represents the full record as is most common, the element list of 11+ bytes is excluded from the log and is therefore
a savings.

– DELET - No change.
– UPDAT - The before record is unchanged. The after is the smaller of the user Work Area plus internal element list

or record size or LOG-RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE Work Area plus its internal element list.
• For tables that are variable (DBVVRPR):

– ADDIT - The element list is removed (the Work Area is the full record to the user specified size). ADDIT saves 11+
bytes.

– DELET - No change.
– UPDAT - The element list is removed (the Work Area is the full record to the user specified size). UPDAT saves 11+

bytes.
• For tables that are Datacom/DB-compressed (and user compressed with LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS YES):

– ADDIT - The smaller of the Work Area plus internal element list or record size or compressed record size (+16
if user compressed). Except if a table is encrypted and LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT YES is set, where it takes
precedence, and the compressed record or full record are selected.

– DELET - The smaller of the record size or the compressed record size (+16 if user compressed). Except if a table
is encrypted and LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT YES is set, where it takes precedence, and the compressed record or
full record are selected.

– UPDAT - The before record is the smaller of the record size or the compressed record size (+16 if user
compressed). The after is the smaller of the user Work Area plus internal element list or record size or compressed
record size (+16 if user compressed) or LOG-RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE Work Area plus its internal element list.
Except if a table is encrypted and LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT YES is set, where it takes precedence, and the
compressed record or full record are selected.

READRXX Routine with FORMAT 1 Records

With FORMAT 1 records, the READRXX routine might see some information in a different way from what was seen in
FORMAT 0 records, therefore requiring a minor change. For details, see READRXX Routine with FORMAT 1 Records.

MUF EOJ Report Logging Section Changes

In support of this log feature, the logging section of the MUF EOJ report has a new set of headings and six (6) detail lines
as follows:

• One detail information line was added for each of the following: ADDIT, DELET, and UPDAT.
• One detail information line was added for TSN records, that is, transaction-related information such as for the following

(some of which are internally used and nowhere externally described):
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– COMIT
– ROLBK
– CLOSE
– LOGCP
– LOGCR
– DEQUE
– LOGPR
– LOGPN
– LOGRP
– LOGBA
– LOGBU
– LOGBD
– YYC??
– DELAL

• One detail information line was added for moved records in support of compressed tables or the DBUTLTY OLREORG
function.

• One detail information line was added for OTHER records, including LOGIT, LOGDW, OPEN, and a CLOSE that was
not done as a commit.

NOTE
Many of the fields in the report are provided to show that features are working and their results, largely for use
by Broadcom Support, Datacom development, and QA debugging.

All lines show the total record count as follows:

• Counts of 0-99999 are printed as specific numbers
• Counts of 100,000-9,999,999 are printed as rounded to four digits with the letter k
• Counts of less than 9 gigabytes (<9g) are rounded to four digits and printed with the letter m
• Numbers greater than 9 gigabytes (>9g) are rounded to four digits and printed with the letter g

Other lines in the report are as follows:

PRCT OF LXX
provides the byte count of the records as a percent of all log bytes during this MUF execution, with one decimal
place if it amounts to one percent or higher. If the size is less than one percent, however, it is printed as a number
similar to the total record count field previously described.

NOTE
Other lines in the report are formatted as appropriate to their descriptions, similarly to the PRCT OF LXX
format.

OLD RCD EXP
provides the bytes of the log records that contained the before image record in fully expanded format. Includes
encrypted tables that are written as encrypted.

OLD RCD CMP
provides the bytes where Datacom/DB compression was used.

OLD RCD USER
provides the bytes where user compression was used and the option allowed them to be written as compressed
(includes 16 bytes of compression name and data).

NEW WA ORIG
provides the bytes during a DELET or UPDAT that were the original user Work Area that was logged as smaller
than the other options.
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NEW WA DELTA
provides the bytes during an UPDAT that were logged as a Work Area with only changes based on the
LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE option.

NEW RCD EXP
provides the bytes that were logged as the expanded after record. Includes encrypted tables that are written as
encrypted.

NEW RCD CMP
provides the bytes that were logged as the compressed after record.

NEW RCD USER
provides the bytes that were logged as the user compressed after record.

ELEM LIST
provides the bytes that were logged as the element list (FORMAT 0 external style or FORMAT 1 internal style) for
records logged with a Work Area.

FORMAT 1 SAVED
provides the bytes that were saved by records logged over how they would have been saved with FORMAT 0.

In the following example, the number of log bytes was 337 million, which makes each percent 3m. The numbers in the
form nn.n are percentages, and the others are less than one percent, which means they are printed as a number of bytes.

             PRCT --   OLD   OLD   OLD   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW      FORMAT 

      TOTAL    OF --   RCD   RCD   RCD    WA    WA   RCD   RCD   RCD  ELEM     1 

GROUP  RCDS   LXX --   EXP   CMP  USER  ORIG DELTA   EXP   CMP  USER  LIST SAVED 

ADDIT  352K  30.7                      1262K         6.6 3289K  727K  165K   1.6 

DELET  352K  32.1      8.0   1.2 1705K                                     1453K 

UPDAT  352K  36.2      8.0   1.1  844K 1262K   2.2  1008   146     0   1.7   6.1 

TSN    7781 1685K                                                                

MOVER  3340 1042K                                                                

OTHER   304 84805                                                                

RXX Report Changes

The Recovery File (RXX) Report provides each command summary line and includes a percent value to show the
significant information on the RXX file.

A summary line was added to the RXX Report for each of ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET to show the total records and their
percent. An example RXX Report follows:

REQUEST SUMMARY REPORT  

 

COMMAND  TABLE DBID AREA  OCCURRENCES PERCENT

 

CLOSE                              2      0.0

ROLBK                              1      0.0

ADDIT    AGR      2 DD1            7      0.3

DELET    AGR      2 DD1            7      0.3

UPDAT    AGR      2 DD1           71      6.5

ADDIT    ALS      2 DD1           13      0.3

DELET    ALS      2 DD1           12      0.3

.....                                        

 

ADDIT    TOTAL                   244     13.3

DELET    TOTAL                   238     12.9

UPDAT    TOTAL                   514     49.8
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Operating with Logging Active

Opening the Log Area (LXX)

Datacom/DB opens the Log Area (LXX) when the Multi-User Facility is enabled. Datacom/DB reads the Log Area control
record during the enable to verify that the area is a valid Log Area. If it is not, Datacom/DB issues a 60 return code and
aborts the enable request.

The Log Area contains any necessary work from the previous Multi-User Facility execution that the Multi-User Facility
needs to use when restarting. Console messages document any work done to complete this restart process.

Writing to the Log Area (LXX)

At the end of open or close processing, Datacom/DB updates the Log Area control record which identifies all active
databases.

Log records are written to the Log Area sequentially, starting with the second block. When Datacom/DB has filled the Log
Area and the last block is therefore full, it wraps around again to the second block, provided its contents have been spilled
to the Recovery File.

Log Area blocks are fixed length, but Datacom/DB builds the log records in a variable blocked format. Datacom/DB can
write a block to the Log Area after adding each record to the block, ensuring that records are not lost in the event of
abnormal termination. Other Datacom/DB tasks are allowed to execute while logging events are in process.

Distributed Processing

If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see the Datacom STAR Administrator documentation for
spilling and checkpointing considerations in a distributed environment.

Processing With an Inactive Recovery File

When logging with an inactive Recovery File (MUF startup option LOGRCV NO specified), Datacom/DB treats the Log
Area as a sequential output file, automatically wrapping to the front of the area. Datacom/DB does not write over blocks
which have records which have not been spilled to a Recovery File.

Approaching a Log Full Condition

Use the MUF startup option LOGSPILL parameter "a" to specify a percentage to serve as a "warning point." Datacom/DB
writes the message, DB00308I - LOG AREA IS nn% FULL, nnnnnn BLOCKS SPILLABLE, to the console when there
are spillable log records and one of the following:

• When the Log Area reaches this warning point.
• After a spill and the Log Area still has a higher percent.
• When the Multi-User Facility is enabled and the Log Area already has more than the percent specified.

If log records cannot be spilled, Datacom/DB writes the following message to the console: DB00309I - LOG AREA IS nn
% FULL, JOB xxxxxxxx [ID=monitor] PREVENTING SPILL

If data remains not spillable, Datacom/DB reissues the DB00309I message at five percent intervals until the area is 90
percent full. Once the Log Area is 90 percent full, Datacom/DB issues the message at 1 percent intervals until the Log
Area is full.

Use the LOGSPL2 console command to temporarily modify the percentage.

NOTE
For information on controlling the scrolling of logging console messages, see the explanation of MESSAGE.
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Spilling

If you receive the DB00308I message, a spill is possible. Execute the DBUTLTY SPILL function. Once the spill has begun,
another SPILL request fails with an error message.

To allow you to tune the spill warning percentage and to know the current Log Area status, Datacom/DB produces the
message, DB00311I - LOG AREA IS nn% FULL, SPILLING BLOCK nnnnn, OUT OF nnnnn, every 5 percent of the Log
Area that fills with the SPILL not complete, and every 1 percent after 90 percent.

If blocks have not been spilled, the count of blocks processed is set to NONE. Otherwise, the first set of numbers in the
DB00311I message is replaced by the number of blocks processed and the second set of numbers is replaced by the total
needed to be processed.

At the completion of every spill, Datacom/DB produces the message: DB00310I - LOG SPILL nnnnn-nnnnn, BLOCKS
xxxxxx-xxxxxx, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss-ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss Under inactive recovery, the message is added
to the spill report.

In this message:

• The first number is the Recovery File (RXX) number. It starts at 1 after an LXX INIT and is incremented once per RXX
file. It wraps at 99999.

• The second number is the cycle number. Each RXX file has cycle numbers starting with one. With inactive recovery,
every spill is a new recovery file so the cycle number is always one.

• The blocks are printed in hexadecimal.
• The times are when the first and last log records spilled were originally processed. Use this to determine if a specific

job has been spilled in case you need to run backward recovery.

Log Area Full

If the Log Area becomes full, all Multi-User Facility processing that requires adding to the log ceases and the Multi-User
Facility automatically marks any spillable blocks in the Log Area. If there are no spillable blocks, Datacom/DB sets force
spillable the oldest transaction(s) in the Log Area data to make records spillable.

If the MUF startup option RXXROLLBACK is set to YES and LOGRCV is not set to NEVER, Datacom/DB issues the
console message: DB00110I - FORCED SPILL JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnnn. No special action is necessary unless
the transaction needs to be backed out. If this occurs, transaction backout reverses all requests still on the Log Area.
When these are complete, the console message DB00109W - BACKOUT JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnnn TSN-
yyyyyyyy WAITING TO COMPLETE is issued. The rollback of this transaction waits until the backward recovery of the
transaction completes or the rollback is canceled with the DBUTLTY REQABORT function. This waiting backout has no
effect on other transactions.

If the RXXROLLBACK startup option is set to NO or if the LOGRCV is set to NEVER, the transaction is force
checkpointed and Datacom/DB issues the console message: DB00104I - CHKPT JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnn
TSN=xxxxxxxx

If a task is automatically checkpointed because of a log full condition, records logged before the checkpoint are not
backed out. A return code 94 (085) indicates that the task is not completely rolled back.

You can use the LOGSPILL MUF startup option to instruct Datacom/DB to force a log checkpoint before the Log Area is
completely full and the Multi-User Facility processing stops. If you do not specify the LOGSPILL option in the Multi-User
Facility startup, Datacom/DB waits until the Log Area is full before forcing a checkpoint.

Processing With an Active Recovery File

When running with active recovery (LOGRCV=YES) in z/OS, it is possible to specify a DASD file for the Recovery File
(RXX). However, we recommend that you do not do this. The COMM NEWRXX function of DBUTLTY is ignored in this
mode. Also, a DASD file that becomes full causes a system B37 abend, and the MUF is unusable until canceled and
restarted.
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Checking for Spillable Log Records

When logging with an active Recovery File (MUF startup option LOGRCV YES), Datacom/DB periodically attempts to spill
log records to the Recovery File (RXX). The percentage specified in the MUF startup option LOGSPILL controls when
Datacom/DB attempts to spill log records from the Log Area to the Recovery File.

When the Log Area reaches the LOGSPILL "c" parameter percentage full, Datacom/DB determines which log records
are spillable. Datacom/DB spills all of the records in one log block at once. Therefore, a record is spillable only if all of
the records in that block are ready to be spilled. Log records which are ready to be spilled precede the first log record
associated with either of the following:

• An active transaction which has transaction backout specified
• An update transaction which has not yet completed

Use the LOGSPL1 console command to temporarily modify the percentage.

Spilling Log Records

When Datacom/DB finds spillable log records, it posts the starting and ending spillable records and executes the spill.
When the spill is complete, Datacom/DB reinitializes the count of current log blocks not spilled and continues processing.
During the spill, if the LOGSPILL warning percentage is reached, Datacom/DB produces the message:  DB00311I - LOG
AREA IS nn% FULL, SPILLING BLOCK nnnnn, OUT OF nnnnn

If blocks have not been spilled, the count of blocks processed is set to NONE. Otherwise, the first count of 99999 is
replaced by the number of blocks processed and the second count of 99999 is replaced by the total needed to be
processed.

At the completion of every spill, Datacom/DB produces the message: DB00310I - LOG SPILL nnnnn-nnnnn, BLOCKS
xxxxxx-xxxxxx, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss-ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss

In this message:

• The first number is the Recovery File (RXX) number. It starts at 1 after an LXX INIT and is incremented once per RXX
file. It wraps at 99999.

• The second number is the cycle number. Each RXX file has cycle numbers starting with one. With active recovery, the
RXX file opened at Multi-User Facility startup is one. Each spill increments the number. The NEWRXX function starts a
new RXX file and a new set of cycle numbers.

• The range of blocks are printed in hexadecimal.
• The times are when the first and last log records spilled were originally processed. Use this to determine if a specific

job has been spilled in case you need to run backward recovery.

Each spill constitutes a logging cycle. Datacom/DB writes a cycle start record to the Recovery File, followed by the log
records and a cycle end record. If multiple spills are performed to the same Recovery File, each cycle is identified by its
cycle start and cycle end records.

The Recovery File (RXX) is generally always available for a spill to occur, because it is opened during the enable of the
Multi-User Facility and is not closed until the disable (EOJ). However, during the execution of a DBUTLTY or console
NEWRXX function, a time period exists where one Recovery File is being closed and a new Recovery File opened, and a
SPILL during this time behaves slightly differently.

If a spill starts during the NEWRXX function, the spill waits until the completion of the NEWRXX, and in this case any
DB00311I message that might occur indicates spilling block NONE, where message DB00311I is: LOG AREA IS nn%
FULL, SPILLING BLOCK nnnnn, OUT OF nnnnn

If a NEWRXX function is requested during a spill, then the NEWRXX is queued until the end of the spill. The DBUTLTY or
console task which requested the NEWRXX is completed normally before the action takes place.
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During the processing at the completion of the spill, several steps occur:

1. This message is produced: DB00310I - LOG SPILL nnnnn-nnnnn, BLOCKS xxxxxx-xxxxxx, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd
hh.mm.ss-ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss

2. The Recovery File is closed and reopened in response to the NEWRXX function.
3. The spill is actually completed, and a new spill could be started.

During this time, if a new DB00311I message occurs, it reflects a spilling block equal to the out of block, and both relate to
the current spill even though the DB00310I message has previously occurred.

Approaching a Log Full Condition

If Datacom/DB does not find any spillable log records before the Log Area reaches the percentage specified in the MUF
startup option LOGSPILL warning percent, it writes the following message to the console: DB00309I - LOG AREA IS nn%
FULL, JOB xxxxxxxx PREVENTING SPILL

Datacom/DB reissues the message at 5 percent intervals until the Log Area is 90 percent full. Once the Log Area is 90
percent full, Datacom/DB issues this message at 1 percent intervals until the Log Area is full.

Use the LOGSPL2 console command to temporarily modify the percentage.

At the first point that data is spillable, Datacom/DB automatically starts and processes the spill within the Multi-User
Facility.

Log Area Full

If the Log Area becomes full, all Multi-User Facility processing that requires adding to the log ceases and the Multi-User
Facility automatically marks any spillable blocks in the Log Area. If there are no spillable blocks, Datacom/DB sets force
spillable the oldest transaction(s) in the Log Area data to make records spillable.

If the MUF startup option RXXROLLBACK is set to YES and LOGRCV is not set to NEVER, Datacom/DB issues the
console message: DB00110I - FORCED SPILL JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnnn. No special action is necessary unless
the transaction needs to be backed out. If this occurs, transaction backout reverses all requests still on the Log Area.
When these are complete, the console message DB00109W - BACKOUT JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnnn TSN-
yyyyyyyy WAITING TO COMPLETE is issued. The rollback of this transaction waits until the backward recovery of the
transaction completes or the rollback is canceled with the DBUTLTY REQABORT function. This waiting backout has no
effect on other transactions.

If the RXXROLLBACK startup option is set to NO or if the LOGRCV is set to NEVER, the transaction is force
checkpointed and Datacom/DB issues the console message: DB00104I - CHKPT JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnn
TSN=xxxxxxxx

If a task is automatically checkpointed because of a log full condition, records logged before the checkpoint are not
backed out. A return code 94 (085) indicates that the task is not completely rolled back.

You can use the MUF startup option LOGSPILL to instruct Datacom/DB to force checkpoint log records before the Log
Area is completely full and all Multi-User Facility processing stops. If you do not specify a value at Multi-User Facility
startup, Datacom/DB waits until the Log Area is full before forcing a checkpoint.

Abnormal Termination of a SPILL

When using active recovery (MUF startup option LOGRCV YES), Datacom/DB ensures the tape is usable in case of
abnormal termination (or if the tape is accidentally demounted) by writing two tape marks and then backspacing the tape
at the end of each logging cycle (spill). This still leaves the tape vulnerable to abnormal termination during a spill.

Although the Recovery File is active only occasionally, this small but critical window of vulnerability is protected by the
restart process done during Multi-User Facility enable, which warns when this window occurred. With the warning is the
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incomplete cycle number. The RXXFIX function of DBUTLTY can copy the good part of the Recovery File to a new tape,
then close normally without any errors or duplicates.

Requesting a New RXX

If the Multi-User Facility has an active Recovery File, use the DBUTLTY COMM NEWRXX function to request a
new Recovery File which causes an IBM CLOSE/OPEN of the Recovery File. In z/OS, at Multi-User Facility startup,
you can specify a unit count, volume, and device type for Datacom/DB to use when processing a DBUTLTY COMM
OPTION=NEWRXX.

In z/OS, Datacom/DB uses dynamic allocation (SVC99) to deallocate the current RXX data set and allocate a new
Recovery File tape. Dynamic allocation uses the data set name in the original DD DSN statement and the disposition is
NEW,CATLG. The unit, volume count, and unit count are provided through the MUF startup option RXX.

Processing Without a Recovery File

When using MUF startup option LOGRCV NEVER, the processing is the same as discussed in Processing With an Active
Recovery File, except that when the spill is needed, no spill is performed but Datacom/DB continues processing as if it
had completed a spill. This option provides no protection from DASD errors and is not recommended in a system that
cannot be rebuilt completely from backups. No spill messages are produced, but a force checkpoint message is possible.

Recovery and Checkpointing

Application-Issued Checkpoints

At logical control breaks, an application program can issue checkpoints, committing all updates to Datacom/DB resources.
An application can checkpoint by issuing either an SQL COMMIT statement or a Datacom/DB COMIT command. In a
program containing both SQL statements and Datacom/DB commands, issuing an SQL COMMIT or a Datacom/DB
COMIT commits all updates performed by both SQL statements and by Datacom/DB commands.

Forced Spill or Checkpoint

If the Log Area is full, and the first block in the current sequence is not spillable, Datacom/DB marks the job(s) preventing
a spill of the block for force spilling and then spills that block and any eligible contiguous blocks so that processing can
continue. Datacom/DB issues a message to the system console when this occurs. The force spill becomes a force
checkpoint if the MUF startup option LOGRCV is set to NEVER or the RXXROLLBACK is set to NO. Forced checkpoints
are undesirable, because the job has lost control of checkpointing for recovery.

If transaction backout is invoked for a force checkpointed task, Datacom/DB only backs out to the system checkpoint,
not the last logical checkpoint issued by the job. A return code 94 (085) indicates that the task is not completely rolled
back. For example, if the job was checkpointing at logical control breaks with balance totals, you must back out the
transactions between the forced system checkpoint and the last logical checkpoint using the DBUTLTY RECOVERY
OPTION=BACKWARD function before restarting the job.

Because of the forced checkpoint, uncommitted records owned by the transaction (those inserted, updated, or deleted)
were flagged as committed and became available to other tasks. The backward recovery might be successful at backing
out some or all of these records, but that is not possible if other tasks have made changes after the force checkpoint.

If transaction backout is invoked for a force spill task, Datacom/DB backs out to the force spill point using the Log Area.
At this point, a message is written to the console: DB00109W - BACKOUT JOB-xxxxxxxx NUMBER-nnnnnn TSN-
yyyyyyyy WAITING TO COMPLETE. This task waits until a backward recovery is completed for this transaction.

NOTE
In z/OS, the DB00109W message must always be manually deleted by an operator after they have dealt with
the required situation.
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An operator is expected to see this message and prepare a backward recovery for the specified TSN using the last
Recovery File. If this recovery does not include the first record of the transaction, the operator is instructed to rerun
recovery with a previous Recovery File. To ensure a complete recovery, all Recovery (RXX) files created during the life of
the transaction must be read as input.

If the DB00109W message persists after the backward recover completes, you must continue with the next recovery file
until the data satisfying the backout is processed. This task will hang until the rollback completes or a DBUTLTY function
REQABORT is run. REQABORT will leave the data not intact and will force a future action to resolve any data problems.

z/OS Checkpoint

z/OS checkpointing significantly simplifies program restart. When used in conjunction with Datacom/DB checkpointing,
"hands off" restart procedures can be developed. The objective is to ensure the state of the Datacom/DB database
and resources and, also, the processing state of the program. z/OS and the program are not aware of Datacom/DB's
internal processing. Therefore, when the Datacom/DB checkpoint is actually issued, there are special considerations for
coordination of Datacom/DB checkpoints and z/OS checkpoints.

The function of a Datacom/DB COMIT command or an SQL COMMIT statement is to ensure the state of the processed
data and Datacom/DB resources. Because of exclusive control conflicts and Datacom/DB enqueueing, the program
cannot issue a z/OS checkpoint after issuing a Datacom/DB COMIT or SQL COMMIT and assume coordination. Close
the User Requirements Table (which automatically issues a checkpoint), issue the z/OS checkpoint, and reopen the User
Requirements Table.

CICS SYNCPOINT

One CICS SYNCPOINT commits all updates to both Datacom/DB tables and non-Datacom/DB files. When an application
program issues a CICS SYNCPOINT, all held resources are released and Datacom/DB treats the task invoking the
SYNCPOINT as logically complete. See the Datacom CICS Services documentation for more information.

IMS Checkpoint Commands

When an IMS CHKP or SYNC call is issued by an application program, updates to both IMS and Datacom resources are
committed and Datacom/DB treats the task as logically complete. See the Datacom IMS/DC Services documentation for
more information.

Using Transaction Backout
Datacom/DB transaction backout facility ensures that either an entire task completes successfully or, in the event of
a system or program abend, that the part of the task that did complete is correctly backed out (reversed). Transaction
backout is normally used for online transactions, but is also functional for batch jobs.

The transaction backout program reverses all Datacom/DB maintenance commands for any transaction backout task(s)
active at the time of a program abend. To ensure that the backout succeeds, Datacom/DB keeps a secondary exclusive
control over all records added, updated, or deleted until the task ends by a User Requirements Table close of a batch job,
a task termination of a task using a monitor, or the issuing of a LOGCP, LOGCR, or COMIT command.

CICS transaction should always use CICS SYNCPOINT ROLLBACK for rollback conditions for CICS programs and not
use Datacom/DB commands LOGTB or ROLBK. CICS needs to be in control of any transaction backout processes.

Implementing Transaction Backout

To implement transaction backout:

1. Specify TXNUNDO=YES in the DBURSTR macro for all User Requirements Tables used by programs which require
transaction backout. Use transaction backout for all online update jobs.

2. Ensure that the Log Area is large enough to accommodate all concurrent execution of transactions for all transaction
backout tasks.
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Initiating Transaction Backout

In the event of a Datacom/DB system or hardware failure, enabling a new Multi-User Facility causes a restart process to
schedule any backouts for any transaction backout tasks that were active at the time of the failure.

Transaction backout can also be invoked by an application program. For instance, before issuing an ABEND command
to terminate Datacom/DB because of a problem, issue the Datacom/DB ROLBK command or the SQL ROLLBACK
statement to start transaction backout. TXNUNDO=YES must be specified in the User Requirements Table start macro
(DBURSTR) if your program contains SQL statements or issues a ROLBK command.

Transaction Backout Failure

If a Datacom/DB ROLBK command or SQL ROLLBACK statement is issued, the backout is completed before control is
returned to the application program. Therefore, if the application program abends, the backout is not affected.

If an application program update which has not received a log checkpoint abends, and ABEND=YES in the User
Requirements Table, Datacom/DB gets control and issues a rollback. If ABEND=NO, the Multi-User Facility detects that
the region abnormally terminated and issues the rollback and closes the User Requirements Table.

Batch Programs and Transaction Backout

In an environment with both batch and online processing, make batch jobs with transaction backout (TXNUNDO=YES)
issue checkpoints frequently. Programs having a low priority within the Multi-User Facility that fail to issue checkpoints can
produce records that are not checkpointed in every log block, forcing Datacom/DB to issue its own checkpoint.

Pipelining

Transaction backout is done with its own form of pipelining. It is not subject to the MUF startup option LOGPEND.

Concurrency

One or more tasks can be performed concurrently with transaction backout. The number of log blocks available to
transaction backouts is provided by the MUF startup option LOGPOOL. If multiple backouts are occurring concurrently,
they take turns using the log pool buffers as necessary. Contention occurs if every backout task does not have a log pool
buffer to use. Since most Multi-User Facility systems have many tasks, but rarely multiple transaction backouts running
together, providing many log pool buffers is not the best use of memory. One buffer is enough in most small environments,
more than two or three would rarely be used, even in large environments.

The Statistics and Diagnostics Area Report entry for WAIT LOGPOOL shows how many times a backout had to wait for a
log pool buffer. 

Messages

When it has completed performing transaction backout, Datacom/DB issues one of the following messages. When not
using URI areas, wait for this message before attempting to rerun the job. The primary differences are:

DB00103I - BACKOUT JOB-aaaaaaaa NUMBER-nnnnn [ID=monitor] [CP=chkpt] RC=cc TSN=xxxxxxxx

If RC=FC, transaction backout aborted after successfully backing out some of the transactions but without completing
because of a forced checkpoint.

If RC=nn, the numbers are a Datacom/DB return code.

DB00112I - BACKOUT JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-nnnnn [ID=monitor] [CP=chkpt] RC=N

The RC=N indicates that transaction backout completed successfully, but found no data to back out.

DB00113I - BACKOUT JOB-jjjjjjjj NUMBER-nnnnn [ID=monitor] [CP=chkpt] RC=Y TSN=xxxxxxxx

The RC=Y indicates that transaction backout completed successfully after backing out one or more maintenance
transactions.

In these messages:
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CP=
If the task issued a LOGCP/LOGCR command to checkpoint Datacom/DB processing, Datacom/DB provides a
CP field containing the first eight characters of the work area associated with the call.

ID=
Datacom/DB provides the ID field if the task is executing under CICS using the DBNTRY entry point or under
Datacom Server. Under CICS, the format for the displayed monitor is id=tran-term-opr-xxxxx where tran is the
transaction ID, term is the terminal ID, opr is the operator ID, and xxxxx is the task ID. Under Datacom Server, the
ID field contains the logical terminal name.

JOB-
The job name.

NUMBER-
The run unit number.

TSN=
The transaction sequence number.

For more information about messages and return codes, see Messages.

Using Recovery
Learn about how the RECOVERY function of DBUTLTY protects the integrity of the database. Learn about how RECOVERY
restores a database or a portion of a database and handles transaction backout. Find information about forward recovery,
backward recovery, and rebuilding index areas.

The RECOVERY function of DBUTLTY protects the integrity of the database. The RECOVERY function enables:

• Restoring a database or a portion of a database from a previously stable point (forward recovery), or
• Backing out the transactions of one or more jobs that contaminated the database (backward recovery)

With either forward or backward recovery, logging must be active for the tables to be recovered. Neither forward nor
backward recovery can "span" an area reorganization.

When to Use Forward Recovery

Use forward recovery when one or more data areas in a database are not physically accessible, for example, when the
physical data pack is destroyed. Load to disk the latest backup copy of the database or selected areas in the database
and use the RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD function of DBUTLTY to apply the RXX to the backup.

When to Use Backward Recovery

Use backward recovery when one or more update jobs must be reversed (backed out). For example, if you did not specify
transaction backout for a program and a failure occurs, the database is not in a logically consistent state. To perform
backward recovery, execute the RECOVERY OPTION=BACKWARD function of DBUTLTY. Also when a transaction is force
spilled due to the size of the Log Area and must be rolled back.

NOTE
The DBUTLTY ACCESS MAINT/NOMAINT functions control the maintenance commands to add, update,
or delete rows in tables within a database. The NOMAINT function instantly causes all new maintenance
commands to fail with an error message. NOMAINT does not affect backward recovery or transaction backout.

Index Area Rebuild

When possible, do not place an Index Area (IXX) on the same pack as the data areas it serves. If there is device failure,
collocation both impacts performance and complicates recovery.
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If the Index Areas and data areas are not collocated, and the index pack fails, the steps to recover are:

1. Allocate and initialize the new Index Area.
2. Run the RETIX function of DBUTLTY.

If they are on the same pack and it fails, the backup file must be mounted and the forward recovery procedure run.

If an Index Area has been physically destroyed, use the RETIX function of DBUTLTY to restore the Index Area. After you
allocate and initialize the new area, submit a job stream with a separate RETIX control statement for the database.

More Information

Refer to the following pages for more information:

• Using Logging
• RECOVERY (Rebuild a Database)
• ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance)
• RETIX (Reconstruct Index)

Restarting the Multi-User Facility
During the enable of a Multi-User Facility, the Log Area (LXX) is reviewed and if necessary a restart process is done. In
this case, the Log Area is used to:

• Clear the use counters in the Directory (CXX) for all tables in all databases that were open at the time of the abnormal
termination.

• Complete any uncompleted maintenance transaction process.
• Schedule transaction backout for application transactions.
• Prepare the Log Area for the Multi-User Facility enable.

What Restart Does

The Multi-User Facility (MUF) first opens the Directory (CXX), Log Area (LXX), and Force Area (FXX). The LXX is used to
determine the necessary actions.

If the LXX was cleanly closed when the MUF was terminated, the restart process ends by generating this message:
DB01201I RESTART NO ACTION REQUIRED. The ending of the restart process also produces a general restart report
titled LOG FILE(LXX) OUTPUT with information about the log status. In z/OS environments, the restart report is written
to a SYSOUT file named RESTART. For more information, see Restarting the Multi-User Facility after a Previous MUF
Failure.

If the LXX did not close properly, the MUF restart process (several Datacom/DB messages can be displayed while the
restart process is in progress) does the following:

1. Databases in the CXX in which the MUF had interest (but has no other restart requirements) are reset, and ensures
that databases needed for further restart have not been reset and are not in use elsewhere.

2. The LXX is scanned for the last stable point (message DB01202I RESTART, STARTING LOG SCAN, BLOCKS  -n
through message DB01204I - RESTART, END LOG SCAN, MMM:SS---0:00).

3. The general restart report titled LOG FILE(LXX) OUTPUT, containing information about the log status, is produced.
In z/OS environments, the restart report is written to a SYSOUT file named RESTART. For more information, see
Restarting the Multi-User Facility after a Previous MUF Failure.

4. Every database CXX definition is opened for databases that the MUF had fully opened. The index and data area data
sets are not opened at this time.

5. If the log scan indicates that pipelined data existed in the prior MUF that needs reprocessing, that reprocessing is
done. This process is bounded by the messages DB01203I RESTART, STARTING LOG REDO, BLOCKS -n and
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DB01204I - RESTART, END LOG REDO, MMM:SS---0:00. The number of blocks reprocessed varies, based upon
the MUF startup option LOGPEND and active requests in the prior MUF not set to FORCE REDO, and the actual
buffers in memory in the pipeline. This reprocessing produces the restart detail report titled DETAIL REPORT FOR
REPROCESSED REQUESTS with log record information that may be important. Any required data sets are opened
during this process.

6. Any necessary transaction rollback is scheduled. The rollbacks start immediately following the enabling of the MUF.
7. The MUF summary report titled DETAIL REPORT FOR ACTIVE TRANSACTIONS is printed.
8. The LXX is marked ready for the enabling of the MUF. Message DB01207I RESTART, COMPLETE is generated.
9. At this point, the MUF is enabled for new processing. Message DB00201I - MULTI-USER ENABLED CXX=cxxname

SUBID=x (SVC=yyy) is generated, and any necessary transactions start their rollback. New jobs may start if any task
areas are not required for the rollbacks. As each transaction backout completes its task area is released, and when all
are complete message DB01206I - RESTART ROLL BACK COMPLETE is generated.

Restarting the Multi-User Facility After a Previous MUF Failure

This report is produced only when the Multi-User Facility is restarted after a previous MUF failure.

The following message (one or more) is generated prior to the beginning of the restart report: DB13087I BASE n RESET,
UPDATE USERS-YES/NO, READ ONLY USERS-YES/NO, OWNER-zzzzzzzz.

This message indicates that the RESET AREA=CXX or the restart processing done during Multi-User Facility startup has
cleared the Directory indicators for the database whose DATACOM-ID appears in the message text. Before the reset,
these accumulators indicated that the database did or did not have update users and did or did not have read-only users.
When a database is opened for update, Datacom/DB saves a job name in the Directory (CXX). For Multi-User Facility
jobs, the job name is the Multi-User Facility job name. For DBUTLTY and Single User jobs, the job name is the user job
name.

RESTART SYSOUT allows you to specify additional output processing regarding the actions a MUF RESTART performed
when the MUF is restarted due to a prior MUF failure. The following SYSOUT files can optionally be created to provide
information about the log area at the time for the MUF startup and possible REDO reprocessing of log records:

• GOODSUM provides a sorted list summary report of the REDO work completed if the MUF startup process required
REDO reprocessing of the prior MUF write pipeline as log maintenance requests. This is beneficial when the
RESTART file is large.

• IGNSUM provides the reason for the log record to be ignored. IGNSUM is created if the MUF startup process required
REDO reprocessing and log records were found that required no reprocessing. These ignored log records are not
reported when defaulted MUF options are in place. These log records were reported with the MUF startup option that
RESTART provided with the forth optional variable set to YES.

NOTE
This option is intended for internal development and QA testing. Therefore, it is not needed for user
production and test MUF environments.

• ERRSUM is a summary of the errors found if the MUF startup process required REDO. This summary provides a
unique list of errors found sorted by the DBID, area name, table name, RC, and the number of occurrences.

Processing will change for MUF executions with SMPTASKS having the second number smaller than the first and
including the fourth option SRB. To speed the REDO executions, all SRBs are activated. After the reprocessing, the
SRBs that were added are removed. An example where this occurs is ‘SMPTASKS 7,3,4,SRB’. Only during RESTART
reprocessing will it execute as ‘SMPTASKS 7,7,4,SRB’. It is then restored after restart to the user specified ‘SMPTASKS
7,3,4,SRB’.

Before the above SYSOUT options, all reprocessed log records were reported in the RESTART SYSOUT per the options.
Errors existed as appropriate with an equal sign and return code. This process is efficient when few errors occurred and
when few log records were processed. With a large reprocessing, finding the unique errors was not easy when there were
many errors some of which are redundant.
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NOTE
Restricting that no SRBs can be used at MUF startup when using SMPTASKS with SRB processing was also
not available during RESTART.

The sample restart report follows. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Header.

                              LOG FILE (LXX) OUTPUT                                                  

 

 LOG FILE OPEN - YES                                                                                 

 LOG FILE SPILLING -  NO                                                                             

 LOG FILE SPILL PENDING - YES                                                                        

 MASTER LIST RCV OPTION - NEVER                                                                      

 LOG FILE HIGHEST TRANSACTION SEQUENCE NUMBER - DBDB074C                                             

 OPEN USER FILES -  NO                                                                               

 ACTIVE TRANSACTIONS -  NO                                                                           

 VARIABLE - YES                                                                                      

 LXX INIT - 20130705093633  CB9D412B9C148658                                                         

 FXX INIT - 20130705093634  CB9D412C70F6265A                                                         

 LXX RESET -  NO                                                                                     

 FXX TOTAL TASKS -  ALLOWED -  532     MOST USED -   50      (SYSTEM TASKS - 32)                     

 FXX USER TASKS* -  ALLOWED -  500     MOST USED -   18                                              

 * - MAY NOT MATCH TASKS= VALUE IF INIT IN A DIFFERENT RELEASE WITH DIFFERENT SYSTEM TASKS.          

 LAST LOG RECORD - 20130719104621  CBAEEAE1A5FC0352    STEP DOWN -  20130718101737 *CBADA2988C4F716B LAST 2

 RESTART REDO STCKS - 20190516122010-0000000000000000-0000000000000000-D60BBCF6409D4183-D60BBD2C71355983 

This page of the report contains the following information:

Messages indicating the status of the Log Area. Messages display with NO or YES, except the following:

• LOG FILE HIGHEST TRANSACTION SEQUENCE NUMBER - indicates the highest transaction sequence number in
the Log Area.

• VARIABLE indicates if the LXX is initialized as variable (YES) or not (NO), specified by the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=LXX
VARIABLE= option.

• The date and time (ccyymmddhhmmss) of the LXX INIT and FXX INIT indicate when each was last initialized. Also
provided are the Store Clock values that match, in case either occurred during or around the time of the switch to or
from Daylight Saving Time.

• LXX RESET - NO indicates that the LXX (in this example) has not been reset since it was last initialized. If it had
been reset, the NO would be replaced with a date and time. However, the reset date and time is only known (saved)
beginning with the r11 SP2 version of Datacom/DB. Therefore, a reset done with earlier code would not have
preserved this information.

• FXX TOTAL TASKS ALLOWED and MOST USED provide the information based upon the last INIT, of the FXX area
with the TASKS option. The current release number of System Tasks is provided, because they are counted in the
TASKS requirement.

• FXX USER TASKS ALLOWED and MOST USED provide information based upon the last INIT of the FXX area with
the TASKS option.

• The message indicates a situation in which the number of tasks supported might have changed between releases. For
example, if the FXX was last subjected to an INIT several releases ago when the number of System Tasks was less
and 500 user tasks, perhaps, might have been supported, 500 user tasks might not now be supported. If the number of
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user tasks supported is close to the number the MUF is currently using, it would be appropriate to consider, for the next
recycling of the MUF, doing a new INIT of the FXX with a larger value for the TASKS options.

• LAST LOG RECORD provides the date and time of the last log record found on the LXX and also the Store Clock
value.

• STEP DOWN provides the date and time of the oldest log record on the LXX that caused the step down condition to
ensure the restart process restarted at the proper location. If the LXX has been recently subjected to an INIT and not
fully used, the STEP DOWN shows BINARY ZERO BLOCK instead of a date and time.

• LAST 2 REDO STCKS shows that the Store Clock values of the first and last log record are reprocessed using the last
two RESTART processes that include REDO.

This page of the report shows The Detail Report for Active Transactions, showing tasks that were encountered during
reprocessing and the status of transaction backout for each task.

                     DETAIL REPORT FOR REPROCESSED REQUESTS

       DATE TIME     JOB NAME    RUN MONITOR TASK ID  TRANSACTION -----REQUEST------ REQUEST  ------RECORD

 ID------

                                UNIT                  SEQ.# -MPLX CMD--DBID-TBL-AREA COMPLETE TID----

BLOCK------URI

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T002DB:11643 DBDB6665-00 ADDIT  789 C02 A01 YES      102 0000950A

 000135E9

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T003DB:06421 DBDB6664-00 ADDIT  789 F01 A01 YES      103 0000950A

 000135EA

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T002DB:11644 DBDB6665-00 ADDIT  789 C02 A01 YES      102 0000950A

 000135EB

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T003DB:06422 DBDB6664-00 ADDIT  789 F01 A01 YES      103 0000950A

 000135EC

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T002DB:11645 DBDB6665-00 ADDIT  789 C02 A01 YES      102 0000950A

 000135ED

  3/05/2003 10.26.16 JOB007   30,438 MLT:T002DB:11646 DBDB6665-00 ADDIT  789 C02 A01 YES      102 0000950A

 000135EE

       .

       .

       .

DATE
The date the request was issued.

TIME
The time the request was issued.

JOB NAME
The name of the job that issued the request.

RUN UNIT
The run unit number of the job.

MONITOR TASK ID
Under CICS the value displayed has four parts: the transaction ID, the terminal ID, the operator ID, and the task
ID number.

TRANSACTION SEQ.# -MPLX
Under this heading is shown the transaction sequence number and a MUFplex number (under the -MPLX
heading). The MUFplex number is a double zero (00) when not part of a MUFplex, or a number from 01 through
07 when it is part of a MUFplex.
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CMD REQUEST DBID-TBL-AREA
Information about the request that was reissued or reprocessed showing the command, the DBID, and the table
name.

REQUEST COMPLETE
The status of the request after reprocessing. This column can contain the following values:
YES

Indicates the request was reprocessed and completed successfully.
=nn(nnn)

Indicates the request was reprocessed but did not complete successfully. A return code of nn with an
internal return code of nnn occurred. Because of the potentially large output of reprocessed requests, the
equal sign (=) is provided to allow the ability to search for these conditions.

+NOTRQD
Indicates the request is a command that does not require reprocessing and is provided on the report for
information only.

RECORD ID TID BLOCK URI
Information about the record:
TID

The table DATACOM-ID in hex.
BLOCK

The block number in hex.
URI

For non-URI areas, the logical record number within the block in hex. For URI areas, the Unique Row
Identifier in hex.

This page of the report shows The Detail Report for Active Transactions, showing tasks that were encountered during
reprocessing and the status of transaction backout for each task.

                     DETAIL REPORT FOR ACTIVE TRANSACTIONS

                    JOB NAME     RUN MONITOR TASK ID  TRANSACTION ---LAST REQUEST--- BACKOUT  ----FORCED----

 TASK

                                UNIT                  SEQ.# .MPLX CMD--DBID-TBL-AREA REQUIRED SPIL-SCAN-REDO

                     JOB007   30,438 MLT:-T001-DB:-063DBDB6663-00 ADDIT  789 F02 A01 YES      NO   NO   NO   

   1

                     JOB007   30,438 MLT:-T002-DB:-116DBDB6665-00 ADDIT  789 C02 A01 YES      NO   NO   NO   

   2

                     JOB007   30,438 MLT:-T003-DB:-064DBDB6664-00 ADDIT  789 F01 A01 YES      NO   NO   NO   

   3

This page of the report shows The Detail Report for Active Transactions, showing tasks that were encountered during
reprocessing and the status of transaction backout for each task.

The descriptions for the following fields are the same as for items on the Detail Report for Reprocessed Requests on the
previous pages:

• JOB NAME
• RUN UNIT
• MONITOR TASK ID
• TRANSACTION SEQUENCE # and a MUFplex number (under the -MPLX heading).
• LAST REQUEST CMD DBID TBL AREA
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The LAST REQUEST information includes the command, the DBID, and the table name when appropriate. The LAST
REQUEST information is normally blanks if the task was subject to one of the FORCED conditions. It is always blanks
if running as part of a MUFplex and this Multi-User Facility is enabling while one (or more than one) other(s) is already
enabled.

• BACKOUT REQUIRED
The BACKOUT REQUIRED field can contain PLEX-nn if the task is for another Multi-User Facility in the MUFplex. The
nn is the specific MUFplex number.

• FORCED SPIL SCAN REDO
A set of FORCED columns indicate task status relative to the Log Area (LXX). SPILL with YES indicates that at this
time this task is considered to be force spilled where all log records are not on the LXX. SCAN with YES indicates that
at this time this task is beyond the percentage to be forced. REDO with YES indicates that this task was forced by the
previous Multi-User Facility due to the log filling.

• TASK
A TASK column provides the specific task area number in which this task was running in the previous Multi-User
Facility and to which it is restored in this Multi-User Facility, unless it is to execute in another MUFplex Multi-User
Facility.

This page of the report lists Reprocessing (Redo) Statistics that show aggregate statistics related to reprocessing, derived
from the parallel processing of restart requests.

REPROCESSING (REDO) STATISTICS 

 NUMBER OF LOG TRACKS READ - 17 

 NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS READ - 2,221 

 NUMBER OF DUPLICATE URI WAITS - 0 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESS WAITS - 4,319 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESSED ADDIT - 50 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESSED DELET - 20 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESSED UPDAT - 2,150 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESSED MOVERO - 0 

 NUMBER OF REPROCESSED MOVERU - 0 

 NUMBER OF REQUESTS NEEDED - 15,199 

 MAX CONCURRENT ACTIVE TASKS - 15 

 NUMBER OF TABLES OPENED - 2

REDO RANGE DTTM-STCK -   20190516122010-D6213EE2E6049A88 TO 20190516165514-D6217C5F050D6E88  

This page of the report contains the following information:

NUMBER OF LOG TRACKS READ
Shows the number of tracks of the LXX file read during the reprocessing process.

NUMBER OF LOG RECORDS READ
Shows the number of logical LXX records associated with the reprocessing process.

NUMBER OF DUPLICATE URI WAITS
Shows the number of times parallel reprocessing had to be suspended because the URI of the current LXX record
duplicated a URI actively being reprocessed.

NUMBER OF REPROCESS WAITS
Shows the number of times a system WAIT had to be issued by subtask DBMFSPR as it set for execution all
available log records in all available task areas.

NUMBER OF REPROCESSED ADDIT
Shows the number of ADDIT requests reprocessed.
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NUMBER OF REPROCESSED DELET
Shows the number of DELET requests reprocessed.

NUMBER OF REPROCESSED UPDAT
Shows the number of UPDAT requests reprocessed.

NUMBER OF REPROCESSED MOVERO
Shows the number of MOVER requests reprocessed due to reorganization.

NUMBER OF REPROCESSED MOVERU
Shows the number of MOVER requests reprocessed due to an UPDAT request.

NUMBER OF REQUESTS NEEDED
Shows the total number of Datacom/DB requests to needed to accomplish reprocessing.

MAX CONCURRENT ACTIVE TASKS
Shows the maximum number of tasks active simultaneously during reprocessing.

NUMBER OF TABLES OPENED
Shows the number of tables opened during reprocessing.

REDO RANGE DTTM-STCK
Shows that the Store Clock values of the first and last log record are reprocessed using the last two RESTART
processes that include REDO.

This page of the report lists Reprocessing (Redo) Statistics by Task, that is, task-level statistics related to reprocessing,
derived from the parallel processing of restart requests.

 REPROCESSING (REDO) STATISTICS BY TASK   TASK TIMES USED DB REQUESTS I/O COUNT CPU TIME WAIT TIME    1

 134 932 101 000:00:00.02 000:00:00.43   2 140 965 65 000:00:00.00 000:00:00.45   3 145 974 60 000:00:00.03

 000:00:00.43   4 141 976 76 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.45   5 142 979 95 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.44   6 143

 980 72 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.45   7 145 982 83 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.40   8 151 1,050 67 000:00:00.01

 000:00:00.43   9 155 1,083 78 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.44   10 145 1,009 87 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.43   11 155

 1,070 84 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.44   12 148 1,022 88 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.43   13 154 1,064 67 000:00:00.01

 000:00:00.43   14 154 1,058 74 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.43   15 153 1,053 75 000:00:00.01 000:00:00.44   16

 OPENS ONLY 2 000:00:00.00 000:00:00.00  

This page of the report provides detailed statistics for each of the tasks used during reprocessing.

TASK
Shows the task (RWTSA) number used during reprocessing. If the number of TASKS is greater than 500, only the
first 500 are used.

TIMES USED
Lists how many times this task was assigned to a reprocessing request. As implied in the previous report
example, the last user task available to reprocessing is used only for opens needed to continue reprocessing
requirements.

DB REQUESTS
Shows the total number of requests issued while the task was assigned.

I/O COUNT
Shows the number of DB I/Os required for the Datacom/DB requests that were issued.

CPU TIME
Shows the CPU time attributable to Datacom/DB requests for this task.

WAIT TIME
Shows the WAIT time attributable to Datacom/DB requests for this task.
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Good Summary Report

This page of the report is the Good Summary Report - Unique Counts (During RESTART Reprocessing). This sorted list
summary report shows the completed REDO work if the startup process required REDO reprocessing of the prior MUF
write pipeline as log maintenance requests,

                             GOOD SUMMARY REPORT - UNIQUE COUNTS (DURING RESTART REPROCESSING) 

DBID      AREA     TABLE       CMD        RC                 COUNT        

   2       DD1       AGR     UPDAT                               6        

   2       DD1       ELM     UPDAT                               2        

   2       DD1       FLD     UPDAT                              16        

   2       DD1       KEY     UPDAT                               2        

   2       DD1       PLN     UPDAT                             323        

   2       DD1       REL     ADDIT                             130        

   2       DD1       STM     UPDAT                           1,264   

DBID
Provides the Database ID associated with the log request.

AREA
Provides the area name associated with the log request.

TABLE
Provides the table name associated with the log request.

CMD
Provides either a documented maintenance command such as ADDIT, DELET, or UPDATE. Also can be an
internal Datacom pseudo command such as MOVER that exists for rows that are moved within a data area.

RC
Return code in the reprocessing. This field is always blanks in the GOOD SUMMARY REPORT.

COUNT
Provides the number of occurrences for the same DBID, AREA, TABLE, COMMAND, and RC.

This page of the report is the Ignore Summary Report - Unique Counts (During RESTART Reprocessing), This report
shows the reason for the log record to be ignored,

                      IGNORE SUMMARY REPORT - UNIQUE COUNTS (DURING RESTART REPROCESSING)  

DBID      AREA      TABLE   CMD     RC               COUNT          

                            CLOSE  NOTRQD.             119          

                            COMIT  NOTRQD.          30,964          

                            LOGCP  NOTRQD.           9,299          

                            LOGCR  NOTRQD.             450          

                            LOGDW  NOTRQD.             174          

                            ROLBK  NOTRQD.               5          

310       AR1        BRN    UPDAT  SEQ.NOP               6          

310       AR2        TEL    UPDAT  SEQ.NOP              54 

792       C01        C01    ADDIT  NORESTT          50,000

792       C01        C01    DELET  NORESTT          12,500

792       C02        C02    ADDIT  NORESTT          40,000

897       F02        F02    ADDIT  NO TBL.              42  

DBID
Provides the Database ID associated with the log request.

AREA
Provides the area name associated with the log request.
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TABLE
Provides the table name associated with the log request.

CMD
Provides a documented maintenance command such as ADDIT, DELET, or UPDATE. Controlling commands are
also provided affecting the log area such as OPEN, CLOSE, COMIT, ROLBK, LOGDW, LOGIT. This command
can also be an internal Datacom pseudo command such as ‘MOVER’ that exists for rows that are moved within
a data area. Other possible internal pseudo commands are LOGRP, ADDUI, several commands starting with
‘LOGB’, and several commands starting with the letter ‘Y’.

RC
Return code provides the reason that the command was ignored. The possible values for this field are:

• NE SEQ. is used for commands for a table that was closed after this command was processed by the MUF,
then the base was reopened. Therefore, the table cannot be reprocessed, as once the table was closed, any
actions prior to the close could have occurred such as it being subject to a DBUTLTY BACKUP and LOAD
process. The CLOSE might have been at the database level or at the specific area level.

• NO TBL. is used for commands where the table is not found in the current database as opened by restart. The
table was likely deleted after the log record was written.

• NORESTT is used for commands within databases that have been set to not be restarted using the MUF
startup option NORESTART_TODAY.

• NOTOPEN is used for commands in tables that are not opened as part of the current MUF database open.
The table or database was likely deleted after the log record was written.

• NOTRQD is used for commands that are logged but have no RESTART reprocessing requirements.
• NOTTID is used for commands where the internal Datacom table ID does not match from the log record to the

current MUF. This occurs if the table was redefined in such a way that the table definition as logged need not
be reprocessed.

• PRVRLBK is used for commands that were subject to being rolled back by commands ROLBK and LOGTB.
Transaction backout commands subject to being rolled back have a private pipeline and need not be handled
within the RESTART reprocessing process.

• SEQ.NOP is used for commands where the database or area with the table was closed and not open at the
time of the MUF failure.

• VIRTUAL is used for commands in a database that was defined to the prior MUF as VIRTUAL and memory
only and not subject to the RESTART process.

COUNT
Provides the number of occurrences for the same DBID, AREA, TABLE, COMMAND, and RC.

This page of the report is the Error Summary Report - Unique Counts (During Restart Reprocessing) showing the error
found if the MUF startup process required REDO.

                               ERROR SUMMARY REPORT - UNIQUE COUNTS (DURING RESTART REPROCESSING)   

DBID      AREA      TABLE      CMD          RC                                 COUNT          

 897       F02        F03    ADDIT       07(035)                                 42    

 897       C01        C01     OPEN       58(072)                                  1 

DBID
Provides the Database ID associated with the log request.

AREA
Provides the area name associated with the log request.

TABLE
Provides the table name associated with the log request.
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CMD
Provides either a documented maintenance command such as ADDIT, DELET, or UPDATE. Also can be an
internal Datacom pseudo command such as ‘MOVER’ that exists for rows that are moved within a data area.

RC
Return code in the reprocessing that includes all return codes that are possible during the RESTART reprocessing
‘REDO’.

COUNT
Provides the number of occurrences for the same DBID, AREA, TABLE, COMMAND, and RC.

Faster Restart Processing

Datacom Version 15.0 provides Database Administrators with faster restart processing through parallel processing that
incorporates multiple tasks.

Taking advantage of faster restart processing in Datacom/DB Version 15.0 is transparent to users. Parallel processing
functionality requires no Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option specifications.

If a MUF fails or is cancelled, a wide variety of in-flight data changes can be left unresolved. The MUF restart process
is automatically initiated when the MUF is started. If the MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process detects it. In
previous releases, when MUF had an abnormal end, the restart process ran in a serial order. In-flight transactions were
reprocessed in a time-sequence order to return the database to stability. In Version 15.0, parallel processing techniques
that use multiple tasks complete restart processing in less time.

During MUF restart, incomplete requests are reprocessed. The tasks that are used in parallel are provided by the first
parameter of the MUF startup option TASKS. They are used and reused as the restart process sees fit to minimize
elapsed time during the reprocessing.

Reprocessing is done in the main task TCB and in any of the additionally allocated TCBs or SRBs which were specified
with the MUF startup option SMPTASKS.

The parallel processing in the provided task areas occurs with two exceptions, both infrequent events. Required opens of
data sets occur sequentially in the last task area. Maintenance to the same row already in process in a task area waits on
its completion before starting.

In Version 15.0, a new subtask is used for controlling and driving the main TCB. The new subtask is named DBMFSPR.
The activity of the DBMFSPR subtask is reflected in the MUF EOJ report section for all TCBs and SRBs.

The primary reason for faster restart processing is to support 24x7 environments. If there is a MUF outage, faster restart
processing means that MUF is more quickly enabled. Outages are rare, and the savings of faster restart processing
are important. in addition, however, faster reprocessing means that users can increase the value of the MUF startup
option LOGPEND. The LOGPEND option defines the size of the ‘pipeline. The size of the pipeline significantly impacts
MUF performance. Increasing the LOGPEND value improves the performance of MUF in general with less risk of time
expenditures for reprocessing due to an outage.

In Version 15.0, the restart report includes two new sections that report parallel processing. The first new section contains
aggregate statistics that are related to reprocessing. The second new section contains task-level statistics that are related
to reprocessing. For information and examples of the updated restart report, see Restarting the Multi-User Facility after a
Previous MUF Failure.

RXXs Without End-of-File or Trailer Records

If the operating system or the Multi-User Facility terminates abnormally while spilling to an active Recovery File (RXX),
the tape has no End-of-File or trailer records. When you run RESTART prior to initiating the Multi-User Facility, DBUTLTY
detects the condition and issues the message: DB13011E - RECOVERY SPILL ACTIVE AT TIME OF SYSTEM CRASH,
CYCLE nnnnnn INCOMPLETE
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The RESTART process then changes the cycle and the log blocks being spilled from the status of "being spilled" to a
status of "needing to be spilled." A later spill can then copy these blocks in their entirety.

Two problems still exist at this point:

• Because no trailer records exist on the active recovery tape, recovery processing with this tape is a problem. Backward
recovery cannot function at all because the trailer records cannot be found. Forward recovery can function, but the
recovery receives an I/O error.

• The second problem is that when executing forward recovery, the next Recovery File after the one with no End-of-File,
detects errors because of the duplicated log records which require review.

To eliminate these problems, execute the RXXFIX function.

RRS and Restart

For restart information related to RRS and two-phase commit, see Restart.

Monitoring Restart Reprocessing with STATUS Command

i2.STATUS ih1.STATUS (console command) The STATUS console command can help you monitor the progress of
restart reprocessing without having to use the restart report. The STATUS console command returns the following restart
reprocessing information:

• Time at which the current log record was processed
• I/O for the current log record
• SEQ, the sequence number of log records involved in the reprocessing
• ID, the TOTAL REDO nnnnn, where nnnnn is the number of log records that were seen during reprocessing

NOTE
If nnnnn is larger than five digits, the number of digits extends over the literal as needed, up to 99999999,
in which case the literal becomes TOTAL REnnnnnnnn. But when nnnnnnnn is over 99999999, TOTAL
REDO nnnnn becomes TOTAL REDO ????? where the nnnnn is replaced by five question marks. If
the reprocessing wraps from a log record sequence number of from 4G -- 1 back to 1, nnnnn is also set
to ?????.

Ensuring Data Integrity with Continuous Availability
Learn about recovery and backup processes for ensuring data integrity. Backups represent a starting point for the physical
records in a database. Learn how to recover lost or damaged databases.

Datacom/DB can operate effectively on a continuous availability basis. However, certain categories of system
maintenance require the closing of all user applications. A realistic goal in most application environments is keeping the
system open for seven days at a time. You can achieve this goal by performing required maintenance, such as record
definition changes, as a group of controlled, synchronized changes on a regularly scheduled basis during the period of
least impact. In most environments, this time period is also used for operating system maintenance and to IPL.

The Datacom/DB ability to simultaneously support multiple databases allows development databases and databases
which are not used continuously to function independently of each other. This includes opening, closing, processing, and
maintenance. For more information, see Establishing a Development Environment.

Backups

There are special requirements involved in backing up continuously operated databases because the backups must be
performed concurrently with update processing. As with non-continuous operations, backups are used to reestablish the
database if the disk areas are physically unusable or the data is contaminated due to JCL error, operator error, or other
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problems. The backups establish a beginning state for all physical records in the database. The Recovery File (RXX) is
then used to roll forward all maintenance transactions applied to the affected areas since the backup was taken.

WARNING
The backup of the database does not represent a stable system state. Restore the database from the backup
and perform forward recovery before using it. Backing up data while data is being updated can produce a
backup tape that is missing data records or has duplicate data records. Performing forward recovery after
loading ensures that the restored data is accurate.

Backups for Forward Recovery

Prior to applying a roll forward transaction, DBUTLTY compares each record involved in the transaction to an image of it
recorded in the Recovery File. If the current status of the record does not match its logged image, Datacom/DB reports
and bypasses the transaction involving it.

Because of this test and rejection procedure, perfect synchronization between the restored backup files and the Recovery
File is not required for successful forward recovery. The only requirement is that the transactions on the Recovery File
include any changes made since the beginning of the backup.

Datacom/DB UPDAT and DELET commands and SQL UPDATE and DELETE statements can cause RECOVERY to
report them in error because the backup is running concurrently with application maintenance. This occurs if the record is
deleted or updated before Datacom/DB writes the block containing the record to the Recovery File. In both situations, the
restored data area is correct. Ignore the error message, once you have determined it was caused by this condition.

Transaction Backout

When backing up a data area which is being updated, ensure that you do not perform transaction backout on that area
unless you have converted it to use Unique Row Identifier (URI). For more information, see Internal Row Identifiers.

Backup Procedure

The steps required to create a backup of a continuous operation database are:

1. Open New Recovery File
(Optional for Active Recovery Users.) Execute the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=NEWRXX function. This closes the
previous Recovery File and opens a new one. Synchronizing a new Recovery File with a new backup reduces the time
required to perform forward recovery because DBUTLTY does not have to scan past log transactions representing
activity preceding the backup.

2. Lock Data Areas
The LOCK OPTION=MOVER function writes all pipeline data for the area. In data areas that are compressed, a
maintenance transaction which causes a compressed data record to expand in length can move the data record to a
new storage location. For an explanation about Datacom/DB compression, see Data Compression.
If a backup is in process when this occurs, data records can be duplicated or lost in the backup. To prevent this,
execute the DBUTLTY LOCK OPTION=MOVER function prior to backing up a compressed data area. This function
marks the area as locked, preventing any of its data records from moving. If a job issues an update transaction which
would cause a record in a locked data area to move, the job waits until the data area is unlocked.

3. Unlock Data Areas Not Containing Compressed Tables
Execute the DBUTLTY UNLOCK function to unlock these areas.

4. Backup
Create a physical backup of the database using either the DBUTLTY BACKUP
SEQ=PHYSICAL,RECID=YES,UPDATE=NO function or a non-Datacom utility. To reduce the roll forward time in case
of local failure, use a utility that is able to selectively restore specific data sets. You can continue update processing
concurrently with the backup.

5. Unlock Areas Containing Compressed Tables
Execute the DBUTLTY UNLOCK function to unlock the remaining areas.

No special considerations are required at the completion of the backup.
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Recovery

Forward Recovery Procedure

The steps required to recover a lost or damaged database, or a portion of a database are:

1. Determine the extent of the loss. If more than 50 percent of a database, or portions of a small database are lost, it is
usually simpler to recover the entire database.

2. Restore from the latest backups the database areas requiring recovery.
– If restoring from a backup created by the DBUTLTY BACKUP function, use the DBUTLTY LOAD

FORMAT=BACKUP function. You cannot change the table IDs since these were written during backup as part of
the output sequential records.

– If restoring from a backup created by the DBUTLTY BACKUP function while the database was still active, the
DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=BACKUP function may fail with a return code 10, DUPLICATE MASTER KEY NOT
ALLOWED. If this happens, add a LOADDUPS=YES statement to the DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=BACKUP
function and resubmit it. See the caution in Backups regarding backups taken while an environment is still active.

– If restoring from a backup created by a non-Datacom utility, use the non-Datacom utility to load the areas. Then use
the DBUTLTY RETIX function to rebuild the index to match the data.

3. If data for the affected area or areas is still on the Log Area, you must issue the SPILL function to spill what is spillable
from the Log Area. If the data was not spilled, you must wait and repeat the spill. When the data has spilled, active
recovery users must close out the current Recovery File with the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=NEWRXX function.

4. MULTUSE=NO RECOVERY -- to run forward recovery, prepare the RECOVERY option control statements in the
following order:

RECBASE
There must be at least one RECBASE control statement in the RECOVERY job stream. It must be the first
recovery control statement. If you do not specify the TABLE=aaa parameter, the entire database is recovered.

RECJOB
RECJOB has two forms for two conditions. RECJOB statements with a job name present is generally used during
backward recovery.
Use a RECJOB statement without a job name when recovering after loading a continuous operation backup made
while data was being updated. On this RECJOB, provide the dates and times to begin and end processing.
Because maintenance is pipelined, you must start processing recovery data at an earlier time than the start of the
backup. The LOCK function of DBUTLTY forces the Multi-User Facility to write all pending buffers for the area, so
pick a time to recover shortly before the LOCK function time.

RECOVERY
The last control statement in the job stream is coded RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD.

If there are multiple Recovery File tapes, present them in the order of creation.
5. MULTUSE=YES RECOVERY -- to run forward recovery in a Multi-User Facility for a single area, issue a RECOVERY

OPTION=FORWARD,DBID=n,AREA=a,... request.

Two-Phase Commit and RRS
A batch program using Datacom/DB to perform maintenance and one or more other RRS-supporting Resource Managers
can have full two-phase commit/rollback protection of the 'common' transaction. The other Resource Manager(s) can
either be other instance(s) of Datacom/DB when MUFS=YES is specified in the User Requirements Interface Macro
(DBURINF), or other non-Datacom/DB resource manager(s) if MUFS=NO, or a combination of the two (MUFS=YES).

An application invokes RRS support by specifying the DBURINF parameter RRS=YES.
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The different environments based on the MUFS and RRS parameters of DBURINF have different possibilities and
restrictions .The following table summarizes those possibilities.

 In DBURINF Macro  Result 
MUFS=YES
RRS=YES

The features of multiple MUFs can be used, assuming the other
multiple MUFs requirements (see Using Multiple MUFs in One
Batch Application) have been met.
User Requirements Table support of Resource Recovery Services
(RRS) is in effect, assuming the other requirements associated
with RRS=YES (see Overview) have been met.
The MUFS=NO RRS restrictions do not apply.
The MUFS=YES parameter, combined with OPEN=DB,
causes the generated code at entry BEGIN to open the User
Requirements Table before calling the application and closes the
User Requirements Table before returning to the caller. Because
of this, the RRS=YES option may be set with OPEN=DB, provided
MUFS=YES is also set. With MUFS=NO or the default, the
RRS=YES option is invalid when OPEN=DB. User applications
written to OPEN=DB specifications are not affected by the moving
of the OPEN/CLOSE from the DBINFPR module to the User
Requirements Table interface module.

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=YES

User Requirements Table support of Resource Recovery Services
(RRS) and two-phase commit are in effect, assuming the other
RRS=YES requirements (see Overview) have been met.
Additional restrictions apply.
The features of multiple Multi-User Facilities (see Using Multiple
MUFs in One Batch Application) cannot be used.

MUFS=YES
RRS=NO

We do not recommend using MUFS=YES with RRS=NO.
If maintenance is being performed at more than one Multi-
User Facility, a failure of any Multi-User Facility can allow
the transaction to be rolled back in the failed Multi-User
Facility and committed at other Multi-User Facilities, leading
to data corruption. Because of this risk, the RRS= parameter
is not allowed to default to NO when MUFS=YES is specified.

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=NO

The r11 features of using multiple Multi-User Facilities cannot be
used.
User Requirements Table support of Resource Recovery Services
(RRS) is not in effect.

Overview

Resource Recovery Services (RRS) is a protocol that protects the integrity of resources maintained by an application that
runs on multiple resource managers. This protection is provided by using a two-phase commit protocol during runtime,
and by querying and reacting to the RRS log during restart. With this feature, Datacom/DB interacts with RRS as a
resource manager.

Two-phase commit for batch resources using RRS will require program changes that invoke the connection between RRS
and Datacom, MUFS=NO is used.

The RRS facility should only be utilized for applications that require the ability to synchronize changes to resources
managed by multiple resource managers in batch.

There is no need for two-phase commit protection in a job which connects to a single instance of Datacom-and which
performs no other maintenance outside Datacom. Only Datacom applications running with a single MUF are fully
protected by existing Datacom facilities.
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Two-phase commit for batch resources is not for CICS applications.

NOTE
 The Force Area (FXX) must have been initialized using the level SP02 code of Datacom/DB r10 or later release
in order for RRS to perform correctly.

 Restrictions 

The following restrictions apply to the support of two-phase commit for batch resources using RRS:

• Support is provided only for z/OS.
• The User Requirements Table DBURINF macro must specify RRS=YES, and if MUFS=NO, specify OPEN=USER.
• When MUFS=NO, RRS=YES is specified in the DBURINF User Requirements Table macro, the following are not

allowed:
– COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGTB, and ROLBK record-at-a-time commands
– COMMIT and ROLLBACK SQL statements
– DEQUE commands issued by Datacom CICS Services

• For applications using the extended options entry point, support is not available when using the option that indicates
that the wait for each request is to be in the client application and not in the Datacom interface.

• The support that Datacom/DB provides for RRS is for an individual batch job using a single task area. 
• Applications cannot use the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) to communicate with the MUF unless the

Remote Resource Manager (RRM) is also used. For more information on RRM see Remote Resource Manager
(RRM).

User Requirements Tables

For User Requirements Table support of the two-phase commit for batch resources using RRS, the DBURINF macro
must have either RRS=YES and MUFS=YES, or RRS=YES and OPEN=USER. If RRS=YES is specified, it indicates
that the application is to use RRS for commit and backout processing. RRS=YES and MUFS=NO require OPEN=USER.
RRS=YES is invalid if OPEN=DB is specified with MUFS=NO (it is okay with MUFS=YES). Also, if an open is attempted
with RRS=YES specified in DBURINF, and the RRS MUF startup option was not coded, the open fails and an error code
is generated.

For more information, see RRS=.

Multi-User Facility

For Multi-User Facility support, the RRS MUF startup option must be coded, and the RXXROLLBACK MUF startup option
must be specified as YES. The RRS MUF startup option has one parameter that can be specified as FAIL or CONTINUE.
If RRS FAIL is specified and RRS is not available at Multi-User Facility startup, the Multi-User Facility does not enable. If
RRS CONTINUE is specified, the Multi-User Facility enables, even if RRS is not available. If the RRS MUF startup option
is omitted, or if CONTINUE is specified and RRS is not available, an open of an RRS=YES User Requirements Table fails
until RRS becomes available. If the option is specified, RXXROLLBACK must be YES.

If the RRS MUF startup option is specified, the Multi-User Facility registers with RRS and sets exits before it enables. In
registering, the Multi-User Facility provides a name that identifies it to RRS. The name the Multi-User Facility uses for
registering is DATACOM.DB.mufname.CA.UA, where the mufname is the mufname from the MUF startup option. RRS
requires that the mufname be unique within the Sysplex for all Multi-User Facilities that specify RRS on the startup.

Commit and Rollback

 MUFS=NO 

RRS provides an application program interface consisting of two callable services, Application_Commit_UR and
Application_Backout_UR. RRS drives the appropriate exits for all resource managers that have expressed an interest in
the unit of recovery. See Expressing an Interest in the Unit of Recovery (URID).
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The application uses the RRS application API for commit or rollback. If an application attempts to issue a Datacom/
DB commit or rollback independently of RRS, an error is returned and the request is not honored. For example, when
RRS=YES is specified in the DBURINF User Requirements Table macro, the following are not allowed:

• COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGTB, and ROLBK record-at-a-time commands
• COMMIT and ROLLBACK SQL statements
• DEQUE commands issued by Datacom CICS Services

A return code is generated if any of the previously mentioned commands or statements are issued. The final CLOSE is
expected and required, but not before the RRS application API has ended the RRS portion of the transaction. A bad return
code occurs if an attempt to issue a Datacom/DB CLOSE is made while the RRS portion is still active.

For a transaction known to RRS, Datacom/DB never decides or allows any type of user facility to determine the fate of a
transaction. RRS is the controller with sole responsibility for the commit or rollback decision.

 MUFS=YES 

An application can call RRS for the commit or rollback, but it is not required. The COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR commands and
the SQL COMMIT statement in Datacom are intercepted and the RRS commit done on the applications behalf. Likewise,
the ROLBK command and the SQL ROLLBACK statement in Datacom cause the RRS backout instead.

Restart

After the exits have been successfully set, the Multi-User Facility must run restart from the RRS point of view. This RRS
restart must be run even if the Multi-User Facility did a clean EOJ with no outstanding RRS two-phase commits, and even
if the Multi-User Facility has never previously registered with RRS.

The RRS restart includes the following:

1. A call to retrieve the RRS log name. This log name is stored in the Datacom/DB Log Area (LXX). If the LXX is found
open at Multi-User Facility startup, Datacom/DB verifies that the previously saved RRS log name is the same as the
current RRS log name.

2. A call that retrieves individual Units of Recovery (UR), in which the Multi-User Facility has an interest, from the RRS
log. This is repeated in a loop. Each returned URID is handled in the following way:
a. If the URID is not in the Datacom/DB log, Datacom tells RRS that the Datacom interest is complete.
b. If the URID is in the Datacom log with an outstanding LOGPR, indicating that the URID was in the middle of a two-

phase commit when the Multi-User Facility failed, RRS must determine whether the URID is to be backed out or
committed. Restart sets a LOGPR, with the appropriate URID, in the original task area. These RRS LOGPRs are
similar to the Datacom restart rollback tasks. The Multi-User Facility enables with these LOGPRs unresolved. Once
the Multi-User Facility enables the standard runtime, RRS exits resolve these LOGPRs.

For more information, see Expressing an Interest in the Unit of Recovery (URID.
3. After the loop previously described has finished, if Datacom/DB has a URID in the Log Area (LXX) with an

uncommitted phase one log record (LOGPR), and it was not returned in the previously described loop, the URID is
backed out, unless the RRS begin call had a return code of ATR_HARDENED_DATA_LOST.

Neither RRS nor Datacom can resolve an outstanding LOGPR for a URID in restart:

• If a RRS MUF startup option was not coded, but there are outstanding RRS LOGPRs in the LXX, or
• If there are outstanding RRS LOGPRs in the LXX for which the RRS log has no information, and RRS indicated that

hardened data was lost for its log, or
• If you have a RRS cold start with outstanding RRS LOGPRs in the LXX.

For these three cases, Datacom allows you to manually commit or roll back its work by issuing a console REQCOMIT or
REQROLBK, using the request sequence number. Individual instances of these three cases can be identified with their
respective DB01218W messages that include the request sequence number.
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Expressing an Interest in the Unit of Recovery (URID)

When the first non-OPEN Datacom request is made with an RRS=YES User Requirements Table, Datacom calls RRS to
express an unprotected interest in the current unit of recovery (URID). This call returns a URID that is stored, in the task
area, before the Datacom interface module actually calls the Multi-User Facility.

Upon return from a call to the Multi-User Facility, the interface checks to see if there is now an
active Datacom maintenance transaction. If so, a call is made to RRS to change the unprotected interest to protected.

When the application issues an RRS commit or rollback, the Datacom prepare or backout exit gets control. If
the Datacom interest in the URID is protected, Datacom either participates in the two-phase commit (prepare), or rolls
back the transaction (backout). If the Datacom interest is unprotected, Datacom releases its held resources (for example,
row locks) for this task area in a single phase. The completion of the RRS commit or rollback zeros the URID in the task
area.

If the next call to Datacom is not a close request, a new unprotected interest, for the new URID, is established, just as in
the first request.

Non-protected interests do not participate in restart processing.

The Interface loads ATREINT, ATRSIT, and ATRDINT (from SYS1.CSSLIB) when an RRS User Requirements Table is
opened.

Exits

DBREXPR is the module that contains the Datacom/DB RRS exit routines. Datacom exits include the following:

Prepare Exit
Schedule LOGPR. URID is already set in the task area. Once it has been scheduled, the exit returns to RRS with
a return code of ATRX_LATER. When the LOGPR completes, the Post Deferred Exit is called.

Commit Exit
Schedule COMIT with same logic as in the previously shown Prepare Exit step.

Backout Exit
Schedule ROLBK with same logic as in the previously shown Prepare Exit step.

Exit Failed Exit
This is a required exit that RRS invokes when a Prepare Exit, Commit Exit, or Backout Exit fails.

 Notification Exit (DBRNXPR) 

If RRS becomes unavailable (or has been unavailable and becomes available), or if Datacom exits become unset
because one of them abended, the notification exit receives control. This exit then schedules messages and work in a
Multi-User Facility TCB to deal with the situation.

 Exits Unset 

When an RRS commit or rollback is issued by an application, RRS communicates to the Multi-User Facility with exits.
These exits may become unset if RRS is unavailable, or if there is an exit abend that is unrecoverable. Once the exits
become unset, no new RRS User Requirements Table opens can take place until the exits are again set. Because of this,
each open attempt of an RRS User Requirements Table also attempts to set the exits, if they are unset.

Should RRS become unavailable, when it becomes available again it notifies the Multi-User Facility. Any OPEN request,
RRS or not, sets the exits after this notification.

If the new attempt to set the exits is successful, the Multi-User Facility must perform the RRS restart steps, in order
to resolve any outstanding RRS URIDs in Datacom, and to establish a proper resource manager state for future RRS
work. This RRS restart is subject to the same conditions as the original RRS restart and may be the original RRS restart
in Datacom, if RRS was not available at Multi-User Facility startup.
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Force Spilling of Log Tasks

A task that is force spilled from the Log Area (LXX) is noted in the Force Area (FXX) and is noted in the FXX if it is subject
to RRS two-phase commit. For more information on the FXX, see Creating and Maintaining the Force Area (FXX).

NEWCOPY and DBREXPR

DBREXPR is a Datacom/DB module that RRS calls to process commits and backouts. Datacom must set the entry
address of this module when it performs a set exit request to RRS at Multi-User Facility startup. You can use the
NEWCOPY Datacom console command to load a new version of DBREXPR, but this new version is used only if the
exits become unset. The exits can become unset either because one of them abended or because RRS became
unavailable. Datacom attempts to set unset exits when an OPEN of a User Requirements Table with RRS=YES is
received, or when its Notification Exit gets a call from RRS saying it is now available after being unavailable. See
NEWCOPY.

Related Messages and Return Codes

Information about the following messages is available through Messages.

• DB00205E Internal Error Numbers: 1201, 1202, 1203, 1204
• DB01218W
• DB01219E
• DB02601I
• DB02602E
• DB02603E
• DB02604E
• DB02605E
• DB02606E
• DB02607I
• DB02608W
• Return Code 01 Internal Return Code 033
• Return Code 94 Internal Return Codes: 109, 110,, 112, 113, 114

Remote Resource Manager (RRM)
The Remote Resource Manager (RRM) provides two-phase commit management for transactions that run at least some
of their work on one or more Multi-User Facilities that are not on the same z/OS system as the application. This two-phase
commit support is provided with Resource Recovery Services (RRS).

A Datacom application can run in a different z/OS system than the Multi-User Facility by the use of an appropriate
protocol, such as XCF, to communicate with the remote Multi-User Facility. However, because this communication cannot
be used with the current implementation of RRS, the Remote Resource Manager (RRM) provides this two-phase commit
support. For more information, see Connecting Using Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF).

In addition to communicating with remote Multi-User Facilities, an application might communicate with one or more local
Multi-User Facilities and other non-Datacom resource managers. Because this type of heterogeneous environment must
be supported, RRM relies on RRS to help coordinate two-phase commits. Each instance of RRM resides in the z/OS
system of the application. Each provides RRS support for all Datacom applications on that system which send requests to
remote MUFs.

If you are running multiple releases/Versions of Datacom/DB, RRM must execute at the highest level of code. RRM
address space should be one of the first address spaces running the new code for a new release before any MUFs are
moved to the next release when planning any upgrades.
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If an LPAR can run any Datacom work for any MUF instance on a different LPAR, at least one instance of RRM needs
to be running on that LPAR. If the application work does not use any XCF communications that run on a given LPAR, no
RRM is needed on that LPAR.

RRM only supports XCF as a communication protocol.

 DBRRMPR 

When the program DBRRMPR is executed, it loads the module DBSIDPR. As in the Multi-User Facility, the RRM uses
the DBSIDPR it loads to uniquely identify this particular instance of RRM. This is done by using the DBSIDPR parameter
RRMNAME=.

When the job DBRRMPR starts, it registers with RRS using a Resource Manager Name of
"DATACOM.DB.mufname.CA.UA" The Resource Manager Name is stored in the RRM Log (WXX). Use the INIT
AREA=WXX option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) (see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide) to build a
new RRM Log (WXX). You must format the WXX with the INIT function before it can be used by Datacom/DB. For more
information, see Creating and Maintaining the RRM Log (WXX))

The restart of the MUF already reacts to existing forms of LOGPR. It now also notes the new RRM LOGPR as the last
request for an RWTSA on the Log Area (LXX). If there are any, these requests are suspended until RRM/RRS resolves
them. An unresolved LOGPR does not prevent the Multi-User Facility from being enabled. Since the Multi-User Facility
already joins XCF groups based on the XCF MUF startup option, and it is not logical to change this parameter if a Multi-
User Facility abends,

RRM is notified when a Multi-User Facility joins a group of which RRM is a member. When RRM receives this notification
it loops through the existing WXX rows. If one or more are for this restarting Multi-User Facility and the phase two answer
is currently known, RRM sends a COMIT or ROLBK through XCF using the RWTSA ID saved in the WXX row. The
corresponding Multi-User Facility checks the RWTSA involved just as in a restart of RRM. Since a Multi-User Facility
cannot easily know that an INIT has been run against a WXX with outstanding two-phase work, REQCOMIT and
REQROLBK are allowed to be issued by the user through the Multi-User Facility for any unresolved restart RRM LOGPR.
Users should only actually run this request through the Multi-User Facility as a last resort when they know the WXX was
initialized, and then only after thoroughly researching the URID involved.

DBFLSUB - Area Load (Subroutine)
The DBFLSUB subroutine is functionally similar to the LOAD function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY), but it
operates as a subroutine to an application program. DBFLSUB must be run in a Single User environment. Application
programs containing SQL statements or Compound Boolean Selection requests cannot use this subroutine. Logging
cannot be used with DBFLSUB.

You can use it to load areas by sending request parameters to the DBFLSUB subroutine from the program. Non-Datacom/
DB files or any other data source may serve as input to the program. You are not allowed to put other Datacom tables in
the URT being used for DBFLSUB, and you are not allowed to read input from other tables in the process of loading a
specific data area. If Datacom data is required to participate in the data to be loaded, either get the data in a different step
and pass it to the DBFLSUB user program, or divide the program into two parts, with one part that opens a normal URT to
MUF and gets data, and the second part (the DBFLSUB part) that only opens the area to be loaded.

Your application program builds request and control parameters, reads the input records and passes them directly from
memory to the DBFLSUB subroutine one at a time by the standard call methods at entry point DBFLSUB. The report
produced by DBFLSUB is the same as the one produced by the LOAD function of DBUTLTY.

This subroutine also serves as a conversion tool to transfer files into the database. You can use it in an application
program to properly load a clustered data area, containing multiple tables, in a single step.

DBFLSUB loads an entire data area with the input provided to it. All contents of the area prior to execution are lost.
DBFLSUB cannot be used to load areas that contain a table with the compression exit DBVVRPR specified. DBVVRPR is
a special compression exit used with Datacom VSAM Transparency and with the CDC feature.
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User Requirements Table Requirements

You must link edit the program with a User Requirements Table that specifies the area being loaded. The calling program
can use any of the User Requirements Table options concerning entry and exit.

There are special requirements for the User Requirements Table used with DBFLSUB. Tables in other areas may be
accessed by the calling program, but not the area being loaded. The area being loaded must be the last DBURTBL macro
specified in the assembly. The macro must specify:

• DBFLSUB=YES
• AREANAM=aaa

You specify the name of the area being loaded in the AREANAM= parameter, where aaa is the 3-character Datacom/DB
short name (DATACOM-NAME attribute-value) for the area. Ensure that the other tables in the User Requirements Table
are loaded and ready for processing. A sample COBOL program is provided in the source library for z/OS and the z/VSE
installation sublibrary as member FILESUB.

DBFLSUB Execution

DBFLSUB must run in a Single User environment. The area being loaded by DBFLSUB must already be defined in the
Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The User Requirements Table must be opened during all DBFLSUB processing. You must open the User Requirements
Table before requesting that DBFLSUB open the data area for loading and must close the User Requirements Table after
DBFLSUB has completed updating the Index Area.

The DBFLSUB program cannot be used if the calling program is a sort exit or if it uses an internally called sort.

The DBFLSUB requests, their purposes, and entries are:

Request Purpose Valid Entries
OPN Opens the area for loading and edits the

control statement.
Request type address and control
parameter address

PUT Writes the record to disk. Request type address and a record
address

CLS Sorts and writes Index records, or, with no
sort, completes the Index.

Request type address only

NOTE
The OPN and CLS parameters can be used only once per execution. Therefore, only one area can be loaded
per execution of the program. All tables in the area are marked "not loaded" during the User Requirements Table
open (not the DBFLSUB OPN command).

Restrictions

The DBFLSUB subroutine cannot be executed if the following functions are currently executing:

• CXXMAINT is updating the Directory (CXX).
• Any tables in the area being loaded are open for processing by any other job.
• Any table in the same database is open for update processing by any other job.

JCL Requirements

In addition to any files required by the user program for processing, you must include the following in the execution JCL:

• A SYSPRINT/SYSLST statement for reports
• A statement that identifies the Directory (CXX)
• Statements for the data and Index Area (IXX) being loaded
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Control Statement Layout

The DBFLSUB control statement layout describes the main memory area for the area load buffers. The size of the area
load buffers is specified in K-byte multiples with an entry in positions 75 and 77 of the subroutine control parameters. The
size cannot exceed 999 KB or the memory available for the subroutine execution, whichever is smaller. The subroutine
execution time decreases as the buffer size increases.

Column Value Description
1 -- 5 DBnnn

or
Dnnnn

If the database ID is a 3-digit number, use
DBnnn (DB001 through DB999). If the
database is a 4-digit number, use Dnnnn
(D1000 through D5000).

7 -- 12 LOAD
or
LODVAR

LOAD
The data passed on the put request is for
one table only. The data address passed
must point to data, without Record Control
Elements (RCEs).
LODVAR
The data passed on the put request can be
for any table in the area. The address must
point to the Record Control Element (RCE),
which is four bytes long. The first two bytes
of the RCE must be the length of the data
record plus 4 for the RCE. (This has no
bearing on the RECOVERY=Y/N option
in any of the table definitions.) The data
length must match exactly the data length
defined to the Directory (CXX). This is not
the length printed in the Directory Report for
record length. Use Datacom Datadictionary
to obtain the length.
The third byte of the RCE must be the
binary table ID. (If the table ID does not
match any table in the area being loaded
the put is ignored.)
The last byte in the RCE must be a binary
zero.

16 -- 19 FILE
or
AREA

Specify FILE, if columns 7 -- 10 are LOAD.
Specify AREA, if columns 7 -- 12 are
LODVAR.

21 -- 23 aaa Specify the table name if columns 16 -- 19
are FILE, or the area name if columns 16 --
19 are AREA.

26 -- 29 NONE Specify if loading a null file. If not, leave
blank.

31 -- 35 nnnnn If columns 7 -- 12 specify LOAD, then
specify the size of user-supplied, fixed-
length records loaded without RCEs;
otherwise, must be blank.

38 E E specifies that an internally called sort is
used during the area load. Anything other
than E specifies no sort.
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39 -- 46 nnnnnnnn z/OS
If E is specified in column 38, specify the
key sort estimate (number of keys in the
record times the number of records) used
by the sort in selecting sort strategy and to
dynamically allocate sort work areas. The
number is left-justified. Leading zeros are
not required (a blank terminates the scan).
z/VSE
If E is specified in column 38, specify 1
in column 39 and leave columns 40 -- 46
blank.

63 -- 66 nnnn Minimum amount of slack (right-justified,
leading zeros) to be reserved in each data
block for future expansion of records in that
block.

74 N If N is specified in column 74, records are
added with IDs in non-URI format. If N is
not specified in column 74, records are
added with IDs in URI format. (See Internal
Row Identifiers for an explanation of URI.)

75 -- 77 nnn Main memory (in kilobytes) for file load
buffers. Defaults to four times output file
block size plus 300 bytes.

79 Y If Y is specified in column 79, URIs are
reassigned beginning with 1. If Y is not
specified in column 79, URIs remain the
same. (See Internal Row Identifiers for an
explanation of URI.)

80 S Specify to compute and print Statistics and
Diagnostics Area load compression data. If
not, leave blank.

Sample z/OS JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname     See the preceding note.

//       EXEC PGM=userprog

 //STEPLIB     See the preceding note.

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print output

 //

Sample z/VSE JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.
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 * $$ JOB

 * $$ LST                See the preceding note.

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL CXX,'cxx.data.name',,DA               Directory data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // DLBL IXXnnn,'dbnnn.index',,DA              Index Area

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // DLBL aaannn,'dbnnn.aaa.area',,DA           Data area

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

 // ASSGN  SYS005,TAPE,density

 // PAUSE MOUNT TAPE

 // TLBL INWRK,'input.data'                    Input data set

 // ASSGN SYS001,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS002,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS003,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC program

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

User-Written Exits
Learn about user-written exits in Datacom/DB. Find information about batch line printer exits, user compression exits,
open processing user exits, Datacom Datadictionary service facility exits.

Datacom/DB provides the facility for several types of user exit programs. These include user exits to provide:

• Line printer exit
• Compression in addition to Datacom/DB standard compression
• Open processing to control access and/or update of data

Review the following information:

Batch Line Printer Exit

The DBSIDPR and DDSYSTBL macros contain the PRTEXIT= parameter to specify a batch line printer exit. Use this
parameter to specify the name of a print exit program to which Datacom/DB or Datacom Datadictionary pass control each
time they would normally send a line to SYSPRINT or SYSLST. DBUTLTY or the Datacom Datadictionary utilities neither
opens nor sends output to SYSPRINT or SYSLST if this exit is coded. For more information,see Modifying DBSIDPR
Parameters.

For use of the printer exit with DBUTLTY, the CXX report prints occurrence names and these names can be from fields in
a MIXED data type. MIXED allows hex values to go to the printer which can confuse the printed output. Your exit would
allow reformatting of print lines before printing.

Purpose

Use the Batch Line Printer Exit to specify a program to print the output instead of allowing DBUTLTY or the Datacom
Datadictionary utilities to write to SYSPRINT or SYSLST.

Operation

The module that generates the output calls the exit instead of writing to SYSPRINT or SYSLST.
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On return, the contents of all registers except 15 are restored to what they contained before the exit was called. Register
15 contains a return code on return. A zero return code indicates successful completion. A nonzero return code causes
the utilities to quit because no output can be produced.

Procedure

Specify the 1- to 8-character name of the module that contains the printer exit in the DBSIDPR parameter PRTEXIT=. If
the exit cannot be loaded, processing continues to write to SYSPRINT or SYSLST.

Your printer exit must do all the output for the entire execution.

When the exit is called, the registers are used as follows:

Register 1
Address of a parameter list as follows:
Word1 = 00000014 (20) if this is an output line,
00000020 (32) if this is close (EOJ)
Word2 = AL1(length of line)
AL3(address of line)
The first byte of this line is a printer control character.

Register 13
Contains the address of a register SAVE area which the exit must use to save and restore the DBUTLTY or
Datacom Datadictionary registers according to standard linkage conventions.

Register 14
Contains the DBUTLTY return address or the return address within Datacom Datadictionary.

Register 15
Contains the address of the entry point for the exit.

User Compression Exit

Purpose

Datacom/DB provides a standard compression feature to manipulate data records. However, to allow for enhanced
security or for compression customized to the specific needs of the site or even to particular tables, Datacom/DB supports
user-written compression exits that manipulate data instead of the standard Datacom/DB methods. User written exits
will not run in SRB mode, and therefore can cause additional overhead when running the MUF in SRB MODE to take
advantage of any zIIP engines. Datacom Presspack will run in SRB mode, and therefore takes advantage of zIIP engines,
meaning it will not have the overhead of a user written compression routine when moving to SRB mode from TCB mode.

When Exit Is Called

When a retrieval command is issued, the user compression exit routine is called after Datacom/DB has read the record
and before it returns the data to the caller. The user compression exit can then peruse or modify the record, with the
restriction that the record must not be modified in place. The record can be compressed, encrypted, or modified in any
other way desired, including length changes.

When an add or update command is issued, the user compression exit routine is called before the record is placed in the
database. The user compression exit routine can modify the record if desired, as long as the record is moved before it is
changed.

During Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) processing, the exit is called, as necessary, when reading or writing data areas.

Addressing Mode

The compression exit receives control in 31-bit mode. The module must be capable of operating in 31-bit mode.

Implementing the Exit
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Specify the exit name for the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute-value when adding or modifying a Datacom/DB table. Any name
acceptable to the operating system can be used except those which start with DB (they are reserved for Datacom/DB).

Requirements

Communication between Datacom/DB and the user compression exit routine is accomplished by passing a set of
parameters in standard format. The parameters required point to the following items in this sequence:

1. Control information
2. Data to be compressed/expanded
3. Work area for data output (from user exit routine)

Parameter List

Position Length Data Type Description
1 1 Character Compression or expansion

indicator:
C
Data is to be compressed.
E
Data is to be expanded.

2 1 Binary Return code is passed back
in the request area's DIAG
field. Zeros indicate successful
completion. Return code 21
(073) indicates an error in the
compress/expand routine.

3 2 Binary Input data length.
5 2 Binary Output data length. Must be

filled in by user routine.
7 2 Binary Database ID.
9 2 Binary Minimum output data length.
11 2 Binary Maximum output data length.
13 3 Character Logical table name.
16 1 Reserved.
17 10 Character Reserved.
27 2 Binary Directory data record length

without RCE.

The data to be compressed or expanded consists of data only, without the Record Control Element (RCE), the 4 to 12
bytes of control information attached to the front of each record.

The work area for the data output is the area to which the user compression exit moves the modified or unmodified record
before returning control to Datacom/DB.

SMP Mode

When the Multi-User Facility is running in symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) mode (set with the MUF startup option
SMPTASK), user compression exits which are linked as reentrant are not synchronized. An exit may be called multiple
times simultaneously. If the exit is not linked as reentrant, it is synchronized. Only one exit executes at one time.

Datacom Presspack is reentrant and therefore has been optimized for SMP processing.
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Open Processing User Exit

Purpose

To enhance security, an open processing user exit can be written to control access and update of data. Each request for
a User Requirements Table open is screened according to the specifications of the exit. Requests which do not meet the
criteria are aborted.

When Exit Is Called

This exit cannot be used to examine individual requests made to Datacom/DB. The exit is called during table open
processing only.

During initialization of a Datacom/DB system, Datacom/DB attempts to load either or both modules named DBUSROPA
and DBUSROPB with the other Datacom/DB modules. If the DBUSROPA module is found, it is treated as the after open
exit. If the DBUSROPB module is found, it is treated as the before open exit.

Implementing the Exit

Specify your load library member name as DBUSROPA or DBUSROPB if it is the after open exit or before open exit,
respectively.

Requirements

During the open of each entry in a User Requirements Table, the exit is called with a parameter list (see following) pointed
to by register 1. Standard register conventions apply.

The user routine must save and restore all registers. Register 15 must be set to zero so that the open can proceed. If the
user routine returns with register 15 not equal to zero, the open is aborted with a return code of 87.

SMP Mode

When the Multi-User Facility is running in symmetric multi-processing (SMP) mode (set with the MUF startup option
SMPTASK), no changes are evident or required by this exit.

Parameter List

Position Length Data Type Description
1 8 Character Name of the program which is

requesting this open.
This is the JOBNAME taken
from the JCL job statement.
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8 32 Character User Information Block as
passed from caller.
The User Information Block field
is provided as a part of the call
to the DBNTRY entry point. It
is blank if the caller is using the
CBLDBMS or DATACOM entry
point or if the caller is a batch
job using entry BEGIN and not
using a User Requirements
Table with OPEN=DB specified.
If DBUTLTY is being executed,
the user ID field contains the
execute name as the first
eight characters. This area is
intended for user identification
and password information
according to installation
requirements.

40 3 Character Name of the table to be opened.
During the table load, table
unload, retrieve Index, or
retrieve table, the table name
is sometimes the area name.
During Directory (CXX)
maintenance and during some
phases of restart and recovery,
the table name is $X$ and the
database number zero. In the
before exit, the name may be
*** if the User Requirements
Table has full database open
specified.

43 3 Character Number of the database for the
table which is to be opened.
If the database ID is greater
than 999, this field is blank. See
position 56.

46 1 Character N
Read-only open requested
Y
Update open requested

Parameter List (Continued)

Position Length Data Type Description
47 1 Character N

Single User
Y
Multi-User Facility

48 1 Character N
DBUTLTY not running
Y
DBUTLTY running
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49 3 Unsigned Packed Decimal The date in MMDDYY format.
52 3 Unsigned Packed Decimal The time in HHMMSS format.
55 1 Character A

After actual Datacom/DB open
has occurred
B
Before actual Datacom/DB open
has occurred

56 2 Binary Database ID. See position 43 for
ID in character data type.

58 2 Character (z/VSE only.) Partition identifier
(such as, BG or F2).

60 4 Binary The run unit number (after open
calls only).

64 8 Character (z/OS only.) User ID parameter.
72 8 Character (z/OS only.) Group ID

parameter.
80 8 Reserved.
88 1 Character N

Not SQL dynamic User
Requirements Table
Y
SQL dynamic User
Requirements Table

89 1 Reserved.

Parameter List (Continued) - If not CICS or Datacom Server

Position Length Data Type Description
90 18 Reserved.

Parameter List (Continued) - If Datacom Server

Position Length Data Type Description
90 1 Binary 0f
91 1 Reserved.
92 8 Character Identifying information.
100 8 Reserved.

Parameter List (Continued) - If CICS

Position Length Data Type Description
90 1 Binary 02
91 1 Reserved.
92 4 Character Transaction ID.
96 4 Character Monitor, terminal ID, or CICS

DESTID.
100 3 Character Operator ID.
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103 3 Decimal Transaction number.
106 2 Reserved.

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility Exits

The Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility provides a user exit at the time that a new entity-occurrence name, alias,
or descriptor is added to Datacom Datadictionary and another at the time any attribute value is modified. These exits are
invoked through the use of any Datacom Datadictionary facility.

The exits are operating system and monitor independent. Therefore, the same exit can be used in many different
environments. The exits can be written in Assembler or COBOL language code and must be serially reusable (reentrant).

Other Broadcom products that interact with the Datacom Datadictionary can place entity-occurrence names in the
Datacom Datadictionary. These names are passed to the exits and allowances must be made in the exit for such names.
The exit is loaded in a monitor dependent environment. To prepare the monitor in CICS, a PPT entry must be added. For
the exit in all other supported monitors, there are no changes required.

MEXIT01 and MEXIT02

The two exits are the Datacom Datadictionary Names Exit (MEXIT01) and the Datacom Datadictionary Attributes Exit
(MEXIT02). The name of each exit is specified within the DDSYSTBL macro. For more information, see DDSYSTBL and
DDURTBL Macros.

MEXIT01 is given control when the entity-occurrence name, alias, or descriptor is checked at add time. MEXIT02 is given
control when any attribute-value is added or updated. These exits cannot modify the data. They only inspect the data for
validity.

The modules receive control with Register 1 pointing at the address of a user exit area defined below for each exit.
Register 15 contains the user entry point. Register 13 contains the address of a 72-byte save area. The module should
save the registers at entry and restore them at exit. The exit must set the return code for each call regardless of whether
or not there is to be an action.

Datacom Datadictionary Names Exit (MEXIT01)

The Datacom Datadictionary Names Exit (MEXIT01) routine is executed for each add of a entity-occurrence name, alias,
or descriptor. The routine is passed one parameter by way of register 1 -- that is, register 1 points to a parameter list with
one entry. The parameter is the address of a work area as defined in the following list.

For a list of short names, run an Indented Report of the DATA-DICT database. The short name is the DATACOM-NAME of
the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type.

Parameter List

Position Length Data Type Description
1 1 Character User exit return code:

N
The name is invalid.
Y
The name is valid.

2 32 Character Entity-type name.
34 3 Character Entity-type short name (table

DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value).

37 3 Character Name-type (ALS, KWC, OCC)
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The user-written exit can then check the entity-occurrence name against site standards and indicate to Datacom
Datadictionary whether the name is valid (a Y in the return code position). If the name presented is an alias, the name-
type is ALS. If the name presented is a descriptor, the name-type is KWC. If the name presented is the entity-occurrence
name, the name-type is OCC.

The user-written exit cannot modify the name since any change to the name in the work area is simply ignored by
Datacom Datadictionary.

If the user exit determines that the name is invalid, it places an N in the return code, the entity-occurrence, alias, or
descriptor is not added, and it returns a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility FUE (Failed User Edit) return code to the
program calling Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Sample MEXIT01 Exit - Assembler

The following program is a sample user exit for the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility that edits alias, descriptor and
occurrence names for certain entity-types to ensure that none are added that begin with the letters PAM. The MEXIT01
exit is invoked when an alias, descriptor, or entity-occurrence is added.

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*          MEXIT01 - SAMPLE DSF EXIT - ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE             *

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

*

DDEXTPR  CSECT

*

         USING *,R15               ESTABLISH TEMPORARY ADDRESSABILITY

         USING PARMS,R2            NAME R12 AS BASE REGISTER

         USING SAVEREGS,R13        SAVE AREA

         USING TABLE,R3            ENTITY TYPE TABLE

         SPACE 1

         STM   14,12,SVR14         SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         SPACE 1

         DROP  R15

         LR    R11,R15             ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY

         SPACE 1

         USING DDEXTPR,R11         NAME R11 AS BASE REGISTER

         SPACE 1

         MVC   SVID,TSKID          MOVE TASK ID INTO SAVE AREA

         L     R2,0(R1)            R2 = SAVE AREA FOR THE PASSED PARM

         B     CKNMTYPE            CK NAME TYPE

MODULE   DC    C'DDEXTLM - EXAMPLE USER EXIT PROGRAM'

         SPACE 1

CKNMTYPE CLC   NAMETYPE,ALIAS      ALIAS ?

         BE    CKOCCNM             YES - NO NEED TO CK AGAINST ENTITY

         CLC   NAMETYPE,DESCRIPT   DESCRIPTOR ?

         BE    CKOCCNM             YES - NO NEED TO CK AGAINST ENTITY

         LA    R3,ENTABLE          POINT TO ENTITY TABLE

         LA    R4,NUMENT           GET THE NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TABLE

         SPACE 1

ENTLOOP  DS    0H

         CLC   ENTYPE,TYPE         IS THE ENTITY IN THE TABLE ?

         BE    CKOCCNM             YES - NOW, GO CHECK THE NAME

         LA    R3,ENTLEN(R3)       POINT TO THE NEXT ENTRY

         BCT   R4,ENTLOOP          GO CK THE NEXT ENTITY
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         B     ACCEPT              DOESN'T MATCH CRITERIA - ADD

         SPACE 1

Sample MEXIT01 Exit - Assembler (Continued)

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        CK THE OCCURRENCE NAME                                       *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

CKOCCNM  DS    0H

         CLC   PREFIX,=C'PAM'      IS IT AN OLD ONE ?

         BE    REJECT              YES - DON'T ADD IT

ACCEPT   MVI   IND,YES

         B     RETURN              GOBACK

REJECT   MVI   IND,NO

         B     RETURN              GOBACK

         SPACE 1

*                                   (USED IF THIS ROUTINE CALLS ANY

*                                    USER-WRITTEN SUBROUTINES)

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM EXIT CODE                                            *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

RETURN   DS    0H

         LM    R14,R12,SVR14       RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         LA    R15,0               ZERO R15 FOR VPE INTERFACE

         BR    R14                 RETURN TO CALLER

         EJECT

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        REGISTER EQUATES                                             *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

         SPACE 2

Sample MEXIT01 Exit - Assembler (Continued)

YES      EQU   C'Y'

NO       EQU   C'N'

         SPACE 2

TSKID    DC    C'EXIT'
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ALIAS    DC    C'ALS'

DESCRIPT DC    C'KWC'

         SPACE 2

ENTABLE  DS    0F

         DC    C'ARA'

ENTLEN   EQU   *-ENTABLE

         DC    C'BAS'

         DC    C'ELM'

         DC    C'FIL'

         DC    C'FLD'

         DC    C'KEY'

         DC    C'REC'

NUMENT   EQU   (*-ENTABLE)/ENTLEN

         SPACE 3

TABLE    DSECT

TYPE     DS    CL3

         SPACE 3

SAVEREGS DSECT

SVID     DS    F

SVCLR    DS    F

SVCLD    DS    F

SVR14    DS    15F

         SPACE 3

PARMS    DSECT

IND      DS    CL1

ENTNAME  DS    0CL32

PREFIX   DS    CL3

RESTOF   DS    CL29

ENTYPE   DS    CL3

NAMETYPE DS    CL3

         SPACE 3

         END

Sample MEXIT01 Exit - COBOL

The following program is a sample COBOL exit for Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) that edits alias,
descriptor, and occurrence names for specific entity-types. The MEXIT01 is invoked when an alias, descriptor, or entity-
occurrence is added.

       ****************************************************************

       *        MEXIT01 - SAMPLE DSF EXIT - COBOL                     *

       *                                                              *

       *                                                              *

       ****************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

           SKIP3

           SKIP3

       PROGRAM-ID.

           DDTSTP1.

           SKIP1

       AUTHOR.

           SAMPLE-USER

           SKIP1

       DATE-WRITTEN.
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           JUNE,1989

           SKIP2

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

           SKIP1

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

           SKIP1

       FILE-CONTROL.

           SKIP1

       DATA DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       FILE SECTION.

           SKIP1

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           SKIP2

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  PARM-BUFFER.

         02 INDICATOR              PIC X.

         02 ENTITY-OCCURRENCE.

            03  ENT-PREFIX         PIC X(3).

            03  FILLER             PIC X(29).

         02 ENTITY-TYPE            PIC X(3).

         02 ENTITY-NAME-TYPE       PIC X(3).

           EJECT

       PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PARM-BUFFER.

           DISPLAY 'P ' PARM-BUFFER.

           IF ENTITY-NAME-TYPE EQUAL 'ALS'

              GO TO CHECK-NAME.

           SKIP2

           IF ENTITY-NAME-TYPE EQUAL 'KWC'

              GO TO CHECK-NAME.

           SKIP2

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'ARA'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'BAS'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'FIL'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'REC'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'ELM'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME
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           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'KEY'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'FLD'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'DVW'

               GO TO CHECK-NAME

           ELSE

              GO TO SET-INDICATOR-Y.

       CHECK-NAME.

           IF ENT-PREFIX EQUAL 'PAM'

              MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

              GO TO END-RETURN.

       SET-INDICATOR-Y.

           MOVE 'Y' TO INDICATOR.

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       END-RETURN.

           GOBACK.

           EJECT

Datacom Datadictionary Attributes Exit (MEXIT02)

The Datacom Datadictionary Attributes Exit (MEXIT02) routine is executed for each attribute-type processed during
an add or an update of a entity-occurrence. The routine is passed one parameter by way of register 1. In other words,
register 1 points to a parameter list with one entry. The parameter is the address of a work area as defined in the following
list.

Parameter List

Position Length Contents
1 1 Character User exit return code:

N
The data is invalid.
Y
The data is valid.

2 32 Character Attribute-type name.
34 3 Character Entity-type short name (table

DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value).

37 4 Reserved.
41 2 Binary Length of the data starting at

position 43.
43 0 -- 72 Character Attribute-type data.

The user-written exit can then check the attribute-value against standards and indicate whether the data is valid (a Y in
the return code position).

The user-written exit cannot modify the data since any changes in the work area are ignored by Datacom Datadictionary.
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If the user exit determines that the attribute-value is invalid, the user exit places an N in the return code. DSF forces the
add or update of the entity-occurrence to fail and sets a return code of U in the Service List entry for this attribute. In
addition, DSF returns a return code SVL to the program calling the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - Assembler

The following program is a sample user exit for Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility that edits certain attribute-values
for specific entities. The MEXIT02 exit is invoked when a attribute-value is added or updated.

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*          MEXIT02 - SAMPLE DSF EXIT - ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE             *

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

*

DDEX2PR  CSECT

*

         USING *,R15               ESTABLISH TEMPORARY ADDRESSABILITY

         USING PARMS,R2            NAME R12 AS BASE REGISTER

         USING SAVEREGS,R13        SAVE AREA

         SPACE 1

         STM   14,12,SVR14         SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         SPACE 1

         DROP  R15

         LR    R11,R15             ESTABLISH ADDRESSABILITY

         SPACE 1

         USING DDEX2PR,R11         NAME R11 AS BASE REGISTER

         SPACE 1

         MVC   SVID,TSKID          MOVE TASK ID INTO SAVE AREA

         L     R2,0(R1)            R2 = SAVE AREA FOR THE PASSED PARM

         B     PROCBAS

         SPACE 2

MODULE   DC    C'DDEX2LM - EXAMPLE MEXIT02 PROGRAM'

         SPACE 2

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                     *

*        THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE INCOMING ATTRIBUTE VALUE             *

*        FOR THE VARIOUS ENTITIES THE PROGRAM WANTS TO EDIT.          *

*                                                                     *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         SPACE 2

PROCBAS  DS    0H

         SPACE 1

         CLC   ENTYPE,BAS          ENTITY TYPE DATABASE ?

         BNE   PROCARA             NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   ATTNAME,DBID       ATTRIBUTE,DATACOM-ID ?

         BNE   PROCDBMS            NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   DATA(3),D500        DATACOM-ID 500 OR LOWER ?

         BNH   ACCEPT              YES, ACCEPT IT

         B     REJECT              NO, REJECT IT

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - Assembler (Continued)

PROCDBMS DS    0H

         CLC   ATTNAME,DBMS       ATTRIBUTE DBMS-USED ?
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         BNE   ACCEPT              NO, ACCEPT

         CLC   DATA(08),DBMSVAL    IS DBMS-VALUE CORRECT ?

         BE    ACCEPT              YES, ACCEPT IT

         B     REJECT              ELSE REJECT

         SPACE 2

PROCARA  DS    0H

         SPACE 1

         CLC   ENTYPE,ARA          ENTITY TYPE AREA ?

         BNE   PROCELM             NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   ATTNAME,DEVICE     ATTRIBUTE DEVICE ?

         BNE   PROCDSN             NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   DATA(6),D3380       DEVICE TYPE VALUE CORRECT ?

         BE    ACCEPT              YES, OK

         B     REJECT

PROCDSN  CLC   ATTNAME,DSN        ATTRIBUTE DSN NAME ??

         BNE   ACCEPT              NO, ACCEPT

         CLC   DATA(44),SPACES     DSN NAME PRESENT ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              YES, OKAY

         B     REJECT

PROCELM  DS    0H

         SPACE 2

         CLC   ENTYPE,ELM          ENTITY TYPE AREA ?

         BNE   PROCKEY             NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   ATTNAME,ASMNAME    ATTRIBUTE ASSEMBLER NAME ?

         BNE   PROCDBN             NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   DATA(3),MAG         DOES IT START WITH MAG ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              IF NOT, ACCEPT IT

         B     REJECT              ELSE REJECT

PROCDBN  CLC   ATTNAME,DNAME      ATTRIBUTE DATACOM-NAME ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              NO, ACCEPT

         CLC   DATA(3),MAG         VALUE OF MAG ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              IF NOT, ACCEPT IT

         B     REJECT              ELSE REJECT

PROCKEY  DS    0H

         SPACE 2

         CLC   ENTYPE,KEY          ENTITY TYPE KEY ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   ATTNAME,DNAME      ATTRIBUTE DATACOM-NAME ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              NO, CONTINUE

         CLC   DATA(3),MAG         DATACOM NAME MAG ?

         BNE   ACCEPT              IF NOT, ACCEPT IT

         B     REJECT              ELSE REJECT

         SPACE 2

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - Assembler (Continued)

ACCEPT   DS    0H

         SPACE 1

         MVI   IND,YES             NO -  ACCEPT

         B     RETURN              GOBACK

         SPACE 2

REJECT   DS    0H

         SPACE 1

         MVI   IND,NO              REJECT
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         B     RETURN              GOBACK

         SPACE 2

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM EXIT CODE                                            *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         SPACE 2

RETURN   DS    0H

         SPACE 1

         LM    R14,R12,SVR14       RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         LA    R15,0               ZERO R15 FOR VPE INTERFACE

         BR    R14                 RETURN TO CALLER

         EJECT

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        REGISTER EQUATES                                             *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*

R0       EQU   0

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

         SPACE 2

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - Assembler (Continued)

YES      EQU   C'Y'

NO       EQU   C'N'

END      EQU   X'FF'

         SPACE 2

TSKID    DC    C'EXT2'                 * USED AS THE R13 SAVE AREA ID

         SPACE 1

BAS      DC    CL3'BAS'

ARA      DC    CL3'ARA'

ELM      DC    CL3'ELM'

KEY      DC    CL3'KEY'

         SPACE 1

DBMS     DC    CL32'DBMS-USED'

DNAME    DC    CL32'DATACOM-NAME'

DBID     DC    CL32'DATACOM-ID'

DEVICE   DC    CL32'DEVICE'

DSN      DC    CL32'DATA-SET-NAME'

ASMNAME  DC    CL32'ASM-NAME'

         SPACE 1                                                      *
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DBMSVAL  DC    CL8'IBM/IMS'

D3380    DC    CL6'3380'

D500     DC    CL3'500'

MAG      DC    CL3'MAG'

SPACES   DC    CL80' '

         SPACE 2

         SPACE 3

SAVEREGS DSECT

SVID     DS    F

SVCLR    DS    F

SVCLD    DS    F

SVR14    DS    15F

         SPACE 3

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*                                                                     *

*        THIS IS THE DSECT DESCRIBING THE PARM BEING SENT             *

*        TO THIS PROGRAM BY THE CALLING PROGRAM.                      *

*                                                                     *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         SPACE 2

PARMS    DSECT

IND      DS    CL1                * ACCEPT(Y) OR REJECT(N) -

ATTNAME  DS    CL32               * ATTRIBUTE NAME

ENTYPE   DS    CL3                * ENTITY TYPE

RESERVDE DS    CL4                * RESERVED FOR INTERNAL USE

DATALEN  DS    H                  * LENGTH OF DATA BEING SENT

DATA     EQU   *-IND              * ACTUAL DATA BEGINS HERE

         SPACE 3

         END

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - COBOL

The following program is a sample user exit for Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility that edits certain attribute-values
for specific entities. The MEXIT02 exit is invoked when a attribute-value is added or updated.

       ****************************************************************

       *                                                              *

       *        MEXIT02 - SAMPLE DSF EXIT - COBOL                     *

       *                                                              *

       ****************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

           SKIP3

       PROGRAM-ID.

           DDTSTP2.

           SKIP1

       AUTHOR.

           SAMPLE-USER

           SKIP1

       DATE-WRITTEN.

           JUNE,1989

           SKIP2

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.
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           SKIP1

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

           SKIP1

       FILE-CONTROL.

           SKIP1

       DATA DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       FILE SECTION.

           SKIP1

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           SKIP2

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - COBOL (Continued)

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  PARM-BUFFER.

         02 INDICATOR                  PIC X.

         02 ATTRIBUTE-NAME             PIC X(32).

         02 ENTITY-TYPE                PIC X(3).

         02 FILLER                     PIC X(4).

         02 DATA-LENGTH                PIC X(2).

         02 ACTUAL-DATA.

            03 AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 AREA-DEVICE       PIC X(6).

               04 FILLER            PIC X(38).

            03 AREA-ATTR-TWO REDEFINES AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 AREA-DSN-NAME     PIC X(44).

            03 BASE-ATTR-ONE REDEFINES AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 BASE-ID           PIC X(3).

               04 FILLER            PIC X(41).

            03 BASE-ATTR-TWO REDEFINES AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 BASE-DBMS-USED    PIC X(8).

               04 FILLER            PIC X(36).

            03 ELM-ATTR-ONE REDEFINES AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 ELM-ASM-NAME.

                  05 ELM-ASM-PREFIX    PIC X(3).

                  05 FILLER            PIC X(5).

               04 FILLER            PIC X(36).

            03 ELM-ATTR-TWO REDEFINES AREA-ATTR-ONE.

               04 ELM-DATACOM-NAME.

                  05 ELM-DATACOM-PRE   PIC X(3).

                  05 FILLER            PIC X(29).

               04 FILLER            PIC X(12).

           EJECT

       PROCEDURE DIVISION USING PARM-BUFFER.

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'ARA'
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               GO TO CHECK-AREA

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'BAS'

               GO TO CHECK-BASE

           ELSE

           IF ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'ELM'

               GO TO CHECK-ELEMENT

           ELSE

              GO TO SET-INDICATOR-Y.

Sample MEXIT02 Exit - COBOL (Continued)

       CHECK-AREA.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'DEVICE'

              IF AREA-DEVICE NOT EQUAL '3380'

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'DATA-SET-NAME'

              IF AREA-DSN-NAME EQUAL SPACES

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.

           GO TO SET-INDICATOR-Y.

       CHECK-BASE.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'DATACOM-ID'

              IF BASE-ID GREATER THAN '200'

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'DBMS-USED'

              IF BASE-DBMS-USED  NOT EQUAL 'IBM/IMS'

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.

           GO TO SET-INDICATOR-Y.

       CHECK-ELEMENT.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'ASM-NAME'

              IF ELM-ASM-PREFIX EQUAL 'MAG'

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.

           IF ATTRIBUTE-NAME EQUAL 'DATACOM-NAME'

              IF ELM-DATACOM-PRE EQUAL 'MAG'

                  MOVE 'N' TO INDICATOR

                  GO TO END-RETURN.
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Sample MEXIT02 Exit - COBOL (Continued)

           GO TO SET-INDICATOR-Y.

       SET-INDICATOR-Y.

           MOVE 'Y' TO INDICATOR.

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       END-RETURN.

           GOBACK.

           EJECT

Using the Recovery File (RXX) Read Subroutine
The Recovery File (RXX) Read subroutine provides easy, release independent access to the Datacom/DB Recovery File
(RXX).

NOTE
For information on the Recovery File Analysis Report, see Recovery File (RXX) Report.

READRXX Routine with FORMAT 1 Records

With FORMAT 1 records, the READRXX routine might see some information in a different way from what was seen in
FORMAT 0 records, therefore requiring a minor change as described in this section.

In the READRXX routine in Version 14.0:

• All control information is the same between FORMAT 0 and FORMAT 1 records.
• The before record for UPDAT and DELET is always presented as the full record.
• The Work Area for ADDIT and UPDAT is always presented as the full record with FORMAT 1, but this could be

different with regard to FORMAT 0 records.
• The element list is changed with FORMAT 1 records to a single 'special' element of '-#ttt' where ttt is the table name.

This element represents the full record, and this element name can be used in all DBNTRY calls. The element list
ends, as usual, with 5 blanks.

• If the READRXX routine simply prints the information or uses it for DBNTRY calls, no change is required.
• If the elements are looked up in a table or in Datacom Datadictionary, a minor change is required, specifically to not

look up the special element in a table or Datacom Datadictionary, because the special element has been available for
many releases and might already be handled by the routine.

• With FORMAT 1 records, MUF allows users the option of logging encrypted data table changes with the encrypted
data, not the clear form as normally occurs. This choice is not recommended. If chosen, the LXX is flagged as having
encrypted and every SPILLOPT (or SPILL) sets the RXX as having encrypted data. An RXX set to having encrypted
data cannot be opened without the open being from an authorized address space. This authorization is not affected
by whether or not the RXX actually has a log record that is encrypted. READRXX blocks encrypted data from being in
memory in an authorized address space.

NOTE
A benefit of FORMAT 1 processing is that it allows the READRXX routine to be simplified by having the before
and after records, and therefore having no need to understand elements.

Calling the Subroutine

To use the subroutine, an application calls the entry point, READRXX, in the User Requirements Table using Datacom/DB
commands. This entry point passes control to the DBRXRPR module. DBRXRPR is loaded in the application region when
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the first call is made to the READRXX entry point. Another module, DBRXIPR, is loaded in the application region and the
RXX file is opened. There is no communication with the Multi-User Facility when the READRXX entry point is called. The
first call must be an open request, followed by get requests, and ending with a close request.

Argument List

The argument list for a call to READRXX specifies five areas:

• The Request Area composed of command and return code
• An area for the Recovery File header
• An area for the element list
• An area for the before record
• An area for the logged work area

The last four areas must be composed of two fields: a fullword binary length and an area to return data. The length field
must reflect the length of the data area.

Commands

The commands are OPN, OPF, OPR, GET, and CLS. A blank return code indicates a successful request. The end of file is
indicated with an E return code. For more information about return codes, see Messages.

OPN (OPen Normal)
Loads DBRXRPR and DBRXIPR into the application region. The RXX is opened and memory allocated for
buffers. The first RXX record is read. This record must be a spill cycle record. If not, an open error is returned.
When multiple RXX files are being processed, an error occurs if they are not presented in the proper creation date
sequence.

NOTE
We recommend using the OPN command. The use of OPF or OPR commands (see following
descriptions) are supported but not recommended.

OPF (OPen Forced)
Loads DBRXRPR and DBRXIPR into the application region. The RXX is opened and memory allocated for
buffers. The first RXX record is read. When OPF is used the first record need not be a spill cycle record. When
multiple RXX files are being processed, an error will occur if they are not presented in the proper creation date
sequence.

NOTE
The OPF command fails if the first record processed is not the first record of a segmented log record.

OPR (OPen Random)
Loads DBRXRPR and DBRXIPR into the application region. The RXX is opened and memory allocated for
buffers. The first RXX record is read. This record must be a spill cycle record. If not, an open error is returned.
When multiple RXX tapes are being processed, the creation date is ignored such that they can be presented in
any order.

NOTE
The OPR command fails if a segmented record is not found in its proper natural order.

GET
Returns RXX information to the application areas as appropriate. For example:

• An OPEN record returns data to the header area only
• An ADDIT record returns the header information, the element list, and the work area
• An UPDAT record returns data to all areas
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LOGIT, LOGDW, LOGCR, and LOGCP data is returned to the work area. When a before record is returned, the
first 12 bytes are the Datacom/DB Record Control Element (RCE).

CLS
Closes the RXX and releases acquired memory.

COBOL Data Descriptor for RXX Read Subroutine
       01  RXI-RQA.

           05  RXI-COMMAND                       PIC X(3) VALUE SPACES.

           05  RXI-RETURN-CODE                   PIC X(1) VALUE SPACES.

      ************************************************************

      *                   RXX RECORD DESCRIPTION                 *

      ************************************************************

       01  RXI-RXX-HEADER.

           05  RXI-RXX-HEADER-LENGTH             PIC S99999 COMP SYNC.

      *       Header Length is the length of the header data returned.

           05  RECOVERY-RECORD-HEADER.

               10  FILLER                        PIC X(500).

           05  RXX-RECORD-HEADER REDEFINES RECOVERY-RECORD-HEADER.

               10  RXX-PRIMARY-TASK-ID           PIC 9(3) COMP SYNC.

               10  RXX-TASK-ID                   PIC 9(3) COMP SYNC.

               10  RXX-RELEASE-NUMBER            PIC X(1).

      *          For Character format use RXX-RELEASE-NUMBER-EXT below.

      *          Release Number Internal Format is:

      *            X'90' - r9

      *            X'A0' - r10

      *            X'0B' - r11

      *            x'0C' - r12

      *            x'0E' - r14

      *            x'0F' - r15 and the pattern is expected to continue 

      *          for future releases

               10  RXX-RECORD-STATUS             PIC X(1).

      *          For character indicators representing these bit

      *          settings see RXX-CHARACTER-INDICATORS below.

      *          Record Status Internal Format is:

      *            B'10000000' - "Undone" or "Unlogged" Record

      *            B'01000000' - First Record for this sub-run unit

      *            B'00010000' - Transaction Backout Record

      *            B'00001000' - A Control Block exists

               10  RXX-LOGGED-DATE               PIC X(3).

      *          For character representation of Logged Date see

      *          RXX-LOGGED-TIMESTAMP below

      *          Logged Date Internal Format is: X'mmddyy'

               10  RXX-LOGGED-TIME               PIC X(3).

      *          For character representation of Logged Time see

      *          RXX-LOGGED-TIMESTAMP below

      *          Logged Time Internal Format is: X'hhmmss'

               10  RXX-RUN-UNIT                  PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

               10  RXX-TXN-SEQ-NUMBER            PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

               10  RXX-WORK-AREA-LENGTH          PIC 9(3) COMP SYNC.

               10  RXX-USER-ID                   PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-MONITOR-ID                PIC X(18).

               10  RXX-JOB-NAME                  PIC X(8).
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      *          Job Name is the name of the calling user job.

               10  RXX-PARENT-NAME               PIC X(3).

      *          Parent Name is name of the full parent if partitioning

               10  RXX-RELEASE-NUMBER-EXT        PIC X(5).

      *          Release Number Ext is the character representation of

      *          RXX-RELEASE-NUMBER above. Values are:

      *            C'9.0.0' - r9

      *            C'10.0 ' - r10

      *            C'11.0 ' - r11

      *            C'12.0 ' - r12

      *            C'14.0 ' - r14

      *            C'15.0 ' - r15 and the pattern is expected to continue

      *           for future releases

               10  RXX-DB-REQUEST-AREA-DATA.

                   15  RXX-COMMAND               PIC X(5).

      *              Command is the command causing the RXX record.

                   15  RXX-TABLE-NAME            PIC X(3).

      *              Table Name is the name in the request area when

      *              the Command was issued.

                   15  RXX-AREA-NAME             PIC X(3).

      *              Area Name is the name in the area containing

      *              the row.

                   15  FILLER                    PIC X(5).

                   15  RXX-RECORD-ID.

                       20  RXX-DATABASE-ID       PIC 9(3) COMP SYNC.

                       20  RXX-TABLE-ID          PIC 9(3) COMP SYNC.

                       20  RXX-UNIQUE-BLOCK-RECORD.

      *                   Use Unique Block/Record if table not URI.

                           25  RXX-BLOCK-NUMBER  PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

                           25  RXX-RECORD-IN-BLOCK

                                                 PIC X(1).

                       20  RXX-UNIQUE-RECORD REDEFINES

                                              RXX-UNIQUE-BLOCK-RECORD.

      *                   Use Unique Record if table is URI.

                           25  RXX-UNIQUE-REOCRD-ID

                                                 PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

                           25  RXX-URI-ZERO      PIC X(1).

      *                      URI Zero is FILLER and is always X'0'.

               10  RXX-CHARACTER-INDICATORS.

      *           Character Indicators can be used rather than the

      *           bit settings in the RXX-RECORD-STATUS field above.

                   15  RXX-UNDONE-INDICATOR      PIC X.

                       88  RXX-UNDONE                VALUE 'Y'.

                       88  RXX-NOT-UNDONE            VALUE 'N'.

                   15  RXX-FIRST-RCD-INDICATOR   PIC X.

                       88  RXX-RECORD                VALUE 'Y'.

                       88  RXX-NOT-FIRST-RECORD      VALUE 'N'.

                   15  RXX-TXNUNDO-INDICATOR     PIC X.

                       88  RXX-TXNUNDO               VALUE 'Y'.

                       88  RXX-NOT-TXNUNDO           VALUE 'N'.

               10  RXX-PARTITION-INDICATORS.

                   15  RXX-ANY-PART-INDICATOR    PIC X.

                       88  RXX-ANY-PART              VALUE 'Y'.
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                       88  RXX-NOT-ANY-PART          VALUE 'N'.

                   15  RXX-PART-MOVE             PIC X.

                       88  RXX-PART-MOVE             VALUE 'Y'.

                       88  RXX-NOT-PART-MOVE         VALUE 'N'.

                   15  RXX-FULL-PARENT           PIC X.

                       88  RXX-FULL-PARENT           VALUE 'Y'.

                       88  RXX-NOT-FULL-PARENT       VALUE 'N'.

               10  FILLER                        PIC X.

               10  RXX-MULTI-USER-NAME           PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-CXX-NAME                  PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-STAR-DATA.

                   15  RXX-STAR-ORIGIN-NODE      PIC X(8).

                   15  RXX-STAR-ORIGIN-RUN-UNIT  PIC 9(5) COMP.

               10  RXX-URI-BLOCK-NUMBER          PIC 9(5) COMP.

               10  RXX-PARTITION-CHILD-NAME      PIC X(3).

               10  RXX-MULTI-USER-JOB-NAME       PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-PARTITION-SWITCHES        PIC X(1).

      *          For character indicators representing these bit

      *          settings see RXX-PARTITION-INDICATORS above.

      *          Partition Switches Internal Format is:

      *            X'10000000' - Request for "ANY" Partition.

      *            X'01000000' - Move to different partition.

      *            X'00010000' - request for full partition.

               10  RXX-LOGGED-TIMESTAMP.

                   15  RXX-CCYYMMDD              PIC X(8).

                   15  RXX-HHMMSS                PIC X(6).

               10  RXX-MUFPLEX-NUMBER            PIC 9(3) COMP.

               10  RXX-SECURITY-USER-ID          PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-RECOVERY-FILE_SEQUENCE    PIC 9(5) COMP.

               10  RXX-RECOVERY-FILE_CYCLE       PIC 9(5) COMP.

               10  RXX-MUFPLEX-NAME              PIC X(8).

               10  RXX-ROW-LENGTH                PIC 9(3) COMP.

               10  RXX-CLOCK-VALUE-SEQUENCE      PIC X(10).

      *          Treat clock value as a sequence number if helpful. 

               10 RXX-DATA-ACCESS-CAPTURE PIC X.

                  88 RXX_DAC_N VALUE ‘N’.

                  88 RXX_DAC_Y VALUE ‘Y’.

               10 RXX-DAC_PATH PIC X(3).

      *          One of the path names as documented with the DAC_PATH NO MUF statement.

               10 RXX-MAYBE-FUTURES-DAC_KEEP PIC X(16). 

      *          Future feature being considered named DAC_KEEP. 

               10  FILLER                        PIC X(288).

       01  RXI-RXX-ELEMENT-LIST.

           05  RXI-RXX-ELEMENT-LENGTH            PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

           05  FILLER                            PIC X(200).

       01  RXI-RXX-BEFORE-RECORD.

           05  RXI-RXX-BEFORE-LENGTH             PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

           05  FILLER                            PIC X(200).

       01  RXI-RXX-WORKAREA.

           05  RXI-RXX-WORKAREA-LENGTH           PIC 9(5) COMP SYNC.

           05  FILLER                            PIC X(200).
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The Logged Date is provided in the header in both binary (RXX-LOGGED-DATE) and character (RXX-CCYYMMDD)
formats. The binary form does not include century. Bytes 1-3 represent, respectively, month, day, and year in binary
format.

The Logged Time is provided in the header in both binary (RXX-LOGGED-TIME) and character (RXX-HHMMSS) formats.
In binary form, bytes 1-3 represent, respectively, hours, minutes, and seconds.

The two sets of binary switches (RXX-RECORD-STATUS and RXX-PARTITION-SWITCHES) are duplicated as character
switches with YES/NO values at RXX-CHARACTER-INDICATORS and RXX-PARTITION-INDICATORS.

The Monitor ID (RXX-MONITOR-ID) is filled in for CICS transactions as follows:

• 2 bytes of internal information
• 4 bytes of transaction ID
• 4 bytes of terminal ID
• 3 bytes of operator ID
• 3 bytes of task identification number (packed)
• 2 bytes of internal information

Entry Point Sample CALL for RXX Read Subroutine

 000100            CALL 'READRXX' USING RXI-RQA, RXI-RXX-HEADER,

 000200                                 RXI-RXX-ELEMENT-LIST,

 000300                                 RXI-RXX-BEFORE-RECORD,

 000400                                 RXI-RXX-WORKAREA.

Sample COBOL Program to Use the RXX Read Routine

For a sample COBOL program that uses the RXX Read Routine, see the DBSXCPR member in the base source library.
The JCL samples and programs can be found through the Support By Product link for the Datacom products home page
at support.ca.com. For more information about using sample programs, see Use and Disclosure of Sample Program.

User Requirements Table Example
URT      TITLE 'DB USER REQUIREMENTS ASSEMBLY'

         PRINT ON

         DBURINF                                                       X

               BACKSPT=NO,                                             X

               OPEN=USER,                                              X

               COBOL=YES,                                              X

               URTABLE=ASM,                                            X

               USRNTRY=DBSXCPR

         DBURSTR                                                       X

               ABEND=YES,                                              X

               MULTUSE=YES

         DBURTBL                                                       X

               DBID=001,          <== THESE CAN REFERENCE ANY TABLE IN X

               SEQBUFS=2,             ANY BASE SINCE NO CALLS WILL     X

               TBLNAM=PAY,        <== ACTUALLY BE MADE TO MUF.         X

               UPDATE=NO

         DBUREND                                                       X

               USRINFO=READRXX,                                        X

               SYSTEM=OS

         END
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Using the Accounting Facility
The Accounting Facility enables you to accumulate statistics on system use for programs running under the Multi-User
Facility. These statistics can be used for accounting, billing, and tuning. Datacom/DB writes the statistics to user-defined
tables that you can access using all standard access facilities, including:

• Dataquery
• Datacom/DB Reporting Facility
• Ideal for Datacom
• SQL

Be aware that Multi-User Facility processing could be halted when updating Accounting Facility tables if:

• You hold as many Accounting rows under primary or secondary exclusive control as the Accounting buffer size
accommodates, and

• The rows you are holding have the same key as the rows in the Accounting buffer.

RECOVERY must be YES in order to allow URI. The following are the attributes to code as N for NO.

• CHNG-MASTER-KEY
• COMPRESSION
• DUPE-MASTER-KEY

Accounting Facility Components

The Accounting Facility consists of the following components:

• The Datacom/DB Accounting table(s) and their Datacom Datadictionary definitions. You define the tables according to
your needs.

• The ACCT function of the DBUTLTY which assists you in setting up and using the Accounting Facility.
• The PRM Table, a parameter table created by the ACCT function of DBUTLTY from the Datacom Datadictionary

definition of your Accounting table(s).
• The internal Datacom/DB Accounting code that tracks the requests made to the Multi-User Facility and writes the

statistics to the Accounting table(s). The requests tracked are determined by your selection of Accounting fields in the
Accounting table(s).

• The Accounting Facility buffers and updating requirements established with the MUF startup options.

Implementing Accounting

The Datacom installation process sets up an Accounting system which includes sample Accounting tables, a sample
PRM table, and sample Datacom/DB Reporting Facility reports which demonstrate the use of Accounting to capture
statistics. Access the member DBSAMACT to examine the Datacom Datadictionary transactions for the definition of the
sample Accounting tables and PRM table. For more information about the sample reports, see Reporting and Analyzing
Accounting Data.

MUF Startup Options

The MUF startup option ACCTPRM generates the Accounting system and the ACCT option determines how the statistics
are collected. Define the Accounting system through the following parameters for the ACCT option:

• Table number
• Buffer
• Status
• Threshold
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Use the DBUTLTY EDIT or CATALOG output listing to calculate the buffer parameter. See the explanation of the MUF
startup options in Modifying MUF Startup Options.

Also see Accounting Facility Performance for more information on using the Accounting Facility.

Accounting Tables

The statistics collected by the Accounting Facility are determined by the fields specified in the Accounting table and
the conditional expression defined to qualify the table. Define your Accounting tables to Datacom Datadictionary using
predefined Accounting fields, as described on the following pages.

Accounting Facility Operation

Use the DBUTLTY ACCT function of the Accounting Facility to edit and catalog your Accounting Facility database
definitions and to communicate open, close, or spill requests to the Accounting Facility.

When the Multi-User Facility is initiated, it checks the ACCT option. If the option is coded, the Multi-User Facility initiates
the Accounting Facility. The Accounting Facility then checks the parameters.

In the parameters for each ACCT statement, specify the Accounting table number, the buffer size for the table, the initial
status for the table (OPEN or CLOSED), and how often to update the statistics in the table. The level of detail of the
statistics collected is based on the key you define to your Accounting table.

After the Accounting Facility is initiated, it analyzes each request to the Multi-User Facility and compares it to the
conditional expression for each open Accounting table. If a table is to collect records, the Accounting Facility writes or
updates the appropriate record in the corresponding Accounting buffer, spilling the buffer to the Accounting table as
necessary. The number of times Accounting records are created or updated in the Accounting buffer is controlled by
coding a threshold value for the MUF startup option.

Creating the Accounting Database

You can create a database using standard Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary procedures or you can use the
database that is created by the installation process.

All Accounting tables must be in the same database. There can be non-Accounting tables in the Accounting database,
but this is not recommended because the non-Accounting tables must be disabled when performing maintenance to the
Accounting tables and vice versa.

When possible, define the parameter (PRM) table to its own database to simplify maintenance of the Accounting Facility.
The PRM (Accounting parameter) table can be in the Accounting database or any other database except the database
containing the Datacom Datadictionary used to define the Accounting tables. If the PRM table is in the Accounting
database and you are using more than one Multi-User Facility, you must have a separate PRM table for each Multi-User
Facility executing.

Creating the Accounting Data Area

Use the following guidelines for establishing your areas to simplify maintenance or modification procedures using the
ACCT function of DBUTLTY and to simplify null loading the tables. There are no restrictions on the use of areas or space
management options. The guidelines are:

• Give the PRM table an area of its own (if it is defined to the Accounting database).
• Define one table per area.
• Use basic space reclamation (space management option 1).
• Do not use compression.
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Accounting Facility Performance

The Datacom/DB Accounting Facility is designed to minimize CPU and I/O overhead. However, it still impacts system
performance. There are three main aspects to improving the performance of the Accounting Facility:

• Key definition
• Buffer specification in the ACCT MUF startup option
• Threshold specification in the ACCT MUF startup option

Considerations for efficient key design are specified in the next section. The second section lists the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area Accounting Facility summary statistics and provides corrective suggestions that certain statistics
indicate.

Key Definition Considerations

Improper key definition can dramatically increase the Accounting Facility's overhead. Avoid using fields that are subject to
constant change, such as TIME or TRANN, in the key. If you do use them, never place them in the high-order of the key.
Avoid using the seconds portion of the TIME field in a key except in critical tuning situations where the Accounting table is
open only for a short time or rarely used.

Avoid a key definition that forces each entry to be unique. This results in an excessive number of Accounting records
which means there is little or no reuse of in-memory records. An example is an Accounting table with TRANN as the key
when each online transaction issues only one request. This results in a separate Accounting record for each request.

Additional incremental fields defined to a record slow performance approximately three instructions per field. Therefore,
limit incremental fields to those that are necessary. Ensure the threshold parameter is large enough to prevent repeated
write IOs. However, this increases the number of entries that can be lost due to an unexpected MUF outage.

Monitoring Performance

Accounting performance statistics can be found in the MUF EOJ report, in the section “Accounting Summary Information”,
for a MUF where accounting has been active. There is also a dynamic system table, MUF_ACCOUNTING which can be
queried to obtain these statistics. Use these figures to monitor performance and to adjust the parameters indicated in the
discussion of each statistic. For more information, see COMM EOJ function.

To properly tune the Accounting Facility you must understand the interaction of the buffer and threshold parameters of
the option. The buffer parameter allocates memory in which the Accounting entries are kept. If the Accounting Facility is
running properly, these in-memory entries are updated many times before the table (on disk) is updated, which reduces
Accounting overhead.

The threshold parameter sets the maximum number of processed requests allowed to remain in the buffer before a spill is
initiated. Therefore, even if the buffer parameter is sufficient, if the threshold parameter is too small, excessive I/O events
occur, and vice versa.

Performance of both the Accounting Facility and the user application is negatively impacted if these two parameters are
not specified to limit the number of I/O events.

Accounting Table Examples
The Datacom Accountng Facility enables you to accumulate statistics on system use for programs running under the
Multi-User Facility. Review examples illustrating the design of Accounting tables.

For general information about the Accounting Facility, see Using the Accounting Facility.

The following examples illustrate the design of Accounting tables.
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Example 1

Requirement:

1. The total number of requests and logical start I/Os by job name for all batch jobs
2. The total number of requests and actual start I/Os by CICS operator ID for all CICS jobs

Solution:

Two Accounting tables, one for batch and one for CICS:

 BATCH: 

        The elements defined to the table are:      JNAME

                                                    REQS

                                                    LOGIO

       The key consists of:                         JNAME

       The conditional expression is:               /JTYPE NE "02"/ 

  CICS: 

       The elements defined to the table are:       OPRID

                                                    REQ

                                                    EXCPS

       The key consists of:                         OPRID

        The conditional expression is:               /JTYPE="02"/

Example 2 (BATCH)

Requirement:

All requests and logical start I/Os by job name for each database

Solution:

One Accounting table:

    The elements defined to the table are:    BASE 

                                              JNAME 

                                              LOGIO

                                              REQS

    The key consists of:                      BASE - high-order

                                              JNAME - low order

    No conditional expression 

Example 3

Requirement:

Monitor the amount of overhead used to process each batch SQL statement.

Solution:

One Accounting table:

 The elements defined to the table are:    CTIME     WTIME

                                           LOGIO     LOGDT

                                           LOGIX     EXCPS 

                                           EXCDT     EXCIX

                                           JNAME     PLAN

                                           SQLID     COUNT

 The key consists of:                      JNAME
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                                           PLAN

                                           SQLID 

                                           COUNT

 The conditional expression is:            /(CMTYP GE 100) AND (JTYPE NE "02")/ 

Example 4

Requirement:

Monitor how often and for what reasons the Compound Boolean Selection Facility is building temporary indexes.

Solution:

One Accounting table:

 The elements defined to the table are:     REQS      SETCT

                                            LOGDT     LOGIX> 

                                            BASE      TNAME>

                                            UID06     CBSOR

                                            SETKY

 The key consists of:                       BASE

                                            TNAME

                                            UID06

                                            CBSOR

                                            SETKY

        The conditional expression is:             /(COMND = 'SELFR' AND TINDX = "FF")/ 

Example 5

Requirement:

Capture and contrast remote and local response for a job using Distributed Services.

Solution:

One Accounting table:

The elements defined to the table are:      REQS*

                                            ETIME*

                                            RTIME*

                                            WTIME*

                                            RETME

                                            RRTME

                                            RWTME

                                            RTTME

                                            RRUNT

The key consists of:                        JNAME*

                                            RUNIT*

                                            NODE

The conditional expression is:              /(RRUNT NE 0)/ 

ACCT Function of DBUTLTY
In addition to EDIT and CATALOG, the ACCT function of DBUTLTY also has the CLOSE, OPEN, and SPILL
communication options that control the use of the Accounting Facility. For information about console and console-like
facilities that can be used to delete an accounting table, add an accounting table, open an accounting table, close an
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accounting table, and spill an accounting table, see the section about maintenance using console commands that begins
in Maintenance Using Console Commands.

 Opening Accounting Tables 

Before using the Accounting Facility to process Accounting tables with a startup option status of CLOSED, you must open
them using the OPEN option of the ACCT function of DBUTLTY. You can also close any tables with the CLOSE option.
Accounting areas remain open even when the Multi-User Facility is inactive (all jobs terminated).

 Closing Accounting Tables 

Use the CLOSE option with the keyword ALL to close down all Accounting tables when performing Accounting
maintenance. The CLOSE option does not immediately close a table because the records in memory must be written to
disk first.

 Spilling Accounting Data to Disk 

Use the SPILL option to spill any data currently in memory to disk while the Accounting Facility is active. The spill option
does not affect the Accounting Facility operation.

Establishing Accounting Tables
Single field elements with special Accounting element names specify what statistics the Accounting Facility accumulates
and in what order it accumulates them. The Accounting Facility uses these predefined elements to keep and order
statistics. Predefined elements for which statistics are accumulated include:

• Number of requests
• Number of logical requests
• Number of rows returned on SELxx requests
• Elapsed time of the request in microseconds
• Total number of bytes read

Ordering elements available include:

• Job Name
• Run Unit
• Database ID
• Table Name
• Any Part of the User Information Block
•  Datacom/DB command
• Operator ID, Terminal ID, or Transaction ID from a Monitor

You can use the ordering options separately or in any combination. To use an ordering option, define its special
Accounting field as the key for an Accounting table. Thus, an Accounting table can be defined to record the total number
of SELFR command requests issued to the payroll table by a specific job.

You can qualify the tracking of the SELFR command by placing conditional expressions in the text of the table's Datacom
Datadictionary definition (for example, if you want to record its use between Monday and Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
only).

A list of all available ordering options with their field attributes, special element names, and statistics is contained in
Defining Accounting Tables to Datacom Datadictionary.

Use the same procedure to define the Accounting system database to Datacom Datadictionary as you would for
any Datacom/DB database, with the special considerations described in Defining Accounting Tables to Datacom
Datadictionary.

 Contents 
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Adding a New Accounting Table

To add an Accounting table to an existing Accounting database:

1. Add the table definition to Datacom Datadictionary.
2. Run the ACCT OPTION=EDIT function of DBUTLTY.
3. Close all Accounting tables in the subject database.
4. Copy the updated Datacom Datadictionary definitions to PRODuction status.
5. Execute one of the following:

– The Datacom Datadictionary online CATALOG function 
– The 1000 CATALOG function of the Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE Utility 
– The batch CATALOG function of the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD Utility 

6. Execute the ACCT OPTION=CATALOG function of DBUTLTY. Every execution of the DBUTLTY CATALOG option
deletes all existing PRM table entries, re-edits all Accounting tables defined to the database ID specified in the
CATALOG option, and finally creates a new PRM table for all Accounting tables that pass the edit.

7. Null load the table's area, unless other tables already exist in the area.
8. If the accounting tables were not specified in the MUF startup options (with a status of close), add them by

issuing the console command ACCT_ADD for the tables involved. For more information on ACCT_ADD see the
section Maintenance Using Console Commands.

9. Open the Accounting database.
10. Permanently change your MUF startup options with an ACCT statement per table, including the desired status at MUF

startup. This change is used the next time MUF is reinitialized.

On the MUF startup options, you specify CLOSED for the initial status of the undefined Accounting tables as place holders
for tables you anticipate cataloging. If OPEN is specified for a non-cataloged table, Datacom/DB issues an error when the
first job executes.

When you want to use one of the undefined Accounting tables, define the table to Datacom Datadictionary using the 3-
character DATACOM-NAME of one of the tables in a MUF startup option statement.

Defining Accounting Tables to Datacom Datadictionary 

All Accounting tables must be in the same database. There is a limit of 100 Accounting tables per information base used
by one MUF. The DATACOM-NAME attribute must be in a range from A00 to A99. Assign A00 to the first table defined
and increment by one for each new table.

 Table Attribute-Values 

Code each of the following attributes as N for NO.

• CHNG-MASTER-KEY
• COMPRESSION
• DUPE-MASTER-KEY

 Logging and Pipeline 

To provide high efficiency and best performance, updates the accounting database support pipelining. If the accounting
data is important, the tables may be defined with logging turned on to ensure a minimum of loss if the MUF does not
end with EOJ. Since accounting data is buffered and some is always lost if the MUF does not EOJ normally, additional
efficiency and performance is provided if the tables are defined without logging to reduce the overhead when spilling the
accounting buffer to the accounting tables. Without logging, a little more than the accounting buffer is not represented in
the accounting data on DASD after the rare non-EOJ situations.

 Conditional Expressions 
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Use conditional expressions to qualify use of a table, establish restrictions, or both. Conditional expressions consist of one
or more logical expressions.

 Logical Expressions 

Logical expressions consist of a special Accounting element name, a relational operator, and a literal in the following
format:

acct-element operator literal

acct-element
Identifies a special Accounting element name (see Using the Accounting Facility With SQL Processing). The
special element used in a conditional expression does not have to be defined to the table.
The special element names can have an integer offset specified. For example, the expression DAY+2 = 'N'
specifies that the third position of the day field equals the literal 'N'. In this example, Sunday (SUN) and Monday
(MON) qualify.

operator
The following relational operators can be used in a logical expression:

 Meaning  Relational Operators 
Equal to EQ, =
Not equal to NE, ¬=, =¬, <>
Greater than GT, >
Greater than or equal to GE, =>, >=, ¬<, <¬
Less than LT, <
Less than or equal to LE, <=, =<, ¬>, >¬

literal
Literals in the logical expression must represent the values associated with the related special element name,
such as 'MON' for the DAY element or '1800' for the TIME element. Literals must also be the same type as the
special element they represent, such as unsigned binary for BASE. They can contain:

• Unsigned integers (such as 12 or 1456).
• Character literals enclosed in single quotes. (Slashes (/) must not be used in any character literal.)
• Hexadecimal literals enclosed in double quotes.

Use the following syntax when expressing the literals which are being compared with elements of type C
(character string), N (numeric string), B (unsigned binary), and D (packed decimal):

 Element Type  Syntax for Literal 
C or N 'string' (in single quotes)
C or N "hexadecimal, same length" (in double quotes)
B or D integer value (no punctuation)
B or D "hexadecimal, same length" (in double quotes)

For non-numeric fields, the physical length of the literal value determines the length of the comparison value. For
example, the expression DAY = 'S' specifies Saturday and Sunday, and DAY = 'SU' specifies Sunday. Hexadecimal literals
must be the full length of the physical definition of the related special element of type D or B.

In a conditional expression, you can negate a logical expression by enclosing it in parentheses and prefixing it with NOT
(or ¬), for example NOT (DAY EQ 'SUN') or ¬ (DAY EQ 'SUN').

 Forming a Conditional Expression 
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Combine multiple logical expressions with the following logical operators when forming a conditional expression:

 Meaning  Logical Operators 
logical connective (both) AND, &
logical inclusive (either or both) OR, |

 Conditional Expression Example 

The following conditional expression limits the use of the Accounting table to the hours between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM,
Monday through Friday:

/(DAY ¬ = 'S') AND (TIME = > '0800') AND (TIME < '1800')/

 or 

/    TIME = > '08'     AND

   ( TIME LT '18' ) AND

 NOT (DAY EQ 'S')         /

 Defining in Datacom Datadictionary  

Place your logical and conditional expression in the Datacom Datadictionary text associated with the Accounting table.
You must use STANDARD class text. There must be one blank space before and after each logical expression operator
whether using the alphabetic or arithmetic form of the operator. If there is not a space before and after the operator, the
logical expression is treated as a comment and is therefore not performed. The following examples show the correct and
incorrect logical expression:

CORRECT:            

/DAY = ‘SATURDAY’/

/TIME > ‘1800’/             

INCORRECT

/DAY=’SATURDAY’/    no space between acct-element, operator and literal 

/TIME> ’1800’/      no space between acct-element and operator

When you define your conditional expression in Datacom Datadictionary, it must be delimited by slashes (/). Any text
preceding the conditional expression must not contain any slashes (/). A conditional expression can occupy up to a
maximum of 10 lines of text in Datacom Datadictionary.

If you want to display and update the text in both batch and online, do not enter text in columns 73 through 80. When
entering a multiple-line conditional expression in Datacom Datadictionary online,  specify the online command SET MODE
NONUM. This prevents placing the sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80 as part of the expression.

Defining Fields for Accounting Tables

The Accounting Facility processes only the special predefined Accounting fields that you define to single field elements.
Tables defined to the Accounting Facility can contain fields other than the special Accounting fields, but those fields are
ignored by the facility. They are set to blanks when records are added by the Accounting Facility.

There are three types of special Accounting fields: key-type-fields, incremental fields, and non-incremental fields.

 Key-Type-Fields 

These are the only fields that are recognized by the Accounting Facility in the Accounting table's key. You can only define
one key for an Accounting table. You can use the Accounting key-type-fields in any combination in defining that key.
Incremental fields (see below) cannot be used in the key. If you define non-Accounting fields to the key, the Accounting
Facility defaults them to blanks.
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Key-type-fields can be partially defined to the key by declaring the key-type-field as compound and defining one or
more of its subordinate simple fields to the key. Define the entire key-type-field to the table and to the associated special
Accounting element.

If you define a key-type-field to the table but not the key, every request causes Datacom/DB to update the key-type-field
and it always reflects the value of the last request. This can be useful with the time or date field. If a partial key-type-field
is used in the key, the portion not defined to the key always contains the information from the last request.

 Incremental Fields 

Incremental fields are the only fields that can be used to keep Accounting statistics. They are incremented in accordance
with the ordering criteria and any conditional expressions defined in the Datacom Datadictionary text file of the table.

 Non-incremental Fields 

Non-incremental fields are the starting time and date fields that are only updated when the Accounting entry is initially
created. These two fields can be used to determine the start time of a job.

To enhance use of an Accounting table, the special Accounting fields can be defined as compound fields (for example, the
DATE field can be defined as compound, with the year, month, and day portions defined as simple fields). A compound
field can be made up of as many fields as you deem necessary, the only limit being that the maximum length of a key is
180 bytes.

You can assign any name to the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence for the special Accounting fields, but you must
physically define them as specified in the special field list below. Each Accounting field must be associated with a single
field element. The element name (DATACOM-NAME) must be the name used in the special field list below. Using the
required element name for the field is recommended but not required.

Using the Accounting Facility With SQL Processing

The Datacom/DB Accounting Facility is built around Datacom/DB commands. When Datacom/DB processes an
SQL statement, it breaks the request into units of work (not to be confused with logical units of work) that are similar
to Datacom/DB commands. The Accounting Facility processes these units of work as if they were individual commands,
producing a separate Accounting request for each unit.

 Command Name 

For some units of work associated with an SQL statement, the Accounting Facility's COMND key-type-field contains a
value which matches a command. For other units of work, the COMND key-type-field contains a value for Broadcom
internal use.

 Accounting for SQL Usage 

For most Accounting tables, the fact that one SQL statement may generate multiple Accounting records is not significant.
If, for debugging purposes, you need to track all of the work done for a single SQL statement, use the COUNT key-type-
field in a key which does not include the COMND, BASE, KNAME, or TNAME key-type-fields.

Special Accounting Names for Fields

Use a name from the following list in the DATACOM-NAME attribute for the definition of both the field and the element
containing the field.

The BASE, KNAME, and TNAME fields contain low values (binary zeros) when the command does not require the field. If
a non-blank return code is issued because of an error, it is possible for these fields to contain an internal value that existed
when the error occurred.
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NOTE

All Type B (binary) fields are unsigned binary unless otherwise noted in the following charts.  Depending on the
granularity of the accounting key field, it is possible for binary incremental fields to "wrap" if the maximum value
is exceeded

Names for Key-Type-Fields

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
ANAME C 3 Database area name.
BASE
 

B 2 Unsigned binary halfword
database ID.

If you use the Accounting
Facility with partitioned
or replicated databases,
the database ID recorded
in this field is the child or
grandchild database ID.
See the Datacom STAR
Administrator documentation for
more information.

CBSOR
 

C 21 Compound Boolean Selection
Optimizer reasons.
Values for this field are
described in Interpreting
CBSOR Values.

CDATE C 8 Current date in the format
CCYYMMDD.

CMTYP
 

B 2 Command type:

0, Datacom/DB command

1 to 99, Administrative SQL

100 to 999, Execute time SQL
COMND
 

C 5  Datacom/DB command.

Does not reflect one-for-
one blocked GETIT/GETPS
commands.

COUNT
 

B 4 All units of work (not to be
confused with logical units of
work, see explanation in Using
the Accounting Facility With
SQL Processing) that satisfy
a single SQL statement have
the same value for this field.
Therefore, use this field when
you need to group the units of
work for a single SQL statement
in one Accounting record.

DATE C 6 Current date - YYMMDD.
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DAY
 

C 3 Day of the week - first 3
characters only (MON, TUE,
WED).

ICODE B 1 Internal return code.
JNAME C 8 Job name.
JOBID C 8 z/OS JOBID identification of the

user application
JTYPE
 

B 1 Job type, a hexadecimal code
indicating online monitor:

 02 

CICS

 09 

VSAM-T

 0C 

IMS/DC

 0F 

 Datacom Server

 11 

DBUTLTY running in the Multi-
User Facility (DBTSTPR is not
included in this).

KNAME C 5  Datacom/DB key name.
LTERM C 8 Logical terminal name for IMS/

DC.
NODE C 8 Node name.
OLDEP
 

C 3 Has a value of NO, if the current
entry point of DBNTRY is used.
Has a value of YES, if an old
entry point such as CBLDBMS
or DATACOM is used.

OPRID C 3 Monitor Operator ID.
PAUTH C 18 AUTHID of the SQL plan.
PLAN C 18 SQL plan name returned at

precompile time.
PNAME C 8 Program name for CICS or IMS/

DC.
PRTY B 1 Priority.
RCODE C 2  Datacom/DB return code.
RECID
 

C 5 The record ID.
Use the record ID in conjunction
with the table name and
database ID to ensure
uniqueness.

RUNIT B 4 Unsigned binary Datacom/
DB run unit.
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RWTID
 

B 4 RWTSA ID number.

The 4 bytes consist of two 2-
byte fields. Both are IDs, but
the second 2-byte field is the
primary ID and remains constant
for a particular Datacom/
DB session.

SECGI C 8 Security group.
SECPI C 8 Security product ID.
SECUI C 8 Security user ID.
SETKY
 

C 70 The first 10 fields used to build
a Compound Boolean Selection
temporary index.
SETKY is only defined to the
Accounting Facility when TINDX
is equal to hexadecimal FF
and when RCODE is equal to
blanks.
SETKY is a compound field
and its structure is described in
the section about defining the
SETKY compound field.

SNAME C 8 Jobstep Name of the user
application. For System Tasks,
generated inside the MUF, this
field is blank. When a 15.1
or higher MUF is connected
to using a pre-15.1 interface
module, the SNAME field is not
populated with meaningful data.

SQLID B 4 SQL statement ID returned at
precompile time.

1.SUNIT   2.(see TSN)
1.TABLE   2.(see TNAME)
TERM
 

C 4 Monitor, terminal ID, or CICS
destination ID (CICS DESTID).

TIME C 6 Time of day - HHMMSS (HH =
00 to 24).

TINDX
 

B 1 Temporary index indicator.
High value is set if the
Compound Boolean Selection
command SELFR builds a
temporary index.
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TNAME
(TABLE)

C 3 Database table name.

When using database ID
instead of table name with
a locate request, table field
contains table name returned
to the Request Area. (This
field was called TABLE in
previous versions. TABLE is
still supported except for use
in Dataquery.)

TRANN
 

D 3 CICS task identification number.
In CICS, the TRANN field is
usually a 3-byte packed decimal
number, but it is sometimes a
character field. To perform data
access with this as a packed
field, define a conditional
expression of TRANN LE
'99999f' to allow nonconforming
records to be excluded from
Accounting.

TRANS C 4 CICS transaction ID.
TSN
 

B 4 Unsigned binary Datacom/
DB transaction sequence
number (TSN).

This sequence number changes
with every LOGCP, CLOSE, or
CICS transaction that is logged.

UIDnn
 

C ** User Information Block, where
nn is the starting position
relative to 01. Elements cannot
overlap with one another, for
example, each UID element
must be distinct. If you defined
a UID01 with a length of 4, it
would overlap your UID03.
If the User Information Block
is changed between blocked
GETITs, it is possible for the
new ID not to be detected by the
Accounting Facility.

URTNO B 2 URT number for this request.
URTNO is useful primarily for
Online Requests.

 UIDnn Map for DBUTLTY Use 

The following is the map for the UID for the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).

 Field  Position  Length  Information 
UID01 1 8 Function.
UID09 9 2 Unsigned binary DBID.
UID11 11 3 Area name (if applicable).
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UID14 14 3 Table name (if applicable).
UID17 17 16 Reserved.

 UIDnn Field for Datacom VSAM Transparency Use 

The User Identification Block Accounting field can be used to capture information about Datacom VSAM Transparency.
The online UIB/UID format is always a fixed message. An example for Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 2.2 is
"DVVXPPR VSAM TRANS REL 2.2.0".

The format of the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 2.1 batch UIDnn is as follows:

 Field  Position  Length  Information 
UID01 1 8 Program ID.
UID09 9 24 Reserved.

The format of the Datacom VSAM Transparency Version 2.2 batch UIDnn is as follows:

 Field  Position  Length  Information 
UID01 1 8 Program ID.
UID09 9 15 UIBINFO value from the batch

VSAM Interface Table (VIT).
UID24 24 9 Reserved.

 UIDnn Field for Dataquery Use 

The User Identification Block Accounting field can be used to capture detailed information about Dataquery use. The
format of the UIDnn is as follows:

 Field  Position  Length  Information 
UID01 1 3 DQ,

unless Dataquery diagnostics
are on, then it is $$$.

UID04 4 8 (Character field.) The user
Accounting code from the DQU
row, assigned during user
authorization.

UID12 12 15 (Character field.) The name of
the currently executing query,
if any. This name may not be
entirely accurate if, for example,
a query has been fetched from
the library, modified, and then
executed. In this situation, the
statistics reflect the modified
query, and not the one on the
library.
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UID27 27 1 (Binary field.) The processing
stage code. The codes are as
follows:
 0 
General processing - not query
execution
 1 
FIND statement processing
 2 
SET statement processing
 3 
SORT statement processing
 4 
PRINT/DISPLAY statement
processing

UID28 28 3 Reserved.
UID31 31 1 (Binary field.)

The Dataquery system indicator
code as follows:

 0 

Online

 1 

Batch

UID32 32 1 Reserved.

 UIDnn Field for Ideal for Datacom Use 

Requests from Ideal for Datacom programs contain the 3-character short user ID in positions 1 -- 3 of the User
Identification Block. With Ideal for Datacom Version 2.2 or later, the following information is also available:

 Position  Length  Information 
4 2 Reserved.
6 3  Ideal for Datacom System.
9 1 . (a period)
10 8  Ideal for Datacom Program Name.
18 1 Reserved.
19 3  Ideal for Datacom Program Version.
22 2 Reserved.
24 6  Ideal for Datacom Program Statement

Number.
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Names for Incremental Fields

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
ADDS B 4 Reflects the number of ADDIT

commands issued. The purpose
of the ADDS, DELS, and UPDS
fields is to allow large sites to
gain performance by turning off
PXXSTATS details.

CTIME D 8 Reflects the CPU time, in
microseconds, which the Multi-
User Facility spent executing the
request.
CTIME adds additional
operating system overhead.
If you do not use this element
in any of your Accounting
tables, you can reduce this
overhead by coding NO for
the cpu-time parameter in the
ACCTPRM MUF startup option.

DELS B 4 Reflects the number of DELET
commands issued. The purpose
of the ADDS, DELS, and UPDS
fields is to allow large sites to
gain performance by turning off
PXXSTATS details.

ETIME D 8 Elapsed time, in microseconds,
from the time that the request
is received by the Multi-User
Facility until it is returned to the
user.

EXCDT B 4 Data area number of EXCPs.
EXCIX B 4 Index Area number of EXCPs.
EXCPS B 4 Unsigned binary number of

start I/Os (execute channel
programs).
Not for use with the Pipeline
option other than for tuning. The
EXCPS value can be greater
than the sum of the EXCDT and
EXCIX values.

LOGDT B 4 Data area LOGIO.
LOGIO B 4 Unsigned binary number of

logical start I/Os. (A logical start
I/O is the number of buffers a
request accessed.)
When the Pipeline option is in
use, use LOGIO for billing. The
LOGIO value can be greater
than the sum of the LOGDT and
LOGIX values.

LOGIX B 4 Index Area LOGIO.
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LRECL B 4 Total number (unsigned binary)
of bytes returned in the work
area.

MEMRT B 4 Number of times data was
retrieved from a covered area.

NOROW
(ROWS)

B 4 Unsigned binary number of rows
returned on SELxx requests.

REQS B 4 Unsigned binary number of
requests.
Do not use REQS in conditional
expressions.

1.ROWS 2.(see NOROW)   
RTIME D 8 Runtime - ETIME (elapsed time)

minus WTIME (wait time) in
microseconds.
If only runtime is desired, it is
not necessary to define ETIME
and WTIME.

SETCT B 4 Number of entries placed
in a temporary index for a
Compound Boolean Selection
request.
If no temporary index is built,
this field has a value of 0.

UPDS B 4 Reflects the number of UPDAT
commands issued. The purpose
of the ADDS, DELS, and UPDS
fields is to allow large sites to
gain performance by turning off
PXXSTATS details.

WTIME D 8 Total time, in microseconds, that
the request had to wait because
of exclusive control, I/O, and so
forth.

Names for Non-incremental Fields

The following fields record time from the system clock.

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
BDATE C 8 Start (begin) date in the format

CCYYMMDD.
STIME C 6 Start time - HHMMSS (HH = 00

to 24).
SDATE C 6 Start date - YYMMDD.

Accounting Fields Defined for Datacom STAR

The fields described in this section are defined to the Datacom/DB Accounting Facility to present information pertaining
to Datacom STAR and distributed requests.
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The Accounting fields used by Datacom STAR are divided into the following categories. See the Datacom STAR
Administrator documentation for more information.

• Originating Task Information
• Remote Task Identification Information
• Remote Task Performance Information

The task information fields are defined as key fields in the Accounting table. The remote performance information fields
are incremental fields.

Use a name from the following lists in the DATACOM-NAME attribute for the definition of both the field and the element
containing the field.

Originating Task Information (Key fields)

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
ORWID B 2 Originating task's RWTSA ID

number, copied from last two
fields of the RWTID at the local
node.

OSUNT B 4 Originating task's subrun unit.
ORUNT B 4 Originating task's run unit.
ONODE C 8 Originating task's node, copied

from DDBTPN at local node.
OPID B 2 Originating task's primary

RWTSA ID, copied from RWTID
at local node.

OBASE B 2 Originating task's BASE ID,
same as BASE.

Remote Task Identification Information (Key fields)

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
RRWID B 2 Remote RWTSA ID number,

copied from first two fields of the
RWTID at remote node.

RRUNT B 4 Remote run unit, the run unit at
the remote node.

RSUNT B 4 Remote subrun unit, the subrun
unit at the remote node.

RNODE C 8 Remote node ID, from DDBTPN
at remote node.

Remote Task Performance Information (Incremental fields)

 Name  Type  Length  Description 
RETME D 8 Remote elapsed time, copied

from ETIME at remote node.
REXCP B 4 Remote EXCP count, copied

from EXCPS at remote node.
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REXDT B 4 Remote data area EXCP count,
copied from EXCDT at remote
node.

REXIX B 4 Remote Index Area EXCP
count, copied from EXCIX at
remote node.

RLGDT B 4 Remote data area logical I/O
count, copied from LOGDT at
remote node.

RLGIO B 4 Remote logical I/O count, copied
from LOGIO at remote node.

RLGIX B 4 Remote Index Area logical I/O
count, copied from LOGIX at
remote node.

RRTME D 8 Remote runtime, copied from
RTIME at remote node.

RTTME D 8 Remote transmission time.
Calculated time spent in
transit between two Multi-User
Facilities. Includes ITM, VTAM,
and CTCA residency times.

RWTME D 8 Remote wait time, copied from
WTIME at remote node.

Interpreting CBSOR Values

The values which Datacom/DB places in most of the Accounting fields are either self-explanatory or are described in the
preceding tables. However, the Compound Boolean Selection Optimizer information returned in the CBSOR field for the
SELFR command is more complex.

In this field, Datacom/DB indicates detailed reasons why the Compound Boolean Selection Optimizer is unable to perform
various optimizations. This element can be included as part of the key of a table designed to monitor Compound Boolean
Selection processing performance. Other elements indicate various optimizations (for example, TINDX indicates if a
temporary index is required), but CBSOR provides detailed information such as why a temporary index is required. Except
for CBSOR(6), all other bytes are either binary zero or character Y.

Temporary Index Reasons

If a temporary index is built, one or more of the following indicators is set:

 CBSOR Byte  Meaning  Description 
1 Mixed Descending ORDERED BY Although an index is read backwards

(rather than building a temporary index)
when all fields are descending, this
indicator is on if some fields are ascending
and some are descending.

2 ORDERED BY Ordering criteria cannot be satisfied by
traversal key. This only means that the
traversal key cannot satisfy ordering
criteria, not that there are no keys that can.
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3 Signed Numeric Ordering criteria includes a signed numeric
field. Permanent Datacom/DB indexes
are data type insensitive, so rows cannot
be returned in logical numeric sequence.
When temporary indexes are built, numeric
columns are reformatted to a bit pattern
that reflects logical numeric sequence. If
you only have signed positive values, you
can specify TYPE-NUMERIC as P to avoid
building temporary indexes.

4 Multiple Different Traversal Keys A temporary index is built to eliminate
selecting the same row multiple times.

5 Better Key Although some candidate traversal key(s)
do satisfy ordering criteria, the primary
traversal key selected is more efficient
overall.

Optimization Type

CBSOR Byte: 6

Meaning: Optimization Type

This byte can be set to one of the following codes:

 Code  Meaning  Description 
I Population Independent Population counting is not required to select

the primary traversal key.
D Population Dependent Statistical population counting is required to

select primary traversal key.
H Heuristic Key Primary traversal key is selected based on

previous statistical population counting.
P  Internal use only

Read Data Area

Rows are returned directly from the index except for one or more of the following reasons:

 CBSOR Byte  Meaning  Description 
7 Selection At least one field specified in the selection

section (WHERE clause) or order by
section is not contained in the primary
traversal key.

8 Retrieval At least one element to be returned (in the
dataview) is not completely contained in the
primary traversal key.

9 Update Intent Update intent is specified. The data record
must be accessed to check secondary
exclusive control in the record control entry
(RCE).
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Selection Type

There are three types of selection that directly locate qualifying rows from the index:

 CBSOR Byte  Meaning  Description 
10 Key Equal Traversal key is restricted to a single value.
11 Key High-Order High-order (leading) traversal key field(s)

are restricted and all rows indexed between
beginning and ending key values qualify.

12 Unrestricted No selection criteria is specified.

The following traversal types require index and/or data scanning:

 CBSOR Byte  Meaning  Description 
13 Index Intersection At least one secondary index is used.
14 Low-Order Key Primary traversal key low-order fields

exist. For example, given primary traversal
key KEY1=(FIELD1, FIELD2) and search
condition WHERE FIELD2 = "A", FIELD2
is a low-order (trailing) field. Given
search condition WHERE FIELD1 = "A"
AND FIELD2 = "B", FIELD2 is a high-
order (leading) field because all previous
fields are restricted by an EQ predicate.

15 Scan At least one predicate exists that cannot
be mapped to the primary traversal key.
For example, a CONTAINS predicate (that
cannot be converted internally to an EQ
predicate), or a signed numeric field with
other than EQ predicate.

16 Key Not Available At least one predicate does not map to the
primary traversal key.

17  Reserved for future use.

It is possible to have both direct and indirect indicators set. For example, given KEY1=(FIELD1, FIELD2, FIELD3) and
search condition WHERE FIELD1 = "A" AND FIELD3 = "C", both CBSOR(11) and CBSOR(14) are set. Rows are located
directly only if a direct indicator is set and no indirect indicator is set.

Index Retrieval from Temporary Index

These indicators are only set if a temporary index is built.

 CBSOR Byte  Meaning  Description 
18 Data The ORDERED BY fields do not contain all

elements requested (in the dataview).
19 Update Intent Data record must be accessed to check

secondary exclusive control information,
which is stored in the record control entry
(RCE).

20 Data Type At least one ORDERED BY field is of data
type other than character.
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21 Descending Order-By At least one order-by field specifies
descending order.

Defining the SETKY Compound Field

The contents of the SETKY fields are defined to the Accounting Facility when TINDX is equal to X'FF' and when RCODE
is equal to blanks. The SETKY field must be defined to the single field element named SETKY. The SETKY field is a
compound field which must be defined exactly as follows. Field names are optional.

 Level  Name  Parent  Insert After  C  T  Length  Repeat 
1 SETKY START START C C  1
2 SETKY2 SETKY SETKY C C  10
3 OFFSET SETKY2 SETKY2 S B 2 1
3 FIELD-LNGTH SETKY2 OFFSET S B 2 1
3 DATA-TYPE SETKY2 FIELD-LNGTH S C 1 1
3 SIGN-IND SETKY2 DATA-TYPE S C 1 1
3 DIR-IND SETKY2 SIGN-IND S C 1 1

SETKY2
Each of the ten repeats of this field contains one of the first ten fields used to build a Compound Boolean
Selection temporary index.

OFFSET
Offset in the record. The first user field starts at offset 4 or 12, depending on the length of the record control entry.

FIELD-LNGTH
Field length.

DATA-TYPE
Data type from the Request Qualification Area.

SIGN-IND
Sign indicator (P or N).

DIR-IND
Direction indicator (A or D).

Defining Keys to an Accounting Table

Define only one key to each Accounting table. When defining this key observe the following requirements:

• Only the special key-type-fields listed above can be used for the key's definition. The special key fields can be used in
any combination.

• If non-Accounting fields are defined to the key, they default to blanks.
• Incremental fields cannot be used in the key.
• SDATE and STIME cannot be used in the key.
• The key must be defined as the Master and Native Key.
• Any valid occurrence name or DATACOM-NAME value can be assigned to the key.
• You cannot use the same portion of a table more than once in a Accounting Facility key.

Which field is assigned to the high-order field portion of a multiple field key can affect performance. We recommend
assigning to the high-order portion of a multiple field key that field which tends to be most constant. For example, if
JNAME and DATE constitute the key, make DATE the high-order field.
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Defining Elements to Accounting Tables

Each special Accounting field must be defined to a single field element if it is incremental. Elements cannot overlap
with one another, for example, each UID element must be distinct (if you defined a UID01 with a length of 4, it would
overlap your UID03). Use the special Accounting field's name for the element's DATACOM-NAME in Datacom
Datadictionary (see Using the Accounting Facility With SQL Processing).

Defining the Parameter (PRM) Table

Because all PRM tables must be identical, the sample PRM table in DBSAMACT member in the install library (in z/OS,
this is the CABDSAMP library and, in z/VSE, in the installation sublibrary) also functions with user-defined Accounting
tables. If you require additional PRM tables, use the MODEL function of Datacom Datadictionary to create the new
definition. To simplify Accounting Facility maintenance, locate the PRM table in its own database. The default database
assignment for the PRM table is 004.

To add a PRM table database to Datacom Datadictionary, use the standard procedures.

Moving Accounting Tables Into Production

After you have defined your Accounting table to Datacom Datadictionary, the Accounting Facility does not begin to use the
new table definitions until you have performed the following procedures.

 Verifying Accounting Table Definitions 

Before copying the Accounting tables to Datacom Datadictionary PRODuction status, use the ACCT OPTION=EDIT
function of DBUTLTY to edit them to ensure that you have met all Accounting Facility requirements. DBUTLTY invokes
this edit procedure when creating the PRM Accounting parameter table. The PRM table is not created if the edit fails
during the CATALOG run. Therefore, to avoid making Datacom Datadictionary modifications after the definitions are in
production, run the optional edit procedure and correct any indicated errors.

The Multi-User Facility must be enabled during all executions of the ACCT function of DBUTLTY.

If you assign a Datacom Datadictionary password to any occurrence in the Accounting database, you must input the
password with the keyword DDOVER=.

The edit routine does not check Datacom Datadictionary for the correct type (the T column in the special field lists) but the
Accounting Facility does validate all packed decimal fields during operation. If a packed decimal field contains other than
packed decimal data, the record is ignored and the Accounting Facility closes the table and issues a console message.

The PRM table is not edited by the ACCT function of DBUTLTY. An incorrectly defined PRM table can pass the CATALOG
function, causing unpredictable results by the Accounting Facility. Therefore, ensure the PRM table's definition is exactly
as specified above.

 Cataloging Accounting Tables to the Directory 

To copy the Datacom Datadictionary definition of your Accounting tables and the parameter (PRM) table to PRODuction
status and catalog them to the Directory (CXX), use the same procedures you would for any table.

See Cataloging Structures to the Directory (CXX) for information about cataloging structures to the Directory.

 Loading Accounting Tables 

After the PRM and Accounting tables are cataloged to the Directory, you can allocate the index and data areas. Then,
using DBUTLTY, initialize both the index and data areas and null load all data areas.

 Cataloging Accounting Tables to the PRM Table 

Accounting tables are cataloged to the Accounting Facility by the ACCT OPTION=CATALOG function of DBUTLTY which
deletes all existing entries in the PRM table and creates a PRM record for each Accounting table that passes the edit
routine. The CATALOG function does not stop if one table fails the edit routine. It continues and catalogs all tables that
pass the edit.
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If you have password protected any of the Accounting definitions in Datacom Datadictionary, you must input the password
with the keyword DDOVER=. If the entire structure is password protected and the password is not input, DBUTLTY
functions as if the structure does not exist. If one or more of the definitions are protected and the password is not input,
the result of the run is unpredictable.

Updating the Accounting Tables

You can access and update your Accounting tables while the Accounting Facility is active and processing the subject
table(s). If a table is open to the Accounting Facility, its data is not current, since the facility holds records in memory
(see Accounting Table Synchronization and the section on the SPILL option of the ACCT function).

You can update the Accounting tables. Consider the following when updating Accounting tables:

• Unless properly secured, the tables are subject to tampering.
• If any of the packed decimal special Accounting fields are updated with a non-packed decimal value, such as a

numeric character, the table is considered contaminated by the Accounting Facility. The facility validates each packed
decimal field when writing records. When it encounters a contaminated field, it closes the table and issues a console
message.

• Restrict authorized user updates of Accounting tables to non-Accounting fields.
• Be aware that Multi-User Facility processing could be halted when updating Accounting Facility tables if:

– You hold as many Accounting rows under primary or secondary exclusive control as the Accounting buffer size
accommodates, and

– The rows you are holding have the same key as the rows in the Accounting buffer.
With regard to table attribute-values in defining Accounting tables to Datacom Datadictionary, remove RECOVERY
from the list of attributes to code as N for NO. RECOVERY must be YES in order to allow URI. This is therefore the list
of attributes to code as N for NO.
– CHNG-MASTER-KEY
– COMPRESSION
– DUPE-MASTER-KEY

If a user program loads records containing non-Accounting field data in an Accounting table defined with STIME or
SDATE, the Accounting Facility does not write STIME and SDATE when it first updates the record. Therefore, the STIME
and SDATE fields are never updated by the Accounting Facility. If loading data into special Accounting fields that are
packed fields, the data must be valid (packed decimal).

Accounting Table Synchronization

To minimize the I/O overhead, the Accounting Facility stores Accounting records in buffer areas allocated by the ACCT
MUF startup option. Records are written to the data areas when the threshold specified in the option is reached or the
Accounting Facility detects that the buffer is getting full. The number of records written varies from spill to spill. Therefore,
if two Accounting tables are monitoring the same activity but with different parameters, they are not in synchronization
while the system is active.

If there has been a system failure causing Accounting records to be lost, the two tables are probably no longer in
synchronization.

If the integrity of Accounting data is a concern, lowering the threshold parameter of the option reduces the extent
of possible record loss. Setting the threshold value to 1 ensures that Accounting records are not lost. However, this
dramatically increases the overhead of the Accounting system. Specify a value of 1 only in extreme situations and never
while using the facility for tuning or in a production environment.
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Purging Accounting Data

Accounting tables continue to accumulate information as long as the tables are open. The Accounting Facility does not
delete Accounting records. When you have accumulated the statistics you wanted to monitor, close the tables and initiate
steps to clear out the old data.

Two methods exist for removing old data from Accounting tables:

• Null Load - If you have placed each Accounting table in a separate area, you can null load the area to delete all the
records in the table. Null loading overlays the old data with null characters and prepares the area to receive new
statistics. Before you null load an area, be certain that all the data in a table is either outdated or has been copied to a
history file. To null load an area, use the LOAD AREA=nnn,FORMAT=NONE function of DBUTLTY.

• Use Dataquery, Ideal for Datacom, MetaCOBOL+, or call-level programming to purge selected records. One method
of simplifying the purge routines is to specify either month or year in the record definition and use a specific date as the
selection criteria for deletion.

Extending Areas

For information on how to set the data area for your Accounting Facility tables to be dynamically extended, see Extending
Data Areas.

If you do not have the data area for your Accounting Facility tables set to be dynamically extended and if an Accounting
table becomes full, you must either extend the area using the EXTEND AREA=nnn function of DBUTLTY or delete records
from the area. If the table becomes full while the Accounting Facility is operational, all entries with existing records are
written to disk, and the remaining entries are lost. Datacom/DB issues a return code 07 with the message that Accounting
records have been lost.

Modifying Existing Accounting Tables
Learn how to modify existing accounting tables in the Datacom/DB Accounting Facility. Find information about the
CATALOG functions in batch and Datacom Datadictionary online and about the DDCFBLD utility.

Modify the table definition in Datacom Datadictionary.

Run the ACCT OPTION=EDIT function of DBUTLTY.

Close all Accounting tables in the subject database.

Copy the updated Datacom Datadictionary definitions to PRODuction status.

Execute one of the following:

• The Datacom Datadictionary online CATALOG function
• The batch CATALOG function of the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD Utility
• The Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD Utility and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD function

Execute the ACCT OPTION=CATALOG function of DBUTLTY. Every execution of the DBUTLTY CATALOG option
deletes all existing PRM table entries, then re-edits all Accounting tables defined to the DATABASE entity specified to the
CATALOG option, and finally creates a new PRM record for all Accounting tables.

Unload and load the table if the updated definition has altered the table's physical definition. If you are only changing the
conditional expression, this is not required. If existing data is not needed, just null load the table's area.

Open the Accounting database.
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Reporting and Analyzing Accounting Data
Because the needs of different organizations vary so widely, the Datacom/DB Accounting Facility is designed to provide
the flexibility to capture statistics for many different requirements. Reporting and analysis of the various statistics captured
is accomplished through the standard Datacom/DB access methods, including:

Product/Facility Access and Processing Available
Dataquery Interactively select, join, sort, total, report and/or graph, the

Accounting data.
Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Provide multiple reports concurrently with a single pass of

Accounting tables or in extracted data sets or tapes. (See below.)
Ideal for Datacom Write programs to analyze, report, and delete Accounting data.
MetaCOBOL+ Write COBOL programs to analyze, report, and delete Accounting

data.
Datacom/DB SQL Statements Use SQL statements in applications to report, analyze, and delete

Accounting data.
Datacom/DB Commands Write COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN, or Assembler programs to report,

analyze, and delete Accounting data.
DBUTLTY Use the EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY to pass Accounting data

to system Accounting facilities.

Using the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility

Standard Datacom/DB Accounting and statistical reports can be created using the Datacom/DB Accounting database as
input to the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility.

As part of the Datacom installation process, three reports are produced by Datacom/DB Reporting Facility programs
executing against the Datacom/DB sample Accounting database. These three reports demonstrate the types of standard
database Accounting and statistical reports which you can produce. The three sample reports are:

• Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage
• Online Accounting Statistics
• Batch Accounting Statistics

Each sample report is preceded by an explanation and the code required to generate that report.

Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report

The Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage report can be an invaluable aid to the Database Administrator
when tuning the database for optimum performance. Based on the information in the report, the Database Administrator
can decide whether to add new keys to the database for higher and more consistent performance.

In the Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage report, the database, table, and field involved in each
temporary index function is reported. Also reported are the number of temporary index sets built, the total and average
number of entries per set, and the number of execute channel programs (EXCPs) involved in each Compound Boolean
Selection function.

NOTE
This code is available in the DRSAMACT member in the library (in z/OS, this is the CABDSAMP library and, in z/
VSE, in the installation sublibrary) provided during Datacom installation.

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report

         OPTION  LIST ON
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USER    CA

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  THE STATISTICS FOR THE A02 ACCOUNTING  *

         NOTE    *  TABLE ARE PRESENTED.                   *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  TABLE A02 IS 91 BYTES LONG.            *

         NOTE    *  THE SETKY FIELD IS A COMPOUND FIELD    *

         NOTE    *      REPRESENTING THE FIELDS USED TO    *

         NOTE    *      CONSTRUCT A TEMPORARY KEY FOR CBS. *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

ACCOUNT: INPUT   DATACOM  RECORD=391 NAME=A02 DBID=5

         DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

         DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-226  X

         DEFINE  DB-DATA-BASE-ID    301-302  B 'DATA' 'BASE'

         DEFINE  DB-TABLE           303-305  X ' ' 'TABLE'

         DEFINE  DB-SETKY           306-375  X 'CBS TEMPORARY INDEX'

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET1      306-307  B ' ' 'OFFSET'

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH1  308-309  B ' ' 'LENGTH'

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE1   310-310  X ' ' 'TYPE'

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN1        311-311  X ' ' ' SIGN '

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE1    312-312  X ' ' 'SEQ'

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET2      313-314  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH2  315-316  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE2   317-317  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN2        318-318  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE2    319-319  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET3      320-321  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH3  322-323  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE3   324-324  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN3        325-325  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE3    326-326  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET4      327-328  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH4  329-330  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE4   331-331  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN4        332-332  X

 

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report
(Continued)

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE4    333-333  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET5      334-335  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH5  336-337  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE5   338-338  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN5        339-339  X
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         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE5    340-340  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET6      341-342  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH6  343-344  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE6   345-345  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN6        346-346  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE6    347-347  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET7      348-349  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH7  350-351  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE7   352-352  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN7        353-353  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE7    354-354  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET8      355-356  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH8  357-358  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE8   359-359  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN8        360-360  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE8    361-361  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET9      362-363  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH9  364-365  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE9   366-366  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN9        367-367  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE9    368-368  X

         DEFINE     DB-OFFSET10     369-370  B

         DEFINE     DB-KEY-LENGTH10 371-372  B

         DEFINE     DB-DATA-TYPE10  373-373  X

         DEFINE     DB-SIGN10       374-374  X

         DEFINE     DB-SEQUENCE10   375-375  X

         DEFINE  DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS  376-379  B

         DEFINE  DB-NO-OF-SEL-RECS  380-383  B

         DEFINE  DB-NO-OF-EXCPS     384-387  B

 

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report
(Continued)

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  THIS IS THE START OF THE GSA SECTION.  *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         DEFINE  SELRC(9.0)=0       'NBR ENTRIES' '  TOTAL    '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         DEFINE  SELRC1(9.0)=0      'NBR ENTRIES' '  AVERAGE  '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         DEFINE  REQUS(9.0)=0       'TEMPORARY  ' 'SETS BUILT '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         DEFINE  EXCPS(9.0)=0       '   EXCPS   ' '  TOTAL    '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         DEFINE  EXCPS1(6.3)=0      '   EXCPS   ' '  AVERAGE  '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZ9.999-'

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  THIS SECTION IS USED FOR READABILITY   *
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         NOTE    *  IN THE REPORT LOGIC.                   *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT1=1      'ORDER' 'FIELD'

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT2=2

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT3=3

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT4=4

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT5=5

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT6=6

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT7=7

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT8=8

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT9=9

         DEFINE  LINE-COUNT10=10

 

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report
(Continued)

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  PROGRAM SECTION.                       *

         NOTE    *  INTERNAL LABEL START                   *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         MOVE    'GETIT'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-COMMAND

         MOVE    'A02KY'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-KEY-NAME

         MOVE

                 'BASE  TABLE SETKY REQS  SETCT EXCPS '

                                 TO ACCOUNT.DB-ELEMENT-LIST

         GET     ACCOUNT

         GO TO   EOJ WHEN ACCOUNT EQ END-OF-FILE

         SET     REQUS EQUAL TO DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS

         SET     SELRC EQUAL TO DB-NO-OF-SEL-RECS

         MOVE    DB-NO-OF-EXCPS  TO EXCPS

         COMPUTE SELRC1 = SELRC / REQUS

         COMPUTE EXCPS1 = EXCPS / REQUS

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  REPORT SECTION                         *

         NOTE    *  INTERNAL LABEL TEST                    *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  TAG USAGE (ABCDEFGHIJ) IS DONE TO      *

         NOTE    *  DROP "BLANK" LINES FROM THE REPORT.    *

         NOTE    *  THAT IS, LINE 10 WILL ONLY PRINT IF    *

         NOTE    *  ALL 10 POSITIONS IN THE SETKEY ARE     *

         NOTE    *  USED.  OMIT BLANK LINES WOULD NOT DROP *

         NOTE    *  THESE LINES AS THEY CONTAIN A ZERO.    *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *  ALSO, THE OFFSET LENGTH INCLUDES THE   *

         NOTE    *  RCE.  IF A TABLE IS LOGGED, THE START  *

         NOTE    *  POSITION OF THE FIELD IS ACTUALLY -12  *

         NOTE    *  FROM THE VALUE SHOWN; IF A TABLE IS    *
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         NOTE    *  NOT LOGGED, THE FIELD IS OFF BY 4.     *

         NOTE    *******************************************

     REPORT  'DATACOM/DB '  50 'CBS TEMPORARY INDEX USAGE (A02)'

         SELECT  'J' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH10 GT 0

         SELECT  'I' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH9  GT 0

         SELECT  'H' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH8  GT 0

         SELECT  'G' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH7  GT 0

         SELECT  'F' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH6  GT 0

         SELECT  'E' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH5  GT 0

         SELECT  'D' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH4  GT 0

         SELECT  'C' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH3  GT 0

         SELECT  'B' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH2  GT 0

         SELECT  'A' WHEN DB-KEY-LENGTH1  GT 0

         CONTROL (DB-DATA-BASE-ID) SKIP DB-SETKY

      PRINT   DB-DATA-BASE-ID

              DB-TABLE

              LINE-COUNT1

              DB-OFFSET1

              DB-KEY-LENGTH1

              DB-DATA-TYPE1

              DB-SIGN1

              DB-SEQUENCE1

             (REQUS)

             (SELRC)

              SELRC1

             (EXCPS)

              EXCPS1

     PRINT                   BCDEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       BCDEFGHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT1    BCDEFGHIJ;LINE-COUNT2

             @DB-OFFSET1     BCDEFGHIJ;DB-OFFSET2

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH1 BCDEFGHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH2

             @DB-DATA-TYPE1  BCDEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE2

             @DB-SIGN1       BCDEFGHIJ;DB-SIGN2

             @DB-SEQUENCE1   BCDEFGHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE2

     PRINT                   CDEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       CDEFGHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT2    CDEFGHIJ;LINE-COUNT3

             @DB-OFFSET2     CDEFGHIJ;DB-OFFSET3

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH2 CDEFGHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH3

             @DB-DATA-TYPE2  CDEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE3

             @DB-SIGN2       CDEFGHIJ;DB-SIGN3

             @DB-SEQUENCE2   CDEFGHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE3

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report
(Continued)

     PRINT                   DEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       DEFGHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT3    DEFGHIJ;LINE-COUNT4

             @DB-OFFSET3     DEFGHIJ;DB-OFFSET4

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH3 DEFGHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH4

             @DB-DATA-TYPE3  DEFGHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE4
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             @DB-SIGN3       DEFGHIJ;DB-SIGN4

             @DB-SEQUENCE3   DEFGHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE4

     PRINT                   EFGHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       EFGHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT4    EFGHIJ;LINE-COUNT5

             @DB-OFFSET4     EFGHIJ;DB-OFFSET5

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH4 EFGHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH5

             @DB-DATA-TYPE4  EFGHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE5

             @DB-SIGN4       EFGHIJ;DB-SIGN5

             @DB-SEQUENCE4   EFGHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE5

     PRINT                   FGHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       FGHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT5    FGHIJ;LINE-COUNT6

             @DB-OFFSET5     FGHIJ;DB-OFFSET6

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH5 FGHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH6

             @DB-DATA-TYPE5  FGHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE6

             @DB-SIGN5       FGHIJ;DB-SIGN6

             @DB-SEQUENCE5   FGHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE6

     PRINT                   GHIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       GHIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT6    GHIJ;LINE-COUNT7

             @DB-OFFSET6     GHIJ;DB-OFFSET7

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH6 GHIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH7

             @DB-DATA-TYPE6  GHIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE7

             @DB-SIGN6       GHIJ;DB-SIGN7

             @DB-SEQUENCE6   GHIJ;DB-SEQUENCE7

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report
(Continued)

     PRINT                   HIJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       HIJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT7    HIJ;LINE-COUNT8

             @DB-OFFSET7     HIJ;DB-OFFSET8

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH7 HIJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH8

             @DB-DATA-TYPE7  HIJ;DB-DATA-TYPE8

             @DB-SIGN7       HIJ;DB-SIGN8

             @DB-SEQUENCE7   HIJ;DB-SEQUENCE8

     PRINT                   IJ;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       IJ;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT8    IJ;LINE-COUNT9

             @DB-OFFSET8     IJ;DB-OFFSET9

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH8 IJ;DB-KEY-LENGTH9

             @DB-DATA-TYPE8  IJ;DB-DATA-TYPE9

             @DB-SIGN8       IJ;DB-SIGN9

             @DB-SEQUENCE8   IJ;DB-SEQUENCE9

     PRINT                   J;DB-DATA-BASE-ID

             @DB-TABLE       J;DB-TABLE

             @LINE-COUNT9    J;LINE-COUNT10

             @DB-OFFSET9     J;DB-OFFSET10

             @DB-KEY-LENGTH9 J;DB-KEY-LENGTH10

             @DB-DATA-TYPE9  J;DB-DATA-TYPE10

             @DB-SIGN9       J;DB-SIGN10
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             @DB-SEQUENCE9   J;DB-SEQUENCE10

         END

Sample Compound Boolean Selection Temporary Index Usage Report

                                   CBS TEMPORARY INDEX USAGE (A02)

  DATA       ORDER                                 TEMPORARY  NBR ENTRIES  NBR ENTRIES   EXCPS     EXCPS

  BASE TABLE FIELD OFFSET  LENGTH TYPE  SIGN SEQ  SETS BUILT     TOTAL       AVERAGE     TOTAL   AVERAGE

   1   PMF    1        0      0                         7           538          76       645     92.142

   1   PMF    1       12      5   Z     N    A         61         1,708          28     1,724     28.262

   1   PMF    1       17     24   C     N    A          5           210          42       322     64.400

   1   PMF    1       17     24   C     N    A        138           220           1       297      2.152

   1   PMF    1       65     15   C     N    A          6           654         109       775    129.166

   1   PMF    1       65     15   C     N    A        146           142           0       180      1.232

   1   PMF    1       80      2   C     N    A        136           136           1       154      1.132

                                                   ______       _______                ______

    1                                                 499         3,608                 4,097

                                                   ______       _______                ______

    GRAND TOTAL                                       499         3,608                 4,097

                                                   ______       _______                ______

Online Accounting Statistics Report

The Online Accounting Statistics report is ordered by terminal number, allowing you to note the activity at any terminal.
Each transaction type executed at a terminal is listed along with the number of database requests, resulting logical I/
Os, total CPU runtime, wait time, and elapsed time. This report allows easy identification of high online usage areas and
possible online system bottlenecks.

NOTE
This code is available in the DRSAMACT member in the library (in z/OS, this is the CABDSAMP library and, in z/
VSE, in the installation sublibrary) provided during Datacom installation.

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Online Accounting Statistics Report

         OPTION  LIST ON MAP

USER    CA

         SKIP1

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  THIS DATAREPORTER PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES  *

         NOTE    *  MULTIPLE DATACOM/DB FILE ACCESS.       *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  (THE NEW TECHNIQUES FOR DB FILE        *

         NOTE    *   DEFINITION AND ACCESS ARE USED HERE.  *

         NOTE    *                                         *
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         NOTE    *  THE STATISTICS FOR THE A01 ACCOUNTING  *

         NOTE    *  TABLE IS PRESENTED.                    *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         SKIP1

ACCOUNT: INPUT   DATACOM  RECORD=343 NAME=A01 DBID=5

         DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

         DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-262  X

         DEFINE  DB-OPERATOR-ID     301-303  X 'OPER' ' ID '

         DEFINE  DB-TERMINAL-NO     304-307  X 'TERM' ' NO '

         DEFINE  DB-TRANSACTION-NO  308-311  X 'TRANS' ' NO  '

         DEFINE  DB-ELAPSED-TIME    312-319  P 'ELAPSED  ' '  TIME    '

         DEFINE  DB-RUN-TIME        320-327  P 'RUN   ' 'TIME  '

         DEFINE  DB-WAIT-TIME       328-335  P 'WAIT  ' 'TIME  '

         DEFINE  DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS  336-339  B '  # OF  ' 'REQUESTS'

         DEFINE  DB-LOGICAL-IOS     340-343  B 'LOGICAL' '  IOS  '

         DEFINE  ETIME(11.0)=0       'ELAPSED TIME ' '  IN SECONDS '

                                             PIC 'ZZZZ9.999999-'

         DEFINE  RTIME(11.0)=0       '    RUN TIME ' '  IN SECONDS '

                                             PIC 'ZZZZ9.999999-'

         DEFINE  WTIME(11.0)=0       '   WAIT TIME ' '  IN SECONDS '

                                             PIC 'ZZZZ9.999999-'

         DEFINE  REQUS(9.0)=0       ' NUMBER OF ' '  REQUESTS '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         DEFINE  LOGIO(9.0)=0       ' NUMBER OF ' 'LOGICAL I/OS '

                                             PIC 'ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

         EJECT

         MOVE    'GETIT'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-COMMAND

         MOVE    'A01KY'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-KEY-NAME

         MOVE

         'OPRID TERM  TRANS ETIME RTIME WTIME REQS  LOGIO           '

                                 TO ACCOUNT.DB-ELEMENT-LIST

         GET     ACCOUNT

         GO TO   EOJ WHEN ACCOUNT EQ END-OF-FILE

         SET     ETIME EQUAL TO DB-ELAPSED-TIME

         SET     RTIME EQUAL TO DB-RUN-TIME

         SET     WTIME EQUAL TO DB-WAIT-TIME

         SET     REQUS EQUAL TO DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS

         SET     LOGIO EQUAL TO DB-LOGICAL-IOS

         EJECT

    REPORT  'DATACOM/DB '  50 'ON-LINE ACCOUNTING STATISTICS (A01)'

         SELECT  ALL

    CONTROL (DB-OPERATOR-ID) SKIP DB-TERMINAL-NO DB-TRANSACTION-NO

         PRINT

                 DB-OPERATOR-ID

                 DB-TERMINAL-NO

                 DB-TRANSACTION-NO

                 (REQUS)

                 (LOGIO)

                 (RTIME)

                 (WTIME)
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                 (ETIME)

         END

Sample Online Accounting Statistics Report

                                 ON-LINE ACCOUNTING STATISTICS (AO1)

   OPER      TERM      TRANS     NUMBER OF       NUMBER OF      RUN TIME     WAIT TIME  ELAPSED TIME

   ID        NO        NO         REQUESTS    LOGICAL I/OS    IN SECONDS    IN SECONDS    IN SECONDS

   VEA       1414      SCFD             10              29      0.138071      0.230905      0.368976

   VEA       1414      SCFS             17              35      1.425298      1.013862      2.439160

   VEA       1460      DBTS             42              45      1.298266      0.152234      1.450500

   VEA       1460      SCFD              5              15      0.048194      0.039835      0.088029

   VEA       1460      SCFS             17              33      0.513306      0.157354      0.670660

   VEA       660C      SCFD          1,507           3,084     11.093162      8.179325     19.272507

   VEA       660C      SCFS            124             243      2.402431      1.576953      3.979384

                                  ________      __________  ____________  ____________   ____________

   VEA                               1,722           3,484     16.918748     11.350468      28.269216

                                  ________      __________  ____________  ____________   ____________

                                  ________      __________  ____________  ____________   ____________

   GRAND TOTAL                     686,725       1,538,815   4870.495285   5489.973937   10360.469222

                                  ________      __________  ____________ ____________   ____________

Batch Accounting Statistics Report

The Batch Accounting Statistics report provides performance information for each batch job and information which you
can use to charge back data processing services. In this report, all executions of each batch job are grouped together,
reported in detail, and totaled. Each detail line reports the job name, start date, start time, number of database requests
and resulting logical I/Os, with total CPU runtime and total elapsed runtime.

NOTE
This code is available in the DRSAMACT member in the library (in z/OS, this is the CABDSAMP library and, in z/
VSE, in the installation sublibrary) provided during Datacom installation.

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Code for Batch Accounting Statistics Report

         OPTION  LIST ON MAP

USER    CA

         SKIP1

         NOTE    *******************************************

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  THIS DATAREPORTER PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES  *

         NOTE    *  MULTIPLE DATACOM/DB FILE ACCESS.       *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *  (THE NEW TECHNIQUES FOR DB FILE        *

         NOTE    *   DEFINITION AND ACCESS ARE USED HERE.  *

         NOTE    *                                         *
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         NOTE    *  THE STATISTICS FOR THE A00 ACCOUNTING  *

         NOTE    *  TABLE IS PRESENTED.                    *

         NOTE    *                                         *

         NOTE    *******************************************

         SKIP1

ACCOUNT: INPUT   DATACOM  RECORD=368 NAME=A00 DBID=5

         DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

         DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

         DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-268  X

         DEFINE  DB-JOB-NAME        301-308  X '  JOB   ' '  NAME  '

         DEFINE  DB-START-DATE      313-318  X 'START' 'DATE'

         DEFINE  DB-START-TIME      319-324  X 'START' 'TIME'

         DEFINE  DB-ELAPSED-TIME    337-344  P 'TOTAL' 'ELAPSED TIME'

                                      PIC 'ZZZZZZZZ9.999999-'

         DEFINE  DB-RUN-TIME        345-352  P 'TOTAL' 'RUN TIME'

                                      PIC 'ZZZZZZZZ9.999999-'

         DEFINE  DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS  361-364  B ' ' 'REQUESTS'

         DEFINE  DB-LOGICAL-IOS     365-368  B ' ' 'LOG IO'

         EJECT

         MOVE    'GETIT'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-COMMAND

         MOVE    'A00KY'         TO ACCOUNT.DB-KEY-NAME

         MOVE

'JNAME RUNIT SDATE STIME DATE  TIME  ETIME RTIME WTIME REQS  LOGIO  '

                                 TO ACCOUNT.DB-ELEMENT-LIST

         GET     ACCOUNT

         GO TO   EOJ WHEN ACCOUNT EQ END-OF-FILE

         EJECT

  REPORT  'DATACOM/DB ' 50 'BATCH ACCOUNTING STATISTICS (A00)'

         SELECT  ALL

         CONTROL (DB-JOB-NAME) DB-START-DATE DB-START-TIME

         PRINT

                 DB-JOB-NAME

                 DB-START-DATE

                 DB-START-TIME

                 (DB-NO-OF-REQUESTS)

                 (DB-LOGICAL-IOS)

                 (DB-RUN-TIME)

                 (DB-ELAPSED-TIME)

         END

Sample Batch Accounting Statistics Report

                                  BATCH ACCOUNTING STATISTICS (AOO)

   JOB           START           START                                       TOTAL              TOTAL

   NAME          DATE            TIME         REQUESTS        LOG IO      RUN TIME       ELAPSED TIME

   IRINA       851101          125426              188           492      1.507223           2.898945

   IRINA       851101          144141              345           828      1.096187           4.826144

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   IRINA                                        120160        204382    124.690709         506.506357
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                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   IRINAA      851028          143923               30            36      9.902926          10.155811

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   IRINAA                                           30            36      9.902926          10.155811

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDLA    851022          175641                3            20      1.256111           1.422360

   TOTEXDLA    851022          180603                3            20      0.890170           0.936238

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDLA                                          6            40      2.146281           2.358598

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDLD    851023          102107                9            50      0.592086           0.813069

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDLD                                          9            50      0.592086           0.813069

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL1    851023          102128                3            18      0.490608           0.543839

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL1                                          3            18      0.490608           0.543839

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL3    851024          102731              207           345      1.502452           2.977129

   TOTEXDL3    851024          104304              257           454      1.022523           3.276563

   TOTEXDL3    851024          104551              313           557      2.075166           4.262681

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL3                                        777          1356      4.600141          10.516373

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL4    851024          112106              257           456      3.787182           7.735189

   TOTEXDL4    851024          113924              257           444      3.141622           5.732726

   TOTEXDL4    851024          114042              257           444      0.894514           3.156434

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   TOTEXDL4                                        771          1344      7.823318          16.624349

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

   GRAND TOTAL                                 4084108       9211076   8833.402493       21908.370873

                                              ________      ________   ___________      _____________

Monitoring Through Statistics and Diagnostics Area Reports
Statistics are helpful in monitoring Datacom/DB performance. Some parameters may need periodic adjustment to
maintain efficient Datacom/DB resource utilization over a period of time.

It is a best practice and we strongly recommend that statistics should be accessed using Dynamic System Tables as
needed, probably through DBUTLTY function AUTOCOL, and not by using the PXX. Using the PXX for statistics requires
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substantial I/O to the MUF and slows all performance. The MUF startup options PXXSTATS should be set to EOJPRT to
provide a summary of all statistics only during the MUF termination.

Types of Reports

You can use the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX function to produce several different reports. These include:

System Statistics

This report provides information about system activity, such as:

• Number of requests
• Number of I/O events
• Buffer activity
• Index activity
• Task activity
• Summary I/O per data area
• Summary request information per table (not included with detail system statistics)

You can produce a detail report that provides the system statistics snapped at the end of each job or you can request a
summary report which only reports the last system statistics recorded in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area. When the
User Requirements Table being closed specifies OPTMIZE=YES, JOBSTAT=NO, Datacom/DB does not write the system
statistics (or the job statistics) to disk but retains them in memory. Since the statistics are not written to disk, they are not
available for printing.

Job Statistics

This report includes information about job activity including:

• User Requirements Table specifications
• Number of requests
• Types of requests

You can produce a detail report that provides the job statistics by job or you can request a summary report which
summarizes the job statistics for all jobs. When the User Requirements Table being closed specifies OPTMIZE=YES,
JOBSTAT=NO, Datacom/DB does not write the job statistics (or the system statistics) to disk but retains them in memory.
Since the statistics are not written to disk, they are not available for printing.

Full Dump

This report is a full dump of the Master List, buffer areas, PSW, and REGS.

Request Dump

This report is a dump of the Request Area information.

Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostics

This report traces the activities of the Compound Boolean Selection Facility.

Ensuring Valid Statistics

The significance of the statistics in a Statistics and Diagnostics Area report depends on the state of the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) when the report is generated.

There are no statistics in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area if:
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• A DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CLRPXX has been executed. CLRPXX clears all statistics from the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area. The statistics that are in memory are not cleared.

• The Multi-User Facility has been initiated. The contents of the Statistics and Diagnostics Area and the statistics in
memory are cleared when you initiate the Multi-User Facility. To obtain the Statistics and Diagnostics Area report after
a Multi-User Facility processing cycle, run the REPORT AREA=PXX function of DBUTLTY after terminating the Multi-
User Facility.

• The MUF startup option PXXSTATS is set to NONE or is set to EOJ/EOJPRT and the Multi-User Facility is currently
enabled.

There are incomplete statistics in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area if:

• The Statistics and Diagnostics Area became full while recording statistics. When the Statistics and Diagnostics Area
becomes full, no additional statistics are written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area. Also, any job statistics which
need to be written are lost.

• A User Requirements Table is still open at the time of the Statistics and Diagnostics Area report. The job statistics
counters are not recorded in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area until the User Requirements Table or the job is closed.

To ensure the current system statistics in memory are written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) for
printing, execute a job that closes a User Requirements Table. The User Requirements Table for this job must specify
OPTMIZE=NO or JOBSTAT=YES.

System Statistics Report

The system statistics include:

• Number of requests
• Number of I/O events
• Buffer activity
• Index activity
• Task activity
• Summary I/O per data area
• Summary request information per table

The counters reflect the processing from the time the Multi-User Facility was initiated to the time printed on the report.
These counters record system activity and are incremented for any and all tasks running. By comparing two system
statistic reports, you can calculate the system information for the time period between reports.

The I/O summary statistics per area are printed after the counters. The information reflects the number of I/O events (read
and writes by area) from the time that the Multi-User Facility was initiated until the time when the report was generated.
These I/O events are not detailed as to the task causing the I/O event, but instead are totals for the system.

The detail system statistics information printed does not include the summary request counts with the area I/O totals.

Following the last summary system statistics report, Datacom/DB prints the summary request information for all User
Requirements Tables which were closed when the report was generated.

Through SQL, you can obtain this information as needed using the dynamic system table facility.

If you do not need this information for tuning, you can set the MUF startup option PXXSTATS to EOJPRT (recommended)
or EOJ or NONE. EOJ causes Datacom/DB to write one statistic record to the PXX during the Multi-User Facility EOJ
process. NONE causes no statistics records to be written. Using either of these options helps preserve the PXX space for
dumps and traces.
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System Statistics Report Field Descriptions

Field Description
ACCOUNTING COMPLETION WAITS Counts the times that the Datacom/DB Accounting Facility tried to

add information to the accounting tables but had to wait because
the buffer was either full or closed.
Tuning Information:
If this number is high, review the definition of the accounting tables
and the specifications for the accounting parameters in the MUF
startup option ACCT.

xxx BUFFER USED The BUFFER USED counters tell you how much the IXX, DXX,
and DATA buffers are being used.
The xxx refers to one of the following buffer types:
IXX
High-level index blocks buffers
DXX
Low-level index blocks buffers
DATA
Data area blocks buffers
DATA2
Data area blocks secondary buffers
Each time an index or data block is read into a buffer, the use
count is set to zero. The first use of the block in memory causes
the 1 counter to be incremented. A second use of the same
block (if still in memory) increments the 2 counter. The third and
fourth uses increment the 3 and 4 counters respectively. Fifth
and subsequent uses of the block increment the 5+ counter. No
counter is incremented if a block is not used, such as after an I/O
error, or if a block is read ahead sequentially but the application
terminated the sequential process prior to end-of-file.
Tuning Information:
The buffers should be large enough so that the 5+ counter
is larger than the 1 counter. The wide variety of application
requirements precludes more specific recommendations.

CBS MEMORY ALLOCATIONS Number of times that the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
had to dynamically allocate the RWTSA due to the complexity of
the requests and the number of keys being used.
Tuning Information:
You can reduce this number by increasing the size of the RWTSA
(the size value in the MUF startup option TASKS) or by reducing
the complexity of the requests and number of keys that are used.

CBSBFR ENTRIES AVAILABLE Indicates the number of 185 byte entries available in the
Compound Boolean Selection buffer (defined by the MUF startup
option CBS) for storing active set definitions. A set definition
typically requires one to three entries.

CBSBFR SPILL COUNT Indicates the number of times the Compound Boolean Selection
buffer became full, causing Datacom/DB to store active set
definitions as index entries with a special key ID. The buffer in
which active set definitions are stored is defined by the MUF
startup option CBS.
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DATA MANAGER REQUESTS Reports the number of calls to the low-level Datacom/DB
processor. Each request to the Multi-User Facility that involves
a Datacom/DB command generates one data manager request.
Each request involving an SQL request generates as many data
manager requests as necessary to process the SQL request.

DATASECURE KEY DELETES
LOOP DELETES

These fields are reserved for future use.

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL CONFLICTS The conflicts field tells you the number of times a task requested
primary exclusive control of a record that was currently held
under primary exclusive control by another task. Exclusive control
conflicts normally occur when multiple online tasks request the
same records for update. The number of exclusive control conflicts
compared to the number of exclusive control requests provides
no clear good/bad analysis. A value of 1 that required a task to
wait a long time can be considered bad. A value that is a high
percentage of exclusive control requests can be satisfactory when
the wait time was short and the heavily used application required
the control.

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL REQUESTS The requests field indicates the number of times primary exclusive
control was granted for any data record.

INDEX BLOCK DELETES Counts the times an index block, both high- and low-levels, was
logically deleted. This value is useful to Support for debugging
purposes.

INDEX BLOCK SPLITS - DXX Counts the times a low-level index block was split into two blocks.
This value is useful to Support for debugging purposes.

INDEX BLOCK SPLITS - IXX Counts the times a high-level index block was split into two blocks.
This value is useful to Support for debugging purposes.

INDEX QUEUE
OVERFLOWS

This count is no longer used. It is provided for prior version
compatibility.

INDEX QUEUE
PROCESSING

Indicates the number of index queue entries processed. Queue
processing includes:
All high-level block processing
Block deletions of low-level blocks
This value is useful to Support for debugging purposes.

INDIRECT I/O WAITS An indirect I/O wait is the condition where a task needs a block
which is being read/written. The current task did not start the I/O
with wait, but must wait on its completion. The current task could
have started the I/O without wait such as reading ahead. These
counts are also included in REQUEST PENDING.

I/O EVENTS READS/WRITES The count reflects the number of physical I/O requests to the
operating system (execute channel programs-EXCPs), not the
number of blocks read and written (in some cases, multiple blocks
may be read with a single I/O event, such as during sequential
processing). The ratio of I/Os to the number of requests varies
greatly depending on application requirements and design.

LAST xxx
SEQUENCE NUMBER

Displays debugging statistics for Support use only.
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LOG AREA
MAXIMUM PERCENT FULL

Shows the highest percent full the Log Area reached.
Tuning Information:
If the Log Area reaches an extremely high percentage, you either
need a larger Log Area or to spill more often. For example, if the
Log Area reached 92 percent capacity, your response might be
to reduce the MUF startup option LOGSPILL value and check if
batch jobs are executing with transaction backout and infrequent
checkpoints specified.

LOG BUFFER FULL WRITE I/O This is the number of times the Log buffer containing logged data
was written when it is considered full. This count is the number
of LXX blocks used. Tuning the LXX block size is seen reflected
here. The number of writes to the Log Area may not equal these
detail counts due to multitasking events.

LOG COMMAND WRITE I/O This is the number of times the Log buffer containing logged
data was written because of a command. Commands which
cause transaction boundaries (COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, ROLBK,
CLOSE) are always written. Maintenance commands ADDIT,
DELET, and UPDAT are only written if the table definition indicated
writes, the URT indicates writes, or the MUF startup option
LOGPEND indicated no pipelining. Commands which are optional
are LOGIT and LOGDW. Some internal system commands
may also write the log block prior to full. Comparing the ratio of
COMMAND WRITE I/O to BUFFER FULL WRITE I/O can be
used to attempt tuning by reducing the number of LXX writes.
The number of writes to the Log Area may not equal these detail
counts due to multitasking events.

LOG CONTROL BLOCK WRITE I/O This is the number of times the Log control block was written. The
control block information is required for the restart process during
Multi-User Facility enable. This counter is part of the information
to provide details on the LXX I/O. The number of writes to the Log
Area may not equal these detail counts due to multitasking events.

LOG OTHER WRITE I/O Indicates the times a non-full log block had to be written to support
the Multi-User Facility restart process when an index or data block
had to be written. The number of writes to the Log Area may not
equal these detail counts due to multitasking events.

LOG 2-PHASE COMMIT WRIT I/O This is the number of I/Os done to the Log Area in support of the
Datacom STAR 2-phase commit processing. This is also used in
special cases without Datacom STAR in the system.

LOGPOOL BUFFER WAITS This is the count of times that transaction backout was running,
attempting to read a log block, but no LOGPOOL buffer was
available. The number of log buffers for transaction backout is
provided during Multi-User Facility startup. If multiple transaction
backouts occur concurrently, then contention can occur if fewer
LOGPOOL buffers exist than tasks. Because rarely multiple
transaction backouts occur together, trying to keep this stat at zero
would, in general, misuse memory, but it does slow transaction
backout when it does occur.

LOGPOOL WRITE I/O This represents the number of write I/O to the LOGPOOL buffers
used by transaction backout.

MOST CBS ENTRIES USED This is the maximum number of Compound Boolean Selection
buffer entries used to store active set definitions. If this number
is equal to the number of available entries, the CBSBFR SPILL
COUNT value above indicates how often a set definition index
entry was accessed.
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NO xxx BUFFER AVAILABLE Displays the number of times all of the xxx buffers required by
a task were in use. The xxx refers to one of the following buffer
types:
IXX
SYSPOOL buffer parameter (high-level index blocks)
DXX
SYSPOOL buffer parameter (low-level index blocks)
DATA
DATAPOOL buffer parameter (data area blocks)
EXPAND
EXPAND buffer parameter
Tuning Information:
Because of the dynamic acquisition and freeing of buffer space by
Datacom/DB, this value cannot be maintained at zero.

RE-EXPAND COMPRESSED RECORDS As compressed records are read, they are expanded into a work
buffer. If a record is updated or deleted, the same buffer is found
or the record is re-expanded. This is provided for information only.

REQUESTS The requests field provides a look at the degree of activity
occurring by showing the total number of service requests
processed. When using the GETIT or GETPS commands in
blocked mode, the total request count is the number of calls to the
Multi-User Facility, not the number of detail requests for the next
record.

REQUEST COMPLETION WAITS This field displays the number of times a request had to wait either
to log a request because the Log Area was full and the oldest
log block was not spillable (due to a long running maintenance
request) or for the index queue processing to complete prior to
closing the index data set.

REQUEST PENDING-nn Counts the number of non-I/O waits that occurred during this
cycle. Here nn refers to the number of tasks that had to wait. A
non-I/O wait count means:
A buffer was not available.
An exclusive control conflict was encountered.
An I/O event for one task caused another task to wait.

SECONDARY E/C
CONFLICTS

Counts the times there was a conflict of exclusive control at the
secondary level caused by jobs with transaction backout specified.
Once such jobs update a record, Datacom/DB holds the record
under secondary exclusive control until a checkpoint is issued.
This allows access to the record if Datacom/DB needs to invoke
transaction backout.
Tuning Information:
If the value of this field is too high, investigate ways to improve the
design of your application program by increasing the frequency of
checkpointing.

SECURITY COMPLETION WAITS Counts the times that security had to wait for system information.
This entry is provided for information; no tuning or control is
available.
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SEQ. READ AHEAD I/O EVENTS Indicates how effective your GETIT and GETPS commands are in
batch jobs. The value of this field is the number of read-ahead I/O
events which occurred during the execution of GETIT and GETPS
commands. Data is read-ahead when the User Requirements
Table provides a SEQBUFS= value other than zero. The number
of blocks per I/O is generally equal to one-half the number of
SEQBUFS= provided in the User Requirements Table. The next
low-level index block is read-ahead (when using the GETIT
command) regardless of the key selected.
Tuning Information:
Because the value of this field is cumulative, in order for it to have
significance, execute a CLOSE command, run the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) report, execute the job, and run the report
again. Compare the number of requests (job statistics) in the first
report to the number of requests in the second report to get a
ratio of the number of physical I/Os (Execute Channel Programs
-- EXCPs) required to read the data set. If the ratio indicates you
need additional buffers, modify the SEQBUFS= parameter in the
User Requirements Table.

SETS
PROCESSED

Indicates the total number of sets processed.

SETS REQUIRING TEMPORARY INDEX Indicates the number of sets processed that built a temporary
index.
Tuning Information:
If the value of this statistic is large, defining additional keys can
improve performance.

SPILL
COMPLETION WAITS

Counts the times one task had to wait on the completion of Log
Area spills before being able to log a record and continue. This
statistic is useful to Support for debugging purposes.

SQL REQUESTS The number of requests to the Multi-User Facility for SQL work.
The difference between the number reported in this field and
the number reported in the REQUESTS field (described above)
represents the number of requests to the Multi-User Facility
involving Datacom/DB commands.
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TABLE/AREA REQUESTS
I/O EVENTS -
READS
I/O EVENTS - WRITES
LOGICAL READS
LOGICAL WRITES

Indicates the number of requests per table, the I/O reads and
writes per area, and the disk reads and writes per area. These
columns provide a breakdown of the totals given for REQUESTS,
I/O EVENTS - READS, AND I/O EVENTS - WRITES printed at the
beginning of the report. Use this information in conjunction with
the Accounting Facility to pinpoint inefficiencies by determining
what kind of requests are occurring. When using SQL processing,
one request to the Multi-User Facility can access many tables,
each appearing here as a separate count or number.
Tuning Information:
You can use the ratio of LOGICAL READS to I/O EVENTS -
READS and LOGICAL WRITES to I/O EVENTS - WRITES as
an indicator of the efficiency of your buffer size. The greater the
number of logical reads or writes to I/O events, the better your use
of buffers and the more effective your use of the pipeline function.
Increase the size of your buffer until you see no increase in the
ratio. Also, look at the value you have specified for the MUF
startup option LOGPEND. If this value is too low, Datacom/DB can
be writing before it is necessary.
The I/O events columns give the number of I/O events per area
which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area. I/Os are recorded when a User Requirements
Table closes (if OPTMIZE=NO) and when the job closes (if
OPTMIZE=YES and JOBSTAT=YES). If the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area was full when the I/Os were recorded, those I/
O counts were lost and are not present here. Also, any I/O counts
in a Statistics and Diagnostics Area when the COMM CLRPXX
function executes are also lost and not presented.

TABLE RETRIEVALS, ADDS, DELETES, UPDATES Number of Datacom/DB retrieval, add, delete, and update
requests recorded against each table. The retrievals count
includes all requests that return data to the user. If no requests are
recorded for a table, that table is not listed. This information can
be used as a foundation for tuning since it identifies the type of
activity in your system.

TASK
COMPLETION WAITS

Indicates the number of times one task had to wait on the
completion of another task because of transaction backout
contention. This happens only when there are secondary
exclusive control conflicts. It therefore relates to the secondary
exclusive control statistic above and is useful to Support for
debugging purposes.

TEMPORARY INDEX ENTRIES BUILT Number of temporary index entries built satisfying SELFR
command processing.

WRITEPEND WRITE IO Number of writes that were done to satisfy the specification of the
MUF startup option LOGPEND.
Tuning Information:
In most cases, this number should be low. If it is high, consider
increasing the value you have specified for LOGPEND.

Expression Dump

Value-level operations are represented internally in an "expression tree" data structure. Expression trees may appear in
the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) DUMPS=FULL or DUMPS=TRACE Reports when traces are turned on, or to
provide additional information for certain SQLCODE errors. For example, an attempt to compare a string and a number
causes the predicate to be dumped.
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The expression tree dump is printed in the following format. The dump is provided primarily for Support to assist in
debugging a problem.

  LVL 1 NODE hhhhhhhh OP=hhhhhhhh NXT=hhhhhhhh[L] QCB=hhhhhhhh VAL=hhhhhhhh NAM=hhhhhhhh

  [... . PROCTYPE = hhhh  STEP=nn  OPER = nnn xxxxxxxx]

  ... . tblTyp (#nnnn:nnnn.nnnn): dataType [NOT NULL] [POSITIVE ONLY]

  [... . NAME: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx]

  [... . value]

  [... . CONTENTS=]

    LVL 2

      LVL n

Line 1

This line indicates the position of the node in the tree structure and various addresses, which are all in hex.

Heading Description
LVL Node level within tree displayed. (Sometimes only a sub-tree of a

larger tree is displayed.)
NODE Address of node.
OP Address of first operand. Zero indicates a leaf node.
NXT Address of next node at same level, or if suffixed with L, address

of result (next higher) node. Indicates the node is the last (or only)
node at the top level. When only a sub-tree is being displayed,
NXT can be temporarily set to zero.

QCB Address of Query Control Block.
VAL Address of value.
NAM Address of name. Name is not available in all cases.

Line 2

This line does not appear for leaf nodes. In other words, it only appears if the node is the result of an operation.

Heading Description
PROCTYPE Internal bit values that indicate the process class, (such as

predicate, scalar function), or attribute of value (such as
descending ORDER BY column).

STEP Step in which value is computed or made available. Not applicable
for all node types.

OPER Operation performed by node. The number is a subscript into
a function pointer table. It is followed by an abbreviation of the
function name.
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Line 3

Heading Description
tblTyp Indicates type of table:

CNSCONV
Constraint
COLCONV
Result of a column data type conversion
HOSTOUT
Output host variable
HOSTVAR
Input host variable
KEY DEF
Key definition
LITERAL
Literal
RESULT
Result of a value-level operation, such as the result of an
expression, function, or data type conversion
QCB PTR
Indicates VALUE is a Query Control Block
SPLREG
Special register
TBL nn
Reference to column in table, where "nn" refers to the table's
position in the FROM clause, relative to zero

#nnnn Column number.
nnnn.nnnn Offset in the row and the length in number of bytes.
dataType Data type, using CREATE TABLE syntax.
NOT NULL Indicates value does not have a null indicator.
POSITIVE ONLY Indicates column reference is a numeric data type with only

positive signed values. (Datacom Datadictionary FIELD entity-
occurrence attribute TYPE-NUMERIC=P.)

Line 4 (NAME:)

Name of value, if any. NAME may not be available if dump is at execution-time.

Line 5 (value)

This line appears when the node's value is one of the following special types:

Type Description
KEY DEFINITION Hex dump of key definition in internal format
COLUMN NAME = Unresolved column reference
COLUMN
REFERENCE:

"authID.tableName.columnName" of unresolved column reference

Line 6 (CONTENTS=)
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This line appears when the node's value is not one of the special cases shown in line 5.

Entry Description
CONTENTS=NULL NULL value.
EXPR VALUE
CONTENTS

Value dumped in hex format.

string value Only the first 48 bytes are displayed. Value is terminated by a
period (so the number of trailing blanks can be determined).

numeric value Data types NUMERIC and DECIMAL are dumped in hex format.
date/time value The date and time displayed in ISO format.

Sample Report

The following is an example of an "expression tree" dump when an SQLCODE -41 (incompatible data types) was
received.

 DATA BASE  SQL DUMP SUMMARY                                 5/23/2001 12.21.56

 ERROR DETECTED IN PROGRAM  EXPRCONV   AT LINE  367

 ERROR MESSAGE TEXT:  DATATYPES OF OPERATION '>' NOT COMPATIBLE

 SQL ERROR CODE IS:     -41

 PLAN NAME IS:          ISDBXXXX45291775

 AUTHORIZATION ID IS:        WILRI01

 STATEMENT ID IS:       0

 DSF RETURN CODE IS:    BLANKS

 CA-STAR RETURN CODE IS:

 DB RETURN CODE IS:       (0)

 DB COMMAND IS:         QPRPD

                                                             5/23/2001 12.21.56

 LVL 1 NODE 047B3340 OP=047B32D2 NXT=00000000L QCB=047B3168 VAL=00000000 NAM=00000000

 ... . PROCTYPE = 0x8008  STEP=-01  OPER = 249 PREDPREP

 ... . RESULT  (#0000:00000.00000): UNKNOWN

   LVL 2 NODE 047B32D2 OP=00000000 NXT=047B330C    QCB=047B3168 VAL=0476F058 NAM=047C7B46

   ... . TBL 00 (#0000:00000.00008): CHAR (8) NOT NULL

   ... . NAME: COL1 >  COL4               .

   LVL 2 NODE 047B330C OP=00000000 NXT=047B3340L QCB=047B3168 VAL=0476F0B0 NAM=047C7B4E

   ... . TBL 00 (#0003:00015.00006): NUMERIC (5,0)

   ... . NAME: COL4                  .

Job Statistics Report

The job statistics include:

• Information about the User Requirements Table specifications for each table
• Number of requests per table
• Number of requests per table by type of request

The job information detail report includes all table entries in the User Requirements Table being closed with the options
selected and the number of requests made. The report prints the statistics for the tables associated with a single User
Requirements Table being closed or for the tables associated with a job being closed except in the case when a monitor,
such as CICS or IMS/DC, abends with multiple User Requirements Tables open, in which case all User Requirements
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Tables are closed together and reported together. These counters reflect the activity by the specific job from the time the
User Requirements Table or job was opened until it is closed.

Job Statistics Report Field Descriptions

Field Description
ADDS Number of ADDIT requests recorded against this table.
DELETES Number of DELET requests recorded against this table.
DXC Indicates that the GETIT, GETPS, GSETP, RDUBR, RDUNE,

RDUNK, RDUNR, and RDUNX commands automatically drop
exclusive control established by the previous command from the
same Request Area.

GBL Indicates that you have specified buffers for blocked GETIT or
GETPS commands.

REQUESTS Number of user requests, and internal Datacom/DB requests
generated by those user requests, recorded against this table.
This number includes any requests done during transaction
backout. If no requests are recorded for a table, that table is listed
with zero counts.

RETRIEVALS Number of retrieval requests recorded against this table. The
count includes all requests that return data to the user (not locate
commands). The commands included are: GETxx, RDUxx,
REDxx, SELFR, SELNR, and SELSM.

SEQBUFS Indicates the number of sequential buffers.
SUB Indicates whether DBFLSUB is being used.
SYN Indicates that the table name appears in more than one DBURTBL

macro in this User Requirements Table assembly.
TABLE The Datacom name of the table.
UPD Indicates that the program can update the table.
UPDATES Number of UPDAT requests recorded against this table.
URT A number used by Datacom/DB to keep track of the User

Requirements Table. For SQL, this number is always zero.

Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report

The Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report provides information that can pinpoint the efficiency of
SELFR commands. Use the DUMPS=TRACE keywords in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report of DBUTLTY
to print the information which is stored in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

Accumulating Data

This data is accumulated when a SELFR command with a User Information Block starting with $$$ is issued.

A SELFR command is issued when a FOR statement is entered in Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+. When using
Ideal for Datacom, you do not have direct access to the User Information Block. Ideal for Datacom Version 2.2 (and later)
provides a SET RUN command option to produce a CBS diagnostic report. If you specify SET RUN CBSTRACE, Ideal
for Datacom places $$$ in the User Information Block. If you are using an earlier version of Ideal for Datacom, you must
sign on to a user ID with a short name of $$$. Ideal for Datacom places the short name in the first 3 bytes of the User
Information Block.

For Dataquery, $$$ is placed in the User Information Block when a user requests Compound Boolean Selection
diagnostics from the Diagnostic Request panel.
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This report only includes activity for the SELFR command, not activity for the complete set. In terms of a FOR statement, it
only includes the getting of the first record.

When to Use the CBS Diagnostic Report

The primary uses of the CBS Diagnostic Report are:

• Use this report to determine why a SELFR request is executing slowly. The report identifies the source program
statement, lists the request (the compiled version, if using Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+) and key definitions, and
information about each of the phases of the SELFR command. It indicates both what resources were used and why.

• When a program using the Compound Boolean Selection Facility is going to be put into a high-volume production
environment, the report can determine if the access to Datacom/DB is suitably efficient. Inefficiencies in a small test
environment may not yield slow response time that can show up in a high production environment.

• Also use the report when Accounting Facility reports indicate that you are experiencing inefficient execution of SELFR
commands.

Limiting Space Requirements

Datacom/DB writes this report each time a SELFR is issued (a SELFR is generated when a FOR statement is entered
in Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+). Each line in the report requires a block in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area.
You may need to either enlarge your Statistics and Diagnostics Area to contain all iterations of the report, or modify your
program to limit the number of SELFR commands issued. For example:

                 FOR EACH dvw-1

                   FOR FIRST dvw-2

                      WHERE fld-1 = dvw-1.fld-1

                   ENDFOR

                 ENDFOR

In the preceding example, Datacom/DB writes a report for dvw-2 for each record in the dvw-1 table.

To generate only one report for dvw-2, change the first line from FOR EACH dvw-1 to FOR FIRST 1 dvw-1 as shown in
the following example:

                 FOR FIRST 1 dvw-1

                   FOR FIRST dvw-2

                      WHERE fld-1 = dvw-1.fld-1

                   ENDFOR

                 ENDFOR

Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report Field Descriptions

The following explanations describe the messages and fields that can appear on the report. It is not possible to actually
print all of the messages in a single report.

In addition to the following fields, an area of the report provides messages. These messages indicate any keys rejected
due to a KEYINC=NO specification and any combined traversals.

When the traversal key value range includes all binary zeros or blanks (hex 40) for a key defined with option
KEYINC=NO, the key cannot be used to find records with these values, so it is not used. If you intended for the key to be
used, you can either redefine the key with KEYINC=YES, or perhaps change the selection criteria to not include these
values. For example, if the intention is to find valid names less than 'JONES':

WHERE NAME < 'JONES' -> becomes

WHERE NAME < 'JONES' AND NAME > ' '

This information indicates that traversals are combined, which affects the number of traversals and their key value range.
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Request Specification Section Field Descriptions

Field Description
CARD This is followed by sets of 9 numbers for the cardinality for the

first, second, and so on columns of the index. For example, if the
key is defined on columns (branch, dept) and cardinalities are (10,
50), this means there are 10 branches and 50 combinations of
branches and departments.
Cardinality is important in understanding the selection efficiency of
an index. To continue the example, if there are 1,000 rows in the
table and the values are evenly distributed, the search condition
"where branch = x" would search 1,000 divided by the cardinality
of 10 = 100 rows. If "and dept = y" is added, then only 1,000
divided by 50 = 20 rows would be searched.
Cardinality is intialized by the function REPORT
AREA=IXX,DBID=n,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES, or by the LOAD or
RETIX function. It is not updated by normal table maintenance
requests. Therefore, optimum selection efficiency could require
using REPORT AREA=IXX,DBID=n,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES to
keep this statistic current.

DATAVIEW ELEMENT The element name, followed by its offset in the record (not
including RCE) and its length. The first element is at offset 0.

FIELDS Indicates a list of the fields in the key (named on the previous line)
used to satisfy this request. Each field is designated by its offset in
the record (relative to zero), followed by its length. The offset and
length for each field are separated by a period (.) and the fields
are separated by semicolons (;).

INDX WRK TBL SIZE If a temporary index is required, this is the amount of presort
space (in hexadecimal) used to sort entries before adding entries
to the temporary index. Presorting tends to reduce the number
of I/Os required. The size is the unused portion of the RWTSA.
Presorting tends to reduce the number of Index Area I/Os. Each
entry requires 187 bytes.

KEY DEF The key name followed by the key ID (in parentheses) of a key
traversed in satisfying this Compound Boolean Selection request.
(This field is repeated for each key traversed.)
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OPTION Any options specified in the RQA for this request. Possible
options: Any specified in RQA for this request. These options
could be supplied by the requestor. Possible options are:
BDVc
Dataquery uses BDVF to specify that when a predicate tries to
evaluate a packed/zone decimal field with an invalid value the
result be False. You can use BDVT to find the result True. Without
the BDV parameter, the default returns an error.
BLKnnnnn
BLK is used by some Datacom for PC Server sites to transfer
a block of rows per SELFR/SELNR request to reduce
communications cost. The size of the work area is nnnnn. As
many rows are returned as fit in this size.
CNTx
Return set record count, where x=Y means also return first record,
and x=N means only return set record count.
ESTx
Cost Estimate. ESTY requests a cost estimate (returned to
the work area) from CBS for the Dataquery join optimizer. The
set process is interrupted. The set can then be continued with
SELCN, but Dataquery releases the set with SELPR. No rows are
read, but statistical population counting can be performed. ESTN
specifies no estimate, so there is no effect on processing.
FSTnnnnnnnnnx
Select only the first nnnnnnnnn records (limit is 999999999) and:
x=T means TRUE option, x=A means ANY option.
IGN
Ignore. The IGN parameter can be used as a place holder for an
optional parameter.
INRnnnnnn
Return control (Interrupt) when nnnnnn rows of temporary set
have been selected
INFnnnnnn
Interrupt after nnnnnn records rejected
IIOnnnnnn
Interrupt after nnnnnn start I/Os have been issued for SELFR
request
INOnnnnnn
SELNR Interrupt - specifies the maximum number of physical I/Os
for a SELNR command.
KEYxxxxx
Override key, where xxxxx is the DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value for the key. Specifies a key to be used instead of the CBS
Optimizer selecting a key. If the key name does not exist, or
cannot be used because the key is defined with KEYINC=N and
the scan range includes all binary zeros or blanks, the key is
ignored.
SQL uses the KEY parameter when the best key has been
predetermined at bind time. Dataquery uses the KEY parameter
when its join optimizer has selected the best key.
If this key is used, the CBS Optimizer Reason specifying
Optimization Type is set to P (for Parameter).
NWA
Null Work Area. NWA is used by Dataquery to specify that no work
area be returned when it is building the "found file." The found file
only needs the URI, which is returned in the Request Area.
ROW
Optimize for "n" rows. ROW is generated by SQL cursors with the
"OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS" DECLARE CURSOR option. This is
an estimate of the number of rows that are fetched. It does not
limit how many rows can be fetched like parameter FST does.
The CBS Optimizer uses this estimate to determine the best
data access plan, and to keep prefetch from reading rows that
may not be fetched. If 1 is specified, prefetch is not used. When
greater than 1 is specified, the current prefetch index read-ahead
operation is terminated to avoid prefetching additional rows. After
more rows are fetched than the specified limit, prefetch is not
limited.
RRD
Repeatable Read Lock. RRD is generated by SQL plans with
transaction isolation level R. A share level lock is placed on the
range of key values to be scanned. The lock is released when the
transaction ends.
SHR
Share Lock. SHR is generated by SQL plans with transaction
isolation level C (cursor stability). A share lock is acquired on the
current row. This lock is released when the next row is fetched or
the cursor is closed.
UNQ
Only return records with unique ordered-by fields.
UPD
Retrieve records with update intent.
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ORDERED-BY Ordered-by specifications from the Request Qualification Area
(RQA), as follows:

Note: Blank offset and length indicate complete element.
PRI. KEY Name of the primary key used in the search and the range of key

values in both character and hexadecimal.
ROWS The number of rows indexed by this key. The number is initialized

by the LOAD or RETIX function, and is maintained by adds and
deletes to the table.

SEC. KEY Name of the secondary key used in the search and the range of
key values in both character and hexadecimal.

STATS Statistical population counting statistics for internal use
TYPE For the key named at the beginning of this line of the report,

the type of key: NATIVE, MASTER, DUPID, or KEYINC=Y.
When more than one of these applies, only the first is shown (for
example, if NATIVE and MASTER both applied, only NATIVE
would be shown).
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WHERE Contents of the Selection Predicate from the Request Qualification
Area (RQA), as follows:

For element objects:

Optimization Section Field Descriptions

Field Description
CBSOR REASONS See Interpreting CBSOR Values. Most of the CBSOR codes are

expanded in the messages which follow the CBSOR code list.
TYPE
OPTIMIZATION

Optimization is classified as one of the following:
POPULATION INDEPENDENT
No population counting performed (most efficient class).
POPULATION DEPENDENT
Statistical population counting performed.
"KEY" PARAMETER
Internal use only.
"FOR" HEURISTIC
Traversal key selected based on past statistical population
counting.
INDEX BUFFER REFERENCES
The number of index buffer references required for statistical
population counting.

Selection Section Field Descriptions

Field Description
ENTRIES INDEXED If a temporary index is built, the number of entries indexed is

reported. This field is omitted if no temporary index is built.
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LOGIO This is the number of buffer references (logical I/Os) required to
build the temporary index. It includes references required to locate
qualifying rows. This field is omitted if no temporary index is built.

TEMPORARY INDEX Indicates whether a temporary index is required to satisfy this
request. If a temporary index is required, one or more of the
following reasons is indicated:
BETTER SELECTION KEY
Although a key exists that could satisfy ordering criteria, it only
indirectly finds qualifying records. Another key exists that quickly
finds qualifying records. The Optimizer determines the lowest
cost is to use this key and build a temporary index. This cost can
be eliminated in some cases by building a key that both satisfies
ordering criteria and contains fields referenced in the search
condition as high-order fields. For example, if KEY1=FIELD1 and
KEY2=FIELD2 and the query is select where FIELD1 = 'xxx', order
by FIELD2, redefining KEY1=(FIELD1,FIELD2) makes this key
both satisfy ordering criteria and directly locate qualifying records.
DESCENDING ORDER
A mixture of ascending and descending order-by directions is
specified.
MULTIPLE TRAVERSAL KEYS
Indicates that more than one key is used for traversal. This reason
can be eliminated by building a key containing all search condition
fields. This does not mean that multiple traversals with the same
key are used; this does not cause a temporary index to be built.
These traversals are combined if they overlap and are sorted.
Different traversal keys allow the same record to be selected more
than once, so the temporary index is used to eliminate duplicates.
ORDER-BY FIELDS
Indicates that the ordering criteria (ORDERED-BY) list of fields
is not the same as the high-order (leading) fields of the primary
traversal key. This reason can be eliminated by building a key with
the order-by fields as the high-order fields, if these fields are not
signed numeric or unconventional data types.
SIGNED NUMERIC FIELDS
One or more order-by fields are signed numeric. If these field(s)
contain only positive values, you can eliminate this reason by
changing the field attribute TYPE-NUMERIC to P, positive only,
or changing SIGN to N (no). However, the SIGN attribute in the
definition must agree with the data for packed and zoned decimal
data types.
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TYPE SELECTION Indicates either DIRECT selection of qualifying records from the
primary traversal key (this is the most efficient selection type) or
INDIRECT selection (requiring index scanning and, possibly, data
scanning). One or more of the following reasons is indicated:
KEYED SEQUENTIAL RETRIEVAL O.K.
(DIRECT) Special sequential retrieval techniques may be used.
The requirements, in addition to direct retrieval, are: the URT
used has sequential buffers specified, SQL is not being used, and
selection is not for a single unique key value.
KEY INTERSECTION
(INDIRECT) Secondary keys are used to further qualify a record
before reading the actual record from the data area. This can be
eliminated by adding field(s) in secondary traversal key(s) to the
primary traversal key.
KEY NOT AVAILABLE
(INDIRECT) The search condition contains a reference to a
field not contained in a traversal key. Data scanning is required.
Performance can be improved by adding these field(s) to the
primary (or to a lesser extent, a secondary) traversal key.
LOW-ORDER KEY VALUE
(INDIRECT) A low-order field of the primary traversal key is
referenced in the search condition. Index scanning is required.
If there is only one field referenced in the search condition, or
all predicates have an EQ comparison type, a key with these
field(s) as the leading (high-order) field(s) can eliminate the index
scanning that this causes.
STRING SCAN
(INDIRECT) The search condition contains a predicate with
a string scan SP (CONTAINS) relational operator (or other
predicates that cannot be used to restrict traversal key ranges)
that references a field in the primary traversal key. Index scanning
is required.

Retrieval Section Field Descriptions

Field Description
DATA RECORDS ACCESSED DUE TO Indicates data records are accessed due to one or more of the

following reasons:
EXCLUSIVE CONTROL
Update intent is specified.
RETRIEVAL
One or more elements in the element list (DATAVIEW) are not
contained in the primary traversal key.
SELECTION
One or more fields referenced in the RQA are not contained in the
primary traversal key.

RETRIEVAL FROM
PERMANENT INDEX USED

If this message appears, it indicates that the actual data records
in the data area are not accessed because all fields referenced in
the Request Qualification Area and elements in the element list
(DATAVIEW) are contained in the primary traversal key, and read-
only intent is specified.
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RETRIEVAL FROM
TEMPORARY INDEX

If a temporary index is required, this indicates whether the data
required to build the work area can be retrieved from the data
in the temporary index. If the data records must be re-accessed
to build the work area, one or more of the following reasons is
indicated:
DATA NOT AVAIL
All of the elements required are not contained in the order-by
fields (which are used to define the temporary index).
DATA TYPE
Data records are re-accessed to build the work area because the
order-by field(s) are not character data type. Values for other data
types are changed to reflect logical numeric sequence and cannot
be used to build the work area.
DESCENDING ORDER
A combination of ascending and descending order-by fields is
specified.
UPDATE INTENT
Data records are re-accessed to build the work area because
secondary exclusive control is recorded in the record control entry
(RCE).

TOTAL NBR INDEX ENTRIES SCANNED Number of index entries read in order to satisfy the SELxx
requests for set.

TOTAL NBR DATA AREA ROWS READ Number of data records read in order to satisfy the SELxx
requests for set. This includes records read to build a temporary
index as well as to return work areas to the requestor.

TOTAL NBR ROWS ACCEPTED ROWS READ Number of records returned to the requestor by SELxx requests
for set.

Statistical Population Counting Report

This section only appears if statistical population counting is performed. Statistical population counting is performed if
more than one candidate index exists after population independent analysis.

This sample report starts counting index candidates SQ157 and SQ158 at level 1 of the index:

  *** STATISTICAL POPULATION COUNTING REPORT ***

  GRP  LVL  KNAME CNTKR-B  LOW EST  (TINDX)  HIGH EST  (TINDX)

  0001 0001 SQ157 NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL

  0001 0001 SQ158 NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL

  0001 0000 SQ157 00000002 00000001                    NBR ROWS, BLK CHGS

  0001 0000 SQ158 0000000A 00000001                    NBR ROWS, BLK CHGS

  0001 0000 SQ157 00000002 00000002                     WINNER

  HEURISTICS HEADER xxxxx HEURISTICS BUCKETS xxxxx
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Statistical Population Counting Report Field Descriptions

Keyword Description
CNTKR-B Count key range blocks. This is the number of pointers to lower

level blocks counted in the index scan range. The first and last
pointer have been eliminated because the portion of entries in
these blocks within the scan range is unknown. NOT ENOUGH
ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL indicates less than three pointers
were counted. If more than one index has this message counting
proceeds to the next lower level to obtain a more accurate
estimate.
At level 0, this is the actual number of rows counted.

GRP - OR group number An OR group consists of predicates joined by AND. Statistical
population counting is performed separately for each OR group.

HEURISTICS
HEADER and
BUCKETS

When level 0 is counted, the key ID of the winning index is saved.
Before counting level 0, a search is made for a heuristic record
where the same index has been selected 8 out of the last 10 times
level 0 was counted. If found, that index is used and level 0 is not
counted.
The "header" data identifies the query. The "buckets" data
contains the last 10 winning key-IDs.
Heuristic records are only kept for requests that uniquely identify
a query in the User Information Block. This is done when the FOR
statement is used. If you would like to use heuristics for call-level
requests, uniquely identify each query in the first 29 bytes of the
User Information Block and place a valid packed decimal number
in the last three bytes. For FOR statements, this number identifies
the date of compilation because the query could have changed
significantly in a new compilation.
Note: For Ideal for Datacom programs, a query for a FOR
statement might use the compilation date or part of the
compilation date to identify this compilation of a query. If the
program is recompiled, the query could change significantly and
the compilation date or part of the compilation date could be used
in the UIB to make it unique.

KNAME Name of candidate index. Some indexes may have been
eliminated in the population independent phase and not appear
here. Also, candidate indexes can be eliminated at a level and not
be recounted at lower levels.
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LOW EST and HIGH EST The low and high estimates. The variance of the statistics used
for estimation are used to give a low and high estimate. A winning
candidate index has a high estimate that is lower than all other
candidate's low estimate.
The estimated cost is the sum of the number of index blocks,
changes in data area blocks, and temporary index cost.
Temporary index cost is computed as one per 10 rows indexed,
plus one per 2 rows read from the temporary index, unless
retrieval is from the temporary index.
The FST (FOR FIRST) value may limit the number of rows
read from the temporary index, or from the permanent index for
candidate indexes not requiring a temporary index. It does not limit
the rows read from a permanent index while building a temporary
index, unless the FOR ANY option is specified.
At level 0, since an exact count has been made there is no range.
The number in the LOW EST column is the number of data block
changes encountered during the count, except when WINNER or
ELIMINATED appears on the right. Then, it is the total estimated
cost.

LVL Index level counted. Statistical population counting begins with
the top level of the index, which is level 1 in this case. If a winner
cannot be determined, counting is repeated at the next lower level
where a more accurate count can be made.

(TINDX) Estimated cost of building a temporary index. If some, but not all,
candidate indexes require building a temporary index, this cost
is included in the total estimated cost shown in the low and high
estimate columns.

Optimizing Datacom/DB Performance
 Datacom/DB offers a number of facilities for optimizing performance and tuning Datacom/DB to the processing needs of
your organization. The following optimization techniques are available to you:

Buffer Allocation

Ensuring proper buffer allocation is the single most important function in tuning Datacom/DB. The purpose of the buffers is
to attempt to have the information requested in memory at the time of the request. There are universal buffer pools for the
Index Areas and data areas and Directory (CXX), and specific buffers for various Datacom/DB options. For example, the
User Requirements Table parameter SEQBUFS= specifies buffers used for read-ahead sequential processing. You can
dynamically add or delete Index Area or data buffers to the system (see the following section).

The specific purpose of each buffer is described in Modifying MUF Startup Options and Customizing the Datacom/DB
Environment.

The guidelines for specifying each parameter are generalized since each situation is unique and often requires
experimentation. If you have followed the guidelines and performance is not satisfactory, try increasing suspect buffer
allocations by no more than 5 or 10 percent. If performance improves, increase the allocation again by the same percent.
Repeat this until performance degrades or stays the same, and then back off the last increase.

Buffer requirements can change when new systems and tables are added. It is your responsibility to ensure that Datacom/
DB specifications match the actual environment at all times.

NOTE
 When increasing the MUF startup option TASKS, always review the DATAPOOL, FLEXPOOL, and SYSPOOL
values.

 Adding and Deleting DATAPOOL and SYSPOOL Buffers 
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The FLEXPOOL function is provided to allow you to dynamically add or delete index (IXX or DXX) or data buffers to the
system. 

To add one of these buffers, Datacom/DB simply acquires normal memory and builds the new buffer and, for each one, a
BDE directory to it. This new buffer is chained into the normal buffers of the same type. If Datacom/DB runs out of memory
during the addition of these buffers, as many as are possible are added.

The new buffers have no performance differences to buffers provided during the startup of the Multi-User Facility (MUF) .
Each has 20 to 100 bytes of additional memory to control them. Permanent and FLEXPOOL buffers, by type, are
interchangeable.

A delete command takes away buffers that were added. This includes buffers that were added with DBUTLTY or console
FLEXPOOL add statements, or buffers that were built because of a FLEXPOOL MUF startup option of the same type.
Permanent buffers (as defined by the MUF startup options SYSPOOL and DATAPOOL) cannot be deleted with the
FLEXPOOL function.

During the delete of buffers, any buffer selected for deletion that is doing an I/O is waited on, one with a write pending is
written, and one held is waited on. The function remains active during this waiting, as necessary.

The function generates one console message indicating the action and the results: DB00606I - FLEXPOOL ADD/
DELETE IXX/DXX/DATA nnnn, NOW TOTAL nnnn FLEXPOOL nnnn . This message is displayed on the DBUTLTY
report to indicate the status of the request.

In the message, the first nnnn is the number of buffers that were actually processed. During an add, if it does not match
the users request, then insufficient memory prevented additional buffers. During a delete, if it does not match, then all
FLEXPOOL buffers have been deleted and the number is how many are processed with this delete. For example, if only
five FLEXPOOL buffers exist for the high-level index and the user requests deletion of 9999, the first number printed is 5.

The second nnnn in the message is the total number of buffers for this type after the command is processed. The
third nnnn is the current number of FLEXPOOL buffers (they are included in total). If a user simply wanted to see the
current counts, a FLEXPOOL add or delete of 0 to the desired buffer class provides the information.

NOTE
 The total buffers by type are those buffers for general use. They do not include any special data buffers added
for sequential processing or buffers in alternate buffer pools.

Alternate Buffer Pools

The Alternate Buffer Pool feature allows you to define at MUF startup from 0 to 99 special buffer pools for IXX, DXX
and data. Each of these pools has a user set, dynamically changeable number of buffers. You can use these pools to
segregate certain databases or areas. This can help performance in two ways.

You can use these for critical or high priority data, especially if the working set of data is small. Conversely you might want
to segregate low priority data to these pools leaving normal pools free for more important work.

Be careful about stealing resources from one kind of buffer pool to give to another buffer pool. You might impact more
than you think when moving resources around. You might speed up something more than you intended and slow down
what you did not intend. Take great care in the planning and execution of building these buffer pools to minimize the
impact of what you are attempting to tune for better or worse performance.

Alternate Buffer Pools by nature add complexity to the environment, so you should carefully study their effects before
implementing them in a production MUF. You can change whether and which databases and areas use alternate buffer
pools without cycling MUF, but it will require a complete close of the database involved. Separate statistics are maintained
for each of the Alternate Buffer Pools to assist in their tuning. These can be examined through the Dynamic System Table
MUF_BUF_USE and through the EOJ report.

For details about specifying alternate buffer pools, see BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT and BUFFER_POOL_DEF, and for
BUFFER_POOL_COUNT, see Modifying MUF Startup Options.
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Optimizing Sequential Processing

 Multi-block Reads 

In a batch environment, Datacom/DB can exploit the sequence of records in a data area by doing multi-block reads. This
type of data reading occurs when an application uses the Datacom/DB GETPS command or the GETIT command to
retrieve records. (The Compound Boolean Selection Facility does not use the GETIT command.) Multi-block reads can
greatly reduce the number of Execute Channel Programs (EXCP) required to read a table.

Sequential block read-ahead with the GETIT command comes in two forms: Index sequence and physical block
sequence.

• Index sequence has more overhead, scanning the Index Area for the blocks to read, but it rarely does wasted I/O.
Index sequence usually performs better after maintenance has been done (adding and deleting records) using the
Native Key and when using another key.

• Physical block sequence has lower overhead because it reads ahead assuming the next set of physical blocks relative
to the current block. If the next record is not in these blocks, the read was not valuable.
Physical sequence usually performs better immediately after the area is reorganized using the Native Key.

 Controlling the Number of Blocks Read 

You control the number of blocks read in a single channel program by the SEQBUFS= parameter in the User
Requirements Table (URT). Datacom/DB uses double buffering, so specifying SEQBUFS=4 allows two data blocks to be
used for each I/O request. (See Entry Macro (DBURTBL).)

The double buffering technique is designed to optimize read access by starting the I/O for the next set of blocks while
accessing the current set. When running optimally, the application task has little wait time waiting on an I/O completion.

In addition to controlling the number of buffers, the SEQBUFS= parameter in the URT specifies the type of buffer to be
used. Specifying unsigned numbers in the range 2 through 128 causes that many sequential data buffers to be allocated
and dedicated for the reading ahead for this one task through this one User Requirements Table table entry. Specifying
negatively signed numbers in the range -2 through -128 indicates the number of normal data buffers to use for reading
ahead.

 Using Sequential Buffers 

Using sequential data buffers ensures that this job has less impact on other running applications, such as CICS. By
reading the blocks into sequential buffers, the current information in normal data buffers is not overlaid with this one
sequential table's data. It also ensures that the data blocks read are still in memory when the job is ready to access the
records. The sequential buffers are optimized for read access, not write I/O. Write-pending is limited to one half of the
sequential buffers in the current group because the other half is being used to read the next set of blocks.

 Using Normal Data Buffers 

Using normal data buffers uses less memory. It allows write-pending optimizing because the larger normal data buffer
pool allows more write-pend potential, rather than being limited to one half the sequential buffers for one table. If data
is not accessed in Native Key sequence, the larger normal data buffer pool offers more chances for keeping blocks in
memory which can be used for later records which could reduce I/O activity. The primary reason against use of normal
data buffers is that they are shared by multiple running tasks. The read-ahead done for one table can be overlaid by other
tables before it is used. This can cause wasted I/O because the blocks have to be reread.

 Data Area Organization 

If sequential processing is a high priority, reorganize your data areas periodically. This restores the native sequence of
the area which can become corrupted by maintenance commands. DBUTLTY function OLREORG is a way to reorganize
data by native key for a given table. OLREORG does not require that the area be taken off line. You can even set your
REFGROUP to match your SEQBUF specification divided by 2 for optimizing read ahead efficiency.

 Blocked GETITs 
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To further enhance sequential processing, Datacom/DB offers an option for reducing the overhead associated with region-
to-region communication. When issuing GETIT commands, a program can request that multiple records be returned to
the application program region for each call to the MUF region. This option is specified through the User Requirements
Table and is known as blocked GETITs. After a block of records is returned to the application program region, the records
are deblocked. Then Datacom/DB returns them to the application program one at a time as GETIT requests are made. No
SVC calls are issued to the MUF and there is no need to wait for the MUF to satisfy the request until the GETIT block is
exhausted.

This option does not change the way records are updated. Any maintenance request calls the MUF region. Also, as
records are read for exclusive control, all records returned to the application region are placed under exclusive control.
If a large number of records are returned, you may need to modify the MUF startup option to allow tasks more exclusive
control events, or you can use the URT parameter GBMAXR= to limit the number of records returned. (See Entry Macro
(DBURTBL).)

To retrieve all of the records for an area in an unspecified sequence, use the GSETP/GETPS commands. This method
is faster than using the GSETL/GETIT commands since it does not read the index and it reads the data area in physical
sequence. Sites which use GETPS will want to make sure DATAHU (Data High Used Mark) is set to yes. For more
information about DATAHU, see CXXMAINT (Maintain Directory).      

Data Contention

There are several types of data contention which can occur in Datacom/DB. One is caused by the secondary exclusive
control of logical data rows by Datacom/DB for transaction backout. Another is the result of two user programs requiring
exclusive control of the same record.

If you are using the SQL access, you can use two types of control. You can choose an isolation level, user or shared,
which determines how records you access are locked. Or, you can use a LOCK TABLE command, which locks a table
with your choice of shared or exclusive lock.

 Secondary Exclusive Control 

Transaction backout can result in contention for logical data records. This is usually a problem with long running batch
programs and can be a problem in online applications if many tasks are updating a small set of rows concurrently.
Performance problems with transaction backout are the result of secondary exclusive control.

Secondary exclusive control is the enqueing of logical records that takes place when a transaction backout task issues
a maintenance request. When a transaction backout batch job updates rows, these rows are not available to any other
task until the batch job has finished or taken a checkpoint. If another task issues an update read for a row updated by this
batch job, then that task must wait for the batch job to complete or checkpoint. This means an online processor may have
to wait for a batch job to finish.

Another example of a contention problem is an application with a single control row with a control number. Each online
process reads this row to get the next control number, increments the number, and updates the control row with the new
number. If the tasks have transaction backout specified and the control row is in a table that logs, Datacom/DB single
threads these online processors because of transaction backout secondary exclusive control.

Problems like these are usually easily resolved once identified. Since identification of an existing problem is sometimes
difficult, consider these problems during the design process of the applications. In the case of a batch program,
use periodic checkpoints to reduce the contention problem if the data areas are updated concurrently by multiple
tasks. See the discussion about the SQL COMMIT statement in the Using SQL page and the COMIT command in
the Programming page.

Resolving the control row problem (or any problem involving the updating of a small set of rows by multiple tasks) may
require a design change in online processing or not logging the control row table. If a table is not logged there can be no
secondary exclusive control conflicts for rows in the table.
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The Statistics and Diagnostics Area report provides statistics on the number of times there was a conflict due to
secondary exclusive control (SECONDARY E/C CONFLICTS) and on the number of times one task had to wait on the
completion of another task due to secondary exclusive control (TASK COMPLETION WAITS).

Secondary exclusive control of deleted or updated records through a key value change is only supported when a data
area is loaded with the URI option. (See Internal Row Identifiers for details on the URI option.)

 Primary Exclusive Control 

The problems with conflicts between requests for a row to update are not as severe as those with transaction backout.
These are usually problems associated with online applications. To obtain primary exclusive control, the waiting task does
not have to wait until the task with the row terminates. In the Statistics and Diagnostics Area system statistics report, there
are statistics for exclusive control conflicts that indicate if a problem exists. Problems with contention for rows of this type
are best addressed in the design of the application.

 SQL Isolation Levels 

The user (U) isolation level poses no data contention problems. It imposes no locks on the data and hence there are no
costs associated with acquiring this lock. It can only be used when doing read-only processing and when the currency
of the data accessed is not critical. In CICS, the user isolation level enables a cursor to stay open across transaction
boundaries.

The cursor stability (C) isolation level acquires a shared lock on rows unless the program includes a DELETE or UPDATE
WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name statement. In this case, rows are accessed with an exclusive lock. This exclusive
lock is dropped on a subsequent access (unless the row was updated), a COMMIT, or a ROLLBACK.

The Repeatable Read (R) isolation level acquires a lock on the set of rows that the cursor defines. After acquiring the lock,
it proceeds similar to cursor stability. With the lock in place, no other task can add, delete, or update rows defined by the
lock.

 Using Table Locks in SQL 

With SQL, you can lock a table using the LOCK TABLE command. With this command, you can choose to lock the table
with a shared lock or with an exclusive lock. The shared lock allows other programs to acquire shared locks on the rows
but does not allow exclusive locks until the shared lock has been released. Acquiring a shared lock on a table ensures
that the data you access is current and is not going to be updated while you are accessing it. This leads to data contention
for those programs that want to update that table while it is locked. They have to wait until the shared lock is dropped,
which occurs when a COMMIT or a ROLLBACK is executed.

Acquiring an exclusive lock on a table, ensures that you can update the table without interruption or concern of a
deadlock. This lock results in data contention for any program wanting to access (read or update) the table until the lock is
dropped, which occurs when a COMMIT or ROLLBACK is executed.

Data Set Placement

 General  

When selecting DASD volumes for Datacom/DB, take these facts into consideration:

 

• z/OS operating system RESERVEs occur at the volume level for update activity to the VTOC and to OS catalogs. We
recommend that Datacom data sets not be placed on catalog volumes that experience such frequent system or cross-
system RESERVEs that could affect Datacom performance.

• There are a finite number of I/O paths to any given volume. For higher levels of concurrent access, place index areas
on different volumes than the data areas they index.

• Databases typically grow in size over time. Ensure there is adequate free space remaining on a given volume to allow
for growth. 

 Log Area Considerations 
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All update activity to the databases of the MUF must be written to the Datacom/DB log area (LXX), so the log can be a
bottleneck in processing. For best performance it should be placed on a volume with little or no other I/O activity.
If possible, do not place the log area on the same physical device as a data or index area associated with the MUF. Co-
location could reduce the ability of the site to recover after the failure of the physical device containing both data areas
and the log area.

 Index and Data Areas 

When possible do not place an Index Area on the same volume as the data area it serves. Co-location could impact
performance and complicate recovery if the volume becomes unusable.

 Monitoring data set I/O 

The Dynamic System Tables can aid you in determining the most efficient data set placement for your site. Query the
MUF_AREA_STATS Dynamic System Table. If I/O events on a given volume are disproportionately large, consider
rearranging the data sets across volumes to reduce the disparity.

Establishing an I/O Subtask (z/OS)

If you specify the MUF startup option IOTASK value as anything other than zero (the default), the MUF gets that number
of subtasks to use for I/O. A subtask can then perform much of the I/O processing and free the MUF main task to process
other Datacom/DB functions while the I/O is being initiated or completed. This results in performance gains through
asynchronous processing of MUF functions and the initiation of I/O operations.

 Note: SMP mode is the complete solution to multiple processor support. Because it has a variable kick-in value, its
overhead is more in control than the limited and fulltime I/O task processing. It is usually better for users of SMP tasks
to set IOTASK 0 (zero) to allow the SMP tasks to do their own I/O. An exception to this rule might be when you run in
SRB mode for zIIP support. In this case it may be better or worse to have IOTASK other than 0. If you do not have time to
monitor and experiment which is better with your configuration, set IOTASK 0.

 Multiple Processors 

If multiple processors are available, these subtasks can be scheduled by z/OS to execute on one of the other processors
while MUF is processing.

 Single Processor 

Even in a single processor environment, performance increases may be seen since more than one dispatchable unit is
available for z/OS to schedule. This allows such things as page-faults to overlap between I/O and MUF processing.

 Setting 

With the MUF startup option you set the maximum number of tasks and the number to be actively usable. Generally, one
number is specified which is both the maximum and the usable.

 Changing 

You can use the IOTASK console command to change the number of usable tasks from 0 to the maximum. This is
provided to allow tuning in real time.

 

Program Abnormal Termination
When a program terminates normally, Datacom/DB sends a close request to the Multi-User Facility and returns control to
the operating system. If the program terminates abnormally, one of two possible events occurs:

Any resources that were being held for the abending task remain allocated until the Multi-User Facility notices the missing
user. The Multi-User Facility looks for missing users:
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• When a Datacom/DB program is initiated.
• When a Datacom/DB program terminates normally.
• When the COMM function of DBUTLTY is executed.
• Every 2 minutes (z/OS only).
• At every program termination (z/VSE only).

When the missing user is discovered, the required termination processing for the task is accomplished.

If you are using an abnormal termination intercept and evaluation product, you must specify ABEND=NO to allow the
product to perform normally.

Handling I/O Errors
The following procedures should be set up and tested before you require them to ensure quick and correct resolution of
the problem in a production environment. The Datacom/DB unrecoverable I/O error return code 17 is almost always an
indication of device failure. As a standard part of any recovery procedure, the device should be properly checked out and
serviced before reuse.

Multi-User Facility and I/O Errors

The Multi-User Facility issues a return code 17 to user programs if the channel returns a head read/write error
to Datacom/DB. Return codes 13 (002), wrong record length, and 13 (003), no record found, are generally not disk
failures. They usually indicate program error, JCL errors (the most likely), or data record corruption.

For each I/O error, a console message is produced. It provides the database, area name, DASD address, and type of
I/O (read/write). If an I/O error occurs when chaining multiple blocks together, an I/O is retried with each specific block.
For write errors, consider disabling the database from maintenance to reduce the possibility of new transactions updating
blocks that cannot be written.

Directory I/O Errors

The Directory must be initialized prior to a full restore. Restore the Directory (CXX) using the last backup copy created
by the DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA=CXX function. If the error is for one specific database, that database can be purged
without reading its data by using DBUTLTY OPTION=PURGE,DBID=n.

Index Area Load I/O Errors

When there is a Index Area I/O error while loading a data area, you must reload the data area after allocating and
initializing a new Index Area.

CBS Temporary Index I/O Errors

An I/O failure on a temporary index created by the Compound Boolean Selection using the value for the dbid parameter
of the MUF startup option CBS, requires the closing of all User Requirements Tables. Also, all Accounting tables must be
closed and the Multi-User Facility must be terminated. Allocate and initialize a new Index Area before opening the tables
to resume processing.

Temporary Table Manager I/O Errors

An I/O failure on the Temporary Table Manager (TTM) requires the closing of all online SQL User Requirements Tables.
Also, all SQL processing must end and the Multi-User Facility must be terminated. Initialize and null load a new TTM
before opening the tables to resume processing. See Creating and Maintaining the Temporary Table Manager Area for
details and correct sequence of action.
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Data Area Load I/O Errors

If there is an I/O error from the data area during a load, allocate and initialize a new data area and reload using the new
data area.

Index and Data Area Access I/O Errors

Recover the lost data using the procedures described in Using Recovery.

Log Area I/O Errors

When there are I/O errors to the Log Area, no further I/Os to the Log Area are attempted. Any request for log services
receives a return code 38. The Multi-User Facility has to be canceled through the operating system. You should start
up the Multi-User Facility with the ACCESS option set to OFF for all databases to allow you to spill the Log Area. If this
is successful, do the spill, then terminate the Multi-User Facility with the DBUTLTY COMM EOJ command, perform the
DBUTLTY INIT AREA=LXX function, and start the Multi-User Facility with options set for normal processing.

If the Multi-User Facility restart also gets an I/O error on the log, then data loss has occurred. Currently running
transactions cannot be completed forward nor rolled back. Data entries, index entries, or both for the uncommitted
transactions may or may not be on disk. Also, the data entries, index entries, or both for recent committed transactions
may or may not be on disk. To continue, you may need to perform a DBUTLTY RETIX function on every open area to
prevent return codes 04 or 12 due to mismatched data and index entries. Failure to perform the RETIX function can cause
later physical backups to find records that index search commands cannot now find.

To allow for future forward recovery, back up all open areas (use physical sequence with record IDs). Without the log data,
forward recovery from old backups would not be valid. Before enabling the Multi-User Facility, you must initialize the Log
Area and then perform the DBUTLTY RESET AREA=CXX function to clear open counters and flags in the Directory.

Recovery File I/O Errors

When processing with an active Recovery File (RXX), a Recovery File I/O error is critical. When this occurs, the Multi-
User Facility does not process requests requiring logging. This includes closing User Requirements Tables. To resolve this
condition:

1. Run the COMM OPTION=CANCEL function of DBUTLTY.
2. Initiate the Multi-User Facility with a new Recovery File.

The Multi-User Facility restart process indicates the incompleted cycle number (see message DB13011E RECOVERY
SPILL ACTIVE AT TIME OF SYSTEM CRASH, CYCLE nnnnnn INCOMPLETE. Execute the RXXFIX function of
DBUTLTY to copy the completed cycles to a new Recovery File without the last partial cycle.

If an I/O error occurs during a spill to the Recovery File when running the SPILL function of DBUTLTY, mount a new tape
and restart the spill.

For more information, see Messages.

Statistics and Diagnostics Area I/O Errors

Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) I/O errors are not considered critical. If a write error occurs, Datacom/DB ignores
the error and continues writing additional statistics past the bad spot. When a read error is encountered, the report is
terminated.

Accounting I/O Errors

When an I/O error occurs on an accounting table, the Accounting Facility disables the subject table. When an I/O error
occurs on the PRM table, the Accounting Facility disables all accounting functions. See Using Recovery for recovery
procedures.
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Datadictionary Diagnostics
Learn about the functions and utilities that Datacom Datadictionary provides to help in problem determination. Learn about
tracing fuctions with -SET Trace, listing and dumping HSD and DDD contents, and reports.

Datacom Datadictionary provides a variety of functions and utilities to help in problem determination.

WARNING
In most cases, do not use these functions or utilities unless directed to do so by Support.

Tracing Functions with the -SET Trace Functions

Under certain circumstances, Broadcom Support requests that you perform a -SET trace function.

The trace output is used by Broadcom Support to identify the internal processes that precede or accompany an abend,
internal errors, or unexpected results from a program.

You use the -SET transactions with the Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY, DDUPDATE, and DDCFBLD utilities by
inserting the transactions in the job streams for these utility programs. Do not use these transactions with the Datacom/DB
Utility (DBUTLTY).

Two -SET transactions turn on the trace facility and turn off the DDUPDATE reports.

Transaction Description
-SET RPOF Use the RPOF option to indicate to the DDUPDATE utility that

the detail reports usually generated during updates are not to
be generated. You can eliminate the generation of unnecessary
lengthy reports when you use this option.

-SET RPON Use the RPON option to turn the report option back on if it has
been set off previously in the run.

-SET SFON Creates a formatted dump of Service Facility calls. The trace
report goes to the same output data set as the report and is
intermingled with report lines.

-SET SFOF Turns off this trace function.

Use the following transactions only at the direction of Broadcom Support.

Transaction Description
-SET ATON Traces Virtual Processing Environment (CAIVPE) calls. The trace

report is written to the SYSPUNCH/SYSPCH data set.
-SET ATOF Turns off this trace function.
-SET DBON Traces all Datacom/DB calls. The trace detail report is

intermingled with report lines.
-SET DBOF Turns off this trace function.
-SET ERON Creates a formatted dump of batch work areas only if an error

occurs. The trace report goes to the same output data set as the
report and is intermingled with report lines.

-SET EROF Turns off this trace function.
-SET MXON Creates a formatted dump of batch work areas. The trace report

goes to the same output data set as the report and is intermingled
with report lines.

-SET MXOF Turns off this trace function.
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-SET URON Traces Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility calls. The trace
report goes to the same output data set as the report and is
intermingled with report lines.

-SET UROF Turns off this trace function.

Another -SET transaction is -SET CCn0 which is a Broadcom internal requirement that every step in the product install
needs to have a condition code 0. If necessary, the -SET can be included multiple times in an input set of transactions so
that specific groups of transactions can be handled as needed. The -SET CCn0 transactions would have to fall between
the -END and the next header transaction (-ADD, -DEL, and so forth) or prior to the first header transaction excluding the -
USR.

WARNING
Do not use the blanket SET CCn0 as a blanket reset of the condition code without prior knowledge if you think
the error can be ignored or not. Use extreme prejudice when using this set CCn0 option. If n is 0, the condition
code handling is reset to the standard processing.

Transaction Description
-SET CCn0 Sets the condition code of the job step to 0 if an error code causes

it to be set to n or less, where n can be 8, 4, or 0. If n is 0, the
condition code handling is reset to the standard processing.

Example

In the following example, the intent is to catalog a database that is known to get warning messages. The - SET CC40
transaction ensures that the external condition code is set to zero unless a more egregious error condition is detected.
The - SET CC00 returns to normal condition code processing for any following transactions.

-USR …

-ADD …

    .

    .

    .

-SET CC40

-UPD DATABASE,…

1000 CONNECT

-END

-SET CC00

    .

    .

    .

Use the - SET NTFn transaction if the occurrence specified in the header transaction is not found. This is useful if you
precede a set of - BTG or - ADD transactions with a - DEL/1000 OBSOLETE without knowing whether the structure
is there or not. Also, if there is a generic report included and you do not know if there are any occurrences meeting
the - RPT criteria. Again, there can be multiples of these transactions in a single execution to allow for cases where
occurrences must be present and others might or might not be in the same job step. The rules for inclusion are the same
as for the - SET CCn0.

Transaction Description
-SET NTFn Sets the external condition code to n if the occurrence specified in

the header transaction is not found (NTF) where n can be 8, 4, or
0.

Example
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In the following example, the - SET NTF0 ensures that the external condition code is set to zero if the occurrence to be
deleted is not found. The - SET NTF8 returns the condition code processing to normal for the remaining transactions.

-USR …

-SET NTF0

-DEL …

1000 OBSOLETE

-END

-SET NTF8

    .

    .  

    .

Listing/Dumping Datacom Datadictionary HSD Contents (DDBDULM)

The Block Data Utility batch program (DDBDULM) produces a listing of the names in the library that are in the Datacom
Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) file or a dump of a HSD file member. The dump resembles a core dump.

When to Use DDBDULM

Use this program only at the direction of Support. Support personnel may request the information produced with this
program when you report a problem with the HSD File.

How to Use DDBDULM

Execute the Block Data Utility program with a control statement to specify the type of report required and the parameters
for the report. If you format the control statement incorrectly, you receive an INVALID CONTROL CARD message. Format
the control statement as follows:

Starting Column Value Description
1 FUNC= Required keyword.
6 DUMP

or
INDEX

DUMP
Prints a snap dump of one member of the
HSD File. When the DUMP function is
specified, a "from" statement is required.
See the following chart.
INDEX
Prints a list of the names of the members in
the HSD File.

13 DBASEID= Required keyword.
21 nnnnn The DATACOM-ID of the Datacom

Datadictionary database.
27 FILETBL= Required keyword.
35 cccccccc The name of the Datacom/DB User

Requirements Table for the Datacom
Datadictionary databases. (See the
URTBL= parameter in DDSYSTBL and
DDURTBL Macros.)

From Statement
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The following statement is required when the DUMP function is specified. If this statement is formatted incorrectly, an
INPUT READ ERROR results.

Starting Column Value Description
1 FROM= Required keyword.
6 name Member name to be dumped as shown on

the FUNC=INDEX report (see SAMPLE
Report: DDBDULM Index). If the specified
name does not exist, a READ ERROR
results.

Example z/OS JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname                   See preceding note.

 //stepname EXEC PGM=DDBDULM,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB                   See preceding note.

 //SYSPRINT   DD SYSOUT=*                Print output

 //SYSPUNCH   DD SYSOUT=*                Punch output

 //SNAPER     DD SYSOUT=*                Snap dump output

 //SYSUDUMP   DD SYSOUT=*                System dumps

 //SYSIN      DD *                       Input transactions

 FUNC=INDEX  DBASEID=00002 FILETBL=DDURT002

 -END

 /*

Sample Report: DDBDULM Index

The following is a portion of an index produced with the DDBDULM program.

092495150611                                 BLOCK DATA UTILITY

ATZ$DD ADM                                   091595100045   091595100045

ATZ$DD COP                                   091595100045   091595100045

ATZ$DD DIS                                   091595100045   091595100045

ATZ$DD SEC ADM                               091595100045   091595100045

ATZ$DD UPD                                   091595100046   091595100046

CTD$DDMT2000                                 091595100035   091595100035

CTD$DDMT3000                                 091595100035   091595100035

CTD$DDMT3001                                 091595100035   091595100035

CTD$DDMT3002                                 091595100036   091595100036

CTD$DDMT3100                                 091595100036   091595100036

CTD$DDMT3101                                 091595100036   091595100036

CTD$DDMT3102                                 091595100036   091595100036

CTD$DDMT3103                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT3104                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT3110                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT3111                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT3200                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT3201                                 091595100037   091595100037

CTD$DDMT4000                                 091595100037   091595100037
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CTD$DDMT4001                                 091595100038   091595100038

CTD$DDMT4002                                 091595100038   091595100038

CTD$DDMT4003                                 091595100038   091595100038

CTD$DDMT4005                                 091595100038   091595100038

CTD$DDMT4010                                 091595100038   091595100038

At the top of the report
Date and time of the report.

First column
Member names.

Second column
Date and time the member was added.

Third column
Date and time the member was last updated.

After the third column
You may see strange characters appearing after column 72 in the index report. These binary characters are valid
data and are displayed as stored in the data record. This data can be useful information in debugging, it is not
"garbage."
Always look at the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file to find messages or data. The return code displayed is always zero.
Also note that the input (SYSIN) is not echo-printed in the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file; therefore, refer to your job
source.

Listing/Dumping Datacom Datadictionary DDD Contents (DDDDULM)

The Data Definition Directory Utility batch program (DDDDULM) produces a listing of the names in the library that are
in the Datacom Datadictionary Data Definition Directory (DDD) or a dump of the DDD-DATABASE database. The dump
resembles a core dump.

When to Use DDDDULM

Support personnel may request the information produced with this program when you report a problem with the DDD.

How to Use DDDDULM

Execute the Directory Data Utility program with a control statement to specify the type of report required and the
parameters for the report. If you format the control statement incorrectly, you receive an INVALID CONTROL CARD
message. Format the control statement as follows:

Starting Column Value Description
1 FUNC= Required keyword.
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6 DUMP
or
INDEX
or
DELETE

DUMP

Prints a snap dump of the Data Definition
Directory database (DDD-DATABASE).
When the DUMP function is specified,
a "from" statement is required. See the
following chart.

INDEX

Prints a list of SQL types, authorization IDs,
the SQL names of occurrences and their
Datacom Datadictionary entity-type.

DELETE

(Use at Support direction only.) Allows
you to delete data from the DDD. A "from"
statement is required. See the following
chart.

13 DBASEID= Required keyword.
21 nnnnn The 5-digit DATACOM-ID of the DDD-

DATABASE database.
27 FILETBL= Required keyword.
35 aaaaaaaa The 8-character name of the Datacom/

DB User Requirements Table for the
Datacom Datadictionary databases. (See
the URTBL= parameter in DDSYSTBL and
DDURTBL Macros.)

From Statement

The following "from" statement is required when the DUMP or DELETE function is specified. If a statement is formatted
incorrectly, an INPUT READ ERROR results.

First Line

Refer to the description of the data in the index report (see Sample DDDDULM Index Report) to determine how to locate
the values mentioned below.

Starting Column Value Description
1 F= Required keyword.
3 type The 3-character SQL type for an

occurrence as shown on the index report of
the DDD-DATABASE. If the specified type
does not exist, a READ ERROR results.

6 authid The AUTHID as shown on the index report.
38 sqlname The SQL name for an occurrence as shown

on the index report.
70 ddtype The 3-character Datacom Datadictionary

entity-type for an occurrence as shown on
the index report.

Second Line
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Refer to the description of the data in the index report to determine how to locate the values mentioned below.

Starting Column Value Description
4 ssss The 4-digit statement ID translated from

the value as shown on the index report in
hex on line 2 in column 4 as a 4-byte binary
field. Only needed if deleting or dumping
the Datacom Datadictionary entity-type
STM.

33 second
sqlname

As shown on the index report. Only
needed if deleting or dumping the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-type TBL.

65 dbid and
sequence
number

As shown on the index report in hex. This
value is usually 00002001 or is in the
general format of xxxxxyyy where:
xxxxx is the 5-digit DATACOM-ID of the
database.
yyy is a 3-digit sequence number. (Note:
DELETE processes ALL occurrences,
regardless of the SEQ number.)

Example z/OS JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname                   See note above

 //stepname EXEC PGM=DDDDULM,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB                   See note above

 //SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=*                  Print output

 //SYSPUNCH    DD SYSOUT=*                  Punch output

 //SNAPER      DD SYSOUT=*                  Snap dump output

 //SYSUDUMP    DD SYSOUT=*                  System dumps

 //SYSIN       DD *                         Input transactions

 FUNC=INDEX  DBASEID=00015 FILETBL=DDURT002

 -END

 /*

Example z/VSE JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...

 * $$ LST ...                See note above

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname

 // EXEC DDDDULM,SIZE=600K

 FUNC=INDEX  DBASEID=00015 FILETBL=DDURT002

 -END

 /*
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 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Sample DDDDULM Index Report

The following is a portion of the report produced with the DDDDULM program.

092995165741                                       BLOCK DATA UTILITY

 T  AUTHID                          SQLNAME                            T

    2ND AUTHID                      2ND SQLNAME

                                    DATE ADDED       DATE CHANGED

RELJONES                            DDAPSYNONYM01T                    SYN

   JONES                            DDAPTABLE01

                                    080488133649     O80488133649

RELJONES                            DDAPSYNONYM01V                    SYN

   JONES                            DDAPVIEW01

                                    080488133651     O80488133651

RELJONES                            DDAPTABLE01                       TBL

                                    080488133645     O80488133645

RELJONES                            DDAPTABLE02                       TBL

                                    091592102846     O80588102846

RELJONES                            DDAPVIEW01                        VEW

                                    080488133648     O80488133648

RELJONES                            DDAPVIEW02                        VEW

                                    091592102850     O80588102850

RELPUBLIC                           A1                                TBL

                                    080488094533     O80488094533

RELPUBLIC                           A2                                TBL

                                    080488094834     O80488094834

RELPUBLIC                           TESTDEC                           TBL

                                    080488123129     O80488123129

SRCPUBLIC                                                             VEW

   PUBLIC-DDAPVIEW02
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                                    091595102850     O80588102850

At the top of the report
Date and time of the report.

T
The SQL type.

AUTHID
The authorization ID which owns the object.

SQLNAME and 2ND SQLNAME
For synonyms, two SQL names are printed. The first is the SQL name for the synonym and the second is the SQL
name for the object of the synonym. The second name is followed by the date and time the member was added.
For objects other than synonyms, the SQL name of the object is printed, followed by the date and time the
member was added.

DATE CHANGED
Date and time the occurrence was last updated.

T
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type of the occurrence.

To the right of each entry
You may see strange characters appearing after column 72 or in columns 4-8 on the second line of the index
report. These binary characters are valid data and are displayed as stored in the data record. This data may be
useful information in debugging, it is not "garbage."
Always look at the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file to find messages or data. The return code displayed is always zero.
Also note that the input (SYSIN) is not echo-printed in the SYSPRINT/SYSLST file; therefore, refer to your job
source.

Sample DDDDULM Dump Report

The following are sample control statements to produce a dump with the DDDDULM program.

FUNC=DUMP   DBASEID=00015 FILETBL=DDURT002

F=COLBROGR02                         GLB2003                         FLD

                                                                00002001

-END

In addition to the displayable data referred to by the column headings in the output of an index report, binary data is also
included. If you display the SYSPRINT/SYSLST in HEX-MODE, notice binary characters halfwords and fullwords not
described by the column headers. These are as follows:

• On the second line of output for a single record, columns 68 and 69 contain a halfword DATABASE-ID and columns
70-73 contain a fullword SEQUENCE-NUMBER.

• Use these values to fill into column 65 at line 2 of the F= data when running this utility with FUNC= DUMP or DELETE.
When the Datacom Datadictionary type on the row is STM, the second line contains a binary statement ID. Column 4
in the second line, for a fullword (4-bytes) contains the statement ID in HEX-MODE.

• The statement ID can be converted from 4-byte binary to character for placement in column 4 of the second line of
the F= on FUNC=DUMP or DELETE. If this statement is from a Db2 mode PLAN, the statement ID can be converted
to character by the following process: convert the first halfword and the second halfword separately and add the two
values together to get the actual statement ID.

The following is a sample dump produced with the DDDDULM program.

072293093815                                        BLOCK DATA UTILITY                                       

 0001

 T  AUTHID                         SQLNAME                          T

    2ND AUTHID                     2ND SQLNAME
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                                   DATE ADDED     DATE CHANGED

0000   0000C3D6 D3F14040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *  COL1                  

        *

0020   4040C3D6 D3F14040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *  COL1                  

        *

0040   40400004 00000001 00020000 00000000   00C3D5E2 00010001 D5E84040 40404040    *                 CNS   

 NY      *

0060   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

0080   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

00A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

00C0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 404000D5 00000000 00000000    *                       N

        *

00E0   0000C3D6 D3F24040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *  COL2                  

        *

0100   4040C3D6 D3F24040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *  COL2                  

        *

0120   40400004 00000006 00020000 00000000   00C3D5E2 00010001 D5E84040 40404040    *                 CNS   

 NY      *

0140   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

0160   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

0180   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040    *                        

        *

01A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 404000D5 00000000 00000000    *                       N

        *

Datacom Datadictionary Report Comparing DATA-DICT Prior to Upgrading

DDSDCLM Processing

The DDSDCLM performs two functions:
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• Reads the DATA-DICT DATABASE Structure in PROD status at your site. The DDSDCLM compares selected
information regarding the structure to the information provided in the module created and delivered by Broadcom that
reflects the minimum expected structure.

• Reads all PRODuction and TEST occurrences of certain entity-types and edits them from compliance with current
requirements.

The processing performed by DDSDCLM is as follows:

1. Reads the SYSIN input file and processes the following records:
a. The first record in the SYSIN file must be a standard USR transaction unless the Datacom Datadictionary System

Resource Table (DDSYSTBL) indicates that the external security system User ID is used. This transaction is
processed as described for all other Datacom Datadictionary batch utilities. The user-specified in the USR
transaction must have DDADMIN authority or processing does not proceed.

b. The records described in this section are optional.  One additional SET transaction is accepted for this utility which
is formatted as follows:
• Bytes 1-4 contain -SET.
• Byte 5 is blank.
• Bytes 6-9 contain Warning Messages OFF (WMOF) specifies that messages indicating differences in the

structures that are not incompatible with a valid structure but are not part of the standard installation will not be
printed. These are messages that indicate such things as additional tables in the database, additional keys or
elements not in the standard structure, and additional columns not in the standard structure. All of these could
indicate that you have implemented user-defined extensions. The default is to print these messages.

c. The final record must be a DDSDCLM transaction that is formatted as follows:
d. Comparator Transaction

-SDC vvv,stat

• Bytes 1-4 contain - SDC
• Byte 5 is blank
• Bytes 6-8 contain the version identifier of the DATA-DICT structure being processed (for example, 140, 120,

121)
• Byte 9 is, optionally, a comma
• Bytes 10-13 are, optionally, the Status of the DATA-DICT Database Structure to be processed (for example,

PROD, T001, and so forth). If not provided, the default status is PROD. History versions are not allowed.
e. Verifier Transaction

-SDC VERIFY

• Bytes 1-4 contain -SDC
• Byte 5 is blank
• Bytes 6-11 contain VERIFY

2. For the Comparator Transaction, the following processing is performed:
a. Loads the Basis module corresponding to the version identifier specified in the DDSDCLM transaction. For

example, if the DDSDCLM transaction contained 140, then DDSDCLM attempts to load module DD140SD. If the
load fails, an error message is printed describing the problem. For more information, see Messages.

b. Reads the DATA-DICT database structure in PRODuction status in the MUF accessed based on the DBSIDPR
module used. DDSDCLM reads through the entire DATA-DICT structure and reports on differences between your
DATA-DICT structure and the expected structure as defined by the Basis module.

3. For the Verifier Transaction, the following processing is performed:
a. Reads all occurrences of the following entity-types:
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• AREA
• DATABASE
• CONSTRAINT
• ELEMENT
• FILE
• FIELD
• KEY
• PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
• SYNONYM
• TABLE
• VIEW

b. Verifies that each occurrence passes the edit requirements for the current release of Datacom Datadictionary.

SDC Message Identifier Format

The DDSDCLM generates messages. The Verifier Transaction generated the same messages used in the DDUPDATE
Batch Processor.

Message Identifier Format

Messages generated by DDSDCLM have the following identifier format:

DDSDCtnnnl

• DDSDC - Constant for all messages from DDSDCLM.
• t - Entity-type associated with the message or other generic messages:

– D - Database
– A - Area
– T - Table
– C - Column
– E - Element
– K - Key
– N - No specific entity-type associated
– G - General processing messages

• nnn - Numeric value unique within the set of messages defined by the first six characters.
• l - Error level:
I - Informational messages.

No action required. Sets condition code to 00 if no other message levels are generated.
W - Warning messages.

These are messages generated unless the - SET WMOF is used. If WMOF is set, then these messages do not
affect the condition code. If WMON is in effect, then the condition code is set to 04 if no higher message level is
generated.

A - Attention messages.
These are messages indicating there is an inconsistency in the structure that requires user attention to correct.
The condition code is set to 08 if no higher message level is generated.

P - Processing messages.
These messages indicate a failure that typically ends processing immediately. For example, when an unexpected
database return code is encountered during processing. The condition code is set to 16 and a snapshot dump
may be taken.

Message Occurrence Names
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Most messages have an entity occurrence associated with them. For FIELD, ELEMENT and KEY occurrences, the name
displayed consists of the occurrence name of the owning TABLE occurrence followed by a period (.) followed by the
occurrence name of the particular entity occurrence.

Message Values

Many messages are followed by two values separated by a slash (/) and contained within parentheses. The first value is
the local value and the second value is contained in the Basis.

Finalization

If any messages indicate that corrective action is required, restore the DATA-DICT production structure to a test status
and make the necessary changes. Once the DATA-DICT structure is determined as correct, copy the structure to
PRODuction status and use the DDCFBLD batch program - CXX BUILD function and the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY batch
program CXXMAINT DDPROD function to update the Directory (CXX).

Listing/Deleting Datacom Datadictionary Orphans

Due to unexpected processing errors, instances may exist in the Datacom Datadictionary Support Entity-types which do
not have corresponding entity-occurrences. The Datacom Datadictionary Support entity-types are ALIAS, DESCRIPTOR,
RELATIONSHIP, and TEXT. For example, a row may exist in the ALIAS table, but the entity-occurrence referenced does
not exist in the specific entity-type. These support occurrences are referred to as "orphans".

A second type of orphan occurs when a processing error causes FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrences to exist
without the owning AGGREGATE occurrence (TABLE, RECORD, View, and so on). For example, executing Datacom
Datadictionary processing against a MUF with the LOGRCV= Startup Option set to NEVER.

The following facility can report on and, optionally, delete these orphans. Use DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE like any other
report function to run the Orphan Report..

Request Format

The format of the header transaction is as follows:

►►─ -RPT ORPHAN,entity ─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ ,DELETE ─┘

,entity
(Required) Specifies the Support entity-type to be Processed. For descriptions of the various valid types, see the
following Report Content heading.
Valid Entries

:
ALIAS, DESCRIPTOR, RELATIONSHIP, or TEXT for an individual Support entity-type.
SUPPORT to process all Support entity-types.
ELEMENT, FIELD or KEY for orphans for AGGREGATE entity-types.
AGGREGATE to process all orphans of the AGGREGATE entity-types.

Default Value:
(No default)

Report Content

The report content is somewhat determined by the particular support entity being processed. Generally, the following data
is reported under the column headings shown here.

• Various:
ALIAS

Refers to the ALIAS name.
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FIRST DESCRIPTOR
Indicates the first descriptor word in the row.

RELATIONSHIP NAME
Refers to the RELATIONSHIP name.

FIRST TEXT LINE
Indicates the first text line in the row.

ELEMENT
Indicates the ELEMENT occurrence that is an orphan.

FIELD
Indicates the FIELD occurrence that is an orphan.

KEY
Indicates the KEY occurrence that is an orphan.

• ENTITY-TYPE
Refers to the entity-type of the occurrence owning the orphan.

• ENTITY-OCCURRENCE
Refers to the fully qualified occurrence name.

• VRSN
Indicates the version of the reported occurrence.

• MISC
Varies based on type (see the individual report formats that follow).

Report Formats

For sample report headers, see Sample Report Headers.

ALIAS Orphan Report

-RPT ORPHAN,ALIAS                                                       ;

-END                                                                       ;

ALIAS

       ENTITY-TYPE                      ENTITY-OCCURRENCE (QUALIFIED)                                     VRSN

 MISC

PHONE-BOOK

       PROGRAM                          PHONE-LIST                                                        0001

ROWS READ:            1694

ORPHANS FOUND:           1

ORPHANS DELETED:         0

          *****  END OF JOB - NO ERRORS  *****

DESCRIPTOR Orphan Report

One row in the Descriptor Table (KWC) contains up to eight (8) descriptor words. Only the first descriptor word is printed.

-RPT ORPHAN,DESCRIPTOR                                                       ;

-END                                                                           ;

FIRST DESCRIPTOR

       ENTITY-TYPE                      ENTITY-OCCURRENCE (QUALIFIED)                                     VRSN

 MISC

PHONE

       PROGRAM                          PHONE-LIST                                                        0001
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ROWS READ:              92

ORPHANS FOUND:           1

ORPHANS DELETED:         0

          *****  END OF JOB - NO ERRORS  *****

RELATIONSHIP Orphan Report

On the Relationship Orphan Report, the MISC column is used to indicate whether the missing entity-occurrence being
reported is the subject or object of the relationship.

-RPT ORPHAN,RELATIONSHIP                                                       ;

-END                                                                           ;

RELATIONSHIP NAME

       ENTITY-TYPE                      ENTITY-OCCURRENCE (QUALIFIED)                                     VRSN

 MISC

PGM-PGM-CALLS

       PROGRAM                          PHONE-LIST                                                        0001

 SUBJECT

ROWS READ:            3088

ORPHANS FOUND:           1

ORPHANS DELETED:         0

          *****  END OF JOB - NO ERRORS  *****

TEXT Orphan Report

On the Text Orphan Report, the MISC column is used to indicate when the reported text row is a "SHARED" pointer to text
stored under another occurrence.

-RPT ORPHAN,TEXT                                                       ;

-END                                                                       ;

FIRST TEXT LINE

       ENTITY-TYPE                      ENTITY-OCCURRENCE (QUALIFIED)                                     VRSN

 MISC

THIS PROGRAM GENERATES AN INTERNAL PHONE LIST BASED ON DATA IN THE CORPORATE

       PROGRAM                          PHONE-LIST                                                        0001

ROWS READ:             306

ORPHANS FOUND:           1

ORPHANS DELETED:         0

          *****  END OF JOB - NO ERRORS  *****

Using Dumps in Problem Determination
Circumstances can occur during Datacom/DB processing that require a storage dump (SVC) to be written. Find the
causes of dumps, the contents of dumps (PXX, Snap Dumps in z/OS and z/VSE), and actions to perform.

Operating system dumps are caused by a region abend or an operating system option. They are initiated by the
operating system function. By default, during an abnormal termination, Datacom/DB initiates an SVC dump instead of
a SYSUDUMP. If the request to take an SVC dump returns an indicator that it was not successful, or if you specified
DUMP_OUTPUT SYSUDUMP, a SYSUDUMP is produced, instead. This is written if a SYSUDUMP statement in z/OS, or
SYSLST statement in z/VSE, is present in the job step. In z/OS environments, the dump contains the region and control
blocks. In z/VSE environments, the dump contains the partition and supervisor control blocks.

Datacom/DB also produces an SVC dump either in lieu of a PXX dump when the dump includes buffers, or when the
STOP_LOOP_HANG_1_FAIL option terminates the MUF. If this request to take an SVC dump is unsuccessful, no
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additional dumps are produced. When a dump is not produced, it might result in an inability to determine the root cause of
a problem. Two potential causes of dumps being suppressed are the following circumstances:

• Dump datasets are full.
• SVC dump services are too busy.

Action to take:

• Too small - Enlarge the dump datasets.
• Too busy - Determine the offending process so that an SVC dump can be taken by .

Datacom/DB dumps are either directed to a printer or placed on a disk for subsequent printing depending on the option
selected.

Most abnormal Datacom/DB return codes create a snap dump of the Master List. The dump is written to the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area. You can use the COMM OPTION=SNAP or the SNAP console command to have a Master List written
to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area. If you add the optional parameter BUFFERS, the Master List is produced with the
standard Datacom/DB buffer area. If the PXX dump was produced as a result of a SNAP request with BUFFERS, and 64-
bit memory is used for the index buffers, an SVC dump is produced instead of a PXX dump.

The dump contains the Datacom/DB task area that is associated with the failing request. The task area contains the
information about the request that is communicated to Datacom/DB by the application program. If the problem is other
than a user error, the dump also contains information useful to Support. To print the dump, execute the REPORT
AREA=PXX function of DBUTLTY. When the Multi-User Facility is restarted or the CLRPXX option of the COMM function
is executed, the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) is cleared. Therefore, if you need the data, you should print the
contents of the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

You can also use the SYSOUT startup option to direct PXX dumps to be sent to the MUF startup option SYSOUT instead
of the PXX. For more information, see SYSOUT.

Dumps Available

The following categories of dumps are available from Datacom/DB:

PXX Dumps

Initiator:
Datacom/DB or DBUTLTY COMM SNAP option

Output Destination:
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), SYSOUT, or SVC dump

Cause:
Return Code from Datacom/DB

Contents:
Master List and/or buffer listings

Snap Dumps (z/OS)

Initiator:
Datacom/DB or DBUTLTY COMM SNAPCSA option

Output Destination:
SNAPER DD

The contents vary depending on the cause:

Cause:
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Multi-User
Facility abend

Contents: id=060 dump (full region) id=001 dump (DBUTLTY SNAPCSA)
Cause: User application abend or DBUTLTY abend

Contents: id=060 dump (full region)
Cause: DBUTLTY return code

Contents id=020 dump of (Master List and/or buffer listings)

id=060 dump (full region)

Snap Dumps (z/VSE)

Initiator:
Datacom/DB

Output Destination:
SYSLST

The contents varies depending on the cause:

Cause:
Multi-User Facility abend

Contents:
pdump of PSW and Register
pdump of partition

Cause:
User application abend

Contents:
pdump of PSW and Register
pdump of partition

Cause:
DBUTLTY abend

Contents:
pdump of PSW and Register
pdump of partition

Cause:
DBUTLTY return code

Contents:
pdump of Master List and/or buffer listings
pdump of partition

In a Single User in z/OS, unformatted dumps are written to the SNAPER data set.

Reading id=020 and id=060 Dump

(z/OS only.) If the User Requirements Table has ABEND=YES specified, the dump produced on abnormal termination is a
dump with an identifier of 060. The id=060 dump contains a full region dump.

Reading Snap Dumps for Duplicate Key Values

If Datacom/DB encounters a duplicate value for a Master Key for a table defined with no duplicate Master Keys or for a
Unique Key during the DBUTLTY LOAD function, Datacom/DB issues a return code 10 and aborts the run.
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You have the option to specify LOADDUPS=YES in the LOAD command. This instructs Datacom/DB to load the duplicate
values and produce a snap dump of the first 500 duplications. A snap dump is also produced for duplications found during
the MASSADD and RETIX functions.

The following is a sample of a snap dump for a duplicate value (33333) for key ID 11:

JOB jobname          STEP STEP1           TIME 152622   DATE &SYSYEAR.&SYSDAYOFY.  ID = 020    CPUID =

 A33333119021   PAGE 00000001

PSW AT ENTRY TO SNAP    078D2000  0001C8DE  ILC  02  INTC 0033

-STORAGE

STORAGE DUMP FROM DATACOM/DB

0008E140                   0000000B F3F3F3F3    F3F0F0F0                              *         ....33333000 

          *

   .

   .

   .

JOB jobname          STEP STEP1           TIME 152622   DATE &SYSYEAR.&SYSDAYOFY.  ID = 020                  

         PAGE 00000002

                   DUMP INDEX

                  ----------

 DATA AREAS                                               PAGE NUMBER

-----------                                               -----------

AREAS RELATED TO TCB AT: 009F0BF0/....                    00000001

STORAGE AREAS ........................                    00000001

END OF DUMP

The key DATACOM-ID (in hex) is the first word, represented by 0000000B in the sample. In a CXX Report, find the page
for the table you are loading and locate the key ID in the section on keys in the table. If the dump is the result of running
the RETIX function, examine all the tables in the area that was specified for the key ID since it may be a shared key ID.
Alternately, you can create and run a Datacom Datadictionary Indented Report to show the keys in the tables in the area.

The next word(s), starting with F3F3F3F3 in the sample, contain the value of the duplicate key.

Reading Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Dumps

You can use the REPORT OPTION=PXX function in DBUTLTY to produce a formatted dump of the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX). The dump contains information on the Master List, the buffers, or both, which also includes the
RWTSA control blocks and the Datacom/DB Request Trace Table.

The RWTSA portion of the dump contains information on the current tasks. The Datacom/DB Request Trace Table lists
the requests that have completed.

Reading the RWTSA Control Block

The RWTSA (Read/Write Task Storage Area) portion of the PXX dump contains information on the individual user tasks.
The request area is found at hex 100 into each RWTSA listing.

The task that causes the return code is identified by TASK-nnn, where nnn is the task ID, in the REASON-ERROR line on
the PXX dump. The task can be located by scanning the dump for DBRWnnnn, where nnnn is the task number.

The request area layout in the RWTSA is the same as the layout in the request area for an application. The layout is as
follows:

RWTSA Request Area Format Without URI Option
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RWTSA Request Area Format With URI Option

Command Code
The command name specifying the operation to be performed.

Table Name
The 3-character code name to identify the logical table being accessed. The table name is defined in the
DATACOM-NAME attribute of the FILE entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

Key Name
The 5-character alphanumeric name of the key being used. The key name is defined in the DATACOM-NAME
attribute of the KEY entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

Return Code
The Datacom/DB return code indicating the result of the request. For a complete description of return codes, see
Messages.

Internal Return Code
The code indicating the exact error for certain return codes.

DBID
The identification of the database being used. The ID is defined in the DATACOM-ID attribute of the DATABASE
entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

Record ID
The record identification number returned by Datacom/DB.

Block Number
The block number returned by Datacom/DB. If you are not using the URI option, the block number is part of the
record ID.

Locating the Task

Use the following steps to find the RWTSA information in a PXX dump.

1. Locate the task listed with the return code from the title on the PXX dump (that is, TASK-006 in the following example).
2. Locate the corresponding RWTSA (that is, DBRWnnnn as shown on page 9 in the following example) and add hex

100 to the following address to find the request area on the line that starts with 07158D00 on page 9.

NOTE
In the example, page 9 of the report is shown immediately after page 3 to focus attention upon the relevant
parts of the report.

3. Verify that this is the return code in question since more than one task can be active at a time.

Example
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For an sample report header, see Sample Report Header.

                        CONTROL CARD(S)

                        .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                        REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=FULL

                        FUNCTION=REPORT

                           AREA=PXX

                           DUMPS=FULL

    DATA BASE  STARTED                          JOB=DLV1M907  SVC=213  SUBID=a                   6/24/01 

 8.22.43

    DATA BASE  SPECIAL MVS MASTER LIST                                                        6/24/01 11.32.11

                              REASON--ERROR 01(032)    JOB--1275-DBUSRPGM  TASK-006

      DB MASTER LIST DIRECTORY

    07140000 D4C1E2E3 C5D940D3 C9E2E340 BA840E90  0AD5051E C9E7E740 00045140 00C81000   *MASTER LIST ....

  .N..IXX ... .H..*

    07140020 C4E7E740 0004C380 00C81000 C4C1E3C1  0005A800 00C81000 0005A000 FFFFFFFF   *DXX ..C..H..DATA

  .....H..........*

    07140040 00000000 0996D020 00031000 00000000  0002D7E0 00000000 09E4A020 04DB0002   *................

  ..P......U......*

    07140060 04DB0007 B10DFFEF 00000000 07140C00  07141000 0998D800 09ABBCA0 4C004000   *................

  ......Q....... .*

    07140080 D6D7C5D5 000140AC 00014114 0001417C  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *OPEN.. .........

  ................*

    071400A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  C5C3C440 09982080 09E49000 09AED600   *................ 

 ECD .....U....O.*

    071400C0 B10DCA4F 1EC66901 04DB0003 00000000  89916000 89924000 89921000 89928000   *.....F..........

  ..-... .........*

    071400E0 00000000 00008000 89945000 89935000  8993B000 8000F000 89A81000 8993E000   *..........&...&.

  ......0.........*

    07140100 89931000 89942000 8001C000 8995B000  8991C000 00000000 89A85000 8995F000   *................

  ..........&...0.*

    07140120 89965000 00000000 8992C000 8994A000  00007EC0 8992D000 00000000 09AB2020   *..&.............

  ................*

    07140140 00006140 0996B020 00000000 00000000  09AEB200 09E4B000 00000000 00000000   *../ ............

  .....U..........*

    07140160 09AB9B60 89900D5E 89964000 00000000  00000000 00000000 09903610 09E591B0   *...-...... .....

  .............V..*

    07140180 00000000 00000000 89919000 0998270C  0997B018 09977018 09ADA260 07140D80   *................

  ...........-....*

                                                      .

                                                      .

                                                      .

    DATA BASE  (CONTINUED)

    07154300 00-SAME-

    071544C0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 D4C1E3E6 C9F0F240   *................

  ........USERID1 *

    071544E0 5C404040 40404040 40404040 40404040  D3D6C3C1 D3404040 00000000 00000000   **                

 LOCAL   ........*
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    07154500 00-SAME-

    071545E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 04000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    07154600 00-SAME-

    07154660 00000000 42000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    07154680 00-SAME-

    07154880 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00004000 00000000 00000000   *................

  ...... .........*

    071548A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 40404040 40404040 40404040   *................

  ....            *

    071548C0 40404040 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *    ............

  ................*

    071548E0 00-SAME-

    07158C00 C4C2D9E6 606060F6 09AF7380 07158C10  40000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *DBRW---6........ 

  ...............*

    07158C20 00-SAME-

    07158C40 00000000 00000000 40000000 00060006  00010001 07158C00 00023400 00000000   *........ .......

  ................*

    07158C60 07159800 000004FB 00000000 00008004  40C04000 00010002 00000002 00000000   *................ 

  . .............*

    07158C80 00000003 0004FC80 00000000 0000000A  00000000 00000006 0004FEC0 00023600   *................

  ................*

    07158CA0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  09AB3E20 07159800 07159268 00000000   *................

  ................*

    07158CC0 09E50A30 00000000 00000000 00000000  09EA8030 09AF78B4 09E505D0 00000000   *.V..............

  .........V......*

    07158CE0 09E509C0 00000013 07159800 07140CC0  07140CC0 FFFFFF01 07140000 000000A1   *.V..............

  ................*

    07158D00 D9C5C4D2 C5D7C1E8 C5D4D7D5 D6F0F120  00010002 00000003 00FF0000 00030001   *REDKEPAYEMPNO01.

  ................*

                                                      .

                                                      .

                                                      .

Tracing Datacom/DB Requests

The Datacom/DB Request Trace Table is a revolving table listing the Datacom/DB requests. The entries are 64 bytes long
and are placed in the table when the request completes.

The address of the most recent entry in the Request Trace Table is pointed to by the address at hex 194 into the Master
List area in the PXX full dump.

The first 64 bytes in a Request Trace Table entry are as follows:

Request Trace Table Format

Command Code
The command name specifying the operation to be performed.
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Internal Return Code
The code indicating the exact error for the Datacom/DB return code.

Task ID
The RWTSA (task) number.

DBID
The database identification number defined in the DATABASE entity-occurrence DATACOM-ID attribute in
Datacom Datadictionary.

Table ID
The table identification number defined by Datacom Datadictionary for the TABLE entity-occurrence DATACOM-ID
attribute.

Sequence Number
The sequence number for this request.

Return Code
The Datacom/DB return code indicating the result of the request. For a complete description of return codes, see
Messages.

Key ID
The key identification number.

URI Number
The Unique Row Identifier number.

Locating the Most Recent Entry

Use the following steps to find the most recent entry in the Request Trace Table.

1. Locate the address for the Request Trace Table at hex 194 (in the last line on page 3 in the following example). in the
DB Master List Directory at the beginning of the PXX Dump.

2. Find the address of the most recent entry in the Request Trace Table at the address found in Step 1 (in the last line on
page 19 in the following example).

NOTE
In the example, pages 19 and 20 of the report are shown immediately after page 3 to focus attention upon
the relevant parts of the report.

3. Locate the entry at the address found in Step 2 (in the line that starts with 099777A0 on page 20 in the following
example).

NOTE
The most recent entry is not the current error. The current error is still in the RWTSA.

Example

For a sample report heading, see Sample Report Heading.

                        CONTROL CARD(S)

                        .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                        REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=FULL

                        FUNCTION=REPORT

                           AREA=PXX

                           DUMPS=FULL

    DATA BASE  STARTED                          JOB=DLV1M907  SVC=213  SUBID=a                   6/24/01 

 8.22.43

    DATA BASE  SPECIAL MVS MASTER LIST                                                        6/24/01 11.32.11
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                              REASON--ERROR 01(032)    JOB--1275-DBUSRPGM  TASK-006

      DB MASTER LIST DIRECTORY

    07140000 D4C1E2E3 C5D940D3 C9E2E340 BA840E90  0AD5051E C9E7E740 00045140 00C81000   *MASTER LIST ....

  .N..IXX ... .H..*

    07140020 C4E7E740 0004C380 00C81000 C4C1E3C1  0005A800 00C81000 0005A000 FFFFFFFF   *DXX ..C..H..DATA

  .....H..........*

    07140040 00000000 0996D020 00031000 00000000  0002D7E0 00000000 09E4A020 04DB0002   *................

  ..P......U......*

    07140060 04DB0007 B10DFFEF 00000000 07140C00  07141000 0998D800 09ABBCA0 4C004000   *................

  ......Q....... .*

    07140080 D6D7C5D5 000140AC 00014114 0001417C  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000   *OPEN.. .........

  ................*

    071400A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  C5C3C440 09982080 09E49000 09AED600   *................ 

 ECD .....U....O.*

    071400C0 B10DCA4F 1EC66901 04DB0003 00000000  89916000 89924000 89921000 89928000   *.....F..........

  ..-... .........*

    071400E0 00000000 00008000 89945000 89935000  8993B000 8000F000 89A81000 8993E000   *..........&...&.

  ......0.........*

    07140100 89931000 89942000 8001C000 8995B000  8991C000 00000000 89A85000 8995F000   *................

  ..........&...0.*

    07140120 89965000 00000000 8992C000 8994A000  00007EC0 8992D000 00000000 09AB2020   *..&.............

  ................*

    07140140 00006140 0996B020 00000000 00000000  09AEB200 09E4B000 00000000 00000000   *../ ............

  .....U..........*

    07140160 09AB9B60 89900D5E 89964000 00000000  00000000 00000000 09903610 09E591B0   *...-...... .....

  .............V..*

    07140180 00000000 00000000 89919000 0998270C  0997B018 09977018 09ADA260 07140D80   *................

  ...........-....*

                                                      .

                                                      .

                                                      .

    DATA BASE  (CONTINUED)

    0996CE00 00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000  00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CE20 0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002  00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CE40 00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000  0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002   *................

  ................*

    0996CE60 00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000  00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CE80 0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002  00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CEA0 00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000  0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002   *................

  ................*

    0996CEC0 00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000  00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CEE0 0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002  00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000   *................

  ................*
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    0996CF00 00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000  0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002   *................

  ................*

    0996CF20 00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000  00000000 0996B002 00000000 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CF40 0996B002 00000000 00000000 0996B002  00000000 00000000 0996B002 00000000   *................

  ................*

    0996CF60 00000000 0996B002 0001F000 00038000  0996B002 0003E000 0005B000 0996B002   *..........0.....

  ................*

    0996CF80 0996D000 09970087 0996B002 09971000  09977000 0996B002 09984000 0998BD00   *................

  .......... .....*

    0996CFA0 0996B002 09990000 09997000 0996B002  09B13000 09C580FF 0996B002 09C59000   *................

  .....E.......E..*

    0996CFC0 09D78000 0996B002 09D79000 09E3B000  0996B002 09E43000 09E49000 0996B002   *.P.......P...T..

  .....U...U......*

    0996CFE0 09EA8000 09EA802D 0996B002 09EA8030  09EA808C 0996B002 00000000 80000000   *................

  ................*

    09977000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  D9D84BE3 C1C2D3C5 099777A0 0997AFE0   *................ 

 RQ.TABLE........*

                                                      .

                                                      .

                                                      .

    DATA BASE  (CONTINUED)

    099773C0 00000010 C4C2C3E7 E740FFFF FFFFFE08  00020002 CAC7C43D 00000000 00000000   *....DBCXX ......

  .....GD.........*

    099773E0 D6D7C5D5 40000001 03E84040 00054040  000C5954 000CB610 404001C0 00404040   *OPEN ....Y  ..  

  ........  ...   *

    09977400 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  0000000A CAC7F715 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....G7.........*

    09977420 D6D7C5D5 40000001 03E84040 00064040  000C5954 000CB810 40400040 00404040   *OPEN ....Y  ..  

  ........  . .   *

    09977440 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  00140000 CAC7F76B 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....G7.........*

    09977460 D6D7C5D5 40000001 00154040 00074040  000C5954 000CB890 40400090 00404040   *OPEN .....  ..  

  ........  ...   *

    09977480 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  0000000B CAC85875 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....H..........*

    099774A0 D9C4E4D3 C530000C 00050008 00004040  00000000 00000000 00050023 00000003   *RDULE.........  

  ................*

    099774C0 00000010 C4C2C3E7 E7400000 01033A08  00020000 CAC858EC 00000000 00000000   *....DBCXX ......

  .....H..........*

    099774E0 E4D7C4C1 E330000C 00050008 00004040  00000000 00000000 00050000 00000003   *UPDAT.........  

  ................*

    09977500 00000010 C4C2C3E7 E7400000 01033A08  00020001 CAC8595A 00000000 00000000   *....DBCXX ......

  .....H..........*

    09977520 D6D7C5D5 40000001 00214040 00084040  000C5954 000CB950 404000C0 00404040   *OPEN .....  ..  

  .......&  ...   *

    09977540 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  00000011 CAC943C8 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....I.H........*

    09977560 D6D7C5D5 40000001 00654040 00094040  000C5954 000CBA40 40400050 00404040   *OPEN .....  ..  

  .......   .&.   *
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    09977580 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  00000009 CAC999D8 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....I.Q........*

    099775A0 D6D7C5D5 40000001 00654040 000A4040  000C5954 000CBAC0 40400090 00404040   *OPEN .....  ..  

  ........  ...   *

    099775C0 40404040 C4C2C3E7 E7404040 4040000A  00000007 CAC9B2F0 0A3495A6 00000000   *    DBCXX     ..

  .....I.0........*

    099775E0 D6D7C5D5 40000006 00010000 000B4040  00008954 09905C44 00000050 00000000   *OPEN .........  

  ......*....&....*

    09977600 00000000 C4C2C3E7 E7400000 0000402C  0000000A F4A1D4B4 00000000 00000000   *....DBCXX .... .

  ....4.M.........*

    09977620 D3D6C3D2 E8400006 00010001 000C4040  00023400 00023600 00010000 00000003   *LOCKY ........  

  ................*

    09977640 00010000 00260030 01010000 0002000E  00010003 F4A2007E 00000001 00000000   *................

  ....4...........*

    09977660 D9C5C4D3 C5400006 00010001 000D4040  00023400 00023600 00010027 00000003   *REDLE ........  

  ................*

    09977680 00010000 00260030 01010000 0002000E  00010001 F4A201D8 00000001 00000000   *................

  ....4..Q........*

    099776A0 D9C5C4D3 C5400006 00010002 000E4040  00023400 00023600 00010050 00000003   *REDLE ........  

  ...........&....*

    099776C0 00010000 00260030 01010000 0002000E  00010002 F4A207D2 00000001 00000000   *................

  ....4..K........*

    099776E0 D9C5C4D5 E7400006 00010001 000F4040  00023400 00023600 00010027 00000003   *REDNX ........  

  ................*

    09977700 00010000 00410047 01020000 0002000E  00010000 F4A207E9 00000002 00000000   *................

  ....4..Z........*

    09977720 D9C5C4D3 C5400006 00010002 00104040  00023400 00023600 00010050 00000003   *REDLE ........  

  ...........&....*

    09977740 00010000 00410047 01020000 0002000E  00010000 F4A20832 00000002 00000000   *................

  ....4...........*

    09977760 D9C5C4D5 E7400006 00010001 00114040  00023400 00023600 00010027 00000003   *REDNX ........  

  ................*

    09977780 00010000 0058005E 01030000 0002000E  00010000 F4A20867 00000003 00000000   *................

  ....4...........*

    099777A0 D9C5C4D3 C5400006 00010002 00124040  00023400 00023600 00010050 00000003   *REDLE ........  

  ...........&....*

    099777C0 00010000 0058005E 01030000 0002000E  00010000 F4A20873 00000003 00000000   *................

  ....4...........*

                                                      .

                                                      .

                                                      .

Testing Requests

The Test Byte option is activated from a user region to produce Master List dumps to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area
(PXX) at every request completion. It can be activated by the TEST command through the DBTS facility in Datacom CICS
Services or a batch user program.

Turn on the Test Byte option only when you need it and ensure that the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) is large
enough to accommodate the dumps. If the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) is not large enough, the dumps are not
produced.

If the Test Byte option is issued from CICS, every transaction produces a PXX dump.
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For best performance, turn off the Test Byte option as soon as you get the information you need.

Dumping SQL Internal Control Structures

You can dump SQL internal control structures held in memory. This feature should normally be used only at the request of
Support.

To dump the SQL internal control structures held in memory, generate an SQLCODE -999 (SQLSTATE 56S19) and the
associated PXX or PXXSQL dumps using the following:

   SELECT * FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_DUMP;

NOTE
For information about SQLCODE -999, see Messages.

Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools
Additional products and features are provided for monitoring your Datacom system. Some of these you should use only at
the direction of a Support specialist. Tools that you can use are:

• MUF Memory Allocation
• DBUTLTY COMM STATUS Option
• CICS and IMS/DC Online Services
• Index Reports, Types D and E
• Index Analysis Programs, DBIDCPR and DBIDPPR
• Display Module Data from the Console
• Diagnostic Startup Option (DIAGOPTION)
• Audit of CXX Maintenance from Datadictionary

MUF Memory Allocation
Learn about using MUF Memory Allocation in Datacom/DB for monitoring and debugging. This is one of several reports
produced when the MUF ends and contains information about memory usage.

When the Multi-User Facility ends, several reports are produced. One of these reports contains information about memory
usage. For more information, see COMM EOJ (End MUF Processing)

Both general and pool specific memory information can be retrieved from the Dynamic System Tables,
MUF_MEM_SUMMARY and MUF_MEM_DETAIL. For more information see the System Tables Reference. By using SQL
to query these tables,you can tailor your output to your concerns and monitor memory usage over the life of MUF.

The information relating to pool memory can also be requested through the console in real time with a console command
of ?MEM. After the command, enter one parameter of four characters.

The parameter is in two formats:

• The first format provides the short description name, such as BDES or LOGB. With this option, one console line is
written with the amount of memory in this pool (rounded).

• The second format provides the parameter as three items without blanks.
– Item one is a question mark (?).
– Item two is a number from 01 through 99.
– Item three is one of the following:

• K -- for the number to be multiplied by 1024
• M -- for the number to be multiplied by 1048576
• 01 through 99 (a stand-alone number)
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With this second option, one console line is printed for every pool that has an equal or greater amount of memory
assigned than the number provided/calculated.

Example 1

• DB01311I - ?MEM BDES
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL BDES ALLOC 24K

Example 2:

• DB01311I - ?MEM ?99K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL MAIN ALLOC 128K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL MA31 ALLOC 2M
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL MLB1 ALLOC 332K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL BUFS ALLOC 564K
• DB01315I - MEMORY POOL LOGB ALLOC 132K

DBUTLTY COMM STATUS Option
The COMM OPTION=STATUS function of DBUTLTY and the COMM STATUS console command lists all jobs active in the
Multi-User Facility. If any job(s) are in a wait state, the listing indicates for what the job(s) are waiting.

CICS and IMS/DC Online Services
Datacom CICS Services and Datacom IMS/DC Services can provide useful information on the current status of system
resources, including online User Requirements Tables, through their DBOC INQUIRE commands.

• For details on Datacom CICS Services facilities for monitoring system resources, see the Datacom CICS Services
documentation.

• For details on Datacom IMS/DC Services facilities for monitoring system resources, see the Datacom IMS/DC Services
System documentation.

Index Reports, Types D and E
You can also use the Index Area (IXX) Report to obtain a dump of the Index Area associated with a specific key
(TYPE=D) or a dump of the high-level portion of the Index Area associated with a specific key (TYPE=E).

Use the REPORT AREA=IXX, Types D and E, only at the direction of Support.

 Index Analysis Programs, DBIDCPR and DBIDPPR
The Index Analysis Program (DBIDCPR) and Index Population Analysis Program (DBIDPPR) are special use programs
that produce different analyses of Index Area (IXX) contents. They are both executed with the DBUTLTY DBTEST
function. You cannot run either of these programs if MUF is secured using External Security.

Index Analysis Program (DBIDCPR)

The Index Analysis Program (DBIDCPR) is a support tool that reviews an index for correctness. It scans the index for a
single database. If an incorrect index is found, the utility snaps/dumps the Master List and terminates. If the utility finds no
error, it terminates without a report, but with a good exit.

The DBIDCPR utility only scans the Index Area (IXX). It does not scan the data area, so no verification is done that the
Index matches the data.

The utility accepts and skips over an incomplete Index when deleted blocks are found in the Index chains or when a block
is not indexed. These situations are temporary and do not indicate an incorrect Index. However, they could indicate a
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problem, so an option is provided to snap/dump a Master List each time either situation is encountered. This option is
selected by setting the value for the PRTY= parameter greater than 7 in the DBURTBL command.

Index Population Analysis Program (DBIDPPR)

The DBIDPPR program prints an analysis of the distribution of key values for each level of the Index and totals for each
level. Use DBIDPPR only at the direction of Support in response to a problem because the output produced can be quite
large. For each low-level (0) DXX block, a line is printed with the total number of record pointers, the number of key value
data changes, the key ID, and the length of the stored portion of the key data followed by the highest key value in that
block. However, only character type data is displayed in the report. The low value is either binary zeros for the first entry
or for the high value of the previous entry. The high value for the last entry of a key ID is binary ones. At the end of every
high-level block the totals for that block and lower blocks are printed.

Display Module Data from the Console
Sometimes problem conditions occur causing questions to arise concerning whether a specific solution is applied. In an
abend or cancel dump, it can easily be determined by finding the module and offset to ensure the answer. But when a
Multi-User Facility is still running, a tool is required, and a Multi-User Facility console command is provided to display part
of a module (in memory).

The console command is DISPLAY x y where the x is replaced by the name of a module currently loaded in the Multi-User
Facility address space (if the name is not found, a DB01307E syntax error message is also written to the console) and
where the y is replaced by a hex offset from the front of the module. The DISPLAY command rounds the hex offset down
to a boundary and displays 64 bytes of the module.

In z/OS environments only, another console command is ZAP to alter memory. This command is not recommended and
not documented. The ZAP requires a password that is also not provided here.

Support Notice You would normally only do these commands when directed to do so by Support.

z/OS Example

Following is an example DISPLAY request in a z/OS environment:

 F mufname,DISPLAY DBMUFPR 1E07

SYSVIEW Example

Following is an example DISPLAY request in a SYSVIEW environment:

 MVS F mufname,DISPLAY DBMUFPR 1E07

SDSF Example

Following is an example DISPLAY request in an SDSF environment:

 /F mufname,DISPLAY DBMUFPR 1E07

Results Example

Following is an example of results to the system console log and mufname JES Joblog:

 DB01311I - DISPLAY DBMUFPR 1E07

 DB01310I - 1F101E00  40978183 927A40E2 D7F0F140 40404040   PACK: SP01

 DB01310I - 1F101E10  402BC4C2 F0F0F2F0 F1C94060 40D4A493   .DB00201I - MUL

 DB01310I - 1F101E20  A38960A4 A2859940 85958182 9385846B  TI-USER ENABLED,

 DB01310I - 1F101E30  40C3E7E7 7EC4C2F1 F1E3D4E4 C61EC4C2   CXX=DB11TMUF.DB

 DB01325I - CONSOLE COMPLETE, DISPLAY DBMUFPR 1E07
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Diagnostic Startup Option (DIAGOPTION)
DIAGOPTION is for special requirements and is normally done at the direction of Broadcom Support. The format of the
option is:

►►─ DIAGOPTION ─┬─ 0 to 23,flags ─┬─ ,ON ──┬─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                │                 └─ ,OFF ─┘ │

                └─┬─┬─ A ─┬─┬─ ,flags ───────┘

                  │ ├─ B ─┤ │

                  │ ├─ C ─┤ │ 

                  │ ├─ D ─┤ │

                  │ └─ F ─┘ │

                  └─ P ─────┘

Description

• 0 to 23, A, B, C, D, F, or P
The valid offsets are the integers 0 through 23 and the letters A, B, C, D, F, or P.

• A
DIAGOPTION A,nnnnn triggers the SQL Optimization Execution-Time Report based on the number of rows scanned
and rejected. This value allows you to find inefficient queries at the MUF-wide level.
The nnnnn is the number of rejected rows and must be greater than zero.
This value also added the ACCEPTED column, and reformatted the report to use a heading line. The ACCEPTED
column is used to compute the number of rows rejected by predicates evaluated by SQL: QUAL - ACCEPTED.

• ,flags
The valid flag values depend on the value of the offset as follows:

If offset is: Valid values for flags:
0 through 23 Flag values define bit settings within 1 byte and can range from 1

through 255.
a letter, A, B, C, D, or F An integer, 0 through 2147483647
a letter, P 1 through 8 characters

• ,ON or ,OFF
(Only valid when the offset is 0 through 23.) Specify ,ON to set flags. Specify ,OFF to unset flags.

Individual specific options exist as TEMPORARY actions to assist in support of Datacom/DB. Occasionally, features
may be added for longer term testing and could appear in the next version. If a setting is created by using a solution,
that solution documents the specific setting necessary. Each documented action provides the specific DIAGOPTION
necessary to cause the desired results.

An equivalent console command is provided to cause the same actions. When done by using the console, the action
takes effect at the time of the console command. No equivalent exists nor is one added through DBUTLTY.

Several options currently exist which are available. They are documented as follows:

NOTE
All DIAGOPTION options in prior Versions that do not currently exist get valid option errors if they are used.

• DIAGOPTION 0,128,ON
This option enables WITH HOLD cursors (including any Ideal for Datacom cursors that normally survive COMMITs)
to remain open after a ROLLBACK statement has been executed. Because this behavior violates the current ANSI
standard, it is allowed to occur only when SQLMODE=DATACOM is specified. Activate this option by adding the
DIAGOPTION 0,128,0 line to the MUF SYSIN startup parameters. Refer to the following table:
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Environment Action ResultingCursorStateDIAG
OFF

ResultingCursorStateDIAG
ON

DECLARE CURSOR WITH
HOLD

COMMIT
ROLLBACK

Open
Closed

Open
Open

DECLARE CURSOR without
WITH HOLD

COMMIT
ROLLBACK

Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed

Ideal SQL FOR (uses a
spanned cursor, which is
equivalent to WITH HOLD)

COMMIT
ROLLBACK

Open
Closed

Open
Open

• DIAGOPTION 1,1,ON
Causes a SNAP of the MUF address space just before the MUF ending. Its usefulness is in testing conditions where
what occurs during the EOJ process itself needs verification.

• DIAGOPTION 1,4,ON
After the RESTART portion of the MUF enable completes, a snap of the Master List is produced. This snap is available
for Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,1,ON
Trace Datacom/DB requests made by Datacom Datadictionary DSF requests to PXX or PXXDD. Available for
Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,2,ON
Enable SQL memory free verify. Available for Broadcom Support debugging situations. For more information, see SQL
Memory Guard.

• DIAGOPTION 2,4,ON
Enable SQL memory monitoring. Available for Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,8,ON
Trace requests made from SQL to the Datacom Datadictionary DDL process to PXX or PXXDD. Available for
Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,16,ON
Trace SQL procedure processing requests to PXX or PXXSQL. Available for Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,32,ON
Trace additional Datacom Datadictionary blocks not included in other options to PXX or PXXDD. Available for
Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 2,128,ON
Trace Datacom Datadictionary VPE requests to PXX or PXXDD. Available for Broadcom Support debugging situations.

• DIAGOPTION 3,16,ON
For Ideal for Datacom clients who want to cause log records to have the program name for maintenance commands to
come after the period if it exists eight bytes into the User ID.

• DIAGOPTION 4,16,ON
Allows the SQL bypass reserved word usage. We do not recommend this.

• DIAGOPTION 4,32,ON
During a spill, the log data is scanned to verify all fields which can be edited contain proper records in the proper
sequence. If an error is encountered in the normal mode of operation (without this diagnostic), a console message
is produced, a Master List dump produced, and the error ignored. All the data scheduled for being spilled is spilled.
With this diagnostic, if an error is encountered, the spill program abends to force an action to detect and handle the
problem. Unless a problem exists, this option should not be set.

• DIAGOPTION 5,1,ON
Requests that XCF usage is to print diagnostic (unnumbered) messages to provide more details about connectivity. It
exists only to support debugging of possible XCF conditions.

• DIAGOPTION 5,4,ON
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This diagnostic option allows you to not suppress message logging of the DTSYSTEM resource checks at MUF
startup. Since security is implemented by denying access to DTSYSTEM resources and most users log these
violations to the console, this should be helpful for trouble shooting when a user attempts to set up security for the first
time.

• DIAGOPTION 6,1,ON
Enable selected CBS diagnostic report trace information to the PXX or PXXCBS. Available for Broadcom Support.

• DIAGOPTION 6,2,ON
Enable selected CBS debugging trace information to the PXX or PXXCBS. Available for Broadcom Support.

• DIAGOPTION 6,16,ON
Site specific to allow the DBID to be forced during the LINK function. Available for Broadcom Support.

• DIAGOPTION 9,16,ON/OFF
Controls exist in r11 to either prevent all access to a database (ACCESS STATUS=OFF) or allow all DBUTLTY
functions that run in MUF (ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY). However, although in r10 the backup portion of REORG
ignored the access setting, r10 job streams that specified ACCESS STATUS=OFF in front of a REORG fail in r11.
DIAGOPTION 9,16,ON allows an easy upgrade, in that it allows the backup portion of the DBUTLTY function REORG
to execute in a MUF when the database has been set to ACCESS STATUS=OFF. This option therefore provides
compatibility in Datacom/DB r11 for a r10 feature.
After fully migrating from r10 to r11, when all risk of fallback no longer exists we recommend that you correct all
necessary job streams to replace occurrences of ACCESS STATUS=OFF with ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY.

• DIAGOPTION 17,16,ON
Causes MUF to handle adding and deleting buffers using a different strategy. Includes every BUFFER_POOL buffer,
FLEXPOOL buffer, and sequential buffers added with the User Requirements Table MACRO DBURTBL keyword
SEQBUFS=. This diagnostic option is provided temporarily to allow extended validation testing in a variety of customer
MUF environments. Once validated, the new strategy is delivered by solution to all customers, and this temporary
option is ignored.

Audit of CXX Maintenance from Datadictionary
The Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility, when activated, causes audit records to be written to the Datacom/DB Log
Area (LXX) and therefore to the Recovery File (RXX) when any attempt is made to update the Datacom/DB Directory
(CXX) by using the CATALOG capability of Datacom Datadictionary. This includes using the CATALOG facilities of
Datacom Datadictionary batch and online, the BUILD facility of Datacom Datadictionary batch, or the Data Definition
Language (DDL) facilities of SQL.

The Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility is activated by the AUDIT1= parameter of the Datacom Datadictionary
DDSYSTBL macro (see AUDIT1=).

• AUDIT1=option
The valid values for option are as follows:
– BASIC

Specifying BASIC means that you want to log only the base occurrence of a structure being cataloged. If BASIC is
active, only data for the DATABASE or TABLE occurrence being cataloged is logged.

– DETAIL
Specifying DETAIL means that you want to log each substructure of the primary structure being cataloged. If
DETAIL is active, data for all occurrences in the Standard Path are logged up to the maximum size of one Datacom/
DB work area. The data on each entity-occurrence is stacked in the log record.

– OFF
Specifying OFF (or allowing it to default to OFF) means that the Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility Type 1 is not
active.

– Valid Entries:
OFF, BASIC, or DETAIL

– Default Value:
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OFF

The records can be retrieved for reporting purposes using the Datacom/DB RXX Read Subroutine. See Using the
Recovery File (RXX) Read Subroutine. The format of the records logged by the Datacom Datadictionary Audit Facility is
as shown in the tables that follow (the notes referred to in the tables are listed first).

• Note 1
DDCFBLD creating intermediate file for DBUTLTY CXXMAINT.

• Note 2
Used for ELEMENT, FIELD or KEY occurrences.

• Note 3
For key and element occurrences use five characters. For area and table occurrences use only the first three
characters.

• Note 4
Only valid for database, table, and key occurrences.

• Note 5
Datacom ID of the database containing the named occurrence. If this is the database audit entry, this is the same as
the previous field.

• Note 6
For the BASIC option, only Record Type B entry is present. If the DETAIL option is in effect, the Record Type B is
followed by one or more Record Type D entries. These entries continue until either the end of the structure being
cataloged is reached (Record Type X'FF') or there is insufficient Datacom/DB request work area to hold the entire
structure (Record Type X'FE'), in which case any remaining records are dropped.

• Note 7
The first total length of all entries (Basic and Detail) in the log record, including this field.

First 104 Bytes of Data

The first 104 bytes of the data are the same for all DD Audit IDs, as follows:

Location Length Format Content
1 4 Binary Work Area Length (Note 7)
5 32 Char User ID

Internal Security: PERSON
External Security: Blank
(ID can be obtained from the
RXX Header.)

37 8 Char Audit ID ("DDAUDIT1")
45 1 Char Blank (reserved for future use)
46 1 Char Environment

O = Online
B = Batch
S = SQL

47 8 Char Function
CATALOG
CFBUILD (Note 1)

55 1 Char Status
56 6 Char DSF Return Code
62 43 Char Blank (reserved for future)

Data Beginning at Byte 105
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Data specific to the particular Audit ID (DDAUDIT1) begins at byte 105 as follows:

Location Length Format Content
105 1 Char Record Type (Note 6)

B - Basic
D - Detail
X'FE' - End of log record
X'FF' - end of structure

106 3 Char Version
109 3 Char Entity-Type
112 32 Char Occurrence Name
144 32 Char Table Occurrence Name (Note

2)
176 5 Char Datacom Name (Note 3)
181 5 Char Datacom ID (Note 4)
186 5 Char Database Datacom ID (Note 5)
191 14 Char Blank (reserved for future use)

Health Checks
The Datacom health checks alert you to situations that can have a negative effect on the Datacom environment. Each
health check provides a description, any negative findings, and text that describes the mitigation plan to correct the
problem.

The Datacom health checks are delivered as part of the standard Datacom installation. If your IBM Health Checker
address space is up, these health checks should start automatically. They are managed by the IBM Health Checker
for z/OS. The health checks DTCM_DB_CF_LIST_STR_SZ@mufname and DTCM_DB_MAX_TSK@mufname have
parameters that can be changed. The default PARM for DTCM_DB_CF_LIST_STR_SZ@mufname is THRESHOLD(90)
and the default PARM for DTCM_DB_MAX_TSK@mufname is THRESHOLD(85). For more information, refer to the
"IBM Health Checker for z/OS User's Guide" and review the chapter "Managing checks". Making persistent changes will
involve updating the HZSPRMxx parmlib member. Temporary changes to the PARM values can be accomplished through
Broadcom's SYSVIEW HCHECKER command or through IBM's SDSF HCK command.

DTCM_DB_CF_LIST-STR mufname

Description

The DTCM_DB_CF_LIST_STR@mufname checks if the Coupling Facility list structure size is sufficient when the
MUFPLEX MUF startup option is specified. This check is run periodically at 1 hour intervals.

Best Practice

It is important that you define your Coupling Facility list structure with sufficient size to support the data that is shared
across the MUFPLEX.

Parameters Accepted

THRESHOLD(nn)

This value specifies the maximum percent of the list structure size which can be used, or needed based on your
configuration, before the situation is considered unhealthy.

Default: THRESHOLD(90)
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Debug Support

No

Verbose Support

No

Reference

See "Modifying MUF Startup Options", "Parallel Sysplex, Datasharing MUFplex", and "Shadow MUF Environment".

Messages

See Messages.

DTCM_DB_FORCE_CHKPT mufname

Description

The DTCM_DB_FORCE_CHKPT@mufname checks if any force checkpoints have occurred in this MUF. This check is run
periodically at 1 hour intervals.

Best Practice

Configuring your Multi-User with LOGRCV of NO (inactive recovery) and RXXROLLBACK YES protects you against force
checkpoints. A force checkpoint can compromise transaction integrity.

Parameters Accepted

None

Debug Support

No

Verbose Support

No

Reference

See "Modifying MUF Startup Options" and "Maintenance Using Console Commands," and INIT LXX (Format Log Area).

Messages

See Messages.

DTCM_DB_MAX_TSK mufname

Description

This DTCM_DB_MAX_TSK@mufname checks the maximum number of concurrently used user task areas. If there are
too few user task areas allocated for concurrent work, it can cause application delays or application failures. This check is
run periodically at 4 hour intervals.

Best Practice

Specify sufficient user tasks on the Multi-User TASKS startup option.

Parameters Accepted

THRESHOLD(nn)

This threshold value specifies the maximum percent of user tasks areas that can be concurrently used. When this
threshold is reached, the health check is raised to an exception condition. The permissible values are 0 to 99.
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Default: THRESHOLD(85)

Debug Support

No

Verbose Support

No

Reference

See "Modifying MUF Sartup Options" and "Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters"

Messages

See Messages.

SMF Record Formats (z/OS Only)
In z/OS environments, the System Management Facilities (SMF) record is written when you have specified a value for the
SMFRTY= Master List parameter and run a Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) function.

SMF Record Format for DBUTLTY

  DBSMDS   DSECT                 DBSM RECORD DSECT

  DBSMLEN  DS    XL2             LENGTH OF RECORD INCLUSIVE

          DS    XL2             DBSM USE

 DBSMFLG  DS    XL1             FLAG BYTE FOR DBSM TYPE

 DBSMRTY  DS    XL1             RECORD TYPE    (FROM SMFRTY=)

 DBSMTIME DS    XL4             TIME OF REQUEST

 DBSMDATE DS    PL4             DATE OF REQUEST

 DBSMSID  DS    XL4             SUBSYSTEM ID       (FROM JMR)

 DBSMJNAM DS    CL8             JOBNAME            (FROM JMR)

 DBSMJTIM DS    XL4             JOB TIME           (FROM JMR)

 DBSMJDAT DS    PL4             JOB DATE           (FROM JMR)

 DBSMUSID DS    XL8             USER ID            (FROM JMR)

 DBSMULEN DS    XL2             LENGTH OF DATA, HERE TO RECORD END

 DBSMPROD DS    XL1             Broadcom product NUMBER, DB=1

 DBSMFUNC DS    XL1             Broadcom product FUNCTION, id=1

 DBSMDATA EQU   *               START OF ANY FUNCTION DATA

 DBSMMIN  EQU   *-DBSMDS        LENGTH OF MINIMUM RECORD

 DBSMFUN  DS    CL8             FUNCTION           (FROM DBUTLTY)

 DBSMANM  DS    CL3             AREA NAME          (FROM DBUTLTY)

 DBSMDBI  DS    CL3             BASE ID            (FROM DBUTLTY)

 DBSMTNM  DS    CL3             TABLE NAME         (FROM DBUTLTY)

 DBSMCOS  DS    CL8             OPTION             (FROM DBUTLTY)

 DBSMMID  DS    CL16            MASTER LIST ID     (FROM USERID=)

 DBSMEND  EQU   *               END MARKER

 

The entire SMF record is fixed length. DBSMDS through DBSMULEN are dictated by IBM. DBSMSID through DBSMUSID
come from the IBM JOB Management Record (JMR). The only byte you supply between DBSMDS and DBSMULEN is
DBSMRTY, specified in the SMFRTY= parameter in the DBMSTLST macro used to create the Master List.

DBSMPROD always equals one, as does DBSMFUNC. DBSMFUN comes from the current function of DBUTLTY, for
example CXXMAINT. DBSMCOS comes from the option of the current DBUTLTY function, for example the DDPROD
option of CXXMAINT. DBSMMID comes from the USERID= parameter in the DBMSTLST macro.
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Purchase Order Sample Database
Some of the examples use a sample database composed of the following four tables:

Purchase Order Header (POH) Table

POH Key Names: POLI VENDR POHTV LATE
POH IDs: 001 002 003 004
POH Fields: PO LI VENDR POHTV LATE
POH Values: 12345 000 ABC 100.00+

22222 000 ABC 100.00+ X
22233 000 ABC 500.00+
33333 000 PDQ 200.00+
54321 000 XXX 0.00+ X

NOTE
ID 001 is the Master Key, no duplicates. ID 004 is INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO

Purchase Order Line Item (POL) Table

POL Key Names: POLI PN
POL IDs: 001 005
POL Fields: PO LI PN QTY UCOST
POL Values: 12345 010 XYZ 10+ .03

12345 020 ABC 5+ 10.00
22222 010 ABC 10+ 10.00
33333 010 PXT 1+ 150.00

NOTE
ID 001 is the Master Key, no duplicates.

Part Cost (PNC) Table

PNC Key Names: PNDAT
PNC IDs: 006
PNC Fields: PN EFFDT COST
PNC Values: ABC 840101 10.00

PXT 840101 150.00
XYZ 840101 .02
XYZ 840101 .03
XYZ 840101 .04

NOTE
ID 006 is the Master Key, no duplicates.
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Part Master (PNM) Table

PNM Key Names: PN
PNM IDs: 005
PNM Fields: PN DESC
PNM Values: ABC Bolt,10-32, 1 in.

PXT Bolt,10-24, 1 in.
XYZ Washer,1/16*1/4

NOTE
ID 005 is the Master Key, no duplicates.

Modifying Definitions in Datadictionary
The following sections describe the steps to modify the definition of a database, such as adding, deleting, or modifying a
column (FIELD entity-occurrence), key, element, table, or area.

The DISABLE function in Datacom Datadictionary marks the structure or substructure definition as being unavailable for
use by other Broadcom products, such as Dataquery. The Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE function is automatically
performed when a CATALOG, CREATE, ADD, DEFINE, MODIFY, TRANSFER, COPY, or RESTORE function is
performed.

The ENABLE function in Datacom Datadictionary marks the structure or substructure definition as being available for
use by other Broadcom products. The Datacom Datadictionary definition must be enabled for certain products, such
as Dataquery, that depend on access to and synchronization of the definitions in both the Directory and the Datacom
Datadictionary. If the Datacom Datadictionary definition has been previously disabled, you must issue the Datacom
Datadictionary ENABLE function.

CATALOG Failures

Datacom/DB internally disables a database during Datacom Datadictionary direct catalogs. At normal completion of the
CATALOG, Datacom/DB enables from the internally disabled database. This does not enable the definition in Datacom
Datadictionary. See previous paragraph. A maintenance failure leaves the base disabled. Normal action is to correct
the definition and CATALOG again. If this action is not desired, the database must be enabled using the console or utility
ACCESS command.

Using Datacom Datadictionary to Modify Definitions

1. Update the definition in Datacom Datadictionary, using one of the following methods:
– The Datacom Datadictionary online Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode.
– DDUPDATE Utility

2. Catalog the new definition to the Directory (CXX). See Cataloging Structures to the Directory (CXX) for details.
3. Issue the ENABLE function for the structure or substructure.
4. Maintain the data area and/or Index Area as needed.

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary definitions cannot be cataloged if they define a structure which is included in the plan
for a currently executing SQL program.

Impact of CATALOG Processing on the CXX and Data Areas

As Datacom/DB processes each table definition, the current Directory content is compared to the Datacom Datadictionary
definitions.
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If any tables in the database being updated are not loaded, they are deleted from the Directory at the start of the process.
The data set name is lost and, to restore it, you must initialize the area or use the CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DSN=
utility function. A report of the Directory taken at this time does not provide area space information. The next LOAD of the
area restores the information.

The action taken by Datacom/DB depends on the situation encountered, as described below.

New Area, New Table

If an area is new and no match exists in the Directory, Datacom/DB adds the area with no initialization information.
Datacom/DB adds the new table with no initialization information, and sets it as not loaded.

NOTE
If the new area is found in the CXX PREINIT list, the entry is perceived as an existing area, which allows the
table to be set as loaded, having the data set name used by PREINIT, after which the PREINIT entry is removed
from the PREINIT list.

Existing Area, New Table

If the table is new, Datacom/DB adds it. If the area containing the table exists and is loaded, Datacom/DB sets the new
table as loaded and having zero records.

If you are adding a table to an existing area, Datacom/DB updates the area with the new Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence information, data set space option, and slack information to the new values. If the block size differs, Datacom/
DB saves the new block size in the area definition as the next block size until the next INIT of the data area.

Existing Area, Existing Table

If the table currently exists, Datacom/DB compares the Directory and Datacom Datadictionary versions. If a critical change
has occurred, Datacom/DB leaves the current table in *HISTORY* status in the CXX and adds the new table as not
loaded.

Changes to the following items are considered critical:

• New table name
• Area name change
• Table ID change
• Recover yes/no change
• Datacom/DB compression or user compression change
• Record length change
• User compression name change
• Special field processing change

When you have to reload the data area to make the new table definition usable, you can run a DBUTLTY
SEQUENCE=NATIVE BACKUP or EXTRACT function which uses the *HISTORY* definition to access the old data,
change its format if necessary, and reload the area. When the reload completes, Datacom/DB marks the new table
definition loaded.

WARNING
If you have changed table definitions in multiple areas in the database, be sure that you back up all affected
areas before reloading any data. The first reload of any data area in the database deletes all *HISTORY*
database definitions. If you have not unloaded all changed areas before doing a reload, the *HISTORY*
definition is no longer available. If you are moving a table from one area to another, back up the area or extract
the table before cataloging or using DDPROD to update the definition.

If a key change occurs, Datacom/DB removes the *HISTORY* version, adds the new table with the data loaded but the
Index is marked as not loaded. (Run the RETIX function to correct the Index.)
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If neither of these situations occur, Datacom/DB regards the changes as noncritical, removes the *HISTORY* version, and
adds the new table as loaded.

When adding, updating, and deleting key definitions, those changes are also noted to the CXX and the resulting key
definitions set to ‘not loaded’ for each that did not exist as it now is defined or was not previously loaded, but is left loaded
if it was loaded and was not changed.

Use the DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX,TYPE=I to get an impact report showing the results of the catalog
for the tables and keys in the database.

Impact of ALTER TABLE on TEST and HISTory Status Versions

When an SQL ALTER TABLE statement adds a constraint to a table, Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT
attribute to A on all TEST and HISTory status versions of that table. If you later attempt to copy one of these versions (or
a structure containing one of these versions) to PRODuction status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an
error message, and identifies the table which has been altered. To recover, do one of the following:

• If you were copying a structure to PRODuction status and the table identified in the Datacom Datadictionary message
as having been altered was not one of the tables you modified in the TEST status version of the structure, copy only
the modified tables from TEST to PRODuction status.

• If the table altered through SQL is the table you modified in TEST status in Datacom Datadictionary, use one of the
following procedures:
One procedure:
a. Restore the TABLE entity-occurrence from PRODuction status to TEST.
b. Reapply any changes you had made through Datacom Datadictionary.
c. Copy the entity-occurrence to PRODuction status.

Another procedure:

1. Drop the constraints.
2. Copy the entity-occurrence to PRODuction status.
3. Re-add the constraints.

Preventing ALTER TABLE

To prevent anyone else from altering a table which you are modifying in Datacom Datadictionary, do one of the following:

• If SQL security is implemented for the database containing the tables, issue the following SQL command:
REVOKE ALTER ON table-name FROM PUBLIC

This prevents anyone from issuing an ALTER TABLE against the named table (or tables). However, after you have
made your changes in Datacom Datadictionary and copied the table back to PRODuction status, you must GRANT
ALTER to each accessor-ID individually.

• Instead of using SQL security, you can:
a. Use online or batch Datacom Datadictionary to assign a password to the PRODuction status version of any TABLE

entity-occurrence which you intend to modify. (The password prevents anyone from performing an SQL ALTER
TABLE on a table.)

b. Restore the structure containing the tables you want to modify from PRODuction status to a TEST status version.
c. Use Datacom Datadictionary to make the modifications you need to make to the TEST status version of these

TABLE entity-occurrences.
d. Copy these TABLE entity-occurrences to PRODuction status.
e. Use online or batch Datacom Datadictionary to remove the passwords you assigned in Step 1.
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Making Existing Tables SQL Accessible
To make a table SQL accessible, code the TABLE attribute-value SQL-INTENT=Y (full SQL access) or SQL-INTENT=R
(SQL read-only access) and modify the attribute-values of the TABLE and FIELD entity-occurrences to meet the criteria
described below. Then, copy the structures to PRODuction status and CATALOG them to the Directory (CXX).

SQL Requirements

For a table to be SQL accessible, it must meet the following conditions:

• The SQL name for the TABLE can be up to 18 characters long (for ANSI mode access) or up to 32 characters long (for
extended mode access). The SQL name must be unique within the schema.

• The SQL name for the FIELD can be up to 18 characters long (or up to 32 characters long for extended mode access).
The SQL name must be unique within the TABLE.
If you do not define an SQL name for a column, when the definition is placed in PRODuction status, Datacom
Datadictionary generates an SQL name from the first 18 characters of the column's entity-occurrence name.
If the first 18 characters of the column's entity-occurrence name is not unique within the table, Datacom
Datadictionary generates a unique name by using characters 16 -- 18 as a counter.

• The SQL name for the KEY entity-occurrence can be up to 18 characters long (or up to 32 characters long for
extended mode access). The SQL name must be unique within all KEY entity-occurrences in the Datacom
Datadictionary.
If you do not define an SQL name for a column, Datacom Datadictionary generates an SQL name when the definition
is placed in PRODuction status. The name is constructed from:
– The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the key
– Followed by an underscore character
– Followed by the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table containing the key
– Followed by the DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the database containing the table

• The valid character set includes: A-Z, 0-9, $, #, @, and _ (underscore). Only A-Z, $, # and @ are valid as the first
character.

• All classes of columns are accepted but SQL recognizes only simple and filler classes:
– SQL ignores compound fields, accessing only the simple fields which comprise a compound field.
– If a compound field has a REPEAT attribute-value greater than 1, SQL treats all repeats of the field as one large

character field (length equals length times number of repeats) even if it is a compound field (overriding the previous
comment).

– SQL ignores the REDEFINES attribute-value. Therefore, REDEFINES=N is recommended.
– URI=YES must be specified, if any key in the data area is defined with UNIQUE=Y. When a data area uses the URI

option, every table in that data area must be defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the attribute RECOVERY=Y.
• The following shows the SQL-supported values for four Datacom Datadictionary FIELD attributes (TYPE,

JUSTIFICATION, SIGN, and TYPE-NUMERIC), their meaning, and the equivalent SQL data type. When retrieving
data from any column that is defined in Datacom Datadictionary with a combination of attribute-values not included
in this chart Datacom/DB returns the data to an SQL application as if it were CHARACTER. That is, Datacom/
DB presents the data without any translation or interpretation.

NOTE
 SQL processing does not allow decimal places in SMALLINT and INTEGER. All double-byte character set data
of Datacom Datadictionary types G, K, and Y are treated as GRAPHIC by SQL.

 TYPE  JUST  SIGN  T-N  Meaning  SQL Data Type 

C Character CHARACTER
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C C data type with
mixed DBCS
and SBCS with
SEMANTIC-
TYPE=MIXED

CHARACTER with
FOR MIXED DATA

V Varying-length
character string of
length 1 to maximum
row size

VARCHAR

V V data type with
SEMANTIC-
TYPE=MIXED

VARCHAR with FOR
MIXED DATA

V V data type with
attribute LONG=Y
varying-length
character string
whose maximum
length is determined
by the amount of
space available
in a block and the
number of other
columns of the same
type

LONG VARCHAR

B R Y C Binary, signed,
conventional;
halfword, 2 bytes

SMALLINT (signed)

B R Y C Binary, signed,
conventional;
fullword, 4 bytes

INTEGER (signed)

B R N C Binary, length =
4, SEMANTIC-
TYPE=SQL-DATE

DATE

B R N C Binary, length =
3, SEMANTIC-
TYPE=SQL-TIME

TIME

B R N C Binary, length =
10, SEMANTIC-
TYPE=SQL-STMP

TIMESTAMP

L R Y C Long floating point,
signed, conventional

FLOAT (signed)

D R Y C Packed decimal,
signed, conventional
(length = 1 -- 16)

DECIMAL (signed)

D R Y P Packed decimal,
signed, positive
(length = 1 -- 16)

DECIMAL (positive)
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D R N Packed decimal,
unsigned (length = 1
-- 16)

DECIMAL (unsigned)

N R Y C Numeric (zoned
decimal), signed,
conventional (length
= 1 -- 31)

NUMERIC (signed)

N R Y P Numeric (zoned
decimal), signed,
positive (length = 1 --
31)

NUMERIC (positive)

N R N Numeric (zoned
decimal), unsigned
(length = 1 -- 31)

NUMERIC
(unsigned)

2 R Y C halfword binary,
signed, conventional

SMALLINT (signed)

4 R Y C Fullword binary,
signed, conventional

INTEGER (signed)

G Graphics data GRAPHIC

W Varying-length
double-byte
character set of
length 2 to maximum
row size

VARGRAPHIC

W W data type with
attribute LONG=Y
varying-length
double-byte
character set whose
maximum length is
determined by the
amount of space
available in a block
after all fixed length
fields have been
subtracted from the
blocksize (assumes
one record per
block).

LONG
VARGRAPHIC

• If the area containing the table was not loaded with the option URI=YES, it must be reloaded with URI=YES specified. 

Placing the Modified Definition in PRODuction Status

For a table with SQL-INTENT=Y, Datacom Datadictionary verifies that it has a valid SQL-NAME and that it passes all
standard Datacom/DB edits such as key size, minimum table length, and so forth, during the COPY to PRODuction status,
CATALOG, or VERIFY function.
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If the table passes, Datacom Datadictionary changes the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value to Y. If a table fails validation,
it is not SQL accessible and the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value remains N. A table which fails SQL verification can be
successfully copied to PRODuction status and cataloged to the Directory (CXX) if it meets all standard Datacom/DB edits.

SQL Read-Only Tables

To define a table as SQL read-only, specify the SQL-INTENT attribute-type as R either in Datacom Datadictionary batch or
online. The information is then passed to Datacom/DB, using the CATALOG function, as the SQL-ACCESS attribute-type
with a value of R for entry to the Directory (CXX).

Any attempt to insert new rows, or delete or update existing rows using SQL statements results in the Datacom/
DB 94(130) return code. This return code is returned to the calling software as a -117 SQL error code.

Any attempt to use SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) statements to modify the definition of a table marked as SQL
read-only results in a DSF return code of ANA (Alter Not Allowed) generated by Datacom Datadictionary. This return code
is returned to the calling software as a -118 SQL error code.

Specifying a table as SQL read-only does not affect the physical structure of the database and therefore does not require
any manipulation of the data in the table.

On the CXX report a field, SQL-INTENT, is displayed to indicate how a table was defined, either R for SQL read-only, a Y
for full SQL access, or an N for no SQL access. The SQL-INTENT field is displayed on the CXX report on the same line
with AUTHID.

Modifying SQL Accessible Objects

Do not use the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode of Datacom Datadictionary or the DDUPDATE utility to delete
tables, views, or synonyms which were created or altered with SQL statements because SQL statements put definition
information in the Data Definition Directory (DDD) which is not removed when the Datacom Datadictionary definition is
deleted. Instead, use the SQL DROP statement to remove SQL definitions.

If definitions are deleted using the Datacom Datadictionary DELETE, use the Data Definition Directory Database Utility
(DDDDULM) to determine what definitions must be subsequently dropped to clean up the DDD. See .

Modifying Columns With Constraints

Before dropping a column that is involved in any type of constraint, drop the constraint. Before dropping a primary
constraint or a unique constraint, drop any foreign references to it. Dropping a primary key or a unique constraint
removes the constraint information but does not remove the key. To remove the key, remove its definition from Datacom
Datadictionary and rebuild the index.

Before adding a constraint, Datacom/DB verifies that there is no data in the table(s) involved which violates the constraint.
If there is any data which would violate the constraint, Datacom/DB rejects the addition of the constraint.

Enhancing the Definitions of SQL-Created Structures

Using SQL DDL statements to define structures adds or modifies entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use Datacom Datadictionary to add additional attribute-values or text to SQL-created occurrences. Consider
adding keys to SQL-created tables to improve performance (see Keys for Performance Tuning) or to allow access
by Datacom/DB record-at-a-time commands.

Adding or Modifying Keys

When performing key modifications without adding new fields to the record (such as adding or deleting a key) or when
changing the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY or DATACOM-ID attribute-values, run the DBUTLTY RETIX function. When making a
change to a key which alters the key's total length, run the DBUTLTY REMOVE and RETIX functions.
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Modifications Requiring Reorganization

When changing the space management option, cluster key ID, Native Key, to or from recovery, field edits, or data
compression, reorganize the data area. A reorganization is not required if changing space management options, but to
take full advantage of the new option it is strongly recommended.

Modifying the Physical Layout of the Record

When using Datacom Datadictionary to change the physical layout or size of the record:

1. Unload the table using the DBUTLTY EXTRACT AREA=nnn,TABLE=nnn function.
2. Use the Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) to reformat the records in the sequential file

created in step 1.
3. Reload the table using the DBUTLTY LOAD function. (See Loading Data Areas.)

WARNING
 If you reorganized or reloaded the table with the new record size, the Recovery File and its associated backup
file are no longer valid. Either produce a complete set of new backups (preferred) or use the load copy as a
backup.

If you have SQL programs that access the table, Datacom Datadictionary marks their plans invalid when the definition
changed. These programs must be rebound or recompiled before they can access the table. The SQL facility
automatically attempts to rebind invalid plans when they are next executed.

Making Tables Not SQL Accessible

If a TABLE occurrence is to be changed from SQL accessible (SQL-INTENT=Y) to not SQL accessible (SQL-INTENT=N),
be aware that there is potentially a two-step process involved as follows:

1. Update the SQL-INTENT attribute to N and catalog the DATABASE.
2. Update the SQLNAME and AUTHID to spaces and catalog the DATABASE.

This must be done in two steps to allow the first CATALOG function to clear members from the DDD.

Impact of Changing Structure Definitions on Constraints
Certain Datacom Datadictionary activity, such as adding columns (FIELD entity-occurrences) to a table, or updating
attributes of fields, keys, and tables, affects a constraint. These changes affect different types of constraints in different
ways. For example, they could invalidate the constraint or the data in either the modified or a related table.

Adding a Column to a Table

If you add a column to a table that has constraints defined, the constraints become invalid. This applies only if the column
is not in a Unique or Foreign Key (see Adding a Column to a Key).

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the length of the table
changes as well as the offsets. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.
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Deleting a Column from a Table

If you delete a column from a table that has constraints defined, the result varies depending on the type of constraint. This
applies only if the column is not in a Unique or Foreign Key (see Deleting a Column from a Key). For example, Check
constraints become obsolete, and Foreign constraints become invalid.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

Check Constraints become obsolete if the constraint is defined to the
column being deleted, so the delete is not allowed. Datacom
Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when this
attempt is made. Drop the constraint before deleting the column
from the table.
If the constraint is not defined to the column, the constraints
become invalid because the offsets of other columns could
change and therefore change the length of the table. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.

Foreign Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

Adding a Column to a Key

If you are adding a column to a key, the results vary depending on the type of constraint. This action has no effect on
Check constraints. However, Foreign and Unique constraints cannot be updated this way.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

Check Not applicable.

Foreign and Unique Constraints are not allowed because the rebind will re-create the
key as it was before causing a new KEY to be added since the
source of the constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON
when you attempt to add a column to a key defined with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before adding the column to the
key.

Deleting a Column from a Key

If you delete a column from a key, the result varies depending on the type of constraint. This action has no effect on
Check constraints. However, Foreign and Unique constraints cannot be updated in this way.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

Check Not applicable.
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Foreign and Unique This action is not allowed because the rebind will re-create the
key as before resulting in a new KEY since the source of the
constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to delete a column from a key defined with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before deleting the column from
the key.

Deleting Keys

If you delete a key with constraints defined, there is no effect on Check constraints, however, Foreign and Unique
constraints become obsolete.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

Check Not applicable.

Foreign and Unique Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON
when you attempt to delete a key related to one of these type of
constraints. Drop the constraint before deleting the key.

Updating Table Attributes

When you update TABLE entity-occurrence attributes, changing AUTHID, SQLNAME or DATACOM-NAME attribute-
values will affect constraints. Updating other attributes does not affect constraints.

Attribute Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
DATACOM- NAME
 

Check, Foreign, and Unique Not allowed if the table has constraints.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
update this attribute for a table with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before
updating this attribute.

AUTHID or SQLNAME
 

Check,
Foreign, and Unique

An SB9 error is returned if the change is
attempted in PRODuction status.
If the change is attempted in TEST status, a
CON error occurs if any constraints exist on
this table.

Updating Key Attributes

When you update KEY entity-occurrence attributes, changing the DATACOM-ID, DATACOM-NAME, MASTER-KEY,
NATIVE-KEY, and UNIQUE attribute-values will affect constraints. All other KEY attributes not listed in the following table
may be changed.

Attribute Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint

DATACOM-ID Check Not applicable.

DATACOM-ID Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary clears the
value.

DATACOM-ID Unique Not applicable.
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DATACOM-
NAME

Check Not applicable.

DATACOM-
NAME

Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary clears the
value.

DATACOM-
NAME

Unique Constraints become invalid because
Datacom/DB names of keys are stored in
the object. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

MASTER-KEY Check Not applicable.

MASTER-KEY Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary sets the
value to N.

MASTER-KEY Unique Not applicable.

NATIVE-KEY Check Not applicable.

NATIVE-KEY Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary sets the
value to N.

NATIVE-KEY Unique Not applicable.

UNIQUE Check Not applicable.

UNIQUE Foreign It is meaningless to update a Foreign Key.
When you attempt to change this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary sets the
value to N.

UNIQUE Unique Not allowed if a constraint exists on this
key.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change the value of this attribute from Y to
N. Drop the constraint before you make this
change.

Updating Field Attributes

When you update FIELD entity-occurrence attributes, changing the following attribute-values will affect constraints:
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• AFTER
• CLASS
• DECIMALS
• LENGTH
• NULL-INDICATOR
• OFFSET
• REDEFINES
• REPEAT
• SIGN
• SQLNAME
• TYPE
• TYPE-NUMERIC

Updating other attributes does not affect constraints.

Attribute Type ofConstraint Effect on Constraint

LENGTH Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object will change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

LENGTH Unique Constraints become invalid because
the offsets stored in the object change
and because the length of the table also
changes. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

OFFSET Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object will change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

OFFSET Unique Constraints become invalid because
the offsets stored in the object change
and because the length of the table also
changes. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

AFTER Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object will change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
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AFTER Unique Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

REPEAT Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object will change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

REPEAT Unique Constraints become invalid because
the offsets stored in the object change
and because the length of the table also
changes. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

NULL-
INDICATOR

Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

NULL-
INDICATOR

Unique Constraints become invalid because
the offsets stored in the object change
and because the length of the table also
changes. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

TYPE Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

TYPE Unique Constraints become invalid because
the offsets stored in the object change
and because the length of the table also
changes. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.

DECIMALS Check,
Foreign, and
Unique

Constraints become invalid because the
data stored in the object may need to be
updated as a result of this change. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
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REDEFINES
(updating from N to S or P for constraint
field)

Check Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change the value of this attribute from N
to S or P. It is the same as deleting a field
from the table. Drop the constraint before
making the change.

REDEFINES
(updating from N to S or P for constraint
field)

Foreign and
Unique

This action is not allowed because the
rebind will re-create the key as before
adding a new key since the source of the
constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change the value of this attribute from N to
S or P. Drop the constraint before making
the change.

REDEFINES
(updating from N to S or P for other fields)

Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change. The constraints
are rebound by SQL the next time the table
is accessed.

REDEFINES
(updating from N to S or P for other fields)

Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change and because
the length of the table also changes. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

REDEFINES (updating from S or P to N) Check Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change. The constraints
are rebound by SQL the next time the table
is accessed.

REDEFINES (updating from S or P to N) Foreign Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change this value from S or P to N, if the
field is in a key representing a Foreign
constraint.
If the field being updated is not in the
Foreign key, all Foreign constraints become
invalid.

REDEFINES (updating from S or P to N) Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change and because
the length of the table also changes. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
Since this action is the same as adding
a field, it is not allowed if the field is in a
key that represents a Unique constraint.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON if you attempt to change a
field in this manner.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
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CLASS
(updating from S to another value for
constraint field)

Check Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change the value of this attribute to another
value from S, since this is the equivalent
of deleting a column for SQL. Drop the
constraint before making the change.

CLASS
(updating from S to another value for
constraint field)

Foreign and
Unique

This action is not allowed because the
rebind will re-create the key as it was
before adding a new key since the source
of the constraints reflects the old column
list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change the value of this attribute from S to
another value. Drop the constraint before
making the change.

CLASS
(updating from S to another value for other
fields)

Check and
Foreign

Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change. The constraints
are rebound by SQL the next time the table
is accessed.

CLASS
(updating from S to another value for other
fields)

Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change and because
the length of the table also changes. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

CLASS (updating to S) Check Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change. The constraints
are rebound by SQL the next time the table
is accessed.

CLASS (updating to S) Foreign Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON when you attempt to
change this value to an S if the field is in
a key representing a Foreign constraint. If
the field being updated is not in the Foreign
key, all Foreign constraints become invalid.

CLASS (updating to S) Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets
stored in the object change and because
the length of the table also changes. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
Since this action is the same as adding
a field, it is not allowed if the field is in a
key that represents a Unique constraint.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF
return code CON if you attempt to change a
field in this manner.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
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SIGN or TYPE- NUMERIC (for constraint
field)

Check, Foreign, and Unique Constraints become invalid because the
data stored in the object may need to be
updated as a result of this change.
The referencing constraints also become
invalid and are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

SQLNAME Check, Foreign, and Unique Not allowed in PRODuction status.
Datacom Datadictionary generates an error
(SB9).
Not allowed in TEST status if the field is
related to a constraint of any type. Datacom
Datadictionary generates a DSF return
code CON.

SQL Statements for Manipulating Areas and Databases

SQL statements to CREATE, DROP, and ALTER a DATABASE

A database can be created, removed, or changed using the SQL statements CREATE DATABASE, DROP DATABASE,
and ALTER DATABASE.

SQL statements to CREATE, DROP, and ALTER an AREA

An area can be created, removed, or changed using the SQL statements CREATE AREA, DROP. AREA, and ALTER
AREA.

Extended Programming
DBNTRY, the standard entry point, supports several methods for interfacing application programs to Datacom/DB. For
complex programming beyond the scope of these standard options, Datacom/DB supports a special entry point. This
complex programming must be written in assembly language.

For online monitor processing with CICS or IMS/DC, writing a special program using the techniques described here
is unnecessary. The interfaces Broadcom provides between Datacom/DB and these monitors supply all the complex
programming features described here. For details, see the documentation for Datacom CICS Services or Datacom IMS/
DC Services.

Following are the extended options available. You can use these options in any combination.

Option 1
A single program uses multiple User Requirements Tables (URTs). Each Datacom/DB request still processes
against only one URT, but different requests can use different URTs, each with different options. A special case
exists for commands that back out data, including ROLBK and LOGTB. Commands that back out data execute
primarily using the provided URT for the request, but they have to use a URT with the needed table to process
individual log records that are being backed out.
The API caller has to pass a URT address on every call to DBINFPR. A URT opened needs to be preserved
until it is closed. Datacom does not track URT addresses. Inside the URT, however, is a URT number that is not
normally documented. That number is a binary number of two bytes at offset x’10’ into the URT. If the number is
0000 during an OPEN command, the interface sets a next number. In a very simple case, this can be satisfactory
when only one or a few URTs are to exist and are in stable memory. If not, the caller needs to preset the number
to ensure that a maximum of 64k-1 URTs can exist, and that each has a unique number 1-64k-1, where 0 is not
used.
For SQL users, the SQL in MUF assigns URT numbers starting with 64k-1 and going down with each table
opened. If those numbers conflict with the API assigned number, there are conflicts and various and many
symptoms of failure occur. Datacom supports the CLOSE command with a URT having a URT number of 0000 as
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a special case of close all and disconnect. This drives a disconnect and must not be issued if ‘other’ task areas
are making requests.
All URTs are considered shared by all tasks attached together, because using this API can handle more than
one task. It is therefore important not to close a URT currently in use by other tasks or needed by other tasks for
ROLLBACK processing. When the caller does not want shared URT execution, one simple strategy is to have
each task open a URT at its start with a URT number that is the same as the task number, and then to close that
URT when the task completes. Used this way, there are no URT conflicts, because they are not shared.

Option 2
With this option, the calling program designates a request be issued to the MUF and then be returned to the
caller without waiting for the request to be completed. The calling program then performs other non-Datacom/
DB processing. When the request completes, the MUF posts the ECB associated with the request. The calling
program has to always pre-post the ECB for the task. However, every OPEN command and every CLOSE
command works with the same rules but internally, in the interface, does in-line waits, because the commands
have to do post-request processing prior to the user program continuing.

Option 3
The calling program requests that Datacom/DB establish multiple task areas for processing. Each request
is required to specify which task area is to be used. With this feature, multiple requests can be processed
concurrently, up to the number of task areas requested. The assignment of task areas is the requirement of the
caller. One task area can process a single request at a time. If a request generates row locks or other locks, the
task is required to be reserved to continuing requests for the same caller. If a request generates the start of a
transaction, the task is required to be reserved to continuing requests for the same caller.
SQL requests are required to have an associated Logical Unit of Work (LUW) identifier. There are special
coding actions taken by Datacom CICS Services to allow sharing of task areas at some point of SQL command
processing. This is not intended for any other SQL API users, and they need to force all SQL processing through
a single task, once it is assigned from the start of the SQL to its completion. Special commands are required to
note the end of a SQL program process.

Other option requirements are as follows:

• This API supports a single TCB where every call is done in the same TCB.
• The caller is expected to check for return code 86 (MUF no longer available) and handle it with cleanup of all tasks

being used by the caller. The caller is required to force post or take other action with regard to any ECB waits
outstanding that have, for various reasons, not yet been posted by the MUF. This allows those outstanding tasks
to complete. The ECB memory is required to be ‘burned’ forever and not reused, because there is no time that it
can be ensured that a MUF post cannot still be driven, because that is done with an SRB and is not controllable.
If multiple TCBs are being used, the caller is required to stop them all in some orderly way before restarting with a
new connection open. To minimize risk of memory overlays with requests being returned after the RC 86 of one task
area, the it is a good practice for you to delay a reasonable number of seconds before reusing memory being used for
Datacom request areas or work areas.

NOTE
his API interface is complex and, therefore, a possibility exists that not every requirement is presented here.

• All 31-bit addressing is required. Memory can be 24-bit but addressed as 31-bit. Datacom always executes in 31-bit,
never 24-bit.

• There is no support for the interface being called in 64-bit or providing any memory in 64-bit. See the previous item.
High order parts of 64-bit registers are not saved or restored. They are modified during interface execution.

• There is no support for any memory to be in a Data Space. Interface is required not to be called in AR mode. AR
registers are not saved or restored. They are modified by the interface.

• While it is desirable for the protect key to be 8, it is possible to execute with protect key 0. We do not recommend using
key 0 for Datacom/DB. Being called in key 0 forces execution in key 0, and this puts the Operating System at risk by
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allowing overlay of memory not intended to be overlaid. Datacom therefore does not want this responsibility. Execution
in key 9-15, while potentially possible, is not officially supported.

• The interface is required to be called in problem state, never in supervisor state.
• The interface must be called in TCB mode, never in SRB mode.

Using the Extended Options Entry Point

Following are the requirements for using the extended options entry point:

• Load the DBINFPR module into memory.
• The standard register 1 must point to a parameter list.
• Register 13 points to a save area.
• Register 14 is the return to the caller.
• Register 15 is the calculated address of the entry into the interface. This address is determined by adding the contents

of the halfword located at a displacement of hex 20 into the interface to the address of the start of the interface.

Parameter List

The parameter list is five fullwords long:

A(*A)
Normal user request parameter list

A(*B)
System identification block

A(*C)
Task identification block

A(*D)
User Requirements Table

A(*E)
Work address list entry

Parameter Descriptions

Following is a description of the parameters:

Parameter Description

*A The contents of register 1 during a Datacom/DB call using any
other entry point. This address points to the address list below.
The addresses must point to the applicable information depending
on the command in the request.
A(User Information Block)
A(Request Area)
A(Work Area)
A(Element List)
A(Request Qualification Area)
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*B Required 64-byte specification of the system identification block.
This area should be initialized prior to the first Datacom/DB call
and then should remain unaltered. Datacom/DB modifies some
fields and expects them to be returned on all subsequent calls.
The format of the area is:
F'0'
Reserved. Must be zero.
F'0'
Reserved. Must be zero.
H'n'
Number of Datacom/DB task areas to acquire.
If the number of tasks equals 0, Datacom/DB controls the waits for
requests and provides one task area for requests. If the number
of tasks is greater than or equal to 1, the user gets that number of
areas for requests. However, the user must handle all waits.
H'0'
Reserved. Must be zero.
F'0'
Must be zero if the second option listed above is not being used
either alone or with any other option. If the second option is being
used, this fullword must be the address of *J.
4F'0'
Reserved. Must be zero.
H’0’
Reserved. Must be zero.
X’00’
Switch-3 (zeros except following optional flags)
EOJ_OK_S EQU X’80’
Multiple tasks only, set if the caller allows Muf to EOJ, if the caller
is making no requests for a ‘long’ time (MUF variable). Also means
caller can (recommended) choose to drive a stopping of tasks at
commit and full disconnect close as soon as possible to honor the
MUF being set to EOJ.
X’00’
Reserved. Must be zero.
7F’0’
Reserved. Must be zero.

*C Task identification block specification. The format of the area is:
X'nn'
Entry point format for the user request. Where nn is:
01 for CBLDBMS
02 for DATACOM
03 for DBNTRY
XL3'0'
Reserved. Must be zero.
XL16'X'
May contain any task related information such as task
identification. This information is printed in Master List dumps.
XL100’0’
Reserved. Must be zeros.

*D Address of the User Requirements Table to be used with this
request.
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*E Work address list entry. When no version of Option 2 above is
used, Datacom/DB initializes the fullword. The same parameter
list must be used for all Datacom/DB calls. When Option 2 is used,
this fullword tells Datacom/DB which task area to use for this
request. This address must point to the entry in the work address
list to use for processing this request. The format is:
A(*J ENTRY)

*J Work address list. This list must be specified if any version of
Option 2 above is used. The number of entries is equal to the
number of Datacom/DB task areas acquired. Prior to the first
call to Datacom/DB, and again if all User Requirements Tables
are closed, the list must be initialized with addresses of event
control blocks (ECBs). During processing, Datacom/DB alters the
contents of this list. The format is:
A(TASK 1 *K) -- ECB for first Datacom/DB task
...........
A(TASK N *K) -- ECB for last Datacom/DB task

*K The Event Control Block (ECB). The location of the individual
ECBs is the choice of the caller. The definition of an ECB is
provided by the operating system. The ECB is a fullword; when
Datacom/DB is called, the related task ECB must be posted as
complete.

Sample Program Using the Extended Programming Entry Point

The following sample uses Option 1 of extended options programming in which the calling program supplies the name
of the User Requirements Table to process. If only one parameter is passed (actual Datacom/DB calls have at least
two parameters, the user identification block and a request area), then Datacom/DB assumes it is the name of a User
Requirements Table to load.

 

 DBNTRY   CSECT

          USING DBNTRY,R11          PROVIDE A BASE REGISTER

          STM   R14,R12,12(R13)     SAVE CALLERS REGISTERS

          LR    R11,R15             LOAD THE BASE

          LA    R14,LCLSAVE         POINT TO MY SAVE AREA

          ST    R13,4(,R14)         CHAIN CALLER TO ME

          ST    R14,8(,R13)         CHAIN ME TO CALLER

          LR    R13,R14             SET UP MY CORRECT SAVE AREA REGISTER

          TM    0(R1),X'80'         SEE IF ONLY PARM

          BO    DBNTRYX             IF SO MUST BE URT LOAD

          LA    R1,0(R1)            CLEAN  ADDRESS

          ST    R1,USERPARM         SAVE POINTER TO USER PARMS

          B     CALLINF

 DBNTRYX  EQU   *

          LA    R1,0(R1)            CLEAN  ADDRESS

          BAL   R14,LOADURT         GO LOAD URT

          ST    R1,USERFT           SAVE FILE TABLE

 GETINF   EQU   *

          BAL   R14,LOADINF         GO LOAD INF

          B     EXITALL

 CALLINF  EQU   *

          BAL   R14,LOADINF         GO LOAD INF
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          LA    R1,EXTNPARM         POINT TO MY PARM AREA

          L     R15,AEXTOPTE        GET EXTENDED ENTRY

          BALR  R14,R15             CALL INF

 EXITALL  L     R13,4(,R13)         PICK UP OLD REGS

          ST    R15,16(,R13)        SAVE RC TO RETURN

          LM    R14,R12,12(R13)     RESTORE REGS

          BR    R14                 RETURN TO CALLER

          EJECT

 LOADURT  EQU   *

          L     R1,0(R1)            GET POINTER IN R0

          LA    R0,0(R1)

          LOAD  EPLOC=(0)

          LR    R1,R0               MOVE POINTER TO R1

          BR    R14                 RETURN TO CALLER

          EJECT

 LOADINF  EQU   *

          OC    ADBINFPR,ADBINFPR   DID WE LOAD INF

          BNZR  R14                 IF SO RETURN

          CLC   X'14'(4),=F'0'      TEST FOR DOS

          BE    LOADOS              BRANCH IF NOT

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *        NEXT IS A HARD CODED COMRG                                   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          L     R1,X'14'            PICK UP POINTER

          SVC 33

          ST    R1,ACOMRG

          LA    R1,DBINFPR          POINT TO DBINFPR NAME

          L     R15,ACOMRG          A(COMRG)

          L     R0,F4096            IN DEVELOPMENT ROUND TO 4096

          A     R0,36(,R15)         HIGH CORE LAST PHASE LOADED

          SRL   R0,12               ROUND TO

          SLL   R0,12                DBLWORD

          ST    R0,ADBINFPR         SAVE INF ADDRESS

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *        LOAD  (1),(0)  HARD CODED                                    *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SVC 4

          B     LOADCOM

 LOADOS   EQU   *

          LA    R0,DBINFPR          POINT TO DBINFPR NAME

          LOAD  EPLOC=(0)

          ST    R0,ADBINFPR

 LOADCOM  EQU   *

          L     R1,ADBINFPR         GET ADDRESS OF INF

          AH    R1,X'20'(R1)        POINT TO ENTRY

          ST    R1,AEXTOPTE         SAVE ENTRY

          BR    R14

          EJECT

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *        WORKAREAS AND CONSTANTS                                      *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 F4096    DC    F'4096'

 DBINFPR  DC    CL8'DBINFPR'        NAME OF INTERFACE
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 ADBINFPR DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF DBINFPR

 AEXTOPTE DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF EXTENDED ENTRY

 ACOMRG   DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF DOS COMRG

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *         EXTENDED OPTIONS PARM LIST                                  *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 EXTNPARM DS    0F                  EXTENDED PARM LIST

 USERPARM DC    A(0)                USERS PARM LIST

          DC    A(SYSIB)            POINTER TO SYSIB BLOCK

          DC    A(TSKIB)            POINTER TO TSKIB BLOCK

 USERFT   DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF USER FILE TABLE

 WORKLENT DC    A(0)                WORK LIST ENTRY POINTER

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *        SYSTEM INFORMATION BLOCK..... *B IN DOCUMENTATION            *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 SYSIB    DC    2F'0'               FIRST 2 WORDS 0

 SYSTASKS DC    H'0'                NUMBER OF TASKS 0=1 WITH WAIT

          DC    H'0'                RESERVED

 SYSECBL  DC    A(0)                ADDRESS OF ECB LIST... *J IN DOC.

          DC    4F'0'               FILLER

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *        TASK INFORMATION BLOCK..... *C IN DOCUMENTATION              *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 TSKIB    DC    XL1'03'             3 = DBNTRY

          DC    XL3'00'             FILLER

          DC    CL16'SAMPLE EXT. OPT.'

          LTORG

 LCLSAVE  DC    18F'0'              LOCAL SAVE AREA

          END

Generating Reports
Learn about the reports that you can generate using Datacom. Use the Datacom Datadictionary batch facility to generate
reports about entity-occurrences and entity-types. Use the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility to retrieve files and generate
reports.

You can generate the following reports:

Datacom Datadictionary Reports

The batch facility of Datacom Datadictionary includes a reporting facility. With it, you can produce numerous reports about
the information you have stored in Datacom Datadictionary. With the reporting facility, you can list:

• All entity-occurrences associated with selected aliases
• Relationships that are associated with one entity-type or with all entity-types
• Entity-occurrences associated with selected descriptor words
• Detailed information about entity-occurrences
• All field entity-occurrences associated with a table, view, record, key, or element
• Summary information about entity-occurrences
• Related entity-occurrences, showing the nature of each relationship
• The AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences that are schemas and the TABLE, FIELD, KEY, VIEW, SYNONYM, and

PLAN entity-occurrences that are related to them
• Text information for entity-occurrences
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Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Reports

The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility is a file retrieval and report generating system. With the Datacom/DB Reporting
Facility, you can access and report on information that Datacom/DB databases and conventional files contain. The
Datacom/DB Reporting Facility can accept input from Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, or Dataquery. The Datacom/
DB Reporting Facility can also access data from IMS/DLI databases, VSAM files, standard sequential, and use user-
defined access methods.

In addition to generating reports, you can use the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility to create output files and hence, use it
as a file conversion tool.

The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility operates as a batch job under the control of the operating system.

DBUTLTY Reports

DBUTLTY includes a REPORT function which generates reports on:

• The data structures as defined in the Directory (CXX)
• Log Area Status
• Statistics and diagnostic information about system performance and space utilization

Example Report Headers
Report headers have the following format:

Date: mm/dd/ccyy   
 ********************************************************************************
         Page:     1
                    *                                 CA Datacom/DB              
                  *
Time: hh.mm.ss      *                                General Utility             
                  *      Version: 15.0
                    *                 Copyright © 1990-2014 CA. All rights
 reserved.               *
Base:     dbid     
 ********************************************************************************
 Directory: name
 

Base
The dbid is the DATACOM-ID (DBID) of the database (base) in use when the report was built.

NOTE
If base is not appropriate for the report that was generated or is not known at the time the report is
produced, then base does not appear in the header.

Date
The date when the report was executed is shown in the format mm/dd/ccyy:
mm

month
dd

day
cc

century
yy

year
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Directory
The name is the internal name of the Directory (CXX), assigned with the INIT CXX function, that was in use when
the report was executed and if known at the time the report was produced.

NOTE
If directory is not appropriate for the report that was generated, then directory does not appear in the
header.

Page
The n is the page number of the report.

Time
The time when the report was assembled is shown in the format hh.mm.ss:
hh

hour
mm

minutes
ss

seconds
Version

The version of Datacom/DB being executed when the report was built is shown in the format nn.n, for example,
Version: 15.0.

How to Build the CDC PLUS Databases
The Change Data Capture (CDC) PLUS feature enhances the CDC repository and extends your data access to include an
extra eight DBIDs. This scenario describes how a Datacom/DB database administrator (DBA) plans and implements the
CDC PLUS databases. Adapt these general instructions to the Datacom/DB implementation for your site.

Sites already using CDC should consider this information carefully before making changes to their environment. Pay
special attention to the user processes (CDCU) that have been implemented to extract and process the captured
changes.

  

Overview

The Change Data Capture (CDC) PLUS option allows the existing CDC environment to use up to 8 additional CDC PLUS
databases for the CDC data row storage. These additional eight PLUS databases allow you to separate the CDC captured
data rows by application function, security access, or other business need that required the captured data rows to be
logically separated.

The following illustration shows how the CDC PLUS Listener directs an individual log record to multiple output databases.
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In this case, the example shows multiple processes used by the Datacom MUF with a local CDC Listener. Processes
include:

• Accessing the LOG buffer
• Extracting selected table maintenance in log form
• Writing change data to an MNT table in DBIDs 2009, 2012, 2013
• Writing a TSN 2009, 2012, 2013 row at commit (LUW complete)

NOTE
 All writes are committed by default to the local log file.

How to Build and Enable the CDC PLUS Databases

As a database administrator, you can now add up to eight more databases for CDC data row storage. These databases
allow you to selectively collect and store up to nine sets (CDC BASE and the additional CDC PLUS databases) of
captured changes.

 Benefits 

• Additional secured databases
• Easy to install
• Easy to use
• No consequences if you decide to remove one of the PLUS databases

Use the following steps to guide you through the process:

1.  Determine which of the additional PLUS databases are utilized in this Multi-User environment. 
2.  Run DDUPDATE to add the CDC PLUS databases. 
3.  Determine the expected size of each database area. 
4.  Allocate data sets for each new base. 
5.  INIT and NULL LOAD the PLUS databases. 
6.  Review the existing set of CDC parameters definitions for the Multi-User environment. 
7.  Determine the appropriate required changes to implement the selected CDC PLUS databases. 
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8.  Cycle the MUF to implement the new CDC PLUS definitions. 
9.  Test the data capture collection. 
10.  Review changes to the GAPFIX utility. 
11.  Review changes to the CDC facility messages. 

See the following topics for supplemental reference information:

•  MUF Startup Options to Target the Log Records of CDC 
•  DBUTLTY GAPFIX Function 
•  CDC PLUS Messages 
•  Adding or removing CDC collection activity 

Determine which additional PLUS database is utilized in this Multi-User environment

Determine how many of the additional CDC PLUS databases are needed before the PLUS databases are implemented.
Typically this decision is based on how the change data is accessed and by whom.

 Example 1 

Your site may have two different Third-party tools or user applications that are used to process the information and send it
downstream to their respected targets. In each case, the Third-party tool or user application is coded to read the change
data, send it to the target, then delete the change data. If both tools share the CDC database, conflicts over the change
data use and subsequent deletion would occur. In this case, using the CDC BASE database for one application and a
CDC PLUS database for the other application removes those conflicts.

 Example 2 

The change data that is being collected may be considered “secure” and only accessible by the specific owning group. If
change data for two or more groups was stored in the same database (CDC BASE), a possible security exposure occurs.
In this case, having a CDC database for each of the secured groups allows the change data to be separated to meet
access/security requirements.

After you determine the additional CDC PLUS databases that are needed, you can build and implement those databases.
To understand how the CDC PLUS database activity displays in certain reports and parameters, each of the CDC
database definitions is assigned a sequential slot position. When needed, these slot positions are used to represent where
a data change is sent (for example, in the DBUTLTY GAPFIX report).

The slot assignment is simple. The CDC BASE database is slot 1, CDC PLUS_2 database is slot 2, CDC PLUS_3
database is slot 3, and so on. The following list represents some of the possible options you could choose to implement
for CDC PLUS database processing.

• Basic CDC BASE with only one target (Slot 1)
• CDC BASE with CDC PLUS_2 (Slot 1 and Slot 2)
• CDC BASE with CDC PLUS_2, PLUS_3 (Slots 1, 2, and 3)
• CDC BASE with CDC PLUS_3, PLUS_7, PLUS_9 (Slots 1, 3, 7, and 9)
• Any combination of CDC BASE with CDC PLUS databases

Run DDUPDATE to add CDC PLUS databases

When you install your Datacom products, the database definitions (BTG decks) for the 8 new CDC PLUS database are
put into your CABDSAMP Target Library. Use each one of the BTG decks as the input to a DDUPDATE job which defines
and catalogs a CDC_PLUS database to your Datacom Datadictionary and CXX.

The BTG decks are:

CA_CDC_BASE

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS2
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CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS3

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS4

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS5

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS6

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS7

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS8

CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS9

Each of the BTG decks represents one PLUS database definition. The simplest choice is to define all 8 PLUS database
definitions to the Datacom Datadictionary and CXX. Then, only allocate and INIT/LOAD those PLUS databases that you
need. In the future, if another PLUS database is needed, repeat the same steps to allocate the data sets, INIT/LOAD and
activate in MUF.

The BTG decks include a set of Datacom Datadictionary transactions to OBSOLETE the PLUS database definitions
before redefining them. When applying these BTG decks for the first time, the OBSOLETE transaction receives an NTF
(not found) condition.

 

NOTE
 The obsolete function allows the step to be reexecutable.

Avoid changing the database definitions for the CDC PLUS databases. If there is a DBID conflict with your site, you can
choose to alter the DBIDs for the PLUS database. However, we recommend that you follow the provided standard of:

• CA_CDC_BASE as DBID 2009 is the default DBID used by previous versions of Datacom/DB 
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS2 as DBID 2012
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS3 as DBID 2013
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS4 as DBID 2014
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS5 as DBID 2015
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS6 as DBID 2016
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS7 as DBID 2017
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS8 as DBID 2018
• CA_CDC_BASE_PLUS9 as DBID 2019

Determine the expected size of each database area

For each of the databases that are activated, determine the expected size of the index and data areas for that database.
There are several ways to make this determination.

You can use:

• Existing CDC 2009 data and index area size
• An estimated size that is based on expected activity compared to the existing CDC 2009
• RXX history to determine the volume of changes that are stored in the PLUS database. Using that information, you can

calculate an estimated size by:
– Data area AR1 has the CTL table which only has 1 row (allocate 2 tracks)
– Data area AR2 has two tables:

• TSN table - 1 row for every transaction (LUW) with a selected update
    Calculate Total bytes = # of LUWs*65 bytes  

    Calculate Total bytes = # of changes * 48 bytes +(row size * 2)   

    AR2 tracks = 1.25 * ((Total bytes TSN + Total bytes MNT) / track size)  
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• MNT table - 1 row for every data row change that is captured
In other words, allocate enough tracks to hold all the TSN/MNT bytes with a 25% additional space to cover track/
blocksize capacity considerations.

– IXX area is calculated at 25 percent (%) of the data area AR2 size

Allocate data sets for each new base

Allocate the data sets for the selected PLUS databases (DBIDs 2012-2019).

For each selected database, you allocate data sets for the IXX, AR1, and AR2 areas using the size determinations from
the previous step.

INIT and NULL LOAD the PLUS databases

Use DBUTLTY to INIT the IXX, AR1, and AR2 areas. To make them ready for use by the CDC process, use DBUTLTY
LOAD FORMAT=NONE for the AR1 and AR2 areas.

Review the existing set of CDC parameter definitions for the Multi-User environment

The Change Data Capture (CDC) process makes available committed data changes from the LXX (log file) in a customer
accessible form. In the source Datacom LXX environment, CDC changes are captured in "near real time." The changes
are then populated to a Datacom database (2009 default) as a set of data rows that represent the captured changes.
End-user programs or third-party tools can process these data rows for replication to various other platforms or data
sources. In the simplest case, you can use the data rows in the CDC database (2009) to produce a simple change audit
report. In a more complex case, you can use the data rows to keep multiple "down-stream" data tables in sync with
the Datacom "master" table.

The addition of the CDC PLUS databases allows you to separate out the data rows that the CDC process captures into
the extra CDC databases (2012-2019). The same process is used to capture the data changes. However, an enhanced
process is used to determine which of the CDC databases are selected to store the captured change.

Each CDC database has its own set of source tables that are monitored for changes to capture and store in the CDC
database. You can choose to have data changes of a single source table captured to one or more of the CDC databases.
The only concern with directing source table changes to multiple CDC databases is the overhead that is associated with
writing the change information multiple times.

Review the existing CDC parameters definitions for the existing environment before implementing the CDC PLUS bases.
In most cases, the existing parameters can remain the same. The only required change to the existing parameters used
to implement a CDC PLUS database is to update the “CDC YES” parameter to include the maximum output slot value.
For more information, see Determine the appropriate changes needed to implement the selected CDC PLUS databases.
If you plan to redirect some of the existing captured changes from the CDC BASE database to a CDC PLUS database,
you may need to update the selected databases in the existing CDC_BASE parameter and the selected tables in the
CDC_TABLE parameter.

Determine the appropriate changes needed to implement the selected CDC PLUS databases

Once you determine the number of PLUS databases to add and which databases and tables go to which CDC database,
then you can determine the appropriate MUF start-up parameters.

For this discussion, it is much simpler to use an example. The current MUF environment captures a range of databases:
DBID 050, and DBIDs100 through 200 except for database 150 to the CDC BASE database (DBID 2009). Additionally, the
environment is capturing tables ABC of DBID 900 and table DEF of DBID 901.

The example parameters would look like:

CDC YES,8M
CDC_BASE YES,050,100-200
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CDC_BASE NO,150
CDC_TABLE YES,ABC900
CDC_TABLE YES,DEF901

You want to implement CDC PLUS_2 and the CDC PLUS_3 databases and to split up the selected database and tables
according to specific security needs. The configuration would be:

• Group 1 (CDC BASE) changes captured for DBIDs 50, 100-149 and table ABC900
• Group 2 (CDC PLUS_2) changes captured for DBIDs 50, 151-200 and table DEF901
• Group 3 (CDC PLUS_3) changes captured for DBIDs 50, 301-350 and table ABC900

In this example we would update the previous parameters to be:

CDC YES,8M,3
CDC_BASE YES,050,100-149
CDC_TABLE YES,ABC900
CDC_BASE_PLUS 2,YES,050,151-200
CDC_TABLE_PLUS 2,YES,DEF901
CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,050,301-350
CDC_TABLE_PLUS 3,YES,ABC900

In this example:

• One database (DBID 050) would have the changes to its tables captured and stored to all three CDC databases.
• One table (ABC of DBID 900) would have its changes captured and stored in two different CDC databases.

Even though this is acceptable, there is additional overhead as every change that is made to these tables captured once
and then stored multiple times.

In addition to the CDC parameter changes shown previously, you must update the CDC Listener parameters (CDCL) and
CDC Monitor parameters (CDCM) to include the new PLUS databases.

Using the previous example, the following MUF parameters:

CDCL DBID *,2009
CDCM DBID 2009

would become:

CDCL DBID *,2009
CDCM DBID 2009

CDCL DBID PLUS 2,*,2012
CDCM DBID PLUS 2,2012

CDCL DBID PLUS 3,*,2013
CDCM DBID PLUS 3,2013

For more information about the updated CDC parameter and the new CDC PLUS parameters, see MUF Startup Options
to Target Log Records of CDC.

Cycle the MUF to implement the new CDC PLUS definitions

After you determine the changes and update them in the MUF start-up job, recycle the MUF to implement/activate the
CDC changes.

Test data capture collection

After implementing the CDC parameter changes and activating CDC, you can monitor the process of changes that are
captured and stored in the CDC BASE database and the CDC PLUS databases.
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To test the process, execute a transaction that adds/deletes or changes a row for one of the captured changes. Use a
simple SQL query to select all the rows from the matching CDC database and verify that the change has been captured.

For the sites without SQL activated, use a DBUTLTY EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL to dump the captured changes from the
CDC database.

Once you verify the data capture and appropriate placement in the CDC databases, activate your updated CDCU
applications to process the captured changes and complete the testing of the implementation.

Review changes to the GAPFIX utility

The DBUTLTY GAPFIX function fixes gaps in the change capture process when the LOG processing “gets too far ahead”
of the change capture process. In this case, some changes on the LOG may be spilled to the RXX before they get
captured to the CDC databases. When this occurs, run a DBUTLTY GAPFIX to retrieve the unprocessed log blocks from
the RXX and process them into the CDC databases.

With the additional CDC PLUS databases, updates to the DBUTLTY GAPFIX parameter card are necessary to allow the
specification of the PLUS databases to process. Additionally, updates to the GAPFIX report are necessary to show the
CDC database (slots) that the GAPFIX process updated.

For more information about the updated GAPFIX parameter and the updated GAPFIX report, see DBUTLTY GAPFIX.

Review changes to the CDC facility messages

The CDC facility runs in MUF and produces various messages in the MUF address space. With the addition of the CDC
PLUS databases, several new and updated messages have been added to the environment.

For more information about the updated messages, see CDC PLUS Messages.

Supplemental Reference Information

The CDC PLUS feature generated additional changes to the following topics.

MUF Startup Options to Target Log Records of CDC

The following CDC MUF startup options include the CDC PLUS parameters:

 CDC YES, 8M,  output-slot-maximum 

►►─ CDC ─┬─ NO ────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

         └─ YES ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                 ├─ ,size ───────────────┤

                 └─ ,output-slot-maximum ┘

,output-slot-maximum
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of CDC output databases that are available for use during the
life of the current MUF. This option is only valid at MUF startup and requires a MUF recycle to change.
Specifying output-slot-maximum prepares the MUF for more output database slots. If it is not specified, the MUF
is restricted to a single output slot. Each output slot has a DBID that is defined with CDCL and CDCM options.
You can specify 2-9 output database slots for example, 2 output database slots, 3 output database slots, and so
on up to 9 slots. Each slot requires memory and processing cycles.

WARNING
This option can only be changed through a MUF startup option. A MUF cycle is required to implement
the parameter change and enable the CDC PLUS feature.

 Benefits: 
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• Prepares the allowable number of PLUS database slots
• Can restrict the MUF to the single 2009 output

 CDC_BASE_PLUS  output-database-slot  ,yes-no, dbid,dbid-dbid …  

                                                 ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDC_BASE_PLUS output-database-slot─,YES-NO ──▼─ ,dbid ─┴──────────►◄

CDC_BASE_PLUS
(Optional and z/OS only) The CDC_BASE_PLUS parameter option can be specified during MUF startup or
through the console. Specify the CDC_BASE_PLUS MUF startup option as part of the CDC feature. To use
CDC_BASE_PLUS, specify the CDC MUF startup option at MUF startup time and provide an output-slot-
maximum value as large as or larger than the output-database-slot number used in the following specification.
This option can be changed with the MUF enabled to add or remove databases that have changes collected by
CDC and placed in this output slot number.

NOTE
Multiple CDC_BASE_PLUS statements are permitted during MUF startup.

output-database-slot
Indicates the PLUS output slot number (2-9). The output slot for the startup option CDC_BASE is considered as 1.
Valid Entries:

2-9
Default Value:

No default
,YES-NO

YES indicates that the DBID that follows is available (added) for CDC processing.
NO indicates that the base is not available (removed from) for CDC processing.

,dbid
Defines which user DBIDs have changes collected by CDC for this CDC_BASE_PLUS slot. Each entry is a single
database ID or a range of database IDs from 1 to 5000.
Database IDs are not checked to verify that they are currently in the CXX. There are no edits to discover if a DBID
is later deleted from the CXX. Therefore, enter the database IDs that you specify with care.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000 specified either individually or with a dash to indicate a range
Default Value:

No default

 Benefits: 

• Multiple CDC_BASE_PLUS statements are allowed during the MUF startup
• Change this option with the MUF enabled to add or subtract databases from change collection by CDC for this output

slot number

NOTE
 Do not select database IDs to be collected by CDC to a CDC output slot until the slot is defined and
ready for use by the CDCL and CDCM tasks. For more information, see the CDCL_BASE_PLUS and
CDCM_BASE_PLUS parameters in this section.

•  CDC_TABLE_PLUS output-database-slot ,yes-no,table-dbid,table-dbid ... 

                                                   ┌───────────────┐

►►─ CDC_TABLE_PLUS output-database-slot─,YES─ NO ──▼─ ,table-dbid ─┴──►◄ 
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CDC_TABLE_PLUS
(Optional) Specify this parameter option during MUF startup or through the console. To use CDC_TABLE_PLUS,
specify the CDC MUF startup option at MUF startup time.

NOTE
Multiple CDC_TABLE_PLUS statements are permitted during MUF startup.

output-database-slot
Indicates the plus output database slot number (2-9). The output slot for the startup option CDC_TABLE is always
considered to be slot 1. Examples are:
CDC_TABLE_PLUS 2,NO,TTTDBID,TTTDBID,TTTDBID

CDC_TABLE_PLUS 3,NO,TTTDBID,TTTDBID,TTTDBID

CDC_TABLE_PLUS 9,YES,TTTDBID

For each entry, specify a three-character table name (TTT) followed by a database ID (DBID). Up to 384 table
entries are allowed per slot.

NOTE
Specify table names with care. The table names are not checked to verify that they are currently in the
CXX. Additionally, there are no checks to discover if a table name is later deleted from the CXX.

,YES-NO
YES indicates the tables that follow are added to the CDC collection activity for this slot. NO indicates the tables
that follow are excluded from collection by CDC for this slot.

NOTE
if you do not specify this optional statement, there is no default.

,table-dbid
Specifies a three character table name and a base number. It defines which user table-dbids are monitored by the
CDC-TABLE_PLUS slot.

 Benefits: 

• Multiple CDC_TABLE_PLUS statements are permitted during MUF startup.
• Change this option with the MUF enabled to add or subtract tables from change collection by CDC for this output slot

number.

NOTE
 The table entries are intended as an exception to full database use, not as the norm. If you specify this optional
statement, there is no default. If you do not specify this statement, CDC_TABLE_PLUS defaults to all of the
tables in the database being selected.

•  CDCL_DBID_PLUS output-database-slot,MUF-NAME ,dbid  

                                                  ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDCL_DBID_PLUS output-database-slot,MUF-NAME ─▼─ ,dbid ─┴───────►◄

CDCL_DBID_PLUS
(Optional and z/OS only) Specify this parameter during MUF startup or through the console. This DBID is
considered a system DBID and must be set as ACCESS OPTIMIZE. To change a database ID (DBID), close
CDCL for this MUF, alter the database list, and reopen the CDCL.

NOTE
The CDCL task must have all output CDC databases opened for processing to record successfully a
maintenance transaction that is set to that slot. CDCL does not ignore errors. CDCL opens all output
databases as a set and all must be available or it shuts down with the first error.
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output-database-slot
Indicates the PLUS output slot number (2-9). This number should correlate with the n sub-parameter of the
CDC_BASE_PLUS and CDCM_DBID_PLUS startup options.
Valid Entries:

2-9; there is no default value
MUF-NAME

Specifies a valid MUF name or MUFPLEX name being listened to. Specify an asterisk if the source MUF and
target MUF are the same. If used during MUF startup, the name must match the name that is specified in a CDCL
startup option. After startup, the asterisk is an abbreviation for the true name. An error is recognized if the specific
name or asterisk MUF is not found in the CDCL list. There is no default value.

,dbid
Specifies one of the eight valid CDC PLUS DBIDs (recommended as 2012-2019).

NOTE
Do not duplicate a DBID for the 1-9 output slots.

 Benefits: 

• Ability to change the output CDC database ID (DBID)
• Ability to add a new CDC PLUS database to the CDC Listener
•  CDCM_DBID_PLUS n,dbid  

                                        ┌─────────┐

►►─ CDCM_DBID_PLUS output-database-slot─▼─ ,dbid ─┴────────────────────►◄

CDCM_DBID_PLUS
(Optional and z/OS only) Adds a new CDC database to monitor the MUF. The statements can be changed with
the MUF enabled to add to monitoring bases or to remove bases to monitor. To change the bases, close CDCM
with CDCM_CLOSE, apply changes, and reopen. This parameter requires a valid CDC slot defined. Specify this
parameter during MUF startup or through the console.

output-database-slot
Specifies a plus slot number of 2-9 where the number correlates with the CDC_BASE_PLUS and
CDCL_DBID_PLUS startup options.
Valid Entries:

2-9; there is no default value
,dbid

Specifies one of the eight valid CDC PLUS DBIDs. The recommended bases are 2012-2019.

 Benefits: 

• Adds a new CDC database for monitoring
• Ability to change the statements with the MUF enabled to add to monitoring bases or remove bases to monitor.

DBUTLTY GAPFIX

The GAPFIX function supports the additional PLUS output bases with the OPTION1 (optional) keyword as required.

OPTION1=plus-dbids

You can specify the database IDs for one through eight PLUS databases. The MUF must be active when you execute this
command. To fix a gap that occurred during the CDC processing, use the following command.

►►─ GAPFIX ─ DBID=n OPTION2=Amufname ─┬──────────────┬───────────────►

                                      └─ DATETIME=t ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ OPTION1-plus-dbids ─┘ └─ REPORT=ALL ─┘ 

 Examples 

Adding one PLUS database with a database ID of 2012 is specified as follows:

OPTION1=2012

Specifying more than one PLUS database, a comma indicates omitted databases if they are not at the end (termination) of
the list.

OPTION1='2012,,,,,,,2019'

NOTE
 Single quote marks surround a list of databases.

Valid Entries:
1-8 valid four-digit CDC_PLUS database IDs

Default Value:
(No default)

NOTE
Define all output CDC database slots that maintenance log records reference. There is no ability to ignore a slot.

GAPFIX Detail Report Sample

The following report sample includes the PLUS slot for the CDC PLUS enhancement.

•                                              DATACOM/DB FIXGAP                  

•JOB NAME R-UNIT   DATE       TIME   REQUEST  BASE  BLOCK      URI  AREA PLUS SLOT

•                                                                                 

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC01  997 00000002 00000001 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC02  897 00000002 00000001 C02 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF01  797 00000000 00000002 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF02  697 00000002 00000001 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF03  597 00000002 00000001 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNA  497 00000002 00000001 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNB  397 00000002 00000001 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC01  997 00000002 00000003 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ROLBK       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETC01  997 00000002 00000001 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETC02  897 00000002 00000001 C02 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF01  797 00000000 00000002 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF02  697 00000002 00000005 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF03  597 00000002 00000006 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNA  497 00000002 00000001 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNB  397 00000002 00000007 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNB  397 00000002 00000002 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNA  497 00000002 00000008 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.34 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.34 ADDITF02  697 00000002 00000006 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.37 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.37 ADDITF03  597 00000002 00000007 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.41 CLOSE       0 00000000 00000000              
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The first page of this sample detail report is the result from specifying the GAPFIX function with REPORT=ALL. Most of
the columns are self-explanatory. However, the PLUS SLOT column indicates which CDC_PLUS slot the AUD (added,
updated, and deleted) log record went to. This example provides some records going to three output slots and some to
individual slots and also provides detail PLUS slot information.

                                              DATACOM/DB FIXGAP

   TOTAL LOG     CDC LOG         ADDED          ADDED        DELETED

     RECORDS     RECORDS   TSN RECORDS    MNT RECORDS    MNT RECORDS

         317          116           18          165            3            

 

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        2009             1           6           50            1            

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        2012             2           6           47            1            

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        2019             9           6           68            1            

 

 LOW DATE/TIME             LOW STCK      HIGH DATE/TIME            HIGH STCK

20130814102124 00CBCF95CC5E04CA5B00      20130814102142 00CBCF95DCD67E2C5800

The second page of this sample detail report is the result from specifying the GAPFIX function with REPORT=ALL.

CDC PLUS Messages

The CDC PLUS option could generate messages for the:

• CDC base
• CDC Monitor (CDCM) that watches the Datacom Listener and the User Listener
• CDC Listener (CDCL) that watches the log area and pushes data to the CDC output bases

DB03102I

 CDC PLUS-n MNT-n LAST CDC-ccccmmddhhmmssReason: 

This message was generated because a STATUS_CDC console command was issued to monitor the status of Change
Data Capture (CDC). Slot information is provided relating to slots where number 1 is assigned to the original (non
CDC_PLUS) 2009 (default) CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE startup parameters. Numbers 2-9 correspond to CDC_PLUS-2
through CDC_PLUS-9 respectively.

In the message text, MNT gives a count n for the AUD log records that participated in this slot.

 Action: 

None. This message is for information only.

DB03131I

 CDCM status progstat CDCL--mm:ss CDCU--mm:ss TSN-n MNT-n--DBID-n  

 Reason: 

This message is generated in response to a STATUS_CDC command as the second line in that response.
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CDCM
Refers to the Change Data Capture Monitor (CDCM) program, whose task it is to connect to the target MUF.
CDCM periodically checks the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program and Change Data Capture User
Listener (CDCU) program to see how current they are relative to the LXX.

status
Indicates the status of the CDCM subtask, where status can be one of the following:
OPEN

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is open.
CLOSED

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is closed.
OPN>CLS

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is open, but you have requested it to close.
CLS>OPN

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is closed, but you have requested it to open.
OPN-ING

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is in the process of opening.
CLS-ING

Indicates that the CDCM subtask is in the process of closing.
progstat

Indicates the current specific status of the program, where progstat can be one of the following:
WAITPOLL

Indicates that the program is waiting for the poll interval.
WAITENBL

Indicates that the program is waiting for an enable.
CLOSED

Indicates that the program is closed.
WAIT-RQ-

WAIT-RQ- indicates that the program is waiting for a request.
RUNNING

RUNNING indicates that the program is running.
CDCL

Refers to the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program, whose task it is to watch the LXX for new work and
push CDC records to the CDC system databases.

mm:ss
Following the CDCL is the time it is behind in processing CXX records, given in minutes mm and seconds ss.
If the time is greater than 999 minutes, the display shows plus signs (+). If the CDCM subtask has not yet
successfully opened the CDCL, the time is technically unknown (UNKN).

CDCU
Refers to the Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program, whose task it is to process and delete the
maintenance records for each committed request that it finds, then move the changes from the source MUF to the
target MUF.

mm:ss
Following the CDCU is the time it is behind from the time of the first TSN record, given in minutes mm and
seconds ss. If the time is greater than 999 minutes, the display shows plus signs (+). If the CDCM subtask has not
yet successfully opened the CDCU, the time is technically unknown (UNKN).
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TSN
Indicates a count n of TSN (transaction sequence number) records. This count is the result of CNTKR or CNTTB
commands and reflects the number of TSN records that currently exist.

MNT
Indicates a count n of CDC maintenance LXX records. This count is the result of CNTKR commands and reflects
the number of MNT records that currently exist.

DBID
Indicates the output for slot 1.

If a return code closed the CDCM, the end of the message provides the command, table, and return code that occurred.
The STATUS_CDC DB03131I message times and record counts are from the prior CDCM polling interval, not from
the time at which the STATUS_CDC was issued. If the polling interval is 60 seconds, for example, the information in
DB03131I can be from 60 seconds ago. If the CDCM subtask is closed currently, the information in DB03131I is from the
last polling interval it was open.

 Action: 

None. This message is for information only.

DB03132I

 CDCM PLUS-n CDCU--mm:ss TSN-n MNT-n--DBID-n  

 Reason: 

This message is generated in response to a STATUS_CDC command as the second line in that response.

CDCM
Refers to the Change Data Capture Monitor (CDCM) program, whose task it is to connect to the target MUF and
periodically check to see how current the following programs are relative to the LXX.

• Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL)
• Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program

PLUS n
Indicates the output slot number 1-9.

CDCU
Refers to the Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU) program, whose task it is to process and delete the
maintenance records for each committed request that it finds, then move the changes from the source MUF to the
target MUF.

mm:ss
Specifies the time that the CDCU is behind from the time of the first TSN record, given in minutes mm and
seconds ss. If the time is greater than 999 minutes, the display shows plus signs (+). If the CDCM subtask has not
yet successfully opened the CDCU, the time is technically unknown (UNKN).

TSN
Indicates a count n of TSN (transaction sequence number) records. This count is the result of CNTKR or CNTTB
commands and reflects the number of TSN records that currently exist.

MNT
Indicates a count n of CDC maintenance LXX records. This count is the result of CNTKR commands and reflects
the number of MNT records that currently exist.

DBID
Indicates the output for slot n.
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If a return code closed the CDCM, the end of the message provides the command, table, and return code that occurred.
The STATUS_CDC DB03131I message times and record counts are from the prior CDCM polling interval, not from
the time at which the STATUS_CDC was issued. If the polling interval is 60 seconds, for example, the information in
DB03131I can be from 60 seconds ago. If the CDCM subtask is closed currently, the information in DB03131I is from the
last polling interval it was open.

 Action: 

None. This message is for information only.

DB03164I

 CDCL mufname PLUS-n MNT-n DBID-n  

 Reason: 

This message was generated because a STATUS_CDC console command was issued to monitor the status of Change
Data Capture (CDC). This message provides information relating to the output slots with the number of AUD log records
to process and the DBID where the slot output is directed.

CDCL
Refers to the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) program.

mufname
Specifies the name of the MUFplex or MUF that the Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) tasks that are
processed currently.

PLUS-n
Indicates the output slot number 1-9.

MNT
Indicates the count of the number of CDC maintenance records processed. The MNT includes any records that
might have been deleted because of a backout or records that might later be subject to backout.

DBID
Specifies the CDC DBID where the slot output is directed.

 Action: 

None. This message is for information only.

Adding or removing CDC change collection

The simplest method for changing the CDC collection activities is to stop and change the collection process by doing the
following actions:

• Stop the collection process
• Allow the user listeners to remove and process all of the changes in the CDC databases
• Stop MUF
• Alter the CDCU (user listeners) as needed
• Restart MUF with updated CDC startup parameters
• Restart the user listeners

However, in many environments it may not be possible to interrupt the MUF to adjust the CDC collection settings. In these
cases, use the CDC console commands to adjust the various data collection settings.

If you are removing a specific change collection, you can:
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• Stop the unwanted collection activity
• Allow the user listeners to process through the changes
• Adjust the listener processes (if needed)

If you are adding a specific change collection, add the user listener “pull process” before starting the data collection
activities.

Example of removing a database from the CDC change collection

The following example provides the required steps to remove DBID 781 from being collected by CDC in the PLUS_3 (slot
3) CDC database. This example sows that the source CDC MUF has been enabled with the following CDC collection
parameters:

 CDC YES,8M,9                  

 CDC_BASE YES,3315              

 CDC_TABLE YES,BRN3317          

 *                              

 CDC_BASE_PLUS 2,YES,779        

 CDC_TABLE_PLUS 2,YES,TEL3317   

 *                              

 CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,781        

 CDC_TABLE_PLUS 3,YES,ACC3317   

 Step 1. Remove database 781 from the MUF startup options.  

This action ensures that if the MUF is recycled, the CDC collection for database 781 is not restarted. Place an asterisk in
the first column of the startup option.

* CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,781    

 

 Step 2. Turn off the CDC collection for the existing MUF instance.  

Use the MVS Modify command to the MUF address space or use the DBUTLTY Console API or DBSQLPR SQL console
API.

The following example uses the DBUTLTY CONSOLE API. This command stops CDC collection of changes for database
781 in the CDC PLUS_3 database.

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,NO,781'   

The same action can be triggered by using the MVS MODIFY command to the MUF address space.

/F PRODMUFA,CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,NO,781    

Once these actions are complete, no additional log blocks (LXX) are marked for CDC PLUS_3 change collection for the
781 database.

There may be a certain amount of outstanding work in the previously processed log blocks that the CDC has not
processed. Due to different settings for the CDC processing (polling) that can be set, it can take a few seconds to a few
minutes for the residual CDC captured changes for database 781 to be posted to the CDC PLUS_3 database.

 Step 3. Determine what to do with the captured changes for database 781. 

This final action is to determine what to do with the captured changes for database 781 that were collected in the CDC
PLUS_3 database before removal of DBID 781 from CDC capture.

Typically there is a client written program (Change Data Capture User Listener (CDCU)) processing the changes that
are stored in the PLUS_3 database. Normally this program reads the captured changes in the CDC PLUS_3 database
processes them, and then deletes the rows from the CDC PLUS_3 tables. Allow the CDCU program to continue
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processing the database 781 changes for the duration of the MUF instance to ensure that all captured changes are
processed and removed from the CDC PLUS_3 database.

If you do not want to process the database 781 changes from CDC PLUS_3 database, change the CDCU program to read
the database 781 changes and delete them from the CDC PLUS_3 database. Leave this read/delete process in effect
until the MUF is cycled to ensure that all database 781 captured changes are removed from the CDC PLUS_3 database.

NOTE
More actions may be required to clean up any data from database 781 that has been processed (downstream)
from the CDC PLUS_3 collection.

Example of adding a database to the CDC change collection

This example provides the required steps to add DBID 989 to the CDC change collection in the PLUS_3 (slot 3) CDC
database.

 Step 1. Determine what to do with the captured changes for database 989. 

The first action is to determine what to do with the captured changes for database 989 before the change collection in
enabled CDC PLUS_3 database. Typically, there is a client-written program processing the changes that are stored in the
CDC PLUS_3 database. This program reads the captured changes in the CDC PLUS_3 database processes them, and
then deletes the rows from the CDC PLUS_3 database tables. Enable the CDCU program to process the database 989
changes for the MUF instance before activating the change capture. This ensures that the CDC PLUS_3 database does
not fill up with changes for database 989 that are not being processed.

If you do not want to process the database 989 changes from CDC PLUS_3 database immediately, change the CDCU
program to read the database 989 changes and delete them from the CDC PLUS_3 database tables. Leave this read/
delete process in effect until you are ready to process the change records.

In the following example, the source CDC MUF has been enabled with the following CDC collection parameters:

CDC YES,8M,9                  

 CDC_BASE YES,3315              

 CDC_TABLE YES,BRN3317          

 *                              

 CDC_BASE_PLUS 2,YES,779        

 CDC_TABLE_PLUS 2,YES,TEL3317   

 *                              

 CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,781        

 CDC_TABLE_PLUS 3,YES,ACC3317   

 

 Step 2. Add the database 989 to the MUF startup options. 

This action ensures that if the MUF is recycled, the CDC collection for database 989 is enabled. Place the startup option
in the current MUF startup job to accomplish this task.

CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,989   

 Step 3. Consider when to dynamically turn on the CDC collection for the existing MUF instance. 

Use the MVS Modify command to the MUF address space or by use the DBUTLTY Console API or DBSQLPR SQL
console API.

The following example uses the DBUTLTY CONSOLE API. This command enables the CDC collection of changes for
database 989 in the CDC PLUS_3 database.

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='CDC_BASE_PLUS 3,YES,989’  

To trigger the same action, use the MVS MODIFY command to the MUF address space.
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/F PRODMUFA,CDC_BASE_PLUS 3, YES,989    

Once these actions are complete, newly created log blocks (LXX) are marked for CDC PLUS_3 change collection for the
989 database.

There may be a certain amount of outstanding work in the previously processed log blocks that the CDC has not
processed. Due to different settings for the CDC processing (polling) that can be set, it can take a few seconds to a few
minutes for the residual CDC captured changes for database 989 to be posted to the CDC PLUS_3 database.

NOTE
More actions may be required to clean up any data from database 781 that has been processed (downstream)
from the CDC PLUS_3 collection.

Reducing Billable CPU for Every MUF in Your Environment (15.1)
Product: Datacom

Version: 15.1

OS: z/OS

The SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES feature is available with every MUF environment currently using the SMPTASK startup
command with the fourth option SRB set. Because of the benefits, this option is recommended as a Best Practice.

NOTE
SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES solutions are available for Datacom/DB 15.1 and 15.0 with support extended
to all Datacom/AD 15.0 users. If you are running Datacom/DBVersion 15.1, these solutions provide immediate
benefits.

On this page:

Using SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES

The SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES startup command uses different z/OS facilities for dispatching MUF. These facilities
are more efficient for all CPU usage but particularly to reduce billable CPU time.

In addition to this feature, there is a minor optimization feature also related to dispatching MUF. The third option of
SMPTASK provides a value relating to how aggressively the MUF is dispatched. The default and recommended value ‘4’.
This value indicates that 4 tasks that are ready to run need to accumulate for each running SRB before another is set as
available to start executing. Larger values are more efficient in CPU usage and smaller values are less efficient in CPU
usage. Within reason, more running SRBs allow less elapsed time per request. Prior to this feature, the first two SRBs
were dispatched aggressively. This choice reduced elapsed times by driving more CPU usage. With this feature, values
of:

• 1 or 2 keeps this aggressive dispatching
• 3 or higher only dispatches the first SRB as required and allows the other SRBs to dispatch based on ready to run

work

NOTE
Each MUF environment that is critical to process with the least elapsed times should use the values 1 or 2. Test
and not critical environments should use values 3 or more.

Available Solutions
RO89818

must be applied when using the Version 15.0 DBPCCPR module. The 15.0 DBPCCPR supports both 15.0 and
15.1 MUF regions.
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RO93127
must be applied when using the Version 15.1 DBPCCPR module. The 15.1 DBPCCPR supports both 15.1 and
15.0 MUF regions. Only one version of DBPCCPR can be installed for the 15.x releases. DBPCCPR is typically
loaded only during the IPL process using a CAIRIM process. The CAIRIM can be run after IPL.
After the solution is applied, either wait for an IPL or drive the CAIRIM process. Use DBUTLTY function REPORT
MEMORY=MVS to verify that the module is in memory and available.  Look for one of the following detail lines.

     MODULES IN COMMON MEMORY    MODULE    REL    DATE      TIME    RMID     FMID      SIZE  

     ... 

     CROSS MEMORY PC=PROD 15.0   DBPCCPR   15.0   20160503  15.59   RO89818  CABDF00   7,710 

  OR

     CROSS MEMORY PC=PROD 15.0   DBPCCPR   15.1   20161111  14.12   RO93127  CABDF10   8,158 

     ... 

If the DBPCCPR at the appropriate PTF level is not available, do not execute the option.

RO90182
(or any newer) changes the DBINRPR interface module in the user address space. This module is installed
normally. It is unique in that it is in memory for long running jobs, and all jobs need the new DBINRPR to derive
success. Recycle jobs such as Datacom Server and CICS regions with the new interface DBINRPR in place
before using the new option. When you use SYSVIEW to query MUF information, it might also have a DBINRPR
that needs refreshing. This occurs naturally if waiting for an IPL after the solution installation.

RO90486
is available to change many modules. These modules support the following new option.
SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES

Examples from tests

The following test example shows that simple comparisons were executed with a workload of 24 tasks executing a total of
about 5 million requests.

Test 1

SMPTASK  4,4,4,SRB

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV NO 

ITEM PROGRAM                USED COUNT             CPU TIME      POSTED COUNT        I/O COUNT     POSTED, NO

 WORK

  1  DBMUFPR                       174         000:00:00.10               156              154               

    1

  2  *SRB-SMP                7,564,574         000:00:40.31         1,570,448                0             

 12,771

  3  *SRB-SMP                2,587,614         000:00:15.15           432,913                0            

 159,984

  4  *SRB-SMP                1,139,629         000:00:08.56           132,773                0             

 54,988

  5  *SRB-SMP                  443,493         000:00:04.46            59,882                0             

 35,922
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 15  DBIOSPR                   308,659         000:00:02.20           239,999          308,659 

 16  DBIOSPR                        19         000:00:00.00                11               19 

 17  DBSMAPR                   408,802         000:00:02.14           490,802                0 

 18  DBSMAPR                    13,264         000:00:00.30            13,264                0 

 19  DBSMAPR                     4,758         000:00:04.12             4,758                0 

 20  DBSMAPR                     1,995         000:00:00.05             1,995                0 

 

..................... TOTALS OF ABOVE VALUES ....................   ... Z/OS ASCB VALUES (INCLUDES OTHER TCB-

SRB-RB WORK) ....

         TCB            *SRB-SMP     OTHER SRB           COMBINED            TCB       *SRB-SMP       OTHER

 SRB       COMBINED

000:00:05.07        000:01:08.49  000:00:00.00       000:01:13.56   000:00:05.07   000:01:08.49   

 000:00:05.71   000:01:19.28

Test 2:

SMPTASK  4,4,4,SRB

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES

ITEM PROGRAM                USED COUNT             CPU TIME      POSTED COUNT        I/O COUNT     POSTED, NO

 WORK

  1 DBMUFPR                        175         000:00:00.10               156              154               

    1

  2 *SRB-SMP                 9,355,801         000:00:44.46         1,959,986                0             

 12,083

  3 *SRB-SMP                 1,513,379         000:00:09.10           115,311                0             

 48,707

  4 *SRB-SMP                   560,608         000:00:04.46            36,841                0             

 11,138

  5 *SRB-SMP                   196,510         000:00:02.10            11,800                0              

 5,405

 

 15 DBIOSPR                    326,983         000:00:02.40           245,272          326,983 

 16 DBIOSPR                        101         000:00:00.00                67              101 

 17 DBSMAPR                    489,731         000:00:02.65           489,731                0 

 18 DBSMAPR                      6,673         000:00:00.20             6,673                0 

 19 DBSMAPR                      3,377         000:00:00.07             3,377                0 

 20 DBSMAPR                      1,369         000:00:00.01             1,369                0

..................... TOTALS OF ABOVE VALUES ....................   ... Z/OS ASCB VALUES (INCLUDES OTHER TCB-

SRB-RB WORK) ....

         TCB            *SRB-SMP     OTHER SRB           COMBINED            TCB       *SRB-SMP       OTHER

 SRB       COMBINED

000:00:05.60        000:01:00.14  000:00:00.00       000:01:05.74   000:00:05.60   000:01:00.14   

 000:00:01.71   000:01:07.46
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Test 3:

SMPTASK  4,4,2,SRB

SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES

ITEM PROGRAM                USED COUNT             CPU TIME      POSTED COUNT        I/O COUNT     POSTED, NO

 WORK

  1 DBMUFPR                        174         000:00:00.10               157              153               

    2

  2 *SRB-SMP                  7,332,069        000:00:37.55         1,622,514                0            

 148,925

  3 *SRB-SMP                  2,241,569        000:00:13.26           731,079                0            

 354,395

  4 *SRB-SMP                  1,419,861        000:00:11.52           137,407                0             

 66,199

  5 *SRB-SMP                    764,616        000:00:07.93            61,140                0             

 32,359

 15 DBIOSPR                     334,814        000:00:02.40           254,558          334,814 

 16 DBIOSPR                          16        000:00:00.00                16               16 

 17 DBSMAPR                     430,770        000:00:02.00           430,770                0 

 18 DBSMAPR                      57,360        000:00:00.49            57,360                0 

 19 DBSMAPR                       7,952        000:00:00.17             7,952                0 

 20 DBSMAPR                       4,864        000:00:00.11             4,864                0

..................... TOTALS OF ABOVE VALUES ....................   ... Z/OS ASCB VALUES (INCLUDES OTHER TCB-

SRB-RB WORK) ....

         TCB            *SRB-SMP     OTHER SRB           COMBINED            TCB       *SRB-SMP       OTHER

 SRB       COMBINED

000:00:05.42        000:01:10.28  000:00:00.00       000:01:15.70   000:00:05.42   000:01:10.28   

 000:00:01.66   000:01:17.37 

The main difference with the SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES is that the OTHER SRB which is billable time is much less
with the option. The total time might be less as a result. However, the point is to reduce billable CPU time considered as
'OTHER SRB'.

This report provides a new POSTED, NO WORK column. This column is provided for DBMUFPR and SMP tasks reported
as either DBSMPPR or SRB-SMP. The column provides a count of times that the TCB or SRB was dispatched and found
no work available. This occurs with normal multi-processing as work might get done with other execution TCBs or SRBs
before the execution of the new TCB or SRB started. The counter is intended to help tune the value of the number of
"SMPTASK. If the count is large relative to the USE COUNT, consider increasing the third number on the option.

As part of this solution set to reduce CPU usage, the MUF startup option IOTASK was also changed. When the SRB
option of SMPTASK is set, if the IOTASK count was set as 0 or 1, it is forced to be 2. The values 3 through 25 are
accepted but more than about 5 are rarely used. Therefore, if not used it is best not to provide them. The values of 26
through 99 are accepted. However, 25 is forced as the maximum used value.
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Implementing the solutions and feature

Use the following steps:

1. Apply PTF RO89818.  Implement the new PCC routine by either re-IPLing the LPAR (if schedule permits) or running
CAIRIM to install the new PCC routine.

2. Apply PTF RO90182 (or any newer).
3. Verify that the modified DBINRPR module from RO90182 (or newer) is in the appropriate CICS region library.
4. Recycle CICS regions using DBC that access the MUF where the feature is to be turned on.
5. Verify that the modified DBINRPR module from RO90182 (or newer) is in the appropriate DBSRV region library.
6. Recycle DBSRV regions that run against the MUF where the feature is to be turned on.
7. Verify that the modified DBINRPR module from RO90182 (or newer) is in the appropriate SYSVIEW region library.
8. Recycle SYSVIEW regions that run against the MUF where the feature is to be turned on.
9. Implement the SMPTASK_USING_IEAV YES option in the MUF by recycling the MUF with the new startup options in

place (note the options require a MUF recycle).

NOTE
Option SMPTASK must end with ‘SRB’ (for example, ‘SMPTASK 2,2,4,SRB’). We suggest setting IOTASK 4, but
2 is sufficient for most workloads.

Modern Content Blocks for I/O
This feature streamlines DASD I/O, exploiting newer hardware than the standard Datacom/DB functionality. Review
expectations for the feature, requirements, DASD zHPF support, zHPF restrictions, new statistics in the MUF EOJ Report,
messages, and new options.

Product: Datacom/DB

Release: 15.1

OS: z/OS:

The expectation is that all current sites executing Datacom have the required hardware. Because this status is unknown
or untested, the feature must be enabled. A specific list of hardware is not possible. If a site tests the option and finds
failure, the option can be removed easily, and the site can continue with success without the feature. For example, part
of the feature drives less 24-bit memory in favor of more 32-bit memory by changing the type of CCW that is used. The
newer type has more than 20 years of support. Therefore, all existing hardware probably has no conflict.

When the Feature is Enabled

When the feature is enabled, you experience the following changes:

• Less 24-bit memory is used by Datacom for z/OS EXCP requirements, on the order of 64k with the option, versus 2m
without the option.

• The number of 24-bit memory pages and the number of 31-bit memory pages per I/O averages about 1/3rd less. This
capacity allows savings within Datacom and also within z/OS to page fix before an I/O and free after an I/O.

• A more consolidated (less memory) set of control blocks drives I/O, possibly allowing a quicker turnaround.
• The feature may allow less CPU usage and shorter elapsed times for I/O.
• The number of I/O events is expected to be the same. However, with timing changes, it may vary.

Requirements

The following requirements must be met:
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• The option can be set when running z/OS 2.1 or later.
• The option exploits newer hardware instructions; it is restricted to execution on a zBC12 or zEC12 or later.
• The option can be set if MUF is enabled without the MUFPLEX statement having an "A" or "B" mode (mode "S" Shadow

is also valid). 
• DASD-related hardware that is approximately 10 years old or newer should all work. Datacom cannot test and certify

every type of hardware that might exist and be executing. The only way to know if the hardware is supported is to run a
test with the option. If I/O errors are driven, the option cannot be set to YES.

DASD zHPF Support

With the option in place, Datacom tests for DASD zHPF support. If DASD zHPF support is present, Datacom activates its
use.

NOTE
Testing is done at data set open for each volume of each data set. Activation occurs for a data set where every
volume indicates that zHPF is up.

The following Datacom areas are supported:

• Directory CXX supports most reads and writes.
• Log LXX is not supported; every read and write is special I/O and not supported. Log read by Change Data Capture

Listener (CDCL) is not supported.
• Log FXX supports most reads and writes.  
• Print PXX is not supported; every read and write is special I/O.  
• Index areas support most reads and some writes.  
• Data areas support most reads and some writes. Single block reads and writes are not supported. Multiple block reads

and writes are not supported.  
• All areas do not support track formatting during INIT, PREINIT, and Dynamic Extend.
• All areas do not support I/O during MUF abend handling

In testing at Broadcom, over half the I/O generated is processed through zHPF.

Over time, some or all exclusions might be able to be updated as supported.

The MUF command is IO_STYLE_NEWER YES but defaulted to NO.

I/O using zHPF is special because any I/O can be told that support for the data set has been withdrawn. It is unlikely that
users or the hardware will disable itself once it is set as allowed. With that in mind, Datacom tests for the full hardware and
software support when each area is opened. If it is said to work then, it is set as allowed for the area. If any I/O is done
where z/OS provides an error that zHPF is not supported, Datacom sets the area as no longer available for zHPF. The
area is not retried until the area is next closed and opened.

New Options

IO_STYLE_NEWER - This startup option allows you to streamline DASD I/O to exploit the newer hardware than standard
Datacom/DB functionality.

MESSAGE_ZHPF - This option is checked when the area is first opened by the MUF and message DB00818 can be
printed.

zHPF Restrictions

zHPF has the following restrictions:
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• Hardware must be flagged to support ECKD.
• DBUTLTY use requires it to be running authorized.
• MUF must be running with SMPTASK, with SRB set.  
• MUF must be running with SMPTASK_USING_IEAV set.  
• MUF must be running with IOTASK set as 1 or larger.  
• MUF must not be running with X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES set.
• At the database area level, the base must be running with ACCESS OPTIMIZE.  
• For a data area, it must be loaded as URI.  
• For a data area, it must have a block size of 3860 or to 1/2 track.
• Every VOLSER for a data set must have zHPF support available.

New Statistics in the MUF EOJ Report

The MUF EOJ report with PXXSTATS=EOJPRT was enhanced to reflect counts for zHPF usage. Counters exist and are
reported when they are not zero:

• IO ZHPF STARTED is the count of I/O that occurred to an area set to support zHPF and the I/O meets the type of I/O
required for success with zHPF.

• IO ZHPF REJECTED is the count of I/O that was started and z/OS rejected the I/O as having no hardware support.
• IO ZHPF NO, IO CHAIN RD is the count of unsupported chain reads. Chained reads are driven by ADDIT

commands and sequential reads.
• IO ZHPF NO, IO CHAIN WR is the count of unsupported chain writes. Chained writes are driven by maintenance

pipeline writes.
• IO ZHPF NO, OPEN is the count of I/O that was not started as zHPF because the area opened without the zHPF

support.
• IO ZHPF NO, OTHER is the count of other reasons.

Messages

DB00818I - I/O EXCP ZHPF ENABLED/DISABLED FOR ddname optional-disabled-reason (new)

DB00187E - I/O ERR error dd/dtf-name ccccccc:h:r type volser volume (updated)

Data Access Capture
For security or compliance, see what users have read from Datacom/DB tables at different times. Use Data Access
Capture to log what specific records were seen or read on behalf of an application. 

More than just the fact that a given table was read, there might be a need to know which records.

The Data Access Capture feature allows logging of read accesses to Datacom/DB data rows for possible subsequent
review, reporting, or other processing. Data Access Capture adds log records to the Log Area (LXX) for data rows that are
being externalized from the DB engine to Datacom applications outside MUF or the SQL engine. Rows logged include:

• Those returned by Record-at-a-Time (RAAT) requests with commands starting with RED, RDU, and GET
• Those returned by the CBS Set-at-a-Time (SAAT) engine after any value selection that are not given to the SQL

engine
• Those given to the SQL engine (for any purpose) 

Data Access Capture logs the read access to the data based on the content of the row, not the content of the index used
to select the row.

If a row is accessed multiple times by an SQL statement, each access is logged.
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Any problem encountered in the logging of the data access for this feature does not interfere with actual accessing of
the data. If any condition or error prevents the logging, it is ignored and hidden from accessing programs. If an error has
occurred, the STATUS_DAC command indicates that fact. This information is also shown in the MUF EOJ report in the
DAC_TABLE section. 

Use of Data Access Capture does not depend on any other MUF options in place.

Data Access Capture does not apply to DBUTLTY functions other than DBTEST that might do MULTUSE=YES requests. 

Data Access Capture is not available for bases defined as System bases including:

• Accounting 
• CBS 
• Change Data Capture 
• Datadictionary
• History
• Dynamic System Tables 
• Temporary Table Manager
• Dataquery when using database 3 

Use of a DAC_TABLE is allowed at MUF startup for these bases, however their DAC status is set as ignored (IGN). In
addition, database 3 normally used for Dataquery is also accepted but set as ignored. If this MUF instance uses database
3 for something not Dataquery then it DAC is not supported.  

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

When to Use

Activate the Data Access Capture feature when you need historical information on what data was requested by various
users.

Typically the volume of maintenance requests in a MUF environment is very low compared to overall I/O activity.  Many
sites have been observed to have 95% read activity, some as much as 99%.  Therefore, only a small fraction of I/Os
(those associated with maintenance requests) are currently logged. With the implementation of Data Access Capture, the
volume of Log File (LXX) I/O increases could increase significantly.  With increased LXX activity, SPILLs, RECOVERY and
REPORT AREA=RXX tasks have more records to process and take longer.  Since IBM does not allow I/O activity to be
offloaded to a zIIP engine, the increased LXX I/O might increase GP CPU and affect the ratio of GP CPU to zIIP CPU.

To limit the volume of log data being captured for read access, We recommend using the available selection criteria of the
Data Access Capture facility.  Select only the rows needed for subsequent review, reporting or other action to minimize
any impact on SPILLs, RECOVERY, logging performance, and zIIP utilization.

The Data Access Capture feature provides MUF commands to:

• Enable read access capture in the MUF
• Select which tables within the MUF will have read access logged
• Limit which applications are logged (depending on the access path in use) 

Requirements

• IBM z12 or newer hardware
• The Log Area (LXX) must be initialized as variable format (INIT AREA=LXX,BLKSIZE=32760,VARIABLE=YES)
• Row length of tables to be logged must be no longer than 25,000 bytes
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How to Use

MUF Startup Options and Console-like commands

Use the following Data Access Capture command to perform activation and configuration related tasks.  

 DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE NO/YES 

You can issue the MUF command, DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE, during the start of the MUF or later using a console-like
command.

►►─ DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE ─┬─ NO ◄──┬───────────────────────────────►◄ 

                         └─ YES ──┘

• Set to YES - The feature is enabled, a prerequisite to any of the related commands having any effect.  

• Set to NO (or defaulted) - The feature is disabled from all data access checking in the MUF. Other Data Access
Capture commands can be processed with the feature disabled to prepare for it being enabled later.

The ability to turn the complete feature on and off at will might be useful, should the quantity of log records be such that it
should not be always active. It allows the feature to be disabled at times as an exception and also to be enabled at times
as an exception.

Table Selection at MUF Startup

The command is allowed only during the MUF startup.

 DAC_TABLE dbid,table-name (,YES/NO) 

The DAC_TABLE command provides a unique table and DBID to Data Access Capture. Duplicate statements during MUF
startup are rejected in error. If DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE YES is not in place at the time of data access to the table, this
statement that was accepted at startup has no effect. If the third value is not provided, the default is YES. At the time of
the MUF enable, all DAC_TABLE statements during MUF startup are placed in the table active list for processing. This
table active list is used to match each request for data. After MUF is enabled there can be a table new list that is not used
for request matching containing tables added by the console-like command DAC_TABLE.

►►─ DAC_TABLE dbid,table-name ─┬──────────┬──────────────────────►◄  

                               ├─ ,NO    ─┤                       

                               └─ ,YES ◄──┘

A table with a value of YES or NO is initialized to log data accessed using all paths to the data. The paths are explained in
the Limit by Access Path at MUF Startup topic that follows the examples.

 Examples of DAC_TABLE during MUF startup 

DAC_TABLE 997,C01,YES    

DAC_TABLE 997,F01,NO

DAC_TABLE 997,F02 

DAC_TABLE 997,F03 

Limit amount of a record stored in the Log Area LXX area by DAC_KEEP at MUF Startup 

To reduce the quantity of captured data, use the DAC_KEEP command to select one to four sections of the data row to
provide in the LXX area record. This is valuable because there is less sensitive information provided to the LXX. Without
this option, the full data row is logged to the LXX.  With this option, the requirements for LXX space logged per row, the
size of the LXX data set itself, and spills to the RXX are reduced.

The command described next is only allowed at MUF startup.  
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DAC_KEEP dbid,table-name,first-length,first-offset (,2nd-length,2nd-offset) (,3rd-length,3rd-offset) (,4th-

length,4th-offset) 

NOTE

 If more than four sections are required, do not use this option and allow the full row to be logged.

►►─ DAC_KEEP dbid,table-name,1st-length,1st-offset───────────────────────────────►

►┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►◄                         

     

 └─ ,2nd-length,2nd-offset ┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

                           └─ ,3rd-length,3rd-offset ┬─────────────────────────┬┘ 

                                                     └─ ,4th-length,4th-offset┘

Because this command is supported during MUF startup, a duplicate of this command at MUF startup is an invalid value.
The first length can be from 1 to 32720 with an offset of 0 to 32719. However, the addition of the first length plus the first
offset cannot be more than 32720. Each succeeding length and offset cannot overlap any previous length or offset. The
lengths and offsets cannot go past the 32720 number.

At MUF startup, the database and table information is not available. Therefore, it is not edited as to the existing base or
table or the row size within the numbers provided. During processing of a DAC_TABLE entry action, the table DAC_KEEP
entry is ignored if the DAC_KEEP is not all within a row size. Only one message per table will note this as in the following
example: 

DB02854W - DAC_KEEP PAST ROW 997 PAY ROW-100 KEEP-200 

 

Limit by Access Path at MUF Startup

To reduce the quantity of captured data, use the DAC_PATH command to select the paths to data to be ignored for
access logging. As stated under DAC_TABLE, initially all tables are set to log data access by every path to the data. All
DAC_PATH statements during MUF startup are applied to a previously defined DAC_TABLE statement also in the MUF
startup and exist in the table active list. The command described next is only allowed during MUF startup.   

NOTE

 The prior DAC_PATH_NO command with options dbid, table-name, and paths is allowed but should be
replaced with the newer DAC_PATH command.

DAC_PATH YES/NO, dbid ,table-name,first-path (,2nd) (,3rd) (,4th) (,5th) (,6th)

The DAC_PATH command allows one or more paths of access to be excluded using NO in the selection. By default, all
paths are included. If this command is issued with NO, then the named paths are excluded. The options are the same as
those provided with external security pathing. Paths can be removed on a single DAC_PATH NO command or on multiple
commands. However, a given path cannot be specified more than once. The DAC_PATH YES option can be set, but it is
defaulted with the DAC_TABLE command and is only provided for sites that want to document a clear setting of the path.

►►─ DAC_PATH ┬NO ─┬,dbid,table-name,1st-

path─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────►◄                    

          

             └ YES ┘                          └ ,2nd

 ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

                                                     └ ,3rd

 ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

                                                            └ ,4th

 ┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 
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                                                                   └ ,5th

 ┬───────────────────────────────────────┬┘ 

                                                                         

 └ ,6th┬───────────────────────────────┬┘

This command is supported during MUF startup. A duplicate is an invalid value. The following list shows the allowed paths
with a short description. Consider that they are selected top (first) down to the bottom (last). Each request will resolve to
one path. The first matching path from top to bottom in the list is used.

• SCQ - Dataquery in CICS SQL requests
• RCQ - Dataquery in CICS non-SQL requests
• SQQ - Dataquery not CICS SQL requests
• RAQ - Dataquery not CICS non-SQL requests
• RCI - CICS non-SQL requests
• SSR - Datacom Server SQL requests (note that Server can access System Databases on its own behalf in addition to

the ability to access System Databases based upon client requests)
• RSR - Datacom Server non-SQL requests path (note that Server does not access user data with this path; it can be

used for data in System Databases)
• SQL - All SQL not CICS, not Datacom Server SQL
• RAT - All other non-SQL paths   

 Examples 

    DAC_PATH NO,997,C01,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR,SQL,RAT  

    DAC_PATH NO,997,F01,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR,SQL  

    DAC_PATH NO,997,F02,SCI,RCI,SSR,RSR  

    DAC_PATH NO,997,F03,RAT,SQL

Content Level Selection for Tables at MUF Startup - OR 

This command allows for a specific value as a single statement, or a series of statements for a table that is subject to
being an 'OR' condition. For example, the rows that are read for table ABC are only needed for account number '0005'
or '0022'. If specific content is known, then the total cost of DAC is reduced for that table. If the 'status' field is set as
'restricted' would be another example. The DAC_CONTENT_OR statement for any given table is mutually exclusive to a
DAC_CONTENT_AND statement for the same table. It is one or the other, not both.

DAC_CONTENT_OR dbid,table,label-number,EQ,CHAR/HEX,length,offset,value

Each DAC_CONTENT_OR statement selects on the DBID and table value. The offset and length values are used to
match on the selected specified values in character/HEX form. You can have up to 99 multiple OR statements for each
table. If the row data reflects a true for any of the CONTENT_OR statements for a table, then the row is selected for
logging.  

If multiple OR statements are set for a table, it is best to have the lowest label number accept the most rows.
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• The dbid provides the database ID of the table.
• The table provides the name of the table. The database ID and table name must have a DAC_TABLE statement.
• The label-number identifies this statement and must be a number (1-99). Multiple content statements for a single table

are sorted and processed from low numbers to high numbers. Numbers for one table must be unique.
• EQ is the only allowed comparison option. It might default by using a double comma ',,' to show it is missing and to

default.
• CHAR/HEX are the only allowed types of value to compare. It might default by using a double comma ',,' to show it is

missing and to default to CHAR. The CHAR/HEX provides how you enter the value to be compared.
• The length for CHAR-character can be 1 to 20. It cannot have blanks other than at the end. The length for HEX

hexadecimal can be 1 to 10 as the length of the compare.
• The offset is the plus value where the first byte of the row is considered as 0. The length of the table is not known

at MUF startup and therefore, is not edited against the row.  If the length and offset combination are not within the
row when a data access is done, this statement is set as an error that generates a DB02853 message and the
DAC_CONTENT statement is ignored. The length plus offset value is edited to the maximum row size of 32720.

• The value is provided based on the data type to compare. If the value is numeric, avoid using blanks or the
assumption of blanks. This can cause rows that you want to select, not to be selected. This is because the only
operator value is EQ.
– For a CHAR character field, the first byte cannot be a blank. The number of value bytes provided must be one

through the length where no embedded blanks are allowed. The value bytes can be shorter than the number where
a missing value is treated as blanks.

– For a HEX character field, each value byte provided must be 0-9 or A-F and the number of bytes must be twice the
length number. 

Examples
DAC_CONTENT_OR  997,F01,5,EQ,CHAR,08,04,00000005 

DAC_CONTENT_OR  997,F01,6,EQ,CHAR,08,04,00000006 

DAC_CONTENT_OR  997,F01,9,EQ,CHAR,08,04,00000009 

DAC_CONTENT_OR  997,F01,1,EQ,CHAR,08,04,00000001 

DAC_CONTENT_OR  997,F01,4,EQ,HEX,08,04,F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F4 

Content Level Selection for Tables at MUF Startup - AND 

Each DAC_CONTENT_AND statement selects on the DBID and table value, It uses the offset and length values to match
on the selected values specified in character form or HEX form. This command allows for a specific value as a single
statement, or a series of statements for a table that are subject to being an 'AND' condition. Therefore, every statement
must match selection for the selected row, and any mismatch rejects the row. The DAC_CONTENT_AND statement for
any given table is mutually exclusive to a DAC_CONTENT_OR statement for the same table. It is one or the other, not
both.

DAC_CONTENT_AND dbid,table,label-number,EQ,CHAR/HEX,length,offset,value

The AND statement has the same field format as the OR statement shown previously.

The DAC_CONTENT_AND command provides that for this selected table, this entry and every other content AND entry
must match for the data being read to match requirements to be captured to the log. You can have up to 99 multiple OR
statements for each table. With DAC_CONTENT_AND, every statement must match as true for the selection for logging
to occur. To protect from entering the length and offset errors, no byte of the data row can be in two AND statements for
the same table.   

If multiple AND statements exist for a single table, the best goal is to have the lowest label number to reject the most
rows. 

 Example
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DAC_CONTENT_AND_YES 997,F02,5,EQ,CHAR,08,04,00000005 

DAC_CONTENT_AND_YES 997,F02,9,EQ,CHAR,03,00,F02 

 MUF command DAC_TABLE after MUF Startup 

Use any of the console-like methods to issue the DAC_TABLE with MUF enabled. 

►►─ DAC_TABLE ACTIVE ┬─ ,YES ─┬,dbid,table-name ────────────────────►◄ 

                     └─ ,NO ──┘

►►─ DAC_TABLE NEW ┬─ ,ADD ─┬,dbid,table-name ───────────────────────►◄                       

                  ├─ ,DEL ─┤                                               

                  ├─ ,YES ─┤ 

                  └─ ,NO ──┘

This console-like command is used for multiple purposes. The various forms of the command let you immediately start or
stop logging for a table with defaults or stage a definition to specify non-default options and activate it. 

• ACTIVE,NO immediately alters an active table from a YES setting to a NO setting, without regard to requests in
process such as an SQL request.

• ACTIVE,YES immediately alters an active table from a NO setting to a YES setting, without regard to requests in
process such as an SQL request.

• NEW,ADD lets you add a table to the new list while not affecting the current logging of DB requests. This is appropriate
when defaults need to be overridden before activating logging for the table. The NEW list is a staging area. Only one
occurrence of a specific table and DBID can be in the NEW list at a time.

• NEW,DEL lets you delete a table from the NEW list that was entered by mistake.
• NEW,YES immediately alters a new definition into the active list, replacing a matching table if it previously existed. A

previous matching table, if any, becomes OLD and keeps its current statistics. The table has a YES setting.
• NEW,NO immediately alters a new definition into the active list, replacing a matching table if it previously existed. A

previous matching table, if any, becomes OLD and keeps its current statistics. The table has a NO setting.

The table active list starts with all DAC_TABLE statements during MUF enable. New entries might be added to this list
using this console-like command DAC_TABLE. This active list is used for each new data access capture process for table
selection.

The NEW list is empty at MUF enable but available for new tables added through this console-like DAC_TABLE
command. Tables in this NEW list are needed to accomplish a form of staging where all DAC table related commands are
applied prior to the table being placed into the active list. For example, a new table after MUF startup is needed to join
selection, but this table is wanted for path SQL and no other paths. The table being added to the active list would instantly
have selection done for all paths which is the default for path selection. Because this is not desired for this table, it would
be added to the NEW list with all paths defaulted to YES. Then the table in the NEW list would be modified with console-
like commands DAC_PATH NO that disable all paths not wanted for this table. Once those modifying commands have
been completed, then the table can be moved from the NEW list to the active list, either as a new table not previously in
the active list or as a replacement to a table in that list.

This required processing of DAC commands as console-like commands after MUF is enabled is more complex than
during the MUF startup. When possible, all changes to DAC tables should be accomplished during a MUF startup
process. Any console-like command is in place only for the executing enabled MUF and needs to be set with equivalent
commands for the next MUF execution. If this MUF has a Shadow MUF, the Shadow MUF SYSIN should also be changed
and the Shadow MUF set to EOJ and restarted prior to console-like changes in the enabled and executing MUF.  

NOTE

 Command changes are immediately viewable using the STATUS_DAC command.

 ACTIVE 

Specifies that a table in the active list in use for DB requests is to be affected. Data access is immediately affected.
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 ,YES 

Specifies an existing table in the active list that is to be modified from a NO setting to a YES setting

 ,NO 

Specifies an existing table in the active list that is to be modified from a YES setting to a NO setting.  

 NEW 

Specifies adding a table to the NEW list or processing a table in that new list. The NEW list is not currently part of record
selection. 

 ,ADD 

Specifies that a table is to be added to the NEW list. By default all paths are set to YES for selection. This command is
intended to allow a new table to be added to the NEW list where it is not used for DB request processing immediately.
However, the new table is available for any needed DAC_PATH statements to be applied to this new table before it is
modified to either be:

• A new table in the active list, or
• Replace the current active table which is then set as an OLD table 

 ,DEL  

Specifies that a table in the NEW list is no longer wanted and is to be deleted. Because the table in the new task list has
no statistics, no information is lost.

 ,YES  

Specifies that a table in the NEW list is now ready to be added to the active list as a new table or to replace the current
table. The new table is set as YES for record selection. An existing active table is set to OLD, keeps its statistics, and is
subject to reporting.

 ,NO  

Specifies that a table in the NEW list is now ready to be added to the active list as a new table or to replace the
current table. The new table is set as NO to block record selection. An existing active table is set to OLD, keeps its
statistics, and is subject to reporting. 

  'dbid'  

Specifies the database, which must be open, containing the table subject to this command. 

  'table-name'  

Specifies the Datacom table name in the database in the selection for DB requests 

 Examples of DAC_TABLE as a console-like command executed to an enabled MUF for specific cases 

 Case 1 - Example of changing an active list DAC_TABLE entry set as YES to instead be NO 

DAC_TABLE ACTIVE,NO,997,D01

 Case 2 - Example of changing an active list DAC_TABLE entry set as NO to instead be YES 

DAC_TABLE ACTIVE,YES,997,D02 

 Case 3- Example of adding a table to the NEW list with all defaults and where it is available for changing those
defaults 

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D03 

 Case 4- Example of deleting a table in the NEW list, entered as a mistake  
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DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,F22 

DAC_TABLE NEW,DEL,997,F22 

 Case 5 - Example of adding a table to the NEW list where it is not instantly used for DB requests. 

All defaults are automatically set. For this case, two paths are not desired and are removed from selection with NO
settings. With the paths now matching the requirement, then the example continues by updating this DAC_TABLE from
the NEW list to the active list where it is instantly used for DB requests having a YES setting. 

 Note: If this DAC_TABLE is currently in the active list, then this new definition instantly replaces the current entry in the
list and then sets the previous entry to an OLD status  

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D04

 

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D04,RAT

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D04,RCI

DAC_TABLE NEW,YES,997,D04    

 Case 6 - Example of adding a table to the NEW list where it is not instantly used for DB requests. 

All default are automatically set. For this case, two paths are not wanted and are removed from selection with NO
settings. The paths now match the requirement, and the example continues by updating this DAC_TABLE from the NEW
list to the active list where it is instantly used for DB requests and has a NO setting. If this DAC_TABLE is currently in the
active list, then this new definition instantly replaces the current entry in the list and then sets the previous entry to an OLD
status. This case is useful where tables are added such that auditors can randomly choose when to activate all or some
tables for a time period. The tables can then be deactivated to get all information for a limited time period. 

DAC_TABLE NEW,ADD,997,D05

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D05,RAT

DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,D05,RCI

DAC_TABLE NEW,NO,997,D05  

 

 MUF command DAC_PATH after MUF Startup                    

The console-like command DAC_PATH can be issued with MUF enabled using any of the console-like methods. A path
can be set to: 

• YES when requests using this path are subject to logging
• NO where requests have no logging through this path   

This change is immediate when changing a table in the active list and available for DB requests. It could also be the
NEW list that is not being used for DB requests at this time. The active list versus the NEW list is described more
with the DAC_TABLE MUF command. This console-like command allows a single path name per request, unlike the MUF
startup option DAC_PATH. 

This required processing of DAC commands as console-like commands after MUF is enabled is more complex than
during the MUF startup, When possible, all changes to DAC tables should be accomplished during a MUF startup
process. Any console-like command is only effective for the life of the executing enabled MUF and needs to be set with
equivalent startup commands for the next MUF execution. If this MUF has a Shadow MUF, any changes to the Primary
MUF SYSIN should also be made in the Shadow MUF SYSIN. Since the Shadow is not fully enabled, the console-like
commands cannot be executed in the Shadow. If changes are made after the Primary MUF enables via console-like
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commands, the corresponding changes should be made to the Shadow MUF SYSIN, and the Shadow should be EOJed
and restarted so it matches the Primary MUF.     

Path command changes are available in the MUF EOJ report. They are immediately viewable using the
ALL_INFO_REPORT as output to one of the SYSOUTs such as PXXDST, or if none, the PXX.  

►►─ DAC_PATH ┬─ ACTIVE ─┬─┬─ ,YES ─┬─,dbid,table-name,path-name ─────►◄

             └─ NEW ────┘ └─ ,NO ──┘                                                    

 ACTIVE  

Specifies that the table in the active list used for DB requests is being modified to include a path with YES or exclude a
path with NO. With ACTIVE the change takes effect immediately. 

 NEW 

Specifies that the table in the new list which is not being used for DB requests is being modified to include a path or
exclude a path. This is needed as part of staging a new table for DAC before it is activated. For more information and for
an example, see the console-like command DAC_TABLE. 

 ,YES 

Specifies if the path is being set as included in the selection for DB requests

 ,NO 

Specifies if the path is being set as excluded in the selection for DB requests

  'dbid' 

Specifies the database, which must be open, containing the table subject to this command 

  'table-name' 

Specifies the Datacom table name in the database in the selection for DB requests

 'path name' 

Specifies one path as described in the following list. Only one path is allowed per DAC_PATH as a console-like command.

• SCQ - Dataquery in CICS SQL requests
• RCQ - Dataquery in CICS non-SQL requests
• SQQ - Dataquery not CICS SQL requests
• RAQ - Dataquery not CICS non-SQL requests
• SCI - CICS SQL requests
• RCI - CICS non-SQL requests
• SSR - Datacom Server SQL requests (Server can access System Databases on its own behalf in addition to the ability

to access System Databases based upon client requests)
• RSR - Datacom Server non-SQL requests path (Server does not access user data with this path. It can be used for

data in System Databases)
• SQL - All SQL not CICS, not Datacom Server SQL
•  RAT - All other non-SQL paths    

 Examples 

 DAC_PATH ACTIVE,NO,997,C01,SCI  

 DAC_PATH ACTIVE,YES,997,F01,RCI   

 DAC_PATH NEW,NO,997,F02,SSR

 DAC_PATH NEW,YES,997,F03,RAT
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Limit amount of a record stored in the Log Area LXX area by DAC_KEEP after MUF Startup 

To reduce the quantity of captured data, use the DAC_KEEP command to select one to four sections of the data row
to provide in the LXX area record. This is valuable because there is less sensitive information on the LXX. Without this
option, the full data row is logged to the LXX. With this option, the requirements for LXX space logged per row, the size of
the LXX data set itself, and spills to the RXX are reduced.

The command described next is only allowed after MUF startup.  

  DAC_KEEP NEW,dbid,table-name,first-length,first-offset,2nd-length,2nd-offset,3rd-
length,3rd-offset,4th-length,4th-offset    

All four sets of length and offset values are required. If less than four are needed, set the remainder to zeros. 

NOTE

 If more than four sections are required, do not use this option and allow the full row to be logged.

Only a NEW DAC_TABLE entry can have DAC_KEEP set.

►►─ DAC_KEEP NEW,dbid,table-name,1st-length,1st-offset,2nd-length,2nd-offset ─►                              

 

►─ ,3rd-length,3rd-offset,4th-length,4th-offset ──────────────────────────────►◄                              

                                                                                └─ ,4th-length,4th-offset┘

This command is supported after MUF startup to a table set as NEW status. With MUF enabled, the length and offset
combinations are matched to the row length opened and validated. 

 MUF command 'STATUS_DAC' 

The MUF command, STATUS_DAC, provides information about each DAC_TABLE command with current settings and
occurrences. It is available only as a MODIFY (/F) command to MUF and not through other console-like APIs. Results are
detailed in message DB02852I for DAC_TABLE.  Messages are from both the active list and NEW list and sorted by DBID
and table name. If a new entry exists, it is listed first. If an active entry exists not set to OLD, it is listed next. If an old entry
exists is it printed last. If multiple old entries exist, they are listed in order of being placed in the active list in descending
order.  

►►─ STATUS_DAC  ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

The message format is:

 DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO/*NO/NEW/OLD RCDS-n BYTES-n   

The first two variable fields above 'dbid' and 'table' are replaced by the DBID and table name for the data access request.
Entries are sorted first by the DBID and table name. If multiple entries for the same table, they are sorted according to
status. 

The next variable provides the status of each table in the active or new list. An entry that was defined after MUF enabled
as NEW and then deleted was never active and so had no actual use and is not in the list.

The status variable is one of the following:
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• YES specifies the entry is in the active list and is currently being used in selection for each data access request. There
will be a maximum of one YES entry (except possibly fleetingly as a one is added to replace an existing entry that will
then transition to OLD).   

• NO specifies the entry is in the active list and with its current NO status is not available for selection. 
• *NO specifies the entry is in the active list and would be available for selection except that

global DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE is set to NO blocking any selection.
• NEW specifies the entry is in the NEW list and not available for selection. The new item is intended to exist only a short

time to set proper detail selection before being added to the active list 
• OLD specifies the entry is in the active list but not available for selection. It has been available for selection in this MUF

execution and had the counts listed prior to the definition being replaced. There will be as many old entries as the
particular table has been replaced by a newer table definition. Each old entry has its statistics available for reporting
and auditing. 

RCDS is the number of log records written to the Log Area (LXX) for this MUF instance for this DBID and table name for
the current definition.

BYTES are log record bytes for those records.

In the following message examples:

  DB01311I - STATUS_DAC     

  DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 C01 YES RCDS-0 BYTES-0     

  DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F01 YES RCDS-5 BYTES-1,500     

    DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F02 YES RCDS-1 BYTES-300 

 DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F02 OLD RCDS-2 BYTES-600    

  DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F03 YES RCDS-5 BYTES-1,500  

 DB02852I - DAC_TABLE 997 F03 NEW RCDS-0 BYTES-0   

  DB01325I - CONSOLE COMPLETE, STATUS_DAC  

NOTE

 Details of the RCDS/BYTES counts are never lost during the life of the MUF execution. The table's NEW entry
(if any) is listed first, followed by the ACTIVE entry with a YES, NO or *NO status (if any) and one or more OLD
entries (if any) with the very oldest set of statistics last. If a STATUS_DAC is run at the same instant as console-
like DAC_TABLE or DAC_PATH commands, some entries might temporarily appear to be inaccurate. The
values are correct if DAC_STATUS follows the DAC_TABLE and DAC_PATH console-like commands. The DB
request selection process always sees all the entries correctly.

MUF EOJ report and MUF EOJ LOG STATUS INFORMATION

MUF provides the summary of the types of log records with the number of records and percent of log summarized by
ADDIT, DELET, UPDATE, TSN, MOVER, and OTHER. An additional line occurs if any data access capture log records
were written. It is named "*DAC*", and the total number of records and percent of the log is shown as on the other lines.
Valuable information is provided about the cost or overhead in logging for these types of records.

 Example 

                                         MUF EOJ LOG STATUS INFORMATION 

 

MUF EOJ, LOG CLOSED, CLEAN EOJ 

LOG RECORD BYTES-39,523 WRITTEN-99,968 

LOG CONTROL BYTES-57,344 ROLLBACK-0 

LOG RECORD SEQ (LRSN)-0000000000000088     NEAR MAX FFFFFFFFFFFFF000  MAX FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFE
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LOG BLOCK SEQ (LBSN)-0000000000000003      NEAR MAX FFFFFFFFFFFFF000  MAX FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFE

             PRCT --  OLD   OLD   OLD   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW     FORMAT 

      TOTAL    OF --  RCD   RCD   RCD    WA    WA   RCD   RCD   RCD ELEM     1 

GROUP  RCDS   LXX --  EXP   CMP  USER  ORIG DELTA   EXP   CMP  USER LIST SAVED 

ADDIT   120  88.8                         0        19.1     0   4.1    0   5.3 

DELET     0     0       0     0     0                                        0 

UPDAT     0     0       0     0     0     0     0     0     0     0    0     0 

TSN       4   2.1 

MOVER     0     0 

*DAC*    11   8.3 

OTHER     1   256

If Data Access Capture tables were defined, a page is printed with the DBID, table name, status, content, total log
records, total log record bytes, and an error indicator if any has occurred.

Log records are printed up to one less than 10 billion. A number larger than this is printed as all plus (+) signs.

Log bytes are currently printed up to 1,000 billion. A larger number than this is printed as all plus (+) signs.

 Example 

                                            DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE                                  

           

 

 DBID TABLE STS  CONTENT        RCDS            BYTES                                            ERRORS

 

  897  C01  YES  NONE              0                0                                                        

           

  897  F01  YES  NONE             20            6,000                                                        

           

  897  F02  YES  NONE              4            1,200                                                        

           

  897  F03  YES  NONE             20            5,500                                                        

           

TOTAL                             44           12,700                                                        

          

 In the above report columns provided are described below.

• DBID and TABLE defined with DAC_TABLE 
• STS (Status) is:
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– YES specifies the entry is in the active list and is currently being used in selection for each data access request.
There will be a maximum of one YES entry (except possibly fleetingly as a one is added to replace an existing
emtry that will then transition to OLD).   

– NO specifies the entry is in the active list and, with its current NO status, is not available for selection. 
– *NO specifies the entry is in the active list and would be available for selection except that

global DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE is set to NO blocking any selection.
– NEW specifies the entry is in the new list and not available for selection. The new item is intended to exist only a

short time to set proper detail selection before being added to the active list. 
– OLD specifies the entry is in the active list but not available for selection. It has been available for selection in this

MUF execution and has what counts (below) as occurred. There will be as many old entries as the particular table
has been replaced by a newer table definition. Each old entry has its statistics available for reporting and auditing.

• CONTENT is always set to "NONE" as the only current setting.
• RCDS is the number of log records written to the Log Area (LXX) for this MUF instance for this DBID and table name

for the current definition.
• BYTES are log record bytes for those records.
• Blanks are normally under the ERRORS heading. However, it is possible to have an "LG" if an error occurred when

writing one or more  log records. An "LG" also occurs for a table with a row length of 25,001 or more as those tables
are not currently supported for DAC.

 Example of DAC PATH information 

                                            DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - SQL

 DBID TABLE STS             SCQ            SQQ            SCI            SSR            SQL  

                        DQ CICS       DQ BATCH           CICS         SERVER          OTHER  

 

  897  C01  YES               0              0            *NO            *NO            *NO  

  897  F01  YES               0              0            *NO            *NO            *NO  

  897  F02  YES               0              0              0              0              0  

  897  F03  YES               0              0              0              0              0  

  897  F04  NO                0              0              0              0              0  

  897  RNA  YES               0              0              0              0              0  

 1000  DRB  IGN               0              0              0              0              0  

TOTALS                        0              0              0              0              0     

                                            DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - NOT SQL

 DBID TABLE STS             RCQ            RAQ            RCI            RSR            RAT       

                        DQ CICS       DQ BATCH           CICS         SERVER          OTHER       

 

  897  C01  YES               0              0            *NO            *NO            *NO       

  897  F01  YES               0              0            *NO            *NO              0       

  897  F02  YES               0              0              0              0              0       

  897  F03  YES               0              0              0              0              0       

  897  F04  NO                0              0              0              0              0       

  897  RNA  YES               0              0              0              0              0       

 1000  DRB  IGN               0              0              0              0              0       

TOTALS                        0              0              0              0              0      

If there are DAC_TABLE statements, the two PATH reports above are provided. The first page is for the SQL paths; the
second page is for the non-SQL paths.
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• DBID and table defined with DAC_TABLE
• Status is:
• • YES if the table at the time of the report is set to YES for active selection.

• NO if the table is set to NO for active selection.
• *NO if it is set to YES but the current DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE option is set to NO.
• NEW if the table has been added after the MUF enabled using DAC_TABLE as NEW,ADD.
• OLD if the table has been in the active list but was replaced with a new definition.
• IGN if the table is set to ignore (forced for System bases and base 3)

• The columns are for the DAC_PATH settings for the table. The 4 DQ columns are all set as N/A if Dataquery is
not externally secured. The DQ columns are a planned future item.

• Paths that are set to NO have a count value of *NO to note that the current setting has them not selected.
• Path counts provide the number of log records logged for DAC for that table that were made through that path.
• Columns are selected as left to right with the most accurate column that in force for the particular request. For

example, a SQL request made through a user program in CICS will be excluded from the first two columns for DQ and
will appear in the third colum. 

Messages

The DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE commands generate the following message:

 DB02852I - DAC_TABLE dbid table YES/NO/*NO/NEW/OLD RCDS-n BYTES-n  

 Reason: 

This message is in response to a MUF console (Modify /F) command of STATUS_DAC. Each table defined with a
DAC_TABLE will have one message.

DBID
specifies the database identifier

table
provides the table name.
The status variable is one of the following:

• YES specifies that the entry is in the active list and is currently being used in selection for each data access
request. There is a maximum of one YES entry (except possibly fleetingly as one is added to replace an
existing  entry that will then transition to OLD).

• NO specifies that the entry is in the active list and with its current NO status is not available for selection. 
• *NO specifies that the entry is in the active list and would be available for selection except that global

DATA_ACCESS_CONTENT is set to NO blocking any selection.
• NEW specifies that the entry is in the new list and not available for selection. The new item is intended to exist

only a short time to set proper detail selection before being added to the active list.
• OLD specifies that the entry is in the active list but not available for selection. It has been available for

selection in this MUF execution and had the counts listed prior to the definition being replaced. There will be as
many old entries as the particular table has been replaced by a newer table definition. Each old entry has its
statistics available for reporting and auditing. 

• IGN if the table is set to ignore (forced for System bases and base 3).

RCDS
provides the number of log records written in support of the table set to YES that met all the optional
requirements. The count is for the executing MUF instance.

BYTES
provides the number of log record bytes written in support of those records. The count is for the executing MUF
instance.
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 Action: 

None. This message is informational only based on issuing the MUF command.

 DB02855E – DAC_TABLE – COMMAND ERROR number    

 Reason: 

Either DAC_TABLE or DAC_PATH issued as a console-like command has an error beyond basic value editing. For
example, validating a DBID is a number from 1 through 5000. The ‘number’ provides a specific error in processing the
MUF command.

The ‘number’ can be one of the following:

• 1 – Indicates that the database ID provided is not found in the open database list having a table with this name. A
requirement of a console-like command for DAC is that the database must be open.

• 20 – Indicates that for DAC_TABLE, the first pair of options is not  valid. Valid options are: 'ACTIVE,YES',
'ACTIVE,NO', 'NEW,ADD', 'NEW,YES', 'NEW,NO', and 'NEW,DEL'.

• 21 – Indicates that for DAC_TABLE, the table is not found in the right list (active or new) for the first pair of options: 
'ACTIVE,YES', 'ACTIVE,NO', 'NEW,YES', 'NEW,NO', or 'NEW,DEL'.

• 22 – Indicates that for DAC_TABLE, the first pair of options are 'NEW,ADD', but there is not sufficient 31-bit memory for
this new definition. 

• 23 - Indicates that for DAC_TABLE, the first pair of options are 'NEW,ADD', but the table already exists as a new table.

 Action: 

Issue the command again with a correction to the error provided.  

DBUTLTY Enhancements

 Datacom log records, where the capture is currently externalized 

The MUF Log Area (LXX) is used as temporary storage for log records. The permanent storage is in the RXX Recovery
Files. Currently, every log record has 208 bytes of required control information. Many commands such as maintenance
requests have additional information, for example before records and changes. Data Access Capture has the same
control information plus the data row content for the table being accessed. The control information is enhanced if the log
record was added in support of the Data Access Capture feature. This is within the current 208 bytes.

For more information, see Recovery File (RXX) Report.

  DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=RXX 

The REPORT with AREA=RXX function provides many reporting options for the log data. A summary of log record
commands with a count of log records and a size of those records is provided. With Data Access Capture adding log
records, they are summarized with all the other commands. Each type of command in place when the data was accessed,
such as commands starting with RED, RDU, GET, and SEL, is included. Additionally, where the report provides a number
for all ADDIT, UPDATE, and DELETE commands, it now provides a line for all Data Access Capture log records with a
header of "*DAC*".

 Example 

     REQUEST SUMMARY REPORT 

COMMAND  TABLE DBID AREA  OCCURRENCES PERCENT

COMIT                              4      2.0

LOGDW                              1      0.6

ADDIT    C01    997 A01           30     22.2

ADDIT    F01    997 A01           30     22.2

REDNX    F01    997 A01            5      3.5  
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ADDIT    F02    997 A01           30     22.2

REDNX    F02    997 A01            1      0.7  

ADDIT    F03    997 A01           30     22.2

REDNX    F03    997 A01            5      3.5  

ADDIT TOTAL                      120     88.8

*DAC* TOTAL                       11      7.8 

 Log record printed by REPORT RXX (blue are fields different with DAC log records) 

REDKG F03 997 00000408 00000002 00 00000000 DBDVL13 72,688 CATBPPR A01 4 

 02/08/2018 05.44.55 D3DC1648D8F8B985 ANONO02 00000000 00000204 00000000 00000004 00000002 1 0103 0663

3725A000 00000103 D3DC1648 D8F8B985 000000C4 00000000 00010001 010F0000 00000018

 *....L...Q8.e...D................*

3725A020 00340000 00000000 00000000 02040800 00000208 18054455 00042930 00000000

 *................................*

3725A040 D9C5C4D2 C7C6F0F3 C1F0F100 00000054 03E50069 00000408 00000000 00000000

 *REDKGF03A01......V..............*

3725A060 00D3E8D5 D1D6F0F2 4040C3C1 E3C2D7D7 D9400000 00000000 00000000 00000000 *.LYNJO02

 CATBPPR ..............*

3725A080 00000000 C4C2C4E5 D3F1F340 00000000 40404000 00000518 00000008 002C0000

 *....DBDVL13 .... .............*

3725A0A0 00003800 20000054 00000000 DBDB111F 00000004 00000200 00000002 00030000

 *................................*

3725A0C0 00000002 C796C8F8 00080004 00000000 F0F0F0F0 F0F0F0F3 C6F0F3F9 F9F9F9F9

 *....GoH8........00000003F0399999*

3725A0E0 F9F9F640 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 404040D3 DC1648D8 *996 L...Q*

3725A100 F8B985 *8.e *

SELFR DRB 1000 00000001 00000002 00 00000000 DBDVL 72,719 SYS 14 

 02/08/2018 10.02.08 D3DC4FC75DD3E686 ANONO02 00000000 00000503 00000000 0000DBDE 00000005 1 0141 067C

3725A000 00000141 D3DC4FC7 5DD3E686 000000C4 00000000 00010001 010F0000 00000000

 *....L..G)LWf...D................*

3725A020 00000000 00000000 00000000 05030800 00000208 18100208 0004294F 00000000

 *................................*

3725A040 E2C5D3C6 D9C4D9C2 E2E8E200 00000069 03E80002 00000001 00000000 00000000

 *SELFRDRBSYS......Y..............*

3725A060 00D3E8D5 D1D6F0F2 40800000 00000000 0000060B 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *.LYNJO02 .......................*

3725A080 00000000 C4C2C4E5 D3404040 00000000 40404000 00000518 00000000 00000000

 *....DBDVL .... .............*

3725A0A0 00003800 20000000 00000000 DBDB1123 0000DBDE 00000400 00000002 00000000

 *................................*

3725A0C0 00000005 6BE3B54D 00000000 00000000 C4C2C4E5 D4F04040 0001D5D5 D5D5D5D5 *....,T.

(........DBDVM0 ..NNNNNN*

3725A0E0 40404040 40404040 40404014 110A1406 2E170000 00401411 0A14062E 17000000 * .......... ..........*

3725A100 40140D04 0C090E05 000000C8 E4D4C1D5 60D9C5E2 D6E4D9C3 C5404040 40404040 * ..........HUMAN-RESOURCE *

3725A120 40404040 40404040 404040D7 0001D540 40404040 40404000 03D3DC4F C75DD3E6 * P..N ..L..G)LW*

3725A140 86

 Summary at end of REPORT RXX 

REQUEST SUMMARY REPORT 

COMMAND TABLE DBID AREA OCCURRENCES PERCENT
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CLOSE 3 27.1

LOGDW 1 10.7

ADDIT F01 997 A01 1 13.0

REDKG F01 997 A01 1 12.5

REDKG F02 997 A01 1 12.5

REDKG F03 997 A01 1 10.8

ADDIT TOTAL       1 13.0

*DAC* TOTAL       3 36.0

 REPORT AREA=RXX new keyword OPTION4  

You can set the keyword OPTION4 during the report with one of two values:

• EXCLUDE-DAC causes reporting to exclude every log record flagged as part of Data Access Capture.
• EXCLUDE-NOT-DAC causes reporting to exclude every log record not flagged as part of Data Access Capture.

 REPORT AREA=RXX new value for keyword OPTION2     

The RXX report uses OPTION2 for multiple purposes. One purpose is to provide a report by time slices or periods. It
supports values: 

• '**CMT* to provide a commit report 
• '**ALL*' to provide all the RXX 
• '**CDC*' to provide just CDC flagged log records 
• '**DAC* is added to provide just DAC flagged log records

 READRXX exit to read formatted log records   

Log records are also available to user programs using the READRXX called routine. The control information is provided in
the existing READRXX routine, and it is fully documented. The control information includes the command being executed
that generated the log record. Currently, this is one of the read commands starting with RED, RDU, GET, or SEL. A new
flag is added (Yes/No) where READRXX indicates that the log record being read was built because of the Data Access
Capture feature. Following this new flag is the path by which the request was issued and logged, (for example, RAT).
Lastly, added to the control information is 16 bytes. 

The previous READRXX documentation provides these fields at the bottom:

 10 RXX-MUFPLEX-NUMBER PIC 9(3) COMP.

 10 RXX-SECURITY-USER-ID PIC X(8).

 10 FILLER PIC X(336).

Three fields are added to the top of the ‘filler’ and it moved down.

10 RXX-MUFPLEX-NUMBER PIC 9(3) COMP. 

10 RXX-SECURITY-USER-ID PIC X(8).

10 RXX-DATA-ACCESS-CAPTURE PIC X.

88 RXX_DAC_N VALUE ‘N’.

88 RXX_DAC_Y VALUE ‘Y’.

10 RXX-DAC_PATH PIC X(3).

• Above, one of the path names as documented with the DAC_PATH NO MUF statement.

10 RXX-DAC_KEEP PIC X(16).  

• Above, 16 bytes of DAC_KEEP providing the 4 possible settings for length and offset for this table.
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10 FILLER PIC X(336).

 Example of a READRXX record with a REDKG and the full record 

SNAP DBLG READRXX RECORD 

00007500 C8C5C1C4 C5D96060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060

 *HEADER--------------------------*

00007520 000000D8 00010001 0F080212 18142321 00011FA7 00000000 0054C3C1 E3C2D7D7

 *...Q...............x......CATBPP*

00007540 D9400000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 C4C2C4E5 D3F1F340 404040F1 *R ..................DBDVL13

 1*

00007560 F54BF040 D9C5C4D2 C7C6F0F1 C1F0F100 00000000 03E50067 00000406 00D5D5D5 *5.0

 REDKGF01A01......V.......NNN*

00007580 D5D5D500 C4C2C4E5 D4F0F140 C4C2C4E5 D4F04040 00000000 00000000 000041A7 *NNN.DBDVM01

 DBDVM0 ...........x*

000075A0 00000002 000000C4 C2C4E5D4 F0404020 F2F0F1F8 F0F2F1F2 F1F4F2F3 F2F10000

 *.......DBDVM0 .20180212142321..*

000075C0 D3E8D5D1 D6F0F240 00000004 00000001 00000000 00000000 005400D3 E191A040

 *LYNJO02 ...................L.j. *

000075E0 7DA18C00 E8D9C1E3 00000000 00000000 D3D6C7C3 D7D3D6C7 00000000 00000000

 *'...YRAT........LOGCPLOG........*

00007600 C5D3C5D4 C5D5E3E2 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060

 *ELEMENTS------------------------*

00007620 000000C8 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *...H............................*

00007640 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *................................*

 LINES 00007660-000076E0 SAME AS ABOVE 

00007700 C2C5C6D6 D9C56060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060

 *BEFORE--------------------------*

00007720 00001000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *................................*

00007740 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *................................*

 LINES 00007760-000087E0 SAME AS ABOVE 

00008800 C1C6E3C5 D9606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060 60606060

 *AFTER---------------------------*

00008820 00001000 C6F0F140 F0F0F0F0 F0F0F0F1 D3DAE1C0 CDD4DA8C 00000000 00000000 *....F01 00000001L..

{.M..........*

00008840 F2F4F7F9 F8F7F9F2 F7F0F2F4 F3F0F6F6 F9F9F9F9 F9F9F9F8 40404040 40404040 *247987927024306699999998 *

00008860 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 F8F1F4F0 F9F9F3F2 00000000 00000000 * 81409932........*

00008880 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

 *................................*

 LINES 000088A0-00009800 SAME AS ABOVE

For more information, see Using the Recovery File (RXX) Read Subroutine.

Activate the Data Access Capture feature when you need historical information on what data was requested by various
users.

Typically the volume of maintenance requests in a MUF environment is very low compared to overall I/O activity.  Many
sites have been observed to have 95% read activity, some as much as 99%. Thus only a small fraction of I/Os (those
associated with maintenance requests) are currently logged. With the implementation of Data Access Capture, the volume
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of Log File (LXX) I/O increases, possibly very significantly. Because of the increased LXX activity, SPILLs have more
records to process and take longer. So do RECOVERY and REPORT AREA=RXX tasks. Since IBM does not allow I/O
activity to be offloaded to a zIIP engine, the increased LXX I/O may increase GP CPU and affect the ratio of GP CPU to
zIIP CPU.

Broadcom recommends that the available selection criteria of the Data Access Capture facility be used to limit the volume
of log data being captured for read access. Select only the rows actually needed for subsequent review, reporting or other
action to minimize any impact on SPILLs, RECOVERY, logging performance and zIIP utilization.

FORMAT2 Index
Administrators can use FORMAT2 Index to improve performance and reduce IO at the DXX. FORMAT2 Index in Datacom
allows index queue tasks to run concurrently at the KEYID level rather than the DBID level.

The Index Queue consists of one or more tasks that are used to balance the index asynchronously. Individual user
requests can continue to run efficiently while this balancing takes place in the background. High levels of the index
(IXX), as opposed to the lowest level index (DXX), are updated using this process. Only one process per DBID can
run concurrently. At sites that do mass deletes, combined with many inserts, the Index Queue might temporarily be
unable to keep up with its work load. If the Index Queue cannot keep up with its work load, the result may be a temporary
performance degradation. This temporary performance degradation would be experienced as user requests that result in
increased IO to the DXX. Changing to a FORMAT2 Index allows the Index QUEUE tasks to run concurrently at the KEYID
level, as opposed to the DBID level, for improved performance.

Overview of FORMAT2 Index

Index navigation starts with physical block 2, which is the highest level of the index. In larger indexes, this block
points to the next level of the IXX. Eventually, the lowest level of the IXX points to the DXX. With this architecture,
KEYIDs are comingled in each of the IXX levels causing concurrent Queue processing to be limited to each individual
DBID. FORMAT2 Indexes have exactly one entry per populated KEYID in physical block 2. These block 2 entries point to
a logical block 2 for each KEYID, which can be any physical block in the index. Once a DBID has been opened and used,
the physical block 2 is stored as a Multi-User Facility (MUF) memory array for improved performance. Segregating each
KEYID into its own section of the IXX allows the Index Queue to concurrently run for each individual KEYID. This physical
index format is not backward compatible. For example, you cannot take a physical copy of a FORMAT2 Index to a 15.0
system and expect it to be openable.

Using Index Queue by KEYID

Perform the following steps:

1. INIT one or more of your indexes as FORMAT2 as shown in the following syntax example:
INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=997,OLDEP=NO,OPTION2='FORMAT2'

Both INIT and PREINIT support this OPTION2 statement. You do not need to set an INIT of a Multi-Dataset
Index using the IXXAREA option to the same format as the DBID's IXX or any other Multi-Dataset Index in the
DBID. This allows flexibility in converting to the new format. The Index FORMAT (1 or 2) is printed in the CXX Report
Index section.

2. Specify QUEUE_PER_KEYID YES in the MUF startup options. This option cannot be coded for a MUF which includes
the MUFPLEX option, unless that MUFPLEX is set to S_NO_STRUCTURE. Once the MUF is enabled for Queue
by KEYID processing, all FORMAT2 indexes can exploit the Queue at this level. FORMAT1 indexes continue to be
processed the old way.

Using Remote Replication
Remote replication uses the MQTS (MQTS). The Datacom environment uses this callable service to pass messages
using the IBM WebSphere MQ (MQ). The functionality allows a Datacom program to send a message from one MQ
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location to another MQ location. Typically, this is used to transport a set of data changes from the source (update)
Datacom environment to the target (query/read only) Datacom environment.

Using MQTS in an Active-Query Environment
In most environments, there is a subset of tables that participates in the active-query processing. The tables that are
actively being updated are in the Source (Active/Update) environment. A duplicate (logical equivalent) set of tables exists
in the Target (Query/Read) environment.   

The following information summarizes the current process starting from the source environment and going to the target
environment.

  

 Audience 

Technicians should be skilled in the use of MQ to set-up the appropriate MQ environment. Review the sample values
provided for the MQ settings to ensure they conform to the standards of the site.

 Library Requirements 

A series of steps are required to set-up and implement the Active-Query environment. For these steps, the only
"additional" code requirements are for the special processing programs DBCDSPR and DBCDRPR. 

The MQ queue processing environment is set-up using standard IBM WebSphere MQ libraries and facilities. Similarly, the
source and target MUFs are running the standard Datacom software libraries and facilities.

 DBCDSPR (Sender) 

To execute the DBCDSPR program, the job/step must include the following libraries:

• Standard library concatenation for executing against the source MUF.
• MQTS custom library with the CSQBDEFV module that identifies the source MQ queue name (default is MQT1).  
• MQTS load library containing the MQTS FMID (delivered as part of the IPC v15.0 delivery)

 DBCDRPR (Receiver) 

To execute the DBCDRPR program, the job/step must include the following libraries:

• Standard library concatenation for executing against the target MUF.
• MQTS custom library with the CSQBDEFV module that identifies the target MQ queue name (default is MQT2).  
• MQTS load library containing the MQTS FMID (delivered as part of the IPC v15.0 delivery)

Creation/Definition of an IBM WebSphere MQ Set of Queues

Define a set of MQ queues that are available for the MQTS service to use before setting-up the Datacom MQTS service.
These queues must provide the transport pathway between the source and target environments.

The source Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) resides on an LPAR known as SPAR (source). The target Datacom MUF
resides on an LPAR known as TPAR (target). MQTS requires an MQ queue that provides the transport link between SPAR
and TPAR. This MQ queue must be defined as a persistent queue.

The source side of the MQ queue is known as MQT1 and the target side of the MQ queue is known as MQT2.
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Datacom Source MUF with Active Logging/Recovery

The source MUF must have logging and recovery enabled for the source tables. The user tables represent the source
tables in the following diagram.

 

Datacom Target MUF with Active Logging/Recovery

The target MUF must have a logically equivalent set of target tables with the same logical row content as the source
tables.  That is, they must be defined the same in both systems.

The physical distribution of the rows in the data areas (holding the target tables) is not required to be exactly the same
as the source environment. Once the change replication process begins, the physical distribution of rows may differ
significantly.  

Even though the target MUF only allows user queries to perform read only tasks, the target tables must be protected
with an active logging and recovery process. This is required so that if an error occurs during the change replication, the
process can invoke the appropriate commit or rollback logic.
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Synchronization of the Source and Target Tables

Perform a synchronization of the source and target tables before the active-query replication process begins. This can be
a standard Datacom DBUTLTY process or some form of DASD copying.

WARNING

 Important! The source and target tables must be logically equal.Therefore, the target must contain a copy of all
the rows in the source. That is, the data content must be equal. It does not need to be in corresponding data set
locations.

Implementation of Datacom Change Data Capture (CDC) on Source MUF (Local Mode)

Activate Datacom CDC on the source MUF to collect the changes for the selected set source tables. CDC is a standard
feature of Datacom/DB which provides facilities to capture and store changes for the source tables such as adds, deletes,
or updates.

The changes are maintained in a set of Datacom tables. These tables are processed by a listener process that detects
committed logical units of work (LUW) and passes them on for processing.

For this implementation, the Datacom CDC facility runs in local mode. Therefore, CDC processes run within the source
MUF address space as a set of subtasks. Local CDC monitors the source MUF log file. As changes are processed for the
source tables, it collects those changes in a CDC database (CDC 2009).
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Changes collected in the CDC database are stored as a set of logical rows representing the LUWs that are processed.
As source tables are updated, a CDC MNT row is created that encapsulates that change. There can be one to many
changes per LUW. However, no MNT row should be processed until a corresponding TSN row is found. The TSN row
indicates that the changes represented by the MNT rows are now committed on the source MUF and can be passed along
for processing.   

If a series of MNT rows are created but the source MUF transaction fails or the transaction is removed by a ROLLBACK
command, the MNT rows are removed from the CDC database. No TSN row is ever created.

 

Implementation of DBCDSPR (Replication Sender) on Source MUF (Local Mode)

Datacom CDC implementations normally require that you create a program that processes the CDC 2009 into
consumable information. The process would:
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• Read and extract the committed changes for a committed LUW (TSN/MNT)
• Process the change information found in the TSN/MNT rows
• Delete the extracted TSN/MNT rows
• Commit the deletes
• Return to read next available LUW

For this implementation of the MQTS service, Broadcom provided a pre-written user listener program DBCDSPR, the
sender. DBCDSPR performs the following tasks:

• Processes the TSN/MNT rows as described previously
• Builds a message buffer
• Calls the MQTS service to pass the message buffer to MQ to send to the target location

Once the message buffer is accepted by MQ, the DBCDSPR program deletes the processed LUW (TSN/MNT) and
commits the deletes. This process ensures that the CDC 2009 database is cleared as soon as possible.

 

Implementation of DBCDRPR (Replication Receiver) on Target MUF (Remote)

For this implementation of the MQTS service, DBCDRPR calls the MQTS service to poll the MQ queue for any available
MQTS messages sent by DBCDSPR.

If no MQTS message is waiting, DBCDRPR does a wait and then tries again.   

Once a message buffer is received by the MQTS inside DBCDRPR, the message buffer is processed into standard
Datacom navigational (RAAT) commands. These commands replicate the change on the target system.

DBCDRPR uses an internal process to convert the TSN/MNT message into the appropriate RAAT commands. After all
the RAAT commands are successfully processed, DBCDRPR calls MQTS to acknowledge (ACK) that the message buffer
has been processed. The ACK command deletes the message from the MQ queue. After the message is deleted (ACK
command returns), DBCDRPR commits the changes in the target MUF.   
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DBCDRPR then attempts to receive the next message from the MQ queue.  

With the completion of the change apply process and the ensuing commit, the work done by the LUW has been
successfully copied from the source to the target MUF.

  

Summary

After the change apply process and commit complete, the work done by the LUW has been replicated from the source
to the target MUF. If all changes are migrated across the process, the target tables remain logically equal to the source
tables.
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 Next: Creation Definition of an IBM Websphere MQ Set of Queues

Creation Definition of an IBM WebSphere MQ Set of Queues
WebSphere MQ Queue manager definitions may be needed to support additional workloads. We use a naming
convention of MQTn, or you can also select queue names that meet the standards of your site. 

• MQT1 defines the source (sending) queue manager
• MQT2 defines the target (receiving) queue manage

In this section, references to data sets that begin with "mqhlq" refer to the IBM MQ libraries in your installation.Important!
The IBM WebSphere MQ queues need to be set up and be active before attempting to use the MQTS service.

This section contains the following topic: 

 Creating the MQT1 Subsystem

Datacom Source MUF with Active Logging_Recovery
The source MUF must have logging and recovery enabled for the source tables. The user tables represent the source
tables in the following diagram.

Next: Datacom Target MUF with Active Logging_Recovery

Datacom Target MUF with Active Logging_Recovery
The target MUF must have a logically equivalent set of target tables with the same logical row content as the source
tables.
The physical layout of the rows in the data areas (holding the target tables) are not required to be exactly the same as the
source environment. Once the change replication process begins, the physical layout of rows may differ significantly.
Even though the target MUF only allows user queries to perform read only tasks, the target tables must be protected
with an active logging and recovery process. This is required so that if an error occurs during the change replication, the
process can invoke the appropriate commit or rollback logic.
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 Next: Synchronization of the Source and Target Tables

Synchronization of the Source and Target Tables
Perform a synchronization of the source and target tables before the active-query replication process begins. This can be
a standard Datacom DBUTLTY process or some form of DASD copying.

WARNING

 Important! The source and target tables must be logically equal.

 Next:  Implementation of Datacom Change Data Capture (CDC) on Source MUF (Local Mode)

Implementation of Datacom Change Data Capture (CDC) on Source MUF (Local Mode)
Activate Datacom CDC on the source MUF to collect the changes for the selected set source tables. CDC is a standard
feature of Datacom/DB which provides facilities to capture and store changes for the source tables such as adds, deletes,
or updates.
The changes are maintained in a set of Datacom tables. These tables are processed by a listener process that detects
committed logical units of work (LUW) and passes them on for processing.
For this implementation, the Datacom CDC facility runs in local mode. Therefore, CDC processes run within the source
MUF address space as a set of subtasks. Local CDC monitors the source MUF log file. As changes are processed for the
source tables, it collects those changes in a CDC database (CDC 2009).
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Changes collected in the CDC database are stored as a set of logical rows representing the LUWs that are processed.
As source tables are updated, a CDC MNT row is created that encapsulates that change. There can be one to many
changes per LUW. However, no MNT row should be processed until a corresponding TSN row is found. The TSN row
indicates that the changes represented by the MNT rows are now committed on the source MUF and can be passed along
for processing.
If a series of MNT rows are created but the source MUF transaction fails or is uncommitted by a ROLLBACK command,
the MNT rows are removed from the CDC database. No TSN row is ever created.

Next: Implementation of DBCDSPR (Replication Sender) on Source MUF (Local Mode)
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Implementation of DBCDSPR (Replication Sender) on Source MUF (Local Mode)
Datacom CDC implementations normally require that you create a program that processes the CDC 2009 into
consumable information. The process would:

• Read and extract the committed changes for a committed LUW (TSN/MNT)
• Process the change information found in the TSN/MNT rows
• Delete the extracted TSN/MNT rows
• Commit the deletes
• Return to read next available LUW

For this implementation of the MQTS service, Broadcom provided a pre-written user listener program (DBCDSPR).
DBCDSPR performs the following tasks:

• Processes the TSN/MNT rows as described previously
• Builds a message buffer
• Calls the MQTS service to pass the message buffer to MQ to send to the target location

Once the message buffer is accepted by MQ, the DBCDSPR program deletes the processed LUW (TSN/MNT) and
commits the deletes. This process ensures that the CDC 2009 database is cleared as soon as possible.

  

 Next: Implementation of DBCDRPR Replication Receiver on Target MUF (Remote)

Implementation of DBCDRPR Replication Receiver on Target MUF (Remote)
For this implementation of the MQTS service, DBCDRPR calls the MQTS service to poll the MQ queue for any available
MQTS messages sent by DBCDSPR.

If no MQTS message is waiting, DBCDRPR does a wait and then tries again.   
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Once a message buffer is received by the MQTS inside DBCDRPR, the message buffer is processed into standard
Datacom navigational (RAAT) commands. These commands replicate the change on the target system.

DBCDRPR uses an internal process to convert the TSN/MNT message into the appropriate RAAT commands. After all
the RAAT commands are successfully processed, DBCDRPR calls MQTS to acknowledge (ACK) that the message buffer
has been processed. The ACK command deletes the message from the MQ queue. After the message is deleted (ACK
command returns), DBCDRPR commits the changes in the target MUF.   

DBCDRPR then attempts to receive the next message from the MQ queue.  

With the completion of the change apply process and the ensuing commit, the work done by the LUW has been
successfully copied from the source to the target MUF.

 

 Next: Summary of Setting Up MQTS in an Active-Query Environment

Summary of Setting Up MQTS in an Active-Query Environment
After the change apply process and commit complete, the work done by the LUW has been replicated from the source
to the target MUF. If all changes are migrated across the process, the target tables remain logically equal to the source
tables.
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 Next: Creation Definition of an IBM WebSphere MQ Set of Queues

Creation Definition of an IBM WebSphere MQ Set of Queues
WebSphere MQ Queue manager definitions may be needed to support additional workloads. We use a naming
convention of MQTn, or you can also select queue names that meet the standards of your site. 

• MQT1 defines the source (sending) queue manager
• MQT2 defines the target (receiving) queue manage

In this section, references to data sets that begin with "mqhlq" refer to the IBM MQ libraries in your installation.Important!
The IBM WebSphere MQ queues need to be set up and be active before attempting to use the MQTS service.

This section contains the following topic: 

 Creating the MQT1 Subsystem

Creating the MQT1 Subsystem
Creation of the subsystem is one of the most critical set-up pieces of the entire WebSphere MQ Series environment.

The following steps define the process to create and define the MQT1 subsystem for the source LPAR. Repeat these
same steps to create the MQT2 subsystem for the target LPAR.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Define the MQ subsystem to MVS 
2.  Define the MQ manager name for batch application use - MQT1DEFN 
3.  Define the page data sets for each MQ manager - MQT1PAGE 
4.  Assemble and link new system parameter module - MQT1ZPRM 
5.  Create the bootstrap and log data sets - MQT1BSDS 
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6.  Create the procedure for the IBM WebSphere MQ Queue manager - MQT1MSTR 

The following sample jobs are used to create:

•  MQT1 with WRKLD03 on Broadcom Systems 
•  MQT2 with WRKLD03 on Broadcom Systems 

Define the MQ Subsystem to MVS

Define the MQ queue as a persistent queue for this implementation of MQTS with the DBCDSPR and DBCDRPR
programs.

 

(DSR - Eric, what is "cpf" in the above diagram?  Would an MQ person understand this acronym?)

Define the MQT1 subsystem by updating the IEFSSNnn member of SYS1.PARMLIB. 

 In SYS1.PARMLIB member (IEFSSN nn ) of the source LPAR:
SUBSYS SUBNAME(MQT1)
   INITRTN(CSQ3INI)
   INITPARM('CSQ3EPX,MQT1,M') 

• The Subsystem name is MQT1 
• The Initialization routine (CSQ3INI) with Initialization parameters:
CSQ3EPX

- The early processing program (Initialization time)
MQT1

- The MVS console command prefix name
M

- SYSPLEX Scope
• Repeat this process on the target system using MQT2.
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(DSR - Capitalization in the previous section?  I'd suggest subsystem, initialization (twice) and scope.)

Define the MQ Manager Name for Batch Application Use – MQT1DEFN

This step assembles the CSQBDEFV program to include the subsystem of the intended MQ queues you will work with.
This process defines the default queue manager name for a batch application using MQ series.

The supplied CSQBDEFV program improves the portability of your application programs. In CSQBDEFV you can specify
the name of a queue manager, or queue sharing group, to be connected to rather than specifying it in the MQCONN or the
MQCONNX call in an application program.  

NOTE

 You can create a new version of CSQBDEFV for each queue manager, or queue sharing group.  (DSR -
suggest removing the comma)
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the WebSphere MQ Assembler program CSQBDEFV from mqhlq.SCSQASMS to a user library and name the
member MQT1DEFN. The supplied program contains the default subsystem name CSQ1.

2. Modify your subsystem accordingly. We are using MQT1, therefore, making the change in the following parameter
NAME=MQT1. (DSR - I suggest:  We are using MQT1, so the NAME= parameter is specified as MQT1.)

3. Specify a queue sharing group name instead of CSQ1 if you are using queue-sharing groups. When you specify a
queue sharing group name, the program issues a connect request to an active queue manager within that group.
(DSR - be consistent.  is "queue-sharing" hyphenated or not?)

4. Assemble and link-edit the program to produce the CSQBDEFV load module. For the assembly:
– Include the library mqhlq.SCSQMACS in your SYSLIB concatenation
– Use the link-edit parameters RENT,AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY

 Sample assembly: 

//CSQ4 EXEC HLASMCL 

//SYSLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=mqhlq..SCSQMACS

//SYSIN DD * 

CSQBDEFV CSECT 

CSQBDEFV AMODE 31 

CSQBDEFV RMODE ANY 

CSQBDEF NAME=MQT1 

END CSQBDEFV 

//L.SYSLMOD DD DISP=SHR,DSN=newhlq.MQT1(CSQBDEFV) 

Define the Page Data Sets for each MQ Manager – MQT1PAGE

Member CSQ4PAGE in mqhlq.SCSQPROC uses one page set for each class of message. Member CSQ4PAGR uses
multiple page sets for the major classes of messages. The JCL runs the supplied utility program CSQUTIL. Use the
selected member to create member MQT1PAGE.
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For information about page sets and how to calculate suitable sizes, see the IBM WebSphere MQ for z/OS® Concepts
and Planning Guide.  

 Requirements 

• Ensure that secondary extents are defined for each page set if you intend to use the dynamic page expansion feature.
• Include the subsystem name in the high-level qualifier of the data set associated with each page set to help identify

page sets from different queue managers.
• Use the Storage Management System (SMS) EXTENDED ADDRESSABILITY function if your page sets are to be

larger than 4 GB.

 Sample Job
The Sample job defines five-page sets, using one page set for each class of message. Define page set 00, where object
definitions are kept. We recommend that you define at least one other page set so that messages and object definitions
can be kept separate.  

This sample defines four other page sets, one for each class of message: 

• PSID00 - Object definitions
• PSID01 - System-related messages 
• PSID02 - Important long-lived messages
• PSID03 - Short-lived messages
• PSID04 - Miscellaneous messages   
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You can define up to 100-page sets for each queue manager. Customize the RECORDS value for each page set to
allocate the space that you require. The page sets are defined with secondary space so that they can be automatically
expanded without stopping the queue manager.   

Consider allocating your page sets on multiple volumes if you use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS).

• Use the GUARANTEED SPACE storage class to ensure that your page sets can be expanded when the need arises.

• Use the EXTENDED ADDRESSABILITY function if your page sets are to be larger than 4-GB.  (DSR - Remove
hyphen.)

Assemble and Link New System Parameter Module – MQT1ZPRM

Default parameter modules are supplied with IBM WebSphere MQ for z/OS. If these modules do not contain the values
that you need, create your own parameter modules. Use the mqhlq.SCSQPROC(CSQ4ZPRM) sample that is supplied
with IBM WebSphere MQ and create member MQT1ZPRM for MQT1.   

Edit the parameters for the CSQ6LOGP, CSQ6ARVP, and CSQ6SYSP macros to determine your system parameters. You
can alter some system parameters while a queue manager is running. For more information, see the SET SYSTEM, SET
LOG, and SET ARCHIVE commands in the MQSC Commands in the MQ Administration Reference.   

When you submit this job, the output is placed in hlq.USERAUTH, an authorized data set that you selected. This data set
is then used in any job accessing the MQT1 on the source system.  

In our testing, we decided to take all defaults on these parameters.
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(DSR - cpf again in above)

Create the Bootstrap and Log Data Sets – MQT1BSDS

This sample defines dual BSDSs and active log data sets. The log data sets are pre-formatted. We recommend that you
define at least three active log data sets and to put adjacent logs on separate volumes. Create member MQT1BSDS by
copying mqhlq.SCSQPROC member CSQ4BSDS to your library.  

The following sample defines four dual logs with alternating volumes and dual BSDSs.
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If you use the Storage Management Subsystem (SMS), do not use the EXTENDED ADDRESSABILITY function of SMS
because IBM WebSphere MQ does not support this function.

• Repeat this task for each WebSphere MQ queue manager.
• No need to perform this task when migrating from a previous version.

 Requirements 

• The BLKSIZE must be 629 and specified on the SYSPRINT DD statement in the CSQTLOG step.
• Include the subsystem name in the HLQ of these data sets to help identify bootstrap data sets and log data sets from

different queue managers.
• Define the bootstrap and log data sets with SHAREOPTIONS(2 3) if you are using queue-sharing groups.  (DSR -

hyphen or not?)

Create the Procedure for the IBM WebSphere MQ Queue Manager – MQT1MSTR

Each IBM WebSphere MQ subsystem needs a cataloged procedure to start the queue manager.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a cataloged procedure in a procedure library for starting the queue manager for each WebSphere MQ
subsystem that is defined in the subsystem name table. You can also use the IBM-supplied SYS1.PROCLIB
procedure library or a naming convention from your site.  

2. Concatenate the subsystem name which is the name of the queue manager started task procedure with the characters
MSTR. For example, subsystem MQT1 has the procedure name MQT1MSTR. 
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3. Copy one of the started task procedures to member xxxxMSTR (where xxxx is the name of your WebSphere MQ
subsystem) of your SYS1.PROCLIB. If you are not using SYS1.PROCLIB, use your procedure library.
Two sample started task procedures are provided in mqhlq.SCSQPROC.
– Member CSQ4MSTR uses one page set for each class of message
– Member CSQ4MSRR uses multiple page sets for the major classes of message

4. Copy the sample procedure to a member in your procedure library for each WebSphere MQ subsystem that you define.
After the members are copied, tailor them to the requirements of each subsystem, using the instructions in the member.

You can also use symbolic parameters in the JCL to allow modification of the procedure when it is started. If you have
several WebSphere MQ subsystems, you can use JCL include groups for the common parts of the procedure, to simplify
future maintenance.

NOTE

 APF authorize all libraries in the STEPLIB of the execution of program CSQYASCP. 

The first library in the concatenation (hlq.USERAUTH) must contain the modules that were assembled in job MQT1ZPRM.
This job also contains the two BSDS data sets that were defined when running the MQT1BSDS job. 

The job must also contain the following input: 

 //CSQINP2 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=mqhlq.PARMLIB(MQT1INPX) CUSTOM  

This input is the unique listening TCP/IP port for the region to communicate. Define one for each WebSphere MQ Queue
manager using mqhlq.SCSQPROC member CSQ4INPX as a model.

WARNING

 Important! Since the WebSphere MQ Queue manager resides in a proclib, issue the following MVS system
console command to start it up: (DSR - PROCLIB?)
MQT1 START QMGR PARM(MQT1ZPRM)
Normal shutdown:
MQT1 STOP QMGR
Cancel:
MQT1 STOP QMGR MODE(FORCE)ccc  
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• Sample Job Used to Create MQT1 with WRKLD 03 on Broadcom Systems (DSR - "CA"?  Guess we need to
decide.  Perhaps "Broadcom QA"?  Be consistent with what follows as well.)

The following sample represents the executed JCL to create the MQT1 objects on the Broadcom source LPAR.
In this example, we are using the defined WRKLD03 for use by MQTSF.

//WRKLD03A JOB (acct),'pgmr',NOTIFY=&SYSUID.,CLASS=K

/*JOBPARM S=SRC1

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//* should run on SRC1

//*

//* This sample job defines MQ objects needed for CAMQTS operation

//* in SITE A

//*

//* The settings provided here are:

//* ===============================

//* Site A LPAR system name: SRC1

//* Workload ID: WRKLD03

//*
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//* Local (site A) Queue Manager name: MQT1

//* Remote (site B) Queue Manager name: MQT2

//* Remote listener TCP/IP name: TGT1

//* Remote listener TCP port: 27002

//*

//* Storage class for local queues: DEFAULT

//* Storage class for transmission queue: REMOTE

//*

//*

//* Please, change these settings according to your site A setup

//* and run this job to populate definitions to your queue manager

//*

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//* First of all delete old definitions for this WRKLDID

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//DELETE EXEC PGM=CSQUTIL,PARM='MQT1' Parm (if needed) is QM name

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQANLE

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQAUTH

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COMMAND

/*

//CSQUCMD DD DATA,DLM=$$

STOP CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03')

RESOLVE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03') ACTION(BACKOUT)

DELETE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03' )

STOP CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03')

DELETE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03' )

*

DELETE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.SOD.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.TOD.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

$$

//DEFINE EXEC PGM=CSQUTIL,PARM='MQT1' Parm (if needed) is QM name

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQANLE

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQAUTH

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COMMAND

/*

//CSQUCMD DD DATA,DLM=$$

*****************************************************************

CHANNEL AND XMIT Q. DEFINITIONS FOR REGION A

*****************************************************************

*

XMIT Q to REGION B

*
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DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Transmission queue for WRKLD03' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 7 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( FIFO ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +

BOQNAME( ' ' ) +

STGCLASS( 'REMOTE' ) +

USAGE( XMITQ ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +

QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

TRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( FIRST ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( 'SYSTEM.CHANNEL.INITQ' )

*

Out cHannel A (HA)

*

DEFINE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

CHLTYPE( SDR ) +

Sender channel attributes

DESCR( 'Channel to remote QM.' ) +

TRPTYPE( TCP ) +

LOCLADDR( ' ' ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' ) +

MCAUSER( ' ' ) +

BATCHSZ( 50 ) +
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DISCINT( 6000 ) BATCHINT( 0 ) BATCHHB( 0 ) +

SHORTRTY( 10 ) SHORTTMR( 60 ) +

LONGRTY( 999999999 ) LONGTMR( 1200 ) +

SCYEXIT( ' ' ) SCYDATA( ' ' ) +

MSGEXIT( ' ' ) MSGDATA( ' ' ) +

SENDEXIT( ' ' ) SENDDATA( ' ' ) +

RCVEXIT( ' ' ) RCVDATA( ' ' ) +

SEQWRAP( 999999999 ) +

CONVERT( NO ) +

NPMSPEED( FAST ) HBINT( 300 ) KAINT( AUTO ) +

COMPHDR( NONE ) COMPMSG( NONE ) +

MONCHL( QMGR ) +

SSLCIPH( ' ' ) +

SSLPEER( ' ' ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

Do NOT use Dead Letter Queue

USEDLQ(NO) +

Connection name attribute

CONNAME( 'USILCA11(27002)')

*

*

In cHannel B (HB)

*

DEFINE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

CHLTYPE( RCVR ) +

Receiver channel attributes

DESCR( 'Receiving part of channel.' ) +

TRPTYPE( TCP ) +

BATCHSZ( 50 ) +

SCYEXIT( ' ' ) SCYDATA( ' ' ) +

MSGEXIT( ' ' ) MSGDATA( ' ' ) +

SENDEXIT( ' ' ) SENDDATA( ' ' ) +

RCVEXIT( ' ' ) RCVDATA( ' ' ) +

MREXIT( ' ' ) MRDATA( ' ' ) +

MRRTY( 10 ) MRTMR( 1000 ) +

MCAUSER( ' ' ) +

PUTAUT( DEF ) +

SEQWRAP( 999999999 ) +

NPMSPEED( FAST ) HBINT( 300 ) KAINT( AUTO ) +

COMPHDR( NONE ) COMPMSG( NONE ) +

MONCHL( QMGR ) +

SSLCIPH( ' ' ) +

SSLPEER( ' ' ) +

SSLCAUTH( REQUIRED ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

Do NOT use Dead Letter Queue

USEDLQ(NO)

*

Source queue definitions

*

*****************************************************************

SOURCE DEFINITIONS FOR REGION A
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*****************************************************************

******

DATA IN QUEUE

******

DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Target DATA queue.' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 5 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( PRIORITY ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +

BOQNAME( ' ' ) +

STGCLASS( 'DEFAULT' ) +

USAGE( NORMAL ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +

QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

NOTRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( NONE ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( ' ' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( ' ' )

******

DATA OUT QUEUE

******

DEFINE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.SOD.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Queue for sending DATA to remote target MQT2' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +
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DEFPRTY( 9 ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Remote queue attributes

RNAME( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' ) +

RQMNAME( MQT2 ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

*

TARGET DEFINITIONS FOR REGION A

*

******

DATA OUT QUEUE

******

DEFINE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.TOD.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Queue for sending DATA to remote target MQT2' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

DEFPRTY( 9 ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Remote queue attributes

RNAME( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' ) +

RQMNAME( MQT2 ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

******

DATA IN QUEUE

******

DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Target DATA queue.' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 5 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( PRIORITY ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +

BOQNAME( ' ' ) +

STGCLASS( 'DEFAULT' ) +

USAGE( NORMAL ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +
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QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

NOTRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( NONE ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( ' ' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( ' ' )

$$ 

• Sample Job Used to Create MQT2 with WRKLD 03 on Broadcom Systems

The following sample represents the executed JCL to create the MQT2 objects on the Broadcom target LPAR.

For this example, we are using the defined WRKLD03 for use by MQTS.

//WRKLD03B JOB (acct),'pgmr',NOTIFY=&SYSUID.,CLASS=K

/*JOBPARM S=TGT1

//*---------------------------------------------------------------

//* should run on TGT1

//* This sample job defines MQ objects needed for CAMQTS operation

//* in SITE B

//*

//* The settings provided here are:

//* ===============================

//* Site B LPAR system name: TGT1

//* Workload ID: WRKLD03

//*

//* Local (site B) Queue Manager name: MQT2

//* Remote (site A) Queue Manager name: MQT1

//* Remote listener TCP/IP name: SRC1

//* Remote listener TCP port: 27001

//*

//* Storage class for local queues: DEFAULT

//* Storage class for transmission queue: REMOTE

//*

//*

//* Please, change these settings according to your site A setup

//* and run this job to populate definitions to your queue manager

//*

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//* First of all delete old definitions for this WRKLDID

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//DELETE EXEC PGM=CSQUTIL,PARM='MQT2' Parm (if needed) is QM name

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQANLE

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQAUTH

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COMMAND
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/*

//CSQUCMD DD DATA,DLM=$$

STOP CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03')

DELETE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03' )

STOP CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03')

RESOLVE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03') ACTION(BACKOUT)

DELETE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03' )

*

DELETE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.SOD.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.TOD.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' )

CLEAR QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

DELETE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

$$

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//* Now define objects for this WRKLDID

//*----------------------------------------------------------------

//DEFINE EXEC PGM=CSQUTIL,PARM='MQT2' Parm (if needed) is QM name

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQANLE

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=MVSSYS.WASMQ.V7R1M0.GA.RSU1203.SCSQAUTH

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

COMMAND

/*

//CSQUCMD DD DATA,DLM=$$

*****************************************************************

CHANNEL AND XMIT Q. DEFINITIONS FOR REGION B

*****************************************************************

*

XMIT Q to REGION A

*

DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Transmission queue for WRKLD03' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 7 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( FIFO ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +

BOQNAME( ' ' ) +
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STGCLASS( 'REMOTE' ) +

USAGE( XMITQ ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +

QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

TRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( FIRST ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( 'SYSTEM.CHANNEL.INITQ' )

*

Out cHannel B (HB)

*

DEFINE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HB.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

CHLTYPE( SDR ) +

Sender channel attributes

DESCR( 'Channel to remote QM.' ) +

TRPTYPE( TCP ) +

LOCLADDR( ' ' ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' ) +

MCAUSER( ' ' ) +

BATCHSZ( 50 ) +

DISCINT( 6000 ) BATCHINT( 0 ) BATCHHB( 0 ) +

SHORTRTY( 10 ) SHORTTMR( 60 ) +

LONGRTY( 999999999 ) LONGTMR( 1200 ) +

SCYEXIT( ' ' ) SCYDATA( ' ' ) +

MSGEXIT( ' ' ) MSGDATA( ' ' ) +

SENDEXIT( ' ' ) SENDDATA( ' ' ) +

RCVEXIT( ' ' ) RCVDATA( ' ' ) +

SEQWRAP( 999999999 ) +

CONVERT( NO ) +

NPMSPEED( FAST ) HBINT( 300 ) KAINT( AUTO ) +

COMPHDR( NONE ) COMPMSG( NONE ) +

MONCHL( QMGR ) +

SSLCIPH( ' ' ) +

SSLPEER( ' ' ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

Do NOT use Dead Letter Queue

USEDLQ(NO) +

Connection name attribute

CONNAME( 'USILCA31(27001)')
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*

*

In cHannel A (HA)

*

DEFINE CHANNEL( 'CAMQTS.HA.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

CHLTYPE( RCVR ) +

Receiver channel attributes

DESCR( 'Receiving part of channel.' ) +

TRPTYPE( TCP ) +

BATCHSZ( 50 ) +

SCYEXIT( ' ' ) SCYDATA( ' ' ) +

MSGEXIT( ' ' ) MSGDATA( ' ' ) +

SENDEXIT( ' ' ) SENDDATA( ' ' ) +

RCVEXIT( ' ' ) RCVDATA( ' ' ) +

MREXIT( ' ' ) MRDATA( ' ' ) +

MRRTY( 10 ) MRTMR( 1000 ) +

MCAUSER( ' ' ) +

PUTAUT( DEF ) +

SEQWRAP( 999999999 ) +

NPMSPEED( FAST ) HBINT( 300 ) KAINT( AUTO ) +

COMPHDR( NONE ) COMPMSG( NONE ) +

MONCHL( QMGR ) +

SSLCIPH( ' ' ) +

SSLPEER( ' ' ) +

SSLCAUTH( REQUIRED ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

Do NOT use Dead Letter Queue

USEDLQ(NO)

*****************************************************************

SOURCE DEFINITIONS FOR REGION B

*****************************************************************

******

DATA IN QUEUE

******

DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Target DATA queue.' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 5 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( PRIORITY ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +
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BOQNAME( ' ' ) +

STGCLASS( 'DEFAULT' ) +

USAGE( NORMAL ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +

QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

NOTRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( NONE ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( ' ' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( ' ' )

******

DATA OUT QUEUE

******

DEFINE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.SOD.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Queue for sending DATA to remote target MQT1' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPSIST( YES ) +

DEFPRTY( 9 ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Remote queue attributes

RNAME( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' ) +

RQMNAME( MQT1 ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

*****************************************************************

TARGET DEFINITIONS FOR REGION B

*****************************************************************

******

DATA OUT QUEUE

******

DEFINE QREMOTE( 'CAMQTS.TOD.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Source to target COMM queue' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

DEFPRTY( 9 ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Remote queue attributes

RNAME( 'CAMQTS.SID.WRKLD03' ) +
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RQMNAME( MQT1 ) +

XMITQ( 'CAMQTS.XQ.WRKLD03' )

******

DATA IN QUEUE

******

DEFINE QLOCAL( 'CAMQTS.TID.WRKLD03' ) +

QSGDISP( QMGR ) +

Common queue attributes

DESCR( 'Target DATA queue.' ) +

PUT( ENABLED ) +

DEFPRTY( 5 ) +

DEFPSIST( NO ) +

CLUSTER( ' ' ) CLUSNL( ' ' ) +

Local queue attributes

GET( ENABLED ) +

NOSHARE +

DEFSOPT( EXCL ) +

MSGDLVSQ( PRIORITY ) +

RETINTVL( 999999999 ) +

MAXDEPTH( 100 ) +

MAXMSGL( 4194304 ) +

NOHARDENBO +

BOTHRESH( 0 ) +

BOQNAME( ' ' ) +

STGCLASS( 'DEFAULT' ) +

USAGE( NORMAL ) +

INDXTYPE( NONE ) +

CFSTRUCT( ' ' ) +

MONQ( QMGR ) ACCTQ( QMGR ) +

Event control attributes

QDPMAXEV( ENABLED ) +

QDPHIEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHHI( 80 ) +

QDPLOEV( DISABLED ) +

QDEPTHLO( 40 ) +

QSVCIEV( NONE ) +

QSVCINT( 999999999 ) +

Trigger attributes

NOTRIGGER +

TRIGTYPE( NONE ) +

TRIGMPRI( 0 ) +

TRIGDPTH( 1 ) +

TRIGDATA( ' ' ) +

PROCESS( ' ' ) +

INITQ( ' ' )

$$ 

 Next: Datacom Source MUF
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Datacom Source MUF
The source or active MUF is the true copy of the data. All data row changes must occur in the source MUF. From there,
the changes are collected and forwarded to the query or target MUF. The following information explains how to set up a
one-directional source to target replication. 

Logging and Recovery
The Active-Query data replication requires that the source MUF have logging and recovery fully enabled and in place
before starting the replication process.

This section describes how to:

• Enable MUF Logging and Recovery (Source)
• Using the Log File (LXX)
• Sizing the Log File (LXX)
• Tables Selected for Active Query Replication
• DBUTLTY Processing for Single-Use Mode
• Re-synchronize Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication

Enabling MUF Logging and Recovery (Source)

The source MUF must have logging and recovery enabled. Start the MUF with the LOGRCV=NO (inactive recovery)
setting or with the LOGRCV=YES (active recovery) setting.  

Using LOGRCV=NEVER (no recovery) to start a MUF allows the active log file (LXX) to wrap upon itself even if the
changes in the log file have not been captured and replicated to the target. This is not permitted because the change
capture and replication processes fail.

 Next: Use of the Log File (LXX)

Use of the Log File (LXX)

The LXX data set holds the active recovery information. This information is used to warm start a MUF after a failure where
all data tables are returned to the last stable state (commit point). The LXX information is used if transactions fail and the
MUF is requested to back out (remove) the changes made by the failed transactions. For example, if the data tables are
damaged, the tables must be restored and recovered forward to the last stable state.

 Next: Sizing the Log File (LXX)

Sizing the Log File (LXX)

The LXX data set holds the active recovery information that is the basis of the change capture used to generate the
Active-Query replication.

This page contains the following topics:

First Staging Area for Data Changes

Changes are stored in the staging area while they wait to be processed by the Active-Query replication process. LXX is
the first staging area used to save data table change information.   
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The LXX should be large enough to hold a significant amount of table change data. Remember that the LXX must hold
changes for all tables being updated and logged in the source MUF. Having a large LXX data set enables the system to
continue functioning without concern when there is a delay or stoppage in the change replication process.

What happens if the LXX is not large enough?

If the LXX is too small or the change replication process stays inactive too long, table changes on the LXX will eventually
age. They are then moved off the active log (LXX) and stored on the inactive log or recovery file known as the RXX.   

When data changes that have not been processed by the change replication process are spilled from the active log (LXX)
to the inactive log (RXX) they are no longer directly available to change replication process. This is called a change GAP
and the Active-Query replication process must be suspended.

Manual Process to Correct a GAP

There is a required manual process to correct the GAP. The DBUTLTY GAPFIX function processes the RXX files and
pushes the data table changes from the RXX (inactive log).

Make the LXX as Large as Needed to Provide a Reasonable Amount of Catch Up Time

Having an LXX file large enough to keep data changes for a significant period of time provides a larger staging area.
Additionally, the Active-Query replication process has extra time to catch up in the event of an unplanned slowdown or
stoppage in the change replication process.

 

 Next: Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication

Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication

Each table that is selected for the Active-Query replication must conform to a set of requirements to be successfully
processed. These standards are in place at most sites for production tables.

This page contains the following topics:
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Tables selected for Active-Query Replication must be fully protected by Logging and Recovery

Specify each table selected for the Active-Query replication with active logging and recovery.
During the Active-Query replication if you turn off the active logging and recovery facilities through a control function such
as CXXMAINT, the table must be dropped from the Active-Query process.

NOTE

Datacom stops any attempt to change the logging and recovery setting while the MUF has the table open for
processing. This activity is permitted if you close the table in MUF.

Single-User Mode processing must not be used to change data tables

After enabling the Active-Query processing, maintain the source tables (add, delete, update) through the MUF.   

Single-User Mode outside the MUF is not permitted. These tasks run outside the MUF, and their changes are not captured
or processed through the Active-Query replication.   

During the Active-Query replication, if you run a Single-User Mode update task, the table must be dropped from the
Active-Query process.

NOTE

Datacom stops any attempt to open a table for Single-User Mode while the MUF has the table open for
processing. However, this activity is permitted if you close the table in MUF.

 Next: DBUTLTY Processing for Single-User Mode

DBUTLTY Processing for Single-User Mode

The most common form of Single-User Mode processing is the Datacom DBUTLTY utility program. The many executable
functions provide a wide variety of utility functions used to maintain and manage the Datacom databases and the data
tables.

WARNING

 Important! Exercise care when using DBUTLTY against a database, area, or data table that is part of the Active-
Query replication process.

This page contains the following topics:

DBUTLTY Single-User Mode processing must not be used to change data tables

Once the Active-Query processing has been enabled, maintain (add, delete, update) the source tables only through the
MUF.   

Selected DBUTLTY functions run Single-User Mode (outside the MUF) and change the data table content. These utilities
are not permitted. Any DBUTLTY utility that changes the content of a data table without logging the change through the
MUF is not permitted. For example:

• LOAD
• MASSADD with MULTUSE=NO
• REPLACE

During the Active-Query replication, if you run a DBUTLTY update task outside of the MUF, the table must be dropped
from the Active-Query process. 
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NOTE

Datacom stops any attempt to open a table for Single-User Mode update while the MUF has the table open for
processing. This activity is permitted if you close the table in MUF.

DBUTLTY Multi-User processing may be used to change data tables

Certain DBUTLTY functions run in Multi-User mode (inside the MUF) and log their activities. These are permitted. These
functions are subject to logging and can occur while the active-target replication is active. For example:

• MASSADD with MULTUSE=YES
• OLREORG (online REORG)  
• DEFRAG (index defragmentation)
• CONFIRM (constraint validation)
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX

While these DBUTLTY functions are supported, we do not recommend using these functions on a regular basis while
active-target replication is active. If these activities are needed, plan ahead for the process. A significant amount of
change activity might be generated, which is logged and processed through the Active-Query replication. 

DBUTLTY Single-User processing can be used to create backups

Certain DBUTLTY functions read the data tables in Single-User Mode (outside the MUF) and create data backups. These
processes allow the data tables to be open in MUF and processing while the data backups are created. For example:

• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL
• EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL

Other DBUTLTY Single-User processing must be used with caution (No changes to data tables)

A number of other DBUTLTY functions can be performed against the data tables and the database and areas that hold
the tables. Provided that these utility functions do not change the data table content, they are permitted in an Active-Query
replication environment.   

Most of these functions require the tables to be closed to MUF during the utility process. While the tables are closed
to MUF, there is no built-in protection that stops a utility task from changing the data content. The responsibility for
maintaining data content consistency is on the user running the utility functions. For example:

• BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE
• EXTRACT SEQ=NATIVE
• RETIX (to rebuild index)

Offline data reorganization processes are permitted if there are no data table changes included in the process. For
example:

• CLOSE (to MUF), BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE, INIT index, LOAD backup
• CLOSE (to MUF), REORG (parallel reorg)

During the Active-Query replication, if you run a DBUTLTY function that changes the data content of the tables, the Active-
Query replication must be stopped and the data tables re-synchronized. 

 Next: Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication must be Re-synchronized

Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication must be Re-synchronized

Each table selected for the Active-Query replication is completely dependent on all data row changes being funneled
through the MUF and its logging facility.   
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If any Single-User Mode task (DBUTLTY or other) changes data row content in the source table without utilizing the MUF
logging facility, the source and target tables must be taken out of the Active-Query replication process. Re-synchronize
before continuing the process.

 Next: Datacom Target MUF

Datacom Target MUF
The target or query MUF is the read-only copy of the data. All data row changes must occur in the source MUF and be
transported and applied in the target MUF.

WARNING

Important! No data row changes are permitted to originate in the target MUF.

We are setting up a one-directional source to target replication that does not collide in any way, since no data row
changes may originate on the target MUF.

This section describes how to:

• Enable MUF Logging and Recovery (Target)
• Use of the Log File (LXX) for the Active-Query Target MUF
• Size the Log File (LXX) for Active-Query Replication
• Select Target Tables for Active-Query Replication
• DBUTLTY Processing

Enabling MUF Logging and Recovery (Target)
The target MUF must have logging and recovery enabled and in place before starting the replication process. The MUF
must be started with the LOGRCV=NO (inactive recovery) setting or with the LOGRCV=YES (active recovery) setting.

A MUF started with LOGRCV=NEVER (no recovery) allows the active log file (LXX) to wrap upon itself. If replicated
changes being applied to the target MUF represent a large set of updates and the log file is allowed to wrap, a subsequent
failure might not be able to roll back to a stable point. This causes a restart of the replication process to fail.

 Next: Use of the Log File (LXX) for the Active-Query Target MUF

Use of the Log File (LXX) for the Active-Query Target MUF
The LXX data set holds the active recovery information. This information is used to warm start a MUF after a failure where
all data tables are returned to the last stable state (commit point). The LXX information is used if transactions fail and the
MUF is requested to back out (remove) the changes made by the failed transactions. For example, the tables must be
restored and recovered forward to the last stable state if the data tables are damaged.

For the Active-Query target MUF, the LXX should only have changes being applied from the replication process. This
process involves certain periods where maintenance transactions are applied and then committed.

During the maintenance process, if a transaction is received and begins to be applied on the target side but the apply
process fails, the MUF needs to back out the uncommitted change. This allows the apply process to restart from a stable
point.

Similarly, if the target MUF, local MQ queue, or even the LPAR failed during the apply process, the log records for the
uncommitted changes are needed to successfully restart the process.

 Next: Sizing the Log File (LXX) for Active-Query Replication
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Sizing the Log File (LXX) for Active-Query Replication
The LXX data set holds the active recovery information which is the basis of the change capture that is used to generate
the Active-Query replication. The LXX must be large enough to hold:

The largest set of changes that could be sent with the replication process
In most cases, this is probably generated from a batch job that updates a large number of rows (on the source
side) without committing.

A significant number of table changes
Because LOGRCV=NO or YES is required, having a large target MUF LXX enables the large transactions to
complete without having a forced SPILL or forced checkpoint. Either one of these actions could negatively affect
any restart actions if any part of the target apply process fails.

What happens if the LXX is not large enough?

If the LXX is too small and the apply process at the target side fills the LXX without a commit, the active changes are
spilled off to the RXX data set. If this spill occurs, any failure on the target side before active transactions complete
(commit) requires taking the affected tables out of the Active-Query replication process. They would then need to be re-
synchronized from the source tables. 

 Next: Target Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication

Target Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication
Each target table that is selected for the Active-Query replication must conform to a set of requirements to be successfully
processed. These standards are in place at most sites for production tables.

Target tables selected for Active-Query replication must be fully protected by logging and recovery

Each table selected for the Active-Query replication must be specified with active logging and recovery at the target site.

User processing running at target site must not be used to change Data Tables

Only the Active-Query replication processing at the target MUF should be enabled to update the target tables.
User tasks that change the target data tables are not permitted. Any task that updates a target data row causes a data
change collision. Therefore, the replicated changes from the source MUF fail.   

During the Active-Query replication, if you run an update task on the target MUF, the table must be dropped from the
Active-Query process and re-synchronized.

 Next: DBUTLTY Processing

DBUTLTY Processing
The most common form of Single-User Mode processing is the Datacom DBUTLTY utility program which has many
executable functions. These functions provide a wide variety of utility functions used to maintain and manage the Datacom
databases and the data tables.

WARNING

 Important! Be careful when using DBUTLTY against a database, area, or data table that is part of the Active-
Query replication process.

This page contains the following topics:
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DBUTLTY Single-User processing must not be used to change target data tables

After the Active-Query processing is enabled, maintain the target tables (add, delete, update) only through the changes
from the Active-Query replication.
Selected DBUTLTY functions that change the data table content are not permitted. Any DBUTLTY utility that changes the
content of a data table is not permitted. For example:

• LOAD
• MASSADD
• REPLACE

During the Active-Query replication, if you run a DBUTLTY update task on the target table, the table must be dropped from
the Active-Query process.

NOTE

Datacom stops any attempt to open a table for Single-User Mode while the MUF has the table open for
processing (Active-Query replication). This activity is permitted if you close the table in MUF.

Access Target Data tables with DBUTLTY Multi-User processing

Certain DBUTLTY functions that run in Multi-User mode (inside the MUF) and do not change the logical content of the
data tables are permitted. These functions are subject to logging and can occur while the active-target replication is active.
For example:

• OLREORG (online REORG)
• DEFRAG (index defragmentation)
• CONFIRM (constraint validation)
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX

While these DBUTLTY functions are supported, we do not recommend using these functions on a regular basis. If these
activities are needed, plan ahead for the process understanding that there may be a significant amount of change activity
generated that can conflict with the Active-Query replication.

Create backups with DBUTLTY Single-User processing

Certain DBUTLTY functions read the data tables in Single-User Mode (outside the MUF) and create data backups.
These processes allow the target data tables to be open in MUF and processing while the data backups are created. For
example:

• BACKUP SEQ=PHSICAL
• EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL

Other DBUTLTY Single-User processing

Numerous DBUTLTY functions can be performed against the target data tables and the database and areas that hold
the tables. Provided these utility functions do not change the data table content, they are permitted in an Active-Query
replication environment. Use this type of processing with caution.

However, most of these functions require the tables to be closed to MUF during the utility process. While the tables are
closed to MUF, there is no built-in protection to stop a utility task from changing the data content. The responsibility for
maintaining data content consistency is on the user running the utility functions. For example:

• • • BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE
• EXTRACT SEQ=NATIVE
• RETIX (to rebuild index)
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Offline data reorganization processes are permitted as long as there are no data table changes included in the process.
For example:

• • • CLOSE (to MUF), BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE, INIT index, LOAD backup
• CLOSE (to MUF), REORG (parallel reorg)

WARNING

 Important! During the Active-Query replication, if you run a DBUTLTY function that changes the target
data content of the tables, the Active-Query replication must be stopped. The data tables must then be re-
synchronized.

 Next: Target Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication must be Re-synchronized

Target Tables Selected for Active-Query Replication must be Re-synchronized
Each table selected for the Active-Query replication is completely dependent on all data row changes being funneled
through the target MUF and its logging facility.  

If any task (DBUTLTY or other) changes data row content in the target table, the source and target tables must be taken
out of the Active-Query replication process and re-synchronized before continuing the process.

 Next:  Synchronization of Source and Target Tables

Synchronization of Source and Target Tables
The target or query MUF data tables must be a logical copy of the data tables in the source MUF. The process that is used
to synchronize the target with the source table must be able to create a target table that has all the same rows as the
source. Therefore, both the source and target table must contain a complete matching set of rows.  

After capturing the source data row content to transfer to the target environment, the CDC process must log and capture
any future source row changes. The Remote Replication application forwards these changes to the target. 

This page contains the following topics:  

  

Creating the Synchronized Backup with DBUTLTY

A DBUTLTY BACKUP or EXTRACT process with SEQ=NATIVE is the easiest way to create a source backup to load
the target system. The SEQ=NATIVE backup requires that the source database be closed to other processing (including
MUF) and therefore represents a stable backup of the source data.

Creating the Synchronized Backup with DASD Backup Utilities

Non-Datacom DASD backup utilities can be used to capture a backup of the source data sets (IXX and Data areas). To
use this backup to create a synchronized target environment, take it when the database is closed to all other processing
(including the MUF).  

You can also use the MUF QUIESCE TRANSACTION option. It ensures the source table is at a stable transaction state
before the source backup is created.  

WARNING

 Important! Avoid using MUF QUIESCE REQUEST before the backup, because it does not create a guaranteed
stable transaction source backup.
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Synchronizing the CDC Process with the Source Backup

Start the change capture process immediately after the creation of the source backup. This process needs to be ready to
capture any changes made to the source tables, so they can be replicated to the target tables.

The actual replication of the changes to the target can be delayed as needed. However, the source change data capture
needs to coincide with the source table activity immediately after the backup completes.

Target Database Structure should match the Source Database Structure

Datacom tables represent logical data rows that are stored in physical data areas that are organized into databases.

We recommend that the database structure be consistent between the source and target environment. Having matching
database structures allows the use of both the various DBUTLTY backup options and the DASD backup utilities.

DASD physical backup requires that the database structures be the same. By default, the DASD backups have the same
data set formats as the source.

Target Database Structure could have some minor variations from Source Database Structure

DBUTLTY Database (DBID) backups and area backups require database structures and area structures to be the same.
However, the data set allocations could be different from the source provided they are large enough to hold the source
data and any ensuing data row updates. DBUTLTY Database or Area backups can be used to restore a subset of tables
when there are certain source tables that are not in the target. 

Target Database Structures with significant structure differences

For sites using a DBUTLTY Table EXTRACT process, there could be significant difference between the source and target
database structures as long at the logical table definition is the same. This includes:

• Row layout (layout of columns)
• Master key definition (layout of columns)

The change data capture replication is based on the data rows' content. As such, target tables could have different data
area structures and non-master key definitions.  

Any difference in the database structure would limit the environment of the customer in sharing application code between
the source and target. It would also preclude the Query site being used as a source system if the Active-Query replication
is reversed for some reason. 

 Next: Implementing Datacom Change Data Capture CDC on Source MUF

Implementing Datacom Change Data Capture CDC on Source MUF
The source or active MUF uses the Datacom Change Data Capture facility to capture all changes made to data rows in
the source tables. These changes are captured by monitoring the source MUF's LXX (log file).

Once the captured changes are committed on the source MUF, they become available to user processes. This user
listener process can be used to pass the changes onto the target MUF for processing. 

The LXX and CDC become the source for the changes being sent to the target MUF in the one-directional Active-Query
data replication. 

Change Data Capture and Active-Query Data Replication
The Active-Query data replication requires that the source MUF have the Change Data Capture (CDC) facility active and
enabled. 
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CDC is the mechanism required to capture the committed data changes. The replication's sender application forwards the
committed data changes to the replication receiver application of the target MUF.

Enabling CDC in Local Mode

For this implementation of Active-Query, the CDC local mode is required. In this mode, CDC runs as a sub-task in the
MUF address space.  

CDC is started by including a series of MUF startup options in the source MUF. These options determine the CDC
processing mode, what data tables are captured, and where the captured changes are stored.

 Next: Multiple Change Capture Repositories

Multiple Change Capture Repositories

Learn about Datacom support for multiple Change Data Capture (CDC) repositories. Learn about Active-Query mode
requirements and Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup options for CDC.

Beginning with Version 14.01, the CDC facility allows up to nine data capture repositories, as follows:

• Each repository is a separate CDC database.
• Each captured data table can have its changes sent to one or more of the data capture repositories.
• Each data capture repository requires its own listener process.

For this implementation of Active-Query

• Datacom requires a single change capture repository. This repository holds all changes for the tables that are involved
in the source to target replication process.

• The CDC local mode is required. In this mode, CDC runs as a sub-task in the MUF address space.

CDC is started by including a series of MUF start-up options in the source MUF. These options

• Determine the CDC processing mode
• What data tables are captured
• Where the captured changes are stored

Next: Sample MUF CDC Startup Options - Single Change Capture Repository

Sample MUF CDC Startup Options - Single Change Capture Repository

The following example displays the MUF startup options to enable local CDC within the source MUF. Each of these
startup options is defined in the Modify MUF Startup Options and Console Commandslocated under the Datacom/DB
Database and System Administration section.

CDC   YES,16M     CDCLOCAL MODE 16M WORK BUFFER  

        CDC_BASE  YES,1022   CAPTURE CHANGES FOR BASE 1022 

        CDC_TABLE YES,REO1023   CAPTURE CHANGES FOR REO 1023 

        CDCL  *,A       SOURCE=TARGET FORMAT A 

        CDCL_DBID *,2009    SOURCE=TARGET DBID 2009  

        CDCL_DS ,C1,       SOURCE=TARGET LXX DD IS LXXC1  

        CDCL_OPEN *        SOURCE=TARGET  

        CDCL_POLL *,1      SOURCE=TARGET WAIT IGNORED 

        CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC 10 SETS 10 SECOND DELAY FOR REDKG ON TSN2009  

        CDCM_CLOSE YES     KEEP CDCM CLOSED FOR NOW   

        CDCM_CNTTB YES     USE CNTTB FOR ROW COUNTS  
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        CDCM_DBID 2009     DBID 2009   

        CDCM_ID A       FORMAT A   

        CDCM_POLL 60      POLL EVERY MINUTE   

        CDCM_SIDNAME *      SOURCE=TARGET   

        CDCM_WARN 300       WARNING MESSAGE AT 5 MINUTES BEHIND

Next: Selecting Data Tables for Change Capture Processing

Selecting Data Tables for Change Capture Processing

The CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE startup options provide a simple means to select or ignore data tables for change
capture processing. Any database that is not explicitly mentioned in a CDC_BASE startup option is considered ignored for
CDC processing.

This page contains the following topics:

CDC_BASE YES,1022

CDC_BASE is used to select (YES) or ignore (NO) a given database for change capture. In this example, we are
instructing CDC to capture changes for all data tables that are found in database 1022.

CDC_TABLE YES,REO1023

CDC_TABLE is used to select (YES) or ignore (NO) a given table (in a database) for change capture. In this example, we
are instructing CDC to capture changes for data table REO found in database 1023.  

After MUF startup, you can use the CDC_TABLE command to override the table processing for a selected table in a given
database.  

 Example  

If database 001 is selected for CDC processing (CDC_BASE YES,001), you could suppress data collection on the PAY
table within database 001 by also stating (CDC_TABLE NO,PAY001).

Recommended Specs

You can specify a combination of database selections with table ignores. However, having a straightforward list of tables
to select for processing may be easier to understand and document.

 Next: Changing Specifications while the MUF is Active

Changing Specifications while the MUF is Active

An external event might require removing a table from the Active-Query replication process. When this occurs, you can
change the table change capture specification to ignore (NO) by issuing a console command to the MUF.   

Once the event has been corrected and the source and target tables are re-synchronized, you can re-change the CDC
selection back to YES to change capture the table.

 Note: Excluding a Job from Change Capture Processing

Excluding a Job from Change Capture Processing

The CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME jjjjjjjj MUF startup option provides a simple means to ignore data table changes from a
preselected job name.   
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This functionality allows you to suppress changes that may have been replicated in from a source system. For example a
site:

Would like all changes from MUFA (active instance) to be replicated to MUFB (query instance) using
DBCDSPR/MQTS/MQ/MQTS/DBCDRPR.

As far as MUFB is concerned, all these changes are originating from the job DBCDRPR.
Wanted to have a reverse CDC process set-up and ready to process changes from MUFB (as active
instance) to MUFA (as the query instance).

CDC could be set up on MUFB using a set of jobs to move changes from MUFB to MUFA.

In this case, we could use the exclude job name parameter. This parameter prevents changes being fed from MUFA to
MUFB from accidentally being routed back to MUFA using the reverse CDC process.  

Avoid having two active CDC processes (one MUFA to MUFB and one MUFB to MUFA). Having two CDC processes is
complex and should not be attempted without significant planning and oversight.

 Note: Selecting the Database to House the Captured Data Table Changes

Selecting the Database to House the Captured Data Table Changes

The CDC_DBID parameter selects the Datacom database that holds the captured table changes. This DBID is the CDC
database or the change data capture repository. When CDC encounters a change to a data table that has been selected,
it populates information into the CDC database representing the captured change.

This page contains the following topics:

CDC_DBID 2009 (CA_CDC_BASE)

The definition of database 2009 is provided as part of the default CXX implementation. For more information about the full
database definition, see the CA_CDC_BASE topic in Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

We recommend that you implement the CDC data collection using this default database definition of DBID 2009. If there is
a conflict with an existing database, you can update the Datadictionary definition and re-catalog the database definition to
the CXX using an alternate DBID for the CDC database.

If the DBID is changed, the CDC_DBID parameter and the remote replication sender application (DBCDSPR) control
statements must be changed to use the alternate DBID.

Change Capture Data Areas

The CDC database used to store collected changes has one index area (IXX) and two data areas (AR1 and AR2). 

Data area AR1 (CA_CDC_AREA1)
The first data area (AR1) houses the CDC control table (CTL). This table keeps track of the current CDC
processing location, and so on. There is no user accessible information in this table. The area and table only
require a minimal amount of space – 2 tracks.

Data area AR2 (CA_CDC_AREA2)
The second data area (AR2) houses the transaction sequence number table (TSN) and the maintenance table
(MNT). These two tables house the changes captured by the CDC processing.
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Change Capture tables

CTL (CA_CDC_CTL)

This table contains the CDC control record and is not normally accessed by a user listener task or the remote replication
sender application, DBCDSPR. It should never be updated, added, or deleted by any user task.

Use the Datadictionary report utility to produce a column report for the table. 

Example of a sample COBOL copybook

02 CA-CDC-CTL. 

        03 CONTROL-ID   PICTURE X(1). 

        03 MUF-NAME     PICTURE X(8). 

        03 GAP-FLAG   PICTURE X(1). 

        03 LRID-CURR  PICTURE X(4). 

        03 STAMP-CURR   PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STCK-CURR  PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STAMP-CDC   PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STCK-CDC  PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STAMP-UP   PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STCK-UP   PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STAMP-IA   PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT.

        03 STCK-IA  PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STAMP-INIT  PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STCK-INIT PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STAMP-RESET  PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STCK-RESET PICTURE X(10). 

TSN (CA_CDC_TSN)

This table contains the TSN header rows. 

There is one row in the TSN table for each committed transaction or logical unit of work (LUW) that generated a captured
change. The TSN row is only written to the TSN table when the transaction that generated the captured change issues a
COMMIT, This action signals that all the work done by the transaction is now committed. Transactions that go to normal
end of job automatically generate an inferred COMMIT when they close processing in the database. 

When a user listener task or the remote replication sender application (DBCDSPR) is processing the CDC database for
captured changes, it starts by reading the TSN table looking for a row. When the TSN row appears, that indicates that a
set of updates has been committed and are available to process. 

You can produce a column report for table using the Datadictionary report utility. 

Example of a sample COBOL copybook

02 CA-CDC-TSN. 

        03 CONTROL-ID   PICTURE X(1). 

        03 MUF-NAME     PICTURE X(8). 

        03 STORE-CLOCK-C  PICTURE X(10). 

        03 TSN-DB    PICTURE X(4). 

        03 TIME-STAMP  PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 

        03 STORE-CLOCK-S PICTURE X(10). 

        03 STORE-CLOCK-E PICTURE X(10).

Key columns:

CONTROL-ID 
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Indicates the record format that is being used by CDC. The current version of CDC (r12/V14) only uses the "A" format.
This column provides support for future deliveries that may have additional record formats. 

MUF-NAME

Specifies the unique 8-character MUF NAME assigned at MUF startup. This column provides the ability to detect the
source of the change. 

STORE-CLOCK-C 

Specifies the extended store clock value for the creation time for this TSN. It is used to uniquely identify the TSN row. 

Data columns:

TSN-DB 

Specifies the integer value assigned to the transaction at creation time within the source MUF. The TSN number always
ascends with each new transaction getting the next higher value. Eventually the TSN number reaches maximum value
and recycles back to 1. The same TSN number could exist in two different source MUFs or a very busy source MUF could
have the TSN number cycle in a short period of time. 

TIME-STAMP 

Specifies the SQL timestamp (internal representation) for the beginning of this transaction.

STORE-CLOCK-S

Specifies the extended store clock value for the start time for this TSN. 

STORE-CLOCK-E

Specifies the extended store clock value for the end time for this TSN.

The CONTROL-ID, MUF-NAME, TSN-DB, and STORE-CLOCK-S and STORE-CLOCK-E are used to find all the rows in
the MNT rows associated with this specific TSN row.

MNT (CA_CDC_MNT)

This table contains the MNT detail rows. 

There is one row in the MNT table for every captured change. The row provides information on the transaction that made
the data change as well as the data row before image and the data row after image. 

The MNT rows are added as the changes are logged to the LXX. These MNT rows are not considered "stable" until
the user transaction commits its processing. At that point the TSN is generated and the TSN/MNT pair is now available
for processing. We will discuss the processing of the TSN/MNT rows in the section describing the DBCDSPR listener
program.

When a user listener task or the remote replication sender application is processing the CDC database for captured
changes, it starts by reading the TSN table looking for a row. When the TSN row appears, that indicates that a set of
updates has been committed and are available to process, the user listener or DBCDSPR uses the row values of the TSN
to retrieve all of the associated MNT rows. 

You can produce a column report for table using Datadictionary report utility. 

Example of a COBOL copybook sample 

02 CA-CDC-MNT. 

        03 CONTROL-ID  PICTURE X(1). 

        03 MUF-NAME    PICTURE X(8). 

        03 TSN-DB   PICTURE X(4). 

        03 STORE-CLOCK PICTURE X(10). 

        03 TIME-STAMP  PICTURE X(10) JUSTIFIED RIGHT. 
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        03 DBID    PICTURE 9(4) COMPUTATIONAL. 

        03 TABLE-NAME  PICTURE X(3). 

        03 TABLE-NAME-PARENT 

        PICTURE X(3). 

        03 RECORD-TYPE   PICTURE X(1). 

        03 BEFORE-LTH   PICTURE 9(4) COMPUTATIONAL. 

        03 AFTER-LTH   PICTURE 9(4) COMPUTATIONAL. 

        03 VARIABLE-DATA PICTURE X(4002). 

Key columns:

CONTROL-ID

Indicates the record format that is being used by CDC. The current version of CDC (r12/V14) only uses the "A" format.
This column provides support for future deliveries that may have additional record formats. 

MUF-NAME

Specifies the unique 8-character MUF NAME assigned at MUF startup. This column provides the ability to detect the
source of the change. 

TSN-DB

Specifies the integer value assigned to the transaction at creation time within the source MUF. The TSN number is written
to each of the MNT rows included in this transaction. 

STORE-CLOCK

Specifies the extended store clock value for the creation time for this MNT row. It is used to uniquely identify the MNT
row. 

Data columns:

TIME-STAMP

Specifies the SQL timestamp (internal representation) for the creation of this MNT row. 

DBID

Specifies the four-digit DBID of the database containing the source table affected by this change.

TABLE-NAME

Specifies the three-character internal Datacom table name for the source table affected by this change.

TABLE-NAME-PARENT

Specifies the three-character internal Datacom table name for the parent "source" table affected by this change. The
parent name is only used for tables that are partitioned.

RECORD-TYPE

Indicates the type of change being provided.

• "A" is an add 
• "D" is a delete
• "U" is an update

BEFORE-LTH

Provides the length of the before row image. For adds this value is zero.

AFTER-LTH

Provides the length of the after-row image. For deletes this value is zero.
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VARIABLE-DATA

Specifies the concatenation of the before image of the row with the after image of the row. The before and after row
lengths are used to locate the images in the concatenation.

The default definition of the MNT rows uses a maximum column length of 4002 for VARIABLE-DATA. This provides a
two-byte (binary) length value followed by the data. This default MNT set-up supports source tables with a maximum row
length of 2000 bytes.

Next: Handling Source Tables with Row Lengths Greater than 2,000 Bytes

Handling Source Tables with Row Lengths Greater than 2,000 Bytes

Alter the following if the tables being captured for the active-replication process have row lengths that exceed 2000 bytes:

• Default MNT table definition used by the CDC data capture process
• CDC user listener (sender) program (DBCDSPR)
• MQ user applier (receiver) program (DBCDRPR)

To change the MNT table, make the appropriate changes to the MNT table of the CDC database.   

To expand the size of the largest row to collect, you need to:

• Stop CDC collection and process all rows in the TSN/MNT tables.  
• Close and set the CDC database to ACCESS OFF  
• Use Datadictionary to:

– Change the MNT table (CA_CDC_MNT) column called "VARIABLE_DATA" from VARCHAR 4000 bytes (default
value) to twice the maximum row length.  

– Update the AR2 data area blocksize if needed, The AR2 data area blocksize must be large enough to hold the MNT
maximum row size.  

– Catalog the database definition to the CXX and use DBUTLTY to initialize and null load the database.  
• Update the CDC user listener program to handle the new MNT row size. DBCDSPR dynamically adapts to the new

row size. The CDC-MNT-RECORD and TSNMNT-REC working storage groups must be updated to match the new
VARIABLE_DATA column length.  

• Update the MQ user applier program to handle the new MNT row size. The remote replication receiver application
DBCDRPR dynamically adapts to the new row size. The MSQ-RECORD and MSL-RECORD working storage groups
must be updated to match the new VARIABLE_DATA column length.  

• Additional considerations:
– The MUF must have a data buffer pool large enough to handle the new AR2 block size.
– The master list assembled for use by DBUTLTY must have a data buffer pool large enough to handle the new AR2

block size.
– The log file (LXX) must be large enough to log the ADDIT and DELET of the CDC MNT rows.

 Next: Clearing the TSN and MNT Tables

Clearing the TSN and MNT Tables

Learn about how TSN and MNT table rows are added as Datacom Change Data Capture (CDC) processing captures
changes.

Rows are added to the TSN and MNT tables as changes are captured by the CDC processing,
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• CDC processing does not update the added rows. 
• CDC processing only removes the MNT rows if the user transaction fails and the changes are not committed. In that

case, the TSN row is never written and any MNT rows that are created from the failed transaction are automatically
deleted.

• CDC processing does not remove any committed TSN or MNT rows. A user listener process that processes the
captured changes is responsible for deleting the TSN/MNT rows when the listener process no longer needs them. The
remote replication sender application (user program or DBCDSPR) automatically deletes TSN and MNT records and
commits when the changed data has been sent to MQ.

Next: Sizing the CDC Database (2009)

Sizing the CDC Database (2009)

You can create the CA_CDC_AREA1 data area with a minimal number of tracks since it only houses the CDC control
record.  

The CA_CDC_AREA2 data area which houses the TSN and MNT rows needs to be created with a sufficient size to
provide room to store the change data as it is generated by the CDC process.  

For most shops, allocating a reasonably large data area and then monitoring the percentage in-use may be the simplest
way to gauge the required size. There are several ways to make this determination.  

A more specific way to determine the estimated size for a given timeframe would be to:

• Run an RXX history report to determine the volume of changes to the source tables that are collected 
• TSN table - 1 row for every transaction (LUW) with a selected update

– Calculate Total bytes = # of LUWs*65 bytes
• MNT table - 1 row for every data row change that is captured

– Calculate Total bytes = # of changes* 48 bytes + (row size *2)

Compute data area size as TRACKS = 1.25 x ((Total bytes TSN + Total bytes MNT) / track size). 

Allocate enough tracks to hold all the TSN/MNT bytes with a 25% additional space to cover track/blocksize capacity
considerations.  

NOTE

 The IXX area is calculated at 25 percent (%) of the data area AR2 size.  

The default CDC definition does not specify dynamic extend attributes for the IXX and data areas. We recommend that
you activate the dynamic extend attributes at your site. This must include a reasonable secondary allocation to handle
cases where CDC is generating changes while the user listener or DBCDSPR is stopped for some reason.

Second Staging Area for Data Changes

The CDC database in the second "staging area" is used to save data table change information while they wait to be
processed by the Active-Query replication process.  

The default CDC definition does not specify dynamic extend attributes for the IXX and data areas. We recommend that
you activate the dynamic extend attributes at your site with a reasonable primary and secondary allocation to handle
cases where CDC is generating changes while a user listener or DBCDSPR is stopped for some reason.  

Having a large CDC database enables the system to continue to function when there is a delay or stoppage in the change
replication process.

 Next: CDC Database is not Large Enough
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CDC Database is not Large Enough

What if the CDC database is too small or the change replication process stays inactive too long? Table changes stored
in the CDC database eventually fill the data areas. When this occurs, if there are no available secondary allocations, the
CDC change capture process terminates. Manual processes need to be implemented to re-synchronize the source and
target tables and restart the replication process. 

When data changes that have not been processed by the change replication process are spilled from the active log (LXX)
to the inactive log (RXX), they are no longer directly available to change replication process. When this happens, it is
called a change GAP and the Active-Query replication process must be suspended.

Make the CDC Database as Large as Needed to Provide a Reasonable Amount of Catch Up Time

Having a CDC database large enough to keep captured data changes for a significant time provides a larger staging area
and gives DBCDSPR or an Active-Query user process extra time to catch up in the event of an unplanned slow-down or
stoppage in the change replication process.

Next:  Selecting the Polling Delay for the User Listener Process

Selecting the Polling Delay for the User Listener Process

The CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC startup option selects the timing delay. This delay is used when DBCDSPR or a
user listener program reads the change capture database and finds no committed transactions to process. DBCDSPR or
a user application is suspended within MUF waiting for new TSN data to be available. When a TSN record is available,
it is passed immediately to DBCDSPR or a user listener program. This makes the tentative read for TSN data extremely
efficient.

NOTE

 The startup-option in this section is usually not specified. Therefore, it defaults to the 10 second value as shown
in the example.

 Next: Implementation of DBCDSPR on Source MUF (Local Mode)
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Implementation of DBCDSPR on Source MUF (Local Mode)
The DBCDSPR program is the remote replications sender application. It provides the direct link between the change data
capture database on the source MUF and the IBM WebSphere MQ queue to get the changes replicated on the target
system. 

DBCDSPR Replication Sending Program
Learn about how DBCDSPR uses standard application programming interfaces (APIs) in Datacom. The APIs are used for
packaging and transmitting change data capture (CDC) database information.

DBCDSPR uses standard APIs to:

• Access the CDC database
• Extract the captured changes
• Package them as MQTS messages
• Send them to MQTS for transmission over the MQ queue to DBCDRPR, the MQ listener program

DBCDSPR Restricted Access to the MQTS API

DBCDSPR uses a Broadcom internal use only API to access the MQTS (MQTS). This API is intended for use by
Broadcom provided programs only. Information on the use of MQTS is provided strictly to assist you in implementing
DBCDSPR as part of the Active-Query replication process.

WARNING
Important! Do not attempt to use MQTS for your own purpose.

Next: DBCDSPR Execution

DBCDSPR Execution
Because DBCDSPR uses privileged MVS services, it must be installed into an APF authorized load library. DBCDSPR
constructs its URT dynamically based on certain control parameter values or their defaults. Execute in the following ways:

• As a long running batch job (TIME=1440) or as a started task
• In the same LPAR as the source MUF.

NOTE

DBCDSPR should have an executing priority that allows it to execute fast enough to keep the amount of
accumulated changes in the CDC database to a minimum.

DBCDSPR should be expected to remain up and active provided the source MUF is up and processing transactions
against the source tables. Once the SYSIN parameter file is read, it is closed and freed. If the source MUF is shut down,
DBCDSPR automatically shuts down with it.

DBCDSPR can be stopped for brief periods of time to allow for option changes, program maintenance and so on.
However, when DBCDSPR is down and the source MUF is up, captured changes to the source tables are queuing up in
the CDC database.

DBCDSPR Processing Flow

While the DBCDSPR process flow is relatively fixed, the control parameters provide you with some flexibility in
determining MQ processing options, processing status information, and optional diagnostic outputs.
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DBCDSPR Initiation

DBCDSPR initiation process performs the following tasks:

• Open SYSPRINT as an output file used for displaying the processing status lines and messages. This file is
continuously updated during the execution of DBCDSPR. A constant flow of information is provided on CDC
transactions that have been extracted from the source MUF and passed to the MQTS for transmission to the target
environment.

• Open SYSIN as an input file that is used to specify the processing options for this execution of the DBCDSPR
program. As each parameter is processed, its value is stored in the DBCDSPR program memory. Any incorrect
parameter selection is displayed to the SYSPRINT output file. Any parameter that is not specified is assigned a default
value. After all parameters have been processed, the parameter set that is used in this execution is displayed to the
SYSPRINT output file. The SYSIN file is then closed and freed.

• Open DIAGOUT as an output file that is used for program diagnostics, traces, and to report exceptional conditions
encountered. This information is continuously produced during the execution of DBCDSPR providing you with:
– a constant flow of diagnostic information on CDC transactions
– the messages passed to MQTS
– the overall transmission "content"

• Call DBNTRY to verify the MUF release is v14 or above. These are the only supported releases for DBCDSPR.
• Dynamically construct a URT to use for accessing the MUF. Control parameters can set the CDC DBID and the

Dynamic System Tables DBID.  
• Call DBNTRY to open the URT that is used to access the TSN/MNT tables in the CDC database (2009).
• (Optional) Call the MQTS service to initialize (INIT) the connection between DBCDSPR and the MQ Queue. This is the

default option that is also selected by specifying the input parameter MQUSE=Y".
• Open MQTS trace (SYSOUT) as an output file that is used for MQTS diagnostics and traces. This information is

continuously produced during the execution of DBCDSPR providing you with a constant flow of diagnostic about
the calls to MQTS and its communication with IBM MQ QUEUE. The SYSOUT file will be opened but will only have
diagnostics rows written if the parameter MQUSE="Y" and MSGLEVEL parameter is specified with a value of 1 thru 3.

• (Optional) Open MSQOUT-FILE (MSQOUT) as an output file used for testing the DBCDSPR extraction process when
MQUSE is set to "N" or NO. In this diagnostic mode, all of the captured CDC rows are extracted and written to the
MSQOUT data set rather than using MQTS (to pass messages to the MQ queue). This mode is only used for testing of
the DBCDSPR extraction logic.

• Prepare for console communication by getting the command ECB for the internal wait list.

The following graphic shows the normal processing flow of the DBCDSPR initiation:
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 Next: DBCDSPR Parameter Processing 

DBCDSPR Parameter Processing

A series of execution parameters are available to adjust the execution processing of DBCDSPR. Each processing
parameter has an assigned default that is in effect if no input parameter is provided. 

Each input parameter must have the program identifier (SENDER) starting in column 1, followed by one or more blanks,
followed by the parameter name. After the parameter name, one or more blanks may be coded before the parameter
value. Leading zeroes are not required for numeric parameter values. At least one blank after the parameter value signals
the end of the scan. You can use the remainder of the input record for comments.

An input parameter with an asterisk ( * ) in column 1 is considered a comment. 

Any non-comment statement that does not begin with "SENDER" in column one is ignored. This allows you to place all the
control statements for both the sender and receiver in the same parameter library member. 

After the parameters have been read, the SYSIN data set is closed and freed.

This page contains the following topics:

DBCDSPR Parameter Values

The individual parameters and their acceptable values are described next.
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MQUSE Parameter Y (Default) or N

The MQUSE parameter should always be set to "Y" for normal processing. Y (yes) indicates that MQTS and the IBM MQ
facility is used to transport the TSN/MNT rows as MQTS buffers from the source to target environments.

Use MQUSE of N (no) only in a test diagnostic mode to execute the DBCDSPR polling process to extract the CDC TSN/
MNT rows and write them to a sequential output file. The file would then be read as input to DBCDRPR. This mode can be
helpful in diagnosing a DBCDSPR/DBCDRPR issue versus an MQTS transport issue. 

In MQUSE mode "N", the other MQTS parameters (MSGLEVEL, WORKLDID, and WAITSEC) are edited during the
parameter processing. There is no effect on the processing since MQTS is not initiated.

MQMODE Parameter T (Default) or F

The MQMODE parameter selects the processing mode for handling the MQTS buffer.

MQMODE of "T" (default)

Selects MQTS immediate transaction processing. When the DBCDSPR process completes the retrieval and logical
deletion of all the maintenance rows (MNT) for the retrieved TSN, the buffer is passed to MQTS and sent to the MQ
QUEUE. After MQ accepts the MQ QUEUE send, the DBCDSPR program issues a COMMIT command to the source
MUF. This action commits the "deletion" of the processed TSN/MNT rows.

In this mode, the TSN/MNT rows are processed and quickly sent to the target environment. While providing the fastest
"transaction" movement from source to target, it may not make the best use of the MQ QUEUE processing. 

MQMODE of "F" (Fill buffer)

After a TSN/MNT set of changes are added to the MQTS buffer, it is tested for a percentage of full. If the MQTS buffer is
at least 50% full, the MQTS buffer is sent to MQ queue as defined previously. After the MQ QUEUE send is accepted by
MQ, the DBCDSPR issues a COMMIT command to the source MUF. This action commits the "deletion" of the processed
TSN/MNT rows.

In this mode, one-to-many TSNs and their MNT rows can be processed into the MQ buffer. This mode reduces the
number of MQ queue "sends" and improves the usage of the MQ queue. It could increase the time delay between source
and target depending on the frequency of transaction completions at the source side (and the buffer reaching 50%) full.

MQSIZE Parameter 4050 to 4000000 (Default Value 1000000)

The MQSIZE parameter provides the maximum MQTS buffer size for the MQTS buffer sent to MQ queue. The MQSIZE
value must be set to a value equal or less than the size of the defined MQ queue. In the examples provided for the MQ
queue definition, the maximum queue size is set at 4 MB. If the MQ queue that is in use for your site is less than 4 MB, the
MQSIZE parameter should be reduced accordingly. The default value is set at 1000000.

MSGLEVEL Parameter 0 to 3 (Default Value 0)

The MSGLEVEL parameter lets you "turn on" diagnostic traces for the MQTS service. With a MSGLEVEL of 0, only
MQTS error messages are reported to the SYSOUT output file.

MSGLEVEL 1 through 3 provide additional diagnostic messages and traces of MQTS processing during normal
processing. MSGLEVEL 1 gives the minimal diagnostic messages while MSGLEVEL of 3 provides maximum diagnostics.

DIAGON Parameter 0 to 4 (Default Value 0)

The DIAGON parameter lets you "turn on" diagnostic traces for the DBCDSPR processing. With a DIAGON 0, only
DBCDSPR normal processing messages and errors messages are reported to the SYSPRINT output file. 
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DIAGON 1 through 4 provides additional diagnostic messages and traces of DBCDSPR processing written to the
DIAGOUT output file. DIAGON 1 gives the minimal diagnostic messages while DIAGON of 4 provides maximum
diagnostics.

WORKLDID parameter xxxxxxxx (default value WRKLD03)

The WORKLDID parameter provides the name of the MQ queue workload ID that the MQTS facility reads for the buffers
sent by DBCDSPR/MQTS to MQ queue.

The MQ queue workload ID must be established before attempting to start the MQTS service.

WAITSEC parameter 1 to 3600 (default value 3)

The WAITSEC parameter lets you set the wait (in seconds) that DBCDSPR/MQTS issues when it attempts to send a
message to MQ queue and receives a MQ queue is full return code. DBCDSPR pauses and waits for the target system
processing to remove data from the MQ queue and make room for additional MQ queue messages sent by DBCDSPR. 

NOTE

A warning message is written to the SYSPRINT output file when the full condition is encountered.

RETRYCNT Parameter 1 to 1000000 (Default Value 1000)

The RETRYCNT parameter lets you set the number of consecutive waits that DBCDSPR/MQTS can issue when it
attempts to send a message to MQ queue and receives a MQ queue is full return code. The number of waits is cleared
once MQ queue accepts a MQTS send request.

If the DBCDSPR processing encounters a number of consecutive waits that exceeds the RETRYCNT value, DBCDSPR
terminates processing. Any deleted TSN/MNT rows as part of the MQTS buffer build process are rolled back. This
ensures they are available to process once the problem with the MQ queue has been cleared. 

NOTE

A fatal error message is written to SYSPRINT before the DBCDSPR program terminates with a Return code of
8.

PRINTCNT Parameter 1 to 1000000 (Default Value 1000)

The PRINTCNT parameter lets you set the number of MQTS buffers that are processed before processing statistics are
printed to the SYSPRINT output file.

Setting a low value increases the frequency of the processing statistics, but also increases the output written to the
SYSPRINT output file. In the initial testing, a lower value can be used to familiarize you with DBCDRPR processing. When
moving to a production level environment, increase the value to reduce overhead and SYSPRINT output.

DORMANTC Parameter 1 to 1000000 (Default Value 1000)

The DORMANTC parameter lets you request that a DORMANT message be written to SYSPRINT output after "this
number" of consecutive calls to read TSN/MNT reads (and the ensuing waits) that return no TSN/MNT data. The
DORMANT message alerts you that the DBCDSPR is attached, but no work is flowing into the MQ queue. 

If a TSN/MNT read call retrieves TSN/MNT data from the MUF queue before the dormant message value is reached, the
counter is reset without issuing the dormant message. 

If the dormant message is written, an automatic trigger of the processing statistics (see PRINTCNT) is triggered. This
ensures that if DBCDSPR goes into a dormant state, you can see the most current set of processing statistics.
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DBCDSPR Sample JCL

The following member provides a sample JCL used to execute DBCDSPR. 

//DBCDSPREX JOB …… 

//------------------------------------------------------------------* 

//JOBLIB ….. 

//*     STANDARD LIBS FOR MUF 

//*     STANDARD LIBS FOR MQTS (IPC v15) 

//*     Library with DBCDSPR and MQTx module

//* 

//* -------------------------------------------------------- 

//********************************************************* 

//********************************************************* 

//* * EXECUTE DBCDSPR * 

//********************************************************* 

//DBCDSPR EXEC PGM=DBCDSPR,REGION=24M 

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//DIAGOUT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN DD * 

*PROG.....PARM......VALUE... COMMENT..................................... 

SENDER    MQUSE     Y    USES THE MQTS SERVICE TO PROCESS TRANSPORT 

SENDER    MQMODE      F    COLLAPSES MULTIPLE TSNS INTO A BUFFER; 50% 

SENDER    MQSIZE    400000 SETS THE MAXIMUM MQ MSG SIZE TO USE, 

SENDER    MSGLEVEL   3   ERRORS ONLY. 

SENDER    DIAGON    0   HEAVY DIAGNOSTICS 

SENDER    WORKLDID WRKLD03    UNIQUE 1-9 CHARACTER MQ WORKLOAD IDENTIFIER 

SENDER    WAITSEC 10  NUMBER OF SECONDS TO WAIT IF MQ IS FULL 

SENDER    RETRYCNT 10  NUMBER OF RETRIES THE WAIT ON MQ FULL 

SENDER    PRINTCNT 10 NUMBER OF MQTS SENDS BETWEEN PRINT STATS 

SENDER    DORMANTC   10 NUMBER OF EMPTY TSN POLLS TO GENERATE MSG 

/* 

//* 

DBCDSPR Main Processing

Once the DBCDSPR initialization processing is complete and the various parameters processed, the main processing
loop begins. The DBCDSPR program remains in this main processing loop until:

• It receives an MVS STOP command
• It receives an MVS MODIFY command with EOJ specified
• It detects the source MUF wants to EOJ
• It is canceled by the operator
• An unrecoverable error is detected by the program

NOTE

For more information about messages, see the Datacom/DB Messages.

The main processing loop uses a "Polling loop" to process the available TSN/MNT rows and create and send the MQ
messages using the attached MQTS service. The basic process is as follows:
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• Read the TSN/MNT tables of the CDC database 2009. DBCDSPR uses a standard DBNTRY call to retrieve the next
TSN to process from the CDC2009 TSN table. The TSN table only has a TSN row available when a TSN completes
(commits) and all changes are captured on the CDC2009 MNT table.
If the read for the next TSN row does not find an available row, the process waits in the MUF for a specified amount of
time before returning the not found condition (RC=14) to DBCDSPR. The amount of wait time defaults to 10 seconds.
You can alter this wait time by setting the MUF start up option CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC to the number of
seconds you want it to wait. If there is MQ data waiting to be sent when RC=14, it is sent even if the buffer is not at the
50% mark to prevent excessive delays in sending.

• Once a TSN row is found, all associated MNT rows are retrieved, and the combined TSN/MNT row information is
added to the MQTS buffer. The TSN and MNT rows are deleted as they are processed. However, the delete is not
committed until the MQTS buffer has been successfully sent to the MQ queue.

• After each POLL of the TSN completes, a set of actions are performed. A TSN "poll" is either a retrieved TSN/MNT set
of rows or a TSN request that returned a RC=14 (no row found).
– DBCDSPR checks the MQMODE to determine if the contents of the current MQTS buffer should be sent to MQ

Queue for transmission. The MQMODE parameter values controls this process.
– DBCDSPR checks the PRINTCNT value to see if a set of processing statistics should be written to SYSPRINT.

Normally you set the PRINTCNT parameter value to a number such as 1000 which states that the statistics should
be written after 1000 TSN polls. A "poll" is either a retrieved TSN/MNT set of rows or a TSN request that returned
an RC=14 (no row found). 

– After each poll of the TSN, the DBCDSPR program also checks to see if DBCDSPR (for example "P DBCDSPR")
needs to process an MVS STOP or MODIFY command. If the STOP or MODIFY with the EOJ parameter is
detected, the DBCDSPR process ensures that any remaining information in the MQTS buffer is:
• sent to MQ queue 
• the TSN/MNT row processing committed 
• a final set of statistics produced 
• normal shutdown of DBCDSPR is processed

NOTE

If the MUF indicates it is shutting down, DBCDSPR treats that the same as receiving a STOP command.

• – If no EOJ is pending, DBCDSPR returns to the main polling loop.

DBCDSPR Initiation Messages

The following messages are written to SYSPRINT when DBCDSPR is initiated. These messages are all type "I" or
informational.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2018/08/07 10:52:20.2816 Data Replication using MQ Series DBCDSPR

                      Detailed Log of MQ Sender Activity

DB03300I Startup of DBCDSPR Release R15.1 dated 12/31/2015 at 11:46 RMID RESERVE 

DB03304I Processing input parameters

*PROG...PARM....VALUE... COMMENT..................................... 
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SENDER MQUSE    Y        USES THE MQTS SERVICE TO PROCESS TRANSPORT 

SENDER MQMODE   F        COLLAPSES MULTIPLE TSNS INTO A BUFFER; 50% 

SENDER MQSIZE   400000   SETS THE MAXIMUM MQ MSG SIZE TO USE, 

SENDER MSGLEVEL 3        ERRORS ONLY. 

SENDER DIAGON   3        HEAVY DIAGNOSTICS 

SENDER WORKLDID WRKLD03  UNIQUE 1-9 CHARACTER MQ WORKLOAD IDENTIFIER 

SENDER WAITSEC  3        NUMBER OF SECONDS TO WAIT IF MQ IS FULL 

SENDER RETRYCNT 100000   NUMBER OF RETRIES THE WAIT ON MQ FULL 

SENDER PRINTCNT 100000   NUMBER OF MQTS SENDS BETWEEN PRINT STATS 

SENDER DORMANTC 100000   NUMBER OF EMPTY TSN POLLS TO GENERATE MSG

DB03307I All input parameters have been processed 

DBCDSPR Polling Messages

During normal operation, DBCDSPR polls the CDC database for TSN/MNT rows to process. If no rows are available, the
process waits and then polls again. 

If at least one TSN was found and available to process, the TSN/MNT rows are processed into an MQTS buffer. When
the number of MQTS buffer sends hits the PRINTCNT value, DBCDSPR produces a set of processing statistics to the
SYSPRINT file. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

2018/08/07 11:02:58.0059 

Intvl: Total Polls= 1,326  With TSN=   735   W/out TSN=    591

      Total TSNs=   735   TSN W/MNT=   735   Tot MNT Row=   41,450 

      MQ Buffers=    34   MQ Changes= 41,450   MQ Errors=    0 

Totals: Total Polls= 1,326  With TSN=  735     W/out TSN=  591

   

      Total TSNs=   735    TSN W/MNT=  735    Tot MNT Row= 41,450 

      MQ Buffers=    34   MQ Changes= 41,450    MQ Errors=  0 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The messages show the date and time of the statistics followed by two sets of values;
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• Intvl: which shows the values for this polling cycle. 
• Totals: which represent the totals since the DBCDSPR was started
• Total Polls – Number the CDC2009 TSN table was polled for an available TSN
• With TSN - Number of TSN polls that returned a TSN to process
• W/out TSN - Number of TSN polls where no TSN was returned
• Total TSNs - Number of TSNs processed for MNT rows
• TSN W/MNT - Number of TSNs with at least 1 MNT row
• TOT MNT Row - Number of MNT rows for all processed TSNs
• TSN W/O MNT - TSNs processed where no MNT row was found (not shown)
• MQ Buffers - Number of MQTS buffers built and sent to MQ queue
• MQ Changes - Number of change records sent in the buffers
• MQ Errors -Number of MNT rows that could not be processed into a MQ change row

The frequency of the polling statistics output is based on the PRINTCNT= value and how long it takes to process the
PRINTCNT number of MQTS buffer sends. If there are available TSNs in the CDC database, the poll stats can come out
frequently. If the CDC is empty or very few TSNs are being processed, then the poll statistics come out on a less frequent
basis. If there has been activity since the last time the counters were displayed, and activity has stopped (become
dormant), DBCDSPR displays these values to ensure the latest known counts are available to you. Each set of polling
statistics are separated by a solid line of dashes.

DBCDSPR Dormant Polling Messages

During normal operation, DBCDSPR polls the CDC database for TSN/MNT rows to process. If no rows are available, the
process waits and then polls again. If the poll/print count (PRINTCNT=) value was reached with no polls finding any rows
to process, a status message is produced. This status message tells you that the polling has found no TSNs to process
and gives the date and time of the message.

DB03362I Dormant - No TSN records found, TS=2018/07/10 12:28:06.3672

If during the period prior to a dormant message, a successful MQTS buffer send was completed but not reported on a
statistics snapshot, a snapshot is produced just before the dormant message to provide updated statistics.

DBCDSPR End of Job Messages

If DBCDSPR is shutdown normally using the EOJ command, the DBCDSPR task will produce an EOJ message, a final
set of processing statistics and a final set of shutdown messages. 

DB03354I STOP command received from console

Controlling DBCDSPR during execution

While DBCDSPR is running, you can request status information on its progress or change specific program values. This
is done through the MVS MODIFY console command. All messages that are issued to the console are also echoed in the
SYSPRINT so that a complete record of all interactions with DBCDSPR is captured. The format is:

F jobname,command

The jobname is the name of the job or started task where DBCDSPR is currently running. The command can be any of
the following:

HELP

Requests general help about the various commands DBCDSPR recognizes. For example, if the DBCDSPR program was
running as a job names CDCSENDR:

F CDCSENDR,HELP
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STATUS
Requests current status. DBCDSPR reports back with various counts and current throughput rates. For example:

F CDCSENDR,STATUS

EOJ 

Requests DBCDSPR to shut down at the next commit point. 

SET 

Used to change any of the DBCDSPR execution parameters that can be changed. Use the HELP command to get a
complete list of variables that can be changed. Specify the program variable and its value to change. For example: 

F CDCSENDR,SET WAITSEC 3 

Note the comma before the command SET. From that point on, spaces are used to separate the remaining parameters.

DBCDSPR also responds to the MVS STOP console command: 

P jobname

Changing Execution Parameters for DBCDSPR

At start-up, the majority of parameters selected by the DBCDSPR SYSIN processing can be changed by issuing MVS
MODIFY commands using the SET parameter. The following parameters can be changed: 

MQMODE, MQSIZE, MSGLEVEL, DIAGON, WAITSEC, RETRYCNT, PRINTCNT, DORMANTC

The format of the SET command is as follows: 

F DBCDSPR,SET parameter value 

Where parameter is one of the parameters listed above and value is the value to assign that parameter. Note there is a
comma preceding SET but there are no commas after that. 

All parameter values are re-displayed so there is a current record of parameter settings from this point forward.
If an invalid parameter or parameter value is encountered, a warning message is displayed and then processing
continues.

Triggering DBCDSPR normal end of job processing

DBCDSPR is a long running task that performs its processing in sets of 'committed processes'. It is a best practice to
allow the DBCDSPR processing to come to a stable point before stopping DBCDSPR. Using an operator cancel to stop
DBCDSPR may result in a partially processed transaction that needs to be backed out by the database. While the back-
out is done automatically by the database, this is not a good practice. 

You have three options:

• Issue the MVS STOP console command:

P DBCDSPR

• Issue the MVS MODFIY command specifying EOJ as the parameter:

F DBCDSPR,EOJ

• Shut down the MUF to which the DBCDSPR module is connected. DBCDSPR detects the MUF wanting to shut down
and it goes into normal termination:

F CDCMUF,EOJ
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DBCDSPR Exception Processing

Certain processing exceptions can occur during DBCDSPR processing. These exceptions can either be a warning or a
fatal error. 

Warnings are cases where processing has been interrupted, but DBCDSPR attempts to resolve the issue. A warning
message is written to the SYSPRINT output file to alert you of the temporary interruption. If the temporary problem cannot
be resolved by DBCDSPR, the warning becomes a fatal error. 

Fatal errors are cases where DBCDSPR processing encounters a case where processing cannot continue and must be
terminated. In cases where the program is terminated by a fatal error, transaction rollback processing is invoked to return
uncommitted TSN/MNT rows back to the CDC 2009 database. 

NOTE

For more information about messages, see Datacom/DB Messages.

DBCDRPR Exception Processing - INCORRECT SEQUENCE

DBCDSPR builds and sends MQTS messages across the MQ connection. Each MQTS message has a START-ID and
END-ID. These correspond to the logical count of TSNs that have been processed.

In the first MQTS buffer sent by DBCDSPR the START-ID is 1 and the END-ID would be the numbers of TSN/MNTs
included in the MQTS buffer. The next MQTS buffer would have a START-ID of (previous buffer’s END-ID +1) and an
END-ID of (previous buffer’s END-ID + number of TSNs in this buffer.

In this manner, the buffers are sent so that each buffer is sequentially adjacent to the previous buffer.

DBCDRPR checks the MQTS buffer when it is retrieved to see if it follows the specified pattern. If it finds that the current
MQTS buffer is not sequentially adjacent to the previous retrieved buffer, a warning message is generated.
If for some reason, the DBCDSPR sending program is recycled while DBCDRPR remains up, DBCDSPR sends
notification of it shutting down, so DBCDRPR resets the expected next sequence number to 1

DBCDSPR Exception Processing – Fatal Error

In DBCDSPR processing, certain conditions can occur that could trigger DBCDSPR to terminate. When possible, these
situations are handled within DBCDSPR to ensure transaction integrity between the CDC 2009 TSN and MNT tables and
the source environment. 

When these fatal errors are encountered by DBCDSPR, the appropriate messages are issued. Every attempt is made to
handle the termination of the DBCDSPR program in a controlled fashion.

DBCDSPR Canceled or Failure Processing

Most of the protections built into DBCDSPR handle failures within DBCDSPR processing. They also protect the integrity of
the environment if the DBCDSPR process is terminated by external means such as:

• Operator cancel
• Program abend
• Database region failure
• LPAR failure

Whenever possible, use the MVS STOP command to terminate DBCDSPR when you want to keep the source MUF up.
This normal termination process is the only way to guarantee the integrity of the DBCDSPR processing.

DBCDSPR Exception Processing – Warning partial TSN sent

The most common warning occurs when large units of work are processed by DBCDSPR. For example, a batch program
creates thousands of data row changes without issuing an intervening COMMIT. In this case, all the changes are included
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under a single TSN with a very large set of data changes stored as MNT rows. When this job ends or finally issues a
commit, the TSN is released to DBCDSPR to process. DBCDSPR retrieves the TSN and the MNT rows. As each MNT
row is retrieved and combined with the TSN data it is written as a TSN/MNT row in the MQTS buffer. If the number of
bytes in the TSN/MNT rows exceeds the maximum MQTS buffer size (MQSIZE parameter), DBCDSPR must:

• Break the TSN/MNT information into multiple MQTS buffers
• Send them to the MQ queue as multiple MQ messages

The following example shows a partial TSN being processed. Once the DB03344I message is written, processing
resumes in a normal mode.

DB03339I MQTS buffer too small for all TSN/MNT rows to fit, sending in parts, process continues

DB03340I Sending TSN=          2,764,244

 

DB03344I Partial TSN send is now complete, all rows have been processed 

Since each MQ queue message is processed separately, there is a small possibility that if a failure occurs in DBCDSPR
after the first MQ message is sent but before the last MQ message (for this TSN) is sent, a partial TSN could be
processed by the target (DBCDRPR) and for a period of time the target data may not have transaction (TSN) integrity.

However, the processing in DBCDSPR is set-up so that the part of the TSN/MNT that was sent to the target is deleted and
committed. The unsent part is rolled back and left intact on the CDC2009 TSN and MNT tables. 

Once the reason for the failure is resolved, restarting the DBCDSPR process finishes the processing for that TSN. Once
those changes make it to the target environment, the transaction integrity is back in place.

DBCDSPR Exception Processing – Warning MQ queue is full

If the MQTS process attempts to send a MQTS buffer and the send is rejected because the MQ queue is full, the MQTS
process waits for a period (WAITSEC parameter) and then re-attempts the send.

When this situation occurs, a warning message is written to SYSPRINT indicating that the send has failed due to the full
condition. The message also displays the number of times the send has been attempted and the allowable number of
retries (RETRYCNT parameter). 

DB03357W MQ queue is full, retry=1, RETRYCNT=50

No further action is taken as long as MQTS buffer send is accepted by MQ queue before the number of retries has been
exceeded.

If the retry count is exceeded, DBCDSPR is terminated with a fatal error message. 

Use the MVS MODIFY command with the SET parameter to increase the RETRYCNT to a higher value if you believe the
queue will clear. 

However, the processing in DBCDSPR is set-up so that the part of the TSN/MNT that was not sent is rolled back and left
intact on the CDC2009 TSN and MNT tables. 

Once the MQ queue is emptied, restarting the DBCDSPR process begins processing with that TSN.

DBCDSPR Diagnostic Output

During DBCDSPR processing, you can request that DBCDSPR produce diagnostics. Each DIAGON level includes the
previous level of diagnostics. 

DIAGON=0 does not produce diagnostic messages. 
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DIAGON=1 produces a list of table changes (within DBID) that were processed from the TSN/MNT rows into the MQTS
send buffer. The table statistics are written to the DIAGOUT file after the MQTS buffer is sent. The time stamp on the
DIAGOUT information matches that of the SYSPRINT output that shows the MQTS buffer sent.

DIAGON=2 includes DIAGON=1 output and shows the actual before and after images of the calls to the MQTS facility.

DIAGON=3 includes DIAGON=2 output and shows each TSN/MNT row set as they are processed.
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DIAGON=4 includes DIAGON=3 output and shows the processed row counts after each TSN/MNT row set as they are
processed.

Each level of DIAGON increases the amount of output sent to the DIAGOUT file. You should only request diagnostics
traces when necessary to troubleshoot the DBCDSPR process.
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DBCDSPR_MQTS Message Output

Similar to the diagnostic processing, the MQTS callable API allows you to request messages generated by MQTS as it is
processing. MQTS messages are written to the SYSOUT output data sets.

Each level of messages includes the previous level of messages.

• MSGLEVEL=0 only produces messages when MQTS fails.
• MSGLEVEL=1 produces a list of processing option used when starting and stopping MQTS. It will also provide

processing counts at the end (disconnect) from MQTS.

MSGLEVEL=2 produces additional processing messages including the MQTS commands and processing times.
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MSGLEVEL=3 produces program level processing messages including the entrance into and out of various MQTS
modules.

Each level of MSGLEVEL increases the amount of output sent to the SYSOUT file. You should only request diagnostics
traces when necessary to trouble shoot the DBCDSPR/MQTS process.

Next: IBM WebSphere MQ Queue
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IBM WebSphere MQ Queue
The current implementation of MQTS and DBCDSPR/DBCDRPR uses an IBM WebSphere persistent queue. This queue
accepts message "sends" on the source side from DBCDSPR and transports them to the receive queue on the target
side. Once there, the messages are stored until they are retrieved and processed by the DBCDRPR program.

For more information about the use of MQ, see IBM supplied documentation. 

This page contains the following topics:

Third Staging Area for Data Changes

DBCDSPR extracts completed changes from the CDC 2009 database on the source MUF and packages them into
messages that MQTS passes to the MQ queue.

The target side processing (DBCDRPR) may not be up or could be running at a slower pace. The MQ queue needs to be
large enough to provide a staging area for messages sent by DBCDSPR, but not yet retrieved by DBCDRPR.

What happens if the MQ queue is not large enough?

If the MQ queue fills while DBCDSPR is processing, DBCDSPR goes through a period of retries. If the MQ queue remains
full, DBCDSPR eventually terminates with a failure message. 

From that point all source changes are stored in the CDC 2009 database until the problem with the MQ queue can be
resolved. 
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Make the MQ queue as large as needed to provide a reasonable amount of catch up time. Having a large MQ queue can
provide some flexibility in processing where a site may need access to the source to continue processing even though the
target side is down for maintenance.

Next: Implementation of DBCDRPR (MQ listener and Target apply program)

Implementation of DBCDRPR (MQ listener and Target apply program)
DBCDRPR is the remote replication receiver application. It accomplishes the replication on the target system by retrieving
the MQTS messages from the IBM WebSphere MQ queue and applying the updates to the tables of the target MUF.

DBCDRPR Replication Receiver Program
DBCDRPR is designed as an Extended Options Interface Datacom program that uses the MQTS process to retrieve
messages from the MQ queue and then apply them to the target Datacom environment. DBCDRPR uses Extended
Options APIs to:

• Retrieve target database information
• Build maintenance commands to replicate the captured changes on the target tables

NOTE

 DBCDRPR dynamically builds URTs as they are needed to process the maintenance activities. 

 Next:  DBCDRPR Execution

DBCDRPR Execution
Execute DBCDRPR as a long running batch job (TIME=1440) or as a started task in the same LPAR as the target MUF. It
should have an executing priority that allows it to execute fast enough to keep the amount of accumulated changes in the
MQ queue to a minimum. 

DBCDRPR should remain up and active provided the source MUF is up and processing transactions that are sent through
MQ for application on the target environment. 

DBCDRPR can be stopped for brief periods of time to allow for option changes, program maintenance and so on.
However, provided that DBCDRPR is down and the source MUF is up, captured changes to the source tables are
queueing up in the CDC database and the MQ queue.

DBCDRPR Processing Flow
While the DBCDRPR process flow is relatively fixed, the control parameters provide you with some flexibility in:

• Determining MQ processing options
• Processing status information
• Optional diagnostic outputs

DBCDRPR Initiation

The DBCDRPR initiation process:
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• Opens SYSIN as an input file to read the processing options for this execution of the DBCDRPR program.  
• Opens SYSPRINT as an output file used for displaying the processing status lines and error messages. This file

is continuously updated during the execution of DBCDRPR. A constant flow of information is provided on MQTS
messages that have been extracted from the MQ Queue and applied to the tables in the target environment.

• Opens ERROUT as an output file that holds TSN/MNT change rows that fail to apply due to some error in the target
database processing. ERROUT holds the image of the TSN/MNT row as built by DBCDSPR. There is one row for each
error that the DBCDRPR change apply process encounters.

• Reads parameters from the SYSIN. As each parameter is processed, its value is stored in the DBCDRPR program
memory. Any incorrect parameter selection is displayed to the SYSPRINT output file. Any parameter that is not
specified is assigned a default value. After all parameters are processed, the parameter set that is used in this
execution is displayed to the SYSPRINT output file. Any parameter statement read with an asterisk ( * ) in column 1 is
treated as a comment and ignored for any further processing. After all parameters are read, the SYSIN file is closed
and freed.

• Opens DIAGOUT as an output file used for program diagnostics and traces. This information is continuously produced
during the execution of DBCDRPR. A constant flow of diagnostic information is provided on MQTS data retrieved from
MQ queue, the overall transmission "content", and the application of changes to the target tables.

• Calls Datacom Advanced Options API to open the DBCDRPR URT used to access the Dynamic System Tables
database (DBID 1000).

• Reads the dynamic system tables of the MUF to determine all possible tables that might have transaction activity and
saves that in an internal table used for keeping track of activity by table.

• (Default Option) Calls the MQTS service to initialize (INIT) the connection between DBCDRPR and the MQ Queue.
This is the default option that is also selected by specifying the input parameter MQUSE=Y".

• (Optional) Opens MQTS trace (SYSOUT) as an output file used for MQTS diagnostics and traces. This information is
continuously produced during the execution of DBCDRPR providing a constant flow of diagnostics about the calls to
MQTS and its communication with IBM MQ Queue. The SYSOUT file is opened. However, it only has diagnostics rows
written if the parameter MQUSE="Y" and MSGLEVEL parameter is specified with a value of 1 thru 3.

• (Optional) Opens MSQIN as an input file used for testing the DBCDRPR apply process when MQUSE is set to "N" or
NO. In this diagnostic mode, all of the captured CDC rows were extracted by DBCDSPR and written to the MSQOUT
data set (rather than using MQTS). This data set must be closed by shutting down DBCDSPR, so that DBCDRPR can
open it as input for the apply processing. This mode is only used for testing of the DBCDRPR target apply process.

The following graphic shows the normal processing flow of the DBCDRPR initiation:
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 Next:  DBCDRPR Parameter Processing 

DBCDRPR Parameter Processing
Learn how to perform parameter processing with DBCDRPR in Datacom. Find a description and example Job Control
Language (JCL) member for executing DBCDRPR.

Each input parameter must have the program identifier (RECEIVER) starting in column 1, followed by one or more blanks,
followed by the parameter name. After the parameter name, one or more blanks can be coded before the parameter
value. Leading zeroes are not required for numeric parameter values. At least one blank after the parameter value signals
the end of the scan. You can use the remainder of the input record for comments. 

An input parameter with an asterisk ( * ) in column 1 is considered a comment. 

Any non-comment statement that does not begin with "RECEIVER" in column one is ignored. This lets you place all the
control statements for both the sender and receiver in the same parameter library member. 

After the parameters are read, the SYSIN data set is closed and freed.

Example JCL
The following member provides an example of JCL used to execute DBCDRPR.
//DBCDRPR JOB (acct),'pgmr',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=D,REGION=0M,

//    NOTIFY=&SYSUID /*JOBPARM S=TGT1

//------------------------------------------------------------------*

//CPYLIB JCLLIB ORDER=

//* JMUFS14 = STANDARD LIBS FOR MUF4

//* JMUFS14C = DCMQA.QAMUFS.CDC.LOAD + QA TST LIBRARIES

//* MQ API

//*    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=datacom.LOADLIB
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//    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DCMPRG.CAMQTS.MQT2

//*

//*------------------------------------------------------------

//* EXECUTE DBCDRPR

//* PROCESS CDC ROWS INTO ROW CHANGE RECORDS

//*------------------------------------------------------------

//*

//DBCDRPR EXEC PGM=DBCDRPR,REGION=0M

//SYSOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//DIAGOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//ERROUT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD *

* PROG.....PARM.....VALUE... COMMENT.....................................

RECEIVER   MQUSE    Y        USES THE MQTS SERVICE TO PROCESS TRANSPORT

RECEIVER   MSGLEVEL 0        ALL MESSAGES FROM MQTS

RECEIVER   DIAGON   0        ALL EXTRA DIAGNOSTICS

RECEIVER   WORKLDID WRKLD03  UNIQUE 1-9 CHARACTER MQ WORKLOAD IDENTIFIER

RECEIVER   WAITSEC  3        NUMBER OF SECONDS TO WAIT IF NOT MQ BUFFER

RECEIVER   PRINTCNT 1000     NUMBER OF POLLS TO CDC2009 BETWEEN

RECEIVER   ERRORCNT 0        NUMBER OF ERRORS TO ALLOW BEFORE TERMINATING

RECEIVER   DORMANTC 1000     NUMBER OF EMPTY RECVS BEFORE PRINT MESSAGE

/*

//*

Next: DBCDRPR Parameter Values

DBCDRPR Parameter Values

In Datacom, use the DBCDRPR remote replication receiver application. Review parameters: MQUSE, MSGLEVEL,
DIAGON, WORKLDID, WAITSEC, PRNTCNT, DORMANTC.

The following information provides the individual parameters and their acceptable values.

MQUSE Parameter Y (Default) or N

The MQUSE parameter should always be set to "Y" for normal processing. Y (yes) indicates that MQTS and the IBM MQ
facility are used to transport the TSN/MNT rows as MQTS buffers from the source to target environments.

Use MQUSE of N (no) only in a test diagnostic mode to execute the DBCDSPR polling process to extract the CDC TSN/
MNT rows and write them to a sequential output file. The file is then read as input to DBCDRPR. This mode can be helpful
in diagnosing a DBCDSPR/DBCDRPR issue versus an MQTS transport issue.

In MQUSE mode "N", the other MQTS parameters (MSGLEVEL, WORKLDID, and WAITSEC) are edited during the
parameter processing. There is no effect on the processing, since MQTS is not initiated.

MSGLEVEL Parameter 0 to 3 (Default Value 0)

The MSGLEVEL parameter lets you "turn on" diagnostic traces for the MQTS service. With a MSGLEVEL of 0, only
MQTS error messages are reported to the SYSOUT output file.

MSGLEVEL 1 through 3 provide additional diagnostic messages and traces of MQTS processing during normal
processing. MSGLEVEL 1 gives the minimal diagnostic messages while MSGLEVEL of 3 provides maximum diagnostics.
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DIAGON Parameter 0 to 4 (Default Value 0)

The DIAGON parameter lets you "turn on" diagnostic traces for the DBCDRPR processing. With a DIAGON 0, only
DBCDRPR normal processing messages and errors messages are reported to the SYSPRINT output file. 

DIAGON 1 through 4 provides additional diagnostic messages and traces of DBCDRPR processing written to the
DIAGOUT output file. DIAGON 1 gives the minimal diagnostic messages while DIAGON of 4 provides maximum
diagnostics.

WORKLDID parameter xxxxxxxx (default value WRKLD03)

The WORKLDID parameter provides the name of the MQ queue workload ID that the MQTS facility reads for the buffers
that are sent by DBCDSPR/MQTS to the MQ queue.

The MQ queue workload ID must be established before attempting to start the MQTS service.

WAITSEC parameter 1 to 3600 (default value 3)

The WAITSEC parameter lets you set the wait (in seconds) that DBCDSPR/MQTS issues when it attempts to read a
message from the MQ queue and receives a "MQ queue is empty" return code. DBCDSPR pauses and waits for the
source system processing to add data to the MQ queue. 

NOTE

A warning message is written to the SYSPRINT output file when the empty condition is encountered.

PRINTCNT Parameter 1 to 1000000 (Default Value 1000)

The PRINTCNT parameter lets you set the number of MQTS buffers that are processed before processing statistics are
printed to the SYSPRINT output file. 

Setting a low value increases the frequency of the processing statistics, but also increases the output that is written to the
SYSPRINT output file. In the initial testing, a lower value can be used to familiarize you with DBCDRPR processing. When
moving to a production level environment, increase the value to reduce overhead and SYSPRINT output.

DORMANTC Parameter 1 to 1000000 (Default Value 1000)

The DORMANTC parameter lets you request that a DORMANT message be written to SYSPRINT output after "this
number" of consecutive calls to read TSN/MNT reads (and the ensuing waits) that return no TSN/MNT data. The
DORMANT message alerts you that the DBCDSPR is attached, but no work is flowing into the MQ queue. 

If a TSN/MNT read call retrieves TSN/MNT data from the MUF queue before the dormant message value is reached, the
counter is reset without issuing the dormant message. 

If the dormant message is written, an automatic trigger of the processing statistics (see PRINTCNT) is triggered.
PRINTCNT ensures that if DBCDSPR goes into a dormant state, you can see the most current set of processing statistics.

DBCDRPR Main Processing

DBCDRPR Main Processing

Once the DBCDRPR initiation processing is complete and the various parameters processed, the main processing loop
begins. The DBCDRPR program remains in this main processing loop until:
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• The MUF to which it is connected signals that it wants to EOJ
• It has been told to go to EOJ using the MVS MODIFY console command
• It receives an MVS STOP command
• It is canceled by the operator
• An unrecoverable error is detected by the program

NOTE

Note: For more information about messages, see Datacom Messages.

The main processing loop uses a "Polling loop" to process the available MQTS messages stored in the MQ queue. Once
a message is retrieved, the message is decoded into change commands that are used to process against the target
tables. The basic process is as follows:

• Issue a MQTS command to receive a message from the MQ queue. If a message is received the message is read into
memory for processing.
– If no message is available, DBCDRPR waits for the WAITSEC number of seconds. The WAIT list includes the MVS

console command ECB.
– It checks to see if any console commands need processing. Console commands are processed if present.  
– If no EOJ, then check to see if a dormant message should be printed. If so, print the message and reset dormant

counter. Else add 1 to dormant counter. Go back to issue receive again.

• If an MQTS message is received, parse through the message and retrieve the first change to apply. Apply the change
to target tables (see below), then retrieve the next change and repeat until the buffer is processed.

• Once the buffer is processed, issue COMMIT to target MUF to commit the target table updates. Send ACK to MQTS to
delete the message from MQ queue and then check to see if the statistics print or EOJ was requested.
– Check to see if the PRINTCNT value has been met to print processing statistics.
– If no EOJ was requested, go back and call MQTS to receive the next message from the MQ queue.

• The change apply process is repeated for each change (TSN/MNT row) that is extracted from the MQTS message.
– Extract the TSN/MNT row
– If this is the first time this table has been encountered (during this execution of DBCDRPR), build a URT and other

control areas and open the URT. Store information in the memory table within DBCDRPR.  
– Use the stored table/key information to construct the table change image

• – • All updates are made using RAAT commands  
– Process the data row change

• – • For add, it attempts the add function using ADDIT.
• For update, read the target row using master key value, compare before image from TSN/MNT row to retrieved

target row, if it matches, execute UPDAT to replace target row with after image from TSN/MNT. If the record does
not match the before image, it also checks to see if it matches the after image. If it does match the after image, it
produces a message to inform you of the condition (update already applied, must be restart). 

• For delete, read the target row using the master key value. Compare the before image from TSN/MNT row to
retrieved target row. If it matches, execute DELET to delete the target row.  

• For DELET and UPDAT processing, if the read retrieves a target row that does not match the before image, a
READ NEXT EQUAL KEY VALUE command is issued to see if there are multiple rows with the same master
key. If there are multiple rows, the additional target rows are checked to see if they match the TSN/MNT before
image. If so, the process completes using the secondary row.  

• If no target row matches the expected image, the change is rejected and 1 is added to the error count and the
TSN/MNT row is written to ERROUT data set. If the error count exceeds the parameter value ERRORCNT, the
program terminates with a fatal error.

This page contains the following topics:
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DBCDRPR Polling Messages

During normal operation, DBCDRPR polls the MQ queue for MQTS buffers to process. As the process continues,
DBCDRPR writes messages to the SYSPRINT output file with current processing statistics.

DBCDRPR Polling Messages – Normal Activity

During normal operation, DBCDRPR polls the MQ queue for MQTS buffers to process. As buffers are retrieved, they are
processed into change images and applied to the target system.

DBCDRPR produces a set of processing statistics when the number of MQTS buffers processed equals the PRINTCNT
value.   

The statistics provide information on the MQTS buffers received and the "apply" activity on the target system.
The first line of the messages shows the date and time of the statistics followed by values for:

• MQTS BUFS. - Number of MQTS buffers retrieved from the MQ queue
• MQ ROWS IN - Number of change records received in the buffers
• TGT APPLIED - Number of change records that successfully applied at target
• ERRORS FOUND - Number of change records that failed the apply at target  
• TBL_NTF_DST - Table being processed was not found in Dynamic Systems Tables
• TBL_ERR_DST - DST table processing encountered some other error
• INVALID_TYP - Change row is not an Add (A), Update (U) or Delete (D)
• ADD_DUP_ERR - Add attempted for master key value already on file  
• ADD_OTH_ERR - Add failed for other error
• DEL_NTF_ERR - Delete failed because row was not found on target
• DEL_OTH_ERR - Delete failed for other error
• UPD_NTF_ERR - Update failed because row was not found on target
• UPD_OTH_ERR- Update failed for other error

The error statistics are only significant if you specified ERRORCNT with a value greater than zero. Otherwise, DBCDRPR
stops on the first change apply that fails.   

Each TSN/MNT row that fails to apply at the target is written to the ERROUT data set.

DBCDRPR Polling Messages – Dormant Activity

During normal operation, DBCDRPR polls the MQ queue for MQTS buffers to process. If no buffers are available, the
process waits and then polls again. If the number of consecutive "no message found" polls equals the DORMANT count
(DORMANTC=) value, a status message is produced. This status message tells you that the polling has found no MQTS
buffers to process.

If at least one MQTS buffer was found and processed and the statistics had not yet printed and then the DORMANT count
is reached, the current set of processing statistics is printed just before the dormant message. This ensures that you have
the most up to date statistics even in a dormant period.   

The polling statistics may be interspersed with dormant messages.

DBCDRPR End of Job Messages

If DBCDRPR is shutdown normally, the DBCDRPR task produces an EOJ message, a final set of processing statistics,
and a final set of shutdown messages.

 Next:  Controlling DBCDRPR During Execution      
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Controlling DBCDRPR During Execution

While DBCDRPR is running, you can request status information on its progress or request some or all databases it is
using to be closed. Use the MVS MODIFY console command. The format is:  

 F jobname,command     

The jobname is the name of the job or started task where DBCDRPR is currently running. All messages issued to the
console are also echoed in the SYSPRINT so that a complete record of all interactions with DBCDRPR is captured.
The command can be any of the following:  

 HELP   

Requests general help about the various commands DBCDRPR recognizes. For example, if the DBCDRPR program was
running as a job names CDCRECVR:  

 F CDCRECVR,HELP    

 STATUS   

Requests current status. DBCDRPR reports back with various counts and current throughput rates. For example:  

 F CDCRECVR,STATUS     

 CLOSE   

Requests DBCDRPR close some or all its tables. However, it reopens any tables it needs whenever new maintenance is
received. For example:  

 F CDCRECVR,CLOSE ALL    

 F CDCRECVR,CLOSE n     

Use "ALL" to close all the tables. Or, specify the DBID,n to close all the tables for the DBID that you specified. Note the
comma before the command CLOSE. From that point on, spaces are used to separate the remaining parameters.

 EOJ   

Requests DBCDRPR to shut down at the next commit point.   

 SET   

Used to change any of the DBCDRPR execution parameters that can be changed. Use the HELP command to get a
complete list of variables that can be changed. Specify the program variable and its value to change. For example, if the
DBCDRPR program was running as a job named CDCRECVR:  

 F CDCRECVR,SET WAITSEC 3    

Note the comma before the command SET. From that point on, spaces are used to separate the remaining parameters.   

DBCDRPR also responds to the MVS STOP console command:  

 P jobname   

This page contains the following topics:

Changing Execution Parameters for DBCDRPR

Most of the parameters selected at start-up by the DBCDRPR SYSIN processing can be changed by using the MVS
MODIFY console command specifying the SET command.   

All parameter values are re-displayed so there is a record of parameter settings from this point forward.
If an invalid parameter or parameter value is encountered, a warning message is displayed and then processing
continues.   
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The following parameters can be changed using the SET command for in-flight DBCDRPR command processing:  

 MSGLEVEL, DIAGON, WAITSEC, PRINTCNT, ERRORCNT, and DORMANTC   

Triggering DBCDRPR Normal End of Job Processing

DBCDRPR is a long running task that performs its processing in sets of 'committed processes'. It is a best practice to
allow the DBCDRPR processing to come to stable point before stopping DBCDRPR. Using an operator cancel to stop
DBCDRPR may result in a partially processed transaction that needs to be backed out by the database. While the back
out is done automatically by the database, this is not a good practice.   

There are three options:

• Issue the MVS STOP console command:

 P DBCDRPR  

• Issue the MVS MODIFY command specifying EOJ as the parameter:

 F DBCDRPR,EOJ  

• Shut down the MUF to which the DBCDRPR module is connected. DBCDRPR detects the MUF wanting to shut down
and it goes into normal termination:

 F CDCMUF,EOJ  

 Next:  DBCDRPR Exception Processing 

DBCDRPR Exception Processing

During DBCDRPR processing certain processing exceptions can occur. The exception can either be a warning or a fatal
error.   

Warnings are cases where processing was interrupted, but DBCDRPR attempts to resolve the issue. A warning message
is written to the SYSPRINT output file to alert you of the temporary interruption. If the temporary problem cannot be
resolved by DBCDRPR, the warning becomes a fatal error and is handled by terminating.   

Fatal errors are cases where DBCDRPR processing encounters a situation where processing cannot continue and must
be terminated. In cases where the program is terminated by a fatal error, transaction rollback processing is invoked to
remove uncommitted changes from the target database. 

NOTE

For more information about messages, see Datacom Messages . 

This page contains the following topics:

DBCDRPR Exception Processing – INCORRECT SEQUENCE

DBCDSPR builds and sends MQTS messages across the MQ connection. Each MQTS message has a START-ID and
END-ID. These correspond to the logical count of TSNs that have been processed.   

In the first MQTS buffer sent by DBCDSPR the START-ID is 1 and the END-ID would be the numbers of TSN/MNTs
included in the MQTS buffer. The next MQTS buffer would have a START-ID of (previous buffer's END-ID +1) and an
END-ID of (previous buffer's END-ID + number of TSNs in this buffer.

In this manner, the buffers are sent so that each buffer is sequentially adjacent to the previous buffer.

DBCDRPR checks the MQTS buffer when it is retrieved to see if it follows the specified pattern. If it finds that the current
MQTS buffer is not sequentially adjacent to the previous retrieved buffer, a warning message is generated.
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If for some reason, the DBCDSPR sending program is recycled while DBCDRPR remains up, DBCDSPR sends
notification of it shutting down, so DBCDRPR resets the expected next sequence number to 1.

DBCDRPR Exception Processing – Fatal Error

During DBCDRPR processing, certain conditions may occur that could trigger DBCDRPR to terminate.
When these fatal errors are encountered by DBCDRPR, the appropriate messages are issued, and every attempt is made
to handle the termination of the DBCDRPR program in a controlled fashion.

DBCDRPR Canceled or Failure Processing

Most of the protections built into DBCDRPR handle failures within DBCDRPR processing, and also protect the integrity of
the environment if the DBCDRPR process is terminated by external means such as:

• an operator cancel
• program abend
• database region or LPAR failure

However, whenever possible we recommend that you use the MVS STOP command to terminate DBCDRPR when you
want to keep the target MUF up. This normal termination process guarantees the integrity of the DBCDRPR processing.
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Using
Information and procedures for end users.

The topics in this section describe the product functions that are available for Datacom users.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Using section.

Use Case Videos
Datacom offers the following use case videos to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to implement and
use product features.

Video Link Title and Description

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Overview
Shows the stages of upgrading Datacom/AD 14.1 or 15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 1 min 45 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 1 - Planning the
Upgrade
Shows the planning and upgrade phase of upgrading from 14.1 or
15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 2 min 01 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 2 - Create Software
Environment
Shows how to create the software environment when upgrading
from 14.1 or 15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 1 min 24 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 3 - Create Upgrade
Data Sets
Shows how to create upgrade data sets when upgrading from 14.1
or 15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 1 min 12 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 4 - Perform Pre-
Upgrade Tasks
Shows the tasks to perform before upgrading from 14.1 or 15.0 to
15.1.
Run time: 1 min 58 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 5 - Switch MUF to
New Version
Shows the tasks to switch the MUF to a new version when
upgrading from 14.1 or 15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 1 min 51 sec

Datacom/AD Version 15.1 Upgrade Stage 6 - Perform Post
Upgrade Tasks
Shows the post-upgrade tasks to perform when upgrading from
14.1 or 15.0 to 15.1.
Run time: 2 min 02 sec
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Video Link Title and Description

Datacom - Making an Existing Table SQL Accessible:
Shows how to make an existing non-SQL accessible table SQL
accessible.
Run time: 4 min 26 sec

What are z/OSMF Workflows:
Explains what are z/OSMF workflows and how to access them.
Run time: 4 min 40 sec
z/OSMF Datacom/AD 15.1 Configuration:
Shows how to configure Datacom/AD 15.1 using the z/OSMF
workflow.
Run time: 4 min 56 sec

Datacom/DB 24x7 Feature - Communicating with an Enabled
MUF:
Shows how to communicate with an enabled MUF to add new
features or modify existing operational parameters.
Run time: 4 min 44 sec

Datacom/DB 24x7 Feature - The 1000 Alter Transaction:
Shows the 24x7 feature - 1000 Alter Transaction.
Run time: 4 min 20 sec

Setting Up a Shadow MUF:
Shows how to set up a shadow MUF.
Run time: 4 min 44 sec

Datacom Presspack: Datacom Compression Options:
Explains data compression options using what-if report analysis in
Datacom featuring compression with Datacom Presspack for z/OS
systems.
Run time: 4 min 23 sec

Moving Database Tables with No Outages in Datacom/DB
15.1:
Shows you how to move your Datacom database to a new volume
or dataset with no outages! Using Online Table Move can also
help you right-size your database to improve database efficiency
and save money on I/O.
Run time: 3 min 4 sec

How to Make Block Sizes More Efficient Using Block Size
Alter 24x7:
Describes the block size alter 24x7 feature, benefits, and the cost
of using this feature in version 15.1.
Run time: 2 min 20 sec

Using the REST API
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) provide modern, scalable access to z/OS services, tools, and data. With the
Datacom REST API, you can use modern development tools to maintain your Datacom applications and leverage your
mainframe investment.

As part of the Broadcom Database modernization strategy, APIs play a role in transforming the mainframe for hybrid IT by
making the mainframe a more integrated, agile platform. The REST API can extend database applications and automate
database application maintenance and administration.
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The API also addresses a skills challenge; by providing a familiar and flexible way to interact with the traditional
mainframe platform, it can help ease new DBAs and developers into mainframe roles by allowing them to work with
familiar tools and environments.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Using the REST API section.

For instructions about how to install the REST API, see Install the REST API.

REST API Architecture

The Datacom REST API is built on the representational state transfer (REST) architecture with the exception of some
services that are based on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol.

Supported Actions

The Datacom REST API lets you perform the following actions to manage and monitor your Datacom databases.

• View a list of active MUFs for a specified database, data area in an LPAR
• View attributes for a specified MUF
• View MUF options of a dynamic system table for a specified MUF

Use Cases
As an application developer, you can use the REST API in the following ways:

• Enable client dashboards or applications to view system and performance data
• Enable automated warnings and recommendations, to avoid critical system risks/outages
• Obtain flexibility to leverage modern, user-friendly tooling to improve the user experience

Authentication
REST API communication is secured through the HTTP or HTTPS protocol. The REST API server authenticates using the
Basic authentication type and the mainframe user name and password.

URL Structure
The URL addresses for the REST API operations have the following structure:<protocol>://<hostname>:<port>/api/
v1/<datacom_endpoint>Where:

• <protocol> Specifies whether http or https is enabled. Values are: http, https
• <hostname> Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running
• <port> Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server
• <datacom_endpoint> Specifies the Datacom API endpoint that you want to obtain

Example

https://zoshost.domain.com:10010/api/v1/systems

API Mediation Layer
The API Mediation Layer provides access to all services for managing your z/OS environment through a single base URL.
To access the services through the API Mediation Layer, the URL address for the Datacom REST API operations must
use the HTTPS protocol: https://<hostname>:<port>/api/v1/<service_id>/<datacom_endpoint>
Where:

• <hostname> Specifies the host or server name, or the domain name where the service is deployed and running
• <port> Specifies the port number that is defined on the web server
• <service_id> Specifies the ID of the service that is provided to the discovery service. The default is cadatacom.
• <datacom_endpoint> Specifies the Datacom API endpoint that you want to obtain
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Example

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/cadatacom/systems

Status Codes
For errors that occur during request processing, an HTTP status code is returned to the calling client. An error is indicated
by a 4nn code or a 5nn code. For example, Status: 400 Bad Request. In addition, some errors might include a JSON
object/response that contains a message that describes the error. Use this information to diagnose the error or provide it
to support staff, if required. The following messages might be generated:

• 200: OK
• 400: Bad Request
• 401: Authorization is required
• 403: Forbidden
• 404: The job name is not found
• 500: Internal server error
• 503: DatacomINFO address space is not available
• 507: Insufficient storage

Swagger Documentation
This section contains the detailed API documentation in JSON format.

NOTE
If you are using an API Mediation Layer, the API Catalog provides the Swagger documentation.

Please refer to the online format for OpenAPI content.

Datacom Dynamic System Tables Monitor
Use the Datacom Dynamic System Tables Monitor to access data from Datacom system tables.

NOTE
For more information about Directory system tables, see Dynamic System Tables.

Prerequisites

Platform-Specific Information

The Datacom API service must run on z/OS. This service can only access data from a Datacom system that is running on
the same LPAR.

Authorization and Authentication

Basic authorization user credentials must be provided in the header (either user ID and password or Base64 encoding),
as shown in the following examples:

Authorization: Basic zowe zowe

Base64 encoding of userid:password

These credentials are used to access the API and to sign onto Datacom.

Services

The following services are available:
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• Active Systems
• Directory
• Directory Area
• Directory Database
• Directory Datasets
• Directory Tables
• MUF Active Tasks
• MUF Options

Active Systems
Active systems endpoint returns a list of all Datacom multi-user facility instances on an LPAR.

Obtain a list of all Datacom MUF instances on an LPAR.

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>svw/activesystems

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.

Example: Return a list of Datacom multi-users facilities running on the LPAR

The following example shows an active systems request that searches for a specific message. CPU seconds in two
minutes define the boundaries of which messages to retrieve.

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/svw/activesystems

Response

{

  "cpuSecondsInTwoMin": 0,

  "currentCpu": 0,

  "databaseRequestsCount": 0,

  "databaseRequestsInTwoMin": 0,

  "enabledDateTime": "2020-08-11T16:22:50.661Z",

  "multiUserFacilityJobId": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityJobName": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityName": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityType": "string",

  "physicalReadsCount": 0,

  "physicalReadsInTwoMin": 0,

  "physicalWritesCount": 0,

  "physicalWritesInTwoMin": 0,

  "rawJobname": "string",

  "statusByte": 0,

  "version": "string"

}
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Directory
Datacom Dynamic System Tables Monitor. Obtain row exits information for this table about the Directory, including HTTP
Method and URI Path.

NOTE
For more information about Directory column names, see DIR_DIRECTORY (DRD).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/DRD

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the Datacom system

Example: Returns the Directory Table For a specific Multi-User Facility

Response

The following example shows a job name request for a specific MUF directory.

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/DRD

{

  "areaev": "string",

  "currentDatetime": "2020-08-11T20:00:16.214Z",

  "cxxEnq": "string",

  "cxxLevel": 0,

  "cxxVersion": "string",

  "datacomType": "string",

  "datafs": "string",

  "datahu": "string",

  "dbcsDefaultMixed": "string",

  "dbcsShiftCodes": "string",

  "dirName": "string",

  "generation": 0,

  "highRunUnit": 0,

  "languageSupport": "string",

  "primaryDdDbid": 0,

  "primaryDddDbid": 0,

  "secureJobname": "string",

  "secureSingleUser": "string",

  "simplifyMode": "string",

  "sqlSupport": "string"

}

    

Directory Area
Obtain row exists in this table for every area in the Directory.

NOTE
For more information about Directory Area, see DIR_AREA (DRA).

HTTP Method and URI Path
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The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/DRAWhere:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the directory area of the Datacom system.

Example: Returns the directory areas tables for a specific multi-user facility Directory

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/DRA

Response
{

  "areaName": "string",

  "areaSqlname": "string",

  "binarySearch": "string",

  "dataSpaceOption": "string",

  "dbid": 0,

  "dirLink": "string",

  "dirName": "string",

  "dynExtType": "string",

  "dynExtValue": 0,

  "dynamicExtend": "string",

  "generation": 0,

  "highUri": 0,

  "inserts": 0,

  "isHighUriNull": true,

  "isLoadedTimeNull": true,

  "isUriNull": true,

  "loadedTime": "2020-08-11T20:34:20.655Z",

  "loading": "string",

  "movedRecords": 0,

  "occurrence": "string",

  "slack": 0,

  "status": "string",

  "unloading": "string",

  "uri": "string",

  "uriReuse": "string",

  "version": 0

}

       

Directory Database
When using the REST API in Datacom, obtain row exits information in the table for every database in the Directory.
Review the HTTP Method and URL Path.

NOTE
For more information about Directory database, see DIR_DATABASE (DRB).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/DRBWhere:
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• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the directory database.

Example: Returns the directory database tables for a specific multi-user facility directory

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/DRB

Response
{

  "baseFormat": 0,

  "dbid": 0,

  "dirName": "string",

  "maintenanceTime": "2020-08-11T19:34:24.958Z",

  "maintenanceTimeNull": true,

  "occurrence": "string",

  "openTime": "2020-08-11T19:34:24.958Z",

  "openTimeNull": true,

  "openUpdateTime": "2020-08-11T19:34:24.958Z",

  "openUpdateTimeNull": true,

  "partition": "string",

  "readOnlyUsers": "string",

  "replica": "string",

  "restartTime": "2020-08-11T19:34:24.958Z",

  "restartTimeNull": true,

  "sqlSecurity": "string",

  "status": "string",

  "updateOwner": "string",

  "updateOwnerNull": true,

  "updateUsers": "string",

  "version": 0

}    

Directory Dataset
As part of the REST API, the Datacom Dynamic System Tables Monitor employs the Directory Dataset endpoint to obtain
the Directory Dataset Tables for a specific multi-user facility.

For more information about Directory Datasets, see DIR_DATASET (DRZ).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/DRZWhere:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the directory database.

Example: Returns the directory dataset tables for a specific multi-user facility

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/DRZ

Response

{

  "areaName": "string",

  "blockLength": 0,

  "datasetName": "string",
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  "datasetNameNull": true,

  "dbid": 0,

  "device": "string",

  "deviceNull": true,

  "dirName": "string",

  "generation": 0,

  "inUseBlocks": 0,

  "maxUsedBlocks": 0,

  "partialBlocks": 0,

  "secondaryCyls": 0,

  "secondaryCylsNull": true,

  "totalBlocks": 0,

  "totalTracks": 0

}     

 

Directory Tables
Directory Table endpoint obtains record exits in this table for every table in the Directory.

Obtain record information in this table for every table in the Directory.

NOTE
For more information about Directory Tables, see DIR_TABLE (DRT).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>/mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/DRTWhere:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the active Datacom system

Example: Returns the tables of a directory table for a specific multi-user facility directory

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/DRT

Response

{
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  "anyAuthid": "string",

  "anySqlname": "string",

  "anyTable": "string",

  "areaName": "string",

  "childRestricted": "string",

  "chngMasterKey": "string",

  "clusterKeyId": 0,

  "clusterKeyLen": 0,

  "compressExit": "string",

  "compression": "string",

  "currConstraintEr": "string",

  "currFwdRcvPend": "string",

  "currLoadPend": "string",

  "currRelatedPend": "string",

  "dbid": 0,

  "ddDbid": 0,

  "definitionPosted": "string",

  "dirName": "string",

  "dl1tConstraint": "string",

  "domainConstraint": "string",

  "dupMasterKey": "string",

  "encryptionKey": "string",

  "encryptionMethod": "string",

  "encryptionType": "string",

  "fullAuthid": "string",

  "fullSqlname": "string",

  "fullTable": "string",

  "generation": 0,

  "histConstraintEr": "string",

  "histForcedOff": "string",

  "histFwdRcvPend": "string",

  "histLoadPend": "string",

  "histRelatedPend": "string",

  "indexLoaded": "string",

  "isAnyAuthidNull": true,

  "isAnyTableNull": true,

  "isChildRestrictedNull": true,

  "isFullAuthidNull": true,

  "isFullSqlnameNull": true,

  "isFullTableNull": true,

  "isReferencesInBaseNull": true,

  "isSqlnameNull": true,

  "ischildRestrictedNull": true,

  "keyElementLength": 0,

  "logoption": "string",

  "moveToNewPart": "string",

  "newDbid": "string",

  "occurrence": "string",

  "partitionTable": "string",

  "pipeline": "string",

  "recordLength": 0,

  "records": 0,

  "recovery": "string",
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  "referencesInBase": "string",

  "sqlAuthid": "string",

  "sqlIntent": "string",

  "status": "string",

  "tableConstrained": "string",

  "tableId": 0,

  "tableLoaded": "string",

  "tableName": "string",

  "tableReferenced": "string",

  "tableReferencing": "string",

  "tableSqlname": "string",

  "tableTrigger": "string",

  "version": 0

}

MUF Active Tasks
MUF options endpoint obtains selected Datacom MUF active tasks for a specific MUF.

Obtain information about selected Datacom MUF active tasks for a specific MUF.

NOTE
For more information about MUF Options, see MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS

HTTP Method and URI PathThe URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/MFQWhere:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the directory database.

Example: Returns the selected multi-user facilities active tasks of a specific multi-user facility

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/MFQ

Response
{
  "bufferReferences": 0,
  "cpuTime": "string",
  "cpuTimeNull": true,
  "currentStatus": "string",
  "dbCommand": "string",
  "dbid": 0,
  "duration": "string",
  "eojOk": "string",
  "jobName": "string",
  "lockValue": "string",
  "mufName": "string",
  "mufplexOwner": "string",
  "optionalId": "string",
  "ownerTask": 0,
  "physicalExcps": 0,
  "requestSeqNo": 0,
  "runTime": "string",
  "runUnit": 0,
  "tableName": "string",
  "taskNumber": 0,
  "trnSeqNo": "string",
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  "tsnDuration": "string",
  "userJobid": "string",
  "userPath": "string",
  "userRqData": "string",
  "userSystemName": "string",
  "waitDuration": "string",
  "waitDurationNull": true,
  "waitTime": "string"
}

MUF Options
Multiuser Facility (MUF) options are a service of the Datacom Dynamic System Tables Monitor in Datacom REST API
operations. The MUF options endpoint obtains selected options for a specific MUF.

Obtain information about selected Datacom MUF options for a specific MUF.

NOTE
For more information about MUF Options, see MUF_OPTIONS (MFO).

HTTP Method and URI Path

The URI path has the following format:

GET <base URL>mufs/<jobname>/sqltables/MFO

Where:

• <base URL> Specifies the base URL address for the Datacom REST API operations.
• <jobname> (required) Specifies the job name that represents the directory database.

Example: Returns the selected Datacom multi-user facility options of a specific multi-user facility

https://zoshost.domain.com:10080/api/v1/datacom/mufs/ENF/sqltables/MFO

Response

{

  "DictionaryDddDbid": 0,

  "accountParamterAccountingDbid": 0,

  "accountParamterCpuTime": "string",

  "accountParamterDbid": 0,

  "agent": "string",

  "agentBreak": 0,

  "agentLogLevel": 0,

  "agentUseConfiguration": "string",

  "cbsBuffer": 0,

  "cbsDbidHeuristic": 0,

  "cbsDbidTemp": 0,

  "cbsMaxsten": 0,

  "cbsMaxstio": 0,

  "cbsTimeDelete": 0,

  "csaFree": "string",

  "dataPoolDataln": 0,

  "dataPoolDataln2": 0,

  "dataPoolDatano": 0,

  "dataPoolDatano2": 0,

  "dataSpaceConnect": "string",

  "dataSpaceSize": 0,
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  "dateTimeDate": "string",

  "dateTimeTime": "string",

  "dictionaryDdDbid": 0,

  "exctlno": 0,

  "expandLength": 0,

  "expandNumber": 0,

  "flexPoolDatano": 0,

  "flexPoolDatano2": 0,

  "flexPoolDxxNo": 0,

  "flexPoolIxxNo": 0,

  "ioTaskCurrent": 0,

  "ioTaskMaximum": 0,

  "logOptionOpenCalls": "string",

  "logPending": 0,

  "logPool": 0,

  "logReceived": "string",

  "logRsys": 0,

  "logSpillA": 0,

  "logSpillB": 0,

  "logSpillC": 0,

  "logSpillD": 0,

  "logSpillE": 0,

  "maxelrq": 0,

  "multiUserFacilityEndedNoLog": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityMessageA": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityMessageB": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityMessageC": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityName": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityPlexLocks": 0,

  "multiUserFacilityPlexMaxTasks": 0,

  "multiUserFacilityPlexName": "string",

  "multiUserFacilityPlexNumber": 0,

  "multiUserFacilityRunUnitGroup": 0,

  "nonswap": "string",

  "planSecCheckPlan": "string",

  "planSecCheckWhen": "string",

  "planSecCheckWho": "string",

  "procedureCache": 0,

  "procedureNests": 0,

  "procedureTcbs": 0,

  "pxxStats": "string",

  "readAhd": "string",

  "restartAccessOff": "string",

  "restartIgnore": "string",

  "rrs": "string",

  "rxxRollBack": "string",

  "rxxUnitCount": 0,

  "rxxUnitName": "string",

  "rxxVolumeCount": 0,

  "smpTaskCurrent": 0,

  "smpTaskMaximum": 0,

  "smpTaskReadyTask": 0,

  "sqlDefaultDBID": 0,
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  "sqlDefaultName": "string",

  "sqlOptionBoth": "string",

  "sqlOptionMode": "string",

  "sqlOptionOption": "string",

  "sqlOptionTimeout": 0,

  "sqlOptionTtmid": 0,

  "sqlOptionView": "string",

  "starMaxNodes": 0,

  "starNode": "string",

  "starSize": 0,

  "starTasks": 0,

  "starTimeBatch": 0,

  "starTimeCics": 0,

  "statBfr": 0,

  "subTask": "string",

  "sysOutClass": "string",

  "sysPoolCxxno": 0,

  "sysPoolDxxno": 0,

  "sysPoolIndex": 0,

  "sysPoolIxxno": 0,

  "systemDbidDbid": 0,

  "systemDbidSysOut": "string",

  "tasksNumber": 0,

  "tasksSize": 0,

  "tasksVaeNumber": 0,

  "tasksVmNumber": 0,

  "tasksXcfNumber": 0

} 

SQL Performance Analyzer
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer provides tools for database administrators (DBAs) to monitor and troubleshoot
queries. The SQL Performance Analyzer can be secured with Broadcom Top Secret or ACF2 or with IBM RACF.

NOTE
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer is available for Datacom customers on Release 15.1 of the base
Datacom/DB™ for z/OS Plus product only.

The SQL Performance Analyzer uses the available SQL Source Cache Data in Datacom to allow the DBA to monitor the
progress of queries and to cancel a poorly performing query. Developers can also use the SQL Performance Analyzer in
test environments as they develop new queries. Functions include:

• Monitoring the progress of the query
• Performing any query tuning to improve the performance of the database

Developers and DBAs can use the SQL Performance Analyzer as follows:

• Find and fix problem queries to improve database performance by identifying the following information:
– Inefficient queries using the available statistics (for example, filter factor)
– Queries with unacceptable response times
– Long running queries that could cause possible slowdowns

• Drill down into detailed query information as follows:
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– View the processing steps, query source, and the statistics for the query
– Limit the resource units or elapsed time to control or cancel the queries
– Generate optimization reports for the queries

• Filter for specific query problems using the search filter
• Manage active transactions as follows:

– Cancel queries that are affecting the performance of the database
– Generate optimization reports for the currently executing queries

The APIs that run on z/OS or operate with z/OS resources are required to be on a z/OS security manager. z/OS security
managers include Broadcom Top Secret, Broadcom ACF2, or IBM RACF.

See also SQL Source Cache.

Using the SQL Performance Analyzer
The Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer improves performance of the database. The Analyzer allows the Database
Administrator (DBA) to monitor and perform query tuning using the performance history of queries in the Source Cache.

Login to the SQL Performance Analyzer

Browse to the SQL Performance Web user interface (UI) and log in from any computer with a supported browser. Follow
these steps:

NOTE
The supported browsers are Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, and Mozilla Firefox.

• Enter the URL http://server:port/datacom/login in your browser, where:
server

Specifies the hostname where the Analyzer is installed
port

Specifies the web server port number
For example: http://lparhost:10888/datacom/login
The SQL Performance Analyzer log in dialog appears.

• Enter your username and password. Use your mainframe username and password to access this resource.
• Click Sign In.

NOTE
The user session is automatically signed out after being idle for 30 or more minutes.

Select the Datasource

The datasources that are configured for the SQL Performance Analyzer are displayed in a drop-down list. By default, the
Source Cache data (for the configured default datasource) are fetched and displayed. Select the required datasource from
the drop-down list to view the data for a specific database MUF. If the default datasource is not configured, then the first
datasource name in the list is selected.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• Select the datasource from the drop-down list. The Source Cache Query list or the Active LUW transactions are

updated with the data from the selected datasource.
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Next Steps

After you log in and select the datasource, you can view the Source Cache index, a table of the cached queries. Use the
Source Cache index to perform the following actions:

• View and search queries
• View query details
• Limit CBSIO and elapsed time for queries
• Retrieve an optimization report

You can also view the active logical units of work (LUWs) in a table view of the current active transactions in SQL. Use the
LUWs to view and search active LUWs, view LUW details, get LUW optimization reports, and cancel LUWs.

Source Cache Index
The Source Cache index for the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer provides a table view of cached SQL queries.
Database administrators (DBAs) can use the source cache index to view and search queries, to limit CBSIO and elapsed
time, and to generate optimization reports.

The Source Cache index is a table view of the cached queries in SQL. Use the SQL Performance Analyzer to perform the
following tasks:

View Queries in SQL Performance Analyzer

The Source Cache index is a table view of the cached queries in SQL. The details include the historical performance
statistics for the cached queries.

The table can be sorted by various statistics to identify inefficient queries or by QUERYNO. The user could also filter the
table by specifying filter criteria for the required column or for the required columns.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• To access the Source Cache Query list, click the Queries menu in the left navigation and select the Source Cache

Query Index. The Source Cache Query list displays on the right side panel.
• Filter the queries by various columns by entering the filter criteria for each column. Filtering updates the tables to show

the queries that match the filter criteria.
• Click the sort icon to sort the table by any of the columns.

Search Queries in the SQL Performance Analyzer

When you select the Source Query Index option, the cached query list contains all queries. To list only queries that
interest you, select the search type and enter criteria in the search field. The list table updates to include the queries that
meet any criteria that you add.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• To access the Source Cache Query list, select the Queries menu in the left navigation and select the Source Cache

Query Index. The Source Cache Query list displays on the right side panel.
• Show only the queries that meet the search criteria as follows:
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– Query Number: Select Query Number from the drop-down list and enter the criteria in the search field. The search
text follows the LIKE clause syntax (for example, %055%).

– Query Text: Select Query Text from the drop-down list and enter the criteria in the search field. The search text
follows the LIKE clause syntax (for example, %SCTABLE%).

– Internal Table Name: Select Internal Table Name from the drop-down list and enter the criteria in the search field.
The search text follows the dbid.ttt syntax, where:

dbid
Specifies the Database ID

ttt
Specifies the Table name

For example, 1000.SCV

View Query Details

Access a selected query from the web UI to examine its details and views. Details for a selected query include the query
statistics, processing steps and query source. The user can also request the optimization report for the query.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• Access the Source Cache Query list.
• Select the query that you want to view by clicking the row.
• The query details page displays:

– The Datasource drop-down list, which displays the connected data source and is READONLY
– Table with the details of the selected query
– The Processing Steps section, which contains the process step details for the query
– The Query Text section, which contains the query source
– The Query Statistics section, which contains the CBSIO and elapsed time statistics for the query and which

provides the capability to update the elapsed time and RSU limit for the query
– The Explain/Report section

• Click the Get Optimization Report to generate the report for the query.
NOTE
The optimization report is not generated by default.

• All sections can be viewed in a new tab by clicking the external link button.
• All sections can be collapsed by clicking the shrink button.

Limit CBSIO and Elapsed Time for Query

Control a query by limiting the resources units (CBSIO) or elapsed time (spent time in the Multi-User Facility). Limiting
CBSIO and elapsed time allows the database administrator to cancel queries that do not run within the configured limit.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• Access the Source Cache Query list.
• Select the query that you want to view by clicking the row.
• In the Query Statistics section of the query details page, use the following instructions to edit the elapsed time and

CBSIO limits:
– To edit the elapsed time limit:
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• Select the edit button for the elapsed time limit.
• Enter the value.
• Select the checkmark button to save.

– To edit the CBSIO limit:
• Select the edit button for the CBSIO limit.
• Enter the value.
• Select the checkmark button to save.

On future executions, if the query exceeds one of the limits, then the query is canceled.

Generate Query Optimization Reports

Generate optimization reports to view and determine the plan that the optimizer selected. The report also provides
information for improving the query performance.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer Web UI and log in.
• Access the Source Cache Query list.
• Select the query that you want to view by clicking the row.
• In the query details page, select the Get Optimization Report in the Explain/Report section to generate the report for

the query.

Active LUWs
Use the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer to view, search, and analyze details of active logical units of work (LUWs).
You can use SQL Performance Analyzer to get active LUW optimization reports and to cancel LUWs.

Active logical units of work (LUWs) are shown in a table view of the current active transactions in SQL. The table lists the
details of the active LUWs. Use SQL Performance Analyzer to perform the following tasks:

View Active LUWs

Active LUWS is a table view of the current active transactions in SQL. The table lists the details of the active LUWs.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer web UI and log in.
• Access the Active LUWs list by selecting the Queries menu in the left navigation and selecting the Active LUWs. The

Active LUWs list displays on the right side panel.
• Filter the queries by various columns by entering the filter criteria for each column. The table updates to show the

queries that match the filter criteria.
• Sort the table by any of the columns by selecting the sort icon.

Search Active LUWs

When you select the Active LUWs option, the table contains all the transactions. To list only the transactions that interest
you, select the search type and enter criteria in the search field. The list table updates to include the queries that meet any
criteria you add. Filter the transactions based on "Job Name" or "Accessor ID."

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer web UI and log in.
• Access the Active LUWs list by selecting the "Queries" menu in the left navigation and selecting the "Active LUWs."

The Active LUWs list displays on the right side panel.
• List only LUWs that meet the criteria that are based on Job Name or Accessor ID as follows:
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– Job Name: Select Job Name from the drop-down list and enter the criteria in the search field. The search text
follows the LIKE clause syntax (for example, %LPAR%).

– Accessor ID: Select Accessor ID from the drop-down list and enter the criteria in the search field. The search text
follows the LIKE clause syntax (for example, %USER2%).

View LUW Details

Access a selected LUW from the web UI to examine its details and views. Details for a selected LUW include processing
steps and query source if applicable. If the query source is available, then you can also request the optimization report.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer web UI and log in.
• Access the Active LUWs list by selecting the Queries menu in the left navigation and selecting the Active LUWs. The

Active LUWs list displays on the right side panel.
• Select the LUW that you want to view by selecting the row.
• View the query details page, which shows the following information:

– The Datasource drop-down list displays the connected data source and is READONLY.
– A table with the details of the LUW selected is displayed.
– For each query in the transaction, the following information is displayed:

• Query Processing Steps section with process step details for the query
• Query Text section with the query source (if available)
• The Get SQL Optimization Report button enabled (if the query source is available)

Each section can be viewed in a new tab by selecting the external link button. Each section can be collapsed by selecting
the shrink button.

Get LUW Optimization Reports

Generate optimization reports for a query in an active LUW if available. The report provides information for improving the
query performance.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer web UI and log in.
• Access the Active LUWs list by selecting the Queries menu in the left navigation and selecting the Source Cache

Query Index. The Active LUWs list displays on the right side panel.
• Select the LUW that you want to view by selecting the row.
• In the query details page, select the Get SQL Optimization Report button for the required query to generate the

report for the query.

Cancel a LUW

The database administrator can mark any problematic active LUWs for cancellation.

Follow these steps:

• Browse to the SQL Performance Analyzer web UI and log in.
• Access the Active LUWs list by selecting the Queries menu in the left navigation and selecting the Source Cache

Query Index. The Active LUWs list displays on the right side panel.
• Select the LUWs by selecting the checkbox in the rows.
• Select the cancel button and confirm the deletion.
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Build and Maintain Datacom COBOL Applications with VS Code or
Eclipse Che
Work on Datacom COBOL applications in your preferred development environment with the Datacom COBOL language
support extension (LSE) for Microsoft Visual Studio Code or Eclipse Che.

COBOL Language Support Extension, published by Broadcom, is a free extension for Microsoft Visual Studio Code
(VS Code). The extension supports building and maintaining Datacom COBOL applications outside of your mainframe
environment.

The extension enhances the COBOL programming experience in your development environment by using the language
server protocol (LSP) to provide autocomplete and syntax highlighting and coloring. The extension also provides
diagnostic features for COBOL code and Datacom statements. The COBOL Language Support extension can also
connect to a mainframe using the Zowe Explorer extension to automatically retrieve copybooks used in your programs
and store them in your workspace. COBOL Language Support also supports COBOL programs which interact with IDMS,
Datacom, CICS, and DB2 SQL.

COBOL Language Support recognizes files with the extensions .cob, .cbl and .cobol as COBOL files, and .cpy and
.copy as COBOL. This extension is a part of the Che4z open-source project.

COBOL Language Support is also part of Code4z, an all-round package that offers a modern experience for mainframe
application developers, including extensions for language support, data editing, testing, and source code management.

Prerequisites
Java version 8 or higher with the PATH variable correctly configured. For more information, see the Java documentation.

Compatibility

The COBOL Language Support extension is supported on Visual Studio Code and Github Codespaces.

This extension is not compatible with other extensions that provide COBOL support except COBOL Control Flow. We
recommend that you disable all other COBOL-related extensions to ensure that COBOL Language Support functions
correctly.

The COBOL Language Support extension only supports IBM Enterprise COBOL. Other versions of COBOL are not
supported.

Integration with Zowe Explorer

Integrating COBOL Language Support with Zowe Explorer lets you:

• Load your data sets containing COBOL code directly from the data set tree.
• Enable automatic copybook retrieval from the mainframe.

To enable these features, install the Zowe Explorer extension and configure a Zowe Explorer zosmf or zftp profile with
credentials and a connection URL.

Download the Extension

To get more information or to download the extension, see COBOL Language Support at the Visual Studio Marketplace.

Features

• Syntax highlighting and coloring — The extension enables syntax highlighting for COBOL code and Datacom SQL
statements. Contrasting colors in the displayed code make it easy to distinguish keywords, variables, and paragraphs.
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• Autocomplete — Autocomplete speeds up the coding process by intuitively suggesting the most likely variables or
paragraphs to follow existing code. The extension recognizes COBOL and  and provides live suggestions while you
type for keywords, variables, paragraphs, and more.
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• Syntax and semantic check for code — This feature checks for mistakes and errors in COBOL code and Datacom
SQL keywords. See suggested fixes through the syntax and semantic analysis feature, which returns diagnostics on
the entire context of the code, not just keywords.
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SQL Backend Server

Set the Datacom SQL backend server as Datacom to ensure you use the correct version of the implicit SQLCA and
SQLDA copybooks. To set the SQL backend server, go to VS Code Settings > User > Extensions > COBOL Language
Support > Cobol-lsp: Target-sql-backend. The default setting is DB2.

Subroutine Support

The COBOL Language Support extension supports subroutines specified in CALL statements if the called program
is stored in a local folder in your workspace. The Go To Definition and Find All References functionalities, as well as
autocomplete, are extended to work for names of subroutines.

To enable subroutine support, specify the paths of folders containing subroutine files in your workspace extension
settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Extensions tab, click the cog icon next to COBOL Language Support and select Extension Settings to open
the COBOL Language Support extension settings.

2. Switch from User to Workspace.
3. Under Subroutine-manager: Paths-local, specify the paths of the folders containing subroutines.
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TIP
We recommend that you specify relative paths from the workspace root. To obtain the relative path of a
folder in your workspace, right-click it in the folder tree and select Copy Relative Path.

The folders are searched in the order they are listed. If two folders contain a subroutine with the same file name, the
one from the folder higher on the list is used.

4. Open a program or project.

Subroutine support features are now enabled.

If you specify your subroutine folders using absolute paths or paths containing ../ or ./, the subroutine folders are not
watched for changes. You might need to resolve names of recently added files in your code manually.

Copybook Support

The COBOL Language Support extension supports copybooks used in your source code that are stored in a local
folder in your workspace. If your copybooks are stored in mainframe data sets, you can use a Zowe Explorer profile to
automatically download them from the mainframe to your workspace.

You can use copybooks stored in local folders, mainframe data sets or both. To enable copybook support, you specify the
folders and data sets that contain copybooks used in your project in the workspace settings. When a copybook is used
in the program, the folders and data sets are searched in the order they are listed for files and members that match the
name of the copybook. If a copybook with the same file name is located in both a local folder and a mainframe data set,
the one in the local folder is used.

Copybook support features are disabled for files stored in the folder .c4z/.extsrcs in your workspace. If you also use
the Debugger for Mainframe extension to debug your COBOL programs, you might have some files stored in this folder.

Configuring copybook support on COBOL Language Support also enables copybook support features of the COBOL
Control Flow extension.

Supported Copybook Types

COBOL Language Support supports the following copybook types:

• IBM COBOL Copybooks, called with the COPY statement.
• Datacom COBOL copybooks, called with the COPY statement. Datacom copybooks must be extracted to a mainframe

data set or local folder for use in COBOL Language Support.

Storing Copybooks Locally

You can store your copybooks locally in folders in your workspace and specify those folder paths in your workspace
extension settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Extensions tab, click the cog icon next to COBOL Language Support and select Extension Settings to
open the COBOL Language Support extension settings.

2. Switch from User to Workspace.
3. Specify the paths of the folders containing copybooks:

– Under Cpy-manager: Paths-local for standard IBM Enterprise COBOL and Datacom.
– Under Cpy-manager: Paths-local: Idms for the IDMS dialect.

TIP
We recommend that you specify relative paths from the workspace root. To obtain the relative path of a
folder in your workspace, right-click it in the folder tree and select Copy Relative Path.

– The folders are searched in the order they are listed. If two folders contain a copybook with the same file name, the
one from the folder higher on the list is used.
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4. Open a program or project.

Copybook support features are now enabled.

If you specify your copybook folders using absolute paths or paths containing ../ or ./, the copybook folders are not
watched for changes. You might need to resolve names of recently added copybooks in your code manually.

To resolve copybook names manually, hover over the copybook name with the error underline, select Quick Fix... and
Resolve copybook.

Retrieving Copybooks from the Mainframe

You can also set up automatic copybook retrieval from the mainframe to download copybooks from mainframe data sets
to your workspace.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have a Zowe Explorer profile configured, with credentials and a connection URL defined.
2. Open the Extensions tab, click the cog icon next to COBOL Language Support and select Extension Settings to

open the COBOL Language Support extension settings.
3. Switch from User to Workspace.
4. Under Cpy-manager: Paths-dsn, list the names of any number of partitioned data sets on the mainframe to search

for copybooks. The data sets are searched in the order they are listed, so if two data sets contain a copybook with the
same member name, the one from the data set higher on the list is downloaded.

5. Under Profile, enter the name of your Zowe Explorer profile.
6. Open a program or project.
7. All copybooks used in the program or project which are not stored locally are downloaded from the mainframe data

sets that you specified in step 3.

Copybook support features are now enabled.

Copybooks that you retrieve from mainframe data sets are stored in the .c4z/.copybooks directory within the
workspace, which is created automatically.

Because copybooks that are downloaded to the .copybooks folder might change on the mainframe, we recommend
that you refresh your copybooks from time to time. To refresh your copybooks, manually delete the .copybooks folder in
your workspace. The copybooks are then re-downloaded from the mainframe the next time you open a file that references
each copybook.

Copybooks downloaded from the mainframe using an older version of COBOL Language Support might also be found in
a .copybooks directory in the workspace root. We recommend that you delete this folder so that all files are downloaded
again to the .c4z/.copybooks folder.

Copybook Support Features

The extension includes the following copybook support features:

• Syntax and Semantic Check
Syntax and semantic analysis are enabled for keywords, variables, and paragraphs across all copybooks used in the
COBOL file, to ensure and maintain compatibility of copybooks called in code.
The semantic analysis feature takes into account COPY REPLACING statements which alter the content of copybooks
when checking for errors.

• Syntax Coloring
Syntax coloring is automatically enabled for copybook files with the extension .cpy and .copy, as long as they are
used in the main COBOL file. You can also select the COBOL Copybook language mode to enable syntax coloring for
copybook files.

• Go To Definition and Find All References
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The Find All References and Go To Definition functionalities are extended to work for occurrences of copybook names,
variables and paragraphs in the main COBOL file.
Find All References identifies all occurrences of variables and paragraphs from copybooks in the code.
Go To Definition enables you to right-click on any variable or paragraph to reveal a definition of the element. If the
definition is in a copybook, or the name of a copybook, the copybook opens.

• Other
Inbuilt protection against recursive and missing copybooks. If the copybook is missing or contains looping code, an
error displays, preventing issues only being discovered when the code is executed.
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Variables and paragraphs are defined across copybooks. This ensures consistency of code, and prevents issues in
error diagnostics caused by incorrect variables or paragraphs in code.
Functionality to skip variable levels when called, reducing call time.

Troubleshooting

To generate a troubleshooting log for the LSP server, specify a value for the parameter cobol-
lsp.logging.level.root in the extension settings. Specify one of the following values:

• ERROR
• WARN
• INFO
• DEBUG
• TRACE
• ALL

These values are ordered from returning the least information ("ERROR"; errors only) to the most information ("ALL"; all
details).

Troubleshooting logs are stored in the subfolder \LSPCobol\logs within your user home directory.

Technical Assistance and Support for COBOL Language Support

The COBOL Language Support extension is made available to customers on the Visual Studio Code Marketplace in
accordance with the terms and conditions contained in the provided End-User License Agreement (EULA).

If you are on active support for Brightside, you get technical assistance and support in accordance with the terms,
guidelines, details, and parameters that are located within the Broadcom Working with Support guide.

This support generally includes:

• Telephone and online access to technical support
• Ability to submit new incidents 24x7x365
• 24x7x365 continuous support for Severity 1 incidents
• 24x7x365 access to Broadcom Support
• Interactive remote diagnostic support
• Technical support cases must be submitted to Broadcom in accordance with guidance provided in "Working with

Support".

NOTE
To receive technical assistance and support, you must remain compliant with "Working with Support", be current
on all applicable licensing and maintenance requirements, and maintain an environment in which all computer
hardware, operating systems, and third-party software associated with the affected Broadcom software are
on the releases and version levels from the manufacturer that Broadcom designates as compatible with the
software. Changes you elect to make to your operating environment could detrimentally affect the performance
of Broadcom software and Broadcom shall not be responsible for these effects or any resulting degradation in
performance of the Broadcom software. Severity 1 cases must be opened via telephone and elevations of lower
severity incidents to Severity 1 status must be requested via telephone.

Using Datadictionary
Learn how to accomplish your tasks using Datacom Datadictionary. Learn how to use the Online Facilities and Batch
Facilities. Find an example online panel and an example batch transaction.

You can accomplish your Datacom Datadictionary tasks in two ways:
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• Completing online panels that prompt you for the necessary information
• Submitting batch transactions

With either facility, you submit the same Datacom Datadictionary commands (functions) such as ADD or CREATE, but you
format them differently.

Each item on the Mode Select menu, which is the main menu for online Datacom Datadictionary, is a subset of the
functions you can perform in batch Datacom Datadictionary. You can do everything in batch, but not all batch functions
are represented on the online menus.

Depending on your system, you may find using online Datacom Datadictionary more efficient for some tasks, while you
may want to accomplish other tasks using batch transactions.

Generally, online Datacom Datadictionary can be a better choice for maintenance tasks, interactive displays, and adding
relatively small amounts of data to the Datacom Datadictionary.

Batch Datacom Datadictionary can be an easier and faster method of creating, copying, cataloging, or restoring a large
database or making major additions to a database.

Choosing the Online Facility

With the online Datacom Datadictionary facility, you display menu, prompter, and entry panels for selecting the functions
you want to execute. You use these panels to specify the entity-types and entity-occurrences and to complete definitions.
Within this facility, groups of related tasks are called modes. The following main menu shows the modes available in
online Datacom Datadictionary.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select

                                                                            P00M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

 

  1. DBMAINT    (SET MODE DBM)        DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT   (SET MODE ENTM)       DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL   (SET MODE ENTD)       DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE  (SET MODE AUTH)       DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance

  5. FILEMAINT  (SET MODE FMM)        FILE Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF        (SET MODE ISF)        Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL        (SET MODE SQL)        Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. IDEAL      (IDEAL)               Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF        (OFF)                 End session

 

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option.

The most frequently used modes are DBMAINT and FILEMAINT. DBMAINT is the mode you must choose to create a
database. FILEMAINT is the mode you must choose to create the definitions for sequential files for standard operating
systems. Other modes allow you to create and maintain instances of other entity-types, like reports.

To select a mode, type the option number for the selected mode in the indicated space and press Enter. Alternately, you
can type the command, shown in parentheses on the panel, in the command area and press Enter.
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If you select a mode that you are not authorized to use, you receive a message on this panel that you are not authorized
for the selected mode. Either make another selection or sign off Datacom Datadictionary.

If you have authorization for only one mode, Datacom Datadictionary skips the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel
and displays the menu panel for your authorized mode. To obtain authorization to access a mode you are not currently
authorized to access, see the person responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary at your site.

The following are the modes:

• DBMAINT
Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode - Use this mode to create and maintain Datacom/DB databases using the
DB Model.

• ENTMAINT
Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance Mode - Use this mode to create and maintain occurrences which are not
included in the DBMAINT Mode and the FILEMAINT Mode. You can also use this mode to update attribute-values and
support data for all occurrences.

• ENTDISPL
Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display Mode - Use this mode to display information about occurrences and structures.

• AUTHORIZE
Datacom Datadictionary Authorization Maintenance Mode - Use this mode to authorize users. See the person
responsible for security administration on your system for information about the AUTHORIZE Mode.

• FILEMAINT
FILE Structure Maintenance Mode - Use this mode to create and maintain non-Datacom/DB databases using the FILE
Model.

• ISF
Interactive Service Facility Mode - Use this mode to access the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive Service Facility
(ISF). This facility allows you to test Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility call sequences to assure the required
data is obtainable without the overhead of writing the complete program first. See the person responsible for system
programming on your system for information about the ISF Mode.

• SQL
Interactive SQL Service Facility Mode - Use this mode to access the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service
Facility This facility allows you to use SQL statements to create and delete TABLE, FIELD, VIEW, SYNONYM,
CONSTRAINT, KEY, and INDEX occurrences. You also use this facility to designate an AUTHORIZATION occurrence
as the authorization identifier (AUTHID) and to perform PLAN occurrence maintenance.

• IDEAL
Ideal for Datacom - Select this option to connect to Ideal for Datacom if it is installed on your system.

Choosing the Batch Facility

When you want to perform Datacom Datadictionary tasks in batch, you use an editor to create and edit input which
you submit with JCL to execute various Datacom Datadictionary utilities. The utilities execute Datacom Datadictionary
transactions to accomplish each task. Specific transactions establish authorization, connections between occurrences,
specify Datacom Datadictionary functions (such as ADD, UPDATE), and end the series of transactions. Following is an
example:

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -USR SMITH,90123

 -ADD DATABASE,PERSONNEL

 3000 333 RELATION DATACOM

 -END
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Using Text Classifications to Group Information

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to generate customized reports containing only the information pertinent to specific
entity-occurrences. The ability to define text classifications (text classes) allows you to selectively group your information
associated with an occurrence. By defining individual text classes, you have increased flexibility to manipulate text and to
generate customized reports containing only the information pertinent to a specific department, job function, or application.

Other than the default, there are no predefined classes. If you do not define individual text classes, the system
automatically uses STANDARD (the system default text class name). If individual text classes have been defined but are
not specified in a text command, the system uses the default.

Arrange Entity-Occurrence Retrieval Sequence
Learn about arranging entity-occurrence retrieval sequences in Datacom Datadictionary. You can retrieve all entity-
occurrences, for status/version, or by alias or descriptor names.

When you perform a Datacom Datadictionary operation, it is possible that the operation affects more than one entity-
occurrence. When you request the retrieval of entity-occurrences, Datacom Datadictionary returns all entity-occurrences
that satisfy your specifications. The sequence of the entity-occurrences that Datacom Datadictionary returns depends on
the information you provide.

Retrieving All Entity-Occurrences

The major sequence of the entity-occurrences is based on entity-type. When you issue a request to retrieve all entity-
occurrences of all entity-types in all status/versions, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrences in alphabetical
order by entity-type names. For example, all AREA entity-occurrences are retrieved before DATABASE occurrences. All
ELEMENT entity-occurrences are retrieved before TABLE occurrences. Within each entity-type, the entity-occurrences
are returned in the following order:

1. HIST status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order
If more than one version of an entity-occurrence exists in this status, the versions are listed in sequential order.

2. PROD status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order
3. QUAL production status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order
4. TEST status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order

If more than one version of an entity-occurrence exists in this status, the versions are listed in sequential order.
5. INCO status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order

NOTE
If you request all entity-occurrences of a single entity-type, Datacom Datadictionary returns occurrences in
the order specified.

When retrieving entity-occurrences through a defined path of relationships, Datacom Datadictionary returns occurrences
in the order that is specified by status of the first entity-occurrence in the defined path.

Retrieving All Status/Versions of a Specific Occurrence

If you specify ALL to retrieve all status/versions of a specific entity-occurrence of a specific entity-type, Datacom
Datadictionary returns each status/version of the entity-occurrence in the following order:

1. HIST status/versions
If more than one version of the entity-occurrence exists in this status, the versions are listed in sequential order.

2. PROD status
3. QUAL production status entity-occurrences in alphabetical order
4. TEST status/version

If more than one status/version of the occurrence exists, the status/versions are listed in sequential order.
5. INCO status/version
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When retrieving entity-occurrences through a defined path of relationships, entity-occurrences are returned in the order
that is specified by status of the first entity-occurrence in the defined path.

Retrieving All Entity-Occurrences of a Specific Status/Version

When you issue a request to retrieve all entity-occurrences of all entity-types in a specific status/version, Datacom
Datadictionary returns the entity-occurrences in alphabetical order by entity-type names.

If you issue a request to retrieve all entity-occurrences of a specific entity-type in a specific status/version, Datacom
Datadictionary returns the entity-occurrences in alphabetical order by entity-occurrence names.

Retrieving by Alias or Descriptor Names

When retrieving entity-occurrences through alias or descriptor names, Datacom Datadictionary returns entity-occurrences
in alphabetical order by alias or descriptor name. Within each alias name or descriptor name, Datacom Datadictionary
returns the occurrences in the order that is described in the previous sections and based on your specifications.

Occurrence Naming Standards
Learn about occurrence naming standards in Datacom. Find rules for occurrence naming and permissible characters in
occurrence names.

Follow these requirements when you name or rename occurrences. These standards help ensure the integration of all
Broadcom products.

• Occurrence names can be up to 32 characters in length. However, not all entity-types are defined with that length
when Datacom Datadictionary is installed. For more information about the ENTITY-NAME attribute for each entity-type,
see Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

NOTE
Some products cannot use 32-character names in all cases. For restrictions on name length, check with the
people responsible for administering the products at your site.

You can change the maximum length of occurrence names by entity-type.
• Occurrence names cannot contain embedded blanks.
• Occurrence names must be unique within the entity-type. Exceptions to this standard are fields, keys, and elements.

They must be unique within their entity-type only within the RECORD, TABLE, or VIEW substructure to which they are
defined.

• Each alias name must be unique within the entity-type.
• Files and tables cannot have the same name.
• Records, tables, views, and synonyms cannot have the same name.
• Procedures cannot have the same name as records, tables, synonyms, views, or constraints.

You can use the following characters when naming occurrences. You cannot use other characters.
A through Z

See the following list of reserved words.
0 through 9

(None)
$ (dollar)

Not as an initial character
- (dash)

Not as an initial or a last character
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# (pound)
Not as an initial character

¢ (cent)
Not as an initial character

@ (at sign)
Not as an initial character

_ (underscore)
Not as an initial or a last character

The $, #, @, and ¢ are used as initial characters by Broadcom products to allow them to distinguish occurrences that
belong to the individual Broadcom products.

Do not use the ampersand (&) as the first character of any attribute-value. Do not use the semicolon (;) as any part of an
attribute-value.

Datadictionary Reserved Words
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence naming standards include reserved words that must not be used when naming
occurrences.

Datacom Datadictionary reserves the following words for its own use. Do not use these words when naming occurrences.

• ALL
As an occurrence name

• CONSTRAINT
As a TABLE occurrence name

• END
As a FIELD occurrence name

• FUNCTION
As a TABLE occurrence name

• PARAMETER-LIST
As a TABLE occurrence name

• PROCEDURE
As a TABLE occurrence name

• REDEFINES
As a FIELD occurrence name

• REMOVE
As a FIELD occurrence name

• SQLEL
As an ELEMENT entity-occurrence name

• START
As a FIELD occurrence name

• SYNONYM
As a TABLE occurrence name

• TABLE
As a TABLE occurrence name

• TRIGGER
As a TABLE occurrence name

• UNIVERSAL
As an occurrence name

• VIEW
As a TABLE occurrence name
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Some words are reserved for use by other products. For the naming standards and the reserved words, see the person
responsible for administering the specific products that are used on your system.

Assigning DATACOM Names for Occurrences
Datacom/DB has specific requirements for names it can use for the AREA, TABLE, ELEMENT, and KEY occurrences in
the DATABASE structure. You specify this name with the DATACOM-NAME attribute.

• DATACOM-NAME for an AREA Occurrence
This is a 3-character Datacom/DB short name for the area. The name must be unique among the areas in a
DATABASE structure in a specific status/version. The name cannot contain leading, embedded, or trailing blanks.
The first byte must be alphabetic. The second and third bytes can be alphanumeric. If the last 2 bytes are XX, a
warning is created at VERIFY and CATALOG time. However, a database is not stopped from being cataloged.

• DATACOM-NAME for a TABLE Occurrence
This is the 3-character Datacom/DB short name for the table. The name must be unique among the tables in a
DATABASE structure in a specific status/version. The name cannot contain leading, embedded, or trailing blanks.
The first byte must be alphabetic. The second and third bytes must be alphanumeric. If the last 2 bytes are XX, a
warning is created at VERIFY and CATALOG time. However, a database is not stopped from being cataloged.
For tables created with SQL processing, Datacom Datadictionary generates this name. The first three characters of the
SQLNAME are used if they are unique. Then, the formats Bnn, Cnn, or Dnn are selected for uniqueness (where nn is
two digits).

• DATACOM-NAME for an ELEMENT Occurrence
This is the 1-character to 5-character Datacom/DB short name of the element. This name must be unique among the
elements within the TABLE substructure in a specific status/version. The value cannot contain dashes or leading or
embedded blanks but can have a maximum of four trailing blanks.
You can also specify the DATACOM-NAME for an element on the Field Maintenance panel when you define a field to
a table. This element contains only the one FIELD occurrence. When you specify the name in the DB Element-Name
attribute on the panel, Datacom Datadictionary generates an element with the same occurrence name as the field. You
can use this method of creating elements only when you initially define the field to the table.
Each table that is created through SQL processing has an element containing all the fields (columns) in the table. The
DATACOM-NAME of this element is SQLEL.

• DATACOM-NAME for a KEY Occurrence
This is the 1-character to 5-character Datacom/DB short name for the key. This name must be unique among the keys
within the TABLE substructure in a specific status/version. The value cannot contain leading or embedded blanks but
can have a maximum of four trailing blanks.

NOTE
For information about the impact of updating this attribute when an SQL constraint exists involving the table,
see the Datacom Datadictionary attribute reference documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary generates the DATACOM-NAME for keys that are created through SQL processing. The
name is in the format SQnnn where nnn are three digits that are selected for uniqueness.

SQL Names for FIELD Occurrences
If you do not specify the SQL name for the FIELD occurrences that are defined to a table that has AUTHID, SQLNAME,
and SQL-INTENT attribute-values assigned, Datacom Datadictionary creates the SQL names during execution of the SET
DATABASE function. The table structure must be otherwise SQL accessible before the field SQLNAME attribute-values
are assigned.

NOTE
If the TABLE entity-occurrence is in PROD status, you cannot change the FIELD attribute-value for SQLNAME.
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Datacom Datadictionary constructs the SQL name for the field as follows:

1. The first 18 characters of the FIELD occurrence name are used.
2. Any dashes are changed to underscores.
3. If the FIELD occurrence name starts with a digit, Datacom Datadictionary replaces the first character with the

character A, because an SQL name cannot start with a digit.
4. If the resulting name exists in the table, the name is right filled with character zeros (X'F0'), up to 18 bytes. If the name

was 18 bytes or longer, then the last 3 characters are overlaid with zeros (X'F0').
5. The last 3 bytes of zeros are then used as a counter that is incremented until the SQL name generated is unique

within the table.

For example, suppose that a field has an occurrence name of DATACOM and, for some reason, another field within the
table already was previously assigned the SQL name of DATACOM.

• The generated SQL name would be DATACOM00000000000.
• However, if another field in the table already has that SQL name, then the generated SQL name would be

DATACOM00000000001.

In another example, suppose that a field has occurrence names all starting with DATACOM#FIELD#EXAMPLE, and the
SQLMODE= parameter is ANSI or FIPS.

• The generated SQL name for DATACOM#FIELD#EXAMPLE#ONE would be DATACOM#FIELD#EXAM.
• The generated SQL name for DATACOM#FIELD#EXAMPLE#TWO would be DATACOM#FIELD#E000.
• The generated SQL name for DATACOM#FIELD#EXAMPLE#THREE would be DATACOM#FIELD#E001, and so on.

For more information, see SQL Reserved Words in Datacom Datadictionary.

SQL Names for KEY Occurrences
Learn about how Datacom Datadictionary creates a unique SQL name for a key when there is none using the DATACOM-
NAME attribute-value and the DATACOM-ID attribute value. Parameters are described.

Datacom Datadictionary creates a unique SQL name (SQLNAME attribute-value) for a key when it does not have
one. The name consists of the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value followed by an underscore character followed by the
concatenation of the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table and the DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the database
containing the key.

kkkkk_
Is the 5-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the key, followed by the underscore character (_)

ttt
Is the 3-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table

ddddd
Is the 5-digit DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the database containing the table

For example, a key with DATACOM-NAME SQ032 in table INV in database 16 has the SQLNAME attribute-value
SQ032_INV00016.

The AUTHID attribute-value for the key is the same as the table in which it is defined.

NOTE
If the TABLE entity-occurrence is in PROD status, you cannot change the KEY attribute-value for SQLNAME.

For more information, see SQL Reserved Words in Datacom Datadictionary.
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Occurrence Names Created from SQL Names
When Datacom Datadictionary creates the occurrence name for the following SQL created entity-types, all 32 bytes are
used to create the occurrence name regardless of the site selection of maximum occurrence name: CONSTRAINT, PLAN,
PROCEDURE, SYNONYM, TABLE, TRIGGER, or VIEW

Datacom Datadictionary creates the occurrence name as follows:

1. The authorization identification (AUTHID) is added to the SQL object name with a dash (-) between them. (The
authorization identification (AUTHID) is the AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence that is created by the CREATE
SCHEMA statement in SQL.)

2. If this results in a name equal to or less than 32 bytes and is unique according to the rules for the entity-type, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns the name to the occurrence.

3. If this results in a name exceeding 32 bytes, the name is truncated from the right for a total length of 32 bytes.
4. If the generated name cannot be assigned to the occurrence because it is not unique according to the rules for the

entity-type, Datacom Datadictionary does the following:
– If the name is less than 32 bytes, character zeros (X'F0') are added to fill.
– If the name is 32 bytes, the last 4 bytes are changed to character zeros (X'F0').
– If the generated name still is not unique according to the rules for the entity-type, the last 4 bytes of the name are

used as a counter that is incremented until the name can be assigned to the occurrence.

For example, if the authorization identification (AUTHID) is STEWART and the SQL table name is PAYROLLSTAT:

• Datacom Datadictionary tries to assign the TABLE occurrence name as STEWART-PAYROLLSTAT.
• If that name exists, Datacom Datadictionary tries to assign the name STEWART-PAYROLLSTAT0000000000000.
• If that name exists, Datacom Datadictionary tries to assign the name STEWART-PAYROLLSTAT0000000000001.
• If that TABLE occurrence name also exists, Datacom Datadictionary continues incrementing the digits until a valid

occurrence name can be assigned.

For more information, see SQL Reserved Words in Datacom Datadictionary.

Guidelines for Dataquery
Review guidelines naming occurrences when using Dataquery with Datacom Datadictionary. Observe rules for key and
field occurrences, table names, alias names, and avoid using reserved words.

If Dataquery is used or planned to be used with Datacom Datadictionary, be aware of the following guidelines.

• Make an occurrence name as meaningful as possible in the context of its use to assist Dataquery users in identifying a
specific occurrence.

• Use the same or similar names for identical FIELD occurrences or KEY occurrences that occur in several tables or
records so it is easier for Dataquery users to determine which FIELD or KEY occurrences can be related.

• Do not define the same name for a key and a field in a table. Do not use the table name to define the name of a key
or field in that table. Dataquery selects the first occurrence that it finds with the requested name and ignores any other
occurrence with that name.

• If an alias name is the same as a table name, Dataquery returns the table without warning rather than returning the
object defined with the alias.

• Do not use Dataquery reserved words for the names of TABLE, RECORD, FIELD, or KEY occurrences. If it is
necessary to use a reserved word, you can define aliases to use in accessing the data through Dataquery. (Alias
names must be unique within the entity-type.) See the person responsible for administering Dataquery on your system
for a list of these reserved words.
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Guidelines for Ideal
When using Ideal for Datacom with , be aware of guidelines for occurrence name lengths, the use of a field name in
multiple dataviews, and non-use of PDL reserved words.

Be aware of the following guidelines.

• Ideal for Datacom has certain restrictions on occurrence name lengths. For details, see the person responsible for
administering Ideal for Datacom on your system.

• Use the same field name in multiple Ideal for Datacom dataviews, if you like, since the field names are qualified by the
dataview name in Ideal for Datacom.

• Do not use an Ideal for Datacom Procedure Definition Language reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW
occurrence. If you use a reserved word as a DATAVIEW occurrence name, a compilation error occurs. See the person
responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom on your system for a list of these reserved words.

Using the Online Facilities
When you use Datacom Datadictionary online, you display and interact with panels, rather than entering Datacom
Datadictionary functions in batch mode. Not all batch functions can be accomplished online, but most can.

When you begin using online Datacom Datadictionary, know what tasks you intend to perform. Each mode on the
Datacom Datadictionary main menu represents a group of tasks. The main menu allows you to select the mode you must
use.

Starting and Ending a Session
To start and end a Datacom Datadictionary session, obtain your signon authorization, issue a session activation request,
and sign in.

Before you can use the online or batch functions, the person responsible for maintaining Datacom Datadictionary
authorizations at your site must add your signon information or must provide you with a common signon ID.

Your first step in signing on to Datacom Datadictionary online is to issue a session activation request to your
telecommunications monitor.

When the session bind is complete, you receive the Datacom Datadictionary Signon panel with your user ID (a PERSON
occurrence name or its associated user identification code) displayed. The Signon panel is not displayed when using the
express signon feature.

After successfully signing on, you receive either the main menu of Datacom Datadictionary or a specific processing mode
menu, if you are authorized for only that processing mode. The authorizations are defined in Datacom Datadictionary as
attributes of the security Profile that is related to the PERSON occurrence.

Signing On
Learn about how to sign on to and use the Datacom Datadictionary online facilities. Find information on operating systems
z/OS and z/VSE and instructions on using DDOL and DDOX to sign on.

Step 1

OperatingSystem Monitor Task
z/OS or z/VSE CICS Sign on to monitor.
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Step 2

OperatingSystem Monitor Task
z/OS or z/VSE CICS Enter DDOL to display the Datacom Datadictionary Signon panel.

OR
Enter DDOX to initiate the express signon and bypass the signon panel. Your
Datacom Datadictionary signon information must match your monitor signon
information to use the express signon feature. The  Datacom/DBdatabase and
system administration and Ideal implementation documentation contain details
on these requirements.

Step 3

Complete the Datacom Datadictionary Signon panel and press Enter. This panel is not displayed if you use the express
signon. To exit the application from the Signon panel, press the PA2 key or the CLEAR key.

The Datacom Datadictionary Signon panel fields are described next:

• USER ID:
You can type over the displayed ID with a PERSON occurrence name or another user ID defined to Datacom
Datadictionary. The displayed ID is a protected field at some sites and no entry is possible.

• PASSWORD:
Type the password, if one has been assigned. The password does not display as you type it.

NOTE
If you have an external security package, you can bypass the security check on passwords. See the person
responsible for administering security for your site for information.

• DATABASE ID:
Only fill in the DATABASE ID field when:
– More than one Datacom Datadictionary exists on your system, and
– You want to select a particular Datacom Datadictionary other than the default for processing.

When you successfully sign on, you receive the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel. If you are authorized to use only
a specific processing mode, you receive only the menu for the specific processing mode.

If you are unsuccessful in signing on, you receive an error message. Correct your entries accordingly and press Enter.

Signing Off
Learn how to sign off from Datacom Datadictionary with the OFF command or the OFFON command from any panel.

To sign off Datacom Datadictionary, type the OFF command on any panel and press Enter. You can also select the OFF
option on a menu and press Enter. Either way, you receive the Signoff panel.

You can also enter the OFFON command. This command signs off Datacom Datadictionary and presents the Signon panel.
This process is helpful when you want to sign on with an ID that has a different level of authorization or want to sign on to
a different Datacom Datadictionary.

WARNING
When you use the OFF or OFFON command:

• If you have not issued the APPLY command after entering data on a pane, no updates are made to Datacom
Datadictionary and the data is lost.

• If your work queue has not been completed, it is lost when you sign off. For more information, see Building a
Work Queue.
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Building a Work Queue
The online work queue is a temporary set of functions, entities, and occurrence-names waiting for additional processing.
You establish the work queue by entering margin commands on Index Display, Structure Display, or Field Summary
Display panels.

To place an occurrence on the work queue, type a margin command in the line number for that occurrence and press
Enter. You can enter multiple margin commands on one or more panels during a session. As your margin commands are
entered in the work queue, the functions, entities, and occurrences are added in a logical sequence. You retrieve an entry
from the queue with the PROCESS command.

For example, on the following Structure Display, the MOD (MODIFY) margin command places the TABLE occurrence in
the online work queue to add or modify KEY and ELEMENT occurrences of the TABLE substructure. The DEF (DEFINE)
margin command places the KEY occurrence in the work queue to modify the list of FIELD occurrences.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                   DISPLAY

                                                                       TDYD

        Status: T001

 

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name             DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY                         00333

 000002   AREA               ACCTS-REC                   ACT

 mod003     TABLE            ACCTS-REC                   ACT       000   N

 000004       KEY            ORD-ID-KY                   ACTOR     000   I

 def005       KEY            CUST-ID-KY                  ACSTI     000   I

 000006       ELEMENT        ACCTS-REC-EL                ACTFL

 000007       ELEMENT        CUST-ID-EL                  ACTCS

 000008       ELEMENT        ORD-ID-EL                   ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ================================

 

 

 PF1=HELP PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB  PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY   PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

 

The work queue is available only during a session. The queue is not retained if you do not process all the occurrences in
the queue before the session is terminated. Rebuild the queue when you sign on to process any occurrences that were
not processed in the previous session.

Processing a Work Queue
You can retrieve an entry from the queue by entering the PROCESS command or pressing PF4. When an entry is
retrieved from the queue, the occurrence it names becomes the anchored occurrence and is displayed on the processing
panel for the requested function. The occurrence remains the anchor until you set a new anchor or enter the END,
PROCESS, OFF, or OFFON commands.

You can place more than one command in the queue for an occurrence by pressing Enter. If you add more entries to
the work queue during processing of your original set, the new entries are added to the top of the queue and processed
first. When you complete processing of the second set of entries, processing of the entries remaining in the original set
resumes. When no more entries exist in the queue, a message is displayed.
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Processing Multiple Areas and Tables In the Work Queue

If your database contains multiple areas with multiple tables and requests for all areas and tables were placed in the
online work queue, complete the definition of all tables in the first area before you can define tables in the second area.

If you press PF4 and all tables in the area have been processed, Datacom Datadictionary displays the AREA modify panel
with the next area as the anchored occurrence.

If you press PF4 and all tables in all areas have been processed, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB
Structure Maintenance Menu panel with the message NO DATA AVAILABLE FOR PROCESS COMMAND. At this point,
you have finished defining your database. Go to if Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+ are used on your system and also
see .

Work Files
You update Datacom Datadictionary by entering data on a panel or with a command. When you issue the APPLY
command, either in the command area or with PF9, the Datacom Datadictionary database is updated with the information
in the work file.

Datacom Datadictionary uses a work file (DDOFILE) to store your session-dependent information over a logical process
that can span the processing of several panels of information. DDOFILE and DDOFIL2 are the default names for these
work files. You can use the DDOLLIB= and DDOLSQL= parameters in the DDSYSTBL macro to change the names.These
work files are Virtual Library System (VLS) files.

Use margin commands to store the information and use the PROCESS command or PF4 to retrieve it. For more
information, see Building a Work Queue.

Datacom Datadictionary uses another work file (DDOFIL2) with the online Interactive SQL Service Facility. This file stores
the Service Facility source and output members as members in the file.

Navigate Within a Datadictionary Online Session
Use the Session Status Display panel to obtain a display of the Datacom Datadictionary settings for your current session
and anchored occurrence information. For more information about when you want to set session defaults, see Setting
Session Default Values.

Determining Session Status

When you enter STATUS on a command line of a panel or press the PF6 key, you receive a Session Status Display panel
similar to the following example.

If an occurrence is anchored, the Anchored Occurrence Information area of the panel contains entries for the entity-type,
name, status, and version of the occurrence. Otherwise, this area is blank.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

 ANCHORED OCCURRENCE INFORMATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T11D

 DDOL: SESSION STATUS DISPLAY                                  DISPLAY

 MODES -( PRIMARY: NONE    TEXT MAINT: NUM   )     SECURITY LEVEL: 1
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 AUTHOR: DATACOM-INSTALL                         TERMINAL ID: G001

 CONTROLLER: DATACOM-INSTALL                     SET NAME: DATADICT

 USERID: LAB                                       FILE     FREE BLOCKS

   DBID: 2                                       MDUOLL    406

 PREFIX:                 LENGTH:                 DDOFILE   590

 TEXT CLASS: STANDARD                            DDOFIL2   584

 SQL AVAILABLE: YES      ACTIVE DD DBID:   00002   DDD FILE DBID: 00015

 SQL DEFAULT SYNTAX LEVEL: DATACOM     SQL USER SYNTAX LEVEL:

 SOFTWARE STATUS:   DD- 12.0   DB-  120 -M  VPE- 10.0    SCF- 0420

 DATE: 03/15/2011      TIME: 15:34:05

 DEFAULT AUTHID:     SYSUSR            SESSION AUTHID:

---------------------------------------------------------------PARTIALLY SHOWN

                      PF2 Returns the panel in process    (page 1 of 1)

The Session Status Display area contains the following information.

• ACTIVE DD DBID
The DATACOM database ID assigned to the DATA-DICT database.
AUTHOR
The current default AUTHOR name used when adding an occurrence. You can establish a new default with the SET
AUTHOR command.

• CONTROLLER
The current default CONTROLLER name used when adding an occurrence. You can establish a new default with the
SET CONTROLLER command.

• DATE
The current date.

• DBID
The 3-digit DATACOM database ID of the Datacom Datadictionary database currently in use.

• DDD FILE DBID
The DATACOM database ID assigned to the Data Definition Directory (DDD).
DEFAULT AUTHID
The SQL AUTHID that was established when first accessing the Interactive SQL Service Facility. If you have never
accessed this mode, this field is blank.

• FILE
The Virtual Library System (VLS) files used by Datacom Datadictionary.

• FREE BLOCKS
The amount of free space remaining in these VLS files.

• LENGTH
The length of occurrence name prefix data.

• MODES
Displays an entry for the primary processing mode and the setting for the format for text panels.
– PRIMARY

Displays the current processing mode.
AUTH - DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance
DBM - DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
ENTD - DATADICTIONARY Entity Display
ENTM - DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance
FMM - FILE Structure Maintenance
ISF - Interactive Service Facility
SQL - Interactive SQL Service Facility
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IDEAL - If Ideal for Datacom is installed on your system, this mode appears.
NONE - A mode has not been selected. You entered the STATUS command while viewing the Mode Select Panel.

– TEXT MAINT
Displays the setting for text panel format.
NONUM - The text panel lines are set at 79 characters with no numbered margins.
NUM - The text panel lines are set at 72 characters with numbered margins.

• PREFIX
The default occurrence name prefix data established with the SET PREFIX command.

• SECURITY LEVEL
The level of security enforced by Datacom Datadictionary as specified in the SECLVL= parameter in the System
Resource Table.
SESSION AUTHID
The temporary SQL AUTHID that was specified through the SQLADMIN function for this session with the SET AUTHID
option. If you have not established a session AUTHID or have signed off and back on, this field is blank.

• SET NAME
The default name type specified with the SET NAME command. For more information, see Setting Session Default
Values.

• SOFTWARE STATUS
Version numbers and PTF level (for example, 8.0) for each of the following:
– DD

Datacom Datadictionary
– DB

Datacom/DB and whether Multi-User (M) or Single-User (S)
– VPE

Virtual Processing Environment
– SCF

Session Control Facility
• SQL AVAILABLE

Y (yes) indicates whether the Interactive SQL Service Facility is installed at your site. N (no) indicates that it is not
available.

• SQL DEFAULT SYNTAX LEVEL
The SQL Mode specified in the Multi-User Facility startup option. Modes are ANSI, DATACOM, or FIPS.
SQL USER SYNTAX LEVEL
The SQL Mode changed with the SET SQL command for the duration of the current session. If not changed, this field
is blank.

• TERMINAL ID
The terminal identification.

• TEXT CLASS
The current default TEXT classification name used when adding text to an occurrence.

• TIME
The current time.

• USERID
The three-character user identification used to signon to Datacom Datadictionary.

Setting Session Default Values

In all modes, you can use the SET function with appropriate keywords to assign or reset certain default values,
environment conditions, or the mode during the current session.

Use the following commands to perform the function described:
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• SET AUTHID
Displays the AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel in the SQLADMIN function of the Interactive SQL Service Facility. Use the
panel to change to a different AUTHID to use as the default for the session.
SET AUTHOR 'name'
Specify the default setting for the AUTHOR attribute when defining occurrences. The name must be enclosed in single
quotes.

• SET CMD DLM c
Change the command delimiter character, where c is the character. The default delimiter is a semicolon (;).

• SET CMD LIN n
Change the number of lines for commands on panels, where n is the number of lines. Valid entries are 0-5. The default
is three lines.

• SET CMD RPT c
Change the command repeat character, where c is the character. The default is a dash (-).

• SET CMD RSW c
Change the command reshow character, where c is the character. The default is a plus sign (+).

• SET CMD SEP c
Change the separator character displayed on the line between regions in a split screen, where c is the character. For
more information about the default, see your IPC documentation.

• SET CONTROLLER 'name'
Specify the default setting for the CONTROLLER attribute when defining occurrences. The name must be enclosed in
single quotes.

• SET DBID = nnn
Change to a different Datacom Datadictionary with a different Datacom/DB database ID than the one specified in the
system resource table, where nnn is the ID number.

• SET LANGUAGE language
Specify the default language to display on a Copybook Display panel in ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. The system
default is COBOL.
– ASM or ASSEMBLER

Use the Assembler copybook for default.
– COB or COBOL

Use the COBOL copybook for default.
– DR

Use the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility copybook for default.
– PLI

Use the PL/I copybook for default.
• SET MODE type

Specify a processing mode, index display format, or text display format.
– AUTH

Transfer to the Security Maintenance Mode.
– DBM

Transfer to the DATACOM/DB Maintenance Mode.
– ENTD

Transfer to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Mode.
– ENTM

Transfer to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Display Mode.
– FMM

Transfer to the File Maintenance Mode.
– ISF

Transfer to the Interactive Service Facility Mode.
– INDEX
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Allow Datacom Datadictionary to determine the number of lines needed per entry on an Index Display panel. Two
lines are used for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. One line is used for all other occurrences.

– INDEX1
Specify one line per entry on Index Display panels. This suppresses the display of parent-name for FIELD, KEY and
ELEMENT occurrences.

– INDEX2
Specify two lines per entry on index display panels. Parent-name is displayed for FIELD, KEY and ELEMENT
occurrences. A blank line follows all other occurrences.

– NONUM
Specify text panel lines at 79 characters with no numbered margins.

– NUM
Specify the text panel lines at 72 characters with numbered margins.

– SQL
Transfer to the SQL Mode.

– blank
Return to the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select Panel.

• SET NAME name
Establish the default type of value to display for the Field-Name field on a Field Summary Display Panel in the
ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. Enter one of the following for name in this command. The system default is the
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
– ASM (ASSEMBLER)
– CMP (COMPILER)

Display the Compiler name.
– DD (DATADICT)

Display the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
– DESC (DESCRIPTION)

Display the FIELD occurrence descriptive information in the DESCRIPTION attribute.
• SET SQL syntax-ID

Override the syntax level set with the SQLMODE= parameter in the MUF Master List or previously changed with this
command. The change is valid for the duration of the current session. You cannot change this setting to DATACOM if
SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS.
SET PREFIX = name
Specify one to 15 characters for Datacom Datadictionary to add to the beginning of each occurrence name you define
on panels in the ENTMAINT Mode. You can terminate your prefix setting with the RESET PREFIX command.

• SET TEXT class-name
Specify the default value that Datacom Datadictionary uses for the classification name for the text you add to
occurrences. For more information, see . The system default is STANDARD.
The name can be up to 32 characters and must follow the Datacom Datadictionary naming conventions. For more
information about naming standards, see section beginning on page Following Naming Standards.

• SET WINDOW = nn
Change the number of lines inserted with the INPUT command on a Text Maintenance Panel, where nn is the number
lines (window). The window must be at least 1 and can be a maximum of 2 less than the region size. The default is 5.

Transferring to Another Product

Datacom Datadictionary lets you transfer to another product, such as Ideal for Datacom, without signing off. See steps for
typing IDEAL to transfer to Ideal, then using DDOL to return to Datacom Datadictionary.

Several Broadcom products use Ideal. One of the features provided by Datacom Datadictionary allows you to transfer to
another product, such as Ideal for Datacom, without signing off Datacom Datadictionary. To transfer to another product,
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enter a transaction ID on the Datacom Datadictionary online panel command line. These transaction IDs are site-specific.
Check with the person responsible for database administration for the transaction IDs in use on your system.

For example, to transfer to Ideal for Datacom, type IDEAL in the command area and press Enter. This transfers to Ideal
for Datacom and presents the Ideal for Datacom Main Menu. You can perform all the Ideal for Datacom functions for
which you have authorization.

To return to Datacom Datadictionary, type DDOL in the command area on the Ideal for Datacom panel and press Enter.
This transfers from Ideal for Datacom and displays the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel.

Using the Split Screen Capability

If your terminal can display more than 32 lines, you can use the SPLIT command to present more than one display area at
the same time. For more information, see PF Keys in Interactive SQL Service Facility. This allows you to display different
Datacom Datadictionary panels simultaneously or to access Datacom Datadictionary in one area and another product that
uses Ideal, such as Ideal for Datacom, in another area.

Depending on the number of lines available on your screen, you can split the screen horizontally into a maximum of four
regions (one command area and three display areas).

NOTE
If your terminal screen only displays 32 lines, you cannot use this feature.

To use this function, type the SPLIT command, optionally move the cursor to the line where the screen is to be split and
press Enter. Each region, other than region 0 (the command area) must contain at least 16 lines, including the separator
line. If you leave the cursor in the command area on the screen, the display area is automatically split in half. You cannot
abbreviate the SPLIT command.

The following is a sample screen display after entering a SPLIT command:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select

                                                                          P00M

 Enter desired option number ===> __   (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance

  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     FILE Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. IDEAL     (IDEAL)            Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF       (OFF)              End session

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SQLMAINT                     SQL member maintenance/execution

  2. SQLADMIN                     SQL administrative functions

  3. SET MODE                     Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
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  4. IDEAL                        Transfer to IDEAL application

  5. OFF                                 End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the panel.

There is only one command area (region 0) on a screen with split display areas. Specify the region where you want
Datacom Datadictionary to perform a function when you enter a command. You can use either of the following methods:

• Place the cursor in the region to be processed before pressing Enter or when using a PF or PA key to enter a
command.

• Place a numerical prefix on the command, such as 2 END to indicate that the END command is to be processed in
region 2. Do not address commands to the command region (0).

If you do not specify the region number or place the cursor in a region, Datacom Datadictionary assumes you want the
command function applied to the display at the top of the screen (region 1).

Terminating a Split Screen Operation

Learn how to terminate a split screen operation in a Datacom Datadictionary online session using the COMBINE command.

Use the COMBINE command to terminate the bottom region of a split screen and give its area to the region displayed above
it. Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command.

You can also release a region by entering the OFF command for that region.

How Datacom Datadictionary Processes During Online Operation (Anchoring)

When you specify an entity-occurrence or entity-occurrences for processing, you:

• Enter a command
• Complete a prompter panel or a selection criteria panel
• Complete a path definition panel

Datacom Datadictionary responds by selecting the entity-occurrence or group of entity-occurrences based on the
information you provide. The first selected entity-occurrence becomes the anchored entity-occurrence and is passed to
the processing panel. Unless you delete the entity-occurrence, it remains the anchored occurrence after processing is
complete so that it can be used in other online functions.

Datacom Datadictionary releases the anchored entity-occurrence and processes the next selected occurrence when you
enter the next command.

The following explains how to change anchored entity-occurrences.

• Select the next occurrence
If the entity-occurrence selection is determined by a path definition, you can use the PATH command to select the next
occurrence along the defined path. For more information about the PATH command, see Using Prompter Panels for
Entity Display and Entity Maintenance.

• Release the anchored entity-occurrence
If you are using the online work queue to process functions, Datacom Datadictionary releases the anchored entity-
occurrence and presents the next function and occurrence from the online work queue when you enter the PROCESS
command.

• Terminate processing but retain the anchor
The MENU command terminates processing but the anchor is retained on the selected entity-occurrence when
Datacom Datadictionary displays the main menu for the current processing mode. The END command terminates
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processing, clears anchors on all entity-occurrences and returns to the main menu for the current processing mode.
For more information about the keys that perform the same functions as these commands, see Using PF and PA Keys.

• Terminate processing and clear the anchor
When you enter the OFF or OFFON commands, Datacom Datadictionary terminates processing and clears the anchor
on an entity-occurrence.

Streamlining a Session

As a novice, you can accomplish any task using menu and prompter panels. As you become more familiar with Datacom
Datadictionary, you find that completing a session consisting of several tasks can be tedious if you limit yourself to
displaying existing panels. An alternative, if you know what your task will be, is to use the navigational tools provided by
Datacom Datadictionary.

Using Margin Commands

Learn about using margin commands in a Datacom Datadictionary online session. Enter MARGIN on any panel to access a
list of margin commands.

Margin commands can be entered on Index Display panels, Structure panels, and Field Summary panels to perform the
desired function on the occurrence which appears on that line.

Entering margin commands on more than one line builds an online work queue for th current session. This eliminates
selecting and backing out of panels.

You can obtain a list of these commands by entering MARGIN on a command line on any panel.

Performing Maintenance Functions

Within a Datacom Datadictionary online session, use margin commands to help perform maintenance functions. Review a
list of margin commands with their definitions.

Use the following margin commands to perform maintenance functions:

ALI or ALS UPDATE ALIAS
ATT UPDATE ATTRIBUTE
CAT CATALOG

COP or CPY COPY
DEF DEFINE

DEL or REM DELETE
DES or DSC UPDATE DESCRIPTOR

DLT DELETE PROFILE
DSB DISABLE
ENA ENABLE

LCK or LOC UPDATE LOCK
MDK MODIFY DATAVIEW ACCESSING KEYS
MDL MODEL

MDY or MOD MODIFY
NAM or NME UPDATE NAME

PTN PARTITION
PAS or PSW UPDATE PASSWORD
REL or RLT UPDATE RELATIONSHIP

REM DELETE
SET SET DATABASE
STA UPDATE STATUS
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TEX or TXT UPDATE TEXT
TRA, TRN, or XFR TRANSFER

UPD UPDATE PROFILE
VER VERIFY

Performing Display Functions

Use margin commands to help perform specific display functions in a Datacom Datadictionary online session.

The following margin commands perform specific display functions:
DAL DISPLAY ALIAS
DAT DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE
DCB DISPLAY COPYBOOK
DCS DISPLAY CONDENSED STRUCTURE
DDF DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE
DDS DISPLAY DESCRIPTOR
DFD DISPLAY FIELDS
DFS DISPLAY FULL STRUCTURE
DIS DISPLAY (same as DCS in DBMAINT Mode and DAT in ENTMAINT Mode)
DTX DISPLAY TEXT
DUS DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE

Margin Commands on Display Panels

Learn how to navigate Datacom Datadictionary online sessions by using margin commands for specific entity-types on
display panels.

You can use the following margin commands on Display panels for the specified entity-types.

Margin Command Entity-Types

ALI or ALS All
ATT All
CAT DATABASE
COP or CPY All except FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT
DAL All
DAT All
DCB TABLE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, and VIEW
DCS DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
DDF N/A
DDS All
DEF TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT
DEL or REM All except FIELD
DES or DSC All
DFD TABLE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, and VIEW
DFS DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
DIS All
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Margin Command Entity-Types

DLT N/A
DSB DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
DTX All
DUS N/A
EDT N/A
ENA DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
LCK or LOC All
MDK DATAVIEW
MDL All except DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and

RECORD
MDY or MOD DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
NAM or NME All
PTN PARTITION
PAS or PSW All
REL or RLT All
SET DATABASE
STA All except DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE, and

RECORD
TEX or TXT All
TRA, TRN, or XFR AREA, TABLE, and RECORD
UPD N/A
VER DATABASE

Datadictionary Panels
Datacom Datadictionary panel consists of four kinds of panels that are consistent across the product: menu panels,
Prompters, display panels, and maintenance panels. .

The organization and operation of the types of panels are consistent across the product, making it easy to use online
panels once you understand how they function.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Panel Organization

This section describes the way Datacom Datadictionary organizes information displayed on panels.

   =>

   =>    command area                                          region 0

   =>

   message line

   ----------------------------- separator line -----------------------

   status line

                                                               region 1
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                                 display area

   PF keys

region 0

This portion of the panel is the area where you can enter commands, and where Datacom Datadictionary displays error
messages.

• command area
The top lines of the screen each beginning with a line indicator symbol (=>) are where you can enter commands.
Datacom Datadictionary is installed with a default number of three lines. You can modify the number of lines available
in the command area with the SET CMD LIN n command, where n is the number of lines you can specify, from 0 to 5.
If you set the number of command lines to 0, use the function keys and menu selections to move from panel to panel
and perform Datacom Datadictionary functions.
message line
The area where Datacom Datadictionary displays error messages. If you set the command area to 0, the message line
is at the top of the panel and is the only remaining line in region 0.

region 1

This portion of the Datacom Datadictionary panel provides specific information based on your request.

• separator line
A line of dashes below the command area that separates the command area from the display area. You can change
the dashes to another character with the SET CMD SEP c command, where c is the character.
status line
Describes the contents of the display area. It consists of the name of the selected mode or the function selected on a
main menu of a processing mode.

• display area
The portion of the panel that contains information which varies depending on the type of panel. The panel ID displays
in the top right corner of the display area.

Using Menu Panels

A menu panel allows you to select from a list of options rather than enter a command. In many cases, you can skip
the menu panels by entering the appropriate command. Valid options or functions and brief descriptions appear on the
menus. The menus also include the abbreviated command syntax.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select

                                                                           P00M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT     (SET MODE DBM)        DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT    (SET MODE ENTM)       DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL    (SET MODE ENTD)       DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE   (SET MODE AUTH)       DATADICTIONARY Authorization 

                                       Maintenance
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  5. FILEMAINT   (SET MODE FMM)        FILE Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF         (SET MODE ISF)        Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL         (SET MODE SQL)        Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. IDEAL       (IDEAL)               Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF         (OFF)                 End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the panel.

You can select an option on the menu panel by either typing the option number in the designated field in the display
region and pressing Enter or by typing the command for the option in the command region and pressing Enter. Datacom
Datadictionary then displays another menu or a prompter panel where you can enter specific criteria for the function you
want to perform.

Using Command Prompter Panels

A prompter panel displays the proper command syntax for the selected function. It displays both the long and the
abbreviated command syntax. Prompter panels assist new users unfamiliar with the Datacom Datadictionary commands
or a user unsure of the proper syntax. (A Selection Criteria Fill-in panel is a special prompter panel used in the Entity
Display and Entity Maintenance Modes.)

On a prompter panel, you supply the variable information about the entity-occurrence. The fields that require entries are
highlighted.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                    TCCF

 CREATE DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    BAS  (name)                                  STAT(status)

 with PASSWORD        using LOCK 0          LIKE _______________________

      PSWD    (pswd)        LOC (lock)      LIKE (name)

 

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

After filling in all required fields and any desired optional fields on a prompter panel, submit the command that the panel
represents by pressing the Enter key or entering the APPLY command depending on the function performed by the
prompter panel.

You can enter the APPLY command by typing APPLY or APP, on a command line and pressing Enter or by pressing
PF9. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the next logical panel for the function, a message confirming successful
completion of the function or an error message.
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Using Prompter Panels for Entity Display and Entity Maintenance

The Selection Criteria Fill-in panel is a particular kind of prompter panel displayed in the Entity Display and Entity
Maintenance Modes. It serves the same purpose as the prompter panels used in DBMAINT and FILEMAINT modes but is
formatted differently and used only with these modes.

The Selection Criteria Fill-in panel shows the type of function you have requested on the panel. In the previous panel the
DISPLAY INDEX function was selected from the ENTDISPL Mode menu. If you select a display of occurrence attributes,
the panel will show the DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES command on the left side of the panel. The Selection Criteria Fill-in panel
has a box for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to specify entity-type and occurrence information below.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Display Mode               Selection Criteria Fill-in    T01F

              ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY INDEX     :   using  _                ________________________:

 DIS     IND       :   using  (A-alias)       (alias name)             :

                   :          (D-descr)       (descriptor name)        :

                   :          (P-path)        (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname) :

                   :...................................................:

 / ___________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                 (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________ ( ____ ,        ,    ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)        (stat,   pswd,   ovrd)        (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Panel

Additional information about listing using this panel follows:

• List by Entity-Type
To display occurrences by entity-type, do not place entries in the optional criteria box. Use only the remaining lines on
the panel, starting with entity-type, to enter your specifications.

• Alias
Place the following entries in the optional criteria box to display an index of occurrences using an alias qualifier.
– using

Enter A (alias) in this field.
– alias name

Enter the name of the alias. If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns all occurrences which have
an alias. You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection (one or more characters and an asterisk). For
example, H* returns all occurrences with an alias that has H as the first character in the alias name.

• Descriptor
Place the following entries in the optional criteria box to display an index of occurrences using a descriptor qualifier.
– using
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Enter D (descriptor) in this field.
– descriptor name

Enter the name of the descriptor. If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns all occurrences which
have a descriptor. You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection (one or more characters and an
asterisk). For example, H* returns all occurrences with a descriptor that has H as the first character in the descriptor
name.

• Using a Path Definition
Use a path to display an index of occurrences related to a specific occurrence. If you are displaying a DB Model
structure or a FILE Model structure, you can use the standard path to display all occurrences in the structure. To
display only a portion of the structure or display occurrences of entity-types which are not in the standard path, you can
use the Path Definition panel to specify the entity-types and relationships to trace the path.
When you define a path, you can use the skip option to omit occurrences of a specific entity-type from the display. You
can designate which entity-types to skip on the Path Definition panel.

• Using an SQL name
Supply the SQL name of the occurrence in the occurrence-name field to retrieve the occurrence.

Other Things You Can Do

Place the following entries in the optional criteria box to display an index of occurrences using a path qualifier.

• using
Enter P (path) in this field.

• STANDARD
If you are using the STANDARD path for the DB Model, enter STANDARD in the field to bypass the Path Definition
panel. To define your own path for occurrences of entity-types which are not in the STANDARD path, leave this field
blank so that Datacom Datadictionary will display the Path Definition panel.

If you selected the STANDARD path, Datacom Datadictionary bypasses the Path Definition panel. If you are defining a
path, see .

• entity-type
Use this field to limit your selection to a single entity-type. Fill in the name of the entity-type. You cannot abbreviate
the name of the entity-type. If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns
occurrences of all entity-types.

• parent occurrence-name
If the entity-type you have selected is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you must fill in this field with the name of a RECORD
or TABLE occurrence to identify the parent TABLE or RECORD for this occurrence.
You can enter the name of a VIEW occurrence if the entity-type you have selected is FIELD. The columns defined to
tables and views in the SQL mode are represented by FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection (one or more characters and an asterisk). For example,
PAY* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns all FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT
occurrences regardless of the associated parent occurrence.

• occurrence-name
Use this field to limit your selection to a single occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence. You can enter ALL
for all occurrences or use a generic selection.
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns all occurrences, depending
on the other selection criteria you enter on this panel.

• stat (or vers)
Use this field to limit your selection to a specific status or version.

• pswd
Fill in the password if the occurrence is protected from unauthorized updates.

• ovrd
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Fill in the override code if access to this occurrence is restricted.
• YYYYMMDDhhmm

If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure that was in
PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as 201006 for the year
and month or 20100630 for the year, month, and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Using Display Panels

A display panel provides information you request or information initiated by Datacom Datadictionary, such as the result of
an APPLY command.

Operation

You can enter specific commands in the line numbers at the left margin on a display panel. For more information, see
Using Margin Commands and Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

When a display extends beyond the bottom of your screen, you can use the scrolling commands or PF7 and PF8 to
produce more of the display.

Facts

The displays you can request include the following:

• Occurrences in a structure or substructure in an indented format
• Index listing of all occurrences or only those occurrences that have a common criteria that you specify
• Support data associated with an occurrence, such as alias or descriptor names, relationship definitions to other

occurrences, and descriptive text
• Full list of attributes for an occurrence

The following sections show Structure, Index, and Field Summary Display panels. Other displays are available, such as
displays for text, aliases, and descriptors. For more information about other display panels, see .

Structure Display Panels

The Structure Maintenance Display panel lists occurrences contained in a DATABASE or FILE structure in indented
format. Datacom Datadictionary automatically displays a Structure Maintenance panel when you successfully define a
structure or substructure. The following panel is an example of a Structure Maintenance panel DISPLAY resulting from a
request for an ORDER-ENTRY database structure in status T1.

Example

 =>

 =>

 =>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                     DISPLAY

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type         Occurrence-Name          DB-Name   DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ===============================

 000001 DATABASE            ORDER-ENTRY                            00333

 000002   AREA              ACCTS-REC                    ACT

 000003     TABLE           ACCTS-REC                    ACT         001  N

 000004       KEY           CUST-ID                      ACSTI       001  I
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 000005       KEY           ORD-ID                       ACTOR       002  I

 000006       ELEMENT       ACCTS-REC                    ACTFL

 000006       ELEMENT       CUST-ID                      ACTCS

 000006       ELEMENT       ORD-ID                       ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ============================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

How to Display

You can request a structure display from various menus, by entering a DISPLAY command on a command line, or
by entering a margin command on another display, such as an index display. For more information about obtaining a
structure display, see .

Index Display Panels

You can use an index display to obtain information about the following:

• A single occurrence
• All occurrences along a defined path
• All occurrences that satisfy your qualifiers
• All occurrences of a specific entity-type that satisfy your qualifiers

You can specify qualifiers such as entity-type, occurrence name, status, alias name, descriptor name, or a defined path.
For more information, see How to Arrange Retrieval Sequence.

The following is an example of an index display of TABLE occurrences in TEST status.

Example

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR INDEX DISPLAY

 TYPE    OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  TBL    ACCTS-REC     T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------T01D

         Type   Occurrence-Name                   Status   Version

 ====== ========================== T O P ===============================

 000001  TBL    ACCTS-REC                           T       001

 000002  TBL    CUSTOMERS                           T       001

 000003  TBL    DEMO                                T       001

 000004  TBL    DETAILS                             T       001

 000005  TBL    ITEMS                               T       001

 000006  TBL    ORDER-NUMBERS                       T       001

 000007  TBL    ORDERS                              T       001

 000008  TBL    RECEIPTS                            T       001

 000009  TBL    SALES-ACTUAL                        T       001

 000010  TBL    SALES-HIST                          T       001

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END PF3=CLARIFY PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU PF6=STATUS MORE...

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

How to Display
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You can request an index display from Entity Display Mode (ENTDISPL) by entering D IND TBL on the command line.

Field Summary Display Panels

You can use the Field Summary Display panel to obtain information about the FIELD occurrences defined to RECORDs,
TABLEs, VIEWs, KEYs, and ELEMENTs.

Example

 =>

 =>

 =>

------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE    OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL    ACCTS-REC    T  001

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

   Level Field-Name                                 (Numeric Attributes)

   Preci Type   Len   Repeat   Just Rdf  Null  Fill Sign  Typ-Num    Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P ===============================

 000001  1     ORD-ID

        00005  NUM   00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C      000

 000002  1     BILL-DT

       00000   CHAR  00006  00001    L    N    N

 000003  2     BILL-Y

        00000  CHAR  00002  00001    L    N    N

 000004  2     BILL-MO

        00000  CHAR  00002  00001    L    N    N

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS  MORE..

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) are displayed on the
panel only for the binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D). Typ-Num is shown only when
the field is numeric.

How to Display

You can request a Field Summary Display by entering D FIE TBL table-name on the command line or by entering a
margin command on another display, such as a structure display.

Using Maintenance Panels

Use a maintenance panel to add or change attribute-values, aliases, descriptors, and text or to perform other maintenance
functions such as COPY, MODEL, or status change. Maintenance panels can contain a fixed number of lines, variable
number of lines, or a combination of a fixed portion followed by a variable portion.

A fixed panel has an established number of entry lines. You cannot scroll a fixed panel. It does not have the line or margin
numbers that allow you to use line commands or margin commands.

The following panel is an example of a fixed panel:

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR STATUS CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA  VER

  JOB  CA-JOB        T   001

-------------------------------------------------------------------T01U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                         Occurrence Status Change

 Current status of occurrence: TEST

 1. Enter new status: ____   (Valid entries: PROD, HIST, QUAL)

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Variable Line Panels

A variable panel contains repeating groups. A repeating group is a collection of contiguous fields treated as a unit. These
contiguous fields can span more than one line on the panel.

Repeating groups can be inserted, copied, replicated, moved, and deleted. For the line commands you can use with
repeating groups on specific types of panels, see Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

The following panel shows a line inserted after entering an I (for insert) line command:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 03IP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

             Level    Field-Name                      DB Element-Name

             Preci    Type  Len   Repeat Just   Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 000001    1        CUST-ID                           _____

          ___      C      00008  _____  _     _   _    _         _     _   ___ 

 ......   ________ ________________________________   _____

          _____     _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _         _     _   ___ 

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== =============

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

Displaying Help Panels

Nearly every Datacom Datadictionary processing panel has a HELP panel that explains the functions and options for
processing the panel. Press PF1 or enter the HELP command during display of a processing panel to obtain HELP
information about that panel.

Help is also available for most commands by entering HELP, followed by the command. The abbreviated commands
appear in parentheses. For example,

(HEL)p (COP)y

Displays how to use the COPY command.

The following is an example of a Datacom Datadictionary HELP panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------HUDU

 This panel allows the user to add/change all of the information 

 necessary to define a DATACOM/DB DATABASE entity-occurrence and its

 related AREA occurrences

 

Using PF and PA Keys

Datacom Datadictionary is installed with preset PF and PA keys. For terminals with more than 12 program function keys,
PF13 through PF24 correspond to PF1 through PF12.

The PF and PA keys perform the following functions except in the ISF Mode, in the Interactive SQL Service Facility, or
on a HELP panel. Those PF key assignments are listed on the following pages. Where there is an equivalent and an
abbreviation, they are listed with the PF key definition. The abbreviated command appears in parentheses.

Key Text Action
PF1 HELP (HEL) Displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END Terminates processing, clears anchored

occurrences, and returns to the main
menu for the current mode. If there is an
outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel (T01F), press the CLEAR key
instead.

PF3 CLARIFY Provides more information when the
message "One or more fields in error. Use
'Clarify' for details." is displayed.

PF4 PROCESS (PRO) Retrieves the next occurrence and displays
the next logical panel from the online work
queue.

PF5 MENU (MEN) Terminates processing, remains anchored
on selected occurrence and returns the
main menu for the current mode.
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PF6 STATUS (STA) Displays the Datacom Datadictionary
Session Status Display panel which shows
session status and anchored occurrence
information.

PF7 SRB or SCB Scrolls backward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line
panel.

PF8 SRF or SCF Scrolls forward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 APPLY (APP) Applies updates entered through the
processing panel and activates the next
logical panel.

PF10 PATH (PAT) Selects the next occurrence along the
defined path.

PF11 NEXT (NEX) Selects the next occurrence in
AUTHORIZE, DBMAINT and ENTDISPL
Modes, and for TEXT processing in
ENTMAINT Mode.

PF12 INPUT (INP) Valid only on Text Maintenance panels -
opens a window of blank lines on the Text
Maintenance panel for the addition of more
text.

NEXT CLASS
(NEX CLS)

On Text Display panels, if you enter ALL
for the Text Classification parameter on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel, displays the
next Text Classification in alphabetical order
when there is more than one.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
PA2 Displays the PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Same as PF2, except if there is an

outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel (T01F), press the CLEAR
key instead of the PF2 key to terminate
processing, clear anchored occurrences,
and return to the main menu of the current
mode.

Enter Performs different functions on various
panels:
On display panels, it processes margin
commands and scrolling line commands
and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to specify additional margin and scrolling
commands.
On variable line maintenance panels, it
processes line commands and refreshes
the screen.
On prompter panels and menu panels, it
displays the next panel when there is a
series of panels.
On Selection Criteria Fill-in panels, it
performs the function you have selected
or displays the next panel in a series of
panels.
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PF Keys in HELP Mode

PF keys are assigned the following functions during the display of HELP panels. Keys not mentioned in the following list
are invalid.

Key Equivalent Action
PF2 END Returns to the panel where the HELP panel

was called.
PF4 Presents previous HELP panel when more

than one is available.
PF5 Presents next HELP panel when more than

one is available.
PF7 SRB Scrolls backward the number of lines in the

display area.
PF8 SRF Scrolls forward the number of lines in the

display area.
PF10 Same as PF4.
PF11 Same as PF5.
CLEAR Returns to the panel where the HELP panel

was called.

PF Keys in ISF Mode

The PF and PA keys are assigned the following functions in the ISF Mode. Keys not mentioned are invalid in this mode.
The abbreviated command for HELP appears in parentheses.

Key Equivalent Action
PF1 HELP (HEL) Displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END Terminates processing, clears anchored

occurrences, and returns to the main
menu for the current mode. If there is an
outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel (T01F), press the CLEAR key
instead.

PF3 ERA Displays the Extended Receiving Area and
allows data to be entered in character
format.

PF4 URA Displays the User Request Area.
PF5 SVL Displays the Service List.
PF6 SRA Displays the Standard Receiving Area and

allows data to be entered in character
format.

PF7 SRB Scrolls backward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line
panel.

PF8 SRF Scrolls forward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 APPLY Makes the call to Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility (DSF).
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PF10 SRA Displays the Standard Receiving Area and
allows data to be entered in hex format.

PF11 ERA Displays the Extended Receiving Area and
allows data to be entered in hex format.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
PA2 Displays the PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Use the CLEAR key if there is an

outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel.

Enter Redisplays the screen without any action.

PF Keys in Interactive SQL Service Facility

The PF and PA keys are assigned the following functions in the Datacom DatadictionaryInteractive SQL Facility (SQL)
Mode. Keys not mentioned are ignored by Datacom Datadictionary. The abbreviated command appears in parentheses.

Key Equivalent Action
PF1 HELP (HEL) Displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END Displays the previous level panel.
PF3 SPLIT Displays two sessions simultaneously, if

your terminal displays more than 32 lines.
PF4 PROCESS (PRO) Retrieves and executes the next

occurrence and function from the online
work queue.

PF5 TOP Scrolls the display on a variable line panel
to place the first line at the top of the
repeating group section.

PF6 BOTTOM Scrolls the display on a variable line panel
to place the last line at the bottom of the
repeating group section.

PF7 SCROLL BACKWARD Scrolls backward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line
panel.

PF8 SCROLL FORWARD Scrolls forward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 EXECUTE (EXEC) Applies updates entered through the
processing panel and activates the next
logical panel.

PF10 SCROLL LEFT Scrolls left the number of columns in a
display when the display has entries in
more than 72 spaces per line.

PF11 SCROLL RIGHT Scrolls right the number of columns in a
display when the display has entries in
more than 72 spaces per line.

PF12 ALTERNATE (ALT) Alternately displays the SQL Source panel
and the SQL Output panel when both a
Source member name and an Output
member name were entered on a prompter
panel.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
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PA2 Displays the PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Displays the Interactive SQL Service

Facility menu.
Enter Performs the following functions:

On display panels, it processes margin
commands and scrolling line commands
and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to specify additional margin and scrolling
commands.
On variable line maintenance panels, it
processes line commands and refreshes
the screen.
On prompter panels and menu panels, it
displays the next panel when there is a
series of panels.

Using Line Commands in Variable Panels

Line commands can be used to scroll through, insert, copy, move, and delete lines in repeating groups on panels. These
commands are not related to the online work queue commands which are called margin commands.

The numerical factor described with the following commands can be either left or right of the command depending on the
site option selected. This applies to the insert and repeat line commands. For example, to insert three lines, you enter
either I3 or 3I depending on the format established on your system.

Field Maintenance Panels

You can use the following line commands on Field Maintenance panels:

• *
Scroll the display until this line is at the top of the panel.

• *+nnn
Scroll the display until the line that is nnn (where nnn is a 1 to 3 digit number) lines after this line is at the top of the
panel.

• *-nnn
Scroll the display until the line that is nnn lines before this line is at the top of the panel.

• A
Designate the location after which lines are copied or moved.

• B
Designate the location before which lines are copied or moved.

• D
Delete a line.

• DB
Delete all lines from this line through the bottom line.

• DD
Delete a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block.

• DT
Delete all lines from this line through the top line.

• IB
Insert a blank line before the first line.

• I or In
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Insert lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered. If used with n, n number of unnumbered lines are inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered.

• M
Move a line. Use A or B to designate where the line is moved.

• MM
Move a block of lines. MM must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. Use A or B to designate
where the block is moved.

• R or Rn
Repeat lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line where the command is entered. If used with n, the
line where the command is entered is repeated n times after itself.

Text Maintenance Panels

You can use all the preceding commands, plus the following on Text Maintenance panels:

• C
Copy a line. Use A or B to designate the location where the line is copied.

• CC
Copy a block of lines. CC must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. Use A or B to designate
location where block is copied.

• RR
Repeat a block of lines. RR must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. The lines are repeated after
the last line of the designated block.

On Other Panels

On Alias and Descriptor Maintenance panels, you can use only the following line commands:

*
*+nnn
*-nnn
D

DB
DD
DT
I
In

IB
R
Rn

On Structure Maintenance panels, you can use only the following line commands:

*
*+nnn

*-nnn
I
In

IB
R
Rn

On all other panels, including display panels, you can use only the following line commands:

* *+nnn *-nnn

How to Operate Batch Datacom Datadictionary
Use JCL in an editor like the one Roscoe provides to complete Datacom Datadictionary tasks with batch transactions
using the following utilities. Use batch to create your own relationship definitions.

DDBTGLM
The Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) creates DDUPDATE batch transactions from selected
occurrences. You can use these transactions to add or update occurrences in another Datacom Datadictionary
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system. You can also use the Batch Transaction Generator to create an archive copy of occurrence information in
batch transaction format.

DDCFBLD
This utility reads Datacom Datadictionary definitions and formats them for submission to DBUTLTY or catalogs
them directly to Datacom/DB. You can also use it to update Datacom Datadictionary's High-Speed Directory.
We recommend that you only use this facility to catalog the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE structures to the
CXX. Using this facility to move database definitions from one Multi-User environment to another, negates the use
of certain features of Datacom such as Dataquery and Datacom SQL.

DDICF
The Input Creation Facility analyzes COBOL record description copybooks and creates transactions necessary for
entering the appropriate TABLE, FILE, RECORD, FIELD and ELEMENT occurrence information.

DDRMFLM
The Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) converts the fields of data records in an
extracted (unloaded) file to a format that conforms to a different Datacom Datadictionary TABLE or RECORD
entity-occurrence definition. The converted file can then serve as input to load a Datacom/DB table.

DDTRSLM
The Transport Utility transports or backs up selected Datacom Datadictionary definitions from a Datacom site
for loading into another. The entity-types you can transport using this utility are TABLE, PLAN, VIEW, and
SYNONYM. The input of tables is not available in a Datacom/AD environment.

DDUPDATE
This update utility performs the general maintenance processing of occurrences. In addition, you can use it to
perform all the DDUTILTY functions including producing reports.

DDUTILTY
This utility processes report, definition and utility transactions within Datacom Datadictionary. The Source
Language Generation (SLG) facility, which is part of DDUTILTY, allows you to reproduce the field definitions of
ELEMENT, KEY, RECORD and TABLE occurrences as high-level language statements.

JCL Example Notation

The following JCL notation is used:

UPPERCASE
Identifies commands, keywords, and keyword values which must be coded exactly as shown.

symbols
Symbols, such as commas, equal signs, and slashes, must be coded exactly as shown.

Do not type the following when they appear in the JCL examples. They are provided to clarify the JCL syntax.

lowercase
Identifies a value or values that you must supply.

. . .
Indicates the omission of one or more keywords or parameters that you must code according to the specific
installation at your site.

Valid Entries

Within the list of valid entries for keywords, vertical bars are used to separate entity-occurrence names from valid
abbreviations.
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Creating a Sample Database with Online Datacom Datadictionary

Using the Lessons

The organization of steps in this process assumes that you enter the definition of an entire DATABASE structure in one
session. If you sign off Datacom Datadictionary before you complete these lessons, you lose the remainder of the work
queue you created. To return to where you left off, follow these steps when you start again next time:

1. Sign on to online Datacom Datadictionary.
2. Type

DIS BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1

MY-DATABASE is the database name used in these lessons.
3. Reenter any margin commands you entered during the last session that you did not complete.

You can also delete the new DATABASE and any substructures by signing on and issuing the command:

DEL BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1

And starting over with Lesson 1.

PF Key Overview

Moving from one task to the next requires you to press one of two PF keys:

PF4
Process the request and fetch the next function from the online work queue.

PF9
APPLY the specifications to the current definition.

Batch Transactions

You can also define an entire DATABASE structure using batch transactions. Examples of batch transactions that define
each occurrence are included at the end of each task. How to Operate Batch Datacom Datadictionary lists complete
transactions for accomplishing each major task.

Required Database Creation Tasks
Review a list of links to eight detailed procedures for defining a database to Datacom Datadictionary. Use this topic as a
reference, as it contains only a high-level list, no detailed instructions.

Defining your database to Datacom Datadictionary requires completing the following tasks. These tasks are described in
the following topics:

• Create a DATABASE structure -  Lesson 1: Begin Database Creation
• Add one or more AREA occurrences - Lesson 2: Adding an Area to the Database
• Add one or more TABLE occurrences for each area - Lesson 3: Adding a Table to an Area
• Add one or more KEY occurrences for each table - Lesson 5: Adding Keys and Elements to a Table
• Add one or more ELEMENT occurrences for each table - Lesson 4: Beginning Field Definition
• Define one or more FIELD occurrences for each table - Step 3: Define the FIELD Occurrences for This Table
• Definr one or more FIELD occurrences for each key - Lesson 6: Defining Fields to a Key
• Define one or more FIELD occurrences for each element - Lesson 7: Defining Fields to an Element
• Conclude the DATABASE Structure definition by copying the database to PROD status and cataloging it - Lesson 8:

Copy to PROD and Catalog the Database
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Optional Database Creation Tasks
You can perform the following optional tasks. The action is described under the task.

• Assign attribute-values to the occurrence attributes which are not displayed on the definition panels.
Enter the ATT margin command on a display panel to access the Attribute Update panel.
Designate aliases for an occurrence.
Enter the ALI margin command on a display panel to access the Alias Maintenance panel.

• Assign descriptors to group occurrences of the same or different entity-types.
Enter the DSC margin command on a display panel to access the Descriptor Maintenance panel.

NOTE
You can use descriptors to group occurrences for Datacom Datadictionary functions.

• Enter free-form, unedited text data to supplement information stored in the attribute-values of the occurrence.
Enter the TEX margin command on a display panel to access the Text Maintenance panel.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names
Review a list of online panel abbreviations that can be used in Datacom Datadictionary in place of longer attribute-
names.Datacom Datadictionary.

As you learn to use Datacom Datadictionary, you may find that you use abbreviated terminology. For instance, with
experience, you may prefer to say entity rather than entity-type or occurrence rather than entity-occurrence.

In online Datacom Datadictionary, a panel field name is often an abbreviation of an attribute name. Use the following list to
relate the online abbreviations to their longer attribute-names.

Blk or Blksz
BLOCK-SIZE

Cluster Key or Cluster Len
CLUSTER-KEY-LEN

Cluster Id
CLUSTER-KEY-ID

Compress
COMPRESSION

COMPRESS EXIT
COMPRESS-EXIT

DB-NM, DB-Name, or DB-Id
DATACOM-NAME or DATACOM ID>

Dec
DECIMALS

Field-Name
ENTITY-NAME

Fill
CLASS

Id
DATACOM-ID

Just
JUSTIFICATION
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LOCK or (lock)
LOCK>

Log or Logging
LOGGING

Length
LENGTH

Level
CLASS

Master-Key Chg
CHNG-MASTER-KEY, MASTER-KEY-DUP, or DUPE-MASTER-KEY

Mstr-Ky or Mst
MASTER-KEY

Native-Seq or Nativ
NATIVE-KEY

(name)
ENTITY-NAME

Nil
INCLUDE-NIL-KEY

Null
NULL-INDICATOR

Num
Introduces three attributes of numeric types

Occurrence-Name
ENTITY-NAME

Pipe
PIPELINE

Preci
PRECISION

(pswd)
PASSWORD

Recvr or Recovery
RECOVERY

Repeat
REPEAT

Rdf
REDEFINES

Sign
SIGN

Slack
SLACK

Sp-Mgt or Space-Mgt
SPACE-MANAGEMENT

SQL
SQL-I
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(status)
A combination of STATUS and ENTITY-VER or an internal interpretation of them

Type
TYPE and TYPE-NUMERIC

Uniq
UNIQUE

Lesson 1 Begin Database Creation
Learn about creating a database in online Datacom Datadictionary. Learn about the use of the CREATE function. Review
example panels for creating the DATABASE occurrence.

Concepts

When you define a DATABASE occurrence, you use the CREATE function. This function is used only to add the root
occurrence for a structure. The root of a DATABASE structure is a DATABASE occurrence.

Tutorial Notes

See your Datacom Datadictionary Administrator for a monitor signon and a DDOL signon, as described in Starting and
Ending a Session. After you successfully sign on to Datacom Datadictionary, complete the lessons to define a Datacom/
DB database.

Using Panels

See Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names for a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 1 Select DBMAINT or Use SET MODE DBM Command

The DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel appears.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select  
                                                                             P00M
 Enter desired option number ===> 1     (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance
  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display
  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance
  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     FILE Structure Maintenance
  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility
  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility
  8. IDEAL     (IDEAL)            Transfer to IDEAL application
  9. OFF       (OFF)              End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the panel.

To Complete This Step
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Complete your panel by making the entry shown on the preceding sample panel.

To Go to the Next Step

As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next step for an introduction to that panel.

Step 2 Select DATABASE Option

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
                                                                           P01M
 Enter desired option number ===> 1    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE  (BAS)        Database structure maintenance
  2. AREA      (ARA)        Area structure maintenance
  3. TABLE     (TBL)        Table structure maintenance
  4. KEY       (KEY)        Key structure maintenance
  5. ELEMENT   (ELM)        Element structure maintenance
  6. DATAVIEW  (DVW)        Dataview structure maintenance
  7. SET MODE               Reset Datadictionary processing mode
  8. OFF                    End session

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entry shown on the preceding sample panel.

To Go to the Next Step

As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next step for an introduction to that panel.

Step 3 Select CREATE Option

See the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                   DB Structure Functions
                                                                             P01M
 Enter desired option number ===> 1_   (There are 12 options on the menu)

  1. CREATE    (CRE BAS)        Create a database structure
  2. MODIFY    (MOD BAS)        Modify a database structure
  3. DELETE    (DEL BAS)        Delete a database structure
  4. VERIFY    (VER BAS)        Verify a database structure
  5. SET       (SET BAS)        Set a database structure
  6. COPY      (COP BAS)        Copy a database structure
  7. RESTORE   (RST BAS)        Restore a database structure
  8. DISABLE   (DISAB BAS)      Disable a database structure
  9. ENABLE    (ENAB BAS)       Enable a database structure
 10. DISPLAY   (DIS BAS)        Display a database structure
 11. CATALOG   (CAT BAS)        Catalog a database structure
 12. OBSOLETE  (OBS BAS)        Obsolete a database structure

To Complete This Step
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Complete your panel by making the entry shown on the preceding sample panel.

To Go to the Next Step

As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next step for an introduction to that panel.

Step 4 Complete CREATE DATABASE Panel

The CREATE command prompter panel appears. Read the discussion following this sample for a brief introduction to each
required field and any important facts that you should know now.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
                                                                         TCCF
 CREATE DATABASE MY-DATABASE_____________________ in STATUS T001
 CRE    BAS           (name)                         STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD           using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)           LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Following is a brief description of the required fields on this panel.

DATABASE name
(Required) The name for a DATABASE occurrence. Use a 1-character to 32-character name.

Status
(Required) The status of the new DATABASE. Use T and a number from 001 to 999 that is unique for the
DATABASE name.

IMPORTANT
Use the LIKE field only when you are modeling a new occurrence from an existing occurrence.

To Go to the Next Step

After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter. As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next
step for an introduction to that panel.
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Step 5 Complete Database Attributes

The DATABASE definition panel appears. This panel displays a DATABASE ATTRIBUTES region and an AREA
ATTRIBUTES region. Address the lower portion of this panel on Step 1: Add an Area to the Database.

Read the descriptions after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and the section about any important
facts.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                       CREATE
                                                                          TUDU
 ............................ DATABASE  ATTRIBUTES .............................
 Name: MY-DATABASE                        Status/Version: T001
 Database ID: 333__

 .............................. AREA ATTRIBUTES ...............................

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Following is a brief description of the required field on this panel.

Database ID
(Required) Enter a unique five-digit attribute-value for the DATACOM-ID attribute. This ID is stored in the
Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) and used by Datacom/DB to identify a database.

IMPORTANT

Database IDs 1 -- 20 are reserved for Broadcom but are valid IDs. See your Database Administrator for
information about reserved database IDs.

Database IDs over 999 have a few special considerations:

• If you have databases with IDs greater than 999 and you want to secure them, use an external security
package (ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM's RACF). You cannot use Datacom/DB internal (or kernel) security for
these databases. External security fully supports all database IDs.

• Databases 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 have the rules of global databases. Other databases (such as
1001 through 1999, and so on) have the rules of 1 through 999.

• You cannot change the Datacom Datadictionary databases (the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE which are
IDs 2 and 15 when you first install Datacom/DB) to IDs greater than 999.

• For Dataquery, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater than 999 that must be secured, then use
external security. Dataquery cannot access a table in a database that is not secured.

• The Datacom CICS Services supports User Requirements Table (URT) numbers of 0 through 999.
Therefore, if you use database IDs greater than 999, you cannot match URT numbers with those database
IDs.

To Go to the Next Step

Go to Step 1 in Lesson 2: Adding an Area to the Database.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Adding a Database

The following sample batch transaction collection creates a DATABASE occurrence:
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD DATABASE,MY-DATABASE(T001)

2900 00333

 -END

Lesson 2 Adding an Area to the Database
Learn about adding an area to the database in Datacom. Then learn how to view the database and area structure. Also
find an example of a batch transaction for adding an area to a database.

Concepts

After you create the DATABASE occurrence, add one or more AREA occurrences to the database. An area is a data set
on a disk. You can add one or more AREA occurrences using the DATABASE definition panel.

Tutorial Notes

Because this introduction is a continuous session using margin commands, it is not necessary to issue the ADD command
to add AREA occurrences. In this lesson, you add your first area on the Database Structure Maintenance panel shown in
the previous step.

Using Panels

In most cases, this tutorial teaches you about only the required fields because you can complete them and allow the
optional fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 1 Add an Area to the Database

The DATABASE definition panel, containing the DATABASE ATTRIBUTES region and the AREA ATTRIBUTES region,
should still be displayed as a result of completing Step 5 of the previous lesson.

This step continues the definition process by showing you how to add an area or areas to the DATABASE structure using
the AREA ATTRIBUTES region to define AREA occurrences. You have already completed the upper portion of this panel
during Step 4: Complete CREATE DATABASE Panel.

Read the discussion after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts you should know
now.

  ............................ .. AREA ATTRIBUTES ...............................

        Name                               DB-NM  Blk  Sp-Mgt Slack Pswd Lock

 ====== ============ T O P =============   ===   ====    =     ===  ====  =

 000001 MY-AREA_________________________   ARA  4096_   _     ____       _

 ====== ========= B O T T O M ==========   ===   =====   =     ==== ====  =

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

Required Fields
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Following is a brief description of the required fields on this panel.

Name
(Required) Enter the name of your AREA occurrence.

DB-NM
(Required) Enter the attribute-value for the DATACOM-NAME attribute of the area. The attribute-value must be
unique for all areas in the DATABASE structure. The first character must be alphabetic. Do not assign XX as the
last two characters. This is the Datacom/DB name for the area.

Blk
(Required) Enter a value for the BLOCK-SIZE attribute. This is the physical block size of the area in bytes.
Use the standard established for your system or calculate the block size. See your Database Administrator for
information on the formula to use. The minimum block size is 512 bytes and the maximum is 32760 bytes or the
track size if it is lower.

Important Facts

You can insert more lines on this panel if you need to add additional areas to the database. For more information about
inserting lines, see Step 1: Insert Lines and Begin Adding Keys and Elements.

To Go to the Next Step

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the definition panel. The panel
remains and you can correct your entries and APPLY again. If a more serious error exists, an error display panel appears.
Check with the Datacom Datadictionary Administrator for help with that kind of error. Go back to Step 1 and correct your
entries. If your entries are correct, a new display appears. Go to the next step.

Step 2 View Database and Area Structure

If your entries with the previous step are correct, Datacom Datadictionary presents what is called an indented structure
display with the message SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE CREATE. The levels of the indented display
represent the relationship of the occurrence (the database) to the occurrences that are created afterwards.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UDUP - SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE CREATE

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                     DISPLAY

                                                                         TDYD

        Status: T001

 

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name               DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE             MY-DATABASE                           00333

 000002   AREA               MY-AREA                       ARA

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

Important Facts
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Each AREA occurrence you name causes the area to be listed on an Indented Structure Display so that you can perform
functions on it during the online session. For background about the online work queue, see Building a Work Queue.

You can enter margin commands in a line number next to an occurrence listed on the Indented Structure Display to
indicate the function you want to perform. As a consequence, Datacom Datadictionary places the occurrence on the
online work queue and then displays the panels needed to perform the function. See Using Margin Commands for more
details.

You can also use these commands to add or maintain various types of support data such as aliases, descriptors, text, and
relationships. See for more details.

Other Things You Can Do

You can also enter the MOD command to the DATABASE occurrence if you want to create another area in this database.

To Go to the Next Step

Go to Step 1 in the next section to begin adding tables to the area you defined.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Adding an AREA

The following batch transaction collection adds an AREA occurrence to a database.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

  -ADD AREA,MY-AREA(T001)

  1000 CONNECT,MY-DATABASE

  3001 ARA

  3002                           04096

  -END

 

Lesson 3 Adding a Table to an Area
Learn how to add a table to an area with Online Datacom Datadictionary. Learn how to define a table and view the area
and table structure. Also find a batch transaction for adding a table to an occurrence.

Concepts

When you create a table, you add it to an area. Adding a table is a task that is referred to as modifying the AREA
occurrence.

Using Panels

In most cases, this lesson teaches you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 1 Begin Table Definition

The indented structure display of the DATABASE and AREA occurrences remains on the screen from the previous lesson.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UDUP - SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE CREATE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      DISPLAY

                                                                          TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name               DB-Name DB-Id   Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE             MY-DATABASE                           00333MOD002    AREA               MY-AREA 

                     ARA

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Required Action

Because you must add at least one table to each area, use a margin command to place the function you want to perform
in the online work queue. This command should indicate that you want to modify the AREA substructure. Adding one or
more tables is called modifying the area.

Type MOD in the line number for the AREA occurrence on the indented structure display. This causes the next necessary
panel to appear when you press PF4 (PROCESS).

Important Facts

The commands you add to the work queue cause panels to appear that you fill out. The panels appear in the same order
that you issued the commands. One panel at a time appears each time you press PF4 (PROCESS). The commands
remain available in the work queue until you process the entire work queue (using the PF4 (PROCESS) key) or until you
sign off Datacom Datadictionary. Signing off Datacom Datadictionary deletes the queue.

Other Things You Can Do

You can also use the MODIFY command or make menu selections to add a table.

To Go to the Next Step

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the function for processing the AREA occurrence from the online work queue.

Step 2 Define a Table

The AREA modify panel appears. The panel displays the message AREA HAS NO RELATED TABLE and an AREA
ATTRIBUTES region listing the AREA occurrence name and the attribute-values you assigned to the attributes or allowed
to default. The TABLE ATTRIBUTES region is where you define the tables for the anchored AREA occurrence. This region
contains two lines to define one table.

Read the information after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UAIP - AREA HAS NO RELATED TABLE

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                         MODIFY

                                                                            TUAU

 ..............................  AREA  ATTRIBUTES ...............................

 Name: MY-AREA                                 Status/Version: T001

 DB-Name: ARA  Blksz: 04096   Space-Mgt:  1  Slack: 0000
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 .............................. TABLE  ATTRIBUTES ...............................

        Name                     Mstr-Ky        Cluster  Compress

         DB-Nm  SQL Pa Log Recvr  Chg Dup Pipe  Len Id   Y/N Exit      Pswd  Lock

 ====== ========================= T O P  ========================================

 000001 MY-TABLE________________________

 TBL   _   _  _   _      _   _     _   ___ ___  _   ______          _   

 ====== =================== B O  T T O M  =======================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Following is a brief description of the required fields on this panel.

Name
(Required) Enter a 1- to 32-character name that you want to use for the TABLE occurrence you create.

DB-Nm
(Required) Enter a 3-character attribute-value for the DATACOM-NAME attribute that is unique for all tables in the
DATABASE structure. The first character must be alphabetic. Do not assign XX as the last two characters. This is
the Datacom/DB name for the table.

To Go to the Next Step

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message on the definition panel. If necessary, go back to Step 2 and correct your entries.
Otherwise, go to the next step.

Step 3 View Area and Table Structure

If your entries with the previous lesson are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL AREA STRUCTURE MODIFY and the AREA and TABLE occurrences in an indented structure format.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UAUP - SUCCESSFUL AREA STRUCTURE MODIFY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      DISPLAY

                                                                          TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name               DB-Name DB-Id   Use

 ====== ========================== T O P =====================================

 000001 AREA                 MY-AREA                       ARA

 000002   TABLE              MY-TABLE                      TBL     000N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Other Things You Can Do

You can also display this panel with the DISPLAY AREA area-name STA status command, where area-name is the
name of the area you want to display and STA is its status (such as T001).

To Go to the Next Step

Go to Lesson 4: Beginning Field Definition to begin defining fields for this table.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Adding a Table

The following batch transaction collection adds a TABLE occurrence to a database.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD TABLE,MY-TABLE(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,MY-AREA

 3150 TBL

 -END

Lesson 4 Beginning Field Definition
 Concepts 

Every table, key, and element must have at least one field. Complete the definition of FIELD occurrences to a TABLE
occurrence before defining the KEY and ELEMENT occurrences for that table. The FIELD occurrences you define to the
KEY and ELEMENT occurrences must exist in the table before you can define these FIELD occurrences to the key or
element.

 Using Panels 

In most cases, this lesson teaches you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 1 Issue Commands to Create Fields, Elements, and Keys

Once a table has been created, you can create fields, elements, and keys. A popular way to create these substructures is
to add the margin commands which bring up the necessary panels to the online work queue.

When you create fields, you define them (DEF command). When you create elements or keys, you modify a table
(MOD command).

To add both commands (DEF and MOD) to the work queue at this point in the tutorial, enter one after entering the other,
as in the following examples:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UAUP - SUCCESSFUL AREA STRUCTURE MODIFY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      DISPLAY

                                                                          TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P =====================================

 000001 AREA                 MY-AREA                        ARA

 DEF002   TABLE              MY-TABLE                       TBL      000   N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When the Structure Maintenance Display is refreshed after pressing Enter on the DEF command, enter
the MOD command as shown next and press PF4.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UAUP - SUCCESSFUL AREA STRUCTURE MODIFY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      DISPLAY

                                                                          TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P =====================================

 000001 AREA                 MY-AREA                        ARA

 MOD002   TABLE              MY-TABLE                       TBL     000     N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 To Complete This Panel 

Complete your panel by making the same entry or entries you see highlighted on the preceding sample panel.

 Important Facts 

The DEF command causes Datacom Datadictionary to add the DEF margin command to the online work queue for this
table. The result is a display of a panel for creating fields for the new table the next time PF4 (PROCESS) is pressed to
fetch a function from the queue.

Using the MOD margin command adds the MOD command to the online work queue for this table. The result is a display
of a panel for creating keys and elements.

 To Go to the Next Step 

Press PF4 (PROCESS) and go to the next lesson.

 Other Things You Can Do 

Using margin commands is not the only way to access the panels you need to complete when you add fields to tables,
keys, and elements. You can also issue commands or make menu selections.
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Step 2 Insert Lines on the Field Maintenance Panel

After you complete the previous lesson, the Field Maintenance panel appears. The panel displays the message HAS
NO RELATED FIELDS, the name of the anchored table, and a region to define FIELD occurrences and assign attribute-
values.

Read the information after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 03IP -  HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  TBL  MY-TABLE      T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                     DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num: Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 I30001    1        ______________________________ _____

           ____     _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___ 

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 Required Action 

You are going to define four fields to this table. To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type I3 (or 3I depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and 3 represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus three inserted lines without line numbers.

 To Go to the Next Step 

Go to the next step in this lesson.

Step 3 Define the FIELD Occurrences for This Table

Read the information following this sample for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL   MY-TABLE    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U
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           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num: Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== =====================

 000001    1        FIELD1__________________________ _____

           ____           2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    1_______ FIELD2__________________________ _____

           _____          2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    1_______ FIELD3__________________________ _____

           _____          2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    1_______ FIELD4__________________________ _____

           _____          2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU  PF6=STATUS  MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT PF12=INPUT

 To Complete This Step 

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel. The length of each field is not
required because it has a default value of 1. However, for this example, the value is defined as 2.

 Required Fields 

Complete the entry fields in the field definition portion of the preceding panel. Make your entries like those on the panel.
Following is a brief description of the required fields.

Level
(Required) Specify the level of the FIELD occurrence. Enter 1 to indicate that the occurrence is a simple field or
the parent field of one or more FIELD occurrences. A 2 or a greater number indicates the occurrence level within
a compound field.

Field-Name
(Required) Type a 1- to 32-character name for the FIELD occurrence.

 Important Facts 

The optional fields on this panel further define the field. All optional fields have defaults, but when you are defining a new
field, refer to documentation for valid entries and recommendations. How you define certain attributes can affect what you
want to do with the field.

The following is a brief list of the optional attribute-values available on this panel:

• Data type: C, N, and so on.
• Physical length in bytes of the field (Len).
• Number of repetitions, if a repeating field (sometimes called an array). (During SQL processing, repeating fields are

handled as one large character field.)
• Left (L) or right (R) justified.
• If the field redefines (Rdf) another. (Redefine fields cannot be accessed with SQL processing.)
• If a 1-byte null-indicator is to precede this field.
• If the field is a filler field (Fill).
• Signed or unsigned (Sign) if numeric.

For attribute names, if you want to look up these fields, see Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names.

 Other Things You Can Do 

You can always recall the Field Maintenance panel by entering the DEF * command until you go on to the next entity-
occurrence.

 To Go to the Next Step 
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After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message on the definition panel. You can go back to the previous step and make
corrections.

Step 4 View the Field Summary Display

If all your entries are correct, the Field Summary Display panel appears with a message confirming successful
maintenance. The panel displays the fields, the attribute-values you specified and those you let default.

=>

1-DDOL0004681 - 03UP - SUCCESSFUL TABLE/RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE    OCCURRENCE    STA VER

  TBL    MY-TABLE       T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

        Level   Field-Name                               (Numeric Attributes)

        Preci   Type  Len  Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null  Fill  Sign  Typ-Num   Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1      FIELD1

        00000   CHAR  00002  00001       L       N    N

 000002  1      FIELD2

        00000   CHAR  00002  00001       L       N    N

 000003  1      FIELD3

        00000   CHAR  00002  00001       L       N    N

 000004  1      FIELD4

        00000   CHAR  00002  00001       L       N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU  PF6=STATUS MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT PF12=INPUT

 Important Facts 

If you receive an error, you may be able to correct it on the maintenance panel and press PF9 again. Some errors
involving sequencing of fields, such as "PARENT NOT FOUND" may require entering the fields over again from a fresh
panel. For important information about error codes if you make a mistake, see Field Maintenance Error Codes.

 Other Things You Can Do 

At this point you could add the functions you need to perform on these fields to the online work queue so you can
define additional attributes with another panel or you can complete processing of functions for the KEY and ELEMENT
occurrences already in the queue.

 To Go to the Next Step 

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to execute the next command in the work queue and go to defining KEYs and ELEMENTs.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Define Fields for a Table

The following sample batch transaction collection defines fields for a TABLE occurrence.

The following batch transaction collections define FIELD occurrences to a TABLE substructure. The -GRP START
transaction establishes the TABLE occurrence name for the FIELD -ADD transactions.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -GRP START,TABLE,MY-TABLE(T001)

 -ADD FIELD,FIELD1
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 4010 START                             START

 4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,FIELD2

 4010 START                             START

 4012 S C L N 00002    00002                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

   .

   .

   .

 -GRP END

Lesson 5 Adding Keys and Elements to a Table
Guidelines for adding keys and elements to tables when you define a Datacom/DB database. Perform four steps to add
keys and elements. Lessons 6 and 7 continue the process.

Concepts

Add at least one KEY occurrence to each table when you define a Datacom/DB database. KEY occurrences make data
retrieval easier and faster. A Datacom/DB table must have a Master Key and a Native Key. The same key can be both the
Master Key and the Native Key for a table.

Elements are the units of data transfer between the database and a program. Define at least one ELEMENT occurrence
to each table in the DATABASE structure. Use the MOD margin command in the line numbers of the indented structure
display to indicate which tables you want to modify by adding KEY and ELEMENT occurrences. In this case, we have
already done the MOD and must press the PF4 key to bring it up.

Tutorial Notes

The order in which you add FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences to a table is irrelevant. For this lesson, you learn
how to add the KEY and ELEMENT occurrences and then define the FIELD occurrences for the KEY and ELEMENT
occurrences.

Because the database definition process is continuous, you are adding all TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD
occurrences to one AREA in a continuous process.

You are not required by Datacom Datadictionary to do it this way. If you are creating more than one area, you can use
ADD commands or select options on the menu panels to obtain the MODIFY function panel for each area in turn.

Using Panels

This guide lesson teaches you about only the required fields because you can complete them and allow the optional fields
to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 1 Insert Lines and Begin Adding Keys and Elements

When you complete the previous lesson and press PF4 (PROCESS), the STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE MODIFY panel
appears, displaying the message TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEYS/ELEMENTS. A TABLE ATTRIBUTES region lists the
table name and the attribute-values you assigned to the attributes.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEYS/ELEMENTS
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                          MODIFY

                                                                             TUTU

 ............................. TABLE  ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: MY-TABLE                             Status: T001     Partition: N

 DB-Name: TBL  SQL: N  Logging: Y  Recovery:  Y  Master-Key ( Chg: N  Dup: N )

 Pipeline: Y Cluster-Ky ( Len: 000 Id: 000 )  Compress ( Y/N: N Exit:          )

 

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT  ATTRIBUTES ............................

       Type                                 .....Key Only........

       K/E Name                           DB-NM Id Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =  ==================== T O P === ===== === =   =  =   =   =  ====  =

 i20001 _  ______________________________ _____ ___ _   _  _   _   _  _     _

 ====== =  ================== B O T T O M ===== === =   =      =      =     =

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB     PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

 

You are going to define one key and two elements to this table. To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type I2 (or 2I depending on the value that is specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number
of the displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and 2 represents the number of lines you
want to insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus two inserted lines without line numbers.

Step 2 Define a Key

In this lesson, the KEY occurrence information is entered first, followed by information for the ELEMENT occurrences. The
order, however, is irrelevant. You can enter ELEMENT occurrences before the KEY occurrences, or you can mingle them.
Read the discussion after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts that you should
know now.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEYS/ELEMENTS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                        MODIFY

                                                                           TUTU

 ............................. TABLE  ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name: MY-TABLE                             Status: T001   Partition: N

 DB-Name: TBL  SQL: N  Logging: Y  Recovery: Y  Master-Key ( Chg: N  Dup: N )

 Pipeline: Y Cluster-Ky ( Len: 000 Id: 000 ) Compress ( Y/N: N Exit:          )

 

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

        Type                                      .....Key Only........

        K/E Name                            DB-NM Id   Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =   ======================== T O P  ===== ==== =   =   =   =   =  ====  =   

 000001 k key-1__________________________ key1_ ___  Y   Y   _   _   _        _ 

 ...... _   _______________________________ _____ ___  _   _   _   _   -        -
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 ...... _   _______________________________ _____ ___  _   _   _   _   -        -  

 ====== =   ================== B O T T O M  ===== ===  =   =   =   =   _ ====   = 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB     PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

 

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Refer to the following list for a brief description of the fields on this panel for defining KEY occurrences.

Type K/E
(Required) Type K in this field since you are defining a KEY occurrence.

Name
(Required) Enter a 1-character to 32-character name for a KEY occurrence.

DB-NM
(Required) Enter an alphanumeric attribute-value for the DATACOM-NAME attribute for the key. This value must
be unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify this key.

Mst
(Optional) Enter Y for the MASTER-KEY attribute to indicate that this KEY occurrence is the table's Master Key. A
table can have only one Master Key.

Nat
(Optional) Enter Y for the NATIVE-KEY attribute to indicate that this KEY occurrence is the table's Native Key.

Important Facts

If this occurrence is not the table's Master Key, you can let the Mst attribute default to N (for no). Also, if this occurrence is
not the table's Native Key, you can let the Nat attribute value default to N (for no). A table can have only one Native Key
and one Master Key. Since you must define a Master and Native Key for each table, this exercise combines the steps by
defining one key as both.

To Go to the Next Step

Go on to the next section.

Step 3 Add Two Elements

The KEY occurrence information was entered first in this example. However, you can enter KEY and ELEMENT
occurrences in any order.

Read the discussion following the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts that you
should know now.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEYS/ELEMENTS

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                           MODIFY
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                                                                              TUTU

 ............................. TABLE  ATTRIBUTES ...............................

 Name: MY-TABLE                            Status: T001          Partition: N

 DB-Name: TBL SQL: N  Logging: Y  Recovery: Y  Master-Key ( Chg: N     Dup: N )

 Pipeline: Y Cluster-Ky ( Len: 000 Id: 000 ) Compress ( Y/N: N Exit:          )

 

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

        Type                                 .....Key Only........

        K/E Name                            DB-NM Id Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ===== === =   =  =    =  =  ====  = 

 000001 k  key-1___________________________ key1_ ___ _   _  _    _  _        _

 ...... e  element-1_______________________ elem1 ___ _   _  _    _  _        _

 ...... e  element-2_______________________ elem2 ___ _   _  _    _  _        _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ===== === =   =  =    =  =  ====  =   

 

 

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB     PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

 

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Refer to the following list for a brief description of the required fields on this panel.

Type K/E
(Required) Type E in this field for each ELEMENT occurrence to be defined.

Name
(Required) Type the 1-character to 32-character names of your ELEMENT occurrences.

DB-NM
(Required) Type a unique (within the table) 1-character to 5-character alphanumeric DATACOM-NAME for each
element. Datacom/DB uses these names to identify the elements.

Important Facts

The fields left blank for elements, except for PSWD and Lock, are not valid when defining elements. You can define
elements that encompass all or a subset of fields in the table. Each element is a set of contiguous fields.

To Go to the Next Step

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays
an error message on the definition panel. Go back to Step 4 and correct the entries.

As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next step for an introduction to that panel.

Step 4 Begin Defining Fields to Keys and Elements

If your previous entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message SUCCESSFUL
TABLE STRUCTURE MODIFY and the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences in an indented structure format.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UTUP - SUCCESSFUL TABLE STRUCTURE MODIFY

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                  DISPLAY

                                                                       TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type     Occurrence-Name                DB-Name DB-Id   Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 TABLE           MY-TABLE                       TBL       000    N

 DEF002   KEY           KEY-1                          KEY1      000    I

 DEF003   ELEMENT       ELEMENT-1                      ELEM1

 DEF004   ELEMENT       ELEMENT-2                      ELEM2

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 

 

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU      PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB     PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT     PF12=INPUT

 

To Complete This Panel

Complete your panel by making the same entry or entries that you see highlighted on the preceding sample panel.

Enter DEF in the line numbers next to the new key and elements, and press PF4 (PROCESS). This adds the panels for
defining the fields to the key and two elements to the online work queue. Each time that you press PF4 (PROCESS), the
next necessary panel appears.

To Go to the Next Step

Go to Lesson 6: Defining Fields to a Key.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Adding a Key or Element

The following batch transaction collection adds KEY occurrences to the database and defines FIELD occurrences to the
keys.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

  -ADD KEY,MY-TABLE.KEY-1(T001)

  5000 KEY1      Y Y             Y

  -END

 

Ordinarily, when defining a database using batch transactions, we would add fields to the key at the same time we
define the key. We omit those lines here only because of the break in the lessons. For the batch transaction to add a
KEY occurrence and define the FIELD occurrences to the key, see Lesson 6: Defining Fields to a Key. For the batch
transaction to add an ELEMENT occurrence and define the FIELD occurrences to the element, see Lesson 7: Defining
Fields to an Element.

Lesson 6 Defining Fields to a Key
In Lesson 5: Adding Keys and Elements to a Table you defined KEY occurrences, giving each key a name and assigning
attribute-values to attributes. To complete the definition of a key, define which FIELD occurrences in the table comprise
the key.

Using Panels

In most cases, this guide teaches you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.
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Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 1 Complete the Panel

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to obtain the key substructure maintenance panel from the online work queue. Read the
discussion following the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         MODIFY

                                                                            TUKU

 .............................. KEY  ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name  : KEY-1                               Status/Version: T001    Type: I

 Table : MY-TABLE

 DB-Name: KEY1   Id: 000  Master-Key: Y   Native-Seq: Y   Nil: Y  Unique: N

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ..............................

        Field Name                                         Order Data-Sen Length

                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = ==== ===

 0001  field1__________________________                      _       _      ___

               _________________________________ ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = ==== ===

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Following is a brief description of the required field on this panel.

Field Name
(Required) Enter a 1- to 32-character field occurrence name. The field name specified must already be defined
in the table. If you specify the parent field of a compound field as a component of the key, all the simple FIELD
occurrences in the compound field are included. You can specify selected simple FIELD occurrences within a
compound field as components of the key. If this is the case, do not specify the parent field as a component.

Important Facts

The maximum length of a KEY is 180 bytes (the total length of FIELD occurrences defined to the key). FIELD occurrences
defined to a key are not required to be contiguous within the table. If the key contains any fields defined as signed
numeric, you should also enter Y in the Data-Sensitive field.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it will not be usedby CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the
following conditions:
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• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL will use a sort,
or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

To Go to the Next Step

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message and error code on the definition panel. See for more information. You can go
back to the previous step and make corrections. If your entries are successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays a new
panel. Go to the next step.

Step 2 View the Field Summary Display

If all your entries are correct, the Field Summary Display panel appears with a message confirming successful
maintenance. The panel displays the fields, the attribute-values you specified, and those you let default.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000421I - 09UP - SUCCESSFUL KEY FIELD MAINTENANCE

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE     STA VER

  KEY  MY-TABLE.KEY-1         T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

        Level   Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

        Preci   Type  Len   Repeat Just  Rdf   Null  Fill   Sign   Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1      FIELD1

         _____  CHAR   00002 00001        L    N       N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU      PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB     PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT     PF12=INPUT

To Go to the Next Step

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to execute the next command in the work queue and go to defining fields to ELEMENTs.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Defining Fields to a Key

The following batch transaction collection adds KEY occurrences to the database and defines FIELD occurrences to the
keys.

The following batch transaction collections add KEY occurrences to a TABLE substructure and define FIELD occurrences
to the KEY substructures.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD KEY,MY-AREA.KEY-1(T001)

 5000 KEY1      Y Y             Y
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 5010 ADD FIELD1

 5011 $FIRST

 -END

Lesson 7 Defining Fields to an Element
Learn about defining fields to an element with Datacom Datadictionary. Find concepts, tutorial notes, panel use
information, and steps.

Concepts

In Lesson 5 Adding Keys and Elements to a Table, you defined ELEMENT occurrences to give each element a name and
to assign attribute-values. To complete the definition of an element, define which FIELD occurrences in the table comprise
the element.

An element contains one or more contiguous FIELD occurrences. Elements are the units of data transfer between the
database and programs. Therefore, define elements that contain groups of FIELD occurrences that are accessed together
by your programs. Consider designing elements to match the way that the data is used by your programs. For instance,
if your program only uses four fields, make an element of just those four fields. If those fields are not contiguous, you can
select them and Datacom Datadictionary provides the fields between them as filler fields on a generated copybook.

NOTE
For more information, see Using the Source Language Generation.

Tutorial Notes

This lesson provides instructions on two methods of creating elements. One method allows you to indicate that the fields
named and those fields between them should be defined to the element. Another allows you to specify which fields should
be defined.

Using Panels

Usually, this guide teaches you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional fields to
default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 1: View the Structure Maintenance Panel

If you had success in the previous lessons, a panel like the following panel appears on your screen.

Read the discussion following the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         MODIFY
                                                                            TUEU
 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name  : ELEMENT-1                          Status/Version: T001
 Table : MY-TABLE
 DB-Name: ELEM1
 First-Field: ________________________________
 Last-Field : ________________________________
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 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   FIELD1
          N
 000002   FIELD2
          N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Go to the Next Step

Go to #unique_1185 to define fields to the first element.

Step 2: Define All Fields to the First Element

Read the discussion following the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         MODIFY
                                                                            TUEU
 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name  : ELEMENT-1                          Status/Version: T001
 Table : MY-TABLE
 DB-Name: ELEM1
 First-Field: $first__________________________
 Last-Field : $last___________________________
 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   FIELD1
          N
 000002   FIELD2
          N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Fields

Use the implicit method to identify the FIELD occurrences defined to an element by entering $first in the First-Field
field and $last in the Last-Field field of this panel. The implicit method tells Datacom Datadictionary to include all fields
in the table, first through last, in the element. Alternatively, you can enter specific field names in the First-field and Last-
field entry fields.

The following list provides a brief description of the required fields on this panel when you use the implicit method of
defining fields to an element:
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First-Field
If the FIELD occurrence is the first field in the table, you can enter $FIRST. However, you can also use a field
name.

Last-Field
If the FIELD occurrence is the last field in the table, you can enter $LAST. However, you can also use a field
name.

Important Facts

This method eliminates the need for you to scroll through multiple panels of FIELD occurrences when you are defining an
element. Some sites like to create one element for each table this way. Also, you can use this method the first time you
define FIELD occurrences to a specific element to make the definition process easier.

You can define fields to an element in two ways. One method allows you to specify the first and last field that are to be
included in the element, implicitly including the ones in between. The second method allows you to specify each field
specifically the element.

NOTE
For Ideal for Datacom dataviews, you must explicitly include each field on this element.

To Go to the Next Step

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message and error code on the definition panel.You can return to the previous step and
can make corrections. If your entries are successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays a new panel. Go to the next step.

Step 3: View Field Summary Display Panel

If your entries in the previous step are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field Summary Display panel with the
message SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE and the FIELD occurrences that are defined to the element.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000422I - 12UP - SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE   STA VER
  ELM  MY-TABLE.ELEMENT-1   T  001
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D
         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)
         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        FIELD1
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N
 000002  1        FIELD2
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N
 000003  1        FIELD3
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N
 000004  1        FIELD4
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Go to the Next Step

Press PF4 (PROCESS). Go to #unique_1186.
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Step 4: Select Fields for the Second Element

The explicit method allows you to respond to the Include? attribute in the FIELD ATTRIBUTES region to specify the
FIELD occurrences which are components of the element. If there are a few FIELD occurrences, you can use this method
to quickly select the individual FIELD occurrences to be included in the element.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         MODIFY
                                                                            TUEU
 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name  : ELEMENT-2                          Status/Version: T001
 Table : MY-TABLE
 DB-Name: ELEM2
 First-Field: ________________________________
 Last-Field : ________________________________
 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   FIELD1 Y
 000002   FIELD2 Y
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Complete This Step

Complete your panel by making the entries as shown on the preceding sample panel.

Required Action

The following methods describe the alternative methods that you can use when selecting some, but not all, of the fields in
the table as components of the element.

Method 1 (Implicit): Using the Element Attributes region

1. Name the first field of the element in the panel field labeled First-Field.
2. Name the last field of the element in the panel field labeled Last-Field.

Method 2 (Explicit): Using the Field Attributes Region

Scroll through the list in the lower part of the screen and enter Y over the N whenever you want the field to be recognized
as part of the element. For the example, Y was entered under FIELD1, FIELD2, and FIELD3 to give the result shown in
Step 5: View Field Summary Display Panel.

Important Facts

All fields in an element must be contiguous. However, when you select fields which are not contiguous, Datacom
Datadictionary makes the fields between them filler fields for the element when displayed through a copybook.

To Go to the Next Step

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message and error code on the definition panel. See for more information. You can return
to the previous step and can make corrections. If your entries are successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays a new
panel. Go to the next step.
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Step 5: View Field Summary Display Panel

If your entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field Summary Display panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE and the FIELD occurrences that are defined to the element.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000422I - 12UP - SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE   STA VER
 ELM  MY-TABLE             T  001
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D
         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)
         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        FIELD1
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001   L     N    N
 000002  1        FIELD2
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001   L     N    N
 000003  1        FIELD3
        00000     CHAR   00002  00001   L     N    N
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Go to the Next Step

Go to Lesson 8 Copy to PROD and Catalog the Database to learn how to copy the database to production (PROD) and
CATALOG it.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Adding Fields to an Element

The following batch transaction collections add ELEMENT occurrences to the database and define FIELD occurrences to
the elements.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD ELEMENT,MY-TABLE.ELEMENT-1(T001)

 6000 ELEM1

 6010 ADD FIELD1

 6010 ADD FIELD2

 6010 ADD FIELD3

 6010 ADD FIELD4

 -END

 -ADD ELEMENT,MY-TABLE.ELEMENT-2(T001)

 6000 ELEM2

 6010 ADD FIELD1

 6010 ADD FIELD2

 6010 ADD FIELD3

 -END
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Lesson 8 Copy to PROD and Catalog the Database
Once your database definition is complete and successful, you can copy it to production (copy to PROD). Follow the steps
in this lesson to complete the exercises.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Step 1 Review the Definitions

Since you have had no errors from APPLYs at this point, you should review your definitions to make sure they are
accurate. On the command line, type:

DIS BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1 FULL

Examine the resulting full structure display. For an explanation of the fields on the resulting panel, see .

Step 2 COPY the Database to PROD

So that the information in your database is available for use by Datacom/DB, copy the MY-DATABASE database to
production status (PROD).

 => COPY BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1 STA PROD

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000422I - 12UP - SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE   STA VER

 TBL   MY-TABLE             T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        FIELD1

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000002  1        FIELD2

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000003  1        FIELD3

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To Complete This Panel

Complete your panel by making the same entry or entries you see highlighted on the preceding sample panel.

Important Facts

The command to copy a database is:
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COPY BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1 STA PROD

• COPY is the COPY function.
• BAS means database.
• MY-DATABASE is the name you assigned.
• STA is the abbreviation of STATUS.
• T1 is the current status of this database.
• STA is the abbreviation of STATUS.
• PROD stands for production, the new status.

Once you have copied a database to PROD, the version number (VER) can be referred to without the status. Every time
you copy the MY-DATABASE database to PROD status, the current PROD status version is moved to a HIST status
version and retain the current version number. The PROD status version number is incremented.

To Go to the Next Step

After keying in this command, press PF9 (APPLY). Go to the next step to learn about error messages you may receive
when you copy to production.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson Copy to PROD

The following batch transaction collection copies the TEST version of a database structure to PROD status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CPY DATABASE,MY-DATABASE(T1),PROD

 -END

Step 3 Confirm COPY to PROD

After you copy the database to PROD, you should see the following message on displayed menu:

 =>

 =>

1-DDOL000523I - MCFP - SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE COPY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE (BAS)         Database structure maintenance

  2. AREA     (ARA)         Area structure maintenance

  3. TABLE    (TBL)         Table structure maintenance

  4. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  5. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance

  6. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  7. SET MODE               Reset Datadictionary processing mode

  8. OFF                    End session

Important Facts

It is possible to receive error messages at this point if the names you have used in your definitions are not unique or if
conflicts exist on other attributes.
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NOTE
Since you allowed such things as table ID and key ID to default, Datacom Datadictionary displays warnings
during this process. However, Datacom Datadictionary fills in the missing entries for you during the copy process
and completes successfully as long as there are no other errors.

If this occurs, correct your errors and try again to copy the database to production. To recall the panels you need to use,
do the following:

1. Make a list of your errors.
2. Type DIS BAS MY-DATABASE STA T1
3. Create an online work queue using the margin commands (that is, use the MOD command for area, the DEF

command for key, and so on.)

To Go to the Next Step

Go on to the next section to learn how to use the CATALOG function.

Step 4 CATALOG the New Database

After you copy the database to PROD, the next step is to post the definition of your DATABASE structure to the Datacom/
DB Directory (CXX).

Required Action

With the DBMAINT Menu still on your screen, enter the following command:

CAT BAS MY-DATABASE STA PROD

• CAT is the CATALOG function. Cataloging posts the database to the Datacom/DB CXX.
• BAS means database.
• MY-DATABASE is the name you assigned.
• STA is the abbreviation of STATUS.
• PROD is the current status.

 =>

 => 1 - DDOL000523I - MCFP - SUCCESSFUL DATABASE COPY.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE (BAS)         Database structure maintenance

  2. AREA     (ARA)         Area structure maintenance

  3. TABLE    (TBL)         Table structure maintenance

  4. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  5. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance

  6. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  7. SET MODE               Reset Datadictionary processing mode

  8. OFF                    End session

To Go to the Next Step

After entering this command, press PF9 (APPLY).

If the CATALOG function is successful, the following messages appears: 1 - DDOL000523I - CFP - SUCCESSFUL
DATABASE STRUCTURE CATALOG.
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Batch Transactions for This Lesson CATALOG the Database

The following batch transaction collection catalogs a database so it can be used.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,MY-DATABASE(PROD)

 1000 CATALOG

 -END

Step 5 ENABLE the New Database

After you catalog the database, the last step is to enable the definition of your DATABASE structure.

Required Action

With the DBMAINT Menu still on your screen, enter the following command,

ENAB BAS MY-DATABASE STA PROD

• ENAB is the ENABLE function. Enabling the database makes it available for use by other Broadcom products.
• BAS means database.
• MY-DATABASE is the name you assigned.
• STA is the abbreviation of STATUS.
• PROD is the current status.

 =>

 => 1 - DDOL000523I - CFP - SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE CATALOG.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE (BAS)         Database structure maintenance

  2. AREA     (ARA)         Area structure maintenance

  3. TABLE    (TBL)         Table structure maintenance

  4. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  5. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance

  6. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  7. SET MODE               Reset Datadictionary processing mode

  8. OFF                    End session

To Go to the Next Step

After entering this command, press PF9 (APPLY).

If the ENABLE function is successful, the following messages appears: 1 - DDOL000523I - CFP - SUCCESSFUL
DATABASE STRUCTURE ENABLE.

This exercise is complete. You can try defining a database in batch Datacom Datadictionary.

Batch Transactions for This Lesson ENABLE the Database

The following batch transaction collection enables a database so it can be used.
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,MY-DATABASE(PROD)

 1000 ENABLE

 -END

Creating a Database with Batch Datacom Datadictionary
The following example batch transactions for creating a DATABASE structure and to perform various maintenance tasks
are grouped here for quick reference. Each batch transaction begins with a command (such as ADD) preceded by a dash
( -- ). This indicates that the line is a header transaction. You can look up these commands, or functions, in Formatting
Online and Batch Commands (Functions).The numeric transactions are the method used by Datacom Datadictionary
for defining attribute-values for the occurrence specified on the header transaction. For more information about the
DDUPDATE utility, see DDUPDATE - Updating Datadictionary.

Creating a DATABASE Structure
Review examples of adding and defining various occurrences (ELEMENT, DATAVIIEW, KEY, FIELD, TABLE) to
substructures using a batch transaction collection in Datacom Datadictionary.

The following batch transaction collection adds a TABLE occurrence to an AREA substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-REC

 3150 ACT

 -END

The following batch transaction collections define FIELD occurrences to a TABLE substructure. The -GRP START
transaction establishes the TABLE occurrence name for the FIELD -ADD transactions.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 -ADD FIELD,ORD-ID

 4010 START                            START

 4012 S N R Y 00005 00 00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,BILL-DT

 4010 ORD-ID                           START

 4012 C C L N 00006    00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,BILL-YR

 4010 BILL-DT                          BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,BILL-MO

 4010 BILL-YR                          BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,BILL-DAY

 4010 BILL-MO                         BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,SHIP-ID

 4010 BILL-DAY                        START
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 4012 S C L N 00005    00001                      N C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,ORD-AMT

 4010 SHIP-ID                         START

 4012 S N R Y 00005 02 00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,FRT-AMT

 4010 ORD-AMT                         START

 4012 S N R Y 00005 02 00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DISC-AMT

 4010 FRT-AMT                         START

 4012 S N R Y 00005 02 00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,CUST-ID

 4010 FRT-AMT                         START

 4012 C C L N 00005    00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,IND-CD

 4010 CUST-ID                         CUST-ID

 4012 S C L N 00001    00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,CUST-NO

 4010 IND-CD                          CUST-ID

 4012 S C L N 00004    00001                      C C N N N N N N

 -END

 -GRP END

The following batch transaction collections add KEY occurrences to a TABLE substructure and define FIELD occurrences
to the KEY substructures.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001)

 5000 ACTOR     Y Y             Y

 5010 ADD ORD-ID

 5011 $FIRST

 -END

 -ADD KEY,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-KY(T001)

 5000 ACSTI     N N             Y

 5010 ADD CUST-ID

 5011 $FIRST

 -END

The following batch transaction collections add ELEMENT occurrences to the TABLE substructure and define FIELD
occurrences to the ELEMENT substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-EL(T001)

 6000 ACTFL

 6010 ADD ORD-ID

 6010 ADD BILL-DT

 6010 ADD BILL-YR

 6010 ADD BILL-MO

 6010 ADD BILL-DAY
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 -END

 -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-EL(T001)

 6000 ACTCS

 6010 ADD CUST-ID

 -END

 -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-EL(T001)

 6000 ACTOD

 6010 ADD ORD-ID

 -END

The following batch transaction collection defines a DATAVIEW occurrence to a database and relates an ELEMENT
occurrence to the dataview.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-EL(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$FIRST

 7190                                                Y

 -END

Maintaining a DATABASE Structure with Batch
Example batch transactions to perform various maintenance tasks for occurrences in a DATABASE structure are grouped
here for quick reference.

Adding

The following batch transaction collection adds an alias for an existing occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1103 ADD CUSTOMER-ORDER

 -END

The following batch transaction collection adds a descriptor for an existing occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1101 ADD ACCOUNTS

 -END

The following batch transaction collection adds a relationship between a DATABASE occurrence and a NODE occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1003 RELT,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

The following batch transaction collection adds text in the default text classification for an existing occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS IS THE ORDER-DATABASE DATABASE.

 THIS DATABASE CONTAINS THE ACCTS-REC AREA.

 1200 TEXT END

 -END
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Copying to a New Status/Version

The following batch transaction copies a DATABASE structure. Specify the status of the occurrence you are copying
and the status to which you are copying the occurrence. The example shows the DATABASE structure named ORDER-
DATABASE, which is in T001 status, being copied to PROD status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CPY DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001),PROD

 -END

Cataloging

The following batch transactions catalog a DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory.

Submit the following transactions with the DDCFBLD utility or the transaction collection with the DDUPDATE utility.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CXX CATALOG,DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(PROD)

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(PROD)

 1000 CATALOG

 -END

Deleting

The following batch transaction collection deletes an alias for an existing occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1103 DEL CUSTOMER-ORDER

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a descriptor for an existing occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1101 DEL ACCOUNTS

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes lines 1 through 2 of the text in the text classification for an existing
occurrence. Since this text classification had only two lines, the text classification for the occurrence is deleted also.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1200 TEXT DEL,1,2

 1200 TEXT END

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a relationship between a DATABASE occurrence and a NODE
occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1003 UNRL,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a DATABASE structure in a TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)
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 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes an AREA substructure in a TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 -END

The following batch transaction collection obsoletes a DATABASE structure in all statuses.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE

 1000 OBSOLETE

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from a TABLE substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL FIELD,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID(T001)

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from an ELEMENT substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-EL(T001)

 6010 DEL CUST-ID

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from a KEY substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001)

 5010 DEL ORD-ID

 -END

The following batch transaction collections delete ELEMENT and KEY occurrences from DATAVIEW structures.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-EL(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

Disabling

The following batch transaction collection disables a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T002)

 1000 DISABLE

 -END

Enabling

The following batch transaction collection enables a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
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 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T002)

 1000 ENABLE

 -END

Modifying Attributes

Use the following transaction to change a previously defined KEY occurrence to the table's Master and Native Key. A table
can have only one Master Key and only one Native Key. In this example, assume the table does not have a Master or a
Native Key and you are correcting that oversight.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001)

 5000            Y Y

 -END

Use the following transaction to modify attribute-values for multiple occurrences. The -UPD header transaction for
the AREA occurrence is changing the DATACOM-NAME by specifying the new name. The transaction for the TABLE
occurrence is specifying that the Master Key cannot be duplicated or changed. The -GRP transaction establishes
the TABLE occurrence name for the following field maintenance transactions. The -UPD transactions for the FIELD
occurrences change FIELD occurrences of numeric type from signed to unsigned.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 3001 ABC

 -END

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 3101          N N

 -END

 -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 -UPD FIELD,FRT-AMT(T001)

 4012        N

 -END

 -UPD FIELD,DISC-AMT(T001)

 4012        N

 -END

 -GRP END

Restoring

The following batch transaction collection restores a DATABASE structure from PROD status to a TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(PROD)

 1000 RESTORE,T002

 -END

Setting Attribute-Values

The following batch transaction collection sets a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1000 SET

 -END

Transferring

The following batch transaction collection transfers an AREA substructure from one DATABASE structure to another.
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 TRANSFER,ORDER-DATABASE

 -END

The following batch transaction collection transfers a TABLE substructure from one AREA substructure to another.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 TRANSFER,ACCTS-REC

 -END

Verifying

The following batch transaction collection verifies a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1000 VERIFY

 -END

Getting Started with the FILE Model
The FILE Model, which supports non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the DB Model.
Creating and Maintaining FILE Model structures is similar to creating DB Model structures. For a first-time overview of
these procedures, see Creating a Sample Database with Online Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
For more information about using the panels, see Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference. For more
information about valid attribute values, see Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Defining your FILE structure to Datacom Datadictionary includes the following tasks:

• Creating the FILE Structure
• Adding one or more RECORD occurrences 
• Defining at least one FIELD occurrence for each record 
• Concluding the FILE Structure definition when you add multiple records in one session  

For more information about the tasks involved in creating FILE Model structures, see Creating the FILE Structure.

You can also perform the following optional tasks:

• Adding KEY occurrences to a record
• Adding ELEMENT occurrences to a record
• Defining FIELD occurrences in a key
• Defining FIELD occurrences in an element

You can perform the following additional optional tasks:
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• Assigning attribute-values to occurrence attributes which are not displayed on the definition panels (Enter the ATT
margin command on a display panel to access the Attribute Update panel.)

• Designating aliases for an occurrence (Enter the ALI margin command on a display panel to access the Alias
Maintenance panel.)

• Assigning descriptors to occurrences of the same or different entity-types. (You can use descriptors to group
occurrences for Datacom Datadictionary functions. Enter the DSC margin command on a display panel to access the
Descriptor Maintenance panel.)

• Entering free-form, unedited text data to supplement information stored in the occurrence's attribute-values (Enter the
TEX margin command on a display panel to access the Text Maintenance panel.)

If you are defining a large FILE structure, you may find that using batch transactions is a more efficient method of
definition. The batch transactions to define each occurrence are included at the end of each section.

NOTE
For details about coding batch transactions, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

Defining a Path for Related Occurrences
Use a path to display an index of occurrences related to a specific occurrence. If you are displaying a DATABASE
structure, use the STANDARD path to display all occurrences in the structure. To display only a portion of the structure
or display occurrences of entity-types which are not in the STANDARD path, use the Path Definition panel to specify the
entity-types and relationships to trace the path.

When you define a path, use the skip option to omit occurrences of a specific entity-type from display. Designate which
entity-types to skip on the Path Definition panel.

When you select the option for a path selection and do not specify STANDARD as the type of path, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the Path Definition panel. You can still select the STANDARD path by pressing Enter without
entering any data on the Path Definition panel.

The Path Definition panel lists the types of fields and the type of entry that is valid for each field at the top of the panel.
The rest of the panel displays repeating groups of the fields. Use as many of the groups on this panel as needed define
the sequence of entity-types in your path.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Path Definition                                                      T02F

 FROM: Entity-Type                         VIA: Relationship Name

   TO: Entity-Type                           SKIP: 'Y' to skip processing

 FROM: DATABASE                            VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________
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   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

FROM:
The first FROM field contains the entity you entered on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. In subsequent
FROM fields, you can enter a valid entity or you can leave these fields blank. When you leave a FROM field
blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the entry in the previous TO field. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
Default Value:

Entry in previous TO field
TO:

Enter the entity which is the next in the path sequence. A relationship definition connecting the FROM and TO
entities must exist in Datacom Datadictionary. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
Default Value:

(No default)
VIA:

Enter the name of the relationship connecting the FROM and TO entities. If you are tracing a path for occurrences
of entities in the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structures, you can leave this field blank. Datacom
Datadictionary defaults to $INTERNAL for these entities.
Valid Entries:

A valid relationship name
Default Value:

$INTERNAL for Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model entity-types; otherwise, no default
SKIP:

Enter Y to omit occurrences of the TO entity from the display. Leave this field blank to include the occurrences of
the TO entity in the display.
Valid Entries:

Y (yes)
Default Value:

Do not omit

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary returns the display you originally selected according to the data you
entered on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel and the Path Definition panel.

Displaying Occurrences and Support Data
Use the display options in the ENTMAINT Mode and the ENTDISPL Mode and margin commands in all modes to display
occurrences, attributes, copybooks, support data (aliases, descriptors and text) and relationship definition information.
Use path definitions and generic selections to focus or expand the display of occurrences that meet your selection criteria.
For more information, see How to Arrange Retrieval Sequence.

Use the DBMAINT Mode, the FILEMAINT Mode, the ENTDISPL Mode and margin commands to display DB Model and
FILE Model structures. See the list of margin commands for the display function in Using Margin Commands.

The examples in the following topics show basic information about displaying occurrences and support data.

Obtain similar or more detailed information by submitting requests for reports with the Datacom Datadictionary utilities.
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NOTE
For more information about requesting reports and about the display panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Online Reference.

Generic Selection
Most  Datacom Datadictionarydisplay functions available from the menu permit use of the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel.
Use this panel to establish selection criteria for your display.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY INDEX        :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     IND          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Displaying an Index of Occurrences
Learn how to use the DISPLAY INDEX function of ENTDISPL Mode in Datacom Datadictionary. Find steps for for using the
function and the Datacom Datadictionary Online Entity Maintenance Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.

Use the DISPLAY INDEX function of ENTDISPL Mode to display an index of occurrences. When you select the DISPLAY
INDEX option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. The Selection Criteria Fill-in panel
includes four options which you can use to limit the type of display. Use the following steps to display an index of
occurrences.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 1 (DISPLAY
INDEX).

Step 3
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Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a
box for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. Complete your
specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the descriptions in the Datacom Datadictionary Online
Reference. After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays a list of the
attribute-types and values for the specified occurrences.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................
 DISPLAY INDEX        :   using  _           ________________________________ :
 DIS     IND          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :
                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :
                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :
                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .
   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________
   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Displaying Attributes
Display the attributes and attribute-values for an occurrence using the DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES option of ENTDISPL Mode.

NOTE
For more information, see the explanations of the updateable attributes for all entity-types starting in the
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Use the following steps to obtain an Attribute Display panel. You cannot perform updates to the attribute-values on this
panel.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 2 (DISPLAY
ATTRIBUTES).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a
box for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. Complete your
specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the descriptions in the Datacom Datadictionary Online
Reference.

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES   :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     ATT          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)          (S-Sqlname)  :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays a list of the attribute-types and
values for the specified occurrences.

NOTE
To display the correct values for the FIELD entity-occurrence DATA SENSITIVE and ORDER attributes, you
must define a path from the key in which the field was defined. If you do not, the default values for the attributes
are displayed.

Displaying FIELD Occurrences
Display a Field Summary for a TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence using the DISPLAY FIELD option of
ENTDISPL Mode. You can choose to display the Field Summary with the FIELD occurrence name, Assembler name,
compiler name, or the attribute-type assigned to the DESCRIPTION attribute. Use the following steps to display FIELD
occurrences.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Type the option number for the selected mode in the space
indicated and press Enter. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Type the option number for
the desired function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select option 3 (DISPLAY
FIELD).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the options for DISPLAY FIELD with the default option displayed after "Enter desired
option number."

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

                                                                           P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 11 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY INDEX       (D IND)      Display index of occurrences

  2. DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES  (D ATT)      Display occurrence attributes

  3. DISPLAY FIELD       (D FIE)      Display field summary

  4. DISPLAY COPYBOOK    (D CBK)      Display element copybook

  5. DISPLAY TEXT        (D TEX)      Display occurrence's text

  6. DISPLAY ALIAS       (D ALI)      Display occurrence's aliases

  7. DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS (D DES)      Display occurrence's descriptors

  8. DISPLAY RELDEF      (D RLD)      Display relationship definitions

  9. DISPLAY STRUCTURES  (D STR)      Display Dbmaint Structures

 10. SET MODE                         Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

 11. OFF                              End session

To select an option other than the default, use the ERASE key to delete the displayed default and type in the desired
option number.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary option displays the FIELD occurrence display options.
2. The ASSEMBLER option displays the Assembler names assigned to FIELD occurrences.
3. The COMPILER option displays the compiler names assigned to FIELD occurrences.
4. The DESCRIPTION option displays the information in the DESCRIPTION attribute for the FIELD occurrences.

After you select the option, press Enter.

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box for
selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Display Mode                       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY FIELD        :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     FIE          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)         :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter. Enter the table, key, or element name for the fields you want to
see. For keys and elements, enter the table name in the parent-occurrence field.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field Summary for the first occurrence that matches the criteria you entered on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel.

The information in the Field-Name parameter depends on the option you selected. This parameter contains the
occurrence name, Assembler name, compiler name, or the DESCRIPTION attribute-value, depending on the option you
chose.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        ORD-ID

        00005     NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C     000

 000002  1        BILL-DT

        00000     CHAR   00006  00001    L    N    N

 000003   2       BILL-YR

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000004   2       BILL-MO

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) only appear for the
binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

If you are using generic selection or path selection criteria, use the NEXT command (PF11) or PATH command (PF10)
respectively to display additional occurrences.

For attributes not displayed on this panel, see Displaying Attributes and the FIELD entity-type in the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
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Displaying Copybooks
Display a copybook for a TABLE or RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence using the DISPLAY COPYBOOK option
of ENTDISPL Mode. You can choose to display a copybook for COBOL, Assembler, PL/I, or the Datacom/DB Reporting
Facility.

Use the following steps to display copybooks.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 3 (DISPLAY
COPYBOOK).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the options for DISPLAY COPYBOOK with the default option displayed after "Enter
option number." To select an option other than the default, use the ERASE key to delete the displayed default and type in
the desired option number. After you enter the option number, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Datadictionary Entity Display

                                                                            P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> 1_    (There are 04 options on this menu)

  1. COBOL        (COB)          Display Cobol copybook

  2. ASSEMBLER    (ASM)          Display Assembler copybook

  3. PL1                         Display PL1 copybook

  4. DATAREPORTER (DR)           Display Datareporter copybook

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. After completing your entries on this panel, press
Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY COPYBOOK     :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     CBK          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)
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   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the copybook for the first occurrence that matches the criteria you entered on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel in the selected language.

NOTE
If you are using generic selection or path selection criteria, you can use the NEXT command (PF11) or PATH
command (PF10) respectively to display additional occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR COPYBOOK DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  REC  ALIAS        T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T04D

                              Copybook Display

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001            02  ALIAS.

 000002                03  STATS.

 000003                    04  STATUS       PICTURE X(1).

 000004                        88  PROD            VALUE 'P'.

 000005                        88  TEST            VALUE 'T'.

 000006                        88  HIST            VALUE 'H'.

 000007                    04  NATIVE-SEQ-KEY.

 000008                        05  ENTITY-NAME

 000009                                     PICTURE X(15).

 000010                        05  ENTITY-VER

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. For more information, see Using PF and PA Keys.

The following table describes the name Datacom Datadictionary displays when you request a copybook for COBOL,
PL/I, ASSEMBLER, or the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility. The first level of a copybook for the TABLE (or RECORD),
ELEMENT, or KEY entity-type is represented by the term group level.

Entity-Type/ Level COBOL PL/I ASSEMBLER Datacom/DB Reporting
Facility

TABLE
Group Level

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Unlabeled storage Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name
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Fields Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Unlabeled storage Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name (see
Note)

RECORD
Group Level

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Unlabeled storage Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Fields Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Unlabeled storage Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence

ELEMENT
Group Level

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Fields Compiler name if present
-
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary
occurrence name

Compiler name if present
-
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary
occurrence name

Assembler name if
present -
if not present, unlabeled
storage

Assembler name if
present -
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary
occurrence name

KEY
Group Level

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Assembler name if
present -
if not present, unlabeled
storage

Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

Fields Compiler name if present
-
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary
occurrence name

Compiler name if present
-
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary
occurrence name

Unlabeled storage Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom Reporting Facility Considerations section in Using the Source Language
Generation.

Displaying Text
Display the text associated with a specific occurrence using the DISPLAY TEXT option of the ENTDISPL Mode. Use the
following steps to display text.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 5 (DISPLAY
TEXT).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel with a CLASS field at the bottom of the panel.
Complete your specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................
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 DISPLAY TEXT         :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     TEX          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

     CLASS ________________________________

           (text class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the text associated with the first occurrence that matches the criteria you entered on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel.

NOTE
If you are using generic selection or path selection criteria, you can use the NEXT command (PF11) or PATH
command (PF10) respectively to display additional occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TEXT DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   P  003

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T05D

 Text Display  Class STANDARD                                    ( OWNED  text )

     Retrieved Class STANDARD

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001   The Application Demonstration System is a generic representation

 000002 of a customer order-entry system as it may appear in the business

 000003 world.

 000004   The overall system is designed modularly so that it may be enhanced

 000005 without adversely affecting the basic design of the system.  Modularity

 000006 allows the system to be expanded or enhanced for demonstration purposes

 000007 or for the actual use of the system in a production environment.  The

 000008 ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables, each of which has

 000009 minimally a primary key.  The database, as it is conceptualized, is

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=NEXT CLASS

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys. If you entered ALL for the text classification, press PF12 or enter NEXT
CLASS command to display additional classifications in alphabetical order.
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Displaying Aliases
Use the DISPLAY ALIAS option of the ENTDISPL Mode to display all the aliases for an occurrence in Datacom
Datadictionary. Find steps and panels.

Display all the aliases for an occurrence using the DISPLAY ALIAS option of the ENTDISPL Mode. Use the following
steps to display aliases.

1. Step 1
The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

2. Step 2
The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 6
(DISPLAY ALIAS).

3. Step 3
Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a
box for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. Do not place
entries in the optional criteria box. After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................
 DISPLAY ALIAS        :   using  _           ________________________________ :
 DIS     ALI          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :
                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :
                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :
                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .
   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________
   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

4. Step 4
Datacom Datadictionary displays the list of aliases for the first occurrence that matches the criteria you entered on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel.

NOTE
If you are using generic selection or path selection criteria, you can use the NEXT command (PF11) or
PATH command (PF10) respectively to display additional occurrences.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ALIAS DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER
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  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   P  001
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T06D
 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================
 000001 ORDER-SYSTEM
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

Displaying Descriptors
Display the descriptors for a selected occurrence using the DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS option of ENTDISPL Mode. Use the
following steps to display descriptors.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 7 (DISPLAY
DESCRIPTORS).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After completing your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DISPLAY DESCRIPTOR   :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     DES          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) / AS OF ____________
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   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the list of descriptors for the first occurrence that matches the criteria you entered on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. An occurrence can have a maximum of eight descriptors.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR DESCRIPTOR DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   P  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T07D

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 CUSTOMERS

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

NOTE
If you are using generic selection or path selection criteria, you can use the NEXT command (PF11) or PATH
command (PF10) respectively to display additional occurrences.

Displaying Relationship Definitions

Using the Lessons

Display relationship definitions for selected entity-types using the DISPLAY RELDEF option of ENTDISPL Mode. The
display lists the relationship attributes and attribute-values. Use the following steps to display relationship definitions.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 8 (DISPLAY
RELDEF).
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Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Relationship Definition Display Selection panel. After completing your entries on this
panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Relationship Definition Display Selection                            T08F

 Select relationship definitions to be displayed by filling in one or more

 of the following:

    Relationship Name:   $internal_______________________

    Subject Entity-type: ________________________________

    Object Entity-type:  ________________________________

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 4

The Relationship Definition Display panel appears. This panel displays the criteria you entered on the Relationship
Definition Display Selection panel and the relationship definitions which match the criteria.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DDOL:         Relationship Definition Display                             T08D

 Selected Relationship Name:    $INTERNAL

 Selected Subject Entity-type:  ALL

 Selected Object Entity-type:   ALL

         Relationship name                   Map  Req  Aut  Ord  Cpy  Mdl

             Subject Entity-type               Object Entity-type

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  $INTERNAL                           MM   N    N    N    B    N

             AREA                               FILE

 000002  $INTERNAL                           1M   Y    N    N    B    N

             AREA                               TABLE

 000003  $INTERNAL                           1M   Y    N    N    B    N
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             DATABASE                           AREA

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The display includes two lines of information for each relationship definition. The information in the first line includes the
relationship name and the rules (attribute-values) for the definition. The attributes and their possible values are listed in
the following table.

Attribute Description Values
Mapping
(Map)

Describes the number of occurrences that
are subjects and objects of the relationship.

11 (one-to-one)
1M (one-to-many)
M1 (many-to-one)
MM (many-to-many)

Required
(Req)

Indicates if each object must always be
related to at least one subject.

Y (yes)
N (no)

Automatic
(Aut)

Indicates if subject and object are to be
automatically related when object is added.

Y (yes)
N (no)

Ordered
(Ord)

Indicates if the order of relationships is
significant.

Y (yes)
N (no)

Copy
(Cpy)

Specifies relationship processing performed
when occurrence is copied.

B (all)
M (see )
N (none)
O (object)
S (subject)

Model
(Mdl)

Specifies relationship processing performed
when occurrence is used as a model.

B (all)
N (none)
O (object)
S (subject)

The information in the second line includes the entity-type which is the subject and the entity-type which is the object of
the displayed relationship. For details about these relationship attributes, see .

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

Displaying Structures
Use three of the online modes to display DB Model and FILE Model structures. If you are using batch, you can run
different types of reports to obtain structure information.

Display options are available for DB Model structures and substructures in DBMAINT Mode. The examples of modifying
attribute-values in include steps on displaying structures in DBMAINT Mode.

FILEMAINT Mode includes display options for FILE Model structures and substructures. The examples of modifying
attribute-values in includes steps on displaying structures in FILEMAINT Mode.

Display both DB Model and FILE Model structures and substructures in ENTDISPL Mode using the DISPLAY
STRUCTURES option. Datacom Datadictionary returns the requested structure or substructure in an indented format. You
can select a full or condensed display. The full display option includes FIELD occurrences for each TABLE or RECORD,
KEY and ELEMENT occurrence. The condensed option omits the FIELD occurrences.

Use the following steps to display a structure.

Step 1
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The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 3 (or enter the SET MODE ENTD command).

Step 2

The Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel appears after you select ENTDISPL Mode. Select option 9 (DISPLAY
STRUCTURES).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the options for DISPLAY STRUCTURES. Enter the desired option number in the
indicated space after "Enter desired option number" or type the command on a command line and press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Datadictionary Entity Display

                                                                            P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 10 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY DATABASE    (D BAS)       Display Database Structure

  2. DISPLAY AREA        (D ARA)       Display Area Structure

  3. DISPLAY TABLE       (D TBL)       Display Table Structure

  4. DISPLAY KEY         (D KEY)       Display Key Structure

  5. DISPLAY ELEMENT     (D ELE)       Display Element Structure

  6. DISPLAY DATAVIEW    (D DVW)       Display Dataview Structure

  7. DISPLAY FILE        (D FIL)       Display File Structure

  8. DISPLAY RECORD      (D REC)       Display Record Structure

  9. SET MODE                          Reset Datadictionary processing mode

 10. OFF                               End session

The following is a list of the options:

• 1 - DISPLAY DATABASE
This option displays a DB Model DATABASE structure.

• 2 - DISPLAY AREA
This option displays a DB Model AREA substructure.

• 3 - DISPLAY TABLE
This option displays a DB Model TABLE substructure.

• 4 - DISPLAY KEY
This option displays a DB Model or FILE Model KEY substructure.

• 5 - DISPLAY ELEMENT
This option displays a DB Model or FILE Model ELEMENT substructure.

• 6 - DISPLAY DATAVIEW
This option displays a DB Model or FILE Model DATAVIEW structure.

• 7 - DISPLAY FILE
This option displays a FILE Model FILE structure.

• 8 - DISPLAY RECORD
This option displays a FILE Model RECORD substructure.

• 9 - SET MODE
This option returns you to the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel.

• 10 - OFF
This option signs you off Datacom Datadictionary.
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Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. The format for this panel varies by one line if you are displaying a KEY or
ELEMENT substructure. Select the option which fits the type of structure or substructure you are displaying.

All Structures except KEY and ELEMENT

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                            TXCF

 DISPLAY  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      BAS      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For DATABASE and DATAVIEW structures and AREA, TABLE, FILE and RECORD substructures, the panel has the same
format.

KEY and ELEMENT Substructures

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMA  ND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                            TYCF

 DISPLAY  KEY      ________________________________

 DIS      KEY      (name)

 OF  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 OF  TBL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE      format is COND    AS OF ____________

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)         (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For KEY and ELEMENT substructures, the panel has a field to specify the table (or record) containing the key or element.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the requested structure or substructure in the specified format.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

Using Batch Reports
Use batch reports to obtain information about the logical structure of your DATABASE or FILE structure or details on
occurrences in the structure. This information is useful for determining if the definition of the structure and occurrences are
correct. You can also use batch reports to see if modifications to structures are accurate and complete.

Use either the DDUTILTY or the DDUPDATE utility to process -RPT transactions.

NOTE
For details on obtaining a report, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

The following are the batch reports.

• Alias
Lists all occurrences associated with selected aliases.

• Definitions
Lists relationships and their definitions for a specified entity-type or all entity-types.

• Descriptors
Lists occurrences associated with selected descriptor words.

• Detail
Lists detailed information about occurrences. Optional selectors are available to modify the report to include aliases,
descriptors, or text information.

• Field
Lists all FIELD occurrences associated with an element, key, record, table, or view.

• Indented
Lists summary information about occurrences including pertinent Datacom/DB information and the SQL name and
AUTHID when assigned. When used with a path, presents the data in an indented format based upon occurrence
relationships. The report can be produced with or without headings.

• Index
Lists summary information about occurrences, including status, version, password (optional), lock level, and
description.

• Relationship
Lists related occurrences, showing the nature of each relationship.

• Schema
Lists summary information about AUTHORIZATION occurrences used as schemas in SQL processing and lists the
related occurrences in indented format. The report includes descriptive and status information and the SQL name and
AUTHID of the occurrences.

• Text
Lists text information for occurrences. Prints individual classes of text or all text for an occurrence regardless of class.
It can be produced with or without headings.
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Specify the type of report you want when you are using batch.

Just as in online displays, you can specify a path for a batch report to obtain information about a sequence of
occurrences. The path describes the entity-types and the connecting relationships. Datacom Datadictionary uses this path
to search for occurrences meeting the criteria you enter.

Since relationships are bidirectional, a path can be specified with -DEF TRACE transactions from either the subject of
the relationship to the object or from the object to the subject. If the subject and object entity-types are the same, you can
limit the path to use only one direction of the relationship. You can trace from subject to object only with -DEF TRACEF
transactions or from object to subject only with -DEF TRACEB transactions.

The maximum number of -DEF TRACE transactions allowed in a path definition is specified in MAXLVLS= in the Datacom
Datadictionary System Resource Table.

Datacom Datadictionary provides the definition of the STANDARD path for DATABASE and FILE structures. The
STANDARD path traces a path between occurrences related through the $INTERNAL relationship. The sequence of the
STANDARD path for a DATABASE structure is listed in the following:

FROM TO VIA
DATABASE AREA $INTERNAL
AREA TABLE $INTERNAL
TABLE KEY $INTERNAL
TABLE ELEMENT $INTERNAL
TABLE FIELD $INTERNAL

The sequence of the STANDARD path for a FILE structure is listed in the following:

FROM TO VIA
FILE RECORD $INTERNAL
RECORD KEY $INTERNAL
RECORD ELEMENT $INTERNAL
RECORD FIELD $INTERNAL

The transactions to define the STANDARD path in batch reports are:

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

To specify a path in a batch report other than the STANDARD path, you must:

1. Name the path
2. Specify the sequence of occurrences
3. Specify the relationship between the occurrences

The following example traces a path using entity-types and relationships which are in the DATABASE structure, but the
path is not the STANDARD path. In the example, the path's name is PATH1. This path allows you to see what ELEMENT,
TABLE, AREA, and DATABASE occurrences are in the sequence which starts with a DATAVIEW occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEF PATH,PATH1

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.TABLE,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.AREA,$INTERNAL
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 -DEF TRACE,AREA.DATABASE,$INTERNAL

 -END

 -RPT START,DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001),PATH1

 -RPT INDENT

 -END

The following transactions define a path for an indented report request to see what PROGRAM, PANEL, REPORT,
SYSTEM, and PROGRAM occurrences are in a sequence starting with a DATAVIEW occurrence. In the example, the
path's name is PATH2.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEF PATH,PATH2

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.PROGRAM,PGM-DVW-USE

 -DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.PANEL,PGM-PNL-USE

 -DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.REPORT,PGM-RPT-PRODUCE

 -DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.SYSTEM,SYS-PGM-CONTAIN

 -DEF TRACEF,PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL

 -END

 -RPT START,DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001),PATH2

 -RPT INDENT

 -END

Renaming an Occurrence
You can change the entity-occurrence name of many occurrences in PROD status or TEST status using the NEWNAME
function. Use this function to change the name of an occurrence without going through the steps to model the occurrence
and redefine the support data or additional data that you may have created for the occurrence.

NOTE
When you use the 1000 NEWNAME transaction, the ENTITY-NAME attribute-value is changed. Other attributes,
such as SQLNAME, COMPILER-NAME or ASSEMBLER-NAME are not updated with this transaction. The
SQLNAME attribute-value cannot be changed after you initially add the entity-occurrence. Use the transaction
applicable to the entity-occurrence you are updating to change the COMPILER-NAME and ASSEMBLER-NAME
attribute-values or use the 1500 Attribute Value transaction.

Naming Standards
Broadcom uses guidelines when naming or renaming occurrences. These guidelines are recommended to help ensure
the integration of all Broadcom products.

• Occurrence names can be up to 32 characters in length.
However, Datacom Datadictionary is installed with a maximum entity-name length of 15.

NOTE
For more information about how to change this attribute-value, see the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute-type.

• Occurrence names cannot contain embedded blanks.
• Occurrence names must be unique within the entity-type for a particular status/version.
• Files and tables cannot have the same name for a particular status/version.
• Records, tables, views, and synonyms cannot have the same name for a particular status/version.

In addition, review the following guidelines:

1. Characters that you can use when naming entity-occurrences
2. Reserved words
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3. Specific naming requirements for assigning DATACOM names for AREA, TABLE, ELEMENT, and KEY entity-
occurrences

4. Rules for names used in SQL processing (SQLNAME and AUTHID attribute-values)
5. SQL names for FIELD and KEY entity-occurrences
6. Occurrence names created from SQL names
7. Guidelines for naming occurrences if you use Dataquery or Ideal.

Impact of Changing Names
Changing an occurrence name, the change applies only to the status/version of the specified occurrence. Additional
information is provided regarding conditions.

When you change an occurrence name, the change applies only to the status/version of the occurrence you specify. If
a program or facility outside Datacom Datadictionary references the original occurrence name, change the name in that
program or facility.

The name you specify with the UPDATE NAME option takes effect immediately. Therefore, when you use subsequent
options or execute batch transactions, use the new name of the occurrence. For example, use the new name of a table or
record when specifying fields, keys, and elements in that TABLE or RECORD substructure.

NOTE
When you change the name of an occurrence in a DB Model structure, you must CATALOG the database to
update the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The renamed occurrence retains aliases, descriptors, relationships, and text as follows:

• All descriptors and relationships for an occurrence are changed to reflect the new name.
• If an alias is a timestamp starting with $19, or if the alias is unique for only this occurrence regardless of version

number, then it is changed to reflect the new name. If this occurrence has an alias shared by other versions of the
same occurrence, then the alias is deleted for this version. The reason is that an alias must be unique for an entity-
type. If the alias for a version was updated for one version of an occurrence where the same alias is used for multiple
versions of the same occurrence, then that alias would reference more than one occurrence name in the same entity-
type.

• Text is treated a little differently also because text can be shared from one version to another.
– If there is text for an occurrence that is being renamed and the text is shared by other versions of that occurrence,

then that text is copied to the first occurrence that shares that text. All other versions that share that text are
modified to point at the new owned text. The original owned text is updated to the new name.

– If the occurrence has text that is shared with another version that owns that text, then the text is copied to the
occurrence with the new name so that it owns a copy of the text.

– If a field has no text except the text that comes from a UNIVERSAL field with the same original name, the
UNIVERSAL text is copied so that the field with the new name owns a copy of the text.

Changing Names of Tables Created in SQL
When renaming an occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary, use the UPDATE NAME option if you use SQL to create tables.
Review the option format. The character limit is 32.

The UPDATE NAME option can be useful if you use SQL to create tables. The SQL name for the table includes the
specified or default authorization identifier of the user. The SQL name is in the format authid.tablename. Datacom
Datadictionary creates an occurrence name that it can use by writing the Datacom Datadictionary name in the authid-
tablename format.

If the combination of the authorization identifier and table name is greater than the maximum allowed length of 32
characters, Datacom Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name. If the truncated name already exists, Datacom
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Datadictionary truncates it further and adds four zeros to the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the
digits by one until the name is unique. For examples, see Arrange Entity-Occurrence Retrieval Sequence.

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode
Steps for using the NAM or NME margin command on a structure display to obtain the Occurrence Newname Change
panel for the occurrence.

You can use the NAM or NME margin command on a structure display to obtain the Occurrence Newname Change panel
for the occurrence. Use the following steps to rename one or several occurrences in a DATABASE structure during a
single session.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select
a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. Type the NAM or NME margin
command in the line number of each occurrence that you want to rename. Use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate
the desired occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                  DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ========================================

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY                                00010

 000002   AREA               ACCTS                            ACT

 000003     TABLE            ACCTS                            ACT       006  N

 nam004       KEY            CUST-ID-KEY                      ACSTI     001  I

 000005       KEY            ORD-ID-KEY                       ACTOR     004  I

 000006       ELEMENT        ACCTS                            ACTFL

 000007       ELEMENT        CUST-ID                          ACTCS

 000008       ELEMENT        ORD-ID                           ACTOR

 000009   AREA               CUST                             CUS
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 000010     TABLE            CUST                             CUS       001  N

 000011       KEY            CRED-IND-KEY                     CRED      003  I

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

The Occurrence Newname Change panel appears. This panel displays one field where you enter the name you are
assigning to the occurrence. The name must conform to the Datacom Datadictionary naming standards. For more
information, see Arrange Entity-Occurrence Retrieval Sequence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR NAME CHANGE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  KEY  ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T16U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Newname Change

 1. Enter NEWNAME: ________________________________

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 7

After entering the new name, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the new name is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function Selection panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL NEWNAME UPDATE. If you placed more than one occurrence in the work queue, return to Step 6 as
previously discussed.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode
Steps are provided for using the UPDATE NAME option in ENTMAINT Mode to change the name of any occurrence.

Use the UPDATE NAME option in ENTMAINT Mode to change the name of any occurrence. You can also enter the NAM
(or NME) margin command on an index, structure or field summary display panel. If you use the margin command, go to
Step 5. The following list summarizes the steps to accomplish this task.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).
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Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 10 (UPDATE NAME).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After completing your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE NAME          :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    NME           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• (entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• (parent occurrence-name)
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• (occurrence-name)
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• (stat,or (vers
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd,
Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence which is password protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd)
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Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access. If
the occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Newname Change panel. This panel displays one field where you enter
the name you are assigning to the occurrence. The name must conform to the Datacom Datadictionary naming standards.
See Arrange Entity-Occurrence Retrieval Sequence for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR NAME CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  ARA  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T16U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Newname Change

 1. Enter NEWNAME: ________________________________

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

After entering the new name, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the new name is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function Selection panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL NEWNAME CHANGE.

Batch Example

The following transaction changes the occurrence name.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-UPD JOB,CA-JOB(0001)

1000 NEWNAME,SALES-PROCESS

-END

Protecting Occurrence Definitions
Datacom Datadictionary provides several security features that you can use to protect your definitions.

Datacom Datadictionary provides several security features that you can use to protect your definitions. These features
include passwords and lock levels at the occurrence definition level and authorizations that are associated with the user
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identification and system level settings. For example, you must be authorized to perform some functions, such as updating
occurrences in PROD status or using the OBSOLETE function.

Understanding Passwords and Lock Levels
In Datacom Datadictionary, use passwords and lock levels to protect occurrence definitions. Review definitions and
impact of passwords and lock levels, use in different circumstances.

While passwords are used to restrict functions on an occurrence, lock levels are used to deny maintenance.

Passwords

Use passwords to restrict certain functions that can be performed on an occurrence. If you assign a password to an
occurrence, the password must be supplied before performing maintenance on the occurrence.

Lock Levels

Use lock levels to deny maintenance or any access to an occurrence. When you use a lock to restrict an occurrence, the
user must specify the correct override code for your site to perform any maintenance or retrieve the occurrence.

Datacom Datadictionary provides you with three lock levels:

0
This lock level applies no maintenance restrictions to an occurrence.

1
This lock level restricts an occurrence from update or deletion unless the override code is specified when the
function request is issued.

2
This lock level restricts any action, including retrieving the occurrence for display or a report, unless you specify
the override code in the function request.

Impact

Password and lock level assignments should not be used for occurrences that are maintained by another Broadcom
product unless documented by the product.

In SQL processing, the following statements are not processed when the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence definition
you specify in the statement is protected with a password or Lock Level 1 or 2.

• ALTER
TABLE

• DELETE
PLAN

• DROP
PROCEDURES, TABLE, TRIGGER, SYNONYM, or VIEW

If a password or Lock Level 1 or 2 is encountered, you receive a -118 return code and an error message that includes a
Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code identifying the problem.

The following tables describe general guidelines for various password and lock level combinations. The top of each
table describes the functions that you can perform. The left half of each table lists whether the occurrence is assigned a
password and the lock level that might be assigned. The right half shows whether the password and override code must
be specified in a request for maintenance or access to the occurrence.

FUNCTIONS: Updating, Deleting, Copying and Restoring
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Use passwords to restrict functions that can be performed on an occurrence. Use lock levels to deny maintenance or
access to an occurrence.

When assigned to occurrence: This is required on request:
Password Lock = Password Override Code
N 0 = N N
N 1 = N Y
N 2 = N Y
Y 0 = Y N
Y 1 = Y Y
Y 2 = Y Y

NOTE
You can perform the OBSOLETE function only with the proper authorization.

FUNCTIONS: Reporting, Online Displays and Service Facility Retrieval

When assigned to occurrence: This is required on request:
Password Lock = Password Override Code
N 0 = N N
N 1 = N N
N 2 = N Y
Y 0 = N N
Y 1 = N N
Y 2 = N Y

Assigning and Maintaining Passwords
You can assign a password at the time you create or add an occurrence. You can also assign a password to an existing
occurrence if password protection becomes necessary. You can also assign a separate password to each occurrence.

A password is an optional code of one to four alphanumeric characters. You can assign a password at the time you
create or add an occurrence. You can also assign a password to an existing occurrence if password protection becomes
necessary. You can assign a separate password to each occurrence if you desire.

You can use passwords in a number of ways. For example, a planning group can have a common password for all
occurrences created and used by the group. At the same time, a payroll group can have a unique password for all
occurrences created and used by that group. This means that the planning group and the payroll group cannot share
the same occurrences because each group has a unique password assigned to its occurrences. This use of passwords
establishes the concept of domain within the Datacom Datadictionary.

Maintenance of an existing occurrence requires that the password you enter matches the password assigned to the
occurrence. Failure to match the password causes the maintenance request to be rejected. You enter the password in the
online function panel or code the password as part of the batch header transaction for the maintenance being performed
on the occurrence.

Passwords are not permanent. You can change or delete the password assigned to an occurrence. If you change a
password, the change applies only to a specific version of the occurrence. Occurrences can be in TEST or PROD status
when you change or delete the password.
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Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can assign a password when you create or add the occurrence in the DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode.

Assigning a Password to an Existing Occurrence

You can assign a password to an existing occurrence in DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode with the PAS or PSW
(UPDATE PASSWORD) margin command on a structure display panel. Use the following steps to assign a password to
several or all existing occurrences in a DATABASE structure during a single session.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter
the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The Datacom/DB Structure Select Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected structure in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu panel listing functions for the selected structure is displayed. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 10 (DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select a
KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and/or override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format.You can type PAS or PSW (UPDATE
PASSWORD) in the line number of each occurrence that you want to protect from unauthorized update. You can use the
scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name            DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                         333pas002   AREA            ACCTS-REC           

       ACTpas003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                  ACT      000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

Step 7

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Password Change panel. This panel displays one field where you can
enter the password you are assigning to the anchored occurrence. Enter the password carefully since the characters you
are typing do not display on the screen.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR PASSWORD CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  ARA  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T14U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                     Occurrence Password Change

 1. Enter new password:

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Step 8

After entering the password, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the password is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Structure Select panel for the mode with the
message SUCCESSFUL PASSWORD UPDATE. Press PF4 (PROCESS) to retrieve the next occurrence from the work
queue. Repeat the Steps 6 through 8 until you receive the message that the work queue is empty.

Changing or Deleting a Password

You can change an existing password for an occurrence or you can delete an existing password which has been assigned
to an occurrence. The following example shows the steps to assign a password to an occurrences in a DATABASE
structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter
the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2
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The Datacom/DB Structure Select Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected structure in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu panel listing functions for the selected structure is displayed. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 10 (DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select a
KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and/or override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. You can type PAS or PSW (UPDATE
PASSWORD) in the line number of each occurrence that you want to protect from unauthorized update. You can use the
scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                 DISPLAY

                                                                        TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name                DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                            00333pas002   AREA            ACCTS-REC      

                ACTpas003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                      ACT       000  N

 000004       KEY         ORD-ID-KY                      ACTOR     000  I

 000005       KEY         CUST-ID-KY                     ACSTI     000  I

 000006       ELEMENT     ACCTS-REC-EL                   ACTFL

 000007       ELEMENT     CUST-ID-EL                     ACTCS

 000008       ELEMENT     ORD-ID-EL                      ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

Step 7

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel if the occurrence retrieved from the work queue is
password protected. Fill in the entity-type, occurrence name and the correct password. After completing your entries,
press Enter.

Step 8

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Password Change panel. This panel displays one field where you can
enter the password you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR PASSWORD CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  ARA  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T14U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                     Occurrence Password Change

 1. Enter new password:

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Changing a Password

To change a password, type the new 1- to 4-character password in the field. Enter the new password carefully since
Datacom Datadictionary suppresses the display of the characters you are typing.

Deleting a Password

To delete a password, type an ampersand (&) in the first space of the field.

Step 9

After entering the password or an ampersand (&) to delete an old password, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the new password is applied or the old one deleted, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Structure Select panel for
the mode with the message SUCCESSFUL PASSWORD UPDATE. If you placed more than one occurrence in the work
queue, press PF4 (PROCESS) to retrieve the next occurrence. Return to Step 7.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

You can assign a password when you create or add the occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. For this example, see .

You can also assign, change or delete a password for an existing occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. Use the following
steps to add, change or delete a password.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected function in
the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3
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The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 8 (UPDATE PASSWORD).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After completing your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE PASSWORD      :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    PAS           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• (entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• (parent occurrence-name)
If you are updating a FIELD, KEY or ELEMENT occurrence, fill in the name of the RECORD or TABLE occurrence
containing the field, key or element.

• (occurrence-name)
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.
– Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
– Default Value:

(No default)
• (stat or (vers

Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.
– Valid Entries:

1-999
T001-T999
PROD

– Default Value:
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(No default)
• pswd,

Leave this field blank if no password is assigned to the occurrence. Enter the correct password if you are selecting an
occurrence which is password protected.

• ovrd)
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Password Change panel. This panel displays one field where you can
enter the password you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR PASSWORD CHANGE

 TYPE   OCCURRENCE   STA  VER

  JOB   CA-JOB        T   002

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T14U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                              Occurrence Password Change

 1. Enter new password:

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Assigning a Password

To assign a password, type the 1- to 4-character password in the field. Enter the password carefully since Datacom
Datadictionary suppresses the display of the characters you are typing.

Changing a Password

To change a password, type the new 1- to 4-character password in the field. Enter the new password carefully since
Datacom Datadictionary suppresses the display of the characters you are typing.

Deleting a Password

To delete a password, type an ampersand (&) in the first space of the field.

Step 6

After entering the password or an ampersand (&) to delete an old password, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the new password is applied or the old one deleted, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function Select panel for
the mode with the message SUCCESSFUL PASSWORD UPDATE.
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Batch Transactions

The following transaction adds a password when the occurrence is added.

 -ADD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,OPWD),LOC1

 2900 00010 RELATION DATACOM 00000 N N 00000

 2901 N ORDER_ENTRY

 -END

To assign a password to an existing occurrence which is not password-protected, code a -UPD Header transaction. The
status parameter specifies the status/version of the occurrence you are assigning a password. Since this occurrence is
not password-protected but has been assigned a lock level, you indicate the omission of a password by placing a comma
after the status parameter and another comma before the override parameter. The override parameter is required if the
occurrence has been assigned a lock level. (In the following example, the four asterisks (****) represent the override
code.) You use the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction to specify the password you are assigning to the occurrence.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,,****)

 1000 NEWPSWD,OPWD

 -END

To change a password for an occurrence which is password-protected, code a -UPD Header transaction. The status
parameter specifies the status/version of the occurrence you are assigning a new password. Since this occurrence is
password-protected, specify the current password in the -UPD Header transaction. The override parameter is required if
the occurrence has been assigned a lock level. (In the following example, the four asterisks (****) represent the override
code.) Use the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction to specify the new password you are assigning to the occurrence.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,OPWD,****)

 1000 NEWPSWD,NPWD

 -END

To delete a password for an occurrence which is password-protected, code a -UPD Header transaction. The status
parameter specifies the status/version of the occurrence for which you are deleting the password. Since this occurrence
is password-protected, specify the current password in the -UPD Header transaction. The override parameter is required
if the occurrence has been assigned a lock level. (In the following example, the four asterisks (****) represent the override
code.) Code the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction with an ampersand (&) in place of the password. The & causes the current
password to become null.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,NPWD,****)

 1000 NEWPSWD,&

 -END

Adding a Relationship
 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1003 RELT,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

Deleting a Relationship
 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1003 UNRL,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

NOTE
For more information about the 1003 transaction formats for ordered relationships and recursive relationships,
see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.
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Assigning and Maintaining Lock Levels
Steps are provided to aid you when using different lock levels to restrict actions to an occurrence. Steps are provided
for DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode, changing a lock level, and online steps in ENTMAINT Mode

The lock instruction option allows you to restrict action to an occurrence. You can use one level to restrict updates to an
occurrence or another level to restrict both display and updates of the occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary provides you
with three levels of lock instructions.

• 0
Applies no maintenance restrictions to an occurrence. If this is the lock level assigned to an occurrence, you can copy,
update, delete, display, or print the occurrence without specifying the override code. Lock Level 0 is the default.

• 1
Restricts updates or deletion of an occurrence definition unless the override code is specified at the time the function
request is issued. You can copy, display, or print an occurrence with a Lock Level 1 assignment without specifying the
override code.

• 2
Restricts any action to the occurrence unless you specify the override code in the function request. This restriction
includes displaying, printing, copying, updating, or deleting the occurrence.

You can assign a lock level when you create or add an occurrence or when you perform maintenance to the occurrence.

As noted on , do not assign Lock Level 1 or 2 to an occurrence that is used in SQL processing, or to an occurrence
maintained by another Broadcom product unless documented for that product.

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can assign a lock level when you create or add an occurrence in DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode. See Lesson
1: Begin Database Creation for these examples.

Assigning a Lock Level to an Existing Occurrence

You can assign a higher or lower lock level to an existing occurrence in DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode.

The following steps summarize one method to accomplish the assignment of a higher lock level to an existing occurrence.
The occurrence cannot have a lock level higher than Lock Level 0 when you start these steps. For the steps to lower a
lock level, see Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter
the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The Datacom/DB Structure Select Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected structure in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu panel listing functions for the selected structure is displayed. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 10 (DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select a KEY
or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password or override code if the occurrence is protected from unauthorized
updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5
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Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. You can type LCK or LOC (UPDATE
LOCK) in the line number of each occurrence that you want to protect from unauthorized update. You can use the scroll
PF keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name            DB-Name DB-Id  Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                         00333

 000002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACTloc003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                 

 ACT      000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

Step 7

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Lock Code Change panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR LOCK CODE CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T15U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Lock Code Change

 1. Enter new lock code: _        Valid entries:

                                                0 - unrestricted

                                                1 - restrict update

                                                2 - restrict display and update
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 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to change the status.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

This panel displays one field where you can enter the lock code you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.

After entering the lock level, press PF9 (APPLY). When the lock level is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Structure Select panel for the mode with the message SUCCESSFUL LOCK CODE UPDATE.

Step 8

If you placed more than one occurrence in the work queue, press PF4 (PROCESS) to retrieve the next occurrence.

Changing a Lock Level

The following steps summarize the procedure to change a lock level assignment of an occurrence that is protected by a
Lock Level 1 or Lock Level 2. The example uses an occurrence in a DATABASE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter
the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The Datacom/DB Structure Select Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected structure in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu panel listing functions for the selected structure is displayed. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 10 (DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select a KEY
or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password or override code if the occurrence is protected from unauthorized
updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. Type LCK or LOC (UPDATE LOCK)
in the line number of each occurrence that you want to protect from unauthorized update. Use the scroll PF keys or
commands to locate the desired occurrences.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name            DB-Name  DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                         00333
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 000002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACTloc003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                 

 ACT      000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

Step 7

Before displaying the Lock Code Change panel, Datacom Datadictionary presents a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel with
the occurrence information filled in. Supply the override code to proceed to the next step. The following is a sample of the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel presented.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000321A - 15UP - OVERRIDE CODE REQUIRED FOR MAINTENANCE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE LOCK           :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    LOC           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

/ TABLE                                  ,                                                     .

   (entity-type)                           (parent occurrence-name)

 

   ACCTS-REC                             ( T001 ,       ,          ) /

   (occurrence-name)                   (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                               (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 8

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Lock Code Change panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR LOCK CODE CHANGE
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 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T15U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Lock Code Change

 1. Enter new lock code: _        Valid entries:

                                                0 - unrestricted

                                                1 - restrict update

                                                2 - restrict display and update

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to change the status.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

This panel displays one field where you can enter the lock level you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.

After entering the lock level, press PF9 (APPLY). When the lock level is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Structure Select panel for the mode with the message SUCCESSFUL LOCK CODE UPDATE.

Step 9

If you placed more than one occurrence in the work queue, press PF4 (PROCESS) to retrieve the next occurrence.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

You can assign a lock level when you create or add the occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. For this example, see .

You can assign or change a lock level for an existing occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. Use the following steps to add or
change a lock level.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected mode in the
indicated space and press Enter. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Menu panel is displayed. Type the option number for the selected function in
the indicated space and press Enter. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 9 (UPDATE LOCK).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After completing your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE LOCK          :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    LOC           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• (entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• (parent occurrence-name)
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• (occurrence-name)
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• (stat or (vers
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd,
Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence which is password protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd)
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access. If
the occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Lock Code Change panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR LOCK CODE CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T15U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance
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                          Occurrence Lock Code Change

 1. Enter new lock code: _        Valid entries:

                                                0 - unrestricted

                                                1 - restrict update

                                                2 - restrict display and update

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to change the status.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

This panel displays one field where you can enter the lock level you are assigning to the anchored occurrence. After
entering the lock level, press PF9 (APPLY).

When the lock level is applied, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function Select panel for the mode with the message
SUCCESSFUL LOCK CODE UPDATE.

Batch Transactions

The following transaction adds a lock level when the occurrence is added.

 -ADD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,OPWD),LOC1

 3000 333 RELATION DATACOM

 -END

To assign or change the lock level for an existing occurrence, code a -UPD Header transaction. The status parameter
specifies the status/version of the occurrence you are assigning a lock level. The override parameter is required. (In the
following example, the four asterisks (****) represent the override code.)

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,OPWD,****),LOC1

 -END

Using the Override Code
The override code is a 1- to 4-character alphanumeric parameter that is site-specific. The code is specified in the System
Resource Table (SRT) with the DDSYSTBL macro.

The override code is a 1- to 4-character alphanumeric parameter that is site-specific. The code is specified in the System
Resource Table (SRT) with the DDSYSTBL macro.

NOTE
For more information, see Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

Provide the override code to perform the following security functions.
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• Adding or deleting a relationship definition
• Changing the level of lock instruction (unless the original is Lock Level 0)
• Displaying an occurrence that has been assigned a Lock Level 2
• Maintaining user-defined entities and user-defined attributes
• Reporting on occurrences assigned a Lock Level 2
• Updating occurrences assigned a Lock Level 1 or 2
• Deleting occurrences assigned a Lock Level 1 or 2
• Assigning a new name to an occurrence
• Assigning a new password to an occurrence

Creating and Maintaining Support Data
Datacom Datadictionary allows you to define support data to maintain information about each occurrence. This support
data supplements the information contained in the attribute-values for occurrences. Support data includes aliases,
descriptors, relationships and text.

Adding and Deleting Aliases
Occurrences can have an alternate name or alias, to identify it. This option provides an alternate search path to follow to
find the occurrence by using a familiar name.

You can give an occurrence an alternate name or alias, to identify it. Some products, such as Dataquery, can use aliases
instead of occurrence names when accessing information.

You can also use aliases if different departments in your company want to refer to an occurrence, but they do not know
the name in the Datacom Datadictionary. This option gives these departments an alternate search path to follow to find
the occurrence by using a name with which they are familiar.

You can define aliases when you create or add an occurrence or when you maintain an existing TEST or PROD status
occurrence. Each alias must be unique within the entity-type. You can add up to 1300 aliases to an occurrence using the
online facility. There is no limit using the batch facility.

NOTE
If an occurrence exists in multiple status/versions and an alias is added to one status/version, the alias does not
apply to other status/versions of the occurrence until explicitly added or you copy the occurrence.

The alias name can be 32 characters or less in length. The same rules for naming an occurrence apply to naming an
alias. For these rules, see Following Naming Standards. The maximum length of the alias name is not affected by the
attribute-value of the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can issue the ALI or ALS (UPDATE ALIAS) margin command from a structure display to display the Alias
Maintenance panel in DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode. Use the following steps to add or delete aliases for several
or all occurrences in a DATABASE structure during a single session.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3
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The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select
a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. You can type ALI or ALS (UPDATE
ALIAS) in the line number of each occurrence for which you are adding or deleting aliases. You can use the scroll PF keys
or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name           DB-Name   DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                         00333

 000002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACTals003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                 

 ACT      000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first command from the work queue.

Step 7

The Alias Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays any aliases previously defined for this occurrence. If no aliases
have been previously defined, you see the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED ALIASES and one line to
define one alias.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 06IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED ALIASES
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ALIAS MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T06U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Aliases

Enter a valid alias on the line provided. For guidelines, see Following Naming Standards.

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

Type in the aliases you are assigning to this occurrence, with one alias on each line.

Deleting Aliases

Type D in the line number of each alias you want to delete. You can press Enter to display the panel with any indicated
alias removed.

Step 8

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

The panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL ALIAS MAINTENANCE and the aliases for the anchored occurrence.

If you entered additional margin commands, press PF4 (PROCESS) to display the Alias Maintenance panel for the next
occurrence in the work queue. Repeat Steps 7 and 8 until all occurrences have been processed.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

Use the following steps to add or delete aliases using the UPDATE ALIASES option in ENTMAINT Mode.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3
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The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 6 (UPDATE ALIASES).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE ALIASES       :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    ALI           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• entity-type
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• parent occurrence-name
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• occurrence-name
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• stat (or vers)
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd
Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence which is password protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access. If
the occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

Step 5
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The Alias Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays any aliases previously defined for this occurrence. If no aliases
have been previously defined, you see the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED ALIASES and one line to
define one alias.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 06IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED ALIASES

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ALIAS MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T06U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Aliases

Enter a valid alias on the line provided. For guidelines, see Following Naming Standards.

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

Type in the aliases you are assigning to this occurrence, with one alias on each line.

Deleting Aliases

To delete an alias, type D in the line number of each alias you want to delete. You can press Enter to display the panel
with any indicated alias removed.

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

The panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL ALIAS MAINTENANCE and the aliases for the anchored occurrence.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collections add and delete an alias for an existing occurrence.

Adding an Alias
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1103 ADD CUSTOMER-ORDER

 -END

Deleting an Alias

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1103 DEL CUSTOMER-ORDER

 -END

Adding and Deleting Descriptors
You can add descriptors when you create or add an occurrence or when you maintain an existing occurrence. The
occurrence can be in TEST or PROD status when a descriptor is added or deleted.

You can assign descriptor words to occurrences to group these occurrences for several Datacom Datadictionary
functions, such as Datacom Datadictionary display or batch reporting selection. Use descriptors to group occurrences
of different entity-types that have some commonality. For example, you can assign the descriptor PAYROLL to all
PROGRAM, JOB, STEP, and so forth, occurrences representing a payroll system.

A single descriptor can be assigned to any number of occurrences. Each occurrence can have a maximum of eight
descriptors. You can add descriptors when you create or add an occurrence or when you maintain an existing occurrence.
The occurrence can be in TEST or PROD status when a descriptor is added or deleted.

NOTE
If an occurrence exists in multiple status/versions and a descriptor is added to one status/version, the descriptor
does not apply to other status/versions of the occurrence until explicitly added or you copy the occurrence.

The descriptor can be 32 characters or less in length. The same rules for naming an occurrence apply to naming a
descriptor. See Following Naming Standards for these rules. The maximum length of the descriptor name is not affected
by the attribute-value of the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type the DATA-DICT
database.

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can issue the DES (UPDATE DESCRIPTOR) margin command from a structure display to display the Descriptor
Maintenance panel in DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode. Use the following steps to add or delete descriptors for
several or all occurrences in a DATABASE structure during a single session.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4
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The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select
a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. You can type DES (UPDATE
DESCRIPTOR) in the line number of each occurrence for which you are adding or deleting descriptors. You can use the
scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                 DISPLAY

                                                                        TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name                DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 des001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                             00333

 des002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                      ACT

 des003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                      ACT      000  N

 000004       KEY         ORD-ID-KY                      ACTOR    000  I

 000005       KEY         CUST-ID-KY                     ACSTI    000  I

 000006       ELEMENT     ACCTS-REC-EL                   ACTFL

 000007       ELEMENT     CUST-ID-EL                     ACTCS

 000008       ELEMENT     ORD-ID-EL                      ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue.

Step 7

The Descriptor Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays any descriptors previously defined for this occurrence.
If no descriptors have been previously defined, you see the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED
DESCRIPTORS and one line to define one descriptor.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 07IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED DESCRIPTORS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR DESCRIPTOR MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER
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  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T07U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Descriptors

Enter a valid descriptor name on the line provided. See Following Naming Standards for guidelines.

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

Type in the descriptors you are assigning to this occurrence, with one descriptor on each line.

Deleting Descriptors

To delete a descriptor, type D in the line number of each descriptor you want to delete. You can press Enter to display the
screen with any indicated descriptor removed.

Step 8

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When Datacom Datadictionary applies the descriptor, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL DESCRIPTOR
MAINTENANCE and the descriptors for the anchored occurrence.

If you entered more margin commands, press PF4 (PROCESS) to display the Descriptor Maintenance panel for the next
occurrence in the work queue.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

Use the following steps to add and delete descriptors using the UPDATE DESCRIPTORS option in ENTMAINT Mode.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3
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The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 7 (UPDATE DESCRIPTORS).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE DESCRIPTORS   :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    DES           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• (entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• (parent occurrence-name)
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• (occurrence-name)
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• (stat or (vers
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd,
Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence that is password protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd)
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence that is protected from unauthorized update or access. If the
occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

Step 5
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The Descriptor Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays any descriptors previously defined for this occurrence.
If no descriptors have been previously defined, you receive the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED
DESCRIPTORS and one line to define one descriptor.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 07IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED DESCRIPTORS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR DESCRIPTOR MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T07U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Descriptors

Enter a valid descriptor name on the line provided. For guidelines, see Following Naming Standards.

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

Type in the descriptors you are assigning to this occurrence, with one descriptor on each line.

Deleting Descriptors

To delete a descriptor, type D in the line number of each descriptor you want to delete. You can press Enter to display the
screen with any indicated descriptor removed.

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When Datacom Datadictionary applies the descriptor, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL DESCRIPTOR
MAINTENANCE and the descriptors for the anchored occurrence.

If you entered more margin commands, press PF4 (PROCESS) to display the Descriptor Maintenance panel for the next
occurrence in the work queue.
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collections add and delete a descriptor for an existing occurrence.

Adding a Descriptor

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1101 ADD ACCOUNTS

 -END

Deleting a Descriptor

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1101 DEL ACCOUNTS

 -END

Relating Occurrences
Review the online steps in DBMAINT Mode, FILEMAINT Mode, and ENTMAINT Mode for relating DB Model or FILE
Model occurrences to non-Model occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can relate DB Model or FILE Model occurrences to non-Model occurrences, such as a DATABASE occurrence
to a NODE occurrence for use by Datacom STAR DDM. You can relate a newly created occurrence to another newly
created occurrence or to an existing occurrence. You can add, update, or delete the relationships between occurrences.
The relationship name must exist in Datacom Datadictionary before you can specify it. For a list of supplied relationship
definitions and the details on creating your own, see Adding and Maintaining Relationship Definitions

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can issue the REL or RLT (UPDATE RELATIONSHIP) margin command from a structure display in DBMAINT Mode
and FILEMAINT Mode. Use the UPDATE RELATIONSHIP function to add, change, or delete a relationship between an
occurrence in the model occurrence and an occurrence outside of the Model.

Use the following steps to issue the REL margin command from a DATABASE structure display.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel opens, listing functions for the selected structure. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select a
KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status, and the password and the override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5
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Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. You can type REL or RLT (update
relationship) in the line number of each occurrence for which you are updating a relationship. You can use the scroll PF
keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions
for the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue, and refreshes the screen. This allows
you to add margin commands for the same occurrences. For details, see Using Margin Commands.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name            DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================rel001 DATABASE          ORDER-

ENTRY                        00333

 000002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACT

 000003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                  ACT     000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR   000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI   000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the online work queue.

Step 7

The Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel appears.

NOTE
When you add an occurrence that has a required relationship, Datacom Datadictionary automatically presents
this panel with the Add and the exit options displayed. Datacom Datadictionary also fills in the relationship name.
Complete the panel by specifying the other occurrence.

Some of the fields on the following panel are already filled in for you. Complete the entries after reading the field
descriptions following the panel displayed.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Relationship Maintenance Procedure                         T08U

 

 1. Select function: _               R - Retrieve   U - Update
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                                         A - Add    D - Delete

                                         X - exit from relationship maintenance

 2. Describe relationship:

 Relationship Name: _______________________________ relates this occurrence....

 Type: DATABASE                                  Parent:

 Name: ORDER-ENTRY                               Status: TEST       Version 001

    ...to this occurrence:

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: ___________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

    ...with this intersection data:

       _____________________________________________________

 3. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PFKEY 9 to process.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• Select function:
Fill in the select function field with one of the options listed on the panel.
– Valid Entries:

R, U, A, D, or X
– Default Value:

(No default)
• Relationship Name:

Fill in the name of an existing relationship that connects the anchored DB Model occurrence to a non-Model
occurrence. The relationship name cannot be $INTERNAL.

The type, name, status, and version of the anchored occurrence is filled in for you below the relationship field on the
panel.

• Type:
The entity-type of the occurrence to which you are adding, updating, or deleting a relationship with the anchored
occurrence.

• Parent:
The TABLE occurrence name (RECORD occurrence name in FILEMAINT Mode) only if the type is FIELD, KEY, or
ELEMENT.

NOTE
Best practice is too avoid relating a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence in a DATABASE structure with a
non-Model occurrence.

• Name:
The name of the occurrence to which you are adding, updating, or deleting the relationship with the anchored
occurrence.

• Status/Version:
The status and version number of the occurrence.

• ...with this intersection data:
Fill in 1 to 72 characters of optional information that is pertinent to the relationship between the two occurrences.

Step 8

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
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If you are adding a nonordered relationship, you have completed the task. If you are adding an ordered relationship,
Datacom Datadictionary displays another relationship panel for you to complete. If another relationship panel is displayed
after you press PF9, perform the following steps.

Step 9

The Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry panel appears if the relationship you are adding is between two occurrences
of the same entity-type, such as PROGRAM and PROGRAM. This is a recursive relationship. Datacom Datadictionary
completes the fields on this panel for you, except for the last field on the panel. Type an S (subject) or an O (object) to
indicate whether the second occurrence on the panel is the subject or object of this relationship. After you complete the
field, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Relationship Add Subject/Object inquiry                        T81F

 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___

    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 _   Enter S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel will

     be the subject or the object of the relationship.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If no other relationship panel opens after you press Enter, you have completed the task of adding a relationship.

Step 10

The Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information panel appears only if you are adding an ordered relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel for you except for a checklist at the bottom of the panel. Complete
your entries on this panel after reading the following list.

After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information                    T82F

 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......
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 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___

    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 Specify position of the object occurrence in a set of ordered relationships

 by selecting one of the following:

   _ First in set ($FIRST)

   _ Last in set  ($LAST)

   _ After this occurrence....               Parent: _______________________________

     Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Select only one of the first three fields in the list.

• First in set ($FIRST)
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the first occurrence in the ordered relationship.

• Last in set ($LAST)
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the last occurrence in the ordered relationship.

• After this occurrence....
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to follow another occurrence in the ordered relationship. If
the object occurrence is not the first or last occurrence in the set, indicate that it follows another occurrence.

Fill in any of the following fields that are necessary to complete the definition of the relationship.

• Parent:
Fill in with the TABLE occurrence name (or RECORD occurrence name) if the occurrence that the object occurrence
follows in the set is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.

• Name:
Fill in the name of the occurrence that the object occurrence follows in the set of ordered relationships.

• Status/Version:
Fill in the status of the occurrence that the object occurrence follows in the set of ordered relationships.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

Use the following steps to add, update, or delete relationships using the UPDATE RELATIONSHIP option in ENTMAINT
Mode.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel opens, listing update functions. Type the option number for the
selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select option 3 (UPDATE
RELATIONSHIP).

Step 4
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Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right, and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE RELATIONSHIP  :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    REL           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• entity-type
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• parent occurrence-name
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• occurrence-name
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• stat (or vers)
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd
Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence that is password-protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence that is protected from an unauthorized update or access. If
the occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

Step 5

The Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel appears. Some of the fields on this panel are already filled in for you.
After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

NOTE
When you add an occurrence that has a required relationship, Datacom Datadictionary automatically presents
this panel with only two options: Add and Exit. Datacom Datadictionary also fills in the relationship name for you,
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since it is required. Complete the panel by specifying the occurrence to which you are relating the occurrence
that you have just created.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Relationship Maintenance Procedure                         T08F

 1. Select function: _                   R - Retrieve   U - Update

                                             A - Add    D - Delete

                                             X - exit from relationship maintenance

 2. Describe relationship:

 Relationship Name: _______________________________ relates this occurrence....

 Type: DATABASE                                  Parent:

 Name: ORDER-ENTRY                               Status: TEST      Version 001

    ...to this occurrence:

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: ________________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

    ...with this intersection data:

       _______________________________________________________________________

 3. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PFKEY 9 to process.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• Select function:
Fill in the select function field with the desired function option.
– Valid Entries:

R, U, A, D, or X
– Default Value:

(No default)
• Relationship Name:

Fill in the name of the existing relationship that you are adding, updating, or deleting between the anchored occurrence
and another occurrence. The relationship name cannot be $INTERNAL.

Below the relationship field, the type, name, status, and version of the anchored occurrence is filled in for you.

• Type:
Fill in the entity-type of the occurrence to which you are adding, updating, or deleting a relationship with the anchored
occurrence.

• Parent:
Fill in the TABLE occurrence name (or RECORD occurrence name) only if the type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT.

• Name:
Fill in the name of the occurrence to which you are adding, updating, or deleting a relationship with the anchored
occurrence.

• Status/Version:
Fill in the status of the occurrence.

• ...intersection data:
Fill in 1 to 72 characters of optional information that is pertinent to the relationship between the two occurrences.
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Step 6

If you are adding an ordered relationship or a relationship in which the subject and object entity-types are the same,
Datacom Datadictionary displays another relationship panel to complete. If another relationship panel is displayed after
you press PF9, perform the following steps.

Step 7

The Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry panel appears if the relationship you are adding is between two occurrences
of the same entity-type, such as PROGRAM and PROGRAM. This is a recursive relationship. Datacom Datadictionary
fills in the fields on this panel for you, except for the last field on the panel. Type an S (subject) or an O (object) to indicate
whether the second occurrence on the panel is the subject or object of this relationship. After you complete your entries
on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry                           T81F

 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___

    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 _   Enter S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel will

     be the subject or the object of the relationship.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If no other relationship panel is displayed after you press Enter, you have completed the task of adding a relationship.

Step 8

The Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information panel appears only if you are adding an ordered relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel for you except for a checklist at the bottom of the panel.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Ordered Relationship Add sequence information                     T82F
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 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___

    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 Specify position of the object occurrence in a set of ordered relationships

 by selecting one of the following:

   _ First in set ($FIRST)

   _ Last in set  ($LAST)

   _ After this occurrence....               Parent: _______________________________

     Name: ____________________________  ____ Status/Version: ____

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUS

Select only one of the first three fields in the list.

• First in set ($FIRST)
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the first occurrence in the ordered relationship.

• Last in set ($LAST)
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the last occurrence in the ordered relationship.

• After this occurrence
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to follow another occurrence in the ordered relationship. If
the object occurrence is not the first or last occurrence in the set, indicate that it will follow another occurrence.

Fill in any of the following fields that are necessary to complete the definition of the relationship.

• Parent:
Fill in the TABLE occurrence name (RECORD occurrence name) if the occurrence that the object occurrence will
follow in the set is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.

• Name:
Fill in the name of the occurrence that the object occurrence will follow in the set of ordered relationships.

• Status/Version:
Fill in the status of the occurrence that the object occurrence will follow in the set of ordered relationships.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collections add and delete a relationship between a DATABASE occurrence and a NODE
occurrence.

Add a Relationship
 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1003 RELT,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

Delete a Relationship
 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)
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 1003 UNRL,NODE,CA-NODE(T001),$ACCESS

 -END

NOTE
For more information about the 1003 transaction formats for ordered relationships and recursive relationships,
see the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

Adding and Maintaining Text
Steps and examples are provided for adding text when you create or add the occurrence or when you maintain an existing
occurrence. The occurrence can be in TEST or PROD status when you add or maintain the text.

You can enter free-form, unedited text as descriptive documentation for an occurrence. This text can supplement the
information you store in attribute-values of an occurrence. You can display or print reports of the text associated with
an occurrence using Datacom Datadictionary facilities. Other Broadcom products, such as Dataquery, also allow you to
display the text associated with an occurrence. See the person responsible for administering the other products on your
system for information.

You can add text when you create or add the occurrence or when you maintain an existing occurrence. The occurrence
can be in TEST or PROD status when you add or maintain the text.

If you create a new version of an occurrence, both the original and all new versions of the occurrence can share the
same text. To modify the text, access the occurrence that was the original owner of the text. If you delete the original
occurrence, the next newer version of the occurrence becomes the owner of the text. If different versions of the same
occurrence do not share text, modify the text for each occurrence separately.

You can add and maintain named classifications or groupings of text. This allows you to separate your text into specific
groupings. Descriptive information that is of particular interest to a specific group of people or a department can be in a
classification with its own name.

The system default classification name is STANDARD. When you upgrade from a Datacom Datadictionary version before
Release 8.1, all text associated with occurrences is classified as STANDARD, except text for a FILE occurrence that was
part of the FILE-RECORD pair comprising a Datacom/DB table. Such text is given the class name FILE.

Datacom Datadictionary displays and prints text in the same format as you enter it on the panel or on a line in a batch
transaction. The line numbers on the panel equate to the line (or sequence) numbers on a batch Text Report. Do not enter
the identifier of a batch header transaction (for example, -ADD) starting in the first column in any line.

Each line of text can have a maximum of 80 characters per line in batch or either 72 characters or 79 characters in online.
The default Text Maintenance panel displays line numbers. This allows a maximum space of 72 characters per line. You
can remove the line numbers with the SET MODE=NONUM command and change the space allowance to 79 characters.
However, you cannot use line commands on a panel that does not have line numbers. In this case, use commands
entered in the command region of the panel and place the cursor on the desired line. To reset the panel display to include
line numbers, enter the SET MODE=NUM command. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.

Text in positions 73 through 80 is not displayed and cannot be maintained when the line numbers are displayed on a Text
Maintenance panel. For example, if you have the line numbers displayed on the Text Maintenance panel and you type
over part of a line of text and use the ERASE key to clear the remainder of the line, any data in positions 73 through 80
remain.

Text in position 80 is not displayed and cannot be maintained using the online facilities. If text is entered in all 80 positions,
use batch transactions to report and maintain the text in position 80.

Text must exist in a classification for the classification to exist for a particular occurrence. If you delete the text in a
classification, the classification is deleted for the occurrence.

You can use the 1200 TEXT batch transactions to perform the following functions:
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• Add text classifications.
• Copy a specific text classification to a new text classification.
• Copy a specific text classification of an occurrence to the same text classification for another occurrence.
• Copy all text classifications to a single, new text classification.
• Copy all text classifications of an occurrence to the same text classifications for another occurrence with specific

exceptions.
• Delete text classifications.

Online Steps in DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode

You can enter the TEX or TXT margin command on a structure display panel to display the Text Maintenance panel in
DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode. Use the following steps to add or delete text for several or all occurrences in a
DATABASE structure during a single session.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. Fill in the occurrence name (and the TABLE occurrence name if you select
a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence), the status and the password and override code if the occurrence is protected from
unauthorized updates. After filling in this panel, press Enter.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. Type TEX or TXT (UPDATE TEXT) in
the line number of each occurrence for which you are performing text maintenance. Use the scroll PF keys or commands
to locate the desired occurrences.

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type       Occurrence-Name            DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================== tex001 DATABASE         

 ORDER-DATABASE                     04333tex002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACT

 000003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                  ACT     000    Ntex004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY       

           ACTOR   000    I
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 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI   000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the work queue. Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection
Criteria Fill-in panel with a CLASS field at the bottom of the panel. After you complete your entries on this panel, press
Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE TEXT          :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    TXT           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / DATABASE                         , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ORDER-DATABASE                 ( T001 ,        ,         ) /

   (occurrence-name)               (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                           (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

     CLASS STANDARD

           (text class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• (entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot abbreviate the name of the
entity-type.

• (parent occurrence-name)
Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY or ELEMENT. Otherwise, leave this
field blank.

• (occurrence-name)
Use this field to enter the name of the occurrence you are updating.

• (stat or (vers
Use this field to specify the status/version of the occurrence you are updating.

• pswd,
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Enter the correct password if you are selecting an occurrence that is password protected. Leave this field blank if no
password is assigned to the occurrence.

• ovrd)
Enter the override code if you are selecting an occurrence that is protected from unauthorized update or access. If the
occurrence has a Lock Level 0, leave this field blank.

• CLASS
Accept the default classification name or type over the name for the group of text to display. The system default
classification is STANDARD. Establish a session default name with the SET TEXT class-name command, where class-
name is up to 32 characters. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.
– Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
– Default Value:

Current default text classification name

Step 7

The Text Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays the text previously defined for the occurrence or the message
OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED TEXT and one blank line to add text.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 05IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED TEXT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TEXT MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE      STA VER

 BAS   ORDER-DATABASE   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T05U

 Text Maintenance  Class STANDARD

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Text

Type the text for the occurrence in the blank line. If you need more space to enter text, you can insert lines on the panel.
To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

After inserting more lines, type in the text.
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Changing Existing Text

To change existing text, type over the existing text. If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll
commands or PF keys to locate the desired lines of text. For more information, see Using PF and PA Keys.

You can also copy, repeat and move text lines on the text maintenance panel. For more information, see Using Line
Commands in Variable Panels.

If the text was entered in columns 73 through 79, you can view and change the text in those columns only on a panel
without the line numbers. Use the SET NONUM command to remove the line numbers. If the text was entered in column
80, you must use batch reports to view the text in that column and batch transactions to maintain the text in that column.

Deleting Existing Text

When you delete all lines of text in a classification for a particular occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the
classification for the occurrence.

To delete a single line of text, type D in the line number of the line of text to be deleted.

To delete a line of text on a panel without the line numbers displayed (use the SET NONUM command), type the DELETE
command on a command line, place the cursor on the line to be deleted and press Enter.

To delete a block of text, type DD in the line number of the first line and last line of the block to be deleted and press Enter.

To delete a block of text from a specific line through the bottom of existing text, type DB in the line number of the first line
of text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of existing text following this line.

To delete a block of text from a specific line through the top of existing text, type DT in the line number of the last line of
text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of existing text preceding this line.

Step 8

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When Datacom Datadictionary applies the text, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL TEXT MAINTENANCE
and the text for the anchored occurrence.

If you entered more margin commands, press PF4 (PROCESS) to display the Text Maintenance panel for the next
occurrence in the work queue.

Online Steps in ENTMAINT Mode

Use the following steps to add and maintain text using the UPDATE TEXT option in ENTMAINT Mode. If you enter the
TEX or TXT margin command on a display panel, go to Step 4.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 5 (UPDATE TEXT).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel with a CLASS field at the bottom of the panel. Specify
a name for this group of text or leave it blank to accept the current default name. The name can be 1 to 32 characters and
must conform to the same rules as an occurrence name. For more information, see Following Naming Standards.
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For details about the other fields on this panel, see Using Prompter Panels for Entity Display and Entity Maintenance.
After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE TEXT              :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    TXT           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                                 (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,        ,        ) /

   (occurrence-name)                        (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                                    (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

     CLASS STANDARD

           (text class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

The Text Maintenance panel appears. This panel displays any text previously defined for the occurrence. If no text has
been defined for the anchored occurrence, you see the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED TEXT and one
blank line to add text.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 05IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED TEXT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TEXT MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE     STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-ENTITY   T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T05U

 Text Maintenance  Class STANDARD

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================
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 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding Text

Type the text for the occurrence in the blank line. If you need more space to enter text, you can insert lines on the panel.
To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines you can insert on this panel and still need to define more occurrences, you can scroll forward (PF8)
and insert more lines.

Changing Existing Text

To change existing text, type over the existing text. If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll
commands or PF keys to locate the desired lines of text. For more information, see Using PF and PA Keys.

You can also copy, repeat and move text lines on the text maintenance panel. For more information, see Using Line
Commands in Variable Panels.

If the text was entered in columns 73 through 79, you can view and change those columns only on a panel without the line
numbers. Use the SET NONUM command to remove the line numbers. If the text was entered in column 80, you must
use batch reports to view the text in that column and batch transactions to maintain the text in that column.

Deleting Existing Text

When you delete all lines of text in a classification for a particular occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the
classification for the occurrence.

To delete a single line of text, type D in the line number of the line of text to be deleted.

To delete a line of text on a panel without the line numbers displayed (use the SET NONUM command), type the DELETE
command on a command line, place the cursor on the line to be deleted and press Enter.

To delete a block of text, type DD in the line number of the first line and last line of the block to be deleted and press Enter.

To delete a block of text from a specific line through the bottom of existing text, type DB in the line number of the first line
of text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of existing text following this line.

To delete a block of text from a specific line through the top of existing text, type DT in the line number of the last line of
text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of text preceding this line.

Step 6

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When Datacom Datadictionary applies the text, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL TEXT MAINTENANCE
and the text for the anchored occurrence.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collections add and delete text for the default classification of STANDARD for an existing
occurrence. You can perform the following functions using the 1200 TEXT transactions.

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

Adding Text
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This transaction adds text in the default classification of STANDARD.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS IS THE ORDER-ENTRY DATABASE.

 USE THIS DATABASE ONLY FOR TRAINING PURPOSES.

 THIS DATABASE CONTAINS THE ACCTS-REC AREA.

 1200 TEXT END

 -END

Deleting Text

This transaction deletes the first through the third line of text in the default classification of STANDARD.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1200 TEXT DEL,1,3

 1200 TEXT END

 -END

FILE Structure Maintenance
These topics include how to create, maintain field definitions and DATAVIEWs, modify occurrences and prepare FILE
model structures for use. Additionally, you learn how to:

• Create the DATAVIEW structure
• Model a FILE and RECORD occurrence
• Delete FILE structures and substructures
• Restore a FILE structure or substructure
• Transfer a Record substructures

Creating the FILE Structure
Learn how to create a FILE structure in Datacom Datadictionary. Find information about RECORD, FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT occurrences. You can also assign attribute-values and designate aliases and descriptors.

Define the FILE Structure

Defining your FILE structure to Datacom Datadictionary includes the following tasks:

• Creating a FILE occurrence - Section Creating a File
• Adding one or more RECORD occurrences - Section Adding Records to the File
• Defining at least one FIELD occurrence for each record - Section Defining Fields to the Record
• Concluding the FILE Structure definition when you add multiple records in one session - Section Concluding the FILE

Structure Definition

KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD Occurrences

You can perform the following optional tasks:

• Adding KEY occurrences to a record - Section Adding Keys and Elements to the Record
• Adding ELEMENT occurrences to a record - Section Adding ELEMENT Occurrences
• Defining FIELD occurrences in a key - Section Defining Fields to a Key
• Defining FIELD occurrences in an element - Section Defining Fields to an Element
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Optional Tasks

You can also perform the following optional tasks. These tasks are described elsewhere in detail.

• Assigning attribute-values to occurrence attributes which are not displayed on the definition panels (Enter the ATT
margin command on a display panel to access the Attribute Update panel.) - and

• Designating aliases for an occurrence (Enter the ALI margin command on a display panel to access the Alias
Maintenance panel.) - Section Adding and Deleting Aliases

• Assigning descriptors to occurrences of the same or different entity-types (You can use descriptors to group
occurrences for Datacom Datadictionary functions. Enter the DSC margin command on a display panel to access the
Descriptor Maintenance panel.) - Section Adding and Deleting Descriptors

• Entering free-form, unedited text data to supplement information stored in the occurrence's attribute-values (Enter the
TEX margin command on a display panel to access the Text Maintenance panel.) - Section Adding and Maintaining
Text

Online vs. Batch Transactions

The online steps assume that the definition of the entire FILE structure is entered during one session. If you sign off
Datacom Datadictionary before you complete these steps, you delete the online work queue.

NOTE
For details about creating an online work queue, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

If you are defining a large FILE structure, you might find using batch transactions is a more efficient method. The
batch transactions to define each occurrence are included at the end of each section. For details about coding batch
transactions, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

Creating a File

When you define a FILE occurrence, you use the CREATE function. This function is used to add the root occurrence for a
structure. The root of a FILE structure is a FILE occurrence.

Online Steps

After you successfully sign on to Datacom Datadictionary, perform the following steps to define a FILE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are defining a FILE structure, select option 5 (or enter
the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1 (CREATE).

Step 4

The CREATE command prompter panel appears.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TCCF

 CREATE FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    FIL      (name)                              STAT    (status)

 with PASSWORD       using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)       LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

The FILE definition panel appears. This panel displays a FILE ATTRIBUTES region and a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region.

The RECORD ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one RECORD occurrence. Go to Step 1 in Adding
Records to the File to add one or more RECORD occurrences to the FILE structure.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE

                                                                            TUFU

 ............................. FILE ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status: T001

 Record Format: fblk    Recsz: 1024_    Blksz: 4096_

 Access Method: _____   Device: _____   Monitor Name: ________

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................

        Name                             Type Pswd Lock

 ====== ====================== T O P === ==== ====  =

 000001 ________________________________ ____       _

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  ==== ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
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For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection creates a FILE occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 3120 NONE     3380   04096 01024 FBLK

 -END

Adding Records to the File

After you create the FILE occurrence, the next step is to add one or more RECORD occurrences to the FILE structure.

Online Steps

You can add one or more RECORD occurrences using the FILE definition panel. Since this is a continuous session using
margin commands, it is not necessary to issue the ADD command to add RECORD occurrences.

Step 1

The FILE definition panel, containing the FILE ATTRIBUTES region and the RECORD ATTRIBUTES region, is still
displayed. Continue the definition process by adding records to the FILE structure using the RECORD ATTRIBUTES
region to define RECORD occurrences.

Read the discussions after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE

                                                                            TUFU

 ............................. FILE ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status: T001

 Record Format: fblk    Recsz: 1024_    Blksz: 4096_

 Access Method: _____   Device: _____   Monitor Name: ________

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................

       Name                              Type  Pswd  Lock

 ====== ====================== T O P === ====  ====   =

 000001 per-rec-history_________________ ____         _

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  ====  ====   =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 2

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value that is specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number
of the displayed line. "I" is the abbreviated line command for INSERT. "n" represents the number of lines you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines you can insert on this panel and you still need to define more occurrences, you can scroll forward
(PF8) and insert more lines.

Step 3

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Go back to
Step 1 and correct your entries.

Step 4

If your entries are correct, the File Structure Maintenance Display panel appears with the message SUCCESSFUL FILE
STRUCTURE CREATE. The panel also displays the FILE and RECORD occurrences in an indented structure format.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UFUP - SUCCESSFUL FILE STRUCTURE CREATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

 000002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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Defining Optional Keys and/or Elements

You can enter the MOD margin command in the line numbers of the indented structure display to define keys and
elements in each record. Go to Adding Keys and Elements to the Record to add KEY and ELEMENT occurrences.

Defining FIELD Occurrences

Define at least one field to each record. If you are not defining keys and elements for the record, you can skip Adding
Keys and Elements to the Record. To complete the definition of the records, go to Defining Fields to the Record.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds a RECORD occurrence to a file.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,PER-REC-HISTORY

 3200 DETL

 -END

Adding Keys and Elements to the Record

Learn how to add KEY and ELEMENT occurrences when you define a FILE structure for Datacom Datadictionary. Find
instructions for online and batch environments.

You can add KEY and ELEMENT occurrences to a record when you are defining a FILE structure. If you access this FILE
structure with Ideal for Datacom, you must define ELEMENT occurrences to define DATAVIEW occurrences used by Ideal
for Datacom.

Online Steps

Use the MOD margin command in the line numbers of the indented structure display to indicate which RECORD structures
you want to modify by adding KEY and ELEMENT occurrences. If you use margin commands, Datacom Datadictionary
presents the necessary definition panel. Otherwise, use ADD commands or select options on the menu panels to obtain
the MODIFY function panel.

NOTE
In the example in this section, the KEY occurrence information is entered first, followed by information for
the ELEMENT occurrences. The order is irrelevant. You can enter ELEMENT occurrences before the KEY
occurrences or you can mingle them.

1. Step 1
Type MOD (MODIFY) in the line number for each RECORD occurrence listed on the indented structure display from the
previous section. MOD places the occurrences in the online work queue.
When using the online work queue, you can complete the definitions for all KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD occurrences in
a single record occurrence before the commands for the next record occurrence are fetched from the queue.
Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first RECORD occurrence from the online work queue for processing.

2. Step 2
The RECORD modify panel appears. The panel displays the message RECORD HAS NO RELATED KEY/ELEMENT
and a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region listing the record name and the attribute-values. The KEY/ELEMENT
ATTRIBUTES region is where you define the keys and elements for the anchored record.

 =>
 =>
 =>
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 1-DDOL000407I - URIP - RECORD HAS NO RELATED KEY/ELEMENT
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY
                                                                            TUFU
 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................
 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                     Status: T001    Type:

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................
       Type
       K/E Name                             Pswd Lock
 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ====  =
 000001 _  ________________________________       _
 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of
the displayed line. "I" is the abbreviated line command for INSERT. "n" represents the number of lines that you want
to insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines that you can insert on this panel and you still need to define more occurrences, then scroll
forward (PF8) and insert more lines.
Adding KEY Occurrences
Read the discussion after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TURU

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                     Status: T001    Type:

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

       Type

       K/E Name                             Pswd Lock

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ====  =

 000001 k  emp-no__________________________       _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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IMPORTANT
After completing the information for the KEY occurrences in this record, you can define ELEMENT
occurrences on the RECORD modify panel. If you have used all the inserted lines to define KEY
occurrences, you can insert more lines to define ELEMENT occurrences.

Adding ELEMENT Occurrences
To make this FILE structure accessible with Ideal for Datacom, you must define ELEMENT occurrences before you
can define the DATAVIEW occurrences that are used by Ideal for Datacom. Read the discussion after the panel for a
brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY
                                                                            TURU
 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................
 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                     Status: T001    Type:

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................
       Type
       K/E Name                             Pswd Lock
 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ====  =
 000001 k  emp-no__________________________       _
 ...... e  pre-rec history___________             _
 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

3. Step 3
After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Go back
to Step 2 and correct your entries.

4. Step 4
If your entries are correct, the File Structure Maintenance Display panel appears with the following information:
– The message SUCCESSFUL RECORD STRUCTURE MODIFY
– The RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences in an indented structure format

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000523I - URUP - SUCCESSFUL RECORD STRUCTURE MODIFY
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY
                                                                            TDYD
        Status: T001
        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name
 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================
 000001 RECORD               PER-REC-HISTORY
 000002   KEY                EMP-NO
 000003   ELEMENT            PER-REC-HISTORY
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

You can enter the DEF and MOD margin commands in the line numbers of the indented structure display to define FIELD
occurrences to the record, keys, and elements. For more information, see Defining Fields to the Record.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transaction to add a KEY occurrence and define FIELD occurrences to the key, see Defining Fields to
a Key. For the batch transaction to add an ELEMENT occurrence and define FIELD occurrences to the element, see
Defining Fields to an Element.

Defining Fields to the Record

Use the DEF margin command to indicate RECORD occurrences to which FIELD occurrences are defined. Steps and
examples are provided.

Online Steps

Use the DEF margin command in the line numbers of the indented structure display. The DEF margin command allows
you to indicate RECORD occurrences to which FIELD occurrences are to be defined. If you have added optional
KEY and ELEMENT occurrences to the record, then you can also use margin commands in the line numbers of the
indented structure display. The margin commands allow you to indicate KEY and ELEMENT occurrences to which FIELD
occurrences are to be defined.

Step 1

Type DEF (DEFINE function) in the line number for the RECORD and MOD (MODIFY function) for the KEY or ELEMENT
occurrences for which you want to define fields. DEF places the occurrences in the online work queue.

Complete the definition of fields to the RECORD occurrence before fetching the KEY and ELEMENT occurrences for
processing. The fields that you define to the keys and elements must exist in the record before you can define these fields
to the key or element.

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first RECORD occurrence from the online work queue for processing.

Step 2

The Field Maintenance panel appears. The panel displays the following information:

• the message RECORD HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
• the name of the anchored record
• a region to define FIELD occurrences and assign attribute-values

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 03IP - RECORD HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE
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 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY   T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                      DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len   Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill   (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================= T O P =======   ===== ====================

 000001    1      ________________________________  _____

           _____  _      _____  _____  _     _   _    _           _    _ ___

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== =========== =========

Read the discussion after the panel for a brief introduction to each required field and any important facts.

Step 3

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line. "I" is the abbreviated line command for INSERT. "n" represents the number of lines you want to insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines that you can insert on this panel and you still need to define more occurrences, then scroll forward
(PF8) and insert more lines.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE        STA VER

  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY    T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                     DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len   Repeat Just Rdf Null Fill    (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P =======  ===== ====================

 000001    1        emp-no__________________________ _____

              _____ n     5___  _____  _   _   _    _             n    _ ___

 ......    1_______ emp-name________________________ _____

              _____ _      ___  _____  _   _   _    _             _    _ ___

 ......    2_______ last-name_______________________ _____

              _____ c     20__  _____  _   _   _    _             _    _ ___

 ......    2_______ first-name______________________ _____

              _____ c     9___  _____  _   _   _    _             _    _ ___

 ......    2_______ middle-initial__________________ _____

              _____ c     1____   _____ _   _   _    _          _    _ ___

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.
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Step 4

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following information:

• an error message on the message line
• an error code next to the appropriate FIELD occurrences on the definition panel

For more information, see Online Panel Error Codes. Go back to Step 2 and correct your entries.

If your entries are correct, then the Field Summary Display panel appears with the following information:

• the message SUCCESSFUL RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE
• the FIELD occurrences
• the attribute-values that you specified and the attribute-values that you left as default values

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) only appear for the
binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY  T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

         Level     Field-Name                                    DB Element-Name

         Preci     Type  Len     Repeat  Just Rdf Null Fill   Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ===============    T O P =======  ===== =================

 000001  1         EMP-NO

         00005     NUM   00005   00001     R   N   N                Y    C  000

 000002  1         EMP-NAME

         00000     CHAR  00030   00001     L   N   N

 000003  2         LAST-NAME

         00000     CHAR  00020   00001     L   N   N

 000004  2         FIRST-NAME

         00000     CHAR  00009   00001     L   N   N

 000004  2         MIDDLE-INITIAL

         00000     CHAR  00001   00001     L   N   N

Step 5

At this point, you can choose to perform one of two possible tasks. Your choices are:

• Add Fields to the Work Queue:
You can add the fields to the online work queue to define additional attributes.
You can assign attribute-values to additional FIELD attributes which are not displayed on the Field Maintenance panel.
These attributes include headings for reports, edit pattern or low and high values. See the Attribute Update panel for a
list of these attributes.
If your choice is to assign attribute-values to additional FIELD attributes, complete the following steps in this section.
If you are not adding KEY or ELEMENT occurrences to the record, the definition of your FILE structure is completed
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after you finish the steps in this section. If you are adding KEY or ELEMENT occurrences and you choose to assign
attribute-values to the additional FIELD attributes, then the KEY and ELEMENT occurrences you previously added to
the queue remain in the queue and can be fetched after you complete processing of the FIELD occurrences.
If you are adding KEY or ELEMENT occurrences and your choice is to complete the processing of these occurrences,
go to Defining Fields to a Key or Defining Fields to an Element. After completing the definition of your FILE structure,
you can still assign attribute-values to additional FIELD attributes.

• Complete Processing:
You can complete processing of any KEY or ELEMENT occurrences already in the queue.

Type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTE) in the line number for each FIELD occurrence requiring the definition of additional
attributes.

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first FIELD occurrence from the online work queue.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE UPDATE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  FLD  PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T02U

            Attribute        Value

 ======  =  ===============  === T O P ======================================

 000001     DESCRIPTION      ____________________________________

 000002     CONTROLLER       ________________________________

 000003     AUTHOR           ________________________________

 000004     LANG-COMNT       ____________________________________

 000005     JUSTIFICATION    L

 000006     SIGN             N

 000007     DECIMALS         00000

 000008     VALUE            ____________________

 000009     TYPE-NUMERIC     N

 000010     HEADING-1        ________________________________

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS  MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in attribute-values that have not been assigned a value, or modify any values that were previously assigned or that you
let default.

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Correct your
entries and press PF9 again.

If your entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following information:

• the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE
• a list of all modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes
• the attribute-values that are assigned to these attributes
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Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next FIELD occurrence from the queue. Repeat Step 5 to process each FIELD
occurrence. If you are not adding KEY and ELEMENT occurrences, the definition of your FILE structure is completed
when all FIELD occurrences are completed.

However, if you are adding KEY or ELEMENT occurrences, when all FIELD occurrences are completed, the next
occurrence that is placed in the queue appears. If this occurrence is a key, go to Defining Fields to a Key to process the
key. If this occurrence is an element, go to Defining Fields to an Element to process the element.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collections define FIELD occurrences to a RECORD substructure. The -GRP START
transaction establishes the RECORD occurrence name for the FIELD -ADD transactions.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -GRP START,RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 -ADD FIELD,EMP-NO

 4010 START                             START

 4012 S N R N 00005    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,EMP-NAME

 4010 EMP-NO                            START

 4012 C C L N 00030    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,LAST-NAME

 4010 EMP-NAME                          EMP-NAME

 4012 S C L N 00020    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,FIRST-NAME

 4010 LAST-NAME                         EMP-NAME

 4012 S C L N 00009    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,MIDDLE-INITIAL

 4010 FIRST-NAME                        EMP-NAME

 4012 S C L N 00001    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,STREET

 4010 MIDDLE-INITIAL                    START

 4012 S C L N 00028    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,CITY

 4010 STREET                            START

 4012 S C L N 00020    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,STATE

 4010 CITY                              START

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,ZIP-CODE

 4010 STATE                             START

 4012 S C L N 00010    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

(Continued)

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+
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 -ADD FIELD,SSN

 4010 ZIP-CODE                          START

 4012 S D R N 00005    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,EMP-TITLE

 4010 SSN                               START

 4012 S C L N 00020    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,HIRE-DATE

 4010 EMP-TITLE                         START

 4012 C C L N 00006    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,HIRE-MO

 4010 HIRE-DATE                         HIRE-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,HIRE-DAY

 4010 HIRE-MO                           HIRE-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,HIRE-YR

 4010 HIRE-DAY                          HIRE-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERM-DATE

 4010 HIRE-YR                           START

 4012 C C L N 00006    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERM-MO

 4010 TERM-DATE                         TERM-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERM-DAY

 4010 TERM-MO                           TERM-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERM-YR

 4010 TERM-DAY                          TERM-DATE

 4012 S C L N 00002    00001                      N P N N N N N N

 -END

 -GRP END

Defining Fields to a Key

Performing file structure maintenance in Datacom Datadictionary; after you define KEY occurrences, you must define a
key. Review steps and examples for defining fields to a key.

In Adding Keys and Elements to the Record, you defined KEY occurrences, giving each key a name and assigning
attribute-values. To complete the definition of a key, define which fields in the record comprise the key.

A KEY occurrence can include up to 180 FIELD occurrences. The maximum length of a KEY is 180 bytes (the total length
of FIELD occurrences that are defined to the key). FIELD occurrences defined to a key are not required to be contiguous.
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Online Steps

If you chose to define more FIELD attributes in Defining Fields to the Record, the first KEY occurrence is displayed. You
can skip Step 1 in this section.

If you chose to skip the definition of more FIELD attributes and to proceed with the processing of KEY occurrences, start
with Step 1 in this section.

Step 1

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first KEY occurrence from the online work queue.

Step 2

Datacom Datadictionary displays the KEY definition panel. The panel displays the message KEY HAS NO RELATED
FIELDS and a KEY ATTRIBUTES region listing the KEY occurrence and the attribute-values you assigned to the
attributes.

The FIELD ATTRIBUTES region is where you define the FIELD occurrences that comprise the key. This region contains
one line to list one FIELD occurrence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                                  ADD

                                                                            TUKU

 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name  : CUST-ID-KEY                        Status/Version: T001    Type:

 Record: ACCTS

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

         Field Name                                        Order Data-Sen Length

                   Compiler-Name                 Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = === ===

 0001   ________________________________                     _       _     ___

                   _____________________________ ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = === ===

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 3
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To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of the
displayed line. "I" is the abbreviated line command for INSERT. "n" represents the number of lines that you want to
insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines you can insert on this panel, and you still need to define more occurrences, scroll forward (PF8) and
insert more lines.

Step 4

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line and an error code by
the entry. For more information, see Online Panel Error Codes. Go back to Step 2 and correct your entries.

If the entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message SUCCESSFUL KEY
FIELD MAINTENANCE. The FIELD occurrences that are defined to the key and the attribute-values for these occurrences
are displayed.

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) appear only for the
binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000421I - 09UP - SUCCESSFUL KEY FIELD MAINTENANCE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  KEY  PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO  T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

         Level   Field-Name                               (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci   Type   Len    Repeat  Just  Rdf Null Fill Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =====================================

 000001  1       EMP-NO

        00005    NUM    00005  00001    R     N   N        Y        C     000

 000002  1       EMP-NAME  

        00000   CHAR   00030  00001     L     N   N

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If you placed more than one KEY occurrence in the online work queue, repeat the steps in this section to define fields to
each key. When all the keys have been processed, pressing PF4 (PROCESS) presents the first ELEMENT occurrence
in the online work queue if you are also adding elements. Go to Defining Fields to an Element to process ELEMENT
occurrences.

If you are not adding elements, the definition of your FILE structure is complete.
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds a KEY occurrence to a record and defines FIELD occurrences to the key.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD KEY,PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO(T001)

 5010 ADD EMP-NO

 5011 $FIRST

 5010 ADD EMP-NAME

 5011 EMP-NO

 -END

Defining Fields to an Element

Learn how to define fields to an element in Datacom Datadictionary. Find steps for defining fields to an element in a
Datacom Datadictionary online session. An example batch transaction is also provided.

After you define ELEMENT occurrences, you have to complete the definition of an element. Steps and examples are
provided to help you define which fields in the record comprise the element.

In Adding Keys and Elements to the Record, you defined ELEMENT occurrences, giving each element a name and
assigning attribute-values. To complete the definition of an element, define which fields in the record comprise the
element.

An element contains one or more contiguous fields. If you use Ideal for Datacom to access this FILE structure, define
elements to define DATAVIEW occurrences used by your Ideal for Datacom programs. Define elements that contain
groups of fields that are accessed together by your programs.

You can assign all fields in a record to only one element and you can assign a separate element for each field. Assigning
a separate element for each field provides the ultimate flexibility and independence from changes in the record, but CPU
processing time does increase slightly with each element. If your programs always access a group of fields together, there
is no advantage to making each field a separate element.

You can include a field in more than one element, but for any particular request, only one of these elements should be
used. The Ideal for Datacom CATALOG DATAVIEW command enforces this rule.

Online Steps

If you have placed ELEMENT occurrences in the online work queue, press PF4 (PROCESS) for Datacom Datadictionary
to display the ELEMENT definition panel for the first ELEMENT occurrence in the online work queue. If you have pressed
PF4 (PROCESS), then you can skip Step 1 in this section.

If you performed the steps in Defining Fields to a Key (or any previous section) and you did not press PF4 after
completing the task, start with Step 1.

1. Step 1
Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the ELEMENT occurrence from the online work queue.

2. Step 2
The ELEMENT definition panel appears. This panel displays the following information:

• an ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region listing the ELEMENT occurrence name and attributes
• a FIELD ATTRIBUTES region listing all the FIELD occurrences defined in the record

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY
                                                                            TUEU
 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ...............................
 Name  : PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status/Version: T001
 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 First-Field: ________________________________
 Last-Field : ________________________________
 ............................ FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ====================================

 000001   EMP-NO
          N
 000002   EMP-NAME
          N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.
Read the following information that describes the implicit and explicit methods for defining fields as components of an
element. After reading the information about the implicit and explicit methods, fill in the ELEMENT definition panel.
The two methods are the implicit method and the explicit method. Select the method which best fits your needs.
Regardless of the method you choose, you can optionally specify a Compiler name and Assembler name for each
FIELD occurrence.

Implicit Method

The implicit method uses the First-Field and Last-Field attributes in the ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region. These
attribute-values identify the fields that are defined to an element.

This method eliminates the need for you to scroll through multiple panels of FIELD occurrences when you are
defining an element. Enter the names of the FIELD occurrences which are the first and last in the element or use the
designators $FIRST and $LAST.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ...............................

 Name  : PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status/Version: T001

 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 First-Field: $first__________________________

 Last-Field : $last___________________________

 ............................ FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
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 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ====================================

 000001   EMP-NO

          N

 000002   EMP-NAME

          N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.

IMPORTANT

All fields from the field that is specified in the First-Field through the field that is specified in the Last-Field
become components of the element. You can use this method the first time you define fields to a specific
element.

If you add FIELD occurrences to the record, Datacom Datadictionary automatically adjusts the length of any
elements if the new FIELD occurrences fall between the first and last FIELD occurrences of the element.
Action is required if the field is to be accessed by Ideal for Datacom programs or included in copybooks that
Datacom Datadictionary generates as other than filler. In these cases, the ELEMENT occurrence must be
modified to explicitly include the new FIELD occurrences.

Explicit Method

The explicit method uses the Include? attribute in the FIELD ATTRIBUTES region to specify the fields which are
components of the element. If there are few fields, then use this method to select the individual FIELD occurrences to
be included in the element.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ...............................

 Name  : PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status/Version: T001

 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 First-Field: ________________________________

 Last-Field : ________________________________

 ............................ FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ====================================

 000001   EMP-NO

          y

 000002   EMP-NAME

          y
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPU

IMPORTANT

If FIELD occurrences which you want to include in the element are not displayed, you can use the scroll PF
keys or commands to locate the FIELD occurrences.

If you use the explicit method to define fields to an element, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the name of the
FIELD occurrence which is the first field in the element as the value for the First-Field attribute. The name of
the FIELD occurrence that is defined as the last field in the element is assigned to the Last-Field attribute.

3. Step 3
After you complete the entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line and an
error code by the entry. For more information, see Online Panel Error Codes. Go back to Step 2 and correct your
entries.
If your entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with this information:

• the message SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE
• the FIELD occurrences with their attributes, which are included in the anchored ELEMENT occurrence

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) only appear for
the binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000422I - 12UP - SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE                STA VER
  ELM  PER-REC-HISTORY.PER-REC-HISTORY   T  001
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D
         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)
         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        EMP-NO
        00005     NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C     000
 000002  1        EMP-NAME
        00000     CHAR   00030  00001    L    N    N
 000003   2       LAST-NAME
        00000     CHAR   00020  00001    L    N    N
 000004   2       FIRST-NAME
        00000     CHAR   00009  00001    L    N    N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds an ELEMENT occurrence to the FILE structure and defines FIELD
occurrences to the element.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD ELEMENT,PER-REC-HISTORY.PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 6010 ADD EMP-NO
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 6010 ADD EMP-NAME

 6010 ADD LAST-NAME

 6010 ADD FIRST-NAME

 6010 ADD MIDDLE-INITIAL

 6010 ADD STREET

 6010 ADD CITY

 6010 ADD STATE

 6010 ADD ZIP-CODE

 6010 ADD SSN

 6010 ADD HIRE-DATE

 6010 ADD HIRE-MO

 6010 ADD HIRE-DAY

 6010 ADD HIRE-YR

 6010 ADD TERM-DATE

 6010 ADD TERM-MO

 6010 ADD TERM-DAY

 6010 ADD TERM-YR

 -END

Concluding the FILE Structure Definition

Learn about concluding the FILE Structure Definition for Datacom Datadictionary. Instructions are provided for FILE
structures with multiple records.

After you define fields to the element, you have completed defining your FILE structure if there is only one record in your
FILE structure. If there is only one record in your FILE structure, then you can skip the rest of this section. If Ideal for
Datacom or MetaCOBOL+ is used on your system, see Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.

FILE Structure with Multiple Records

If the FILE structure contains more than one record and all records were placed in the online work queue at the start of the
section on adding keys and elements to the record, then complete the definition of these remaining records.

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next record from the online work queue. Go to Step 3 in Adding Keys and Elements to
the Record to continue processing. Perform all the steps in each section, including this section, to complete the definition
of each record.

If you press PF4 and all records have been processed, Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE Structure Select panel
with the message NO DATA AVAILABLE FOR PROCESS COMMAND. At this point, you have finished defining your FILE
structure.

Creating the DATAVIEW Structure for a FILE Structure
A dataview is a logical view of data. You use dataviews to make a request for data through Ideal for Datacom or Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL independent of the storage structure. For more information about how these products use
dataviews, see the person responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL on your
system.

Dataview Components

A dataview is comprised of ELEMENT or KEY occurrences which are contained in the same record. (For more information
about creating a dataview from elements or keys defined to a TABLE substructure, see Creating the DATAVIEW
Structure.) You can use one or more elements or keys to define a dataview.
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When you define a dataview, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in a copybook. Do not
include elements that contain the same FIELD occurrence in a single DATAVIEW occurrence that Ideal for Datacom or
Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL uses.

Use the CREATE function to define a DATAVIEW occurrence. The CREATE function applies only to adding the root
occurrence for a structure. The root of a DATAVIEW structure is a DATAVIEW occurrence.

Dataviews Used by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Dataviews used by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL can be comprised of ELEMENT and KEY occurrences. Define
KEY occurrences to the dataview if it is used for record at a time processing. For details about how Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL uses dataviews, see the person responsible for administering Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL on your
system.

Dataviews Used by Ideal for Datacom

Dataviews used by Ideal for Datacom can be comprised of elements. You can include KEY occurrences in the dataview
definition, but Ideal for Datacom ignores the KEY occurrences when accessing data. Ideal for Datacom searches for data
according to the field specified in the "WHERE clause" of a program "FOR construct." The following restrictions apply
when defining a dataview for use by Ideal for Datacom:

• Specify whether the dataview is used for read-only functions or for updating functions. If an Ideal for Datacom program
is to use the dataview for updating functions, specify the attribute-value for the update (UPDATE-INTENT) attribute as
Y (yes).

• You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For a list of the
words reserved for Ideal for Datacom, see your Ideal for Datacom administrator.

Online Steps to Create a DATAVIEW

Learn how to create a DATAVIEW in Datacom Datadictionary. You can find detailed steps for creating a DATAVIEW for
use with a FILE structure.

If you have completed all the steps in the previous sections on defining a FILE structure, the File Structure Maintenance
Menu panel appears. If that is the case, go to Step 2 in this section.

If you signed off Datacom Datadictionary or if you performed some other task using another mode, return to the
DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel to start with Step 1 of this section.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are defining a dataview for use with a FILE
structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 5 (DATAVIEW).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel appears and lists functions for the selected structure. Select option 1

(CREATE).
4. The CREATE command prompter panel appears. After you complete this panel, press Enter.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance
                                                                            TCCF
 CREATE DATAVIEW ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 CRE    DVW      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
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      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 ACCESSING ELEMENTS
 ACC      (type)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.

5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATAVIEW definition panel. This panel displays two regions. One region is
DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES. The second region is entitled ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW. (If you specified
KEYS in the type field on the CREATE prompter panel, the title for the second region is KEYS accessed by the
DATAVIEW.) This region has one line to relate one element or one key to the dataview.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE
                                                                            TUVU
 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name: EMP-HISTORY-DVW                    Status/Version: T001
 Record: ________________________________
 Update: _

 ................... ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ...................
          Name
 ======   ============= T O P ============
 000001   ________________________________
 ======   ========== B O T T O M =========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.
You must relate the dataview to a record, and you must assign the attribute-value. Make these assignments in the
DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES region.
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 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE
                                                                            TUVU
 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name: EMP-HISTORY-DVW                    Status/Version: T001
 Record: per-rec-history_________________
 Update: _

 ................... ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ...................
          Name
 ======   ============= T O P ============
 000001   per-rec-history_________________
 ======   ========== B O T T O M =========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

6. To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type In (or nI, depending on the value that is specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line
number of the displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of
lines you want to insert.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.

If you use all the lines you can insert on this panel and still must define more occurrences, you can scroll forward
(PF8) and insert more lines.

7. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Go back
to Step 5 and correct your entries.
If your entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message SUCCESSFUL
DATAVIEW STRUCTURE CREATE. The DATAVIEW, RECORD, and the ELEMENT (or KEY) occurrences are in an
indented structure format.

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000523I - UVUP - SUCCESSFUL DATAVIEW STRUCTURE CREATE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 File Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY
                                                                            TDYD
        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name
 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================
 000001 DATAVIEW             EMP-HISTORY-DVW
 000002   (RECORD/TABLE)     PER-REC-HISTORY
 000003     ELEMENT          PER-REC-HISTORY
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions for a DATAVIEW

Review an example for batch transaction collection that defines a DATAVIEW occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

The following batch transaction collection defines a DATAVIEW occurrence to a file and relates an ELEMENT occurrence
to the dataview.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD DATAVIEW,PER-REC-HISTORY-DVW(T001)

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,PER-REC-HISTORY.PER-REC-HISTORY(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$FIRST

 7190                                                N

 -END

Modeling a FILE and RECORD Occurrence
Datacom Datadictionary provides the capability to create a new occurrence using an existing occurrence as the model.
You can use this modeling capability when an existing occurrence has attribute-values similar to those required for a new
occurrence. This capability helps you to maintain consistency of data definitions throughout Datacom Datadictionary.

You use the LIKE option of the CREATE or ADD function to model an occurrence in the same status. When you model
an occurrence, you are creating a new occurrence with a different name but of the same entity-type and with the same
attribute-values as the occurrence you use as the model.

Datacom Datadictionary models only the occurrence you name during the process. Datacom Datadictionary does
not carry forward any other occurrences within the structure except when you model a record. In this case, Datacom
Datadictionary models the RECORD occurrence and all FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences, and creates new
relationships between the newly created occurrences.

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary does not carry forward relationships within the structure if you model any other
occurrences in the structure.

User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure cannot be carried forward. For details about user-
defined relationships, see . Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence.

If you use an occurrence as a model, the newly created occurrence retains all the attribute-values of the modeled
occurrence except those maintained internally by Datacom Datadictionary.

The examples shown in the next two topics show modeling occurrences within the FILE structure.

FILE Occurrence Online Steps

In Datacom Datadictionary, perform online steps to model a FILE occurrence in a FILE structure. Review the steps and
sample panels.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling a FILE occurrence in a FILE
structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).
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2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel appears, listing functions for the selected structure. Select option 1 (CREATE).
4. The CREATE command prompter panel appears. Complete your entries on this panel, then press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TCCF

 CREATE FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    FIL      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.

5. The FILE definition panel appears. This panel displays a FILE ATTRIBUTES region and a RECORD ATTRIBUTES
region.

6. The RECORD ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one RECORD occurrence. Use line commands to add
more lines as needed.
You can create RECORD occurrences on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the FILE occurrence and
model RECORD occurrences. Select the following option that best fits your needs.
Add RECORD Occurrences
To add RECORD occurrences without the use of models, go to Adding Records to the File and use those steps to add
RECORD occurrences.
Model RECORD Occurrences
After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If your entries are correct, the panel displays the
message SUCCESSFUL FILE STRUCTURE CREATE. Go to Example 2 to model RECORD occurrences.
You can update other attributes (attributes not displayed on the definition panel) for your new FILE and RECORD
occurrences. For more information about how to accomplish this task, see "Modeling a RECORD Occurrences" below
and Modifying Occurrences (in a FILE Structure).

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection models a FILE occurrence.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD FILE,EMP-REC-HISTORY(T001)

1000 MODEL,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

3120 NONE            04096 01024 FBLK

-END
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Modeling a RECORD Occurrence

If you just completed the first example in this section, Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE Structure Select panel. If
so, you can skip Step 1 in this section. If you have just signed on to Datacom Datadictionary, start with Step 1.

Online Steps

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling a RECORD occurrence in a FILE
structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel appears, listing functions for the selected structure. Select option 1 (ADD).
4. The ADD command prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TACF

 ADD RECORD   ________________________________

 ADD REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  FIL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.

5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the RECORD definition panel. This panel displays a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region
and a KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region.
The RECORD ATTRIBUTES region displays the attribute-values assigned to the RECORD occurrence used as the
model. Type over any attribute-values which differ from the values that you want for this new RECORD occurrence.
The KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one key or element. Use line commands to add
more lines as needed.
You can create keys and elements on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the record. The keys,
elements, and fields in the record that is used as the model are carried over to this new record. You can update the
attributes for these occurrences. For more information about how to accomplish this task, see Modifying Occurrences
(in a FILE Structure).
Add FIELD Occurrences
To add new fields to this new record, go to Defining Fields to the Record and use those steps to add fields.
Add KEY and ELEMENT Occurrences
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To add keys and elements to this new record, go to Adding Keys and Elements to the Record and use those steps to
add keys and elements.

6. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If your entries are correct, the panel displays the
message SUCCESSFUL RECORD STRUCTURE ADD.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection models a RECORD.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD RECORD,EMP-REC-HISTORY(T001)

1000 MODEL,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

1000 CONNECT,EMP-REC-HISTORY

3200 DETL

-END

RECORD Occurrence Online Steps

In Datacom Datadictionary, perform online steps to model a RECORD occurrence in a FILE structure. Review the steps
and sample panels.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling a RECORD occurrence in a FILE
structure, select Option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select Option 2 (RECORD).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel appears, listing functions for the selected structure. Select Option 1 (ADD).
4. The ADD command prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TACF

 ADD RECORD   ________________________________

 ADD REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  FIL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom DatadictionaryOnline Reference.
For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.
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Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to
valid attribute names.

5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the RECORD definition panel. This panel displays a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region
and a KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region.
The RECORD ATTRIBUTES region displays the attribute-values assigned to the RECORD occurrence used as the
model. Type over any attribute-values that differ from the values that you want for the new RECORD occurrence.
The KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one key or element. Use line commands to add
more lines, as needed.
You can create keys and elements on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the record. The keys,
elements, and fields in the record that is used as the model are carried over to this new record. You can update the
attributes for these occurrences. For more information about how to accomplish this task, see Modifying Occurrences
(in a FILE Structure).
Add FIELD Occurrences
To add fields to this new record, go to Defining Fields to the Record and use those steps to add fields.
Add KEY and ELEMENT Occurrences
To add keys and elements to this new record, go to Adding Keys and Elements to the Record and use those steps to
add keys and elements.

6. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If your entries are correct, the panel displays the
message SUCCESSFUL RECORD STRUCTURE ADD.
Batch Transactions
The following batch transaction collection models a RECORD.

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD RECORD,EMP-REC-HISTORY(T001)

1000 MODEL,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

1000 CONNECT,EMP-REC-HISTORY

3200 DETL

-END

Adding Substructures to a FILE Structure
Learn how to add substructures to a FILE structure in Datacom Datadictionary. Substructures that may be added to a
FILE structure include Records, Elements, and Keys. Learn about adding substructures to TEST status and copying
substructures to PROD status.

You can add substructures to a structure in TEST status. If you copy a structure to PROD status, the TEST structure
is not destroyed. You can change a TEST status structure many times and can copy it to PROD status to replace the
previous PROD status version. When you copy a modified TEST status structure to PROD status, the previous PROD
status version moves to HIST status.

The ADD function applies to the base occurrence of a substructure. Adding a base occurrence implies that you are adding
the occurrence and relating the occurrence to the appropriate subject occurrence.

You use the ADD option to add a RECORD, key, or element to an existing FILE structure. For the instructions on adding a
DATAVIEW structure to an existing FILE structure, see Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.

Adding a Record

Using the File Structure Maintenance panel you can add a RECORD substructure to an existing FILE structure.
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Use the following steps to add a RECORD to an existing FILE structure. The steps assume you have just signed on to
Datacom Datadictionary. If you want to accomplish this task in batch, use the transaction in Adding Records to the File as
an example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding a RECORD substructure to an existing
FILE structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1 (ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TACF

 ADD RECORD   ________________________________

 ADD REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  FIL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the RECORD definition panel. This panel displays the message RECORD HAS NO
RELATED KEY/ELEMENT and the RECORD ATTRIBUTES and KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES regions.
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Complete the definition of the RECORD by assigning attribute-values in the RECORD ATTRIBUTES region. For more
information, see Adding Records to the File. To add keys, elements and fields to this new record, see the appropriate
sections in Creating the FILE Structure.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - URIP - RECORD HAS NO RELATED KEY/ELEMENT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                                  ADD

                                                                            TURU

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: PAY-REC-HISTORY                     Status: T001    Type: ____

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

       Type

       K/E Name                             Pswd Lock

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ====  =

 000001 _  ________________________________       _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding an Element

The File Structure Maintenance panel allows you to add an Element substructure to an existing FILE structure.

Use the following steps to add an element to an existing FILE structure. The steps assume you have just signed on to
Datacom Datadictionary. If you want to accomplish this task in batch, use the transaction in Defining Fields to an Element
as an example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding an element to an existing FILE structure,
select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 4 (ELEMENT).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1 (ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TACF

 ADD ELEMENT  ________________________________

 ADD ELM      (name)

 TO  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  REC      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Important Facts

Fill in the name after LIKE only when you are modeling a new occurrence from an existing occurrence in the same
status. When you use an ELEMENT occurrence as a model, only that occurrence is modeled. No FIELD occurrences
associated with the ELEMENT occurrence used as the model are carried forward. For more information, see Modeling an
Occurrence.

Step 5

The ELEMENT definition panel appears. This panel displays the message ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS and the
ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES and FIELD ATTRIBUTES regions.

Complete the definition of the element by assigning attribute-values in the ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

 Name  : PAY-REC-HISTORY                    Status/Version: T001

 Record: PAY-REC-HISTORY

 First-Field: ________________________________
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 Last-Field : ________________________________

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   EMP-NO

          N

 000002   PAY-GRADE

          N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Adding a Key

Use the File Structure Maintenance panel, you can add a Key substructure to an existing FILE structure.

Use the following steps to add a key to an existing FILE structure. The steps assume you have just signed on to Datacom
Datadictionary. If you want to accomplish this task in batch, use the transactions in Defining Fields to a Key as an
example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding a key to an existing FILE structure, select
option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (KEY).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1 (ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TACF

 ADD KEY      ________________________________

 ADD KEY      (name)

 TO  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____
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 TO  REC      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Important Facts

Fill in the name after LIKE only when you are modeling a new occurrence from an existing occurrence in the same status.
When you use a KEY occurrence as a model, only that occurrence is modeled. No FIELD occurrences associated with the
KEY occurrence used as the model are carried forward. For more information, see Modeling an Occurrence.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the KEY definition panel. This panel displays the message KEY HAS NO RELATED
FIELDS and the KEY ATTRIBUTES and FIELD ATTRIBUTES regions.

Complete the definition of the key by assigning attribute-values in the KEY ATTRIBUTES region.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                                  ADD

                                                                            TUKU

 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name  : CUST-ID-KEY                        Status/Version: T001    Type:

 Record: ACCTS

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

        Field Name                                         Order Data-Sen Length

                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = === ===

 0001   ________________________________                     _       _     ___

                  ______________________________ ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = === ===
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Maintaining Field Definitions (in a FILE Structure)
As you develop your FILE structure, adding or deleting FIELD occurrences can become necessary. You add new FIELD
occurrences to a RECORD and delete unneeded FIELD occurrences from a RECORD. You can change the makeup of
keys and elements by adding or deleting fields as components.

Maintaining Fields in a Record

The SIGNIFICANT-CHG attribute-value, which is internally maintained, allows you to modify existing attribute-values for
other displayed FIELD occurrences.

While you are adding or deleting FIELD occurrences, you can also modify the existing attribute-values for other displayed
FIELD occurrences. You cannot change the names of displayed FIELD occurrences.

If you make a significant change to a field, Datacom Datadictionary flags the field by setting the SIGNIFICANT-CHG
attribute-value to Y. (SIGNIFICANT-CHG is an internally maintained attribute.) This has an impact on a dataview using
any element containing this field and indicates to an Ideal for Datacom user that the dataview must be recataloged in Ideal
for Datacom before it can be used.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to change a RECORD by adding or deleting FIELD occurrences.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to a record in a FILE structure,
select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 3 (DEFINE).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the following DEFINE prompter panel. After you complete your entries on this panel,
press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DEFINE   RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEF      REC      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

• RECORD (name)
Type in the occurrence name for the record.

• (stat)
Type in the status of the RECORD occurrence.

• (pswd)
Fill in the password if the occurrence is protected from unauthorized updates.

• (ovrd)
Fill in the override code if access to this occurrence is restricted.

Step 5

The Field Maintenance panel displays the FIELD occurrences in the RECORD. You can use the scroll PF keys or
commands to locate the FIELD occurrences in the display. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9
(APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        EMP-NO

         00005    NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C     000

 000002  1        EMP-NAME

         00000    CHAR   00030  00001    L    N    N

 000003   2       LAST-NAME

         00000    CHAR   00020  00001    L    N    N

 000004   2       FIRST-NAME

         00000    CHAR   00009  00001    L    N    N

 000005   2       MIDDLE-INITIAL

         00000    CHAR   00001  00001    L    N    N

Adding FIELD Occurrences
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To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

Fill in the name of the FIELD occurrence and assign attribute-values.

NOTE
If the FIELD occurrences you insert change the length of the record, it automatically affects the length of any
elements if the new FIELD occurrences fall between the first and last FIELD occurrence of the element and
the length of any keys if the FIELD occurrence is inserted as part of a compound field used in a key definition.
Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates these changes, so no action is required on your part.

Action is required if the field is to be accessed by Ideal for Datacom programs or included in copybooks generated by
Datacom Datadictionary as other than filler. In these cases, the ELEMENT occurrence must be modified to explicitly
include the new FIELD occurrences.

Changing Attribute-Values

To change an existing attribute-value, type over the value with the new value. If the old value is longer than the new
value, use the ERASE key to remove the remainder of the old value. You cannot change the name of an existing FIELD
occurrence or the DB Element-Name, if one is specified. Define a new FIELD occurrence with the name or names and
delete the existing FIELD occurrence.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete a field, type D in the line number of the FIELD occurrence and press Enter. You can also delete a block of
contiguous fields or move fields to a different location within the RECORD.

NOTE
If the FIELD occurrences you are deleting affect the length of the record, Datacom Datadictionary automatically
adjusts the length of any ELEMENT or KEY occurrences containing the FIELD occurrences.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from a RECORD.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL FIELD,PER-REC-HISTORY.MIDDLE-INITIAL(T002)

 -END

Maintaining Fields in an Element

Online steps and examples are provided to help you to add or delete FIELD occurrences as components of an element.

Use the following steps to add or delete FIELD occurrences as components of an element.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to an element in a FILE
structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 4 (ELEMENT).

Step 3
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The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2 (MODIFY).

Step 4

The following MODIFY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TYCF

 MODIFY   ELEMENT  ________________________________

 MOD      ELM      (name)

 OF  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 OF  REC      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

The panel displays all the FIELD occurrences in the RECORD. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate
the FIELD occurrences in the display. Fields which are included in the element have a Y (yes) as the attribute-value in the
Include? attribute. The value for this attribute is N (no) if the field is not included in the element.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

 Name  : PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status/Version: T001

 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 First-Field: EMP-NO

 Last-Field : TERM-DAY

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ..............................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ==================================
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 000001   EMP-NO

          Y

 000002   EMP-NAME

          Y

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To add a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute from N to Y.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute from Y to N.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from an element.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD ELEMENT,PER-REC-HISTORY.PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 6010 DEL EMP-NO

 -END

Maintaining Fields in a Key

Online steps and examples are provided to help you add or delete FIELD occurrences using the SET MODE FMM, KEY
and MODIFY commands/options.

Use the following instructions to add or delete FIELD occurrences as components of a key.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to a key in a FILE structure,
select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (KEY).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2 (MODIFY).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the following MODIFY prompter panel. After you complete your entries on this panel,
press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TYCF

 MODIFY   KEY      ________________________________
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 MOD      KEY      (name)

 OF  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 OF  REC      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

The panel displays the FIELD occurrences in the key. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired
FIELD occurrences in the display. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                                  ADD

                                                                            TUKU

 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name  : CUST-ID-KEY                        Status/Version: T001    Type:

 Record: ACCTS

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

        Field Name                                         Order Data-Sen Length

                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = === ===

 0001   ________________________________                     _       _     ___

                  ______________________________ ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = === ===

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

To add a field, fill in the name of the FIELD occurrence.
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Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete a field, type D in the line number of the desired FIELD occurrence and press Enter.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transaction to add a field to a key, see Defining Fields to a Key. The following batch transaction collection
deletes a field from a key.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD KEY,PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO(T001)

 5010 DEL EMP-NAME

 -END

Maintaining Dataviews (in a FILE Structure)
Use the following instructions to add or delete elements or keys as components of a DATAVIEW occurrence or to update
the dataview attributes.

For more information about maintaining dataviews containing elements or keys in a table, see Maintaining Dataviews.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Online Steps

 Step 1 

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modifying a DATAVIEW structure related to a
FILE structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

 Step 2 

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 5 (DATAVIEW).

 Step 3 

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2 (MODIFY).

 Step 4 

 Datacom Datadictionary displays the following MODIFY prompter panel. After you complete your entries on this panel,
press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 MODIFY   DATAVIEW ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 MOD      DVW      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE        ACCESSING ELEMENTS

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)  ACC      (type)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

 Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

 Step 5 

The DATAVIEW modify panel appears. The panel displays the DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES region and the ELEMENTS
accessed by the DATAVIEW region (or the KEYS accessed by the DATAVIEW region). After you complete your entries on
this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

NOTE
 You must maintain entries on this panel in the order in which you expect the data to be returned.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UVIP - DATAVIEW HAS NO RELATED ELEMENTS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUVU

 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name: EMP-HISTORY-DVW                    Status/Version: T001

 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 Update:

 ................... ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ...................

          Name

 ======   ============= T O P ============

 000001   PER-REC-HISTORY

 ======   ========== B O T T O M =========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 Modifying Attribute-Values 

The only DATAVIEW attribute you can modify on this panel is the UPDATE-INTENT attribute-value with the Update field.
You can type over the displayed attribute-value if you want to change the use of the dataview.

To use the dataview for update functions, the attribute-value must be Y (yes). If you plan to use the dataview for read-only
functions, the value of Update can be N (no). To modify attributes which are not displayed on this panel, see Modifying
Occurrences.

 Adding ELEMENT or KEY Occurrences 

When you add ELEMENT occurrences, remember that a FIELD occurrence cannot be contained in more than one
element related to the same dataview. See Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.

To add an element or key, insert a line and fill in the occurrence name of the element or key you are adding to the
dataview. To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.
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For other commands you can use on this panel, see Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

 Deleting ELEMENT or KEY Occurrences 

To delete an element or key, type D in the line number of the ELEMENT or KEY occurrence to be deleted and press Enter.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transactions to add ELEMENT or KEY occurrences to a dataview, see Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.
The following batch transaction collection removes an ELEMENT occurrence from a dataview.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATAVIEW,EMP-HISTORY-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,ELEMENT,PER-REC-HISTORY.PER-REC-HISTORY(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

The following batch transaction collection removes a KEY occurrence from a dataview.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATAVIEW,EMP-HISTORY-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,KEY,PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

Deleting FILE Structures and Substructures
Deleting structures or substructures can affect other occurrences which are not part of the FILE structure. Deleting a
DATAVIEW structure can affect an Ideal for Datacom or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL program. You can run an
impact analysis report to determine which programs use the dataview before deleting the DATAVIEW structure.

NOTE
For more information about specifying and running an impact analysis report, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch
Facilities.

When you delete a RECORD substructure, you are deleting the RECORD, FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. This
can affect a DATAVIEW occurrence related to ELEMENT or KEY occurrences contained in the RECORD. Determine what
DATAVIEW occurrences are affected by the deletion before deleting the RECORD.

When you delete a KEY or ELEMENT substructure, you are deleting the KEY or ELEMENT occurrence and relationships
with FIELD occurrences. Deleting a key or an element can affect a DATAVIEW. Determine which DATAVIEW occurrences
are affected by the deletion before deleting the key or element.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Deleting Structures

The results of applying a DELETE function depend on whether you are deleting a structure or a substructure and whether
the structure is in TEST, PROD status, or HIST status. Datacom Datadictionary enforces the following rules when you
delete a structure.
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• When you delete a dataview, the occurrence is deleted, but not the KEY or ELEMENT occurrences which comprise the
structure. Any KEY or ELEMENT occurrences related to the deleted dataview still exist in the RECORD substructure.
The relationship between the dataview and its keys or elements are removed.

• When you use the DELETE function on a FILE structure in TEST or HIST status, the entire structure is deleted from
the Datacom Datadictionary. When the FILE structure you are deleting is in PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary
changes the structure from PROD status to HIST status.

• Deleting a dataview in PROD status changes the occurrence to HIST status, but not the occurrences which intersect
with the FILE structure. This means any KEY or ELEMENT occurrences related to the deleted DATAVIEW structure
are still in PROD status.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to delete a FILE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are deleting a FILE structure, select option 5 (or enter
the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 3 (DELETE).

Step 4

The DELETE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DELETE   FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEL      FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes a FILE structure in TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T002)

 -END

Deleting Substructures

When a DELETE is applied to a substructure in TEST and HIST status, the base occurrence and all its subordinate
occurrences are deleted from the Datacom Datadictionary. For example, if you delete a RECORD substructure, you are
deleting the RECORD, FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to delete a RECORD substructure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are deleting a RECORD substructure from a FILE
structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 4 (DELETE).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DELETE prompter panel. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9
(APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DELETE   RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEL      REC      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
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Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes a RECORD substructure in TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY(T002)

 -END

Obsoleting Structures and Substructures

The OBSOLETE function allows you to remove a structure or substructure from Datacom Datadictionary in all existing
statuses. The function has a greater impact than deleting each occurrence in the structure or substructure individually.

The OBSOLETE function states that you no longer require this structure or substructure in Datacom Datadictionary.
The function causes all references to the occurrences in the structure or substructure to be removed from Datacom
Datadictionary, including relationships.

The OBSOLETE function is valid only for DB Model and FILE ModelU structures and substructures.

WARNING
Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization is restricted to use this
function. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to remove all statuses of a RECORD substructure from Datacom Datadictionary with the
OBSOLETE function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are obsoleting a RECORD substructure, select option
5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 11 (OBSOLETE).

Step 4

The OBSOLETE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TOCF

 OBSOLETE RECORD   ________________________________

 OBS      REC      (name)
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 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection obsoletes a RECORD substructure in all statuses.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY

 1000 OBSOLETE

 -END

Disabling and Enabling FILE Structures
Use the Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE or ENABLE functions to mark a structure or substructure as unavailable or
available for use by other Broadcom products.

The DISABLE function allows you to mark a structure or substructure as being unavailable for use by other Broadcom
products. For example, you can disable a structure or substructure when it is being modified and is not available for
use by Ideal for Datacom or Dataquery. This is useful if the Datacom Datadictionary definition of the structure no longer
agrees with the physical data. The use of this facility by other Broadcom products depends on the version level of the
product. See the product documentation.

A structure or substructure is automatically disabled when:

• You perform a CREATE, ADD, DEFINE, TRANSFER, COPY, or RESTORE function
or

• You update an occurrence in the structure through a MODIFY or attribute maintenance function.

Datacom Datadictionary does not automatically enable the definition. Apply the ENABLE function for the structure or
substructure. When you enable a structure or substructure, you are indicating that the data described by a structure or
substructure is now in synchronization with the definition.

When you DISABLE or ENABLE a primary structure (file) or substructure (record, element, or key), Datacom
Datadictionary also disables or enables its substructures. When you DISABLE or ENABLE a secondary structure
(dataview), Datacom Datadictionary does not disable or enable its substructures.

Disabling a Structure

You can disable a structure without performing one of the functions which causes an automatic disable. Use the following
instructions to disable a FILE structure.

Online Steps

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are disabling a FILE structure, select option 5 (or
enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 7

(DISABLE).
4. The DISABLE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DISABLE  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DISAB    FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection disables a FILE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 1000 DISABLE

      -END

Enabling a Structure

Enable a structure which has been disabled before other Broadcom products can use the structure. No Datacom
Datadictionary function automatically enables a structure which has been disabled. Use the following instructions to
enable a FILE structure.

Online Steps

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are enabling a FILE structure, select option 5 (or
enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 8

(ENABLE).
4. The ENABLE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 ENABLE   FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 ENAB     FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection enables a FILE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 1000 ENABLE

      -END

Restoring a FILE Structure or Substructure
The RESTORE function allows you to reconstruct a structure or substructure in TEST status from a structure or
substructure in PROD status or HIST status. The RESTORE function is essentially the reverse of the COPY function.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Restoring a Broadcom File Model Structure

You can restore KEY and ELEMENT substructures only by restoring the RECORD substructure. In the Broadcom FILE
Model, the RECORD substructure can be restored independently of the FILE structure. If you are restoring a RECORD
substructure, the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the same version to which you are restoring the
substructure. For example, if you are restoring a RECORD substructure to T001 status, the FILE entity-occurrence
definition for that record must exist in T001 status for the RESTORE to be successful.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure to TEST status before you change it to avoid any
loss of information.
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You can use the date/time stamp to construct a TEST version of what your PROD status structure or substructure looked
like as of a particular moment. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures and substructures were
in PROD status at a given time and recreate the structure or substructure in the given TEST status. After the structure or
substructure is restored to the given TEST status, it can be modified and copied to PROD status.

When a structure or substructure is restored to a TEST status in which it already exists, the existing structure or
substructure is entirely replaced by the structure or substructure from which it is being restored. Any occurrences or
relationships are deleted or added as necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from
which it is being restored.

When a HIST status structure is used for the restore, you cannot complete the restoration if any of the occurrences or
relationships have been deleted. HIST status occurrences can be deleted manually or by Datacom Datadictionary when
the maximum number of allowed HIST status versions is exceeded.

NOTE
User-defined relationships to occurrences outside the structure are not restored with the structure or
substructure. For more information about user-defined relationships, see .

Online Steps

Use the following steps to restore a FILE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are restoring a Broadcom FILE Model structure,
select option 1 (SET MODE FMM).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 6 (RESTORE).

Step 4

The RESTORE prompter panel appears. After you complete this panel, press Enter to complete the RESTORE function.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TRCF

 RESTORE FILE     ________________________________ to STATUS ____

 RES     FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 FROM STATUS ____ AS OF ____________

      STAT  (stat)     (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection restores a FILE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(PROD)

 1000 RESTORE,T002

 -END

Transferring a Record Substructure
As you develop your FILE structure or as your needs change, it may be necessary to move a RECORD substructure from
one FILE structure to another. You can use the TRANSFER command to accomplish the task of moving a record. This
function lets you disconnect an object occurrence from a subject occurrence and relate the object occurrence to another
subject occurrence. The RECORD substructure must be in the same TEST status as the FILE structure. For example:

• FILE-A, RECORD-A, and FILE-B are in T001 status.
• RECORD-A is related to FILE-A.
• You can transfer RECORD-A to FILE-B.
• If FILE-B is in T002 status instead of T001, you cannot transfer RECORD-A to FILE-B.

However, you can use the COPY function to synchronize the statuses by copying one or both FILE structures to the same
status before attempting the transfer command.

Use the following instructions to move a RECORD substructure from one FILE structure to another with the TRANSFER
function.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are transferring a RECORD substructure from one
FILE structure to another, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

Step 2

The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (RECORD).

Step 3

The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 5 (TRANSFER).

Step 4

The TRANSFER prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TTCF

 TRANSFER RECORD   ________________________________

 TRAN     REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  FIL      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection transfers a RECORD substructure from one FILE structure to another.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 1000 TRANSFER,EMP-REC-HISTORY

 -END

Modifying Occurrences (in a FILE Structure)
Use the Datacom Datadictionary MODIFY function to modify an existing structure or substructure. Use the UPDATE
ATTRIBUTE function to modify the attribute-values of an occurrence.

The occurrences that you define have both modifiable and nonmodifiable attribute-values. The nonmodifiable attribute-
values are assigned internally by Datacom Datadictionary.

The examples in Using the MODIFY Function show the different functions to modify attribute-values for existing
occurrences.

The MODIFY Function

In FILEMAINT Mode, the certain modifiable attributes display on the panels when you select the ADD, CREATE, DEFINE,
or MODIFY functions. Other attributes can be modified on the Attribute Update panel, such as those attributes for DL/I
support.

Modify an existing structure or substructure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the MODIFY option on the Structure Functions Menu panel for the selected structure or substructure, fill in the
prompter panel, and update the MODIFY panel.

• Use the MODIFY command for the structure or substructure and update the MODIFY panel.
• Process the MOD margin command in the line number of the subject on a structure or index display panel and update

the MODIFY panel.
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After completing your entries on a MODIFY panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message
confirming the success of the function.

The MODIFY panel displays the same attributes that you use to define the structure or substructure. See the following
topics for explanations of the attributes on the panel.

• Creating a File
• Adding Records to the File
• Adding Keys and Elements to the Record
• Defining Fields to the Record
• Section Defining Fields to a Key
• Defining Fields to an Element
• Creating the DATAVIEW Structure

Using the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE Function

Modify the attribute-values of an occurrence, except a FIELD occurrence, with the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE function. Use a
FIELD Maintenance panel to update the attribute-values of the following attributes for FIELD occurrences:

• AFTER
• CLASS
• LENGTH
• PARENT
• REDEFINES
• REPEAT

To obtain an Attribute Update panel, do one of the following actions:

• Process the ATT margin command on a structure or index display,
• Enter an UPDATE ATTRIBUTE command or
• Select the option through the ENTMAINT Mode.

NOTE
For more information about the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE command, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online
Reference.

All attributes and their values for an occurrence are displayed with the new values for modifiable attributes after you apply
your changes to an Attribute Update panel.

To obtain an Attribute Display panel, do one of the following actions:

• Process a DAT margin command on a structure or Index Display panel
• Issue a DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE command
• Select the option through the ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes

When you complete your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message confirming the
success of the function.

Using the MODIFY Function

Use the MODIFY function to change the attribute-values for an occurrence. Use the following steps to display the
definition panel to modify the attribute-values for a FILE occurrence.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modifying attributes for a FILE occurrence in
a FILE structure, select option 5 (or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2 (MODIFY).
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4. The following MODIFY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 MODIFY   FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 MOD      FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

TIP

• For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
• For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom

Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
• Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the

online panels to valid attribute names.
5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE maintenance panel. The panel displays a FILE ATTRIBUTES region and

a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region. You can modify the attribute-values in either region. However, you cannot change
any occurrence name. For an explanation of FILE attributes, see Creating the FILE Structure and for an explanation of
RECORD attributes, see Adding Records to the File.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                               MODIFY

                                                                            TUFU

 ............................. FILE ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status: T001

 Record Format: FBLK    Recsz: 01024    Blksz: 04096

 Access Method:         Device:         Monitor Name:

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................

        Name                             Type  Pswd  Lock

 ====== ====================== T O P === ====  ====   =
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 000001 PER-REC-HISTORY                               0

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  ====  ====   =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To reset a character-type attribute-value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&) over the first
character in the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

You can also use the MOD (MODIFY) margin command in a structure or index display to accomplish this same task.

Using the DISPLAY Command

Modify the attribute-values for more than one occurrence in a single session by processing the ATT (UPDATE
ATTRIBUTES) margin command that you enter on a structure display. Use the DISPLAY command to display all the
occurrences in the structure. After the structure displays, use the ATT margin command to select those occurrences
whose attributes you want to modify. Use the following steps to update attribute-values for a FILE structure.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a FILE structure, select option 5 (or
enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 9

(DISPLAY).
4. The following DISPLAY prompter panel is displayed. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DISPLAY  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

TIP

• For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
• For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom

Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
• Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the

online panels to valid attribute names.
5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE structure in an indented format. You can type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES)

in the line number of each occurrence whose attribute-values you want to modify.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 att001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

 000002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

 000003     KEY              EMP-NO

 000003     ELEMENT          PER-REC-HISTORY

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions
for the occurrences that you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. You
can enter more margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.
Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the online work queue. In this example, the first occurrence
placed in the queue was a FILE occurrence.

6. The FILE Attribute Update panel appears. This panel displays a list of all modifiable attributes.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE UPDATE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  FIL  PER-REC-HISTORY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

            Attribute        Value

 ======  =  ===============  === T O P ======================================

 000001     DESCRIPTION      DEMO FILE

 000002     CONTROLLER       DEMO ADMIN

 000003     AUTHOR           DEMO ADMIN

 000004     DBMS-USED        NONE

 000005     ACCESS-MTHD      ______

 000006     RECORD-FORMAT    FBLK
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 000007     MAX-RECORD-SIZE  01024

 000008     BLOCK-SIZE       04096

 000009     DEVICE           3380

 000010     DATA-SET-NAME    ____________________________________________

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

TIP

• For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
• For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom

Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
• Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the

online panels to valid attribute names.
– To assign an attribute-value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the value in the space that is

provided to the right of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest
permissible value for the attribute.

– To change the existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. Use the ERASE key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

– To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the first
character in the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value.

– After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). The Attribute Display panel appears and shows
the modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes of the occurrence with the attribute-values that are assigned to each.

7. Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next occurrence from the online work queue and repeat Step 6.

Using the DISPLAY FIELDS Margin Command

Use the following steps to use the DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) margin command to modify fields in a record.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a FILE structure, select option 5 (or
enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel that lists the functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 9

(DISPLAY).
4. The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.
5. Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE structure in an indented format. Type DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) in the line

number of each RECORD occurrence containing fields whose attribute-values that you want to modify.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

 dfd002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

 000003     KEY              EMP-NO

 000004     ELEMENT          PER-REC-HISTORY
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 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first RECORD occurrence from the online work queue.
6. The panel displays the FIELD occurrences that are contained in the record. Type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES) in the

line number of each FIELD occurrence whose attribute-values that you want to modify.
NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) only appear for
the binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 att001  1        EMP-NO

        00005     NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C     000

 att002  1        EMP-NAME

        00000     CHAR   00030  00001    L    N    N

 000003   2       LAST-NAME

        00000     CHAR   00020  00001    L    N    N

 000004   2       FIRST-NAME

        00000     CHAR   00009  00001    L    N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first FIELD occurrence from the online work queue.
7. Datacom Datadictionary displays the FIELD Attribute Update panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE UPDATE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  FLD  PER-REC-HISTORY.EMP-NO   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T02U

            Attribute        Value

 ======  =  ===============  === T O P ======================================

 000001     DESCRIPTION      ____________________________________

 000002     CONTROLLER       ________________________________

 000003     AUTHOR           ________________________________

 000004     LANG-COMNT       ____________________________________

 000005     JUSTIFICATION    L
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 000006     SIGN             N

 000007     DECIMALS         00000

 000008     VALUE            ____________________

 000009     TYPE-NUMERIC     N

 000010     HEADING-1        ________________________________

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

– To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the value in the space that is provided to the
right of the attribute name.

– To change the existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. Use the ERASE key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

– To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the character
in the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value.

– After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). The panel displays the modifiable and
nonmodifiable attributes of the occurrence and the value that is assigned to each.

8. Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next FIELD occurrence from the online work queue and repeat Step 7.
When all fields for one record are processed, press PF4 to obtain a field display for the next RECORD occurrence
which you placed in the online work queue. Go to Step 6 to process the fields in this record.

Using Batch Transactions

Modifying Attribute-Values for One Occurrence

The following batch transaction collection updates a previously defined FILE occurrence. The 3120 transaction changes
the attribute-value for the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute to 512 bytes.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 3120                 00512

 -END

Modifying Attribute-Values for Multiple Occurrences

The following batch transaction collection updates attribute-values for multiple occurrences. The -UPD transaction for the
FILE occurrence changes the attribute-value for MAX-RECORD-SIZE to 512 bytes. The -GRP transaction establishes
the RECORD occurrence name for the following field maintenance transactions. The -UPD transaction for the FIELD
occurrence changes the SSN field to a character field with a length of 11.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 3120                 00512

 -END

 -GRP START,RECORD,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 -UPD FIELD,SSN

 4012   C     00011

 -END

        -GRP END

Preparing FILE Model Structures for Use
After defining the occurrences to the FILE structure, perform the tasks presented in the following sections to prepare the
definitions for use by other products.
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• Verifying the FILE structure definitions
• Copying a TEST status structure or substructure to another TEST status or to PROD status

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Verifying a FILE Structure

You can use the VERIFY function to confirm that the definition of a FILE structure is valid. You can also use the VERIFY
function after performing modifications to a structure.

In the FILEMAINT Mode, you can use the VERIFY function with a FILE structure. In batch processing, you can also use
the function with the RECORD, ELEMENT, and KEY substructures.

The VERIFY function is invoked when the COPY function is executed to copy a FILE Model occurrence to PROD status. It
is automatically performed before the function is completed.

When you issue a VERIFY command, Datacom Datadictionary checks for invalid or unacceptable data, such as
inconsistencies in record and block sizes, or invalid attribute-values. The VERIFY function does not correct any errors but
does return the error code, occurrence name and a brief description of each error. If no errors are detected, you receive a
message that the VERIFY was successful.

The following data checks are made by the VERIFY function on the specified occurrence.

FILE Occurrence

Length
The attribute-value of BLOCK-SIZE attribute is a multiple of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute-value.

RECORD Occurrence

Element
After field maintenance, reestablishes the length and offsets.

Field
Reestablishes the length of the compound fields and the offsets of the fields in the record.

Key
After field maintenance, reestablishes the length and offsets.

Length
Is greater than or equal to 1.
Is consistent with the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute for the FILE occurrence.

ELEMENT Occurrence (if any)

Length
Is greater than zero.

KEY Occurrence (if any)

Length
Is greater than zero.

Online Steps

Follow these steps to verify the attribute-values of the occurrences in a FILE structure:

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are working with a FILE structure, select option 5
(or enter the SET MODE FMM command).

2. The File Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 4 (VERIFY).
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4. The VERIFY prompter panel appears. After you fill in the panel, press Enter to complete the VERIFY function.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 VERIFY   FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 VER      FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the VERIFY function is successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE Structure Select panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL FILE STRUCTURE VERIFY.

If the VERIFY function is successful but warning errors are detected, the panel displays a message indicating successful
completion of the function and lists all warning messages for the structure.

If the VERIFY function fails, the panel displays a list of the errors detected by the function. This list includes the error code
(to the right of the line number), the occurrence causing the error and a brief description of the error. If the error is due to
another occurrence in the structure, that occurrence is listed in place of the description.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection verifies a FILE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001)

 1000 VERIFY

 -END

Copying to a New Status/Version

In the FILEMAINT Mode, use the COPY function to replicate a structure or substructure in another status. Datacom
Datadictionary creates a new structure or substructure in the target status. Use this function to create a PROD structure or
a new TEST structure from an existing TEST structure.

Use the COPY function with FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW occurrences. KEY and ELEMENT occurrences are
replicated along with the FILE or RECORD substructure.

NOTE
To copy or restore a structure to TEST status from HIST or PROD status, use the RESTORE function. For more
information, see Restoring a Structure or Substructure.

To copy an occurrence in the same status with a different occurrence name, enter the name of the existing occurrence in
the LIKE field on the ADD or CREATE panels. For more information, see Modeling an Occurrence.

There are significant differences in the use of COPY as it relates to structures and substructures as opposed to
occurrences of entity-types outside of the DB Model and the FILE Model.
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User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the model structure cannot be carried forward when the occurrence is
copied. For details about user-defined relationships, see.

How It Works

When you use this function to create a structure in PROD status from an existing TEST structure:

• The original structure still exists in TEST status.
• The new PROD structure is created and assigned a version number.

– If this is the first time the occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary assigns 1 as the version
number.

– The version number is incremented by 1 on each successive copy.
• Datacom Datadictionary changes the existing structure or substructure to HIST status. This HIST structure or

substructure retains the version number it had as a PROD structure or substructure. See the section on protecting
definitions.

• Datacom Datadictionary marks the copies with the date and time that the PROD status occurrence was created. You
can use the date/time stamp to recreate the model of your production environment as it was on a given date and time
by displaying or restoring the structure.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function.

• Select the COPY option on a Structure Functions Menu.
• Use the COPY command for the structure. For more information, see COPY.
• Type the COP (or CPY) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index

display, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), complete the prompter panel and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Use the batch -CPY header transaction.

When you select the COPY function on the Record Structure Functions panel, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TMCF

 COPY RECORD   ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP  REC      (name)                                STAT  (stat)   STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names. Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that
an entry is optional.
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After you complete the prompter panel, press Enter to complete the COPY function.

Copying Primary Structures

When you copy a primary structure, such as a FILE structure, you actually create a new structure in TEST or PROD
status or replacing an existing structure in the designated status. Copying a structure to another TEST status or PROD
status does not destroy the original TEST status structure.

When you copy a structure to another TEST status you can specify a new TEST status or an existing TEST status. If
you specify an existing TEST status, you are replacing the structure in the existing status if the root occurrence of both
structures has the same occurrence name. For example:

1. FILE-A exists in statuses T001 and T002.
2. You modify the FILE-A in T001 status and want to have the same changes applied to the T002 status.

3. You can copy the T001 status FILE-A to T002 status. This replaces the structure that was originally in T002.
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You can specify ALL when you copy a structure. This replaces all existing TEST structures with the same root occurrence
name. This facility does not add the structure to other statuses in which it does not already exist.

Copying Primary Substructures

When you copy a primary substructure, such as a RECORD substructure, you are placing a new substructure in an
existing structure or replacing an existing substructure in the designated status.

When you copy a substructure to another TEST status you can specify the status in which the parent occurrence of the
substructure exists. For example:

1. FILE-A in T001 status contains RECORD-A and RECORD-B.
2. FILE-A in T002 status contains RECORD-A.
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3. You can copy RECORD-B in T001 status to FILE-A in T002 status since the parent occurrence, FILE-A, exists in both
statuses.

You can specify ALL when you copy a substructure. This replaces the substructure in all TEST statuses where it exists or
adds the substructure where its parent occurrence exists. This facility does not add the substructure to other statuses in
which it does not exist.

Copying Secondary Structures and Substructures

Special rules apply when you copy secondary structures or substructures. Know the point where the secondary structure
or substructure intersects with the primary structure, that is, what occurrences in the primary structure are objects of the
occurrence in the secondary structure or substructure.

For example, a DATAVIEW structure (which is a secondary structure) intersects with a FILE structure (a primary structure)
at ELEMENT and KEY occurrences.

All object occurrences of the secondary structure must exist in the status to which the secondary structure is being copied.
For example:

1. FILE-A and DATAVIEW-A structures are in PROD status.
2. DATAVIEW-A relates to ELEMENT-X and ELEMENT-Y in the PROD status.
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3. You add ELEMENT-Z to a TEST status of FILE-A and relate ELEMENT-Z to the TEST status DATAVIEW-A.
4. The TEST status of DATAVIEW-A now relates to ELEMENT-X, ELEMENT-Y, and ELEMENT-Z.

5. You attempt to copy the modified DATAVIEW-A structure from TEST to PROD status.
6. The copy fails because you did not first copy ELEMENT-Z to PROD status.

If an object occurrence exists in the status to which the secondary structure or substructure is being copied, but this
object occurrence does not exist in the status from which the structure is being copied, then the relationship between the
structure and the object occurrence is deleted in the receiving status as a result of the copy. For example:

1. FILE-A and DATAVIEW-A structures exist in PROD status.
2. DATAVIEW-A relates to ELEMENT-X, ELEMENT-Y, and ELEMENT-Z in PROD status.
3. You delete ELEMENT-Z as a component of DATAVIEW-A in TEST status.
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4. You copy the modified DATAVIEW-A structure from TEST to PROD status.
5. ELEMENT-Z no longer relates to the new PROD status version of DATAVIEW-A.

6. The old PROD status version of DATAVIEW-A is now in HIST status and ELEMENT-Z still relates to DATAVIEW-A in
this status.
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Copying Structures and Substructures to a New Status

Copying a structure or substructure to PROD status when the structure/substructure exists in PROD status creates a
HIST status of the structure/substructure.

If creating a new HIST status occurrence causes the maximum number of allowable HIST status occurrences to be
exceeded, the copy of the occurrence with the lowest version number is deleted. It is qualified by date/time stamp in case
of version wraparound. For details about HIST status, see History Status.

Existing relationships to other occurrences in the FILE Model which have not been aged off are retained. The relationship
is deleted when both occurrences involved in the relationship are aged off.

When an occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary creates an internal entry in the alias table. This
entry contains the date and time the occurrence was copied to PROD status. The format of the date/time stamp is:

 $YYYYMMDDhhmm

Where:

$
Is a constant

YYYY
Is the calendar year

MM
Is the numeric month

DD
Is the day of the month

hh
Is the hour

mm
Is the minute

This internal alias allows Datacom Datadictionary to determine which version of an occurrence was in PROD status at a
given time. The alias remains in Datacom Datadictionary until all references to the occurrence are aged off. The special
alias entries are not accessible through normal alias processing.

If a substructure exists in the target status but does not exist in the sending status, the substructure is deleted if the target
status is a TEST status or is copied to HIST status if the target status is PROD status.

Online Steps

Follow these steps to copy a FILE structure from TEST to PROD status:

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are copying a Datacom/DB FILE structure, select
option 1 (SET MODE FMM).

2. The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (FILE).
3. The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 5

(COPY).
4. The COPY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance
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                                                                            TMCF

 COPY FILE     ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP  FIL      (name)                                STAT  (stat)   STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction copies a FILE structure. Specify the status of the occurrence you are copying and the
status to which you are copying the occurrence. The example shows the FILE structure named PER-REC-HISTORY,
which is in T001 status, being copied to PROD status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CPY FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY(T001),PROD

 -END

DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance
Standard entities, attribute-types, or the relationship-types are provided with Datacom Datadictionary. However, these
may not be sufficient for your purpose. You can use Datacom Datadictionary functions to define additional entity-types and
batch transaction formats to process these entities.

Each Broadcom product that uses Datacom Datadictionary as a repository for data and as a source for data definitions
has individual requirements regarding the content of Datacom Datadictionary. Therefore, any changes or tailoring you
perform on Datacom Datadictionary itself can have far-reaching impact on the operation of Datacom Datadictionary and
the products that use Datacom Datadictionary.

Any modifications to the Datacom Datadictionary databases with user programs or a product other than Datacom
Datadictionary can result in unpredictable performance of Datacom Datadictionary. Any modifications of this type are the
responsibility of the user and cannot be supported by Broadcom.

Adding and Maintaining Entity-Type Definitions
There can be an occasion when the standard entity-types provided with Datacom Datadictionary do not meet the
requirements of your system. For those situations, Datacom Datadictionary provides the ability to define and maintain
additional entity-types. These user-defined entity-types are supported in the same manner as standard entity-types.

The following topics are included on this page:
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Adding Entity-Type Definitions

The following steps provide an overview of the events and procedures used in establishing new user-defined entity-types.

1. Design entity-types.
2. Modify the System Resource Table (SRT) as necessary.
3. Create AREA and TABLE definitions of the occurrences in the DATA-DICT database.
4. Add attribute-types using FIELD definitions.
5. Define user batch transactions.
6. Verify definitions.
7. Copy definitions to PROD status.
8. Update the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) and the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
9. Load the entity-type area.
10. Modify the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Tables (URTs).
11. Define relationships.
12. Add and report entity-type data.

 Step 1 

 Designing Entity-Type Definitions
The first step in adding an entity-type definition is to determine the requirements for the entity-type and its attribute-types.
The term design-item is used in the following list. A design-item is a conceptual unit of data that after analysis can become
an entity-type, an attribute-type or a relationship.

The process of creating an entity-type is very much like designing a normal flat file with the following exceptions:

• If a design-item has relationships to another design-item, represent the items as two entity-types and establish a user-
defined relationship between them. For example, a design-item (in the conceptual stage) called HARDWARE has a
relationship to a conceptual design-item called SOFTWARE. Since there can be several types of software that can be
associated with different types of hardware, there should be two entity-types, HARDWARE and SOFTWARE, and a
relationship from HARDWARE to SOFTWARE.

• If a design-item requires the presence of another item, establish two entity-types with a REQUIRED-RULE between
them.

• If an order is required from one design item to another design item in the Datacom Datadictionary, use two entity-types
with an ORDERED-RULE between them.

• If there are two design items that have a one-to-one relationship to each other and are of the same nature, establish
these items with a one-to-one relationship between them.

• No single field (attribute-type) on the entity-type table can exceed 70 characters. Only the first 50 characters can be
maintained using Datacom Datadictionary online.

• FIELD occurrences can only be character (C), binary (B), packed decimal (D), or numeric (N) data types. If the FIELD
occurrence is a value, or qualifier, field (CLASS=V), the data type must be character.

As an example in designing an entity-type, assume you need to define a set of terminals to Datacom Datadictionary so
that each terminal can be identified as to its type and capabilities. The information you plan to maintain for each terminal
includes the following:

• Manufacturer
• Serial number
• Type
• Model number
• Leasor
• Whether a light pen can be used with the terminal
• Whether an audible alarm is present
• A counterpart for the terminal
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Each of the terminal characteristics must be defined as attribute-types within the TERMINAL entity-type. The TERMINAL
entity-type must be defined to the DATA-DICT database in Datacom Datadictionary as an AREA and a TABLE, both of
which are named TERMINAL (see the following sections for details). The attribute-types must be defined as FIELD entity-
occurrences associated to the TERMINAL TABLE entity-occurrence.

As shown later, attribute-types are defined as simple FIELD occurrences within a compound field. Each of the attribute-
type FIELD occurrences must be assigned a class, type, and length. For our example, the serial number and model
number attribute-types are numeric. All other attribute-types are character. Also, the light pen and audible alarm attribute-
types are yes-no FIELD occurrences and so are assigned a length of 1 (Y for yes or N for no). Each of the other attribute-
types is assigned a length of 10.

You can also define valid values or a range of valid values for a given attribute, and a default value. The example
demonstrates these facilities.

When you are designing your entity-type, determine the maximum length allowed for the name of occurrences of
this entity-type. You assign this value to the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute of the TABLE occurrence for your entity-
type. Consider how many HIST status versions of each occurrence of the entity-type which are retained in Datacom
Datadictionary. This is the value you assign to the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE occurrence for your entity-
type.

 Step 2 

 Modify the System Resource Table (SRT)
The USRENTY= parameter for the System Resource Table (SRT) specifies the number of user entity-types defined
to Datacom Datadictionary. This value must include all user-defined entity-types. The value can be larger but not smaller
than the total number of user entity-types.

 Note: For more information, see the information about customizing your Datacom Datadictionary environment
in Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

 Step 3 

 Creating Definitions
You can create your user-defined entity-types using batch or you can perform the task online. This section details how
to accomplish the definition of user-defined entity-types using batch. See Creating Entity-Types Online for a summary of
online steps for this task.

The next step is to create a DATA-DICT database in TEST status. You can choose the TEST status (T001-T999) in which
you want to make your changes. Do this each time you want to do this type of maintenance. The system password (DD)
and the override code defined for your system are required.

It is also necessary to assure that the DDMODEL database is in the same TEST status as the DATA-DICT database. Run
an Index Report for all versions of the DDMODEL DATABASE occurrence to verify this information. The PROD status
version goes in the -UPD header transaction. Specify the system password (DD) and the override code (indicated by
****) in the -UPD transaction. Specify the new TEST status/version for the DDMODEL database in the 1000 RESTORE
transaction (T001-T999).

The example transaction collection is as follows.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD DATABASE,DATA-DICT(T001,DD,****)

 2900 00002

 -END

 -UPD DATABASE,DDMODEL(PROD,DD,****)

 1000 RESTORE,T001

 -END

 Add Area 
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Add an AREA occurrence to the TEST version of DATA-DICT. In this example, it is TERMINAL. A model area for entity-
types is provided in Datacom Datadictionary in the DDMODEL database and must be used. The password and override
code are required for this transaction. Connect the new AREA occurrence TERMINAL to the newly created TEST status
version of database DATA-DICT.

Be sure to use a unique short name for the AREA. The AREA and TABLE should have the same short name. To find
the currently used names in either batch or online, request an Indented Report with standard path of the DATA-DICT
database in PROD status. Examine the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value for the areas to make certain the name that you
have chosen for your area is a unique name.

The example transaction collection is as follows. The asterisks (****) represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD AREA,TERMINAL(T001,DD,****)

 1000 MODEL DDMODEL(T001,DD)

 1000 CONNECT DATA-DICT(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AREA

 3001 TML

 -END

• The 1000 MODEL transaction models the new occurrence after the DDMODEL occurrence.
• The 1000 CONNECT transaction connects the occurrence to the new TEST version of the DATABASE.
• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 3001 transaction assigns the 3-character Datacom/DB short name to the occurrence. This is the DATACOM-

NAME attribute-value.

 Add Table 

Next, add the TABLE occurrence called TERMINAL and connect it to the AREA occurrence just created. The name of the
TABLE occurrence must be the same name as its AREA occurrence. As in the area, a model is provided in DDMODEL for
the TABLE definition of the entity-type. The password and override code are required for this transaction.

When you model the TABLE occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary also models its related FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT
occurrences. The TABLE occurrence contains a standard set of FIELD occurrences called attribute-types. Do not modify
these FIELD occurrences. They are required by Datacom Datadictionary.

Also, three ELEMENT occurrences are modeled for the new table. The first is the STATS element, referring to
STATISTICS. The second is the REQ element, referring to REQUIRED. Do not modify these elements required
by Datacom Datadictionary. The third is the DDMODEL-USER element. This is the element which included the FIELD
occurrences you add to the table.

In addition, two KEY occurrences are modeled. These are the KEY occurrences Datacom Datadictionary uses to access
the entity-occurrences. Do not modify these KEY occurrences.

The Datacom/DB table name and the DATACOM-NAME value must be unique within the DATA-DICT database. We
recommend, but does not require, that the DATACOM-NAME for the TABLE occurrence be the same as the DATACOM-
NAME attribute of the AREA occurrence to which it is related. Examine the Datacom Datadictionary name and the
DATACOM-NAME value on the Indented Report for the tables to make certain the name you have chosen for your table is
unique.

The table DATACOM-ID must be unique. However, if you do not define this attribute-value, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns it for you.

The example transaction collection is as follows. The asterisks (****) represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD TABLE,TERMINAL(T001,DD,****)
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 1000 MODEL DDMODEL(T001,DD)

 1000 CONNECT TERMINAL(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-TABLE

 3150 TML

 3151    Y 20 010

 -END

• The 1000 MODEL transaction models the occurrence after the DDMODEL occurrence.
• The 1000 CONNECT transaction connects the new TABLE to the new AREA.
• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 3150 transaction assigns a Datacom/DB name to the occurrence. This is the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value.
• The 3151 transaction identifies this as a table that defines an entity-type, assigns a maximum name length of 20

characters for occurrences of this entity-type, and sets the maximum number of HIST status versions retained
in Datacom Datadictionary to 10.

 Step 4 

 Adding Attribute-Types
You can add attribute-types to the new TEST version of the table. A compound field named DDUSER is provided as
the parent of all FIELD occurrences or attribute-types in the entity-type. A simple field, DDUSER-DATA, has also been
provided as a child to the compound field of DDUSER and should be used as the insert after field to the first attribute-
type. The new attribute-type can be inserted after any attribute-type but must use DDUSER as its parent. Also, the new
attribute-type cannot precede the DDUSER-DATA simple field.

The following is an example transaction collection.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.MANUFACTURER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-MANUFACTURER

 4010 DDUSER-DATA           DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 10

 -END

The preceding transaction collection adds the first attribute-type, MANUFACTURER, to the entity-type.

• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and controller to the attribute-type.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 4010 transaction defines the MANUFACTURER attribute-type as part of the DDUSER compound field and inserts

it after the DDUSER-DATA field.
• The 4012 transaction defines the attribute-type as a simple character field that is left justified, is not signed, and is ten

characters in length.

Following are more transactions based on the example.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.SERIAL-NUMBER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-SERIAL-NUMBER

 4010 MANUFACTURER           DDUSER

 4012 S N L N 10

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.TYPE(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'
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 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-TYPE

 4010 SERIAL-NUMBER          DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 10

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.MODEL-NUMBER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-MODEL-NUMBER

 4010 TYPE               DDUSER

 4012 S N L N 10

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.LEASOR(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LEASOR

 4010 MODEL-NUMBER           DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 10

 -END

 Assigning Default Values 

The following transaction collections assign a default value and limit valid entries for an attribute-type.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.LIGHT-PEN(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN

 4010 LEASOR              DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 1       Y

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.LIGHT-PEN-YES(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN-YES

 4010 LIGHT-PEN            LIGHT-PEN

 4012 V C L N 0       Y

 4013 LIGHT-PEN

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.LIGHT-PEN-NO(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN-NO

 4010 LIGHT-PEN-YES          LIGHT-PEN

 4012 V C L N 0       N

 -END

In this example, LIGHT-PEN is a single character field for which there are only two valid attribute-values, Y or N. Two
FIELD occurrences with a field class of V, for value, are added as children to the parent field, TERMINAL.LIGHT-PEN.
The value FIELD occurrences are given the name LIGHT-PEN-YES, which is assigned a value of Y, and LIGHT-PEN-NO,
which is assigned a value of N.

Neither value field is assigned a field length. The length is assigned in the definition of the parent field. Because of the
previous transactions, the valid entry for the LIGHT-PEN attribute-type is limited to Y or N. As many values as are desired
can be placed on an attribute-type.

A default value also can be assigned to a field, as long as the assigned default is an option defined by a value field. In the
example, LIGHT-PEN is defined as a simple field and has a value of Y. This allows a default of Y to be used in absence of
a user response.
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If there was no allowable default under LIGHT-PEN (if it had qualifiers, but did not have a value default), the user would
be required to enter Y or N. If the default given in the simple field is not a valid value based on its children qualifiers, an
error message is sent out if the user tries to allow the attribute-type to default.

Rather than defining individual valid values, you can define one or more qualifier (CLASS=V) FIELD occurrences that set
ranges of valid values for the attribute. Use the 4015 transaction to set the LOW-RANGE and HIGH-RANGE.

You can also use the 4015 transaction to set a short attribute name (SHORT-ATTR-NAME attribute) that is used as a
prompter/title field on online attribute display panels, online attribute update panels, and the batch Detail Report. Use
this short name if the length of the occurrence name for the attribute is greater than 15 characters. If you do not provide
the short name and the occurrence name is greater than 15 characters, the occurrence name is truncated on the online
panels and batch Detail Report.

Following are the remaining field transactions required to define the TERMINAL entity-type.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.AUDIBLE-ALARM(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4010 LIGHT-PEN-NO           DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 1       N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM          AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4012 V C L N 0       Y

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.AUDIBLE-ALARM-N(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM-N

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y         AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4012 V C L N 0       N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,TERMINAL.COUNTERPART(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-COUNTERPART

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM-N         DDUSER

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 TERMINAL-IS-LIKE

 -END

 Include Fields in Element 

After all attribute-types have been added to the table, add the field names to the DDMODEL-USER element. The
ELEMENT occurrence exists because it was created at the same time as the TABLE occurrence, TERMINAL. An update
transaction is required to process the addition of the FIELD occurrences.

The following are the example transaction collections to define fields in the element.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD ELEMENT,TERMINAL.DDMODEL-USER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-DDUSER-DATA

 6000 TMLUS 00 TMLELMNT TML-DDUSER-DATA-ELEMENT

 6010 ADD MANUFACTURER

 6011 TML-MANUFACTURER        MANUFACT
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 6010 ADD SERIAL-NUMBER

 6011 TML-SERIAL-NUMBER       SERIAL

 6010 ADD TYPE

 6011 TML-TYPE            TYPE

 6010 ADD MODEL-NUMBER

 6011 TML-MODEL-NUMBER        MODELNUM

 6010 ADD LEASOR

 6011 TML-LEASOR           LEASOR

 6010 ADD LIGHT-PEN

 6011 TML-LIGHT-PEN         LIGHT

 6010 ADD LIGHT-PEN-YES

 6011 TML-LIGHT-PEN-YES       LIGHTYES

 6010 ADD LIGHT-PEN-NO

 6011 TML-LIGHT-PEN-NO        LIGHTNO

 6010 ADD AUDIBLE-ALARM

 6011 TML-AUDIBLE-ALARM       AUDIBLE

 6010 ADD AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y

 6011 TML-AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y      AUDIBLEY

 6010 ADD AUDIBLE-ALARM-N

 6011 TML-AUDIBLE-ALARM-N      AUDIBLEN

 6010 ADD COUNTERPART

 6011 TML-COUNTERPART        COUNTERP

 -END

• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 6000 transaction assigns a Datacom/DB name (DATACOM-NAME attribute-value) of TMLUS, a security code of

00, an Assembler label of TMLELMNT and a Compiler label of TML-DDUSER-DATA-ELEMENT.

NOTE
 The Datacom/DB name in the 6000 transaction must be aaaUS, where aaa is the DATACOM-NAME of the
TABLE occurrence.

• The 6010 transactions add each of the previously defined FIELD occurrences to the element.
• The 6011 transactions assign each field an Assembler label and Compiler label.

If you do not specify the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the element, it is built by Datacom Datadictionary during
execution of the SET function.

 Step 5 

 Defining User Batch Transactions
The following section explains how to define the batch transaction formats for the new entity-type. If the attribute-values of
the entity-type are maintained only through Datacom Datadictionary online or with the 1500 transaction, the transactions
described in this section are not required.

To add or maintain occurrences for this entity-type in batch mode, Datacom Datadictionary must be aware of the format
of the transactions that supply new or replacement data. It must also be aware of the editing criteria for the data. The
transactions for user-defined entity-types are identified by a 4-character numeric code ranging from 9000 through 9999.

Add a FILE and RECORD definition for each transaction and define the record with a record TYPE value that is equal
to the transaction code. The Datacom Datadictionary name of the FILE and RECORD definitions must be in the format
DDMTnnnn, where nnnn is the transaction code. For the following example, the transaction code is 9060, so the
RECORD occurrence name is DDMT9060.

 Using FIELD Occurrences to Define Attributes 
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After each record, define FIELD occurrences to describe the entity-type attributes where values will be submitted in each
transaction.

• Blank spaces in the transactions must be described as FIELD occurrences with a class specification of F. This
classification designates that the field is a filler field.

• The sum of the length of all of the FIELD occurrences in the record should not exceed 71. If you need more than
71 spaces in the transaction, add another file and record that include the FIELD occurrences that do not fit. This
eliminates the problem experienced with certain editors (Roscoe) that put sequence numbers in columns 72 through
80.

• The field names must match the names used to define the corresponding FIELD occurrences in the user entity-type
table.

• If any of the transaction FIELD occurrences have specific valid values, the acceptable values are described as qualifier
FIELD occurrences. Datacom Datadictionary then accepts only those values as input on the transaction.

• The TYPE attribute-value for each FIELD occurrence represents the type of data that is entered in the transaction. For
example, if the entry must be numeric, specify N.

• Compound FIELD occurrences are not used in the definition of the transactions.
• Each simple field defined for the transaction should be given a field heading with the 4013 transaction. This heading

appears in the DDUPDATE report. The heading length should not exceed the length of the field it is describing. If the
heading is too long, it is truncated on a DDUPDATE maintenance report.

• The first field on any transaction is the transaction code. This field must be given a name of DDMAINT-REC-TYP with
a value equal to the transaction code. The length must be set at 4 characters.

The example transaction collections are as follows.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FILE,DDMT9060(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-9060-TRANS-FILE

 3120 NONE   READER 00080 00080 FUNB N N

 -END

The previous transaction collection adds the file.

• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and a controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 3120 transaction identifies the characteristics of the file.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD RECORD,DDMT9060(,DD)

 1000 CONNECT DDMT9060(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-9060-TRAN-RECORD

 1003 RELT,TABLE,TERMINAL(T001),TRN-REC-UPDATES,O

 3200 9060

 -END

The previous transaction collection adds the record.

• The 1000 CONNECT transaction connects the new record to the new file.
• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and a controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 1003 transaction relates the transaction definition to the TABLE occurrence that defines the new entity-type. This

relationship is required for the Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) utility to work.
• The 3200 transaction identifies the record code as 9060.
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.DDMAINT-REC-TYP(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 START

 4012 S C L N 4       9060

 4013 TRANS-CODE

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER01(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 DDMAINT-REC-TYP

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

The previous transactions add the first field and the space (filler) which is followed by the next attribute-type field to be
added (see the following). A filler field must separate attribute-type FIELD occurrences for a transaction format. The
DDMAINT-REC-TYP field is assigned a value of 9060. This makes 9060 the required entry for the field. The filler field,
TERMINAL-FILLER01, is assigned a length of 1.

Following are the rest of the transactions required to make the batch format for the TERMINAL entity-type complete.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.MANUFACTURER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-MANUFACTURER

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER01

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 MANUFACTURE

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER02(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 MANUFACTURER

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.SERIAL-NUMBER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-SERIAL-NUMBER

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER02

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 SERIAL-NBR

 -END

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER03(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 SERIAL-NUMBER

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TYPE(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-TYPE

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER03

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 TYPE

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER04(T001,DD)
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 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 TYPE

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.MODEL-NUMBER(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-MODEL-NUMBER

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER04

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 MODEL-NBR

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER05(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 MODEL-NUMBER

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.LEASOR(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LEASOR

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER05

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 LEASOR

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER06(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 LEASOR

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.LIGHT-PEN(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER06

 4012 S C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.LIGHT-PEN-YES(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN-YES

 4010 LIGHT-PEN            LIGHT-PEN

 4012 V C L N 0       Y

 4013 LIGHT-PEN

 -END

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.LIGHT-PEN-NO(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-LIGHT-PEN-NO

 4010 LIGHT-PEN-YES          LIGHT-PEN

 4012 V C L N 0       N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER07(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 LIGHT-PEN

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END
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 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.AUDIBLE-ALARM(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER07

 4012 S C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4012 V C L N 0       Y

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.AUDIBLE-ALARM-N(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-AUDIBLE-ALARM-N

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM-Y

 4012 V C L N 0       N

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.TERMINAL-FILLER08(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 4010 AUDIBLE-ALARM

 4012 F C L N 1

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,DDMT9060.COUNTERPART(T001,DD)

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 TERMINAL-ENTITY-TYPE-COUNTERPART

 4010 TERMINAL-FILLER08

 4012 S C L N 10

 4013 TERMINAL-IS-LIKE

 -END

 Step 6 

 Verifying the Definitions
Run the DDUPDATE utility to place the definitions in TEST status, then run Datacom Datadictionary reports to verify the
input.

If the occurrences are not correct, make update corrections as necessary. An alternative to running batch update
transactions would be to correct the input statements, delete the TEST versions and then add the occurrences again by
resubmitting all of the transactions to DDUPDATE.

The following transactions would be added to the beginning of the corrected transaction collections. The asterisks (****)
represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL AREA,TERMINAL(T001,DD,****)

 -END

 -DEL FILE,DDMT9060(T001,DD)

 -END

Before copying to PROD status, check the new files against existing Datacom Datadictionary files. Be sure that such
things as device type, record type, and so on, match.

 Step 7 

 Copying Definitions to PROD Status
Now that the definitions are entered for the new user-defined entity-type, they must be placed into PROD status.
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If everything is correct, copy the definitions to PROD status. Copy the FILE structures for the batch transaction definitions
and the AREA substructure for the entity-type.

Delete the TEST status version of the DATA-DICT database after you have copied the AREA substructure to PROD
status.

 Step 8 

 Updating the Directory (CXX)
Run the DDCFBLD and DBUTLTY utilities to make the new user-defined definitions available to Datacom/DB. Execute
the DDCFBLD utility using the BUILD option. At this point, the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) is
updated to reflect the new definitions. Following is the example for the control statement. (In the following example, the
four asterisks (****) represent the override code.)

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CXX BUILD,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(PROD,DD,****)

You cannot use the CATALOG facility of DDCFBLD or the online facility to post the DATA-DICT database to the Datacom/
DB Directory (CXX). Use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function with the DDPROD option. Before running the utility, back up
the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

 Step 9 

 Allocating and Loading the Entity-Type Area
Next allocate and initialize the data areas. See your Database Administrator for more information about allocating the data
areas and initializing data areas.

Execute the Datacom/DB LOAD function of DBUTLTY using the null load capability. See your Database Administrator for
more information about loading data areas.

 Step 10 

 Modifying the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table (URT)
Modify the Datacom Datadictionary User Requirements Table (URT) by adding the Datacom/DB name of the table to the
ENTFILS= parameter of the DDURTBL macro.

 Step 11 

 Defining Relationships
After you complete the previous, you can add the user-defined relationships for the new entity-type. See for details.

 Step 12 

 Adding and Reporting Entity-Type Data
At this point, the system is ready to accept batch transactions and online input that add the TERMINAL occurrences and
modify and report or display them. In batch, the standard header transaction and 1000 series transactions are used with
the appropriate 9000 series user-defined transactions.

For our example, an occurrence transaction is as follows.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD TERMINAL,BASE023

 1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

 1002 'TERMINAL 23 AT BASE LOCATION '

 1101 ADD TERMINAL-BASE

 1103 ADD TML-J-SMITH

 9060 MFGINC   102030        277-ABC

 -END

The previous transaction adds the BASE023 occurrence to the TERMINAL entity-type.
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• The 1001 transaction assigns an author and a controller to the occurrence.
• The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
• The 1101 transaction assigns a descriptor and the 1103 transaction assigns an alias.
• The 9060 transaction indicates that the terminal's manufacturer is MFGINC, its serial number is 102030 and its model

number is 277-ABC.
Since the default for LIGHT-PEN is Y, Datacom Datadictionary automatically assigns a value of Y to that attribute-type
for the occurrence. Since the default for AUDIBLE-ALARM is N, Datacom Datadictionary automatically assigns a value
of N to that attribute-type for the occurrence.

The standard facilities for Datacom Datadictionary reporting apply to user-defined entity-types. Appropriate reports can be
requested for a user-defined entity-type by providing the entity-type in the report request. Following is an example report
transaction that requests a detail report listing all TERMINAL occurrences.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -RPT DETAIL,TERMINAL,ALL

 -END

Creating Entity-Types Online

The following steps summarize the online tasks you can perform to define your own entity-types.

 Step 1 

Create a DATA-DICT database in TEST status.

 Step 2 

Add your area using DDMODEL as the model. Specify DDMODEL in the Like name field on the ADD prompter panel
when you add your area.

 Step 3 

Add your table using DDMODEL as the model. Specify DDMODEL in the Like name field on the ADD prompter panel
when you add your table. When you model a table, Datacom Datadictionary also carries forward the FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT occurrences.

 Step 4 

Add the attribute-types for your new entity-type. These are the FIELD occurrences. A compound field named DDUSER
is provided as the parent of all FIELD occurrences or attribute-types in the entity-type. A simple field, DDUSER-DATA, is
also provided as a child to the compound field of DDUSER. Use it as the first child for DDUSER.

The new attribute-types must use DDUSER as the parent field. Also, the new attribute-types cannot precede the
DDUSER-DATA simple field.

 Step 5 

Define the new attribute-types (FIELD occurrences) to the DDMODEL-USER element which was carried forward when
you modeled the table.

 Step 6 

The next step is to place the new definitions starting at the area into PROD status with the COPY function in the
DBMAINT Mode. Then, delete the TEST status DATA-DICT database that you created.

 Step 7 

Follow the remainder of the steps as documented for batch starting with page Adding Entity-Type Definitions.
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Updating Entity-Type Definitions

Updating a user-defined entity-type can include modifying the value for an attribute-type, adding a new attribute-type or
modifying an existing attribute-type. See Adding and Maintaining Attribute-Type Definitions for details on adding a new
attribute-type. For information about modifying an existing attribute-type, see Updating Attribute-Type Definitions.

It is possible you need to update certain Datacom/DB attribute-values such as the COMPRESSION attribute-value of the
TABLE occurrence. You can make these changes to the DATA-DICT DATABASE structure just as you would to any other
DATABASE structure.

All the entity-types in Datacom Datadictionary, both the ones supplied with Datacom Datadictionary (the IRCM entity-
types) and any user-defined entity-types, are defined in the DATA-DICT databases as TABLE occurrences.

Modify the DATA-DICT DATABASE structure to change the values of the ENTY-HIST-VERS and ENTY-NAME-LEN
attributes for an occurrence of an entity-type. You can assign a different value to ENTY-HIST-VERS and ENTY-NAME-
LEN for each entity-type.

NOTE
 The definitions of the RECORD, SYNONYM, TABLE, and VIEW entity-types are defined in the TABLE
occurrence named AGGREGATE in the DATA-DICT database. If you change an attribute-value, such as ENTY-
HIST-VERS, in the AGGREGATE occurrence specifically for the TABLE entity-type, the change also applies to
the RECORD, SYNONYM, and VIEW occurrences.

 Maximum Number of HIST Status Versions 

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed on your system, the number of entity HIST status versions is 3. Only three
occurrences of each entity-type are retained in HIST status.

If you modify the value of the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute to less than was previously specified, any excess HIST status
occurrences will remain in Datacom Datadictionary until the next time a -COPY or -UPD transaction to PROD status
causes a new HIST status occurrence to be created. Only the occurrence being copied or updated is corrected to the new
maximum. Other occurrences remain until they too have a new HIST status version created.

 Maximum Length of Occurrence Names 

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed, the value for the entity name length is 15 characters, except for occurrences
of the AUTHORIZATION and PERSON entity-types which have a default of 32 characters, and occurrences of the NODE
entity-type which has a default of 8 characters.

In the example in , when you defined the TABLE occurrence for the TERMINAL entity-type, the maximum name length
for occurrences of this entity-type was set to 20 characters in the 3151 transaction. To change this maximum length
to 32 characters, you can update the TABLE occurrence in the DATA-DICT database for the TERMINAL entity-type. If
you change the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute-value to less than its previous value, the length of the existing names is not
changed. Only the names used from that point on are restricted to the new length.

Some products, such as Ideal for Datacom and Dataquery, have restrictions on the maximum length of occurrence
names. Check with those responsible for administering your system for restrictions on name length.

The following batch transactions modify the value for the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute for a user-defined entity-type,
TERMINAL. The asterisks (****) represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD TABLE,TERMINAL(PROD,DD,****)

 3151         32

 -END

Use the following transactions to modify the values of the ENTY-NAME-LEN and ENTY-HIST-VERS attributes of the
TABLE occurrence for the DATABASE, AREA, and TABLE entity-types. In the example, the value of ENTY-NAME-LEN
is changed to a maximum of 32 characters for each entity-type. The value of ENTY-HIST-VERS is set to 10 for the
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DATABASE and AREA entity-types, and the maximum 998 for the TABLE entity-types (represented by the AGGREGATE
entity-type). In the following examples, the asterisks (****) represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD TABLE,DATABASE(PROD,DD,****)

 3151         32 010

 -END

 -UPD TABLE,AREA(PROD,DD,****)

 3151         32 010

 -END

 -UPD TABLE,AGGREGATE(PROD,DD,****)

 3151         32 998

 -END

Update the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) after modifying the attribute-values so the changes are
reflected.

Deleting Entity-Type Definitions

You can delete a user-defined entity-type if necessary. Do not delete any of the entity-types provided when Datacom
Datadictionary was installed.

NOTE
 It is not necessary to decrease the value of the USRENTY= parameter for the System Resource Table (SRT).
See the section on customizing your Datacom Datadictionary environment in Datacom/DB Database and
System Administration. 

The following steps on deleting an entity-type apply both to batch and online.

 Step 1 

Delete the area substructure which defines your user-defined entity-type.

 Step 2 

Execute the DDCFBLD utility using the BUILD option. Following is the example for the control statement. The asterisks
(****) represent the override code.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CXX BUILD,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(PROD,DD,****)

To update the Datacom/DB Directory, use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function with the DDPROD option.

NOTE
For details, see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide.

 Step 3 

Remove the entity-type from the ENTFILS= parameter of the DDURTBL macro and reassemble and link edit.

Adding and Maintaining Attribute-Type Definitions
User-defined attribute-types for existing entity-types can be added, deleted, or modified. The attribute-types provided by
Datacom Datadictionary must not be changed. You cannot add attribute-types to alias, text, descriptor, or relationship
entities.

For information on specific Datacom Datadictionary attribute-types, see Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.
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Adding Attribute-Type Definitions

The following steps provide an overview of the events and procedures used in establishing new user-defined attribute-
types.

1. Design the attribute-types.
2. Create a TEST status version of the area in the DATA-DICT database.
3. Add the attribute-types using FIELD and ELEMENT occurrences.
4. Define the user batch transactions.
5. Verify the definitions.
6. Copy the definitions to PROD status.
7. Update the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) and the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
8. Implement the attribute-type.
9. Add and report attribute-type data.

You can add attribute-type definitions using online or batch. The first part of this section details how to perform this task
using batch. For a summary of online steps to accomplish this task, see Adding Attribute-Types Online.

Adding Attribute-Type Definitions: Detailed Steps

1. Designing Attribute-Type Definitions
The first step in adding an attribute-type definition is to determine the requirements for the attribute-type. The process
of creating attribute-types is accomplished by adding FIELD occurrences to the Datacom Datadictionary TABLE
occurrence for the entity-type definition. The following rules apply:

• Each FIELD occurrence defining an attribute-type in the entity-type table cannot exceed 70 characters.
• Only the first 50 characters can be maintained using Datacom Datadictionary online.
• FIELD occurrences can only be character (C), binary (B), packed decimal (D) or numeric (N) data types. If the

FIELD occurrence is a value, or qualifier, field (CLASS=V), the data type must be character.

An example of designing an attribute-type is as follows: A new attribute-type called PROGRAMMER is to be added to
the PROGRAM entity-type's attribute-types. The new attribute-type is 20 characters in length.
The new attribute-type must be defined within the PROGRAM entity-type. The PROGRAM entity-type is defined to
Datacom Datadictionary as an AREA and a TABLE, both of which are named PROGRAM. The attribute-type must be
defined as a FIELD occurrence associated to the PROGRAM TABLE occurrence.
As shown later, attribute-types are defined as simple FIELD occurrences within a compound field. Each new attribute-
type field must be assigned a class, type and length. For our example, the PROGRAMMER attribute-type is a
character field which is assigned a length of 20. You can also define valid values, ranges of valid values and a default
value for the attribute.

2. Creating a Test Status of the Area in the DATA-DICT Database
The second step is to restore to TEST status the area in the database DATA-DICT that contains the table where the
entity-type is defined. The system password (DD) and the override code defined for your system are required.
You modify only that area and table to which you are adding the attribute-type. After you complete the addition of the
new attribute-types, copy the area and table to PROD status. The previous PROD status area and table moves to
HIST status.

3. Adding Attribute-Types
You can add attribute-types to the new test version of the table. A compound field named DDUSER is provided as
the parent of all FIELD occurrences or attribute-types in the entity-type. A simple field, DDUSER-DATA, has also
been provided as a child to the compound field of DDUSER and should be used as the insert after field to the first
attribute-type. The new attribute-type must use DDUSER as its parent. Also, the new attribute-type cannot precede the
DDUSER-DATA simple field and must follow any Broadcom supplied attribute-types if present. For example, there are
attribute-types for Ideal for Datacom in the PROGRAM entity-type.
The following is an example transaction collection:
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----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD FIELD,PROGRAM.PROGRAMMER(T001,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

1002 'PROGRAMMER NAME'

4010 REFRESH                          DDUSER

4012 S C L N 20

-END

The previous transaction collection adds the new attribute-type, PROGRAMMER, to the entity-type.
– The 1001 transaction assigns an author and controller to the attribute-type.
– The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
– The 4010 transaction defines the PROGRAMMER attribute-type as part of the DDUSER compound field and

inserts it after the REFRESH field.
– The 4012 transaction defines the attribute-type as a simple, character field that is left justified and is not signed.

The designated field length is 20 characters.
Use the same procedure to add any other attribute-types to the entity-type.
Using the 3151 transaction, update the MAX-RECORD-SIZE on the TABLE occurrence to match the new record size
as illustrated in the following example. This step is not required if the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute-value was not
originally entered, but allowed to default. Datacom Datadictionary automatically uses the actual length of the record.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-UPD TABLE,PROGRAM(T001,DD)

3151 00488

-END

After all attribute-types have been added to the table, add them to the DDMODEL-USER element.
Some entity-types are installed with attributes already present in the USER element. Your attributes should be added
after these.
The element name varies for different entity-types. When you are defining additional attribute-types for an entity-type,
check an Indented Report of the DATA-DICT database for the name of the element which you must update.
The example transaction collections are as follows.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-UPD ELEMENT,PROGRAM.DDMODEL-USER(T001,DD)

6010 ADD PROGRAMMER

6011 PGM-PROGRAMMER                 PROGRMMR

-END

The 6010 transaction adds the previously defined field to the element and assigns the field an Assembler label and
Compiler label.

4. Defining User Batch Transactions
The following section explains how to define batch transaction formats for the new attribute-types. If the attribute-
values of the entity-type are maintained only through Datacom Datadictionary online or with the 1500 transaction, the
transactions described in this section are not required.
To add or maintain attribute-values for this new attribute-type in batch mode, Datacom Datadictionary must be aware
of the format of the transaction that supplies new or replacement data. It must also be aware of the editing criteria
for the data. The transactions for user attribute-types are identified by a 4-character numeric code ranging from 9000
through 9999.
Add a FILE and RECORD definition for each transaction and define the record with a record TYPE value that is
equal to the transaction code. The Datacom Datadictionary name of the file and record definitions must be equal to
DDMTnnnn, where nnnn is the transaction code. For our example, the transaction code is 9090, so the file and record
names are DDMT9090.
Using FIELD Occurrences to Define Attributes
After each record, define FIELD occurrences to describe the entity-type attributes where values will be submitted in
each transaction.
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• Blank spaces in the transactions must be described as FIELD occurrences with a class specification of F. This
classification designates that the field is a filler field.

• The sum of the length of all the FIELD occurrences in the record should not exceed 71. If you need more than 71
spaces in the transaction, add another file and record that includes the FIELD occurrences that will not fit. This
eliminates problems such as editors (Roscoe) that put sequence numbers in columns 72 through 80.

• The field names must match the names used to define the corresponding FIELD occurrences in the user entity-type
table.

• If any of the transaction FIELD occurrences have specific valid values, the acceptable values are described as
qualifier FIELD occurrences. Datacom Datadictionary then accepts only those values as input on the transaction.

• The TYPE attribute-value for each FIELD occurrence represents the type of data that is entered in the transaction.
For example, if the entry must be numeric, specify N.

• Compound FIELD occurrences are not used in the definition of the transactions.
• Each simple field defined for the transaction should be given a field heading with the 4013 transaction. This

heading appears in the DDUPDATE report. The heading length should not exceed the length of the field it is
describing. If the heading is too long, it is truncated on a DDUPDATE maintenance report.

• The first field on any transaction is the transaction code. This field must be given a name of DDMAINT-REC-TYP
with a value equal to the transaction code. The length must be set at four characters.

The example transactions are as follows.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD FILE,DDMT9090(,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

1002 PROGRAM-ENTITY-9090-TRANS-FILE

3120 NONE     READER 00080 00080 FBLK N N

-END

The previous transaction adds the file.
– The 1001 transaction assigns an author and a controller to the occurrence.
– The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
– The 3120 transaction identifies the characteristics of the file.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD RECORD,DDMT9090(,DD)

1000 CONNECT DDMT9090(T001,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

1002 PROGRAM-ENTITY-9090-TRAN-RECORD

1003 RELT,TABLE,PROGRAM(T001),TRN-REC-UPDATES,O

3200 9090

-END

The previous transaction adds the record.
– The 1000 CONNECT transaction connects the new record to the new file.
– The 1001 transaction assigns an author and a controller to the occurrence.
– The 1002 transaction assigns a description.
– The 1003 transaction relates the transaction definition to the TABLE occurrence that defines the entity-type. This

relationship is required for the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) utility to work.
– The 3200 transaction identifies the record code as 9090.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD FIELD,DDMT9090.DDMAINT-REC-TYP(T001,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

4010 START

4012 S C L N 4              9090

4013 TRANS-CODE
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-END

-ADD FIELD,DDMT9090.FILLER01(T001,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

4010 DDMAINT-REC-TYP

4012 F C L N 1

-END

The previous transactions add the first field and the space (filler) which is followed by the next attribute-type field to be
added (see the following). The DDMAINT-REC-TYP field is assigned a value of 9090. This makes 9090 the required
entry for the field. The filler field, FILLER01, is assigned a length of 1.
The following transactions are required to complete the addition of the new attribute-type.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD FIELD,DDMT9090.PROGRAMMER(T001,DD)

1001 'SAMPLE-USER' 'DEMO-ADMIN'

1002 PROGRAM-ENTITY-TYPE-PROGRAMMER

4010 FILLER01

4012 S C L N 20

4013 PROGRAMMER

-END

5. Verifying Input
Run DDUPDATE to place the definitions in TEST status then run Datacom Datadictionary reports to verify the input. If
everything is correct, update the set of occurrences to PROD status. If the occurrences are not correct, make update
corrections as necessary.

6. Copying Definitions to PROD Status
Now that the dictionary definitions are entered for the new user-defined attribute-type, they must be placed into PROD
status. This is accomplished by copying the modified AREA substructure to PROD. The asterisks (****) represent the
override code.
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-CPY AREA,PROGRAM(T001,DD,****),PROD

-END

7. Updating the Directory (CXX)
Run the DDCFBLD and DBUTLTY utilities to make the new user-defined definitions available to Datacom/DB. Execute
the DDCFBLD utility using the BUILD option. At this point, the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) is
updated to reflect the new definitions. Following is the example for the control statement. (In the following example, the
four asterisks (****) represent the override code.)
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CXX BUILD,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(PROD,DD,****)

You cannot use the CATALOG facility of DDCFBLD or the online facility to post the DATA-DICT database to the
Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). Use the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function with the DDPROD option. Back up the
Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) before running the utility.

8. Implementing the Attribute-Type
Implement the new attribute-type by reloading the area which contains the entity-type where the attribute-type was
added. Initialize the new attribute-type with either a utility or a user program. This moves the data into the appropriate
file positions before reloading it.

NOTE
For more information, see the LOAD function.

The attribute-types defined ahead of existing attribute-types in the table force you to reformat the table as follows:
Old TABLE:   ATTR-X  ATTR-Y  ATTR-Z

New TABLE:   ATTR-X  ATTR-X1  ATTR-Y  ATTR-Z

Physically move attribute-types Y and Z to make room for attribute-type X1. The attribute-type X1 must be initialized.
9. Adding and Reporting Attribute-Type Data
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At this point, the system is ready to accept batch transactions and online input that add the new attribute-values and
modify, display and report them. The standard header transaction and 1000 series transactions are used with the
appropriate 9000 series user-defined transactions.
For our example, an occurrence transaction would be as follows:
----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-UPD PROGRAM,PAYTAXCALC(1)

9090 SIMMS-C

-END

The previous transaction updates the PAYTAXCALC occurrence in the PROGRAM entity-type. The 9090 transaction
indicates that the programmer who wrote the program is C. Simms.
The standard facilities for Datacom Datadictionary reporting apply to user-defined attribute-types.

Adding Attribute-Types Online

Use the following steps to add a new attribute-type to an existing entity-type. You can add an attribute-type to any entity-
type with the exception of alias, text, descriptor and relationship.

1. Restore the area in the DATA-DICT database to TEST status. Specify the system password (DD) and your system
override code when you perform the RESTORE function.

2. Add the FIELD occurrence describing the attribute-type to the table in the area for the entity-type. The new attribute-
type can be inserted after any existing attribute-type but must use DDUSER as its parent. Also, the new attribute-type
cannot precede the DDUSER-DATA simple field.

3. Add the FIELD occurrence describing the new attribute-type to the DDMODEL-USER element for the entity-type. The
element name varies for different entity-types.

4. Copy the area to PROD status with the COPY function in DBMAINT Mode.
5. Follow the remainder of the steps as documented for batch in Adding Attribute-Type Definitions.

Updating Attribute-Type Definitions

In special cases, changes to the definition of an existing attribute-type are necessary. For example, insufficient length has
been allocated for values of a specific attribute-type in an established entity-type table.

The procedure for modifying existing attribute-type definitions is basically the same as those procedures already
discussed, except that field definitions for the entity-type table and transactions are updated rather than added or deleted.
Minor variations can exist for certain cases. For example, when an attribute-type is lengthened, certain steps can be
bypassed if space is already available for the field enlargement.

Changes to the predefined attribute-types of the standard entity-types are not permitted.

Deleting Attribute-Type Definitions

Just as it is possible to add new attribute-types to existing entity-types, it is possible to discontinue ones that already exist.
The only exception is that it is not possible to eliminate those attribute-types that come with the standard entity-types.

The same procedure can be used in removing an attribute-type as in creating a new one, except that FIELD occurrences
are deleted from the entity-type table definitions and transaction record definitions rather than added.

However, it is not necessary to remove attribute-values from occurrences by following the normal table maintenance
procedures. Instead, you can change the FIELD occurrences to "filler" fields. Attribute-values, though still physically
resident in stored occurrences, are rendered unavailable to any of the reporting and maintenance processes of the
system. However, the space is available should the need for a new attribute-type arise. This reuse of space avoids any
table maintenance.
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Adding and Maintaining Relationship Definitions
 Datacom Datadictionary provides not only predefined entity-types (FIELD, KEY, and so on) but also predefined
relationships between the entity-types. The relationships depict the structure between the various entity-types.

The following topics are included on this page:

  

Relationship Standards

In addition to the standard relationship definitions provided with Datacom Datadictionary, you can define other
relationships to tailor Datacom Datadictionary to specific requirements. As many relationships as are meaningful can be
defined using the -ADD RELATIONSHIP transaction and the 2000 transaction, which describe the characteristics of the
relationship.

NOTE
 Relationship definition maintenance can only be done using the batch utilities.

There are no restrictions as to the entity-types that can be involved in a relationship definition. Any valid entity-type can be
designated as the subject or object of the relationship. The choice as to which entity-type is to be the subject and which is
to be the object should be determined after reviewing the definitions and how they are used in an environment.

Each relationship has several aspects. First, the relationship is identified using a relationship-type. Each implementation
of the relationship-type between occurrences is a relationship-occurrence. Entity-occurrences can have more than one
relationship-occurrence.

The relationship-type identification is composed of three parts. These are the:

• Subject entity-type
• Object entity-type
• Relationship name

The relationship name for relationship-types furnished in Datacom Datadictionary conforms to set standards. For user-
defined relationship-types, establish standards appropriate for your system. The only requirements set by Datacom
Datadictionary are that the name must be a unique 1- to 32-character name and must not begin with $. A specific value for
any of these is a relationship value.

Before adding a new relationship-type, produce a listing of relationship-types currently in the dictionary. For more
information about generating this list, see Definitions Report.

Use of this list can prevent naming conflicts when assigning a new relationship name.

NOTE
 A relationship name can be duplicated as long as the subject and object entity-types are different.

Within the limitations set by Datacom Datadictionary for names, you can establish your own naming standards for your
system.

 Emulated Relationships 

The relationships connecting DB Model and FILE Model occurrences are named $INTERNAL. However, not all these
$INTERNAL relationships are explicit. Some are emulated relationships.

Emulated relationships do not physically exist within the relationship support file but are emulated within the Datacom
Datadictionary software.

The following figure shows which $INTERNAL relationships are explicit and which are emulated in a TABLE substructure.

 Explicit and Emulated $INTERNAL Relationships in a TABLE Substructure 
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           ┌───────────────────── TABLE ─────────────────────┐

           │                                                 │

$INTERNAL  │                        │ $INTERNAL              │ $INTERNAL

(Explicit) │                        │ (Emulated)             │ (Explicit)

           │                        │                        │

           ▼                        ▼                        ▼

        ELEMENT ────────────────► FIELD ◄────────────────── KEY

               $INTERNAL                           $INTERNAL

               (Emulated)                          (Emulated)

Explicit $INTERNAL relationships exist between the following occurrences. These relationships can be used like any other
for related retrieval.

DATABASE and AREA AREA and FILE
AREA and TABLE FILE and RECORD
TABLE and ELEMENT RECORD and ELEMENT
TABLE and KEY RECORD and KEY

The $INTERNAL relationships between TABLE and FIELD, VIEW and FIELD, RECORD and FIELD, KEY and FIELD,
ELEMENT and FIELD, and PARMLIST AND FIELD occurrences are emulated since the data storage required for explicit
relationships between these occurrences would be prohibitive.

To use emulated relationships for related retrieval, explicitly name the $INTERNAL relationship in the request or path
definition. If you specify ALL instead, the emulated relationships are not considered a part of the relationships used in
satisfying the request. The emulated relationships can be used in either direction: you can trace from subject to object or
object to subject.

 Relationship attributes 

Each relationship-type has six relationship attributes.

OCC-MAP-RULE (Map)
Describes the number of occurrences which are the subjects and the objects (relationship mapping) of this
relationship-type. The OCC-MAP-RULE can be one occurrence to one occurrence (11), one occurrence to many
occurrences (1M), many occurrences to one occurrence (M1), or many occurrences to many occurrences (MM).
Also, see OCC-MAP-RULE.
Valid Entries:

11, 1M, M1, or MM
Default Value:

MM
REQUIRED-RULE (Req)

Describes whether each occurrence in the named object entity-type must always be related to at least one
occurrence of the named subject entity-type. Also, see REQUIRED-RULE.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

Y
AUTO-RULE (Auto)

Describes whether each occurrence of the named object entity-type is automatically related to an occurrence
of the named subject entity-type when the object is added, that is, a subject occurrence can be related to an
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object occurrence that does not exist. When the object is added, the relationship is automatically completed. Also,
see AUTO-RULE.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

Y
ORDERED-RULE (Ord)

Describes whether the order of relationships added in this relationship-type is significant. An ORDERED-RULE
allows object occurrences to be retrieved and displayed in a specific order. The order must be specified when the
relationships are added. Also, see ORDERED-RULE.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
COPY-RULE (Cpy)

Specifies the relationship processing which is performed when an occurrence is copied to either a new version
or status. The following COPY-RULE does not apply to relationships between occurrences in the DB Model or
FILE Model structures and other occurrences. The COPY-RULE for relationships between Model and non-Model
occurrences is explained in COPY-RULE for Model Structure Occurrences.

• If you enter B, all occurrences of the relationship are copied whether the occurrence you are copying is the
subject or the object.

• If you enter S and the occurrence you are copying is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of this
relationship are copied.

• If you enter N, no occurrences of the relationship are copied.
• If you enter M, see COPY-RULE for Model Structure Occurrences.
• If you enter O and the occurrence you are copying is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this

relationship are copied.
•  Valid Entries:

B, M, N, O, or S
•  Default Value:

B

MODEL-RULE (Mdl)
Specifies the relationship processing which is performed when an occurrence is used as a model to create a new
occurrence.

• If you enter B, all occurrences of the relationship are modeled whether the occurrence you are modeling is the
subject or the object.

• If you enter N, no occurrences of the relationship are modeled.
• If you enter O and the occurrence you are modeling is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this

relationship are modeled.
• If you enter S and the occurrence you are modeling is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of this

relationship are modeled.
•  Valid Entries:

B, N, O, or S
•  Default Value:

N

 Chart of Predefined Relationship-Types 
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The following chart lists the subject entity-type, the object entity-type and the relationship-types provided for this version
of Datacom Datadictionary to support Broadcom products. Some additional relationships are present for compatibility with
earlier versions, but are not used by this version. For each relationship-type, the chart lists the value assigned to each of
the six relationship attributes.

Relationship attributes that indicate emulated relationships do not physically exist within the relationship support file but
are emulated within the Datacom Datadictionary software.

A description of the relationship attributes follows the chart.

  SUBJECT.OBJECT         RELATIONSHIP-TYPE   Map    Req   Auto   Ord   Cpy   Mdl

 AGGREGATE.FIELD         $INTERNAL (PARMLIST-FIELD)

 AREA.FILE               $INTERNAL           MM      N     N      N     B     N

 AREA.TABLE              $INTERNAL           1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.PLAN      ATZ-PLN-OWNS        1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.PROCEDURE ATZ-PRC-OWNS        1M      N     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.SYNONYM   ATZ-SYN-OWNS        1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.TABLE     ATZ-TBL-OWNS        1M      N     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.TRIGGER   ATZ-TRG-OWNS        1M      N     N      N     B     N

 AUTHORIZATION.VIEW      ATZ-VEW-OWNS        1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 CONSTRAINT.FIELD        COLCNS-FLD          MM      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.KEY          FORCNS-FORKEY       M1      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.KEY          FORCNS-UNQKEY       M1      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.KEY          UNQCNS-KEY          M1      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.TABLE        COLCNS-TBL          MM      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.TABLE        FORCNS-TBL          M1      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.TABLE        UNQCNS-TBL          M1      N     N      N     N     N

 CONSTRAINT.VIEW         COLCNS-VEW          MM      N     N      N     N     N

 DATABASE.AREA           $INTERNAL           1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 DATABASE.DATABASE       $PARTITIONED        MM      N     N      Y     M     N

 DATABASE.DATABASE       $REPLICATED         MM      N     N      Y     M     N

 DATABASE.NODE           $RESIDES            MM      N     N      N     B     N

 DATAVIEW.ELEMENT        $INTERNAL           MM      N     N      Y     B     N

 DATAVIEW.KEY            $INTERNAL           MM      N     N      Y     B     N

 DATAVIEW.SYNONYM        DVW-SQL-ACCESS      M1      N     N      N     B     N

 DATAVIEW.TABLE          DVW-SQL-ACCESS      M1      N     N      N     B     N

 DATAVIEW.VIEW           DVW-SQL-ACCESS      M1      N     N      N     B     N

 ELEMENT.FIELD           $INTERNAL           emulated relationship

 FIELD.FIELD             FLD-FLD-DEPENDS     MM      N     N      N     B     N

 FIELD.TRIGGER           FLD-TRG-INVOKE      MM      N     N      N     B     N

 Chart of Predefined Relationship-Types (Continued) 

  SUBJECT.OBJECT           RELATIONSHIP-TYPE   Map    Req   Auto   Ord   Cpy   Mdl

 FILE.RECORD             $INTERNAL              1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 JOB.STEP                JOB-STP-CONTAIN        1M      N     N      N     B     N

 KEY.FIELD               $INTERNAL              emulated relationship

 LIBRARY.FILE            LIB-FIL-RESIDE         MM      N     N      N     B     N

 LIBRARY.MEMBER          LIB-MEM-CONTAIN        1M      N     Y      N     B     N

 MEMBER.ELEMENT          MEM-ELM-COPY           MM      N     Y      N     M     N

 MEMBER.MEMBER           MEM-MEM-INCLUDE        MM      N     Y      N     B     N

 MODULE.PROGRAM          MOD-PGM-CONTAIN        MM      N     N      N     B     N
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 NODE.DATABASE           $ACCESS                MM      N     N      N     M     N

 PANEL.RECORD            MSK-REC-CONTAIN        MM      N     N      N     M     N

 PCV.FIELD                  PCV-FLD-PARTITION   M1      N     N      N     N     N

 PERSON.AUTHORIZATION       PER-ATZ-AUTH        MM      N     N      N     B     B

 PERSON.AUTHORIZATION       PER-ATZ-AUTHID      M1      N     N      N     B     N

 PERSON.AUTHORIZATION       PER-ATZ-SQL-ACCESS  MM      N     N      N     B     N

 PERSON.MEMBER              PER-MEM-ACCESS      1M      N     Y      N     B     N

 PERSON.PANEL               PER-PNL-ACCESS      MM      N     N      N     B     N

 PERSON.PROGRAM             PER-PGM-ACCESS      MM      N     N      N     B     N

 PERSON.REPORT              PER-RPT-ACCESS      MM      N     N      N     B     N

 PERSON.SYSTEM              PER-SYS-ACCESS      MM      N     N      N     B     B

 PLAN.STATEMENT             PLN-STM-CONTAIN     1M      Y     N      N     B     N

 PROCEDURE.PROGRAM          PRC-PGM-INVOKE      MM      N     N      N     S     N

 PROCEDURE.PARAMETER-LIST   PRC-PRM-USE         M1      N     N      N     M     N

 PROCEDURE.STATEMENT        PRC-STM-CONTAIN     1M      N     N      N     B     N

 PROGRAM.DATAVIEW           PGM-DVW-USE         MM      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.DOCUMENT           PGM-DOC PRODUCE     MM      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.DOCUMENT           PGM-DOC READ        MM      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.MEMBER             PGM-MEM-CONTAIN     MM      N     Y      N     B     N

 PROGRAM.PANEL              PGM-PNL-USE         1M      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.PARAMETER-LIST     PGM-PRM-USE         MM      N     N      N     M     N

 PROGRAM.PLAN               PGM-PLN-USES        1M      N     N      N     N     N

 PROGRAM.PROGRAM            PGM-PGM-CALL        MM      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.REPORT             PGM-RPT-PRODUCE     MM      N     Y      N     S     N

 PROGRAM.STATEMENT          PGM-STM-CONTAIN     1M      N     N      N     B     N

 RECORD.ELEMENT             $INTERNAL           1M      N     N      N     B     N

 RECORD.KEY                 $INTERNAL           1M      N     N      N     B     N

 RECORD.FIELD               $INTERNAL           emulated relationship

 RECORD.TABLE               TRN-REC-UPDATES     M1      N      N     N     B     N

 Chart of Predefined Relationship-Types (Continued) 

 SUBJECT.OBJECT             RELATIONSHIP-TYPE   Map    Req   Auto   Ord   Cpy   Mdl

 STATEMENT.KEY              STM-KEY-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 STATEMENT.PROCEDURE        STM-PRC-CALL        M1      N      N     N     N     N

 STATEMENT.SYNONYM          STM-SYN-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 STATEMENT.TABLE            STM-TBL-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 STATEMENT.VIEW             STM-VEW-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 STEP.MODULE                STP-MOD-CONTAIN     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 SYNONYM.TABLE              SYN-TBL-REFERS      M1      N      N     N     B     N

 SYNONYM.VIEW               SYN-VEW-REFERS      M1      N      N     N     B     N

 SYSTEM.DATAVIEW            SYS-DVW-USE         MM      N      Y     N     B     S

 SYSTEM.JOB                 SYS-JOB-CONTAIN     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 SYSTEM.LIBRARY             SYS-LIB-RESIDE      MM      N      N     N     B     B

 SYSTEM.PROGRAM             SYS-PGM-CONTAIN     1M      N      N     N     B     N

 TABLE.ELEMENT              $INTERNAL           1M      N      N     N     B     N

 TABLE.FIELD                $INTERNAL           emulated relationship

 TABLE.KEY                  $INTERNAL           1M      N      N     N     B     N

 TABLE.KEY                  TBL-KEY-PARTITION   M1      N      N     N     N     N

 TABLE.PCV                  TBL-PCV-PARTITION   1M      N      Y     N     N     N

 TABLE.TABLE                TBL-TBL-PARTITION   1M      N      N     Y     N     N

 TABLE.TRIGGER              TBL-TRG-INVOKE      1M      N      N     N     B     N

 TRIGGER.STATEMENT          TRG-STM-CONTAIN     1M      N      N     N     B     N
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 VIEW.FIELD                 $INTERNAL           emulated relationship

 VIEW.SYNONYM               VEW-SYN-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 VIEW.TABLE                 VEW-TBL-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

 VIEW.VIEW                  VEW-VEW-DEPENDS     MM      N      N     N     B     N

The relationship attributes are explained on the following pages.

Adding Relationship Definitions

The following example shows the relationship definition header first and the 2000 transaction that defines the
characteristics of the relationship-type second. A completed statement is called a relationship definition.

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,subject.object(,[pswd],ovrd),name

2000 map req aut ord cpy mdl

-END

subject
This 1- to 32-character parameter identifies the entity-type which is the subject of the relationship-type. For
example, if the relationship desired is between SYSTEM and PROGRAM, the SYSTEM entity-type would be the
subject of the relationship-type.

object
This 1- to 32-character parameter identifies the entity-type which is the subsequent party to a relationship-type. In
the previous example where SYSTEM was the subject entity-type, PROGRAM would be the object entity-type.

pswd
Use this optional parameter to assign a 1- to 4-character password to the relationship definition. The password
provides protection against unauthorized access by future maintenance action. Omit this field if this protection is
not desired.

ovrd
This is the 1- to 4-character alphanumeric system override code. This code is required.

name
This 1- to 32-character parameter establishes the name for the relationship-type being defined.

The following is the format for the 2000 transaction. For explanations of the attribute-values, see the sections starting
in AUTO-RULE.

 Position  Length  Description  Values 
1 4 The transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
2000

6 2 The mapping mode.
(OCC-MAP-RULE)
Default: MM

11 (one-to-one)
1M (one-to-many)
M1 (many-to-one)
MM (many-to-many)

9 1 The relationship is required.
(REQUIRED-RULE)
Default: Y

Y
N

11 1 The relationship is automatic.
(AUTO-RULE)
Default: Y

Y
N

13 1 The relationship is ordered.
(ORDERED-RULE)
Default: N

Y
N
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15 1 Specifies relationship
processing performed when
occurrence is copied.
(COPY-RULE)
Default: B

B (all)
M (see COPY-RULE for Model
Structure Occurrences)
N (none)
O (object)
S (subject)

17 1 Specifies relationship
processing performed when
occurrence is modeled.
(MODEL-RULE)
Default: N

B (all)
N (none)
O (object)
S (subject)

Once the relationship definition is filled out, process the definition by executing the DDUPDATE utility.

Choosing a Relationship Name

The third component of a relationship-type is the relationship name. It can be 1 to 32 characters. A relationship name
uniquely identifies the relationship definition when more than one definition exists between the same two entity-types and
gives that relationship-type a meaningful identification.

To determine what relationship names have been used in the dictionary, run a Definitions Report.

The naming of a relationship must be unique only among definitions between the same two entity-types.

For example, the DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL system relationship-type exists at installation. Thus the relationship
name $INTERNAL must not be used when defining any other relationships between the entity-types of DATABASE and
AREA. No user-defined relationship name can begin with $.

An example of a meaningful use of a relationship name is the relationship name INPUT designating the relationship
between a TABLE occurrence and a PROGRAM occurrence.

The following transactions (relationship definitions) illustrate the use of relationship names to include the mapping
characteristic within the relationship name. The asterisks (****) represent the override code as specified in the System
Resource Table and the default values are accepted for the attribute-values not specified in the 2000 transaction.

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-11

2000 11

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-1M

2000 1M

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-M1

2000 M1

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-MM

2000 MM

-END

AUTO-RULE

It is sometimes desirable during systems design and other phases of applications development to specify a relationship
between an existing occurrence and another occurrence which does not yet exist. Datacom Datadictionary provides this
capability when a relationship-type is defined as automatic.

When adding or updating the subject of an automatic relationship-type, the subject occurrence can be related to a
nonexistent object occurrence. Relationships of this type are not reported as connected until the object occurrence is
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added to the Datacom Datadictionary. Upon its addition, it is automatically connected to the subject. Specifying automatic
for the relationship-type does not preclude relating existing occurrences.

The AUTO-RULE provides inherent editing capabilities with knowledge about components that have not yet been defined
to Datacom Datadictionary. This capability is further enhanced when applied with the REQUIRED-RULEs.

For example, when the subject occurrence is added, it can be related to one or more object occurrences using 1003 RELT
transactions. Then when the object occurrences are added, they are automatically related to the correct subject. If the
object occurrence has not been automatically related to a subject, it is flagged as in error and placed in INCO status.

COPY-RULE for Model Structure Occurrences

Use the following when making your decision on the COPY-RULE attribute-value for relationships between occurrences in
DB Model or FILE Model structures and non-Model occurrences.

For purposes of illustration, assume that there exists a PROD status FILE occurrence with the occurrence name A
in version 001 and a TEST status version T001. The PROD status file is related to a PROGRAM occurrence X and
the TEST status version is related to PROGRAM occurrence Y. The COPY-RULE and order of the relationship are
determined in the following examples.

Copy to PROD status From TEST Where the Model Occurrence Is the OBJECT

 COPY-RULE is B or O. 

When the current PROD status occurrence is changed from PROD to HIST status, any relationships for that occurrence
are still related to the HIST status occurrence. Any relationships for the TEST status occurrence are copied to the new
PROD status occurrence.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (now HIST status) is still related to program X. File A Version 002
(PROD status) is related to program Y. File A in TEST status T001 is still related to program Y.

 COPY-RULE is N or S. 

There is no copying from the TEST status occurrence to the new PROD status occurrence, and the current PROD status
occurrence retains the relationship.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (HIST status) is related to program X, File A Version 002 (PROD status)
is not related to either program. File A Version T001 is still related to program Y.

 COPY-RULE is M. 

The relationship is copied from the previous PROD status occurrence to the new PROD status occurrence. Any
relationships for the TEST status occurrence are ignored.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (HIST status) and Version 002 (PROD status) is related to program X.
File A Version T001 is still related to program Y.

NOTE
 When copying the non-Model occurrence, COPY-RULE=M responds the same as COPY-RULE=B above.

Copy to PROD status From TEST Where the Model Occurrence Is the SUBJECT

 COPY-RULE is S or B. 

Any relationships where the COPY-RULE is S or B stay related to the old PROD status occurrence, and any relationships
for the TEST status occurrence is copied to the new PROD status occurrence.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (HIST status) is still related to program X. File A Version 002 (PROD
status) is related to program Y. File A Version T001 is still related to program Y.

 COPY-RULE is N or O. 
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No copying is performed.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (HIST status) is related to program X. File A Version 002 (PROD status)
is not related to either program. File A Version T001 is still related to program Y.

 COPY-RULE is M. 

The relationships are copied from the previous PROD status occurrence to the new PROD status occurrence. Any
relationships for the TEST status occurrence are ignored.

In the example, after the copy, File A Version 001 (HIST status) and Version 002 (PROD status) are related to program X.
File A Version T001 is still related to program Y.

NOTE
 When copying the non-Model occurrence, COPY-RULE=M is treated the same as COPY-RULE=B above.

Restore or Copy to TEST Version When the Model Occurrence Is the SUBJECT

For the example, File A Version 001 is in HIST status, File A Version 002 is in PROD status. The RESTORE function
copies File A Version 001 to File A Version T001.

COPY-RULE is O or B.
Any relationships for the target occurrence are deleted. Relationships of the TEST, HIST, or PROD status
occurrence are copied to the target occurrence.
In the previous example, File A Version 1 and TEST status Version T001 are related to program X.

COPY-RULE is S or N.
No relationship copying is done and existing relationships in the target occurrence are deleted.
In the example, File A Version 001 is related to program X and File A Version T001 is not related to any program.

COPY-RULE is M.
The relationships in the target occurrence are left alone, and any relationships for the TEST, HIST, or PROD
status occurrence are not copied.
In the example, File A Version 001 is related to program X and File A Version T001 is related to program Y.

Restore or Copy to TEST Version When the Model Occurrence Is the OBJECT

 COPY-RULE is S or B. 

Any relationships for the target occurrence are deleted. Relationships of the TEST, HIST, or PROD status occurrence are
copied to the target occurrence.

In the previous example, File A Versions 001 and T001 is related to program X.

 COPY-RULE is O or N. 

No relationship copying is done and any existing relationships in the target status are removed.

In the example, File A Version 001 is related to program X and file A is not related to either program.

 COPY-RULE is M. 

The relationships in the target occurrence are left alone, and any relationships for the TEST, HIST, or PROD status
occurrence are not copied.

In the example, File A Version 001 is related to program X and File A Version T001 is related to program Y.

MODEL-RULE

You can specify how the relationship is maintained when occurrences of the entity-type defined in the relationship
specifies the relationship processing which is performed when they are used as models to create new occurrences.
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• If you enter B, all occurrences of the relationship are modeled whether the occurrence you are modeling is the subject
or the object in the relationship.

• If you enter N, no occurrences of the relationship are modeled.
• If you enter O and the occurrence you are modeling is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship

are modeled.
• If you enter S and the occurrence you are modeling is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of this

relationship are modeled.

OCC-MAP-RULE

OCC-MAP-RULE is the relationship attribute that limits the number of occurrences which are grouped as subjects or
objects within a relationship-type. It is the first relationship value designated in the 2000 transaction.

Four pairings are available:

one-to-one (11) Only one subject can be paired to one object.
one-to-many (1M) One subject can be paired to many objects.
many-to-one (M1) Many subjects can be paired to one object.
many-to-many (MM) Many subjects can be paired to many objects.

The following transactions (relationship definitions) illustrate the use of the types of pairings. In the following examples, the
asterisks (****) represent the override code and the default values are accepted for the attribute-values not specified in the
2000 transaction.

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-11

2000 11

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-1M

2000 1M

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-M1

2000 M1

-END

-ADD RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-MM

2000 MM

-END

The first relationship definition limits each TABLE occurrence to one PROGRAM occurrence. The second definition limits
each TABLE occurrence to many PROGRAM occurrences. The third definition permits many TABLE occurrences to
be related to one PROGRAM occurrence. The final definition permits many TABLE occurrences to be related to many
PROGRAM occurrences.

ORDERED-RULE

The ORDERED-RULE attribute allows for the retrieving and displaying of occurrences in a specific order. It is possible
that knowing that a group of objects is related to a given subject occurrence is not enough; knowing the order can be
important.

Ordering could be especially important when it is desirable to know the logical order of the objects as they are related to
the given subject, such as when relationship definitions depict procedures or chronological events.

An example would be the relationship between an occurrence of the JOB entity-type and STEP occurrences. This
relationship has more meaning when the order of the steps within a job is known.
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REQUIRED-RULE

The primary function of the REQUIRED-RULE relationship attribute, when coded Y, is to help ensure that an object of a
relationship is always related to a subject.

When a relationship is defined as required, each occurrence of the entity-type designated as the object must always be
related to a subject occurrence. When adding a required object occurrence in batch, a 1003 RELT transaction must be
supplied to relate the new object occurrence to a valid subject occurrence. This is not necessary if the relationship was
previously established as an AUTO-RULE and the 1003 RELT transaction was processed with the subject occurrence.

When adding a required object occurrence using the online facility, the Relationship Maintenance panel is automatically
displayed so that the relationship can be completed.

The REQUIRED-RULE also causes special editing to be performed when deleting a subject occurrence or changing the
status of a required subject.

The subject of a REQUIRED-RULE cannot be deleted if that subject is currently related to any existing required objects.
For example, if a REQUIRED-RULE is defined between SYSTEM and PROGRAM entity-types, where SYSTEM is the
subject of the relationship and PROGRAM is the object, a SYSTEM occurrence cannot be deleted as long as it is related
to any PROGRAM occurrence by the REQUIRED-RULE.

To delete a subject that has required objects, two options are available:

• Delete the objects.
• Remove the relationships between the subject and the object by disconnecting or unrelating the occurrences.

If a relationship is required and ordered and a new version is created through a copy, a 1003 RELT for the new version
must be done to establish the order for the new version. This must be done because the copy function does not copy
ordered relationship-occurrences and because the relationship is defined as "required."

If an occurrence which is the object of a required relationship is added without implementing the relationship, the
occurrence is placed in INCO status.

Run -HSD RESET

You must reset the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) after adding a relationship definition. For more
information about resetting the HSD, see DDCFBLD utility and the -HSD RESET transaction.

Updating Relationship Definitions

You can update your user-defined relationship definitions. The values for the REQUIRED-RULE, AUTO-RULE, COPY-
RULE and MODEL-RULE attributes can be changed without restrictions. The modifications you can make to the OCC-
MAP-RULE and ORDERED-RULE attribute-values are explained next.

 OCC-MAP-RULE 

The OCC-MAP-RULE attribute-value can be changed as follows:

 Original Value  New Value 
11 1M

M1
MM

1M MM
M1 MM

An original value of MM cannot be changed to anything else. You can delete the relationship definition and add it with
a different mapping value. This requires you to delete all the many-to-many relationships you may have established
between occurrences before you can delete the relationship definition.
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 ORDERED-RULE 

You cannot change the value for the ORDERED-RULE attribute from the original value. Delete the relationship and define
a new relationship with a different value. Unrelate the occurrences in an ordered chain before deleting the relationship
definition.

 Run -HSD RESET 

Reset the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) after modifying any relationship definition. For more
information about resetting the HSD, see the DDCFBLD utility and the -HSD RESET transaction,

Deleting Relationship Definitions

The predefined relationships furnished with Datacom Datadictionary should not be deleted; however, any user-defined
relationship can be. To delete such a relationship definition, submit the -DEL RELATIONSHIP transaction through
DDUPDATE. The 2000 transaction is not required. Deleting the definition deletes all occurrences of the relationship if
accompanied by a 1000 OBSOLETE transaction, as in the following example. The asterisks (****) represent the override
code.

-DEL RELATIONSHIP,TABLE.PROGRAM(,,****),INPUT-11

1000 OBSOLETE

-END

Relationship Definitions Report

The reporting facility of Datacom Datadictionary can report on user-defined and standard (or predefined) relationship-
types. This is true of the relationship Definitions Report and any of the reports produced with path reporting. The most
common questions regarding structure asked by any person who manages a database are as follows.

• Does X relate to Y?
• Can I relate an X or X's to a Y or Y's?
• Will the relationship between X and Y be required?
• Will the relationship between X and Y be automatic?
• Will X relate to Y in a certain order?

The Definitions Report provides a list of the relationship definitions which are established in Datacom Datadictionary.
Unlike the Relationship Report which contains information about occurrences that are related to each other, the Definitions
Report contains information about each relationship definition that is valid for the installation. The characteristics of
the relationship definition such as the subject entity-type, object entity-type, relationship name, and mapping rules are
included.

Processing Other Occurrences
Use the ENTMAINT Mode to add and maintain non-Model occurrences and to add and maintain the special Universal
fields. Model occurrences are those occurrences of entity-types which are the base or root occurrences of the structures
and substructures in the DB Model or FILE Model. For example, the DATABASE occurrence is the root occurrence of
the DATABASE structure and AREA, TABLE, ELEMENT, and KEY occurrences are base occurrences of their respective
substructures. For illustrations of the models, see DB Model and File Model.

The AUTHORIZATION and PERSON occurrences are defined in the AUTHORIZE Mode. Specific occurrences, such as
plans, statements, synonyms, and views, are created or deleted in the Interactive SQL Service Facility only.

The following topics are included on this page:

NOTE
You can also create TABLE and AUTHORIZATION occurrences with SQL processing.
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Other standard entity-types include the following:

JOB NODE REPORT
LIBRARY PANEL STEP
MEMBER PARTITION-VALUE SYSTEM
MODULE PROGRAM

Unlike the occurrences in the DB Model and FILE Model structures, the relationships required for non-Model occurrences
are not automatic. Add the relationships between a non-Model occurrence and another occurrence, which can be a Model
or non-Model occurrence.

NOTE
Other Broadcom products, such as Ideal for Datacom and Dataquery, use and maintain certain occurrences and
relationships. There are restrictions on making changes that might affect those occurrences and relationships.
For details, see the people responsible for administering those products on your system.

Adding an Occurrence

You can define the occurrences identified in the preceding section using the ADD function in ENTMAINT Mode.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to add an occurrence.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 3 (ADD).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 ADD                  :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 ADD                  :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /
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   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute Update panel which lists all the modifiable attributes for the occurrence you
are adding. If the attribute is not displayed, you can scroll the PF keys or commands to locate the attribute.

Fill in attribute-values for relevant attributes.

NOTE
If you are adding an occurrence which has a required relationship, Datacom Datadictionary presents the
Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel before presenting the Attribute Update panel. Complete the
Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel starting at Step 5 in Relating Occurrences, then return to this step.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If your entries are correct, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE ADD and all attributes
(modifiable and nonmodifiable) for the occurrence, as well as the attribute-values.

To complete the definition of this occurrence, you can relate this occurrence to one or more occurrences, depending on
the entity-type of the occurrences and the relationship. See Adding and Maintaining Relationship Definitions for a list of
relationships provided with this version of Datacom Datadictionary and the steps to specify a user-defined relationship.

If the occurrence to which you are relating this new occurrence already exists, go to the steps following on adding
relationships.

If the occurrence to which you are relating this new occurrence does not exist, repeat the previous steps to add the
occurrence before attempting to add the relationship.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds a LIBRARY occurrence to the Datacom Datadictionary. The 6100
transaction identifies the type of library the occurrence uses.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD LIBRARY,CA-LIBRARY(001)

 6100 ROSCOE

 -END

Relating Occurrences

You can relate a newly created occurrence to an existing occurrence or to another newly created occurrence.

If you have just completed adding a new occurrence using the preceding steps, you can press PF2 to have Datacom
Datadictionary return you to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel. If this is the case, you can skip Step 1 and
begin with Step 2.
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If you have just completed other tasks in another mode, return to the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel and start with
Step 1.

If you have just signed on to Datacom Datadictionary and want to complete the definition of previously created
occurrences by adding relationships or add new relationships between existing occurrences, start with Step 1.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to add relationships between occurrences.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Since you are updating the occurrence by adding a
relationship, select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 3 (UPDATE RELATIONSHIP).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE RELATIONSHIP  :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    REL           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5
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The Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9
(APPLY).

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary automatically presents this panel when you are adding an occurrence with a required
relationship. In that situation, the panel displays only two options, the A (Add) and the X (Exit) options. Datacom
Datadictionary also fills in the relationship name for you since it is required. You complete the panel by
specifying the occurrence to which you are relating the occurrence you have just created.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Relationship maintenance procedure                          T08U

 1. Select function: _               R - Retrieve   U - Update

                                     A - Add        D - Delete

                                     X - exit from relationship maintenance

 2. Describe relationship:

 Relationship Name: _______________________________ relates this occurrence....

 Type: FILE                             Parent:

 Name: PAYROLL                          Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to this occurrence:

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: ________________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

    ...with this intersection data:

       _______________________________________________________________________

 3. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PFKEY 9 to process.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If you are adding a nonordered relationship and the subject and object entity-types are not the same, you have completed
the task. If another relationship panel is displayed after you press PF9, perform the following steps.

Step 6

The Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry panel appears if the relationship you are adding is between two occurrences
of the same entity-type, such as PROGRAM and PROGRAM. This type of relationship is a recursive relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel for you, except for the last field on the panel. Type an S (Subject) or
an O (Object) to indicate whether the second occurrence on the panel is the subject or object of this relationship. After you
complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Relationship Add Subject/Object inquiry                            T81F

 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___
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    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 _   Enter S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel will

     be the subject or the object of the relationship.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

If no other relationship panel is displayed after you press Enter, you have completed the task of adding a relationship.

Step 7

The Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information panel appears only if you are adding an ordered relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel for you except for a checklist at the bottom of the panel. Complete
your entries on this panel after reading the following list. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Ordered Relationship Add sequence information                      T82F

 Relationship Name: ________________________________   will relate......

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status: ____    Version ___

    ...to........

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: _______________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 Specify position of the object occurrence in a set of ordered relationships

 by selecting one of the following:

   _ First in set ($FIRST)

   _ Last in set  ($LAST)

   _ After this occurrence....          Parent: _______________________________

     Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

You must select one of the first three fields in the list.
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds a relationship between a LIBRARY occurrence and a FILE occurrence.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD LIBRARY,CA-LIBRARY(001)

 1003 RELT,FILE,PAYROLL(T001),LIB-FIL-RESIDE

 -END

Copying an Occurrence

You can create a new version of an occurrence using the COPY option in ENTMAINT Mode. This option is valid only for
non-Model occurrences. To create a new version of a DB Model occurrence, perform that task in DBMAINT Mode. Use
FILEMAINT Mode to create a new version of a FILE Model occurrence. If you want to copy to PROD status, use UPD
status. For more information, see Updating Existing Occurrences.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to create a new occurrence in TEST status with the COPY function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 5 (COPY).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 COPY                 :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 COP                  :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Copy Occurrence panel. This panel displays selection criteria information about
the anchored occurrence and fields where you can enter text and password criteria for the new occurrence. After you
complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity-occurrence maintenance:

                                                                            T04U

                            Copy Occurrence Panel

            (Create the next version of an existing entity-occurrence)

 Existing Occurrence Information:

 Type: JOB

 Name: CA-JOB                           Status: TEST   Version: 002

 New Occurrence Information:

 Text Option: ______   (CLASS, COPIED, NOTEXT or SHARED - default is SHARED)

 New Password:         (default is password of copied occurrence)

 Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to make the copy.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If you do not enter a text option or use the NOTEXT or SHARED options, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute
Update panel. Go to Step 6.

Step 5

If you did not enter a text option or entered COPIED, NOTEXT, or SHARED, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Attribute Update panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ENTITY-OCCURRENCE COPY. Go to Step 6.

If you entered CLASS for the Text Option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Text Copy Criteria Fill-in panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000199I - 04UP - SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE COPY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                      Text Copy Criteria Fill-in

 Source Occurrence

 JOB                               ________________________________

 (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

 CA-JOB                           ( 0001 ,      ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD                          (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)
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 Target Occurrence

 JOB                               ________________________________

 (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

 CA-JOB                           ( 0002 ,      ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD                          (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

The panel displays the existing occurrence version and the new occurrence version and the current default classification
name. You can change the default classification name for a session with the SET TEXT class-name command, where
class-name is 1 to 32 characters. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.

The current default classification name is displayed. When you type a different classification name over the displayed
name, Datacom Datadictionary creates this text classification for the occurrence and copies the text into it. For rules and
reserved words for names, see Following Naming Standards.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). When your entries are accepted, Datacom
Datadictionary displays the next panel with the message SUCCESSFUL TEXT COPY.

Step 6

The Attribute Update panel lists the modifiable attributes for the occurrence. You can add, change or delete attribute-
values for any of the displayed attributes. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When your entries are accepted, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Attribute Display panel with the message
SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE and all modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes for the anchored occurrence and
the values assigned to the attributes. This completes the copying process.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection copies a JOB occurrence to a new version. The 1000 APPLY transaction copies
the text associated with the copied version to the new version.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CPY JOB,CA-JOB(002)

 1000 APPLY,TEXT

 -END

Modeling an Occurrence

You can use existing occurrences as models to create new occurrences.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new occurrence.
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Online Steps

Use the following steps to model an occurrence.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 6 (MODEL).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 MODEL                :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 MDL                  :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary presents the Model Occurrence panel. The information about the existing occurrence you are
using as the model is filled in for you. Complete this panel by filling in information about the new occurrence you are
creating. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

=>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity-occurrence maintenance:                                        T26U

                          Model Occurrence Panel

    (Add a new entity-occurrence, using an existing occurrence as a model)

 Existing Occurrence Information:

 Type: NODE

 Name: CA-NODE                          Status: TEST   Version: 001

 New Occurrence Information:

  Name: ________________________________

 Text Option: ______   (CLASS, COPIED, NOTEXT) - default is NOTEXT)

 New Password:         (default is password of model occurrence)

 Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to add the new occurrence.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

To copy the text associated with the old occurrence to the new occurrence, enter CLASS or COPIED. If you leave this field
blank, the new occurrence is created without text -- go to Step 6.

CLASS presents the Text Copy Criteria Fill-in panel where you can specify a classification of the text to copy. For more
information, see Adding and Maintaining Text. COPIED copies all text associated with old occurrence version and
associates all copied text with new occurrence version. NOTEXT creates the new version of occurrence without any
associated text.

Step 5

If you entered CLASS for the Text Option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Text Copy Criteria Fill-in panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                      Text Copy Criteria Fill-in

 Source Occurrence

 NODE                              ________________________________

 (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

 CA-NODE                          ( 0001 ,      ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD                          (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)

 Target Occurrence

 NODE                              ________________________________

 (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

 NEW-NODE                         ( 0001 ,      ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD                          (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The panel displays the existing occurrence version and the new occurrence version and the current default classification
name. You can change the default classification name for a session with the SET TEXT class-name command, where
class-name is 1 to 32 characters. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

When your entries are accepted, Datacom Datadictionary displays the next panel with the message SUCCESSFUL TEXT
COPY.

Step 6

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute Update panel listing the modifiable attributes for the occurrence. You can
add, change, or delete attribute-values for any of the displayed attributes.

NOTE
If you are adding an occurrence which has a required relationship, Datacom Datadictionary presents the
Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel before presenting the Attribute Update panel. Complete the
Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel starting at Step 5 in Relating Occurrences, then return to this step.

To complete the definition of your new occurrence, you can change the attribute-values or add values to any attributes
which do not have current values.

To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right of
the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible attribute-value.

To change existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in
the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). When your entries are accepted, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the Attribute Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE and all
modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes for the anchored occurrence and the attribute-values. This completes the
modeling process.

Batch Transactions

The following transaction models a NODE occurrence, using a PROD status NODE occurrence as the model. Fore more
information about a NODE occurrence, see 7211 NODE Transaction.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD NODE,NEW-NODE(001)

 1000 MODEL,CA-NODE(001)

 7211 00334

 -END

Deleting an Occurrence

You can delete an occurrence using the DELETE option in ENTMAINT Mode. Deleting a TEST or HIST status occurrence
removes that occurrence from the Datacom Datadictionary. Deleting an occurrence in PROD status moves the occurrence
to HIST status. You must use the DBMAINT Mode to delete a DB Model occurrence. To delete a FILE Model occurrence,
you must use the FILEMAINT Mode.
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NOTE
Other Broadcom products can delete HIST status versions. For details, see the people responsible for
administering those products on your system.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to delete an occurrence.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 4 (DELETE).

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 DELETE               :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DEL                  :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the list of attributes and assigned attribute-values for the occurrence you are deleting.
If this is the occurrence you want to delete, press PF9 (APPLY) to initiate the process. Datacom Datadictionary displays
the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel with the message SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE DELETE. This
completes the deletion process.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction deletes a JOB occurrence.
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 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL JOB,CA-JOB(001)

 -END

1000 APPLY transaction

Updating Existing Occurrences
You can update existing occurrences by adding, modifying or deleting attribute-values, adding or deleting FIELD
occurrences, or changing the status. Use the UPDATE function of ENTMAINT Mode to perform these tasks.

The following topics are included on this page:

Updating Attribute-Values

If authorized, you can update the attribute-values of any occurrence using the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE option of the
UPDATE function in ENTMAINT Mode.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to update attribute-values for an existing occurrence.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 or enter the SET MODE ENTM command.

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 1 (UPDATE ATTRIBUTE).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE ATTRIBUTE     :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    ATT           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .
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   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute Update panel listing all the modifiable attributes for the anchored
occurrence and the values currently assigned to these attributes. If the desired attribute is not displayed, you can use the
scroll PF keys or commands to locate the attribute.

NOTE
If the occurrence you are updating is the object of a required relationship and is not related to a subject,
Datacom Datadictionary displays the Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel before displaying the Attribute
Update panel. Before you can modify attribute-values for the newly created occurrence, complete this panel.
Start at Step 5 in Relating Occurrences to complete the required relationship for this new occurrence and return
to this step to modify the attribute-values.

To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right of
the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible attribute-value.

To change existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in
the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value.

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

The panel displays the occurrence's modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes and the attribute-values. This completes the
updating process.

Batch Transactions

The following transaction updates a MODULE occurrence. The 7130 transaction updates the DATE-MODIFIED attribute
(the position of the attribute-value is correct in the example).

 -UPD MODULE,CA-MODULE(001)

 7130                                                11/01/08

 -END

Updating FIELD Occurrences

You can update the attribute-values of a FIELD occurrence using the UPDATE FIELD option of the UPDATE function in
ENTMAINT Mode.
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NOTE
If the FIELD occurrence which you are updating has constraints and you receive a constraint error, see the
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to update a FIELD occurrence.

At Step 5, the updating process differs depending on the entity-type of the anchored occurrence. After completing Step 4,
select one of the following options which matches the entity-type of the anchored occurrence to complete your updates:

• Section Anchored Occurrence: RECORD or TABLE
• Section Anchored Occurrence: KEY
• Section Anchored Occurrence: ELEMENT

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 2 (UPDATE FIELD).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE FIELD         :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    FIE           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

At this point, the updating process differs depending on the entity-type of the anchored occurrence. Select one of the
following options which matches the entity-type of the anchored occurrence to complete your updates.

Complete your specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions.

Keywords in the Optional Criteria Box

using
You can enter qualifiers for the type of display in these fields. With these qualifiers, you can select displays of
occurrences by aliases, by descriptors, along a path of related occurrences, or by display of SQL names for a
table.
If you enter A (Alias) without an alias name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet the
specifications in the other fields on the panel that also have an alias name. If you specify A and an alias name,
Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet the specifications in the other fields on the panel
that also have the alias name you specify.
If you enter D (Descriptor) without a descriptor name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that
meet the specifications in the other fields on the panel that also have a descriptor name. If you specify D and a
descriptor name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet the specifications in the other
fields on the panel that also have the descriptor name you specify.
If you enter P (Path) without STANDARD, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Path Definition panel where you
can define the path to display only those occurrences you want to see. See Defining a Path. If you enter P and
STANDARD, Datacom Datadictionary bypasses the Path Definition panel and uses the Standard Path for the
relationship when presenting the display.
If you enter S (Sqlname) and are displaying a table or tables, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQLNAME
associated with that table.
Valid Entries:

A
A alias name
D
D descriptor-name
P
P STANDARD
S SQLNAME

Default Value:
(No default)

Keywords in the Remainder of the Panel

(&et).
Use this field to limit your selection to a single entity. Specify the name of the entity, such as alias. If you leave this
field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns occurrences of all entities. You cannot
use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
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You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel. See the section on how Datacom Datadictionary returns occurrences in How to
Arrange Retrieval Sequence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet
the other selection criteria you enter on this panel. See the section on how Datacom Datadictionary returns
occurrences in How to Arrange Retrieval Sequence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or (vers,
Specify the status or version. When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default
and returns the first occurrence or all occurrences that meet the other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid for TBL, FLD, KEY, ELM, CNS)
INCO
HIST or H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (to use the AS OF option)
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

pswd,
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
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ovrd)
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
AS OF YYYYMMDDhhmm

(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
201001 for the year and month or 201000101 for the year, month and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Anchored Occurrence RECORD or TABLE

Step 1

The Field Maintenance panel displays the FIELD occurrences in the record or table. You can use the scroll PF keys or
commands to locate the FIELD occurrences in the display.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  1        ORD-ID

        00005     NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C     000

 000002  1        BILL-DT

        00000     CHAR   00006  00001    L    N    N

 000003   2       BILL-YR

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000004   2       BILL-MO

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000005   2       BILL-DAY

        00000     CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.
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Important Facts

For data type information, see Step 3: Define the FIELD Occurrences for This Table or see the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference. To delete fields, type D in the line number of the desired FIELD occurrences and press Enter.
For more information, see Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

Step 2

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Field Summary for the record or table and a message noting successful field
maintenance. This completes the updating process for the record or table.

Anchored Occurrence KEY

Step 1

Datacom Datadictionary displays the FIELD occurrences in the anchored KEY occurrence. You can use the scroll PF keys
or commands to locate the FIELD occurrences in the display.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR KEY FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE    STA VER

  KEY  ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T09U

        Key Field Name                   Compiler-Name                  ASM-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== ============================== ========

 0001   ORD-ID

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === ============================== ========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

When you type in a FIELD occurrence name, remember that the FIELD occurrence must already be defined in the record
or table. If you specify the parent field of a compound field as a component of the key, all the simple FIELD occurrences
in the compound field will be included. You can specify selected simple FIELD occurrences within a compound field as
components of the key. If this is the case, do not specify the parent field as a component.
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Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete fields, type D in the line number of the desired FIELD occurrences and press Enter. For more information, see
Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

Step 2

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). Datacom Datadictionary displays the Field Summary
for the key and a message noting successful field maintenance.

Anchored Occurrence ELEMENT

Step 1

The panel displays all the FIELD occurrences in the record or table. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to
locate the FIELD occurrences in the display. Fields which are included in the element have a Y (yes) as the attribute-value
in the Include? attribute. The value for this attribute is N (no) if the field is not included in the element.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  ELM  ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-EL   T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T12U

 Element's First Field-Name: ORD-ID

            Last Field-Name: CUST-NO

          Element Field-Name

          Include?    Compiler-Name                    Assembler-Name

 ====== = ========================= T O P   ===================================

 000001   ORD-ID

          Y

 000002   BILL-DT

          Y

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To add a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute to Y.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute to N.

Step 2

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If your entries on this panel are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Field Summary for the element and a
message noting successful field maintenance. This completes the updating process for the element.
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Updating Status

You can update the status of a non-Model occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. For example, you can change a TEST status
occurrence to a PROD status occurrence or change a PROD status occurrence to HIST status.

QUAL production status indicates that the occurrence is in the process of being updated from TEST status to PROD
status. You can update the status of an occurrence to QUAL status. You can update an occurrence in QUAL status only
to TEST status. This status applies only to occurrences of those entities which are not included in the DB Model or FILE
Model.

NOTE
Other Broadcom products maintain the status of certain occurrences of some entity-types. In that case, status
maintenance should be performed as defined by the product.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to update the status of an occurrence.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Select option 2 (or enter the SET MODE ENTM command).

Step 2

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel appears. Select option 2 (UPDATE).

Step 3

The DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Panel listing update functions appears after you select UPDATE. Type the
option number for the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and press Enter. Select
option 4 (UPDATE STATUS).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. This panel displays the command on the left, a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence. After you complete your
entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance       Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE STATUS        :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 UPD    STA           :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)        (S-Sqlname)    :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Status Change panel. The panel displays the current status of the
anchored occurrence and one field where you enter the new status.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR STATUS CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  JOB  CA-JOB       T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T10U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Status Change

 Current status of occurrence: TEST

 1. Enter new status: ____   (Valid entries: PROD, HIST, QUAL)

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). Datacom Datadictionary displays the
DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel with the message SUCCESSFUL STATUS CHANGE. This completes the
status update process.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction updates an occurrence to PROD status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD JOB,CA-JOB(001),PROD

 -END

Field Maintenance Error Codes
Datacom Datadictionary displays specific error codes on certain maintenance panels to identify the problem with an entry.
The following sections list the error codes for each type of panel.

The following topics are included on this page:
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Record/Table Field Maintenance Panel Error Codes

The following error codes are presented on the Record or Table Field Maintenance Panel if an error is encountered.
Datacom Datadictionary displays the error code when you apply the FIELD entity-occurrence definition.

These codes are also issued as Datacom Datadictionary batch DDUPDATE messages in the format DDPFLD00cc, where
cc is the online error code.

NOTE
For more information, see   Messages.

A0
The FIELD entity-occurrence name specified for the AFTER attribute-value does not exist in the table.

A1
An invalid name specified for the AFTER attribute-value.

A2
New FIELD entity-occurrence separates the FIELD entity-occurrences specified in the PARENT and VALUE
attribute-values.

A3
New FIELD entity-occurrence separates the FIELD entity-occurrences specified in the PARENT and REDEFINES
attribute-values.

A4
New FIELD entity-occurrence separates the FIELD entity-occurrences specified in the PARENT and INDEXED-
BY attribute-values.

A5
The FIELD entity-occurrence specified in the AFTER attribute-value is not a parent or indexed-by FIELD entity-
occurrence.

CN
Constraint violation detected.

C0
Invalid LEVEL attribute-value specified.

C1
New level must be a compound FIELD entity-occurrence (CLASS C).

C2
Invalid LEVEL attribute-value specified for the data type specified for the TYPE attribute-value.

C4
NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value is invalid for the CLASS attribute-value designated.

C5
Invalid CLASS attribute-value specified for an SQL ADD.

D0
Invalid number of decimals specified in the DECIMALS attribute-value.

E0
End FIELD entity-occurrence not found.

E1
End FIELD entity-occurrence has a FIELD entity-occurrence name specified in the AFTER attribute-value.

E2
Delete not possible, see alternate error code.
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E3
Invalid name specified for the DB Element-Name FIELD entity-occurrence (ELM-NAME attribute).

E4
Element specified in the DB Element-Name FIELD entity-occurrence (ELM-NAME attribute) exists in the TABLE
substructure.

F0
Invalid function code.

I0
INDEXED-BY attribute-value for parent FIELD entity-occurrence exceeds maximum number (12).

J0
Invalid JUSTIFICATION attribute-value.

K0
Invalid TYPE-NUMERIC attribute-value.

L0
Invalid LENGTH attribute-value for the FIELD entity-occurrence.

L2
Invalid LENGTH attribute-value for the data type.

M0
FIELD entity-occurrence within structure of modeled FIELD entity-occurrence exists within the record or table.

N0
Invalid FIELD entity-occurrence NAME attribute-value.

N1
Field exists in the record or table.

N2
Field not found.

N3
Field not part of the UNIVERSAL record.

N4
Field name is too long.

N5
The NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value must be N or Y.

N6
The new name specified was invalid.

N7
The NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value must be N for a compound or repeating FIELD entity-occurrence.

P0
Field specified in the PARENT attribute-value does not exist in the table.

P1
Invalid PARENT/AFTER attribute-value combination.

P3
Redefining FIELD entity-occurrence parent FIELD entity-occurrence must be a compound (CLASS attribute-value
C) or simple (CLASS attribute-value S) FIELD entity-occurrence.
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P4
Value FIELD entity-occurrence parent FIELD entity-occurrence must be a compound (CLASS attribute-value C) or
simple (CLASS attribute-value S) FIELD entity-occurrence.

P5
Indexed by FIELD entity-occurrence parent FIELD entity-occurrence must be a compound (CLASS attribute-value
C) or simple (CLASS attribute-value S) FIELD entity-occurrence.

P6
Internal - FIELD entity-occurrence parent FIELD entity-occurrence not found.

P7
Parent FIELD entity-occurrence is not in insert-after FIELD entity-occurrence structure.

P8
Parent FIELD entity-occurrence repeating factor must be greater than 1.

P9
The asterisk specified for the element name is invalid.

Q0
Invalid REPEAT attribute-value.

Q1
Precision value invalid.

Q2
The precision value for the field is zero which is incorrect for the field type.

R0
Invalid REDEFINES attribute-value.

R1
Value FIELD entity-occurrence cannot be a redefining FIELD entity-occurrence.

R2
Indexed by FIELD entity-occurrence cannot be a redefining FIELD entity-occurrence.

R3
Redefining FIELD entity-occurrence has invalid CLASS attribute-value specified in Level.

R4
No valid redefined FIELD entity-occurrence.

R5
Child cannot redefine parent FIELD entity-occurrence.

R6
Field with NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value Y cannot have REDEFINES attribute-value Y.

R7
Field cannot redefine a FIELD entity-occurrence with NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value Y.

R8
A null value was specified in a REDEFINES attribute-value, this attribute-value cannot contain a null value.

S0
Invalid sign attribute-value.

T0
Invalid data type.

T2
An invalid data type for the SEMANTIC-TYPE attribute-value was specified.
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T3
The number of decimal positions specified exceeds the length of the FIELD entity-occurrence.

U0
Failed user edits.

V1
Invalid default-insert attribute-value was given.

Element Structure Maintenance Panel Error Codes

The following error codes appear on the ELEMENT Structure Maintenance Panel if an error is encountered. Datacom
Datadictionarydisplays the error code when you apply the definition.

These codes are also issued as Datacom Datadictionary batch DDUPDATE messages in the format DDPELM000n,
where n is the online error code.

NOTE
For more information, see Messages.

1
Invalid function code.

2
Invalid FIELD entity-occurrence name.

3
Field exists in the element.

4
Field is not in record or table.

5
Invalid Assembler name.

6
Invalid compiler name.

7
Field not found in element.

Key Structure Maintenance Panel Error Codes

The following error codes appear on the KEY Structure Maintenance Panel if an error is encountered. Datacom
Datadictionary displays the error code when you apply the definition.

These codes are also issued as Datacom Datadictionary batch DDUPDATE messages in the format DDPKEY000n, where
n is the online error code.

NOTE
For more information, see Messages.

1
Invalid function code.

2
Invalid FIELD entity-occurrence name.

3
Field is not in record or table.

4
Field is already defined to the key.
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5
Invalid FIELD entity-occurrence specified at AFTER ATTRIBUTE.

6
Exceeds maximum number of FIELD entity-occurrences allowed.

7
Invalid Assembler name.

8
Invalid compiler name.

9
Field not found in key.

C
Invalid CLASS attribute-value for FIELD entity-occurrence.

D
DATA-SENSITIVE attribute-value must be Y or N.

O
ORDER attribute-value must be A or D.

R
Constraint violation detected.

Attribute Update Panel Error Codes

The following error codes appear on the Attribute Update Panels if an error is encountered. Datacom Datadictionary
displays the error code when you apply the maintenance.

1
Data is truncated on the panel.

2
Entry is too long.

3
Field name is invalid.

4
Format is invalid.

5
Field is too long to be converted to or from requested format.

6
Entry must be numeric.

7
Field is not defined as simple.

8
Entry contains an invalid hex character.

9
Length is invalid for hex entry.

B
Data does not match Datacom Datadictionary requirements.

L
Internal error was encountered during processing.
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N
Value is not updatable by the user.

-
This numeric data is negative.

Structure Display Panels
The full structure display panels present certain attribute-values for the occurrences in the Datacom/DB Model and
Broadcom FILE Model structures, as shown in the following sample display panel. The attributes for the entity-types in the
Models are identified on the following pages.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                           TDXD

        Status: T001

 

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY

                                      00010

 000002   AREA               ACCTS-REC-AREA

                              ACT            04096   1 0005

 000003     TABLE            ACCTS-REC                                        Y

                              ACT        006 00031   NNNNY000000YN

 000004       KEY            ORD-ID                                           I

                                             00005   00000001N00001RNSNC000

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

The following topics are included on this page:

AREA Occurrence in Datacom/DB Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000002   AREA               ACCTS-REC-AREA

                              ACT            04096   1 0005

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)
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Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name 1 3 DB-Name (DATACOM-NAME)

DB-Id N/A N/A N/A

Length 1 5 Blksz (BLOCK-SIZE)

Options 1 1 Space-Mgt (SPACE-MNGMNT)

3 4 Slack (SLACK)

DATABASE Occurrence in Datacom/DB Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY

                                      00010

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name N/A N/A N/A

DB-Id 1 5 Database ID (DATACOM-ID)

Length N/A N/A N/A

Options N/A N/A N/A

DATAVIEW Occurrence in Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Models
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000001 DATAVIEW             ACCOUNTS-DVW

          (TABLE/RECORD)     ACCTS
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Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name 1 32 The occurrence name of the
record or table containing the
element or key

DB-Id N/A N/A N/A

Length N/A N/A N/A

Options N/A N/A N/A

ELEMENT Occurrence in Datacom/DB Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000021       ELEMENT        ACCTS

                              ACTFL          00031

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name 1 5 DB-Name (DATACOM-NAME)

DB-Id N/A N/A N/A

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options N/A N/A N/A

ELEMENT Occurrence in Broadcom FILE Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                                             Length  Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================
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 000006     ELEMENT          PER-REC-HISTORY

                                             00132

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name N/A N/A N/A

DB-Id N/A N/A N/A

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options N/A N/A N/A

FIELD Occurrence in Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Models
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000004       FIELD          ORD-ID

                                             00005   00000001N00001RNSNC000

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

DB-Name N/A N/A N/A

DB-Id N/A N/A N/A

Length 1 5 Length (LENGTH)

Options 1 8 Level (numeric designation of
simple, parent, or a subordinate
level in compound fields)

9 1 Type (TYPE)

10 5 Repeat (REPEAT)
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15 1 Just (JUSTIFICATION)

16 1 Redef (REDEFINES)

17 1 Level or Fill (CLASS)

18 1 Sign (SIGN)

19 1 Type (TYPE-NUMERIC)

20 3 Dec (DECIMALS)

NOTE
For a field defined with a V data type (VARCHAR), the Length value includes the automatically generated two-
byte field which defines the length of the data.

FILE Occurrence in Broadcom FILE Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                                             Length  Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 

 000001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

                                             01024

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

Length 1 5 Recsz (MAX-RECORD-SIZE)

Options N/A N/A N/A

KEY Occurrence in Datacom/DB Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 000019       KEY            ORDER-ID-KEY                                     I

                              ACTOR    004 00005   YYY

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)
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Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use 1 1 Indicates the type of key: I for a
regular indexing key or P for a
partitioning key. (KEY-TYPE)

DB-Name 1 5 DB-Name (DATACOM-NAME)

DB-Id 1 3 Key Id (DATACOM-ID)

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options 1 1 Master-Key or Mst (MASTER-
KEY)

2 1 Native-Seq or Nat (NATIVE-
KEY)

3 1 Nil (INCLUDE-NIL-KEY)

NOTE
The key Length value does not include the two-byte field that defines the length of the data for fields defined with
a data type of V (VARCHAR). Therefore, this value will not match the sum of the fields length.

KEY Occurrence in Broadcom FILE Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                                             Length  Options

 

 000006     KEY              EMP-NO

                                             00005

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys in
a Datacom/DB structure.

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options N/A N/A N/A

RECORD Occurrence in Broadcom FILE Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                                             Length  Options

 

 000002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

                                             00132
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Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use N/A N/A Only valid for tables and keys.

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options N/A N/A N/A

TABLE Occurrence in Datacom/DB Model
         Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 

 000003     TABLE            ACCTS-REC                                        Y

                              ACT        006 00031   NNNNY000000YN

 

Column Heading Position Length Keywords on Panels
(Attribute Name)

Entity-Type Varies Varies (indented according to
position in structure)

The occurrence name defined
in Datacom Datadictionary
to identify this entity-type.
(ENTITY-TYPE)

Occurrence-Name 1 32 The name defined in Datacom
Datadictionary for this entity-
occurrence. (ENTITY-NAME)

Use 1 1 Indicates the role of the table
in partitioning. The values are:
Y for a partitioned table (the
parent); P for a table partition
(a child); R for tables that are
partitioned but with restricted
access, that is, no access to
the individual partitions; or
N for tables not involved in
partitioning. (PARTITION)

DB-Name 1 5 DB-Name (DATACOM-NAME)

DB-Id 1 3 DB-Id (DATACOM-ID)

Length 1 5 Sum of lengths of fields

Options 1 1 Logging (LOGGING)

2 1 Recovery (RECOVERY)
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3 1 Master-Key Change
(CHNG-MASTER-KEY)

4 1 Master-Key Dupe
(DUPE-MASTER-KEY)

5 1 Pipeline (PIPELINE)

6 3 Cluster-Ky Len (CLUSTER-
KEY-LEN)

9 3 Cluster-Ky Id (CLUSTER-KEY-
ID)

12 1 SQL (SQL-INTENT)

13 1 Compress Y/N
(COMPRESSION)

14 8 Compress Exit (COMPRESS-
EXIT)

NOTE
The Length value does not include the two-byte field that defines the length of the data for fields defined with a
data type of V (VARCHAR). Therefore, this value will not match the sum of the fields length.

Defining and Using Universal Fields
Datacom Datadictionary provides a special RECORD occurrence named UNIVERSAL to contain the field entity-
occurrence that you can define to use as models for fields in your TABLE and RECORD substructures. With universal
fields, you can specify the commonly used fields that you want consistently defined and documented. Universal FIELD
occurrences can be added, maintained, and modeled in online and batch processing.

This following tasks are described:

• Adding Universal Fields
• Maintaining Universal Fields
• Using Universal Fields

Modeling from the UNIVERSAL record promotes consistency in Datacom Datadictionary because all the fields
representing the same information can be created with the same field characteristics. Also, the text of the universal field
can be shared by one or more modeled occurrences.

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed, it includes the UNIVERSAL record with a version number 0. You define all
universal fields in this record.

The fields you define to the UNIVERSAL record depend on what fields you frequently use in your tables or records.
For example, the names for FIELD occurrences defined to the UNIVERSAL record can be ZIP-CODE or DATE. These
universal fields can serve as the model for all FIELD occurrences representing a ZIP code or a date.

Adding Universal Fields

You can use the ENTMAINT Mode or the FILEMAINT Mode in online processing and the -ADD FIELD transaction
collection in batch processing to add universal fields to the UNIVERSAL record. In either online mode, you can use the
online extended format command in Step 2 in the next section.

The occ-name parameter in the command format is the name of the field you are adding to the UNIVERSAL record.
The maximum length for the name of a universal field is 31 characters because you place an equal sign (=) in front of
the name when you use the field as a model in online processing. The name must comply with Datacom Datadictionary
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naming standards in all other respects (see the section on naming standards). If the field you are defining is to be a
compound field, this name must be the name of the parent field (a Level 1 field).

Online Steps

Use the following steps to add a field to the UNIVERSAL record.

Step 1

On the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel, select either ENTMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode.

Step 2

On the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance Menu panel or the FILE Structure Maintenance Menu panel, move the
cursor to the command region at the top of the panel. Enter your command using the following format and press Enter.

Online Extended Formats

 ►►─ ADD ─┬─ UNI ───────┬─ /FIELD,UNIVERSAL.occ-name/ ─────────────────────────►◄

         └─ UNIVERSAL ─┘

 

The parameters for this command are:

/
The slash (/) is the delimiter you use to surround the parameters of the command. When you enter the
parameters, use the specified punctuation. Do not leave any blanks between the parameters.

FIELD,
FIELD is the only valid entity for this command. This must be followed by a comma.

UNIVERSAL.
This is the occurrence name of the record and is the only valid entry. Follow this with a period.

occ-name
This is the 1- to 31-character occurrence name you are giving to the field you are defining to the UNIVERSAL
record.

Step 3

The Record FILE Maintenance Panel appears. This panel displays the field occurrence you are adding as the anchored
occurrence and a region to define attribute-values for the field. The Level of the field and the FIELD occurrence name are
filled in for you in this region.

To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line prior to where you want
the lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information
about line commands, see Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

Fill in the attribute-values for the field as you would any other field After you complete the entries, press PF9 (APPLY) or
enter the APPLY command. For more information, see Updating FIELD Occurrences.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000443I - 03IP - ADD UNIVERSAL FIELD(S) AS DESIRED

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE
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 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  FLD  UNIVERSAL.DATE      T  000

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

                    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 

 000001    1        DATE                             _____

                    _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    2_______ date-yr                          _____

                    c     2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    2_______ date-mo                          _____

                    c     2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    2_______ date-day                         _____

                    c     2____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

 

Step 4

If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary presents a field summary display of the fields you have added and the
message, SUCCESSFUL RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE. Press PF2 (END) to return to the Datacom Datadictionary
Entity Maintenance Function Select panel.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection adds a compound field to the UNIVERSAL record.

  -ADD FIELD,UNIVERSAL.DATE(0)

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS IS THE DATE IN THE YYMMDD FORMAT.

 1200 TEXT END

 4010 START

 4012 C C L N 0

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,UNIVERSAL.DATE-YR(0)

 4010 DATE                             DATE

 4012 S C L N 2

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,UNIVERSAL.DATE-MO(0)

 4010 DATE-YR                          DATE

 4012 S C L N 2

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,UNIVERSAL.DATE-DA(0)

 4010 DATE-MO                          DATE

 4012 S C L N 2

 -END

 

Maintaining Universal Fields

You can use the ENTMAINT Mode or the FILEMAINT Mode in online processing and the -UPD or -DEL transaction
collections in batch processing to maintain the fields in the UNIVERSAL record. In either online mode, you can use the
online extended format command in Step 2 in the next section. If the field is a compound field, specify the name of the
parent field (a Level 1 field).
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NOTE
When updating a universal field that is a part of a compound field, reestablish the length of the compound field
with the VERIFY function. Use the batch 1000 VERIFY transaction with the -UPD header transaction for the
UNIVERSAL record.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to update a field to the UNIVERSAL record.

Step 1

On the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel, select ENTMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode.

Step 2

On the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance Menu panel or the FILE Structure Maintenance Menu panel, move the
cursor to the command region at the top of the panel. Enter your command using the following format and press Enter.

Online Extended Formats

 ►►─┬─ U ──────┬─┬─ UNI ───────┬─ /FIELD,UNIVERSAL.occ-name/ ──────────────────►◄

   └─ UPDATE ─┘ └─ UNIVERSAL ─┘

 

The parameters for this command are:

/
The slash (/) is the delimiter you use to surround the parameters of the command. When you enter the
parameters, use the specified punctuation. Do not leave any blanks between the parameters.

FIELD,
FIELD is the only valid entity for this command. Follow this with a comma.

UNIVERSAL.
This is the occurrence name of the record and is the only valid entry. Follow this with a period.

occ-name
This is the occurrence name of the field you are updating in the UNIVERSAL record.

Step 3

The Record FILE Maintenance Panel appears. This panel displays the field occurrence you are updating as the anchored
occurrence and a section listing the attribute-values for the field.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

 

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  FLD  UNIVERSAL.DATE      T  000

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

                    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 

 000001    1        DATE

                    C     00006  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000
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 000002     2       DATE-YR

                    C     00002  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000

 000003     2       DATE-MO

                    C     00002  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000

 000004     2       DATE-DAY

                    C     00002  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

 

Changing Attribute-Values

To change an attribute-value, type over the existing attribute-value with the new value If the old value is longer than the
new value, use the ERASE or DELETE key to remove the remaining portions of the old value. For valid entries, see
Updating FIELD Occurrences.

Deleting a Field

To delete a field, type D (for delete) in the line number of the field you are deleting.

Step 4

When you finish making changes to the attribute-values or marking the fields for deletion or both, press PF9 (APPLY).

Step 5

If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary presents a field summary display of the fields in the UNIVERSAL record
and the message, SUCCESSFUL RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE. If you delete all fields, the summary display section
is empty. Press PF2 (END) to return to the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance Function Select panel.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transactions update and delete a field in the UNIVERSAL record.

Updating a FIELD Occurrence

In the following example, the 4012 transaction changes the length of the ZIP-CODE FIELD occurrence.

  -UPD FIELD,UNIVERSAL.ZIP-CODE(0)

 4012         00009

 -END

 

Deleting a FIELD Occurrence

The following batch transaction deletes a field in the UNIVERSAL record.

  -DEL FIELD,UNIVERSAL.ZIP-CODE(0)

 -END

 

Using Universal Fields

You can use universal fields when you are defining FIELD occurrences to your DATABASE or FILE structures as long as
the universal fields have already been defined to the UNIVERSAL record. When you are first defining fields to a table or
record, follow the instructions in Step 6 to model an existing universal field.

The following example shows how to use a universal field as a model to define a field to an existing table in a DATABASE
structure.
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Online Steps

Step 1

On the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel, select the DBMAINT Mode and press Enter.

Step 2

On the Datacom/DB Structure Select panel, select the TABLE option and press Enter.

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the TABLE Structure Functions panel. Select the DEFINE option and press Enter.

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DEFINE prompter panel. Fill in the appropriate fields on this panel and press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                           TXCF

 

 DEFINE   TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEF      TBL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

Step 5

The Record FILE Maintenance Panel appears. Move the cursor to the line containing the FIELD occurrence which will
precede the new FIELD occurrence in the table. Remember that PF8 scrolls forward and PF7 scrolls backward. Type I
(Insert) in the line number and press Enter. This inserts one blank group of repeating fields after this line.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  SHIP-TO      T  001

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U
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           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

                    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 000004    1        ST                               _____

                    C     00002  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 000005    1        ZIP                              _____

                    C     00005  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 000006    1        C-O                              _____

                    C     00030  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ......    ________ ________________________________ _____

                    _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

 

Step 6

Specify the Level attribute for the FIELD. Fill in the occurrence name attribute with an equal sign (=) followed by the
occurrence name of the universal field you are using for a model. Do not leave a blank between the equal sign and the
field name. For example, =DATE. After filling in the universal field name, press PF9 to APPLY the update.

   ......    1_______ =date___________________________ _____

                    _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

 

Step 7

If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary presents a field summary display of the fields in the table, including the
newly modeled field and the message, SUCCESSFUL RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE. The following panel is a sample
of the field summary display after scrolling to the last fields in the table. Press PF2 (END) to return to the Datacom/DB
Structure Maintenance Panel.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  SHIP-TO      T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

         Level    Field-Name                                (Numeric Attributes)

                  Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 000004  1        ST

                  CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000005  1        ZIP

                  CHAR   00005  00001    L    N    N

 000006  1        C-O

                  CHAR   00030  00001    L    N    N

 000007  1        DATE

                  CHAR   00006  00001    L    N    N

 000008  2        DATE-YR

                  CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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Batch Transactions

Use the 1000 MODEL transaction when you are modeling a field using batch processing. The 1000 MODEL transaction
causes the attribute-values of the occurrence named in the -ADD header transaction to be modeled after those of the
occurrence specified in the 1000 MODEL transaction. You can make changes to the new occurrence as a part of the
modeling process by coding specific transactions after the 1000 MODEL transaction.

When you model a universal field using batch, you add a FIELD occurrence and specify in the transaction the universal
field which you are using as the model. For example, if a TABLE occurrence named CUSTOMER requires a zip code field,
you can add a field called CUSTOMER.ZIP-CODE and model the occurrence after a universal field you may have called
UNIVERSAL.ZIP-CODE.

Code the positional information for the new field (AFTER, PARENT, and so forth) after the 1000 MODEL transaction.

The format for the 1000 MODEL transaction follows:

1000 MODEL

 ►►─ 1000 ─ MODEL,UNIVERSAL.field-name(0 ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ─ ,TEXT ─────────►◄

                                         ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                         ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                         └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 

The transaction parameters for modeling are:

UNIVERSAL.
This is the occurrence name of the record. It must be separated from the FIELD occurrence name by a period.

field-name
This is the 1- to 31-character alphanumeric name of the FIELD occurrence in the UNIVERSAL record.

(0)
The special status/version number is 0 (zero). If a password and the override code is included in the transaction,
they must be placed within the parentheses.

,pswd
The 1- to 4-character password, if one has been assigned to the FIELD occurrence.

,ovrd
The override code if the FIELD occurrence has been assigned a Lock Level 1 or a Lock Level 2.

,TEXT
The optional TEXT parameter can be used as follows:

• If you include the TEXT parameter, the new field owns a copy of the universal field's text.
• If you use the same name and omit the parameter, the new field shares the text of the universal field.
• If you give the new field a different name in the -ADD transaction and omit the parameter, the new occurrence

is created without text or only with the text you code following the -ADD Header transaction.

The following batch example adds a FIELD occurrence and uses a universal field as a model.

  -ADD FIELD,CUSTOMER.ZIP-CODE(T001)

  1000 MODEL,UNIVERSAL.ZIP-CODE(0)

  -END
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The FIELD occurrence ZIP-CODE is added to the TABLE occurrence CUSTOMER. For this example, assume the TABLE
and FIELD occurrences are TEST status T001. The CUSTOMER.ZIP-CODE is modeled after UNIVERSAL.ZIP-CODE
Version 0. There is no copying of text because the TEXT option is not specified.

You can group occurrences that have been modeled from the UNIVERSAL record in a Datacom Datadictionary report
because they all share the same name. For example, you can generate a batch report for all FIELD occurrences that have
the name ZIP-CODE. The following is an example of such a report request.

  -RPT INDEX,FIELD,ALL.ZIP-CODE

  -END

 

Creating a Replica Database Accessible by SQL
To create multiple definitions of a database in the Directory for data segregation purposes, use the following procedure.

Steps to Prepare the Environment

Assume that a client wants three copies of a PURCHASING database -- one for production use, one for development use
and one for quality assurance use. The production structure in the dictionary is defined in DBID 100. The "cloned" copies
of the structures are to have dbids of 200 (for development) and 300 (for quality assurance). The production version has
already been cataloged to the CXX.

Step 1

Create a dummy database definition in a test status for each of the intended sets of cloned data areas. The occurrence
names of the databases cannot be the same. For example, the databases might be set up with DD occurrence names of
PURCHASING, PURCHASING-DEV and PURCHASING-QA.

Sample Transactions

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD DATABASE,PURCHASING-DEV(T001)

1000 MODEL, PURCHASING(T001)

3000 200

-END

-ADD DATABASE,PURCHASING-QA(T001)

1000 MODEL,PURCHASING(T001)

3000 300

-END

Step 2

Set up one or more areas underneath these databases, depending on whether you want to put all tables into a single area
or each table into its own area, or something in between.

Sample Transactions

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD AREA,VENDOR-AREA-DEV(T001)

1000 MODEL,VENDOR-AREA(T001)

1000 CONNECT,PURCHASING-DEV

3003           VENDOR_AREA_DEV

-END

-ADD AREA,VENDOR-AREA-QA(T001)

1000 MODEL,VENDOR-AREA(T001)
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1000 CONNECT,PURCHASING-QA

3003           VENDOR_AREA_QA

-END

OR Step 2A

This alternative approach eliminates the need for dummy tables. Create the tables using standard DD with different
occurrence names (this might be considered a restriction) modeling from the tables or the original database for production
use giving them different AUTHIDs. Perform the rest of the procedure as outlined next, except eliminate steps 8 and 9.

Sample Transactions

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD TABLE,VENDOR-DEV(T001)

1000 CONNECT,VENDOR-AREA-DEV

1000 MODEL,VENDOR(T001)

3152 Y DEVELOPMENT

-END

-ADD TABLE,VENDOR-QA(T001)

1000 CONNECT,VENDOR-AREA-QA

1000 MODEL,VENDOR(T001)

3152 Y ASSURANCE

-END

Step 3

Establish a dummy table in each area. The table must have at least one field, one key (flagged as the Master and Native
Key) and one element.

NOTE
The reason for a dummy table is to be able to CATALOG the definition to the CXX.

Sample Transactions

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

-ADD TABLE,DUMMY-DEV(T001)

1000 CONNECT,VENDOR-DEV

3150 VEN

-END

-ADD FIELD,DUMMY-DEV.DUMMY-FLD(T001)

4010 START                                                              START

4012 S  C         00008

-END

-ADD KEY,DUMMY-DEV.DUMMY-KEY(T001)

5000 DUMMY         Y  Y

5010 $LAST

-END

-ADD ELEMENT,DUMMY-DEV.DUMMY-ELM(T001

6000 DUMMY

6010 ADD DUMMY-FLD

-END

-ADD TABLE,DUMMY-QA(T001)

1000 MODEL,DUMMY-DEV(T001)

1000 CONNECT,VENDOR-AREA-QA
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-END

Step 4

Help ensure the AUTHIDs exist in the Datacom Datadictionary before proceeding. Otherwise, VERIFY errors are
encountered. If necessary, create the AUTHIDs through the CREATE SCHEMA statement of SQL.

Step 5

Copy the clone definitions to PROD status and CATALOG them to the CXX by using the DDOL CATALOG or the
DDCFBLD -CXX CATALOG utility.

Step 6

INIT and null load the areas for the new cloned DBIDs.

Step 7

Agree on an SQL AUTHID for each of the sets of data areas. For example, SYSUSR for PURCHASING, DEVELOPMENT
for PURCHASING-DEV, and ASSURANCE for PURCHASING-QA.

Step 8

Create SQL CREATE TABLE statements for each area using the IN AREA option. Help ensure that the statement is
executed under the desired AUTHID.

For example, in DDOL:

• Issue the SET DEFAULT AUTHID DEVELOPMENT and then issue the CREATE TABLE VENDOR ... IN AREA
VENDOR-AREA-DEV.

• Issue SET DEFAULT AUTHID ASSURANCE and execute the same CREATE TABLE statement but use IN AREA
VENDOR-AREA-QA.

The result is two tables with the same unqualified SQLNAME but which have different AUTHIDs. This results in unique
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence names, because the generated table names include the AUTHID.

Step 9

The CREATE TABLE ... IN AREA process can be repeated for as many tables as are needed in the database.

Step 10

The tables can then be populated and accessed using the DDOL SQL mode, the Dataquery SQL mode, an Ideal for
Datacom SQL program, a COBOL or PL/I program processed by the Broadcom precompiler or by Datacom commands
within a COBOL program. Which set of data areas you access in DDOL or DQRY depends on the AUTHID in effect at the
time. Any SQL queries could be written independently of AUTHID and still access the desired set of tables.

Step 11

If desired, the dummy tables in each of the areas can later be deleted.

Step 12

Any future maintenance to the tables would have to be made to each set of tables through standard DD maintenance or
the SQL ALTER TABLE statement.

DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance lists topics that you need to know about maintaining the Datacom/DB structure.
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• Occurence naming standards
• Using the online facilities,
• Operating batch Datacom Datadictionary
• Creating a sample database
• Creating a database with Batch Datacom Datadictionary
• Getting started with the FILE mode
• Defining a path for related occurrences and displaying occurrences and support data
• Renaming an occurrence
• Protecting occurrence definitions
• Creating and maintaining support data
• FILE structure maintenance
• DATADICTIONARY entity maintenance
• Field maintenance error codes
• Structure display panels
• Defining and using universal fields
• Creating a replica database accessible by SQL

Modeling a DATABASE, AREA, and TABLE Occurrence
Learn how to create new DATABSE, AREA, and TABLE occurrences using an existing occurrence as the model with
Datacom Datadictionary. Find steps for creating occurrences online and in batch transactions.

Datacom Datadictionary provides the capability to create a new occurrence using an existing occurrence as the model.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using Existing Occurrences as Models

In online Datacom Datadictionary, you use the LIKE option of the CREATE or ADD function to model an occurrence in
the same status. In batch, you use the 1000 MODEL transaction after the -ADD. When you model an occurrence, you
create a new occurrence with a different name but of the same entity-type and with the same attribute-values, except
those maintained internally by Datacom Datadictionary, as the occurrence you use as the model.

The occurrence you use as the model must be in the same status as the occurrence being added. For example, if you are
creating a DATABASE occurrence in T001 status using a model, the occurrence you use as the model must also be in
T001 status.

You can use this modeling capability when an existing occurrence has attribute-values similar to those required for a new
occurrence. This capability aids consistency of data definitions throughout the dictionary.

Datacom Datadictionary models only the occurrence you name during the process. Datacom Datadictionary does not
carry forward any other occurrences within the DATABASE structure except when you model a table. In this case,
Datacom Datadictionary models the TABLE occurrence and all related FIELD, KEY and ELEMENT occurrences, and
creates new relationships between these newly created occurrences.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new occurrence.
Datacom Datadictionary does not carry forward relationships within the structure if you model any other
occurrences in the structure. User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure cannot be carried
forward when the occurrence is modeled. For information about user-defined relationships, see .

The following sections describe three examples of modeling occurrences within the DATABASE structure.
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Modeling a DATABASE Occurrence

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling a DATABASE occurrence in a
Datacom/DB database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(CREATE).

Step 4

The CREATE command prompter panel appears. Read the discussion following this sample for a brief introduction to
each required field and any important facts you should know now.

After completing your entries on this panel, press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                          TCCF

 CREATE DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    BAS         (name)                                STAT  (status)

 

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

        PSWD (pswd)       LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.
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Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE definition panel when you press Enter. This panel displays a DATABASE
ATTRIBUTES region and an AREA ATTRIBUTES region. See Step 5: Complete Database Attributes for an example.

Step 6

The AREA ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one AREA occurrence. You can create new AREA
occurrences on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the DATABASE occurrence and model AREA
occurrences. Select the following option which best fits your needs.

Adding New AREA Occurrences

To add new AREA occurrences without using the modeling option, see Lesson 2: Adding an Area to the Database.

Modeling AREA Occurrences

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). The panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL
DATABASE STRUCTURE CREATE. Go to Example 2 to model AREA occurrences.

You can modify other attributes (those not displayed on the definition panel) for your new DATABASE occurrence. For
more information about how to accomplish this task, see .

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection models a DATABASE occurrence.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD DATABASE,NEW-ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1000 MODEL,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 2900 00444 RELATION DATACOM

 -END

 

Modeling an AREA Occurrence

If you just completed the first section in this chapter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB Structure
Maintenance Menu panel. If this is the case you can skip Step 1 in this section. If you have just signed on to Datacom
Datadictionary, start with Step 1.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling an AREA occurrence in a Datacom/DB
database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Read the discussion following this sample for a brief introduction to each
required field and any important facts. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

  =>
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 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TACF

 ADD AREA     ________________________________

 ADD ARA      (name)

 

 TO  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  BAS      (name)                                     STA   (status)

 

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD     (pswd)     LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the AREA definition panel. This panel displays an AREA ATTRIBUTES region and a
TABLE ATTRIBUTES region. For an example, see Step 2: Define a Table.

The AREA ATTRIBUTES region displays the attribute-values assigned to the AREA occurrence used as the model. Type
over any attribute-values which differ from those attribute-values you want for this new AREA occurrence.

Step 6

The TABLE ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one table. Use line commands to insert more lines.

You can add new tables on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the AREA occurrence and begin modeling
TABLE occurrences. Select the following option which best fits your needs.

Adding New Table Occurrences

To add new tables without the using the modeling option, see Lesson 3: Adding a Table to an Area.

Modeling Table Occurrences

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). The panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL AREA
STRUCTURE ADD. Go to Example 3 to model tables.

You can update other attributes (those not displayed on the definition panel) for your new AREA occurrence. For more
information about how to accomplish this task, see
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection models an AREA occurrence.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD AREA,NEW-ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 MODEL,ACCTS-REC

 1000 CONNECT,NEW-ORDER-ENTRY

 3001 ATS

 3002                            4096

 -END

 

Modeling a TABLE Occurrence

If you just completed the second section in this chapter, the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Menu panel appears. If
this is the case, you can skip Step 1 in this section. If you have just signed on to Datacom Datadictionary, start with Step
1.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modeling a table in a Datacom/DB database,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (TABLE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Read the discussion following this sample for a brief introduction to each
required field and any important facts. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TACF

 ADD TABLE    ________________________________

 ADD TBL      (name)

 

 TO  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  ARA      (name)                              STA   (status)

 

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the TABLE definition panel. This panel displays a TABLE ATTRIBUTES region and a
KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region. For an example, see Step 1: Insert Lines and Begin Adding Keys and Elements.

The TABLE ATTRIBUTES region displays the attribute-values assigned to the table used as the model. Type over any
attribute-values which differ from those attribute-values you want for this new TABLE occurrence.

Step 6

The KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one key or element. Use line commands to add
more lines as needed.

You can create new ELEMENT and KEY occurrences on this panel or you can end the modeling process for the table.
The KEY, ELEMENT and FIELD occurrences in the table used as the model have been carried over to this new table. You
can update the attributes for these occurrences. For more information about how to accomplish this task, see .

Adding New KEY and ELEMENT Occurrences

Use the steps in Lesson 5: Adding Keys and Elements to a Table to add KEY and ELEMENT occurrences.

Adding New FIELD Occurrences

Use the steps in Lesson 4: Beginning Field Definition to add FIELD occurrences.

Step 7

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Go back
to Step 5 and correct your entries. If your entries are correct, the panel displays the message SUCCESSFUL TABLE
STRUCTURE ADD.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection models a TABLE occurrence:

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD TABLE,NEW-ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 MODEL,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,NEW-ACCTS-REC

 3150 ATR

 -END
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Creating the DATAVIEW Structure for a Datacom/DB Structure
A dataview is a logical view of data. You use dataviews to make requests for data through Ideal for Datacom or Datacom
Support for MetaCOBOL independent of the storage structure. For more information about how these products use
dataviews, see the person responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL on your
system.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Understanding Dataviews

A dataview is comprised of ELEMENT or KEY occurrences which are contained in the same TABLE substructure. (See
Creating Dataview Structures for information about creating a dataview from elements or keys defined to a RECORD
substructure.) Use one or more ELEMENT or KEY occurrences to define a dataview.

When you define a dataview, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in a copybook. Do not
include multiple elements that contain the same FIELD occurrence in a single DATAVIEW occurrence that Ideal for
Datacom or Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL uses.

Use the CREATE function to define a DATAVIEW occurrence. The CREATE function applies only to adding the root
occurrence for a structure. The root of a DATAVIEW structure is a DATAVIEW occurrence.

Dataviews Used by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Dataviews used by Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL can be comprised of ELEMENT and KEY occurrences. Define
KEY occurrences to the dataview if it is used for record at a time processing. For details about how Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOLuses dataviews, see the person responsible for administering Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL on your
system.

Dataviews Used by Ideal for Datacom

Dataviews used by Ideal for Datacom can be comprised of elements. You can include KEY occurrences in the dataview
definition, but Ideal for Datacom ignores the KEY occurrences when accessing data. Ideal for Datacom searches for data
according to the field specified in the "WHERE clause" of a program "FOR construct." The following restrictions apply
when defining a dataview for use by Ideal for Datacom:

• Specify whether the dataview is used for read-only functions or for updating functions. If an Ideal for Datacom program
is to use the dataview for updating functions, specify the attribute-value for the update (UPDATE-INTENT) attribute as
Y (yes).

• You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. See your Ideal for
Datacom administrator for a list of the words reserved for Ideal for Datacom.

NOTE
You must catalog a dataview using the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command before Ideal for Datacom can
use the dataview. For details about cataloging dataviews, see your Ideal for Datacom administrator.

Create Dataview Online Steps

If you have completed all the steps in the previous sections on defining a database, the DATACOM/DB Structure
Maintenance Menu panel appears. If that is the case, go to Step 2 in this section.

If you signed off Datacom Datadictionary or performed some other task using another mode, return to the Datacom
Datadictionary Mode Select panel to start with Step 1 of this section.

Follow these steps:

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are defining a dataview for use with a Datacom/
DB database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).
The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears.
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2. Select option 6 (DATAVIEW).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> 6_    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE (BAS)         Database structure maintenance

  2. AREA     (ARA)         Area structure maintenance

  3. TABLE    (TBL)         Table structure maintenance

  4. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  5. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance

  6. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  7. SET MODE               Reset Datadictionary processing mode

  8. OFF                    End session

3. The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(CREATE).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                      DATAVIEW Structure Funcs

                                                                            P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> 1_    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. CREATE   (CRE DVW)      Create a dataview structure

  2. MODIFY   (MOD DVW)      Modify a dataview structure

  3. DELETE   (DEL DVW)      Delete a dataview structure

  4. COPY     (COP DVW)      Copy a dataview structure

  5. RESTORE  (RST DVW)      Restore a dataview structure

  6. DISABLE  (DISAB DVW)    Disable a dataview structure

  7. ENABLE   (ENAB DVW)     Enable a dataview structure

  8. DISPLAY  (DIS DVW)      Display a dataview structure

  9. OBSOLETE (OBS DVW)      Obsolete a dataview structure

4. The CREATE command prompter panel appears.
After completing this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TCCF

 CREATE DATAVIEW my-dataview_____________________ in STATUS t001 _

 CRE    DVW      (name)                              STAT  (status)
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 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 ACCESSING ELEMENTS

 ACC      (type)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

a. Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATAVIEW definition panel. This panel displays two regions. One region is
DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES. The second region is entitled "ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW" when you
use ELEMENTS as the type of occurrence to be related to the dataview. "KEYS accessed by the DATAVIEW" is
displayed if you typed KEYS over ELEMENTS on the CREATE prompter panel. This region has one line to relate
one element (or one key) to the dataview. You can add more lines as necessary.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                         CREATE

                                                                            TUVU

 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name: MY-DATAVIEW                      Status/Version: T001

 Table : my-table_____________________

 Update: y

 ................... ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ..................

          Name

 ======   ============= T O P ============

 000001   element-1_______________________

 ======   ========== B O T T O M =========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Important Facts
Relate the dataview to a table and assign a value to the one required attribute. Make these assignments in the
DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES region.
List the ELEMENT or KEY occurrences you are relating to the dataview in the second region on the panel. Entries
in this region must be in the order in which you expect the data to be returned by Datacom/DB.

5. You can relate more than one ELEMENT or KEY occurrence to the dataview.
6. To insert more lines on this panel:

a. Type In (or nI, depending on the value specified for LCREP= in the System Resource Table) in the line number of
the displayed line, where I is the abbreviated line command for INSERT and n represents the number of lines you
want to insert.

b. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus n inserted lines without line numbers.
If you use all the lines you can insert on this panel and still need to define more occurrences, you can scroll forward
(PF8) and insert more lines. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
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If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message on the message line. Go back
to Step 5 and correct your entries.
If your entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message SUCCESSFUL
DATAVIEW STRUCTURE CREATE with the DATAVIEW and the TABLE and the ELEMENT (or KEY) occurrences in
an indented structure format.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UVUP - SUCCESSFUL DATAVIEW STRUCTURE CREATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                   DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATAVIEW             MY-DATAVIEW

 000002   (TABLE/RECORD)     MY-TABLE

 000003     ELEMENT          ELEMENT-1                         TAB

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

7. To copy the DATAVIEW to PROD, use the COPY command:
COPY DVW MY-DATAVIEW STA T1 STA PROD

After keying in this command, press PF9 (APPLY).
If the COPY command was successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SUCCESSFUL DATAVIEW
STRUCTURE COPY message.

8. To enable the DATAVIEW, return to DBMAINT mode and select 6, (DATAVIEW). Enter 7 (ENABLE) in the option area.
Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-inpanel to complete. Fill in the DATAVIEW name and status.
Press PF9 (APPLY). If successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SUCCESSFUL DATAVIEW STRUCTURE
ENABLE panel.

9. You can only catalog the DATAVIEW in Ideal for Datacom. On the STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE panel, enter the
option number assigned to Ideal for Datacom.
Ideal for Datacom displays the main menu. Enter 2 (DATAVIEW) in the option area.
Enter 2 (CATALOG) and fill in the DATAVIEW name. Press Enter. Or, you can enter the following command:
CAT DVW MY-DATAVIEW VER PROD

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.
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Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection defines a DATAVIEW occurrence to a database and relates an ELEMENT
occurrence to the dataview.

 -ADD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-EL(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$FIRST

 7190                                                Y

 -END

While the DATAVIEW has been defined in Datacom Datadictionary, it must be cataloged using native Ideal for Datacom
before Ideal for Datacom can use it. This is not the same Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG function used when defining
a DATABASE.

Adding Substructures to a DATABASE Structure
In Datacom/DB, you can add substructures to a structure in TEST status. Copying a structure to PROD status does not
destroy the TEST structure. Review how to add an area, table, element, or key.

You can change a TEST status structure many times and copy it to PROD status to replace the previous PROD status
version. When you copy a modified TEST status structure to PROD status, the previous PROD status version moves to
HIST status. This feature of Datacom Datadictionary eliminates the task of having to replicate the PROD status version to
TEST status to make additions or changes. For more information about copying a structure to another TEST status or to
PROD status, see Step 2: COPY the Database to PROD.

The ADD function applies to the base occurrence of a substructure. Adding a base occurrence implies that you are adding
the occurrence and relating the occurrence to the appropriate subject occurrence. You use the ADD option to add an area,
table, key, or element to an existing TEST status DATABASE structure.

Adding an Area

Use the following online steps to add an area to an existing DATABASE structure. The steps assume you have signed on
to Datacom Datadictionary. To accomplish this task in batch, use the transaction in Batch Transactions for This Lesson:
Adding an AREA as an example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding an AREA substructure to an existing
Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Entries are
optional in fields that are not highlighted.

After completing this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TACP

 ADD AREA     ________________________________

 ADD ARA      (name)

 TO  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  BAS        (name)                            STA   (status)

 with  PASSWORD       using LOCK 0        LIKE ________________________________

       PSWD     (pswd)      LOC (lock)    LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 5

The AREA definition panel appears. This panel displays the message AREA HAS NO RELATED TABLE and the AREA
ATTRIBUTES and TABLE ATTRIBUTES region.

Complete the definition of the AREA occurrence by assigning attribute-values to the attributes in the AREA ATTRIBUTES
region.

For a list of the required fields for an area, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference or the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

To add TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD occurrences to this new area, see the appropriate sections in Creating a
Sample Database with Online Datacom Core.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UAIP - AREA HAS NO RELATED TABLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                         MODIFY

                                                                            TUAU

 .............................. AREA ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: ACCTS-REC                             Status/Version: T001

 DB-Name: ___  Blksz: _____  Space-Mgt: _  Slack: ____

 ............................. TABLE ATTRIBUTES ................................

       Name                      Mstr-Ky       Cluster  Compress

        DB-Nm  SQL Pa Log Recvr  Chg Dup Pipe  Len Id   Y/N Exit      Pswd  Lock

 ====== ========================= T O P  =======================================

 000001 ________________________________

         ___    _  _   _   _     _   _    _    ___ ___   _  _

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  =======================================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Usually, you learn about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional fields to default.
Required entries are highlighted on your screen. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Adding a Table

Use the following online steps to add a table to an existing DATABASE structure. The steps assume you have signed on
to Datacom Datadictionary. To accomplish this task in batch, use the transaction in Batch Transactions for This Lesson:
Adding a Table as an example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding a table substructure to an existing
Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (TABLE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Entries are
optional in fields which are not highlighted.

After you complete the panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                        TACF

 ADD TABLE    ________________________________

 ADD TBL      (name)

 TO  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  ARA      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD       using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)       LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the TABLE definition panel. This panel displays the message TABLE HAS NO
RELATED KEY/ELEMENT and the TABLE ATTRIBUTES and the KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES regions.

Complete the definition of the table by assigning attribute-values to the attributes in the TABLE ATTRIBUTES region.
To add KEY, ELEMENT and FIELD occurrences to this new table, see the appropriate sections in Creating a Sample
Database with Online Datacom Core.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEY/ELEMENT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                         MODIFY

                                                                            TUTU

 ............................. TABLE ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: ACCTS-REC                                   Status: T001     Partition: N

 DB-Name: ___  SQL: _     Logging: _  Recovery: _  Master-Key ( Chg: _  Dup: _ )

 Pipeline: _ Cluster-Ky ( Len: ___ Id: ___ ) Compress ( Y/N: _ Exit:          )

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

       Type                                       .....Key Only.....

       K/E Name                             DB-NM Id Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ===== === =   =   =   =  =  ====  =

 000001 _  ________________________________ _____ ___ _   _   _   _  _        _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ===== === =     =   =     = ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
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Adding an Element

Use the following online steps to add an element to an existing DATABASE structure. The steps assume you have signed
on to Datacom Datadictionary. To accomplish this task in batch, use the transaction in Step 3: Add Two Elements as an
example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding an element to an existing Datacom/DB
DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 5 (ELEMENT).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Entries are
optional in fields that are not highlighted.

After you complete the panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                        TACF

 ADD ELEMENT  ________________________________

 ADD ELM       (name)

 TO  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  TBL       (name)                             STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD       using LOCK 0        LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)       LOC (lock)    LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.
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Step 5

The ELEMENT definition panel appears. This panel displays the message ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS and
the ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES and the FIELD ATTRIBUTES regions.

Complete the definition of the element by assigning attribute-values to the attributes in the ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES
region. To add FIELD occurrences to this new element, see Lesson 7: Defining Fields to an Element.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                         ADD

                                                                         TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ............................

 Name  : CUST-ID-EL                         Status/Version: T001

 Table : ACCTS-REC

 DB-Name:

 First-Field: ________________________________

 Last-Field : ________________________________

 ............................ FIELD ATTRIBUTES .............................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                      Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  =================================

 000001   ORD-ID

          N

 000002   BILL-DT

          N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Adding a Key

Adding KEY occurrences may improve data retrieval. If a new KEY occurrence replaces an existing Master Key or Native
Key, you must update the attribute-values for the previously defined Master or Native Key so it is no longer designated as
a Master or Native Key. A table can have only one Master Key and one Native Key. A single KEY occurrence can be both
the Master Key and the Native Key for a table.

Use the following online steps to add a key to an existing DATABASE structure. The steps assume you have signed on
to Datacom Datadictionary. To accomplish this task in batch, use the transactions in Batch Transactions for This Lesson:
Adding a Key or Element as an example.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are adding a key to an existing Datacom/DB
DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2
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The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 4 (KEY).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 1
(ADD).

Step 4

The ADD command prompter panel appears. Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Entries are
optional in fields that are not highlighted.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                       TACF

 ADD KEY      ________________________________

 ADD KEY      (name)

 TO  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  TBL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD       using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)       LOC (lock)   LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Key Definition panel. This panel displays the message KEY HAS NO RELATED
FIELDS and the KEY ATTRIBUTES and the FIELD ATTRIBUTES regions.

Complete the definition of the key by assigning attribute-values to the attributes in the KEY ATTRIBUTES region. For a
list of valid entries and defaults for these attributes, see Lesson 5: Adding Keys and Elements to a Table. To add FIELD
occurrences to this new key, see Step 2: Define a Key.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                            ADD

                                                                            TUKU

 ............................ .. KEY ATTRIBUTES ...........................  ....

 Name  : CUST-ID-KEY                          Status/Version: T001    Type: _

 Table : ACCTS

 DB-Name: _____  Id: ___  Master-Key: _   Native-Seq: _    Nil: _  Unique: _

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................

         Field Name                                          Order  Data-Sensitive

                   Compiler-Name                   Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ====== = ========

 0001   ________________________________                     _        _

                  ______________________________   ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ====== = ========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Maintaining Field Definitions (in a DATABASE Structure)
As you develop your database, changes to the FIELD occurrences can become necessary. You can add new FIELD
occurrences to a table, modify the attribute-values of the FIELD occurrences and delete unneeded FIELD occurrences
from a table. You can change the makeup of KEY and ELEMENT occurrences by adding or deleting FIELD occurrences
as components.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Maintaining Fields in a Table

While you are adding or deleting FIELD occurrences, you can also modify the existing attribute-values for other displayed
FIELD occurrences. You cannot change the names of displayed FIELD occurrences.

If you make a significant change to a field, Datacom Datadictionary flags the field by setting the SIGNIFICANT-CHG
attribute-value to Y. (SIGNIFICANT-CHG is an internally maintained attribute.) This has an impact on a dataview using
any element containing this field and indicates to an Ideal for Datacom user that the dataview must be recataloged in Ideal
for Datacom before it can be used.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to change the FIELD occurrences in a table.

Step 1
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The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to a table in a Datacom/DB
database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (TABLE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 3
(DEFINE).

Step 4

The following DEFINE prompter panel is displayed. After you complete this panel, press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                   TXCF

 DEFINE   TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEF       TBL       (name)                            STAT   (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

         PSWD    (pswd)     OVRD      (ovrd)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

The Field Maintenance panel displays the FIELD occurrences in the table. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands
to locate the FIELD occurrences in the display.

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

  =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                      DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len   Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P =======  ===== ====================

 

 000001    1        ORD-ID

           00005    N     00005  00001 R     N   N               Y    C    000

 000002    1        BILL-DT

           00000    C     00006  00001 L     N   N               N    C    000

 000003    2        BILL-YR 

           00000    C     00002  00001 L     N   N               N    C    000

 000004    2        BILL-MO

           00000    C     00002  00001 L     N   N               N    C    000

 000005    2        BILL-DAY

           00000    C     00002  00001 L     N   N               N    C    000

 

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Adding FIELD Occurrences

To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

Important Facts

If the FIELD occurrences you insert changes the length of the table, it also automatically affects the length of any
elements if the new FIELD occurrences falls between the first and last FIELD occurrences of the element. It will also
automatically adjust the length of any KEY occurrences if the FIELD occurrence is inserted as part of a compound field
used in a KEY definition. Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates these changes, so no action is required on your
part.

Action is required if the field is to be accessed by Ideal for Datacom programs or included in copybooks generated by
Datacom Datadictionary as other than filler. In these cases, the ELEMENT occurrence must be modified to explicitly
include the new FIELD occurrences. For more information, see Maintaining Fields in an Element.

Changing Attribute-Values

To change an existing attribute-value, type over the attribute-value with the new value. If the old attribute-value is longer
than the new value, use the ERASE key to remove the remainder of the old attribute-value. To change the name of an
existing FIELD occurrence or the DB Element-Name, you can define a new FIELD occurrence with the desired name and
delete the existing FIELD occurrence or you can use the NEWNAME function.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete fields, type D in the line number of the desired FIELD occurrences and press Enter. For more information, see
Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.
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NOTE
If the FIELD occurrence you are deleting affects the length of the table, Datacom Datadictionary automatically
adjusts the length of any ELEMENT or KEY occurrences containing the FIELD occurrence.

Batch Transactions

For the transaction to add a field to a table, see Batch Transactions for This Lesson: Define Fields for a Table. The
following batch transaction collection deletes a field from a table.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL FIELD,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID(T001)

 -END

 

Maintaining Fields in an Element

Use the following online steps to add or delete FIELD occurrences as components of an element.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to an element in a Datacom/DB
database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 5 (ELEMENT).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2
(MODIFY).

Step 4

The following MODIFY prompter panel appears. After you complete this panel, press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                       TYCF

 

 MODIFY    ELEMENT  ________________________________

 MOD       ELM         (name)

 

 

 OF  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 OF  TBL       (name)                                           STAT  (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD      (pswd)      OVRD     (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

The panel displays all FIELD occurrences in the table. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate the FIELD
occurrences in the display. FIELD occurrences which are included in the element have a Y (yes) as the attribute-value in
the Include? attribute.The attribute-value for this attribute is N (no) if the field is not included in the element. Remember
that fields in an element must be contiguous after maintenance.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      MODIFY

                                                                       TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name  :  CUST-ID-EL                                    Status/Version: T001

 Table : ACCTS-REC

 DB-Name: ACTFL

 First-Field: CUST-ID

 Last-Field : CUST-NO

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................

           Field-Name

           Include?  Compiler-Name                          Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 

 000001   ORD-ID

             N

 000002   BILL-DT

             N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Adding FIELD Occurrences
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To add a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute from N to Y.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete a field, change the attribute-value of the Include? attribute from Y to N.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transaction to define a field to an element, see Lesson 7: Defining Fields to an Element. The following batch
transaction collection deletes a field from an element.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-EL(T001)

 6010 DEL CUST-ID

  -END

 

Maintaining Fields in a Key

Use the following online steps to add or delete FIELD occurrences as components of a key.

Online Steps

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are making changes to a key in a Datacom/DB
database, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 4 (KEY).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2
(MODIFY).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the following MODIFY prompter panel. After you complete this panel, press Enter.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                       TYCF

 

 MODIFY    KEY      ________________________________

 MOD       KEY      (name)

 

 

 OF  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 OF  TBL       (name)                                           STAT   (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

The panel displays the FIELD occurrences in the key. You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired
FIELD occurrences in the display.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                            ADD

                                                                            TUKU

 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES .................................

 Name   : CUST-ID-KEY                       Status/Version:  T001    Type: _

 Table : ACCTS

 DB-Name: _____   Id: ___  Master-Key: _ Native-Seq: _   Nil: _   Unique: _

 

 ............................. .FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................

        Field Name                                         Order  Data-Sensitive

                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ====== = ========

 0001   ________________________________                                  _       

                  ______________________________ ________

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ====== = ========

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

 

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Adding FIELD Occurrences
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To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

Fill in the name of the FIELD occurrence.

Deleting FIELD Occurrences

To delete fields, typeD in the line number of the desired FIELD occurrences and press Enter. For more information, see
Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transaction to add a field to a key, see section Batch Transactions for This Lesson: Adding a Key or
Element. The following batch transaction collection deletes a field from a key.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001)

 5010 DEL ORD-ID

 -END

 

Maintaining Dataviews
Use the online steps in this section to add or delete ELEMENT or KEY occurrences as components of a DATAVIEW
occurrence or to update the dataview attributes.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Online Steps

 Step 1 

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modifying a DATAVIEW structure related to
a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

 Step 2 

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 6 (DATAVIEW).

 Step 3 

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2
(MODIFY).

 Step 4 

 Datacom Datadictionary displays the following MODIFY prompter panel. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF
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 MODIFY    DATAVIEW ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 MOD         DVW        (name)                                    STAT   (stat)

 with  PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE            ACCESSING ELEMENTS

       PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)    ACC         (type)

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

 Step 5 

The DATAVIEW modify panel appears. The panel displays the DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES region and the "ELEMENTS
accessed by the DATAVIEW" region (or "KEYS accessed by the DATAVIEW region").

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        MODIFY

                                                                         TUVU

 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name  : ACCTS-REC-DVW                                    Status/Version: T001

 Table : ACCTS-REC

 Update: Y

 ................... ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ...................

          Name

 ======   ============= T O P ============

 000001   ACCTS-REC-EL

 ======   ========== B O T T O M =========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

 Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

 Important Facts 

NOTE
 You must maintain entries on this panel in the order in which you expect the data to be returned by Datacom/
DB.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).
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Modifying Attribute-Values

The only DATAVIEW attribute you can modify on this panel is the Update (UPDATE-INTENT) attribute. Type over the
displayed attribute-value if you want to change the use of the dataview. If you want to use the dataview for update
functions, the attribute-value must be Y (yes). If you want to use the dataview for read-only functions, the attribute-value of
Update must be N (no). To modify attributes which are not displayed on this panel, see Modifying Occurrences.

 Adding ELEMENT or KEY Occurrences 

When you add ELEMENT occurrences, remember that a FIELD occurrence cannot be contained in more than one
element related to the same dataview. For more information, see Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.

To add an element or key, insert a line and fill in the occurrence name of the element or key you are adding to the
dataview. To insert a line on this panel and to add an occurrence:

1. Type I in the line number of the displayed line before the location of the occurrence to be inserted. I is the line
command for the INSERT command.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original lines, plus an unnumbered insert line.

For other commands you can use on this panel, see Using Line Commands in Variable Panels.

 Deleting ELEMENT or KEY Occurrences 

To delete an element or key, type D in the line number of the ELEMENT or KEY occurrence to be deleted and press Enter.

Batch Transactions

For the batch transactions to add ELEMENT or KEY occurrences to a dataview, see Creating the DATAVIEW Structure.
The following batch transaction collection deletes an ELEMENT occurrence from a dataview.

 -UPD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-EL(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

The following batch transaction collection deletes a KEY occurrence from a dataview.

 -UPD DATAVIEW,ACCTS-REC-DVW(T001)

 1003 UNRL,KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001),$INTERNAL

 -END

Modifying Occurrences (in a DATABASE Structure)
The occurrences you define have both modifiable and nonmodifiable attribute-values. The non-modifiable attribute-values
are assigned internally by Datacom Datadictionary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

NOTE
You cannot modify certain attribute-values of occurrences in SQL accessible tables. For more information, see
Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

Using the MODIFY Function

In DBMAINT Mode, the modifiable attributes that are important to Datacom/DB are displayed on the panels when you
select the ADD, CREATE, DEFINE, or MODIFY functions. Modify an existing structure or substructure by using one of the
following procedures:
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• Select the MODIFY option on the Structure Functions Menu panel for the selected structure or substructure, fill in the
prompter panel, and update the MODIFY panel.

• Use the MODIFY command for the structure or substructure and update the MODIFY panel.
• Process the MOD margin command in the line number of the subject on a structure or index display panel and update

the MODIFY panel.

After completing your entries on a MODIFY panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message
confirming the success of the function.

Since the MODIFY panel displays the same attributes you use to define the structure or substructure, see the following for
explanations of the required attributes on the panel.

NOTE
For more information about attributes, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

• Lesson 1: Begin Database Creation
• Lesson 2: Adding an Area to the Database
• Lesson 3: Adding a Table to an Area
• Lesson 5: Adding Keys and Elements to a Table
• Lesson 6: Defining Fields to a Key
• Step 2: Define a Key
• Lesson 7: Defining Fields to an Element
• Creating the DATAVIEW Structure

Using the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE Function

You can modify the attribute-values of an occurrence with the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE function. For FIELD occurrences, use
the FIELD Maintenance panel to update the AFTER, CLASS, LENGTH, PARENT, REDEFINES and REPEAT attribute-
values.

NOTE
You cannot use the FIELD Maintenance panel to update any attribute-value if the TABLE entity-occurrence is in
PROD status.

If the occurrence is in PROD status, some attribute value may not be updateable. Also, by updating in production, you
lose the charge control you have by maintaining the occurrence in TEST and then copying it to PROD status. To obtain
an Attribute Update panel, either process the ATT margin command on a structure or index display, enter an UPDATE
ATTRIBUTE command or select the option through the ENTMAINT Mode.

All attributes and their values for an occurrence are displayed with the new values for modifiable attributes after you
apply your changes to an Attribute Update panel. You can obtain an Attribute Display panel by processing a DAT margin
command on a structure or index display panel, by issuing a DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE command or select the option through
the ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes

When you complete your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message confirming the
success of the function.

For more information about the commands, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

Using the MODIFY Function

Use the MODIFY function to change the attribute-values for an occurrence in the DB or FILE Model, but only in TEST
status.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to display the definition panel where you can modify the attribute-values for an AREA occurrence.
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Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modifying attributes for an AREA occurrence in a
Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 2
(MODIFY).

Step 4

The following MODIFY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                          TXCF

 MODIFY   AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 MOD       ARA       (name)                            STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the AREA maintenance panel. The panel displays an AREA ATTRIBUTES region and
a TABLE ATTRIBUTES region. You can modify the attribute-values in either region. However, you cannot change any
occurrence name on the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        MODIFY

                                                                         TUAU

 .............................. AREA ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name   : ACTS-REC                                         Status/Version: T001

 DB-Name: ACT  Blksz: 04096  Space-Mgt: 1  Slack: 0000

 ............................. TABLE ATTRIBUTES ................................

        Name                    Mstr-Ky       Cluster  Compress

        DB-Nm  SQL Pa Log Recvr  Chg Dup Pipe Len Id    Y/N Exit   Pswd  Lock

 ====== ========================= T O P  =======================================

 000001 ACCTS-REC  

        ACT     Y  N   N    N      N      Y     Y       000 000    N      0

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  =======================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

To make changes, type the new attribute-value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE key to erase any existing
attribute-value which is longer than the new value. For an explanation of AREA attributes, see Lesson 2: Adding an Area
to the Database and for an explanation of TABLE attributes, see Lesson 3: Adding a Table to an Area.

To reset an attribute-value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in
the existing value, except for the fields on this panel that require a numeric value. You are not required to erase the
remainder of the existing attribute-value. For the cluster key length and ID fields, erase an existing entry to return the
default attribute-value, 0.

Step 6

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

You can also use the MOD (MODIFY) margin command in a structure or index display to accomplish this same task.

Using the DISPLAY Command

Modify the attribute-values for more than one occurrence in a single session by issuing the ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES)
margin command from a structure display. Use the DISPLAY command to display all the occurrences in the structure.
After the structure displays, use the ATT margin command to select those occurrences whose attributes you want to
modify.
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Online Steps

Use the following steps to display an AREA substructure and use the margin command to place occurrences in the online
work queue for processing.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying an AREA substructure in a Datacom/
DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 9
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel is displayed. After you fill in this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      TXCF

 DISPLAY  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS        ARA       (name)                           STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

         (format)       (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the AREA substructure in an indented format. Type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES) in the
line number of each occurrence whose attribute-values you want to modify.
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When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name         DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACTatt002     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                 

 ACT      000    N

 000003        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000004        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    

 000005        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000006        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000007        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first occurrence from the online work queue. In this example, the first occurrence
placed in the queue was a TABLE occurrence.

The TABLE Attribute Update panel appears. This panel displays a list of all modifiable attributes.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE UPDATE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T02U

               Attribute          Value

 ======  =  ===============  === T O P ======================================

 000001     DESCRIPTION        ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS-REC TABLE
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 000002     CONTROLLER         DEMO ADMIN

 000003     AUTHOR             DEMO ADMIN

 000004     AUTHID             PUBLIC

 000005     SQLNAME            ACCTS_REC

 000006     DBMS-USED          DATACOM

 000007     SQL-INTENT         Y

 000008     DATACOM-NAME       ACT

 000009     DATACOM-ID         006

 000010     DUPE-MASTER-KEY    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

To assign an attribute-value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to
the right of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value
for the attribute.

To change existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. Use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in
the existing value. You are not required to erase the remainder of the existing value. After completing your entries on this
panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

The Attribute Display panel appears. The panel displays the occurrence's modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes and the
attribute-value assigned to each.

Step 7

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next occurrence from the online work queue. Repeat Step 6 for all occurrences on the
work queue.

To update the attributes for all or several FIELD occurrences in a table, you can perform this same process using the
DISPLAY FIELDS command. When the FIELD occurrences in the table are displayed, type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES)
in the line number of each FIELD occurrence whose attributes you want to modify. The command places the FIELD
occurrences in the online work queue. Process the FIELD occurrences as outlined in the previous example.

Using the DISPLAY FIELDS Margin Command

You can modify the attribute-values for FIELD occurrences contained in several tables within a single database.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to display the DATABASE structure and use the DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) margin command to set
up an online work queue to modify FIELD occurrences in several different tables, or you can specify a format of FULL to
have the fields displayed with the rest of the structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are displaying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2
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The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 10
(DISPLAY).

Step 4

The DISPLAY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                      TXCF

 DISPLAY  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      BAS         (name)                         STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD     (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

        (format)        (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATABASE structure in an indented format. Type DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) in the line
number of each TABLE occurrence containing FIELD occurrences whose attribute-values you want to modify.

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name         DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE          ORDER-ENTRY                       04333

 000002   AREA            ACCTS-REC                  ACTdfd003     TABLE         ACCTS-REC                 

 ACT      000    N

 000004        KEY        ORD-ID-KY                  ACTOR    000    I

 000005        KEY        CUST-ID-KY                 ACSTI    000    I

 000006        ELEMENT    ACCTS-REC-EL               ACTFL

 000007        ELEMENT    CUST-ID-EL                 ACTCS

 000008        ELEMENT    ORD-ID-EL                  ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ===================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END    PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF    PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Step 6

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first TABLE occurrence from the online work queue.

The panel displays the FIELD occurrences contained in the table. Type ATT (UPDATE ATTRIBUTES) in the line number
of each FIELD occurrence whose attribute-values you want to modify.

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

You can use the scroll PF keys or commands to locate the desired occurrences.

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) only appear for the
binary types (B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) and the zoned decimal type (N).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA  VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T   001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03D

        Level    Field-Name                               (Numeric Attributes)

        Preci    Type  Len  Repeat Just   Rdf  Null Fill Sign  Typ-Num  Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 att001  1       ORD-ID

          00005   NUM    00005    00001   R     N    N          Y    C   000att002  1       BILL-DT

          00000   CHAR   00006    00001   L     N    N

 000003  2       BILL-YR

          00000   CHAR   00002    00001   L     N    N
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 000004  2       BILL-MO

          00000   CHAR   00002    00001   L     N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

When you press Enter or any PF key (for example, PF8 to scroll forward), Datacom Datadictionary enters the functions for
the occurrences you marked with a margin command in the online work queue and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to enter additional margin commands for the same occurrences. See Using Margin Commands for details.

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the first FIELD occurrence from the online work queue.

Step 7

Datacom Datadictionary displays the FIELD Attribute Update panel. This panel displays the modifiable attributes. For the
complete list of FIELD attributes, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE UPDATE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  FLD  ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID    T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T02U

               Attribute         Value

 ======  =  ===============  === T O P ======================================

 000001     DESCRIPTION        ____________________________________

 000002     CONTROLLER         ________________________________

 000003     AUTHOR             ________________________________

 000004     LANG-COMNT         ____________________________________

 000005     JUSTIFICATION      R

 000006     SIGN               Y

 000007     DECIMALS           00000

 000008     VALUE              ____________________

 000009     TYPE-NUMERIC       C

 000010     DBEDITS            N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS  MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

There are special considerations if you are using SQL.

NOTE
For more information, see the TYPE attribute for FIELD occurrences in the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

To assign an attribute-value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name.

To change existing attribute-values, type the new value over the existing value. Use the ERASE key to erase an existing
value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default on the Attribute Update panels, type an ampersand (&) over the character in the
existing value. You are not required to erase the rest of the existing value.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Step 8
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The panel displays the occurrence's modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes and the attribute-value assigned to each.

Press PF4 (PROCESS) to fetch the next FIELD occurrence from the online work queue. Repeat Step 7 for all FIELD
occurrences on the work queue.

When all FIELD occurrences for one table are processed, pressing PF4 presenta a field display for the next TABLE
occurrence which you placed in the online work queue. Go back to Step 6 to process the FIELD occurrences in this table.

Batch Examples

Modifying Attribute-Values for One Occurrence

Use the following example to change a previously defined KEY occurrence to the table's Master and Native Key. A table
can have only one Master Key and only one Native Key. In this example, assume that the table does not have any Master
or Native Key and you are correcting that oversight.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD KEY,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY(T001)

 5000            Y Y

 -END

Modifying Attribute-Values for Multiple Occurrences

Use the following example to modify attribute-values for multiple occurrences. The -UPD transaction for the AREA
occurrence is changing the DATACOM-NAME by specifying the new name. The transaction for the TABLE occurrence is
specifying that the Master Key cannot be duplicated or changed. The -GRP transaction establishes the TABLE occurrence
name for the following field maintenance transactions. The -UPD transactions for the FIELD occurrences change FIELD
occurrences of numeric-type from signed to unsigned.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 3001 ABC

 -END

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

  3101          N N

 -END

 -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 -UPD FIELD,FRT-AMT(T001)

 4012        N

 -END

 -UPD FIELD,DISC-AMT(T001)

 4012        N

 -END

 -GRP END

Deleting DATABASE and DATAVIEW Structures and Substructures
Deleting structures or substructures can affect other occurrences which are not part of the DATABASE structure. For
example, deleting a DATABASE structure can affect the NODE occurrence (used in Datacom STAR). In this case, use
ENTMAINT Mode to delete the relationship between the NODE occurrence and the DATABASE occurrence before
deleting the DATABASE structure.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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When you delete: It has the following impact: We recommend that you:
AREA
substructures

Deletes the AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY
and ELEMENT occurrences.
This can affect a DATAVIEW occurrence
related to ELEMENT or KEY occurrences
contained in the area.

Determine what DATAVIEW occurrences
are affected by the deletion, before deleting
the area, and delete or unrelate them.

DATABASE
structures

Deletes the entire structure, if constraints
do not exist within the database.

If any tables in the database are SQL
accessible, use SQL DROP on the SQL
tables in the database before deleting the
database.

TABLE
substructures

Deletes the TABLE, FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT occurrences. This can affect
a DATAVIEW occurrence related to
ELEMENT or KEY occurrences contained
in the table.

Determine what DATAVIEW occurrences
are affected by the deletion, before deleting
the table.

If the table contains columns that
participate in a check or unique constraint,
Datacom Datadictionary issues a constraint
error when you attempt to delete the table.

Drop the TABLE with SQL, do not delete it.

KEY
substructures

Deletes the KEY occurrence and
relationships with FIELD occurrences.

Define a new Master or Native Key or
change a previously defined key so that it
becomes the new Master or Native Key, if
the key you are deleting is a Master Key or
Native Key.

DATAVIEW
structures

Can affect an Ideal for Datacom or
MetaCOBOL+ program.

Run an impact analysis report to
determine which programs use the
dataview before deleting the DATAVIEW
structure. For information about running
an impact analysis report, see Datacom
Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

NOTE
If the TABLE is SQL accessible, use the SQL DROP statement to delete it. For more information, see Get
Started with SQL in Datacom.

You cannot delete a KEY that represents a unique or foreign constraint.

Deleting Structures

The results of applying a DELETE function depend on whether you are deleting a structure or a substructure and whether
the structure is in TEST, PROD status, or HIST status. Datacom Datadictionary enforces the following rules when you
delete a structure.

• When you delete a dataview, the occurrence is deleted, but not the KEY or ELEMENT occurrences which comprise the
structure. Any KEY or ELEMENT occurrences related to the deleted dataview still exists in the TABLE substructure.
The relationship between the dataview and its keys or elements are removed.

• When you use the DELETE function on any occurrence in TEST, QUAL production, or HIST status, the occurrence
in that status/version is deleted from Datacom Datadictionary. When the occurrence you are deleting is in PROD
status, Datacom Datadictionary actually changes the occurrence from PROD status to HIST status. When a structure
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is deleted from PROD status, all subordinate occurrences are moved to HIST status. See the previous table for
information about affected occurrences.

• Deleting a DATAVIEW structure in PROD status changes the DATAVIEW structure to HIST status, but not the
occurrences with which it is related in the DATABASE structure. Any KEY or ELEMENT occurrences related to the
deleted DATAVIEW structure remain in PROD status.

Online Steps

Use the following example to delete a DATABASE structure with the DELETE function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are deleting a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 3
(DELETE).

Step 4

The following DELETE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF

 DELETE   DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEL      BAS        (name)                            STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
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Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes a DATABASE structure in TEST status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 -END

Deleting Substructures

When a DELETE is applied to a substructure in TEST and HIST status, the base occurrence and all its subordinate
occurrences are deleted from the Datacom Datadictionary. For example, if you delete an AREA substructure, you are
deleting the AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. Deleting a substructure in PROD status places all
occurrences in the substructure in HIST status.

Certain constraint rules apply to deleting FIELD, KEY, and TABLE substructures. For more information, see the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

You cannot delete a structure with a subordinate table or key that cannot be deleted.

Online Steps

Use the following example to delete an AREA substructure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are deleting an AREA substructure from a Datacom/
DB, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 3
(DELETE).

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the following DELETE prompter panel. After you complete your entries on this panel,
press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF

 DELETE   AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEL      ARA       (name)                             STAT   (stat)
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 with PASSWORD        using  OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)        OVRD     (ovrd)

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection deletes an AREA substructure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 -END

Obsoleting Structures and Substructures

The OBSOLETE function allows you to remove a structure or substructure from Datacom Datadictionary in all existing
statuses. The function has a more wide reaching impact than deleting each occurrence in the structure or substructure
individually. The OBSOLETE function states that you no longer require any of the occurrences in the structure or
substructure in Datacom Datadictionary in any status or version.

The OBSOLETE function is valid only for DB Model and FILE Model structures and substructures.

NOTE
Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms. For more information, see
Get Started with SQL in Datacom.

WARNING
Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization is restricted to use this
function. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.

Online Steps

Use the following example to remove all statuses of a DATABASE structure from Datacom Datadictionary with the
OBSOLETE function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are obsoleting a DATABASE structure, select option
1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 12
(OBSOLETE).

Step 4

The OBSOLETE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TOCF

 OBSOLETE DATABASE ________________________________

 OBS      BAS        (name)

 with  PASSWORD       using OVERRIDE

       PSWD     (pswd)      OVRD       (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection removes the identified DATABASE structure in all statuses.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -DEL DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE

 1000 OBSOLETE

 -END

Disabling and Enabling DATABASE Structures
The Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE and ENABLE functions do not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory.
Review instructions for disabling and enabling structures and substructures.

The Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE and ENABLE functions do not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory.
However, disabled definitions cannot be accessed using certain Broadcom products (such as Dataquery) that depend on
synchronized definitions in Datacom Datadictionary and the Datacom/DB Directory. The impact of these functions on other
products depends on the version level of the product. Check the product documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically performs the DISABLE function when it executes the ADD, CATALOG, COPY,
CREATE, DEFINE, MODIFY, RESTORE, and TRANSFER functions, and when you update an occurrence in the structure
through the attribute maintenance function.

Enable a structure that has been previously disabled. You can enable a structure or substructure that is not synchronized
with the Datacom/DB Directory, but this can cause unpredictable results in Broadcom products (such as Dataquery) that
depend on this synchronization.

When you DISABLE or ENABLE a primary structure (database) or substructure (area, table, element), Datacom
Datadictionary also disables or enables its substructures. When you DISABLE or ENABLE a secondary structure
(dataview), Datacom Datadictionary does not disable or enable its substructures.
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Disable a Structure or Substructure

You can disable a structure or substructure without performing one of the functions that causes an automatic disable. For
example, you can disable a structure or substructure when you discover that the definition must be modified, but you do
not have all the information that you need, to make the changes immediately. Disabling the structure prevents its use until
you complete your updates.

Online Steps

The following steps show how to perform this task for a DATABASE structure.

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are disabling a Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

2. The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).
3. The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel opens, listing functions for the selected structure. Select option 8

(DISABLE).
4. The following DISABLE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF

 DISABLE  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DISAB    BAS        (name)                            STAT   (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD      (ovrd)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Required entries are highlighted on your screen. You can complete them and allow the optional fields to default.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection disables a DATABASE structure.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T002)

 1000 DISABLE

 -END
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Enable a Structure or Substructure

Enable a structure or substructure which has been disabled before other Broadcom products that depend on the Datacom
Datadictionary definition can use the structure. Datacom Datadictionary does not automatically enable a structure which
has been disabled. The following steps show how to enable a DATABASE structure.

Online Steps

1. The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are enabling a Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

2. The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).
3. The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel opens, listing functions for the selected structure. Select option 9

(ENABLE).
4. The following ENABLE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 ENABLE   DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 ENAB     BAS (name)                                   STAT   (stat)

 

 

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)       OVRD     (ovrd)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Required entries are highlighted on your screen. You can complete them and allow the optional fields to default.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection enables a DATABASE structure.

  ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T002)

 1000 ENABLE

 -END
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Restoring a DATABASE Structure or Substructure
Use the RESTORE function to replicate a DB Model or FILE Model structure or substructure in PROD status or HIST
status to a TEST status. Use this function only with structures and substructures that are in PROD status or HIST status.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Understanding the RESTORE Function

Use the RESTORE function for DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW structures and
substructures. KEY and ELEMENT substructures must be restored by restoring the entire TABLE or RECORD.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

When you submit a RESTORE function, the DDD-SYNCH attribute value is set to N for all tables in the structure. If a
subsequent COPY to PROD status is issued at the database level, all tables are DDD-SYNCH=N instead of just the
modified table(s). This results in all plans associated with the tables being flagged invalid. All plans must then be rebound,
either manually or automatically when next referenced. To eliminate unnecessary rebinds, copy only the modified tables
back to PROD status. Only the plan using these tables requires rebind.

Exceptions for User Defined Relationships

User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure are not restored with the structure or substructure.

NOTE
User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure are not restored with the structure or
substructure. For more information about user-defined relationships, see or see the person responsible for
Datacom Datadictionary administration at your site.

How It Works

When you restore a structure or substructure to a TEST status in which it exists, the existing structure or substructure in
the target status is entirely replaced by the structure or substructure from which it is being restored. Any occurrences or
relationships are deleted or added as necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from
which it is being restored.

When you restore a HIST status structure, you cannot complete the process if any of the occurrences or relationships
have been deleted due to exceeding the maximum number of allowed HIST versions.

If you are restoring a substructure (TABLE, FILE, RECORD), the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the
same version to which you are restoring the substructure. For example, if you are restoring a TABLE substructure to T001
status, the DATABASE and AREA entity-occurrence definition for that TABLE must exist in T001 status for the RESTORE
to be successful.

Use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to construct a TEST version of what your PROD or HIST status version looked like on
that day. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures and substructures were in PROD status at a
given time and recreate the structure or substructure in the specified TEST status. After the structure or substructure is
restored to the given TEST status, it can be copied to PROD status.

NOTE
User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure are not restored with the structure or
substructure. For more information about user-defined relationships, see .

Online Steps

The following steps show how to restore a DATABASE structure.

Step 1
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The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are restoring a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 7
(RESTORE).

Step 4

The RESTORE prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY) to complete
the RESTORE function.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           T2CF

 RESTORE DATABASE ________________________________ to STATUS ____

 RES     BAS      (name)                              STAT   (stat)

 FROM STATUS ____ AS OF ____________

      STAT (stat)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 with PASSWORD         using OVERRIDE

      PSWD (pswd)            OVRD     (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

In most cases, these topics teach you about only the required fields, since you can complete them and allow the optional
fields to default. Required entries are highlighted on your screen.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection restores a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(PROD)

 1000 RESTORE,T002

 -END
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Transferring a Substructure
As you develop your database or as your needs change, you may find it necessary to move an area from one database to
another or a table from one area to another.

Use the TRANSFER command to accomplish the task of moving an area or a table. This function lets you disconnect
an object occurrence from a subject occurrence and relate the object occurrence to another subject occurrence. The
TRANSFER function applies only to AREA and TABLE substructures within a given TEST status. For example:

• AREA-A, TABLE-A, and AREA-B are in T001 status.
• TABLE-A is related to AREA-A.
• You can transfer TABLE-A to AREA-B.
• If AREA-B is in T002 status instead of T001, you cannot transfer TABLE-A to AREA-B.

If you must transfer an area or a table and the target subject occurrence is in a different TEST status than the object
occurrence, you can use the COPY function to synchronize the statuses by copying one or both DATABASE structures to
the same status. For more information, see Copying to a New Status/Version.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Transferring an Area Substructure

Online Steps

The following steps show how to move an AREA substructure from one DATABASE structure to another with the
TRANSFER function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are transferring an AREA substructure from one
Datacom/DB DATABASE structure to another, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 2 (AREA).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 4
(TRANSFER).

Step 4

The TRANSFER prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TTCF

 TRANSFER AREA     ________________________________

 TRAN     ARA      (name)

 TO  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  BAS         (name)                           STAT  (status)
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 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD (pswd)           OVRD       (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection transfers an AREA substructure from one DATABASE structure to another.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 TRANSFER,ORDER-DATABASE

 -END

Transferring a Table Substructure

Online Steps

The following steps show how to move a TABLE substructure from one AREA substructure to another with the
TRANSFER function.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are transferring a TABLE substructure from one
Datacom/DB AREA substructure to another, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (TABLE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 5
(TRANSFER).

Step 4

The TRANSFER prompter panel is displayed. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TTCF

 TRANSFER TABLE    ________________________________

 TRAN     TBL      (name)

 TO  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  ARA     (name)                               STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD   (pswd)         OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transaction

The following batch transaction collection transfers a TABLE substructure from one AREA substructure to another.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 TRANSFER,ACCTS-REC

 -END

Preparing Structures for Datacom/DB
After defining the occurrences to the DATABASE structure, perform the tasks presented in the following sections to
prepare the definitions for use by Datacom/DB and other products.

• Using the SET function to have Datacom Datadictionary enter the default attribute-values for occurrences in a
DATABASE structure. - Section Setting DATABASE Structure Occurrence Attribute-Values

• Verifying the DATABASE structure definitions. - Section Verifying a DATABASE Structure
• Copying a TEST status structure or substructure to another TEST status or to PROD status. Fore more information,

see Copying to a New Status/Version
• Cataloging the DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). For more information, see Cataloging a

Structure

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Setting DATABASE Structure Occurrence Attribute-Values

Some attributes for occurrences in your DATABASE structure have default attribute-values which Datacom Datadictionary
can enter for you. These attributes include modifiable attributes (attribute-values you can assign) and non-modifiable
attributes (attribute-values Datacom Datadictionary maintains internally).

The SET DATABASE function is performed by Datacom Datadictionary with the CATALOG function, when using the
COPY function to copy to PROD status, and with the BUILD and CATALOG functions of the DDCFBLD utility.

If you want Datacom Datadictionary to assign a default attribute-value to a modifiable attribute, do not enter a value for
the attribute at the time you add the occurrence. To generate these attribute-values, use the SET DATABASE command
after completing the definition of the DATABASE structure. For example, use this facility if you want to allow Datacom
Datadictionary to assign DATACOM-ID attribute-values for TABLE and KEY occurrences but you want to review these
values prior to a CATALOG of the DATABASE structure.

For SQL, Datacom Datadictionary creates SQL names for the FIELD occurrences you define to a table that has SQL-
INTENT=Y and qualifies for SQL processing. Other attribute-values that you cannot modify, such as the authorization-
identification (AUTHID) and the SQL name of the table (AGR-SQLNAME) for FIELD occurrences, are also added.

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary assigns the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value during the VERIFY function. For more
information, see Verifying a DATABASE Structure.

Some of the attributes for which you are setting defaults are required to have values so that other Broadcom products,
such as Dataquery, can use the database. Other attributes must have values if you are modifying Datacom Datadictionary
to define your own entity-types, attribute-types and relationship-types.

The following attributes for tables, keys, elements, and fields are assigned values during SET processing.

TABLE Occurrence

CLUSTER-KEY-ID
Value that is unique for all TABLE and KEY occurrences in the DATABASE structure. (Clustering is a space
management option that you specify in the AREA occurrence.)

CNS-DOMAIN
For SQL processing, at least one field (column) in the table has a constraint. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

NOTE
For more information, see Get Started with SQL in Datacom.

CNS-REFERENCED
For SQL processing, the table contains a unique key which is the foreign key of some other table. Y indicates yes,
N indicates no.

CNS-REFERS
For SQL processing, the table contains a foreign key. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CNS-SAME-BASE
For SQL processing, the constraint references are within the same database related to this table. Y indicates yes,
N indicates no.

CNS-UNIQUE
For SQL processing, the table contains a unique key. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CONSTRAINT
For SQL processing, the table contains at least one field (column) or key that is constrained. Y indicates yes, N
indicates no.

DATA-BASE-NAME
Name of the DATABASE occurrence that is the root of the structure.
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DATA-BASE-VERS
Version of the DATABASE occurrence that is the root of the structure.

DATACOM-ID
Value that is unique for all TABLE occurrences in the DATABASE structure.

DB-MASTER-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the KEY occurrence specified as the Master Key for the table.

NOTE
For information about Master Keys, see Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

DB-NATIVE-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the KEY occurrence specified as the Native Key for the table.

DD-ENTITY-TABLE
Indicates if this table defines an entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

DDD-SYNCH
Indicates if the table definition is consistent with the definition in the Data Definition Directory.

DD-MASTER-KEY
Occurrence name of the key specified as the Master Key for the table.

DD-NATIVE-KEY
Occurrence name of the key specified as the Native Key for the table.

SQL-SECURITY
Contains the SQL-SECURITY attribute-value of the DATABASE occurrence. This attribute-value is enforced only
when security is enabled in the Datacom/DB Master List.
Y indicates that the SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE are used. N indicates that the Datacom/DB Security
Facility rules are used for the SQL objects (TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM, or FIELD (columns) occurrences) in the
DATABASE structure.
You cannot use a view based on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY attribute-values.

KEY Occurrence

AGR-SQLNAME
The SQL name of the table containing this key.

AUTHID
The authorization identification (AUTHID) of the table.

SQLNAME
If not previously assigned or if previously assigned SQLKEY, Datacom Datadictionary constructs this value as
follows:

• The name consists of the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the key followed by the underscore character
followed by the concatenation of the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table and the DATACOM-ID
attribute-value of the database containing the key. For example, a key with DATACOM-NAME SQ032 in table
INV in database 16 has the SQLNAME attribute-value SQ032_INV00016.

• Any dashes or trailing blanks in the DATACOM-NAME are changed to underscores. For example, a key in
database 055 with a DATACOM-NAME of AB-CD would have an SQLNAME of AB_CD_055.

NOTE
The SQLNAME for the key must be unique within the entity-type. No two keys can have the same
SQLNAME. A unique SQLNAME is generated for the key if one is not provided. The automatic
generation creates a unique SQLNAME as required because it uses the table's DATACOM name
and DBID in the SQLNAME. The DATACOM name of the table must be unique within the database
and the DBID must be unique within the Datacom Datadictionary. Combining the two helps ensure
that the key SQLNAME is unique within the Datacom Datadictionary.
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DATACOM-ID
Value that is unique for all KEY occurrences in the DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME
For keys created through SQL processing, the value is created in the format SQnnn where nnn are three digits
selected for uniqueness.
For keys for user-defined entity definitions in the DATA-DICT database, the value is created in the format aaaKb,
where aaa is the DATACOM-NAME of the table containing the key, K is a constant, and b is a single-character
distinguishing code.

MAX-KEY-LENGTH
Largest value of either the LENGTH or MAX-KEY-LENGTH attributes of all KEY occurrences in the DATABASE
structure with the same DATACOM-ID attribute-value.

ELEMENT Occurrence

DATACOM-NAME
Only for DATA-DICT database for a user-defined entity:
Datacom Datadictionary constructs the attribute-value in the format aaacc, where aaa is the DATACOM-NAME of
the TABLE occurrence, and cc is RQ (required), ST (statistics) or US (user element).

If the TABLE occurrence is marked SQL-INTENT=Y the following attribute-values are assigned:

FIELD Occurrence

AGR-SQLNAME
The SQL name of the table containing this field.

AUTHID
The authorization identification (AUTHID) of the table.

SQLNAME
If not previously assigned by SQL, DDOL, or the batch transactions, Datacom Datadictionary generates the
SQLNAME.
If the Multi-User Facility startup option, SQLOPTION, has DATACOM specified as the mode, the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name is used with underscores in place of hyphens. If the mode is ANSI or FIPS,
Datacom Datadictionary constructs the name as follows:

• The first 18 characters of the FIELD occurrence name.
• Dashes are changed to underscores.
• If the first character is a digit, Datacom Datadictionary replaces it with the letter A.
• If not unique within the table, right filled with character zeros up to 18 bytes.
• If still not unique, bytes 16 through 18 are used as a counter that is incremented until it is unique within the

table.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to generate the default attribute-values for the occurrences in a DATABASE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are working with a Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3
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The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 5
(SET).

Step 4

The following SET prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 SET      DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 SET      BAS     (name)                               STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)        OVRD      (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection sets a DATABASE structure.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1000 SET

 -END

Verifying a DATABASE Structure

Use the VERIFY function to confirm that the definition of a DATABASE structure is valid and that the structure can be
successfully cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). Also use the VERIFY function after performing modifications
to a structure.

In online processing, the VERIFY function is valid only with a DATABASE or FILE structure. In batch processing, use the
function to also verify TABLE, FILE, RECORD, ELEMENT and KEY substructures.
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NOTE
A TABLE occurrence level VERIFY function marks the occurrence as disabled (ENABLE=N). Submit a 1000
ENABLE function after running a VERIFY function on a TABLE entity-occurrence.

The VERIFY function is invoked during execution of the CATALOG function and the BUILD and CATALOG functions of
the DDCFBLD utility. It is also invoked with the COPY function for DB Model and FILE Model occurrences when copying a
structure to PROD status. If any of these functions are performed, the VERIFY function is automatically performed before
the function is completed.

When you issue a VERIFY command, Datacom Datadictionary checks for invalid or unacceptable data, such as duplicate
names or invalid attribute-values. The function returns the error code, occurrence name and a brief description of each
error. If no errors are detected, you receive a message that the VERIFY was successful.

NOTE
If the SQL-INTENT attribute-value of a table is Y or R and the VERIFY function is successful, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns Y or R respectively to the SQL-ACCESS attribute-value.

The VERIFY function makes the following data checks on the specified occurrence.

DATABASE Occurrence

DATACOM-ID
Unique for all DATABASE occurrences in the same status.

AREA Occurrence

BLOCK-SIZE
Specifies an attribute-value greater than or equal to the length of the largest table stored in the area, including the
Datacom/DB control information (bytes for recovery and overhead).

DATACOM-NAME
Unique for each area in the DATABASE structure. Name is valid. The first byte must be alphabetic and the last
2 bytes cannot be XX. If the last 2 bytes are XX, the VERIFY generates a warning, but you can still catalog the
database.

DEVICE
Specifies a valid device type.

TABLE
At least one table is defined to the area.

TABLE Occurrence

CLUSTER-KEY-ID
If specified, has an attribute-value greater than zero only if the SPACE-MNGMNT attribute of the area has a value
of 3.

CLUSTER-KEY-LEN
If specified, has an attribute-value less than or equal to the LENGTH attribute of the Native Key.

DATACOM-ID
Unique for each table in the DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME
Unique for each table in the DATABASE structure. Name is valid. The first byte must be alphabetic and the last
2 bytes cannot be XX. If the last 2 bytes are XX, the VERIFY generates a warning, but you can still catalog the
database.

ELEMENT
At least one element is defined. No more than 255 elements exist in the table. After maintenance of a compound
field, reestablishes the length and offset.
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ENTY-TYPE
Value is valid.

FIELD
At least one field is defined. After field maintenance, reestablishes the length of the compound fields and the
offsets of the fields in the table.

KEY
At least one key is defined. Only one Native Key is defined. Only one Master Key is defined. No more than 99
keys exist in the table. After maintenance of a compound field, reestablishes the length and offset.

LOGGING
If SQL-INTENT is Y, LOGGING must be Y.

MAX-RECORD-SIZE
If specified, greater than or equal to the sum of the lengths of the FIELD occurrences defined to the TABLE
substructure. (Datacom/DB uses this length for the physical records on disk. If the MAX-RECORD-SIZE is not
specified, the sum of the lengths of the FIELD occurrences is used.)

RECOVERY
If SQL-INTENT is Y or R, RECOVERY must be Y.

SQL-INTENT
If specified Y or R and the following entries are verified, SQL-ACCESS attribute-value is set to Y or R respectively
and the table is accessible in SQL processing.

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary can set the AUTHID and SQLNAME attribute-values of FIELD occurrences. For
more information, see Setting DATABASE Structure Occurrence Attribute-Values.

KEY Occurrence

DATACOM-ID
KEY occurrences with the same DATACOM-ID attribute-value have the same data format for the length of
the shorter key. VERIFY generates a warning if there is a conflict in data types, but you can still catalog the
DATABASE structure.
The DATACOM-ID attribute-value for a key cannot match the CLUSTER-KEY-ID attribute-value for a table in the
same DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME
Unique for all KEY occurrences in the same table.

KEY-INDEX-NAME
All KEY occurrences with the same DATACOM-ID must reside in the same index data set.

Key types
Only one Master Key is defined for the table. Only one Native Key is defined for the table.

Length
Maximum key length is not exceeded (less than or equal to 180, but also greater than zero).

ELEMENT Occurrence

DATACOM-NAME
Unique for all elements in the same table.

Length
Greater than zero.

Online Steps

Use the following example to verify the attribute-values of the occurrences in a DATABASE structure.
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Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are working with a Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 4
(VERIFY).

Step 4

The following VERIFY prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                      TXCF

 VERIFY   DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 VER      BAS     (name)                               STAT   (stat)

 with  PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

       PSWD   (pswd)         OVRD      (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Important Facts

If the VERIFY function is successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Menu
panel with the message SUCCESSFUL DATABASE STRUCTURE VERIFY.

If the VERIFY function is successful but warning errors are detected, the panel displays a message indicating successful
completion of the function and lists all warning messages for the structure.
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If the VERIFY function fails, the panel displays a list of the errors detected by the function. This list includes the error code
(to the right of the line number), the occurrence causing the error, and a brief description of the error. If the error is due to
another occurrence in the structure, that occurrence is listed in place of the description.

For a full explanation of each error code, see the  Datacom/DB message documentation.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection verifies a DATABASE structure.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1000 VERIFY

 -END

Copying to a New Status/Version

The COPY function allows you to copy TEST status structures or substructures from one TEST status version to another
or to PROD status. For example, you can copy a DATABASE structure in status T001 to status T002 or you can copy a
DATABASE structure in status T001 to PROD status. To copy a KEY or ELEMENT substructure to a new status, copy the
entire TABLE substructure. To create a new TEST status structure from an existing PROD status or HIST status structure,
use the RESTORE function.

When you copy a DATABASE structure, you are actually copying the DATABASE occurrence and all AREA, TABLE, KEY,
ELEMENT, and FIELD occurrences in that structure. If you copy an AREA substructure, you are actually copying the
AREA occurrence and all TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD occurrences in that substructure.

NOTE
To copy a structure to TEST status from a HIST or PROD status, use the RESTORE function. For more
information, see Restoring a Structure or Substructure.

To copy an occurrence in the same status with a different occurrence name, enter the name of the existing occurrence in
the LIKE field on the ADD or CREATE panels. See Step 4: Complete CREATE DATABASE Panel or use the batch 1000
model transaction.

If the copy-rule of the user-defined relationships with occurrences outside the model structure is M, the relationship cannot
be carried forward when the structure is copied. For more information, see .

Exceptions for User-Defined Relationships

User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the model structure cannot be carried forward when the occurrence
is copied.

For more information, see Datacom Datadictionary at your site.

There are significant differences in the use of COPY as it relates to structures and substructures as opposed to
occurrences of entity-types outside the DB Model and the FILE Model. For details about copying occurrences outside of
these two models, see .

Constraints

Constraints are copied along with the TABLE, AREA, or DATABASE entity-occurrence to which they are connected.

If you want to copy a 9.0 TEST version of an occurrence to PROD status and the 10.0 PROD status occurrence has
constraints, first restore the PROD status to TEST, then make the changes to the TEST status. Or, make the required
changes directly to PROD status with SQL. You get a CON DSF error when attempting this copy.

When an SQL ALTER TABLE statement adds a constraint to a table, Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT
attribute to A on all TEST and HIST versions of that table. If you later attempt to copy one of these versions (or a structure
containing one of these versions) to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an error message,
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and identifies the table which has been altered. For more information about constraints and further instructions, see the
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

How It Works

When you use this function to create a PROD structure from an existing TEST structure:

• The original structure still exists in TEST status.
• The new PROD structure is created and assigned a version number.

– If this is the first time the occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary assigns 1 as the version
number.

– The version number is incremented by 1 on each successive copy.
• Datacom Datadictionary changes the existing PROD status structure or substructure to HIST status. This HIST

structure or substructure retains the version number it had as a PROD structure or substructure. For more information,
see Protecting Occurrence Definitions.

• Datacom Datadictionary marks the copies with the date and time that the PROD status occurrence was created. You
can use the ASOF date/time stamp to recreate the model of your PROD environment as it was on a given date and
time by displaying or restoring the structure.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Procedure

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the COPY option on a Structure Functions Menu.
• Use the COPY command for the structure.
• Type the COP (or CPY) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index

display, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), complete the prompter panel and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the COPY function on the DB Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example. After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                                                            

 TMCF

 COPY DATABASE ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP    BAS        (name)                                              STAT   (stat)    STAT   (stat)

 

 with  PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE ____

         PSWD     (pswd)        OVRD      (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Copying Primary Structures and Substructures

When you copy a primary structure, such as a DATABASE structure, you are creating a new structure in TEST or PROD
status or replacing an existing structure in the designated status. Copying a structure to another TEST status or PROD
status does not destroy the original TEST status structure.

When you copy a structure to another TEST status you can specify a new TEST status or an existing TEST status. If
you specify an existing TEST status, you are replacing the structure in the existing status if the root occurrence of both
structures has the same occurrence name. For example:

1. DATABASE-A exists in statuses T001 and T002.
2. You modify the DATABASE-A in T001 status and want to have the same changes applied to the T002 status.

         ┌────────────┐                       ┌────────────┐

         │ DATABASE-A │                       │ DATABASE-A │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

         ┌─────┴──────┐                       ┌─────┴──────┐

         │   AREA-A   │                       │   AREA-A   │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

         ┌─────┴──────┐                       ┌─────┴──────┐

         │   TABLE-A  │                       │   TABLE-A  │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

    ┌──────────┼────────────┐            ┌──────────┼────────────┐

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐  ┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐

│ KEY-X │ │ FIELD-X │ │ ELEMENT-X │  │ KEY-X │ │ FIELD-X │ │ ELEMENT-X │

└───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘  └───────┘ └────┬────┘ └───────────┘

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐            ┌────┴────┐

│ KEY-Y │ │ FIELD-Y │ │ ELEMENT-Y │            │ FIELD-Y │

└───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘            └────┬────┘

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐            ┌────┴────┐

│ KEY-Z │ │ FIELD-Z │ │ ELEMENT-Z │            │ FIELD-Z │

└───────┘ └─────────┘ └───────────┘            └─────────┘

         Modified DATABASE-A                     Original DATABASE-A            Status:  T001                

           Status:  T002 

3. You can copy the T001 status DATABASE-A to T002 status. This replaces the structure that was originally in T002.

         ┌────────────┐                       ┌────────────┐

         │ DATABASE-A │                       │ DATABASE-A │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

         ┌─────┴──────┐                       ┌─────┴──────┐

         │   AREA-A   │                       │   AREA-A   │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

         ┌─────┴──────┐                       ┌─────┴──────┐
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         │   TABLE-A  │                       │   TABLE-A  │

         └─────┬──────┘                       └─────┬──────┘

    ┌──────────┼────────────┐            ┌──────────┼────────────┐

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐  ┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐

│ KEY-X │ │ FIELD-X │ │ ELEMENT-X │  │ KEY-X │ │ FIELD-X │ │ ELEMENT-X │

└───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘  └───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐  ┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐

│ KEY-Y │ │ FIELD-Y │ │ ELEMENT-Y │  │ KEY-Y │ │ FIELD-Y │ │ ELEMENT-Y │

└───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘  └───┬───┘ └────┬────┘ └─────┬─────┘

┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐  ┌───┴───┐ ┌────┴────┐ ┌─────┴─────┐

│ KEY-Z │ │ FIELD-Z │ │ ELEMENT-Z │  │ KEY-Z │ │ FIELD-Z │ │ ELEMENT-Z │

└───────┘ └─────────┘ └───────────┘  └───────┘ └─────────┘ └───────────┘

           Modified DATABASE-A                  DATABASE-A After COPY              Status:  T001             

            Status:  T002 

You can specify ALL when you copy a structure. This replaces all existing TEST structures with the same root occurrence
name. This facility does not add the structure to other statuses in which it does not already exist.

When you copy a primary substructure, such as an AREA substructure, you are placing a new substructure in an existing
structure or replacing an existing substructure in the designated status.

When you copy a substructure to another TEST status you can specify the status in which the parent occurrence of the
substructure exists. For example:

1. DATABASE-A in T001 status contains AREA-A and AREA-B.
2. DATABASE-A in T002 status contains AREA-A.

             ┌────────────┐                        ┌────────────┐

             │ DATABASE-A │                        │ DATABASE-A │

             └─────┬──────┘                        └─────┬──────┘

            ┌──────┴───────┐                             │

      ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐                ┌─────┴──────┐

      │   AREA-A   │ │   AREA-B   │                │   AREA-A   │

      └─────┬──────┘ └─────┬──────┘                └─────┬──────┘

      ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐                ┌─────┴──────┐

      │  TABLE-A   │ │  TABLE-B   │                │  TABLE-A   │

      └────────────┘ └────────────┘                └────────────┘

                DATABASE-A                            DATABASE-A              Status:  T001                  

       Status:  T002 

3. You can copy AREA-B in T001 status to DATABASE-A in T002 status since the parent occurrence, DATABASE-A,
exists in both statuses.

             ┌────────────┐                    ┌────────────┐

             │ DATABASE-A │                    │ DATABASE-A │

             └─────┬──────┘                    └─────┬──────┘

            ┌──────┴───────┐                  ┌──────┴───────┐

      ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐     ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐

      │   AREA-A   │ │   AREA-B   │     │   AREA-A   │ │   AREA-B   │

      └─────┬──────┘ └─────┬──────┘     └─────┬──────┘ └─────┬──────┘

      ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐     ┌─────┴──────┐ ┌─────┴──────┐

      │  TABLE-A   │ │  TABLE-B   │     │  TABLE-A   │ │  TABLE-B   │

      └────────────┘ └────────────┘     └────────────┘ └────────────┘

                DATABASE-A                       DATABASE-A After COPY              Status:  T001             

             Status:  T002 
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You can specify ALL when you copy a substructure. This replaces the substructure in all TEST statuses where it already
exists or adds the substructure where its parent occurrence already exists. This facility does not add the substructure to
other statuses in which it does not already exist.

Copying Secondary Structures and Substructures

Special rules apply when you copy secondary structures or substructures. Know the point where the secondary structure
or substructure intersects with the primary structure, that is, what occurrences in the primary structure are objects of the
occurrence in the secondary structure or substructure.

For example, a DATAVIEW structure (which is a secondary structure) intersects with a DATABASE structure (a primary
structure) at ELEMENT and KEY occurrences.

All object occurrences of the secondary structure must already exist in the status to which the secondary structure is being
copied. For example:

1. DATABASE-A and DATAVIEW-A structures are in PROD status.
2. DATAVIEW-A relates to ELEMENT-X and ELEMENT-Y in the PROD status.
3. You add ELEMENT-Z to a TEST status of DATABASE-A and relate ELEMENT-Z to the TEST status DATAVIEW-A.
4. The TEST status of DATAVIEW-A now relates to ELEMENT-X, ELEMENT-Y, and ELEMENT-Z.
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      5. You attempt to copy the modified DATAVIEW-A structure from TEST to PROD status.

      6. The copy fails because you did not first copy ELEMENT-Z to PROD status.

If an object occurrence exists in the status to which the secondary structure or substructure is being copied, but this object
occurrence does not exist in the status from which the structure is copied, then the relationship between the structure and
the object occurrence is deleted in the receiving status as a result of the copy. For example:

1. DATABASE-A and DATAVIEW-A structures exist in PROD status.
2. DATAVIEW-A relates to ELEMENT-X, ELEMENT-Y, and ELEMENT-Z in PROD status.
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3. You delete ELEMENT-Z as a component of DATAVIEW-A in TEST status.

 

       4. You copy the modified DATAVIEW-A structure from TEST to PROD status.

       5. ELEMENT-Z no longer relates to the new PROD status version of DATAVIEW-A.
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       6. The old PROD status version of DATAVIEW-A is now in HIST status and ELEMENT-Z still relates to DATAVIEW-A
in this status.

Copying Structures and Substructures to a New Status

Copying a structure or substructure to a new status cannot cause an occurrence to violate its relationship-mapping rule.
For more information about the relationship-mapping rule, see . For example:

1. AREA-A and TABLE-A exist in a TEST DATABASE structure.
2. You transfer TABLE-A to AREA-B in TEST status.
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               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

             ┌───────┴───────┐                   ┌───────┴───────┐

       ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐

       │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │      │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │

       └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘      └─────┬──────┘  └────────────┘

                       ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐

                       │  TABLE-A   │      │  TABLE-A   │

                       └────────────┘      └────────────┘            Modified DATABASE-A                     

 DATABASE-A                Status:  T001                       Status:  PROD 

3. You want to reflect this change in the PROD status of the DATABASE structure.

4. If you attempt to copy AREA-B first, the copy will fail since TABLE-A relates to AREA-A in PROD status.

5. You must copy AREA-A to PROD status first to delete the relationship between AREA-A and TABLE-A in the PROD
status version.

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

             ┌───────┴───────┐                   ┌───────┴───────┐

       ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐

       │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │      │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │

       └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘      └────────────┘  └────────────┘

                       ┌─────┴──────┐

                       │  TABLE-A   │

                       └────────────┘            Modified DATABASE-A           DATABASE-A After COPY of AREA-

A                Status:  T001                       Status:  PROD 

6. Now you can copy AREA-B. (See the following rule for further details.)

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

             ┌───────┴───────┐                   ┌───────┴───────┐

       ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐

       │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │      │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │

       └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘      └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘

                       ┌─────┴──────┐                      ┌─────┴──────┐

                       │  TABLE-A   │                      │  TABLE-A   │

                       └────────────┘                      └────────────┘            Modified DATABASE-A      

     DATABASE-A After COPY of AREA-B                Status:  T001                        Status: PROD   

Copying a substructure does not transfer the base occurrence to a new structure or substructure. If the substructure does
not exist in the status to which it is being copied, it is related to the same parent occurrence as in the status from which it
is copied, provided the parent occurrence exists in the new status. The copy fails if the parent occurrence does not exist in
the status to which the substructure is being copied. For example:

1. AREA-A and TABLE-A exist in TEST status.
2. AREA-A exists in PROD status, but TABLE-A does not.

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘
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               ┌─────┴──────┐                      ┌─────┴──────┐

               │   AREA-A   │                      │   AREA-A   │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └────────────┘

               ┌─────┴──────┐

               │  TABLE-A   │

               └────────────┘                 DATABASE-A                          DATABASE-A               

 Status:  T001                       Status:  PROD 

3. You can copy TABLE-A to PROD status and it relates to AREA-A.

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

               ┌─────┴──────┐                      ┌─────┴──────┐

               │   AREA-A   │                      │   AREA-B   │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

               ┌─────┴──────┐                      ┌─────┴──────┐

               │  TABLE-A   │                      │  TABLE-B   │

               └────────────┘                      └────────────┘            Modified DATABASE-A              

  DATABASE-A After COPY                Status:  T001                       Status:  PROD 

Another example of the rule on the nontransfer of the base occurrence follows:

1. AREA-A and TABLE-A are related in TEST and PROD status.
2. AREA-B exists in TEST and PROD status.
3. You transfer TABLE-A to AREA-B in TEST status.

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

             ┌───────┴───────┐                   ┌───────┴───────┐

       ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐

       │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │      │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │

       └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘      └─────┬──────┘  └────────────┘

                       ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐

                       │  TABLE-A   │      │  TABLE-A   │

                       └────────────┘      └────────────┘            Modified DATABASE-A                   

 DATABASE-A                Status:  T001                       Status:  PROD 

4. You copy TABLE-A from TEST to PROD status and it remains related to AREA-A.

               ┌────────────┐                      ┌────────────┐

               │ DATABASE-A │                      │ DATABASE-A │

               └─────┬──────┘                      └─────┬──────┘

             ┌───────┴───────┐                   ┌───────┴───────┐

       ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐  ┌─────┴──────┐

       │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │      │   AREA-A   │  │   AREA-B   │

       └────────────┘  └─────┬──────┘      └─────┬──────┘  └────────────┘

                       ┌─────┴──────┐      ┌─────┴──────┐

                       │  TABLE-A   │      │  TABLE-A   │

                       └────────────┘      └────────────┘             Modified DATABASE-A              

 DATABASE-A After COPY                 Status:  T001                      Status:  PROD 

5. You cannot have TABLE-A related to AREA-B in PROD status until you first copy the areas as described in the
preceding rule.
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Copying a structure or substructure to PROD status when the structure or substructure exists in PROD status changes the
existing PROD status structure or substructure to HIST status.

If creating the new HIST status occurrences causes the maximum number of allowable HIST status occurrences to be
exceeded, the copy of the occurrence with the lowest version number is deleted. It is qualified by date/time stamp in a
case of version wraparound. (For more information about HIST status, seeHistory Status (HIST).) Existing relationships to
other occurrences in the DB Model structure which have not been aged off are retained. The relationship is deleted when
both occurrences involved in the relationship are aged off.

When an occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary creates an internal entry in the alias table. This
entry contains the date and time the occurrence was copied to PROD status. The format of the date/time stamp is:

$YYYYMMDDhhmm 

This internal alias allows Datacom Datadictionary to determine which version of an occurrence was in PROD status at a
given time. The alias remains in Datacom Datadictionary until all references to the occurrence are aged off. The special
alias entries are not accessible through normal alias processing.

If a substructure exists in the target status but does not exist in the sending status, the substructure is deleted if the target
status is a TEST status or is changed to HIST status if the target status is PROD status.

Online Steps

Use the following example to copy a DATABASE structure from TEST to PROD status.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are copying a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure,
select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 6
(COPY).

Step 4

The following COPY prompter panel appears. After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TMCF

 COPY DATABASE ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP  BAS      (name)                                STAT   (stat)  STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD         using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD     (pswd)        OVRD      (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Batch Transactions

The following batch transaction collection copies a DATABASE structure. Specify the status of the occurrence you are
copying and the status to which you are copying the occurrence. The example shows the DATABASE structure named
ORDER-DATABASE, which is in T001 status, being copied to PROD status.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CPY DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001),PROD

 -END

Cataloging a Structure

The CATALOG function posts the definition of your DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). You can
catalog structures in TEST status for testing purposes, and structures in PROD status. The database must be closed in
the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) before the CATALOG can successfully process. (For example, the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility (CBS) database is always open.

NOTE
For special instructions, see MUF startup option CBS in Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.

NOTE
The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE. For
information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

You can catalog your structure online or using batch. If you are modifying the definition of the Datacom Datadictionary
databases, you must catalog them using batch transactions. The DATA-DICT and Data Definition Directory databases
cannot be cataloged with the CATALOG function of DDCFBLD. Use the BUILD function instead.

NOTE
For more information, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

Enable the structure with the ENABLE function after you catalog it.

Online Steps

Use the following example to catalog a DATABASE structure.

Step 1

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are working with a Datacom/DB DATABASE
structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).
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Step 2

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 1 (DATABASE).

Step 3

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 11
(CATALOG).

Step 4

The following CATALOG prompter panel appears. After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF

 CATALOG  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CAT      BAS      (name)                              STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)        OVRD      (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Important Facts

If a DATABASE Structure in TEST status is cataloged and it contains TABLE sub-structures that are marked for SQL, use
SQL-INTENT is Y. These tables are not accessible using SQL and a warning message displays for each such table.

If the CATALOG function is successful and no errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB
Structure Maintenance Menu panel with a message indicating successful completion of this function.

If the CATALOG function is successful, but warning errors have been detected, the panel displays a message indicating
successful completion of the CATALOG and a list of warnings regarding questionable structural choices.

If the CATALOG function fails due to errors, the panel displays a message that the function was not completed
successfully and a list of error messages describing the reasons the function failed.
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Batch Transactions

Invoke the CATALOG function in batch by executing the DDCFBLD or DDUPDATE utility.

NOTE
The Datacom Datadictionary (DATA-DICT) and Data Definition Directory (DDD-DATABASE) databases cannot
be cataloged with the CATALOG function. You must use the BUILD function of DDCFBLD instead. For more
information, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

The following batch transaction catalogs a DATABASE structure. The example shows the DATABASE structure named
ORDER-DATABASE, which is in T001 status, being cataloged.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -CXX CATALOG,DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

Or you can issue the CATALOG function with the 1000 CATALOG transaction in the DDUPDATE utility. The following is
the batch transaction.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-DATABASE(T001)

 1000 CATALOG

 -END

Partitioning Tables
Table partitioning is the ability to define a single table in a way that allows different rows of the table to be stored in
different areas. Without table partitioning, all rows of a table are stored in a single area.

NOTE
For an overview of partitioning and the steps for defining partitioned tables, see Datacom/DB Database and
System Administration.

Because there is only one complete table structure for the partitioned table, any change to that structure or its contained
occurrences must and will be reflected in each partition. For this reason, in order to modify a partitioned table and reflect
these changes in the Directory (CXX), the entire DATABASE structure must be cataloged.

You can use the PARTITION TABLE function to define the partitioning information for either a partitioned table (the Parent
table) or a table partition (a Child table). The syntax of the command is the same. Determining which data is to be entered
is based on the PARTITION attribute-value of the TABLE occurrence. The table to be partitioned should have all of its
keys and elements defined, and those keys and elements should, of course, all be valid. In addition, one of the keys must
be a type 'P' key on the parent table.

Before you proceed any further, you must define or modify a TABLE to be the partitioned table. You do this by specifying
Y for the PARTITION attribute-value (the Pa field on the AREA-TABLE (TUAU) panel). In addition, the AREA occurrence
to which the partitioned table structure is related must have a DATACOM-NAME attribute of $$P. This is a special AREA
substructure used to contain partitioned table substructures. This AREA substructure is not entered in the Datacom/
DB Directory (CXX) but is simply a convenience to allow one TABLE substructure to be referenced by all partition
definitions of the Parent. Since the AREA substructure is not defined to the Directory, there may be more than one of
these substructures in one DATABASE structure.

NOTE
For more information, see Lesson 3: Adding a Table to an Area and Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Using the PARTITION TABLE Function

Use the PARTITION TABLE function to specify the partitioning criteria for the TABLE occurrence.

Online Steps

Use the following steps to display the panel where you can specify the partitioning criteria.

 Step 1 

The Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select panel appears. Since you are modifying attributes for an TABLE occurrence in
a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure, select option 1 (or enter the SET MODE DBM command).

 Step 2 

The DATACOM/DB Structure Select panel appears. Select option 3 (TABLE).

 Step 3 

The DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure appears. Select option 13
(PARTITION).

 Step 4 

The following PARTITION prompter panel appears.

NOTE
 You can also use the PTN (PARTITION) margin command in a structure or index display to obtain this panel.

After you complete your entries on this panel, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                           TXCF

 PARTITION TABLE   ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 PTN       TBL    (name)                               STAT   (stat)

 with PASSWORD        using  OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)         OVRD     (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When you press Enter, the PARTITION panel appropriate for the selected TABLE occurrence appears. If the
PARTITION=Y or R for the TABLE occurrence, see Partitioned Table. If the PARTITION=P for the TABLE occurrence,
see Table Partition. Complete the definition of the partitioning data on one of the two possible PARTITION panels.
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For more information about panel functions, see the Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.

For more information about valid entries and defaults for entry fields on panels, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

 Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

Partitioned Table

 Step 5 

If the PARTITION attribute-value for the TABLE occurrence is Y or R, the following panel is displayed. This is where you
define the table partitions for this partitioned table.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED PARTITION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                    PARTITION

                                                                          TUPU

 ....................... PARTITIONED TABLE ATTRIBUTES ..........................

 Name: ACCTS                                               Status/Version: T001

     DB Name: ACT                             SQL Name: ACCTS

 Any DB Name:                             Any SQL Name:

 Move Row: N

 ............................. TABLE PARTITIONS ................................

          Table Partition                            Area

        DB-Num  DB-ID  SQL Name

 ====== ======================= T O P ==  ================================

 000001 ________________________________  ________________________________

         ___     ___   ___________________________________

 ====== ==================== B O T T O M  ================================

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes for each attribute that is modifiable, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes
that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.
If you do not assign a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

 In the header data 

DB Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table made up of all of
the partitions. If any partition is not available, then this table cannot be opened.

NOTE
For more information, see the DATACOM-NAME attribute-type for TABLE occurrences in the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

SQL Name:
(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

Any DB Name:
(Optional) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table made up of any its
partitions which are available at the time the table is being accessed.
Valid Entries:
A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic.
Default Value:
(No default)

NOTE
For more information, see the ANY-DATACOM-NAME attribute-type for TABLE occurrences in the
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference. For more information about generic access to
partitions, see Datacom/DB Database and System Administration

The partitions that can be accessed using the ANY names can change while the task is running, after
the table is opened.

Any SQL Name:
(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table as defined in the Any DB Name field. For more information, see the
section on naming standards in Following Naming Standards.

NOTE
The Any Parent table has the same AUTHID as the Full Parent table.

Move Row:
(Required) Defines whether an update of the value of a column used in a partition key is allowed if the change
causes the row to be moved to a different partition. Updates are allowed to these values regardless of this
attribute-value as long as the update does not cause the row to be moved to a different partition.
Valid Entries:

N - Update that causes a move to a new partition is not allowed.
Y - Update is allowed and the row will be moved to a different partition.

Default Value:
N

 In each detail line (one per partition) 

Table Partition:
(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the table partition.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Area

(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the AREA occurrence that contains the table
partition data. The AREA occurrence must have been previously defined in the DATABASE structure.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
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Default Value:
(No default)

DB-Nm:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table partition.

NOTE
For more information, see the DATACOM-NAME attribute-type for TABLE occurrences in the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

DB-ID:
(Optional) Enter the 1- to 3-digit Datacom/DB table identification number. If no attribute-value is entered, Datacom
Datadictionary automatically assigns an available table ID when the database is copied to PROD status, or when
the database is processed during a SET or CATALOG function.
Valid Entries:

1 to 240
Default Value:

An available table ID
SQL Name:

(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.
Valid Entries:

1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

 Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

NOTE
 All partitions have the same AUTHID as the Parent.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. See Using PF and PA Keys.

To make changes, type the new attribute-value over the existing value. You can use the Delete key to erase any existing
attribute-value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in the
existing value, except for the fields on this panel that require a numeric value. You are not required to erase the remainder
of the existing attribute-value.

 Step 6 

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

Adding a Partition Key

On the structure display presented after successfully completing the preceding steps for a partitioned table, enter the
following:

 Step 1 

Enter the MOD margin command in the margin next to the partitioned table.

 Step 2 
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Insert a new line and define a partitioning key as shown in line 2 in the following sample.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         MODIFY

                                                                            TUTU

 ............................. TABLE ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name: PART-TBL-1                          Status: T001     Partition: Y

 DB-Name: P01  SQL: Y  Logging: Y  Recovery: Y  Master-Key ( Chg:  Y   Dup: Y )

 Pipeline: Y Cluster-Ky ( Len: 000 Id: 000 ) Compress ( Y/N: N Exit:           )

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................

      Type                                         .....Key Only........

      K/E Name                              DB-NM  Id Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === =====  === =   =   =   =  =  ====  =

 000001 K IND-CUST-ID                       CID01  001 Y   Y   Y   N  I        0

 000002 E PT1EL                             PT1EL                              0

 ...... k part-cust-state__________________ pst01  002 n   n   y   n  p        _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  =====  === =   =   =   =  =  ====  _

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For partitioning, the Ty column under Key Only is important. For the other fields on this panel, see Lesson 5: Adding Keys
and Elements to a Table.

Ty
This column contains the attribute KEY-TYPE indicating the type of key represented by this occurrence. The
values are I for indexing keys and P for partitioning keys.

NOTE
Occurrences with a KEY-TYPE value of P are not cataloged to the Directory (CXX) as indexes.

 Step 3 

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If any of your entries are incorrect, Datacom
Datadictionary displays an error message on the definition panel. Go back to the previous step and correct your entries.

As a result of your actions, another panel appears. Go to the next step for an introduction to that panel.

 Step 4 

If your previous entries are correct, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel with the message SUCCESSFUL
TABLE STRUCTURE MODIFY and the TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences in an indented structure format.

Enter the DEF margin command in the line numbers next to the new KEY occurrence you have defined as the partitioning
key, then Press PF4 (PROCESS) and proceed with defining the columns in the key as described in Lesson 6: Defining
Fields to a Key.

Table Partition

Perform the following steps for each of the table partitions you defined for the partitioned table.

 Step 5 
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If the PARTITION attribute-value for the TABLE occurrence is P, the following panel is displayed:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                      PARTITION

                                                                            TUCU

 ...................... TABLE PARTITION ATTRIBUTES .............................

 Name: ACCTS-PART-1                               Status/Version: T001

     DB Name: AC1                    SQL Name:

 Of TBL:  ACCTS                             CUST-ID-PARTITION

 ......................... PARTITION COLUMN VALUES .............................

        Column                             Type Length Sign Decimals

          Partition Column Value

          Len Sgn Value

 ====== ======================= T O P ==    =   =====   =      ==

        CUST-ID                             C   00005   N      00

          ________________________________

          __   _  ____________________________________________________________

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes for each attribute that is modifiable, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes
that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.
If you do not assign a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

 In the header data 

DB Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify this table partition.

NOTE
For more information, see the DATACOM-NAME attribute-type for TABLE occurrences in the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

SQL Name:
(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.

NOTE
All partitions have the same AUTHID as the partitioned table.

Of Table
This line contains informational data only: the occurrence name of the partitioned table and the occurrence name
of the partitioning key.

 In each detail line (one per partitioning column) 

NOTE
 The first line of the detail repeating lines contains thename of the partitioning column and descriptive attributes.
This data is informational only and is not modifiable.
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Partition Column Value:
(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE occurrence
being defined.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Len:

(Optional) Enter the length of the data entered in the Value attribute if not consistent with the data type and length
of the column. For example, if the Type is D (packed decimal) with Length as 4 and you enter 12 in the Value, this
field should contain 2.
Valid Entries:

0 to 60
Default Value:

(No default)
Sgn:

(Optional) If the Type is one of the accepted numeric types, enter the sign to be applied to the Value.
Valid Entries:

+,-, or N (no sign)
Default Value:

+
Value:

(Required) Enter the actual value to be used to determine the upper bound of the data contained in this partition.
The value entered must be consistent in type and length with the attributes of the column. Values can also be
entered in hex format. For example, a value of A123 in a character column can be entered as X'C1F1F2F3'. The
term "HIGH-VALUES" is reserved and must be used for all columns in the last partition (that is, the partition to
contain the highest values of all the partitions of the Parent).
Valid Entries:

Any valid string of characters based on the Type and Length.
Default Value:

(No default)

 Panel Abbreviations and Attribute Names provides a guide to matching the entry field names on the online panels to valid
attribute names.

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. For more information, see Using PF and PA Keys.

To make changes, type the new attribute-value over the existing value. You can use the Delete key to erase any existing
attribute-value which is longer than the new value.

To reset an attribute-value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&) over the first character in the
existing value, except for the fields on this panel that require a numeric value. You are not required to erase the remainder
of the existing attribute-value.

 Step 6 

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY).

You can also use the PTN (PARTITION) margin command in a structure or index display to accomplish this same task.

 Step 7 
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Catalog the database containing the partitioned table and table partitions.

Batch Examples

For explanations of the following transactions, see Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

 Modifying a TABLE to be a Partitioned Table 

The partitioned table (the Parent table) must be in the Parent AREA structure in the DATABASE structure. This area has a
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of $$P.

The partitioned table has the full table structure defined to it. The table partitions do not; they have the PARTITION-
COLUMN-VALUE occurrence defined to them.

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

 3150                                                        Y Y

 3153 ACT DDADMIN                          ACCTS

 -END

 Defining A Partitioning Key 

 ----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+

 -ADD KEY,ACCTS.CUST-ID-PARTITION(T001)

 5000 CIP01 002 N N 010 P       N

 5010 ADD CUST-ID

 5011 $FIRST

 -END

 Adding Table Partitions 

Each table partition must be added to a different area in the database. However, partitions from different partitioned tables
can reside in the same area.

-COM --------------- BRANCH PARTITION 1 -----------------------------

-ADD AREA,ACCTS-PARTITION-P01(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-DATABASE

1001 'ACCTS PARTITION DATABASE         ',

-    'ACCTS PARTITION DATABASE         '

1002 'PARTITION ONE                       '

3001 AR1

3002                Y   3390   04096 DATACOM  1 0000

3004       ACCTS_AREA_ONE                   Y 00015

-END

-ADD TABLE,ACCTS-BRANCHES-P01(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-PARTITION-P01

3150 B01 011 Y Y Y N Y DATACOM  Y 000 000                   P N

3151 00000 N 00 000

3152 Y ACCTS                            BRANCHES_P01

3160 ACCTS-BRANCHES                   $FIRST

-END

-ADD PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE,ACCTS_PTN_B01(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-BRANCHES-P01

5200 ACCTS-BRANCHES                   CUST-ID

5203   000000001

-END

The following is an example of the last table partition.
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-ADD TABLE,ACCTS-BRANCHES-P04(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-PARTITION-P04

3150 B04 014 Y Y Y N Y DATACOM  Y 000 000                   P N

3151 00000 N 00 000

3152 Y ACCTS                            ACCOUNTS_P04

3160 ACCTS-BRANCHES                   $FIRST

-END

-ADD PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE,ACCTS_PTN_B04(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-BRANCHES-P01

5200 ACCTS-BRANCHES                   ACCTS-BRANCHES-P03

5203   HIGH-VALUES

-END

When you have finished your definitions, catalog the database.

Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities
Use Datacom Datadictionary batch facilities to perform general maintenance processing. Review a list of the utilities with
their descriptions. Use batch to create your own relationship definitions.

You can code batch transactions to perform the general maintenance processing of occurrences with the Datacom
Datadictionary utilities. Before you begin, you must understand the basics of Datacom Datadictionary.

You can complete Datacom Datadictionary tasks with batch transactions using the following utilities:

DDBTGLM
The Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) creates DDUPDATE batch transactions from selected
occurrences. You can use these transactions to add or update occurrences in another Datacom Datadictionary
system. You can also use the Batch Transaction Generator to create an archive copy of occurrence information in
batch transaction format.

DDCFBLD
The Control File Build utility (DDCFBLD) reads Datacom Datadictionary definitions and formats them for
submission to DBUTLTY or catalogs them directly to Datacom/DB. You can also use it to update Datacom
Datadictionary's High-Speed Directory.

DDICF
The Input Creation Facility (DDICF) analyzes COBOL record description copybooks and creates transactions
necessary for entering the appropriate TABLE, FILE, RECORD, FIELD, and ELEMENT occurrence information.

DDRMFLM
The Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) converts the fields of data records in an
extracted (unloaded) file to a format that conforms to a different Datacom Datadictionary TABLE or RECORD
entity-occurrence definition. The converted file can then serve as input to load a Datacom/DB table.

DDTRSLM
The Transport utility (DDTRSLM) transports or backs up selected Datacom Datadictionary definitions from a
Datacom site for loading into another.

DDUPDATE
The Update utility (DDUPDATE) performs the general maintenance processing of occurrences. You can also use
it to perform the reporting functions of DDUTILTY.

DDUTILTY
This utility processes report definition and utility transactions within Datacom Datadictionary. The Source
Language Generation (SLG) facility, which is part of DDUTILTY, allows you to reproduce the field definitions of
ELEMENT, KEY, RECORD, and TABLE occurrences as high-level language statements.
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Batch Utility Reports
Datacom Datadictionary automatically generates a report when you execute one of the batch utilities. The contents of the
report varies based on the utility you execute. The following describes three possible contents you can receive:

• The maintenance or process portion of the report is produced automatically for DDCFBLD, DDUPDATE and
DDUTILTY. Information is provided about the transactions submitted and returns a brief message about the results of
processing. This portion of the report is titled Maintenance Report.

• The next portion of the report provides information specific to the function you are performing with the utility. The title
of this portion of the report varies with the utility you are running. For example, for the DDCFBLD Utility, the title is
Indented Report; for the DDBTGLM Utility, the title is Batch Transaction Generator.

• The last portion of the report is only produced for DDBTGLM, DDICF, DDUPDATE, and DDUTILTY. It is produced
automatically if any errors are detected during processing of the batch transactions.

The following sections describe each portion of the report in detail.

Sample Report Headers
All report headers in Datacom Datadictionary have the same format, including execution date/time, directory name
(if applicable), page number, security level, Datacom/DB version, MUF being accessed, user generating the report,
and Database-ID of the DATA DICT database (base), if known.

Report headers have the following format:

Date: mm/dd/ccyy  Time:  hh.mm.ss  *************************************************************      Page:  

   1

                                   *              CA Datacom Datadictionary                    *

Security Level:                    *                    General Utility                        *      Version:

  15.0

                                   *       Copyright © 1990-2014 CA. All rights reserved.      *      MUF

 Name; xxxxxxxx

User:                              *************************************************************      DD

 Base: 

         

Date:
The date the report  is executed, in the format mm/dd/ccyy:
mm

month
dd

day
cc

century
yy

year
Time:

The time the report is assembled,  in the format hh.mm.ss:
hh

hour
mm

minutes
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ss
seconds

Directory:
The name is the internal name of the Directory (CXX), assigned with the INIT CXX function, that is in use when
the report is executed, if known when the report is executed and produced.

NOTE
Directory does not appear in the header if it is not appropriate for the report that is generated.

Page:
The number of the page of the report.

Security Level:
Defines the highest level of security that is enforced for the given environment. Five values are allowed values:
0-4.

Version:
The version of Datacom/DB being executed when the report is executed is shown in the format nn.n; for example,
Version: 15.0.

MUF Name:
Name of the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) being accessed.

User:
The name of the user generating the report.

DD Base:
The Database-ID of the DATA DICT database (base) in use when the report is executed.

NOTE
Base does not appear in the header if it is not known when the report is produced.

Maintenance Portion
This portion of the report lists the Datacom Datadictionary maintenance transaction collection submitted and the outcome
of Datacom Datadictionary processing only for DDCFBLD, DDUPDATE and DDUTILTY. For DDUTILTY, this portion of the
report only lists the -USR transaction. For DDCFBLD and DDUPDATE the maintenance transactions listed include:

-ADD
-BTG
-CPY
-CXX

-DEL
-GRP
-UPD
-UPG

-USR
numbered transactions

For each transaction collection being reported on, this portion of the report prints the following information:

• The expected transaction format
• The transaction as entered
• A code indicating whether the transaction was successfully processed:
PROC

Transaction is syntactically correct
MSGN

Error encountered - message is displayed on the next line
FLSH

Flushed - transaction is not processed
• A summary of the transaction keywords entered and expected.
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The following example shows the Maintenance portion of the DDCFBLD utility. For an example report header, see Sample
Report Headers.

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE FUNCTION,ENTITY-TYPE,OCCURRENCE(VERS,PSWD,OVRD)                             *

              *  -CXX CATALOG,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD)                                 ;        *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

    FUNCTION = CATALOG-STRUCTURE

           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE

           OCCURRENCE        = ORDER-ENTRY

           VERSION           = PROD

Specific Information Portion
The following information briefly describes the batch utility and the corresponding information produced. Sample reports
are documented in the individual programs.

DDBTGLM
The DDUPDATE transactions created by executing the utility.

DDCFBLD
Specific results for each type of transaction entered:

• For -CXX BUILD, a listing of the database occurrence definition built.
• For -CXX CATALOG, a listing of the database structure cataloged.
• For -HSD RESET, a listing of the Data Group Tables (DGT) defined in the High-Speed Directory (HSD).

DDICF
The DDUPDATE transactions generated from the COBOL source language transactions.

DDRMFLM
The results of the conversion and certain diagnostic information. The report lists the action performed by the
Record Migration Facility to convert each field, information on the input and output FIELD occurrences, and any
conversion errors and conflicts.

DDTRSLM
The results of the TRIAL IMPORT or IMPORT commands which includes a listing of errors, warnings, and entity-
occurrences that are being imported.

DDUPDATE
Detailed information about the occurrences being updated or created with this utility. The Detail Report is
documented in . Generation of this report can be started and stopped by using the -SET RPOFF and -SET RPON
transactions. If you are using a -UPG transaction, no Detail Report is generated unless there is an error in thich
case, the occurrence in error is reported.

DDUTILTY
The results of reproducing field definitions of ELEMENT, KEY, RECORD and TABLE occurrences as high-level
language statements for the Source Language Generation (SLG) Facility.
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Error Recap Portion
If any errors are detected during processing, Datacom Datadictionary prints an Error Recap as the last page of the report
for DDBTGLM, DDICF, DDUPDATE and DDUTILTY.

Some examples of potential errors are:

• Datacom Datadictionary does not find a required transaction in the transaction collection
• Dependent information cannot be found in the system

This portion of the report prints the page number of the report on which the error occurred, the error message number,
and a brief description of each error, as shown in the following example:

PAGE..     ERROR..........     MESSAGE..............................................................

    12     DDPFLD00A0          NAMED AFTER DOES NOT EXIST

    13     DDFHDR0077          PREVIOUS GROUP START FLUSH

    14     DDFHDR0077          PREVIOUS GROUP START FLUSH

    15     DDPKEY0003          FIELD NOT IN RECORD

    17     DDPELM0003          FIELD NOT IN RECORD

    17     DDPELM0003          FIELD NOT IN RECORD

END OF RECAP REPORT

                              *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  -----------*

Using Batch Transactions
Datacom Datadictionary batch utilities use Datacom Datadictionary transactions to accomplish functions, including -USR, -
DEF PATH, -END, and function-specific transactions. See transactions and abbreviations.

The batch utilities execute Datacom Datadictionary transactions to accomplish each function. These transactions include:

-USR
The batch input streams, except DDTRSLM, begin with a -USR transaction to establish the appropriate
Authorization Profile.

-DEF PATH
For DDBTGLM, DDUPDATE, and DDUTILTY, you can include path definition transactions to establish the desired
connections between occurrences for reporting and data extraction.

Specific transactions
Each utility requires that you include transactions specific to the function you are performing.

-END
Datacom Datadictionary automatically generates an -END transaction internally as it encounters the next
header transaction or when it encounters an end-of-file. This -END transaction marks the conclusion of each
header transaction. The only exception to the Datacom Datadictionary provided -END transaction is the one you
must enter at the conclusion of a series of transactions when defining a path. For more information, see Using
Predefined Paths.

Abbreviations Used

The following abbreviations are used in the transaction formats:

entity -
Entity-type
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lock -
Lock level setting

occ-name -
Occurrence name

ovrd -
Override code

parent-name -
RECORD, TABLE, or VIEW occurrence name

pswd -
Password

rec-name -
RECORD occurrence name

stat -
Status

tbl-name -
TABLE occurrence name

vrs -
Version number

Establishing User Identification
The -USR transaction identifies the user to Datacom Datadictionary if your site does not use the user ID from a security
product such as Top Secret, ACF2 or RACF.

• When Datacom Datadictionary encounters a -USR transaction, it checks the user's Authorization Profile and enforces
those authorizations on each transaction group that follows.

• The authorizations remain in effect until the run concludes or until Datacom Datadictionary encounters the next -USR
transaction.

When to Use

If your site does not use the user ID from a security product, you must place a -USR transaction as the first transaction
in the input stream for utilities that call the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF). If it is not the first transaction,
Datacom Datadictionary issues an error message and reads to the next valid -USR transaction or end-of-file. The
following are the utilities that require the transaction:

• DDBTGLM
• DDCFBLD
• DDRMFLM
• DDUPDATE
• DDUTILTY
• DDICF

Exceptions

The Transport Utility (DDTRSLM) requires a SET USER command instead of the -USR transaction.

How to Use

Use the following transaction to establish your authorization.

Establish your Authorization
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►►─ -USR ─ name,password ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ,datacom-id ─┘

name
(Required) Individual's name as specified in the PERSON entity-type.
Valid Entries:

Any valid user identification
Default Value:

(No default)
,password

(Required) Specify the individual's user password. This is the value for the PASS-WORD attribute for the
PERSON occurrence.
Valid Entries:

User password as it appears in the PERSON occurrence
Default Value:

(No default)
,datacom-id

(Optional) The identifier for the Datacom Datadictionary (DATA-DICT) database which contains the definitions you
wish to access.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

The default established with BASEID= in the System Resource Table

Using Predefined Paths
Datacom Datadictionary uses named relationships, both supplied and user-defined, to show the connection between
entity-types. Use a path to trace the connection between occurrences of the entity-types named in the relationship
definition.

For more information and instructions about obtaining a complete list of both the supplied relationships and all
relationships defined for use at your site, see Definitions Report.

The following topics are included on this page:

Datacom Datadictionary supplies predefined paths that you can use for either DATABASE or FILE structures. Use
of these predefined paths are available using the DDBTGLM utility or the Reporting Facility depending on the type
of structure on which you are reporting. Refer to the following chart for details and to the illustrations which follow for
examples of each type of predefined path. Do not attempt to define these paths yourself.

Specify: For structure: Using:
-DEF PATH,STANDARD DATABASE DDBTGLM utility

or
Reporting Facility

-DEF PATH,STANDARD FILE Reporting Facility
-DEF PATH,DBMODEL DATABASE to which dataviews are defined DDBTGLM utility
-DEF PATH,PARTITION DATABASE to which

at least one partitioned table is defined
DDBTGLM utility

DATABASE Structure Path Using the DDBTGLM Utility
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 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,KEY.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL

DATABASE Structure Path Using the Reporting Facility (DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE)

 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.FIELD,$INTERNAL

FILE Structure Path ONLY Using the Reporting Facility (DDUPDATE or DDUTILTY)

 -DEF TRACE,FILE.RECORD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,RECORD.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,RECORD.KEY,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,RECORD.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

NOTE
There is no STANDARD path for FILE structures using the DDBTGLM utility.

DATABASE Structure Path (DATAVIEW to ELEMENT) ONLY Using the DDBTGLM Utility

 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,KEY.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,KEY.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.KEY,$INTERNAL

DATABASE Structure Path for Partitioned Tables Only Using DDBTGLM

-DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL,SKIP

-DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL,SKIP

-DEF TRACEF,TABLE.TABLE,TBL-TBL-PARTITION

-DEF TRACE,TABLE.PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE,TBL-PCV-PARTITION

-DEF TRACE,PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE.FIELD,PCV-FLD-PARTITION

-DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,TBL-KEY-PARTITION

When to Use

Use path definition to locate occurrences by identifying the connections between them for reporting and data extraction
purposes.

How to Use
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The path definition transactions are listed following:

• A -DEF PATH transaction
• -DEF TRACE transactions (These transactions are unnecessary if the path name is DBMODEL, PARTITION, or

STANDARD.)
• An -END transaction

-DEF PATH Transaction

►►─ -DEF ─ PATH,path-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

-DEF TRACE Transaction

►►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ -DEFTRACE,from.to,relationship-name ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                           └─ ,SKIP ─┘

-END Transaction

►►─ -END ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Transaction 1 -DEF PATH

Identifies the path name for the path you are defining.

,path-name
(Required) Specifies a valid path name. STANDARD is a special, Datacom Datadictionary supplied path for
Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structure processing. DBMODEL includes the Datacom Datadictionary
supplied STANDARD path, plus the dataviews. PARTITION is a special path for use with partitioned tables.
Valid Entries:

STANDARD
DBMODEL
PARTITION
Any valid name up to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Transaction 2 -DEF TRACE

Specifies that Datacom Datadictionary return the occurrences associated by the named relationship. If the path name
specified is STANDARD, DBMODEL, or PARTITION, you do not need to include TRACE transactions.

NOTE
The number of -DEF TRACE transactions that you can include is defined in MAXLVLS= parameter of the
System Resource Table (SRT). The default value for this parameter is 20.

,from.
(Required) For the first TRACE in a path definition, the name of the entity-type with which the structure starts.
If multiple -DEF TRACE transactions occur, the "from" entity-type must repeat the name of the "to" entity-type in a
previous -DEF TRACE transaction.
Valid Entries:

Name of the desired entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
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to,
(Required) The name of the entity-type to which the "from" entity-type is related.
Valid Entries:

Name of the desired entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
,relationship-name

(Required) The name of the relationship Datacom Datadictionary is to follow between the two entity-types when
processing the path.
Valid Entries:

Name of the desired relationship
Default Value:

(No default)
,SKIP

(Optional) Forces Datacom Datadictionary not to process any occurrences of the "to" entity-type. The "to" entity-
type is simply used as a bridge to another entity-type.

Transaction 3 -END

Concludes the structure definition.

TRACEF and TRACEB Transactions

Two additional trace transactions exist. They are only necessary when processing relationships where the subject and the
object entity-types are the same.

The TRACEF transaction limits the occurrences returned to those found on the path from the subject to the object. The
TRACEB transaction limits the transactions returned to those found on the path from the object back to the subject.

The formats for the two transactions are:

TRACEF Transaction

►►─ -DEF ─ TRACEF,from.to,relationship-name ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                             └─ ,SKIP ─┘

TRACEB Transaction

►►─ -DEF ─ TRACEB,from.to,relationship-name ─┬─────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                             └─ ,SKIP ─┘

The keywords and values are the same as those for the TRACE as detailed previously.

Coding Multiple Line Transactions
All transactions, with the exception of the 1200 TEXT transaction, must conform to the following format:

Bytes 1 through 71
Transaction data

Byte 72
Must be blank

Bytes 73 - 80
Not processed by Datacom Datadictionary
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The text within a 1200 TEXT transaction can be coded in bytes 73 through 80. If you intend to use both batch and
online facilities to maintain text created in batch, we recommend that you use a maximum line length of 72.

The following rules apply to continued transactions:

• You can divide a transaction only after a comma, period, or right parenthesis.
• A comma, parenthesis, or period cannot be the first character following the hyphen.
• Use the continuation capability only with header and 1000 transactions.

To continue a transaction to the next line, insert a hyphen (-) in the first column of the continued transaction. Follow the
hyphen with a space and continue coding the transaction.
For example, for a FIELD occurrence with a 32-character table name and a 32-character occurrence name, you could
continue the transaction after the period following the table name. That way there is sufficient room for occurrence
name, version, password, override code or lock code.

An example transaction collection which uses the continuation character follows:

 -ADD FIELD,

 - PERSONNEL-DEPARTMENT-NEWHIRE-REC.

 - EMPLOYEE-PREVIOUS-POSITION-HELD(T001)

 -END

Overriding Condition Code Settings (-SET)
The -SET transactions allow some control of the condition codes set when errors are encountered. This facility is useful
when condition code checking is used to control job flow.

For example, you may prefer to have a -DEL transaction to ensure that a TEST occurrence is removed before attempting
to add a new one. However, if the -DEL fails because the occurrence does not exist, a condition code of '08' is set. This
makes condition code-controlled processing difficult to implement. The -SET transactions allow the condition code to be
set to '00' if the occurrence to be deleted is not found.

NOTE
The -SET and -DEL transactions are effective for the DDCFBLD, DDUPDATE, and DDUTILTY batch programs.

NOTE
Not all DDUPDATE CC8 can be treated as equal. Be careful regarding which condition code 8 can be reset. If
you get condition code 8 due to not found conditions, then using -SET NTFn is a much better choice.

WARNING
Do not use the blanket -SET CCn0 as a blanket reset of the condition code without prior knowledge if you think
the error can be ignored or not. Use extreme prejudice when using this -SET CCn0 option.

-SET CCn0
The -SET CCn0 transaction sets the condition code of the job step to 0 if an error code causes it to be set to
n or less, where n can be 8, 4 or 0. If n is 0, the condition code handling is reset to the standard processing.
If necessary, the -SET can be included multiple times in an input set of transactions so that specific groups of
transactions can be handled as needed. The -SET CCn0 transactions would have to fall between the -END and
the next header transaction (-ADD, -DEL, and so forth) or before the first header transaction excluding the -USR.
Sample
In the following sample, the intent is to catalog a database that is known to get warning messages. The -SET
CC40 transaction helps ensure that the external condition code is set to zero unless a more egregious error
condition is detected. The -SET CC00 returns to normal condition code processing for any following transactions.
-USR …

-ADD …

    .
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    .

    .

-SET CC40

-UPD DATABASE,…

1000 CONNECT

-END

-SET CC00

    .

    .

    .

-SET NTFn
The -SET NTFn transaction sets the external condition code to n if the occurrence specified in the header
transaction is not found (NTF) where n can be 8, 4, or 0. This is useful if you precede a set of -BTG or -ADD
transactions with a -DEL/1000 OBSOLETE without knowing whether the structure is there or not. Also, if there is a
generic report included and you do not know if there are any occurrences meeting the -RPT criteria. Again, there
can be multiples of these transactions in a single execution to allow for cases where occurrences must be present
and others might or might not be in the same job step. The rules for inclusion are the same as for the -SET CCn0.
Sample
In the following example, the -SET NTF0 helps ensure that the external condition code is set to zero if the
occurrence to be deleted is not found. The -SET NTF8 returns the condition code processing to normal for the
remaining transactions.
-USR …

-SET NTF0

-DEL …

1000 OBSOLETE

-END

-SET NTF8

    .

    .  

    .

Entering Comments
Optional comment lines can be included in a DDCFBLD, DDUPDATE, or DDUTILTY job stream. A comment line must
begin with the word -COM in columns 1-4. The utilities do not process these comment lines nor do they appear on the
maintenance report.

You can also enter comments in a DDTRSLM utility job stream by using the delimiters /* and */ around the text of the
comment. If you have comments in z/OS JCL, indent the /* past the first column or the SYSIN stops at the previous line
and possibly cause a syntax error.

DDBTGLM - Generating Batch Transactions
The Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) provides a means of creating DDUPDATE transactions from selected
occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can also use this utility as an archiving system to retain backup occurrence information without using disk storage
space allocated to the active Datacom Datadictionary.

When to Use

Use the Batch Transaction Generator to:
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• Create DDUPDATE transactions for a related set of occurrences within a structure or for a single occurrence to be
implemented in another Datacom Datadictionary.

• Create an archive copy of occurrence information in batch transaction format.

After obtaining the appropriate occurrence definitions, use the batch transactions the Batch Transaction Generator
created as input to the DDUPDATE utility to create or to update occurrences in another Datacom Datadictionary system or
store them as an archived copy.

NOTE
If SQL objects are involved such as CONSTRAINTS, use the Transport Utility, DDTRSLM.

How to Use

The -BTG transaction initiates the process of generating transactions for one or more existing occurrence definitions. By
using the -BTG START transaction and defining a path, you can initiate the DDBTGLM utility and designate the starting
point for generating the transactions.

In addition to generating transactions with -BTG or -BTG START, you can code additional optional transactions. These
optional transactions must be coded before either the -BTG or -BTG START transaction to ensure accurate and complete
output. Refer to the following for a description of each of these optional transactions.

-BTG AUXOUT
An auxiliary output device

-BTG TABLE
Prepare special transactions for partitioned tables.

-BTG TRACE
Printing diagnostic information

-BTG USER
A particular user-written exit

-BTG VERSION
A particular status/version for all transactions generated

After running the Batch Transaction Generator to create the desired transactions, you can modify individual transactions
before processing them. You can also do this by invoking a user-written exit. For more information, see -BTG USER -
Preparing and Invoking a User-Written Exit.

When the DDUPDATE utility encounters a -BTG header transaction (the transaction generated by the DDBTGLM facility),
it treats the entire transaction collection as either an -ADD or -UPD transaction collection depending on the entity-type,
its status, and whether the entity-occurrence already exists. For more information, see DDUPDATE - Updating Datacom
Core.

When setting up Batch Transaction Generator transactions, you can use a continuation capability to enter long
transactions. The following example shows a sample format:

-BTG START,ELEMENT,

- ACCTSRECEIVABLE.CUSTOMERSORDERS(PROD),STANDARD

The continuation is specified by a transaction start character (-) followed by one space.

Special Considerations
The DDBTGLM job stream or DDBTGLM SYSIN file must contain a -USR transaction to verify authorization before the
batch utility can execute.

To create a copy of a related set of occurrences, you must identify a path which specifies where Datacom Datadictionary
is to start and stop the copying procedure. You can use one of the following predefined paths  for DATABASE structures:
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• STANDARD path
• DBMODEL path (includes DATAVIEW to ELEMENT relationships)
• PARTITION path (only for use with partitioned tables)

For all other structures, including FILE structures, you must define the path. For more information, see Using Predefined
Paths.

To create a copy of occurrences with similar names, use generic selection of one or more characters followed by an
asterisk. For example, to find all names beginning with DR, you can enter DR*. The asterisk indicates that Datacom
Datadictionary is to select only those occurrences with names that begin with the characters preceding the asterisk for
processing.

The following topics are included on this page:

For Partitioned Tables

To properly process partitioned tables with the DDBTGLM utility, there is a predefined path (PARTITION) and an input
transaction (-BTG TABLE).

Using DDBTGLM to generate transactions for a DATABASE structure containing partitioned tables is a two-phase
process. First, DDBTGLM must be run using the appropriate predefined path for your standard processing, either
STANDARD or DBMODEL. These transactions are processed by DDUPDATE first. The second phase of the transaction
generation is to run against the same DATABASE occurrence using the PARTITION predefined path and the -BTG TABLE
transaction to assure that TABLE occurrences are not affected by the generated transactions.

As an example, if the SAMPLE-DATABASE database contains partitioned tables, you would execute DDBTGLM twice.
The first time with the following input:

-DEF PATH,STANDARD

-END

-BTG VERSION,T002

-BTG START,DATABASE,SAMPLE-DATABASE(T1),STANDARD

-END

The second execution of the DDBTGLM utility would have the following input:

-DEF PATH,PARTITION

-END

-BTG VERSION,T002

-BTG TABLE,UPD

-BTG START,DATABASE,SAMPLE-DATABASE(T1),PARTITION

-END

The resulting transactions generated by these two executions can be submitted to DDUPDATE either separately or in the
same execution, but the generated transactions from the first execution of DDBTGLM must precede those generated by
the second execution of DDBTGLM.

Note:

• For more information about predefined path (PARTITION), see DATABASE Structure Path for Partitioned Tables Only
Using DDBTGLM in Using Predefined Paths

• For more information aobut and input transaction (-BTG TABLE), see -BTG TABLE - Special Transactions for
Partitioned Tables
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For SQL Objects

You cannot use the Batch Transaction Generator to create DDUPDATE transactions for an occurrence of the VIEW,
CONSTRAINT, SYNONYM, PLAN or STATEMENT entity-types. -BTG transactions are generated but these will be
rejected by DDUPDATE. For more information, see DDTRSLM - Transporting Definitions.

If you generate transactions for an occurrence of the TABLE entity-type which is accessed by SQL, you cannot access the
new version of the table with SQL until you modify it.

NOTE
For more information, see 3150 to 3160 TABLE Transactions.

For Dataviews

When executing DDBTGLM with a path defined from database through dataview using a user-defined path, the elements
and keys for the dataview are returned in alphabetical sequence. This is the native sequence. The dataview structure may
be modified as a result. Consider using the special predefined path named DBMODEL instead.

When executing DDBTGLM with the special DBMODEL path and starting on the database, all dataviews and relationships
to elements appear at the end of the stream of DDUPDATE transactions.

When using a user-defined path to access DATAVIEW occurrences for transaction generation, if the path used is from
ELEMENT or KEY to DATAVIEW, generation of the DATAVIEW transaction is delayed to the end of the path. In all other
cases, the transactions are generated in stream.

-BTG AUXOUT - Specifying Auxiliary Output Device
In Datacom Datadictionary DDBTGLM, the transaction -BTG AUXOUT designates the transaction output to be in a format
other than SYSPUNCH. Find a description and an example of syntax in z/OS.

NOTE
You must code this optional transaction before initiating the DDBTGLM utility with either the -BTG or the -BTG
START transaction.

In z/OS

Use the -BTG AUXOUT transaction to designate that the output from this particular transaction is to be in a format other
than SYSPUNCH. This can serve as source transactions for input at another location. Using this transaction enables you
to specify an output format other than unblocked 80-byte records.

-BTG AUXOUT Transaction in z/OS

►►─ -BTG ─ AUXOUT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

-BTG TABLE - Special Transactions for Partitioned Tables
The -BTG TABLE transaction is used to specify the type of transactions to be generated at the TABLE level and below,
specifically for use with partitioned tables. You must specify the PARTITION path before executing DDBTGLM with the -
BTG TABLE transaction. When the DDUPDATE utility processes a BTG transaction for a TABLE occurrence, the entire
TABLE (or RECORD) sub-structure is deleted under the assumption that all of the FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT definitions
will be regenerated by the transactions that follow.
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When to Use

The -BTG TABLE transaction allows you to specify that only updates are to be generated at the TABLE level, thus
preventing the deletion of the TABLE sub-structure when only minor modifications (no new fields, keys, or elements are
being added).

How to Use

The format of the transaction is as follows:

-BTG TABLE

►►─ -BTG ─ TABLE,function ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

,function
(Required) If you code this transaction, this entry is required. This entry specifies the type of transactions to
be generated at the TABLE level. Specify BTG for regular DDBTGLM transactions or UPD for only update
transactions.
Valid Entries:

,BTG or ,UPD
Default Value:

(No default) If you do not code the transaction, regular DDBTGLM transactions are produced.

-BTG USER - Preparing and Invoking a User-Written Exit
A user-written exit transaction directs the Batch Transaction Generator to pass control to an exit module for verification
or modification of the generated transactions. The Batch Transaction Generator calls the specified module before each
write to SYSPUNCH or SYSPCH. Use the -BTG USER transaction to designate the exit module name. After Datacom
Datadictionary processes the transaction, the user-written exit module can modify or delete the transaction before it is
written to the output stream. For more information, see Sample User-Written Exit for DDBTGLM (COBOL).

To discontinue use of this exit module, either disable it or specify another user exit module. A -BTG USER= transaction
without a module name disables the previously specified exit module. Each new user exit module which you specify
automatically supersedes any previous exit module. You can employ a limitless number of user exit modules during one
execution of the Batch Transaction Generator.

When the user exit gets control, register 1 points to a parameter list.

• The first fullword in the parameter list is the address of the buffer containing the generated transaction about to be
written. In your exit module, you can modify the generated transaction in any way or you can reject it (choose not to
write it). To reject a transaction, move hexadecimal zeros (X'00') into the first position in the transaction buffer.

• The second fullword in the parameter list is the address of a buffer containing a copy of the last header (-ADD)
transaction generated.

NOTE
 Each transaction can be a maximum of 80 bytes in length.

When the Batch Transaction Generator has processed all requested occurrences, the user exit is called one last time.
In this case, the first parameter points to a transaction in the buffer filled with a specific special character (flag line), to
indicate the last call. The flag line is filled with asterisks (*) unless you use the FLAG= parameter to specify a different
character. At this time, you can place any last transaction into the buffer to be written.
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When to Use

Code a -BTG USER transaction to pass control to an exit module for the inspection and modification of transactions or to
disable a previously specified exit module. When your exit module returns control to the Batch Transaction Generator, the
modified transaction is written to SYSPUNCH or SYSPCH.

A user-written exit module can:

• Make changes to the output transactions before they are written to the output data set or output file.
• Delete generated transactions before writing them to the output data set or output file.

NOTE
 Code this optional transaction before initiating the DDBTGLM utility with either the -BTG or the -BTG START
transaction.

How to Use

Use the following command format to execute a user-written exit module:

 Executing a User-Written Exit Module 

►►─ -BTG ─ USER= ─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ module-name ─┘ └─ ,FLAG=x ─┘

module-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the user-written exit module that the Batch Transaction Generator calls before each
write to the output data set. Leave this field blank to disable the previously specified exit module.
Valid Entries:

Name of user-written exit module
(blank)

Default Value:
(No default)

,FLAG=
(Optional) Designate the character used to fill the flag line. This flag line is the one pointed to by the first fullword
parameter upon entry to the user exit for the last time. The preceding comma is required if you specify this
parameter.

NOTE
Do not choose a character that will be misinterpreted by the logic of your user exit. For example, if an
occurrence being processed by DDBTGLM BTG has an entire line of asterisks (*) or dashes ( to ) to
separate portions of text, do not choose asterisk or dash as the flag character.

-BTG VERSION - Specifying a Status/Version
The -BTG VERSION transaction designates the particular status/version that you want Datacom Datadictionary to use for
the transactions generated by -BTG or -BTG START transaction. Code the -BTG VERSION transaction before the -BTG
or -BTG START transaction. If you do not provide this transaction, the default for version is:

T001
For Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model entity-types

001
For all other entity-types

If you are using the DDBTGLM to generate UNIVERSAL field transactions, you must specify 0000 as the status/version.
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For the Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model entity-types, unless you specify PROD, all occurrences in the generated
transactions will be in TEST status. If you are migrating definitions from one system to another, you must copy them to
PROD status and catalog them to the Datacom/DB Directory at the destination system.

NOTE
The CATALOG function is not available in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
See documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD for information.

Use the following format to specify a status/version:

-BTG VERSION

►►─ -BTG ─ VERSION,stat ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

,stat
(Required) If you code this transaction, this entry is required. This is the status/version for the generated
transactions specified by the -BTG or -BTG START transaction.
Valid Entries:

0000
T001 to T999
1 to 999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

-BTG - Initiating Batch Transaction Generator Transactions
The -BTG transaction initiates the process of generating transactions representing one or more existing occurrence
definitions. Subsequent transactions depend on the nature and scope of the copying process as the previous transactions
presented explain.

When to Use

Use the -BTG transaction to request a duplicate copy of the specified occurrence totally independent of any structures.

To generate a set of transactions and their existing relationships, you must define a structure or path in order to generate
the relationship transactions. For more information, see Using Predefined Paths and -BTG START-Indicationg a Starting
Point.

How to Use

Before you initiate the DDBTGLM utility by coding the -BTG transaction, review the following chart to ensure the output
you request is complete. You must first code the following transaction for specific output:

-BTG VERSION
Specify a particular status/version for all transactions generated

-BTG AUXOUT
Designate an auxiliary output device

-BTG USER
Prepare and invoke a particular user-written exit -BTG TRACE
Print diagnostic information

Use the following command format:.

-BTG Command Format
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►►─ -BTG ─ entity-type, ─┬────────────────┬─ occ-name(stat ─┬─────────┬─ ) ───►

                         └─ parent-name. ─┘                 └─ ,ovrd ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

entity-type,
(Required) Specify any valid Datacom Datadictionary or user-defined entity-type.
Valid Entries:

A valid entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

parent-name.
(Optional) Specify the desired TABLE or RECORD occurrence name. This entry is only valid if the entity-type
specified is FIELD, KEY or ELEMENT. Your entry must be followed by a period (.) to concatenate the TABLE or
RECORD occurrence name with the name of the FIELD, KEY or ELEMENT occurrence.
You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other
criteria.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the desired Datacom Datadictionary occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

(stat)
(Required) Specify the status/version of the selected occurrence.
T001 to T999 are valid for DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, FIELD, and DATAVIEW
occurrences only.
1 to 999 are valid for all other occurrences.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 to T999
1 to 999
PROD
HIST or H000 to H997 (000 -- is the generation number)
ALL
ASOF
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Default Value:
(No default)

,ovrd
(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if you are
selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized access by Lock Level 2. If the occurrence is not
protected by this lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,as-of-date

(Optional) Specify the date and time to be used if you coded ASOF in the stat parameter. (Use ASOF to obtain
the version of the occurrence in PROD status on the specified date and time.) The format is YYYYMMDDhhmm,
where YYYY is the year, MM is the month, DD is the day, hh is the hour and mm is the minute. The preceding
comma is required if you use this parameter.
You can specify a partial date/time if you do not know the full date and time. Any of the date/time positions which
you do not use default to zero or the earliest period of the date/time you provide. For example, 20020101 is the
beginning of the day on January 1, 2002, whereas 200201012359 is the end of the same day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

-BTG START - Indicating a Starting Point
The -BTG START transaction establishes the starting point for generating transactions. It is possible to include multiple -
BTG START transactions in a single execution of the Batch Transaction Generator.

When to Use

If you are processing a path, use the -BTG START transaction to specify the point at which you want to begin generating
DDUPDATE transactions.

You can process a single path or multiple paths with the Batch Transaction Generator. If you define one path, it can be
referenced in multiple -BTG START transactions.

Because DDBTGLM only stores one path at a time, if you want to use multiple paths, you must define each path before
the -BTG START transaction which will use that path. For example, you can define a path named PATH1 and specify
a -BTG START transaction using PATH1, then define a second path named PATH2 and specify another -BTG START
transaction using PATH2.

If you define both paths first, then specify two consecutive -BTG START transactions, the first using PATH1 and the
second using PATH2. The first -BTG START transaction using PATH1 is bypassed and the following message is output:

 * * * INVALID CONTROL CARD - IGNORED * * *

How to Use

Before you initiate the DDBTGLM utility by coding the -BTG transaction, review the following chart to ensure the output
you request is complete. You must first code the following transaction for specific output:

-BTG VERSION
Specify a particular status/version for all transactions generated

-BTG AUXOUT
Designate an auxiliary output device
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-BTG USER
Prepare and invoke a particular user-written exit

-BTG TRACE
Print diagnostic information

Use the following transaction format to specify the point at which you want to begin generating transactions for submission
with the DDUPDATE utility:

-BTG START

►►─ -BTG ─ START,entity-type, ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────┬─ occ-name ( stat ─┬─────────┬─ ) ─ ,path-name ──────────►

   └─ parent-name. ─┘                   └─ ,ovrd ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

,entity-type,
(Required) Specify a valid Datacom Datadictionary or user-defined entity-type specified in the from parameter
within the structure defined in the path definition transactions.
Valid Entries:

Name of the desired entity-type within the defined path
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) Specify the desired TABLE or RECORD occurrence name only if the entity-type specified is FIELD,
KEY, or ELEMENT. Your entry must be followed by a period (.) to concatenate the TABLE or RECORD occurrence
name with the name of the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the desired Datacom Datadictionary occurrence.
You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other
criteria.
Valid Entries:

Name of the occurrence
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

(stat)
(Required) Specify the status/version of the selected occurrence.
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T001 to T999 are valid for DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, FIELD, and DATAVIEW
occurrences only.
1 to 999 are valid for all other occurrences.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 to T999
PROD
1 to 999
HIST or H000 to H997 (000 -- is the generation number)
I1 to I999
ALL
ASOF

Default Value:
(No default)

,ovrd
(Optional) Specify the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if you are
selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized access by Lock Level 2. If the occurrence is not
protected by this lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,path-name

(Required) Specify the name of the path defined in the path definition transaction. For more information, see
Using Predefined Paths.
Valid Entries:

Specified path name
Default Value:

(No default)
,as-of-date

(Optional) Specify the date and time to be used only if you coded ASOF in the stat parameter. (Use ASOF
to obtain the version of the occurrence in PROD status on the specified date and time.) The format is
YYYYMMDDhhmm, where YYYY is the year, MM is the month, DD is the day, hh is the hour and mm is the
minute.
You can specify a partial date/time if you do not know the full date and time. Any of the date/time positions which
you do not use default to zero or the earliest period of the date/time you provide. For example, 20020101 is the
beginning of the day on January 1, 2002, whereas 200201012359 is the end of the same day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

-END - Concluding Processing
When using the DDBTGLM (Batch Translation Generator) utility in Datacom Datadictionary, the -END transaction
terminates a collection of Batch Transaction Generator transactions. Review transaction format and use.

The -END transaction terminates a collection of Batch Transaction Generator transactions.

Insert an -END transaction to conclude a collection of transactions following a header transaction. The -END transaction
ensures that the collection terminates.
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Datacom Datadictionary automatically assumes the processing that is associated with a particular header transaction is
complete when Datacom Datadictionary encounters the next header transaction or end-of-file. Datacom Datadictionary
then creates its own -END transaction.

When to Use

Use the -END transaction to designate the end of a collection of Batch Transaction Generator transactions.

How to Use

After the last header transaction in a job stream or SYSIN file, insert an -END transaction to inform Datacom
Datadictionary that the last transaction has been processed.

Use the following transaction format to designate the end of a collection of Batch Transaction Generator transactions.

-END

►►─ -END ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Using DDBTGLM for Partitioned Tables
To properly process partitioned tables using DDBTGLM, you must specify a predefined path (PARTITION) and a special
input transaction.

The following topics are included on this page:

PARTITION Predefined Path

This path is specified using the following transaction:

 -DEF PATH,PARTITION

The path is only recognized by the DDBTGLM utility. The following represents the trace structure of the path:

 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACEF,TABLE.TABLE,TBL-TBL-PARTITION

 -DEF TRACE,PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE.FIELD,PCV-FLD-PARTITION

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,TBL-KEY-PARTITION

-BTG TABLE Transaction

The -BTG TABLE transaction is used to specify the type of transactions to be generated at the table level and below.
When the DDUPDATE utility processes a BTG transaction for a TABLE occurrence, the entire TABLE (or RECORD)
substructure is deleted with the assumption that all of the FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT definitions will be regenerated by
the transactions that follow.

The -BTG TABLE transaction allows you to specify that only updates are to be generated at the TABLE level, thus
avoiding the deletion of the TABLE substructure when only minor modifications (no new fields, keys, or elements are
being added) are to be performed. The format of the transaction is as follows:

Partitioned Table -BTG Transaction

►►─ -BTG ─ TABLE,function ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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-BTG TABLE
Specifies that this is the special DDBTGLM process for partitioned tables

,function
(Required) If you code this transaction, this entry is required. Use it to specify the type of transactions to be
generated at the TABLE level, either -BTG or -UPD transactions.
Valid Entries:

,BTG or ,UPD
Default Value:

(No default)

How to Use

Using DDBTGLM to generate transactions for a DATABASE occurrence containing partitioned tables is a two-phase
process. First, DDBTGLM must be run using the appropriate predefined path for your standard processing, either
STANDARD or DDMODEL. DDUPDATE processes these transactions first. The second phase of the transaction
generation is to run against the same DATABASE occurrence using the PARTITION predefined path and the -BTG TABLE
transaction. This process assures that TABLE occurrences are not affected by the generated transactions.

As an example, if DATABASE occurrence SAMPLE-DATABASE contains partitioned tables, DDBTGLM would be
executed twice. The first-time with the following input:

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

 -BTG VERSION,T002

 -BTG START,DATABASE,SAMPLE-DATABASE(T1),STANDARD

 -END

The second execution of the DDBTGLM utility would have the following input:

 -DEF PATH,PARTITION

 -END

 -BTG VERSION,T002

 -BTG TABLE,UPD

 -BTG START,DATABASE,SAMPLE-DATABASE(T1),PARTITION

 -END

The resulting transaction generated by these two executions can be submitted to DDUPDATE either separately or in
the same job. However, the generated transactions from the first execution of DDBTGLM must precede the transactions
generated by the second execution.

DDBTGLM Sample Job Streams and Output
The following are example JCL and sample output and reports.

The following are example JCL and sample output and reports.

DDBTGLM z/OS Example JCL

Find example JCL for using the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM). Use the Batch
Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) as a means of creating DDUPDATE transactions from selected occurrences in
Datacom Datadictionary.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements here are only an example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above Listing Libraries for Datacom Products in JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDBTGLM,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and Listing Libraries for Datacom Products in JCL.

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                       Print output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b                       Punch output

 //AUXOUT   DD   DSN=dd.output,UNIT=...,        Auxiliary output

 //       dcb=(blksize=nnnn)                    Optional info

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a                       CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                       System dumps

 //SYSIN    DD   *                              Input transactions

 -USR SAMPLE-USER                               Authorized user information

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

 -BTG AUXOUT

 -BTG START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD),STANDARD

 -END

 /*

Sample Report - DDBTGLM - for DATABASE Structures

The following example shows the Maintenance Report produced through execution of the sample JCL. The report has
been truncated for this example. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

If any error is encountered during processing transactions, Datacom Datadictionary produces an Error Recap Report as
the last page of the report. For more information, see Error Recap Portion.

Pages 1 through 5.

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

 -BTG START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD),STANDARD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO-ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO-ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE           '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT CLS STRUCTURE

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT ADD

 GENERATED CARD ==>    The ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables defined to eight

 GENERATED CARD ==>  areas.  The areas and tables are as follows:

 GENERATED CARD ==>

 GENERATED CARD ==>          Area Name            Table Name

 GENERATED CARD ==>          ---------            ----------

 GENERATED CARD ==>

 GENERATED CARD ==>          ACCTS                ACCTS

 GENERATED CARD ==>          CUST                 CUST

 GENERATED CARD ==>          DETAIL               DETAIL
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 GENERATED CARD ==>                               ORDERS

 GENERATED CARD ==>          ITEMS                ITEMS

 GENERATED CARD ==>          ORD-NO               ORD-NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>          RCPTS                RCPTS

 GENERATED CARD ==>          SHIPTO               SHIPTO

 GENERATED CARD ==>          SLSHST               SLSHST

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  2900 00010 RELATION DATACOM  00000 N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  2901 N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG AREA,ACCTS(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS AREA         '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3001 ACT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3002                Y   3380   04096 DATACOM  1 0005

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3004 00000 ACCTS                            N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1000 CONNECT,ACCTS

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS FILE         '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3150 ACT 006 N N N N Y DATACOM  Y 000 000

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3151 00031 N 00 000

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3152 Y SYSADM                           ACCTS

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,ORD-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 START                            START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S N R N 00005 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00005

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 ORDER                            ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 ORD_ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,BILL-DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 ORD-ID                           START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 BILLING                          DATE

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 BILL_DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,BILL-YR

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',
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 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 BILL-DT                          BILL-DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 BILLING                          YEAR

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 BILL_YR

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,BILL-MO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 BILL-YR                          BILL-DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 BILLING                          MONTH

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 BILL_MO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,BILL-DAY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 BILL-MO                          BILL-DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 BILLING                          DAY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 BILL_DAY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,ORD-AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 BILL-DT                          START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 ORDER DOLLAR                     AMOUNT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 ORD_AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,FRT-AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 ORD-AMT                          START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 FREIGHT                          AMOUNT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 FRT_AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,DISC-AMT
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 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 FRT-AMT                          START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 ORDER DISCOUNT                   AMOUNT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 DISC_AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 DISC-AMT                         START

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 CUSTOMER                         ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 CUST_ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,IND-CD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 CUST-ID                          CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00001

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 INDUSTRY                         CODE

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 IND_CD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG FIELD,CUST-NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4010 IND-CD                           CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4012 S C L N 00004 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00004

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4013 CUSTOMER                         NUMBER

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4016                                  N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4017 A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  4020 CUST_NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -GRP END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG KEY,ACCTS.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  - CUST-ID-KEY(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY               '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5000 ACSTI 001 N N 010         N ACTCUSKY ACCTS-CUST-ID-KEY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5010 ADD CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5011 $FIRST

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5012 ACT-CUST-ID-KEY                CUSTID   A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5010 ADD IND-CD
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 GENERATED CARD ==>  5011 CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5012 ACT-IND-CD-KEY                 INDCD    A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5010 ADD CUST-NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5011 IND-CD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5012 ACT-CUST-NO-KEY                CUSTNO   A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5100 N ACSTI_ACT00010                   N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG KEY,ACCTS.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  - ORD-ID-KEY(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORD-ID MASTER KEY                   '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5000 ACTOR 004 Y Y 005         Y ACTORDKY ACCTS-ORD-ID-KEY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5010 ADD ORD-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5011 $FIRST

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5012 ACT-ORD-ID-KEY                 ORDID    A N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  5100 N ACTOR_ACT00010                   N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  - ACCTS(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'FULL RECORD ELEMNT                  '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT ADD

 GENERATED CARD ==>    The ACCTS element of the ACCTS table consists of the order-id;

 GENERATED CARD ==>  billing date (in YYMMDD format); the order, freight and discount

 GENERATED CARD ==>  amounts; and customer identification information.

 GENERATED CARD ==>    All fields in the ACCTS table are included in this element.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6000 ACTFL 00 ACCTREC  ACCTS

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD BILL-DT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-BILL-DT                    BILLDT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD BILL-YR

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-BILL-YR                    BILLYR

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD BILL-MO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-BILL-MO                    BILLMO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD BILL-DAY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-BILL-DAY                   BILLDAY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-ORD-AMT                    ORDAMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD FRT-AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-FRT-AMT                    FRTAMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD DISC-AMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-DISC-AMT                   DISCAMT

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD IND-CD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-IND-CD                     INDCD
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 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  - CUST-ID(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'CUST-ID ELEMENT                     '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT ADD

 GENERATED CARD ==>    The CUST-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of information which

 GENERATED CARD ==>  identifies the customer (customer-id, customer number, etc.).

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6000 ACTCS 00 ACTCUST  ACCTS-CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD IND-CD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-IND-CD                     INDCD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-NO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

 GENERATED CARD ==>  - ORD-ID(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORD-ID ELEMENT                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT ADD

 GENERATED CARD ==>    The ORD-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of the single field

 GENERATED CARD ==>  ORD-ID (order-id).

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1200 TEXT END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6000 ACTOR 00 ACTORDID ACCTS-ORD-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-ID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG AREA,CUST(T001)

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'CUSTOMERS AREA                      '

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3001 CUS

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3002                Y   3380   04096 DATACOM  1 0005

 GENERATED CARD ==>  3004 00000 CUST                             N

 GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

    . . .

    . . .

    . . .

Sample Output - DDBTGLM - for DATABASE Structure

The following example shows the output produced through execution of the sample JCL. The listing has been truncated
for this example.
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-BTG DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

1001 'DEMO-ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO-ADMIN                      '

1002 'ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE           '

1200 TEXT CLS STRUCTURE

1200 TEXT ADD

  The ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables defined to eight

areas.  The areas and tables are as follows:

        Area Name            Table Name

        ---------            ----------

        ACCTS                ACCTS

        CUST                 CUST

        DETAIL               DETAIL

                             ORDERS

        ITEMS                ITEMS

        ORD-NO               ORD-NO

        RCPTS                RCPTS

        SHIPTO               SHIPTO

        SLSHST               SLSHST

1200 TEXT END

2900 00010 RELATION DATACOM  00000 N

2901 N

-END

-BTG AREA,ACCTS(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS AREA         '

3001 ACT

3002                Y   3380   04096 DATACOM  1 0005

3004 00000 ACCTS                            N

-END

-BTG TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ACCTS

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS FILE         '

3150 ACT 006 N N N N Y DATACOM  Y 000 000

3151 00031 N 00 000

3152 Y SYSADM                           ACCTS

-END

 -BTG TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,ACCTS

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 1002 'ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE             '

 1101 ADD ORDER-ENTRY

 1101 ADD ACCTS

 1103 ADD ACCTS-TABLE

 3150 ACT 006 N N Y N Y DATACOM  Y 000 000

 3151 00031 N 00 000

 3152 N
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 -END

 -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS(T001)

 -BTG FIELD,ORD-ID

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 1002 'ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD                  '

 1101 ADD ORDER-ENTRY

 1101 ADD ACCTS

 1103 ADD ACCTS-ORD-ID

 4010 START                            START

 4012 S N R N 00005 00 00001                      N C

 4013 ORDER                            ID

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 ORD_ID

 -END

 -BTG FIELD,BILL-DT

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 1002 'ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD                 '

 1101 ADD ORDER-ENTRY

 1101 ADD ACCTS

 1101 ADD DATE

 1103 ADD ACCTS-BILL-DT

 4010 ORD-ID                           START

 4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      N C

 4013 BILLING                          DATE

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 BILL_DT

 -END

-BTG FIELD,BILL-YR

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 BILL-DT                          BILL-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

4013 BILLING                          YEAR

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 BILL_YR

-END

-BTG FIELD,BILL-MO

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 BILL-YR                          BILL-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

4013 BILLING                          MONTH

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 BILL_MO

-END

-BTG FIELD,BILL-DAY

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',
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-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 BILL-MO                          BILL-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00002

4013 BILLING                          DAY

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 BILL_DAY

-END

-BTG FIELD,ORD-AMT

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 BILL-DT                          START

4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

4013 ORDER DOLLAR                     AMOUNT

4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 ORD_AMT

-END

-BTG FIELD,FRT-AMT

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 ORD-AMT                          START

4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

4013 FREIGHT                          AMOUNT

4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 FRT_AMT

-END

-BTG FIELD,DISC-AMT

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 FRT-AMT                          START

4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00009

4013 ORDER DISCOUNT                   AMOUNT

4014 Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 DISC_AMT

-END

-BTG FIELD,CUST-ID

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 DISC-AMT                         START

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

4013 CUSTOMER                         ID

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 CUST_ID

-END

-BTG FIELD,IND-CD

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',
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-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 CUST-ID                          CUST-ID

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00001

4013 INDUSTRY                         CODE

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 IND_CD

-END

-BTG FIELD,CUST-NO

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

4010 IND-CD                           CUST-ID

4012 S C L N 00004 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N 00004

4013 CUSTOMER                         NUMBER

4016                                  N

4017 A N

4020 CUST_NO

-END

-GRP END

-BTG KEY,ACCTS.

- CUST-ID-KEY(T001)

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY               '

5000 ACSTI 001 N N 010         N ACTCUSKY ACCTS-CUST-ID-KEY

5010 ADD CUST-ID

5011 $FIRST

5012 ACT-CUST-ID-KEY                CUSTID   A N

5010 ADD IND-CD

5011 CUST-ID

5012 ACT-IND-CD-KEY                 INDCD    A N

5010 ADD CUST-NO

5011 IND-CD

5012 ACT-CUST-NO-KEY                CUSTNO   A N

5100 N ACSTI_ACT00010                   N

-END

-BTG KEY,ACCTS.

- ORD-ID-KEY(T001)

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'ORD-ID MASTER KEY                   '

5000 ACTOR 004 Y Y 005         Y ACTORDKY ACCTS-ORD-ID-KEY

5010 ADD ORD-ID

5011 $FIRST

5012 ACT-ORD-ID-KEY                 ORDID    A N

5100 N ACTOR_ACT00010                   N

-END

-BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

- ACCTS(T001)

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'FULL RECORD ELEMNT                  '

1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD
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1200 TEXT ADD

  The ACCTS element of the ACCTS table consists of the order-id;

billing date (in YYMMDD format); the order, freight and discount

amounts; and customer identification information.

  All fields in the ACCTS table are included in this element.

1200 TEXT END

6000 ACTFL 00 ACCTREC  ACCTS

6010 ADD ORD-ID

6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

6010 ADD BILL-DT

6011 ACT-BILL-DT                    BILLDT

6010 ADD BILL-YR

6011 ACT-BILL-YR                    BILLYR

6010 ADD BILL-MO

6011 ACT-BILL-MO                    BILLMO

6010 ADD BILL-DAY

6011 ACT-BILL-DAY                   BILLDAY

6010 ADD ORD-AMT

6011 ACT-ORD-AMT                    ORDAMT

6010 ADD FRT-AMT

6011 ACT-FRT-AMT                    FRTAMT

6010 ADD DISC-AMT

6011 ACT-DISC-AMT                   DISCAMT

6010 ADD CUST-ID

6011 ACT-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

6010 ADD IND-CD

6011 ACT-IND-CD                     INDCD

6010 ADD CUST-NO

6011 ACT-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

-END

-BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

- CUST-ID(T001)

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'CUST-ID ELEMENT                     '

1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD

1200 TEXT ADD

  The CUST-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of information which

identifies the customer (customer-id, customer number, etc.).

1200 TEXT END

6000 ACTCS 00 ACTCUST  ACCTS-CUST-ID

6010 ADD CUST-ID

6011 ACT-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

6010 ADD IND-CD

6011 ACT-IND-CD                     INDCD

6010 ADD CUST-NO

6011 ACT-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

-END

-BTG ELEMENT,ACCTS.

- ORD-ID(T001)

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'ORD-ID ELEMENT                      '
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1200 TEXT CLS STANDARD

1200 TEXT ADD

  The ORD-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of the single field

ORD-ID (order-id).

1200 TEXT END

6000 ACTOR 00 ACTORDID ACCTS-ORD-ID

6010 ADD ORD-ID

6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

-END

-BTG AREA,CUST(T001)

1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

-    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

1002 'CUSTOMERS AREA                      '

3001 CUS

3002                Y   3380   04096 DATACOM  1 0005

3004 00000 CUST                             N

-END

  . . .

  . . .

  . . .

Sample Report - DDBTGLM - for DATAVIEW Structure

The following example shows a Maintenance Report where a dataview is the entity-type. For an example report header,
see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 and 2

-DEF PATH,PATH1                                                         00002001

-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL                                   00002002

-END                                                                    00002003

-BTG START,DATAVIEW,ORDERS(PROD),PATH1                                  00002004

GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG DATAVIEW,ORDERS(T001)

GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

GENERATED CARD ==>  7190 OEORDER  OE-ORDER                              Y

GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

GENERATED CARD ==>  -BTG ELEMENT,ORDERS.

GENERATED CARD ==>  - ORDERS(T001)

GENERATED CARD ==>  1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

GENERATED CARD ==>  -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

GENERATED CARD ==>  1002 'ORDERS FULL TABLE ELEMENT           '

GENERATED CARD ==>  1003 RELT,DATAVIEW,ORDERS(T001),$INTERNAL

GENERATED CARD ==>  1003 AFTER,$LAST

GENERATED CARD ==>  1101 ADD ORDER-ENTRY

GENERATED CARD ==>  1103 ADD ORDERS-ELEMENT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6000 OFULE 00 ORDERS   ORDERS

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-ID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-ID                     ORDID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-ID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-CUST-ID                    CUSTID
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GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD IND-CD

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-IND-CD                     INDCD

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-NO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-DT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-DT                     ORDDT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-YR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-YR                     ORDYR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-MO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-MO                     ORDMO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-DAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-DAY                    ORDDAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD EXP-DT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-EXP-DT                     EXPDT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD EXP-YR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-EXP-YR                     EXPYR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD EXP-MO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-EXP-MO                     EXPMO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD EXP-DAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-EXP-DAY                    EXPDAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD DISC-PCT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-DISC-PCT                   DISCPCT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD STAT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-STAT                       STAT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SHIP-DT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SHIP-DT                    SHIPDT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SHIP-YR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SHIP-YR                    SHIPYR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SHIP-MO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SHIP-MO                    SHIPMO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SHIP-DAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SHIP-DAY                   SHIPDAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD TERMS

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-TERMS                      TERMS

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD INSTR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-INSTR                      INSTR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD CUST-PO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-CUST-PO                    CUSTPO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SHIP-ID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SHIP-ID                    SHIPID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORDER-TOTAL

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORDER-TOTAL                ORDTOT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD FRT-AMT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-FRT-AMT                    FRTAMT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD SLMN-ID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-SLMN-ID                    SLMNID

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ACT-DT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ACT-DT                     ACTDT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ACT-YR

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ACT-YR                     ACTRY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ACT-MO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ACT-MO                     ACTMO

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ACT-DAY
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GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ACT-DAY                    ACTDAY

GENERATED CARD ==>  6010 ADD ORD-AMT

GENERATED CARD ==>  6011 ORD-ORD-AMT                    ORDAMT

GENERATED CARD ==>  -END

-END                                                                    00002200

-* * * END OF FILE ENCOUNTERED READING SYSIN - PROCESSING TERMINATED * * *

Sample Output - DDBTGLM - for DATAVIEW Structure

Find example output for a DATAVIEW entity-type in the DDBTGLM batch transactions facility in Datacom Datadictionary.

The following example shows the output where a dataview is the entity-type:

 -BTG DATAVIEW,ORDERS(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 7190 OEORDER  OE-ORDER                              Y

 -END

 -BTG ELEMENT,ORDERS.

 - ORDERS(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN                      ',

 -    'DEMO ADMIN                      '

 1002 'ORDERS FULL TABLE ELEMENT           '

 1003 RELT,DATAVIEW,ORDERS(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$LAST

 1101 ADD ORDER-ENTRY

 1103 ADD ORDERS-ELEMENT

 6000 OFULE 00 ORDERS   ORDERS

 6010 ADD ORD-ID

 6011 ORD-ORD-ID                     ORDID

 6010 ADD CUST-ID

 6011 ORD-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

 6010 ADD IND-CD

 6011 ORD-IND-CD                     INDCD

 6010 ADD CUST-NO

 6011 ORD-CUST-NO                    CUSTNO

 6010 ADD ORD-DT

 6011 ORD-ORD-DT                     ORDDT

 6010 ADD ORD-YR

 6011 ORD-ORD-YR                     ORDYR

 6010 ADD ORD-MO

 6011 ORD-ORD-MO                     ORDMO

 6010 ADD ORD-DAY

 6011 ORD-ORD-DAY                    ORDDAY

 6010 ADD EXP-DT

 6011 ORD-EXP-DT                     EXPDT

 6010 ADD EXP-YR

 6011 ORD-EXP-YR                     EXPYR

 6010 ADD EXP-MO

 6011 ORD-EXP-MO                     EXPMO

 6010 ADD EXP-DAY

 6011 ORD-EXP-DAY                    EXPDAY
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 6010 ADD DISC-PCT

 6011 ORD-DISC-PCT                   DISCPCT

 6010 ADD STAT

 6011 ORD-STAT                       STAT

 6010 ADD SHIP-DT

 6011 ORD-SHIP-DT                    SHIPDT

 6010 ADD SHIP-YR

 6011 ORD-SHIP-YR                    SHIPYR

 6010 ADD SHIP-MO

 6011 ORD-SHIP-MO                    SHIPMO

 6010 ADD SHIP-DAY

 6011 ORD-SHIP-DAY                   SHIPDAY

 6010 ADD TERMS

 6011 ORD-TERMS                      TERMS

 6010 ADD INSTR

 6011 ORD-INSTR                      INSTR

 6010 ADD CUST-PO

 6011 ORD-CUST-PO                    CUSTPO

 6010 ADD SHIP-ID

 6011 ORD-SHIP-ID                    SHIPID

 6010 ADD ORDER-TOTAL

 6011 ORD-ORDER-TOTAL                ORDTOT

 6010 ADD FRT-AMT

 6011 ORD-FRT-AMT                    FRTAMT

 6010 ADD SLMN-ID

 6011 ORD-SLMN-ID                    SLMNID

 6010 ADD ACT-DT

 6011 ORD-ACT-DT                     ACTDT

 6010 ADD ACT-YR

 6011 ORD-ACT-YR                     ACTRY

 6010 ADD ACT-MO

 6011 ORD-ACT-MO                     ACTMO

 6010 ADD ACT-DAY

 6011 ORD-ACT-DAY                    ACTDAY

 6010 ADD ORD-AMT

 6011 ORD-ORD-AMT                    ORDAMT

 -END

DDCFBLD - Cataloging Datacom Datadictionary Definitions
You can use the DDCFBLD (Datacom Datadictionary Control File Build) Utility to perform the following functions. When
these functions are executed, the Datacom Datadictionary VERIFY function is also executed and any resulting error
messages are issued. For more information, see 1000 VERIFY Transaction.

-CXX BUILD
Builds the batch transactions necessary to post Datacom Datadictionary definitions to the Directory using
DBUTLTY.

-CXX CATALOG
Catalogs the Datacom Datadictionary definitions directly to the Directory (CXX).
Catalogs definitions of databases with tables that are SQL-accessible to the DDD database.
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-HSD RESET
Performs a RESET of the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD) as a separate function, or
automatically as the -CXX BUILD executes against the DATA-DICT database.

For more information about controlling condition code settings, see Overriding Condition Code Settings.

When to Use

When it is necessary to update either the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed
Directory (HSD), or the DDD with definitions maintained in Datacom Datadictionary, use the DDCFBLD utility to format the
occurrence definitions for input to the Directory (CXX). You can also use the 1000 CATALOG transaction with DDUPDATE
or the CATALOG DATABASE command online to update the CXX and the DDD.

NOTE
For Datacom/DB Accounting tables, use the ACCT function of DBUTLTY.

The BUILD function is valid for only the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE structures and must be used for these
definitions. All other database definitions must use the CATALOG function.

When changes made to the DATA-DICT database do not require a recatalog of the definition in the Directory, you can
submit this utility with the -HSD RESET transaction. Some examples are when you add, delete, or change the definitions
of a relationship.

If you find that the DDD-SYNC attribute-value of an SQL table is N (no), recatalog the definitions using the CATALOG
function.

Before running the -CXX BUILD or -CXX CATALOG transactions, back up the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

After running the -CXX BUILD transaction, complete the process of posting the definitions to the Directory by running the
DDPROD option of the CXXMAINT function in DBUTLTY.

NOTE
The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE. For
information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

How to Use

DDCFBLD has three transactions -CXX BUILD, -CXX CATALOG, and -HSD RESET. These transactions are discussed in
the following sections.

-CXX BUILD - Building the Entity-Occurrence Definitions
Learn about using the -CXX BUILD transaction in the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD batch facility to build occurrence
definitions of DATA-DCIT and DDD-DATABASE.

Use the -CXX BUILD transaction to build the occurrence definitions of the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE structures for
input to the Directory (CXX). All other database structures must use the CATALOG function of DDCFBLD, DDUPDATE, or
DDOL. To place these definitions in the Directory, you must execute the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD function.

This transaction:

• Verifies the database structure
• Creates a sequential file for input to the DDPROD option of the CXXMAINT function in DBUTLTY
• Allows user database to be processed

WARNING
Using the BUILD function of the DDCFBLD Datacom Datadictionary batch utility to process user databases
is not the recommended method of defining databases to the CXX. When this function is attempted for a
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database other than DATA-DICT or DDD-DATABASE, you receive a DDFCFM0034 WARNING: DATABASE NOT
RECOMMENDED message in the SYSPRINT output and the execution condition code is set to 04.

When using -CXX BUILD, the SQL accessible tables are posted to the DDD table. These are the ONLY exceptions to the
rule about cataloging SQL tables. If -CXX BUILD is used only for the purpose of populating the DDD table with definitions
of the SQL accessible tables in databases, the CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD option is not necessary. Also note that using
the -CXX BUILD on database DATA-DICT also performs the -HSD RESET function.

Use the following format for the -CXX BUILD transaction:

►►─ -CXX ─ BUILD ─ ,DATABASE ─ ,occ-name(stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ───────────►◄

                                               ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                               ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                               └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

,DATABASE
(Required) Indicates that the occurrence is a DATABASE occurrence.

,occ-name
(Required) Specify the DATABASE occurrence name. When the occurrence name is DATA-DICT, the DDCFBLD
utility also updates the Datacom Datadictionary High-Speed Directory (HSD).
Valid Entries:

DATA-DICT or DDD-DATABASE
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specifies the status of the occurrence used as input to the DDCFBLD execution.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

,pswd
(Optional) Enter the password for the DATABASE occurrence within the parentheses surrounding the stat
parameter. If the occurrence is not protected by a password and you must enter an override code, enter the
preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

Password assigned to the occurrence
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if you are
selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access by a lock level. If the occurrence
is not protected by a lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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-CXX CATALOG - Cataloging the Definitions to the Directory (DDCFBLD)
Use the -CXX CATALOG transaction to verify the database structure and catalog the occurrence definitions to the
Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). You can catalog TEST and PROD status DATABASE structures.

NOTE
If you are only updating specific attributes of a DATABASE or AREA occurrence, you may be able to make these
changes using the 1000 ALTER transaction in DDUPDATE.

The -CXX CATALOG transaction should be used to process all databases except the DATA-DICT and Data Definition
Directory databases. You must use this transaction if the database contains any tables accessed by SQL since the
catalog process places SQL related information in the DDD database. The DATA-DICT and DDD databases must be
processed with the -CXX BUILD transaction (see -CXX BUILD - Building the Entity-Occurrence Definitions).

For the Datacom/DB Accounting database, use the DBUTLTY ACCT OPTION.

NOTE
The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE.

NOTE
For information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

The following is the format for -CXX CATALOG transaction:

 ►►─ -CXX ─ CATALOG ─ ,DATABASE ─ ,occ-name.(stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ────────►◄

                                                  ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 

,DATABASE
(Required) Indicates that the occurrence is a DATABASE occurrence.

,occ-name
(Required) Specifies a valid DATABASE occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

Any valid DATABASE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specifies the status of the occurrence used as input to the DDCFBLD execution.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

,pswd
(Optional) Enter the user-assigned password for the DATABASE occurrence within the parentheses surrounding
the stat parameter. If the occurrence is not protected by a password and you must enter an override code, enter
the preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

Password assigned to the occurrence
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Default Value:
(No default)

,ovrd
(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if you are
selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access by a lock level. If the occurrence
is not protected by a lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)

-HSD RESET - Resetting the HSD Table
The High-Speed Directory (HSD) Table resides in the DATA-DICT database. Within the HSD are Data Group Tables
(DGT) which contain information about each of the entity-types in Datacom Datadictionary. In a multiple Datacom
Datadictionary environment, each Datacom Datadictionary has its own HSD. To update the HSD Table, execute the
DDCFBLD utility using the -HSD RESET transaction.

NOTE
The HSD Table is automatically updated by the DDCFBLD utility when the BUILD transaction is executed
against the DATA-DICT database.

Use the -HSD RESET transaction to refresh or restore the HSD Table when you make changes to the DATA-DICT
database that do not require recataloging the definition in the Directory (CXX). For example, update the HSD Table when
you add, delete or change the definitions of a relationship.

NOTE
Since the Batch Transaction Generator and the Record Migration Facility place work records in the HSD, it is
possible you could receive a BDM007 return code indicating that the HSD is full when running either of those
utilities. Try initializing and null loading the HSD using the INIT function of DBUTLTY, then resetting the HSD. If
processing either BTG or RMF continues to fill the HSD, try allocating more space for the HSD area.

The following is the format for the -HSD RESET transaction:

►►─ -HSD ─ RESET ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DDCFBLD Sample Job Streams and Report
Find example Job Control Language (JCL), outputs, and reports for the Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD cataloging
batch utility. JCL is provided for z/OS and z/VSE.

The following are example JCL, sample output, and reports.

NOTE
Use these examples as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase
letters in a statement indicate a value you must apply. Code all statements to your site and installation
standards. For more information, see the CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD function.

z/OS Example JCL

The following sample JCL builds the occurrence definitions for input to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

//jobname   See the note above and Listing Libraries for Broadcom Datacom 
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            Products in JCL. 

//       EXEC PGM=DDCFBLD,REGION=2048K 

//STEPLIB   See the note above and Listing Libraries for Broadcom Datacom 

            Products in JCL. 

//DDCFBLD  DD DSN=dd.output,DISP=(NEW,PASS),   BUILD function output to 

//         UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(5,5),RLSE)     CA Datacom/DB DBUTLTY 

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                       Print output 

//SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=*                       Punch output 

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*                       System dumps 

//SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*                       CA Datacom/DB dumps 

//SYSIN    DD   *                              Input transactions 

-USR SAMPLE-USER                            Authorized user information 

-COM 

-COM THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT INVOKES THE BUILD FUNCTION 

-COM 

 -CXX BUILD,DATABASE,occ-name(PROD) 

/* 

        

z/VSE Example JCL

The following sample JCL builds the occurrence definitions for input to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

  

* $$ JOB ...           See the note above and Listing Libraries 

                       for Broadcom Datacom Products in JCL.

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see Listing 

                        Libraries for Broadcom Datacom Products in JCL.

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device-type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   ddcfbld,'ddcfbld.output.trans'       BUILD function output to

 // EXTENT                                        CA Datacom/DB DBUTLTY

 *

 * The above statements are required. If the BUILD function

 * is performed this data set will be open and closed, ensuring

 * incorrect data from the last BUILD function is not used to

 * update the directory.

 *

 // EXEC DDCFBLD,SIZE=600K

 -USR SAMPLE-USER                           Authorized user information

 -COM

 -COM  THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT INVOKES THE BUILD FUNCTION

 -COM

 -CXX BUILD,DATABASE,occ-name(PROD)

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ
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DDICF - Generating Input Transactions
The Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility can use COBOL source language copybook statements to create
most of the DDUPDATE transactions that are necessary to add TABLE substructures or FILE structures to the Datacom
Datadictionary.

When to Use

Use this facility to create table or file and record transactions, field transactions, and element transactions from source
language statements to populate your Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
DDICF does not support numeric literals for the parent of 88-level fields. These fields are limited to 20-byte
character data.

The following can occur when using DDICF utility:

• A set of file and record transactions or a set of table transactions is created based on the parameters coded in the
DDICF transactions. See the following sections for more information and considerations.

• Group (-GRP), 4010, and 4012 transactions are generated for FIELD occurrences encountered in the copybook. You
can add the other desired FIELD transactions.

• The 6010 and 6011 transactions to define all the fields in the copybook to one ELEMENT occurrence are generated.
You must add the 6000 transaction.

• The DDICF utility does not generate transactions for a KEY occurrence. You must add those transactions.
• A report is produced that lists the transactions created.

Datacom Datadictionary error messages are produced for any transaction syntax errors.

How to Use

There are four transactions used in the job stream of the DDICF. The -UTL ICF transaction must be the last of these
transactions that you enter.

• -UTL LIBRARY transaction identifies the source library.
• -UTL LANGUAGE transaction indicates the language of the input and the length of the occurrence names.
• -UTL AREA transaction indicates the associated AREA occurrence name and the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of

the table.
• -UTL ICF transaction indicates the input name of the copybook member and the occurrence names for the transaction

output generated by the utility.

Special Considerations

If any tables resulting from using the DDICF are to be accessed by SQL, you must modify the SQL-INTENT attribute of
each table through Datacom Datadictionary online or batch transaction 3152 (see 3150 to 3160 TABLE Transactions),
copy the tables to PROD status and catalog them to the Directory before SQL can access the tables. If you modify the
SQL-INTENT attribute and the verification for SQL accessibility is not successful during the catalog attempt, the table
cannot be accessed by SQL.

Broadcom FILE Model Structure
To create a FILE structure, execute the DDICF utility without the -UTL AREA transaction. A FILE and RECORD
occurrence will be generated. Defaults taken on the 3120 FILE transaction (see 3120 to 3122 FILE Transactions) are:

• DBMS-USED = NONE
• BLOCK-SIZE = 4096
• RECORD-FORMAT = UNDF
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If you want different values for these attributes, you can modify the output of DDICF before it is input into DDUPDATE.
The -GRP START generated will reference a record.

Datacom/DB TABLE Substructure
To create a Datacom/DBTABLE substructure, use a -UTL AREA transaction. Review use of the DATACOM-NAME
attribute-value and the AREA occurrence name.

The -UTL AREA transaction specifies two values:

• DATACOM-NAME attribute-value for the 3150 TABLE transaction (see 3150 to 3160 TABLE Transactions)
• AREA occurrence name for the 1000 CONNECT transaction to the existing AREA substructure

The generated -GRP START transaction references a table.

-UTL LIBRARY - Invoking DDICF
Use the following transaction to invoke DDICF and identify the source library. Only 80-byte records are supported as input
to DDICF from any source.

-UTL LIBRARY Transaction to Invoke DDICF

 ►►─ -UTL ─ LIBRARY,library-id ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

,library-id
(Required) Identifies the source library.

LIB
Directly from Librarian

OS
Directly from a partition data set

SP
From a LIBR PUNCH of one or more members of a source statement library

Valid Entries:
LIB
OS
SP

Default Value:
(No default)

For DDICF Librarian support, select the DDSAM10 entry (Index of/Samples/DD/Datadictionary SAMGEN sample
assemblies and jobs/ ) from SAMGEN sample assemblies and jobs.

-UTL LANGUAGE - Specifying the Input Language
Use the following transaction to specify the language of the input and the length of the occurrence names.

►►─ -UTL ─ LANGUAGE,language ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                              └─ ,LEN=nn ─┘

,language
(Required) Specify the language.
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Valid Entries:
COBOL
COBOL2
COBOL85 (Fujitsu machine)

Default Value:
(No default)

,LEN=
(Optional) Specify the maximum length of the occurrence names from the input copybook in the generated
transactions. If the occurrence name is longer, it will be truncated to the specified length.

NOTE
Occurrence names from the -UTL AREA and -UTL ICF transactions are taken as is and not truncated.

-UTL AREA - Specifying Area and Table Information
Use the following optional transaction to indicate that the output should be generated in the form for a Datacom/DB
TABLE occurrence.

 ►►─ -UTL ─ AREA ─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                 └─ ,area-name ─┘ └─ ,datacom-name ─┘

 

,area-name
(Optional) Identifies the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name for an existing area to which the table is
added. This name is used on the resulting 1000 CONNECT transaction that DDUPDATE utility uses to relate the
table to the area. If you do not specify this parameter, a 1000 CONNECT transaction is not generated.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
,datacom-name

(Optional) Identifies the three-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-value for the table which appears on the
resulting 3150 TABLE transaction. If you do not specify this parameter, the 3150 transaction will not contain a
value.
Valid Entries:

3 characters where the first character is alphabetic
Default Value:

(No default)

-UTL ICF - Specifying the Copybook Member
Use the following transaction to specify the input name of the copybook member and the occurrence names for the
transaction output generated by the utility:

►►─ -UTL ─ ICF ─ ,member-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ , ─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘

         └─ parent-name.element-name ─┘ ├─ (stat) ─────┤

                                        └─ ,file-name ─┘
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,member-name
(Required) The name of the member containing the copybook used for input to DDICF. If you code the following
optional entries, you must place a comma (,) after the member-name entry.
Valid Entries:

Existing member name
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) The name for the TABLE or RECORD occurrence that is generated during processing to qualify the
ELEMENT occurrence. Your entry must be followed by a period (.) to concatenate the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence name with the name of the ELEMENT occurrence.

• If you do not specify a table or record name, the member-name is used.
• If you specify the name of a RECORD occurrence, you must code the file-name parameter for this transaction.
• If you are using these transactions to define a TABLE occurrence, specify the name of the table for this

parameter and omit the file-name parameter.
• Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
• Default Value:

The member-name

element-name
(Optional) The name for the ELEMENT occurrence that is generated during processing. Your entry must be
preceded by the TABLE or RECORD occurrence name followed by a period (.) to concatenate the TABLE or
RECORD occurrence name with the ELEMENT occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character ELEMENT occurrence name
Default Value:

The member-name
(stat)

(Optional) The status/version of the occurrences that are generated during processing. Valid only if the file-name
is not specified. If the file-name is specified, this parameter is ignored and T001 is used.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

T001
,file-name

(Optional) The name of the FILE occurrence that is generated during processing.

• If file-name is specified, a RECORD occurrence name must also be specified in parent-name to create
appropriate FILE and RECORD occurrences.

• If the same file-name was specified in a previous request, only the RECORD occurrence is created.
• If parent-name is specified without specifying a file-name, the RECORD occurrence is used to qualify the

FIELD and ELEMENT occurrences, but no FILE or RECORD occurrences are created.
• If you are using this transaction to define a TABLE occurrence, omit this parameter and the preceding comma.
• Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character FILE occurrence name
• Default Value:

(No default)
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DDICF - Sample Job Streams and Output
The following topics show JCL examples and sample output and reports.

The topics located in this section show JCL examples, sample output, and reports.

DDICF - z/OS Example JCL

Find z/OS example Job Control Language (JCL) for generating input transactions with the DDICF batch utility in Datacom
Datadictionary.

The following sample JCL executes DDICF to create DDUPDATE transactions from a COBOL copybook.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only and example.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDICF,REGION=600K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                       Print output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b                       Punch output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a                       CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                       System dumps

 //MASTER   DD   DSN=libr.master, DISP=...      CA Librarian Master File if

 //*                                              CA Librarian member is used

 //*                                              as input

 //DDICF    DD   DSN=pdsname,DISP=...           OS PDS data set if

 //*                                            PDS member is used as input

 //SYSIN    DD   *                              Input transactions

 -USR SAMPLE-USER,SAMPSWD                       Authorized user information

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL

 -UTL AREA,CUST,CUS

 -UTL ICF,CUSCPY,CUST-TBL.CUST-ELM,CUST-TBL

 /*

Sample Report - DDICF - for a Table

The following example shows a report produced by the sample z/OS job stream to create DDUPDATE transactions for a
table substructure:

If any error is encountered during processing transactions, Datacom Datadictionary produces an Error Recap Report as
the last page of the report. For more information, see Error Recap Portion.

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;       ◄──
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 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL                                                     ;

 -UTL ICF,CUSCPY,CUST-TBL.CUST-ELM,CUST-TBL                              ;

 -UTL AREA,CUST,CUS                                                      ;

 -END                                                                    ;

-UTL
Lists the DDICF transactions as entered.

The following is Page 1 of the report.

User: SAMPLE-USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:

     2

           02  CUST.

               03  CUST-ID.

                   04  IND-CD       PICTURE X(1).

                   04  CUST-NO      PICTURE X(4).

               03  NAME             PICTURE X(30).

               03  ADDR-1           PICTURE X(30).

               03  ADDR-2           PICTURE X(30).

               03  CITY             PICTURE X(15).

               03  STATE            PICTURE X(2).               ◄──

               03  ZIP              PICTURE X(9).

               03  CRED-IND         PICTURE X(1).

               03  PHONE.

                   04  AREA-CD      PICTURE X(3).

                   04  PH-EXCH      PICTURE X(3).

                   04  PH-NO        PICTURE X(4).

               03  OPEN-$           PICTURE S9(7)V9(2)

                                        COMPUTATIONAL-3.

               03  YTD-SALES        PICTURE S9(7)V9(2)

                                        COMPUTATIONAL-3.

               03  ACT-DT.

                   04  ACT-YR       PICTURE X(2).

                   04  ACT-MO       PICTURE X(2).

                   04  ACT-DAY      PICTURE X(2).

               03  SLMN-ID          PICTURE X(5).

Copybook Statements Area
Lists the copybook statements used to generate the DDUPDATE transactions.

Sample Output - DDICF - for a Table

Use the Input Creation Facility (DDICF) to create DDUPDATE transactions for adding TABLE substructures or FILE
structures to the Datacom Datadictionary. Review sample output created for a TABLE substructure.

The following sample output shows the transactions that are created for a TABLE substructure.

-ADD TABLE,CUST-TBL(T001)

1000 CONNECT,CUST

3150 CUS
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-GRP START,TABLE,CUST-TBL(T001)

-ADD FIELD,CUST

4010 *                                START

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,CUST-ID

4010 CUST                             CUST

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,IND-CD

4010 CUST-ID                          CUST-ID

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,CUST-NO

4010 IND-CD                           CUST-ID

4012 S C L N 00004 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,NAME

4010 CUST-ID                          CUST

4012 S C L N 00030 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ADDR-1

4010 NAME                             CUST

4012 S C L N 00030 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ADDR-2

4010 ADDR-1                           CUST

4012 S C L N 00030 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,CITY

4010 ADDR-2                           CUST

4012 S C L N 00015 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,STATE

4010 CITY                             CUST

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ZIP

4010 STATE                            CUST

4012 S C L N 00009 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,CRED-IND

4010 ZIP                              CUST

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,PHONE

4010 CRED-IND                         CUST

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,AREA-CD

4010 PHONE                            PHONE

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001

-END
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-ADD FIELD,PH-EXCH

4010 AREA-CD                          PHONE

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,PH-NO

4010 PH-EXCH                          PHONE

4012 S C L N 00004 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,OPEN-$

4010 PHONE                            CUST

4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,YTD-SALES

4010 OPEN-$                           CUST

4012 S D R Y 00005 02 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ACT-DT

4010 YTD-SALES                        CUST

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ACT-YR

4010 ACT-DT                           ACT-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ACT-MO

4010 ACT-YR                           ACT-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,ACT-DAY

4010 ACT-MO                           ACT-DT

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,SLMN-ID

4010 ACT-DT                           CUST

4012 S C L N 00005 00 00001

-END

-GRP END

-ADD ELEMENT,CUST-TBL.CUST-ELM(T001)

6010 ADD CUST

6011 CUST

6010 ADD CUST-ID

6011 CUST-ID

6010 ADD IND-CD

6011 IND-CD

6010 ADD CUST-NO

6011 CUST-NO

6010 ADD NAME

6011 NAME

6010 ADD ADDR-1

6011 ADDR-1

6010 ADD ADDR-2

6011 ADDR-2

6010 ADD CITY
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6011 CITY

6010 ADD STATE

6011 STATE

6010 ADD ZIP

6011 ZIP

6010 ADD CRED-IND

6011 CRED-IND

6010 ADD PHONE

6011 PHONE

6010 ADD AREA-CD

6011 AREA-CD

6010 ADD PH-EXCH

6011 PH-EXCH

6010 ADD PH-NO

6011 PH-NO

6010 ADD OPEN-$

6011 OPEN-$

6010 ADD YTD-SALES

6011 YTD-SALES

6010 ADD ACT-DT

6011 ACT-DT

6010 ADD ACT-YR

6011 ACT-YR

6010 ADD ACT-MO

6011 ACT-MO

6010 ADD ACT-DAY

6011 ACT-DAY

6010 ADD SLMN-ID

6011 SLMN-ID

-END

Sample Report - DDICF - for a File

The followingsample report is produced for a FILE structure request. The definitions contain redefining fields.

If any error is encountered during processing transactions, Datacom Datadictionary produces an Error Recap Report as
the last page of the report. For more information, see Error Recap Portion.

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL                                                     ;    ◄──

 -UTL ICF,SAMP-CPY,SAMP-REC.SAMP-ELM,SAMP-REC                            ;

 -END                                                                    ;

-UTL
Lists the DDICF transactions as entered.

       03  SAMPLE-GROUP.

           04  REC-TYPE-CODE PICTURE X(1).
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               88  TYPE-0            VALUE '0'.

               88  TYPE-1            VALUE '1'.

               88  TYPE-2            VALUE '2'.

               88  TYPE-3            VALUE '3'.

           04  COMMON-FIELD-1

                            PICTURE X(3).

           04  COMMON-FIELD-2

                            PICTURE S9(9)

                                                COMPUTATIONAL.

           04  TYPE-0-PORTION.

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-1

                            PICTURE S9(9)                                 ◄──

                                                COMPUTATIONAL-3.

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-2

                            PICTURE X(2).

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-3

                            PICTURE X(3).

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-4

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-FIELD-3

                            PICTURE X(3).

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-5

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-FIELD-4

                            PICTURE X(3).

               05  TYPE-0-FIELD-6

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-FIELD-5.

               06  TYPE-0-FIELD-6A

                            PICTURE X(1).

               06  TYPE-0-FIELD-6B

                            PICTURE X(2).

           04  TYPE-1-PORTION

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-PORTION.

               05  TYPE-1-FIELD-1

                            PICTURE X(5).

               05  TYPE-1-FIELD-2

                            PICTURE X(2).

               05  TYPE-1-FIELD-2R

                        REDEFINES TYPE-1-FIELD-2

                            PICTURE X(2).

               05  TYPE-1-FIELD-3

                            PICTURE X(3).

           04  TYPE-2-PORTION

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-PORTION.

               05  TYPE-2-FIELD-1

                            PICTURE X(8).

               05  TYPE-2-FIELD-2

                            PICTURE X(1).

           04  TYPE-3-PORTION

                        REDEFINES TYPE-0-PORTION.

               05  TYPE-3-FIELD-1

                            PICTURE X(7).

Copybook Statement Area
Lists the copybook statements used to generate the DDUPDATE transactions.
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Sample Output - DDICF - for a File

The Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF) output shows the transactions created for a FILE
substructure. Review sample output.

The following sample DDICF output shows the transactions created for a FILE substructure:

-ADD FILE,SAMP-REC

3120 NONE            4096        UNDF

-ADD RECORD,SAMP-REC(T001)

1000 CONNECT,SAMP-REC

-GRP START,RECORD,SAMP-REC(T001)

-ADD FIELD,SAMPLE-GROUP

4010 *                                START

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,REC-TYPE-CODE

4010 SAMPLE-GROUP                     SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0

4010 REC-TYPE-CODE                    REC-TYPE-CODE

4012 V C L N 00000 00 00001 0

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1

4010 TYPE-0                           REC-TYPE-CODE

4012 V C L N 00000 00 00001 1

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-2

4010 TYPE-1                           REC-TYPE-CODE

4012 V C L N 00000 00 00001 2

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-3

4010 TYPE-2                           REC-TYPE-CODE

4012 V C L N 00000 00 00001 3

-END

-ADD FIELD,COMMON-FIELD-1

4010 REC-TYPE-CODE                    SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,COMMON-FIELD-2

4010 COMMON-FIELD-1                   SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 S B R Y 00004 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-PORTION

4010 COMMON-FIELD-2                   SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-1

4010 TYPE-0-PORTION                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 S D R Y 00005 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-2
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4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-1                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-3

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-2                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-4

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-3                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001                      P

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-5

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-4                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001                      P

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-6

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-5                   TYPE-0-PORTION

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      P

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-6A

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-6                   TYPE-0-FIELD-6

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-0-FIELD-6B

4010 TYPE-0-FIELD-6A                  TYPE-0-FIELD-6

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1-PORTION

4010 TYPE-0-PORTION                   SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      P

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1-FIELD-1

4010 TYPE-1-PORTION                   TYPE-1-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00005 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1-FIELD-2

4010 TYPE-1-FIELD-1                   TYPE-1-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1-FIELD-2R

4010 TYPE-1-FIELD-2                   TYPE-1-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      P

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-1-FIELD-3

4010 TYPE-1-FIELD-2R                  TYPE-1-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00003 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-2-PORTION

4010 TYPE-1-PORTION                   SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      S

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-2-FIELD-1

4010 TYPE-2-PORTION                   TYPE-2-PORTION
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4012 S C L N 00008 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-2-FIELD-2

4010 TYPE-2-FIELD-1                   TYPE-2-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00001 00 00001

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-3-PORTION

4010 TYPE-2-PORTION                   SAMPLE-GROUP

4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      S

-END

-ADD FIELD,TYPE-3-FIELD-1

4010 TYPE-3-PORTION                   TYPE-3-PORTION

4012 S C L N 00007 00 00001

-END

-GRP END

-ADD ELEMENT,SAMP-REC.SAMP-ELM(T001)

6010 ADD SAMPLE-GROUP

6011 SAMPLE-GROUP

6010 ADD REC-TYPE-CODE

6011 REC-TYPE-CODE

6010 ADD TYPE-0

6011 TYPE-0

6010 ADD TYPE-1

6011 TYPE-1

6010 ADD TYPE-2

6011 TYPE-2

6010 ADD TYPE-3

6011 TYPE-3

6010 ADD COMMON-FIELD-1

6011 COMMON-FIELD-1

6010 ADD COMMON-FIELD-2

6011 COMMON-FIELD-2

6010 ADD TYPE-0-PORTION

6011 TYPE-0-PORTION

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-1

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-1

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-2

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-2

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-3

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-3

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-4

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-4

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-5

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-5

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-6

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-6

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-6A

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-6A

6010 ADD TYPE-0-FIELD-6B

6011 TYPE-0-FIELD-6B

6010 ADD TYPE-1-PORTION

6011 TYPE-1-PORTION

6010 ADD TYPE-1-FIELD-1
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6011 TYPE-1-FIELD-1

6010 ADD TYPE-1-FIELD-2

6011 TYPE-1-FIELD-2

6010 ADD TYPE-1-FIELD-2R

6011 TYPE-1-FIELD-2R

6010 ADD TYPE-1-FIELD-3

6011 TYPE-1-FIELD-3

6010 ADD TYPE-2-PORTION

6011 TYPE-2-PORTION

6010 ADD TYPE-2-FIELD-1

6011 TYPE-2-FIELD-1

6010 ADD TYPE-2-FIELD-2

6011 TYPE-2-FIELD-2

6010 ADD TYPE-3-PORTION

6011 TYPE-3-PORTION

6010 ADD TYPE-3-FIELD-1

6011 TYPE-3-FIELD-1

-END

DDRMFLM - Converting Field Definitions
The Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) is a batch utility for converting the fields in a data record to a new
displacement, length or type. Additionally, this facility supports adding and initializing new fields to tables or records and
deleting fields from tables or records.

When to Use

You can use the DDRMFLM facility to create a sequential file in a format defined by the TABLE and FIELD occurrences or
the RECORD and FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

You can direct the Record Migration Facility to pass control to user-written exit programs to modify either the input or
output records.

The Record Migration Facility reads the Datacom Datadictionary definitions of the tables or records for the input and
output files. The input and output files must be fixed-block sequential files. They can be on disk or tape. You can use the
EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY to produce the fixed-block sequential input file.

The utility reads each record from the input file, converts it to the format defined for the output file and writes it to the
output file. You can use this output file as input to the DBUTLTY LOAD function to load a Datacom/DB table.

How to Use

After defining the appropriate occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary, you can use this batch facility to change the format
of data records as follows:

• Insert new fields in a table or record.
• Delete fields from a table or record.
• Change the order of fields in a table or record.
• Change certain field types in a table or record (see chart in Valid Field Type Conversions).
• Change field lengths in a table or record.

Special Considerations

The number of fields in the input record cannot exceed the number specified in MAXFLDS= in the System Resource Table
(SRT). When the DDRMFLM utility executes, it uses special Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) commands to
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complete its work. One of these commands results in a temporary Data Group Table (DGT) in the High-Speed Directory
(HSD). This DGT contains a field for each field in the input record. Although the DGT only exists for the duration of the run
of the utility, it must follow the same rules as a DGT built for a Datacom Datadictionary entity-type, including the maximum
size. If the number of fields exceeds the MAXFLDS= limit, consider reassembling the SRT with a larger value.

When a sign change is the only change to a field, the DDRMFLM utility does not convert the field in any way.

Only one file can be converted in each execution of the Record Migration Facility. The file must contain occurrences of
only one TABLE or RECORD definition.

All processing in the DDRMFLM utility is based solely on simple field (CLASS=S) definitions. Compound (CLASS=C),
value or qualifier (CLASS=V) and filler (CLASS=F) fields are ignored in the conversion process.

This utility does not support TABLE or RECORD occurrence definitions containing the following:

• Redefinition fields (REDEFINES=P or S)
• Fields with a REPEAT attribute-value greater than 1
• Binary (TYPE=B) fields with lengths greater than 7 bytes
• Packed decimal fields greater than 8 bytes (15 unpacked)
• Any fields with a length greater than 255 bytes
• Any fields defined with a data type of V (VARCHAR)

Valid Field Type Conversions
Not all field type conversions are possible with the Record Migration Facility. The following chart lists the valid conversions
for the field types:
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Inserting Fields and Specifying the VALUE Value
When inserting a new field, the value that is specified in the VALUE attribute for the FIELD occurrence is used as the
default initialization value. Every occurrence of that field is initialized with this value.

If you do not specify the value, the utility fills the field with:

• character blanks (X'40') for the character 
• double-byte character set
•  Kanji and graphic data types

For all numeric data types, the utility fills the field with the appropriate format for zero:

• Binary zeros for binary type
• Packed decimal zeros with a positive sign for packed decimal
• Character zeros for zoned decimal numeric
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Deleting Fields
To remove a field from all data records in the file, delete that FIELD occurrence definition from the Datacom Datadictionary
definition for the TABLE or RECORD occurrence for the output file. The utility ignores the data for the deleted FIELD
occurrence and adjusts the other field displacements accordingly.

Changing Fields with Decimals
The Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility DDRMFLM batch utility does not change the placement of
decimals in a field if you change the field length or the number of decimal positions.

DDRMFLM does not change the placement of decimals in a field if you make one or both of the following changes:

• Increase or decrease the overall length of the field.
• Change the number of decimal positions in the field.

Handling Filler Fields
Filler fields are converted from blanks in the input file to nulls in the output file. To avoid this conversion, change each filler
field to a simple character (type C) field in the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the TABLE or RECORD occurrence in
the input file. You can then change the fields back to filler fields in the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the output file
after the conversion is complete.

For example, you might have a compound field, BILL-DATE, with fields of BILL-MO, FILL1, BILL-DAY, FILL2, BILL-YR that
represent the date entered as 01/31/2016. You must delete the parent of the compound field and make the subordinate
fields into simple fields. Also, change FILL1 and FILL2 to one-character simple fields with a value of / (slash) in the
Datacom Datadictionary definitions for both input and output files. You can then change the fields back to a compound
field and filler fields after completion of the Record Migration Facility.

Truncating Data
When you convert fields to a shorter length, the utility generates a message when it must truncate significant data. If the
utility truncates leading zeros or trailing blanks, you do not receive the message.

The DDRMFLM job stream or the SYSIN file must contain a -USR transaction to verify authorization before the batch
utility can execute. For more information, see Establishing User Identification.

Handling Null-filled Fields
DDRMFLM converts null-filled, left-justified character fields on input to blank-filled fields on output. If the rightmost portion
of a field is null-filled, it is filled with blanks. If null-filled fields is the desired result, use one of the following options:

• If the data is predictably null-filled, write an output exit to replace the fields or portion of the fields in the output records.
• If the nulls are unpredictable and there is at least one hex value that is never used within the field, translate the trailing

portion of the field to that hex value in an input exit and write an output exit to restore the characters to null-filled.
• If neither of these is acceptable, temporarily define the field as a binary field of seven bytes or less.

Report Produced
When you execute this utility, A report is automatically produced when you execute this utility. This report shows the
results of the conversion and certain diagnostic information. The report lists the following information:
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• Action that is anticipated by the Record Migration Facility to convert each field 
• Information about the input and output FIELD occurrences 
• Any conversion errors and conflicts

-RMF INPUT - Specifying the Input
Use the Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DDRMFLM -RMF INPUT command to identify the Datacom Datadictionary
definition for the existing sequential file. See format and variable descriptions.

►►─ -RMF ─ INPUT,occ-name(stat ─┬─────────┬─ ),blksz ─────────────────────────►◄

                                └─ ,ovrd ─┘

,occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence that is defined for the input sequential file.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status/version of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
PROD
1 to 999
H001 to H997 (000 to 997 is the generation number) HIST or H001 to H997 (000 to 997 is the generation
number)

Default Value:
(No default)

,blksz
(Required) Specify the block size of the input file. The minimum that can be specified is 960. The maximum value
is the track size of the device or 32760 bytes, whichever is smaller.
Valid Entries:

960 to track size or 32760, whichever is less
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if the TABLE
or RECORD occurrence is protected from unauthorized access by Lock Level 2. If the table or record is not
protected by the lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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-RMF OUTPUT - Specifying the Output
Use the following command format to identify the Datacom Datadictionary definition that the Record Migration Facility
utility uses when creating the new sequential file.

►►─ -RMF ─ OUTPUT ─ ,occ-name(stat ─┬─────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────────►

                                    └─ ,ovrd ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,errs ─┬───────────────────────┬─┤

   │         └─ ,proc ─┬───────────┬─┘ │

   │                   └─ ,device ─┘   │

   ├─┬────────────────────────┬────────┤

   │ └─ ,,proc ─┬───────────┬─┘        │

   │            └─ ,device ─┘          │

   └─ ,,,device ───────────────────────┘

,occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence defined for the output sequential file.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status/version of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
PROD
1 to 999

Default Value:
(No default)

,ovrd
(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if the TABLE
or RECORD occurrence is protected from unauthorized access by Lock Level 2. If the table or record is not
protected by the lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,errs

(Optional) Specify the number of record conversion errors per run you want to allow before terminating the
conversion run. If you omit this entry but specify the type of processing, you must enter the preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

0 to 999
Default Value:

15
,proc

(Optional) Specify the type of processing for this execution of the utility.
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• If you specify REPORT, you only receive a report and the Record Migration Facility does not create the new
file.

• If you specify PROCESS, the Record Migration Facility creates the new file and gives you the report.

If you omit the errs entry but specify the type of processing, you must enter the two preceding commas.
Valid Entries:

PROCESS
REPORT

Default Value:
PROCESS

,device
(Optional) Specify if the output file is on disk or tape. If you omit the two preceding entries but specify the type of
device, you must enter the three preceding commas.
The output device selected affects the output block size calculated. If DISK is selected, the output block size is
calculated as the largest even multiple of the output record length that does not exceed the input block size. If
TAPE is selected, the output block size is calculated as the largest even multiple of the output record length that
does not exceed 32,767.
Valid Entries:

DISK
TAPE

Default Value:
DISK

-RMF EXITS - Specifying Exit Programs
Learn how to specify exit programs with the -RMF EXITS command in the Datacom Datadictionary DDRMFLM batch
facility. Use the command format to identify user-written exit programs for the Record Migration Facility transactions.

You can direct the Record Migration Facility to pass control to user-written exit programs at two points in the conversion
process for each record. For more information, see Sample User-Written Exits for DDRMFLM (Assembler).

The first exit point allows a program to gain control:

• After each record has been read from the input file and
• Before the conversion takes place

You can code this exit program to skip specific records or records that meet certain user-defined criteria. You can also
code this exit program to edit the contents of fields which exist on the input record.

With the second exit point, you can direct the Record Migration Facility to pass control to a user-written program:

• After each record conversion takes place and
• Before the converted record is written to the output sequential file

You can code this program to change records or change values of inserted fields. The conversion process initializes
inserted fields to the default for the field type or to a specific value defined in the VALUE attribute in the Datacom
Datadictionary definition of the field that is inserted.

You can code either user-written exit program to specify messages that appear in the conversion report, such as interim
progress messages.

Use the following command format to identify the user-written exit programs for the Record Migration Facility transactions.
You can specify the user-written exit programs that will have access to each table or record before and after the
conversion process or either one.
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►►─ -RMF EXITS ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                ├─┬─────────────────────────┬─┤

                │ └─ ,uexit1 ─┬───────────┬─┘ │

                │             └─ ,uexit2 ─┘   │

                └─┬────────────┬──────────────┘

                  └─ ,,uexit2 ─┘

,uexit1
Specify the name of a user-defined exit program that gains control after the utility reads each table or record and
before the conversion. This is the table or record in the format that is described by the Datacom Datadictionary
definition for the input file. If you omit this exit and you specify the next exit, the preceding comma is required.
Valid Entries:

Existing user-written exit program name
Default Value:

(No default)
,uexit2

Specify the name of a user-defined exit program that gains control after the utility converts each table or record,
but before it is written to the output file. This is the table or record in the format that is described by the Datacom
Datadictionary definition for the output file. If you omit the previous exit, you must precede this exit with two
commas.
Valid Entries:

Existing user-written exit program name
Default Value:

(No default)

Contents of the Exit Program

Standard linkage conventions apply. When the user exit gains control, register 1 points to a parameter list. The parameter
list consists of the following four fullwords:

Address of the input record
This address is meaningless in the second exit and should be referenced in the first exit only.

Address of the output record
This address is meaningless in the first exit and should be referenced in the second exit only.

Address of a message area
This address points to a 119-character area that can receive user-written messages to appear on the conversion
report produced by the Record Migration Facility.

Address of the return code
This address points to a binary fullword where the user can place a return code to affect subsequent processing.
Return code greater than 0

Print any message provided by user
Return code less than 4

Continue processing
Return code 4

Skip record and continue processing
Return code greater than 4

Terminate processing
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DDRMFLM - Sample Job Streams and Reports
Learn about job streams and reports in the Datacom Datadictionary DDRMFLM batch facility. Find example Job Control
Language (JCL) for z/OS and example reports with and without errors.

DDRMFLM z/OS Example JCL
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements here are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your
site and installation standards.

        //jobname    See the note above and Listing Libraries for Datacom Products in JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDRMFLM,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and  Listing Libraries for Datacom Products in JCL.

 //RMFIN    DD DSN=input.dataset.name,DISP=SHR   Input sequential file

 //RMFOUT   DD DSN=output.dataset.name,DISP=SHR  Output sequential file

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                        Print output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=b                        CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                        System dumps

 //SYSIN    DD   *                               Input transactions

 -USR SAMPLE-USER                                Authorized user information

 -RMF INPUT,DEMO-TABLE(T001),4096

 -RMF OUTPUT,DEMO-TABLE(T002)

 -RMF EXITS,INPEXIT,OUTEXIT

 /*

DDRMFLM Example Report
The following examples show Maintenance Reports. For an example report header, see Sample Report
Headers.

-USR SAMPLE-USER

-RMF INPUT,DEMO-TABLE(T001),4096

-RMF OUTPUT,DEMO-TABLE(T002)       

-RMF EXITS,INPEXIT,OUTEXIT

This section displays the transactions exactly as entered. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in
the left margin. Any messages related to syntax processing appear after the transactions.

RECORD MIGRATION REPORT                       ...INPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES...    
  ...OUTPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES..

RMF ACTION   FIELD NAME                       TYPE          LENGTH   DISPL     
 TYPE          LENGTH   DISPL   NOTES
---------    -------------------------------- -------------- -----   -----     
 -------------- -----   -----   -----
UNCHANGED    ACCT-NUMBER                      ZONED DECIMAL  00005   00001     
 ZONED DECIMAL  00005   00001
MODIFIED     ACCT-TYPE                        CHARACTER      00001   00006     
 CHARACTER      00005   00006
MOVED        ACCT-STATUS                      CHARACTER      00001   00007     
 CHARACTER      00001   00011
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MOVED        PREV-BALANCE                     ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00008     
 ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00012
MOVED        TOT-DEPOSITS                     ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00016     
 ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00020
MOVED        TOT-WITHDRAWALS                  ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00024     
 ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00028
MODIFIED     NEW-BALANCE                      ZONED DECIMAL  00008   00032     
 BINARY D-WORD  00008   00041

DDRMFI0001 - OUTPUT BLKSIZE IS 32000.  MODIFY FILE LOAD PARAMETERS ACCORDINGLY.
SKIPPED AN INPUT RECORD
RECORDS IN          221     RECORDS OUT          220

The Datacom/DB Database ID (DBID) for the Datacom Datadictionary containing both input and output TABLE
or RECORD occurrence definitions.

RMF ACTION
An identification of the action taken by the Record Migration Facility. The possible actions are:

• ADDED
• DELETED
• MODIFIED
• MOVED
• UNCHANGED
• **ERROR**

If the action is **ERROR**, the NOTES column list a letter designation for additional information concerning the
conversion. For an example of **ERROR**, see Sample Report - DDRMFLM Report with Errors.

FIELD NAME
The FIELD occurrence name from the Datacom Datadictionary definitions.

See the following list for descriptions of the fields in the INPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES section of the report:
TYPE

The input FIELD occurrence types are identified on the report as follows:
BINARY

Binary
BINARY D-WORD

Doubleword binary (aligned)
BINARY F-WORD

Fullword binary (aligned)
BINARY H-WORD

Halfword binary (aligned)
CHARACTER

Character
DBL CHAR MIXED

Mixed DBCS and single byte
DOUBLE CHAR

Double-byte character set (DBCS)
EXTENDED FLOAT

Extended floating-point
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GRAPHICS
Graphic data

HEXADECIMAL
Hexadecimal

KANJI
Kanji

LONG FLOAT PT
Long floating-point

PL/I BIT STRING
PL/I bit representation

PACKED DECIMAL
Packed decimal

SHORT FLOAT PT
Short floating-point

ZONED DECIMAL
Numeric (zoned decimal)

LENGTH
The FIELD occurrence length defined for the input field.

DISPL
The FIELD occurrence displacement in the input record.

See the following list for descriptions of the fields in the OUTPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES section of the
report.

TYPE
The FIELD occurrence type defined for the output field.

LENGTH
The FIELD occurrence length defined for the output field.

DISPL
The FIELD occurrence displacement in the output record.

NOTES
A letter referencing additional information concerning the conversion in notes near the bottom of the report.

(blank area following RMF ACTIONs)
If there are any letters in the NOTES column, messages appear here.

DDRMFI0001 -
Error messages issued by DDRMFLM display here.

SKIPPED AN INPUT RECORD...RECORDS IN...
Information concerning the conversion, including the number of input records and the number of records
converted to the output file.

DDRMFLM Example Report with Errors
The following sample report was prepared to display the error messages presented by the Record Migration
Facility on the report. Notice the keys in the NOTES column and the corresponding messages near the bottom
of the report.
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RECORD MIGRATION REPORT                       ...INPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES...    
  ...OUTPUT RECORD ATTRIBUTES..

                                                                                 
                                

RMF ACTION   FIELD NAME                       TYPE          LENGTH   DISPL     
 TYPE          LENGTH   DISPL   NOTES
---------    -------------------------------- -------------- -----   -----     
 -------------- -----   -----   -----
MODIFIED     FIELD-1                          CHARACTER      00001   00001     
 ZONED DECIMAL  00001   00001    V
MODIFIED     FIELD-2                          ZONED DECIMAL  00002   00002     
 PACKED DECIMAL 00002   00002
MODIFIED     FIELD-4                          BINARY         00004   00007     
 HEXADECIMAL    00004   00007
**ERROR**    FIELD-5                          HEXADECIMAL    00006   00011     
 SHORT FLOAT PT 00004   00011    E
MODIFIED     FIELD-6                          SHORT FLOAT PT 00004   00017     
 LONG FLOAT PT  00008   00015
MODIFIED     FIELD-7                          LONG FLOAT PT  00008   00021     
 EXTENDED FLOAT 00016   00023
**ERROR**    FIELD-8                          EXTENDED FLOAT 00016   00029     
 BINARY H-WORD  00002   00039    E
MODIFIED     FIELD-9                          BINARY H-WORD  00002   00045     
 BINARY F-WORD  00004   00041
MODIFIED     FIELD-10                         BINARY F-WORD  00004   00049     
 BINARY D-WORD  00008   00049
**ERROR**    FIELD-11                         BINARY D-WORD  00008   00057     
 PL/1 BIT STRING00006   00057    E
**ERROR**    FIELD-12                         PL/1 BIT STRING00008   00065     
 DOUBLE CHAR    00006   00063    E
MODIFIED     FIELD-13                         DOUBLE CHAR    00008   00073     
 KANJI          00006   00069
DELETED      FIELD-14                         KANJI          00008   00081
**ERROR**    FIELD-15                         DBL CHAR MIXED 00008   00089     
 GRAPHICS       00006   00075    E
**ERROR**    FIELD-16                         GRAPHICS       00008   00097     
 CHARACTER      00006   00081    E
ADDED        FIELD-3                                                           
 BINARY         00003   00004
ADDED        FIELD-17                                                          
 CHARACTER      00006   00087

NOTE E - TYPE CONVERSION IS INVALID OR UNSUPPORTED                               
            
NOTE V - SUCCESSFUL MIGRATION DEPENDS ON INPUT FIELD VALUES BEING VALID FOR
 OUTPUT FIELD TYPE    
NOTE P - CONVERSION ALLOWED.  RESULTS MAY BE UNPRINTABLE                         
            
DDRMFP0098 - INVALID TYPE CONVERSION ATTEMPTED - PROCESSING TERMINATED

NOTES
A letter referencing additional information concerning the conversion in notes near the bottom of the report (see
O).
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NOTE E...
The messages referenced by the letters in the NOTES column. (Messages only appear if there are entries in the
NOTES column.)

DDRTVCAT - Using the Runtime and Verify Catalog Program
When a Broadcom product uses Datacom/AD as its DBMS (Database Management System) and the Broadcom product
wants to allow cloning of the databases it provides, the Basis module is also provided. This module defines the basic
attributes of the DATABASE structure stored in Datacom Datadictionary that cannot be changed. For these structures, the
DDRTVCAT facility must be used to place the definitions in the Datacom/DB CXX.

For Datacom/AD, use the DDRTVCAT (Datacom Datadictionary Runtime Verify and Catalog) Utility to perform the
following functions. When these functions are executed, the Datacom Datadictionary also verifies the structure against the
Basis module any resulting error messages are issued.

-CXX CATALOG
Specifies the occurrence name of the DATABASE structure in Datacom Datadictionary to be cataloged to the
Directory (CXX).

-RTV BASIS
Specifies the name of the Basis module to be used as a model or base when running the catalog program. The -
RTV BASIS transaction is optional. It is used when the occurrence name of the DATABASE structure in Datacom
Datadictionary is not the same as the Basis.

WARNING
The database being cataloged cannot be open for update by the MUFor any Single-User job when running
DDRTVCAT.

The Directory (CXX) is the heart of the Datacom/AD production system. Therefore, we recommend that you run the
DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA=CXX function before executing the DDRTVCAT program.

The DDRTVCAT program first compares the database description that was shipped as a Basis module with the Broadcom
application product to the newly modified DATABASE structure and verifies changes. You are only allowed to redefine
existing fields and add keys. DDRTVCAT also helps ensure that no other changes are made to the shipped database
structure. If the DDRTVCAT checks meet the established criteria, the program copies the DATABASE structure to PROD
status, catalogs the database structure, and enables it for use with Dataquery or Ideal for Datacom.

Error Messages

The DDRTVCAT error messages are listed in the  Datacom/DB message documentation, in the section that contains the
Datacom Datadictionary numbered messages. The format is DDRTVcnnnn.

When to Use

The DDRTVCAT utility is provided for use with Datacom/AD. It can also be executed when running Broadcom products in
a full Datacom/DB environment.

During the installation process, your Datacom Datadictionary is fully populated with the definitions required by the using
product. If you must tailor Datacom Datadictionaryor your particular requirements, use the DDRTVCAT utility to catalog
these changes to the Directory (CXX).

NOTE
Certain DATABASE structures are not subject to DDRTVCAT restrictions. These are system databases required
by Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, and Dataquery. These structures can be processed using the 1000
CATALOG facility of DDUPDATE or DDCFBLD.
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-CXX CATALOG - Cataloging the Definitions to the Directory (DDRTVCAT)
Use the -CXX CATALOG transaction submitted through the DDRTVCAT utility to verify the database structure and catalog
the occurrence definitions to the Datacom/AD Directory (CXX). You can catalog TEST and PROD status DATABASE
structures.

For the Datacom/DB Accounting database, use the DBUTLTY ACCT OPTION.

The following is the format for the -CXX CATALOG transaction:

 ►►─ -CXX ─ CATALOG ─ ,DATABASE ─ ,occ-name.(stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ────────►◄

                                                  ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 

,DATABASE
(Required) Indicates that the occurrence is a DATABASE occurrence.

,occ-name
(Required) Specifies a valid DATABASE occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

Any valid DATABASE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specifies the status of the occurrence used as input to the DDRTVCAT execution.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

,pswd
(Optional) Enter the user-assigned password for the DATABASE occurrence within the parentheses surrounding
the stat parameter. If the occurrence is not protected by a password and you must enter an override code, enter
the preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

Password assigned to the occurrence
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Enter the system override code within the parentheses surrounding the stat parameter if you are
selecting an occurrence which is protected from unauthorized update or access by a lock level. If the occurrence
is not protected by a lock level, you can omit the override code and its preceding comma.
Valid Entries:

system override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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-RTV BASIS - Modeling a Database
Use the -RTV BASIS transaction to identify the existing database Basis module on which to model the new database
structure.

The following format shows the -RTV BASIS transaction:

►►─ -RTV ─ BASIS,pdbid,basis-name ────────────────────────────────►◄

,basis-name
(Required) Specifies the name of the Basis module provided by the Broadcom product.
Valid Entries:

Any valid Basis name
Default Value:

(No default)
,pdbid

(Required) Specifies the Datadictionary database name (Product + DBID) to be cataloged as provided by the
Broadcom product.
Valid Entries:

Any valid pdbid name
Default Value:

(No default)

DDRTVCAT - Example Job Streams and Report
Find example Job Control Language, output, and reports for verifying the structure against the Basis module when using
the Datacom Datadictionary DDRTVCAT batch facility.

DDRTVCAT - z/OS Example JCL
The following example JCL catalogs the DATABASE structure definition to the Directory (CXX).

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDRTVCAT,REGION=600K

 //STEPLIB    

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                  Print output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b                  Punch output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a                  CA Datacom/AD dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                  System dumps

 //SYSIN    DD   *                         Input transactions

 -USR SAMPLE-USER,password                 Authorized user information

 -CXX CATALOG,DATABASE,MP303(T099)

 -RTV BASIS,MP300

 /*
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Example Report - DDRTVCAT
For a Broadcom product using Datacom/AD, use the DDRTVCAT batch facility (Runtime and Verify Catalog
Program) to place database definitions in the Datacom/DB CXX. For a sample report header, see Sample
Report Headers.

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*           
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                 
                 *
              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                        
        ;        *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

DD Base
Identifies the database ID.

-USR
The information that can be entered for this transaction followed by the transaction as entered: a -USR
transaction.

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
              *  CODE FUNCTION,ENTITY-TYPE,OCCURRENCE(VERS,PSWD,OVRD)            
                 *
              *  -CXX CATALOG,DATABASE,MP303(T001)                               
        ;        *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
              *  CODE FUNCTION,BASIS                                             
                 *
              *  -RTV  BASIS,MP300                                               
        ;        *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

    FUNCTION = VERIFY-OLD-TO-NEW 
           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303

    *** VERIFY ERROR MESSAGES ***
    DDRTVC0019 CAUTION DATABASE ID HAS CHANGED  
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303
           ATTRIBUTE         = DATACOM-ID
           OLD VALUE         = 300
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           NEW VALUE         = 303

    TOTAL ERRORS              0

    FUNCTION = VERIFY-NEW-TO-OLD 
           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303

    *** VERIFY ERROR MESSAGES ***

    TOTAL ERRORS              0

    FUNCTION = COPY-TO-PROD 
           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303

    FUNCTION = CATALOG-STRUCTURE  
           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303

    FUNCTION = ENABLE-STRUCTURE 
           ENTITY-TYPE       = DATABASE
           OCCURRENCE        = MP303

CODE FUNCTION, ENTITY-TYPE, OCCURRENCE...CODE FUNCTION, BASIS
The information that can be entered for this transaction followed by the transaction as entered.

FUNCTION = VERIFY-OLD-TO-NEW
The first function is the Datacom Datadictionary VERIFY function to compare the existing database definition to
the new database definition.

*** VERIFY ERROR MESSAGES ***
Any errors or warnings that Datacom Datadictionary finds are reported. DDRTVC0019 is an information message
only and confirms that you have copied a database and given it a new database ID (DATACOM-ID).

FUNCTION = VERIFY-NEW-TO-OLD
The next VERIFY function compares the new database definition to the existing database definition.

FUNCTION = COPY-TO-PROD
Datacom Datadictionary copies the new database definition from TEST to PROD status.

FUNCTION = CATALOG-STRUCTURE
Datacom Datadictionary catalogs the new database to the Directory (CXX).

FUNCTION = ENABLE-STRUCTURE
Datacom Datadictionary enables the new database definition.

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
              *                           END OF JOB                             
                 *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
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END OF JOB
A message indicating that the job has ended.

DDSDCLM - Comparing DATA-DICT Prior to Upgrading
The Datacom Datadictionary Structure Definition Comparator (DDSDCLM) report is used to catch those inconsistencies
before upgrading from one version of Datacom Datadictionary to another. Some inconsistency in the definition of the
DATA-DICT database can cause these errors.

The DDSDCLM module reads the DATA-DICT database definition at your site. Then the DDSDCLM module compares it
to data contained in a module created by Broadcom and delivered as part of the standard installation. Any inconsistencies
between your DATA-DICT structure and the expected DATA-DICT definition are reported.

The benefits are as follows:

• The DDSDCLM module helps you make the necessary corrections to bring your definition into alignment with the
expected baseline upgrade before beginning the upgrade process.

• Using it after the upgrade completes, helps ensure that the resulting structure is consistent with the new version.

When to Use

Before beginning the upgrade process, the DDSDCLM module helps you make the necessary corrections to align your
definition with the expected baseline for the upgrade.

After the upgrade completes, use it to help ensure that the resulting structure is consistent with the new version.

How It Works

The Datacom Datadictionary Structure Definition Comparator program (DDSDCLM) performs two functions:

• Reads the DATA-DICT DATABASE Structure in PROD status at your site. DDSDCLM compares selected information
regarding the structure to the information provided in the module created and delivered by Broadcom that reflects the
minimum expected structure.

• Reads all PROD and TEST occurrences of certain entity-types and edits them for compliance with current
requirements.

The processing performed by DDSDCLM is as follows:

1. Reads the SYSIN input file and processes the following records:
a. The first record in the SYSIN file must be a standard - USR transaction unless the Datacom Datadictionary System

Resource Table (DDSYSTBL) indicates that the external security system User ID is used. The DDSYSTBL macro
parameter SAFSEC is YES. This transaction is processed as described for all other Datacom Datadictionary
batch utilities. The user-specified in the - USR transaction must have DDADMIN authority or processing does not
proceed.

b. The records described in this section are optional. The records are - SET transactions. One additional - SET
transaction is accepted for this utility which is formatted as follows:
• Bytes 1-4 contain -SET
• Byte 5 is blank
• Bytes 6-9 contain WMOF (Warning Messages OFF). Messages indicating differences in the structures that

are not incompatible with a successful upgrade but are not part of the standard installation are not printed.
These messages indicate such things as additional tables in the database, additional keys or elements not in
the standard structure, and additional columns not in the standard structure. All of these could indicate that you
have implemented user-defined extensions. The default is to print these messages.

c. The final record must be a - SDC transaction that is formatted as follows:
d. Comparator Transaction
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 -SDC vvv,stat

 

• Bytes 1-4 contain - SDC
• Byte 5 is blank
• Bytes 6-8 contain the version identifier of the DATA-DICT structure being processed (for example, 140, 120,

121)
• Byte 9 is, optionally, a comma
• Bytes 10-13 are, optionally, the Status of the DATA-DICT Database Structure processed (for example, PROD,

T001, and so forth). If not provided, the default status is PROD. History versions are not allowed.
e. Verifier Transaction

 -SDC VERIFY

 

• Bytes 1-4 contain -SDC
• Byte 5 is blank
• Bytes 6-11 contain VERIFY

2. For the Comparator Transaction, the following processing is performed:
a. Loads the Basis module corresponding to the version identifier specified in the - SDC transaction. For example,

if the - SDC transaction contained 140 then DDSDCLM attempts to load module DD140SD. If the load fails, an
error message is printed describing the problem. For more information, see SDC Messages in the  Datacom/DB
message documentation.

b. Reads the DATA-DICT database structure in PROD (production) status in the MUF accessed based on the
DBSIDPR module used. DDSDCLM reads through the entire DATA-DICT structure and reports on differences
between your DATA-DICT structure and the expected structure as defined by the Basis module.

3. For the Verifier Transaction, the following processing is performed:
a. Reads all occurrences of the following entity-types:

• AREA
• DATABASE
• CONSTRAINT
• ELEMENT
• FILE
• FIELD
• KEY
• PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
• SYNONYM
• TABLE
• VIEW

b. Verifies that each occurrence passes the edit requirements for the current release of Datacom Datadictionary.

DDTRSLM - Transporting Definitions
DDTRSLM is a Datacom Datadictionary utility that transports or backs up selected Datacom Datadictionary definitions
from one Datacom site for loading into another.

DDTRSLM is primarily intended for use in a SQL-only environment. Objects such as tables and keys used by non-SQL
programs could experience some anomalies when transported using this facility. If both SQL and non-SQL programs
access a table, use the Batch Transaction Generator (DDBTGLM) to transport tables, and use DDTRSLM for the
SQL-only objects such as plans, procedures, views, and so on. For more information regarding non-SQL access
considerations, see Non-SQL Access Considerations.

The entity-types you can transport using this utility are TABLE, PLAN, PROCEDURE, TRIGGER, VIEW, and SYNONYM.
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All occurrences transported are EXPORTed from PROD status and IMPORTed to PROD status.

When you import these entity-types, the dependent entity-types are also imported, except for DATABASE and AREA
entity-occurrences which must already exist at the destination site. Authorization IDs (SCHEMAs) used must also exist
at the destination site. The following table lists the entity-types you can transport with this utility and their corresponding
dependencies.

When you transport: The dependent entity-types transported are:

PLAN entity-types STATEMENT
SYNONYM
TABLE (and its associated entity-types)
VIEW

PROCEDURE entity-types PARAMETER-LIST
PLAN, if a path exists (A procedure might not contain SQL
statements.)
PROGRAM
STATEMENT and its associated entity-types:

• TRIGGER (If not the root entity. There may not be any related
to the STATEMENT.)

• PROCEDURE (If not the root entity.)
• PROGRAM (Unless the PROCEDURE is the root entity.)
• PLAN (Unless the PROCEDURE is the root entity.)
• TABLE, if a path exists (A procedure might not contain SQL

statements.)

PROGRAM entity-types (for EXPORT only) PLAN
PROCEDURE (and its associated entity-types)
PARAMETER-LIST
PROGRAM (If not the root entity.)
STATEMENT
TRIGGER (There may not be any related to the STATEMENT.)
STATEMENT
SYNONYM
TABLE (and its associated information)
VIEW

SYNONYM entity-types TABLE (and its associated information)
VIEW
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When you transport: The dependent entity-types transported are:

TABLE entity-types AREA (definitions only, see the note following the table)
CONSTRAINT
DATABASE (definitions only, see the note following the table)
DATAVIEW
ELEMENT
FIELD
KEY
TRIGGER (and its associated entity-types)
PARAMETER-LIST
PLAN
PROCEDURE
PROGRAM
STATEMENT
If you import the TABLE entity-types in SQL mode, the database
and area must already exist at the destination site and have
already been cataloged, initialized, and loaded. The area must
have an SQLNAME in both the source and the target regions so
that the SQL import of the table puts the table in the correct area.
The CREATE TABLE generated on the EXPORT does not have
an IN area name clause if the area does not have an SQLNAME
and the IMPORT places the table in the default area.

TRIGGER entity-types STATEMENT and its associated entity-types:
PLAN (Unless the PROCEDURE is the root entity.)
PROCEDURE (Unless the PROCEDURE is the root entity.)
PROGRAM (Unless the PROCEDURE is the root entity.)
TRIGGER (Unless the TRIGGER is the root entity. There may not
be any related to the STATEMENT.)
TABLE (and its associated information)

VIEW entity-types SYNONYM
TABLE (and its associated information)
VIEW

When to Use

Use this utility to migrate Datacom Datadictionary definitions between MUF environments. This utility provides an
alternative to manually creating SQL objects and re-precompiling programs with embedded SQL statements.

The SQL objects are added through the Datacom/DB SQL Option at the destination site. Therefore, this function of the
utility operates only at sites where the Datacom/DB SQL Option is installed.

Examples of when to use this utility are:

• When you want to move a program from test to production environments. To operate at the destination site, the
program must have all referenced SQL objects (tables, views, and synonyms) and the SQL plan corresponding to the
program. By using this utility, all this information can be moved at the same time by transporting the plan. To transport
Ideal for Datacom programs, use the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility (IDUTOTRN) with DDTRSLM.

• When you want to provide application programmers using a different operating system with the table definitions.
They can develop and test applications on the other operating system for eventual execution with the tables on your
machine. To accomplish this, EXPORT the definitions with DDTRSLM, send the transport file with any file transfer
utility, and IMPORT with the DDTRSLM utility available on the other operating system.
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How It Works

EXPORT, IMPORT, and SET commands drive the transport utility. The EXPORT and IMPORT commands must be run in
separate DDTRSLM executions to allow for different input job stream specifications.

For either the EXPORT or IMPORT commands, provide a valid user name and password to execute the commands.

The PERSON entity-occurrence must be defined at the import destination Datacom Datadictionary site and must have
authority to retrieve, add, and update Datacom Datadictionary definitions.

If security is in effect at the destination site, the accessor ID you use must have authority to create SQL objects. See the
person responsible for security at the destination site.

To transport Datacom Datadictionary definitions, execute the following commands:

• The EXPORT commands extract the requested objects from the source environment and DDTRSLM saves the
information in a transport file. The file can be on disk or tape as specified in the JCL with the DD name of TRANSF.
DDTRSLM uses DSF to read all information from the Datacom Datadictionary. The data definitions are read from the
PROD status version of the occurrences in the primary Datacom Datadictionary. Related data can be read from the
primary DDD-DATABASE database.

• The IMPORT commands indicate what objects you want added to the destination Datacom environment from the
transport file.
The DDTRSLM utility reads the EXPORT commands. DSF commands or SQL CREATE statements are used to
define the tables, views, and synonyms for transport to the destination site. The schema authorization IDs (AUTHIDs),
databases, and areas must be present at the destination site before you use this utility.

• The SET commands specify information used in processing of the EXPORT and IMPORT commands. See the
sections beginning with SET USER - Establishing User Identification for details.

SET USER
(Required) Identifies the Datacom Datadictionary PERSON entity-occurrence of the person transporting the data.
A syntax error is received if it is not the first command entered in the input job stream.

SET EXPORT/IMPORT ON ERROR
(Optional) Enter this command before the EXPORT or IMPORT command to define how the processing is to
react to errors (for example, SQL return codes, DSF return codes, and so on). For more information, see SET
EXPORT/IMPORT_ON ERROR.

SET EXPORT FORMAT PREVIOUS RELEASE
(Optional) Enter this command before the EXPORT commands to export Datacom Datadictionary definitions and
convert them to the format of the previous release. These definitions are then available to import into a system at
the previous release level. For more information about using this optional command, see SET EXPORT FORMAT
PREV RELEASE - Convert Format.

SET IMPORT COLLISION
(Optional) Enter this command before the IMPORT commands to indicate how to resolve adding duplicates of the
entity-occurrence definition. For more information, see SET IMPORT COLLISION - Handling Duplicates.

SET TRACE
(Optional) For more information, see SET TRACE - Debugging the Utility.

CAUTION
Use this command only if it is requested by Broadcom Support.

How to Use

This section outlines how you use the DDTRSLM commands to transport definitions from one site to another. For step-by-
step procedures about transporting these types of definitions, see Transporting Plans and Transporting Tables, Views, and
Synonyms.
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RESTRICTION
Restrictions are associated with partitioned tables:

• Table partitions (PARTITION attribute-value set to P) and their associated PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
entity-occurrences cannot be exported. Only partitioned tables (PARTITION attribute-value set to Y) can. Use
the DDBTGLM and DDUPDATE utilities instead of the DDTRSLM utility for table partitions and PARTITION-
COLUMN-VALUE entity-occurrences.

• When importing a partitioned table, the partitions with which the partitioned table is associated must already
exist at the destination site.

• No restrictions on exporting or importing plans are associated with either partitioned tables or table partitions.

When importing tables with the REPLACE option specified, any previously existing constraints at the destination site are
automatically dropped as the first step of the import process. After the constraints are dropped, the system issues an
SQL COMMIT statement. Any errors encountered during the rest of the import causes the job to stop and leave all the
constraints dropped from the table.

To recover the constraints, reload the backup of the Datacom Datadictionary database taken before the IMPORT and
rerun the IMPORT after correcting the errors causing the problem.

To use DDTRSLM, include the appropriate commands in your batch job stream or SYSIN file. The commands are entered
in 80-byte lines and are fixed-blocked format. They can be continued over as many lines as necessary. Continuation is
assumed until the utility encounters a semicolon (;). However, a word must not cross over a line boundary. The semicolon
at the end of the command is required. If it is missing, a syntax error occurs.

You can place comments in the input job stream. Use /* to indicate the start and */ to indicate the end of a comment.

Enter the SET USER command as the first command in the input job stream. This command is required before entering
the EXPORT and IMPORT commands. For more information, see SET USER - Establishing User Identification.

Step 1 (Optional)

Specify the SET EXPORT FORMAT PREVIOUS RELEASE optional command if you want to export definitions and
convert them into the previous format.

Step 2

Specify the EXPORT command with the appropriate entity-types and names. For more information, see EXPORT
Command. One EXPORT command is required for each basic entity-occurrence you are exporting that is not included
indirectly, as the result of exporting another entity-occurrence.

Step 3

Submit the DDTRSLM utility. This step produces a transport file, which is in an 80-byte, fixed-blocked record format.

Step 4

Transfer the transport file to the destination site with any file transfer utility.

After the transfer, verify that the AUTHIDs, databases, and areas exist and are usable for SQL CREATE TABLES before
attempting the import.

Step 5 (Optional, Recommended)

If tables are being imported or replaced, back up the Datacom Datadictionary environment (including the DATA-DICT,
DDD, the Directory (CXX), and any required data in existing copies of the table) before importing them.

Step 6 (Optional)

In the input job stream, before you specify the IMPORT command, you can specify the following optional commands:
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• SET IMPORT MODE
• SET IMPORT ON ERROR
• SET IMPORT COLLISION
• IMPORT DIRECTORY
• TRIAL IMPORT

General descriptions are documented in the previous section, How It Works, and detailed information is available for each
command later in this chapter.

Step 7

After you have verified that the IMPORT commands are accurate, submit DDTRSLM with the IMPORT command
specified. For more information, see IMPORT Command.

Special Considerations

DDTRSLM only transports PROD status entity-occurrences for the valid entity-types. This section details the restrictions
governing transporting definitions and what you need to do to help ensure a successful transport.

The following includes the task and an explanation of the restriction or consideration
Transporting support

data (aliases,
descriptors, and text)

Use the DDBTGLM and DDUPDATE utilities, not the DDTRSLM utility.

Transporting
non-Datacom
model entities

Use the DDBTGLM and DDUPDATE utilities, not the DDTRSLM utility.

Transporting a plan Use the DDTRSLM utility to transport a plan with associated SQL objects or individual SQL objects in SQL
source form. These are the Datacom Datadictionary entity-types of TABLE, VIEW, and SYNONYM. Other
required entity-occurrences (such as statements, databases, areas, elements, keys, fields, constraints) are
also transported but cannot be moved by themselves.
Move the program's source, object, or executable (load) module separately or by using the Ideal for
Datacom Object or Source Transport Utility.

Exporting a program Use the DDTRSLM utility to export all the associated plans of the program. When a program is exported,
all related programs are also exported. Specify the root program Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence
name and all programs related to the program through the PGM-PGM-CALL relationship will be exported.

NOTE
Use the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility (IDUTOTRN) to transport programs, and
use DDTRSLM to transport the corresponding plans. For DDTRSLM you specify the Datacom
Datadictionary name of the program with the EXPORT and command. The Ideal for Datacom
Object Transport utility uses the UNLOAD and LOAD commands, and the Ideal for Datacom
program name is used. If you use Ideal for Datacom Source Transport utility (IDUTSTRN), with
the EXPORT and IMPORT commands, do not use DDTRSLM to transport the plans. For more
information, see the  Ideal for Datacom Batch Utilities.

Importing a table The database and area with which the table is associated must already exist and be loaded at the
destination site.
Importing tablesincludes processing that maintains the Datacom Datadictionary, the Data Definition
Directory (DDD), the Schema Information Tables (SIT), and the Directory (CXX). We strongly recommend
that you back up the environment before importing tables, specifically if any critical table definitions are
involved. Also, importing VIEWs or PLANs will implicitly import dependent tables. Therefore, before
importing VIEWs and PLANs, back up:
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• The tables in the primary Datacom Datadictionary
• The SIT and DDD areas
• The Directory (CXX)
• Any required data in existing copies of the table

If constraints are being imported with the table and the table definition is being changed, you may
encounter a TABLE NOT LOADED error when the constraints are added. If this happens, reload the
area and reimport the table with the ONLY ALL CONSTRAINT option. Also, be sure that no one else is
maintaining tables in the same database, since a catalog of the database occurs. Partial maintenance to
other tables while the import is running could cause verification or catalog errors.

Using SQL DML
Statements

The SQL DML statement syntax is not converted from the current version to the previous version using the
SET EXPORT PREVIOUS RELEASE command.
DDTRSLM cannot transport plans or views containing SQL DML statements that are only available
in the current version to a prior version environment. Therefore, change the source SQL statements
and recompile the programs or re-create views in the previous version's environment, and do not use
DDTRSLM.

Creating names When you create names for an AUTHID, an SQL name, or a Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence
name, the name must conform to Datacom Datadictionary naming standards and must avoid the SQL
reserved words. If a name is used that does not adhere to these restrictions, they must be changed before
you perform the EXPORT function.

AUTHID and SQL name
Each SQL object is referenced by its AUTHID and SQL name. The AUTHID of entity-
occurrences cannot be changed from the source to the destination with this utility, except
for PLAN entity-occurrences. Use the NEWAUTHID syntax when importing plans.

Constraint Names
Constraint names remain the same. This restriction includes those generated by default.
This could generate a DSF error, SQLNAME ALREADY EXISTS (SAE), when processing
the IMPORT command.

Transporting
password or lock

protected databases

The DDTRSLM utility does not successfully import password or lock protected databases. If databases are
defined with these options, the catalog fails and the system returns a PWR DSF error code. To import this
type of database successfully:

• Manually catalog the database and reimport the tables with the ONLY ALL CONSTRAINT option to
complete the import of the tables

• Feset the password and remove the lock options, and then reimport the table.

Non-SQL Access Considerations
When using DDTRSLM in a mixed SQL and non-SQL access environment, if you are generating the table definitions
using either Datacom Datadictionary maintenance facilities or the SQL Data Definition Language (DDL), consider the
following:

• When using SQL DDL to define objects accessed by both SQL and non-SQL programs, use the Datacom SQL
extension DATACOM NAME on the CREATE TABLE and CREATE INDEX statements to provide the DATACOM-
NAME attribute values. This assures that the DATACOM NAMEs remain consistent between the exported and
imported structures.

• If you are using shared key IDs (two or more keys with the same ID), you cannot use DDTRSLM to transport the table
definition, because key IDs are generated during DDL processing and cannot be the same when imported. In this
case, use DDBTGLM to transport your table definition.

• Unless keys satisfying the requirements of the constraint are already present, some keys are generated as the result
of adding constraints. Non-SQL programs should not use keys generated by constraint definition, because these key
names are subject to change when the IMPORT process is performed.
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EXPORT Command
Learn how to use the EXPORT Command in the Datacom Datadictionary DDTRSLM batch facility. Find command syntax
and parameter defintions.

The EXPORT command specifies the beginning of the structure. You can specify only one entity-type in an EXPORT
command, but you can include multiple EXPORT commands in one execution of the utility.

The EXCLUDE and ONLY keywords are followed by one entity-type or a specific object or occurrence. EXCLUDE and
ONLY options can appear multiple times in the same EXPORT command and apply only to the current EXPORT command
in the input stream. If you specify an object in both EXCLUDE and ONLY options, the object is not copied to the transport
file.

Use the following format to specify the EXPORT function:

►►─ EXPORT ─ root-entity-type1 ─ name ────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌─────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ ONLY ────┬─┬─ ALL ─ entity-type3 ──┬─┴─┘

       └─ EXCLUDE ─┘ └─ entity-type2 ─ name ─┘

EXPORT
(Required) Initiates the EXPORT function.

root-entity-type1
(Required) The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type name of the Datacom Datadictionary definition or the
PROGRAM entity-type that specifies the beginning of the structure. For example, a table is the root of a structure
that includes fields, keys, elements, and dataviews. The PROGRAM entity-type identifies all the plans referenced
by the program.

NOTE
You cannot import PROGRAM entity-types with DDTRSLM; however, by exporting a program, the set of
plans associated with the program is exported. You can import a PLAN entity-type.

name
(Required) The qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, procedure, trigger, or synonym or the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of the program. The qualified SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the
SQL name of the object separated by a period (.) in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries:

Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of a program

Default Value:
(No default)

ONLY
(Optional) Introduces a specific entity-type or entity-occurrence within the structure that is to be placed in the
transport file. If you enter this option, you must specify either ALL entity-occurrences of an entity-type or a specific
entity-occurrence of the entity-type. You can enter as many ONLY options as you need.
By default, all other entity-occurrences in the structure are excluded.

ALL entity-type2
(Required) All entity-occurrences of the entity-type within the structure to be included.
Valid Entries:

CONSTRAINT
PLAN
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PROCEDURE
SYNONYM
TABLE
TRIGGER
VIEW

Default Value:
(No default)

entity-type3
(Optional) The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type within the structure to be included.
Valid Entries:

PLAN
PROCEDURE
SYNONYM
TABLE
TRIGGER
VIEW

Default Value:
(No default)

name
(Required) The qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, procedure, trigger, or synonym. The qualified
SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the object separated by a period (.) in the format
authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries:

Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
EXCLUDE

(Optional) Introduces the entity-type or entity-occurrence within the structure that is not to be placed in the
transport file. If you enter this option, you must specify either ALL entity-occurrences of an entity-type or a specific
entity-occurrence of the entity-type. You can enter as many EXCLUDE options as you need.
ALL entity-type2

(Optional) All entity-occurrences of the entity-type within the structure to be excluded.

NOTE
If you exclude a plan that is the root of the EXPORT, nothing is copied to the transport file.

entity-type3
(Optional) The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type within the structure to be excluded.

NOTE
If you exclude a plan that is the root of the EXPORT, nothing is copied to the transport file.

name
(Optional) The qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, procedure, trigger, or synonym. The qualified
SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the object separated by a period (.) in the
format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value:  (No default)
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IMPORT Command
Learn about the IMPORT command in the DDTRSLM Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facilities. Optional commands for
changing the result of the import process are described.

The IMPORT command indicates the starting point of the structure to import. It can be the same as the one exported or a
starting point within the structure.

You can use the IMPORT command with the optional commands to change the result of the import process. As many
IMPORT commands as you need can appear in one execution. The TRIAL IMPORT and IMPORT commands are mutually
exclusive and you can only submit one of these commands in the same execution.

Use the IMPORT DIRECTORY Command to list the objects in the transport file.

Use the TRIAL IMPORT Command to check the target Datacom Datadictionary and determine if there are any conflicts or
missing dependencies that are based on the transport file and the IMPORT commands.

Importing a Specific Entity-Occurrence

If you specify a specific entity-occurrence, you can use the optional EXCLUDE, ONLY, or REPLACE commands to either:

• Exclude the dependent entity-occurrences
• Only include a specific entity-occurrence
• Replace the entity-occurrence
• Only include dependent entity-occurrences, or
• Replace dependent entity-occurrences

Excluding Entity-Types or Entity-Occurrences

You can use the EXCLUDE option to exclude all entity-occurrences of a specific entity-type or to exclude a specific entity-
occurrence. If you specify the same entity-type with both EXCLUDE and ONLY in the same command, the entity-type is
not imported.

Importing Plans

Consider the following when using DDTRSLM to import plans. If the plan you are importing is associated with a
procedure, be aware that when DDTRSLM imports a plan, part of the process involves a DROP PROCEDURE command
that deletes the procedure and program associated with that plan.

Importing Only Plans

You can import only plan entity-occurrences in various ways by using the IMPORT ALL PLAN or IMPORT PLAN options
to:

• Import all plans in the transport file
• Import all plans in the transport file to a new SQL AUTHID
• Import all plans for rebind
• Import a specific plan to a new SQL AUTHID
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Using the ONLY Option

When you use the IMPORT command with Datacom Datadictionary, you can use the optional ONLY command to include
only a specific entity-occurrence.

The ONLY option allows the following IMPORT actions:

• Import all the constraints.
• Import all entity-occurrences of a specific entity-type.
• Import a plan to a new SQL AUTHID.

If you specify the same entity-type with both EXCLUDE and ONLY in the same command, the entity-type is not imported.

Using the REPLACE Option

Learn about using the REPLACE option with the IMPORT command in Datacom.

The REPLACE option specifies:

• All the Datacom Datadictionary definitions that are imported with the IMPORT command to be replaced,
• All entity-occurrences of a specific entity-type to be replaced, or
• A specific entity-occurrence to be replaced

Reporting

A report is included in the output of the IMPORT or TRIAL IMPORT command that includes a listing of errors, warnings
and entity-occurrences (and their dependencies) that are imported. You are responsible for correcting either the IMPORT
or EXPORT commands to resolve any errors reported.

Use the following formats to specify the IMPORT command.

Syntax for IMPORT ALL Commands

Find the syntax diagram for the DDTRSLM utility. DDTRSLM is a Datacom Datadictionary utility that transports or backs
up selected Datacom Datadictionary definitions from one Datacom site for loading into another.

►►─ IMPORT ─ ALL ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────►◄

                  └─ PLAN ─┬─ NEWAUTHID ─ sql-authid ─┬─┘

                           └─ FOR ─ REBIND ───────────┘

IMPORT
(Required) Initiates the IMPORT process. You must enter one of the commands that is described in the ALL PLAN
command after you enter the IMPORT command.

ALL PLAN
This command imports all plans.
One of the following commands is required:
NEWAUTHID sql-authid

Specify NEWAUTHID and the new sql-authid if you want to import the plans into a different AUTHID.
Valid Entries: 1 to 18 characters
Default Value: (No default)
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FOR REBIND
This command rebinds the plans as opposed to importing or precompiling a program. To use this
command, the plans must exist and be marked invalid.

Syntax for IMPORT or TRIAL IMPORT Commands

The IMPORT command indicates the starting point of the structure to import. It can be the same as the one exported or a
starting point within the structure. Learn how to use the IMPORT command with the optional commands that change the
result of the import process.

As many IMPORT commands as you need can appear in one execution. The TRIAL IMPORT and IMPORT commands are
mutually exclusive and you can only submit one of these commands in the same execution.

IMPORT Command (not PLAN entity-type)

►►─┬─────────┬─ IMPORT ─ root-entity-type1 ─ name ────────────────────────────►

   └─ TRIAL ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ; ─────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌───────────────────────────┐ │

   ├─▼─┬─ ALL ─ entity-type2 ──┬─┴─┤

   │   └─ entity-type3 ─ name ─┘   │

   │ ┌───────────────────────────┐ │

   ├─▼─┬─ ALL ─ entity-type2 ──┬─┴─┤

   │   └─ entity-type3 ─ name ─┘   │

   │ ┌───────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ ALL ─ entity-type2 ──┬─┴─┘

       └─ entity-type3 ─ name ─┘

IMPORT Command (PLAN entity-type)

►►─┬─────────┬─ IMPORT ─ PLAN ─ name ─ ONLY ──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TRIAL ─┘

 ►─┬─ ALL ─ PLAN ─ NEWAUTHID ─ sql-authid ──┬─ ; ────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PLAN ─ name ─ NEWAUTHID ─ sql-authid ─┘

TRIAL
(Optional) Only produces a report. The report displays a list of missing dependencies or conflicts in the data that
result from executing the IMPORT command.
The DDTRSLM utility automatically executes the TRIAL option when you execute the IMPORT command. If there
are no missing dependencies or conflicts, the IMPORT is executed. For more information about this option, see
TRIAL IMPORT Command.

NOTE
You cannot submit a TRIAL IMPORT command and an IMPORT command in the same execution.

IMPORT
(Required) Initiates the IMPORT process. Enter one of the following commands after the IMPORT command:

root-entity-type1
Specify the Datacom Datadictionary entity-type name of the Datacom Datadictionary definition entity-type that
specifies the beginning of the structure. For example, a TABLE entity-type is the root of a structure that includes
fields, elements, keys, and dataviews.
Valid Entries:
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• PLAN PROCEDURE
• SYNONYM TABLE
• TRIGGER VIEW

Default Value: (No default)
name

Specify the qualified SQL name of the object. The qualified SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name
of the object. A period (.) separates the AUTHID and the SQL name in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value: (No default)
Following the root-entity-type1 and name, specify one of the following:
EXCLUDE

Designates the entity-type or entity-occurrence within the structure not to import from the transport file.
If you enter this command, specify either ALL entity-occurrences of an entity-type or a specific entity-
occurrence of the entity-type. You can enter as many EXCLUDE options as you need in the same IMPORT
command.
ALL entity-type2

Specifies all entity-occurrences of the entity-type within the structure to import.

NOTE
If you specify an EXCLUDE option for a plan that is the root of an entity-occurrence,
nothing is imported from the transport file.

entity-type3
The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type within the structure to exclude. Follow entity-type3
with the name, see the following:
Valid Entries:

• PLAN PROCEDURE
• SYNONYM TABLE
• TRIGGER VIEW

Default Value: (No default)
name

The qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, procedure, trigger, or synonym. The qualified
SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the object. A period (.) separates the
AUTHID and the SQL name in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value: (No default)

ONLY
Designates a specific entity-type or entity-occurrence within the structure to import from the transport file.
You can enter as many ONLY options as you need in the same IMPORT command. By default, all other
entity-occurrences in the structure are excluded. If you enter this command, specify one of the following:
ALL entity-type2

(Required) Specifies all entity-occurrences of the entity-type within the structure to import.

NOTE
If you specify an ONLY option for a plan that is the root entity-occurrence, nothing is
imported from the transport file.

entity-type3
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary entity-type within the structure to include. Follow this entry
by the name, see below.
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Valid Entries:

• PLAN PROCEDURE
• SYNONYM TABLE
• TRIGGER VIEW

Default Value: (No default)
name

The qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, or synonym. The qualified SQL name consists
of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the object. A period (.) separates the AUTHID and the SQL
name in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value: (No default)

REPLACE
Designates the entity-occurrences in the transport file that replace the same entity-occurrences at the destination
site. You can enter as many REPLACE options as you need in the same IMPORT command. The REPLACE
option of the IMPORT command overrides the REPLACE option of SET IMPORT COLLISION. For more
information, see SET IMPORT COLLISION - Handling Duplicates.

NOTE
If you are importing a TABLE entity-occurrence with this option and you are using the optional
command, SET IMPORT MODE SQL, the entity-occurrence is deleted with an SQL DROP TABLE
command and then added. The SQL DROP TABLE command deletes any data in the table. Therefore,
extract the data by using the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function before using this option if you want to retain
the data.

If you specify the REPLACE command, it must be followed by one of the following:
ALL entity-type2

Specifies all the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrences of the specified entity-type to replace.
Valid Entries:

• CONSTRAINT
• PLAN PROCEDURE
• SYNONYM TABLE
• TRIGGER VIEW

Default Value: (No default)
entity-type3

Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary entity-type within the structure to replace. This entry must be
followed by the name, see below.
Valid Entries:

• PLAN PROCEDURE
• SYNONYM TABLE
• TRIGGER VIEW

Default Value: (No default)
name

Specifies the qualified SQL name of the plan, table, view, procedure, trigger, or synonym. The qualified
SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the object. A period (.) separates the AUTHID
and the SQL name in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value:  (No default)
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PLAN name ONLY
Specify this command and include the qualified SQL plan name when you want to import a specific plan. The
qualified SQL name consists of the AUTHID and the SQL name of the plan. A period (.) separates the AUTHID
and the SQL name in the format authid.sqlname.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing plan
Default Value: (No default)
Follow this command with one of the following:
ALL PLAN NEWAUTHID sql-authid

Specify the new sql-authid if you want to import a specific plan into a different AUTHID.
Valid Entries: 1 to 18 characters
Default Value: (No default)

PLAN name NEWAUTHID sql-authid
Specify the plan name and the new sql-authid if you want to import a specific plan into a different
AUTHID. For name, specify the qualified SQL name that is used in PLAN name ONLY.
Valid Entries: Qualified SQL name of an existing object of the entity-type
Default Value: (No default)
For sql-authid, specify the new sql-authid.
Valid Entries: 1 to 18 characters
Default Value: (No default)

IMPORT DIRECTORY Command

You can use the DIRECTORY option of the IMPORT command to create a list of the objects in the transport file created by
the EXPORT command. This command does not import any data.

By checking the list of objects before submitting the IMPORT command, you can decide whether to submit a TRIAL
IMPORT command, or submit the IMPORT command.

For complete syntax information about the IMPORT command, see Reporting. Use the following format to specify the
IMPORT DIRECTORY command:

►►─ IMPORT ─ DIRECTORY; ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

IMPORT DIRECTORY;
Creates a list of the objects in the transport file created by the EXPORT command.

NOTE
You cannot submit an IMPORT DIRECTORYcommand and an IMPORT command in the same execution.

TRIAL IMPORT Command

The TRIAL IMPORT command checks the target Datacom Datadictionary to determine if there are any conflicts or missing
dependencies based on the transport file and the IMPORT commands. It must include the same specifications as the
IMPORT command to provide a proper simulation. The command also checks the syntax of the IMPORT command.

The main objective of this command is to determine whether the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrences that are
required by the imported entity-occurrences exist in the new environment. It also identifies if any entity-occurrences
being transported already exist at the destination site. If entity-occurrences already exist, you can include REPLACE or
EXCLUDE options in the IMPORT command or use the SET IMPORT COLLISION command. For more information, see
SET IMPORT COLLISION - Handling Duplicates.
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The TRIAL IMPORT command also detects an entity-occurrence or structure that is not in the transport file. This includes
substructures and root entity-occurrences. If you export a view, it would not be appropriate to import a program, but it
would be possible to only import its base table.

Dependencies Checked

The dependent objects checked by TRIAL IMPORT vary based on the entity-type being transported. These dependencies
appear in the transport file as a list containing their SQL qualified name (authid.sqlname) followed by an indicator (Y or N)
to signify whether the dependency is in the transport file. The dependencies are checked in the input stream and in the
destination Datacom Datadictionary.

In the transport file
DDTRSLM checks it against the Datacom Datadictionary ensures there are no conflicts.
If the entity-occurrence does not exist in the destination Datacom Datadictionary, it is to be imported. If it does
exist in the destination Datacom Datadictionary, a conflict error is issued unless the occurrence is specified in the
IMPORT REPLACE option or the optional SET IMPORT COLLISION REPLACE command is specified.

Not in the transport file
It must exist in the destination Datacom Datadictionary before the IMPORT command is executed. The
DDTRSLM utility checks the Datacom Datadictionary for the dependency.

Not in the Datacom Datadictionary or the transport file
DDTRSLM returns an error indicating the dependency does not exist at the destination and does not appear in the
transport file.
The only exceptions are AUTHID for all SQL objects and the parent areas for tables, which must already be at the
destination site before you execute the IMPORT command.

The following are dependencies by entity-type:

PLAN
AUTHID
TABLE, VIEW, and SYNONYM entity-occurrences

PROCEDURE
AUTHID
PLAN, PROGRAM, STATEMENT, and TABLE entity-occurrences

SYNONYM
AUTHID
TABLE or VIEW entity-occurrence

TABLE
AUTHID
DATABASE entity-occurrence
AREA entity-occurrence
TRIGGER entity-occurrence
referenced TABLE occurrences

TRIGGER
AUTHID
STATEMENT and TABLE entity-occurrences

VIEW
AUTHID
VIEW entity-occurrences
TABLE entity-occurrences
SYNONYM entity-occurrences
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Report Produced

A report is produced as a result of coding the TRIAL IMPORT command which includes a listing of errors, warnings and
entity-occurrences (and their dependencies) that are imported for every entity-occurrence requested. You are responsible
for correcting either the IMPORT or EXPORT commands to resolve any errors reported.

SET USER - Establishing User Identification
The SET USER command identifies the Datacom Datadictionary PERSON entity-occurrence of the user. This is required
and must be the first command entered in the input stream.

Define the PERSON entity-occurrence at the destination Datacom Datadictionary site and authorize the user to add and
update Datacom Datadictionary definitions.

If security is in effect at the destination site, the user must also have authority to create SQL objects. See the person
responsible for Datacom Datadictionary and Datacom/DB security at the destination site.

Use the following format to specify the SET USER function.

►►─ SET ─ USER ─ user-name ─ pass-word; ─────────────────────────────────►◄

user-name
The PERSON entity-occurrence name for the user defined in Datacom Datadictionary at the site where the utility
is executed.

pass-word;
The password assigned to the PERSON entity-occurrence. Leave this option blank if a password was not
specified for this PERSON entity-occurrence in the Datacom Datadictionary where you are executing the utility.

See SET IMPORT/EXPORT ON_ERROR - Modifying Error Processing for more information on modifying the process flow
after an error is encountered.

SET EXPORT FORMAT PREV RELEASE - Convert Format
This command converts any new or changed attribute definitions from the current release format into the previous release
format. Include this optional command before the EXPORT commands.

Optional Command Prior to EXPORT Commands

►►─ SET ─ EXPORT ─ FORMAT ─ PREVIOUS ─ RELEASE ─ ; ──────────────────────►◄

DDTRSLM cannot transport plans or views containing SQL DML statements that are only available in the current release.
If the SQL DML syntax is used in the data being imported, you cannot use this command to convert them from the current
release to the previous release. Change the source SQL statements and recompile your programs or re-create the views
in the previous release environment, and not use DDTRSLM.

SET IMPORT COLLISION - Handling Duplicates
You can specify the optional SET IMPORT COLLISION command before IMPORT commands to indicate how to resolve
adding duplicates of the same entity-occurrence definition. Specify one of the options, QUIT or REPLACE, if you use this
command.

If you do not use this command or do not use the REPLACE option on the individual IMPORT commands (see IMPORT
Command), the utility stops processing if the IMPORT command adds a duplicate entity-occurrence. This produces the
same result as the QUIT option.
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This command affects all IMPORT commands in the input job stream. It can be entered only once in the same input job
stream.

►►─ SET ─ IMPORT ─ COLLISION ─┬─ QUIT ◄ ──┬─ ; ──────────────────────────►◄

                              ├─ REPLACE ─┤

                              └─ SKIP ────┘

QUIT
Processing stops when a duplicate entity-occurrence is encountered. QUIT is the default.

REPLACE
Duplicate entity-occurrences at the destination are deleted and the transported definitions are added. REPLACE
options in an IMPORT command take precedence over this command. (See IMPORT Command.)

NOTE
If you are importing a TABLE entity-occurrence with this command and you have coded the SET
IMPORT MODE SQL option, the entity-occurrence is deleted with an SQL DROP TABLE command and
then added. The DROP TABLE command deletes any data in the table. Therefore, extract the data by
using the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function before using this option if you want the data retained.

SKIP
Do no processing of the current entity-occurrence being imported and read the next entity-occurrence from the
import file.

SET IMPORT/EXPORT ON_ERROR - Modifying Error Processing
When DDTRSLM transports or backs up selected Datacom Datadictionary definitions from one Datacom site for loading
into another, use the SET ON_ERROR command to modify import/export processing flow after an error.

When an error is encountered, DDTRSLM normally stops processing any additional imports or exports. You can use the
SET ON_ERROR command to allow processing of remaining exports or imports after an error is encountered.

If entered, this command must precede any IMPORT or EXPORT commands.

The format of the command is:

►►─ SET ┬ IMPORT ─┬─ ON ERROR ─┬─ HALT ◄ ───┬────────────────────────►◄

        └ EXPORT ─┘            └─ CONTINUE ─┘  

The EXPORT or IMPORT word must match the function being performed or the command is ignored and the default
(HALT) is in effect.

HALT
(Default) When an error is detected, processing stops and no further occurrences are exported or imported.

CONTINUE
When an error is detected, processing continues to the next occurrence to exported or imported.

SET TRACE - Debugging the Utility
If instructed by Support, you can use the optional SET TRACE command to produce problem determination information
intermixed with the requested data in the transport file.

This command prints internal information which Support uses to assist you with a problem.

 ►►─ SET ─ TRACE ─┬─ ON ─────┬─ ; ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ OFF ────┤

                 ├─ ALL ────┤

                 └─ DETAIL ─┘
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ON
Performs basic traces.

OFF
Turns off all previously coded traces.

ALL
Turns on all traces except for OFF.

DETAIL
Provides more detail than TRACE ON.

DDTRSLM - Sample Job Streams and Input
This topic provides an example of JCL statements in z/OS that can be used for the Datacom Datadictionary DDTRSLM
utility. Use the example as a guide for preparing JCL that complies with your site standards.

See the following example JCL.

z/OS Example JCL

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDTRSLM,REGION=1024K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above .

 //TRANSF   DD DSN=xx.xx.xx,DISP=(OLD,KEEP,KEEP), Transport file

 //            DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FB) Must be 80-byte fixed records

 //TRACE    DD SYSOUT=*   NOTE: ONLY OPENED WHEN SET TRACE REQUESTED

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD   *

 SET USER DEMOADM;                             Authorized user identification

     .                                          Place your input commands here.

     .                                          See the following pages for

     .                                          examples.

Exporting Programs
You can use the DDTRSLM utility to export PROGRAM entity-types. The exported file includes PLAN, STATEMENT,
SYNONYM, TABLE, and VIEW entity-occurrences used by the program. The TABLE entity-occurrences include all entity-
occurrence dependencies.

PROGRAM entity-types cannot be imported with this utility. Use the Ideal for Datacom Object Transport Utility
(IDUTOTRN) to transport the executable program. The Ideal for Datacom Source Transport Utility (IDUTSTRN) transports
the external source code.

Once the program is exported, the entity-occurrences associated with the program can be imported.
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Procedure

This section is a step-by-step procedure which describes how to export programs.

Step 1

Run DDTRSLM with the EXPORT command to extract the PROGRAM entity-occurrence from the source environment.
The EXCLUDE and ONLY options are not available for PROGRAM entity-types.

When the job completes, all the entity-occurrences which the PROGRAM uses are also extracted.

Step 2

You can import the PLAN, PROCEDURE, STATEMENT, SYNONYM, TABLE, TRIGGER, and VIEW entity-occurrences
exported with the program.

More Information

• For more information about transporting PLAN entity-occurrences, see Transporting Plans.
• For more information about transporting these entity-occurrences, see Transporting Tables, Views, and Synonyms.

Examples
This section illustrates executing DDTRSLM with the EXPORT command to extract a specific PROGRAM
entity-occurrence from the source environment and produce a transport file. Example EXPORT Command
The following illustrates an example of executing DDTRSLM with the EXPORT command to export a program:

 EXPORT PROGRAM program-name

The transport file includes the PARAMETER-LIST, PLAN, PROCEDURE, STATEMENT, SYNONYM, TABLE,
TRIGGER, and VIEW entity-occurrences associated with the program. For more information, see Example
Transport File for a Plan in the examples for Transporting Plans.

Transporting Plans
Transporting plans produces a transport file which includes all related dependencies to the statements within the plan
transported. Review the examples of executing DDTRSLM with the EXPORT and IMPORT commands to transport a plan.

Procedure

This section is a step-by-step procedure that describes how to transport plans.

Step 1

Verify that the PLAN is executable. If the Datacom Datadictionary PLAN attribute PLN-VALID does not equal Y, the PLAN
can still be exported if all dependencies exist. Exporting invalid plans and reimporting them with the FOR REBIND option
provides a batch method for rebinding all the plans.

You may not want to transport invalid PLAN entity-occurrences to another environment since the programs may not
execute at the destination.

Step 2

Obtain an Impact Analysis Report (for SQL Processing) using DDUPDATE or DDUTILTY to see what objects are
referenced by the plan you are transporting. For more information, see Impact Analysis Report.

Alternatively, you can run the IMPORT DIRECTORY command after you have submitted the EXPORT command (see
IMPORT DIRECTORY Command). See the following sample path definition for building the Impact Analysis Report.

 -DEF PATH,TRANS

 -DEF TRACE,PLAN.STATEMENT.PLN-STM-CONTAIN
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 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.TABLE,STM-TBL-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.VIEW,STM-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.TABLE,VEW-TBL-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.VIEW,VEW-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.SYNONYM,VEW-SYN-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.TABLE,SYN-TBL-REFERS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.VIEW,SYN-VEW-REFERS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.TABLE,VEW-TBL-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.VIEW,VEW-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.SYNONYM,VEW-SYN-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.TABLE,SYN-TBL-REFERS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.VIEW,SYN-VEW-REFERS

 -END

Step 3

Run DDTRSLM with the EXPORT command to extract the PLAN objects from the source environment.

When the job completes, all the SQL objects on which the PLAN is dependent are also extracted. Included are tables,
views, statements, and synonyms. Also, the objects on which the views and synonyms are dependent are extracted,
to the base table level. All information associated with the table occurrences are exported for any tables exported as
dependencies of the plan.

NOTE
You can choose to exclude some or all of the dependencies. Use the EXCLUDE clause or the ONLY clause on
the EXPORT command.

Step 4

If the PLAN is being imported and you are also importing the tables, follow the instructions for transporting tables Steps 2
through 6 in Transporting Tables, Views, and Synonyms.

Step 5

Transfer the resulting EXPORT file with any file transfer utility to the destination site.

If the destination is another platform, ensure that the utility you use to download the transport file translates EBCDIC to
ASCII and converts binary zeros to blanks.

Step 6

Run DDTRSLM with the IMPORT command for those plans you want to add to the destination site.

Example EXPORT Command
The following is an example of using an EXPORT command to extract the TESTPLAN object from the source
site:

 EXPORT PLAN SYSADM.TESTPLAN;

The transport file includes the statements in the plan and all tables, procedures, triggers, synonyms, and
views used by the statements in the plan.

NOTE
An alternate example to export only the plan and none of the dependencies is: EXPORT
PLAN planname ONLY ALL PLAN. Only the plan occurrences appear in the transport file.
The dependencies appear only in the directory at the top of the file.

Example IMPORT Command
The following is an example of using the IMPORT command to indicate that the TESTPLAN object is to be
added to the destination site:
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 IMPORT PLAN SYSADM.TESTPLAN;

NOTE
An alternate example to import plans from the transport file is: IMPORT ALL PLAN. This
results in each plan in the transport file being imported without any dependencies that may
appear in the file.

Example Transport File for a Plan
The following is an example of the transport file generated by the EXPORT command used in the previous
example:

 TRANSPORT UTILITY RELEASE 15.00 DD 15.00 DB 15.00M FILE FORMAT 15.00

 DATE 08/25/14  TIME 16.49.48

 %%DIRECTORY

 %%DATABASE                            .CASQLDEFAULT                     Y

 %%AREA                                .CASQLDEFAULT                     Y

 %DEPSTART

                  .CASQLDEFAULT                     DATABASE           Y

 %DEPEND

 %%TABLE              DEMOADM.DDAPTBL2 Y

 %DEPSTART

                  .CASQLDEFAULT                     AREA               Y

 %DEPEND

 %%PLAN              SYSADM            .TESTPLAN                         Y

 %DEPSTART

 DEMOADM          .DDAPTBL2                         TABLE              Y

 %DEPEND

 %%ENDDIRECTORY

 %%DATABASE                                   .CASQLDEFAULT

 %DDSUPSTART

 DESCRIPTION                      DEFAULT DATABASE FOR SQL DEMONSTRATIONS

 DATACOM-ID                       16

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SQL-SECURITY                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END

 %%AREA                                       .CASQLDEFAULT

 %DDSUPSTART

 DESCRIPTION                      DEFAULT AREA FOR SQL DEMONSTRATIONS

 SQLNAME                          CASQLDEFAULT

 DATACOM-NAME                     SQ1

 BLOCK-SIZE                       04096

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SPACE-MNGMNT                     1

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END

 %%TABLE DEMOADM.DDAPTBL2

 %DDLSTART

 CREATE TABLE DEMOADM.DDAPTBL2   (

 FIELD1  CHARACTER (00020) NOT NULL ,

 FIELD2  CHARACTER (00010) ,

 FIELD3  DATE  ,
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 UNIQUE (FIELD1)

 CONSTRAINT CONSTRAINT_0008)

 IN CASQLDEFAULT DATACOM NAME B31;

 %DDLEND

 %DDSUPSTART

 ENTITY-NAME                      DEMOADM-DDAPTBL2

 AUTHID                           DEMOADM

 SQLNAME                          DDAPTBL2

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SQL-INTENT                       Y

 DATACOM-NAME                     B31

 DATACOM-ID                       231

 DUPE-MASTER-KEY                  Y

 CHNG-MASTER-KEY                  Y

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD FIELD1

 %DDSUPSTART

 JUSTIFICATION                    L

 TYPE                             C

 CLASS                            S

 SIGN                             N

 LENGTH                           00020

 REPEAT                           00001

 TYPE-NUMERIC                     C

 LEVEL                            00001

 PARENT                           START

 AFTER                            START

 REDEFINES                        N

 SQLNAME                          FIELD1

 NULL-INDICATOR                   N

 DEFAULT-INSERT                   N

 DBEDITS                          Y

 FORCEADD                         N

 FORCEUPD                         N

 UNCHANGEABLE                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD FIELD2

 %DDSUPSTART

 JUSTIFICATION                    L

 TYPE                             C

 CLASS                            S

 SIGN                             N

 LENGTH                           00010

 REPEAT                           00001

 TYPE-NUMERIC                     C

 LEVEL                            00001

 PARENT                           START

 AFTER                            FIELD1

 REDEFINES                        N

 SQLNAME                          FIELD2

 NULL-INDICATOR                   Y

 DEFAULT-INSERT                   N

 DBEDITS                          Y
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 FORCEADD                         N

 FORCEUPD                         N

 UNCHANGEABLE                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD FIELD3

 %DDSUPSTART

 JUSTIFICATION                    R

 TYPE                             B

 CLASS                            S

 SIGN                             N

 LENGTH                           00004

 REPEAT                           00001

 TYPE-NUMERIC                     C

 LEVEL                            00001

 PARENT                           START

 AFTER                            FIELD2

 REDEFINES                        N

 SEMANTIC-TYPE                    SQL-DATE

 SQLNAME                          FIELD3

 NULL-INDICATOR                   Y

 DEFAULT-INSERT                   N

 DBEDITS                          Y

 FORCEADD                         N

 FORCEUPD                         N

 UNCHANGEABLE                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%KEY SQ026

 %DDSUPSTART

 RECORD-NAME                      DEMOADM-DDAPTBL2

 SQLNAME                          SQ026_016

 DATACOM-NAME                     SQ026

 INCLUDE-NIL-KEY                  Y

 MASTER-KEY                       Y

 NATIVE-KEY                       Y

 UNIQUE                           Y

 FOREIGN                          N

 DATACOM-ID                       26

 DIRECT                           N

 %DDSUPEND

 %FIELDLIST

 FIELD1                           N/A                            N/A      A N

 %FIELDEND

 %%ELEMENT SQLEL

 %DDSUPSTART

 DATACOM-NAME                     SQLEL

 LENGTH                           00036

 FIRST-FIELD                      FIELD1

 LAST-FIELD                       FIELD3

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END

 %%PLAN SYSADM            .TESTPLAN

 %DDSUPSTART

 PLN-CBSIO 0
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 PLN-PRTY 7

 PLN-MIN 0

 PLN-SEC 0

 PLN-CLOSE R

 PLN-ISOLATION U

 PLN-COMPAT DATACOM

 PGM-IS-PROC N

 PROGRAM TESTPLAN

 MESSAGE 0

 JOIN-OVERRIDE P

 WORKSPACE 0

 TIMEFORM 1

 DATEFORM 1

 DECPOINT P

 STRINGDELIM A

 %DDSUPEND

 %STMTSTART TIMESTAMP = 0734980707

 STMTID = 00001.00000

 DECLARE PEOPLE CURSOR FOR SELECT FLD2 , FLD3 FROM DEMOADM-DDAPTBL2 ;

 %STMTSTART TIMESTAMP = 0734980707

 STMTID = 00001.00000

 OPEN PEOPLE ;

 %STMTSQLDA

 HOSTVARS 0

 %STMTEND

 %STMTSTART TIMESTAMP = 0734980707

 STMTID = 00001.00000

 CLOSE PEOPLE ;

 %STMTSQLDA

 HOSTVARS 0

 %STMTEND

 %STMTSTART TIMESTAMP = 0734980707

 STMTID = 00001.00000

 FETCH PEOPLE INTO :FLD1 , :FLD2 ;

 %%END

Transporting Tables, Views, and Synonyms
The Datacom Datadictionary DDTRSLM utility can transport a TABLE, VIEW, or SYNONYM entity-occurrence individually.
Review guidelines, procedure steps, sample IMPORT and EXPORT commands, and a sample transport file.

• Transporting a table copies the table and its dependencies (elements, keys, fields, triggers, and constraints).
• Transporting a synonym copies the synonym and the object (with dependencies) it references.
• Transporting a view copies the view and all tables, synonyms, and views referenced by the view (all with

dependencies), directly or indirectly.

The area and database for transported tables must exist at the destination site.

Procedure

The following step-by-step procedure describes how to transport tables, views, and synonyms.

1. Ensure that the version of the database that you are transporting is in PROD status and that all tables you are
transporting have valid AUTHIDs and SQLNAMEs.
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2. Run DDBTGLM on the database definition.
3. Run DDTRSLM with an EXPORT command for each table in the database. It is not necessary to migrate non-SQL

tables or tables that do not have constraints with DDTRSLM. The DDBTGLM output should be sufficient.
Transfer the result of the EXPORT with any file transfer utility to the destination site.

4. (Optional, Recommended): Back up the destination site's Datacom Datadictionary, including the DATA-DICT, DDD,
Directory (CXX), and any required data in existing copies of the table.

5. Ensure that you are authorized to create SQL objects at the destination site and that databases, areas, and AUTHIDs
exist at the destination.
– If the AUTHIDs do not exist, then execute the SQL CREATE SCHEMA AUTHORIZATION statements to create

them.
– If the areas are missing from the destination, add them using the DDBTGLM output from Step 2 as input to

DDUPDATE.
NOTE
Each area's SQLNAME must be the same as the one on the source site to process the import of the table
correctly.

6. Run DDTRSLM with an IMPORT command for each of the tables that you are transporting.

EXPORT Command
The following example shows using an EXPORT command to extract the TESTTBL object from the source
site. In this example, the table TESTTBL has an AUTHID of DEMOADM.

 EXPORT TABLE DEMOADM.TESTTBL;

IMPORT Command
The following example shows using an IMPORT command to indicate that the TESTTBL object is to be added
to the destination site.

 IMPORT TABLE DEMOADM.TESTTBL;

Transport File for a Table
The following example shows the transport file that is generated by the EXPORT command in the previous
example, EXPORT Command:

 TRANSPORT UTILITY RELEASE 15.00 DD 15.00 DB 15.00M FILE FORMAT 15.00

 DATE 08/25/14  TIME 14.03.54

 %%DIRECTORY

 %%DATABASE                             .ORDER-ENTRY                      Y

 %%AREA                                 .ACCTS                            Y

 %DEPSTART

                  .ORDER-ENTRY                      DATABASE           Y

 %DEPEND

 %%ENDDIRECTORY

 %%DATABASE                                   .ORDER-ENTRY

 %DDSUPSTART

 AUTHOR                           DEMO-ADMIN

 DATACOM-ID                       10

 BASE-TYPE                        RELATION

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SQL-SECURITY                     N

 DL1T-CONSTRAINT                  N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END
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 %%AREA                                       .ACCTS

 %DDSUPSTART

 AUTHOR                           DEMO-ADMIN

 SQLNAME                          ACCTS

 DATACOM-NAME                     ACT

 BLOCK-SIZE                       04096

 SLACK                            00005

 RPS                              Y

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SPACE-MNGMNT                     1

 DATA-SET-NAME

 DEVICE                           3380

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END

 %%TABLE SYSADM            .ACCTS

 %DDLSTART

 CREATE TABLE SYSADM.ACCTS    (

 ORD_ID  NUMERIC (00005) NOT NULL ,

 BILL_YR  CHARACTER (00002) NOT NULL ,

 BILL_MO  CHARACTER (00002) NOT NULL ,

 BILL_DAY  CHARACTER (00002) NOT NULL ,

 ORD_AMT  DECIMAL (00009,00002) NOT NULL ,

 FRT_AMT  DECIMAL (00009,00002) NOT NULL ,

 DISC_AMT  DECIMAL (00009,00002) NOT NULL ,

 IND_CD  CHARACTER (00001) NOT NULL ,

 CUST_NO  CHARACTER (00004) NOT NULL )

 IN ACCTS DATACOM NAME ACT;

 CREATE INDEX ACSTI_010 ON

 SYSADM.ACCTS (

 IND_CD,

 CUST_NO) DATACOM NAME ACSTI;

 CREATE INDEX ACTOR_010 ON

 SYSADM.ACCTS (

 ORD_ID) DATACOM NAME ACTOR;

 CREATE INDEX SQ005_010 ON

 SYSADM.ACCTS (

 ORD_ID) DATACOM NAME SQ005;

 %DDLEND

 %DDSUPSTART

 ENTITY-NAME                      SYSADM-ACCTS

 AUTHID                           SYSADM

 SQLNAME                          ACCTS

 DBMS-USED                        DATACOM

 SQL-INTENT                       Y

 DATACOM-NAME                     ACT

 DATACOM-ID                       169

 DUPE-MASTER-KEY                  Y

 CHNG-MASTER-KEY                  Y

 COMPRESSION                      N

 LOGGING                          Y

 RECOVERY                         Y

 PIPELINE-OPTION                  Y

 DB-MASTER-KEY                    SQ005
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 DB-NATIVE-KEY                    SQ005

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD ORD_ID

 %DDSUPSTART

 JUSTIFICATION                    R

 TYPE                             N

 CLASS                            S

 SIGN                             Y

 LENGTH                           00005

 REPEAT                           00001

 TYPE-NUMERIC                     C

 LEVEL                            00001

 PARENT                           START

 AFTER                            START

 REDEFINES                        N

 SQLNAME                          ORD_ID

 NULL-INDICATOR                   N

 BLANK-WHEN-ZERO                  N

 STORAGE                          A

 VARYING                          N

 DEFAULT-INSERT                   N

 DBEDITS                          Y

 FORCEADD                         N

 FORCEUPD                         N

 UNCHANGEABLE                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD BILL_YR

 %DDSUPSTART

 JUSTIFICATION                    L

 TYPE                             C

 CLASS                            S

 SIGN                             N

 LENGTH                           00002

 REPEAT                           00001

 TYPE-NUMERIC                     C

 LEVEL                            00001

 PARENT                           START

 AFTER                            ORD_ID

 REDEFINES                        N

 SQLNAME                          BILL_YR

 NULL-INDICATOR                   N

 BLANK-WHEN-ZERO                  N

 STORAGE                          A

 VARYING                          N

 DEFAULT-INSERT                   N

 DBEDITS                          Y

 FORCEADD                         N

 FORCEUPD                         N

 UNCHANGEABLE                     N

 %DDSUPEND

 %%FIELD BILL_MO

 %DDSUPSTART

       .
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       .

       .

 %%KEY ACSTI

 %DDSUPSTART

 RECORD-NAME                      SYSADM-ACCTS

 SQLNAME                          ACSTI_010

 DATACOM-NAME                     ACSTI

 INCLUDE-NIL-KEY                  Y

 MASTER-KEY                       N

 NATIVE-KEY                       N

 UNIQUE                           N

 FOREIGN                          N

 DATACOM-ID                       6

 DIRECT                           N

 %DDSUPEND

 %FIELDLIST

 IND_CD                           N/A                            N/A      A N

 CUST_NO                          N/A                            N/A      A N

 %FIELDEND

 %%KEY ACTO

 %DDSUPSTART

 RECORD-NAME                      SYSADM-ACCTS

 SQLNAME                          ACTOR_010

 DATACOM-NAME                     ACTOR

 INCLUDE-NIL-KEY                  Y

 MASTER-KEY                       N

 NATIVE-KEY                       N

 UNIQUE                           N

 FOREIGN                          N

 DATACOM-ID                       12

 DIRECT                           N

 %DDSUPEND

 %FIELDLIST

 ORD_ID                           N/A                            N/A      A N

 %FIELDEND

 %%KEY SQ005

 %DDSUPSTART

 RECORD-NAME                      SYSADM-ACCTS

 SQLNAME                          SQ005_010

 DATACOM-NAME                     SQ005

 INCLUDE-NIL-KEY                  Y

 MASTER-KEY                       Y

 NATIVE-KEY                       Y

 UNIQUE                           N

 FOREIGN                          N

 DATACOM-ID                       5

 DIRECT                           N

 %DDSUPEND

 %FIELDLIST

 ORD_ID                           N/A                            N/A      A N

 %FIELDEND

 %%ELEMENT SQLEL

 %DDSUPSTART
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 DATACOM-NAME                     SQLEL

 LENGTH                           00031

 FIRST-FIELD                      ORD_ID

 LAST-FIELD                       CUST_NO

 %DDSUPEND

 %%END

DDUPDATE - Updating Datadictionary
The DDUPDATE Utility provides a batch capability to define occurrences, to perform maintenance on occurrence
definitions, and to request reports.

The following information guides you through using the DDUPDATE utility:

Overview
A general description of when and how to use the utility, specific information such as using DDICF to generate
DDUPDATE transactions, and how DDUPDATE processes -BTG input.

Reports
A description of the types of reports produced automatically and requested with the -RPT transaction.

Sample Job Streams
An example of batch job streams and SYSIN files used to execute the utility.

Header Transactions
A description of the header transactions required in a transaction collection.

Using Maintenance Transactions
A general description of the types of transactions that can be used to maintain the Datacom/DB and Broadcom
FILE Model and a list of those that are used to maintain specific entity-types.

For more information about controlling condition code settings, see Overriding Condition Code Settings.

Overview

This section discusses the general information you need to run the DDUPDATE utility. Included is a section on when and
how to use the utility, processing the -GRP transaction, updating the Directory, generating DDUPDATE transactions using
DDICF, and how DDUPDATE processes -BTG input transactions.

Datacom Datadictionary also provides an online method for updating status and performing maintenance on occurrences.

NOTE
For more information regarding the online facilities, see Using the Online Facilities.

When to Use

Use the DDUPDATE Utility to:

• Update or copy the occurrence definitions in a TEST status to PROD status
• Update the occurrence definitions in PROD status to HISTory status
• Restore the HISTory status or PROD status occurrence definitions to TEST
• Perform maintenance on occurrence definitions
• Request reports.
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How to Use

To use DDUPDATE, include the appropriate transactions in your batch job stream or SYSIN file. The first transaction must
be the -USR transaction to verify authorization before the utility can execute. For more information, see Establishing User
Identification.

You must be authorized by the person at your site responsible for security administration to run this utility.

Transaction Collection

Code a header transaction, numbered transactions and an -END transaction next. For more information, see Header
Transactions and the numbered transactions chapters in this document.

If you do not include a 1001 Author Controller transaction in a collection of transactions to add an occurrence, the author
and controller default to the name entered in the -USR transaction.

Continuation Capability

When setting up DDUPDATE transactions, you can use a continuation capability to enter long transactions. The following
example displays a continued transaction:

  -RPT DETAIL,FIELD,ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE.

  - CUSTOMER-ID-NUMBER(T003,OVRD)

 

The continuation is specified by a transaction start character (-) followed immediately by one space.

Special Considerations

Updates to occurrences used in SQL processing is limited. Use the SQL DROP statement to remove SQL accessible
tables, views, synonyms, functions, procedures and triggers.

You cannot modify certain attribute-values of SQL accessible tables that have constraints.

-AUXIN Transaction
You can use the -AUXIN transaction in your job stream to accept input transactions from an alternate input source. The
job stream goes to end of file when these transactions complete. Therefore, the -AUXIN transaction must appear after
any other transactions. A -USR transaction in the auxiliary input file is not required since a -USR transaction must appear
before all other transactions.

z/OS Syntax

Use the following format for the -AUXIN transaction:

►►─ -AUXIN ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

For z/OS
The default block size is 4000. You can override this in the JCL. Specify all other required information in the
DDUPDATE JCL.

Processing -GRP Transactions
The -GRP transaction expedites FIELD occurrence maintenance processing by grouping the -ADD, -UPD and -DEL
FIELD maintenance transactions for a given TABLE or RECORD substructure. With the -GRP transaction, verification of
FIELD maintenance transactions is done once for the entire group instead of after each individual FIELD maintenance
transaction. For more information, see Using the -GRP Header Transaction.
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Updating the Directory
Catalog the changes to a DATABASE structure to Datacom/DB using the 1000 CATALOG transaction with an -UPD
header or by running the DDCFBLD Utility. For more information about that transaction, see 1000 CATALOG Transaction.
For instructions about running this utility, see DDCFBLD - Cataloging Datacom Core Core Definitions. You must be
authorized by the person at your site responsible for Datacom Datadictionary security administration to run this utility.

NOTE
The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE. For
information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

NOTE
If you are only updating specific attributes of a DATABASE or AREA occurrence, you can make these changes
using the 1000 ALTER transaction in DDUPDATE.

Generating DDUPDATE Transactions Using DDICF
Learn how to generate DDUPDATE transactions using the Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF). Learn
how DDCIF uses COBOL source language copybook statements to generate DDUPDATE transactions.

You can also generate DDUPDATE transactions by using the Datacom Datadictionary Input Creation Facility (DDICF).

Use the DDICF to use source language statements to generate transactions with which to populate your Datacom
Datadictionary. DDICF takes COBOL source language copybook statements and generates DDUPDATE transactions
for a RECORD structure which you can modify to add a TABLE structure. For more information, see DDICF - Generating
Input Transactions.

Processing -BTG Input
When DDUPDATE encounters a -BTG header transaction, the utility treats the entire transaction collection as either an
-ADD or -UPD transaction collection depending on the entity-type, its status, and whether the entity-occurrence already
exists.

Do not use the -BTG transactions as general purpose -UPD header transactions.

Entity Status How DDUPDATE treats -BTG
TABLE
RECORD

TEST -ADD if entity-occurrence does not exist
-UPD if entity-occurrence exists (TEXT,
if present, replaces TEXT for same
classification)

KEY
ELEMENT

TEST -ADD if entity-occurrence does not exist
-UPD if entity-occurrence exists (TEXT,
if present, replaces TEXT for the same
classification)

PROD -UPD, not rejected if it contains 5010 and
6010 transactions for fields already in the
structure (TEXT, if present, replaces TEXT
for the same classification)

Is not TABLE
RECORD
KEY
ELEMENT

N/A -ADD if the entity-occurrence does not exist
-UPD if the entity-occurrence exists
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Other considerations include the following:

• If a FILE entity-occurrence is not found, and the transaction collection contains a 1000 CONNECT transaction, a
second try is made to read the occurrence as a TABLE entity-occurrence.

• If the -BTG transactions begin with an occurrence that is not the base of the structure (such as AREA, TABLE, or
RECORD), you must add the appropriate 1000 CONNECT transaction.

• If the target status is PROD status, the update is allowed for -BTG transactions, provided the user ID has authorization
to update PROD status occurrences.

• DDUPDATE returns an error and continues processing if there is an attempt to duplicate existing aliases.
• DDUPDATE treats the 1000 CONNECT transaction as a TRANSFER transaction if the occurrence already exists.
• DDBTGLM does not generate unrelate or delete transactions. You can generate these with a user-written exit or add

them manually to the -BTG generated transactions. For more information, see -BTG USER - Preparing and Invoking a
User-Written Exit.

DDUPDATE - Reports
Learn about the two types of reports—automatically generated reports and requested reports—that the Datacom
Datadictionary batch facility DDUPDATE produces.

DDUPDATE produces two types of reports:

• Those reports that are automatically generated when you execute the utility
• Those reports that you can include in the execution batch job stream or SYSIN file

Automatically Generated Reports

Learn about DDUPDATE automatically generated reports in the Datacom Datadictionary batch facilities. Automatically
generated reports list submitted transactions, attribute-types, and attribute-values for entity-types; and transaction
processing errors.

DDUPDATE automatically generates a report that consists of the three parts:

• Maintenance Report
• Detail Report
• Error Recap Report

NOTE
For more information about reports, review Batch Utility Reports.

Maintenance Report

A Maintenance Report is automatically generated for each Datacom Datadictionary transaction collection that is submitted
to Datacom Datadictionary through DDUPDATE. The report lists each transaction that is submitted and the outcome of
Datacom Datadictionary's attempt to process the transaction.

Detail Report

DDUPDATE automatically generates a report that lists detailed information about the occurrences. The report includes all
attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the entity-type that is used in the DDUPDATE transactions.

Enter -SET RPOF before coding the transactions to be processed if you want to suppress this report. If the report is
turned off, enter -SET RPON before any transactions for which you want a Detail Report generated. No Detail Report is
generated if you are using a -UPG transaction unless there is an error. Then the occurrence in error is reported.
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Error Recap Report

If any error is encountered during processing transactions, Datacom Datadictionary produces an Error Recap Report as
the last page of the report.

Requested Reports

In addition to the report automatically generated by executing DDUPDATE, you can also process reports with the -RPT
transaction. This means you can code a -RPT transaction in the same execution of DDUPDATE that adds or updates
occurrence definitions.

For example, you could code transactions to add an entire DATABASE structure. After the last transaction, you could
request a report of the entire structure. When you submit the transactions using DDUPDATE, the DATABASE structure
would be added and then the requested report would be produced.

Do not request a report in the middle of a transaction collection. The -RPT transaction acts as an -END transaction.

An example transaction collection follows:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T123)

 2900 00012

 -END

 -RPT INDEX,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(ALL)

 -END

The -UPD transaction collection changes the DATACOM-ID to 012. Then the -RPT transaction collections request a report
for all occurrences of the ORDER-ENTRY in the DATABASE entity.

 Datacom Datadictionary offers a wide variety of reporting possibilities. One possibility is to run a report without running an
update transaction. You can do this by using the DDUTILTY -RPT transactions. For more information about coding report
requests and the reports available, see Obtaining a Report.

If you submit several types of reports in the same job stream or SYSIN file, the page numbers on the report are
sequential. If you want individual page numbered reports, use separate execution steps in the JCL (EXEC).

Sample Job Streams
Learn about Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE. Find example z/OS Job Control Language (JCL). Learn about various
transactions, such as -USR, -UPD, -ADD, -CPY, and -DEL.

The following examples are sample JCL.

z/OS Example JCL

A z/OS example of DDUPDATE JCL follows. Enter your -UPD, -ADD, -CPY, and -DEL transactions after the -USR
transaction.

NOTE
Use the following JCL example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDUPDATE,REGION=600K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above .

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                       Print output
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 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b                       Punch output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a                       CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                       System dumps

 //AUXIN   DD DSN=dd.output,DISP=...            Auxiliary input transactions

 //*                                              (OPTIONAL)

 //SYSIN    DD   *                              Input transactions

 -USR ...                                       Authorized user information

 -SET RPOF                                      This stops the generation

   .                                              of the detail report.

   .

   .                                            Your transactions

   .

   .

 /*

Header Transactions
The first transaction that you submit with a transaction collection is a header transaction. The header transaction tells the
system which maintenance to perform and which occurrence is affected.

The General Maintenance header transactions perform the following functions:

• -ADD
• -CPY
• -DEL
• -UPD
• -UPG

The Field Processing header transaction performs the -GRP function.

Each time the system encounters one of the general maintenance header transactions, it issues a log checkpoint.

NOTE
For information about how the DDUPDATE utility handles the transactions that the DDBTGLM utility generates,
see Processing -BTG Input.

Use the -GRP header transaction in processing field transactions to reduce processing time. For more information about
this transaction, see Using the -GRP Header Transaction.

Further define the entity-occurrence that you are maintaining by designating the status or version of the entity-occurrence.
For example, designate PRODuction or TEST, and whether there is a password or lock associated with the entity-
occurrence. You can also use an override code to bypass password or lock levels.

Using the -ADD Header Transaction

Use the -ADD header transaction to indicate you are submitting batch transactions to add information to Datacom
Datadictionary. After entering the -ADD header transaction, enter the appropriate numbered transaction or transactions.
See the numbered transaction chapters for information on entering these transactions and the following formats and
descriptions for entering the -ADD header transaction:

►►─-ADD─entity,─┬──────────────┬─occ-name(vrs ─┬────────────┬)─►◄

                └─parent-name.─┘               ├─,pswd,─────┤

                                               ├─,pswd,lock─┤

                                               └─,,lock─────┘
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entity,
(Required) Enter the name of the entity to which the transactions apply.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) Only necessary when the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Enter name of the record or table
with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is associated. The concatenation of this parameter to the
occurrences provides the unique identification for FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrences. Separate the parent-
name from the occurrence name with a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter name of the occurrence to which the maintenance applies. Alias names are not valid.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character alphanumeric name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Optional) Enter the status or version within parentheses. For Model occurrences, you can use a TEST status/
version. For non-Model occurrences, you can enter a version number.
If the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you must supply the version of the RECORD or TABLE
occurrence with which the occurrence is associated.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character valid status or version
Default Value for Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model occurrences:

T001
Default Value for non-Model occurrences:

Next available version number (001 to 999)
,pswd

(Optional) Enter a password if you want to restrict maintenance on the occurrence definition you are adding. The
password must appear inside the same parentheses as the version number.
Valid Entries:

Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code
Default Value:

(No default)
,lock

(Optional) Enter a lock level to designate the level of security on the occurrence definition. If you omit the
password parameter, you must precede the lock level with two commas.

• LOCK0 places no maintenance restrictions.
• LOCK1 restricts an occurrence from update or deletion unless override code is specified.
• LOCK2 restricts any access or update to the occurrence unless override code is specified.
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Valid Entries:
LOCK0, LOCK1, or LOCK2

Default Value:
LOCK0

Using the -CPY Header Transaction

Use the -CPY header transaction to indicate you are submitting batch transactions to copy a structure from one version to
another. After entering the -CPY header transaction, enter the appropriate numbered transaction or transactions.

See the numbered transaction chapters for information on entering these transactions and the following format and
descriptions for entering the -CPY header transaction.

Constraints

Constraints are copied along with the TABLE, AREA, or DATABASE entity-occurrence to which they are connected.

If you want to copy a TEST version of an occurrence to PROD status and the PROD status occurrence has constraints:

1. Restore the PROD status occurrence to TEST
2.  Make the changes 
3. Copy the occurrence to PROD status
4. Or make the changes to the PROD status occurrence through SQL

When you execute an SQL ALTER TABLE statement against a table that has a CONSTRAINT attribute-value of Y, which
adds a constraint to a table, Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT attribute-value to A on all TEST and HISTory
versions of that table. If you later attempt to copy one of these versions (or a structure containing one of these versions) to
PRODuction statusPROD status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an error message, and identifies the
table which has been altered.

-CPY Header Transaction

►►─-CPY─entity,occ-name(vrs ─┬─────────────┬─)─┬───────────┬───►◄

                             ├─,pswd,ovrd ─┤   └─ ,target ─┘

                             ├─,pswd ──────┤

                             └─,,ovrd ─────┘

entity,
(Required) Enter the entity-type of the occurrence that you are copying.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary name of the occurrence that you are copying. Alias names are not
valid.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name. Table is the lowest occurrence within a database that can be copied.
Default Value:

(No default)
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(vrs)
(Required) Enter the status or version of the existing occurrence within the parentheses. An existing status or
version can be used.
Valid Entries for Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model occurrences:

An existing TEST status/version (T001 to T999)
PROD
An existing version number (001 to 999)
An existing HISTory generation (H000 to H997)

Valid Entries for non-Model occurrences:
An existing version number (001 to 999)

Default Value:
(No default)

,pswd
(Optional) Only required when the occurrence from which you are copying has a password assigned.
Enter the password code to match the password established when the occurrence was added or when it was
updated with a 1000 NEWPSWD transaction. Failure to match the password causes the maintenance request to
be rejected. Code the password inside the same parentheses used for the version.
Valid Entries:

Existing password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Only required if the occurrence from which you are copying is protected by a Lock Level 1 or 2.
Enter the system override code. If you omit the password parameter, you must precede the override code with two
commas.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,target

(Required) The target status is required for the transactions in the Datacom/DB Model.
Enter the target status to which you want to copy the structure or occurrence. All transactions which follow a -CPY
header transaction with a target status option are applied to the new occurrence created.

NOTE
If you specify TEST as the target status, the definition of the existing TEST status/version overwrites the
definitions of all other existing TEST status/versions.

For any entities that are not included in the Datacom/DB Model or FILE Model, leave this parameter blank.
Datacom Datadictionary copies the occurrence to the next available version.
Valid Entries for Datacom/DB and FILE Model occurrences:

PROD
T001 to T999
TEST

Default Value for Datacom/DB and FILE Model occurrences:
(No default)

Valid Entries for non-Model occurrences:
Blank
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Default Value for non-Model occurrences:
Next available version (001 - 999)

Using the -DEL Header Transaction

Use the -DEL header transaction to indicate that you are submitting batch transactions to delete information from
Datacom Datadictionary.

When you delete a PROD status occurrence, it is not removed from Datacom Datadictionary. Instead, it is changed
to HISTory status. For example, if you are deleting a schema (AUTHORIZATION occurrence) you created through
SQL and you do not issue the delete for the HISTory status version, when you try to re-create that schema through
SQL, you receive a NOAE (occurrence already exists) condition. When you delete an occurrence in the other statuses
(such as a TEST status/version, HISTory status or QUALified PROD status), the occurrence is removed from Datacom
Datadictionary.

NOTE
Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms.

-DEL Header Transaction

►►─-DEL─entity,─┬──────────────┬─occ-name(vrs ─┬────────────┬)─►◄

                └─parent-name.─┘               ├─,pswd,ovrd─┤

                                               ├─,pswd──────┤

                                               └─,,ovrd─────┘

entity,
(Required) Enter the name which identifies the entity to which the transactions apply.

NOTE
Certain constraint rules apply to deleting KEY, FIELD, and TABLE entity-occurrences. See the table
below:

parent-name.
(Optional) Only valid if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Enter the name of the RECORD or TABLE
occurrence with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is associated. The concatenation of this
parameter to the occurrence provides the unique identification for FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Separate the
parent-name from the occurrence name by a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter the name of the occurrence to which the maintenance applies. Alias names are not valid.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) Enter the status or version of the occurrence you are deleting within parentheses.
Supply the version of the RECORD or TABLE occurrence that is associated with the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT.
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NOTE
The version is not required when using the OBSOLETE function with a -DEL header transaction. For
more information, see 1000 OBSOLETE Transaction.

,pswd
(Optional) Enter the password code to match the password previously established when the occurrence
was added or when it was updated with a 1000 NEWPSWD transaction. Failure to match the password causes
the maintenance request to be rejected. Code the password inside the same parentheses used for version
number.
Valid Entries:

Assigned password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Enter the system override code if the occurrence was added or updated with Lock Level 1 or 2. If you
omit the password parameter, you must precede the override code with two commas.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Using the -UPD Header Transaction

Use the -UPD header transaction to indicate you are submitting batch transactions to update information in Datacom
Datadictionary. The -UPD transaction can also be used to return attribute values to the default.

NOTE
You cannot modify certain attribute-values of SQL accessible tables that have constraints. For more information,
see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

If the -UPD transactions begin with an occurrence that is not the base of the structure (such as AREA, TABLE, or
RECORD), you must add the appropriate 1000 CONNECT transaction to the transaction collection.

After entering the -UPD header transaction, enter the appropriate numbered transaction or transactions. See the
numbered transaction chapter for information on entering these transactions and the following format and descriptions for
entering the -UPD header transaction.

-UPD Header Transaction

►►─-UPD─entity,─┬────────────────┬─occ-name(vrs ─┬─────────────┬─)─►

                └─ parent-name. ─┘               ├─,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                 ├─,pswd ──────┤

                                                 └─,,ovrd ─────┘

►─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,lock ─┘ └─ ,status ─┘

entity,
(Required) Enter the name which identifies the entity to which the transactions apply.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type
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Default Value:
(No default)

parent-name.
(Optional) Only valid if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Enter the name of the RECORD or TABLE
occurrence with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is associated. The concatenation of this
parameter to the occurrence provides the unique identification for FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrences.
Separate the parent-name from the occurrence name by a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter name of the occurrence to which the maintenance applies. Alias names are not valid.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) Enter the status or version of the occurrence you are updating within parentheses. You must supply
the version of the RECORD or TABLE occurrence with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is
associated.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character valid status or version
Default Value:

(No default)
,pswd

(Optional) Enter the password code to match the password previously established when the occurrence was
added or updated. Failure to match the password will cause the maintenance request to be rejected. Code the
password inside the same parentheses used for the version number.
Valid Entries:

Assigned password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) Enter the system override code if the occurrence was added or updated with a Lock Level 1 or 2. If you
omit the password parameter, you must precede the system override code with two commas.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,lock

(Optional) Enter a lock level to designate the level of security on an occurrence. If you enter a lock level value,
you cannot enter a status value in the same transaction.
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• LOCK0 changes the assignment to no maintenance restrictions.
• LOCK1 restricts an occurrence from update or deletion unless an override code is specified.
• LOCK2 restricts any action to the occurrence.
• Valid Entries:

LOCK0, LOCK1, or LOCK2
• Default Value:

Lock level of existing occurrence

,status
(Optional) Enter the status to move non-Model occurrences to PROD status. If you enter a status value, you
cannot enter a lock level value in the same transaction.
For more information about moving occurrences to PROD status, see the person responsible for administering
Datacom Datadictionary at your site.
Valid Entries:

PROD
Default Value:

(No default)

Returning Attribute Values to Default

To reset an attribute-value to its default value, code a -UPD header transaction to identify the occurrence to which the
change applies. Code the numbered transaction which contains the value to be changed back to its default, then place an
ampersand (&). in the first character of the respective input field.

For example, the 3002 transaction contains the DBMS-USED attribute. You originally entered IBM/IMS and now you want
to return the DBMS-USED to the default. Code the -UPD header to identify the AREA entity and occurrence name. Enter
3002 as the transaction and in position 38 enter an ampersand (&). An example transaction collection follows:

 -UPD AREA,PERSONNEL(T001)

 3002                                 &

 -END

Using the -UPG Header Transaction

Use the Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE utility -UPG header transaction to submit batch transactions to update
information or return attribute values to the default.

Only a user with Datacom Datadictionary Administrator security can use this transaction header.

Use the -UPG header transaction to indicate that you are submitting batch transactions to update specific attribute
information of a generic set of entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
For this discussion of the -UPG Header Transaction, the terms "generic" or "generic set" refer to a set of values
that do not necessarily isolate a single occurrence. For example, using a partial occurrence name, such as
ABC*, or a nonspecific status, such as TEST.

The -UPG transaction can only be used with the 1500 transaction. After you enter the -UPG header transaction, enter the
appropriate 1500 transaction or transactions. For more information, see 1500 Attribute Value Update Transaction.

-UPG Header Transaction

►►─ -UPG─entity,─┬────────────────┬─occ-name(vrs)─────►◄

                 └─ parent-name. ─┘
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entity,
(Required) Enter the name which identifies the entity to which the transactions apply.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) Valid only if the entity-type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Enter the full or generic name of the
RECORD or TABLE occurrence with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is associated, or ALL.
The concatenation of this parameter to the occurrence provides the identification for FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT
occurrences to be updated. Separate the parent-name from the occurrence name with a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter full or generic name of the occurrence to which the maintenance applies, or ALL. Alias names
are not valid.
Valid Entries:

Existing full or generic occurrence name, or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) Enter the status or version of the occurrence that you are updating in parentheses.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character valid status or version
Default Value:

(No default)

Special Considerations

No occurrences in HISTory status can be updated. For this reason, specify either TEST or PROD or a specific version (for
example, 001) or status (T001).

This transaction header allows you to bypass password and lock-level security. Therefore, you must have Datacom
Datadictionary Administrator privileges.

Using the -GRP Header Transaction

The -GRP header transaction simplifies coding field transactions by eliminating the need for each field transaction to
contain the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name or status. Datacom Datadictionary assumes each field -ADD, -DEL, and
-UPD transaction applies to the RECORD or TABLE occurrence and status you specified in the -GRP START.

Processing for the RECORD or TABLE named continues until DDUPDATE encounters:

• A -GRP END transaction
• A new -GRP START transaction
• A FIELD maintenance header for a different record or table
• A header transaction for an entity other than FIELD
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With the -GRP transaction, verification of FIELD maintenance transactions is done once for the entire group instead of
after each individual FIELD maintenance transaction. Verification occurs when the group is terminated by the -GRP END
transaction, another -GRP START transaction, a FIELD maintenance header for a different TABLE or RECORD, or a
header transaction for an entity other than FIELD.

• If the specified TABLE or RECORD occurrence does not exist, Datacom Datadictionary generates an error and flushes
all transactions to the next -GRP END transaction, the next -GRP START transaction, a FIELD maintenance header for
a different TABLE or RECORD, or a header transaction for an entity-type other than FIELD.

• If an error is encountered on a field transaction during group processing, Datacom Datadictionary generates the
error and flushes all transactions to the next -GRP END transaction, the next -GRP START transaction, a FIELD
maintenance header for a different TABLE or RECORD, or a header transaction for an entity-type other than FIELD.
In this case, any FIELD occurrences successfully processed prior to the error will have 0 as the value for the level and
displacement; additionally, any parent of a compound field will have a length of 0. Correct the transactions in error and
resubmit the transactions starting from the field where the error was encountered.
When all transactions, including the -GRP END are successfully processed, the level, displacement and length will
be correctly calculated for the fields where these values were previously 0. This will also be accomplished when you
perform the VERIFY function for the RECORD or TABLE substructure or the DATABASE structure.

When you use a -GRP header, Datacom Datadictionary produces a Field Report at the beginning of processing. This
report gives you a before picture. When Datacom Datadictionary encounters the -GRP END transaction, Datacom
Datadictionary generates a revised Field Report which reflects the changes. If you do not enter a -GRP END transaction,
Datacom Datadictionary does not generate the Field Report. The format for the -GRP header transaction follows:

►►─-GRP─START─┬─,RECORD ─┬─,occ-name(vrs ─┬──────────────┬─)─────►◄

              └─,TABLE ──┘                ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                          ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                          └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

,RECORD or ,TABLE
(Required) Enter RECORD or TABLE as the entity.

,occ-name
(Required) Enter the name of the RECORD or TABLE occurrence to which the FIELD occurrences belong.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) Enter the version of the RECORD or TABLE occurrence to which the FIELD occurrences belong.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character valid version
Default Value:

(No default)
,pswd

(Optional) Enter the password code to match the password previously established for the RECORD or TABLE
occurrence to which the FIELD occurrences belong. Code the password inside the same parentheses used for
version number.
Valid Entries:

Assigned password
Default Value:

(No default)
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,ovrd
(Optional) Enter the system override code if the RECORD or TABLE occurrence was added or updated with a
Lock Level 1 or 2. Place the code inside the same parentheses used for version number. If you omit the password
parameter, you must precede the system override code with two commas.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Using the -GRP END Transaction

You can use the -GRP END transaction to end processing of the record. Find command format and reference links to
related topics.

-GRP END Transaction

►►─-GRP─END─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE
For -RPT transactions, see DDUTILTY - Producing Reports and Source Language Statements.

For a complete Field Add transaction collection which uses the -GRP transaction, see Example Transaction Collection.

Using the Maintenance Transactions
Some transactions can be used to maintain any occurrence. Other transactions apply only to specific occurrences.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Maintaining Support Data

As you define your occurrence to Datacom Datadictionary, you can use transactions to add data that does not necessarily
affect the true definition, but supplements or simplifies the definition process.

These transactions are nonspecific regarding entities. That is, you can use these transactions to maintain any occurrence.
These transactions are the 1000 through 1500 transactions. A partial list of transactions and functions follows. These
transactions perform various functions, such as:

• Changing a password (1000 NEWPSWD)
• Specifying the author and controller of the occurrence (1001 Author Controller)
• Adding a description to an occurrence (1002 DESCRIPTION)
• Adding or deleting descriptors (1101 ADD DESCRIPTOR, 1101 DEL DESCRIPTOR)
• Adding or deleting aliases (1103 ADD alias, 1103 DEL alias )
• Adding, deleting, inserting, or replacing text (1200 TEXT ADD, 1200 TEXT DEL, 1200 TEXT INS, 1200 TEXT REP)

You can continue to use the 1000 APPLY transaction to handle text information with the -CPY header transaction
for an occurrence. However, you cannot use the 1000 APPLY and the 1200 TEXT transactions within the same
DDUPDATE transaction collection for the same occurrence.

• Maintaining text classifications (1200 TEXT CLS)
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Maintaining the Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Models

Certain transactions only apply to the Datacom/DB Model and the Broadcom FILE Model. A list of the Datacom/DB
Model and Broadcom FILE Model transactions follow with a brief description of each. See the person responsible for
administering Datacom Datadictionary at your site for complete instructions on the use of these models.

1000 ALTER
Use this transaction to apply the values of certain attributes of DATABASE or AREA occurrences to the Datacom/
DB Directory (CXX) without having to close the database.

1000 CATALOG
Use this transaction to catalog databases to Datacom/DB.

1000 CONNECT
Use this transaction to identify the parent of an AREA, TABLE, or RECORD occurrence in a Model structure.

1000 DISABLE
Use this transaction to mark a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure as
unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.

1000 ENABLE
Use this transaction to mark a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure as available
for use by other Broadcom products.

1000 OBSOLETE
Use this transaction to remove all versions and statuses of an entire Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model
structure or substructure with one transaction. This transaction is only valid with the -DEL header transaction.

1000 RESTORE
Use this transaction to restore an entire structure or substructure to TEST status from PROD status or HISTory
status using a -UPD header transaction.

1000 SET
For occurrences in a DATABASE structure, use this transaction to generate certain modifiable and non-modifiable
attribute-values that were not assigned at the time the occurrences were added.

1000 TRANSFER
Use this transaction to move:

• An AREA substructure from one DATABASE structure to another
• A TABLE substructure from one AREA substructure to another
• A RECORD substructure from one FILE structure to another

1000 VERIFY
Use this transaction to confirm that additions and modifications to a DATABASE or FILE structure or substructure
are valid. The entity in the -UPD header can be the DATABASE, FILE, TABLE, RECORD, ELEMENT, or KEY
entity-type.

Maintaining Occurrence Attributes

The 2900 -- 7999 transactions apply to specific entities. A list of entities and the transactions you can use to add or
change information about them follows:

DATABASE
2900 -- 2901, 3000

AREA
3001 -- 3004

TABLE
3150 -- 3152
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FILE
3120 -- 3122

RECORD
3200

FIELD
4010 -- 4018, 4020, 4099

KEY
5000, 5010 -- 5012, 5100

ELEMENT
6000, 6010 -- 6011

LIBRARY
6100

MEMBER
6200

PARTITION-VALUE
7011 -- 7015, 7021 --

PANEL
7100

SYSTEM
7110

PROGRAM
7120

MODULE
7130

AUTHORIZATION
7140

PERSON
7150, 7155 -- 7156

REPORT
7160

JOB
7170

STEP
7180

DATAVIEW
7190

NODE
7210 -- 7211

Returning Attribute Values to Default

To reset an attribute-value to its default value, code a -UPD header transaction to identify the occurrence to which the
change applies. Code the numbered transaction which contains the value to be changed back to its default, then place an
ampersand (&). in the first character of the respective input field.
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For example, the 3002 transaction contains the DBMS-USED attribute. You originally entered IBM/IMS and now you want
to return the DBMS-USED to the default. Code the -UPD header to identify the AREA entity and occurrence name. Enter
3002 as the transaction and in position 38 enter an ampersand (&). An example transaction collection follows:

 -UPD AREA,PERSONNEL(T001)

 3002                                 &

 -END

Another method of accomplishing this same update would be to use the 1500 Transaction:

 -UPD AREA,PERSONNEL(T001)

 1500 DBMS-USED,&

 -END

1000 ALTER Transaction
The 1000 ALTER transaction applies changes to relevant attributes of certain entity-types to the Datacom/DB CXX,
without requiring the database to be closed. If the 1000 ALTER transaction finds the database is closed, the database is
opened.

You can use the 1000 ALTER transaction for system-defined databases such as, DATA-DICT, DDD-DATABASE, and so
on, and also for user-defined databases.

WARNING

Warning! In the following examples, changes are made in PROD. Therefore, if you keep TEST versions they
need to also be updated to ensure that a future 1000 CATALOG does not back-level these changes. Or, you
can update the changes in a TEST version, COPY to PROD and then do the 1000 ALTER . This is because the
1000 ALTER transaction is done PROD version. If changes were made in TEST and copied to PROD, the 1000
ALTER transaction group will not include changes. If you do not keep TEST versions, then the 1000 ALTER to
PROD is the simple and appropriate choice.

The 1000 ALTER transaction is valid only for the DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and KEY entity-types.

NOTE
See the information below for which attribute values can be modified in this way for each entity-type. Only a few
attributes of the DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and KEY entity types are compared and changes are allowed.

Processing of the 1000 ALTER affects only the CXX entry for the entity-occurrence that is specified in the header
transaction. In contrast, the 1000 CATALOG processes an entire structure or sub-structure. A transaction group containing
1000 ALTER that also updates any attributes (1500 transaction, for example) disables the structure in Datadictionary.
Since Dataquery observes the enable/disable status of a structure, sites that are using Dataquery should always follow a
1000 ALTER transaction group with a 1000 ENABLE transaction group. This is shown in the examples provided later in
this topic.

NOTE

The DB00625I message is optional based on the MUF option HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES YES setting. The
option defaults to NO. This message can be activated and a record of the action is noted in the MUF JES LOG.

The 1000 ALTER transaction is valid for Datacom/AD.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Restrictions

Consider the following restrictions to using 1000 ALTER:

• The database must have been set or defaulted as ACCESS OPTIMIZE during the enabling of the MUF.
• The database must not be defined as VIRTUAL.
• The MUF must currently be a single instance of the MUF and not part of a MUFplex with 2 MUFs currently enabled. It

is acceptable, however, to have a Shadow MUF that is not enabled.
• Each entity has specific requirements of comparisons between the existing Directory CXX and Datadictionary. Those

specific requirements are detailed in the charts below by entity type.

Format

The format for a 1000 ALTER transaction follows:

►►─ 1000 ALTER ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

Example Transaction Collection
Following are examples of 1000 ALTER transactions. Use a -UPD transaction to identify the DATABASE or
AREA OCCURRENCE you want to alter in the CXX. If the user is authorized to update occurrences in PROD
status, the attribute or attributes can be updated in the same transaction set as the 1000 ALTER transactions.
The following example transaction collection reads the ORDER-ENTRY database and applies any changes
to the Datacom/DB CXX. Notice that this example uses a database that is not changed in the transaction
set. In this case, any changes made previously to relevant attributes are applied to the CXX. In the following,
the database is in PROD status, the password is OR11, and the override code is represented by **** (four
asterisks).

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD,OR11,****) 

 1000 ALTER 

 -END 

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD,OR11,****)  

 1000 ENABLE 

 -END 

 

The following example transaction collection updates the ACCTS-REC area dynamic extend attribute and
applies the change to the Datacom/DB CXX. In this case, any changes made previously to other relevant
attributes are applied to the CXX and also to the DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute change. In the following, the
area is in PROD status, the password is OR11, and the override code is represented by **** (four asterisks).

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(PROD,OR11,****) 

 1000 ALTER

 1500 DYNAMIC-EXTEND,C  

 -END 

 -UPD AREA,ACCTS-REC(PROD,OR11,****) 

 1000 ENABLE 

 -END 

 

Relevant Attributes

The entity-type attributes, shown in the tables that follow, are passed from Datacom Datadictionary to Datacom/DB for
comparison to the CXX. Processing either does or does not take place, as noted in the tables, depending on the results of
that comparison.
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DATABASE Entity-Type Attribute Values

Following are listed the attribute-values for the DATABASE entity-type and processing possibilities.

Attribute: DATABASE entity-
type(Datacom Datadictionary Attribute
Name)

Update Processing

Database number
(DATACOM-ID)

NO The ALTER transaction fails if no database
is located in the CXX with this DATACOM
ID.

DYNAMIC EXTEND
(DYNAMIC-EXTEND)

YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect with the next dynamic
extend. The value applies to every index
area for the database.

DYN.EXT.TRACKS
(DYN-EXT-TRACKS)

YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect with the next dynamic
extend.  The value applies to every index
area for the database.

OCCURRENCE name (ENTITY-NAME) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE version (ENTITY-VER) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE status (STATUS) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

AREA Entity-Type Attribute Values

Following are listed the attribute-values for the AREA entity-type and processing possibilities.

Attribute: AREA entity-type(Attribute
Name)

Update Processing

DATACOM NAME
(DATACOM-NAME)

NO The ALTER transaction fails if no area is
located in the CXX with this DATACOM
NAME within the DATACOM ID of the
database.
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BLOCK SIZE
(BLOCK-SIZE)

YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
but does not take effect until the data area
is initialized using DBUTLTY. However,
there is a planned change affecting the
block size that is not documented here.

DYNAMIC EXTEND (DYNAMIC-EXTEND) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect with the next dynamic
extend.

DYN.EXT.TRACKS
(DYN-EXT-TRACKS)

YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect with the next dynamic
extend.

OCCURRENCE name (ENTITY-NAME) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE version (ENTITY-VER) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE status (STATUS) YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX,  then a DB00916 message
notes the difference as a "warning'. The
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

SQL NAME
(SQLNAME)

NO This name must match or the alter is
terminated in error.

OVERFLOW SLACK
(SLACK)

YES If this attribute-value does not match
the CXX, the new value is stored in the
CXX and takes effect on the next ADDIT
command.
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SPACE MANAGEMENT OPTION
(SPACE-MNGMNT)

YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect on the next maintenance
command to the area. It uses, however,
what currently exists in the index and
data area. Changing from clustered to
not clustered does not delete the cluster
index, which is not deleted until the next
LOAD or RETIX that includes the area.
Changing from not clustered to clustered
has no cluster index for all existing data and
therefore starts the addition of cluster index
values with the next ADDIT. Changing from
space option 0 to any other does not have
a space map of existing blocks. Changing
from any other space option to 0 ceases
using space maps, but they are not deleted
until the next LOAD or RETIX that includes
the area.

URI setting NO This is not an attribute in Datadictionary but
if the CXX shows the area to be loaded with
URI=NO then no area alter is allowed.

URI-REUSE YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, the new value is stored in the CXX
and takes effect when the database is next
closed and reopened.

TABLE Entity-Type Attribute Values

Following are listed the attribute-values for the TABLE entity-type and processing possibilities.

Attribute: TABLE entity-type(Attribute
Name)

Update Processing

CXX setting NO The ALTER transaction fails if the
CXX is not set to accept table alters
with the option DBUTLTY CXXMAINT
OPTION2=Y_ALLOW_TA24

DATACOM NAME (DATACOM-NAME) NO The ALTER transaction fails if no table is
located in the CXX with this DATACOM
NAME within the database. The table name
may be a full parent but not an 'any' parent.

DATACOM ID (DATACOM-ID) NO The alter transaction fails if the table
located in the CXX has a different Table ID.

Datacom table attribute NO The ALTER transaction fails if the table
is defined as variable with a compression
name DBVVRPR.

Datacom URI status NO The ALTER transaction fails if the table is
current in an area loaded without URI yes.
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OCCURRENCE name (ENTITY-NAME) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE version (ENTITY-VER) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE status (STATUS) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

COMPRESSION YES The compression option may be changed
from YES to NO or the opposite. There will
be a data conversion process that occurs.

COMPRESS-EXIT YES The compression exit name may be
changed. There will be a data conversion
process that occurs.

ENCRYPTION-KEY YES The compression optional value may be
changed. There will be a data conversion
process that occurs.

KEY Entity-Type Attribute Values

Following are listed the attribute-values for the KEY entity-type and processing possibilities.

Attribute: KEY entity-type(Attribute
Name)

Update Processing

DATACOM NAME (DATACOM-NAME) NO The ALTER transaction fails if no key is
located in the CXX with this DATACOM
NAME within the table and database.

Datacom key attributes NO The ALTER transaction fails if the key name
is the native sequence key, the master key,
a key with a status of being added, or a key
with a status of being deleted

OCCURRENCE name (ENTITY-NAME) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

OCCURRENCE version (ENTITY-VER) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.
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OCCURRENCE status (STATUS) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX,  then a DB00916 message notes
the difference as a "warning'. Then the
new information is then updated into the
CXX.

Key usage (KEY-USAGE) YES If this attribute-value does not match the
CXX, then the CXX is updated to the new
value.

1000 APPLY Transaction
The 1000 APPLY transaction is used to apply text maintenance when it is used with the -CPY header transactions.
The 1200 TEXT CLS transaction is available which allows you to designate and maintain classifications of text. This
transaction provides various options on maintaining text classifications not available with the 1000 APPLY transaction. For
more information, see 1200 TEXT Transactions.

Datacom Datadictionary does not allow the 1200 TEXT transactions and the 1000 APPLY transaction within the
same DDUPDATE transaction collection for the same occurrence.

To copy all text to a new version, code a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• A -CPY header transaction
• A 1000 APPLY transaction, with TEXT parameter
• An -END transaction

The -CPY header transaction specifies the occurrence being copied. All text classifications associated with the text being
copied are also copied with this transaction collection.

To specify that no text will be copied while copying an occurrence to a new version, code a transaction collection
consisting of the following:

• A -CPY header transaction
• A 1000 APPLY transaction, with NOTEXT parameter
• An -END transaction

To share text, use the -CPY header transaction without the 1000 APPLY transaction.

You can also use the 1000 APPLY transaction while updating an occurrence using the -UPD header transaction to
copy the text associated with the occurrence you are updating. For more flexibility in updating the text, see 1200 TEXT
Transactions.

The generalized format for this transaction follows:

1000 APPLY Transaction

►►─ 1000─APPLY─┬─ ,TEXT ───┬──────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ,NOTEXT ─┘

,TEXT
Copies all text to the new version. The new version of the occurrence owns its copy of the text which can be
maintained independent of the original text.

,NOTEXT
Does not copy any text to the new version.

Example Transaction Collection
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The following is an example of the 1000 APPLY transaction:

 -CPY MEMBER,PROG-A(3)

 1000 APPLY,TEXT

 -END

This transaction collection copies the occurrence Version 3 to a new TEST version and includes all text.

1000 APPLYCXX
The 1000 APPLYCXX transaction is used with the -ADD, -DEL, or -UPD header transactions only. The purpose is to apply
the delete or add functionality to the CXX. This transaction is limited to KEY occurrences in PROD status. When the 1000
APPLYCXX transaction is provided with a -UPD header transaction, it is assumed that the key has not been defined to the
CXX. If the key matches on any of the following attributes in the CXX, it is considered to be a duplicate key and Datacom/
DB denies it. The 1000 APPLYCXX transaction is required for a -ADD KEY header transaction attempting to add a KEY
occurrence in PROD status.

Restrictions

A KEY occurrence that is defined as the Master Key (MASTER-KEY=Y) or Native Key (NATIVE-KEY=Y) cannot be added
or deleted using this method.

If the KEY occurrence is used in a constraint, it cannot be deleted using this method. Constraint involvement is defined as
having one of the following conditions:

• The KEY occurrence FOREIGN attribute value is Y.
• The KEY occurrence is the object of one of the three constraint relationships:

– FORCNS-FORKEY
– FORCNS-UNQKEY
– UNQCNS-KEY

A KEY occurrence that has the same Key ID (DATACOM-ID) or Key Name (DATACOM-NAME) as another KEY
occurrence in the same TABLE cannot be added or deleted using this method.

This method cannot be used to delete a KEY that has a KEY-USAGE other than N (no access).

Other Considerations

A KEY can be added using this method with any valid value for KEY-USAGE which takes effect once the build of the
index is complete. While the index values are being added, the index is treated as though it had a value of N.

When using this method to delete an index, the KEY occurrence is deleted upon receiving a successful return code from
Datacom/DB. However, the physical delete of the index can take place after DB has issued a good return code.

1000 CATALOG Transaction
The 1000 CATALOG transaction catalogs databases to Datacom/DB. Use this transaction for user-defined databases.
The CATALOG function of the DDCFBLD Utility performs the same function as this transaction. For more information
about DDCFBLD, see DDCFBLD - Cataloging Datacom Datadictionary Definitions.

The 1000 VERIFY and 1000 SET transactions are invoked during the execution of this transaction. Also, during the
CATALOG process, all tables that are SQL accessible are made accessible to Datacom SQL by posting the definition
to the DDD. One or more tables within a database may be disabled as a result of the CATALOG. The structure must be
enabled with the ENABLE command.
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NOTE
The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE. For
information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

After a CATALOG, to get an Impact Report that shows you the impact of the CATALOG see the CXX Report TYPE=I.

Use a -UPD transaction to identify the database you are cataloging. The format for a CATALOG transaction follows:

1000 CATALOG Transaction

►►─ 1000 ─ CATALOG ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 CATALOG transaction:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD,OR11,****)

 1000 CATALOG

 -END

This transaction collection updates the ORDER-ENTRY database and catalogs it to Datacom/DB. In this example, the
database is in PROD status, the password is OR11 and the override code is represented by ****.

1000 CONNECT Transaction
The 1000 CONNECT transaction is only valid for occurrences within the DATABASE and FILE structures. It establishes
a connection between the DATABASE and AREA, the AREA and TABLE, and the FILE and RECORD occurrences
according to the rules of the $INTERNAL relationship.

In a connection, an object may only be connected to one subject. Multiple CONNECT transactions are not permitted for a
single occurrence.

The CONNECT transaction deals only with the relationship named $INTERNAL. The connection of FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT entities is implied by their naming method (RECORD or TABLE occurrence name and the occurrence name)
and do not need a 1000 CONNECT transaction. The $INTERNAL relationship between the DATAVIEW and KEY and
DATAVIEW and ELEMENT uses the 1003 RELT transaction. To relate a FILE occurrence to an AREA occurrence, you
must use the 1003 RELT transaction.

The 1000 CONNECT transaction is valid with TEST status occurrences only. Both occurrences must be in the same
status/version.

If this transaction is used with -BTG transactions and the occurrence already exists, the CONNECT transaction is treated
like the TRANSFER transaction (see 1000 TRANSFER Transaction). For complete details on using -BTG transactions,
see Processing -BTG Input.

Use the 1000 CONNECT transaction to connect the occurrence identified in the header transaction to the occurrence
identified in the 1000 CONNECT transaction. The format for a CONNECT transaction follows:

1000 CONNECT Transaction

►►─ 1000─CONNECT,occ-name ────────────────────────────►◄

occ-name
This is a 1- to 32-character alphanumeric name of the subject occurrence to which the occurrence in the header
transaction is to be connected.

Example Transaction Collection
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The following is an example of the 1000 CONNECT transaction:

 -ADD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T003)

 1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

 -END

This transaction collection adds the ACCTS-REC area and connects it to the ORDER-ENTRY database that has the same
version as specified in the header transaction.

1000 DISABLE Transaction
Use this function to mark Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure occurrence definitions as
unavailable to other Broadcom products.

For example, you can disable a structure or substructure when it is being modified and is not available for use by Ideal
for Datacom or Dataquery. This is useful if the Datacom Datadictionary definition of the structure no longer agrees with
the Datacom/DB Directory definition or the physical data. The use of this facility by other Broadcom products is dependent
on the version level of the product. Check the product documentation.

NOTE
 This function does not serve the same purpose as the ACCESS option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).
For more information, see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance).

A structure or substructure is automatically disabled (ENABLE attribute-value set to N) when you perform a CATALOG,
CREATE, ADD, DEFINE, TRANSFER, COPY, or RESTORE function, or when you update an occurrence in the structure
through a MODIFY or attribute maintenance function. Disabling a structure does not affect the definition in the Directory.

When a primary structure (database) or substructure (area, table, element) is disabled, Datacom Datadictionary also
disables the associated substructures. When a secondary structure (dataview) is disabled, Datacom Datadictionary does
not disable the associated substructures.

To use the 1000 DISABLE transaction, code the -UPD header transaction to identify the DATABASE structure or
substructure to which the DISABLE applies. Code the 1000 DISABLE transaction as shown next:

 1000 DISABLE Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ DISABLE ──────────────────────────────────►◄

 Example Transaction Collection 

The following is an example of the 1000 DISABLE transaction:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD)

 1000 DISABLE

 -END

This transaction collection disables the ORDER-ENTRY database that is in PROD status.

1000 ENABLE Transaction
Use this transaction to indicate that the data described by a structure or substructure is now in synchronization with
the Directory (CXX) definition. The transaction marks the Datacom/DB Model and Broadcom FILE Model structure or
substructure available for use by other Broadcom products.

You cannot enable a structure or substructure if it does not successfully pass a verify. See the 1000 VERIFY transaction
for more information.
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When you enable a primary structure (database) or substructure (area, table, element), Datacom Datadictionary also
enables the associated substructures. When you enable a secondary structure (dataview), Datacom Datadictionary does
not enable the associated substructures.

Code the -UPD header transaction to identify the DATABASE structure or the substructure to be enabled. Code the 1000
ENABLE transaction in the following format:

1000 ENABLE Transaction

►►─ 1000 ─ ENABLE ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 ENABLE transaction:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T003,OR11)

 1000 ENABLE

 -END

This transaction enables the TEST Version 3 of the ORDER-ENTRY database. In this example, this version of the
database has a password of OR11.

1000 MODEL Transaction
You can define a new occurrence using the attribute-values of an existing occurrence of the same entity-type 1000
MODEL transaction. The transaction causes the attribute-values of the occurrence named in the -ADD header transaction
to be modeled after those of the existing occurrence specified in the following 1000 MODEL transaction.

The 1000 MODEL copies the text from the existing occurrence to the target occurrence named in the header when you
include the TEXT parameter. Text associated with a universal field is shared unless you include the TEXT parameter or
give the new field a different name.

Aliases and descriptors are not copied when the occurrence is modeled. These must be defined in separate transactions.

Datacom Datadictionary does not carry forward any other occurrences within the structure or substructure except when
you model a record or table. However, if TEXT is specified, only the text of the TABLE or RECORD are copied. You must
delete the FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences modeled initially, and then model these occurrences individually if you
want to copy the TEXT associated with the occurrences.

User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure cannot be carried forward when the occurrence is
modeled.

Code the -ADD header transaction to identify the occurrence that will be modeled after the existing occurrence. When
modeling fields, code the positional information for the new field, such as the AFTER and PARENT parameters, after the
1000 MODEL transaction.

NOTE
For more information about universal fields, see Defining and Using Universal Fields.

1000 MODEL Transaction

►►─1000─MODEL,─┬──────────────┬─occ-name(vrs─┬────────────┬─)──►

               └─parent-name.─┘              ├─,pswd,ovrd─┤

                                             ├─,pswd──────┤

                                             └─,,ovrd─────┘

►─┬─────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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  └─ ,TEXT ─┘

parent-name.
(Optional) Only valid if the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity-type. Enter the name of the RECORD
or TABLE occurrence with which the FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence is related. The concatenation of this
value to the occurrence name provides the unique identification for the field, key, or element. Separate the record
or table name from the occurrence name with a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Enter name of the occurrence being modeled.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) Enter the 1- to 4-character status/version of the modeled entity-occurrence. HIST, TEST and ALL are
not valid entries.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
ASOF

Default Value:
(No default)

,pswd
(Optional) If the occurrence has been assigned a password, you must enter it here.
Valid Entries:

Assigned password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Optional) If the occurrence has been assigned Lock Level 1 or 2, you must enter the system override code.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,TEXT

(Optional) If you code this parameter, Datacom Datadictionary creates a new copy of the text for the new
occurrence. If you omit the parameter, the text is not copied.
When modeling universal fields, use the TEXT parameter as follows:

• If you include the parameter, the new field owns a copy of the universal field's text.
• If you use the same name and omit the parameter, the new field shares the text of the universal field.
• If you give the new field a different name in the -ADD transaction and omit the parameter, the new occurrence

is created without text or only with the text you code following the -ADD header transaction.
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The 1200 TEXT CLS transaction provides various options on maintaining text classifications. However, Datacom
Datadictionary does not allow the 1200 TEXT transactions and the 1000 MODEL transaction within the same
DDUPDATE transaction collection for the same occurrence. For more information, see 1200 TEXT Transactions.
Valid Entries:

TEXT
Default Value:

(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 MODEL transaction:

 -ADD TABLE,CUSTOMERS(T1)

 1000 MODEL,CUST(T2)

 -END

A new table named CUSTOMERS is modeled after the existing table CUST. The text associated with the existing table is
not copied because the TEXT option is not specified.

1000 NEWNAME Transaction
You can change the entity-occurrence name of many occurrences in PROD status or TEST status using the NEWNAME
function. Use this function to change the name of an occurrence without going through the steps to model the occurrence
and redefine the support data or additional data that you may have created for the occurrence.

NOTE
When you use the 1000 NEWNAME transaction, the ENTITY-NAME attribute-value is changed. Other attributes,
such as SQLNAME, COMPILER-NAME or ASSEMBLER-NAME are not updated with this transaction.

Use the transaction applicable to the entity-occurrence you are updating to change the COMPILER-NAME and
ASSEMBLER-NAME attribute-values or use the 1500 Attribute Value transaction.

The new name that you select must conform with the Datacom Datadictionary naming standards for an occurrence.

You cannot change an occurrence name under the following circumstances.

• You cannot change the name of a PROD status occurrence unless you are authorized to update PROD status
occurrences.

• You cannot change the name of an AUTHORIZATION occurrence when it represents a schema and is an authorization
identifier (AUTHID) in the SQL processing mode. (Datacom Datadictionary assigns S for the AUTH-USAGE attribute-
value of an authorization that is used as an AUTHID.)

• You cannot rename a PROD status TABLE, FIELD or KEY occurrence that has a CONSTRAINT related to it.
• You cannot change the occurrence names of VIEW, SYNONYM, PLAN, STATEMENT, or CONSTRAINT occurrences.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How To Use

To assign a new name to an occurrence, code a -UPD header transaction with appropriate parameters and follow it with a
NEWNAME transaction. This transaction converts the version of the occurrence specified in the header transaction to the
occurrence name specified in the NEWNAME transaction.

Code the NEWNAME transaction using the following format:

1000 NEWNAME Transaction
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►►─ 1000 ─ NEWNAME,occ-name ────────────────────────────►◄

,occ-name
The new name of the occurrence specified in the -UPD transaction.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example format of the 1000 NEWNAME transaction. In the following example, the asterisks represent
the override code.

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS(T001,MICK,****)

 1000 NEWNAME,ACCOUNTS

 -END

This transaction collection changes the name of the ACCTS TABLE occurrence to ACCOUNTS.

Impact of Changing Names

When you change an occurrence name, the change applies only to the status/version of the occurrence you specify. If
a program or facility outside Datacom Datadictionary references the original occurrence name, change the name in that
program or facility.

The name you specify with the NEWNAME function takes effect immediately. Therefore, when you use subsequent
options or execute batch transactions, use the new name for the occurrence. For example, use the new name of a table or
record when specifying fields, keys and elements in that TABLE or RECORD substructure in the transactions in the same
job stream.

NOTE
When you change the name of an occurrence in a Datacom/DB Model structure, you must CATALOG the
database to update the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The renamed occurrence retains aliases, descriptors, relationships, and text as follows:

• All descriptors and relationships for an occurrence are changed to reflect the new name.
• If an alias is a timestamp starting with $19, or if the alias is unique for only this occurrence regardless of version

number, then it is also changed to reflect the new name. If this occurrence has an alias that shared by other versions of
the same occurrence, then the alias is deleted for this version. The reason is that an alias must be unique for an entity-
type.

• Text is treated differently because text can be shared from one version to another.
– If the renamed occurrence owns text that it shares with other versions of that occurrence, then that text is copied

to the first occurrence that shares the text. All other versions that share that text are modified to point at the new
owned text. The original owned text is updated to the occurrence with the new name.

– If the occurrence shares the text of another version that owns that text, then the text is copied to the renamed
occurrence so that it owns a copy of the text.

– If a field has no text except the text that comes from a UNIVERSAL field with the same original name, the
UNIVERSAL text is copied so that the field with the new name owns a copy of the text.
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Changing Names of Tables Created in SQL

This transaction can be useful if you use SQL to create tables. The SQL name for the table includes the specified or
default authorization identifier of the user. The SQL name is in the format authid.tablename. Datacom Datadictionary
creates an occurrence name it can use by writing the Datacom Datadictionary name in the authid-tablename format.

If the combination of the authorization identifier and table name is greater than the maximum allowed length of 32
characters, Datacom Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name. If the truncated name already exists, Datacom
Datadictionary truncates it further and adds four zeros to the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the
digits by one until the name is unique.

The TABLE substructure that results from SQL processing is in PROD status.

1000 NEWPSWD Transaction
One of the security features of Datacom Datadictionary is the use of passwords. Datacom Datadictionary allows a
password to be assigned to an occurrence. Any maintenance of these occurrences requires the use of the password.
Additionally, Datacom Datadictionary provides a transaction through which the password can be changed.

The -UPD transaction carries certain restrictions that cannot be overridden by the use of the password and override
codes. For more information about the -UPD transaction, see Using the -UPD Header Transaction.

The password is an optional 1- to 4-character code. Maintenance of an existing occurrence requires that the password
entered exactly matches the password assigned to the occurrence. Failure to match the password causes the
maintenance request to be rejected.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Assigning a Password

You assign a password at the time an occurrence is added or later. You can use the same password for several or all
occurrences or assign unique passwords, if desired.

To add a password when the occurrence is added, code the password in the -ADD transaction. For more information,
see Using the -ADD Header Transaction.

To assign a password after an occurrence has been added without a password, use the following format:

-UPD entity,occ-name(vrs,,ovrd)

1000 NEWPSWD,pswd

-END

Changing a Password

Once an occurrence has been assigned a password, it is possible through the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction to change the
password by processing the -UPD maintenance transaction collection. The password change applies only to the specific
version of the occurrence coded in the version parameter of the header transaction. Only occurrences in TEST or PROD
status can have their passwords changed.

To change a password, code the -UPD header with the appropriate values. The override code is always required.
Pay special attention to the version parameter (vrs), as it designates which version is affected. Also, code the present
password and any other applicable parameters, such as an override code. Then code the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction
after the -UPD header transaction. An example follows:

-UPD entity,occ-name(vrs,pswd,ovrd)

1000 NEWPSWD,pswd
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-END

When an occurrence is copied, a new password can be applied to the copy with the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction. To give
a new password to a copy, first code the -CPY header transaction with the appropriate values. Pay special attention to the
version parameter, as it designates which version is copied. Also, code the present password and any other applicable
parameters, such as the override. Then code the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction with the new password. The following is
an example of the format for non-model occurrences: The format for Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model occurrences
includes a target status/version.

-CPY entity,occ-name(vrs,pswd,ovrd)

1000 NEWPSWD,pswd

-END

NOTE
If non-model occurrence Version 2 in TEST status is copied and TEST versions 3 and 4 already exist, then
Version 5 receives the new password, since the copied version is given the next available version number.

Deleting a Password

To delete a password, first code the -UPD header with the appropriate values. Pay special attention to the version
parameter (vrs), as it designates which version is affected. Also, code the present password and the override code if
required. Then code the 1000 NEWPSWD transaction and the header transaction in the following format.

-UPD entity,occ-name(vrs,pswd,ovrd)

1000 NEWPSWD,&

-END

The ampersand (&). resets the password to its default, which is no password.

1000 OBSOLETE Transaction
Use the 1000 OBSOLETE transaction to remove a structure or substructure in all statuses from Datacom Datadictionary.
The OBSOLETE function is only valid for Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures and substructures. The
OBSOLETE function has a greater impact than deleting each occurrence in the structure or substructure individually. This
transaction does not remove any secondary structure related to an occurrence in a structure or substructure.

NOTE
Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms.

WARNING
Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization to use this function be
restricted. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.

Use the 1000 OBSOLETE transaction in conjunction with a -DEL header transaction. Code the -DEL header transaction
to identify the root of the structure or substructure you wish to delete. Code the 1000 OBSOLETE transaction as shown in
the example following:

1000 OBSOLETE Transaction

►►─ 1000 ─ OBSOLETE ───────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 OBSOLETE transaction:
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 -DEL DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

 1000 OBSOLETE

 -END

This example removes all occurrences of the ORDER-ENTRY DATABASE structure. No status is specified in the -DEL
header transaction since all occurrences of this DATABASE structure will be deleted regardless of status/version.

1000 RESTORE Transaction
Use the 1000 RESTORE transaction to reconstruct a Datacom/DB structure or substructure in a TEST status/version from
the version of the structure or substructure in PRODuction or HISTory status.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

When you submit a RESTORE transaction, the DDD-SYNCH attribute value is set to N for all tables in the structure. If a
subsequent COPY to PROD status is issued at the database level, all tables are DDD-SYNCH=N instead of the modified
table(s). This results in all plans associated with the tables being flagged invalid. All plans must then be rebound -- either
manually or automatically when next referenced. To eliminate unnecessary rebinds, copy only the modified tables back to
PROD status before you change them to avoid any loss of information.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How It Works

You can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to construct a TEST version of what your PRODuction or HISTory status
version looked like on that day. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures and substructures were in
PRODuction status at a given time and re-create the structure or substructure in the specified TEST status. If you want to
restore a HISTory version to PRODuction, first restore it to TEST and then use the -COPY transaction to copy it to PROD
status.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you restore a TEST structure or substructure, Datacom Datadictionary replaces the entire structure or substructure
with a copy of the one you specified in the -UPD header transaction. Any occurrences or relationships are deleted or
added as necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from which it is being restored.

Required Definitions

If you are restoring a substructure, the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the same version to which you
are restoring the occurrence. For example, if you are restoring a TABLE substructure to T001 status, the DATABASE and
AREA entity-occurrence definitions for that TABLE must exist in T001 status for the RESTORE to be successful.

From HISTory Status

When you restore a structure or substructure from HISTory status, Datacom Datadictionary returns an error message
if any of the related occurrences have been deleted. The occurrences could be deleted because the maximum number
of HISTory versions allowed has been exceeded. Datacom Datadictionary returns an error message if the structure is
incomplete due to deleted occurrences of this type.
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Relationships

If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships cannot be restored with the
structure or substructure. The copy-rule specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship is restored. For
more information about the copy-rule, see RELATIONSHIP Attribute Types.

Constraints

When a structure that has related constraints is restored, all constraints are copied to the TEST status/version. However,
subsequent maintenance of the structure through SQL causes Datacom Datadictionary to change the CONSTRAINT
attribute on the altered table to A for all TEST and HISTory versions of the table. If you later attempt to copy one of these
versions (or a structure containing one of these versions) to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy,
issues an error message, and identifies the table which has been altered. For further instructions, see Maintaining Tables
with Related Constraints.

How to Use

Code the -UPD header transaction, anchoring on the PROD status or HISTory status structure you want to restore. Code
the 1000 RESTORE transaction as shown in the following example:

1000 RESTORE Transaction

 ►►─ 1000 ─ RESTORE,vrs ────────────────────────────────►◄

 

,vrs
This is the TEST version to which you want the structure or substructure restored.

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 1000 RESTORE transaction:

  -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(ASOF),200912011357

  1000 RESTORE,T123

  -END

 

This example restores to Version T123 the ORDER-ENTRY DATABASE structure that was in PROD status on December
1, 2009 at 1:57 PM.

  -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD)

  1000 RESTORE,T23

  -END

 

This example restores the current PROD status version of the ORDER-ENTRY database to TEST version T023.

1000 SET Transaction
The 1000 SET transaction is valid only with the DATABASE structure. Use it to generate valid attribute-values that were
not provided at the time the occurrences were added in a DATABASE structure. This includes attribute-values for system-
maintained attributes. The SET function also completes certain attribute-values required by Dataquery.

The SET function is invoked during the execution of the COPY function (only when copying an occurrence in the
DATABASE structure to PROD status) and the CATALOG and BUILD functions of DDCFBLD. Use the 1000 SET
transaction before you catalog Datacom/DB structures that are in TEST statuses.
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If you add a database occurrence to Datacom Datadictionary and attempt to copy the structure to PROD status without
using the 1000 SET transaction to assign DATACOM-IDs to the substructure occurrences, you will receive the following
message. Datacom Datadictionary then assigns a unique DATACOM-ID attribute-value to the PROD status occurrence.

 WARNING DATACOM-ID ZERO

Attributes are assigned values by the SET function according to the following rules:

1. If no value has been previously assigned to the attribute, the SET function helps ensure that a value is assigned.
2. If the attribute is a non-modifiable attribute (one which you cannot access for update purposes) and other changes

have been made to the occurrence which affect the current value, then the SET function helps ensure that a new value
is assigned.

3. If the attribute is a modifiable attribute (one which you can access for update purposes) and a value has been
previously assigned, the SET function does not change that value. You can manually modify the value, or you can
force assignment of a new value.
To force the SET function to assign a new value to modifiable attributes which previously had a value, reset the
attribute-value to its default value, then submit a 1000 SET transaction against the DATABASE structure.

4. If the FIELD attributes, AGR-AUTHID, AGR-SQLNAME, and SQLNAME do not exist, you can use the SET transaction
to update the DATABASE structure which updates the table in which the fields exist.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

TABLE Occurrence

The following are the TABLE occurrence attributes that are assigned during the SET function:

CLUSTER-KEY-ID
Value that is unique for all TABLE and KEY occurrences in the DATABASE structure. (Clustering is a space
management option that you specify in the AREA occurrence.

CNS-DOMAIN
For SQL processing, at least one field (column) in the table has a constraint. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CNS-REFERENCED
For SQL processing, the table contains a unique key which is the foreign key of some other table. Y indicates yes,
N indicates no.

CNS-REFERS
For SQL processing, the table contains a foreign key. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CNS-SAME-BASE
For SQL processing, the constraint references are within the same database related to this table. Y indicates yes,
N indicates no.

CNS-UNIQUE
For SQL processing, the table contains a unique key. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CONSTRAINT
For SQL processing, the table contains at least one field (column) or key that is constrained. Y indicates yes, N
indicates no.

DATA-BASE-NAME
Name of the DATABASE occurrence that is the root of the structure.

DATA-BASE-VERS
Version of the DATABASE occurrence that is the root of the structure.

DATACOM-ID
Value that is unique for all TABLE occurrences in the DATABASE structure.
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DB-MASTER-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the KEY occurrence specified as the Master Key for the table.

DB-NATIVE-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the KEY occurrence specified as the Native Key for the table.

DD-ENTITY-TABLE
Indicates if this table defines an entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

DD-MASTER-KEY
Occurrence name of the KEY specified as the Master Key for the table.

DD-NATIVE-KEY
Occurrence name of the KEY specified as the Native Key for the table.

SQL-SECURITY
Contains the SQL-SECURITY attribute-value of the DATABASE occurrence. This attribute-value is enforced only
when security is enabled in the Datacom/DB Master List.
Y indicates that the SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used. N indicates that the Datacom/DB Security
Facility rules are used for the SQL objects (TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM or FIELD (columns) occurrences) in the
DATABASE structure.
You cannot use a view based on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY attribute-values. For more
information about the Datacom/DB Security Facility and SQL security, see Securing Datacom/DB and Datacom
Datadictionary.

KEY Occurrence

The following are the KEY occurrence attributes that are assigned during the SET function:

AGR-SQLNAME
The SQL name of the table containing this key.

AUTHID
The authorization identification (AUTHID) of the table.

SQLNAME
If not previously assigned or if previously assigned SQLKEY, Datacom Datadictionary constructs this value as
follows:

• The name consists of the 5-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the key, followed by an underscore
character, followed by the concatenation of the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the table and the
DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the database containing the key. For example, a key with a DATACOM-NAME
of ABCDE in table INV in database 00016 would have an SQLNAME of ABCDE_INV00016.

• Any dashes or trailing blanks in the DATACOM-NAME are changed to underscores. For example, a key in the
previous example with a DATACOM-NAME of AB-CD would have an SQLNAME of AB_CD_INV00016.

DATACOM-ID
Value that is unique for all KEY occurrences in the DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME
For keys created through SQL processing, the value is created in the format SQnnn where nnn are three digits
selected for uniqueness.
For keys for user-defined entity definitions in the DATA-DICT database, the value is created in the format aaaKb,
where aaa is the DATACOM-NAME of the table containing the key, K is a constant, and b is a single-character
distinguishing code.

MAX-KEY-LENGTH
Largest value of either the LENGTH or MAX-KEY-LENGTH attributes of all KEY occurrences in the DATABASE
structure with the same DATACOM-ID attribute-value.
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ELEMENT Occurrence

The following is the ELEMENT occurrence attribute that is assigned during the SET function:

DATACOM-NAME
Only for DATA-DICT database for a user-defined entity:
Datacom Datadictionary constructs the attribute-value in the format aaacc, where aaa is the DATACOM-NAME of
the TABLE occurrence, and cc is RQ (required), ST (statistics) or US (user element).

FIELD Occurrence

If the TABLE occurrence is marked SQL-INTENT=Y or SQL-INTENT=R, the following attribute-values are assigned during
the SET function:

AGR-SQLNAME
The SQL name of the table containing this field.

AUTHID
The authorization identification (AUTHID) of the table.

SQLNAME
If not previously assigned, Datacom Datadictionary constructs the name as follows:

1. The first 18 characters of the FIELD occurrence name are used.
2. Any dashes are changed to underscores.
3. If the FIELD occurrence name starts with a digit, Datacom Datadictionary replaces the first character with the

character A. An SQL name cannot start with a digit.
4. If the resulting name exists in the table, the name is right filled with character zeros (X'F0'), up to 18 bytes. If

the name was 18 bytes or longer, then the last 3 characters are overlaid with zeros (X'F0').
5. The last 3 bytes of zeros are then used as a counter that is incremented until the SQL name generated is

unique within the table.

How to Use

To use the 1000 SET transaction, code the -UPD header transaction to identify the structure or substructure to which the
transaction applies. Code the 1000 SET as shown following:

1000 SET Transaction

 ►►─ 1000 ─ SET ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 SET transaction:

  -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001,OR11)

  1000 SET

  -END

 

1000 SWAP Transaction
The 1000 SWAP transaction can only be used with the -UPD header transaction for a KEY with a KEY-TYPE attribute
value of “I” (Index). The purpose is to swap the CXX index entry that the “prev-occr-name” (the Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence name) specifies with the index specified in the header transaction. The use of this transaction is limited to KEY
occurrences in PROD status. Processing of the 1000 SWAP transaction causes certain attribute values in the Datacom
Datadictionary and in the CXX specified by the KEY occurrence named in the 1000 SWAP transaction (the replaced KEY)
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to be replaced by those of the KEY occurrence specified in the header transaction (the replacing KEY) . The replacing
KEY in turn takes on the attribute values of the replaced KEY.

When the swap is complete:

• Both definitions remain in Datacom Datadictionary
• Index structures remain in the CXX
• Index entries remain in the Index Areas until deleted using standard procedures

The attribute values for MASTER-KEY and NATIVE-KEY are never swapped. The values of MASTER-KEY and NATIVE-
KEY for both keys can never be “Y”. This violates the rule that there must be only one master key and only one native key.

The swap processing in the CXX occurs immediately and is not subject to ROLLBACK. The database may be open or not.
If open, the database may have open users or not. If the database is not open or has no open users the changes are fully
applied immediately. If the database is open with users, the changes occur immediately relative to the CXX on DASD but
cannot be applied to memory until the next MUF execution or the base is subject to a close and open.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Datacom Datadictionary Restrictions

The DATACOM-ID attribute value of the two KEY occurrences must not be equal or an error is generated.

• The two KEY structures in Datacom Datadictionary must contain the same fields in the same order or an error is
generated. Therefore, the LENGTH attribute values must be equal or an error is generated.

• The ORDER and DATA-SENSITIVE attribute values must be the same for each field in the two keys or an error is
generated.

• The following attributes are swapped:
– DATACOM-ID
– INCLUDE-NIL-KEY (Except if the replaced Key is defined as MASTER-KEY and/or NATIVE-KEY = “Y”. If this is

attempted, an error is generated.)
– KEY-INDEX-NAME
– UNIQUE

• All other attribute values of the two KEY occurrences remain as they were before the swap.

NOTE
You are responsible for the coordination of the key changes with any required code changes if swapping any of
these values affects the use of the table by existing programs.

CXX Considerations

The following list summarizes the changes from the CXX point of view:

• Two keys are involved.
a. The existing key which is expected to be in use.
b. The replacing key which is not expected to be in use.

• Information in the CXX for each key remains the same except for those items that are part of the swap.
• The replacing key should be set to no usage. However, this is not edited or required.

NOTE
The existing key and replacing key must be loaded to participate in a swap. Neither key can be a relative
record key.

Processing is as follows:

1. The key ID is swapped.
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2. If the existing key is not the master key nor the native sequence key nor a unique key, then the key include (KEY INC)
value is swapped.

3. The unique value is swapped.

The index area name is swapped.

NOTE
In all instances, the values being swapped may be the same.

How to Use

To use the 1000 SWAP transaction, code the -UPD header transaction to identify the KEY substructure to which the
transaction applies. Processing of the 1000 SWAP transaction causes certain attribute values in the Datadictionary and in
the CXX specified by the KEY occurrence named in the 1000 SWAP transaction (the replaced KEY, “prev-occr-name”) to
be replaced by those of the KEY occurrence specified in the header transaction (the replacing KEY, “new-occr-name”) 

Code the 1000 SWAP as shown following:

1000 SWAP Transaction

►►─ 1000 ─ SWAP,prev-occr-name ───────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 SWAP transaction:

 -UPD KEY,table-name.new-occr-name(PROD)  

 1000 SWAP,prev-occr-name

 -END

1000 TRANSFER Transaction
Use the 1000 TRANSFER transaction to move:

• AREA substructure from one DATABASE structure to another
• TABLE substructure from one AREA substructure to another
• RECORD substructure from one FILE structure to another

The transfer implies disconnecting an occurrence from one subject and connecting it to another. Transfers must be within
the same status/version. Code the -UPD transaction to identify the structure or substructure.

The following is the format for the 1000 TRANSFER transaction.

1000 TRANSFER Transaction

 ►►─ 1000 ─ TRANSFER,parent-name ──────────────────────────►◄

 

,parent-name
Enter the 1- to 32-character occurrence name to which the AREA, TABLE or RECORD occurrence in the header
transaction is being transferred.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name of a DATABASE, AREA or FILE
Default Value:

(No default)

Example Transaction Collection
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The following is an example of the 1000 TRANSFER transaction:

  -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001,OR11)

  1000 TRANSFER,ACCOUNTS

  -END

 

This transaction collection transfers the ACCTS-REC table in version T001 to the area named ACCOUNTS (parent).

1000 VERIFY Transaction
Use the 1000 VERIFY transaction to check the validity of attribute-value additions and modifications to Datacom/
DB DATABASE or FILE structures. You can also use this transaction with TABLE, RECORD, ELEMENT, and KEY
substructures.

The VERIFY function checks errors such as a duplicate FILENAME and DATACOM-NAME, invalid DATACOM-
ID, BLOCK-SIZE, and element LENGTH. The function checks for invalid or unacceptable data, but does not make
corrections. At the table and record level, it reestablishes the length of compound fields and offsets of every field in the
table or record. It also reestablishes the length and offsets of the elements and keys.

For more information and a list of the attribute-values Datacom Datadictionary verifies, see Verifying a DATABASE
Structure and Verifying a FILE Structure.

The VERIFY function is invoked during the execution of the CATALOG function, the copy to PROD status function and the
-CXX CATALOG function of DDCFBLD. If the VERIFY function detects an error, Datacom Datadictionary generates an
error report. For information about the attribute-values assigned by Datacom Datadictionary, see 1000 SET Transaction.

Code the -UPD header transaction to identify the occurrence. Place the 1000 VERIFY transaction within the transaction
collection.

1000 VERIFY Transaction

►►─ 1000 ─ VERIFY ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1000 VERIFY transaction:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)

 1000 VERIFY

 -END

This transaction collection checks that the attribute-values defined for occurrences in the ORDER-ENTRY database are
valid.

Verifying a DATABASE Structure

The VERIFY function checks the following attribute-values of the following occurrences in a Datacom/DB Model structure.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

DATABASE Occurrence

DATACOM-ID

The identifier is unique for all DATABASE occurrences in the same status and is less than or equal to 5000.
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AREA Occurrence

BLOCK-SIZE

Specifies a value greater than or equal to the length of the largest table stored in the area, including the Datacom/DB
control information (bytes for recovery and overhead).

DATACOM-NAME

Name is unique among the AREA occurrences within the DATABASE structure. The first byte must be alphabetic and the
other 2 bytes can be alphanumeric. If the last 2 bytes are XX, the VERIFY generates a warning, but you can still catalog
the database.

DEVICE

Specifies a valid device type.

TABLE Occurrence

CLUSTER-KEY-ID

Value is greater than 0 only if the SPACE-MNGMNT attribute of the area has a value of 3.

CLUSTER-KEY-LEN

Value is less than or equal to the LENGTH attribute-value of the Native Key.

DATACOM-ID

Value is unique among the TABLE occurrences within the DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME

Name is unique among the TABLE occurrences in the DATABASE structure. The first byte must be alphabetic and the
other 2 bytes can be alphanumeric. If the last 2 bytes are XX, the VERIFY generates a warning, but you can still catalog
the database.

Element

At least one element is defined. No more than 255 elements are defined to the table.

ENTY-TYPE

Value is valid.

Key

At least one key is defined. At least one Master Key and one Native Key are defined (can be same key). No more than 99
keys are defined to the table and no more than 999 keys are defined to the database.

Length

Sum of the lengths of the fields defined to the table does not exceed the value of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute. The
value is at least 1 and less than or equal to 32720.

MAX-RECORD-SIZE

If specified, value is at least 1 and less than or equal to 32719 bytes. It must also be consistent with the BLOCK-SIZE
attribute-value of the related AREA occurrence. (Datacom/DB uses this attribute-value for the physical records on disk.
If not specified, Datacom Datadictionary uses the sum of the lengths of the FIELD occurrences defined to the TABLE
substructure.)

SQL-INTENT

If specified Y or R and the following entries are verified, SQL-ACCESS attribute-value is set to Y and the table is
accessible in SQL processing.
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Valid SQL name for the table

• Valid authorization identifier name for the table
• FIELD occurrences in the table with valid SQL names

NOTE
The AUTHID and SQLNAME attribute-values of FIELD occurrences can be set by Datacom Datadictionary. For
more information, see 1000 SET Transaction.

KEY Occurrence

DATACOM-ID

KEY occurrences with the same DATACOM-ID value have the same data format for the length of the shorter key. The
VERIFY generates a warning if there is a conflict in data types. You can still catalog the DATABASE structure.

The DATACOM-ID for a key cannot match the CLUSTER-KEY-ID for a table in the same DATABASE structure.

DATACOM-NAME

Name is valid and is unique for all KEY occurrences in the same table.

Key Types

One Master Key and one Native Key are defined for the table (can be same key).

Length

Is greater than zero and less than or equal to 180 (maximum key length).

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, CBS or SQL do not use it, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a sort, or a
nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR, when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

ELEMENT Occurrence

DATACOM-NAME

Name is valid and is unique for all elements in the same table.

Length

Is greater than zero.

Verifying a FILE Structure

In Datacom Datadictionary, the DDUPDATE 1000 VERIFY function verifies FILE, RECORD, ELEMENT, AND KEY
occurrences in a Broadcom FILE Model structure. Review aspects of each occurrence type.

FILE Occurrence
Length

Value of BLOCK-SIZE attribute is a multiple of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute
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RECORD Occurrence
Elements

Reestablishes length and offsets.
Fields

Reestablishes lengths and offsets. The SEQNO (sequence number) attribute-value is calculated, and the
REDEFINES attribute-value is set to C for a child of a REDEFINES=P or S field.

Keys
Reestablishes length and offsets.

Length
Value is at least 1 and less than or equal to 65535 bytes. The sum of the lengths of the fields defined to the record
does not exceed the value of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute for the related FILE occurrence.

ELEMENT Occurrence (If Any)
Length

Is greater than zero.

KEY Occurrence (If Any)
Length

Is greater than zero.

Verifying a TABLE Structure

The VERIFY function verifies table occurrences, element occurrences, and key occurrences in a Datacom/DB Model
structure: Elements, Fields, Keys, and Length.

The VERIFY function verifies the following occurrences in a Datacom/DB Model structure.

TABLE Occurrence

Elements

At least one element is defined. No more than 255 elements are defined to the table. VERIFY reestablishes length and
offsets.

Fields

At least one field is defined. VERIFY reestablishes lengths and offsets. The SEQNO (sequence number) attribute-value is
calculated and the REDEFINES attribute-value is set to C for a child of a REDEFINES=P or S field.

Keys

At least one key is defined. At least one Master Key and one Native Key are defined (they can be the same key). No more
than 99 keys are defined to the table. VERIFY reestablishes the key length and offsets.

Length

The sum of the lengths of the fields defined to the table does not exceed the value of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE attribute.
The value is at least 1 and less than or equal to 32719.

ELEMENT Occurrence (If Any)

Length

The function verifies that the length is greater than zero and sets that length.
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KEY Occurrence (If Any)

Length

The function verifies that the length is greater than zero and sets that length.

1001 Author Controller Transaction
Descriptive data (names of the author and controller) about an occurrence is provided to Datacom Datadictionary with
the 1001 transaction. The descriptive transactions can accompany an -ADD, -CPY, or a -UPD header transaction when
adding, copying, or changing an occurrence. This transaction does not affect the true definition of the occurrence. You
supply this information for internal documentation only.

If you do not code this transaction, the author and controller default to the name entered in the -USR transaction.

Single quotation marks must enclose the author or controller entries when they contain delimiters -- embedded
punctuation (such as a comma or slash) or blanks.

The format for using the 1001 transaction follows:

►►─ 1001 ─ author ─ controller ───────────────────────────►◄

The parameters for the 1001 transaction follow:

author
This 1- to 32-character alphanumeric parameter identifies the author of the information being stored for the
occurrence.

controller
This 1- to 32-character alphanumeric parameter identifies the organizational group or person responsible for
control of the occurrence.

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1001 transaction:

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(18)

 1001 'RYDER, MIKE' BOSS

 -END

This transaction collection updates occurrence Version 18 to add the author and controller names. The author's name is
RYDER, MIKE and the controller is BOSS. Single quotation marks enclose an author name because it includes both a
comma and a blank. Delimiters are not used with the controller name, so single quotes are not required.

1002 Description Transaction
The 1002 Description transaction is used to provide a 1- to 36-character alphanumeric description of an occurrence. This
descriptive phrase appears on various Datacom Datadictionary reports. This transaction can be used with the -ADD, -
CPY, or -UPD header transaction.

Single quotation marks must enclose the description when it contains a delimiter -- embedded punctuation (such as a
comma or slash) or blanks.

Use the 1200 TEXT transactions for longer or additional comments about the occurrence. For more information, see 1200
TEXT Transactions.

The description transaction format follows:
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►►─ 1002 ─ description ─────────────────────────────────►◄

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1002 transaction:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T123)

 1002 'DEMONSTRATION BASE, EDUCATION'

 -END

This transaction collection adds a description to the ORDER-ENTRY database in status/version T123. The description is
enclosed in single quotes because there are embedded delimiters (blanks and a comma).

1003 Relationship Transactions
The 1003 Relationship transactions are used with the -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transactions to perform the following
functions:

1003 RELT
Implements relationships between occurrences for both user-defined and predefined relationships. Implements
$INTERNAL relationships between ELEMENT and DATAVIEW and between KEY and DATAVIEW.

1003 UNRL
Removes a defined relationship between a subject and object occurrence for a given occurrence.

1003 DATA
Supplies information about the relationship.

1003 AFTER
Orders the relationship.

NOTE
You can relate a person to a specific SQL authorization identifier by using the 1003 RELT transaction. This
transaction creates a PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship which is a many-to-one relationship.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

1003 RELT Transaction

Any two occurrences of the same or different entities may be logically related by a RELT transaction as long as the
relationship has been defined to Datacom Datadictionary. Prior to using a 1003 RELT transaction for user-defined
relationships, the named entity relationships and the characteristics of these relationships must be defined. For
instructions about how to produce a report of the relationship-types, see the Definitions Report.

When implementing relationships where the subject entity and the object entity are the same, the position indicator must
be coded on the 1003 RELT transaction. This indicator specifies whether the occurrence being related to the occurrence
in the header transaction is the subject or object.

You can add data when you relate occurrences by including a 1003 DATA transaction. For more information, see 1003
DATA Transaction.

The format and descriptions for the 1003 RELT transaction parameters follow:

 ►►─ 1003 ─ RELT,entity, ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────►

                         └─ parent-name. ─┘

 

►─ occ-name(vrs),relationship-name ─┬────────┬─────────────►◄

                                    └─ ,pos ─┘
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,entity,
(Required) This parameter denotes the entity of the occurrence to which the header occurrence is being related.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type name
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) Only valid if the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity. The occurrence name of the field,
key, or element must be concatenated with the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name and separated from the
occurrence name by a period.
Valid Entries:

Valid RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) This parameter denotes the occurrence name being related.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) This parameter identifies the applicable version of the occurrence named in the occurrence parameter.
Valid Entries:

Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric version
Default Value:

(No default)
,relationship-name

(Required) This parameter denotes the name of the relationship definition which represents the logical association
between the header occurrence and the related occurrence. The relationship-type must exist in Datacom
Datadictionary before submitting this transaction.
The occurrence named in the 1003 transaction must already exist with the following exception: if the relationship-
type was defined as AUTOMATIC and the occurrence is the object of the relationship, the occurrence need not
exist at the time it is used in the 1003 transaction. This is in anticipation of the addition of the occurrence at some
later time. When the occurrence is added, the relationship is automatically established.
Valid Entries:

Valid relationship name
Default Value:

(No default)
,pos

(Optional) The position indicator is only required when the entity specified in the 1003 RELT transaction is the
same as the entity in the header transaction.
Specify that the occurrence being related to the occurrence in the header transaction is the subject (S) or the
object (O).
Valid Entries:

S or O
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Default Value:
(No default)

1003 UNRL Transaction

Use the 1003 UNRL transaction to remove a defined relationship between a subject and object occurrence for a given
occurrence. The format and description of parameters follows:

1003 UNRL Transaction

 ►►─UNRL,entity,─┬──────────────┬─occ-name(vrs),relationship-name ─►

                └─parent-name.─┘

 

►─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,pos ─┘

 

,entity,
(Required) This parameter denotes the entity of the occurrence from which the header occurrence is being
unrelated.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type name
Default Value:

(No default)
parent-name.

(Optional) Valid only if the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity. The occurrence name of the field,
key, or element must be concatenated with the record or table name and separated from the occurrence name by
a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) This parameter denotes the name of the occurrence being unrelated.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(vrs)

(Required) This parameter identifies the applicable version of the occurrence named in the occurrence parameter.
Valid Entries:

Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric version
Default Value:

(No default)
,relationship-name

(Required) This parameter denotes the name of the relationship definition which represents the logical association
between the header occurrence and the related occurrence.
Valid Entries:

Existing relationship name
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Default Value:
(No default)

,pos
(Optional) The position indicator is only required when the entity of the 1003 UNRL transaction is the same as the
entity in the header transaction.
Specify whether the occurrence being unrelated to the occurrence in the header transaction is the subject (S) or
the object (O).
Valid Entries:

S or O
Default Value:

(No default)

1003 DATA Transaction

Use this transaction after the 1003 RELT transaction to add an explanation about how the occurrences relate. This is
called the intersection data.

You are limited to 60 bytes of information in this transaction. When you are specifying your data using the online facilities
or a DSF program, you can enter up to 72 bytes. The format and description of the 1003 DATA transaction parameters
follow:

1003 DATA Transaction

 ►►─ 1003 ─ DATA,'user-data' ───────────────────────►◄

 

,'user-data'
Enter data as you intend Datacom Datadictionary to store it and expect it to appear on output reports. Enclose the
text in single quotes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit this data.
Valid Entries:

Up to 60 bytes
Default Value:

(No default)

1003 AFTER Transaction

This transaction relates two occurrences in an ordered manner and requires that the relationship be previously defined
as an ordered relationship. Only use this transaction after a 1003 DATA or a 1003 RELT transaction. The format and
description of the 1003 AFTER transaction parameters follow:

1003 AFTER Transaction

 ►►─ 1003 ─ AFTER,─┬────────────────┬─occ-name(vrs)─────────►◄

                  └─ parent-name. ─┘

 

parent-name.
(Optional) Only valid if the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity. The occurrence name of the field,
key, or element must be concatenated with the record or table name and separated from the occurrence name by
a period.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
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occ-name
(Required) Enter whether you are relating the occurrence specified in the header transaction at the beginning of
an ordered chain or at the end of an ordered chain or identify the occurrence after which the occurrence specified
in the header transaction will follow.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
$FIRST - beginning of chain
$LAST - end of chain

Default Value:
(No default)

(vrs)
(Required) This parameter identifies the applicable version of the occurrence named in the occurrence parameter
of the header transaction. It is not required if you specify $FIRST or $LAST instead of an occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric version
Default Value:

(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 1003 transactions:

  -ADD DATAVIEW,ACCOUNTS-DVW(T001)

  1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

  1003 AFTER,$FIRST

  1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

  1003 AFTER,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-ELM(T001)

  1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

  1003 AFTER,$LAST

  7190 ACCOUNTS                                             Y

  -END

 

This transaction collection adds dataview ACCOUNTS-DVW with the elements ACCTS-REC-ELM, ORD-ID-ELM and
CUST-ID-ELM. It assigns an Assembler name of ACCOUNTS and specifies UPDATE-INTENT as Y for yes.

1101 Descriptor Transactions
The 1101 Descriptor transactions are used together with the -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction to establish
or delete descriptors for the occurrence specified in the header transaction. Each occurrence can have up to eight
descriptors. The descriptors can be added or deleted one at a time or all at once.

You can add a descriptor to an occurrence or delete a descriptor from an occurrence that is in any status except HISTory
status. Before you can modify an occurrence in PROD status, your user profile must specify that you are authorized to do
so.

The generalized formats for the 1101 transactions follow:

1101 ADD descriptor[,descriptor,...]
Adds up to eight descriptors to the occurrence named in the header transaction (-ADD, -CPY, or -UPD). Each
descriptor is delimited from the next by a comma or a blank.
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1101 DEL descriptor[,descriptor,...]
Deletes up to eight descriptors from the occurrence named in the -UPD transaction. Each descriptor is delimited
from the next by a comma or a blank.

The descriptor name can be from 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
For restrictions, see Naming Standards.

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 1101 transaction.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

 1101 ADD ACCOUNTS,BILLING-INFO,CUSTOMER-NAME,CUSTOMER-CREDIT

 -END

This transaction collection adds the descriptors ACCOUNTS, BILLING-INFO, CUSTOMER-NAME and CUSTOMER-
CREDIT to the ORDER-ENTRY database.

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T001,OR11)

 1101 ADD ACCOUNTS BILLING-INFO

 -END

This transaction adds the descriptors ACCOUNTS and BILLING-INFO to the ACCTS-REC table.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

 1101 DEL CUSTOMER-NAME

 -END

This transaction deletes the CUSTOMER-NAME descriptor from the ORDER-ENTRY database.

1103 Alias Transaction
Each occurrence can have an alternative name or alias, which, like the primary name for the occurrence, also uniquely
identifies it. There is no limit to the number of aliases which can be recorded for an occurrence. Each alias must be unique
within the entity-type of the occurrence.

Before you can modify an occurrence in PROD status, such as to add or delete an alias, your user profile must specify
that you are authorized to do so. See the person responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary security at your
site for authorization to perform this function. You cannot add or delete an alias from a HISTory status occurrence.

The 1103 transactions, together with the appropriate header transactions, add or delete aliases for the occurrence
specified in the header transaction. Aliases are added or deleted one at a time.

The generalized formats for the 1103 transactions follow:

1103 ADD alias
Adds an alias to the occurrence named in the header transaction (-ADD, -CPY, or -UPD).

1103 DEL alias
Deletes an alias from the occurrence named in the -UPD header transaction.

The alias name can be from 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters. It is a unique alternate name for the occurrence named in
the header transaction. For more information, see Naming Standards.

Aliases for occurrences need only be unique in their entity-type. For example, the PROGRAM entity and SYSTEM entity
could each have an occurrence with the alias of MASTER.
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Each alias is maintained separately without regard to other aliases for the same occurrence. The alias can be the same as
the primary name. Using this technique the alias becomes a secondary reference entry point.

The following example illustrates that different aliases can apply to only one occurrence, but may apply to more than one
version of that occurrence:

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 1103 ADD alias transaction.

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T1)

 1103 ADD ACCOUNTS

 -END

 -UPD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T2)

 1103 ADD ACCOUNTS

 1103 ADD ORDERS

 1103 ADD RECEIVABLES

 -END

This example adds the alias ACCTS-REC for the existing TABLE occurrence ACCOUNTS version T1 in the first
transaction collection. The aliases ACCOUNTS, ORDERS and RECEIVABLES for the existing TABLE occurrence
ACCTS-REC version T2 are added in the second transaction collection.

1200 TEXT Transactions
Use the 1200 TEXT transactions with the -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transactions to maintain text that is associated
with an occurrence. Text is associated with the occurrence in a particular version. It is not associated with the entity-type.

You can specify several different types of text with an occurrence and classify each type of text with a text classification
name. Text lines can be added, deleted, inserted, or replaced. Shared text cannot be updated.

Each 1200 TEXT transaction collection is ended with a 1200 TEXT END transaction. The following lists the types of 1200
TEXT transactions:

1200 TEXT ADD
- Adds text to a specific occurrence.

1200 TEXT CLS
- Specifies a text classification for a specific occurrence.

1200 TEXT DEL
- Deletes existing text lines.

1200 TEXT INS
- Inserts text lines.

1200 TEXT REP
- Replaces existing text lines.

1200 TEXT END
- Signals the end of a 1200 TEXT transaction collection.

Text is stored and reported in the format it is entered. Datacom Datadictionary does not perform any editing or
reformatting. Each line of text can contain up to 80 bytes.

The 1200 TEXT transactions designate the specific action for Datacom Datadictionary to perform and the range of text
lines being changed. Add text to an occurrence or delete text from an occurrence in a specified text classification that is in
any status except HISTory status.

When you delete all the lines of text associated with a text classification, the classification is also deleted.
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Before you can modify an occurrence in PROD status, your user profile must specify that you are authorized to do so.

WARNING
Do not use the 1000 APPLY, 1000 MODEL, and the 1200 TEXT transactions in the same DDUPDATE
transaction collection for an occurrence. Doing this generates an error.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

1200 TEXT ADD Transaction

Use the 1200 TEXT ADD transaction to add text lines for the occurrence specified in the header transaction. Text
information for the occurrence and version identified must not exist prior to submitting this transaction.

You can specify a specific classification name with a 1200 TEXT CLS transaction. If this transaction is not included or if
the text classification parameter is not coded, the Datacom Datadictionary uses STANDARD (the system default) for the
text class name. 

The format for the 1200 TEXT ADD transaction follows. Use the 1200 TEXT END transaction to signal the end of all 1200
TEXT transactions for the occurrence being maintained.

1200 TEXT ADD Transaction (TEXT ADD, Step 1)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ ADD ──────────────────────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT ADD Transaction (TEXT ADD, Step 2)

►►─ text ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT ADD Transaction (TEXT ADD, Step 3)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ END ──────────────────────────────────►◄

text
Enter the text you are adding as you intend Datacom Datadictionary to store it and as you expect it to appear on
output reports. All text entered between the 1200 TEXT ADD and the 1200 TEXT END transactions is added as
text for the occurrence identified in the header transaction.

NOTE
If you plan to maintain text online that you are adding through the batch transactions, limit text
characters to 72 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of NUM
(numbered margins) or to 79 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of
NONUM (no numbered margins).

Do not code a header transaction or a 1200 transaction as the leftmost characters in any line.
Valid Entries:

Up to 80 bytes per line
Default Value:

(No default)

1200 TEXT CLS Transaction

Use the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction with the -ADD or -UPD header transaction and the appropriate 1200 TEXT ADD,
DEL, INS or REP transactions to maintain text in a specific text classification. You can also use the 1200 TEXT CLS
transaction after a 1200 TEXT ADD transaction with the -BTG header transaction. See DDBTGLM - Generating Batch
Transactions for information about using this header transaction.
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You can use the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction to rename the classification of text for a specific occurrence with an -UPD
header transaction.

Use the -CPY header transaction with the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction to copy text classification and associated text
from one version of an occurrence to another. You can specify whether the text is owned or shared by the format of the
transaction that you use.

Naming a Text Classification

To name a text's classification for an occurrence, use the following transaction with an -ADD or -UPD header transaction.

Naming a Text Classification

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─ txtclass1 ─────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
(Required) Enter the text classification of the text you are adding.
Valid Entries:

New text classification name
Default Value:

(No default)

Renaming a Text Classification

To rename a text's classification for an occurrence, use the following transaction with the -UPD header transaction. You
can rename the text while inserting or replacing text.

Renaming a Text Classification

►►─1200─TEXT─CLS─txtclass1─┬──────────────┬────────────►◄

                           └─ ,txtclass2 ─┘

txtclass1
(Required) Enter the text classification of the text you are renaming.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
Default Value:

(No default)
,txtclass2

(Optional) Only required if you are assigning a name other than STANDARD. Use the naming conventions
established for Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
For more information, see Naming Standards.

Copying Text Classifications

A -CPY header transaction without a 1200 TEXT CLS transaction results in shared text classifications of the source
occurrence with the target occurrence. Except where noted in the following sections, the result of the 1200 TEXT CLS
transactions is a copy of the text that is owned by the target occurrence.

If you enter a text classification name that exists for the target occurrence, Datacom Datadictionary returns an error
message. Delete the existing text classification (owned or shared) before you can copy it to this text classification or
specify a new text classification.
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You can use the -CPY header transaction and a combination of 1200 TEXT CLS transactions to specify the following:

• Copying a specific text classification to a new text classification
• Copying a specific text classification to the same text classification
• Copying all text classifications to the same text classifications
• Copying all text classifications to a new single text classification
• Copying all text classifications to the same text classifications with specific exceptions
• No text copied

Each type of copy function is described in the following sections:

Copying Text to a New Text Classification

Use the following transaction to copy the text classification of the source occurrence to new text classification for the
target occurrence specified in the -CPY header transaction.

Copying Text to New Text Classification

►►─1200─TEXT─CLS─txtclass1─┬──────────────┬─────────────►◄

                           └─ ,txtclass2 ─┘

txtclass1
(Required) Enter the text classification of the source occurrence you are copying.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification
Default Value:

(No default)
,txtclass2

(Optional) Enter the new text classification of the target occurrence being created. Use the naming conventions
established for Datacom Datadictionary.

Copying Text to the Same Text Classification (Sharing)

Use the following transaction to share a specific text classification or all text classifications of the source version of the
occurrence with the target version specified in the -CPY header transaction.

Copying Text to Same Text Classification (Sharing)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─ txtclass1 ──────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
Enter the text classification of the source occurrence.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification of the source occurrence
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Copying All Text to the Same Text Classifications

Use the following transaction to copy all text classifications of the source occurrence to the target occurrence. The source
occurrence and target occurrence are specified in the -CPY header transaction. The resulting text classifications are
owned by the target occurrence.
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Copying All Text to Same Text Classification

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─ ALL,ALL ────────────────────────►◄

Copying All Text to a New Text Classification

Use the following transaction when you want to copy all text classifications of an occurrence to a single new text
classification for the new occurrence. The occurrences are specified in the -CPY header transaction, the text classification
is specified as follows:

Copying All Text to New Text Classification

►►─1200─TEXT─CLS─ALL,txtclass1─────────────────────────►◄

,txtclass1
(Required) Enter the new text classification name. Use the naming conventions established for Datacom
Datadictionary.

Excluding a Specific Text Classification from Copy or Share

You can exclude specific text classifications from being copied or shared by using the following transaction collection:

• -CPY header transaction
• 1200 TEXT CLS ALL,ALL transaction
• 1200 TEXT CLS with the name of the text classification being excluded, followed by NOTEXT
• -END transaction

The NOTEXT parameter following the text classification indicates to Datacom Datadictionary that this text classification is
not being copied or shared. The format for this function follows:

Text Classification Not Being Copied or Shared

►►─1200─TEXT─CLS─txtclass1,NOTEXT ──────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
(Required) Specifies the text classification being excluded from the copy function.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification
Default Value:

(No default)

The following example illustrates copying all text classifications to the same text classifications, with specific exceptions.
Assume that text exists in classifications SYSPROG, GENERAL, and DEVPROG.

 1200 TEXT CLS ALL,ALL

 1200 TEXT CLS SYSPROG,DBA

 1200 TEXT CLS DEVPROG,NOTEXT

 1200 TEXT END

All text classifications (SYSPROG, GENERAL, and DEVPROG) of the source occurrence are being copied to the target
occurrence, with the exception of SYSPROG and DEVPROG.
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SYSPROG of the source occurrence is being copied into DBA of the target occurrence, GENERAL of the source
occurrence is being shared by the target occurrence and DEVPROG is neither being copied or shared by the target
occurrence, indicated with the NOTEXT parameter.

No Text Copied

You can exclude all text from being copied or shared by using the -CPY header transaction and the following 1200 TEXT
CLS transaction:

No Text Copied

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─ NOTEXT ────────────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT DEL Transaction

Use the 1200 TEXT DEL transaction to delete lines in text for the occurrence specified in the -UPD header transaction
and in the text classification specified in the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction.

If the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction is not included or if the text classification parameter is not coded, the classification
defaults to STANDARD. For more information, see 1200 TEXT CLS Transaction.

The following is the format for a 1200 TEXT DEL transaction collection.

1200 TEXT CLS Transaction (TEXT DEL, Step 1)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                       └─ txtclass1 ─┘

1200 TEXT DEL Transaction (TEXT DEL, Step 2)

►►─1200─TEXT─DEL,begin-sequence─┬─────────────────┬────►◄

                                └─ ,end-sequence ─┘

1200 TEXT END Transaction (TEXT DEL, Step 3)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ END ─────────────────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
(Optional) Enter the text classification associated with the text you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification
Default Value:

STANDARD
,begin-sequence

(Required) Enter this parameter to designate the beginning line number of text being deleted. If only one line of
text is being deleted, only the begin-sequence parameter is needed.
Obtain line numbers by running the Text Report For more information, about running this report, see .
Valid Entries:

1- to 6-digit sequence number
Default Value:

(No default)
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,end-sequence
(Optional) Enter this parameter to designate the ending line number of text you are deleting. You can obtain line
numbers by running the Text Report. For more information about running this report, see . If only one line of text is
being deleted, omit this parameter.
Valid Entries:

1- to 6-digit sequence number
Default Value:

Sequence number specified in begin-sequence parameter

1200 TEXT INS Transaction

Use the 1200 TEXT INS transaction to insert text lines for the occurrence specified in the -UPD header transaction and
the text classification specified in the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction.

If the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction is not included or if the text classification parameter is not coded, the classification
defaults to STANDARD. For more information, see 1200 TEXT CLS Transaction.

The following is the format for a 1200 TEXT INS transaction collection:

1200 TEXT CLS Transaction (TEXT INS, Step 1)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                       └─ txtclass1 ─┘

1200 TEXT INS Transaction (TEXT INS, Step 2)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ INS,begin-sequence ──────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT INS Transaction (TEXT INS, Step 3)

►►─ text ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT END Transaction (TEXT INS, Step 4)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ END ─────────────────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
(Optional) Enter the text classification associated with the text you are updating.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification
Default Value:

STANDARD
,begin-sequence

(Required) Enter this parameter to designate the line number after which you want to insert text. You can enter
LAST to indicate that the text will be appended to the end of the existing text or if no text exists for the specified
class, the text will be added.
Obtain line numbers by running the Text Report. For more information about running this report, see .
Valid Entries:

LAST or 000001 --
Default Value:

(No default)
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text
(Required) Enter the text you are inserting as you intend Datacom Datadictionary to store it and as you expect it
to appear on output reports.

NOTE
If you plan to maintain text online that you are inserting through the batch transactions, limit text
characters to 72 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of NUM
(numbered margins) or to 79 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of
NONUM (no numbered margins).

Do not code a header transaction or a 1200 transaction as the leftmost characters in any line.
Valid Entries:

Up to 80 bytes per line
Default Value:

(No default)

1200 TEXT REP Transaction

Use the 1200 TEXT REP transaction to replace text lines for the occurrence specified in the -UPD header transaction and
in the text classification specified in the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction.

If the 1200 TEXT CLS transaction is not included or if the text classification parameter is not coded, the classification
defaults to STANDARD. For more information, see 1200 TEXT CLS Transaction.

The following is the format for a 1200 TEXT REP transaction collection.

1200 TEXT CLS Transaction (TEXT REP, Step 1)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ CLS ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────►◄

                       └─ txtclass1 ─┘

1200 TEXT REP Transaction (TEXT REP, Step 2)

►►─1200─TEXT─REP,begin-sequence─┬─────────────────┬─────►◄

                                └─ ,end-sequence ─┘

Text (TEXT REP, Step 3)

►►─ text ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

1200 TEXT END Transaction (TEXT REP, Step 4)

►►─ 1200 ─ TEXT ─ END ──────────────────────────────────►◄

txtclass1
(Optional) Enter the text classification associated with the text you are replacing.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification
Default Value:

STANDARD
,begin-sequence

(Required) Enter this parameter to designate the beginning line of the text you want to replace. If only one line of
text is being replaced, only the begin-sequence parameter is needed.
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Obtain line numbers by running the Text Report. For more information about running this report, see .
Valid Entries:

1- to 6-digit sequence number
Default Value:

(No default)
,end-sequence

(Optional) Enter this parameter to designate the ending line number of text you want to replace. If only one line of
text is being replaced, omit this parameter.
Obtain line numbers by running the Text Report. For more information about running this report, see .
Valid Entries:

1- to 6-digit sequence number
Default Value:

Sequence number specified in begin-sequence parameter
text

(Required) Enter the text you are replacing as you intend Datacom Datadictionary to store it and as you expect it
to appear on output reports.

NOTE
If you plan to maintain text online that you are replacing through the batch transactions, limit text
characters to 72 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of NUM
(numbered margins) or to 79 characters per line for text panels with a TEXT MAINT session status of
NONUM (no numbered margins).

Do not code a header transaction or the 1200 transaction as the leftmost characters in any line.
Valid Entries:

Up to 80 text characters per line
Default Value:

(No default)

You can code multiple 1200 DEL, 1200 INS and 1200 REP transactions at one time, as long as you use only one 1200
TEXT END transaction.

Example Transaction Collections

The following is an example of an -ADD transaction collection with a 1200 TEXT CLS, 1200 TEXT ADD and a 1200 TEXT
END transaction:

 -ADD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

 1001 'MORNING, RUTH' ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLES

 1200 TEXT CLS ACCOUNTS

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THE ORDER-ENTRY DATABASE CONTAINS THE INFORMATION

 RELATED TO ACCOUNTS, ORDERS and RECEIVABLES.   IT IS

 MAINTAINED BY THE VARIOUS SUBSYSTEMS THAT MAKE UP THE ORDER

 ENTRY APPLICATION SYSTEM.  IT IS USED FOR REPORTING BY

 THESE SAME SUBSYSTEMS AS WELL AS THE MANAGEMENT REPORTING

 SYSTEM AND ACCOUNTING REPORT SYSTEM.

 1200 TEXT END

 2900 00003

 -END

This transaction collection adds:
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• Database of ORDER-ENTRY with an ID of 003
• Author, Ruth Morning
• Controller, ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLES
• Text classification of ACCOUNTS
• Text

An example of a -UPD transaction collection with a 1200 TEXT CLS and a 1200 TEXT REP transaction follows:

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

 1200 TEXT CLS ACCOUNTS,DBA

 1200 TEXT REP,6

 SYSTEM AND ACCOUNTING REPORTING SYSTEM.

 1200 TEXT END

 -END

This transaction collection renames the text classification from ACCOUNTS to DBA for this occurrence and replaces line 6
of the text.

1500 Attribute Value Update Transaction
Use the 1500 transaction with the -ADD, -CPY, -UPD, or -UPG header transaction to change an updatable attribute-value.
The 1500 transaction is especially useful if you only need to change one or two attribute-values for the occurrence since
you can enter multiple 1500 transactions in a transaction collection.

Restrictions

If you update an attribute-value that changes the physical layout or length of a record, see Modifying Definitions in
Datadictionary.

There are restrictions to updating certain attributes of an occurrence related to a constraint, see Maintaining Tables with
Related Constraints. For details about all attribute-values, see Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

The following is the format for the 1500 Attribute Value Update transaction:

1500 Attribute Value Update Transaction

►►─ 1500 ─ attribute,value ────────────────────────────►◄

attribute
Enter the name of the attribute as it appears on the Field Report of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type in the
DATA-DICT database.

,value
Enter the value you wish the attribute to have. If the attribute has a default value, you can enter an ampersand (&)
to return the attribute-value to the default.
If you are updating a FIELD occurrence, the & cannot be used with the following attributes:
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• CLASS
• TYPE
• LENGTH
• REPEAT FACT
• REDEFINES
• DECIMALS
• TYPE-NUMERIC
• JUSTIFICATION
• NULL INDICATOR
• DEFAULT-INSERT
• DBEDITS
• SEMANTIC-TYPE
• VALUE
• PRECISION

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 1500 transaction.

 -UPD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T123)

 1500 DATACOM-ID,00031

 -END

This transaction collection changes the existing DATACOM-ID of the database to 031.

 -ADD TABLE,ACCTS-REC(T102)

 1500 DATACOM-ID,00041

 1500 DATACOM-NAME,ACT

 -END

This transaction collection adds the TABLE occurrence ACCTS-REC Version T102 with the DATACOM-ID of 041 and the
DATACOM-NAME of ACT.

 -UPG PROGRAM,ABC*(TEST)

 1500 AUTHOR,SMITH

 -END

 -UPG PROGRAM,ABC*(PROD)

 1500 AUTHOR,SMITH

 -END

These transaction collections change the AUTHOR attribute of all PROGRAM occurrences whose occurrence-name
begins with ABC to SMITH in both TEST and PROD status.

2000 Relationship Transaction
Datacom Datadictionary not only provides predefined entities, such as FIELD and KEY, but also predefined relationships
between the entities. The relationships depict the structure between the various entities.

In addition to the standard relationship definitions provided with Datacom Datadictionary, you can define other
relationships to tailor Datacom Datadictionary to specific requirements.
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Use the -ADD RELATIONSHIP header transaction and the 2000 Relationship transaction to describe the characteristics
of the relationship. End the transaction collection with an -END transaction. This transaction collection is a relationship
definition.

WARNING
Only use this transaction with prior approval of the person responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary
at your site.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using the -ADD Relationship Transaction

The -ADD Relationship header transaction defines the subject and object, optionally defines a password, defines a system
override code and establishes a name for the relationship. The format for the -ADD Relationship header transaction
follows:

 ►►─-ADD─RELATIONSHIP,subject.object(,─┬────────┬─,ovrd),name ──►◄

                                      └─ pswd ─┘

 

,subject.
(Required) Identifies the entity which is the subject of the relationship.
Valid Entries:

Existing entity-type name
Default Value:

(No default)
object

(Required) Identifies the entity which is the object of a relationship.
Valid Entries:

Exiting entity-type name
Default Value:

(No default)
pswd

(Optional) Assigns a password to the relationship definition. The password provides protection against
unauthorized access. Omit this field if this protection is not desired.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

(Required) Identifies the system override code which allows you to add the relationship definition. If you do not
assign a password, you must precede the override code with two commas.
Valid Entries:

System override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,name

(Required) Establishes the name for the relationship being defined.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
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Default Value:
(No default)

2000 Relationship Transaction

The 2000 Relationship transaction defines the characteristics of the relationship. The format for this portion of the
relationship definition transaction follows. In the description of parameters that follows the format, words in parentheses
are the attribute names and the names that appear on Datacom Datadictionary panels or reports.

2000 Relationship Transaction

 ►►─ 2000 ─ map ─ req ─ aut ─ ord ─ cpy ─ mdl ───────────►◄

 

Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 2000 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 2 Enter the mapping mode. (OCC-MAP-
RULE-MAP)
Valid Entries:
11 - One-to-one
1M - One-to-many
M1 - Many-to-one
MM - Many-to-many
Default Value:
MM

9 1 Specify if the relationship is required.
(REQUIRED-RULE-REQ)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

11 1 Specify if the relationship is automatic.
(AUTO-RULE-AUT)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

13 1 Specify if the relationship is ordered.
(ORDERED-RULE-ORD)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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15 1 Specify the copy option. (COPY-RULE-
CPY)
This option defines the relationship
processing which is performed when
an occurrence is copied to either a new
version or status.
The M attribute-value of the COPY-RULE
has special implications for relationships
between occurrences in the Datacom/DB or
Broadcom FILE Model structures and non-
Model occurrences.
Valid Entries:
B, M, N, O, or S
Default Value:
B

17 1 Specify the model option. (MODEL-RULE-
MDL)
This option defines the relationship
processing to be performed when an
occurrence is used as a model to create a
new occurrence.
Note: The model-rule does not apply to
relationships between occurrences in the
Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model
structures and other occurrences.
Valid Entries:
B, N, O, or S
Default Value:
N

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the relationship transaction collection:

  -ADD RELATIONSHIP,SYSTEM.REPORT(,,****),SYS-RPT-GENERATE

  2000 1M N N Y B B

  -END

 

This transaction collection creates the SYS-RPT-GENERATE relationship between the SYSTEM entity and the REPORT
entity. The 2000 transaction specifies the following:

• The relationship mapping allows one SYSTEM occurrence to be related to many REPORT occurrences.
• It is not a required nor an automatic relationship for the occurrences.
• When either occurrence is copied, the relationship is also copied.
• When either occurrence is modeled, the relationship is also modeled.
• Valid Entries:

1 to 32720

2900 to 2901 DATABASE Transactions
Learn about the 2900-2901 DATABASE transactions in the DDUPDATE Datacom Datadictionary batch facility. Use the
transactions to specify database identification numbers and SQL names when maintaining Datacom/DB databases.

Use the 2900 to 2901 DATABASE transactions to define and maintain a Datacom/DB database.
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NOTE
2900 to 2901 DATABASE Transactions replace the 3000 DATABASE Transaction in this version.

To maintain a DATABASE occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following transactions:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 2900 transaction
• Optional 2901 transaction
• -END transaction

The transaction codes are as follows:
2900

Specifies the database ID and characteristics with the following attributes:

• DATABASE-ID
• BASE-TYPE
• DBMS-USED
• DDD-BASE-ID
• DL1T-CONSTRAINT
• DYNAMIC-EXTEND
• DYN-EXT-TRACKS

2901
Describes the security and name with the following attributes:

• SQL-SECURITY
• SQLNAME

2900 DATABASE Transaction

Use the 2900 DATABASE transaction to specify the database identification number, the type of Database Management
System used, the specific DBMS used, the database ID for the DDD, Datacom DL1 Transparency integrity processing
and the selection of dynamic extension of the Index Area. The 2900 transaction is only used to maintain DATABASE
occurrences.

The format for the 2900 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 2900 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Required) Enter a unique, five-digit database ID. Database IDs 1
through 20 are reserved for Broadcom. (DATACOM-ID)
Database IDs over 999 have a few special considerations:
We request that you reserve database IDs 1 through 20, 1000
through 1020, 2000 through 2020, 3000 through 3020, 4000
through 4020, and 5000 for Broadcom to avoid conflict with
system databases now and in the future.
For Dataquery, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater
than 999 that need securing, use external security for Dataquery.
Valid Entries: 00001 to 05000
Default Value: (No default)
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StartingPosition Length Description

12 8 (Optional) Identify the type of database system with any
code indicating the Database Management System, such as
RELATION, NETWORK, HIER, INV-LIST. Use for documentation
purposes only when identifying a user-defined structure. (BASE-
TYPE)
Valid Entries: 1 to 8 characters
Default Value: (No default)

21 8 (Optional) Enter the type of Database Management System that
you are using to process this database. (DBMS-USED)
Valid Entries: 1 to 8 characters
Default Value: DATACOM

30 5 (Optional) Enter a unique 5-digit database ID for the Data
Definition Directory. This parameter is ignored for all databases
except DATA-DICT. When Datacom Datadictionary is installed,
this attribute-value is set to 00015. We recommend that you use
00015. (DDD-BASE-ID)
Valid Entries: 00001 to 05000
Default Value: (No default)

36 1 (Optional) Indicate if the database is eligible for Datacom DL1
Transparency integrity processing. (DL1T-CONSTRAINT)
Valid Entries: N or Y
Default Value: N

38 1 (Optional) This field allows Datacom/DB to extend the Index Area
(IXX) dynamically when it would have given a return code of 08
during an ADDIT command. (DYNAMIC-EXTEND)
When you code C instead of Y, specify that the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS value is the number of cylinders instead of tracks in
addition to the dynamic extend. To change back to tracks, code
T. The change to cylinders allows Datacom to take advantage of
an enhancement to z/OS environments so that dynamic extend
in Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary can be greater than
64K tracks.
Specifying Y, T, or C for this attribute does not imply that any areas
in the database are extended dynamically. This only applies to the
IXX for this database.
Specifying N indicates that no automatic extension of the index
areas is to take place and normal 08 return code processing
occurs.
Valid Entries: C, N, T, or Y
Default Value: N

40 5 (Optional) Enter a five-digit value for the number of tracks or
cylinders by which Datacom/DB is to extend the Index Area (IXX).
(DYN-EXT-TRACKS)
This field is valid only when DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not specified
as N for this DATABASE occurrence.
A value of zero with DYNAMIC-EXTEND=Y uses the secondary
extent amount of the data set. This value only applies to the Index
Area for this database.
Valid Entries: 0 to 65535
Default Value: 0
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2901 DATABASE Transaction

Use the 2901 DATABASE transaction to specify the SQL name and type of security. The 2901 transaction is only used to
maintain DATABASE occurrences.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 2901 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Indicate whether the database can be secured by SQL
rules. (SQL-SECURITY)
Valid Entries: N or Y
Default Value: N

8 32 (Optional) This field is only required for SQL processing. Enter the
SQL name for the DATABASE occurrence. (SQLNAME)
Valid Entries: 1 to 32 characters
Default Value: (No default)

Example Transaction Collection
See the following example of the DATABASE occurrence transaction:
  -ADD DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

  2900 00100

  -END

3001 to 3004 AREA Transactions
Use the 3001 through 3004 transactions to identify the AREA occurrence's DATACOM-NAME and characteristics. These
transactions are only used to maintain Datacom/DB AREA occurrences.

To maintain an AREA occurrence use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 3001 - 3004 transactions
• -END transaction

When adding an AREA occurrence, include a 1000 CONNECT transaction to connect the AREA occurrence to a
DATABASE occurrence.

The following are the transaction codes:

3001
Specifies the DATACOM-NAME attribute and the area's physical data set name with the following attributes:

• DATACOM-NAME
• DATA-SET-NAME

3002
Describes the area's characteristics with the following attributes:
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• ACCESS-MTHD
• BLOCK-SIZE
• DBMS-USED
• DD-NAME
• DEVICE
• RPS
• SLACK
• SPACE-MNGMNT

3004
Identifies the DATA-DICT database ID, the SQL name of the area, and the selection of dynamic extension of the
data area with the following attributes:

• DATA-DICT-ID
• SQLNAME
• DYNAMIC-EXTEND
• DYN-EXT-TRACKS

The following topics are discussed on this page:

3001 AREA Transaction

Use the 3001 transaction to add the Datacom/DB short name and the data set name. The format for the 3001 transaction
follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3001 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 (Required) Enter a 3-character Datacom/
DB short name for the area. (DATACOM-
NAME)
Valid Entries:
Unique 3-character name
Default Value:
(No default)

10 44 (Optional) Enter the physical data set name
of the area. (DATA-SET-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 44 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

3002 AREA Transaction

Use this transaction to describe the area's access method, data definition name, maximum block size, type of device, type
of Database Management System, the use of rotational position sensing, Space Management Options, and slack.

The format for the 3002 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3002 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 5 (Optional) Identify the access method used
for a non-Datacom/DB area. Leave this
attribute-value blank for a Datacom/DB
area. (ACCESS-MTHD)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

12 8 (Optional) Enter the data definition name.
(DD-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

21 1 (Optional) Indicate if rotational position
sensing is used. (RPS)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

23 2 Reserved for use by Datacom products.

25 6 (Optional) Enter the disk device type where
the area resides. (DEVICE)
Valid Entries:
MDISK, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380,
3390, 9345, 6421, 3330, 3330II
Default Value:
3380

32 5 (Required) Enter the area's physical block
size in bytes. (BLOCK-SIZE)
Valid Entries:
512 - track size or 32767, whichever is less
Default Value:
(No default)

38 8 (Optional) Enter the type of Database
Management System you are using.
(DBMS-USED)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
DATACOM

47 1 (Optional) Enter the Datacom/DB Space
Management Option. (SPACE-MNGMNT)
Valid Entries:
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
Default Value:
1
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49 4 (Optional) Enter the number of bytes to
be reserved in each block of an area for
the expansion of compressed records.
(SLACK)
Valid Entries:
0 to 9999
Default Value:
(No default)

54 1 (Optional) Indicate if deleted URI values are
to be reused. (URI-REUSE)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

3004 AREA Transaction

Use the 3004 transaction to identify the DATA-DICT database ID and the area's SQL name. The format for the 3004
transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3004 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Optional) Enter a numeric ID for the
DATA-DICT database. When Datacom
Datadictionary is installed, this attribute-
value is set to 00002. This attribute is
ignored for all areas except the DDD-
AREA. (DATA-DICT-ID)
Valid Entries:
00001 to 05000
Default Value:
(No default)

12 32 (Required) This field is only required for
SQL processing. Enter the AREA's SQL
name. (SQLNAME)
For more information, see Naming
Standards.
Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS
1 to 32 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=DATACOM
Default Value:
(No default)
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45 1 (Optional) This field allows Datacom/DB
to extend the data area dynamically when
it would have given a return code of 07
during an ADDIT command to a table in
that area. (DYNAMIC-EXTEND)
When you code C instead of Y, you specify
that the DYN-EXT-TRACKS value is the
number of cylinders instead of tracks
in addition to the dynamic extend. To
change back to tracks, code T. The change
to cylinders allows Datacom to take
advantage of an enhancement to z/OS
environments so that dynamic extend in
Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary
can be greater than 64K tracks.
Do not code a Y, T, or C on the TTM-
AREA area (for SQL) or the DQW area (for
Dataquery).
Valid Entries:
C, N, T, or Y
Default Value:
N

47 5 (Optional) Enter a 5-digit value for the
number of tracks by which Datacom/DB
is to extend the data area. (DYN-EXT-
TRACKS)
Specifying Y or T indicates the data area
will be expanded by the number of tracks
specified in the DYN-EXT-TRACKS
attribute. Specifying C indicates the data
area will be expanded by the number
of cylinders specified in the DYN-EXT-
TRACKS attribute. Specifying N indicates
that no extension of the data area is to
take place and normal 07 return code
processing will occur.
Do not code a C, T, or Y for DYNAMIC-
EXTEND on the TIM-AREA or the DQW
area for SQL and Dataquery, respectively.
You should not code a C, T, or Y for this
attribute for any area containing one or
more tables programmatically being filled
up until a DB return code 07 is reached.
Valid Entries:
0 to 65535
Default Value:
0

Example Transaction Collections

The following is an example of an AREA occurrence transaction collection used to add a new AREA occurrence:

  -ADD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

  1000 CONNECT,ORDER-ENTRY

  3001 ACR

  3002       ACR001   Y   3350   2400  DATACOM  3

  3004       ACCTS_REC_ORD_ENTRY
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  -END

 

The following is an example of an AREA occurrence transaction collection used to implement the Dynamic Extend feature
of Datacom Datadictionary:

  -ADD AREA,ACCTS-REC(T001)

  3004                        C  00010

  END

 

3120 to 3122 FILE Transactions
Use the 3120 to 3122 transactions to maintain FILE occurrences. Issue a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• Applicable 3120 to 3122 transactions
• -END transaction

The following transaction codes are:

3120
Describes the occurrence's basic characteristics, including the Database Management System used, its device
type, block size and record length, with the following attributes:

• BLOCK-SIZE
• DBMS-USED
• DEVICE
• LABEL
• MAX-RECORD-SIZE
• RECORD-FORMAT
• RPS
• SLACK

3121
Identifies the access method used, the operating system data definition name and the file's physical data set
name with the following attributes:

• ACCESS-MTHD
• DATA-SET-NAME
• MONITOR-NAME

3122
Identifies the type of record in the file with the REC-TYP-NAME attribute.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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3120 FILE Transaction

Use the 3120 FILE transaction to describe the occurrence's basic characteristics, including the database management
system used, its device type, block size and record length. The format for the 3120 transaction follows. Words in
parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3120 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 8 (Optional) Code the Database Management
System used. (DBMS-USED)
Valid Entries:
IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, NONE
Default Value:
NONE

15 6 (Optional) Enter the 1- to 6-character name
of the device type on which the file resides.
(DEVICE)
Valid Entries:
FBA, MDISK, PRT, PUNCH, READER,
TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3380,
3390, 6421, 9345, 3330, 3330II
Default Value:
3380

22 5 (Required) Enter the number indicating the
maximum block size of the file. (BLOCK-
SIZE)
This value must be a multiple of the MAX-
RECORD-SIZE value.
Valid Entries:
1 to 65535
Default Value:
(No default)

28 5 (Required) Enter a value indicating the
maximum size a record defined to the FILE
structure can reach before expanding the
physical record on disk. (MAX-RECORD-
SIZE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 65535
Default Value:
(No default)

34 4 (Optional) Enter the record format for the
file. (RECORD-FORMAT)
Valid Entries:
FBLK, FUNB, VBLK, VUNB, UNDF
Default Value:
FBLK
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39 1 (Optional) Enter Y (yes) if standard labels
are used, N (no) if they are not used.
(LABEL)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

41 1 (Optional) Specify Y (yes) if rotational
position sensing is used and N (no) if it is
not used. (RPS)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

43 4 (Optional) Enter the number of bytes to
be reserved in each block of the file for
expansion. The value must be a number
smaller than the block size. (SLACK)
Valid Entries:
0 to 9999
Default Value:
0

3121 FILE Transaction

Use the 3121 FILE transaction to identify the access method used, the operating system data definition name and the
file's physical data set name.

The format for the 3121 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3121 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Optional) Identify the access method used
with this file. Datacom Datadictionary does
not edit your entry. (ACCESS-MTHD)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

12 8 (Optional) Enter the JCL data definition
name.
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

21 44 (Optional) Enter the physical data set name
of the file. (DATA-SET-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 44 characters
Default Value:
(No default)
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3122 FILE Transaction

Use the 3122 FILE transaction to identify the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the field which defines the
record type for the file structure. The format for the 3122 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear
on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3122 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Optional) Identify the record type. (REC-
TYP-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the FILE occurrence transaction:

 -ADD FILE,PER-REC-HISTORY

 3120 NONE     3350    800   0024  FBLK  Y

 3121 BDAM  PERSON    PER-REC-HIST-FILE

 3122 PER-REC-RECTYPE

 -END

This transaction collection adds the PER-REC-HISTORY file. The 3120 transaction identifies the following:

• NONE as the Database Management System
• 3350 as the device
• 800 as the block size
• 24 as the maximum record size
• A record format of fixed blocked
• Standard labels are used
• Rotational position sensing defaults to yes

The 3121 transaction identifies BDAM as the access method used, PERSON as the data definition name, and PER-REC-
HIST-FILE as the physical data set name.

The 3122 Transaction identifies the field PER-REC-RECTYPE as the field which identifies the record type.

3150 to 3160 TABLE Transactions
In Datacom Datadictionary, use the DDUPDATE batch utility 3150 through 3160 TABLE transactions to maintain TABLE
occurrences. Review use of each numbered transaction, and a sample transaction collection.

Issue a transaction collection consisting of the following information:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• Applicable 3150 through 3160 transactions
• -END transaction

Constraints
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To copy a TEST version of a TABLE occurrence to PROD status and the PROD status occurrence has constraints
defined, first restore the PROD status version to TEST, then make changes and copy the occurrence to PRODuction
status; or change the PROD status version through SQL processing.

Transactions and descriptions follow:

3150
Identifies the physical Datacom/DB attributes for the table as follows:

• CHNG-MASTER-KEY
• CLUSTER-KEY-ID
• CLUSTER-KEY-LEN
• COMPRESS-EXIT
• COMPRESSION
• DATACOM-ID
• DATACOM-NAME
• DBMS-USED
• DUPE-MASTER-KEY
• ENCRYPTION-KEY
• LOGGING
• MOVE-ROW-TO-NEW-PARTITION
• PARTITION
• PIPELINE-OPTION
• RECOVERY

3151
Identifies the maximum sum of the lengths of the fields that can be defined to the table, whether the table defines
an entity in the Datacom Datadictionary, and job control language definition name with the following attributes:

• DD-ENTITY-TABLE
• ENTY-HIST-VERS
• ENTY-NAME-LEN
• MAX-RECORD-SIZE
• MONITOR-NM

3152
Identifies if the table is intended for SQL processing and the necessary specifications with the following attributes:

• AUTHID
• SQL-INTENT
• SQLNAME

3153
Specifies the DATACOM-NAME and SQLNAME values used to access a partitioned table even if all partitions of
the table are not available. (All partitions must be available when using the occurrence names.)

• ANY-PARTITION-AUTHID
• ANY-PARTITION-DATACOM-NAME
• ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME

3154
Identifies the Datacom/DB Data Encryption attributes:

• ENCRYPTION-TYPE
• ENCRYPTION-METHOD
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3160
Provides the occurrence names of the partitioned table and partitioning key for which the table that is specified in
the header transaction is a partition.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

3150 TABLE Transaction

Use the 3150 transaction to identify the physical Datacom/DB attributes for the table. The format for the 3150 transaction
follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3150 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 (Required) Enter the table's 3-character Datacom/DB short name. (DATACOM-NAME)
Valid Entries:
A unique set of 3 characters where the first character is alphabetic.
Default Value:
(No default)

10 3 (Optional) Enter the 1- to 3-digit Datacom/DB table identification number (DATACOM-ID).
Valid Entries:
1 to 240
Default Value:
An available table ID determined during a SET of the database

14 1 (Optional) Specify if the data in a Master Key must be unique. (DUPE-MASTER-KEY)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

16 1 (Optional) Specify if the data in the Master Key can be updated. (CHNG-MASTER-KEY)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
The CHNG-MASTER-KEY and DUPE-MASTER-KEY attributes of the TABLE occurrence are set to Y
when the table is the result of the CREATE TABLE statement in SQL.

18 1 (Optional) Enter Y (yes) to indicate that maintenance to this table is to be logged in the Datacom/DB
Log Area. (LOGGING)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

20 1 (Optional) Enter Y (yes) if standard Datacom/DB data compression is used for the table.
Compression removes three or more consecutive blanks, character zeros, or binary zeros.
(COMPRESSION) If this attribute is Y, the value of the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute must be blank.
See the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute at starting position 43.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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StartingPosition Length Description

22 1 (Optional) If you plan to use Datacom/DB recovery facilities, enter Y (yes). If you do not intend to use
the recovery facilities of Datacom/DB, enter N (no). (RECOVERY)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

24 8 (Optional) Code the Database Management System used. (DBMS-USED)
Valid Entries:
DATACOM or IBM/Db2
Default Value:
DATACOM

33 1 (Optional) Specify if the Pipeline Option of Datacom/DB is to be used. (PIPELINE-OPTION)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

35 3 (Optional) Code the number of high-order characters of the Native Key to be used for the Cluster Key
of the Datacom/DB table. (CLUSTER-KEY-LEN)
Valid Entries:
0 to 177
Default Value:
0

39 3 (Optional) Code an identification number if the table uses the clustering space management option
(SPACE-MNGMNT attribute for AREA is equal to 3). (CLUSTER-KEY-ID)
Valid Entries:
1 to 999
Default Value:
If clustering is used, a unique ID
If clustering is not used, 0

43 8 (Optional) Identify the compression routine used for the table. (COMPRESS-EXIT) If a non-blank
value is specified for this attribute, the value for the COMPRESSION attribute must be N.
See the COMPRESSION attribute at starting position 20.
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 character program name
Default Value:
(No default)

52 8 (Optional) Enter the user-assigned key used for encryption of Datacom/DB tables. The entry must
contain no embedded blanks (X'40') unless for use with Datacom Presspack (ENCRYPTION-KEY).
Valid Entries:
8 characters which contain no embedded blanks
Default Value:
(No default)

61 1 (Optional) Enter the value indicating the role of the table in partitioning (PARTITION).
Valid Entries:
Y: The table partitioned.
N: The table is not involved in partitioning.
R: The table is partitioned but with restricted access (no access to the individual partitions).
P: The table is a partition of a partitioned table.
Default Value:
N
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StartingPosition Length Description

63 1 (Optional) Enter the value indicating whether a row is to be moved to a new partition (Y) if the
value of one of the columns comprising the partitioning key is updated (MOVE-ROW-TO-NEW-
PARTITION).
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

3151 TABLE Transaction

Use the 3151 transaction to specify the following information:

• The maximum sum of the lengths of the FIELD occurrences expected to be defined to the table
• Whether the entity is an entity that is defined to Datacom Datadictionary in the DATA-DICT database
• The maximum length of the occurrence names in Datacom Datadictionary when the table defines the occurrence in the

DATA-DICT database
• The maximum number of HISTory status versions of an occurrence that can exist simultaneously in Datacom

Datadictionary when the table defines the occurrence in the DATA-DICT database
• The job control language definition name used

The format for the 3151 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3151 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Optional) Enter the number indicating the
maximum size that a table can reach before
expanding the physical record on disk.
(MAX-RECORD-SIZE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32720
Default Value:
0

12 1 (Optional) Specify whether the table defines
a Datacom Datadictionary entity-type in
the DATA-DICT database. (DD-ENTITY-
TABLE)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

14 2 (Optional) Use this attribute to specify the
1- to 2-digit maximum length of occurrence
names within the entity-type defined by this
TABLE occurrence. (ENTY-NAME-LEN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32
Default Value:
(No default)
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StartingPosition Length Description

17 3 (Optional) Use this attribute to specify
the maximum number of versions of an
occurrence that can exist simultaneously in
HISTory status in Datacom Datadictionary
for the entity-type that is defined by this
TABLE occurrence. (ENTY-HIST-VERS)
Valid Entries:
1 to 998
Default Value:
(No default)

21 8 (Optional) Enter the JCL data definition
name.
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

3152 TABLE Transaction

The 3152 transaction specifies if the table is intended for SQL processing. The transaction includes an authorization
identifier and the table's SQL name. The format for the 3152 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that
appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3152 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Enter Y (yes) to indicate that the
table is intended for SQL processing. Enter
R to indicate that the table is intended for
SQL read-only processing. (SQL-INTENT)
If changing from one valid entry to
another, see Making Existing Tables SQL
Accessible.
Specifying N means that no SQL access is
allowed.
Valid Entries:
N or Y or R
Default Value:
N

8 32 (Required if a value is entered for the
SQLNAME.) Enter a valid authorization
identifier for a table that you want to
designate accessible by SQL processing.
(AUTHID)
Do not use SYSADM for the AUTHID.
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)
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StartingPosition Length Description

41 32 (Required if SQL-INTENT is Y or R.) Enter
the SQL name for the table. (SQLNAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS
1 to 32 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=DATACOM
Default Value:
(No default)

3153 TABLE Transaction

Use the 3153 TABLE transaction to specify the names used to access a partitioned table even if all partitions of the table
are not available. The format for the 3153 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or
panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3153 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 (Optional, but Required if ANY-PARTITION-
AUTHID or ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME
is specified.) Enter the DATACOM-NAME
to be used to access the partitioned table
even if all partitions are not available. (ANY-
PARTITION-DATACOM-NAME)
Valid Entries:
A set of three characters. The first byte
must be alphabetic. The second and third
bytes can be alphanumeric. If the last
two bytes are XX, a warning is created at
VERIFY and CATALOG time, but this does
not stop a database from being cataloged.
Default Value:
(No default)

10 32 (Optional, but Required if ANY-PARTITION-
SQLNAME is specified.) Enter a valid
authorization identifier for a partitioned table
that you want to designate as accessible by
SQL processing when all partitions may not
be available. (ANY-PARTITION-AUTHID)
Do not use SYSADM for the ANY-
PARTITION-AUTHID.
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters adhering to SQL rules for
Authorization IDs
Default Value:
(No default)
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StartingPosition Length Description

43 32 (Optional) Enter a valid SQL Name for a
partitioned table that you want to designate
as accessible by SQL processing when
all partitions may not be available. (ANY-
PARTITION-SQLNAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS
1 to 32 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=DATACOM
Default Value:
(No default)

3154 TABLE Transaction

Use the 3154 transaction to specify the Data Encryption requirements for the specified TABLE occurrence. The format of
the 3154 transaction follows. Names in parentheses are the attribute names as they appear on batch reports and online
panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 3154 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Enter a valid Encryption Type
Code.
(ENCRYPTION_TYPE)
Valid entries: B or blank
Default value: blank (none)

8 1 (Optional) Enter a valid Encryption Method
Code.
(ENCRYPTION-METHOD) as follows:
A - represents use of AES128
B - represents use of AES192
C - represents use of AES256
Valid entries: A, B, C, or blank
Default value: blank (none)

3160 TABLE Transaction

Use the 3160 TABLE transaction to provide the occurrence names of the partitioned table and partitioning key for
which the table that is specified in the header transaction is a partition. (This establishes the relationships between the
occurrences.) The format for the 3160 transaction follows.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 3160 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Required) Enter the occurrence name of
the TABLE occurrence that is the Parent of
the TABLE occurrence that is specified in
the header.
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StartingPosition Length Description

39 32 (Required) Enter the relative position of
the partition that is named in the header
transaction within the chain of partitions
from the lowest partition key value to
the highest partition key value. $FIRST
indicates that the TABLE occurrence
specified in the header transaction is to be
the first partition in the chain and $LAST
indicates that it is to be the last partition in
the chain.

Sample Transaction Collection

The following example shows TABLE occurrence transactions:

 -ADD TABLE,RECEIPTS

 1000 CONNECT,RECEIPTS-AREA

 3150 A01 011 Y Y Y N Y DATACOM  Y 5

 3151 16000          RECEIPTS

 3152 Y JONES                  RECEIPTS

 -END

This transaction collection adds the RECEIPTS table. Transaction 3150 identifies the following characteristics for the
table:

• The DATACOM-NAME is A01.
• The DATACOM-ID is 11.
• The Master Key can have duplicate values and the values can be modified.
• Logging is specified.
• Compression is not in effect.
• Recovery is specified.
• The Database Management System is DATACOM.
• Pipeline Option is active.
• The first 5 bytes of the Native Key are used for the Cluster Key.
• Datacom Datadictionary assigns a key ID for the Cluster Key when the occurrence is updated to PROD status or when

a 1000 SET transaction is processed.

Transaction 3151 identifies the following characteristics for the table:

• 16000 is the table's maximum record size.
• RECEIPTS is the JCL data definition name.

Transaction 3152 identifies the following characteristics for the table:

• The table is intended to be accessible with SQL processing.
• The authorization identifier is JONES.
• The SQL name is RECEIPTS.

3200 RECORD Transaction
Maintenance of record occurrences is simple because the only mandatory data for a record occurrence is its name. The
name is provided by the -ADD or -UPD header transaction. A RECORD occurrence is described by the sum of all its
associated FIELD, ELEMENT, and KEY occurrences.
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A RECORD transaction collection includes:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• 1000 CONNECT transaction with the -ADD or -CPY header transactions
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 3200 RECORD transaction
• -END transaction

The 1000 CONNECT transaction connects the RECORD occurrence to a FILE occurrence. The format for the 3200
transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 3200 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 4 (Optional) For multi-record files, enter a

user-defined code indicating the type of
record. (TYPE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the RECORD occurrence transaction:

 -ADD RECORD,ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1000 CONNECT,ACCTS-FIL

 3200 DETL

 -END

This transaction collection adds the ACCTS-REC record to the ACCTS-FIL file structure with a record type of DETL.

NOTE
The occurrence names of the record and file are for example only.

4010 to 4020 FIELD Transactions
Use the 4000 FIELD transactions to maintain FIELD occurrences. To accomplish this, use a transaction collection
consisting of:

• -ADD or -UPD header transactions
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• Desired 4010 - 4099 transactions
• -END transaction

Use the -GRP START header to describe the record or table to which you are adding the fields or changing the definition
of the fields. For more information about processing field transactions using the -GRP header, see Using the -GRP
Header Transaction.

NOTE
If you are defining a field that is to be accessible by SQL, the field (FIELD occurrences in Datacom
Datadictionary define columns) must meet the conditions noted in this section.

The following are the transaction codes:
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4010
Positions the field in the table or record and provides the parent name with the following attributes:

• AFTER
• PARENT

4011
Provides comments for the field in any generated copybook of which the field is a member with the LANG-
COMNT attribute.

4012
Adds information about the characteristics of the field such as its type, length, justification, value, class, and other
field edit information with the following attributes:

• CLASS
• DBEDITS
• DECIMALS
• DEFAULT-INSERT
• FORCEADD
• FORCEUPD
• JUSTIFICATION
• LENGTH
• NULL-INDICATOR
• PRECISION
• REDEFINES
• REPEAT
• SIGN
• TYPE
• TYPE-NUMERIC
• UNCHANGEABLE
• VALUE

4013
Adds headings used by other Broadcom products for column titles in reports and panels with the following
attributes:

• HEADING-1
• HEADING-2

4014
Maintains the edit pattern of the field and the profile code used by Dataquery security with the following attributes:

• EDIT-PATTERN
• PROFILE-CODE

4015
Adds valid range values and a short attribute name with the following attributes:

• HIGH-RANGE
• LOW-RANGE
• SHORT-ATTR-NAME

4016
Adds information used in COBOL copybook generation with the following attributes:
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• BLANK-WHEN-ZERO
• DEPENDING-ON

4017
Maintain information used in PL/I copybooks with the following attributes:

• STORAGE
• VARYING

4018
Adds additional information about the data in the field with the following attributes:

• SEMANTIC-MASK
• SEMANTIC-TYPE

4020
Adds an SQL name for the field with the SQLNAME attribute.

4010 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4010 transaction to position the field and provide the parent name. The format for the 4010 transaction follows.
Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4010 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Required) Describe the position of a field
within a record or table or a compound field.
(AFTER)
Valid Entries:
START
Preceding field's name
REMOVE
* (asterisk)
Default Value:
(No default)

39 32 Enter the name of the compound field
within which this field resides. For index,
value, and redefines fields enter the
name of the field to which this field refers.
(PARENT)
Valid Entries:
A valid field name
START
* (asterisk)
Default Value:
START for simple, compound, or filler
fields.
Previous field for index, value, or redefines
field.
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4011 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4011 transaction to add comments for the field in any generated copybook of which the field is a member. The
format for the 4011 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4011 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 36 (Optional) Enter a language comment to be
used in a generated data definition for the
field. (LANG-COMNT)
Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

4012 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4012 transaction to add information about the characteristics of a field such as its type, length, justification, value,
class, and other field edit information. Following is the format of the 4012 transaction. Words in parentheses are names
that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4012 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Enter the field class. The field
classes are: simple (S), compound (C),
value or qualifier (V), filler (F), and index (I).
(CLASS)
For more information, see the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
S, C, V, F, or I
Default Value:
S

8 1 (Optional) Specify the type of data stored in
the field. (TYPE)
For more information, see the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference
for SQL and restrictions, and for a chart
of valid entries, definition of the type, and
the SQL equivalent where applicable.
In this version, the data types K and Z
are replaced by G and type Y (double-
byte character set) is replaced by C with
SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED. Use the
DDCNVLM utility to update all existing
fields of these types to the new types.
Valid Entries:
B, C, D, E, G, H, L, N, S, T, V, W, 2, 4, or 8
Default Value:
C
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10 1 (Optional) Enter L (left) to specify if the
data is stored left justified. Enter R (right)
to specify if the data is stored right justified.
(JUSTIFICATION)
Valid Entries:
L or R
Default Value:
L if the field type is C, G, H, T, V, or W
R for all other field types

12 1 (Optional) Indicate if the field contains
signed numeric data. (SIGN)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

14 5 (Optional) Specify the physical length of the
field in bytes. (LENGTH)
For more information about LENGTH, see
the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.
Valid Entries:
A 1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the
maximum record or table size.
Default Value:
1

20 2 (Optional) For data types B, D, or N, enter
the number of decimal positions for a
numeric field with an implied decimal point.
(DECIMALS)
For more information about the
requirements this entry must meet
based on data type , see the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
The number of decimals must be consistent
with the data type.
Default Value:
0

23 5 (Optional) Specify if this is a repeating field.
(REPEAT)
During SQL processing, repeating fields are
handled as a character field with a length
equal to the length of all occurrences.
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 digits representing the number of
repetitions
Default Value:
1
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29 20 (Optional) Enter the literal value if this is a
value field. (VALUE)
For requirements and restrictions, see the
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.
Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

50 1 (Optional) Specify if this field redefines
another field. (REDEFINES)
For restrictions, see the Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
N, P, or S
Default Value:
N

52 1 (Optional) If the field is signed numeric,
specify the signing convention for the field.
(TYPE-NUMERIC)
For a detailed description of the valid
entries, requirements, and considerations,
see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
C, P, Q, or U
Default Value:
C

54 1 (Optional) Specify if a 1-byte null-indicator
is to precede this field. (NULL-INDICATOR)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

56 1 (Optional) This field invokes data editing
and default processing in Datacom/DB for
ADDITs, UPDATs, and LOADs. (DBEDITS)

For detailed information about requirements
and restrictions, see the  Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Valid Entries:

N or Y

Default Value:

N
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58 1 (Optional) This field forces the field's default
value to be applied during ADDIT/INSERT
when you specify Y (yes). Use this field
to help ensure that the values for the field
are accurate, not just a product of an
application program. (FORCEADD)
For more information about FORCEADD,
see the   Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

60 1 (Optional) This field forces the field's
default value to be applied during UPDAT/
UPDATE when you specify Y (yes). Use
this field to help ensure that the field's
values are accurate, not just a product of an
application program. (FORCEUPD)
For more information about FORCEUPD,
see the   Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

62 1 (Optional) Specify Y (yes) to declare
fields unchangeable after an add.
(UNCHANGEABLE)
For more information about
UNCHANGEABLE, see the   Datacom
Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

64 1 (Optional) Specify the type of default value
that Datacom/DB uses during ADDIT,
INSERT, or UPDAT processing. (DEFAULT-
INSERT)

For more information about DEFAULT-
INSERT, see the   Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.

Valid Entries:

D, N, O, S, or U

Default Value:

N
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66 5 (Optional) Specify the maximum number of
displayable digits allowed in the data stored
in the field.  (PRECISION)
For more information about PRECISION,
see the   Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.
Valid Entries:
Greater than 0 and less than or equal to
LENGTH based on the field's TYPE
Default Value:
For type D
(2x LENGTH) minus 1
For type G
1/2 LENGTH
For type N
LENGTH
For type V
LENGTH minus 2
For type W
(LENGTH minus 2) divided by 2

4013 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4013 transaction to add headings which the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, Ideal for Datacom, Dataquery,
and Dataquery for PC use as column titles in reports and panels. The format for the 4013 transaction follows. Words in
parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4013 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Optional) Enter the first line of the column
heading. (HEADING-1)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

39 32 (Optional) Enter the second line of the
column heading. (HEADING-2)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

4014 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4014 transaction to add or change the edit pattern of the field. The format for the 4014 transaction follows. Words
in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4014 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 24 (Optional) Enter an edit pattern that will
be used with the field by other Broadcom
products in your system. (EDIT-PATTERN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 24 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

31 4 (Optional) Enter the profile code used
by Dataquery security. For more
information, see the person responsible for
administering Dataquery on your system.
(PROFILE-CODE)

Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character code

Default Value:

(No default)

4015 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4015 transaction to add valid range values and a short attribute name. The format for the 4015 transaction
follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4015 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 20 (Optional) If the field has a range of valid
values, enter the lowest valid value. (LOW-
RANGE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

27 20 (Optional) If the field has a range of valid
values, enter the highest valid value.
(HIGH-RANGE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

48 15 (Optional) When defining a Datacom
Datadictionary attribute-type which has a
name longer than 15 bytes, you can specify
a short attribute name. (SHORT-ATTR-
NAME)

Valid Entries:

1 to 15 characters

Default Value:

(No default)
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4016 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4016 transaction to add the DEPENDING-ON name and the BLANK-WHEN-ZERO information. Use this
transaction to input information which is used in COBOL copybook generation.

The format for the 4016 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4016 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Optional) Enter the name of another field
referred to with the DEPENDING-ON verb
in COBOL table handling. (DEPENDING-
ON)
Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:
(No default)

39 1 (Optional) Indicate if you want a COBOL
"BLANK-WHEN-ZERO" clause generated
when a copybook is created. (BLANK-
WHEN-ZERO)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

4017 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4017 transaction to add or change the storage method and the variable field parameter. The format for the 4017
transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4017 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Enter the storage option for the
field. (STORAGE) The type of storage can
be automatic (A), based (B), compound (C),
or static (S)
Valid Entries:
A, B, C, or S
Default Value:
A

8 1 (Optional) Specify if the field can contain
variable length data. (VARYING)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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4018 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4018 transaction to define the data in the field further. You can indicate if the field is to contain dates in special
format supported by other Broadcom products.

The format for the 4018 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4018 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 8 (Optional) Use this 8-byte attribute to define
the data in the field further. (SEMANTIC-
TYPE)

You can indicate if the field is to contain
dates in a special format supported
by SQL or other Broadcom products.
Datacom Datadictionary edits your entry for
compatibility with data type and length if it is
one of the following: BIT-DATA, CA-DATE,
SQL-DATE, SQL-STMP, and SQL-TIME.

For more information about defining this
value for Dataquery, Ideal for Datacom,
and SQL, see the   Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.

Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters

Default Value:

(No default)

15 20 For future use. Other Broadcom products
establish the use of this attribute in further
defining the content of a field. (SEMANTIC-
MASK)

4020 FIELD Transaction

Use the 4020 transaction to add an SQL name for the FIELD occurrence. The format for the 4020 transaction follows.
Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 4020 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 32 (Optional) Enter the SQL name for the field.
(SQLNAME)

For more information, see Naming
Standards.

You cannot change this attribute-value if the
table entity-occurrence is in PROD status.

For more information about this attribute,
see the   Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-
Types Reference.

Valid Entries:

1 to 18 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS

1 to 32 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=DATACOM

Default Value:

(No default)

If the following conditions exist for the
TABLE to which this FIELD belongs,
Datacom Datadictionary assigns a unique
SQLNAME for the field during SET, COPY,
or CATALOG processing:

SQLINTENT=Y

A defined AUTHID

A defined SQLNAME

Example Transaction Collection
The following transaction collection adds fields to the ACCTS TABLE occurrence. The transaction collection
also adds information which describes and delimits each field.
  -GRP START,TABLE,ACCTS(T002)

 -ADD FIELD,ORD-ID

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'ACCOUNTS RECORD TABLE'

 1200 TEXT CLS ORDER

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER USED TO IDENTIFY AN ORDER.

 1200 TEXT END

 4010 START                            START

 4012 S N R Y 00005 00 00001                      N P N N N N N N

 4013 ORDER                            ID

 4015 0100                 5999

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 ORD_ID

 -END

 -ADD FIELD,BILL-DT

  1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'BILLING DATE'

 4010 ORD-ID                           START
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 4012 C C L N 00000 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 4013 BILLING                          DATE

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 BILL_DT

 -END

  -ADD FIELD,BILL-YR

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'BILLING YEAR'

 4010 BILL-DT                          BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 4013 BILLING                          YEAR

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 BILL_YR

 -END

  -ADD FIELD,BILL-MO

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'BILLING MONTH'

 4010 BILL-YR                          BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 4013 BILLING                          MONTH

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 BILL_MO

 -END

  -ADD FIELD,BILL-DAY

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'BILLING DAY'

 4010 BILL-MO                          BILL-DT

 4012 S C L N 00002 00 00001                      N C N N N N N N

 4013 BILLING                          DAY

 4016                                  N

 4017 A N

 4020 BILL_DAY

 -END

 -GRP END

 

This transaction collection adds five fields (ORD-ID, BILL-DT, BILL-YR, BILL-MO, and BILL-DAY) to Version
T002 of the ACCTS table. Because the table name is identified in the -GRP START transaction, each field
ADD transaction does not need to identify the table to which the field is being added.

4099 Field Access Transaction
Use the 4099 transaction to perform attribute maintenance to DATA-DICT field occurrences, such as, ATTRIBUTES. Do
not use this transaction to change Broadcom-installed attributes.

NOTE
To produce a report showing your entries, supply the system override code with a Detail Report for the FIELD
occurrence.

Only use this transaction with approval of your Database Administrator and your Datacom Datadictionary
Administrator.
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To accomplish this, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD or -UPD header transactions
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 4099 transaction
• -END transaction

NOTE
To complete implementation of changes, run DDCFBLD with the -HSD RESET transaction. For more
information, see -HSD RESET - Resetting the HSD Table.

The format for the 4099 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 4099 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 1 (Optional) Indicate the attribute can be

updated through standard Datacom
Datadictionary facilities such as
DDUPDATE or Datacom Datadictionary
online. (MEDIA-ACCESS)
If you code this parameter with N (no) and
you code the retrieval parameter, DATA-
ACCESS, as Y (yes), this attribute cannot
be displayed or updated through normal
Datacom Datadictionary batch and online
facilities.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y

8 1 (Optional) Indicates if the attribute can be
retrieved only by the facilities which have
update capability of the attribute. (DATA-
ACCESS)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

10
 

1 (Optional) Indicates if the attribute can
be updated by Broadcom products other
than Datacom Datadictionary. (INTERNAL-
ACCESS)
Caution: Do not use this parameter to
change the attributes installed with the
product. If you change this parameter, it
renders the attributes unusable by other
Broadcom products and the results are
unpredictable.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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12
 

1 (Optional) Indicates if the attribute can
be updated by a user-written Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF)
program. (USER-ACCESS)
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

14
 

1 (Optional) Indicates if the attribute
can be updated only by the Datacom
Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF).
(DSF-ACCESS)
Caution Do not use this parameter to
change the attributes installed with the
product. If you change this parameter, the
attribute cannot be updated by any user,
only by Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

16
 

3 (Optional) Enter the character length of the
attribute for display or update purposes.
(MEDIA-LENGTH)
Valid Entries:
1- to 3-character numeric length
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following transaction collection updates the access codes for a Datacom Datadictionary attribute for a user-defined
entity-type.

 -UPD FIELD,TERMINAL.TYPE(1)

 4099 N N N Y

 -END

The above transaction disallows update by Datacom Datadictionary batch, online and other Broadcom products, but
allows update by user DSF programs. All facilities can read the attribute data.

5000 to 5100 KEY Transactions
Maintain the KEY occurrences with the 5000 KEY transactions. Review the transaction codes and their formats, attributes,
and uses.

Maintain the KEY occurrences with the 5000 KEY transactions. Use a transaction collection consisting of the following
components:

• -ADD or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 5000 transactions
• -END transaction

The transaction codes are listed below:
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5000
Identifies the information that Datacom/DB needs and contains the following attributes:

• DATACOM-ID
• DATACOM-NAME
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY
• KEY-ASM-NAME
• KEY-CMP-NAME
• KEY-INDEX-NAME
• KEY-TYPE
• MASTER-KEY
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH
• NATIVE-KEY

5005
Identifies the index entry as logically not available for read usage and contains the KEY-USAGE attribute.

5010
Identifies the field maintenance with the following attributes:

• KEY-FIELD-LENGTH
• KEY-FIELD-NAME
• MAINT-ACT

5011
Positions the field in the key with the AFTER-FIELD attribute.

5012
Performs the maintenance of a compiler or Assembler name for a field, specifies ascending or descending order
and whether the key field is data sensitive during sorting. Contains the following attributes:

• ASM-NAME
• COMPILER-NAME
• DATA-SENSITIVE
• ORDER

5100
Indicates the SQL name of the key, specifies that the data in the field or fields in the key are unique within the
table, and specifies whether Datacom/DB is to use the key for direct record access. Contains the following
attributes:

• SQLNAME
• UNIQUE
• DIRECT

5000 KEY Transaction

Use the 5000 KEY transaction to specify:
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• The DATACOM-NAME and ID for the key
• The Master Key status
• The Native Key status
• The Assembler and compiler labels for referencing the key's start
• The maximum length of the key
• The name of the index data set into which the values for this key are stored.
• Whether blanks or binary zeros are included in the Datacom/DB index
• The type of key: an index or a partitioning key

The format for the 5000 KEY transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5000 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Required) Enter the Datacom/DB short
name for the KEY occurrence (DATACOM-
NAME).
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

12 3 (Optional) Enter the 3-digit Datacom/DB
key ID (DATACOM-ID).
Valid Entries:
1 to 999
Default Value:
Datacom Datadictionary assigns an
available number during execution of the
SET function if you do not enter a value.

16 1 (Optional) Specify if this KEY occurrence
is the table's Master Key. A table can have
only one Master Key (MASTER-KEY).
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

18 1 (Optional) Specify if this KEY occurrence
is the table's Native Key. A table can have
only one Native Key (NATIVE-KEY).
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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StartingPosition Length Description

20 3 (Optional) Enter the maximum length of the
longest key if you have keys of unequal
lengths with shared IDs in a Datacom/DB
database (MAX-KEY-LENGTH).
Valid Entries:
1 to 180
Default Value:
Length of longest key

Note: If you create a key longer than 160
bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which
uses CBS, under the following conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY,
SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without
ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a sort,
or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of

columns in the RQA "K" section is
greater than 160 bytes

24 1 (Optional) Enter the value indicating the
role of the key, whether as an index (I) or as
a partitioning key (P). (KEY-TYPE)
Valid Entries:
I or P
Default Value:
I

26 - 28 3 (Optional) Specifies into which index
dataset the values of this key are stored.
This attribute is also used to indicate the
first three characters of the DDNAME (KEY-
INDEX-NAME).
Note: The index IXX data set always
exists and is always used for the space
management index entries and URI index
entries.
Valid Entries:
IXX or Inn where nn (00 - 99)
Default Value:
IXX

32 1 (Optional) Indicate whether key values that
are all blanks (X'40') or all binary zeros
(X'00') are included in or excluded from the
Datacom/DB index (INCLUDE-NIL-KEY).
Specify Y to include these key values or N
to exclude them. This value must be Y if the
value of the MASTER-KEY, NATIVE-KEY,
or UNIQUE attribute is Y.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
Y
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StartingPosition Length Description

34 8 (Optional) If you use Datacom
Datadictionary to create Assembler data
definitions, enter the Assembler name
(KEY-ASM-NAME).
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters left justified, no embedded
blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

43 30 (Optional) If you use Datacom
Datadictionary to generate COBOL or PL/
I data definitions, enter the compiler name.
This name overrides the occurrence name
(KEY-CMP-NAME).
Valid Entries:
1- to 30-characters left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

5005 KEY Transaction

The 5005 KEY transaction expands the use of the 1000 ALTER transaction to the KEY entity-type. This transaction allows
an index entry that is identified to Datacom/DB as logically not available for read usage. Therefore, an attempt to access
rows using this index fails. However, entries in the index are retained. Only retrieval is affected. This ensures that all
programs using the index entry have been modified to use a different key. RAAT, SAAT, or both can limit further access.

Maintenance commands are affected as follows:

• Any access that is not restricted by the KEY-USAGE attribute can perform all maintenance commands.
• Any access that is restricted by the KEY-USAGE attribute cannot issue update or delete commands, as those require

retrieval for update.
• Any access that is restricted by the KEY-USAGE attribute can still issue add commands.

The format for the 5005 transaction follows. The words in parentheses appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5005 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 1 (Optional) Enter the KEY-USAGE.
Valid Entries:
A - Active (The lkey is available for all read
access.)
C - CBS (SAAT)/SQL read access only is
allowed. No RAAT access.
N - No read access by RAAT or CBS
(SAAT)/SQL command is allowed.
R - RAAT read access only is allowed. No
CBS (SAAT/SQL) access.
Default Value:
A

For more information about KEY-USAGE, see KEY Attribute-Types.
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5010 KEY Transaction

Use the 5010 transaction to designate the maintenance action and the name of the field in the key to which the indicated
action applies. The format for the 5010 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or
panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5010 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 (Required) Enter the maintenance action
(MAINT-ACT).
If you specify UPD, a 5011 or 5012
transaction or both must follow. If you do
not follow an ADD maintenance function
with a 5011, the added field defaults to the
last field in the key.
Valid Entries:
UPD, DEL, or ADD
Default Value:
(No default)

10 32 (Required) Enter the occurrence name of
the field to which the action applies (KEY-
FIELD-NAME).
The field must be class C (compound) or S
(simple).
Valid Entries:
Name of the existing field in the key or, for
ADD, in the record or table
Default Value:
(No default)

43 2 (Optional) Enter the length of the column
used in the key. This attribute is only
valid for columns of type C (character). It
specifies the number of characters that are
used to define the key, beginning with the
first character of the column. For all other
types, the entire column must be used in
the key definition (KEY-FIELD-LENGTH).
Valid Entries:
1 to 60
Default Value:
Length of the column

5011 KEY Transaction

Use the 5011 transaction with -ADD and -UPD headers only. The 5011 transaction adds or changes the position of the
field in the key. If you add a field to the key identified in the header transaction with a 5010 transaction and no 5011
transaction, the field is placed at the end of the key. A 5011 transaction must follow a 5010 transaction, which identifies
the maintenance field.
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The format for the 5011 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5011 as the transaction code
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP).

6 32 (Required) Specify the field placement
(AFTER-FIELD).
Valid Entries:
$FIRST, $LAST, or name of the existing
field in the key
Default Value:
$LAST

5012 KEY Transaction

Use the 5012 transaction to add or change a field's compiler or Assembler name, to indicate ascending or descending
order, and to indicate whether the key is treated as data-sensitive during sorting. You can code this transaction only after a
5010 transaction or after both a 5010 transaction and a 5011 transaction.

The format for the 5012 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5012 as the transaction code
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP).

6 30 (Optional) Enter the compiler name for
the field named in the 5010 transaction
(COMPILER-NAME).
Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

37 8 (Optional) Enter the Assembler name for
the field named in the 5010 transaction
(ASM-NAME).
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters left justified, no embedded
blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

46 1 (Optional) Use this field to indicate whether
Datacom/DB is to sequence the field in
the key in ascending or descending order
(ORDER).

Valid Entries:

A or D

Default Value:

A
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StartingPosition Length Description

48 1 (Optional) Enter a Y to have Datacom/DB
sort signed, numeric fields defined to a key
in the correct order (DATA-SENSITIVE).

Valid Entries:

N or Y

Default Value:

N

5100 KEY Transaction

Use the 5100 transaction to indicate that the value of the field or fields in the KEY are unique within the table, and to
specify the SQL name. You can also use this transaction to indicate that the key is to be used for direct record access.
The format for the 5100 KEY transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 5100 as the transaction code
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP).

6 1 (Optional) Specify if the value of the key
must be unique (UNIQUE).
The RECOVERY attribute for all the tables
in the area containing this key must have
RECOVERY=Y. See 3150 to 3160 TABLE
Transactions.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

8 32 (Optional) Enter the SQL name for the key
(SQLNAME).
Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS
1 to 32 characters if SQL Precompiler
option SQLMODE=DATACOM
Default Value:
(No default)

41 1 (Optional) Enter Y in this field to indicate
that the key is used for direct relative record
access (DIRECT).
This type of key can increase performance
when accessing a table. For more
information about DIRECT, see the  
Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N
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Sample Transaction Collections

Refer to the following examples of the KEY occurrence transactions.

 -ADD KEY,ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY(T002)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY'

 1200 TEXT CLS CUSTOMER

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS KEY UNIQUELY IDENTIFIES A CUSTOMER.

 1200 TEXT END

 5000 ACSTI 001 N N 010         Y ACTCUSKY ACCTS-CUST-ID-KEY

 5010 ADD CUST-ID

 5011 $FIRST

 5012 ACT-CUST-ID-KEY                CUSTID   A N

 5100 Y CUST_ID_KEY                      N

 -END

This transaction collection defines CUST-ID-KEY and adds the field CUST-ID. Because columns 26-28 do not specify an
index dataset, the value defaults to IXX.

 -ADD KEY,ACCTS.IND-CD-KEY(T002)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'IND-CD KEY'

 5010 ADD IND-CD

 5011 CUST-ID

 5012 ACT-IND-ID-KEY                 INDCD

 5010 ADD CUST-NO

 5011 IND-CD

 5012 ACT-CUST-NO-KEY                CUSTNO   A N

 5100 Y IND_CD_KEY                         N

 -END

This transaction collection adds the IND-CD-KEY. IND-CD is added as the first field in the key and CUST-NO is added as
the second field.

5200 to 5203 PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE Transactions
Use the 5200 and 5203 PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE transactions to maintain PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
occurrences. To accomplish this, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 5200 transactions
• -END transaction

The following are the transaction codes:

5200
Identifies the Parent (partitioned) table and the partitioning column (field) for the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
occurrence.

5203
Provides the data describing the high value for a partitioning column for the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
occurrence specified in the header transaction.
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• HIGH-RANGE-SIGN
• HIGH-RANGE-VALUE

The following topics are discussed on this page:

5200 PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE Transaction

Use the 5200 PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE transaction to provide the name of the Parent (partitioned) table and the
partitioning column for the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE occurrence specified in the header transaction.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 5200 as the Transaction Code
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 32 (Required) Enter the Datacom
Datadictionary name of the TABLE
occurrence that represents the Parent
(partitioned) table for the table partition with
which this PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE
occurrence is associated.
Valid Entries:
A 1- to 32-character Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name of a table
occurrence with a PARTITION attribute-
value of Y
Default Value:
(No default)

39 32 (Required) Enter the Datacom
Datadictionary name of a FIELD occurrence
of the specified table that is also defined
to a KEY occurrence of that table that is
specified as a partition key.
Valid Entries:
A 1- to 32-character Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name of a
column with a RECORD-NAME attribute-
value matching the TABLE occurrence
name specified above that is also defined
as part of a KEY occurrence of the same
table with a KEY-TYPE attribute-value of P
Default Value:
(No default)

5203 PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE Transaction

Use the 5203 Transaction to provide the data describing the high value for a partitioning column for the PARTITION-
COLUMN-VALUE occurrence specified in the header transaction.

Starting Position Length Description

1 4 Enter 5203 as the Transaction Code
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP).
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6 1 (Optional) Enter the sign value (plus (+)
or minus (-)) or none (N) for a numeric
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE occurrence.
(HIGH-RANGE-SIGN)
Valid Entries:
+, -, or N
Default Value:
For a signed numeric value, +.
For all others, N.
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8 63 (Required) Enter the high range value for
the partition column or the reserved term
HIGH-VALUES. (HIGH-RANGE-VALUE)
Contains
Valid Entries:
A character value, the format of which is
dependent on the TYPE and LENGTH
of the partition column (LENGTH being
the length of the data as it is stored or, for
character columns, the length used for
partitioning purposes), as follows:
TYPE
Character
LENGTH
1-60
Valid Value
1 to 60 characters
If the value is to contain unprintable
characters or begin with one of the
reserved terms, the value can be entered
using hexadecimal notation (X'). For
example, ABc could be entered as
X'C1C283'. If this form is used, the entire
value must be entered in this format with
the X' beginning in column 8 and the
closing single quote no later than column
70. This limits the maximum physical length
of the data to 30 bytes.
In either form, blanks (X'40') fill any trailing
positions.
TYPE
Small Integer (binary halfword)
LENGTH
2
Valid Value
Signed:
0 to 32767 if sign is +
1 to 32768 if sign is -
Data entered is right-justified and zero-filled
if required. Data entered must be no longer
than five characters including leading zeros.
TYPE
Integer (binary fullword)
LENGTH
4
Valid Value
Signed:
0 to 2147483647 if sign is +
1 to 2147483648 if sign is -
Data entered is right-justified and zero-filled
if required. Data entered must be no longer
than ten characters including leading zeros.
TYPE
Numeric (zoned decimal)
LENGTH
1-15
Valid Value
1 to 15 digits (signed)
Data entered is right-justified and zero-filled
if required. Data entered must be no longer
than 15 characters including leading zeros.
TYPE
Decimal (packed decimal)
LENGTH
1-8
Valid Value
1 to 15 digits (signed)
Data entered is right-justified and zero-filled
if required. Data entered must be no longer
than 15 characters including leading zeros.
TYPE
Date
LENGTH
4
Valid Value
Date in ccyymmdd format where:
cc = 00 to 99 centuries
yy = 00 to 99 years
mm = 01 to 12 months
dd = 01 to 31 days
Data entered must be 8 characters.
TYPE
Time
LENGTH
3
Valid Value :.Time in hhmmss format
where:
hh = 00 to 24 hours
mm = 00 to 59 minutes
ss = 00 to 59 seconds
Data entered must be six characters.
TYPE
Timestamp
LENGTH
10
Valid Value
Date and time in
ccyyMMddhhmmssnnnnnn format where:
cc = 00 to 99 centuries
yy = 00 to 99 years
MM = 01 to 12 months
dd = 01 to 31 days
hh = 00 to 23 hours
mm = 00 to 59 minutes
ss = 00 to 59 seconds
nnnnnn = 0 to 999999 microseconds
Data entered must be at least 14
characters. If less than 20 characters are
entered, the final, unfilled positions are
zero-filled.
Valid entries also include the term HIGH-
VALUES.
For all signed columns:
HIGH-VALUES = the highest positive value
possible for the column
Default Value:
(No default)
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Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE occurrence transactions:

  -ADD PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE,PART-TABLE-1.PART-1-COL1(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE FOR PART-TABLE-1'

 5200 PART-TABLE                       COLUMN-1

 5203   0499

 -END

 

This transaction collection defines PART-1-COL1.

  -ADD PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE,PART-TABLE-2.PART-2-COL2(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE FOR PART-TABLE-2'

 5200 PART-TABLE                       COLUMN-2

 5203   HIGH-VALUES

 -END

 

This transaction collection defines PART-2-COL2.

6000 to 6011 ELEMENT Transactions
Learn how to use the 6000 ELEMENT transactions to maintain ELEMENT occurrences when updating Datacom
Datadictionary with the DDUPDATE batch facility.

Use the 6000 ELEMENT transactions to maintain ELEMENT occurrences. To accomplish this, use a transaction collection
consisting of the following:

• -ADD or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• Desired 6000 to 6011 transactions
• -END transaction

The following are the transaction codes:

6000
Assigns the DATACOM-NAME, describes the security code and provides the Assembler and compiler labels with
the following attributes:

• ASM-NAME
• COMPL-NAME
• DATACOM-NAME
• SECURITY-CODE

6010
Performs field maintenance with the following attributes:

• FIELD-NAME
• MAINT-ACT

6011
Performs maintenance on a field's compiler or Assembler name with the following attributes:
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• ASM-NAME
• COMPILER-NAME

The following topics are discussed on this page:

6000 ELEMENT Transaction

Use the 6000 transaction to:

• Assign a DATACOM-NAME to the element
• Describe the security code required to access the element
• provide the Assembler and compiler labels

The Source Language Generation Facility (SLG) uses the DATACOM-NAME to name the group of statements it produces.
For a Datacom/DB table, the DATACOM-NAME attribute-value also serves as the element name by which data is
accessed in the database.

Following is the format for the 6000 transaction. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 6000 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 5 (Required) Enter the Datacom/DB short
name for the element. (DATACOM-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

12 2 (Optional) Enter a Datacom/DB security
code. This symbol is required to access the
element. (SECURITY-CODE)
Valid Entries:
00 to FF (hexadecimal)
Default Value:
(No default)

15 8 (Optional) Enter the Assembler name for
the element. (ASM-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters left justified, no embedded
blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

24 30 (Optional) Enter the complier name for the
element. (COMPL-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters, left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)
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6010 ELEMENT Transaction

Use the 6010 transaction to add, delete, or update a field in an element. This transaction designates the maintenance
action and field name to which the maintenance action applies. If you plan to code a 6011 transaction you must code the
6010 transaction.

The format for the 6010 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 6010 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 (Required) Enter the maintenance action
to be performed on a field in an element.
For example, code UPD to update the
Assembler or compiler name using the
6011 transaction. (MAINT-ACT)
Valid Entries:
ADD, DEL, or UPD
Default Value:
(No default)

10 32 (Required) Enter the field name on which
the maintenance is to be performed.
(FIELD-NAME)
For an ADD maintenance action, enter any
1- to 32-character field name not already in
the element but contained in the RECORD
or TABLE substructure.
For an UPD or DEL maintenance action,
enter any 1- to 32-character field that exists
in the element.
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

6011 ELEMENT Transaction

Use the 6011 transaction to add or change a field's compiler or Assembler name. If you code this transaction, it must
follow the 6010 transaction that specifies an ADD or UPD maintenance action.

The format for the 6011 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 6011 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 30 (Optional) Enter the compiler name for
the field identified in the 6010 transaction.
(COMPILER-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters, left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)
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37 8 (Optional) Enter the Assembler name for
the field identified in the 6010 transaction.
(ASM-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters, left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the ELEMENT occurrence transactions:

  -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS.ACCTS-REC(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN','DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'FULL RECORD ELEMENT'

 1200 TEXT ADD

 THIS IS THE ACCOUNTS RECORD ELEMENT IN THE ACCTS TABLE OCCURRENCE.

 1200 TEXT END

 6000 ACTFL  00 ACCTREC  ACCTS

 6010 ADD ORD-ID

 6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the ACCTS element in status T001 with the following:

• Author is DEMO ADMIN.
• Controller is DEMO ADMIN.
• The element is described as FULL RECORD ELEMENT.
• Text describes the element in greater detail.
• It has a short name of ACTFL.
• 00 is the security code.
• Compiler name is ACCTS.
• Assembler name is ACCTS.

The 6010 transaction adds the field ORD-ID to the ACCTS element.

The 6011 transaction adds the compiler name of ACT-ORD-ID and Assembler name of ORDID.

The following example transaction collections add single-field elements:

  -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN','DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'CUST-ID ELEMENT'

 6000 ACTCS 00 ACTCUST  ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID

 6010 ADD CUST-ID

 6011 ACT-CUST-ID                    CUSTID

 -END

 -ADD ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID(T001)

 1001 'DEMO ADMIN','DEMO ADMIN'

 1002 'ORD-ID ELEMENT'

 6000 ACTOR 00 ACTORDID ACCTS-REC-ORD-ID

 6010 ADD ORD-ID

 6011 ACT-ORD-ID                     ORDID

 -END
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6100 LIBRARY Transaction
The 6100 transaction identifies the type of library the occurrence uses. It is only used to maintain LIBRARY occurrences.
To accomplish this, use a transaction collection consisting of:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 6100 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 6100 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 6100 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 8 (Optional) Identify the library system used.
(LIBRARY-TYPE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 6100 LIBRARY transactions:

  -ADD LIBRARY,SYS1-MACLIB

 6100 VOLLIE

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the SYS1-MACLIB occurrence to the LIBRARY entity and identifies the occurrence's
library system as VOLLIE.

  -UPD LIBRARY,SYS1-MACLIB(1)

 6100 ROSCOE

 -END

 

This -UPD transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the above -ADD transaction collection. The library
system is changed from VOLLIE to ROSCOE.

6200 MEMBER Transaction
The 6200 transaction identifies the occurrence's library name, the language used, and the library in which it resides. It is
only used to maintain MEMBER occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit
your entries.

To maintain a MEMBER occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:
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• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 6200 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 6200 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 6200 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Enter the library member name.

(MEMBER-ID)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 5 (Optional) Identify the language of the
member.
(MEMBER-LANG)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

21 8 (Optional) Enter the name of the library
used.
(LIBRARIAN-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 6200 MEMBER transactions:

 -ADD MEMBER,PROG-A

 6200 MOD-ID-A

 -END

This transaction collection adds the PROG-A occurrence to the MEMBER entity and identifies the MOD-ID-A library
member.

 -UPD MEMBER,PROG-A(1)

 6200 MOD-ID-B

 -END

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the previous -ADD transaction collection. The member ID is
changed from MOD-ID-A to MOD-ID-B.

7011 to 7025 PARTITION-VALUE Transactions
Use the 7011 to 7025 transactions to define the lower and upper bounds that Datacom STAR uses to partition a database.
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Datacom STAR uses a conditional expression consisting of a maximum of 250 bytes to determine the lower and upper
boundaries when it partitions a table in a database. For more information, see the Datacom STAR documentation.

To maintain a PARTITION-VALUE occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• One to five transactions, 7011 through 7015
• One to five transactions, 7021 through 7025
• -END transaction

The following topics are discussed on this page:

7011 to 7015 PARTITION-VALUE Transactions

Use the 7011 through 7015 transactions to specify the LOWER-BOUNDS-1 through LOWER-BOUNDS-5 attribute-values.
When you specify more than one of these attributes, Datacom STAR concatenates them in sequential order to form a
conditional expression.

The format for the transaction collection follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter one of the transaction codes 7011 to
7015.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 50 Enter the conditional expressions that set
the lowest value for the PARTITION-VALUE
range. (LOWER-BOUNDS-1 through
LOWER-BOUNDS-5)
Valid Entries:
$LOW or a 50-character segment of a
conditional expression
Default Value:
(No default)

7021 to 7025 PARTITION-VALUE Transactions

Use the 7021 through 7025 transactions to specify the UPPER-BOUNDS-1 through UPPER-BOUNDS-5 attribute-values.
When you specify more than one of these attributes, Datacom STAR concatenates them in sequential order to form a
conditional expression.

The format for the transactions follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter one of the transaction codes 7021 to
7025.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 50 Enter the conditional expressions that
set the highest value for the PARTITION-
VALUE range.
(UPPER-BOUNDS-1 through UPPER-
BOUNDS-5).
Valid Entries:
$HIGH or a 50-character segment of a
conditional expression
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are valid transactions to define PARTITION-VALUE occurrences.

 -USR DDA,DDA,002

 -ADD PARTITION-VALUE,LO-ORDERS(1)

 7011 $LOW

 7021 ORD-ID=33333

 -END

 -ADD PARTITION-VALUE,MID-ORDERS(1)

 7011 ORD-ID=33334

 7021 ORD-ID=66666

 -END

 -ADD PARTITION-VALUE,HI-ORDERS(1)

 7011 ORD-ID=66667

 7021 $HIGH

 -END

The -ADD transaction provides the entity-type, the occurrence name and the occurrence status/version. The 7011
transactions provide the conditional expressions that establish the lowest value for the partitions. The 7021 transactions
provide the conditional expressions that establish the highest value for the partitions.

7100 PANEL Transaction
Use the 7100 transaction to identify the occurrence's panel ID. This transaction is only used to maintain PANEL
occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a PANEL occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7100 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7100 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7100 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 3 (Optional) Enter the panel identifier.
(PANEL-ID)
Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7100 PANEL transactions:

  -ADD PANEL,LOGOSCREEN

 7100 S01

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the LOGOSCREEN occurrence to the PANEL entity and instructs that it be identified as
the S01 panel.

  -CPY PANEL,LOGOSCREEN(2)

 1001 'GEORGE DICKENS' 'HR DESIGNER'

 -END

 

This example requests that PANEL LOGOSCREEN Version 2 be copied to the next available version. It additionally
specifies that the author, George Dickens and the controlling authority, the HR Designer, be assigned to the new version.

  -UPD PANEL,LOGOSCREEN(1)

 7100 S02

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the previous -ADD transaction collection. The panel ID is
changed from S01 to S02.

7110 SYSTEM Transaction
Use the 7110 transaction to describe a data processing system's name, design and implementation dates, and user
department. This transaction is only used to maintain SYSTEM occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom
Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a SYSTEM occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7110 transaction
• -END transaction

Datacom Datadictionary supports 15-character application names in this transaction. To add a longer application name,
use the 7999 transaction. See 7999 Application Attribute Transaction.

The format for the 7110 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7110 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 15 (Optional) Code the name of the
application. (APPLICATION)
To add an application name greater than 15
characters, use the 7999 transaction.
Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

22 8 (Optional) Enter the date the system was
designed.
(DATE-DESIGN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

31 8 (Optional) Enter the date the system was
implemented. (DATE-IMPLEM)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

40 15 (Optional) Enter the end-user name.
(SYSTEM-USER)
Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

56 3 (Optional) Enter the Ideal for Datacom short
system ID.
(SHORT-SYSTEM-ID)
Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7110 transactions:

  -ADD SYSTEM,RESOURCES

 7110 RESOURCES-IDENT 12/11/09 01/13/10 TOP-MANAGEMENT

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the resources occurrence to the SYSTEM entity and indicates that the application be
named RESOURCES-IDENT. The system was designed (or finished) December 11, 2009 and was implemented January
13, 2010. The end user is TOP-MANAGEMENT.

  -UPD SYSTEM,RESOURCES(1)

 7110                 05/12/10

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the previous transaction collection. Only the design date is
updated in the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.
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7120 PROGRAM Transaction
Use the 7120 transaction to describe a program by name, language, operating system, category, creation date,
modification date, and precompilation date. This transaction is only used to maintain PROGRAM occurrences. Use for
documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a PROGRAM occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7120 transaction
• -END transaction

In addition, the program can be assigned an APPLICATION-NAME using the 7999 transaction. For more information, see
7999 Application Attribute Transaction.

The format for the 7120 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7120 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Code the name of the program.

It is recommended that the name be the
same as the name assigned on the Source
Statement Library. (IDENT)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 5 (Optional) Code the language in which the
program is written. (LANGUAGE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

21 6 (Optional) Code the operating system under
which the program operates. (OP-SYS)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

28 15 (Optional) Code any program type that may
help identify or categorize the program.
(TYPE-PROGRAM)
Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

44 8 (Optional) Code the date the program was
written. (DATE-WRITTEN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)
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53 8 (Optional) Code the date the program was
modified. (DATE-MODIFIED)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

62 8 (Optional) Code the date the program was
precompiled. (DATE-PRECOMP)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7120 transactions:

  -ADD PROGRAM,INVENTORY-UPD

 7120 INVUPD   COBOL z/OS   UPDATE           12/11/13  01/13/14

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the INVENTORY-UPD occurrence to the PROGRAM entity. The program is named
INVUPD, is a COBOL program, and runs under z/OS. The type of program is UPDATE. It was written (or finished) on
December 11, 2013, and was modified on January 13, 2014.

  -UPD PROGRAM,INVENTORY-UPD(1)

 7120                                                   05/12/14

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the previous transaction. Only the modification date is
updated in the INVENTORY-UPD occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7130 MODULE Transaction
Use the 7130 transaction to describe a module's name, language, operating system, category, creation date, modification
date, and precompilation date. This transaction is only used to maintain MODULE occurrences. Use for documentation
purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a MODULE occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7130 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7130 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7130 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 8 (Optional) Code the name of the module.
Make the name the same as the name
assigned on the Source Statement Library.
(IDENT)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 5 (Optional) Code the language of the
module. (LANGUAGE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

21 6 (Optional) Code the name of the operating
system under which the module operates.
(OP-SYS)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

28 15 (Optional) Code any data that might further
identify or classify the module. (TYPE-
MODULE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

44 8 (Optional) Code the date that the module
was written. (DATE-WRITTEN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

53 8 (Optional) Code the date that the module
was last modified. (DATE-MODIFIED)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

62 8 (Optional) Code the date that the module
was precompiled. (DATE-PRECOMP)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7130 transactions:

  -ADD MODULE,RSCE-PGM-MOD-UP

 7130 RCPGMUPD COBOL z/OS    UPDATES PSC PGM 12/11/13
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 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the RCSE-PGM-MOD-UP occurrence to the MODULE entity. The module name is
RCPGMUPD, the value for the TYPE-MODULE attribute is UPDATES PSC PGM, and the module was written (or
finished) on December 11, 2013. The language used is COBOL and the module runs under z/OS.

  -UPD MODULE,RCSE-PGM-MOD-UPD(1)

 7130                                       01/13/14

 -END

 

This transaction collection udpates the occurrence added in the previous transaction. Only the modification date is
updated in the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7140 AUTHORIZATION Transaction
Use the 7140 transaction to identify the classification name of the authorization assigned to the occurrence. This
transaction is only used to maintain AUTHORIZATION occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom
Datadictionary does not edit your entries. See the Security Overview for information about Datacom
Datadictionary security and authorizing users.

To maintain an AUTHORIZATION occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7140 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7140 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

 StartingPosition  Length  Description 
1 4 Enter 7140 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 12  (Optional) Enter the security classification

code that has been established to identify
authorization assigned to the occurrence.
(CLASS-CODE)
 Valid Entries: 
1 to 12 characters
 Default Value: 
(No default)

 Example Transaction Collections 

The following are examples of the 7140 transactions:

 -ADD AUTHORIZATION,PAYROLL

 7140 LEVEL-ONE

 -END

This transaction collection adds the PAYROLL occurrence to the AUTHORIZATION entity and describes its authorization
to be LEVEL-ONE.

 -UPD AUTHORIZATION,PAYROLL(1)

 7140 LEVEL-TWO
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 -END

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the previous transaction. The authorization level for the
payroll department is updated to LEVEL-TWO.

7150 to 7156 PERSON Transactions
Learn how to use the 7150, 7155, and 7156 PERSON transactions to identify a person's job, language, and full name.
Learn how to structure the transaction collection and the format for the 7150, 7155, and 7156 transaction codes.

Use the 7150, 7155, and 7156 transactions to identify a person's job, language, and full name. For information about
Datacom Datadictionary security and authorizing users, see the Security Overview.

To maintain a PERSON occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7150, 7155, and 7156 transactions
• -END transaction

The following are the transaction codes:
7150

Identifies the job characteristics of a person with the following attributes:

• EMPLOYEE-IDENT
• JOB-GRADE
• JOB-TITLE
• ORGANIZATION

7155
Identifies the person's language with the following attributes:

• LANGUAGE
• LANGUAGE-CODE

7156
Identifies the person's full name with the NAME attribute.

7150 PERSON Job Transaction

The format for the 7150 transaction follows. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your
entries. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 7150 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 6 (Optional) Enter an identification of the organization, department, or section with which
the person is associated. (ORGANIZATION)
Valid Entries: 1 to 6 characters
Default Value: (No default)

13 9 (Optional) Code the alphanumeric identification number of the person. (EMPLOYEE-
IDENT)
Valid Entries: 1 to 9 characters
Default Value: (No default)
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StartingPosition Length Description

23 20 (Optional) Code the person's job title. (JOB-TITLE)
Valid Entries: 1 to 20 characters
Default Value: (No default)

44 6 (Optional) Code the person's alphanumeric job grade. (JOB-GRADE)
Valid Entries: 1 to 6 characters
Default Value: (No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7150 transactions:

• This transaction collection adds the DICKENS occurrence to the PERSON entity and indicates that the person is
associated with the document section, is a writer, and is a GS-10.

 -ADD PERSON,DICKENS

 7150 DOCMNT 54377     WRITER               GS-10

 -END

• This transaction updates information added with the previous transaction. Only the job title is updated for the
occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

 -UPD PERSON,DICKENS(1)

 7150                  EDITOR

 -END

7155 PERSON Language Transaction

The format for the 7155 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 7155 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 3 Reserved.

10 10 (Optional) Enter the person's language. (LANGUAGE)
Valid Entries:

• ARABIC
• DANISH
• DUTCH
• ENGLISH
• FRENCH
• GERMAN
• GERMAN2
• ITALIAN
• JAPANESE
• KOREAN
• NORWEGIAN
• PORTUGUESE
• SPANISH
• SWEDISH

Default Value: ENGLISH
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StartingPosition Length Description

21 1 (Optional) Enter the code for the person's language. (LANGUAGE-CODE)
Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry and does not verify that the code
matches the language specified in the LANGUAGE attribute-value.
• Arabic=B
• Danish=9
• Dutch=6
• English=1
• Finnish=4
• French=5
• German=2
• German2=3
• Italian=8
• Japanese=C
• Korean=D
• Norwegian=F
• Portuguese=E
• Spanish=7
• Swedish=A
Valid Entries: 1 to 9, A
Default Value: (No default)

Example Transaction Collection

Following is an example of an -UPD transaction collection that uses the 7155 transaction. The PERSON occurrence is
updated to change the person's language.

 -UPD PERSON,DICKENS(1)

 7155     ENGLISH

 -END

Only the person's language is updated for the occurrence. Notice the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7156 PERSON Name Transaction

The format for the 7156 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 7156 as the transaction code. (DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 60 (Optional) Code the full name of the person. (NAME)
Valid Entries: 1 to 60 characters
Default Value: (No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7156 transactions:

• This transaction collection adds the JONES occurrence to the PERSON entity and describes the full name as Pat
Jones.

 -ADD PERSON,JONES

 7156 PAT JONES
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 -END

• This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction by changing the name.

 -UPD PERSON,JONES(1)

 7156 PATRICK JONES

 -END

7160 REPORT Transaction
Use the 7160 transaction to describe reports that can be generated by an installation. This transaction is only used to
maintain REPORT occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

The following topic is discussed on this page:

To maintain a REPORT occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7160 transaction
• -END transaction

Application names of 1 to 15 characters can be entered using this transaction. To add a longer application name, use the
7999 transaction. For more information, see 7999 Application Attribute Transaction.

The format of the 7160 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7160 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Code an identification that

conforms to the user's report naming
conventions. (IDENT)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 15 (Optional) Code the name of the application
that produces the report. (APPLICATION)
Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

31 8 (Optional) Code the date the report was
written.
(DATE-WRITTEN)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

40 8 Reserved for future use.
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49 6 (Optional) Code the form number used to
print the report. (FORM-NBR)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

56 4 (Optional) Code the number of copies to
printed. (NBR-COPIES)
Valid Entries:
1 to 9999
Default Value:
(No default)

61 8 (Optional) Code the type of carriage control
used with the report. (CARR-CNTL)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7160 transactions:

  -ADD REPORT,RESOURCES

 7160 RSC-POOL RSC-PGM-UP      12/11/09          RFM-01    5

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the RESOURCES occurrence to the REPORT entity and describes the report name as
RSC-POOL. It is produced by the program RSC-PGM-UP, was written December 11, 2009, and uses the form RFM-01.
Five copies are made.

  -UPD REPORT,RESOURCES(1)

 7160                                                      3

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction. Only the number of copies is
updated for the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7161 DOCUMENT Transaction

Use the 7161 transaction to describe documents that an installation can generate. This transaction is only used to
maintain DOCUMENT occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a DOCUMENT occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7161 transaction
• -END transaction
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The format of the 7161 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description

1 4 Enter 7161 as the transaction code.
(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)

6 8 (Optional) Code the date that the document
was modified. (MODIFIED-DATE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 6 (Optional) Code the time that the document
was modified. (MODOFIED-TIME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

22 8 (Optional) Code the date that the document
was compiled. (COMPILED-DATE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

29 6 (Optional) Code the time that the document
was compiled. (COMPILED-TIME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following examples represent 7160 transactions:

  -ADD REPORT,RESOURCES

  7160 RSC-POOL RSC-PGM-UP      12/11/09          RFM-01    5

  -END

 

This transaction collection adds the RESOURCES occurrence to the REPORT entity and describes the report name as
RSC-POOL. It is produced by the program RSC-PGM-UP, was written December 11, 2009, and uses the form RFM-01.
Five copies are made.

  -UPD REPORT,RESOURCES(1)

  7160                                                      3

  -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction. Only the number of copies is
updated for the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.
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7170 JOB Transaction
Use the 7170 transaction to describe batch jobs by name, the operating system, accounting information, memory
requirements, class, message class and level, priority, and processing time. This transaction is only used to maintain JOB
occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a JOB occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7170 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7170 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7170 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Code the job identification.

(IDENT)
Conform to your site's job naming
conventions.
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 6 (Optional) Code the operating system under
which the job operates. (OP-SYS)
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

22 20 (Optional) Code any accounting information
applicable to the job. (ACCOUNTING-
INFO)
Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

43 4 (Optional) Code the number of 1024-byte
blocks of main memory to be allocated for
the job. (REGION-SIZE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 4 digits
Default Value:
(No default)

48 1 (Optional) Code the job class. (CLASS)
Valid Entries:
1 character
Default Value:
(No default)
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50 1 (Optional) Code the message class which
reflects the routing of the job. (MSGCLASS)
Valid Entries:
1 character A to Z
Default Value:
(No default)

52 2 (Optional) Code the message level
indicating what output is to be written as
part of the output listing. (MSGLEVEL)
Valid Entries:
1 or 2 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

55 2 (Optional) Code the job priority.
(PRIORITY)
Valid Entries:
1 or 2 digits
Default Value:
(No default)

58 6 (Optional) Code the amount of time the job
uses while executing. (RUN-TIME)
The suggested format is mmmsss where
mmm is minutes and sss is seconds.
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 digits
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7170 transactions:

  -ADD JOB,SALE-PROCESS

 7170 UPD-SOP6 z/OS                   400

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the SALE-PROCESS occurrence to the JOB entity and describes the job name as UPD-
SOP6. The operating environment is z/OS and 400 1024-byte blocks are allocated for the job.

  -UPD JOB,SALE-PROCESS(1)

 7170                                       500

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction. Only the block allocation is
updated. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7180 STEP Transaction
Use the 7180 transaction to describe a job step by ID, accounting information, blocks of memory allocated, priority, and
execution time. This transaction is only used to maintain STEP occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom
Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a STEP occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:
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• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7180 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7180 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7180 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Code the identification of the

step within the job based upon user naming
conventions. (IDENT)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

15 20 (Optional) Code any accounting
information that is to be used with the step.
(ACCOUNTING-INFO)
Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

36 4 (Optional) Code the number of 1024-byte
blocks of main memory to be allocated for
the step. (REGION-SIZE)
Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

41 2 (Optional) Code the internal dispatching
priority of the step. (DISP-PRIOR)
Valid Entries:
1 or 2 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

44 6 (Optional) Code the time the step uses
while executing. (RUN-TIME)
The suggested format is mmmsss where
mmm is minutes and sss is seconds.
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7180 transactions:

  -ADD STEP,LIBRARY-UPDATE

 7180 LIBUPD                         450

 -END
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This transaction collection adds the LIBRARY-UPDATE occurrence to the STEP entity, describes the step name as
LIBUPD, and allocates 450 1024-byte blocks for the step.

  -UPD STEP,LIBRARY-UPDATE(1)

 7180                                520

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction. Only the block allocation is
updated for the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

7190 DATAVIEW Transaction
Use the 7190 transaction to identify the DATAVIEW occurrence by the DATAVIEW's Assembler and compiler names,
security code, and update capability. This transaction is only used to maintain DATAVIEW occurrences. Use for
documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To maintain a DATAVIEW occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, and -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7190 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7190 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7190 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) Enter the Assembler name for

the dataview. (ASSEMBLER-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters left justified, no embedded
blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

15 30 (Optional) Enter the compiler name for the
dataview. (COMPILER-NAME)
Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters left justified, no
embedded blanks or nulls
Default Value:
(No default)

46 6 Updateable only at the direction of
Broadcom personnel.
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53 1 (Optional) Indicate if Ideal for Datacom is
to use this dataview for updating purposes
or if the data is to be used for read only.
(UPDATE-INTENT)
To allow updating, enter Y. For read only
purposes, enter N or accept the default.
Valid Entries:
N or Y
Default Value:
N

Example Transaction Collections

The following are examples of the 7190 transactions:

  -ADD DATAVIEW,DV1

 7190 ELNAME

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds the DV1 occurrence to the DATAVIEW entity and specifies that it be identified as having
the Assembler name of ELNAME.

  -ADD DATAVIEW,ACCOUNTS-DVW(T001)

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$FIRST

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-ELM(T001)

 1003 RELT,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC.CUST-ID-ELM(T001),$INTERNAL

 1003 AFTER,$LAST

 7190 ACCOUNTS                                       N

 -END

 

This transaction collection adds ACCOUNTS-DVW with the elements ACCTS-REC-ELM, ORD-ID-ELM, and CUST-ID-
ELM with UPDATE-INTENT specified as Y for yes.

  -UPD DATAVIEW,DV1(1)

 7190 ELNAME2

 -END

 

This -UPD transaction collection updates the occurrence added in the first -ADD transaction collection above. The
Assembler name is changed from ELNAME to ELNAME2.

7999 Application Attribute Transaction
Use the 7999 transaction to add an APPLICATION attribute-value to a PROGRAM occurrence or to add an APPLICATION
attribute-value longer than 15 characters to a REPORT or SYSTEM occurrence. Application names of up to 15 characters
can be added on the appropriate maintenance transactions previously documented for REPORT and SYSTEM
occurrences. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entries.

To add an APPLICATION attribute to a PROGRAM, REPORT, or SYSTEM occurrence, use a transaction collection
consisting of the following:
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• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7999 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7999 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7999 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 32 (Optional) Enter the application name of

the PROGRAM, REPORT or SYSTEM
occurrence. (APPLICATION)
Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 7999 transaction:

  -UPD SYSTEM,TEST-SYSTEM(1)

 7999 TEST-SYSTEM-PAYROLL-APPLICATION

 -END

 

This transaction collection updates Version 1 of the TEST-SYSTEM occurrence of the SYSTEM entity-type and specifies
that it be identified as having the application name of TEST-SYSTEM-PAYROLL-APPLICATION.

7210 NODE Transaction
The 7210 NODE Transaction is replaced by the 7211 NODE Transaction in this version.

7211 NODE Transaction
Use the 7211 NODE transaction to identify the DD-BASEID and physical location. This transaction is only used to
maintain NODE occurrences.

To maintain a NODE occurrence, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction (Note: The occurrence name for NODE cannot exceed eight characters.)
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• 7211 transaction
• -END transaction

The format for the 7211 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 7211 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
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6 5 (Optional) Enter the DATACOM-ID of the
DATA-DICT database for the node. (DD-
BASE-ID)
Valid Entries:
00001 to 05000
Default Value:
(No default)

12 30 (Optional) Enter the physical location of the
node. (LOCATION)
Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collection

The following is an example of the 7211 transaction:

 -ADD NODE,TESTNODE(1)

 7211 00426 DALLAS

 -END

This transaction collection adds the TESTNODE(1) occurrence to the NODE entity, specifies that the DATA-DICT
DATABASE-ID for the node is 00426, and that its location is Dallas.

9000 User-Defined Transactions
User-defined entity-types are unique to specific needs. You maintain occurrences of user-defined entities with the header
and maintenance transactions and your own custom-designed transaction in the 9000 series. 

The provided examples are for demonstration purposes only. The following example is for a user-defined TERMINAL
entity and the transaction code for the example is 9060.

To maintain a user-defined transaction, use a transaction collection consisting of the following:

• -ADD, -CPY, or -UPD header transaction
• Optional 1000 through 1500 transactions
• The user-defined transactions in the 9000 series
• -END transaction

The format for an example 9000 transaction follows. Words in parentheses are names that appear on reports or panels.

StartingPosition Length Description
1 4 Enter 9060 as the transaction code.

(DDMAINT-REC-TYP)
6 8 (Optional) The terminal name.

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)
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15 8 (Optional) The terminal manufacturer
Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

24 3 (Optional) The ID of the terminal.
Valid Entries:
3 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

28 6 (Optional) The controller of the terminal.
Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

35 16 (Optional) The physical location of the
terminal.
Valid Entries:
1 to 16 characters
Default Value:
(No default)

Example Transaction Collections

The following are user-defined entity transaction examples:

The TERMINAL entity example is used. The 9060 Terminal transaction in this example, is used to describe selected
characteristics about the local use of terminals.

 -ADD TERMINAL,DATA-ENTRY

 9060 227-D    TELEX    028 271    ROOM-144

 -END

This transaction collection adds the DATA-ENTRY occurrence to the TERMINAL entity and describes the attribute-values
of the occurrence.

 -UPD TERMINAL,DATA-ENTRY(1)

 9060                   030

 -END

This transaction collection updates the occurrence added with the previous transaction. Only the terminal ID is updated for
the occurrence. Note the correct positioning of the attribute-value.

DDUTILTY - Producing Reports and Source Language Statements
Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY supports printing batch reports and generating source language
statements by including a transaction collection in your DDUTILTY batch job stream or DDUTILTY SYSIN file.

The transaction collection for printing a batch report specifies the requirements of the report. Several reports can be
processed in the same run of the DDUTILTY or the DDUPDATE utilities.

For more information about controlling condition code settings, see Overriding Condition Code Settings.
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Obtaining a Report
Datacom Datadictionary, through its batch reporting facility, produces numerous reports to satisfy Datacom Datadictionary
management information needs. Most reports can be produced for both standard and user-defined entity-types. The
following sections detail the tasks to request a report.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Types

You can produce the following reports with the reporting capabilities of Datacom Datadictionary in the DDUPDATE and
DDUTILTY utilities:

Type Description See

Alias Report Lists all occurrences associated with
selected aliases.

Alias Report

Definitions
Report

Lists relationships and their definitions for a
specified entity-type or all entity-types.

Definitions Report

Descriptors
Report

Lists occurrences associated with selected
descriptor words.

Descriptors Report

Detail Report Lists detailed information about
occurrences. Optional selectors are
available to modify the report to include
aliases, descriptors, or text information.

DDUTILTY - Detail Report

Field Report Lists all FIELD occurrences associated with
an element, key, record, table, or view.

Field Report

Indented
Report

Lists summary information about
occurrences including pertinent Datacom/
DB information and the SQL name and
AUTHID when assigned. When used
with a path, presents the data in an
indented format based upon occurrence
relationships. The report can be produced
with or without headings.

Indented Report

Index
Report

Lists summary information about
occurrences, including status, version,
password (optional), lock level, and
description.

Index Report

Relationship Report Lists related occurrences, showing the
nature of each relationship.

Relationship Report

Schema
Report

Lists summary information about
AUTHORIZATION occurrences used as
schemas in SQL processing and lists the
related occurrences in indented format.
The report includes descriptive and
status information and the SQL name and
AUTHID of the occurrences.

Schema Report
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SQL Column Report Lists fields in a TABLE or RECORD sub-
structure indicating the accessibility of
these fields if they were defined as columns
in either an SQL table or DATACOM VIEW.

SQL Column Report

Text Report Lists text information for occurrences. Prints
individual classes of text or all text for an
occurrence regardless of class. It can be
produced with or without headings.

Text Report

Requesting the Report

Datacom Datadictionary batch reports are requested through a group of transactions which you submit using the
Datacom Datadictionary utility (DDUTILTY) or maintenance (DDUPDATE) programs. These transactions specify the
requirements of the report. Several reports can be processed in the same run of DDUTILTY or DDUPDATE. Each request
is processed separately. Errors in one report request do not affect processing of subsequent reports. In DDUPDATE, you
can intersperse your report requests with your maintenance transactions.

Optional comment lines can be submitted in a report collection. A comment line must begin with the word -COM in
columns 1-4. DDUTILTY does not process these comment lines nor do they ever appear anywhere in the report.

Spaces are used only between the first and second word of a request. Punctuation separates all other parameters.

The report requests must conform to the following:

1-71
Contains the request

72
Must be blank

73-80
Unused

Report Heading Content

The following information is contained in each report heading.

DATE
The date when the report was assembled is shown in the format mm/dd/ccyy:
mm

month
dd

day
cc

century
yy

year
Time:

The time when the report was assembled is shown in the format hh.mm.ss:
hh

hour
mm

minutes
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ss
seconds

USER
Name of the person requesting the report

SECURITY LEVEL
Level of DD security being enforced .(there are five allowed levels, 0-4)

PAGE
Page number of the report

VERSION
Datacom Datadictionary version and maintenance level being used

MUF NAME
Name of the Datacom/DB MUF being accessed.

DD BASE
Database ID of the DATA-DICT database on which you are reporting

NOTE
You can alter the heading date format by changing the System Resource Table DDSYSTBL DATEFOR=
parameter. For more information about the DDSYSTBL parameters, see DDSYSTBL Macro.

Maintenance Report

Datacom Datadictionary produces a maintenance or process portion at the beginning of each report produced by
DDUTILTY which documents each transaction submitted, the outcome of processing and any errors encountered. For
more information, see Maintenance Portion.

Error Recap Report

Datacom Datadictionary prints an Error Recap Report as the last page of the report you request. This report prints the
page number of the report on which the error occurred, the error message number, and a brief description for each error.
For more information, see Error Recap Portion.

Using the Authorization Transaction

The authorization (-USR) transaction performs the same function as the Signon panel in Datacom Datadictionary online.
Just as you must enter your name and password on the online panel to identify yourself, enter a -USR transaction in
batch to identify yourself. When Datacom Datadictionary encounters the -USR transaction, your Authorization Profile is
established using the PERSON entity-type indicated in the Datacom Datadictionary database.

Enter the -USR transaction as the first transaction in a batch input stream. You must have at least one -USR transaction
for each execution of DDUTILTY; however, you can enter multiple -USR transactions per run. You can enter a different -
USR transaction to change users or databases against which you want to process.

NOTE
The -USR transaction is invalid if your site has selected to use the user ID from a security package such as Top
Secret, ACF2, or RACF as the Datacom Datadictionary user name. For more information about the DDSYSTBL
parameters, see DDSYSTBL Macro.

Enter the -USR transaction immediately before the transactions which use the authorization and database indicated in the
-USR transaction. The transaction format follows:

-USR Transaction

►►─ -USR ─ name,user-access-code ─┬───────────────┬───────►◄

                                  └─ ,datacom-id ─┘
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name
(Required) Enter your name as it appears in the PERSON occurrence.

,user-access-code
(Required) Enter your 1- to 12-character password as it appears in the PERSON occurrence.

,datacom-id
(Optional) Enter the DATACOM-ID of the DATA-DICT database which contains the definitions you wish to access.
If you do not enter this parameter, Datacom Datadictionary uses the DATACOM-ID established as the default on
your system.

Coding Multiple Line Transactions

Due to the possible length of the entity-type and the occurrence names, you can use multiple lines to enter all needed
information for a report Header transaction. To continue a transaction, enter a hyphen and a space (-) at the beginning of
the next line and continue entering information.

For example, if you entered a 32-character record name and a 32-character occurrence, continue the transaction on the
next line to specify the version, password, override code, or lock code.

Insert a hyphen (-) in the first column of the continued transaction. Follow the hyphen with at least one space and continue
coding the transaction. The following rules apply to continued transactions.

• You can only divide a transaction after a delimiter comma, period, or right parenthesis.
• A comma, parenthesis, or period cannot be the first non-blank character following the hyphen.
• Use the continuation character only with header transactions.

A valid example transaction collection which uses the continuation character follows:

 -RPT DETAIL,FIELD,ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE.

 - CUSTOMER-ID-NUMBER(T003,OVRD)

 -END

Pathing

Two types of selection and presentation are available in Datacom Datadictionary. Basic batch reporting presents
information alphabetically. Pathing is used to select and present occurrences according to relationships. For more
information, see Using Pathing in Reporting.

A report produced by pathing presents occurrences according to a logical or physical relationship structure of entity-
types and occurrences. Datacom Datadictionary also allows nested pathing, which provides a means of redirecting data
selection along as many as two nested paths before returning to the original path.

Coding the Basic Report Request
A basic Datacom Datadictionary batch report is requested with a transaction collection that includes a -RPT transaction
and a -END transaction. Several reports may be requested in a single execution of DDUTILTY. If you submit several
different types of reports in the same job stream, the page numbers on the report are sequential. If you want individual
page numbered reports, use separate execution steps in the JCL (EXEC).

The collection of transactions in the execution of the utility must be preceded by the -USR transaction. Requests are
processed individually, so errors encountered in one request do not affect other requests in the transaction collection.

The full report request is as follows:

Coding the Basic Report Request

 ►►─-RPT─rpt-type───────────────────────────────────────────►
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►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 

►─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,modifiers ─┘

 

The only required parameter in the report request is the report type (rpt-type). Other parameters are optional and are used
to limit the scope of the report request. The commas are used both as separators and as indicators of omission. Each
parameter is discussed next.

NOTE
While the meaning of each parameter remains the same throughout Datacom Datadictionary batch reporting,
not all reports use all of the parameters. Valid parameters for basic reporting and for pathing are discussed for
each report in later sections of this document.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Specifying the Report Type

The report type is specified in the rpt-type parameter of the -RPT request. Each report type can be spelled out or
abbreviated by coding at least the first five letters of the report type. Valid report types are: ALIAS, DEFINITIONS,
DESCRIPTORS, DETAIL, FIELD, INDENTED, INDEX, RELATIONSHIP, SCHEMA, and TEXT.

The rpt-type parameter is separated from the word -RPT by a space. Both the word -RPT and the rpt-type are required for
a report request. If you do not code any other parameters, Datacom Datadictionary assumes ALL and attempts to produce
the type of report for the entire Datacom Datadictionary.

 ►►─ -RPT ─ rpt-type ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Restricting Entity-Types

The basic report can be limited to occurrences within one entity-type by coding an entity-type name in the entity
parameter. For example, to include only the occurrences of the DATABASE entity-type, the word DATABASE would be
coded in the entity parameter.

If this parameter is omitted or if the word ALL is coded, Datacom Datadictionary selects occurrences in all entity-types.

When coded, the entity parameter is separated from the rpt-type parameter by a comma. If other parameters follow the
rpt-type parameter, the comma must be coded even if the entity parameter is not used. The following examples show valid
coding formats for the entity parameter.

 -RPT rpt-type,entity

 -RPT rpt-type,,occ-name

 

Restricting Entity-Occurrences

The selection of occurrences can be limited by coding the occ-name parameter and, where appropriate, the parent-
name parameter. Entity-occurrences in the KEY, ELEMENT, or FIELD entity-types are identified by an occurrence name
concatenated to a parent occurrence name: a RECORD, TABLE, or VIEW occurrence. All other occurrences are identified
by an occurrence name only.
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Coding an occurrence name limits the basic report to the named occurrence. Omitting the occurrence name or coding the
word ALL causes Datacom Datadictionary to include all occurrences in the selected entity-types. Generic words can also
be used.

When coding a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence name, the parent-name and the occ-name parameters must both
be coded. However, the word ALL or a generic word can be coded in one or both positions.

When coded, the occ-name parameter is separated from the entity parameter by a comma. The comma must be coded if
the modifiers parameter is coded. The following examples show valid coding formats:

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,occ-name

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,rec-name.occ-name

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,tbl-name.occ-name

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,vew-name.occ-name

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,,modifiers

 

Requesting Generic Selection

A generic selection can be requested by using an asterisk in the occ-name, parent-name, or modifier parameter.
(Modifiers are discussed later in this chapter.) A generic selection is requested by coding the first character or characters
of a name, followed by an asterisk (*). Datacom Datadictionary selects all names in the category that begin with the
characters preceding the asterisk. For example, to include the ACCTS AREA occurrence and the ACCTS TABLE
occurrence, the generic word ACC* could be coded in the occ-name parameter. Because both occurrences begin with
these three letters (and an entity parameter was omitted), both would be included on the report.

Restricting Version or Status

The report can be limited to a specific version or status of selected occurrences by coding a 1- to 4-character version
number or status code in the vrs parameter. If this parameter is omitted or if ALL is coded, Datacom Datadictionary
includes all versions of the occurrences. If the ovrd (override) parameter is used, the version is followed by a comma. If
the override parameter is not used, the version is followed by a right parenthesis.

Valid status codes are T001 to T999 (zeros are optional), H000 to H997 (zeros are optional), I001 to I999 (zeros are
optional), PROD, INCO, HIST, TEST, and QUAL. Valid versions are 001 to 999 (zeros are optional).

If you enter the ALLV keyword, the PROD status occurrence is displayed. When you specify ALLV with pathing, the PROD
status occurrence and all related occurrences, regardless of status, are processed for the report request. For example,
HISTory status occurrences would appear on a report if they are related to a PROD status occurrence specified in the
report request.

If TEST is coded, all test versions are returned. You can also specify a specific status/version for incomplete by coding
Innn where I indicates incomplete and nnn indicates the version number in the INCOmplete status. History generations
can be specified in a similar manner. For example, H000 is the most recently created HISTory status version of an
occurrence and H001 is the next most recent. This number does not equate to the version number of the occurrence.

ASOF
You can use the ASOF version to report on a PROD status non-model occurrence as it appeared at a specific
time in the past. To use the ASOF version, code ASOF in the vrs position and place the date and time at the end
of the transaction.
If you code the vrs parameter as ASOF, the date/time alias must be the first modifier. This modifier is only valid for
Detail, Field, Indented, and Index reports. Enter the date/time alias in the following format:

 on 

 yyyymmddhhmm

  off
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yyyy
Is the full year, such as 2008.

mm
Is the two-digit month identification. For example, 01 is January.

dd
Is the two-digit day of the month, such as 01.

hhmm
Is the time in the 24-hour clock format. For example, use 1357 to indicate 1:57 PM.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you specify the date/time alias to display a PROD status occurrence as it appeared on a given day and time,
Datacom Datadictionary left justifies your entry and uses as much of the option value as you enter. For example, you can
specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as 200806 for the year and month or 20080614 for the year, month,
and day.

 -RPT INDEX,entity,(ASOF),200812011357

 

This example produces an Index Report of all database occurrences as they appeared in PROD status on December 1,
2008 at 1:57 PM. When coded, the ASOF parameter is separated from preceding words by a left parenthesis.

The vrs parameter can follow the rpt-type, entity, or name parameters. The following examples show valid coding formats:

 -RPT rpt-type(vrs)

 -RPT rpt-type,entity(vrs)

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,occ-name(vrs)

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,parent-name.occ-name(vrs)

 

Using the Override Code

The ovrd parameter is used to access occurrences protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction. If at least one occurrence is
protected by a Lock Level 2, a valid override code must be coded in the ovrd parameter. If this parameter is omitted, the
report only includes occurrences that are not protected by a Lock Level 2. If you must access occurrences protected by a
Lock Level 2, see the person responsible for security administration on your system.

When used, the override code is preceded by a comma and followed by a right parenthesis. The following examples show
valid coding formats.

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,occ-name(vrs,ovrd)

 -RPT rpt-type,entity,occ-name(,ovrd)

 

Using Modifiers

Some reports allow modifier words that affect the selection of occurrences or the format of the report. When coded, this
parameter is preceded by a comma and individual modifiers are separated by commas. Modifiers are discussed for each
report type in other sections of this document.

Ending the Report Request

To end the report request, code the -END transaction on its own line after the last transaction in the transaction collection.
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Example Requests for Basic Reports
The following example transaction collections show valid report requests and their descriptions:
  -RPT INDEX

  -END

 

The previous example requests an Index Report listing all occurrences that are not protected by a Lock Level
2 restriction. The report presents information alphabetically by entity-type.
  -RPT TEXT,AREA

  -END

 

The previous example requests a Text Report for all AREA occurrences for all versions that are not protected
by a Lock Level 2 restriction. The report presents information alphabetically by entity-type.
  -RPT DETAIL,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY

  -END

 

The previous example requests a Detail Report for each version of the ORDER-ENTRY occurrence of the
DATABASE entity-type that is not protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction.
  -RPT DETAIL,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(1)

  -END

 

The previous example requests a Detail Report for Version 1 of the ORDER-ENTRY occurrence of the
DATABASE entity-type. The report lists the occurrence if it is not protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction.
  -RPT DETAIL,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(TEST,OVRD)

  -END

 

The previous example requests a Detail Report for each TEST version of the ORDER-ENTRY occurrence
of the DATABASE entity-type. This example assumes that an occurrence is protected by a Lock Level 2
restriction and that the valid override code is OVRD.
  -RPT TEXT,,ACC*(,OVRD)

  -END

 

The previous example requests a Text Report listing all occurrences that begin with the letters ACC. The
override code is provided to access occurrences protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction.
  -RPT INDEX,ELEMENT,ACC*.ALL

  -END

 

The previous example requests an Index Report listing all ELEMENT occurrences belonging to records or
tables that begin with the letters ACC. The word ALL is coded in the occ-name parameter. The occ-name
parameter cannot be omitted if the parent-name qualifier is coded.
  -RPT INDEX,DATABASE,ALL(ASOF),20080601

  -END

 

This example requests an Index Report for all DATABASE occurrences as they appeared in PROD status on
June 1, 2008.

Using Pathing in Reporting
The basic Datacom Datadictionary report request results in a report that includes selected occurrences within one entity-
type or all entity-types and presents the information alphabetically.
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Pathing defines the scope and sequence of a report according to relationships, thus allowing associated occurrences for
several related entity-types to be included on one report and to be sequenced according to their relationships.

Reports can be produced for any existing entity-types, as long as the path which has been established reflects how the
occurrences to be listed are related in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
Pathing is not used for the Alias, Descriptor, or Definitions reports.

Coding the Path Request

Path reporting requires a path definition, a START transaction, one or more report requests, and a -END statement.

A path definition names and describes a sequence of entity-types along which Datacom Datadictionary is to search for
occurrences. Once a path has been defined and named, it remains valid for the duration of the DDUTILTY execution or
until the path is redefined. Multiple path definitions can be included in one report transaction collection.

The START transaction specifies the point along the path where the report selection is to begin and specifies the path
used. This path must have been defined previously in the DDUTILTY execution. Any or all occurrences of any "from"
entity-type along the path can be designated as the starting point for the report.

Report requests are coded in a simplified format when used with a path. Also, when more than one report is requested,
Datacom Datadictionary produces all requested reports for one occurrence before proceeding to the next occurrence
along the path.

Defining the Path

Three steps are required when defining a path in a report transaction collection. These steps are as follows:

1. -DEF PATH,path-name
2. -DEF TRACE,from-entity.to-entity,relationship-name
3. -END

The only exception to the three-step requirement is the STANDARD path, which is discussed later in this section. Each of
the following three steps are discussed:

-DEF PATH Transaction

This transaction designates the beginning of a path definition and assigns a path name. This name uniquely identifies
a path in a multiple path report. During report processing, Datacom Datadictionary uses the path name to identify the
path's definition. If the same path name is assigned to more than one path definition in a single execution of DDUTILTY,
Datacom Datadictionary uses the last definition coded before the report being processed. Datacom Datadictionary uses
the path name STANDARD to define a set of $INTERNAL relationships.

The first word of the transaction must be -DEF. The second word must be PATH. The path name must be separated from
the word PATH by a comma. The name must begin with an alpha character and can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters
long. In the following example, the path is named PATH1:

 -DEF PATH,PATH1

Defining Trace Statements

The TRACE, TRACEF and TRACEB transactions each name a pair of related entity-types and the relationship that
connects them. Datacom Datadictionary searches the named entity-types for occurrences that are associated by the
named relationship.
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The TRACEF and TRACEB transactions are useful when you are defining paths using relationships between occurrences
of the same entity-type.

The TRACE transaction causes Datacom Datadictionary to return all occurrences which are associated by the named
relationship. The transaction follows this format:

TRACE Transaction

 ►►─-DEF─TRACE,from-entity.to-entity,relationship-name─┬───────┬►◄

                                                      └,─ SKIP┘

 

The "from-entity" and "to-entity" parameters refer to entity-types rather than specific occurrence names. In the report,
occurrences within the "from" entity-type are sequenced before the occurrences in the "to" entity-type.

If more than two entity-types are to be included in the path, multiple TRACE transactions can be used. The number
of trace cards allowed in a single report run is determined by the value for the MAXLVLS= parameter in the System
Resource Table (SRT). The value for this parameter when Datacom Datadictionary is installed is 20.

The "from" entity-type of each additional TRACE transaction must be the "from" or "to" entity-type of a previous TRACE
transaction. The resulting path is a set of related entity-types along which Datacom Datadictionary can search for
associated occurrences.

The entity-types coded in a TRACE transaction must be paired in the named relationship's definition. If the two entity-
types are not a subject-object pair or an object-subject pair in the relationship definition, the report stops at the "from"
entity-type's occurrences and any lower-level occurrences in the path are ignored. Also, the occurrences to be included on
the reports must be associated by the named relationship. If they are not associated, the report stops at the "from" entity-
type's occurrences and any lower-level occurrences in the path are ignored.

Coding the -DEF TRACE Transaction

The first word of the transaction must be -DEF. The second word must be TRACE. The third word is a "from" entity-
type, which must be separated from the word TRACE by a comma. This entity-type can be the subject or the object
of the named relationship's definition. Placing the "from" entity-type first in the transaction establishes the direction of
presentation in the report.

The fourth word is a "to" entity-type, which must be separated from the "from" entity-type by a period. This entity-type
must be paired with the "from" entity-type in the named relationship's definition. The fifth word must be a relationship
name, which must be preceded by a comma.

In the following example, the path traces associated occurrences from the DATABASE entity-type to the AREA entity-
type and then from the AREA entity-type to the TABLE entity-type, using the $INTERNAL relationship between the
occurrences:

  -DEF PATH,PATH1

  -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

  -END

 

In the following example, the path traces associated occurrences from TABLE to AREA to DATABASE:

  -DEF PATH,PATH2

  -DEF TRACE,TABLE.AREA,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,AREA.DATABASE,$INTERNAL

  -END

 

Using SKIP in a TRACE Transaction
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You can use the SKIP parameter in the path trace to return information about occurrences that are indirectly related.
The SKIP option accomplishes this by not processing the entity-types specified in the "to-entity" parameter. The "to"
entity-types are used only as a bridge to a related entity-type. The following example defines a path that would return the
SYSTEM occurrence and PROGRAM occurrence information only, using the following relationships:

SYSTEM is connected to JOB by the SYS-JOB-CONTAINS relationship. JOB is connected to STEP by the JOB-STEP-
CONTAINS relationship. STEP is connected to PROGRAM by the STP-PGM-EXECUTE relationship.

  -DEF PATH,P1

  -DEF TRACE,SYSTEM.JOB,SYS-JOB-CONTAINS,SKIP

  -DEF TRACE,JOB.STEP,JOB-STEP-CONTAINS,SKIP

  -DEF TRACE,STEP.PROGRAM,STP-PGM-EXECUTE

  -END

 

A SKIP parameter should not be placed on the last -DEF TRACE statement or any other -DEF TRACE statement where
the "to" entity is not the "from" entity on a subsequent -DEF TRACE statement.

TRACEF Transaction

The TRACEF (Trace Forward) transaction causes Datacom Datadictionary to return only those occurrences found on
the path from the subject to the object. Use the TRACEF transaction with relationships of the same entity-type (recursive
relationships). The transaction follows this format:

 ►►─ -DEF ─ TRACEF,from-entity.to-entity,relationship-name ─────►◄

 

The parameters for the TRACEF transaction are the same as those for TRACE, which were described earlier in this
chapter. For example:

 -DEF TRACEF,PROGRAM1,PROGRAM2,PGM-PGM-CALLS

 

TRACEB Transaction

The TRACEB (Trace Backward) transaction causes Datacom Datadictionary to return only those occurrences found on
the path from the object to the subject. Use the TRACEB transaction with relationships of the same entity-type (recursive
relationships). The transaction follows this format:

 ►►─ -DEF ─ TRACEB,from-entity.to-entity,relationship-name ────────►◄

 

The parameters for the TRACEB transaction are the same as those for the TRACE transaction, described earlier in this
chapter.

NOTE
The TRACEF and TRACEB transactions are only used when the subject and object entity-types are the same.

Returning Multiple Levels of a Relationship

To return multiple levels of a relationship path you must use multiple -DEF TRACE transactions. For example, the
following transaction would return the first level of the structure:

  -DEF TRACEF,PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL
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The following example would return two levels:

  -DEF TRACEF,PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL

  -DEF TRACEF,PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL

 

Coding the -END Transaction

The last step in the path definition is to code the word -END on the next line after the last TRACE transaction. Datacom
Datadictionary does not process a path definition if the -END statement is missing.

Using the STANDARD Path

Learn how to use the STANDARD path for reporting FILE structures and DATABASE structures in the Datacom
Datadictionary DDUTILTY batch facility.

The STANDARD path that is provided with Datacom Datadictionary follows a predefined sequence of entity-types within
the Datacom/DB Model and Broadcom FILE Model structures. Since the STANDARD path is defined within the system,
the TRACE transactions can be omitted when defining the path in a report transaction collection. For more information,
see Using Predefined Paths.

To use the STANDARD path, you must supply the following transactions before your report transactions.

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

DATABASE Structure

Use the following STANDARD path for reporting a DATABASE structure:

  -DEF PATH,STANDARD

  -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,TABLE.KEY,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,TABLE.FIELD,$INTERNAL

  -END

 

NOTE
For the DDBTGLM utility, the TABLE.FIELD transaction is placed before keys and elements in the STANDARD
path. For more information, see Using Predefined Paths.

FILE Structure

Use the following STANDARD path for reporting a FILE structure:

  -DEF PATH,STANDARD

  -DEF TRACE,FILE.RECORD,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,RECORD.KEY,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,RECORD.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,RECORD.FIELD,$INTERNAL

  -END
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Using Nested Pathing

Nested pathing redirects report output to a different path.

The NEST transaction, if coded, must appear after a report request within a group following a START transaction.
Datacom Datadictionary traces associated occurrences from the START transaction to the entity-type named in the
NEST transaction. Then Datacom Datadictionary follows the nested path for report requests accompanying the NEST
transaction and then returns to the original path.

When Datacom Datadictionary is distributed, as many as two nested paths can be used after a START transaction. This
limit can be modified. If you need more levels than are currently available, see the person responsible for administering
Datacom Datadictionary on your system.

-RPT NEST Transaction

A nested path requires three components:

1. The NEST transaction
2. At least one report request
3. The NESTEND transaction

The NEST transaction designates which entity-type along a secondary path is to be used as the starting point for nested
reports and specifies the name of the nested path. The entity-type named in this transaction must be a "from" entity-type
in the nested path and a "from" or a "to" entity-type in the main path.

The following is the format of a NEST transaction:

 ►►─-RPT─NEST ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────►◄

  └─ ,entity ─┬─ (vrs) ──────┬─,path-name ─┬───────────────┬─┘

              ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤             └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

              └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

 

The first word must be -RPT. The second word must be NEST. See the following descriptions for the other parameters.

,entity
The entity-type named in the transaction must be a "from" or "to" entity-type in the START transaction's path and
a "from" entity-type in the nested path, or ALL for all entity-types in the path. If this parameter is omitted, Datacom
Datadictionary begins nested reports at the first entity-type in the nested path.
When coded, the entity parameter is separated from the word NEST by a comma.

(vrs,ovrd)
Coding a version or status limits nested reports to occurrences that have a specific version number or status. If
this parameter is omitted, Datacom Datadictionary includes versions specified in the START transaction. Valid
entries for this parameter are a 1- to 4-digit version number, a status code or ALL. Valid status codes are TEST
(T001 to T999), INCO, ASOF, PROD, or HIST.
Use the ovrd parameter to supply the override code specified on your system to access occurrences within the
nested entity-type that are protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction.
When coded, the parameter is separated from the previous word by a left parenthesis, the override code is
separated from the version by a comma, and the parameter is closed by a right parenthesis. If the override code
is used, the comma must be coded. If ASOF is coded, a comma and the date/time modifier must be entered
immediately after the right parenthesis.
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,path-name
This parameter names the nested path along which Datacom Datadictionary is to search for occurrences. The
path must already have been defined within the transaction collection.
The comma preceding the path-name parameter is required. If the entity parameter is not used, you must include
two commas before the path-name parameter.
-RPT NEST,,path-name

,as-of-date
If ASOF is coded in the vrs parameter, it specifies that a date and time will be used to retrieve the PROD status
version of the occurrences on the specified date and time. If the full date and time is not known, a partial date/
time can be given. Any of the date/time positions not entered default to zero or the earliest period of the date/time
provided. For example, 20010601 is the beginning of the day June 1, 2001, whereas 200106012359 is the end of
the same day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

-RPT NESTEND Transaction

The NESTEND transaction designates the end of nested report requests. The first word of the statement must be -RPT.
The second word must be NESTEND. Include one -RPT NESTEND transaction for each -RPT NEST transaction.

Processing Nested Report Requests

Report requests submitted with a nested path are processed in the same way as those submitted with a path. Datacom
Datadictionary processes nested reports for one occurrence along the nested path before proceeding to the next
associated occurrence.

The following shows an example of a nested report request:

  -DEF PATH,PATH1

  -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.TABLE,$INTERNAL

  -DEF TRACE,TABLE.AREA,$INTERNAL

  -END

  -DEF PATH,STANDARD

  -END

  -RPT START,ELEMENT,ALL(ALL),PATH1

  -RPT NEST,ALL(INCO),STANDARD

  -RPT INDENT,ALL

  -RPT NESTEND

  -END

 

This request produces a report which returns substructures in the Datacom/DB Model structure that have root
occurrences in INCOmplete status in your Datacom Datadictionary. First, a path is defined which traces backward from
the element to the area using the $INTERNAL relationship. A TRACEB is not used because the trace involves different
entity-types. Next, the STANDARD path is defined. The request then starts the report at the ELEMENT entity-type. When
an incomplete occurrence is encountered, an indented report is produced. If the occurrence is not in INCOmplete status, it
is ignored.
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Designating the Report Start

Learn how to set the beginning point of the report use the START transaction in the Datacom Datadictionary Batch Facility
DDUTILITY. Find the START transaction format and parameter definitions.

The START transaction designates the point along the defined path where the report is to begin. The transaction follows
this format:
 ►►─-RPT─START─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────┬───►

              └─ ,entity, ─┘ └─ parent-name. ─┘ └─ occ-name ─┘

 

►─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────►◄

  ├─ (vrs) ──────┤ └─ ,path-name ─┘ └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

  ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤

  └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

The first word of a START transaction must be -RPT. The second word must be START. The other parameters

• Define the start point for the report requests that follow the transaction and
• Designate the path to follow when searching for associated occurrences

Parameters and valid coding formats are as follows:
,entity,

This parameter designates the entity-type along the defined path that Datacom Datadictionary begins searching
for associated occurrences. If this parameter is omitted, Datacom Datadictionary begins with the first entity-type
that is named in the defined path. Any "from" entity-type named in the path definition may be used as the starting
point for the report.
When coded, the entity parameter is separated from the word START by a comma. The comma must be coded
even if the entity parameter is not used. The only exception to this requirement is when no parameters are
coded. The following examples show valid coding formats:
    -RPT START,entity,occ-name,path-name

 

    -RPT START,,occ-name,path-name

parent-name.
The parent-name parameter designates whether the search for related occurrences is to proceed

• From a specific record, table, or view;
• From records, tables, or views selected by a generic search; or
• All records, tables, or views along the path

This parameter is used when the entity-type is KEY, ELEMENT, or FIELD.
If this parameter is omitted or if the word ALL is coded, the report includes occurrences for all records, tables, and
views along the path. If the parent-name is coded, the occ-name parameter must also be coded. The occ-
name parameter is described after the following examples.
When coded, the parent-name parameter is separated from the entity parameter by a comma. If the path-
name parameter is used without the (vrs,ovrd) parameter, the comma must be coded even if the parent-
name parameter is not used.
The following examples show valid coding formats for the parent-name parameters:
    -RPT START,entity,parent-name.occ-name,path-name

 

    -RPT START,entity,,path-name
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occ-name
This parameter designates whether the search for associated occurrences is to proceed from one specific
occurrence, from occurrences selected by a generic search, or from all applicable occurrences within the START
transaction entity-type. If this parameter is omitted or if the word ALL is coded, Datacom Datadictionary begins
with the first occurrence along the path and traces associated occurrences for all occurrences in the START
transaction entity-type that qualify for the path.
If an occurrence name is coded, the report is limited to occurrences along the path that are associated with the
named occurrence. Any occurrence within a "from" entity-type named in the path definition can be used as the
starting point.
When coded, the occ-name parameter is separated from the entity-type parameter by a comma. The comma
must be coded if the path-name parameter is coded without the (vrs,ovrd) parameter, even if the occ-name
parameter or the parent-name parameters are not used. The following examples show valid coding formats:
    -RPT START,entity,occ-name,path-name

 

    -RPT START,entity,,path-name

(vrs)
This parameter limits report output to a specific version or status. If this parameter is omitted, Datacom
Datadictionary includes all versions.
If you code ALLV (all versions) as the version when anchored on a PROD status Datacom/DB or Broadcom
FILE Model structure, all related structure occurrences in HISTory status and PROD status are returned. If
both occurrences are non-Model entity-types or the anchor is a non-Model entity-type and is related to a Model
entity-type, you receive all related occurrences regardless of their status. Examples of the relationships that
demonstrate this are program-to-program or program-to-dataview relationships.
When coded, the parameter is separated from previous parameters by a left parenthesis. If the override
parameter is not used, the version parameter must be closed by a right parenthesis. The following examples show
valid coding formats:
    -RPT START,entity(vrs),path-name

 

    -RPT START,,occ-name(vrs),path-name

 

    -RPT START,entity,occ-name(vrs),path-name,as-of-date

(,ovrd)
Use the ovrd parameter to supply the override code specified on your system. If at least one occurrence that is
defined by the START transaction is protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction, you must supply the override code.
Also, if other occurrences along the path are protected by a Lock Level 2 restriction, use the override code in the
report requests.
When used, the override code is separated from the version parameter by a comma and is followed by a right
parenthesis. The comma must be coded even if the version parameter is not used. The following examples show
valid coding formats:
    -RPT START,entity,occ-name(vrs,ovrd),path-name

 

    -RPT START,entity,occ-name(,ovrd),path-name

,path-name
This parameter designates which path Datacom Datadictionary is to follow when searching for related
occurrences. The path must have been previously defined in the report transaction collection. The path name is
separated from other words by a comma.
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,as-of-date
If ASOF is coded in the vrs parameter, it specifies that a date and time to be used to retrieve the PROD status
version of the occurrences on the specified date and time. If the full date and time is not known, a partial date/
time can be given. Any of the date/time positions not entered default to zero or the earliest period of the date/time
provided. For example, 20080601 is the beginning of the day June 1, 2008, whereas 200806012359 is the end of
the same day. This modifier is only valid for Detail, Field, Indented, and Index reports.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Coding Modifiers When Using Pathing

Learn how to code modifiers for reports that use pathing in the DDUTILTY batch facility of Datacom Datadictionary. Find
syntax, parameter definitions, and examples.

Report requests are coded in an alternate format when combined with a path. The following format applies to all reports
that use pathing:

 ►►─-RPT─rpt-type─┬─────────────────────────┬┬────────────┬─►◄

                 └,─ entity─┬─(vrs)──────┬─┘└─,modifiers─┘

                            ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                            └─(,ovrd)────┘

Report requests can be grouped under one START transaction. Datacom Datadictionary produces all requested reports
for one occurrence before proceeding to the next occurrence along the path. If no request is made for a report for a
given entity-type either specifically or generically, any occurrences of that entity-type are skipped during reporting. Any
occurrences at a lower level in the path are reported if requested.

NOTE
Reports that do not skip to the top of a new page between occurrences (Index, Text with the ALIGN option,
Indent, and Relationship) may appear to combine with other reports that do page, such as Detail, Field, and
TEXT (when ALIGN is specified). When a non-paging report combines with a paging report, the result can be
undesirable. As a rule, do not combine non-paging reports with paging reports.

A discussion of each parameter follows:
rpt-type

Indicates the type of report which you are requesting. You can specify any of the report types except Alias,
Descriptor, and Definitions reports, which do not use pathing.

entity
Indicates the entity-type on which to report. Omit this parameter if all entity-types along the path are to be included
on the report. Coding an entity-type name limits the report output to occurrences along the path that are within the
named entity-type.
When coded, the entity parameter is separated from the rpt-type parameter by a comma. If the modifiers
parameter is used without the (vrs,ovrd) parameter, the comma must be coded, even if the entity parameter is
not used. The following examples show valid coding formats:
-RPT rpt-type,entity

 -RPT rpt-type,,modifiers

vrs,ovrd
Limits the report's output to a specific version or status or accesses occurrences that are protected by a Lock
Level 2 restriction. When coded, the parameter is separated from preceding words by a left parenthesis, the
override code is separated from the version by a comma and the parameter is closed by a right parenthesis. The
following examples show valid coding formats:
 -RPT rpt-name,entity(vrs,ovrd)
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 -RPT rpt-name,entity(vrs)

 -RPT rpt-name,entity(,ovrd)

Modifiers

Some reports allow a modifiers parameter that can be used to modify the selection of occurrences or the format of the
report. Valid modifiers are discussed for each report type in later sections of this document. When coded, the modifiers
parameter is separated from other words by a comma, and modifiers are separated from each other by commas.

Ending the Report Request

An -END statement that is coded in columns 1-4A must follow a report group. Any report requests after the START
transaction but preceding the -END statement are processed with the path. Any report requests after the -END statement
are processed separately.

Example Modified Report Requests
The following examples show various ways to code Datacom Datadictionary report requests:
  -RPT START,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(PROD),STANDARD

  -RPT INDENT,DATABASE

  -RPT INDENT,AREA

  -RPT INDENT,TABLE

  -END

The previous request reports on the PROD status version of the DATA-DICT database using the STANDARD
path. Datacom Datadictionary produces an Indented Report for the DATABASE, AREA and TABLE
occurrences.
  -DEF PATH,STANDARD

  -END

  -RPT START,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(ASOF),STANDARD,

  - 20080601

  -RPT FIELD,TABLE

  -END

The previous request generates a Field Report for all TABLE occurrences in PROD status on June 1,
2008. Note the use of the continuation character before the as-of-date. The continuation character was not
necessary for this report request but is used for example only.

Reporting Valid Entity-Types

To list all valid entity-types, use the following path report:
  -DEF PATH,STANDARD

  -END

  -RPT START,DATABASE,DATA-DICT(PROD),STANDARD

  -RPT INDEX,TABLE

  -END

DDUTILTY - Sample Job Streams
The function of DDUTILTY is to process the -USR, -RPT, -DEF and -UTL transactions within Datacom Datadictionary.
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z/OS Example JCL

A z/OS example JCL for DDUTILTY follows. Enter the -USR, -RPT, -DEF, or -UTL transactions where indicated.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the note above.

 //       EXEC PGM=DDUTILTY,REGION=600K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and  . 

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a                       Print output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b                       Punch output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a                       CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a                       System dumps

 //SYSIN    DD   *                              Input transactions

 -USR ...                                       Authorized user information

   .

   .

   .                                            Your transactions

   .

   .

 /*

 

Example Reports
The examples on the following pages show report transaction collections that use pathing and nested pathing. Sample
report output is shown for each transaction collection. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

The following example shows an Index Report listing occurrences associated along the STANDARD path of relationships.
Associated occurrences are traced from the ACCTS area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Single Report Request

Pages 1through 5

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,STANDARD                                                      ;

-END

-RPT START,AREA,ACCTS(T001),STANDARD                                    ;

-RPT INDEX                                                              ;

-END                                                                    ;
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ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION...

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT....

AREA                             ACCTS                            T001  T   0      ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

TABLE                            ACCTS                            T001  T   0      ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

KEY                              CUST-ID-KEY                      T001  T   0      CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

   ACCTS

KEY                              ORD-ID-KEY                       T001  T   0      ORD-ID MASTER KEY

   ACCTS

ELEMENT                          ACCTS                            T001  T   0      ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

   ACCTS

ELEMENT                          CUST-ID                          T001  T   0      CUST-ID ELEMENT

   ACCTS

ELEMENT                          ORD-ID                           T001  T   0      ORD-ID ELEMENT

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-ID                           T001  T   0      ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DT                          T001  T   0      ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-YR                          T001  T   0      ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-MO                          T001  T   0      ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DAY                         T001  T   0      ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-AMT                          T001  T   0      ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            FRT-AMT                          T001  T   0      ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            DISC-AMT                         T001  T   0      ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          T001  T   0      ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            IND-CD                           T001  T   0      ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

   ACCTS

ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION..

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................

FIELD                            CUST-NO                          T001  T   0      ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

   ACCTS

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

Grouping Reports in a Request

The following example requests a combination Indented and Text Report listing occurrences associated along the
STANDARD path. Associated occurrences are traced from the ACCTS area.

Pages 1 through 4

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *
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              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,STANDARD                                                      ;

-END

-RPT START,AREA,ACCTS(T001),STANDARD                                    ;

-RPT INDENT,,ALIGN                                                      ;

-RPT TEXT,,ALIGN                                                        ;

-END                                                                    ;

ARA                              ACCTS                                                             T T001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

                                       ACCTS_AREA

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..AREA                              NAME..ACCTS

   TBL                           ACCTS                                                             T T001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

   The ACCTS table consists of the order-id; billing date (YYMMDD format);

   the order, freight and discount amounts; and customer identification

   information.

      KEY                        ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY                                                 T T001

                                    CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..KEY                               NAME..CUST-ID-KEY

      KEY                        ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY                                                  T T001

                                    ORD-ID MASTER KEY

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..KEY                               NAME..ORD-ID-KEY

      ELM                        ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       T T001

                                    ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

      The ACCTS element of the ACCTS table consists of the order-id;

      billing date (in YYMMDD format); the order, freight and discount

      amounts; and customer identification information.

      All fields in the ACCTS table are included in this element.

      ELM                        ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    CUST-ID ELEMENT

      The CUST-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of information which

      identifies the customer (customer-id, customer number, etc.).

      ELM                        ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ORD-ID ELEMENT

      The ORD-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of the single field

      ORD-ID (order-id).
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      FLD                        ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       ORD_ID

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..ORD-ID

      FLD                        ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

                                       BILL_DT

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..BILL-DT

      FLD                        ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

                                       BILL_YR

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..BILL-YR

      FLD                        ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

                                       BILL_MO

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..BILL-MO

      FLD                        ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

                                       BILL_DAY

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..BILL-DAY

      FLD                        ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

                                       ORD_AMT

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..ORD-AMT

      FLD                        ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

                                       FRT_AMT

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..FRT-AMT

      FLD                        ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

                                       DISC_AMT

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..DISC-AMT

      FLD                        ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       CUST_ID

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..CUST-ID

      FLD                        ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       IND_CD

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..IND-CD

      FLD                        ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD
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                                       CUST_NO

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..FIELD                             NAME..CUST-NO

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

Using a Nested Path in a Request

In this example, the nested path is used to change the report output from a combination Indented and Text Report to an
Indented Report only.

Pages 1 through 5

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,MAINPATH                                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL                                         ;

-END                                                                    ;

-DEF PATH,ELM-FLDS                                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-END                                                                    ;

-RPT START,AREA,ACCTS(T1),MAINPATH                                      ;

-RPT INDENT,,ALIGN                                                      ;

-RPT TEXT,,ALIGN                                                        ;

-RPT NEST,TABLE,ELM-FLDS                                                ;

-RPT INDENT,ELEMENT,ALIGN                                               ;

-RPT INDENT,FIELD,ALIGN                                                 ;

-RPT NESTEND                                                            ;

-END                                                                    ;

ARA                              ACCTS                                                             T T001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

                                       ACCTS_AREA

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..AREA                              NAME..ACCTS

   TBL                           ACCTS                                                             T T001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

   The ACCTS table consists of the order-id; billing date (YYMMDD format);

   the order, freight and discount amounts; and customer identification

   information.

      ELM                        ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       T T001
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                                    ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

         FLD                     ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       ORD_ID

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

                                       BILL_DT

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

                                       BILL_YR

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

                                       BILL_MO

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

                                       BILL_DAY

         FLD                     ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

                                       ORD_AMT

         FLD                     ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

                                       FRT_AMT

         FLD                     ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

                                       DISC_AMT

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       CUST_ID

         FLD                     ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       IND_CD

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

                                       CUST_NO

      ELM                        ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    CUST-ID ELEMENT

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       CUST_ID

         FLD                     ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       IND_CD

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

                                       CUST_NO

      ELM                        ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ORD-ID ELEMENT

         FLD                     ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       ORD_ID

          *****  END OF JOB  *****
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Alias Report
The Alias Report lists all occurrences selected by the report request that have aliases. Occurrences are sorted
alphabetically by alias name.

The Alias Report differs from other reports in that the report request includes an alias parameter instead of an occurrence
parameter. Also, pathing is not used with an Alias Report request.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

Only occurrences that have aliases appear on the report. The Alias Report lists the following information in left-to-right
order. If the actual attribute names are different from the printed headings on the reports, they appear in parentheses.

ALIAS
Entity-occurrence's alias name

ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-type to which the occurrence belongs

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name

VERSION (ENTITY-VER)
Version number of the occurrence

STATUS
Status of the occurrence

DESCRIPTION
Entity-occurrence description

Request Format

Use the following format for an Alias Report request:

►►─-RPT─ALIAS─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►◄

              └─ , ─ entity ─┬─────────────┬─┬─ (vrs) ──────┬─┘

                             └─ , ─ alias ─┘ ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤

                                             └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

,entity
The entity parameter can be used to limit the report to occurrences within one entity-type. If this parameter is
omitted or if the word ALL is coded, Datacom Datadictionary includes all occurrences that have aliases.

,alias
Coding an alias name limits the report to a specific alias name. The alias parameter can be left blank or the word
ALL can be coded to signify that all aliases or all aliases within the specified entity-type are to be included in the
report.
You can use an asterisk (*) for a generic selection of all aliases that begin with the string of characters preceding
the asterisk.

(vrs)
The version parameter limits report output to a specific version or status. If the parameter is omitted, the report
includes occurrences that meet all other specified criteria regardless of version or status.

(,ovrd)
The override code must be coded in the report request if all occurrences that are protected by a Lock Level 2
restriction are to be considered for the report.
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Example
In the following example, the request results in a report that includes all occurrences which have an alias that
begins with the letters CUST.

 -RPT ALIAS,,CUST*

 -END

ALIAS Report - By Entity-Type

Pages 1 through 4

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT ALIAS,FIELD,ALL(T001)                                              ;

-END                                                                    ;

ALIAS...........................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS-BILL-DAY                     FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-DT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-MO                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-YR                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

ACCTS-CUST-ID                      FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

ACCTS-CUST-NO                      FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

ACCTS-DISC-AMT                     FIELD

   ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

ACCTS-FRT-AMT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

ACCTS-IND-CD                       FIELD

   ACCTS.IND-CD                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS IND-CD FIELD
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ACCTS-ORD-AMT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

ALIAS...........................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS-ORD-ID                       FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

ALIAS Report - By Alias Name

Pages 1 through 4

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT ALIAS,,ACCT*(PROD)                                                 ;

-END                                                                    ;

ALIAS...........................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS-AREA                         AREA

   ACCTS                                                                 0003     PROD

   ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

ACCTS-BILL-DAY                     FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                        0003     PROD

   ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-DT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-MO                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

ACCTS-BILL-YR                      FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

ACCTS-CUST-ID                      FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

ACCTS-CUST-NO                      FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

ACCTS-DISC-AMT                     FIELD
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   ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                        0003     PROD

   ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

ACCTS-ELEMENT                      ELEMENT

   ACCTS.ACCTS                                                           0003     PROD

   ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

ACCTS-FRT-AMT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

ALIAS...........................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS-IND-CD                       FIELD

   ACCTS.IND-CD                                                          0003     PROD

   ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

ACCTS-ORD-AMT                      FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                         0003     PROD

   ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

ACCTS-ORD-ID                       FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                          0003     PROD

   ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

ACCTS-TABLE                        TABLE

   ACCTS                                                                 0003     PROD

   ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

Definitions Report
The Definitions Report lists relationship definition information for a specified subject entity-type or for all entity-types.
This report is useful when building a relationship-type among a set of occurrences. The report can also be used when
designing a report path, since entity-types paired in a TRACE transaction must be the subject and object of a relationship.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

The Definitions Report lists the following information in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are different from
the printed headings on the reports, they appear in parentheses.

RELATIONSHIP NAME
Relationship name

SUBJECT TYPE
Subject entity-type

OBJECT TYPE
Object entity-type

AUTO (AUTO-RULE)
Automatic relationship: Y indicates yes, N indicates no

REQ (REQUIRED-RULE)
Required relationship: Y indicates yes, N indicates no

ORD (ORDERED-RULE)
Ordered relationship: Y indicates yes, N indicates no
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MAP (OCC-MAP-RULE)
Relationship mapping:
1M

Indicates one-to-many
MM

Indicates many-to-many
11

Indicates one-to-one
M1

Indicates many-to-one
C (COPY-RULE)

COPY-RULE designates if the occurrence's relationships are copied to the new occurrence.
B

All occurrences of the relationship are copied whether the occurrence you are copying is the subject or
the object.

M
For an explanation of this attribute-value, see Adding and Maintaining Relationship Definitions.

N
No occurrences of the relationship are copied.

O
If the occurrence you are copying is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship are
copied.

S
If the occurrence you are copying is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of the relationship are
copied.

M (MODEL-RULE)
MODEL-RULE designates if the occurrence's relationships are copied to the modeled occurrence.
B

All occurrences of the relationship are copied whether the occurrence you are copying is the subject or
the object.

N
No occurrences of the relationship are copied.

O
If the occurrence you are copying is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship are
copied.

S
If the occurrence you are copying is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of the relationship are
copied.

Request Format

Use the following format for a Definitions Report request:

►►─ -RPT ─ DEFINE ─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ ,entity ─┘
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The entity parameter can be coded with a valid entity-type or ALL. If an entity-type is coded, the report is limited to
relationships using the named entity-type as the subject.

Example
The following are examples of the Definitions Report.

DEFINITIONS Report - By Entity-Type

Pages 1 through 3

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DEFIN,TABLE                                                        ;

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..............AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$INTERNAL                        TABLE                            ELEMENT                   NO  NO  NO  1M  B N

$INTERNAL                        TABLE                            KEY                       NO  NO  NO  1M  B N

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

DEFINITIONS Report - For All Entity-Types

The report produced by this transaction lists all the relationships defined in the Datacom Datadictionary. The following are
selected pages.

Pages 1 through 15

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DEFIN                                                              ;

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE...............AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$INTERNAL                        AREA                             FILE                       NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

$INTERNAL                        AREA                             TABLE                      NO  YES NO  1M  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE...............AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$DD-ATZ-ENT-

P                    AUTHORIZATION                    TABLE                      NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

$DD-ATZ-ENT-

SEC                  AUTHORIZATION                    FILE                       NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

$DD-ATZ-ENT-

SEC                  AUTHORIZATION                    TABLE                      NO  NO  NO  MM  M N
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$DD-ATZ-ENT-

T                    AUTHORIZATION                    FILE                       NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

$DD-ATZ-ENT-

T                    AUTHORIZATION                    TABLE                      NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

$DD-ATZ-SYS-

SEC                  AUTHORIZATION                    SYSTEM                     NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

ATZ-PLN-

OWNS                     AUTHORIZATION                    PLAN                       NO  YES NO  1M  B N

ATZ-SYN-

OWNS                     AUTHORIZATION                    SYNONYM                    NO  YES NO  1M  B N

ATZ-TBL-

OWNS                     AUTHORIZATION                    TABLE                      NO  NO  NO  1M  B N

ATZ-VEW-

OWNS                     AUTHORIZATION                    VIEW                       NO  YES NO  1M  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE.............AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$INTERNAL                        DATABASE                         AREA                     NO  YES NO  1M  B N

$PARTITIONED                     DATABASE                         DATABASE                 NO  NO  YES MM  M N

$REPLICATED                      DATABASE                         DATABASE                  O  NO  YES MM  M N

$RESIDES                         DATABASE                         NODE                     NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE.............AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$INTERNAL                        DATAVIEW                         ELEMENT                  NO  NO  YES MM  B N

$INTERNAL                        DATAVIEW                         KEY                      NO  NO  YES MM  B N

DVW-SQL-ACCESS                   DATAVIEW                         SYNONYM                  NO  NO  NO  M1  B N

DVW-SQL-ACCESS                   DATAVIEW                         TABLE                    NO  NO  NO  M1  B N

DVW-SQL-ACCESS                   DATAVIEW                         VIEW                     NO  NO  NO  M1  B N

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                       .   .   .   .   . .

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE............  AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

FLD-FLD-

DEPENDS                  FIELD                            FIELD                     NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

JOB-STP-

CONTAIN                  JOB                              STEP                              NO  NO  NO  1M  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

LIB-FIL-

RESIDE                   LIBRARY                          FILE                              NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

LIB-MEM-

CONTAIN                  LIBRARY                          MEMBER                            YES NO  NO  1M  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

MEM-ELM-

COPY                     MEMBER                           ELEMENT                           YES NO  NO  MM  M N

MEM-MEM-

INCLUDE                  MEMBER                           MEMBER                            YES NO  NO  MM  B N
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RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

MOD-PGM-

CONTAIN                  MODULE                           PROGRAM                           NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

$ACCESS                          NODE                             DATABASE                          NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

NOD-BAS-

ACCESS                   NODE                             DATABASE                          NO  NO  NO  MM  M N

NOD-FIL-

ACCESS                   NODE                             FILE                              NO  NO  NO  1M  M N

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

PER-ATZ-

AUTH                     PERSON                           AUTHORIZATION                     NO  NO  NO  MM  B B

PER-ATZ-

AUTHID                   PERSON                           AUTHORIZATION                     NO  NO  NO  11  B N

PER-ATZ-SQL-

ACCESS               PERSON                           AUTHORIZATION                     NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

PER-MEM-

ACCESS                   PERSON                           MEMBER                            YES NO  NO  1M  B N

PER-PGM-

ACCESS                   PERSON                           PROGRAM                           NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

PER-PNL-

ACCESS                   PERSON                           PANEL                             NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

PER-RPT-

ACCESS                   PERSON                           REPORT                            NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

PER-SYS-

ACCESS                   PERSON                           SYSTEM                            NO  NO  NO  MM  B B

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

PGM-DVW-

USE                      PROGRAM                          DATAVIEW                          YES NO  NO  MM  M N

PGM-MEM-

CONTAIN                  PROGRAM                          MEMBER                            YES NO  NO  MM  B N

PGM-PGM-

CALL                     PROGRAM                          PROGRAM                           YES NO  NO  MM  S S

PGM-PLN-

USES                     PROGRAM                          PLAN                              NO  NO  NO  11  B N

PGM-PNL-

USE                      PROGRAM                          PANEL                             YES NO  NO  MM  S N

PGM-RPT-

PRODUCE                  PROGRAM                          REPORT                            YES NO  NO  MM  S N

PGM-STM-

CONTAIN                  PROGRAM                          STATEMENT                         NO  NO  NO  1M  B N

     .                              .                              .                                .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                                .   .   .   .   . .

     .                              .                              .                                .   .   .   .   . .

RELATIONSHIP NAME............... SUBJECT TYPE.................... OBJECT TYPE..................... AUTO REQ ORD MAP C M

STM-KEY-

DEPENDS                  STATEMENT                        KEY                               NO  NO  NO  MM  B N
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STM-SYN-

DEPENDS                  STATEMENT                        SYNONYM                           NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

STM-TBL-

DEPENDS                  STATEMENT                        TABLE                             NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

STM-VEW-

DEPENDS                  STATEMENT                        VIEW                              NO  NO  NO  MM  B N

          *****   END OF JOB  *****

Descriptors Report
The Descriptors Report lists all occurrences selected by the report request that have descriptors. Entity-occurrences are
sorted alphabetically by descriptor name.

The Descriptors Report differs from other reports in that the report request includes a descriptor parameter instead of an
occurrence parameter. Also, pathing is not used with a Descriptors Report request.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

Only occurrences that have descriptors appear on the report. The Descriptors Report lists the following information in left-
to-right order.

DESCRIPTOR
Entity-occurrence's descriptor name

ENTITY-TYPE
Entity to which the occurrence belongs

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name

VERSION (ENTITY-VER)
Version number of the occurrence

STATUS
Status of the occurrence

DESCRIPTION
Entity-occurrence description

Request Format

Use the following format for a Descriptors Report request:

►►─-RPT─DESCRS─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

               └─,entity ─┬─────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                          └─,descriptor─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                          ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                          └─(,ovrd)────┘

►─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,modifiers ─┘

Following is a discussion of each parameter and valid entry formats:
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,entity
The entity-type parameter can be used to limit the report to descriptors for occurrences within a specific entity-
type. If this parameter is omitted, Datacom Datadictionary includes all occurrences that have descriptors.

,descriptor
Coding a descriptor name limits the report to a specific descriptor name. If the parameter is omitted or the word
ALL is coded, Datacom Datadictionary includes all occurrences that have descriptors or all occurrences within the
specified entity-type(s) that have descriptors.
You can use an asterisk (*) for a generic selection of all descriptors that begin with the string of characters
preceding the asterisk.

(vrs)
The version parameter limits report output to a specific version or status. If the parameter is omitted, the report
includes occurrences that meet all other specified criteria regardless of version or status.

(,ovrd)
The override code must be coded in the report request if all occurrences that are protected by a Lock Level 2
restriction are to be considered for the report.

,modifiers
Use this parameter to produce a report of occurrences that have more than one descriptor. Datacom
Datadictionary selects occurrences that have all of the descriptor words entered. You can enter as many as four
descriptor words. Each optional descriptor word must be preceded by a comma.

Example
In the following example, the request results in a report that includes all occurrences which have both one or
more descriptors that begin with the letters PAY and one or more descriptors that begin with the letters PER:

 -RPT DESCRS,,PAY*,PER*

 -END

DESCRIPTORS Report - By Entity-Type

Pages 1 through 11

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DESCR,TABLE,ORDER-ENTRY(T001)                                      ;

-END                                                                    ;

DESCRIPTOR......................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   ACCTS                                                                 T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   CUST                                                                  T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY CUST TABLE
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ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   DETAIL                                                                T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY DETAIL TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   ORDERS                                                                T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ORDERS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   ITEMS                                                                 T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ITEMS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   ORD-NO                                                                T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ORDER-NUMBERS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   RCPTS                                                                 T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY RECEIPTS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   SHIPTO                                                                T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY SHIP-TO TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   SLSHST                                                                T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY SALES-HIST TABLE

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DESCR,,ACCTS(TEST)                                                 ;

-

END                                                                    ;                                                                    ;

DESCRIPTOR......................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS                              TABLE

   ACCTS                                                                 T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD
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   ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

DESCRIPTOR......................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.IND-CD                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

ACCTS                              FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DESCR,,ORDER-ENTRY(TEST),ACCTS                                     ;

-END                                                                    ;

DESCRIPTOR......................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ORDER-ENTRY                        TABLE

   ACCTS                                                                 T001     TEST

   ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                         T001     TEST
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   ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                        T001     TEST

   ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

DESCRIPTOR......................   ENTITY-TYPE...................

   OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSION   STATUS

   DESCRIPTION.........................

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.IND-CD                                                          T001     TEST

   ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

ORDER-ENTRY                        FIELD

   ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                         T001     TEST

   ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

DDUTILTY - Detail Report
The Detail Report provides itemized information about an entity-occurrence. The basic report includes a heading that
lists identification information, followed by a listing of descriptive information about the entity-occurrence. The descriptive
information consists of attribute-types, which are listed on the left and their assigned attribute-values, which are listed
to the right. You can add modifiers to your request that can expand the report to include alias, descriptor word, or text
information.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Request Format

Use the following format for a Detail Report request:

 ►►─-RPT─DETAIL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 

►─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,as-of-date ─┘ └─ ,modifiers ─┘
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When submitting with a path, use the following format for a Detail Report request:

Detail Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 1)

 ►►─-RPT─START ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─ ,entity,─┬────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┘

              └─ parent-name. ─┘ └─ occ-name ─┘ ├─ (vrs) ──────┤

                                                ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤

                                                └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

 

►─,path-name ─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─,as-of-date ─┘

 

Detail Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 2)

 ►►─-RPT─DETAIL─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────►◄

               └─ ,entity ─┬──────────────┬─┘ └─ ,modifiers ─┘

                           ├─ (vrs) ──────┤

                           ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤

                           └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

 

For more information and discussions of the parameters, see Coding the Basic Report Request and Using Pathing in
Reporting.

,modifiers
Use the modifiers parameter to modify the report to include more information or to suppress the printing of the
attribute-types and attribute-values. You can code any combination of modifiers in any order. Each modifier coded
must be preceded by a comma.

NOTE
If you code ASOF as the version, you must code the date/time alias (,as-of-date in the above syntax) before the
first modifier. Use the yyyymmddhhmm format. For more information, see Restricting Version or Status.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

The following are the modifiers:

ALIAS or A
Causes the occurrence's aliases to be included on the report.

DESC or D
Causes the entity-occurrence's descriptors to be included.

TEXT or T
Causes all the text (all text classes) associated with the occurrence to be printed. If an occurrence has text in
multiple text classes, the classes are printed in alphabetical order.

NODETAIL
or N
Suppresses the printing of attributes and their values. This modifier should be used in combination with at least
one of the above modifiers.
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Report Heading Content

The report heading contains the following information listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are different
from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.

ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-occurrence entity-type

DESC (DESCRIPTION)
Entity-occurrence description

NAME (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name

STATUS
The status of the occurrence

AUTHOR
Author's identification

CONTROLLER
Controller identification

COPY-VERSION (PREVIOUS-VERS)
Number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence

DATE-ADDED
Date the entity-occurrence was added

DATE-LAST-CHANGED (DATE-LAST-CHG)
Date the entity-occurrence was last updated

TIME-OF-CHANGE (TIME-LAST-CHG)
Time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this shows the time the entity-
occurrence was added

NUMBER-OF-CHANGES (COUNT)
Number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated

Report Content

Reports can be produced for both standard entity-types and user-defined entity-types. The attribute-types listed in the
report body for standard entity-types are discussed in the following sections.

The aliases, descriptors, and text for each occurrence are displayed when those modifiers are specified in your
transaction. The attributes and their values are not displayed when the NODETAIL modifier is entered.

NOTE
If you select a FIELD occurrence that has no text and has the same name as a FIELD occurrence in the
UNIVERSAL record, Datacom Datadictionary uses the text associated with the universal field for the selected
field.

AREA Detail Report

This report lists all attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the AREA occurrence.

ACCESS-MTHD
Access method used, such as: BDAM, DAM, BPAM, QSAM, SAM, BSAM, ISAM, EXCP, VSAM, QISAM, or
BISAM.
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BLOCK-SIZE
The maximum physical block size of the area in bytes.

DATA-DICT-ID
The database ID of the DATA-DICT database.

DATA-SET-NAME
The physical data set name of the area.

DATACOM-NAME
DATACOM-NAME attribute for the area.

DBMS-USED
Database Management System used, such as: DATACOM, IBM/Db2, IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, or NONE.

DD-NAME
Data definition name.

DEVICE
Device type used, such as: FBA, MDISK, 2314, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, 3390, or 9345.

DYNAMIC-EXTEND
Indicates whether Datacom/DB extends the data area dynamically. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

RPS
Indicates whether rotational position sensing is used. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

SLACK
The number of bytes reserved in each block of an area for expansion during an update of a compressed record.

SPACE-MNGMNT
The Datacom/DB space management option in effect for this area.

SQLNAME
The SQL name for the area.

URI-REUSE
Indicates if deleted Unique Record Identifiers (URIs) are to be reused.

AUTHORIZATION Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the AUTHORIZATION occurrence.

AUTH-USAGE
Indicates if the occurrence is used as an authorization identifier for a schema in SQL processing. S indicates yes,
blank indicates no.

CLASS-CODE
The security classification code that has been established to identify the authorization granted.

PRODUCT-ID
The product identifier of the product to which the authorization applies.

CONSTRAINT Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the CONSTRAINT occurrence.
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AUTHID
Authorization identifier of the constraint.

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates Yes, N indicates No.

FILENAME
N/A

LENGTH
N/A

SQL-ACCESS
Indicates whether the table associated with this constraint is accessible during SQL processing (internally
maintained when the table is cataloged). Y indicates yes, R indicates SQL read-only, N indicates no.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the constraint.

DATABASE Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY generates a DATABASE Detail Report that lists all attribute-types and
the current attribute-values for the DATABASE occurrence.

Refer to the following list for the attribute types.

BASE-TYPE
Type of Database Management System used, such as: RELATION, NETWORK, HIER, or INV-LIST.

CATALOGED-DATE
Date that the database structure was last cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) or the BUILD function of
DDCFBLD was performed.

CATALOGED-TIME
Time that the database structure was last cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) or the BUILD function of
DDCFBLD was performed.

DATACOM-ID
The 5-digit DATACOM-ID attribute of the database.

DBMS-USED
Database Management System used, such as: DATACOM, IBM/Db2, CA/SQL, IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, or TOTAL.

DDD-BASE-ID
The 5-digit DATACOM-ID attribute of the Data Definition Directory of the Datacom Datadictionary.

DL1T-CONSTRAINT
Indicates if the database is eligible for Datacom DL1 Transparency integrity processing. Y indicates yes; N
indicates no.

DYNAMIC-EXTEND
Indicates whether Datacom/DB extends the index area for this database dynamically. Y indicates yes; N indicates
no.

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes; N indicates no.
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SQL-ACCESS
Indicates whether the table that is associated with this constraint is accessible during SQL processing (internally
maintained when the table is cataloged).

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the database.

SQL-SECURITY
Indicates if the database can be secured by SQL rules. This attribute-value is enforced only when security is
enabled in the Datacom/DB Master List. Y indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used. N indicates
only Datacom/DB Security Facility rules are used.

NOTE
You cannot base a view on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY values.

DATAVIEW Detail Report

The following list shows the attribute-types.

ACCESS-CODE
Reserved for Broadcom use.

ACCESS-METHOD
Identifies the access method used.

ASSEMBLER-NAME
Assembler name of the dataview.

CATALOGED-DATE
Date that the dataview was last cataloged with the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG function.

CATALOGED-TIME
Time that the dataview was last cataloged with the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG function.

COMPILED-DATE
Date the dataview was last compiled.

COMPILED-TIME
Time the dataview was last compiled.

COMPILER-NAME
Compiler used for the dataview.

DBMS-USED
Identifies the Database Management System used: DATACOM (if the dataview is created using Datacom
Datadictionary online or Datacom Datadictionary batch).
IBM/Db2, CA/SQL, NONE (Ideal for Datacom sets one of these values.)

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

IMPORTED-DATE
Date the dataview was imported.

IMPORTED-TIME
Time the dataview was imported.

KEY-USAGE
Reserved for Broadcom use.
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MEMBER-NAME
Member name of the dataview in a library.

NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of times this dataview has been changed.

NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times this dataview has been compiled.

NUMBER-RUNS
Number of times this dataview has been used to access data.

RESOURCE-DATE
Date the dataview was last resourced.

RESOURCE-TIME
Time the dataview was last resourced.

STRUCT-CHNG-DT
Date that the DATAVIEW structure was last changed.

STRUCT-CHNG-TM
Time that the DATAVIEW structure was last changed.

UPDATE-INTENT
Indicates whether the dataview has update capability. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

ELEMENT Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY ELEMENT Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the ELEMENT occurrence.

ASM-NAME
Assembler name of the element.

COMPL-NAME
Compiler name of the element.

DATACOM-NAME
DATACOM-NAME attribute for the element.

DISP-IN-TABLE
Displacement from the beginning of the physical record (internally maintained).

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

FIRST-FIELD
Occurrence name of the first field of the element.

LAST-FIELD
Occurrence name of the last field of the element.

LENGTH
Element length (internally maintained).

SECURITY-CODE
Datacom/DB element security code.

SYNCH-CODE
Element synchronization code (internally maintained during verification processing).
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FIELD Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the FIELD occurrence. In Datacom Datadictionary,
the FIELD occurrences also represent the columns defined to a table in the SQL Mode.

AFTER
Field which physically precedes this field.

AGR-SQLNAME
SQL name of the table to which this field was defined.

ASM-NAME
Assembler name of the field.

AUTHID
For SQL processing, authorization identifier of the table to which this field was defined.

BLANK-WHEN-ZERO
Indicates whether to generate a COBOL BLANK-WHEN-ZERO clause during copybook generation. Y indicates
yes, N indicates no.

CLASS
Field's class: S indicates simple, C indicates compound, V indicates value qualifier, F indicates filler and I
indicates index.

COMPL-NAME
Compiler name of the field.

DATACOM-NAME
DATACOM-NAME attribute for the element if this field is designated as a one-field element.

DATA-ACCESS
Only displayed when override code is provided in report request. Indicates if the attribute is only retrieved by the
facilities which have update capability of the attribute. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

DATA-SENSITIVE
Indicates that this field is a signed, numeric field that is defined to some key in the table. If defined as a Y,
Datacom/DB sorts the field correctly by sign and number.
This attribute-value is set during the definition of a key. To display the correct value, define a path from the key to
the field. If you do not, the default value for the attribute is displayed.

DBEDITS
Indicates that additional editing and processing occurs in Datacom/DB, and that additional information about the
field is sent to Datacom/DB during catalog processing.

DECIMALS
Number of decimal positions in the field.

DEFAULT-INSERT
Indicates the type of default value Datacom/DB uses for ADDIT, INSERT, UPDAT, and UPDATE processing. If
TYPE=O, the VALUE field must have a valid value for that data type.

DEPENDING-ON
Name of another field referred to with the DEPENDING-ON verb in COBOL table handling.

DISP-ELEMENT
Displacement from the beginning of the element (internally maintained).

DISP-IN-TABLE
Displacement from the beginning of the record or table (internally maintained).
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DSF-ACCESS
Only displayed when override code is provided in report request.
Indicates if the attribute is updated only by the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF).

EDIT-PATTERN
Edit pattern used with the field by products other than Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary.
For example, by Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom.

ELM-NAME
Name of the element to which the field is defined (internally maintained).

ELM-SEC-CODE
Security code for the element to which the field is defined (internally maintained).

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

FORCEADD
Forces Datacom/DB to apply the default value of the field during ADDIT/INSERT processing. Y indicates yes, N
indicates no.

FORCEUPD
Forces Datacom/DB to apply the default value of the field during UPDAT/UPDATE processing. Y indicates yes, N
indicates no.

HEADING-1
Heading that can be used in columnar reports and screens generated by Datacom/DB Reporting Facility,
Dataquery, Dataquery for PC, or Ideal for Datacom.

HEADING-2
Second line of heading that can be used in columnar reports/screens.

HIGH-RANGE
Highest value if the field has a range of values. (Documentation only)

INTERNAL-ACCESS
Only displayed when override code is provided in report request. Indicates if the attribute is updated by other
Broadcom products.

JUSTIFICATION
L indicates left justified, R indicates right-justified.

LANG-COMNT
Language comment used in generated data definitions for the field.

LENGTH
Field length in bytes. For fields defined with a V data type (VARCHAR), this value includes the automatically
generated 2-byte field which defines the length of the data.

LEVEL
COBOL level number assigned to the field.

LONG
A SQL-created field with a data type of LONG VARCHAR.

LOW-RANGE
Lowest value if the field has a range of values. (Documentation only)

MEDIA-ACCESS
Only displayed when override code is provided in report request. Indicates if the attribute is updateable through
standard Datacom Datadictionary facilities such as DDUPDATE or Datacom Datadictionary online.
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MEDIA-LENGTH
Only displayed when override code is provided in report request. Displays the character length of the attribute for
display or update purposes.

NULL-INDICATOR
Indicates if a 1-byte null-indicator is to precede this field. Enter Y for the null-indicator. Enter N for no null-indicator.
For fields defined with NULL-INDICATOR=Y, Datacom Datadictionary increases the length of the table and any
keys using the field by one byte. The length of the field, however, is not affected.

ORDER
Indicates that the field in the key is sequenced in ascending or descending order. A indicates ascending; D
indicates descending.
This attribute-value is set during the definition of a key. To display the correct value, define a path from the key to
the field. If you do not, the default value for the attribute is displayed.

PARENT
The parent field to which the field belongs.

PRECISION
Specifies the maximum number of displayable digits allowed for data stored in fields whose TYPE is D (decimal),
N (numeric), G (graphic), V (varchar), or W (vargraphic).

PROFILE-CODE
Dataquery security code. See the person responsible for Dataquery on your system for details.

REDEFINES
N indicates no redefines. P indicates the field redefines the previous field at the same level. S indicates the field
redefines the same field as the previous field at the same level. C indicates the field is a child of a parent that
redefines another field.

REPEAT
Number of times the field is repeated. In COBOL, this is the number of times the field OCCURS.

REQUIRED
Indicates whether data is required in this field when a record is added. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.
(Documentation only)

SEMANTIC-MASK
Reserved for future use.

SEMANTIC-TYPE
Further defines the data in the field. For SQL processing, entry is SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP. For
Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom, entry is CA-DATE.
Another valid value is BIT-DATA. This value is used when you use a 'FOR BIT DATA' clause in an SQL column
definition. It can also be used when you define fields in Datacom Datadictionary and is valid only with the data
types C and V.

SHORT-ATTR-NAME
Lists the short attribute name for the FIELD occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary uses this name on online panels
and in batch reports. If you leave this parameter blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the first 15 characters of the
occurrence name.

SIGN
Y (yes) indicates a signed numeric field, N (no) indicates the field is not signed.

SIGNIFICANT-CHG
Datacom Datadictionary uses this attribute to notify that a change has been made to a field such as length,
displacement, data type, or sign. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the field.
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STORAGE
PL/1 storage option, such as: A for auto, S for static, C for controlled, and B for based.

TYPE
Field type. Such as: C for character, N for zoned decimal, B for binary, D for packed decimal, and Y for double-
byte character set. For more information, and a description of the field types available, see 4010 to 4020 FIELD
Transactions.

TYPE-NUMERIC
Type of sign convention being used for a numeric field. These are: C for conventional, P for conventional but
always positive, Q for unconventional but always positive, and U for unconventional.

UNCHANGEABLE
Declares the field unchangeable after it has been added. Is only applicable if DBEDITS=Y. Specify N if you specify
FORCEUPD=Y. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

VALUE
Literal value for a value (qualifier) field.

VARYING
Indicates if this is a field which contains variable data. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

FILE Detail Report

Learn about the attribute-types and current attribute-values that are provided in the FILE Detail Report in the Datacom
Datadictionary Batch Facility DDUTILTY.

This report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the FILE occurrence.

ACCESS-MTHD
The access method used with the file.

ANCHOR-POINTS
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

BLOCK-SIZE
Maximum block size for the file.

CI-INSERT
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

CI-ROOT
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

DATA-BASE-NAME
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

DATA-SET-NAME
Physical data set name of the file.

DBMS-USED
Database Management System used, such as: IBM/DB2, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, and NONE.

DD2-NAME
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

DEVICE
Device type on which the file resides, such as: FBA, MDISK, PRT, PUNCH, READER, TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3340,
3350, 3370, 3380, 3390, or 9345. processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.
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ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and whether the definition is
available for use by other Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

FREE-SPACE
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

LABEL
Indicates whether standard labels are used. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

MAX-BLCK-SIZE
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

MAX-RECK-SIZE
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

MAX-RECORD-SIZE
Maximum size for the records of the file.

MONITOR-NAME
JCL data definition name.
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

REC-TYP-NAME
If the file contains multiple record types, this attribute contains the Datacom Datadictionary name of the field in the
record that distinguishes one record type from another. (Documentation only)

RECORD-FORMAT
Identifies the record format.

• FBLK indicates fixed, blocked
• FUNB indicates fixed, unblocked
• VBLK indicates variable, blocked
• VUNB indicates variable, unblocked
• UNDF indicates undefined

RPS
Indicates whether the Rotational Position Sensing (RPS) feature of the DASD device where the file resides is
available or used. Y (yes) indicates it is available or is used, N (no) indicates it is not.

SCAN
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

SKIP-NTH
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

SLACK
Number of bytes reserved in each block of the file for expansion.

SYSIN
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

SYSOUT
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

JOB Detail Report

Learn which atrribute-types and attribute values are reported for the JOB occurrence in the JOB Detail Report. The JOB
Detail report is part of the Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DDUTILTY.

This report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the JOB occurrence.
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ACCOUNTING-INFO
Accounting information applicable to the job.

CLASS
Job class.

IDENT
Job identification.

MSGCLASS
Job message class.

MSGLEVEL
Message level.

OP-SYS
Operating system used.

PRIORITY
Job priority.

REGION-SIZE
Number of 1024-byte blocks of main memory allocated for the job.

RUN-TIME
Job runtime.

KEY Detail Report

Learn about the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the KEY occurrence in the KEY Detail Report of the
Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DDUTILTY.

This report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the KEY occurrence.
AGR-SQLNAME

SQL name of the table to which this key was defined.
AUTHID

For SQL processing, authorization identifier of the table to which this key was defined.
DATACOM-ID

Datacom/DB numeric ID of the key.
DATACOM-NAME

Datacom/DB name for the key.
DIRECT

Indicates that Datacom/DB can use the key for direct relative record access. Y indicates yes; N indicates no.
ENABLE

Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes; N indicates no.

FOREIGN
Indicates if the key is a foreign key. Y indicates yes; N indicates no.

INCLUDE-NIL-KEY
Indicates if keys with blanks or binary zeros are included in the Datacom/DB index. Y indicates yes; N indicates
no.

KEY-ASM-NAME
Assembler name of the key.
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KEY-CMP-NAME
Compiler name of the key.

KEY-FIELD-LENGTH
Identifies the length of the column that is used in the key that is used for partitioning of a table. This attribute is
only valid for columns of type C (character). This attribute specifies the number of characters that are used in
defining the key, beginning with the first character of the column. For all other types, the entire column must be
used in the key definition.

KEY-INDEX-NAME
Identifies the index data set into which the values for the named key are stored.

KEY-TYPE
Identifies whether the key is an index (I) or a partitioning (P) key.

KEY-USAGE
Identifies whether the index entries for this key are used for retrieval by record-at-a-time processing (RAAT), set-
at-a-time processing (SAAT), both or neither.

LENGTH
The length of the key in bytes (internally maintained during FIELD maintenance).
The sum of the lengths of the fields, plus one byte for each field defined with NULL-INDICATOR=Y.
This does not include the 2-byte field that defines the length of the data for fields that are defined with a data type
of V (VARCHAR). Therefore, this value does not match the sum of the fields length.

MASTER-KEY
Indicates whether this key is a Master Key. Y (yes) indicates yes; N (no) indicates no.

MAX-KEY-LENGTH
The maximum length of this key in the record or table.

NATIVE-KEY
Indicates whether this key is a Native Key. Y indicates yes; N indicates no.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the key.

UNIQUE
Indicates whether the value of the key must be unique within the table to which it is defined. Y indicates yes; N
indicates no.

NOTE
If this attribute-value is Y, then the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute-value must be Y and the field or fields
that are defined to the key cannot have a NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value of Y.

LIBRARY Detail Report

Learn about the attribute-types and attribute-values that are displayed in the Detail Report for the LIBRARY occurrence in
the Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY batch facility.

This report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the LIBRARY occurrence.
ARCHIE-LEVELS

Number of levels of archiving allowed for a Librarian master file.
BACKUP-EXECS

Automatic backup interval for a Librarian master file.
COMPRESSION

Compression option for a Librarian master file.
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DEFAULT-EXEC
Default execute option for a Librarian master file.

DEFAULT-LIST
Default list option for a Librarian master file.

DEFAULT-SEQ
Default sequence option for a Librarian master file.

DISK-BACKUP-OPT
Volume serial number for disk backup facility of a Librarian master file.

GROUP-PROCESS
Default group processing option for a Librarian master file.

INVOKE-VAR
Default source-load audit trail option for a Librarian master file.

LIBRARY-TYPE
Type of library used: Librarian, Vollie, Roscoe, SSL, or PDS.

NAME-LNG
Maximum length of the name of a member in a library.

NEW-SEQ-NUMBERS
Default resequence option for a Librarian master file.

NUMBER-DIR-BLK
Number of directory blocks for a system library.

PAGE-CHANGE-OPT
Default page separator option for a Librarian master file.

PASSWORD-OPTION
Password option for a Librarian master file.

PUNCH-OPTION
Default punch option for a Librarian master file.

UPDATE-PRINT-OP
Default update print option for a Librarian master file.

MEMBER Detail Report

Learn about the attribute-types and attribute values for MEMBER occurrences in the Detail Report in Datacom
Datadictionary batch facility DDUTILTY.

This report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-values for the MEMBER occurrence.

DATE-MODIFIED
Date the member was last modified.

DATE-PRECOMPILE
Date the member was last precompiled.

DATE-WRITTEN
Date the member was written.

LIBRARIAN-NAME
Name of the library used.

MEMBER-ID
Name as stored in a library.
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MEMBER-LANG
Language of the member.

MEMBER-TYPE
Type of member.

NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of times the member has been changed.

NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times the member has been compiled.

NUMBER-RUNS
Number of times the member has been executed.

OPERAT-SYSTEM
Operating system in which the member executes.

PROD-DATES
Date the member was last run in PROD status.

PROD-TIME
Time the member was last run in PROD status.

PRODUCT-ID
The product identifier of the product to which the member belongs.

TEST-DATE
Date the member was last run in TEST status.

TEST-TIME
Time the member was last run in TEST status.

MODULE Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY MODULE Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the MODULE occurrence.

COMPILED-DATE
Date the program was last compiled.

COMPILED-TIME
Time the program was last compiled.

DATE-MODIFIED
Last modification date.

DATE-PRECOMP
Precompiled date.

DATE-WRITTEN
Date the module was written.

IDEAL-RESERVED
Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

IDENT
Name stored on the Source Statement Library.

LANGUAGE
Language used.
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NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of times the module has been changed.

NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times the module has been compiled.

NUMBER-RUNS
Number of times the module has been run.

OP-SYS
Operating system used.

PRODUCT-ID
Identifier of the product to which the module belongs.

TYPE-MODULE
Classification which further identifies the module.

NODE Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DDUTILTY NODE Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the NODE occurrence: DD-BASE-ID and LOCATION.

DD-BASE-ID
The 5-digit DATACOM-ID of the Datacom Datadictionary database for the NODE.

LOCATION
Physical location of the node. (Documentation only)

PANEL Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DDUTILTY PANEL Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the PANEL occurrence.

COMPILED-DATE
Date the panel was last compiled

COMPILED-TIME
Time the panel was last compiled

IDEAL-RESERVED
Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

IMPORTED-DATE
Date the panel was imported to this system

IMPORTED-TIME
Time the panel was imported to this system

MEMBER-NAME
Member name of the panel in a library

MODIFIED-DATE
Date the panel was last modified

MODIFIED-TIME
Time the panel was last modified

NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of changes to the panel
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NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times the panel has been compiled

PANEL-ID
Panel ID

PREFIX-PANEL
Panel ID of the prefix panel

PRODUCT-ID
Product identifier of the product to which the panel belongs

RESOURCE-DATE
Date the panel was last resourced

RESOURCE-TIME
Time the panel was last resourced

RUN-STATUS
Load status of the program at runtime:

• R indicates resident
• S indicates shared
• N indicates nonshared
• C indicates conversational

SHORT-TITLE
Short title for the panel

WRITE-CONTROL
Write control indicator

PARAMETER-LIST Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the PARAMETER-LIST occurrence. Some attributes
are specifically for use in the SQL Mode.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier (schema) of the view.

CREATOR
Contains the user-ID of the person that created this view (internally maintained).
The default is UNKNOWNPARMOWNER.

ENABLE
N/A

FILENAME
N/A

FIPS
Indicates if the view is valid in FIPS processing (internally maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

SQL-ACCESS
N/A

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the view.
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PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE (PCV)
occurrence.

HIGH-RANGE-SIGN
If the data type of the column is numeric, this attribute contains the sign of the data contained in the HIGH-
RANGE-VALUE attribute. This attribute is only valid for numeric columns. The valid values are "+", "-", and "N" (for
No sign). This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

HIGH-RANGE-VALUE
Contains, in character format, the highest value for the defined column that is allowed in the specified partition. If
the column is of a numeric data type, leading zeros must be defined. For example, if the data type of the column
is SMALLINT and the highest value for that column in the partition is "5", then the value of the data portion of this
attribute is "00005" and the length portion of the attribute is x'05'. This attribute is defined on the initial addition of
the entity-occurrence.

HIGH-RANGE-VALUE- LENGTH
The actual length of the data in HIGH-RANGE-VALUE. This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-
occurrence.

PARTITION-VALUE Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the PARTITION-VALUE occurrence.

COMPILE-DATE
Date the Datacom STAR DMUTLTY utility compiled the occurrence.

COMPILE-TIME
Time the Datacom STAR DMUTLTY utility compiled the occurrence.

COMPILE-VERSION
Version number assigned by the Datacom STAR DMUTLTY utility.

LOWER-BOUNDS-1
Value to form a conditional expression for the lower range to partition a table in a partitioned database.

LOWER-BOUNDS-2
Value concatenated to LOWER-BOUNDS-1 to form the conditional expression.

LOWER-BOUNDS-3
Value concatenated to LOWER-BOUNDS-2 to form the conditional expression.

LOWER-BOUNDS-4
Value concatenated to LOWER-BOUNDS-3 to form the conditional expression.

LOWER-BOUNDS-5
Value concatenated to LOWER-BOUNDS-4 to form the conditional expression.

LOWER-VALUE-LEN
Total length of the LOWER-BOUNDS attribute-values (supplied by the Datacom STAR DMUTLTY utility).

UPPER-BOUNDS-1
Value to form a conditional expression for the higher range to partition a table in a partitioned database.

UPPER-BOUNDS-2
Value concatenated to UPPER-BOUNDS-1 to form the conditional expression.

UPPER-BOUNDS-3
Value concatenated to UPPER-BOUNDS-2 to form the conditional expression.
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UPPER-BOUNDS-4
Value concatenated to UPPER-BOUNDS-3 to form the conditional expression.

UPPER-BOUNDS-5
Value concatenated to UPPER-BOUNDS-4 to form the conditional expression.

UPPER-VALUE-LEN
Total length of the UPPER-BOUNDS attribute-values (supplied by the Datacom STAR DMUTLTY utility).

PERSON Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY PERSON Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the PERSON occurrence.

EMPLOYEE-IDENT
Employee identification code.

JOB-GRADE
Job grade of the employee.

JOB-TITLE
Job title of the employee.

LANGUAGE
The language of the person:

• ARABIC
• DANISH
• DUTCH
• ENGLISH
• FINNISH
• FRENCH
• GERMAN
• GERMAN2
• ITALIAN
• JAPANESE
• KOREAN
• NORWEGIAN
• PORTUGUESE
• SPANISH
• SWEDISH

LANGUAGE-CODE
Code for the language of the person:
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• 1 (English)
• 2 (German)
• 3 (German2)
• 4 (Finnish)
• 5 (French)
• 6 (Dutch)
• 7 (Spanish)
• 8 (Italian)
• 9 (Danish)
• A (Swedish)
• B (Arabic)
• C (Japanese)
• D (Korean)
• E (Portuguese)
• F (Norwegian)

NAME
Full name of the person.

ORGANIZATION
Organization, department, or section with which the person is associated.

PASS-WORD
Password for the user for access to Broadcom product facilities.
This attribute is only displayed if the override code is provided. See the person responsible for security
administration on your system for information.

PRODUCT-ID
The product identifier of the product that added the person to the system.

USERID
Signon for Datacom Datadictionary.
See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information.

PLAN Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY PLAN Detail Report report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the PLAN occurrence.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier of the plan.

DATEFORM
Identifies the format of the date the plan was precompiled.

DECPOINT
Options for decimal points in SQL statements for a plan.
C indicates commas, P indicates periods.

JOIN-OVERRIDE
Identifies the join optimization sequence.
M indicates that the tables are joined as they are listed in the clause which results in a nested loop join. P
indicates normal join optimization.

MESSAGE
Identifies the message type.
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PLN-CBSIO
Lists the I/O limit interrupt for all SQL commands.
This option allows application environments to establish their own maximums in I/O and set processing relative
to their own requirements. A value of 0 means no limit. The PLN-CBSIO attribute-value is divided by 8 and stored
internally as a binary halfword. The display is the value entered divided by 8.

PLN-CLOSE
Indicates when the plan and the User Requirements Table are closed:

• R indicates that the plan and the User Requirements Table close when the run unit ends. The R option is
recommended for batch programs.

• T indicates that the plan and the User Requirements Table close when the transaction ends. The T option is
recommended for a CICS environment.

PLN-COMPAT
Lists the mode in which to process the program:

• ANSI indicates that the program runs in ANSI mode.
• DATACOM indicates that the program runs in extended mode.
• FIPS indicates that the program runs in FIPS mode.
• Db2 indicates that Datacom/DB treat the plan as having Db2 syntax and internal constructs. For use with

Broadcom DB2:Transparency and Ideal for Datacom for DB2.

PLN-ISOLATION
Lists the isolation level:

• U indicates that no locks are acquired for rows accessed for read-only purposes.
• C (for cursor stability) indicates that a unit of work holds locks only on its uncommitted changes and the current

row of its cursors.
• R indicates a repeatable read.

PLN-MIN
Lists the exclusive control wait time limit in minutes.
The PLN-MIN option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is
holding a requested record under exclusive control.

PLN-PRTY
Lists the priority of the SQL requests from the plan.
The lowest priority is 1, while 15 is the highest priority.

PLN-SEC
Lists the exclusive control wait time limit in seconds.
The PLN-SEC option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is
holding a requested record under exclusive control.

PLN-VALID
Indicates whether the plan is valid.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

PROGRAM
Identifies the program used that resulted in this plan.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the plan.

STRINGDELIM
Specifies the delimiters for literals.
"A" indicates apostrophes, "Q" indicates quotation marks.
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TIMEFORM
Identifies the format of the time the plan was precompiled.

WORKSPACE
Lists the length of the workspace during plan execution.

PROCEDURE Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch DDUTILTY PROCEDURE Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the PROCEDURE occurrence.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier of the procedure.

CHECK-TIMESTAMP
Indicates to the SQL processor either to check that the associated external module has not been modified since
the procedure was created (Y) or not to make such a check (N).

CREATOR
Contains the user-ID of the person that created this view (internally maintained).
The default is UNKNOWNPROCOWNER.

DETERMINISTIC
Indicates whether a procedure always provides the same results, given the same data (Y), or if a procedure can
provide different results due to factors other than the data (N).

EXTERNAL
If the procedure causes an external module to be executed, this attribute is set to Y. Otherwise, if the procedure
directly executes SQL statements, this attribute is set to N.

FIPS
Indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing (internally maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

LANGUAGE
The language of the procedure.

PARM-LIST-STYLE
Specifies the style of parameter list to be passed when defining an SQL procedure.

PRC-VALID
When a change is made to a program referenced by a procedure, this attribute is set to N. Otherwise, it is set to Y.

REENTRANT
Indicates if the procedure code is reentrant (Y) or not reentrant (N).

RELEASE-CREATED
Indicates the version of SQL that was in effect when the procedure was created. For example, RELEASE-
CREATED is 1000 for Version 10.0.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the procedure.

SQL-ACCESS
Indicates whether the table associated with this procedure is accessible during SQL processing (internally
maintained when the table is cataloged). Y indicates yes, R indicates SQL read-only, N indicates no.

SQL-CATAL-DATE
The date (mm/dd/yy) when the procedure was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.
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SQL-CATAL-TIME
The time (hhmmss) when the procedure was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.

SQL-TIMESTAMP
Detects when a program referenced by a procedure has been modified. It is cross-referenced to the date stored in
the PROGRAM entity-type by the SQL preprocessor.

SVC-PCK-CREATED
Indicates the Broadcom Service Pack of SQL that was in effect when the procedure was created. For example,
SVC-PCK-CREATED would be 01 for Service Pack 1.

PROGRAM Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY Program Detail report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the PROGRAM occurrence.

Refer to the following list for the attribute-types and the current attribute-values.

ACTUAL-DATE
Actual compilation date of the program.

APPLICATION
Application to which this program belongs.

COMPILED-DATE
Date the program was last compiled.

COMPILED-TIME
Time the program was last compiled.

DATA-COMP-DATE
Date the dataview for this program was last compiled.

DATA-COMP-TIME
Time the dataview for this program was last compiled.

DATA-DATE
Date the local data was entered.

DATA-MDFD-DATE
Date the local data was last modified.

DATA-MDFD-TIME
Time the local data was last modified.

DATA-TIME
Time the local data was entered.

DATE-MODIFIED
Date the program was last modified.

DATE-PRECOMP
Date the program was last precompiled.

DATE-WRITTEN
Date the program was written.

IDEAL-RESERVED
Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

IDENT
Name assigned in the Source Statement Library.
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IMPORTED-DATE
Date the program was imported to this system.

IMPORTED-TIME
Time the program was imported to this system.

LANGUAGE
Language used in the program.

MEMBER-NAME
Member name of the program in a library.

MODIFIED-DATE
Date the program was last modified.

MODIFIED-TIME
Time the program was last modified.

NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of times the program has been changed.

NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times the program has been compiled.

NUMBER-RUNS
Number of times the program has been run.

OP-SYS
Operating system used by the program.

PARM-COMP-DATE
Date the parameters were last compiled.

PARM-COMP-TIME
Time the parameters were last compiled.

PARM-MDFD-DATE
Date the parameters were last modified.

PARM-MDFD-TIME
Time the parameters were last modified.

PRODUCT-ID
Product identifier of the product to which the program belongs.

PROGRAM-NUMBER
Program identification number.

REFRESH
Used only in non-Ideal for Datacom programs called from Ideal for Datacom in batch.
If REFRESH is Y, a new copy of the subprogram is loaded on each call. If REFRESH is N, the same copy of the
program is called each time.

RESOURCE-DATE
Date the program was last resourced.

RESOURCE-TIME
Time the program was last resourced.

RUN-STATUS
Load status of the program at runtime:
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• C indicates conversational
• N indicates nonshared
• R indicates resident
• S indicates shared

TARGET-DATE
Target date for completion of the program.

TYPE-PROGRAM
Program classification.

UPDATE-DB
Indicates whether the program updates Datacom/DB.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

UPDATE-DB2
Indicates whether the program updates IBM/Db2 (Db2 is an abbreviation for IBM Database 2).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

RECORD Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY RECORD Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the RECORD occurrence.

COMPRESS-RTN
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates Yes, N indicates No.

FILENAME
Occurrence name of the file that contains this record.

INIT-PARM
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

LENGTH
The length, in bytes, of the record (internally maintained during FIELD maintenance).
For example, the sum of the lengths of the fields.

SEGMENT-NM
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

TYPE
Type of record.
For files containing multiple record types, this attribute is used to specify which type of record is defined by the
current entity-occurrence being reported. (For documentation purposes only.)

REPORT Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY REPORT Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the REPORT occurrence.

APPLICATION
Application that produces the report.

CARR-CNTL
Type of carriage control used.
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COMPILED-DATE
Date the report was last compiled.

COMPILED-TIME
Time the report was last compiled.

DATE-WRITTEN
Date the report was written.

FORM-NBR
Form number used to print the report.

IDENT
Report identification.

IMPORTED-DATE
Date the report was imported to this system.

IMPORTED-TIME
Time the report was imported to this system.

MEMBER-NAME
The member name of the report in a library.

MODIFIED-DATE
Date the report was last modified.

MODIFIED-TIME
Time the report was last modified.

NBR-COPIES
Number of copies to make.

NUMBER-CHANGES
Number of times the report has been changed.

NUMBER-COMPILES
Number of times the report has been compiled.

NUMBER-RUNS
Number of times the report has been run.

PRODUCT-ID
Product identifier of the product to which the report belongs.

REPORT-ID
Identifier of the report.

RESOURCE-DATE
Date the report was last resourced.

RESOURCE-TIME
Time the report was last resourced.

STATEMENT Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch DDUTILTY STATEMENT Detail Report lists the attribute-types and current attribute-
values for the STATEMENT occurrence: AUTHID, FIPS, PLANNAME, STATEMENT-ID, STM-VALID.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier of the plan that contains this statement.
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FIPS
Indicates if the statement is valid in FIPS processing.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

PLANNAME
SQL name of the plan that contains this statement.

STATEMENT-ID
Identification number for this statement.

STM-VALID
Indicates whether the statement is valid.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

STEP Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch facility DBUTILTY STEP Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-
values for the STEP occurrence: ACCOUNTING-INFO, DISP-PRIOR, IDENT, REGION-SIZE, and RUN-TIME.

ACCOUNTING-INFO
Accounting information applicable to the step.

DISP-PRIOR
The dispatching priority of the step.

IDENT
Step identification.

REGION-SIZE
Number of 1024-byte blocks of main memory allocated for the step.

RUN-TIME
Runtime of the step in the format (mmmsss).

SYNONYM Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY produces a SYNONYM Detail Report that lists the attribute-types and
the current attribute-values for the SYNONYM occurrence.

Refer to the following list for the attribute-types.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier of the synonym.

CREATOR
Contains the user-ID of the person that created this synonym (internally maintained).
The default is UNKNOWNSYNOWNER.

ENABLE
Indicates that the table was cataloged and was in synch when the synonym was created.

FILENAME
N/A

LENGTH
N/A

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the synonym.
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SQL-ACCESS
Indicates whether the table that is associated with this synonym is accessible during SQL processing (internally
maintained when the table is cataloged).

SQL-SECURITY
Indicates if the database containing the table or view can be secured by SQL rules (internally maintained).
Y indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used. N indicates Datacom/DB Security Facility rules is
used.

SYSTEM Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY SYSTEM Detail Report lists the attribute-types and the current
attribute-values for the SYSTEM occurrence.

APPLICATION
System application.

DATE-DESIGN
Design date.

DATE-IMPLEM
Implementation date.

PRODUCT-ID
Identifier of the product to which the system belongs.

RELEASE
The version level of the system.

SHORT-SYSTEM-ID
Short identifier for the system.

SYSTEM-TYPE
Type of system.

SYSTEM-USER
Name of the end user, such as ENGINEERING, PERSONNEL, and so forth.

TABLE Detail Report

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the TABLE occurrence. Some attributes are
specifically for use in the SQL Mode.

ANY-PARTITION-AUTHID
Identifies the authorization identifier (schema) of the partitioned table you want accessible to SQL processing
when all partitions of the table may not be available at the time.

ANY-PARTITION- DATACOM-NAME
Identifies the DATACOM-NAME of the partitioned table you want accessible to record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time
processing when all partitions of the table may not be available at the time.

ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME
Identifies the SQL name of the partitioned table you want accessible to SQL processing when all partitions of the
table may not be available at the time.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier (schema) of the table.
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BASE-NAME
Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of the DATABASE occurrence related to the table (internally
maintained during the SET or CATALOG function).

BASE-VER
Version number of the related database (internally maintained during the SET or CATALOG function).

CHNG-MASTER-KEY
Indicates that the value of the Master Key can be modified.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CLUSTER-KEY-ID
The Datacom/DB Key identification used for the Cluster Key if clustering is requested.

CLUSTER-KEY-LEN
Lists the number of high-order bytes of the Native Key to be used as the Cluster Key.

CNS-DOMAIN
Indicates if at least one column in the table has a constraint (internally maintained).

CNS-REFERENCED
Indicates that the table contains a unique key which is the foreign key of some other table (internally maintained).

CNS-REFERS
Indicates that the table contains a foreign key (internally maintained).

CNS-SAME-BASE
Indicates that the constraint references are within the same database related to this table (internally maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CNS-UNIQUE
Indicates if the table contains a unique key (internally maintained).

COMPRESS-EXIT
Name of the compression routine exit.

COMPRESS-RTN
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

COMPRESSION
Indicates whether compression is used for the table.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

CONSTRAINT
Indicates that the table contains at least one column (field) or key that is constrained (internally
maintained).DATABASE-ID
DATACOM-ID attribute of the database that contains the table.

DATACOM-ID
DATACOM-ID attribute for the table.

DATACOM-NAME
Datacom/DB name for the table.

DB-MASTER-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the Master Key for the table (internally maintained during the SET or
CATALOG function).

DB-NATIVE-KEY
DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the Native Key for the table (internally maintained during the SET or
CATALOG function).
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DBMS-USED
Database Management System used, such as: DATACOM or IBM/Db2.

DD-ENTITY-TABLE
Indicates if the table defines an entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

DD-MASTER-KEY
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the Master Key for the table (internally maintained during the SET or
CATALOG function).

DD-NATIVE-KEY
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the Native Key for the table (internally maintained during the SET or
CATALOG function).

DDD-SYNCH
Indicates if the table definition is consistent with the definition in the Data Definition Directory (internally
maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

DL1T-CONSTRAINT
Indicates if the table is eligible for Datacom DL1 Transparency integrity processing (internally maintained during
the SET or CATALOG function).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

DUPE-MASTER-KEY
Indicates whether the value of the Master Key is allowed to be duplicated.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

ENABLE
Indicates whether the definition is in synchronization with the Directory (CXX) and is available for use by other
Broadcom products. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

ENCRYPTION-KEY
The eight-character user-assigned key used for the encryption (encoding) of tables.

ENCRYPTION-METHOD
This attribute indicates the method of encryption used on the given table.

ENCRYPTION-TYPE
This attribute indicates the type of encryption used on the given table.

ENTY-NAME-LEN
Maximum length of occurrence names within the entity-type.

ENTY-HIST-VERS
Maximum number of HISTory status versions of an occurrence that can exist simultaneously in Datacom
Datadictionary.

FALLBACK
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

FIPS
Indicates if the table is valid in FIPS processing.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no and S indicates no because of syntax.

FILENAME
Repeats the table occurrence name.

INIT-PARM
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

LENGTH
The length of the table in bytes (internally maintained during FIELD maintenance).
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The sum of the lengths of the fields, plus one byte for each field defined with NULL-INDICATOR=Y.
LOGGING

Indicates whether logging is used. Y indicates yes, N indicates no.
MAX-RECORD-SIZE

Maximum size for the physical records of the table.
MONITOR-NM

Reserved for use by Broadcom.
MOVE-ROW-TO-NEW-PARTITION

Indicates whether a row is moved to a new partition if the value of one of the columns comprising the partitioning
key is updated.

PARTITION
Indicates if the table is involved in partitioning (N means not involved) and whether it is the partitioned table (Y),
the partitioned table but with restricted access, that is, no access to the individual partitions (R), or a table partition
(P).

PIPELINE-OPTION
Indicates whether the Pipeline option of Datacom/DB is in effect for this table.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

RECOVERY
Indicates whether the Recovery facilities of Datacom/DB is used for this table.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

SEGMENT-NM
Reserved for use by Broadcom.

SQL-ACCESS
Indicates whether the table is accessible during SQL processing (internally maintained when the table is
cataloged).
Y indicates yes, R indicates SQL read-only, N indicates no.

SQL-CATAL-DATE
Date the SQL accessible table was last cataloged (internally maintained when the table is cataloged).

SQL-CATAL-TIME
Time the SQL accessible table was last cataloged (internally maintained when the table is cataloged).

SQL-INTENT
Indicates that the table is intended for SQL processing.
Y indicates yes, R indicates SQL read-only, N indicates no. (SQL-ACCESS must be Y or R for the table to be
accessible during SQL processing.)

SQLNAME
SQL name of the table.

SQL-SECURITY
Indicates if the database containing the table can be secured by SQL rules (internally maintained).
Y indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used. N indicates Datacom/DB Security Facility rules is used
for the SQL objects (TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM, or FIELD (columns) occurrences) in the DATABASE structure.

NOTE
You cannot base a view on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY values. The attribute-
value is enforced only when security is enabled in the Datacom/DB Master List. For more information
about the Datacom/DB Security Facility and SQL security, see the Security Overview.

TABLEKIND
Reserved for use by Broadcom.
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TRIGGER Detail Report

The Datacom Datadictionary batch utility DDUTILTY produces a TRIGGER Detail Report that lists the attribute-types and
the current attribute-values for the TRIGGER occurrence.

Refer to the following list for the attribute-types.

ACTION-LEVEL
Indicates whether the trigger is invoked for each row (R) processed or for each SQL statement (S), when a trigger
is created.

AFTER-DELETE
When a trigger is created, you can specify when it is invoked. These switches indicate these options. One or more
of these switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

AFTER-INSERT
When a trigger is created, you can specify when it is invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of these switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

AUTHID
Authorization identifier (schema) of the trigger.

BEFORE-DELETE
When a trigger is created, you can specify when it is invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of these switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

BEFORE-INSERT
When a trigger is created, you can specify when it is invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of these switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

BEFORE-UPDATE
When a trigger is created, you can specify when it is invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of these switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

CREATOR
Indicates the user-ID of the person that created this synonym.

FIPS
Indicates if the trigger is valid in FIPS processing (internally maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

NEW-ROW-CORR-NAME
SQL statements that refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These
attributes allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

NEW-TABLE-ALIAS
SQL statements that refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These
attributes allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME
SQL statements that refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These
attributes allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

OLD-TABLE-ALIAS
SQL statements that refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These
attributes allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

RELEASE-CREATED
Indicates the version that was in effect when the trigger was created. For example, RELEASE-CREATED would
be 1000 for Version 10.0.
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SQL-CATAL-DATE
The date (mm/dd/yy) when the trigger was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.

SQL-CATAL-TIME
The time (hhmmss) when the trigger was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.

SQLNAME
The SQLNAME of the trigger that is specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

SQL-TIMESTAMP
The ANSI Standard specifies that triggers are invoked in the order they are created. The oldest trigger is invoked
first. The SQL Timestamp helps ensure that triggers are invoked in that order.

SVC-PCK-CREATED
Indicates the Broadcom Service Pack of SQL that was in effect when the trigger was created. For example, SVC-
PCK-CREATED would be 01 for Service Pack 1.

TRIGGER-VALID
When a change is made to a table referenced by a trigger and that change could affect the ability of the trigger
to function correctly, this attribute is set to N. Otherwise, it is set to Y. This attribute is also set to N if there is a
recognized change to a procedure called by the trigger.

UPDATE-TRIGGER
Indicates, with the BEFORE-UPDATE and AFTER-UPDATE attributes, whether the trigger is invoked only when
certain columns are updated (EXPLICIT) or when any column in the table is updated (IMPLICIT).

VIEW Detail Report

Learn about the attribute-types and attribute-values that are displayed for the VIEW occurrence with the Datacom
Datadictionary Detail Report in the DDUTILITY batch facility.

This report lists the attribute-types and the current attribute-values for the VIEW occurrence.
AUTHID

Authorization identifier (schema) of the view.
CREATOR

Contains the user-ID of the person that created this view (internally maintained).
The default is UNKNOWNVIEWOWNER.

ENABLE
N/A

FILENAME
N/A

FIPS
Indicates if the view is valid in FIPS processing (internally maintained).
Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

LENGTH
The length, in bytes, of the view (internally maintained).
For example, the sum of the lengths of the columns (FIELD occurrences) identified in the view definition.

SQL-ACCESS
N/A

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the view.
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SQL-SECURITY
Indicates if the database containing the table or view can be secured by SQL rules (internally maintained).
Y indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used.
N indicates Datacom/DB Security Facility rules are used for the SQL objects (TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM, or
FIELD (columns) occurrences) in the DATABASE structure.

NOTE
You cannot base a view on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY values. For more
information about the Datacom/DB Security Facility and SQL security, see the Security Overview.

DETAIL Report - No Modifiers

Find an example DETAIL Report with no modifiers. The DETAIL Report is good DDUTILTY report in the Datacom
Datadictionary Batch Facilities.

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                          
        *
              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;
  PROC  *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DETAIL,ELEMENT,ACCT*(T1)                                           ;
ENTITY-TYPE: ELEMENT                            DESC: ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT
NAME: ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       (T001)TEST
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:
DATE-ADDED: 09/29/89        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: &SYSMONTH./&SYSDAYOFM./&SYSYEAR.       
 TIME-OF-CHANGE: 15.03.42       NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000008

ATTRIBUTE.......................  ..................................(ATTRIBUTE
 VALUE)...................................

ENABLE                            N
ASM-NAME                          ACCTREC
COMPL-NAME                        ACCTS
DATACOM-NAME                      ACTFL
SECURITY-CODE                     000
LENGTH                            00031
DISP-IN-TABLE                     00000
FIRST-FIELD                       ORD-ID
LAST-FIELD                        CUST-NO
SYNCH-CODE                        000
          *****  END OF JOB  *****

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                          
        *
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              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;
  PROC  *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT DETAIL,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(T1),A,D,T                              ;
-END                                                                    ;                 
                                                  ;
ENTITY-TYPE: DATABASE                           DESC: ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE
NAME: ORDER-ENTRY                                                       (T001)TEST
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:
DATE-ADDED: 03/01/90        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 03/01/90        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.05.11   
    NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000008

ATTRIBUTE.......................  ..................................(ATTRIBUTE VALUE)..

ENABLE                            N
DATACOM-ID                        00010
BASE-TYPE                         RELATION
CATALOGED-DATE
CATALOGED-TIME
DBMS-USED                         DATACOM
DDD-BASE-ID                       000
DL1T-CONSTRAINT                   N
SQLNAME
SQL-SECURITY                      N
DYNAMIC-EXTEND
 DESCRIPTORS
ORDER-ENTRY
 .... ALIAS ....                   .... ALIAS ....                   .... ALIAS ....
 ORDER-ENTRY-DATABASE
 ..................................... TEXT CLASS-STANDARD                        OWNED   
   LINE NO .
   The Application Demonstration System is a generic representation                       
 00000000001
 of a customer order-entry system as it may appear in the business                        
 00000000002
 world.                                                                                   
 00000000003
   The overall system is designed modularly so that it may be enhanced                    
 00000000004
 without adversely affecting the basic design of the system.  Modularity                  
 00000000005
 allows the system to be expanded or enhanced for demonstration purposes                  
 00000000006
 or for the actual use of the system in a production environment.  The                    
 00000000007
 ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables, each of which has                          
 00000000008
 minimally a primary key.  The database, as it is conceptualized, is                      
 00000000009
 fully normalized.  The actual physical database is a one-for-one                         
 00000000010
 implementation of the conceptualized model.                                              
 00000000011
 ..................................... TEXT CLASS-STRUCTURE                       OWNED   
   LINE NO .
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   The ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables defined to eight                      
 00000000001
 areas.  The areas and tables are as follows:                                             
 00000000002
                                                                                          
 00000000003
         Area Name            Table Name                                                  
 00000000004
ENTITY-TYPE: DATABASE                           DESC: ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE
NAME: ORDER-ENTRY                                                       (T001)TEST
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:
DATE-ADDED: 03/01/90        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 03/01/90        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.05.11   
    NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000008

ATTRIBUTE.......................  ..................................(ATTRIBUTE VALUE)..

         ---------            ----------                                                  
 00000000005
                                                                                          
 00000000006
         ACCTS                ACCTS                                                       
 00000000007
         CUST                 CUST                                                        
 00000000008
         DETAIL               DETAIL                                                      
 00000000009
                              ORDERS                                                      
 00000000010
         ITEMS                ITEMS                                                       
 00000000011
         ORD-NO               ORD-NO                                                      
 00000000012
         RCPTS                RCPTS                                                       
 00000000013
         SHIPTO               SHIPTO                                                      
 00000000014
         SLSHST               SLSHST                                                      
 00000000015
                                        *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  -----------*

Field Report
Learn about the DDUTILTY Field Report in Datacom Datadictionary. Find information about report content, KEY and
ELEMENT field reports, request format, and the field report standard path. Syntax diagrams and examples are provided.

The Field Report provides itemized information about FIELD occurrences that are associated with a TABLE, VIEW,
RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.

Report Content

The report heading contains the following information, which is listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are
different from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.

ENTITY-TYPE
TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT.

DESC (DESCRIPTION)
Entity-occurrence description.
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NAME (ENTITY-NAME)
The occurrence name of the table, view, record, key, or element.

STATUS
Status of the occurrence.

AUTHOR
ID of the author.

SQL
The full SQL name (authid.sqlname) of the table. This line is only printed if the Field Report is for a TABLE
occurrence and the SQLNAME attribute of the table is not empty.

CONTROLLER
Controller ID.

COPY-VERSION (PREVIOUS-VERS)
Number of the version that was copied to produce this version.

DATE-ADDED
Date the entity-occurrence was added.

DATE-LAST-CHANGED (DATE-LAST-CHG)
Date the entity-occurrence was last updated.

TIME-OF-CHANGE (TIME-LAST-CHG)
Time of day the entity-occurrence was changed.
If no updates have been processed, the time that the entity-occurrence was added.

NUMBER-OF-CHANGES (COUNT)
Number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.

The report body lists the following information:

LV (LEVEL)
The two-digit field level number.

C (CLASS)
Code representing the field class.
Codes for the valid classes are:
C

Compound - or parent - field
F

Filler field
I

Index field
S

Simple field
V

Value - or qualifier - field
FIELD-NAME

Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the field.
PARENT-NAME (RECORD-NAME)

Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the parent field.
Applies to compound fields only.
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DISPL (DISP-IN-TABLE)
Displacement of the field in the record or table.

LNGTH (LENGTH)
Length of the field in bytes.
For fields defined with a V data type (VARCHAR), this value includes the automatically generated 2-byte field
which defines the length of the data.

T (TYPE)
Code representing the data type of the field.
Codes for the valid data types are:
B

Binary field
C

Character field
D

Packed decimal field
E

Extended-precision floating-point
G

Graphics character set
H

Hexadecimal with two characters per entry
K

Kanji
L

Long-precision floating-point
N

Numeric field zoned decimal
S

Short-precision floating-point
T

PL/I bit representation
V

Variable-length character
Y

Pure DBCS Double-Byte Character Set
Z

Mixed DBCS and EBCDIC
2

Halfword binary
4

Fullword binary
8

Doubleword binary
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J (JUSTIFICATION)
Justification.
L indicates left justified, R indicates right-justified.

N (NULL-INDICATOR)
Null indicator.
N indicates no null-indicator, a 1-byte indicator preceding this field. Y indicates the null-indicator is present.

S (SIGN)
Sign.
N indicates no sign, Y indicates signed.

DEC (DECIMALS)
Decimal places for numeric, packed decimal, and binary fields.

RPFAC (REPEAT)
Repetition factor.

VALUE
Value attribute.
The value is either the default value of the field or the value that is associated with a qualifier (CLASS=V) field.

DESCRIPTION
FIELD entity-occurrence description.

PRECISION
Specifies the maximum number of displayable digits that are allowed for data that are stored in fields whose
TYPE is D (decimal), N (numeric), G (graphic), V (varchar), or W (Vargraphic).

KEY and ELEMENT Field Reports

The KEY and ELEMENT Field Reports also list the following information:

LANGUAGE-COMMENT (LANG-COMNT)
A 36-character comment for the FIELD occurrence.

ALC-NAME (ASM-NAME)
Assembler name.

COMPILER-NAME (COMPL-NAME)
FIELD entity-occurrence alternate compiler name if different from the occurrence name.

O (ORDER)
Sequencing order.
Sequencing order within the key. "A" indicates ascending; "D" indicates descending.

DS (DATA-SENSITIVE)
Indicates that the field is a signed, numeric field that Datacom/DB sorts in numeric collation sequence. For more
information, see Designing Keys.

Request Format

Use the following format for a Field Report request:

►►─-RPT─FIELD────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name ─┘ ├─(vrs)─────┤

                                            ├─(vrs,ovrd)┤
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                                            └─(,ovrd)───┘

►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─,as-of-date─┘

When submitting with a path, use the following format for a Field Report request:

Field Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 1)

►►─-RPT─START─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

►─,path-name─┬───────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

Field Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 2)

►►─-RPT─FIELD─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

              └─,entity─┬────────────┬─┘

                        ├─(vrs)──────┤

                        ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                        └─(,ovrd)────┘

For discussions about the parameters, see Coding the Basic Report Request and Using Pathing in Reporting.

NOTE
If the entity parameter is used, it must be coded TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT.

FIELD Report - STANDARD Path

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 8

             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                          
        *
              *  -USR DATACOM-INSTALL,********                                          ; 
 PROC   *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT START,TABLE,ACCTS(PROD,****),STANDARD                              ;
-RPT FIELD,TABLE                                                        ;
-RPT FIELD,KEY                                                          ;
-RPT FIELD,ELEMENT                                                      ;
-END                                                                    ;
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ENTITY-TYPE: TABLE                              DESC: ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE
NAME: ACCTS                                                             (0001)PROD
SQL: SYSADM.ACCTS
AUTHOR: DEMO-ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO-ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001_
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 06/20/91  TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.34.32      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000021

LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE..
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT............PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 S ORD-ID                                                            00000 00005 N R N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD                                
                00005

01 C BILL-DT                                                           00005 00006 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

02 S BILL-YR                          BILL-DT                          00005 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                       ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD                                
                00002

02 S BILL-MO                          BILL-DT                          00007 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD                               
                00002

02 S BILL-DAY                         BILL-DT                          00009 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD                              
                00002

01 S ORD-AMT                                                           00011 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD                               
                00009

01 S FRT-AMT                                                           00016 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD                               
                00009

01 S DISC-AMT                                                          00021 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD                              
                00009

01 C CUST-ID                                                           00026 00005 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

02 S IND-CD                           CUST-ID                          00026 00001 C L N N
     00001
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                                        ACCTS IND-CD FIELD                                
                00001

02 S CUST-NO                          CUST-ID                          00027 00004 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD                               
                00004
ENTITY-TYPE: KEY                                DESC: CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY
NAME: ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY                                                 (0001)PROD
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90  DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 01/30/90      TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.56.02      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000001

LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE.
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT............PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 C CUST-ID                                                           00026 00005 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD
                                        CUSTID    ACT-CUST-ID-KEY                 A   N
02 S IND-CD                           CUST-ID                          00026 00001 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS IND-CD FIELD
                                        INDCD     ACT-IND-CD-KEY                  A   N   
                 00001
02 S CUST-NO                          CUST-ID                          00027 00004 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD
                                        CUSTNO    ACT-CUST-NO-KEY                 A   N   
                 00004

ENTITY-TYPE: KEY                                DESC: ORD-ID MASTER KEY
NAME: ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY                                                  (0001)PROD
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90      DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 01/30/90    TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.56.02      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000001

LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE.
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT...........PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 S ORD-ID                                                            00000 00005 N R N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD                                
               00005
                                        ORDID     ACT-ORD-ID-KEY                  A   N
ENTITY-TYPE: ELEMENT                            DESC: ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT
NAME: ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       (0001)PROD
AUTHOR: DEMO-ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO-ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90  DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 06/20/91      TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.34.33      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:000008
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LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE..
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT...........PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 S ORD-ID                                                            00000 00005 N R N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD                                
               00005
                                        ORDID     ACT-ORD-ID
01 C BILL-DT                                                           00005 00006 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD
                                        BILLDT    ACT-BILL-DT
02 S BILL-YR                          BILL-DT                          00005 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD
                                        BILLYR    ACT-BILL-YR                             
               00002
02 S BILL-MO                          BILL-DT                          00007 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD
                                        BILLMO    ACT-BILL-MO                             
               00002
02 S BILL-DAY                         BILL-DT                          00009 00002 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD
                                        BILLDAY   ACT-BILL-DAY                            
               00002
01 S ORD-AMT                                                           00011 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD
                                        ORDAMT    ACT-ORD-AMT                             
               00009
01 S FRT-AMT                                                           00016 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD
                                        FRTAMT    ACT-FRT-AMT                             
               00009
01 S DISC-AMT                                                          00021 00005 D R N Y
 002 00001
                                        ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD
                                        DISCAMT   ACT-DISC-AMT                            
               00009
01 C CUST-ID                                                           00026 00005 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD
                                        CUSTID    ACT-CUST-ID
02 S IND-CD                           CUST-ID                          00026 00001 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS IND-CD FIELD
                                        INDCD     ACT-IND-CD                              
               00001
02 S CUST-NO                          CUST-ID                          00027 00004 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD
                                        CUSTNO    ACT-CUST-NO                             
               00004
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ENTITY-TYPE: ELEMENT                            DESC: CUST-ID ELEMENT
NAME: ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     (0001)PROD
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90  DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 06/20/91     TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.34.33      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000004

LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT...........PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 C CUST-ID                                                           00026 00005 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD
                                        CUSTID    ACT-CUST-ID
02 S IND-CD                           CUST-ID                          00026 00001 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS IND-CD FIELD
                                        INDCD     ACT-IND-CD                              
               00001
02 S CUST-NO                          CUST-ID                          00027 00004 C L N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD
                                        CUSTNO    ACT-CUST-NO                             
               00004
ENTITY-TYPE: ELEMENT                            DESC: ORD-ID ELEMENT
NAME: ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      (0001)PROD
AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                       
 COPY-VERSION:  001
DATE-ADDED: 01/30/90   DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 06/20/91    TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.34.33      
 NUMBER-OF-CHANGES:  000003

LV C FIELD-NAME...................... PARENT-NAME..................... DISPL LNGTH T J N S
 DEC RPFAC VALUE
                                        DESCRIPTION.........................  LANGUAGE-
COMMENT...........PRECI
                                        ALC-NAME  COMPILER-NAME.................  O   DS

01 S ORD-ID                                                            00000 00005 N R N N
     00001
                                        ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD                                
               00005
                                        ORDID     ACT-ORD-ID

Indented Report
The Indented Report uses sorting and indentations to show the logical structure of entity-occurrences. The report can be
produced with or without headings, depending upon whether the optional ALIGN parameter is used.

When a path is specified in the request transaction, entity-occurrences are presented in an indented format that reflects
entity-occurrence relationships. If an SQL name exists for an occurrence, the SQL name is indented below the description
line. When a path is not specified, the report is presented alphabetically by entity-type and no indentations are produced.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Report Content

The report heading contains the following information, listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are different
from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.

ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-type name.

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name.

S (STATUS)
Status of the occurrence.

VER (ENTITY-VER)
Version number.

DESCRIPTION
Description you added.

SQLNAME
The SQL name of the occurrence.

The following information is listed under the heading, DATACOM/DB.

NAME (DATACOM-NAME)
DATACOM-NAME of the AREA, TABLE, KEY, or ELEMENT entity-occurrences.

ID (DATACOM-ID)
Datacom/DB ID number for the DATABASE, TABLE, and KEY entity-occurrences.

USE
For KEY occurrences:
M

Indicates the key is the Master Key.
N

Indicates this key is the Native Key.
M and N

Indicate this key is both the Master and Native Key.
D

Indicates the key is used for direct relative record access.
For TABLE occurrences:
I

Indicates that the SQL-INTENT attribute-value is coded Y or R.
A

Indicates that SQL processing can access this table.
For PLAN occurrences:
V

Indicates that the plan is valid.

Request Format

Use the following format for an Indented Report request:

 ►►─-RPT─INDENT──────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►
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  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 

►─┬─────────────┬─┬────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─,as-of-date─┘ └─,ALIGN─┘

 

When submitting with a path, use the following format for an Indented Report request:

Indented Report When Submitting with a Path

 ►►─-RPT─START───────────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 

►─,path-name─┬─────────────┬─-RPT─INDENT────────────────────►

             └─,as-of-date─┘

 

►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────────►◄

  └─,entity─┬──────────────┬─┘ └─,ALIGN ─┘

            ├─ (vrs) ──────┤

            ├─ (vrs,ovrd) ─┤

            └─ (,ovrd) ────┘

 

For discussions about the parameters, see :hdref refID=BASICRQ. and Using Pathing in Reporting

If the optional ALIGN parameter is omitted, the report produces page headings. If ALIGN is coded, the page headings, the
3-digit DATACOM-ID attribute-values, and the 5-character DATACOM-NAME attribute-values are not produced.

INDENTED Report - No Path

In Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY, pathing bases report scope/sequence on relationships among entity-types.
INDENTED Report - No Path returns a report with no indentation to show relationships.

For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 5

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR DATACOM-INSTALL,*******                                            ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT INDENT,FIELD,ACCTS*.ALL                                            ;
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ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE...................................................S VERS *DATACOM/

DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................             NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    H 0001

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DAY

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DT

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.BILL_MO

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.BILL_YR

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

FLD                              ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    H 0001

                                       SYSADM.DISC_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.FRT_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      H 0001

                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     H 0001

                                       SYSADM.ORD_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      H 0001

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DAY

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DT

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.BILL_MO

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.BILL_YR

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

FLD                              ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.DISC_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.FRT_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      H 0002

                                    ACCTS
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                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.ORD_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      H 0002

                                    ACCTS

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

ENTITY-

TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE....................................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................               NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    P 0003

                                    ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DAY

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DT

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_MO

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_YR

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

FLD                              ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    P 0003

                                    ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.DISC_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.FRT_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      P 0003

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     P 0003

                                    ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      P 0003

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DAY

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DT

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD
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                                       SYSADM.BILL_MO

FLD                              ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_YR

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

FLD                              ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE...................................................S VERS *DATACOM/

DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................                 NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................

FLD                              ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    T T001

                                    ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.DISC_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.FRT_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_AMT

FLD                              ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

INDENTED Report - STANDARD Path

The Datacom Datadictionary utility DDUTILTY produces an INDENTED Report. A STANDARD request specifies a path;
the return reflects entity-occurrence relationships. Review part of an INDENTED Report for a STANDARD path.

  

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR DATACOM-INSTALL,*******                                            ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

  

-DEF PATH,STANDARD                                                      ;

-END

  

-RPT START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD,****),STANDARD                     ;

-RPT INDENT                                                             ;

-END                                                                    ;

 ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE..............................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................             NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................
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BAS                              ORDER-ENTRY                                                       P 0001    

  00010

                                    ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE

   ARA                           ACCTS                                                             P 0001 ACT

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

                                       ACCTS

      TBL                        ACCTS                                                             P 0001 ACT

   006

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

                                       SYSADM.ACCTS                                                          

   I A

         KEY                     ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY                                                 P 0001

 ACSTI 001

                                    CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

                                       SYSADM.ACSTI_010

         KEY                     ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY                                                  P 0001

 ACTOR 004

                                    ORD-ID MASTER KEY                                                        

   M N

                                       SYSADM.ACTOR_010

         ELM                     ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       P 0001

 ACTFL

                                    ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

         ELM                     ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     P 0001

 ACTCS

                                    CUST-ID ELEMENT

         ELM                     ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      P 0001

 ACTOR

                                    ORD-ID ELEMENT

         FLD                     ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      P 0001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-DT                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DT

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-YR                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_YR

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-MO                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_MO

         FLD                     ACCTS.BILL-DAY                                                    P 0001

                                    ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

                                       SYSADM.BILL_DAY

         FLD                     ACCTS.ORD-AMT                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_AMT

         FLD                     ACCTS.FRT-AMT                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.FRT_AMT

         FLD                     ACCTS.DISC-AMT                                                    P 0001

                                    ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.DISC_AMT
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 ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE..............................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................        NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................

 

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

         FLD                     ACCTS.IND-CD                                                      P 0001

                                    ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

         FLD                     ACCTS.CUST-NO                                                     P 0001

                                    ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

   ARA                           CUST                                                              P 0001 CUS

                                    ORDER-ENTRY CUST AREA

                                       CUST

      TBL                        CUST                                                              P 0001 CUS

   001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY CUST TABLE

                                       SYSADM.CUST                                                        I A

         KEY                     CUST.CRED-IND-KEY                                                 P 0001 CRED

  003

                                    CRED-IND KEY (SECONDARY KEY - NULL)

                                       SYSADM.CRED_010

         KEY                     CUST.CUST-ID-KEY                                                  P 0001

 CUSID 001 

                                    CUST-ID KEY (MASTER KEY)                                              M N

                                       SYSADM.CUSID_010

         KEY                     CUST.CUST-IDNO-KEY                                                P 0001 IDNO

  013

                                    IDNO KEY (SECONDARY KEY)

                                       SYSADM.IDNO_010

         KEY                     CUST.NAME-KEY                                                     P 0001 NAME

  002

                                    NAME KEY (SECONDARY KEY)

                                       SYSADM.NAME_010

         ELM                     CUST.CRED-IND                                                     P 0001 CRED

                                    CRED-IND ELEMENT

         ELM                     CUST.CUST-ADDR                                                    P 0001

 CUSAD

                                    CUST-ADDR-ELEMENT

         ELM                     CUST.CUST-ID                                                      P 0001

 CUSID

                                    CUST-ID ELEMENT

         ELM                     CUST.CUSTOMERS                                                    P 0001 FULL

                                    CUST FULL TABLE ELEMENT

         FLD                     CUST.CUST-ID                                                      P 0001

                                       SYSADM.CUST_ID

         FLD                     CUST.IND-CD                                                       P 0001

                                       SYSADM.IND_CD

         FLD                     CUST.CUST-NO                                                      P 0001

                                       SYSADM.CUST_NO

         FLD                     CUST.NAME                                                         P 0001
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                                       SYSADM.NAME

 ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE..................................................S VERS *DATACOM/

DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................              NAME  ID  USE

                                       SQLNAME............................................

 

         FLD                     CUST.ADDR-1                                                       P 0001

                                       SYSADM.ADDR_1

         FLD                     CUST.ADDR-2                                                       P 0001

                                       SYSADM.ADDR_2

         FLD                     CUST.CITY                                                         P 0001

                                       SYSADM.CITY

         FLD                     CUST.STATE                                                        P 0001

                                       SYSADM.STATE

         FLD                     CUST.ZIP                                                          P 0001

                                       SYSADM.ZIP

         FLD                     CUST.CRED-IND                                                     P 0001

                                       SYSADM.CRED_IND

         FLD                     CUST.PHONE                                                        P 0001

                                       SYSADM.PHONE

         FLD                     CUST.AREA-CD                                                      P 0001

                                       SYSADM.AREA_CD

         FLD                     CUST.PH-EXCH                                                      P 0001

                                       SYSADM.PH_EXCH

         FLD                     CUST.PH-NO                                                        P 0001

                                       SYSADM.PH_NO

         FLD                     CUST.OPEN-$                                                       P 0001

                                    OPEN-$ FIELD

                                       SYSADM.OPEN_$

         FLD                     CUST.YTD-SALES                                                    P 0001

                                       SYSADM.YTD_SALES

         FLD                     CUST.ACT-DT                                                       P 0001

                                    CUST ACT-DT FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ACT_DT

         FLD                     CUST.ACT-YR                                                       P 0001

                                    CUST ACT-YR FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ACT_YR

         FLD                     CUST.ACT-MO                                                       P 0001

                                    CUST ACT-MO FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ACT_MO

         FLD                     CUST.ACT-DAY                                                      P 0001

                                    CUST ACT-DAY FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ACT_DAY

         FLD                     CUST.SLMN-ID                                                      P 0001

                                       SYSADM.SLMN_ID

          .                      .                                                                 P 0001 DTL

                                    .

                                       .                                                           .   .   .

          .                      .

                                    .                                                              .   .   .

                                       .
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Impact Analysis Report

When you plan to modify an occurrence, run an impact analysis report to determine if the planned modification affects
other occurrences and requires you to modify those occurrences. Use the results of the report to determine how many
occurrences are impacted and estimate the time you spend modifying each one.

For Ideal

An impact analysis report is especially helpful if you are an Ideal for Datacom user and plan to modify an ELEMENT
occurrence related to a DATAVIEW occurrence or if you plan to modify a DATAVIEW occurrence. You may discover
after running the report that changes to the ELEMENT and DATAVIEW occurrences require you to modify a number of
applications which use the DATAVIEW. On the basis of the report, you can determine how many applications are impacted
and the specific applications requiring modification.

The format of the transactions to run a batch Indented Report showing which occurrences are impacted by a change to an
ELEMENT occurrence are as follows:

-DEF PATH,path-name

-DEF TRACE ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL

-DEF TRACE DATAVIEW.PROGRAM,PGM-DVW-USE

-DEF TRACE PROGRAM.PANEL,PGM-PNL-USE

-DEF TRACE PROGRAM.REPORT,PGM-RPT-PRODUCE

-DEF TRACE PROGRAM.SYSTEM,SYS-PGM-CONTAIN

-DEF TRACEF PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL

-END

-RPT START,ELEMENT,element-name(stat),path-name

-RPT INDENT

-END

The path this report traces starts with a specified ELEMENT occurrence and identifies each DATAVIEW, PANEL,
REPORT, and SYSTEM occurrence related along the defined path, and any PROGRAM occurrences of called
applications.

If you are modifying a DATAVIEW occurrence, you can start an impact analysis report with the DATAVIEW occurrence and
define the path to identify each PANEL, REPORT, SYSTEM, and called PROGRAM occurrence.

The impact analysis can help you identify the database associated with a DATAVIEW occurrence. For example, you
modify a DATAVIEW occurrence and determine you need to add a field to one of the related elements. You are not certain
which database contains the element, so you run an impact analysis report to determine which database you must modify.

The format of the transactions for this report follow:

-DEF PATH,path-name

-DEF TRACE DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

-DEF TRACE ELEMENT.TABLE,$INTERNAL

-DEF TRACE TABLE.AREA,$INTERNAL

-DEF TRACE AREA.DATABASE,$INTERNAL

-END

-RPT START,DATAVIEW,dataview-name(stat),path-name

-RPT INDENT

-END
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For Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL

Using the above examples, you can design impact analysis reports starting with any occurrence and tracing a logical
path to related occurrences to determine the impact of the modification. For example, if you use Datacom Support for
MetaCOBOL, the impact analysis report helps you to determine the impact of modifications to a KEY occurrence related
to a DATAVIEW occurrence. You can trace a path from the KEY occurrence to DATAVIEW and PROGRAM occurrences in
your report.

For Datacom STAR

If you use Datacom STAR, you can use an impact analysis report to determine which DATABASE occurrence is related
to a NODE occurrence through the $ACCESS and $RESIDES relationships. You can trace a path from the NODE
occurrence to the DATABASE occurrence or you can trace a path from the DATABASE occurrence to NODE occurrences.

For SQL Processing

If you have the SQL option installed on your system, you can use path definitions to determine the impact of changes
to tables, views, or synonyms. These changes can invalidate the Datacom/DB access plan for the program containing
embedded SQL. You can use the impact report to identify the programs you must precompile again to update the plan.

The following path shows the programs impacted if access to the table is with SQL:

 -DEF PATH,IMPACT1

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.STATEMENT,STM-TBL-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.PLAN,PLN-STM-CONTAIN

 -DEF TRACE,PLAN.PROGRAM,PGM-PLN-USES

 -END

The following path shows the programs impacted if access to the table is done using views:

 -DEF PATH,IMPACT2

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.VIEW,VEW-TBL-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACEB,VIEW.VIEW,VEW-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.STATEMENT,STM-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.PLAN,PLN-STM-CONTAIN

 -DEF TRACE,PLAN.PROGRAM,PGM-PLN-USES

 -END

The following path shows the programs impacted if the table is accessed using synonyms:

 -DEF PATH,IMPACT3

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.SYNONYM,SYN-TBL-REFERS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.VIEW,VEW-SYN-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACEB,VIEW.VIEW,VEW-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,VIEW.STATEMENT,STM-VEW-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,SYNONYM.STATEMENT,STM-SYN-DEPENDS

 -DEF TRACE,STATEMENT.PLAN,PLN-STM-CONTAIN

 -DEF TRACE,PLAN.PROGRAM,PGM-PLN-USES

 -END
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INDENTED Report - Impact Analysis - For Ideal

In Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY, the Indented Report (standard or no-path) uses sorting and indentations to show
the logical structure of entity-occurrences. Review INDENTED report impact analysis for Ideal.

For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 4

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,IMPACT1                                                       ;

-DEF TRACE,FIELD.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL                                   ;

-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.PROGRAM,PGM-DVW-USE                                 ;

-DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.SYSTEM,SYS-PGM-CONTAIN                               ;

-DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.REPORT,PGM-RPT-PRODUCE                               ;

-DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.PANEL,PGM-PNL-USE                                    ;

-DEF TRACE,PROGRAM.PROGRAM,PGM-PGM-CALL                                 ;

-END                                                                    ;

-RPT START,FIELD,ACT-A03.SDATE(T001),IMPACT1                            ;

-RPT INDENT                                                             ;

-END                                                                    ;

ENTITY-TYPE...................   OCCURRENCE...................................................S VERS *DATACOM/

DB *

                                    DESCRIPTION...................................                  NAME  ID 

 USE

FLD                              ACT-A03.SDATE                                                     T T001

   ELM                           ACT-A03.SDATE                                                     T T001

 SDATE

                                    DATE

      DVW                        ACT-DVW-A03                                                       T T001

                                    SAMPLE DATAVIEW FOR TABLE A03

      DVW                        SAMP-ACCTG-DVW                                                    T T001

                                    SAMPLE USER DVW FOR TABLE A03

         PGM                     SPRG3                                                             T 0001

                                    SAMPLE PROGRAM 3

            SYS                  SAMP-SYS                                                          T 0001

                                    SAMPLE-USER SYSTEM

            RPT                  SRPT004                                                           T 0001

                                    SAMPLE REPORT 4

            PNL                  SPNL03                                                            T 0001

                                    SAMPLE PANEL 3

            PGM                  SPRG6                                                             T 0001
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                                    SAMPLE PROGRAM 6

            PGM                  SPRG1                                                             T 0001

                                    SAMPLE PROGRAM 1

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

INDENTED Report - Impact Analysis - For a Dataview

Find the INDENTED Report Impact Analysis for a Dataview in DDUTILTY. The Indented Report uses sorting and
indentations to show the logical structure of entity-occurrences.

Pages 1 through 5 of the INDENTED Report Impact Analysis for a Dataview are shown here.

  
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                          
        *
              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;
  PROC  *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
  
-DEF PATH,IMPACT2                                                       ;
-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL                                   ;
-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.TABLE,$INTERNAL                                      ;
-DEF TRACE,TABLE.AREA,$INTERNAL                                         ;
-DEF TRACE,AREA.DATABASE,$INTERNAL                                      ;
-END                                                                    ;
  
-RPT START,DATAVIEW,SAMP*(PROD),IMPACT2                                 ;
-RPT INDENT                                                             ;
-END                                                                    ;
 ENTITY-TYPE...................  
 OCCURRENCE..................................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *
                                    DESCRIPTION...................................        
     NAME  ID  USE
                                       SQLNAME............................................
 
DVW                              SAMP-ACCTG-DVW                                           
         P 0003
                                    SAMPLE USER DVW FOR TABLE A03
   ELM                           ACT-A03.TABLE                                            
         P 0001 TABLE
                                    TABLE
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.COMND                                            
         P 0001 COMND
                                    COMMAND
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
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                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.KNAME                                            
         P 0001 KNAME
                                    KEY NAME
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.BASE                                             
         P 0001 BASE
                                    DATABASE NAME
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
 ENTITY-TYPE...................  
 OCCURRENCE.................................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *
                                    DESCRIPTION...................................        
         NAME  ID  USE
                                       SQLNAME............................................
 
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001      00005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.UID06                                            
         P 0001 UID06
                                    USER ID BLOCK
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.SDATE                                            
         P 0001 SDATE
                                    DATE
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
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                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.LOGIO                                            
         P 0001 LOGIO
                                    LOGICAL I/O
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.REQS                                             
         P 0001 REQS
                                    NUMBER OF REQUESTS
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
 ENTITY-TYPE...................  
 OCCURRENCE...................................................S VERS *DATACOM/DB *
                                    DESCRIPTION...................................        
           NAME  ID  USE
                                       SQLNAME............................................
 
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001      00005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
   ELM                           ACT-A03.SETCT                                            
         P 0001 SETCT
                                    NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR CBS REQUESTS
      TBL                        ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03   004
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING RECORD A03
         ARA                     ACT-A03                                                  
         P 0001 A03
                                    SAMPLE ACCOUNTING AREA A03
            BAS                  SAMP-ACT-DB                                              
         P 0001       005
                                    ACCOUNTING SAMPLE DATABASE
          *****  END OF JOB  *****
 

Index Report
The Index Report provides a summary listing of selected entity-occurrences. If a path is specified in the transaction,
the report is presented according to entity-occurrence relationships. If no path is specified, the report is presented
alphabetically by entity-type.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

The Index Report contains the following information, listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are different
from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.
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ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-type name.

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name.

VRSN (ENTITY-VER)
Version number.

STS (STATUS)
The status of the occurrence.

LK (LOCK)
Lock level (if blank, the Lock Level is 0).

PSWD (PASSWORD)
The four-character password (if the override code was provided in the report request).

DESCRIPTION
Entity-occurrence description you added. (For documentation purposes only.)

RECORD (RECORD-NAME)
Datacom Datadictionary name for the record associated with a KEY, ELEMENT, or FIELD entity-occurrence.

ELEMENT (ELM-NAME)
The name of the element to which a FIELD entity-occurrence belongs.

Request Format

Use the following format for an Index Report request:

►►─-RPT─INDEX ──────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

►─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─,as-of-date─┘

When submitting with a path, use the following format for an Index Report request:

Index Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 1)

►►─-RPT─START───────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 ►─ ,path-name ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

Index Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 2)
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►►─-RPT─INDEX─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

              └─,entity─┬────────────┬─┘

                        ├─(vrs)──────┤

                        ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                        └─(,ovrd)────┘

For discussions about the parameters, see Coding the Basic Report Request and Using Pathing in Reporting.

NOTE
To print passwords in the report, use the override code in the report request.

INDEX REPORT - No Path

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 4

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

User: SAMPLE-

USER                     *********************************************************      DD Base:     2

-RPT INDEX,FIELD,ACCTS*.ALL                                             ;

ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................

FIELD                            BILL-DAY                         0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DT                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-MO                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-YR                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-NO                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            DISC-AMT                         0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            FRT-AMT                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            IND-CD                           0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-AMT                          0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-ID                           0001  H   0

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DAY                         0002  H   0      ACCTS
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   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DT                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-MO                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-YR                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................

FIELD                            CUST-NO                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            DISC-AMT                         0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            FRT-AMT                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            IND-CD                           0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-AMT                          0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-ID                           0002  H   0      ACCTS

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DAY                         0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-MO                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-YR                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-NO                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            DISC-AMT                         0003  P   0      ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            FRT-AMT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            IND-CD                           0003  P   0      ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-AMT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS

    .                               .                              .    .   .        .      .      .

    .                               .                              .    .   .        .      .      .

    .                               .                              .    .   .        .      .      .

INDEX Report - STANDARD Path

Pages 1 through 5
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              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,PARTIAL                                                       ;

-DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL                                      ;

-END                                                                    ;

-RPT START,TABLE,ACCTS(PROD),PARTIAL                                    ;

-RPT INDEX                                                              ;

ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................

TABLE                            ACCTS                            0003  P   0      ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ELEMENT                          ACCTS                            0003  P   0      ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-ID                           0003  P   0      ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-DT FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-YR                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-YR FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-MO                          0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-MO FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            BILL-DAY                         0003  P   0      ACCTS BILL-DAY FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-AMT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS ORD-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            FRT-AMT                          0003  P   0      ACCTS FRT-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            DISC-AMT                         0003  P   0      ACCTS DISC-AMT FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            IND-CD                           0003  P   0      ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-NO                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

   ACCTS                                ACCTS

ELEMENT                          CUST-ID                          0003  P   0      CUST-ID ELEMENT

   ACCTS

FIELD                            CUST-ID                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-ID FIELD

   ACCTS                                CUST-ID

FIELD                            IND-CD                           0003  P   0      ACCTS IND-CD FIELD

   ACCTS                                CUST-ID

ENTITY-TYPE..................... OCCURRENCE...................... VRSN STS LK PSWD DESCRIPTION

   RECORD..........................     ELEMENT.........................
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FIELD                            CUST-NO                          0003  P   0      ACCTS CUST-NO FIELD

   ACCTS                                CUST-ID

ELEMENT                          ORD-ID                           0003  P   0      ORD-ID ELEMENT

   ACCTS

FIELD                            ORD-ID                           0003  P   0      ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

   ACCTS                                ORD-ID

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

Relationship Report
In the Datacom Datadictionary DBUTLTY batch facility, the Relationship Report groups related occurrences in indented
format. When a path is specified, occurrences appear in the order that is defined by the path.

The Relationship Report presents a list of occurrences and describes their relationship to one another.

Each occurrence that is requested in the report transaction is grouped in an indented format with its related occurrences.
When a path is specified in the transaction, occurrences are listed in the order that is defined by the path. Occurrences
that are related by emulated relationships, such as $INTERNAL between TABLE and FIELD occurrences, do not appear
on the report.

If the occurrence is the subject of an ordered relationship, the object occurrence or group of occurrences is listed in
indented format and indicated by START-OF-CHAIN and END-OF-CHAIN on the report. The order of the relationships is
identified on the report with NEXT IS. For a sample of a report of ordered relationships, see RELATIONSHIP Report - With
Modifiers.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

The Relationship Report contains the following information, listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are
different from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.

ENTITY-TYPE
The occurrence entity-type.

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name.

STAT
Version number and status of the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the occurrence.

RELATIONSHIP NAME
Name of the relationship existing between the first occurrence and the indented occurrence.

ROLE
The nature of the relationship between the occurrence in the indented line and the occurrence in the preceding
line.
S indicates subject, O indicates object.

LINKED
Designates whether the indented occurrence is linked (connected) to the first occurrence.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

NOTE
This relates most often to automatic relationships and to history versions where occurrences have aged
off Datacom Datadictionary.
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ORDERED (ORDERED-RULE)
Designates whether the relationship is ordered.
Y indicates yes, N indicates no.

VERSION (ENTITY-VER)
The version number of the connected occurrence.

STATUS
The status of the connected occurrence.

Request Format

Use the following format for a Relationship Report request:

►►─-RPT─RELAT─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,modifiers ─┘

When submitting with a path, use the following format for a Relationship Report request:

Relationship Report, Submitting with a Path (Step 1)

►►─-RPT─START───────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 ►─ ,path-name ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

Relationship Report, Submitting with a Path (Step 2)

►►─-RPT─RELAT─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬──►◄

              └─,entity─┬─────────────┬─┘ └─ ,modifiers ─┘

                        ├─ (vrs)──────┤

                        ├─ (vrs,ovrd)─┤

                        └─ (,ovrd)────┘

For discussions about the parameters, see Coding the Basic Report Request and Using Pathing in Reporting.

The modifiers parameter is discussed next:

,modifiers
This parameter can be coded with one to four entity-type names to further qualify the relationship selection. The report
is limited to occurrences that are associated with occurrences in any of the entity-types coded in this parameter. In the
following example, the report is limited to occurrences that have associated occurrences in the AREA or DATABASE
entity-types:

 -RPT RELAT,,,AREA,DATABASE
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RELATIONSHIP Report - No Path

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 3

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT RELAT,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(HIST)                                   ;

ENTITY-

TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE......................................................VERSION   STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/

STAT     ROLE     LINKED    ORDERED

                                                                           DESCRIPTION.........................

DATABASE                           ORDER-

ENTRY                                                     (0001)    HIST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE

  $INTERNAL                          AREA

      ACCTS                                                               (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

      CUST                                                                (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY CUST AREA

      DETAIL                                                              (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY DETAIL AREA

      ITEMS                                                               (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ITEMS AREA

      ORD-

NO                                                              (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ORDER-NUMBERS AREA

      RCPTS                                                               (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY RECEIPTS AREA

      SHIPTO                                                              (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY SHIP-TO AREA

      SLSHST                                                              (0001)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY SALES-HIST AREA

DATABASE                           ORDER-

ENTRY                                                   (0002)    HIST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY DEMO DATABASE

  $INTERNAL                          AREA

      ACCTS                                                               (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

      CUST                                                                (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO
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                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY CUST AREA

      DETAIL                                                              (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY DETAIL AREA

      ITEMS                                                               (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ITEMS AREA

      ORD-

NO                                                              (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ORDER-NUMBERS AREA

      RCPTS                                                               (0003)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY RECEIPTS AREA

      SHIPTO                                                              (0003)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY SHIP-TO AREA

      SLSHST                                                              (0002)HIST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY SALES-HIST AREA

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

RELATIONSHIP Report - STANDARD Path

Pages 1 through 5

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-DEF PATH,STANDARD                                                      ;

-END

-RPT START,TABLE,ACCTS(T001),STANDARD                                   ;

-RPT RELAT                                                              ;

ENTITY-

TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE.....................................................VERSION   STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/

STAT     ROLE   LINKED   ORDERED

                                                                           DESCRIPTION.........................

TABLE                              ACCTS                                                           (T001)    TEST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

  $INTERNAL                          AREA

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS AREA

TABLE                              ACCTS                                                           (T001)    TEST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

  $INTERNAL                          ELEMENT

      ACCTS.ACCTS                                                         (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT
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      ACCTS.CUST-

ID                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           CUST-ID ELEMENT

      ACCTS.ORD-

ID                                                        (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORD-ID ELEMENT

TABLE                              ACCTS                                                           (T001)    TEST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

  $INTERNAL                          KEY

      ACCTS.CUST-ID-

KEY                                                   (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

      ACCTS.ORD-ID-

KEY                                                    (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES       NO

                                                                           ORD-ID MASTER KEY

KEY                                ACCTS.CUST-ID-

KEY                                              (T001)    TEST

                                             CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

  $INTERNAL                          TABLE

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

KEY                                ACCTS.ORD-ID-

KEY                                               (T001)    TEST

                                             ORD-ID MASTER KEY

  $INTERNAL                          TABLE

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.ACCTS                                                    (T001)    TEST

                                             ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

  $INTERNAL                          DATAVIEW

      ACCOUNTS                                                            (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       YES

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.ACCTS                                                    (T001)    TEST

                                             ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

ENTITY-

TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE.....................................................VERSION   STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/STAT     ROLE  LINKED  ORDERED

                                                                           DESCRIPTION..................

  $INTERNAL                          TABLE

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.CUST-

ID                                                  (T001)    TEST

                                             CUST-ID ELEMENT

  $INTERNAL                          DATAVIEW

      ACTCUSID                                                            (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       YES

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.CUST-

ID                                                  (T001)    TEST

                                             CUST-ID ELEMENT

  $INTERNAL                          TABLE

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO
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                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.ORD-

ID                                                   (T001)    TEST

                                             ORD-ID ELEMENT

  $INTERNAL                          DATAVIEW

      ACTORDID                                                            (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       YES

ELEMENT                            ACCTS.ORD-

ID                                                    (T001)    TEST

                                             ORD-ID ELEMENT

  $INTERNAL                          TABLE

      ACCTS                                                               (T001)TEST      SUB       YES       NO

                                                                           ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

RELATIONSHIP Report - With Modifiers

Find example pages from the RELATIONSHIP report with modifiers in the DDUTILTY reporting batch facility of Datacom
Datadictionary.

Pages 1 through 3 of the RELATIONSHIP report with modifiers are shown here.

  

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

  

-RPT RELAT,TABLE,ACCTS(T001),KEY,ELEMENT                                ;

 ENTITY-TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE.....................................................VERSION  

 STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/STAT     ROLE   LINKED  

 ORDERED

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION.........................

 

TABLE                              ACCTS                                                          (T001)   

 TEST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

  $INTERNAL                          KEY

      ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY                                                   (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

      ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY                                                    (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           ORD-ID MASTER KEY

TABLE                              ACCTS                                                          (T001)   

 TEST

                                             ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

  $INTERNAL                          ELEMENT

      ACCTS.ACCTS                                                         (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 NO
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                                                                           ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

      ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           CUST-ID ELEMENT

      ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                        (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 NO

                                                                           ORD-ID ELEMENT

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

RELATIONSHIP Report - Ordered Relationships

The Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY RELATIONSHIP Report for Ordered Relationships groups related occurrences in
indented format. Review pages 1 through 3 of the report.

Use the scroll bar at the bottom of the report to view all the columns.

  

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

  

-RPT RELAT,DATAVIEW,SAMP-ACCTG-DVW(T001)                                ;

 ENTITY-TYPE.....................   OCCURRENCE.....................................................VERSION  

 STATUS

                                             DESCRIPTION.........................

  RELATIONSHIP NAME...............   ENTITY-TYPE.....................

      OCCURRENCE.......................................................   VERSN/STAT     ROLE     LINKED   

 ORDERED

                                                                           DESCRIPTION.....................

 

DATAVIEW                           SAMP-ACCTG-DVW                                                 (T001)   

 TEST

                                             SAMPLE USER DVW FOR TABLE A03

  $INTERNAL                          ELEMENT

      START-OF-CHAIN

 

      ACT-A03.BASE                                                        (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           DATABASE NAME

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.UID06                                                    

 1001

      ACT-A03.COMND                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           COMMAND

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.KNAME                                                    

 1001

      ACT-A03.KNAME                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           KEY NAME

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.BASE                                                     

 1001
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      ACT-A03.LOGIO                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           LOGICAL I/O

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.REQS                                                     

 1001

      ACT-A03.REQS                                                        (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           NUMBER OF REQUESTS

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.SETCT                                                    

 1001

      ACT-A03.SDATE                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           DATE

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.LOGIO                                                    

 1001

      ACT-A03.SETCT                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR CBS REQUESTS

         NEXT IS ...                      END-OF-CHAIN

      ACT-A03.TABLE                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           TABLE

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.COMND                                                    

 1001

      ACT-A03.UID06                                                       (T001)TEST      OBJ       YES      

 YES

                                                                           USER ID BLOCK

         NEXT IS ...                      ACT-A03.SDATE                                                    

 1001

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

Schema Report
If the SQL processing mode is installed on your system, you can obtain a Schema Report. A schema defines all objects
owned by the individual or individuals associated with the authorization identifier (AUTHID) of the schema.

The report lists the AUTHORIZATION occurrences that are valid authorization identifiers. The CREATE SCHEMA
statement in SQL processing produces the AUTHID. Datacom Datadictionary either creates an AUTHORIZATION
occurrence representing the authorization ID or uses an existing AUTHORIZATION occurrence if the name exactly
matches the AUTHID.

The related occurrences of the TABLE, FIELD, KEY, VIEW, SYNONYM, PLAN, and STATEMENT entity-types are
listed in indented format below each AUTHORIZATION occurrence. Occurrences are sorted within each entity-type
alphanumerically by their Datacom Datadictionary occurrence names.

The Schema Report differs from other reports in that the report request can include only an AUTHORIZATION occurrence
name as a parameter. Also, pathing is not used with a Schema Report request.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

The Schema Report contains the following information, listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are
different from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.
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ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-type in alphabetical order for each occurrence.

OCCURRENCE (ENTITY-NAME)
Datacom Datadictionary name of the occurrence.

STATUS
Status of the occurrence.

VERSION (ENTITY-VER)
Version number of the occurrence.

SQLNAME
SQL name of the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION
Entity-occurrence description.

The following information is listed under the heading DATACOM/DB:

NAME (DATACOM-NAME)
The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the TABLE or KEY occurrence.

ID (DATACOM-ID)
The DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the TABLE or KEY occurrence.

USE
For TABLE occurrences:
A

Indicates that SQL processing can access the table
I

Indicates that the SQL-INTENT attribute-value is coded Y
For PLAN occurrences:
V

Indicates that the plan is valid.

Only occurrences that are related to a PROD status AUTHORIZATION occurrence that is an authorization identifier
(AUTHID) for a schema are included in the report.

Request Format

Use the following format for a Schema Report request:

►►─-RPT─SCHEMA─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

               └─,authorization-occ-name─┘

,authorization-occ-name
Use this parameter to limit the report to a specific authorization occurrence. If you omit this parameter, all
AUTHORIZATION occurrences that are used as schemas are listed. You can enter ALL or a generic selection
using an asterisk (*). For example, SMI* processes all AUTHORIZATION occurrences with SMI as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name of an existing AUTHORIZATION occurrence
Generic selection
ALL
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Default Value:
ALL

SCHEMA Report

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Pages 1 through 3

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT SCHEMA,SAMPLE_USER                                                 ;

ENTITY-TYPE....   OCCURRENCE.......................................................          S VERS *DATACOM/

DB *

                     SQLNAME..........................................................       NAME  ID  USE

                        DESCRIPTION...................................

ATZ               SAMPLE_USER                                                                      P 0001

   PLN            SAMPLE_USER-

SMPUSRPG                                                             P 0001        V

                     SAMPLE_USER.SMPUSRPG

   SYN            SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_ACCT_NAME_VEW                                                   P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.SAMP_ACCT_NAME_VEW

   SYN            SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_NAME_ADDR_TBL                                                   P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.SAMP_NAME_ADDR_TBL

   TBL            SAMPLE_USER-

SAMP_TBL                                                             P 0001 A61 161 I A

                     SAMPLE_USER.SAMP_TBL

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.ACCT_NO                                                     P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ACCT_NO

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.NAME                                                        P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.NAME

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.ADDRESS                                                     P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ADDRESS

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.CITY                                                        P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.CITY

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.STATE                                                       P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.STATE

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.ZIP                                                         P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ZIP

      KEY         SAMPLE_USER-

SAMP_TBL.SQ013                                                       P 0001 SQ013 013

                     SQLKEY

         FLD      SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_TBL.ACCT_NO                                                     P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ACCT_NO

   VEW            SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_1                                                          P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.SAMP_VIEW_1
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      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_1.ACCT_NO                                                  P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ACCT_NO

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_1.NAME                                                     P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.NAME

   VEW            SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_2                                                          P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.SAMP_VIEW_2

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_2.ACCT_NO                                                  P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ACCT_NO

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_2.ZIP                                                      P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.ZIP

      FLD         SAMPLE_USER-SAMP_VIEW_2.CITY                                                     P 0001

                     SAMPLE_USER.CITY

          *****  END OF JOB  *****

SQL Column Report
Users such as database designers can employ the Datacom Datadictionary SQL Column Report to help convert existing
Datacom/DB tables, that is, legacy tables, for use with the Datacom SQL.

• Accessible to standard SQL
• Accessible to DATACOM VIEWs
• Not accessible, and why

DATACOM VIEWs can be defined using the SQL CREATE VIEW statement. A DATACOM VIEW is a special view of
tables that allows access to data stored in tables not typically accessible with standard SQL, for example, data such as
repeating groups and redefined data. For more information about DATACOM VIEWs, see Accessing Legacy Data with
DATACOM VIEW.

Report Request Transactions

The first request syntax is used when requesting the report for one or more occurrences accessed only as specified in the
request.

SQL Column Report Request Syntax

 ►►─-RPT─COLUMN,entity─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                      └─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                        └─,occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                      ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                      └─(,ovrd)────┘

 

►─┬────────┬─┬────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ├─ ,ord ─┤ └─ ,ron ─┘

  └─ , ────┘

 

The second request format is used when generating the report for occurrences accessed during Datacom Datadictionary
Path Processing.

SQL Column Report Request Syntax (Path Processing)

 ►►─-RPT─COLUMN,entity─┬────────────────┬─┬──────┬─┬───────┬────►◄

                      └─┬────────────┬─┘ ├─,ord─┤ └─,ron ─┘

                        ├─(vrs)──────┤   └─,────┘

                        ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                        └─(,ovrd)────┘
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,entity,
(Required) The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type of the entity-occurrence(s) for which the report is generated.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD
Default Value:

(No default)
,occ-name

(Optional) Specifies the entity-occurrence-name of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence for which you want the
report generated.
Specifying ALL for occ-name indicates you want all occurrences that meet the remaining criteria.
To specify a "generic" name for occ-name, specify any number of leading characters followed by an asterisk (*). A
report is generated that includes all occurrences of the specified type with an occurrence name beginning with the
specified characters and meeting the other criteria.
You can also specify a full entity-occurrence name for occ-name to generate a report for that specific entity-
occurrence alone.
Valid Entries:

Any full or generic entity-occurrence name, or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
vrs

(Optional) Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary version or status of the occurrence for which you want the report
generated.
Specifying ALL means that you want all occurrences, regardless of status, that meet the remaining criteria.
Valid Entries:

Any valid Datacom Datadictionary version or status designation, or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
ovrd

(Optional) Specifies the Site Override Code chosen when the DDSYSTBL macro was used to assemble the
Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table.

NOTE
Specifying a value for ovrd is only required if reporting on occurrences with a Lock Code of 2.

,ord
(Optional) Specifies the sequence and format of the report. For more information about the format of the report,
see Report Format.
Specifying NAME or N indicates the report is to be generated in alphabetic sequence by name. The name used is
the name designated in the next parameter (ron).
Specifying COPYBOOK or C indicates the report is to be generated in "copybook" sequence, which is in the same
sequence as the FIELD Report.
Valid Entries:

NAME or N, or COPYBOOK or C
Default Value:

COPYBOOK
,ron

(Optional) This "Report on Name" option specifies which name is to be reported for the columns.
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Specifying OCCURRENCE or O indicates that you want the report to show the occurrence names of the columns.
Specifying SQLNAME or S indicates that you want the SQLNAME to be used in the report.

NOTE
If you specified NAME for the report order (ord as previously shown) the value you specify here for ron
is used to sequence the report.

Report Format

There are two report formats depending on the order option selected. For ordering by selected name (NAME) see the
following example. For ordering by displacement (COPYBOOK), see Example -- Order is COPYBOOK in this section.
Each sample report is followed by descriptions of the fields in the reports.

Example -- Order Is NAME

The following requests a report with NAME for the order. SQLNAME is specified to request the report show the SQL
name.

  -RPT COLUMN,TABLE,CUST(PROD),NAME,SQLNAME                              ;

 

Following is a sample report generated by the previously shown specifications. Descriptions of the report follow the
sample. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Page 1of the SQL Column Report in NAME Order

  

ENTITY-TYPE: TABLE                             OCCURRENCE: CUST                             (0001)PROD

 

AUTHID: SYSADM                                    SQLNAME: CUST

 

DATE-ADDED: 01/16/04        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 01/16/04        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.32.19

                              * SQL ACCESS  *               *  DATACOM  *

SQL Name..................... STD.    DATACOM  SQL TYPE..   CLASS    TYPE  SIGN LNGTH NULL REPEAT REDEF DISPL

 

ACT_DAY                       YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       2  N        1   N     146

ACT_DT                        NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     COMPOUND C     N       6  N        1   N     142

ACT_MO                        YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       2  N        1   N     144

ACT_YR                        YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       2  N        1   N     142

ADDR_1                        YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N      30  N        1   N     35

ADDR_2                        YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N      30  N        1   N      65

AREA_CD                       YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       3  N        1   N     122

CITY                          YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N      15  N        1   N      95

CRED_IND                      YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       1  N        1   N     121

CUST_ID                       NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     COMPOUND C     N       5  N        1   N       0

CUST_NO                       YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       4  N        1   N       1

IND_CD                        YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       1  N        1   N       0

NAME                          YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N      30  N        1   N       5

OPEN_$                        YES     YES      DECIMAL       SIMPLE   D     Y       5  N        1   N     132

PH_EXCH                       YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       3  N        1   N     125

PH_NO                         YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       4  N        1   N     128

PHONE                         NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     COMPOUND C     N      10  N        1   N     122

SLMN_ID                       YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       5  N        1   N     148

STATE                         YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       2  N        1   N     110

YTD_SALES                     YES     YES      DECIMAL       SIMPLE   D     Y       5  N        1   N     137

ZIP                           YES     YES      CHARACTER     SIMPLE   C     N       9  N        1   N     112
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Description

ENTITY-TYPE
Specified the entity-type for which the report is being generated.

OCCURRENCE
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence-name of the reported entity-occurrence.

(0001)
Specifies the Version of the reported occurrence.

PROD
Specifies the Status of the reported occurrence.

AUTHID
Specifies the SQL AUTHID of the reported entity-occurrence.

SQLNAME
Specifies the SQL Name of the reported entity-occurrence.

DATE-ADDED
Specifies the date the reported entity-occurrence was added to Datacom Datadictionary.

DATE-LAST-CHANGED
Specifies the date the reported entity-occurrence was last updated.

TIME-OF-CHANGE
Specifies the time the reported entity-occurrence was last updated.

SQL Name
This field is based on the "Report on Name" (ron) option specified on the input transaction (see page Report
Request Transactions). Values are "SQL Name" or "Occurrence." If "SQLNAME" is specified for ron, this field is
the SQLNAME attribute-value. If "OCCURRENCE" is specified for ron, this field is the ENTITY-NAME attribute-
value.

SQL STD.
This standard SQL access field indicates whether the column is accessible using standard SQL. Possible values
are YES and NO.
If the value of the previous field is NO, meaning there is no SQL access, this field indicates the reason SQL
access is NO. The values are:
CMP

The column is compound (CLASS=C), and it is not a repeating group (REPEAT>1).
FIL

The column is filler (CLASS=F).
RDF

The column is a redefinition of another (REDEF ne N), or it is a child of another column that is a
redefinition.

RPC
The column is the child of a repeating column.

RPT
The column is a repeating column (REPEAT>1).

Valid Entries:
The column is a value definition (CLASS=V).
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ACCESS DATACOM
This SQL access field indicates whether the column is accessible using Datacom/DB SQL extensions. Possible
values are YES and NO.
If the value of the previous field is NO, meaning there is no access to Datacom/DB SQL extensions, this field
indicates the reason for no SQL access. The values are:
FIL

The column is filler (CLASS=F).
RPC

The column is the child of a repeating column.
Valid Entries:

The column is a value definition (CLASS=V).
SQL TYPE

This field displays the SQL Data Type for the column, if it is SQL accessible. The possible values are:

• CHARACTER
• DATE
• DECIMAL
• FLOAT
• GRAPHIC
• INTEGER
• L VARCHAR
• L VARGRAPH
• NUMERIC
• SMALLINT
• TIME
• TIMESTAMP
• VARCHAR
• VARGRAPH

CLASS
This field contains the expanded Datacom Datadictionary CLASS attribute-value. The possible values are:

• COMPOUND
• FILLER
• SIMPLE
• VALUE

TYPE
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary TYPE attribute-value.

SIGN
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary SIGN attribute-value.

LNGTH
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary LENGTH attribute-value.

NULL
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value, indicating is nulls are allowed.

REPEAT
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary REPEAT attribute-value.

REDEF
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary REDEFINES attribute-value.
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DISPL
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary DISP-IN-TABLE attribute-value indicating the displacement in
table row.

For more information about the preceding values, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Example -- Order is COPYBOOK

The following requests a report with COPYBOOK for the order. SQLNAME is specified to request the report show the
SQLNAME.

  -RPT COLUMN,TABLE,CUST(PROD),COPYBOOK,SQLNAME                          ;

 

Following is a sample report generated by the previously shown specifications. Descriptions of the report follow the
sample.

Page 1 of the SQL Column Report in COPYBOOK Order

 ENTITY-TYPE: TABLE                             OCCURRENCE: CUST                             (0001)PROD

AUTHID: SYSADM                                    SQLNAME: CUST

DATE-ADDED: 01/16/04        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 01/16/04        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 17.32.19

                                   * SQL ACCESS  *              *  DATACOM  *

LEVEL..... SQL Name............... STD.    DATACOM  SQL TYPE..  CLASS TYPE SGN LNGTH NULL REPEAT REDEF DISPL

 

1          CUST_ID                 NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     C    C    N      5  N        1   N       0

 2         IND_CD                  YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      1  N        1   N       0

 2         CUST_NO                 YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      4  N        1   N       1

1          NAME                    YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N     30  N        1   N       5

1          ADDR_1                  YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N     30  N        1   N      35

1          ADDR_2                  YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N     30  N        1   N      65

1          CITY                    YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N     15  N        1   N      95

1          STATE                   YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      2  N        1   N     110

1          ZIP                     YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      9  N        1   N     112

1          CRED_IND                YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      1  N        1   N     121

1          PHONE                   NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     C    C    N     10  N        1   N     122

 2         AREA_CD                 YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      3  N        1   N     122

 2         PH_EXCH                 YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      3  N        1   N     125

 2         PH_NO                   YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      4  N        1   N     128

1          OPEN_$                  YES     YES      DECIMAL       S    D    Y      5  N        1   N     132

1          YTD_SALES               YES     YES      DECIMAL       S    D    Y      5  N        1   N     137

1          ACT_DT                  NO (CMP)YES      CHARACTER     C    C    N      6  N        1   N     142

 2         ACT_YR                  YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      2  N        1   N     142

 2         ACT_MO                  YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      2  N        1   N     144

 2         ACT_DAY                 YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      2  N        1   N     146

1          SLMN_ID                 YES     YES      CHARACTER     S    C    N      5  N        1   N     148

 

Description

Top of Report
See the following descriptions for the top portion of the report.

SQL Name or Occurrence
This field is based on the "Report on Name" (ron) option specified on the input transaction (see Report Request
Transactions). Values are "SQL Name" or "Occurrence."
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Level
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary LEVEL attribute-value. The value is limited to one character and is
indented one position for each increment of the value from 1 up to and including 9. If the value exceeds 9, then a
greater-than symbol (>) is placed in the 10th position.

SQLNAME Attribute or OCCURRENCE ENTITY-NAME Attribute Value
This field is based on the "Report on Name" (ron) option specified on the input transaction. If "SQLNAME" is
specified for ron, this field is the SQLNAME attribute-value. If "OCCURRENCE" is specified for ron, this field is the
ENTITY-NAME attribute-value.

STD. SQL access field
This standard SQL access field indicates whether the column is accessible using standard SQL. Possible values
are YES and NO.

Values for NO in previous field
If the value of the previous field is NO, meaning there is no SQL access, this field indicates the reason SQL
access is NO. The values are:
CMP

The column is compound (CLASS=C), and it is not a repeating group (REPEAT>1).
FIL

The column is filler (CLASS=F).
RDF

The column is a redefinition of another (REDEF ne N), or it is a child of another column that is a
redefinition.

RPC
The column is the child of a repeating column.

RPT
The column is a repeating column (REPEAT>1).

Valid Entries:
The column is a value definition (CLASS=V).

SQL
This SQL access field indicates whether the column is accessible using Datacom/DB SQL extensions. Possible
values are YES and NO.

Values for NO in previous field
If the value of the previous field is NO, meaning there is no access to Datacom/DB SQL extensions, this field
indicates the reason for no SQL access. The values are:
FIL

The column is filler (CLASS=F).
RPC

The column is the child of a repeating column.
Valid Entries:

The column is a value definition (CLASS=V).
TYPE

SQL Type. This field displays the SQL Data Type for the column, if it is SQL accessible. The possible values are:
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• CHARACTER
• DATE
• DECIMAL
• FLOAT
• GRAPHIC
• INTEGER
• L VARCHAR
• L VARGRAPH
• NUMERIC
• SMALLINT
• TIME
• TIMESTAMP
• VARCHAR
• VARGRAPH

CLASS
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary CLASS attribute-value.

TYPE
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary TYPE attribute-value.

SGN
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary SIGN attribute-value.

LNGTH
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary LENGTH attribute-value.

NULL
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value, indicating is nulls are allowed.

REPEAT
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary REPEAT attribute-value.

REDEF
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary REDEFINES attribute-value.

DISPL
This field contains the Datacom Datadictionary DISP-IN-TABLE attribute-value indicating the displacement in
table row.

For more information about the preceding values, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Report Request Transactions

The first request syntax is used when requesting the report for one or more occurrences accessed only as specified in the
request.

SQL Column Report Request Syntax

►►─-RPT─COLUMN,entity─┬──────────────────────────────┬─────────►

                      └─┬───────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

                        └─,occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                      ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                      └─(,ovrd)────┘
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►─┬────────┬─┬────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  ├─ ,ord ─┤ └─ ,ron ─┘

  └─ , ────┘

The second request format is used when generating the report for occurrences accessed during Datacom Datadictionary
Path Processing.

SQL Column Report Request Syntax (Path Processing)

►►─-RPT─COLUMN,entity─┬────────────────┬─┬──────┬─┬───────┬────►◄

                      └─┬────────────┬─┘ ├─,ord─┤ └─,ron ─┘

                        ├─(vrs)──────┤   └─,────┘

                        ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                        └─(,ovrd)────┘

,entity,
(Required) The Datacom Datadictionary entity-type of the entity-occurrence(s) for which the report is generated.
Valid Entries:

TABLE or RECORD
Default Value:

(No default)
,occ-name

(Optional) Specifies the entity-occurrence-name of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence for which you want the
report generated.
Specifying ALL for occ-name indicates you want all occurrences that meet the remaining criteria.
To specify a "generic" name for occ-name, specify any number of leading characters followed by an asterisk (*). A
report is generated that includes all occurrences of the specified type with an occurrence name beginning with the
specified characters and meeting the other criteria.
You can also specify a full entity-occurrence name for occ-name to generate a report for that specific entity-
occurrence alone.
Valid Entries:

Any full or generic entity-occurrence name, or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
vrs

(Optional) Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary version or status of the occurrence for which you want the report
generated.
Specifying ALL means that you want all occurrences, regardless of status, that meet the remaining criteria.
Valid Entries:

Any valid Datacom Datadictionary version or status designation, or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
ovrd

(Optional) Specifies the Site Override Code chosen when the DDSYSTBL macro was used to assemble the
Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table.

NOTE
Specifying a value for ovrd is only required if reporting on occurrences with a Lock Code of 2.
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,ord
(Optional) Specifies the sequence and format of the report. For more information about the format of the report,
see Report Format.
Specifying NAME or N indicates the report is to be generated in alphabetic sequence by name. The name used is
the name designated in the next parameter (ron).
Specifying COPYBOOK or C indicates the report is to be generated in "copybook" sequence, which is in the same
sequence as the FIELD Report.
Valid Entries:

NAME or N, or COPYBOOK or C
Default Value:

COPYBOOK
,ron

(Optional) This "Report on Name" option specifies which name is to be reported for the columns.
Specifying OCCURRENCE or O indicates that you want the report to show the occurrence names of the columns.
Specifying SQLNAME or S indicates that you want the SQLNAME to be used in the report.

NOTE
If you specified NAME for the report order (ord as previously shown) the value you specify here for ron
is used to sequence the report.

Text Report
The Text Report presents the text contained in a single text classification or all classifications for a given occurrence or
occurrences. If a classification name is not specified, the default is ALL classifications. If an occurrence has text in multiple
text classes, the classes are printed in alphabetical order.

The report can be produced with or without headings. When headings are included, the report pages after each
occurrence and prints text line numbers. When headings are omitted, the report lists occurrences together in paragraph
format.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Report Content

The Text Report contains the following information, listed in left-to-right order. If the actual attribute names are different
from the printed headings on the report, they appear in parentheses.

ENTITY-TYPE
Entity-type to which the occurrence belongs.

DESC (DESCRIPTION)
Entity-occurrence description.

NAME (ENTITY-NAME)
Entity-occurrence name.

STATUS
The status of the entity-occurrence.

AUTHOR
ID of the Author.

CONTROLLER
Controller ID.

COPY-VERSION (PREVIOUS-VERS)
The number of the version that was copied to produce this version.
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DATE-ADDED
Date the occurrence was added.

DATE-LAST-CHANGED (DATE-LAST-CHG)
Date the occurrence was last updated.

TIME-OF-CHANGE (TIME-LAST-CHG)
Time the occurrence was changed or, if no updates have been processed, time the occurrence was added.

NUMBER-OF-CHANGES (COUNT)
Number of times the occurrence has been updated.

TEXT
The actual text associated with this entity-occurrence displays in the body of the report below this heading.

TEXT-CLASS
The class name associated with the displayed text. Valid text classifications include:
OWNED

Indicates another entity-occurrence owns the text.
SHARED

Indicates that another entity-occurrence shares the text.
NOTEXT

Indicates that there is no text.
LINE

Indicates the line number of the text.

Request Format

Use the following format for a Text Report request:

►►─-RPT─TEXT─────────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,modifiers ─┘

When submitting with a path, use the following format for a Text Report request:

Text Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 1)

►►─-RPT─START───────────────────────────────────────────────►

►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

  └─,entity,─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬─┘

             └─parent-name.─┘ └─occ-name─┘ ├─(vrs)──────┤

                                           ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                                           └─(,ovrd)────┘

 ►─ ,path-name ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄
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                └─ ,as-of-date ─┘

Text Report When Submitting with a Path (Step 2)

►►─-RPT─TEXT─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────┬──────►◄

             └─,entity─┬────────────┬─┘ └─,modifiers─┘

                       ├─(vrs)──────┤

                       ├─(vrs,ovrd)─┤

                       └─(,ovrd)────┘

For discussions about the parameters, see Coding the Basic Report Request and Using Pathing in Reporting.

,modifiers
You can include the ALIGN, CLASS, and text-classification-name modifiers in your Text Report transaction.
Examples of the allowed combination of these modifiers are shown following the descriptions presented.
,ALIGN

If you include the optional ALIGN keyword, the report lists text information in paragraph form without line
numbers and no headings are produced. Without the ALIGN keyword, the report pages between each
occurrence and page headings and line sequence numbers are produced. The ALIGN keyword must be
first, if used.

,CLASS
To produce a Text Report containing only the text in a specified classification without including the ALIGN
parameter, you must include the CLASS keyword before the class-name. Otherwise, the CLASS keyword
is optional.

,class-name
You can optionally specify the text classification name to produce a report containing only the text in the
specified classification. If the class-name parameter is omitted, the report contains all text classifications
associated with the occurrences.

You can produce a Text Report without line numbers or headings and all the text classifications. Enter the ALIGN keyword
preceded by a comma in place of modifiers in the preceding transaction formats.

   ,ALIGN

You can produce a Text Report without line numbers or headings and only for text with a specified classification name.
Enter the ALIGN keyword preceded by a comma followed by a classification name preceded by a comma in place of
modifiers in the preceding transaction formats. You can also include the CLASS keyword.

   ,ALIGN,class-name

   ,ALIGN,CLASS,class-name

To produce a Text Report with line numbers and headings for text with a specified classification name enter the CLASS
keyword preceded by a comma followed by a classification name preceded by a comma in place of modifiers in the
preceding transaction formats.

   ,CLASS,class-name

NOTE
If you select a FIELD occurrence that has no text and has the same name as a FIELD occurrence in the
UNIVERSAL record, Datacom Datadictionary uses the text associated with the universal field for the selected
field.
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TEXT Report - Without ALIGN Option

In the Datacom Datadictionary DDUTILTY batch facility, use the TEXT Report to display the text that is contained in one or
all text classifications for a given occurrence or occurrences. Review the Without ALIGN option.

For general information about the TEXT report, see Text Report. For a sample report header, see Sample Report
Headers.

The following image shows pages 1 through 8 of a sample report.

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

-RPT TEXT,FIELD,POSTAL*,CLASS,ALL                                       ;

-END                                                                    ;

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: UNIVERSAL.POSTAL-CODE                                             (0000)TEST

AUTHOR: DEMO ADMIN                        CONTROLLER: DEMO ADMIN                        COPY-VERSION:

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 04/30/08        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 10.08.11       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-STANDARD                        OWNED .....................          LINE......

THIS IS THE UNIVERSAL TEXT FOR A FIELD WITH THE NAME OF POSTAL-CODE                      00000000001

THAT DOES NOT HAVE OWNED OR SHARED TEXT                                                  00000000002

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: MAIL.POSTAL-CODE                                                  (T001)TEST

AUTHOR:  DEMO ADMIN                       CONTROLLER:  DEMO ADMIN                       COPY-VERSION:

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 04/30/08        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 11.22.50       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-DESCRIPTION                     OWNED .....................          LINE......

THIS FIELD DESCRIBES THE POSTAL-CODE USED FOR THE MAIL                                   00000000001

FILE.  IT IS FIVE CHARACTERS LONG AND IS THE FIRST FIELD IN                              00000000002

THE FILE.                                                                                00000000003

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: MAIL.POSTAL-CODE                                                  (T001)TEST

AUTHOR:  DEMO ADMIN                       CONTROLLER:  DEMO ADMIN                       COPY-VERSION:

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 04/30/08        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 11.22.50       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-STANDARD                        OWNED .....................          LINE......

THIS IS TEXT THAT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTION OF THE FIELD                                    00000000001

POSTAL-CODE THAT IS OWNED BY VERSION-STATUS T001                                         00000000002

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: MAIL.POSTAL-CODE                                                  (T002)TEST
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AUTHOR:  DEMO ADMIN                       CONTROLLER:  DEMO ADMIN                       COPY-VERSION:  001

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED:                 TIME-OF-CHANGE: 11.22.51       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-DESCRIPTION                     SHARED ....................          LINE......

THIS FIELD DESCRIBES THE POSTAL-CODE USED FOR THE MAIL                                   00000000001

FILE.  IT IS FIVE CHARACTERS LONG AND IS THE FIRST FIELD IN                              00000000002

THE FILE.                                                                                00000000003

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: MAIL.POSTAL-CODE                                                  (T002)TEST

AUTHOR:  DEMO ADMIN                       CONTROLLER:  DEMO ADMIN                       COPY-VERSION:  001

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED:                 TIME-OF-CHANGE: 11.22.51       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-STANDARD                        SHARED ....................          LINE......

THIS IS TEXT THAT DESCRIBES THE FUNCTION OF THE FIELD                                    00000000001

POSTAL-CODE THAT IS OWNED BY VERSION-STATUS T001                                         00000000002

ENTITY-TYPE: FIELD                              DESC:

NAME: MAIL.POSTAL-CODE                                                  (T003)TEST

AUTHOR:  DEMO ADMIN                       CONTROLLER:  DEMO ADMIN                       COPY-VERSION:

DATE-ADDED: 04/30/08        DATE-LAST-CHANGED: 04/30/08        TIME-OF-CHANGE: 11.22.55       NUMBER-OF-

CHANGES:

TEXT......TEXT-CLASS-STANDARD                        UNIVERSAL .................          LINE......

THIS IS THE UNIVERSAL TEXT FOR A FIELD WITH THE NAME OF POSTAL-CODE                      00000000001

THAT DOES NOT HAVE OWNED OR SHARED TEXT.                                                 00000000002

                                        *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  -----------*

TEXT Report - With ALIGN Option

Find an example of a TEXT report using the ALIGN option. The TEXT Report is part of the DDUTILTY batch facility in
Datacom Datadictionary.

Pages 1 and 2 of the TEXT Report with ALIGN option are shown here.

  
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                          
        *
              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;
  PROC  *
             
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*
  
-RPT TEXT,ELEMENT,ACC*.ALL(T001),ALIGN                                  ;
-END                                                                    ;
 
  The ACCTS element of the ACCTS table consists of the order-id;
billing date (in YYMMDD format); the order, freight, and discount
amounts; and customer identification information.
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  All fields in the ACCTS table are included in this element.
 
 
  The CUST-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of information which
identifies the customer (customer-id, customer number, etc.).
 
 
  The ORD-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of the single field
ORD-ID (order-id).
 
*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..ELEMENT                           NAME..ORD-ID
 
*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..ELEMENT                           NAME..ORD-ID
 
*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..ELEMENT                           NAME..ORD-ID
 
                                        *--------  E N D   O F   J O B  ---*
 

TEXT Report - STANDARD Path with ALIGN Option

Pages 1 through 3 of the TEXT Report for STANDARD path with ALIGN option are shown here.

  

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

              *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                  *

              *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC  *

              *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------*

  

-DEF PATH,STANDARD                                                      ;

-END                                                                    ;

  

-RPT START,TABLE,ACCTS(T001),STANDARD                                   ;

-RPT INDENT,,ALIGN                                                      ;

-RPT TEXT,,ALIGN                                                        ;

-END                                                                    ;

TBL                              ACCTS                                                             T T001

                                    ORDER-ENTRY ACCTS TABLE

                                       SYSADM.ACCTS                                                        I

 

  The ACCTS table consists of the order-id; billing date (in YYMMDD

format); the order, freight, and discount amounts; and customer identifi-

cation information.

 

   KEY                           ACCTS.CUST-ID-KEY                                                 T T001

                                    CUST-ID SECONDARY KEY

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..KEY                               NAME..CUST-ID-KEY

 

   KEY                           ACCTS.ORD-ID-KEY                                                  T T001

                                    ORD-ID MASTER KEY

*** NO TEXT DATA FOR ENTITY TYPE..KEY                               NAME..ORD-ID-KEY

   ELM                           ACCTS.ACCTS                                                       T T001

                                    ACCTS FULL TABLE ELEMENT

 

     The ACCTS element of the ACCTS table consists of the order-id;
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   billing date (in YYMMDD format); the order, freight, and discount

   amounts; and customer identification information.

     All fields in the ACCTS table are included in this element.

 

   ELM                           ACCTS.CUST-ID                                                     T T001

                                    CUST-ID ELEMENT

 

     The CUST-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of information which

   identifies the customer (customer-id, customer number, etc.).

 

   ELM                           ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ORD-ID ELEMENT

 

     The ORD-ID element of the ACCTS table consists of the single field

   ORD-ID (order-id).

 

   FLD                           ACCTS.ORD-ID                                                      T T001

                                    ACCTS ORD-ID FIELD

                                       SYSADM.ORD_ID

 

Generating Source Language Statements
The Source Language Generation (SLG) Facility allows you to reproduce the field definitions of TABLE, RECORD, KEY,
or ELEMENT occurrences as high-level language statements suitable for Assembler, COBOL, the Datacom/DB Reporting
Facility, PL/I, or for SQL-compatible copybooks. You can only reproduce the field definitions of VIEW occurrences for
COBOL.

Datacom View Generator

The Datacom View Generator facility is used to assist in the creation of SQL views. The facility reads the TABLE sub
structure and generates a view template containing all of the columns in the table. This template can then be edited to
provide the specific SQL views required. Though the template is always generated as a DATACOM VIEW, the generator
can process any table defined as eligible for SQL processing.

Using the Source Language Generation
To use the Source Language Generation Facility, you place the appropriate transactions in the DDUTILTY job stream.
This prepares the TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence for inclusion in the appropriate source library.

The information you include in the transactions is as follows:

• Informs the Source Language Generation Facility of the library type into which the copybooks are stored.
• Instructs the Source Language Generation Facility to generate SQL-compatible copybooks.
• Indicates the language for which the copybooks are produced.
• Specifies the name and status/version of the TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence which is used to

produce the copybook.

NOTE
If you have a FIELD occurrence that has the same name as the TABLE occurrence, although the SLG facility
generates the appropriate level number, you have duplicate names that can produce errors if you use the
copybook as input.

The utility produces library control cards, copybook member, and a printed report showing the processing results.
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The Source Language Generation statements are documented in the sections that follow in the order needed to code
them.

-UTL LIBRARY - Specifying the Library Type

You can use the optional -UTL LIBRARY control statement to inform the Source Language Generation Facility of the
library type for which the copybooks are produced. If this statement is not present, Datacom Datadictionary defaults to the
library type of the operating system specified at Datacom Datadictionary installation. The following is the format for this
control statement:

-UTL LIBRARY Transaction

 ►►─ -UTL ─ LIBRARY,library-ident ────────────────────────────►◄

 

,library-ident
Specify the library type for which the copybooks are to be produced.
DR

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Library
LIB

Librarian
OS

Source Statement Library
SRC

Operating system source library
PAN

Panvalet
Valid Entries:

DR
LIB
OS
PAN
SRC

Default Value:
Source library of the operating system specified at Datacom Datadictionary installation

-UTL MODE - Specifying SQL-Compatible Copybooks

You can use the optional -UTL MODE control statement to generate SQL-compatible copybooks. If you omit this
statement, the Source Language Generation Facility generates copybooks compatible for access by Datacom/DB
commands. If you use this statement, refer to the -UTL LANGUAGE parameters source-label and groupname to specify
optional information.

The following is the format for this control statement:

-UTL MODE Transaction

 ►►─ -UTL ─ MODE, ─┬─ SQL ──────────┬────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ DATACOM-VIEW ─┘
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SQL
Indicates that SQL Data Definition language statements are generated for the selected occurrence.

DATACOM-VIEW
Indicates that the feature is to generate SQL statements defining a DATACOM View based on the selected TABLE
occurrence. If DATACOM-VIEW is specified, the language must be SQL and the entity-type selected must be
TABLE.
Valid Entries:

SQL
DATACOM-VIEW

For information about printing fields defined as SQL TIMESTAMP, see Timestamp DEF Statement.

-UTL LANGUAGE - Specifying the Language

You can use the optional -UTL LANGUAGE control statement to indicate the language for which the copybooks are
produced. You can also use this control statement to specify whether comments are desired and the source of the
comments. The following is the format for this control statement:

-UTL LANGUAGE Transaction

 ►►─-UTL─LANGUAGE─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────┬────────►

                 └─ ,language-ident ─┘ └─ ,comment ─┘

 

►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬───────┬─────────────►◄

  └─ ,source-label ─┘ └─ ,groupname ─┘ └─ SQL ─┘

 

,language-ident
(Optional) Specify the language for which the copybooks are to be produced. Copybooks can be generated
for Assembler (ALC), COBOL, COBOL2, COBOL85, or PL/I. You can also a generate copybook source-label
parameter for the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility (DR).
Valid Entries:

ALC
COBOL
COBOL2
COBOL85
DR
PLI
PL1

Default Value:
COBOL

,comment
(Optional) Specify if language comments for each FIELD occurrence are to be produced. If the designated source
for the comment is blank, no comment is produced.
Specify COMMENT to use the value in the LANG-COMNT attribute for the FIELD occurrence as the source of the
comment.
Specify DESCRIPTION to use the value in the DESCRIPTION attribute for the FIELD occurrence as the source of
the comment.
Specify NONE to generate no comments.
Valid Entries:

COMMENT
DESCRIPTION
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NONE
Default Value:

NONE
,source-label

(Optional) Use this parameter to specify which name is to be used for the FIELD occurrence.

• If the language is Assembler and you do not specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can specify ASSEMBLER to use
the FIELD occurrence Assembler name or accept the default of the FIELD occurrence Assembler name. If
there is not an Assembler name for the field, it is treated as unlabeled storage.
If the language is Assembler and you specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can specify ASSEMBLER, or you can
specify SQLNAME to use the FIELD occurrence SQL name, or accept the default of the FIELD occurrence
SQL name.
Valid Entries: ASSEMBLER, SQLNAME (see qualifications previously discussed)
Default Value: Assembler name or unlabeled storage, unless -UTL MODE,SQL, then SQLNAME

• If the language is COBOL and you do not specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can specify COMPILER,
OCCURRENCE, or GENERATE=x. If the language is COBOL and you specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can
specify COMPILER, OCCURRENCE, GENERATE=x, or SQLNAME. If you accept the default of the FIELD
occurrence Compiler name and there is not a Compiler name, the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence
name is used.
– If you specify COMPILER, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence Compiler name. If there is

not a Compiler name, FILLER is used.
– If you specify OCCURRENCE, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence name.
– If you specify GENERATE=x and do not specify -UTL MODE,SQL, Datacom Datadictionary adds the 1- to

27-character value you specify as a prefix to the FIELD occurrence Compiler name. For example, if you
have fields ABC and XYZ and you specify GENERATE=DEF, Datacom Datadictionary creates the field
names in the copybook as DEFABC and DEFXYZ.

– If you specify GENERATE=x and specify -UTL MODE,SQL, Datacom Datadictionary adds the 1- to 27-
character value you specify and 1 to 3 digits in sequence for uniqueness to create the field name in the
copybook. For example, if you have fields ABC and XYZ and you specify GENERATE=DEF, Datacom
Datadictionary creates the field names in the copybook as DEF1 and DEF2.

– If you specify SQLNAME and -UTL MODE,SQL, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence SQL
name.
Valid Entries: COMPILER, OCCURRENCE, SQLNAME, GENERATE=x (see qualifications previously
discussed)
Default Value: Compiler name or Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence name

• If language is specified for the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility (DR), you can specify ASSEMBLER (to use
the FIELD occurrence Assembler name), COMPILER (to use the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence
Compiler name), or OCCURRENCE (to use the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence name). If an
Assembler or Compiler name was not defined, the Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence name will be
used.
You can accept the default of the Assembler name, or if none, the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
Valid Entries: ASSEMBLER, COMPILER, OCCURRENCE
Default Value: Assembler name (or Datacom Datadictionary FIELD occurrence name)

• If the language is PL/I and you do not specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can specify COMPILER or
OCCURRENCE. If the language is PL/I and you specify -UTL MODE,SQL, you can specify COMPILER,
OCCURRENCE, SQLNAME, or GENERATE=x. If you accept the default of the Compiler name and there is
not a Compiler name, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence name.
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– If you specify COMPILER, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence Compiler name. If there is
not a Compiler name, Datacom Datadictionary uses the word FILLER.

– If you specify OCCURRENCE, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence name.
– If you specify SQLNAME and -UTL MODE,SQL, Datacom Datadictionary uses the FIELD occurrence SQL

name.
– If you specify GENERATE=x and -UTL MODE,SQL, Datacom Datadictionary adds the 1- to 27-character

value you specify and 1 to 3 digits in sequence for uniqueness to create the field name in the copybook.
For example, if you have fields ABC and XYZ and you specify GENERATE=DEF, Datacom Datadictionary
creates the field names in the copybook as DEF1 and DEF2.

NOTE
Any hyphens used in either a Compiler name or an occurrence name are translated to underscores.

,groupname
(Optional)For COBOL and PL/I SQL-compatible copybooks only
Use this parameter to specify a name for the group-level item produced in the copybook.
Valid Entries:

1- to 31-character name beginning with an alpha character
Default Value:

The table or view SQLNAME attribute-value prefixed by DCL
SQL

(Optional) Indicates that SQL Data Definition language statements are to be generated for the selected
occurrence. If SQL is specified, no other parameter is allowed.

-RPT START - Specifying the Starting Point in the Path

To designate the point along the defined path where processing is to begin, you use a -RPT START transaction. This
transaction must precede the -UTL COPY transaction if pathing is used. The following is the format for this transaction:

-RPT START -- Specifying Starting Point in Path

 ►►─-RPT─START,entity-type─┬─,occ-name──────────┬┬─────────────┬─►

                          ├─,rec-name.occ-name─┤├─(stat)──────┤

                          └─,tbl-name.occ-name─┘├─(stat,ovrd)─┤

                                                └─(,ovrd)─────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ path-name ─┘

 

,entity-type
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence where you want to begin processing along the path.
Valid Entries:

Any valid entity-type defined as a "from-entity" in the path definition
Default Value:

(No default)
,tbl-name. or ,rec-name.

If you specified KEY or ELEMENT in the entity-type parameter, you must specify the name of the TABLE or
RECORD occurrence which contains the KEY or ELEMENT. Do not use this parameter if you specified TABLE or
RECORD in the entity-type parameter.
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You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Your entry must be followed by a period (.) to concatenate the TABLE or RECORD occurrence name with the
name of the KEY or ELEMENT occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

,occ-name
Specify the name of occurrences on which path processing is to begin. You can enter a generic selection or ALL
for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other criteria.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(stat)
Specify the status/version of the occurrences.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
TEST
001 to 999
PROD
H000 to H997
HIST
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(,ovrd)
Specify the override code defined on your system if the occurrence is protected by Lock Level 2. The override
code must be separated from the status/version entry by a comma (,).

path-name
Specify the name of the path from the -DEF PATH transaction.

-UTL COPY - Specifying the Entity-Occurrence

Use the -UTL COPY control statement to specify the name and version of the TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or
ELEMENT occurrence which is used to produce the copybook. There is no limit to the number of occurrences which you
can request in the same run of the Source Language Generation Facility.

Use the following control statement format when you are producing a copybook for a single occurrence:

-UTL COPY -- Specifying Entity-Occurrence
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►►─-UTL─COPY,entity-type─┬─,occ-name──────────┬─┬─────────────┬───►

                         ├─,rec-name.occ-name─┤ ├─(stat)──────┤

                         └─,tbl-name.occ-name─┘ ├─(stat,ovrd)─┤

                                                └─(,ovrd)─────┘

 ►─ ,member-name ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

You can specify a path if you are producing copybooks for multiple TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT
occurrences. Use the following control statement format when using a path:

-UTL COPY Transaction -- Specifying a Path

►►─-UTL─COPY,entity-type─┬─────────────┬─,member-name────────────►◄

                         ├─(stat)──────┤

                         ├─(stat,ovrd)─┤

                         └─(,ovrd)─────┘

,entity-type
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence for which you are producing the copybook.

NOTE
For PL/I processing, if a field in a KEY occurrence has been redefined, the redefining field is ignored
unless it is specifically named as a field in the KEY occurrence. For all other structures containing
redefined fields, the redefining fields are extracted and a 01 level definition is generated for each
redefining field in the structure.

When -UTL MODE,DATACOM-VIEW is specified, the only valid entity-type is TABLE.
Valid Entries:

TABLE
VIEW
RECORD
KEY
ELEMENT

Default Value:
(No default)

,tbl-name. or ,rec-name
If you specified KEY or ELEMENT in the entity-type parameter, you must specify the name of the RECORD or
TABLE occurrence which contains the KEY or ELEMENT. If you specified TABLE or RECORD in the entity-type
parameter, do not use this parameter.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Your entry must be followed by a period (.) to concatenate the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name with the
name of the KEY or ELEMENT occurrence.
Valid Entries:

Existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)
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,occ-name
Specify the name of the TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence which the Source Language
Generation Facility is to process. You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified
entity-type that meet your other criteria.
Valid Entries:

Existing occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

(stat)
Specify the status/version of the occurrence the Source Language Generation facility is to process.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
TEST
001 to 999
PROD
H000 to H997
HIST
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(,ovrd)
Specify the override code defined for your system if the occurrence is protected by Lock Level 2. The override
code must be separated from the status/version entry by a comma (,).

,member-name
Specify the copybook member name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character name
Default Value:

(No default)

Defining a Path

You can use more than one occurrence to create a single copybook member. To include multiple occurrences in a
copybook, define a path to select those occurrences which are related. See Using Predefined Paths.

You can specify STANDARD if you are using the predefined path for the TABLE or RECORD substructure. If you use
the STANDARD path, you do not need to include -DEF TRACE transactions. Hhowever, designate in the -UTL COPY
transaction that processing starts at the TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence level.

You cannot use STANDARD for a VIEW occurrence. However, you can define a path using SYNONYM occurrence to
VIEW occurrence with the SYN-VEW-REFERS relationship.

Use the -DEF TRACE transaction to name a pair of related entity-types and the relationship which connects them. You
can use -DEF TRACE transactions to trace a path between occurrences related by user-defined relations. The maximum
number of -DEF TRACE transactions allowed in a path definition is set by the MAXLVLS= parameter in the System
Resource Table (SRT). See the person responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary on your system.
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It is possible that your system has user-defined relationships between TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrences.
For example, you might have defined an ordered relationship named BOOK to relate two ELEMENT occurrences for
copybook purposes. You can define a path from ELEMENT to ELEMENT using the BOOK relationship to produce a
copybook containing related elements.

Examples
The following example uses the STANDARD path and produces a COBOL copybook member for all elements
contained in a PROD status database named ORDER-ENTRY.

 -DEF PATH,STANDARD

 -END

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL

 -RPT START,DATABASE,ORDER-ENTRY(PROD),STANDARD

 -UTL COPY,ELEMENT(ALL),OUT

 -END

The following example uses a path named PATH1 and produces a COBOL copybook member for all elements
contained in a PROD status table named ACCTS-TBL:

 -DEF PATH,PATH1

 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -END

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL

 -RPT START,TABLE,ACCTS-TBL(PROD),PATH1

 -UTL COPY,ELEMENT(PROD),ABC

 -END

In the following example, a user-defined relationship named BOOK has been implemented between elements
to be combined by the Source Language Generation facility. This relationship is defined as ordered. The first
element in the ordered relationship is ACCTS-REC, which is in PROD status.

 -DEF PATH,PATH2

 -DEF TRACEF,ELEMENT.ELEMENT,BOOK

 -END

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL

 -RPT START,ELEMENT,ACCTS-REC(PROD),PATH2

 -UTL COPY,ELEMENT(PROD),ABC

 -END

The following example uses a path named PATH3 and produces a COBOL copybook member for all elements
related to a PROD status dataview named ACCTS-DVW:

 -DEF PATH,PATH3

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -END

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL

 -RPT START,DATAVIEW,ACCTS-DVW(PROD),PATH3

 -UTL COPY,ELEMENT(PROD),ABC

 -END
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Source Language Generation Facility Output

After you run the Source Language Generation facility, Datacom Datadictionary produces a report showing the control
statements and the results of the source language generation.

Printed Output

The printed report which is produced lists the input control statements and any errors encountered, followed by a list of
the copybooks produced by the Source Language Generation Facility. This report can help you in confirming actions taken
during copybook production since it shows the resulting data descriptions.

Punched Output

The copybook punched by DDUTILTY contains control statements appropriate for adding the data description statements
directly to the specified library. The following table shows the arrangements for supported library types:

Library Punched Output
LIBRARY=OS ./ ADD NAME=name

data description statements generated
Librarian
LIBRARY=LIB

-ADD name
data description statements generated
EMOD

Panvalet
LIBRARY=PAN

++ADD name
data description statements generated

Datacom/DB
Reporting Facility
LIBRARY=DR

LOAD name
data description statements generated

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Considerations

Three factors require your special consideration when generating data descriptions for the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility.
These factors are report headings, controlling beginning displacement, and SQL timestamp DEF statement.

Report Headings

Data description statements define the headings used in the reports produced by the Reporting Facility. You can specify
none, one, or two report heading lines for each data description statement. The Source Language Generation facility
supports these specifications using the HEADING-1 and HEADING-2 attribute-values of the FIELD entity.

Controlling Beginning Displacement

The syntax of the Reporting Facility data description statements requires that the beginning and ending displacements
of each field be defined. Because the record I/O z/OS area used to request Datacom/DB access includes a 300 byte
reserved area, the data area for Datacom/DB starts at position 301. For Reporting Facility members not used for
Datacom/DB access, the copybook is automatically started at a displacement of 001.

Timestamp DEF Statement

The Datacom Datadictionary and Datacom Reporting Facility supply a three-character suffix that allows you to print fields
defined as SQL TIMESTAMP.
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When the Reporting Facility requests a view of a table containing an SQL TIMESTAMP column, Datacom Datadictionary
provides the SQL TIMESTAMP with a breakdown of simple fields that are processed individually by the Reporting Facility
as shown in the following example.

 LOAD        SHORTMSG                           

DEF SYSUSR-SHORT_MESSAGE             301-483 X 

DEF MESSAGE_ID-NULL                  301-301 X 

DEF MESSAGE_ID                       302-305 B 

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME-NULL              306-306 X 

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME                   307-338 X 

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT-NULL                339-339 X 

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT                     340-439 X 

 DEF MESSAGE_DATE-NULL                440-440 X 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE                     441-450 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-CC                  441-441 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-YY                  442-442 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MM                  443-443 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-DD                  444-444 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-HH                  445-445 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MI                  446-446 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-SS                  447-447 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-TS                  448-448 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-HS                  449-449 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MS                  450-450 B 

DEF SENDER_NAME-NULL                 451-451 X 

DEF SENDER_NAME                      452-483 X 

 

Each byte of the SQL TIMESTAMP is named using the name selected in the COPYDD statement or the - UTL
LANGUAGE statement and includes one of the following three-character suffixes:

-CC Century

-YY Year

-MM Month

-DD Day of the month

-HH Hour of the day

-MI Minute of the hour

-SS Second of the minute

-TS Tenths of a second

-HS Hundredths of a second

-MS Thousandths of a second

NOTE
This functionality is only invoked for the definitions generated if the requested language is DR. A COBOL, PL1 or
assembler copybook for the same table would not be expanded.
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DDUTILTY - Sample Job Streams and Output
Find JCL for Source Language Generation Facility execution in DDUTILTY. Find sample transactions and generated
copybooks for COBOL, PL/I, SQL, Assembler, and Datacom/DB. Example output from the Datacom View Generator is
also provided.

You can use the following sample Job Control Language (JCL) for Source Language Generation Facility execution.

NOTE
Use the following code sample as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and page .

 //       EXEC PGM=DDUTILTY,REGION=600K

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and page 

.

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=a           Print output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   SYSOUT=b           Punch output

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=a           CA Datacom/DB dumps

 //SYSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=a           System dumps

 //SYSIN    DD   *                  Input transactions

 -USR SAMPLE-USER                   Authorized user information

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                    Library type

 -COM  PLACE THE OTHER CONTROL TRANSACTIONS HERE

   .

   .

   .

   .

 /*

Sample Transactions: COBOL

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL,NONE

 -UTL COPY,TABLE,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL

 -END

      

Sample Generated COBOL Copybook
For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers. Pages 1 through 4

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

               *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                 

 *

               *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC 

 *

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*
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 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;

 -UTL LANGUAGE,COBOL                                                     ;

 -UTL COPY,TABLE,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL                                     ;

 -END                                                                    ;

 ./ ADD NAME=CUST-TBL

            02  CUST.

                03  CUST-ID.

                    04  IND-CD       PICTURE X(1).

                    04  CUST-NO      PICTURE X(4).

                03  NAME             PICTURE X(30).

                03  ADDR-1           PICTURE X(30).

                03  ADDR-2           PICTURE X(30).

                03  CITY             PICTURE X(15).

                03  STATE            PICTURE X(2).

                03  ZIP              PICTURE X(9).

                03  CRED-IND         PICTURE X(1).

                03  PHONE.

                    04  AREA-CD      PICTURE X(3).

                    04  PH-EXCH      PICTURE X(3).

                    04  PH-NO        PICTURE X(4).

                03  OPEN-$           PICTURE S9(7)V9(2)

                                         COMPUTATIONAL-3.

                03  YTD-SALES        PICTURE S9(7)V9(2)

                                         COMPUTATIONAL-3.

                03  ACT-DT.

                    04  ACT-YR       PICTURE X(2).

                    04  ACT-MO       PICTURE X(2).

                    04  ACT-DAY      PICTURE X(2).

                03  SLMN-ID          PICTURE X(5).

           *****  END OF JOB  *****

      

Sample Transactions: PL/I

 -UTL LANGUAGE,PL1,NONE

 -UTL COPY,RECORD,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL

 -END

      

Sample Generated PL/I Copybook
Pages 1 through 4

              
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
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               *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                
                  *
               *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                       
         ;  PROC  *
              
 *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;

 -UTL LANGUAGE,PL1                                                       ;

 -UTL COPY,TABLE,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL                                     ;
 -END                                                                    ;
 ./ ADD NAME=CUST-TBL
  02  CUST,
      03  CUST_ID,
          04  IND_CD          CHAR(1),
          04  CUST_NO         CHAR(4),
      03  NAME            CHAR(30),
      03  ADDR_1          CHAR(30),
      03  ADDR_2          CHAR(30),
      03  CITY            CHAR(15),
      03  STATE           CHAR(2),
      03  ZIP             CHAR(9),
      03  CRED_IND        CHAR(1),
      03  PHONE,
          04  AREA_CD         CHAR(3),
          04  PH_EXCH         CHAR(3),
          04  PH_NO           CHAR(4),
      03  OPEN_$          FIXED(9,2),
      03  YTD_SALES       FIXED(9,2),
      03  ACT_DT,
          04  ACT_YR          CHAR(2),
          04  ACT_MO          CHAR(2),
          04  ACT_DAY         CHAR(2),
      03  SLMN_ID         CHAR(5),
           *****  END OF JOB  *****
      

Sample Transactions: SQL

 -UTL MODE,SQL

 -UTL COPY,TABLE,JOHN-EMPTBL,EMPLTBL

 -END

NOTE
In this example, the -UTL LANGUAGE statement was not included, the system used the
defaults.

Sample Generated SQL Copybook

:/ ADD NAME=EMPLTABL
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           02  DCLEMPTBLE.

               03  EMPNUM           PIC X(5).

               03  NAME             PIC X(18).

               03  JOB-CODE         PIC X(2).

               03  CITY             PIC X(8).

               03  STATE            PIC X(2).

               03  SALARY           PIC S9(5) COMP-3.

               03  YTD-COMM         PIC S9(7) COMP-3.

               03  YTD-COMM-NI      PIC S9(4) COMP.

               03  DEPT             PIC X(2).

               03  M-STAT           PIC X(1).

               03  M-STAT-NI        PIC S9(4) COMP.

               03  PHONE            PIC S9(11) COMP-3.

               03  PHONE-NI         PIC S9(4) COMP.

               03  STATUS           PIC X(1).

           *****  END OF JOB  *****

      

Sample Transactions: Assembler

 -UTL LANGUAGE,ASM,NONE

 -UTL COPY,RECORD,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL

 -END

      

Sample Generated Assembler Copybook
Pages 1 through 4

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

               *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                 

 *

               *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC 

 *

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;

 -UTL LANGUAGE,ALC                                                       ;                         

                              ;

 -UTL COPY,TABLE,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL                                     ;

 -END                                                                    ;

 ./ ADD NAME=CUST-TBL

          DS    0CL153

          DS    0CL5

          DS    CL1
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          DS    CL4

          DS    CL30

          DS    CL30

          DS    CL30

          DS    CL15

          DS    CL2

          DS    CL9

          DS    CL1

          DS    0CL10

          DS    CL3

          DS    CL3

          DS    CL4

          DS    PL5

          DS    PL5

          DS    0CL6

          DS    CL2

          DS    CL2

          DS    CL2

          DS    CL5

           *****  END OF JOB  *****

NOTE
The TABLE occurrence that is used for this example has no ASSEMBLER-NAME attribute-
values.

Sample Transactions: Datacom/DB Reporting Facility

 -UTL LANGUAGE,DR,NONE

 -UTL COPY,RECORD,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL

 -END

      

Sample Generated Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Copybook
Pages 1 through 4

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

               *  CODE USER-NAME,PSWD,DATABASE-ID                                                 

 *

               *  -USR SAMPLE-USER,*******                                                ;  PROC 

 *

               *-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

 -UTL LIBRARY,OS                                                         ;

 -UTL LANGUAGE,DR                                                        ;
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 -UTL COPY,TABLE,CUST(PROD),CUST-TBL                                     ;

 -END                                                                    ;

 ./ ADD NAME=CUST-TBL

 DEF CUST                             301-453 X

 DEF CUST-ID                          301-305 X  'CUSTOMER'

                                              'ID'

 DEF IND-CD                           301-301 X  'INDUSTRY'

                                              'CODE'

 DEF CUST-NO                          302-305 X  'CUSTOMER'

                                              'NUMBER'

 DEF NAME                             306-335 X  'CUSTOMER'

                                              'NAME'

 DEF ADDR-1                           336-365 X  'ADDRESS'

 DEF ADDR-2                           366-395 X

 DEF CITY                             396-410 X  'CITY'

 DEF STATE                            411-412 X  'STATE'

 DEF ZIP                              413-421 X  'ZIP'

 DEF CRED-IND                         422-422 X  'CREDIT'

                                              'INDICATOR'

 DEF PHONE                            423-432 X  'PHONE'

                                              'NUMBER'

 DEF AREA-CD                          423-425 X

 DEF PH-EXCH                          426-428 X

 DEF PH-NO                            429-432 X

   F OPEN-$                           433-437 P2  'OPEN'

                                              'DOLLARS'

                                        PIC 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99'

 DEF YTD-SALES                        438-442 P2  'YEAR TO DATE'

                                              'SALES'

                                        PIC 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99'

 DEF ACT-DT                           443-448 X  'ACTIVITY'

                                              'DATE'

 DEF ACT-YR                           443-444 X  'ACTIVITY'

                                              'YEAR'

 DEF ACT-MO                           445-446 X  'ACTIVITY'

                                              'MONTH'

 DEF ACT-DAY                          447-448 X  'ACTIVITY'

                                              'DAY'

 DEF SLMN-ID                          449-453 X  'SALESMAN'

                                              'ID'

           *****  END OF JOB  *****

Output from the Datacom View Generator

Output from the Datacom View Generator is a printed copy of the generated statements (120 characters wide) and a set
of records (80 columns wide) that are suitable for input to the selected library format. The format of these statements is
described as follows, based on the following z/OS example output. Characters in bold type in the example are generated
as shown. Non-bold type characters in the example are generated either based on the input statements or the TABLE
definition being processed.

z/OS Example Output for the Datacom View Generator

  1. ./ ADD member-name
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  2.    CREATE DATACOM VIEW

  3.       view-name

  4.          (

  5.           column 1,

  6.           column 2,

  7.              .

  8.              .

  9.              .

 10.           column_redefined,

 11.              .

 12.              .

 13.              .

 14. --  START REDEFINE: column_redefines

 15. --       REDEFINES: column_redefined

 16.           column_redefines,

 17.              .

 18.              .

 19.              .

 20. --  END REDEFINE: column_redefines

 21. --     REDEFINES: column_redefined

 22.              .

 23.              .

 24.              .

 25. --   START ARRAY: column_occurring

 26.           column_occurring_01,

 27.           column_occurring_02,

 28.              .

 29.              .

 30.              .

 31.           column_occurring_nn,

 32. --     END ARRAY: column_occurring

 33.          column_n

 34.          )

 35.    AS

 36.    SELECT

 37.          column_1,

 38.          column_2,

 39.          column_redefined,

 40.              .

 41.              .

 42.              .

 43.          column_redefines,

 44.             .

 45.             .

 46.             .

 47.          column_occurring[01],

 48.          column_occurring[02],

 49.             .

 50.             .

 51.             .
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 52.          column_occurring[nn],

 53.          column_n

 54.    FROM

 55.       table_name

 56.    WHERE  *** Enter WHERE clause here to clarify redefines ***

 57.   ;

Line 1
Line 1 contains the library control statement based on the -UTL LIBRARY input statement and the member-name
that is specified on the -UTL COPY statement.

.Line 2
Line 2 is the beginning of the SQL CREATE statement. For more information about DATACOM VIEWS, see
Accessing Legacy Data with DATACOM VIEW.

Line 3
On line 3, the view-name is the fully qualified name in SQL (authid.sqlname) and is derived from the TABLE
occurrence that is specified either in the -UTL COPY statement or in the currently anchored table when using path
processing. The authorization ID (authid) used is obtained from the AUTHID attribute of the referenced TABLE
occurrence. The SQL name (sqlname) is generated using the SQLNAME attribute of the table and appending
"_VIEW" after it. No attempt is made to limit the sqlname to the maximum SQL Name length of 32 characters. If
the generated SQL name is greater than 32 characters, a comment line is generated as follows:
-- GENERATED SQL NAME GREATER THAN 32 CHARACTERS

Line 4
On line 4, the open parenthesis marks the beginning of the column-list for the view.

Line 5 - line 9
Lines 5 through 9 are "normal" columns that do not require any special handling.

Line 10 - line 13
Lines 10 through 13 are columns redefined by a later column (column_redefined) and intervening columns, up to
the redefining column (column_redefining). These columns can be consecutive with no intervening columns. The
redefined column can be a single-dimension array or a group column with columns under it that are themselves
single-dimension arrays, in which case the columns would be also noted and constructed as one or more arrays
(see Lines 22 through 29).

Line 14 - line 15
Lines 14 and 15 are comment lines in the comment format for the SQL Statement Processor (DBSQLPR). They
mark the beginning of the redefinition of the column that is named column_redefined by the column named
column_redefines.

Line 16 - line 19
Lines 16 through 19 contain the columns that redefine the earlier column (column_redefined). The redefining
column can be a single-dimension array or a group column with columns under it that are themselves single-
dimension arrays, in which case the columns would also be noted and constructed as one or more arrays (see
lines 22 through 29).

Line 20 - line 21
Lines 20 and 21 are comment lines in the comment format for the SQL Statement Processor (DBSQLPR).
They mark the end of the redefinition of the column that is named column_redefined by the column named
column_redefines.

Line 22 - line 24
Lines 22 through 24 are "normal" columns that do not require any special handling.
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Line 25
Line 25 is a comment line in the comment format for the SQL Statement Processor (DBSQLPR). It marks the
beginning of a single-dimension array (column_occurring). Only single-dimension arrays are supported in a
DATACOM VIEW.

Line 26 - line 31
Lines 26 through 31 provide individual columns for each entry in a single-dimension array with nn entries. The
SQL name is generated by appending the SQL Name of the column with an underscore, followed by the relative
number of the entry. The number has the number of characters necessary to support the highest numbered array
member. For example, if the REPEAT attribute-value is 2 - 9, the number requires only one character, but two
characters are required if the REPEAT attribute-value is 10 - 99. The numerals are right-justified and leading
zeros are used when the length is more than one character (for example, _01, _02, and so on). No attempt is
made to limit this name to the maximum SQL Name length of 32 characters. If the generated SQL name is greater
than 32 characters, a comment line is generated for the first column in the array as follows:
-- BEGIN GENERATED SQL NAMES GREATER THAN 32 CHARACTERS

Another comment line is generated after the last column in the array as follows:
-- END GENERATED SQL NAMES GREATER THAN 32 CHARACTERS

Line 32
Line 32 is a comment line in the comment format for the SQL Statement Processor (DBSQLPR). It marks the
end of a single-dimension array (column_occurring). Only single-dimension arrays are supported in a DATACOM
VIEW.

Line 33
Line 33 is a "normal" column that does not require any special handling.

Line 34
On line 34, the closed parenthesis marks the end of the column-list for the view.

Line 35 - line 36
Lines 35 and 36 contain the SQL syntax to begin the SELECT from the table that generates the data for the view.

Line 37 - line 53
Lines 37 through 53 are the selected columns from the table. They match up in sequence with the column list of
the CREATE DATACOM VIEW.
The column SQL names are the same as the SQL names in the column list, except in the case of arrays, where
the -nn- designation is generated, instead of the _nn designation that is used in the view column list.

Line 54
Line 54 contains the SQL syntax to specify the table for which the view is being generated.

Line 55
On line 55, the table-name is the fully qualified name in SQL (authid.sqlname). The authid and sqlname that are
used are from the AUTHID and SQLNAME attributes, respectively, of the TABLE occurrence specified either in
the -UTL COPY statement or in the currently anchored table when using path processing.

Line 56
Line 56 is generated only if there are one or more instances of a redefinition within the table structure. If the final
view to be processed by SQL after editing contains a redefinition, the WHERE clause must be completed to help
ensure that only the rows matching the redefinition data are selected.

Line 57
Line 57 the semicolon (;) is generated to specify the end of the CREATE DATACOM VIEW statement.

Additional Comment Lines

Certain structures are not supported by DATACOM VIEWs. When one of those structures is encountered, the following
comment lines are generated, where nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn is the SQLNAME if present or the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence name if no SQLNAME is available:
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 -- COLUMN nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn NOT GENERATED.

Following is another example comment line:

 -- REASON: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

In the example comment line, the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx is one of the following:

• COLUMN IS FILLER
Indicates that the column has a CLASS attribute-value of "F."

• COLUMN IS VALUE
Indicates that the column has a CLASS attribute-value of "V."

• COMPOUND ARRAY
Indicates that the column is the Child of a column with REPEAT attribute-value value greater than 1.

Example Table Definition in COBOL

The following example table definition in COBOL format defines a table with two row types. Type 'C' define courses with
the course description. Type 'S' define the individual students in the courses, with allowance for up to 20 numeric grades.

 02  COURSE-TABLE.

  03 RECORD-TYPE     PIC X(1).

      88  REC-C      VALUE 'C'.

      88  REC-S      VALUE 'S'.

  03 COURSE-TITLE    PIC X(20).

  03 COURSE-DESC     PIC X(100).

 03 STUDENT-DATA REDEFINES COURSE-DESC.

      04 STUDENT-NAME    PIC X(30).

      04 STUDENT-SSN     PIC 9(10).

      04 STUDENT-GRDS

            OCCURS 20 TIMES PIC 9(3).

Following the example definitions, an example of the transaction input to the batch utility is as follows. For the purposes of
this sample, the COBOL names and the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence names are the same.

 +UTL LIBRARY,OS

 +UTL LANGUAGE,SQL

 +UTL MODE,DATACOM-VIEW

 +UTL COPY,TABLE,COURSES(T001),COURSES

An example of the resulting output follows:

 ./ ADD NAME=COURSES

   CREATE DATACOM VIEW

    SYSUSR.COURSES_VIEW

     (

      COURSE_TABLE,

      RECORD_TYPE,

 -- COLUMN REC_C NOT GENERATED.

 --  REASON: COLUMN IS VALUE

 -- COLUMN REC_S NOT GENERATED.

 --  REASON: COLUMN IS VALUE
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       COURSE_TITLE,

       COURSE_DESC,

 -- START REDEFINE: STUDENT_DATA

 --   REDEFINES: COURSE-DESC

      STUDENT_DATA,

      STUDENT_NAME,

      STUDENT_SSN,

 --  START ARRAY: STUDENT_GRDS

      STUDENT_GRDS_01,

      STUDENT_GRDS_02,

      STUDENT_GRDS_03,

           .

           .

           .

      STUDENT_GRDS_18,

      STUDENT_GRDS_19,

      STUDENT_GRDS_20

 --  END ARRAY: STUDENT_GRDS

    )

 AS

  SELECT

     COURSE_TABLE,

     RECORD_TYPE,

     COURSE_TITLE,

     COURSE_DESC,

     STUDENT_DATA,

     STUDENT_NAME,

     STUDENT_SSN,

     STUDENT_GRDS[01],

     STUDENT_GRDS[02],

     STUDENT_GRDS[03],

          .

          .

          .

     STUDENT_GRDS[18],

     STUDENT_GRDS[19],

     STUDENT_GRDS[20]

  FROM

    SYSUSR.COURSES

    WHERE *** Enter WHERE clause here to clarify redefines ***

   ;

Once edited, the foregoing would yield two DATACOM VIEWs, the first for courses and the second for students, as shown
in the following examples:

Datacom View 1 (Courses)

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW

   SYSUSR.COURSE_LIST

    (

     RECORD_TYPE,

     COURSE_TITLE,

     COURSE_DESC
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    )

  AS

  SELECT

     RECORD_TYPE,

     COURSE_TITLE,

     COURSE_DESC

  FROM

   SYSUSR.COURSES

   WHERE RECORD_TYPE = 'C'

  ;

Datacom View 2 (Students)

 CREATE DATACOM VIEW

   SYSUSR.STUDENT_LIST

    (

     RECORD_TYPE,

     COURSE_TITLE,

     STUDENT_DATA,

     STUDENT_NAME,

     STUDENT_SSN,

     STUDENT_GRDS_01,

     STUDENT_GRDS_02,

     STUDENT_GRDS_03,

          .

          .

          .

     STUDENT_GRDS_18,

     STUDENT_GRDS_19,

     STUDENT_GRDS_20

    )

  AS

 SELECT

     RECORD_TYPE,

     COURSE_TITLE,

     STUDENT_DATA,

     STUDENT_NAME,

     STUDENT_SSN,

     STUDENT_GRDS[01],

     STUDENT_GRDS[02],

     STUDENT_GRDS[03],

          .

          .

          .

     STUDENT_GRDS[18],

     STUDENT_GRDS[19],

     STUDENT_GRDS[20]

   FROM

    SYSUSR.COURSES

    WHERE RECORD_TYPE = 'S'
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Sample User-Written Exit for DDBTGLM (COBOL)
The following sample program is a user exit written for the Batch Transaction Generator utility (DDBTGLM). The program
retrieves all the dataviews and their related elements for a particular database. The transactions used with the user exit
are as follows:

 -USR user-name,user-password

 -DEF PATH,DVWTOELM

 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.AREA,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABLE,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL,SKIP

 -DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL

 -DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL

 -END

 -BTG USER=pgm-name

 -BTG START,DATABASE,occ-name(vrs),DVWTOELM

 -END

In the transaction collection:

pgm-name
The name of load module for the exit program.

occ-name
The name of the database occurrence.

vrs
The status/version of the database.

This program causes the 1003 RELT transactions to be suppressed for the actual add of the dataview itself. It also causes
any duplicate sets of transactions for either a dataview or its associated elements to be suppressed.

User-Written Exit for DDBTGLM (COBOL)

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

*             DDBTGLM - SAMPLE USER EXIT - COBOL                      *

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

       IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

           SKIP3

       PROGRAM-ID.

           DDBTGEX1.

           SKIP1

       AUTHOR.

           ALEXANDER PATCHES

           SKIP1

       DATE-WRITTEN.

           JUNE,2008

           SKIP2

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

           SKIP1

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.
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           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

           SKIP1

       FILE-CONTROL.

           SKIP1

       DATA DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       FILE SECTION.

           SKIP1

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           SKIP2

       01  BTG-0                   PIC S9   COMP  VALUE +0.

       01  BTG-NDX                 PIC S999 COMP  VALUE +1.

       01  BTG-TBL-SW              PIC X  VALUE SPACE.

           88 BTG-ADD-OCCURANCE           VALUE 'A'.

           88 BTG-NEW-SET                 VALUE 'N'.

           88 BTG-DUP-SET                 VALUE 'D'.

           88 BTG-SUPRESS                 VALUE 'S'.

       01  BTG-TBL-END-SW          PIC X  VALUE SPACE.

           88 BTG-TBL-END                 VALUE 'Y'.

       01  BTG-FIRST-TIME-SW       PIC X  VALUE SPACE.

           88 FIRST-TIME                  VALUE 'Y'.

       01  BTG-SUPRESS-NEXT        PIC X  VALUE SPACE.

           88 SUPRESS-THIS-ONE            VALUE 'Y'.

       01  WS-BTG-TBL.

           12  WS-BTG-DVW-TBL.

               16  WBDT-OCCURANCE-TBL  OCCURS 500 TIMES.

                   20 WBDT-DVW-OCCURANCE          PIC X(32).

       01  WS-TBL-INIT             PIC X(16000) VALUE SPACES.

       LINKAGE SECTION.

       01  CARD-BUFFER.

           03  CARD-TYPE.

               05  CARD-FIRST       PIC X.

               05  FILLER           PIC X(3).

           03  FILLER               PIC X(76).

       01  CD-CARD REDEFINES CARD-BUFFER.

           03  CD-HEADER-TYPE       PIC X(13).

           03  FILLER               PIC X(67).

       01  CD-1003-CARD REDEFINES CARD-BUFFER.

           03  CD-CARD-RELT         PIC X(18).

           03  FILLER               PIC X(62).

        01 HEADER-BUFFER.

           03  HD-HEADER-TYPE.

               05 HD-TRAN-TYPE      PIC X(4).

               05 FILLER            PIC X.

               05 HD-TRAN-ENTITY    PIC X(8).

           03  FILLER               PIC X.

           03  HD-DVW-OCCURANCE     PIC X(32).

           03  FILLER               PIC X(114).
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           EJECT

    PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CARD-BUFFER HEADER-BUFFER. 

           SKIP3

           IF FIRST-TIME

              MOVE WS-TBL-INIT TO WS-BTG-DVW-TBL

              MOVE 'N' TO BTG-FIRST-TIME-SW.

           IF CARD-TYPE = '****'

              GO TO END-RETURN.

           IF HD-HEADER-TYPE = '-BTG DATAVIEW'

               PERFORM BTG-SET-SWITCH.

           IF HD-HEADER-TYPE = '-BTG ELEMENT,'

               GO TO BTG-PROCESS-SET.

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       BTG-SET-SWITCH.

           IF BTG-TBL-SW IS EQUAL TO SPACE

               MOVE SPACE TO BTG-TBL-END-SW

               PERFORM CHECK-TBL-DATAVIEW-OCCURANCE

                  VARYING BTG-NDX FROM 1 BY 1

                  UNTIL BTG-TBL-END.

           GO TO BTG-PROCESS-SET.

       BTG-PROCESS-SET.

           IF BTG-ADD-OCCURANCE

               PERFORM BTG-SET-ADD

              ELSE

                  IF BTG-NEW-SET

                      PERFORM BTG-PROCESS-NEW

                  ELSE

                      IF BTG-DUP-SET

                          PERFORM BTG-SET-DUP

                      ELSE

                          IF BTG-SUPRESS

                              PERFORM BTG-PROCESS-DUP.

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       CHECK-TBL-DATAVIEW-OCCURANCE.

           IF BTG-NDX GREATER 500

             DISPLAY 'TABLE OVERFLOW - MORE THAN 500 DVW OCCURANCES'

             EXHIBIT NAMED BTG-NDX

             MOVE 'Y' TO BTG-TBL-END-SW

             COMPUTE BTG-NDX = BTG-NDX / BTG-0

           ELSE

               IF HD-DVW-OCCURANCE = WBDT-DVW-OCCURANCE (BTG-NDX)

                   MOVE 'Y' TO BTG-TBL-END-SW

                   MOVE 'D' TO BTG-TBL-SW

               ELSE

                   IF WBDT-DVW-OCCURANCE (BTG-NDX) = LOW-VALUES

                       MOVE 'Y' TO BTG-TBL-END-SW

                       MOVE 'A' TO BTG-TBL-SW

                   ELSE

                       IF WBDT-DVW-OCCURANCE (BTG-NDX) = SPACES

                           MOVE 'Y' TO BTG-TBL-END-SW

                           MOVE 'A' TO BTG-TBL-SW.

       BTG-SET-ADD.

           COMPUTE BTG-NDX = BTG-NDX - 1
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           MOVE HD-DVW-OCCURANCE TO WBDT-DVW-OCCURANCE (BTG-NDX)

           MOVE 'N' TO BTG-TBL-SW

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       BTG-SET-DUP.

           MOVE 'S' TO BTG-TBL-SW

           MOVE LOW-VALUES TO CARD-FIRST

           IF HD-HEADER-TYPE = '-BTG DATAVIEW'

              IF CD-CARD-RELT = '1003 RELT,ELEMENT,'

                  MOVE LOW-VALUES TO CARD-FIRST

                  MOVE 'Y' TO BTG-SUPRESS-NEXT

                  GO TO END-RETURN

              ELSE

              IF CARD-TYPE = '1003'

                  MOVE LOW-VALUES TO CARD-FIRST

                  GO TO END-RETURN

              ELSE

              IF SUPRESS-THIS-ONE

                  MOVE LOW-VALUES TO CARD-FIRST

                  MOVE SPACE TO BTG-SUPRESS-NEXT

                  GO TO END-RETURN

              ELSE

              IF CD-HEADER-TYPE = '-BTG DATAVIEW'

                  MOVE SPACE TO BTG-TBL-SW

                  GO TO BTG-SET-SWITCH.

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       BTG-PROCESS-DUP.

           IF CD-HEADER-TYPE = '-BTG DATAVIEW'

              MOVE SPACE TO BTG-TBL-SW

              GO TO BTG-SET-SWITCH.

           MOVE LOW-VALUES TO CARD-FIRST

           GO TO END-RETURN.

       END-RETURN.

           GOBACK.

           EJECT

Sample User-Written Exits for DDRMFLM (Assembler)
The following sample user-written exits can be used with DDRMFLM - Converting Field Definitions. The first exit point
allows a user-written program to gain control after each record has been read from the input file and before the conversion
takes place. 

With the second exit point, you can direct the Record Migration Facility to pass control to a user-written program after
each record conversion takes place and before the converted record is written to the output sequential file. 

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Input User-Written Exit for DDRMFLM

 

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*   D D R X 1 P R  -  GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION                     *

*                                                                     *
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*  THIS PROGRAM IS A SAMPLE ALC USER EXIT CALLED BY THE               *

*  RECORD MIGRATION FACILITY (DDRMFLM).                               *

*                                                                     *

*  THE EXIT IS CALLED AFTER A RECORD HAS BEEN READ FROM RMFIN, BUT    *

*  BEFORE THE MIGRATION TO THE NEW RECORD FORMAT HAS TAKEN PLACE.     *

*  THEREFORE, THE RECORD'S FIELDS STILL HAVE THE TYPE, LENGTH, AND    *

*  DISPLACEMENT ATTRIBUTES DEFINED IN THE "INPUT" DEFINITION.         *

*                                                                     *

*  THE USER CAN INSPECT THE INPUT RECORD AT THIS POINT AND ALTER      *

*  DATA VALUES IN EXISTING FIELDS OR INSTRUCT RMF TO SKIP THE RECORD. *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  LINKAGE - STANDARD IBM LINKAGE WITH R1 CONTAINING ADDR             *

*            OF PARM LIST.                                            *

*      PARM 1: ADDR OF BUFFER CONTAINING INPUT RECORD.                *

*      PARM 2: ADDR OF BUFFER CONTAINING OUTPUT RECORD (FOR USE OF    *

*              USER EXIT 2 - CHANGES TO THIS BUFFER IN USER EXIT 1    *

*              WILL BE IGNORED.)                                      *

*      PARM 3: ADDR OF A 119 CHARACTER BUFFER WHERE THE USER CAN      *

*              PLACE A MESSAGE TO BE PRINTED BY RMF.                  *

*      PARM 4: ADDR OF A FULL-WORD AREA FOR THE RETURN CODE           *

*   RETURN CODES - ASSOCIATED RMF ACTION                              *

*     RC = 00  - NORMAL RETURN - CONTINUE PROCESSING                  *

*     RC > 00  - PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA                    *

*     RC = 04  - SKIP RECORD AND PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA    *

*     RC > 04  - TERMINATE RUN AND PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  REGISTER USAGE                                                     *

*     STANDARD IBM REGISTER CONVENTIONS APPLY.  R13 POINTS TO AN      *

*     18 WORD SAVE AREA WHERE THE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS         *

*     SHOULD BE SAVED.  THE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS MUST BE       *

*     RESTORED BEFORE RETURNING.  ANY ROUTINES CALLED FROM THIS       *

*     SUBROUTINE ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE USER.                  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  NAMING CONVENTIONS                                                 *

*     THE USER EXIT LOAD MODULE MAY HAVE ANY NAME THE USER CHOOSES.   *

*     THE LOAD MODULE NAME IS MADE KNOWN TO DDRMFPR ON THE            *

*     -RMF OPTIONS CONTROL CARD.                                      *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  SAMPLE USER EXIT SOURCE CODE                                       *

*      USERS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO PLAGARIZE THE FOLLOWING CODE TO      *

*      MEET THEIR PARTICULAR NEEDS.  GOOD RESULTS CAN BE ACHIEVED     *

*      BY COPYING THE ENTRY AND EXIT CODE VERBATIM AND MODIFYING      *

*      THE CODE BETWEEN THE ASTERISKS TO MEET INDIVIDUAL USER         *

*      REQUIREMENTS.                                                  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         EJECT

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM ENTRY CODE                                           *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

DDRX1PR  CSECT             (USER MAY USE ANY NAME IN PLACE OF DDRX1PR)

         STM   14,12,12(13)        SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         BALR  12,0                LOAD R12 WITH ADDR OF NEXT INST

         USING *,12                NAME R12 AS BASE REGISTER
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         ST    13,SAV+4            SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S R13

         LA    13,SAV              POINT R13 AT THIS PROGM'S SAVE AREA

         LM    3,6,0(1)            R3 = ADDR OF INPUT RECORD

*                                  R4 = NOT USED IN USER EXIT 1

*                                  R5 = ADDR OF RMF MESSAGE AREA

*                                  R6 = ADDR OF RETURN CODE AREA

*

*------------ REPLACE FOLLOWING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

*   SAMPLE USER EXIT TO SKIP RECORDS WITH A FIRST FIELD OF C'ABC'     *

*   AND ALTER ALL WITH A FIRST FIELD OF C'XYZ' TO 'YYZ'.              *

*                                                                     *

*------------ REPLACE FOLLOWING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

         LA    15,0                DEFAULT RETURN CODE

         CLC   0(3,3),=C'ABC'      Q-RECORD FIRST FIELD = ABC

         BE    RX1PR1              Y-SKIP IT

         CLC   0(3,3),=C'XYZ'      Q-RECORD FIRST FIELD = YYZ

         BE    RX1PR2              Y-ALTER IT

         B     RX1PRX              THAT'S ALL FOR THIS CARD

         SPACE 1

RX1PR1   DS    0H

         MVC   0(L'SKIPMSG,5),SKIPMSG   SET SKIPPED RECORD MESSAGE

         LA    15,4                SET SKIP RECORD RETURN CODE

         B     RX1PRX              THAT'S ALL FOR THIS CARD

         SPACE 1

RX1PR2   DS    0H

         MVI   0(3),C'Y'           ALTER THE RECORD

         MVC   0(L'ALTERMSG,5),ALTERMSG   SET ALTERED RECORD MESSAGE

         LA    15,1                SET DISPLAY MESSAGE RETURN CODE

         B     RX1PRX              THAT'S ALL FOR THIS CARD

         SPACE 1

*------------ REPLACE PRECEDING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM EXIT CODE                                            *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

RX1PRX   DS    0H

         ST    15,0(6)             SET RETURN CODE

         L     13,SAV+4            RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S R13

         LM    14,12,12(13)        RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         LA    15,0                ZERO R15 FOR VPE INTERFACE

         BR    14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE 1

SKIPMSG  DC    C'SKIPPED AN INPUT RECORD'

ALTERMSG DC    C'ALTERED AN INPUT RECORD'

         SPACE 1

SAV      DS    18F                 THIS ROUTINE'S SAVE AREA

*                                   (USED IF THIS ROUTINE CALLS ANY

*                                    USER-WRITTEN SUBROUTINES)

         END

Output User-Written Exit for DDRMFLM
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*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*   D D R X 2 P R  -  GENERAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION                     *

*                                                                     *

*  THIS PROGRAM IS A SAMPLE ALC USER EXIT CALLED BY THE               *

*  THE RECORD MIGRATION FACILITY (DDRMFLM).                           *

*                                                                     *

*  THE EXIT IS CALLED AFTER A RECORD HAS BEEN READ FROM RMFIN AND     *

*  AFTER THE CONVERSION TO THE NEW RECORD FORMAT HAS TAKEN PLACE,     *

*  BUT BEFORE THE RECORD HAS BEEN WRITTEN TO THE OUTPUT FILE.         *

*  NOW, THE RECORD S FIELDS HAVE THE TYPE, LENGTH AND DISPLACEMENT    *

*  ATTRIBUTES DEFINED IN THE "OUTPUT" <DDD> DEFINITION.      *

*                                                                     *

*  THE USER CAN INSPECT THE INPUT RECORD AT THIS POINT AND ALTER      *

*  DATA VALUES IN EXISTING FIELDS OR INSTRUCT RMF TO SKIP THE RECORD  *

*  ENTIRELY.                                                          *

*                                                                     *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*   LINKAGE - STANDARD IBM LINKAGE WITH R1 CONTAINING ADDR            *

*             OF PARM LIST.                                           *

*       PARM 1: FOR USE IN USER EXIT 1 - CHANGES TO THIS BUFFER IN    *

*               USER EXIT 2 WILL BE IGNOTED.                          *

*       PARM 2: ADDR OF BUFFER CONTAINING CONVERTED RECORD.           *

*       PARM 3: ADDR OF A 119 CHARACTER BUFFER WHERE THE USER CAN     *

*               PLACE A MESSAGE TO BE PRINTED BY RMF.                 *

*       PARM 4: ADDR OF A FULL-WORD AREA FOR THE RETURN CODE          *

*   RETURN CODES - ASSOCIATED RMF ACTION                              *

*     RC = 00  - NORMAL RETURN - CONTINUE PROCESSING                  *

*     RC > 00  - PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA                    *

*     RC = 04  - SKIP RECORD AND PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA    *

*     RC > 04  - TERMINATE RUN AND PRINT ANY MESSAGE IN MESSAGE AREA  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  REGISTER USAGE                                                     *

*     STANDARD IBM REGISTER CONVENTIONS APPLY.  R13 POINTS TO AN      *

*     18 WORD SAVE AREA WHERE THE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS         *

*     SHOULD BE SAVED.  THE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS MUST BE       *

*     RESTORED BEFORE RETURNING.  ANY ROUTINES CALLED FROM THIS       *

*     SUBROUTINE ARE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE USER.                  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  NAMING CONVENTIONS                                                 *

*     THE USER EXIT LOAD MODULE MAY HAVE ANY NAME THE USER CHOOSES.   *

*     THE LOAD MODULE NAME IS MADE KNOWN TO DDRMFPR ON THE            *

*     -RMF OPTIONS CONTROL CARD.                                      *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*  SAMPLE USER EXIT SOURCE CODE                                       *

*      USERS SHOULD FEEL FREE TO PLAGARIZE THE FOLLOWING CODE TO      *

*      MEET THEIR PARTICULAR NEEDS.  GOOD RESULTS CAN BE ACHIEVED     *

*      BY COPYING THE ENTRY AND EXIT CODE VERBATIM AND MODIFYING      *

*      THE CODE BETWEEN THE ASTERISKS TO MEET INDIVIDUAL USER         *

*      REQUIREMENTS.                                                  *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

         EJECT
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Output User-Written Exit for DDRMFLM (Continued)

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM ENTRY CODE                                           *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

DDRX2PR  CSECT             (USER MAY USE ANY NAME IN PLACE OF DDRX2PR)

         STM   14,12,12(13)        SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         BALR  12,0                LOAD R12 WITH ADDR OF NEXT INST

         USING *,12                NAME R12 AS BASE REGISTER

         ST    13,SAV+4            SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S R13

         LA    13,SAV              POINT R13 AT THIS PROGM'S SAVE AREA

         LM    3,6,0(1)            R3 = NOT USED IN USER EXIT 1

*                                  R4 = ADDRESS OF CONVERTED RECORD

*                                  R5 = ADDR OF RMF MESSAGE AREA

*                                  R6 = ADDR OF RETURN CODE AREA

*

*------------ REPLACE FOLLOWING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

*   SAMPLE USER EXIT TO EXAMINE CONVERTED RECORDS. IF SECOND FIELD    *

*   IN RECORD CONTAINS '84031' THEN A VALUE OF 44433 WILL BE PLACED   *

*   IN THE NEWLY ADDED FIELD. IF THE SECOND FIELD CONTAINS ANY OTHER  *

*   VALUE, THEN A VALUE OF 12345 WILL BE PLACED IN THE NEW FIELD.     *

*                                                                     *

*------------ REPLACE FOLLOWING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

         LA    15,0                DEFAULT RETURN CODE

         CLC   3(5,4),=C'84031'    IS SECOND FIELD = 84031

        BNE   RX1MOVE

         MVC   14(5,4),=C'44433'   YES, FILL NEW FIELD WIHT 44433

         B     RX1MSG              CONTINUE

RX1MOVE  MVC   14(5,4),=C'12345'   OTHERWISE, FILL WITH  12345

RX1MSG   MVC   0(L'ALTERMSG,5),ALTERMSG   SET ALTERED RECORD MESSAGE

         LA    15,1                SET DISPLAY MESSAGE RETURN CODE

         B     RX1PRX              THAT'S ALL FOR THIS CARD

         SPACE 1

*------------ REPLACE PRECEDING SAMPLE CODE AS DESIRED ---------------*

*

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

*        PROGRAM EXIT CODE                                            *

*---------------------------------------------------------------------*

RX1PRX   DS    0H

         ST    15,0(6)             SET RETURN CODE

         L     13,SAV+4            RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S R13

         LM    14,12,12(13)        RESTORE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

         LA    15,0                ZERO R15 FOR VPE INTERFACE

         BR    14                  RETURN TO CALLER

         SPACE 1

ALTERMSG DC    C'DATA HAS BEEN PLACED IN THE NEW FIELD'

         SPACE 1

SAV      DS    18F                 THIS ROUTINE'S SAVE AREA

*                                   (USED IF THIS ROUTINE CALLS ANY

*                                    USER-WRITTEN SUBROUTINES)

         END
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Using Dataquery
You can choose to limit your use of the system and function as a beginner, average, or advanced user. The following
sections tell you which tasks are basic, optional, and advanced.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Routine Tasks

As a Dataquery user, you routinely perform these tasks:

• Execute queries online
• View query output online

You can restrict your use to these tasks, if you prefer. See n for more information.

Optional Tasks

As a Dataquery user, the following tasks may be optional:

• Display information about the database
• Use all methods of query execution:

– Execute dialogs with information you provide
– Submit queries for batch execution
– Export batch query results to other products

• Create queries
– Construct basic queries using the DRAW command
– Copy and edit queries created by others
– Construct queries with the Main Menu functions GUIDE or CREATE
– Maintain a private library of queries

• Use extra features of Dataquery for the following:
– Create and maintain personal tables
– Change your User Profile
– Perform administrative functions as authorized

Advanced Tasks

As an experienced user, you may be asked to:

• Update the database
• Construct complex queries
• Construct fill-in-the-blank queries called dialogs
• Change to another mode (if used at your site)

Getting a Quick Start

You are authorized to create and maintain your own queries. However, you can use Dataquery effectively without ever
seeing a query, much less creating one. You can choose to operate in much the same fashion as an associate user.

Use the following pages to help you use Dataquery at its most basic level. Even if you plan to become an expert user, you
might want to begin by learning how to perform the tasks listed here first.

To use the basic functions of Dataquery, you can choose to limit yourself to these tasks:
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• Produce a report
• Use the DRAW command to create a simple query for execution.
• Select an existing query for execution.
• Specify execution method: online or batch (offline).
• Choose report specification option.
• Supply query variables if prompted.
• Supply batch execution variables if prompted.
• View a report on screen
• Scroll results on screen.
• Change format of report with totals.
• Display other panels
• Press appropriate PF key.

Becoming an Expert

One way to progress quickly from beginning use of Dataquery to expert use is to follow these steps:

• Create queries
• Practice executing queries created by others.
• Practice creating and executing basic queries using the GUIDE Query Creation function.
• Copy and edit queries created by others.
• Create personal tables
• Create and maintain personal tables with the Personal Database Facility or STORE command.
• Practice accessing them with your queries.
• Use Dataquery features to learn more about queries
• Create complex queries with the GUIDE function.
• Display the queries you create with GUIDE
• Create queries using the DRAW command and edit them by adding other keywords.
• Use the CREATE function to create and execute basic queries, relying on Help, the syntax template and online

database information for assistance.
• Write queries using the Dataquery Editor.

Signing On and Off Dataquery
Procedures for signing on and off Dataquery are site-specific. Because  Dataqueryis so flexible, programs can be written
at your company that may affect the way you access and exit Dataquery.

Signon Options

These are the Dataquery signon options:

• Standard signon procedure
• Site-specific signon procedure

If your site uses the standard procedure, follow these steps:

Step 1.
Get the procedure for displaying the Dataquery Signon panel.

Step 2.
Get your user ID (and password, if any) for Dataquery.

Step 3.
Follow instructions on the next pages to:
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• Display the Signon panel.
• Enter signon information.
• View the Bulletin Board.
• Display the Main Menu.
• Select a Dataquery function.

If your company uses a site-specific signon procedure, see the Dataquery Administrator and:

1.
Ask for your company's signon procedure.

2.
Ask for your company's signoff procedure.

3.
Turn to Viewing the BULLETIN BOARD to read about the first Dataquery panel that appears after signing on.

Only the standard Dataquery procedures for signon are documented. For information about other procedures, see your
Dataquery Administrator.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Displaying the Signon Panel

Follow these steps to display the Dataquery SIGNON panel.

Step 1
Establish your session.

Step 2
Clear the screen.

Step 3
Type DQRY in the upper-left corner of the cleared screen.

Step 4
Press Enter.

After you complete the standard signon procedure for your site, Dataquery displays the Signon panel. (If your site does
not permit users to change their own passwords, the NEW PASSWORD field does not appear on the Signon panel.)

Signing On

Follow these steps to sign on.

Step 1
Type your user ID in the SIGNON field.

Step 2
Type your password in the PASSWORD field, if one is required.

Step 3
Press Enter.

You can also enter a command in the => field with the signon information to proceed directly to a needed panel. For an
introduction to command usage, see .

Dataquery displays the BULLETIN BOARD panel if one is in use at your site, or the first panel or menu for your
authorization level.
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Skipping the Signon Panel

To skip the Dataquery SIGNON panel when you establish your session follow these steps:

Step 1
Establish your session.

Step 2
Clear the screen.

Step 3
Type DQRY your-id/your-password.

Dataquery displays the BULLETIN BOARD panel if one is in use at your site, or the first panel or menu for your
authorization level.

Handling a Duplicate Signon

If your user ID is in use when you try to sign on to Dataquery, you can continue signing on. Dataquery displays the
following message on the signon screen: DQ196E OPERATOR ALREADY SIGNED ON AT TERMINAL: TCC ENTER
"YES(Y)" TO SIGNOFF THERE AND CONTINUE

To sign off at the other terminal and use your user ID, follow these steps:

Step 1
Enter Y on the command line.

Step 2
Press Enter.

Dataquery displays the following message if you exit without terminating the duplicate signon.

 DQ198I - DATAQUERY SESSION NOT ESTABLISHED

Canceling a Signon

If you decide during the signon process not to sign on, clear the screen and type your monitor logoff command. (See
Signing Off for instructions on signing off.)

Viewing the BULLETIN BOARD

The optional bulletin board can be used by a Dataquery Administrator at your site to post notices for Dataquery users.
If messages are currently posted, the BULLETIN BOARD panel appears after you sign on to Dataquery. Following is a
sample:

 =>

 PRESS THE ENTER KEY TO CONTINUE.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAZ0

 DATAQUERY: BULLETIN BOARD

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     1.  PLEASE DELETE QUERIES YOU NO LONGER NEED.

     2.  A NEW DIALOG HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE PUBLIC LIBRARY FOR

          CALCULATING YOUR REMAINING VACATION DAYS FOR THIS YEAR.

          THE DIALOG'S NAME IS VACATION.

After you read the messages, press the Enter key to display the first panel for your authorization level.
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Displaying the MAIN MENU

The first panel you see after viewing the BULLETIN BOARD panel is the MAIN MENU for the mode assigned to you on
your USER PROFILE panel. (Mode assignments are discussed in .)

SQL Mode Panel

If you are set up to default to SQL Mode, you will see the following Main Menu as shown.

=>

CURRENT TIME 13:24:58, DATE 01/07/2003

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - SQL MODE

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 1.  DIRECTORIES                     - Lists of Queries and Tables

 2.  CREATE                          - Query, Dialog creation

 3.  GUIDE                           - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                             - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION                  - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                            - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                             - DATAQUERY session termination

DQL Mode Panel

If you are set up to default to DQL Mode, you will see the following Main Menu as shown.

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - DQL MODE

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 1.  DIRECTORIES            - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

 2.  CREATE                 - Query, Dialog or Term creation

 3.  GUIDE                  - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                    - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION         - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                   - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                    - DATAQUERY session termination

Make selections from these menus based on what you need to do. Instructions for using the Main Menu appear in Using
the Main Menu Functions.

NOTE
PDB only appears for those users authorized to use the feature.

Changing Your Password

At installation, Dataquery provides your company with the option of allowing users to change their own passwords.
If your company permits, you can add a password or change it as often as you like. If you forget your password, ask
your Dataquery Administrator to give you another one. If you are not permitted to change your own password, ask your
Dataquery Administrator to change it for you when necessary.

Procedure
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Follow these steps to change or add a password to your signon.

Step 1
Display SIGNON Panel.

Step 2
Enter User ID in SIGNON field.

Step 3
Enter current password, if any.

Step 4
Enter new password in NEW PASSWORD field.

Step 5
Press Enter.

Step 6
View BULLETIN BOARD, if any.

Step 7
Press Enter.

Step 8
View first panel for your authorization level.

Signing Off

You can exit Dataquery from any panel by using one of three methods. You can use the OFF command or you can
retrace your steps through Dataquery using the <PF2> Return key to return to the Main Menu. Or, you can press Clear to
redisplay the Main Menu and then select OFF.

When you exit Dataquery, you follow the procedure used at your site for exiting the monitor which Dataquery operates.
See your Dataquery Administrator for details of your monitor logoff procedures.

You can issue the OFF command from the command line of any panel to return to the monitor welcome screen or to the
screen chosen by your site if your company does not use the standard Dataquery signon procedure. See for instructions
on command usage.

Follow these steps to sign off:

Step 1
Press <PF2> or Clear (on any menu or panel display).

Step 2
View Main Menu.

Step 3
Select OFF (from Main Menu).

Step 4
View Dataquery signoff message or your site's monitor screen.

Step 5
Type your logoff command (See your Dataquery Administrator).

Operating Dataquery
Learn how to operate Dataquery in Datacom. Find information about panels and menus, PF keys, error conditions, forced
logoffs, the Dataquery administrator, and authorizations.

Whatever your Dataquery authorization level, all Dataquery users perform the following tasks:
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• Using panels and menus
• Using PF keys
• Getting Help
• Recovering from error conditions
• Responding to forced logoff

The following pages provide step-by-step instructions for performing basic operational tasks, and information about
working with your Dataquery Administrator.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using Menus and Panels

Every Dataquery menu and panel has the same basic format. Match the highlighted numbers on the sample menus and
panels to their explanations in the following list.

Menu

   =>

CURRENT TIME 13:24:58, DATE 01/07/2011

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

 

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES          - Lists of Queries and Tables

 2.  CREATE               - Query, Dialog creation

 3.  GUIDE                - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                  - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION       - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                 - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                  - DATAQUERY session termination

Selection Panel

 =>

 

 Place the = or on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 -------------------------------------------------------------------DQA30

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                START WITH: __________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     QUERY NAME    | TYPE | CREATED    |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    -CUST-CITY     | DIALOG | 04/06/11 | 06/10/11 | SELECT CUSTOMER

   A-GUIDED-QUERY  | QUERY  | 03/19/11 | 06/10/11 | A SAMPLE OF DQ

   A-SAMPLE-QUERY  | QUERY  | 03/19/11 | 06/11/11 | A SAMPLE PAYROLL QUERY

   CAI-CUST-ZIP    | DIALOG | 03/14/11 | 06/09/11 | SELECT CUSTOMER

   CAI-CUST-TERMS  | QUERY  | 03/12/11 | 06/04/11 | SELECT CUSTOMER

   CAI-CUST-SHIP   | DIALOG | 04/01/11 | 06/10/11 | SELECT DALLAS CUSTOMERS

   CAI-DIALO-ORDNO | DIALOG | 04/13/11 | 06/11/11 | PRINT SAMPLE DATABASE

   CAI-DISPLAY-DT  | DIALOG | 04/13/11 | 06/08/11 | DISP SAMPLE DATA BASE
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ==>

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <F5> NOT USED      <PF6>  DELETE        <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF  <PF11> NOT USED    <PF12> RIGHT

Input Panel

   =>

 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION    

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   _______________

 

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

 

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE                              

 

 ENTER A DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW QUERY

   ==> ____________________________________________________________

 

 

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

 

 

Command line
Use this line to type in one or more valid Dataquery commands.

Message line
Displays error messages, status information, or brief instructions.

Separator line
Displays a panel number for use in translating panels with the Language Facility or for reference when requesting
help. (The Language Facility can be used by authorized personnel at your site to customize the language or
terminology of any panel.)

Prefix
Preceded by a separator line, identifies the panel.

Body
Of a menu

Contains list of options and selection field for typing an option number.
Of a selection panel

Contains lists of items from which you make selections by positioning the cursor on your choices and
pressing a key. Selections can be preceded by lines of operation instructions.
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Of an input panel
Contains fields for entry or an Editor area for writing a query. First lines can also contain operation
instructions.

PF Key menu
Displays list of valid PF keys

Using the Keyboard

The following figure shows the keys that are common to all panels and menus, with each key's function. Some keys are
not found on all keyboards. Check your hardware documentation for the equivalents. If your keyboard does not have the
PF keys you want to use, you can enter PF key commands to produce the equivalent results. See for more information.

The following keys work in exactly the same ways on all Dataquery panels.

Clear
Return to the first selection panel.

Cursor control
Move cursor up, down, left or right.

Del or delete key
Delete the character or space at the cursor point.

Enter or Return
Accept input data and proceed to next panel.

EOF
(Erase End of Field.) Erase all characters from the cursor point to the end of the unprotected entry field.

Home
Move cursor to the first entry field.

Ins or insert key
Enter insert mode.

<PF1>
Display Help information.

<PF2>
Return to the previous panel or step unless key use is preceded by a command. Commands terminate panel
processes. Pressing <PF2> after issuing a command redisplays the Main Menu.

<PF7>
Forward one page.

<PF8>
Backward one page.

Reset
Exit Insert mode.

Tab key
Move to next field on panel.

Keyboard keys
Type commands or field entries.
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Getting Online Help

Dataquery provides special informational panels during display of most panels and menus. You can access these
panels whenever you see <PF1> Help listed on the PF key menu at the bottom of a panel. <PF1> always displays Help
information during display of any panel, even if a PF key menu is not displayed.

Follow these steps for getting online help:

Step 1
Press <PF1>

Step 2
View Help panels. If More appears, use <PF7> and <PF8> to scroll.

Step 3
Press <PF2> to return to original panel.

Selecting a Help Topic

You see a topic Help panel like the following example when you select Help from the Main Menu or type HELP on the
command line.

  =>

 Place the cursor on the desired TOPIC and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM10

 DATAQUERY:  LIST OF HELP TOPICS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

      DATAQUERY TOPIC NAME         |     DESCRIPTION

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Accessing Repeating Fields      |   Using repeating fields in queries.

   Batch DATAQUERY Execution       |   Submitting a query for batch execution.

   Command Descriptions            |   What commands do.

   Command Syntax                  |   How commands are built.

   Database Terms                  |   Database terminology used in DATAQUERY

   DATACOM/DB and DATAQUERY        |   How DATAQUERY uses the database.

   Datadictionary                  |   How DATAQUERY uses the dictionary.

   DATAREPORTER                    |   Description and sample program.

   DIALOG Creation                 |   How to create a dialog.

   DIALOG Execution                |   Using queries with variable values.

   Easy Way to Use DATAQUERY       |   Suggestions for the new user.

   Efficient Table Searches        |   Determining the most efficient retrieval

   Error Messages                  |   Types and content of error messages.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED    <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  DISPLAY TEXT   <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Procedure

Scroll the panel forward with <PF8> and backward with <PF7> then follow these steps:

Step 1
Move cursor to a topic.

Step 2
Press <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT.

Step 3
View panel.
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Step 4
Press <PF2> Return to exit.

Results

When you select a Help topic from the topic Help panel, you see a specific Help panel as shown in the following example.

  =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQN10

 DATAQUERY:  COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS TOPIC HELP PANEL - PAGE 1

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

      Using DATAQUERY Commands

 

      Each panel contains a command line at the top of the screen.  This

      line is recognized by the "=>" prompt on the far left.  You may

      type DATAQUERY commands on this line to direct DATAQUERY to perform

      certain functions and bypass menu and panel selections.

 

      The valid commands vary depending on your authorization level and

      the panel you are on.  For example, some commands are valid only

      for a user who is authorized to perform language maintenance activities,

      and some commands are valid only while using the Editor panel.

 

 

                                                                       MORE...

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  NOT USED   <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Displaying System Profile Information

When you want to know what site-specific characters are in use at your site, such as the fill character used in creating
dialogs, you can select the System Profile topic from the Topic Help Menu. When you do, you see a SYSTEM PROFILE
panel that displays site-specific information as shown in the following example:

  =>

 Listed below are the DATAQUERY site options and their current values

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQND0

 DATAQUERY:  SYSTEM PROFILE

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     PROFILE ITEM                   EXPLANATION

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 LITERAL MASKING CHARACTER          #   Eliminates part of value when comparing

 COMMENT BEGIN CHARACTER            */  Begins a comment

 COMMENT END CHARACTER              /*  Ends a comment

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER            .   Separates decimals from whole numbers

 ALTERNATE HEADING SEPARATOR        /   Separates alternate column headings

 HEADING SUBSTITUTION STRING       &.&  Allows heading substitution

 DIALOG SYMBOL                      ?   Identifies variables in DIALOGS or PROCS

 DIALOG FILL CHARACTER              ¢   Saves space for a longer variable value
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 NOTE:  The System Profile was set up for your site when DATAQUERY was

             installed.  See the "Special Character" topic for a further

             explanation of these system profile items.

  END OF HELP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  NOT USED   <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Correcting a Mistake

If you make a mistake while using Dataquery, you will see a highlighted message on the message line. Access the
available help according to the following steps:

Operation

Step 1
Receive error message.

Step 2
Press <PF1> HELP.

Step 3
View error message HELP information.
If you understand error message Help, press <PF2> and follow directions to correct the error.
If you do not understand error message Help, press <PF1> and read Help for the panel/menu.
If you do not understand online Help, see the documentation.
If you do not understand online Help or the documentation, contact your Dataquery Administrator.

Step 4
Correct error condition, if directed.

Step 5
Proceed with Dataquery session.

Example

Note the error message on the message line.

Step 1

Receive error message.

 =>

DQ240E - THE CURSOR IS NOT ON A LINE THAT CAN BE USED BY THE FUNCTION

----------------------------------------------------------------------DQA50

DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                     START WITH: ___________

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

       QUERY NAME         |   TYPE   |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

  QUERY1                  | QUERY    | 11/07/10 |

  QUERY2                  | QUERY    | 11/07/10 |

                          |          |          |

                          |          |          |

                          |          |          |

                          |          |          |

------ LAST PAGE ---------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2> SIGN-OFF       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> SUBMIT
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<PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Step 2

Press <PF1> HELP.

When the error message appears, you can ask for error message Help. To get an expanded explanation of the message,
press <PF1> HELP. The HELP PANEL FOR ERROR MESSAGE appears like the following example.

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQ240

 DATAQUERY:  HELP PANEL FOR ERROR MESSAGE

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

   DQ240E - THE CURSOR IS NOT ON A LINE THAT CAN BE USED BY THE FUNCTION

 

    CAUSE:  The function that you requested via the PF key requires that the

            cursor be positioned on a line containing the object of the

            requested function.  The cursor is currently on a line that does

            not contain an object that the function can use.

 

    ACTION: Position the cursor on the line containing the object

            of the function and press the appropriate PF Key again.

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  PANEL HELP  <PF2>  RETURN

Step 3

Press <PF1> HELP again.

If, after reading the error message Help, you want more information, you can press <PF1> Panel Help and get helpful
information. You see the following panel.

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA51

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF QUERIES HELP PANEL - PAGE 1

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      DESCRIPTION:

 

      The "Directory of Queries" panel displays a list of queries the

      associate user may execute.  This panel allows you to select one of the

      queries and execute it on-line or submit it for batch execution.  You

      arrived at this panel after signing on to DATAQUERY as an Associate

      User.  All Associate Users may use this panel.
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      -------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  NOT USED   <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

After you read the description of the Panel Help panel, you can return to the original panel and make an appropriate entry.
Press <PF2> Return.

Step 4

Read the documentation.

If you prefer, you can look up the error message in your documentation. The reasons and actions given match the
information provided on the online Help panel.

Step 5

Call your Dataquery Administrator for help.

If you are unable to understand what happened after consulting the resources provided by Dataquery and your
documentation, get ready to ask your Dataquery Administrator for help. First, make notes about what you did before the
error occurred, the error message number and text, and obtain screen prints, if possible. It would also be a good idea to
try to repeat the steps that caused the error. Not only will it help you document your problem, but you might uncover the
cause of the error.

Responding to a Forced Logoff

Your Dataquery Administrator can sign you off the system while you are using Dataquery. Normally, this happens if it
becomes necessary to disable Dataquery. When a forced logoff occurs, you see the following message.

  DQ193I- THIS TERMINAL HAS BEEN AUTOMATICALLY SIGNED OFF BY DATAQUERY

 

 

 

                       DDDDD      QQQQQ      RRRRRR       YY      YY

                      DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ    RRRRRRR      YY      YY

When you see the message stating that automatic sign off has occurred, complete the sign off procedure. Follow
established procedures at your site for resuming operation of Dataquery following a forced logoff or contact your
Dataquery Administrator.

Sending and Receiving Messages

You can send messages to any other active Dataquery user with the message function. All you need is the other user's ID.

Description

Here is how a message looks when you receive one.

 => MSG FROM JONES

   AUTO-LOGOFF AT 10:15. PLEASE COMPLETE CURRENT TASK.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA50

DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                     START WITH: _______________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The message disappears the first time you press Enter after receiving it.

Operation

You can reply to messages or initiate messages on your own. All you need is the user ID of the recipient, who must be
signed on when you send the message.

Position the cursor on the command line of your current panel and type the command MSG followed by a space, the
user's ID, another space, and the message itself. The message must end at the end of the command line. Then just press
Enter to send the message.

 MSG user-id text-of-message

Example

To reply to the preceding message example, you might type a message that would make your panel appear as shown in
the following example:

  =>  msg jones please delay logoff until 10:30.  chart in progress.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA50

DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                     START WITH: _______________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the Main Menu Functions

DQL MAIN MENU

If you are authorized to create queries, the MAIN MENU appears after the BULLETIN BOARD when you sign on. You
begin any task by making a selection from it or by issuing a command.

 =>

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - DQL MODE

 

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES            - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

 2.  CREATE                 - Query, Dialog or Term creation

 3.  GUIDE                  - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                    - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION         - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                   - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                    - DATAQUERY session termination

SQL MAIN MENU

 =>

CURRENT TIME 13:24:58, DATE 01/07/2011

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - SQL MODE
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ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES            - Lists of Queries and Tables

 2.  CREATE                 - Query, Dialog creation

 3.  GUIDE                  - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                    - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION         - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                   - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                    - DATAQUERY session termination

NOTE
PDB does not appear on this menu if you are not authorized to use the Personal Database Facility.

When you have signed on to Dataquery and displayed the MAIN MENU, you're ready to make a selection or enter a
command. When you are familiar with Dataquery, you may find it easier to enter commands on the command line to
proceed directly to a needed panel. See for instructions on entering commands.

You can perform all of the routine, optional, and advanced Dataquery tasks listed previously by starting with a selection
from the MAIN MENU.

DIRECTORIES
Displays Directory Selection panel showing types of directories you can display.
Select a directory type (queries, dialogs, and database tables) to display.
Use the directories to maintain libraries, execute queries, copy or edit queries, display database information, or
see a definition of an item on the directory.

CREATE
Access the Dataquery Editor to write a query or dialog.

GUIDE
Displays the GUIDE Template.

PDB
List, create, or maintain your personal tables.

ADMINISTRATION
Displays menu listing your User Profile of terminal session options and any other administrative tasks you are
authorized to perform.

HELP
Displays panel listing topics you can select for additional information.

OFF
Exit Dataquery and return to monitor.

Procedure

To make a selection from the MAIN MENU, follow these steps:

1. View the Main Menu.
2. Select an option.
3. Type an option number in the ==> _ field or type the option name in the Command field.
4. Press Enter.
5. View the first panel for the selected option.
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Selecting a Directory

Dataquery stores queries and dialogs created by you and other users in a public library that is shared by other users
or in the author's private library. The author designates the library. Queries and dialogs can be further restricted by the
Dataquery Administrator so that they appear in your public library only if you are authorized to use them. To select an item
from a library, display a directory list for any type of item.

When you select DIRECTORIES from the Dataquery MAIN MENU, the DIRECTORY SELECTION panel lets you specify
the kind of directory you want Dataquery to display. You can display directories of libraries and accessible database
tables.

SQL Panel

Use the following panel to display an SQL Mode directory.

 =>

Mark the desired Directory and press Enter.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAK0

DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY SELECTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  _ Queries and Dialogs        - List queries and Dialogs accessible to you.

  _ Queries                    - List queries accessible to you.

  _ Dialogs                    - List Dialogs accessible to you.

  _ Public Queries             - List public queries.

  _ Queries                    - List queries created by user:

                                  ________________________________

 

  _ Tables                     - List the Tables accessible to you.

                                 Start Tables Directory with Letters:

                                  ________________________________

 

 

 

 

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

DQL Panel

Use the following panel to display a DQL Mode directory.

 =>

Mark the desired Directory and press Enter.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA40

DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY SELECTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  _ Queries and Terms        - List all queries and terms accessible to you.

  _ Queries Only             - List queries accessible to you.

  _ Terms Only               - List terms accessible to you.

  _ Dialogs                  - List Dialogs accessible to you.

  _ Public Queries           - List public queries.

  _ Queries and Terms        - List queries and terms created by user:
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                                ________________________________

 

  _ Tables                   - List the tables accessible to you.

                               Start Table Directory with Letter:

                                ________________________________

  _ Saved Sets               - List the saved sets.

 

 

 

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Operation

Specify which directory you want to see by placing a character in the field preceding its name and pressing Enter. The
following lists the directories you can display:

Queries
Public and private library of queries you can access.

Dialogs
Public and private library of dialogs you can access.

Terms
Public and private library of terms you can access. Terms are available only in DQL Mode.

Public queries
All public library queries and dialogs you can access.

Queries by user __
Public library listing of queries and dialogs created by an individual user. Shows your private queries too if you
enter your own user ID.

Tables
All database tables you are authorized to access.

Saved sets
(DQL Mode only.) All saved sets of query output you can access. See for detailed information.

Using a Directory

Following is a typical public query directory selected from the DIRECTORY SELECTION panel.

  =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA30

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                  START WITH: _______________

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

        QUERY NAME         |   TYPE   |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CREATEAPPLICANT         | QUERY    |          |

   CREATEORG               | QUERY    | 09/19/10 |

   CREATESTAFF             | QUERY    | 03/13/11 |

   CREATETABLE             | QUERY    | 08/15/10 |

   DEMO                    | QUERY    | 05/01/11 | LIST EMPLOYEES, YEARS SERVICE

   DEMO_0501               | QUERY    | 05/01/11 | LIST EMPLOYEES, YEARS SERVICE
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   DEMO2                   | QUERY    | 04/28/11 | LIST EMPLOYEES, YEARS SERVICE

   DROPTABLE2              | QUERY    | 10/11/10 |

   D1                      | QUERY    | 01/17/11 | LIST EMPLOYEES, YEARS SERVICE

   INSERTSTAFF             | QUERY    |          |

   SELECTTABLENAME         | QUERY    | 07/15/10 |

   TSI01002                | QUERY    | 03/16/10 | SQL - NESTED SELECT MGRS

   TSI01009                | QUERY    | 10/17/10 | SQL - CASES 1-93

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> SIGN-OFF            <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> SUBMIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> NOT USED            <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF       <PF11> LEFT       <PF12> RIGHT

When you select a library directory from the DIRECTORY SELECTION panel, Dataquery presents the upper-left corner
of the directory listing. Additional information appears to the right of the current screen. Move the information into view by
pressing <PF12> RIGHT. To scroll back to the left, press <PF11> LEFT. When you scroll left and right, the panel number
in the upper-right corner of the panel changes. In long listings, use the START WITH field to enter all or part of an item
name to move an item to the top of the display.

An arrow on either or both sides of the lower division line indicates that you may scroll in the designated direction.

Example

Here is an example of the panel you see when you press <PF12> RIGHT to scroll to the right.

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAA0

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                 START WITH: _______________

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     QUERY NAME    |  TYPE  | STATUS  |        AUTHOR

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CREATEAPPLICANT | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | HOLUB

   CREATEORG       | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | HOLUB

   CREATESTAFF     | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | HOLUB

   CREATETABLE     | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | WHITMAN

   DEMO            | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | DEMO

   DEMO-0501       | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | NEWMAN

   DEMO2           | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | NEWMAN

   DROPTABLE2      | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | NEWMAN

   D1              | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | KDSQL

   INSERTSTAFF     | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | HOLUB

   INSSTAFF        | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | HOLUB

   SBM-DIALOG1     | DIALOG | PUBLIC  | LITA

   SELECTTABLENAME | QUERY  | PUBLIC  | WHITMAN

 <== ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ==>

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE         <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF   <PF11> LEFT        <PF12> RIGHT

Here is an example of what you see when you move the last columns into view.

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAB0
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 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                 START WITH: _______________

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     QUERY NAME    |  TYPE  |                GROUPS

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   CREATEAPPLICANT | QUERY  | SYSPROG

   CREATEORG       | QUERY  | SYSPROG

   CREATESTAFF     | QUERY  | SYSPROG

   CREATETABLE     | QUERY  | SYSPROG

   DEMO            | QUERY  |

   DEMO-0501       | QUERY  |

   DEMO2           | QUERY  |

   DROPTABLE2      | QUERY  | ADMIN

   D1              | QUERY  |

   INSERTSTAFF     | QUERY  | ADMIN

   INSSTAFF        | QUERY  | ADMIN

   SBM-DIALOG1     | DIALOG | ADMIN

   SELECTTABLENAME | QUERY  | GENERAL

 <== --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE         <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF   <PF11> LEFT        <PF12> NOT USED

Description The following are panel column names and their contents.

QUERY NAME
Alphabetical listing of all accessible query and dialog names.

TYPE
Specifies whether this is a query or dialog.

USED
Date this query or dialog was last accessed.

DESCRIPTION
Description of this query or dialog as entered during creation.

STATUS
Public or Private status assigned to this query or dialog.

AUTHOR
Name of the author of this query or dialog.

GROUPS
Group to which query is assigned, if any. No entry means the query is not restricted to a group.

Dataquery uses directory panels to allow you to perform several functions by PF key selection. The PF keys for all
directories of queries and dialogs are the same.

Operation

PF Key Cursor Result

<PF1> HELP Any position Help panel appears

<PF2> RETURN Any position Previous panel appears

<PF3> EXECUTE Any query name Dataquery executes this query or dialog
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<PF4> EDIT Any query name Display that query, or dialog for review,
copying or changing, if allowed

<PF6> DELETE Any private query or dialog name Dataquery removes that query or dialog

<PF7> BACKWARD Any position Display previous queries or dialogs, if any

<PF8> FORWARD Any position Display more queries and dialogs, if any

<PF9> SUBMIT Any query or dialog name Dataquery displays the Batch Execution
panel

<PF10> EXTENDED DEF Any query or dialog name Dataquery displays the extended attributes
of the selected item

<PF11> LEFT Any position Scroll left

<PF12> RIGHT Any position Scroll right

Working with the Dataquery Administrator

Someone at your company should be appointed to perform Dataquery Administrator functions. These are the Dataquery
Administrator tasks that concern you:

Adds and authorizes users
You must be added as a user and authorized for specific functions and modes.

Signs users off
You can be signed off the system by the Dataquery Administrator.

Maintains libraries
Your collection of queries and those of others are maintained by the Dataquery Administrator. Queries can be
moved, deleted, or copied.

Implements security
Gives you access to data or restricts your access.

Maintains JCL
The Dataquery Administrator sets up procedures that you use if you want to execute a query offline.

Generates reports
Can report statistics on your activities and system operation.

Resolves problems
Knows your job and the system well enough to help you resolve problems in constructing a query or using the
system and knows who to contact if serious system problems occur.

Overrides system defaults
If you need more system capacity to execute queries, see the Dataquery Administrator.

Authorizes batch execution
You must have special authorization to execute queries offline.

Authorizes use of queries that modify data
You must have special authorization and instructions from the Dataquery Administrator to write and use online
queries that change data.

Sets print options
Can override your system defaults for printing query results. (You can override your own printer defaults with your
User Profile. See for details.)

Authorizes other administrators
Users can be authorized by the Dataquery Administrator to perform various administrative functions. If you are
authorized, additional functions appear on your Administrative Menu.
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Obtaining Authorizations

The Dataquery system at your site is defined by a number of parameters which make up the System Option Table
(DQOPTLST). These parameters determine how the system is used and define system wide limits on such things as:

• Terminal idle time before automatic signoff
• Maximum number of rows a query can find
• Space and system limits on processing time per query

Within the environment defined by the System Option Table, the Dataquery Administrator classifies people with signons as
Dataquery Administrators, users, or associate users. Within those classifications, the Dataquery Administrator can define
what each user is allowed to do, and can override a few of the System Option Table parameters regarding system storage
allotments for individual users.

Within the individual user authorizations set up by the Dataquery Administrator, each user can change some personal
specifications by accessing and changing the user's USER PROFILE panel.

The following list shows some administrative User Table Maintenance (DQKNO) parameters that can be applied to
individual users. The Dataquery Administrator assigns these authorizations.

• Data Authorized (DQL Mode only)
• User designation
• Submit Allowed
• Export Allowed
• SQL and DQL allowed (SQL option required)

Managing Dataquery User Profile
You can automatically access one option on the Administrative Menu, the PROFILE option. In addition, site management
can delegate any administrative task to any user, so you could have more than one option on your Administrative Menu.

The following provides an overview of administrative information you might need about the User Profile panel, print
options, mode changes and group display. For specific information, see the Help panels or contact your Dataquery
Administrator.

The Administrative Menu appears when you select ADMINISTRATION from the Main Menu. Listed on it are all the
administrative functions you are authorized to perform. Your menu might include more than the PROFILE function if you
are authorized for administrative tasks.

If your Administrative Menu lists any functions in addition to PROFILE, see Datacom/DB Database and System
Administration or consult your Dataquery Administrator for operational instructions.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Defining or Modifying the User Profile

Dataquery displays the User Profile panel, an example of which follows:

User Profile (DQKL0)

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKM0

 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE            FOR => ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    HARDCOPY PRINT OPTIONS      EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  NETWORK PRINTER-ID         =>  ____   Four Character ID of Network printer

  PRINT QUERY TEXT           =>  ___    YES print the query text, NO do not

  PRINT STATISTICS           =>  ___    YES print the query stats, NO do not

  PRINT BANNER PAGE          =>  ___    YES print the banner page, NO do not

  PRINT USING WINDOWS        =>  ___    YES window format, NO wrap format

  PRINT PAGES TOGETHER       =>  ___    YES pages together, NO windows together

  PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS    =>  ___    Three digit column width of hardcopy

  PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS       =>  ___    Three digit page length in rows

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PROFILE     <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Timing

When changing your profile, some changes take effect immediately and some are changed for the duration of the current
session only. The Datacom Datadictionary database ID always reverts back to the site default at sign-off. The SQL
Authorization ID returns to the user's default at sign-off.

Dataquery supplies entries to the panel from the User table, the Option table, and the previous session (if any).

DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID
(Required) Enter the Datacom/DB database ID that specifies the Datacom Datadictionary database to be
accessed. The database specified must be a Datacom Datadictionary database accessible to Dataquery.
Dataquery supplies the Datacom/DB database ID from the System Option Table.

LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to include Datacom Datadictionary aliases in the Directory of DQL
Tables, and Keys and Columns Display panels. NO excludes Datacom Datadictionary aliases from these display
panels. (See the Dataquery end user documentation for details on these panels.)

GROUP DISPLAY
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines the way a compound field is displayed on a report. If you specify YES,
fields making up the compound field are shown as individual fields. When you specify NO, a compound field is
shown as a single alphanumeric field, even though one or more of the simple fields contained in the compound
field is a numeric field which cannot be printed. If an invalid value is entered, the parameter defaults to NO.

SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines if duplicate values for columns specified as control break columns are
suppressed in the generated report. If you specify YES, the value contained in a control break column is displayed
only once. Each time the value in the control break column changes, the new value is displayed. If the output
continues to the top of a new page, the current value in the control break column is displayed at the top of the new
page.

SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the PF key descriptions on the print panel that displays the
report. NO causes the PF keys descriptions to be displayed.

SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL
(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the display of the Online Execution Query panel. NO
causes the Online Execute Query panel to be displayed. A user would want to suppress the display of the Online
Execution Query panel if their queries always read and collect data and display it on their terminals. Suppressing
the display saves a step during the execution process by accepting the execution defaults.
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PRIMARY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter 2 characters. Specifies the primary language to be used during the current Dataquery session. A
valid 2-character entry overrides the language specified in the System Option Table at installation. (AE American
English is the default if no other language is specified on the System Option Table.)

SECONDARY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter 2 characters. Specifies the secondary language to be used during the current Dataquery
session. A valid 2-character entry overrides the language specified in the System Option Table at installation. (AE
American English is the default if no other language is specified on the System Option Table.)

DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER
(Optional) Enter 1 character. Specifies the decimal point character for this ID. The default is the value of the
DECPT= parameter in the System Option Table.

QUERY LANGUAGE
(Required) Enter either DQL or SQL. Specifies the query language to be used for this ID. Y (yes) must have been
specified on the User Table Maintenance in the field SQL AND DQL ALLOWED for the user to be able to change
from DQL to SQL in this field.

SQL AUTHORIZATION ID
(Required) Enter a 1- to 18-character authorization ID. Specifies the SQL authorization ID for execution of SQL
statements for this ID.
When the SQL authorization ID is changed by the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on the user
profile, and not on the User Table. The private SQL authorization ID attaches to the table name regardless of the
authid in use during creation of the table. When the DISPLAY, LIST, EXECUTE, or CREATE functions are used,
the profile authid is used.

PF Keys

Each PF key for the User Profile panel is listed below.

<PF3> DISP GROUPS
Display group to which user is assigned.

<PF4> UPDATE
Save the values displayed on this panel. Refresh User Profile panel.

<PF5> PRINT OPT
Display print options for profile. Print Options panel appears. See the section on printer options for details.

Displaying Your Group Assignments

Action

To view the groups to which you are assigned, press <PF3> DISP GROUPS during User Profile display. Dataquery
displays the Group Display panel.

Dataquery does not allow you to change any values on the display. With authorization, you can change these values only
on the User Table Maintenance panel.

A sample Group Display panel follows.

Sample Group Display (DQK20)

 =>

 The named operator is currently assigned to these group(S)

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQK20

 DATAQUERY:  GROUP DISPLAY              FOR =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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       GROUP ONE   =>

       GROUP TWO   =>

       GROUP THREE =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Displaying Hardcopy Print Options

To view a user's print options, select <PF 5> PRINT OPT on the User Profile panel.

These options apply to print output on a network printer or in DQBATCH, except for number of rows and number of
columns. All fields are required.

User Profile - Print Options (DQKM0)

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKM0

 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE         FOR => ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

    HARDCOPY PRINT OPTIONS      EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  NETWORK PRINTER-ID       =>  ____   Four Character ID of Network printer

  PRINT QUERY TEXT         =>  ___    YES print the query text, NO do not

  PRINT STATISTICS         =>  ___    YES print the query stats, NO do not

  PRINT BANNER PAGE        =>  ___    YES print the banner page, NO do not

  PRINT USING WINDOWS      =>  ___    YES window format, NO wrap format

  PRINT PAGES TOGETHER     =>  ___    YES pages together, NO windows together

  PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS  =>  ___    Three digit column width of hardcopy

  PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS     =>  ___    Three digit page length in rows

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PROFILE     <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Panel Description

NETWORK PRINTER-ID
Enter a 1- to 4-character printer ID. Dataquery displays the value entered in the System Option Table, if one has
not been entered for the user.

PRINT QUERY TEXT
Y (yes), the default, if the text of the query that produced the report is to be printed when the report is printed on a
network printer.
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N (no) does not print the query text.
PRINT STATISTICS

Y (yes), the default, if the statistics of the query that produced the report are to be printed when the report is
printed on a network printer.
N (no) does not print the query statistics.

PRINT BANNER PAGE
Y (yes), the default, if the print jobs are to be preceeded with a banner page containing user name, date, and
time, to aid in distributing the reports.
N (no) suppresses the printing of the banner page.

PRINT USING WINDOWS
Y (yes) if the report extends beyond 80 columns and you do not want the report lines to wrap.
N (no) the default, states that you want the print to wrap or continue on the next line.

PRINT PAGES TOGETHER
Use this field when printing a report composed of two or more adjacent (side-by-side) pages. If the first page
(left-hand page) is labeled A and the second page (right-hand page) is labeled B and the report is three pages in
length, specifying:
Y (yes), the default, would result in these pages being printed in the order of 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B.
N (no) results in a printing order of 1A, 2A, 3A, 1B, 2B, 3B.
This applies to both network and system printers.

PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS
Indicate a 1- to 3-character numeric value. Specify the width of the hardcopy on the network printer by stating the
number of columns to be printed.

PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS
This is a 3-character numeric field. Specify the number of rows to be printed on one page of hardcopy on the
network printer.

When you have completed your input to either User Profile panel (DQKL0 or DQKM0), or both, press <PF4> UPDATE to
save changes. The new print options are in effect at the next sign-on with this ID.

Changing SQL and DQL Modes

Working in SQL Mode allows you to use SQL to create queries and dialogs, as well as to complete other interactive SQL
tasks, if authorized.

Working in DQL Mode allows you to execute existing DQL queries, and create your own queries using the DQL. It also
allows you to create terms (words especially defined for use in queries).

The USER PROFILE panel (DQK10) displays your current mode of operation and, if you are authorized to change modes,
allows you to make an entry that changes your mode.

If you want to access DQL queries, write queries or dialogs in DQL, or execute existing DQL queries or dialogs, make
sure you are working in DQL Mode. To use SQL, be sure you are working in SQL Mode. You can use the Personal
Database Facility in either mode.

Prerequisites

You can only change modes if your Dataquery Administrator has authorized you to do so.

Procedure

Change modes through the USER PROFILE panel by following this procedure:

Step 1
Display your USER PROFILE (PROFILE command).
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Step 2
Type DQL or SQL in the QUERY LANGUAGE field.

Step 3
Press <PF4> UPDATE and exit the USER PROFILE panel.

Once your User Profile is updated, you are operating in the new mode.

Dataquery Online Commands
You can enter a valid command on the command line (top line) of any panel or menu. Authorization to use various
commands varies depending on your authorization level.

Whatever your authorization level, you can always type OFF on the command line to exit Dataquery rather than returning
with the <PF2> Return key.

Follow this procedure to command operation.

1. Position cursor on command line.
2. Type a valid command.
3. Press Enter.
4. View new panel or menu.

Dataquery commands can be used in place of making selections from menus and thus speed your operation of
Dataquery.

In Dataquery, commands terminate any active operation. For instance, if a command is not entered during an operation,
you can press <PF2> Return and expect to return to the previous panel or, in the case of GUIDE, to the first panel of the
previous process. However, if you enter a command and then press <PF2> Return, Dataquery displays the Main Menu,
because you interrupted the active process with the command.

If you enter a command requiring a different authorization level, Dataquery displays a message telling you that you used
the command incorrectly or you are not authorized to use it.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using Operands

A few commands allow you to add specifications (operands) to clarify the command. For instance, if you want to see a list
of all the queries in your private library whose names begin with the letter d, you would type:

LIST queries private d

If you enter a command requiring operands without entering any operands, Dataquery displays a panel called a command
prompter that you can use to add the operands. For example, if you enter only LIST and press Enter, you see the
following panel.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAD0

 DATAQUERY:  LIST COMMAND

 LIST ALL     PRIVATE                       A

      (1)       (2)                        (3)

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 (1) Select a        (2) Select the type    (3) Enter 1 to 32 letters of the
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     Directory Type:     of Query Library:      alphabet to indicate the

                                                beginning of the display.

      ALL (Queries       PRIVATE

        and dialogs)     PUBLIC

      QUERIES            BOTH (Public and private)

      DIALOGS            A User (Enter ID)

      TABLES

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Operation

To enter the operands, use the Tab key to move the cursor to each numbered field and type a valid operand from the list
below the field, or accept the defaults shown. Then press Enter to see the command result. For the preceding sample,
Dataquery will display a directory listing of all items for the named user, beginning the list with the letter a.

Command Summary

+nnnn

(Where nnnn represents a number) Scrolls forward nnnn pages on a multi-screen panel.

-nnnn

(Where nnnn represents a number) Scrolls backward nnnn pages on a multi-screen panel.

ADMIN

Displays Administrative Menu.

BOTTOM

Scrolls to bottom of multi-screen panel.

CREATE

Displays Dataquery EDITOR panel.

DETAIL

Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display the report as it is defined in the query, with detail and totals.

DIRECTORY

Displays DIRECTORY SELECTION panel.

DISPLAY

Displays KEY AND COLUMNS DISPLAY panel for named table.

DQL

Changes mode of operation from SQL Mode to DQL Mode.

DRAW

With a table-name operand, creates a simple query. See for details.

EDIT

With operand, displays EDITOR panel containing named text. Can be used to change a private query (by updating) or to
display and copy any query by changing the name and saving it.
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EXECUTE

Displays ONLINE EXECUTION panel for query named in command.

EXTRACT

(DQL only). Displays EXTRACT ACTIVE FOUND SET panel to save a set of data found by a query.

FORMAT

(SQL only) Displays the first REPORT FORMAT panel for the active query.

GUIDE

Displays the first panel for constructing a query with the GUIDE function.

HELP

Displays HELP panel topics you can select for additional Help.

KEEP

(DQL only). Displays panel for saving query output.

LIST

With operands, displays directory of queries, dialogs, or tables.

MENU

Displays MAIN MENU.

MSG

With operands, sends a message to designated user.

NO-TOTALS

Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display query output without totals.

NOWRAP

Issue after WRAP command to return wrapped report lines to multi-screen display.

OFF

Signs Dataquery off and returns to monitor.

PDB

Initiates Personal Database Facility.

PFn

Where n is a number from 1 to 12, acts as a numbered PF key.

PROFILE

Displays USER PROFILE panel.

SQL

Changes mode of operation from DQL Mode to SQL Mode.

STATS

Displays EXECUTION STATISTICS panel for current query.

STORE
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With unique, table name operand, creates a personal table from active found set of data.

SUBMIT

With query name, displays BATCH EXECUTION panel for query named.

TIME

Displays current time and date.

TOP

Scrolls to the top of a multi-screen panel.

TOTALS

Entered on the REPORT OUTPUT panel, formats report to display only total lines and suppresses detail lines.

WRAP

Moves off-screen lines to current screen of multi-screen display by wrapping each report line before starting the next
report line.

Using the Dataquery EDITOR
The Dataquery EDITOR is a panel that you use to create a query, dialog, or DQL term definition. The Dataquery EDITOR
can also be used by authorized administrators to create a JCL member, security condition, or PROC.

The Dataquery EDITOR is a panel that you use to create a query, dialog, or DQL term definition. The Dataquery EDITOR
can also be used by authorized administrators to create a JCL member, security condition, or PROC.

Access the EDITOR

Display the Dataquery EDITOR in one of the following ways:

• Select CREATE from the Main Menu.
• Type CREATE in the command line on any panel.
• Use <PF4> EDIT on any panel which displays this option, such as directory panels.
• Type EDIT query-name in the command line on any panel. The query-name entry must be the name of an existing

query or dialog that you want to view, change, or copy.
• Type EDIT * to display the active query.
• Type DRAW table-name to create a query listing all columns that you can access in the named table.

The Dataquery EDITOR allows you to type directly on the screen or select items from other displays to be included in the
text. You can display and make selections from a template of clauses, a list of tables for your current ID, and from a list of
columns in any table you select. Operate the EDITOR by entering commands and by pressing PF keys.

The following example shows the EDITOR as it appears with no entries.

Parts of the Dataquery EDITOR

  =>  

 CREATION PANEL 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:  _______________              TYPE: ______  STATUS: _______

 DESCRIPTION:  _______________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================
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 ..

 

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Description

Name Purpose

Command line Enter Dataquery system commands.

Mode prompt Displays current EDITOR mode: Create or Process.

Description area Describes query or dialog. Entries can be changed.

Line commands Enter EDITOR commands in this area.

Text area
(TOP to BOTTOM)

Type clauses or insert them from the template on these lines.
Also insert table and column names that you select from displays
that are accessed by <PF6> LIST TABLES and <PF3> DISPLAY
COLUMNS.

PF key menu Create Mode keys or Process Mode keys. Change modes with
<PF12> PROCESS MODE.

Use the Template

The EDITOR provides a query template from which you can select and insert formatted clauses into the text area on the
EDITOR panel. The template contains language syntax for the current mode.

Each clause on the template contains text that you can type over or delete. The text of each clause shows the correct
syntax for the clauses that make up queries. Display the template as many times as you need and select your clauses one
at a time or all at once.

Change EDITOR Mode
s

The EDITOR panel operates in two modes: Create Mode and Process Mode. <PF12> PROCESS MODE allows switching
back and forth between modes, depending on what you need to do.

Most people use Create Mode while writing, and change to Process Mode to save, update, or use the member. The
EDITOR line commands are available in either mode. Both modes allow entries in the text area.

The following list outlines the functions available in each mode.

• Create Mode
– Select table names for current authorization ID.
– Select column names for the current table.
– Use the template to create a query.

• Process Mode
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– Save entries for a query or dialog that has never been saved.
– Save updates to a named query or dialog that has been saved before.
– Display panels for defining displayed dialog variables and prompt panels.
– Execute the query or dialog.

• Both Modes
– Validate syntax.
– Scroll the text area forward and backward.
– Online Help
– Mode changed

Use the PF Keys

The preceding section describes the Create and Process Modes available with the Dataquery EDITOR. Each mode
presents its own set of PF keys. The following lists describe the PF keys available in each mode.

Create Mode PF Keys

The following list describes the Create Mode PF keys.

<PF1> HELP
Display information about the current panel.

<PF2> Return
Return to the previous panel.

<PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS
Display a list of all columns for the current table.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
DQL: Display a list of keys for the current table. SQL: Display columns for the current table. (Keys are not used in
SQL statements.)

<PF5> DISPLAY ALL
Display a list of all columns for the current tables.

<PF6> LIST TABLES
Display a list of all tables that you can access.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Display the previous screen of a partially shown panel.

<PF8> FORWARD
Display the next screen of a partially shown panel.

<PF9> TEMPLATE
Display template for selecting model statements for building queries.

<PF10> VALIDATE
Screen the current entries on the EDITOR panel for errors.

<PF11> RIGHT/LEFT
Move current panel four columns to the left or right on 80-column terminal screens.

<PF12> PROCESS MODE
Display PF keys for processing the current member. (See Process Mode PF keys.)

Process Mode PF Keys

The following list describes the Process Mode PF keys.
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<PF1> HELP
Display information about the current panel.

<PF2> Return
Redisplay previous panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE
Execute the current query or dialog online.

<PF4> SAVE
Save the current member in the appropriate library.

<PF5> DIALOG DEF
Define dialog variables if the EDITOR contains a query with variables specified. See Creating Dialogs.

<PF6> DELETE
Delete the last version saved, if you own the member.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Display the previous screen of a partially shown panel.

<PF8> FORWARD
Display the next screen of a partially shown panel.

<PF9> UPDATE
Apply any changes that are made to the member, if you own it.

<PF10> VALIDATE
Have Dataquery check the entries for errors.

<PF11> RIGHT/LEFT
Move the panel 4 columns to the left or right, if an 80-column terminal screen.

<PF12> CREATE MODE
Display PF keys for creating a member.

Use Line Commands

The EDITOR has line commands that insert, copy, move, delete, repeat, and split lines. Other commands permit shifting
the position of data within a line, locating or changing character strings, and scrolling text forward and backward. All that
you do is type a simple command in the line command area and press Enter.

Summary

The following list summarizes the commands.

A
After -- Destination for a move or copy after line with A.

B
Before -- Destination for a move or copy before line with B.

CH /string1/string2
Changes the first string to the second string.

C
Copies a single line to the specified destination.

Cn
Copies the indicated number of lines starting with the line on which you entered the command to the specified
destination.

CB
Copies all lines following the command through the end of the panel to the specified destination.
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CC
Copies the block you define to the specified destination.

CT
Copies from the first line through the line with the command.

D
Deletes a single line.

DB
Deletes from line with the command through the last line.

dd
Deletes block of lines that are specified by a pair of line commands DD.

Dn
Deletes a specified number of lines including the one on which you enter the command.

DT
Deletes from first line through line with the command.

GC /string1/string2
Changes every occurrence of first string to second string, and leaves display positioned at last string changed.

I
Inserts a blank line after the line with the I command.

In
Inserts the specified number of lines after the line with the In.

NE /string
Searches forward for the specified text string.

PR /string
Searches backward for the specified text string.

M
Moves a single line to the specified destination.

MB
Moves a block of text starting with the line on which you enter the command through the end of the panel.

MM
Defines and moves a block of text to the specified destination.

Mn
Moves the specified number of lines to the specified destination.

MT
Moves a block of text starting with line 01 and continuing through the line on which you enter the command.

R
Repeats the line on which you enter the R command.

Rn
Repeats the line with the R command n times.

*
Scrolls the line on which you enter the * to the top of the display.

T
Scrolls to the top of the panel.

<n
Shifts the display the specified number of columns to the left.
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>n
Shifts the display the specified number of columns to the right.

sp
Splits the line into two lines at the point where you place your cursor.

X
On any line, cancels pending COPY, MOVE, BEFORE, or AFTER.

Enter a Sample Line Command

Operation

On the following sample EDITOR panel, the letter M has been typed over the zero of line 02. This tells the EDITOR to
move line 02 to the line following the A typed over the zero of line 03.

  =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE ONE LINE______________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT ITM_ID, ORD_ID, SHIP_QTY

 M2 WHERE SHIP_QTY > 10

 A3 FROM CAI_SLSHST_TBL

 04 ORDER BY ITM_ID

 .. ============================ B O T T O M ===================================

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP             <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF       <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE           <PF10> VALIDATE  <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

The following example shows the results of moving line 02 to follow line 03.

  =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE ONE LINE______________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT ITM_ID, ORD_ID, SHIP_QTY

 02 FROM CAI_SLSHST_TBL

 03 WHERE SHIP_QTY > 10

 04 ORDER BY ITM_ID

 .. ============================ B O T T O M ===================================
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP            <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  EXECUTE    <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF      <PF6>  DELETE     <PF7>  BACKWARD   <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE          <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT <PF12> CREATE MODE

Getting a Report
Learn how to get a report in Dataquery using DQL Mode and SQL Mode. Find a procedure for getting a report. Learn how
to choose an execution method and how to specify an output destination.

DQL Mode and SQL Mode handle report formatting differently. When you use DQL to write a query, you include formatting
commands in the query syntax. Reformatting options are available on the ONLINE EXECUTION panel or on the OUTPUT
panel. With SQL syntax, the primary focus is on obtaining the data. Therefore, Dataquery provides a series of panels in
SQL Mode that permit you to vary the format of a report.

Procedure

You must execute a query or dialog to get output. Approach execution from one of three ways:

• Select a query or dialog from a directory.
• Issue a command (EXECUTE or SUBMIT).
• Press a PF key while viewing the EDITOR panel.

After identifying the query or dialog to be processed, execute it using the online or batch method.

Online execution means the execution takes place while you are signed on. Batch execution means a job is submitted
with JCL instructions and the processing takes place outside of the current operation of Dataquery. Batch results do not
print on the terminal screen.

Choosing an Execution Method

After you select a query or dialog, issue the command or press the PF key that starts the execution method you want to
use. Execution methods are described below.

EXEC or EXECUTE
(PF key or command)
Choose online execution when you want the results of a query or dialog to appear immediately on your terminal
screen or if you want immediate execution of a hardcopy.

SUBMIT
(PF key or command)
Choose batch execution when you:

• Do not need a report on the screen
• Know the processing takes a long time
• Want to delay processing
• Want to export the results instead of print them

Panels

Following are two panels for executing queries. The first is the ONLINE EXECUTION panel (for SQL Mode) and the next
is the BATCH EXECUTION panel. SQL Mode and DQL Mode ONLINE EXECUTION panels are almost the same. The
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only real differences are that in DQL Mode you can restart execution at various points in the process of computation,
sorting, and executing. In SQL Mode, you can revise the default report format. (For an example of the DQL Mode ONLINE
EXECUTION panel, see Executing in DQL Mode.)

ONLINE EXECUTION Panel (SQL Mode)

 =>

  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE60

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       <PF4> FORMAT REPORT

BATCH EXECUTION Panel (SQL Mode)

 =>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

  DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY

 Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate

                                          _  Defer execution until time __ : __

 Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL

 Enter nonblank to use JCL for deferred:  _

 Select the report type:

           X  Detail and totals           _  When/do column functions only

           _  Detail only (no totals)     _  No detail (totals and when/do)

           _  Totals only (summary)       _  Suppress report

  To export print data to a sequential file, select output record type:

           _  Variable comma separated    _  Fixed length record

  For variable, enter name of output set   _______________

  For variable, select output type:        _  Detail

                                           _  Totals

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  <PF1> HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SUBMIT

Authorization

If the ONLINE EXECUTION panel does not appear on your screen, it means it is being suppressed, probably as a site
standard. If you are authorized to change your profile, you can change this specification with the PROFILE option on the
Administrative Menu. If you cannot change your profile, the ONLINE EXECUTION panel does not appear and the PF keys
will initiate execution with default selections shown on previous panel samples.

Also, batch execution can be prohibited. If you want to use batch execution, see your Dataquery Administrator. If you
cannot use batch, the SUBMIT PF key will not function.

Options

When a query or dialog author defines a report's appearance with mathematical functions or totaling options, you can
specify whether you want to see detail data or totals. You can also change the definition with online execution. (See Using
SQL Mode Reporting for details.)

With the ONLINE EXECUTION panel, you can specify a destination different from the defaults. To change the destination
with batch execution, you must change the JCL. The only way you can access the JCL is if a JCL prompt appears or if
you have Dataquery Administrator authorization to update JCL.

The following table shows you which report options are available with each type of execution.

Option Online Batch

Change appearance Yes Yes, by copying query and defining new
appearance

Output to screen Yes No

Choose a printer Yes Yes, in JCL

Change totals presentation Yes, on output
screen

Yes (if defined)

Specifying an Output Destination

When you execute a query online, you can specify multiple destinations for your execution output.

If you execute a query in batch, you can only specify a printer as the output destination, and not the terminal screen. For
more information about batch execution, see Executing in Batch.

Options

The following figure compares the output destinations available with online and batch execution.

Destination Advantages Disadvantages

Video
Terminal

Immediate results
Can change total
options without reexecuting
Can change report
format without reexecuting
Can go directly to any page

Must scroll to see report that is wider or
longer than your terminal screen

Network Printer Get a hardcopy
Can see all of a long or wide report
Output is probably faster than system
printer

Must wait turn in print queue
Paper might not be wide enough
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System Printer Get a hardcopy
Can see all of long or
wide reports
Best for wide reports
Might have laser printer
Best for large volume

Probably slowest output turnaround
Cannot be used if the query contains a
DISPLAY statement

Hints

Printer time and report retrieval time are site-specific. You might find, for instance, that your system printer produces faster
turn around time than your network printer. When specifying a printer as your report destination, please remember these
things:

• Very long reports should probably be sent to the system printer, as a courtesy to others who share your network
printer.

• There is a maximum page count specified at your site that limits the number of pages on a report. If your report
exceeds the limit, the report stops when the maximum is reached. See your Dataquery Administrator if you need to
print longer reports.

• If you have problems obtaining your printed output, your Dataquery Administrator can check the status of your request
for you.

• To help you identify your printout, Dataquery places a banner page at the beginning of every report that contains your
name and the report date.

• You can print the query or dialog that produced the report as part of your output. You can also print the execution
statistics. An explanation of the statistics page is available in Viewing Query Statistics. For information about changing
your User Profile, please see Managing Dataquery User Profile.

• DISPLAY queries must be submitted for batch execution if output is to be printed on a system printer.

Using DQL Mode Reporting
Most of the time you execute a query or dialog so that you can produce a specific kind of report with the data you find.
Even if you only want to create a business chart, you should create a report first. In DQL Mode, you have a variety of
options in creating your report. You can specify its:

• Format (appearance)
• Kinds of totals
• Destination

The remainder of this chapter tells you about the reporting options you have with both online and batch execution in DQL
Mode.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Choosing Format Options in DQL Mode

When you produce a report or when you create a query or dialog, you can specify its format. The report produced by your
query can present the data arranged in columns (columnar format) or with a separate row on every page (list format).

With the ONLINE EXECUTION panel you can change the default format specified in the query or dialog and select the
alternative. When the query specifies PRINT, the data appears in columns. When the query specifies DISPLAY, the data
appears in list format. Batch execution does not allow you to change the format specified in the query.

NOTE
 Queries containing DISPLAY statements must be executed in batch if a system printer is chosen.

The following pages show examples of columnar and list formats in reports.
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 Example - Sample Columnar Report 

  SLMN-ID  NAME                            YTD-SALES

  -------  ------------------------------  -------------

  00760    HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC           7,600.00

  23160    UNIVERSAL AIRWORKS              231,600.00

  00795    NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION       7,950.00

  34222    CANNON TOOLS CO               3,322,123.00

  23615    M.A.C. SAVINGS                  236,150.00

  11400    MALIRY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY   114,000.00

  25155    CHESTERSON-KIDD INC             251,550.00

  00655    WEST LIFE INSURANCE               6,550.00

  09755    NETTLETON AIRCRAFT               97,550.00

  10595    JOHNSON MULTIFOODS              105,950.00

  10420    MARK & MARK INTERNATIONAL, INC  104,200.00

  05730    BELL-BAKER POWER & SERVICE       57,300.00

Selecting the column option during online execution or using the PRINT statement in your query or dialog creation
produces a report with data arranged in columns. Each column has a heading defined in the query or uses the
default Datacom Datadictionary alternate heading that identifies the field containing the data. In the above sample
columnar report, the headings are SLMN-ID, NAME and YTD-SALES.

When a report extends beyond 80 columns, the WRAP and NOWRAP commands control the output display and the
User Profile Print Options control the hardcopy report width. See Managing Dataquery User Profile to change the PRINT
USING WINDOWS option of your User Profile.

 Example - Sample Report in List Format 

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0

 DATAQUERY:  ROW DISPLAY                               ROW 00001 PAGE     00001

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SLMN-ID                          00760

 NAME                             HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC

 YTD-SALES                        0007600.00

If you choose the list option during online execution or query or dialog creation, Dataquery places only one row of
information on each page (or panel). The report lists the headings for the columns on the left, as in the sample list report
above. The data is listed at the right in the report.

Using DQL Mode Totaling Options

If a query you execute specifies totals, you can specify output variations on the TOTALING OPTIONS panel (DQE30)
during execution. Totaling options are also available by PF key or command during online output display. (See Changing
the Format of DQL Mode Total Output).

The available totaling variations are:

• Show detail and all totals
• Show detail only
• Show totals only
• Show only control break totals (See Totals By Name Sample Output.)
• Show only WHEN/DO results
• Show everything but detail lines

To see examples of these totaling variations, see DQL Mode Totaling Options Examples.
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The query specifies which numeric columns are totaled in the PRINT statement of the query. A SORT statement can
specify control breaks with parentheses around column names. If totals are specified, they occur at control breaks and at
the end of the report. A query can produce other kinds of calculation results, like sums, counts, averages, maximums, and
minimums of report columns. These results are produced by WHEN/DO statements in the query.

You can suppress the output totals or the detail, or select only one control break for totals if the query specifies more than
one control break column.

Results

The following chart shows the results of choosing various totaling options at execution or during output display:

 Totaling Option  Detail Lines  PRINT Statement Totals  WHEN/DO Amounts 
DETAIL (and Totals) Yes Yes Yes
NO-DETAIL No Yes Yes
NO-TOTALS Yes No No
TOTALS-ONLY No Yes No
WHEN-ONLY No No Yes

When entering these commands, it is important to include the hyphen. If the hyphen is omitted, the results can be
unpredictable.

Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total Output

When a DQL Mode query or dialog selected for execution specifies totals of one or more numeric columns, you can alter
the appearance of the query output from the output screen.

The query executed specifies the kinds of totals the query produces and which data is totaled. During output presentation,
you can suppress the totals or the detail if totals are specified in the query/dialog report format. You cannot suppress the
results of other calculations.

In SQL Mode, you can also alter the report format definition through <PF4> FORMAT REPORT on the ONLINE
EXECUTION panel. See Step 2: Define a Report in SQL Mode for details.

 Operation 

The output PF keys and output commands allow you to specify output variations when totals are specified in the query or
on the DQL Mode TOTALING panel at execution.

Be sure to include hyphens in commands where required. Typing a hyphenated command as two words can produce
unpredictable results.

DETAIL
Shows all items on the report. For example:
SALES-REP  CUSTOMER                            YEAR-TO-DATE

         ID       NAME                                   SALES

      --------  ------------------------------  ------------

      52733     UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES               452.00

      TOTAL CITY CHARLOTTE

                                                *    452.00

      52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50

      52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50

      52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50
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      TOTAL CITY LOS ANGELES

The command for this presentation is DETAIL.
NO-DETAIL

Shows no data rows. Shows PRINT statement totals and function results. For example:
TOTAL CITY NEW YORK

                                                *  12000.00

    * GRAND TOTAL

                                                *  75756.50

      AVERAGE YEAR-TO-DATE SALES PER CUSTOMER 0007575.65

The command for this presentation is NO-DETAIL.
TOTALS ONLY

Shows no data rows and no function results. For example:
YEAR-TO-DATE

          CITY                  SALES

          ---------------  ------------

          CHARLOTTE             452.00

          LOS ANGELES         63304.50

          NEW YORK            12000.00

        * GRAND TOTAL

                              75756.50

The command for this presentation is TOTALS.
NO TOTALS

Shows no totals or column function results. Detail lines only. For example:
SALES-REP  CUSTOMER                           YEAR-TO-DATE

   ID       NAME                                   SALES

--------  ------------------------------  ------------

52733     UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES               452.00

52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50

52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50

52733     SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS            21101.50

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.            2000.00

The command for this presentation is NO-TOT.
WHEN-ONLY

Shows only results of WHEN/DO statements. For example:
AVERAGE YEAR-TO-DATE SALES 0007575.65

The command for this presentation is WHEN-ONLY.

DQL Mode Totaling Options Examples

Following are examples of reports created by executing the same query and altering only the totaling specifications.

 Detail and Totals Sample Output 
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                                 CA DATAQUERY

                                 TOTAL SALES

  SLMN-ID  NAME                                YTD-SALES

  -------  ------------------------------  -------------

  00795    NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION         7,950.00

  23615    M.A.C. SAVINGS                    236,150.00

  34222    CANNON TOOLS CO                 3,322,123.00

    TOTAL CITY ATLANTA

                                          *3,566,223.00

    AVERAGE SALES FOR ATLANTA              1,188,741.00

    TOTAL STATE GA

                                          *3,566,223.00

Selecting the detail and totals option for your report at execution produces a report containing all output data, including
details, calculation results and totals, requested by the query. In the above sample output, detail lines are produced which
contain the sales representative's ID (SLMN-ID), the name of the company (NAME) and the year-to-date sales (YTD-
SALES) to that company. The query which produced this report specifies CITY and STATE as control break columns.
This means a total of year-to-date sales is calculated for each city included in the report, such as in the line identified as
TOTAL CITY ATLANTA. Then when the state changes, a sum of all sales from all cities is presented.

 Detail Only Sample Output 

                                CA DATAQUERY

                                TOTAL SALES

  SLMN-ID  NAME                                YTD-SALES

  -------  ------------------------------  -------------

  00795    NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION         7,950.00

  23615    M.A.C. SAVINGS                    236,150.00

  34222    CANNON TOOLS CO                 3,322,123.00

  00655    WEST LIFE INSURANCE                 6,550.00

  11400    MALIRY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY     114,000.00

  25155    CHESTERSON-KIDD INC               251,550.00

  28655    FOXBORRO PETRO-CHEMICAL           286,550.00

  11785    PARKER REPUBLIC CONSOLIDATED      117,850.00

Selecting the detail only option (<PF5> NO-TOTALS on output display) produces a report which suppresses totals,
including those produced by control break columns. This report includes calculation results requested by the query, except
for totals. The above sample output shows only the detail lines, which includes the sales representative's ID (SLMN-ID),
company name (NAME) and the year-to-date sales (YTD-SALES) to that company.

 Totals Only Sample Output 

                          CA DATAQUERY

                          TOTAL SALES

  STATE  CITY                 YTD-SALES

  -----  ---------------  -------------

  GA     ATLANTA          3,566,223.00

  GA                      3,566,223.00
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  MD     BALTIMORE          372,100.00

  MD     GERMANTOWN         286,550.00

  MD     TOWSON             117,850.00

  MD                        776,500.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                          4,342,723.00

If you select the totals only option, the report contains only the totals requested by the query. No detail lines are included
in this report. The above sample output shows only the totals produced after you execute the query.

Totals by Name Sample Output

 Totals Using Only Totals by Name - (STATE) 

     CA DATAQUERY

     TOTAL SALES

  STATE      YTD-SALES

  -----  -------------

  GA     3,566,223.00

  MD       776,500.00

* GRAND TOTAL

         4,342,723.00

The previous sample output shows only the totals produced for each state, which is specified as a control break column in
the query. The report identifies the control break column (STATE) and the total (YTD-SALES) calculated for each control
break. The following example shows the output produced if CITY is the name used on the TOTALING OPTIONS panel
(assuming CITY is a control break column).

 Totals Using Only Totals by Name - (CITY) 

                   CA DATAQUERY

                   TOTAL SALES

  STATE  CITY                 YTD-SALES

  -----  ---------------  -------------

  GA     ATLANTA          3,566,223.00

  MD     BALTIMORE          372,100.00

  MD     GERMANTOWN         286,550.00

  MD     TOWSON             117,850.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                          4,342,723.00

If you choose the control break name option, the report contains only the totals for a specific control break column
contained in the query. No detail lines are included in this report. The sample output shows only the totals produced for
each city, which is specified as a control break column in the query. The report identifies the control break column (CITY)
and the total (YTD-SALES) calculated for each control break.

To find out which columns are designated as control breaks, you can display the query with the EDIT query-name
command. Look for column names in the SORT statement that are enclosed in parentheses.
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WHEN/DO Totals Sample Output

 Totals Using Only WHEN/DO Results 

 =>

10/03/11                         CA DATAQUERY                         PAGE 1

13:41:44                         TOTAL SALES                    WHENS-ONLY

  AVERAGE YEAR TO DATE SALES PER CUSTOMER 0007402.48

The previous example shows a typical report when only WHEN/DO is specified on the TOTALING OPTIONS panel or with
the WHEN command on the output panel. The query must contain a WHEN/DO statement.

 NO-DETAIL Totals Sample Output 

 =>

11/12/11                         CA DATAQUERY                         PAGE 1

15:10:43                         TOTAL SALES                      NO-DETAIL

  TOTAL CITY CHARLOTTE

                                            *    452.00

  TOTAL CITY LOS ANGELES

                                            *  63304.50

  TOTAL CITY NEW YORK

                                            *  12000.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                                            *  75756.50

  AVERAGE YEAR TO DATE SALES PER CUSTOMER 0007575.65

The previous example shows the results when NO-DETAIL is selected on the TOTALING OPTIONS panel or typed as a
command.

DETAIL Totals Sample Output

To add other totals and detail lines to a TOTALING OPTIONS display, DETAIL must be selected, as in the following
example.

 =>

10/03/03                         CA DATAQUERY                         PAGE 5

13:41:44                         TOTAL SALES                    DETAIL

  REP_ID    NAME                              YTD-SALES

  --------  ------------------------------  ------------

  52733     INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.           2,000.00
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  TOTAL CITY NEW YORK

                                             *16,000.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                                            *207,269.50

  AVERAGE YEAR TO DATE SALES PER CUSTOMER   7,402.48

Using SQL Mode Reporting
NOTE

 The following report formatting features are limited to SQL queries returning less than 100 columns. You can
still execute the query using the default formatting or by reducing the number of columns returned.

When you create a query, SQL Mode execution allows you to provide specifications about the default report you want to
produce at execution time. If you do not want to define a default report, Dataquery creates one automatically. If you are
executing someone else's query or dialog, you can change the specifications, depending on what you want in your report.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Options

You can add the following features:

1.  Overall appearance:
– Title
– Columnar or List presentation
– Report column order
– Headings for report columns
– Edit patterns for numeric data

2.  Extras permitted if the ORDER BY clause is present in query:
– Sorting sequence of ORDER BY columns
– Control breaks taken on ORDER BY columns
– Separate pages for each ORDER BY group of columns

3.  Mathematical functions
– Column functions AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM, CNT, and TOT at control breaks or end of report
– Legends for function results
– Edit patterns of function results

To report results of mathematical functions for groups of rows, change sort specifications or use page breaks, the query
must contain an ORDER BY clause so that rows are retrieved in sorted order.

 Description 

Enter report specifications on the sequence of panels that appears when you press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT during
display of the ONLINE EXECUTION panel (DQE60) or when you use the FORMAT command. Once the query author sets
these specifications, they become the default. Others who can access the query can change the specifications for one
online execution only.

The specifications cannot be changed during batch execution. To process a query in batch with different report
specifications, copy the query and set your own default report. (See Accessing the EDITOR for details on copying
queries.)

The remainder of these pages describe the process of setting report specifications.
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Step 1 Plan a Report in SQL Mode

 Example 

The following query produces the data wanted for the report. It also contains an ORDER BY clause that permits control
breaks to be specified.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          TEMP                              TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ____________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02        DEPT,

 03        NAME,

 04        ID

 05 FROM STAFF

 06 ORDER BY DEPT

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE         <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> CREATE MODE

 Result 

Note that the following default report sorts the found rows by DEPT as a result of the ORDER BY clause in the query.

03/17/11

12:16:15                SEE UNSPECIFIED REPORT FORMAT

        SALARY     DEPT  NAME           ID

     ---------  -------  --------  -------

     017654.50        7  SMITH         220

     002010.00       10  LU            210

     022959.20       10  MOLINARE      160

     019260.25       10  DANIELS       240

     021234.25       10  JONES         260

     020659.80       15  HANES          50

     012258.50       15  KERMISCH      170

     012508.20       15  NGAN          110

     016502.83       15  ROTHMAN        70

     018357.50       20  SANDERS        10

     018171.25       20  PERNAL         20

     014252.75       20  SNEIDER       190

 Options 
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The ORDER BY clause is important in creating the sample report. When ORDER BY is in a query, a panel appears in the
Report Format sequence that allows the person executing a query to specify control breaks and page breaks based on
the columns listed in the ORDER BY clause.

The ORDER BY clause tells Dataquery to group rows together according to data found in one or more named
columns. A control break can be assigned to any ORDER BY column. A control break refers to a point in processing
where Dataquery finds a different data value than one it has just read, meaning the current group of rows is complete.
If directed, Dataquery performs a specified function at the control break. At a control break, Dataquery can perform
mathematical functions, calculating results for the rows just processed. You still have to tell Dataquery which columns to
perform the control break process on, but you do not do that using this panel.

 Example 

The following example shows how Dataquery sees the rows found by a query after sorting them by LAST-NAME. Since
the query report format specified LAST-NAME as a control-break column, Dataquery sees the rows containing identical
values in that column as logical groups and takes a control break after each group. If subtotals were specified on another
panel for the CONTRIBUTIONS column, Dataquery would total the CONTRIBUTIONS values for each group at the control
break.

 LAST-NAME  FIRST-NAME  CLASS  CONTRIBUTIONS 

Adams James A 45345.89

Adams Arlene C 98765.21

Adams Robert C 23456.90

 >>>>>>>>>> Control Break <<<<<<<<<< 

Burns John A 7897.32

Burns Jeff C 198.21

Burns Alice B 99321.42

 >>>>>>>>>> Control Break <<<<<<<<<< 

Crosby Fred A 278.13

Crosby Mary C 9978.13

Use control breaks to organize the selected data, grouping it to provide more easily understood results. Control breaks
also provide a way to summarize large volumes of data.

 Example 

03/15/11                  DATAQUERY DEVELOPMENT

15:04:21                  SORTED COLUMNAR REPORT

         WITH CONTROL BREAKS, COUNTS, AVERAGES, PAGE BREAKS AND SUM

     DEPT  NAME            ID      SALARY

  -------  ---------  -------  ----------

      10   LU            210   20,010.00

           MOLINARE      160   22,959.20

           DANIELS       240   19,260.25

           JONES         260   21,234.25

  NUMBER OF PEOPLE                         4

  AVERAGE   SALARY      20,865.92
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  SUM       SALARY      83,463.70

03/15/11                  DATAQUERY DEVELOPMENT

15:04:21                  SORTED COLUMNAR REPORT

         CONTROL BREAKS, COUNTS, AVERAGES, SUMS, PAGE B

  NUMBER OF PEOPLE                        37

  AVERAGE   SALARY      16,174.57

  SUM       SALARY     598,459.13

The new report contains the same data. However, the order of columns, the mathematical data that appears for each
department and at the end of the report, and the paging have all been supplied by the report format panels. The next
section describes the report format panels and the selections that define the sample report.

Step 2 Define a Report in SQL Mode

The following pages show the sequence of panels that appear whenever you choose <PF4> FORMAT REPORT during
online execution. The panels pertaining to control breaks and page breaks do not appear if the query does not contain an
ORDER BY clause.

This particular set of panels represents the definition of the preceding sample report. Following are the SQL Report
Definition Steps.

Step 1
Select a query for execution.

Step 2
Display ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY (DQE60) panel.

Step 3
Press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT.

Step 4
Complete REPORT TITLE panel as follows.

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF30

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - REPORT TITLE      QUERY NAME:    TESTEXEC

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter up to two lines for a

 report title:      => COLUMNAR REPORT

                    => CONTROL BREAKS, COUNTS, AND SUMS

 Select the desired report format:    X  Columnar format: one row per line.

                                      _  List format: one row per page.
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DELETE FORMAT      <PF4> CONTINUE

This panel tells Dataquery to produce a columnar report with the specified title on each page.

WARNING
 Defining an SQL Report Format causes the current 'ACTIVE' query to be updated in the DQQ if it has been
previously saved. This means that any changes to the query on the EDITOR panel made during this session is
permanent even though a query update was not requested. This occurs to ensure that the SQL Report Format
and SQL query syntax remain in synch with each other.

Step 5
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the following CONTROL BREAKS (DQF40) panel. Complete the panel
as shown to permit column functions and page breaks to be reported for all rows having the same Dept data.
See Step 1: Plan a Report in SQL Mode for an explanation of control breaks.

=>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF40

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - CONTROL BREAKS        QUERY NAME: TEMP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 The named columns were used to order rows in the table resulting from the

 execution of this SQL query.  Place any character under "CONTROL BREAK"

 to select that column as a control break.  Place any character under "NEW

 PAGE" for a column selected for control break to get a new report page.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                  |SORT SEQUENCE |CONTROL | NEW

 COLUMN NAME                      |ASCEND/DESCEND| BREAK  | PAGE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DEPT                             |   X          |    X   | X

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

                                  |              |        |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Step 6
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the COLUMN FUNCTIONS (DQF50) panel. Complete the panel as shown
below to:

• Order the report columns
• Count the rows (people) in each Dept
• Report the average salary for each Dept
• Report the sum of all salaries for each Dept

The SUM function and TOT function allow you to keep a running calculation on the numeric columns. The
difference between the two is in how the calculation gets printed. TOT prints control break calculations and
resets with every control break. SUM allows you to choose at which control you want intermediate calculations
to appear. (Both permit calculation of a grand total even when ORDER BY is not present in the query.)

• Report a count, average, and sum for all rows
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  Press <PF1> for help with defining the report

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF50

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FUNCTIONS  QUERY NAME:    TEMP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear on the report by

 inserting an order number below.  Column functions may be selected by placing

 any character under the corresponding functions.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NUMBER| COLUMN NAME                      | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | CNT | TOT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  04   | SALARY                           |  X  |     |     | X   |     |

  01   | DEPT                             |     |     |     |     |  X  |

  02   | NAME                             |     |     |     |     |     |

  03   | ID                               |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 7
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the following COLUMN HEADING (DQF60) panel. Leave the default values.
These values create report column headings.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF60

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN HEADINGS     QUERY NAME: TEMP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 You may enter alternate headings for any column on the report.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 COLUMN: DEPT                            LINE1: DEPT

                                         LINE2:

 COLUMN: NAME                            LINE1: NAME

                                         LINE2:

 COLUMN: ID                              LINE1: ID

                                         LINE2:

 COLUMN: SALARY                          LINE1: SALARY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 8
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the COLUMN FORMAT (DQF70) panel. Leave the default values so that all
numeric data will appear in the format labeled Column 2 (without dollar signs).

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF70

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FORMAT       QUERY NAME: TEMP
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the type of editing desired for each numeric column on your report.

 Place any character under the number that represents the edit format needed.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

   Column 1:  12345.678  Column 3: 0,012,345.678

   Column 2: 12,345.678  Column 4:   $12,345.68

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 COLUMN NAME                      |   1   |   2   |   3   |   4   |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DEPT                             |       |   X   |       |       |

 ID                               |       |   X   |       |       |

 SALARY                           |       |   X   |       |       |

                                  |       |       |       |       |

                                  |       |       |       |       |

                                  |       |       |       |       |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 9
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the FUNCTION LEGENDS (DQF80) panel. The legends are the text that will
appear on the report each time a column function result is printed. Type over the default legends as follows.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF80

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION LEGENDS       QUERY NAME: TEMP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter a legend to be displayed with the result of the indicated function

 during control break processing.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FNC | COLUMN NAME                      | LEGEND

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CNT | DEPT                             | NUMBER OF PEOPLE

 AVG | SALARY                           | AVERAGE   SALARY

 SUM | SALARY                           | SUM       SALARY

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 10
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the FUNCTION FORMAT (DQF90) panel. Leave the defaults so that the
amounts printed for the counts, averages and sums will have the format identified as Column 2 (no dollar signs).

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF90

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION FORMAT     QUERY NAME: TEMP

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Select the type of editing desired for each function result.

 Place any character under the number that represents the edit format needed.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

   Column 1:  12345.678  Column 3: 0,012,345.678

   Column 2: 12,345.678  Column 4:   $12,345.68

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FCN | COLUMN NAME                      |   1  |   2  |   3  |   4  |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CNT | DEPT                             |      |   X  |      |      |

 AVG | SALARY                           |      |   X  |      |      |

 SUM | SALARY                           |      |   X  |      |      |

     |                                  |      |      |      |      |

     |                                  |      |      |      |      |

     |                                  |      |      |      |      |

     |                                  |      |      |      |      |

     |                                  |      |      |      |      |

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 11
Press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK (DQFA0) panel for the CNT function
associated with the DEPT column. One of these panels appears for each column function chosen on the
COLUMN FUNCTIONS (DQF50) panel.

For every panel, select both the DEPT control break and the END OF REPORT options. This causes the results of each
function chosen to appear for each department, as well as printing a count, average salary and sum of salaries for all
departments at the end of the report.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQFA0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT-FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK   QUERY NAME: TEMP

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the control break level at which the  COUNT   function for the

 DEPT                             column is to be displayed.

 The appropriate level may be indicated by placing any character next to the

 desired names.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SEL|  CONTROL BREAK COLUMN NAME       |

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  X | DEPT                             |

  X | END OF REPORT                    |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

    |                                  |

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Step 12
When all FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK (DQFA0) panels are completed, Dataquery redisplays the ONLINE
EXECUTION panel with the following message.
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 DQ125I - THE REPORT FORMAT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE60

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    X  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       <PF4> FORMAT REPORT

If you created the query, you have just defined the default report.

If you are not the author of the query, the specifications you entered are good for one execution only. You must reenter
specifications every time you want this particular report. Or, edit the query, save it in your library with a different name, and
create a different report format.

Modify an SQL Report Format

If you want to change the default report format for an SQL query, begin execution of the query, make changes to the
format, and execute. If you are the author, the format is updated.

When you have updated a query that you wrote, you should review the format to determine whether or not changes
should be made.

Executing Online
After you select a query or dialog from the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES panel, you press a PF key to indicate your choice
of an execution method.

When you execute a query online, you request immediate use of system resources to query the database table and
return information in the form of a report. The surest way to get an immediate report (if the query was designed to process
quickly) is to specify the screen as your report destination. If you specify a printer as the destination, the report output
might follow other print requests for the same printer. It is usually best to review your output online at the terminal before
printing it, although you can route the output to the printer and the screen at the same time.

The ONLINE EXECUTION panel might be suppressed by a USER PROFILE option coded by your Dataquery
Administrator. If so, execution PF keys initiate execution with default specifications and without displaying the panel. If you
find you need to execute a query online with different specifications than the defaults, see your Dataquery Administrator
about changing your profile.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Executing in SQL Mode

In SQL Mode, follow these basic steps during execution:

1. View ONLINE EXECUTION panel and change specifications if needed.
2. In SQL Mode, press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT to view or change report format.
3. Press <PF3> EXECUTE to initiate execution.
4. Respond to dialog prompt panels if they appear.
5. Retrieve report.
6. The query format for the report is not saved in the query library unless the query is saved. Otherwise, the format

functions only for the active query.

Panel

When you press <PF3> EXECUTE during display of the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES panel, Dataquery displays the
following ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY panel.

 =>

  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE60

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       

Operation

You can leave the default entries on the screen or change them if necessary. If a query currently resides in the active
query area because you previously selected or executed it, it will be executed unless you change ACTIVE QUERY to
another valid query name.

Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice.

Executing in DQL Mode

In DQL Mode, follow these basic steps to execute a query online:

1. View ONLINE EXECUTION panel and change specifications if needed.
2. View TOTALING OPTIONS panel and change specifications if needed.
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3. Press a PF key to initiate execution.
4. Respond to dialog prompt panels if they appear.
5. Retrieve report.
6. If you want to re-execute with different specifications, press <PF2> to redisplay the execution panel.

Additional information about report format and destination options appear in Using DQL Mode Reporting.

Panel

When you press <PF3> EXEC QUERY during display of the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES panel, Dataquery displays the
following ONLINE EXECUTION panel if your USER PROFILE is set to YES for panel display.

 =>

  ENTER THE DESIRED OPTIONS AND PRESS PF3 TO EXECUTE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE10

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

   EXECUTE STEP                  THE FIRST QUERY STEP TO EXECUTE

    _  SELECTION                 - READ AND COLLECT THE DATA

    _  COMPUTATION               - PERFORM THE USER DEFINED CALCULATIONS

    _  SORTING                   - ORDER THE COLLECTED DATA

   REPORT FORMAT                 THE REPORT FORMAT

    _  COLUMNAR                  - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER LINE

    _  LIST                      - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER PAGE

   REPORT DESTINATION            THE DESTINATION FOR THE REPORT

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - PRODUCE THE REPORT ON THE TERMINAL

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - PRODUCE THE REPORT ON A NETWORK PRINTER

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - PRODUCE THE REPORT ON THE SYSTEM PRINTER

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS

Operation

You can leave the default entries on the screen or change them if necessary. If a query currently resides in the active
query area, it will be executed if ACTIVE QUERY is the query named. You can write over it with a valid query name.

The default formatting specifications that appear on the Online Specifications are determined by the contents of the query
or dialog chosen for execution. The options on the panel allow you to override the query or dialog specifications.

Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice. Be sure the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

See the following chart for valid entries and explanations of the items on the DQL Mode ONLINE EXECUTION panel.

Field Valid Entries Explanation
EXECUTE QUERY NAMED ACTIVE QUERY Query previously selected from

DIRECTORY OF QUERIES or query just
executed.

Any valid query name Type over ACTIVE QUERY with a name.
EXECUTE STEP SELECTION First execution step.

COMPUTATION Re-execute beginning with math functions,
if any (SET).
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SORTING Re-execute beginning with sorting
functions, if any (SORT).

REPORT FORMAT COLUMNAR Rows of data with columns arranged
horizontally.

LIST Each row appears on separate page with
vertical column display.

DESTINATION VIDEO Report appears on screen.
TERMINAL
NETWORK Hardcopy appears at designated printer.
PRINTER
SYSTEM Hardcopy appears at system printer.

REPORT FORMAT COLUMNAR Rows of data with columns arranged
horizontally.

LIST Each row appears on separate page with
vertical column display.

DESTINATION VIDEO Report appears on screen.
TERMINAL
NETWORK Hardcopy appears at designated printer.
PRINTER
SYSTEM Hardcopy appears at system printer.
PRINTER

If you press <PF2> RETURN after viewing a report because you want to make a change on the ONLINE EXECUTION
panel (DQE10), do not start execution at SELECTION unless you have changed the FIND statement in the query.
Pressing <PF3> begins the execution process, displays prompts, if any, execution messages, and then the report.

When the ONLINE EXECUTION panel is complete, press a PF key to tell Dataquery the next step. If you like, you can
press <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS to display another panel for changing the default (detail and totals) to another option.

Using the DQL Mode TOTALING OPTIONS Panel

When you execute online, the TOTALING OPTIONS panel appears if you select it from the ONLINE EXECUTION panel
with <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS.

=>

Enter the desired options and press the appropriate PFkey

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEO0

DATAQUERY:  TOTALING OPTIONS

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

QUERY NAME =>  ACTIVE-QUERY

TOTALING OPTIONS

  _  DETAIL and TOTALS             - Produce report with detail and totals

  _  DETAIL ONLY                   - Suppress any requested totaling

  _  TOTALS ONLY                   - Produce the report with totals only

  _  TOTALS BY NAME                - Only use the entered control-break name

                                     ________________________________

  _  WHEN/DO RESULTS ONLY          - Suppress all except when/do results
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  _  NO DETAIL                     - Suppress detail lines on report

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> EXECUTE

Background information about totaling options and examples of each option appear in Using DQL Mode Reporting. When
a query or dialog with totals is executed with the video terminal as the destination, you can change the totaling options as
many times as you like while you view the report. See Choosing Format Options in DQL Mode.

Executing from the Totaling Options Panel

Follow these basic steps to complete execution:

1. View TOTALING OPTIONS panel and change specifications if needed.
2. Press a PF key to initiate execution.
3. Respond to dialog prompt panels if they appear.
4. Retrieve the report.
5. To re-execute with different specifications, press <PF2> to redisplay execution panel. Or, use the PF keys shown with

the output panel.

Using the Online Output
When you execute a query (or dialog) and the results appear on your screen, what you see is the upper-left corner of a
report. If the report format is columnar, the width of the report itself might extend many columns to the right. Any report
can contain more lines than are immediately visible on your terminal screen.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When a report extends beyond one screen, Dataquery divides it into sections and assigns each section a page number.
The number of report sections depends on the number of columns listed in the query. Each section is 80 characters wide
(132 characters on special terminals) and as long as your terminal screen. Use PF keys to move different sections of the
report onto your screen.

The following diagram shows how a columnar report that is 320 characters wide and 48 lines long is divided into sections
for an 80-character, 24-line terminal screen. The number of sections required for your reports depends on the number and
length of output columns.

                 PAGE 1A         PAGE 1B         PAGE 1C         PAGE 1D

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           --- MORE --=>   <=-- MORE --=>   <=-- MORE --=>  <=-- MORE ---
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                 PAGE 2A         PAGE 2B         PAGE 2C         PAGE 2D

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

           :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::   :::::::::::::

          - LAST PAGE =>  <= LAST PAGE=>  <= LAST PAGE => <= LAST PAGE -

 Operation 

Arrows and notations on the line above the PF key menu indicate whether more of the report exists beyond the screen.
RIGHT and LEFT PF keys allow you to move across the report (horizontally) and FORWARD and BACKWARD PF keys
allow you to move up and down from one segment to another. The WRAP command, issued on the command line during
output display, moves off-screen lines to the current screen by wrapping them from one line to the next. NOWRAP returns
the output to its multi-screen display.

If PF keys do not appear on your output panel, your User Profile is set to suppress them. Talk to
your Dataquery Administrator about changing your profile if you want to see the PF key menu.

 Example 

Following is the first page of a typical report that prints on the terminal screen. Numbered portions of the report are
described in a chart following the sample.

 =>  

 03/12/11                        CA DATAQUERY                        PAGE 1A

 14:43:11      SAMPLE ORDER ENTRY DATABASE ¢ DETAIL 

                                CUSTOMER TABLE

 

  CUST-ID  IND-CD  CUST-NO  NAME

  -------  ------  -------  ------------------------------

  B0530    B       0530     GULF LAND USA

  B0570    B       0570     TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO

  B1150    B       1150     AFTON INDUSTRIES &R5.

  B1250    B       1250     PALMOLIVE INNS

  B1570    B       1570     PAMMEL BREWING

 --------------------------- LAST PAGE --------------------------------- =>

<PF1>  HELP      <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY  <PF4>   DETAIL

<PF5>  NO TOTALS <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

<PF9> NOT USED   <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT         <PF12> RIGHT

 Explanation 

The items on the panel are described as follows:

Date
Date report was executed.
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Page number
Number indicates sequence and letter indicates horizontal 80-character section, from A to Z.

Time
Military numbering from 00:00:00 to 24:00:00 (hours:minutes:seconds).

Totaling option
Matches totaling PF key selected (Detail is the used default).

Body
Report data.

Bottom line
Indicates whether more is available.
<=

Indicates more of the report is at the left, press <PF11>.
=>

Indicates more of the report is at the right, press <PF12>.
Last Page

Indicates that no more lines follow.
More

Indicates that more lines follow, press <PF8>.
PF Key Menu

PF keys for viewing report or other panels.

Using the Output PF Keys

While viewing the report on the screen, see the following chart for PF key operation. For more information about totaling
options, see Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total Output.

 Objective  Key  Read 

Display Help panel. <PF1> HELP  Getting Online Help 

Redisplay ONLINE EXECUTION panel. <PF2> RETURN  Executing Online 

See totals and no detail. <PF3> TOTALS
ONLY

 Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total
Output 

See detail and totals. <PF4> DETAIL Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total
Output 

See detail with no totals. <PF5> NO TOTALS Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total
Output 

Display execution statistics. <PF6> STATS  Viewing Query Statistics 

Scroll back to previous screen. <PF7> BACKWARD  Using the Keyboard 

Scroll forward to next screen. <PF8> FORWARD  Using the Keyboard 

Shift report 80 characters to left. <PF11> LEFT  

Shift report 80 characters to right. <PF12> RIGHT  

Using Output Commands

You can enter output formatting commands on the command line whether or not the PF key menu appears on the output
panel. The commands are:
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DETAIL
Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display the report as it is defined in the query, with detail and
totals.

NO-DETAIL
Shows PRINT command totals and WHEN/DO results. Suppresses detail lines.

NO-TOTALS
Show only detail lines and suppress total lines.

TOTALS
Show only total lines and omit detail lines.

NOWRAP
Issue after WRAP command to return wrapped report lines to multi-screen display.

WHEN-ONLY
Shows only WHEN/DO statement results and omits all other data.

WRAP
Moves off-screen lines to current screen of multi-screen display by wrapping each report line before starting the
next report line.

See Changing the Format of DQL Mode Total Output for a complete discussion of these output options.

Viewing Query Statistics

If you press <PF6> STATS while viewing a report on your terminal screen, you can display a panel as shown in the
following example.

=>

Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0

DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME: TESTSQL001

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     NUMBER REQUESTED: All                         COMPLETION DATE:

     NUMBER FOUND: 9                               COMPLETION TIME:

     FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE: NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS REACHED

                               OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                               -------    ------------     ------

     ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):   1                 0                0

     I/O EVENTS:               0                 0                0

     SELFR TOTAL:              0                 0                0

     SELNR TOTAL:              0                                  0

     TOTAL BYTES:              0

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

The QUERY STATISTICS panel gives you information about how the query functioned when you executed it.
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You might need to pass this information to your Dataquery Administrator if you should experience problems in executing a
query. Press <PF3> if you do not want to include a cover letter with

Creating a Personal Table from Output

If your site has installed the SQL Option of Datacom/DB, you can create a personal table using the online output of any
query. For details on using the STORE command, turn to .

Saving and Using DQL Mode Sets
Dataquery lets you save the locations in the database of any data found with a query and it also lets you save the found
data itself. The following terms are used:

Definitions

Active found set
Directions to the location of database information found by the last executed query during the current Dataquery
session or the last saved set activated. A set is active until you execute another query, use another saved set, or
sign off.

Saved set
Saved set of directions to location of data found by an executed query. Saved sets remain intact even after you
sign off Dataquery. You can access a saved set during another Dataquery session.

Extracted set
Saved data found by an executed query. An extracted set contains the values of columns named in the PRINT
or DISPLAY statement. Extracted sets cannot be used by Dataquery; you create them with Dataquery for use by
other programs. See the Dataquery Administrator for more information.

Directory of Saved Sets
Lists saved sets and extracted sets by name, type, description, date and size. Display the directory when you
want to use a saved set or when you want to delete a saved or extracted set.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Uses for Sets

You can use saved sets to speed processing by pressing the USE PF key to activate the saved set. (It becomes the active
found set.) Once a set is active, the query that finds it can be executed without re-finding the data, saving search and
retrieval time.

Saved sets can be made active and then extracted (EXTRACT command) to save the data itself.

Before you can save or extract a set, it must be active (active found set). Activate a set by executing a query or pressing
the USE PF key during Directory of Saved Set display.

Options

KEEP
Use the KEEP command to save search and retrieval time the next time you execute a query or dialog. During
display of output, enter KEEP on the command line and press Enter. Only one KEEP per active found set is
allowed.

EXTRACT
Enter EXTRACT on the command line when the set whose data you want to save is active (after executing a
query or after using the USE key to make a saved set active). This saves the data printed or displayed by the
query as a special format database file that can be accessed by other products.
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<PF4> USE
During display of the Directory of Saved Sets, place the cursor on a saved set name (labeled K, for KEEP) to
activate the set and press <PF4> USE. You can then use it in execution or for extraction.

Cautions

Remember these facts as you save, extract, and use sets:

• Each time you press <PF4> USE during Directory of Saved Sets display to activate a saved set, the data might be
different. The KEEP command saves the location, not the data, so the data may have been updated or deleted since
the pointers were saved. In addition, the pointer may have become invalid when changes to the database were made.

• The table created with EXTRACT is not updatable. This is an advantage when you need to use a non-DATAQUERY
program that works with dated information. However, if you need the extract set to contain current data, you should
FIND and then EXTRACT the set again.

• The amount of space allotted to you for saving and extracting sets is limited by your Dataquery Administrator. You
should maintain only those sets that you really need and delete (from the Directory of Saved Sets) all sets you do not
need.

• Your Dataquery Administrator can also maintain your sets. Contact your Dataquery Administrator about any sets that
you do not want deleted.

Using the DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS

Selecting Saved Sets from the DIRECTORY SELECTION panel (MAIN MENU DIRECTORIES option) displays a
DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS panel as shown in the following example:

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA70

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   NAME     |TYPE | DATE ADDED | BLOCKS USED | DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PERSONS    | K    | 06/01/11  | 31062       | LIST PERSONS IN DEPT

 SALES-MAR  | E    | 04/02/11  | 63009       | TOTAL SALES FOR MARCH

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

            |      |           |             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3> DELETE      <PF4> USE

<PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  NOT USED      <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

 

The sets listed on your directory are those you have created. Note that you can scroll forward and backward if your list of
sets extends beyond your screen.

Display the Directory of Saved Sets when you need to use a saved set or delete a saved or extracted set. Before you can
save or extract a set, it must be active (active found set). Activate a set by executing a query or pressing the USE PF key
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during Directory of Saved Set display. When a set is active, you can use the EXTRACT command to create an extracted
set. You can also execute the query that uses the set with EXECUTE * typed on the command line. (On the ONLINE
EXECUTION panel, show that processing is to begin after the FIND.)

NOTE
To activate a saved set, the query to be executed using this set must be validated first. After activating the set, it
may then be executed, starting after the SELECTION step on the execution panel.

Executing in Batch
Once you select a query or dialog for execution, you can issue the SUBMIT query-name command or press the SUBMIT
PF key to indicate that you want to execute your selection in batch from online  Dataquery(Dataquery).

Another method, called Batch SIGNON, uses JCL that can be accessed through Roscoe or another editor and submitted
to sign on to Dataquery and process a query. End users do not commonly use Batch SIGNON.

If you are authorized for batch execution of queries, you can accomplish a number of objectives with batch execution.
Unlike online execution, you can defer execution, suppress the output or export the output sent when you complete the
BATCH EXECUTION panel.

The following lists unique objectives that are available when processing in batch.

• Defer execution time.
• Use a specific JCL member to change processing specifications.
• Suppress the report (usually to export data).
• Export the print data to make it available to other products or programs. You must be authorized to perform this task.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Following Batch Execution Steps

Follow these basic steps for batch execution:

1. Display the execution panel and enter or change specifications as needed.
2. Press a PF key to initiate execution.
3. Respond to dialog or JCL PROC prompt panels if they appear.

If you want to reexecute with different specifications, press <PF2> to redisplay the execution panel.

The remaining sections in this part of the manual provide instructions for following execution steps.

Using the BATCH EXECUTION Panel

Description

When you select <PF9> SUBMIT from the DIRECTORY OF QUERIES panel, Dataquery displays the BATCH
EXECUTION panel. At some sites, batch execution might be prohibited. If this is the case at your site, the SUBMIT PF key
will not function. See your Dataquery Administrator for batch submission authorization. You complete entries on this panel
and press a PF key to continue execution.

 =>

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY

Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate

                                         _  Defer execution until time __ : __

Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL
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Enter nonblank to use JCL for deferred:  _

Select the report type:

          X  Detail and totals           _  When/do column functions only

          _  Detail only (no totals)     _  No detail (totals and when/do)

          _  Totals only (summary)       _  Suppress report

To export print data to a sequential file, select output record type:

          _  Variable comma separated    _  Fixed length record

For variable, enter name of output set   _______________

For variable, select output type:        _  Detail

                                         _  Totals

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SUBMIT

 

You can leave the default entries on the screen or change them if necessary. Use the space bar to remove entries and
the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character to select an option. Be sure the panel contains an entry
or selection for each field on the screen. The following figure describes the use of each field on the BATCH EXECUTION
panel (DQE40).

Entries

Field Valid Entries Explanation

Enter name of query to submit: ACTIVE-QUERY Query previously selected from Directory of
Queries or query just executed

Any valid query name Type over ACTIVE-QUERY with a name

Select the type of execution: Immediate: Execution begins at next system
opportunity.

Defer execution until time __ : __: Computer operator submits query for
execution after the time specified. Time is
expressed in hours:minutes using military
time. For example, 3:00 p.m. is 15:00.

Enter the name of the JCL member to use: default-name: Executes the query as specified in the JCL
maintained by the Dataquery Administrator.
If a prompt panel appears, it must be
completed.

A valid JCL member name: Use only if authorized.

Enter non-blank to use JCL for deferred: Enter any non-blank character to use
deferred JCL.

Defer execution until time __:__ must also
be selected.

Select the report type: Detail and totals: Print detail and totals, if specified in query/
report definition.

Detail only (no totals): Print only detail lines.

Totals only (summary): Suppress detail data.

WHEN/DO column functions only Suppress all contents except DQL Mode
WHEN/DO results.

No detail (totals and when/do) Suppress detail lines.
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Suppress report Do not produce hardcopy. Select this item if
exporting.

To export print data to a sequential file,
select output record type:

Variable comma separated Data in character format with data fields
separated by commas. Character fields will
be in quotes with trailing blanks truncated.
Numeric fields will have leading zeros
truncated. Rows will vary in length.

Fixed length record Data will be exported in same type and
length as retrieved from the database table.
All rows will be the same length.

For variable, enter name of output set: Any valid name. Obtain a valid set name from the Dataquery
Administrator.

For variable, select output type: Any type listed Choose one or both:
Detail
Totals

Select the output file device type: Tape Output to tape (DOS only).

Disk Output to disk (DOS only).

PF Keys

Use the following PF keys after completing the BATCH EXECUTION panel.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help for panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Redisplays Directory of Queries panel.

<PF3> SUBMIT

1. Begins execution process.
2. Displays prompt panel for selection.
3. Displays execution messages.

Changing an SQL Report Format for Batch Execution

You cannot change the defined report format during batch execution. You can, however, create a new one. Follow these
steps:

1. Type EDIT query-name and press Enter.
2. Change the name of the query.
3. Validate the query.
4. Save the query.
5. Display ONLINE EXECUTION panel.
6. Press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT or enter the FORMAT command.
7. Enter report specifications.
8. Complete report definition.
9. Type SUBMIT * on the command line.
10. Press Enter.

If you are the author of the query, you can make permanent changes to the report format during online execution.
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Responding to Extra Panels During Execution
A prompt panel is an extra panel that requires you to enter further information before a function can be completed. You
might encounter two types of prompt panels in your use of Dataquery. Dialog prompt panels allow you to adapt a query by
replacing values. JCL PROC prompt panels let you adapt a JCL member by replacing values. By changing these values,
you retain the structure of the query or JCL but alter some of the specifications.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Description

If you select a query with the type of DIALOG from the Directory of Queries for online or batch execution, a panel appears
that lists the query variables you can change. If you type in the name of a JCL PROC (a JCL member that is defined with
replaceable variables) on the BATCH EXECUTION panel, a panel appears listing JCL variables that you can change.

Dialog and JCL PROC authors are able to create a list of valid replacements for each character variable and a range of
valid numbers for each numeric variable. If a range or list panel was created, you can display it by pressing a PF key.

All of the text on prompt panels is written by the query author. If you do not understand the instructions on any prompt
panel, ask your Dataquery Administrator for assistance.

Operation

When you select a dialog for execution or use a JCL PROC in batch execution, prompt panels appear. When you see
a prompt panel, you can accept the default variables shown or replace them with your own choices. You will use JCL
PROCs only if you have been instructed to do so by your Dataquery Administrator and provided with valid replacements
for the variables.

Example

Selecting a dialog and completing the execution panel (online or batch) causes a prompt panel as shown in the following
example to appear. The panel describes the query and each variable that can be replaced. The variables on the next
screen are Dallas and 75242.

  =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEX0

 

 QUERY PRINTS A LIST OF ALL CUSTOMERS IN A SELECTED CITY, ALONG WITH

 CUSTOMER NAME, CUSTOMER NUMBER, AND TOTAL YEAR-TO-DATE SALES FOR 1986.

 

 

 

 ENTER THE NAME OF THE CITY TO BE REPORTED:

 'DALLAS'__________

 

 ENTER THE ZIP CODE TO BE REPORTED

 75242

 

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  NOTUSED

 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 

Example
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Any JCL member you use to submit a query for batch execution can contain embedded variables that you can change. If
a prompt panel appears when you submit the query for execution, you use it in exactly the same way as a dialog prompt
panel. Your Dataquery Administrator can provide you with the valid replacements for variables listed on a JCL PROC
prompt panel. You might also be able to display valid replacements or ranges for the variables shown if they were created
by the JCL PROC author by pressing <PF5> RANGE/LIST.

Following is a sample JCL PROC. The variables on the next panel are DQBATCH, USERID, and PASSWORD.

  =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEX0

 

       THIS JCL IS SHARED BY OTHER MEMBERS OF YOUR GROUP.  CUSTOMIZE IT

       WITH YOUR SPECIFICATIONS BY TYPING OVER THE VARIABLES LISTED

       BELOW.

 

 

 ENTER A JOBNAME NOT LONGER THAN 8 CHARACTERS

 

 DQBATCH

 

 ENTER YOUR RACF USER IDENTIFICATION, FOLLOWED BY A COMMA

 

 USERID,

 ENTER YOUR RACF PASSWORD

 

 

 PASSWORD

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  NOTUSED

 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 

Using a Prompt Panel

The cursor appears on the first variable that you can replace. Variables are always highlighted or, with color monitors,
shown in a different color.

You can accept the defaults shown, type in a valid variable name, or if a list or range was created, display list or range
panels and change the prompt panel according to the valid entries shown on the list or range panels. See Using a LIST
Panel and Using a RANGE Panel for instructions.

Rules

1. If apostrophes enclose the default variable on the prompt panel, you must also use apostrophes.
2. The variable you enter cannot be longer than the total number of characters in the default variable, including dialog fill

(space-holder) characters. A special character is assigned at your site to serve as a space holder that allows you to
enter replacements longer than the default. In our examples, we use the underscore (_) character.

3. If a range was created for a numeric variable, you can only enter numbers within that range.
4. If a list of valid entries was created for an alphabetic or mixed variable, you cannot enter a variable that is not on the

list.

PF Keys
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The following shows the objectives you can attain with PF keys during prompt panel display.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help for panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Redisplays Directory of Queries panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE
Execute selected query with default variables.

<PF5> RANGE/LIST
Displays list of valid entries or range of valid numbers if either panel was defined for this variable. Cursor must be
positioned on the variable.

<PF7> FORWARD
Displays next screen if prompt extends beyond the screen.

<PF8> BACKWARD
Displays previous screen, if any.

Using a LIST Panel

If you press <PF5> RANGE/LIST with the cursor on a variable, and if a list is defined, Dataquery presents a list of valid
replacement values. The following sample list was defined for the first DALLAS variables shown on the previous dialog
example.

  =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEL0

 

 CHOOSE A VALUE FROM THE LIST BELOW VIA CURSOR POSITION AND PRESS <PF2>.

 PROMPT:

 ENTER THE NAME OF THE CITY TO BE REPORTED:

 

   'DALLAS'

   'NEW YORK'

   'PHILADELPHIA'

   'HOUSTON'

   'SAN FRANCISCO'

   'SALT LAKE CITY'

   'LOS ANGELES'

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 

Press the RETURN key to redisplay the prompt panel, or move the cursor to a variable you want to select and press
RETURN to select it. If the list extends beyond the screen of your terminal, press <PF8> FORWARD to display the next
page. <PF7> BACKWARD displays a previous page, if any.

Using a RANGE Panel

If you press <PF5> RANGE/LIST with the cursor on a numeric variable, Dataquery presents a range of valid numbers if
one was defined by the dialog or JCL PROC author. The following sample range was defined for the ZIP CODE variable
shown on the previous dialog example.
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  =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQER0

 PROMPT:

 ENTER A ZIP CODE IN THE RANGE SHOWN BELOW

 

 

 

 RANGE     FROM 75000

           TO 75081

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 

Your cursor is positioned at the beginning of a field where you can enter a number. Enter a number within the range
shown or press the RETURN key to redisplay the prompt panel. Leave the default number or type in a number within the
range shown on the range panel.

Displaying Database Names and Structures
If you do not know the names of the tables, columns, and keys in your database, you will not be able to construct queries.
Fortunately, Dataquery makes it easy for you to get that information. Every panel where you might need that information
has a PF key assignment for tables, columns, and keys.

The following examples show panels that display:

• A list of accessible tables
• The text description of a table
• The names of columns in a table
• The names of keys for a table
• The names of both keys and columns in a table
• The definitions of the columns or keys for a table

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Directory of Tables

If you want to know which tables you are authorized to access, you can display a panel like this:

SQL Mode

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDA0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES   START WITH: --------------------------------

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       OBJECT NAME                  |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VELA-TABLE_NAME                     |  DESCRIPTIVE TEXT BY CREATOR

LABBE-TABLE_NAME                    |  MORE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |
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                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

                                    |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN          <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT <PF7> BACKWARD            <PF8> FORWARD

 

NOTE
The names displayed are the SQL names of tables or names of views or synonyms for the currently used authid.

DQL Mode

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAF0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES             DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 002

                                   START WITH: --------------------------------

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE  NAME                |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   AGGREGATE                      |  O   | DD ENTITY FILE

   ALIAS                          |  C   | DD ENTITY ALIAS

   AREA                           |  O   | DD ENTITY AREA

   ARENDT-FIELDS                  |  O   |

   ARENDT-INVPERF                 |  O   |

   AUTHORIZATION                  |  O   | AUTHORIZATION-ENTITY-TYPE-RECORD

   BAHR-CHARLIE                   |  O   |

   BAHR-EMP-DB                    |  O   |

   BAHR-EMPLOYEE                  |  O   |

   BAHR-JOINED-TABLE              |  O   |

   BAHR-MY-TABLE                  |  C   |

   BAHR-PAYROLL                   |  O   |

   BEN-ACCTBLE                    |  O   |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 

The table names shown on this panel are Datacom Datadictionary entity names. The list shows tables you can access,
including personal tables you create. DESCRIPTION provides a brief description of the table contents.

TEXT DISPLAY

To see a written description of a table your company created, position the cursor on the table name, press the PF key
called DISPLAY TEXT and see a panel as shown following.

Sample TEXT DISPLAY (DQB80)

  =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB80

 DATAQUERY:  TEXT DISPLAY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TABLE: CA-SALESMAN

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 THE SALESMAN ROW CONTAINS UP TO 24 MONTHS OF SALES DATA FOR EACH

 CUSTOMER BY SALES PERSON.  THERE ARE FOUR REPEATING FIELDS THAT SHOW

 TWELVE MONTHS OF SALES ORDERS AND TOTAL SALES FOR THE CURRENT YEAR AND

 PREVIOUS YEAR.  THE KEYS TO THIS ROW ARE THE REP-ID AND THE

 CUST-ID.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 

COLUMN DISPLAY

If you want to know the names and descriptions of all the columns in a particular table, you view the DIRECTORY OF
TABLES, point the cursor to a table name, and press the PF key called DISPLAY COLUMNS to see a panel as shown
following:

Sample COLUMN DISPLAY (DQB20)

  =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB20

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DISPLAY                    DICTIONARY DATABASE ID: 189

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TABLE NAME: CA-ACCTS-TBL                     DB NAME: ACT   DB ID: 010

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             COLUMN NAME               |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    CUST-ID                            | CUSTOMER ID NUMBER

    BILL-DT                            | BILLING DATE

    BILL-YR                            | BILLING YEAR

    BILL-MO                            | BILLING MONTH

    BILL-DAY                           | BILLING DAY OF WEEK

    ORD-AMT                            | ORDER AMOUNT

    FRT-AMT                            | FREIGHT AMOUNT

    DISC-AMT                           | DISCOUNT AMOUNT

    CUST-NO                            | CUSTOMER NUMBER

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |
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 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

 

EXTENDED COLUMN DISPLAY

To get more information about how a column is made up, you can display the TEXT for it and you can also use a PF key
called EXTENDED DEFN to display a panel like this:

Sample EXTENDED COLUMN DISPLAY (DQBC0)

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQBC0

 DATAQUERY:  EXTENDED COLUMN DISPLAY   TABLE: AGGREGATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   COLUMN NAME                        |TYPE    LEN   DEC SIGN  NULL    OCC CLASS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   STATS                              |  C     316         N     N       1   C

   STATUS                             |  C       1         N     N       1   S

   NATIVE-SEQ-KEY                     |  C      34         N     N       1   C

   ENTITY-NAME                        |  C      32         N     N       1   S

   ENTITY-VER                         |  N       5         N     N       1   S

   DESCRIPTION                        |  C      36         N     N       1   S

   CONTROLLER                         |  C      32         N     N       1   S

   AUTHOR                             |  C      32         N     N       1   S

   LOCK                               |  C       1         N     N       1   S

   PASSWORD                           |  C       4         N     N       1   S

   COUNT                              |  N      10         N     N       1   S

   DATE-STATUS-CHG                    |  C       8         N     N       1   S

                                      |

                                      |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

 

KEY DISPLAY

If you want to know the names of keys (in DQL Mode) for a table, you press the DISPLAY KEYS PF key to see this panel:

Sample KEY DISPLAY (DQB50)

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB50

 DATAQUERY:  KEY DISPLAY                       DICTIONARY DATABASE ID: 189

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TABLE NAME:  PERSONNEL                          DB NAME:  PMF    DB ID:  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   KEY NAME                              |           DESCRIPTION

       COLUMN NAMES                      |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   NUMBER                                | EMPLOYEE NUMBER KEY
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       NUMBER                            | EMPLOYEE NUMBER

   STATE-ZIP                             | EMPLOYEE STATE ZIP KEY

       STATE-ADDRESS                     | EMPLOYEE STATE CODE

       ZIP-CODE-LOC                      | EMPLOYEE ZIP CODE

                                         |

                                         |

                                         |

                                         |

                                         |

                                         |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN  <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 

All column names are indented following the name of the key to which they belong. Notice that the key named NUMBER
consists of only one column, while the STATE-ZIP key consists of two columns. The high-order column in a key is the
column listed first.

EXTENDED KEY DISPLAY

If you want to see the extended definition for keys (in DQL Mode), you can display a panel as shown following:

Sample EXTENDED KEY DISPLAY (DQB60)

  =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB60

 DATAQUERY:  EXTENDED KEY DISPLAY      TABLE:PERSONNEL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   KEY NAME                             |

       COLUMN NAMES                     | TYPE  LEN    DEC  SIGN   OCC  CLASS

 -------------------------------------  |---------------------------------------

   NUMBER                               |  EMPLOYEE NUMBER KEY

       NUMBER                           |  N       5         N        1   S

   STATE-ZIP                            |  EMPLOYEE STATE ZIP KEY

       STATE-ADDRESS                    |  C       2         N        1   S

       ZIP-CODE-LOC                     |  C       5         N        1   S

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

                                        |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 

Note that you can press additional PF keys to see a TEXT display or a column display for any key or column.
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Creating Queries with Dataquery
In Datacom Dataquery, use three types of queries: to return data, to count, and to define a dialog. Review definitions,
formats, uses, and restrictions.

• Queries that return data as specified
• COUNT queries
• Dialogs

Definition

Your primary objective in using Dataquery is retrieving data. To do that, you construct different kinds of queries, execute
them, and look at the results. You can print the results, display them on your terminal screen, or export them to sequential
files for use by other products or programs. Unless you have someone create your queries for you, you must learn how to
construct a query.

Example

A query can be as simple or as sophisticated as needed. You can make a simple query that finds and displays customer
names and phone numbers:

SELECT NAME, PHONE

FROM CUSTOMER

Variations

Dataquery can do more than retrieve and display data. You can alter the preceding simple query to perform the following
tasks:

• Specify search criteria
• Retrieve data from two or more tables
• Present the results of mathematical calculation
• Sort the data
• Allow parts of it to be completed at execution
• Count the number of rows of specific data

Report Definition

You can define reports in two ways in Dataquery. In DQL Mode, the way you use keywords to write the query specifies
most of the format of the report. In SQL Mode, an online function allows you to specify a default report and to re-specify
the report with each execution.

Choose a Query-Creation Method

You do not have to know anything at all about SQL or DQL to create a query that accesses one or two tables. If you
prefer, you can have Dataquery create your queries for you.

All that you do is select GUIDE from the Main Menu and let Dataquery prompt you for information. The GUIDE function is
also an excellent way to learn the syntax.

You can easily write your own queries without the aid of the GUIDE function. Simply display the EDITOR panel and enter
the keywords. Use the following methods to write queries on the EDITOR:

Type
The query syntax

Select
Keywords from the statement template
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Enter
The DRAW command and a table name. The DRAW command automatically creates a basic query listing column
names from the named table.

For help with using the CREATE function the first time, see Creating a Query Using CREATE in SQL Mode.

Decision

The choice of whether to use GUIDE, type queries yourself (CREATE function), or use the DRAW command is mostly a
matter of preference. You will want to learn the CREATE function if you:

• want to retrieve data from more than two database tables at a time
• want to create a dialog
• have become experienced in using GUIDE

When you know the language, it is faster. If you do not want to learn the language or use GUIDE, you can still create a
query that prints everything in one table by using DRAW.

Whichever function you choose, you can use all of Dataquery's power to retrieve and manipulate data, whether you use
Dataquery every day or only occasionally.

Options

Whether you use GUIDE or CREATE to create queries, you can create tables from found data. The following sections
describe these capabilities.

Query Creation Summaries

The following sections provide samples of things that you can create with the Dataquery EDITOR.

SQL Query

SQL queries are made up of clauses which can be as simple or as complex as you want them to be. You can write
these clauses using the CREATE function. You can also enter specifications on the GUIDE panels and have Dataquery
construct the clauses and the query for you.

The following chart summarizes the SQL clauses in the order in which they are used in an SQL query or dialog.

Keyword Operand Explanation

SELECT selection-list Starts an SQL query or dialog. Specifies
the data to be retrieved. The items in
a selection list can be: column names,
mathematical functions, arithmetic
expressions, and literal constants.

FROM table-names Identifies the table or tables where data can
be found.

WHERE predicate Tests each row in the named tables. If the
result of the test is true, the row is selected.
A predicate can be a comparison or a
special search condition.

GROUP BY column-names Arranges data in groups. Normally used
when needed for applying functions (like
SUM) to groups of data.

HAVING predicate Used with GROUP BY to retrieve rows
whose groups meet the search condition.
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Keyword Operand Explanation

ORDER BY select-list-items Lists column names to specify the order in
which data is to be presented. Columns that
are listed must be in the SELECT clause.
Ascending order is the default but DESC
(descending) can be specified.

More SQL keywords can be used in Dataquery, but have specific uses not normally needed for a query.

If you are working in SQL Mode and you want to create a list of your Texas customers with a 2008 through 2010 shipped
order quantity equal to or greater than 10, your query might look like this.

Sample Query

  SELECT REP-ID, CUST-ID, TERMS, ORDER-TOTAL

  FROM CA-SLSHST-TBL, CA-ORDERS-TBL

  WHERE CUST-ID EQ CUST-NO

    AND SHIP-QTY GTE 10

    AND ORD-YR GTE 08

  ORDER BY REP-ID

The syntax is written to sort the results by sales representative, and include customer IDs, terms, and order amounts. The
query joins two tables and orders and reports data in columns from each table. The query also specifies selection criteria
for the rows to be read during its search for data.

Results - Sample Report from Two Tables

05/08/11                                                         PAGE  1

16:39:07                                                          DETAIL

  REP-ID  CUST-ID     TERMS            ORDER-TOTAL

  -------  -------     ---------------  -----------

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000931.72

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000353.50

  07585    I4790       NET30            0002710.61

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000076.00

  14830    H4130       NET30            0000181.78

  14830    H4130       NET30            0003595.75

  14830    H4130       NET30            0002258.10

  14830    H4130       NET30            0000190.65

  18365    M5750       NET30            0002032.10

You can do much more with a query, like setting up dialogs for other users.

DQL Query

DQL queries are made up of basic types of statements which can be as simple or as complex as you want them to be.
You can write these statements using the CREATE function. Or, you can enter specifications on the GUIDE panels and
have Dataquery construct the statements and the query for you.

The following information shows the basic tasks that a DQL query can perform.

FIND
Starts a query that produces a report, specifying tables to search. Can specify number of rows to find. Can
contain clauses that narrow the search and join more than one table.
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COUNT
Starts a query that produces a count of rows in a table. Can specify types of rows and join more than one table if
WITH and relationship clauses are added.

SET
Creates a report result for each detail row by combining existing columns mathematically, for example,
SET GROSS = SALES + COMMISSION.

SORT BY
Sorts rows found. Can specify grouping of rows found (control breaks).

PRINT
Requests columnar report format.

DISPLAY
Requests report format that displays one row per panel (or page). Can specify totaling and other numeric
functions.

Example

  FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-TBL

     WITH SHIP-QTY GTE 10

    RELATED BY CUST-ID VIA CUST-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-TBL

     WITH ORD-YR GTE 85

  SORT BY CAI-SLHST-TBL REP-ID

  PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-TBL

             REP-ID

             CUST-ID

        FROM CAI-ORDERS-TBL

             TERMS

             ORDER-TOTAL

The sample query joins two related tables by naming the keys that they have in common and tells Dataquery to print
columns from each table. The query also specifies selection criteria for the rows that it wants Dataquery to read during its
search for data.

Results

05/08/11                                                         PAGE  1

16:39:07                                                          DETAIL

  REP-ID  CUST-ID     TERMS            ORDER-TOTAL

  -------  -------     ---------------  -----------

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000931.72

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000353.50

  07585    I4790       NET30            0002710.61

  07585    I4790       NET30            0000076.00

  14830    H4130       NET30            0000181.78

  14830    H4130       NET30            0003595.75

  14830    H4130       NET30            0002258.10

  14830    H4130       NET30            0000190.65

  18365    M5750       NET30            0002032.10

SQL COUNT Query

If all you need is a count of something, use the COUNT(*) function of the SELECT clause. The COUNT(*) function lets
you tally the number of rows in the result table that is created by the query. Using COUNT (DISTINCT column-name)
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gives you the number of distinct values in a specific column. Dataquery executes the query and returns the results as
output. A simple query with a COUNT function looks like this:

 SELECT COUNT(*)

  FROM CA-SLSHST-TBL

A more complex query with a COUNT function looks like this:

 SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT ITM-ID)

  FROM INVENTORY

   WHERE ON-HAND > 50 AND UNIT-PRICE >= 100.00

By adding a WHERE clause, say you want to know how many different items are in inventory where the number on hand
exceeds 50 and the unit price is equal to or greater than $100.00.

Similar results can be obtained by using other functions in a SELECT clause. You can obtain total, average, minimum,
and maximum amounts.

DQL COUNT Query

The Dataquery COUNT function obtains its value from reading the index instead of from referencing the records in the
data area. If you have questions regarding the value that is returned from the COUNT or the validity of the index, you can
run a:

• DATASCAN
• RETIX
• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL

Performing one of these tasks, you can acquire a second opinion of what the actual count is based on the data records in
the data area. The following example shows a simple query with a COUNT statement.

 COUNT SALES-HISTORY

A complex query with a COUNT statement looks like this:

 COUNT SALES-HISTORY

  WITH REP-ID = G007

   AND ORD-AMT > 1000.00

  RELATED BY ORD-ID TO ORDERS-HISTORY

By adding a WITH clause and a RELATED BY clause, you say you want to know how many rows exist in the SALES table
and the ORDERS table where the salesperson G007 sold more than $1000.00.

Dialog

Your department frequently produces reports containing data from the same table. However, while you access the same
table, you want to sort the data differently each time and you do not always print the same types of data. You create a
dialog (which is a type of query) so that the person producing the report can change the sorting and printing instructions.
Review the following example of how it appears:

 SELECT 1?ITEM-NAME-------   2?ITM-ID--------

   3?SHIP-QTY--------    4?UNIT-PRICE--------

   FROM INVENTORY

  ORDER BY 5?ITM-ID--------

Because of the way you defined this dialog, people who execute it can sort by any column and print four columns of their
choice, or they can use the defaults that are shown in the dialog. You limited their choices of sorts and columns when you
defined the dialog, so you know that the reports are standardized. You also entered site-specific fill characters to allow for
entry.
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Restrictions on Names

When naming such things as queries, dialogs, terms, temporary results, or any Datacom item, do not use words from the
following categories:

• Dataquery commands
• Dataquery EDITOR commands
• DQL keywords
• SQL keywords
• Ignored words, such as rows, records, or from that are used in constructing queries and dialogs.

Because these words have special meanings to Dataquery or are ignored by Dataquery, failure to avoid them causes
problems when you execute any query in which they are contained.

Creating a Simple Query Using DRAW
You can create a simple query automatically, without knowing the keywords, understanding the process, or completing
any panels. All you need to know is the name of a table you want to access.

 In DQL Mode 

To create a query that lists all compound and simple fields
Type: DRAW table-name ALL

To create a query that does not list compound fields
Type: DRAW table-name

 In SQL Mode Only 

To create a query that selects all data
Type: DRAW table-name

To create a query that inserts data in all columns
Type: DRAW table-name INSERT

To create a query that deletes data from all columns
Type: DRAW table-name DELETE

To create a query that updates data in all columns
Type: DRAW table-name UPDATE

 Result 

When you press Enter after entering the command, Dataquery displays a simple query.

 Procedure 

The following procedure shows how to create a simple query with a SQL Mode SELECT clause and a FROM clause. The
procedure is the same in DQL Mode, producing a simple query with a FIND statement and a PRINT statement.

Step 1
Type DRAW table-name and press Enter.

Step 2
View the EDITOR panel containing the query. Following is an SQL Mode sample:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          ---------------                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT ORD-ID, CUST-ID, IND-CD, CUST-NO, ORD-DT, ORD-YR,

 02 ORD-MO, ORD-DAY, EXP-DT, EXP-YR, EXP-MO, EXP-DAY, DISC-PCT, STAT,

 03 SHIP-DT, SHIP-YR, SHIP-MO, SHIP-DAY, TERMS, INSTR, CUST-PO,

 04 SHIP-ID, ORDER-TOTAL, FRT-AMT, REP-ID, ACT-DT, ACT-YR, ACT-MO,

 05 ACT-DAY, ORD-AMT

 06 FROM  CAI-ORDERS-TBL;

 .. =========================== B O T T O M ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE    <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT <PF12> CREATE MODE

NOTE
 If you enter DRAW from the EDITOR panel, the new query is appended to the existing (active) query. From any
other panel, the new query becomes the active query.

Enter a name in the NAME field that begins with a letter and is one word long. Press <PF4> SAVE. See Step 7: Format
Report and Execute Query.

To make changes to the query, see Accessing the EDITOR.

Creating a Query Using GUIDE in SQL Mode
This tutorial provides step-by-step instructions for using the GUIDE function to create a query. You can use the tutorial to
gain confidence in using GUIDE to perform the following tasks:

• Solve a business problem
• Create a simple query
• Learn about SQL

Building a Query with GUIDE

Select GUIDEfrom the Main Menu to invoke the GUIDE function. We recommend selecting GUIDEif you:

• Are a new Dataquery user
• Only use Dataquery occasionally
• Want to have Dataquery build your queries
• Want to learn more about SQL

Guided Query Overview

The GUIDE function allows you to preselect the components of your query. Depending on your selections, it prompts you
through each step of building a simple or fairly complex query. You cannot leave out a required step. All that you do is
respond to each panel as it appears by making entries or skipping the panel where permitted.

Options

In addition to building a query by completing panels with the Guided Query Creation function, you can:

• Display database information about tables and columns
• Execute the query that you just created
• Learn SQL
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A special PF key is available at any point in building a query that displays the query Dataquery is creating. You can press
this key after completing any panel and see how a query keyword, like FROM, relates to a step you have completed.

With Guided Query, you respond to panels and create the same query you might create by writing SQL, with only a few
restrictions.

Restrictions

Guided Query should not be your choice if you want to:

• Select data from three or more database tables.
• Create a dialog (although you can edit a query that is created with Guide and make it a dialog).
• Apply search conditions in the form of arithmetic expressions.

When naming such things as queries, dialogs, tables, or any Datacom item, do not use words from the following
categories:

• Dataquery commands
• Dataquery EDITOR commands
• DQL words
• SQL words
• Ignored words, such as rows, records, or by that are used in constructing queries and dialogs in either SQL Mode or

DQL Mode.

Since these words have special meanings to Dataquery or are ignored by Dataquery, using them causes problems when
you execute any query that contains them.

Procedure

If you want your query to perform functions not available with the GUIDE option and you still want to use Guided Query,
you can. All that you do is create the basic query with GUIDE and add the extra functions by editing your query with the
Dataquery EDITOR. For example, you can edit the query that you create with Guided Query to make a dialog. You can
access the query through the Main Menu DIRECTORIES option or by using the EDIT command.

Operation Overview

There are several GUIDE panels, which are divided into groups according to which component of the query they produce.
On the first GUIDE panel, you choose the components for the query you want to build. This panel determines which GUIDE
panels are required to create the query.

If you are using all GUIDE features, Dataquery automatically displays the initial panel in each component group. Only a few
require entries, and with most panels, you can accept the default entries. If you complete an optional panel, subordinate
panels appear that may require entries.

As in any other Dataquery function, you can always press <PF2> RETURN to return to a previous task.

Press <PF2> when the first panel in a component group is displayed to return to:
First panel of previous component group

Press <PF2> when the subordinate panels are displayed to return to:
Previous panel

When you return to a previous panel, you can change the selections or leave them as they are. If you want to save all
previous selections, you must redisplay them on your terminal screen before going on to the next panel.

Planning the Query

This section provides information about planning a query, an overview of query creation steps, and an introduction to the
sample query created in the next section.
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Planning Overview

As discussed in Displaying Database Names and Structures, online aids are available to help you make decisions about
your query. However, before you start creating a query using Guided Query, the CREATE function, by editing an existing
query, or by using the DRAW command, you should already have a general idea about what you want.

Prerequisites

Before you begin creating a query, answer the following questions:

• What kind of data, in general, you want to report?
• Whether you want to see only certain rows (for instance, only the data for certain zip codes)?
• Whether you want to make calculations based on the existing data?

The following things are important to find out as you create your report:

• Which database tables contain the data that you need?
• Whether you must search more than one table to retrieve all the information you require?
• If you search more than one table, what data should be used to join the tables?

In addition to using the Dataquery online aids, you can also obtain a report from your Dataquery Administrator that lists
authorized database tables and column names, along with other pertinent information. We recommend that you ask your
Dataquery Administrator to give you some background information about the tables you are authorized to use before you
begin to use Dataquery.

Report Format Definition

The title, headings, and format of the query output and specifications for sorting, subtotals, and totals are decided by input
you provide during the initial execution of the query. You should be familiar with the format definition options available with
the execution panels as you plan your query. Getting a Report provides details about report format specifications.

Selecting GUIDE Panels

Select GUIDE from the Main Menu to create a query with the GUIDE function. Dataquery presents this panel so you can
preselect components for your query.

The tutorial in the following section shows you how to make selections from this panel and how to make a typical query
with GUIDE.

GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION (DQHV0)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHV0

 DATAQUERY:   GUIDED QUERY CREATION:  OPTION SELECTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 When you create a query with Guided Query, a basic query will be generated as

 the default.  You may override this default and customize your query by

 selecting one or more of the extended options listed below.

 To create a basic query that selects all rows from a single table, presenting

 the selected rows in a random sequence, press <PF4>.

 To select options to add to the basic query, place any character beside the

 options of your choice and press <PF4>.

    _  Specify the order in which the retrieved information will be presented

    _  Limit the output report size by specifying selection criteria
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    _  Create your own columns for the output report

    _  Retrieve and combine information from two tables

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4>  CONTINUE

With this panel, you can choose to display GUIDE panels that:

• Create the simplest possible query.
• Add one or more query components to the basic version.
• Display every GUIDE panel.

The next sections describe these three levels of GUIDE use.

The Simplest Query

To create a simple query with GUIDE, select GUIDE from the Main Menu and do not make a selection on the GUIDED
QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION panel. Simply press <PF4> CONTINUE.

The following list describes the query creation tasks that you complete for a simple query.

• Identify the new query.
• Select one table for data selection.
• Select columns for output.
• Specify the order of the columns and select mathematical functions (if any).

Dataquery creates a default report for you. If you choose not to use the defaults, you can format your own report at
execution time. See Getting a Report for details.

Add Individual Components to the Basic Query

You can choose to add one or more groups of panels to a basic query. The basic query only reads one table. You can
choose GUIDE panels that help you:

• Search two tables.
• Limit the search for data.
• Calculate data.
• Sort data for the report.

Use All GUIDE Panels

You can choose to display all GUIDE panels and create a complex query. During the display of the GUIDED QUERY
CREATION: OPTION SELECTION (DQHV0) panel, enter a character in every field. You are not required to make entries
on optional panels if you change your mind.
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Creating a Basic Query

The following chart shows the steps that are involved in creating a query with the GUIDE function on the Main Menu. It
provides an overview of the steps that are outlined in the next section.

Step Action Description

1 Invoke GUIDE. See Step 1: Invoke GUIDED QUERY
CREATION.

2 Preselect input panels. Mark the things that you want your query
to do. See Step 2: Decide Which Panels to
Use.

3 Identify the query. Give the query a name, status, and optional
description. For details, see Step 3: Identify
and Save the Query.

4 Complete the input panels as they appear. See the remainder of this tutorial for
procedures.

5 Execute the query. Complete the ONLINE EXECUTION panel.
Define the report that you want if you
choose to change the defaults defined by
GUIDE. Then execute the query. See the
remainder of this chapter for training. See
Getting a Report and Executing Online for
more details.

Creating a Sample Query

Use this section to gain a basic understanding of how the GUIDE function works. When you finish, you will understand how
to create a basic query with GUIDE and you will also know some fundamental facts about Dataquery.

This section presents a sample objective, the report that is required to accomplish the objective, and the GUIDE panels
that appear when a basic query is selected from the GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION (DQHV0) panel.
Along with a discussion of the procedures that are involved in creating a query with GUIDE, we present basic concepts
where they are relevant to the discussion of a panel.

You can follow the tutorial and create your own query. Simply choose a table on your database that has both character
and numeric data and follow the directions on the next pages (using the correct names for your data).

A Typical Business Need

Assume you are president of a new manufacturing company and you have been in business for only one month. You want
to know how many items have been shipped and how much you can expect to be paid for each group of items. You know
that your DP department has created a sales history table that lists the items that have been sold and shipped. You decide
to create a query to produce the information you need.

How to Meet the Need

The following list describes tasks to be completed to analyze and solve the sample business problem.

Define the need.
Create a query that produces a report containing this information:
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• The ID of each item shipped
• How many of each item have been shipped
• The price of each item
• The total expected income from each group of items

Visualize the report.
Determine how the report should look.

Identify tables.
Find out which tables contain the needed data.

Identify columns.
Find out which columns should be referenced to locate the data.

Decide
Whether an existing query or dialog can produce the report. If not, decide whether you want to copy and edit an
existing query (or dialog) or write your own. If you want to write your own, decide whether to use GUIDE, CREATE,
or DRAW.

Begin query creation.
Select GUIDEfrom the Main Menu.

Define report.
Access the ONLINE EXECUTION panel for the query created. Select <PF3> FORMAT REPORT and enter
specifications. Specifications are saved and become the defaults for the query when it is executed.

Sample Report

The following sample shows how you want to view the data:

07/20/11                                                       PAGE     1

18:23:59                                                       DETAIL

  ITM_ID        SHIP_QTY  UNIT_PRICE       EXPRESSION 01

  ----------  ----------  ----------  -------------------

  A10002              4       19.99             79.96000

  A20000              1      149.99            149.99000

  A30000              2       39.99             79.98000

  A40000              5        5.99             29.95000

  A60000              4       49.99            199.96000

  H10003            100       12.99           1299.00000

  H20005            200       17.99           3598.00000

  H30001            102       14.99           1528.98000

  H40000            900       15.99          14391.00000

Check the highlighted number of the report items against the following chart for a description of each item.

Report Item Description

ITM_ID You want to know which items have been shipped.

SHIP_QTY You want to know how many of each item have been shipped.

UNIT_PRICE You want to know the price of each item.
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Report Item Description

EXPRESSION 01 You want to create a result of the SHIP_QTY multiplied by the
UNIT_PRICE for each row to get the total invoice amount.
Dataquery automatically generates this kind of heading for
mathematical results. (If you want your reports to have more
descriptive column headings, you can specify headings during the
report definition phase of execution.)

Sample Procedure

This section explains the steps necessary to create a query with SQL Mode GUIDE.

Step 1 Invoke GUIDED QUERY CREATION>

There are two ways to start up the GUIDE function. The simplest and most common is to select it from the Main Menu. You
can also type GUIDE on the command line of any panel and then press Enter.

NOTE
If you exit GUIDED QUERY CREATION: (by completing all panels that are presented or by entering a command
on the command line), you cannot reenter GUIDE to continue to work on the query. You can, however, use the
EDITOR to display or edit it.

Step 2 Decide Which Panels to Use

This section describes the GUIDE options and explains how to choose them. It also shows you how to complete this step
as you resolve the sample business problem.

To Start

After you select GUIDEfrom the Main Menu, the following panel appears:

GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION (DQHV0)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHV0

 DATAQUERY:   GUIDED QUERY CREATION:  OPTION SELECTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 When you create a query with Guided Query, a basic query will be generated as

 the default.  You may override this default and customize your query by

 selecting one or more of the extended options listed below.

 To create a basic query that selects all rows from a single table, presenting

 the selected rows in a random sequence, press <PF4>.

 To select options to add to the basic query, place any character beside the

 options of your choice and press <PF4>.

    _  Specify the order in which the retrieved information will be presented

    _  Limit the output report size by specifying selection criteria

    _  Create your own columns for the output report

    _  Retrieve and combine information from two tables
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4>  CONTINUE

Facts

The following list describes what each selection lets you do.

Create a basic query...
Select one table and one or more columns to produce a report. Perform mathematical functions on one or more
columns, if needed.

Specify order....
Determine the sorting order for the report data.

Limit report size...
Define the criteria that the data must meet to be selected.

Create your own report columns...
Create data for the report that is a result of an arithmetic expression or that is a literal value.

Retrieve information from two tables...
Specify two tables for data selection and establish the conditions for joining them.

When you need to create queries that perform these functions, make the appropriate selections and use the  Dataquery
Reference Guide to look up the required entries for each panel that appears.

Action

To make selections for the sample, enter an X in the fields for selecting panels that allow you to specify the order of the
report data and to create your own report columns. Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

Select any or all of the available options.

Step 3 Identify and Save the Query

This section describes how to complete the QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel and shows you how to complete it for the
sample business problem.

To Start

After you select options for the query, Dataquery presents the following panel.

Query Identification (DQHI0)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   _______________

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE

 ENTER A DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW QUERY
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   ==> ____________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Facts

The following list presents some information that is required to complete the Query Identification panel for the sample
query.

Enter a unique name...
A query name must be unique within its assigned library and must be one word of 1 to 15 alphabetic characters,
numbers, underscores, or special characters. The first character must be a letter.

Select the accessibility...
The selections are PUBLIC or PRIVATE. You can update and delete queries that are saved in your private library.
If you assign a query to the public library, others can use it, and you cannot change or delete it unless your site
permits. Contact your Dataquery Administrator for procedures at your site.

Enter a description...
A description is recommended but not required. A description should tell the query's purpose and note anything
that makes it unique. The description cannot exceed 60 characters.

<PF4> CONTINUE
Once you press <PF4> CONTINUE on the QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel, the query is saved and resides in the
library you specified on the panel. Thereafter, each time you press <PF4> CONTINUE during display of a panel,
the query is updated.

Action

The following chart shows how to complete this panel so that it identifies the sample query:

Field Enter Reason

Name SQLGUIDE Shows that this is an SQL query that is
created with the GUIDE function.

Accessibility level PRIVATE Since this is a practice query, it may not be
needed by others. Its library assignment
can always be changed using the EDITOR
panel.

Description CAI_SLSHST_TBL
table, all rows,
sorted by ITM_ID

Describes the table the query accesses,
whether selection criteria are applied (they
are not), and says that the output is sorted.
During the directory display, you can see
right away whether the query meets your
need.

With all fields complete, press <PF4> CONTINUE to save the query identification and library assignment and to go on to
the next panel.

Options
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The following list describes other things that you could do with this panel.

Use a different name
You can create a query name that is up to 15 characters long. You can use numbers and hyphens anywhere after
the first character.

Omit a description
If a description is unimportant to you, you can leave it off. You can always add a description later using the
EDITOR panel.

Step 4 Select a Table

This section tells how to choose a table to be searched by the query.

After you give the query a name, library, and description, and press <PF4> CONTINUE, Dataquery displays this panel:

Primary Table Selection (DQM20)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM20

 DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION              QUERY NAME:  SQLGUIDE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT ONE TABLE FROM WHICH YOU WANT INFORMATION BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO THE DESIRED TABLE NAME.  START WITH ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|   TABLE NAME                            |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    _  | ADDRESS                                 

    _  | CAI_ACCTS_TBL                           | ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS

    _  | CAI_CUST_TBL                            | CUSTOMERS RECORD

    _  | CAI_DETAIL_TBL                          | DETAILS RECORD

    _  | CAI_ITEMS_TBL                           | ITEMS RECORD

    _  | CAI_ORD_NO_TBL                          | ORDER NUMBERS RECORD

    _  | CAI_ORDERS_TBL                          | ORDERS RECORD

    _  | CAI_RCPTS_TBL                           | ORDER ENTRY DEMO RECEIPTS

    _  | CAI_SHIPTO_TBL                          | SHIP_TO RECORD

    X  | CAI_SLSHST_TBL                          | ORDER ENTRY DEMO SALES_HIST R

    _  | CAIDEMO_DEM_PNC                         | CAI SAMPLE PART COST TABLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list presents some facts about table selection that are needed to create the sample query.

Primary Table
The primary table is the one Dataquery reads first in its search for data. If rows from another table are to be joined
to rows selected from the primary table, that table is referred to as the secondary table.

Table Name
This column lists all tables for your current authorization ID. These are the tables that you can access, unless a
table name is a reserved word.

Table Description
Basic information about listed tables.

Steps
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Refer to the following steps to select a table for the sample query.

Step 1
Decide which table contains the data that is needed for the report.

Step 2
Use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field in front of CAI_SLSHST_TBL and enter an X.

Step 3
Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

The following list describes additional panels that you might display during table selection.

Display Text
Move the cursor to the SELECTfield next to a table name and press <PF3>. If a text description exists for a table,
it can contain any information the person responsible for it considers pertinent.

Display Table
Move the cursor to a SELECT field next to a table name and press <PF5> to see a panel listing the column
names and descriptions for that table.

Extended Definition
The Display Table panel that appears when you press <PF5> allows you to press another PF key to see basic
information about how the columns are defined. You can use this information to deduce what kind of data each
column should contain.

Additional Information

The following item provides additional information that you might want to know about selecting tables.

FROM clause
Selecting a table with GUIDE allows Dataquery to build the FROM clause portion of the query for you. See Edit FROM
Clause for additional FROM clause details.

Decision-making tips
Decision-making aids can include:

• Reading the table description.
• Using the online aids that are described in Displaying Database Names and Structures.
• Obtaining information from the Dataquery Administrator.
• Looking at a portion of the data in a table you want to know about. Use the DRAW command to write a query

that reports on all columns and then execute that query to see the data.

Step 5 Select Columns

This section tells how to select columns for the sample query.

After you select a table and press <PF4> CONTINUE, you see this panel:

Output Row: Column Selection (DQIG0)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIG0

 DATAQUERY: OUTPUT ROW: COLUMN SELECTION         QUERY NAME:   SQLGUIDE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT COLUMNS TO BE INCLUDED IN THE OUTPUT ROW BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER NEXT

 TO THE DESIRED NAMES.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 SELECT|TABLE/COLUMN NAME                       |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI_SLSHST_TBL                         |

    _  |   ORD_ID                               |

    _  |   ITM_ID                               |

    _  |   ORD_DT                               |

    _  |   ORD_YR                               |

    _  |   ORD_MO                               |

    _  |   ORD_DAY                              |

    _  |   ORD_QTY                              |

    _  |   SHIP_QTY                             |

    _  |   UNIT_PRICE                           |

    _  |   DISC_PCT                             |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list presents the facts that are needed to select columns for the sample query.

Output row
Query execution creates a result table that is made up of rows of found data.

Result of column selection
Your report consists of the data that Dataquery finds in each column that you select on this panel.

Steps

The following steps are required for selecting output columns in creating the sample query.

Step 1
Decide which column should contain the data that is needed for the report.

Step 2
Type an X in the fields preceding ITM_ID, SHIP_QTY, and UNIT_PRICE.

Step 3
Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

The following list describes other things that you could do during the display of this panel.

Extend Column
Press <PF5> to see a panel with the definitions for each column in the table.

Display Query
Press <PF6> to see the query as it looks before column selection.

Select more or fewer columns
You can select as many columns as you like, as long as you select at least one.

Additional Information

The following list provides additional information that you might want to read about selecting tables.

SELECT clause
The portion of a query that lists the database columns that contain data that is wanted in the output. (SELECT
clauses can perform several functions. For more information, see 1.)
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Decision-making tips
Decision-making aids can include:

• Reading the column description.
• Using the online aids that are described in Displaying Database Names and Structures.
• Obtaining information from the Dataquery Administrator.
• Looking at a portion of the data in a table you want to know about. You can use the DRAW command to write a

query that reports on all columns and then execute that query.

Step 6 Select Columns for a Result Expression

This section tells how to select column names to include in an expression whose results appear in the output of the
sample query.

After you select output columns and press <PF4> CONTINUE, Dataquery presents the following panel. It is the first of a
series of panels that help you set up your own output columns to contain the results of expressions.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIA0

 DATAQUERY: DEFINE EXPRESSION: SELECT COLUMNS     QUERY NAME: SQLGUIDE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT ANY COLUMNS YOU WISH TO USE IN CALCULATING THE VALUE OF:

 EXPRESSION  01.

 PLACE ANY CHARACTER NEXT TO THE DESIRED COLUMN NAMES.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI_SLSHST_TBL                       |

   _   |   ORD_ID                             |

   _   |   ORD_QTY                            |

   _   |   SHIP_QTY                           |

   _   |   UNIT_PRICE                         |

   _   |   DISC_PCT                           |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list answers questions about selecting columns as part of an expression whose results are to be part of the
sample query output.

Why does this panel appear?
You selected Create your own columns on the GUIDED QUERY CREATION OPTION SELECTION panel.

What does a result have to do with creating my own report columns?
To create your own data for the report, you must define an arithmetic expression or a literal value. The result is a
value that appears on each output row in the output table. The expression is included in the SELECT clause.

What does an expression look like?
Example 1: (SALARY + BONUS) * .10
Example 2: 'RETIRED'
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What do database columns have to do with creating my own columns?
Your query contains an expression that results in a value that can be handled by Dataquery as though it were a
value in a column. The expression can contain the names of columns in the table you select, so you get a chance
to select those columns.

What happens to the columns I select?
Dataquery offers two panels for each expression needed. On this one, you select column names. To these
names, Dataquery assigns numbers to represent them in the expression. On the second panel, you write the
expression using the numbers to save space. (You also get a chance to do another expression.)

Steps

Use the following steps to select columns for the sample query expression.

Step 1
Determine what type of result that you need to get.

Step 2
Determine the names of the columns that contain data you want used to create the values of one expression.

Step 3
Type an X in the fields preceding SHIP_QTY and UNIT_PRICE.

Step 4
Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

The following list describes some other things that you can do during this step.

Extend Column
Display a new panel that provides background information about any column that is selected by positioning the
cursor on it and pressing <PF5>.

Display Query
See how the query looks so far by pressing <PF6>. At this point, no columns or expressions follow the SELECT
keyword. The SELECT clause is not complete until all GUIDE panels relating to it are completed.

Select more or fewer columns
Select as many columns as you need to include in an expression.

Select no columns
Dataquery displays the panel for writing an expression whether or not you select columns for it.

Additional Information

The following answers some other questions that you might have about expressions that create your own columns on the
report output.

Will I encounter the expression as I use other GUIDE panels?
Yes. Any panels listing SELECT columns also list expressions by their names. The first expression that you write
receives the name EXPRESSION 01, and so on.

How do I recognize a result when it appears on reports?
The column heading is an automatically assigned expression name (like Expression 01) unless you assign a
different name in the report format definition during execution.

Step 7 Write an Expression that Creates Columns

This section tells how to produce the result values in the sample business report.

After you select columns whose names you want to use in creating a result, press <PF4> CONTINUE. Dataquery displays
the following panel so you can write the expression that produces output columns.
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Define Expression: Write Statement (DQIB0)

 =>

  Enter definition for Expression 01.  Press <PF1> for help.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIB0

 DATAQUERY: DEFINE EXPRESSION: WRITE STATEMENT      QUERY NAME: _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Write an arithmetic expression to be used in calculating the value of an

 output column.  Use the column numbers, F01, F02, etc., numeric literals,

 or a combination of both and arithmetic operators.

 The default expression appears below. You may type over it to change it.

 => F01 + F02__________________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NUMBER|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI_SLSHST_TBL                       |

   F01 |   SHIP_QTY                           |

   F02 |   UNIT_PRICE                         |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NEW COLUMN  <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list describes the facts that are needed to write the expression for the sample query.

Why does this panel appear?
Selecting Create your own columns on the GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION panel
(DQHV0) lets you define an expression that produces results for the output. In the previous step, column names
were selected for use in the expression. This is the panel for writing that expression.

Default Expression
Dataquery writes a default expression by adding assigned numbers together in a series. You can write over all or
part of the default to change it.

F01
Dataquery assigns numbers for each column that you select to be included in the expression. The numbers are
the letter F followed by a number. The numbers are listed on the panel.

Length of expression
Your expression cannot exceed the length of the line containing the default expression.

Steps

The following steps are required to complete the expression for the sample query.

Step 1
Move the cursor to the + between F01 and F02 and type an asterisk over it so that the expression reads F01 *
F02. The expression tells Dataquery to multiply the data in SHIP_QTY (F01) on each output row by the data in
UNIT_PRICE (F02) on the same row to get a new value for that row. The new value is included in the report to
show the total price of each item listed on the report.
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Step 2
Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

Use another column name
Type the name of any column that fits on the line following the => entry field. You are not limited to only previously
selected columns. However, if you misspell the name, Dataquery does not check it here.

Write any valid portion of a SELECT clause in the field
You could enter a comma-separated statement in the => entry field. You could also enter a column function.
Column functions are discussed in Step 8: Specify Column Order (and Functions).
An example of a valid entry of this type is:
'Average Salary is: $', AVG(SALARY)

Add more columns with shorthand labels
You can use <PF2> RETURN to redisplay the panel for selecting expression columns and reselect columns.

To create a second result
Press <PF3> NEW COLUMN to display the panel for selecting columns to create another report column.

Additional Facts

The following list answers some other questions that you might have about expressions.

How do I get numeric results?
Either write out a number that is to appear on all output rows, or write out an arithmetic expression that produces
numeric results.

What should I know about numeric expressions?
The arithmetic expression can be made up of the names of numeric columns, arithmetic operators, parentheses,
and numbers. Expressions may be simple or complex, using arithmetic operators (+ - / * =) and parentheses.

What is a nested expression?
Use parentheses to clarify which operations are to be performed first in a complex calculation (up to five levels of
nested expressions).
Here is an example:
(SALARY + (SALARY * .10)) * .10
Notice that one set of parentheses is inside another one.

What is a complex expression?
Here is one:
(F01 * 3.3) + (F02/F05)/(F03 + F04)
Notice that the expression consists of a combination of several simple expressions.

How do I get a literal value as the result?
Write a character string and enclose it in apostrophes.

Can I perform other kinds of calculations with Guide?
Yes. You can perform calculations on individual columns. For instance, you could calculate an average of the
values in the UNIT_PRICE column by applying the AVG function to UNIT_PRICE. See Step 8: Specify Column
Order (and Functions).

Step 8 Specify Column Order (and Functions)

This section tells how to specify column order for the sample report produced by the sample query.

After you specify the output for your report (columns and result expressions), Dataquery displays this panel:

Output Row: Definition (DQII0)

 =>
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  PRESS <PF1> FOR HELP WITH DEFINING THE OUTPUT ROW

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQII0

 DATAQUERY: OUTPUT ROW: DEFINITION             QUERY NAME:    SQLGUIDE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SPECIFY THE ORDER IN WHICH THE COLUMNS ARE TO APPEAR IN THE OUTPUT ROW BY

 INSERTING AN ORDER NUMBER BELOW.  COLUMN FUNCTIONS MAY BE SELECTED BY PLACING

 ANY CHARACTER IN THE CORRESPONDING COLUMNS.  COUNT OUTPUT ROWS? _ YES X NO

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                         |     |     |     |     | COUNT

 NUMBER|  COLUMN NAME                        | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | DISTINCT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |CAI_SLSHST_TBL                       |     |     |     |     |

  01   | ITM_ID                              |     |     |     |     |

  02   | SHIP_QTY                            |     |     |     |     |

  03   | UNIT_PRICE                          |     |     |     |     |

       |USER-DEFINED EXPRESSION              |     |     |     |     |

  04   | EXPRESSION   01                     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                     |     |     |     |     |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list explains the facts that are needed to complete this panel for the sample query.

ORDER NUMBER
GUIDE assigns a default order on the report for output columns and results. You can change the order.

Steps

The following steps are required to complete the Output Row: Order column for the sample query.

Step 1
Decide whether the default order numbers show the way that you want your report columns arranged.

Step 2
Accept the default by pressing <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

Change the column order
Type over the numbers shown.

Apply column functions
Calculate results by performing mathematical functions on any or all numeric data.

Count rows in the output
Select Yes for COUNT OUTPUT ROWS?

Additional Facts

The following provides additional information about the OUTPUT ROW: DEFINITION panel (DQII0)

Why does this panel have columns headed with the names of mathematical functions?
You can also use this panel to apply column functions to any numeric column or result.

What happens when I select one of the functions?
This list shows the results of applying each function:
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AVG
Returns the average value of a column.

MAX
Returns the highest value of a column.

MIN
Returns the lowest value of a column.

SUM
Returns the sum of all values in a column.

COUNT DISTINCT
If the query finds duplicate rows and you only need one of them in your result table, mark this function for
columns.

Can I apply functions to some columns and not to others?
Yes. The result of applying column functions means that the report output consists of column result rows and
does not contain detail rows. Thus, if you assign functions to some columns and not to others, those columns
become the control breaks for the values that are produced.
You must decide the grouping priority for the unassigned columns. You do that on a new panel that appears for
grouping. The grouping priority panel appears only if more than one column is unassigned, because if there is
only one, no priority decision needs to be made.

How can I get detail rows in my output and also apply column functions?
You can omit column functions in the query definition and apply them later during report definition. The query
output must be sorted on the panel that is discussed in Step 9: Specify Presentation Order.

Step 9 Specify Presentation Order

This section tells how to specify the order of columns in the sample business report.

After you complete selection and calculation specifications for the sample query, Dataquery presents the panel that is
shown following:

Ordering Rows: Priority (DQIE0)

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIE0

 DATAQUERY: ORDERING ROWS: PRIORITY            QUERY NAME:    SQLGUIDE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DETERMINE THE ORDER IN WHICH YOUR OUTPUT ROWS WILL BE RETURNED TO YOU BY

 ENTERING 1, 2, ETC. AS A PRIORITY NUMBER NEXT TO ANY COLUMN YOU WISH TO USE

 IN DETERMINING OUTPUT SEQUENCE.  SEQUENCE ASCENDING OR SEQUENCE DESCENDING

 MAY BE SELECTED BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER UNDER THE SEQUENCE ABBREVIATION.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 PRIORITY|TABLE NAME/                        |SEQUENCE|

 NUMBER  | COLUMN NAME                       |ASC/DESC| DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

         |CAI_SLSHST_TBL                     |        |

   __    | ITM_ID                            | X   _  |

   __    | SHIP_QTY                          | _   _  |

   __    | UNIT_PRICE                        | _   _  |

         |USER-DEFINED EXPRESSION            |        |

   __    | EXPRESSION   01                   | _   _  |

         |                                   |        |

         |                                   |        |
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 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Facts

The following list explains the facts that you need to finish creating the sample query.

Why does this panel appear?
Selecting Specify sequence... on the GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION panel (DQHV0) means
you want to sort the output. This panel lets you specify sorting order.

Priority
With GUIDE, you can specify how you want the output data that is sorted on the report. The priority column lets
you number the columns from major to minor sorts. You can sort on any number of columns.

Ascending (ASC)
You can sort from lowest to highest on any sort column.

Column Name
All columns results that are selected for the output row are listed here so you can specify which one contains data
to sort by. You can sort on a result column just as you can with column data.

Steps

The following steps are required to complete the ORDERING ROWS: PRIORITY (DQIE0) panel for the sample query.

Step 1
Decide how the report should be arranged.

Step 2
Mark an X in the field next to ITM_ID.

Step 3
Mark an X in the ASC field following ITM_ID.

Step 4
Press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Options

Sort on additional columns
Within each group of ITM_IDs created by sorting the data by ITM-ID, you could also sort according to any other
column.

Do not sort at all
You can skip this panel.

Sort on a different column
If you wanted to sort the report data according to total price, from the highest to the lowest, you could select
Expression 01 and mark DESC.

Additional Information

The following list provides additional information about the ORDERING ROWS: PRIORITY panel (DQIE0).

Descending (DESC)
You can sort from highest to lowest on any sort column.

Description
This column shows any Datacom Datadictionary description that is assigned to a column.
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Control Breaks
Selecting columns for sorting on this panel means that you can use the selected columns as control breaks or
page breaks for the report. Selecting them causes panels to appear during the report definition phase of execution
that list those columns and allow you to designate control breaks or page breaks.

Step 10 View Query and Execute

When you complete the last of the GUIDE panels, Dataquery presents the query that it constructed according to your panel
entries. The following example shows how the query appears:

Guided Query Display (DQIN0)

 =>

 QUERY CREATION COMPLETED

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIN0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TO EXECUTE THIS QUERY ONLINE, PRESS <PF3>.  TO SUBMIT THIS QUERY FOR BATCH

 EXECUTION, PRESS <PF5>.   TO EXIT GUIDED QUERY AND RETURN TO THE MAIN MENU,

 PRESS <PF4>.  TO CONTINUE QUERY CREATION USING GUIDED QUERY, PRESS <PF6>.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 01 SELECT ITM_ID, SHIP_QTY, UNIT_PRICE,

 02         SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 03 FROM  CAI_SLSHST_TBL

 04 ORDER BY ITM_ID

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  EXEC QUERY  <PF4>  MAIN MENU

 <PF5> SUBMIT QUERY  <PF6> NEW QUERY   <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Facts

The following chart explains how each line of the new query relates to the panels completed during operation of GUIDED
QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION

Line Keyword Panels and

01/02 SELECT This clause tells which columns and results
are to appear in the output row and the
order in which they should appear.

03 FROM This clause tells which table contains the
data.

04 ORDER BY This clause tells the sorting order for the
report data.

Steps

Refer to the following steps for executing the newly created sample query.
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Step 1
Press <PF3> EXECUTE to display the execution panel.

Step 2
Press <PF3> EXECUTE on the execution panel.

Options

Define report defaults
During display of the ONLINE EXECUTION panel, you can display other panels to define the report format. See
Getting a Report for details.

Submit the query
You can submit the query for batch execution. See Executing in Batch for details.

Edit the query
Type EDIT * on the command line to view the query on the EDITOR panel. You can then change it, make a
business chart from the data it produces, or turn it into a dialog. See EDIT - Display a Member if you want to know
more about editing the query.

Start another query
Start up GUIDE again to make a new query by pressing <PF6> NEW QUERY.

Change the query in GUIDE
Press <PF2> RETURN to return to one or more of this query's definition panels and make changes. Remember
that when you return to a panel and then go forward again using <PF4> CONTINUE, you must redisplay every
selection to retain it.

Delete the query
Display a directory and use <PF6> DELETE to delete the query. See Selecting a Directory for details.

View Report

The following example shows how output from the sample query looks on the terminal screen when an execution is
complete. No format definition has been done.

Query Output Panel

07/20/00                                                             PAGE     1

18:23:59                                                             DETAIL

  ITEM          QUANTITY       UNIT

   ID           SHIPPED        PRICE       EXPRESSION 01

  ----------  ----------  ----------  -------------------

  A10002              4       19.99     0000000079.96000

  A20000              1      149.99     0000000149.99000

  A30000              2       39.99     0000000079.98000

  A40000              5        5.99     0000000029.95000

  A60000              4       49.99     0000000199.96000

  H10003            100       12.99     0000001299.00000

  H20005            200       17.99     0000003598.00000

  H30001            102       14.99     0000001528.98000

  H40000            900       15.99     0000014391.00000

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY  <PF4>  DETAIL
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 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT         <PF12> RIGHT

Facts

The following list explains the facts that you need to understand the output of the sample query.

Column headings
Since no report format was defined, Dataquery's first choice for column headings of database columns is always
the Datacom Datadictionary alternate heading. Also, Dataquery uses the automatically assigned Expression 01
for the result column heading. All of these headings can be overridden in the report format definition.

Leading zeros
Since leading zeros appear in the numeric columns in the database, they also appear here. They can be
eliminated by selecting a different edit pattern on a panel in the report format definition.

Options

Define a report format
Display the execution panel and make entries on the report format definition panels that you can access.

View statistics
Press <PF6> STATS to see a display of execution statistics for this query. See Viewing Query Statistics for
information.

Additional Information

The following item provides additional information that you might want to know about the output display of the sample
query.

TOTALS
Since no report definition was defined, totals are not available for these columns.

Creating a Query Using CREATE in SQL Mode
SQL is a comprehensive way to query your database. Use these sections to gain confidence in using:

• The Dataquery EDITOR
• The SQL template
• Basic SQL key words in a simple query
• Dataquery to solve a business problem

NOTE
If you like, you can follow the next lessons by using your own data and the correct names for your own
database.

Prerequisites

Familiarity with the database concepts and terminology discussed in Understanding the Terminology is suggested prior to
reading these sections for the first time.

Content

The following sections present the concepts for building a basic query using the Dataquery EDITOR. Included in them are:

• A brief overview of the EDITOR panel
• Advice on planning a query
• An example of a typical business situation and a sample query that meets the need
• A tutorial on creating the sample query
• Information about defining a default report format for use whenever the query is executed
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On Your Own

These sections provide enough information for you to start creating your own SQL queries on the EDITOR. They also
provide introductions to some advanced SQL query capabilities and to defining the format of the query output.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Planning the Query

You can chose among several methods to create a new query. You can use Guided or the Dataquery EDITOR available
with CREATE function. And, you can access the EDITOR in any of the ways discussed in Accessing the EDITOR. Before
you do any of these things, however, you should have a general idea about what you want to accomplish before you
begin.

Prerequisites

Before creating a query, you should know the following:

• What data to report.
• The authorization IDs for the tables to be searched if the tables are not identified by your authorization ID.
• Whether to select only certain rows of data (for instance, only the data for certain zip codes).

You need to decide the following:

• Which database tables contain the data that you want.
• Whether to search more than one table.
• Which columns can be used to join tables. (See Understanding the Terminology for more information about the

concept of joining tables.)

You should be familiar with the format definition options available with the execution panels as you plan your
query. Getting a Report provides details about report format specifications, which include control breaks, subtotals, and
totals.

Resources

Dataquery can provide online information about tables and columns for the SQL authorization ID shown on your USER
PROFILE panel. (For details, see Managing Dataquery User Profile.) The Dataquery Administrator can obtain a Datacom
Datadictionary report that lists table and column names, along with other pertinent information.

Limitations

In writing a query or dialog, there are specific limitations to what you can do. You should not:

• Use words whose meanings might be misunderstood by Dataquery.
• Exceed the site-specific line limit of the EDITOR panel. (Line limits are dependent on certain installation parameters.

See your Dataquery Administrator for site limits.)
• Join more than ten database tables or result tables.

Basic Query Creation Procedure

The following chart shows the steps involved in creating a query with the CREATE function on the Main Menu. It provides
an overview of the steps outlined in the next section. As you gain experience, you might decide to vary the order of some
steps.

Step Action Description
1 Invoke the

EDITOR
See Accessing the EDITOR.
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2 Identify query Complete the fields at the top of the panel
with a query name, type, status, and
description. See Step 2: Identify the Query
and be sure to see Restrictions on Names
for important restrictions on names.

3 Use template
panel

Display the SQL template and select
clauses needed for the query to create a
customized template. See Step 3: Use the
SQL Template for details.

4 Edit the query template you
create

Use line commands and keyboard keys
to alter template clauses as you create
the query. See 1 through Edit ORDER BY
Clause for details.

5 Validate Have Dataquery check the query syntax,
table names, and column names for
accuracy. See Steps 5 and 6: Validate and
Save the Query for details.

6 Save the query Save the query with the name shown
so that it can be used again later. (You
can also change it later and update your
changes, if it becomes necessary.)

7 Execute the
query

Complete the ONLINE EXECUTION Panel
and define the report you want if you do
not want to use the defaults. Then execute
the query. See Step 7: Format Report and
Execute Query for more information.

Writing a Sample SQL Query

Use this section to gain a basic understanding of how the CREATE function works. When you finish, you will understand
how to create a basic query with the EDITOR and you will also know some basic facts about Dataquery.

This section provides an overview of the procedure involved in creating a planned query. The tutorial presents basic
query-building concepts, an introduction to SQL, and lists additional concepts and functions.

You can follow the tutorial and create your own query. Simply choose a table on your database that has both character
and numeric data and follow the directions on the following pages (using the correct names for your data).

A Typical Business Need

Assume you are a sales manager and you want to increase orders from existing customers. You are considering the
idea of offering price discounts on orders that exceed $1,000.00. You want to know how many orders of that kind were
placed in 2010. With that information, you can estimate what the cost will be to the company. You also want to know which
salespersons have received those orders. You want to meet with them to discuss the idea.

Meeting the Need

The following describes the general phases of resolving the preceding business problem.

Define the need
Create a query that produces a report containing this information:

• Which customers placed orders greater than $1000 in 1987?
• Which salespersons should attend the meeting?
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Visualize the report
Determine how the report should look.

Identify tables
Find out which tables contain the needed data.

Identify columns
Find out which columns should be referenced to locate the data.

Decide
Determine whether an existing query or dialog can produce the report. If not, decide whether you want to copy
and edit an existing query (or dialog) or write your own. If you want to write your own, decide whether to use
GUIDE, CREATE or DRAW. If the existing query was authored by you, you can update it. Make sure to make
appropriate changes to the report format.

Begin query creation
Select CREATE from the Main Menu.

Define report
Access the ONLINE EXECUTION panel for the query created. Select <PF3> FORMAT REPORT and enter the
printing specifications. These printing specifications are saved and become the defaults for the query whenever it
is executed.

Visualizing the Report

Following is a sample of how you want your report to look:

=>

06/21/11

15:25:00

  REP_ID    ORD_AMT  NAME

  --------  -------  ------------------------------

  34222     1021.89  DRISCOLL CO.

  34222     1919.11  DRISCOLL CO.

  34222     2001.95  FOX AND SON APPLIANCES

  34222     2112.00  INGERSOLL DIE CO.

  35111     1311.00  ABERNATHY PLUMBING

  35111     1578.90  WILSON TOOLS CO

  44123     1477.00  AUSTIN TOOLS CO

  44123     1230.00  MAXWELL TOOLS CO

  44222     7329.34  BENTLEY MANUFACTURING

  44222     1778.00  FARBER TOOL AND DIE

 

Understanding the Report

Compare the numbered items on the sample report for a description of each item you want to know about.

Report Item Your Query Should
REP_ID Sort the qualifying data found by the salesperson ID and print that

ID as the first column in the report.
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ORD_AMT Sort the qualifying data for each salesperson by order amount.
Print the qualifying order amounts in the second column of the
report.

NAME Print the customer name for each order in the third column of the
report.

Creating the Sample Query

The next section describes creation of the query that produces the sample objective report. Following is an example of
how the query looks on the Editor panel:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE: ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SQLBASIC                          TYPE: SQL     STATUS: PUBLIC

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT  REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID

 04       AND GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.ORD_AMT >= 01000.00

 05 ORDER BY REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12>PROCESS MODE

The following chart provides a brief description of the four basic SQL clauses.

Clause Type and Keyword Predicate Description
SELECT Column names Names columns containing data wanted

on the report. Specifies order of output
columns.

FROM Table names Specifies the names of tables where the
columns named in the SELECT clause are
found.

WHERE Search condition Specifies criteria that data must meet to be
used for joining tables or selecting rows.

ORDER BY Column names Specifies sorting order for data as it
appears on the report.

Dataquery permits the use of a number of SQL keywords:
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• ALTER
• COMMENT
• CREATE INDEX
• CREATE SYNONYM
• CREATE TABLE
• CREATE VIEW
• DELETE
• DROP SYNONYM
• DROP TABLE
• DROP VIEW
• GRANT
• INSERT
• REVOKE
• SELECT
• UPDATE

Define Report

The report needed for this example is the default report produced by Dataquery and no additional formatting is needed. If
the solution to the business need required subtotals, control breaks, or mathematical functions, those specifications could
be made during execution. See Step 2: Define a Report in SQL Mode for details.

Step 1 Display the EDITOR Panel

This section describes how to display the EDITOR panel.

Select CREATE from the Main Menu to display the Dataquery EDITOR.

Options

You could alter an existing query rather than beginning with a blank EDITOR panel. To display the query, enter the EDIT
command followed by a query name on the command line. Changing the entry in the NAME field makes it a new query
created by you. You can then alter any portion of the query and save it as your own.

You could also enter the DRAW command and a table name on the command line, press Enter, and see a display of the
EDITOR panel containing a simple query with a SELECT clause listing all column names and a FROM clause with the
table name. You could then edit the basic query. See Choosing a Query-Creation Method for details.

Step 2 Identify the Query

This section describes how to give the query a name, library status, and description.

After you select CREATE from the Main Menu, you see the following EDITOR panel (DQD10).

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: ______  STATUS: _______

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..
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 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Facts

You are not required to name a query until you save it. However, if you want to validate or execute it, you must give it a
type. You might as well identify the query as your first step.

These are the things you should know about identifying a query:

NAME:
A query name must be unique within its assigned library and must be one word of 1 to 15 alphabetic characters,
numbers, underscores, or special characters. Be sure to see Restrictions on Names for important restrictions on
names.

TYPE:
Valid entries are QUERY or DIALOG. A dialog allows users to substitute variables in a query. For information
about using the Dataquery EDITOR to create dialogs, see .

STATUS:
Valid entries are PRIVATE and PUBLIC. You can update and delete queries saved in your private library. If you
assign a query to the public library, you cannot change or delete it once the query has been saved unless your
site allows the author of a public query to change it. Contact your Dataquery Administrator for more information.

NOTE
If you chose to update a query you own, you may also need to update the report format. Some changes
cause an error message to appear warning that the format does not match the query. Others, such
as adding new columns or new ORDER BY statements, would not affect the report format verification
process and therefore would not cause a message to appear. For information about changing the
default report format when you change a query, see Modify an SQL Report Format.

DESCRIPTION:
A description should tell the query's purpose and note anything that makes it unique. It cannot exceed 60
characters in length.

Entries

Use the Tab key to move the cursor to each field in turn: NAME, TYPE, STATUS, and DESCRIPTION. The following chart
shows the appropriate entries for the sample query.

Field Entry Explanation
NAME SQLSAMPLE01 The name indicates that it is an SQL query

and that it is the first sample query created.
TYPE QUERY Self-explanatory.
STATUS PUBLIC The query should be available to other

users.
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DESCRIPTION SAMPLE BASIC QUERY Describes the query's purpose when its
name is listed on a directory.

How it Looks Now

The following illustration shows the completed identification fields for the sample query.

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SQLSAMPLE01____                   TYPE: QUERY_  STATUS: PUBLIC_

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY_________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

Options

You could include more information about the query itself in the description. For instance, you could list the columns
reported or name the tables accessed in the query description. You could also make your queries PRIVATE until you are
sure you want to share them with other users.

Step 3 Use the SQL Template

This section describes how to display the SQL Template and copy syntax from it to the EDITOR panel to create a
customized template for a query. After displaying the EDITOR panel in Create Mode and identifying a new query, you can
begin creating the query.

In this step you learn how to display the SQL Template and copy needed syntax from it to the EDITOR panel.

Entries

The following describes the steps required to display and copy syntax to an EDITOR panel in Create Mode.

Step 1
On the EDITOR panel (Create Mode), move the cursor to the first position in the text entry area.

Step 2
Press <PF9> TEMPLATE.

Step 3
View the Query Template (DQD50) panel shown below:

 =>

 Place a nonblank beside each statement that is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD50

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _  SELECT column1, column2, count(column3)

 _  FROM table1, table2

 _  WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0

 _  GROUP BY column1, column2

 _  ORDER BY column1

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
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Step 4
Place a character in the field preceding each keyword needed for the new query.

Step 5
Press <PF2> RETURN.

Result

The following sample shows how the EDITOR (DQD10) panel looks when syntax is copied from the SQL Template panel.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SQLSAMPLE01                       TYPE: SQL     STATUS: PUBLIC

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  SELECT column1, column2, count(column3)

 02  FROM table1, table2

 03  WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0

 04  ORDER BY column1

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Options

The following is a guide to other things you could do when you use the SQL Template.

Look at the syntax
You can choose to use the Template only as a help panel by not entering anything in the fields on the template.

Copy one clause at a time
You can access the Template as many times as you like and copy each clause separately, where and when you
decide you need it.

Do not use the template
You can simply type your query in the text entry area without displaying the template.

Step 4 Using SQL Keywords

When the SQL Template panel clauses needed for a query are copied to the EDITOR panel, a template for the new query
exists. The next step is using the EDITOR to alter the template and type in specific table and column names to finish
writing the query.

Keywords

The remaining sections in this step discuss creating the clauses selected for the sample query: SELECT, FROM, WHERE,
and ORDER BY. The information presented with the tutorial provides a good foundation for creating basic queries.
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GROUP BY

The GROUP BY clause produces query results where each row in the result table consists of results of mathematical
functions applied to a group of data. GROUP BY is only required if you apply mathematical functions to some columns
and not others. The report format definitions that are created during execution of a query can provide results similar
to GROUP BY and also provide detail rows in the query output; therefore, the sample query and this section do not
reference GROUP BY.

Facts

The following outlines general information about writing queries.

Spacing rules:
It does not matter how many spaces you enter between words in a clause. It also does not matter whether you
choose to type your clauses all on one line (if they fit) or arrange them in a list fashion. The examples in this
manual show formatted queries with one space between each word because they are easier for most people to
read.

Ordering rules:
The order in which you use SQL keywords is important. If you do not adhere to ordering conventions, the query
cannot be understood by Dataquery or Datacom/DB. For the SQL clauses, use this order:

1. SELECT
2. FROM
3. WHERE
4. GROUP BY
5. ORDER BY

Edit SELECT Clause

A SELECT clause tells Dataquery the names of columns that contain data to be found by the query. This section presents
basic SELECT clause rules and usage and discusses creation of the SELECT clause of the sample query.

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT column1, column2, count(column3)

 02  FROM table1, table2

 03  WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0

 04  ORDER BY column1

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Facts

The following tables provide basic information about SELECT statements and SELECT clause definitions, and SELECT
clause rules.

The following outlines general information about the keyword SELECT.

SELECT Statements
SQL queries always begin with a SELECT statement. The first clause of a SELECT statement is the SELECT
clause. A SELECT statement can contain additional clauses as well, beginning with the keywords FROM,
WHERE, GROUP BY, and ORDER BY.

SELECT Clause Purpose
A SELECT clause names the columns containing data that is to appear on the report.

The following lists basic rules about SELECT clauses.
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Punctuation
Follow the word SELECT with a space and a column name. Add additional column names as needed, separated
by commas.
Example:
SELECT column1, column2, column3, column4

Table ID
It is not necessary to attach the table ID to a column name unless you have duplicate column names (in more
than one table) and you only want to print one of them. To attach a table ID, type the table name, a period, and
the column name as one word.
Example:
SELECT column1, column2, table2.column3, column4

Duplicate rows
If the query finds duplicate rows and you only need one of them in your result table, follow the word SELECT with
the word DISTINCT before listing column names. A space must precede and follow DISTINCT.
Example:
SELECT DISTINCT column1, column2, column3

Return all rows
To explicitly state that all rows found should be included in the report, insert the word ALL between SELECT and
the first column name. Precede and follow ALL with a space.
Example:
SELECT ALL column1, column2, column3

Select all columns
To select data from all columns in the referenced tables in the report, use an asterisk (*) instead of listing the
column names.
Example:
SELECT *

Ordering report columns
The order in which you list columns in the SELECT clause determines the order of columns on the report. If
selecting from more than one table (specified in a FROM clause), you can list columns without regard to their
table names.

Steps

These are the steps for editing the SELECT clause to match the query:

Step 1
Move the cursor to the c in the word column1. Press the EOF key or use the Delete key to delete the rest of the
line.

Step 2
To show where to find the data and to specify the order of its presentation in the report, type these characters
beginning at the cursor location:
REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

Results

Here is a portion of the panel showing how the SELECT clause looks now.

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02  FROM table1, table2

Options
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The following is a guide to other things you can do when you create your own queries.

Use the online lists of tables and columns.
You can display a list of tables for your current authorization ID if the cursor is in the text area. You can also see
the column names for any table listed. You can use the lists for information or you can copy names from them into
the text area at the point of the cursor. See Displaying Database Names and Structures.

Use the CURRENT TABLE field.
When the CURRENT TABLE field contains a name, you can display information about the columns in that table
as you create the query. There are two ways to get a name in the CURRENT TABLE field. You can enter it or you
can place the cursor in the text entry area, press <PF6> LIST TABLES, and select a table name to be inserted in
both the text entry area and the CURRENT TABLE field. See Displaying Database Names and Structures.

Change authorization ID.
If you change to another known authorization ID on your USER PROFILE panel (PROFILE command), you can
display lists of tables and columns in other schemas.

Specify mathematical functions for columns.
You can request that Dataquery return the results of a mathematical function you specify for one or more numeric
columns, rather than the actual data itself. You can get sums, averages, minimum values, maximum values, or a
count of the number of values in any column in the result table.

Specify temporary results.
You can write an expression consisting of column names and arithmetic expressions and include the expression
as a column name in the SELECT clause. The result appears in the output as column data.

Edit FROM Clause

A FROM clause tells Dataquery which table or tables to search to find the columns listed in the SELECT clause. This
section presents basic FROM clause rules and uses and discusses creation of the FROM clause of the sample query.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM table1, table2

 03 WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0

 04 ORDER BY column1

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Facts

The following lists rules about basic FROM clauses.

FROM Clause Purpose
A FROM clause names the tables containing data that is to be read in creating the report.

Punctuation
Follow the word FROM with a space and a table name. Add additional table names as needed, separated by
commas.
Examples:
FROM table1, table2, table3, table4
FROM table1,table2,table3,table4

Authorization ID
It is not necessary to attach the authorization ID to a table name unless it is not listed in the current schema. To
attach an authorization ID, type it in front of the table name and separate with a period.
Example:
FROM table1, table2, public.table3, table4
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Order of table names
The order in which you list tables in the FROM clause is of no importance.

Number of table names
You can list up to ten table names in one FROM clause. You can also use SQL to join and name result tables, or
views. No more than ten tables can be referenced altogether, meaning your total count must include the number
of tables making up a view.

Steps

These are the steps for editing the FROM clause to match the sample query:

Step 1
Move the cursor to the t in the word table1. Press the EOF or use the Delete key to delete the rest of the line.

Step 2
Type these characters beginning at the cursor location:
GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE
This tells Dataquery that the data to be printed in the report comes from the two tables named.

Results

The following is a sample of a portion of the panel showing how the SELECT clause looks now:

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

Options

The following is a guide to other things you can do when you create your own queries.

Use the online lists of tables and columns.
You can display a list of tables for your current authorization ID to copy the table names you want right into the
text area. All you do is position the cursor where you want the name and press <PF6> LIST TABLES. From the
list that appears, you choose one or more table names. See Displaying Database Names and Structures.

Change authorization ID.
If you change to another known authorization ID on your USER PROFILE panel (PROFILE command), you can
display lists of tables in other schemas.

Edit WHERE Clause

A WHERE clause tells Dataquery the criteria for selecting data for the query output. It can also specify relationships that
join tables by listing conditions to be found in two or more tables. This section presents basic WHERE clause rules and
usage and discusses creation of the WHERE clause of the sample query.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0

 04 ORDER BY column1

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Facts

The following provides basic information about the purpose of WHERE clauses and rules for their use. Additional rules
exist for complex usage.
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Purpose
The purpose of a WHERE clause is to:

• Join tables by naming columns containing data related as shown by a comparison operator, even though
column names may differ.

• Qualify data found by specifying one or more search conditions against which the rows are tested.

Location
WHERE clauses always follow a FROM statement.

Number of WHERE clauses
You can use multiple WHERE clauses and join them by using AND, OR, and parentheses to create logical
expressions.

Punctuation
Follow the word WHERE with a space and a predicate. Use spaces between words and symbols in the predicate.

Basic Predicates
Basic predicates compare two values and consist of one value followed by a comparison operator and another
value. The value can be a column name or an expression. (The second value can also be a SUBSELECT.) The
result of the comparison is either true or false. When the result is true for a given row, that row is selected for the
result table.
Types of basic predicates are:

• Joins based on logical expressions including comparison operators that compare two values.
• NOT preceding the predicate indicating that Dataquery should find only rows where the predicate is not found.
• Multiple expressions that are a mixture of the above, connected with the logical operators AND and OR.

Example:
WHERE table1.name-column = table2.name-column
AND (AMOUNT >= 100 OR AMOUNT <= 1000)
OR (CURRENT_DATE_YEAR < 11)

Basic Predicate Comparison Operators
Comparison operators define the type of comparison to be made between one expression and another. Valid
operators in a basic predicate of an SQL WHERE clause are:

• = (Equal)
• < (Less than)
• > (More than)
• <> (Not equal)
• <= (Less than or equal to)
• >= (More than or equal to)
• ¬= (Not equal to)
• ¬< (Not less than)
• ¬> (Not greater than)

Expressions
Expressions may be simple or complex, using arithmetic operators (+ - / * =) and parentheses. Use parentheses
to clarify which operations are to be performed first in a complex calculation (up to 5 levels of nested
expressions).

Other Types of Predicates
You can use other types of predicates in a WHERE clause:
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• ALL
• ANY
• BETWEEN
• EXISTS
• IN
• LIKE
• NULL
• SOME

Steps

These are the steps for editing the WHERE clause in the sample query:

Step 1
Move the cursor to the t in the word table1.column1. Press the EOF or use the Delete key to delete the rest of the
line.

Step 2
To specify that the CUST_ID column in both tables is to be used to join the tables and that only rows where the
ORD_AMT is greater than $1,000.00 are to be selected, type these characters beginning at the cursor location:
GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID AND ORD_AMT > 1000.00

Results

The following is a sample of a portion of the panel showing how the SELECT statement looks now:

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID AND ORD_AMT > 1000.00

Options

The following is a guide to other things you can do when you create your own queries.

Join more than two tables with the WHERE clause.
You can join up to ten tables (or result tables) in your queries using the WHERE clause.

Use the UNION keyword to join tables.
You can create more complex joins by using the UNION keyword to join results tables created by two or more
SELECT statements.

Use a variety of comparison operators.
Operators are available for creating very specific search conditions.

Use special search conditions.
Special keywords like BETWEEN, IN, LIKE, and IS NULL are available for creating specialized search conditions.

Use parentheses.
Create complex search conditions using parentheses and AND and OR to write the logical expression.

Use another query as the object of the WHERE clause.
For example:
SELECT * FROM PAY WHERE COLUMN =
(SELECT * FROM PER)
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Edit ORDER BY Clause

An ORDER BY clause tells Dataquery the order in which data is to be presented in the query output. If an ORDER BY
clause is not used the row order matches the order of rows in the result table. (The column order always matches the
order of column names in the SELECT statement.) This section presents basic ORDER BY clause rules and uses and
discusses creation of the ORDER BY clause of the sample query.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID AND ORD_AMT > 1000.00

 04 ORDER BY column1

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Facts

The ORDER BY clause lets you sort the result table rows into any order needed, based on the values of data found in
specific columns. Name the columns whose contents are to be sorted and those columns determine the order in which
rows are to be arranged on the report. For example, examine the following three groups of data.

ORD_ID NAME ORD_AMT
C00012 WILSON 090000.00
R01000 ADAMS 113456.98
A00300 JONES 237890.00
B00120 ADAMS 000325.00

Ordering the previous sample rows by NAME and ORD-ID produces the following results.

ORD_ID NAME ORD_AMT
B00120 ADAMS 000325.00
R01000 ADAMS 113456.98
A00300 JONES 237890.00
C00012 WILSON 090000.00

Ordering the previous sample rows by ORD_ID and NAME produces this result:

ORD_ID NAME ORD_AMT
A00300 JONES 237890.00
B00120 ADAMS 000325.00
C00012 WILSON 090000.00
R01000 ADAMS 113456.98

The following lists basic rules for using the keyword ORDER BY.

Location
An ORDER BY clause must be the last clause in a SELECT query.

Validity of ordering columns
You can use any column in any table referenced by the query as an ordering column, whether it is included in the
SELECT clause or not.
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Direction of sort
Rows are sorted in an ascending direction unless otherwise specified with a keyword of DESC for a descending
sort.

Punctuation
Follow the words ORDER BY with a space and one or more column names. Use commas between column
names.

Specify table ID
Where two or more tables are joined in the query and where a duplicate of an ORDER BY column exists, attach
the table ID to the column name to indicate which column is to be used in ordering.
Example:
ORDER BY ACCT_TABLE.ORDER_DATE, CUST_ID

Steps

These are the steps for editing the ORDER BY clause to match the sample query:

Step 1
Move the cursor to the c in the word column1. Press the EOF or use the Delete key to delete the rest of the line.

Step 2
Type these characters beginning at the cursor location:
REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME
to tell Dataquery to arrange all the rows in the report into groups by REP_ID. Within each group of REP_IDs,
the data is to be arranged in ascending order by the amount of the order (ORD_AMT). Where duplicate order
amounts exist, the data is to be arranged in ascending order by customer name (NAME).

Results

The following is a sample of a portion of the panel showing how the SELECT statement looks now:

 DESCRIPTION:   SAMPLE BASIC QUERY__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID AND ORD_AMT > 1000.00

 04 ORDER BY REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

Options

The following is a guide to other things you can do when you create your own queries.

Order report data by columns that are not printed.
You might like to group data on the report according to data in a column you are not interested in seeing printed.
For instance, you might not want to see the same date printed on every line of output even though you might
want the data ordered by date. You can use the date column in the ORDER BY clause while you omit it from the
SELECT clause.

Change order of columns in SELECT clause.
You might want to print report columns in the same order as the columns in the ORDER BY clause.

Steps 5 and 6 Validate and Save the Query

Check your queries (and dialogs) for syntax errors and naming errors before they are saved. To do this, you press a key to
have Dataquery validate the query.

Once the query is validated, it should be saved if it is to be reused.

Results
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The following is a sample of how the text area of the EDITOR panel appears after completing the procedures in the
previous step:

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 02 FROM GLS_CUST_TABLE, GLS_ACCTS_TABLE

 03 WHERE GLS_CUST_TABLE.CUST_ID = GLS_ACCTS_TABLE.CUST_ID AND ORD_AMT > 1000.00

 04 ORDER BY REP_ID, ORD_AMT, NAME

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Facts

The following provides information about the validation process.

How safe is my current query?
A query resides in the active query area until you use a command or selection to activate another query. You
should save any query you might want to work on later or execute more than once. Once you save a query, you
can change it and press <PF9> UPDATE in Process Mode to save the changes. If you have already created a
report format, you should determine whether it is necessary to alter the format as well. If you have not saved a
query you are working on and you leave the EDITOR panel to perform another function, you can use the EDIT *
command to recall it if another query has not been activated.

Timing?
You can validate a query or dialog at any point during construction. While Dataquery checks for errors, it does not
check to see whether a query is complete.

What is validated by Dataquery?
Dataquery checks that the user is authorized to do the function, for example, SELECT, DROP, CREATE.
Dataquery then passes the query to Datacom/DB which checks the syntax. If a syntax error is found, Dataquery
displays a message beginning with the letters DQ. You correct the error and validate again. Dataquery then
passes the query to Datacom/DB.

What happens when Datacom/DB finds a mistake?
Datacom/DB returns a message with a code that begins with DQ093 and that describes the error (like DQ093
ILLEGAL TABLE NAME). You correct the error and validate again. Ask your Dataquery Administrator for
assistance with Datacom/DB errors if you need it.

Consider saving and updating queries as they grow to avoid losing your work if you make a mistake.

The following provides information about saving queries.

Timing?
You should save any query you want to use again. If you are creating a complex query and spending a lot of time
on it, consider saving it before you are finished. If you do, you can use the <PF9> UPDATE PF key to save it
again. You can save without validating first.

What is saved?
Dataquery saves everything written in the text area of the EDITOR panel. The item must have a name, type
(query or dialog) and status (public or private) before it can be saved.

What happens if I exit the EDITOR panel without saving?
A query or dialog resides in the Active Query Area until you access another query or dialog. You can recall an
active query to the EDITOR panel with the EDIT * command.

How can I delete an unwanted query?
When you no longer need a saved query, you can delete it from your private library or, if you are authorized, from
the public library. Once you delete a query, you can only recall it if it is currently in the Active Query Area because
you have displayed, validated, or executed it.
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Delete queries by pressing <PF6> during directory display. See Selecting a Directory for details.

Steps

These are the steps for validating and saving the sample query.

Step 1
Press <PF10> in either mode during display of the query.

Step 2
Correct errors, if any and repeat step 1 until the QUERY VALIDATION WAS SUCCESSFUL message appears.

Step 3
If in Create Mode, press <PF12> PROCESS MODE to change the PF key menu.

Step 4
In Process Mode, press <PF4> SAVE, if the query has not been saved before. If the query already exists, press
<PF9> UPDATE to save the changes.

Step 7 Format Report and Execute Query

The Process Mode PF key menu provides a PF key for executing a query. We recommend that you execute new queries
and check the results. You might decide to alter and update the saved query. Execution instructions appear in Executing in
SQL Mode.

SQL Mode execution allows you to provide specifications about the report you want to produce at execution time. These
specifications are:

• Title
• Columnar or List presentation
• Sorting sequence of ORDER BY columns and control breaks for ORDER BY columns
• Starting a new page
• Column order
• Mathematical functions AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM, CNT, and TOT
• Legends for function results
• Edit patterns of function results
• Two-line column names

To use control breaks and sorting with report format specifications during execution, the query must contain an ORDER
BY clause so that rows are retrieved in sorted order.

You can set the defaults for these specifications for a query you create. The Execution panel provides an optional set
of panels that any user with access to your query can use to specify report specifications. When you execute a saved
query for the first time and enter the specifications, they are saved and become the defaults. If you do not enter any
specifications, Dataquery sets the defaults.

For details and information about defining a report created from an SQL query, see Getting a Report. Follow directions
there for completing the report definition panels. When you execute the query the first time, the specifications are saved.

Creating a Query Using GUIDE in DQL Mode
In Dataquery, learn how to create a query using GUIDE in DQL mode. Review information about when and how to use
GUIDE; start a sample query exercise, access links to procedure steps.

When to Use GUIDE

Use GUIDE under the following conditions:
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• You are a new Dataquery user
• You use Dataquery only occasionally
• You want to have Dataquery build your queries
• You want to learn more about particular DQL words

Guided Query should not be your choice if you want to:

• Select data from three or more database tables
• Create a dialog (although you can edit a query that is created with GUIDE and make it into a dialog)

Using GUIDE

The GUIDE function allows you to preselect query components by completing a sequence of input panels. Depending on
your selections, the function prompts you through each step of building a simple or complex query. The function does not
allow you to leave out a required step; you respond to each panel as it appears by making entries or skipping the panel
where permitted.

GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION

On the GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION panel, you select options to determine which panels you see
as you create the query.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHV0

 DATAQUERY:   GUIDED QUERY CREATION:  OPTION SELECTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 When you create a query with Guided Query, a basic query will be generated as

 the default.  You may override this default and customize your query by

 selecting one or more of the extended options listed below.

 To create a basic query that selects all rows from a single table, presenting

 the selected rows in a random sequence, press <PF4>.

 To select options to add to the basic query, place any character beside the

 options of your choice and press <PF4>.

    _  Specify the order in which the retrieved information will be presented

    _  Limit the output report size by specifying selection criteria

    _  Create your own columns for the output report

    _  Retrieve and combine information from two tables

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4>  CONTINUE

Each option on this panel tells the GUIDE function to lead you to a sequence of panels. Select one or more options:

• Create a basic query that selects all rows from a single table, presenting them in a random sequence. Ignore the
listed options and press only <PF4>. This basic guided query consists of panels/sub-panels that are common to basic
queries:
– QUERY IDENTIFICATION
– PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION
– REPORT DEFINITION
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• REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION
• COLUMN DEFINITION
• REPORT COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION

NOTE
A fourth report definition sub-panel, REPORT COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION, is required if a numeric
column is defined.

• Specify the order in which the retrieved information will be presented. This option leads you through the basic
required panels and adds two sub-panels for specifying a sort order:
– SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION
– ROW ORDERING

• Limit the output report size by specifying selection criteria. This option leads you through the basic required
panels and adds three sub-panels:
– SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS
– SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION
– SELECTION CRITERIA: MULTIPLE CONDITIONS

• Create your own columns for the output report. This option leads you through the basic required panels and adds
three sub-panels:
– DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS
– SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION
– DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIO

• Retrieve and combine information from two tables. This option leads you through the basic required panels and
adds three sub-panels:
– SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION
– PRIMARY TABLE: KEY SELECTION
– SECONDARY TABLE KEY SELECTION

• Display every GUIDE panel. To use all guided features to create a complex query, select all four options that are
listed in the OPTION SELECTION panel, then press PF4. GUIDE displays the initial panel in each component group.
Only a few require entries and with most panels, you can accept the default entries.

Panel Operation

PF6 DISPLAY QUERY is available at any point in building a query to display the query Dataquery is creating for you.
You can press it after completing any panel to see how the query statement, such as FIND, relates to a step you have
completed.

The Tab key moves the cursor from one field to another. To display the next panel, press <PF4> CONTINUE (or Enter).

If an optional panel opens, Dataquery gives you the chance to skip it.

Subordinate Panels

Groups of subordinate panels may be available to specify more criteria for the query. Depending on what you specify in
the initial panel of a group, some of the subordinate panels may require entires.

PF2: As with any other  Dataquery function, you can always press <PF2> RETURN to return to a previous task:

• To return to the first panel of a previous group from the first panel in a group
• To return to the previous panel in that group

When you return to a previous panel, you can change your selections or you can leave them as they are. After a
change, you must move through the remaining panels to verify the entries.

If you are not sure how to complete a panel, you can press PF1 HELP to get information about it.
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NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the OPTION SELECTION panel, see (DQHV0) Guided Query Creation Option
Selection. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery
Reference.

Create a Sample Query

The following sample query exercise presents a business objective, the report that is needed to accomplish the objective,
and the steps describe every GUIDE panel as it appears if all options are selected from the GUIDED QUERY CREATION:
OPTION SELECTION panel.

Background

Assume that you are a sales manager planning a new sales campaign. Your company produces personal computer
accessories. Several items are available, each ranging in price from the economy model to the deluxe model.

You want to know which customers are most likely to order this year's deluxe diskette holder, which you hope will make
last year's model obsolete. You will send color brochures advertising the latest deluxe diskette holder to all customers who
tend to order your most expensive items.

You also want to know which customers order less expensive items. You will send them the new color brochure that
advertises the entire product line. In addition, you want to know which items a particular customer likes, and how large the
orders are, so you can make decisions about a letter to go along with your brochures.

Objective

You want a report that shows the total dollar amount of orders for each customer, with the average price per order. You will
use the report in planning your sales campaign and in gathering data to personalize a letter to each customer. You know
the data that you need is in the CAI-DETAIL-TBL file. And you know that Dataquery is the solution to your reporting needs.

The following example shows how you want your report to look:

04/14/11                                                             PAGE 1

 

14:56:22                   FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS                   DETAIL

  CUST-ID    ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY     UNIT-PRICE     SHIP-PRICE

  ---------  ----------  -----------  -------------  -------------

      01008  C10000               2          29.50          59.00

             C10002               6          14.00          84.00

             C10001               4          21.00          84.00

             C10005               2          66.75         133.50

     TOTAL CUST-ID    01008

                                                           360.50

      AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81    

      01009  A60005               1         219.99         219.99

             A70000               4          99.99         399.96

             A60008               2         179.99         359.98

  TOTAL CUST-ID     1009

                                                           979.93

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE   166.65
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Compare the items in the sample report to a description of each item you, the sales manager, want to know about.

Report Item Your Query Should

Subject Search a table for all filled orders.

Title Define a logical title.

CUST-ID Sort rows by customer and show totals for each customer.

ITM-ID Report the items ordered by each customer.

SHIP-QTY Tell you how many of each item was shipped.

UNIT-PRICE Tell you the price per item.

SHIP-PRICE Calculate the total cost of each item that is shipped to a customer.

TOTAL CUST-ID Tell you the total amount ordered by each customer.

AVERAGE ITEM PRICE Tell you the average item price for a customer.

Steps for Creating the Sample Query

1. Sign on to Dataquery.
2. Select GUIDE from the Main Menu.
3. On the GUIDED QUERY CREATION: OPTION SELECTION panel, select all four options and press <PF4>

CONTINUE.

Click the following links to get instructions for creating the query that produces the sample objective report. You can follow
the tutorial and create your own query. Choose a table in your database that has character and numeric data and follow
the directions in the 15 steps (using the correct names for your data).

• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 1: Name the Query and its Library
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 2: Choose a Table to Read
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 3: Narrow the Search
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 4: Define Data Selection Conditions
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 5: Name a Temporary Result
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 6: Select Columns for Temporary Result Calculation
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 7: Calculate the Temporary Result
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 8: Sort Data for the Report
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 9: Specify Sorting Priority and Control Breaks
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 10: Begin Defining the Report's Appearance
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 11: Select Columns for Printing
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 12: Define Column Order and Function
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 13: Assign a Legend to the Average Ship Price
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 14: Specify When to Print Function Results
• Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 15: Finalize the Query

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 1: Name the Query and its Library

In Dataquery, use the QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel to name a guided DQL query and specify and describe the library
in which to store it. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and an example.

The first required Guided Query input panel is QUERY IDENTIFICATION.

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   _______________

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE

 ENTER A DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW QUERY

   ==> ___________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Purpose

The QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel names the query, tells Dataquery which library in which to keep the query, and
provides a short description for the library directory. When you complete this panel and press Enter, the query resides in
that library unless you delete it during a directory display.

Concepts

Several major concepts are related to this panel:

Name
A query name must be unique within its assigned library and must be one word of 1 to 15 alphabetic characters,
numbers, or dashes.

Library
The library (public or private) is the place where Dataquery is to store the query. At some sites, if you assign
a query to the public library, you cannot change or delete it. Dataquery provides an installation option that
determines whether the author of a public query can change or delete it. Your Dataquery Administrator can
answer any questions about public libraries at your site. The library in which you store your query determines
whether other users can access and use it.

Description
A description should tell the purpose of the query and note anything that makes the query unique. The description
cannot exceed 60 characters.

Panel Operation
On this panel, use the Tab key to move the cursor from one blank field to another. Locate the cursor next to the
column that you want to select and enter a character. To display the next panel, press <PF4> CONTINUE (or
Enter).

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel, see (DQH10) Query Identification. For
instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.
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Completed Example

The following example shows how to complete the QUERY IDENTIFICATION panel to produce the sample report.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   USER-SAMPLE____

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE

 ENTER A DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW QUERY

   ==> TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE_________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry or Selection Reason

UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY USER-SAMPLE User preference.

ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL PRIVATE This query will not be shared.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW QUERY Total orders per customer -- average price Tells purpose of the query.

Options

You can give the query a name that shows its history and relationship to other queries, like USER-SAMPLE-1. You
can then change the number as you refine the query, so that the name shows a history. The query description can
even include a user's name, if you create a query for someone else and place it in the public library. Your Dataquery
Administrator can provide guidelines for naming queries at your site.

Go to the Next Step

To display the next panel, press <PF4> CONTINUE. See Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 2: Choose a Table to Read.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 2: Choose a Table to Read

In Dataquery, use the PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel to select a table for the query to read. Review panel purpose
and operation, concepts, options, and an example.

The second Guided Query input panel is PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION.
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You can select the database table that Dataquery is to search, for your data. You can determine whether it contains the
data you need by pressing PF5 to display the list of columns and keys and the Datacom Datadictionary description for
each column.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHT0

 DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION              QUERY NAME:  USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select one table from which you want information by placing any character

 next to the desired table name.  START WITH: _______________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|    TABLE NAME                    |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    _  | ADDRESS                          |  O   | CUSTOMER ADDRESSES

    _  | CAI-ACCTS-TBL                    |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS ROW

    _  | CAI-CUST-TBL                     |  O   | CUSTOMERS ROW

    _  | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                   |  O   | DETAILS ROW

    _  | CAI-ITEMS-TBL                    |  O   | ITEMS ROW

    _  | CAI-ORD-NO-TBL                   |  O   | ORDER NUMBERS ROW

    _  | CAI-ORDERS-TBL                   |  O   | ORDERS ROW

    _  | CAI-RCPTS-TBL                    |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO RECEIPTS REC

    _  | CAI-SHIPTO-TBL                   |  O   | SHIP-TO ROW

    _  | CAI-SLSHST-TBL                   |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO SALES-HIST R

    _  | CAIDEMO-DEM-PNC                  |  O   | CAI SAMPLE PART COST TABLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWAR

Purpose

The PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel tells Dataquery which table to read for the data you want.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Table Names
The table names that are shown on this panel are entity-names assigned by Datacom Datadictionary. The names
that are listed are all the tables that you can access, including your personal tables.

Primary Table
If the primary table is to be the only table read, it should contain all the data that you want . If you plan to join two
tables, Dataquery reads the primary table, then looks for rows in the secondary table that meet criteria that are
specified in the query for joining rows from the tables to make the rows in the active found set.

Secondary Table
If you want Dataquery to join the primary table to another database table (the secondary table), the primary table
should share a common value with the secondary table. If Dataquery finds a row in the primary table, it searches
the secondary table for matching data. You can press <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE to see a list of keys and columns
for the table that is selected by the cursor. Use this list to plan ahead.

Status
A database table can be open (O), closed (C), or disabled (D). If it is closed or disabled, Dataquery cannot read it
and you cannot select it. If you need access to a closed or disabled table, contact your Dataquery Administrator.
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NOTE
For complete instructions for operating this panel, see (DQHT0) Primary Table Selection and Dataquery
Reference.

Completed Example

The following example is the completed PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel specifying the table that Dataquery is to
read.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHT0

 DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION              QUERY NAME:  USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select one table from which you want information by placing any character

 next to the desired table name.   START WITH:  ______________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|    TABLE NAME                    |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    _  | ADDRESS                          |  O   |

    _  | CAI-ACCTS-TBL                    |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS ROW

    _  | CAI-CUST-TBL                     |  O   | CUSTOMERS ROW

    x  | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                   |  O   | DETAILS ROW

    _  | CAI-ITEMS-TBL                    |  O   | ITEMS ROW

    _  | CAI-ORD-NO-TBL                   |  O   | ORDER NUMBERS ROW

    _  | CAI-ORDERS-TBL                   |  O   | ORDERS ROW

    _  | CAI-RCPTS-TBL                    |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO RECEIPTS REC

    _  | CAI-SHIPTO-TBL                   |  O   | SHIP-TO ROW

    _  | CAI-SLSHST-TBL                   |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO SALES-HIST R

    _  | CAIDEMO-DEM-PNC                  |  O   | CAI SAMPLE PART COST TABLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

The selected table is CAI-DETAIL-TBL, which displays key and column names. The Datacom Datadictionary description
of each column shows that this table contains all of our data.

When the PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel is complete, because we originally selected all the panel options,
Dataquery displays the SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION panel. We don't need it, so just press PF4 to continue.

=>

  PRESS <PF4> IF INFORMATION FROM A SECONDARY TABLE IS NOT DESIRED

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHU0

 DATAQUERY:  SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION            QUERY NAME:  USER-SAMPLE____

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 YOU CAN USE INFORMATION FROM THE PRIMARY TABLE CAI-DETAIL-TBL_________________

 TO JOIN WITH RELATED INFORMATION FROM ANOTHER TABLE. TO JOIN TWO TABLES,

 SELECT THE SECOND TABLE BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER NEXT TO THE DESIRED NAME.

 RETRIEVE THE FIRST RELATED ROW (BYPASS OTHER OCCURRENCES)?      YES _  NO X

                                START WITH: __________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|     TABLE NAME                   |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |                                  |      |
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The following table lists the panels that we skipped:

NOTE
For detailed information about the panels, see Dataquery Reference.

Panel Name What It Does Reason Skipped

SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION
(DQH30)

Lists other tables that can be joined to
yours for the search

All data is in the primary table.

PRIMARY TABLE KEY SELECTION
(DQH40)

Lists keys and columns for the join Does not appear when secondary table is
not selected.

SECONDARY TABLE KEY SELECTION
(DQH50)

List keys and columns that are shared by
the tables

Do not appear when secondary table is not
selected.

Options

You can use the PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel to display columns and keys for any table, changing your selection
until you find the table you want. If you need data that is in another table, you can join the primary table to another,
secondary table, by making a selection from the SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION panel, and report on data that is
contained in both tables.

NOTE
For more information about joining tables, see Dataquery Reference.

Summary

When the SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel appears, pressing <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY displays
the query so far:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHN0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 FIND       ALL        CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

So far, the query has a name and library. It will read (FIND) all the CAI-DETAIL-TBL rows in your search for data.
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Go to the Next Step

For the next step, see Create a Guided DQL Query: Step 3 Narrow the Search

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 3: Narrow the Search

In Dataquery, use the SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel to narrow the search for data by specifying
a range, an exact match, specific rows, or other criteria. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and
examples.

  =>

  Press <PF4> if you do not wish to specify further selection conditions

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH60

 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify columns that will be evaluated for row selection by placing

 any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT| KEY(*) AND COLUMN NAMES |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                     |

   _   | * ITM-ID-KEY                       | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

   _   | * ITM-ID                           |

   _   | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                  | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

   _   | * ITM-ID                           |

   _   | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                  | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

   _   | * ORD-ID                           |

   _   | * ORDID-KEY                        | ORDER ID KEY

   _   | * ORD-ID                           |

   _   |   CUST-ID                          |

   _   |   SHIP-QTY                         |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel, see (DQH60)
Selection Criteria Designate Columns. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using
Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Purpose

The optional SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel lets you narrow the search for data. You can
select up to 15 columns that contain data you can search for specifically, by stating that you want to see a range of
data, an exact match, and so forth. You use this panel to tell Dataquery to read only rows that contain data you specify.
For instance, you can indicate that you want only rows that contain specific values in a particular column, like CITY =
DALLAS.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Selection Criteria
The best practice is to limit the search for data as much as possible, especially with large tables, to conserve
system resources. This can also make reports very specific.
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Selection Criteria Key/Column
You should have some idea about what kind of data is found in the keys or columns you select. You can use
the Dataquery online aid PF keys to get Datacom Datadictionary information about the keys/columns. To know
what kind of data that you are likely to find, get a report from your Dataquery Administrator. You can also create
a simple query that lists the data in the columns you want to know about. Your Dataquery Administrator can also
help you when you need to know more about the structure of a key or column. It is always better to use a key than
a column, where possible, to speed query processing.

Completed Example

The following example shows a completed SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel for the sample report.

 =>

  Press <PF4> if you do not wish to specify further selection conditions

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH60

 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify columns that will be evaluated for row selection by placing

 any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT| KEY(*) AND COLUMN NAMES |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                     |

   _   | * ITM-ID-KEY                       | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

   _   | * ITM-ID                           |

   _   | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                  | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

   _   | * ITM-ID                           |

   _   | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                  | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

   _   | * ORD-ID                           |

   _   |   CUST-ID                          |

   X   |   SHIP-QTY                         |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry Reason

SHIP-QTY X The query should search the rows for
orders that have been shipped. If this
column contains a zero, no orders have
been shipped to this customer. The
marketing material is to go only to active
customers.

Options

You can select up to 15 columns to narrow the search for qualifying rows. This example, with completion of the next step,
limits the search to rows with a ship quantity greater than zero. The search can be more complex by selecting multiple
columns here and further qualifying the search in the next step.
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Go to the Next Step

Pressing <PF4> CONTINUE (or Enter) displays the next panel, SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION, which
defines the condition to search for in the column named SHIP-QTY. See Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 4: Define Data
Selection Conditions,

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 4: Define Data Selection Conditions

In Dataquery, use the SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION panel to describe data to use to qualify a row for
inclusion in your report. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH70

 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION    QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Define the condition by selecting a comparison operator and a value to compare

 with  SHIP-QTY                          in  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 Select one comparison operator:

   _ Equal (EQ)       _ Greater than (GT)            _ Less than (LT)

   _ Not equal (NE)   _ Greater than or equal (GTE)  _ Less than or equal (LTE)

   _ Containing

 Enter values for comparison with SHIP-QTY

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> REPEAT COLUMN <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Purpose

The optional SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION panel appears for every column that was selected in the
SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel in Step 3. Define a simple or complex logical expression that
describes the data to be used to qualify a row for inclusion in the report. For example, you can specify only rows with a
certain zip code or with amounts within a specific range, or with a column containing a certain value.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Value
The exact characters that you want to find or a column name from the secondary table, if the columns qualify for
matching

Comparison Operator
A comparison operator that tells Dataquery how to compare the value to the data. For instance, if a ZIP CODE
value is 75081, and you want only rows with that zip code, select Equal as the comparison operator and complete
the panel so that Dataquery searches the ZIP CODE column for data Equal to 75081.
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NOTE
For more information about value comparisons, see Dataquery Reference.

Select from the following operators:
Equal (EQ)

Select value exactly.
Greater than (GT)

Select data with higher value.
Less than (LT)

Select data with lower value.
Not equal (NE)

Select data that does not match.
Greater than or equal to (GTE)

Select data of equal or higher value.
Less than or equal to (LTE)

Select same or lower value.
Containing

Select data that contains value.
Values for comparison

(Masking) You can enter an exact value here to search for the value. You can mask certain positions in the
column to tell Dataquery you want to find the value in positions other than the first ones. If containing is your
comparison operator, you can enter a value that you want found somewhere in the column. You can even write
a column name or key name from a primary or secondary table for Dataquery to use in qualifying the search for
rows. The rules for comparison values are detailed in Dataquery Reference.

If you select two columns on the DESIGNATE COLUMNS panel with conditions defined for each, or if <PF3> REPEAT
COLUMN was used to define the SHIP-QTY column more than once, Dataquery displays the MULTIPLE CONDITIONS
panel to group the conditions in a logical expression.

For example, selecting ZIP and STREET and saying to select rows where ZIP equals 15081 and where the STREET
value is Main St. requires that the condition be stated according to Dataquery syntax rules. The MULTIPLE CONDITIONS
panel presents a default expression that can be altered:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH80

 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: MULTIPLE CONDITIONS QUERY NAME: SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Below are the conditions you defined to qualify records selected from table

   CAI-CUST-TBL

 Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically group your

 conditions.

 The default statement appears below.  You may type over it to change it.

 => 01 AND 02

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NUMBER|      KEY (*) AND COLUMN NAMES      |COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  01   |  ZIP                               | EQ 15081

  02   |  STREET                            | 'MAIN ST.'

       |                                    |

       |                                    |
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       |                                    |

       |                                    |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

For this example, the default statement that is created by Dataquery is correct.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the DEFINE CONDITION panel, see (DQH70) Selection Criteria Define
Condition. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery
Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how a completed SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION panel produces the
sample report.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH70

 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION    QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Define the condition by selecting a comparison operator and a value to compare

 with  SHIP-QTY                          in  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 Select one comparison operator:

   _ Equal (EQ)       X Greater than (GT)         _ Greater than or equal (GTE)

   _ Less than (LT)   _ Less than or equal (LTE)  _ Containing

   _ Use "NOT" before the operator selected above

 Enter values for comparison with SHIP-QTY

 0______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> REPEAT COLUMN <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry: Reason

Greater than (GT) X The only rows that are needed are for
customers who were shipped orders.
Therefore, the ship quantity greater than
zero (0).

Enter values for comparison with SHIP-QT
Y

0 See above.

When the next panel appears, you can press <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY to see what the query looks like so far.
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 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHN0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-TBL

      WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

The query tells Dataquery to read (FIND) all CAI-DETAIL-TBL table rows that have (WITH) a ship quantity greater than 0
in the search for data.

Summary

You can apply complex selection conditions to narrow your search for qualified rows.

You can create an arithmetic expression or a literal expression as the basis of your selection condition.

When SHIP-QTY GT 0 is defined, press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the next panel.

Go to the Next Step

To go to the next step, see Create a Guided DQL Query: Step 5 Name a Temporary Result.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 5: Name a Temporary Result

In Dataquery, use the DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS QUERY NAME panel to name and define value lengths for
temporary results. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

  PRESS <PF4> IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO DEFINE ANY TEMPORARY RESULTS

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH90

 DATAQUERY: DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER THE NAME(S) OF ANY TEMPORARY RESULT(S) YOU WANT CALCULATED DURING

 QUERY EXECUTION.  YOU MAY ALSO SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF DIGITS BEFORE AND AFTER

 THE DECIMAL POINT (THE PRECISION) OF EACH RESULT COLUMN. THE DEFAULT IS (13.2).

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       RESULT COLUMN NAME         |PRECISION(N.D)
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED     <PF8> NOT USED

Purpose

The optional DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS panel lets you name and define value lengths for up to 10 temporary
results. A result is calculated based on a formula that you supply. Temporary result formulas can include values from
columns in the database.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Temporary Result
A value created for this report that is produced by an expression. The results can be printed or used in other
calculations that are performed by Dataquery.

Precision (n.d)
Precision (n.d) refers to the number of positions in the value before and after the decimal point (n.d). You can use
the default of 13.2. If you decide to define the number of positions, specify a length that can contain the largest
possible result. The sum of entries for n and d must be equal to or less than 18.

Panel Operation

Each result has two input fields, one under each heading. Type entries and press <PF4> CONTINUE (or ENTER) to
display the next panel and define the temporary result that you named.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the panel, see (DQH90) Define Temporary Results. For instructions about the
purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how the completed DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULT panel is used to name the temporary
result.

 =>

  PRESS <PF4> IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO DEFINE ANY TEMPORARY RESULT

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH90

 DATAQUERY: DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER THE NAME(S) OF ANY TEMPORARY RESULT(S) YOU WANT CALCULATED DURING

 QUERY EXECUTION.  YOU MAY ALSO SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF DIGITS BEFORE AND AFTER

 THE DECIMAL POINT (THE PRECISION) OF EACH RESULT. THE DEFAULT IS (13.2).

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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     RESULT NAME                  |PRECISION(N.D)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SHIP-PRICE                       | 13.2

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

                                  |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED     <PF8> NOT USED

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry or Selection Reason

RESULT NAME SHIP-PRICE Will contain results of quantity that is
multiplied by price for each item ordered.
Be sure to see Dataquery Reserved and
Ignored Words for important restrictions on
names.

PRECISION (N.D) No entry Without knowing the largest quantity or
highest price, the default is a good choice.

Options

You can name temporary results that are the results of calculations that are based on other temporary results.

Go to the Next Step

When the DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS panel is complete, the next panel tells Dataquery which columns to use to
calculate the values. The next step is to select those columns and tell Dataquery to multiply them. See Create a Guided
DQL Query, Step 6: Select Columns for Temporary Result Calculation.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 6: Select Columns for Temporary Result Calculation

In Dataquery, use the SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION panel if columns from the selected database tables
are used to calculate the value of your temporary result. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and
examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHA0

 DATAQUERY:  SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the columns you wish to use in calculating the value of the temporary

 result. SHIP-PRICE                  with precision (13.2).

 Place any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                       |

   _   |   CUST-ID                            |

   _   |   ORD-QTY                            |

   _   |   SHIP-QTY                           |

   _   |   UNIT-PRICE                         |

   _   |   DISC-PCT                           |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

You do not need to fill out this panel if your temporary result is to be set to a specific value, such as INTEREST = 8.25.
You use the panel only if your arithmetic expression will include data that are found during query execution in a column;
columns from the selected database tables are used to calculate the value of your temporary result. You tell Dataquery
which columns to use in an arithmetic expression to create the results you want. You can use up to 10 columns. You can
also include literal values in the calculation.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Columns for Calculation
All columns that are listed on this panel are numeric. However, be aware of the definition of any column you use in
a calculation.

Calculation
On the next panel, you can type an algebraic equation or you can use the default equation provided. The equation
can be simple or complex.

Panel Operation

Use the Tab key to move the cursor from one field to another, select columns by marking a character next to their names,
and press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the next panel. If the list of columns extends beyond the screen, you can use the
PF keys to scroll forward and backward.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using this panel, see (DQHA0) Select Columns for Calculation. For instructions
about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how to select the columns for the calculation to be defined.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHA0

 DATAQUERY:  SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the columns you wish to use in calculating the value of the temporary

 result. SHIP-PRICE                  with precision (13.2).
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 Place any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                       |

   _   |   CUST-ID                            |

   _   |   ORD-QTY                            |

   X   |   SHIP-QTY                           |

   X   |   UNIT-PRICE                         |

   _   |   DISC-PCT                           |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry Reason

SHIP-QTY X To get the number of items shipped.

UNIT-PRICE X To get the price per item.

Options

You can select a single column to be calculated using a constant number or you can select additional columns. Or you
can skip this panel and go on to define a calculation whose results appear on the report for every output row.

Go to the Next Step

After the columns for calculation are selected, press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the next panel. See Create a Guided
DQL Query, Step 7: Calculate Temporary Result.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 7: Calculate the Temporary Result

In Dataquery, use the DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION panel (DQHB0) if you named a temporary query result.
Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

  Press <PF1> for help with writing the arithmetic expression

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHB0

 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Write an arithmetic expression to be used in calculating the value of the

 temporary result. SHIP-PRICE            with precision (13.2)

 Use the column numbers F01, F02, etc., numeric literals, or a combination of

 both and arithmetic operators.

 The default calculation appears below. You may type over it to change it.

 => F01 + F02

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NUMBER|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                       |

   F01 |   SHIP-QTY                           |

   F02 |   UNIT-PRICE                         |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION panel is required only if you named a temporary result. One panel
appears for each temporary result that you named. With it, you type an algebraic equation that can be simple or complex,
and that can contain column names and/or literal values.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Arithmetic Expression
You have a 75-character line in which you can enter any valid equation whose result will provide the value for your
temporary result column for each row. You can add, multiply, divide, subtract, and use parenthetical expressions.

User-Defined Functions
You can include in an arithmetic expression special calculations that are created at your site and numbered for
inclusion in arithmetic expressions. Your Dataquery Administrator can provide you a list of user-defined functions
that are used at your site.

NOTE
For more information about user-defined and other possible functions, see Dataquery Reference.

Column Number
Dataquery lets you use shorthand to identify any columns that were selected for use in your calculation with a
number that is assigned on the list. Using this shorthand provides you more room to write complex expressions.

Default Calculation
As a default calculation, Dataquery always sequentially adds the columns that you selected. You can change the
expression by writing over it or inserting or deleting characters. The result is your final calculation, which must
conform to the rules for calculations detailed in Dataquery Reference.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using this panel, see (DQHB0) Define the Arithmetic Expression. For instructions
about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how the completed DEFINE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION panel defines the calculation.

 =>

  Press <PF1> for help with writing the arithmetic expression

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHB0

 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Write an arithmetic expression to be used in calculating the value of the
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 temporary result        SHIP-PRICE                                     with precision (13.2)

 Use the column numbers, F01, F02, etc., numeric literals, or a combination of

 both and arithmetic operators.

 The default calculation appears below. You may type over it to change it.

 => F01 * F02

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NUMBER|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                       |

   F01 |   SHIP-QTY                           |

   F02 |   UNIT-PRICE                         |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

       |                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

This chart explains the reason for the entries.

Field or Item Sample Entry Reason

Default Calculation F01 * F02 To multiply the number of items shipped by
the price.

Options

You can create a simple calculation:

F01 * .10

Or, with more columns defining your calculation, you can create a complex calculation:

(F01 * 3.3) + (F02 / F05) / (F03 + F04)

Hierarchical rules for mathematical expressions in Dataquery are found in Dataquery Reference.

After defining the temporary result calculation for this query, see how the query looks in DQL so far:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHN0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-TBL

      WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 SET SHIP-PRICE(13.2) = CAI-DETAIL-TBL SHIP-QTY * CAI-DETAIL-TBL UNIT-PRICE

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

The query reads (FIND) all CAI-DETAIL-TBL table rows in the search for data that have (WITH) a SHIP-QTY greater than
0. The query also calculates for each row (SET) the result of SHIP-QTY multiplied by UNIT-PRICE and place the result
into SHIP-PRICE.

Go to the Next Step

Press <PF4> CONTINUE. The next panel tells how to sort the data. See Create a Guided DQL Query: Step 8 Sort Data
for the Report

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 8: Sort Data for the Report

In Dataquery, use the SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION panel (DQHD0) to order rows in your report in ascending or
descending sequence according to the contents of columns or temporary results. Review panel purpose and operation,
major concept, options, and examples.

 =>

  Press <PF4> if you do not wish to define sort criteria

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHD0

 DATAQUERY:  SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION          QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 You may order the selected rows in ascending or descending sequence

 according to the contents of one or more columns. Select the columns by

 placing any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT | TABLE NAME/KEY (*) OR COLUMN NAME | DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                    |

    _   | * ITM-ID-KEY                      | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

    _   | * ITM-ID                          |

    _   | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                 | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

    _   | * ITM-ID                          |

    _   | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                 | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

    _   | * ORD-ID                          |

    _   | * ORDID-KEY                       | ORDER ID KEY

    _   | * ORD-ID                          |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The optional SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION panel lets you group rows for purposes of reporting. Also, when you sort
data, you can make reports easier to read. You can also allow for subtotals.

You can perform a simple sort or a complex sort. With a complex sort, you can sort data within logical groups. For
instance, if you are reporting names and addresses, you can arrange the report alphabetically by State, then within each
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state you can sort the rows by City, and then within each City, you can sort the rows alphabetically by Name. In this case,
State is the major sort key; City, the intermediate sort key; and Name, the minor sort key.

Concept

One major concept is related to this panel:

Sort Criteria
Report data can be sorted out to 10 levels, based on the columns of the table selected in the query. If you select
more than one column for sorting, you are asked to define the sorting priority, from major to minor.

Panel Operation

To display the next panel, enter a character in the field next to the column name or key name of your choice and press
<PF4> CONTINUE.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION panel, see (DQHD0) Sort Criteria
Definition. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery
Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how the completed SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION panel selects the column for sorting.

 =>

  Press <PF4> if you do not wish to define sort criteria

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHD0

 DATAQUERY:  SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION          QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 You may order the selected rows in ascending or descending sequence

 according to the contents of one or more columns. Select the columns by

 placing any character next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT | TABLE NAME/KEY (*) OR COLUMN NAME | DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                    |

     _  | * ITM-ID-KEY                      | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

    X   | * CUST-ID                         |

    _   | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                 | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

    _   | * ITM-ID                          |

    _   | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                 | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

    _   | * ORD-ID                          |

    _   | * ORDID-KEY                       | ORDER ID KEY

    _   | * ORD-ID                          |

    _   |   ORD-ID                          |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD
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The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field or Item Sample Entry Reason

CUST-ID X To report and total results for individual
customers. The data in the CUST-ID
column identifies the customer for each
order.

Options

You can sort your report data by customer, and then by item ordered for this report. You can also specify a sort on the
temporary result SHIP-QTY, and arrange the rows in descending order from the highest amount that is shipped to the
lowest for each customer.

NOTE
For more information about rules and multiple options for sorting, see Dataquery Reference.

Go to the Next Step

Once you select one or more columns to control report sorting, you are ready to tell Dataquery in detail how to perform the
sorts. Press <PF4> CONTINUE to go on. See Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 9: Specify Sorting Priority and Control
Breaks.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 9: Specify Sorting Priority and Control Breaks

In Dataquery, use the ROW ORDERING panel (DQHE0) to change the order, and thus the priority, of the columns you
selected. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHE0

 DATAQUERY:  ROW ORDERING                      QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 If you chose more than 1 sort column, number them 1, 2, etc. to show their

 sort priority from major to minor. Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 Sort sequence, control breaks, and paging control may be selected

 by placing any character in the corresponding fields.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                           |SORT SEQUENCE |CONTROL | NEW

 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME                   |ASCEND/DESCEND| BREAK  | PAGE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                         |              |        |

  01   | CUST-ID                               |   X          |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD
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Purpose

The ROW ORDERING panel appears when you select a column to be sorted. The panel lists the columns that you
selected in the order in which they were listed on the previous panel. This order indicates sorting priority from major
to minor, which you can change. The ROW ORDERING panel also allows you to specify whether you want to sort
from lowest to highest or highest to lowest value. Especially important, this panel lets you use the sort columns during
execution to allow control breaks or start a new report page for each logical group that is created by sorting.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Order
If the data in more than one column is to be sorted, order is important. Dataquery assigns a default number to
each sort column that you select. You can change it. The major sort is performed on the column to which 01 is
assigned, the next sort on 02, and so on.

Ascending Sequence
From A to Z and from 0 to 9

Descending Sequence
From highest to lowest -- 9 through 0 and from Z to A

Control Break
A control break is a point in processing where Dataquery finds a data value different from one it has just read. If
directed, Dataquery performs a specified function at the control break.
Query authors designate columns for control breaks to tell Dataquery to read the values in a sorted column
and take a break in processing when it reads a different value. At a control break, Dataquery can perform other
functions, calculating subtotals for the rows processed. You still have to tell Dataquery on which columns to
perform the control break process, but you do not use this panel to do that.

Example
The following example shows how Dataquery sees the rows that are found by a query after sorting them by
LASTNAME. Since the query author specified LASTNAME as a control-break column, Dataquery sees the rows
containing identical values in that column as logical groups and takes a control break after each group. If subtotals
were specified on another panel for the CONTRIBUTION column, Dataquery would total the CONTRIBUTION
values for each group at the control break.

LASTNAME FIRSTNAME CLASS CONTRIBUTIONS

Adams James A 45345.89

Adams Arlene C 98765.21

Adams Robert C 23456.90

>>>>>>>>>> Control Break <<<<<<<<<<

Burns John A 7897.32

Burns Jeff C 198.21

Burns Alice B 99321.42

>>>>>>>>>> Control Break <<<<<<<<<<

Crosby Fred A 278.13

Crosby Mary C 9978.13

>>>>>>>>>> Control Break <<<<<<<<<<
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Use control breaks to organize the selected data, grouping it to provide more easily understood results. Control
breaks also provide a way to summarize large volumes of data.

NOTE
For more information about control breaks, see Dataquery Reference.

New Page
You can have Dataquery start a new page or new screen every time there is a control break.

Panel Operation

You can type over numbers in the Order column, erase default Xs in the Ascending column, and tab to the columns in the
Descending, Control Break, and New Page columns. When you are finished, press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the next
panel.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the ROW ORDERING panel, see (DQHE0) Row Ordering. For instructions
about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how the completed ROW ORDERING panel tells Dataquery to sort the report data by
customer ID and to perform a control break each time that it encounters data for a new customer.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHE0

 DATAQUERY:  ROW ORDERING                      QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 If you chose more than 1 sort column, number them 1, 2, etc. to show their

 sort priority from major to minor. Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 Sort sequence, control breaks, and paging control may be selected

 by placing any character in the corresponding fields.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                           |SORT SEQUENCE |CONTROL | NEW

 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME                   |ASCEND/DESCEND| BREAK  | PAGE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                         |              |        |

  01   | CUST-ID                               |   X          |   X    |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

       |                                       |              |        |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reason

Ascend X To order the customer IDs from lowest to
highest.
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Control Break X To produce subtotals of certain data for
each customer.

Options

If you are printing hard copies of your report and want to send each customer a record, you can tell  Dataquery to start
printing the data for each customer on a new page.

Now that the search and sort specifications are complete, the following example shows how the panel looks so far.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHN0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-TBL

      WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 SET SHIP-PRICE(13.2) = CAI-DETAIL-TBL SHIP-QTY * CAI-DETAIL-TBL UNIT-PRICE

 SORT CAI-DETAIL-TBL (CUST-ID)

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

So far, this query reads (FINDs) all CAI-DETAIL-TBL table rows in the search for data that have (WITH) a SHIP-QTY
greater than 0. The query also calculates (SETs) for each row the result of SHIP-QTY multiplied by UNIT-PRICE.
Completing this step specifies to sort (SORTs) the rows found by the customer ID and to take a control break every time
the customer ID changes (parentheses around the column name).

Go to the Next Step

The next panel specifies what to print in the report.<PF4> CONTINUE displays the next panel. See Create a Guided DQL
Query, Step 10: Begin Defining the Report's Appearance

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 10: Begin Defining the Report's Appearance

In Dataquery, use the REPORT DEFINITION panel (DQHF0) to assign a title to your report, display data one row per
page, or select fewer than all rows for the report. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHF0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 ENTER UP TO TWO LINES FOR A

 REPORT TITLE:      =>

                    =>

 SELECT THE DESIRED REPORT FORMAT:    X  COLUMNAR FORMAT: ONE ROW PER LINE.

                                      _  LIST FORMAT: ONE ROW PER PAGE.

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE

 PROCESSED FOR THE REPORT:         => ALL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The REPORT DEFINITION panel is not required and you can bypass it. However, if you want to assign a title to your
report, display your data one row per page rather than in columnar format, or select fewer than all rows for the report, you
will want to make some entries on this panel.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Title
Dataquery allows you to create a two-line title for any report. Each line can be up to 55 characters. All characters
are allowed, except for reserved words, which are listed in Dataquery Reference. When your Dataquery system
was installed, a title was specified that appears above the title you define on this panel.
Be sure to see Restrictions on Names for important restrictions on names.

Columnar Format
Data on the report appears in columns, with each line representing one row of the found set.
      Name        City        State      Zip

      ----------- ----------- -------    ------

      Allen       Dallas      TX         75042

      Wilson      Austin      TX         79034

        .           .          .           .

        .           .          .           .

List Format
Data on the report appears on pages, with one page per found set row, and with one line for each column name
printed.
    Name            Allen

    City            Dallas

    State           TX

    Zip             75042
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Number of Rows
If your query will search a large table and you arequerying the table  only to see what kind of data it contains, you
can specify only a few rows. Limiting a query this way allows it to execute quickly, and you can preview the results
before searching the entire database.

Panel Operation

You can accept the defaults and leave off a title by pressing <PF4> CONTINUE without making an entry.

NOTE
For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how the REPORT DEFINITION panel looks for the sample report.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHF0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER UP TO TWO LINES FOR A

 REPORT TITLE:      => FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS

                    =>

 SELECT THE DESIRED REPORT FORMAT:    X  COLUMNAR FORMAT: ONE ROW PER LINE.

                                      _  LIST FORMAT: ONE ROW PER PAGE.

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE

 PROCESSED FOR THE REPORT:            => ALL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reason

REPORT TITLE FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS Explains the purpose of the report

DESIRED REPORT FORMAT X (COLUMNAR) Show all customer data on the report, to
make comparisons.

NUMBER OF ROWS TO BE PROCESSED ALL Get all the data that meets the search
criteria.

Options

To see each order row on a separate page, select LIST FORMAT. To see only what kind of data was in the table before
creating a complex query, change ALL to a small number, like 25.
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Go to the Next Step

With entries complete on the REPORT DEFINITION panel, you are ready to further define the report. Pressing <PF4>
CONTINUE displays the next panel. See Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 11: Select Columns for Printing.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 11: Select Columns for Printing

In Dataquery, use the REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION panel to choose the keys and columns of the tables you selected
for your query to have printed in your report. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHG0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION QUERY NAME             USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the keys or columns to be columns on the report by placing any character

 next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|TABLE/KEY(*) OR COLUMN NAME             |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                         |

    _  | * ITM-ID-KEY                           | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

    _  | * CUST-ID                              | CUSTOMER ID

    _  | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                      | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

    _  | * ITM-ID                               | ITEM ID

    _  | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                      | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

    _  |   SHIP-QTY                             | QUANTITY SHIPPED

    _  |   UNIT-PRICE                           | UNIT PRICE

    _  | * TEMPORARY RESULT                     |

    _  |   SHIP-PRICE                           |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The required REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION panel allows you to choose up to 96 of the keys and columns of the tables
you selected for your query to be printed in your report.

WARNING
If you create your own titles and reformat numeric data in a later step, your query can become lengthy and
exceed the line limit of the EDITOR panel that is established at your site. Your site may have established a limit
of 24, 48, 72, or 96 lines. For details, contact your Dataquery Administrator. If you have displayed your query
with each step, you have an idea of how many lines it occupies. The contents of each key, column, or temporary
result that is selected can be printed on the report.

Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Key
Remember that keys can be made up of more than one column. You might not want a key to be printed on your
report.
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Column
Make at least one selection to complete your query and obtain results. Otherwise, all your query does is read a
table, make calculations, and sort data, and you never see any results.

Panel Operation

On this panel, use the Tab key to move the cursor from one field to another, mark a character in the blank next to the
column or key you want to report, and press <PF4> CONTINUE to display the next panel.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION panel, see (DQHG0) Report Column
Definition. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery
Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how to use the REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION QUERY NAME panel to select columns
whose data will appear in your report.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHG0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION QUERY NAME                     USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the keys or columns to be columns on the report by placing any character

 next to the desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SELECT|TABLE/KEY(*) OR COLUMN NAME             |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       | CAI-DETAIL-TBL                         |

    _  | * ITM-ID-KEY                           | DETAILS ITEM-ID SECONDAY KEY

    X  | * CUST-ID                              | CUSTOMER ID

    _  | * ITMID-ORDID-KEY                      | ITMID & ORDID SECONDARY KEY

    X  | * ITM-ID                               | ITEM ID

    _  | * ORDID-ITMID-KEY                      | DETAIL ORDID & ITMID KEY

    X  |   SHIP-QTY                             | QUANTITY SHIPPED

    X  |   UNIT-PRICE                           | UNIT PRICE

       | * TEMPORARY RESULT                     |

    X  |   SHIP-PRICE                           |

       |                                        |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following list explains each entry/selection.

CUST-ID
To know which customer's data is presented.

ITM-ID
To know which items were ordered.

SHIP-QTY
To know how many ordered items were shipped.

UNIT-PRICE
To show the price for each individual item.
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SHIP-PRICE
To show the results of the calculation.

Options

You can print all columns in the report, or only one. Whatever data you need can be included in this report.

Go to the Next Step

After selecting columns for the report, tell Dataquery the order in which to print them, and any mathematical functions or
column titles to use. Pressing <PF4> CONTINUE displays the next panel. See Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 12:
Define Column Order and Function.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 12: Define Column Order and Function

In Dataquery, use the COLUMN DEFINITION panel to change the order in which columns are printed, or request that
mathematical functions be performed on some or all numeric columns. Review panel purpose and operation, concepts,
options, and examples.

 =>

  Press <PF1> for help with defining the report

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHI0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear on the report by

 inserting an order number below.  Column functions may be selected by placing

 any character in the corresponding input field.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                       |     |     |     |     |     |

 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME               | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | CNT | TOT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                     |     |     |     |     |     |

  01   | CUST-ID                           |     |     |     |     |     |

  02   | ITM-ID                            |     |     |     |     |     |

  03   | SHIP-QTY                          |     |     |     |     |     |

  04   | UNIT-PRICE                        |     |     |     |     |     |

       |TEMPORARY RESULT                   |     |     |     |     |     |

  05   | SHIP-PRICE                        |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |

       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The COLUMN DEFINITION panel can be accepted with the defaults Dataquery assigns, resulting in report data printed in
the order in which it was selected. However, you can change the order in which columns are printed. You can also request
that mathematical functions be performed on some or all numeric columns. If so, select math functions for columns. At the
end of the report, or at control breaks that you can specify later, you can obtain the results of the functions that you select
on this panel.
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Concepts

The following major concepts are related to this panel:

Column Functions
You can enhance the contents of your report by applying mathematical functions to individual columns. You
can print the results of performing these functions on your report in either or both of two locations. You can print
results at control breaks and at the end of the report.

Mathematical Functions
The following mathematical functions are available:
AVG

Dataquery divides the number of rows that are reported into the total of the selected column to obtain an
average.

MAX
Dataquery reports the largest value that is found for the specified column.

MIN
Dataquery reports the smallest value that is found for the specified column.

SUM
Dataquery reports the total of all values for the specified column.

CNT
Dataquery reports the number of rows found.

TOT
Dataquery reports totals in column format at all control breaks and at the end of the report.

These totals print in the columns of the column totaled.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the COLUMN DEFINITION panel, see (DQHI0) Column Definition. For more
information about column functions, see Dataquery Reference. For instructions about the purpose and operation
of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example shows how to prepare the sample report and perform mathematical functions.

 =>

  Press <PF1> for help with defining the report

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHI0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME:    USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear on the report by

 inserting an order number below.  Column functions may be selected by placing

 any character in the corresponding columns.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                       |     |     |     |     |     |

 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME               | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | CNT | TOT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                     |     |     |     |     |     |

  01   | CUST-ID                           |     |     |     |     |     |

  02   | ITM-ID                            |     |     |     |     |     |

  03   | SHIP-QTY                          |     |     |     |     |     |

  04   | UNIT-PRICE                        |     |     |     |     |     |

       |TEMPORARY RESULT                   |     |     |     |     |     |
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  05   | SHIP-PRICE                        |  X  |     |     |     |     |  X

       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reason

ORDER NUMBER Accepted defaults The defaults match the order in which the
data should appear.

SHIP-PRICE AVG To show how much, on the average, this
customer is willing to spend.

TOT(AL) X To show totals for each customer.

Options

You can select a different column function for each numeric column in the report. AVG, MIN, MAX, TOT, and SUM are for
numeric columns only. CNT can be selected for any column.

The next step is to refine the report's appearance. This example skips the next panel, which lets you assign titles to the
report columns. Skipping this panel causes Dataquery to use Datacom Datadictionary default column headings. If there
are no default column headings, Dataquery uses the column names. This example also skips the next panel, REPORT
COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION, since the defaults are acceptable.

The following examples are the two panels that were skipped.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHK0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 You may enter alternate headings for any column on the report.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 COLUMN: ITM-ID                          LINE1: ITM-ID

 TABLE : CAI-DETAIL-TBL                  LINE2:

 COLUMN: SHIP-QTY                        LINE1: SHIP-QTY

 TABLE : CAI-DETAIL-TBL                  LINE2:

 COLUMN: UNIT-PRICE                      LINE1: UNIT-PRICE

 TABLE : CAI-DETAIL-TBL                  LINE2:

 COLUMN: ORD-ID                          LINE1: ORD-ID

 TABLE : CAI-DETAIL-TBL                  LINE2:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHL0

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the type of editing desired for each numeric column on your report.

 Place any character in the column that represents the edit format needed.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

   Column 1: 12345.678 Column 3: 0,012,345.678 Column 5: Datadictionary edit

   Column 2: 12,345.678 Column 4: $12,345.68

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME             |   1   |   2   |   3   |   4   |   5

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 CAI-DETAIL-TBL                       |       |       |       |       |

   SHIP-QTY                           |   _   |   X   |   _   |   _   |

   UNIT-PRICE                         |   _   |   X   |   _   |   _   |

   ORD-ID                             |   _   |   X   |   _   |   _   |

 TEMPORARY RESULT COLUMN              |       |       |       |       |

   SHIP-PRICE                         |   _   |   X   |   _   |   _   |

                                      |       |       |       |       |

                                      |       |       |       |       |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table describes the skipped panels. For detailed information about these panels, see Dataquery Reference.

Panel Name What It Does Reason for Omission

REPORT COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION Applies new column headings The defaults are acceptable.

REPORT COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION Allows you to tell Dataquery how to display
numeric data with different edit patterns

The default is acceptable:
• No dollar signs
• No leading zeros
• Commas
• A decimal point

Go to the Next Step

The next step is to refine the report's appearance. Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 13: Assign a Legend to the Average
Ship Price.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 13: Assign a Legend to the Average Ship Price

In Dataquery, use the COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS panel to assign a legend to the printed results of each column
function you selected. Review purpose, panel operation, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHO0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS                QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter a legend to be displayed with the result of the indicated function

 during control break processing.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 FNC | TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME           | LEGEND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     |TEMPORARY RESULT                  |

 AVG | SHIP-PRICE                       | AVERAGE   SHIP-PRICE

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The optional COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS panel allows you to assign a legend to the printed results of each column
function you selected. This legend appears next to the results and describes the value of the function that appears on the
report.

Panel Operation

On this panel, the Tab key moves the cursor from one Legend field to another. You can type over the default and press
<PF4> CONTINUE to display the next panel.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS panel, see (DQHO0) Column Function
Legends. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using Dataquery and Dataquery
Reference.

Completed Example

The following example gets the results of averaging the item price.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHO0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS                QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter a legend to be displayed with the result of the indicated function

 during control break processing.

 Defaults are provided and can be modified.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FNC | TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME           | LEGEND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     |TEMPORARY RESULT                  |

 AVG | SHIP-PRICE                       | AVERAGE SHIPPING PRICE

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |
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     |                                  |

     |                                  |

     |                                  |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reason

LEGEND AVERAGE SHIPPING PRICE Makes the results easier to identify

The calculation that prints the average of the item prices has a legend. Since the default format is acceptable, this
example skips the next panel, FUNCTION RESULT PRINT FORMAT. The following table describes the FUNCTION
RESULT PRINT FORMAT panel and the reason for skipping it. For detailed information about the panel, see (DQHP0)
Function Result Print Format and Dataquery Reference.

Panel Name Purpose Skipped Because

The defaults are acceptable. FUNCTION RESULT PRINT FORMAT Formats results

Options

You can use a special symbol that is designated by your site to print the current value of the control break column as part
of the legend. To find out which character acts as the heading substitution character, look at the System Profile topic after
displaying Topic Help with the HELP command. For instance, if the symbol is &&, you might write Customer && Average
Price: as the legend.

Go to the Next Step

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 14: Specify When to Print Function Results

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 14: Specify When to Print Function Results

In Dataquery, use the FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION panel to tell the query to print function results at a
control break or at the end of the report. Review panel purpose and operation, options, and examples.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHJ0

 DATAQUERY:  FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the control break level at which the  AVERAGE column function for the

 SHIP-PRICE                       column in the

 CAI-DETAIL-TBL          table is to be displayed.

 The appropriate level may be indicated by placing any character next to the

 desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SEL|LEVEL|  CONTROL BREAK COLUMN NAME | CONTROL BREAK COLUMN DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    |     |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                    |

    |001  | CUST-ID                          |

    |     |END OF REPORT                     |
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  X |000  |                                  | END OF REPORT

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE

 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Purpose

The optional FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION panel lets you tell Dataquery when to print the results of any
function you selected. You can print results at each control break (each time the value in a control break column changes)
or you can accept the default and print the result at the end of the report.

Panel Operation

On this panel, use the Tab key to move the cursor to the field under the SEL heading and place a character next to the
option you want. To print results at a particular control break, select the control break name that you chose previously. For
example, if you want an average for each department and you designated the DEPARTMENT column as a control break
on the SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION panel, choose the DEPARTMENT control break.

NOTE
For detailed instructions for using the FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION panel, see (DQHJ0)
Function Control Break Selection. For instructions about the purpose and operation of Dataquery, see Using
Dataquery and Dataquery Reference.

Completed Example

The following example specifies that an average price for all items will print for each customer.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHJ0

 DATAQUERY:  FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Select the control break level at which the  AVERAGE column function for the

 SHIP-PRICE                       column in the

 TEMPORARY RESULT COLUMN table is to be displayed.

 The appropriate level may be indicated by placing any character next to the

 desired names.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SEL|LEVEL|  CONTROL BREAK COLUMN NAME | CONTROL BREAK COLUMN DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    |     |CAI-DETAIL-TBL                    |

  x | 001 | CUST-ID                          |

    |     |END OF REPORT                     |

    | 000 |                                  | END OF REPORT

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

    |     |                                  |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
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 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The following table explains each entry/selection.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reason

LEVEL 001 CUST-ID To see the average price of items ordered
for each customer

LEVEL 000 END OF REPORT The average is not wanted at the end of the
report, so the x next to this level is deleted.

Options

You can select the control break and END OF REPORT to get an average for each customer and an average for all
customers.

The sample query is defined. The following example is the completed query as it appears on the EDITOR.

First Screen

 =>

 QUERY CREATION COMPLETED

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHM0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To execute this query online, press <PF3>.  To submit this query for batch

 execution, press <PF5>.   To exit GUIDED QUERY and return to the MAIN MENU,

 press <PF4>.  To continue query creation using GUIDED QUERY, press <PF6>.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ================================  T O P  ======================================

 FIND       ALL        CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 WITH   SHIP-QTY                        GT     0

 SET      SHIP-PRICE(13.2) = CAI-DETAIL-TBL SHIP-QTY * CAI-DETAIL-TBL UNIT-PRICE

 SORT       CAI-DETAIL-TBL (CUST-ID)

 PRINT       TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL CUST-ID

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL ITM-ID

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL SHIP-QTY

             PICTURE     'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-'

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL UNIT-PRICE

             PICTURE     'ZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  EXEC QUERY  <PF4>  MAIN MENU

 <PF5> SUBMIT QUERY  <PF6> NEW QUERY   <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Second Screen

 =>

 QUERY CREATION COMPLETED

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHM0

 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 To execute this query online, press <PF3>.  To submit this query for batch

 execution, press <PF5>.   To exit GUIDED QUERY and return to the MAIN MENU,

 press <PF4>.  To continue query creation using GUIDED QUERY, press <PF6>.
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             (SHIP-PRICE)

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL UNIT-PRICE

             PICTURE     'ZZ,ZZ9.99-'

             CAI-DETAIL-TBL ORD-ID

             PICTURE     'ZZ,ZZ9'

             (SHIP-PRICE)

             PICTURE     'Z,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

  WHEN  CAI-DETAIL-TBL CUST-ID

   DO    'AVERAGE PRICE PER ITEM' AVERAGE

     SHIP-PRICE

             PICTURE     'Z,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  EXEC QUERY  <PF4>  MAIN MENU

 <PF5> SUBMIT QUERY  <PF6> NEW QUERY   <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Explanation

This step tells Dataquery to sort (SORT) the rows that are found by the customer ID and to take a control break every time
the customer ID changes (parentheses around the column name).

The rest of the query tells Dataquery which title to put on the report (TITLE1), which columns to print (PRINT), how to
format the numeric data (PICTURE) and when to print column function results (WHEN/DO).

Go to the Next Step

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 15: Finalize the Query.

Create a Guided DQL Query, Step 15: Finalize the Query

In Dataquery, execute the query and review the query and the query report. Recognize query statements and what they
do. Review how to change a query.

Pressing <PF3> EXEC QUERY executes the query and produces the finished report on the screen.

Compare the query to the sample report to see what part of the query produced that part in the report.

Guided Query

           FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

                 WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

           SET SHIP-PRICE (13.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

           SORT BY (CUST-ID)

          PRINT TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

             CUST-ID

             ITM-ID

             SHIP-QTY

               PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ.ZZ9-'

             UNIT-PRICE

               PICTURE 'ZZ,ZZ9.ZZ9-'

             (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

               WHEN CUST-ID BREAKS

                DO 'AVERAGE PRICE' AVG SHIP-PRICE

                   PICTURE    'Z,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

Guided Query Report
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         04/14/11                  DATAQUERY                     PAGE     1

         14:56:2            FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS               DETAIL

 

           CUST-ID    ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY     UNIT-PRICE     SHIP-PRICE

           ---------  ----------  -----------  -------------  -------------

            01008       C10000         2          29.50            59.00

                        C10002         6          14.00            84.00

                        C10001         4          21.00            84.00

                        C10005         2          66.75           133.50

 

                 TOTAL ORD-ID    01008

                                                                  360.50

            AVERAGE PRICE 00032.81

Use the following table to see the purpose of each query statement in producing the report.

Statement What Query Statement Does

FIND, WITH Searches all CAI-DETAIL-TBL rows and locates rows where the
value for SHIP-QTY is greater than zero.

SET Creates a temporary result that is named SHIP-PRICE and
multiplies UNIT-PRICE by SHIP-QTY to calculate the total cost
of each item that is shipped to a customer. Also designates that
the resulting calculations can have up to 13 digits to the left of the
decimal point and 2 digits to the right.

SORT Places the located rows in ascending order according to the
values in CUST-ID, which identifies the company ordering the
items. Since CUST-ID is enclosed in parentheses, it is a control
break column, meaning that, if specified on the PRINT statement,
totals (or other functions) can be processed for each group of rows
having the same customer number.

PRINT Produces a columnar report that includes a title and data for the
specified columns. Specifies the PICTURE clause (format) for the
output in the report with Zs to indicate that leading zeros will not
be printed.

TITLE1 Specifies the title for the report.
SHIP-PRICE Calculates the total cost for all items that are shipped to a

customer, since SHIP-PRICE is enclosed in parentheses in
this statement. ORD-ID, which you designated as a control
break column in the SORT statement, controls when this total is
calculated. Specifies the PICTURE clause, that is, the format, for
the output in the report. This format is enclosed in single quotes
and uses Zs to indicate that leading zeros will not be printed.

WHEN/DO Calculates an average for the SHIP-PRICE values each time
processing of data is  completed for a specific CUST-ID (control
break). The result of this WHEN/DO statement appears after
control break totals. You can specify a legend in the DO statement
to identify the results, such as AVERAGE PRICE PER ITEM.

Change the Query

Once you run the query, you cannot change it. But if you spot a mistake in the query before you hit PF3, you can fix it.
Use PF2 RETURN to back up one panel at a time to the panel you want to change, make the change, and then proceed
forward through every subsequent panel and verify the entries until you are ready to run the query. You can also can use
the EDIT * command to access the Dataquery EDITOR and make the change there.
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Creating a Query Using CREATE in DQL Mode
Learn how to create a query in DQL Mode using the CREATE command in Dataquery. Learn about restrictions, how to
plan and create the query, and how to use function tasks and subtasks.

This section describes the concepts you need to understand to build a query using the Dataquery EDITOR. First, you see
how to create a simple query without understanding the EDITOR. Next, you read a brief overview of what you can do with
the EDITOR. Last, this section provides a sample Dataquery report and shows you the panels that produce it.

As you follow the query creation steps, you get a foundation in query concepts and a basic introduction to query building.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Planning the Query

When you create a new query, whether you use GUIDE, CREATE, the DRAW command, or simply edit an existing query,
you should have a general idea about what you want to accomplish.

Prerequisites

You should know:

• What data you want to report.
• Whether you want to see only certain rows (for instance, only the data for certain zip codes).
• Whether you want to make calculations (adding, multiplying, dividing or averaging) based on the existing information.
• Whether you want to total any data.

Objectives

Important things to find out by using the online database information are:

• Which database tables contain the data you need.
• Whether you need to search more than one table to retrieve all the information you require.
• If you search more than one table, which keys or columns will join the tables.

You can obtain a Datacom Datadictionary report from your Dataquery Administrator that lists database table and column
names, along with other pertinent information, or you can display this information online as you create your query.
Background information about this capability can be found in Displaying Database Names and Structures.

Query Creation Steps

The following chart shows the steps involved in creating a query with the CREATE function on the Main Menu. It provides
an overview of the steps outlined in the next section. As you gain experience, you may decide to vary the order of some
steps.

Step Action Description
1 Invoke the EDITOR See Accessing the EDITOR.
2 Identify query Complete the fields at the top of the panel

with a query name, type, status, and
description. See Step 2: Identify the Query.

3 Use template panel Display the DQL template and select
clauses needed for the query to create a
customized template. See Step 3: Use the
SQL Template for details.
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4 Edit the query template you create Use line commands and keyboard keys to
alter template clauses as you create the
query. See Edit SELECT Clause through
Edit ORDER BY Clause for details.

5 Validate Have Dataquery check the query syntax,
table names, and column names for
accuracy. See Steps 5 and 6: Validate and
Save the Query for details.

6 Save the query Save the query with the name shown
so that it can be used again later. (You
can also change it later and update your
changes, if it becomes necessary.)

7 Execute the query Complete the ONLINE EXECUTION panel
and define the report you want if you do
not want to use the defaults. Then execute
the query. See Step 7: Format Report and
Execute Query for more information.

CREATE Function Tasks and Subtasks

Following is a list showing all major CREATE function tasks and subtasks which you can perform along with the panels
you use. Required major tasks and subtasks are marked by an asterisk (*).

Required Steps are Designated by an Asterisk (*):

Step Major Tasks/Subtasks Panel Name
1* IDENTIFY NEW QUERY

Note: This step is only required if you want
to save the query.

a* Name the query and designate public or
private library.

EDITOR: CREATE MODE

2* SELECT FIRST TABLE
a* Select the FIND statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
b* Select the first or only database table you

want to search or type in the table name.
DIRECTORY OF TABLES
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

3 SPECIFY SEARCH CRITERIA FOR FIRST TABLE
a Select the WITH statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
b Select the columns to search for specific

conditions or type in the column names.
DIRECTORY OF TABLES
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

c Define each search condition. EDITOR: CREATE MODE
d Logically group conditions using AND, OR,

and parentheses.
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

4 SELECT AND JOIN SECOND TABLE
a Select relationship statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
b Select key or column name for join or type

in key or column name.
KEY OR COLUMN DISPLAY
EDITOR: CREATE MODE
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c Select second database table to search or
type in table name.

DIRECTORY OF TABLES
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

5 SPECIFY SEARCH CRITERIA FOR SECOND TABLE
a Select the WITH statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
b Select the columns to search for specific

conditions or type in the column names.
DIRECTORY OF TABLES
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

c Define each search condition. EDITOR: CREATE MODE
d Logically group conditions by using AND,

OR, and parentheses.
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

6 SET UP TEMPORARY RESULTS
a Select SET statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE
b Type in name of new result and specify the

precision.
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

c Select columns to be included in the
arithmetic expression for a new column or
type in the column names.

COLUMN DISPLAY
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

d Specify the arithmetic operation to be
performed (+, -, /, *), and group operations
logically using parentheses.

EDITOR: CREATE MODE

7 SORT REPORT DATA
a Select SORT statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
b Select columns to control report sorting of

data or type in the column names.
COLUMN DISPLAY
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

c Specify sort order, sequence, breaks in
control of totaling operations, new page
generation.

EDITOR: CREATE MODE

8* DEFINE REPORT APPEARANCE AND CONTENT
a* Select PRINT or DISPLAY statement or

type in the statement.
QUERY TEMPLATE
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

b* Select columns/keys whose contents are
to be printed on the report or type in the
column/key names.

COLUMN OR KEY DISPLAY
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

c Specify columns which are to be totaled in
report by enclosing in parentheses.

EDITOR: CREATE MODE

d Specify a format for numeric data. EDITOR: CREATE MODE
e Give your own titles to columns. EDITOR: CREATE MODE
f Select WHEN-DO statement or type it in. QUERY TEMPLATE

EDITOR: CREATE MODE
g Specify when and what math functions are

to be performed on which columns, if any.
EDITOR: CREATE MODE

9* VALIDATE QUERY
a Check query for syntax or database

information errors.
EDITOR: CREATE MODE
EDITOR: PROCESS MODE
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Restrictions

When assigning names to such things as tables, queries, columns, keys, temporary results, and so on, do not use words
from the following categories:

• Dataquery commands
• Dataquery EDITOR commands
• Dataquery Language words
• SQL words
• Ignored words, such as rows, records, or from that are used in constructing queries and dialogs.

Creating the Sample Query

This section presents a sample objective, the report needed to accomplish the objective, and presents each step taken to
produce the report using the CREATE function.

You can follow the tutorial and create your own query. Simply choose a table on your database that has both character
and numeric data and follow the directions on the following pages (using the correct names for your data).

The Objective

Assume you are a sales manager who is planning a new sales campaign. Your company produces personal computer
accessories. Several items are available, each ranging in price from the economy model to the deluxe model.

You want to know which customers are most likely to order this year's deluxe diskette holder, which you hope will make
last year's model obsolete. You will send color brochures advertising the latest deluxe diskette holder to all customers who
seem to order your most expensive items.

You also want to know which customers order less expensive items. You will send them the new color brochure that
advertises the entire product line. In addition, you want to know which items a particular customer likes, and how large the
orders are, so you can make decisions about letters to go along with your brochures.

You want a report that shows total orders for each customer, along with the average price per order. You will use the
report to plan your sales campaign and to supply data for a letter to each customer. The data you need is in the CAI-
DETAIL-TBL table.

Sample Report

Here is how you want your report to look:

04/14/11¢PAGE 1

14:56:22             FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS   ¢DETAIL

  CUST-ID    ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY     UNIT-PRICE     SHIP-PRICE

  ---------  ----------  -----------  -------------  -------------

      01008  C10000         0000002       00029.50          59.00

             C10001         0000004       00021.00          84.00

             C10002         0000006       00014.00          84.00

             C10005         0000002       00066.75         133.50

     TOTAL CUST-ID    01008

                                                           360.50

     AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81

     01009   A60005         0000001       00219.99         219.99

             A60008         0000002       00179.99         359.98

             A70000         0000004       00099.99         399.96
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  TOTAL CUST-ID    01009

                                                           979.93

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00166.65

      01010  H20006         0000005       00012.99          64.95

             H30000         0000004       00124.99         499.96

             H40000         0000015       00015.99         239.85

             H20001         0000003       00021.99          65.97

             H30002         0000006       00069.99         419.94

             H10002         0000010       00004.99          49.90

             H20004         0000002       00021.99          43.98

             H70001         0000100       00038.99       3,899.00

Report Description

Compare the numbered items on the sample report for a description of each item you, as the sales manager, want to
know about.

No. Report Item Your Query Should:
&co1. Subject Search a table for all filled orders.
&co2. Title Define a logical title.
&co3. CUST-ID Sort order rows by customer, take control

breaks at changes, and print customer ID.
&co4. ITM-ID Report the items ordered by each customer.
&co5. SHIP-QTY Tell you how many of each item was

shipped.
&co6. UNIT-PRICE Tell you the price per item.
&co7. SHIP-PRICE Calculate the total cost of each item

shipped to a customer.
&co8. TOTAL CUST-ID Tell you the total amount ordered by each

customer.
&co9. AVERAGE ITEM PRICE Tell you the average item price for a

customer.

The next sections explain the development of the query that produces the sample report.

Step 1 Query Identification

After you sign on to Dataquery and select CREATE from the Main Menu, you come to the first step in creating a query on
the EDITOR. In this step, you learn how to name your query and give it a description and how to tell Dataquery where to
store your query.

Create Mode

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: ______  STATUS: _______
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 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

CREATE MODE
You use the EDITOR: CREATE MODE panel to create a query using the CREATE function. At the top of the CREATE
MODE panel, use the displayed columns to name your query, specify that it is a query, designate which library to keep it
in, and provide a short description for the library directory. If you know the name of the first (or only) table you are going
to search, you can also specify the name of that table. You use the panel area below the line marked TOP to actually
construct the statements in your query.

Current Table
A query must search at least one database table. The table named in the Current Table field on the panel is accessed
when you make requests for Datacom Datadictionary information about keys or columns.

NAME
A query name must be unique within its assigned library and must be one word of 1 to 15 alphabetic characters, numbers,
dashes or special characters. You do not have to name a query immediately. You may execute an Active Query several
times, making changes as required, before saving the query. When you save a query, Dataquery requires that it have a
name, type, and status. Be sure to see Restrictions on Names for important restrictions on names.

TYPE
Valid entries are QUERY and DIALOG for either mode. TERM is valid in DQL Mode and, with authorization, so is
REPORT. A dialog allows users to substitute variables in a query. A term is a short-hand word you create to replace
frequently used parts of a query. For information about using the Dataquery EDITOR to create dialogs and terms,
see Creating Dialogs and Creating and Using Terms.

STATUS
Valid entries are PRIVATE and PUBLIC. You can update and delete queries saved in your private library. If you assign
a query to the public library, you may be unable to change or delete it once the query has been saved if your site has
chosen that restriction. Contact your Dataquery Administrator for more information.

DESCRIPTION
A description should tell the query's purpose and note anything that makes it unique. It cannot exceed 60 characters in
length.

Completed Example

 =>

 CREATION PANEL
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11>RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12>PROCESS MODE

This chart explains each entry/selection and its reason.

Field/Item Sample Entry Reasons
CURRENT TABLE: Blank This is an optional entry.
NAME: USER-SAMPLE Identify the query.
TYPE: QUERY This is not a dialog or term.
STATUS: PRIVATE The query should not be shared at this

point.
DESCRIPTION: TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER --

AVERAGE PRICE
Describes the query's purpose.

To Go to the Next Step

Move the cursor to the first blank line (under the line marked TOP) on this panel.

Other Things You Could Do

If you know the name of the first table you are going to search, you can fill in the CURRENT TABLE field with the table
name. The defaults for TYPE and STATUS stay the same since the query is not ready to be shared.

You can define a new query as a public query, but you may be unable to change or delete it once you save it if your query
library has been partitioned. After you test a private query and are satisfied with the results, you can specify public in the
TYPE field.

When you create a dialog, you can specify DIALOG for the type. However, you may want to create a query first and test it
to see if it gives you the desired results before you begin the process of changing it to a dialog.

Step 2 Select First or Only Table

In this step, you learn how to tell Dataquery what database table to search and how many rows to locate in that table.

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:
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FIND
Tells Dataquery to search a database table. You can have only one FIND statement in a query.

(COUNT)
Tells Dataquery how many rows it must locate in the table. You can specify a number or ALL. The default is ALL if you do
not specify anything.

Table-Name
Tells Dataquery the name of the table to search.

ROWS
Optional word used to clarify the statement.

Procedure

In the previous step, you learned how to identify the new query, by completing the fields at the top of the EDITOR panel.
The following is a sample of how the panel looks now.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Display Query Template

To display the query template, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor in the first blank line under the line marked TOP.
2. Press <PF9> TEMPLATE to display the query template.

Placing the cursor on the blank line indicates that the DQL statement selected from the query template will be inserted in
that location. Pressing <PF9> displays the following panel.

 =>

 Enter the number of times each command is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD30

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _  FIND (count)  table-name    ROWS

 _  WITH selection-criteria

 _  RELATED BY key-name

        TO (FIRST) table-name

 _  RELATED BY link-column

        VIA key-name column-name TO table-name

 _  SET result-column (13.2)

        = numeric-column-name arithmetic-expression numeric-literal

 _  SORT table-name       BY column-name (DOWN)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Copy the FIND Statement

To copy the FIND statement, follow these steps:

1. Enter 1 in the space before the FIND statement format.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to return to the CREATE MODE panel.

Entering 1 indicates a need for only one FIND statement in the query. A query cannot have more than one FIND verb, so
if you enter 2 or a larger number, the Dataquery EDITOR places only one FIND statement on the CREATE MODE panel.
Pressing <PF2> RETURN returns to the CREATE MODE panel. When this panel is redisplayed, the FIND statement
appears at the cursor location.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND (count)  table-name    ROWS

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Edit the FIND Statement

In the above panel, the FIND statement format is displayed exactly as it appeared on the TEMPLATE panel. The format
must be edited to complete the FIND statement for this query.

Steps for the above panel are:

1. Type ALL over (count) to indicate the query is going to search all rows in the table.
2. Use the DELETE key to remove extraneous characters and spaces between ALL and ROWS. (There are three spaces

between these words.)
3. Place the cursor between ALL and ROWS to indicate where the table name is to be inserted.
4. Pressing <PF6> LIST TABLES displays a list of authorized tables.

Typing ALL means the query searches all rows in the table. The data can still be limited by specifying selection criteria.
(See Step 3: Specify Conditions for details on how to specify these conditions.)

Dataquery ignores extra spaces in a statement.

Select the Table Name

The table name can be typed in, if you know it. However, even if you know the table name, you may want to select it from
the list to avoid misspelling the name. After pressing <PF6>, the following panel appears:

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAF0

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES             Datadictionary BASE ID: 189

                                   START WITH:  ______________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE NAME                 |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ADDRESS                        |  O   |

   CAI-ACCTS-TBL                  |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS ROW

   CAI-CUST-TBL                   |  O   | CUSTOMERS ROW

   CAI-DETAIL-TBL                 |  O   | DETAILS ROW

   CAI-ITEMS-TBL                  |  O   | ITEMS ROW

   CAI-ORD-NO-TBL                 |  O   | ORDER NUMBERS ROW

   CAI-ORDERS-TBL                 |  O   | ORDERS ROW

   CAI-RCPTS-TBL                  |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO RECEIPTS ROW

   CAI-SHIPTO-TBL                 |  O   | SHIP-TO ROW

   CAI-SLSHST-TBL                 |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO SALES-HIST ROW

   CAIDEMO-DEM-PNC                |  O   | CAI SAMPLE PART COST TABLE

   CAIDEMO-DEM-PNM                |  O   | CAI SAMPLE PART MASTER TABLE

   CAIDEMO-DEM-POL                |  O   | CAI SAMPLE P.O. LINE-ITEM ROW

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4>DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>FORWARD

The table names shown on this panel are entity-names assigned to the database tables you can access. If a table you
need is not listed, see your Dataquery Administrator.

Action
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On the above panel:

1. Place the cursor on the name of the table to be selected.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to return to the CREATE MODE panel.

Place the cursor on CAI-DETAIL-TBL to indicate that this is the table to be selected for use in the query. Pressing <PF2>
returns to the CREATE MODE panel. When this panel is redisplayed, the name of the table selected is inserted in the
location marked with the cursor.

Completed Example

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS<PF4>DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8>FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11>RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

After returning to the above panel following table selection, the space bar and DELETE key can be used to clean up the
appearance of the FIND statement. Notice that the CURRENT TABLE: field at the top of the panel now contains the name
of the table selected. There is only one line in the query, now marked by a line number to the left of the display. In the next
step you see how to use EDITOR line commands to insert more lines for creating the rest of the query. After completing
the FIND statement, go to the next step.

Other Things You Could Do

If you know the format of the DQL FIND statement and the name of the table you are going to search, you can type in the
statement without using aids, such as the query template or table list.

You do not have to search all the rows in a table. You could specify a number of rows to locate, such as 10 or 20, instead
of ALL.

If you only need to know the number of rows in a table or the number of a certain type of row, and you do not need a
report, you can use a COUNT statement instead of a FIND statement. Executing a query with a COUNT statement returns
an online message stating the number of rows found.

Step 3 Specify Conditions

This step tells Dataquery how to select only those rows wanted in the report. Dataquery includes data in the report only if
it matches specified selection criteria.
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Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

WITH
Tells Dataquery that the data in the rows must match the specifications described in the selection criteria.

Selection-criteria
Describes the data you want to use in qualifying a row for inclusion in your report. You can use column names,
comparison operators, literal values (character strings or numeric values) and masking to build the logical expression
containing your selection criteria.

Column name
Tells Dataquery which column in the table to search for the qualifying data. You can specify selection criteria for up to 15
columns per table to further limit the data for your report. You use the logical connectors, AND and OR to construct the
multiple conditions. If you specify the name of a column which is a repeating field, you must use subscripts to identify the
occurrence. See Repeating Fields for more information.

Comparison operator
Tells Dataquery how to compare the value to the data. For example, if a zip code value is 75081, and you want only rows
with that zip code, you will select EQUAL as the comparison operator and complete the expression so that Dataquery
searches the ZIP column for data EQUAL to 75081.

You can select from the operators described in the following chart.

Operator Alternate Entry Explanation
EQUAL EQ, = Select exact value.
NOT EQUAL NE, ¬= Select all data that is not the exact value.
GREATER THAN GT, > Select data with higher value.
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO GTE Select data of equal or higher value.
LESS THAN LT, < Select data lower than value.
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO LTE Select data of equal or lower value.
CONTAINING none Select data that contains value (you do

not need to know position of value within
column data).

NOT ¬ Select all data that is not related as
specified (can use before any of the above
operators except NOT EQUAL).

Literal value
Tells Dataquery which value to search for. This value can be expressed as a character string, a numeric value, a column
name, or an arithmetic expression.

Character string
A character string must be enclosed in apostrophes. For example, you can specify a search for rows where the CITY
column contains the value 'DALLAS.'

Numeric value
A numeric value does not need to be enclosed in apostrophes. You can include decimal positions and a leading plus (+) or
minus (-) sign if the column is defined as signed. Following is a sample of how the panel looks now.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Action

On the panel, insert the following two lines after line 01:

1. On line 01, type an I over the 0 and type a 2 over the 1.
2. Press the ENTER key.

You can insert one line by typing I without the number, or you can insert five lines by typing I5. Remember, the blank lines
are inserted after the line where you use the command.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02

 03

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS  <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE
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Action

On the panel, type WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0 in the first blank line (02).

You can type the WITH statement and selection criteria without using the online aids, such as displaying the query
template or a list of columns in the table. If you know the format for a statement and the information to be used in the
statement, you can simply type in the statement. In the above statement, SHIP-QTY is the name of the column that
Dataquery is to search for a specific value, which is 0. Choosing the comparison operator GT makes sense because a
value equal to 0 means that no item has been shipped. By specifying GT as the operator, the query will retrieve only those
rows where an item has been shipped, that is, the value will be 1 or greater.

Completed Example

=>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4>DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Options

Join Tables
You can use the query template to select the WITH format and use <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS to display and select the
columns in the table the query will search. If you want the search criteria to further limit the data that is returned, you can
build a logical expression containing multiple conditions that the data must match. Your WITH clause could also contain
arithmetic expressions.

This query searches only one table, but if you need to search more than one table, you can join the first table with a
second using the RELATE statement. You could also specify additional selection criteria for data in the second table. You
can also use an outer join keyword to specify selection of rows left out of an equijoin.

Literal Masking
You can use masking to locate data in particular positions within your data. When you use masking, you must know the
format of the data and the position of the value within that data. The positions that you do not want to be compared need
to be masked with pound signs (#). For example, you want to locate all items in your inventory which have an ID number
ending in XYZ. You know the ID for each item is six characters long and that you want to mask the first three digits. Your
selection criteria for the search would be:
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WITH ITM-ID = '###XYZ'.

Your site may have chosen a different character for this purpose. To verify your site's mask character, view the SYSTEM
PROFILE help topic or contact your Dataquery Administrator.

Containing
CONTAINING is similar to masking, except that you do not want to compare the values by position. Instead, you specify
that the column must contain the value, no matter if the value appears at the beginning, middle or end of the column's
value. For example, if you want to locate all items in your inventory which have XYZ in the item ID, your selection criteria
for the search would be:

WITH ITM-ID CONTAINING 'XYZ'.

You cannot use CONTAINING with numeric type columns.

Step 4 Create Temporary Results

In this step, you see how to create a temporary result mathematical calculation involving data contained in the database.

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

SET
A verb in a DQL statement that defines a temporary result for calculation results and reporting.

Result
You must give the temporary result a unique name, that is, any 1- to 32-character name which is not the same as another
result or a column within the tables your query is searching. You can use the temporary results name in other calculations
within your query. For example, you can use one SET statement to add numeric data contained in two columns. You
can use a second SET statement to multiply the first result by a numeric literal to obtain a percentage of the first result.
Another possibility is using one SET statement to do both of the above operations. In this case, you would be building a
more complex arithmetic expression.

Precision (n.d.)
Refers to the number of positions in the temporary result before the decimal point, N, and after the decimal point, D. You
must specify a precision that will contain the largest possible result from the calculation. The default is (10.5). Whatever
precision you specify, the total of n and d cannot exceed 18, and the precision must be enclosed in parentheses. If you do
not want any digits displayed after the decimal point, make d equal to 0.

Equal sign (=)
Tells Dataquery that the mathematical expression following this sign will define the calculations for the temporary result.

Numeric-column-name
Columns or other temporary results used in the calculation must contain numeric data.

Arithmetic-expression
Your expression can specify one or more arithmetic operations to perform on the selected data. The following chart
describes the arithmetic functions you can use.

Function Operator Description
Add + Adds the specified numeric data.
Subtract - Subtracts the specified numeric data.
Divide / Divides the specified numeric data (divisor

cannot be 0).
Multiply * Multiplies the specified numeric data

(multiplier cannot be 0).
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Parenthetical expression ( ) Use to clarify which operations are to be
performed first in a complex calculation
(can specify up to 5 levels of nested
expressions).

Numeric-literal
You can assign the temporary result a numeric literal value. You can also use numeric literals alone or in combination with
data from columns to build arithmetic expressions to calculate a value for the temporary result.

Procedure

The last step specified conditions for the query's search for data. Following is an example of how the query looks now.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES  <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Select SET Statement

The next step is to display the query template and place the cursor in the first position of line three to mark where the
format for the SET statement on the query template is to be inserted. Pressing <PF9> displays the QUERY TEMPLATE
panel, shown next.

Panel

 =>

 Enter the number of times each command is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD30

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lowercase words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 _  FIND (count)  table-name    ROWS

 _  WITH selection-criteria

 _  RELATED BY key-name

          TO (FIRST) table-name

 _  RELATED BY link-column

          VIA key-name column-name TO table-name

 _  SET result (13.2)

          = numeric-column-name arithmetic-expression numeric-literal

 _  SORT table-name       BY column-name (DOWN)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

To copy a SET statement, follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the space before the SET statement.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to redisplay the CREATE MODE panel.

Entering 1 in the space before the SET format means that only one SET statement is needed. For two or more SET
statements in the query, a higher number could be entered. Notice that the SET format displays the override to the default
precision for temporary results, that is, (13.2).

Pressing <PF2> returns to the previous panel, which was the EDITOR's CREATE MODE panel. When the CREATE
MODE panel is redisplayed, the SET format appears at the previous cursor location.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02         WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET result (13.2)

 04        = numeric-column-name arithmetic-expression numeric-literal

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES  <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE
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Edit SET Statement

To edit the SET statement template, follow these steps:

1. Complete the SET statement by typing over result (13.2) with SHIP-PRICE (7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY.
2. Position the cursor in the first blank space on line 04 and press the ERASE key to remove the remainder of the SET

format.

Before retrieving the SET format from the query template, the query has only three lines, with line 03 being blank. Upon
returning to the CREATE MODE panel, the query contains four lines since the SET format is two lines long. The SET
format uses line 03 for the first line of the format and inserts line 04 for the second line of the format. If you are adding
statements to the bottom of a query with template, Dataquery inserts the required lines for you.

Since the mathematical expression is simple and short, it is easier to type it in on line 03 and delete the unnecessary
part on line 04. The next step is to name the temporary result SHIP-PRICE and set the precision at (7.2). Using the two
columns UNIT-PRICE and SHIP-QTY makes it possible to calculate the result for SHIP-PRICE. UNIT-PRICE contains
the price of each item and SHIP-QTY tells how many of that item the customer has ordered. The operation to perform is
multiplication to determine the total price for each item the customer is ordering.

Completed Example

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02         WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL  <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Options

You can specify a number greater than 1 on the template if the query is to contain multiple SET calculations. You could
also select only one SET format and use the EDITOR's C (COPY) line command to copy the format multiple times on the
CREATE MODE panel.

If you do not know the name or data type of a column, you can use <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS to display the attributes
of the columns and select the appropriate ones for your calculations.
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Step 5 Sorting the Data

In this step, you see how you can specify that data is to be sorted in a specific order and specify breaks to control totaling
operations for your report.

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

SORT
Tells Dataquery that the data it retrieves (from the database or temporary results) is to be arranged in a specified order in
the report. Your query can contain only one SORT statement.

Table-name
Tells Dataquery which table contains the data you want to sort. This is an optional entry if you are searching only one
table. If you are searching two or more tables, you use this field to clarify which table contains the columns you are using
in your SORT statement. You can use columns from multiple tables in the SORT statement. You can also use temporary
results.

BY
Tells Dataquery that the columns following this word are to be used as sort data.

Column-name
You specify the name of the column containing the critical data for the report's ordering. The sequence in which you list
these columns determines which is the primary sort column, which is the secondary, and so forth. When you specify sort
columns, make certain the sequence of sorting requests is logical. For example, you could specify that a query is to sort
the data by ZIP as the primary sort column then by STATE as the secondary. This is not a logical choice since multiple zip
codes exist in a single state. A better sequence would be to specify STATE as the primary sort and ZIP as the secondary.
All of your sort columns together cannot exceed 100 characters in length. If you specify the name of a column which is a
repeating field, you must use subscripts to identify the occurrence. See Repeating Fields for more information.

Control break
You can designate control break columns by enclosing the column in parentheses in your SORT statement. Each time
the value of the data in the designated control break changes, totals can be accumulated for numeric columns. (Step
6 designates which numeric columns are to be totaled.) Since numeric data can be different for each row, designating
numeric columns for your control breaks may not give you the desired results for your report. Instead, you may want
to select columns containing character data for your control breaks. For example, to get a total of all sales by sales
representatives in a region, you could designate STATE as your control break. Each time Dataquery encounters the name
of a different state in the selected data, a total could be produced for the amount of sales in that state. You may designate
up to 10 control break columns in a query.

Order
Specifies whether the data for your report will be sorted in ascending order, A through Z for character or 0 through 9 for
numeric, or in descending order, Z through A for character and 9 through 0 for numeric. The default is UP for ascending. If
you want your report in descending order, specify DOWN.

Procedure

The last step created a temporary result named SHIP-PRICE column based on UNIT-PRICE and SHIP-QTY values. The
query now has a FIND statement, a WITH clause, and a SET statement. Following is an example of how it looks now:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.
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 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02         WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Type a SORT Statement

To type a SORT statement, follow these steps:

1. Type SORT BY in line 04.
2. Type one space after BY and leave the cursor in that position.
3. Press <PF6> DISPLAY COLUMNS to display the list of columns for the table to be searched.

Select a SORT Column

The format for the SORT statement is typed on line 04 without a table-name because this query uses only one table.
Pressing <PF6> presents a list of columns in the current table. This columns can be selected for insertion in the query.

 =>

 TO ORDER THE COLUMNS, ENTER A NUMBER IN FRONT OF EACH ONE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB90

 DATAQUERY:   COLUMN           DISPLAY         DICTIONARY DATABASE ID: 189

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TABLE NAME: CAI-DETAIL-TBL                   DB NAME: DTL   DB ID: 010

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             COLUMN            NAME    |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 __ CUST-ID                            |

 __ ITM-ID                             |

 __ ORD-QTY                            |

 __ SHIP-QTY                           |

 __ UNIT-PRICE                         |

 __ DISC-PCT                           |

 __ ACT-DT                             |

 __ ACT-YR                             |

 __ ACT-MO                             |

 __ ACT-DAY                            | 

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN <PF6>  TEXT      <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action
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To select a SORT column, follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the space to the left of CUST-ID.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to redisplay the CREATE MODE panel.

Typing 1 when selecting CUST-ID indicates that this column is the first to be inserted in the SORT statement. CUST-ID
also happens to be the only column to be used in the SORT statement. If two or more columns were to be used to sort by,
then CUST-ID would be the primary sort column.

Pressing <PF2> returns to the CREATE MODE panel, where the selected column is inserted at the location marked with
the cursor.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY CUST-ID

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Create a Control Break

To create a control break, follow these steps:

1. Press the Insert key.
2. Type an open parenthesis, (, before CUST-ID.
3. Type a close parenthesis, ), after CUST-ID.
4. Leave the cursor in position after the close parenthesis.

The EDITOR allows you to use the Insert key so that you can manually insert data into your query. Enclosing CUST-ID
in parentheses indicates that this is to be a control break column. Each time a new value is encountered for CUST-ID,
that is, a different customer, Dataquery can total certain numeric columns (to be designated in Step 6) when the query
executes.

Completed Example

  =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
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 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Other Things You Could Do

You could use <PF9> TEMPLATE to display the format for the SET statement and insert the format on the CREATE
MODE panel. Even though only one table is to be searched in the sample query, you can type the table name in the
SORT statement.

If two or more columns were being used in the sort, then CUST-ID would be the primary sort column since 1 is typed in
the space to the left of the column name. You can select the secondary sort column by typing a 2 in the space, the next
with a 3, and so on for successive sort columns. Remember that the total length of all sort columns must be less than 100
characters.

Just as you can have multiple sort columns, you can also have multiple control break columns by enclosing each specific
column in parentheses, up to a maximum of 10.

When you display the column DISPLAY panel, you can press <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN to display an extended definition
of the columns. This display shows you information about the column, such as the type of data (character or numeric), the
physical length of the column, and so forth.

Step 6 Print or Display Report Data

In this step, you see how to format your report, give it a title, format the output data in your report and to designate control
break totals for numeric columns.

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

PRINT
Tells Dataquery to produce a report with data arranged in columnar format with one line per row. You can have only one
PRINT verb in your query. If you do not want your report in columnar format, then you should use DISPLAY instead of
PRINT. You cannot use both PRINT and DISPLAY in a single query. When you execute the query, you can override the
columnar format by indicating your choice on the ONLINE EXECUTION panel.

DISPLAY
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Tells Dataquery to produce a report with data displayed in pages, with one page per row, one line per column. You can
have only one DISPLAY verb in your query. If you do not want your report in page per row format, then you should use
PRINT. You cannot use both DISPLAY and PRINT in a single query. When you execute the query, you can override the list
format.

TITLE1
Tells Dataquery that the information following this word is to be used as the first line of a title for the report. You can
specify a second title line using TITLE2. These titles will be preceded by a title which was selected for your site when
Dataquery was installed. The title options are valid only with the PRINT statement.

'Report-heading'
You can give your report a title which identifies the intent of the report, such as FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS. The
maximum length is 55 characters. You must enclose the report heading in apostrophes, both for TITLE1 and TITLE2.
Dataquery centers the title at the top of your report.

FROM
Optional word you can use to clarify your PRINT or DISPLAY statement when your report includes columns from more
than one table.

Table-name
Identifies the table from which the columns that follow it are extracted. If you search two or more tables in your query, you
must specify which table contains the columns you are including in your PRINT or DISPLAY statement. You can include
columns from all tables searched by your query, but you must precede the column name with the table name.

ROWS
Optional word you can use to clarify your PRINT or DISPLAY statement.

Column-Name
You must specify the name of each column for which you want output data included in the report. You can use columns
from the tables searched by your query and temporary results created by your query. The order in which you specify
columns in your PRINT or DISPLAY statement determines the order in which they appear in your report. If you specify the
name of a column which is a repeating field, you must use subscripts that show which occurrence you want to include in
the report. See Repeating Fields for more information on repeating fields and subscripts.

Totals
Tells Dataquery which numeric columns should be totaled and displayed each time a control break occurs or at the end of
the report. To indicate that a numeric column is to be totaled, enclose the name within parentheses in your print statement.
Parentheses around a PRINT statement column name tell Dataquery to produce totals each time a control break occurs.
(Control breaks are columns enclosed in parentheses in the SORT statement.) Totals are placed under the appropriate
column in the report.

Dataquery prints a legend in your report telling you for which column and control break value the total was accumulated.
If you have not included a SORT statement or if you did not designate any Control Breaks in your SORT statement,
Dataquery will only print totals at the end of the report.

PICTURE
Tells Dataquery that the information following this word will describe an alternate edit pattern for numeric data. You can
use this option to arrange the appearance of numeric data in your report, such as eliminating leading zeros.

If you do not specify an edit pattern, numeric data is displayed according to a default edit pattern defined in Datacom
Datadictionary. If there is no edit pattern defined in Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery generates a default edit pattern.

For example, UNIT-PRICE is defined in the database with five digits to the left of the decimal point and two to the right. If
the price for an item is $29.50, this will be displayed in the report as 00029.50. To eliminate the leading zeros in the report,
you can use the PICTURE option to define an edit pattern for this column. You can also use the PICTURE option to format
data from temporary results.

'Picture-clause'
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Specifies the edit pattern you want for the column. This pattern must be enclosed in apostrophes. Each column in your
report can have a different pattern if you like since there are several patterns you can use. Your site may have defined
default edit patterns in Datacom Datadictionary. Use the Display Text function to view a particular column's edit pattern (if
there is one) or consult your Dataquery Administrator.

'Optional-heading'
Unless you specify otherwise, the heading for each column listed in your PRINT statement will be the Datacom
Datadictionary alternate heading, if specified, or the name of the column. To make your report clearer or more attractive,
you can define an alternate heading for each column in your report. Dataquery will use this heading instead of the
Datacom Datadictionary heading when producing the report. You must enclose this heading in apostrophes. The
maximum length is 32 characters for each of two lines. To define a two-line heading, separate the two lines with the
heading separator character shown on your SYSTEM PROFILE panel, available through Topic Help. If your site has
defined default headings in Datacom Datadictionary, use the Display Text function to view a particular column heading or
consult your Dataquery Administrator.

Procedure

In the previous step, a SORT statement was added to the query, to tell Dataquery how to arrange the query output.
Following is an example of how it looks now:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Action

To display the query template, press <PF9> TEMPLATE.

At the end of Step 5, the cursor was left at the end of line 4. This shows that it is not necessary to insert a line in the
CREATE MODE panel if you are going to use the query template to select a format for insertion in your query. Pressing
<PF9> displays the QUERY TEMPLATE panel shown following:

 =>

 Enter the number of times each command is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD30

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _  FIND (count)  table-name    ROWS

 _  WITH selection-criteria

 _  RELATED BY key-name

        TO (FIRST) table-name

 _  RELATED BY link-column

        VIA key-name column-name TO table-name

 _  SET result-column (13.2)

        = numeric-column-name arithmetic-expression numeric-literal

 _  SORT table-name           BY column-name (DOWN)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

To scroll forward, press <PF8> FORWARD.

The format needed in the query is not displayed on the above panel, but pressing <PF8> scrolls forward. If your terminal
displays more than 24 lines at a time, Dataquery will display all of QUERY TEMPLATE on one panel and you do not have
to use <PF8> to scroll forward.

 =>

 Enter the number of times each command is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD40

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _  PRINT FROM table-name     ROWS

           column-name ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 _  DISPLAY FROM table-name

           column-name ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 _  WHEN named-control-break-object FINISHED  BREAKS

     DO 'legend-for-display'  function  column-name (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
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Select a PRINT Statement

To select a PRINT statement, follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the space before the PRINT statement format.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to return to the CREATE MODE panel.

The report is to be in columnar format, so the PRINT statement should be selected. The number 1 should be entered in
the space since there can only be one PRINT verb in the query. Pressing <PF2> returns to the CREATE MODE panel
where the PRINT format has been inserted as shown in the following panel.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:             USER-SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM table-name     ROWS

 06       column-name ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Edit PRINT Statement

To edit the PRINT statement template:

1. Type over FROM table-name ROWS with TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'.
2. Type over part of the PRINT format in line 06 with (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'.
3. Use the ERASE key to delete the remainder of the PRINT format on line 06.
4. Move the cursor to the line number for line 06.
5. Type I in the line number.
6. Press Enter to complete the insert line command.
7. Move the cursor to the first space in the new line (07).
8. To add a title, type TITLE1 and 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS' after PRINT.
9. Since the query searches only one table, it is not necessary to use the FROM file-name ROWS portion of the PRINT

format.
10. The temporary result, SHIP-PRICE, needs to be included in the report and totals should be produced on it each time a

control break occurs, so (SHIP-PRICE) must be typed in. (The parentheses specify a control break.)
11. Add a PICTURE Clause.
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To show how to use an edit pattern, the clause PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-' is included. Notice that the edit pattern
allows for seven digits to the left of the decimal and two to the right. This is because this temporary result has been
given a precision of (7.2) in the SET statement and the edit pattern must fit the column length. Using commas in the
edit pattern shows you that you can do this to clarify the numeric value. The Z indicates that leading zeros are to be
suppressed, that is, not displayed, in the report. The 9 tells Dataquery to display the appropriate value for this position,
even if it is a zero. If all Zs were specified, you'd see a blank in the report if the value happened to be 0.00. You can
see that your choice of edit pattern influences how meaningful your report will be.

12. Select PRINT Columns.
Inserting one line and pressing <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS shows you how you can select more than one column
from the list of columns in the table you are searching.

 =>

 TO ORDER THE COLUMNS, ENTER A NUMBER IN FRONT OF EACH ONE

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB90

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN            DISPLAY         DICTIONARY DATABASE ID: 189

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TABLE NAME: CAI-DETAIL-TBL                   DB NAME: DTL   DB ID: 010

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

             COLUMN            NAME    |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 __ CUST-ID                            |

 __ ITM-ID                             |

 __ ORD-QTY                            |

 __ SHIP-QTY                           |

 __ UNIT-PRICE                         |

 __ DISC-PCT                           |

 __ ACT-DT                             |

 __ ACT-YR                             |

 __ ACT-MO                             |

 __ ACT-DAY                            |

                                       |

                                       |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN <PF6>  TEXT      <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Arrange Column Order

To arrange the columns selected in the order wanted, follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the space before CUST-ID.
2. Type 2 in the space before ITM-ID.
3. Type 3 in the space before SHIP-QTY.
4. Type 4 in the space before UNIT-PRICE.
5. Press <PF2> RETURN to return to the CREATE MODE panel.

To select columns for the report and to specify their order, you place an order number in the space before the column
name. In this example, it so happens the columns are included in the table in the order they were selected for the report.
(You could place a 1 before UNIT-PRICE and a 4 before CUST-ID if you wanted them to appear in that sequence in the
report.) When selections are complete, pressing <PF2> returns to the CREATE MODE panel where the selections have
been inserted as shown in the following panel.

Result

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 07  CUST-ID

 08  ITM-ID

 09  SHIP-QTY

 10  UNIT-PRICE

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Move Lines

To use EDITOR commands to move lines on the panel, follow these steps:

1. Type M in the line number for line 06.
2. Type A in the line number for line 10.
3. Press Enter to complete the MOVE line command.
4. Type >8 (EDITOR line command to shift data to the right, within the line, in this case 8 spaces) in the line number for

line 06.
5. Press Enter to complete the shift data line command.
6. Type >8 in the line number for line 07.
7. Press Enter to complete the shift data line command.
8. Type >8 in the line number for line 08.
9. Press Enter to complete the shift data line command.
10. Type >8 in the line number for line 09.
11. Press Enter to complete the shift data line command.

You need to know how you can use the EDITOR's line commands to move lines within your query and how you can shift
the position of data within a line.

Notice that each column to appear in the report is listed on a separate line. They could be typed on one line, but this listing
makes it easier to determine which individual columns are included in the report. As in previous steps, new lines have
been inserted along with the data retrieved from the COLUMN DISPLAY.

After looking at the order of the columns, you can see that it is not logical to have the temporary result report column
appear first in the report, so moving it makes it the last column in the report. Typing M indicates which line to move and
typing A indicates which line it is to be placed after, then press Enter.

When the move operation is complete, it looks like a good idea to align names of the other columns with the SHIP-PRICE
name, to improve visibility. Counting provides the number of spaces the column name must be shifted within the line and
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typing >8 in the line number of the first column and pressing Enter performs the shift. The > indicates that the data is to be
moved to the right, while the 8 indicates that the shift is to be 8 spaces. Since the EDITOR does not perform multiple shift
requests simultaneously, you must perform a separate operation for each line. After completing the shift operations, the
query appears as shown in the next panel.

Completed Example

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Other Things You Could Do

The report has only one title line, but you can specify a second line to further describe the report.

You could specify an edit pattern for each column in the PRINT statement. You could also accumulate control break totals
for other numeric columns. Each column, or selected columns, could be given an alternate heading to appear in the
report.

Instead of shifting data to the right, you could shift it to the left using the < line command and a numeric factor to indicate
the number of spaces the data is to be shifted. If you do not specify a numeric factor with either shift command, the default
is one space.

Step 7 Specify Mathematical Function

In this step, you see how to perform mathematical functions on numeric columns, such as finding an average, maximum
value or a count of occurrences. If you need a specific mathematical function which Dataquery does not provide as a
standard function, site management can create a user-defined function (UDF) to meet your request.

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

WHEN
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Tells Dataquery that information after this verb describes when to perform a mathematical function. The DO portion of this
statement describes the function to be performed. You can use multiple WHEN/DO statements in your query to get the
results you need for your report. You can also specify multiple DO statements for a single WHEN statement.

Table-name
If your query searches more than one table, you must specify the name of the table containing the column which is the
named-control- break-object or the name of the column.

Named-control-break-object
If you want the mathematical function to be performed after a control break in your report, you can specify the name of a
control break column used in your SORT statement.

BREAKS
An optional word to clarify that the mathematical function will be performed after a control break.

FINISHED
If you want the mathematical function to be performed at the end of your report, specify this keyword after the WHEN.

DO
Tells Dataquery that information after this verb describes what type of mathematical function is to be performed and what
column will be used in the function. You can specify multiple DO statements for a single WHEN statement. If you have
multiple DO statements, you must make certain that you want the specified function performed at the point specified in the
WHEN statement.

'Legend-for-display'
You can specify a legend to be printed beside the results of the function calculation. This legend can be up to 64
characters in length and must be enclosed in apostrophes. If you want the current value of the control break printed within
this legend, you can include a site-specified heading substitution string like && in the legend.

For example, if you want to calculate an average sales amount for each state in a region, and && were your heading
substitution string, you would specify STATE as a control break in the SORT statement that is, SORT (STATE), and as
the control break object in the WHEN statement, that is, WHEN STATE BREAKS DO 'AVERAGE SALES FOR &.&'.. You
could specify 'AVERAGE SALES FOR &&' as a legend. Each time the state name changes, the legend will identify the
state for which the average was calculated. If you do not specify a legend for the DO statement, Dataquery prints the
function followed by the name of the column on which the function is performed.

See the SYSTEM PROFILE panel in Topic Help to learn what characters are used at your site as a heading substitution
string.

FUNCTION
You must identify the function that you want performed. Only one function can be specified in a single DO statement.
However, you can use multiple WHEN/DO statements or multiple DO statements for a single WHEN in your query to
obtain the desired results for your report. The functions you can perform are described in the next chart.

Function Entry Performs this function at control break
or end of report:

Average AVG Averages the values
Count CNT Counts the number of values
Maximum MAX Finds the maximum value
Minimum MIN Finds the minimum value
Sum SUM Sums the values
Page break PAGE-BREAK Begins a new page

Column-Name
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You must specify the numeric column for which the function is to be performed. If you specify the name of a column
which is a repeating field, you must use subscripts to show which occurrence you want. See Repeating Fields for more
information.

PICTURE 'picture-clause'
You can specify an edit pattern to be used when reporting on the function results. See Step 6 for a description of
PICTURE and 'picture-clause'.

Procedure

In the last step, you learned how to complete a PRINT statement, telling Dataquery how to arrange data on the report,
giving it a title, and specifying a total and a PICTURE clause for SHIP-PRICE.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          USER-SAMPLE                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Display Query Template

To display the query template, follow these steps:

1. Scroll line 10 to the top of the display to insert a WHEN-DO template.
2. Press <PF9> TEMPLATE to display the query template.

At the end of Step 6, the cursor appears after the edit pattern in line 10 since it is not necessary to insert a blank line on
the CREATE MODE panel to insert a statement format. Pressing <PF9> displays the query template. You know from Step
6 that TEMPLATE has two panels. The WHEN/DO format is displayed on the second panel. Scrolling forward from the
first panel displays the following panel.

If your terminal displays more than 24 lines at a time, Dataquery displays the query template on one panel.

 =>

 Enter the number of times each command is to be included in the query

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD40

 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.

 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the

 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _  PRINT FROM table-name     ROWS

            column-name ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 _  DISPLAY FROM table-name

            column-name ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 _  WHEN named-control-break-object FINISHED  BREAKS

     DO 'legend-for-display'  function  column-name (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Select WHEN/DO

To select a WHEN/DO statement:

1. Type 1 in the space before the WHEN/DO format.
2. Press <PF2> RETURN to return to the CREATE MODE panel.

Typing 1 indicates that only one WHEN/DO format is needed in the query. Pressing <PF2> returns the Create mode panel
where the format has been inserted for editing.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:              USER-SAMPLE                          TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 11  WHEN named-control-break-object FINISHED  BREAKS

 12  DO 'legend-for-display'  function  column-name (PICTURE 'picture-clause')

     ======================= B O T T O M =======================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE
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Edit WHEN/DO

To Edit the WHEN/DO template:

1. Type CUST-ID after WHEN.
2. Use the DELETE key to delete extraneous characters between CUST-ID and BREAKS.
3. Type 'AVERAGE ITEM PRICE' AVG UNIT-PRICE after DO.
4. Use the ERASE key to delete the extraneous characters on the remainder of the line.

The report requires an average item price for each customer since a higher average indicates which customers purchase
the more expensive items in our inventory. Specifying CUST-ID as the control break object is part of getting the average
calculated for each customer. In this case, CUST-ID happens to be the only control break specified in the SORT
statement and it is also the column to use in the WHEN statement. Using the optional word BREAKS clarifies that this
action takes place after a control break.

For the DO portion, enter 'AVERAGE ITEM PRICE' as the legend so the report will have a meaningful identification for
the result from the function. After the legend, enter AVG as the function and UNIT-PRICE to identify the column tells
Dataquery which column to average.

Completed Example

Query entries are now complete. It appears as shown in the following panels. (On some terminals, you may have to scroll
forward and backwards to view the entire query.)

Screen 1 of Query

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:              USER-SAMPLE                              TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:    TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Screen 2 of Query

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                  CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-DETAIL-TBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:              USER-SAMPLE                                 TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 11  WHEN CUST-ID BREAKS

 12   DO 'AVERAGE ITEM PRICE' AVG UNIT-PRICE

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE    <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12>PROCESS MODE

Other Things You Could Do

You could insert lines on the panel and type in your WHEN/DO statements. You could use the DISPLAY TABLES and
DISPLAY COLUMNS options to insert table and column names into these statements. Since this query searches only one
table, it is not necessary to use the optional table-name identifier.

When you select the WHEN/DO format from the query template, you could specify 2 or a higher number if you want
multiple WHEN/DO statements in your query. Also, if you want multiple DO statements after your WHEN, you could use
the EDITOR's C (COPY) line command to copy the DO format within your query or do a block copy of both WHEN and
DO statements.

Using the BREAKS keyword clarifies when the function is to be performed, that is, after each control break in the report.
You could use the FINISHED option to indicate that you want the average calculated only at the end of the report.
However, for the sample query, this would not have given the results wanted, which was an average for individual
customers.

If your query contains multiple control break columns in the SORT statement, you could have multiple WHEN/DO
statements with different functions to be performed at each control break.

The PAGE-BREAK function may be used to put the results of column functions like AVG on a separate page. This can
be done by putting the first and last DO statement in a WHEN clause as a PAGE-BREAK. The result is printing all other
functions on a separate page.

This query uses the AVG function. Depending on the results you want in your report, you can select any of the valid
mathematical functions. You could have multiple DO statements that calculate the SUM or find the MAX or MIN of specific
numeric columns.

Step 8 Validate, Save and Execute the Query

In this step you see how to access the EDITOR's Process mode panel and to validate and save your query prior to
execution.

Completed Example

Here is how the completed query looks, ready to be checked for errors, saved, and executed. Press <PF12> on the
EDITOR panel during display of CREATE MODE PF keys to change the PF key display to PROCESS MODE. Note the
new PF key display.

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:             USER-SAMPLE                                 TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 11  WHEN CUST-ID BREAKS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Concepts

These are the major concepts related to this step:

Process Mode
You use the EDITOR: Process Mode panel to execute, save, update, or delete queries. You can also use this panel to
access the option to define a dialog.

EXECUTE
When you execute a query, you are asking Dataquery to process the requests in your query statements and return the
resulting report.

SAVE
If you do not want to re-create a query each time you want to get a report, you can save the query in your private library or
the public library. You can execute a query saved in your private library or the public library.

The following provides information about saving queries.

Timing
You should save any query you want to use again. If you are creating a complex query and spending a lot of time
on it, you may want to save it before you are finished. If you do, you can use the <PF9> UPDATE PF key to save
it again. You can save without validating first.

What is saved?
Dataquery saves everything written in the text area of the EDITOR panel. The item must have a name, type
(query or dialog) and status (public or private) before it can be saved.

What happens if I exit the EDITOR panel without saving?
A query or dialog resides in the active query area until you access another query or dialog. You can recall an
active query to the EDITOR panel with the EDIT * command.
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How can you delete an unwanted query?
When you no longer need a saved query, you can delete it from your private library or, if you are authorized, from
the public library. Once you delete a query, you can only recall it if it is currently in the active query area because
you have displayed, validated, or executed it.

Delete queries by pressing <PF6> during directory display. See Selecting a Directory for details.

DIALOG DEFINITION
To make a query more versatile, you can convert a query to a dialog capable of accepting variables, such as different
table, column and key names or literal values each time you execute the dialog. For details on creating a dialog,
see Creating Dialogs.

DELETE
When you no longer need a saved query, you can delete it from your private library, or if you are authorized, from the
public library. Once you delete a query, you can only recall it if it is currently in the active query area because you have
displayed or executed it.

UPDATE
After you save a private query, you can still make changes to it as your needs change. You may also update public
queries which you authored depending on options selected when Dataquery was installed. See your Dataquery
Administrator for more information.

VALIDATE
Before you execute or save a newly created or updated query, you should validate the query. However, if you do not
validate the query, validation will be done at execution time. When you select the VALIDATE option, you are asking
Dataquery to check the query for correct DQL syntax and to verify that the table, column and key names in your query are
spelled correctly or do actually exist.

Procedure

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:             USER-SAMPLE                                 TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 11  WHEN CUST-ID BREAKS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE      <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE
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Validate Query

To validate the query:

• Press <PF10> VALIDATE to validate the query.

To verify that the Dataquery language syntax and table and column names in the query are correct, press <PF10>.
Receiving the message indicating that no errors were found means the query has been successfully validated.

Completed Example

 =>

 DQ214I - QUERY VALIDATION WAS SUCCESSFUL AND NO ERRORS WERE FOUND

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:             USER-SAMPLE                                 TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   TOTAL ORDERS PER CUSTOMER -- AVERAGE PRICE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01  FIND ALL  CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

 02       WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 03  SET SHIP-PRICE(7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 04  SORT BY (CUST-ID)

 05  PRINT FROM TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

 06          CUST-ID

 07          ITM-ID

 08          SHIP-QTY

 09          UNIT-PRICE

 10         (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

 11  WHEN CUST-ID BREAKS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE  <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT  <PF12> CREATE MODE

Action

To keep this query so that it can be executed more than once, press <PF4> SAVE. Since the query is correct, it can be
executed now as described in Executing Online. Turn to the section summary to see the report.

Other Things You Could Do

You could validate your query while still in the CREATE MODE.

If you receive an error message about DQL syntax or a table or column name, make the correction specified in the error
message. If you do not understand the message, press <PF1> HELP for an explanation. Once the correction is made,
validate your query again. Repeat the validation option until all errors are corrected.

You may want to convert a query like this to a dialog that lets you specify variables for table, column and key names,
literal values and functions. A dialog serves multiple purposes and lets you obtain different data without having separate
queries. To see how this sample query can be converted to a dialog, see the steps in Creating Dialogs.

Summary

Compare the query to the sample report to see what specific part of the query produced that part in the report. Use the
chart on the following page to see what each query statement does in producing the report.

User Sample Query
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 FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-TBL ROWS

           WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

 SET SHIP-PRICE (7.2) = UNIT-PRICE * SHIP-QTY

 SORT BY (CUST-ID)

    PRINT TITLE1 'FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS'

                 CUST-ID

                 ITM-ID

               SHIP-QTY

                 UNIT-PRICE

               (SHIP-PRICE) PICTURE 'Z,ZZZ,ZZ9.99-'

    WHEN CUST-ID

         DO 'AVERAGE ITEM PRICE' AVG UNIT-PRICE

CREATE Function Sample Objective Report

         04/14/14                    CA Dataquery 15.0              PAGE   1

        14:56:22                        FILLED CUSTOMER ORDERS       DETAIL

 

           CUST-ID    ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY     UNIT-PRICE     SHIP-PRICE

           ---------  ----------  -----------  -------------  -------------

         01008  C10000         0000002       00029.50          59.00

                C10001         0000004       00021.00          84.00

                C10002         0000006       00014.00          84.00

                C10005         0000002       00066.75         133.50

           TOTAL CUST-ID   01008                                        

                                                              360.50    

            AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81

Keyword or Symbol Result
FIND, WITH Searches all CAI-DETAIL-TBL rows and locates those where the

value for SHIP-QTY is greater than zero.
SET Creates a temporary result named SHIP-PRICE and multiplies

UNIT-PRICE by SHIP-QTY to calculate the total cost of each
item shipped to a customer. Also designates that the resulting
calculations can have up to 7 digits to the left of the decimal point
and 2 digits to the right.

SORT Places the located rows in ascending order according to the
values in CUST-ID, which identifies the company ordering the
items.

(CUST-ID) Since CUST-ID is enclosed in parentheses, it is a control break,
meaning a total will be calculated for each customer.

PRINT Produces a column report which includes a title and data for the
specified columns.

TITLE1 Specifies the title for the report.
(SHIP-PRICE) Calculates the total cost for all items shipped, since SHIP-

PRICE is enclosed in parentheses in this statement. The total is
calculated for each customer ID since CUST-ID is designated as a
control break in the SORT statement, by virtue of being enclosed
with parentheses.
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PICTURE Specifies the PICTURE clause, that is, format, for the output in
the report. This format is enclosed in apostrophes and uses Zs to
indicate that leading zeros will not be printed.

WHEN-DO Calculates an average for the UNIT-PRICE values each time
processing of data for a specific CUST-ID is completed. The result
from this WHEN-DO statement appears after the control break
total. You can specify a legend in the DO statement to identify the
results, such as AVERAGE ITEM PRICE.

Creating Dialogs
The Process Mode of the EDITOR panel allows you to make a query into a dialog that prompts for variable selections at
execution time. A dialog is a query that, when executed, prompts the user for specific entries where portions of the query
have been designated as variable. The dialog can provide a default selection, a list of valid entries for character variables
and a range of valid entries for numeric variables.

Any part of a query can be a variable for which the person executing the query can substitute another value. Each
variable must have a unique variable ID.

For information about how dialogs work when the user sees them, see Responding to Extra Panels During Execution.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Reviewing the Process

When the dialog is executed, panels appear to prompt the user to take appropriate actions. First, a panel appears that
describes the dialog. Next panels appear for each variable that prompt the user to use the variable default or to enter a
new variable. When you define the dialog, you define these panels.

The panels for defining the prompts appear automatically after you define the type, insert variables, and press <PF5>
DIALOG DEF.

The remainder of this section describes the process of setting dialog specifications.

 Rules 

Dialogs must:

• Follow the rules for query creation
• Contain the word dialog in the TYPE field
• Contain variables that you define and save

Any item that is to be a variable must have a one or two digit number and a variable symbol preceding it. You can use any
number between 1 and 99, but you can only use 25 variables.

The default variable symbol is a question mark (?). Your site may use a different character as a dialog variable symbol.
View the SYSTEM PROFILE HELP from the General Help panel of the Main Menu to determine what character your site
uses.

To create a dialog, you must create or edit an existing query. Create variables of any query part by substituting that part
with a variable.

 Sample 

Following is a sample format for a dialog variable. See the online HELP SYSTEM PROFILE topic for symbols.

25?CUST_ID_________
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The following explains each part of the preceding sample variable.

 Sample  Name  Explanation 

25 Variable
ID

Enter a number from 1 to 25 that is unique
in this dialog.

? Dialog symbol The installation default symbol is a question
mark. Your site may use a different
character.

CUST_ID Default The default item to be used in processing
the dialog if no replacement is entered or
selected. Any query item may be made into
a variable.

_______
 

Dialog fill character Enter enough site-specific dialog fill
characters to allow room for the longest
variable replacement you will allow. Your
site may use a different character.

Planning the Dialog

The following query produces a typical report. It also contains an ORDER BY clause that permits control breaks to be
specified. For more information on control breaks and ORDER BY, see Step 1: Plan a Report in SQL Mode.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SALARY_INFO                                       TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ____________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02            DEPT,

 03            NAME,

 04            ID

 05 FROM STAFF

 06 ORDER BY DEPT

The plan for this query is to make it into a dialog so that users who execute it can change the sorted order of the output.

 Action 

To make the preceding query into a dialog, the object of the ORDER BY clause (DEPT) should be a variable and the
TYPE should be dialog, as in the following example:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SALARY_INFO                                       TYPE: DIALOG  STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ____________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.
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 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02            DEPT,

 03            NAME,

 04            ID

 05 FROM STAFF

 06 ORDER BY 1?DEPT_____________

Defining the Dialog

When dialog is the TYPE, you have access to <PF5> DIALOG DEF. This PF key accesses the panels you use to define
the panels that appear during execution, along with your definitions of each variable you created on the EDITOR.

The following steps show the sequence of panels that appear when you choose <PF5> DIALOG DEF during EDITOR
panel Process Mode.

This particular set of panels defines the preceding sample dialog.

Step 1
Create or select a query to be made into a dialog.

Step 2
Enter dialog as the Type.

Step 3
Move the cursor to DEPT in the ORDER BY clause, press the insert key, and type 1?.

Step 4
Save the dialog.

Step 5
Press <PF5> DIALOG DEF.

Step 6
Complete DEFINE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT (DQDP0) as shown following:

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDP0

 DATAQUERY:    DEFINE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT        NAME:     SALARY_INFO

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DESCRIPTION:

 STATUS:         INCOMPLETE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ENTER THE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT TO BE USED AS A TITLE AND SAVE IT

 The report created by this dialog gives you salary, department, name and ID ___

 data.  You can sort the data by any one of these items.________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> CONTINUE        <PF4> SAVE

 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7> LAST VARIABLE   <PF8> FIRST VARIABLE

Step 7
Press <PF4> SAVE to save this part of the dialog definition. Then, press <PF8> FIRST VARIABLE to define the
1? variable.

Step 8
Complete the DEFINE VARIABLE (DQDV0) panel as shown following:

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDV0

 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE                      NAME:   SALARY_INFO
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DESCRIPTION:

 STATUS:           INCOMPLETE

    NAME,

 FROM STAFF

 ORDER BY 1?DEPT____________

 VARIABLE ID:             1 ?

 ENTER THE PROMPT TO BE DISPLAYED FOR THIS VARIABLE:

 SELECT A COLUMN NAME FROM THE ALLOWED NAMES OR LEAVE DEPT AS THE DEFAULT.______

 VARIABLE TYPE:           c    C - CHARACTER    N - NUMERIC    A - ALPHABETIC

 VARIABLE LENGTH:         16

 VARIABLE DEFAULT VALUE:

 DEPT____________ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CONTINUE       <PF4> SAVE

 <PF5> RANGE/LIST  <PF6> DELETE       <PF7> PREV VARIABLE  <PF8> NEXT VARIABLE

The prompt text indicates the information that identifies the variable being defined.

Step 9
Press <PF4> SAVE and then press <PF5> RANGE/LIST. Defining a range or list is optional.

Step 10
Complete the DEFINE VARIABLE LIST panel (DQDL0) as shown following:

 =>

 ENTER THE VALID VALUES FOR THE VARIABLE BELOW

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDL0

 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE LIST

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME                           SALARY_INFO

 VARIABLE ID:               1 ?

 PROMPT FOR VARIABLE:

 SELECT A COLUMN NAME FROM THE ALLOWED NAMES OR LEAVE DEPT AS THE DEFAULT.

 DEPT____________

SALARY

 NAME

 ID

 ________________

 ________________

 ________________

 ________________

 ________________

 ________________

 ________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  DELETE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

You can define a list or a range (if the data is numeric) for each variable in the dialog or you can allow users to enter any
valid names.
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Press <PF4> SAVE to save the list and press <PF2> RETURN to go back to the DEFINE VARIABLE panel. Note that the
status of the dialog is now complete.

Step 11
Press <PF4> CONTINUE. When the last dialog panel is saved, Dataquery redisplays the EDITOR panel and a
message telling you to validate.

Step 12
Validate the dialog. Follow these steps:

1. Complete the dialog definition.
2. Return to the EDITOR.
3. Press <PF10> VALIDATE.
4. View dialog prompt panel and check it for accuracy.
5. Display any range or list definitions and check them for accuracy.
6. Make selections from the range and list panels.
7. Change values on the prompt panels you designed.
8. Press <PF4> CONTINUE to complete the validation.
9. If you are satisfied with the results of validation, your dialog is complete and ready to execute <PF3>. If you

are not satisfied, you can return to the dialog definition, delete saved panels that you do not like, and change
all or part of the definition.

Other Things You Could Do

The preceding sample query could also be changed so that users could add any valid column name to the SELECT
clause. To do that, a variable with a blank default must be defined and added to the SELECT clause, as follows:

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02           DEPT,

 03           NAME,

 04           ID,

 05           1?__________________

 06 FROM STAFF

 07 ORDER BY 2?DEPT_____________

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Note that a comma was added to the preceding column name and that the dialog fill character defines the whole variable.
Read more about dialog fill characters on Reviewing the Process.

With the ORDER BY clause, three things are possible:

• Reuse the 1? variable so that any column named as a SELECT clause variable would also be the sort column for the
report.

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02           DEPT,

 03           NAME,

 04           ID,

 05           1?__________________

 06 FROM STAFF

 07 ORDER BY 1?DEPT_____________

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================
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Make the entire ORDER BY clause into a variable by providing variables before and after the clause that are comment
symbols. Substitutions for these symbols may be any two-letter word that is ignored by Dataquery.

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 SELECT SALARY,

 02           DEPT,

 03           NAME,

 04           ID,

 05 FROM STAFF

 06 1?*/

 07 ORDER BY 2?DEPT___________

 08  3?/*

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

Creating and Using Terms
You can use the Dataquery EDITOR to define your own keywords for use in building queries with the Main Menu CREATE
option. You may find this capability helpful if you find that many of your queries contain the same statements, clauses,
or values. By defining a single word or Term to replace DQL Language statements, clauses, values or even to replace a
complete query, you can speed query creation and create even more sophisticated queries.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Creation Procedure

Create terms just as you create a query with the Dataquery EDITOR. All you do is type term in the TYPE field when you
identify the query.

Precautions

Should you decide to create a public term to share with others, be sure it does not access tables to which others are not
authorized. Do not define it as public until it is complete.

Terms cannot be executed.

You cannot define a complete query as a term and embed the term in another query, because certain Dataquery
statements, like a FIND statement, may be used only once.

Do not name terms with names that may be used as table, column or key names on the database. Be sure to see
Dataquery Reserved and Ignored Words for important restrictions on names.

How to Use Terms

Type a defined term into your query or dialog just as you would type any valid DQL Language statement.

How to Nest Terms

You can use defined terms as part of another term definition. You can nest terms (terms within terms) up to eight levels
deep if the Language Maintenance Facility is not being used. Dataquery does not edit the contents of the term until it
is used as part of a query. As a result, Dataquery does not recognize some errors until all levels of nested terms are
processed. To make sure nested terms are valid, create a test query and edit it using the term.
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Sample Term Creation and Use

The following sections provide several examples of how terms can be created and used. Use it to become familiar with
term creation and to get ideas for terms you may want to create.

Background for Examples

Imagine you are a manager who frequently creates queries that select only data for the Southwest region, which is
composed of all zip codes beginning with a 75. You print different kinds of reports on different kinds of data for the same
region. You think you can simplify your daily work by creating terms to eliminate repetitive parts of your queries.

A typical query you can create looks like this:

      FIND ALL CAI-CUST-REC

          WITH ZIP EQUAL '75#'

      RELATED BY CUST-ORDID-KEY TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

          WITH DATE GTE 85

      SET DISCOUNT = UNIT-PRICE * DISC-PCT

      SORT BY (SLMN-ID)

      PRINT FROM CAI-CUST-REC

           SLMN-ID

           CUST-ID

           CITY

           STATE

           PHONE

         FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC

           ORD-ID

           TERMS

           SHIP-DT

           DISCOUNT

           (ORDER-TOTAL)

       WHEN SLMN-ID BREAKS

        DO 'AVERAGE ORDER AMOUNT' AVG ORDER-TOTAL

Explanation

The WITH clause in this query is an example of using literal masking to tell Dataquery to find specific values in specific
positions of the column. The # character tells Dataquery that any other characters can occur in the remaining positions of
the column.

Example 1 A WITH Clause

Question

Most of my queries contain the same WITH clause. Can I replace it with a term?

Answer

If you frequently want to report on only data for the Southwest region, composed of customers whose zip codes begin
with 75, you may want to create a term for the WITH clause. Here is how your term would look on the Dataquery EDITOR
panel:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:             SOUTHWEST______                              TYPE: TERM__  STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   WITH ZIP EQUAL '75#'_______________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..         WITH ZIP EQUAL '75#'

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Here is how your term would look used in a query:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                   CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SW-CUSTOMER-ADD                                TYPE: QUERY_  STATUS: PUBLIC_

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 .. FIND ALL CAI-CUST-REC

 ..    SOUTHWEST

 .. SORT BY (SLMN-ID)

 .. PRINT SLMN-ID

 ..       CUST-ID

 ..       CITY

 ..       STATE

 ..       PHONE

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Where you type SOUTHWEST in a query, Dataquery substitutes at execution time:

WITH ZIP EQUAL '75#'

If you want to produce reports on several regions, you may create terms to represent WITH clauses that identify each
region.

Example 2 PRINT Statement

Question

I always print the same columns. Can I replace a PRINT statement with a term?
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Answer

You may want to produce several different types of reports for the same data. You could create terms that replace various
print statements or various WHEN-DO statements. For instance, you may frequently print these columns in many queries
you write.

      PRINT FROM CAI-CUST-REC

           SLMN-ID

           CUST-ADDRESS-1

           CUST-ADDRESS-2

           CUST-ID

           CITY

           STATE

           PHONE

You could create a term to replace this print statement whenever it is used in a query. Here is how the term definition looks
on the Dataquery EDITOR:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                   CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:              CUST-LOCATION                    TYPE: TERM__  STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..    FROM CAI-CUST-REC

 ..        SLMN-ID

 ..        CUST-ADDRESS-1

 ..        CUST-ADDRESS-2

 ..        CUST-ID

 ..        CITY

 ..        STATE

 ..        PHONE

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

When you create another query that SORTs differently or FINDs customers from many regions, you can be sure you print
the same columns by using the CUST-LOCATION term. Here is how it looks in the sample query:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                   CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          CUSTOMER-RECORD                                 TYPE: QUERY_  STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   CUSTOMER REPORT____________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 01   FIND ALL CAI-CUST-REC

 02       WITH ZIP EQUAL '75#'
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 03   RELATED BY CUST-ORDID-KEY TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

 04       WITH DATE GTE 85

 05   SET DISCOUNT = UNIT-PRICE * DISC-PCT

 06   SORT BY (SLMN-ID)

 07   PRINT CUST-LOCATION

 08      FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC

 09        ORD-ID

 10        TERMS

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Example 3 WHEN-DO Statement in a Dialog

Question

Can I vary the WHEN-DO statements for a particular report, depending on my need?

Answer

You could also define several terms as WHEN-DO statements that report on averages, totals, maximums, and so forth,
and use them in queries to produce different results. You may want to create a dialog that prompts you for a WHEN-DO
term and define a list of valid WHEN-DO terms that can be used.

Here is the first sample query again, defined as a dialog, with a variable for the WHEN-DO statement:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR                   CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:              CUSTOMER-RECS__                             TYPE: DIALOG  STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:    CUSTOMER REPORT WITH VARIABLE MATH FUNCTIONS_______________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 13        CUST-ADDRESS-2

 14        CUST-ID

 15        CITY

 16        STATE

 17        PHONE

 18      FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC

 19        ORD-ID TERMS SHIP-DT DISCOUNT (ORDER-TOTAL)

 20     11?AVG-ORDER

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

DIALOG Prompt Panel for Example

When you use a variable WHEN-DO statement in a dialog, you make it possible to produce reports containing different
mathematical results with the same query. All you do is use the WHEN-DO term you need as a variable.
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Here is what the DIALOG prompt panel may look like when it appears after you press <PF3> EXECUTE on the ONLINE
EXECUTION panel for the sample dialog.

 =>

 SCROLL VALUES WITH PF7 OR PF8 AND CHANGE THEM IF DESIRED FOR THIS EXECUTION

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEX0

Describe the kind of report on orders that you want to produce.

You can calculate AVERAGES, TOTALS, MINIMUM ORDERS, or a COUNT of

orders by selecting the functions you want this dialog to perform.

Select the term name for the function you want to perform or

press <PF3> CONTINUE to accept the default.

 AVG-ORDER

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CONTINUE     <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

The LIST prompt panel for this dialog would look like this:

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEL0

 CHOOSE A VALUE FROM THE LIST BELOW VIA CURSOR POSITION AND PRESS <PF2>.

 PROMPT:

Select the term name for the function you want to perform or

press <PF3> CONTINUE to accept the default.

 AVG-ORDER

 TOT-ORDER

 MIN-ORDER

 CNT-ORDER

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

For information about defining variables and lists of valid replacements, see Defining the Dialog

WHEN/DO Term Definitions

Here are the definitions for several terms that could be placed at the end of the query in place of a WHEN/DO statement.
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Averaging

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          avg-order______                   TYPE: term__  STATUS: private

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..    WHEN SLMN-ID BREAKS

 ..     DO 'AVERAGE ORDER AMOUNT' AVG ORDER-TOTAL

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Totaling

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          sum-order_____                    TYPE: term__  STATUS: private

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..    WHEN SLMN-ID BREAKS

 ..     DO 'TOTAL ORDER AMOUNT' SUM ORDER-TOTAL

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Minimum

 =>
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 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          min-order______                   TYPE: term__  STATUS: private

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..    WHEN SLMN-ID BREAKS

 ..     DO 'MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT' MIN ORDER-TOTAL

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Counting

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          cnt-order______                   TYPE: term__  STATUS: private

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..    WHEN SLMN-ID BREAKS

 ..     DO 'NUMBER OF ORDERS' CNT ORD-ID

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Example 4 SET Statement

Question

I always use the same complicated calculation in my queries. Can I define it as a term?
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Answer

You could create a term that includes several SET statements and calculations that everyone in your group could share
whenever they want to print the results of calculations.

Your term definition looks like this:

 =>

 CREATION PANEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          sales-net______       TYPE: term__  STATUS:  public_

 DESCRIPTION:   figure net income after taxes______________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 .. SET NET = YTD-COMMISSION + YTD-WAGES

 .. SET SALARY (6.2) = NET - YTD-TAX

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

 ..

    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD         <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE    <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT      <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Note that the term status is PUBLIC so that other users can share it. All users can now use the calculations in any query
that reads tables containing the column names used in the SET statements.

Examples

Here are two different queries that use the SALES-NET term:

 FIND ALL PERSONNEL ROWS

      WITH CITY = 'DALLAS'

 RELATED BY NUMBER TO PAYROLL ROWS

      WITH YTD-COMMISSION > 100

 SALES-NET

 PRINT FROM PERSONNEL NAME

                      ADDRESS

                      SALARY

 FIND ALL SALESMEN ROWS

      WITH CITY = 'DALLAS'

 RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO PAYROLL ROWS

      WITH YTD-COMMISSION > 100

     SALES-NET

 SET BONUS = NET * .10

 PRINT FROM SALESMEN NAME

                     SALARY

                     BONUS
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Other Things You Can Do

If you are authorized to update the database with Dataquery, you can use the commands provided by your Dataquery
Administrator in a term. See your Dataquery Administrator for authorization and instructions.

Managing Personal Database and Tables
To use personal tables, the SQL option of Datacom/DB must be installed at your site and you must be authorized by
your Dataquery Administrator to access the Personal Database Facility. The Facility is not available to users of products
accessing Datacom/AD. Select PDB when you want to create, delete, and maintain personal tables as needed without
coding programs with Datacom/DB.

Personal tables are associated with your private authorization ID. Your private authorization ID designates a specific set of
tables. If you share a private authorization ID with other users, they also have access to your personal tables.

You can query the personal tables by using their names as you would any other table.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use Personal Tables

You may want to create a table containing data that you need for specialized reports and that does not currently exist in
the form you need it. In this way you are not limited to using only existing data. You do not have to depend on someone
else to create a table just for you.

You may need the ability to manipulate data so you can forecast or plan for the future. If all the data in your personal
tables are generated by you, you are completely in charge of what you do with it.

Facility Overview

To access the Personal Database Facility, select PDB from the Main Menu. When the DIRECTORY OF TABLES panel
appears, select one of the following:

• DISPLAY TABLE definitions.
• Create new tables.
• Delete tables and the data they contain.
• Add, delete, or change data in an existing table.

Displaying Personal Table Definitions
Use the PDB function on the Main Menu to see a list of your personal tables. You can also see a list of the columns in any
table. In addition, the panel that appears when you select PDB allows access to all other available Personal Database
features.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Listing Personal Tables

Selecting PDB from the Main Menu displays a list of all tables with your authorization ID on the DIRECTORY OF TABLES
(DQT10) panel. The names displayed may be slightly different when they are listed on a directory listing, since Datacom
Datadictionary sometimes adjusts names to make them unique. A table name is made up of the creator's authorization ID
and the assigned table name. If you do not see a table name listed that you need, see your Dataquery Administrator.

Use the DIRECTORY OF TABLES panel to create, delete, display or maintain a personal table.

 Panel 

The following is an example of the DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel.
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 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR BY THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT10

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES              DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 002

                                              START WITH:   __________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE NAME                     | DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ORG                                | ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

   STAFF                              | STAFF DATA

   PERSONNEL                          | EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

   RETIREMENT                         | RETIREMENT PLANNING

   BENEFITS                           | BENEFIT RECORDS

   QUOTAS                             | QUOTA PER SALES REP

   CLIENTS                            | CLIENT NAMES AND ADDRESSES

   BUDGET                             | DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET

   COMPETITORS                        | COMPETITOR PRODUCT INFORMATION

                                      |

                                      |

                                      |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CREATE         <PF4> DROP

 <PF5> DISPLAY        <PF6> INSERT ROWS  <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

The DIRECTORY OF TABLES panel displays the Datacom Datadictionary database ID containing your personal tables.
It lists the names of all of the personal tables for your authorization ID with a description of each one (if a description was
entered). The PF key menu at the bottom of the panel allows selection of other Personal Database features.

 Operation 

The following shows functions and the actions required to perform these functions, when using the DIRECTORY OF
TABLES panel.

Move a table name to the top of the list.
Enter the first unique characters of a table name in the Start With field and press Enter.

To scroll the list forward
Press <PF8> FORWARD.

To scroll the list backward
Press <PF7> BACKWARD.

 Other Things You Can Do 

The PF keys at the bottom of the DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel also allow access to other features.

Define a new personal table.
Press <PF3> CREATE. See Defining a New Personal Table for instructions.

Delete an existing personal table and its data.
Press <PF4> DROP with the cursor on a table name. See .

See column definitions for a specific personal table.
Press <PF5> DISPLAY with the cursor on a table name. See Display a Personal Table Definition for an
understanding of the panel.
See Copying a Personal Table Definition for instructions on copying the resulting definition.
See on maintaining data within the table whose definition you display.
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Add a row to a personal table.
Press <PF6> INSERT ROWS with the cursor on a table name. tells how to add, update, and delete rows in the
table selected.

Display a Personal Table Definition

You can see the definitions of all the columns making up any personal table. Use the DISPLAY TABLE panel as an aid to
understanding table structure when creating a query or dialog that references the table.

 Action 

Follow these steps to display a table definition.

Step 1
Display DIRECTORY OF TABLES panel (DQT10).

Step 2
Position cursor on a table name.

Step 3
Press <PF5> DISPLAY.

 Dataquery displays a DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20) panel for the table chosen.

 Panel 

The following shows a typical DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20).

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT20

 DATAQUERY:  DISPLAY TABLE         TABLE NAME:  STAFF

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 COLUMN NAME                      |   TYPE    | LENGTH

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ID                               | SMALLINT  |        7

 NAME                             | CHARACTER |        9

 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |        7

 JOB                              | CHARACTER |        5

 YRS                              | SMALLINT  |        3

 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |   (7,2)

 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |  (7,2)

                                  |           |

                                  |           |

                                  |           |

                                  |           |

                                  |           |

                                  |           |

  - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> DROP

 <PF5> COPY           <PF6> INSERT ROWS   <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS

The DISPLAY TABLE panel shows the table name along with the name of each column, its type, and its length.

The following describes the information displayed.

COLUMN NAME
Contains a one-word name for each column named on the table.
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TYPE
Shows the type of data the column listed to the left can contain. Data may be:

• CHARACTER -- all displayable characters.
• NUMERIC -- signed numeric data with zoned decimals.
• DECIMAL -- packed decimal numeric data.
• FLOAT -- floating-point.
• SMALLINT -- small integer numbers.
• INTEGER -- large integer numbers.

The most commonly used data types are character or numeric.
LENGTH

Shows the maximum number of characters per row for a column. If two numbers are separated by a comma, read
the first number as the total length and the second number as the number of decimal places.

 Operation 

Scroll backward and forward on the list of columns using <PF7> BACKWARD and <PF8> FORWARD.

 Other Things You Can Do 

The PF keys at the bottom of the DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20) panel allow access to other features.

Delete this personal table and its data.
Press <PF4> DROP with the cursor on a table name. See for instructions.

Create a new personal table by copying an existing definition of a table that has less than 99 columns.
Press <PF5> COPY while viewing the DISPLAY TABLE panel. See Copying a Personal Table Definition for
instructions.

Add a row to a personal table.
Press <PF6> INSERT ROWS with the cursor on a table name.

Maintain rows in a personal table.
Press <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS with the cursor on a table name. See for instructions.

Creating Personal Tables
Learn about creating personal tables in Dataquery. Find instructions for copying personal table definitions, defining a new
personal tabel, using the STORE to create a new personal table with data, and populating a new personal table.

Use one of the following methods to create a personal table:

• Copy an existing table definition if it has fewer than 99 columns.
• Use PDB to create a new personal table definition.
• Use the STORE command to create a personal table with data.

Copying a Personal Table Definition

You can create a new personal table by copying an existing table that has your authorization ID and fewer than 99
columns. The new table contains all the same column names, types, and lengths. You can change or delete any part of
the definitions or add new columns.

Action

To begin copying a personal table definition, follow these steps:

1. Display DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel.
2. Select a table to copy by positioning the cursor on its name. It must have fewer than 99 columns.
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3. Press <PF5> DISPLAY.
4. View DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20) panel.
5. Press <PF5> COPY.

The CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel appears containing the copied definition.

Panel

Following is an example of the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel as it appears when an existing table has been copied with
<PF5> COPY.

 =>
 Enter information for table columns and press appropriate PF key
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT30
 DATAQUERY:  CREATE TABLE          TABLE NAME:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                      |   TYPE    | LENGTH
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 CUST-ID                          | CHARACTER |  5
 IND-CD                           | CHARACTER |  1
 CUST-NO                          | CHARACTER |  4
 NAME                             | CHARACTER |  30
 ADDR-1                           | CHARACTER |  30
 ADDR-2                           | CHARACTER |  30
 CITY                             | CHARACTER |  15
 STATE                            | CHARACTER |  2
 ZIP                              | CHARACTER |  9
 CRED-IND                         | CHARACTER |  1
 PHONE                            | CHARACTER |  10
 AREA-CD                          | CHARACTER |  3
 PH-EXCH                          | CHARACTER |  3
 PH-NO                            | CHARACTER |  4
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> ADD TABLE      <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> INSERT COLUMN  <PF6> DELETE COLUMN  <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

You can change any part of the definition copy.

Use the Tab key to move the cursor from one field on the panel to another. Do not press <PF3> ADD TABLE until changes
are complete. Otherwise, you will be unable to make further changes.

To edit the new table definition, follow these instructions:

• Change a column name, type, or length: Type the new definition over the existing definition.
• Delete a column: Place the cursor on a column name and press <PF6> DELETE COLUMN.
• Add a new column: Place the cursor on the name of the column you want the new column to follow and press <PF5>

INSERT COLUMN. A blank line appears for entering a name, type, and length in the appropriate panel fields.
• Change column order: Use the INSERT COLUMN and DELETE COLUMN PF keys to manually change the order of

columns.

Procedure

To add the new table to your database, follow these steps during display of the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel.

1. Enter a unique table name in the field called TABLE NAME. Be careful not to duplicate the name of an existing table in
your database.
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The table name should begin with an alphabetic character. You can use letters, numbers, and underscores as part of
the name. The maximum name length is 32 characters. After creation, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the table an
entity-name and that name appears on directories. Where duplicate names occur, Datacom Datadictionary may modify
a name to make it unique. Also, any table you create is stored under your permanent SQL authorization ID, maintained
by your Dataquery Administrator. Changing the ID on your User Profile does not affect this storage. Check with your
Dataquery Administrator for a table name if yours does not appear on a directory.

2. Press <PF3> ADD TABLE to create the new table.

Defining a New Personal Table

You can create a new personal table by typing in all of the column names, types, and lengths yourself. As you work, you
can change or delete any part of the definitions or add new columns.

Action

Displays the DISPLAY TABLE (DQT10) panel by selecting PDB from the Main Menu. When the panel appears, press
<PF3> CREATE.

Panel

Following is an example of the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel as it appears after pressing <PF3> CREATE during
display of the DISPLAY TABLE panel.

  =>
 Enter information for table columns and press appropriate PF key
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT30
 DATAQUERY:  CREATE TABLE          TABLE NAME:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                      |   TYPE    | LENGTH
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> ADD TABLE     <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> INSERT COLUMN <PF6> DELETE COLUMN <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Use the Tab key to move the cursor from one field on the panel to another and type in column names, types, and lengths.
You can also add or delete columns by using PF keys. Do not press <PF3> ADD TABLE before your entries are correct
and complete. Otherwise, you will be unable to make further changes.

Following are valid entries on the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel.
COLUMN NAME

Enter a one-word name for the column beginning with an alphabetic character. You can use letters, numbers and
underscores (_) as part of the name. The maximum column name length is 32 characters.
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TYPE
Shows the type of data the column can contain. Data may be:

• CHARACTER -- all displayable characters.
• NUMERIC -- signed numeric data with zoned decimals.
• DECIMAL -- packed decimal numeric data.
• FLOAT -- floating-point.
• SMALLINT -- small integer numbers.
• INTEGER -- large integer numbers.

You can enter only the first character of each of these data types.
The most commonly used data will be character or numeric.

LENGTH
(Not required for FLOAT, SMALLINT, or INTEGER types.) Shows the maximum number of characters per row for
a column. To define a numeric or decimal column, enter two numbers. The first number is the total length and the
second number is the number of decimal places. For instance, if the total column length is to be 5 characters and
two decimal places (-999.99) enter (5,2). Do not allow places for a sign or the decimal point.
For a numeric or decimal column, if you enter only one number, the number of decimal places is assumed to be
zero.

PF Keys

Following is a guide to using the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel PF keys to edit the definitions entered. Do not press
<PF3> ADD TABLE until all entries are correct and complete. Otherwise, you cannot make further changes.

• Delete a column: Place the cursor on a column name and press <PF6> DELETE COLUMN.
• Add a new column: Place the cursor on the name of the column you want the new column to follow and press <PF5>

INSERT COLUMN. A blank line appears for entering a name, type, and length in the appropriate panel fields.
• Change column order: Use the INSERT COLUMN and DELETE COLUMN PF keys to retype the input to change the

order of columns.

Procedure

To add the new table to your personal tables, follow these steps during display of the CREATE TABLE (DQT30) panel:

1. Enter a unique table name in the field called TABLE NAME. Be careful not to duplicate the name of a table in your
database.
The table name should begin with an alphabetic character. You can use letters, numbers, and underscores ( _ ) as part
of the name. The maximum name length is 32 characters. After creation, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the table an
entity-name and that name appears on directories. Where duplicate names occur, Datacom Datadictionary may modify
a name to make it unique. Also, any table you create is stored under your permanent SQL authorization ID, maintained
by your Dataquery Administrator. Changing the ID on your User Profile does not affect this storage. Check with your
Dataquery Administrator for a table name if yours does not appear on a directory.

2. Assure that the table definition is complete and accurate.
3. Press <PF3> ADD TABLE to create the new table. (Once the table is added, you cannot change its structure.)

STORE Data

Use the STORE command during display of query or dialog output to create a new personal table, complete with data. The
correct format for the command is:

 STORE table-name

Use a unique table name for the new table. The table name should begin with an alphabetic character. You can use
letters, numbers, and underscores as part of the name. The maximum name length is 32 characters.
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Example

Enter the STORE command during output display:

  => store\testtbl
 DQ471I - ROWS FOUND: 000037
05/01/11                       DATAQUERY DEVELOPMENT                       PAGE     1
15:53:49                           EMPLOYEE REPORT                        DETAIL
 
 
                                TOTAL
  DEPARTMENT      YRS    COMPENSATION
  ----------  -------  --------------
          7        7      $18,647.30
 
  MAXIMUM YRS             7
 
          10      10      $20,010.00
                   7      $22,959.20
                   5      $19,260.25
                  12      $21,234.25
 
  MAXIMUM YRS            12
 
 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS      <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED   <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Press Enter and see the following display.

  =>
DQ154I - THE TABLE WAS SAVED ALONG WITH THE ROWS SELECTED BY YOUR QUERY
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQTB0
 DATAQUERY:  STORE COMMAND
 
 STORE  TESTTBL
            (1)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  (1) Enter a name for the table to be created which is
      unique for your private SQL Authorization ID.
      Press Enter to create the table.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Access the new table just as you would any other personal table.
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Populating a New Personal Table

After adding a new table to your personal tables, enter as many rows of data as you like, whenever you like. For data
entry instructions, see Maintaining Personal Tables.

Maintaining Personal Tables
Unless you share an authorization ID with other users, you are in charge of the personal tables that appear on the
DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel. You can decide to delete (drop) a table or make any necessary changes to
keep your database up to date and conserve the space reserved for you.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Deleting a Table

You can delete a table from your personal database. Deleting a table deletes its data and the Datacom Datadictionary
definitions and frees the disk storage space.

Action

Delete a table from either of two panels in the Personal Database Facility or by using the DROP command documented in
the Panel and Command Reference.

Step 1
Display the DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel and place the cursor on a table name. Or, display the
DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20) panel for the table to be deleted.

Step 2
Press <PF4> DROP.

Dataquery displays the DROP TABLE CONFIRMATION (DQTA0) panel.

Panel

Following is an example of the DROP TABLE CONFIRMATION (DQTA0) panel containing typical data.

 =>

 Press PF3 to CONFIRM the DROP TABLE or PF4 to CANCEL

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQTA0

 DATAQUERY: DROP TABLE CONFIRMATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 TABLE NAME: CA_CUST_TBL                           DATADICTIONARY BASE ID:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 A DROP TABLE request was made for table CA_CUST_TBL                      .
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> CONFIRM       <PF4> CANCEL

Operation

To confirm deletion of the table, press <PF3> CONFIRM. Dataquery displays a message saying the table has been
dropped.

To cancel the impending deletion, press <PF4> CANCEL, <PF2> RETURN, or the Clear key.

Changing a Table That Contains Data

You cannot change a table's actual structure once that table has been added to your personal database. To create a table
that is somewhat different from an existing table, you can copy the definition to a new table and reenter the data.

Although you cannot change the structure of a table, there is a way to make some minimal changes without having to re-
type data. Define a new table and use SUBSELECT to copy the data into it. Using this feature, you can, in effect, rename,
add or delete columns in the new table. Or, use the STORE command to create a personal table from query output.

Adding Data to Personal Tables

Enter Data

The INSERT ROWS (DQT50) panel lists all defined columns of a table, their data types, and their lengths. The panel also
provides blank fields (the VALUE column) for entering data.

Action

To display the INSERT ROWS (DQT50) panel, follow these steps:

Step 1
Display the DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel and place the cursor on a table name. Or, display the
DISPLAY TABLE (DQT20) panel for the table needed.

Step 2
Press <PF6> INSERT ROWS.

Dataquery displays the INSERT ROWS (DQT50) panel.

Review the following example of the INSERT ROWS (DQT50) panel.

INSERT ROWS (DQT50) Panel

   =>

 ENTER VALUE(S) IN THE VALUE COLUMN AND PRESS PF3 TO INSERT THE ROW

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT50

 DATAQUERY:   INSERT ROWS          TABLE NAME:  STAFF

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  COLUMN NAME                     |   TYPE    | LENGTH  | VALUE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ID                               | SMALLINT  |       5 |

 NAME                             | CHARACTER |       9 |

 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |       5 |

 JOB                              | CHARACTER |       5 |

 JOB_DESCRIPTION                  | CHARACTER |      50 |

                                  |           |         |

 YRS                              | SMALLINT  |       5 |
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 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) |

 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  INSERT      <PF4>  NOT USED

<PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

The INSERT ROWS panel represents one row of a table that you select. Use it to add rows to a table. The first three
panel columns are for display only. The last panel column, titled VALUE, contains entry fields for each column that is listed
in the panel column titled Column Name.

Column Descriptions

Review the following column descriptions.

COLUMN NAME
(Display only)
Contains the name of a column in the current table.

TYPE
(Display only)
Shows the type of data the column can contain:

• CHARACTER -- all displayable characters
• NUMERIC -- signed numeric data with zoned decimals
• DECIMAL -- packed decimal numeric data
• FLOAT -- floating-point
• SMALLINT -- small integer numbers
• INTEGER -- large integer numbers

The most commonly used data are character or numeric.
LENGTH

(Display only. No length for FLOAT, SMALLINT, OR INTEGER types)
Shows the maximum length of a value for the named column. If there are two numbers, the first number is the
total length and the second number is the number of decimal places. The number does not include spaces for a
sign, commas, or the decimal point.

VALUE
(Data entry fields)
Provides an entry field for each table column that is named on the panel. If a column width exceeds one line of the
VALUE column, the entry field wraps to occupy as many lines as needed.

Insert a New Row

To add row, complete the INSERT ROWS panel representing that row and then insert it in the table.

Step 1
Display the INSERT ROWS (DQT50) table.

Step 2
Use the Tab or arrow keys to move the cursor to the first position of each field in the VALUE column that you want
to complete.
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Step 3
Enter valid data according to the type and length specifications shown for each column.

Step 4
Press PF3 INSERT to insert the new row in the table.

Step 5
View the message that says the row has been added.

To add another row, follow steps one through five and type over some, all, or none of the data remaining on the panel.

To stop adding rows, press PF2 RETURN after inserting the last new row in the table.

Maintaining Personal Databases
In Dataquery, you can maintain your personal tables: find, update, or delete a value or a row. Review MAINTAIN ROWS
(DQT40) and DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) panels; actions, columns, and field entries.

Perform the following maintenance tasks on your personal tables:

• Find all rows of a table.
• Find a specific row or group of rows, based on search criteria.
• Scroll back and forth from one row to another.
• Change data on any row.
• Delete a Row.

Find Personal Table Rows

When you find a row in any personal table, you can change (update) any value or delete the whole row. Finding rows of
data in a personal table requires that you display the MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel:

1. Display the DIRECTORY OF TABLES (DQT10) panel and place the cursor on a table name. Or, display the DISPLAY
TABLE (DQT20) panel for the table needed.

2. Press <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS.

Dataquery displays the MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel.

MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) Panel

The MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel lists all defined columns of a table, along with their data types and lengths. DQT40
also provides entry fields for comparison operators and comparison data. Use the panel to find specific rows of data or all
rows of data.

Review the following example:

  =>

ENTER COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S) AND PRESS PF3 TO SELECT ROWS

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT40

 DATAQUERY:  MAINTAIN ROWS         TABLE NAME:  STAFF

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  COLUMN NAME                     |  TYPE  | LENGTH|COMP|     VALUE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ID                               |SMALLINT|      5|    |

 NAME                             |CHAR    |      9|    |

 DEPT                             |SMALLINT|      5|    |

 JOB                              |CHAR    |      5|    |

 JOB_DESCRIPTION                  |CHAR    |     50|    |

                                  |        |       |    |
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 YRS                              |SMALLINT|      5|    |

 SALARY                           |DECIMAL |  (7,2)|    |

 COMM                             |DECIMAL |  (7,2)|    |

                                  |        |       |    |

                                  |        |       |    |

                                  |        |       |    |

                                  |        |       |    |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SELECT       <PF4>  NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>   FORWARD

The MAINTAIN ROWS panel represents one row of a table that you select. Use it to find existing rows. The first three
panel columns are for display only. The last two panel columns contain entry fields.

The following list describes the display columns on this panel.

COLUMN NAME
(Display only)
Name of a data entry column for the current table

TYPE
(Display only)
Type of data the column can contain:

• CHARACTER -- All displayable characters
• NUMERIC -- Signed numeric data with zoned decimals
• DECIMAL -- Packed decimal numeric data
• FLOAT -- Floating-point
• SMALLINT -- Small integer numbers
• INTEGER -- Large integer numbers

The most commonly used data are character or numeric.
LENGTH

(Display only) No entry for FLOAT, SMALLINT OR INTEGER types.)
Maximum number of characters per row for a column. If there are two numbers, the first number is the total length
and the second number is the number of decimal places. The number that is given does not include the spaces
that are needed for a sign, commas, or the decimal point.

Action

To find all data in a personal table, follow these steps using the MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel.

1. Display the MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel for the table needed, as discussed in Find Personal Table Rows.
2. Press <PF3> SELECT to display DATA DISPLAY (DQT60), representing the first row of the table.

1. Display the MAINTAIN ROWS (DQT40) panel for the table needed, as discussed in Entering Data.
2. Put the cursor in the COMP field for a column that you want to search and enter a valid relational operator. The

operator tells Dataquery how to compare the values it reads on each row to a value to be entered in the corresponding
VALUE field. Rows containing values that meet the search criteria are selected for display. Choose from the following
operators:

Equal
= or EQ

Less than
< or LT
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Greater than
> or GT

Less than or greater than
<> or LOG

Less than or equal
<= or LTE

Greater than or equal
>= or GTE

Not equal
¬= or NE

Not less than
¬< or NLT

Not greater than
¬> or NGT

3. Move the cursor to the following VALUE field and enter a value for a comparison to the values in the table column. If a
VALUE entry field is longer than 22 characters, the entry field wraps to the next line. You can enter search criteria for
any or all columns as long as a comparison operator is also entered in the preceding COMP field.

4. Press <PF3> SELECT to display DATA DISPLAY (DQT60), representing the first row found that matches the search
criteria.

DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) Panel

The following example of the DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) panel contains typical data.

  =>

 DQ471I - RECORDS FOUND: 000038

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT60

 DATAQUERY:  DATA DISPLAY          TABLE NAME:  STAFF

                                   ROWS SELECTED: 00038 ROW DISPLAYED: 00001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  COLUMN NAME                     |   TYPE    | LENGTH  | VALUE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ID                               | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0

 NAME                             | CHARACTER |       9 |

 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0

 JOB                              | CHARACTER |       5 |

 YRS                              | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0

 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) | 0.00

 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) | 0.00

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

                                  |           |         |

 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  UPDATE ROW

<PF5> DELETE ROW   <PF6>  NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

<PF9> NOT USED     <PF10> NOT USED    <PF11> PREV ROW    <PF12> NEXT ROW
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The DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) panel displays the number of rows that are found and also tells which sequential row is
displayed.

Operation

The following list shows how to use PF keys to view the rows found by Dataquery.

Scroll forward to see more lines for this row.
Press <PF8> FORWARD.

Scroll back to see previous lines for this row.
Press <PF7> BACKWARD.

Display the next sequential row of the rows found.
Press <PF12> NEXT ROW.

Display the previous sequential row of the rows found.
Press <PF11> PREV ROW.

Additional PF keys let you update and delete displayed records.

Update Rows

You can change the data on any row in a personal table. Just display the row to be changed, type the new data in the
appropriate entry field for the column, and update the row.

Action

To change data in a personal table, perform the following steps.

1. Display the DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) panel representing the row to be changed as discussed in Finding Personal
Table Rows.

2. Type entries in the appropriate entry fields of the VALUE column as discussed in Entering Data.
3. Press <PF4> UPDATE.

When a message appears saying that the row has been updated, you can change another row by scrolling to it with the
NEXT ROW or PREV ROW PF key.

To discontinue updating, press <PF2> RETURN to exit to the previous panel.

Delete Rows from a Personal Table

You can delete any row in a personal table. Just display the row to be deleted and press a key to delete it.

Action

To delete data from a personal table, perform the following steps.

1. Display the DATA DISPLAY (DQT60) panel representing the row to be changed as discussed in Finding Personal
Table Rows.

2. Press <PF5> DELETE.

When a message appears saying that the row has been deleted, you can view another row by scrolling to it with the NEXT
ROW or PREV ROW PF key.

To exit, press <PF2> RETURN to exit to the previous panel.

Using Datacom Presspack
Datacom Presspack is a data compression tool for use at Datacom/DB z/OS installations. Its compression efficiency
makes it ideal for compressing large-volume databases.
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Datacom Presspack consists of the following:

• Runtime compression and decompression routines.
• A built-in Data Characteristic Table (DCT).
• The DTCMRVRT batch utility to uncompress backup files.
• The RDTGEN macro to generate an optional Record Descriptor Table (RDT) load module, used for special file

processing.
• The DTCMPASS batch utility that allows you to create a custom DCT.
• The DTCMPASS macro to assemble a custom DCT created with the DTCMPASS utility.

By using Datacom Presspack, you can do the following:

• Conserve disk space.
Results in significant reductions in storage costs.

• Compress more data than is typically compressible.
Compress Datacom/DB tables containing any data type. Most similar products compress mainly character data.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Weak, Strong, and Ziv-Lempel (ZL) Compression

With any compression technique, there is a balance between storage saved, CPU time spent, and simplicity of use. The
relative importance of each of these factors to you depends on the priorities of your site. Therefore, Datacom Presspack
offers you options:

• Weak Compression
Offers speed and simplicity. Weak compression is designed for users who are satisfied with marginal compression as
long as there are no significant CPU costs.

• Strong Compression
Offers the best compression at remarkable speed. Datacom Presspack offers two varieties of strong compression,
allowing you to further balance simplicity of implementation with results. The two varieties of strong compression are
discussed next.
– ZL Compression

Uses a custom-built Ziv-Lempel (ZL) dictionary, optimized for one or more specified tables. It uses the IBM
compression call instruction CMPSC, if available. If CMPSC is not available, Datacom Presspack software
emulation is used.
You specify the compression method for each Datacom/DB table. Therefore, you can balance storage saved
compared to CPU time spent on a table by table basis.

– Custom Compression Tables
A prebuilt Custom Compression Table (CCT) is required for both the Strong and ZL methods. CCTs are reentrant
load modules that can be link-edited to load above or below the 16-MB line. The Strong method requires a CCT
known as a Data Characteristic Table (DCT), which you build with the DTCMPASS utility. The ZL method requires a
CCT known as a ZL dictionary, which you build with an IBM-supplied REXX utility CSRBDICT.
Datacom Presspack loads the CCT upon first reference (or it is link-edited with the Datacom Presspack module)
and determines whether it is a DCT or a ZL dictionary. The compression method is chosen accordingly.
We recommend that you have a single CCT library which contains all your RDTs, DCTs, and ZL dictionaries. If a
disaster recovery situation occurs, you know where your CCTs are. Verify that each CCT has a unique name. Never
replace a CCT with a different CCT having the same name, because multiple files can share it. Additionally, include
the CCT library in your normal backup list. If you lose a CCT, it could mean the loss of a file.

Amount of Compression Achieved

You can achieve several different types of compression through the use of Datacom Presspack. The first type of Datacom
Presspack compression is weak compression which compresses by removing repeated strings. The second type of
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Datacom Presspack compression is strong compression which uses a data characteristic table (DCT) to encode the data.
Strong compression can be achieved using the built-in DCT supplied with Datacom Presspack. You can achieve a greater
compression ratio by building a custom DCT. The third type, which uses the IBM compression instruction CMPSC (if
available, or software emulation if not available), uses a custom-built ZL dictionary in sizes 8 K, 16 K, 32 K, 64 K, and 128
K depending on the degree of compression you want to obtain.

Figure 9: Record Compression Comparison

The graph shows the compression comparison for a typical record. The record consists of about 40 percent repetition
strings, 30 percent alpha text, 20 percent packed decimal, 10 percent zoned decimal, and no binary data. Your
percentage of savings varies based on the types of data in the record and other factors.

How Strong Compression Works

Datacom Presspack uses three data compression steps to achieve strong compression:

1. Elimination of repeating character strings.
2. Use of Huffman Encoding techniques to compress database tables (see the following).
3. Use of Successor Tables to maximize Huffman Encoding (see the following).

Huffman Encoding

Huffman Encoding is an algorithm which assigns bit string codes of different lengths to single characters and character
strings. These codes substitute for the characters and character strings in the stored data. The result is that instead of
every character using a fixed eight-bit code, some characters have as few as two-bits and others require more than eight-
bits. Because the most frequently occurring characters have the shortest bit strings, the result is that the data is stored in
less space.

To assign the codes, Datacom Presspack uses character and character-string frequencies of occurrence. This method
assigns shorter codes to the most frequently occurring characters and character strings. To the characters and character
strings that occur less frequently, Datacom Presspack assigns longer codes.
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Successor Tables

Datacom Presspack uses successor tables to allow, in effect, multiple characters to be assigned the same bit string.

In reality, characters that make up your data do not occur in a random fashion. For example, it is likely that an alpha
character follows another alpha character rather than by a numeric character or a symbol. Similarly, a numeric character
is likely to ollow another numeric character. Within a data characteristic table (DCT), Datacom Presspack stores multiple
compression tables. The first compression table records not only how to compress a character but also the successor
table, that is, the compression table to use to map the next character.

For example, if Datacom Presspack encounters the letter M and converts it to a bit string, it uses the successor table
information to determine which conversion table to use for the next character. In this case, it would select a table which
gives shorter bit strings to the letters which DTCMPASS had found most frequently followed the letter M in the sample
data.

Optimizing Strong Compression

To optimize data compression, process Datacom/DB data with DTCMPASS, the Datacom Presspack compression
optimization utility. DTCMPASS samples the data in a table, recording the frequencies of various character strings in the
data. This information is used to assign bit string codes for Datacom Presspack to use to replace the character strings.
For details, see Using the DTCMPASS Utility.

Using the Built-in DCT

If you do not use DTCMPASS, you can still achieve good compression results. Datacom Presspack uses a built-in DCT
when compressing tables that do not have a custom DCT. The information in the built-in DCT consists of statistics that
describe typical character data.

Using the ZL Method

The CMPSC hardware instruction and Datacom Presspack software emulation both require ZL dictionaries. See the IBM
ESA/390 Data Compression guide, SA22-7208.

When to Use Datacom Presspack

Use Datacom Presspack for the following:

• Tables that can be compressed by more than seven-bytes.
(Datacom Presspack requires seven-bytes per table as overhead.)

• Infrequently updated tables.
• Long-lived tables.

Datacom Presspack can compress tables that contain data in any data type supported by Datacom/DB, including binary
or packed decimal. However, to obtain the most efficient compression for a table containing noncharacter data, first
process the data area containing the table with DTCMPASS. For more information, see Using the DTCMPASS Utility.

NOTE
A table containing binary data can actually increase up to seven-bytes if you enable Datacom Presspack for the
table and a customized DCT is not created for it.

When Not to Use Datacom Presspack

Do not use Datacom Presspack to compress a table if any of the following are true:

• CPU overhead exceeds the space savings that you can obtain for the table.
• You cannot obtain more than 7 bytes in space savings for the table.
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(Datacom Presspack requires 7 bytes per table as overhead.)
• The table contains Datacom VSAM Transparency variable-length records.

Implementing Datacom Presspack
Learn about steps that you should take before compressing data with Datacom Presspack. Learn how to use the
DTCMPASS report to select the degree of compression, how to implement compression without building a custom DCT,
and how to implement compression with CCT or RDT.

Before you attempt to compress data, identify the following information:

• Which tables in the information base to compress.
• Which tables to compress using weak compression.
• Which tables to compress using strong compression with the built-in DCT.
• Which tables to compress using the Ziv-Lempel (ZL) method for IBM hardware compression (or Datacom Presspack

software emulation) with a custom ZL dictionary.
• Which tables to process with DTCMPASS to build a custom DCT.
• How many DCTs to create with DTCMPASS. You can process several tables with DTCMPASS and can merge the

statistics into one DCT.
• Which tables to process with a RDT to leave fields such as keys uncompressed.

When first implementing Datacom Presspack, try weak compression for one or two tables before taking steps to
implement strong compression.

Accumulating Statistics

DTCMPASS can accumulate statistics without creating a DCT. At the same time, DTCMPASS can report information
about each table processed. This information includes projections of how much the table could be compressed at each
of eight degrees of compression. Use this information in making compression decisions before running DTCMPASS to
create a DCT for a data area. For more information, see the sample DTCMPASS report in DTCMPASS Report.

Using DTCMPASS Report Data

Use the data in a DTCMPASS report to:

• Select a degree of compression for the tables in the data area.
• Decide whether to:

– Use weak compression
– Use the built-in DCT
– Use a custom DCT or RDT/DCT pair
– Forego compressing selected tables

Implementing Compression Without a Custom DCT

For each table for which you decide to implement weak compression or strong compression without building a custom
DCT:

1. Use DBUTLTY to BACKUP the data area containing the table.

NOTE
Specify CMPRS=NO when executing the DBUTLTY BACKUP. Do not specify RECID=YES. The backup must be
a reorganizing backup.

2. Specify PRESSPAK as the TABLE entity COMPRESS-EXIT attribute-value.
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NOTE
Specify the COMPRESSION attribute value as N when you specify a value for the COMPRESS-EXIT
attribute. Use Datacom Presspack in place of, but not in addition to, the standard database compression.

3. To use weak compression for the table, specify WEAK as the TABLE entity ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute-value.
To implement strong compression for the table using the built-in DCT, do not specify any value in the ENCRYPTION-
KEY attribute of the table.

4. CATALOG the modified Datacom Datadictionary definition.
5. Use DBUTLTY to LOAD the data area containing the table.

Because the definition of the table now specifies Datacom Presspack compression, DBUTLTY calls Datacom
Presspack to compress the data of the table when loading the data area.

6. Run existing application programs.
Because the definition of the table now specifies Datacom Presspack compression, Datacom/DB calls Datacom
Presspack when an application requests access to the table. If the application retrieves data from the table, Datacom
Presspack decompresses the data before Datacom/DB returns the requested data to the application. If the application
updates or adds data to the table, Datacom Presspack compresses the data before Datacom/DB writes the data.

Implementing Compression With a CCT or RDT

For each table for which you decide to build a custom DCT, ZL dictionary, or an RDT, follow these steps:

1. Use DTCMPASS to generate a DCT. You can optionally specify an RDT to exclude fields from compression by a DCT.
For more information, see RDTGEN Macro--Assemble and Link a Record Descriptor Table (RDT). You can generate
a DCT specifically for this table or can generate one DCT for use with several tables which contain similar data. For
details about DTCMPASS, see Using the DTCMPASS Utility, or use CSRBDICT, an IBM-supplied REXX EXEC, to
build a custom ZL dictionary.

2. Use DBUTLTY to BACKUP the data area containing the table.
NOTE
Specify CMPRS=NO when executing DBUTLTY BACKUP. Do not specify RECID=YES. The backup must be a
reorganizing backup.

3. Specify PRESSPAK for the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute value for the TABLE entity.
NOTE
Specify the COMPRESSION attribute value as N when you specify a value for the COMPRESS-EXIT
attribute. Use Datacom Presspack in place of, but not in addition to, the standard database compression.

4. Specify the name of the CCT (that is, the DCT or ZL dictionary) or RDT (assembled in step 1) for the ENCRYPTION-
KEY attribute value for the TABLE entity.

5. CATALOG the modified Datacom Datadictionary definition.
Use DBUTLTY to LOAD the data area containing the table.
Because the table definition now specifies Datacom Presspack compression, DBUTLTY automatically calls Datacom
Presspack to compress the data in the table when loading the data area.

6. Run existing application programs.
Because the table definition now specifies Datacom Presspack compression, Datacom/DB calls Datacom Presspack
when an application requests access to the table. If the application retrieves data from the table, Datacom Presspack
decompresses the data before Datacom/DB returns the requested data to the application. If the application updates or
adds data to the table, Datacom Presspack compresses the data before Datacom/DB writes the data.

Using the DTCMPASS Utility
The Datacom Presspack DTCMPASS utility samples the data in a selected table to gather statistics on characteristics of
the data.
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Using these statistics, DTCMPASS builds a custom Data Characteristic Table (DCT) that describes the data in the table.
At runtime, Datacom Presspack uses the custom DCT to compress or decompress the data when reading or writing to
the table. Because the custom DCT contains information specific to the data, Datacom Presspack can compress the data
efficiently.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Creating Custom DCTs

If you process one table with DTCMPASS, it creates a single DCT specifically for use with that table. If you process more
than one table with a single execution of DTCMPASS, DTCMPASS creates a single DCT for all the tables processed.

The more specific that a DCT is to a table, the more effective the compression of that table. If you create a DCT for a
single table, you achieve the most effective compression for that table. Optionally, you can specify an RDT to exclude
fields from being processed (see RDTGEN Macro--Assemble and Link a Record Descriptor Table (RDT)).

Consider the characteristics of the data in your information base, cost, and efficiency when deciding how many DCTs to
create. For example, create a custom DCT for all of your text type tables (names, addresses, and so on). One custom
DCT developed sampling these tables usually produces excellent compression because the data in all of these tables has
similar characteristics. Build another custom DCT for tables containing packed data. In general, create one DCT for each
group of tables containing similar data. Each file can optionally have a different RDT, but in that case each RDTGEN must
specify the same DCT.

In summary, if you have 100 tables, creating a custom DCT for each produces the best compression but forces you
to track 100 different DCTs. By grouping tables which have similar data characteristics, you can generate six or seven
custom DCTs that result in compression closely approximating what you would achieve with 100 DCTs.

WARNING
If a custom DCT is modified, destroyed, or lost, Datacom Presspack is unable to expand any data which remains
compressed with that custom DCT. Always verify that you have a backup copy of every custom DCT. Never
modify an existing DCT once you have used it to compress data.

Creating a Generic DCT

If you do not specify a custom DCT, Broadcom provides a generic DCT that Datacom Presspack uses. However, you can
use DTCMPASS to create your own generic DCT.

By processing all the tables in a database with DTCMPASS, you can create a DCT geared to the special characteristics of
the data in your database. You can then use this DCT whenever you would have used the built-in DCT to compress your
tables. Because this generic DCT is generated from the data in your tables, it can provide more efficient compression than
the built-in DCT.

What DTCMPASS Does

At runtime, DTCMPASS uses the input parameters in SYSIN to read a data set containing the data that are extracted
from a Datacom/DB table. DTCMPASS tracks frequency of occurrence character strings and repeating strings. This
information is used to print the DTCMPASS report and to generate assembler source code for the DCT which it punches
into SYSPCH. To produce a DCT load module, assemble and link the assembler source code that is generated by
DTCMPASS.

Procedure for Building a Custom DCT for a Single Table

Perform the following steps to build a custom DCT for a single table:

1. Execute the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function to produce a data set containing the table data.
2. Execute DTCMPASS against the data set containing the output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function. (See the

sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing a Single Table.) DTCMPASS produces the following:
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– A report (see the sample DTCMPASS report in DTCMPASS Report)
– A custom DCT for the table
– A statistics file (SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing a Single Table)

3. Review the DTCMPASS report which provides information about how much compression is achieved by using each of
the eight degrees of compression. Increasing the degree of compression increases the size of the DCT (3360 bytes/
degree). Decide if you are satisfied with the degree of compression you specified to DTCMPASS. If so, you can delete
the statistics file.

4. To produce a DCT with a different degree of compression than you specified in the previous step, re-execute
DTCMPASS, using the sample JCL in Sample JCL Changing Degree of Compression. After this execution of
DTCMPASS completes, you can delete the statistics file.

Procedure for Building a Custom DCT Shared by Several Tables

Perform the following steps to build a custom DCT shared by three tables:

1. Execute the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function to produce a data set for each table containing the table data.

NOTE
The sample JCL for steps 2, 3, and 4 is in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables.

2. Execute DTCMPASS against one of the data sets containing output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function, specifying
DEGREE=0, to gather statistics about the first table. For more information, see How to Use DTCMPASS. This
execution produces:
– A report (see the sample DTCMPASS report in DTCMPASS Report).
– A statistics file (SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables).
The statistics file is used as input to the next step. Save the report for use in step 5.

3. Execute DTCMPASS against another of the data sets containing output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function,
specifying DEGREE=0,USCNTS=Y, to gather statistics about the second table (see How to Use DTCMPASS). This
execution of DTCMPASS produces:
– A report (see the sample DTCMPASS report in DTCMPASS Report).
– A statistics file (SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables).
The statistics file is used as input to the next step. Save the report for use in step 5.

4. Execute DTCMPASS against the last data set containing output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT function to gather
statistics about the last table and to build a DCT. Specify a value other than zero for DEGREE= or allow it to default
and specify USCNTS=Y (see How to Use DTCMPASS). This execution of DTCMPASS produces:
– A report (see the sample DTCMPASS report in DTCMPASS Report)
– A custom DCT for the three tables
– A statistics file (SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables)

5. Review the DTCMPASS reports (from steps 2Ä4). These reports provide information about how much compression
is achieved by using each of the eight degrees of compression. Increasing the degree of compression increases
the size of the DCT (3360 bytes/degree). Decide if you are satisfied with the degree of compression you specified
to DTCMPASS. If so, you can delete statistics file (SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three
Tables).
To produce a DCT with a different degree of compression than you specified in the previous step, re-execute
DTCMPASS. Specify NRECS=0,USCNTS=Y and supply the statistics file created by DTCMPASS in the previous
step as SYSUT2 for this execution. After this execution of DTCMPASS completes, you can delete the statistics file
(SYSUT2 in the sample JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables).

How to Use DTCMPASS

To execute DTCMPASS, use the JCL provided in Sample JCL for Processing a Single Table, supplying the following
keywords:
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├──┬─ DCT=dctname ─┬─ ,DEGREE= ─┬─ 4 ◄ ─┬─┬────────────┬─────►

   └─ RDT=rdtname ─┘            └─ d ───┘ └─ ,NRECS=n ─┘ 

 ►──┬────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────┤

    └─ ,START=x ─┘ └─ ,SKIP=y ─┘ └─ ,USCNTS= ─┬─ N ◄ ─┬─┘

                                              └─ Y ───┘

      

NOTE
Place either a comma or a space between keywords. You cannot split a keyword between lines.

Commands

DCT=
Specifies the name of a custom data characteristic table to build with this run of DTCMPASS. You can specify only
one DCT name. If you specify a value for DCT=, you cannot also specify a value for RDT=.

NOTE
When building a new DCT for use in compressing a Datacom/DB table which has been compressed
using an existing DCT, do not specify the existing DCT name for the new DCT. Specifying an existing
DCT name for the new DCT causes the new DCT to overwrite the existing DCT. Therefore, it impossible
to read any data that is compressed using the existing DCT.

RDT=
Specifies the name of the previously generated RDT load module for the input table. An RDT is required to leave
fields uncompressed in a table. The DCT name is taken from the DCT=dctname parameter of the RDTGEN
(dctname must match the linkage editor NAME operand). If you specify a value for RDT=, you cannot also specify
a value for DCT=.
Valid Entries:

1 - 8 alphanumeric characters
The RDTGEN must not specify Weak or ZL compression

Default Value:
(No default)

Required Keyword

DEGREE=
Specifies the degree to which Datacom Presspack compresses tables using this DCT. The degree of compression
relates to the number of successor tables which DTCMPASS builds into the custom DCT. The higher the degree,
the more successor tables are built and the more tailored the DCT is to the sampled data.
DEGREE=0 specifies that DTCMPASS accumulate statistics but not create a DCT. Use this option, together with
USCNTS=, to build up a statistical base.
The size (in bytes) of the DCT increases when you specify a higher degree of compression (by 3360 bytes per
degree). The higher the degree of compression, the greater the compression efficiency, but on a diminishing
scale. Compression efficiency increases the most from degree 1 through 2, less from 2 to 3, . . . and least from 7
to 8.
An additional consideration is how static your data is. A degree eight DCT is finely tuned to the data sampled
by DTCMPASS. Verify that the data sampled by DTCMPASS is representative of the data contained in the table
compressed with that DCT. If your data changes over time in such a way that the original sample is no longer
representative, Datacom Presspack begins to provide less compression for the table than it provided when you
first compressed the table.
Valid Entries:

An integer in the range 0 - 8
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Default Value:
4 (DEGREE=4 yields medium compression efficiency and a 13K DCT.)

Optional Keywords

NRECS=
Specifies the maximum number of records from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT data set that DTCMPASS samples in
the current run.
DTCMPASS samples data until it reaches:

1. The end of the data in the table.
2. 4 MB of data in its internal table. (DTCMPASS excludes repeated characters when building this table. For

example, a string of XXXXX counts as one character.)
3. The number of records specified for the NRECS= parameter.

You can use the SKIP= parameter with the NRECS= parameter to produce a statistically reasonable sample.
NRECS=0 specifies that DTCMPASS not process any data on this execution. NRECS=0 is only valid when
USCNTS=Y is also specified.
Valid Entries:

An integer from 0 through 2 billion, inclusive
Default Value:

2 billion (or the entire table)
SKIP=

Specifies the number of records that DTCMPASS skips to obtain statistics. For example, specifying SKIP=1
causes DTCMPASS to sample every other record.
Valid Entries:

An integer
Default Value:

0 (process every record)
START=

Specifies the number of the record of the input data set where DTCMPASS is to begin sampling.
Valid Entries:

An integer
Default Value:

1
USCNTS=

Specifies whether statistics calculated on a previous DTCMPASS run are used. DTCMPASS merges old statistics
with the statistics accumulated on this run.
If you specify USCNTS=Y, specify a value greater than zero for either NRECS= or DEGREE=. If you specify
a number greater than zero for NRECS= and DEGREE=0, DTCMPASS merges the old statistics with the new
statistics and generates a report. If you specify a number greater than zero for both NRECS= and DEGREE=,
DTCMPASS merges the old statistics with the new statistics and generates both a report and a custom DCT. If
you specify a number greater than zero for DEGREE= and NRECS=0, DTCMPASS uses only the old statistics to
generate both a report and a custom DCT.
If you specify USCNTS=N, DTCMPASS uses only statistics calculated in the current run.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N (do not use previously calculated statistics)
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DTCMPASS Keyword Summary

To Achieve This Output Code These Input Statements
Custom DCT for use with one table DCT=dctname,DEGREE=d

Omit the DEGREE=d keyword to accept the default (DEGREE=8).
Custom DCT for use with one table, using previously gathered
data.
Use this option if you want to experiment with different degrees of
compression on the same table, without scanning the DBUTLTY
EXTRACT file again. When you specify this option, DTCMPASS
uses the statistics in SYSUT2 from a previous run of DTCMPASS.

DCT=dctname,DEGREE=d,NRECS=0,USCNTS=Y
Omit the DEGREE=d keyword to accept the default (DEGREE=8).

One custom DCT for use with multiple tables For the first table:
DCT=dctname,DEGREE=0
For all other tables, except the last table:
DCT=dctname,DEGREE=0,USCNTS=Y
For the last table:
DCT=dctname,DEGREE=d,USCNTS=Y
Omit the DEGREE=d keyword to accept the default (DEGREE=8).

One custom DCT for use with multiple tables where RDTs are
used to exclude some fields in some tables from compression.

For the first table:
RDT=rdtname,DEGREE=0
For all other tables, except the last table:
RDT=rdtname,DEGREE=0,USCNTS=Y
For the last table:
RDT=rdtname,DEGREE=d,USCNTS=Y
Omit the DEGREE=d keyword to accept the default (DEGREE=8).
Note: The RDTs for these tables have been generated with
appropriate KEY=parameters or no KEY= parameter with each
DCT= parameter the same.

In these statements, you can use the SKIP=, START=, and NRECS= keywords to limit and select the data scanned by DTCMPASS to
build the custom DCT.

Sample JCL for Processing a Single Table
//PASS     EXEC PGM=DTCMPASS,REGION=1M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=SHR

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdload,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=extract.data.set,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=datacom.statfile,DISP=(NEW,PASS),    

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1036,BLKSIZE=bbbb1), 

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb1,(257))            

//SYSUT3   DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(NEW,PASS),             

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=bbbb2), 

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb2,(257))          

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DCT=dctname 

//ASM      EXEC PGM=assemblr,PARM='DECK,RENT',REGION=1M        

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                        

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR                        

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdmac,DISP=SHR               

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))                     

//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))                     
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//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))                     

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&asmblr.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS), }        

//             SPACE=(80,(400,40)),                          

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)            

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                     omit if no DCT

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='SREF,LIST,LET,RENT,',            is to be created

//             REGION=1024K                                    

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                        

//SYSLIN   DD  DDNAME=SYSIN                                    

//INPUT    DD  DSN=&asmblr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)                  

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))                    

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=OLD               .

 

//SYSIN    DD  *                                               

       INCLUDE INPUT                                           

       NAME dctname(R)                                       

/*

The JCL contains the following elements:

STEPLIB and SYSLMOD
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack load library. Optionally, concatenate STEPLIB or specify
SYSMOD of RDT/CCT library if different from Datacom Presspack load library. If you are using an RDT, the
STEPLIB concatenation must contain RDT load module.

SYSUT1
Specify the name of the data set which contains the output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT of the table to process.

SYSUT2
Specify the file to contain statistics gathered by DTCMPASS on sampled tables. The block size (bbbb1) must be 4
plus a multiple of 1036.

SYSUT3
Specify the data set name of the temporary file containing the assembler source that for the DCT. The block size
(bbbb2) must be a multiple of 80.

SYSIN
Specify the name for the load module containing the DCT link edit output.

ASM
Specify the name of the assembler program.

SYSLIB
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack macro library.

SYSPUNCH and INPUT
Specify the temporary file containing the assembler output.

Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables
//STEP1    EXEC PGM=DTCMPASS,REGION=1M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=SHR  

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdload,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=extract.data.set1,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=datacom.statfile,DISP=(NEW,PASS),    

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1036,BLKSIZE=bbbb1),  

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb1,(257))            

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
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//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DCT=dctname,DEGREE=0  

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=DTCMPASS,REGION=1M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=SHR  

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdload,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=extract.data.set2,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=datacom.statfile,DISP=(OLD,PASS)  

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DCT=dctname,DEGREE=0,USCNTS=Y  

//STEP3    EXEC PGM=DTCMPASS,REGION=1M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=SHR  

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdload,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD DSN=extract.data.set3,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=datacom.statfile,DISP=(OLD,PASS)  

//SYSUT3   DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(NEW,PASS),             

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=bbbb2), 

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb2,(257))          

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DCT=dctname,DEGREE=d,USCNTS=Y  

//ASM      EXEC PGM=assemblr,PARM='DECK,RENT',REGION=1M 

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//         DD  DSN=cai.thlq.cabdmac,DISP=OLD  

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&asmblr.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS),  

//             SPACE=(80,(400,40)),                    

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)    

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(OLD,DELETE)  

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,LET,RENT',

//              REGION=1M

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIN   DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//INPUT    DD  DSN=&asmblr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)  

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=OLD  

//SYSIN    DD  *

       INCLUDE INPUT

       NAME dctname(R)  

/*

In the example, if RDTs were used, DCT=dctname would be replaced with RDT=rdtname. Also, RDTs would have
previously been generated. An example of the definitions to produce them:

RDTGEN RDT=RDT1,DCT=dctname,KEY=(0,,8)     

RDTGEN RDT=RDT2,DCT=dctname

RDTGEN RDT=RDT3,DCT=dctname,KEY=((5,,8),(100,,10))
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For instructions about creating an RDT, see RDTGEN Macro--Assemble and Link a Record Descriptor Table (RDT).

In the JCL in Sample JCL for Processing Three Tables:

STEPLIB
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack load library. Optionally, concatenate STEPLIB or specify
SYSMOD of RDT/CCT library if different from Datacom Presspack load library. If you are using an RDT, the
STEPLIB concatenation must contain RDT load module.

SYSUT1
Specify the name of the data set which contains the output from the DBUTLTY EXTRACT of the first, second, and
third tables to process.

SYSUT2
Specify the file to contain statistics gathered by DTCMPASS on sampled tables. The block size (bbbb1) you
specify must be 4 plus a multiple of 1036.

SYSIN
Specify the name for the load module containing the DCT link edit output.

SYSUT3
Specify the data set name of the temporary file containing the assembler source that becomes the DCT. The block
size (bbbb2) you specify must be a multiple of 80.

ASM
Specify the name of the assembler program.

SYSLIB
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack macro library.

SYSPUNCH
Specify the temporary file containing the assembler output.

Sample JCL Changing Degree of Compression
//PASS     EXEC PGM=DTCMPASS,REGION=1M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=SHR  

//         DD DSN=cai.thlq.cabdload,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT1   DD  DSN=extract.data.set,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=datacom.statfile,DISP=(OLD,PASS),    

//             DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=1036,BLKSIZE=bbbb1), 

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb1,(257))            

//SYSUT3   DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(NEW,PASS),             

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=bbbb2), 

//             UNIT=disk,SPACE=(bbbb2,(257))          

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  *

        DCT=dctname,DEGREE=d,USCNTS=Y  

//ASM      EXEC PGM=assemblr,PARM='DECK,RENT',REGION=1M  

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

//             DSN=cai.thlq.cabdmac,DISP=SHR  

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&asmblr.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS), 

//             SPACE=(80,(400,40)),                   

//             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)   
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//SYSIN    DD  DSN=&.Data Characteristic Table (DCT),DISP=(OLD,DELETE)  

//LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,LET,RENT,',

//              REGION=1024K

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIN   DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

//INPUT    DD  DSN=&asmblr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)  

//SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

//SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=OLD  

//SYSIN    DD  *

       INCLUDE INPUT

       NAME dctname(R)  

/*

DTCMPASS Report

Each execution of DTCMPASS produces a report. Use the data in a DTCMPASS report to:

• Select a degree of compression for the tables in the data area.
• Decide whether to:

– Use weak compression
– Use the built-in DCT
– Use a custom DCT or use an RDT/CCT pair
– Forego compressing selected tables

      P R E S S T O -- DTCMPASS UTILITY -- BROADCOM, INC.

 

DCT=DCTPMF,DEGREE=8,NRECS=200,START=1

 PHYS SEQ FILE ORGANIZATION.   FIXED LENGTH RCDS.   RCD LENGTH =   80

    200 RECORDS SAMPLED

REPETITION STRING (WEAK) COMPRESSION ALONE GIVES A COMPRESSION RATIO OF .28

THE EXPECTED COMPRESSION RATIOS FOR THE 8 DEGREE OPTIONS ARE:

DEGREE    1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8

RATIO   .46 .50 .52 .54 .55 .56 .56 .58

 NORMAL END - DTCMPASS

      

DCT...
The DTCMPASS input parameters that you coded for the run

PHYS SEQ FILE ORGANIZATION...
Details about the data that DTCMPASS accessed during the run

RECORDS SAMPLED
Number of records sampled in the run

COMPRESSION RATIO OF
Projected percentage of table compression for weak compression

RATIO
Projected percentage of table compression for each of eight degrees of compression

NOTE
DTCMPASS bases its compression projections on the DBUTLTY EXTRACT data which it samples. If the data
sampled by DTCMPASS is not typical of the table, actual compression results can vary greatly from the reported
projections. Use the NRECS= and SKIP= parameters to select a typical sample.
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RDTGEN Macro--Assemble and Link a Record Descriptor Table (RDT)
For special purpose record processing you can use the optional RDTGEN macro to generate an RDT load module.
Functions for which you can use the RDTGEN macro include:

• Making fields within a record exempt from compression
• Specification of the method of compression
• Association of a CCT with the record that is compressed

When you use an RDT to compress a file, use that same RDT when you re-expand the records of that file. If you do not
use the same RDT, an error message is issued.

When it is appropriate to do so, an RDT can be shared between files. For simplicity, it is recommended that if you are
going to associate a CCT with an RDT, you put them both in the same library. With regard to the size of the RDT, although
its size depends on the number of keys, it cannot exceed 512 bytes.

With one exception, RDTs are reentrant load modules that you can link edit to load above or below the 16M line. Their
reentrancy ensures that RDTs are loaded into protected storage. For the DTCMPASS utility, the module must be linked to
be loaded below the 16M line.

The following example shows the JCL and control statements used to create an RDT. Note the following:

• RDTGEN must be preceded and followed by at least one blank.
• Commas separate the operands.
• Although you cannot have operands extending beyond column 71, you can continue lines after a comma by placing an

X in column 72 and beginning the next line in column 16.

►►─ RDTGEN ─ RDT=rdtname ─┬────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

                          └─ ,CCT=cctname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,KEY=((du,,keylen),...) ─┘ └─ ,METHOD= ─┬─ WEAK ─┬─┘

                                              └─ ZL ───┘

RDT=rdtname The unique load module name for this RDT. The link editor name
(on the last line of the example, see NAME rdtname) must match
the RDT operand name in RDT=rdtname.

CCT=cctname Specifies the load module name of the CCT that is associated with
this RDT. The Strong compression method (using the built-in DCT)
is used if you do not use CCT= to specify a CCT and METHOD=
to specify a method.
You are not allowed to specify CCT= and METHOD=WEAK
together, but if METHOD=ZL is specified, CCT= is required.
Although to use a CCT you must specify the CCT= parameter, you
can eliminate the DTCMPASS or CSRBDICT step and the chance
of table mix-up by not specifying CCT=. However, not specifying
CCT= does sacrifice some compression.
Fields that contain a significant amount of lowercase alphabetic
data or binary data (such as the PICTURE COMP fields in
COBOL) can grow instead of decrease in size if you do not specify
a CCT for files in which those fields reside.
An error message is issued if, when you re-expand a record, you
do not use the same RDT/CCT pair that was used to compress
that record.
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KEY=((du,,keylen),...) Can be used to exempt fields from compression. You can use up
to 16 keys. Key displacements must all be below 32K.
du
Is the displacement of key field in the uncompressed record. For
the first position of a record, du is 0 (zero).
keylen
Specifies the length of this key field (1 to 255).
Omit the outer set of parentheses in the KEY= specification if
you are specifying a single key. For example, KEY=(0,,8), not
KEY=((0,,8)).
Note: The double commas are required even though the empty
field between the commas is not used at this time.

METHOD=WEAK or METHOD=ZL Use METHOD= to specify either the Weak or Ziv-Lempel (ZL)
compression method. If METHOD=ZL is specified, CCT= is
required, but you are not allowed to specify CCT= together with
METHOD=WEAK.

 

Sample RDTGEN JCL to Compress a File

 //ASM      EXEC PGM=assemblr,PARM='DECK,RENT',REGION=1M  

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIB   DD  DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //             DSN=cai.thlq.cabdmac,DISP=SHR  

 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

 //SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

 //SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2))

 //SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&asmblr.,UNIT=disk,DISP=(NEW,PASS), 

 //             SPACE=(80,(400,40)),                   

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)   

 //SYSIN    DD  *

                                                               column 72

          RDTGEN RDT=rdtname&lbrk.,CCT=cctname                              X

                 ,KEY=((du,,keylen),...)                                    X

                 ,METHOD=WEAK                                               X

 //LINK     EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,LET,RENT',REGION=1M

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN   DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

 //INPUT    DD  DSN=&asmblr.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)  

 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=disk,SPACE=(TRK,(20,5))

 //SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib,DISP=OLD  

 //SYSIN    DD  *

   INCLUDE INPUT

   NAME rdtname

ASM
Specify the name of the assembler program.

SYSLIB
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack macro library.

SYSPUNCH and INPUT
Specify the temporary file containing the assembler output.
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SYSLMOD
Specify the data set name of the Datacom Presspack load library. Optionally, concatenate STEPLIB or specify
SYSMOD of RDT/CCT library if different from Datacom Presspack load library. If an RDT is used, the STEPLIB
concatenation must contain RDT load module.

Sample RDTGEN JCL to Uncompress a File

 //ASMRDT EXEC PGM=ASMA90,REGION=2048K,PARM=(TERM,'LINECOUNT(66)',

 // XREF(SHORT),'USING(WARN(11))',DECK,NOOBJECT,RENT,'SYSPARM(I)')

 //SYSLIB   DD DSN=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD  DISP=SHR,

 //         DSN=cai.thlq.cabdmac

 //SYSUT1    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3    DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=&.&ASMOBJ.,UNIT=SYSDA,

 //         SPACE=(3120,(400,100),RLSE),

 //         DISP=(,PASS),

 //         DCB=BLKSIZE=3120

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD *

 //     RDTGEN RDT=DL1014,CCT=DCT014,KEY=(4,,9)

 /*

 //LNKRDT  EXEC PGM=IEWL,COND=(5,LT,ASMRDT),

 //             PARM='LIST,LET,XREF,MAP,NCAL'

 //SYSLIN   DD  DSN=&.&ASMOBJ.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //         DD  DDNAME=SYSIN

 //SYSLMOD  DD  DSN=cai.presspak.cuslib

 //         DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD  DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,SPACE=(1024,(120,120),,,ROUND),

 //         UNIT=VIO,DCB=BUFNO=1

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN DD *

  NAME DL1014(R)

 /*

Converting Datacom/DB Tables
Once you have updated a table definition to specify COMPRESS-EXIT=PRESSPAK or to change the ENCRYPTION-KEY
value, convert the table data before accessing it in any way. You can convert:

• A Datacom/DB table to use Datacom Presspack compression.
These Datacom/DB tables may currently be either uncompressed or compressed with a Datacom compression
(TABLE attribute COMPRESS=Y) or a user compression exit.
For this type of conversion, use the procedures in Converting Tables to Use Datacom Presspack.

• A Datacom/DB table from using one form of Datacom Presspack compression to using a different form.
This includes converting:
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– A Datacom/DB table which uses Weak compression to use Strong compression (with either the ZL dictionary, the
built-in DCT, or a CCT that is a custom DCT).

– A Datacom/DB table which uses compression with the built-in DCT to use a custom CCT or an RDT.
– A Datacom/DB table which uses compression with one custom CCT or RDT to use a different CCT or RDT.
– A Datacom/DB table which uses Strong compression (with either the built-in DCT or a CCT or an RDT) to use Weak

compression.
For any of these four types of conversion, use the procedures in Changing a Table's Compression Mode.

• A Datacom/DB table which uses Datacom Presspack compression to no longer use it.
For this type of conversion, use the procedures in Removing Tables from Datacom Presspack.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Converting Tables to Use Datacom Presspack Compression

Select the tables that use Datacom Presspack compression. For each of the selected tables:

1. Use DBUTLTY to BACKUP the data area containing the table.

NOTE
 Specify CMPRS=NO when executing the DBUTLTY BACKUP. Do not specify RECID=YES. The backup
must be a reorganizing backup.

2. Specify PRESSPAK for the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute value for the TABLE entity.

NOTE
 Specify the COMPRESSION attribute value as N when you specify a value for the COMPRESS-EXIT
attribute. You can use Datacom Presspack in place of, but not in addition to, the standard database
compression.

3. If the table is to use Weak compression, specify WEAK for the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value for the TABLE
entity.
If the table is to use Strong compression with a custom DCT or ZL dictionary, specify the name of the DCT or ZL
dictionary module for the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value.
If the table is to use an RDT, specify the name of the RDT module for the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value.
If the table is to use Strong compression with the built-in DCT, leave the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute blank.
For details about building a custom DCT, see Using the DTCMPASS Utility. For details on creating a ZL dictionary,
see Appendix A of the IBM ESA/390 Data Compression manual, SA22-7208. For details about creating an RDT,
see Assembling and Linking a Record Descriptor Table (RDT).

4. CATALOG the modified Datacom Datadictionary definition.
5. Use DBUTLTY to LOAD the data area containing the table.

Since the table definition now specifies Datacom Presspack compression, DBUTLTY automatically calls Datacom
Presspack to compress the table's data when loading the data area.

Once the DBUTLTY LOAD has completed, the compressed table is available for Datacom/DB access.

Changing a Table's Compression Mode

You must convert a table data to change:

• A Datacom/DB table that uses Weak compression to use Strong compression (with either the built-in DCT or a custom
DCT or a ZL dictionary) or to use an RDT.

• A Datacom/DB table that uses compression with the built-in DCT to use a CCT (a custom DCT or ZL dictionary) or an
RDT.

• A Datacom/DB table that uses compression with one CCT or RDT DCT to use a different CCT or RDT.
• A Datacom/DB table that uses Strong compression (with either the built-in DCT or a custom DCT or a ZL dictionary) or

an RDT to use Weak compression.
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 To convert the table data: 

1. Use DBUTLTY to BACKUP the data area containing the table.

NOTE
 Specify CMPRS=NO when executing the DBUTLTY BACKUP. Do not specify RECID=YES. The backup
must be a reorganizing backup.

2. If the table is to use Weak compression, specify WEAK for the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value for TABLE entity.
If the table is to use Strong compression with a custom DCT, specify the name of the DCT module for the
ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value.
If the table is to use Strong compression with the built-in DCT, leave the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute blank.
If the table is to use Strong compression with a ZL dictionary, specify the name of the ZL dictionary module for the
ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value.
If the table is to use an RDT, specify the name of the RDT module for the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute value.
For details on building a custom DCT, see Using the DTCMPASS Utility.  Appendix A of the IBM ESA/390 Data
Compression guide, SA22-7208. For details on creating an RDT, see Assembling and Linking a Record Descriptor
Table (RDT).

3. CATALOG the modified Datacom Datadictionary definition.
4. Use DBUTLTY to LOAD the data area containing the table.

Because the table definition now specifies Datacom Presspack compression with the new CCT or RDT, when
DBUTLTY calls Datacom Presspack to compress the table data, Datacom Presspack uses the new CCT or RDT.

After the DBUTLTY LOAD has completed, the compressed table is available for Datacom/DB access.

Removing Tables from Datacom Presspack Compression

After Datacom/DB tables have been converted to use Datacom Presspack compression, you may occasionally want to
remove selected tables from Datacom Presspack use.

 To disable Datacom Presspack for a table: 

1. Use DBUTLTY to BACKUP the data area containing the table. For details about using the DBUTLTY BACKUP
function, see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide.

NOTE
Specify CMPRS=NO when executing the DBUTLTY BACKUP. Do not specify RECID=YES. The backup
must be a reorganizing backup.

2. Modify the table definition in Datacom Datadictionary, removing PRESSPAK from the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute.
If the table uses Weak compression or Strong compression with a CCT or RDT, remove the value specified for the
ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute.

3. CATALOG the modified Datacom Datadictionary definition.
 

4. Use DBUTLTY to LOAD the data area containing the table.
Because the table definition no longer specifies Datacom Presspack compression, DBUTLTY loads the data
uncompressed.

After the DBUTLTY LOAD has completed, the uncompressed table is available for Datacom/DB access.

AutoScope Functions
The AutoScope functions are a set of tools for the Datacom/DB environment that are based on a statistics methodology.
They use standard supported Datacom APIs to collect information from the Datacom Dynamic System Tables and present
that information in a usable form.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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All the AutoScope executable functions are performed using the standard Datacom/DB DBUTLTY batch utility.

You can use the AutoScope tools and information to help you in your work on the following tasks:

• System management
• Database tuning
• Application tuning
• Hardware and software performance verification

The following list describes the AutoScope functions:

AutoCollect (AUTOCOLL)
Extracts information from selected Dynamic System Tables (DSTs) in snapshots and records these snapshots
in Snapshot rows in tables in a permanent database. Because the counters in the DSTs continually increase as
resources are used, each Snapshot represents the total resources consumed since MUF start-up. Users can run
reports to determine what Snapshots have been collected, then when ready, process the Snapshots into Deltas.
A Delta is calculated by taking two Snapshots from the same MUF instance and subtracting the earlier one from
the later one to create the difference (or Delta). Users then analyze the Delta results to determine performance
metrics and make tuning decisions. AutoCollect operations are typically focused on a given MUF. In other words,
while you can use AutoCollect to collect data on multiple MUFs, the built-in data analysis functions are only used
against one MUF at a time.
To use AutoCollect, you must have an active MUF environment with the AutoCollect databases (default 1019 and
1020) defined.

AutoStatus (AUTOSTAT)
Extracts task activity information in snapshots from the Dynamic System Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS,
from one or more MUFs on a given LPAR and records these snapshots in a permanent database so you
can run reports and analyze the results. AutoStatus information is typically used to track task activity on one or
more MUFs looking for possible interactions, locking problems, and so on.
To use AutoStatus, you must have an active MUF environment with the AutoStatus database (default 1018)
defined.

AutoInfo (AUTOINFO)
Extracts a single informational snapshot from Dynamic System Tables and combines it with other
available information to provide the user with a simple way to gather multi-user environmental information
such as MUF Start-UP options, system statistics, task information, and so forth and produce a report with the
information. In addition to the report, an optional sequential file can be created that can be sent (using FTP) to the
Broadcom Support staff to help in problem debugging. AutoInfo will provide the user a simple way to document
the MUF environment setup and statistics since the MUF was last enabled. To get the full use AutoInfo, the user
must have the Dynamic System Tables activated in the MUF.

The Datacom environment must have the Dynamic Systems Table (DST) database activated.

Required Maintenance Level

You must have Datacom r12 or higher installed before  using the AutoScope functions.

Restrictions

The SNAPSHOT options of the AUTOCOLL, AUTOSTAT, and the AUTOINFO function must be executed on the
same LPAR as the source MUF environment. These functions might not be executed cross LPAR using XCF or CCI
connectivity.
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Limitations

For counter columns in Dynamic System tables where large numeric values have been encountered, we have increased
these column values in r12 to s9(11) which supports values up to 99,999,999,999. In other counter columns where we do
not expect large numbers, the columns are defined as integers and can handle values to slightly over two billion.

If a active MUF remains active for a long time, these columns might reach their maximum value. If that occurs, their values
either freeze at the high water mark or might reset back to zero. Statistical analysis of these columns after this occurs is
not effective. We do not expect this to occur in normal circumstances.

While processing Dynamic System Tables (DSTs) into Snapshot and Delta rows, the large numeric values from DSTs
are stored in columns defined as s9(15). This allows the Snapshot and Delta tables to support substantially larger values
needed for total rows and Delta summarization functions. However, if you use the AutoCollect functions to summarize
a large amount of MUF activity (such as for a year) into a single set of Delta rows, it might exceed the capacity of these
numeric columns.

AutoCollect Process
For business requirements, there is a need to collect systemwide statistics on production MUF environments. These
statistics can be invaluable tools in measuring performance, detecting growth situations, debugging problems, and
performance tuning.

Having good baseline statistics provides you with the ability to note changes and evaluate effects of new applications, new
hardware, new operating systems, and even new versions of Datacom.

Datacom provides a wealth of information through the Dynamic Systems Tables (DST) interface. This information is
real-time information. In many cases, it is the same information that can be found in reports and screens throughout the
Datacom environment.

The strength of the DSTs lies with the availability of MUF environmental and statistical data available real-time as a set
of SQL accessible tables. This data is readily accessible anytime the MUF is enabled. The weakness to DSTs is that the
data is not persistent and is lost when a given MUF ends. Also since the data is always accumulating, there is no way to
go back in time to see a particular DST data value.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Creating the Snapshot Rowsets

The AutoCollect process provides a specific methodology to take snapshots of selected DST tables and record them in a
permanent database for analysis and reporting.

Multiple DST tables are collected in a given snapshot and the number of rows collected from each table vary. The
AutoCollect functions assign a unique identifier (key value) to each row of a given snapshot. In this way, all rows from the
different tables can easily be found. To make it easier to refer to the collection of rows that make up a snapshot, we have
created the term ROWSET. A rowset refers to all the rows (in all tables) that make up a given snapshot or delta. Delta
rowsets are discussed later in this section.

For AutoCollect to collect as much data as possible, verify that the collection is executed one last time just before the MUF
terminates.

The purpose of AutoScope is to collect and analyze performance statistics over given periods. The occasional missed
snapshot collection should not reduce its overall value to you.

Creating the Delta Rowsets

Once the snapshots are collected and stored in the AutoCollect snapshot database, execute an AutoCollect function
to convert the Snapshot rowsets into Delta rowsets. A Delta rowset represents the resources consumed by the MUF
between two snapshots. The delta creation process creates a delta for each interval (between two snapshots) and
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one delta from the beginning of MUF to the last snapshot. Because these deltas are created as part of the standard
AutoCollect system, they are called system created deltas.

In addition to the system created delta rowsets, you can create additional delta rowsets that are created by combining or
averaging existing deltas (both system and user created). Each of these user created delta rowsets are discussed in detail
next.

The AutoCollect process also includes functions to extract the delta data into a file format acceptable as input to various
spreadsheet products such as MS Excel.

Printing and Deleting Rowsets

The AutoCollect functions include options to print the available snapshot, delta rowsets, and a program that can be used
to delete rowsets. In the AutoCollect system, you are responsible for deleting unwanted or no longer needed rowsets.

Setting Up the AutoCollect Environment
This section discusses the setup of the AutoCollect environment. The AutoCollect database definitions are prepopulated
in all new installations and are added as part of the upgrade process for Version 12.0. Even though each MUF
environment can house a complete AutoCollect environment, determine which MUFs to target for snapshot collection and
which MUFs to store and manipulate the snapshots in.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Determine the Location of the Source and Repository MUFs

AutoCollect provides you with the ability to collect performance data from a MUF, known as the source MUF, and store or
manipulate it in a different MUF, known as the repository MUF.

• Source MUF communication uses a special navigation process that is only available to Datacom system processes.
The snapshot function must be executed on the same LPAR as the source MUF. The snapshot function uses a
dynamic navigation process to locate the source MUF and collect the appropriate DST data into memory. The
snapshot function only collects one snapshot from one MUF per execution.

• Repository MUF communication uses the standard navigation process. The Snapshot function uses the standard
DBSIDPR navigation process to communicate to the repository MUF. This process allows communication to MUFs
through SVC (same LPAR), XCF (different LPAR, but same Sysplex), or CCI (different Sysplex). Once communication
to the repository MUF is established, the DST information that is collected in memory is written to the snapshot
database on the repository MUF as a snapshot rowset.

By using the two forms of communication, AutoCollect can easily access DSTs from one MUF in your environment and
store the results as Snapshots on a different MUF in your environment. This is especially helpful when you set up a
Complex implementation.

Simple Implementation
You can use the same MUF environment as both the source and the repository for AutoCollect functions. For
most cases, this is the typical implementation.

Alternate implementation
At certain sites, such as those with a heavily loaded production system, you may want to limit the overhead of
AutoCollect processing on the source environment. In these sites, you can use a different MUF for storing or
managing the Snapshot data (repository databases).

Complex implementation
Since AutoCollect attaches the source MUFNAME (required to be unique per installation) to each row that is
stored in the repository databases, you can choose to collect data from multiple source MUFs and store it all in
one set of repository databases. The AutoCollect programs have been coded to work with this possibility.
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Allocating the AutoCollect Repository Database Datasets

The data collected by the AutoCollect process varies widely depending on your usage and historical storage criteria.
Therefore, determining the appropriate size of the two index areas (IXX1019 and IXX1020) and the two data areas
(SNP1019 and DEL1020) takes some experience at each site.

Depending on the number of captured Snapshot rowsets or Delta rowsets and the length of time they are kept, the
amount of data can be significant.

The default AutoCollect database definitions have DYNAMIC EXTEND set to YES for both index and data areas.
However, verify that there is adequate space on the selected volumes to allow the extend process.

Monitor the growth of these AutoCollect databases and add space as needed.

For more information about the number of rows and row content of each of the AutoCollect tables, see Snapshot
Database and Delta Database respectively.

Starting Allocations

The following are the suggested initial allocations:

Name Job code Allocation
IXX1019 highlevl.AUTOCOLL.IXX1019 270 Tracks
IXX1020 highlevl.AUTOCOLL.IXX1020 290 Tracks
SNP1019 highlevl.AUTOCOLL.SNP1019 750 Tracks
DEL1020 highlevl.AUTOCOLL.DEL1020 850 Tracks

 

Selecting a MUF as a Source for Collection

You can select one or more source MUF environments per repository environment. The source and repository can both be
in the same MUF environment.

To target a MUF environment as the source for data collection, you must know its MUFNAME. The MUFNAME value is
established during MUF initiation. If the MUF startup option MUF mufname is specified, the MUFNAME value is required.
This value must be a unique 8-byte name.

If the MUF mufname start-up option is not specified, the MUFNAME value is created using the z/OS batch job name or
started task information.

To help ensure accuracy, all MUF source environments used for the AutoCollect process, should be uniquely identified
using the MUF mufname startup option.

NOTE
If you have the SYSVIEW Datacom option, you can use its DCLIST function to list all MUFs on a given LPAR,
select a MUF job, and then issue a DCMUFS command to get the MUF identity information which includes the
active MUFNAME.

AutoCollect and MUFPLEX (Including Shadow MUF)

In certain complex MUFPLEX environments, the MUFNAME parameter can be specified as an asterisk (*). This means
that the MUFNAME is assigned at MUF startup from a list of values stored in the DBSIDPR module.

The Snapshot function still requires you to specify a MUFNAME parameter. In these cases, if the MUFNAME
used by the MUF you want to target can change, submit a DBUTLTY Snapshot function for each of the possible
MUFNAMEs. SNAPSHOTs that use a MUFNAME that is not active get a DBUTLTY return code error and do not affect the
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AutoCollect tables. Those that find an active MUFNAME produce the Snapshot rowset. You can use the DBUTLTY SET
OPTION1=ON-ERROR-CONTINUE to bypass the snapshot functions that received the DBUTLTY error code.

The OUTNAME= parameter is provided in the Snapshot function to allow you to reassign the MUFNAME used in the
Snapshot rowset when it is being generated. This allows you to select data from a MUF that may have multiple different
MUFNAMEs, yet still build the rowsets with a consistent MUFNAME.

Example

Suppose you have a PRODMUF with a shadow MUF and you would typically migrate the workload from the active MUF to
the shadow MUF once a week at midnight on Saturday.

After the shadow MUF is converted to the active MUF, you allow the new MUF to remain in place for the following week
of processing. Then you restart a second MUF which becomes the shadow MUF for this active MUF. At the next weekly
boundary, you repeat the process.

Now, you are interested in the collection of statistics from switchover on Sunday morning until 9 P.M. on Saturday.

The sequence of events is as follows:

8/05-8/12   Active MUF was PRODMF1A 

8/12-8/19   Active MUF was PRODMF1B 

8/19-8/26   Active MUF was PRODMF1A 

8/26-9/02   Active MUF was PRODMF1B 

To be able to capture these statistics as a single representation of the same source MUF within AutoCollect, the Snapshot
function could be executed each Saturday for both possible MUF names with the OUTNAME being PRODMUF1.

The result would be as follows:

8/12 Snapshot from PRODMUF1A creates rowsets as PRODMUF1

8/12 Snapshot from PRODMUF1B fails with RC=16

8/19 Snapshot from PRODMUF1A fails with RC=16

8/19 Snapshot from PRODMUF1B creates rowsets as PRODMUF1

8/26 Snapshot from PRODMUF1A creates rowsets as PRODMUF1

8/26 Snapshot from PRODMUF1B fails with RC=16  

9/02 Snapshot from PRODMUF1A fails with RC=16  

9/02 Snapshot from PRODMUF1B creates rowsets as PRODMUF1  

The AutoCollect system would have 4 Snapshot rowsets, 1 for each week with the MUFNAME of PRODMUF1.

More complex MUFPLEX usage including full data sharing may require additional study and implementations using the
OUTNAME parameter which is not included with this content at this time.

Determining a Schedule for Snapshot Collection (Examples)
In the following section, we discuss some possible AutoCollect implementations. In one example of a complex
implementation, we discuss how the OUTNAME parameter can be used to record two sets of AutoCollect snapshots from
the same MUF with different names for collection and reporting purposes.

After you have selected a source MUF, decide on the schedule of snapshots that will best serve your needs.

For first time users of the AutoCollect system, we recommend that you take either a weekly or at most a daily snapshot.

As you become more experienced, you may want to do additional snapshots to get more granular information. However,
the more snapshots taken, the more data that is collected and needs to be managed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Example 1
You want to build a set of weekly statistics to compare weekly activities and to evaluate various tuning
changes. This is the recommended schedule for the beginner doing Business Value Metrics (BVM)
measurements and tuning.

• The MUF is cycled every Saturday evening at midnight.
• You use a batch job to submit the MUF EOJ request.

For this example, the solution is to insert one additional step in front of the MUF EOJ step that requests the
snapshot to be taken. If the snapshot fails for some reason, the MUFEOJ step should be skipped. This allows
the MUF to stay up and for the snapshot attempt to be re-issued to verify that the data is collected before the
MUF is ended.
Example 2
You want to build a set of weekly statistics to compare weekly activities and to evaluate various tuning
changes.

• The MUF is cycled every Saturday evening at midnight.
• You use a console command to submit the MUF EOJ request.

For this example, the solution is to require the operator to submit the Snapshot function batch job prior to
issuing the EOJ command. An alternative would be that in normal occurrences, the workload from Saturday at
17:00 until the MUF is cycled is not significant. You might decide to just have a scheduled snapshot that runs
every Saturday at 17:00. This way you can compare each week as the period from when MUF comes up until
17:00 on Saturday and would not require special attention from the operator.
Example 3
You want to build a set of weekly statistics but MUF is cycled on a monthly, or on an as-needed basis. This
means that it may not be predictable which day of the week the MUF is cycled.

• The MUF cycles as needed.
• You use a console command to submit the MUF EOJ request.

For this example, the solution is to have an automated job that runs Saturday at 17:00 to create a snapshot.
In addition, a final snapshot must be taken for the end of MUF statistics just prior to MUF EOJ. Each week
that includes a MUF cycle would actually have two or more snapshots that must be added together to get
that week's statistics. You can use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SUMMARY function to combine these multiple
rowset periods (for a given week) into a single new SUMMARY rowset providing the ability to combine the full
week's data into a single rowset for comparison purposes.
Example 4
You want to build a set of weekly statistics, but also want to see daily activity between 9:00 and 17:00. This
would allow you to compare important times each day and statistics.

• The MUF is cycled every Saturday night at midnight.
• You use a console command to submit the MUF EOJ request.

For this example, the solution is to have an automated job that runs the Snapshot function each day at 9:00
and at 17:00. In addition, a final snapshot must be taken for the end of week total. This final snapshot is
either at 24:00 on Saturday or just prior to MUF EOJ. As stated in the preceding section, the first time users
for AutoCollect should choose a simpler schedule of Snapshot functions to meet their needs and then add
additional snapshots as they become more familiar with the system.
Example 5 (Complex Situation) - Building Two Sets of Statistics from One MUF
In certain complex environments, the MUFNAME parameter that was discussed earlier in regards to
MUFPLEX (including Shadow MUF) environments can be used as a means to collect snapshot data with
two different goals in mind. You want to have weekly snapshots to use for weekly comparisons as suggested
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in Business Value Metrics and to have snapshots for critical processing done during the daylight hours of
Monday through Friday. In this case, consider using the OUTNAME parameter as a way to segregate the
two sets of snapshots. The schedule should be as follows. The rows for Sunday through Friday are daily
snapshots and the row for Saturday is the weekly snapshot. Because the snapshot rowsets always contain
accumulation values you get the full statistics for the weekly snapshots even though there were intervening
daily snapshots.

Sun 8/6 00:00   MUF is initiated                        

Mon 8/7     09:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Mon 8/7     17:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Tue 8/8     09:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Tue 8/8     17:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Wed 8/9     09:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Wed 8/9     17:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Thu 8/10    09:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Thu 8/10    17:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Fri 8/11    09:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Fri 8/11    17:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFD  

Sat 8/12    24:00   Snapshot with OUTNAME PRODMUFW  

AutoCollect provides the ability to process Snapshot rowsets by MUFNAME. This allows you to create
spreadsheets and BVM data based on either the daily information for PRODMUFD or the weekly data for
PRODMUFW.
Example 6 (Complex Situation) - Building Two Sets of Statistics from One MUF but Storing the Data
Separately in Two Repositories
Another alternative is to define two different MUF environments as repositories for a given source MUF. When
executing the Snapshot function, you can point to the appropriate repository for that Snapshot rowset using
DBSIDPR. For example:

• Source MUF is MUFPROD.
• Defined repository databases in MUFPROD for weekly (tuning) snapshots.
• Defined repository databases in MUFSYSP for daily (debugging) snapshots.

Each day snapshots are taken every three hours and directed to the MUFSYSP repository.

• The AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPSHOT function is executed in the same LPAR as MUFPROD.
• Step or job libraries load a DBSIDPR that points to the MUFSYSP MUF.

Once a week on Saturday at 24:00, weekly snapshots are taken and directed to the MUFPROD repository.

• The AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPSHOT function is executed in the same LPAR as MUFPROD.
• Step or job libraries load a DBSIDPR that points to the MUFPROD MUF.

NOTE
The flexibility of the snapshot schedule coupled with the ability to assign MUFNAMEs and
select different repository MUFs gives the user a wide choice of options for implementing
AutoCollect. The previous six examples are just a few of the possible scenarios.

Suggested AutoCollect Implementation
Review a suggested first-time implementation of the AutoCollect (AUTOCOLL) process, part of the Datacom AutoScope
functions. Find AutoCollect prerequisite steps and steps for implementing collection Snapshots of weekly data.

The following is a suggested implementation for the first time user of AutoCollect.
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The user must first do the following research and testing at his site.

1. Determine which Multi-User Facilities (MUFs) are selected for AutoCollect processing.
– Determine which MUFs are Source MUFs.
– Verify that the Source MUFs have the Dynamic System Tables activated.
– Determine which MUFs are the Repository MUF.
For the first-time user, we suggest that they select one MUF and use it as both the Source and Repository MUF.

2. Verify that the repository MUFs have the Snapshot and Delta databases installed in the CXX. A simple CXX report
should be able to validate their presence and also provide the current allocation sizes.
– If the databases are not present, check the r12 installation process for the steps to install the databases. If you

cannot determine why the databases were not installed, contact Broadcom Support.
– If the dataset sizes are not large enough or if you have not allocated and initialized the two datasets for each

database, to allocate and initialize the AutoCollect databases.
– Before starting data collection you should run a DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=NONE to verify the databases are empty

and ready to receive AutoCollect data.
WARNING
We strongly recommend that you implement the AutoCollect databases as 1019 (Snapshot) and 1020
(Delta). If you choose to use other DBIDs for these databases, the various AutoCollect functions of
DBUTLTY need to include the DBIDs on every AutoCollect function execution.

3. Create a set of DBUTLTY jobs to execute and test the various AutoCollect functions:
– Execute OPTION=SNAPSHOT several times.
– Execute OPTION=SNAPRPT to report on the created Snapshot rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=DELTACRE to create the Delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=DELTARPT to report on the created Delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=SUMMARY to summarize all the INTERVAL delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=BASELINE to summary and baseline all the INTERVAL delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=AVGPERF to summary and average all the INTERVAL delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=DELTARPT to report on the created Delta rowsets included the user created Delta rowsets.
– Execute OPTION=DSVOUT to create an output datasets for SUMMARY and BASELINE delta rowsets.
– View the sequential output datasets through TSO or Roscoe.
– Use available FTP protocol to transfer the files from the mainframe to .txt files on your PC. Allow EBCDIC to ASCII

translation to occur.
– Follow the instructions provided to import the .txt files into the excel spreadsheet.
– (For sites with SQL) Follow the examples for using DBSQLPR to print a report of the data in a Delta rowset.
– (For sites with SQL) Follow the examples for using DBSQLPR to create sequential output dataset for uploaded to a

PC .txt file.
– Use the SNAPRPT and SNAPDEL functions to report on selected Snapshot rowsets and then delete them. Practice

using selection criteria such as DATERG, TIMERG and MUFNAME.
– Use the DELTARPT and DELTADEL functions to report on selected Delta rowsets and then delete them. Practice

using selection criteria such as TYPE, DATERG, TIMERG and MUFNAME.
When done testing, execute a DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=NONE to clear out the test data. Save the various JCLs so
that you have working examples for your site.

Once the initial testing phase has been completed, the user should now begin to plan on his AutoCollect snapshot
collection process. Key to this process is the time periods in which the Source MUF is normally executing. As we have
seen in the various examples in chapter 2, the timing of the MUF startup and shutdown will affect when we do over
Snapshot collection points.

The process below provides a simple implementation for collection Snapshots of weekly data.

• Select a weekly Snapshot collection:
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– If the MUF comes down weekly, do the Snapshot just before the MUF cycle.
– If the MUF stays up for longer periods of time, select a specific quiet time during the weekend. Execute the

Snapshot at the same time each week.
– If the MUF is cycled at non-weekly increments, combine the two points above of doing a snapshot at a fixed time

each week and one right before the MUF is shu tdown.
• Collect 4 weeks of normal activity Snapshots.
• Create Delta rowsets.
• Produce Snapshot and Delta reports.
• Create Summary rowsets for each week, if needed.
• Create a weekly baseline record from the four weeks Summary rowsets.
• Create the DSVOUT output files.
• Download the DSV files into Microsoft Excel spreadsheets.
• Review the spreadsheets for any performance opportunities:

– Look for trouble spots, such as low resource, waits, buffer not available, and so on.
– Look for ways to improve performance, such as buffers, covered, virtual, and so on.
– Build a list of suggested changes.

• Implement first performance change.
• Wait for a week to collect new performance information
• Create new weekly summary Delta rowset.
• Create a new DSV output with all summary rowsets
• Update to an Excel spreadsheet.

– Compare all statistics:
• Statistics where we expected change
• Other statistics that changed
• Determine if the change was positive.
• Decide to keep or reset the change.

• Repeat the process until all noted changes have been made.
• Continue weekly review process.

Each week, statistics should be reviewed for the following:

• Overall performance
• Changing workloads
• Error conditions

Collect Snapshots of Selected DST Tables
The AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPSHOT function pulls information from selected Dynamic System Tables (DST) and stores
it in the SNAPSHOT database (DBID 1019) in the repository MUF.

The DST information is copied to the SNAPSHOT tables with additional columns added to the front of each row to
uniquely identify each Snapshot rowset.

• S_MUF_ENABLE -- Date/time this execution of MUF was enabled
• S_MUF_DATETIME -- Date/time of the Snapshot
• S_MUF_TOTALROW -- Differentiate between normal and total rows (see the following)

The columns can be combined with the MUF_NAME and other columns for each table definition to uniquely identify the
rows in a given Snapshot rowset.
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The rest of the row's content is copied intact from the DST row. When the DST table being processed has one row, such
as the MUF_SYSTEM_STATS table, there is one detail Snapshot row created. When the DST table has multiple rows,
such as the MUF_AREA_STATS table, the Snapshot table will have a corresponding set of detail rows.

For multiple-row DST tables, the AutoCollect process also creates one or more total rows in the Snapshot table. The total
rows are indicated by having the S_MUF_TOTALROW flag set to Y, detail rows have this flag set to N. The total row's
value columns is the total of values collected from detail rows for this table, in this Snapshot rowset.

For more information about the number and contents of each Snapshot rowset, see SNAPSHOT Database.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Executing the AUTOCOLL SNAPSHOT Function

The SNAPSHOT function must be executed on the same LPAR as the source MUF. When executing the function, the
STEPLIB concatenation must include the following:

• Library concatenation that provides a DBSIDPR module that points to the repository MUF, that is, the MUF that
contains DBID 1019 and 1020.
– If the repository MUF is on a different LPAR from the source MUF, the DBSIDPR communication must be set up to

use XCF or CCI to connect to the repository MUF.
• Complete set of Datacom execution libraries.

The SNAPSHOT function performs the following:

• Uses a standard URT to connect to the repository MUF through DBSIDPR.
• Uses the dynamic navigation process to connect to the source MUF.
• Issues the appropriate commands to retrieve the DST rows from the source MUF.
• Formats and stores the DST rows as snapshot rows using RAAT ADDIT commands to the SNAPSHOT tables on the

repository MUF
• Produces a report providing the following:

– Connection status
– Snapshot row counts
– Errors

•  Selection Parameters
For the SNAPSHOT function, select the source MUF to process into a snapshot rowset.
MUFNAME=mufname

Specifies the MUFNAME to be processed.
•  Output Parameters 

OUTNAME

Place your 1- to 8-byte character MUFNAME that will be used to overlay the MUFNAME of the selected the source
MUF. If the OUTNAME is not specified, the rows are created with the MUFNAME from the source MUF.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the SNAPSHOT function.

Reporting Snapshot Rowsets

You can produce reports on specific Snapshot rowsets with the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPRPT function. The report
provides information about each of the rowsets and the number of rows in each SNAPSHOT table that is part of that
rowset.

The rowset report is used to determine what snapshots are available to be processed into deltas. The report does not list
the various rows and their contents.

To see snapshot row contents you need to use one of the various query tools provided in Datacom (Dataquery,
DBSQLPR, DB Reporter option, and so on). While user programs can also be written using the standard RAAT, SAAT
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and SQL APIs, we recommend that they are not used to manipulate the snapshot rows data content as this can create
problems for the rest of the AutoCollect functions.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the SNAPRPT function.

Deleting Snapshot Rowsets

In some cases, you may want to remove snapshot rowsets once they have been processed into delta rowsets. In other
cases, you may want to remove an improperly built snapshot rowset before building the delta rowsets.

To clear out old data or remove incorrect SNPASHOT rowsets, you can use the SNAPDEL function.

SNAPDEL provides various selection parameters to limit which rowsets are deleted. Before running SNAPDEL, you
should run a SNAPRPT using the same selection criteria to verify that only the unneeded rowsets are deleted. As a
precaution, you can also decide to back up the Snapshot database (1019) before running the delete.

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPDEL function to delete a set of Snapshot rowsets. The snapshot rowset delete
function removes all rows in each table that match the selection criteria. It provides a report of the rows that were deleted
from each table.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the SNAPDEL function.

Process Snapshot Rowsets into Delta Rowsets
The AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function processes snapshot rowsets into Delta rowsets. The function can be
started at a specific point in time (in the snapshot database) and can be targeted to a specific MUFNAME. The function
processes the values from two Snapshot rowsets from the same MUF instance execution (MUFNAME and MUF Enable
time are the same) and create a Delta rowset with the following:

Identity columns
. These columns represent Delta rowset identification information.

Fixed columns.
These columns represent Delta identification that is built from non-counter snapshot columns.

Calculated columns.
These are columns that are built from the calculation of ending snapshot value minus beginning snapshot value.

The AutoCollect DELTA Database chapter provides the contents of each Delta table. The column information includes a
column information flag that indicates if the column was built as part of the rowset identification, copied from the starting
snapshot, copied from the ending snapshot or calculated by subtracting the beginning snapshot value from the ending
snapshot value.

Once the Delta row is built, it is added into the appropriate DELTA table.

For each Delta period processed, the DELTACRE function adds one row to the BVM and BVD DELTA ratio tables. These
tables represent selected information collected and summarized from matching rows found in the other DELTA tables.

NOTE
In most shops, the information from BVM and BVD is used to report system performance and the information in
the other DELTA tables is used to drill down as needed.

A report is generated providing Delta row generation counts and any error information.

The generation of Delta rows can be done multiple times. All selected Snapshot rowsets are processed and the
corresponding Delta rowsets are created.

The DELTACRE function attempts to add all newly built Delta rowsets. If a Delta rowset already exists with the same
identifying columns, the new Delta rowset is ignored. The DELTACRE function report indicates the number of rowsets
ignored as a duplicate. This ignore process prevents you from overlaying a previously created Delta rowset. If you
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determine that the rowset should be overlaid, you need to first delete the rowset using the Delta rowset delete function
and then re-run the DELTACRE function.

The DELTACRE function validates the calculated values for each Delta row. Calculated columns cannot have a negative
value. For example, while the I/O count for a given duration can be zero (that is no I/O was done), it cannot be a negative
value. The DELTACRE function reports an error for any Delta rows that have a negative value and those rows are not
added to the Delta rowset.

Delta rowsets are not automatically deleted. Therefore, if you remove a Snapshot rowset, the Delta rowset remains. You
can use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTADEL function to remove unwanted Delta rowsets.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Delta Row Format

The information loaded into the Delta row is very similar to the corresponding DST table row with additional columns
added to the front of the row to uniquely identify the Delta rowset.

• D_MUF_ENABLE -- Date and time this execution of MUF was enabled
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME -- Start date and time from the starting Snapshot
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME -- End date and time of the ending Snapshot
• D_MUF_TYPE -- Type of DELTA, either INTERVAL or LAST
• D_MUF_TOTALROW -- Type of row, either Y for a total row or N for a normal row
• D_MUF_DURATION -- Duration in hours that this Delta represents

By combining the first four fields with the MUF_NAME column found on each table, each Delta rowset can be uniquely
identified.

Delta Processing Rules

Delta rowsets are created from Snapshot rowsets. Processing rules are as follows. See the following diagram for a
sample.

First Snapshot Rowset for a Given MUF Execution (MUFNAME and S_MUF_ENABLE)

Create a Delta row with fixed values from the first Snapshot row since MUF was enabled.

Row Value
D_MUF_ENABLE from S_MUF_ENABLE
D_MUF_START_DATETIME from S_MUF_ENABLE
D_MUF_END_DATETIME from S_MUF_DATETIME
D_MUFTYPE INTERVAL
D_MUF_TOTALROW from S_MUF_TOTALROW
D_MUF_DURATION from S_MUF_DATETIME

minus S_MUF_ ENABLE

Copy corresponding Snapshot row counter values intact to Delta row.
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Next Snapshot for a Given MUF Execution

Create a Delta row with fixed values from the corresponding Snapshot row.

Row Value
D_MUF_ENABLE from S_MUF_ENABLE (ending Snapshot)
D_MUF_START_DATETIME from S_MUF_DATETIME (starting Snapshot)
D_MUF_END_DATETIME from S_MUF_DATETIME (ending Snapshot)
D_MUFTYPE INTERVAL
D_MUF_TOTALROW from S_MUF_TOTALROW (ending Snapshot)
D_MUF_DURATION from D_MUF_START_DATETIME minus D_MUF_END_

DATETIME

Calculate counter values by subtracting the beginning Snapshot column value from the ending Snapshot value.

Last Snapshot for a given MUF execution

Generate one interval rowset as defined in the preceding section.

The DELTACRE function generates a "last" delta rowset. Each last Delta row is created with fixed values from the
Snapshot row and counter values intact from the Snapshot row.

This last delta rowset represents the MUF processing done from Startup to last recorded Snapshot.

Row Value
D_MUF_ENABLE from S_MUF_ENABLE
D_MUF_START_DATETIME from S_MUF_ENABLE
D_MUF_END_DATETIME from S_MUF_DATETIME
D_MUFTYPE LAST
D_MUF_TOTALROW from S_MUF_TOTALROW
D_MUF_DURATION from S_MUF_DATETIME minus S_MUF_ ENABLE

Copy corresponding Snapshot row counter values intact to Delta row.

Sample of Delta Rows

Delta rows created from a SNAPSHOT database that has a Snapshot taken every day at 23:08. MUF is ended at 23:10
on the last day of the month without any Snapshot. MUF is restarted at 00:00 on first day of the month.

Snapshot Rowsets
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Delta Rowsets

Executing AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE

The DELTACRE function executes against the SNAPSHOT and DELTA database in the repository MUF environment only.
To execute the DELTACRE function, the STEPLIB concatenation must include the following:
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• Library concatenation that provides a DBSIDPR module that points to the repository MUF, that is, the MUF that
contains DBID 1019 and 1020.

• Complete set of Datacom execution libraries

The DELTACRE function performs the following:

• Use a standard URT to connect to the repository MUF through DBSIDPR
• Process the Snapshot rowsets selected by the input parameters and generate Delta rowsets
• Produce a report providing the following:

– Snapshot rowsets processed and any errors
– Delta rowsets created
– Duplicate Delta rowsets that were ignored
– Delta rows that had errors and were not written
– Error listing with detailed information about error rows

Selection Parameters

For the DELTACRE functions you can use the following parameters to select the snapshot rowsets used for input to the
processing.

MUFNAME=mufname

Specifies to restrict processing to Snapshot rowsets from this selected MUF only. If MUFNAME is not specified all
snapshot rowsets are available to be processed.

DATEC=ccyymmdd

Select to start processing at Snapshot rowsets that have a S_MUF_DATETIME data value that is equal to or greater than
this parameter value. If DATEC is not specified all snapshot rowsets are available to be processed.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the DELTACRE function. For details about the AUTOCOLL
OPTION=DELTACRE syntax, parameters and output report see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide.

Reporting Delta Rowsets

You can produce reports about specific Delta rowsets with the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTARPT function. The report
provides information about each of the rowsets and the number of rows in each DELTA table that is part of that rowset.

The rowset report is used to determine what deltas are available to be processed into other deltas or selected for
extraction into output formats for loading into performance spreadsheets. The report does not list the various rows and
their contents.

To see delta row contents, use one of the various query tools provided in Datacom (Dataquery, DBSQLPR, DB Reporter
option, and so on.). While user programs can also be written using the standard RAAT, SAAT and SQL APIs, we
recommend that they are not used to manipulate the delta rows’ data content as this can create problems for the rest of
the AutoCollect functions.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the DELTARPT function. For details about the AUTOCOLL
OPTION=DELTARPT syntax, parameters, and sample output report see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide.

Deleting Delta Rowsets

In some cases, you may want to delete DELTA rowsets that have been created. For example, you no longer need data
from two years ago, or you have created a SUMMARY rowset but picked the wrong input rowsets. To clear out old data or
remove incorrect rowsets before recreating the correct rowsets, you can use the DELTADEL function.
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DELTADEL provides various selection parameters to limit which rowsets are deleted. Before running DELTADEL, you
should run a DELTARPT using the same selection criteria to verify that only the unneeded rowsets are deleted. As a
precaution, you may also decide to back up the Delta database (1020) before running the delete.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the DELTADEL function. For details about the AUTOCOLL
OPTION=DELTADEL syntax, parameters, and sample output report see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference Guide.

AutoCollect Delta Tables
The data stored in the Delta tables provides period-by-period execution information for a given source MUF.

The DELTA database contains 15 detail tables and two business value metric tables. A detailed layout of each of these
tables is presented in DELTA Database.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Detail Delta Tables

The Delta detail tables contain the identification columns followed by columns calculated from the snapshots of the DST
tables. The format of each Delta table matches the format of the corresponding Snapshot table.

Business Value Metric Delta Tables

Currently, there are two business value metric tables. These tables provide key performance metrics or ratios:

• D_BUSINESS_VALUE_DETAILS (BVD)
• D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS (BVM)

The D_BUSINESS_VALUE_DETAILS (BVD) table provides a full list of key statistics and calculated performance ratios
used in detailed MUF analysis. This set of metrics was created from known common DBA practices that have been
developed of the years to measure Datacom performance.

The D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS (BVM) table provides a short collection of high-level statistics and calculated
performance ratios as related to the Business Value Metrics spreadsheet for system measurement and performance.
These business value metrics provide a simple way for you to measure the overall performance (or business value) of
a given MUF. Business value metrics have been introduced in recent years as a common way for you to measure and
compare performance of your MUFs.

These ratio tables are built by collecting information from all detail rows for a given Delta rowset and summarizing them
into a single row. For each Delta rowset, one row is added to the BVM and BVD tables.

The purpose of this summarization is to provide precalculated measurement statistics for each of the Delta periods that
could be used to reduce the amount of day-to-day review that is performed on a given set of Delta statistics. You can use
these summarization and measurement statistics to provide the primary performance reporting for a given MUF. Only
when a problem or concern is detected would additional drill-down into the detail Delta tables be needed.

Unlike the detail Delta tables, the BVM and BVD tables are not modeled after any specific DST table. However, we strived
to maintain a consistency between the column name and use in the BVM and BVD tables with that in the Delta and DST
tables. In most cases, the column in the BVM and BVD tables represents the total for that column from all rows in a
selected Delta rowset.

AutoCollect - Creating User Defined DELTA Rowsets
The data stored in the system Delta rowsets provides period-by-period execution information for a given source MUF.
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Manipulating Delta Rowsets - User Created Delta Rowsets

The AutoCollect process recognizes that there is a need to manipulate the data stored in the Delta tables. In most cases,
you want to do this manipulation based on a given rowset or group of rowsets.

There are three AUTOCOLL options to perform basic Delta rowset manipulation functions. The rowset functions are the
following:

• SUMMARY is used to combine Delta rowsets into a single new Summary rowset for comparison purposes. These
rowsets can be used to summarize smaller delta periods into larger delta periods. For example, daily deltas into weekly
deltas or weekly delta into monthly deltas.

• BASELINE is used to combine Delta rowsets into a given new rowset and then divide the counter columns by the
number of input rowsets to get a calculated baseline. These baseline rowsets could be used for comparison purposes
such as comparing an average week from one year to an average week to another year.

• AVGPERF is used to create special comparison rowsets. These rowsets are built by adding selected rowsets together
and then dividing by the total duration hours to get average performance per single duration hour. These rowsets are
used to compare the performance of two periods where the duration of the periods is very different. For example, the
average hourly performance of a selected week to the average hourly performance of a selected month.

As stated, you can use the DELTARPT function to help decide what rowsets are available for SUMMARY, BASELINE, or
AVGPERF processing.

Once a user created Delta rowset is generated by the Summary/AVGPERF/BASELINE options, the rowset is available
for further user Delta creation processing. For example, you create several weekly Summary rowsets from the matching
seven days of daily (Interval) rowsets. These Summary rowsets are now available to be input to another four-week
Summary rowset or a Baseline rowset.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Tagging Rows

As discussed above, you have the flexibility of overriding the MUFNAME value using the OUTNAME parameter. This
functionality allows you to either combine or separate snapshots by MUFNAME before processing them into delta
rowsets.

The AutoCollect OUTTAG parameter is valid for OPTION=BASELINE, OPTION=SUMMARY and OPTION=AVGPERF.
The OUTTAG parameter provides a simple way to identify or tag Delta rowsets created with the SUMMARY, BASELINE,
and AVGPERF functions. Once the rowsets are tagged with this addition identifier, future AutoCollect functions can use
this value as part of their selection criteria. The OUTTAG parameter is useful in situations where you have a lot of data in
the DELTA database that you want to keep, but would like to mark certain rowsets.

Since the tag information could be used to both select the input to a BASELINE, AVGPERF or SUMMARY function and
to tag the output of the function, we have implemented a second parameter that is used when selecting rows by the tag
information. This parameter is named USERTAG.

USERTAG is used to select delta rowsets that are being processed by the BASELINE, AVGPERF, SUMMARY,
DELTARPT, and DELTADEL functions.

Example:

Summary rows are created from daytime intervals and nighttime intervals. You want to keep these summaries separate so
that different spreadsheets can be generated. You could use the TIMETO and TIMEFROM values during the data extract
(DSVOUT) function to do this. But in some cases the times may be varying and coding the time selection parameters may
not be possible. In these cases, you can use the OUTTAG parameter during the OPTION=SUMMARY rowset creation to
mark the rowsets for NIGHT versus DAY.

Since the USERTAG column, like all Delta columns, can be updated by user programs, you can add your own routines to
mark selected rowsets to create special reports, generate spreadsheets, and so on. While user programs can be written
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using the standard RAAT, SAAT and SQL APIs, we recommend that they are not used to manipulate the delta rows’ data
column content as this may create problems for the rest of the AutoCollect functions or lead to improper performance
reporting.

This OUTTAG/USERTAG functionality is only needed when you move into more complex processing situations.

Executing AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE/SUMMARY/AVGPERF

When executing the AUTOCOLL function, the STEPLIB concatenation must include the following:

• Library with the DBSIDPR module that points to the repository MUF, that is, the MUF that contains DBID 1019 and
1020

• Complete set of Datacom execution libraries

The AUTOCOLL function performs the following:

• Use a standard URT to connect to the repository MUF through DBSIDPR
• Open the Delta database
• Process the Delta rowsets selected by the input parameters
• Generate a new Delta rowset
• Produce a report providing

– Delta rows read in and processed
– Output duplicate Delta rowset that was ignored
– Output Delta rows that had errors and were not written
– Error listing with detailed information about error rows

Command Option Parameter

Determines which OPTION= function should be executed. Only one function can be chosen per function DBUTLTY
AUTOCOLL command.

OPTION=SUMMARY
Specifies to add the duration and counter columns from all Delta rowsets that are selected and build a new
Summary Delta rowset. A Summary Delta rowset has its D_MUF_TYPE column set to SUMMARY.
The D_MUF_START_DATETIME is copied from the earliest selected Delta rowset. The D_MUF_END_DATETIME
is copied from the latest Delta rowset.

OPTION=BASELINE
Specifies to add the duration and counter columns from all Delta rowsets that are selected and then divide the
total value by the number of Delta rowsets selected. Use these values to build a new Baseline Delta rowset. A
Baseline rowset has its D_MUF_TYPE column set to BASELINE.
The D_MUF_START_DATETIME is copied from the earliest selected Delta rowset. The D_MUF_END_DATETIME
is copied from the latest Delta rowset.

OPTION=AVGPERF
Specifies to add the duration and counter columns from all selected Delta rowsets that are selected and then
divide the total number of duration hours of Delta rowsets selected. Use these values to build a new Average
performance (for one duration hour) Delta rowset. An Average Performance rowset has its D_MUF_TYPE column
set to AVGPERF, and its D_MUF_DURATION set to 1.00.
The S_MUF_START_DATETIME is copied from the earliest selected Delta rowset. The S_MUF_END_DATETIME
is copied from the latest Delta rowset.

Selection Parameters

For the BASELINE/SUMMARY/AVGPERF functions, you can use the following parameters to select the delta rowsets
used for input to the processing.
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MUFNAME=mufname
Specifies to restrict processing to Delta rowsets from this selected MUF only. Therefore, to create new rowsets for
more than one MUF, execute this job once for each MUF you want to target.

TYPE=type
Specifies to restrict the Delta rowsets that you want selected as input as follows:
AVGPERF

Selects only Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF function
BASELINE

Selects only Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE function
INTERVAL

Selects only Interval Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
LAST

Selects only Last Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
SUMMARY

Selects only Delta rowsets that built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
DATERG

Select only Delta rowsets that have their D_MUF_END_DATETIME date value within the range of dates specified
in this parameter.
The format of the entry is ccyymmddccyymmdd where the first 8 bytes are the starting date and the last 8 bytes
are the ending date. The starting and ending date can be in the range of 19000101 to 39991231. The ending date
must be equal to or greater than the starting date. If you do not specify a date range, the date value is not used
when selecting a rowset.

TIMERG
Select only Delta rowsets that have their D_MUF_END_DATETIME time value within the range of times specified
in this parameter.
The format of the entry is hhmmsshhmmss where the first 6 bytes are the starting time and the last 6 bytes are
the ending time. The starting and ending time can be in the range of 000000 to 240000. The ending time must
be equal to or greater than the starting time. If you do not specify a time range, the time value is not used when
selecting a rowset.

USERTAG
Select only Delta rowsets that have this value in their USERTAG column. If you do not specify a USERTAG, the
USERTAG value is not used when selecting a rowset.

Output Parameters

OUTTAG

Place your 1- to 16-byte character tag in the column USERTAG on each Delta row produced by this execution. The
OUTTAG is an optional feature that allows you to mark the newly created Delta rowsets so they can easily be selected for
future processing. If the OUTTAG is not specified, the rows are created with a blank USERTAG column.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the BASELINE/SUMMARY/AVGPERF function. 

How Date and Time Selection Is Processed

The DATERG and TIMERG parameters are applied to the rowset selection as individual selection pairs.

As each rowset is evaluated, it is first verified that the date portion of the D_MUF_END_DATETIME fits within the
specified DATERG value. If the rowset qualifies for date selection, then the time portion of the D_MUF_END_DATETIME
is verified that it fits within the TIMERG value.

The purpose of this process is to allow you to select certain time slices from certain days for processing.
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For example, if you collect two snapshots each day at 0800 and 1700, the processing would generate Delta rowsets for
the period from 1700 through the next day at 0800 and from 0800 through 1700. In this case, the Delta rowsets would
represent the online day, 0800 to 1700, and the overnight processing, 1700 to 0800 (on the next day).

When creating SUMMARY, BASELINE, and AVGPERF rowsets, you can include the online day, the overnight processing,
or both.

To process the online day only, the TIMERG would be 163000173000. This would allow for the 1700 (5 PM) snapshot to
have occurred slightly before or after 1700. This selection would not select the time slices that ended at 0800 (8 AM).

To process only the overnight time slices (those that end at 0800), the TIMERG value would be specified as
073000083000.

To include both periods, specify TIMERG as 000000240000.

When processing Delta rowsets, the row must pass all selection criteria specified to be selected for processing. As
mentioned earlier with delete processing for Delta rowsets, you may consider running a DELTARPT with the same
selection criteria before you run the SUMMARY/BASELINE/AVGPERF function. The report would show the periods being
selected and allow you to verify the selection criteria before creating the new Delta rowset.

Examples of Creating Delta Summary Rowsets

The following examples explain the use of Summary rowsets:

SUMMARY Function Example 1

In this example, the user has an automated process that creates one Snapshot rowset just before MUF is cycled every
night. The user executes the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function and the corresponding Delta rowsets have been
created.

However, for a given month, there are 30 Delta rowsets which would be too much data to look at and the time slices are
too small to easily detect trends. It would be easier if the data was represented as weekly statistics.

Delta Rowsets
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In this case, the user would like to have the data summarized into four weeks of data: weeks ending 6/9, 6/16, 6/23, and
6/30.

By running one AUTOCOLL OPTION=SUMMARY for each week, the user can create four separate Summary rowsets,
providing the weekly totals.

The following are the execution parameters for the four separate OPTION=SUMMARY functions:

 Summary for Week 1 Summary for Week 2 Summary for Week 3 Summary for Week 4
OPTION SUMMARY SUMMARY SUMMARY SUMMARY
MUFNAME MUFS MUFS MUFS MUFS
TYPE LAST LAST LAST LAST
DATERG 20060603

20060609
20060610
20060616

20060617
20060623

20060624
20060630

TIMERG 000000
240000

000000
240000

000000
240000

000000
240000

 

After the fourth function completes, the Delta database now contains four Summary rowsets. Each rowset represents
the sum of the selected LAST rowsets. The SUMMARY function does not remove or delete any information being
summarized.
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Using AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT or another available tool, the user can easily select just the summary rowsets for
processing into a weekly statistical report.

SUMMARY Function Example 2

A user has a source MUF that comes down once a month on the last day of the month. For four weeks of the month, they
have one Delta rowset INTERVAL that was created on Sunday at 5 PM, but for the end of the month week, they have two
rowsets from different MUF executions that represent the weekly period.

In this example, rather than summarizing that one week where there are two rowsets, it would be simpler for later
reporting and selection purposes for the user to build one Summary rowset for each week, even though it would be the
same as the INTERVAL rowset for three of the four weeks.

NOTE
In this example, the user excluded the LAST rowset to avoid creating a summary with data counted twice.

Delta Rowsets:
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For this example, the user would like to have the data summarized into four weeks of data: weeks ending on 6/11, 6/18,
6/25, and 7/2.

Running one summary pass for each week, we could create four equal weekly Summary rowsets.

The following are the execution parameters:

 Summary for Week 1 Summary for Week 2 Summary for Week 3 Summary for Week 4
OPTION SUMMARY SUMMARY SUMMARY SUMMARY
MUFNAME MUFS MUFS MUFS MUFS
TYPE INTERVAL INTERVAL INTERVAL INTERVAL
DATERG 20060604

20060611
20060611
20060618

20060618
20060625

20060625
20060702

TIMERG 000000
240000

000000
240000

000000
240000

000000
240000

After the fourth execution, the Delta rowsets would now contain four Summary rowsets. Each Summary rowset would
represent the sum and totals of the selected rows. The SUMMARY function does not remove or delete any of the
information being summarized.
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Using AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT or another available tool, the user can now easily select just the summary rows for
processing into a weekly statistical report.

Creating Delta Baseline Rowsets

AutoCollect also provides a facility to create Baseline rowsets. Baseline rowsets provide a different function from
Summary rowsets.

As you were collecting and displaying data for performance monitoring, you have seen that it is useful to have a
performance baseline to compare results.

In the preceding examples, we saw how a user could use the SUMMARY function to combine various Delta rowsets into
weekly Summary rowsets for week-to-week comparison.

Once you have built a number of Delta rowsets that represent the summary of a weekly processing for normal periods.
You may want to create a baseline of weekly performance to use for future comparisons. A baseline is typically an
average of a set of similar time periods.

In this case, the baseline would represent a weekly baseline.

NOTE
When creating a baseline, the rows that are selected to be averaged must represent like periods of time.
Selecting a set of Delta rowsets representing unequal periods of time may create a baseline that is not truly
representative.

Once a baseline is created, it can be compared to new weekly statistics as they are created.

When doing performance tuning, making changes to the MUF, it is important to compare the performance after the change
to the baseline of the performance from before the change.

In a different case, you may want to track the weekly performance, a baseline, from one month to the next month, or even
one year to the next year. Summary and baseline rowsets can provide these functions without significant user interaction.

BASELINE Function Example

In the preceding SUMMARY Example 2, summary records were constructed for each of the four weeks in June, ending on
July 2.
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We can create a baseline rowset for the four weeks using the BASELINE function.

Name Value
OPTION BASELINE
MUFNAME MUFS
TYPE SUMMARY
DATERG 2006060420060702
TIMERG 000000240000

After completing the BASELINE run, you would have a new rowset inserted into the Delta tables.

Creating AVGPERF Rowsets

AVGPERF rowsets provide a processing average based on a standard duration of one hour. Each value is calculated on
the amount of work done divided by the total duration hours.
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AVGPERF records provide a specific function and only be created when trying to compare average performance from two
different durations or work periods.

NOTE
AVGPERF records should not be generated from data that represents a small duration period (less than an
hour). For example, when building an AVGPERF from a duration of .001 hours, the work values would be
divided by one one-thousandth which actually results in the values being multiplied by a 1000. With such a large
multiplication value, the relative performance values have significant variance possibilities.

After you have collected and displayed data for performance monitoring from varying duration lengths, it may be useful to
have average performance AVGPERF rowsets.

In the examples, we saw how you could use the SUMMARY function to combine various Delta rowsets into weekly
Summary rowset for week-to-week comparison.

In the following example, we build average performance rowsets from a two day period versus the average performance
from a previous week.

AVGPERF Function Example

In the previous SUMMARY Function Example 2, we had Summary records constructed for each of the four weeks in June
and various INTERVAL and LAST rowsets.

We can create an AVGPERF rowset for the Summary rowset from June 25 and the INTERVAL ending on July 2.

 AVGPERF for 0625 Summary AVGPERF for 0702 Summary
OPTION AVERGPERF AVERGPERF
MUFNAME MUFS MUFS
TYPE SUMMARY INTERVAL
DATERG 2006062520060625 2006070220060702
TIMERG 160000185900 160000185900

After completing the AVGPERF runs, you would have two new rowsets inserted into the Delta tables.
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Reporting Rowsets

As needed, a Delta rowset report can be created by executing AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTARPT. The DELTARPT report
provides a list of each of the rowsets and the number of rows in each Delta table that is part of that rowset. The Delta
rowset report includes SUMMARY, AVGPERF, and BASELINE function rowsets.

Removing Rowsets

As needed, a Delta rowset can be deleted using the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTADEL. In some cases, you may want
to rebuild the Summary, AVGPERF and Baseline Delta rowsets. In these cases, you would delete the Delta Summary,
AVGPERF, or Baseline rowsets before re executing the functions to rebuild the Delta rowsets.

DELTADEL provides various selection parameters to limit which rowsets are deleted. Before running DELTADEL, you,
should run a DELTARPT using the same selection criteria to verify that only the unneeded rowsets are deleted. As a
precaution you may also decide to back up the Delta database (1020) before running the delete.

Extracting Delta Rowsets into DSV Output Datasets

You can select Delta rowsets based on various selection criteria and output the rowsets’ content as a Delimiter Separated
Value (DSV) file, then use available FTP protocols to download the sequential output files from the mainframe to the PC
as text files. These text files can be imported into a PC-based spreadsheet product such as Microsoft Excel.

During the OPTION=DSVOUT execution, as the utility processes each of the Delta tables, it attempts to open a matching
sequential data set for each of the tables. The sequential data set DDname is specified as:

OUTxxx

The xxx is the three character table name in the Delta database.

If the DDNAME is missing from the JCL, the printed report indicates that no output data set could be opened and skips the
DSV processing for that table. The utility attempts to process all 17 tables generating output for those data sets that are
defined.
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To allow you to place output from multiple DSVOUT functions into a single set of OUTxxx sequential files, you can use the
DISP=(MOD...) JCL parameter. MOD allows each DSVOUT function to add its selected output to the "end" of the OUTxxx
data sets.

NOTE
Before running the DBUTLTY OPTION=DSVOUT function with the DISP=MOD JCL, remove any unwanted data
in the OUTxxx datasets or delete them entirely.

Two Delta rowset tables that provide immediate benefit to your site for the MUF performance analysis are the Business
Value Metrics (BVM) and Business Value Details (BVD) tables. These tables provide key performance measurement
ratios.

Once loaded into a spreadsheet, you can perform a variety of editing, sorting, and summarization tasks to manipulate the
data into a usable form for your site.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Selection Parameters

For the DSVOUT function, you can use the following parameters to select the Delta rowsets used for input to the creation
of the sequential output file.

MUFNAME=mufname
Specifies to restrict processing to Delta rowsets from this selected MUF only. Therefore, to select rowsets for
more than one MUF, execute this function once for each MUF you want to target.

TYPE=type
Specifies to restrict the Delta rowsets that you want selected as input as follows:
AVGPERF

Selects only Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF function
BASELINE

Selects only Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE function
INTERVAL

Selects only Interval Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
LAST

Selects only Last Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
SUMMARY

Selects only Delta rowsets built by the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function
DATERG

Select only Delta rowsets that have their D_MUF_END_DATETIME date value within the range of dates specified
in this parameter.
The format of the entry is ccyymmddccyymmdd where the first 8 bytes are the starting date and the last 8 bytes
are the ending date. The starting and ending date can be in the range of 19000101 to 39991231. The ending date
must be equal to or greater than the starting date. If you do not specify a date range, the date value is not used
when selecting a rowset.

TIMERG
Select only Delta rowsets that have their D_MUF_END_DATETIME time value within the range of times specified
in this parameter.
The format of the entry is hhmmsshhmmss where the first 6 bytes are the starting time and the last 6 bytes are
the ending time. The starting and ending time can be in the range of 000000 to 240000. The ending time must
be equal to or greater than the starting time. If you do not specify a time range, the time value is not used when
selecting a rowset.
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USERTAG
Select only Delta rowsets that have this value in their USERTAG column. If you do not specify a USERTAG, the
USERTAG value is not used when selecting a rowset.

Parameter Specifications

DECIMAL

Specifies the character that is used to designate the decimal point in DSV column output. It cannot be the same as the
delimiter value. Suggested value for USA is a period (.), for Europe, it is a comma (,).

DELIMITER
Specifies the character that is used to separate columns within the DSV output. Only one character can be
chosen for all DSV output generated in a given DSVOUT function execution. Choose a character value that would
not normally occur in the DST, Snapshot, and Delta rows. Suggested value is a semi-colon (;).

HEADER
Specifying YES (default) tells the DSVOUT function to produce a column header as the first row in the DSV
output. NO indicates that the column headers are to be suppressed and only data values are written to the DSV
output files.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the DSVOUT function.

Sample DSV Output

Each of the DSV output datasets are created and saved according to your JCL.

The output file is created with the column headers across the top (1st row) and the data rows going down (2nd row
through nnnnn).

MUF_ENABLE;  MUF_START_DATETIME;  MUF_END_DATETIME;   MUF_TYPE;  MUF_DURATION;  MUF_NAME;…

20060727 19.25.47.000000;20060727 19.25.47.000000;20060727 19.32.08.027611;LAST;0.1058;MUFS;…

20060727 19.25.47.000000;20060727 19.25.47.000000;20060728 01.16.35.084569;LAST;5.8466;MUFS;…

20060728 01.17.56.000000;20060728 01.17.56.000000;20060728 01.20.30.629424;LAST;0.0428;MUFS;…

Example 1 - Creating DSVOUT from Summary Deltas
The following is a sample of Delta rowsets. The user would like to
build a spreadsheet from the weekly summary records in this example.
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To build DSV output using the four summary records from June. The following are the parameters specified:

Parameter Value

DELIMITER ";" (semicolon)

DECIMAL "." (period)

MUFNAME MFS

HEADER YES

TYPE SUMMARY

DATERG 2006061120060702

TIMERG 000000240000

The DSV output from the detail Delta tables would be as follows:

D_MUF_ENABLE;D_MUF_START_DATETIME;D_MUF_END_DATETIME;MUF_NAME;D_MUF_TYPE;D_MUF_DURATION;Rest headers…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-04-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-11-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-11-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-18-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-18-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-25-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-25-17.01.05.000000;2006-07-02-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;156.890;

…

The file could then be imported into Excel:

From here, the user can use many of the functions of Excel to produce spreadsheets and graphs to
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meet the business' need. Using the preceding spreadsheet, the following graph could be generated.

Example 2 - Creating DSVOUT to compare weekly Summary rowsets with a Baseline rowset
In this example, the user wants to compare the weekly summary records to the performance baseline that was
created for the month of April. In this case, the user needs to execute the DSVOUT function once to select
the Baseline rowset and then execute the DSVOUT function a second time to pull the Summary rowsets.
Since the output of the DSVOUT function is simple sequential data sets, the output of multiple passes can
easily be stored in the same dataset using data set MOD capabilities. To make the baseline and summary
rowsets appear next to each other, we suppress the header row on the second execution (HEADER NO).
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To build DSV output using the baseline rowset and the four summary rowsets, the following are the
parameters specified:

Parameter Value Parameter Value

AUTOCOLL DSVOUT AUTOCOL DSVOUT

DELIMITER ";" DELIMITER ";"

DECIMAL "" DECIMAL ""

MUFNAME MFS MUFNAME MFS

HEADER YES HEADER NO

TYPE BASELINE TYPE SUMMARY

DATERG 2006043020060430 DATERG 2006061120060702

TIMERG 000000240000 TIMERG 000000240000

The DSV output for all Delta tables would be as follows:

D_MUF_ENABLE;D_MUF_START_DATETIME;D_MUF_END_DATETIME;MUF_NAME;D_MUF_TYPE;D_MUF_DURATION;Rest headers

2006-04-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-04-01-17.01.05.000000;2006-04-30-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;BASELINE;165.223;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-04-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-11-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-11-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-18-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-18-17.01.05.000000;2006-06-25-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;168.000;

…

2006-06-01-00.06.05.000000;2006-06-25-17.01.05.000000;2006-07-02-17.01.05.000000;MUFS;SUMMARY;156.890;

…
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The file could then be uploaded to Excel:

The DSV output from the summary Delta (BVM and BVD) would be the same format as all the Delta
datasets.

Using the Excel Transpose Option

While the previous format is still very readable, the user can use available Excel facilities to transpose the BVM and BVD
tables from landscape format to portrait format.

Excel graphs can now be created comparing the baseline week with the four summary weeks.
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Placing DSV Files into Excel

Use AutoCollect to create user-defined DELTA rowsets. Review the basic process used to place DSV output in an Excel
spreadsheet: create a sheet, FTP mainframe datasets, and import data to Excel, format Excel sheet.

Create a Sample Empty Excel Sheet

To make the import as easy as possible, you can create a blank master for AutoCollect spreadsheets.

To create a sample empty Excel spreadsheet for MS-EXCEL 2003

1. Go to Excel and open a new spreadsheet.
2. Right-click the tab SHEET1 and rename this tab to BVM.
3. Right-click the tab SHEET2 and rename this tab to BVD.
4. Right-click the tab SHEET3 and rename this tab to MFS.
5. Click INSERT and choose WORKSHEET

A new worksheet table is created.
6. Right-click the new tab and rename this tab to MFA.

Repeat as needed for each of the DSV output datasets that you want to import from the mainframe.
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To create a sample empty Excel spreadsheet for MS-EXCEL 2007

1. Go to Excel and open a new spreadsheet.
2. Right-click the tab SHEET1 and rename this tab to BVM.
3. Right-click the tab SHEET2 and rename this tab to BVD.
4. Right-click the tab SHEET3 and rename this tab to MFS.
5. Place your cursor on one of the worksheet tabs and right-click.
6. Click INSERT and choose WORKSHEET

A new worksheet tab is created.
7. Right-click the new tab and rename this tab to MFA.

Repeat as needed for each of the DSV output datasets that you want to import from the mainframe.

Save this Excel spreadsheet as your "empty" master.

FTP Mainframe Datasets to PC

Using an available FTP tool, download the selected DSV mainframe datasets to a work area on your PC. Use ".txt" for the
PC file type.

Import Data into Excel

After you create a master spreadsheet, you can import data into it.

To import data into an Excel spreadsheet for MS-Excel 2003

1. Open the "empty" master spreadsheet saved earlier.
2. Save the spreadsheet with a new name.
3. Select BVM tab.
4. Click cell A1.
5. Click DATA > Import External Data > Import Data.

A browse screen appears.
6. Use the browse screen to locate the BVM.txt file just downloaded and click that file to import to the Excel worksheet.
7. Choose "Delimited", start input at row "1", then click NEXT.
8. Choose Delimiter as "semi-colon" (or whatever you used in the DSVOUT function), then click FINISH.
9. Select OK to insert at A1.
10. Repeat for each tab that you want to upload.

To import data into an Excel spreadsheet for MS-Excel 2007

1. Open the "empty" master spreadsheet saved earlier.
2. Save the spreadsheet with a new name.
3. Select BVM tab.
4. Click cell A1.
5. Click DATA > From text

A browse screen appears.
6. Use the browse screen to locate the BVM.txt file just downloaded and click that file to import to the Excel worksheet.
7. Choose "Delimited", start input at row "1", then click NEXT.
8. Choose Delimiter as "semi-colon" (or whatever you used in the DSVOUT function), then click FINISH.
9. Select OK to insert at A1.
10. Repeat for each tab that you want to upload.
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Transposing an Excel Spreadsheet

As we mentioned in the second sample for the DSVOUT function, sometimes there is a need to rotate an Excel
spreadsheet from a horizontal (landscape) to vertical (portrait) format. Rotate using the copy and paste functions of Excel.

For MS-Excel 2003

• Highlight all active columns in the current spreadsheet.
• Issue a copy command to copy the cells into memory.
• Highlight a new worksheet or a new area on the existing spreadsheet.
• Choose PASTE SPECIAL.

– From the PASTE SPECIAL menu, choose the TRANSPOSE option.
– Press Enter.

The resulting pasted area is transposed (rotated) as requested.

For MS-Excel 2007

• Highlight all active columns in the current spreadsheet.
• Issue a copy command to copy the cells into memory.
• Highlight a new worksheet or a new area on the existing spreadsheet.
• Click the PASTE drop-down button

– From the PASTE menu, choose the TRANSPOSE option.
– Press Enter.

The resulting pasted area is transposed (rotated) as requested.

Example–Excel: Business Value Metrics (BVM) Tab

The sample spreadsheet shows the BVM tab after it has been transposed: 1 Identifies the processing MUF
and processing period 2 Amount of resources used 3 Amount of work done 4 Calculation of Business Value
Metrics
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Example–Excel: Business Value Details (BVD) Tab

This sample spreadsheet shows the BVD tab after it has been transposed: 1 Identifies
the processing MUF and processing period 2 Amount of CPU and elapsed seconds used
3 Amount of work done 4 Breakdown of physical IO 5 Buffer processing 5+ counts 6
No buffer available counts A/B/C Counts for this period A1/B1/C1 Key processing ratios
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1 MRDF processing 2 Locks/Exclusive control 3 Waits 4 Errors 5 Log
processing A/B/C Counts for this period A1/B1/C1 Key processing ratios

1 CBS processing 2 Request processing A/B/C Counts for this period A1/B1/C1 Key processing ratios
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Processing Data Outside of the AUTOCOLL Functions

Reporting

The AutoCollect tables are standard Datacom tables. They can easily be used as input for various reporting tools.

For example, Datacom Server can use ODBC/SQL to access the Delta tables and import the data directly into Excel
spreadsheets. With the flexibility of Server and SQL, you could bypass the need for the DSVOUT function.

Sample SERVER/SQL

Sample SQL query against the Delta table D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS selecting just TYPE=LAST rows and placing
the output into an Excel spreadsheet.

SELECT MUF_NAME AS MUF,

       DATE(D_MUF_DATETIME) AS DATE,    

       TIME(D_MUF_DATETIME) AS TIME,    

       CURRENT_CPU AS CPU,               

       PHYSICAL_IO AS IO,               

       DB_REQUESTS AS REQUESTS,         

       REQUESTS_2_CPU AS REQ_PER_CPU,   

       REQUESTS_2_PIO AS REQ_PER_IO,    

       ((CURRENT_CPU * 20)/DB_REQUESTS)+((PHYSICAL_IO*.01)/DB_REQUESTS) AS  

       COST_PER_REQ      

  FROM AUTOCOLLECT.D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS    

 WHERE D_MUF_TYPE = 'LAST';                

Returned as an Excel spreadsheet:

There is a wide variety of site specific functionality that could be added by using available tools to build and deliver the
AutoCollect data to the user's performance and tuning group.

Freeform Editing

We have documented various techniques to create and maintain Delta rowsets. However, in certain cases, you may need
to do additional editing of the Snapshot or Delta rowsets.

Because the Snapshot and Delta tables are available for "open" access, you can use standard Datacom tools to update
and or delete rows in these tables.

We recommend, that before any such action is taken by you that the Snapshot and Delta tables are backed up to prevent
any inadvertent data loss. AutoCollect data can encompass information collected over weeks or months of execution. The
data can only be recovered using DBUTLTY; it cannot be recreated (re-captured).

Rowset Concept

The key to successfully updating/deleting data in the AutoCollect system requires you to understand the Snapshot and
Delta rowset concept. Any update activity that would change the content of one row in the rowset must be balanced with
changes to other rows in the rowsets. Similarly, any deletion of rows must be done in consideration of other rows in the
rowset.
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Information about how to identify each of the AutoCollect rowsets is provided in the sections on database contents found
later in this document.

Failure to make changes in a way that matches all corresponding rows in a rowset could invalidate the entire rowset and
any performance measurement taken from that data.

Accessing AutoCollect Data Using DBSQLPR
Products such as the Datacom Server can use SQL to directly access the Delta tables, apply various functions, and build
result sets. With Datacom Server, these results can be loaded directly into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

AutoCollect provides the ability to build Summary and Baseline rowsets so that later processing can be easier. The
AutoCollect system also delivers a non-SQL batch option, OPTION=DSVOUT, to select data from the Delta tables that
can be used to generate Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. However, in some cases, you may find it difficult to use the Delta
table data being generated without some further summarization or editing.

The Delta tables are defined as a standard Datacom/DB database that can be accessed by any of the programming APIs
(RAAT, SAAT, or SQL) and by the standard Datacom query tools, such as:

• Datacom Server
• Datacom SQL

– DDOL ISQL Option
– Batch DBSQLPR

• Datacom/DB Reporting Facility
• Dataquery

Users with any of these tools and an understanding of the Delta table layouts can easily extend their view of the
AutoCollect data.

DBSQLPR Delimiter Separated Values Output

As part of the AutoScope AutoCollect process in Datacom, the DBSQLPR utility enables users to execute SQL statements
through Datacom/DB. Review DBSQLPR parameters and their uses.

DBSQLPR accepts control parameters (sets execution variables) and SQL statements from SYSIN.

Each SQL statement is compiled. If the compile is successful, the statement is executed. For SELECT statements,
DBSQLPR generates a simple report file with the requested column headers and data.

DBSQLPR also allows you to change the output choice to a DSV output dataset instead of the generated report output for
a given execution of DBSQLPR.

DBSQLPR should be executed using the information (sample JCL) provided.

DBSQLPR Parameters

For DSV output, you can use the following DBSQLPR processing options:

DATASEPARATOR=xy
This option directs DBSQLPR to create a DSV output dataset. Download the DSV output dataset into a typical
spreadsheet tool such as Microsoft Excel.
DBSQLPR output is directed to the DD name of STDOUT. For testing purposes, you can test your query using
STDOUT as a SYSOUT data set until the data have been formatted as needed. Once you are ready, you can
execute DBSQLPR again. When you execute DBSQLPR again, point STDOUT to a dataset that is suitable for
transferring to the PC using FTP to your spreadsheet tool.
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The x is any non-blank character that does not occur normally in your data values. Most systems use the comma
(,) as the value. However, as some of the data in the Delta tables contain commas, use the semi-colon (;) as the
value. You can also specify a second character (y) to be placed at the end of the output line.

SQUISH
This option directs DBSQLPR to remove unneeded spaces from column headers and data so that the output
record is smaller.
When STDOUT is directed to create DSV output, the DSV columns are fixed in length to represent either

• the longest value of the column header
• the largest column value

By combining SQUISH with the maximum value for PRTWIDTH, you are able to generate DSV output rows with a
significant number of column values.

NOECHO
Specify NOECHO to eliminate printing the input and page headers.

NOFORMFEED
This option indicates that no form feed processing should be done. The option prevents any additional form feeds
to be placed in the output.

PAGELEN=999999999
This option indicates that the output is treated as a single page of output.

NOTYPE
This option indicates that the TYPE line generated by DBSQLPR is to be suppressed. The TYPE line is generated
by DBSQLPR to show the type and length of the column.

PRTWIDTH=1500
This option indicates that the output line can be up to 1500 characters. The LRECL of the output file also must be
set to 1500 characters.

NOTE
For more information, see DBSQLPR Utility-Execute SQL Through Datacom/DB.

Sample Problem - 1

For LAST rowsets, list the following:

MUF
Display the MUF name.

DATE
Display the end date.

TIME
Display the end time.

CPU
Display the CPU seconds used.

IO
Display the I/O used.

REQUESTS
Display the requests processed.

REQ_PER_CPU
Display the requests per CPU second used.
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REQ_PER_IO
Display the requests per I/O used.

COST_PER_REQ
Display the cost per request (new column).

DBSQLPR DSV Sample

Using standard DBSQLPR, execute a query that generates the requested report. Default options are chosen for most
DBSQLPR parameters.

STDOUT directed to SYSOUT

Processing Options

AUTHID=SYSADM

PRTWIDTH=160

SQLMODE=DATACOM         

INPUT STATEMENT:        

   SELECT MUF_NAME AS MUF,

     DATE(D_MUF_DATETIME) AS DATE,

     TIME(D_MUF_DATETIME) AS TIME,

     CURRENT_CPU AS CPU,

     PHYSICAL_IO AS IO,

     DB_REQUESTS AS REQUESTS,

     REQUESTS_2_CPU AS REQ_PER_CPU,

     REQUESTS_2_PIO AS REQ_PER_IO,

     ((CURRENT_CPU * 20)/DB_REQUESTS)+((PHYSICAL_IO*.01)/DB_REQUESTS) AS

       COST_PER_REQ

  FROM AUTOCOLLECT.D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS

 WHERE D_MUF_TYPE = 'LAST';

Generated Report

MUF          DATE       TIME                 CPU             IO       REQUESTS

CHAR(8) N.N. DATE N.N.  TIME N.N. DEC(11,0) N.N. DEC(11,0) N.N. DEC(11,0) N.N.

____________ __________ _________ ______________ ______________ ______________

MUFS         2006-06-22 18.50.44              14         219632         410978

MUFS         2006-06-22 18.57.38              13         185681         497565

MUFS         2006-06-26 14.52.19               0            382           1895

___ 3 rows returned ___  

   REQ_PER_CPU     REQ_PER_IO                      COST_PER_REQ        

 DEC(11,2) N.N. DEC(11,2) N.N.                DEC(31,8) NOT NULL     

 ______________ ______________ _________________________________        

      29355.57           1.87                        0.00602513        

      38274.23           2.67                        0.00425379        

          0.00           4.96                        0.00201583        

      

Use DBSQLPR with the following DSV output parameters to re-execute the query to generate a DSV file.
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STDOUT directed to DSN  (//STDOUT DD DSN=seq.file,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),…

Processing Options 

AUTHID=SYSADM              

SQLMODE=DATACOM            

PRTWIDTH=1500              

NOECHO                     

NOFORMFEED                 

PAGELEN=999999999          

NOTYPE                     

DATASEPARATOR=;           

Generated DSV Output

MUF     ;DATE      ;TIME    ;      CPU;       IO;    REQUESTS;   REQ_PER_CPU; REQ_PER_IO;    COST_PER_REQ;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;18.50.44;       14;   219632;      410978;      29355.57;       1.87;      0.00602513;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;18.57.38;       13;   185681;      497565;      38274.23;       2.67;      0.00425379;

   MUFS    ;2006-06-26;14.52.19;        0;      382;        1895;          0.00;       4.96;      0.00201583;

Converted to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet:

Sample Problem - 2

You want a detailed list of logical and physical I/O per database for each of the LAST rowsets on file.

Using standard DBSQLPR, execute a query which generates the requested report. Default options chosen for most
DBSQLPR parameters.

STDOUT directed to SYSOUT

Processing Options

AUTHID=SYSADM             

PRTWIDTH=160

SQLMODE=DATACOM

NOTYPE

 

INPUT STATEMENT:        

SELECT                                                   

  MUF_NAME,                                              

  DATE (D_MUF_ENABLE) AS DATE,                           

  DBID,                                                  

  SUM(PHYSICAL_READS + PHYSICAL_WRITES) AS PHYS_IO,      

  SUM(LOGICAL_READS + LOGICAL_WRITES) AS LOGIC_IO        
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FROM AUTOCOLLECT.D_MUF_AREA_STATS                        

  WHERE  D_MUF_TYPE = 'LAST'                             

 GROUP BY MUF_NAME, D_MUF_ENABLE,  DBID;                 

Generated Report

MUF_NAME DATE         DBID      PHYS_IO                         LOGIC_IO

________ __________ ______ ____________ ________________________________

MUFS     2006-06-21      0        12058                            30387

MUFS     2006-06-21      1           69                             5243

MUFS     2006-06-21      2       205160                          1427715

MUFS     2006-06-21      6            0                               28

MUFS     2006-06-21     15         2250                             9847

MUFS     2006-06-21     17            0                                6

MUFS     2006-06-21   1000            0                                0

MUFS     2006-06-21   1006            4                                4

MUFS     2006-06-21   1019           72                             2217

MUFS     2006-06-21   1020            4                                4

MUFS     2006-06-21   9999       219617                          1475451

MUFS     2006-06-22      0        11838                            28470

MUFS     2006-06-22      1           74                             5646

MUFS     2006-06-22      2       173086                          1583870

MUFS     2006-06-22      6            0                               19

MUFS     2006-06-22     15          640                             1898

MUFS     2006-06-22     17            0                                6

….      

….

….

MUFS     2006-06-28     15         1119                             4080

MUFS     2006-06-28     17            0                               33

MUFS     2006-06-28   1000            0                                0

MUFS     2006-06-28   1006            4                                4

MUFS     2006-06-28   1019           33                             1398

MUFS     2006-06-28   1020          137                            15453

MUFS     2006-06-28   9999         5984                            39301

 ___ 43 rows returned ___                                                  

Using DBSQLPR with DSV output parameters to re-execute the query to generate a DSV file.

STDOUT directed to DSN  (//STDOUT DD DSN=seq.file,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),…

 

Processing Options

AUTHID=SYSADM            

SQLMODE=DATACOM            

PRTWIDTH=1500        

NOECHO                     

NOFORMFEED                 

PAGELEN=999999999          

NOTYPE                     
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DATASEPARATOR=;         

Generated DSV Output

Sequential file generated:

MUF_NAME;DATE      ;  DBID;     PHYS_IO;                      LOGIC_IO;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;     0;       12058;                         30387;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;     1;          69;                          5243;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;     2;      205160;                       1427715;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;     6;           0;                            28;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;    15;        2250;                          9847;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;    17;           0;                             6;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;  1000;           0;                             0;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;  1006;           4;                             4;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;  1019;          72;                          2217;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;  1020;           4;                             4;

MUFS    ;2006-06-21;  9999;      219617;                       1475451;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;     0;       11838;                         28470;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;     1;          74;                          5646;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;     2;      173086;                       1583870;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;     6;           0;                            19;

MUFS    ;2006-06-22;    15;         640;                          1898;

    ……  

MUFS    ;2006-06-28;  1019;          33;                          1398;

MUFS    ;2006-06-28;  1020;         137;                         15453;

MUFS    ;2006-06-28;  9999;        5984;                         39301;

      

Converted to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet:
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AutoCollect SNAPSHOT Database
Each of the Snapshot tables has the same basic column layout as the corresponding Dynamic System Table (DST).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Snapshot Rowsets

For every Snapshot taken, one Snapshot rowset is created with the following rows being added to Snapshot tables.

SQL NAME Table Detail Rows Total Rows

S_MUF_ACCOUNTING MFY 1 per acct table* 1

S_MUF_AREA_STATS MFA 1 per area* 1

S_MUF_CBS MCB 1 0

S_MUF_CONFIG MCF 1 per configuration parameter* 0

S_MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL MFC 1 per definition* 2

S_MUF_INTERNAL_STATS MFV 1 0

S_MUF_OPTIONS MFO 1 0

S_MUF_RETURN_CODES MFU 1 per DB return code* 1

S_MUF_SMP_STATS MFW 1 0

S_MUF_SRB_ZIIP MCF 1 per SRB* 1

S_MUF_SYSTEM_STATS MFS 1 1

S_MUF_TABLE_STATS MFT 1 per table* 1

S_MUF_TCB_OR_SRB MTC 1 per subtask* 1

S_SQL_MISC_STATS SQM 1 0

S_SQL_SQLCODES SQQ 1 per SQL code* 1

NOTE
Asterisk (*) indicates that the number of rows is dependent on the active number of DST rows at the time the
Snapshot was taken. Once an entry becomes active in DST it remains there for the duration of this execution of
MUF.

The following is an example of Snapshot rowsets created:

• A user creates one Snapshot a day at 5 PM and one before the MUF is terminated.
• The source MUF environment is cycled weekly.
• The following maximum number of active items:

– Areas = 100
– Tables = 200
– Accounting tables = 5
– Virtual/Covered = 5
– DB return codes = 10
– SQL return codes = 10

• Expected rowsets created per Snapshot will be 342.
• 8 Snapshots = 2736 Snapshot rowsets created per week.
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Snapshot Identification Columns

In addition to the DST columns, each table has three identification columns included at the front of each row.

Column Description

S_MUF_ENABLE Displays the timestamp that the source MUF of the Snapshot was
enabled.

S_MUF_DATETIME Displays the timestamp when the Snapshot was recorded.

S_MUF_TOTALROW Indicates if this is a total row.

Snapshot Tables

Learn about the tables available in the SNAPSHOT AutoCollect function in Datacom. Find columns displayed and
definitions of abbreviations. Find primary KEY and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• CLS = Class
• TYP = Type
• SGN = Numeric Sign
• LNG = Length
• NUL = Column can have a Null value
• REP = Number of times this column repeats (always 1)
• RDF = Does this column redefine another column (always N)
• DSP = Displacement in the row

S_MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 29

TABLE_NA
ME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 31

BUFFER_S
IZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 34

TABLE_ST
ATUS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 38

THRESHOLDINTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 39

SPILLING CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 43
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

TOTAL_RE
QUESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 44

PHYSICAL
_READWR
ITE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 52

LOCATES DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 60

TOTAL_AD
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 68

TOTAL_UP
DATES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 76

UNAVAILA
BLE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 84

CONFLICTS DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 92

SKIPPED DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 100

ENTRIES DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 108

RECLAIMED DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 116

LOCATES_
STARTED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 124

SPILLS_TH
RESHOLD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 132

SPILLS_IN
TERNAL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 140

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• TABLE_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

BEGIN_TI
ME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 29

CURRENT_
DATETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 39

DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 49

AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 51

PHYSICAL
_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 54

PHYSICAL
_WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 62

LOGICAL_
READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 70

LOGICAL_
WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 78

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• AREA_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_CBS (MCB)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

BUF_CUR
_PERC_FU
LL

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 29
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

BUF_MAX
_PERC_FU
LL

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 31

CUR_USE
D_SET_M
EM

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 33

MAX_USE
D_SET_M
EM

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 37

SETS_DEL
_MAX_AGE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 41

SET
FETCHED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 49

SETS
PROCESSED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 57

SET_SPILL
ED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 65

SETS_TEM
P_INDEX

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 73

TEMP_IND
EX_ENTRI
ES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 81

SPILLED_J
OB_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 Y 1 N 90

SPILLED_
UIB

CHAR S C N 32 Y 1 N 99

DURATION
_AT_SPILL

CHAR S C N 6 Y 1 N 132

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME
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S_MUF_CONFIG (MFS)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

CONFIG_C
OMMAND

CHAR S C N 25 N ` N 29

CONFIG_P
ARMS

CHAR S C N 65 N 1 N 54

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• CONFIG_COMMAND
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 29

AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 31

VIRTUAL_
COVERED

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 34

FIRST_AC
TIVE

CHAR S C N 1 Y 1 N 36

DATASPACE CHAR S C N 1 Y 1 N 38
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

MEMORY_
SIZE

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 39

BLOCKS_M
AXIMUM

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 46

BLOCKS_C
URRENT

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 51

TOTAL_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 56

MRDF_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 65

VIRTUAL_
WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 74

ACTIVE_R
EADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 83

NONFIRST
_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 92

HIGH_VIR
TUAL_BLO
CK

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 101

BEGIN_BL
OCK

SMALLINT S B Y 2 Y 1 N 106

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• AREA_NAME
• VIRTUAL_COVERED
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_INTERNAL_STATS (MFV)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

TIMES_RE
AD_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 29

TIMES_RE
AD_2_8

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 37

TIMES_RE
AD_9_32

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 45

TIMES_RE
AD_33_99

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 53

TIMES_WR
ITE_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 61

TIMES_WR
ITE_2_12

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 69

TIMES_WR
ITE_13_24

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 77

TIMES_WR
ITE_25_48

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 85

BREAKS_D
ONE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 93

IO_MEM_S
HORT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 101

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_OPTIONS (MFO)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

ACCTPRM
_PRM_DB
ID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 29

ACCTPRM
_ANN_DBI
D

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 31

ACCTPRM
_CPU_TIM
E

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 33

AGENT CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 34

AGENT_LO
G_LEVEL

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 35

AGENT_US
E_CONFIG

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 37

BREAK INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 38

CBS_DBID
_TEMP

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 42

CBS_BUFF
ER

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 44

CBS_MAXS
TEN

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 48

CBS_MAX
STIO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 52

CBS_TIME
_DELETE

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 56

CBS_DBID
_HEURIST
IC

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 58

CSAFREE CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 60

DATAPOOL
_DATALN

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 61

DATAPOOL
_DATANO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 63

DATAPOOL
_DATALN2

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 67

DATAPOOL
_DATANO2

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 69

DATASPAC
E_SIZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 73

DATASPA
CE_CONN
ECT

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 77
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

DATETIME
_DATE

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 78

DATETIME
_TIME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 81

DICTIONA
RY_DD_D
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 84

DICTIONA
RY_DDDD
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 86

EXCTLNO INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 88

EXPAND_L
ENGTH

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 92

EXPAND_N
UMBER

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 96

FLEXPOOL
_IXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 100

FLEXPOOL
_DXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 104

FLEXPOOL
_DATANO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 108

FLEXPOOL
_DATANO2

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 112

IOTASK_M
AXIMUM

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 116

IOTASK_C
URRENT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 118

LOGOPTIO
N_OPN_C
LS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 120

LOGPEND SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 121

LOGPOOL SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 123

LOGRCV CHAR S C N 5 N 1 N 125

LOGRSYS SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 130

LOGSPILL
_A

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 132

LOGSPILL
_B

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 134

LOGSPILL
_C

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 136

LOGSPILL
_D

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 138
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

LOGSPILL
_E

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 140

MAXELRQ SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 142

MUF_RUN
_UNIT_GR
OUP

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 144

MUF_END
ED_NO_LO
G

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 146

MUFMSG_A CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 147

MUFMSG_B CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 148

MUFMSG_C CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 149

MUFPLEX_
NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 150

MUFPLEX_
NUMBER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 158

MUFPLEX_
LOCKS

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 160

MUFPLEX
_MAX_TAS
KS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 164

NONSWAP CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 166

PLANSEC
_CHECKW
HO

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 167

PLANSEC_
CHECKWH
EN

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 175

PLANSEC_
CHECKPL
AN

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 183

PROCEDU
RE_CACHE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 184

PROCEDU
RE_NESTS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 188

PROCEDU
RE_TCBS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 190

PXX_STATS CHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 192

READAHD CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 198

RESTART_
IGNORE

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 206
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

RESTART_
ACCESS_
OFF

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 207

RRS CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 208

RXX_UNIT
_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 216

RXX_VOL
UME_COU
NT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 224

RXX_UNIT
_COUNT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 226

RXXROLLB
ACK

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 228

SMPTASK_
MAXIMUM

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 229

SMPTASK_
CURRENT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 231

SMPTASK
_READY_T
ASK

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 233

SQLDEFAU
LT_DBID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 235

SQLDEFAU
LT_NAME

CHAR S C N 32 N 1 N 237

SQLOPTIO
N_OPTION

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 269

SQLOPTIO
N_TTMID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 270

SQLOPTIO
N_MODE

CHAR S C N 7 N 1 N 272

SQLOPTIO
N_TIMEOU
T

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 279

SQLOPTIO
N_VIEW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 281

SQLOPTIO
N_BOTH

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 282

STAR_TAS
KS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 283

STAR_NODECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 285

STAR_SIZE INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 293

STAR_MAX
_NODES

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 297
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

STAR_TIM
E_BATCH

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 299

STAR_TIM
E_CICS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 301

STATBFR INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 303

SUBTASK CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 307

SYSOUT_C
LASS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 315

SYSPOOL_
CXXNO

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 316

SYSPOOL_
IXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 318

SYSPOOL_
DXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 322

SYSPOOL_
INDEX

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 326

SYSTEMD
BID_DBID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 328

SYSTEMD
BID_SYSO
UT

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 330

TASKS_NU
MBER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 331

TASKS_SI
ZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 333

TASKS_VA
E_NUMBE
R

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 337

TASKS_VM
_NUMBER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 339

TASKS_XC
F_NUMBE
R

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 341

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME
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S_MUF_RETURN_CODES (MFU)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

EXTERNAL
_CODE

CHAR S C N 2 N 1 N 29

INTERNAL
_CODE

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 31

COUNT_C
ODES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 34

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• EXTERNAL_CODE
• INTERNAL_CODE
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

SEQUENC
E_NUMBE
R

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 29

ENCLAVE_
SECONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 31
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

ZIIP_ON_C
P_SECON
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 39

ZIIP_QUAL
_SECOND
S

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 47

ZIIP
SECONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55

ZIIP_PERC
ENT

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 63

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• SEQUENCE_NUMBER
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

BEGIN_TI
ME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 29

CURRENT_
DATETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 39

CURRENT
_CPU

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 49

RQ_PENDI
NG_1_10

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 57

RQ_PENDI
NG_11_20

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 65

RQ_PENDI
NG_21_30

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 73
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

RQ_PENDI
NG_31_40

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 81

RQ_PENDI
NG_41_50

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 89

RQ_PENDI
NG_51_60

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 97

RQ_PENDI
NG_61_70

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 105

RQ_PENDI
NG_71_80

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 113

RQ_PENDI
NG_81_90

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 121

RQ_PENDI
NG_91_100

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 129

RQ_PEND
ING_GT_1
00

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 137

DB_REQU
ESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 145

SQL_REQU
ESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 153

DATA_MG
R_REQUE
STS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 161

PHYSICAL
_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 169

PHYSICAL
_WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 177

RECORD_L
OCKS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 185

WAIT_LOCK DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 193

KEY_ELEM
ENT_REO
RG

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 201

NO_IXX_B
UFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 209

NO_DXX_B
UFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 217

NO_DATA_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 225

NO_EXPAN
D_BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 233
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

IXX_SEQU
ENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 241

DXX_SEQU
ENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 249

DATA_SEQ
UENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 257

EXPAND_S
EQUENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 265

IXX_USED
_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 273

IXX_USED
_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 281

IXX_USED
_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 289

IXX_USED
_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 297

IXX_USED
_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 305

DXX_USE
D_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 313

DXX_USE
D_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 321

DXX_USE
D_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 329

DXX_USE
D_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 337

DXX_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 345

DATA_USE
D_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 353

DATA_USE
D_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 361

DATA_USE
D_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 369

DATA_USE
D_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 377

DATA_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 385

SEQ_READ
_AHEAD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 393

LOG_PERC
ENT_FULL

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 401
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

SECONDA
RY_CONF
LICT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 405

WAIT_TASK DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 413

WAIT_REQ
UEST

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 421

WAIT_SPI
LL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 429

WAIT_ACC
OUNTING

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 437

WAIT_SEC
URITY

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 445

INDEX_Q_
PROCESS
ED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 453

INDEX_Q_
OVERFLO
W

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 461

SPLIT_IXX DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 469

SPLIT_DXX DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 477

DELETED_
BLOCKS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 485

CBS_SPIL
LS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 493

CBS_ENTR
IES

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 501

CBS_ENTR
IES_USED

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 505

SETS_PRO
CESSED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 509

SETS_WIT
H_T_INDE
X

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 517

TEMP_IND
EX_ENTRI
ES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 525

CBS_MEM
ORY_ALLO
CS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 533

LOGPEND_
WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 541

DATASECU
RE_ONE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 549
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

DATASECU
RE_TWO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 553

REEXPANDSDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 557

NO_TXB_B
UFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 565

INDIRECT_
WAIT_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 573

LOG_WRIT
E_CONTR
OL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 581

LOG_WRIT
E_FULL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 589

LOG_WRIT
E_COMMA
ND

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 597

LOG_WRIT
E_OTHER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 605

LOG_WRIT
E_TXB

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 613

LOG_WRI
TE_2_PHA
SE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 621

DATA2_US
ED_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 629

DATA2_US
ED_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 637

DATA2_US
ED_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 645

DATA2_US
ED_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 653

DATA2_US
ED_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 661

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME
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S_MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

BEGIN_TI
ME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 29

CURRENT_
DATETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 39

DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 49

TABLE_NA
ME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 51

AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 54

TOTAL_RE
QUESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 57

TOTAL_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 65

TOTAL_AD
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 73

TOTAL_DE
LETES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 81

TOTAL_UP
DATES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 89

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• TABLE_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME
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S_MUF_TCB_OR_SRB (MTC)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

TASK_TYPE CHAR S C N 4 N 1 N 29

PROGRAM
_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 33

SEQUENC
E_NUMBE
R

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 41

CPU_SEC
ONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 43

TIMES_US
ED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 51

TIMES_PO
STED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 59

PHYSICAL
_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 67

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• PROGRAM_NAME
• SEQUENCE_NUMBER
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_SQL_MISC_STATS (SQM)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10
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SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

PROC_CA
CHE_REU
SE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 29

PROC_FR
OM_CALL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 37

PROC_FR
OM_TRIGG
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 45

PROC_QU
EUED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 53

PROC_SQL
_STMTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 61

PROC_FAI
LURES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 69

PROC_NE
STS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 77

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

S_SQL_SQLCODES (SQQ)

SQL NAME SQL TYPE CLS TYP SGN LNG NUL REP RDF DSP

S_MUF_EN
ABLE

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 10

S_MUF_TO
TALROW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 20

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 21

SQL_CODE INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 29

CODE_CO
UNT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 33
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Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• SQL_CODE
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• S_MUF_ENABLE
• S_MUF_DATETIME

AutoCollect DELTA Database
Delta tables are constructed from data found on the Snapshot tables. Additionally, each Delta table has a set of identifying
columns that are added to the front of each row to identify the source of the Delta data, such as MUF, time period, and so
on.

The DELTA database contains one detail table that corresponds to the tables in the Snapshot database. The DELTA
database also contains two ratio tables (the BVM and the BVD) that are used to summarize the key data statistics found in
the Delta rowsets and present the statistics as a set of ratios.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Delta Rowsets

For each Delta rowset created, one or more rows are added to the Delta tables. Delta tables that have multiple rows per
rowset will have one or more total rows also created.

SQL Name Table Detail Rows Total Rows

D_BUSINESS_VALUE_DETAI
LS

BVD 1 0

D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRI
CS

BVM 1 0

D_MUF_ACCOUNTING MFY 1 per acct table* 1

D_MUF_AREA_STATS MFA 1 per area* 1

D_MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL MFC 1 per definition* 2

D_MUF_CBS MCB 1 0

D_MUF_CONFIG MFC 1 peer configuration parameter* 0

D_MUF_INTERNAL_STATS MFV 1 0

D_MUF_OPTIONS MFO 1 0

D_MUF_RETURN_CODES MFU 1 per DB return code* 1

D_MUF_SMP_STATS MFW 1 0

D_MUF_SRB_ZIIP MFC 1 per SRB* 1

D_MUF_SYSTEM_STATS MFS 1 1

D_MUF_TABLE_STATS MFT 1 per table* 1

D_MUF_TCB_OR_SRB MTC 1 per subtask* 1
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D_SQL_MISC_STATS SQM 1 0

D_SQL_SQLCODES SQQ 1 per SQL code* 1

NOTE
Asterisk (*) indicates that the number of rows is dependent on the active number of DST participants at the time
the Snapshot (used to build the Deltas) was taken.

Using the example above where the customer created 8 Snapshot rowsets in a given week, the Delta rows would be as
follows:

• One Delta rowset for every Snapshot rowset
• One Delta rowset per MUF termination

– Each Delta rowset also includes 1 BVM and 1 BVD row
– Rowsets = 344 rows

• 9 Delta rowsets = 3096 Delta rows created per week.

Delta Identification Columns

In addition to the DST columns, each table has identification columns included at the front of each row.

• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_TOTALROW
• D_MUF_DURATION

Delta Column Information

Following the identification columns, the balance of the Delta rows contains columns extracted from the Snapshot tables.
In most cases, these columns have the same column name and the same definition as the columns in the DST tables. For
a DST row, the value for the column is based off the activity since the beginning of the MUF enable. For a Delta row, the
column value is specific to the time period that the Delta represents.

In the table layouts provided next, each column is prefixed with an indicator. These indicators tell you how each Delta
column's content was constructed.

I
Identification column built during Delta row creation as follows:

• For the Interval or Last rowset, the value is copied from the ending Snapshot row.
• For the Summary, AVGPERF or Baseline rowset, the value is copied from the last delta rowset selected for

processing.

IS
Identification column built during Delta row creation as follows:

• For the Interval or Last rowset, the value is copied from the starting Snapshot row.
• For the Summary, AVGPERF or Baseline rowset, the value is copied from the earliest delta rowset selected for

processing.

L
Fixed value taken from the ending input row as follows:

• For the Interval or Last rowset, the value is copied from the ending Snapshot row.
• For the Summary, AVGPERF or Baseline rowset, the value is copied from the last row selected for processing.
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D
Value was a "delta value" calculated as follows:

• For the first Interval rowset (created from first Snapshot after MUF enable), the delta values are calculated by
subtracting "0" from the Snapshot value.

• For each Interval rowset after the "first" rowset processing, the value is calculated by subtracting the beginning
Snapshot column/row value from the ending Snapshot column/row value.

• For the Last rowset (created for last Snapshot per MUF execution and is to represent the entire MUF
execution), the delta values are calculated by subtracting "0" from the Snapshot column/row value.

• For a Summary rowset, the value is calculated by adding the values from each of the Delta rows selected to be
summarized into this new Delta rowset.

• For a Baseline rowset, the value is calculated by adding the values from each of the Delta rows selected to be
processed. Once all rows are added in, the values are divided by the number of rowsets processed to build a
Baseline average.

• For an AVGPERF, the value is calculated by adding the values from each of the Delta rows selected to be
processed. Once all rows are added in, the value is divided by the duration total hours processed to build an
AVGPERF rowset based on one standard duration hour.

R
Value is a ratio value built by dividing one column by another column. Ratio columns are only built in the two
special Delta ratio tables.

U
Value is assigned by the user using the OUTTAG option on selected AUTOCOLL functions.

D_MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY)

Find the D_MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

D_MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY) Delta Table

Column headings in the delta table are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LN NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LN NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 55

L TABLE_N
AME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 57

L BUFFER_
SIZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 60

L TABLE_S
TATUS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 64

L THRESHOLDINTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 65

L SPILLING CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 69

D TOTAL_R
EQUESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 70

D PHYSICA
L_READW
RITE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 78

D LOCATES DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 86

D TOTAL_A
DDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 94

D TOTAL_U
PDATES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 102

D UNAVAIL
ABLE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 110

D CONFLICTSDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 118

D SKIPPED DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 126

D ENTRIES DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 134

D RECLAIMEDDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 142

D LOCATES
_STARTE
D

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 150

D SPILLS_T
HRESHO
LD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 158
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LN NU RE RD DI

D SPILLS_I
NTERNAL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 166

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 174

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• TABLE_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA)

Find the D_MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

D_MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA) Delta Table

Column headings in the delta table are abbreviated as follows:
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• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CJAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L BEGIN_T
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 55

L CURREN
T_DATET
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 65

L DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 75

L AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 77

D PHYSICA
L_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 80

D PHYSICA
L_WRITE
S

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 88

D LOGICAL_
READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 96

U LOGICAL_
WRITES

CHAR S D Y 8 N 1 N 104

I D_MUF_U
SERTAG

S C N 16 N 1 N 112
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Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• AREA_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_CBS (MCB)

Find the D_MUF_CBS (MCB) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn about
column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CJAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L BUF_CUR
_PERC_F
ULL

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 55

L BUT_MAX
_PERC_F
ULL

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 57

L CUR_USE
D_SET_M
EM

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 59

L MAX_USE
D_SET_M
EM

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 63

L SETS_DE
L_MAX_A
GE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 67

D SETS_FE
TCHED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 75

D SETS_PR
OCESSED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 83

D SETS_SP
ILLED

DECIMAL S D 7 8 N 1 N 91

D SETS_TE
MP_INDE
X

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 99

D TEMP_IN
DEX_ENT
RIES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 107

L SPILLED
_JOB_NA
ME

CHAR S C N 8 Y 1 N 116

L SPILLED_
UIB

CHAR S C N 32 Y 1 N 125
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L DURATIO
N_AT_SP
ILL

CHAR S C N 6 Y 1 N 158

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 164

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_CONFIG (MCF)

Find the D_MUF_CONFIG (MCF) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn about
column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:
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• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CJAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L CONFIG_
COMMAN
D

CHAR S C N 25 N 1 N 55

L CONFIG_
PARMS

CHAR S C N 65 N 1 N 80

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 145

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• CONFIG_COMMAND
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USER_TAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
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Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC)

Find the D_MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process.
Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 55

L AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 57
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L VIRTUAL
_COVER
ED

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 60

L FIRST_AC
TIVE

CHAR S C N 1 Y 1 N 62

L DATASPACECHAR S C N 1 Y 1 N 64

L MEMORY
_SIZE

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 65

L BLOCKS_
MAXIMUM

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 72

L BLOCKS_
CURRENT

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 77

D TOTAL_R
EADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 82

D MRDF_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 91

D VIRTUAL_
WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 100

D ACTIVE_R
EADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 109

D NONFIRS
T_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 Y 1 N 118

L HIGH_VIR
TUAL_BL
OCK

INTEGER S B Y 4 Y 1 N 127

L BEGIN_B
LOCK

SMALLINT S B Y 2 Y 1 N 132

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 134

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• AREA_NAME
• VIRTUAL_COVERED
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
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Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_INTERNAL_STATS (MFV)

Find the D_MUF_INTERNAL_STATS (MFV) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process.
Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

D TIMES_R
EAD_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D TIMES_R
EAD_2_8

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 63

D TIMES_R
EAD_9_32

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 71

D TIMES_R
EAD_33_
99

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 79

D TIMES_W
RITE_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 87

D TIMES_W
RITE_2_1
2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 95

D TIMES_W
RITE_13_
24

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 103

D TIMES_W
RITE_25_
48

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 111

D BREAKS_
DONE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 119

D IO_MEM_
SHORT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 127

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 135

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION
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D_MUF_OPTIONS (MFO)

Find the D_MUF_OPTIONS (MFO) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L ACCTPR
M_PRM_D
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 55

L ACCTPR
M_ANN_D
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 57

L ACCTPR
M_CPU_T
IME

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 59

L AGENT CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 60

L AGENT_L
OG_LEV
EL

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 61
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L AGENT_U
SE_CON
FIG

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 63

L BREAK INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 64

L CBS_DBI
D_TEMP

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 68

L CBS_BUF
FER

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 70

L CBS_MAX
STEN

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 74

L CBS_MAX
STIO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 78

L CBS_TIM
E_DELET
E

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 82

L CBS_DBI
D_HEURI
STIC

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 84

L CSAFREE CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 86

L DATAPO
OL_DATA
LN

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 87

L DATAPO
OL_DATA
NO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 89

L DATAPOO
L_DATAL
N2

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 93

L DATAPOO
L_DATAN
O2

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 95

L DATASPA
CE_SIZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 99

L DATASPA
CE_CONN
ECT

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 103

L DATETIM
E_DATE

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 104

L DATETIM
E_TIME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 107

L DICTIONA
RY_DD_D
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 110
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L DICTIONA
RY_DDDD
BID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 112

L EXCTLNO INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 114

L EXPAND_
LENGTH

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 118

L EXPAND_
NUMBER

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 122

L FLEXPOO
L_IXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 126

L FLEXPOO
L_DXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 130

L FLEXPOO
L_DATAN
O

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 134

L FLEXPOO
L_DATAN
O2

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 138

L IOTASK_
MAXIMUM

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 142

L IOTASK_
CURRENT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 144

L LOGOPTI
ON_OPN_
CLS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 146

L LOGPEND SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 147

L LOGPOOL SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 149

L LOGRCV CHAR S C N 5 N 1 N 151

L LOGRSYS SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 156

L LOGSPIL
L_A

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 158

L LOGSPIL
L_B

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 160

L LOGSPIL
L_C

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 162

L LOGSPIL
L_D

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 164

L LOGSPIL
L_E

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 166

L MAXELRQ SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 168
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L MUF_RUN
_UNIT_G
ROUP

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 170

L MUF_END
ED_NO_L
OG

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 172

L MUFMSG_ACHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 173

L MUFMSG_BCHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 174

L MUFMSG_CCHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 175

L MUFPLEX
_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 176

L MUFPLEX
_NUMBER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 184

L MUFPLEX
_LOCKS

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 186

L MUFPLEX
_MAX_TA
SKS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 190

L NONSWAP CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 192

L PLANSEC
_CHECK
WHO

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 193

L PLANSEC
_CHECK
WHEN

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 201

L PLANSEC
_CHECKP
LAN

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 209

L PROCED
URE_CAC
HE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 210

L PROCED
URE_NES
TS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 214

L PROCED
URE_TCB
S

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 216

L PXX_STATSCHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 218

L READAHD CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 224

L RESTART
_IGNORE

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 232
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L RESTART
_ACCESS
_OFF

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 233

L RRS CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 234

L RXX_UNI
T_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 242

L RXX_VOL
UME_CO
UNT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 250

L RXX_UNI
T_COUNT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 252

L RXXROLL
BACK

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 254

L SMPTAS
K_MAXIM
UM

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 255

L SMPTASK
_CURRE
NT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 257

L SMPTASK
_READY_
TASK

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 259

L SQLDEFA
ULT_DBID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 261

L SQLDEF
AULT_NA
ME

CHAR S C N 32 N 1 N 263

L SQLOPTI
ON_OPTI
ON

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 295

L SQLOPTI
ON_TTM
ID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 296

L SQLOPTI
ON_MOD
E

CHAR S C N 7 N 1 N 298

L SQLOPTI
ON_TIME
OUT

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 305

L SQLOPTI
ON_VIEW

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 307

L SQLOPTI
ON_BOTH

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 308
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L STAR_TA
SKS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 309

L STAR_NODECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 311

L STAR_SIZEINTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 319

L STAR_MA
X_NODES

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 323

L STAR_TI
ME_BATC
H

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 325

L STAR_TI
ME_CICS

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 327

L STATBFR INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 329

L SUBTASK CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 333

L SYSOUT_
CLASS

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 341

L SYSPOOL
_CXXNO

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 342

L SYSPOOL
_IXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 344

L SYSPOOL
_DXXNO

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 348

L SYSPOOL
_INDEX

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 352

L SYSTEMD
BID_DBID

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 354

L SYSTEMD
BID_SYS
OUT

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 356

L TASKS_N
UMBER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 357

L TASKS_S
IZE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 359

L TASKS_V
AE_NUM
BER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 363

L TASKS_V
M_NUMB
ER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 365

L TASKS_X
CF_NUM
BER

SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 367

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 369
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Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_RETURN_CODES (MFU)

Find the D_MUF_RETURN_CODES (MFU) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process.
Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L EXTERNA
L_CODE

CHAR S C N 2 N 1 N 55

L INTERNA
L_CODE

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 57

D COUNT_C
ODES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 60

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 68

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• EXTERNAL_CODE
• INTERNAL_CODE
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_SMP_STATS (MFW)

Find the D_MUF_SMP_STATS (MFW) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.
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Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

D IXX_BUF
FER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55

D IXX_LRU DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 63

D IXX_HASH DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 71

D DXX_BUF
FER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 79

D DXX_LRU DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 87

D DXX_HASHDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 95

D DXX_WRI
TE_PEND

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 103

D DATA_BU
FFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 111

D DATA_LRU DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 119

D DATA_HASHDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 127
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D DATA_WR
ITE_PEND

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 135

D LOG_BUF
FER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 143

D LOG_LRU DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 151

D DATA_SP
ACE_BUF
FER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 159

D DATA_SP
ACE_MG
MT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 167

D POSTED_0 DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 175

D POSTED_
1_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 183

D POSTED_
6_10

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 191

D POSTED_
11_23

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 199

D POSTED_
24_999

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 207

D EXPAND_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 215

D TSN DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 223

D ADD_DE
LETE_FL
EX

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 231

D LOCK_LISTDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 239

D ACCOUN
TING_STA
TUS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 247

D ACCOUN
TING_TA
BLE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 255

D SECURIT
Y_CHECK

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 263

D SQL_MISC DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 271

D SQL_TTM DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 279

D SQL_ATT
ACH

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 287

D SQL_URT DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 295

D SQL_PLAN DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 303
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D SQL_GLO
BAL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 311

D SQL_STA
TUS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 319

D CBS_BUF
FER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 327

D OPEN_TA
BLE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 335

D POSTED_
LIST

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 343

D MISCELL
ANEOUS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 351

D INDEX_Q
UEUE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 359

D TASK_AREADECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 367

D STAR DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 375

D WAIT_LIST DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 383

D MEMORY
_MANAG
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 391

D PXX_CON
SOLE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 399

D USER_CO
MPRESSI
ON

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 407

D COVERE
DVIRTUA
L

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 415

D CHECK_
INTERLO
CK

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 423

D STAR_TASKDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 431

D DSF_IN_
MUF

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 439

D WAIT_MU
F_MUFPL
EX

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 447

D WAIT_CO
UPLER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 455

D PLEX_TS
N_RETRY

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 463

D PLEX_TS
N_READ

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 471
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D WAIT_XCF DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 479

D PLEX_LO
G_RCD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 487

D PLEX_CL
OSE_STA
T

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 495

D XES_MSG
_REPLY

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 503

D WAIT_PL
EX_BASE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 511

D WAIT_PL
EX_AREA

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 519

D WAIT_PL
EX_TABL
E

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 527

D PLEX_LO
CK_DBYU

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 535

D PLEX_LO
CK_TSN

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 543

D PLEX_LO
CK_LOG
_C

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 551

D PLEX_LO
CK_LOG
_U

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 559

D PLEX_LO
CK_RUNU
NIT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 567

D PLEX_LO
CK_BUFF
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 575

D SQL_PRO
CEDURE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 583

D PLEX_RE
BUILD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 591

D LOGGING
_CHAINS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 599

D LOGGING
_FORCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 607

D ACCOUN
TING_SM
P

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 615
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D SQL_MEM
_MGR

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 623

D OPEN_US
ER_EXIT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 631

D ACCESS_
AREA

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 639

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 647

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI)

Find the D_MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn about
column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:
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• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

I D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L SEQUEN
CE_NUM
BER

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 55

D ENCLAVE
_SECON
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 57

D ZIIP_ON_
CP_SECO
NDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 65

D ZIIP_QUA
L_SECON
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 73

D ZIIP_SEC
ONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 81

D ZIIP_PER
CENT

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 89

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 91
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Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• SEQUENCE_NUMBER
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USER_TAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS)

Find the D_MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process.
Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L BEGIN_T
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 55

L CURREN
T_DATET
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 65

D CURRENT
_CPU

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 75

D RQ_PEND
ING_1_10

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 83

D RQ_PEN
DING_11
_20

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 91

D RQ_PEN
DING_21
_30

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 99

D RQ_PEN
DING_31
_40

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 107

D RQ_PEN
DING_41
_50

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 115

D RQ_PEN
DING_51
_60

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 123

D RQ_PEN
DING_61
_70

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 131

D RQ_PEN
DING_71
_80

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 139

D RQ_PEN
DING_81
_90

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 147

D RQ_PEN
DING_91_
100

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 155
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D RQ_PEND
ING_GT_
100

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 163

D DB_REQU
ESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 171

D SQL_REQ
UESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 179

D DATA_MG
R_REQUE
STS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 187

D PHYSICA
L_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 195

D PHYSICA
L_WRITE
S

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 203

D RECORD_
LOCKS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 211

D WAIT_LOCKDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 219

D KEY_ELE
MENT_RE
ORG

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 227

D NO_IXX_B
UFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 235

D NO_DXX_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 243

D NO_DATA
_BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 251

D NO_EXPA
ND_BUFF
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 259

D IXX_SEQ
UENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 267

D DXX_SEQ
UENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 275

D DATA_SE
QUENCE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 283

D EXPAND_
SEQUEN
CE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 291

D IXX_USE
D_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 299

D IXX_USE
D_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 307
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D IXX_USE
D_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 315

D IXX_USE
D_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 323

D IXX_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 331

D DXX_USE
D_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 339

D DXX_USE
D_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 347

D DXX_USE
D_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 355

D DXX_USE
D_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 363

D DXX_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 371

D DATA_US
ED_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 379

D DATA_US
ED_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 387

D DATA_US
ED_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 395

D DATA_US
ED_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 403

D DATA_US
ED_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 411

D SEQ_REA
D_AHEAD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 419

L LOG_PER
CENT_FU
LL

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 427

D SECOND
ARY_CON
FLICT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 431

D WAIT_TASKDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 439

D WAIT_RE
QUEST

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 447

D WAIT_SP
ILL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 455

D WAIT_AC
COUNTIN
G

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 463
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D WAIT_SE
CURITY

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 471

D INDEX_Q
_PROCES
SED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 479

D INDEX_Q
_OVERFL
OW

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 487

D SPLIT_IXX DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 495

D SPLIT_DXXDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 503

D DELETED
_BLOCKS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 511

D CBS_SPI
LLS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 519

L CBS_ENT
RIES

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 527

L CBS_ENT
RIES_US
ED

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 531

D SETS_PR
OCESSED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 535

D SETS_WI
TH_T_IND
EX

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 543

D TEMP_IN
DEX_ENT
RIES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 551

D CBS_ME
MORY_AL
LOCS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 559

D LOGPEND
_WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 567

L DATASEC
URE_ONE

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 575

L DATASEC
URE_TW
O

INTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 579

D REEXPANDSDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 583

D NO_TXB_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 591

D INDIRECT
_WAIT_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 599
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D LOG_WRI
TE_CONT
ROL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 607

D LOG_WRI
TE_FULL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 615

D LOG_WR
ITE_COM
MAND

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 623

D LOG_WR
ITE_OTH
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 631

D LOG_WRI
TE_TXB

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 639

D LOG_WRI
TE_2_PH
ASE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 647

D DATA2_U
SED_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 655

D DATA2_U
SED_2

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 663

D DATA2_U
SED_3

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 671

D DATA2_U
SED_4

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 679

D DATA2_U
SED_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 687

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 695

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:
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• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT)

Find the D_MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L BEGIN_T
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 55

L CURREN
T_DATET
IME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 65
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

L DBID SMALLINT S B Y 2 N 1 N 75

L TABLE_N
AME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 77

L AREA_NAMECHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 80

D TOTAL_R
EQUESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 83

D TOTAL_R
EADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 91

D TOTAL_A
DDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 99

D TOTAL_D
ELETES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 107

D TOTAL_U
PDATES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 115

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 123

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• DBID
• TABLE_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_MUF_TCB_OR_SRB (MTC)

Find the D_MUF_TCB_OR_SRB (MTC) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.
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Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L TASK_TYPECHAR S C N 4 N 1 N 55

L PROGRA
M_NAME

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 59

L SEQUEN
CE_NUM
BER

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 67

D CPU_SEC
ONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 69

D TIMES_U
SED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 77

D TIMES_P
OSTED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 85

D PHYSICA
L_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 93

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 101
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Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• PROGRAM_NAME
• SEQUENCE_NUMBER
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_SQL_MISC_STATS (SQM)

Find the D_SQL_MISC_STATS (SQM) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

D PROC_C
ACHE_RE
USE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55

D PROC_FR
OM_CALL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 63

D PROC_FR
OM_TRIG
GER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 71

D PROC_Q
UEUED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 79

D PROC_SQ
L_STMTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 87

D PROC_FA
ILURES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 95

D PROC_NE
STS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 103

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 111

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:
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• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_SQL_SQLCODES (SQQ)

Find the D_SQL_SQLCODES (SQQ) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect Process. Learn
about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

L SQL_CODEINTEGER S B Y 4 N 1 N 55

D CODE_C
OUNT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 59

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 67
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Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• SQL_CODE
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_BUSINESS_VALUE_DETAILS (BVD)

Find the D_BUSINESS_VALUE_DETAILS (BVD) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect
Process. Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:

• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20
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I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

D ELAPSED
_SECON
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55

D CPU_SEC
ONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 63

D DB_REQU
ESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 71

D DATA_MG
R_REQUE
STS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 79

D REL_MGR
_REQUES
TS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 87

D SQL_REQ
UESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 95

D REL_SQL
_REQUES
TS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 103

D PHYSICA
L_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 111

D PHYSICA
L_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 119

D REL_PHY
S_READS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 127

D PHYSICA
L_WRITE
S

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 135

D REL_PHY
S_WRITE
S

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 143

D SEQ_REA
D_AHEAD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 151

D REL_SEQ
_READ_A
HEAD

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 159

D ACCOUN
TING_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 167
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D REL_ACC
OUNTING
_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 175

D LOGGING
_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 183

D REL_LOG
GING_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 191

D IXX_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 199

R IXX_RAT
IO_5_TO
_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 207

D DXX_USE
D_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 215

R DXX_RAT
IO_5_TO
_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 223

D DATA_US
ED_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 231

R DATA_RA
TIO_5_TO
_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 239

D DATA2_U
SED_5

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 247

R DATA2_R
ATIO_5_T
O_1

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 255

D NO_IXX_B
UFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 263

D NO_DXX_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 271

D NO_DATA
_BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 279

D NO_EXPA
ND_BUFF
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 287

D NO_TXB_
BUFFER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 295

L MEMORY
_SIZE_V

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 303

D MRDF_RE
ADS_V

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 311

D REL_VIR
TUAL_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 319
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D VIRTUAL_
WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 327

D REL_VIRT
UAL_WRI
TES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 335

L MEMORY
_SIZE_C

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 343

D MRDF_RE
ADS_C

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 351

D REL_COV
ERED_RE
ADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 359

D RECORD_
LOCKS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 367

D WAIT_LOCKDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 375

D REL_WAI
T_LOCK

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 383

D SECOND
ARY_CON
FLICT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 391

D REL_SEC
_CONFLI
CT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 399

D INDIRECT
_WAIT_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 407

D WAIT_TASKDECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 415

D WAIT_RE
QUEST

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 423

D WAIT_SP
ILL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 431

D WAIT_AC
COUNTIN
G

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 439

D WAIT_SE
CURITY

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 447

D DB_CODE
_COUNT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 455

D SQL_COD
E_COUNT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 463

D INDEX_Q
_OVERFL
OW

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 471

D IO_MEM_
SHORT

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 479
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L LOG_PER
CENT_FU
LL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 487

D LOGPEND
_WRITES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 495

D LOG_WRI
TE_CONT
ROL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 503

D LOG_WRI
TE_FULL

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 511

D LOG_WR
ITE_COM
MAND

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 519

D LOG_WR
ITE_OTH
ER

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 527

D LOG_WRI
TE_TXB

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 535

D LOG_WRI
TE_2_PH
ASE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 543

D CBS_SPI
LLS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 551

L CBS_ENT
RIES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 559

L CBS_ENT
RIES_US
ED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 567

D SETS_PR
OCESSED

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 575

D SETS_WI
TH_T_IND
EX

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 583

D TEMP_IN
DEX_ENT
RIES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 591

D BREAKS_
DONE

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 599

D RQ_PEND
ING_1_10

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 607

D RQ_PEN
DING_11
_20

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 615

D RQ_PEN
DING_21
_30

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 623
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D RQ_PEN
DING_31
_40

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 631

D RQ_PEN
DING_41
_50

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 639

D RQ_PEN
DING_GT
_50

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 647

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 655

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS (BVM)

Find the D_BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS (BVM) delta table for Datacom. This delta table is part of the AutoCollect
Process. Learn about column headings, primary KEY columns, and secondary KEY columns.

Column headings in this section are abbreviated as follows:
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• ID = Identification
• CL = Class
• TY = Type
• SI = Numeric Sign
• LE = Length
• NU = Column can contain a null value
• RE = Column Repeat value (always 1)
• RD = Column Redefines another column (always N)
• DI = Displacement in the row

ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

I D_MUF_E
NABLE

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 0

IS D_MUF_S
TART_DA
TETIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 10

I D_MUF_E
ND_DATE
TIME

SQL-
STMP

S B N 10 N 1 N 20

I D_MUF_T
YPE

CHAR S C N 10 N 1 N 30

I D_MUF_T
OTALRO
W

CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 40

D D_MUF_D
URATION

DECIMAL S D Y 6 N 1 N 41

L MUF_NAMECHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 47

D ELAPSED
_SECON
DS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 55

D CPU_SEC
ONDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 63

D PHYSICA
L_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 71

D DB_REQU
ESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 79

D LOGICAL
_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 87

D TOTAL_R
EQUESTS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 95

D TOTAL_R
EADS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 103

D TOTAL_A
DDS

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 111
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ID SQL
NAME

SQL
TYPE CL TY SI LE NU RE RD DI

D TOTAL_D
ELETES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 119

D TOTAL_U
PDATES

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 127

R REQUES
TS_PER_
SEC

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 135

R REQUEST
S_PER_C
PU_SEC

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 143

R REQUEST
S_PER_P
HYS_IO

DECIMAL S D Y 8 N 1 N 151

U D_MUF_U
SERTAG

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 159

Primary KEY Columns

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME

Secondary KEY Columns

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• D_MUF_ENABLE
• D_MUF_END_DATETIME
• D_MUF_TYPE
• D_MUF_USERTAG
• D_MUF_START_DATETIME
• D_MUF_DURATION

AutoStatus Process
In Datacom, the AUTOSTAT function creates a snapshot of selected MUFs with their active tasks. Select a MUF as a
repository or source for a collection; allocate AutoStatus repository database data sets.

The AutoStatus function uses the same concept of a source MUF and repository MUF as for the AutoCollect process.
AutoStatus uses a single database to house the captured task activity snapshots.
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Similar to AutoCollect, the AutoStatus function opens the AutoStatus database in the repository MUF using the standard
DBSIDPR connection. Next, it calls a dynamic interface to connect to the selected source MUFs and collect DST
information about the tasks running on the MUFs. The repository MUF can also be a target MUF.

Unlike AutoCollect, the AutoStatus task activity snapshot can be executed against multiple MUFs at one time, as long as
they are in the same LPAR.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Select a MUF as a Repository for a Collection

To execute AutoStatus, the repository MUF must be at Datacom/DB Version 12 (or greater) environment with the
AutoStatus database activated. However, AutoStatus Version 12 allows a target MUF to be in Datacom/DB r11 or greater.

This flexibility allows you to begin using AutoStatus as soon as you have a repository MUF upgraded or new installed at
Version 12.

The AutoStatus database is installed as part of a Version 12 installation or upgrade from r11 to Version 12. The default
database ID is 1018. While you can decide to change the AutoStatus database to a different DBID, best practice is to
leave the database as 1018.

Select MUFs as a Source for Collection

The process allows a single Snapshot to collect information from up to 100 active MUFs in the targeted LPAR.

Since AutoStatus uses the standard DBSIDPR to communicate with the repository MUF, the repository MUF can be on a
different LPAR (assuming that you have the cross LPAR communication set up in the repository MUF).

When more than one MUF is selected as a target for an AutoStatus Snapshot, the data is collected from the target MUFs
in serial fashion in alphabetical order.

For AutoStatus executions that have a significant number of MUFs, the actual process may run for a few seconds. To view
all of this information as a single rowset, the same timestamp is loaded into each row that is created by this Snapshot
execution (S_MUF_DATETIME).

Allocate the AutoStatus Repository Database Data Sets

The data that is collected by the AutoStatus process varies widely depending on your usage and the extent of your
defined criteria. Therefore, determining the appropriate sizing of the index area (IXX1018) and the data area (STA1018)
takes some user experience at each site.

Depending on the number of Snapshot Status rows that are captured and the length of time that they are kept, the amount
of data can be significant.

Both the index and data areas have dynamic extend set to Yes. However, verify that there is adequate space on the
selected volume or volumes to allow the extend process.

Monitor the growth of the AutoStatus database and add space as needed.

For more information about the number of rows and row content of the AutoStatus table, see Collecting AutoStatus
Snapshot Rowsets.
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Initial Allocations

The following table lists the suggested initial allocations:

Name Job Code Allocation

IXX1018 highlevl.AUTOSTAT.IXX1018 135 Tracks

STA1018 highlevl.AUTOSTAT.STA1018 465 Tracks

Collecting AutoStatus Snapshot Rowsets
This section covers the collection of Snapshot rowsets in the AutoStatus database table, S_MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS
(STA1018).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Using the AUTOSTAT Command to Create Status Snapshots

Use the AUTOSTAT function when you want to create a Snapshot of selected MUFs with their active task information so
that you can process the information and analyze the results. The data is saved in the AutoStatus database.

 Command 

AUTOSTAT
Specifies to create a Snapshot of the specified MUFs with their active tasks.

 Selection Parameters 

MUFNAME=
Identifies the MUF from which the task data is retrieved. You can repeat this parameter to include more than one
MUF. Alternately, you can use a wildcard character (*) to specify to select all MUFs whose names begin with the
characters you specify.

 Repeat/Frequency parameters 

REPEATS=
Specifies whether the AutoStatus function should remain active and perform periodic Snapshots (until stopped
by the user). A value of zero indicates that the function should run only once and then end. A numeric value
between 3 and 64800 indicates that the function should remain active and the interval between the Snapshots is
set equal to the selected value in seconds. The interval is measured as the time from the end of one Snapshot
and the beginning of the next Snapshot. You may want to set the parameter to a sufficient value, such as 600
(10 minutes), to keep the function from generating large numbers of rows in the AutoStatus database. If you are
setting a repeats value, set-up the appropriate job parameters to keep the system from canceling the job due to
long execution times.

 Output parameters 

OUTTAG=
Specifies a 1- to 16-character string that is used to fill in the USERTAG column on each row in the Snapshot table.
You can use OUTTAG in various ways. For example, if you are collecting status information from multiple LPARs,
you can indicate the LPAR where a given status was collected. In another case, you can process the status rows
with your own program and, once a row has been read, you could place a value in the USERTAG column to
indicate it has been processed.

 Exclusion/Output reduction parameters 
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SNAPEXCL=
Specifies the items to exclude.
DURATION0

Suppresses the creation of any detail task rows that have a DURATION of blanks. During the task inquiry,
any task that has not had its current command in process for at least one second has a duration of
blanks. This parameter is used to reduce the amount of detail task rows that are written to the AUTOSTAT
database. With this option in place, only tasks with a command in process for a duration of one second
(:01) or greater are written to the SNAPSHOT database.

HEADER
Suppresses the writing of a new page header as each SYSPRINT page fills. When you want to keep the
SYSPRINT to a minimum, you can use this option.

NOTACTIVE
Suppresses the creation of any detail task rows that have a CURRENT_STATUS of NOTACTIVE. This
parameter is used to reduce the amount of detail task rows that are written to the AUTOSTAT database.

REPCONNECT
Suppresses the open and close of the AUTOSTAT database URT for each Snapshot (see REPEATS).
Specifying SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT tells the utility to open the URT at the beginning of the
AUTOSTAT function and to leave it open until the function is ended. In this mode, the AUTOSTAT function
issues a COMMIT at the end of each Snapshot process, but not close the URT.
Without the SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT, the AUTOSTAT function disconnects from the repository MUF
after each status Snapshot. Then, just prior to the next Snapshot, the function reopens the URT and
reestablishes communication to the repository MUF. This helps ensure that the URT does not remain
open for long periods of time while the function is in a "wait" between Snapshots. When you want to limit
the amount of opens and closes, and the associated messages in the repository MUF region, specify the
SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT option.

NOTE
With the SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT option specified, the user must terminate AUTOSTAT
before issuing the EOJ to the repository MUF.

WARNMSG
Suppresses the creation of warning messages when specified MUFs are not found (not active) when the
status Snapshot is executed.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the AUTOSTAT command.

Communicating with AUTOSTAT Using Console Commands

When you specify a REPEATS= value, the AutoStatus process remains active and repeats the function as requested. In
addition, AUTOSTAT attaches a console subtask to allow you to communicate to the AUTOSTAT while it is executing.

Any console command that changes an operational parameter except REPEATS, such as EXCLUDE DURATION0, goes
into effect at the next processing cycle.

For example, if the task is running with REPEATS=600 (10 minutes), and you issue the console command EXCLUDE
DURATION0, the change is made in the operational parameters, but it does not take effect until the next status Snapshot
occurs according to the repeat value. Issuing the REPEATS console command changes the current operational value for
the REPEATS parameter and also triggers an immediate status Snapshot to be taken.

When you have a long REPEATS value, the console interaction allows you to make the change and also force an
immediate status Snapshot. In cases, where you want to force a status Snapshot without changing the overall operational
parameters, you can do this by just issuing the REPEATS console command with a value equal to the current REPEATS
value.
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Issuing the AS_OPTIONS console command does not change any operational values or trigger a Snapshot.
AS_OPTIONS only requests that the current operational values are printed to SYSPRINT for review purposes.

Console interaction is provided through the following /STOP, /CANCEL, and /MODIFY processes.

/STOP jobname
Terminates the AUTOSTAT task. The process is the same as the following process "/MODIFY jobname,EOJ".

/CANCEL jobname
Causes the AUTOSTAT task to cancel with a S222 abend.

/MODIFY jobname,command
Issues changes using a specific command format as documented in the following section. It allows you to pass
information to the active AUTOSTAT task.

AutoStatus MODIFY Command Format

The MODIFY command has the following format:

 /MODIFY ─ jobname,command

The jobname is the name of the AUTOSTAT job. Command is the action taken and value is the optional value supplied
to the command. There must only be a comma separating the jobname and the command and there must be a space
separating the command and the value, if specified.

Console commands are echoed to the SYSPRINT output.

 Command 

ADDMUF newmuf
Add the new MUFNAME to the list of MUFs that are being targeted for the status Snapshots. newmuf is 1 to 8
alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
There is a limit of 100 MUFNAMEs per AUTOSTAT execution.

AS_OPTIONS
Produces a listing of all AUTOSTAT options in effect to the SYSPRINT output.

COMM EOJ
Same as EOJ.

EOJ
Complete current Snapshot, set return code, and terminate the AUTOSTAT program.

EXCLUDE DURATION0
Excludes tasks that have a "blank" duration.

EXCLUDE HEADER
Tells the utility to stop producing heading pages to the SYSPRINT output file.

EXCLUDE NOTACTIVE
Excludes tasks that have a NOT ACTIVE status.

EXCLUDE REPCONNECT
Suppresses the URT open and close that occurs with the REPEATS= parameter.

NOTE
With the EXCLUDE REPCONNECT option specified, you must terminate AUTOSTAT before issuing the
EOJ to the repository MUF.

EXCLUDE WARNMSG
Suppresses warning messages.
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INCLUDE DURATION0
Includes tasks regardless of duration.

INCLUDE HEADER
Produces a page header at the top of each new page of the SYSPRINT output file. Each page is typically 60 lines.

INCLUDE NOTACTIVE
Includes tasks regardless of task status.

INCLUDE REPCONNECT
Activates the URT open and close that occurs with the REPEATS= parameter.

INCLUDE WARNMSG
Enables warning messages.

OUTTAG tag1
Changes the current OUTTAG value to a new value. Value must be from 1 through 16 alphanumeric characters.

REMOVEMUF oldmuf
Remove the existing MUFNAME from the list of MUFs that are being used as the source for the status Snapshots.

NOTE
There must be at least one valid MUFNAME per AUTOSTAT execution. If you attempt to remove the last
MUFNAME, the command is ignored and a message issued.

REPEATS nnnnn
Changes the current REPEATS= parameter timer to this new value. Value must be 0 or from 3 through 64800.
Changing the value to 0 causes the utility to do one last Snapshot and end. Changing the value to other than 0
forces an immediate Snapshot and changes the wait interval between further Snapshots and the utility continues
to execute in the loop with the new REPEATS value.

Reporting Status Rowsets

As needed, a status rowset report can be created by executing DBSQLPR, DQRY, or a user program.

Deleting Status Rowsets

As needed, status rowsets can be deleted using DBSQLPR, DQRY or a user program.

Suggested AutoStatus Implementation
AutoStatus (AUTOSTAT) is a Datacom/DB AutoScope tool for tracking task activity on one or more MUFs. Review the
recommended steps for initial implementation.

AutoStatus extracts task activity information in snapshots from the Dynamic System Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS, from
one or more MUFs on a given LPAR, and records these snapshots in a permanent database so you can run reports
and analyze the results. AutoStatus information is typically used to track task activity on one or more MUFs looking for
possible interactions, locking problems, and so on. To use AutoStatus, you must have an active MUF environment with the
AutoStatus database (default 1018) defined.

If you are a first-time user of AutoCollect, the following implementation is suggested.

First, perform the following research and testing at your site.

1. Determine which MUFs are selected for AutoStatus processing.
2. Determine which MUFs are Source MUFs. Verify that the Source MUFs have the Dynamic System Tables activated.
3. Determine which MUFs are the Repository MUF
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NOTE
If you are a first-time user, best practice is to select one MUF and use it as both the Source and Repository
MUF.

4. Verify that one or more repository MUFs have the AutoStatus Snapshot database installed in the CXX (DBID 1018). A
simple CXX report should be able to validate their presence and also provide the current allocation sizes.

5. If the database is not present, review the Version 12 installation process for the steps to install the database. If you
cannot determine why the database was not installed, contact Broadcom Support.

6. If the data set sizes are not large enough or if you have not allocated and initialized the two data sets for the database,
allocate and initialize the AutoStatus database.

7. Before starting the data collection, run a DBUTLTY LOAD FORMAT=NONE to verify that the database is empty and
ready to receive AutoStatus data.

We strongly recommend that the user implement the AutoStatus databases as 1018 (Snapshot). If the user chooses
to use another DBID for this database, the various AutoStatus functions of DBUTLTY must include the DBID on every
AutoStatus function execution.

The user must next create a set of DBUTLTY jobs as follows to execute and test the various AutoStatus functions.

1. Execute OPTION=SNAPSHOT several times.
2. (For sites with SQL) Follow the examples for using DBSQLPR to print a report of the data in a Snapshot rowset.
3. Execute OPTION=SNAPSHOT utilizing the various exclude commands.
4. Execute OPTION=SNAPSHOT utilizing the ability to gather statistics from multiple MUFs.
5. Execute OPTION=SNAPSHOT utilizing the repeat option to create a long-running job.
6. Use the console commands to alter the Snapshot options
7. Use the AS_OPTIONS console commands to verify the changes
8. (For sites with SQL) Follow the examples for using DBSQLPR to print a report of the data in a Snapshot rowset.

Once the initial testing phase is complete, the user should begin to plan the AutoStatus snapshot collection process.
Key to this process are the repeat time values for how often a status Snapshot should be taken while the Source MUF is
normally executing.

The timing of the MUF startup and shutdown affects when we do over status Snapshot collection points.

The following process provides a simple implementation for collection status Snapshots every 10 minutes.

1. Select a set of MUFs to monitor active task status.
2. Determine a reasonable interval for the status snapshots:

– For typical implementations, this could be every 600 seconds.
– If the repeat value is smaller than one minute, you might create a significant number of data rows.
– If the repeat value is too high, you might not get the level of granularity that you need.

3. Collect 24 hours' worth of status snapshots.
4. Use DBSQLPR to do various searches on the data.

– Look for any tasks that have a long duration:
• Typically for RAAT systems, this is DURATION of 2 seconds or greater.
• Typically for SAAT or SQL systems, this is DURATION of 5 seconds or greater.
• Use the S_MUF_DATETIME value from the “selected row” to re-query the status snapshots to print all task rows

from the selected status snapshots. Review the information to determine what caused the request to be delayed.
– Look for any tasks that have a high I/O consumption:

• Typically for RAAT systems, this is PHYSICAL_EXCPS of 2 I/Os or greater.
• Typically for RAAT systems, this is PHYSICAL_EXCPS of 3 I/Os or greater.
• Use the S_MUF_DATETIME value from the “selected row” to re-query the status snapshots to print all task rows

from the selected status snapshots. Review the information to determine what caused the high IO.
– Look for any tasks that have a high buffer utilization:
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• Typically for RAAT systems, this is BUFFER_REFERENCES of 50 or more.
• Typically for RAAT systems, this is BUFFER_REFERENCES of 150 or greater.
• Use the S_MUF_DATETIME value from the “selected row” to re-query the status snapshots to print all task rows

from the selected status snapshots. Review the information to determine what caused the high buffer references.
5. Save the status snapshots for a reasonable time. The information can be used if a user reports a MUF disturbance.

If a time is provided, you can review the status information from around the problem period to see whether there was
problem with MUF.

6. Delete AutoStatus rows as needed. You can use DBSRPPR to delete older status rowsets.

AutoStatus Column Definitions
The columns found in the AutoStatus table are the same definitions as the columns in the Dynamic Systems
Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS table.

For additional details about the values for task status and other text fields, see DBUTLTY COMM STATUS.

In addition to the DST columns, the AutoStatus status table includes the S_MUF_DATETIME column which is the time
of the status snapshot and the S_USERTAG column which provides you a way to tag specific status snapshots for later
reference.

S_MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS (MFQ)

 SQL
NAME 

 SQL
TYPE 

 CLA  TYP  SGN  LNG  NUL  REP  RDF  DIS 

          

S_MUF_DA
TETIME

SQL-STMP S B N 10 N 1 N 0

MUF_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 10

TASK_NUM
BER

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 18

JOB_NAME CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 20

RUN_UNIT INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 28

OPTIONAL
_ID

CHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 32

CURRENT_
STATUS

CHAR S C N 15 N 1 N 48

OWNER_T
ASK

SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 63

DB_COMM
AND

CHAR S C N 5 N 1 N 65

REQUEST_
SEQ_NO

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 70

DURATION CHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 74

PHYSICAL
_EXCPS

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 80
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BUFFER_R
EFERENC
ES

INTEGER S B N 4 N 1 N 84

DBID SMALLINT S B N 2 N 1 N 88

TABLE_NA
ME

CHAR S C N 3 N 1 N 90

USER_RQ_
DATA

CHAR S C N 32 N 1 N 93

TRN_SEQ
_NO

CHAR S C N 8 N 1 N 125

MUFPLEX_
OWNER

CHAR S C N 2 N 1 N 133

LOCK_VAL
UE

CHAR S C N 64 N 1 N 135

TSN_DURA
TION

CHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 199

RUN_TIME CHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 205

CPU_TIME CHAR S C N 6 Y 1 N 212

WAIT_DUR
ATION

CHAR S C N 6 Y 1 N 219

WAIT_TIME CHAR S C N 6 N 1 N 225

USER_PATH CHAR S C N 5 N 1 N 231

USER_SYS
TEM

CHAR S C N 12 N 1 N 236

USER_JO
BID

CHAR S C N 12 N 1 N 244

EOJ_OK CHAR S C N 1 N 1 N 252

S_USERTAGCHAR S C N 16 N 1 N 253

NOTE
 EOJ_OK has the following possible values:

• Y - Task will be removed after EOJ
• N - Task will not be removed after EOJ or the source MUF is Version 12.0 where no such field exists

Primary KEY columns are as follows:

• MUF_NAME
• TASK_NUMBER
• S_MUF_DATETIME

Secondary KEY columns are as follows:

• S_USERTAG
• MUF_NAME
• TASK_NUMBER
• S_MUF_DATETIME
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AutoInfo Process
AutoInfo is like AutoCollect and AutoStatus in that it uses similar data collection facilities to gather DST information. In
addition to DST information, AutoInfo also collects environmental information from the MUF address space and other
memory areas associated with the MUF.

The AutoInfo process is for users that have limited database administrative resources or have limited experience.

During problem periods, the AutoInfo process can be used to create background documentation to assist in the problem
determination.

In non-problem times, the AutoInfo process can be used to document the MUF environment and provide basic (single
snapshot) performance information.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Set up the AutoInfo Environment

This section discusses the setup of the AutoInfo environment. The AutoInfo process utilizes information in the dynamic
system tables. It also collects information found in the MUF memory and other system memory areas.

The only required set-up for full functionality of AutoInfo in the implementation of the Dynamic System tables in the target
MUF.

Determine the Location of the Source MUFs

AutoInfo provides you with the ability to collect environmental and performance data from a MUF, known as the source
MUF.

Source MUF communication uses the standard navigation process

The AUTOINFO function uses the standard DBSIDPR navigation process to communicate to the repository MUF. This
process allows communication to MUFs through SVC (same LPAR), XCF (different LPAR, but same Sysplex), or CCI
(different Sysplex). Since information is also being collected from system memory, the AutoInfo process must be executed
on the same LPAR at the target MUF.

Select a MUF as a Source for AutoInfo Collection

You can only select one MUF per AutoInfo collection.

The DBSIDPR module is used to target a MUF environment as the source for data collection.

Execute the AUTOINFO Function

The AUTOINFO function must be executed on the same LPAR as the source MUF. When executing the function, the
STEPLIB concatenation must include the following:

• Library concatenation that provides a DBSIDPR module that points to the source MUF.
• Complete set of Datacom execution libraries.

The AUTOINFO function performs the following:

• Uses a standard URT to connect to the source MUF through DBSIDPR.
• Uses the dynamic navigation process to connect to the source MUF memory.
• Issues the appropriate commands to retrieve the DST rows from the source MUF.
• Formats and stores the DST rows as report output and as an optional sequential dataset.
• Produces a report providing as much information as is available.
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– Active MUFs provide a full report.
– A MUF that has been active since the last IPL, but is not currently active provides some basic memory information.
– A MUF which has not been started since the IPL does not provide any information.

The expected return code is 0 when executing the AUTOINFO function.

Create the AutoInfo Report

The AutoInfo process provides a standardized report for each MUF at the client site. The report can be used to document
current environmental information and problem documentation.

In addition to the report created at the user site, the AutoInfo function can generate a sequential file with the same
information in DSV format. This file is easily included in an FTP file sent to support. When working with Broadcom
Support on an issue, the user site can use AutoInfo to easily and quickly document the MUF environment.

By providing this information, the user is free from spending additional time collecting the background information
and Broadcom Support is able to assist in quicker problem resolution.

Using Fast Restore
Datacom Fast Restore allows you to speed the forward recovery process thus reducing the time to recover from DASD
failures. The process decreases input I/O and decreases I/O to the data area. The various functions allow you to
consolidate, compress, and split Recovery File (RXX) data into highly efficient change units. You can also use Datacom
Fast Restore to help ensure transaction level integrity on recovered data areas and make the recovery process more
manageable.

The primary purpose of Datacom Fast Restore is to reduce the time necessary to perform forward recovery. The
conventional recovery utility must read a potentially large volume of recovery data and update affected data areas in an
unpredictable sequence. Datacom Fast Restore creates change files sorted in performance-oriented sequence. After the
DBUTLTY RECOVERY function processes these files, the time to recover is minimized.

Datacom Fast Restore also offers the convenience of less tape handling during the recovery process. The recovery
information is compressed and stored in multiple user-defined files. Only the relevant files need be input to the DBUTLTY
RECOVERY function. In many situations, these files can be disk files.

Datacom Fast Restore allows you to plan and prepare for possible recovery situations. New change files can be created
and merged with previous change files on a regular schedule. Datacom Fast Restore eliminates time consuming
processing during a crisis.

Datacom Fast Restore offers functionality that is not available with conventional recovery. Given a stable backup, recovery
can be done to an arbitrary point of stability. The point is useful when recovery to a date and time is desired, or when
the Recovery File (RXX) is incomplete (off-site recovery, for example). When this option is selected, all updates for
uncommitted transactions are eliminated.

When to Use Datacom Fast Restore

Datacom Fast Restore can be used in two ways:

• When a specific recovery is required
• As a regularly scheduled process

When a recovery is necessary, all relevant recovery files can be input to the SPLIT function. The SPLIT function creates
Datacom Fast Restore files to be input to the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function. This process can be faster than the
conventional recovery process. If there has been light update activity to the data areas to be recovered, then the overhead
of the SPLIT function is not justified. However, if there has been heavy update activity, the SPLIT function overhead is
more than offset by the increased I/O efficiency of Datacom Fast Restore recovery.
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The SPLIT function can be used when recovery to an arbitrary point in time is needed. Unlike the conventional recovery
function of DBUTLTY, the SPLIT function can be directed to remove uncommitted updates. The result is a recovery to
transaction level stability. All transactions uncommitted at the date-time specified are rolled back.

Uncommitted updates could be a result of Datacom Fast Restore ignoring forced checkpoints or a restoration cycle that
does not encompass the full length of time that a job was originally running.

The advantage of using Datacom Fast Restore as a part of normal operations procedure is that the site maintains the
ability to respond quickly to a recovery situation. In a time of crisis, much of the work for recovery has been done, allowing
systems to be restored in a way that minimizes down time.

For example, run the SPLIT function with TXUNDO=YES and provide a file for uncommitted updates. The group
files produced, with the last backups, represent a stable state of the data areas specified. If the backup is restored and the
group files are input to the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function, only committed updates are processed.

Once the SPLIT function has created group files and an uncommitted file, these files can be input to the next SPLIT
execution. The updates from the previous group files are merged with the new committed updates from the Recovery
File (RXX). The updates from the uncommitted file are merged if a commit is found on the new RXX. If an abort is found,
the uncommitted updates are discarded. If no commit or abort is found, the updates are carried forward to the new
uncommitted file.

This process can be repeated until new full backups are taken or new data is loaded or a reorganization occurs.

Use Datacom Fast Restore when you want to achieve the following:

• Have faster recovery by doing less I/O more efficiently.
• Use group files as incremental backups.
• Perform fewer backups on a regular basis.
• Have less tape handling for recovery (the group files can be placed on disk).
• Perform recovery to an arbitrary point of stability.
• Maintain a remote recovery site for off-site recovery.

How Datacom Fast Restore Works
A part of Datacom DBUTLTY, Datacom Fast Restoreis a sort/merge facility for database updates. It sorts and compresses
current updates and merges them with older updates from previous Datacom Fast Restore executions.

Datacom Fast Restore takes a set of Recovery Files (RXXs) or a previously created file or files as input. It condenses
the log information to the bare essentials, sorts it, and divides it into separate files by data area or user-defined groups of
areas. These files can then serve as input to the RECOVERY function of DBUTLTY.

The following diagram illustrates how Datacom Fast Restore works:
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Figure 10: Fast Restore Facility Input and Output

Condensing the Log Information and Records

Not all Recovery File (RXX) records are necessary for forward recovery, such as the control information used by
RESTART, the Multi-User Facility, and user programs. Datacom Fast Restore discards these log records. Only records
related to the update of Datacom/DB data areas are retained, such as ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET records.

The next step involves condensing the records themselves. Each log record contains nonessential information. The entire
"before" record is dropped because we are only concerned with forward recovery.
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Consolidating Multiple Updates

Datacom Fast Restore further eliminates unnecessary data by consolidating multiple updates to the same data record into
a single log record that generates a single update to the data area when processed by the RECOVERY function.

Finally, only the bytes of the data record that actually have changed are stored. Because of this high degree of
compression, many of these files can be disk files. Indeed, they can function as incremental backups of the data areas.
This single, consolidated update has no relation to Datacom/DB fields or data elements.

Saving I/O

Much input I/O is saved when the log information is condensed to this degree. The conventional RECOVERY function can
be required to read thousands of records across multiple volumes of tape to process relatively few updates. With the new
condensed and consolidated log file, the RECOVERY function reads only what is necessary and, often, can use the more
efficient disk I/O.

Sorting the Log Records

Datacom Fast Restore also minimizes I/O to the data area by sorting the log records into physical block number
sequence. The RECOVERY function takes advantage of any locality of reference among the logged updates. Coupled
with the pipeline and the multiple block write strategy can result in substantial I/O savings.

Reduced Tape Handling

Datacom Fast Restore provides more ease of use by reducing tape handling, which is especially valuable in a time of
crisis. If Datacom Fast Restore routinely processes the Recovery File tapes, there is minimum input to recovery -- only the
Datacom Fast Restore file and any unprocessed Recovery File (RXX).

Ensuring Data Integrity

Integrity can also be ensured to a greater degree than available with the conventional RECOVERY function through an
option to bypass uncommitted updates. Bypassing uncommitted updates allows a site to recover to a point of transaction
level stability, even though all Recovery File tapes may not be available. However, the uncommitted updates do not need
to be lost. They can be written to a special file that can be used during the next Datacom Fast Restore run. This capability
can be useful for off-site recovery.

Operational Characteristics
Datacom Fast Restore takes in one or more Recovery File (RXX) tapes. Datacom Fast Restore also optionally accepts
previously created Datacom Fast Restore files and an incomplete transaction file as input. The output of the process is a
new Datacom Fast Restore file or files and, optionally, a new file of incomplete transactions.

All data sets created by Datacom Fast Restore are undefined, sequential data sets. Because the data sets created in one
execution can be input in the next, using generation data groups (GDGs) can simplify JCL in z/OS environments.

Do not specify the same file for both group input and output.

No editing is done on the database record as in conventional recovery because there is no before record. Running
recovery with Datacom Fast Restore input is similar to laying down an incremental backup.

Non-URI data areas are not supported.

The RECOVERY function accepts only one type of input per execution: an RXX file or Datacom Fast Restore files.
Separate steps must be used when you have both a Datacom Fast Restore file and an RXX file to process. The Datacom
Fast Restore file must be in the first step and followed by the RXX file in the second step. No changes are needed for the
RECOVERY function control statement or the JCL. The type of processing is recognized from the type of input. When the
RXX input is a Datacom Fast Restore file, any RECJOB statement is ignored.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Defining Groups

The smallest unit of recovery is the data area. Each Datacom Fast Restore group is composed of one or more data areas.
A data area can be assigned to any group without restriction. Some examples of possible groupings are:

• One area per group
• All areas in a database
• All areas on a device
• All areas in an application

The more critical data areas can be grouped to minimize downtime, while the less critical can be assigned to a catchall
default group.

Impact of "Safe" RECID Backups

When a backup with RECID=YES of a data area is done, updates saved on existing Datacom Fast Restore files are
no longer needed. The updates are reflected in the backup and, therefore, the information is redundant. To avoid this
redundancy, specify the date and time of the backup on the area SPLITDEF statement using the DATETIME= parameter.
All completed updates (on both the Datacom Fast Restore file and the RXX) prior to the backup are dropped during the
next SPLIT function execution. Updates contained in the backup are not written to the new Datacom Fast Restore file.

If a noncontinuous operation backup (SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=YES) was done, the DATETIME= value to be used
should be taken from the Datacom/DB Utility Function History Report (REPORT TYPE=H).

During a continuous operation backup (SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=NO), the area can be open and updates can occur.
Buffers can be in memory throughout the backup. To remove old updates, run the ACCESS or LOCK OPTION=MOVER
functions to cause memory buffers to be written against the Multi-User Facility when the database is open. Use the date
and time of the completion of either of these utility functions for the DATETIME= value.

Impact of Reorganizing a Data Area

When a data area is reorganized or when new data is loaded, existing Datacom Fast Restore files are no longer valid.
The same is true for RXX records logged before the load. In this case, the area SPLITDEF DATETIME= parameter must
be specified with the date and time of the load. This causes all invalid updates to be dropped from the new Datacom Fast
Restore file during the SPLIT function execution.

Impact of Dropping a Table from a Group

Dropping a table from a group, such as moving the table from one area to another, is a barrier to recovery for that table.
The updates on the Datacom Fast Restore file are dropped during the next cycle. The updates do not follow the table to
the new group and the RECOVERY function ignores them.

Cautions on Using DBUTLTY RECOVERY

When using the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function to perform backward recovery or to recover forward to a point in time that
does not include all updates to a data area, Datacom Fast Restore files and RXX records could be invalidated. To avoid
erroneous updates, take a backup of the affected data areas after the recovery operation and before normal processing
is resumed. Also, specify the date and time of the backup on the area SPLITDEF statement using the DATETIME=
parameter. This assures that all logged updates correspond to the correct version of the data.

Similarly, if a data area is updated with logging temporarily turned off (as is sometimes done to speed batch processing),
Datacom Fast Restore has been defeated. The effect is the same as a reorganizing LOAD. Take a new backup and
discard the affected group files.
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How to Use Datacom Fast Restore
Learn how to use Datacom Fast Restore. Find information about libraries that are listed for searching and their required
order. DBUTLTY commands for Datacom Fast Restore are also provided.

The MUF must be enabled before you can use Datacom Fast Restore.

Any JOB statements must be coded to your site standards and specifications. All data set names and library names must
be specified with the correct names for the installation at your site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE= parameter
is displayed in an EXEC statement. The value that is displayed can be adequate in most instances, but you can adjust the
value to your specific needs.

The libraries that are listed for searching must include the following libraries in the order shown:

1. User libraries that are defined for specially assembled and linked tables, such as DBMSTLST, DBSIDPR, DDSRTLM,
or User Requirements Tables

2. Datacom base libraries: Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, SQL
3. Ideal libraries
4. Common Components and Services or CIS base libraries
5. Libraries for other products

To perform Datacom Fast Restore, supply the following commands to DBUTLTY:

SPLITHDR Command
The SPLITHDR and SPLITDEF functions are for grouping. If you accept the default or specify DEFAULT=NO in
the SPLITHDR statement, provide one or more related (same group name) SPLITDEF functions. If you specify
DEFAULT=YES in the SPLITHDR function, you are not required to provide a SPLITDEF statement. You can supply up to
400 SPLITHDR or SPLITDEF statements in one execution of the function.

This command has the following format:

SPLITHDR Command Syntax for z/OS Environment

►►─ SPLITHDR ─ GROUP=name ─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────►

                           └─ ,BLKSIZE=size ─┘ └─ ,DATETIME=date-time ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,DEFAULT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,IN= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘            └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TXNUNDO= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘

SPLITHDR Command Syntax for z/VSE Environment

►►─ SPLITHDR ─ GROUP=name ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────►

                           └─ ,DEVICE= ─┬─ DISK ─┬─┘ └─ ,BLKSIZE=size ─┘

                                        ├─ TAPE ─┤

                                        └─ Snnn ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,DATETIME=date-time ─┘ └─ ,DEFAULT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ YES ──┘
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 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,IN= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,LABEL= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

            └─ YES ──┘               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,REWIND= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,TXNUNDO= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ─┘                 └─ YES ──┘

NOTE
Multiple groups can be specified in one JCL execution.

Command

SPLITHDR
Defines control information for this execution of the utility.

Required Keywords

,BLKSIZE=
Specifies the block size in bytes of the output group files and the SPLITOUT file. This block size overrides any
specification in the JCL or the VTOC.
Valid Entries:

512 to 32767

NOTE
Using Sort in z/OS, the largest possible record you can use is 32700 (the largest record you can
use with other sorts is unknown).

z/OS Default Value:
4096

VSE DISK Default Value:
4096

VSE TAPE Default Value:
32766

,DATETIME=
Specifies the date-time limit for RXX records. Only the records logged before the specified date/time are
processed. All RXX records occurring after the date-time specified are ignored. This parameter is used to recover
to a specific point in time.
Valid Entries:

Date and time in the format ccyymmddhhmmss

Default Value:
No date-time restriction

,DEFAULT=
Specifies the group to use as the default for all areas/bases not provided in any other group. You can specify YES
in only one SPLITHDR statement in each execution of the SPLIT function, but you are not required to specify any
default.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
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,DEVICE=
(z/VSE) Specifies the device type for the input (if present) and output files for this group. If this parameter is
provided in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
For those files residing on different tapes, you can assign a different device for each tape. Use DEVICE=Snnn to
assign specific devices to files, where S is a constant and nnn is the SYSnnn assigned for the device. In the case
of the SPLITHDR command with an IN=YES keyword, the Snnn value identifies the output device and Datacom
Fast Restore increments your value by one to assign as the input device.
DEVICE=TAPE defaults to SYS005 for input and SYS010 for output.
Valid Entries:

DISK, TAPE, or Snnn

Default Value:
(No default)

GROUP=
Specifies the group name to relate this SPLITHDR to any SPLITDEF and to start the ddname or DLBL. The input
file name, if IN=YES is specified, is this group name suffixed with an I. The output file name is this group name
suffixed with an O. A group name on a SPLITHDR cannot be repeated.
Valid Entries:

1 to 6 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,IN=
Specifies if an input file for this group is present. The input must be from a previous SPLIT run.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,LABEL=

(z/VSE) Specifies whether the file is labeled. No action is taken if the device is disk. If this parameter is provided
in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,REWIND=

(z/VSE) Specifies if the tape is to be rewound before and after open (YES) or not rewound before open nor after
close (NO).
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

Rewind before open and with unload after close.
,TXNUNDO=

Specifies whether transaction boundaries are to be honored. This means that in splitting and merging, records for
incomplete transactions are not to be written to the group output file, but instead are written to the jobs incomplete
transaction file (for input to the next SPLIT process). NO indicates that all group records are to be written to the
group output file regardless of transaction boundaries.
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NOTE
If a SPLITOUT command is not provided, these uncommitted transaction records will be discarded.

SPLITDEF Command
The SPLITHDR and SPLITDEF functions are for grouping. If you accept the default or specify DEFAULT=NO in
the SPLITHDR statement, provide one or more related (same group name) SPLITDEF functions. If you specify
DEFAULT=YES in the SPLITHDR function, you are not required to provide a SPLITDEF statement. You can supply up to
400 SPLITHDR or SPLITDEF statements in one execution of the function.

This command is optional.

This command has the following format:

SPLITDEF Command Syntax

►►─ SPLITDEF ─ GROUP=name ─ ,DBID=dbid ───────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,AREA=name ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                  └─ ,DATETIME=date-time ─┘

Command

SPLITDEF
Identifies the group name, database, and areas that are to be included in this execution of the utility.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the database whose records are to be part of this group.
Valid Entries:

Valid database ID
Default Value:

(No default)
GROUP=

Specifies the group name to relate this SPLITDEF to the SPLITHDR.
Valid Entries:

1 to 6 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,AREA=
Specifies the DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database to be part of this group. The area and database
combination cannot be repeated in another SPLITDEF command in this execution of the SPLIT function. If this
parameter is not specified, all areas in the database are processed.
Within one DBID, you cannot specify one SPLITDEF command with an AREA= parameter specified and another
SPLITDEF command without an AREA= parameter in the same execution of the SPLIT function. You must specify
an area before you can specify the DATETIME= parameter.
Valid Entries:

3-character AREA occurrence DATACOM-NAME
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Default Value:
All areas in the database

,DATETIME=
Specifies the date and time of a backup. All records that were logged to the RXX file prior to this time are
discarded during processing.
You must specify an area before you can specify this parameter.
Valid Entries:

Date and time in the format ccyymmddhhmmss

Default Value:
No date-time restriction

SPLITIN Command
The SPLITIN function must be present if input of uncommitted transactions from a previous SPLIT run is processed.
Omitting the SPLITIN function indicates no uncommitted input is necessary.

This command is optional. If you omit the optional SPLITIN command, you are indicating that no prior incomplete
transactions are processed.

This command has the following format:

 SPLITIN Command Syntax for z/OS Environment 

►►─ SPLITIN ─ DDNAME=name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 SPLITIN Command Syntax for z/VSE Environment 

►►─ SPLITIN ─ DTFNAME=name ─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                            └─ ,DEVICE= ─┬─ DISK ─┬─┘

                                         ├─ TAPE ─┤

                                         └─ Snnn ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,LABEL= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,REWIND= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ────┘                └─ YES ─┘

 Command 

SPLITIN
Specifies action for an input file.

 Required Keywords 

•   DDNAME=
Specifies the ddname of the input containing incomplete transactions.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.
The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
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DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated. 

NOTE
 We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

•   ,DEVICE=
(z/VSE) Specifies the device type for the output file for this group. If this parameter is provided in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
For those files residing on different tapes, you can assign a different device for each tape. Use DEVICE=Snnn to
assign specific devices to files, where S is a constant and nnn is the SYSnnn assigned for the device.
DEVICE=TAPE defaults to SYS005 for input and SYS010 for output.

Valid Entries:
DISK, TAPE, or Snnn

Default Value:
(No default)

•   ,DTFNAME=
(z/VSE) Specifies the DTF name to be used for the output of incomplete transactions.

Valid Entries:
Valid DTF name

Default Value:
(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

,LABEL=
(z/VSE) Specifies whether the file is labeled. No action is taken if the device is disk. If this parameter is provided
in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,REWIND=

(z/VSE) Specifies if the tape is to be rewound before and after open (YES) or not rewound before open nor after
close (NO).
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

Rewind before open and with unload after close.

SPLITOUT Command
The SPLITOUT function must be present if output of incomplete transactions in this run is done. Omitting this function
indicates that no incomplete transactions are split out to a separate file for later input to another SPLIT process.
Uncommitted requests are discarded if TXNUNDO=YES is specified for the group in the SPLITHDR command.

This command is optional. If you omit the optional SPLITOUT command, you are indicating that no incomplete
transactions are to be saved and that any found will be discarded. Incomplete transactions can exist only if at least
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one SPLITHDR command has TXNUNDO=YES specified. You must specify at least one SPLITHDR command with
TXNUNDO=YES to recognize incomplete transactions to write to an output file.

This command has the following format:

 SPLITOUT Command Syntax for z/OS Environment 

►►─ SPLITOUT ─ DDNAME=name ───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 SPLITOUT Command Syntax for z/VSE Environment 

►►─ SPLITOUT ─ DTFNAME=name ─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                             └─ ,DEVICE= ─┬─ DISK ─┬─┘

                                          ├─ TAPE ─┤

                                          └─ Snnn ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,LABEL= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,REWIND= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

               └─ NO ────┘                └─ YES ─┘

 Command 

SPLITOUT
Specifies action for an output file.

 Required Keywords 

•   ,DDNAME=
Specifies the ddname to be used for the output of incomplete transactions.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.

7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.
The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated. 

NOTE
 We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.    

•   ,DEVICE=
(z/VSE) Specifies the device type for the output file for this group. If this parameter is provided in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
For those files residing on different tapes, you may assign a different device for each tape. Use DEVICE=Snnn to
assign specific devices to files, where S is a constant and nnn is the SYSnnn assigned for the device.
DEVICE=TAPE defaults to SYS005 for input and SYS010 for output.

Valid Entries:
DISK, TAPE, or Snnn
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Default Value:
(No default)

•   ,DTFNAME=
(z/VSE) Specifies the DTF name to be used for the output of incomplete transactions.

Valid Entries:
Valid DTF name

Default Value:
(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

,LABEL=
(z/VSE) Specifies whether the file is labeled. No action is taken if the device is disk. If this parameter is provided
in z/OS JCL, it is edited.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,REWIND=

(z/VSE) Specifies if the tape is to be rewound before and after open (YES) or not rewound before open nor after
close (NO).
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

Rewind before open and with unload after close.

SPLIT Command
The main function is SPLIT, which drives the utility that performs the action. The other functions must precede SPLIT
when used.

The first-time Datacom Fast Restore is run, there is no group file input because the input file is produced as output from
a previous SPLIT run. Therefore, specify IN=NO in the group header statement or supply properly formatted empty
sequential data sets.

This command has the following format:

SPLIT Command Syntax for z/OS Environment

►►─ SPLIT ─ VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

                     └─ YES ─┘ └─ ,SORT= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──────┬─┘

                                          └─ estimate ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SORTWK= ─┬─ 3 ◄ ────┬─┘ └─ ,UNIT= ─┬─ SYSDA ◄ ───┬─┘

                └─ number ─┘              └─ unit-spec ─┘

SPLIT Command Syntax for z/VSE Environment

►►─ SPLIT ─ VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

                     └─ YES ─┘ └─ ,INNUM= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────┬─┘
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                                           └─ number ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SORT= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──────┬─┘ └─ ,SORTWK= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ estimate ─┘                └─ number ─┘

Command

SPLIT
Initiates execution of the function.

Required Keywords

VERIFY=
Specifies whether all input records are to be accounted for in the output. Use YES to specify that any recovery
record not accounted for is to cause a failure of this function. Use NO to specify that records not accounted for
are not desired and will be ignored. This parameter is ignored if a default group is specified in the SPLITHDR
command.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,INNUM=
(z/VSE) When the Recovery File (RXX) input includes multiple files, the INNUM= keyword must be used to
specify the number of input RXX files. When the end-of-file is detected, DBUTLTY checks the INNUM= keyword
value to see if additional files are required. If they are, the current RXX file is closed and unloaded and an OPEN
issued for the next file. This OPEN causes a message, 0P08t INTERV REQ, indicating the next file needs to be
mounted. When the new file is opened, you can receive a message: 4132D ERROR IN FILE ID. If the correct tape
is mounted, reply IGNORE.

NOTE
When Datacom Datadictionary is active, the processing option U (for unload) must be specified to allow
Datacom Fast Restore to work properly. Errors result if U is not specified, because without U specified,
the tape is rewound and the next open causes the same file to be read a second time.

,SORT=
Specifies a record estimate for the sort. This is used to select sorting strategy and possibly in dynamic allocation
of work areas.

NOTE
Nine digits are allowed but only provide more than 8 digits if the sort you are using allows 9 digits.

,SORTWK=
Specifies the number of sort work areas for sorting.
Valid Entries:

1 digit
Default Value:

3
,UNIT=

Specifies the unit specification for the sort work areas.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
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Default Value:
SYSDA

Example JCL and Reports
The following topics are examples of the format for the JCL to submit Datacom Fast Restore utility and the reports
produced. Descriptions of z/OS JCL, z/VSE JCL - Disk, Report SPLIT, and Report RECOVERY are included.

Samples for JCL and programs are provided in the install library.

• In z/OS, the default name for this library is CABDSAMP. CABDSAMP is an SMP/E target library so no changes to any
member in this library can be saved in this PDS. You can copy the member to a different library to make changes to
any member into a PDS that is not under SMP/E control. If you make a change in the CABDSAMP library, any future
SMP/E maintenance can write over your changes at in time.

• In z/VSE, sample PROCs allow you to use parameter substitution. You can copy and modify these samples for your
requirements.

NOTE
Use the following examples as guides for preparing your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards. The sample code provided in this document is intended for use as a reference aid only
and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific installation.

Example z/OS JCL

The following code is an example of the format for the JCL to submit Datacom Fast Restore utility. Generation data groups
(GDGs) can be used, but are not shown in this example.

  //jobname                   See the note above and .

 //DBUTLTY  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB                   See the note above and  . 

 //RXX      DD DSN=rxx.data.set,DISP=SHR            Recovery data set

 //GROUP1I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP1O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //GROUP2I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP2O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //GROUP3I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP3O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //GROUP4I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP4O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //GROUP5I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP5O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //GROUP6I  DD DSN= ...                             Group input data set

 //GROUP6O  DD DSN= ...                             Group output data set

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                             Print Output

 //SYSIN    DD *                                    Command Input

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP1,IN=YES

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP1,AREA=AR1,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP2,IN=YES

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP2,AREA=AR2,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP3,IN=YES

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP3,AREA=AR3,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP4,IN=YES
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          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP4,AREA=AR1,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP5,IN=YES

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP5,AREA=AR2,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP6,IN=YES

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP6,AREA=AR3,DBID=990

          SPLIT VERIFY=NO

 /*

 

Example z/VSE JCL - Disk

The following code is an example of the format for the JCL to submit Datacom Fast Restore utility when the device type is
DISK.

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname 

  // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL GROUP1I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP1O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP2I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP2O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP3I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP3O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP4I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP4O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP5I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP5O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP6I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL GROUP6O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // ASSGN SYS002,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS003,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS004,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL SORTWK1

 // EXTENT SYS002,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL SORTWK2

 // EXTENT SYS003,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL SORTWK3

 // EXTENT SYS004,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // TLBL RXX,'rxx.data.file'                            Recovery File
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  // EXEC DBUTLTY,SIZE=750K

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP1,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP1,AREA=AR1,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP2,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP2,AREA=AR2,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP3,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP3,AREA=AR3,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP4,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP4,AREA=AR1,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP5,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP5,AREA=AR2,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP6,IN=YES,DEVICE=DISK

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP6,AREA=AR3,DBID=990

          SPLIT VERIFY=NO

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

 

Example z/VSE JCL - Tape

The following code is an example of the format for the JCL to submit Datacom Fast Restore utility when the device type is
TAPE.

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,TAPE,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS001,TAPE

 // PAUSE MOUNT TAPE

 // TLBL GROUP1I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP1O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // TLBL GROUP2I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP2O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // TLBL GROUP3I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP3O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // TLBL GROUP4I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP4O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // TLBL GROUP5I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP5O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // TLBL GROUP6I,'user.input.data.set'                  Input data set

 // TLBL GROUP6O,'user.input.data.set'                  Output data set

 // ASSGN SYS002,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS003,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS004,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  // DLBL SORTWK1

 // EXTENT SYS002,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL SORTWK2

 // EXTENT SYS003,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // DLBL SORTWK3

 // EXTENT SYS004,volser,,,rel trk/blk,number trks/blks

 // TLBL RXX,'rxx.data.file'                            Recovery File
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 // EXEC DBUTLTY,SIZE=750K

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP1,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP1,AREA=AR1,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP2,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP2,AREA=AR2,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP3,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP3,AREA=AR3,DBID=991

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP4,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP4,AREA=AR1,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP5,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP5,AREA=AR2,DBID=990

          SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP6,IN=YES,DEVICE=TAPE

          SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP6,AREA=AR3,DBID=990

          SPLIT VERIFY=NO

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

 

Sample Report SPLIT

The following sample shows only selected pages from the full report. It would be the result of the z/OS JCL execution. The
report following a z/VSE JCL execution would also show the DEVICE=, LABEL=, and REWIND= parameters that may
have been coded.

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP1,IN=YES

 

                    FUNCTION=SPLITHDR

                       DEFAULT=NO

                           GROUP=GROUP1

                       IN=YES

 

 

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPLITDEF GROUP=GROUP1,AREA=AR1,DBID=991

 

                    FUNCTION=SPLITDEF

                       AREA=AR1

                           DBID=991

                       GROUP=GROUP1

 

 

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPLITHDR GROUP=GROUP2,IN=YES

 

                    FUNCTION=SPLITHDR
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                       DEFAULT=NO

                           GROUP=GROUP2

                       IN=YES

 

 

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPLIT VERIFY=NO

 

                    FUNCTION=SPLIT

                       VERIFY=NO

 

 

 

 

SPLITHDR GROUP=, SPLITDEF GROUP=, and SPLIT VERIFY=
The command exactly as entered.

FUNCTION=
An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.

(Blank area below FUNCTION=)
Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

Sample Report: SPLIT (Continued)

  

SUMMARY REPORT FOR GROUP GROUP2           FROM ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss through ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss:

 

    GROUP REQUEST TOTALS FOR AREA AR2 IN DATA BASE   991:

 

        TABLE K01 SORTED RXX RECORD TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:        10 RECORDS:  

       10

                  PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  GROUP FILE OUTPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:        10 RECORDS:  

       10

 

        TABLE K02 SORTED RXX RECORD TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  GROUP FILE OUTPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0
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    TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS OUTPUT FOR AREA AR2        10, MOVED RECORDS OUTPUT         0.

SUMMARY TOTALS FOR GROUP GROUP2:

    SORTED RXX RECORDS:                10      PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT RECORDS:          0

    UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INPUT:          0      UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INCLUDED:          0

    GROUP FILE RECORDS OUTPUT:         10      TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED:              10

 

SUMMARY REPORT FOR GROUP
The group name. The group name can be followed by DEFAULT to indicate that the group is specified as the
default in the SPLITHDR statement. The name is followed by the date and time of the first update request for the
group after FROM and the date and time of the last update request for the group after THROUGH.

GROUP REQUEST TOTALS FOR AREA
The DATACOM-NAME of the area followed by the DBID of the database after IN DATABASE.

TABLE
The DATACOM-ID of the table.

SORTED RXX RECORD TOTALS:
The number of RXX records sorted, listed by type of request, and followed by a total.

PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT TOTALS:
The record counts from the previous Datacom Fast Restore file listed by type of request and a total. Because a
single record can represent ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET requests individually or in combination, the total of the
values for each type of request may not always equal the RECORDS: value.

UNCOMMITTED INPUT TOTALS:
The record count and request type totals for the uncommitted file input from the previous SPLIT execution.

UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:
The uncommitted record counts for this execution. The heading varies depending on where the requests are
written.
UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:

The uncommitted requests were written to the Datacom Fast Restore file.
UNCOMMITTED SAVED TOTALS:

The uncommitted requests were written to an uncommitted file.
UNCOMMITTED DROPPED TOTALS:

The requests were not saved at all.

Sample Report: SPLIT (Continued)

  

SUMMARY REPORT FOR GROUP GROUP2           FROM ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss through ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss:

 

    GROUP REQUEST TOTALS FOR AREA AR2 IN DATA BASE   991:

 

        TABLE K01 SORTED RXX RECORD TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:        10 RECORDS:  

       10

                  PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  GROUP FILE OUTPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:        10 RECORDS:  

       10
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        TABLE K02 SORTED RXX RECORD TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  UNCOMMITTED INCLUDED TOTALS:  ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

                  GROUP FILE OUTPUT TOTALS:     ADDIT:         0 DELET:         0 UPDAT:         0 RECORDS:  

        0

 

    TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS OUTPUT FOR AREA AR2        10, MOVED RECORDS OUTPUT         0.

SUMMARY TOTALS FOR GROUP GROUP2:

    SORTED RXX RECORDS:                10      PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT RECORDS:          0

    UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INPUT:          0      UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INCLUDED:          0

    GROUP FILE RECORDS OUTPUT:         10      TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED:              10

 

GROUP FILE OUTPUT TOTALS:
The number of records and requests by type for the identified table that were written to the Datacom Fast Restore
file. Because multiple requests are consolidated into a single output record, the totals for ADDIT, UPDAT, and
DELET requests may not equate to the total number of records.

TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS OUTPUT FOR AREA
The sum of the totals for the tables in the identified area.

MOVED RECORDS OUTPUT
The number of records that had to be moved due to changes in size.

SUMMARY TOTALS FOR GROUP
The group name.

SORTED RXX RECORDS:
The total number of RXX records sorted for this group.

PREVIOUS GROUP INPUT RECORDS:
The total number of records that are input from a previously created Datacom Fast Restore file.

UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INPUT:
The total number of uncommitted updates input from a previously created uncommitted file.

UNCOMMITTED RECORDS INCLUDED:
The total number of uncommitted requests for this group for the current SPLIT execution.

GROUP FILE RECORDS OUTPUT:
The total number of records that are written to the Datacom Fast Restore file.

TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED:
The total number of records processed for the group.

Sample Report: SPLIT (Continued)

  

SPLIT UTILITY PROCESSING TOTALS:

 

RXX RECORDS READ:          297 RXX RECORDS SORTED:          270 SPLIT RECORDS READ:              0

RXX BYTES READ:        108,162 RXX BYTES SORTED:         32,233 GROUP BYTES OUTPUT:         18,014

 COMPRESSION:
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RXX MAINTENANCE REQUESTS NOT BELONGING TO ANY GROUP:            0

 

RECORDS DROPPED BECAUSE OF GROUP DEFINITION CHANGES:

    GROUP RECORDS DROPPED:           0 UNCOMMITTED RECORDS DROPPED:           0

 

TIME PERIOD COVERED BY RXX:

FROM ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss through ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss

 

SPLIT Utility Processing Totals

RXX RECORDS READ:
The total RXX records read.

RXX RECORDS SORTED:
The total RXX records sorted.

SPLIT RECORDS READ:
The total previous Datacom Fast Restore records read.

RXX BYTES READ:
The total bytes of the RXX file read.

RXX BYTES SORTED:
The total bytes in the RXX file sorted.

GROUP BYTES OUTPUT:
The total bytes output to a new Datacom Fast Restore file.

COMPRESSION:
The percent compressed. If Datacom Fast Restore files are input, the percent compression can be over 100
percent. The percent is calculated using the size of the previous files. If the file shrinks or stays the same,
compression may be indicated at 100 percent or more.

RXX MAINTENANCE REQUESTS NOT BELONGING TO ANY GROUP:
The number of maintenance requests that do not belong to the defined group(s) and are not placed in any
Datacom Fast Restore files.

RECORDS DROPPED BECAUSE OF GROUP DEFINITION CHANGES:
The total number of records not written out because they no longer belong to the group assigned in the previous
SPLIT execution.

TIME PERIOD COVERED BY RXX:
The date and time period beginning with the first RXX record and ending with the last RXX record.

Sample Report: SPLIT (Continued)

  

                                          REPORT OF UNCOMMITTED TRANSACTIONS

TSN      JOB      RUN UNIT START         END           REQUESTS

 

 

THERE WERE NO UNCOMMITTED TRANSACTIONS.

 

Report of Uncommitted Transactions

TSN
Transaction sequence number of the uncommitted transaction.
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JOB
Job name of the uncommitted transaction.

RUN UNIT
Run unit number of the uncommitted transaction.

START
Date/time of the first maintenance request.

END
Date/time of the last maintenance request.

REQUESTS
Number of maintenance requests done by the uncommitted transaction.

Sample Report RECOVERY
  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RECBASE DBID=990

 

                   FUNCTION=RECBASE

                       DBID=990

 

 

 

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RECBASE DBID=991

 

                    FUNCTION=RECBASE

                       DBID=991

 

 

 

  

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD

 

                    FUNCTION=RECOVERY

                       OPTION=FORWARD

 

 

 

 

RECBASE DBID= and RECOVER OPTION=
The command exactly as entered.

FUNCTION=
An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.

(Blank area below FUNCTION=)
Any messages that are related to syntax processing.
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DB13005I - NO RECOVERY JOB NAME - ALL JOBS WILL BE PROCESSED   

 

DB130051
A message indicating that no RECJOB card was included in the job stream.

Sample Report: RECOVERY (Continued)

Selected lines from various pages of the report are presented here for illustration purposes.

  

                                           DATACOM/DB FAST RESTORE RECOVERY

TYPE UPDATE   DBID  AREA TABLE URI      BLOCK    L

 

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000001 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000002 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000003 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000004 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000005 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000006 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000007 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000008 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   00000009 00000003 0

UPD           991   AR2  K01   0000000A 00000003 0

 

TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED FOR GROUP GROUP2:          10 FROM ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss through ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss

  

                                           DATACOM/DB FAST RESTORE RECOVERY

TYPE UPDATE   DBID  AREA TABLE URI      BLOCK    L

 

+UPD DEL      990   AR1  A01   00000001 00000003 0

UPD           990   AR1  C01   00000003 00000003 0

+UPD DEL      990   AR1  A01   00000004 00000003 0

UPD           990   AR1  C01   00000006 00000003 0

+UPD DEL      990   AR1  A01   00000007 00000003 0

 .   .         .     .    .        .        .    .

 .   .         .     .    .        .        .    .

 .   .         .     .    .        .        .    .

 

TYPE UPDATE
The type of maintenance to the record. Each Datacom Fast Restore file record can represent the consolidation of
multiple maintenance requests. The type is indicated as follows:
ADD

ADDIT
DEL

DELET
UPD

UPDAT
+UPD

The record represents multiple UPDAT requests.
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DBID
The DBID of the database.

AREA
The DATACOM-NAME of the area.

TABLE
The DATACOM-NAME of the table.

URI
The Unique Row Identifier (URI) number in hex. For non-URI areas, this field is zero.

BLOCK
The block number in hex.

L
Zero if the area is URI. For non-URI areas, the logical number in hex.

  

                                           DATACOM/DB FAST RESTORE RECOVERY

TYPE UPDATE   DBID  AREA TABLE URI      BLOCK    L

 

ADD +UPD      990   AR1  X01   0000003B 00000008 0

ADD +UPD      990   AR1  X01   0000003C 00000008 0

 

TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED FOR GROUP GROUP4:          60 FROM ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss THROUGH ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss    

 

TOTAL...
Summary of processing for this group as follows:

TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED FOR GROUP
The group name followed by the number of records processed for the group.

FROM
The date and time of the first update.

THROUGH
The date and time of the last update.

  

     ERROR SUMMARY

TOTAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED-----0     

 

ERROR SUMMARY
A summary of the errors encountered and a count of the total number of errors.

Using SQL
The following topics explain how to use SQL with Datacom/DB. These topics benefit those who write application programs
with embedded SQL statements and create/maintain personal SQL tables.
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Application Tasks Using Embedded SQL

The following topics contain examples on embedding SQL statements in a host program.

Topic Contains

Specifying Result Tables Examples on different ways to use the select-statement to retrieve
the desired data.

Selecting Data from Multiple Tables Discusses the join and union operations on data from multiple
tables.
• Joining Tables--An example on deriving a result table which

includes all specified data from two or more tables.
• Using the UNION Operator--An example on deriving a result

table which is a set formed by the union of two result tables.

Inserting Rows Examples on using the INSERT statement to insert rows into a
table.

Updating a Table An example on using the UPDATE statement to update rows in a
table.

Deleting Rows An example on using the DELETE statement to delete rows from a
table.

Committing and Backing Out Transactions An example on using the COMMIT WORK statement to commit
transactions and the ROLLBACK WORK statement to back out
transactions.

The embedded examples include the following statements, clauses, functions and predicates.

Statements: Clauses: Functions: Predicates:

CLOSE
COMMIT WORK
DECLARE CURSOR
DELETE
FETCH
INSERT
OPEN
ROLLBACK WORK
SELECT
SELECT INTO
UPDATE
WHENEVER

FROM
GROUP BY
HAVING
ORDER BY
WHERE

AVG
COUNT (DISTINCT column-
name)
COUNT (*)
MAX
MIN
SUM

EXISTS

With regard to the SELECT statement, note that in the examples the select-statement form of the SELECT statement is
a component of the DECLARE CURSOR statement, and that the examples could be executed interactively by omitting
the "DECLARE CURSOR FOR" clause. See DECLARE CURSOR for more information on the DECLARE CURSOR
statement and SELECT Statement (DQ) for more information on the SELECT statement.

NOTE
All examples use the CUSTOMERS and ORDERS tables listed in Sample Data Tables.

For examples using other SQL statements, such as CREATE and DROP, see the appropriate topic in Using the Interactive
SQL Service Facility.
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For examples involving the use of dynamic SQL, see Dynamic SQL. Also see the descriptions and examples of the
dynamic SQL statements in SQL Statements for Dataquery.

Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessors
Before your source program is compiled, the SQL statements embedded in the host language program must be prepared
(in a process called binding) by a Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor for COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or C. For the C language,
the only supported compiler is IBM LE/370 C.

Each application with embedded SQL statements must have a Datacom/DB access plan. The plan contains information
required by Datacom/DB about your program and information about each SQL statement you have embedded.

The plan is built when you submit your application to the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor. The Preprocessor has options
which you can optionally specify or let default to determine how the Preprocessor processes the SQL statements and to
control certain aspects of the application's execution.

The Preprocessor options allow you to specify criteria for your application, such as if the SQL statements must include
only ANSI standard constructs, or if Datacom/DB extensions to SQL are allowed (extended mode). You can also name
the plan for your application, specify the plan's authorization ID, designate the isolation level for your application, indicate
when the plan is to close, or specify an I/O limit interrupt value for SQL statements.

NOTE
Support for procedures and triggers requires a minimum of z/OS Version 2 Release 5 and compatible Language
Environment for z/OS with the following IBM compiler products: z/OS C/C++ (only the C subset is supported),
COBOL for z/OS, and PL/I for MVS.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Works

The Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor prepares the data sublanguage portions of a source program for execution by:

• Scanning each statement in the program, and
• Producing a modified program in which every embedded SQL statement has been replaced by one or more

statements of the host language.

The following diagram approximates how this preparation phase is handled in the Datacom/DB environment.

Figure 11: Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor

The Preprocessor:
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• Recognizes SQL statements and passes them to Datacom/DB for compilation or processing into a Datacom/DB
access plan.

• Replaces each executable SQL statement with source program calls to Datacom/DB to execute the previously
compiled or processed statement.
The Preprocessor makes each embedded SQL statement in the host source into a comment and leaves it for
documentation purposes. Each such executable statement is replaced with host language code to accomplish the
required action.

• Identifies host-variables both where they are declared and where they are used in SQL statements, and creates
appropriate references between them.

• Creates appropriate initialization code.

If errors are detected in SQL statements or supporting data definitions, the Preprocessor issues appropriate error
messages and takes appropriate action.

The Datacom/DB access plan is the control structure produced during the bind process. This preparation phase builds
the plan for the application and binds each SQL statement to the appropriate table, view or synonym definition stored
in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom/DB uses the plan to process SQL statements encountered during application
execution. Each program containing embedded SQL statements must have a plan before being executed.

If any dependencies (tables, views and synonyms) for a prepared statement change, the related statement is marked
invalid and must be rebound before it can be executed again.

The SQL Manager automatically attempts a rebind when an invalid statement is executed. Rebinding can also be
requested in advance. For more information, see Managing SQL Plans.

Preparing To Run the Preprocessor

When you are ready to use the Preprocessor, ensure that the environment is prepared. This includes ensuring that:

• The Multi-User Facility must be active with the startup options that support SQL specified. See Modifying MUF Startup
Options.

• Datacom Datadictionary must be active. Both of the Datacom Datadictionary databases (DATA-DICT and the Data
Definition Directory (DDD)) must be available.

• An appropriate authorization ID should have been created (using the CREATE SCHEMA statement). An authorization
ID must be associated with each program being preprocessed by specifying the AUTHID plan option.

• If you are creating tables, your target database and area should be defined and created. You cannot specify an area
unless you use the IN clause of the CREATE TABLE statement. If you do not use this clause, all of your tables are
created in the SQL default area and database specified as MUF startup options.

Input to the Preprocessor

The primary input to the Datacom/DB Preprocessor consists of statements in the host language and embedded SQL
statements. Both the host language and SQL statements must be written using the same margins. The input data set
(SYSIN for COBOL, SOURCE for PL/I, Assembler, and C) must have attributes of fixed-length records, blocked or
unblocked, and a record length of 80 bytes. If you are using C, however, note that the C Preprocessor only looks for data
in columns 1 through 72. If you are using PL/I, Assembler, or C, the source data set for z/OS is either instream, physical
sequential, or a member of a partition data set, or for z/VSE either a sequential disk file or a library member specified by
the SMBR= Preprocessor option.

INCLUDEs in COBOL

In COBOL, the SQL INCLUDE directive can be used to get secondary input from the include library, INCLUDE. The
INCLUDE directive causes input to be read from the specified member of the include library until the end of the member
is reached. The included library input cannot contain other Preprocessor INCLUDE directives, but can contain both host
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language and SQL statements. The include library must have fixed-length records of 80 bytes. For more information,
see INCLUDE Directive in COBOL in Coding Embedded SQL in COBOL.

INCLUDEs in PL/I

In PL/I, the source input may have INCLUDE directives within certain restrictions. INCLUDE directives are of two types:
PL/I and EXEC SQL. The PL/I INCLUDEs are standard for the language. The Preprocessor does not perform the
functions of the PL/I preprocessor. In particular, it does not expand PL/I INCLUDE directives. To use code contained in
PL/I INCLUDEs, you must run the Preprocessor to create source with the PL/I INCLUDEs expanded. The expanded
source is the input to the Preprocessor. The Preprocessor does expand INCLUDEs designated within an EXEC SQL.
The principal use here is for host declarations. The Preprocessor does not expand any nested INCLUDEs nor does it
perform any preprocessor functions. INCLUDEs for the SQLCA, SQLWA or other SQL control blocks are ignored except
to comment the lines in the source. SQL INCLUDEs must be in a single partition data set for z/OS and sublibraries of a
single library for z/VSE. The include data set is INCLUDE. For more information, see Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in PL/I in
Coding Embedded SQL in PL/I.

INCLUDEs in Assembler

In Assembler, the Preprocessor (except for SQL includes) does not expand macros or include source. Macros, copy
statements, or other includes are ignored during preprocessing for SQL use. They are, however, written to the modified
source for processing by the Assembler. For more information, see Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in Assembler in Coding
Embedded SQL in Assembler.

INCLUDEs in C

INCLUDEs in the C language are basically the same as in PL/I except note the following:

• The SQLCA is always automatically generated, so no INCLUDE should be used for it. However, you must code your
own SQLDA and SQLVAR when using dynamic SQL.

• The EXEC SQL INCLUDE <member name>; SQL statement can be used to include members from the PDS data set
INCLUDE in z/OS (for z/VSE, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is the name of a member in a z/VSE library).
INCLUDEs in C cannot be nested.

• Because the Precompiler executes before the C Preprocessor, statements such as #include, #define, and typedef are
not expanded. Unless the user executes the language preprocessor only before the Datacom/SQL C Preprocessor,
host variables in #include files cannot be referenced, and #define and typedefs cannot be used to declare a host
variable data type.

Output from the Preprocessors

COBOL

The various kinds of output from the SQL Preprocessor for COBOL are:

Listing Output
The following listings are written on the output data set.
Preprocessor Source Listing

This listing shows Preprocessor source statements with line numbers assigned by the Preprocessor.
Preprocessor Diagnostics

Diagnostic messages follow immediately after the statement(s) in error.
Translated Source Statements

Source statements processed by the Preprocessor are written to SYSPUNCH (z/OS environment) or SYSPCH
(z/VSE environment), the data set designated as input to the compiler. This data set must have attributes of
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fixed-length records, blocked or unblocked, and a record length of 80 bytes. In your modified source code, SQL
statements have been converted to comments and calls to the SQL Manager.

Work Data Sets
Three data sets by the symbolic names &.&WORK1., &.&WORK2., and &.&WORK3., are required by the
Preprocessor. These data sets must have attributes of fixed-length records, blocked or unblocked, and a record
length of 80 bytes. These work areas must be large enough to hold the generated output.

PL/I, Assembler, and C

The various kinds of output from the SQL Preprocessor for PL/I, Assembler, and the C language are:

Listing Output
The following sections of the report are written to REPORT.
Options File

This section of the report shows record images with diagnostics.
Execution Parameters

This section of the report shows the added execution parameters with diagnostics.
Preprocessor Source Listing with Diagnostics

This section of the report shows the unmodified source statements with line numbers assigned by the
Preprocessor. Diagnostic messages follow immediately after the statement(s) in error.

Preprocessor-modified Source Listing
This section of the report shows the source code modified for input.

Translated Source Statements
Source statements processed by the Preprocessor are written to SRCOUT, the data set designated as input to the
compiler. This data set must have attributes of fixed-length records, blocked or unblocked, and a record length of
80 bytes. In your modified source code, SQL statements have been converted to comments and calls to the SQL
Manager.

Error Handling

If the Preprocessor detects an SQL error that causes the program to be nonexecutable, the Preprocessor terminates
processing. The plan being built and the statements are backed out. The previous plan (if one existed) for the program is
restored.

In COBOL, if the Preprocessor completes with a condition code other than 0, you should check SYSPRINT for the
messages and the SQLCODE. The Preprocessor returns the following condition, depending on your environment:

z/OS
Condition code 12

z/VSE
Abnormal termination without a dump

For PL/I, C, and Assembler, all return codes that are equal to or greater than 16 indicate that the Preprocessor
encountered an abnormal problem and terminated.

Sample JCL

If you are coding a procedure, see Examples: Creating a Procedure.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.
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Sample COBOL JCL

The following examples show sample JCL for z/OS and z/VSE environments. These examples are intended to be
samples only. You need to modify the JCL to conform to your site's requirements.

z/OS Sample COBOL JCL for Batch

The following JCL example is for z/OS sites.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //********************************************************************

 //*   THE FOLLOWING JOB STREAM DEMONSTRATES THE SQL

 //*   PREPROCESSOR, COBOL COMPILER, AND PROGRAM EXECUTION

 //********************************************************************

 //STEP1  EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

 //WORK1    DD   DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK2    DD   DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK3    DD   DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800),SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //INCLUDE  DD   DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD   *                                   Command input

        PLACE COBOL SOURCE TEXT HERE.

 //******************************************************************

 //*      COBOL COMPILE

 //******************************************************************

 //STEP2 EXEC COBUC,COND=(0,NE,STEP1),

 //      PARM.COB='LIST,NODYNAM,SXREF,PMAP,DMAP'

 //COB.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //COB.SYSLIN  DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(TRK,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //COB.SYSIN  DD DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800)

 /*

 //******************************************************************

 //*      LINK EDIT

 //******************************************************************

 //LINKSTP EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET',COND=(0,NE)

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.cobol.compiler.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //OBJLIB    DD DSN=ca.user.smp.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 //          DD *
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  INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXHVPR)

  INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBSBTPR) (Use DBSU1PR if program is AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY.)

  ENTRY BEGIN

  NAME DBDP236(R)

 /*

 //******************************************************************

 //*      PROGRAM EXECUTION

 //******************************************************************

 //STEP4   EXEC PGM=DBDP236

 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=ca.datacom.loadlib,DISP=SHR  See .

 //         DD DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIST  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //PRINT    DD SYSOUT=*

 /*

z/OS Sample COBOL JCL for CICS

The following JCL example is for z/OS sites.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //********************************************************************

 //* THE FOLLOWING JOB STREAM DEMONSTRATES THE SQL

 //* PREPROCESSOR, THE CICS COMMAND LEVEL PRECOMPILER AND THE COBOL

 //* COMPILER STEPS

 //********************************************************************

 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

 //WORK1    DD   DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK2    DD   DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK3    DD   DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800),SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //INCLUDE  DD   DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD   *                                   Command input

      PLACE COBOL SOURCE TEXT HERE.

 //********************************************************************

 //*   CICS COMMAND LEVEL PREPROCESSOR STEP

 //********************************************************************

 //TRN      EXEC PGM=DFHECP1$,COND=(4,GT)

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=cics.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=DISK,

 //             DCB=BLKSIZE=400,SPACE=(400,(400,100))

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=DISK,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE),
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 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800)

 //SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(TRK,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //********************************************************************

 //*   COBOL COMPILER STEP

 //********************************************************************

 //COB      EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=1024K,

 //             PARM='NOTRUNC,NODYNAM,LIB,SIZE=1024K,BUF=16K',

 //             COND=(4,GT)

 //SYSLIB   DD   DSN=cics.coblib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

 //             UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(80,(250,100))

 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //********************************************************************

 //*    LINK EDIT STEP

 //********************************************************************

 //LKED     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM=XREF,COND=(4,GT)

 //SYSLIB   DD   DSN=cics.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=SYS1.COBLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=ca.datacom.loadlib,DISP=SHR  See .

 //SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=DATACOM.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=DISK,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

 //             SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN   DD   DSN=cics.coblib(DFHEILIC),DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //SYSIN    DD   *

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBCSVPR)

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBXHVPR)

  NAME TEST01(R)

 /*

 //

Datacom IMS/DC Services Sample COBOL z/OS JCL

The following z/OS JCL example is for compilation of programs running under Datacom IMS/DC Services.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //********************************************************************

 //*   THE FOLLOWING JOB STREAM DEMONSTRATES THE SQL

 //*   PREPROCESSOR, COBOL COMPILER, AND PROGRAM EXECUTION

 //********************************************************************

 //STEP1  EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

 //WORK1    DD   DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK2    DD   DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))
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 //WORK3    DD   DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800),SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //INCLUDE  DD   DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN    DD   *                                   Command input

        PLACE COBOL SOURCE TEXT HERE.

 //******************************************************************

 //*      COBOL COMPILE

 //******************************************************************

 //STEP2 EXEC COBUC,COND=(0,NE,STEP1),

 //      PARM.COB='LIST,NODYNAM,SXREF,PMAP,DMAP'

 //COB.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //COB.SYSLIN  DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(TRK,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //COB.SYSIN  DD DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800)

 /*

 //******************************************************************

 //*      LINK EDIT

 //******************************************************************

 //LINKSTP EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LIST,XREF,LET',COND=(0,NE)

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLMOD   DD DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.cobol.compiler.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=ca.datacom.loadlib,DISP=SHR  See .

 //IMSDCLIB  DD DSN=yourimsdclib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLIN    DD DSN=&.&DCMPUNCH.,DISP=(OLD,PASS)

 //          DD *

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBXHVPR)

  INCLUDE IMSDCLIB(CBLTDLI)

  ENTRY DLITCBL

  NAME PROGNAME(R)

 //******************************************************************

 //* NOTE: IMSDCLIB IS THE LIBRARY CONTAINING THE

 //*       CA-DATACOM/IMSDC SERVICES LANGUAGE INTERFACE.

 //******************************************************************

 /*

z/VSE Sample COBOL JCL for Batch

The following sample JCL is for z/VSE sites.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

* $$ LST   CLASS=x

// JOB     name

// EXEC      PROC=yourproc  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs, see .
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// OPTION    DECK,NOXREF,DUMP,LOG

// DLBL      WORK1,'precompile.work1',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      WORK2,'precompile.work2',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      WORK3,'precompile.work3',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      SRCOUT,'source.name',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYSIN,'source.name'

// EXTENT    SYSIPT,volser

   ASSGN     SYSLNK,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL      IJSYSLN,'syslnk.dataset',0,sd

// EXTENT    SYSLNK,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS01,'ijsys01.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS001,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS02,'ijsys02.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS002,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS03,'ijsys03.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS003,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS04,'ijsys04.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS05,'ijsys05.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS005,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS06,'ijsys06.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS006,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS07,'ijsys07.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS007,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

* PRECOMPILE

// OPTION    DECK,NOXREF,DUMP,LOG

// EXEC DBXMMPR,SIZE=768K

 CBL LIB,APOST

       cobol source

/*

* COMPILE

// OPTION    NODECK,CATAL

   PHASE   xxxxxxx,*

   INCLUDE DBSBTPR

   INCLUDE DBXHVPR

 ASSGN     SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC IGYCRCTL,SIZE=IGYCRCTL

/*

 CLOSE       SYSIPT,READER

/*

* LNKEDT

   ENTRY   BEGIN
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// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

// EXEC

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

z/VSE Sample COBOL JCL for CICS

The following sample JCL is for z/VSE sites.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

* $$ LST   CLASS=x

// JOB     name

// EXEC      PROC=yourproc

// OPTION    DECK,NOXREF,DUMP,LOG

// DLBL      WORK1,'precompile.work1',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      WORK2,'precompile.work2',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      WORK3,'precompile.work3',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      SRCOUT,'source.name',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

* PRECOMPILE

// OPTION    DECK,NOXREF,DUMP,LOG

// EXEC DBXMMPR,SIZE=768K

 CBL LIB,APOST

       cobol source

/*

* DFHECP1$

// DLBL      IJSYSPH,'source.file',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYSPCH,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

   ASSGN     SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL      IJSYSIN,'source.name'

// EXTENT    SYSIPT,volser

 ASSGN       SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC DFHECP1$,SIZE=512K

/*

 CLOSE       SYSPCH,PUNCH

 CLOSE       SYSIPT,READER

* COMPILE

// DLBL      IJSYSIN,'source.file'

// EXTENT    SYSIPT,volser

   ASSGN     SYSLNK,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// ASSGN     SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL      IJSYSLN,'syslnk.dataset',0,sd
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// EXTENT    SYSLNK,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS01,'ijsys01.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS001,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS02,'ijsys02.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS002,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS03,'ijsys03.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS003,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS04,'ijsys04.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS004,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS05,'ijsys05.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS005,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS06,'ijsys06.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS006,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// DLBL      IJSYS07,'ijsys07.work',0,SD

// EXTENT    SYS007,volser,1,0,reltrk,numtrks

// OPTION    NODECK,CATAL

     PHASE   xxxxxxx,*

     INCLUDE DBSBTPR

     INCLUDE DBXHVPR

 ASSGN     SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// EXEC IGYCRCTL,SIZE=IGYCRCTL

/*

 CLOSE       SYSIPT,READER

/*

* LNKEDT

   ENTRY   BEGIN

// EXEC LNKEDT

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Sample PL/I JCL

The following examples show sample JCL for z/OS and z/VSE environments. These examples are intended to be
samples only. You need to modify the JCL to conform to the requirements of your site.

z/OS PL/I Sample JCL
 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*  THE FOLLOWING JOB STREAM ILLUSTRATES THE EXECUTION OF THE

 //*  PREPROCESSOR AND COMPILER.

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*  PRECOMPILE

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //STEP1 EXEC PGM=DBPLIPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //OPTIONS  DD *,DCB=BLKSIZE=80
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 LANGUAGE=PLI

 ... place additional precompile options here ....

 /*

 //SOURCE DD DATA,DCB=BLKSIZE=80,DLM=##

 ... place PL/I source here ...

 ##

 //INCLUDE  DD  DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

 //SRCOUT   DD  DSN=&.&SRCPRE.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 //           DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB),

 //           SPACE=(4000,(250,100))

 //REPORT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  assemble urt

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //ASMURT  EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='DECK,NOOBJECT,TERM'

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.user.system.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

 //SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&URTPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(3200,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //SYSIN DD *

 ... place urt source here ....

 ... urt is opened by Broadcom-DATACOM/DB ...

 /*

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*      COMPILE & LINK

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //CC     EXEC PLIXCL

 //PLI.SYSLIN   DD UNIT=SYSDA

 //PLI.SYSIN    DD DSN=&.&SRCPRE.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 //               DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB)

 //LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSLIN  DD DSN=&.&URTPUNCH.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //             DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //LKED.SYSIN   DD *

  ENTRY BEGIN

  NAME TESTPL1(R)

 /*

 //

z/VSE PL/I Sample JCL

In this example, both the source and the SQL INCLUDEs are being read from libraries. The desired source is specified
by the SMBR= Preprocessor option. A library location is required when specifying SMBR=. In addition, the file type is
specified by using the ITYP= Preprocessor option. For more information, see Description of Options.
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 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 * $$ PUN ...

 // JOB name

 // DLBL CAC,'name.c.runtime'

 // EXTENT ,DDSRN3

 // DLBL INCLUDE,'name.sql.includes',99/365

 // EXTENT ,volser...

 // DLBL SOURCE,'name.pli.source',99/365

 // EXTENT ,volser...

 // DLBL DATACOM,'name.datacom.db'

 // EXTENT ,volser...

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(DATACOM.LINK2480,CAC.CORE,                         X

                SOURCE.PROD,INCLUDE.PLISQL )

 // DLBL OPTIONS,'name.precomp.pli.options',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser...

 // DLBL REPORT,'name.precomp.pli.report',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser...

 // DLBL SRCOUT,'name.precomp.pliout',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser...

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // EXEC PGM=DBPLIPR,SIZE=500K,PARM='SMBR=PL1SRC4.P ITYP=S'

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Sample Assembler JCL

The following examples show sample JCL for z/OS and z/VSE environments. These examples are intended to be
samples only. You need to modify the JCL to conform to the requirements of your site. Depending on the method you use,
some steps may be omitted.

z/OS Assembler Sample JCL
 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  the following job stream illustrates this sequence:

 //*  preprocess, assemble, link, & execute

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  preprocess program

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //PREC EXEC PGM=DBPLIPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //OPTIONS  DD *,DCB=BLKSIZE=80

 LANGUAGE=ASM

 ... place additional preprocessor options here ....

 /*
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 //SOURCE DD DATA,DCB=BLKSIZE=80,DLM=##

 ... place source here ...

 ##

 //SRCOUT   DD DSN=&.&SRCPRE.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 //           DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB),

 //           SPACE=(80,(250,100))

 //REPORT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INCLUDE  DD DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  assemble program

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //ASMURT  EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='DECK,NOOBJECT,TERM'

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.user.system.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

 //SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&ASMPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(3200,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //SYSIN     DD DSN=&.&SRCPRE.,DISP=(OLD,PASS),UNIT=SYSDA,

 //           DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=4000,RECFM=FB)

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  assemble urt

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //ASMURT  EXEC PGM=ASMA90,PARM='DECK,NOOBJECT,TERM'

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.user.system.library,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=ca.user.system.library,DISP=SHR

 //*         DD DSN=ca.user.system.library,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT1.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(600,100))

 //SYSUT2    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT2.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSUT3    DD DSN=&.&SYSUT3.,UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1700,(300,50))

 //SYSTERM   DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=BLKSIZE=1089

 //SYSPUNCH  DD DSN=&.&URTPUNCH.,DISP=(NEW,PASS,DELETE),

 //             UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(3200,(15,15)),

 //             DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 //SYSIN DD *

 ... place urt source here ....

 ... urt is opened by Broadcom-DATACOM/DB ...

 /*

 //SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  link program

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //LINK   EXEC  PGM=IEWL,REGION=512K,

 //       COND=(8,LT),PARM='XREF,LIST,MAP,NCAL,LET'
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 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN   DD DSN=&.&ASMPUNCH.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //         DD DSN=&.&URTPUNCH.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //         DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //SYSLMOD  DD DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(1024,(400,40))

 //LINK.SYSIN DD *

  ENTRY BEGIN

  NAME TESTASM(R)

 /*

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*  exec program

 //*-------------------------------------------------------

 //*

 //ASMEXEC EXEC PGM=TESTASM,REGION=512K

 //STEPLIB    See note at start of this example and 

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //SNAP     DD SYSOUT=*

z/VSE Assembler Sample JCL

In this example, the source is being read from a sequential disk file while SQL INCLUDEs are being read from a library.

* $$ JOB   .........                                 

// JOB     .........                                 

// EXEC      PROC=procname                           

// ASSGN     SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR              

// DLBL      OPTIONS,'optdsn',1                  

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks            

// DLBL      SOURCE,'srcdsn',1                   

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks            

// DLBL      REPORT,'rptdsn',1                   

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks            

// DLBL      SRCOUT,'outdsn',1                   

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks            

// DLBL      SDSKIN,'rptdsn'                     

// EXTENT    SYSnnn,vvvvvv                           

// UPSI      1                                       

* DITTO                                              

// EXEC DITTO,SIZE=1M                                

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=OPTIONS,CISIZE=512,BLKFACTOR=1   

SQLMODE=DATACOM                                       

   *** Other options as appropriate ***               

/*                                                    

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=SOURCE,CISIZE=512,BLKFACTOR=1     

   *** Source here ***                                

/*                                                    

$$DITTO EOJ                                           

ON $ABEND GOTO $EOJ                                   

* DBPLIPR                                             
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// EXEC DBPLIPR,SIZE=500K                             

/*                                                    

* DITTO                                               

// EXEC DITTO,SIZE=1M                                 

$$DITTO SFD FILEIN=SDSKIN,RECSIZE=133                 

$$DITTO EOJ                                           

/*                                                    

/&                                                    

* $$ EOJ          

Sample C Language JCL

This is a sample only. Modify the JCL to conform to the requirements of your site. Depending on the method you use,
some steps may be omitted.

z/OS C Language Sample JCL
  //jobname    See the note above and .

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*  the following job stream illustrates the execution of the

  //*  preprocessor and compiler

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*             c preprocessor

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*

  //CPRECMP  EXEC PGM=progname,PARM='PLANNAME=TESTCEE'

  //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

  //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //OPTIONS  DD DATA,DCB=BLKISIZE=80,DLM=##

  LANGUAGE=C

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //* place additional precompile options here

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //SOURCE   DD DATA,DCB=BLKISIZE=80,DLM=##

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //* place c source here

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  ##

  //INCLUDE  DD DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR

  //REPORT   DD SYSOUT=*

  //SRCOUT   DD DSN=&.&SRC.,DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),UNIT=VIO,

  //            SPACE=(2000,(200,200)),

  //            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*                     c comnpile

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*

  //COMPA    EXEC PROC=EDCC,

  //   CRUN='RENT',

  //   CPARM='NOMARGINS,NOSEQUENCE,LIST,SOURCE',
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  //   CPARM2='LOCALE("POSIX")',

  //   CPARM3='SSCOM,LONGNAME,SHOWINC,OMVS,DLL',

  //  INFILE='&.&SRC'.,

  //  OUTFILE='ca.user.objlib(TESTCOBJ)',

  //  COND=(0,LT)

  //*

  //SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.H,DISP=SHR

  //         DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.SYS.H,DISP=SHR

  //USERLIB  DD  DSN=ca.user.srclib,DISP=SHR

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*                     prelink starts here

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //PRELINK   EXEC  PGM=EDCPRLK,COND=(0,LT),

  //  PARM='POSIX(OFF)/OE,MEMORY,DUP,NOER,MAP,NOUPCASE,NONCAL'

  //*

  //SYSMSGS  DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEMSGP(EDCPMSGE),DISP=SHR

  //OBJLIB   DD  DSN=ca.user.objlib,DISP=SHR

  //C8941    DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEOBJ,DISP=SHR

  //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD  *

  //SYSMOD   DD  DSN=ca.user.objlib(TESTCEE),DISP=SHR

  //SYSDEFSD DD  DUMMY

  //SYSIN    DD  *

    INCLUDE OBJLIB(TESTCOBJ)

    LIBRARY C8941

  /*

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //*                             link

  //* ------------------------------------------------------------

  //LINKEDIT  EXEC  PGM=LINKEDIT,COND=(0,LT),

  //  PARM=('AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY,TERM=YES,MSGLEVEL=0,MAP,DYNAM=DLL',

  //        'CALL=YES,CASE=MIXED,REUS=RENT,EDIT=YES')

  //SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEELKED,DISP=SHR

  //         DD  DSN=SYS1.CSSLIB,DISP=SHR

  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

  //SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=*

  //SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=ca.user.loadlib

  //OBJLIB   DD  DSN=ca.user.objlib,DISP=SHR

  //SYSLIN   DD  *

    INCLUDE  OBJLIB(urtcee)

    INCLUDE  OBJLIB(TESTCEE)

    ENTRY    BEGIN

    NAME     TESTCEE(R)

  /*

z/VSE C Language Sample JCL
* $$ JOB   .......                                        

// JOB     .......                                        

// EXEC PROC=procname                                     

// LIBDEF *,CATALOG=lib.sublib                            

// ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=nnnnnn,SHR                       

// DLBL  OPTIONS,'optdsn',1                               
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// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                    

// DLBL  SOURCE,'Srcdsn',1                                

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                    

// DLBL  IJSYSPH,'pundsn',1                               

// EXTENT SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                    

// DLBL  IJSYSIN,'pundsn'                                 

// EXTENT SYSIPT,vvvvvv                                   

* ASSEMBLY                                                

 ASSGN SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                         

// OPTION    NOXREF,DECK,NOEDECK,LOG,NODUMP   ,CATAL      

// EXEC ASSEMBLY                                          

     *** urt assembly source ***                          

/*                                                                      

* LIBR                                                                  

 CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH                                                     

 ASSGN SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                                       

// EXEC LIBR,SIZE=450K,PARM='MSHP;ACC S=lib.sublib;                    X

               CATALOG urtname.OBJ,REPLACE=YES'                         

 CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR                                                    

* PUNCH PRECOMPILE OPTIONS AND SOURCE FILE                              

// UPSI 1                                                               

// EXEC  DITTO,SIZE=1M                                                  

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=OPTIONS,CISIZE=512,BLKFACTOR=1                      

SQLMODE=DATACOM                                                         

LANG=C                                                                  

    *** Other options as appropriate                                    

/*                                                                      

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=SOURCE,CISIZE=512,BLKFACTOR=1                       

    *** Source here ***                                                 

/*                                                                      

$$DITTO EOJ                                      

ON $ABEND GOTO $EOJ                              

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR            

// DLBL    SOURCE,'srcdsn'                       

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv                         

// DLBL    OPTIONS,'optdsn'                      

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv                         

// DLBL    REPORT,'rptdsn',1                     

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks          

// DLBL    SRCOUT,'srodsn',1                     

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks          

// DLBL    IJSYS01,'work1',1,SD                  

// EXTENT  SYS001,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks          

// DLBL    IJSYS02,'work2',1,SD                  

// EXTENT  SYS001,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks          

// DLBL    IJSYS03,'work3',1,SD                  

// EXTENT  SYS001,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks          

// DLBL    IJSYS04,'work4',1,SD                  

// EXTENT  SYS001,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                       

* PRECOMPILER STEP                                            

// EXEC DBPLIPR,SIZE=500K                                     

/*                                                            

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                         
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// DLBL    SDSKIN,'rptdsn'                                    

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv                                      

* PRINT PRECOMPILER REPORT                                    

// EXEC  DITTO,SIZE=1M                                        

$$DITTO SFD FILEIN=SDSKIN,RECSIZE=133                         

$$DITTO EOJ                                                   

/*                                                            

* COMPILER STEP                                               

// UPSI 0                                                     

// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(cuslib,cussub,lib.csublib,lib.lesublib)   

// DLBL    IJSYSLN,'syslink',0,SD                             

// EXTENT  SYSLNK,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                       

// DLBL    IJSYS01,'work1',1,SD                               

// EXTENT  SYS001,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    IJSYS02,'work2',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS002,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    IJSYS03,'work3',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS003,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    IJSYS04,'work4',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS004,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// ASSGN   SYS005,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                     

// ASSGN   SYS006,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                     

// ASSGN   SYS007,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                     

// DLBL    IJSYS05,'work5',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS005,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    IJSYS06,'work6',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS006,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    IJSYS07,'work7',1,SD                           

// EXTENT  SYS007,vvvvvv,1,0,strk,ntrks                   

// DLBL    SYSUT1,'CEE001'                                

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,vvvvvv                                  

// ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=vvvvvv,SHR                                     

// OPTION  CATAL,NODECK                                                  

// EXEC EDCCOMP,SIZE=EDCCOMP,PARM='/INFILE(DD:SYSnnn-SYSUT1),          X 

               NAME(CEE001)'                                             

/*                                                                       

* LNKEDT                                                                 

 INCLUDE urtname                                                         

 ENTRY BEGIN                                                             

// EXEC LNKEDT,PARM='AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY'                                 

/*                                                                       

/&                                                                       

* $$ EOJ

Embedding SQL Statements in Host Programs
You can use SQL statements by embedding them in COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, or C host language programs.
Alternatively, some statements can be submitted online through the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service
Facility. For more information, see Using the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

If you are embedding SQL statements in an application program, you must distinguish SQL statements from source code
and place the SQL statements in the appropriate division or section of the source program.
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Your application can contain an INCLUDE directive to include a member from an include library, if you have coded the
Preprocessor option to allow Datacom/DB extensions to SQL.

In an application with embedded SQL, you can indicate the action to take when an exception condition is encountered by
including WHENEVER statements.

After you have coded your program, submit it to the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor. You must compile and link edit your
program along with an SQL User Requirements Table and the host variable processor, DBXHVPR.

When you embed SQL in a host program, your activities include making use of:

1. Preprocessor options (see Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options), and
2. SQL statements (see SQL Statements for Dataquery).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Mixed Mode Programming

Mixed mode programming is the embedding of SQL statements in application programs where native Datacom/DB record-
at-a-time and/or set-at-a-time commands are also coded.

The embedded SQL statements can be either Datacom/DB SQL statements or IBM Db2 SQL statements but not both,
that is to say, Datacom/DB SQL and Db2 SQL calls cannot be made from the same program. All of the SQL statements in
a program must be processed either by IBM Db2 or Datacom/DB but not both because both require the source program
to embed the SQL statements in the same special statements (EXEC-SQL and END-SQL), and both require the source
to be manipulated by their own Preprocessor. If the source was processed through a Datacom/DB Preprocessor first, for
example, it could therefore not later be passed through an IBM Preprocessor, because at that point there would be no
special statements left to process.

To make native Datacom/DB calls and Datacom/DB SQL calls from the same application program, see Embedding SQL
Statements in Host Programs.

The following requirements must be met to make native Datacom/DB calls and IBM Db2 SQL calls from the same
application program:

1. The DBURINF User Requirements Table macro must have OPEN=USER and USRNTRY=program-id.
2. The COBOL program must be compiled with the compiler option NODYNAM.
3. The link-edit step must have:

INCLUDE SYSLIB(-urt-name)

ENTRY program-id

NAME program-id(R)

Distinguishing SQL Statements

To distinguish SQL statements from the host language, you must include special statements in your host program to
embed SQL statements.

COBOL

All embedded SQL statements in COBOL programs are preceded by the keywords EXEC SQL and followed by the
keyword END-EXEC as shown in the following format.

EXEC SQL

      statement

END-EXEC

The alternate format is shown in the following.
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EXEC SQL statement END-EXEC

EXEC SQL and END-EXEC are reserved words for use by the Datacom/DB Preprocessor. When the Preprocessor scans
the host source, it uses the EXEC SQL and END-EXEC to identify SQL statements to be passed to Datacom/DB for
preparation.

These keywords must be finished on the same line as they were started. They cannot be continued to another line.

The first character of the EXEC SQL keyword must be the first significant character on that line. The recommended
position is column 12 or further right. Do not terminate the EXEC SQL keyword with a period (.). Terminating the EXEC
SQL keyword with a period results in a syntax error.

The END-EXEC keyword must be the only or last word on the line. Terminating the END-EXEC keyword with a period
(.) is only necessary when a period is required to make the embedded SQL statement consistent with the COBOL logic
of your program. The generated COBOL code has a period at the end of the statement only if you terminated the END-
EXEC with a period. For all other embedded SQL statements (declarative or Preprocessor declarations and instructions) a
terminating period after END-EXEC is not necessary and is ignored.

PL/I and C

All embedded SQL statements in PL/I and C programs are preceded by the keywords EXEC SQL and followed by a
semicolon:

 EXEC SQL

     statement

 ;

The identifying words EXEC SQL (which are reserved), the statement, and the terminating semicolon can appear on one
or more lines within the prescribed margins. Do not include code unrelated to SQL on these lines since the Preprocessor
comments them. The word EXEC must be separated from the word SQL, and the word SQL must be separated from the
statement. The semicolon can directly follow the last letter of the statement.

Example 1

 EXEC SQL

     DECLARE ADDR_CURSOR CURSOR FOR

     SELECT ID, NAME_LAST, STATE FROM ADDRTBL;

Example 2

 EXEC SQL

     WHENEVER NOT FOUND GOTO ALL_DONE ;

Example 3

  EXEC SQL

     FETCH ADDR_CURSOR

         INTO :HID, :HNAME_LAST, :HSTATE;

Example 4

 EXEC SQL CLOSE ADDR_CURSOR;

Assembler

All embedded SQL statements in Assembler programs are preceded by the keywords EXEC SQL and ended on a record
for which the continuation field is not used.

 EXEC SQL                                                              X

     statement                                                         X
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     statement

The identifying words EXEC SQL (which are reserved), and the statement can appear on one or more lines within the
prescribed margins. Do not include code unrelated to SQL on these lines since the SQL Preprocessor for Assembler
comments them. The word EXEC must be separated from the word SQL, and the word SQL must be separated from the
statement.

Example 1

 EXEC SQL                                                              X

     DECLARE ADDR_CURSOR CURSOR FOR                                    X

     SELECT ID, NAME_LAST, STATE FROM ADDRTBL

Example 2

 EXEC SQL                                                              X

     WHENEVER NOT FOUND GOTO ALLDONE

Example 3

 EXEC SQL                                                              X

     FETCH ADDR_CURSOR                                                 X

         INTO :HID, :HNAME_LAST, :HSTATE

Example 4

 EXEC SQL CLOSE ADDR_CURSOR

Rules for Coding Embedded SQL

When you embed SQL statements in your host program, you must adhere to the following requirements:

• Exactly one SQL statement is allowed:
– In COBOL, between a pair of EXEC SQL and END-EXEC keywords.
– In PL/I and C, between the EXEC SQL and the terminating semicolon.
– In Assembler, for an EXEC SQL.

• In COBOL, BEGIN DECLARE SECTION and END DECLARE SECTION can only be used in the WORKING-
STORAGE SECTION of your program.

• In COBOL, INCLUDE is not recognized by the ANSI standard.
• Host-variable requirements are:

– The maximum length allowed for host-variables for all languages is 32,765 bytes.
– In COBOL, all host-variables in your program must be declared before you code any DECLARE cursor-name

CURSOR statement.
– In PL/I and C, a host-variable in your program must be declared in the source prior to its reference by an SQL

statement, and you must determine the proper scope for host-variables.
– In Assembler, you must determine the proper scope for host-variables.
– for the C language, also see Rules for Coding Host-Variables in C.

• In COBOL, all other embedded SQL statements must be in the PROCEDURE DIVISION.
• To conform to the ANSI standards for embedded SQL, exactly one OPEN and one CLOSE must be coded:

– In COBOL, for each defined cursor name (each may be executed multiple times by the program). For extended
mode SQL, at least one OPEN and one CLOSE must be coded for each defined cursor. This means that you are
responsible for correctly coding the logic of OPEN and CLOSE.

– In PL/I and Assembler, for each cursor defined.
• In PL/I and Assembler, WHENEVER statements must appear in the source prior to their use. Any previous

WHENEVER is in effect until replaced.
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Additional Assembler Requirements

When you embed SQL statements in an Assembler program, the program must provide an area of SQLDSIZ and
establish addressability by using the DSECT SQLDSECT. Both SQLDSIZ and SQLDSECT are generated by the
Preprocessor.

SQLDSECT
is a DSECT of the storage areas which are required for SQL use.

SQLDSIZ
is a fullword where the value is the length required for storage used by SQL. SQLDSIZ is variable in size
according to the type and number of SQL statements, the number of host variables, and whether the SQLCA is
generated separately. The area must be initialized to binary zeros prior to the first call for SQL.

In Assembler, registers 0, 1, 14, and 15 are used in generated code. Do not rely on their contents being consistent where
code has been generated.

Coding Embedded SQL in Assembler

Learn about requirements when embedding SQL code in Assembler. Find operand subfields, host variable declarations,
rules for SQL INCLUDE statements, and examples.

When you code host variable declarations, you must comply with the following requirements:

• Cannot be longer than 32,765 bytes.
• Indicator variables must be declared as a halfword with implied or explicit length of two.
• You may declare structures of fields. Only elementary level fields can be referenced as host variables.
• Definitions may be defined in SQL INCLUDE directives.
• Host and indicator fields must have a duplication factor of one, explicit or implied.
• Fixed format is not required.
• All eligible field definition statements must have a name entry. Use of the prefix SQL should be avoided.
• The operation entry can be either a DS or DC.
• The operand entry must define a single field with the exception noted below.

Operand Subfields

The operand subfields:

1. The duplication factor must be 1, regardless of whether it is explicitly specified.
2. Valid types are listed in the following table with the corresponding SQL type.
3. Modifier use is limited primarily to length. Where the explicit length is specified and a nominal value is given, the

explicit length takes precedence.
4. Nominal values can be used to calculate the length implicitly where no length modifier is given. A nominal value may

be scanned to determine the number of decimal places.
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Host Variable Declarations for Assembler

In the following table, a lowercase n is a number. A lowercase v is a nominal value.

SQL Data Type Operand Formats Notes

CHARACTER C
CLn
C'v'
CLn'v'

None.

NUMERIC Z
ZLn
Z'v'
ZLn'v'

The nominal value is used to determine
scale. If no nominal value is given, then
the scale is set to zero. For implicit length,
the nominal value is used to determine
precision and scale. Where both the length
modifier and the nominal value are coded,
the explicit length from the length modifier
is used.

DECIMAL PLn
P'v'
PLn'v'

The nominal value is used to determine
scale. If no nominal value is given, then
the scale is set to zero. For implicit length,
the nominal value is used to determine
precision and scale. Where both the length
modifier and the nominal value are coded,
the explicit length from the length modifier
is used.

SMALLINT H
HL2
HL2'v'

When the length modifier is coded, it must
be two. Any nominal value is ignored.

INTEGER F
FL4
F'v'
FL4'v'

When the length modifier is coded, it must
be four. Any nominal value is ignored.

FLOAT D
DL8
D'v'
DL8'v'

When the length modifier is coded, it must
be eight. Any nominal value is ignored.

DATE CLn
C'vvv.'
CLn'v'

The length must be 10 or more.

TIME CLn
C'v'
CLn'v'

The length must be eight or more.

TIMESTAMP CLn
C'v'
CLn'v'

The length must be 26 or more.
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SQL Data Type Operand Formats Notes

VARCHAR H,CLn
HL2,CLn
H'vv',C'v'
HL2'v',CLn'v'

The operation must have two and only two
operands with the halfword followed by the
character. Either, both or neither type may
have a nominal value. Likewise a length
modifier.

LONG VARCHAR H,CLn
HL2,CLn
H'vv',C'v'
HL2'v',CLn'v'

The operation must have two and only two
operands with the halfword followed by the
character. Either, both or neither type may
have a nominal value. Likewise a length
modifier.

GRAPHIC DC or DS
GLn or
G'xxxx' or
Gn'xxxx'

None.

VARGRAPHIC DC or DS
H,GLn

None.

LONG VARGRAPHIC DC or DS
H,GLn

None.

NOTE
The Datacom/DB Preprocessor for Assembler recognizes GRAPHIC host variables and allows mixed data in
literals. The Shift-Out and Shift-In characters that are specified in the CXXMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility
(DBUTLTY) are used by the Preprocessor.

Host Variable Declarations Example 1

 *------------------------------
 *  Valid host variables
 *------------------------------
 LASTNAME DS   CL30          . CHAR(30)
 POBOX    DS   ZL9           . NUMERIC(9) with scale 0
 ZIPCODE  DS   PL5           . DEC(9,0)
 ZIPSPLIT DS   P'+99999.9999'. DEC(9,4)
 CUR$PAY  DC   H'0'          . SMALLINT
 CUM$PAID DC   F'0'          . INTEGER
 INTRATE  DS   D             . FLOAT(n)
 LACTDATE DC   C'          ' . date area
 LACTTIME DS   CL8           . time area
 LTXNSTMP DC   CL26' '       . timestamp are
 STREET   DS   H'0',CL40     . VARCHAR(40)
 CITY     DS   H,CL30        . VARCHAR(30)
 STATE    DS   H'0',CL20' '  . VARCHAR(20)
 *------------------------------
 *  Indicator variables
 *------------------------------
 NAMEFND DC    H'0'
 ZIPAVAL DS    H

Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in Assembler

The format for an SQL INCLUDE directive is similar to other SQL statements:
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 EXEC SQL INCLUDE member-name

Each SQL INCLUDE may specify only one member name that is contained in the INCLUDE data set. However, you may
code more than one SQL INCLUDE.

INCLUDEs cannot include other INCLUDEs. If an SQL INCLUDE is embedded in an SQL INCLUDE, the Preprocessor for
Assembler notes the error and does not read its contents. Likewise, macros are not expanded nor are any other copy
types processed.

Except for SQLCA and SQLDA, member names that begin with the letters SQL are not included because they are
assumed to be control block names. EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA causes separate generation of the SQLCA DSECT.
When INCLUDE SQLDA is specified, the Preprocessor for Assembler includes the description of a SQL Descriptor Area
(SQLDA) for use by dynamic SQL statements.

SQL INCLUDEs are processed in a special manner by the Preprocessor for Assembler. If the Preprocessor for Assembler
is able to open the INCLUDE, the records that are contained in the INCLUDE are inserted in the source after the SQL
INCLUDE. These records are processed as if they were the source.

In the modified source, the SQL INCLUDE directive is commented.

The following examples illustrate the inclusion of host definitions from INCLUDEs. In one case, the SQL declaration section
statements are in the INCLUDE itself.

For z/OS, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is the name of the member in the partition data set of the INCLUDE DD .

For z/VSE, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is part of the member name in the z/VSE library. The other part, the file
or the book type, is designated by the ITYP= Preprocessor for Assembler option. The DLBL name must be INCLUDE.

Assembler Example 1
See the following example of the source:

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT3

See the following report for the source after the INCLUDE is read:

 52        EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT3

  1+*--------------------------------------------

  2+*  example of including an SQL statement

  3+*--------------------------------------------

  4+*

  5+  EXEC SQL DECLARE                                                              X

  6+              C1 CURSOR FOR                                                     X

  7+          SELECT SEQ,                                                           X

  8+                 NAME                                                           X

  9+                    FROM GACTBLV

 10+*

 11+*------- end include --------*

 53 *

See the following report for the modified source: Report for the Modified Source (Example 1 -- Assembler)

 52 *      EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT3

  1+*--------------------------------------------

  2+*  example of including an SQL statement

  3+*--------------------------------------------

  4+*

  5+* EXEC SQL DECLARE

  6+*             C1 CURSOR FOR
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  7+*         SELECT SEQ,

  8+*                NAME

  9+*                   FROM GACTBLV

 10+*

 11+*------- end include --------*

 53 *

Assembler Example 2
See the following example of the source:

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT4

See the following report for the source after the INCLUDE is read: Report for Source after INCLUDE is Read
(Example 2 -- Assembler)

 53 *

 54        EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT4

  1+  EXEC SQL OPEN C1

 55 *

See the following report for the modified source: Report for the Modified Source (Example 2 -- Assembler)

 53 *

 54 *      EXEC SQL INCLUDE ASMINCT4

  1+* EXEC SQL OPEN C1

    *------ start of CA-DATACOM/DB generation ------

             BAL   14,SQLINIT

             LA    1,SQL0

             ST    1,SQLPWA

             LA    1,SQLPARMS

             L     15,SQLVSQLE

             BALR  14,15

             TM    SQLCODE,X'80'

             BO    DUMPNOW

    *------ end of CA-DATACOM/DB generation --------

 55 *

Coding Embedded SQL in C

In Datacom/DB, in host-variable declarations in C, host and indicator variables must be within the scope of the referencing
SQL statement. In ANSI mode, they must be within the BEGIN and END DECLARE SECTION.

• In ANSI Mode, Multiple DECLARE sections are allowed. That is, in C only host variables that are declared within an
EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION/EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION are valid.

NOTE
The SQLWAs and SQLCA are automatically generated after the first EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE
SECTION in C.

• Only one level of qualification is allowed; that is, a host or indicator variable can be part of a structure, but that
structure may not be nested within another structure.

• Host and indicator variables must be one of the C data types that are shown in the following table.
NOTE
C does not support VARCHAR as in other languages where the length is specified in a 2-byte binary field in
front of the actual value. Instead, C supports VARCHAR as a null-terminated string. This is true for input and
output host variables in C. Null-terminated strings can also be used with CHAR columns in C.
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C Data Types Compared to SQL Data Types

C Data Type Example SQL Data Type

single char char x; CHAR

char array char x[10] VARCHAR

char structure containing exactly one short
variable followed by exactly one char array.

char struct {
short len1;
char text[9];
} hv1;

VARCHAR

decimal(precision, scale) decimal(5,0) DECIMAL

short or short int short hv1; SMALLINT

int or long int int hv1; INTEGER

float float hv1; FLOAT

double double hv1; FLOAT

char array char dateHv[11]; DATE

char array char timeHv[9]; TIME

char array char timeStampHv[23]; TIMESTAMP

char array
The C char array is treated as a null-terminated string.
char hv1[10] is equivalent to VARCHAR(9).
The VARCHAR length is set based on the number of bytes preceding the null-terminating byte.
Char arrays for DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP also need the null-terminating byte.

char structure
The char array for the text is not null terminated.

decimal
Use of decimal requires #include decimal.h (provided by the IBM C Compiler), and the compiler option must not
be ANSI. Precision and scale is optional. To print decimal values, use (with printf):
%D(precision,scale)

host structures
In DATACOM mode, a host variable structure may be used. The host structure must be a C structure containing
only valid host variables. The host structure must not be nested within another structure.

indicator variables
In DATACOM mode, a host indicator structure or array may be used. The structure or array must only contain
short C variables. The indicator structure must not be nested within another structure.

INCLUDEs
INCLUDEs in the C language are basically the same as in PL/I, except for the following differences:

• The SQLCA is always automatically generated, so no INCLUDE should be used for it. However, you must
code your own SQLDA and SQLVAR when using dynamic SQL.

• The EXEC SQL INCLUDE <member name>; SQL statement can be used to include members from the PDS
data set INCLUDE in z/OS (for z/VSE, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is the name of a member in a z/
VSE library). INCLUDEs in C cannot be nested.

• Because the Precompiler executes before the C Preprocessor, statements such as #include, #define, and
typedef are not expanded. Unless the user executes the language preprocessor only before the Datacom/SQL
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C Preprocessor, host variables in #include files cannot be referenced, and #define and typedefs cannot be
used to declare a host variable data type.

Coding Embedded SQL in COBOL

Embedded SQL statements are supported in all generally available and currently supported versions of IBM® Enterprise
COBOL for z/OS and IBM® COBOL for VSE/ESA.

The following sections describe the code which must be included in each COBOL division. The ENVIRONMENT
DIVISION is not listed since there is no applicable SQL code in that division.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

The Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor uses the COBOL PROGRAM-ID as the name for the plan associated with your
program, unless another name is specified in the Preprocessor options. If you use the PROGRAM-ID for the plan name,
then the name should be unique within your authorization ID.

DATA DIVISION

Following are the requirements for embedding SQL in the DATA DIVISION of your program.

WORKING-STORAGE SECTION

The WORKING-STORAGE SECTION statement must be coded on the same line with no continuation.

Host-Variable Definitions in COBOL

Host-variables can be defined only in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of your DATA DIVISION. See Host Variables
for rules on naming host-variables. Host-variable definitions:

• Cannot be longer than 32,765 bytes.
• Cannot be COMPUTATIONAL-1 or COMP-1 data type.
• Cannot have a PICTURE clause containing the following editing symbols:

Z $ (dollar sign) . (period)
B * (asterisk) + (plus sign)
0 (zero) , (comma) - (minus sign)

If the Datacom/DB Preprocessor encounters any host-variable which includes any of the above clauses, data types or
symbols, it issues an error message and the variable is not stored in the host-variable symbol table.

The following sections describe ANSI and extended mode requirements for host-variables.

ANSI SQL Standard Host-Variable Definitions

If you specify in the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor options that all SQL statements must be ANSI standard, then all
host-variables:

• Must be defined in one or more SQL DECLARE sections
• Must be defined at the elementary column level
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All host-variables do not have to be defined within the same SQL DECLARE section. However, any host-variable you
define must appear in only one SQL DECLARE section. Host-variables defined in an ANSI SQL DECLARE section
become standard COBOL variables after processing by the Preprocessor. The form of an ANSI SQL DECLARE section is:

EXEC SQL

      BEGIN DECLARE SECTION

END-EXEC

host-variable definitions

EXEC SQL

      END DECLARE SECTION

END-EXEC

ANSI Standard Host-Variable Data Types

The ANSI standard allowable data types are as follows:

SQL Data Type COBOL Definition
CHARACTER or CHAR PIC X(n)
NUMERIC
(zoned decimal)

PIC S9(n)V9(n) DISPLAY SIGN LEADING SEPARATE

INTEGER or INT
(large integer)

PIC S9(n) COMP
where n > 4 and n <= 9 is supported
n > 9 is not supported

Extended Mode SQL Host-Variable Definitions

Host-variables can appear outside an SQL DECLARE section if you specify in the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor options
that SQL statements can include Datacom/DB extensions.

Non-ANSI Host-Variable Data Types

The non-ANSI standard allowable data types are as follows:

SQL Data Type COBOL Definition
CHARACTER or CHAR PIC X(n)
NUMERIC
(zoned decimal)

PIC 9(n)V9(n) DISPLAY or
PIC S9(n)V9(n) DISPLAY or
PIC S9(n)V9(n) DISPLAY SIGN LEADING SEPARATE

DECIMAL or DEC
(packed decimal)

PIC 9(n)V9(n) COMP-3 or
PIC S9(n)V9(n) COMP-3 or
PIC 9(n)V9(n) PACKED-DECIMAL or
PIC S9(n)V9(n) PACKED-DECIMAL
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SMALLINT
(small integer)

PIC S9(n) COMP or
PIC S9(n) BINARY or
PIC S9(n) COMP-4
where n <= 4

INTEGER or INT
(large integer)

PIC S9(n) COMP or
PIC S9(n) BINARY or
PIC S9(n) COMP-4
where n > 4 and n <= 9 is supported
n > 9 is not supported

FLOAT USAGE COMP-2
REAL USAGE COMP-2
DOUBLE PRECISION USAGE COMP-2

NOTE
Variable-name-length and variable-name-text are user-defined names. The required level for these two
VARCHAR elementary items is 49. The group level may be numbered 01 through 48.

SQL Data Type COBOL Definition
VARCHAR
(small integer)
(character)

49 variable-name-length PIC S9(4) COMP
49 variable-name-text PIC X(n)
where n = maximum length

LONG VARCHAR
(small integer)
(character)

49 variable-name-length PIC S9(4) COMP
49 variable-name-text PIC X(n)
where n = maximum length

DATE PIC X(10)
TIME PIC X(8)
TIMESTAMP PIC X(26)
GRAPHIC PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 or PIC N(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1
VARGRAPHIC
(small integer)
(character)

49 variable-name-length PIC S9(4) COMP
49 variable-name-text PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 or PIC N(n)
USAGE DISPLAY-1
where n = maximum length
Note: Variable-name-length and variable-name-text are user-
defined names. The required level for these two VARGRAPHIC
elementary items is 49. The group level may be numbered
01 through 48. See GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG
VARGRAPHIC.

LONG VARGRAPHIC
(small integer)
(character)

49 variable-name-length PIC S9(4) COMP
49 variable-name-text PIC G(n) USAGE DISPLAY-1 or PIC N(n)
USAGE DISPLAY-1
where n = maximum length
Note: Variable-name-length and variable-name-text are
user-defined names. The required level for these two LONG
VARGRAPHIC elementary items is 49. The group level may be
numbered 01 through 48. See GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and
LONG VARGRAPHIC.

NOTE
The lengths shown for DATEs, TIMEs, and TIMESTAMPs are minimum length requirements. See Basic SQL
Language Elements for more information about character string literals.
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The Datacom/DB Preprocessor for COBOL recognizes GRAPHIC host variables and allows mixed data in literals. The
Shift-Out and Shift-In characters specified in the CXXMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) are used by the
Preprocessor. Support is provided for both the IBM COBOL and COBOL II compilers and the Fujitsu COBOL85 compiler,
but only in COBOL can host-variable names include DBCS characters (delimited by Shift characters).

For more information about SQL data types, see SQL Language Data Types.

PROCEDURE DIVISION

The PROCEDURE DIVISION statement must be coded on the same line with no continuation.

The following sections discuss the requirements for embedding SQL in the PROCEDURE DIVISION of your program.

Declaring Cursors in COBOL

Cursors must be declared in the source:

• Before any reference to the cursor, and
• After all host-variables used in the definition have been defined.

Cursor declarations can be made in the:

• WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
• LINKAGE SECTION
• REPORT SECTION
• PROCEDURE DIVISION

The recommended practice is to place all cursor definitions immediately before the PROCEDURE DIVISION statement.

Cursor definitions are declarations, not action (procedural) statements.

Declaring Exceptions in COBOL

An exception declaration specifies a COBOL action to be taken when an exception occurs during execution of an SQL
statement. The form of the exception declaration is:

EXEC SQL

     WHENEVER condition exception-action

END-EXEC

Following are the exception conditions for ANSI mode and extended mode.

ANSI Extended Mode
SQLERROR SQLERROR
NOT FOUND NOT FOUND

SQLWARNING

Following are the exception actions for ANSI mode and extended mode.

ANSI Extended Mode
GOTO target GOTO target
GO TO target GO TO target
CONTINUE CONTINUE
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GOTO and GO TO cause transfer of control to the target paragraph or section.

CONTINUE causes the program to continue execution with the next COBOL statement.

The scope of an exception declaration:

• Begins with the placement of the exception declaration in the source, and
• Continues until either another exception declaration for the same condition in the source or the end of the source

occurs.

NOTE
SQL statements occurring in the source before an exception declaration are not affected by it.

Any SQL statements executed that are not under control of an exception declaration default to CONTINUE.

If an exception declaration is not provided, the recommended practice is that your program include code to check the
SQLCODE value in the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) immediately after each executable SQL statement.

Executable SQL Statements in COBOL

Executable SQL statements must appear in the PROCEDURE DIVISION in the following format:

EXEC SQL

     statement

END-EXEC

Executable embedded SQL statements can appear anywhere that a COBOL statement can appear.

INCLUDE Directive in COBOL

You can use the SQL INCLUDE directive to get secondary input from the include library, INCLUDE. The INCLUDE
directive causes input to be read from the specified member of the include library until the end of the member is reached.
The included library input cannot contain other INCLUDE directives, but can contain both host language and SQL
statements. The include library must have fixed-length records of 80 bytes.

You can use the INCLUDE only in the extended mode. If the Preprocessor finds an INCLUDE while in the ANSI mode, it
ignores the INCLUDE during processing, and issues a warning message. Processing by the Preprocessor continues.

The INCLUDE can be used anywhere within the program. The Preprocessor locates the member name and includes the
member in the COBOL source. If the result is invalid COBOL, the precompiler does not check for valid COBOL syntax in
an INCLUDE.

NOTE
INCLUDE directives cannot be nested, that is to say, a member named in an INCLUDE directive cannot contain
an INCLUDE directive.

z/OS

In z/OS, the format for the INCLUDE instruction is:

EXEC SQL

     INCLUDE member-name

END-EXEC
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z/VSE

In z/VSE, the format for the INCLUDE instruction is:

EXEC SQL

     INCLUDE member-name,member-type

END-EXEC

NOTE
In the previous example, member-type is a one-byte identifier of the file type under which the member is
cataloged. Any letter is a valid value for member-type. If member-type is not specified, it defaults to C.

Coding Embedded SQL in PL/I

Learn about the different modes that you encounter when you code embedded SQL in PL/I with Datacom SQL. Find
information about ANSI, DB2A86, and other modes; host variable declarations; and rules for SQL INCLUDE statements.

This page covers the different modes that you encounter when you code embedded SQL in PL/I.

For ANSI and DB2A86 Modes

For ANSI and DB2A86 SQL modes, all storage that is referenced by the statement must be delimited by starting and
ending statements. For example:

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

     storage declarations of host-variables.

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

In the previous example, the EXEC SQL lines (through and including the semicolon) are reserved. They may appear on
one or more lines but should not be mixed with code that is not related to SQL since the Preprocessor comments the
lines. You can, if desired, place the semicolon immediately following SECTION (that is to say, without a space between
the N and the semicolon). All other reserved words must be separated by a space.

You may have more than one SQL declare section. All references to storage must follow the declaration in the source.

You must comply with the following requirements when you code host-variable declarations:

• All variables must be declared at the elementary level. You may declare more than one occurrence of the same
variable type in a declare.

• All declarations within the DECLARE SECTION must conform as either a potential host or indicator.

For Modes Other Than ANSI and DB2A86

For modes other than ANSI and DB2A86, you must comply with the following requirements when you code host-variable
declarations:

• You may declare structures of fields. These may be referenced as direct or indirect.
direct

A direct reference specifies a field within a structure or substructure that can be used as a host-variable. A
reference in this form may be the name or a qualified name of two levels.

indirect
Indirect reference specifies a structure or substructure that can be expanded in its entirety into fields that are host-
variables. A reference to a structure is its name. A reference to a substructure is its name which must be unique
or a unique two-level qualified name.
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For example, consider the following abstract structures. Assume that elementary fields except X are eligible to be host
fields.

       Structure 1

               DCL 1   A,

                    2  B  ...,

                    2  C  ...;

       Structure 2

               DCL 1   D,

                    2  E,

                     3 F  ...,

                     3 G  ...,

                    2  H  ...;

       Structure 3

               DCL 1   M,

                    2  N  ...,

                    2  O  ...,

                    2  X  ...;

Structure 1 can be referenced directly by specifying B, C, A.B or A.C. It can be referenced indirectly by specifying A
which is expanded into its components B and C to match the SQL statement.
Structure 2 can be referenced directly by specifying F, G, or H. Structure D cannot be referenced indirectly since it is
more than two levels. Substructure E can be referenced indirectly expanding into fields F and G.
Structure 3 can be referenced directly by specifying N or O. Remember that X is invalid as a host-variable. Although
structure M is two levels, indirect reference is not possible since X is a component.
An array of indicator variables may be specified with an indirect reference. Each element field is paired with an
indicator variable until all fields have indicators or there are no more indicators remaining in the array.

• Declarations used as host-variables or indicators may appear after a statement in the source. The use of EXEC SQL
BEGIN and END DECLARE SECTION markers is optional.

For All Modes

For all modes, you must comply with the following requirements when you code host-variable declarations:

• Indicator variables must be declared as fixed binary(15) or binary fixed(15). As with host-variables, declarations of
indicator variables may contain multiple occurrences.

• Declarations may be defined in PL/I INCLUDE directives that have been expanded by the Preprocessor.
• Declarations may be defined in SQL INCLUDE directives.

Host-Variable Declarations for PL/I

The maximum length allowed for a host-variable is 32,765 bytes.

ANSI Standard Host-Variable Data Types in PL/I

The ANSI standard allowable data types are as follows:

SQL Data Type PL/I Declaration
CHARACTER or CHAR CHARACTER(n) or CHAR(n)
DECIMAL or DEC
(packed decimal)

FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) or DECIMAL FIXED (p,s) or
FIXED (p,s) DECIMAL or DECIMAL (p,s) FIXED

INTEGER or INT
(large integer)

FIXED BINARY (n) or BINARY FIXED (n) or
FIXED (n) BINARY or BINARY (n) FIXED where 16 <= n <= 31
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FLOAT BINARY FLOAT (n) or FLOAT BINARY (n) or
BIN FLOAT (n) or FLOAT BIN (n) where 22 <= n <= 53

Valid short forms of the declarations are:

• FIX for FIXED
• DEC for DECIMAL
• BIN for BINARY
• CHAR for CHARACTER

Non-ANSI Host-Variable Data Types in PL/I

The non-ANSI standard allowable data types are as follows:

SQL Data Type PL/I Declaration
CHARACTER or CHAR CHARACTER(n) or CHAR(n)
NUMERIC
(zoned decimal)

PICTURE(pVs) or PIC(pVs)

DECIMAL or DEC
(packed decimal)

FIXED DECIMAL (p,s) or DECIMAL FIXED (p,s) or
FIXED (p,s) DECIMAL or DECIMAL (p,s) FIXED

SMALLINT
(small integer)

FIXED BINARY (n) or BINARY FIXED (n) or
FIXED (n) BINARY or BINARY (n) FIXED where 1 <= n <= 15

INTEGER or INT
(large integer)

FIXED BINARY (n) or BINARY FIXED (n) or
FIXED (n) BINARY or BINARY (n) FIXED where 16 <= n <= 31

FLOAT BINARY FLOAT (n) or FLOAT BINARY (n) or
BIN FLOAT (n) or FLOAT BIN (n) where 22 <= n <= 53
DECIMAL FLOAT (n) or DEC FLOAT (n) where 7 <= n <= 16

DATE CHARACTER(10) or CHAR(10)
TIME CHARACTER(8) or CHAR(8)
TIMESTAMP CHARACTER(26) or CHAR(26)
VARCHAR CHARACTER(n) VARYING
LONG VARCHAR CHARACTER(n) VARYING
GRAPHIC GRAPHIC(x)

where x is the precision (maximum number of DBCS characters)
VARGRAPHIC GRAPHIC(x) VARYING

where x is the precision (maximum number of DBCS characters)
LONG VARGRAPHIC GRAPHIC(x) VARYING

where x is the precision (maximum number of DBCS characters)

Valid short forms of the declarations are:

• FIX for FIXED
• DEC for DECIMAL
• BIN for BINARY
• CHAR for CHARACTER
• Exception: With VARCHAR, do not use the short form of CHARACTER.
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The Datacom/DB Preprocessor for PL/I recognizes GRAPHIC host variables and allows mixed data in literals. The Shift-
Out and Shift-In characters specified in the CXXMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) are used by the
Preprocessor.

NOTE
PL/I controlled variables are not supported.

PL/I Examples

In the following examples, BEGIN and END DECLARE SECTION markers are used for clarity. They may or may not be
required, depending on the SQL mode being used.

PL/I Example 1

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

                     /*---------------------------------

                       Host-variables

                     *--------------------------------*/

     DECLARE HID             CHAR(12)         INIT(' ');

     DECLARE HNAME_LAST      CHAR(30)         INIT(' ');

     DECLARE HSTATE          CHAR(36)         INIT(' ');

                     /*---------------------------------

                       Indicator variables

                     *--------------------------------*/

     DECLARE IID             FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);

     DECLARE INAME_LAST      FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);

     DECLARE ISTATE          FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

PL/I Example 2

                     /*---------------------------------

                       An alternate form for the declare

                       section.

                     *--------------------------------*/

 EXEC SQL

     BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

 %SKIP

                     /*---------------------------------

                       Indicator & host-variable pair

                     *--------------------------------*/

 DCL ID_IVAR        FIXED BINARY(15);

 DCL ID             CHAR(12);

 %SKIP

 DCL NAME_LAST_IVAR FIXED BINARY(15);

 DCL NAME_CODE      CHAR(30);

 %SKIP

 EXEC SQL

     END DECLARE SECTION ;

PL/I Example 3

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;
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                     /*---------------------------------

                       Host-variables

                     *--------------------------------*/

     DECLARE HID             CHAR(12)         INIT(' ');

     DECLARE HNAME_LAST      CHAR(30)         INIT(' ');

     DECLARE HSTATE          CHAR(36)         INIT(' ');

     %SKIP

                     /*---------------------------------

                       Multiple indicator variables in

                       a single declare

                     *--------------------------------*/

     DECLARE ( IID,

               INAME_LAST,

               ISTATE )      FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

PL/I Example 4

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

                                /*-----------------------------------

                                  Host-variables within a structure

                                  Possible direct references:

                                    Name         Qualified name

                                    -----        --------------------

                                    SEQ          GRPED.SEQ

                                    NAME_FIRST   NAME_ALL.NAME_FIRST

                                    NAME_MIDDLE  NAME_ALL.NAME_MIDDLE

                                    NAME_LAST    NAME_ALL.NAME_LAST

                                    NAME_ADDL    NAME_ALL.NAME_ADDL

                                    SSAN         GRPED.SSAN

                                    CITY         GRPED.CITY

                                    STATE        GRPED.STATE

                                    ZIP_5        ZIP.ZIP_5

                                    ZIP_4        ZIP.ZIP_4

                                  Possible indirect references:

                                    NAME_ALL

                                  Ineligible fields and references:

                                    Specification  Reason

                                    -------------  ---------------

                                    ZIP_ST         not 15,0 or 31,0

                                                   for use as short

                                                   integer or integer

                                                   respectively

                                    NOTES          array

                                    GRPED          too many levels

                                                   & contains

                                                   ineligible field

                                    ZIP            ineligible field

                                *----------------------------------*/

     DECLARE

         1   GRPED,

          2  SEQ                 CHAR(2),

          2  NAME_ALL ,
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           3 NAME_FIRST          CHAR(30),

           3 NAME_MIDDLE         CHAR(30),

           3 NAME_LAST           CHAR(30),

           3 NAME_ADDL           CHAR(30),

          2  SSAN                CHAR(11),

          2  CITY                CHAR(30),

          2  STATE               CHAR(30),

          2  ZIP,

           3  ZIP_5              PIC'9999T',

           3  ZIP_4              PIC'999T',

           3  ZIP_ST             FIXED BIN(9,4),

          2  NOTES(3)            CHAR(80);

     DECLARE (ISEQ, INAME, ISSAN, ICITY, ISTATE, IZIP )

                 FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

PL/I Example 5

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

                                /*-----------------------------------

                                  Host-variables within a structure

                                  Possible indirect references:

                                    NAME

                                    ZIP

                                  Invalid indirect references:

                                    Specification  Reason

                                    -------------  ---------------

                                    ADDRESS        too many levels

                                                   & contains array

                                    TYPE           contains array

                                    MAILING        too many levels

                                  When CHAR(n) VARYING is specified,

                                  the two fields generated do not

                                  count as an additional level for

                                  expansion purposes.

                                *----------------------------------*/

    DECLARE

        1    ADDRESS,

         2   TYPE,

          3  TYPE_R              CHAR(1),

          3  TYPE_X(3)           CHAR(1),

         2   NAME,

          3  FIRST_NAME          CHAR(30) VARYING,

          3  MIDDLE_NAME         CHAR(30) VARYING,

          3  LAST_NAME           CHAR(30) VARYING,

         2   MAILING,

          3  CARE_OF             CHAR(60) VARYING,

          3  LINE_1              CHAR(60) VARYING,

          3  LINE_2              CHAR(60) VARYING,

          3  LINE_3              CHAR(60) VARYING,

          3  CITY                CHAR(60),

          3  STATE               CHAR(30),

          3  ZIP,
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           4 ZIP_5               PIC'9999T',

           4 ZIP_4               PIC'999T';

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

PL/I Example 6

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

                                /*-----------------------------------

                                  Host-variables within a structure

                                  This structure, though similar to

                                  the previous example, expands

                                  entirely.

                                *----------------------------------*/

    DECLARE

        1   ADDRESS,

         2  TYPE                CHAR(4),

         2  FIRST_NAME          CHAR(30) VARYING,

         2  MIDDLE_NAME         CHAR(30) VARYING,

         2  LAST_NAME           CHAR(30) VARYING,

         2  CARE_OF             CHAR(60) VARYING,

         2  LINE_1              CHAR(60) VARYING,

         2  LINE_2              CHAR(60) VARYING,

         2  LINE_3              CHAR(60) VARYING,

         2  CITY                CHAR(60),

         2  STATE               CHAR(30),

         2  ZIP                 PIC'99999999T';

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

Rules for SQL INCLUDEs in PL/I

The format for an SQL INCLUDE directive is similar to other SQL statements:

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE member-name ;

NOTE
INCLUDEs in the C language are basically the same as in PL/I, but see the exceptions for C noted in Coding
Embedded SQL in C.

Each SQL INCLUDE may specify only one member name contained in the INCLUDE data set. You may, however, code
more than one SQL INCLUDE.

INCLUDEs cannot include other INCLUDEs. If an SQL INCLUDE is embedded in an SQL INCLUDE, the Preprocessor
notes the error and does not read its contents. If a PL/I INCLUDE is embedded in the SQL INCLUDE, the Preprocessor
ignores it.

Except for SQLDA, member names that begin with the letters SQL are not included because these are assumed to be
control block names. The EXEC SQL INCLUDE statement is, however, commented. When INCLUDE SQLDA is specified,
the Preprocessor for PL/I includes the description of a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) for use by dynamic SQL statements.

SQL INCLUDEs are processed in a special manner by the Preprocessor. If the Preprocessor is able to open the
INCLUDE, the records contained in the INCLUDE are inserted in the source after the semicolon of the SQL INCLUDE.
These records are processed as if they were source except in the case of an INCLUDE within an INCLUDE, as mentioned
above.

In the modified source the SQL INCLUDE directive is commented.
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The following examples illustrate the inclusion of host declarations from INCLUDEs. In one case the SQL declaration
section statements are in the INCLUDE itself. The other INCLUDE contains only PL/I declarations.

For z/OS, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is the name of the member in the partition data set of the INCLUDE DD.

For z/VSE, the name in the EXEC SQL INCLUDE is part of the member name in the z/VSE library. The other part, the
file or book type, is the letter P or any letter designated by the ITYP= Preprocessor option. The DLBL name must be
INCLUDE.

EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA causes the SQLCA to be generated at that point in the source rather than with other SQL
request blocks.

PL/I Example 1

Following is the source:

                     /*---------------------------------------------

                       This INCLUDE contains the statements for

                       an SQL declare section.

                     *--------------------------------------------*/

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT1 ;

Following is the report for the source after the INCLUDE is read. The INCLUDE source is denoted by a plus sign after the
sequence number. The sequence number is the record number for the respective file (source or INCLUDE).

Report for Source after INCLUDE is Read (Example 1 -- PL/I)

 34

 35                        /*---------------------------------------------

 36                          This INCLUDE contains the statements for

 37                          an SQL declare section.

 38                        *--------------------------------------------*/

 39    EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT1 ;

  1+ /*---------------------------------------------------------------------

  2+   test include with storage only

  3+ *--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  4+

  5+   EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

  6+       DECLARE CHSEQ  CHAR(2)    INIT('02');   /* host */

  7+       DECLARE HSEQ   CHAR(2)    INIT(' ');    /* host */

  8+       DECLARE HNAME  CHAR(20)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

  9+       DECLARE HSSAN  CHAR(11)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

 10+       DECLARE HCITY  CHAR(10)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

 11+       DECLARE HZIP   PIC'9999T';              /* host */

 12+       DECLARE (ISEQ, INAME, ISSAN, ICITY, IZIP )

 13+                   FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);   /* indicator */

 14+   EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

 15+  /* end include */

 40

Following is the report for the modified source that is used as input to the compiler:

Report for the Modified Source (Example 1 -- PL/I)

 34
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 35                        /*---------------------------------------------

 36                          This INCLUDE contains the statements for

 37                          an SQL declare section.

 38                        *--------------------------------------------*/

     /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

 39    EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT1 ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

  1+ /*---------------------------------------------------------------------

  2+   test include with storage only

  3+ *--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  4+

     /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

  5+   EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

  6+       DECLARE CHSEQ  CHAR(2)    INIT('02');   /* host */

  7+       DECLARE HSEQ   CHAR(2)    INIT(' ');    /* host */

  8+       DECLARE HNAME  CHAR(20)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

  9+       DECLARE HSSAN  CHAR(11)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

 10+       DECLARE HCITY  CHAR(10)   INIT(' ');    /* host */

 11+       DECLARE HZIP   PIC'9999T';              /* host */

 12+       DECLARE (ISEQ, INAME, ISSAN, ICITY, IZIP )

 13+                   FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);   /* indicator */

     /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

 14+   EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

 15+  /* end include */

 40

PL/I Example 2

Following is the source:

                     /*---------------------------------------------

                       This INCLUDE contains only declarations.

                     *--------------------------------------------*/

 EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

     EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT2 ;

 EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

Following is the report for the source after the INCLUDE is read:

Report for Source after INCLUDE is Read (Example 2 -- PL/I)

 41                        /*---------------------------------------------

 42                          This include contains only declarations.

 43                        *--------------------------------------------*/

 44    EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

 45        EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT2 ;

  1+ /*---------------------------------------------------------------------

  2+   test include with storage only within declare section

  3+ *--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  4+

  5+       DECLARE CHSEQ CHAR(2)    INIT('02');    /* host */
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  6+       DECLARE HSEQ  CHAR(2)    INIT(' ');     /* host */

  7+       DECLARE HNAME CHAR(20)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

  8+       DECLARE HSSAN CHAR(11)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

  9+       DECLARE HCITY CHAR(10)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

 10+       DECLARE HZIP  PIC'9999T';               /* host */

 11+       DECLARE (ISEQ, INAME, ISSAN, ICITY, IZIP )

 12+                   FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);    /* indicator */

 13+  /* end include */

 46    EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

 47

Following is the report for the modified source that is used as input to the compiler:

Report for the Modified Source (Example 2 -- PL/I)

 41                        /*---------------------------------------------

 42                          This INCLUDE contains only declarations.

 43                        *--------------------------------------------*/

     /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

 44    EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION ;

 45        EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT2 ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

  1+ /*---------------------------------------------------------------------

  2+   test include with storage only within declare section

  3+ *--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

  4+

  5+       DECLARE CHSEQ CHAR(2)    INIT('02');    /* host */

  6+       DECLARE HSEQ  CHAR(2)    INIT(' ');     /* host */

  7+       DECLARE HNAME CHAR(20)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

  8+       DECLARE HSSAN CHAR(11)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

  9+       DECLARE HCITY CHAR(10)   INIT(' ');     /* host */

 10+       DECLARE HZIP  PIC'9999T';               /* host */

 11+       DECLARE (ISEQ, INAME, ISSAN, ICITY, IZIP )

 12+                   FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(0);    /* indicator */

 13+  /* end include */

     /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

 46    EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

 47

PL/I Example 3

Following is an example of the source:

                     /*---------------------------------------------

                       This INCLUDE contains an SQL open statement.

                     *--------------------------------------------*/

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT6 ;

Following is the report for the source after the INCLUDE is read:

Report for Source after INCLUDE is Read (Example 3 -- PL/I)
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 87                        /*---------------------------------------------

 88                          This include contains an SQL open statement.

 89                        *--------------------------------------------*/

 90    EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT6 ;

  1+   EXEC SQL OPEN C1

  2+   ;

 91

Following is the report for the modified source that is used as input to the compiler:

Report for the Modified Source (Example 3 -- PL/I)

 87                        /*---------------------------------------------

 88                          This INCLUDE contains an SQL open statement.

 89                        *--------------------------------------------*/

  /* commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor *

 90    EXEC SQL INCLUDE PL1INCT6 ;

  1+   EXEC SQL OPEN C1

  2+   ;

      * commented by CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor */

     /* start of CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor generation */

            IF XYZK6_DBPRIME = XYZK6_DBPRIME_YES

                THEN CALL XYZK6_DBINIT;

            CALL DBSQLE( SQLCA, SQLWA0);

     /* end of CA-DATACOM/DB Preprocessor generation */

 91

Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options
The option values that you assign determine how the Preprocessor processes the SQL statements, and control certain
aspects of the application's environment.

The options that you specify build the Datacom/DB access plan for your program containing embedded SQL.

NOTE
The Preprocessor options that you specify in your host program have no effect on SQL statements that are
submitted through Dataquery or the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility.

Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options Reference

You can specify the following options in each language so that the Preprocessor builds a plan for your program.

COBOL PL/I C Assembler

APOST=

AUTHID= AUTHID= AUTHID= AUTHID=

CBSIO= CBSIO= CBSIO= CBSIO=

CHECKPLAN= CHECKPLAN= CHECKPLAN= CHECKPLAN=

CHECKWHEN= CHECKWHEN= CHECKWHEN= CHECKWHEN=

CHECKWHO= CHECKWHO= CHECKWHO= CHECKWHO=

COBMODE=

DATE= DATE= DATE= DATE=
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COBOL PL/I C Assembler

DECPOINT= DECPOINT=
DECPT=

DECPOINT=
DECPT=

GENSECTN=

GENSTOR= GENSTOR=

GENINIT= GENINIT=

INLINE=

ISOLEVEL= ISOLEVEL= ISOLEVEL= ISOLEVEL=

ITYP= ITYP= ITYP= ITYP=

LANGUAGE=
LANG=

LANGUAGE=
LANG=

LANGUAGE=
LANG=

MARGINS= MARGINS=

MSG=

MSGEXEC= MSGEXEC= MSGEXEC=

MSGPREC= MSGPREC= MSGPREC=

OPT= OPT= OPT= OPT=

PAGESZE= PAGESZE= PAGESZE= PAGESZE=

PGMNAME=

PLANAME= PLANAME=
PLANNAME=

PLANAME=
PLANNAME=

PLANAME=
PLANNAME=

PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE=

PRTREXIT= PRTREXIT= PRTREXIT= PRTREXIT=

PRTY= PRTY= PRTY= PRTY=

QUOTE=

REFNTRY=

SAVEPLANSEC= SAVEPLANSEC= SAVEPLANSEC= SAVEPLANSEC=

SMBR= SMBR= SMBR=

SQLMODE= SQLMODE= SQLMODE= SQLMODE=

STRDELIM= STRDELIM=
STRDLM=
STRINGDELIM=

STRDELIM=
STRDLM=
STRINGDELIM=

TIME= TIME= TIME= TIME=

TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN=

TIMESEC= TIMESEC= TIMESEC= TIMESEC=

UCRPT= UCRPT=

USRNTRY= USRNTRY=

VIEWSEC= VIEWSEC= VIEWSEC= VIEWSEC=
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The following table shows which combinations of CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKWHO options are valid in
plan security. Reference this chart when studying their descriptions in Description of Options.

Plan
Options

Values

CHECKWHO
(B=BINDER,
A=ACCESSOR)

B B B B A A A A

CHECKWHEN
(B=BIND,
E=EXECUTE)

B B E E B B E E

CHECKPLAN
(N=NO,
Y=YES)

N Y N Y N Y N Y

ALLOWABLE
COMBINATION?
(Y=YES,
1/2/3)

1 Y 1 2 3 3 Y Y

Reason Codes

1. Not allowed because with plan-level security off, anyone could run this plan, and the executor's table-level privileges
would not be checked.

2. Not currently supported.
3. Not allowed because SQL does not know at bind-time who the executors are.

Description of Options
APOST=

(COBOL only) Specifies whether an apostrophe (') is the delimiting character for character string literals that are
generated in the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) and the SQL Work Area (SQLWA). This option is provided
for compatibility with COBOL compilers, which have a similar option.
This option is mutually exclusive with the QUOTE= option, that is to say, if you specify APOST=, do not specify
QUOTE= in the Preprocessor options. If neither APOST= or QUOTE= is specified, the Preprocessor uses the
default of APOST=Y.
Valid Entries:

Y (for yes)
Default Value:

Y for z/OS environment
AUTHID=

Program plan associated authorization ID
Any SQL objects (tables, views, synonyms) you create in your program are owned by this authorization ID unless
you qualify those objects with a different authorization ID within the program.
The authorization ID name must be 1 through 18 characters.
Valid Entries:

Authorization ID name of from 1 to 18 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
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CBSIO=
I/O limit interrupt value for all SQL commands that create a set. This option allows application environments to
establish their own maximums in I/O and set processing relative to their own requirements.
Use this option to limit the computer resources that can be used for each execution of the following statements in
the plan:

• OPEN CURSOR, FETCH CURSOR
• SELECT INTO
• INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE
• CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX, ALTER TABLE

For cursors, the limit applies to the total resources used to OPEN and FETCH all rows of the cursor.
A counter is incremented each time a different index or data block is accessed, and each time 100 rows are read.
When this counter exceeds the limit, execution is terminated, and SQL return code -137 is returned.
The value of the counter is reported in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) at the end of each request to the
Multi-User Facility (MUF) when any SQL traces are in effect.
For cursor, SELECT INTO, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE, you can use the total estimated cost that is reported
in the SYSADM.SYSMSG table when bind time optimization messages are requested with the MSG= plan option
as a guide for setting the limit. For CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX, and ALTER TABLE, estimate the limit as the
number of bytes in the table divided by 2000. Set the limit for the most expensive statement in the plan.
A value of 0 (zero) means no limit.

NOTE
The CBSIO plan option is calculated as follows: to 500,000 is added the amount over 500,000 multiplied
by 10,000. For example, given a value of 500,100, the calculation would be 500,000 + (100 * 10,000) =
500,000 + 1,000,000 = 1,500,000.

CHECKPLAN=
The CHECKPLAN= plan option allows the creator of a plan to specify whether that plan is secured.
If CHECKPLAN=Y, any accessor ID that attempts to execute the plan must have the PLAN EXECUTE privilege
for that plan.
If CHECKPLAN=N, any accessor ID can execute the plan (table-level privileges, however, are still checked).

NOTE
For additional information about plan security, see GRANT and REVOKE. Also see the information
about Plan Options in Plan Security.

See the table of valid combinations of CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKWHO= presented previously.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

CHECKPLAN=N is the default only if the CHECKPLAN= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup
option was not specified. If the CHECKPLAN= parameter in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the
default here. For more information about Multi-User startup options, see Modifying MUF Startup Options.

CHECKWHEN=
Specifies whether table-level privileges are checked at bind or runtime.
If CHECKWHEN=BIND, then CHECKWHO=BINDER must be specified (it is impossible for SQL to know all
potential executors). Similarly, if CHECKWHO=ACCESSOR, then CHECKWHEN=EXECUTE must be specified.

NOTE
For additional information about plan security, see GRANT and REVOKE. Also see the information
about Plan Options in Plan Security.

See the table of valid combinations of CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKWHO= presented previously.
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Valid Entries:
BIND or EXECUTE

Default Value:
EXECUTE is the default only if the CHECKWHEN= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup option
was not specified. If CHECKWHEN= in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the default here. For more
information about Multi-User startup options, see Modifying MUF Startup Options.

CHECKWHO=
Specifies whether table-level privileges are checked at bind or execute time, and whether the access rights of
the binder or the executor are checked. If CHECKWHO=BINDER, the only privilege an accessor ID needs to
run that plan is the PLAN EXECUTE privilege (all required table-level privileges to execute the plan are checked
using the binder's accessor-ID). Because the CHECKWHO=BINDER type of plan allows the binder to effectively
grant temporary privileges to accessors who use the plan, the ability to create CHECKWHO=BINDER plans must
be strictly controlled. To create a CHECKWHO=BINDER plan, you must possess the CHECKBINDER System
Privilege.
Because it is impossible for SQL to know all potential executors, specify CHECKWHO=BINDER if
CHECKWHEN=BIND and CHECKWHEN=EXECUTE if CHECKWHO=ACCESSOR.

NOTE
For more information about plan security, see GRANT and REVOKE. Also see the information about
Plan Options in Plan Security.

See the table of valid combinations of CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, and CHECKWHO= on presented
previously.
Valid Entries:

ACCESSOR or BINDER
Default Value:

ACCESSOR is the default only if the CHECKWHO= parameter in the PLANSEC Multi-User startup option
was not specified. If the CHECKWHO= parameter in PLANSEC was specified, its value is the default
here. For more information about Multi-User startup options, see Modifying MUF Startup Options.

COBMODE=
(COBOL only) Host language: either OS/VS COBOL or VS/COBOL II
COBOL II VS/COBOL II Release 3 or later is supported. The CMP2 option is not supported. When using nested
programs, all SQL statements and any host variables they reference must be within the first program, and all
programs must have a DATA DIVISION, a PROCEDURE DIVISION, and a WORKING STORAGE section.
Valid Entries:

OSVS, VSCOB2
Default Value:

OSVS
DATE=

Specifies the DATE output format:

Entry Format Description

ISO yyyy-mm-dd International Standards Organization

USA mm/dd/yyyy IBM USA standard

EUR dd.mm.yyyy IBM European standard

JIS yyyy-mm-dd Japanese Industrial Standard

Valid Entries:
ISO, USA, EUR, JIS
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Default Value:
ISO is the default value that is specified in the DATE startup option of the MUF.

DECPOINT=
(COBOL, PL/I, and C only) Specify C if you want a comma (,) to be the decimal point indicator in decimal,
numeric, and floating-point literals.
Specify P if you want a period (.) to be the decimal point indicator.
If the comma is specified as the decimal point indicator, commas that are used as separators must be followed by
a space, as in COBOL. Also, any comma followed by a space is interpreted as a separator, even if the comma is
preceded by a numeric digit.
Valid Entries:

C (for comma) or P (for period)
Default Value:

P
DECPT=

(PL/I only) Same as DECPOINT=
GENSECTN=

(COBOL only) Specify whether the Preprocessor generates COBOL items in the WORKING-STORAGE
SECTION or LOCAL-STORAGE SECTION of the program.
If you specify W, the Preprocessor generates the items in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION of the program.
If you specify O (a letter O, not a zero) for GENSECTN=, data structures (SQLCAs, SQLWAs, SQLDAs), used
when SQL statements are executed, are generated in a LOCAL-STORAGE section. Addresses of host variables
are stored in these data structures, and VALUE clauses can be used.
Memory for a LOCAL-STORAGE section is allocated, and value clauses are executed each time that a program is
called, as opposed to once per run-unit for WORKING-STORAGE sections. LOCAL-STORAGE therefore provides
a way to make programs re-entrant.
When you use a LOCAL-STORAGE section:

• The entire LOCAL-STORAGE SECTION syntax must appear on a single line.
• The same rules apply to LOCAL-STORAGE as apply to WORKING-STORAGE, regarding required

locations relative to other program sections. Datacom/DB does not edit the order of the LOCAL-STORAGE
and WORKING-STORAGE sections relative to each other, nor does Datacom/DB edit for the number of
WORKING-STORAGE or LOCAL-STORAGE sections. The compiler enforces any rules;

• If GENSECTN=O, a LOCAL-STORAGE section must exist; otherwise, an error is generated.
• Valid Entries:

– W: Preprocessor generates COBOL items in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
– O:  Preprocessor generates COBOL items in the LOCAL-STORAGE SECTION.

• Default Value: W

GENSTOR=
(PL/I and Assembler only) Causes the necessary storage for SQL to be generated. GENSTOR= is valid only
when specified in the source (the $DBSQLOPT statement).
Valid Entries:

• TOP specifies the top of the source.
• BOT specifies the end of the source.
• HERE specifies after this point in the source.

Default Value:
If not specified, generated storage is placed before the last END statement.
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GENINIT=
(PL/I and Assembler only) Causes the initialization code to be generated after a specified point in the source.
GENINIT= is valid only when specified in the source (the $DBSQLOPT statement).
Valid Entries:

• TOP specifies the top of the source.
• BOT specifies the end of the source.
• HERE specifies after this point in the source.

Default Value:
If not specified, generated is placed before the last END statement.

INLINE=
(For Assembler) Specifies the generation of control structures: SQL Work Areas (SQLWAs) that are used with
SQL statements
With INLINE=N, one set of SQLWAs is generated for each SQL statement. But with INLINE=Y, the Preprocessor
generates one set of SQLWAs to use for all SQL statements. INLINE=Y generates more executed code, but
much less overall code, avoiding the addressability problems (not enough base registers) that can occur when
INLINE=N.

NOTE
Because the C Preprocessor uses the inline method exclusively, the C Preprocessor does not look at
the INLINE= option. For that reason, an error can occur if you code the INLINE= option when using the
C language. Therefore, when using C, the INLINE= option should not be coded.

ISOLEVEL
The isolation level, or the degree to which a unit of recovery in your application is isolated from the updating
operations of other units of recovery.
If you specify U (for uncommitted data), no locks are acquired for any rows that are accessed. Your application
can access rows that another unit of recovery updated, even though those changes may not have been
committed. Because no locks are acquired, no updates, deletes, or inserts can be done by a unit of recovery
operating in the U isolation level.
If you specify C (for cursor stability), locks are acquired for all rows accessed. Your application
therefore accesses only rows that contain committed data. For updateable cursors (cursors that have associated
UPDATE WHERE CURRENT OF or DELETE WHERE CURRENT OF statements), exclusive locks are acquired.
For read-only cursors, share locks are acquired. When a row is fetched, the lock on the previous row of the cursor
is released unless the row was modified. All locks are released when the unit of recovery ends, at which time
changes are either committed (COMMIT WORK) or rolled back (ROLLBACK WORK).
In C isolation level, the current row of a cursor may or may not be locked while your application is accessing it,
depending on whether the cursor is updateable. For updateable cursors, the current row of the cursor is always
locked with an exclusive lock when your application fetches it. For read-only cursors, the SQL Facility may read
ahead and transfer multiple rows from the MUF to your application's region. In this case, the current row of the
cursor could no longer be locked when your application fetches it. If your application requires the current row of a
cursor to be locked, it must use an updateable cursor to fetch the row.
If you specify R for repeatable read, data seen by a transaction cannot be changed by another task while the first
is still active. Also, other records cannot be added or updated if it would cause them to participate in the set of
records seen by the first transaction.
If SQL receives a blank or zero in the ISOLEVEL= specification from any of the SQL access methods, the default
for the appropriate SQLMODE is automatically set. If an invalid ISOLEVEL= relative to the effective (specified or
defaulted) SQLMODE is explicitly set (nonblank and nonzero), an appropriate SQLCODE and error message is
produced.

NOTE
If you specify ANSI or FIPS for the SQLMODE= option, you must also specify ISOLEVEL=C.

To acquire exclusive control of a table, see LOCK TABLE Statement. Also see SQL Plan Options Special Topics.
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Valid Entries:

• U: No locks are acquired; no changes are allowed.
• C: Locks are acquired; changes are allowed.
• R: Locks are acquired; restricted changes are allowed.

Default Value:

• C: For ANSI and FIPS SQLMODEs
• U: For all other SQLMODEs

NOTE
The both parameter of the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option controls whether you are allowed to
mix the use of isolation level U and C plans under a single logical unit of work (LUW) for those LUWs
not running any SQLMODE ANSI or FIPS plans. YES specified for the both option of SQLOPTION
indicates that mixing is allowed.

ITYP=
(z/VSE only) Specifies an optional file type for SQL INCLUDE files in z/VSE. The type is one letter.

NOTE
In COBOL, the ITYP= specification can be overridden by explicitly coding a file type on the INCLUDE
statement.

LANGUAGE= or LANG=
(PL/I, C, and Assembler only) Source language to be processed. This option overrides the initial values for
MARGINS= established at initialization.

NOTE
Specifying MARGINS= is not allowed if you are using the C language.

MARGINS=
(PL/I and Assembler only) Specifies the valid columns of the source record inclusively.
Do not specify MARGINS= in the $DBSQLOPT statement (source code). Specify MARGINS= in the OPTIONS file
or in the PARM= text on the EXEC statement of the JCL.
An example in PL/I: if (,71) is specified after LANGUAGE=, the result is (2,71) because 2 is the default for the start
value. Or, if (5) is specified, the result is (5,72) because 72 is the default for the end value.
Values are merged with defaults; if only one value is specified, the default is assigned to the nonspecified value.
An example in Assembler: if (,71) is specified, the result is (1,71) because 1 is the default for the start value. Or,
if (5) is specified, the result is (5,71) because 71 is the default for the end value. The continuation field is the next
column after the end (right) margin.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 30, s < e, and width >= 70
Default Value:

• PL/I defaults are:
– 1 (start) 72 (end) if specified before LANGUAGE=
– 2 (start) 72 (end) if specified after LANGUAGE=

• Assembler defaults are:
– 1 (start)
– 71 (end)
– 16 (continue)

MSG=
(COBOL only) Level of messages you want the SQL Optimizer to generate. Specify the optimization message in
groups of two letters; for example, MSG=xy, where S and D and N replace the x and y, and where:
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• x refers to precompile-time messages, which are included at the end of the Preprocessor Source Listing.
• y refers to messages generated by the Optimizer when the statement is executed. These messages can be

retrieved from the SYSMSG table after the statement has been executed.

For a description of the SYSMSG table, see SQL Query Optimization Messages.

NOTE
Messages for a plan are deleted when the plan is deleted. When you re-preprocess a program, the
Preprocessor deletes the previous plan and its diagnostic messages.

Valid combinations of S and D and N are shown as Valid Entries:

• S: Summary
• D: Detail
• N: None
• Valid Entries: SS, DD, SD, DS, NS, ND, DN, SN, NN
• Default Value: NN

MSGEXEC=
(PL/I, C, and Assembler only) Refers to messages generated by the Optimizer when the statement is executed.
These messages can be retrieved from the SYSMSG table after the statement has been executed. For a
description of the SYSMSG table, see SQL Query Optimization Messages.

• S: Summary
• D: Detail
• N: None

NOTE
Messages for a plan are deleted when the plan is deleted. When you re-preprocess a program, the
Preprocessor deletes the previous plan and therefore also its diagnostic messages.

MSGPREC=
(PL/I, C, and Assembler only) Refers to precompile-time messages. These messages are included at the end of
the Preprocessor Source Listing.

• S: Summary
• D: Detail
• N: None
• Valid Entries: S, D, N
• Default Value: N

OPT=
Join optimization mode. P specifies normal join optimization. Specify M (manual join order) if the normal join
optimization is unacceptable and you want tables joined as they are listed in the FROM clause. This results in a
nested loop join.
Do not specify E; it is reserved for future use.
Valid Entries:

P or M
Default Value:

P
PAGESZE=

Number of output lines per page in SYSPRINT output
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Valid Entries:

• For COBOL: 0 -- 120
• For PL/I, C, and Assembler: 10 -- 255

Default Value:
55

PGMNAME=
PGMNAME= enables the Datacom Datadictionary name of a program to be changed without requiring the
program source itself to be altered. The program name of a procedure must match its external (or load module)
name.
The syntax is as follows: PGMNAME=name
The name that is specified must be a Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name. It overrides any
PROGRAM-ID specified in COBOL. If the program is a procedure, this name must match both the generated load
module name and the EXTERNAL NAME specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.
Valid Entries:

A valid name as described above
Default Value:

(No default)
PLANAME=

Name for your plan: a name that should be unique within your authorization ID. You can use MIXED strings in
a plan name:  strings in which both Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) and Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS)
characters are used.
The plan name must be 1 through 18 bytes long. The first character of the plan name must be alphabetic
(including Katakana symbols) or a Shift-Out character (when you are using MIXED strings). Shift-Out and Shift-
In characters (used to delimit DBCS substrings) count toward the 18-byte length limit. If you specify more than 18
bytes for the name, the Preprocessor truncates your entry to the first 18 bytes.
For more information about MIXED data and MIXED strings, see SQL Language Data Types .
If you specify a name you used previously for a plan, you replace that existing plan with a new plan. For example,
you have an existing plan named PAYROLL. If you specify PAYROLL as the name of a new plan, this new plan
replaces the previous plan named PAYROLL.
If you do not specify a plan name, the Preprocessor uses the PROGRAM-ID specified in your program.
Valid Entries:

A name 1 through 18 bytes long, first character alphabetic (including Katakana symbols) or a Shift-Out
character (when you are using MIXED strings)

Default Value:
In COBOL and PL/I, there is no default.

Plan Versioning - COBOL Only:
You can generate plans that include a date/timestamp, YYMMDDHHMM.
PLANAME=@TIMESTAMP
Plan name = program idYYMMDDHHMM

• If the program id is less than 8 bytes, fill up to 8 bytes with '_'s.
• If the program id is greater than 8 bytes, truncate it to 8 and catenate the timestamp. You receive

warning message DB21013W.

Example for PROGRAM-ID.CDC100 compiled on 2015/04/15 at 11:45 am:
CDC100__1504171145

PLANAME=value@TIMESTAMP
Plan name = valueYYMMDDHHMM

• If value is less than 8 bytes, fill up to 8 bytes with '_'s.
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Example for PROGRAM-ID.CDC100 compiled on 2015/04/17 at 2:07 pm, but with
PLANAME=CDC100A@TIMESTAMP
CDC100A_1504171407

Because@TIMESTAMP is 10 bytes, the same as the generated timestamp, the value in PLANAME
cannot be greater than 8 characters.
Plans are not overwritten unless they are generated within the same minute. If so, the last one remains.

In the listing for the COBOL program, the plan name is displayed as SQLCA-PLAN-NAME within the SQLCA
block of the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
As part of this process, a flag byte is set to x'02' in the SQL options block. This information is also stored in the
DDD. It can be accessed to find only those plans that have been added to the system using the @TIMESTAMP
option.

PLANNAME=
(PL/I and Assembler only) Same as PLANAME= (see previous description)

PLNCLOSE=
Specifies when the plan, and any User Requirements Tables (URTs) automatically opened by the SQL Manager,
are closed.
If you specify T, the plan, and any URTs automatically opened by the SQL Manager, close when the transaction
ends (an SQL COMMIT WORK or ROLLBACK WORK statement, a Datacom/DB LOGCP, LOGCR or LOGTB
command, or a Datacom CICS Services DEQUE).
We recommend the T option for a CICS environment. We also recommend PLNCLOSE=T for procedures. We
recommend the R option for batch programs.
If you specify R, the plan, and any URTs automatically opened by the SQL Manager, close when the run unit
ends, or when a Datacom/DB CLOSE command is issued. In a Datacom CICS Services environment, the run unit
ends only when CICS is terminated or when the SQL URT (usually URT 20) is closed using the DBOC command.
When ISOLEVEL=U is used, because no locks are acquired by the MUF (and therefore no DEQUE commands
are issued by Datacom CICS Services), the plan and URTs are not closed at the end of each CICS transaction,
even if PLNCLOSE=T. A PLNCLOSE=R plan can be preprocessed or rebound with DDOL or DBSRFPR before
the run unit ends if no current unit of recovery has executed the plan.
URTs opened on behalf of a plan with PLNCLOSE=R are not closed until the plan closes when the SQL=YES
URT (default URT 020) is closed. If URTs accessing a database must be closed to perform utility functions, you
can close those SQL-generated URTs accessing a database by deleting (if you have the delete privilege) those
rows in the SQL_STATUS_URT_INACTIVE virtual table (this virtual table is a view on the SQL_STATUS_URT
table with the restriction that only URTs for the current run unit with zero users are selected). The following
sample query can be executed from any tool that uses SQL, where nnn is the database-ID to be closed. Any valid
WHERE clause can be used, including no WHERE clause to close all URTs.
DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_URT_INACTIVE

   WHERE DBID = 'nnn';

Closing these URTs does not keep them from being reopened. Other URTs can also be active, meaning they have
one or more plans that have accessed the table in their current transaction. Additionally, other run units can have
URTs open for the database. Use the following query to see which URTs are open for a database:
SELECT * FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_URT

  WHERE DBID = 'nnn';

For information about possible performance enhancement using the Least Recently Used (LRU) statement cache
to disconnect the caching of plan statements from the control of the PLNCLOSE= option, see LRU Statement
Cache in the SQL Plan Options Special Topics .
Valid Entries:

• T: Close when transaction ends.
• R: Close when run unit ends.

Default Value:
R
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PROCSQLUSAGE=
Valid for COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, and C. If this option is specified, SQL prepares the program for execution
as a procedure. This option is required for programs that are intended to run as procedures. It is prohibited for
programs not run as procedures.

NOTE
All procedures must be preprocessed, even if there are no embedded SQL statements in a particular
procedure.

WARNING
Use PROCSQLUSAGE= only as documented. If it is specified or omitted inappropriately, the program
can fail in an unpredictable way before SQL has a chance to detect the error.

To support procedure execution, the preprocessors add code to programs that specify PROCSQLUSAGE=, thus
making proper use of the option critical. Therefore, make certain you have coded this option accurately. Datacom
reserves the right to add edits at any time.
Specifying NO means that the procedure does not call Datacom SQL.
Specifying CONTAINS means that the procedure calls Datacom SQL but contains no SELECT, SELECT INTO,
preparations of dynamic-select, INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements.
Specifying READS means that the procedure contains a SELECT, SELECT INTO, or preparation of a dynamic-
select statement, but does not contain INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements.
Specifying MODIFIES means that the procedure contains at least one INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statement.
Datacom only checks for the existence of calls to Datacom SQL in the procedure at the time of the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement. (An error is produced, however, if NO is specified in a program containing SQL, or
vice versa.) Datacom requires the specified value to match the corresponding specification in the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement.
Valid Entries:

NO, CONTAINS, READS, or MODIFIES
Default Value:

(No default)
PRTREXIT=load-module-name

Specifying PRTREXIT= allows you to write a printer exit routine to print the output instead of allowing the
Preprocessor to write to SYSPRINT. The load-module-name is the name of your printer exit routine. When your
printer exit routine is called, the registers are as follows:
Register 1

Address of parameter list as follows:
Word 1 = x'00000014'

 Word 2 = AL1(length of print line)

          AL3(address of print line)

 Word 3 = Address of a 1-byte top-of-page indicator:

          if bit x'20' is on, top-of-page is requested

Register 13
Address of a register save area which you must use to save and restore the Datacom/DB registers
according to standard linkage conventions.

Register 14
Address to return to inside Datacom/DB.

Register 15
Address of the entry point of your printer exit.

On return from your routine, the contents of all registers (except 15) should contain what they contained before
the exit was called. Register 15 should contain 0 unless a failure occurred. The Preprocessor aborts processing if
a nonzero register 15 is returned.
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Remember to concatenate the library containing your printer exit to the end of the Preprocessor load library
concatenation in your JCL.
If you do not specify a load-module-name (with PRTREXIT=), processing continues to write to SYSPRINT instead
of calling the printer exit.
Valid Entries:

A load-module-name of up to eight characters
Default Value:

(No default)
PRTY=

Priority of the SQL requests from the plan within the MUF. The lowest priority is 1, while 15 is the highest priority.
If you need more information about specifying a priority, see your Database Administrator.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 15
Default Value:

7
QUOTE=

(COBOL only) Specifies whether a quotation mark (") is the delimiting character for character literals that are
generated in the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) and the SQL Work Area (SQLWA). This option is provided
for compatibility with COBOL compilers which have a similar option.
This option is mutually exclusive with the APOST= option, that is to say, if you specify QUOTE=, do not specify
APOST= in the Preprocessor options.
If neither QUOTE= nor APOST= is specified, the Preprocessor uses the default of QUOTE=Y for z/VSE
environments.
Valid Entries:

Y (for yes)
Default Value:

Y for z/VSE environments
REFNTRY=

(Assembler only) See USRNTRY= later in this chapter.
SAVEPLANSEC=

Specifies whether to drop or not to drop security privileges that are granted on a PLAN when a program is re-
preprocessed
SAVEPLANSEC=Y means that PLAN privileges are not dropped and therefore do not have to be regranted after
re-preprocessing a program.
SAVEPLANSEC=N means that PLAN privileges are dropped (revoked).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N
SMBR=

(PL/I, C, and Assembler only) Member name and type for the source residing in a z/VSE library. The value that is
specified must be of the form: name.type (for example, SMBR=ABC.P where ABC is the name and P the type).
If SMBR= is not specified, the source is assumed to be on sequential disk. If you specify SMBR=, you must do so
either in the execution parameters or the options file. If you specify SMBR= when the source is on a sequential
disk file, an open error results.
Valid Entries:

A valid member name and a type of length 1
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Default Value:
(No default)

SQLMODE=
Mode in which to process the program. If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM, your program is processed
in extended mode, which means that Datacom/DB extensions to the standards are allowed in your SQL
statements. Names for tables, columns, views, synonyms, and cursors can be 1 through 32 characters long if
SQLMODE=DATACOM. Authorization IDs and plan names must be 1 through 18 characters in extended mode.
Specifying SQLMODE=DB2 allows you to use the Datacom/DB DB2 compatibility mode. Datacom DB2
Transparency is required to use the Datacom/DB DB2 mode. The DB2 compatibility mode allows you to use
application programs written for IBM Db2. Datacom/DB recompiles and executes Db2 application programs
against Datacom/DB tables without your having to change the source code of those programs. Plans created by
the Datacom DB2 Transparency Bind program also execute in Db2 mode.
In COBOL and PL/I you can specify SQLMODE=DB2A86 to use the Datacom/DB DB2 compatibility mode while
conforming to ANSI 86 standards. In COBOL and PL/I, specify ANSI or FIPS for your program to be processed
in ANSI or FIPS mode, which means that all your SQL statements must be coded according to ANSI or FIPS
standards. When ANSI or FIPS mode is specified, the ISOLEVEL=U option is not allowed. ISOLEVEL=C must
be specified when SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS. Authorization IDs and plan names must be 1 through
18 characters in ANSI mode. Names for tables, columns, views, synonyms, and cursors must be 1 through
18 characters long if SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS.

NOTE
The SQLMODE MUF startup option must be set to DATACOM before this Preprocessor option is
effective. If the SQLMODE MUF startup option is set to ANSI or FIPS, this Preprocessor option is
overridden and all SQL statements must comply with ANSI or FIPS standards. See your Database
Administrator for information about the value that is assigned to the SQLMODE Multi-User Facility
startup option.

STRDELIM=
(COBOL, PL/I, and C only) Specifies whether you want the string delimiter, used to delimit character string literals
in SQL statements, to be an apostrophe (') or a quotation mark (").
The escape character, used to enclose delimited SQL identifiers, is the apostrophe if the string delimiter is
the quotation mark, or the quotation mark if the string delimiter is the apostrophe. For more information about
delimited SQL identifiers, see Basic SQL Language Elements.
Specify A for apostrophe or Q for quotation mark.
Valid Entries:

A, Q
Default Value:

A
STRDLM=

(PL/I only) Same as STRDELIM= (see previous description).
STRINGDELIM=

(PL/I only) Same as STRDELIM= (see previous description).
TIME=

Specifies the TIME output format as follows:

Entry Format Description

ISO hh.mm.ss International Standards organization

USA hh:mm AM or PM IBM USA standard

EUR hh.mm.ss IBM European standard
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JIS hh:mm:ss Japanese Industrial Standard

Valid Entries:
ISO, USA, EUR, JIS

Default Value:
The default is the value that is specified in the TIME startup option of the MUF.

NOTE
ISO is the default of the Multi-User Facility's TIME startup option.

TIMEMIN=
Exclusive control wait time limit in minutes.
This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding
a requested record under exclusive control. If the specified time is exceeded, the application program receives
a -117 value in the SQLCODE of the SQL Communication Area and a Datacom/DB 61 return code to inform the
user that the record was not available.
Specifying a zero for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC= means that there is no time limit, and without a limit on the
wait time, a wait forever condition is possible.
TIMEMIN=0 and TIMESEC=1 means do not wait at all. Do not specify nonzero values for both TIMEMIN= and
TIMESEC=.
If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see Datacom STAR documentation before specifying
this option.
Valid Entries:

0 - 120
Default Value:

0
TIMESEC=

Exclusive control wait time limit in seconds.
This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding
a requested record under exclusive control. If the specified time is exceeded, the application program receives
a -117 value in the SQLCODE of the SQL Communication Area and a Datacom/DB 61 return code to inform the
user that the record was not available.
Specifying a zero for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC= means that there is no time limit, and without a limit on the
wait time, a wait forever condition is possible.
TIMESEC=1 and TIMEMIN=0 means do not wait at all. Do not specify nonzero values for both TIMEMIN= and
TIMESEC=.
If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see Datacom STAR documentation before specifying
this option.
Valid Entries:

0 - 120
Default Value:

0
UCRPT=

(PL/I and Assembler only) Specifies whether report should be uppercase only. The data is not affected.
Do not specify UCRPT= in the $DBSQLOPT statement (source code). Specify UCRPT= in the OPTIONS file or in
the PARM= text on the EXEC statement of the JCL. In PL/I, if this is the first option in the execution parameters,
the entire report is in uppercase.
In Assembler, if this is the first option in the option file, the report is uppercase, except for the initial title lines. To
have everything in uppercase, the option should be coded in the execution parameters.
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Valid Entries:
Y, N

Default Value:
N

USRNTRY=
(COBOL and Assembler only) The description of USRNTRY= differs in COBOL and Assembler.
COBOL Description:

Use USRNTRY= in COBOL to specify the entry point in the COBOL program. The value that you
assign this option must match the value that is specified for the USRNTRY= parameter of the User
Requirements Table.
The default is DBMSCBL. If you have changed this value in the User Requirements Table, you must enter
the same entry point name as specified in the User Requirements Table. Specify NONE if no entry point is
to be generated (used when an SQL program is called by another program).
Valid Entries:

DBMSCBL or an entry point name consistent with COBOL naming conventions, or NONE
Default Value:

DBMSCBL
Assembler Description:

USRNTRY= works with the REFNTRY= Preprocessor option to cause generation of an entry point
that allows use of a single User Requirements Table with OPEN=DB for many separate programs.
USRNTRY= and REFNTRY= are for Assembler batch mode only. Review the following generation:
usrntry-name EQU    refntry-name

                     ENTRY  usrntry-name

Use USRNTRY= to specify the name of the generated entry point. USRNTRY= can be entered in two
ways. If USRNTRY=NONE, no entry point is generated. If any other value is entered, that value is
considered a valid name. This name is also the name in the URT USRNTRY= operand. If USRNTRY= is
not specified, a default name, SQLEXECE, can be used to generate the entry point.
REFNTRY= is the name of a CSECT or ENTRY in the program being processed. This name represents
the point where the program would get control when called.
In DATACOM mode, USRNTRY= and REFNTRY= are not required. If REFNTRY= is coded, the entry
point is generated. If USRNTRY= is not coded when REFNTRY= is, the default name is used. Specifying
USRNTRY= without REFNTRY= causes an error.
In DB2 mode, the entry point generation must be specified or explicitly suppressed. To specify generation,
REFNTRY= must be coded, but in this case USRNTRY= is optional, since the default name, SQLEXECE,
is taken. To suppress generation, USRNTRY=NONE must be entered.
Valid Entries:

A name of up to eight characters or NONE for USRNTRY=, or for REFNTRY= a name of up to
eight characters

Default Value:
SQLEXECE is the default for USRNTRY=, but for REFNTRY= there is no default

VIEWSEC=
Whether view security is used for a particular plan is based on the value of the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor plan
option. If VIEWSEC= is not specified, whether a plan uses view security is determined by the value of the view-
security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option. If neither VIEWSEC= nor the view-security
specification in SQLOPTION is used, view security is not used for newly bound or rebound plans.
Specify Y to indicate that view security is to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly rebound
plans.
Specify N to indicate that view security is not to be used during the execution of newly prepared and newly
rebound plans.
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NOTE
The default for the VIEWSEC= Preprocessor option is the value of the view-security option in the
SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option or N if no default was specified.

Also note, the choice of security method is made at prepare-time rather than during execution. A choice of Y is
rejected if view security has not been activated for the MUF using external security.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Value of the view-security specification in the SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option, which itself defaults
to N

WARNING
Rebound explicitly or automatically plans that do not have an explicit view security specification are
caused by the value of the SQLOPTION view-security option to change security methods, if necessary,
to match the specification. The security method that is used by existing plans can be changed
intentionally or inadvertently in this way.

Specifying Processing Options in COBOL

When to Delete an Existing Plan

If either the authorization ID or plan name is changed in another precompile, the orphan authorization ID and plan name
combination needs to be deleted.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Coding Preprocessor Options in COBOL

To pass options to the Preprocessor, you must code the options on comment lines preceding COBOL's IDENTIFICATION
DIVISION statement.

Each comment line specifying Preprocessor options must have an asterisk (*) in column 7. Immediately following the
asterisk, you must enter $DBSQLOPT as shown in the following example:

Input

Column

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

       *$DBSQLOPT option1=value1 option2=value2 . . .

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

               .         .

               .         .

               .         .

When you code Preprocessor options on the comment lines, you can enter the options in any order as long as you adhere
to the following rules:

1. Options must be coded between columns 18 and 72, inclusive.
2. No option can be continued from one line to the next, that is to say, the option keyword and assigned value must be

coded on the same line.
3. Options must be separated from each other by one or more spaces.
4. Each option you code must be in the form:
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option=value

All options which you enter on the comment lines are edited. The Preprocessor uses the default value for an option in the
following situations:

• If you do not specify the option in your program.
• If you enter the option keyword, but do not specify a value after the equal sign.
• If an invalid value is specified for an option.

Examples

The following show how different Preprocessor options can be coded in COBOL.

COBOL Example 1

Input

Column

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

       *$DBSQLOPT AUTHID=JONES PLANAME=KOLLARC CBSIO=25000 PRTY=7

       *$DBSQLOPT SQLMODE=ANSI TIMEMIN=10 TIMESEC=0 PLNCLOSE=T PAGESZE=88

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

               .         .

               .         .

               .         .

COBOL Example 2

Input

Column

 ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7..

       *$DBSQLOPT AUTHID=JONES CBSIO=30000 PRTY=9 SQLMODE=DATACOM

       *$DBSQLOPT TIMEMIN=10 TIMESEC=0 PLNCLOSE=R ISOLEVEL=C

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

               .         .

               .         .

               .         .

Specifying Processing Options in PL/I, C, and Assembler

To specify processing options in Datacom/DB, you can use an options file; execution parameters; or PL/I, C, or Assembler
source. Review format and examples for all three methods.

All option specifications are reported in their processing order: first the options file, then the execution parameters, and
finally the source.

Not all options can be specified by all three methods. For example, the GENSTOR= and GENINIT= options make sense
only in the source. But in all three methods the option specification consists of the option keyword, the equal sign, and the
value for the option without any intervening blanks. Case is not important except where noted.

NOTE
If you are using the C language, specifying GENSTOR=, GENINIT=, or INLINE= is not valid, because in C, all
storage is allocated at the point of the first EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION; the inline method is the
only one C can use.
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Using the Option File Method in PL/I, C, and Assembler

Options that are specified in the option file are coded one per record beginning in column one. An option specification is
considered a comment if it is indented. Anything to the right of the option specification is also considered a comment.

The options file is a good place to put options that are common to a group of programs (or all programs at your site).

PL/I Example

 //OPTION DD *

 CBSIO=0

 isolevel=c

  language=pli

 plnclose=t

 PRTY=7

 sqlmode=ansi

 TIMEMIN=0

 msgprec=d

 /*

NOTE
The option specification language=pli is a comment because it is indented. Also note that case is not important.

C Example

 //option dd *

 cbsio=0

 isolevel=c

  language=c

 plnclose=t

 prty=7

 sqlmode=ansi

 timemin=0

 msgprec=d

 /*

NOTE
The option specification language=c is a comment because it is indented. In the C language, the case is also
important; using upper case causes errors.

Assembler Example

 //OPTION DD *

 LANGUAGE=ASM

 SQLMODE=DATACOM

 CBSIO=0

 isolevel=c

  language=asm

 plnclose=t

 PRTY=7

 sqlmode=ansi

 TIMEMIN=0

 msgprec=d

 /*
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NOTE
The option specification language=asm is a comment, because it is indented. Case is not important.

Using the Execution Parameters Method in PL/I, C, and Assembler

Options specified as execution parameters are separated by commas for z/OS and blanks for z/VSE. This option
specification method is useful for options such as the plan name and authorization ID that are unique to a program. These
options can be specified when executing a procedure by using symbolic substitution.

Example 1 z/OS for PL/I, C, and Assembler

 PARM='PLANNAME=ABCSQL,AUTHID=ADMIN'

Example 2 z/OS for PL/I, C, and Assembler

 PARM='PLANNAME=&PGMNM.,AUTHID=&OWNER'.

NOTE
The symbolic substitution for the plan name can also be used to access the correct source member.

Example 3 z/VSE for PL/I, C, and Assembler

 PARM='SMPR=ABC.P ITYP=I'

Using the Source Method in PL/I, C, and Assembler

Option specifications in the source can appear on any record, but should not be combined with code, because the option
specification is commented.

The Preprocessor uses the marker $DBSQLOPT to recognize option specifications. In Assembler and C, start
$DBSQLOPT in column 1. In PL/I, however, start $DBSQLOPT in column 2. In PL/I, C, or Assembler, the $DBSQLOPT
marker must be followed by at least one blank before the option specifications begin. The marker can be followed by:

• In PL/I and C, one or more specifications separated by commas and terminated with a semicolon
• In Assembler, one or more specifications separated by commas

Options of the plan must be specified before the first SQL statement in the source because the plan is added at that point.

Example 1 for PL/I and C

 $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm,

           planname=xyzk

           ;

Example 1 for Assembler

 $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm,                                              X

        planname=xyzk                                               X

Example 2 for PL/I and C

        $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm, planname=xyzk ;

Example 2 for Assembler
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        $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm, planname=xyzk

Example 3 for PL/I and C

 $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm,planname=xyzk;

Example 3 for Assembler

 $DBSQLOPT authid=sysadm,planname=xyzk

SQL Communication Area (SQLCA)
The Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor generates one SQLCA for each compiled embedded SQL program. The SQLCA is a
collection of variables used by Datacom/DB to provide an application program with information about the execution of its
SQL statements. Since Datacom/DB updates the SQLCA during the execution of every SQL statement, the information in
this area applies to the most recently executed SQL statement.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

SQLCA in COBOL

With the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor for COBOL, the possible formats of the SQLCA are:

• Datacom/DB format (see SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (COBOL)). For a table containing descriptions of this example,
see Description of SQLCA in Datacom/DB Format.

• Db2 format (see SQLCA - Db2 Format (COBOL)). For a table containing descriptions of this example, see Description
of SQLCA in Db2 Format.

In COBOL, the Preprocessor always generates the SQLCA structure. An INCLUDE SQLCA is not required. The
Preprocessor ignores the INCLUDE directive if SQLCA is the member name. You may therefore either explicitly code the
include of the SQLCA or omit it.

In Db2 mode, the Datacom/DB SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) used is the Db2 SQLCA, including the values for
SQLCODE and SQLERRM.

SQLCA in PL/I

With the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor for PL/I the possible formats of the SQLCA are:

• Datacom/DB format for ANSI  and for non-ANSI (see SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (PL/I)). For a table containing
descriptions of these examples, see Description of SQLCA in Datacom/DB Format.

• Db2 format for ANSI (see SQLCA - Db2 Format (PL/I)) and for non-ANSI (see Db2 format (non-ANSI)). For a table
containing descriptions of these examples, see Description of SQLCA in Db2 Format.

In Db2 mode in PL/I, the Datacom/DB SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) used is the Db2 SQLCA, including the values
for SQLCODE (for the non-ANSI version) or SQLCADE (for the ANSI 86 version), and SQLERRM.

SQLCA in Assembler

With the Datacom/DB SQL preprocessor for Assembler, the possible formats of the SQLCA are:

• Datacom/DB format (see SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (Assembler)). For a table containing descriptions of this
example, see Description of SQLCA in Datacom/DB Format.

• Db2 format (see SQLCA - Db2 Format (Assembler)). For a table containing descriptions of this example, see
Description of SQLCA in Db2 Format.
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In Db2 mode in Assembler, the Datacom/DB SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) used is the Db2 SQLCA, including the
values for SQLCODE and SQLERRM.

In Assembler, the SQLCA can be generated in an area separate from the SQLDSECT by entering this line in the source (if
this include is not used, the SQLCA is generated in the SQLDSECT by default):

 EXEC SQL INCLUDE SQLCA

SQLCA in C Language

In the C language there is a single conditional structure for the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA). This single structure
generates the correct format for Db2 and ANSI based on the environment in which it is compiled. See SQLCA - (C
Language) for an example of the SQLCA in C.

Example SQLCA Formats

SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (COBOL)

       01  SQLCA.

           05  SQLCA-EYE-CATCH          PIC X(08).

           05  SQLCAID REDEFINES SQLCA-EYE-CATCH

                                        PIC X(08).

           05  SQLCA-LEN                PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  SQLCABC REDEFINES SQLCA-LEN

                                        PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  SQLCA-DB-VRS             PIC X(02).

           05  SQLCA-DB-RLS             PIC X(02).

           05  SQLCA-LUWID              PIC X(08).

           05  SQLCA-SQLCODE            PIC S9(9) COMP.

           05  SQLCA-ERROR-INFO.

               10  SQLCA-ERR-LEN        PIC S9(4) COMP.

               10  SQLCA-ERR-MSG        PIC X(80).

           05  SQLERRM REDEFINES SQLCA-ERROR-INFO.

               10  SQLERRML             PIC S9(4) COMP.

               10  SQLERRMC             PIC X(70).

               10  SQLERRMF             PIC X(10).

           05  SQLCA-ERROR-PGM          PIC X(08).

           05  SQLERRP REDEFINES SQLCA-ERROR-PGM

                                        PIC X(08).

           05  SQLCA-FILLER-1           PIC X(02).

           05  SQLCA-ERROR-DATA.

               10  SQLCA-DSFCODE        PIC X(04).

               10  SQLCA-INFCODE        PIC S9(9) COMP.

               10  SQLCA-DBCODE.

                   15  SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT PIC X(02).

                   15  SQLCA-DBCODE-INT PIC S9(4) COMP.

               10  SQLCA-MISC-CODE1     PIC S9(9) COMP.

               10  SQLCA-MISC-CODES-B.

                   15  SQLCA-MISC-CODE2 PIC S9(9) COMP.

                   15  SQLCA-MISC-CODE3 PIC S9(9) COMP.

               10  SQLCA-ERR-INFO-2 REDEFINES SQLCA-MISC-CODES-B.
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                   15  SQLCA-SQLSTATE   PIC X(05).

                   15  SQLCA-FILLER-2   PIC X(03).

           05  SQLCA-WRN-AREA.

               10  SQLCA-WARNING        PIC X OCCURS 8 TIMES.

           05  SQLWARN REDEFINES SQLCA-WRN-AREA.

               10  SQLWARN0             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN1             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN2             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN3             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN4             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN5             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN6             PIC X.

               10  SQLWARN7             PIC X.

           05  SQLCA-PGM-NAME           PIC X(08).

           05  SQLCA-AUTHID             PIC X(18).

           05  SQLCA-PLAN-NAME          PIC X(18).

NOTE
All REDEFINES are for compatibility with other SQL implementations.

SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (PL/I)

 DCL 1 SQLCA,

       5 SQLCA_EYE_CATCH     CHAR(8) INIT('SQLCA***'),

       5 SQLCA_LEN           FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(196),

       5 SQLCA_DB_VRS        CHAR(2) INIT('08'),

       5 SQLCA_DB_RLS        CHAR(2) INIT('10'),

       5 SQLCA_LUWID         CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_CODE          FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_ERR_LEN       FIXED BINARY(15),

       5 SQLCA_ERR_MSG       CHAR(80) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_ERROR_PGM     CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_FILLER_1      CHAR(2) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_DSFCODE       CHAR(4) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_INFCODE       FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_DBCODE_EXT    CHAR(2) INIT('  '),

       5 SQLCA_DBCODE_INT    FIXED BINARY(15),

       5 SQLCA_MISC_CODE1    FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_MISC_CODE2    FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_MISC_CODE3    FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

         10 SQLCA_WARNING (0:7) CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_PGM_NAME      CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_AUTHID        CHAR(18) INIT('authid here      '),

       5 SQLCA_PLAN_NAME     CHAR(18) INIT('plan name here    ');

 DCL SQLCAID                 CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLCA_EYE_CATCH;

 DCL SQLCABC                 FIXED BINARY(31)

                                 DEFINED SQLCA_LEN;

 DCL SQLERRML                FIXED BINARY(15)

                                 DEFINED SQLCA_ERR_LEN;

 DCL SQLERRMC                CHAR(80)
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                                 DEFINED SQLCA_ERR_MSG;

 DCL SQLERRP                 CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLCA_ERROR_PGM;

 DCL 1 SQLWARN               DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLWARN0            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN1            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN2            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN3            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN4            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN5            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN6            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN7            CHAR(1);

 DCL 1 SQLCA_WARN            DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLCA_WARN0         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN1         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN2         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN3         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN4         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN5         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN6         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN7         CHAR(1);

NOTE
All REDEFINES are for compatibility with other implementations of SQL.

 DCL 1 SQLCA,

       5 SQLCA_EYE_CATCH     CHAR(8) INIT('SQLCA***'),

       5 SQLCA_LEN FIXED     BINARY(31) INIT(196),

       5 SQLCA_DB_VRS        CHAR(2) INIT('08'),

       5 SQLCA_DB_RLS        CHAR(2) INIT('10'),

       5 SQLCA_LUWID         CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCODE             FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_ERR_LEN       FIXED BINARY(15),

       5 SQLCA_ERR_MSG       CHAR(80) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_ERROR_PGM     CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_FILLER_1      CHAR(2) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_DSFCODE       CHAR(4) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_INFCODE       FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_DBCODE_EXT    CHAR(2) INIT('  '),

       5 SQLCA_DBCODE_INT    FIXED BINARY(15),

       5 SQLCA_MISC_CODE1    FIXED BINARY(31),

       5 SQLCA_MISC_DATA     CHAR(8),

       5 SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

         10 SQLCA_WARNING (0:7) CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_PGM_NAME      CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

       5 SQLCA_AUTHID        CHAR(18) INIT('authid here      '),

       5 SQLCA_PLAN_NAME     CHAR(18) INIT('plan name here    ');

 DCL SQLCAID                 CHAR(8)          DEF SQLCA_EYE_CATCH;

 DCL SQLCABC                 FIXED BINARY(31) DEF SQLCA_LEN;

 DCL SQLERRML                FIXED BINARY(15) DEF SQLCA_ERR_LEN;

 DCL SQLERRMC                CHAR(80)         DEF SQLCA_ERR_MSG;

 DCL SQLERRP                 CHAR(8)          DEF SQLCA_ERROR_PGM;

 DCL SQLCA_SQLSTATE          CHAR(5)          DEF SQLCA_MISC_DATA,
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     SQLSTATE                CHAR(5)          DEF SQLCA_MISC_DATA;

 DCL 1 SQLWARN               DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLWARN0            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN1            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN2            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN3            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN4            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN5            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN6            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN7            CHAR(1);

 DCL 1 SQLCA_WARN            DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLCA_WARN0         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN1         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN2         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN3         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN4         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN5         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN6         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN7         CHAR(1);

NOTE
All REDEFINES are for compatibility with other implementations of SQL.

SQLCA - Datacom/DB Format (Assembler)

     SQLCA    DSECT

     SQLCAEYE DS    CL8    .EYE CATCHER

     SQLCALEN DS    F      .BLOCK LENGTH

     SQLCADBV DS    CL2    .DB VERSION

     SQLCADBR DS    CL2    .DB RELEASE

     SQLCALUW DS    CL8    .LUW ID

     SQLCODE  DS    F      .SQL RETURN CODE

     SQLCAERI DS    0CL82  .ERROR TEXT

     SQLCAELN DS    H      .  LENGTH

     SQLCAEMS DS    CL80   .  MESSAGE

     SQLCAEPG DS    CL8    .  PROGRAM

     SQLCAFL1 DS    CL2    .UNUSED

     SQLCAEDT DS    0CL22  .ERROR DATA

     SQLCADSF DS    CL4    . DSF EXTERNAL CODE

     SQLCAINF DS    F      . RESERVED

     SQLCADBC DS    0CL6   . DB CODES

     SQLCADBX DS    CL2    .   EXTERNAL

     SQLCADBI DS    H      .   INTERNAL

     SQLCAMC1 DS    F      .ROWS AFFECTED

     SQLSTATE DS    0CL5   .SQLSTATE

     SQLCAMC2 DS    F      .RESERVED

     SQLCAMC3 DS    F      .RESERVED

     SQLCAWRN DS    0CL8   .WARNINGS

     SQLCAWN0 DS    CL1    .  SQLCA WARNING

     SQLCAWN1 DS    CL1    .  RESERVED

     SQLCAWN2 DS    CL1    .  RESERVED

     SQLCAWN3 DS    CL1    .  UNEQUAL VARS
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     SQLCAWN4 DS    CL1    .  RESERVED

     SQLCAWN5 DS    CL1    .  DATE/TIMESTAMP ADJUSTMENT

     SQLCAWN6 DS    CL1    .  RESERVED

     SQLCAWN7 DS    CL1    .  RESERVED

     SQLCAPGM DS    CL8    .UNUSED

     SQLCAATH DS    CL18   .AUTH ID

     SQLCAPLN DS    CL18   .PLAN NAME

     SQLCADLN EQU   *-SQLCA

NOTE
All REDEFINES are for compatibility with other implementations of SQL.

SQLCA - (C Language)

Here is an example of the SQLCA in the C language.

 struct sqlca {

                          char  sqlca_eye_catch [8];

               #define sqlcaid  sqlca_eye_catch

                          int   sqlca_len;

               #define sqlcabc  sqlca_len

               #ifndef Db2

                          char  sqlca_db_vrs    [2];

                          char  sqlca_db_rls    [2];

                          char  sqlca_luwid     [8];

               #endif

                          int   sqlca_code;

               #define sqlcode  sqlca_code

               #define sqlcade  sqlca_code

               #ifndef Db2

                          short sqlca_err_len;

               #define sqlerrml sqlca_err_len

               #endif

                          char  sqlca_err_msg SQLCA_MSG_LEN&hyphen. ;

               #define sqlerrmc sqlca_err_msg

               #define sqlerrm  sqlca_err_msg

                          char  sqlca_error_pgm  [8];

               #define sqlerrp  sqlca_error_pgm

               #ifdef Db2

                          int   sqlerrd 6&hyphen. ;

               #else

                          char  sqlca_filler_1   [2];

                          char  sqlca_dsfcode    [4];

                          int   sqlca_infcode;

                          char  sqlca_dbcode_ext [2];

                          short sqlca_dbcode_int;

                          int   sqlca_misc_code1;

                          char  sqlca_sqlstate   [5];

               #define sqlstate sqlca_sqlstate

                          char  sqlca_filler_2   [3];

               #endif

                          char     sqlca_wrn_area SQLCA_WARN_LEN&hyphen. ;

               #define sqlca_warn0 sqlca_wrn_area[0]
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               #define sqlca_warn1 sqlca_wrn_area[1]

               #define sqlca_warn2 sqlca_wrn_area[2]

               #define sqlca_warn3 sqlca_wrn_area[3]

               #define sqlca_warn4 sqlca_wrn_area[4]

               #define sqlca_warn5 sqlca_wrn_area[5]

               #define sqlca_warn6 sqlca_wrn_area[6]

               #define sqlca_warn7 sqlca_wrn_area[7]

               #define sqlwarn0    sqlca_wrn_area[0]

               #define sqlwarn1    sqlca_wrn_area[1]

               #define sqlwarn2    sqlca_wrn_area[2]

               #define sqlwarn3    sqlca_wrn_area[3]

               #define sqlwarn4    sqlca_wrn_area[4]

               #define sqlwarn5    sqlca_wrn_area[5]

               #define sqlwarn6    sqlca_wrn_area[6]

               #define sqlwarn7    sqlca_wrn_area[7]

               #ifdef Db2

                          char     sqlext        [5];

              }

      sqlca = {"SQLCA   ",136,0,"                            ",

               "        ",0,0,0,0,0,0,"           ",0,0,0,0,0

              };

               #else

                          char     sqlca_pgm_name  [8];

                          char     sqlca_authid    [18]

                          char     sqlca_plan_name [18];

              }

      sqlca = {"SQLCA***",196,"10", "0 ","        ",0,0,

               "                           ","        ","  ", "    ",0,"  ", 0,

               ' ', ' ', ' ',"        ","        ","<authid>","<pgmname>"

              };

               #endif

Description of SQLCA in Datacom/DB Format

Languages and Field Names Descriptions
COBOL: SQLCA-EYE-CATCH
PL/I: SQLCA_EYE_CATCH
Assembler: SQLCAEYE
C: sqlca_eye_catch

A core mark to help find the SQLCA in diagnostic situations
(containing 'SQLCA***' in COBOL).

COBOL: SQLCA-LEN
PL/I: SQLCA_LEN
Assembler: SQLCALEN
C: sqlca_len

The length of the SQLCA (196 in COBOL).

COBOL: SQLCA-DB-VRS
PL/I: SQLCA_DB_VRS
Assembler: SQLCADBV
C: sqlca_db_vrs

The Datacom/DB version.
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COBOL: SQLCA-DB-RLS
PL/I: SQLCA_DB_RLS
Assembler: SQLCADBR
C: sqlca_db_rls

The Datacom/DB release.

COBOL: SQLCA-LUWID
PL/I: SQLCA_LUWID
Assembler: SQLCALUW
C: sqlca_luwid

Reserved.

COBOL: SQLCODE
PL/I: SQLCA_CODE (ANSI)
PL/I: SQLCODE (non-ANSI)
Assembler: SQLCODE
C: sqlca_code or sqlcode or sqlcade

Value returned from an SQL call.
If an exception declaration (WHENEVER statement) is not
provided, the recommended practice is that your program
include code to check the returned value immediately after each
executable SQL statement.

COBOL: SQLCA-ERROR-INFO
PL/I: SQLCA_ERROR_INFO
Assembler: SQLCAERI
C: N/A (See following error fields for C.)

The error information area.

COBOL: SQLCA-ERROR-LEN
PL/I: SQLCA_ERROR_LEN
Assembler: SQLCAELN
C: sqlca_err_len

The length of the error return string.

COBOL: SQLCA-ERROR-MSG
PL/I: SQLCA_ERROR_MSG
Assembler: SQLCAEMS
C: sqlca_err_msg

A brief description of the error.

COBOL: SQLCA-ERROR-PGM
PL/I: SQLCA_ERROR_PGM
Assembler: SQLCAEPG
C: sqlca_err_pgm

Contains the name of the Datacom/DB module which reported the
error.

COBOL: SQLCA-FILLER-1
PL/I: SQLCA_FILLER_1
Assembler: SQLCAFL1
C: sqlca_filler_1

In PL/I and Assembler, this is a place holder.

COBOL: SQLCA-ERROR-DATA
PL/I: SQLCA_ERROR_DATA
Assembler: SQLCAEDT
C: N/A (See following code fields for C.)

Provides diagnostic information.

COBOL: SQLCA-DSFCODE
PL/I: SQLCA_DSFCODE
Assembler: SQLCADSF
C: sqlca_dsfcode

The return code from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

COBOL: SQLCA-INFCODE
PL/I: SQLCA_INFCODE
Assembler: SQLCAINF
C: sqlca_infcode

Reserved for future use.
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COBOL: SQLCA-DBCODE
PL/I: SQLCA_DBCODE
Assembler: SQLCADBC
C: sqlca_dbcode

Contains additional return codes from Datacom/DB for some error
conditions, to aid in diagnosing errors.

COBOL: SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT
PL/I: SQLCA_DBCODE_EXT
Assembler: SQLCADBEX
C: sqlca_dbcode_ext

The Datacom/DB external return code.

COBOL: SQLCA-DBCODE-INT
PL/I: SQLCA_DBCODE_INT
Assembler: SQLCADBI
C: sqlca_dbcode_int

The Datacom/DB internal return code.

COBOL: SQLCA-MISC-DATA
PL/I: SQLCA_MISC_DATA
Assembler: SQLCAMC1
C: sqlca_misc_code1

Number of rows affected by an UPDATE, INSERT or DELETE
statement.

COBOL: SQLCA-MISC-CODE2
COBOL: SQLCA-MISC-CODE3
PL/I: SQLCA_MISC_CODE2
PL/I: SQLCA_MISC_CODE3

redefined (following) to SQLSTATE field.

COBOL: SQLSTATE
PL/I: SQLSTATE
Assembler: SQLSTATE
C: sqlca_sqlstate or sqlstate

The field in which the ANSI-compatible SQLSTATE return code is
supplied.

Assembler: SQLCAMC2
Assembler: SQLCAMC3
C: sqlca_filler_2
C: sqlca_misc_code2

Reserved.

COBOL: SQLCA-WARNING
PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING
Assembler: SQLCAWRN
C: sqlca_wrn_area

An array of eight characters which provides warning return codes
(a W indicates that a warning has been returned). For tables that
explain the significance of the return code for each element in the
array, see:
Warning Array - COBOL (for COBOL)
Warning Arrays - PL/I, Assembler, C (for PL/I, Assembler, and C).

COBOL: SQLCA-PGM-NAME
PL/I: SQLCA_PGM_NAME
Assembler: SQLCAPGM
C: sqlca_pgm_name

Contains the program identification assigned in the PROGRAM-ID
statement.

COBOL: SQLCA-AUTHID
PL/I: SQLCA_AUTHID
Assembler: SQLCAATH
C: sqlca_authid

Contains the authorization ID specified in the Preprocessor
AUTHID= option.

COBOL: SQLCA-PLAN-NAME
PL/I: SQLCA_PLAN_NAME
Assembler: SQLCAPLN
C: sqlca_plan_name

Contains the name of the plan specified in the Preprocessor
PLANAME= (or PLANNAME= in PL/I) option. (In COBOL, if the
option is not specified, the default is the PROGRAM-ID.)

Assembler: SQLCADLN The length of the SQLCA.
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Warning Return Code Array - COBOL

Array Element Explanation
SQLCA-WARNING(1) After executing a DBSQLE command this field contains a W if any

warning condition has been detected. Check the other warning
flags for the specific warning. Otherwise contains spaces, that is,
x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(2) Contains W if the value of a string column was truncated when
assigned to a host-variable. Otherwise contains spaces, that is,
x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(3) Contains W if null values were eliminated from the argument of
a column function; not necessarily set to W for the MIN function
because its results are not dependent on the elimination of null
values. Otherwise contains spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(4) Contains a W if the number of host-variables in the INTO clause of
a FETCH or SELECT INTO statement is not equal to the number
of items in the SELECT list. The actual number of columns
returned is the smaller of the two numbers. Otherwise contains
spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(5) Contains W if a prepared UPDATE or DELETE statement does
not include a WHERE clause. Otherwise contains spaces, that is,
x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(6) Reserved for future use.
SQLCA-WARNING(7) Contains a W if an adjustment was made to a DATE or

TIMESTAMP value to correct an invalid date resulting from an
arithmetic operation. Otherwise contains spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLCA-WARNING(8) Contains a W if it was generated by a procedure.

NOTE
In Datacom/DB Release 8.0, SQLCA-WARNING(6) was the DATE/TIME adjustment warning, but with later
versions that warning is in SQLCA-WARNING(7). Application programs written for use with Release 8.0 may
therefore have to be adjusted accordingly for use with later versions.

Warning Return Code Arrays - PL/I, Assembler, C

Language and Array Element Explanation
PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING0
Assembler: SQLCAWN0
C: sqlwarn0

Set to W if any of SQLCA-WARNING (2) -- (8) is set to W.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING1
Assembler: SQLCAWN1
C: sqlwarn1

Reserved for future use.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING2
Assembler: SQLCAWN2
C: sqlwarn2

Reserved for future use.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING3
Assembler: SQLCAWN3
C: sqlwarn3

Set to W if the number of items in the SELECT list is not equal to
the number of variables in the INTO clause. The number of items
returned is the lesser of these two numbers.
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PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING4
Assembler: SQLCAWN4
C: sqlwarn4

Reserved for future use.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING5
Assembler: SQLCAWN5
C: sqlwarn5

Set to W if an adjustment was made to a DATE or TIMESTAMP
value to correct an invalid date resulting from an arithmetic
operation.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING6
Assembler: SQLCAWN6
C: sqlwarn6

Reserved for future use.

PL/I: SQLCA_WARNING7
Assembler: SQLCAWN7
C: sqlwarn7

Contains a W if it was generated by a procedure.

SQLCA - Db2 Format (COBOL)

01  SQLCA.

    05  SQLCAID                  PIC X(08).

    05  SQLCABC                  PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +136.

    05  SQLCODE                  PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +0.

    05  SQLERRM.

        49  SQLERRML             PIC S9(4) COMP.

        49  SQLERRMC             PIC X(70).

    05  SQLERRP                  PIC X(08).

    05  SQLERRD                  PIC S9(9) COMP OCCURS 6 TIMES.

    05  SQLWARN.

        10  SQLWARN0             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN1             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN2             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN3             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN4             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN5             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN6             PIC X.

        10  SQLWARN7             PIC X.

    05  SQLEXT.

        10  SQLWARN8             PIC X(1).

        10  SQLWARN9             PIC X(1).

        10  SQLWARNA             PIC X(1).

        10  SQLSTATE             PIC X(5).

SQLCA - Db2 Format (PL/I)

 DCL 1 SQLCA,

       2 SQLCAID             CHAR(8) INIT(SQLCA'),

       2 SQLCABC             BIN FIXED(31) INIT(136),

       2 SQLCADE             BIN FIXED(31) INIT(0),

       2 SQLERRM             CHAR(70) VAR,

       2 SQLERRP             CHAR(8),

       2 SQLERRD(6)          BIN FIXED(31) INIT(0),

       2 SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

         3 SQLCA_WARNING  (0:10) CHAR(1) INIT(' '),
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       2 SQLEXT              CHAR(5);

 DCL SQLCA_EYE_CATCH         CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLCAID;

 DCL SQLCA_LEN FIXED         BINARY(31)

                                 DEFINED SQLCABC;

 DCL SQLCA_ERROR_PGM         CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLERRP;

 DCL 1 SQLWARN               DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLWARN0            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN1            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN2            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN3            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN4            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN5            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN6            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN7            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN8            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN9            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARNA            CHAR(1);

 DCL 1 SQLCA_WARN            DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLCA_WARN0         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN1         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN2         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN3         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN4         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN5         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN6         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN7         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN8         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN9         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARNA         CHAR(1);

Db2 format (non-ANSI)

 DCL 1 SQLCA,

       2 SQLCAID             CHAR(8) INIT('SQLCA'),

       2 SQLCABC             BIN FIXED(31) INIT(136),

       2 SQLCODE             BIN FIXED(31) INIT(0),

       2 SQLERRM             CHAR(70) VAR,

       2 SQLERRP             CHAR(8),

       2 SQLERRD(6)          BIN FIXED(31) INIT(0),

       2 SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

         3 SQLCA_WARNING (0:10) CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

       2 SQLEXT              CHAR(5);

 DCL SQLCA_EYE_CATCH         CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLCAID;

 DCL SQLCA_LEN FIXED         BINARY(31)

                                 DEFINED SQLCABC;

 DCL SQLCA_ERROR_PGM         CHAR(8)

                                 DEFINED SQLERRP;

 DCL 1 SQLWARN               DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLWARN0            CHAR(1),
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       5 SQLWARN1            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN2            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN3            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN4            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN5            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN6            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN7            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN8            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARN9            CHAR(1),

       5 SQLWARNA            CHAR(1);

 DCL 1 SQLCA_WARN            DEFINED SQLCA_WRN_AREA,

       5 SQLCA_WARN0         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN1         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN2         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN3         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN4         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN5         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN6         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN7         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN8         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARN9         CHAR(1),

       5 SQLCA_WARNA         CHAR(1);

SQLCA - Db2 Format (Assembler)

     SQLCA    DSECT

     SQLCAID  DS    CL8    .EYE CATCHER

     SQLCABC  DS    F      .BLOCK LENGTH

     SQLCODE  DS    F      .SQL RETURN CODE

     SQLERRM  DS    H,CL70 .ERROR

     SQLERRP  DS    CL8    .ERROR PROGRAM

     SQLERRD  DS    6F     .ERROR CODES

     SQLWARN  DS    0C     .WARNINGS

     SQLWARN0 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN1 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN2 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN3 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN4 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN5 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN6 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN7 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLEXT   DS    CL8

              ORG SQLEXT

     SQLWARN8 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARN9 DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLWARNA DS    CL1    .  WARNING

     SQLSTATE DS    CL5    .

     SQLCA2LN EQU   *-SQLCA

SQLCA - (C Language)

See SQLCA - (C Language).
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Description of SQLCA in Db2 Format

COBOL PL/I Assembler Description
SQLCAID SQLCAID SQLCAID An eye-catcher for storage

dumps, set to SQLCA.
SQLCABC SQLCABC SQLCABC Must be set to the length of the

SQLCA: 136.
SQLCODE SQLCADE (ANSI)

SQLCODE (non-ANSI)
SQLCODE Value returned from an SQL

call. If an exception declaration
(WHENEVER statement) is not
provided, the recommended
practice is that your program
include code to check the
SQLCODE value immediately
after each executable SQL
statement.

SQLERRML SQLERRM SQLERRM In COBOL, contains the length
indicator for SQLERRMC in
the range of zero through 70. It
contains zero if there is no error
or exception condition, in which
case the value of SQLERRMC
is not pertinent.
In PL/I, contains the length of
the error return string and a brief
description of the error.
In Assembler, contains the
length indicator in the range of
zero through 70. It contains zero
if there is no error or exception
condition. If greater than zero,
up to 70 bytes of error text
follows.

SQLERRMC In COBOL, contains one or
more tokens, separated by
X'FF', that are substituted for
variables in the descriptions of
error conditions.

SQLERRP SQLERRP SQLERRP Contains the name of the
Datacom/DB module which
reported the error.

SQLERRD In Assembler, this is the top of
error codes (not an actual field).

SQLERRD(1) SQLERRD(1) SQLERRD1 Contains the Datacom/DB
SQLCODE to aid in diagnosing
errors. The value in the
SQLCODE field is the Db2
equivalent of this value.

SQLERRD(2) SQLERRD(2) SQLERRD2 Contains the Datacom/DB
external return code for some
error conditions, to aid in
diagnosing errors.
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SQLERRD(3) SQLERRD(3) SQLERRD3 Contains the number of rows
affected after an INSERT,
UPDATE, or DELETE (but not
rows deleted as a result of
CASCADE delete).

SQLERRD(4) SQLERRD(4) SQLERRD4 Reserved for future use.
SQLERRD(5) SQLERRD(5) SQLERRD5 Reserved for future use.
SQLERRD(6) SQLERRD(6) SQLERRD6 Contains the Datacom/DB

internal return code for some
error conditions, to aid in
diagnosing errors.

SQLWARN In Assembler, this is the top of
warnings (not an actual field).

SQLWARN0 SQLWARN0 SQLWARN0 After executing a DBSQLE
command this field contains a
W if any warning condition has
been detected. Check the other
warning flags for the specific
warning. Otherwise contains
spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLWARN1 SQLWARN1 SQLWARN1 Contains W if the value of a
string column was truncated
when assigned to a host-
variable. Otherwise contains
spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLWARN2 SQLWARN2 SQLWARN2 Contains W if null values
were eliminated from the
argument of a column function;
not necessarily set to W for
the MIN function because its
results are not dependent on
the elimination of null values.
Otherwise contains spaces, that
is, x'40'.

SQLWARN3 SQLWARN3 SQLWARN3 Contains a W if the number
of host-variables in the INTO
clause of a FETCH or SELECT
INTO statement is not equal
to the number of items in the
SELECT list. The actual number
of columns returned is the
smaller of the two numbers.
Otherwise contains spaces, that
is, x'40'.

SQLWARN4 SQLWARN4 SQLWARN4 Contains W if a prepared
UPDATE or DELETE statement
does not include a WHERE
clause. Otherwise contains
spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLWARN5 SQLWARN5 SQLWARN5 Reserved for future use.
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SQLWARN6 SQLWARN6 SQLWARN6 Contains a W if an adjustment
was made to a DATE or
TIMESTAMP value to correct
an invalid date resulting from an
arithmetic operation. Otherwise
contains spaces, that is, x'40'.

SQLWARN7 SQLWARN7 SQLWARN7 Contains a W if it was generated
by a procedure.

SQLEXT SQLEXT SQLEXT Reserved for future use.
SQLWARN8 SQLWARN8 SQLWARN8 Reserved for future use.
SQLWARN9 SQLWARN9 SQLWARN9 Reserved for future use.
SQLWARNA SQLWARNA SQLWARNA Reserved for future use.
SQLSTATE SQLSTATE SQLSTATE In COBOL and PL/I, this is the

ANSI format return code.
In Assembler, this is the
execution error return code.

SQLCA2LN In Assembler, the length of the
SQLCA.

SQL Work Area (SQLWA)
The SQL Work Area (SQLWA) is a collection of variables used by Datacom/DB to provide an application program with
information about each of its SQL statements. The Datacom/DB Preprocessor generates one SQLWA for each compiled
embedded SQL statement.

WARNING
Do not change any of the Preprocessor generated output pertaining to the SQLWAs.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

SQLWA in COBOL

Following is the COBOL version of an SQLWA. In the example, n represents the number for each SQLWA generated by
the Preprocessor, while x represents the number generated for each host-variable referenced in the SQL statement.

  01  SQLWAn.

      05  SQLWAn-EYE-CATCH         PIC X(08) VALUE 'SQLWA***'.

      05  SQLWAn-LEN               PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +48.

      05  SQLWAn-COMMAND           PIC X(05) VALUE 'QEXEC'.

      05  SQLWAn-FILLER            PIC X(03).

      05  SQLWAn-PROC-NAME         PIC X(08) VALUE SPACES.

      05  SQLWAn-CURS-T            PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +0.

      05  SQLWAn-STMT-ID

                  PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +0.

      05  SQLWAn-ADDR-HOST-DESC    PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +0.

      05  SQLWAn-END-CATCH         PIC X(08) VALUE 'ENDSQLWA'.

      05  HOST-VARn-AREA.

          10  HOST-VARn-LEN        PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE +104.

          10  HOST-VARn-NBR-ENT    PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +6.

          10  HOST-VARn-FILLER     PIC X(02).

          10  HOST-VARn-DESC.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-TYPE
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                                   PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +452.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-LEN

                                   PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +3.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-DATA

                                   PIC S9(9) COMP.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-IND

                                   PIC S9(9) COMP.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-DIR

                                   PIC X(01) VALUE 'F'.

                  88  HOST-VARn-x-TO-MUF

                                   VALUE 'T'.

                  88  HOST-VARn-x-FROM-MUF

                                   VALUE 'F'.

              15  HOST-VARn-x-FILLER

                                   PIC X(03).

SQLWA - Datacom/DB Format (PL/I)

Following is the Datacom/DB format of the PL/I version of an SQLWA. In the example, n represents the number for each
SQLWA generated by the Preprocessor.

 DCL 1 SQLWAn,

     5 SQLWAn_EYE_CATCH             CHAR(8) INIT('SQLWA***'),

     5 SQLWAn_LEN                   FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(48),

     5 SQLWAn_COMMAND               CHAR(5) INIT('QEXEC'),

     5 SQLWAn_FLAGS                 BIT(8) INIT(0),

     5 SQLWAn_FILLER                CHAR(2) INIT(' '),

     5 SQLWAn_PROC_NAME             CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

     5 SQLWAn_STAMP                 FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnnnnnnn),

     5 SQLWAn_STMT_ID               FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnnn),

     5 SQLWAn_ADDR_HOST_DESC        POINTER,

     5 SQLWAn_END_CATCH             CHAR(8) INIT('ENDSQLWA'),

     5 HOST_VARn_AREA,

         10 HOST_VARn_LEN           FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnn),

         10 HOST_VARn_NBR_ENT       FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(nn),

         10 HOST_VARn_FILLER        CHAR(2) INIT(' '),

         10 HOST_VARn_DESC,

             /* host field name m */

             15 HOST_VARn_m_TYPE    FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(%t),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_LEN     FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(%u),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_DATA    POINTER,

             15 HOST_VARn_m_IND     POINTER,

             15 HOST_VARn_m_DIR     CHAR(1) INIT('d'),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_FILR    CHAR(3) INIT('   '),

SQLWA - Db2 Format (PL/I)

Following is the Db2 format of the PL/I version of an SQLWA. In the example, n represents the number for each SQLWA
generated by the Preprocessor.

 DCL 1 SQLWAn,

     5 SQLWAn_EYE_CATCH             CHAR(8) INIT('SQLWA***'),
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     5 SQLWAn_LEN                   FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(96),

     5 SQLWAn_COMMAND               CHAR(5) INIT('QEXEC'),

     5 SQLWAn_FLAGS                 BIT(8) INIT(1),

     5 SQLWAn_FILLER                CHAR(2) INIT(' '),

     5 SQLWAn_PROC_NAME             CHAR(8) INIT(' '),

     5 SQLWAn_STAMP                 FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnnnnnn),

     5 SQLWAn_STMT_ID               FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnnn),

     5 SQLWAn_ADDR_HOST_DESC        POINTER,

     5 SQLWAn_PGM_NAME              CHAR(8) INIT('        '),

     5 SQLWAn_AUTHID                CHAR(18) INIT('authid here       '),

     5 SQLWAn_PLAN_NAME             CHAR(18) INIT('plan name here    '),

     5 SQLWAn_DB_VRS                CHAR(2) INIT(%d),

     5 SQLWAn_DB_RLS                CHAR(2) INIT(%e),

     5 SQLWAn_END_CATCH             CHAR(8) INIT('ENDSQLWA'),

     5 HOST_VARn_AREA,

         10 HOST_VARn_LEN           FIXED BINARY(31) INIT(nnn),

         10 HOST_VARn_NBR_ENT       FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(nn),

         10 HOST_VARn_FILLER        CHAR(2) INIT('  '),

         10 HOST_VARn_DESC,

             /* host field name m */

             15 HOST_VARn_m_TYPE    FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(%t),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_LEN     FIXED BINARY(15) INIT(%u),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_DATA    POINTER,

             15 HOST_VARn_m_IND     POINTER,

             15 HOST_VARn_m_DIR     CHAR(1) INIT('d'),

             15 HOST_VARn_m_FILR    CHAR(3) INIT('   '),

SQLWA - Datacom/DB Format (Assembler)

In the following example, n represents the number for each SQLWA generated by the Preprocessor for Assembler.

     SQLWA    DSECT

     SQLWAEYE DS    CL8    .EYE CATCHER

     SQLWALEN DS    F      .BLOCK LENGTH

     SQLWACMD DS    CL5    .Q COMMAND

     SQLWAFLG DS    X      .FLAGS

     SQLWAFIL DS    CL2    .UNUSED

     SQLWAFNM DS    CL8    .ROUTINE NAME

     SQLWASTP DS    F      .STAMP

     SQLWASID DS    F      .STATEMENT ID

     SQLWAHDS DS    F      .ADDR HOST VAR AREA

     SQLWAEND DS    CL8    .END EYE CATCHER

     SQLWADLN EQU   *-SQLWA

     SQLHAARA DS    0CL8    .HOST VAR AREA

     SQLHAHVL DS    F       .LENGTH OF VARS

     SQLHANHV DS    H       .NBR OF VARS

     SQLHAFIL DS    CL2     .UNUSED

     SQLHAALN EQU   *-SQLHAARA .LENGTH OF HOST VAR AREA

     SQLHVBGN DS    0C      .START OF VARS

     SQLWATLN EQU   *-SQLWA .LENGTH OF SQLWA & HOST HDR

                                                    0 to n VARs depending

                                                         on statement
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     SQLHVTYP DS    H       .STORAGE TYPE

     SQLHVLEN DS    H       .LENGTH OR PRECISION/SCALE

     SQLHVDAT DS    F       .ADDR OF RECEIVING FIELD

     SQLHVIND DS    F       .ADDR OF INDICATOR FIELD

     SQLHVDIR DS    CL1     .DIRECTION

     SQLHVFIL DS    CL3     .UNUSED

     SQLHVDLN EQU   *-SQLHVAR .LENGTH OF HOST VAR

SQLWA - Db2 Format (Assembler)

     SQLWA    DSECT

     SQLWAEYE DS    CL8    .EYE CATCHER

     SQLWALEN DS    F      .BLOCK LENGTH

     SQLWACMD DS    CL5    .COMMAND

     SQLWAFLG DS    X      .FLAGS   /* always x'01' */

     SQLWAFIL DS    CL2    .UNUSED

     SQLWARTN DS    CL8    .ROUTINE NAME

     SQLWASTP DS    F      .STAMP

     SQLWASID DS    F      .STATEMENT ID

     SQLWAHDS DS    F      .ADDR HOST VAR AREA

     SQLWAPGM DS    CL8    .UNUSED

     SQLWAATH DS    CL18   .AUTH ID

     SQLWAPLN DS    CL18   .PLANNAME

     SQLWADBV DS    CL2    .VERSION

     SQLWADVR DS    CL2    .RELEASE

     SQLWAEND DS    CL8    .END EYE CATCHER

     SQLWADLN EQU   *-SQLWA

     SQLHAARA DS    0CL8    .HOST VAR AREA

     SQLHAHVL DS    F       .LENGTH OF VARS

     SQLHANHV DS    H       .NBR OF VARS

     SQLHAFIL DS    CL2     .UNUSED

     SQLHAALN EQU   *-SQLHAARA .LENGTH OF HOST VAR AREA

     SQLHVBGN DS    0C      .START OF VARS

     SQLWATLN EQU   *-SQLWA .LENGTH OF SQLWA & HOST HDR

                                                    0 to n VARs depending

                                                         on statement

     SQLHVTYP DS    H       .STORAGE TYPE

     SQLHVLEN DS    H       .LENGTH OR PRECISION/SCALE

     SQLHVDAT DS    F       .ADDR OF RECEIVING FIELD

     SQLHVIND DS    F       .ADDR OF INDICATOR FIELD

     SQLHVDIR DS    CL1     .DIRECTION

     SQLHVFIL DS    CL3     .UNUSED

     SQLHVDLN EQU   *-SQLHVAR .LENGTH OF HOST VAR

SQLWA - Format for C Language

Following is an example SQL Work Area (SQLWA) for the C language.

 struct SQLwa

 {

   char     eye_catch[8];

   int      len;
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   char     command[5];

   unsigned char flags;

   char     filler[2];

   char     proc_name[8];

   int      stamp;

   int      stmt_id;

   char    *addr_host_desc;

   char     end_catch[8];

 } sqlwa = {"SQLWA***", 48,"QEXEC", 0,

            "  ", "", 70488250, 0, 0, "ENDSQLWA"};

struct

 {

   int       len;

   short     nbr_ent;

   char        filler[2];

   struct sqlhvar

   {

     short   type;

     short   len;

     void   *data;

     short  *ind;

     char    dir;

     char    filr[3];

   } var[n];

 } sqlHost;

 char host_var_end[6] = "VAREND";

NOTE
The n in var[n] appears as a number that has a special purpose, that is, it corresponds to the maximum number
of host variables needed by statements in the program.

Interaction of Multiple Preprocessors
Multiple preprocesors or precompilers may be used at your site. The other preprocessors or precompilers replace
specialized code with legal statements. Source statements for the Datacom/DB SQL Another preprocessor, such as
Librarian, can generate a preprocessor. Any preprocessor before the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor must be able to
accept and pass through SQL statements.

Source code processed by the SQL Preprocessor could be processed by additional preprocessors after being
preprocessed and before being compiled. There might be limitations on the forms of source statements that can be
passed through the Preprocessor. For example, literals and comments not accepted by the supported host compilers
might interfere with precompiler source scanning and cause errors. Interaction problems can only occur if one of the
preprocessors or precompilers adds logic to the program which might be affected by another precompiler or preprocessor.
If you run the preprocessors or precompilers in the following order, you reduce the possibility of enountering interaction
problems:

1. Librarian
Librarian retrieves the source code from a Librarian master file and passes it to the next preprocessor or precompiler.
If your site has Librarian, you can extract the source code by running the batch Librarian program with the EXEC
option. Use this method if the program contains COPYDD statements. Alternatively, if the Librarian Access Method
(LIB/AM) is installed and the program contains no COPYDD statements, you can omit the Librarian step and allow LIB/
AM to pass the source statements directly to the preprocessor or precompile. For more information on using Librarian,
see the appropriate Librarian documentation.

2. Datacom Support for MetaCOBOL precompiler (COBOL only)
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Because this precompiler modifies source code (non-SQL), it must be run before the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor
for COBOL.

3. Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessors
One of these is run next because it replaces SQL statements with COBOL, PL/I, or Assembler statements.

4. CICS precompiler (COBOL and PL/I only)
Always run this precompiler last.

If one or more preprocessors or precompilers is not run, you must retain the order previously specified for the remaining
preprocessors or precompilers. If your site has preprocessors or precompilers in addition to those previously listed, the
order in which they run may vary.

SQL Plan Options Special Topics
Learn about special topics for SQL plan options in Datacom. Special topics include read-only access plans, isolation level
mixing, holding locks on rows, considerations for CICS and Ideal for Datacom, ANSI compatibility, and plan locks.

The following information applies regardless of the host language used.

Read-Only

If you choose the SQL Preprocessor option ISOLEVEL=U, the access plan is read-only and your application cannot
execute the SQL statements INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE.

In addition, a share lock is not acquired for rows that are accessed with SELECT INTO or through a cursor, which means
you may access rows that are inserted or updated by other concurrent tasks that have not been committed and may
therefore be backed out.

Mixing Isolation Levels

You cannot mix different isolation levels in the same unit of recovery. For example, if a program which uses isolation level
C calls another program that is preprocessed with isolation level U, an SQL -144 return code (INVALID TRANSACTION
ISOLEVEL) is returned whenever a statement is executed from the second program unless the first program executes a
COMMIT WORK statement to end the unit of recovery before calling the second program.

NOTE
The both parameter of the SQLOPTION MUF startup option controls whether you are allowed to mix the use
of isolation level U and C plans under a single logical unit of work (LUW) for those LUWs not running any
SQLMODE ANSI or FIPS plans. Specifying YES for the both option of SQLOPTION indicates that mixing is
allowed. You are responsible for verifying that proper locking is performed and that the database state is not
updated incorrectly from "dirty read" data that was read from an isolation level U plan.

Locking a Row

If your application must hold a lock on a row, you must specify ISOLEVEL=C and must use the SQL FETCH statement
to fetch the row using a cursor that has a WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause in either an UPDATE or DELETE
statement. (The WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause need never be executed but, if none are present, blocked
transfer of rows may either cause the share lock that is acquired for FETCHed rows to be released before your application
fetches them, or a temporary table may be built). The WHERE CURRENT OF cursor-name clause causes the row on
which your application is positioned to be held with an exclusive lock.

NOTE
Using the SQL SELECT INTO statement with ISOLEVEL=C causes rows to be accessed by a share lock, but
the lock is released before control is passed to your application.
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CICS Unit of Recovery End

If your plan is for a CICS application, Datacom CICS Services issues a CICS SYNCPOINT and issues either a COMIT or
ROLBK to end the unit of recovery:

• At the end of each asynchronous CICS task, or
• At the end of each synchronous CICS task (that is , a task associated with a terminal) if:

– A task abnormally terminates, or
– A task returns control to CICS, or
– ISOLEVEL=C and at least one cursor is left open, or
– ISOLEVEL=C and INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements have been executed.

Datacom CICS Services does not issue a CICS SYNCPOINT and does not issue a COMIT or ROLBK to end the unit of
recovery when:

• A synchronous CICS task terminates successfully, and
• The transaction ID is specified in the RETURN statement, and either:

– ISOLEVEL=U, or
– ISOLEVEL=C, no cursor is left open, and no INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements have been executed.

However, the SQL Manager automatically ends a unit of recovery after each SQL statement if there are:

• No open cursors,
• No table-level locks, and
• No primary or secondary exclusive control is being held.

For example, if ISOLEVEL=U and you have only SELECT INTO statements or no open cursors, you need not execute a
COMMIT WORK statement at CICS transaction end because there is no current unit of recovery active.

The only case where the unit of recovery is left active when the synchronous CICS task ends successfully is therefore
when ISOLEVEL=U and a cursor is left open.

NOTE
If you code ISOLEVEL=U, you are responsible for ending the current unit of recovery as follows:

• We recommend ending the current unit of recovery by closing all open cursors. Or, if your user application
logic does not support this method,

• Issue a CICS SYNCPOINT. Or, if your user application logic does not support this method,
• Issue an appropriate SQL statement (COMMIT WORK or ROLLBACK WORK). Or, if your user application

logic does not support this method, as a last option,
• Issue an appropriate Datacom/DB record-at-a-time command (LOGCP, LOGCR, LOGTB, COMIT, or

ROLBK).
If a Datacom/DB log command is issued in a situation where a single transaction talks to multiple Multi-User
Facilities, unpredictable results can occur. This is why using other methods of ending the current unit of
recovery are recommended before this last option.

When you do not do one of the previously given actions and the current unit of recovery remains active, it allows a browse
application to keep cursors open across CICS synchronous transactions. Be aware, however, that if that was not what you
intended, the plan stays locked in share mode, and memory is held in the Multi-User Facility until the unit of recovery is
ended.

For example, if your application opens a cursor, fetches one or more rows, and issues a CICS read with return to the
application, upon return your application receives a -135 SQLCODE (INVALID CURSOR STATE) when it attempts to open
the cursor, because it was left open from the previous CICS transaction. Or, if the next application attempts to execute a
plan with ISOLEVEL=C, your application receives a -144 SQLCODE (INVALID TRANSACTION ISOLEVEL) because you
cannot mix transaction isolation levels in the same unit of recovery.
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To end the current unit of recovery, have your application issue a ROLLBACK WORK or CICS SYNCPOINT when it
receives an unexpected SQLCODE, or you can execute a non-SQL command which ends the current unit of recovery.
Otherwise, you must close the SQL User Requirements Table to end the current unit of recovery.

If your application does not execute CICS RETURN with the same transaction ID, the current unit of recovery is ended,
that is to say, the unit of recovery is ended if control is passed to another transaction or back to CICS.

ANSI Compatibility

ISOLEVEL=U is a Datacom extension. It is not ANSI standard and is therefore not allowed if ANSI or FIPS is specified in
SQLMODE=.

Ideal for Datacom Considerations

If you are invoking SQL from Ideal for Datacom FOR statements with an embedded TRANSMIT statement, ISOLEVEL=C
can be specified. Such cursors are opened in a special mode that holds them open across units of recovery. Ideal for
Datacom automatically closes the cursors.

Block Transfer

If you specify ISOLEVEL=U, block transfer of rows between the Multi-User Facility and the CICS address space is not
performed.

OPEN/CLOSE Efficiency

Specifying T for the SQL Preprocessor's PLNCLOSE= option (to close the access plan at unit of recovery end) causes
any opened tables to be closed, except when another unit of recovery is accessing the table.

If the table is the last table open for an area, the area is "physically" closed, that is to say it is closed by the operating
system. We recommend that tables frequently accessed with PLNCLOSE=T be opened in a non-SQL User Requirements
Table to avoid this overhead. This User Requirements Table need never be used, but it keeps the areas open.

NOTE
Plan binding uses the Datacom Datadictionary, the Schema Information Tables (SIT), and the Optimizer
message table (SYSMSG) areas. Binding executes faster if there is a User Requirements Table that holds those
areas open. The Temporary Table Manager (TTM) area should also be held open because it too may be used
during the execution of binding.

Automatic Unit of Recovery End

The SQLOPTION Multi-User startup option can be used to automatically close CICS and DLI units of recovery that are left
open. For more information on SQLOPTION, Configuring Your System to Enable View Security.

NOTE
A unit of recovery will not be ended if it is still active in the Multi-User Facility (such as when waiting on a plan
lock).

If an ISOLEVEL=U application with an open cursor exists for longer than the limit specified in the SQLOPTION Multi-User
startup option, the application receives a -135 SQLCODE (INVALID CURSOR STATE) when it tries to continue scrolling.

Units of recovery that are automatically timed out are not reported.

Plan Locks

A plan cannot be rebound when in use. If (for a CICS application) R is specified for the SQL Preprocessor's PLNCLOSE=
option, the plan remains in use until the SQL User Requirements Table is closed.

To determine which plans are being used, you can use Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) COMM ALTER option as follows:
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Using COMM ALTER to Determine Plans Being Used

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEGLOBAL ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

This writes a report of all open plans (plus various other information about the state of the SQL subsystem) to the
Datacom/DB Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) when the SQL User Requirements Table is closed. Print the report
using Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) REPORT AREA=PXX option with FULL or TRACE specified for the DUMPS=
keyword.

To turn off this option, use Datacom/DB Utility's (DBUTLTY) COMM ALTER option:

Using COMM ALTER to Turn Option Off

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=NONE ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

LRU Statement Cache

The LRU (Least Recently Used) statement cache option enhances caching of statements by using a user-specified
amount of memory more efficiently. When the LRU option is not used, statements are left in memory until the plan is
closed, which can cause the Multi-User Facility to run out of memory by holding on to statements that are rarely re-
executed. With the LRU option, however, the amount of memory that is used is specified by the user and contains only the
most recently used statements.

You can set the SQL PLNCLOSE= plan option to close at transaction end or run unit end without concern for caching
statements because PLNCLOSE= has no effect on caching when the LRU option is in effect. For examnple, users who
used PLNCLOSE=T for CICS applications have reported a significant decrease in response time by using the LRU option
because of reductions in read I/Os to the Data Definition Directory (DDD) database.

Use the console-like command:

• SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_CACHE n to activate the LRU statement cache. The value that you specify for the n
parameter controls the size of the cache. The range that is supported for the n parameter is a number from 512000
through 1073741824.

• SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_CACHE to close at transaction end or run unit end. Statement objects are usually between
5k and 30k, so the 1M default holds approximately 34 through 204 statements.

These options can be changed at any time while the Multi-User Facility is up. If the LRU cache has been on and is then
turned off, the virtual storage that is used by the LRU cache is released. If the LRU cache has been off and it is turned on,
the statements cached up to that point in time will be released as their plans are closed. But those cached statements will
not be used, since only those statements in the LRU cache will be used from this point forward.

To tune the LRU cache by seeing the current size used by the statement cache (either with or without the LRU statement
cache option), use the following query:

 SELECT PLAN_POOL_SIZE

 FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS;

To determine how often a statement is found in the LRU statement cache, turn on the following trace:

 COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEGLOBAL,JOBNAME=xxx

where xxx is the job name of the DBUTLTY job. This writes general SQL system status information when the DBULTY job
ends.

Turn off the trace with the following command:

 COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=NONE

The line reporting statement cache performance is as follows:

 STMT CACHE REQS: n, FOUND n, PERCENT FOUND  n%
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There is no facility to report how often a statement is found in the non-LRU statement cache. However, most requests to
the DDD database are usually due to reading statements, so you may use activity to the DDD database as a guide to the
effectiveness of statement caching. It normally takes from 2 to 9 requests to read each statement from the DDD database
when the DDD block size is 4K.

Setting the Session Authorization ID
An SQL authorization ID is a entity-occurrence of the AUTHORIZATION entity-type which was created using a CREATE
SCHEMA statement. An AUTHORIZATION occurrence created through another mode of Datacom Datadictionary or
through batch transactions cannot be an SQL authorization ID.

When the AUTHORIZATION occurrence is created (using CREATE SCHEMA), the AUTH-USAGE attribute is assigned a
value of S, indicating this occurrence is an SQL authorization ID.

An AUTHORIZATION occurrence marked for use by SQL can be related to one or more PERSON occurrences (user
signon ID) with the PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship. This is a many-to-one relationship, meaning that several PERSON
occurrences can be related to a specific AUTHORIZATION occurrence. Several users can have the same default, but
each user can have only one default. See Relating the Person to the AUTHID.

WARNING
 Do not relate a PERSON occurrence to the SYSUSR AUTHORIZATION occurrence using the PER-ATZ-
AUTHID relationship.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Current Authorization ID at Start of Session

When you enter the Interactive SQL Service Facility of online Datacom Datadictionary, your default authorization ID is one
of the following:

• An AUTHID established with Datacom Datadictionary functions to relate your PERSON occurrence to an SQL valid
AUTHORIZATION occurrence using the PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship.

• An AUTHID established with the Default Authorization Panel or the RESET DEFAULT AUTHID command.
(See Changing Your AUTHID.)

The SET AUTHID command in the SQLADMIN facility allows you to temporarily change the default authorization ID during
an online session in the Interactive SQL Service Facility. Changing the default is useful when you want to process DML
statements against tables belonging to another schema without having to qualify those tables with the authorization ID.

NOTE
 This option does not create a new authorization ID. If you want to create a new authorization ID, see Creating a
Schema.

The default authorization ID is the one Datacom Datadictionary uses with any executions of SQL members in the
Interactive SQL Service Facility. If the SQL statements in the source member being executed do not make an explicit
reference to an authorization ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID.

You can switch to any valid SQL authorization ID. If the specified authorization ID is not valid, the switch does not take
place and the current authorization ID in effect remains intact for the session.

Displaying and Reporting

You can display a table of AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences using the Entity Display (ENTDISPL) Mode of Datacom
Datadictionary online and view the attributes to determine if AUTH-USAGE=S. This indicates it is a valid SQL
authorization ID.
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You can also run a batch report using the -RPT SCHEMA transaction to list all valid SQL authorization IDs and objects
owned by the schema represented by each AUTHID.

How to Set the Default

You can use the SQL Administrative functions to set a default authorization ID for the current session. The SET AUTHID
option allows you to change the default authorization ID used for the execution of SQL members in your current
Interactive SQL Service Facility session. This default is released when you exit from the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

 Follow these steps: 

1. When you sign on or select the SET MODE function, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom
Datadictionary Mode Select Panel. Select Option 7 or enter the SET MODE SQL command.

2. On the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel, select Option 2 (SQLADMIN).

NOTE
 If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for
Datacom option on the panel.

3.  Datacom Datadictionary displays the Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel. Select Option 1 (SET
AUTHID).
The AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel appears.

4. Complete the ENTER AUTHORIZATION-ID field on the panel and press PF9 (EXECUTE). 
ENTER AUTHORIZATION-ID

(Optional) Enter the authorization ID which you want as the default for this session of the Interactive SQL Service
Facility.
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary resets the current authorization ID to the default which was in
effect when you signed on or that you established with the RESET DEFAULT AUTHID command (see Changing
Your AUTHID).
Valid Entries:

1- to 18-character authorization ID
Default Value:

Authorization ID in effect at signon
To change to the default authorization ID, press PF9 (EXECUTE) without placing an entry on the panel.

NOTE
 If your terminal displays 24 lines, you must scroll forward to display the last line containing the descriptions
of PF9 (EXECUTE) through PF12 (ALTERNATE).

5. When you successfully execute the request, Datacom Datadictionary returns a message to the panel naming the
default authorization ID in effect. In this example, the default authorization is set to JONES.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLADMIN

                                                                            S03U

                             AUTHORIZATION-ID

 ENTER AUTHORIZATION-ID:    JONES_____________

 AUTHORIZATION-ID IS NOW JONES
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 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

6. To exit this panel, do any of the following:
– Press PF2 (END) to display the Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.
– Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

Managing SQL Plans
Every program with embedded SQL must have a unique plan that contains information that is required by Datacom/DB,
and each embedded SQL statement in your program.

If you modify any SQL statement in your program, you must precompile your program again to update the plan.

You can use the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessors to build a plan.

You can use the SQL Administrative functions of the Interactive SQL Service Facility to perform the following plan
maintenance:

• Delete a plan.
• Rebind a plan.

The plan options are for administration of plans that are associated with programs. You can rebind plans without having to
re-precompile, and delete plans when the associated program becomes obsolete.

Name the Plan

When you submit an application with embedded SQL, you can specify the authorization ID (or schema) that owns the
application. You use the SQL Preprocessor AUTHID= option to make this assignment.

The value that you assign to AUTHID= must be the name of a schema which exists in the Datacom Datadictionary.

• In COBOL, you can also specify the plan name for an application using the SQL Preprocessor PLANAME= option. If
you do not assign a value to PLANAME=, the plan name defaults to the value specified for the PROGRAM-ID in your
COBOL application.

• In PL/I, C, and Assembler, you must also specify the plan name for an application using the SQL Preprocessor
PLANAME= or PLANNAME= option.

• In COBOL and Assembler, the plan name must be unique for each program that is owned by a specific authorization
ID.

When you precompile or preprocess a program with embedded SQL, Datacom Datadictionary creates a PLAN entity-
occurrence and relates this occurrence to the specific program. The name of the PLAN occurrence is formed by
concatenating the authorization ID and the plan name, that is to say, the value assigned:

• For COBOL, the PLANAME= option or the PROGRAM-ID.
• For PL/I, C, or Assembler, the PLANAME= or PLANNAME= option.

A plan name remains associated with a specific application. You can update a plan if you change an application by
rebinding the plan, or, if necessary, precompiling the application again.
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In COBOL, if a rebind fails and you have to precompile the application, you must use the same authorization ID and plan
name that was specified during the first precompile.

Plan Names in the SQL Administrative Functions

The authorization ID and plan names that are used in the SQL Administrative Functions are the SQL names, not the
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence names. The names can be up to 18 characters in length.

Delete a Plan

The DELETE PLAN option of the SQLADMIN facility lets you remove plans that, for example, are associated with an
application that is no longer in use or is invalid, and you want to reuse the plan name. For information about lock levels in
relation to DELETE PLAN, see SQL Statements.

Perform the following steps:

1. When you sign on or select the SET MODE function, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom Datadictionary
Mode Select Panel. Select Option 7 or enter the SET MODE SQL command.

2. On the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel, select Option 2 (SQLADMIN). Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.

3. Select Option 2 (DELETE PLAN). The DELETE PLAN Panel appears.
4. After reading the following list, complete your entries on the panel and press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute your request.
ENTER PLAN NAME TO DELETE

(Required) Specify the name of the plan that you want to delete. This is the name that is specified in the SQL
PLANAME= option or the PROGRAM-ID value in the application program.
Valid Entries:

1- to 18-character plan name
Default Value:

(No default)
ENTER AUTHORIZATION-ID

(Optional) Specify authorization ID which owns the plan you are deleting.
If you do not specify the authorization ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the default authorization ID for the current
online session.
Different authorization IDs can have plans with the same name. To be certain you are deleting the right plan,
specify authorization ID on this panel if you do not know the default for the current online session.
Valid Entries:

1- to 18-character authorization ID
Default Value:

Default authorization ID for current session
5. When you successfully execute the request, Datacom Datadictionary returns a message to the panel naming the plan

and the authorization-ID, which is either the one you specified on the panel or the default for the session if you left that
field blank.

6. After successfully deleting the plan, you can:
– Press PF2 (END) to display the Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.
– Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

How the Plan Is Named

See Naming the Plan for information about how a plan name is created as a result of an application program.
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When a source member is created and executed, Datacom Datadictionary creates and deletes a plan for that member
during the execution. If the execution of the member is successful, the plan is deleted. If you execute the source member
again, Datacom Datadictionary creates and deletes a new plan for that member.

The name for the plan is formed by concatenating the character string SQLD with the four-byte terminal ID. For example,
if the terminal ID is WXYZ, the plan name for a source member that is executed by the user is SQLDWXYZ.

In certain circumstances, the plan for a source member may not be automatically deleted. For example, if the Datacom/
DB MUF terminates abnormally while a source member is executing, there is a possibility of the plan not being deleted.

An automatic plan deletion can also fail when Datacom Datadictionary issues an internal command to delete the plan. In
this case, a message specifying that the command failed is displayed on the output panel after the line stating NUMBER
OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS.

If you try to execute a source member and you receive the message PLAN ALREADY EXISTS, the automatic plan delete
failed after a previous execution. You must delete the plan before you can execute the source member.

You can display an index report of PLAN occurrences using the Entity Display (ENTDISPL) Mode of Datacom
Datadictionary or the display plan command in the SQLADMIN mode. Also, you can produce an index report for the PLAN
entity-type using Datacom Datadictionary batch reporting. If the name of any PLAN occurrence in the index report begins
with SQLD, the automatic deletion of online plans did not take place, and the plan must be manually deleted.

Rebind a Plan

The Interactive SQL Service Facility lets you specify plan options when rebinding an existing plan that was created as
a result of SQL statements embedded in a program. The plan options that you can specify during the Interactive SQL
Service Facility session differ slightly from the options you can specify before submitting a program with embedded SQL
statements. See Coding Plan Options.

A change to an SQL table definition marks any plans referencing that table for a rebind. Datacom/DB attempts an
automatic rebind of the plan when the program executes. If the rebind fails, you must make any necessary changes to
your program and submit it to the SQL Preprocessor.

The REBIND PLAN option allows you to manually control the rebind instead of waiting for the automatic rebind attempt. A
manual rebind has the following advantages:

• Saves execution-time resources.
• Identifies source program changes necessary before the next scheduled execution of that program.
• Allows you to change the plan options.
• Could prevent abnormal termination of the program.

The REBIND PLAN option lets you update a plan that may have become invalid but is assumed to be successfully
rebound, without needing to precompile and link the program again.

Perform the following steps:

1. When you sign on or select the SET MODE function, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom Datadictionary
Mode Select Panel. Select Option 7 or enter the SET MODE SQL command.

2. On the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel, select Option 2 (SQLADMIN). Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.

3. Select Option 3 (REBIND PLAN). The REBIND PLAN Panel appears.
4. After reading the following list, complete the plan options that are displayed on the panel and press PF9 (EXECUTE)

to execute your request.
ENTER PLAN NAME TO REBIND

(Required) Specify the name of the plan that you want to rebind. This is the name that is specified in the SQL
PLANAME= option or the PROGRAM-ID value in the application program. See Naming the Plan.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 18-character plan name

Default Value:
(No default)

ENTER AUTHORIZATION-ID
(Optional) Specify the authorization ID that owns the plan you are rebinding. If you do not specify the authorization
ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the default authorization ID for the current online session.
Different authorization IDs can have plans with the same name. To make certain you are rebinding the right plan,
specify the authorization ID on this panel if you do not know the default for the current online session.
Valid Entries:

1- to 18-character authorization ID
Default Value:

Default authorization ID for current session
PLAN OPTIONS

The options that you can specify in the rebind of this plan are shown on the panel. See Coding Plan Options for
an explanation of the valid entries.

5. When you successfully execute the request, Datacom Datadictionary returns a message to the panel naming the plan
and the authorization-ID. The AUTHID is either the one you specified on the panel or the default for the session if you
left that field blank.

6. After successfully rebinding the plan, you can:
– Press PF2 (END) to display the Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.
– Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

NOTE
If you press Enter instead of PF9 (EXECUTE), the values for each option the plan currently has are displayed. If
you press Enter instead of PF9 (EXECUTE) after changing an option, the current option is re-displayed.

Display Index of SQL Plans

The Interactive SQL Service Facility lets you display an index of all plans that exist in the dictionary.

If no plans exist, or if you are not pointing to the active dictionary where the plan occurrences are defined, you receive an
error message telling you that no plans currently exist.

NOTE
The online plan is usually deleted after successful execution. The DISPLAY PLAN option should therefore
show only the plans that are created by embedded SQL in application programs. However, if an online plan is
not deleted for some reason, such as an abend, it is displayed.

Perform the following steps:

1. When you sign on or select the SET MODE function, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom Datadictionary
Mode Select Panel. Select Option 7 or enter the SET MODE SQL command.

2. On the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel, select Option 2 (SQLADMIN). Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.

3. Select Option 4 (DISPLAY PLAN). The ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR INDEX DISPLAY panel appears.
  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 DDOL:  ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR INDEX DISPLAY
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 TYPE   OCCURRENCE       STA VER                                            S04D

  PLN   SYSADM-BANEMODE   P  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        Type   Occurrence-Name                  Status  Version

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  PLN   SYSADM-BANEMODE                     P     001

 000002  PLN   SYSADM-CANEMODE                     P     001

 000003  PLN   SYSADM-DANEMODE                     P     001

 000004  PLN   SYSADM-EANEMODE                     P     001

 000005  PLN   SYSADM-LANEMODE                     P     001

 000006  PLN   SYSADM-TANEMODE                     P     001

 000007  PLN   SYSADM-TESTMODE                     P     001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

4. After a successful display of the index of SQL plans, you can:
– Press PF2 (END) to display the Interactive SQL Service Facility SQLADMIN Panel.
– Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel, where you can choose another option.

If no plans currently exist, or if you are not pointing to the active dictionary where the plan occurrences are defined, you
receive the following error message instead of the index display.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000472I - STRP - NO PLANS CURRENTLY EXIST ON DICTIONARY

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLADMIN

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SET AUTHID                   Set default AUTHID for session

  2. DELETE PLAN                  Delete SQL plan

  3. REBIND PLAN                  Rebind SQL plan

  4. DISPLAY PLAN                 Display index of SQL plans

  5. END                          End SQLADMIN processing

Specifying Plan Options in a Source Member
The plan is controlled by options which you can specify or allow to default. The values you assign to the options determine
how the plan processes the SQL statements and controls certain aspects of the environment.

The options you specify in your source member build the Datacom/DB access plan containing the SQL statements you
place in a source member. This access plan is temporary and is deleted after the SQL statements are executed. The plan
only continues to exist if the system abends before the plan is deleted. The access plan contains:

• Information required by Datacom/DB about your source member.
• Each embedded SQL statement in your source member.

NOTE
The plan options you specify in your source member have no affect on SQL statements submitted through
Dataquery.
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The plan options you code in a source member must appear before your SQL statements. The following example shows
the format:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 *$dbsqlopt prty=9;

 ...... create table depttbl

 ......  (deptno char(2) not null,

 ......   deptname char(24) not null,

 ......   mgrnbr char(6) not null,

 ......   admdept char(2),

 ......   unique (deptno, mgrnbr));

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

When you code the options in your source member, you can enter the options in any order, but the following rules apply:

• The options must be the first statement in your source member and must begin with *$DBSQLOPT.
• No option can be continued from one line to the next, that is to say, the option keyword and assigned value must be

coded on the same line.
• Each option must be separated from another by one space.
• Each option you code must be in the option-name=value format.
• The last option keyed must be followed by a semicolon (;).

All options which you enter in the source member are edited. The default value for an option is used if you do not specify
the option in your member.

If you enter the option keyword, but do not specify a value after the equal sign or if an invalid value is specified for an
option or the option itself is misspelled, you receive error code DDOL000008 -- PLAN OPTION(S) IN ERROR.

Coding Plan Options
You can specify most of the plan options when building the plan with the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor. These options
are valid only when submitted with a program with embedded SQL. You cannot change them on the REBIND PLAN panel.
For the list of valid options, see Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options.

The following options are valid only when submitted in a source member with a *$DBSQLOPT statement or with a
program with embedded SQL. You cannot change them on the REBIND PLAN panel:

• DECPOINT= (in COBOL, PL/I, and C only)
• STRDELIM= (in COBOL, PL/I, and C only)
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The following table lists the plan options for which you can specify alternate values in the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

Plan Option on Rebind Panel Plan Option in Source Member Preprocessor Option
CBSIO CBSIO= CBSIO=
MSG-EXEC
MSG-PREP

PLNMSGPE= MSG= (COBOL)
MSGEXEC= (PL/I, C, Assembler)
MSGPREC= (PL/I, C, Assembler)

PLNCLOSE PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE=
PLNDATE PLNDATE= DATE=
PLNISOLA PLNISOLA= ISOLEVEL=
PLNJOVRD PLNJOVRD= OPT=
PLNTIME PLNTIME= TIME=
PRIORITY PRTY= PRTY=
SQLMODE SQLMODE= SQLMODE=
TIMEMIN TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN=
TIMESEC TIMESEC= TIMESEC=

* In the Preprocessor column, except where noted the listed options are for COBOL, PL/I, C, and Assembler.

You can specify values for plan options on the REBIND PLAN panel or in a source member with a $DBSQLOPT
statement. When you do not specify a value, the value specified for the existing plan remains in effect.

CBSIO=
Specifies an I/O limit interrupt value for all SQL commands that create a set. This option allows application
environments to establish their own maximums in I/O and set processing relative to their own requirements.
You can use this option to limit the computer resources that can be used for each execution of the following
statements in the plan:

• OPEN CURSOR, FETCH CURSOR
• SELECT INTO
• INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE
• CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX, ALTER TABLE

For cursors, the limit applies to the total resources used to OPEN and FETCH all rows of the cursor.
A counter is incremented each time a different index or data block is accessed, and each time 100 rows are read.
Execution is terminated, and SQL return code -137 is returned when this counter exceeds the limit.
The value of the counter is reported in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) at the end of each request to the
MUF when any SQL traces are in effect.
For cursor, SELECT INTO, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE, you can use the total estimated cost reported in the
SYSADM.SYSMSG table when bind time optimization messages are requested with the MSG-PREP plan option
as a guide for setting the limit. For CREATE INDEX, DROP INDEX, and ALTER TABLE, estimate the limit as the
number of bytes in the table divided by 2000. You must set the limit for the most expensive statement in the plan.
A value of zero means no limit.

NOTE
Beginning in r10, here is how the CBSIO plan option is calculated: to 500,000 is added the amount over
500,000 multiplied by 10,000. For example, given a value of 500,100, the calculation would be 500,000
+ (100 * 10,000) = 500,000 + 1,000,000 = 1,500,000.

MSG-PREP and MSG-EXEC
Use MSG-PREP and MSG-EXEC fields on the REBIND PLAN Panel to specify the same options as the
PLNMSGPE= option. MSG-PREP specifies the messages returned during preparation of the plan and MSG-
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EXEC specifies the messages returned during execution of the plan. Specify N for no messages, S for summary
messages, or D for detail or full messages.
Valid Entries:

D, N, S
Default Value:

(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 0
PLNCLOSE=

Specifies when the plan and User Requirements Table are closed.
If you specify T, the plan and User Requirements Table close when the transaction ends, that is to say, an SQL
COMMIT WORK or ROLLBACK WORK statement, a Datacom/DB LOGCP, LOGCR or LOGTB command, or a
Datacom CICS Services DEQUE.
We recommend the T option for a CICS environment. See OPEN/CLOSE Efficiency for CICS-related information
with regard to the SQL Preprocessor's PLNCLOSE= option We also recommend PLNCLOSE=T for procedures.
The T option gives the most flexibility because:

• User Requirements Tables that are opened by a plan are closed when the transaction ends, and
• Operations that require User Requirements Tables to be closed (such as a LOAD) can be performed whenever

the plan is not being executed.

The R option is the most efficient, however, because:

• The User Requirements Tables, plan, and its cached statements are not closed each time the plan is not being
executed by current transactions, but

• To perform operations requiring the User Requirements Tables to be closed, the CICS User Requirements
Table that provides SQL access (default is URT 020) must be closed to close the plan and its User
Requirements Tables.

If you specify R, the plan and User Requirements Table close when the run unit ends or when a Datacom/DB
CLOSE command is issued. A PLNCLOSE=R plan may be rebound or precompiled without closing it, as long as
it is not currently being executed by any transactions. The R option is recommended for batch programs.
Valid Entries:

T or R
Default Value:

(in Datacom Datadictionary only) T
PLNDATE=

Specifies the format of the date when the plan was precompiled. See the following chart for the formats:

Entry Format Description
0 retain existing format specification
1 yyyy-mm-dd ISO - International Standards Organization
2 mm/dd/yyyy USA - IBM USA Standard
3 dd.mm.yyyy EUR - IBM European Standard
4 yyyy-mm-dd JIS - Japanese Industrial Standard

•Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 0

• PLNISOLA=
Specifies the isolation level, or the degree to which a unit of recovery in your application is isolated from the updating
operations of other units of recovery.
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When you specify U, no locks are acquired for rows accessed for read-only purposes. Your application can access
rows that have been updated by another unit of recovery, but the changes have not been committed.
When the value is C, for cursor stability, a unit of recovery holds locks only on its uncommitted changes and the current
row of each of its cursors. This isolation level provides a high degree of concurrency.

NOTE
If you are doing updates, deletes or inserts on tables, the value must be C. Also note that if you specify ANSI
or FIPS for the SQLMODE= option, ISOLEVEL= must have the value of C.

To acquire exclusive control of a table, see LOCK TABLE.
Valid Entries:

U or C
Default Value:

(in Datacom Datadictionary only) C
• PLNJOVRD=

Specifies the join optimization sequence. Specify M if the normal join optimization is unacceptable and you want tables
joined as they are listed in the FROM clause. This results in a nested loop join. Specify P to change to normal join
optimization.

Valid Entries:
M or P

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) P

• PLNMSGPE=
Specifies the messages returned during preparation and execution of the plan. Use the MSG-PREP and MSG-EXEC
fields on the REBIND PLAN Panel to assign this value.
Specify N for no messages, S for summary messages, or D for detail or full messages. Enter a combination of letters,
that is to say, SD or NS. If an S or a D is specified in the PLNMSGPE= option, the message is automatically displayed
in the output member by the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

Valid Entries:
DD, DN, DS, ND, NN, NS, SD, SN, SS

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) NN

• PLNTIME=
Specifies the format of the time when the plan was precompiled. See the following chart for the formats.

Entry Format Description

0 retain existing format specification

1 hh.mm.ss ISO - International Standards organization

2 hh:mm AM or PM USA - IBM USA Standard

3 hh.mm.ss EUR - IBM European Standard

4 hh:mm:ss JIS - Japanese Industrial Standard

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 0

• PRTY=
Specifies the priority of the SQL requests from the plan within the MUF. Use the PRIORITY field on the REBIND PLAN
Panel to specify this option.
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The lowest priority is 1, while 15 is the highest priority. If you need more information about specifying a priority, see
your Database Administrator.

Valid Entries:
1 -- 15

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 7

• SQLMODE=
Specifies the mode in which to process the program.
If you specify ANSI or FIPS, your program is processed in ANSI or FIPS mode, which means all your SQL statements
must be coded according to ANSI or FIPS standards.
Names for tables, columns, views, synonyms and cursors must be 1 to 18 characters in length if SQLMODE=ANSI or
SQLMODE=FIPS.
If ANSI or FIPS is specified for the mode, the PLNISOLA=U option is not allowed. PLNISOLA= must be C when
SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS.
If you specify DATACOM, your program is processed in extended mode, which means Datacom/DB extensions to the
standards are allowed in your SQL statements.
Names for tables, columns, views, synonyms and cursors can be 1 to 32 characters in length if
SQLMODE=DATACOM.
Authorization IDs and plan names must be 1 to 18 characters in all modes.

NOTE
The SQLMODE MUF startup option must be set to DATACOM before this plan option is effective. If the
SQLMODE MUF startup option is set to ANSI, this plan option is overridden and all SQL statements
must comply with ANSI standards. If the SQLMODE MUF startup option is set to FIPS, this plan option is
overridden and all SQL statements must comply with FIPS standards. See the Database Administrator for
information on the value assigned to the SQLMODE Multi-User startup option.

• TIMEMIN=
Specifies exclusive control wait time limit in minutes.
This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding a
requested record under exclusive control. If the specified time is exceeded, the application program receives a -117
value in the SQLCODE of the SQL Communication Area and a Datacom/DB 61 return code to inform the user that the
record was not available.
Specifying a zero for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC= means that there is no time limit, and without a limit on the wait
time, a wait forever condition is possible.
TIMEMIN=0 and TIMESEC=1 means do not wait at all.

NOTE
Do not specify nonzero values for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC=. You can specify one or the other, not
both.

If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see Datacom STAR documentation before specifying this
option.

Valid Entries:
0 -- 120

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 0

• TIMESEC=
Specifies exclusive control wait time limit in seconds.
This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding a
requested record under exclusive control. If the specified time is exceeded, the application program receives a -117
value in the SQLCODE of the SQL Communication Area and a Datacom/DB 61 return code to inform the user that the
record was not available.
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Specifying a zero for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC= means that there is no time limit, and without a limit on the wait
time, a wait forever condition is possible.
TIMESEC=1 and TIMEMIN=0 means do not wait at all.

NOTE
Do not specify nonzero values for both TIMEMIN= and TIMESEC=. You can specify one or the other, not
both.

If you are using Datacom STAR for distributed processing, see Datacom STAR documentation before specifying this
option.

Valid Entries:
0 -- 120

Default Value:
(in Datacom Datadictionary only) 120

Example
The following example of the entry area of a Source Panel shows how the plan options can be coded:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ============================== T O P ===================================

 000001 *$dbsqlopt cbsio=25000 prty=9 sqlmode=ansi

 ...... timesec=60;

 ......        .         .

 ......        .         .

 ......        .         .

Interfacing with the User Requirements Table (URT)
Generating User Requirements Interfaces and User Requirements Tables is a database administration activity. However,
the options chosen affect your program, especially a batch program.

The User Requirements Interface and Table are generated by assembling the following macros:

NOTE
 No DBURTBL macros are needed for programs which use (only) SQL to access Datacom/DB. The SQL
Manager handles the opening and closing of tables referenced by the SQL statements in your program.

DBURINF - User Requirements Interface

This macro generates the User Requirements Interface for batch programs. For CICS, the interface is generated by the
DBCVTPR macro. This macro produces the module DBCSVPR, which is link edited with your program. See Working With
Datacom CICS Services documentation for details.

In the batch environment, the User Requirements Interface must be link edited with your program, which is described
in Program Compilation, Link-Edit and Execution.

NOTE
 In z/VSE only, specifying VSERC= in the DBURNIF macro specifies whether a return code is being passed
by the application to the operating system in Register 15. If YES is specified, Register 15 is passed to z/VSE
unchanged. If NO is specified, Register 15 is ignored by z/VSE. Valid entries for VSERC= are YES or NO. The
default is NO.

 Application Program Entry Point 
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If you want Datacom/DB to open and close its environment, your program must be executed as a subroutine of Datacom/
DB. Your program must be linked using an ENTRY BEGIN control statement. Each language has other special
requirements discussed in the following:

COBOL
The value of USRNTRY= in the DBURINF macro defaults to DBMSCBL, which is the name generated in the
source by the Preprocessor. If you want a name other than DBMSCBL, specify that name as the USRNTRY=
value in the DBURINF macro of the User Requirements Table and for the Preprocessor option of the same name.

PL/I
The value of USRNTRY= in the DBURINF macro must be the appropriate PL/I entry point, commonly PLISTART.

Assembler
The value of USRNTRY= in the DBURINF macro must be the program's entry point.
An alternate method is to use the Preprocessor to generate a consistently named entry point. Using this method,
a single User Requirements Table assembly may be linked with numerous programs. At preprocess time, the
REFNTRY= option must be specified. The value of REFNTRY= is an existing ENTRY or CSECT in the program.
To complete the process, use the USRNTRY= option to specify the consistent name. If you do not use the
USRNTRY= option, a default name, SQLEXECE, is generated.

Your program, regardless of the language, may control the opening and closing of Datacom/DB using the language.

DBURSTR - Start User Requirements Table

The User Requirements Table Start macro defines global program parameters. The DBURSTR macro does not generate
assembly output. Instead, it passes its parameters to the User Requirements Table End (DBUREND) macro.

 MULTUSE=YES 

In the DBURSTR macro, MULTUSE=YES is required (to use SQL, Datacom/DB must be operating in Multi-User mode).

DBUREND - End Interface/Table

The User Requirements Table End macro performs a final edit on the input parameters and generates the assembly
output.

 DBSQL=YES 

In the DBUREND macro, DBSQL=YES is required if your program has SQL statements.

 z/VSE Load Option 

To use partition GETVIS for loading Datacom/DB modules, the DBUREND macro should specify LOADTYP=VIRTUAL.

Example
In the following Assembler example, note that DBURINF, DBURSTR, DBUREND, and END begin in column
10. The continuation character X is in column 72.
        TITLE 'DBSBTPR -- BATCH SQL URT'

        DBURINF                                                        X

           URTABLE=ASM,                                                X

           OPEN=DB

        DBURSTR                                                        X

           MULTUSE=YES,                                                X

           TXNUNDO=YES

        DBUREND                                                        X

           DBSQL=YES,                                                  X

           USRINFO=SQL-BAT-URT

        END
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Program Compilation, Link-Edit and Execution
Compile your program according to the standard compilation procedures for your site. After compiling your program, you
must link edit the program.

The following section describes batch link-editing and program execution. The next section describes auto-linking
between online programs and Datacom CICS Services, and online program execution.

Batch Link-Editing and Execution
When you interface a batch program with the operating system, Datacom/DB is mainline and your program is a subroutine
of Datacom/DB.

• The program is not sensitive to differences in operating system linkages.
• The User Requirements Table (URT) can be automatically opened before the program is called, and automatically

closed when the program returns control to Datacom/DB, or the program can open and close the URT.

You must link edit a URT with your program. The DBXHVPR module (host variable processor) must be link edited with
your program in addition to the URT. DBXHAPR is required if using Dynamic SQL in a COBOL program.

The linkage editor ENTRY BEGIN statement indicates Datacom/DB is mainline. Datacom/DB calls your program at default
entry point DBMSCBL.

For sample batch JCL, see Sample JCL in Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessors.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Batch Program Execution

After the program has been link edited with the Datacom/DB interface, it can be executed.

Linking Multiple Modules with SQL

Suppose you have the following situation:

• You have a batch COBOL main program named PGMMAIN that is not SQL.
• You have a COBOL subprogram named PGMSUB that is SQL.
• You preprocess PGMSUB, compile PGMSUB, and catalog the object to a library.
• You compile PGMMAIN (no preprocessing was necessary because it is non-SQL) and link the load module in this

order:
– INCLUDE DBSBTPR (from the library)
– INCLUDE PGMSUB (from the library)
– INCLUDE PGMMAIN (from the compiler output)
– ENTRY BEGIN

NOTE
 Use DBSU1PR instead of DBSBTPR if program is AMODE=31 and RMODE=ANY.

Given the previously described situation, the URT gets control first, because it has an entry named BEGIN. It then passes
control to the entry named DBMSCBL, because that is what the stub URT DBSBTPR (or DBSU1PR) is set up to do.
In this scenario, however, the main program is never executed, because Datacom/DB passes control directly to the
subprogram, and the program abends when (if not before) the subprogram attempts to return to the main program.

To avoid this, you need to design the link-edit so that the Datacom/DB URT gets control first. The URT that is used first
then needs to point to the entry point of the main program that is to be executed next. The main program subsequently
calls the subprogram, the subprogram returns to the main program, and when the main program ends it returns to the
URT. After that, the URT program finishes and returns control to the operating system.
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There are two ways to ensure that the scenario described in the previous paragraph happens:

• Option 1: You can continue using URT DBSBTPR (or DBSU1PR) and compiling and linking programs as before.
The objective is to make the entry point to which DBSBTPR (or DBSU1PR) is pointing be the entry point of the main
program, not the subprogram. To accomplish this:
a. In the main program, add ENTRY DBMSCBL at the appropriate point in the code.
b. If the main program involved has parameters and has:

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING parm1 parm2 ... parmn
the USING clause should be copied onto the ENTRY DBMSCBL so that it becomes:
ENTRY DBMSCBL USING parm1 parm2 ... parmn 

c. In the subroutine, remove the ENTRY DBMSCBL statement. Replace it with another entry point name. This is done
with the SQL preprocessor option USRNTRY=. Specify something other than DBMSCBL. Do not let it default, since
DBMSCBL is the default, and we do not want two modules going into the link-edit with the entry point DBMSCBL.

d. Link edit the main program, including the URT DBSBTPR (or DBSU1PR), the other modules as desired (PGMSUB
and PGMMAIN), and ENTRY BEGIN.

• Option 2: Create another stub URT instead of using DBSBTPR (or DBSU1PR).
The objective is to create another stub URT that points to an entry point (other than DBMSCBL) in the main program.
To accomplish this:
a. Create a URT with no files specified. Choose USRNTRY= to be the appropriate entry point of the main program.
b. Link edit the main program, including the new URT (using whatever name you chose), other modules as desired

(PGMSUB and PGMMAIN), and ENTRY BEGIN.
Remember, if the call to the SQL subprogram is added to the main program at this point, and the main program does
not use DATACOM, the "main" program is actually now running as a subprogram to the URT program. You should
therefore use GOBACK instead of STOP RUN in the main program.

NOTE
 A benefit of using option 1 for situations such as this is that you can probably use standard link-edit JCL for all
programs. Option 2 requires the use of another stub URT, either one such URT per main non-SQL program that
calls SQL subprograms, or one stub URT for all such non-SQL main programs that call SQL subprograms. Also
with option 2, the INCLUDE statements have to be different in the link-edit jobs if different stub URTs were used.

CICS Link-Editing and Execution
Programs running under the control of IBM's teleprocessing monitor CICS are subroutines to CICS. They
access Datacom/DB using Datacom CICS Services.

The module DBCSVPR is link edited with the program to provide linkage between the program and Datacom CICS
Services.

The DBXHVPR module for the host variable processor must also be link edited. DBXHAPR is required if using Dynamic
SQL in a COBOL program.

An include card may be used to include these modules, as in the following example:

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBCSVPR)

 INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXHVPR)

 NAME modname

 Datacom CICS Services opens and closes all User Requirements Tables.

For sample CICS JCL, see Sample JCL in Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessors.

Online Program Execution

Follow the procedure for the online monitor you are using. There are no special execution rules for programs
using Datacom/DB.
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IMS/DC Link-Editing and Execution
Programs running under the control of IBM's teleprocessing monitor IMS/DC are subroutines to IMS. They access
Datacom/DB using Datacom IMS/DC Services. The Datacom language interface DFSLI000 is link edited with the program
to provide linkage between the program and Datacom IMS/DC Services. The DBXHVPR module for the host variable
processor must also be link edited. DBXHAPR is required if using Dynamic SQL in a COBOL program. The control cards
for the link-edit step are:

 INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBXHVPR)

 INCLUDE IMSDCLIB(CBLTDLI)

 ENTRY DLITCBL

 NAME PROGNAME(R)

Datacom IMS/DC Services opens and closes all User Requirements Tables. The User Requirements Tables are not linked
with the program. SYSLIB is your Datacom load library. IMSDCLIB is the Datacom IMS/DC Services library where the
language interface DFSLI000 resides.

NOTE
For more information, see Using Datacom IMS/DC Services.

Sample JCL for IMS/DC

The following example shows z/OS JCL for precompile, compile, and link. This example is intended as a sample only. You
need to modify the JCL to conform to the requirements of your site..

The following z/OS JCL example is for programs running under Datacom IMS/DC Services.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above.

 //********************************************************************

 //* THE FOLLOWING JOB STREAM DEMONSTRATES THE SQL

 //* PREPROCESSOR, THE CICS COMMAND LEVEL PREPROCESSOR AND THE COBOL

 //* COMPILER STEPS

 //********************************************************************

 //STEP1    EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

 //STEPLIB    See the note above

 //WORK1    DD   DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK2    DD   DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK3    DD   DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&TEMP.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800),SPACE=(TRK,(2,1))

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //INCLUDE  DD   DSN=ca.user.include.library,DISP=SHR
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 //SYSIN    DD   *                                   Command input

      PLACE COBOL SOURCE TEXT HERE.

 //********************************************************************

 //*   COBOL COMPILER STEP

 //********************************************************************

 //COB      EXEC PGM=IKFCBL00,REGION=1024K,

 //             PARM='NOTRUNC,NODYNAM,LIB,SIZE=1024K,BUF=16K',

 //             COND=(4,GT)

 //SYSLIB   DD   DSN=CICS.COBLIB,DISP=SHR

 //         DD   DSN=SYS1.COBOLINK,DISP=SHR

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD   DSN=&.&SYSCIN.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

 //             UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(80,(250,100))

 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //SYSUT2   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //SYSUT3   DD   UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(460,(350,100))

 //********************************************************************

 //*    LINK EDIT STEP

 //********************************************************************

 //LKED     EXEC PGM=IEWL,REGION=1024K,PARM=XREF,COND=(4,GT)

 //SYSLIB    DD DSN=ca.cobol.compiler.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //          DD DSN=ca.datacom.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //IMSDCLIB DD   DSN=yourimsdclib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSLMOD  DD   DSN=ca.user.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //SYSUT1   DD   UNIT=DISK,DCB=BLKSIZE=1024,

 //             SPACE=(1024,(200,20))

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSLIN   DD   DSN=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

 //         DD   *

  INCLUDE IMSDCLIB(CBLTDLI)

  INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBXHVPR)

  ENTRY DLITCBL

  NAME TEST01(R)

 /*

 //

SQL Error Handling
If you are using the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor for COBOL or the Interactive SQL Service Facility, errors can
generate non-SQL return codes or messages, as described in the table and the following information.

The SQL Manager passes a value to the SQLCODE field of the SQL Communications Area after each SQL statement
is processed during preprocessing or during program execution. Most values for the SQLCODE indicate that the error
was detected within the SQL Manager. Two special cases occur when SQLCODE contains -117 or -118 (see SQL Return
Codes -117 and -118).

Beginning with r11, a SQLSTATE status indicator is listed with each SQLCODE. See the SQL return code information in
the  Datacom/DB message documentation and see SQL States.
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SQL Return Codes -117 and -118
If SQLCODE contains -117, the error was detected by Datacom/DB. Check other SQLCA fields for the internal and/
or external Datacom/DB return code to determine what action you should take. See the  Datacom/DB message
documentation for descriptions of return codes and messages.

If SQLCODE contains -118, the error was detected by the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. Check other SQL
Communication Area (SQLCA) fields for a specific Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility return code to determine what
caused the error.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

SQLCA Fields

The following table lists the information placed in other SQLCA fields. Code your program so that it prints or displays all of
the SQLCA's return code information.

SQLCA Field SQLCODE=0No Error SQLCODE=-117CADATACOM/
DB

SQLCODE=-118Datacom
DatadictionaryServiceFacility

SQLCA-DSFCODE bbbb Naaa Mnnn
Mccc
D000

SQLCA-DBCODE-INT null n null n

SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT bb nn bb nn

SQLCA-ERROR-PGM b DBSERV b ccc
DDL

SQLCA-ERR-MSG b error message return data return data

SQLSTATE 00000 Seeii Rdddd Reeii

b
A blank indicates the command was successful, or no data was returned to the field.

null
A null value (binary zeros).

n
The one-byte Datacom/DB internal return code.

nn
The two-byte Datacom/DB external return code.

DBSERV
Internal information.

Naaa
The N indicates this is a normal alphanumeric return code, while the aaa represents the actual alphanumeric
return code from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Mnnn
M indicates return code is from a module of Datacom Datadictionary. The nnn represents the numeric return code
from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. Use the first three bytes of the SQLCA-ERROR-PGM field as
the first three three of the return code.
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Mccc
The M indicates the return code is from a module of Datacom Datadictionary, while the ccc represents the
Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility return code from the interface module that populates Datacom
Datadictionary.

D000
Indicates that a Datacom/DB return code was received during Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility
processing. See the SQLCA-DBCODE for the Datacom/DB internal and external return codes.

ccc
Indicates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility module reporting the error. This three-character module
name and the last three bytes of the SQLCA-DSFCODE field indicate the error.

DDL
Indicates the error was reported by the interface module that populates Datacom Datadictionary.

return data
If applicable, up to 80 bytes of formatted information specific to the request causing the error is returned in the
SQLCA-ERR-MSG field.
If the SQLCA-DSFCODE field contains D000, the information in the return data indicates the Datacom/DB request
issued when the error was detected, including the command, the return code and the Datacom/DB table name.

Rdddd
The R in the first position associates the SQLSTATE with -118. The dddd is the DSF code returned to SQL.

Reeii
The R in the first position associates the SQLSTATE with -118. The ee represents the 2-byte external Datacom/
DB return code. The ii represents the Datacom/DB internal return code in hexadecimal characters.

Seeii
The S in the first position associates the SQLSTATE with -117. The ee represents the 2-byte external Datacom/
DB return code. The ii represents the Datacom/DB internal return code in hexadecimal characters.

Online Displays

The following examples show how -117 and -118 are displayed on Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service
Facility panels when an error is detected when executing an SQL statement.

Example 1 (SQLCODE = -117)

  =>

 =>

 =>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                            SQL Output Panel                                S01O

               EDIT      Member: $DDSQL

                    Description: CREATE TABLE FOR DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000010 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS   0001

 000011 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SQL SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL)

 000012 create table depttbl

 000013       (deptno   char (2),

 000014        deptname char (24));

 000015 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000016 ERROR OCCURRED DELETING  A PLAN  -0117(36,192)               (QDELP)

 000017 DB ERROR OCCURRED DURING SQL PROCESSING
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 000018 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 ====== =========================== B O T T O M ================================

 PF1=HELP           PF2=END            PF3=SPLIT           PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP            PF6=BOTTOM         PF7=BACKWARD        PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE        PF10=LEFT          PF11=RIGHT          PF12=ALTERNATE

 

In this panel, the error messages and return codes that display are as follows:

  ERROR OCCURRED ccccccccccccccccccccc snnnn(xx,yyy)     (bbbbb)

 

Indicates an error was encountered during SQL statement execution.

ccccccccccccccccccccc
Indicates where the error occurred during the SQL statement execution. In the previous example, an error
occurred deleting a plan.

snnnn(xx,yyy)
The snnnn string indicates that an error occurred during Datacom/DB or Datacom Datadictionary execution,
where the s is the sign (+ or -) and nnnn is the error code number. The value -0117 of snnnn in the previous
example indicates an error occurred in executing Datacom/DB.
The (xx,yyy) represents the external and internal Datacom/DB return codes where xx is the external return code
and yyy is the internal return code.

(bbbbb)
These characters identify the internal Datacom/DB SQL command.

Example 2 (SQLCODE = -118)

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                            SQL Output Panel                                S01O

               EDIT      Member: $DDSQL

                    Description: CREATE MY SCHEMA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SQL SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL)

 000002 create schema authorization jones;

 000003 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000004 ERROR OCCURRED EXECUTING A PLAN  -0118(MAAE)        DDLGETEN (QEXEI)

 000005 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 ====== =========================== B O T T O M ================================

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP           PF2=END            PF3=SPLIT           PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP            PF6=BOTTOM         PF7=BACKWARD        PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE        PF10=LEFT          PF11=RIGHT          PF12=ALTERNATE

 

In this panel, the error messages and return codes that display are as follows:
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  ERROR OCCURRED ccccccccccccccccccccc snnnn(aaaa :xx,yyy) dddddddd (bbbbb)

 

Indicates an error was encountered during SQL statement execution.

ccccccccccccccccccccc
Indicates where the error occurred during the SQL statement execution. In the previous example, an error
occurred executing a plan.

snnnn(aaaa :xx,yyy)
The snnnn string indicates that an error occurred during Datacom/DB or Datacom Datadictionary execution, were
s is the sign (+ or -) and nnnn is the error number. The value -0118 of snnnn in the previous example indicates an
error occurred in executing Datacom Datadictionary.
The aaaa string indicates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility return code and corresponds to the
SQLCA-DSFCODE. (See the table at the start of this chapter for the interpretation of this error.) The M in MAAE
in the previous example means that the return code is from a module of Datacom Datadictionary, while the three
characters following the M are the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility return code from the interface module
that populates Datacom Datadictionary. In this case, AAE means "authorization already exists."
When aaaa is D000, xx,yyy represents the external and internal Datacom/DB return codes where xx is the
external return code and yyy is the internal return code. In the previous example, no Datacom/DB return code is
displayed on the panel since the error was not one detected by Datacom/DB.

dddddddd
The DDL in DDLGETEN in the previous example identifies the module that populates Datacom Datadictionary,
while the GETEN is a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility command.

(bbbbb)
These characters identify the internal Datacom/DB SQL command.

Example 3 (SQLCODE = 243)

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------->>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                            SQL Output Panel                                S01O

               EDIT      Member: $DDSQL

                    Description: DROP TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000010 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS   0001

 000011 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SQL SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL)

 000012 drop table depttbl;

 000013 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000014 ERROR OCCURRED EXECUTING A PLAN  +0243              TBLUPD   (QEXEI)

 000015 ANSI EXTENSION

 000016 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 ====== =========================== B O T T O M ================================

 

 

 PF1=HELP           PF2=END            PF3=SPLIT           PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP            PF6=BOTTOM         PF7=BACKWARD        PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE        PF10=LEFT          PF11=RIGHT          PF12=ALTERNATE
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In this panel, the error messages and return codes that display are as follows:

  ERROR OCCURRED ccccccccccccccccccccc snnnn(xx,yyy)   aaaaaa   (bbbbb)

 

Indicates an error was encountered during SQL statement execution.

ccccccccccccccccccccc
Indicates where the error occurred during the SQL statement execution. In the previous example, an error
occurred executing a plan.

snnnn(xx,yyy)
The snnnn string indicates that an error occurred during Datacom/DB or Datacom Datadictionary execution,
where the s is the sign (+ or -) and nnnn is the error code number.

NOTE
In the list of SQL codes found in the  Datacom/DB message documentation, positive return codes are
listed without the plus (+) sign and without the leading zero, for example the previously shown +0243, is
listed as 243.

The (xx,yyy) represents the external and internal Datacom/DB return codes where xx is the external return code
and yyy is the internal return code.

aaaaaa
These characters identify the function being performed.

(bbbbb)
These characters identify the internal Datacom/DB SQL command.

Batch Output

The following examples show how an error handling routine can print pertinent return code information when SQLCODE
contains -117 or -118.

Following is the COBOL error routine used to output these examples:

  ERRORTN.

 

     MOVE SQLCODE TO WK-CODE.

     IF (SQLCODE IS LESS THAN 0)

        DISPLAY 'SQLCODE =' WK-CODE '(MINUS)'

     ELSE

        DISPLAY 'SQLCODE =' WK-CODE.

     DISPLAY 'ERRPGM  =' SQLCA-ERROR-PGM.

     DISPLAY 'ERRMSG  =' SQLCA-ERR-MSG.

     DISPLAY 'SQLCA-DSFCODE=' SQLCA-DSFCODE.

     MOVE SQLCA-INFCODE TO WK-CODE.

     DISPLAY 'SQLCA-INFCODE=' WK-CODE.

     DISPLAY 'SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT =' SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT.

     MOVE SQLCA-DBCODE-INT TO WK-CODE.

      DISPLAY 'SQLCA-DBCODE-INT =' WK-CODE.

     DISPLAY 'SQLERR4 =' SQLCA-MISC-CODE1.

     DISPLAY 'SQLERR5 =' SQLCA-MISC-CODE2.

     DISPLAY 'SQLERR6 =' SQLCA-MISC-CODE3.

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN1=' SQLCA-WARNING(1).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN2=' SQLCA-WARNING(2).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN3=' SQLCA-WARNING(3).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN4=' SQLCA-WARNING(4).
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     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN5=' SQLCA-WARNING(5).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN6=' SQLCA-WARNING(6).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN7=' SQLCA-WARNING(7).

     DISPLAY 'SQLWARN8=' SQLCA-WARNING(8).

     DISPLAY 'SQLSTATE=' SQLSTATE.

     MOVE +4 TO RETURN-CODE.

     GOBACK.

 

Example 1 (SQLCODE = -117)

In the following example, the -117 indicates the error was detected by Datacom/DB, so appropriate return code
information is included in the output.

  SQLCODE =0117(MINUS)

 ERRPGM  =DBSERV

 ERRMSG  =DB ERROR OCCURRED DURING SQL PROCESSING

 SQLCA-DSFCODE=

 SQLCA-INFCODE= 0000

 SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT =09

 SQLCA-DBCODE-INT= 0037

 SQLERR4 =

 SQLERR5 =00000000J

 SQLERR6 =

 SQLWARN1=

 SQLWARN2=

 SQLWARN3=

 SQLWARN4=

 SQLWARN5=

 SQLWARN6=

 SQLWARN7=

 SQLWARN8=

 SQLSTATE=S0925

 

Example 2 (SQLCODE = -118)

In the following example, the -118 indicates the error was detected by Datacom Datadictionary, so appropriate return code
information is included in the output.

   SQLCODE =0118(MINUS)

  ERRPGM  =DDLGETEN

  ERRMSG  =

  SQLCA-DSFCODE= MANF

  SQLCA-INFCODE= 0000

  SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT =

  SQLCA-DBCODE-INT= 0000

  SQLERR4 =

  SQLERR5 =00000000J

  SQLERR6 =

  SQLWARN1=

  SQLWARN2=

  SQLWARN3=

  SQLWARN4=

  SQLWARN5=
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  SQLWARN6=

  SQLWARN7=

  SQLWARN8=

 SQLSTATE=RMANF

 

SQL States
Prior to r11, the SQLCODE was the sole indicator to users of the success or failure of an SQL transaction. Beginning with
r11, in addition to the SQLCODE a SQLSTATE status indicator is provided that corresponds to any error or completion
condition.

No special configuration is needed to use the SQLSTATE status indicators. Applications can use the SQLSTATE simply by
referencing the new SQLSTATE field.

When a procedure is created using PARAMETER STYLE SQL in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, the SQLSTATE
is returned in the SQLCA.

The SQLSTATE feature is backward-compatible with existing applications. because the fields holding the SQLSTATE in
the SQLCA were reserved fields in prior versions. However, any existing, embedded SQL program that has defined a field
named SQLSTATE fails any new preprocessing because of the duplicate name.

NOTE
The Db2 mode SQLCA formats are unchanged from prior versions. For more information and examples, see
SQL Communication Area (SQLCA).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

SQL State Classes

The two-character SQLSTATE classes, listed in the following table, are the first (left-most) characters of the SQLSTATE.
You can extract these classes from SQLSTATEs returned by Datacom and use the error-class-sensitive criteria thus
obtained for error recovery purposes. For a table listing the SQLSTATEs in numerical order and the SQL return code(s)
that equate to them, see SQL States Table.

Be aware that some classes shown in the following table may not yet have had associated error conditions defined
for them by Datacom. Also, we reserve the right to add or drop classes and to move existing error conditions between
classes and subclasses (the right-most 3 bytes) at any time, thereby changing the SQLSTATE associated with an error
condition. However, such changes are expected to only rarely occur.

Class Description

00 Successful completion.

01 Warning (completion condition as opposed to exception condition).

02 No data (completion condition as opposed to exception condition).

03 SQL statement not yet complete.

07 Dynamic SQL error.

08 Connection exception.

09 Triggered action exception.

0A Feature not supported.

0B Invalid transaction initiation.

0D Invalid target type specification.
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0F Locator exception.

0L Invalid grantor.

0P Invalid role specification.

OW Prohibited stmt encountered during trigger exec.

21 Cardinality violation.

22 Data exception.

23 Integrity constraint violation.

24 Invalid cursor state.

25 Invalid transaction state.

26 Invalid SQL statement name.

27 Triggered data change violation.

28 Invalid authorization specification.

2B Dependent privilege descriptors still exist.

2D Invalid transaction termination.

2E Invalid connection name.

2F SQL routine exception.

30 Invalid SQL statement.

31 Invalid target specification value.

33 Invalid SQL descriptor name.

34 Invalid cursor name.

35 Invalid condition number.

36 Cursor sensitivity exception.

38 External routine exception.

39 External routine invocation exception.

3B Savepoint exception.

3C Ambiguous cursor name.

3D Invalid catalog name.

3F Invalid schema name.

40 Transaction rollback.

42 Syntax error or access rule violation.

44 With check option violation.

51 Application state is invalid.

53 Inconsistent specification or invalid operand.

54 SQL or DATACOM limit exceeded.

55 Object not in prerequisite state.

56 Miscellaneous SQL or DATACOM error.

57 Resource unavailable or operator intervened.

58 System error.
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80 Datacom Datadictionary, DDD, and CXX errors.

Hx WHERE x=1 thru F (H1 thru HF): SQL Multimedia (various
subclasses).

HZ Remote Database Access (various subclasses).

Re SQLCODE -118, where the e is the first character of the Datacom/
DB return code.

Se SQLCODE -117, where the e is the first character of the Datacom/
DB return code.

SQL States Table

This table lists the SQLSTATEs in numerical order and the SQL return code(s) that equate to them. For information about
the defined classes of SQLSTATEs, see SQL State Classes.

SQL State SQL Return Code(s)

00000 0, -985, -986, -987, -988, -989, -990, -991, -992, -993, -994, -995,
-996, -997, -998

01S01 +170

01S02 -243

07003 -134

07S01 -301

07S02 -302

07S03 -303

07S04 -304

07S05 -300

07S06 -306

07S07 -307

07S08 -308

07S09 -309

07S10 -311

07S11 -312

09S01 -533

09S02 -532

0AS01 -023, -024, -027, -029, -031, -109,

0AS02 -087

0AS03 -101

0AS04 -241

0AS05 -285

0AS06 -299

0AS07 -269

02000 +100
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21000 -142, -148

2200C -042

22001 -053

22002 -001

22003 -004

22007 -193, -198, -199, -200, -201, -202, -203, -204, -218, -219, -223,
-224, -225, -226, -227, -228, -229, -230, -231, -232, -233, -234,
-235, -236, -237, -238

22008 -193, -198, -199, -200, -201, -202, -203, -204, -230, -237

22504 -294, -296, -297, -298

22512 -293

22S01 -039

22S02 -295

22S03 -161

23502 -086

23503 -176

23504 -175

23505 -263

23513 -167

23515 -267

24S01 -180

24S02 -181

24S03 -183

24S04 -317

24S05 -130

24501 -135

24502 -502

25S01 -147

25004 -144

25501 -122

34S01 -153

34000 -133

38S01 -530

38S02 -531

38S04 -534

39S01 -535

39001 -321, -322

3FS01 -146

3FS02 -150
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42S01 -025

42S02 -244

42S03 -245

42S04 -246

42S05 -270

42S06 -273

42S07 -313

42S08 -314

42S09 -315

42S10 -172

42S11 -563

42S12 -316

42S13 -075

42S14 -209

42501 -185

42502 -003, -008, -247, -248

42601 -020, -110

42603 -007

42604 -105, -284

42606 -565, -566

42607 -072

42611 -151

42612 -002

42622 -030

42625 -208

42701 -055, -069

42702 -033

42703 -009

42703 -261

42704 -014, -015, -034, -127, -179, -250

42707 -070

42710 -165

42802 -054, -057

42803 -073, -076, -103

42804 -207

42805 -066

42806 -159

42807 -079, -111
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42808 -113

42811 -155

42815 -044, -278

42816 -277

42818 -041, -194, -195

42820 -289

42821 -058

42823 -071

42824 -290

42825 -083

42826 -082

42830 -173

42831 -182

42837 -255

42889 -168, -564

42890 -169

42902 -162, -174

42903 -067

42905 -080

42908 -184

44S01 -178

44S02 -018

44000 -156

51S01 -129

51S02 -210

51002 -124

51003 -120

53S01 -017

53S02 -019

53S03 -036

53S04 -043

53S05 -045

53S06 -084

53S07 -085

53S08 -132

53S09 -138

53S10 -139

53S11 -140
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53S12 -141

53S13 -145

53S14 -143

53S15 -149

53S16 -163

53S17 -189

53S18 -190

53S19 -191

53S20 -192

53S21 -205

53S22 -206

53S23 -242

53S24 -254

53S25 -257

53S26 -260

53S27 -274

53S28 -286

53S29 -310

53S30 -503

53S31 -504

53S32 -505

53S33 -136

53S34 -275

53S35 -276

53S36 -305

53S37 -320

53S38 -562

53S39 -292

53S40 -215

53S41 -214

53S42 -216

54S01 -021

54S02 -164

54S03 -256

54S04 -319

54001 -032

54002 -006, -012

54004 -026, -152
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54010 -061

54010 -131

54011 -060

55S01 -166, -249, -262

55S02 -252

55S03 -251

55S04 -037

55S05 -158

55S06 -171

55S07 -177

55S08 -188

55S09 -291

55S10 -318

56S01 -056

56S02 -123

56S04 -264

56S05 -038

56S06 -119

56S07 -121

56S08 -128

56S09 -265

56S10 -266

56S11 -272

56S12 -279

56S13 -280

56S14 -281

56S15 -282

56S16 -283

56S17 -287

56S18 -288

56SNO -064

56S19 -999

57S01 -040

57S02 -125

57S03 -137

57S04 -259

57S05 -560, -561

57S06 -258
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57S07 -016

57002 -559

57011 -010, -157

58S01 -126

58S02 -035

80S01 -005

REEII -118

SEEII -117

Specifying Result Tables
Learn how to construct queries with specific result tables using the SELECT statement in Datacom SQL. Find instructions
for selecting columns, ordering by column values, eliminating duplicate rows, counting, calculating values, summarizing
group values, and testing for existence.

You can use the SELECT statement to construct queries which specify the result table you want.

Selecting Columns

The various clauses of the SELECT statement allow you to limit the data you retrieve to only that data which is significant
for your purpose.

NOTE
In the following examples, the SELECT statement is embedded inside a DECLARE CURSOR statement, as it would
be in a COBOL program.

Selecting All Columns

You do not have to name every column in a table if you want to retrieve each one, as the following example shows.

Problem

 

Select all columns from the table ORDERS.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE ORDER_LIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT *

  4           FROM ORDERS

  5   END-EXEC

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .
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               .

As shown in Line 3, the asterisk (*) in the select-statement is used to retrieve all columns from the specified table without
having to name each column.

Selecting Some Columns

A result table can contain only those columns you specifically want to see. To retrieve specific columns, you name those
columns in the SELECT statement, as shown in the following example:

 

Problem

 

Select some specific columns from table CUSTOMERS.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE CUSTLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT CUST_NO, CITY, STATE

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

As shown in Line 3, name those columns in the SELECT statement to retrieve only specific columns for inclusion in your
result table. This example retrieves columns named CUST_NO, CITY and STATE from the CUSTOMERS table to build a
result table.

Selecting Using Search Conditions

A search condition (WHERE clause) in the SELECT statement can limit the retrieved data to only that which is significant
for your purposes.

Problem

Select all columns from table CUSTOMERS, but only retrieve rows where

the value of the column STATE is equal to the value of the host

variable WS-STATE.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .
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               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE CUSTLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT *

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5           WHERE STATE = :WS-STATE

  6   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

• In Line 3, all columns are selected for inclusion in the result table.
• In Line 5, the search condition STATE = :WS-STATE limits the number of rows retrieved. Only rows where the column

STATE contains a value equal to the value of the host variable WS-STATE are selected. Hyphens can be used in a
COBOL item which is referenced in an SQL statement.

Ordering by Column Values

When the ordering of retrieved data is important, use the ORDER BY clause.

Problem

Specify columns CUST_NO, CITY, and STATE for retrieval from the

CUSTOMERS table.  Place rows of the result table in ascending order by

CUST_NO.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE CUSTLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT CUST_NO, CITY, STATE

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5           ORDER BY CUST_NO

  6   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Line 3, three columns are selected for inclusion in the result table.

In Line 5, the ORDER BY clause specifies the order the rows are to be placed in the result table. The default order is
ascending, so the rows are in ascending order, that is to say, the lowest customer identification number to the highest.
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Eliminating Duplicate Rows

Redundant duplicates can be eliminated from your result table by specifying the keyword DISTINCT in the SELECT
statement.

Problem

Retrieve all customer states in CUSTOMERS, eliminating any duplicates.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE CUSTLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT DISTINCT STATE

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Line 3, the keyword DISTINCT specifies that any redundant duplicate values for STATE are to be eliminated from the
result table. The result table includes one occurrence of each unique value for STATE.

Counting

The COUNT(*) function lets you tally the number of rows in the result table. The COUNT(DISTINCT column-name) form
of this function returns the number of distinct values in the specified column.

To improve performance when only the count of rows in a table are desired, the value returned for COUNT(*) is pulled
from the CXX information when:

• COUNT(*) is the only item in the SELECT list
• There is no WHERE clause
• There is no JOIN

NOTE
This CXX information you obtain could at times be nominally out of date. If the most accurate information
possible is required, add one of the restrictions mentioned above to the SELECT to force a count of the rows in
the table. However, any changes to the table after the result table is generated are not going to be reflected in
the COUNT that is obtained, either.

The following example uses the COUNT(DISTINCT column-name) function in a SELECT INTO statement.

Problem

Find the number of unique customer states contained in CUSTOMERS.
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Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT STATE)

  3       INTO :WC-COUNT

  4       FROM CUSTOMERS

  5   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Line 2, the COUNT(DISTINCT STATE) function tallies the number of distinct values in the STATE column of
CUSTOMERS. The result of the SELECT statement is the result of the COUNT function, which is a number, not a result
table.

In Line 3, the INTO clause specifies that the value returned by the COUNT function is placed in the host variable :WC-
COUNT. You can use hyphens in a COBOL item that is referenced in an SQL statement.

Calculating Values

You can use expressions and/or functions in the SELECT statement to calculate values which are not contained in the
actual table. Predicates which contain expressions can be used in the WHERE clause to form a search condition based
on existing column values.

Example 1

Problem

 

Calculate each year-to-date sales after a 10 percent discount.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE YTDLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT YTD_SALES, YTD_SALES * .9

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .
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In Line 3, the SELECT statement includes the expression YTD_SALES * .9 to calculate the new year-to-date sales after a
10 percent discount.

Example 2

The following example uses nested subselects. The inner subselect is called a subquery. Correlation names are also used
in this example to avoid ambiguity in referring to columns.

Problem

Find all year-to-date sales whose current value is greater than the

average year-to-date sales, and the industry code is A.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE YTDLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT CUST_NO, YTD_SALES

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS C1

  5           WHERE IND_CD = 'A'

  6               AND YTD_SALES >

  7                   (SELECT AVG(YTD_SALES)

  8                    FROM CUSTOMERS

  9                    WHERE CUST_NO = C1.CUST_NO)

 10   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Lines 3 through 6, the outer subselect requests a set of all rows where the IND_CD values is equal to 'A' and the
YTD_SALES value is greater than the specifications in the subquery. In Line 4, C1 is the correlation name for the
CUSTOMERS table in the outer subselect.

In Lines 7 through 9, the subquery finds the average YTD_SALES where the CUST_NO value equals the CUST_NO
value in the outer subselect. C1 is used as a qualifier to indicate the reference is to CUST_NO in the outer subselect.

Summarizing Group Values

Use the GROUP BY clause to apply a function to each group of column values. Except for the group column(s), any other
column you specify can be the argument of a column function.

Problem

 

Show the state, maximum year-to-date sales, minimum year-to-date

sales, and average year-to-date sales for each state in the CUSTOMERS

table.  Each group must have more than one row and the maximum

year-to-date sales must be more than $200,000.
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Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE YTDLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT STATE, MAX(YTD_SALES), MIN(YTD_SALES), AVG(YTD_SALES)

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5           GROUP BY STATE

  6           HAVING COUNT(*) > 1 AND MAX(YTD_SALES) > 200000

  7   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Line 3, the SELECT statement finds the maximum and minimum year-to-date sales and calculates the average year-to-
date sales.

In Line 5, the GROUP BY clause specifies that each function in the SELECT statement is to be applied to each group of a
STATE value and one row is to be returned for each distinct state.

In Line 6, the HAVING clause limits the result table to only those groups where the STATE value was found more than
once and the maximum year-to-date sales for the state was greater than $200,000.

Testing for Existence

Use the EXISTS predicate to test for the existence of certain rows. The EXISTS predicate evaluates to true only if the
subquery finds a row which meets the specifications of its search condition.

Problem

 

Select the state and minimum year-to-date sales for each state, but

only check customers who have orders.

Solution

 

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       DECLARE YTDLIST CURSOR FOR

  3           SELECT STATE, MIN(YTD_SALES)

  4           FROM CUSTOMERS

  5           WHERE EXISTS

  6               (SELECT *

  7                FROM ORDERS

  8                WHERE ORDERS.CUST_NO = CUSTOMERS.CUST_NO)
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  9           GROUP BY STATE

 10   END-EXEC.

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

In Line 3, the outer subselect of the SELECT statement specifies what columns to retrieve only if the subselect of the
EXISTS predicate (lines 5-8) evaluates to true.

In Lines 5 through 8, the subselect of the EXISTS predicate specifies which conditions must be met in order for the
predicate to evaluate to true. In this case, the customer number in the ORDERS table must match a customer number in
the CUSTOMERS table.

In Line 9, the columns of the result table formed by the outer subselect are grouped by the value of the STATE column,
that is to say, the result table contains one row for each unique value of STATE.

Using Nested Table Expressions (NTE)
The nested-table-expression (NTE) is part of the table-reference functionality in a query. A table-reference specifies an
intermediate result table. If a nested-table-expression is specified, the result table is the result of the specified subselect.

A subselect in parentheses is called a nested table expression. If you specify a nested-table-expression, the result table
is the result of that nested-table-expression. At any time, the table consists of the rows that would result if the sub select
were executed.

 Syntax:

►►─── TABLE ────(subselect) ── correlation-clause ──────────────────────────────►◄

   

You can specify nested-table-expressions in any FROM clause. Except an NTE cannot be used in the definition of a view,
and an NTE can not reference a view.

Use NTEs in place of a view to avoid creating a view when general use of the view is not required.

The result of the NTE becomes a table that is used as any other table, except it is read-only.

Logically, an NTE produces an intermedia table, and often a temporary table is physically created in the TTM area.

NTEs can eliminate the need for the application to create temporary tables to accomplish an application task.

 

Performance Issues with NTEs

Considerable resources can be required to create an NTE. The result table can have many rows, and many input rows
and sorts can be required. Therefore, when the NTE is an inner table to a nested-loop join, and the NTE is recomputed for
each outer table row, the cost can be high.

By using a merge join, the NTE is read only once. A merge join may require sorting the NTE result table in join column
sequence to perform the merge, but this is usually less expensive than recomputing the NTE many times.
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Using Merge Join

MUF option SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL 1 prevents a merge join from being used – except on the first join. However,
with PTF SO04034, the SQL Optimizer is free to use a merge join for an NTE.

Sometimes the cost estimates used by the SQL Optimizer are inaccurate. You can override the Optimizer's choice in
these cases using the SQL_OPTIMIZATION special register to instruct the Optimizer to use either nested-loop or merge
join.

Example:

SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM AVE2122 T1 INNER JOIN AVE2122 T2 ON T1.ROLE = T2.ROLE AND DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE MERGE JOIN' 

INNER JOIN

TABLE (SELECT * FROM AVE2122B T3) AS NTE3

ON NTE3.ROLE = T2.ROLE AND DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE MERGE JOIN' 

;

In this example, both the (T1, T2) and ((T1,T2), NTE3) joins will use a merge join. 

 

Selecting Data from Multiple Tables
You can specify result tables which select data from two or more base tables, two or more views, or even other result
tables.

One method is the join, which derives a result table that includes the specified columns from two or more base tables,
views, or other result tables.

Another method is the union, which produces a result table that is actually a set derived from two or more result tables.
This method, using the UNION operator, eliminates duplicate rows in the result table. To retain duplicate rows in the set,
specify UNION ALL.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Joining Tables

The ability to join two or more tables (and/or views) easily is a major advantage that distinguishes relational systems from
nonrelational systems. The join capability simplifies the task of retrieving data from different tables to build a single result
table holding all the necessary data.

You implement this join by forming a query which retrieves data from more than one table. Your SELECT statement
includes columns (qualified by table name) from two or more tables. The FROM clause of your query names the tables
used as qualifiers in the select-statement.

All the columns specified in the SELECT form the result table. Thus, if you specify the column CUST_NO from the
CUSTOMERS table and the column CUST_NO from the ORDERS table, your result table includes two CUST_NO
columns, each qualified by the original table name.

You can reference up to 20 tables in a FROM clause when you are performing a join. For example, if a view is based on
five tables, you can name that view in the FROM clause, and up to fifteen other tables.
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Example

The following example joins the CUSTOMERS and ORDERS tables. This example is taken from DBCOBSQA, a sample
program available on the installation tape.

NOTE
You can only join tables which have the same security type, that is to say, either the Datacom/DB External
Security Model or the SQL Security Model.

Problem

List the customer number, name and order ID for those customers who

have outstanding orders.Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2      DECLARE CUSTORD CURSOR FOR

  3          SELECT CUSTOMERS.CUST_NO, ORD_ID, NAME

  4               FROM CUSTOMERS, ORDERS

  5               WHERE CUSTOMERS.CUST_NO = ORDERS.CUST_NO

  6               ORDER BY CUSTOMERS.CUST_NO

  7   END-EXEC

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

Line 3

The SELECT statement specifies the columns to be selected from each table. Column names which are the same in each
table are qualified by the table name, such as CUSTOMERS.CUST_NO. ORD_ID is not qualified since it exists only in the
ORDERS table and NAME is not qualified since it exists only in the CUSTOMERS table.

Line 4

Both tables are named in the FROM clause, indicating that the result table includes the retrieved data from each table.

Line 5

The WHERE clause specifies that the value of the CUST_NO column in each table must be equal to be selected for
the result table. If a customer does not have an outstanding order, then the CUST_NO value does not appear in the
ORDERS, nor in the result of the join. The comparison is possible since the columns have comparable data types. For
comparison rules, see Basic Operations (Assignment and Comparison).

Line 6

The ORDER BY clause specifies that the rows in the result table be in ascending order according to the customer number.

Sample Output

Following is the report produced by running DBCOBSQA.

 -----------------------------------------------  CURRENT ORDERS 

 ---------------------------------------------PAGE  1
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 CUSTOMER NO CUSTOMER NAME

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  0030         CANNON TOOLS CO

  0230         CHEMICAL MUTUAL

  1210         LINGBERGH INDUSTRIES

  1210         LINGBERGH INDUSTRIES

  1450         UNION TRANSPORTATION

  1630         MARBURY MATERIALS

  1850         TECH CASTLE RESEARCH

  1890         FIRST STREET BANK CORP

  2050         TRANSAMERICAN PUBLISHING

 END OF REPORT

Using the UNION Operator

Using the UNION operator derives a result table by combining two other result tables.

The set of rows in the UNION of result tables R1 and R2 is the set of rows in either R1 or R2, with redundant duplicate
rows eliminated. Each row of the UNION table is either a row from R1 or a row from R2.

The columns of the result table are not named.

Duplicate Rows

Two rows are duplicates of one another only if each value in the first row is equal to the corresponding value of the second
row.

All but one row of each set of duplicates are eliminated by a UNION. The number of rows in the UNION table is the sum of
the number of rows in R1 and R2, less the number of duplicates eliminated.

If you specify UNION ALL, duplicate rows are not eliminated.

Rules for Columns

Result tables R1 and R2 must have the same number of columns.

With the exception of column names, the description of the first column of R1 must be identical to the description of the
first column of R2, that is to say, the data type and the length must be the same. The description of the second column of
R1 must be identical to the description of the second column of R2, and so on.

Example

The following example (see next page) performs a union on the result tables derived from the CUSTOMERS and
ORDERS tables. This example is taken from DBCOBSQF, a sample program available on the installation tape.

 Problem

List all customer numbers for customers who have more than $300,000 in

year-to-date sales.Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2      DECLARE CUSTORD2 CURSOR FOR
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  3          SELECT CUST_NO

  4              FROM CUSTOMERS

  5              WHERE YTD_SALES > 300000

  6          UNION

  7          SELECT CUST_NO

  8              FROM ORDERS

  9              ORDER BY 1

 10   END-EXEC

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

Lines 3-5

The first subselect specifies the column to retrieve from the CUSTOMERS table. The search condition in the WHERE
clause limits the retrieved rows to those where the value of YTD_SALES is greater than $300,000. You do not have to
qualify the CUST_NO column in this SELECT to distinguish it from the CUST_NO column of the ORDERS table because
each subselect is evaluated separately. The union is performed after each subselect has been processed.

Line 6

The UNION operator between the two subselect statements means the final result table contains data that is a set formed
from the data retrieved by each subselect.

Lines 7-9

The second subselect specifies the column to retrieve from the ORDERS table. No search condition limits the number
of rows retrieved by this subselect. The ORDER BY clause specifies that the rows in the result table of this union are to
be placed in ascending order according to the value in the first column. This column is referenced by a number because
columns do not have names in a result table formed by a union operation.

In the previous example, each subselect has one column and the definition of the column in the first subselect is identical
to the definition of the column in the second subselect.

The union of the two result tables would not be possible if one subselect had more columns specified than the other, or
the column definitions did not match.

The result table formed by the UNION operation is a set of the data retrieved by each subselect. The columns of the result
table are not named.

Sample Output

Following is the report produced by running DBCOBSQF:

 -----------------------------------------------  CURRENT ORDERS

 ----------------------------------------------PAGE   1

 CUSTOMER NO

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  0030

  0170

  0230

  1210

  1450

  1630

  1850

  1890
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  1950

  1970

  2010

  2050

  2070

  2090

  2250

  2330

  2690

  3910

  4310

  4350

  5590

  6390

  7150

  7290

  7350

  7410

  7790

  9130

 END OF REPORT

Left Outer Joins
A join is a query used to return rows that consist of columns selected from more than one table. The combined rows that
are returned are selected and joined together by each row of each table being evaluated against join predicates. A new
table therefore results from a join.

There are different kinds of joins. Inner joins eliminate from the resulting table the combined rows that do not satisfy
evaluation against the join predicates. Therefore, with inner joins if no matching row is found, no rows are returned. Inner
joins were supported by Datacom/DB in previous versions and continue to be supported. Outer joins preserve the rows an
inner join would discard by returning those rows with nulls substituted for each column of one of the tables.

The SELECT statement's subselect and select-into syntax uses the FROM clause as an optional choice. As shown in the
third of the three following syntax diagrams, JOIN is used in the alternate-join-type segment of the table reference syntax
(see the second diagram) in the FROM clause (see the first diagram).

In the following diagrams, while a table reference (table-ref) is shown to be the main component of the FROM clause, it
can also be referenced directly from inside the JOIN syntax (third diagram, alternate-join-type syntax).

          ┌─ , ─────────┐

►►─ FROM ─▼─ table-ref ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The table-ref shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ view-name ──┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘ │

   └─ alternate-join-type ───────────────────┘

The alternate-join-type shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─────┬─ table-ref ─┬─ INNER ────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ( ─┘             └─ LEFT ─┬─────────┬─┘
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                                └─ OUTER ─┘

 ►─ JOINtable-ref ─┬────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ ONs-cond ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

NOTE
The s-cond (search-condition) specified in the optional ON clause differs from the one in the WHERE clause
in that the ON clause defines the join conditions that determine which rows contain nulls, as opposed to
the WHERE clause, which eliminates rows from the result entirely. Also note that if you use the optional
parentheses, they must be balanced. That is, if you use an open parenthesis, you must also use a close
parenthesis.

The previously shown JOIN syntax is compatible with Ingres, Db2, and ANSI SQL3 Core SQL.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

SELECT Statement Subselect Syntax

Following is the SELECT statement's complete subselect syntax with the JOIN syntax as a choice in the FROM clause:

►►─ SELECT ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─┬─ ALL ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ FROM ──────────────────►

   │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ expression ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

       │              └─ AS ─ sql-identifier ─┘ │

       └─┬─ table-name.* ───────┬───────────────┘

         ├─ view-name.* ────────┤

         └─ correlation-name.* ─┘

   ┌─ , ─────────┐

 ►─▼─ table-ref ─┴─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─ GROUP BY ─▼─ column-name ─┴─┘ └─ HAVINGsearch-condition ─┘

SELECT Statement Select-Into Syntax

Following is the SELECT statement's complete select-into syntax with the JOIN syntax as a choice in the FROM clause:

►►─ SELECT ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ├─ ALL ◄ ────┤

            └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ INTO ──────────────────►

   │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ expression ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

       │              └─ AS ─ sql-identifier ─┘ │

       └─┬─ table-name.* ───────┬───────────────┘

         ├─ view-name.* ────────┤
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         └─ correlation-name.* ─┘

   ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┌─ , ─────────┐

 ►─▼─ host-variable ─┴─ FROM ─▼─ table-ref ─┴─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

Inner Join Example

The following example of an inner join only returns rows where the CUSTOMER table has a matching row in the ORDERS
table:

 SELECT T1.NAME, SUM(T2.AMOUNT)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1, ORDERS T2

 WHERE   T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

 GROUP BY T1.NAME;

Outer Join Example

If you want to see all customers regardless of whether they have an order, use a LEFT OUTER JOIN in a FROM clause.
The keyword LEFT specifies that the table on the left (CUSTOMER in the example) is to be preserved, that is to say,
all of the rows in the CUSTOMER table are to survive the join operation. The word OUTER is optional, that is, LEFT
JOIN is equivalent to LEFT OUTER JOIN in the syntax. In the following outer join example, a row is returned for each
CUSTOMER even if there is no matching ORDERS row.

 SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (SUM(T2.AMOUNT), 0)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN ORDERS T2

      ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

 GROUP BY T1.NAME;

Using an outer join to see all customers is simpler than the alternate method (shown following) of coding a nested loop in
your host application.

 FOR EACH CUSTOMER

     SET TOTAL = 0

     FOR EACH ORDERS

         WHERE ORDERS.CUSTNO = CUSTOMER.CUSTNO

         SET TOTAL = TOTAL + ORDERS.AMOUNT

     END FOR

     PRINT CUSTOMER.NAME, TOTAL

 END FOR

Value of Rows That Do Not Match

In the outer join example previously shown, when there is no matching ORDERS row, the null value is returned for
T2.AMOUNT. This is true even if the AMOUNT column was defined as NOT NULL.

If there is a default value you wish to have returned when a value is null, you can use the VALUE function, which returns
the first non-null value in its argument list. In this case, SUM(T2.AMOUNT) is returned if there is a matching row. Zero is
returned when:
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• There is no matching row, and
• AMOUNT is the null value.

The phrase CUSTOMER T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN ORDERS T2 is called a joined table. A joined table can be used with
other simple table references in the FROM list. For example, if you want to also report from the LINE_ITEM table:

 SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (SUM(T2.AMOUNT), 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT OUTER JOIN ORDERS T2

      ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO,

      LINE_ITEM T3

  WHERE T2.ORDNO = T3.ORDNO

  GROUP BY T1.NAME;

Alternately you can use the joined table syntax by replacing the right operand with an INNER JOIN:

 SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (SUM(T2.AMOUNT), 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT JOIN (ORDERS T2 INNER JOIN LINE_ITEM T3

                             ON T2.ORDNO = T3.ORDNO)

      ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

 GROUP BY T1.NAME;

In this example, note the following:

• The optional keyword OUTER has been omitted.
• Since both the ORDERS and LINE_ITEM table are on the right-side of the LEFT JOIN, the LINE_ITEM columns

returned are also null when there is no matching ORDERS row.
• Since COUNT always returns zero even if its argument, T3.ORDNO, is null, there is no need for the VALUE function.

WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause can be used with the LEFT OUTER JOIN, but since the WHERE clause is conceptually executed
after the FROM clause (which includes executing the LEFT OUTER JOIN), references to columns in tables on the right
side of a LEFT OUTER JOIN are evaluated against the null value for non-matching rows. This means that unless IS NULL
is the predicate (or it is under an OR that has an IS NULL predicate), the predicate result is unknown, and the row is
eliminated. Eliminating unmatched rows therefore turns your LEFT OUTER JOIN into an INNER JOIN.

For example, if you want to modify the previously shown query to only return ORDERS data for the current date, but you
still want to see all CUSTOMER rows:

 SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (SUM(T2.AMOUNT), 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT JOIN (ORDERS T2 INNER JOIN LINE_ITEM T3

                             ON T2.ORDNO = T3.ORDNO)

      ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

 WHERE T2.ORDER_DATE = CURRENT DATE OR T2.ORDER_DATE IS NULL

 GROUP BY T1.NAME;

Without the OR T2.ORDER_DATE IS NULL you would not get back CUSTOMERS that have no matching ORDERS rows.

As the following example shows, by placing the predicate in the ON clause you do not have to add the OR IS NULL
predicate, because the ON clause is evaluated before the columns of the non-matching row are set to the null value:

 SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (SUM(T2.AMOUNT), 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

 FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT JOIN (ORDERS T2 INNER JOIN LINE_ITEM T3

                              ON T2.ORDNO = T3.ORDNO AND
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                                 T2.ORDER_DATE = CURRENT DATE)

      ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

 GROUP BY T1.NAME;

Performance Considerations

Outer joins are procedural. The SQL Optimizer cannot do reorders of the join sequence without altering the semantics of
the join. Therefore, outer joins are executed as written, that is to say depth-first, left-to-right. In the preceding examples,
T2 is joined to T3 and the result is joined to T1. The order of predicate evaluation is discussed in more detail on Order of
Predicate Evaluation

You should strive to write the joined table in the most efficient order and place predicates in the first join in which they can
be evaluated. For example, as previously shown, the restriction on ORDER_DATE could have been added to the outer
ON clause, but then it could not be used to limit the previous join, and all ORDERS rows would be joined to all LINE_ITEM
rows, only to have many of those rows rejected in the next join step.

As shown in the following example, if you add a restriction on T1.CUSTNO to return the row for a specific customer, this
restriction is not applied until all the ORDERS and LINE_ITEM rows have been joined:

  SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (T2.AMOUNT, 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

     FROM CUSTOMER T1 LEFT JOIN (ORDERS T2 INNER JOIN LINE_ITEM T3

                                 ON T2.ORDNO = T3.ORDNO AND

                                    T2.ORDER_DATE = CURRENT DATE)

           ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO

     WHERE T1.CUSTNO = :CUSTNO

     GROUP BY T1.NAME, T2.AMOUNT;

Rather than doing the previous, it is more efficient to write:

  SELECT T1.NAME, VALUE (T2.AMOUNT, 0), COUNT(DISTINCT T3.ORDNO)

     FROM (CUSTOMER T1 LEFT JOIN ORDERS T2

           ON T1.CUSTNO = T2.CUSTNO AND

              T2.ORDER_DATE = CURRENT DATE) INNER JOIN LINE_ITEM T3

                                            ON T3.ORDNO = T2.ORDNO

     WHERE T1.CUSTNO = :CUSTNO

     GROUP BY T1.NAME, T2.AMOUNT;

Order of Predicate Evaluation

Predicates in ON clauses are conceptually evaluated before the WHERE clause. Within the FROM clause, predicates in
the ON clauses are evaluated in the order the joins are executed -- inner most (deepest) first, and then left to right. For
example, in the following FROM clause, T1 is joined to T2, T3 joined to T4, and then the result of T1 and T2 joined to the
result of T3 and T4:

 FROM (T1 left join T2 on t1.c1 = t2.c1)  left join

      (T3 left join T4 on t3.c1 = t4.c1)  on T2.c1 = T4.c1
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If a non-matching row has caused the columns of the non-preserved row to be set to null in a previous join, then unless
IS NULL is the predicate, the result is unknown. In the previously shown example, if either of the first two joins produces a
non-matching row, then the T2.c1 = T4.c1 predicate evaluates as unknown, and columns in T3 and T4 are set to the null
value.

Since the WHERE clause is evaluated last, a predicate other than IS NULL on a column that has been set to the null
value in an outer join causes the result row to be rejected. This effectively changes the outer join to an inner join, since
any preserved rows are rejected. Continuing the example, WHERE T4.c2 = 'xxx' effectively converts both left joins to inner
joins.

Non-Matching Rows

Conversely, the following query finds only rows of T1 that do not have a matching T2 row (when T2.c2 is defined as not
nullable):

 FROM T1 left join T2 on t1.c1 = t2.c1

 WHERE T2.c2 IS NULL

However, since each matching T2 row is found and then rejected, the following query is more efficient because the NOT
EXISTS predicate is evaluated after finding only a single matching row:

 SELECT *

 FROM T1

 WHERE NOT EXISTS (SELECT *

                   FROM T2

                   WHERE T2.c1 = T1.c1)

Order of Joins

The join order is set when LEFT OUTER or INNER is used, otherwise the SQL optimizer determines join order (unless
plan option OPT=M is used). Care must therefore be taken to ensure efficient evaluation. (This means INNER JOIN can
be used in place of OPT=M to manually specify join order at the query level.)

LEFT joins always use the nested loop join method.

NULL Indicator Variables

When selecting a NOT NULL column that could be set to the null value by an outer join, you must supply a host indicator
variable for the column.

Inserting Rows
To insert rows into a table or view, use the INSERT statement. The values you assign to columns during the insert can be
literal values or values which have been placed in host variables.

Literal values assigned to columns that contain character data must be enclosed in apostrophes ('). Literal values
assigned to columns of numeric data types are not enclosed in apostrophes.

The data type of the host variable must be compatible with the data type of the column to which the value is being
assigned.

If you specify the column names in the INSERT statement, the values for the columns must be listed in the same order as
the column names. This is shown in Example 1.
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If you do not specify the column names in the INSERT statement, the values for the columns must be listed in the same
order as the columns are specified in the base table (see Example 2).

Example 1

 Problem

Add rows to the CUSTOMERS table where the value of CUST_NO and NAME

are assigned from the host variables WC-CUSTNO and WC-NAME.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

       (loop until end of input)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL

  2       INSERT INTO CUSTOMERS (CUST_NO, NAME)

  3       VALUES (:WC-CUSTNO, :WC-NAME)

  4   END-EXEC.

Lines 2-3

The row is inserted in the CUSTOMERS table with the values in the host variables assigned to the columns CUST_NO
and NAME.

Example 2

The following problem shows how to insert a row in a table without having to specify column names to assign a value to
each column.

 Problem

Add a row to the CUSTOMERS table with values specified for each

column.  The values must be specified in the same order as the columns

are listed in the table definition.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .
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  1   EXEC SQL

  2       INSERT INTO CUSTOMERS

  3       VALUES ('Z',

  4               '9999',

  5               'LAGOONS R US',

  6               '925 DAILY DRIVE',

  7               'BOX 25',

  8               'AGANA',

  9               'GU',

 10               '89333',

 11               'B',

 12               '808',

 13               '967',

 14               '2774')

 15   END-EXEC.

Lines 2-14

The row is inserted into the CUSTOMERS table with the specified value for each column. Since the values are listed in
the same order that the columns are specified in the table definition, it is not necessary to name the columns.

Updating a Table
Use an UPDATE statement to modify the contents of one or more rows. All rows in a table that satisfy the search condition
are updated in accordance with the assignments in the SET clause. You can update only one table in a single statement.
Following is an example:

 Problem

Initialize new records (those with STATE equal to WS-STATE) with

year-to-date sales equal to the host variable WS-YTD-SALES, and the

salesman ID equal to the host variable WS-SLMN-ID.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1      EXEC SQL

  2          DECLARE CUSTUPD CURSOR FOR

  3              SELECT *

  4                 FROM CUSTOMERS

  5                 WHERE STATE = :WS-STATE

  6      END-EXEC.

  7      EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND GOTO PROGEND END-EXEC.

  8      EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLWARNING CONTINUE END-EXEC.

  9      EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ERRORTN END-EXEC.

                   .

                   .
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 10      EXEC SQL OPEN CUSTUPD END-EXEC.

 11      PERFORM PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP THROUGH

 12          END-PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

 13      EXEC SQL CLOSE CUSTUPD END-EXEC.

                   .

                   .

 14   PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

 15      EXEC SQL

 16          FETCH CUSTUPD INTO

 17               :WC-IND-CD,

 18               :WC-CUSTNO,

 19               :WC-NAME,

 20               :WC-ADDR-1,

 21               :WC-ADDR-2,

 22               :WC-CITY,

 23               :WC-STATE,

 24               :WC-ZIP,

 25               :WC-CRED-IND,

 26               :WC-AREA-CD,

 27               :WC-PH-EXCH,

 28               :WC-PH-NO,

 29               :WC-OPEN-DOL,

 30               :WC-YTD-SALES,

 31               :WC-ACT-YR,

 32               :WC-ACT-MO,

 33               :WC-ACT-DAY,

 34               :WC-SLMN-ID

 35      END-EXEC.

 36      IF SQLCODE = ZERO

 37          EXEC SQL

 38              UPDATE CUSTOMERS

 39                  SET YTD_SALES = :WS-YTD-SALES,

 40                      SLMN_ID = :WS-SLMN-ID

 41              WHERE CURRENT OF CUSTUPD

 42          END-EXEC.

               .

               .

 43   END-PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

Line 5

The search condition in the SELECT of the DECLARE CURSOR statement specifies that the temporary result table
contains rows only where the value of the STATE column is equal to the value of the host variable WS-STATE.

Line 7

The exception condition, NOT FOUND, directs the program to go to a program end routine if an SQL return code of +100
is received.

Line 8

The exception condition, SQLWARNING, directs the program to continue execution if a warning condition or a positive
SQL return code other than +100 is received.

Line 9
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The exception condition, SQLERROR, directs the program to go to an error handling routine in the host program if a
negative SQL return code is received.

Line 10

The cursor named in the DECLARE CURSOR statement is opened and positioned before the first row of the result table
formed by the SELECT in the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

Lines 11-12

The processing loop is performed. This loop contains the FETCH statement to position the cursor.

Line 13

The cursor named in the DECLARE CURSOR statement is closed.

Lines 16-34

The FETCH statement positions the cursor on the first (or next) row of the temporary result table and places that row into
the host variables listed in this statement.

Lines 38-41

The value of each named column is updated in the row where the cursor is currently positioned.

Deleting Rows
To delete rows from a table or view use the DELETE statement. Deleting a row from a view deletes the row from the table
that contains the row.

You can use the searched form of the DELETE statement or the positioned form with a cursor.

The searched form of the DELETE statement uses a WHERE clause to specify a search condition. Any row which
matches the search condition in the WHERE clause is deleted.

The positioned form of the DELETE statement uses the CURRENT OF clause to name a cursor which has previously
been declared. Only the row where the cursor is positioned is deleted. Following is an example.

WARNING
The DELETE is a powerful statement, and can delete all rows of a table if you neglect to specify a WHERE
clause that limits the deletion.

 Problem

Delete all rows from the CUSTOMERS table where the STATE column

contains the value specified in the host variable WS-STATE.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1   EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND CONTINUE END-EXEC.

  2   EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLWARNING CONTINUE END-EXEC.

  3   EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GO TO ERRORTN END-EXEC.

  4   MOVE 'GU' TO WS-STATE.
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  5   EXEC SQL

  6       DELETE

  7           FROM CUSTOMERS

  8           WHERE STATE = :WS-STATE

  9   END-EXEC.

Line 1

The exception condition, NOT FOUND, directs the program to continue execution if an SQL return code of +100 is
received.

Line 2

The exception condition, SQLWARNING, directs the program to continue execution if a warning condition or a positive
SQL return code other than +100 is received.

Line 3

The exception condition, SQLERROR, directs the program to go to an error handling routine in the host program if a
negative SQL return code is received.

Lines 6-8

The DELETE statement deletes all rows where the value of the STATE column equals the value of the host variable WS-
STATE.

Committing and Backing Out Transactions
Use the COMMIT WORK statement to commit any changes made to the database when updating tables. Uncommitted
changes to a database can be backed out with the ROLLBACK WORK statement. In the following example, inserts to
the table are committed if no errors are detected during processing. If an error is detected, the inserts are backed out.
Following is an example:

 Problem

Commit your transactions if no error is detected during processing.

If an error is detected, rollback the transactions.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1        IF SQLCODE = 0

  2            MOVE 'INSERT COMPLETE' TO MSG-REC1

  3            PERFORM COM-WORK

  4            GO TO WRITE-REC.

  5        IF SQLCODE > 100

  6            MOVE 'WARNINGS ON INSERT' TO MSG-REC1

  7            GO TO WRITE-REC.

  8        IF SQLCODE < 0

  9            PERFORM ROLBK-WORK

 10            GO TO ERRORTN.

 11    COM-WORK.
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 12         EXEC SQL

 13             COMMIT WORK

 14         END-EXEC.

 15    ROLBK-WORK.

 16         EXEC SQL

 17             ROLLBACK WORK

 18         END-EXEC.

The COBOL IF sets the condition for committing or backing out the inserts to the table. If the SQLCODE value in the
SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) is 0 (zero), no errors were detected during processing. Any other SQLCODE value
indicates an error has been detected.

Lines 1-4, 11-14

In this example, if no errors are detected, the inserts to the table are committed by the COMMIT WORK statement.

Lines 5-7

The program handles the case where a condition code greater than 100 is returned by issuing a message.

Lines 8-10, 15-18

If the SQLCODE value is less than 0, the ROLLBACK WORK statement is executed to back out the inserts.

Using the Interactive SQL Service Facility
The Interactive SQL Service Facility of Datacom Datadictionary online is designed primarily to allow you to create and test
SQL objects and execute certain SQL statements.

You can use the online panels in the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility for data definition,
manipulation and control, and to perform administrative tasks associated with SQL usage. You must be authorized
in Datacom Datadictionary to use the Interactive SQL Service Facility. See the person responsible for Datacom
Datadictionary security on your system for authorization.

You should be familiar with the SQL relational sub-language and its languages, listed following, before you use the
Interactive SQL Service Facility.

Data Definition Language (DDL)
You can use specific SQL statements to create indexes, tables, and views, create schemas, create alternative
names (synonyms) for tables and views, and enter descriptive information. You can also remove definitions.

NOTE
Because DDL statements are not recorded to the Log Area (LXX), they are not recoverable using
the RECOVERY function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY). In the case of DDL statements, it is
therefore your responsibility to ensure the existence of the Directory (CXX) definitions necessary for
recovery.

Data Manipulation Language (DML)
You can use specific SQL statements to insert, update, and delete the data in the production database.

SQL Control Statements
includes the CALL and EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements that support the Datacom/DB implementation of
procedures and triggers (see Procedures and Triggers and Datadictionary Support for Triggers and Procedures).
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Executable SQL Statements

You can execute the following SQL statements in the Interactive SQL Service Facility of Datacom Datadictionary online.
The following table lists the SQL statements in each language:

Data Definition Language (DDL) Data Manipulation Language (DML) SQL Control Statements

ALTER TABLE
COMMENT ON
CREATE INDEX
CREATE PROCEDURE
CREATE RULE
CREATE SCHEMA
CREATE SYNONYM
CREATE TABLE
CREATE TRIGGER
CREATE VIEW
DROP
GRANT
REVOKE

Non-cursor operations:
DELETE (searched DELETE)
INSERT
SELECT
UPDATE (searched UPDATE)

CALL
EXECUTE PROCEDURE

Specifying Unique SQL Names
SQL names for schemas, tables, indexes, views, and synonyms must be unique according to the rules in the following
table.

 The SQL Statement  Defines InDatacom Datadictionary   SQL Name Requirements 
CREATE SCHEMA An AUTHORIZATION occurrence The SQL name and the AUTHORIZATION

occurrence name are the same and must
be unique for all schemas.

CREATE TABLE A TABLE occurrence The SQL name of the table must be unique
for all indexes, views and synonyms owned
by a specific schema (authorization ID).

CREATE INDEX A KEY occurrence The SQL name of the index must be unique
for all indexes owned by a specific schema
(authorization ID).

CREATE VIEW A VIEW occurrence The SQL name of the view must be unique
for all tables, views and synonyms owned
by a specific schema (authorization ID).

CREATE SYNONYM A SYNONYM occurrence The SQL name of the synonym must be
unique for all tables, views and synonyms
owned by a specific schema (authorization
ID).

For information about additional restrictions on words used for an AUTHID, SQL name, or Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name, see DDTRSLM Transporting Definitions.

When you create SQL tables, views and synonyms, the SQL name is prefixed by the authorization ID to create the
TABLE, VIEW and SYNONYM occurrence name. The format is authid-sqlname.
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Together, the authorization ID and SQL name of each table, view and synonym must be unique within the schema.
For example, the names JONES.DEPTTBL (for a table) and JONES.DEPTTBL (for a view) are not unique since
both are owned by the JONES schema, but the names JONES.DEPTTBL (for a table) and SMITH.DEPTTBL (for a
view) are unique because they are owned by different schemas.

Submitting SQL Statements
Before you can use Datacom Datadictionary online to access the Interactive SQL Service Facility, you must be authorized
in Datacom Datadictionary to use this mode. See the person responsible for maintaining Datacom Datadictionary on your
system for authorization.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

How to Submit SQL Statements

To submit SQL statements in the Interactive SQL Service Facility:

1. Place your SQL statements in the variable-line area of the Source Panel (examples are shown in the following
sections). See Basic Language Elements for information on how to write SQL statements.
– You can specify a name for the source member that is created when you execute your statements, or use a default

source member.
– You must place a semicolon after each complete SQL statement you enter.
– You can use line commands to insert, delete, copy and move lines in the Source Panel.
The source member is saved by Datacom Datadictionary in a Virtual Library System (VLS) member. The name of the
VLS library is specified in the System Resource Table parameter DDOLSQL= (in the DDSYSTBL macro).
You can optionally display, copy, modify, execute, and delete your source members through menu and panel
selections or command line commands.

NOTE
You can put comment lines in your source member. Two dashes (--) indicate that the line is a comment.
These two dashes must be in column one and two on the input line. Comment lines are included in the
final tally of records within the member using the statement "number of records read is...," but they are not
regarded as SQL statements. Blank lines can be used as separator lines. As with comment lines, blank lines
are counted in the final record count but ignored as statements.

2. Submit the source member for processing with the EXECUTE command (PF9 key).
– The Interactive SQL Service Facility prepares and executes the statements.
– If successful, the Datacom Datadictionary is updated with the appropriate definitions in PROD status. Table objects

are cataloged to the Directory and are ready to populate with data.
– If multiple SQL commands are entered in a single source member and an SQL processing error (indicated by an

SQL return code in the format -nnn) is encountered, a ROLLBACK WORK command is issued by the Interactive
SQL Service Facility.

NOTE
A COMMIT WORK command is implied, in CICS, by a transaction boundary (that is to say, from EXECUTE
to display of results is a single transaction). A ROLLBACK WORK is implied, in all environments, by a
negative SQL return code (in the format -nnn) on any SQL statement in the member being executed. The
COMMIT WORK and ROLLBACK WORK commands can be placed in a source member to be executed, if
necessary.

3. Datacom Datadictionary places the results of processing the source member in an output member which is displayed
on an Output Panel. The output member is saved in the same Virtual Library System (VLS) member as the source
member.
– The Output Panel indicates the status of the statement execution.
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If the execution is not successful, Datacom Datadictionary displays return codes on this panel.
– You can display and delete the output members.

How to Use

Use the following steps to submit your SQL statements.

Step 1

When you sign on or select the SET MODE function, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom Datadictionary Mode
Select Panel. Select Option 7 or enter the SET MODE SQL command.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Datadictionary Mode Select

                                                                            P00M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    Datadictionary Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    Datadictionary Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    Datadictionary Authorization Maintenance

  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     File Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. IDEAL     (IDEAL)            Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF       (OFF)              End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the previous panel.

Also note that when you access the Interactive SQL Service Facility, Datacom Datadictionary checks for the existence
of the relationship between your PERSON occurrence and a valid SQL AUTHORIZATION occurrence.If a relationship
does not exist, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Default Authorization Panel. When the relationship exists, the Default
Authorization Panel is not presented.

Step 2

The Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel appears after you select this mode. Select Option 1 (SQLMAINT).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SQLMAINT                     SQL member maintenance/execution

  2. SQLADMIN                     SQL administrative functions

  3. SET MODE                     Reset Datadictionary processing mode

  4. IDEAL                        Transfer to IDEAL application
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  5. OFF                          End session

NOTE
f Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the previous panel.

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQLMAINT menu panel. Select Option 1 or enter the EDIT SQL command.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. EDIT                         Edit/Execute SQL members

  2. DISPLAY                      Display source/output members

  3. DELETE                       Delete source/output members

  4. COPY                         Copy source members

  5. END                          End SQLMAINT processing

Step 4

Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for the selected function. After reading
the following list, complete your entries on the panel and press Enter:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S01F

 EDIT     SQL  / ________ , ________ , ________________________________ /

 EDT             (source)   (output)   (description)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 NOTE:  If no source/output member is entered the default is $DDSQL.

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE
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source name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the SQL statements. Use alphanumeric characters in the
name. It cannot contain special characters or embedded blanks.

• If the member does not exist, a new member is created.
• If the member already exists in the list of members created by the current user, the next panel displays the

existing source member for modification.
• If you leave this field blank, the default name is used.
• Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character member name
• Default Value:

$DDSQL

output name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the results of executing the source member. Use
alphanumeric characters in the name. It cannot contain special characters or embedded blanks.
For convenience of identification, use the same name for both the source and output members.

• If the member already exists in the list of members created by the current user, Datacom Datadictionary
replaces the previous output member upon execution.

• If you leave this field blank, the default name is used.
• Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character member name
• Default Value:

$DDSQL

description
(Optional) You can enter up to 32 characters and embedded blanks to describe your source members. The same
description is displayed with the output member.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not use a slash (/) as part of the description's text. The member cannot be
retrieved with an EDT margin command if the description contains a slash.

Step 5

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Source Panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
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 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Member:
The source member name you entered on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel or the default member
name $DDSQL.

Output Line Limit
The maximum number of lines you receive on the output panel. You can move the cursor to this field and change
this limit. If your expected output exceeds 1000 lines, you should consider embedding your SQL statement(s) in a
host program.

Person:
The PERSON occurrence name associated with the user ID entered on the Datacom Datadictionary Sign-on
Panel.

Current Authid:
One of the following is displayed:

• The authorization ID established for the session with the SET AUTHID function issued with the command or
the function in the SQL Administrative option.

• The default authorization ID related to the user ID.

Description:
The description you entered on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.

numbered line(s)
Use this area for your SQL statements.

• If you select an existing source member, the contents of the source member are displayed for you to modify or
execute.

• If this is a new source member, you receive one numbered blank line. If the statement can be entered on one
line, it is not necessary to insert additional lines on the panel.

• You can use line commands such as I (insert), R (repeat), or D (delete), to add and delete lines. See Using
Line Commands for more information.

• Datacom Datadictionary allows you to enter your statements in mixed-case letters. If you enter mixed-case
letters on a Source Panel, the Output Panel also contains mixed-case letters. However, lowercase letters in an
ordinary token are folded to uppercase by the SQL Preprocessor. Lowercase letters in a delimiter token remain
lowercase.

• You must enter a semicolon after each complete SQL statement.

After placing your SQL statement or statements in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the
following:

1. Press PF9 to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which shows the
results of the SQL processing.

2. Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT menu panel where you can select a function. If you have refreshed the
panel by pressing ENTER or a PF key, your entries are saved in the Source Member.

3. Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option. If
you have refreshed the panel by pressing ENTER or a PF key, your entries are saved in the Source Member.

Step 6
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When you execute the source member, you receive a Output Panel. The following example shows the Output Panel
displayed after a CREATE TABLE statement was executed.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel

              EDIT     Member= $DDSQL

                  Description: CREATE A SCHEMA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL  )

 000002 CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 000003       (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

 000004        DEPTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL);

 000005 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000006 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000007 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000008 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000009 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS   0003

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following.

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Using Commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility
In the Interactive SQL Service Facility, you can make your selections through menu and prompter panels or by entering
commands in the command lines of the panels.

The abbreviated command syntax for the menu options is displayed on the panels to help you learn the commands easily.
The full and abbreviated command syntax for functions performed by the prompter panels are displayed on those panels.

You can skip the prompter panel by entering these commands. However, if the complete command is longer than the 76
spaces available in a command line, you must use the prompter panel. A command cannot be continued to another line.

You can display HELP panels for most commands by entering HELP, followed by the command. The HELP panel explains
the functions and options for using that particular command.

To issue commands to Datacom Datadictionary, enter the command in the command region (region 0) at the top
of the panel and then press Enter. If a command is only valid in a specific processing mode, you must select the
appropriate mode before you enter the command. You can select a processing mode by entering the appropriate option
on the Datacom Datadictionary Mode Select Panel or by entering the SET MODE command with the selected mode
identifier.

Except where noted, you can enter more than one command on a panel as shown in the following examples. You can
change the number of command lines displayed with the SET CMD LIN command.
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• You can type each command on a separate line. For example:

 => SET MODE SQL

 => EDIT SQL

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Or, you can type several commands on the same line and separate them with a semicolon, the default delimiter. You
can change the delimiter with the SET CMD DLM command. For example:

 => SET MODE SQL;EDIT SQL

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When you enter only a portion of a command, Datacom Datadictionary presents the prompter panel or menu for that
function with the information you have filled in on the panel.

Remember that on a prompter panel, you must do the following:

• Supply all required entries.
• Supply any desired optional entries.
• Press Enter or PF9 (APPLY) to continue processing.

You can use the following general commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility:

• BOTTOM
• COMBINE
• END
• HELP
• INPUT
• MENU
• OFF
• POSITION
• PROCESS
• SET
• SPLIT
• STATUS
• SRB
• SRF
• TIME

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Commands Specifically for Use in the Interactive SQL Service Facility

The following Datacom Datadictionary online commands are specifically for the Interactive SQL Service Facility. You can
use perform administrative functions such as setting the session default AUTHID, deleting plans, and rebinding plans.
These functions are described in Performing SQL Administrative Tasks.

NOTE
 The following commands are valid for maintenance in the Interactive SQL Service Facility mode in Datacom
Datadictionary only. They do not perform SQL functions.
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ALTERNATE Command

The ALTERNATE command allows you to switch the display to the Source Panel or the Output Panel when both source
and output members are entered on a prompter panel. The ALTERNATE command is also available with the PF12 key.

COPY SQL Command

You can duplicate a source member with the COPY SQL command. Output members cannot be copied. Use the following
format for this command. The abbreviated command syntax is COP.

on

COPY SQL /old-source-name[,[new-source-name][,person]] /

off

 

old-source-name
(Required) Enter the name of the existing source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
new-source-name

(Optional) Enter a valid source member name that is unique for the specified or current default person.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

If the person is not specified with this command or is the same as the person currently signed on
to Datacom Datadictionary, there is no default and you must enter a new source name.
If the person is specified, and is not the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary, this field
defaults to the old source name.

,person
(Optional) Enter the name of the person who created the existing source member. If you leave this field
blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the name of the person currently signed on.
Valid Entries:

The first 18 characters of the 1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

 Datacom Datadictionary automatically copies the member indicated by the COPY command, and displays the SQL
Member List Panel to display the source members that currently exist. A message also displays on the message line
indicating the status of the copy function.

After copying the source member, you can perform one of the following:

• Enter another source member name to copy on the SQL Member List Panel.
• Enter another SQL command on the command line.
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel, where you can select another maintenance function.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another SQL function.

DELETE SQL Command

You can use the DELETE SQL command to delete a source or output member.
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NOTE
 Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL-accessible tables, views, or synonyms. See Deleting SQL Objects
and DROP Statement (DQ).

Use the following format for the DELETE SQL command. The abbreviated command syntax is DEL.

on

DELETE SQL /[source-member-name][,output-member-name]/

off

source-member-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the source member that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,output-member-name

(Optional) Enter the name of the output member that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

After you enter the DELETE SQL command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in
Panel with the source and/or output member name displayed. Press Enter on this panel to delete the member(s).

After successfully deleting the members, you can perform one of the following functions:

• Enter another source and/or output name to delete.
• Enter another SQL command on the command line.
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another function.

DISPLAY SQL Command

Use the DISPLAY SQL command to display a specific source or output member, or display a list of the members for the
person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary. To display a specific source or output member, use the following
format for this command. The abbreviated command syntax is DIS.

on

DISPLAY SQL /[source-member-name][,output-member-name][,person-occurrence-name]/

off

source-member-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the SQL statements you want to display.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,output-member-name

(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the results of executing a source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

,person-occurrence-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the person who created the source member.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence-name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence-name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

To display a list of all source and output members for a specific PERSON occurrence, use the following command. The
abbreviated command syntax is DIS.

on

DISPLAY SQL LIST [person-occurrence-name]

off

 

person-occurrence-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the person who created the source members you want to display.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

After entering the DISPLAY SQL LIST command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member List Panel. If the
display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward or forward through the
display.

You can enter the following SQL margin commands on the SQL Member List Panel: COP or CPY, DEL, DIS, and EDT.
See Using Margin Commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

EDIT SQL Command

Use the EDIT SQL command to create or modify a source member. Enter the following command on the command line on
a panel. The abbreviated command syntax is EDT.

on

EDIT SQL /[source-member-name][,output-member-name][,description]/

off

 

source-member-name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member containing the SQL statements you want to edit.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,output-member-name

(Optional) Enter the name of the member containing the results of executing a source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

,description
(Optional) You can enter the 32-character description of the source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

After you enter the EDIT command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Source Panel where you can perform one of the
following functions:

• Edit the SQL statement(s) or enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which

shows the results of SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select the EDIT function and then specify another

source member.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to choose another function.

EXECUTE Command

The EXECUTE command submits the source member for execution. It is also available with the PF9 key.

REBIND Command

The REBIND command is valid in this mode only. It accesses the SQLADMIN panel where you enter the information
necessary to rebind plans. See Managing SQL Plans for details.

SCROLL Command

Use the SCROLL command to move forward and backward through the lines of a panel that you cannot display all at one
time on a single screen. Use the following format for this command. The abbreviated command syntax is SCR. If your
completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, you must use the prompter panel to issue
the command.

ON

SCROLL [option]

OFF

If you do not add a keyword with the SCROLL command, Datacom Datadictionary scrolls the display forward the set
number of lines in a region with the last line of the previous display at the top of the new display. You can also enter this
command with the PF8 key.

You can add the following optional keywords to the SCROLL command:

 Option  Action 

+ Scroll forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also
use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command or the SRF command for
this function.)

- Scroll backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also
use the PF7 key or the SRB command for this function.)

+nnn Scroll forward nnn number of lines in a region.
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-nnn Scroll backward nnnn number of lines in a region.

B
BACKWARD

Scroll backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also
use the PF7 key, the SCROLL command, or the SRB command
for this function.)

BOT
BOTTOM

Scroll to bottom of the list. (You can also use the BOTTOM
command for this function.)

F
FORWARD

Scroll forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can
also use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command, the SCROLL +
command, or the SRF command for this function.)

LEF
LEFT

Scroll left one full screen of an output member display. (You can
also use the PF10 key.) The information in the output member
can be 228 columns wide (including data, column headings, and
spaces between columns).

LEF nn
LEFT nn

Scroll left a specified number of columns on an output member
display, where nn is the number of columns. You can also
optionally enter COL after nn.

RIG
RIGHT

Scroll right one full screen of an output member display. (You can
also use the PF11 key.) The output member can be up to 228
columns (including data, column headings, and spaces between
columns).

RIG nn
RIGHT nn

Scroll right a specified number of columns on an output member
display, where nn is the number of columns. You can also
optionally enter COL after nn.

TOP Scroll to the top of the list. (You can also use the TOP command
for this function.)

Using Line Commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility
You can use line commands to scroll through, insert, copy, move, and delete lines in repeating groups on Source Panels.
These commands are not related to the online work queue commands which are called margin commands. See Using
Margin Commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility for a list of these commands.

The numerical factor described with the following commands can be either left or right of the command depending on the
site option selected. For example, to insert 3 lines, you enter either I3 or 3I depending on the format established at your
site in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table (SRT).

LineCommand Action
* Scroll the display until this line is at the top of the panel.
*+nnn Scroll the display until the line that is nnn lines after this line is at

the top of the panel.
*-nnn Scroll the display until the line that is nnn lines before this line is at

the top of the panel.
A Designate the location after which lines are to be copied or

moved.
B Designate the location before which lines are to be copied or

moved.
C Copy a line. Use A or B to designate location where the line is to

be copied.
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CC Copy a block of lines. CC must be entered on the first line and the
last line of the block. Use A or B to designate location where block
is to be copied.

D Delete a line.
DB Delete all lines from this line through the bottom line.
dd Delete a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and

the last line of the block.
DT Delete all lines from this line through the top line.
I Insert a line after the line where the command is entered.
IB Insert a blank line before the first line.
In Insert n number of blank lines after the line where the command is

entered.
M Move a line. Use A or B to designate where the line is to be

moved.
MM Move a block of lines. MM must be entered on the first line and the

last line of the block. Use A or B to designate where the block is to
be moved.

R Repeat the line.
Rn Repeat the line n times after itself.
RR Repeat a block of lines. RR must be entered on the first line and

the last line of the block. The lines are repeated after the last line
of the designated block.

Using Margin Commands in the Interactive SQL Service Facility
Datacom Datadictionary online provides an online work queue that allows you to store specific functions for processing in
sequence. You activate this function by placing margin commands in the line numbers of display panels. The online work
queue is session dependent and is deleted when you exit Datacom Datadictionary online.

After entering margin commands, you can either:

• Press Enter or any scrolling PF key to refresh the screen and enter additional margin commands as desired.
• Press PF4 or enter the PROCESS command to bring the first activity from the online work queue.

You can enter the following margin commands in the line numbers on the SQL Member List Panel:

MarginCommands Restriction and Action
COP
or
CPY

Enter for a source member only. Displays the SQL Member
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for COPY with the source member
name and person who created the source member filled in. See
Copying Source Members.

DEL Enter for a source or output member that was created by the
person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary. Displays
the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for DELETE with
the member name and description filled in. See Deleting Source
and Output Members.

DIS Enter for a source or output member. Displays the SQL Member
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for DISPLAY with the member
name and person name filled in. You can then enter the source or
output member name, whichever was not selected by the margin
command. See Displaying Source and Output Members.
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EDT Enter for a source member that was created by the person
currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary. Displays the SQL
Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for EDIT with the source
member name and description filled in. See Editing and Executing
Source Members.

Using PF Keys in the Interactive SQL Service Facility
The PF and PA keys are assigned the following functions in the Interactive SQL Service Facility. Keys not mentioned are
ignored by Datacom Datadictionary.

Key Equivalent Command and/or Action
PF1 HELP - displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END - displays the previous level panel.
PF3 SPLIT - displays two sessions simultaneously, if your terminal

displays more than 30 lines. Use the COMBINE command to end
the session added with PF3 (SPLIT).

PF4 PROCESS - retrieves and executes the next occurrence and
function from the online work queue.

PF5 TOP - scrolls the display on variable line panel to place the first
line at the top of the repeating group section.

PF6 BOTTOM - scrolls the display on a variable line panel to place the
last line at the bottom of the repeating group section.

PF7 BACKWARD - scrolls backward the default number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line panel.

PF8 FORWARD - scrolls forward the default number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 EXECUTE - submits for processing the SQL statements entered
on the Source Panel and activates the next logical panel. The
abbreviated form is EXE.

PF10 LEFT - scrolls left the default number of columns when the
displayed member has more than 72 columns. The output
member can be up to 228 columns wide (including data, column
headings, and spaces between columns).

PF11 RIGHT - scrolls right the default number of columns when the
displayed member has more than 72 columns. The output
member can be up to 228 columns wide (including data, column
headings, and spaces between columns).

PF12 ALTERNATE - alternately displays the Source Panel and the
Output Panel when both a source member name and an output
member name were entered on a prompter panel.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
PA2 Displays PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Displays the Interactive SQL Service Facility menu.
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ENTER Performs the following functions:
On delete panels: it deletes the selected source or output member.
On display panels: it stores the margin and line commands and
refreshes the screen. This allows you to specify additional margin
commands.
On variable line maintenance panels: it executes any line
commands you type in the line numbers and refreshes the screen.
On prompter panels and menu panels: it displays the next panel
when there is a series of panels.

Maintaining Source and Output Members
Use the SQLMAINT option of the Interactive SQL Service Facility to maintain the Datacom Datadictionary source and
output members. This section explains how to edit, execute, display, delete, and copy the source members in Datacom
Datadictionary. It also explains how you display and delete output members using this option.

The source and output members are saved by Datacom Datadictionary in a Virtual Library System (VLS) member (the
VLS is a library access method used to store panels, message members, control blocks, and user programs). The VLS is
one of the Ideal. The name of the VLS member is specified in the System Resource Table parameter DDOLSQL= (in the
DDSYSTBL macro).

NOTE
For more information on the Virtual Library System and the VLS Utility (VLSUTIL) that enables you to modify
and maintain the VLS files at your site, see the Ideal implementation documentation.

When you select option 1 (SQLMAINT) on the Interactive SQL Service Facility panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. EDIT                         Edit/Execute SQL members

  2. DISPLAY                      Display source/output members

  3. DELETE                       Delete source/output members

  4. COPY                         Copy source members

  5. END                          End SQLMAINT processing

Enter the number for the option you want to use and press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. The panel displays the option at the left of the panel and the fields needed for processing.

Editing and Executing Source Members

Use option 1 (EDIT) on the SQLMAINT Panel to create, modify, or execute a member containing SQL statements.
Datacom Datadictionary displays a SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel as in the following example: The panel
displays the EDIT option you requested on the left side of the panel, and provides fields for you to enter the names of the
source and output members and a description.

You can also use the EDT SQL command in the command area in the Interactive SQL Service Facility. For details about
entering this command, see EDIT SQL Command.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S01F

 EDIT     SQL  / ________ , ________ , ________________________________ /

 EDT             (source)   (output)   (description)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 NOTE:  If no source/output member is entered the default is $DDSQL.

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Complete your specifications on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel according to the following descriptions:

source name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the SQL statements. Use alphanumeric characters in the
name. It cannot contain special characters or embedded blanks.
When the member name you enter already exists for the current user, the next panel displays the existing source
member for modification. If the member does not exist, a new member is created. If you leave this field blank, the
default name is used.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

$DDSQL
output name

(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the results of executing the source member. Use
alphanumeric characters in the name. It cannot contain special characters or embedded blanks.
For identification convenience, use the same name for both the source and output members. If the output member
name you enter already exists, Datacom Datadictionary replaces the previous output member upon execution. If
you leave this field blank, the default name is used.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

$DDSQL
description

(Optional) You can enter up to 32 characters and embedded blanks to describe your source members. The same
description is displayed with the output member.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Source Panel

After you complete the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel, and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Source Panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Information you provided on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel displays in the top portion of this panel. In
this example, a CREATE TABLE SQL statement is being executed. See the following explanation of the fields that appear
on this panel.

Member:
The source member name you entered on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel or the default member
name $DDSQL.

Output Line Limit:
(Optional) The maximum number of lines you receive on the output panel. Even though a portion of the output
member information is displayed, the entire statement is executed.
If you want the output to display more than 1000 lines, we recommend that you enter the SQL statements in an
application program, or see the person responsible for administering Datacom/DB at your site.
Valid Entries:

Up to 1000
Default Value:

1000
Person:

The PERSON occurrence associated with the user ID entered on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel.
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Current Authid:
One of the following is displayed:

• The AUTHID related to the current user
• The AUTHID established for the session with the SET AUTHID option.

Description:
The description you entered on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.

numbered line(s)
If this is a new source member, you receive one numbered blank line where you enter your SQL statement(s).
See the instructions in Submitting SQL Statements to enter the SQL statements you can execute in the Interactive
SQL Service Facility. End each statement with a semicolon.
Use line commands to insert the number of text lines needed to enter the statement(s). See Using Line
Commands.

After completing the statement, press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL statement as it was entered.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 000002       (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

 000003        DEPTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL);

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

At this point in processing, you can perform one of the following functions:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which

shows the results of SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select the EDIT function and then specify another

source member.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to choose another function.

Output Panel

When you execute the statement, you receive the Output Panel. The following example is output for the CREATE TABLE
statement for the DEPTTBL table.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= $DDSQL

                  Description: CREATE A SCHEMA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL  )

 000002 CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 000003       (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

 000004        DEPTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL);

 000005 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000006 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000007 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000008 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000009 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS   0003

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to display the additional
information. Another example panel showing an error message and return code follows the description of the fields on this
panel.

NOTE
Certain SQL statements, such as SELECT, return information that extends beyond the right column of a display.
Use the scroll commands or PF keys to display this information. However, the returned data is truncated when
the information on a line exceeds 228 bytes. The source and output members are stored in the Virtual Library
System (VLS) and the VLS has a record limit of 240 bytes, of which 12 bytes are used internally.

The top portion of the panel displays the member name and description you entered on the Source Panel. For this
example, the text portion of the panel displays the contents of the output member the following segments.

Line numbers referenced are only valid as illustration for this example, the output varies with each SQL statement you
execute.

Line 1

The source member that created the output is displayed.

Lines 2-4

The SQL statement(s) as entered and the result(s) of the executing statement(s) are displayed.

Line 6

A message stating the success or failure of the executed statement is displayed. An SQLCODE of 0 indicates the
statement execution was successful. When you execute a SELECT statement, an SQLCODE of 100 also indicates
successful execution.

Remaining Lines

Additional support information is included: the number of columns Datacom Datadictionary uses to process the SQL
statements, the number of input records read, the number of SQL statements processed.
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If the returned data exceeds the 228-byte per line limit, the support information includes: RECORD LENGTH EXCEEDS
MAXIMUM, DATA MAY BE TRUNCATED.

Error Messages Displayed

When an error in processing is encountered, more information is displayed containing the appropriate return codes, and
whether the error was encountered in processing Datacom Datadictionary or Datacom/DB.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= CSCHEMA

                  Description: CREATE A SCHEMA

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER CSCHEMA )

 000002 CREATE SCHEMA AUTHORIZATION JONES;

 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000004 ERROR OCCURRED EXECUTING A PLAN  -0118(MAAE)                 (QEXEI)

 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

In this example, the -0118 SQL return code indicates that an error was detected by the Datacom Datadictionary Service
Facility (DSF) while attempting to process the statement. The MAAE return code indicates with M that the return code
is from a module of Datacom Datadictionary and with AAE (a DSF return code) that the AUTHORIZATION occurrence
already exists in Datacom Datadictionary.

Error messages appear in the following general format:

ERROR OCCURRED ccccccccccccccccccccc - nnnn(xyyy) (bbbbb)
Indicates an error was encountered during execution of the statement.
where:
ccccccccccccccccccccc

Indicates where the error occurred. In the previous example, an error occurred executing the plan.
nnnnn(xyyy)

The nnnnn string indicates that an error occurred during Datacom/DB or Datacom Datadictionary
execution. The -0118 in the previous example, indicates an error occurred in executing Datacom
Datadictionary. A return code of -0117 indicates an error occurred in executing Datacom/DB.
The (xyyy) represents the return codes. The x indicates the type of Datacom Datadictionary return code
and the yyy represents the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code.
See SQL Error Handling for information.

(bbbbb)
These characters represent an internal SQL code.
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Return codes for SQL and other related Datacom products are listed in the  Datacom/DB message documentation.

The output member can be up to 228 columns wide. To view the columns beyond the displayable screen area, use the
SCROLL commands or PF11 to scroll right and PF10 to scroll left. See SCROLL Command for more instructions.

To exit from the Output Panel, you can do one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select the EDIT function and then specify another
source member.

• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

You can execute the statements in the source member again, or use the member to create other source members. Output
members can be displayed at a later time or deleted. See the following sections for displaying, copying, and deleting
source members, and for displaying and deleting output members.

Displaying Source and Output Members

You can display the contents of a specific source or output member or a list of all members created by a person. The
person can be a named person or the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary.

Display Specific Member

Use one of the following to display a specific member.

• Select option 2 (DISPLAY) on the SQLMAINT Panel and complete the entries on the SQL Member Selection Criteria
Fill-in Panel.

• Enter the full DISPLAY SQL command. See DISPLAY SQL Command for information on entering this command.
• Leave the panel blank and press Enter to receive the list of members. You can then enter the DIS margin command

next to the member you want to display.
• Enter only DISPLAY SQL to receive the panel and press Enter to receive the list of members. You can then enter the

DIS margin command next to the member you want to display.

Display Member List

Use one of the following to display a specific member.

• Leave the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel blank and press Enter to display a list of all source and output
members.

• Specify only the person on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel to display a list of all source and output
members for that person.

• Enter the DIS SQL LIST command in the command line of a panel to obtain the list for the person currently signed on
or include a valid PERSON occurrence name in the command to obtain the list for that person. See DISPLAY SQL
Command for information on entering this command.

If you select option 2 (DISPLAY) on the SQLMAINT Panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays a SQL Member Selection
Criteria Fill-in Panel. The panel displays the function you are requesting on the left side of the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S02F
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 DISPLAY  SQL  / ________ , ________ , __________________ /

 DIS             (source)   (output)   (person)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 NOTE:  Press Enter to obtain a list of source/output members.

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Complete your specifications on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel according to the following descriptions if
you are displaying a specific source and/or output member.

source name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains the SQL statements you want to display. Leave this field
blank if you want to display the output member only. Leave both fields blank to obtain the SQL Member List Panel.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
output name

(Optional) Enter the name of the member that contains results of executing a source member. Leave this field
blank if you want to display the source member only. Leave both fields blank to obtain the SQL Member List
Panel.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
person

(Optional) Enter the name of the person who created the source and output members. Leave this field blank to
obtain the SQL Member List for the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

The first 18 characters of the 1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

After completing the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel, press Enter to display the Source or Output Panel. If
you have left the source and output member names blank, a list of all current source and output members for the specified
person displays, as in the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT
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                                SQL Member List                             S01N

                           Person: JONES

        Name     Type Description                      Updated  Lines

 ====== ========   =   ============ T O P =============  ======  =====

 000001 $DDSQL    O   CREATE MY SCHEMA                  112099  00004

 000002 DEPTTBL   O   DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION TABLE     112099  00011

 000003 $DDSQL    S   CREATE MY SCHEMA                  112099  00001

 dis004 DEPTTBL   S   DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION TABLE     112099  00006

 ====== ========  =   ========= B O T T O M ==========  ======  =====

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and
forwards through the display. Another panel to display the additional fields follows the description of the fields on this
panel.

The following information is displayed for each member.

Name
The name of the source or output member.

Type
Identifies whether the member is a source (S) or output (O) member.

Description
The description entered for the source member when the member was created.

Updated
The date the member was updated in month, day, and year format (mmddyy).

Lines
The number of lines in the member.

The members are listed in alphabetical order by type with the output members first.

Example

The previous SQL Member List Panel shows an example of entering the DIS margin command on line 004. See Using
Margin Commands for more information on these commands. After entering margin commands, you can perform either of
the following:

• Press Enter or any scrolling PF key to refresh the screen and enter additional margin commands as desired.
• Press PF4 or enter the PROCESS command to bring the first activity from the online work queue. In this example,

Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel for DISPLAY where you can enter
the associated source or output member name, or change the displayed names.

After you have completed any entries on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel, press Enter to display the
source and/or output members. Datacom Datadictionary always displays the source members first, if you have entered a
source member name on the prompter panel.

The following panel illustrates the results of using the DIS margin command to display the source member for DEPTTBL.

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DEPTTBL   Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 000002       (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL,

 000003        DEPTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL);

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from either the Source or Output Panels, you can do one of the following:

• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to obtain the associated source or output member you named on the prompter panel.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to select another function.

Copying Source Members

You can use the copy function of the Interactive SQL Service Facility to duplicate a source member. To copy a source
member, either:

• Select option 4 (COPY) on the SQLMAINT Panel.
• Enter the CPY or COP margin command on the SQL Member List Panel. See Displaying Source and Output Members

for details.
• Enter the COP SQL command on the command line in Interactive SQL Service Facility. See COPY SQL Command for

details.

If you select option 4 on the SQLMAINT Panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-
in Panel with the option you are requesting on the left of the panel. Use this panel to identify the source member being
copied.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S02F
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 COPY     SQL  / ________ , ________ , __________________ /

 CPY             (old   )   (new   )   (person - owner of old source member)

                 (source)   (source)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Complete your specifications on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel according to the following descriptions.

old source name
(Required) Enter the name of the existing member. If you receive this panel after entering a margin command on
the SQL Member List Panel, the existing source member name is filled in.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
new source name

(Optional) Enter a valid source member name that is unique for the specified or current default person.
If the person is not specified with this command or is the same as the person currently signed on to Datacom
Datadictionary, you must enter a new source name.
If the person is specified, and is not the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary, this field defaults
to the old source-name.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
old source name

person - owner of old source member
(Optional) Enter the name of the person who created the existing source member. If you leave this field blank,
Datacom Datadictionary uses the name of the person currently signed on.
Valid Entries:

The first 18 characters of the 1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

Review your entry, and press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary automatically copies the member indicated and displays
the SQL Member List Panel to display the members that currently exist. A message also displays on the message line
indicating the status of the copy function.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL0000067I - SIFP - SUCCESSFUL SQL MEMBER COPY
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                           SQL Member List                                  S01N

                         Person= JONES

        Name      Type Description                      Updated  Lines

 ====== ========   =   ============ T O P =============  ======  =====

 000001 $DDSQL     O   CREATE MY SCHEMA                  112099  00004

 000002 DEPTTBL    O   DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION TABLE     112099  00010

 000003 $DDSQL     S   CREATE MY SCHEMA                  112099  00001

 000004 DEPTTBL    S   DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION TABLE     112099  00003

 000005 DEPTTBL2   S   DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION TABLE     112099  00003

 ====== ========   =   ========= B O T T O M ==========  ======  =====

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

After copying the source member, you can perform one of the following:

• Enter another source member name to copy.
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel to select another option.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another function.

Deleting Source and Output Members

You can use the delete function of the Interactive SQL Service Facility to remove a source or output member. Only the
source or output member is deleted with the delete function. The objects created by the statements in a member remain
intact.

To delete a member, either:

• Select option 3 (DELETE) on the SQLMAINT Panel.
• Enter the DEL margin command on the SQL Member List Panel. See Displaying Source and Output Members for

details.
• Enter the DEL SQL command in the command line in Interactive SQL Service Facility. See DELETE SQL Command

for details.

If you select option 3 on the SQLMAINT Panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-
in Panel. Use this panel to identify the source member and/or the output member being deleted. The panel displays the
option you are requesting on the left of the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S01F
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 DELETE   SQL  / ________ , ________ , ________________________________ /

 DEL             (source)   (output)   (description)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 NOTE:  Press Enter to obtain a list of source/output members.

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Complete your specifications on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel according to the following descriptions if
you are deleting a specific source and/or output member.

source name
(Optional) Enter the name of the member that you are deleting. If you obtain this panel after entering the DEL
margin command on the SQL Member List Panel, the source member name and person name are displayed.
Leave this field blank if you are requesting a display of all members or if you only intend to delete an output
member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
output name

(Optional) Enter the name of the member that you are deleting. If you obtain this panel after entering the DEL
margin command on the SQL Member List Panel, the output member name and person name are displayed.
Leave this field blank if you are requesting a display of all members or if you only intend to delete a source
member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
description

The description you entered on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel displays.

Review your entries, and press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary automatically deletes the member(s) indicated and
displays a message indicating the status of the deletion.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000002I - S1FP - SUCCESSFUL DELETE OF MEMBER(S)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                     SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in                  S01F
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 DELETE   SQL  / DEPTTBL  , ________ , DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONAL TABLE   /

 DEL             (source)   (output)   (description)

                 (name  )   (name  )

 NOTE:  Press Enter to obtain a list of source/output members.

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

If you do not know the source or output member name, press ENTER on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
to display a listing of source and output members. Enter the DEL margin command in the line of the source and/or output
members you want to delete.

Press Enter on the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel to delete the source and/or output members. If you have
entered the DEL margin command, you can press PF4 (PROCESS) to delete the first member selected and proceed to
the next selection or the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.

After deleting the source and/or output members, you can perform one of the following:

• Enter another source and/or output name to delete.
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel.
• Press CLEAR to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another function.

Creating SQL Objects
After your SQL tables are defined to the Datacom Datadictionary, you can create views based on one or more tables. You
can also create a view based on one or more views. Views allow you to retrieve only that data which is significant for your
purposes.

You can create synonyms for your tables and views, or for tables and views owned by other authorization IDs. Synonyms
are short names for tables or views.

You can define a new index on one or more columns of a base table.

In Interactive SQL Service Facility, you can use the SQL Data Definition Language to define the components of a
relational database, alter a table definition and add or replace comments.

CREATE SCHEMA
Defines the authorization ID (which is the name of the schema) and can also include table, view and privilege
definitions.

CREATE DATABASE
Defines a Database. You must name the database name and the database Identifier (5-digit number 0-5000). You
can optionally specify several other attributes for the database.

CREATE AREA
Defines an area. You must specify the SQL area name, block size, and the 3-char Datacom short name for the
area, as well as the database that will contain this area.
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CREATE TABLE
Defines a base table and its columns. You must name the table and each column, and also specify the data type
and length of each column. You can optionally specify if one or more columns are to have a unique value for each
row in the table or other constraints, and the area where the table's data is stored.

ALTER TABLE
Changes the definition of a base table, its columns and constraints.

CREATE INDEX
Defines an index on one or more columns of a base table to improve performance of queries which reference that
table.

CREATE VIEW
Defines a view, or derived table, which can be based on one or more base tables, or even on other views. You
can also specify search conditions which limit the rows appearing in the view.

CREATE SYNONYM
Defines an alternative name for a table or a view. Synonyms are especially useful when referencing a table or
view owned by another authorization ID since the definition includes the qualified name of the object.

COMMENT ON
Adds or replaces text to the TABLE, COLUMN or VIEW occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

For information about the Datacom/DB implementation of support for CREATE PROCEDURE and CREATE TRIGGER/
RULE statements, see Procedures and Triggers and Datadictionary Support for Triggers and Procedures.

Creating a Schema
Learn how to define the environment for a Datacom SQL user with the CREATE SCHEMA statement. Find information about
naming the schema, relating a person to an AUTHID, changing an AUTHID, system schemas, and example source
members and output members.

A schema defines a user's SQL environment. You establish the schema and identify the name for the schema with the
CREATE SCHEMA statement. Enter the CREATE SCHEMA statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel.
See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. The
schema consists of:

• An authorization ID, which is the name of the schema
• The SQL objects (tables, views, indexes, and synonyms) created by an identified user who uses or specifies the

authorization ID when creating the objects
• The privileges the user gives to other users

If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is installed, you must be a global database owner to execute the CREATE SCHEMA
statement.

When you create a schema, Datacom Datadictionary defines the authorization ID as an AUTHORIZATION entity-
occurrence. When the AUTHORIZATION occurrence is defined, the AUTH-USAGE attribute is assigned a value of S.
This indicates that the occurrence is an SQL authorization ID. The AUTH-USAGE attribute is updateable by Datacom
Datadictionary only, not by a user.

Only AUTHORIZATION occurrences created by a CREATE SCHEMA statement can be used as SQL authorization IDs.

Naming the Schema

The name you enter after the AUTHORIZATION keyword in the CREATE SCHEMA statement is the name of the schema
and is used as an authorization ID for SQL objects (tables, views, synonyms) owned by that schema. The schema name,
or authorization ID (AUTHID), must be 1 to 18 characters in length. Datacom Datadictionary uses this SQL name as
the name of the AUTHORIZATION occurrence which is defined to the Datacom Datadictionary. The name must be
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unique for all AUTHORIZATION occurrences. You cannot create a schema which has the same name as an existing
AUTHORIZATION occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary.

Relating the Person to the AUTHID

Your PERSON occurrence, identified to Datacom Datadictionary with the user signon ID, must be related to a valid SQL
AUTHORIZATION occurrence using the PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship before you can use the Interactive SQL Service
Facility. This is a many-to-one relationship, meaning that several PERSON occurrences can be related to a specific
AUTHORIZATION occurrence. Several users can have the same default AUTHID, but each user can have only one
default.

When you access the Interactive SQL Service Facility, Datacom Datadictionary checks for the existence of the
relationship between your PERSON occurrence and a valid SQL AUTHORIZATION occurrence. If a relationship does not
exist, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following panel.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Interactive SQL Service Facility

                                                                            S01A
                 Default Authorization Panel

 Please enter your default authorization ID and press Enter.

 AUTHID: __________________

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The AUTHORIZATION occurrence you specify on this panel becomes your permanent default AUTHID, until you change
it. You can change the AUTHID either temporarily for the session or permanently. See Changing Your AUTHID.

When the relationship exists, the Default Authorization Panel is not presented. The AUTHORIZATION occurrence is your
default AUTHID and is displayed in the Current Authid field on the Source Member Panel.

Changing Your AUTHID

Use the RESET DEFAULT AUTHID xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx command, where the x's represent the 1 to 18 characters of
an existing SQL AUTHORIZATION occurrence name, to change your default authorization ID. When the command
completes successfully, the current PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship is deleted and the new one is added.

Alternately, you can use the online functions to change the PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship and establish a new default
authorization ID.

To change to your default AUTHID later in the session or to temporarily change the AUTHID, use the AUTHORIZATION-
ID Panel. Obtain an AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel by either using the SET AUTHID command or by selecting the SET
AUTHID function on the SQLADMIN Panel (see Setting the Session Authorization ID). When you have obtained an
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AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel, you can change to the default AUTHID by pressing PF9 (EXECUTE) without placing
an entry on the panel. Or, if you want to temporarily change the AUTHID, you can reset it by placing an entry on the
AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel and pressing PF9 (EXECUTE). In either case, after you press PF9 Datacom Datadictionary
returns a message to the panel naming the authorization ID now in effect. Reset AUTHIDs remain in effect for the duration
of the session or until again changed.

If you establish a session AUTHID and subsequently issue a RESET DEFAULT AUTHID command, the session AUTHID
continues to be used during the current session.

System Schemas

When upgrading from a version previous to Datacom/DB Release 8.0, all tables are assigned an AUTHID of SYSUSR.
To access these tables, you must use the full SQL name. For example, a table with the SQL name of PAYROLL would be
accessed by entering SYSUSR.PAYROLL.

WARNING
Do not relate any PERSON occurrence to the SYSUSR AUTHORIZATION occurrence with the Default
Authorization Panel, the SET commands, or using the online facilities with the PER-ATZ-AUTHID relationship.

NOTE
When Datacom Datadictionary is initially installed, there are only two schemas: SYSADM for Datacom system
tables and SYSUSR, as previously noted, for upgraded tables.

If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is installed, the SYSADM AUTHID can be used by a global database owner to create
the first user schema after installation, but we recommend that you do not use SYSADM as an AUTHID thereafter.

Displaying and Reporting

You can display a table of AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrences using the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display
(ENTDISPL) Mode and view the attributes to determine if AUTH-USAGE=S. This indicates it is a valid SQL authorization
ID.

You can also run a batch report using the -RPT SCHEMA transaction to list all valid SQL authorization IDs and objects
owned by each.

Example Source Member
The following panel shows an example of entering a CREATE SCHEMA statement. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the Source Panel and an explanation of the fields.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S
            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000
                     Person: DATACOM-INSTALL
             Current Authid: SYSADM
                Description: CREATE A SCHEMA
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 create schema authorization jones;
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
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 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The statement CREATE SCHEMA and the keyword AUTHORIZATION are required. AUTHORIZATION must be
followed by the name of the authorization ID you are creating. In this example, the authorization ID is JONES.
You can create a base table at the same time you create a schema by entering a CREATE TABLE statement in
the source member. You can create more than one schema in a source member by entering multiple CREATE
SCHEMA statements. If you choose to do this, each authorization ID you specify must be unique, that is to say,
no duplications are allowed, including naming an authorization ID which already exists. For more information
on the CREATE SCHEMA statement, see CREATE SCHEMA Statement (DQ). After placing your SQL statement
in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose

another option.

Example Output Member
The following example is the Output Panel received after executing the previous CREATE SCHEMA statement.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O
              EDIT     Member= $DDSQL
                  Description: CREATE A SCHEMA
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER $DDSQL  )
 000002 create schema authorization jones;
 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0
 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72
 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001
 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.
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Results of CREATE SCHEMA

The command
CREATE SCHEMA AUTHORIZATION authid

creates a schema, also known as an AUTHID, which is defined in Datacom Datadictionary as an AUTHORIZATION entity-
occurrence.

The following are the significant AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTH-USAGE=S
• ENTITY-NAME= The name (authid) specified in the CREATE SCHEMA statement.

Creating a Database
Use a CREATE DATABASE statement to define a database to Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary. For the steps to
obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel, see How to Submit SQL Statements. Alternatively, you can
use DBSQLPR or an external program to issue this statement. For the syntax of the statement, see CREATE DATABASE.

Use CREATE DATABASE to do the following:

1. Specify the database name. This is the SQL Name and must not identify an existing database, area, table, view, or
synonym.

2. Specify the Datacom database identifier. This is a 5-digit ID for the database (also known as the DBID). The ID must
be unique within the Multi-User Facility (MUF). This ID is stored in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) and is used
by Datacom/DB to identify a database. Database IDs 00001-00020, 1000-1020, 2000-2020, 3000-3020, 4000-4020,
and 5000 are reserved for Broadcom.

For more information about the optional attributes that can be specified, see CREATE DATABASE.

Creating an Area
Use a CREATE AREA statement to define an area to Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary within a specified
database. These are data sets on a disk. There can be 1 to 240 areas within a single database. The upper limit of 240
areas is possible if only one table is created for each area).

For the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel, see How to Submit SQL Statements.
Alternatively, you can use DBSQLPR or an external program to issue this statement. For the syntax of the statement,
see CREATE AREA Statement.

Use CREATE AREA to do the following:

1. Specify the SQL Area Name. It must not identify a database, area, table, view, or synonym already described in
the Datacom Datadictionary.

2. Specify the database with which the area is to be defined. This is specified using the SQL database name.
3. Specify the physical block size of the area in bytes. The valid minimum specification is 512 and the maximum is 32760

or track size, whichever is less.
4. Specify the Datacom 3-character short name for the area. This name must be unique for all areas in the database.

Creating a Table
Use a CREATE TABLE statement in Datacom SQL to define a table to Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary.

Enter the CREATE TABLE statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit
SQL Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See CREATE TABLE
Statement for the syntax of the statement. The SQL statement performs the following actions:
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• Specify the table name.
• Define the columns in the table and specify their data type and length (the columns in the table are defined as FIELD

occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary ). The columns and tables must follow the SQL naming conventions. See
Basic SQL Language Elements for Naming Conventions.

• Designate if one or more columns are to have a unique value for each row in the table. Use of the UNIQUE constraint
generates a KEY entity-occurrence in the Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level, that is to say, UNIQUE forces unique values
for the entire key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

• Designate other constraints in addition to UNIQUE. See the sections starting with Column Constraint Definition.
• Indicate the area where the table data is to reside.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Naming the Table

The name you give the table in the CREATE TABLE statement is the SQL name you use when referencing the table in SQL
statements.

The unqualified SQL table name is:

• 1 to 18 characters in length (to comply with ANSI or FIPS standards), or
• 1 to 32 characters in length (to take advantage of the Datacom/DB extended mode for SQL).

The qualified table name is the table name preceded by its schema and a period (.). The schema is represented by a valid
authorization ID. Therefore, the qualified table name is in the format authid.table-name.

You can specify the authorization ID in the CREATE TABLE statement. If you do not specify an authorization ID, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the session.

The default authorization ID is the AUTHORIZATION occurrence related to the PERSON occurrence of the user ID
entered to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary. However, you can establish an authorization ID that is the default for the
current session. See Relating the Person to the AUTHID.

Datacom Datadictionary uses the authorization ID and the table's SQL name to build the TABLE entity-occurrence name,
as follows:

• The period (.) separating the AUTHID and the SQL name is replaced with a dash (-).
• If the combination of the authorization ID, the SQL name and the dash is greater than the maximum allowed length of

32 characters, Datacom Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name.
• If the truncated name already exists, Datacom Datadictionary truncates it by four more characters and adds four zeros

to the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the digits by 1 until the name is unique.

You can change the table's Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name by restoring it to TEST status and using one
of the following Datacom Datadictionary rename functions:

• The UPDATE NAME option of the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance (ENTMAINT) Mode.
• The NAM or NME margin commands in the Datacom Datadictionary Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance (DBMAINT)

Mode.
• The 1000 NEWNAME batch transaction.

If you rename the TABLE entity-occurrence, you must recatalog it to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

NOTE
Before copying back to PRODuction status, drop the table that currently exists there.
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Key Creation

You can create Datacom Datadictionary KEY entity-occurrences in several ways with parameters in your SQL statements
and by using the CREATE INDEX statement. See CREATE TABLE and Creating an Index for details. For information
about specifying an SQL key selection override key in the correlation name or synonym name, see Overriding SQL Key
Selection.

The following are four of the ways KEY entity-occurrences can be defined by Datacom Datadictionary as a result of SQL
processing. The key SQL name is created by Datacom Datadictionary. The name consists of the DATACOM-NAME
attribute-value of the key followed by the underscore character followed by the concatenation of the DATACOM-NAME
attribute-value of the table and the DATACOM-ID attribute-value of the database containing the key. For example, a key
with DATACOM-NAME SQ032 in table INV in database 16 has the SQLNAME attribute-value SQ032_INV00016.

• The first column you specify in the CREATE TABLE statement becomes the Datacom/DB Master and Native Key for the
table except when a primary or unique key has been defined. Datacom Datadictionary automatically generates this
KEY entity-occurrence and gives it the same name as the Datacom/DB five-character name it generates (SQnnn) and
SQLNAME=SQLKEY.

NOTE
The DUPE-MASTER-KEY and CHNG-MASTER-KEY attributes of the TABLE entity-occurrence are set to Y,
indicating that the value of the Master Key can be duplicated and/or changed.

• A foreign key can be generated. Its name is the same as the constraint name. A physical key is not generated in the
Directory.

• If you use the column-level UNIQUE constraint (after an individual column name), a KEY entity-occurrence is
generated. The Datacom Datadictionary name for the key is the same as the Datacom/DB five-character name it
generates (SQnnn).

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level; UNIQUE forces unique values for the entire
key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

• If you use the table-level UNIQUE constraint or primary key (followed by a list of one or more column names enclosed
in parentheses), a KEY entity-occurrence is generated. The Datacom Datadictionary name of the key is the same as
the Datacom/DB five-character name it generates (SQnnn).

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level; UNIQUE forces unique values for the entire
key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

The five-character DATACOM name of each key uses SQ followed by three digits for uniqueness.

Element Creation

Datacom Datadictionary creates an element that includes all the columns in the table. The Datacom Datadictionary name
of the element is the same as the table and the five-character Datacom name of the element is SQLEL. You can rename
the element, change the element, and add more elements to the table using the other modes of Datacom Datadictionary.

Statement Execution Results

When the statement executes successfully, the table, columns, key, and element are defined to Datacom Datadictionary in
PROD status and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

You can use the other modes of Datacom Datadictionary to add support data, such as aliases, descriptors, additional
relationship definitions, and text. You can rename keys, change keys, and add more keys to the table using the other
modes of Datacom Datadictionary.

To add additional keys or elements, copy the PROD status version of the table to a TEST status, make your modifications,
and catalog the table using the Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG function.
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Example Source Member
The following example shows a CREATE TABLE statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps
to obtain the Source Panel and an explanation of the fields.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 create table depttbl

 ......  (deptno char(2) not null,

 ......   deptname char(24) not null,

 ......   mgrnbr char(6) not null,

 ......   unique (deptno, mgrnbr));

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Before entering the statement, we inserted four additional lines on the panel by typing i4 in the line number
and pressing Enter. The statement CREATE TABLE is required and must be followed by the name of the
table, which is DEPTTBL in this example. Since the name of a data area in which the table is to reside is
not specified, it is placed in the default area. Each column definition is listed on a separate line and indented
from the left simply for ease of reading. In this example, all the columns are of the CHARACTER data type.
The short form, CHAR, is used, followed by the length in parentheses. NOT NULL is specified for the first
three columns so that these columns cannot contain null values. The list of column names must be enclosed
in parentheses. You must separate the column definitions from each other with a comma. The table-level
UNIQUE constraint specifies that the combined values of the DEPTNO and MGRNBR columns are to be
unique for each row of this table. The columns specified in a table-level UNIQUE constraint must be defined
with NOT NULL. The column names must be separated by commas and the list enclosed in parentheses
when using this form of the UNIQUE constraint. For information on the syntax of the CREATE TABLE statement,
see CREATE TABLE. After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you
can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another

option.

Example Output Member
The following example is the Output Panel received when executing the previous CREATE TABLE statement.
 =>
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 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTTBL

                  Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DEPTTBL )

 000002 create table depttbl

 000003  (deptno char(2) not null,

 000004   deptname char(24) not null,

 000005   mgrnbr char(6) not null,

 000006   unique (deptno, mgrnbr));

 000007 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000008 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000009 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS          MORE...

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

If the display is larger than your screen allows, use the PF keys to scroll to other portions of the display.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTTBL

                  Description: CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000009 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000010 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000011 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS   0006

 000012 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS   0001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

In this example, a table is created with the full SQL name of JONES.DEPTTBL. The columns in the table
are all character data type with lengths as specified. Since an area is not specified, the table is placed in
the default area. The combined values for the DEPTNO and MGRNBR columns must be unique for each
row in the table. Two KEY entity-occurrences are generated by Datacom Datadictionary during execution
of the CREATE TABLE statement. The Datacom/DB Master and Native Key is the first column of the table,
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DEPTNO. The table-level UNIQUE constraint causes the generation of another KEY entity-occurrence, which
contains both the DEPTNO and MGRNBR columns. To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the
following.

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Results of CREATE TABLE

CREATE TABLE table-name

Creates a table, a key, and an element for the entire table. It relates the TABLE entity-occurrence to the AUTHORIZATION
entity-occurrence (the schema).

The following are the significant TABLE entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (authorization identifier) specified with a qualified table-name in the statement or the default
schema.

• CHNG-MASTER-KEY=Y
• COMPRESSION=N
• CONSTRAINT=Y if the table or any of the columns has a constraint defined; otherwise, CONSTRAINT=N.
• DATACOM-ID= A 3-digit ID generated by Datacom Datadictionary that is unique within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= An internally generated unique name in the form Bnn, Cnn, or Dnn where nn is 00 to 99, or the first

three characters of the SQLNAME, if that is unique.
• DDD-SYNCH=Y
• DUPE-MASTER-KEY=Y
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the name specified in the CREATE statement. The name must be unique.
• FIPS= Indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no

because of syntax.
• LOGGING=Y
• PIPELINE-OPTION=Y
• RECOVERY=Y
• SQL-INTENT=Y
• SQLNAME= The table-name provided in the CREATE TABLE statement.

The element contains all the columns defined to the table. The following are the significant ELEMENT entity-occurrence
attributes defined:

• DATACOM-NAME=SQLEL
• DISP-IN-TABLE=0
• ENTITY-NAME=SQLEL
• FIRST-FIELD= The occurrence-name of the first field in the table.
• LAST-FIELD= The occurrence-name of the last field in the table.
• LENGTH= The length of the table including null indicators for columns defined to accept null values.

The first column named in the CREATE TABLE statement becomes the Datacom/DB Master and Native Key for the table
except when a primary key is defined for the table. The following are the significant KEY entity-occurrence attributes
defined:
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• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• DATACOM-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the

database (same name as used for ENTITY-NAME).
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• ENTITY-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database

(same name as used for DATACOM-NAME).
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=Y unless a primary key is defined, in which case N.
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=Y unless a primary key is defined, in which case N.
• SQLNAME= The key's DATACOM-NAME followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of

the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID of the database in which the key is defined (for example,
SQ032_INV00016).

• UNIQUE=Y unless a primary key is defined, in which case N.

IN area-name

Relates the TABLE entity-occurrence created to the AREA entity-occurrence named. If you do not include this parameter,
the table is placed in the SQL default area.

CREATE TABLE table-name column-name

Defines a column (FIELD entity-occurrence) in the table. The following are the significant FIELD entity-occurrence
attributes defined:

• AFTER=START for first column; otherwise, the ENTITY-NAME of the column it follows.
• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• CLASS=S
• ENTITY-NAME = The column-name specified in the CREATE TABLE statement (the same name as used for

SQLNAME).
• LENGTH= The length of the column.
• PARENT=START
• SQLNAME= The column-name specified in the CREATE TABLE statement (the same name as used for ENTITY-NAME).

Additional attributes are defined based on the column definition syntax as follows.

datatype

Defines the column's data type through FIELD entity-occurrence attributes. If the column's data type is DATE, TIME, or
TIMESTAMP:

• SEMANTIC-TYPE= This attribute is defined as SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP, respectively.
• SIGN=N
• TYPE=B

– length 4 for SQL-DATE
– length 3 for SQL-TIME
– length 10 for SQL-STMP

• TYPE-NUMERIC=C

FOR BIT DATA
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For the FIELD entity-occurrence, specifies SEMANTIC-TYPE=BITDATA (only valid for character, VARCHAR, and LONG
VARCHAR data types).

DEFAULT literal

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, defines a literal value in the VALUE attribute and sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to
O.

DEFAULT USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to U.

DEFAULT NULL

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the NULL-INDICATOR attribute to Y and the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to N.

DEFAULT SYSTEM USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to S.

NOT NULL

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the NULL-INDICATOR attribute to N.

NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to D.

WITH DEFAULT

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to D.

PRIMARY KEY

Creates a key consisting of this column or columns and a constraint. The following are the significant KEY entity-
occurrence attributes defined:

• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the

database (same name as used for the ENTITY-NAME).
• ENTITY-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database

(same name as used for the DATACOM-NAME).
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=Y
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=Y
• SQLNAME= The key's DATACOM-NAME followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of

the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID of the database in which the key is defined (for example,
SQ032_INV00016).

• UNIQUE=Y

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID) used when creating the

table followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.
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The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-UNIQUE=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

UNIQUE

Defines a key consisting of the identified column or columns and a constraint. The following are the significant KEY entity-
occurrence attributes defined:

• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= SQ followed by three digits for uniqueness within the database (same name as used for the

ENTITY-NAME).
• ENTITY-NAME= SQ followed by three digits for uniqueness within the database (same name as used for the

DATACOM-NAME).
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N if this is not the first unique key of the table and a primary key is not defined; otherwise, MASTER-

KEY=Y.
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=N if this is not the first unique key of the table and a primary key is not defined; otherwise, NATIVE-

KEY=Y.
• SQLNAME= The key's DATACOM-NAME followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of

the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID of the database in which the key is defined (for example,
SQ032_INV00016).

• UNIQUE=Y

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-UNIQUE=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

REFERENCES table-name (column-list)

Sets the TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERS= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y for this table.

Sets the referenced TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERENCED= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y.

Also establishes a foreign key occurrence (see following page).

CHECK (search condition)

Creates a constraint. The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:
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• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-DOMAIN=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

CONSTRAINT constraint-name

Sets the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence SQLNAME attribute to the name specified in the statement.

FOREIGN KEY (column-list)

Creates a key consisting of the identified column or columns and a constraint. The following are the significant KEY entity-
occurrence attributes defined:

• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) of the table.
• DATACOM-NAME= blanks
• DATACOM-ID=000
• ENTITY-NAME= Datacom Datadictionary uses the constraint's ENTITY-NAME value.
• FOREIGN=Y
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N
• NATIVE-KEY=N
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=00
• SQLNAME= Datacom Datadictionary uses the constraint's SQLNAME value.
• UNIQUE=N

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes:

• CNS-SAME-BASE=Y (if all tables to which the foreign key refers are in the same base).
• CNS-REFERS=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

Sets the referenced TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERENCED= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y.

Altering a Table
Use the ALTER TABLE statement to change a table definition without manually reloading it. You can change one of the
table's column definitions and/or the table's constraints in a single statement. You can make only one change to a column
in the ALTER TABLE statement.
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You can perform the following with this statement:

• Define a new column. (The columns in the table are defined as FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.)
• Define new table constraints.
• Drop constraints, columns, foreign keys or primary keys. (see the sections starting with Column Constraint Definition.)
• Modify a column definition.
• Rename a column.

Enter the ALTER TABLE statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See ALTER TABLE for
information and the syntax of the statement.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Statement Execution Results

When the statement executes successfully, the changes are defined to Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction status and
cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

You can use the other modes of Datacom Datadictionary to add support data, such as aliases, descriptors, additional
relationship definitions, and text.

If the ALTER TABLE statement cannot complete, it is rolled back to its beginning. If the ALTER TABLE process is
force checkpointed (because of the size of the Log Area (LXX) and the concurrent activity), the rollback is incomplete.
Therefore, before altering large tables ensure that the Log Area (LXX) is large enough and take a backup of the data area.

Example Source Member
The following example shows an ALTER TABLE statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps
to obtain the Source Panel and an explanation of the fields.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DEPTTBL2  Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: ADD ADMDEPT TO DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 alter table depttbl

 ......   add admdept char(2);

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 

 

 

 

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE
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Before entering the statement, we inserted an additional line on the panel by typing i1 in the line number and
pressing Enter. The statement ALTER TABLE is required and must be followed by the name of the table,
which is DEPTTBL in this example. The column definition is listed on a separate line. Since only one column
is added, the parentheses are not required. For information on the ALTER TABLE statement, see ALTER
TABLE. After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the
following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another

option.

Example Output Member
The following example is the Output Panel received when executing the previous statement.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

 

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTTBL2

                  Description: ADD ADMDEPT TO DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DEPTTBL2)

 000002 alter table depttbl

 000003   add admdept char(2);

 000004 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000005 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000006 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000007 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000008 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0002

 000009 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS          MORE...

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The column ADMDEPT is added after the existing columns in the table. If the table has existing rows, the
rows receive NULL values in the added column unless NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified with a column
constraint definition. The length of the column is added to the table's element SQLEL. To exit from the Output
Panel, you can perform one of the following.

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Results of Using ALTER TABLE

The following table describes how using the SQL ALTER TABLE statement impacts the Datacom Datadictionary definition.
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ALTER TABLE table-name

Updates the definition of the specified table.

column-name

Defines a column (FIELD entity-occurrence) in the table. The following are the significant FIELD entity-occurrence
attributes defined:

• AFTER= $LAST or the SQL name of the column it follows.
• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) of the table.
• CLASS=S
• ENTITY-NAME = The column-name specified in the statement (the same name as used for SQLNAME).
• LENGTH= The length of the column.
• PARENT=START
• SQLNAME= The column-name specified in the statement (the same name as used for ENTITY-NAME).

Additional attributes are defined based on the column definition syntax.

The column must be added to the end of the table.

datatype

Defines the column's data type through the following FIELD entity-occurrence attributes:

• SEMANTIC-TYPE= If the column's data type is DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, this attribute reflects SQL-DATE, SQL-
TIME, or SQL-STMP, respectively.

• SIGN=N
• TYPE=B

– length 4 for SQL-DATE
– length 3 for SQL-TIME
– length 10 for SQL-STMP

• TYPE-NUMERIC=C

DEFAULT literal

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, defines a literal value in the VALUE attribute and sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to
O.

DEFAULT USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to U.

DEFAULT SYSTEM USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to S.

DEFAULT NULL

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, leaves the NULL-INDICATOR attribute unchanged. Removes a previously specified
numeric or literal default value, but does not alter the nullability (NULL-INDICATOR attribute) of a column.

NOT NULL

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the NULL-INDICATOR attribute to N. NOT NULL can be used when adding a
column, but not when modifying a column.

PRIMARY KEY

Creates a key consisting of this column or columns and a constraint. The following are the significant KEY entity-
occurrence attributes defined:
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• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) of the table.
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the

database (same name as used for the ENTITY-NAME).
• ENTITY-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database

(same name as used for the DATACOM-NAME).
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N if not already Y
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=N if not already Y
• SQLNAME= The key's DATACOM-NAME followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of

the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID of the database in which the key is defined (for example,
SQ032_INV00016).

• UNIQUE=Y

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-UNIQUE=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

You cannot copy over or delete a table or any part of a table while it has a constraint.

UNIQUE

Defines a key consisting of the identified column or columns and a constraint. The following are the significant KEY entity-
occurrence attributes defined:
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• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) of the table.
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the

database (same name as used for the ENTITY-NAME).
• ENTITY-NAME= SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database

(same name as used for the DATACOM-NAME).
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N if this is not the first unique key of the table and a primary key is not defined; otherwise, MASTER-

KEY=Y.
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=N if this is not the first unique key of the table and a primary key is not defined; otherwise, NATIVE-

KEY=Y.
• SQLNAME= The key's DATACOM-NAME followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of

the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID of the database in which the key is defined (for example,
SQ032_INV00016).

• UNIQUE=Y

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID) used when creating the

table followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-UNIQUE=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

WITH DEFAULT

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to D.

REFERENCES table-name

Sets the TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERS= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y for this table.

Sets the referenced TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERENCED= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y.

CHECK (search condition)

Creates a constraint. The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes that pertain to constraints:

• CNS-DOMAIN=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
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Sets the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence SQLNAME attribute to the name supplied in this parameter.

ADD table constraint

Modifies the table to add one of the constraints that follows to the table.

FOREIGN KEY (column-list)

Defines a key consisting of this column or columns and a constraint. The KEY entity-occurrence has the following
attributes:

• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) of the table.
• DATACOM-NAME= blanks
• DATACOM-ID=000
• ENTITY-NAME= Datacom Datadictionary uses the constraint's ENTITY-NAME value.
• FOREIGN=Y
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=00
• NATIVE-KEY=N
• SQLNAME= Datacom Datadictionary uses the constraint's SQLNAME value.
• UNIQUE=N

The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID) used when creating the

table followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

The TABLE entity-occurrence has the following attributes:

• If all tables referred to by the foreign key are in the same base, CNS-SAME-BASE=Y; otherwise, CNS-SAME-
BASE=N.

• CNS-REFERS=Y
• CONSTRAINT=Y

Sets the referenced TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERENCED= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y.

REFERENCES table-name (column-list)

Sets the TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERS= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y for this table.

Sets the referenced TABLE entity-occurrence CNS-REFERENCED= and CONSTRAINT= attributes to Y.

CHECK (search condition)

Creates a constraint. The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (AUTHID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The name given to the constraint in the statement or an internally created name in the form

CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness within the database.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name

Sets the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence SQLNAME attribute to the name supplied in the statement.
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DROP CONSTRAINT constraint-name

Obsoletes the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence specified. The KEY entity-occurrence remains. Views that reference the
constraint's table are marked invalid.

You can drop the foreign key only if there are no primary keys that reference it. Views based on this table are marked
invalid.

DROP column-name

Obsoletes the column. All plans, views, and synonyms that reference the column are marked invalid.

DROP PRIMARY KEY

Obsoletes the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence. The KEY entity-occurrence remains. The DROP PRIMARY KEY
statement is successful only if there are no foreign keys that reference this primary key. Views based on the table
associated with the constraint are marked as invalid.

DROP FOREIGN KEY identifier

Obsoletes the KEY entity-occurrence created as the foreign key and the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence.

Views based on the table associated with the obsoleted key are marked as invalid.

MODIFY column-name DEFAULT literal

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, defines a literal value in the VALUE attribute and sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to
O.

MODIFY column-name DEFAULT USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to U.

MODIFY column-name DEFAULT SYSTEM USER

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to S.

MODIFY column-name DEFAULT NULL

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, sets the DEFAULT-INSERT attribute to N.

MODIFY column-name data type

Modifies the column's data type changing the following FIELD entity-occurrence attributes:

• SEMANTIC-TYPE= If the column's data type is changed from DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP to another data type, this
attribute reflects blanks.

• SIGN= N if character, Y if numeric.
• TYPE= becomes the new data type you specify.
• TYPE-NUMERIC= conventional.

All plans and views that reference the column are marked invalid.

RENAME column-name TO column-name

For the FIELD entity-occurrence, changes the SQLNAME to the name specified in the RENAME statement. All plans,
views, and synonyms that reference the column are marked invalid. The ENTITY-NAME attribute is not changed from its
current value in Datacom Datadictionary.

Creating an Index
Lean how to use a CREATE INDEX statement to define a key to Datacom/DB and the Datacom Datadictionary. Learn how
to name and create the index key. Find examples for source and output members.
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Use a CREATE INDEX statement to define a key to Datacom/DB and the Datacom Datadictionary. When a CREATE INDEX
statement successfully executes, a KEY entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary in PROD status. The
five-character DATACOM name of the key is generated for you by Datacom Datadictionary. The key's attributes include
MASTER-KEY=N, NATIVE-KEY=N, INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y, and UNIQUE=N. For information about specifying an SQL key
selection override key in either the correlation name or synonym name, see Override SQL Key Selection.

CREATE INDEX causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be marked invalid. You can run a Datacom
Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a table.

Enter the CREATE INDEX statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See CREATE INDEX Statement
(DQ) for the syntax of the statement.

The SQL statement performs the following:

• Specify the index name.
• Specify the table to which the index belongs.
• Define the columns in the index.

Naming the Index (Key)

The name you place in the CREATE INDEX statement is the SQL name you use when referencing the key in SQL
statements.

The unqualified SQL name is:

• 1 to 18 characters in length to comply with ANSI or FIPS standards.
• 1 to 32 characters in length to take advantage of the Datacom/DB extended mode for SQL.

The qualified index name is the index name preceded by its schema and a period (.). The schema is represented by a
valid authorization ID. Therefore, the qualified index name is in the format authid.index-name.

You can specify the authorization ID in the CREATE INDEX statement. If you do not specify an authorization ID, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the session.

The default authorization ID is the AUTHORIZATION occurrence related to the PERSON occurrence of the user ID
entered to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary. However, you can establish an authorization ID that is the default for the
current session. See Relating the Person to the AUTHID.

Key Creation

CREATE INDEX generates a KEY entity-occurrence. See CREATE INDEX Statement (DQ) for details.

The five-character DATACOM name of each key uses SQ followed by three digits for uniqueness.

Statement Execution Results

When the statement executes successfully, a KEY entity-occurrence is defined to Datacom Datadictionary in PROD status
and cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

You can use the other modes of Datacom Datadictionary to add support data, such as aliases, descriptors, additional
relationship definitions, and text. You can rename keys, change keys, and add more keys to the table using the other
modes of Datacom Datadictionary.

Example Source Member
The following example shows a CREATE INDEX statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps
to obtain the Source Panel and an explanation of the fields.

 =>
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 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S
            EDIT     Member: $DDSQL    Output Line Limit:  01000
                     Person: JONES
             Current Authid: JONES
                Description: CREATE INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 create index employee_index on employees (empno);
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The statement CREATE INDEX is required and must be followed by the name of the index (employee_index
in this example) the word "on", the table name (employees), and the column-list (empno). For information on
the syntax of the CREATE INDEX statement, see CREATE INDEX Statement (DQ). After placing your SQL
statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose

another option.

Example Output Member
The following example is the Output Panel received when executing the previous CREATE INDEX statement.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O
              EDIT     Member= EMPLOYEE
                  Description: CREATE INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER EMPLOYEE)
 000002 create index employee_index on employee (empno);
 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0
 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72
 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS   0001
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 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS   0001
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS          MORE...
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

If the display is larger than your screen allows, use the PF keys to scroll to other portions of the display. In
this example, an index is created with the full SQL name of JONES.EMPLOYEE_INDEX and a KEY entity-
occurrence is generated by Datacom Datadictionary during execution of the CREATE INDEX statement. To
exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Results of CREATE INDEX
CREATE INDEX index-name (column-list)

Creates a key for one or more columns of a table as specified in the statement. The following are the significant KEY
entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AGR-SQLNAME= The SQL name of the table.
• AUTHID= The schema (authorization identifier) of the table.
• DATACOM-ID= An available 3-digit ID selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• DATACOM-NAME= The 5-character value specified with the optional DATACOM NAME parameter in the CREATE INDEX

statement or SQ followed by three digits selected by Datacom Datadictionary for uniqueness within the database.
• ENTITY-NAME= The index-name specified in the CREATE INDEX statement.
• FOREIGN=N
• INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y
• MASTER-KEY=N
• MAX-KEY-LENGTH=0
• NATIVE-KEY=N
• SQLNAME= The index-name provided on the CREATE INDEX statement.
• UNIQUE=N

Creating a View
Use the CREATE VIEW statement to define a view (a derived table) of one or more tables or views. Enter the CREATE
VIEW statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the
steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See CREATE VIEW Statement (DQ) for the syntax
of the statement.

The following restrictions apply to the tables on which a view is derived.

SQL Accessible Tables
Since a view is derived from specified columns in a table or tables, the table or tables must be defined in
the Datacom Datadictionary and be SQL accessible. You can place the CREATE VIEW statement(s) after the the
CREATE TABLE statement(s) in a single source member.

Same Security Type
All of the tables and views specified with the CREATE VIEW statement must be in databases secured under the
same security model, either the Datacom/DB External Security Model or the SQL Security Model.
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Remote Tables
A complete duplicate definition of a remote table in Datacom Datadictionary is required for SQL access. No
version control enforcement is available to ensure that remote definitions are synchronized with the local active
definitions.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Naming the View

The name you give the view in the CREATE VIEW statement is the SQL name you use when referencing the view in SQL
statements.

The unqualified view name is:

• 1 to 18 characters in length if you want it to comply with ANSI or FIPS standards.
• 1 to 32 characters in length if you want to take advantage of the Datacom/DB extended mode for SQL.

The qualified view name is the view name preceded by its schema and a period (.). The schema is represented by a valid
authorization ID. Therefore, the qualified view name is in the format authid.view-name.

You can specify the authorization ID in the CREATE VIEW statement. If you do not specify an authorization ID, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the session.

The default authorization ID is the AUTHORIZATION occurrence related to the PERSON occurrence of the user ID
entered to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary. However, you can establish an authorization ID that is the default for the
current session. See Relating the Person to the AUTHID.

 Datacom Datadictionary uses the authorization ID and the view's SQL name to build the VIEW entity-occurrence name,
as follows:

• The period (.) separating the AUTHID and the SQL name is replaced with a dash (-).
• If the combination of the authorization ID, the SQL name and the dash is greater than the maximum allowed length of

32 characters, Datacom Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name.
• If the truncated name already exists, Datacom Datadictionary truncates it by four more characters and adds four zeros

to the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the digits by 1 until the name is unique.

Example Source Member
The following example shows the CREATE VIEW statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the
steps to obtain the Source Panel and an explanation of the fields.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DEPTVEW   Output Line Limit:  01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: VIEW DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 create view deptvew

 ......      (deptno, deptname, admdept)

 ...... as select all

 ......      deptno, deptname, admdept
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 ...... from depttbl

 ...... where admdept = 'A1';

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

Before entering the statement, we inserted five additional lines on the panel by typing i5 in the line number
and pressing Enter. The statement CREATE VIEW is required and must be followed by the name of the
view, which is DEPTVEW in this example. The names of the columns in the view are listed on one line in this
example. The column names must be separated by commas and enclosed in parentheses. Since the view is
based on an existing table, the view columns have the same data type as the table column. The first column
named for the view corresponds to the first column named in the SELECT statement, the second column for
the view corresponds to the second column named in the SELECT, and so on. In the previous example, the
view columns have the same names as the table columns. The WHERE clause limits the rows in this view to
those rows in the table where the value of the ADMDEPT column is equal to the literal value 'A1'. For more
information on the syntax of the CREATE VIEW statement, see CREATE VIEW Statement (DQ). After placing
your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another

option.

Example Output Member
The following example shows the Output Panel received when executing the previous CREATE VIEW
statement.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTVEW

                  Description: VIEW DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DEPTVEW )

 000002 create view deptvew

 000003      (deptno, deptname, admdept)

 000004 as select all

 000005      deptno, deptname, admdept

 000006 from depttbl

 000007 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000008 where admdept = 'A1';

 000009 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS          MORE...

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

If the display is larger than your screen allows, use the PF keys to scroll to other portions of the display.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTVEW

                  Description: VIEW DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000009 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000010 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000011 --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+

 000012 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000013 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS   0006

 000014 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS   0001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The previous example of a view is a row and column subset view of the table DEPTTBL which contains
columns DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNBR, and ADMDEPT. The view DEPTVEW is a subset since only three
of the four columns in DEPTTBL are included in the view, plus the number of rows is limited to those where
the value of the ADMDEPT column is equal to the literal value 'A1'. This view can be used to update values for
the three specified columns. However, this view would not be used to insert new rows into the DEPTTBL table
since one of the columns is not included in the view definition. To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform
one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Results of CREATE VIEW

 CREATE VIEW view-name 

Creates a view. The following are the significant VIEW entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The supplied or default schema (authorization ID).
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID) followed by a hyphen

and the name specified in the CREATE statement. The name must be unique.
• FIPS= Indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no

because of syntax.
• LENGTH= The sum of the lengths of all columns included in the view.
• SQLNAME= The view-name specified in the CREATE VIEW statement.

 column-name 

Creates a column (FIELD entity-occurrence). See the CREATE TABLE column-name statement.

 AS subselect 
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Creates a relationship between the view and the table whose columns make up the view.

 WITH CHECK OPTION 

Creates a domain constraint. The following are the significant CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The schema (authorization ID) associated with the table.
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID used when creating the

table) followed by a hyphen and the SQLNAME.
• SQLNAME= The view-name provided in the CREATE VIEW statement.

Creating a Synonym
Learn how to define alternative names for tables or views with the CREATE SYNONYM statement in Datacom SQL. Find
an example source member and output member. Find a description of the CREATE SYNONYM command results.

Use the CREATE SYNONYM statement to define an alternative name for a table or view. However, the table or view must be
defined in Datacom Datadictionary before you can create its synonym. After defining a synonym, you can use it in place of
the full qualified table or view name (authorization ID and table or view name).

You can define synonyms in the same schema as the tables or views. However, the schema must be represented by
the current authorization ID for the session. You can define a synonym in your schema for a table or view that is listed in
another schema.

Enter the CREATE SYNONYM statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See CREATE SYNONYM
Statement (DQ) for the syntax of the statement.

Naming the Synonym

The name you give the synonym in the CREATE SYNONYM statement is the SQL name you use when referencing the
synonym in SQL statements.

The SQL synonym name is:

• 1 to 18 characters in length if you want it to comply with ANSI or FIPS standards.
• 1 to 32 characters in length if you want to take advantage of the Datacom/DB extended mode for SQL.

The CREATE SYNONYM statement syntax does not allow you to specify an authorization ID before the synonym name. Since
you cannot specify an authorization ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID.

The default authorization ID is the AUTHORIZATION occurrence related to the PERSON occurrence of the user ID
entered to sign on to Datacom Datadictionary or the current authorization ID established with the SET AUTHID function.
See Relating the Person to the AUTHID.

Since you cannot prefix the synonym name with an authorization ID in the CREATE SYNONYM statement, Datacom
Datadictionary automatically prefixes the synonym name with the current authorization ID for the online session. If the
combined authorization ID and synonym name is greater than the maximum allowed length of 32 characters, Datacom
Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name.

If the truncated name already exists, Datacom Datadictionary truncates it by four more characters and adds four zeros to
the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the digits by 1 until the name is unique.

Example Source Member
The following example shows the CREATE SYNONYM statement.
 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: PROJSYN   Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: CREATE SYNONYM PROJECTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 create synonym projects for ted.projecttbl;

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The statement CREATE SYNONYM is required and must be followed by the name of the synonym, which is
PROJECTS in this example. The FOR clause specifies the authorization ID of the table's schema and the
name of the table. The authorization ID and table name are concatenated by the period (.) indicating this is
the qualified name of the table. The table name must be qualified in this case since it is not in the schema
identified by the authorization ID (JONES) which is the default authorization ID. For more information on the
syntax of the CREATE SYNONYM statement, see CREATE SYNONYM. After placing your SQL statement in the
numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose

another option.

Example Output Member
The following example shows the Output Panel received when executing the previous CREATE SYNONYM
statement.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O
              EDIT     Member= PROJSYN
                  Description: CREATE SYNONYM PROJECTTBL
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER PROJSYN )
 000002 create synonym projects for ted.projecttbl;
 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
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 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0
 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72
 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001
 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

This example of creating a synonym defines an alternative name, PROJECTS, for the PROJECTTBL table
listed in the schema that has the authorization ID of TED. The synonym is listed in the schema with the
authorization ID of JONES. To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Results of CREATE SYNONYM

The command
CREATE SYNONYM synonym-name FOR table-name (or view-name)

creates a synonym.

The following are the significant SYNONYM entity-occurrence attributes defined:

• AUTHID= The supplied or default schema (authorization ID).
• ENTITY-NAME= An internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID) followed by a hyphen

and the name specified in the CREATE statement. The name must be unique.
• SQLNAME= The synonym-name provided in the CREATE SYNONYM statement.

Datacom Datadictionary creates relationships to associate the table or view with its synonyms.

Adding and Replacing Comments
You can use the COMMENT ON statement to provide descriptive information for a table, view, or column. See COMMENT
ON Statement (DQ) for the syntax of the statement. See sample source and output members.

Place the statement after the CREATE statement on the same Source Panel or in its own Source Panel. Datacom
Datadictionary places the comment for the object in a text classification named COMMENT. When you add a comment to
an object that already has a comment, the new comment replaces the old comment.

You cannot retrieve a comment through SQL. You can display the text that is created with the COMMENT ON statement
through the Datacom Datadictionary online or batch facilities. You can also add classifications of text to the occurrence
using the Datacom Datadictionary functions.

Enter the COMMENT ON statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See COMMENT ON Statement
(DQ) for the syntax of the statement.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Example Source Member
The following example shows a COMMENT ON statement added to an existing table:
 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DEPTCMNT  Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: DEPTTBL COMMENT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 comment on table depttbl

 ......  is 'reflects 1st qtr 99 reorganization';

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The statement COMMENT ON is required. In this example, TABLE is also required since the comment is
being added for a table. (If the comment is for a view, the keyword VIEW is required. If the comment is for a
column, the keyword COLUMN is required.) The TABLE keyword is followed by the name of the table. The
required keyword IS introduces the comment, which must be enclosed in apostrophes since it is a literal string.
The COMMENT ON statement also allows you to add comments for more than one column in a table. For
more information on this special syntax and the COMMENT ON statement in general, see COMMENT ON
Statement (DQ). After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can
perform the following actions:

• Enter more SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output

Panel which shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another

option.

Example Output Member
When you execute the command, you receive an Output Panel similar to the following example.
 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DEPTCMNT

                  Description: DEPTTBL COMMENT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DEPTCMNT)

 000002 comment on table depttbl
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 000003  is 'reflects 1st qtr 99 reorganization';

 000004 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000005 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000006 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000007 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000008 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0002

 000009 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS          MORE...

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

This example is a comment on table DEPTTBL. The comment is entered in the text classification of
COMMENT for the occurrence definition in Datacom Datadictionary. To exit from the Output Panel, you can
perform one of the following actions:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the CLEAR key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Deleting SQL Objects
If you no longer need a table, view, synonym, or index, you can drop the SQL object using the DROP statement. If you
have created an SQL object simply for testing purposes or only for the run of an application, you can use the DROP
statement to remove this object from Datacom Datadictionary.

WARNING
If you remove an SQL object from Datacom Datadictionary, you must recreate the object you dropped if you
want to use it again.

You can use the DROP statement to completely remove tables, indexes, views, and synonyms. This function obsoletes all
definitions of the object in the Datacom Datadictionary, deletes it from the Datacom/DB Directory, and removes it from the
schema. You cannot use the DROP statement to remove a schema. See Deleting a Schema.

Enter the DROP statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL Statements
for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel. See DROP Statement (DQ) for the syntax
of the statement.

All application plans that reference the dropped object are marked invalid. In addition, any data stored in a table is deleted
when it is dropped. You can run a Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a
table.

• When you drop an index, all versions of the index in all statuses are automatically obsoleted. all plans dependent on
the indexed table are marked invalid. You can run a Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans
are dependent on a table.

• When you drop a table, all versions of the table in all statuses and all views and synonyms dependent on the table are
automatically obsoleted. All views and synonyms based on that table are removed from Datacom Datadictionary. The
table definition is removed from the Datacom Datadictionary and the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), the table data is
deleted and the space is reclaimed.

• When you drop a view, all views and synonyms dependent on the view are automatically obsoleted and are removed
from Datacom Datadictionary.

• When you drop a synonym, only the synonym is obsoleted and only that synonym is removed from Datacom
Datadictionary.

NOTE
The DROP statement is not processed, and you receive a -118 return code when the entity-occurrence definition
of the index, table, view, or synonym you specify is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2 in Datacom
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Datadictionary. The error message also includes a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code.
The DSF return codes are:

• IPW for password protected
• IOR for Lock Level 1 protected
• NTF for Lock Level 2 protected

For information about the Datacom/DB implementation of DROP PROCEDURE and DROP TRIGGER/RULE,
see Procedures and Triggers and Datadictionary Support for Triggers and Procedures.

Deleting a Schema
You cannot use DROP to delete a schema. You must use the online Datacom Datadictionary Entity Maintenance
(ENTMAINT) Mode to delete the authorization entity-occurrence that identifies the schema.

Before you can delete an SQL AUTHORIZATION occurrence, you must make certain it is not related to any existing
occurrences (TABLE, VIEW, SYNONYM, PLAN) which use it as an authorization ID.

You can run a batch report to determine if the AUTHORIZATION occurrence is related to any other occurrences.

Dropping an Index
Learn about the SQL statement DROP INDEX for deleting an index in Datacom. Learn about specifying authorization IDs
and find examples of source members and output members.

The DROP INDEX statement deletes an index.

Make certain that the name that you use in the DROP INDEX statement matches the SQLNAME attribute of the KEY that
you wish to DROP.

Enter the DROP INDEX statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

Specifying Authorization ID

To be certain you are dropping a desired index, qualify the index name with the authorization ID in the DROP statement.
If you specify an authorization ID for the index name, it must be the same as the authorization ID of the table name you
specify in the FROM table-name clause in the DROP statement. If you do not specify the authorization ID, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the online session.

Impact

Dropping an index removes the index from the Index Area (IXX) and removes the index definition from the Directory
(CXX) and Datacom Datadictionary. All plans dependent on the indexed table are marked invalid. You can run a Datacom
Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans depend on a table.

Example Source Member

The following example shows the DROP INDEX statement.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT
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                                 Source Panel                               S01S
            EDIT     Member: DINDEX    Output Line Limit: 01000
                     Person: JONES
             Current Authid: JONES
                Description: DROP INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 drop index employee_index from employees;
 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The DROP statement is required, as are the keywords INDEX and FROM. The keyword INDEX must be followed by the
name of the index (employee_index in this example) you are dropping. The keyword FROM must be followed by the name
of the table (employees in this example) to which the index belongs.

Once this source member is executed, you cannot recall the index definition. If you want to use this index again, you must
re-create it.

See DROP for more information on the syntax of the DROP statement.

After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following actions:

• Enter more SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which

shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

Example Output Member

When you execute the statement, you receive an Output Panel similar to the following example:

 =>
 =>
 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>
 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O
              EDIT     Member= DINDEX
                  Description: DROP INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================
 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DINDEX  )
 000002 drop index employee_index from employees;
 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0
 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72
 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001
 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001
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 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================
 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS
 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD
 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following actions:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Dropping a Table
The DROP TABLE statement removes the table from the schema, obsoletes the table from the Datacom Datadictionary,
and removes the table from the Datacom/DB Directory. You must be the creator of the table, or have the authority to drop
the table.

Enter the DROP TABLE statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

 Specifying Authorization ID 

To be certain you are dropping a desired table, qualify the table name with the authorization ID in the DROP statement.
If you do not specify the authorization ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the online
session.

 Impact 

The results of processing the DROP TABLE have a far reaching impact.

• The table data is deleted and the space is reclaimed.
• All views and synonyms based on the table are dropped.
• All application plans and statements that reference the table are invalidated.
• All columns, keys, elements, and support data associated with the table are also obsoleted (columns appear as FIELD

occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary ). The support data includes aliases, descriptors, relationship definitions, and
text (SQL comments and text added through Datacom Datadictionary ).

• If the table definition also exists in TESTor HIST status in Datacom Datadictionary, those substructure status/versions,
including their elements, keys and fields, are deleted at the same time as the PRODuction status.

 Example Source Member 

The following example shows the DROP TABLE statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps to obtain
the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DTABLE    Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: DROP TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 drop table jones.depttbl;

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The DROP statement is required, as is the keyword TABLE. The keyword must be followed by the name of the object you
are dropping.

Once this source member is executed, you cannot recall the table definition. If you want to use this table again, you must
re-create it.

See DROP for more information on the syntax of the DROP statement.

After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which

shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

 Example Output Member 

When you execute the statement, you receive a Output Panel similar to the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DTABLE

                  Description: DROP TABLE DEPTTBL

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DTABLE  )

 000002 drop table jones.depttbl;

 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001

 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE
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To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Dropping a View
Use the DROP VIEW statement to obsolete a view in Datacom Datadictionary. When you drop a view, the synonyms or
views that are directly or indirectly dependent on the view are automatically dropped.

All application plans and statements that reference the view are invalidated.

Enter the DROP VIEW statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

Specify the Authorization ID

To be certain you are dropping the desired view, qualify the view name with the authorization ID in the DROP statement.
If you do not specify the authorization ID, Datacom Datadictionary uses the current default authorization ID for the online
session.

Sample Source Member

The following example shows the DROP VIEW statement. See How to Submit SQL Statements for the steps to obtain the
panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DVIEW     Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: DROP VIEW DEPTVEW

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 drop view jones.deptvew;

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The DROP statement is required, as is the keyword VIEW. The keyword must be followed by the name of the object you
are dropping.
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Once this source member is executed, you cannot recall the view definition. If you want to use this view again, you must
re-create it.

See DROP for more information on the syntax of the DROP statement.

Example Output Member

When you execute the statement, you receive an Output Panel similar to the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DVIEW

                  Description: DROP VIEW DEPTVEW

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DVIEW   )

 000002 drop view jones.deptvew;

 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001

 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following actions:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Dropping a Synonym
Use DROP SYNONYM to remove a synonym from the Datacom Datadictionary. Dropping a synonym does not affect the
table or view referenced by the synonym. All application plans that reference the synonym are invalidated.

Enter the DROP SYNONYM statement in the numbered area of an EDIT Source Member Panel. See How to Submit SQL
Statements for the steps to obtain the panel and an explanation of the fields on the panel.

 Example Source Member 

The following example shows the DROP SYNONYM statement.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Source Panel                               S01S

            EDIT     Member: DSYNONYM  Output Line Limit: 01000

                     Person: JONES

             Current Authid: JONES

                Description: DROP SYNONYM PROJECTS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 drop synonym projects;

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

The DROP statement is required, as is the keyword SYNONYM. The keyword must be followed by the name of the object
you are dropping.

Once this source member is executed, you cannot recall the synonym definition. If you want to use this synonym again,
you must re-create it.

See DROP for more information on the syntax of the DROP statement.

After placing your SQL statement in the numbered line area on the Source Panel, you can perform the following:

• Enter additional SQL statements. Place a semicolon (;) after each complete statement.
• Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Output Panel which

shows the results of the SQL processing.
• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel where you can choose another option.

 Example Output Member 

When you execute the statement, you receive a Output Panel similar to the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- >>>

 Interactive SQL Service Facility                                       SQLMAINT

                                 Output Panel                               S01O

              EDIT     Member= DSYNONYM

                  Description: DROP SYNONYM PROJECTS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 (OUTPUT CREATED FROM SOURCE MEMBER DSYNONYM)

 000002 drop synonym projects;

 000003 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--
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 000004 STATEMENT EXECUTION WAS SUCCESSFUL, SQLCODE IS 0

 000005 ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+--

 000006 SQL STATEMENTS ASSUMED TO BE BETWEEN COLUMNS 1 AND 72

 000007 NUMBER OF INPUT RECORDS READ IS 0001

 000008 NUMBER OF SQL STATEMENTS PROCESSED IS 0001

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP         PF2=END         PF3=SPLIT         PF4=PROCESS

 PF5=TOP          PF6=BOTTOM      PF7=BACKWARD      PF8=FORWARD

 PF9=EXECUTE      PF10=LEFT       PF11=RIGHT        PF12=ALTERNATE

To exit from the Output Panel, you can perform one of the following:

• Press PF2 (END) to obtain an SQLMAINT Panel where you can select another option.
• Press PF12 (ALTERNATE) to display the Source Panel.
• Press the Clear key to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel.

Manipulating Data in SQL Tables
In the Interactive SQL Service Facility, you can use the following SQL Data Manipulation Language (DML) statements to
insert, update, or delete data in SQL tables in the production database. See How to Submit SQL Statements.

• Searched DELETE
Deletes rows that meet a specified condition from a table or view. Deleting a row from a view deletes the row from the
table on which the view is based. See DELETE for the statement syntax and more information.

• INSERT
Inserts a row into a table or view. Inserting a row into a view inserts the row into the table on which the view is based.
See INSERT for the statement syntax and more information.

• SELECT
Produces a result table consisting of qualifying rows from the specified table. See SELECT for the statement syntax
and more information.

• Searched UPDATE
Updates rows that meet a specified condition from a table or view. Updating a row in a view updates the row in the
table on which the view is based. See UPDATE for the statement syntax and more information.

You can also perform the transaction level operations with the following Data Manipulation Language commands.

• COMMIT WORK
Terminates a unit of recovery and commits the database changes that were made by that unit of recovery.
See COMMIT WORK for the statement syntax and more information.

• LOCK TABLE
Ensures against repeatable reads and provides an isolation level protection from other executing programs. See LOCK
TABLE for the statement syntax and more information.

• ROLLBACK WORK
Terminates a unit of recovery and backs out the Datacom/DB database changes made by that unit of recovery.
See ROLLBACK WORK for the statement syntax and more information.

NOTE
 The COMMIT WORK and ROLLBACK WORK commands can be placed in a source member to be executed,
if necessary. A COMMIT WORK command is implied, in CICS, by a transaction boundary (that is to say, from
EXECUTE to display of results is a single transaction). A ROLLBACK WORK is implied, in all environments, by
a negative SQL return code (in the format -nnn) on any SQL statement in the member being executed.
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Controlling Access Through SQL Statements
In the Interactive SQL Service Facility, you can use the SQL Data Control Language (DCL) to define the kind of access
authorized for a particular resource. This includes granting privileges to other users or revoking those privileges. See How
to Submit SQL Statements.

• GRANT
Gives specified privileges on tables and views in databases that are secured under the SQL Security Model.
See GRANT for the statement syntax and more information.

• REVOKE
Removes privileges on tables and views for which privileges have been given through the GRANT statement.
See REVOKE for the statement syntax and more information.

WARNING
 If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is not installed at your site, the GRANT and REVOKE statements are
rejected with an SQL error code -559. All tables and views in the statement must belong to databases secured
under the SQL Security Model. If tables and views are in databases secured under the Datacom/DB External
Security Model, the GRANT and REVOKE statements are rejected with an SQL error code -273. 

Procedures and Triggers
Procedures and triggers provide Datacom with substantial flexibility in building "thin client/fat server" applications,
enforcing business rules, implementing additional security functionality, and even providing functionality to enable a
relational view of nonrelational data items.

External Procedures are user-written programs (written using LE-conforming Assembler, COBOL, PL/I, or C) which
execute inside the Multi-User Facility as a separate subtask. They can be coded to perform almost any task and generally
contain SQL statements. SQL procedures consist of user-written program logic composed of SQL statements and
contained entirely within the CREATE PROCEDURE statement. Both types can be executed explicitly using CALL
or EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements and can be triggered implicitly by user-specified database management
system events such as INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE. For information specific to each procedure type, see CREATE
PROCEDURE Statement.

Triggers depend completely on the SQL procedure to perform the various "triggered" activities. Triggers themselves
have a relatively limited logic implementation. A trigger is set to be "fired" when an insert, delete, or update of a row in
the selected table occurs. The trigger is fired regardless of where (CICS, batch, Server, and so on) or how (record-at-a-
time, set-at-a-time, SQL) the maintenance command was issued. The trigger is not fired when a read (or read for update
command) is processed.

Each trigger can be tailored to fire only when specific data values exist. The trigger can also select whether it should fire
before or after the event occurs. Selecting "before" gives you the chance to review the process before the maintenance
has occurred, while "after" allows you to Trigger the event after the maintenance has occurred.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

LUW Control

The trigger and its procedure operate under the same logical-unit-of-work (LUW) as the task that caused the trigger to
fire. Any failure in execution of the trigger and its procedure causes the maintenance command that fired the procedure
to receive a return code and the maintenance command is rejected by the database. In addition, any database work
done by the triggered procedure (inserts, deletes, updates) is also done under the same LUW as the application that fired
the trigger. Any subsequent commit issued by the application that caused the trigger to fire also commits any database
maintenance done by the fired procedure. Likewise, a subsequent ROLLBACK issued by the application also rolls back
any triggered changes.
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NOTE
Triggers and their associated procedures cannot contain any commit or rollback logic.

Thin Client/Fat Server

You can write External Procedures in LE-conforming Assembler, C, PL/I, or COBOL as standard executing programs.
These programs accept a list of input variables (SQL columns), perform any number of program and/or database
functions, then return a list of output variables (SQL columns). This functionality allows you to create procedures that can
combine a wide variety of program functions into one SQL call.

For example: A client/server application currently processes a customer order by issuing multiple SQL statements to the
database region to:

• Verify the customer number
• Obtain the customer's credit limit/availability
• Validate that the ordered item(s) is in stock
• Validate that the customer has enough credit to order the items
• Enter the order in the system

With a External Procedure in SQL, the client/server application can issue a single SQL call to the External Procedure
with the appropriate information (Customer number, Item number(s), Quantity). The database server (Multi-User Facility)
loads the appropriate LE-conforming program as a subtask in the Multi-User Facility address space, passes over the input
variables, and waits to receive the return information. On completion, the LE-conforming program hands back the output
variables to the Multi-User Facility, then the Multi-User Facility returns them to the calling program and terminates the
Multi-User Facility subtask. If the program fails, the subtask in the Multi-User Facility address space goes away, and the
client SQL call receives an SQL return code. If the program completes but does not provide the expected number of return
variables, a different SQL code is returned.

Enforcing Business Rules

Since the procedure is a standard LE-conforming program, processing logic can be incorporated in the procedure
to enforce a wide variety of business rules. In the previous example, the procedure validated that the customer had
appropriate credit before allowing the order to be placed. This is a simple example of business rule enforcement. More
complex rules or even complex data calculations can be included in the procedure code to insure that functions such as
"Calculation of product cost" or "Standard deviation" are applied consistently within an environment.

When combined with SQL triggers, you can use procedures to enforce business rules "triggered" by a database event,
such as the addition of a row to a table or the update of a column within a selected table.

For example: Whenever a new customer is added to the system, the addition triggers the procedure
ORDER_CREDIT_REPORT and also triggers the procedure VALIDATE_TEMP_CREDIT_LIMIT. This allows your
business to make sure that credit reports are ordered on a timely basis and that a temporary credit limit is established.

Enhanced Security

Along the same lines, you can use triggers and procedures to do validation any time selected data rows or
fields are updated. For example, anytime the PAYROLL_RATE field is updated, it could trigger the procedure
CHECK_PAYROLL_RATE_CHANGE.

Automatically Generating Alerts

You can use triggers with procedures to generate alerts when "out-of-bounds" business conditions exist. One example
is to generate a re-stock order for the warehouse when an inventory items' shelf quantity drops below a minimum shelf
amount. A more complex job is to calculate the minimum amount of stock necessary and initiate a product reorder
process to ensure that product does not go out of stock before it is replenished (by a new shipment). Since the procedure
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is actually an application program, subroutines could be initiated to provide physical alerts such as a console message,
fax message, and so on.

Relational View of Nonrelational Data

Many open systems products used by clients today do not provide detail level data manipulation capabilities. In some
cases, this can limit the products' ability to see "nonrelational" data as relational columns.

For example, a Datacom/DB table has a column defined as:

02 MONTH-SALES OCCURS 12 TIMES PIC S9(6)V99

An SQL view of this table includes the field MONTH_SALES as a CHAR(96) column. If the product viewing this column
cannot redefine the data item, this data becomes unusable to the end user. If this data is important, a External Procedure
could be written (in COBOL) to use SQL to retrieve the CHAR(96) column and move it to working storage, where the
program language could be used to extract the 12 distinct values and place them in 12 columns SQL can use. These
columns with other data items would be returned as part of the output variable list.

Summary

Procedures and triggers can provide a powerful tool for data and database administration and access. However, they
should also be used with caution. Replacing a simple call from a CICS transaction with an execute procedure would
probably cause a performance degradation. Similarly, using procedures to do simple security checks or to enforce access
rules when standard system security products are available may not prove worthwhile. However, triggers and procedures
can provide great value when used to enforce complex or highly sensitive business rules.

For detailed information about the SQL statements related to procedures and triggers, see the following:

• CREATE PROCEDURE Statement
• CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements
• DROP PROCEDURE
• CREATE TRIGGER or CREATE RULE Statements
• DROP TRIGGER/RULE (see DROP Statement)

For examples showing the use of procedures and triggers, see Examples: Creating a Procedure and Example: Calling a
Procedure.

NOTE
Some parts of Datacom SQL statement syntax are extensions to the ANSI SQL3 standard and are therefore
rejected by SQL when used under ANSI and FIPS SQLMODEs.

External Security Support for Procedure/Trigger Creation and Execution

Users executing on externally secured systems cannot create, execute, or drop procedures or triggers if the appropriate
access rights have not been granted to them. Plan security secures procedure and trigger execution in Datacom/DB
Version 10.0. CREATE PROCEDURE, CREATE TRIGGER, DROP PROCEDURE and DROP TRIGGER are secured
using the DTADMIN external access.

Trigger Execution for Record-at-a-Time Maintenance

If you are executing record-at-a-time requests to maintain tables for which triggers are defined, be aware that the triggers
execute as specified in the SQL CREATE TRIGGER statement. Any access method whose maintenance requests are
routed through SQL causes triggers to fire.
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Transaction Integrity

Any database maintenance performed by Datacom SQL during the execution of a procedure becomes a part of the
transaction that caused the procedure to be executed. A procedure cannot issue COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements
because that would terminate the transaction under which it was called. Any work performed by a procedure through
means other than Datacom SQL is not integrated with the transaction state of the transaction that instigated procedure
execution.

When a trigger is created, SQL plans using the table involved are marked invalid and are automatically rebound the
next time they are read from the DDD table. Plans currently in memory do not recognize the added trigger. In general, a
plan is flushed from memory when all applications using it have completed (see the information about the PLNCLOSE=
preprocessor option in Description of Options). Navigational (native DB non-SQL) commands recognize new triggers only
when the application's OPEN for the table in question occurs after the CREATE TRIGGER has completed.

Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) functions MASSADD and DBTEST, when executed with the MULTUSE=YES keyword,
invoke triggers as would any other application. All other DBUTLTY functions ignore any trigger definitions and perform
the maintenance as directed. These functions include LOAD, MASSADD (running with MULTUSE=NO), and all forms of
RECOVERY.

Triggers are not activated by the restart process performed during the Multi-User Facility startup processing or by
transaction backout (ROLLBACK) processing performed to reverse a failed transaction.

Any Single User execution (we do not recommend using Single User execution) ignores triggers.

Subroutine Calls Inside Procedures

Procedures may call subroutines that perform non-Datacom related tasks, defined as any task that does not cause any
piece of Datacom code to execute. Following are the rules for Datacom related subroutines:

• A subroutine may not contain calls to Datacom SQL.
• A subroutine may not be a procedure. Note, however, that a procedure mainline is allowed to call procedures using the

CALL PROCEDURE and EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements.
• A subroutine may not contain record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, or other calls that trigger Datacom code to execute.
• Because we do not guarantee that Datacom physically prevents a subroutine from making a record-at-a-time, set-at-

a-time, Datacom SQL, or other illegal call, making such a call is not recommended. Illegal calls not only attempt to
execute under a different transaction than that of the caller, but could produce unexpected results, unexpected effects,
and abnormal terminations for which we cannot be held responsible. Therefore, make certain that you do not use
any illegal calls.

Restrictions

Following is a partial list of functions that are not supported. If a feature, API, or other item does not appear on this list, its
absence does not imply support for it. Broadcom reserves the right to add items to this list or change or delete them at any
time.

• Non-SQL requests (record-at-a-time, set-at-a-time, or other) are forbidden inside procedures.
• Procedures cannot contain COMMIT or ROLLBACK statements.
• Requests that trigger execution of any Datacom Transparency product are forbidden inside procedures.
• Procedures cannot issue INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE statements against any Datacom DL1 Transparency-

constrained table.
• COBOL, PL/I, and C procedures must be made Language Environment (LE) conforming by being written and compiled

using the Language Environment. In z/OS, support for procedures and triggers requires a minimum of z/OS Version
2 Release 5 and compatible Language Environment for z/OS with the following IBM compiler products: z/OS C/C++
(only the C subset is supported), COBOL for z/OS, and PL/I for MVS. Assembler procedures must also be made LE-
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conforming by use of the CEEENTRY and associated macros. A z/VSE operating system is required, along with IBM
Language Environment for z/VSE and compatible compilers.

• The depth of nesting of recursive procedure execution, whether procedures are triggered or called explicitly, is limited.
For more information, see CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements.

SQL Statements That Support Procedures and Triggers

The following statements support procedures and triggers:

• CREATE PROCEDURE (see CREATE PROCEDURE Statement)
• CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE -- without SET processing support (see CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE

Statements)
• DROP PROCEDURE (see DROP Statement)
• CREATE TRIGGER/RULE -- row level only (see CREATE TRIGGER or CREATE RULE Statement)
• DROP TRIGGER/RULE (see DROP Statement)

Datacom Datadictionary Support for Triggers and Procedures

Beginning in r10, implementation of Datacom Datadictionary support for triggers and procedures involved the addition of
new entity-types, attributes, and relationships to the model used in the previous Version. The following page contains a
diagrammatic view of the changes to the previous model.

Processing

Following is described the requirements of the SQL/Datacom Datadictionary interface for each of the SQL statements
affected by triggers and procedures.

ALTER TABLE Processing Modifications

When an ALTER TABLE statement is processed for a table with any triggers with Event Times of either Before Update
or After Update and a Column Dependency, these triggers are marked for Automatic Rebind by setting the Trigger Valid
Indicator field of the Trigger DDD Member to N.

If an ALTER TABLE attempts to delete a Column on which a trigger depends, the ALTER fails with a DSF Return Code of
TUC.

COMMENT ON Processing

The parameters and processing are the same as the current COMMENT ON requests for tables, views, and synonyms.

DROP TABLE Processing Modifications

When a Table is dropped, all TRIGGER occurrences and their respective DDD Members referring to the Table in the on
table SQL clause are deleted.

Multi-User Facility Considerations for Procedures
Certain tasks need to be performed to execute procedures with Multi-User Facility (MUF). Do the following tasks before
bringing up the Datacom/DB MUF.
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• Add to the MUF library concatenation the Language Environment (LE) runtime and associated language libraries
that are needed to execute the procedures. For z/OS, place these ahead of the Common Components and Services
runtime libraries. For z/VSE, place these ahead of the CIS (Common Infrastructure Services) runtime libraries.

• Add to the MUF library concatenation the libraries containing the programs to be executed as procedures, with any
associated subroutines.

• Add an appropriate PROCEDURE Multi-User startup option to the MUF SYSIN. Code procedure nests and subtasks
carefully.

• Add the appropriate Language Environment (LE) and associated language support data sets to the MUF startup job.
• Modify the Language Environment (LE) parameter style exit routine for COBOL, IGZEPSX, to enable the code to

provide the same parameter list processing that was done when running VS COBOL II runtime with the ATTACH SVC
on MVS. This allows for passing Register 1 and the parameter list without change to the main COBOL procedure
program, instead of having the parameter list style determined by Language Environment.

• Make certain you have upgraded Language Environment for z/OS to at least the V2R5.0 release level.

NOTE
Support for procedures and triggers requires a minimum of z/OS Version 2 Release 5 and compatible
Language Environment for z/OS with the following IBM compiler products: z/OS C/C++ (only the C subset is
supported), COBOL for z/OS, and PL/I for MVS.

When coding, compiling, and link editing programs that are to execute as procedures, adhere to the following guidelines:

• Do not modify in your procedure program the Language Environment (LE) user area fields (not to be confused with the
PL/I user area). These are set and queried by the procedure processor and interface in the Multi-User Facility by use
of the Language Environment CEE3USR callable service.

• All procedure programs with embedded SQL statements must be LE-conforming and must be link edited with the
procedure interface DBXPIPR.

• All procedure programs must be coded and link edited as RENT and NODYNAM (no dynamic calls) with AMODE(31)
and RMODE(ANY).

• Ensure that the link-edit step receives a return code of 0. Any return code greater than 0 indicates a possible error that
could lead to a Multi-User Facility abend. A possible error could be having included an SQL User Requirements Table
to resolve the DBNTRY entry point. For example, do not include DBSBTPR. All Datacom/DB entry points should be
resolved by the inclusion of DBXPIPR, and duplicates should not occur. The exception is the include for DBXHVPR to
resolve COBOL host variables.

• Modify your installation defaults for LE to specify the following recommended settings, or include with each procedure
program link-edit a CEEUOPT module with these settings:

 ABTERMENC=(ABEND)

 ALL31=(ON)

 ANYHEAP=(1K,1K,ANYWHERE,FREE)

 BELOWHEAP=(1K,1K,FREE)

 HEAP=(32K,32K,ANYWHERE,FREE,8K,4K)

 LIBSTACK=(1K,1K,FREE)

 STACK=(4K,4K,ANY,KEEP)

 STORAGE=(00,NONE,00,0K)

 TERMTHDACT=(UADUMP,,32)

 TRAP=(OFF)

NOTE
While these options are recommendations, they may not be appropriate for your site or may need to be tuned
according to your procedure execution environment within the Multi-User Facility. Run a typical procedure
with the RPTSG=(ON) option in CEEUOPT and tune accordingly. Because SQL has no way of verifying the
compatibility of the user-written code with the procedure defined by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, it is
the sole responsibility of the creator of the procedure to help ensure that the CREATE PROCEDURE statement
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precisely reflects the parameter list expected by the user-written program. Failure to properly coordinate
parameter lists can cause the procedure subtask to abnormally terminate.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Number of Procedure TCBs

Running Language Environment (LE) subtasks requires a substantial but not predictable amount of resources primarily
related to LSQA memory and address space 24-bit memory. Errors are possible when a shortage exists of either kind of
memory. A shortage occurring in some locations can cause return codes to be received. Shortages in other locations can
cause:

• Abend failures in the subtask, and
• Recursion loops.

It is possible for these conditions to cause the Multi-User Facility to be terminated by the operating system.

The Multi-User Facility cannot prevent all outages relating to user procedures and the Language Environment. Because
it is not possible to predetermine requirements sufficiently to prevent all errors from occurring, plan to stress test your
environment and configuration, running less TCBs than you expect would work.

Performance Considerations

Each request to execute a procedure attaches an operating system subtask to a Datacom/DB stub module that fetches
the LE program. At completion this is deleted and detached. This overhead, when done frequently, can be substantial and
needs to be considered when deciding to implement procedures.

We recommend running with no more than 20 TCBs until testing proves that your environment can accommodate more.

Parameter Styles and Error Handling
The PARAMETER STYLE clause of the CREATE PROCEDURE statement defines how parameters are passed between
an application program, or a trigger, and the procedure that is being called. How errors are handled also depends upon
the parameter style chosen.

GENERAL
This parameter style specifies that the user parameter list is passed to the procedure devoid of null indicators
(nulls are not allowed). Since no formal method is provided for passing error information back to the caller, the
success or failure of the CALL procedure statement is determined by the contents of the SQL internal SQLCODE
variable following the last SQL request made by the procedure. This also applies to parameter style GENERAL
WITH NULLS.

GENERAL WITH NULLS
This parameter style differs from GENERAL only in that a null indicator is passed to the procedure for each user
parameter.

DATACOM SQL
This parameter style passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and SQL, but it also
passes some additional parameters. These parameters are modeled after those passed for the ANSI SQL3
parameter style SQL, but with this difference: instead of a SQLSTATE, DATACOM SQL passes an SQLCODE in
the corresponding parameter.
Following are the additional parameters for parameter style DATACOM SQL (the first four are modeled after
SQL3):
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• SQLCODE -- passed to the procedure as 0 and used to set the SQLCODE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output.

• A variable-length character string containing the name of the procedure.
• A variable-length character string reserved for future use.
• A variable-length character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message

on output. This error message is placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL
PROCEDURE statement.

• A two-byte fixed-length character string containing the Datacom/DB external error code on output.
• A single character containing the Datacom/DB internal error code on output.

The logic inside SQL for parameter style DATACOM SQL is as follows:
When SQL gains control after a successful execution of the procedure, that is, after the procedure code loaded,
ran, and did not abend, the internal SQL code and error message are reset to the values returned in the user's
parameter list, regardless of whether it was triggered or called, even if this means a non-zero SQLCODE
becomes zero or is replaced.
In order to minimize the confusion that a newly-defined trigger can cause for a pre-existing application that uses
the navigational (record-at-a-time) API rather than SQL, we handle the DB return codes for DATACOM SQL style
procedures as follows.
If the SQLCODE returned from the procedure is zero or positive, a non-blank Datacom/DB return code is ignored.
If the procedure returned a negative SQLCODE and was explicitly called (as opposed to being triggered),
the Datacom/DB external and internal return codes are reset to the values returned through the procedure's
parameter list. If the procedure returned a negative SQLCODE and was triggered, we store the SQLCODE at
offset 26 decimal (signed binary fullword) into the user's Request Area, force the Datacom/DB return code(s) to
94(100), then document the Datacom/DB return codes returned from the procedure at offsets 30 decimal (2 byte
character) and 32 decimal (one byte unsigned binary) into the user's Request Area for the external and internal
return codes, respectively. This is done to allow users of navigational programs to differentiate between failures
inside procedures and those related to their specific Datacom/DB requests, because they generally do not have
logic to interpret an SQLCODE.
You have complete control (and responsibility) in deciding whether what occurs constitutes a success. You must
set the SQLCODE and error message parameters on exit in one of these three ways:

• If for some reason you want to fail even if all SQL requests received an SQLCODE=0, set SQLCODE -534 and
provide an error message containing 80 bytes as desired, or

• Supply the SQLCODE, error message, and Datacom/DB external and internal return codes exactly as SQL
returned it to the procedure, or

• Pass back an SQLCODE forced to 0 at your discretion.

SQL
When a procedure is created using PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL in the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement, the SQLSTATE status indicator is returned in the SQLCA.
Parameter style SQL passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and DATACOM SQL. It also
passes these additional four parameters that are added to the end of the parameter/null indicator list:

• The SQLSTATE (INOUT, but always passed in as 00000, similar to the SQLCODE in style DATACOM SQL,
that is, it is passed to the procedure as 00000 and used to set the SQLSTATE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output).

• Authid.procedure-name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is a variable-length character string
containing the name of the procedure).

• Authid.specific name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length character string reserved
for future use).

• Error message text (INOUT, passed in as 0-length string, same as DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length
character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message on output that is
placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL PROCEDURE statement).
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Unlike style DATACOM SQL, the Datacom/DB external and internal return codes are not a part of this parameter
list but are encoded in the generated SQLSTATE value. For example, the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return
code -117 is Seeii, and the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return code -118 is Reeii, where ee represents the 2-
byte external Datacom/DB return code, and ii is the Datacom/DB internal return code in hexadecimal characters.

As an aid in understanding error recovery for procedures, note the following:

• The PARAMETER STYLE being used by the procedure which is executing at each level of nesting controls the
SQLCODE seen by the logic that called it, if procedures execute in a nested fashion due either to:
– CALL PROCEDURE statements inside procedures, or
– TRIGGERs triggering during execution of a procedure.
This means that the PARAMETER STYLE of any procedure controls how the success or failure of everything that
occurred during execution of the procedure is interpreted, including recursively called procedures whose PARAMETER
STYLEs might not match that of the outermost procedure.

• As with all SQL statements, if an SQL statement is issued from a procedure and fails, it has no effect on the database.
This rule holds true at every level of recursion. For example, if an INSERT statement, issued by a procedure, triggers
procedure calls five layers deep and results in the updating of 500 rows in the database but then fails, not only is
the INSERT backed out, the 500 updates that executed during processing of the INSERT are also backed out. Even
though hundreds of SQL statements have been rolled back, at the level of the procedure that executed the INSERT,
only one statement was backed out. Limited-scope rollbacks such as this (that occur automatically in lower levels of
recursion) in no way affect the ability of the higher levels of procedures to either continue processing or to abort and
return errors to callers, triggering additional automatic rollbacks as needed. Note, however, that users are not allowed
to code their own ROLLBACK or COMMIT statements inside procedures.

SQL Error Messages Related to Procedures and Triggers

The following SQL error codes have been added in support of procedures and triggers:

-321

 INVALID SQLCODE sqlcode HAS BEEN GENERATED 

 Reason: 

A user-written procedure has returned an SQLCODE that is not a valid DATACOM SQLCODE.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 39001.

 Action: 

Modify, repreprocess, and recompile the procedure to follow all instructions given in ParameterStylesandErrorHandling.

-530

 PROC authid.name: msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a procedure preparation error. The information in msg-string varies depending upon the error that has
occurred.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 38S01.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.
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-531

 PROC authid.name: msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a procedure execution error. The information in msg-string varies depending upon the error that has
occurred. This message commonly occurs when you have not concatenated the load library (into which your procedure
has been linked) into the STEPLIB of the DBMUFPR of your Multi-User Facility job. This is especially likely to be the
cause of the message if the message resembles the following:

 PROC authid.sql-proc-name: external-proc-name FETCH ERROR 

For example, PROC SYSUSR.MYPROC: MYPROC FETCH ERROR. 

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 38S02.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

-532

 TRIG authid.name: msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a trigger preparation error. The information in msg-string varies depending upon the error that has
occurred.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 09S02.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

-533

 TRIG authid.name: msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a trigger execution error. The information in msg-string varies depending upon the error that has
occurred. This message commonly occurs when you have not concatenated the load library (into which your procedure
has been linked) into the STEPLIB of the DBMUFPR of your Multi-User Facility job. This is especially likely to be the
cause of the message if the message resembles the following:

 TRIG authid.sql-trig-name: external-proc-name FETCH ERROR 

For example, TRIG SYSUSR.MYTRIG: MYPROC FETCH ERROR. 

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 09S01.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

-534

 msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a user-defined procedure execution error. This SQL error code only occurs in procedures whose
parameter style is SQL or DATACOM SQL. The information in the msg-string varies depending upon the error that has
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occurred, that is to say, user-written procedure logic creates the entire error message. The message is truncated if it
exceeds the 80-byte length of the SQLCA error message area.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 2FS04

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

-535

 PROC authid.name: msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been an environmental problem, possibly LE-related, that prevented the procedure from running. In the
message, authid.name identifies the PROC and msg-string specifies the cause.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 39S01.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

-537

 msg-string 

 Reason: 

There has been a user-defined execution error in an SQL procedure (a "LANGUAGE SQL" procedure). The information in
the msg-string varies, depending upon the error that has occurred, that is to say, user-written procedure logic creates the
entire error message. The message is truncated if it exceeds the 80-byte length of the SQLCA error message area.

The SQLSTATE that equates to this SQL return code is 38S04.

 Action: 

Correct the problem described by the msg-string.

Examples Creating a Procedure
Learn about creating a procedure. Find Job Control Language (JCL) examples for C and for z/OS and Z/VSE COBOL.
Learn how to define the procedure to SQL.

This section takes you through the process of creating a procedure.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Coding the Program

Consider an application that updates rows in a table representing a catalog of auto parts that can be ordered over the
Internet, requiring the ability to update the catalog in real time. This capability requires a complex series of transactions.
Decisions must be made during processing. A cascading foreign key alone cannot satisfy these needs. A procedure is the
most efficient way to fulfill the requirements.

Sample JCL for C

See the following example of coding the needed procedure in C. The comments in the procedure program example
provide a guide to the procedure building process.
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For COBOL examples see Sample JCL for z/OS for z/OS and Sample JCL for z/VSE for z/VSE. PL/I or Assembler could
also have been used to code the procedure.

Before coding your first procedure, see Transaction Integrity, Restrictions, and Parameter Styles and Error Handling.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname     See the note above.

 //TWOUP  OUTPUT DEFAULT=YES,FORMDEF=010111,PAGEDEF=W120C0,CHARS=(GT20) 

+INC GRB.JOBLIB3                                                        0000010 

+INC GRB.EDCC 

+INC GRB.CEEVARS 

//* **************************** 

//* *  "C" PRECOMPILE STEP   *** 

//* **************************** 

//CPRECMP  EXEC PGM=DBPLIPR,PARM='PLANNAME=ITEMKILL' 

//PROCLIB  DD DSN=CA90SMVS.NEWC.R3V1.PROCLIB,DISP=SHR 

//SOURCE   DD DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.SRCLIB2(ITEMKILL),DISP=SHR 

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=* 

//REPORT   DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=* 

//OPTIONS  DD DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.SRCLIB2(TPRCCOPT),DISP=SHR 

//SRCOUT   DD DSN=&&SRC,DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),UNIT=VIO, 

//            SPACE=(2000,(200,200)),  

//            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)  

//* **************************************************** 

//* 

//COMPA    EXEC PROC=EDCC,        (FROM SYS2.PROCLIB) 

//   CRUN='RENT', 

//   CPARM='NOMARGINS,NOSEQUENCE,LIST,SOURCE', 

//   CPARM2='LOCALE("POSIX"),LANGLVL(ANSI),OMVS,DLL', 

//   CPARM3='SSCOM,LONGNAME,SHOWINC', 

//  INFILE='&&SRC', 

//  OUTFILE='DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.OBJLIB(ITEMKILO)' 

//* 

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.H,DISP=SHR 

//         DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.SYS.H,DISP=SHR 

//USERLIB  DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.LIBRMAST,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=LAM 

//* 

//* SYSCPRT  DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.PRINT(TCPG002),DISP=SHR 

//* 

//STEP1  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2048K,COND=EVEN 

//PXX       DD DSN=DCMDEV.DB.MUF3.PXX,DISP=SHR 

//CXX       DD DSN=DCMDEV.DB.MUF3.CXX,DISP=SHR 

//SNAPER       DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT     DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSUDUMP     DD SYSOUT=* 

//SYSIN    DD  * 

  REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=FULL 
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/* 

//* *********** LINK STARTS HERE ********************** 

//PRELINK   EXEC  PGM=EDCPRLK, 

//  PARM='POSIX(OFF)/OE,MEMORY,DUP,NOER,MAP,NOUPCASE,NONCAL' 

//* 

//SYSMSGS  DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEMSGP(EDCPMSGE),DISP=SHR 

//OBJLIB   DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR 

//C8941    DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEOBJ,DISP=SHR 

//SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=* 

//SYSPRINT DD  * 

//SYSMOD   DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.OBJLIB(ITEMKOBJ),DISP=SHR 

//SYSDEFSD DD  DUMMY 

//SYSIN    DD  * 

  INCLUDE OBJLIB(ITEMKILO) 

/* 

//LINKEDIT  EXEC  PGM=LINKEDIT, 

//  PARM=('AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY,TERM=YES,MSGLEVEL=0,MAP,DYNAM=DLL', 

//        'CALL=YES,CASE=MIXED,REUS=RENT,EDIT=YES') 

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEELKED,DISP=SHR 

//         DD  DSN=SYS1.CSSLIB,DISP=SHR 

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=* 

//SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=* 

//SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.LODLIB2(ITEMKILL) 

//OBJLIB   DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.GARBR02.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR 

//*CALIB    DD  DSN=DCMDEV.DB.R100.LODLIB,DISP=SHR 

//CALIB    DD  DSN=DCMDEV.DB.R100.LODLIB,DISP=SHR 

//CEELIB   DD  DSN=DCMDEV.DBDT.DSYTEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR 

//SYSLIN   DD  * 

  INCLUDE  OBJLIB(ITEMKOBJ)

  INCLUDE  CEELIB(CEEUOPT)

  INCLUDE  CALIB(DBXPIPR)

/* 

//*+INC GRB.URTCEE

           /**********  Program source starts below.        ************/

                     /* ITEMKILL - C Procedure example. */

  /*

  **  This procedure is triggered when a supplier cancels production of

  **  a product in our consumer catalog.  The program checks to see how

  **  many open orders we need to cancel and decides, based on this

  **  number, whether to send apology letters to a small number of

  **  customers, or to generate an error message instructing us to contact

  **  the supplier to attempt to fill the orders.  This procedure is

  **  passed an input parameter that determines the number of orders we

  **  are willing to cancel (if any).

  */

  /* The procedure you write must be re-entrant. */

  #pragma options(RENT)

  /*

  **  Use of the linkage pragma is required to tell the C compiler that

  **  our load module is "fetched" for execution at runtime.

  */

  #pragma linkage(itemKill,FETCHABLE)

  #include <stdlib.h>
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  #include <stdio.h>

  #include <string.h>

  /*  The following structure maps to a VARCHAR(128) data item in SQL (FYI). */

  typedef struct varChar128

     short length;

     char  data 128á;

     SQL_VARCHAR_128;

  /*

  ** The following structure maps to the additional parameters passed

  ** to your procedure when the "DATACOM SQL" parameter-style has

  ** been specified by the CREATE PROCEDURE.  Note that the variable

  ** containing the sqlcode may not be named "sqlcode" because our

  ** precompiler generates an SQLCA that uses the name.  These parameters

  ** enable your program to control the SQLCODE that SQL sees as

  ** the result of the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement that

  ** was executed or triggered.  Note that a negative SQLCODE-OUT

  ** aborts any INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE that triggers it.  See the

  ** "Parameter Styles and Error Handling" section for more details.

  */

  typedef struct parmsDatacomSQL

     int             *sqlcodeOut;

     SQL_VARCHAR_128 *procName;

     SQL_VARCHAR_128 *specName;

     SQL_VARCHAR_128 *errMsgOut; /* Truncated to 80 bytes in 10.0. */

     char            *dbExtCodeOut;

     short           *dbIntCodeOut;

     SQL_PROC_PARMS_DCM;

  void userDefinedErrorDoc(SQL_PROC_PARMS_DCM *dcmSqlParms, char *errMsg);

  /*

  ** The function name used below must match both that of the load-

  ** module that we are going to produce, and the EXTERNAL name defined

  ** by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement that we execute later.

  **

  ** Note that the data pointed to by the formal parameters

  ** precisely correspond to the parameter definitions specified

  ** in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement and appear in the

  ** same order.  The C-language variables chosen to process the

  ** data must match in data-type, size, and order.

  **

  ** When SQL regains control after execution of the procedure, it

  ** ignores any data that your program stored into parameters defined

  ** by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement to be input only ("IN").

  **

  ** In order to minimize the confusion that a newly-defined trigger

  ** can cause for a preexisting application that uses the navigational

  ** (record-at-a-time) API rather than SQL, we handle DB return codes

  ** for DATACOM SQL style procedures as follows:

  **

  ** If the SQLCODE returned from the procedure is zero or positive, a

  ** nonblank DB return code is ignored.  If the procedure returned a

  ** negative SQLCODE and was explicitly called as opposed to being

  ** triggered, DB external and internal return codes are reset to the

  ** values returned through the procedure's parameter list.  If the
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  ** procedure returned a negative SQLCODE and was triggered, we store

  ** the SQLCODE at offset 26 decimal (signed binary fullword) into the

  ** user's Request Area, for the DB return code(s) to 94(100), then

  ** then document the DB return codes returned from the procedure

  ** at offsets 30 decimal (2-byte character) and 32 decimal (1-byte

  ** unsigned binary) into the user's Request Area for the external and

  ** internal return codes, respectively.  This is done to allow users

  ** of navigational programs to differentiate between failures

  ** inside procedures and those related to their specific DB requests,

  ** since they generally do not have logic to interpret an SQLCODE.

  **

  ** Note that the first three parameters would appear in the formal

  ** parameter list regardless of the PARAMETER STYLE specified

  ** by the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.  The next three parameters

  ** are null indicator variables corresponding to the first three,

  ** and appear only under certain parameter styles (in Version

  ** 10.0, they appear under DATACOM SQL and GENERAL WITH NULLS).

  ** The "dcmSqlParms" parameter (see previous explanation) appears

  ** only under parameter style DATACOM SQL.

  */

  int itemKill(int   *canceledPartIdIn,  int   *vendorIdIn,

               int   *maxBadOrdersIn,    short *canceledPartIdNull,

               short *vendorIdNull,      short *maxBadOrdersNull,

               SQL_PROC_PARMS_DCM dcmSqlParms)

 

     EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION;

     int   canceledPartId     = *canceledPartIdIn;

     int   vendorId           = *vendorIdIn;

     int   numBackOrders      = 0;

     int   numOrdersCanceled  = 0;

     char *errMsg;

     EXEC SQL END DECLARE SECTION;

     EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND goto end;

     EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR  goto sqlError;

     /*

     ** Initialize output parameters.

     ** Since triggers may not call procedures that have output

     ** (OUT or INOUT) parameters, and we intend to use this

     ** procedure as a trigger, we have coded/created it without

     ** output parameters other than those required for parameter

     ** style DATACOM SQL.

     */

     *(dcmSqlParms.sqlcodeOut)     = 0;

     *(dcmSqlParms.dbExtCodeOut)   = 0;

     *(dcmSqlParms.dbIntCodeOut)   = 0;

     dcmSqlParms.errMsgOut->length = 0;  /* SQL 10.0 maximum is 80. */

     memset(dcmSqlParms.errMsgOut->data, 0, 80);

     /* Handle nulls on input. */

     if (*canceledPartIdNull == -1)

        errMsg = "ITEM_ORDER_KILLER ABORTED: CANCELED PART ID IS NULL";

     else if (*vendorIdNull == -1)

        errMsg = "ITEM_ORDER_KILLER ABORTED: VENDOR ID IS NULL";

     else
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        errMsg = NULL;

        if (*maxBadOrdersNull == -1)

           *maxBadOrdersIn = 0;

 

     /* Quit if an error message was produced. */

     if (errMsg)

        userDefinedErrorDoc(&dcmSqlParms., errMsg);

        goto end;

     /* How many back orders for this item have to be canceled? */

     EXEC SQL

        select count(*)

        into   :numBackOrders

        from   sales.order_items

        where  item_id     = :canceledPartId and

               item_status = 'BACK-ORDERED';

     /* Handle outstanding orders. */

     if (numBackOrders > 0)

        /*

        ** This cancellation by the supplier affects too many

        ** orders.  Try to get him to honor the orders.

        */

        if (numBackOrders > *maxBadOrdersIn)

           userDefinedErrorDoc(&dcmSqlParms.,

           "ITEM_ORDER_KILLER DETECTED EXCEEDED ORDER CANCELLATION LIMIT");

        else

           /*

           ** Cancel orders and send apology letters to customers

           ** whose orders are being canceled.

           */

           EXEC SQL

              update sales.order_items

              set    item_status = 'CANCELED',

                     comments    = 'ITEM DISCONTINUED'

              where  item_id     = :canceledPartId and

                     item_status = 'BACK-ORDERED';

 

           EXEC SQL

              insert into customer.apology_letters

                     (customer_id, order_id, item_id, quantity,

                      comments, problem_type)

              select A.customer_id,  A.order_id, B.item_id,

                     B.quantity, B.comments, 'ITEM DISCONTINUED'

              from   sales.orders A, sales.order_items B

              where  A.order_id    = B.order_id       and

                     B.item_id     = :canceledPartId and

                     B.item_status = 'CANCELED';

           numOrdersCanceled = numBackOrders;

     /* Record the problem so we can track "problem" vendors. */

     EXEC SQL

        insert into vendor.problems

               (vendor_id, problem_type, num_orders_affected,

                num_orders_canceled, related_item_id,

                problem_date, resolution_date)
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        values (:vendorId, 'ITEM DISCONTINUED', :numBackOrders,

                :numOrdersCanceled, :canceledPartId,

                CURRENT DATE, NULL);

  end:

     return(0);

 sqlError:

     /*

     ** Supply error information to caller using output parameters.

     ** Note that the precompiler automatically includes the "sqlca"

     ** structure in your program.

     */

     *(dcmSqlParms.sqlcodeOut)      = sqlca.sqlca_code;

     *(dcmSqlParms.dbIntCodeOut)    = sqlca.sqlca_dbcode_int;

     dcmSqlParms.errMsgOut->length  = sqlca.sqlca_err_len;

     memcpy(dcmSqlParms.dbExtCodeOut,    sqlca.sqlca_dbcode_ext, 2);

     memcpy(dcmSqlParms.errMsgOut->data, sqlca.sqlca_err_msg,

            sqlca.sqlca_err_len);

     /*

     ** Note that the output of this "printf" statement would have

     ** appeared in a SYSOUT file attached to the output of the

     ** Multi-user job, so I have decided its use here is inappropriate:

     ** printf("ITEMKILL FAILED WITH SQLCODE = %d.", *(dcmSqlParms.sqlcodeOut));

     */

     goto end;

 

  /* Generate documentation for a user-defined error. */

 void userDefinedErrorDoc(SQL_PROC_PARMS_DCM *dcmSqlParms, char *errMsg)

     *(dcmSqlParms->sqlcodeOut)     = -534;/* User-defined error. */

     dcmSqlParms->errMsgOut->length = 80;  /* SQL 10.0 maximum. */

     memcpy(dcmSqlParms->errMsgOut->data, errMsg,

            (strlen(errMsg) > 80 ? 80 : strlen(errMsg)));

     return;

 000200 /*

 000201 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 000202 //REPORT   DD SYSOUT=*

 000203 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 000204 //SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 000205 //SRCOUT   DD DSN=&.&SRC.,DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),UNIT=VIO,

 000206 //            SPACE=(2000,(200,200)),

 000207 //            DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200)

 000208 //*

 000209 //* LE C COMPILE

 000210 //COMPA    EXEC PROC=EDCC,        (FROM SYS2.PROCLIB)

 000211 //   CRUN='RENT',

 000212 //   CPARM='NOMARGINS,NOSEQUENCE,LIST,SOURCE',

 000213 //   CPARM2='LOCALE("POSIX"),LANGLVL(ANSI),OMVS,DLL',

 000214 //   CPARM3='SSCOM,LONGNAME,SHOWINC',

 000215 //  INFILE='&.&SRC'.,

 000216 //  OUTFILE='dsnname.OBJLIB(ITEMKILO)'

 000217 //*

 000218 //SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.H,DISP=SHR

 000219 //         DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEH.SYS.H,DISP=SHR

 000220 //USERLIB  DD  DSN=DCMDEV.SQL.LIBRMAST,DISP=SHR,SUBSYS=LAM
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 000221 //* *********** LINK STARTS HERE **********************

 000222 //PRELINK   EXEC  PGM=EDCPRLK,

 000223 //  PARM='POSIX(OFF)/OE,MEMORY,DUP,NOER,MAP,NOUPCASE,NONCAL'

 000224 //*

 000225 //SYSMSGS  DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEMSGP(EDCPMSGE),DISP=SHR

 000226 //OBJLIB   DD  DSN=dsnname.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR

 000227 //C8941    DD  DSN=CEE.SCEEOBJ,DISP=SHR

 000228 //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 000229 //SYSPRINT DD  *

 000230 //SYSMOD   DD  DSN=dsnname.OBJLIB(ITEMKOBJ),DISP=SHR

 000231 //SYSDEFSD DD  DUMMY

 000232 //SYSIN    DD  *

 000233   INCLUDE OBJLIB(ITEMKILO)

 000234 /*

 000235 //LINKEDIT  EXEC  PGM=LINKEDIT,

 000236 //  PARM=('AMODE=31,RMODE=ANY,TERM=YES,MSGLEVEL=0,MAP,DYNAM=DLL',

 000237 //        'CALL=YES,CASE=MIXED,REUS=RENT,EDIT=YES')

 000238 //SYSLIB   DD  DSN=CEE.SCEELKED,DISP=SHR

 000239 //         DD  DSN=SYS1.CSSLIB,DISP=SHR

 000240 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 000241 //SYSTERM  DD  SYSOUT=*

 000242 //SYSLMOD  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=dsnname.LODLIB2(ITEMKILL)

 000243 //OBJLIB   DD  DSN=dsnname.OBJLIB,DISP=SHR

 000244 //CAILIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.xx.xxxx.LODLIB,DISP=SHR

 000245 //CEELIB   DD  DSN=xxxxxx.xxxx.xxxxxx.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

 000246 //SYSLIN   DD  *

 000247   INCLUDE  OBJLIB(ITEMKOBJ)

 000248   INCLUDE  CEELIB(CEEUOPT)

 000249   INCLUDE  CALIB(DBXPIPR)

 000250 /*

The library containing the procedure's load module must be added to the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the Multi-User Facility
startup JCL.

Sample JCL for z/OS

The following example is the z/OS COBOL functional equivalent of the C procedure that is shown previously (see Sample
JCL for C). For a z/VSE sample in COBOL, see Sample JCL for z/VSE.

The following JCL example is for z/OS sites.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname     See the note above.

 //             CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=2048K

 //JOBLIB   DD DSN=library-containing-DBSIDPR,DISP=SHR

 //         DD DSN=library-containing-multi-user-modules,DISP=SHR

 //         DD DSN=etc...,DISP=SHR

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP 1: PRE-COMPILE THE PROCEDURE PROGRAM                   *

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*
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 //PRECOMP  EXEC PGM=DBXMMPR

 //WORK1    DD   DSN=&.&WORK1.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK2    DD   DSN=&.&WORK2.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //WORK3    DD   DSN=&.&WORK3.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECFM=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPUNCH DD   DSN=&.&SQLCOB.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //         DCB=(RECF  M=F,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD   *

        ***           ITEMKILL - COBOL Procedure example              ***

        *            (Line numbers removed for clarity)

        * This procedure is triggered when a supplier cancels production

        * of a product in our consumer catalog. The program checks to see

        * how many open orders we need to cancel and decides, based

        * on this number, whether to send apology letters to a small

        * number of customers, or to generate an error message instructing

        * us to contact the supplier to attempt to fill the orders.

        * This procedure is passed an input parameter that determines the

        * the number of orders we are willing to cancel (if any).

        *  The "PROCSQLUSAGE" option used below identifies this program

        *  as a procedure.

        *$DBSQLOPT PROCSQLUSAGE=MODIFIES USRNTRY=NONE

        *$DBSQLOPT SQLMODE=DATACOM AUTHID=SYSADM ISOLEVEL=C

         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

        * The PROGRAM-ID must match both the name of the load-module

        * that we are going to produce, and the EXTERNAL name defined by

        * the CREATE PROCEDURE statement that we execute later.

         PROGRAM-ID. ITEMKILL.

         ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

         CONFIGURATION SECTION.

         SOURCE-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

         OBJECT-COMPUTER. IBM-370.

         INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

         DATA DIVISION.

         WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

             EXEC SQL BEGIN DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC

         01  NUM-BACK-ORDERS        PIC S9(9) COMP.

         01  NUM-ORDERS-CANCELED    PIC S9(9) COMP VALUE 0.

             EXEC SQL END   DECLARE SECTION END-EXEC.

         LINKAGE SECTION.

        ***  DECLARE PROCEDURE PARAMETERS

        *    The variables declared in the linkage section must

        *    precisely match the parameter definitions specified

        *    in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, and must appear

        *    in the same order.  When SQL regains control after

        *    execution of the procedure, it ignores data that

        *    your program stored into parameters defined by the
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        *    CREATE PROCEDURE statement to be input only ("IN").

        *    See the "Parameter Style and Error Handling" section

        *    for more details.

         01  CANCELED-PART-ID-IN    PIC S9(9) COMP.

         01  VENDOR-ID-IN           PIC S9(9) COMP.

         01  MAX-BAD-ORDERS-IN      PIC S9(9) COMP.

        ***  DECLARE NULL INDICATORS FOR THE PARAMETERS.

        *    These declarations must be included if (and only if) the

        *    PARAMETER STYLE specified in your CREATE PROCEDURE is

        *    GENERAL WITH NULLS or DATACOM SQL.

         01  CANCELED-PART-ID-NULL  PIC S9(4) COMP.

         01  VENDOR-ID-NULL         PIC S9(4) COMP.

         01  MAX-BAD-ORDERS-NULL    PIC S9(4) COMP.

        ***  DECLARE "PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL" OUTPUT PARAMETERS

        *    These declarations must be included if (and only if) your

        *    PARAMETER STYLE is DATACOM SQL.  A copybook containing

        *    these declarations is provided with CA Datacom/DB SQL.

        *    The variable containing the sqlcode may not be named

        *    "SQLCODE" since the SQLCA uses this name.

        *    These additional parameters allow the procedure

        *    to control the SQLCODE that SQL sees as the

        *    result of the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement that

        *    was executed or triggered.  Note that a negative

        *    SQLCODE-OUT aborts any INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE

        *    that triggers it.

        *    See the "Parameter Styles and Error Handling" section

        *    for more details on this.

         01  SQLCODE-OUT      PIC S9(9) COMP.

         01  PROCNAME.

             49 PROCNAME-LEN  PIC S9(4) COMP.

             49 PROCNAME-TEXT PIC X(128).

         01  SPECNAME.

             49 SPECNAME-LEN  PIC S9(4) COMP.

             49 SPECNAME-TEXT PIC X(128).

        *    Note that in SQL 10.0, error messages longer than 80 bytes

        *    are truncated.  In the future, this may not be the case.

         01  ERRMSG.

             49 ERRMSG-LEN    PIC S9(4) COMP.

             49 ERRMSG-TEXT   PIC X(128).

         01  DBCODE-EXT       PIC X(2).

         01  DBCODE-INT       PIC S9(4) COMP.

         PROCEDURE DIVISION USING CANCELED-PART-ID-IN,   VENDOR-ID-IN,

             MAX-BAD-ORDERS-IN,   CANCELED-PART-ID-NULL, VENDOR-ID-NULL,

             MAX-BAD-ORDERS-NULL,

             SQLCODE-OUT, PROCNAME, SPECNAME, ERRMSG, DBCODE-EXT,

             DBCODE-INT.

             EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR   GO TO SQL-ERROR-RTN END-EXEC.

             EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND  CONTINUE            END-EXEC.

        *** Initialize values of output parameters for SQL.

        *   Since triggers may not call procedures that have output

        *   (OUT or INOUT) parameters, and we intend to use this

        *   procedure as a trigger, we have coded/created it without

        *   output parameters other than those required for parameter
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        *   style DATACOM SQL.

             MOVE 0          TO SQLCODE-OUT.

             MOVE 0          TO ERRMSG-LEN.

             MOVE 'NO ERROR' TO ERRMSG-TEXT.

             MOVE '  '       TO DBCODE-EXT.

             MOVE 0          TO DBCODE-INT.

        *    Handle nulls on input.

             IF (CANCELED-PART-ID-NULL = -1)

                MOVE

                   'ITEM_ORDER_KILLER ABORTED: CANCELED PART ID IS NULL'

                       TO ERRMSG-TEXT

                GO TO USER-DEFINED-ERROR

             ELSE IF (VENDOR-ID-NULL = -1)

                MOVE 'ITEM_ORDER_KILLER ABORTED: VENDOR ID IS NULL'

                       TO ERRMSG-TEXT

                GO TO USER-DEFINED-ERROR

             ELSE IF (MAX-BAD-ORDERS-NULL = -1)

                MOVE 0 TO MAX-BAD-ORDERS-IN.

        *    How many back orders for this item are affected?

             EXEC SQL

                 select count(*)

                 into   :NUM-BACK-ORDERS

                 from   sales.order_items

                 where  item_id     = :CANCELED-PART-ID-IN and

                        item_status = 'BACK-ORDERED';

             END-EXEC.

        *    Handle outstanding orders.

             IF (NUM-BACK-ORDERS > 0)

        *        This cancellation by the supplier affects too many

        *        orders.  Try to get him to honor the orders.

                 IF (NUM-BACK-ORDERS > MAX-BAD-ORDERS-IN)

        *            Generate a user-defined error.

                     MOVE

                     "ITEM_ORDER_KILLER FOUND EXCEEDED ORDER CANCELLATION LIMIT"

                        TO ERRMSG-TEXT

                 ELSE

        *            Mark orders and send apology letters to customers

        *            whose orders are being canceled.

                     EXEC SQL

                         update sales.order_items

                         set    item_status = 'CANCELED',

                                comments    = 'ITEM DISCONTINUED'

                         where  item_id     = :CANCELED-PART-ID-IN and

                                item_status = 'BACK-ORDERED';

                     END-EXEC

                     EXEC SQL

                         insert into customer.apology_letters

                                (customer_id, order_id, item_id, quantity,

                                 comments, problem_type)

                         select A.customer_id,  A.order_id, B.item_id,

                                B.quantity, B.comments,'ITEM DISCONTINUED'

                         from   sales.orders A, sales.order_items B

                         where  A.order_id    = B.order_id       and
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                                B.item_id     = :CANCELED-PART-ID-IN and

                                B.item_status = :'CANCELED';

                     END-EXEC

                     MOVE NUM-BACK-ORDERS TO NUM-ORDERS-CANCELED.

        *        Record the problem so we can track "problem" vendors.

                 EXEC SQL

                     Insert into vendor.problems

                            (vendor_id, problem_type, num_orders_affected,

                             num_orders_canceled, related_item_id,

                             problem_date, resolution_date)

                     values (:VENDOR-ID-IN,'ITEM DISCONTINUED',

                             :NUM-BACK-ORDERS, :NUM-ORDERS-CANCELED,

                             :CANCELED-PART-ID-IN, CURRENT DATE, NULL);

                 END-EXEC.

        *    Does ERRMSG-TEXT indicate a user-defined error occurred?

             IF (ERRMSG-TEXT NOT EQUAL 'NO ERROR')

                GO TO USER-DEFINED-ERROR.

             GOBACK.

        *** Supply error information to output parameters.

        *   Copy the error diagnostics we received from SQL in our

        *   SQLCA to the output parameters, which in turn are

        *   copied by SQL into the SQLCA of the calling CALL/EXECUTE

        *   PROCEDURE statement.

         SQL-ERROR-RTN.

             MOVE SQLCA-ERR-MSG    TO ERRMSG-TEXT.

             MOVE SQLCA-DBCODE-EXT TO DBCODE-EXT.

             MOVE SQLCA-DBCODE-INT TO DBCODE-INT.

             MOVE SQLCODE          TO SQLCODE-OUT.

             MOVE 80               TO ERRMSG-LEN.

        *** Note that the output of this display statement would have appeared

        *   in a SYSOUT file attached to output of the Multi-User job, so

        *   I have decided its use is inappropriate.

        *   DISPLAY 'SQLCODE =' SQLCODE-OUT'

 

            GOBACK.

         USER-DEFINED-ERROR.

        *    ERRMSG-TEXT has already been set.

             MOVE 80               TO ERRMSG-LEN.

             MOVE -534             TO SQLCODE-OUT.

             GOBACK.

        ****   End of Program.  JCL continues below.          ******

 /*

 //*       *** End of Program and Continuation of JCL. ***

 //*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP2: COMPILE COBOL USER PROGRAM OUTPUT FROM COBOL PRECOMPILER   *

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*

 //COBOL  EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,

 //             PARM='RENT,NUM,NODYN,APOST,NOSEQUENCE,LIST',

 //             COND=(8,LT)
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 //SYSLIN   DD  DISP=(MOD,PASS),DSN=&.&COBOLOD.,

 //             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(15,15))

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUT1   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT2   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT3   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT4   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT5   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT6   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSUT7   DD  UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

 //SYSIN    DD  DSN=&.&SQLCOB.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE)

 /*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //* STEP3: LINK USER PROGRAM WITH SYSTEM MODULES

*

 //*-------------------------------------------------------------------*

 //*

 //LINK   EXEC LKED,COND=(8,LT),

 //            PARM.LKED='RENT,XREF,LIST,LET,MAP'

 //LKED.SYSLIN DD DSN=&.&COBOLOD.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE)

 //            DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=dsnname.LODLIB2,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSLIB DD DSN=CEE.SCEELKED,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.OBJLIB DD DSN=DCMALL.R900.CAILIB,DISP=SHR

 //            DD DSN=DCMDEV.DB.R100.TST.LODLIB,DISP=SHR

 //            DD DSN=DCMDEV.DB.R100.LODLIB,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.CEELIB DD DSN=DCMDEV.DBDT.DSYTEST.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSIN  DD *

  INCLUDE CEELIB(CEEUOPT)

 INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXHVPR)

  INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBXPIPR)

  NAME ITEMKILL(R)

 /*

The library containing the procedure's load module must be added to the STEPLIB or JOBLIB of the Multi-User Facility
startup JCL.

Sample JCL for z/VSE

See the following example z/VSE JCL. For sample z/OS JCL, see Sample JCL for z/OS. For sample C JCL, see Sample
JCL for C.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above.

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name
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 * ***************************************************************

 * *                                                             *

 * *  PRECOMPILE COBOL SQL                                       *

 * *                                                             *

 * ***************************************************************

 // EXEC PROC=procname

 // DLBL IJSYSPH,'sql.syspunch',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSPCH,volser,1,0,r,n

 ASSGN     SYSPCH,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN  SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL   WORK1,'name.precomp.work1',000,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL   WORK2,'name.precomp.work2',000,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL   WORK3,'name.precomp.work3',000,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,1,0,r,n

 // EXEC DBXMMPR,SIZE=1024K

  CBL LIB,NOMAP,APOST

      *COBOL SOURCE CODE GOES HERE*

 /*

 CLOSE SYSPCH,PUNCH

 // IF $RC GT 0 THEN

 // GOTO EOJ

 * ***************************************************************

 * *                                                             *

 * *   COBOL COMPILER EXECUTION                                  *

 * *                                                             *

 * ***************************************************************

 // DLBL    IJSYSIN,'name.precomp.outfile',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYSIPT,volser

 ASSGN      SYSIPT,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS004,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS005,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS006,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN   SYS007,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL    IJSYS01,'name.workfile.SYS001',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS001,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS02,'name.workfile.SYS002',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS002,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS03,'name.workfile.SYS003',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS003,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS04,'name.workfile.SYS004',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS004,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS05,'name.workfile.SYS005',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS005,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS06,'name.workfile.SYS006',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS006,volser,1,0,r,n

 // DLBL    IJSYS07,'name.workfile.SYS007',0,SD

 // EXTENT  SYS007,volser,1,0,r,n

 // OPTION CATAL
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   PHASE phasename,*

 // EXEC IGYCRCTL,SIZE=1024K

 /*

 CLOSE SYSIPT,SYSRDR

 /*

 // IF $RC GT 4 THEN

 // GOTO EOJ

 * ***************************************************************

 * *                                                             *

 * *   LINK EDIT STEP                                            *

 * *                                                             *

 * ***************************************************************

   INCLUDE DBXHVPR

   INCLUDE DBXPIPR

   ENTRY BEGIN

 // EXEC LNKEDT,SIZE=1024K

 /. EOJ

 /*

 // EXEC LISTLOG

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Defining the Procedure to SQL

You can define the procedure to SQL after you have precompiled the program code. This particular procedure would be
defined as follows:

  CREATE PROCEDURE item_order_killer

   (IN canceled_item_id      INTEGER,

    IN distributor-id        INTEGER,

    IN maximum_cancellations INTEGER)

   MODIFIES SQL DATA

   LANGUAGE C (or COBOL or PLI or ASSEMBLER)

   PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL

   EXTERNAL NAME itemkill

The procedure name that is used previously differs from the external name only to illustrate that the external name
equates to a load-module name, and the SQL name is an SQL-identifier. For simplicity, use the same name in both
places. Procedure parameters may be any valid SQL data type, but the example uses INTEGER to avoid distracting you
from the relevant points.

Note also that while OUT and INOUT parameters are supported, they are not used here because this procedure is used
with a trigger. Procedures that use output parameters may not be called from a trigger. If there were no need to call the
procedure from a trigger and the caller was interested in knowing how many orders had to be canceled, the procedure
definition might look something like this:

  CREATE PROCEDURE item_order_killer

   ( IN    canceled_item_id      INTEGER,

     IN    distributor-id        INTEGER,

     IN    maximum_cancellations INTEGER,

     OUT orders_canceled         INTEGER)

   LANGUAGE C (or COBOL or PLI or ASSEMBLER)

   PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL
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   MODIFIES SQL DATA

   EXTERNAL NAME itemkill

The CALL PROCEDURE statement must now supply a host variable to receive the "orders_canceled" output parameter
from the procedure.

Example Calling a Procedure
Learn about calling a procedure in Datacom SQL by coding a CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement or by creating
a trigger. Example codeblocks are provided.

You can call a procedure the following two ways:

• Code a CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement
• Create a trigger

Because the definition of a trigger includes a CALL/EXECUTE statement, in this example a trigger definition is used to
illustrate both methods.

Using a Trigger

Given the business process described by the preceding ITEMKILL procedure program, you want to call the procedure
every time a row is deleted from the ITEMS_FOR_SALE table. The trigger would look like this:

 CREATE TRIGGER cancel_orders

   BEFORE DELETE ON sales.items_for_sale

   REFERENCING OLD ROW AS deleted_item

   FOR EACH ROW

   WHEN deleted_item.date_available <= CURRENT_DATE

   CALL item_order_killer(deleted_item.item_id,deleted_item.vendor_id, 5)

After the CREATE TRIGGER statement (shown previously) is executed, every DELETE executed against the "items_for_sale"
table generates a call (or calls, one per deleted row) to the coded procedure, unless the "date_available" has not been
reached, meaning that no orders yet exist.

Using Embedded SQL

When a CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement is embedded in a program, host variables can be used in the parameter list.
Assuming that the procedure in the procedure creation previously shown example included the output parameter "orders-
canceled" as the fourth parameter, the CALL statement that is embedded in the application program might look something
like this:

 CALL item_order_killer(:item_id, :vendor_id, 5, :NUM-ORDERS-CANCELED)

The NUM-ORDERS-CANCELED would have to be declared as an integer variable in the program. The first two
parameters have also been changed to host variables. This result is because outside the CREATE TRIGGER statement,
CALL parameters cannot refer to columns in a table. They can, however, be host variables containing column values.
Since these are input-only parameters (IN, as opposed to INOUT or OUT), literals and expressions can also be passed.
OUT and INOUT parameters must be host variables, since data is returned to the caller.

HASH JOIN
HASH JOIN reduces the cost of joins and subqueries. HASH JOIN builds a hash table of the qualifying inner table rows in
64-bit memory ("above the bar"). Outer table qualifying rows probe this hash table to perform the join. HASH JOIN is the
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fastest join when there is no matching index for the join predicates on the inner table. HASH JOIN also outperforms sort-
merge join and nested loops as follows:

• A sort-merge join has the overhead of sorting the inner table and often the outer table as well.
• A nested loop join without a matching index must sequentially search all qualifying rows of the inner table for each

outer table qualifying row.

The Optimizer is conservative in selecting a hash join to avoid cases where it is not the best join method. However,
you can force a HASH JOIN by using the following Special Register predicate in the ON clause to achieve the best
performance:

DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE HASH JOIN' 

The special register predicate can be ANDed to any other predicates.

A hash table is also used for quantified subqueries instead of a sequential temporary table. Hash tables in this situation
are helpful when the subquery result set has many rows since:

• the hash table quickly locates matching rows and
• the temporary table is sequentially searched.

You must rebind static SQL plans to use HASH JOIN:

//STEP010 EXEC PGM=DBSRFPR,PARM='PLAN *.* HASH'

The new hash keyword is used only to save rebound plans that now use hash tables. Use of the new hash keyword
preserves the existing plans that do not use hashing.

Also, temporarily clear the Source Cache (or cycle MUF) for dynamic plans so a rebind can occur.

Messages

-588 - HASH MUF MEMLIMIT nnn MB EXCEEDED AT nnn ROWS FOR authid.tblName

-589 - HASH QUERY MEMLIMIT nnn MB EXCEEDED AT nnn ROWS FOR authid.tblName

USE KEY
Learn about the USE KEY override in Datacom. Enable the USE KEY override to specify a key for a query and to improve
performance. USE KEY is a DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION parameter in the Special Registers.

The USE KEY special register lets database administrators (DBAs) specify a key for a query to improve the performance
of the query. Specify multiple USE KEY options in a semicolon-delimited list. Other options, such as JOIN_METHOD, may
also be included in the semicolon-delimited list. USE KEY is applicable for both ON and WHERE clauses.

DBAs may continue to specify an override key by using a synonym or correlation name ending in "_HINT_keynm". If both
the "_HINT_keynm" and the USE KEY overrides are used, then the DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' clause
takes precedence.

USE KEY has the following Special Register predicate:
DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY [<authorization id>.]<table>.<key>'

For more information, see Special Registers.

The specified key name must be the five-character key name that is described formally as the DATACOM NAME (see
CREATE INDEX Statement).

When to Use

Use the USE KEY override when a query is performing poorly (for example, if you receive complaints from a user or if you
are using the Datacom SQL Performance Analyzer to monitor and optimize query performance). The DBA could rewrite
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the query using the DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' clause with a user-chosen key and then compare the
performance. If performance improves, then continue using the USE KEY parameter. If performance does not improve,
then try using a different candidate key. Or if the query is important, add to the table a new key that matches the query.
SQL Performance Analyzer uses this syntax as it works to improve performance of a cached query.

Examples
Review the following example using TBL1.KEY_1 and TBL2.KEY_4:
SELECT *

FROM TBL1 LEFT JOIN TBL2

ON TBL1.COL1 = TBL2.COL1

AND DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY TBL1.KEY_1; USE KEY TBL2.KEY_4';

Review the following example using HASH JOIN and TBL2.KEY_4:
SELECT *

FROM TBL1 LEFT JOIN TBL2

ON TBL1.COL1 = TBL2.COL1

AND DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE HASH JOIN; USE KEY TBL2.KEY_4';

For more information, see HASH JOIN.

Messages

USE KEY returns the following SQL Codes:

• -590 USE KEY: <error-sting>
• -591 INVALID USE KEY NAME: <invalid USE KEY name>

SQL Query Optimization Messages
You can tune the performance of SQL queries by using the SQL Query Optimization Messages to determine:

• What processing steps the data access plan contains,
• Why those processing steps were selected, and
• The estimated and actual costs of those processing steps.

There are two main types of Optimization messages:

• Bind Time (see Bind-time Messages):
Summary:

Join order and method, sort required, total estimated cost.
Detail:

Detail estimates for each join order/method combination.
• Execution Time (see Execution-Time Messages):
Summary:

Rows read from index and data, rows qualified, rows sorted, and so on, during the time the plan was open.
Detail:

Same data as summary, but for each execution of a statement.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Message Table (SYSADM.SYSMSG)

Optimization messages are written to table SYSADM.SYSMSG. They are deleted when the plan is rebound or deleted.

This table was created as:
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  CREATE TABLE SYSADM.SYSMSG

 (AUTHID    CHAR(18) NOT NULL,

   PLANNAME CHAR(18) NOT NULL,

   STMTID   INTEGER  NOT NULL,

   SEQNBR   SMALLINT NOT NULL,

   MSG      CHAR(80) NOT NULL,

 PRIMARY KEY (AUTHID, PLANNAME, STMTID, SEQNBR))

 IN SYSMSG_AREA;

 

Requesting Messages

You specify that SQL Query Optimization Messages be generated by either using the MSG= plan option (see Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessors) or by using the COMM function of Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) as follows.

For summary level:

  COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEMSG,JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

 

For detail level, also turn on:

  COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEDETAIL,JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

 

When triggered by Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) traces, the messages are written both to SYSADM.SYSMSG and to
the PXX. For more information on using the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY), see the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference
Guide.

NOTE
Dataquery deletes the messages from the previous query when the next query is executed if the plan option to
generate messages is not turned off. Therefore, to save the messages turn off the message option and run:

SELECT * FROM SYSADM.SYSMSG

You can optionally use the WHERE clause to read only rows for the desired plan. After the SELECT statement has been
run, use the DQRY STORE command to store the result in a different table. Alternately, before preparing another query
(and without signing off DQRY) use any other method, such as DDOL, to query the SYSADM.SYSMSG table.

Examples
MSG=SD This is the simpilest example, just to show the basic format of the report. Note that you might want
to first skip to the summary, and then use the detail information that precedes it only if needed. Before Adding
IND_CD to SELECT and GROUP BY List
PLAN:SYSADM            .SQL7185D80EE8A76A  STM:000000002 DT: 2016-03-14 16.25.00 

DECLARE C1          CURSOR FOR                                                   

SELECT CUST_NO, SUM(ORD_AMT)                                                     

FROM ACCTS                                                                       

WHERE IND_CD  = 'A'                                                              

GROUP BY CUST_NO                                                                 

                                                                                 

           ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT 01 *****                            

                                                                                 

 ------------------------ KEY DEFINITIONS -------------------------              

INDEX DEFINITIONS FOR: ACT/010 SYSADM.ACCTS                                      

KEYS= 2, IDXLVLS=1, LN=   31, ROWS/BLK= 95 ROWS=        3                        

    KEY ACTOR ID=  4 FLG=D0 80 FLDS= 1 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3               

        OFFSET=    0, LN=  5, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 ORD_ID              
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    KEY ACSTI ID=  1 FLG=00 80 FLDS= 4 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3               

        OFFSET=   26, LN=  1, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        2 IND_CD              

        OFFSET=   27, LN=  4, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 CUST_NO             

        OFFSET=   26, LN=  1, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 IND_CD              

        OFFSET=   27, LN=  4, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 CUST_NO   

  

 PLAN:SYSADM .SQL74162B33E8816A STM:000000002 DT: 2016-03-16 17.21.21

DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR 

SELECT IND_CD, CUST_NO, NAME, STATE, OPEN_$, YTD_SALES 

FROM CUST 

 

 ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT 01 ***** 

 

 ------------------------ KEY DEFINITIONS ------------------------- 

INDEX DEFINITIONS FOR: CUS/010 SYSADM.CUST 

KEYS= 4, IDXLVLS=1, LN= 153, ROWS/BLK= 24 ROWS= 114 

    KEY CUSID ID=  1 FLG=D0 00 FLDS= 4 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=114 

        OFFSET=    0, LN=  1, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=         2 IND_CD 

        OFFSET=    1, LN=  4, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=       114 CUST_NO 

        OFFSET=    0, LN=  1, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=       114 IND_CD 

        OFFSET=    1, LN=  4, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=       114 CUST_NO 

    KEY CRED ID=   3 FLG=40 00 FLDS= 1 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=114 

        OFFSET=  121, LN=  1, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=         1 CRED_IND 

    KEY IDNO ID=  13 FLG=40 00 FLDS= 2 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=114 

        OFFSET=    0, LN=  1, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=         2 IND_CD 

        OFFSET=    1, LN=  4, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=       114 CUST_NO 

    KEY NAME ID=   2 FLG=00 00 FLDS= 1 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=114 

        OFFSET=    5, LN= 30, DIR=ASC SENS=N CARD=       114 NAME 

 

 ----------------------- RESTRICTION COSTS ------------------------ 

TBL CUS DBID 010 RESTRICTION COSTS: 

        KEY CUSID 1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

             0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

                         DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

            INDEX         1 DATA        23 SORT         0 ROWS       114 

        KEY CRED  1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

             0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

                         DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

            INDEX         1 DATA        23 SORT         0 ROWS       114 

        KEY IDNO  1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

             0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

                         DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

            INDEX         1 DATA        23 SORT         0 ROWS       114 

        KEY NAME  1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

             0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

                         DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000 

            INDEX         1 DATA        23 SORT         0 ROWS       114 

 *** KEY CUSID HAS LOWEST ESTIMATED COST OF        24 

 

=========================  S U M M A R Y  ========================== 

READ TBL SYSADM.CUST USING KEY CUSID 

***** FULL TABLE SCAN REQUIRED FOR <SYSADM.CUST > ***** 

=============  E N D   OF   B I N D   M E S S A G E S  ============= 
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ACTIVITY FOR QUERY SYSADM . SQL74162B33E8816A .2 

 SETS    INDEX     DATA      QUAL   ACCEPTED    I/O    CBS OPT REASONS 

TABLE <SYSADM.CUST > USING KEY <CUSID> 

00001 000000114 000000114 000000114 000000114 0000004 < P P Y >

 

After Adding IND_CD to SELECT and GROUP BY List
 SELECT STATE, AVG(OPEN_$), AVG(YTD_SALES) 

FROM CUST 

GROUP BY STATE 

 

 ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT 01 *****

========================= S U M M A R Y ========================== 

READ TBL SYSADM.CUST USING KEY CUSID 

ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= 6 

***** FULL TABLE SCAN REQUIRED FOR <SYSADM.CUST > ***** 

GROUP BY SRT REASONS= CBS ORDER 

============= E N D OF B I N D M E S S A G E S ============= 

 ========================= S U M M A R Y ========================== 

READ TBL SYSADM.CUST USING KEY CUSID 

ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= 6 

***** FULL TABLE SCAN REQUIRED FOR <SYSADM.CUST > ***** 

GROUP BY SRT REASONS= CBS ORDER 

============= E N D OF B I N D M E S S A G E S ============= 

 

ACTIVITY FOR QUERY SYSADM . SQL74162B33E8816A .4 

 SETS INDEX DATA QUAL ACCEPTED I/O CBS OPT REASONS 

TABLE <SYSADM.CUST > USING KEY <CUSID> 

00001 000000114 000000114 000000114 000000114 0000000 < P P Y > 

SORT COMPLETED for GROUP BY TEXP: ROWS EST=114 IN=114, OUT=37

 

=========================  S U M M A R Y  ==========================            

READ TBL SYSADM.CUST USING KEY CUSID                                            

ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= 6                                                    

***** FULL TABLE SCAN REQUIRED FOR <SYSADM.CUST > *****                         

GROUP BY SRT REASONS= CBS ORDER                                                 

=============  E N D   OF   B I N D   M E S S A G E S  =============            

                                                                                

ACTIVITY FOR QUERY SYSADM  .              SQL74162B33E8816A .4                  

 SETS    INDEX     DATA      QUAL    ACCEPTED     I/O      CBS OPT REASONS      

TABLE <SYSADM.CUST > USING KEY <CUSID>                                          

00001 000000114 000000114 000000114 000000114 0000000 <     P P   Y           > 

SORT COMPLETED for GROUP BY TEXP: ROWS EST=114 IN=114, OUT=37                   

Bind-time Messages
Cost estimates used in bind time messages are based on the number of index and data blocks that must be accessed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Bind-time Summary Messages

Summary-level messages contain:
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• Reference Information (source statement and indexes)
• Sort optimization
• Data Access Plan (join order and method, sorts required, total estimated cost)

Detail-level messages contain cost estimates for each possible combination of join order and method. If you think another
join order or method should have a lower cost, you can see the estimates used by the optimizer.

Reference Information

This section identifies the statement and subselect or subquery being optimized and contains a copy of the SQL source
statement and index definitions for referenced tables.

Headings and Source Statement

Bind-time messages begin by identifying the statement being bound and listing the SQL statement:

 *** Plan:authId.planName, Stmt:nnnnnnnn DT:yyyy.-mm-dd hh:mm:ss

 xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx source statement xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

One of the following messages identifies the subselect or subquery:

 ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT nn ***** ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBQUERY LEVEL nn NUMBER nn OF SUBSELECT

 nn ***** 

SUBSELECT
Subselects are numbered in the order they appear in the SQL statement. Unless you have a UNION, there is only
one subselect.

LEVEL
Level 1 is a subquery of a subselect, level 2 a subquery of a level 1 subquery, and so on.

NUMBER
Multiple subqueries in the same search condition are numbered in the order in which they appear in the SQL
statement.

Index Definitions

Index definitions are listed as reference information for each base table referenced in the query.

Table Level

  INDEX DEFINITIONS FOR: ttt/ddd authId.tableName correlationName

  KEYS=nn, IDXLVLS=n, LN=nnnnn, ROWS/BLK=nnn ROWS=nnnnnnnnn

  *** WARNING: INDEX CARDINALITY STATISTICS NOT COMPUTED ***

• ttt/ddd
DATACOM 3-character name and database ID.

• KEYS
Number of keys defined for the table.

• IDXLVLS
Number of levels in the index.

• LN
Number of bytes in a row.

• ROWS/BLK
Number of rows that can fit in a data block (actual value might be higher for compressed areas).

• ROWS
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Number of rows in the table (as reported in the Directory (CXX)).
• CARDINALITY NOT COMPUTED

Join optimization is very dependent on index cardinality. To compute index cardinality, use the Datacom/DB Utility
(DBUTLTY) to either execute the RETIX or LOAD function, or use:

 REPORT AREA=IXX,DBID=nnn,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES

Key Level

 KEY xxxxx id=nnn FLG=hh hh FLDS=nn DXX=nnnn BLKCHG=nnnn ROWS=nnnnnn

KEY
Datacom/DB five-character key name.

ID
Datacom/DB key ID.

FLG
Key attributes (as hex dump of bit flags):

NOTE
Any value found (on a report) that is unobtainable using the values below is for internal use only.

FLDS
Number of columns in key

DXX
Average number of index entries per DXX block

BLKCHG
Average number of data area blocks that must be accessed to read 1024 rows in sequence by this key.

ROWS
Number of index entries at the time when cardinality was last computed. This can be lower than ROWS at the
table level if NIL-INCL-KEY is specified.

Column Level

 OFFSET=nnnnn, LN=nnn, DIR=xxxx SENS=x CARDINALITY=nnnnnnnnn xxxxx...

OFFSET
Offset of column in the row, relative to zero

LN
Number of bytes in the column

DIR
Either ASC for ascending or DESC for descending direction

SENS
Either Y for data type sensitive, or N

CARDINALITY
Number of unique values for this and preceding columns

xxxxx...
SQL column name

Sort Optimization

Each subselect or subquery can require at most two sorts for:
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• SORT1: GROUP BY
• SORT2: ORDER BY, UNION, or DISTINCT

The estimated cost of these sorts is indicated by the following messages:

 ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= nnnnnnnnn

 ESTIMATED ORDER/DISTINCT/UNION SORT COST= nnnnnnnnn

If ORDER BY and GROUP BY reference the same columns, SORT1 eliminates the need for SORT2, which is indicated by
the following message:

 ORDER/DISTINCT/UNION SORT SATISFIED BY GROUP BY SORT

UNION and DISTINCT always require SORT2, but if the scan index returns rows in sort sequence, then sorts for GROUP
BY and ORDER BY can be eliminated.

The following messages indicate which indexes, if any, satisfy these sorts.

 KEY xxxxx SATISFIES GROUP BY

 KEY xxxxx SATISFIES ORDER/DISTINCT/UNION

However, if these indexes are to be used to eliminate sorts, they must:

• Index the first table in join sequence, and
• Be the same index as index merge, if index merge used.

Data Access Plan

The data access plan contains:

• Estimated cost
• Order and method in which tables are joined
• Scan indexes with which estimates were calculated (except for index-merge join indexes, and indexes used to

eliminate sorting, different indexes can be used at execution-time due to the value of host variables or index statistics).
• Sorts required

Total Estimated Cost

Total estimated cost is given by the first message if there is a join, else by the second message.

 TOTAL JOIN COST ESTIMATE = nnnnnnnnn

 KEY xxxxx HAS LOWEST COST OF nnnnnnnnn FOR nnnnnnnnn ROWS

Join Steps

Messages in this section are only generated when a join exists.

The terms outer and inner table reference the first and second tables of a join, respectively. When three or more tables
are joined, the first two tables are joined, and the result of that join becomes the outer table of the next join, and so on.

Predicates dependent only on a single table are called restriction predicates. These predicates are always applied before
join conditions. The terms inner and outer table refer to conceptual intermediate tables containing only those rows of their
base table for which restriction predicates are true.

JOIN STEPS

Each join step is described in the order of execution. Different messages are issued depending on the join method used.
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Nested-Loop Join Method

The nested-loop join method searches the inner table for matching rows for each outer table row. A matching row is a row
for which the join conditions are true.

Nested-loop is used when:

• Merging is not possible.
• Has the lowest estimated cost.
• Manual optimization is specified with plan option MSG.

An example of when nested-loop has the lowest estimate cost:

• Outer table has a non-join index restriction (merge would need to read the entire unrestricted join index), or a non-join
index can eliminate a sort due to GROUP BY or ORDER BY.

• Inner table has an index restricted by the join condition (the entire table does not need to be searched).

 NESTED-LOOP JOIN TBL n USING KEY xxxxx

 TO TBL n USING KEY xxxxx

• TBL
Indicates table by its position in the FROM clause.

• KEY
Datacom/DB five-character key name that has the lowest estimated cost. This might not be the key used at execution
time.

• TO
Only the first join generates both lines. The outer table of subsequent joins is the intermediate result table of previous
joins. This intermediate result table is not materialized, that is to say, it is not physically generated as a temporary table
in the TTM area.

Index Merge Join Method

Index merge can only be used when:

• A first join.
• There is at least one equijoin condition.
• There are no non-equijoin join conditions.
• Operands of equijoin predicates are column references (no expressions or scalar functions) but data type conversion is

acceptable.
• Both tables have a matching index with all join columns in the same order.
• No OR has more than one table under it.
• There are no expressions in the search condition referencing more than one table.

An example of when index merge has the lowest cost:

• Search condition contains only equijoin predicates (no restrictions).
• Restriction predicates do not reference indexed columns.

Under these conditions index merge has the following advantages over nested-loop:

• Only one set is required for the inner table. Nested-loop requires a set for each outer table row.
• Because there is only one inner table set, it is usually larger and benefits more from pre-fetch.

 INDEX-MERGE JOIN TBL n USING KEY xxxxx TO TBL n USING KEY xxxxx

• TBL
Table is identified by its position in the FROM clause.

• KEY
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Datacom/DB five-character key name of index used for the merge.

Sort-Merge Join Method

The sort-merge join method has the same restrictions as index-merge except that no matching indexes are required.
Instead, the tables are sorted in the sequence the matching indexes would have provided before merging begins.

These sorts build temporary tables in the TTM area.

An example of when sort-merge is faster than nested-loop:

• There is no index on the inner table restricted by the join predicates. Nested-loop must read the entire inner table for
each outer table row, which is the entire base table unless there are restrictions that restrict an index scan range.

• Non-indexed restrictions exist on the inner table. Nested-loop would need to read rows rejected by the restriction for
each outer table row, but sort-merge only rejects these rows once on input to the sort.

 SORT TBL n FOR SORT-MERGE JOIN

 SORT TBL n FOR SORT-MERGE JOIN

 SORT-MERGE JOIN TBL n TO TBL m

• TBL
Table is identified by its position in the FROM clause.

Sorts Required

The following messages indicate if a sort is eliminated by using an index:

  KEY xxxxx USED FOR GROUPING

  KEY xxxxx USED FOR ORDERING

If a sort is required, its reasons are given in the following messages:

 GROUP BY ........ SRT REASONS= xxxxxxx

 ORDER BY/DISTINCT SRT REASONS= xxxxxxx

CBS ORDER
The Compound Boolean Selection Facility cannot return rows in sort sequence because no index satisfies sort
sequence.

EXPR/FUNC
ORDER BY refers to a SELECT list column that is an expression or function.

MULTI-TBL
ORDER BY or GROUP BY refers to columns in multiple tables.

JOIN
Index-merge join method is used. Its index does not satisfy ordering requirements.

DISTINCT
DISTINCT specified.

UNION
UNION (without ALL) specified.

Predicates Evaluated in SQL-Subsystem

The following message indicates how many predicates are evaluated by the SQL subsystem:

***** nn PREDICATES EVALUATED BY SQL SUBSYSTEM IN JOIN STEP nn *****
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These predicates cannot restrict index scan range, or be evaluated from the index; so, they cause data scanning.

If the data is remote, rows might be transferred to the requesting node only to be rejected by these predicates.

The following predicates are evaluated by the SQL subsystem:

• When a column is compared to a literal, host or register variable that has a greater length, scale, or whole number
digits.

• LIKE, other than pattern xxx%.
• IN list.
• Comparing two columns in the same table with different data types, precision, scale, (although different data type

modifiers type-numeric, sign, and nullable are permitted).
• Correlated or quantified subquery.
• Predicates with operands that are expressions or scalar functions (except concatenation of contiguous not nullable

character columns, and arithmetic with only literals).
• Predicates under an OR containing reference to more than one table.
• Index or sort merge equijoin predicates.
• Predicates whose operands make no reference to a column.
• All predicates in the HAVING search condition.

You can dump the actual predicates by using the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) request:

 COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACECRS,JOBNAME=xxxxxxxx

If you cannot convert a predicate into a type that restricts index scan range or be evaluated from the index, you only
improve efficiency slightly or make it worse by converting it to a predicate that the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
(CBS) evaluates.

For example, converting the predicate:

  "COL1 IN(&HOST1., &HOST2.)"

to

 "COL1 = :HOST1 OR COL1 = :HOST2"

would not help much unless COL1 is in the scan index. Performance could be worse if there are many other predicates
ANDed with this predicate that are evaluated by Compound Boolean Selection. This is because these other predicates are
repeated for each IN list entry to be in the CBS-required disjunctive normal form.

Bind-time Detail Messages

The detail-level bind-time messages show the cost estimates for each combination of join order and method.

Join optimization messages are produced in the following way. Each level of indentation indicates a loop at that level:

Restriction Costs:
Cost of each table as if it is the only table. This estimate is used when the table is the first table of a candidate join
sequence.

Join Order:
All possible orders are estimated, until the cost is greater than an order already computed.
Join Method:

For each join step, the cost of each join method is estimated.
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Scan Index:
For nested-loop, the cost of using each inner table index is estimated. For index-merge, only matching
indexes are considered. For sort-merge, the restriction index is used.

The join order with the lowest estimated cost is repeated at the end after the following heading:

 ---------------------- LOWEST COST CANDIDATE ---------------------

NOTE
Because of the number of rows generated, do not use this option when joining more than 6 tables.

Restriction Costs

 TBL xxx DBID nnn RESTRICTION COSTS:

RESTRICTION COSTS
This is the estimated cost without join conditions, that is to say, as if this table were the outer table of the first join.
Restriction cost estimates are computed once before all possible join orders are estimated.

Join Step Detail

  CANDIDATE JOIN SEQUENCE = n,n,n....

 JOIN STEP n

CANDIDATE JOIN SEQUENCE
The cost of all possible join orders is estimated, until the estimated cost exceeds a previously computed estimate.
The numbers reference table positions in the FROM clause.

JOIN STEP
The first two tables are joined in join step 1. The output of this step is joined to table three, and so on. The cost of
each join step is estimated separately.

Nested-Loop

   NESTED LOOP JOIN COSTS:

 

       KEY xxxxx 1ST nn FLDS SELECTIVITY= .nnnnnnnnn

           nn LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= .nnnnnnnnn

                        DATA SELECTIVITY= .nnnnnnnnn

               INDEX nnnnnnnnn DATA nnnnnnnnn SORT nnnnnnnnn ROWS nnnnnnnnn

       *** KEY xxxxx HAS LOWEST ESTIMATED COST OF nnnnnnnnn

   *** RESTRICTION COST    =nnnnnnnnn

     *** NESTED LOOP COST    =nnnnnnnnn

SELECTIVITY
Used to estimate the number of rows that are filtered out. For example, a selectivity factor of 1.0 indicates no rows
rejected, 0.5, half the rows rejected, and 0.0 all rows rejected.

1ST FLDS SELECTIVITY
The first nn columns of the key are either restricted to a single value, or the last column might be restricted to a
range of values.
This type of restriction is called a high-order restriction. The high-order restriction reduces the number of index
entries that must be scanned.
Selectivity is based on cardinality statistics. For example, if the first three columns have a high-order restriction
and the cardinality at that level is 1000, that is to say, there are 1000 different values within the first three columns
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of the key, then selectivity is 0.001. This means that when nested-loop is used, each outer table row is estimated
to join to only 1 out of every 1000 rows in the inner table.

LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY
This is the filtering effect of predicates that can be evaluated from the index, but do not restrict the range of index
entries that must be scanned.
The selectivity of each predicate is estimated as one-tenth if the predicate is = else one-third. The total low-
order selectivity is the product of the selectivity of each predicate. For example, the low-order selectivity of two =
predicates is 1/10 * 1/10 = 1/100.
The process of evaluating low-order predicates is called index scanning.

DATA SELECTIVITY
This is the filtering effect of predicates that must be evaluated from the data record. It is computed the same
as low-order selectivity. This process is called data scanning. Because accessing data records is usually
more expensive than index entries, data scanning is usually more expensive than index scanning of the same
selectivity.

INDEX
This is the cost of reading the index. It is estimated as the number of index entries to be read divided by the
average number of index entries per DXX block, plus the number of levels in the index.
cost = indexEntries / avg per blk + indexLevels
The number of index entries is computed as the number of entries indexed by high-order cardinality. For example,
if high-order cardinality is 1,000 and there were 10000 rows indexed at the time the cardinality was computed, the
number of index entries is 10000 /1000 = 10.
If OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS is specified and it is less than the computed value, the number of index entries is
reduced to this value.

DATA
This is the cost of reading the data area. It is computed by dividing the number of rows to be read by the effective
blocking factor of the index.
cost = row / effBlk
The number of data area rows is the number of index entries read times the selectivity of low-order predicates.
The effective blocking factor accounts for the randomness in which the data area is accessed by the index.
effBlk = dataRows * BLKCHG / 1024
where BLKCHG is the average number of times a new data block is encountered per 1024 rows, when accessed
in the sequence of this index.
If at least 10 data blocks are to be read and the index is 90 percent in physical sequence, the cost is divided by
two, to account for the savings of pre-fetch multi-block reads.

SORT
This is the estimated cost of sorting for GROUP BY, ORDER BY, DISTINCT, or UNION. It applies only to the first
join. If the first, or outer, table has an index that eliminates the need for a sort, its cost is not included.

ROWS
This is the estimated number of rows in the result table. It is computed as the number of data area rows times
data selectivity.

LOWEST ESTIMATED COST
This is the estimated cost for the index with the lowest estimated cost.
Estimated cost is computed as the sum of the index, data and sort costs, multiplied by the number of rows from
the previous join, or for the first join, the outer table restriction estimated rows.

Merge

 KEY xxxxx MERGE CANDIDATE FOR TBL authId.tblName correlationName

 KEY xxxxx SELECTED FROM MULTIPLE CANDIDATES
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MERGE CANDIDATE
All equijoin columns are leading columns of the index.

SELECTED CANDIDATE
When there are several index merge candidate indexes, this message indicates the index selected. An index can
be selected over another candidate for a lower total cost due to its eliminating sorts or a lower index and data
scan cost.
SORT MERGE JOIN COSTS:

 NO JOIN CONDITION - MERGE NOT POSSIBLE

 GROUP/ORDER/DISTINCT/UNION SORT COST=nnnnnnnnn

 OUTER TABLE COSTS (SCAN,SORT,READ)=nnnnnnnnn, nnnnnnnnn, nnnnnnnnn

 INNER TABLE COSTS (SCAN,SORT,READ)=nnnnnnnnn, nnnnnnnnn, nnnnnnnnn

NO JOIN CONDITION
No join condition was specified. Nested-loop method is selected.

GROUP/ORDER/DISTINCT/UNION SORT COST
Cost of sorting due to GROUP BY, or ORDER BY, UNION or DISTINCT.

OUTER TABLE COSTS:
SCAN

Restriction cost (cost of reading base table)
SORT

Cost of sorting (zero if index-merge)
READ

Cost of reading sorted temporary table (zero if index-merge)
INNER TABLE COSTS

Same as outer table.
TOTAL SORT-MERGE COST =nnnnnnnnn

 INDEXED MERGE COST USING INDEXES xxxxx AND xxxxx: nnnnnnnnn

Only the message for the method with the lowest estimated cost is given.

Join Step Summary

  MANUAL JOIN OPTIMIZATION SPECIFIED - NESTED LOOP USED

  DISJUNCTIVE JOIN CONDITION - NESTED LOOP USED

MANUAL JOIN OPTIMIZATION
Plan option OPT=M is specified, so tables are joined in the order listed in the FROM clause and nested-loop
method is used.

DISJUNCTIVE JOIN CONDITION
Join predicates are under an OR, so merge methods cannot be considered.

 *** JOIN STEP LOWEST COST = nnnnnnnn

JOIN STEP LOWEST COST
The lowest estimate of all join methods and indexes.

RQA Messages

When a predicate cannot be evaluated by CBS, there is no opportunity for it to restrict index scan range, since that is
done by CBS.
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CBS cannot evaluate predicates with certain operators, such as LIKE. And when any predicate under an OR cannot be
passed, the entire OR cannot be passed to CBS.

Sometimes a predicate can be rewritten using different syntax that CBS can evaluate. For example, an IN (op1, op2, ...)
can be rewritten as a series of OR predicates.

Even if a predicate cannot be rewritten, it is helpful to identify the reason a query executes inefficiently. Perhaps adding an
index would help, but the columns restricted must be known.

The SQL Optimization Report identifies such predicates, as in this example:

*******************************  RQA MESSAGES  ********************************

****                                                                       ****

****   YOU MAY BE ABLE TO IMPROVE YOUR QUERY PERFORMANCE BY REDESIGNING    ****

****   ANY CONSTRAINTS AND "OR" BLOCKS THAT INVOLVE THE PREDICATES BELOW.  ****

****                                                                       ****

****   THESE PREDICATES WERE FLAGGED BECAUSE THEY REFERENCE INDEXED        ****

****   COLUMNS; BUT AS WRITTEN COULD NOT RESTRICT INDEX SCAN RANGE.        ****

****                                                                       ****

** PRED#01: "= (CHAR)" WITH ARGS            <= POSS. HIGH-ORDER IDX RESTRICT **

**   SUPP_PROD.SUPP_CD                                                       **

**   '621568'                                                                **

****                                                                       ****

*****************************  END RQA MESSAGES  ******************************

  

The format of the predicate begins with the operator. In this example it is a character equals operator.

The predicate is identified as referencing a high or low order column of an index.

The predicate operands are listed next.

Execution-Time Messages
Scope

Execution-time messages report query execution statistics for the following statement types:

• OPEN and FETCH CURSOR
• INSERT (single row and searched)
• UPDATE (positioned and searched)
• DELETE (positioned and searched)

Purpose

You can use these execution statistics to determine:

• Which statements are using the most resources.
• Determine which query execution processes within a statement that is using the most resources.
• Compare bind-time resource estimations with actual performance.
• Compare resource usage between trial versions of a query.

Operation

Execution-time messages are written to the SYSADM.SYSMSG table with sequence numbers higher than bind-time
messages for a plan. A maximum of 32767 messages can be written for each statement of a plan.

You can request execution-time messages at either the summary or detail level:
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• Summary-level messages are written when a plan is closed.
• Detail-level messages are written after the statement is executed or, for a cursor, when it is closed. For example, if

you set plan option PLNCLOSE=T for a plan in a CICS transaction, these messages will be written for each CICS
transaction or explicit COMMIT or ROLLBACK. To get a summary of all activity against the plan, use PLNCLOSE=R
which causes the plan to only be closed when the SQL User Requirements Table is closed.

WARNING
WARNING!  Because of the number of rows inserted into the SYSADM.SYSMSG table by detail level or
summary level CICS with PLNCLOSE=T, you may experience poor performance with these options.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Execution-Time Summary Messages

This section describes the summary execution messages written to the SYSADM.SYSMSG table when a plan is closed.

There is a header message for changes in plan, and with plan for each statement, followed by detail messages for each
table.

Messages are grouped by plan and statement, but they are ordered in the reverse sequence in which they were first
executed.

Plan Header

  *** EXECUTION STATS FOR PLAN authId.planName

Statement Header

  STMT NBR: nnnnnnnnn TYPE: xxxxxxxxxxxx EXECUTIONS: nnnnnnnnn ROWS: nnnnnnnnn

TYPE
Type of statement as indicated by the following table:
Type Code Process
FETCH CRS

Open/Fetch Cursor
SELECT INTO

Select Into
INSERT ROW

Insert Row
INSERT SET

Insert Searched
UPDATE CRS

Update Positioned
UPDATE SET

Update Searched
DELETE CRS

Delete Positioned
DELETE SET

Delete Searched
EXECUTIONS

Number of times the statement was executed
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ROWS
Number of rows fetched, inserted, updated, or deleted.

Table Level

These messages are in order by query block level and position, and table process sequence.

 LVL NBR ------ TABLE NAME ------ --SETS-- --INDEX- --DATA-- --QUAL-- ---I/O--

 nnn nnn xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn nnnnnnnn

LVL and NBR
These fields indicate the query block in which the table is used. LVL is zero for sub-selects, and for subqueries
indicates the level of nesting. When there are multiple select blocks at the same level, NBR indicates the order in
which the select block appears in the SQL statement.

TABLE NAME
The base table name or kind of temporary table. These messages are in the order the tables appear in the FROM
clause if you have referenced the same table multiple times, or tables with the same name but different authId,
in the same FROM clause. If you referenced a view with a join, the view reference has been expanded into a
reference for each table in the view's FROM clause.

SETS
If the statement is executed multiple times, or the table is an inner table in a nested-loop join, or in a correlated
subquery, this is the number of times a base table has been searched or a temporary table built. Divide SETS by
statement EXECUTIONS to compute SETS per execution.

INDEX
The total number of index entries read.

DATA
The total number of data records read. The difference between INDEX and DATA is the number of rows rejected
by low-order predicates, and the additional index intersection probes made if index intersection is used.

QUAL
The total number of qualified by Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) rows. Any rows rejected by predicates
evaluated by the SQL subsystem, are not included. The difference between QUAL and DATA is the number of
rows rejected by data scanning, that is to say, predicates evaluated by the Compound Boolean Selection Facility
that reference a column that is not in the scan index. Also, if index merging is used, the difference includes the
elimination of duplicates, where the same row was found in multiple indexes.

ACCEPTED
The number of rows that passed all the filtering criteria. Rows rejected by predicates evaluated by the SQL
subsystem is computed by QUAL - ACCEPTED.

I/O
The total physical read and write I/O commands charged to requests accessing the table. A read-only task may
be charged write I/Os if the buffer it needs is in a write pend status.
The ratio (INDEX + DATA) divided by I/O will tend to be the lowest for sequential access in data area physical
sequence. Random access requires more I/O because each level of the index may need to be read for each row.

Execution-Time Detail Messages

Base Tables

  ACTIVITY FOR TBL <authId.tblName correlation name>

 

 SETS=nnnnnnnnn INDEX=nnnnnnnnn DATA=nnnnnnnnn QUAL=nnnnnnnnn I/O=nnnnnnnnn
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See the table level summary message for the definition of these fields.

 CBS OPTIMIZER REASONS: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Optimizer Reasons indicate the type of processes used and why they were
necessary.

For example, there is a query that you do not think should require index or data scanning, but INDEX and DATA is
approximately twice QUAL. This can be explained if index merging is used because it builds a temporary index, where
each data row can be accessed one or more times to build the temporary index, and then using the temporary index, read
once more to return rows after duplicates have been eliminated. You can determine if index merging was indeed used
from CBS Optimizer Reason number 4.

See the CBS Diagnostic Report description in the  Datacom/DB DBUTLTY Reference section. for the definition of the
optimizer reasons.

Sort Temporary Tables

 SORT COMPLETED: ROWS EST=nnnnnnnnn IN=nnnnnnnnn, OUT=nnnnnnnnn

EST
Number of rows estimated, which may be zero if an estimate was not required.

IN
Number of rows input to the sort.

OUT
Number of rows output by the sort. If GROUP BY or DISTINCT is specified, this can be a lower number than rows
input to the sort because the sort process performs grouping and eliminates duplicate rows.

 HIGHEST SORT MERGE LEVEL = nn

The sort first builds strings of sorted rows, then after several strings are built, the strings merged into a longer string. After
several of these longer strings are built, they are in turn merged into yet a still longer string. This process is continued until
there is a single result string. Each merging of strings is called a merge level. The cost per row of a sort is dependent on
the number of these merge levels.

Quantified Subquery

  ACTIVITY FOR TEMP TBL **SUBQUERY nn **

  ** SUBQUERY nnn ** TBLS=nnnnnnnnn ROWS=nnnnnnnnn READS=nnnnnnnnn

SUBQUERY
Number within SELECT block

TBLS
Number of times temporary table was built, that is to say, number of times subquery was executed. This will of
course be 1 or 0 unless subquery is correlated.

ROWS
Number of rows in table. If TBLS is greater than 1, this is the sum of all the rows in all tables.

READS
Number of rows read from table. This can be greater than the number of rows if subquery is not correlated.

Examples

• MSG=DD
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In this example, the user is only concerned with customers with IND_CD = 'A', so IND_CD was omitted
from the SELECT and GROUP BY list. Since CUST_NO only appears as the second column of index
ACSTI, this causes a sort for the GROUP BY.  Adding IND_CD eliminates this inefficiency.

Before Adding IND_CD to SELECT and GROUP BY List

PLAN:SYSADM         .ISDBXXXX80270477   STM:000000001. DT: 07/28/2014 11.51.49

 DECLARE C0         CURSOR FOR

 SELECT CUST_NO, SUM(ORD_AMT)

 FROM ACCTS

 WHERE IND_CD  = 'A'

 GROUP BY CUST_NO

            ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT 01 *****

 INDEX DEFINITIONS FOR: ACT/010 SYSADM.ACCTS

 KEYS= 2, IDXLVLS=1, LN=   31, ROWS/BLK= 95 ROWS=        3

     KEY ACTOR id=  4 FLG=D0 00 FLDS= 1 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3

         OFFSET=    0, LN=  5, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 ORD_ID

     KEY ACSTI id=  1 FLG=04 00 FLDS= 2 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3

         OFFSET=   26, LN=  1, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        2 IND_CD

         OFFSET=   27, LN=  4, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 CUST_NO

 TBL ACT DBID 010 RESTRICTION COSTS:

         KEY ACTOR 1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

              0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

                          DATA SELECTIVITY= 0.099999964

             INDEX         1 DATA         1 SORT         3 ROWS         1

         KEY ACSTI 1ST  1 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 0.500000000

              0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

                          DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

             INDEX         1 DATA         1 SORT         3 ROWS         2

         *** KEY ACTOR HAS LOWEST ESTIMATED COST OF         5

     *** RESTRICTION COST     =        5

 ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= 3

 KEY ACTOR HAS LOWEST COST OF         5 FOR 1 ROWS

 GROUP BY SRT REASONS= CBS ORDER

 BUILDING SORTED RESULT TABLE FOR SUBSELECT 1

 ACTIVITY FOR TBL <SYSADM.ACCTS

    SETS=000000001 INDEX=000000004 DATA=000000004 QUAL=000000004 I/O=000000000

    CBS OPTIMIZER REASONS: <     P P   Y          >

 SORT COMPLETED: ROWS EST=1 IN=1, OUT=1

 HIGHEST SORT MERGE LEVEL = 0

 

After Adding IND_CD to SELECT and GROUP BY List

 PLAN:SYSADM         .ISDBXXXX80270477   STM:000000002 DT: 07/28/2014 11.51.50

 DECLARE C0         CURSOR FOR

 SELECT IND_CD, CUST_NO, SUM(ORD_AMT)

 FROM ACCTS

 WHERE IND_CD  = 'A'

 GROUP BY IND_CD, CUST_NO

            ***** BIND MESSAGES FOR SUBSELECT 01 *****

 INDEX DEFINITIONS FOR: ACT/010 SYSADM.ACCTS

 KEYS= 2, IDXLVLS=1, LN=   31, ROWS/BLK= 95 ROWS=        3

     KEY ACTOR id=  4 FLG=D0 00 FLDS= 1 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3

         OFFSET=    0, LN=  5, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 ORD_ID
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     KEY ACSTI id=  1 FLG=04 00 FLDS= 2 DXX= 300 BLKCHG= 204 ROWS=3

         OFFSET=   26, LN=  1, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        2 IND_CD

         OFFSET=   27, LN=  4, DIR=ASC  SENS=N CARD=        3 CUST_NO

 KEY ACSTI SATISFIES GROUP BY

 TBL ACT DBID 010 RESTRICTION COSTS:

         KEY ACTOR 1ST  0 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

              0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

                          DATA SELECTIVITY= 0.099999964

             INDEX         1 DATA         1 SORT         3 ROWS         1

         KEY ACSTI 1ST  1 FLDS SELECTIVITY= 0.500000000

              0 LOW-ORDER FLDS SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

                          DATA SELECTIVITY= 1.000000000

             INDEX         1 DATA         1 SORT         0 ROWS         2

         *** KEY ACSTI HAS LOWEST ESTIMATED COST OF         2

     *** RESTRICTION COST     =        2

 ESTIMATED GROUP SORT COST= 3

 KEY ACSTI USED FOR GROUPING

 ACTIVITY FOR TBL <SYSADM.ACCTS  >

SETS    INDEX     DATA      QUAL    ACCEPTED     I/0   CBS  OPT  REASONS

00001 000000004 000000004 000000004 000000004 0000000  < P  P    Y      >

 

 

Accessibility Features
The Schema Information Tables (SIT) are located in the SIT area, base 15, and are associated with an authorization ID
of SYSADM, for example SYSADM.SYSCONSTRDEP,SYSADM.SYSCONSTROBJ, and so on. They contain Datacom/
DB system information that can be queried by authorized users. The SIT information should be properly secured. 

Sample Data Tables
The sample tables in this section are used in the examples in the section discussing application tasks that use embedded
SQL.

CUSTOMERS Table Sample Data

The following CUSTOMERS table provides the customer number, name, city, state, zip, credit, open dollars, and YTD
sales.

                               CUSTOMERS
 CUSNO  NAME                            CITY           ST  ZIP        CRED OPEN $    YTD
 SALES   ACT DT  SLMN ID
 
  0030  CANNON TOOLS CO                 ATLANTA        GA  303012334  A    23442.00 
 3322123.00  860220  34222
  0090  INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP         NEW YORK       NY  100059989  A         .00  
 211650.00  850815  21165
  0130  SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         LOS ANGELES    CA  902130000  A    21489.00  
 293900.00  850815  29390
  0150  IMPERIAL BANKCORP               NEW YORK       NY  100190000  A         .00  
 131500.00  850815  13150
  0170  UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          CHARLOTTE      NC  282552550  A         .00  
 314200.00  850815  31420
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  0190  SOUTHWEST STATE OIL REFINING    SHERMAN OAKS   CA  914231423  A         .00  
 179800.00  850815  17980
  0210  WEST LIFE INSURANCE             BALTIMORE      MD  212031203  A         .00    
 6550.00  850815  00655
  0230  CHEMICAL MUTUAL                 FORT WORTH     TX  761026102  A      931.72    
 7250.00  860220  00725
  0250  MICHIGAN LIGHTING INC.          PHOENIX        AZ  850365036  A         .00  
 182600.00  850815  18260
  0270  HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC         ALLENTOWN      PA  181018101  A         .00    
 7600.00  850815  00760
  0290  NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION     ATLANTA        GA  303310331  A         .00    
 7950.00  850815  00795
  0310  CARTERET STEEL CORPORATION      SAN MATEO      CA  940024002  A     3457.00   
 10750.00  850815  01075
  0330  HARVESTLAND FOODS INC           HONOLULU       HI  968426842  A         .00  
 186100.00  850815  18610
  0350  FLEET BANKING INDUSTRIES        PORTLAND       OR  972047204  A         .00   
 11450.00  850815  01145
  0370  GREAT LAKES PRODUCTS            PLAINFIELD     IN  461686168  A         .00  
 186450.00  850815  18645
  0390  HOLLY TEXTILES INTERNATIONAL    WORCESTER      MA  016041604  A         .00  
 187150.00  850815  18715
  0410  COASTLINE INC                   BOSTON         MA  021992199  A      528.84  
 187850.00  850815  18785
  0430  WESTER CORPORATION              ST. LOUIS PARK MN  554265426  A         .00  
 190300.00  850815  19030
  0450  HORIZON LABORATORIES            MILWAUKEE      WI  532023202  A         .00   
 15650.00  850815  01565
  0470  FIRST DOWNEY INC                NORFOLK        VA  235103510  A         .00   
 16000.00  850815  01600
  0490  MORRISON HOME FEDERATION        PROSPECT HGTS  IL  600740074  A         .00  
 194850.00  850815  19485
  0510  SIGNAL/WEST PETROLEUM           LOS ANGELES    CA  900540054  A         .00  
 204300.00  850815  20430
  0530  GULF LAND USA                   DALLAS         TX  752345234  A         .00  
 207100.00  850815  20710
  0550  H. F. MURPHY CORP               EL DORADO      AR  717301730  A         .00   
 34550.00  850815  03455
  0570  TEXAS LIFE & CASUALTY CO        DALLAS         TX  752225222  A         .00   
 34900.00  850815  03490
  0610  SUN FIBERGLASS                  MIAMI BEACH    FL  331413141  A         .00   
 40150.00  850815  04015
  0630  BAY-BANK AUTOMOBILES            NASHVILLE      TN  372027202  A      530.50   
 41550.00  850815  04155
  0650  CONTINENTAL GREETINGS INC       TWINSBURG      OH  440874087  A         .00   
 45750.00  850815  04575
  0670  TRANSAMERICA RUBBER INDUSTRIES  CLEARWATER     FL  335183518  A         .00   
 46100.00  850815  04610
  0690  MANUFACTURERS LABORATORIES      OAKBROOK       IL  605210521  A         .00   
 46450.00  850815  04645
  0710  NORTHERN MEDICAL SERVICES       ROCHELLE PARK  NJ  076627662  A         .00   
 47150.00  850815  04715
  0730  TRIBUNE MOTORS                  SALT LAKE CITY UT  841274127  A         .00   
 47500.00  850815  04750
  0750  CAMERON INCORPORATED            WILMINGTON     DE  198019801  A         .00   
 49250.00  850815  04925
  0770  PROVIDENCE CHEMICAL COMPANY     NEW YORK       NY  100150015  A         .00   
 49600.00  850815  04960
  0790  REYNOLDS SHIPPING               WICHITA        KS  672187218  A         .00  
 229850.00  850815  22985
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  0810  SMITHFIELD TRANSPORTATION       NEW YORK       NY  100220022  A         .00  
 230200.00  850815  23020
  0830  AVERY PRINTING                  SPRINGDALE     AR  727642764  A         .00  
 230900.00  850815  23090
  0850  NUSON DRUGS & RESEARCH          OKLAHOMA CITY  OK  731253125  A         .00   
 56250.00  850815  05625
  0870  UNIVERSAL AIRWORKS              ARMONK         NY  105040504  A         .00  
 231600.00  850815  23160
  0890  BELL-BAKER POWER & SERVICE      BOISE          ID  837263726  A         .00   
 57300.00  850815  05730
  0910  C.F. RIVERS AIRLINE & FREIGHT   PITTSBURG      PA  152305230  A         .00   
 58700.00  850815  05870
  0930  FLEETWOOD FREIGHTWAYS INC       WILMINGTON     DE  198019801  A         .00  
 235450.00  850815  23545
  0950  M.A.C. SAVINGS                  ATLANTA        GA  303020302  A         .00  
 236150.00  850815  23615
  0970  PHELPS FINANCIAL CORP           VAN NUYS       CA  914051405  A     1441.08  
 239650.00  850815  23965
  0990  SUNSTRAND BANKS                 MEMPHIS        TN  381038103  A         .00  
 241400.00  850815  24140
  1010  INTERNATIONAL SHIPYARDS INC     CHARLOTTE      NC  282558255  A         .00  
 242450.00  850815  24245
  1030  BROTHERS GYPSUM INC             MIAMI          FL  328012801  A         .00   
 69550.00  860220  06955
  1050  MACMILLAN HOME PRODUCTS CO      COSTA MESA     CA  282888288  A         .00  
 248400.00  850815  24840
  1070  JORIE PAPER INC                 PHOENIX        AZ  850125012  A         .00   
 76200.00  850815  07620
  1090  CHESTERSON-KIDD INC             BALTIMORE      MD  212021202  A         .00  
 251550.00  850815  25155
  1110  LEXINGTON CHEMICAL              ST PETERSBURG  FL  972047204  A         .00  
 254350.00  850815  25435
  1130  ST. LOUIS FOODS DIST.           DENVER         CO  100190019  A         .00  
 258550.00  850815  25855
  1150  AFTON INDUSTRIES                DALLAS         TX  752405240  A         .00  
 259250.00  850815  25925
  1170  PARK-HESS & COMPANY             GLENDALE       CA  912031203  A         .00  
 263100.00  850815  26310
  1190  KELLWOOD-HANDY TRUCKING         MOBILE         AL  366096609  A         .00  
 263800.00  850815  26380
 
  
  1210  LINGBERGH INDUSTRIES            SEATTLE        WA  981858185  A     2032.10   
 89150.00  860220  08915
  1230  BORDEN-SPEERY INSTRUMENTS       NEW ORLEANS    LA  701600160  A         .00  
 264150.00  850815  26415
  1250  PALMOLIVE INNS                  DALLAS         TX  752015201  A         .00   
 89500.00  850815  08950
  1270  SOUTHLAND DEPARTMENT STORES     FORT WORTH     TX  761016101  A         .00   
 90900.00  850815  09090
  1290  MCDONNEL SYSTEMS                WOODLANDS      TX  773807380  A         .00   
 91250.00  850815  09125
  1310  RESOUCE COMPUTERS               OIL CITY       PA  163016301  A         .00  
 272550.00  850815  27255
  1330  NETTLETON AIRCRAFT              BARTLESVILLE   OK  740044004  A         .00   
 97550.00  850815  09755
  1350  HARMAN-MCGEE INDUSTRIES         WHITE PLAINS   NY  106500650  A         .00   
 99650.00  850815  09965
  1370  MCCORMICK ELECTRIC SUPPLIES     HOUSTON        TX  772517251  A         .00  
 275000.00  850815  27500
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  1390  MIDLAND CHEMICAL                HAMILTON       OH  452025202  A         .00  
 275700.00  850815  27570
  1410  WRIGHT-ILLINOIS DATA            FRESNO         CA  937213721  A         .00  
 276750.00  850815  27675
  1430  PITWAN-WAY FOODS                WASHINGTON     DC  200760076  A         .00  
 277100.00  850815  27710
  1450  UNION TRANSPORTATION            GALVESTON      TX  775507550  A     1807.30  
 277450.00  860220  27745
  1470  MARK & MARK INTERNATIONAL       BETHPAGE       NY  117141714  A         .00  
 104200.00  850815  10420
  1490  SALEM PAPERBOARD                YORKLYN        DE  197369736  A         .00  
 280600.00  850815  28060
  1510  ABBOTT BRANDS CORP              HUNT VALLEY    CA  900360036  A         .00  
 105600.00  850815  10560
  1530  JOHNSON MULTIFOODS              BETHESDA       VA  232613261  A         .00  
 105950.00  850815  10595
  1550  DELUX COSMETICS                 HAWTHORNE      SC  295509550  A         .00  
 283400.00  850815  28340
  1570  PAMMEL BREWING                  DALLAS         TX  752015201  A         .00  
 109800.00  850815  10980
  1590  FOXBORRO PETRO-CHEMICAL         GERMANTOWN     MD  212011201  A         .00  
 286550.00  850815  28655
  1610  ROLM-CASTLE SOY PRODUCTS        SANTA MONICA   CA  904060406  A         .00  
 112600.00  850815  11260
  1630  MARBURY MATERIALS               BURBANK        CA  911031103  A      446.50  
 287600.00  860220  28760
  1650  METROPLEX ASSOCIATED            RICHMOND       VA  232203220  A         .00  
 112950.00  850815  11295
  1670  MALIRY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY   BALTIMORE      MD  915201520  A         .00  
 114000.00  850815  11400
  1690  WALTERS-BORUM INCOP             PASADENA       CA  911031103  A         .00  
 289350.00  850815  28935
  1710  PARKER REPUBLIC CONSOLIDATED    TOWSON         MD  201240124  A         .00  
 117850.00  850815  11785
  1730  HOOVER-EAGLE TIRE & RUBBER      GREENSBORO     NC  274207420  A         .00  
 293550.00  850815  29355
  1750  MILES-COOPER GENERAL CORP.      CHULA VISTA    CA  232203220  A         .00  
 118900.00  850815  11890
  1770  MULTMOMAH CORPORATION           WINSTON-SALEM  NC  271027102  A         .00  
 121000.00  850815  12100
  1790  DORSEY STEEL INC                HARTSVILLE     SC  295509550  A         .00  
 121350.00  850815  12135
  1810  EATON-AKRON PACIFIC CORP        VALLEY FORGE   PA  194829482  A         .00  
 297050.00  850815  29705
  1830  SPRINGS-WEYER LABORATORIES      RIVERSIDE      CA  911031103  A         .00  
 297750.00  850815  29775
  1850  TECH CASTLE RESEARCH            GREENSBORO     NC  274207420  A         .00  
 298800.00  850815  29880
  1870  WULCAR-FORMAN REAL ESTATE INMT  FORT WORTH     TX  720912091  A         .00  
 299150.00  850815  29915
  1890  FIRST STREET BANK CORP          COLUMBUS       OH  430853085  A     2717.00  
 124850.00  860220  12485
  1910  GRAND RAPIDS FINANCIAL ASSOC    LOUISVILLE     KY  402230223  A         .00  
 125550.00  850815  12555
  1930  NORTHERN EXPRESS                INDIANAPOLIS   IN  462856285  A         .00  
 125900.00  850815  12590
  1950  WESTMINISTER MEDICAL SUPPLIES   TOLEDO         OH  436973697  A         .00  
 301600.00  850815  30160
  1970  KENT SAVINGS & LOAN             LAKEWOOD       OH  441074107  A         .00  
 302650.00  850815  30265
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  1990  MOSSVINE FOODS                  WICKLIFFE      OH  440924092  A         .00  
 129050.00  850815  12905
  2010  HOLIDAY MERCHANDISE INC.        CANTON         OH  447114711  A         .00  
 304400.00  850815  30440
  2030  KNIGHT-GANNETT TOYS INC         HARTFORD       CT  494439443  A         .00  
 129400.00  850815  12940
  2050  TRANSAMERICAN PUBLISHING        TELUMSEH       MI  492769276  A     5127.93  
 304750.00  860220  30475
  2070  NICOLLET STORES INC.            MILWAUKEE      WI  532013201  A         .00  
 305100.00  850815  30510
  2090  BRYAN DAIRY PRODUCTS            ORANGE         CT  064776477  A         .00  
 305800.00  850815  30580
  2110  SERVICE AGRICULTURE INC         ST. PAUL       MN  551085108  A         .00  
 132200.00  850815  13220
  2130  INTERSALE INC.                  GLENDALE       WI  532013201  A         .00  
 136050.00  850815  13605
  2150  WESTLAND DEPT STORES            NEWTON         IA  502080208  A         .00  
 138500.00  850815  13850
  2170  HERALD DRY GOODS                TECUMSETT      MI  492769276  A         .00  
 139550.00  850815  13955
  2190  OSWISH MANUFACTURING            WOODCLIFF LAKE NJ  076757675  A         .00  
 139900.00  850815  13990
  2210  ALLEGHENY HOTELS                CHICAGO        IL  606060606  A         .00  
 141650.00  850815  14165
  2230  AMTEX FREIGHTWAYS               NEW YORK       NY  100160016  A         .00  
 142350.00  850815  14235
  2250  ALLIED CONTINENTAL              BRIDGEWATER    NJ  079607960  A         .00  
 317700.00  850815  31770
  2270  HANKS-MAY INVESTMENTS INC       SKOKIE         IL  600770077  A         .00  
 143400.00  850815  14340
  2290  XMART CINEMAS                   KANSAS CITY    MO  631783178  A         .00  
 144100.00  850815  14410
  2310  UNIONWAYS TRANSPORT CO.         PEORIA         IL  616291629  A         .00  
 144450.00  850815  14445
  2330  CORTER-SOUTH ACCOUNTING         ST. LOUIS      MO  631783178  A         .00  
 320850.00  850815  32085
  2350  ASSOCIATED DIXIE RESOURCES      MOLINE         IL  616291629  A         .00  
 146550.00  850815  14655
  2370  LANDMARK FOODS                  DECATOR        IL  625252525  A         .00  
 148650.00  850815  14865
 

ORDERS Table Sample Data

The following ORDERS table provides the order ID, customer number, order date, status, ship date, terms, ship
information, and order total.

                         ORDERS
 ORDID  CUSTNO ORD DT  EXP DT  DSC  STATUS   SHP DT  TERMS            SHIP        ORD TOT 
    FRT AMT  SLMN   LAST DT
 
 01008   7290  851106  85121   2.0  S        860220  NET 30           WWWWW        360.50 
       2.99  13185  860220
 01009   7350  851106  851213  3.0  S        860220  NET 30                        979.93 
       2.50  13745  860220
 01010   2690  851106  85121   2.0  S        860220  NET 30                       8073.05 
       8.00  15740  860220
 01011   0030  851106  851215  3.0  P                NET 30                       4250.30 
        .00  17630  860220
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 01012   7410  851108  851215   .0  P                NET30                         305.84 
        .00  21060  860220
 01013   0230  851108  851210   .0  P                NET30                         931.72 
        .00  00725  860220
 01015   1210  851108  851214   .0  P                NET30                        2032.10 
        .00  08915  860220
 01016   1450  851108  851201   .0  A                NET30                        1807.30 
        .00  27745  860220
 01017   1630  851108  851230   .0  A                NET30                         446.50 
        .00  28760  860220
 01018   1890  851108  851218   .0  A                NET30                        2717.00 
        .00  12485  860220
 01019   2050  851108  851208   .0  A                NET30                        4641.93 
        .00  30475  860220
 01020   7790  851108  851202   .0  A                NET30                        2710.61 
        .00  04085  860220
 01021   3910  851108  851210   .0                   NET30                        3595.75 
        .00  07165  860220
 01022   5590  851108  851213   .0                   NET30                        2258.10 
        .00  07970  860220
 01023   7150  851108  851212   .0                   NET30                         190.65 
        .00  08600  860220
 01024   4310  851108  851225   .0                   NET30                          76.00 
        .00  06080  860220
 01026   9130  851108  851203   .0                   NET30                         181.78 
        .00  06640  860220
 01027   4350  851108  851214   .0                   NET30                         146.90 
        .00  19135  860220
 01028   1210  851108  851230   .0                   NET30                        1645.65 
        .00  28830  860220
 01029   1850  851108  851220   .0                   NET30                         745.74 
        .00  13255  860220
 01030   6390  851108  851216   .0                   NET30                         353.50 
        .00  01845  860220
 

SQL Object Consistency Analyzer
Each SQL object consists of information stored in various tables managed by SQL and Datacom Datadictionary. A
successful rebind depends on the accessibility of that information. The Datacom/DB SQL Upgrade Rebind Utility cannot
execute successfully if the SQL objects (constraints, plans, and views) that it rebinds are not intact in the Datacom/
DB system to be rebound. The SQL Object Consistency Analyzer allows you to verify that the needed information is
accessible. Therefore, before beginning an upgrade to a new Datacom/DB version, execute the SQL Object Consistency
Analyzer against your current Datacom/DB system. If any problems are discovered, correct them before you begin the
upgrade.

NOTE
You can also execute the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer against the new Datacom/DB version system if
you suspect rows are missing in SQL-managed tables (in the areas in the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE
databases).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Running the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer

The SQL Object Consistency Analyzer can verify all constraints, views, and plans in a single execution, or can be limited
to a subset. Analysis can be limited by object type, authorization ID, and object name as indicated by the following syntax
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diagram. This syntax should be added as a parameter to the execution statement in your JCL. The parameter may be
omitted if all constraints, views, and plans are to be analyzed and the default values for UID=, PSW=, and OVRD= are
acceptable.

►►─ PARM=' ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬──────────►

            └─┬────────────┬─ authid.sqlname ─┘ └─ UID=dd-user-id ─┘

              └─ objtype= ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬─ ' ──────────►◄

   └─ PSW=dd-password ─┘ └─ OVRD=dd-override-code ─┘ └─ TRACE ─┘

NOTE
Use a single space to separate parameters, but do not use any other spaces (or any commas) in the statement.
The parameters can be entered in any order. Use uppercase letters to specify values for the parameters.

objtype=
(Optional) Identifies the entity-type of the object(s) to be verified.
Valid Entries:

CONSTRAINT= or PLAN= or VIEW=
Default:

If objtype= is not specified, constraints, plans, and views are verified.
authid

(Required, if objtype= is specified.) Enter the authorization ID of object(s) to be verified, or * (an asterisk) to verify
all AUTHIDs of the specified entity type(s).
Valid Entries:

An existing AUTHID or * (the AUTHID may not exceed 18 characters.)
Default:

(No default)
.sqlname

(Required, if authid is specified.) Enter the name of a constraint, view, or plan, or * (an asterisk). Specifying * will
cause all entities of the specified AUTHID to be verified. If * was specified as the AUTHID, then SQL name is
treated as if * was specified.
Valid Entries:

The SQL name of an existing constraint, view, or plan, or * (the name may not exceed 32 characters).
Default:

(No default)
UID=

(Optional) You must specify a valid user ID if DATACOM-INSTALL has been removed as a valid Datacom
Datadictionary user ID (a PERSON entity-occurrence), or if NEWUSER has been removed as the Datacom
Datadictionary password for the DATACOM-INSTALL user ID.

NOTE
If you specify a Datacom Datadictionary user ID but not a Datacom Datadictionary password, blanks are
used as the password.

PSW=
(Optional) You must specify a valid password assigned to the Datacom Datadictionary user ID if DATACOM-
INSTALL has been removed as a valid Datacom Datadictionary user ID (a PERSON entity-occurrence), or if
NEWUSER has been removed as the DATACOM-INSTALL password, or if UID= has been specified but the
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password is something other than blanks. If the password parameter is specified, then the user ID must also be
specified.
Valid Entries:

A valid Datacom Datadictionary password
Default:

blanks (if UID= is specified) or NEWUSER (if UID= is not specified)
OVRD=

(Optional) A valid four-character Datacom Datadictionary override code must be specified if PRIV is no longer the
Datacom Datadictionary override code.
Valid Entries:

A valid four-character Datacom Datadictionary override code
Default:

PRIV
TRACE

(Optional) Prints additional output to help Broadcom Support diagnose problems found by the Analyzer.

WARNING
Do not specify any entity-type that includes the character string TRACE unless instructed to do so by
Broadcom Support.

Valid Entries:
TRACE

Default:
(No default)

Sample JCL

Following are JCL examples showing the limiting of analysis to a specific entity-type (and a certain AUTHID) and showing
the analysis of all constraints, views, and plans. For more information about the target libraries, see Listing Libraries for
Datacom Products.

NOTE
These JCL examples contain lowercase letters indicating entries you must replace with code that meets your
installation and site standards.

 //jobname  JOB (acctinfo),'submitter name',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=2048K

 //SQLEXEC1 EXEC PGM=DBSOCPR,COND=(0,NE),REGION=1024K,

 //       PARM='PLAN=authid.*'

 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.db90.svclib,DISP=SHR        CA Datacom SVC library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db90.loadlib,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom load library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db100.cuslib,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom custom library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db100.CAILIB,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom target library

 //         DD DSN=cai.ca90s.wu40.CAILIB,DISP=SHR  VPE target library

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 /*

 //jobname  JOB (acctinfo),'submitter name',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=2048K

 //SQLEXEC1 EXEC PGM=DBSOCPR,COND=(0,NE),REGION=1024K,

          PARM='*.*'

 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.db90.svclib,DISP=SHR        CA Datacom SVC library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db90.loadlib,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom load library
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 //         DD DSN=cai.db100.cuslib,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom custom library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db100.CAILIB,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom target library

 //         DD DSN=cai.ca90s.wu40.CAILIB,DISP=SHR  VPE target library

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 /*

Ensure that your new version's library is concatenated behind your previous version's library.

 * $$ JOB JNM=SQLENT,CLASS=n,USER='CAINS'

 * $$ LST CLASS=a,DEST=(*,vmuidnn)

 // JOB SQLENT   ANALYSIS BY ENTITY-TYPE

 // ASSGN SYS025,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL db90,'db90.customer.library'

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // DLBL db100,'db100.customer.library'

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // DLBL vpe,'cai.ca90s.wu40.library

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(db90.db90,db100.db100,vpe.vpe,ca90s.ca90s)

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

 * $$ JOB JNM=SQLALL,CLASS=n,USER='CAINS'

 * $$ LST CLASS=a,DEST=(*,vmuidnn)

 // JOB SQLALL   ANALYSIS OF ALL CONSTRAINTS, VIEWS, AND PLANS

 // ASSGN SYS025,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL db90,'db90.customer.library'

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // DLBL db100,'db100.customer.library'

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // DLBL vpe,'cai.ca90s.wu40.library'

 // EXTENT SYS025,volser

 // LIBDEF *,SEARCH=(db90.db90,db100.db100,vpe.vpe,ca90s.ca90s)

 // EXEC DBSOCPR,SIZE=1024K,PARM='*.*'

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Object Consistency Analyzer Sample Report

The following is an example of the output produced by the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer. If the summary for each
entity-type indicates that all entities were found intact, then your task is complete. Otherwise, use the information printed
in the report to correct the problem as described in Correcting Problems. In the following report, note that the name and
type of the SQL object involved is printed for each problem found, as well as a specific statement or statements indicating
which pieces of that entity-type are missing:

 ECHO PRINT OF PARMS:

   WINDIGO.*.

 

 RESULTS OF CONSTRAINT CONSISTENCY CHECKING:
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   ERRORS FOUND IN TABLE WINDIGO.ORDR CONSTRAINT MIN_PMT AS FOLLOWS:

     CONSTRAINT IS MISSING FROM DATADICTIONARY.

 

   CONSTRAINTS DEFINED ON THE FOLLOWING DATABASES WILL NOT REBIND

   DUE TO DD STRUCTURE VERIFY ERRORS:

 

   DB ID   DB NAME                            DD ERROR/MODULE   DESCRIPTION

   -----   --------------------------------   ---------------   --------------------------------

     481   TEST-DATABASE                      SV4     /         STRUCTURE VERIFY ERROR

 

   NOTE:  DD STRUCTURE VERIFY ERRORS NOT INCLUDED IN NUMBERS REPORTED IN FOLLOWING

   TOTAL CONSTRAINTS PROCESSED: 118

   VALID CONSTRAINTS:           117

   INVALID CONSTRAINTS:         1

   ---------------------------------

 

 RESULTS OF PLAN CONSISTENCY CHECKING:

 

   ERRORS WERE FOUND IN PLAN WINDIGO.XYZ AS FOLLOWS:

     PLAN IS MISSING FROM DD TABLE PLN.

     STATEMENT(S) ARE MISSING FROM TABLES DDD AND/OR STM.

 

   TOTAL PLANS PROCESSED: 281

   VALID PLANS:           280

   INVALID PLANS:         1

   ---------------------------

 

 RESULTS OF VIEW CONSISTENCY CHECKING:

 

   ALL VIEWS WERE FOUND INTACT.

 

   TOTAL VIEWS PROCESSED: 17

   VALID VIEWS FOUND:     17

   INVALID VIEWS FOUND:   0

   ---------------------------

You could also receive error messages indicating problems that prevented DBSOCPR from running normally. Most of the
messages are self explanatory and include instructions for correcting the problem. Following are messages that may be
more difficult to interpret:

DB RETURN CODE xx(yyy DEC) PRODUCED BY zzzzz COMMAND. CONSISTENCY CHECKING IS BEING
ABORTED.

If you receive this message, xx is the Datacom/DB external return code, yyy is the internal return code in decimal, and
zzzzz is the record-at-a-time command that produced the error. Look up the return code in the  Datacom/DB message
documentation, correct the problem, and retry the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer.

DD USRINITI FAILED. RC=return-code, ERROR=dd-error-message,USER=uid,password PLEASE SPECIFY OR
CHECK THE UID AND PSW PARAMETERS.

If you receive this message, first follow the printed suggestion to check your UID and PSW parameters for correctness
(see the PARM= documentation on the preceding pages). If no problem is found, check for a message in the job output
(JES LOG for z/OS) indicating that a requested module was not found. If no problem is found here, contact Broadcom
Support for a support person to look at your RC, ERROR, and USER information printed in the error message to
determine what the problem is. Only contact Broadcom Support if the first two steps were unproductive.
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Correcting Problems

Correcting problems found by the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer involves deleting the invalid data and restoring the
constraint, plan, or view to its original condition.

WARNING
First make backups of the following areas:

• DDD (Data Definition Directory)
• SIT (Schema Information Tables)
• CXX (Datacom/DB Directory)
• DD (Datacom Datadictionary )

If you no longer need the constraint, plan, or view in question, you can skip the steps that involve saving the source and
re-creating the constraint, plan, or view. All reports and documentation produced should be saved until successful re-
creation or deletion of the constraint, view, or plan has been achieved. If you call Broadcom Support during this process,
have the necessary documentation ready for their use.

Correcting Constraint Problems

Read all instructions before attempting any of the steps outlined in this section, and if any step is unclear, call Broadcom
Support.

Constraint problems cause the following message to be generated:

ERRORS FOUND IN TABLE authid.tablename CONSTRAINT constraint-name AS FOLLOWS:

Following that message will be other messages detailing the problems that were found. Here is a list of possible
messages:

CONSTRAINT IS MISSING FROM DATADICTIONARY

CONSTRAINT IS MISSING FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTROBJ

CONSTRAINT IS MISSING FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC

CONSTRAINT IS MISSING FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTRDEP

If any of these messages appear, use the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility to accomplish the
following steps:

1. Obtain the SQL statement that created the constraint using one of the following:
– Obtain the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE SQL statement that was used to create the constraint in question. If

this statement is not available, run the following query to obtain the constraint source:

 SELECT TEXT, SEQNO FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC WHERE

  CNAME='constraint-name' AND CREATOR='authid' ORDER BY SEQNO.

– If the SELECT above was unsuccessful, run a DDUTILTY Text Report on the CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence,
specifying a text CLASS of SQLSOURCE.

2. Issue the following SQL statement to drop the constraint:

 ALTER TABLE authid.table-name DROP CONSTRAINT constraint-name.

3. If the ALTER TABLE succeeds, go to step 4. If the ALTER TABLE does not succeed:
a. Execute the following SQL DELETE statements to remove traces of the constraint from the SIT area.

 DELETE FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTRSRC WHERE CNAME='constraint-name' AND

    CREATOR='authid'

 DELETE FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTRDEP WHERE CNAME='constraint-name' AND

    CCREATOR='authid'  (CCREATOR is not a misprint)
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 DELETE FROM SYSADM.SYSCONSTROBJ WHERE CNAME='constraint-name' AND

    CREATOR='authid'

b. Execute a DDUTILTY Index Report on constraints to determine if traces of the constraint exist.
c. If no traces are found, go to step 4. If traces are found, use DDUPDATE to delete the CONSTRAINT entity-

occurrence. If you require assistance, call Broadcom Support.
4. Re-add the constraint by running an SQL statement in the form:

  ALTER TABLE authid.tablename ADD insert-constraint-text-here

   CONSTRAINT constraint-name.

5. If the ALTER TABLE succeeds, your problem has been solved. If the ALTER TABLE fails, consult the Datacom/DB
message documentation to determine the appropriate action to take for the SQLCODE you received. After remedying
the problem that caused the nonzero SQLCODE, retry the ALTER TABLE.

If you receive this message:

CONSTRAINTS DEFINED ON THE FOLLOWING DATABASES WILL NOT REBIND DUE TO DD STRUCTURE VERIFY
ERRORS:

1. Note the DD ERROR, MODULE, and DESCRIPTION listed for each database that had an error.
2. Use the Datacom/DB message documentation to find out what went wrong.
3. If the information printed in the report does not give you enough information to find the problem, perform the Datacom

Datadictionary VERIFY function on the database in question and correct the problems indicated by the output from the
function.

4. After problems are corrected, run DBSOCPR again to confirm that the problems no longer exist.

Correcting Plan Problems

Read all instructions before attempting any of the steps outlined in this section, and if any step is unclear, call Broadcom
Support.

Plan problems cause the following message to be generated:

ERRORS WERE FOUND IN PLAN authid.plan-name AS FOLLOWS:

This message is followed by further messages detailing the problems that were found. The following is a list of possible
messages and the corrective actions they require:

PLAN IS MISSING FROM DD TABLE PLN

STATEMENT(S) ARE MISSING FROM TABLES DDD AND/OR STM

PLAN IS INVALID -- REBIND BEFORE RUNNING DBSRFPR

If either of the first two messages above are received, attempt to drop the plan using the DELETE PLAN administrative
task in the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility.

If the DELETE PLAN succeeds, restore the plan by re-preparing (re-precompiling) the program that generated the plan.
The problem is then solved.

If the DELETE PLAN or the re-prepare fails:

1. Execute the DDDDULM utility with FUNC=INDEX. For more information about this utility, see Datadictionary
Diagnostics.  Look for entries beginning with PLN, SRC, PRP, and DEP, followed immediately by the AUTHID and the
SQL name of the plan (see the report headers).

2. Execute DDUTILTY Index Reports on the PLAN and STATEMENT entity-types, looking for names consisting of
the plan's AUTHID, a dash, then the sqlname. The statements contain the plan name followed by the statement
number in numeric form. For example, statement one for plan SYSUSR.TESTPLAN would appear as SYSUSR-
TESTPLAN0000000000000001. If you require assistance in deleting a PLAN entity-occurrence, or if the report shows
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that some other combination of circumstances exist, or if you need assistance interpreting the report, call Broadcom
Support.

3. After the plan has been successfully deleted, restore the plan by re-preparing (re-precompiling) the program that
generated it.

Rebind the specified plan if you receive the message:

PLAN IS INVALID -- REBIND BEFORE RUNNING DBSRFPR

Correcting View Problems

Read all instructions before attempting any of the steps outlined in this section, and if any step is unclear, call Broadcom
Support.

View problems cause the following message to be generated:

ERROR(S) WERE FOUND IN VIEW authid.view-name AS FOLLOWS:

This message is followed by other messages detailing the problems that were found. The following is a list of other
messages that might appear:

VIEW IS MISSING FROM DATADICTIONARY

THE DDD IS MISSING ROWS FOR THIS VIEW

If either of these messages appears, take the following steps:

1. Locate your original CREATE VIEW statement.
2. Drop the view using Interactive SQL Service Facility to execute the SQL statement:

 DROP VIEW authid.viewname

3. If the DROP fails, go to the following step 4. If the DROP succeeds:
a. Re-create the view using your CREATE VIEW source.
b. If the CREATE VIEW fails, consult the Datacom/DB message documentation for instructions on recovering from

your particular SQLCODE, then correct the problem that caused the SQLCODE and retry the CREATE VIEW.

NOTE
The problem is solved when the CREATE VIEW succeeds.

4. When the DROP fails:
a. Execute the three SQL DELETE statements detailed in Correcting Constraint Problems, substituting the view name

for the constraint-name and ignoring any 100 SQLCODEs received.
b. Use the Interactive SQL Service Facility to execute the following SQL statement:

 DELETE FROM SYSADM.SYSVIEWDEP WHERE

  DCREATOR='authid' and DNAME='view-name'.

c. Note any negative SQL return code received. See the Datacom/DB message documentation for information about
specific return codes.

d. Execute the DDDDULM utility with FUNC=INDEX. Look for entries beginning with SRC, PRP, COL, REL, and DEP,
followed immediately by the AUTHID and the SQL name of the view (see the report headers).

e. Execute a DDUTILTY Index Report on the VIEW entity-type, looking for names consisting of the AUTHID followed
by the view name, separated by a dash.

f. If no traces of the view are found by the DDDDULM report but the Index Report shows there is a VIEW entity-
occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary, use DDUPDATE to delete the VIEW entity-occurrence. If you need
assistance, or if the reports show that some other combination of circumstances exist, or if you require help
interpreting the reports, call Broadcom Support.

g. Go to step 3 and follow the instructions listed for when the DROP succeeds.
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DBSRFPR Utility--SQL Upgrade Rebind
A restartable utility program, DBSRFPR, gives you an easy way to do common tasks such as rebinding plans, views, and
constraints. Starting in r10, DBSRFPR can also be used to drop plans.

Rebinding with DBSRFPR

When upgrading to a new Datacom/DB version, all constraints, plans, and views of the previous version must be rebound,
but it is not necessary that all constraints, plans, and views be successfully rebound during the upgrade process. You can
begin using the new version for the objects rebound and correct remaining rebind problems later. If an object is accessed
before it is upgraded, an automatic rebind is attempted.

DBSRFPR can be used to force the rebinding of SQL objects. If desired, you can use this facility after applying solutions
that correct errors in bound objects. (The solution's USER ACTION REQUIRED will state that affected objects, usually
plans, must be rebound.) Or, for performance reasons, you can use this facility to rebind plans instead of using the
Datacom Datadictionary Interactive SQL Service Facility plan rebind facility.

Specifying REBIND forces rebinds to be performed even on items that have not been marked invalid by Datacom
Datadictionary. Valid items whose rebinds are forced in this way are reported as SUCCESSFULLY REBOUND instead of
ALREADY REBOUND.

To rebind objects that are already upgraded or select specific objects to be rebound, add the following parameter to the
execution statement in your JCL.

►►─ PARM=' ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬───────────────►

            └─┬────────────┬─ authid.sqlname ─┘ ├─ REBIND ────┤

              └─ objtype= ─┘                    ├─ CHECKONLY ─┤

                                                └─ HASH ──────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─ ' ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MSG=xy ─┘

NOTE
Use a single space to separate parameters, but do not use any other spaces (or any commas) in the statement.
The parameters can be entered in any order. Use uppercase letters to specify values for the parameters.

objtype=
(Optional) Identifies the entity-type of the objects to be rebound.
Regarding specifying CONSTRAINT= for objtype=, the table name is used rather than a constraint name
because all constraints that are attached to a table are invalidated at the same time, and all constraints must be
rebound before the table is fully useable. Therefore, to save steps and prevent mistakes specify for the value of
CONSTRAINT= the table name to which the constraint belongs.
Valid Entries:

CONSTRAINT= or PLAN= or VIEW=
Default:

If objtype= is not specified, constraints, plans, and views are rebound.
authid

(Required, if objtype= is specified.) Enter the authorization ID of object(s) to be rebound, or * (an asterisk) to
rebind all AUTHIDs of the specified entity-type(s).
Valid Entries:

An existing AUTHID or * (the AUTHID may not exceed 18 characters.)
Default:

(No default)
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.sqlname
(Required, if authid is specified.) Enter the name of a table, view, or plan, or * (an asterisk). Specifying * causes
all entities of the specified AUTHID to be rebound. You can rebind a given entity name under every AUTHID by
specifying an asterisk for authid and a specific sqlname, that is, objtype=*.sqlname.

Valid Entries:
The SQL name of an existing table, view, or plan, or * (the name may not exceed 32 characters).

Default:
(No default)

REBIND
(Optional) Use after upgrade to rebind an object of the new version.

CHECKONLY
(Optional) When CHECKONLY is specified, Datacom/DB reports which plans have bad options and which have
bad SQL version/release numbers, but no rebinds are performed. CHECKONLY is ignored if REBIND has been
specified (this exclusivity is shown in the previous syntax diagram as a choice between the two).
The plan summary at the end of PARM= execution is different when CHECKONLY is specified in that the number
of plans with mismatched versions, bad options, and the total number of plans is reported. If there were plans
that had bad options and mismatched versions, those two numbers add to a total that can therefore have a sum
greater than the number of TOTAL PLANS displayed. Messages are displayed for plans with bad options and/or
mismatched versions.

MSG=xy
(Optional) Specify the MSG plan option when rebinding plans. The x refers to precompile-time messages and y
refers to messages generated by the Optimizer when the statement is executed. Use S to specify summary, D to
specify detail, or N to specify none.
Valid Entries:

SS, DD, SD, DS, NS, ND, DN, SN, or NN
Default Value:

The default is the MSG plan option for the existing plan in the DDD. If MSG= is specified, it overrides the
specification in the existing plan.

Because the following areas are updated, you should back them up before running DBSRFPR:

• Datacom/DB Directory (CXX)
• Data Definition Directory (DDD)
• Datacom Datadictionary (DD)
• SQL Information Tables (SIT)
• SYSADM.SYSMSG table (MSG)

Order in Which Objects Are Rebound

Objects are rebound in the following order:

1. Constraints
2. Views
3. Plans

A success or failure message in the following formats is written for each object.

CONSTRAINT REBIND ALREADY DONE FOR TABLE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  CONSTRAINT REBIND  SUCCESSFUL  FOR TABLE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  CONSTRAINT REBIND  **FAILED**  FOR TABLE xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  ...  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx NOT REBOUND

  ...  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx SHOULD HAVE BEEN REBOUND

  ALREADY REBOUND VIEW      xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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  REBIND FAILED FOR VIEW    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  SUCCESSFULLY REBOUND VIEW xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  ALREADY REBOUND PLAN      xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  REBIND FAILED FOR PLAN    xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

  SUCCESSFULLY REBOUND PLAN xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

If execution is prematurely ended due to a fatal error, such as table full or index full, the following message is issued:

  **** FATAL ERROR - UPGRADE INCOMPLETE ****

A summary report shows, by object type, the number of successful and unsuccessful rebinds, and previously rebound
objects:

****** VERSION BOUNDARY UPGRADE REBIND SUMMARY ********

  *                                                     *

  ********************  CONSTRAINTS  ********************

  *                                                     *

  * CONSTRAINED TABLES ALREADY REBOUND      : nnnnnnnnn *

  * CONSTRAINED TABLES SUCCESSFULLY REBOUND : nnnnnnnnn *

  * CONSTRAINED TABLES WITH REBIND ERRORS   : nnnnnnnnn *

  * TOTAL CONSTRAINED TABLES                : nnnnnnnnn *

  *                                                     *

  ********************  VIEWS   *************************

  *                                                     *

  * VIEWS              ALREADY REBOUND      : nnnnnnnnn *

  * VIEWS              REBOUND              : nnnnnnnnn *

  * VIEWS              WITH REBIND ERRORS   : nnnnnnnnn *

  * TOTAL VIEWS                             : nnnnnnnnn *

  *                                                     *

  ********************  PLANS   *************************

  *                                                     *

  * PLANS              ALREADY REBOUND      : nnnnnnnnn *

  * PLANS              REBOUND              : nnnnnnnnn *

  * PLANS              WITH REBIND ERRORS   : nnnnnnnnn *

  * TOTAL PLANS                             : nnnnnnnnn *

  *******************************************************

Diagnostic information to correct rebind failures is found in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX). You may have to
allocate a larger than normal PXX data set.

The upgrade rebind utility is restartable. Each time that it is executed it finds the objects not yet rebound. The upgrade
rebind utility issues COMMIT WORK after each successful rebind, so it can be canceled at any time and restarted.

Although the new plans are normally more efficient, optimization messages are written to the SYSADM.SYSMSG table to
help resolve any performance problems.

• Before you run the upgrade utility, you should back up or should copy the SYSADM.SYSMSG table to preserve the
optimization messages of the previous version.

• If the plan option MSG is not used to request summary or detail bind-time messages, summary-level bind-time
messages are forced during the rebind. You should ensure that this area is large enough to hold messages inserted by
the upgrade utility. If this or any other area becomes full, the utility program ends.

• Special upgrade messages beginning with REBIND: indicate differences in join order or method, and when a sort
is required when one was not previously required. See the SQL Optimization Messages section in the Datacom/DB
message documentation.

You can access and review these messages with the following query:
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   SELECT *

   FROM SYSADM.SYSMSG

   WHERE SUBSTR(MSG, 1, 7) = 'REBIND:';

NOTE
These messages are deleted the first time that the plan is rebound after being upgraded.

Usually these changes result in better efficiency. However, you can force the join order of the previous version by:

• Placing the tables in the FROM clause in the join order of the previous version,
• Setting plan option OPT=M, and
• Recompiling the program

Forcing the join order of the previous version also forces the nested loop join method.

Dropping Plans with DBSRFPR

DBSRFPR can be used to drop plans. To use this feature, add the following parameter (PARM=) to the execution
statement in your JCL. The following syntax diagram shows how the PARM= parameter of DBSRFPR to drop plans is
used:

►►─ PARM=' ─┬─ DROP PLAN=authid.plan-name ─┬─ ' ────────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ DROP ALL PLAN=*.* ────────┘

DROP or DROP ALL
Specify a drop command of either DROP or DROP ALL to indicate that you want a specified set of plans to be
dropped from the MUF. Code DROP PLAN=authid.sqlname carefully to be certain you drop only the plans you
want to drop. If you want every plan in your MUF dropped, use DROP ALL and PLAN=*.* (an asterisk followed by
a period followed by another asterisk).

authid
(Required.) Enter the authorization ID of object(s) to be dropped, or * (an asterisk) to drop all AUTHIDs of the
specified entity type.
Valid Entries:

An existing AUTHID or * (the AUTHID cannot exceed 18 characters)
Default:

(No default)
.plan-name

(Required, if authid is specified.) Enter the name of a plan, or * (an asterisk). Specifying * causes all entities of
the specified AUTHID to be dropped. If * was specified as the AUTHID, then SQL name is treated as if * was
specified. Using plan-name* deletes all versions of a plan. For example, if you have multiple versions of a plan,
specifying a leading prefix that is a plan name followed by the asterisk deletes all versions, rather than needing to
delete versions one at a time.
Valid Entries:

The SQL name of an existing plan, or * (the name may not exceed 32 characters).
Default:

(No default)
Example JCL
The JCL contains lowercase letters indicating entries that you must replace with code that meets your
installation and site standards.
 //jobname JOB acctinfo,'submitter name',MSGLEVEL=1

 //*
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 //* NOTE:  The above job statement is for example only.

 //* Code the job statement according to your installation standards.

 //*

 //DBS81  EXEC PGM=DBSRFPR,REGION=2048K

 //STEPLIB  DD DSN=cai.db100.cuslib,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom custom library

 //         DD DSN=cai.db100.CAILIB,DISP=SHR       CA Datacom target library

 //         DD DSN=cai.ca90s.wu40.CAILIB,DISP=SHR  VPE target library

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                            Print Output

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

 /*

 * $$ JOB JNM=jobname,CLASS=class,USER=submitter name

 * $$ LST CLASS=printer class

 // JOB name

 // EXEC DBSRFPR,SIZE=2048K

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

DBSQLPR Utility--Execute SQL through Datacom/DB
The DBSQLPR utility enables users to execute SQL statements through Datacom/DB. It provides functionality without
dependence on the SQL interface or any requirement to preprocess and compile an SQL program. DBSQLPR is for users
who want quick access to SQL functionality but do not have access to CICS or the Datacom Server.

DBSQLPR outputs message DB00248I to the JESMSGLG each time it runs. The message displays the date/time when
the running DBSQLPR was compiled, the Datacom release it is part of, and the latest PTF applied (if any).

Consider the following guidelines:

• SQL statements must be terminated with a semicolon (;) unless the TERM= parameter is used (see DBSQLPR
Options).

• SQL statements may not contain host variable references.
• All nullable columns are printed with one extra character to the left. This character is blank when a value is present and

an asterisk (*) when the data is NULL.
• When using DBSQLPR, specify PLNCLOSE=T or allow PLNCLOSE to default to that value.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Processing

The execution flow for DBSQLPR is as follows:

1. DBSQLPR examines any input parameters that are passed programmatically or through the command line (the
PARM= specification in the JCL). See DBSQLPR Options.

2. The options file is opened and processed. Except for the OPTFILE= parameter, which may only appear on the PARM=
input parameter string, any option can appear in the options file or the PARM= specification. Options that are specified
on the PARM= input parameter string override any duplicate specification in the options file.

NOTE
The same set of plan options you can specify in the COBOL Preprocessor can be specified in DBSQLPR.
See Specifying Processing Options in COBOL.

3. The SYSIN file is read, and the input is processed as a series of commands (see Line Commands) and SQL
statements.

4. When a print line is longer than PRTWIDTH, what happens depends on the options that are in effect:
a. No SQUISH
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In this case, the width of each line is constant and the following message is printed:
UNABLE TO PRINT TABULAR FORMAT OUTPUT: PRTWIDTH SPEC.nnn EXCEEDED BY nnn BYTES
If DATASEPARATOR is not used, the output switches to THIN mode to print one column per line. When
DATASEPARATOR is used, no lines are printed.

b. With SQUISH
In this case, the width of each line is variable. At the end of the report, the following message shows you the length
of the longest line with the current data:
- USE PRTWIDTH nnn TO PRINT nnn ROWS THAT ARE TOO LONG.
- When DATASEPARATOR is used, rows that are too long are not printed.
- When DATASEPARATOR is not used, rows that are too long are printed. However, the output will be wrapped or
truncated.

5. The CC of the job is set based on the messages output for the job, reflecting the highest severity message issued.
-  No messages issued: CC=0
-  WARNING level message(s) issued: CC=4
-  ERROR level message(s) issued: CC=8

Line Commands

The following in-line commands are accepted by DBSQLPR in your input file:

DROP PLAN auth-id.plan-name
You can submit a DROP PLAN statement in Version 12 and above as an in-line command in DBSQLPR by using
DROP PLAN auth-id.plan-name (where auth-id is an optional authorization ID, followed by a period, and the plan-
name is the required name of the plan you want to drop).
Best practice is to avoid using DROP PLAN to drop plans related to procedures and functions. Use the DROP
PROCEDURE statement and DROP FUNCTION statements to drop procedures.
For more information about DROP PLAN, see DROP PLAN (DBSQLPR).

--
Two dashes at the start of any line causes the line to be interpreted as a comment and ignored.

*
An asterisk at the start of any line causes the line to be interpreted as a comment and ignored, unless that line
contains one of the following line commands that begins with an asterisk:

*$COLUMN (or *$C)
Specifies one data item per line of output (same as *$THIN).

*$PAGE (or *$P)
Generates a form-feed and page-header.

*$ROW (or *$R)
Specifies tabular output with column headings that are truncated to width of data.

*$THIN (or *$T)
Specifies one data item per line of output (same as *$COLUMN).

*$WIDE (or *$W)
Prints output in tabular form, reverting to *$THIN if data exceeds PRTWIDTH= specification.

*$ZERO (or *$Z)
Zeroes the job-step return code.

DBSQLPR Syntax

Review the following syntax for DBSQLPR:
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                                ┌─ , ───────────────┐

►►─ EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR ─ ,PARM=' ─▼─ input-parameter ─┴─ ' ───────────────►◄

NOTE
In z/VSE environments, parameter separators in the PARM= input parameter string must be spaces.

DBSQLPR Options

DBSQLPR examines any input parameters (shown as input-parameter in the syntax diagram) that are passed through the
OPTIONS file or the command line (the PARM= specification in the JCL). Any option can appear in either the OPTIONS
file or the PARM= specification except for OPTFILE=, which can only appear in the PARM= specification.

NOTE
In addition to the following list, plan options valid for the COBOL Preprocessor are also valid. See Specifying
Processing Options in COBOL.

AUTHID=
Determines the default authorization ID for non-qualified SQL names.
Valid Entries:

an authorization ID name of from 1 to 18 characters
Default Value:

SYSADM
DATASEPARATOR=c

DATASEPARATOR produces output in a form ready for import into spreadsheet software. The separator character
that you specify is placed after each data item returned from a SELECT statement.
The c specifies the data-separator character and is generally a comma but can be most non-blank characters that
work for your data. Best practice is to do a test with your choice of separator character to determine whether it
works as desired.
This option works only for data that can be represented in tabular format. The combination of SQUISH and a large
PRTWIDTH specification can be used to force some non-tabular output to become tabular.
Since output is often directed to a file, and a line is truncated based on the file's LRECL record length,
PRTWIDTH is set to LRECL. This truncation occurs even with print output.
Specification of a blank is not allowed because of the way z/VSE handles execution parameters, but blank-
delimited output is easily produced by either of the following methods:

• Specify DATASEPARATOR=B, where B is interpreted as a blank.
• A space is automatically employed as the separator when the DATASEPARATOR= option is not used. In

this case, you could get two spaces in a row when null indicators indicate non-null, or you could get multiple
spaces if SQUISH is not specified. Specifying SQUISH compresses the data and eliminates the solid line that
appears under the column headers, because the columns are no longer fixed-length when using SQUISH.

For data-only output (column-names, data types, and data only), specify NOECHO and NOPAGES with
DATASEPARATOR=. If you want column-names and data types to be eliminated, add NOCOLHDR. NOTYPE can
be used instead of NOCOLHDR if you do not want the data types but want to see the column-names. To eliminate
unneeded spaces, add SQUISH. The column that is used to indicate that a null value does not appear when
DATASEPARATOR is used. Rows that are too long are not printed. At the end of the report, the following error
message supplies the PRTWIDTH that is wide enough for all rows, and the number of rows that are too long. The
LRECL of the output file also must be set to this value.

• USE PRTWIDTH nnnn TO PRINT nnnn rows that are too long.
• This PRTWIDTH assumes that SQUISH is used.

Valid Entries:
a comma, or any non-blank character that works for your data,
or a B (for a blank space)
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Default Value:
a blank space

ERRABORT=
Specifies that a certain SQLCODE, if encountered, aborts the execution of DBSQLPR.

NOTE
The in-line command *$ZERO zeros the jobstep return code.

ERRMIN=
Specifies the minimum SQLCODE that does not abort DBSQLPR. That is, the format of the specification is
ERRMIN=sqlcode, where sqlcode is the lowest numbered SQLCODE that does not cause DBSQLPR to abort.
For example, if you wanted DBSQLPR to terminate on any negative SQLCODE, you would code ERRMIN=0. If
you wanted even positive (warning) SQLCODEs to abort the program, you could code 9999.

NOTE
The in-line command *$ZERO zeros the jobstep return code.

FORMFEED=character
FORMFEED= changes the FORM-FEED character. Also see NOFORMFEED.
Valid Entries:

any decimal value from 1 through 255 that works correctly in your environment
Default Value:

12 decimal (z/OS) or 241 decimal (z/VSE)
HEXCHAR

Specify HEXCHAR to request hexadecimal output for all CHAR data. If you do not specify HEXCHAR, you get
character output with binary zeros and new-lines blanked, and all other control characters printed.

HEXGRAPHIC
Specify HEXGRAPHIC to request hexadecimal output for all GRAPHIC data. If you do not specify HEXGRAPHIC,
you get character output.

INFILE=
Specify INFILE= to request an alternate DDNAME (in z/OS) or DTFNAME (in z/VSE) for the STDIN/SYSIN input.

NOTE
Specification of STDIN (the default) or any other file that is automatically opened by the C runtime
environment causes a duplicate open error.

INPUTWIDTH=
Specifies a column beyond which the specified SYSIN lines are to be ignored. May be used to ignore line
numbers or other unwanted information to the right of your intended input line but preceding any line-break.
Valid Entries:

50 through the maximum your system supports, up to 99999
Default Value:

999
NOCOLHDR

NOCOLHDR eliminates column headers from tabular output. Form-feeds and page headers still print, unless
NOPAGES is also specified.

NOECHO
Specifying NOECHO indicates that only the data and any error summaries are printed. If you do not specify
NOECHO, user input is echo-printed; not only the data and error summaries are printed.
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NOFORMFEED
NOFORMFEED works the same as NOPAGES. Both suppress form-feeds and Datacom copyright page headers.
Column-name headers for tabular output still occur exactly once at the top of the output, unless NOCOLHDR is
also specified. NOPAGEHDR also suppresses Datacom copyright page headers but does not suppress form-
feeds.

NOPAGEHDR
Specify NOPAGEHDR to suppress page headers. If you do not specify NOPAGEHDR, page headers are not
suppressed.

NOPAGES
NOPAGES works the same as NOFORMFEED. Both suppress form-feeds and Datacom copyright page headers.
Column-name headers for tabular output still occur exactly once at the top of the output, unless NOCOLHDR is
also specified. NOPAGEHDR also suppresses Datacom copyright page headers but does not suppress form-
feeds.

NOTYPE
Specify NOTYPE to request that data types be omitted from the printed output. If you do not specify NOTYPE,
data types are included in the printed output.

OPTFILE=
Specifies an alternate DDNAME (in z/OS) or DTFNAME (in z/VSE) for the options file, but OPTFILE= itself can
only be specified in the PARM= specification.
Valid Entries:

a valid DDNAME (in z/OS) or DTFNAME (in z/VSE)
Default Value:

OPTIONS
PAGELEN=

This parameter specifies the number of output lines per page. Use a high number if you do not like the page
headers.
Valid Entries:

40 through 2147483647
Default Value:

the page length specification in the LINES= parameter in your DBSIDPR module, or 56 if DBSIDPR
contains a number lower than LINES=40.

PLANAME=
Specifies the name of the plan to create for this execution.
Valid Entries:

a valid plan name
Default Value:

DBSQLx, where x consists of selected portions of the system clock
PLANNAME=

Specifies the name of the plan to create for this execution. It is compatible syntax for PLANAME=.
Valid Entries:

a valid plan name
Default Value:

DBSQLx, where x consists of selected portions of the system clock
PRTFORMAT=

Use this parameter to specify tabular or column output. The default is WIDE (or W), to print wide (tabular output)
when possible.
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ROW (or R) gives tabular output but specifies that the print is only as wide as the data, truncating the column
name and data-type-descriptor-string to the length of the data, even if the data is only one byte long> This
truncation allows more data to fit onto each line.
THIN (or T) and COLUMN (or C) print one column value per line.

NOTE
These functionally equivalent in-line commands can be used: $WIDE (or *$W), *$ROW (or *$R), *$THIN
(or *$T), *$COLUMN (or *$C). In-line commands allow the format to be changed on the fly.

PRTFILE=
This parameter specifies an alternate DDNAME (in z/OS) or DTFNAME (in z/VSE) for the STDOUT output.
Valid Entries:

a valid alternate DDNAME (in z/OS) or DTFNAME (in z/VSE)
Default Value:

STDOUT
PRTMODE=

Do not use this parameter unless directed to do so by Broadcom Support.
PRTWIDTH=

Maximum row width for PRTFORMAT=ROW rows. Specifies where the line is to be split. You can use
PRTWIDTH= to define the width that can be printed before data truncation or a forced switch from tabular (wide)
to column-at-a-time (thin) output occurs. However, some types of output files wrap lines at the specification for
LRECL=, while some output file types truncate. PRTWIDTH= should therefore be used to tell DBSQLPR when to
force column-based output to occur, unless you want file type-dependent behavior. Also, to prevent column values
from spanning line boundaries, the line can be split earlier than specified by PRTWIDTH=.
Valid Entries:

Logical record length
Default Value:

132 (tabular output, when possible, is the default)
ROWLIMIT=

This parameter truncates FETCH sequences that retrieve too many rows. That is, you can use ROWLIMIT= to
truncate FETCH sequences that retrieve more rows than you want to retrieve.
Valid Entries:

The minimum value to specify is 0. The maximum value to specify is 999999999. If a smaller or larger
value is specified, a warning message is output and the value is reset to the nearest allowable value.

Default Value:
1000

NOTE
If the ROWLIMIT is exceeded, DBSQLPR returns a -2009 DBSQLPR error code and issues an error
message. If you know that a query may exceed the limit and still want a job-step return code of 0, place
the *$ZERO line command after that query in your input file.

SQUISH
SQUISH removes unneeded spaces from column headers and data that can then, if enough, be output in tabular
format. Do not use SQUISH for non-tabular data. SQUISH can, when used with a large PRTWIDTH, enable non-
tabular output to become tabular, but SQUISH does not eliminate spaces that have been generated to represent
null indicators.
SQUISH can cause column data output to vary in length. If this creates a problem, try using PRTFORMAT=R
(ROW) or line command *$R (*$ROW) as an alternate method to reduce column widths while preserving the
tabular appearance of some output that is useful for certain features of spreadsheet packages.
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TBLHDRRPT=rows
Specifies how frequently to repeat the header lines that precede table-format output. Specify this parameter if you
do not want report-headers at the top of each page of a query's output, but prefer to see them at longer or shorter
intervals. If the number you specify matches your PAGELEN= specification or default, adjustments are made to
help ensure that table-headers appear at the top of each new page, even if NOPAGEHDR has been specified.
Otherwise, this is the number of rows that are printed before subsequent table-headers appear.

NOTE
You can use the *$PAGE line command to help ensure that your output starts at the top of a page.
Specifying the *$PAGE line command before a query helps ensure a full page of output before a page-
break and a new set of table-headers appears.

TERM=
Specifies a character to terminate SQL statements.
The terminating character is changed to a semicolon (;) in the SQL statement that is passed to the DBMS and
therefore, regardless of what terminating character you specify with the TERM= parameter, appears in DBSQLPR
output reports as a semicolon.
SQL statements that appear inside the compound statements of SQL Procedures are terminated by semicolons,
but semicolons are also used as the default termination character in DBSQLPR for complete SQL statements.
The DBSQLPR parameter TERM= can be used, however, to prevent DBSQLPR from truncating compound
statements in a CREATE PROCEDURE statement at the first semicolon. We therefore recommend that you add
TERM=@ (specifying an @ symbol) to your DBSQLPR command line or options-file options. Then, although
semicolons are still used inside the compound statements that are embedded in your CREATE PROCEDURE
statement, at the end of each complete SQL statement, including the CREATE PROCEDURE statement itself, the
@ symbol can be used as the termination character instead of a semicolon to avoid this ambiguity.
Valid Entries:

May be any character that is not alphanumeric and not valid as part of an SQL statement. Valid SQL-
statement characters include, but are not limited to, SQL-identifier characters, parentheses, dollar signs,
percent signs, underscores, commas, quotes, apostrophes, asterisks, pound signs, and arithmetic and
bit-wise operators. One example of a valid terminating character is the at sign (@).

Default Value:
a semicolon (;)

TRACEALL
The inclusion of this keyword causes all traces internal to DBSQLPR to be printed.

WARNING
Use this option only when Broadcom Support tells you to use it and only as Broadcom Support instructs
you to use it.

TRACEDETAIL
The inclusion of this keyword causes certain traces internal to DBSQLPR to be printed. Traces related to calls to
Datacom are printed.

WARNING
Use this option only when Broadcom Support tells you to use it and only as Broadcom Support instructs
you to use it.

TRACERAAT
The inclusion of this keyword causes certain traces internal to DBSQLPR to be printed. Traces related to calls to
Datacom are printed.

WARNING
Use this option only when Broadcom Support tells you to use it and only as Broadcom Support instructs
you to use it.
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DROP PLAN (DBSQLPR)

(Executable only from DBSQLPR.)

A plan is the representation in SQL of an SQL application and, unless removed with the DROP PLAN statement, can
continue to occupy table space long after the application is retired. When you drop a plan, make certain that the plan is
not related to an SQL application that is still in use.

We recommend that you do not use DROP PLAN to drop plans related to procedures and functions. Use the DROP
PROCEDURE statement and DROP FUNCTION statements to drop procedures and functions.

The syntax for the DROP PLAN statement is as follows.

NOTE
The DROP PLAN statement is executable only from DBSQLPR, but it can also be submitted as a DBSQLPR in-
line command (see Line Commands).

►►─ DROP PLAN ─┬────────────┬─ plan-name ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ auth-id. ─┘

auth-id.
(Optional) The auth-id. is the authorization ID, followed by a period, related to the plan name that you want to
drop.
Valid Entries:

a valid authorization ID
Default Value:

(No default)
plan-name.

The plan-name is the name of the plan that you want to drop.
Valid Entries:

a valid plan name
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

NOTE
Users of z/OS can use either spaces or commas as parameter separators in the PARM= input parameter string
in the JCL. In z/VSE environments, the SYSLST file must be assigned to a POWER-controlled print device, and
parameter separators in the PARM= input parameter string must be spaces.

Review the following example PARM= input parameter string specification.

         PARM='PRTWIDTH=255,INPUTWIDTH=72,PAGELEN=56,TBLHDRRPT=56'

The PARM= input parameter string is limited by IBM to 100 bytes. In the following example, lines have been spanned. The
first line ends in column 71 and the second line starts in column 16.

         PARM='PRTWIDTH=255,INPUTWIDTH=72,ERRBORT=-56,OPTFILE=OP,ROWLI

               MIT=9'

Review the following z/OS JCL example:

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.
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 //jobname      See the note above.

 //             CLASS=K,MSGCLASS=X,REGION=1024K

 //SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,...see

 //*

 //       PARM='prtWidth=999,inputWidth=80'

 //*

 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STDERR   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //OPTIONS  DD  *

 AUTHID=SYSUSR

 /*

 //SYSIN    DD  *

 create table testTable (colChar char(18), colInt integer);

 insert into  testTable values ('colChar row 1', 1);

 insert into  testTable values ('colChar row 2', 2);

 -- Output appears as a table unless "PRTWIDTH=" is exceeded.

 select colChar, colInt from testTable;

 rollback work;

 /*

Review the following sample z/VSE JCL.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

* $$ JOB ...           See the note above..

* $$ LST CLASS=x

// JOB     jobname

*           CREATE OPTIONS FILE USING DITTO

// UPSI 1

// EXEC    PROC=yourproc

// ASSGN   SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

// DLBL    OPTIONS,'dataset.name',0,SD

// EXTENT  SYSnnn,volser,1,0,reltrk,1

// EXEC DITTO

$$DITTO CSQ FILEOUT=OPTIONS,CISIZE=512,BLKFACTOR=1

AUTHID=SYSADM

/*

$$DITTO EOJ

/*

*           EXECUTE DBSQLPR

// EXEC DBSQLPR,SIZE=AUTO

   SELECT * FROM table;

/*

/&

* $$ EOJ

Sample Report

The following example shows the first two pages of a DBSQLPR SQL Processor report.
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Command Line Options

 ___________________

 INPUTWIDTH=72

 OPTFILE=OP

 PRTWIDTH=999

 Option File Options

 ___________________

 AUTHID=SYSADM

 INPUT STATEMENT:

 create table testTable (colChar char(18), colInt integer);

 ___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000 ___

 INPUT STATEMENT:

 insert into  testTable values ('colChar row 1', 1);

 ___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000, ROWS AFFECTED=1 ___

 INPUT STATEMENT:

 insert into  testTable values ('colChar row 2', 2);

 ___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000, ROWS AFFECTED=1 ___

 -- Output appears as a table unless "PRTWIDTH=" is exceeded.

 INPUT STATEMENT:

 select colChar, colInt from testTable;

 COLCHAR             COLINT

 CHAR(18)            INT

 ___________________ ____________

  colChar row 1                 1

  colChar row 2                 2

 ___ 2 rows returned ___

 INPUT STATEMENT:

 rollback work;

 ___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000 ___

 =================================================

 == DBSQLPR is completing with return code 0000 ==

 ==                                             ==

 ==         Statements Found:   00005           ==

 ==         Statement Errors:   00000           ==

 ==         Statement Warnings: 00000           ==

 =================================================
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SQL User Defined Function Table (UDFT)
A User-Defined Function Table (UDFT) is similar to an External Procedure but is used in a query as if it were a normal
table. A UDFT, like a normal table, is invoked when its name is referenced.  A UDFT is not called by a program or trigger.
Unlike a normal table, however, a UDFT is read-only. Unlike an External Procedure, a UDFT returns a table row, whose
columns are declared in the CREATE FUNCTION statement in the RETURNS clause. For more information about
the linking requirements and the restrictions that are also applicable to UDFTs, see information about Procedures and
Triggers.

The rows of the UDFT are materialized by calling the function with an OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE request, as specified
by the call parameter.

Currently, only External Procedures can be used. There is no support for UDFTs created as SQL Procedures.

The External Procedure can make SQL requests and can therefore read other Datacom tables.

The UDFT can keep track of its state throughout the life of the cursor in a memory area called the "scratch pad" which
is passed to it as a parameter on each call. Keep in mind that all external procedures must be reentrant, and because
the program therefore cannot update its own memory, it has no way of finding any memory it allocated from one call to
another.

A trigger cannot be defined on a UDFT.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Creating and using UDFTs

1. Create the procedure that will be called whenever the UDFT is referenced. This must be an external procedure (written
in 'C', Assembler, Pl/1 or COBOL). It must define parameters based on the design of this particular function:
a.   INPUT: Define all the input parameters that will passed in from the caller. These are specified on the CREATE
FUNCTION statement in the parameter list following the function-name. These are set by SQL from the parameters
specified in the UDFT reference in the FROM clause of the query using the UDFT.
b. OUTPUT: Define all the values that will be returned by the function. These are specified in the RETURNS TABLE
clause of the CREATE FUNCTION statement. These must be set by the function prior to returning. These output
parameters are used by SQL to supply column values to the UDFT table row returned.
c. INPUT NULL INDICATOR(s): A NULL indicator needs to be defined for each INPUT variable defined above, in the
order of the INPUT parameters. These are SMALLINT values, and Datacom will set them before it passes control
to the user-defined function. The external function will use the indicators to determine whether the corresponding
input parameters are null. The number and order of the indicators are the same as the number and order of the input
parameters. On entry to the user-defined function, each indicator contains one of these values:
0 or positive

The input parameter value is not NULL.

negative

The input parameter value is NULL.

d. RESULT NULL INDICATOR(s): Same as INPUT. The external function will set these the same way to indicate if the
corresponding RESULT/OUTPUT variable is NULL. The number and order of the indicators are the same as the number
and order of the return values.   Specify zero or a positive value if he output value is not NULL, negative value if it is null.

e. SQLSTATE value: This CHAR(5) value is returned by the external procedure to indicate end-of-set (02000), or any
other valid value. Returned values that start with anything other than ‘00', ‘01', or ‘02' are error conditions.

f. User-defined function name: Datacom sets this value in the parameter list before the user-defined function executes. It
will point to a VARCHAR with a maximum length of 51. 18 bytes for the authid, 1 byte for the period and 32 bytes for the
function name. This is set by Datacom prior to calling the function. When the same external program name is specified for
multiple UDFTs, the program can test this parameter to determine which UDFT is being processed.
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Specific name: This parameter exists only to be compatible with Db2, since Datacom does not support specific function
names.

Diagnostic message: Your user-defined function can set this VARCHAR value to a character string of up to 128 bytes
before exiting. Use this area to pass descriptive information about an error or warning.

Datacom allocates a buffer for this area and passes you the buffer address in the parameter list. Only the first 80 bytes is
currently returned in the SQLCA error message field.

Scratchpad: If the definer specified SCRATCHPAD in the CREATE FUNCTION statement, Datacom allocates a buffer
for the scratchpad area and passes its address to the user-defined function. Before the user-defined function is called to
open the UDFT (callType = -1), Datacom sets the length of the scratchpad in the first 4 bytes of the buffer and then sets
the scratchpad area to X'00'. You must ensure that your user-defined function does not write more bytes to the scratchpad
than the scratchpad length.

Call type: On entry to a user-defined function table, the call type parameter has one of the following values:

• -1     OPEN: The UDFT program should do whatever processing is necessary to prepare for returning rows of the
UDFT. All input parameters are passed to the user-defined function. The scratchpad, if allocated, is initialized to binary
zeros.

•   0     FETCH: The UDFT program must return a row of the UDFT table, or end-of-set or other warning/error. For a
fetch call, all input parameters are passed to the user-defined function. If a scratchpad is also passed, Datacom does
not modify it.

• 1    CLOSE: The UDFT program should close any cursors it has opened, or perform whatever logic is necessary to
cleanup after fetching rows. No input parameters are passed to the user-defined function. If a scratchpad is passed
without modification.

The user-defined table function should allocate any resources it needs during the OPEN call and release those resources
during the CLOSE call.

During a fetch call, the user-defined table function should return a row. If the user-defined function has no more rows to
return, it should set the SQLSTATE to 02000.

During the close call, a user-defined table function can set the SQLSTATE and diagnostic message area.

2. Pre-compile, compile and link the external program.

3. Issue the CREATE FUNCTION statement to tie the UDFT to the external program, so that whenever the UDFT
function-name is referenced, the correct external program will be called to obtain the values corresponding to the columns
of the defined UDFT.

4. Use the UDFT as a read-only table in an SQL statement.

CREATE UDFT syntax information

                                     ┌─ , ──────────────┐

►── CREATE FUNCTION function-name ( ─▼─ parameter-list ─┴─ )──────────►

                     ┌─ , ─────────────────┐

►── RETURNS TABLE ( ─▼─ colldatatype-list ─┴ )─ LANGUAGE language ────►

►──┬──── EXTERNAL NAME load-module-name ──┬───────────────────────────►◄

   ├──┬─ READS SQL DATA ─┬────────────────┤

   ├  └─ NO SQL ─────────┘                ┤

   ├──┬─ NO SCRATCHPAD──────┬─────────────┤

   ├  └─ SCRATCHPAD length ─┘             ┤

   ├──── CARDINALITY length ──────────────┤

   └──┬─ DETERMINISTIC ─────┬─────────────┘

      └─ NOT DETERMINISTIC ─┘
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function-name

The function-name is the qualified name of the function in the form authId.function-name where authId is optional. If authid
is not specified, it is inherited from the plan authId. The authId cannot be specified in the format SYS* (SYSADM is used
for system functions). The function-name must be unique within an authId.

parameter list

The parameter-list is in the form (parameter-name1 datatype1, parameter-name2 datatype2, …).

The parameter names must be unique within the function.

The parameter-list can be null, but the open and close parenthesis symbols are still required.

The specified data types are the same as the data types in the CREATE TABLE statement, but only the data type can be
specified. You are not allowed to specify NOT NULL or a default.

An error occurs when the UDFT is invoked if the parameters that are passed are not compatible with the data type
specified in the UDFT definition.

RETURNS TABLE

The colldatatype-list is the list of the columns returned using the same format as the parameter-list.

Column names must be unique within the function.

LANGUAGE

Language may be Assembler, C, COBOL, or PLI.

Assemble is a synonym for Assembler.

EXTERNAL NAME

Specify the unique load module name here. If omitted, the function name is used and it must be unique within MUF, not
just the schema.

READS SQL DATA / NO SQL

For compatibility with Db2 only.

The function cannot execute SQL statements that modify data.             

NO SCRATCHPAD / SCRATCHPAD length

A scratchpad is memory that persists between function calls. This area is initialized to binary zeros before the first call.
The scratchpad is released when the statement terminates.  A separate scratchpad is provided for each instance of a
UDFT in the statement.

The length (an integer) must be between 1 and 32767.

CARDINALITY length

Specify the length (an integer) is the normal number of rows in a result set. This is used in join optimization.

DETERMINISTIC / NOT DETERMINISTIC

A UDFT is deterministic if it returns the same data when called with the same parameters. An example of a non-
deterministic UDFT is one that returns a random number. When the UDFT is deterministic and the same parameter values
are passed, the result may be returned from a cache of a prior execution within the same query.

The default is deterministic.

DROP FUNCTION

►── DROP FUNCTION authid function-name────────────────────────►◄
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DROP FUNCTION

Drops the specified UDFT.

Statements referencing the UDFT are marked for auto-rebind and will fail to rebind unless a create function is executed to
re-establish the UDFT.

authid

The authid of the UDFT to be dropped.

function-name

The function-name of the UDFT to be dropped.

Reference UDFT in FROM clause

                            ┌─ , ───────────┐

►── FROM TABLE (udft-name (─▼─ (parm-list) ─┴─)) AS correlation-name ,tbl2 ──►◄

For example,

FROM TABLE (udft1(parm1, parm2, …)) as correlation-name, tbl2 

The UDFT name (udft1) with optional parameters (parm1, parm2) and the required correlation-name can be used in place
of a table, view, or synonym name in the FROM clause.

For more information, see the SELECT Statement.

Using SCROLL CURSOR with DECLARE CURSOR and FETCH Statements
With SQL in Datacom, use the SCROLL CURSOR enhancement to the DECLARE CURSOR and FETCH statements to
control whether the cursor is scrollable.

Cursor Use

A DECLARE CURSOR statement must have corresponding OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements in the same source
program. The execution of the OPEN can then proceed without error.

Cursors must be declared in the source:

• Before any reference to the cursor
• After all host variables that are used in the definition are defined

If an exception declaration (WHENEVER statement) is not provided, your program should include code to check the
returned value of the SQLCODE immediately after each executable SQL statement. If you do not use a WHENEVER
statement, be aware of the following information:

Cursor definitions are declarations, not operational (procedural) statements, used only for Preprocessor input. Because no
call is sent to the MUF, checking the SQLCODE after a DECLARE CURSOR statement shows the SQLCODE received by
the statement that immediately preceded the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

In COBOL, cursor declarations can be made in the following locations:

• WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
• LINKAGE SECTION
• REPORT SECTION
• PROCEDURE DIVISION
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NOTE
The best practice is to place all cursor definitions immediately before the PROCEDURE DIVISION source
statement. However, if you do not use a WHENEVER statement and want to avoid confusion resulting from the
content of the SQLCODE after a DECLARE CURSOR statement, place all DECLARE CURSOR statements in
the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

Example 1

In the following example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement associates the cursor name C1 with the results of the
SELECT. This example also shows how the cursor is opened with the OPEN statement, used in a FETCH statement, and
closed with a CLOSE statement.

EXEC SQL

         DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

             SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

             FROM DEPTTBL

             WHERE ADMDEPT = 'A0'

     END-EXEC.

 

 ...

 

    * DISPLAY DEPT TABLE INFO

     EXEC SQL

         WHENEVER NOT FOUND   GO TO DEPT-FETCH-LP-END

         WHENEVER SQLERROR    GO TO SQL-ERROR-RTN

         WHENEVER SQLWARNING  CONTINUE

     END-EXEC.

 

     EXEC SQL

         OPEN C1

     END-EXEC.

 

 DEPT-FETCH-LP.

     EXEC SQL

         FETCH C1 INTO :DNUM, :DNAME, :MNUM

     END-EXEC.

     DISPLAY DNUM, DNAME, MNUM.

     GO TO FETCH-LOOP.

 DEPT-FETCH-LP-END.

 

     EXEC SQL

         CLOSE C1

     END-EXEC.

 ...

Example 2

In the following example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement defines the cursor, C1. The C1 cursor could be used in an
UPDATE statement to update the column named in the clause, or used in a DELETE statement to delete a row.

EXEC SQL

      DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR
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           SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

           FROM DEPTTBL

           WHERE EXISTS

                 (SELECT *

                  FROM DIVTBL

                  WHERE DIVTBL.DEPTNO = DEPTTBL.DEPTNO)

 END-EXEC

Example 3

In the following example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement defines the cursor, C1. Because an ORDER BY clause
is included in the definition, the results of the SELECT are ordered. The SELECT retrieves the number and name of all
employees that were hired before 1980 in order of seniority. HIREDATE is in the form "yymmdd."

EXEC SQL

      DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

           SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

           FROM DEPTTBL

           WHERE EXISTS

                 (SELECT *

                  FROM DIVTBL

                  WHERE DIVTBL.DEPTNO = DEPTTBL.DEPTNO)

 END-EXEC

FETCH

This SQL statement can be executed in the following ways:  

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application
program prepared

using Datacom/DB SQL
preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

FETCH YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The FETCH statement positions a cursor on the specified row of its result table and assigns the value of that row to any
specified host variables. You can use multiple FETCH statements referencing the same cursor. The host variables in the
INTO list are matched by position to SELECT list expressions. The INTO list can FETCH a leading subset of the SELECT
list expressions. However, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, the FETCH statement that appears first in the host
program must have the same (or greater) number of host variables as columns in the SELECT statement. Also, although
each FETCH statement can reference different host variables, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, they must have the
same data type, length, precision, and scale.

The following syntax diagram displays the FETCH statement and provides a brief description of the keywords, notes, and
variables.

►►─ FETCH ─┬───────────────┬──┤ fetch-orientation ├──┬──────────┬─ cursor-name ─►

           ├─ INSENSITIVE ─┤                         └─ FROM ◄ ─┘

           └─ SENSITIVE ───┘

►──┬──────────────────────┬─────┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─┤ single-row-fetch ├─┘     ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤
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                                ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

                                └─ USING DESCRIPTORdescriptor-name ─┘

 

Expansion of fetch-orientation

├──┬── BEFORE ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├── AFTER ───────────┤

   └─┤ row-positioned ├─┘

 

Expansion of row-positioned

 

├──┬── NEXT ────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┤

   ├── PRIOR ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── FIRST ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── LAST ────────────────────────────┤

   ├── ABSOLUTE──┬─ host-variable ────┬─┤

   ├             └─ integer-constant ─┘ ┤

   └── RELATIVE ─┬─ host-variable ────┬─┘

                 └─ integer-constant ─┘

 

Expansion of single-row-fetch

 

├──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤

   ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

   └─ INTO DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name ─┘

NOTE

• Whether INSENSITIVE or SENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement depends on the sensitivity of
the cursor that is specified in the DECLARE CURSOR statement. If INSENSITIVE is specified in DECLARE
CURSOR, INSENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement. If SENSITIVE is specified in DECLARE
CURSOR, SENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement.

• If SENSITIVE or INSENSITIVE is specified in the FETCH statement, single-row-fetch must also be specified.
• If BEFORE or AFTER is specified, do not specify SENSITIVE, INSENSITIVE, or the accompanying single-

row-fetch.
• For a scrollable cursor, all FETCH statements with the single-row-fetch must specify the same number of

columns.
• INTO and USING are optional, as shown, if a SCROLL CURSOR is being used. For non-SCROLL CURSOR

operations, however, specifying either INTO or USING is required.

Positioning

Positioning is BEFORE or AFTER the first or last row of the result set, or it is based on the ABSOLUTE or RELATIVE
position in the result set.

The position value must be an integer literal or host variable.

ABSOLUTE
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The cursor is positioned to the row specified from the beginning, or if negative, the end of the result set. If the position is
zero, the cursor is positioned before the first row of the set. If the position value is greater than the number of rows in the
result set, a warning is issued and the position is changed to after the last row.

Examples with a set of 100 rows:

   0: The cursor is positioned before first row of the set; no data is returned.

  10: The cursor is positioned on the tenth row of the set; data is returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor
mode).

  -1: The cursor is positioned on the last row of the set.

101: The  cursor is positioned after the last row of the set; no data is returned; a warning is issued.

-101: The cursor is positioned before the first row of the set; no data is returneda warning is issued.

RELATIVE

The cursor is positioned from the current position. A negative value positions backwards, and a positive value forwards.
Zero returns the current row; however, if the current row has been deleted or updated so that it no longer qualifies, the
next row of the set is returned for the dynamic sensitive cursor mode.

    0: The same row is returned. If it has been deleted or no longer qualifies for a sensitive dynamic cursor, then the next
row is returned.

+10 The cursor is moved forward 10 rows, and data returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor mode). If
position is after the last row of the set, a warning is returned and no data returned.

   -1: The cursor is positioned backwards one row.

+101: The cursor is positioned after the last row of the set, no data is returned, a warning is issued.

-101: The cursor is positioned before the first row of the set; no data is returned;a  warning is issued.

Cursors are declared insensitive, sensitive static, and sensitive dynamic, but can also be specified as insensitive or
sensitive on the fetch.

Declare Fetch Insensitive Fetch Sensitive

Insensitive Not needed, since it is the default Error returned; no effect on cursor

Sensitive Dynamic Error returned; no effect on cursor The row is returned from the database,
reflecting changes made by this
transaction, and other committed changes.

Sensitive Static Returns row as is. • If the row has been deleted, no data is
returned.

• If the row has been updated so that it
no longer qualifies for the set, no data is
returned.

• If the row has been updated, the
updated values are returned.

• Rows inserted since the cursor was
opened, that would qualify, are not
visible.

Any Positioned update or delete from the cursor
are reflected.

Previous fetch sensitive is reflected.

Starting and Resulting Cursor Position
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Kalpana Shyam of IBM Silicon Valley Lab provided the following table in the presentation "Scrollable Cursors: Fetching
Opportunities for DB2 for OS/390" at the DB2 and Business Intelligence Technical Conference, October 16-20, 2000.

Starting and resulting cursor position table

NOTE
If a fetch encounters an update or delete hole, a +222 SQLCODE is returned to the program.

SQLCA

Explanation of SQLCA fields on scrollable cursors

Field Value Meaning

SQLWARN1 N Non-scrollable

SQLWARN1 S Scrollable

SQLWARN4 I Insensitive

SQLWARN4 S Sensitive-static

SQLWARN5 1 Read-only implicitly or explicitly
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Field Value Meaning

SQLWARN5 2 Select and delete are allowed in the result
table.

SQLWARN5 3 Select, delete, and update are allowed in
the result table.

cursor-name

Specify the name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement of your program. The DECLARE
CURSOR statement must precede the FETCH statement in your source program. When the FETCH statement is
executed, the cursor must be in the open state.

INTO host-variable

If INTO is used, each host-variable must identify a variable that is described in the program in accordance with the rules
for declaring host variables. The host variables must be separated by commas.

The first value in the result row is assigned to the first variable in the list, the second value to the second variable, and so
on. If the number of variables is not the same as the number of values in the row, the SQLCA-WARNING(4) field of the
SQLCA is set to W.

The data type of a variable must be compatible with the value that is assigned to it. If the value is numeric, the variable
must have the capacity to represent the integral part of the value. If the value is null, an indicator variable must be
specified.

Each assignment to a variable is made according to the rules described in Basic Operations (Assignment and
Comparison) Assignments are made in sequence through the list. If an assignment error occurs, the value is not assigned
to the variable, and no more values are assigned to variables.  Any values that have already been assigned to variables
remain assigned.

USING DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name

This clause allows the row of a result table of a cursor to be fetched into variables which are determined at execution
time. Descriptor-name identifies a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) that contains a valid description of zero or more host
variables. The length of the SQLDA, as indicated by SQLABC, must be sufficient to describe the number of variables
indicated by SQLD. The first value of a row corresponds to the first variable described by the SQLDA, the second value to
the second variable, and so on. For more information about the SQLDA, see SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA).

NOTE
A cursor that is referenced in an UPDATE or DELETE statement must be positioned on a row. A cursor can be
positioned on a row only as a result of a FETCH statement. If an error occurs during the execution of a FETCH
statement that makes the position of a cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed.

Example

See Example 1 in DECLARE CURSOR Statement.

DECLARE CURSOR Statements
The SCROLL CURSOR enhancement to the DECLARE CURSOR statements option in SQL provides the option to control
whether the cursor is scrollable.

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary interactive SQL
Service Facility (interactive)

In an application program
prepared using Datacom/DB
SQL preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

DECLARE CURSOR YES Describes the
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NOTE

• YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.
• This statement cannot be executed interactively. Use the SELECT statement instead (see SELECT

Statement).

The DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a cursor.

The following syntax diagram displays the DECLARE CURSOR statement and provides a brief description of the
keywords and variables.

►►─ DECLARE cursor-name ─┬─ NO SCROLL ◄ ──────────────────────────┬─ CURSOR ──►

                         ├─ ASENSITIVE ◄ ──────────────┬─ SCROLL ─┘

                         ├─ INSENSITIVE ───────────────┤

                         └─ SENSITIVE ─┬─ DYNAMIC ◄ ─┬─┘

                                       └─ STATIC ────┘

►──┬─────────────┬─ FOR ─┬─ select-statement ─┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH HOLD ─┘       └─ statement-name ───┘

NO SCROLL
Specifies that the cursor is not scrollable. If scrolling is not specified, the default is NO SCROLL. With NO
SCROLL, the FETCH statement can only return the next row.

NOTE
if a temporary table is not used, rows are sensitive to changes.

SCROLL
Specifies that the cursor is scrollable.

ASENSITIVE
Specifies that the cursor is SENSITIVE DYNAMIC when a temporary table is not used. Otherwise, it is
INSENSITIVE. ASENSITIVE is the same as NO SCROLL, except that scroll options are available with the FETCH
statement. When scrolling is used, ASENSITIVE is the default scroll type.

INSENSITIVE
Specifies that the cursor is not sensitive to changes in the underlying tables of the result set. With INSENSITIVE
specified, the cursor is read-only, and no positioned update or delete is allowed.

SENSITIVE
Specifies that the cursor is sensitive to changes made after the cursor is opened.

NOTE
If changes cannot be made visible to the cursor, an error is returned on the bind of the cursor open
statement.

Changes cannot be made visible if a temporary table is required, when the cursor has more than one database
table, or when a User Defined Function Table (UDFT) is used. A SENSITIVE scroll cursor must therefore
reference only a single database table and not use aggregation. SENSITIVE scroll cursors can be DYNAMIC or
STATIC. The DYNAMIC scroll cursor is the default with SENSITIVE specified.

DYNAMIC
Specifies that changes that are made by the current transaction are visible immediately, and changes that are
made by other transactions are visible when committed. If a row is updated, it is logically moved to its new
position in the result set. For example, if the key used to retrieve rows dynamically is on column line_number,
and the application increments line_number using a positioned update, the same row is fetched using fetch next.
DYNAMIC is more efficient than an insensitive scroll cursor, because no temporary table is required, but the
application must be able to work properly with the dynamic nature of the result set.
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STATIC
As with an insensitive scroll cursor, a result table is built, so the size of the result set does not change. However,
rows fetched using the fetch sensitive option reflect the current state of the corresponding underlying base table
row. The row of a cursor declared as sensitive static can be fetched as sensitive or insensitive. If fetch sensitive
is used, then the temporary table is updated to reflect the corresponding row of the underlying database table. If
fetch insensitive is used, the row is returned from the temporary table in its current state, which reflects changes
due to a previous fetch sensitive.

• Rows inserted after the cursor is opened are not visible.
• Rows deleted after the cursor is opened are not visible; a delete hole is created.
• Rows updated after the cursor is opened so that they no longer qualify are not visible; an update hole is

created.

cursor-name
A cursor with the specified name is defined when your program is executed. The name must not be the same as
the name of another cursor declared in your program. For all other modes, the cursor name can be from 1 to 32
characters.

WITH HOLD
When this Datacom/DB extension is specified, the cursor stays open when a COMMIT WORK is executed. Any
record-at-a-time (RAAT) command that commits the logical unit of work (for example, LOGCP, LOGCR) works the
same way. WITH HOLD is especially useful in a batch program that does updates and issues COMMIT WORK
periodically to keep the log from becoming full and to limit the amount of work RESTART would have to do in case
of a failure. The repositioning of the cursor is harder to program without WITH HOLD.

select-statement
For information, see SELECT Statement.

statement-name
Specifies the name of a prepared statement. That statement must be prepared (using the PREPARE statement)
after the DECLARE CURSOR statement is executed and before the OPEN statement is executed, and it must
be a select-statement. For information, see PREPARE Statement. A cursor in the open state designates a result
table and a position relative to the rows of that table. The table is the result table that is specified by the select-
statement of the cursor. The result table is read-only under two scenarios:

• if the select-statement includes any of the following items:
– The keyword DISTINCT
– A UNION operator
– A column function
– A GROUP BY clause
– A HAVING clause
– An ORDER BY clause

• if the FROM clause of the outer sub-select of the select-statement identifies one of the following scenarios:
– More than one table or view
– A read-only view
– A table or view that is also identified in a FROM clause of a sub-query of the select-statement

FETCH Statements
The SCROLL CURSOR enhancement to the FETCH statements in SQL provides the option to control whether the cursor
is scrollable.

The SCROLL CURSOR enhancement to the FETCH statements in SQL provides the option to control whether the cursor
is scrollable.
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This SQL statement can be executed in the following ways:  

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary interactive SQL
Service Facility  (interactive)

In an application program
prepared using Datacom/DB
SQL preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

FETCH YES

Note: YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The FETCH statement positions a cursor on the specified row of its result table and assigns the value of that row to any
specified host variables. You can use multiple FETCH statements referencing the same cursor. The host variables in the
INTO list are matched by position to SELECT list expressions. The INTO list may FETCH a leading subset of the SELECT
list expressions.  However, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, the FETCH statement that appears first in the host
program must have the same or greater number of host variables. Also, although each FETCH statement may reference
different host variables, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, they must have the same data type, length, precision, and
scale.

The following syntax diagram displays the FETCH statement and provides a brief description of the keywords, notes, and
variables.

►►─ FETCH ─┬───────────────┬──┤ fetch-orientation ├──┬──────────┬─ cursor-name ─►

           ├─ INSENSITIVE ─┤                         └─ FROM ◄ ─┘

           └─ SENSITIVE ───┘

►──┬──────────────────────┬─────┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─┤ single-row-fetch ├─┘     ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤

                                ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

                                └─ USING DESCRIPTORdescriptor-name ─┘

 

 Expansion of fetch-orientation

├──┬── BEFORE ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├── AFTER ───────────┤

   └─┤ row-positioned ├─┘

 

 Expansion of row-positioned

 

├──┬── NEXT ────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┤

   ├── PRIOR ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── FIRST ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── LAST ────────────────────────────┤

   ├── ABSOLUTE──┬─ host-variable ────┬─┤

   ├             └─ integer-constant ─┘ ┤

   └── RELATIVE ─┬─ host-variable ────┬─┘

                 └─ integer-constant ─┘

 

 Expansion of single-row-fetch

 

├──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤

   ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

   └─ INTO DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name ─┘
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Note 1:  Whether INSENSITIVE or SENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement depends on the sensitivity of
the cursor specified in the DECLARE CURSOR statement. If INSENSITIVE was specified in DECLARE CURSOR,
INSENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement. If SENSITIVE was specified in DECLARE CURSOR, SENSITIVE is
the default in the FETCH statement.

Note 2: If SENSITIVE or INSENSITIVE is specified in the FETCH statement, single-row-fetch must also be specified.

Note 3: If BEFORE or AFTER is specified, do not specify SENSITIVE, INSENSITIVE, or the accompanying single-row-
fetch.

Note 4: For a scrollable cursor, all FETCH statements with the single-row-fetch must specify the same number of
columns.

Note 5: INTO and USING are optional, as shown, if a SCROLL CURSOR is being used. For non-SCROLL CURSOR
operations, however, specifying either INTO or USING is required.Description

Positioning

Positioning is either BEFORE or AFTER the first or last row of the result set, or it is based on the ABSOLUTE or
RELATIVE position in the result set.

The position value must be an integer literal or host variable.

ABSOLUTE

The cursor is positioned to the row specified from the beginning, or end if negative, of the result set. If the position is zero,
the cursor is positioned before the first row of the set. If the position value is greater than the number of rows in the result
set, a warning is issued and the position is changed to after the last row.

Examples with a set of 100 rows:

   0 - cursor is positioned before first row of set, no data returned.

  10 - cursor is positioned on the tenth row of the set, data returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor mode).

  -1 - cursor is positioned on the last row of the set.

101 - cursor is positioned after the last row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.

-101 - cursor is positioned before the first row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.

RELATIVE

The cursor is positioned from the current position. A negative value positions backwards, and a positive value forwards.
Zero returns the current row; however, if the current row has been deleted or updated such that it no longer qualifies, then
the next row of the set is returned for the dynamic sensitive cursor mode.

   0 - the same row is returned. If it has been deleted or no longer qualifies for a sensitive dynamic cursor, then the next
row is returned.

+10 - cursor is moved forward 10 rows, and data returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor mode). If position
is after the last row of the set, a warning is returned and no data returned.

  -1 - cursor is positioned backwards one row.

+101 - cursor is positioned after the last row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.

-101 - cursor is positioned before the first row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.
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Cursors are declared insensitive, sensitive static and sensitive dynamic, but there is also the option of specifying
insensitive or sensitive on the fetch.

Declare Fetch
Insentitive

Fetch
Sensitive

Insensitive Not needed since it is the default. Error returned, no effect on cursor.
Sensitive Dynamic Error returned; no effect on cursor. Row is returned from the database,

reflecting changes made by this
transaction, and other committed changes.

Sensitive Static Returns row as is • If the row has been deleted, no data is
returned.

• If the row has been updated such that it
no longer qualifies for the set, no data is
returned.

• If the row has been updated, the
updated values are returned.

• Rows inserted since the cursor was
opened that would qualify are not
visible.

Any Positioned update or delete from the cursor
are reflected.

Previous fetch sensitive reflected.

Starting and Resulting Cursor Position

Kalpana Shyam of IBM Silicon Valley Lab provided the table below in her presentation "Scrollable Cursors: Fetching
Opportunities for DB2 for OS/390" at the DB2 and Business Intelligence Technical Conference, October 16-20, 2000.

Starting and resulting cursor position table

Note: If a fetch encounters an update or delete hole, a +222 SQLCODE is returned to the program.

SQLCA
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Explanation of SQLCA fields on scrollable cursors

Field Value Meaning
SQLWARN1 N Non-scrollable
SQLWARN1 S Scrollable
SQLWARN4 I Insensitive
SQLWARN4 S Sensitive-static
SQLWARN5 1 Read-only implicitly or explicitly
SQLWARN5 2 Select and delete allowed on result table
SQLWARN5 3 Select, delete, and update allowed on result

table

cursor-name

Specify the name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement of your program. The DECLARE
CURSOR statement must precede the FETCH statement in your source program. When the FETCH statement is
executed, the cursor must be in the open state.

INTO host-variable

If INTO is used, each host-variable you specify must identify a variable that is described in your program in accordance
with the rules for declaring host variables.  The host variables must be separated by commas.

The first value in the result row is assigned to the first variable in the list, the second value to the second variable, and so
on. If the number of variables is not the same as the number of values in the row, the SQLCA-WARNING(4) field of the
SQLCA is set to W.

The data type of a variable must be compatible with the value assigned to it.  If the value is numeric, the variable must
have the capacity to represent the integral part of the value.  If the value is null, an indicator variable must be specified.

SQL Tutorial
This self-training tutorial provides information about what you will learn and the audience who will benefit most from the
SQL data manipulation language (DML).

This self-training tutorial provides information about what you will learn and the audience who will benefit most from
the SQL data manipulation language (DML).

After reading this document, you should be able to:

• Describe a relational database and state its benefits
• Create SQL statements to retrieve data, based on specific criteria
• Create SQL statements to insert, modify, and delete data from a table

Who Should Use This Tutorial

Anyone who will use basic SQL DML or SQL in programs.

This tutorial can be used as a starting point for learning SQL.

Database Tables

Throughout this tutorial, the examples use the following tables:
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• ASSIGNMENT - The assignment of employees to projects
• BENEFITS - The benefits an employee has with the company
• CONSULTANT - Each consultant associated with the company
• COVERAGE - The insurance plans selected by each employee working for the company
• DEPARTMENT - Each department within the company
• DIVISION - Each division within the company
• EMPLOYEE - Personal informaton on each employee working for the company
• EXPERTISE - The skills each employee possesses
• JOB - The jobs within the company
• POSITION - The jobs an employee has held and is currently holding within the company
• PROJECT - The projects within the company
• SKILL - The skills throughout the company

Additional information that you need to be aware of includes:

• AUTHID is an authorization ID for SQL objects (tables, views, synonyms, and so on) owned by the schema defined by
the Authorization ID.

• Schema defines the SQL environment of the user. The CREATE SCHEMA statement establishes the schema and
identifies the name for the schema. When a schema is created, Datacom Datadictionary defines the authorization
ID as an AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence. Only AUTHORIZATION occurrences created by a CREATE SCHEMA
statement can be used as SQL Authorization IDs
For practical purposes, it is part of the naming convention of SQL objects. A table is defined as authid.tablename, a
view as authid.viewname and so on. When running jobs in DBSQLPR, an option AUTHID= can be specified to define
the default authorization ID for non-qualified SQL names. Any non-qualified SQL name specified will use the authid
specified in the option AUTHID. If not specified, the default is SYSADM.

Relational Database Concepts
Find a brief overview relational database design, benefits of relational databases, and key concepts. Learn about
foundational database and SQL concepts in the Datacom SQL tutorial.

A relational database is a collection of tables containing data. A table consists of columns (attributes that describe the
table) and rows (actual occurrences of data). Data can be accessed easily and quickly in a relational database and is
viewed in a tabular format.

A relational database has of the following benefits:

• Access data in tables easily and quickly
• Tabular format makes data easy to understand
• Standardization of relational databases on various computers
• Awareness of all the details of underlying physical database structures is unnecessary when designing application

programs to access the database
• Make changes to the database without affecting application programs

Tables
Learn about tables in relational databases. Concepts discussed include columns, rows, and primary keys. Find example
tables.

Relational databases present information as a collection of tables. Unless empty, each table contains related data.

Sample Tables

The following diagram shows the EMPLOYEE, SKILL, DEPARTMENT, and PROJECT tables from the database for
Common Auto:
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The EMPLOYEE table contains data about employees. The SKILL table contains information about skills that are used
in Common Auto. The DEPARTMENT table contains information about the departments in the company. The PROJECT
table contains information about projects.

A table is made up of columns and rows. A portion of the EMPLOYEE table in the Common Auto database looks like this:

Columns

A table has one or more columns. Each column has the following characteristics:

• Has entries containing a single type of data
• Is displayed vertically
• Is identified by a name
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For example, the employee ID (EMP_ID) column contains employee IDs, each of which is a number. The employee IDs
are listed one below the other. At the top of the column is a heading based on the kind of data in the column.

Rows

A table has zero or more rows. Each row has the following characteristics:

• Contains one value in each column
• Is displayed horizontally
• Is not named

The first part of one row from the EMPLOYEE table looks like this:

Primary Keys

A business often needs to prevent duplicate rows of data from being stored in the same table. For example, each
employee in the company needs an employee ID different from all other IDs. This is a way of distinguishing two
employees who have the same name. You do not want to store two employees who have the same employee ID.

To ensure that duplicate rows are not stored, a column or combination of columns is identified as a Primary Key of the
table when the table is defined. Each entry in the Primary Key column or columns must be unique; there can be no
duplicates. As a result, the Primary Key uniquely identifies each row in the table.

A row of employee information in the EMPLOYEE table is uniquely identified by the employee ID. There is only one row
with employee ID 2096 and only one row with employee ID 2437. However, there can be more than one employee with a
first name of Mary. The column containing the first name is not a unique key:

When you request data from a table and specify a value for the Primary Key, you see only one row returned.
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Relationships Among Tables
Foreign keys are used to establish relationships among tables. A foreign key is a value or combination of values in a table
that exists as the Primary Key in another table.

Normally, a database contains many tables holding related information. For example, in the Common Auto database,
there is a table storing employee information and a table storing department information. Since each employee is
associated with a department, there is a logical relationship between the two tables.

Foreign Keys

The database designer establishes relationships among tables by defining foreign keys. A foreign key is a value or
combination of values in a table that exists as the Primary Key in another table. The names of the columns that make up
the foreign key do not have to be the same as the Primary Key column names.

When you need to retrieve data in two tables at the same time, you use a foreign key and a Primary Key as common
columns (columns that are common between the tables).

The department ID, DEPT_ID, is the Primary Key in the DEPARTMENT table and a foreign key in the EMPLOYEE table.

To find the name of the department that an employee is associated with, you would match the two tables based on this
common column.

To find the name of the department that employee 2096 is associated with, you would look up the employee in the
EMPLOYEE table based on the employee ID, 2096, and find department ID 4600. Then you would find the matching
department ID 4600 in the DEPARTMENT table to find the department name, Maintenance.

Relational Operations
An overview is presented of the types of operations that can be used to manipulate tables to form new tables with relation
operations.
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You can manipulate tables to form new tables with relational operations.

The three types of operations that you use most often against a relational database involve accessing specified rows,
particular columns, and more than one table.

Specified Rows (SELECT)

You can request that specific rows of data be retrieved from a table or tables.

For example, you can retrieve all information on employees whose last names are Carlson or Jacobs. Information on
other employees is not returned. This type of operation is called a select operation.

Particular Columns (Project)

You can identify particular columns of data to be retrieved.

For example, you can retrieve only the last name and first name of each employee in the company, in order to create a
personnel list. This type of operation is called a project operation.
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More Than One Table (Join)

You can retrieve data from more than one table at the same time.

For example, to create a list of department names and employees in each department, you need to retrieve information on
each employee along with information on the department in which the employee works.

This data is in two tables: the employee information and department ID are in the EMPLOYEE table, and the department
ID and department name are in the DEPARTMENT table. You can join the two tables to see both the employee and
department information as a single table. This type of operation is called a join operation:
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You use one or more of these basic operations to retrieve data from the database. For example, you might want to access
two tables to see employee and department information (join) but show only the employee last name and the department
name (project).

Structured Query Language (SQL)
Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to retrieve and update the information in a relational database. A brief
description of the DDL, DML, and DCL components and their commands is provided.

Structured Query Language (SQL) is a standardized non-procedural language that is used to retrieve and update the
information in a relational database.

At the end of this section, you will be able to:

• Define the term 'SQL'
• Specify why SQL is used and wht you can do with it
• Identify the components of an SQL statement
• Compare interactive and embedded SQL

Why SQL

SQL serves as a standard language with the following benefits:

• Can be used either for on demand queries and updates or in application programs.
• Eliminates the need for the user to know how the database is physically structured.
• Facilitates the exchange of information from computer to computer and from database to database.

Some of the benefits of a standard language are:
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• You need less training when you move from one computer or product to another.
• One database management system can communicate with another if they use a standard interface.

What Can You Do with SQL?

You can use SQL to perform the following tasks:

• Define components of a database
• Manipulate data in the database
• Control access to data in the database in a multi-user environment

Data Definition

You use SQL data description language (DDL) statements to define tables within the database.

Data Manipulation

You use SQL data manipulation language (DML) statements to manipulate the data in tables.
The four basic SQL DML statements are:

• SELECT
• INSERT
• UPDATE
• DELETE

The SELECT statement is used to retrieve data. The result of a query is a result table. INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE
(all called update operations) are used to change the data.

Data Control

You use SQL data control language (DCL) to control access to data in a multi-user environment. The two basic SQL DCL
commands are:

• GRANT
• REVOKE

The GRANT command allows another user to access data and the REVOKE command removes that access.

If you cannot access a table, it probably means that you have not been granted access to it.

Components of an SQL Statement
A verb, options, named entities, clauses, and a delimiter are elements that comprise an interactive SQL statement.

An interactive SQL statement consists of a structured set of English-like elements:

• A verb that tells the action you want performed.
• Extra options that modify verbs and further define the operation.
• Named entities that identify the object of the action.
• Clauses (required or optional) to identify the table in which the data is located and to specify more about how you want

that action performed.
• A delimiter (; ) that signals the end of the statement.

Basic SQL statement
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A delimiter is required for interactive SQL commands. If SQL commands are entered in an application program, you might
need to use a different delimiter or none at all.

Statement Length

A statement can span several lines. The statement is not executed until the delimiter is encountered.

Multiple Statements

Datadictionary ISQL and DBSQLPR both allow multiple interactive SQL commands that are separated by a delimiter.
Dataquery only supports one SQL statement per query.

Interactive and Embedded SQL
You can issue SQL statements either interactively or from within an application program. Embedded SQL statements in
the host program receive the result of the request and act on it.

Interactive SQL

When you use interactive SQL to enter a request or to change data, you get immediate results. This is the typical way of
entering on demand statements.
For example, you might want to identify all employees who live in Boston. This SQL statement returns a table that
includes the last name and first name of all employees residing in Boston:

select emp_lname, emp_fname

       from demoempl.employee

       where city = 'Boston';

Embedded SQL

SQL statements can be embedded in host application programs. With embedded SQL, the program receives the result
of the request and acts on it, displays it, or prints it. For example, the following embedded SQL statement returns the last
name and first name for an employee with a specific Social Security number to a COBOL program:

exec sql select emp_lname, emp_fname   

                into :emp_lname, :emp_fname

                from demoempl.employee

                where ssn = :ssn_in

end-exec

Retrieving Data
The SELECT statement is used frequently to retrieve data from the database including data from all columns and rows in
a table.

To retrieve data from the database, use the SELECT statement which is probably the most frequently
used SQL statement.
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After completing this section, you will be able to:

• Retrieve data from all columns and rows in a table
• Retrieve data from specified columns in a table

• Give new names to column headings
• Display the results of calculations
• Eliminate duplicate rows from your results
• Sort the information displayed

Retrieving All Columns from a Table
Use the SELECT statement for retrieving specific data from a table. The FROM clause in the SELECT statement specifies
which table holds the data.

A SELECT statement is the basic statement for retrieving specific data from a table. The FROM clause in the SELECT
statement specifies which table holds the data.

How It Is Done

The DEPARTMENT table contains the following columns:

• DEPT_ID
• DEPT_HEAD_ID
• DIV_CODE
• DEPT_NAME

To list all information about each department, access this table and select all columns. To do this, you would enter the
following code:

select *           

       from demoempl.department;

This statement can be entered on one line or spanning several lines. You can use either lowercase or uppercase.

What does the asterisk ( * ) mean?

The asterisk allows you want to see all the columns in the table. You do not have to list the column names explicitly.

What does DEPARTMENT indicate?

DEPARTMENT is the name of the table from which you want to access data.

Why is there a semicolon at the end of the statement?

SQL does not process an interactive statement until it encounters a semicolon (the delimiter). If you are running in
DBSQLPR, use option TERM= to change the character to use to terminate SQL statements (from the default semicolon).
Typically, this is only done when creating a SQL procedure, where a way to differentiate between the termination of
statements within the procedure and the entire statement in the DBSQLPR job is needed.

What You See

The following example shows what the result looks like.
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Rows Are Not Ordered

There is no inherent order to the rows as they are stored in the database. Therefore, if you were performing this task,
the rows in your result might be in a different order from the ones that are displayed here. The message specifying the
number of rows that are returned might be worded differently and might appear in a different position on your screen.

Example 1

Common Auto maintains information on all the skills the company requires to do business. This information is maintained
in the SKILL table.

You would enter a statement to access all skill information. It is not important whether you use uppercase or lowercase in
your SQL statement.

select *

       from demoproj.skill;

What table do you need to access?

You need to access the SKILL table.

The result looks like this:
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Retrieving Selected Columns from a Table
The SELECT statement is used to specify unique columns using a comma between columns. Examples are provided on
how it is done.

You just retrieved all columns and all rows from a table.

If you want to see only some of the columns, put a comma between column names to specify the names of the columns
you want.

How It Is Done

If you want to see only the department ID and name for each department in the company, enter:

select dept_id, dept_name 

       from demoempl.department; 

The result of this SELECT statement is a list of the values in the DEPT_ID and DEPT_NAME columns.

Where do you get the column names?

The column names come from the table descriptions. For more information about table descriptions, see Table and
Column Names.

The result looks like this:
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How does this compare with the results displayed when you specified SELECT *?

You see only the columns that you selected rather than all columns.

What determines the order of the columns?

The order in which you listed the columns in your SELECT statement determines the order of the columns.

Example 2

The Human Resources department is responsible for keeping track of all skill information for the company. Right now, they
need to see which skill IDs and names are currently on file. You would create a SELECT statement to retrieve and display
skill IDs and names from the SKILL table. To identify the column names, see Table and Column Names.

select skill_id, skill_name 

       from demoproj.skill;

The result looks like this:
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What message would you see?

A message stating the number of rows that were retrieved is shown.

Example 3

The president of the company wants a holiday card list of all employees. He wants to see the first and last names for each
employee and the street and community in which they live.

Using the EMPLOYEE table, you must enter a SELECT statement.

select emp_fname, emp_lname, street, city 

       from demoempl.employee;

The result looks like this:
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Displaying Calculations in Columns
Information is provided on how arithmetic expressions are used to calculate new values from a column.

Arithmetic expressions are used to calculate new values from a column.

Use the following symbols for arithmetic operations:

• * (asterisk) - Multiplication
• / (slash) - Division
• + (plus) - Addition
• - (minus) - Subtraction

Order of Evaluation

Multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right. Addition and subtraction are performed second, from left
to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations you
want performed first.

Computing with Null Values

Unless the column definition specifies otherwise, a column can contain no value. No value is also called null, or a null
value. The result table shows null values as dashes.

The result of any calculation involving a null value is always a null value.

How It Is Done

This year, the base rate for all jobs is rising 5 percent above rates from lat year. The budget group needs a report showing
job ID, rate from last year, and the rate from last year plus 5 percent. This information is contained in the JOB table. To
display the new rate, multiply the current rate by 1.05.

To create a table showing job ID, rate from last year, and the rate from this year, enter:
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select job_id, min_rate,        

       min_rate * 1.05 

       from demoempl.job; 

NOTE
You can omit the space on either side of the arithmetic symbol

The result looks like this:

Example 4

The Corporate Marketing department is considering revamping the bonus system. They want a report showing employee
IDs, salary earned, bonus percentage, and how much bonus each employee earned. This information is maintained in the
POSITION table as SALARY_AMOUNT and BONUS_PERCENT.

You would enter a SELECT statement to display this information.

select emp_id,

       salary_amount, 

       bonus_percent,

       bonus_percent * salary_amount 

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:
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Why the null entries?

Most positions are not sales positions and do not have bonuses attached.

Using Parentheses

Use parentheses to specify the order in which you want the arithmetic evaluation to take place.

How It Is Done

You need to produce a report that shows weekly salaries before/after a raise of $1,000 per year and the yearly salary as
well.

Without using parentheses, enter the following:

select salary_amount,

       salary_amount / 52,        

       salary_amount + 1000 / 52         

       from demoempl.position; 

The result looks like this:
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In this case, the result is wrong. In the calculation involving the increase, the division occurred before the addition instead
of after. Remember that the default oder of evaluation is multiplication and division, performed left to right, and then
addition and subtraction, performed left to right.

Use parentheses to specify that you want the addition to take place before the division.

select salary_amount,

       salary_amount / 52,

       (salary_amount + 1000) / 52 

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:
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Eliminating Duplicate Rows
Use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicate rows when using SUM, AVG, and COUNT.

Sometimes a row in a selected column contains information that is the same as information in another row.

Why Duplicates Occur

The EXPERTISE table contains skill IDs, the IDs of employees who have the skills, the level of ability an employee has in
a skill, and the date the ability was acquired. Common Auto might have several employees who match a particular skill in
the SKILL table and have no employees who match another skill.

How It Is Done

To obtain a list of skill IDs associated with at least one employee, enter:

select skill_id 

       from demoproj.expertise; 

This coding provides a list of skill IDs that have been matched to employees who have that skill. Any skill that has no
employees associated with it will not show up in the result.

The result looks like this:
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Why are some of the skill IDs repeated?

The result shows the skill ID for each employee. If more than one employee has that particular skill, the skill ID is
repeated.

To see this more clearly, look at the skills and the associated employees by entering:

select skill_id, emp_id 

       from demoproj.expertise;

The result looks like this:
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You want to eliminate duplicate rows resulting from your first SELECT statement in order to see each skill ID only once.

To eliminate these rows, use the DISTINCT option immediately after the word SELECT.

How it is Done with DISTINCT

Using the first SELECT statement, add DISTINCT after SELECT.

select distinct skill_id 

       from expertise;

The result looks like this
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Now the result shows a list of skill IDs with no duplicates.

Since using DISTINCT eliminates duplicate rows, fewer rows are returned.

Example 5

The Accounting department needs a list of communities represented by employees in this company in order to identify
applicable city taxes. One of the columns in the EMPLOYEE table contains the name of the community in which the
employee resides.

Enter a SELECT statement to list the communities in the table without showing any duplicates.

select distinct city

       from demoempl.employee;

The result looks like this:
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Organizing Data
Learn how to use the ORDER BY clause to retrieve data from the database. Also learn how to multiple sort columns and
how to identify columns by number.

ORDER BY Clause

The ORDER BY clause is used to retrieve data from the database. When you retrieve data from the database, the rows
are in an order that is selected by the database management system. If you want the data that are sorted in a particular
order, use the ORDER BY clause. The ORDER BY clause must be the last clause in a SELECT statement.

How It Is Done

You can order an employee list by entering:

select emp_id, emp_lname 

      from demoempl.employee 

         order by emp_lname; 

The result looks like this:
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You can specify either ascending (ASC) or descending (DESC) order. The default order is (ASC) ascending.

If you sort on a column that contains null values, the null values are grouped.

The column that you choose to order by must also be in the column list after SELECT.

Example 6

To change the previous example so that it is sorted in descending order, specify DESC after the column name in
the ORDER BY clause.

select emp_id, emp_lname

       from demoempl.employee 

       order by emp_lname desc;

The result looks like this:
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Example 7

You can display the skills available in the company, as you did earlier, but can list them in numeric order to make it easier
to scan. Show both skill ID and skill name from the SKILL table.

select skill_id, skill_name 

       from demoproj.skill 

       order by skill_id;

The result looks like this:
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Multiple sort columns

You have seen how to sort selected rows by specifying ORDER BY and a column name. If you specify more than one
column name after ORDER BY, SQL sorts rows by the first column that is named, then by the second column named, and
so on.

How It Is Done

You often want to sort all employees by first name within last name for an employee list. To do this, enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname 

       from demoempl.employee 

       order by emp_lname, emp_fname; 

The result looks like this:
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Example 8

Management needs a list of all employees that are assigned to each department. You would enter a SELECT statement to
show the department ID, last name, and employee ID from the EMPLOYEE table. Order the list by last name within each
department. Use the table descriptions in Table and Column Names to find the correct column names.

select dept_id, emp_lname, emp_id

       from demoempl.employee

       order by dept_id, emp_lname;

The result looks like this:
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Identifying Columns by Number

Each column named after SELECT has an assumed number corresponding to the order in which it is named. You can use
this number to identify columns in the ORDER BY clause:

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname from demoempl.employee 

          ↑                    ↑                 ↑ 

       order by 3; 

How It Is Done

Earlier you wrote a SELECT statement to display the skills available in the company in numeric order by skill ID. Modify
the ORDER BY clause in that statement to identify the column by number rather than by name:

The result looks like this:
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When using an ORDER BY clause, you must refer to a column by number when the column is a calculated column like
salary_amount / 52.

NOTE
You can also use a column number when you select all columns from a table with SELECT *.

Example 9

You can enter a SELECT statement to list employee IDs, salary bonus percentage, and bonus paid, taken from the
POSITION table. Sort the result by the bonus paid. Use numbers to identify the columns in the ORDER BY clause and
rename the columns appropriately.

select emp_id,

       salary_amount, 

       bonus_percent,

       bonus_percent * salary_amount 

       from demoempl.position

       order by 4;

The result looks like this:
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How It Is Done

The Human Resources department needs a list of all consultants that is ordered by the hourly compensation from the
highest rate to the lowest rate. You now have two ways that you can retrieve this information. Try both:

select con_id, 

       rate 

       from demoproj.consultant 

       order by rate desc; 

    

select con_id, rate 

       from demoproj.consultant 

       order by 2 desc; 

For each of these, the result looks like this:

You can use any of these methods or a combination of them in an ORDER BY clause.
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Using Conditional Retrieval
The WHERE clause in an SQL statement can specify criteria (conditions) that are used in selecting rows to retrieve.
Create SQL statements to retrieve selected rows of data from a table and to use multiple predicates in a WHERE clause.

Usually you want to retrieve only some rows from a table just as you want to retrieve only some columns in that table. You
have already seen how to limit the number of columns displayed. Now you can limit the number of rows that are displayed
using a WHERE clause. A WHERE clause specifies criteria that are used in selecting rows to retrieve.

After completing this section, you will be able to create SQL statements to retrieve selected rows of data from a table
and to use multiple predicates in a WHERE clause. You will also understand the order in which multiple conditions are
evaluated.

WHERE Clause
Components of the WHERE clause in a SELECT statement are provided showing how to specify selection criteria.

Using the WHERE clause in a SELECT statement, you can screen the retrieved data by specifying selection criteria. The
WHERE clause filters out rows that do not meet the selection criteria. The WHERE clause follows the FROM clause:

select ... 

       from ... 

       where ... 

       order by ...; 

Components of the WHERE Clause

The WHERE clause is made up of two components:

• The keyword WHERE
• A search condition

A search condition is made up of predicates. In general, predicates compare values to one another. If the values meet the
comparison, the row is selected.

Comparison Operators and Keywords in Predicates
Predicates are used to compare one value to another. The values compared in the predicate must be of compatible data
types.

Use a predicate to compare one value to another. The values compared in the predicate must be of compatible data
types. For example, a column defined as a character data type cannot be compared to a column defined as an integer
data type even though the character string contains numbers.

Check the Data Type when Comparing

The table layout specifies whether the column you want to compare is defined as a character data type. A column may
appear to contain numeric data when you look at the values stored in the database, although it is actually defined as
character. For example, the SKILL_LEVEL column in the EXPERTISE table is defined as a character column but usually
contains numeric data.

Entering Character Literals

Use single quotation marks if you use a character literal such as 'Smith' and enter the literal with uppercase and
lowercase letters exactly as you expect it exists in the database.

You can also use scalar functions, such as UPPER, to force output for comparison to be all uppercase or all lowercase.
rather than assume the contents of the rows are in the exact format that you expect.
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If you are not sure how a character column has stored its data, use scalar character functions to force the data to be in a
consistent pattern for comparison. For example, a predicate could be written like “where UPPER(emp_lname)=’SMITH’.

Ways You Can Compare Values

You can use these operators to compare values:

• = (equal sign) - Equal to
• <> - Not equal to
• > - Greater than
• < - Less than
• >= - Greater than or equal to
• <= - Less than or equal to

You can use these keywords to compare values:

• IS NULL - Checks whether a value is null
• BETWEEN - Locates values within a range of values
• IN - Locates values identified by specific values in a list
• LIKE - Retrieves rows based on character combinations in a nonnumeric column

Using Comparison Operators in Predicates
When using SQL in Datacom, you can use a numeric or character literal as a search value in the predicate. Review
guidelines, format, and examples.

The search value in the predicate can be one of the following values:

• A numeric literal (for example, vac_accrued >= 40)
• A character literal (for example, emp_lname = 'Smith')

You can also use two column names in a predicate (for example, vac_taken <= vac_accrued).

The column name that you use in the WHERE clause does not need to appear in the SELECT column list.

How It Is Done

The Human Resources department must see a list of all employees and the number of vacation hours they have accrued
in 2021. The BENEFITS table contains this information.

Enter:

select emp_id, vac_accrued  

       from demoempl.benefits  

       where fiscal_year = 2021;

The result looks like this:
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Example 1

The manager of the Marketing department is looking at a resource plan that assigns employee 5103 to a project coming
up. However, the manager does not know who employee 5103 is.

You would create a SELECT statement to retrieve all rows in the EMPLOYEE table that have an employee with an ID of
5103. Display employee ID, and first and last name.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname 

       from demoempl.employee

       where emp_id = 5103;

The result looks like this: 

Why do you see only one row?

The employee ID is a unique key, so only one employee has this ID.

Example 2

The new company fiscal year is approaching and the budget director of the Accounting department is compiling some
salary statistics.

The budget director needs a list of employee IDs, job IDs, and salaries where the salary is greater than $50,000. The
POSITION table contains this information.
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select emp_id, job_id, salary_amount 

       from demoempl.position

       where salary_amount > 50000;

The result looks like this:

Example 3

Common Auto has employees who live in several different communities. The Accounting department must know which
employees live in Boston because a city tax is being levied on those residents and the payroll must be adjusted.

You would use the EMPLOYEE table to write a SELECT statement that selects all employees who live in Boston. Type in
the value exactly as you expect to find it in the table, using uppercase and lowercase letters. Enclose the value in quotes
because CITY is defined as a character column. Display employee ID, first and last name, and city and order the result by
employee ID.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city 

       from demoempl.employee

       where city = 'Boston' 

       order by emp_id;

The result looks like this:

Example 4

You can use NOT following the word WHERE to select rows that do not meet the search condition.

Employees who do not live in Boston are not affected by the new tax. Create another SELECT statement to retrieve all
employees who do not live in Boston. Use the keyword NOT after WHERE. Display employee ID, first and last name, and
city.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, city 
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       from demoempl.employee

       where not city = 'Boston';

The result looks like this:

Another way of getting this information would be to use <> (not equal) instead of the keyword NOT.

Using Keywords in Predicates
You can use IS NULL, IS NOT NULL, BETWEEN, IN, NOT, LIKE, AND/OR keywords in predicates for use in comparing.

You have been using comparison operators in predicates to compare one value to another. You can also use the following
keywords in predicates.

• IS NULL / IS NOT NULL
• BETWEEN
• IN
• NOT
• LIKE
• AND / OR (to combine predicates)

Testing for Null Values 

Use the IS NULL keyword to retrieve rows for which no value has been stored in the specified column.

How It Is Done

The company needs to have a list of employees who do not have a home telephone so that the Human Resources
department can get in touch with them by other means in case of emergency.

To retrieve all employees who do not have a telephone, you would enter:
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select emp_id, phone  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where phone is null; 

The result looks like this:

The following examples provide several ways of using predicates.

Example 5

Only sales employees at Common Auto receive bonuses as part of their earnings. Payroll wants a list of all employees
who do not receive bonuses.

You would enter a SELECT statement to retrieve all employees from the POSITION table for which the database does not
have a bonus percentage. Display employee ID.

select emp_id

       from demoempl.position

       where bonus_percent is null;

The result looks like this:
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IS NOT NULL

Use IS NOT NULL to eliminate rows containing nulls in a specified column.

Example 6

Common Auto needs to be able to reach employees in case of emergency. The Human Resources department knows
that not all employees have telephones. They need to have a list of telephone numbers for those employees who do have
telephones.

You would enter the SELECT statement to list all employees from the EMPLOYEE table who have a telephone. Display
employee ID, first and last name, and telephone.

select emp_id, emp_fname, emp_lname, phone  

       from demoempl.employee

       where phone is not null;

The result looks like this:
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BETWEEN Predicate 

Use the BETWEEN predicate to specify a range of values that you want. BETWEEN selects all rows that have values in a
specified column in between or equal to the starting or ending values of the specified range.

How It Is Done

Human Resources is interested in obtaining a list of employees who have between one and three dependents being
covered by their insurance plan.

To retrieve this data, enter:

select emp_id, num_dependents 

       from demoempl.coverage  

       where num_dependents between 1 and 3; 

The result looks like this:
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Example 7

Human Resources is doing a salary comparison and needs some information on jobs, employees, and salaries. They
have asked you to show them all employees whose salary is between $20,000 and $35,000.

What table holds this informaton?

The information is stored in the POSITION table.

You would enter the appropriate SELECT statement.

select job_id, emp_id, salary_amount 

       from demoempl.position

       where salary_amount between 20000 and 35000;

The result looks like this:
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NOTE
Use NOT BETWEEN to retrieve all rows that do not fall into the specified range.

IN Predicate  

You can compare a value to a list of values using the IN predicate.

How It Is Done

Human Resources needs to identify employees who reside in three communities for potential carpooling.

To do this,enter:

select emp_id, city  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton'); 

Enclose the list of values in parentheses and separate values with a comma.

The result looks like this:
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Example 8

The Payroll department needs to identify employees whose salaries are $20,800, $22,620, or $25,220 for tax rate
purposes. Using the POSITION table, you would write a SELECT statement to display employee ID and salary.

select emp_id, salary_amount 

       from demoempl.position

       where salary_amount in (20800, 22620, 25220);

The result looks like this:

NOTE
You can insert NOT before IN to identify values you do not want returned.

LIKE Predicate and Masks

You can use the keyword LIKE and mask characters to find a character string when you know or are concerned about
only some of the characters. Mask characters are symbols that serve as place holders for other characters. For example,
LIKE 'Th%' means everything beginning with Th. The % is the mask specifying that any number of characters can follow.
table.
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You can use the following symbols as mask characters:

• Percent (%) - Specifies any number of unknown characters (including none)
• Underscore (_) - Specifies a single unknown character

How it is Done

The company nurse wants to identify all employees whose last names begin with S to notify them that their yearly physical
examination is due.

Enter:

select emp_lname  

     from demoempl.employee  

     where emp_lname like 'S%'; 

You would enter the character string to be matched exactly as you expect to find it in the database. Use uppercase and
lowercase letters as necessary.

The result looks like this:   

Where to Place Mask Characters

Mask characters can come anywhere in the search string.

If you want to find all employees whose names contain mp, enter:

select emp_lname  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where emp_lname like '%mp%'; 

The result looks like this:

Example 9

How would you display all employees whose last names end in son?
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Hint: A CHAR data type may have trailing blanks

select emp_lname

       from demoempl.employee

       where emp_lname like '%son' or emp_lname like '%son %';

The result looks like this:

NOTE
Use NOT in front of LIKE to search for rows containing all values except those that match the mask.

Example 10

To display all employees whose last names do not end in son, you would enter a SELECT statement.

select emp_lname 

       from demoempl.employee

       where emp_lname not like ‘%son%’

       and emp_lname not like '%son';

The result looks like this:
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Using Calculated Values in Predicates
You can use an asterisk, slash, plus, or minus arithmetic expressions to calculate a value for a search condition.

You can use arithmetic expressions to calculate a value for a search condition. The following symbols for arithmetic
operations include:

• * (asterisk) - Multiplication
• / (slash) - Division
• + (plus) - Addition
• - (minus) - Subtraction

Remember that multiplication and division are performed first, from left to right, and addition and subtraction second, from
left to right. You can control the order in which operations are performed by using parentheses to enclose the operations
you want performed first.

How It Is Done

As part of the salary review process, Human Resources needs to identify all jobs where the difference between the
maximum and minimum salaries is greater than $10,000. To do this, use the JOB table and enter:

select job_id, job_title, min_rate,  

       max_rate, max_rate - min_rate

       from demoempl.job

       where max_rate-min_rate > 10000:

The result looks like this:
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Example 11

The corporate planning group wants to know what projects have been completed in less time than originally estimated.

Use the PROJECT table to identify the columns and display project ID as well as the number of hours saved.

select proj_id,(est_man_hours,act_man_hours)

            as “Saved Hours” 

            from demoproj.project

            where act_man_hours < est_man_hours;

The result looks like this:

Combining Predicates
Lear about using AND and OR to combine predicates in SQL. Learn about the use and placement of parentheses. Find
examples that show code and output.

You can combine predicates with AND and OR.

• Use AND when all predicates must be true
• Use OR when only one predicate must be true
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The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You can use parentheses to override the default order.

How It Is Done

The Human Resources department needs to identify employees who live in Camden, Brookline, or Canton and who have
telephones in order to set up a calling network. You created both of these search conditions earlier in this section. Now
you want to combine them. To produce this list, enter:

select emp_id, city, phone 

       from demoempl.employee

       where city in ('Camden', 'Brookline', 'Canton') 

        and phone is not null;

The result looks like this:

Example 12

Changing this SELECT statement from AND to OR produces the following list.
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Compare the result of the first SELECT statement with the result of the second.

The first SELECT statement gives a more limited list because an employee must both live in one of the three communities
and have a telephone in order to be included in the list.

The second SELECT statement results in a longer list because an employee must either live in one of the three
communities or have a telephone (and live anywhere) in order to be included. Thus, the result table lists everyone who
has a telephone and everyone who lives in the three communities.

Using Both AND and OR

You can have multiple predicates, connecting them with either AND or OR.

The Human Resources department needs a list of employees who have a telephone and live in Brookline and all
employees who live in Boston regardless of whether they have a telephone.

To produce this list, you would enter:

select emp_id, city, phone 

       from demoempl.employee

       where phone is not null and city = 'Brookline' 

           or city = 'Boston'

The result looks like this:
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Using Parentheses

The default order of evaluation is AND before OR. You use parentheses to override the default order of evaluation.
Multiple search conditions enclosed in parentheses are evaluated as a single search condition.

How It Is Done

If the Human Resources department wants a list of employees living in Brookline or Boston who have a telephone, you
would insert parentheses to group the Brookline and Boston predicates. The parentheses specify that you want the OR
portion of the clause to be evaluated first:

select emp_id, city, phone 

            from demoempl.employee

            where phone is not null 

              and (city = 'Brookline' or city = 'Boston'): 

The result looks like this:
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Compare this result with the result from the previous statement. The previous SELECT statement without parentheses
listed employees who have a telephone and who also live in Brookline as well as employees who live in Boston whether
they have a telephone.

The second SELECT statement with parentheses listed employees who live in either Brookline or Boston and who have a
telephone, no matter which community they live in.

When you create a complex combination of predicates as in the last example, use parentheses to group predicates and
establish the order of evaluation.

Placement of Parentheses

You have just seen that using parentheses can make a difference in the order in which the predicates are evaluated.

Look at these two SELECT statements. They are the same except for the placement of the parentheses.

1.  select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id 

           from demoempl.employee

           where phone is not null

             or (city = 'Boston' and dept_id = 5200);

2.  select emp_id, phone, city, dept_id 

           from demoempl.employee

           where (phone is not null or city = 'Boston') 

             and dept_id = 5200;

When you take all parentheses out of the request, the results are different.

The first SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either live in Boston and work in department 5200 or have a
telephone in order to be on the list.

The second SELECT statement specifies that the employee must either have a telephone or live in Boston. In either case,
the employee must also work in department 5200 in order to be placed on the list.

If you take out all the parentheses, SQL evaluates the conditions in the same order as for the first SELECT statement.
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Using Aggregate Functions
The aggregate functions AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM are used to perform calculations within your SELECT
statement to summarize information about groups of rows in a table.

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM to perform calculations within your SELECT
statement to summarize information about groups of rows in a table.

After completing this section, you will be able to use aggregate functions to count rows of data and to calculate averages,
sums, maximums, and minimums for groups of data.

Aggregate Functions
The aggregate functions are AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM. All of these functions except for COUNT, operate on a
collection of values in one column of a table and produce a single result.

There are five aggregate functions. Except for COUNT, these functions operate on a collection of values in one column of
a table and produce a single result:

• AVG - Returns the average of all values in the named column
• COUNT - Counts the number of rows that satisfy a condition
• MAX - Returns the highest value in the named column
• MIN - Returns the lowest value in the named column
• SUM - Returns the total of all values in the named column

How to Use Aggregate Functions

To use an aggregate function, specify the name of the function followed by the name of the column in parentheses, as in
SUM(SALARY_AMOUNT).

You can use the aggregate functions AVG, MAX, MIN, and SUM with a column name (SALARY_AMOUNT).

Where to Use Aggregate Functions

• Instead of a column name with SELECT
• In a HAVING clause as a value in a predicate

AVG

The aggregate function AVG calculates the average value of all rows in a specified column.

How It Is Done

The president of Common Auto wants to know the average salary for all employees in the company. To produce this
information, use the POSITION table and enter:

select avg(salary_amount)

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:
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Example 1

Use the COVERAGE table to write a SELECT statement to display the average number of dependents for all employees
in Common Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

You would enter the following SELECT statement:

select decimal 

       avg(num_dependents),8,4)

       as “Average Dependents”

       from demoempl.coverage;

The result looks like this:

Data type

If the column being averaged has an integer data type, the result will be an integer (that is, a whole number). Refer to the
SQL reference documentation for your environment to learn how to convert an integer data type to a decimal data type in
the result of your query.

Example 2

Using WHERE

Use the BENEFITS table to write a SELECT statement to display the average vacation accrued in fiscal year 2021 for all
employees in Common Auto. The Human Resources department needs this information for statistical purposes.

You would enter the following SELECT statement:

select avg(vac_accrued)

       from demoempl.benefits 

       where fiscal_year = 2021;

The result looks like this:

COUNT

Use the aggregate function COUNT to count the number of rows in a table.

You use an asterisk in parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows to be counted. You use a column name in
parentheses after COUNT when you want all rows with a value in that column to be counted.

How It Is Done
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Use the aggregate function COUNT to count the number of rows in a table.

When you want all rows to be counted, use an asterisk in parentheses after COUNT. Use a column name in parentheses
after COUNT when you want all rows with a value in that column to be counted.

select count(*)

       from demoempl.employee;

The result looks like this:

Every row in the EMPLOYEE table was counted.

Example 3

The Human Resources department would like to know how many different types of skills there are in the company. You
would enter the appropriate statement to determine the total number of skills in the SKILL table.

You would enter the following SELECT statement:

select count(*)

       from demoproj.skill;

The result looks like this:

Specifying a column name with COUNT

If you specify a column name with COUNT, only the rows containing a value in that column are counted.

How It Is Done

Human Resources has made another request. They would like to know how many employees have telephones in their
homes. You can comply with this request by creating a SELECT statement using COUNT and the column name PHONE
from the EMPLOYEE table:

select count(distinct phone)

       from demoempl.employee;

The result looks like this:
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There were fewer rows returned with this request than there were when you specified COUNT(*). This time, COUNT
counted only the rows that had a telephone number. It did not count the rows that contain a null value for PHONE. When
you used COUNT(*), all rows are counted.

Example 4

Using WHERE

To find out how many employees in department 5200 have telephones, add a WHERE clause to your previous statement.

You would use the following SELECT statement:

select count(distinct phone) 

       from demoempl.employee

       where dept_id = 5200;

The result looks like this:

MAX

Use the aggregate function MAX (maximum) to determine the highest value in a specified column.

How It Is Done

The Human Resources department would like to know the highest salary in the company. Salaries are stored in the
POSITION table. To show this information, enter:

select max(salary_amount)

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:

Example 5
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Human Resources also needs to know the highest salary held for job 3333. Enter an appropriate SELECT statement
using a WHERE clause.

You would use the following SELECT statement:

select max(salary_amount) 

       from demoempl.position 

       where job_id = 3333;

The result looks like this:

MIN

Use the aggregate function MIN (minimum) to determine the lowest value in a specified column.

How It Is Done

Human Resources needs to determine the lowest salary in the company. To obtain this, enter:

select min(salary_amount) 

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:

Example 6

The Human Resources department is concerned that the company have a healthy group of employees. They need to see
the smallest amount of sick time taken. The BENEFITS table contains this information.

You would use the following SELECT statement:

select min(sick_taken)

       from demoempl.benefits;

The result looks like this:
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SUM

Use the aggregate function SUM to total numeric columns.

How It Is Done

The budget group in the Accounting department needs to allocate funds for next year's budget based on this year's
salaries.

To obtain a sum of all salaries enter:

select sum(salary_amount)

       from demoempl.position;

The result looks like this:

Example 7

As part of the budget process, the budget group needs to identify all vacation hours taken. (This information is in the
BENEFITS table.) You would enter the following statement to display this sum.

select sum(vac_taken)

       from demoempl.benefits;

The result looks like this:

Aggregate Functions and Null Values

There may be null values in columns included in a calculation. Aggregate functions ignore rows where a null value is
found.
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Eliminating Duplicate Rows
Use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicate rows when using SUM, AVG, and COUNT.

Sometimes a row in a selected column contains information that is the same as information in another row.

Why Duplicates Occur

The EXPERTISE table contains skill IDs, the IDs of employees who have the skills, the level of ability an employee has in
a skill, and the date the ability was acquired. Common Auto might have several employees who match a particular skill in
the SKILL table and have no employees who match another skill.

How It Is Done

To obtain a list of skill IDs associated with at least one employee, enter:

select skill_id 

       from demoproj.expertise; 

This coding provides a list of skill IDs that have been matched to employees who have that skill. Any skill that has no
employees associated with it will not show up in the result.

The result looks like this:

Why are some of the skill IDs repeated?

The result shows the skill ID for each employee. If more than one employee has that particular skill, the skill ID is
repeated.

To see this more clearly, look at the skills and the associated employees by entering:

select skill_id, emp_id 

       from demoproj.expertise;

The result looks like this:
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You want to eliminate duplicate rows resulting from your first SELECT statement in order to see each skill ID only once.

To eliminate these rows, use the DISTINCT option immediately after the word SELECT.

How it is Done with DISTINCT

Using the first SELECT statement, add DISTINCT after SELECT.

select distinct skill_id 

       from expertise;

The result looks like this
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Now the result shows a list of skill IDs with no duplicates.

Since using DISTINCT eliminates duplicate rows, fewer rows are returned.

Example 5

The Accounting department needs a list of communities represented by employees in this company in order to identify
applicable city taxes. One of the columns in the EMPLOYEE table contains the name of the community in which the
employee resides.

Enter a SELECT statement to list the communities in the table without showing any duplicates.

select distinct city

       from demoempl.employee;

The result looks like this:
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Grouping Information
GROUP BY displays information for groups of rows instead of a table. You can use GROUP BY with any aggregate
function.

You can use aggregate functions to display information for groups of rows rather than for a whole table. For example, the
president wants to know the average salary for employees that are assigned to each job rather than the average salary for
all employees in the whole company. The POSITION table, where the salary information is maintained, has more than one
row for each job. To retrieve the information for the president, you must group all rows with the same job ID and then find
the average salary for that group.

Using GROUP BY

To summarize information for groups of rows, such as all employees who have the same job ID, use the GROUP BY
clause. The GROUP BY clause indicates which columns contain values to be grouped.

How It Is Done

To find the average salary for employees by job, use the GROUP BY clause. We also change the column header in the
output to a better description than the expression, by entering:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount) AS “AVG SALARY”  

       from demoempl.position   

       group by job_id;

The result looks like this:
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The GROUP BY clause grouped the rows of data by job and then AVG took the average salary for each group. For
example, nine salaries are averaged for JOB_ID 3333. Three jobs have null for an average salary because they have only
hourly employees.

Example 9

For statistical purposes, you must know the number of employees in each department. You would enter
a SELECT statement to retrieve this information from the EMPLOYEE table.

select dept_id, count(distinct emp_id) 

       from demoempl.employee

       group by dept_id;

The result looks like this:
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Example 10

To determine salary budgets for next year, the budget group must identify the total salaries for each job.

Using the POSITION table, you would enter a SELECT statement to show the sum of salaries for employees by job.
Display job ID and sum for each job.

select job_id, sum(salary_amount) 

       from demoempl.position

       group by job_id;

The result looks like this:
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Things to Remember When Using GROUP BY

• You can use GROUP BY with any aggregate function.
• You can specify more than one column in the GROUP BY clause.
• Columns listed in the SELECT statement that are not part of the calculation by an aggregate function must be

identified in the GROUP BY clause.

Using ORDER BY with Aggregate Functions

When you want to sort a result table based on an aggregate function, you must specify the aggregate function by number
(or heading name) rather than specifying the function itself.

How It Is Done

Earlier you found the average salary for employees by job using GROUP BY. To sort this result by the average salary,
enter:

select job_id, avg(salary_amount)  

       from demoempl.position  

       group by job_id  

       order by 2;

The result looks like this:
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Using HAVING
The HAVING clause allows you to search for a particular condition within each group. HAVING takes the same predicates
as WHERE.

You can add a search condition to use with an aggregate function.

The HAVING clause allows you to search for a particular condition within each group. HAVING takes the same predicates
as WHERE. The clause must specify an aggregate function because it applies to summary rows only. You use a HAVING
clause to eliminate groups from the result, just as you use a WHERE clause to eliminate rows.

You can have both a WHERE clause and a HAVING clause in your SELECT statement.

How It Is Done

The company is concerned that there are several departments with only a very few employees. To display those
departments that have fewer than three employees, enter:

select dept_id, count(*)

       from demoempl.employee 

       group by dept_id 

       having count(*) <3; 

The result looks like this
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Example 11

Some Common Auto employees live in the same community. Since the company is encouraging carpooling, the
carpooling group needs to know which communities have more than two people living there.

Enter a SELECT statement to list the name of the community and the number of employees living in that community.
Show only those communities that have more than two employees. This information is contained in the EMPLOYEE table.

select city, count(*)

       from demoempl.employee 

       group by city

       having count(*) > 2;

The result looks like this:

Example 12

The budget director has given you another request. She needs to see which jobs have an average salary greater than
$25,000. You would use the POSITION table to write the appropriate SELECT statement using HAVING and display the
job ID and the average salary amount.

select job_id, avg(salary_amount) 

       from demoempl.position 

       group by job_id

       having avg(salary_amount) > 25000;

The result looks like this:
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Accessing Multiple Tables
Up to this point, you learned how to retrieve data from only one table at a time. Sometimes, the data you want resides
in more than one table. For example, you might want information about the department an employee works in and the
employee information itself. The join operation allows you to do this.

After you complete this section, you will be able to create SQL statements that retrieve data from more than one table.

Join Operations
A join can occur when tables have a column in common. Each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a
column in at least one other table in the join.

A join is a type of select in which you request data from more than one table. Look at the table descriptions for
EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT in Appendix C. The EMPLOYEE table carries employee information plus the employee's
department ID. The name of the department is not carried in this table.

If you want to see more information about the department, look at the DEPARTMENT table where you find the ID and
name of the department. To display both employee and department information at the same time, access both tables at
once to join them.

Common Columns

A join can occur when tables have a column in common. Each table must have at least one column that corresponds to a
column in at least one other table in the join.

Usually these common columns are planned as part of the database design. Earlier, you read about foreign keys, which
are columns or combination of columns in one table corresponding to the Primary Key of another table. These are
planned common columns:
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Join Tables on Common Columns
One or more columns in one table to one or more columns in a second table musst be associated to join tables.

To join two tables, you must associate one or more columns in one table to one or more columns in a second table. The
joining columns must satisfy the following:

• Exist in both tables
• Have data of equivalent type
• Appear in the WHERE clause

Normally, a row from one table is joined with a row from the other when the common columns contain equal values.

Statement Used

The statement used to join tables is composed of the following:

• Columns to be displayed listed after SELECT
• FROM clause identifying the tables from which data is being retrieved
• WHERE clause indicating the column to be matched and any additional search conditions

In the WHERE clause, you specify a column name from one table, a comparison operator (usually =), and a column name
from the other table.

How It Is Done

Periodically, the Human Resources department produces a list of the employees who head departments.

The ID of the employee who heads a particular department is found in the DEPARTMENT table. The employee's name is
found in the EMPLOYEE table. You need to join these two tables to get all the information for the list.
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To join the DEPARTMENT and EMPLOYEE tables based on the head of the department, you use the DEPT_HEAD_ID
column in the DEPARTMENT table and the EMP_ID column in the EMPLOYEE table. The columns have different names,
but both contain employee IDs.

To join the two tables, enter:

select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname, dept_name  

       from demoempl.employee, demoempl.department  

       where dept_head_id = emp_id; 

In this statement, all the join columns have unique names. The SELECT statement specifies that you want to see
employee ID, employee last name and first name, and name of department. This information is going to come from two
different tables. The common columns are matched in the WHERE clause.

The result looks like this:

Example 1

The Human Resources department needs information about projects. They have asked you for a list of project
descriptions and project leaders by name.

You would enter a SELECT statement to display each project description and employee last and first name.

select proj_desc, emp_lname, emp_fname

       from demoproj.project, demoempl.employee 

       where proj_leader_id = emp_id;

What tables do you need to join?

You need to join the EMPLOYEE and PROJECT tables.

What are the common columns?

PROJ_LEADER_ID in the PROJECT table and EMP_ID in the EMPLOYEE table are the common columns.
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The result looks like this:

Why Include the JOIN Condition

Without the join condition in the WHERE clause, the request would return a huge table containing every possible row
combination from the tables being joined. This type of join is called a Cartesian product. It is very inefficient and contains a
great deal of redundant information.

Doc Qualifying a Column Name
If join columns from two tables have the same name,  a qualification must be added to the column names to distinguish
one name from the other. 

In some cases, the join columns from two tables have the same name. Then you must add a qualification to the column
names to distinguish one name from the other.

How It Is Done

The EMPLOYEE table does not carry the department name, and the DEPARTMENT table does not carry the employee
ID. If you want to see the names of the departments that the employees are associated with, you need to join the
EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables. These two tables have a common column, DEPT_ID.

Because the column DEPT_ID has the same name in each table, you need to qualify each common column name with
the name of its table. Enter:

select emp_id, department.dept_id, dept_name 

       from demoempl.department, demoempl.employee 

       where department.dept_id = employee.dept_id; 

This statement specifies that the rows to be retrieved and joined from the EMPLOYEE and DEPARTMENT tables
are those that have matching department IDs. If a department ID is present in the DEPARTMENT table but not in the
EMPLOYEE table (as when a department has no employees), that row will not be returned.

The result looks like this:
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Does it matter which of the two department ID columns you choose to display?

No. The values in each of the two matching columns is the same.

Example 2

You have to give the Human Resources department a list of employees and the skills each has. However, it is easier to
read this report if the employees' names are listed as well.

You would enter a SELECT statement to list employee ID, last name, first name, and skill ID using the EMPLOYEE and
EXPERTISE tables. Qualify the column name that is the same in both tables.

select demoproj.expertise.emp_id, emp_lname, 

       emp_fname, skill_id

       from demoproj.expertise, demoempl.employee 

       where expertise.emp_id = employee.emp_id;

The result looks like this:
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Using a Correlation Name

Use a correlation name as a shorthand method for qualifying a column name.

Specify the correlation name in the FROM clause:

  from demoproj.expertise x, demoempl.employee e 

Then use the correlation name as a prefix on the column name.

How It Is Done

To use a correlation name instead of the table name to qualify the column names from the previous example, enter:

select x.emp_id, emp_lname, 

       emp_fname, skill_id  

       from demoproj.expertise x, demoempl.employee e  

       where x.emp_id = e.emp_id; 

The result is the same as the previous statement.

Extra Search Criteria in a Join
In Datacom, in addition to specifying columns for a join operation, you can use AND and OR as search criteria in the
WHERE clause. Review a sample scenario showing conditions, command format, and a result.

Example

Human Resources wants a list of managers in charge of projects. You must create a list of those managers with their IDs,
last and first names.

What tables will you join?

You will join the EMPLOYEE and CONSULTANT tables.
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What are the join columns?

EMP_ID in EMPLOYEE and MANAGER_ID in CONSULTANT are the join columns.

Do you need to qualify any column name?

Yes, both tables have MANAGER_ID columns.

What other search criteria do you need?

You must specify that you want each manager to be listed only once.

You enter:

select distinct consultant.manager_id, emp_lname, emp_fname 

       from demoproj.consultant, demoempl.employee

       where consultant.manager_id = employee.emp_id;

The result looks like this:

Considerations about Joining Tables
When you join tables, there are certain things that you must take into consideration.A column name in the SELECT
statement must be prefixed to specify the table. The FROM clause contains the names of all the tables you are joining.
The WHERE clause limits the result table.

The following describes what happens when you join tables:

• You are combining rows of data from two or more tables to form one result table.
• The join is based on common columns.
• If a column name in the SELECT statement has the same name in two or more tables, it must be prefixed to specify

the table.
• The FROM clause contains the names of all the tables you are joining.
• You should use a WHERE clause to limit the result table.

Sorting the Result
When using SQL with Datacom, use ORDER BY to sort the table resulting from a join operation. Review an example
showing tables to join, join columns, qualifications, and additional search criteria.

Example

Human Resources has requested a list by employee last name, of sorted by last name in descending sequence.

What tables will you join?

You would join the EMPLOYEE and the EXPERTISE tables.

What are the join columns?
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EMP_ID in the EMPLOYEE table and the EMP_ID in the EXPERTISE table are the join column.

Do you need to qualify any column name?

Yes, both tables have the EMP_ID column.

What additional search criteria do you need?

You need to include SKILL_ID as 3333 in the EXPERTISE table in the where clause.

You would enter:

select emp_lname

       from demoempl.employee, demoproj.expertise 

       where employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id

         and skill_id = 3333 

       order by emp_lname desc;

The result looks like this:

Joining a Table to Itself
A reflexive join is when you join a table to itself when two rows in a table contain information that you want to combine.

You join a table to itself when two rows in a table contain information that you want to combine. This is called a reflexive
join.

How It Is Done

The Human Resources department needs to identify Catherine William's manager. The EMPLOYEE table contains the
employee ID and the manager ID. To find the name of Catherine William's manager, first you find Catherine William's
employee ID (3411) in the EMP_ID column. The row containing Catherine William's employee ID also contains her
manager's employee ID (2894) in the MANAGER_ID column. Now you look in the EMPLOYEE table again to find the
manager's ID (2894) in the employee ID column. You will find the manager's name in this row:
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To access this information, enter:

select mgr.emp_lname,  

       sub.emp_lname  

       from demoempl.employee mgr, demoempl.employee sub  

       where mgr.emp_id = sub.manager_id  

         and sub.emp_id = 3411; 

The result looks like this:

Things to Remember about a Reflexive JOIN

• You assign correlation name so that the manager's employee ID can be distinguished from the subordinate's employee
ID.

• You name the table twice in the FROM clause and give each reference a correlation name.
• You compare the two columns that share the same type of information in the WHERE clause (MGR.EMP_ID =

SUB.MANAGER_ID).

Using UNION
UNION appends the rows returned by one set of selection criteria to the rows returned by another set.
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You can use UNION to append the rows returned by one set of selection criteria to the rows returned by another set.

Appending is different from joining. To join tables, you merge selected columns of one table with selected columns of
another table. To append tables, you combine selected rows of one table to selected rows of another table.

How It Is Done

To combine the CONSULTANT and EMPLOYEE tables to get a complete list of all people on the payroll, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname  

       from demoproj.consultant  

       union  

       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname  

              from demoempl.employee; 

This statement adds rows from the EMPLOYEE table to the rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

Things to Remember about UNION

• UNION combines rows from separate SELECT statements and removes duplicate rows.
• Paired columns must match in length and data type and in allowing or not allowing null values.
• Name the same number of columns in each of the SELECT statements. • Column names do not have to match.
• Sort the result table, with a single ORDER BY clause after the last SELECT statement.
• Use column numbers if you want to sort the result table.
• Column names from the first table are used as column headings.
• UNION is not limited to only two tables.

Adding Rows Selectively

By adding WHERE clauses, you can use UNION to selectively add rows from one or more tables to another table.

How It Is Done
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To see information on both employees and consultants working in a particular department, enter:

select con_id, con_lname, con_fname  

       from demoproj.consultant  

       where dept_id = 5200  

       union  

       select emp_id, emp_lname, emp_fname  

              from demoempl.employee  

               where dept_id = 5200; 

This statement adds selected rows from the EMPLOYEE table to selected rows in the CONSULTANT table.

The result looks like this:

Nesting SELECT Statements
A subquery is when an SQL request is nested inside another SELECT statement. You nest SELECT statements when
you want to use data from one table as part of the criteria of another table. A subquery is often used in conjunction with
predicates IN and EXISTS.

An SQL request that is nested inside another SELECT statement is called a subquery. The subquery returns a set of
values for use in the outer SELECT statement:
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You nest SELECT statements when you want to use data from one table as part of the criteria of another table. A
subquery is often used in conjunction with predicates IN and EXISTS.

After you have complete this section, you will be able to nest a SELECT statement within another SELECT statement to
retrieve specified data.

SELECT Statement in a WHERE Clause
In a WHERE clause, a SELECT statement is used to create a result limiting how many rows can be retrieved by the outer
SELECT statement.

You use a SELECT statement in a WHERE clause to create a result table that limits the rows that can be retrieved by the
outer SELECT statement.

Generally, the SELECT statement nested within a WHERE clause can return only one column.

Using a Subquery with IN
Use IN to retrieve rows from a table provided that values in a particular column are in another table. The nested SELECT
statement provides the list that follows IN.

Often, you want to retrieve rows from a table provided that values in a particular column are in another table. You can use
IN as you did earlier. The nested SELECT statement provides the list that follows IN.

How It Is Done:

You might want the last names and telephones of employees who are department heads. To retrieve the information
from the EMPLOYEE table, first determine the employees that are the heads of departments. You can do this through a
subquery. You must enclose the subquery in parentheses.

Enter:

select emp_lname, phone, dept_id  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where emp_id in  

             (select dept_head_id  

                 from demoempl.department) order by emp_Lname; 

The subquery first retrieves all the employee IDs of department heads from the DEPARTMENT table. The outer
SELECT statement then uses this list to retrieve the last name, phone, and department ID of these employees from the
EMPLOYEE table. It also orders by employee last name.

The result looks like this:
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Example 1

The Human Resources department needs to find out which departments have employees with more than 80 hours of
vacation remaining in fiscal year 1991 so that the department head can be notified.

Enter a SELECT statement using a subquery to identify the IDs of those departments.

select distinct dept_id

       from demoempl.employee 

       where emp_id in

             (select emp_id

                     from demoempl.benefits

                     where (vac_accrued - vac_taken) > 80 

                            and fiscal_year = 2021);

What tables are involved?

You need to access the BENEFITS table first to find out about remaining vacation hours. Then access the EMPLOYEE
table to find the department ID.

You can use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

The result looks like this:
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Using an Aggregate Function in a Nested SELECT Statement
An aggregate function in a nested SELECT statement is used to compare a value in a table with another value derived
through an aggregate function.

You can use an aggregate function in a nested SELECT statement when you want to compare a value in a table with
another value derived through an aggregate function.

How It Is Done

You want to see job IDs with current salaries that are higher than the average salary for all jobs. To do this, you use the
POSITION table and enter:

select job_id, salary_amount  

               from demoempl.position  

               where salary_amount >  

                     (select avg(salary_amount)  

                             from demoempl.position); 

The result looks like this:

Example 2

As part of the Human Resources department's research on insurance claims, they need a list of employees who have
more than the average number of dependents. To get this information, you need access to the COVERAGE table. Your
report should display employee ID and number of dependents.

select distinct emp_id, 

       num_dependents from 

       demoempl.coverage 

       where num_dependents >

                   (select avg(num_dependents)

                     from demoempl.coverage);order by emp_id.
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The result looks like this:

Using EXISTS
The EXISTS predicate, which includes a subquery, is used to retrieve rows from a table that is based on the existence of
rows in another table.

When you want to retrieve rows from a table based on the existence of rows in another table, use the EXISTS predicate.
The EXISTS predicate includes a subquery. If rows in a table meet the selection criteria in the subquery, the outer SELECT
statement proceeds. With the EXISTS predicate, you usually use * rather than a column name with SELECT in the
subquery for simplicity.

How It Is Done

You want to retrieve the names of employees who have a certain level of a certain skill. You must access both the
EXPERTISE and EMPLOYEE tables to retrieve the names of these employees.

Enter:

select emp_lname, emp_fname 

       from demoempl.employee 

       where exists  

             (select *  

                     from demoproj.expertise 

                     where skill_id = 4444  

                       and skill_level = '04'  

                       and employee.emp_id = expertise.emp_id); 

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row in the EMPLOYEE table and passes the employee ID to the subquery.
The subquery then evaluates this row by checking the employee ID against the criteria in the WHERE clause.
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The outer SELECT statement and the subquery are connected by comparing common columns in the WHERE clause of the
subquery.

The result looks like this:

If you want to list all the jobs in which an employee earns more than $65,000, enter:

select job_id, job_title 

       from demoempl.job 

       where exists  

             (select *  

                     from demoempl.position 

                     where salary_amount > 65000  

                       and position.job_id = job.job_id); 

The outer SELECT statement looks at the first row of the JOB table and passes the job ID to the subquery. If the row
meets the selection criteria set up by the WHERE clause in the subquery, the row is displayed.

You must qualify the column names in this example because the name, JOB_ID, is the same in both tables.

The result looks like this:

Example

The budget group must know the department IDs of all departments where an employee earns more than $50,000. Enter
a SELECT statement to show this information using the POSITION and EMPLOYEE tables.

TIP
Use DISTINCT to eliminate duplicates.

select distinct dept_id

       from 

         demoempl.employee e 

       where exists

             (select *

                     from demoempl.position p 

                     where salary_amount > 50000

                       and e,emp_id = p.emp_id);

The result looks like this:
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Using NOT EXISTS

You may also want to retrieve information from a table provided that no rows in another table meet the selection criteria.

For example, you might want to look for possible job openings by finding jobs that have no associated employee. To
retrieve this information from the JOB table, first determine which jobs do not exist in the POSITION table.

Enter:

select job_id, job_title  

       from demoempl.job  

       where not exists  

             (select * from demoempl.position  

                     where position.job_id = job.job_id); 

The result looks like this:

Considerations about Subqueries
In an EXISTS predicate, SELECT* is usually used in a subquery and the nested SELECT statement should be enclosed
in parentheses.

When subqueries are used, remember:

• SELECT * is usually used in a subquery in an EXISTS predicate.
• Enclose the nested SELECT statement in parentheses.
• Join the outer SELECT statement and the subquery when using the EXISTS predicate by comparing columns in the

WHERE clause of the subquery.
• Use correlation names to qualify column names.

Updating a Table
Use an UPDATE statement to modify the contents of one or more rows. All rows in a table that satisfy the search condition
are updated in accordance with the assignments in the SET clause. You can update only one table in a single statement.
Following is an example:

 Problem
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Initialize new records (those with STATE equal to WS-STATE) with

year-to-date sales equal to the host variable WS-YTD-SALES, and the

salesman ID equal to the host variable WS-SLMN-ID.

 Solution

               .

               .

       (COBOL statements)

               .

               .

  1      EXEC SQL

  2          DECLARE CUSTUPD CURSOR FOR

  3              SELECT *

  4                 FROM CUSTOMERS

  5                 WHERE STATE = :WS-STATE

  6      END-EXEC.

  7      EXEC SQL WHENEVER NOT FOUND GOTO PROGEND END-EXEC.

  8      EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLWARNING CONTINUE END-EXEC.

  9      EXEC SQL WHENEVER SQLERROR GOTO ERRORTN END-EXEC.

                   .

                   .

 10      EXEC SQL OPEN CUSTUPD END-EXEC.

 11      PERFORM PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP THROUGH

 12          END-PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

 13      EXEC SQL CLOSE CUSTUPD END-EXEC.

                   .

                   .

 14   PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

 15      EXEC SQL

 16          FETCH CUSTUPD INTO

 17               :WC-IND-CD,

 18               :WC-CUSTNO,

 19               :WC-NAME,

 20               :WC-ADDR-1,

 21               :WC-ADDR-2,

 22               :WC-CITY,

 23               :WC-STATE,

 24               :WC-ZIP,

 25               :WC-CRED-IND,

 26               :WC-AREA-CD,

 27               :WC-PH-EXCH,

 28               :WC-PH-NO,

 29               :WC-OPEN-DOL,

 30               :WC-YTD-SALES,

 31               :WC-ACT-YR,

 32               :WC-ACT-MO,

 33               :WC-ACT-DAY,

 34               :WC-SLMN-ID

 35      END-EXEC.

 36      IF SQLCODE = ZERO
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 37          EXEC SQL

 38              UPDATE CUSTOMERS

 39                  SET YTD_SALES = :WS-YTD-SALES,

 40                      SLMN_ID = :WS-SLMN-ID

 41              WHERE CURRENT OF CUSTUPD

 42          END-EXEC.

               .

               .

 43   END-PROCESS-CUSTOMERS-LOOP.

Line 5

The search condition in the SELECT of the DECLARE CURSOR statement specifies that the temporary result table
contains rows only where the value of the STATE column is equal to the value of the host variable WS-STATE.

Line 7

The exception condition, NOT FOUND, directs the program to go to a program end routine if an SQL return code of +100
is received.

Line 8

The exception condition, SQLWARNING, directs the program to continue execution if a warning condition or a positive
SQL return code other than +100 is received.

Line 9

The exception condition, SQLERROR, directs the program to go to an error handling routine in the host program if a
negative SQL return code is received.

Line 10

The cursor named in the DECLARE CURSOR statement is opened and positioned before the first row of the result table
formed by the SELECT in the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

Lines 11-12

The processing loop is performed. This loop contains the FETCH statement to position the cursor.

Line 13

The cursor named in the DECLARE CURSOR statement is closed.

Lines 16-34

The FETCH statement positions the cursor on the first (or next) row of the temporary result table and places that row into
the host variables listed in this statement.

Lines 38-41

The value of each named column is updated in the row where the cursor is currently positioned.

Inserting Data into a Table
To add complete new rows of data to an existing table, use the INSERT statement and specify the values that you want to
add.

How It Is Done Without Column Names

Suppose the company sets up a new department, the Audit department, and you need to add this information to the
DEPARTMENT table. To do this, you would enter:

 insert into demoempl.department  
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       values (4040, 1234, 'D09', 'Audit'); 

This statement adds the row into the table with the other department information.

Things to Remember when Using INSERT

• Add only one row of values with one INSERT statement
• Use INSERT INTO to identify the table to which you are going to add a new row
• Use the VALUES clause to identify the column values
• Enclose the column values in parentheses, separating them with commas
• Enclose values for character string data in single quotation marks
• Order of the column values must match the order of the columns defined for the table
• Refer to the SQL reference documentation for your environment to determine how to enter dates, money, and other

types of data.

Using the Keyword NULL

If you do not have data available for a particular column, you can insert the keyword NULL as a place holder if the column
has been defined to allow null values.

Example 1

Add another department to Common Auto. The only values that you have are the department ID, 6060, the department
name, Claims, and the division code, D09. The department name and division code columns contain character data. You
do not know the ID of the head of the department.

Enter a SELECT statement to display all departments and confirm your addition.

insert into demoempl.department  

       values (6060, null, 'D09', 'Claims'); 

select *  

       from demoempl.department 

       order by dept_id; 

The result looks like this:
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Using INSERT with Column Names

If you want to insert only one or a few columns in a row, specify the column names.

How It Is Done

Suppose you want to add yet another department to the company, but you have only a department ID, department name,
and division code. Enter:

insert into demoempl.department (dept_id, dept_name, div_code)  

       values (5050, 'Research', 'D09'); 

The column names are in parentheses and separated by commas.

The values must be given in the correct column order. You can use the word NULL when you don't have a value in a
column as long as the column accepts null values

If you do not specify a column and a value for that column, a null value will be inserted for you. If the column does not
accept null values, the insert is rejected.

You would enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table to confirm the insertion.

The result looks like this:
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Example 2

Add two more departments that you choose. Leave the department head column null. Use whatever values that you want
in the two INSERT statements. For example: (dept_id:,NULL, ‘(div_code)’, ‘(dept name)’.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the table to confirm the insertions.

insert into demoempl.department  

       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name’);  insert into demoempl.department  

       values (dept_id, null, 'div_code', 'dept_name’);  

select *  

       from demoempl.department 

       order by dept_id; 

Example 3

A project is about to get underway. You know that the project ID is P434 and that its name is Mass Media Campaign Blitz.

Insert a row into the PROJECT table giving this information. The PROJ_ID and PROJ_DESC columns contain character
data.

You would enter:

insert into demoproj.project (proj_id, proj_desc)  

       values ('P434', 'Mass Media Campaign Blitz');  

select *  

       from demoproj.project  

       order by proj_id;

Inserting Rows with SELECT

You can copy selected rows from one table and put them into another table using the SELECT statement within the
INSERT statement. A SELECT statement in an INSERT statement is referred to as a query specification.
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Include a WHERE clause in the SELECT statement to insert only those rows meeting the search condition.

How It Is Done:

Your company has decided to hire one of the consultants, 9388, as a full-time employee. To add the employee information
from the CONSULTANT table into the ASSIGNMENT table, enter:

insert into assignment (emp_id, proj_id, start_date)  

       select con_id, proj_id, start_date  

              from demoproj.consultant  

              where con_id = 9388; 

The columns in the receiving table must have data compatible with the data of the corresponding columns in the sending
table.

You can use SELECT * if you are using all columns in the same order as in the table to which you are adding the row.

You would enter a SELECT statement to display the table and confirm the insertion.

insert into demoproj.project (proj_id, proj_desc) 

       values ('P434', 'Mass Media Campaign Blitz');select *

       from demoproj.project 

       order by proj_id;

The result looks like this:

Modifying Data in a Table with SET
Use the UPDATE and SET statements to modify values in columns and rows in a table in Datacom SQL. Find scenarios,
example SQL code, and example output.

Modifying Values in a Column

To modify every value in a column throughout the table, you must:

• Identify the table that you intend to modify by specifying UPDATE and the table name.
• Name the column in which the modification is to take place and give the new data with a SET clause.

At certain times during the year, the accrued vacation of every employee is increased by eight hours.

To display the employees and accrued vacation hours, enter a SELECT statement.

To make the vacation hour changes, enter:

update demoempl.benefits  
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   set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8  

   where fiscal_year = 2021; 

A message displays specifying the number of rows that have been updated.

Enter a SELECT statement to display the updated table.

select emp_id, vac_accrued

       from demoempl.benefits

       where fiscal year = 2021

       and vac_accrued > 40;

The result looks like this:

Modifying Selected Rows

Often you want to change the value in a column only in rows that meet a certain search condition.

All employees who have accrued more than 80 hours of vacation time are supposed to have an additional eight hours
added to their accrued vacation. Add a WHERE clause to the previous statement:

update demoempl.benefits  

   set vac_accrued = vac_accrued + 8  

   where fiscal_year = 2021; 

To display the BENEFITS table to confirm the change, enter a SELECT statement.

select emp_id, vac_accrued 

       from demoempl.benefits

       where fiscal_year = 2021 

       and vac_accrued > 80;

The result looks like this:
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The only rows for which that column is updated are the rows that meet the condition.

Examples of Modifying Selected Rows

It was recently discovered that the name of department 6060 is incorrect. Instead of Claims, it should be Lost Claims.
Make the change to the DEPARTMENT table using the correct SELECT statement to confirm the modification.
update demoempl.department  

       set dept_name = 'Lost Claims'  

       where dept_id = 6060;  select dept_id, dept_name 

       from demoempl.department  

       where dept_id = 6060;

To update the EMPLOYEE table so that employee 5103 (the former consultant) is associated with department 6200, issue
an appropriate SELECT statement.
update demoempl.employee  

       set dept_id = 6200  

       where emp_id = 5703;  select emp_id, dept_id  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where emp_id = 5703;

Three employees (3411, 8377, and 2894) have been assigned to a new project, P434. Update the ASSIGNMENT table
using the appropriate SELECT statement.
update demoempl.assignment  

       set proj_id = 'P434'  

       where emp_id in (3411, 8377, 2894);  select emp_id, proj_id  

       from demoempl.employee  

       where emp_id in (3411, 8377, 2894);

Removing Data from a Table
Learn how to remove one or more rows from a database table by using the DELETE SQL statement in Datacom. Learn
how to use the statement and how to display changes. Find examples.

How It Is Done

One of the departments you entered previously, department 4040, should not exist at all. Delete it by entering:

delete from demoempl.department  

     where dept_id = 4040; 
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This statement deletes only information on department 4040.

What Message Do You See?

You see a message stating that one row was deleted.

Display the Changes

Enter a SELECT statement to display the DEPARTMENT table to confirm the deletion.

The result looks like this:

Example 8
Department 5050 also should not be in the database. Delete it from the DEPARTMENT table. Enter a SELECT
statement to confirm the deletion.
delete from demoempl.department

       where dept_id = 5050;  select *  

       from demoempl.department 

       order by dept_id;

Omitting the WHERE Clause

If you do not use the WHERE clause in the DELETE statement, all rows of data are deleted from the table. The empty table
remains in the database.

Example 9
Create a DELETE statement to erase department 6060 and the other two departments you added from the
DEPARTMENT table while practicing INSERT. Confirm the deletion by issuing an appropriate SELECT
statement.
delete from demoempl.department 

       where dept_id 

       in(6060;new1, new2)

select *

       from demoempl.department 

       order by dept_id;
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Advanced SQL
This section describes metrialized tables and nested table expressions and how to use them.

Table expressions eliminate the need for an application program to process multiple queries to obtain the desired result,
greatly extending the processing power of a single query.

It is especially helpful to interactive users that are not writing an application.

Materialization of Views

This provides infrastructure for table expressions with temporary materialized tables and eliminates restrictions on views
that require a temporary materialized table.

When you have completed this section, you will be able to use the new Table Expressions added in Datacom 15.1.

Materialized Tables
A materialized query table stores the query result as data, and that data can be used in other queries, rather than the data
in the underlying tables.

The definition of a materialized query table is based on the result of a query. The data is derived from one or more tables
on which the materialized query table definition is based.

A materialized query table actually stores the query result as data, and that data can be used in other queries, rather than
the data in the underlying tables.

Using these materialized tables can dramatically improve the performance of queries, especially complex queries.

Materialized View Example

A company wants to show who makes 30% more than the average for the same job function, and display the difference.

Example

Create a view first:

CREATE VIEW T3 AS 

  SELECT job, AVG(salary) as avgSalary 

  FROM emp GROUP BY job; 

  

 SELECT T1.job, name, salary – avgSalary FROM emp T1 

 WHERE T1.job = T3.job 

   AND T1.salary > T3.avgSalary * 1.3 

   ORDER BY 1, 3 DESC 

Output
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SQL Nested Table Expressions
In Datacom, SQL Nested Table Expression (NTE) is the specification of a subquery in the FROM clause of an SQL
SELECT statement.

Materialization means that the data rows that are returned by the view or nested table expression are put into a work file
that is to be processed like a table.

… TABLE(fullselect) AS correlation_name 

NTEs are used to specify an intermediate result table:

• NTEs are specified with parentheses in the FROM clause, using the keyword TABLE.
• An NTE can contain another NTE, nested to any level.
• An NTE can be used to combine multiple queries for complex tasks.
• An NTE usually requires materializing a temporary table.

Before 15.1, the FROM clause of a SELECT statement could reference only table names and view names.

With 15.1, support was added so the FROM clause can reference a subselect statement. The subselect, enclosed in
parentheses, is called a nested table expression. A correlation name (a name for the table resulting from the NTE) must
be specified when an NTE is used.

Example

Let us look at the materialization view that we used but use an NTE to solve that problem instead.

A company wants to show who makes 30% more than the average for the same job function. The company also wants to
show how much more.

SELECT T1.job_id, emp_id, (T1.salary_amount - T2.avgSalary) AS SALARY_AMT_OVER  

FROM demoempl.position T1,  

  TABLE (SELECT job_id, AVG(salary_amount) as avgSalary  

      FROM demoempl.position  

      GROUP BY job_id) AS T2 

WHERE T1.job_id = T2.job_id  

 AND ( T1.salary_amount > (T2.avgSalary * 1.3) )  

ORDER BY 1,3 DESC 

Output

Sample Data Description Language
Find a brief overview of the Data Description Language (DDL). Learn how to use DDL in Datacom to define a database
and access of users to the database.
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Up to now, you have been using SQL DML statements to retrieve or update data. You have not been concerned with table
design or layout, and you have had full access to all tables. This section shows how a system administrator might use
DDL to define a database and users' access to it. If you use SQL against a multi-user database, your use can be affected
by decisions that are made by the system administrator who does the following actions:

• Creates databases and tables using SQL DDL.
• Specifies which database that the tables are associated with and identifies the physical files in which to store data.
• Defines constraints on the data so that only valid data is stored in the database.
• Restricts access to tables and creates views of them.

Each of these functions can have an impact on the way you access data from tables.

Table Creation
The importance of table creation is explained and how it must be defined to the database management system.

Before you can access a table, it must be defined to the database management system.

For example, to set up the EMPLOYEE table, you or the system administrator uses an appropriate tool to create the
following DD statement.

create table employee

      (emp_id                 integer         not null,

       manager_id             integer

       emp_fname              varchar(20)     not null, 

       emp_lname              varchar(20)     not null,

       dept_id                integer         not null,

       street                 varchar(40)     not null, 

       city                   char (20)       not null,

       state                  char (04)       not null, 

       zip_code               char (09)       not null,

       phone                  char (10)                     

       status                 char (01),

       ss_number              integer 

       start_date             date            not null,

       termination_date       date,           not null,

       birth_date             date            not null : 

The system administrator specifies the column names and the kind of data you can put into each column.

Common Columns:

The system administrator identifies potential relationships between tables and plans for common columns that can
become foreign keys. You use these common columns when you want to join tables.

Temporary Tables:

In a multi-user database environment, there are times when you need to store data for only a short period of time, perhaps
as long as a program is running. When tables are set up for this purpose, they are called temporary tables. The data in
temporary tables is not stored in the database and is not accessible to other users. For example, you may need to access
all the company's accounts receivable data for the past five years. This information is stored in an accounts receivable
history table that covers the past 15 years. You want to retrieve data in different forms, so you'll use several SELECT
statements.

Rather than access the very large history table every time you need to retrieve data, you can define a temporary table
that has data from just the past five years and retrieve from this smaller table. This allows you to have quicker and more
efficient access to the data.
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Indexes
Use an index to order a table logically to increase the speed of data retrieval and to prevent duplicate rows. Learn how to
identify and create an index.

An index is a way to order a table logically to speed the retrieval of data.

For example, an index could be defined to order the EMPLOYEE table by employee last name. Another index could be
established to order the same table by social security number.

An index is established on a column or combination of columns to:

• Improve processing efficiency.
• Prevent duplicate rows (when an index is specified as unique).

Identifying an Index

The system administrator examines all the columns and the programs that run against the table to determine how the data
is the most likely to be accessed.

For example, assume several programs access the EMPLOYEE table to list employees alphabetically by last name.
The system administrator would place an index on the employee last name to allow these programs to access the data
efficiently.

There can be several indexes that are associated with one table.

When you issue a SELECT statement, SQL uses the indexes to access the data as efficiently as possible.

Creating an Index

To create an index on employee last name, the system administrator uses the following DDL statement:

  create index lname_index 

        on employee (emp_lname); 

Indexes can be added or dropped as necessary.

Views
In Datacom, an SQL view can be a subset of columns and rows in one or more tables or two or more joined tables.
Review a visual representation of a view, and an example of how to use the create view statement.

You do not always need to see an entire table. In fact, a table can contain data (like salary information) that should not be
seen by everyone.

You may also frequently want to see two or more tables together. In these situations, the systems administrator creates a
view.

What is a View

A view is defined using DDL and can include parts of tables or multiple tables:

• A subset of columns and rows in one or more tables
• Two or more joined tables

A view is represented internally by a stored command, not stored data. A view can display data from one or more tables or
from other views.

Each view has a name, just as a table has a name. You can use all the SQL SELECT commands that you use against a
table against a view.
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When you display the view, you see only the subset of columns and rows that are specified in the view definition.

Here is a table and one view of it:

Create a View

To create a view of the POSITION table under CA-DB/VAX, the system administrator uses the following SQL DDL
statement:

create view pos_info (emp_id, job_id) 

      as select emp_id, job_id 

                from demoempl.position; 

If you use this view, you see only the employee ID and job ID. Salary information is not available through this view.

Data Integrity
Data integrity is defined as the correctness of data throughout the database and the importance of it being consistent with
other data in the table.

Data integrity means correctness of data throughout the database. When you add data to a table, you want that data to be
correct and consistent with other data in the table.

If you add an employee to the EMPLOYEE table, you want to make sure that the employee has an ID. Every employee
must have an ID to keep the employee entries consistent with one another. This is an example of data integrity.

In other cases, the value in a given column cannot be repeated. The employee ID is unique for each employee; two
employees cannot have the same ID. This is another example of data integrity.

To ensure that the data is consistent across tables, integrity constraints are set up as part of the data definition. The data
you enter is checked against these constraints.
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Table and Column Names
Column names and their descriptions are provided here for each table type.

ASSIGNMENT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

PROJ_ID ID of the project to which consultant is assigned.

START_DATE Date employee was assigned to the project.

END_DATE Date employee completed work on the project.

BENEFITS

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

FISCAL_YEAR Fiscal year for which this data applies

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

VAC_ACCRUED Vacation hours accrued to date

VAC_TAKEN Vacation hours taken to date

SICK_ACCRUED Sick days accrued to date

SICK_TAKEN Sick days taken to date

STOCK-PERCENT Percentage of earnings allocated to the stock purchase

STOCK_AMOUNT Year-to-date amount deducted for the stock purchase

LAST_REVIEW_DATE Date of last employee review

REVIEW_PERCENT Percent increase at last review

PROMO_DATE Date of last promotion

RETIRE_PLAN Retirement fund identifier: STOCK, BONDS, 401K

RETIRE_PERCENT Percentage of earnings deducted for retirement

BONUS_AMOUNT Amount of the last bonus

COMP_ACCRUED Hours of compensation time accrued

COMP_TAKEN Hours of compensation time taken

EDUC_LEVEL Level of education: GED, HSDIP, JRCOLL, COLL, MAS, PHD

UNION_ID Union identification number

UNION_DUES Amount of dues deducted per pay period.
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CONSULTANT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

CON_ID Unique consultant ID

CON_FNAME First name of the consultant

CON_LNAME Last name of the consultant

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of the manager for the consultant

DEPT_ID ID of the department to which consultant is assigned.

PROJ_ID ID of the project to which consultant is assigned.

STREET Street address of the consultant

CITY City of the consultant

STATE State of the consultant

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code of the consultant

PHONE Phone number of the consultant

BIRTH_DATE Birth date

START_DATE Date of hire of the consultant

SS_NUMBER Social security number

RATE Hourly rate of pay

COVERAGE

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

PLAN_CODE Code of insurance plan providing the coverage

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

SELECTION_DATE Date employee selected this insurance plan

TERMINATION_DATE Date employee terminated this insurance plan; if null, plan is still in
force

NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of dependents covered under this insurance plan

DEPARTMENT

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

DEPT_ID Unique department ID

DEPT_HEAD_ID Employee ID of department head

DIV_CODE Code of the division to which this department belongs

DEPT_NAME Department name
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DIVISION

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

DIV_CODE Unique division ID

DIV_HEAD_ID Employee ID of division head

DIV_NAME Division name

EMPLOYEE

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of manager of the employee

EMP_FNAME First name of the employee

EMP_LNAME Last name of the employee

DEPT_ID ID of the department to which employee is assigned

STREET Street address where the employee resides

CITY City where the employee resides

STATE State where the employee resides

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code where the employee resides

PHONE Telephone number of the employee

STATUS Status of employee: (A) Active; (S) Short-term disability; (L) Long-
term disability

SS_NUMBER Social security number

START_DATE Hire date of the employee

TERMINATION_DATE Date of termination

BIRTH_DATE Birth date

EXPERTISE

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

SKILL_ID Skill ID

SKILL_LEVEL Level of ability in this skill: 01 (low) to 04 (high)

EXP_DATE Date this level of ability was achieved
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INSURANCE PLAN

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

PLAN_CODE Unique plan code for company offering the insurance

COMP_NAME Name of insurance company

STREET Street address of insurance company

CITY City address of insurance company

STATE State address of insurance company

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code of insurance company

PHONE Telephone number of insurance company

GROUP_NUMBER Common's group number for this insurance company

DEDUCT Dollar amount deductible per year for this insurance plan

MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT Maximum dollar amount to be paid to insured employee

FAMILY_COST Amount deducted per paycheck for family coverage

DEP_COST Additional amount deducted per paycheck per dependent

EFF_DATE Date this coverage plan becomes effective

JOB

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

JOB_ID Unique job ID

JOB_TITLE Job title

MIN_RATE Minimum salary/hourly rate for this job

MAX_RATE Maximum salary/hourly rate for this job

SALARY_IND Indicator for type of salary: (S) salaried; (H) hourly

NUM_OF_POSITIONS Total number of positions for this job

NUM_OPEN Number of positions currently open

EFF_DATE Date this job became effective

JOB_DESLINE_1 First line of job description

JOB_DESLINE_2 Second line of job description

POSITION

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Employee ID

JOB_ID Job ID associated with this employee

START_DATE Date employee began this job
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FINISH_DATE Date employee ended this job (mull if current)

HOURLY_RATE Hourly rate earned while in this job (if hourly position)

SALARY_AMOUNT Yearly salary earned while in this job (if salaried position)

BONUS_PERCENT Bonus percent amount for this position (if sales position)

COMM_PERCENT Commission percent for this position (if sales position)

OVERTIME_RATE Overtime rate for this position (if hourly position)

PROJECT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

PROJ_ID Unique project ID

PROJ_LEADER_ID Employee ID of project leader

EST_START_DATE Estimated date project is to begin

EST_END_DATE Estimated date project is to end

ACT_START_DATE Actual date project began

ACT_END_DATE Actual date project ended

EST_MAN_HOURS Total number of hours estimated for project

ACT_MAN_HOURS Actual number of hours required for project

PROJ_DESC Project description

SKILL

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

SKILL_ID Unique skill ID

SKILL_NAME Skill name

SKILL_DESC Skill description

Reporting Facility
The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility is a versatile, easy to use, file retrieval and report generating system that allows you
to access and report on information contained in Datacom/DB databases and in conventional files.

Reporting Facility Features

A part of Datacom/DB, the Reporting Facility operates as a batch job under the control of either a z/OS or z/VSE operating
system. The free-form Reporting Facility language eliminates the need to learn a complex computer language and the
requirements of entering words in a specific column. Designed for end-user efficiency, the English-like commands allow
for efficient execution of reporting tasks.

In addition to generating reports, the Reporting Facility has the ability to create output files and can be used as a file
conversion tool. Reporting Facility features include the following:
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• Input to the Reporting Facility requires no forms. The commands are easy to use, yet the system is compatible with
other high-level computer languages such as COBOL and PL/I.

• The system handles all data manipulation, sorting, and report cosmetics without programmer intervention.
• You establish the contents of the report and the Reporting Facility does the rest.
• You can override the Reporting Facility automatic formatting to customize a report.
• You can print fields defined as SQL TIMESTAMP using the Timestamp DEF statement.
• The Reporting Facility supplies full logic capability for selectively retrieving records and printing data.
• The Reporting Facility provides full arithmetic computation capability and data movement and alignment.
• The system handles all report headings, dating, and page numbering automatically.
• The system provides the ability to access and relate multiple input files in a run.
• By coding a single program, up to 63 individual reports can be generated in a single pass of the input data.
• The Reporting Facility provides a library, with full maintenance capabilities, for storage of frequently used input

statements.
• You can direct output to a DISK file instead of generating a report.
• The Reporting Facility executes at I/O speed.
• The Reporting Facility is fully integrated into the complete Datacom product line and can accept input from Datacom/

DB, Datacom Datadictionary, or Dataquery. As part of the Datacom environment, the system uses the power of
Datacom/DB design to provide either random or sequential processing of data.

In your Reporting Facility program, you can specify the content and characteristics of a report, the operations you want
to take place on the data, and which data you want represented in the report. There are numerous commands available
that allow you to tailor a report to your particular needs. The following commands are common to most Reporting Facility
programs:

USER
Identifies the heading to be used on all pages

FILE
Defines the input file

DEFINE
Defines the input record fields

REPORT
Specifies each report within a run

SELECT
Specifies which records you wish to select for the report

PRINT
Specifies the format of the detail lines

END
Ends the Reporting Facility program

The Reporting Facility provides integration with both Broadcom and non-Broadcom software, and is therefore useful in the
Application Development Center and the Information Center. The Reporting Facility is flexible and not limited to Datacom/
DB tables for input data. It can access data from many sources, including IMS-DL/I databases, VSAM files, or standard
sequential files. It can also utilize user-defined access methods.

Modes of Operation
The Datacom Reporting Facility uses four specialized modes of operation.

The Reporting Facility uses four specialized modes of operation:
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• Primary
• Secondary
• Write-Only
• Library Maintenance

You can enter the operating modes either explicitly, by the commands or options you select, or implicitly, by a decision
automatically made when certain conditions are recognized.

Once a particular mode of operation has been selected, it remains in effect for the duration of the run. You cannot mix
operating modes in a single run.

Both the Primary and Secondary modes of operation are designed for tasks related to generating a report.

Primary

The Primary mode provides all of the facilities of report generation in a single run. It is the most frequently used mode of
operation and is the best suited for generalized reporting functions. In Primary mode, you can produce multiple reports
with a single pass of an input data file. Each report can be unique in the sequence of data and the selection of the data.
Primary mode is very powerful, but it requires the most resources.

Secondary

Secondary mode provides the facilities for producing a single report. This is the most efficient of the report generating
modes and should be used whenever possible because it uses minimum resources. You can enter Secondary mode,
which has no sort or control cards, by specifying OPTION SORT=NONE in your Reporting Facility program. The
Reporting Facility can choose to enter Secondary mode itself if it determines that you are generating a report in the same
sequence as the primary input file.

Write-Only

Use the Write-Only mode to create a sequential disk file as output instead of generating a report.

Library Maintenance

The Library Maintenance mode enables you to catalog frequently used input statements or groups of statements for later
use.

For more information about operating modes, see Reporting Facility Modes of Operation.

Error Handling
When error conditions occur during a Reporting Facility run, it is likely that one of the following basic problems is
responsible:

• Invalid use of the facilities, commands, or parameters through human error (for example, keypunch errors or miscoded
statements in the source program)

• General misunderstanding and misuse of the basic concepts and facilities provided by the Reporting Facility
• Improper Job Control Language (JCL) specification
• Environmental errors (such as unedited input data or insufficient core storage)

The Reporting Facility documents each error as it occurs and provides tools for solving complicated problems. When
errors occur, see the Datacom/DB message documentation for solutions.

The functions that the Reporting Facility performs while processing a request are compilation and execution. The input
commands are processed sequentially and compiled. Then, when it is possible to continue, the system performs the
processes it was instructed to execute. During compilation, the Reporting Facility generates diagnostic messages as a
result of comprehensive syntax and lexical analysis performed on the input source statements.
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In most cases, the Reporting Facility discovers and prints an error message at the point in the program where it occurs.
However, more complex error conditions may not be discovered until the entire source statement, or even the entire
source program, has been analyzed. In this situation, the message may not print next to the error.

A complete summary of the total number of errors or warnings issued prints at the end of the compilation phase. Even if
OPTION LIST OFF is specified, all compiler diagnostic messages print.

After the compilation phase is completed and free of errors, the execution phase can begin. If an abend occurs during the
execution phase, a message prints and the run terminates.

In some circumstances, the Reporting Facility can correct an error and continue processing. For example, if a numeric
field does not contain valid numeric data, a program check interruption and an abend normally occurs. However, the
Reporting Facility can fix the numeric field and continue processing.

JCL Requirements
Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are providedl. The sample code provided in this document is intended
for use as a reference aid only and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific
installation.

Samples for JCL and programs are provided in the install library (in z/OS, the default name for this library is CABDMAC).
In z/VSE, sample PROCs are provided that allow you to make use of parameter substitution. You can copy and modify
these samples for your specific requirements.

Any JOB statements should be coded to your site standards and specifications. All data set names and library names
should be specified with the correct names for the installation at your site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE=
parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. The value displayed should be adequate in most instances, but you can
adjust the value to your specific needs.

The libraries listed for searching must include the following in the order shown:

1. User libraries you may have defined for specially assembled and linked tables, such as DBMSTLST, DBSIDPR,
DDSRTLM, DQSYSTBL, or User Requirements Tables (CUSLIB)

2. Datacom base libraries: Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery, SQL
3. Ideal libraries
4. Common Components and Services (formerly known as Common Components and Services) base libraries
5. Libraries for additional products, such as Datacom CICS Services, Datacom VSAM Transparency, Ideal, and so on

Dataquery users also need the following libraries and data sets for the following specific functions:

• The z/OS data set DQOUT or the z/VSE data set DQOUTD is used only if the DQBATCH execution uses the EXPORT
function.

• In z/OS, running deferred queries with separate JCL members in batch requires, in addition to the SYSIN statement
DEFER, the inclusion of a DD statement for the internal reader used by VPE. This DD statement should be:
 //IRDR DD    SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

 

Components of a Reporting Facility Program
In coding a Datacom/DB Reporting Facility program, the functions you need to perform determine the sequence in which
you submit the output source statements. Therefore, you must submit the commands in a specific sequence.

The Reporting Facility program is divided into seven distinct functional areas:
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• Run Control
• Input File Definition
• General Storage Area (GSA) Definition
• Data Manipulation/File Reading
• Report Definition
• Output File Definition
• Library Maintenance

Some of the functional groups of commands are unique to a particular mode of operation, while some are common to all
types of programs.

Command Summary
Certain commands apply to each area of the seven functional areas in a Reporting Facility program. A general description
of each type of Reporting Facility command is provided next. For a more information about each command, see Reporting
Facility Commands.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Run Control

Run Control commands set the general parameters used throughout the run to direct the compilation processes.

CALL
Instructs the Reporting Facility compiler to retrieve prestored input statements from the Reporting Facility call
library

EJECT
Controls the physical spacing of the compiler SKIP1,2,3 listing

END
Terminates the source input stream

NOTE
Enables you to insert comments into the source program

OPTION
Overrides, for a single processing run, the default options specified at system installation time, or provides
parameters which influence the mode of operation

USER
Provides for generating a report identification line as the first line of every report

Input File Definition

Input File Definition commands describe the physical characteristics and attributes of the data files input to the Reporting
Facility program.

FILE <INPUT>
Identifies and describes an input data file and its physical characteristics and attributes

COPYDD
Instructs the Reporting Facility compiler to retrieve the record/element structure from Datacom Datadictionary

DEFINE
Defines a single addressable unit, scalar variable, or array element that resides in the data record of the
previously defined file

Note the following:
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• An array is a scalar variable that occurs multiple times, in contiguous locations, within the GSA or the input record
area.

• A scalar variable is a single data occurrence located either in the General Storage Area (GSA) or the input record
area. You must assign attributes describing the type of occurrence and give it a location referencing the field name
associated with it. Scalar variables are the smallest addressable unit in a Reporting Facility program.

General Storage Area Definition

The General Storage Area (GSA) has a single command which the system creates automatically. It is basically a scratch
pad used to define standard literals or tables of data.

DEFINE
Defines a single addressable unit, scalar variable, or array element that resides in the GSA

The GSA can be equated to a COBOL Working Storage section. The system also uses the GSA for immediate storage of
special work areas during compilation.

Data Manipulation and File Reading

Data Manipulation and File Reading commands enable you to access input files and define operations to be performed
on the data prior to output selection. Many functions can be performed when coding this section of the program, including
data movement, arithmetic calculations, data translation or decoding, input file access, and direction of the basic program
flow. The Data Manipulation/File Reading commands are: ADD, COMPUTE, CONT, CONTINUE, DECODE, DECR,
DECREMENT, DIVIDE, ENDPROC, GET, GOTO, INCR, ,INCREMENT, MOVE, MULTIPLY, PERFOR, PROC, REDUCE,
SET, SUBTRACT, and UP.

Report Definition

Report Definition commands describe the content, sequence, and format of each report produced in a single run.

REPORT
Identifies and describes a single report to be generated

SELECT
Conditionally selects a record, or set of records, to be included in an individual report

SET/COMPUTE
Directs specialized data movement or arithmetic calculations unique to a single report

CONTROL
Specifies the sequence in which the data is to be presented in the report, or those fields to be designated as
control break fields during report printing

PRINT
Defines the format of a single line to appear on the output report

Output File Definition

These commands enable you to select the content and format of the output. You must code the output file definition
(Write-Only mode, as the last area in the Reporting Facility program). Use the FORMAT command to specify the contents
of each logical record to be created. Two basic commands direct output file definition:

SELECT
Conditionally selects a record or set of records to be included as part of the output data set

FORMAT
Defines the format of each output record to be created
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Library Maintenance

Library Maintenance commands direct processing when maintenance is performed on the Reporting Facility call library.
You cannot perform Library Maintenance in conjunction with report generation or output file creation. The invocation of
Library Maintenance mode using the run control options area dedicates the entire run to performing library functions. The
Library Maintenance commands are:

CONDENSE
Initiates reorganization of the Reporting Facility call library

CREATE
Initiates the preformatting procedures of the physical library extent prior to any use of the library

DELETE
Deletes a specific member from the library

DISPLAY
Displays specified contents of the library, including indexes or specific members

LIBRARY
Instructs the Reporting Facility to enter the Library Maintenance mode

LOAD
Identifies a specific member to be placed in the library for later retrieval

The remainder of this chapter discusses the seven functional areas in more detail.

Reporting Facility Run Control
Run Control commands can appear anywhere within the Reporting Facility program and have the following restrictions:

• When generating a report in Primary or Secondary modes, the USER command must be either the first command in
the input stream or follow the first OPTION command in the input stream.

NOTE
The USER command is not required when operating in the Write-Only or Library Maintenance modes.

• Compiler control commands (EJECT, SKIP1,2,3, and NOTE) can appear anywhere in the input stream except in
Library Maintenance mode.

• The OPTION command can appear anywhere in the program, in any operating mode. It is recommended, however,
that you place it at the beginning of the input stream.

• The CALL command can appear anywhere in the program, regardless of operating mode. In Library Maintenance
mode, however, the CALL command is recognized only when it is part of a specific member to be cataloged.

Run Control commands enable you to analyze the external requirements of a particular program and establish the working
environment as soon as possible during the program development cycle. This reduces the programming effort and
produces mode efficient programs.

The following basic diagram shows the Run Control commands within a program:

┌────────┐

│        │

│    1   │ Run Control

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│   2A   │ Input File Definition

│        │
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├────────┤

│        │

│   2B   │ GSA Definition

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│ 4A,4B  │ Report Definition/Output File Definition

│        │

└────────┘

Input File Definition
Input File Definition commands appear immediately after the run control area in the program. The FILE, DEFINE, or
COPYDD commands define each program input file.

The first file defined in any run is known as the primary file. The system automatically generates the commands to access
the primary file unless you override them or the file is a Datacom/DB table or IMS-DL/I file.

You must explicitly access secondary files, but you can define and access any number of input data sets in a single run.
When defining fields that reside in the input records, define only those fields required for processing.

The following basic diagram shows the Input File Definition commands within a program:

┌────────┐

│        │

│    1   │ Run Control

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│   2A   │ Input File Definition

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│   2B   │ GSA Definition

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│ 4A,4B  │ Report Definition/Output File Definition

│        │

└────────┘

General Storage Area (GSA) Definition
GSA Definition commands appear immediately following all input file definition commands to ensure program continuity.
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Use the GSA to define standard literals or tables of data for the program. Size of the GSA is limited only by the amount
of core storage available. The Reporting Facility can also use this area internally for intermediate storage of work areas
during compilation.

The following basic diagram shows the GSA definition commands within a program:

┌────────┐

│        │

│    1   │ Run Control

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│   2A   │ Input File Definition

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│   2B   │ GSA Definition

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│ 4A,4B  │ Report Definition/Output File Definition

│        │

└────────┘

Data Manipulation/File Reading
Data Manipulation and File Reading commands must appear after the Input File Definition or GSA Definition commands,
but before the Report Specification or Output File Definition commands. This section of the program is responsible for all
activity to be performed prior to a sort, the printing of a single line on the report, or the output of a single record.

The Reporting Facility recognizes the first command in this area as the first procedural keyword. The system works in
a cyclical manner when operating in Primary, Secondary, or Write Only modes. In other words, when a complete input
record set must be made available, you can either ignore the set completely, or pass it through the selection criteria
specified in the SELECT commands in either the report definition groups or the subsequent output file definition section.

The predefined label START is logically attached to the first procedural keyword in this section of the program. A branch
to START ignores the current record set and reads a new record set without passing the record set through the SELECT
criteria. Another predefined label, TEST, is automatically assigned by the system and is logically attached to the first
SELECT command. Encountering a branch to TEST in the program indicates that the current record set will be tested
against the SELECT criteria. When the system completes its analysis of the record set, it takes an automatic branch to
START to begin reading the next record set. The combination of these two predefined labels provides multiple options for
selecting input data.

The following basic diagram shows the Data Manipulation and File Reading commands within a program:

         ┌────────┐

         │        │

         │    1   │ Run Control
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         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2A   │ Input File Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2B   │ GSA Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

START:   │    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

 TEST:   │ 4A,4B  │ Report Definition/Output File Definition

         │        │

         └────────┘

Report Definition
Report Definition commands must appear as the final group of commands in the input stream. In Primary mode, you can
code up to 63 different report definitions. In Secondary mode, you can code only one report definition. Each definition
describes the content and format of an individual report.

The following basic diagram shows the Report Definition commands within a program:

         ┌────────┐

         │        │

         │    1   │ Run Control

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2A   │ Input File Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2B   │ GSA Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

START:   │    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

 TEST:   │   4A   │ Report Definition

         │        │

         └────────┘
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Output File Definition
The Output File Definition is the last section in the Reporting Facility program. You can define a single file in a particular
run. Use the FORMAT command to specify the contents of each logical record to be created.

The following basic diagram shows the Output File Definition commands within a program:

         ┌────────┐

         │        │

         │    1   │ Run Control

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2A   │ Input File Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

         │   2B   │ GSA Definition

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

START:   │    3   │ Data Manipulation/File Reading

         │        │

         ├────────┤

         │        │

 TEST:   │   4B   │ Output File Definition

         │        │

         └────────┘

Library Maintenance
You cannot perform Library Maintenance in conjunction with report generation or output file creation.

Using the Run Options section to invoke Library Maintenance mode dedicates the entire run to performing library
functions.

The following basic diagram shows the Library Maintenance commands within a program:

┌────────┐

│        │

│    1   │ Run Control

│        │

├────────┤

│        │

│    5   │ Library Maintenance

│        │

└────────┘
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Reporting Facility Rules for Coding
While no coding forms are required, there are rules you must follow to code a Reporting Facility program.

Rules for coding the following are discussed in this section.

Reporting Facility Programs
A Reporting Facility statement consists of an English-like command and its associated qualifying parameters. Each
statement specifies a particular function or operation to be performed. Enter the statements free-form in card-image
format. You may separate each entry with any number of spaces.

If you code totally blank lines, the Reporting Facility ignores them. You can overflow the program statements onto any
number of consecutive input lines, but the following rules must apply:

• Only columns 1 -- 72 of any input line can contain source information. The system uses columns 73 -- 80 for sequence
numbers.

• Command words, field names, numeric constants, and literals enclosed in apostrophes must be specified in one
statement and cannot span from one card-image to another.

To improve program readability, use multiple input statements when coding individual commands and their associated
parameters.

For example, the command

 DECODE DD INTO ALPHA-DAY 1='MON' 2='TUE' 3='WED' 4='THU'

                          5='FRI' 6='SAT' ELSE 'SUN'

could be coded as follows to improve readability and appearance of the program:

 DECODE DD INTO ALPHA-DAY 1='MON'

                          2='TUE'

                          3='WED'

                          4='THU'

                          5='FRI'

                          6='SAT'

                          ELSE 'SUN'

The Reporting Facility is parameter driven and commands are interpreted sequentially. Therefore, the sequence in which
you present the commands to the Reporting Facility is very important.

Character Set
The following characters from a standard keyboard are recognized by the Reporting Facility in commands and
parameters:

0 -- 9
Specifies digits

A -- Z
Specifies uppercase letters

+
Specifies a plus sign

-
Specifies a minus sign, dash, or hyphen
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_
Specifies an underscore

(space)
Specifies a blank, or space

,
Specifies a comma

.
Specifies a period or decimal

>
Specifies greater than

<
Specifies less than

&
Specifies an ampersand

'
Specifies an apostrophe or single quote

;
Specifies a semicolon

*
Specifies an asterisk

/
Specifies a slash

=
Specifies an equal sign

:
Specifies a colon

#
Specifies a hash sign

(
Specifies a left parenthesis

)
Specifies a right parenthesis

@
Specifies an at sign

$
Specifies a dollar sign

These characters have special meanings when used in an arithmetic expression:

+
Specifies addition

/
Specifies division

*
Specifies multiplication
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-
Subtraction

The following characters take on special meanings when used in logical expressions:

>
Specifies greater than

<
Specifies less than

=
Specifies equal

Note the following:

• In any expression or parameter that allows the use of an = (equal sign), you can replace the equal sign with its
alphabetical equivalent, EQ.

• When using Format 1 of the DEFINE command or a range specification in a logical expression, you can replace the -
(dash) with its alphabetic equivalent, THRU or TO.

Reserved Words
Since the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility uses a command-driven language, the system must reserve words or phrases
for use by the compiler. The Reporting Facility recognizes certain words or phrases as requests for specific functions. Do
not use any of the following reserved words as user-defined labels, field names, file names, or parameters.
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The words in bold type in the following lists are Reporting Facility commands. All other words are parameters or reserved
field names and can be used in other ways.

ABORT
ADD
ALL
AND
ARABIC
ASM
ASSEMBLER
B
PROC
BLANK
BLOCK
BLOCKED
BSUB
BY
C
CALL
CARD
CC
COB

COBOL
COMPILE
COMPUTE
CONDENSE
CONT
CONTINUE
CONTROL
COPYDD
CREATE
CURRDATE
CURRLDATE
CURRENT-DATE
CURRENT-TIME
CURRTIME
D
DANISH
DASH
DATACOM
DBCOMM

DBID
DD
DDDBID
DECODE
DECR
DECREMENT
DEF
DEFINE
DELETE
DETAIL
DISK(S)
DISPLAY
DIVIDE
DLI
DOUBLE
DROUT
DRVSAM
DRWORK
DT

DUMP
DUTCH
EJECT
ELSE
END
END-OF-FILE
ENDPROC
ENGLISH
ENT
ENTITY
EOJ
EQ
EQUAL
ESUB
EXCLUDE
F
FILE
FILL
FINNISH

FIRST
FIXED
FORMAT
FRENCH
FROM
DQF
GERMAN
GET
GIVING
GO
GOTO
GE
GSA
GT
GTE
HDG
HEADING
HIGH-VALUE(S)
HIST
HR
INCR
INCREMENT
INDEX
INDEXED
INDEXERR
INPUT
INTO
ITALIAN
JAPANESE
KEY
KOREAN
LABEL
LANG
LAST
LE
LIBRARY

LINES
LIST
LOAD
LOW-VALUE(S)
LT
LTE
MAP
MM
MN
MOVE
MULTIPLY
N
NAME
NE
NEWPAGE
NO
NO-RECORD-FOUND
NONE
NORWEGIAN
NOT
NOTE
OCCURS
OFF
OMIT
ON
ONLY
OPTION
OPTPRT
OR
OTHERWISE
OUTLIM
P
PAGE(S)
PERFORM
PIC

PICTURE
PLI
PL1
PORTUGUESE
PRINT
PRINTER
PROD
PROG
PRTEXIT
PUNCH
QSEQ
RECORD(S)
RECORD-FOUND
REDUCE
REPORT
REWIND
ROUND
SELECT
SEQUENTIAL
SET
SIGN
SKIP
SKIP1
SKIP2
SKIP3
SORT
SORTIN
SORTIN1
SORTWK01
SORTWK1
SPACE(S)
SPACING
SPANISH
SPARE
SS
STANDARD

START
SUBTRACT
SWEDISH
SYSnnn
T
TAG
TAPE
TEST
THRU
TIMES
TO
TOTAL(S)
TRACE
TRIPLE
UNLOAD
UP
USE
USER
USING
VAL
VALUE
VARIABLE
VSAM
WHEN
WHERE
WRITE
X
XC
XD
XY
YES
YY
ZERO(S)
0
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Predefined Field Names
In an effort to standardize certain functions and provide some basic options, the Reporting Facility comes with a set
of predefined fields for general use. You can reference these fields as if you had coded the DEFINE commands in the
program.

The following fields can be printed, interrogated against, used in arithmetic expressions, accumulated, or used as sort
keys.

BLANK
A single alphanumeric character defined with an initial value of X'40'.

CURRDATE
An 8-character alphanumeric field that contains the current date in the format MM/DD/YY. This field is updated
only once, at the beginning of the Reporting Facility run.

CURRENT-DATE
A synonym for CURRDATE described previously. It resides in the same location and contains the same data as
CURRDATE.

CURRTIME
An 8-character alphanumeric field that contains the current time in the format HH:MM:SS. This field is updated
each time a primary input record is read by the Reporting Facility.

NOTE
If you override the automatic read, it is updated each time the record selection processing cycle begins
(for example, GOTO START).

CURRENT-TIME
A synonym for CURRTIME described previously. It resides in the same location and contains the same data as
CURRTIME.

MM
Numeric representation of the month (2-character alphanumeric field).

dd
Numeric representation of the day (2-character alphanumeric field).

YY
Numeric representation of the year (2-character alphanumeric field).

hr
A 2-character alphanumeric field. It is the numeric representation of the hour. This field redefines positions 1 -- 2
of the CURRENT-TIME field.

MN
A 2-character alphanumeric field. It is the numeric representation of the minute. It redefines positions 4 -- 5 of the
CURRENT-TIME field.

ss
A 2-character alphanumeric field. It is the numeric representation of the second. It redefines positions 7 -- 8 of the
CURRENT-TIME field.

END-OF-FILE
A 1-character alphanumeric field with an initial value of E, (X'C5'). It is most commonly used in conjunction with
the GET command.

NO-RECORD-FOUND
A 1-character alphanumeric field with an initial value of N, (X'D5'). It is most commonly used in conjunction with
the GET command.
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RECORD-FOUND
A 1-character alphanumeric field with an initial value of Y, (X'E8'). It is most commonly used in conjunction with
the GET command.

QSEQ
A 5-byte packed decimal field that is automatically incremented by 1 each time a primary input record is read. If
you override the automatic read, the Reporting Facility updates it each time the record selection processing cycle
begins.
QSEQ is defined as containing a maximum of nine integers, with no decimal places. Therefore, the maximum
number it can contain is nine 9s (999999999). This field is commonly used:

• To limit the number of primary input records read in order to test the Reporting Facility program before the
entire file is searched

• To ensure that when producing multiple reports, the data for a particular report is presented in the same
sequence as it is read

SPACE
A single alphanumeric character defined with an initial value of X'40'.

TAG
A 1-character alphanumeric field used internally by the SELECT command for the conditional printing or
accumulation of fields within a record.

ZERO
A 1-byte packed decimal field with a value of zero. Use it to initialize fields, or as a first operand in a logical
expression.

Alphanumeric Literals
When you code a Datacom/DB Reporting Facility program, you may need to establish a constant value by coding an
alphanumeric literal. An alphanumeric literal can contain any character defined in the Reporting Facility character set.

Enclose all alphanumeric literals within apostrophes. When apostrophes are included as part of the literal, they must be
coded in pairs, each pair generating a single value in the resulting literal.

The Reporting Facility automatically calculates the net length of the literal. Literals are no longer than one line of source
code. They cannot be continued to another line. For example, the maximum length of a single literal is 70 characters.

The following table illustrates some rules to follow in coding alphanumeric literals:

Coded String Net Length Precision
'12345'
'COMPANY''S'
'''DALLAS'''
'''''TEXAS'''''
''''
'DALLAS TEXAS'
'AMOUNT-FIELD'
'009.21-'
'A'
'A B C D E F'
ABC
'DALLAS
DALLAS'

5
9
8
9
1
12
25
7
1
12
**
**
**

12345
COMPANY'S
'DALLAS'
''TEXAS''
'
DALLAS TEXAS
AMOUNT-FIELD
009.21
A
A B C D E F
INVALID
INVALID
INVALID
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You can code alphanumeric literals on these commands:

CALL
COMPUTE
CONTROL
DECODE
DEFINE

FILE
FORMAT
GET
GOTO
MOVE

OPTION
PRINT
REPORT
SELECT
SET
USER

Numeric Constants
When writing a Reporting Facility program, you may need to establish a constant numeric value by coding a numeric
constant. Numeric constants can be preceded by a sign (+ or -) and must consist of digits in the range 0 to 9. You can
code up to 15 digits in any single numeric constant. You can place a decimal point anywhere within the constant.

The constant is assumed to be positive if no sign is specified. The precision and length of the constant are automatically
calculated and internally stored in packed decimal format.

The following table illustrates rules for coding numeric constants:

Coded String Net Length Precision
123.45
+.6234
-146
-000.0007
1234567890
98765.43219
0
-
+1
1
2.00000000
+123456789012345
.123456789012345
-98765432101.33

3
3
2
4
6
6
1
1
1
1
5
8
8
7

(3.2)
(0.4)
(3.0)
(3.4)
(10.0)
(5.5)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.0)
(1.8)
(15.0)
(0.15)
(11.2)

You can code numeric constants on these commands:

ADD
CALL
COMPUTE
DECODE
DECREMENT
DEFINE

DIVIDE
GET
GOTO
INCREMENT
MOVE
MULTIPLY

PRINT
REPORT
SELECT
SET
SUBTRACT

Hexadecimal Literals
When you need to initialize a field or variable to a hexadecimal value, you can code a hexadecimal literal in the following
format:
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►►─ X'digits' ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

'digits'
Are a combination of valid hexadecimal digits (0 -- 9, A -- F) representing the value of a single byte. You must
provide an even number of hexadecimal digits.

Since a hexadecimal literal must be contained on one source line in a Reporting Facility program, the maximum number of
bytes to be represented in a single literal is 34.

The following table illustrates uses of hexadecimal literals:

Coded String Net Length Resultant Literal
X'00'
X'0123450C'
X'C1C2C3F1F2F3'
X'FFFFFFFF'
X'F1F2F3F4'
X'40C140C240C340C4'
X'4040'
X'F0F0F94BF2F160'
X'505B5C6C7D'
X'0G'
X'000'
'FF'
X00FF

1
4
6
4
5
8
2
7
5
*
*
*
*

low-value
a packed number
ABC123
high-values
1234
A B C D
spaces
009.21-
&$*%:
INVALID
INVALID
INVALID
INVALID

Code hexadecimal literals only on Format 2 DEFINE or MOVE commands.

Bit Masks
In coding a Reporting Facility program, you may need to test the contents of a single byte against a mask. When using a
mask in a logical expression, code it in the following format:

►►─ B'testbits' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

'testbits'
Specifies the mask to be tested. It is comprised of one to eight 1s, 0s, or Xs. Positioning in the mask corresponds
to bits 0 -- 7, from left to right, of the byte to be tested against.
1

in the mask means that the corresponding bit in the string will be tested to be ON.
0

in the mask means that the corresponding bit in the string will be tested to be OFF.
X

in the mask means that the corresponding bit in the string is NOT TO BE TESTED.

Note the following:
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• Reference bit masks only in logical expressions on GOTO or SELECT commands. You must define the first operand in
the logical expression as a bit string.

• The Reporting Facility compiler requires at least one bit position to be tested in a mask specification, that is, at least
one 1 or 0 must be specified in the mask.

• You can never print a bit string field. You can only test it against a mask.
• Compare bit string fields with a bit mask only in an EQUAL or NOT EQUAL relationship.
• Consider the bit mask test to be true if the tested byte conforms to the bit mask pattern; otherwise, a false condition

exists.
• The system assumes that bit positions not specified on the right side of the mask are not to be tested.
• The following table shows both valid and invalid bit mask comparisons based on these commands:

DEFINE BIT-STRING 27 S

GOTO START WHEN (BIT-STRING EQ mask)

Mask in Command Hex Value Condition
B'11000000'
B'11101100'
B'00000000'
B'11X1000X'
B'1'
B'X0000000'
B'1110'
B'X0'
B'00'
B'XXX'
B'02'
'01'
B011

X'CO' (11000000)
X'FF' (11111111)
X'00' (00000000)
X'F1' (11110001)
X'82' (10000010)
X'01' (00000001)
X'F0' (11110000)
X'40' (01000000)
X'20' (00100000)
. .
. .
. .
. .

true
false
true
true
true
false
false
false
true
INVALID
INVALID
INVALID
INVALID

User-Defined Field Names
To access data at a specific location within an input record or the General Storage Area (GSA), assign a symbolic name to
that location. When referencing storage reserved as part of an input record field, each field name must be defined with the
DEFINE command. You do not need to account for filler entries.

Define fields in the GSA in one of the following ways:

• Explicitly, with the DEFINE command
• Implicitly, by the procedural command itself (COMPUTE, SET, or DECODE)

The field name assigned to any specific location must follow these basic rules:

• Field names must begin with a character in the range of A -- Z and all other characters must be in the range of A -- Z,
0 -- 9, or be a - (dash) or an _ (underscore). The Reporting Facility allows no other special characters in a field name
specification.

• The last character of a field name must not be a (-) dash or an _ (underscore).
• The field name cannot exceed 72 characters and is terminated by a blank.

Valid Field Names
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• TRANSACTION-CODE
• YEAR-TO-DATE-TAXES-1990
• YTDCOMM
• THIS-IS-ALSO-A-VALID-FIELDNAME-IN-A-PROGRAM

Invalid Field Names

The following entries result in the described error conditions:

123
First character is not A -- Z.

FIELD#1
Special character is present.

INPUT
Field name is a Reporting Facility reserved word.

TYPE-CODE-
Last character is a dash.

PAY_DAY_
Last character is an underscore.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Field Types

You can assign field names to two types of fields in a Reporting Facility program.

• Scalar variables
• Arrays

Scalar Variable

A scalar variable is a single data occurrence located in either the General Storage Area (GSA) or the input record area.
You must assign attributes describing the type of occurrence, giving it a location that references the field name associated
with it. Scalar variables are the smallest addressable unit in a Reporting Facility program.

The primary method of defining a scalar variable is with the DEFINE command, but you can also define scalar variables
using the implicit field definition facilities supplied by the SET, COMPUTE, or DECODE commands.

When defining a scalar variable, assign specific attributes describing the type of variable. You must define a scalar
variable as one of the following:

• Numeric packed decimal
• Numeric zoned decimal
• Numeric binary
• Alphanumeric
• Bit string

You can assign any of the above attributes to a variable defined in an input record area. Variables defined as residing in
the GSA can be defined as being numeric or alphanumeric only.

Reference to the newly assigned field name results in the alternate type of the occurrence being processed. For example,
define and initialize a numeric zoned decimal variable in the GSA as shown:

 DEFINE ALPHANUMERIC-FIELD(7)=' '

 DEFINE ZONED-DECIMAL-FIELD EQ ALPHANUMERIC-FIELD 1-7 N
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   .

   .

   .

 MOVE ZERO TO ZONED-DECIMAL-FIELD

Array

An array is a scalar variable that occurs multiple times, in contiguous locations, within the GSA or the input record area.
Arrays can be defined to the Reporting Facility only by the DEFINE command.

The same restrictions and attribute options apply to arrays as to scalar variables. However, when an array element is
referenced in a procedural statement, you must supply an INDEX value to indicate which occurrence of the array is being
referenced. Code an array element reference in the following format:

►►─ fieldname(indexval) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

fieldname
Specifies the symbolic name assigned to the array.

indexval
Specifies the element within the array that is to be referenced. You can code it as either:

• an absolute index specification that specifies the element within the array to be referenced
• a relative index specification that contains the index value to identify the specific element within the array to be

referenced

Note the following:

• The Reporting Facility supports only single dimensional arrays. The system flags as an error any condition
encountered that would require multiple levels of indexing.

• If an array element is fully or partially redefined, the new field is also considered an array and you must index it when it
is referenced.

• You can redefine and specify a scalar variable as an array however, the entire calculated length of the array must not
exceed the original dimensions of the scalar variable.

• Most of the Reporting Facility commands support indexing an array element, but each command can impose its own
special requirements or limitations.

• When you refer to an array element using an absolute index specification, the array element is treated internally as
though it were simply a scalar variable.
When you use a relative index specification, however, the Reporting Facility calculates the address of the desired
element each time it is referenced during execution. This can cause the entire array to be written to the internal Hit
File and overuse your resources. The Hit File is the file where the Reporting Facility temporarily stores the report as it
selects records.

Field Name Qualification

Define scalar variables and arrays as being either within the input record area or the General Storage Area (GSA). Each
storage location is associated with a specific input file or a location in the GSA. You may assign duplicate field names if
the duplicates are not in the same input file or the GSA.

Reference to the qualified field is in the following format:

Field Name Qualification

►►─ qualifier.fieldname ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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qualifier
The unique file name associated with the FILE command where the field resides, or GSA if the field resides in the
General Storage Area.

fieldname
The symbolic name assigned to the scalar variable or array element to be referenced.

The following demonstrates common uses and benefits of field name qualification:

MASTER:  FILE   DATACOM   RECORD EQ 250             File 1 definition

      DEFINE DB-COMMAND        1-5 X    

           .

         DEFINE AMOUNT-FIELD 246-250 P4

           .

PAYROLL: FILE   DATACOM   RECORD EQ 100             File 2 definition

         DEFINE DB-COMMAND         1-5 X

           .

         DEFINE AMOUNT-FIELD  96-100 P4

           .

         DEFINE AMOUNT-FIELD(7.4)=0                  GSA Field

           .

         MOVE   'GETIT' TO MASTER.DB-COMMAND         Program body

           .

         MOVE   'REDKG' TO PAYROLL.DB-COMMAND

           .

         COMPUTE GSA.AMOUNT-FIELD EQ

                 (MASTER.AMOUNT-FIELD + PAYROLL.AMOUNT-FIELD

Note the following:

• If the compiler encounters a field name reference requiring qualification but a qualifier is not specified, an error results.
You can specify a qualifier even when qualification is not required.

• The compiler assigns qualifiers automatically.
• Using field name qualification gives programs continuity and makes them easier to read.

Labels
The Reporting Facility provides the ability to attach a label to certain commands. You can conditionally or unconditionally
branch to the commands.

This technique directs the program flow and determines which commands will be executed and under what circumstances
they will be executed. For the Reporting Facility to recognize your intentions, you must follow certain label coding rules:

• Apply labels only to these commands:

ADD
PROC
COMPUTE
CONTINUE
DECODE

DECREMENT
DIVIDE
ENDPROC
GET
GOTO

INCREMENT
MOVE
MULTIPLY
SET
SUBTRACT
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• Labels must begin with an alphabetic character (A -- Z) and all other characters must be in the range of A -- Z, 0 -- 9,
or be a - (dash) or an _ (underscore). No other special characters are allowed in a label specification.

• The last character of the label must not be a - (dash) or an _ (underscore).
• Labels cannot exceed 71 characters and must be terminated by a colon.
• The Reporting Facility automatically defines four labels that take on special meaning. They are ABORT, EOJ, START,

and TEST. You can branch to these labels, but you cannot define them.
• If you use duplicate labels in a single run, an error condition occurs.

Valid Labels

• THIS-IS-A-SAMPLE-OF-A-VALID-LABEL-IN-A-PROGRAM:
• THIS_IS_TOO:
• THISISTOO:
• PROG123:
• ABC:

Invalid Labels

The following entries result in the described error conditions:

123:
First character is not A -- Z.

THIS-IS-AN-INVALID-LABEL
Terminating colon is missing.

SO_THIS_IS_#1:
Special character is present.

INVALID-LABEL-SPEC-:
Last character before the colon is a dash.

START:
Predefined, reserved label.

File Names
When defining input data files or tables to a Reporting Facility program using the FILE command, you must assign a
unique name to each file or table. This name has two functions:

• To identify the file or table that will be processed
• To provide a means to tie a specific file or table name to JCL in the Reporting Facility execution stream that defines the

physical characteristics of the file or table to the host operating system

Follow these rules when coding input file or table names:

• File names can be attached only to FILE or INPUT commands.
• File names must begin with a character in the range of A -- Z and all other characters must be in the range of A -- Z, 0

-- 9, or be a - (dash) or an _ (underscore). No other special characters are allowed.
• File names must be terminated by a single colon.
• The length of any file name cannot exceed seven characters in a z/VSE environment or eight characters in a z/OS

environment.
• The Reporting Facility automatically generates a field with the same name as the file name to be used in conjunction

with the GET and GOTO commands.
• If duplicate file names in a single Reporting Facility run are used, an error condition occurs.
• For disk or tape input files, the file name must match the DDNAME in a z/OS environment or the DLBL/TLBL name in a

z/VSE environment.
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Valid File or Table Name

• IN-FILE:
• DQF:
• CARDFLE:
• DISKIN:

Invalid File or Table Name

The following entries result in the described error conditions:

123:
First character is not A -- Z.

FILENAME-TOO-LONG:
Name exceeds maximum length.

INFILE
Terminating colon is missing.

FILE#1:
Special character is present.

INPUT:
File name is a reserved word.

Logical Expressions
When you need to perform processes based on a set of predefined conditions, you can code these conditions using a
logical expression.

A logical expression consists of one or more elementary conditions. Each elementary condition can be connected by
an AND or an OR connector to form compound conditions. Use parentheses to indicate the order in which conditions or
compound conditions are to be evaluated. The AND connector cannot be used with the PERFORM command.

Code an elementary condition as follows:

►►─┬─────────┬─ operand-A ─ relop ─ operand-B ─┬─────────┬────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WHERE ─┤                                 └─ logop ─┘

   └─ WHEN ──┘

WHERE or WHEN
Separators between elementary conditions (used to improve statement readability). WHEN and WHERE can be
used interchangeably and are never required operands.

operand-A
The first operand of the logical expression. It must be the field name of a predefined field.

relop
Relational operator used to specify the type of comparison to be performed between operand-A and operand-B.
The following illustrates all possible relational operators for a logical expression:
=

Equal to
>

Greater than
<

Less than
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EQ
Equal to

NE
Not equal to

GT
Greater than

LT
Less than

GE, GTE
Greater than or equal to

LE, LTE
Less than or equal to

Any of these operators may be preceded by the logical NOT operator to cause inversion of the relation. For
example, specifying the relation NOT LT (not less than) implies a comparison for greater than or equal to (GTE).

operand-B
The comparator of the expression that is, the field name, constant, or mask to be compared with the value in the
field specified by operand-A. Code the operand in any of the following formats:

• Previously defined field name
• Numeric constant
• Alphanumeric literal
• Bit mask
• Range of values (or a range test)

If specifying a range test, you do not need to specify the equal sign (or its equivalent). Any other relational
operator is flagged as an error. Precede the range of values with at least one scalar variable or one numeric
literal; otherwise, the Reporting Facility returns error messages. Code range tests as follows:

►►─┬─ numeric literal ──┬─ (low-range ─┬─  -- ─┬─ high-range) ────────────►◄

   └─ scalar variable. ─┘              ├─ THRU ────┤

                                       └─ TO ──────┘

logop
Logical connector specifying the relationship of the condition with previous conditions in the predicate set. Valid
values are AND and OR. When you omit the logical operator and code multiple conditions, the system assumes
OR.

Note the following:

• Parentheses indicate the order in which compound conditions are evaluated. The logical evaluation begins with the
innermost pair of parentheses and proceeds to the outermost pair.

• The AND operator takes precedence over the OR operator. Adjacent AND conditions are evaluated prior to OR
conditions. Like operators are processed from left to right.

• If a series of elementary conditions are connected by an OR and operand-A is identical in all conditions, you can omit
both the OR operator and the field name in operand-A. For better readability, insert commas between the conditions.

If operand-B is not a literal or numeric, you cannot use the abbreviated form:

FIELDX EQ FIELDA or FIELDX EQ FIELDB

The following logical expressions yield the same results:
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FIELDX EQ 1 OR FIELDX EQ 3 OR FIELDX (5-7) OR FIELDX GT 10

FIELDX EQ 1 3 (5-7) GT 10

The following table shows valid combinations of operands for condition tests:

X
X,alphanumeric literal

N,P,B
N,P,B,numeric constant

S
Bit mask

When you use field names in any of the operands of a logical expression, you can code any valid field name, including
scalar variables, array elements, and field name qualifications.

NOTE
An equal (EQ) compare of two unequal length fields will result in the shorter field being padded with blanks
before the compare.

Arithmetic Expressions
An arithmetic expression in a Reporting Facility program allows you to specify one or more arithmetic operations to be
performed on specified data elements.

The terms involved in the expression can be numeric fields or numeric constants connected by arithmetic operators.
Evaluation of the expression is carried out according to a specified order to yield a single numeric result.

Define numeric fields in the expression as either packed decimal, zoned decimal, binary or unsigned binary. The
Reporting Facility automatically converts all components of the expression to packed decimal format, performs the
calculation, and converts the final result to the specified format of the result field.

The types of arithmetic that are valid in an arithmetic expression are:

+
(addition)

-
(subtraction)

*
(multiplication)

/
(division)

When using the subtraction operator (-), code a space on each side of the operator so the Reporting Facility compiler
can distinguish between an arithmetic operator and a dash in a data name. Code any other operators contiguously in the
expression.

You can also use parentheses to indicate the hierarchy of operation within an arithmetic expression. When the order is not
completely specified, the Reporting Facility assumes that the order of operation is:

• Unary plus and unary minus
• Multiplication and division
• Addition and subtraction
• Like operators are processed from left to right

Coding parentheses in an expression, helps define the hierarchy of operation and improve readability of the expression.
Each method of coding the expression yields the same result:
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COMPUTE  resultfield = A+B/C - D/C*F+G*C/H+I

COMPUTE  resultfield = A+(B/C)-(D/C*F)+(G*C)/H+I

Call Library Member Names
A call library member is a group of statements that you want to save in the Reporting Facility call library. Load the
statements to the call library and name the member using the LOAD command.You cannot refer to a library member until
it has been loaded.

Code the member name according to these standards:

• Assign library member names using LOAD commands only.
• Maximum length of member names is eight characters.
• The first character of the member name must be in the range A -- Z. All other characters must be in the range A -- Z or

0 -- 9. No special characters are allowed.

Valid Names

• PAYROLL
• CARDFILE
• PMF001
• X

Invalid Names

The following entries result in the described error conditions:

123:
First character is not A -- Z.

MEMBERNAMETOOLONG
Name exceeds maximum length.

FILE#1
Special character is present.

DISPLAY
Name is a reserved word.

User-Module Names
When Reporting Facility standard facilities are insufficient to process a specific request, you may need to supply an
accessible alternate processing module. The modules can perform different functions, but naming conventions are the
same.

Follow these conventions when assigning a user-module name:

• The first character of the user-module name must be alphabetic (A -- Z) and all other characters must be in the range
of A -- Z or 0 -- 9. No special characters are allowed.

• Module names have a maximum length of eight characters.
• The Reporting Facility reserves some special module names for internal use. These modules generally begin with DR.

Avoid beginning your module names with DR since unpredictable results occur if any of the Reporting Facility special
modules are overlaid.

Valid User-Module Names
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• DBALTURT
• ACCESS02
• PRTXIT
• X

Invalid User-Module Names

The following entries result in the described error conditions:

123:
First character is not A -- Z.

MODULENAMETOOLONG
Name exceeds maximum length.

db#1
Special character is present.

INPUT
Name is a reserved word.

Data Format
The Reporting Facility allows you to define and process numeric and alphanumeric data within a program. Follow these
guidelines:

• Define numeric fields in an input record area as packed decimal, zoned decimal, or binary. The maximum length for
a zoned decimal field is 15 digits. For a packed decimal field, the maximum length is 8 bytes. For a binary field, it is 4
bytes.

• Define numeric fields in the General Storage Area (GSA) as packed decimal only.
• Define GSA fields with an initial value. If you code no initial value, the system automatically sets alphanumeric fields to

blanks and numeric fields to zeros.
• Allocate storage to the input record area fields according to the type and precision of the field, but do not give them an

initial value. The values of input record area fields are unpredictable prior to the first read of the input file.

NOTE
Numeric precision is the number of integers and the number of decimals, separated by a decimal point. For
alphabetic fields, the precision is the length of the field, in bytes.

Data Movement and Alignment
The Reporting Facility can effect the movement and reformatting of data based on the internal data representation of the
fields involved. It also allows the three types of numeric fields to be completely interchangeable.

Numeric fields of any type can be involved in an arithmetic or movement operation. The Reporting Facility handles all data
conversion automatically. The system performs all internal arithmetic operations in packed decimal format and converts
the final result to the format of the receiving field just before the operation is complete.

The system automatically aligns numeric fields or constants involved in arithmetic calculations by the decimal point before
the operation takes place. It is not necessary to specify fields having equal numbers of integers or decimal places. The
Reporting Facility pads or truncates as appropriate.

You can specify alphanumeric data fields with a length of 1 to 256 bytes. Data transfer between alphanumeric fields
begins with the leftmost byte and continues until all characters are transferred, or until the last byte of the receiving field is
filled.
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Data Editing
The Reporting Facility uses a standard method of printing data, whether printing from an input file or from the General
Storage Area (GSA). The system can print alphanumeric and numeric data. The system cannot print bit strings.

Alphanumeric data always prints in character format and, therefore, requires as many print positions as the length of the
field, in bytes. The system does not edit alphanumeric data.

Default Numeric Editing

Numeric data, by default, is printed using a standard method of editing. The ordering of the data into its final edited form,
and the calculation of the number of print positions that are required to contain it, are based on the length and precision of
the field to be printed.

Numeric fields that are defined in the GSA by a DEFINE command or defined implicitly with a precision in a SET,
COMPUTE, or DECODE command, adopt the  dimensions specified in the translation to their final edited form. Numeric
fields that are defined in an input record use the field type specified in the DEFINE command to calculate the number of
digits, integers, and location of the decimal point.

The number of digits that can be contained in the field types N (zoned decimal) and P (packed decimal) are calculated as
follows:

• N = number of bytes
• P = (number of bytes * 2) -1

For fields defined as B (binary), the number of digits to be printed is calculated as follows:

• 1-byte binary = 3 digits
• 2-byte binary = 5 digits
• 3-byte binary = 7 digits
• 4-byte binary = 10 digits

The system assumes that all numeric fields to be printed have a plus or minus sign. Therefore, the rightmost position in
this final edited form is reserved for a sign. The system suffixes positive or zero values with a single blank, and negative
values with a minus sign.

If the value contains both integers and decimals, the system prints both, separated by a decimal point. If the value
contains no decimals, the rightmost integer prints next to the sign position. If the value contains only decimals (no
integers), a decimal point and a single zero print immediately at the left of the numeric value.

The calculation to determine the total number of characters required to print a numeric field can be summarized as
follows:

• If decimals = 0, then characters = integers + 1
• If integers = 0, then characters = decimals + 3
• Otherwise, characters = integers + decimals + 2

Edit Pattern Specification

Sometimes it is necessary to specify the printing of numeric data items using editing rules that differ from rules supplied
by the Reporting Facility. If so, supply a PICTURE clause on the DEFINE command that is used to define the numeric
item. The PICTURE clause is valid only on the DEFINE command; it restricts edit pattern specification to explicitly defined
fields.

Implicitly defined numeric fields always print using the default printing techniques that are discussed in the previous
section. The edit mask in the PICTURE clause is specified as an alphanumeric literal enclosed in apostrophes, and the
field must be defined as either N (zoned decimal) or P (packed decimal).

COBOL-like edit patterns can be coded, although some restrictions apply. The following editing features are supported:
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• Fixed insertion editing
• Floating insertion editing
• Zero suppression/replacement editing
• Sign editing

Each edit pattern must be composed of specific characters so that the type of editing to be performed can be determined.
Valid characters in an edit pattern are described as follows:

9
Numeric digit position that is always replaced by the corresponding digit from the source field, with no zero
suppression implied

Z
Numeric digit position that is replaced by a digit from the source field if a significant source digit (nonzero) is
encountered; otherwise, the position is set to a blank (X'40')

*
Numeric field position that is replaced by a digit from the source field if a significant source digit is encountered;
otherwise, the position is set to an asterisk (X'5C'). This gives the ability to "asterisk protect" leading nonsignificant
digits in a printed field.

$ or 
Numeric digit position that is replaced by a digit from the source field if a significant source digit is encountered.
Leading, nonsignificant positions are set to blank and the dollar sign or euro currency symbol is printed at the left
of the first significant digit. This enables you to "float" the currency symbol with a printed field.
You can also specify the currency symbol as the first character in the edit pattern, along with other "replacement"
characters. This causes a single currency symbol to print in a fixed location. Then normal editing continues.

NOTE
To change from a dollar sign to a euro currency symbol, specify the hex code 9F in the PICTURE
clause.

+
A plus sign is to be printed when the numeric item being edited is positive. When the numeric item is negative, a
blank prints. You must code this as the rightmost character in the edit pattern.

-
A minus sign is to be printed when the numeric item being edited is negative. When the numeric item is positive, a
blank is printed. A minus sign, or dash, can also be used as a separator. (An example is a social security number.)

DB
Performs like the plus sign, with the exception that DB is printed in the two rightmost positions when the numeric
item is positive.

CR
Performs like the minus sign, with the exception that CR is printed in the two rightmost positions when the
numeric item is negative.

.
A decimal point is to print in the corresponding print position. Only one decimal point is allowed in a single edit
pattern.

,
A comma is to be printed in the corresponding print position. Any number of commas can be coded in a single edit
pattern.

/
A slash is to be printed in the corresponding print position. Any number of slashes can be coded in a single edit
pattern.
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The following table illustrates some practical uses of the edit pattern specification:

       EDIT PATTERN            VALUE/PRECISION           EDITED RESULT

 

      PIC 'ZZZZ9.99999'       0000012345 (5.5)                 0.12345

      PIC '$$,$$9.99-'           1234567 (5.2)           $12,345.67

      PIC '$**,***.**'           0034567 (5.2)           $**,345.67

      PIC '999'                      123 (3.0)               123

      PIC '999-'                     123-(2.1)               123-

      PIC 'Z9'                     03406 (3.2)                 6

      PIC '999'                      000 (3.0)               000

      PIC 'ZZZ'                      000 (3.0)                blank

      PIC '$$$9.99CR'              12345-(3.2)              $123.45CR

      PIC '$$$9.99DB'              12345 (3.2)              $123.45DB

      PIC 'ZZZZZ9'                 00123-(4.1)               123

      PICTURE '999CR'                123 (3.0)               123

      PICTURE 'ZZZZ9'              00000 (1.4)                 0

NOTE

• The total number of replacement characters in the edit pattern cannot exceed the total number of digits in the
field, or 15, whichever is smaller.

• When the number of replacement characters in the edit pattern is less than the number of digits in the field,
editing starts with the rightmost digit and proceeds left.

• When the edited field is printed, the Reporting Facility uses the length of the edit pattern, not the field, to
calculate the maximum size of the print window.

• When an edited field is accumulated, the Reporting Facility edits the accumulator using the same edit
pattern, inserting two significant digits on the left.

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Tutorial
This tutorial describes how to use the Reporting Facility, primarily by examining a simple program and the report it
generates. Later, you will have the opportunity to test your programming skills by writing a program.

Although not all of the commands, facilities, and functions are discussed in this tutorial section, it can be used as a starting
point for learning the Reporting Facility. The descriptions of the commands are not comprehensive, but are simplified to
demonstrate the basics of the program.

The data accessed to produce the sample report is stored in Datacom/DB, and it is assumed that you have a basic
knowledge of Datacom/DB. However, many of the concepts used to access the Datacom/DB table can be applied to using
the Reporting Facility with standard files. Later, you have the opportunity to write a program that accesses a standard file.

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility
Learn about using the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility for easy file retrieval and report generating. Learn about the
Reporting Facility language and interaction of inputs with the system and database.

The Reporting Facility is an easy-to-use file retrieval and report generating system. Communication with the system is
through the Reporting Facility language. This language is made up of simple English-like input statements that are used to
access a database and establish the contents and format of the report.

You must code these statements in a prescribed manner and then submit them with the appropriate Job Control
Language (JCL) statements. Some of the statements direct the program to access specified data from the database. The
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Reporting Facility reads the statements and produces the desired report. For the JCL statements that are required to
execute the program under z/OS and z/VSE, see Sample Reporting Facility JCL Streams.

See the following illustration of the generalized interactions between the input statements, the system, the database, and
the final report:

┌───────────────────┐

│       INPUT       │

│    STATEMENTS     │

└───────────────────┘

          │

          ▼

┌───────────────────┐            ┌──────────┐

│                   │──────────► │          │

│      SYSTEM       │            │ DATABASE │

│                   │◄────────── │          │

└───────────────────┘            └──────────┘

          │

          ▼

┌───────────────────┐

│       FINAL       │

│      REPORT       │

└───────────────────┘

Input Statements
Each input statement (line of coding) consists of a command and its parameters. The statements tell the system what data
to access from the database and how the report is to appear. Since the Reporting Facility reacts to one line of coding at a
time, reading from top to bottom, the order in which the statements are coded is important. In general, code your individual
statements as follows:

1. Specify a heading with the USER command.
2. Define the tables with the appropriate INPUT command format.
3. Define the fields with the appropriate DEFINE command format.
4. Move data with the MOVE command if accessing a Datacom/DB table.
5. Start reading the table with the GET command.
6. Direct program flow with the GOTO command.
7. Manipulate the data with one of the following commands:

   COMPUTE             SUBTRACT

   DECODE              MULTIPLY

   SET                 DIVIDE

   ADD

8. Specify the report with the following commands:

   REPORT              CONTROL

   SELECT              PRINT

9. End the program with the END command.
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Program and Its Output
The sample report is created by the Reporting Facility accessing data in an imaginary Datacom/DB table, PERSONEL
table (PMF). The printed report is illustrated next followed by an illustration of the input statements or coding required to
produce that report.

The following report lists all employees who live in the state of Texas and includes each employee name, identification
number, city, and zip code. This report is sorted according to the city in which the employee resides.

 Printed Report 

                                    XYZ COMPANY, INC.

     01  NOV  08          EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS              PAGE   1

                                    ID                               ZIP

    EMPLOYEE NAME                 NUMBER             CITY            CODE

    LUTHER GARY                   00009              DALLAS          75243

    WALKER FRANK                  00016              DALLAS          75243

    PATTERSON AL                  00018              DALLAS          75243

    EVERS DANNY                   00030              DALLAS          75243

         .                          .                   .              .

         .                          .                   .              .

         .                          .                   .              .

    CHURCH PHILLIP                00105              HOUSTON         77506

    ABEL PHILIP                   00115              HOUSTON         77506

    NEELY ROY                     00123              HOUSTON         77506

    DIETER RODNEY                 00130              HOUSTON         77506

    END OF REPORT

Unless intentionally altered with the appropriate commands and parameters, all reports have the following characteristics:

• Reports are centered on the page.
• Headings are centered over the report.
• Report date and page numbers are included.
• Fields are properly spaced.
• Subtotal and total lines are labeled.

 Reporting Facility Input Statements 

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM RECORD EQ 375 NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'
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 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

This tutorial gives you the opportunity to practice writing Reporting Facility programs, and explains the input statements
and the printed report generated by those statements.

The explanation of each statement includes the relevant general format of the command and the specific coding required
to produce the printed report. For an explanation of the complete general format of the command and all of its parameters,
see Reporting Facility Commands.

Coding a Heading
The USER statement produces the first line of heading on every page of the report. This statement is required and is the
first input statement in the program, unless the OPTION command is used.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375 NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The USER statement produces the first line of heading on every page of the report. This statement is required and is the
first input statement in the program, unless the OPTION command is used.

The USER command has the following format:

 ►►─ USER ─ 'report-heading' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

In the sample program, the USER statement looks like this:

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'
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The word USER is coded as shown, followed by the literal value designated as the first heading line on each page of the
report. You must enclose the literal with apostrophes.

The sample USER statement tells the Reporting Facility that the first heading line on each page of the report will be XYZ
COMPANY, INC.

Defining a Table
After the USER statement, the input table must be defined to the Reporting Facility with the INPUT statement.

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

After the USER statement, the input table must be defined to the Reporting Facility with the INPUT statement.

For a Datacom/DB table the INPUT command has the following format:

►►─ filename: ─ INPUT ─ DATACOM ─ RECORD ─ EQ ─ xxx ─ NAME ─ EQ ─ xxx ──►

►─ DBID ─ EQ ─ xxx ─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────►

                    └─ SIDNAME=xxxxxxxx ─┘ └─ DBIDUSER=9999 ─┘

►─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

  └ DBIDMIF=9999 ─┘

The sample program INPUT statement looks like this:

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM RECORD EQ 375 NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

PMF is the three-character Datacom/DB name for the table that is accessed from Datacom/DB and used in the report. 001
is the numeric database ID of the same table.

The RECORD EQ xxx parameter is used by the Reporting Facility to define the total length, in characters, of all the
elements to be read from this database table. When calculating the length for a Datacom/DB table, add 300 characters to
the total length of all the elements to supply the space needed to communicate with Datacom/DB.

Coding the RECORD EQ xxx parameter requires an understanding of table definition and input record fields as discussed
in the next section.
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The INPUT statement tells the Reporting Facility:

• The name of the table for this run is PERSONEL.
• PERSONEL is a Datacom/DB table.
• The total length of all the elements to be retrieved from the table (PERSONEL), plus 300, is 375 characters.
• The database table name is PMF.
• The database ID number is 001

The following parameters are used to request data from multiple MUFS and are optional:

• SIDNAME=xxxxxxxx - The xxxxxxxx is the load module name of the SID of the MUF you want to access. SIDNAME
defaults to DBSIDPR.

• DBIDUSER=9999 - The 9999 is the DBID that you use in the Reporting Facility program with DBIDMUF. These
parameters are only needed if you are using the same DBID in one DR program from the two different MUFs.

• DBIDMUF=9999 - The 9999 is the DBID that MUF knows about.

NOTE
Code and link the DBSIDPR macro as xxxxxxxx matching the SIDNAME=parameter coded. For more
information about coding the DBSIDPR macro, see Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

Defining Input Record Fields
The DEFINE statements assign symbolic names to fields and describe the fields' characteristics so the data can be
referenced by commands within the Reporting Facility program.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND    001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY        006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST    191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER     301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME       306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY       354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE      369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE   371-375   X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The DEFINE statements assign symbolic names to fields and describe the fields' characteristics so the data can be
referenced by commands within the Reporting Facility program.

The DEFINE statements are coded immediately following the INPUT statement and are divided into two areas, the
Communications Area and the Data Area, when you are working with a Datacom/DB table.

NOTE
Standard files do not require a Communications Area in the program.
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Communications Area
The Communications Area is the first 300 bytes of storage following the INPUT command. It is made up of DEFINE
statements which provide the space where the Datacom/DB commands, key names, key values, and element list are
passed to Datacom/DB. Each DEFINE statement defines one field in the area.

The three DEFINE statements coded to make up the Communications Area in the sample program are shown following:

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND       001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY           006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST       191-201 X

Organization of the Communications Area can be summarized as follows:

Datacom/DB Command
Key Name
Key Value
Element List
Filler
TOTAL

5
5
180
101
9
300

characters
characters
characters
characters
characters
characters

The order in which the above fields of the Communications Area are coded is always the same. Although the first 300
positions of the table are always reserved for the Communications Area, not all of the positions must be used.

For example, notice in the three DEFINE statements coded to make up the Communications Area in the sample program
that the Datacom/DB command (PERSONEL-COMMAND) and the key name (PERSONEL-KEY) occupy the first five and
second five positions, respectively, of the Communications Area. However, no key value was specified, so none of the 180
positions (11 -- 190) reserved for the key value are allocated.

Positions 191 -- 291 (101 characters) are reserved for the Datacom/DB Element list, but only 11 positions have been
allocated in this case. Although the last nine positions (292 -- 300) of the Communications Area are used as filler, do not
specify these positions in the coding.

Allocating space within the first 300 positions is further explained in the following discussion.

Code the general DEFINE command in the Communications Area as follows:

►►─ DEFINE ─ fieldname ─ start-end ─ X ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the first DEFINE statement in the Communications Area, PERSONEL-COMMAND is the user-supplied name of the
field where the Datacom/DB command will be moved using the MOVE command (explained later).

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201 X

The start-end parameter indicates, in characters, the relative starting and ending position of the field within the record of
the input table. Since the organization of the Communications Area requires that the Datacom/DB command occupy the
first five positions of that area, start-end is replaced with 1 -- 5.

The X parameter indicates that the field named PERSONEL-COMMAND contains alphanumeric data. See DEFINE
Command for the complete DEFINE command format and for other parameters that could have been entered here.

The first DEFINE statement tells the Reporting Facility:
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• The name of the field that contains the Datacom/DB command is PERSONEL-COMMAND.
• The field named PERSONEL-COMMAND is five characters long.
• The field named PERSONEL-COMMAND contains alphanumeric data.

In the second DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-KEY is the user-supplied name of the field where the Datacom/DB key
name will be moved using the MOVE command.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201 X

Since the organization of the Communications Area requires that the Datacom/DB key name occupy the second five
positions of that area, start-end is replaced with 6 -- 10.

X indicates that the field named PERSONEL-KEY contains alphanumeric data. Positions 11 -- 190 (180 characters) of the
Communications Area are used for specifying the key values, although no key value was specified in the sample program.
Use the key value to tell Datacom/DB where to start accessing data.

For example, one of the key values associated with the key name EMPNO is the employee number 23100. To start
accessing data associated with employee number 23100, assign space for the key value starting at position 11 in the
Communications Area. Then use the MOVE command to move 23100 to the allocated space.

No key value field is defined in the sample program because the Datacom/DB command GETIT in the first MOVE
statement indicates that the records will be retrieved sequentially, starting at the beginning of the table. However, the 180
characters reserved for the key value cannot be allocated for any other purposes, even if no key value is specified.

In the third DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-ELMLIST is the user-supplied name of the field where the Datacom/DB
element list will be moved.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201 X

Positions 191 -- 285 (95 characters) of the Communications Area are used for the element list. Each record in
the database has from 1 to 255 elements associated with it. Up to 15 elements can be read at one time with this
Communications Area.

Not all of the positions (191 -- 285) must be used. The size of the field to contain the element is determined by the
command used and the number of desired elements to be retrieved. These elements should not overlap.

Each element name requires five bytes (ADEMP in this example; shorter element names are padded with blanks) followed
by a one-byte security code (blank in this example). Datacom/DB detects the end of the list when it finds five blanks
instead of another element name. Since this example uses only one element and a blank security code, the element list
field only needs to be five characters long.

NOTE
LOCXX commands do not retrieve data and do not use the element list.

In the sample program, there is only one element, ADEMP, designated in the third MOVE statement. This statement
allows Datacom/DB to access the data associated with the element ADEMP, and to bring the correct data for the report
into the Reporting Facility program.

X indicates that the field PERSONEL-ELMLIST contains alphanumeric data.
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Data Area
Code the Data Area DEFINE statements after the Communications Area DEFINE statements when working with a
Datacom/DB table. Otherwise, code the Data Area DEFINE statements after the INPUT statement.

The primary function of the DEFINE statements in the Data Area is to provide space for the accessed data associated
with the element, but column headings can also be assigned to the data. The accessed data is moved to the Data Area
beginning with position 301.

Code the five DEFINE statements that make up the Data Area in the sample program as follows:

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

In these statements, five fields of the element ADEMP have names assigned to them. The fields are the PERSONEL-
NUMBER field, PERSONEL-NAME field, PERSONEL-CITY field, PERSONEL-STATE field and PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE
field. Space has been allocated for the data in each field. The space allocated for the fields reflects their relative starting
and ending positions in the element.

Each line of coding also specifies the type of data the named fields are to contain, and some lines specify column
headings for the named fields. The following is the general DEFINE command format for coding the Data Area:

►►─ DEFINE ─ fieldname ─ start-end ─ X ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

                                        └─ 'heading' ─┘

In the first DEFINE statement in the Data Area, PERSONEL-NUMBER is the user-supplied name of the field where the
five-character employee identification number is to be moved.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

Since the employee ID number occupies the first five positions of the element, the start-end parameter is 301 -- 305,
followed by X, indicating the field is to contain alphanumeric data.

Beginning with this DEFINE statement, an optional heading is coded for some element fields. In the previous (highlighted)
line of coding, the field named PERSONEL-NUMBER has been given the column heading ID NUMBER.

Notice in this statement how the placement of the blanks and apostrophes around ID resulted in the centering of ID over
NUMBER in the printed report. Remember to place apostrophes correctly if the command format specifies them.

The first DEFINE statement in the Data Area of the sample tells the Reporting Facility that the employee ID numbers are
in the field named PERSONEL-NUMBER. PERSONEL-NUMBER is five characters long, contains alphanumeric data and
has the column heading ID NUMBER.

In the second DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-NAME is the user-supplied name of the field where you move the 24-
character employee name.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'
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 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

Since the employee name field is 24 characters long and occupies positions 6 -- 29 of the element, the start-end
parameter is 306-329, followed by X, indicating the field contains alphanumeric data. The field PERSONEL-NAME field
has the heading EMPLOYEE NAME.

In the third DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-CITY is the user-supplied name of the field indicating the employee's city of
residence. CITY is the designated heading name.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

Since the city field is 15 characters long and occupies positions 54 -- 68 of the element, the start-end parameter is
354-368, followed by X, indicating the field is to contain alphanumeric data.

Positions 30 -- 53 of the element are not defined. You must assume these positions contain data that is not relevant to
processing this report. However, these positions must be included in the RECORD EQ xxx parameter when calculating
the total length of the element. In the fourth DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-STATE is the user-supplied name of the field
indicating employee's state of residence.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

Since the state field is two characters long, the start-end parameter is 369-370, followed by X, indicating that the field
contains alphanumeric data.

For this field, no column heading was designated in the DEFINE statement and it will not be printed in the report. It is used
only to control which records appear in the report. For more information, see PRINT Command.

In the fifth DEFINE statement, PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE is the user-supplied name of the field indicating the employee's zip
code.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER      301-305  X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329  X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY        354-368  X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE       369-370  X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE    371-375  X 'ZIP' 'CODE'

Since the zip code field is five characters long, the start-end parameter is 371 -- 375, followed by X, indicating the field is
to contain alphanumeric data. The field named PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE has been given the heading ZIP CODE.
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With the previous explanation of the Communications and Data Areas, it is now possible to code the RECORD EQ xxx
parameter in the input statement. Recall that the RECORD EQ xxx parameter is used to determine the total length (in
characters) of all the elements to be read from this database table, plus 300 characters for the Communications Area.
Since the fields that make up the element ADEMP occupy a total of 75 positions, RECORD EQ 375.

The total length of the element includes positions 30 -- 53 of the element even though the data in those positions is not
included in the processing.

Moving Data
MOVE statements are coded after the DEFINE statements if you are working with ddb. The MOVE statements move
literal strings to fields within the Communications Area.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

END

 

MOVE statements are coded after the DEFINE statements if you are working with Datacom/DB. The MOVE statements
move literal strings to fields within the Communications Area.

The literal strings in the sample program are the appropriate Datacom/DB command, key name, and list that had locations
assigned to them in the Communications Area.

If this program were accessing a non-Datacom/DB file, the DEFINE statements would be followed by a GET statement. In
the sample program, however, the MOVE statement must come before the GET statement. You cannot tell the Reporting
Facility to start processing records (GET) if the Datacom/DB command, key name, and element have not already been
moved (MOVE) to the locations assigned them. The Datacom/DB command, key name, and element contain information
vital to processing the table.

Code the general MOVE command in the following format:

 ►►─ MOVE ─ 'literal-string' ─ TO ─ fieldname ─────────────────────────────────►◄

 

In the first MOVE statement of the sample program, code the word MOVE as shown. PERSONEL-COMMAND is the user-
supplied name of the five-character field where the literal string will be moved.

  MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND 
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  MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 

Code the literal string first, then the keyword TO followed by the field name. The Datacom/DB command GETIT is the
literal string, and must be enclosed by apostrophes. The GETIT command indicates that the table will be searched
sequentially, starting with the first record in the table.

The first MOVE statement in the sample program tells the Reporting Facility to move a literal string GETIT, which
represents the Datacom/DB READ command, to the field named PERSONEL-COMMAND.

The GETIT command specifies that Datacom/DB is to read the table in sequential order. Also available is a table
positioning command, GSETL, that indicates a starting point for the first read of the table. When the command specified
during the first read of the table is the GETIT command, the system automatically issues a GSETL command to position
the table at the first record.

In the second MOVE statement, PERSONEL-KEY is the name of the five-character field where the literal string will be
moved.

  MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

  MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY 

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 

The literal string is coded first, then the keyword TO followed by the field name. The literal string is the Datacom/DB key
name EMPNO as defined in the Datacom/DB Directory. It must be enclosed within apostrophes. The key name EMPNO
indicates that the table will be searched using the employee ID number as the key.

The second MOVE statement tells the Reporting Facility to move the literal string EMPNO to the field named PERSONEL-
KEY.

In the third MOVE statement, PERSONEL-ELMLIST is the user-supplied name of the 11-character field where the literal
string will be moved.

  MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

  MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

The literal string is coded first, then the keyword TO followed by the field name. Although the literal string ADEMP is only 5
characters long, the field to which it is moved is 11 characters long.

When you are moving alphanumeric literals and the literal is too short, the receiving field is padded with blanks. If this
is the case, the trailing blanks are used to satisfy the Datacom/DB requirement for the element list terminator. The data
associated with the element ADEMP is accessed by Datacom/DB to produce the report.

The third MOVE statement tells the Reporting Facility to move the five-character literal string ADEMP to the field named
PERSONEL-ELMLIST.

Retrieving a Record
Code the GET statement after the MOVE statements. When the GET statement is processed during program execution
for a Datacom/DB table, the system constructs a Datacom/DB request area in the previously set up command area. This
request area is used to access the next record.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X
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 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

Code the GET statement after the MOVE statements. When the GET statement is processed during program execution
for a Datacom/DB table, the system constructs a Datacom/DB request area in the previously set up command area. This
request area is used to access the next record.

The Datacom/DB command you moved to PERSONEL-COMMAND prior to the GET determines the type of read that is
performed. GETIT indicates sequential processing and REDKG indicates a random read using a key value previously
provided in the command area. When a standard file is read, the GET statement always returns the next sequential
record. Code the general GET command in the following format:

 ►►─ GET ─ filename ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

The GET statement for the sample program looks like this:

  GET PERSONEL

 

The word GET is coded as shown. The file name should be the name of the previously defined input file in the INPUT
statement.

The GET statement tells the Reporting Facility to get a record in the table named PERSONEL.

Transferring Control
In the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, the GOTO statement transfers control to a previously defined label statement.
Review statement syntax, examples, fields, and operators.

The GOTO statement transfers control to a previously defined label statement.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'
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 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

The GOTO statement transfers control to a previously defined label statement.

Code the general GOTO command in the following format:

 ►►─ GOTO ─ label ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ logical expression ─┘

The GOTO statement in the sample program looks like this:

  GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

The word GOTO is coded as shown. EOJ is a predefined procedural label to which the program branches when the end of
the table is reached. Then, the program terminates all table reading and produces a report containing only the records that
are selected up to the point of termination.

PERSONEL EQ 'E' is the optional logical expression. A logical expression specifies the logical constraint that must
be satisfied before performing the branch. In the Reporting Facility, logical expressions may consist of one or more
elementary conditions. The format of an elementary condition is:

 field1 operator field2

field1
A previously defined field name

operator
Any of the following options:
EQ or =

Equal to
NE or NOT =

Not equal to
GT or >

Greater than
LTE or NOT >

Not greater than
LT or <

Less than
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GTE or NOT <
Not less than

field2
One of the following options:

• A previously defined field name
• A numeric constant
• An alphanumeric literal
• A bitmask
• A range of values

In the GOTO statement, PERSONEL is the predefined field name and 'E' is the alphanumeric literal.

The GOTO statement tells the Reporting Facility to branch to the end-of-job procedure when it finds the alphanumeric
value, 'E', in the return code field, PERSONEL.

Coding a Second Heading
The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility REPORT command specifies a second heading line that can be used to uniquely
identify a report. See a sample report with an explanation of the command format.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The REPORT command specifies the second heading line that can be used to uniquely identify the report.

Code the general REPORT command in the following format:

 ►►─ REPORT ─ 'heading literal' ───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

The REPORT command for the sample program looks like this:

  REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'
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The word REPORT is coded as shown, followed by the title of the desired second heading. The second line of heading is
centered on the line directly below the heading line that is specified by the USER command. The heading literal must be
enclosed within apostrophes.

This REPORT command tells the Reporting Facility that the second heading line on each page of the report will be
EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS.

Selecting Records for Processing
In Datacom/DB, the SELECT statement specifies which records you are selecting for processing. Review format, use, and
examples.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

The SELECT statement specifies which records you are selecting for processing.

Code the general SELECT command in the following format:

 ►►─ SELECT ─ logical expression ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The SELECT statement for the sample program looks like this:

  SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

The word SELECT is coded as shown, followed by the logical expression PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'. The logical
expression specifies the logical constraint which must be satisfied before you select the record for processing.

PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX' conforms to the format of an elementary condition as previously discussed in the GOTO
command. PERSONEL-STATE is the defined field name and 'TX' is the alphanumeric literal.

The SELECT statement tells the Reporting Facility to select for processing only records for the state of Texas. The
purpose of this statement is to present the state field for screening.
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Controlling Printing Sequence
The CONTROL statement specifies the hierarchical sequence in which the data is presented or specifies the control-break
fields. The sample program is concerned only with specifying the sequence in which the report is printed.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL: INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF  DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The CONTROL statement specifies the hierarchical sequence in which the data is presented or specifies the control-break
fields. The sample program is concerned only with specifying the sequence in which the report is printed.

The following is the general CONTROL command format relevant to coding the CONTROL statement:

 ►►─ CONTROL ─ fieldname ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

The CONTROL statement for the sample program looks like this:

  CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 

The word CONTROL is coded as shown, followed by the name of the field (PERSONEL-CITY) that will be the sort
sequence field.

The CONTROL statement in this example tells the Reporting Facility to sort the report in ascending sequence by city.

Printing Report Fields
The PRINT statement specifies which fields will be printed on the report and their format. You may also use the PRINT
statement to specify the location of each field within a detail line. (The sample program does not demonstrate this.)

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

  PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'
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 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The PRINT statement specifies which fields will be printed on the report and their format. You may also use the PRINT
statement to specify the location of each field within a detail line. (The sample program does not demonstrate this.)

Code the general PRINT command in the following format:

            ┌─────────────┐

►►─ PRINT ─▼─ fieldname ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

The PRINT statement for the sample program looks like this:

  PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

       PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 

The word PRINT is coded as shown, followed by the names of the fields to appear on the report.

Notice in the following report that the contents of the fields named in the PRINT statement are printed on the report under
the appropriate column headings and that the fields are properly spaced across the page automatically.

                                 XYZ COMPANY, INC.

 

    01  NOV  08             EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS              PAGE  1

 

                                  ID                                ZIP

   EMPLOYEE NAME                NUMBER             CITY             CODE

 

   LUTHER GARY                  00009              DALLAS           75243

   WALKER FRANK                 00016              DALLAS           75243

   PATTERSON AL                 00018              DALLAS           75243

   EVERS DANNY                  00030              DALLAS           75243

        .                         .                   .               .

        .                         .                   .               .

        .                         .                   .               .

   CHURCH PHILLIP               00105              HOUSTON          77506

   ABEL PHILIP                  00115              HOUSTON          77506

   NEELY ROY                    00123              HOUSTON          77506

   DIETER RODNEY                00130              HOUSTON          77506

   END OF REPORT
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As previously discussed, the Reporting Facility uses the name of the field specified in the PRINT statement for the column
heading if no heading was specified by a DEFINE statement in the Data Area.

The order in which the column headings and field contents appear is determined by the order in which you enter the
names of the fields in the PRINT statement. Therefore, the contents of the field named PERSONEL-NAME are printed
first under the column heading EMPLOYEE NAME, followed by the contents of the field named PERSONEL-NUMBER
under the column heading ID NUMBER, and so on.

The PRINT statement tells the Reporting Facility:

• The contents of the PERSONEL-NAME, PERSONEL-NUMBER, PERSONEL-CITY, and PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE fields
will be printed on the report under the column headings specified for those fields in the Data Area DEFINE statements.

• The order of the printed fields and column headings (left to right) will be PERSONEL-NAME, PERSONEL-NUMBER,
PERSONEL-CITY, PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE.

Ending a Program
The last line of coding in a program is the END command. It has no parameters and indicates that the final Reporting
Facility statement has been processed.

  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID  ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

  GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE

 END

 

The last line of coding in a program is the END command. It has no parameters and indicates that the final Reporting
Facility statement has been processed.

Writing a Program (Datacom/DB Tables)
You have now thoroughly examined the sample program and may test your skills by writing a simple Datacom/DB
Reporting Facility program. This section presents the requirements for a program to test your understanding of the
Reporting Facility concepts.

Before writing the program, become familiar with these guidelines for coding input statements.
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• Although a single statement may exceed one input line, the statements should be on separate lines, if possible, to
make the program more readable.

• Keywords, commands, field names, numeric constants, and alphanumeric literals may not exceed one input line.
• The entries on a particular line of coding may be separated from each other by any number of spaces.
• The statements are entered free-form, requiring no coding forms.
• When coding a program, remember that the Reporting Facility reads input.
• When entering code at a terminal, each line on the screen is considered to be one card.
• Only the first 71 positions of each line are available for coding input statements.

Write the program to produce a report in the following format:

                          XYZ COMPANY, INC.

    01  NOV  08            PAYROLL REPORT                         PAGE  1

   DEPT    EMPLOYEE   EMPLOYEE                 REGULAR         OVERTIME

   NUMBER  NUMBER     NAME                     EARNINGS        EARNINGS

   XXX     XXXX       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XXX.XX          XXX.XX

    .        .                  .                     .               .

    .        .                  .                     .               .

    .        .                  .                     .               .

   XXX     XXXX       XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX       XXX.XX          XXX.XX

This format indicates that the program will generate a report that includes:

• Specified headings
• Department number
• Employee number
• Employee name
• Regular earnings
• Overtime earnings

You will need the following information to write the program:

• The accessed file is a Datacom/DB table.
• The table name is PAY and resides in database 001.
• The table is to be sequentially searched, starting with the first record.
• All of the fields defined with DEFINE statements are alphanumeric, except for PAYROLL-REGEARN and PAYROLL-

OVTEARN, which are zoned decimal.
• The key name is IDNUM.
• The element name is PAYRC.
• The department number field is named PAYROLL-DEPTNUM and occupies positions 1 -- 3 of the element.
• The employee number field is named PAYROLL-EMPNUM and occupies positions 4 -- 7 of the element.
• The employee name field is named PAYROLL-NAME and occupies positions 8 -- 27 of the element.
• The regular earnings field is named PAYROLL-REGEARN and occupies positions 28 -- 32 of the element.
• The overtime earnings field is named PAYROLL-OVTEARN and occupies positions 33 -- 37 of the element.
• The field to hold the Datacom/DB command is named PAYROLL-COMMAND.
• The field to hold the Datacom/DB key name is named PAYROLL-KEY.
• The field to hold the Datacom/DB element is named PAYROLL-ELMLIST.
• The report is to be sorted in ascending sequence by department number.
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After you have written the program, look at the following solution for the correct input statements and an explanation of
those statements.

Solution

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PAYROLL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 337  NAME EQ PAY DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PAYROLL-COMMAND  001-005   X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-KEY      006-010   X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-ELMLIST  191-201   X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-DEPTNUM  301-303   X ' DEPT ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-EMPNUM   304-307   X  'EMPLOYEE' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-NAME     308-327   X  'NAME'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-REGEARN  328-332  N2 'REGULAR' 'EARNINGS'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-OVTEARN  333-337  N2 'OVERTIME' 'EARNINGS'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PAYROLL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'IDNUM' TO PAYROLL-KEY

 MOVE 'PAYRC' TO PAYROLL-ELMLIST

 GET PAYROLL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PAYROLL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'PAYROLL REPORT'

 SELECT ALL

 CONTROL PAYROLL-DEPTNUM

 PRINT PAYROLL-DEPTNUM PAYROLL-EMPNUM PAYROLL-NAME

      PAYROLL-REGEARN PAYROLL-OVTEARN

 END

The following is a line-by-line explanation of the above payroll program.

USER Statement

In the first statement, the USER command provides the first line of heading on each page of the report.

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

INPUT Statement

In the second statement, the INPUT command defines the table to the Reporting Facility.

 PAYROLL:  INPUT DATACOM RECORD EQ 337 NAME EQ PAY DBID EQ 001

Communications Area

The next three DEFINE statements make up the Communications Area.

• The first DEFINE statement in the Communications Area allocates space for the Datacom/DB command.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-COMMAND    001-005 X

• The second DEFINE statement in the Communications Area allocates space for the Datacom/DB key name.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-KEY      006-010 X

• The third DEFINE statement in the Communications Area allocates space for the Datacom/DB element.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-ELMLIST    191-201 X
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Data Area

The next five DEFINE statements make up the Data Area.

• In the first and second DEFINE statements in the Data Area, the PAYROLL-DEPTNUM and PAYROLL-EMPNUM fields
are defined and assigned column headings.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-DEPTNUM    301-303 X ' DEPT ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-EMPNUM     304-307 X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

• The third DEFINE statement in the Data Area defines the NAME field.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-NAME        308-327   X   'NAME'

• In the fourth and fifth DEFINE statements in the Data Area, the PAYROLL-REGEARN and PAYROLL-OVTEARN fields
are defined and assigned column headings.

 DEFINE REGEARN    328-332 N2 'REGULAR' 'EARNINGS'

 DEFINE OVTEARN    333-337 N2 'OVERTIME' 'EARNINGS'

Notice the N2 parameter in both of the above statements. N indicates that the fields named PAYROLL-REGEARN and
PAYROLL-OVTEARN contain zoned decimal data. The number of implied decimal places is indicated by the integer 2.

Move Statements

• The first MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB command GETIT to the PAYROLL-COMMAND field in the
Communications Area. GETIT specifies a sequential search of the table.

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PAY-COMMAND

• The second MOVE command moves the Datacom/DB key name IDNUM to the PAYROLL-KEY field in the
Communications Area. IDNUM indicates that the table is to be searched by using the employee ID number as the key.

 MOVE 'IDNUM' TO PAYROLL-KEY

• The third MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB element, PAYRC, to the PAYROLL-ELMLIST in the
Communications Area.

 MOVE 'PAYRC' TO PAYROLL-ELMLIST

GET Statement

The GET statement tells the Reporting Facility to return a record from the table named PAYROLL.

 GET PAYROLL

GOTO Statement

The GOTO statement specifies a branch to the end-of-job procedure when the Reporting Facility determines the end of
the table.

 GOTO EOJ PAYROLL EQ 'E'

REPORT Statement

The REPORT command specifies that the second heading line on each page of the report is to be PAYROLL REPORT.

 REPORT 'PAYROLL REPORT'

SELECT Statement
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The SELECT statement specifies that all the records in the table are to be selected for processing.

 SELECT ALL

CONTROL Statement

The CONTROL statement specifies that the report is to be sorted by department number.

 CONTROL PAYROLL-DEPTNUM

PRINT Statement

The PRINT statement specifies which fields are to be printed and the order in which they are to be printed.

 PRINT PAYROLL-DEPTNUM PAYROLL-EMPNUM PAYROLL-NAME

    PAYROLL-REGEARN PAYROLL-OVTEARN 

END Command

The END command signals the Reporting Facility that the last statement has been processed.

Writing a Program (Standard Files)
If you use the Reporting Facility to access standard files, practice writing a program that accesses a standard file. This
section presents the requirements of a report and then provides the program that generated it. The report generated by
the program you write has the following format:

                                XYZ COMPANY, INC.

   01    NOV   08               EARNINGS REPORT                  PAGE   1

   DEPT    EMPLOYEE  EMPLOYEE                         REGULAR    OVERTIME

   NUMBER  NUMBER    NAME                             EARNINGS   EARNINGS

   XXX     XXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX               XXX.XX     XXX.XX

   .       .         .                                       .          .

   .       .         .                                       .          .

   .       .         .                                       .          .

   XXX     XXXX      XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX               XXX.XX     XXX.XX

                                                                  _______

   GRAND TOTAL                                                   XXXXX.XX

                                                                 ________

This format indicates that the program will generate a report that includes:
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• Specified headings
• Department number
• Employee number
• Employee name
• Regular earnings
• Overtime earnings
• Grand total for overtime earnings

The following are the position and contents of the input record fields:

1-3
Department number

4-7
Employee number

8-27
Employee name

28-29
Hours

30-33
Current rate (9.999)

34-38
Regular earnings (999.99)

39-43
Overtime earnings (999.99)

In writing the program, make the following assumptions:

• The accessed file is a standard sequential disk file.
• The file name is PAYFILE.
• Each record on the file is 43 bytes long.
• Each block of data on the disk file contains 50 records.
• The department number field is PAYFILE-DEPTNUM.
• The employee number field is PAYFILE-EMPNUM.
• The employee name field is PAYFILE-NAME.
• The regular earnings field is named PAYFILE-REGEARN.
• The overtime earnings field is named PAYFILE-OVTEARN.
• The report is sorted in ascending sequence by department number.

NOTE
 You may also assume that all of the fields defined with a DEFINE statement are alphanumeric, except the
regular earnings and overtime earnings fields, which are numeric with two implied decimal places.

Remember that you would provide the requirements (as shown previously) in a real situation. Study the command formats
and note which parameters are commands or reserved words and which parameters you must supply.

There are three significant differences between the earnings report program in this section and the earnings report
program in the previous section.

1. The program in this section requires a standard file definition.
2. There is no Communications Area in this program because the file is standard.
3. The program in this section requires a grand total for the overtime earnings field. The grand total is specified with the

PRINT command.
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After you have written the program, check the following solution to find the correct input statements and their
explanations. .

 Solution 

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PAYFILE:  INPUT  DISK  BLOCK EQ 2150  FIXED RECORD EQ 43

 DEFINE PAYFILE-DEPTNUM        001-003  X ' DEPT ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYFILE-EMPNUM         004-007  X 'EMPLOYEE' 'NUMBER' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYFILE-NAME           008-027  X 'EMPLOYEE' '  NAME  '

 DEFINE PAYFILE-REGEARN        034-038 N2 'REGULAR' 'EARNINGS'

 DEFINE PAYFILE-OVTEARN        039-043 N2 'OVERTIME' 'EARNINGS'

 GET PAYFILE

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PAYFILE EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EARNINGS REPORT'

 SELECT ALL

 CONTROL PAYFILE-DEPTNUM

 PRINT PAYFILE-DEPTNUM PAYFILE-EMPNUM PAYFILE-NAME

      PAYFILE-REGEARN (PAYFILE-OVTEARN)

 END

Following is a line-by-line explanation of the earnings report program.

• In the first statement, the USER command is used to provide the first line of heading on each page of the report.
 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

• In the second statement, the INPUT command is used to define the file to the Reporting Facility The BLOCK EQ
parameter is calculated by multiplying 43 x 50.
 PAYFILE:  INPUT DISK BLOCK EQ 2150 FIXED RECORD EQ 43

• In the third, fourth, and fifth statements, the PAYFILE-DEPTNUM, PAYFILE-EMPNUM, and PAYFILE-NAME fields are
defined and assigned column headings.
 DEFINE PAYFILE-DEPTNUM       001-003 X ' DEPT ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PAYFILE-EMPNUM        004-007 X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

 DEFINE PAYFILE-NAME          008-027 X 'EMPLOYEE' '  NAME  '

• In the sixth and seventh statements, the PAYFILE-REGEARN and PAYFILE-OVTEARN fields are defined and
assigned column headings.
 DEFINE PAYFILE-REGEARN    034-038 N2 'REGULAR'  'EARNINGS'

 DEFINE PAYFILE-OVTEARN    039-043 N2 'OVERTIME' 'EARNINGS'

Notice the N2 parameter in both of the above statements. N indicates the fields named PAYFILE-REGEARN and
PAYFILE-OVTEARN contain zoned decimal data. The number of implied decimal places is indicated by the integer 2.

• In the eighth statement, the GET command is used to get a record from PAYFILE.
 GET PAYFILE

The GET statement following the DEFINE statement is a significant deviation from the previous programs and requires
some explanation.
As previously discussed, the general order of entry for individual statements is as follows:
– Specify a heading with the USER command.
– Define the files with the INPUT command.
– Define the fields with the appropriate DEFINE command format.
– Move data with the MOVE command if accessing a Datacom/DB file.
– Start reading the file with the GET command.
– Direct program flow with the GOTO command.
– Manipulate the data with one of the following commands:

   COMPUTE              MULTIPLY
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   DECODE               DIVIDE

   SET                  MOVE

   ADD                  INCREMENT

   SUBTRACT             DECREMENT

– Specify the report with the following commands:
   REPORT                CONTROL

   SELECT                PRINT

– End the program with the END command.

NOTE
 Since this program accesses a standard file and not a Datacom/DB file, no MOVE statements are required.

In this earnings report program, the GET and GOTO statements were not really necessary because the Reporting
Facility would have automatically provided those two statements after the DEFINE statements. The system
automatically provides GET and GOTO statements for the first file defined. See GET Command (Report Facility) for
more information about the GET command.
In the two previous programs, you specified the GET and GOTO statements. If they had not been specified, the
Reporting Facility would have automatically generated them following the last DEFINE statement. This would produce
undesirable results.

NOTE
When a GET statement is found that specifies the name of the first file defined, the automatic GET and
GOTO statements are not generated.

• In the ninth statement, the GOTO command is used to direct the Reporting Facility to the end-of-file procedure when it
finishes reading the file. The GOTO statement is not mandatory for this program.
 GOTO EOJ PAYFILE EQ 'E'

• In the tenth statement, the REPORT command is used to specify the second line of heading.
 REPORT 'EARNINGS REPORT'

• In the eleventh statement, the SELECT command is used to indicate which records are to be selected for processing.
 SELECT ALL

• In the twelfth statement, the CONTROL command is used to specify how the report is to be sorted.
 CONTROL PAYFILE-DEPTNUM

• In the thirteenth statement, the PRINT command is used to specify which fields are to appear in the report, the order in
which the fields are to be printed, and which fields are to have a total.
 PRINT PAYFILE-DEPTNUM PAYFILE-EMPNUM PAYFILE-NAME

               PAYFILE-REGEARN (PAYFILE-OVTEARN)

PAYFILE-OVTEARN is enclosed in parentheses. This indicates that the values in the PAYFILE-OVTEARN field are to
be accumulated and printed as a final total at the end of the report.

• The END command terminates the Reporting Facility program.

Writing a Program (Multiple Datacom/DB Tables)
In this section, you have the opportunity to further expand your Reporting Facility programming skills by writing a program
that accesses more than one table.

The tables to be accessed are the sample Datacom/DB PERSONEL table and PAYROLL table. As with previous sample
programs, all the information needed to write the program is provided.

Write the program to generate a report with this format:

                               XYZ COMPANY, INC.
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 09   JAN   08                 PAYROLL REPORT                     PAGE  1

EMPLOYEE                                       CURRENT      YEAR-TO-DATE

NUMBER    NAME                      STATUS     PAY RATE             WAGES

XXXXX     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     X         99999.99        $$$,$$9.99

 .        .                          .              .                 .

 .        .                          .              .                 .

 .        .                          .              .                 .

XXXXX     XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX     X         99999.99        $$$,$$9.99

                                                               __________

GRAND TOTAL                                                  $$$$$,$$9.99

The previous example indicates that the program will generate a report that includes:

• Specified headings
• Employee number
• Employee name
• Employee status (whether the employee is salaried or paid hourly)
• Current pay rate
• Year-to-date wages, with the indicated edit pattern
• Grand total for year-to-date wages

NOTE
Assume that the status field in the record contains either S (salaried) or H (hourly).

You can make the following assumptions in writing this program:
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• The accessed tables are both Datacom/DB tables.
• The table name for the PERSONEL table is PMF. It resides in database 001.
• The table name for the PAYROLL table is PAY, and it resides in database 001.
• Total length of the PERSONEL table element, is 75 characters.
• The total length of the PAYROLL table element, is 39 characters.
• The PERSONEL table is searched sequentially, starting with the first record.
• The PAYROLL table is matched one-to-one with a record in the PERSONEL table. (Hint: The employee number is a

common key to both tables.)
• All fields defined with the DEFINE statements are alphanumeric, except the current pay rate and year-to-date wages

fields, which are numeric. The current pay rate field has three implied decimal places, and the year-to-date wages field
has two implied decimal places.

• The field to hold the PERSONEL table Datacom/DB command is PERSONEL-COMMAND.
• The field to hold the PERSONEL table Datacom/DB key name is PERSONEL-KEY.
• The field to hold the PERSONEL table Datacom/DB element is PERSONEL-ELMLIST.
• The employee number field is PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM and occupies positions 1 -- 5 of the PERSONEL table

element.
• The employee name field is PERSONEL-NAME and occupies positions 6 -- 29 of the PERSONEL table element.
• The field to hold the PAYROLL table Datacom/DB command is PAYROLL-COMMAND.
• The field to hold the PAYROLL table Datacom/DB key name is PAYROLL-KEY.
• The field to hold the PAYROLL table Datacom/DB key value is PAYROLL-VALUE.
• The field to hold the PAYROLL table Datacom/DB element is PAYROLL-ELMLIST.
• The employee code field is PAYROLL-CODE in position 6 of the PAYROLL table element. The code field contains an A

(active) or an I (inactive).
• The status field is PAYROLL-STATUS and occupies position 7 of the PAYROLL table element.
• The current pay rate field is PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE and occupies positions 8 -- 15 of the PAYROLL table element.
• The year-to-date wages field is PAYROLL-YTDWAGES and occupies positions 16 -- 23 of the PAYROLL table

element.
• The key name for the PERSONEL table and PAYROLL table is EMPNO (employee number).
• The element name for the PERSONEL table is IDEMP.
• The element name for the PAYROLL table is PAYRC.
• Code the program so that, if there is no match of employee number in the PERSONEL and PAYROLL tables (return

code N for PAYROLL GET statement), neither record is processed, but another PERSONEL record is read.
• Select for processing only those records that have an A (active) in the code field, but do not print it in the report.
• The report is to be sorted in ascending sequence by employee number.

Keep in mind that you would supply the above requirements in a real situation. Study the command formats and note
which parameters are commands or reserved words and which parameters are user-supplied.

NOTE
This should be the general structure of the program:
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• USER statement
• First INPUT statement
• DEFINE statements for first table
• Second INPUT statement
• DEFINE statements for second table
• MOVE statements for first table
• GET statement for first table
• GOTO statement for first table
• MOVE statements for second table
• GET statement for second table
• GOTO statement for second table
• REPORT command
• SELECT statements
• CONTROL statement
• PRINT statement
• END statement

After you have written the program, check the following solution to find the correct input statements and their explanation.

Solution

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375  NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND     001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY         006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST     191-201 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM 301-305 X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME        306-329 X 'NAME'

 PAYROLL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 339  NAME EQ PAY DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PAYROLL-COMMAND      001-005 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-KEY          006-010 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-VALUE        011-015 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-ELMLIST      191-201 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-CODE             306 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-STATUS           307 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE  308-315 N3 'CURRENT' ' PAY RATE '

 DEFINE PAYROLL-YTDWAGES     316-323 N2

        'YEAR-TO-DATE' '    WAGES' PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'IDEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 MOVE 'REDKG' TO PAYROLL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PAYROLL-KEY

 MOVE PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM TO PAYROLL-VALUE

 MOVE 'PAYRC' TO PAYROLL-ELMLIST

 GET PAYROLL

 GOTO START WHEN PAYROLL EQ 'N'
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 REPORT 'PAYROLL REPORT'

 SELECT PAYROLL-CODE EQ 'A'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM

 PRINT PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM PERSONEL-NAME PAYROLL-STATUS

    PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE (PAYROLL-YTDWAGES)

 END

The following is a line-by-line explanation of the above report.

• In the first statement, the USER command is used to provide the first line of heading on each page of the report.

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

• In the second statement, the INPUT command is used to define the first table to the Reporting Facility. Notice the
RECORD EQ parameter. Although you only took data from two of the fields (employee number and name) in the
element, you must include the total length of all the elements read from this database table, plus 300 characters for the
Datacom/DB interface.

PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM RECORD EQ 375 NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

• The next five statements define these fields: PERSONEL-COMMAND, PERSONEL-KEY, PERSONEL-ELMLIST,
PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM, PERSONEL-NAME. The PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM field is assigned an alternate
column heading. These statements make up the Communications Area and the Data Area for the PERSONEL table.

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND       001-005 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY           006-010 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST       191-201 X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM   301-305 X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME          306-329 X 'NAME'

• In the eighth statement, the INPUT command defines the second table to the Reporting Facility. Notice the RECORD
EQ parameter. You took data from only the first 23 bytes, but you must include the total length of all elements read
from this database table plus 300 characters for the Datacom/DB interface.

 PAYROLL:  INPUT DATACOM RECORD EQ 339 NAME EQ PAY DBID EQ 001

• In the next eight statements define these fields: PAYROLL-COMMAND, PAYROLL-KEY, PAYROLL-VALUE, PAYROLL-
ELMLIST, PAYROLL-CODE, PAYROLL-STATUS, PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE, PAYROLL-YTDWAGES. The
PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE and PAYROLL-YTDWAGES fields are assigned alternate column headings. These
statements comprise the Communications Area and Data Area for the PAYROLL table. Notice the way in which the edit
pattern is specified for the year-to-date wages field.

 DEFINE PAYROLL-COMMAND       001-005 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-KEY           006-010 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-VALUE         011-015 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-ELMLIST       191-201 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-CODE              306 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-STATUS            307 X

 DEFINE PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE   308-315 N3 ' CURRENT ' 'PAY RATE'

 DEFINE PAYROLL-YTDWAGES      316-323 N2

      'YEAR-TO-DATE' '  WAGES' PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

Following the DEFINE statements for the second table are the MOVE statements for the first table.

• The first MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB command GETIT to the Datacom/DB command field in the
Communications Area. GETIT specifies a sequential search of the PERSONEL table, beginning with the first record.
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 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

• The second MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB key name EMPNO to the Datacom/DB key name field in the
Communications Area. EMPNO indicates that the table is to be searched by using the employee identification number
as the key.

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

• The third MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB element IDEMP to the Datacom/DB element list field in the
Communications Area. Although the literal string IDEMP has only 5 characters, the field to which it is moved is 11
characters long. When alphanumeric literals are moved, the receiving field is padded with blanks if the literal is too
short. The trailing blanks satisfy the Datacom/DB requirement for the element list terminator.

 MOVE 'IDEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

• The GET statement after the first MOVE statement tells the Reporting Facility to return a record from the first table
(PERSONEL).

 GET PERSONEL

• The GOTO statement specifies a branch to the end-of-job procedure when the program determines that there are no
more records in the first table (PERSONEL) to process.

 GOTO EOJ PERSONEL EQ 'E'

After the GOTO statement for the first table, the MOVE statements for the second table (PAYROLL) are coded.

• The first MOVE statement for the second table moves the Datacom/DB command REDKG to the Datacom/DB
command field in the Communications Area of that table. REDKG specifies a random search of the second table.

 MOVE 'REDKG' TO PAYROLL-COMMAND

• The next MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB key name EMPNO to the Datacom/DB key name field in the
Communications Area of the second table. The key name EMPNO indicates that the second table, like the first table, is
to be searched by using the employee identification number as the key.

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PAYROLL-KEY

• The next MOVE statement moves the employee number that was identified in the PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM field
in the PERSONEL table to the Datacom/DB key value field in the Communications Area of the PAYROLL table. The
employee number tells the program where to start accessing data in the second table. Since a random search was
specified for the second table with the Datacom/DB command REDKG, the Reporting Facility must be told where to
start accessing the data associated with this table.

 MOVE PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM TO PAYROLL-VALUE

• The last MOVE statement moves the Datacom/DB element PAYRC to the Datacom/DB element list field in the
Communications Area of the PAYROLL table.

 MOVE 'PAYRC' TO PAYROLL-ELMLIST

• The next statement is the GET statement for the second table. This statement tells the Reporting Facility to return a
record from the PAYROLL table.

 GET PAYROLL

The next line of coding is the GOTO statement for the second table. Remember that you were instructed to code the
program so that if there were no match of employee numbers in the PERSONEL record and the PAYROLL record, neither
record would be selected for printing.
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• The GOTO statement below tells the Reporting Facility to go to START (first procedural statement) if the GET
statement for the PAYROLL table has a return code of 'N'.

 GOTO START PAYROLL EQ 'N'

• The REPORT command specifies that the second heading line on each page of the report is to be PAYROLL
REPORT.

 REPORT 'PAYROLL REPORT'

• The SELECT statement specifies that only those records that have an A (active) in the field named PAYROLL-CODE
will be selected for processing.

 SELECT PAYROLL-CODE EQ 'A'

• The CONTROL statement specifies that the report is to be sorted in ascending order by employee number. The 'A'
parameter was not necessary. The Reporting Facility defaults to an ascending sort if the parameter is not included.

 CONTROL PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM

• The PRINT statement specifies which fields are to be printed, the order in which they are to be printed, column
headings for the PERSONEL-NAME and PAYROLL-CODE fields and a total for the PAYROLL-YTDWAGES field.

 PRINT PERSONEL-EMPLOYEENUM PERSONEL-NAME PAYROLL-STATUS

              PAYROLL-CURRENTRATE (PAYROLL-YTDWAGES)

• The END command signals that the last statement has been processed.

Reporting Facility Modes of Operation
This section discusses each of the four modes of operation, how and why specific modes are entered, and what resources
are necessary when a particular mode is invoked. The four modes of operation are:

• Primary
• Secondary
• Write-Only
• Library Maintenance

Any operating mode is accessible through a single execution of the Reporting Facility. The mode of operation for any
particular run is determined at runtime. The system enters a mode in one of two ways:

• Explicitly, directed by your selection of a basic processing option
• Implicitly, directed by the Reporting Facility after interpreting the source commands and determining the most efficient

utilization of resources

After you enter any of the operating modes, the Reporting Facility is dedicated to that activity or processing method for the
duration of the run.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Primary Mode

The Primary mode is the most frequently entered mode of operation and is best suited for report generation. It provides
methods for resequencing input data or generating multiple reports.

There are four main processes performed in Primary mode:
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Compilation/Code Generation
The Reporting Facility compiler analyzes the input source commands and generates machine code to perform the
specified function. The system stores machine code, with the GSA, on the DRWORK file to be recalled later and
used for execution.

Record Selection/Data Manipulation
The system recalls and executes the portion of the machine code on the DRWORK file responsible for performing
presort functions. This includes the reading of input files, conditional record selection, and presort data movement,
if necessary. As each of the input record sets are selected for processing, the system generates one or more
records on the internal Hit File. Each record contains only the data required to print the final reports and the
necessary sort control information.

Sort
After all input record sets have been processed, the Reporting Facility enters end-of-job processing, closes the Hit
File, and invokes the sort program.

Report Generation
The system recalls and executes the machine code responsible for report printing. The system generates this
machine code to read the sorted Hit File and produce the output report.

In Primary mode, a single pass of the input data files can produce multiple reports, with each report printed in a different
sequence and containing different data.

The following data sets are required when executing the Reporting Facility in Primary mode:

• DRWORK
• SORTIN/SORTIN1
• SORTLIB (z/OS)
• SORTOUT
• SORTWK01-06/SORTWK1-8
• SYSIN (z/OS)
• SYSPRINT (z/OS)

Secondary Mode

Secondary mode is also suited to the functions involved in report generation, but is more efficient than Primary mode.
Each request is processed faster and the system uses minimum resources.

The system enters this mode of operation either explicitly, by specifying the OPTION SORT=NONE parameter in the
Reporting Facility source program, or implicitly, by the Reporting Facility system where it is possible to establish from the
source commands that the system is to generate a single report in the same sequence as the primary input file.

Two main processes are performed in this mode.

Compilation/Code Generation
The Reporting Facility compiler analyzes the input source commands and generates the machine code to perform
the specified function. The system stores the machine code, with the GSA, on the DRWORK file for later recall
and execution.

Record Selection/Data Manipulation/Report Printing
The system recalls and executes all code generated on the DRWORK file. As each input record set is processed
or selected, it prints directly on the output report. When END-OF-FILE is reached on the input data, final totals
print and the run terminates. Since no intermediate sort is necessary, the system does not generate a Hit File.

These data sets are required when executing in Secondary mode:
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• DRWORK
• SYSIN (z/OS)
• SYSPRINT (z/OS)

Write-Only Mode

The Write-Only mode allows creation of a single sequential output file rather than report generation. Enter this mode only
by specifying the OPTION WRITE ONLY command in the Reporting Facility program.

You can perform two main processes in this mode.

Compilation/Code Generation
The Reporting Facility compiler analyzes the input source commands and generates the machine code needed to
perform the specified function. The system stores the machine code, with the GSA, on the DRWORK file for later
recall and execution.

Record Selection/Data Manipulation/Output File Creation
The system recalls and executes all of the code on the DRWORK file. As each input record set processes, the
system analyzes the appropriate selection criteria, reformats the data, and creates a single output record in a
format you defined.

Data sorting is not available in this mode. When input data reaches END-OF-FILE, the output file closes and the run
immediately terminates.

These data sets are required when executing in Write-Only mode:

• DROUT
• DRWORK
• SYSIN (z/OS)
• SYSPRINT (z/OS)

Coding a Heading

 

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 PERSONEL:  INPUT DATACOM  RECORD EQ 375 NAME EQ PMF DBID EQ 001

 DEFINE PERSONEL-COMMAND      001-005   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-KEY          006-010   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ELMLIST      191-201   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NUMBER       301-305   X '  ID ' 'NUMBER'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-NAME         306-329   X 'EMPLOYEE NAME'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-CITY         354-368   X 'CITY'

 DEFINE PERSONEL-STATE        369-370   X

 DEFINE PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE     371-375   X 'ZIP'   'CODE'

 MOVE 'GETIT' TO PERSONEL-COMMAND

 MOVE 'EMPNO' TO PERSONEL-KEY

 MOVE 'ADEMP' TO PERSONEL-ELMLIST

 GET PERSONEL

 GOTO EOJ WHEN PERSONEL EQ 'E'

 REPORT 'EMPLOYEE SUMMARY - TEXAS'

 SELECT PERSONEL-STATE EQ 'TX'

 CONTROL PERSONEL-CITY

 PRINT PERSONEL-NAME PERSONEL-NUMBER PERSONEL-CITY

      PERSONEL-ZIP-CODE
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 END

The USER statement produces the first line of heading on every page of the report. This statement is required and is the
first input statement in the program, unless the OPTION command is used.

The USER command has the following format:

►►─ USER ─ 'report-heading' ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the sample program, the USER statement looks like this:

 USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

The word USER is coded as shown, followed by the literal value designated as the first heading line on each page of the
report. You must enclose the literal with apostrophes.

The sample USER statement tells the Reporting Facility that the first heading line on each page of the report will be XYZ
COMPANY, INC.

Library Maintenance Mode

The Library Maintenance mode provides the only means for maintaining the Reporting Facility call library. Using this
library enables you to catalog frequently used statements or groups of statements for later retrieval.

You can enter Library Maintenance mode only by specifying the LIBRARY command. If you specify the LIBRARY
command, it must be the first command in the input source stream.

The run stream consists of a series of specialized Library Maintenance commands. The commands and their basic
functions are:

LIBRARY
Instructs the Reporting Facility to enter the Library Maintenance mode. This must be the first command in the
input stream or must immediately follow the first OPTION command.

CREATE
Preformats the entire extent when used before you use any Reporting Facility call library. Perform this function
only once, usually during initial installation of the Reporting Facility.

LOAD
Specifies that any source statements that follow will be cataloged in the library with a unique name. The data
portion of the member to be cataloged can be terminated by another Library Maintenance command, an END
command, or end-of-data on the input stream. Use this facility to add new members to the library or to update
existing members.

CONDENSE
Allows the periodic reorganization of the library after considerable DELETE/LOAD activity. The Reporting Facility
automatically condenses the library when less than 10 percent of the total library area remains available for use.
But it never physically deletes a member from the library until after performing a CONDENSE function.

DELETE
Marks the specified member for deletion from the library. The system deletes the member when the library is
condensed, but the member is inaccessible until the condense takes place. Space on the library is not available
for reuse until a reorganization takes place.

DISPLAY
Allows you to display various items in the library on the system printer, or punch specific members to an alternate
data set.

These data sets are required to execute in the Library Maintenance mode:
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• DRLIB
• DRWORK
• SYSIN (z/OS)
• SYSPRINT (z/OS)

Analyzing Reporting Facility Output
The Reporting Facility is designed to be user friendly. The output source listings are ordered in logical sequence and
contain enough information for you to analyze the internal and external requirements for each program.

Print these listings with each execution of the system to provide adequate documentation for future reference to the
program. Direct the printing of this system information with the OPTION command.

OPTION LIST ON MAP
Designates that you wish to print all system information, including the source listing and diagnostics, LIST ON,
and internal information about the run environment, MAP.

OPTION LIST OFF
Specifies that only the output reports are to be printed.

Many of the items printed can be used to analyze the processing and the resource requirements. These items help you
and Support debug the Reporting Facility program when problems occur. The following is a detailed look at each item you
can print prior to executing the program.

Source Listing
The source listing is the first item printed if OPTION LIST ON is specified. It contains two sections:

• Source statement listing
• Compilation summary

Each section is discussed in the following pages. Samples are provided.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Source Statement Listing

The source statement listing is a sequential list of the Reporting Facility commands in the order in which they were input to
the system. This provides a hardcopy of the program logic. This portion of the output listing is printed in a standard format,
and includes the following information:

• Corporate name and logo
• Current date and time of the compilation
• Operating system and version level information
• Source statements with unique sequential line numbers
• Page numbers

Unique sequential line numbers allow error or warning messages to specify which command or command line is in error.

NOTE
For more information, see the Datacom/DB message documentation.

EJECT, SKIP1, SKIP2, or SKIP3 commands in the source program can control the spacing on this portion of the output
listing.
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Compiler Summary

The compiler summary immediately follows the END command, whether you code it or it is generated automatically by the
system.

A summary of all errors or warnings issued during the course of the compilation is printed. This includes the start and end
times of the compilation phase. Length of the compilation phase is determined by subtracting the start time from the stop
time.

Following is a sample of the first page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see Sample
Report Headers).

   ┌──┐

   │ 1│           OPTION LIST ON MAP

   │ 2│           USER   'XYZ INC.'

   │ 3│           CALL   CARDFILE

   │  │

   │ 4│  NOTE   CUSTOMER/SALESMAN DATA FILE

   │ 5│  INPT:    FILE   CARD

   │ 6│           DEFINE NAME                1 TO  2 X

   │ 7│           DEFINE CUSTOMER-NUMBER     3 TO  5 X  'CUSTOMER'  'NUMBER'

   │ 8│           DEFINE CITY                      6 X

   │ 9│           DEFINE STATE               7 TO  8 X

   │10│           DEFINE ZIP-CODE            9 TO 13 X  'ZIP'  'CODE'

   │11│           DEFINE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID   14 TO 15 X  'SALESMAN'  'ID'

   │12│           DEFINE CREDIT-LIMIT       16 TO 23 N2 'CREDIT'  'LIMIT'

   │13│                                                  PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

   │14│           DEFINE CURRENT-BALANCE    24 TO 30 N2 'CURRENT'  'BALANCE'

   │15│                                                  PIC '$$,$$9.99'                 Source Listing

   │16│           DEFINE SALESMAN-NAME      32 TO 39 X  'SALESMAN'  'NAME'

   │17│           DEFINE SALESMAN-ID        40 TO 41 X  'SALESMAN'  '   ID   '

   │18│           DEFINE YTD-SALES          42 TO 49 N2 'YEAR-TO-DATE'  'SALES'

   │19│                                                  PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

   │20│           DEFINE BRANCH-ID          50 TO 52 X  'BRANCH'  '   ID   '

   │22│           DEF    UNUSED-CREDIT(6.2)=0       'UNUSED' 'CREDIT'

   │23│                                              PIC '***,**9.99-'

   │24│           CALL   DECODE2 USING STATE ST

   │25│  NOTE   STATE CODE TRANSLATION TABLE

   │26│           DECODE  :01 INTO :02

   │27│                   'TX' EQ 'TEXAS'

   │28│                   'TN' EQ 'TENNESSEE'

   │29│                   'NC' EQ 'NORTH CAROLINA'

   │30│                   'GA' EQ 'GEORGIA'

   │31│                   'OK' EQ 'OKLAHOMA'

   │32│                   'NY' EQ 'NEW YORK'

   │33│                   'OH' EQ 'OHIO'

   │34│                   'NJ' EQ 'NEW JERSEY'

   │35│                   'CT' EQ 'CONNETICUT'

   │36│                   'IL' EQ 'ILLINOIS'

   │37│                   'PN' EQ 'PENNSYLVANIA'

   │38│                   'MI' EQ 'MICHIGAN'

   │39│                   'CO' EQ 'COLORADO'

   │40│                   'WA' EQ 'WASHINGTON'

   │41│                   'CA' EQ 'CALIFORNIA'
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   │42│                            ELSE  'UNKNOWN'   'STATE'  'NAME'

   └──┘

    ▲  Internally assigned sequence numbers

Following is a sample of the second page of the report.

    44            CALL   DECODE3 USING NAME CUSTOMER-NAME

    44

    45   NOTE   CUSTOMER NAME TRANSLATION TABLE

    46            DECODE :01 INTO :02

    47                    '01' EQ 'HIGH-ROLLING INVESTMENT '

    48                    '02' EQ 'SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS    '

    49                    '03' EQ 'LEGAL TOBACCO CO.       '

    50                    '04' EQ 'SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES'

    51                    '05' EQ 'BARONIAL OIL CO.        '

    52                    '06' EQ 'COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS   '

    53                    '07' EQ 'HEAVY METAL MACHINERY   '

    54                    '08' EQ 'AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.  '

    55                    '09' EQ 'STOLID INSURANCE CORP.  '

    56                    '10' EQ 'INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS  '

    57                    '11' EQ 'STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.'

    58                    '12' EQ 'PERFECT BEARING CORP.   '

    59                    '13' EQ 'MOUNTAIN STATES MINING  '

    60                    '14' EQ 'NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS '

    61                    '15' EQ 'ORIENTAL TRADING CO.    '

    62                    '16' EQ 'WEST COAST LIFESTYLES   '

    63                             OTHERWISE ' '  'NAME'

    64            CALL   DECODE4 USING CITY CUSTOMER-CITY

    64

    65   NOTE   CITY TRANSLATION TABLE

    66            DECODE :01 INTO :02

    67                    'A' EQ 'DALLAS'

    68                    'B' EQ 'MEMPHIS'

    69                    'C' EQ 'CHARLOTTE'

    70                    'D' EQ 'ATLANTA'

    71                    'E' EQ 'OKLAHOMA CITY'

    72                    'F' EQ 'NEW YORK'

    73                    'G' EQ 'CLEVELAND'

    74                    'H' EQ 'NEWARK'

    75                    'I' EQ 'HARTFORD'

    76                    'J' EQ 'CHICAGO'

    77                    'K' EQ 'PITTSBURGH'

    78                    'L' EQ 'DETROIT'

    79                    'M' EQ 'DENVER'

    80                    'N' EQ 'SEATTLE'

    81                    'O' EQ 'SAN FRANCISCO'

    82                    'P' EQ 'LOS ANGELES'    ELSE ' '  'CITY'

Following is a sample of the third page of the report.

    84            SUBTRACT CURRENT-BALANCE FROM CREDIT-LIMIT

    85                     GIVING UNUSED-CREDIT
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    87            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 01'

    88            SELECT  ALL

    89            CONTROL QSEQ

    90            PRINT   CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-SALE-ID CUSTOMER-CITY STATE

    91                    ZIP-CODE CREDIT-LIMIT SALESMAN-ID CURRENT-BALANCE

    93            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 02'

    94            SELECT  ALL

    95            CONTROL NAME

    96            PRINT   DOUBLE SPACING CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-NUMBER

    97                    CUSTOMER-CITY ST ZIP-CODE

    98                    CUSTOMER-SALE-ID CREDIT-LIMIT

   100            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 03'

   101            SELECT  'A' (UNUSED-CREDIT GT 0)

   102            SELECT  ALL

   103            CONTROL ST CITY

   104            PRINT   @20 CUSTOMER-NAME 20 CUSTOMER-NUMBER 3 CREDIT-LIMIT

   105                    3 (CURRENT-BALANCE) 3 (A;UNUSED-CREDIT)

   106            PRINT   @CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-CITY 3 ST 3 ZIP-CODE

   108            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 04'

   109            SELECT  ALL

   110            CONTROL NAME

   111            PRINT   CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-NUMBER CUSTOMER-CITY

   112                    ST ZIP-CODE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID  CREDIT-LIMIT

        ┌───┐

   113  │END│

        └───┘

         ▲   Automatically generated when necessary 

                                  ┌──────────────────┐

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED -│NO ERRORS FOUND   │   ◄  Error/warning summary 

                                  │NO WARNINGS ISSUED│

                                  └──────────────────┘

        ┌──────────────────────────────┐

        │START 16:54:54 - STOP 16:54:57│ ◄  Compiler start/stop time:  Elapsed time:  3 seconds 

        └──────────────────────────────┘

MAP Listing
The MAP Listing, printed by specifying OPTION MAP, summarizes the internal and external system requirements
necessary to process a specific request. You can determine the input and output requirements for a specific run by
analyzing the MAP Listing.

Four items are printed on the map:
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Compile Diagnostics

The Compile Diagnostics is divided into five units:

1. The File Summary displays general information regarding both input and output files for the run, including blocking
factors, record sizes, and block sizes for each file. It includes sort key information if more than one report is to be
generated or a CONTROL statement is coded.

2. The General Storage Area Summary (GSA) lists each of the eight types of GSA entries added to the GSA during
compilation, and the number of entries required in each category. The system also uses this area as a cross-reference
to the Trace Facility.

3. The Field Names Table Summary (FNT) lists the four types of field name entries required in the run, including labels,
scalar variables, internal file description blocks and arrays, and the number of entries required in each category.

4. The Function Specification Table Summary (FST) lists the 16 types of FST entries required in the run. The Reporting
Facility uses FSTs internally to generate machine code to perform specific functions.

5. The Memory Use Summary displays the estimated core storage requirements for the internal compilation work areas.
This does not include core storage required for the execution of the program, such as input buffers, machine code, and
external software.

Following is a sample of the fourth page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see Sample
Report Headers).

─────────────────────────────────┐

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   INPT│    ◄Input file

─────────────────────────────────┘

O/P  00048 X 00096 = 04608   HITFILE

────────────────────────────────────────────┐

SRT  00005 - 00021 = 00016   .SORT KEY INFO.│  ◄Sort key generated on Hit File

────────────────────────────────────────────┘   (start position.end position.length)

GSA  00000001919 (00000000193 ENTRIES)

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

    │GSA 1 = 00000000002 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON│

    │GSA 2 = 00000000136 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT│

    │GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES│

    │GSA 4 = 00000000049 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT│    ◄General Storage Area utilization

    │GSA 5 = 00000000002 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC│

    │GSA 6 = 00000000002 VALUE ................. VAL│

    │GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR│

    │GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX│

    └───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

FNT  00000000820 (00000000046 ENTRIES)

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

    │FNT 0 = 00000000005 LABELS ................  01│

    │FNT 1 = 00000000040 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01│    ◄Field Name Table

    │FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02│

    │FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03│

    └───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

FST  00000009828 (00000000351 ENTRIES)

    ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

    │FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02│

    │FST 1 = 00000000005 USER/REPORT ...........  01│

    │FST 2 = 00000000012 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02│
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    │FST 3 = 00000000191 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03│

    │FST 4 = 00000000002 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04│

    │FST 5 = 00000000050 DECODE ................  05│

    │FST 6 = 00000000005 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06│

    │FST 7 = 00000000002 CONDITION TEST ........  07│    ◄Function Specification Table

    │FST 8 = 00000000006 SELECTION .............  08│

    │FST 9 = 00000000035 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09│

    │FST A = 00000000030 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A│

    │FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B│

    │FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C│

    │FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D│

    │FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E│

    │FST F = 00000000008 DUMMY .................  0F│

    └───────────────────────────────────────────────┘

────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 013K│     ◄Core result analysis

────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Field Name Cross-Reference Listing

The Field Name Cross Reference Listing shows each user-defined and internally defined data element and field name
in ascending sorted sequence. It indicates the origin of the data element, and whether the field resides in the General
Storage Area or in one of the input records.

The listing also shows the internally assigned qualifier next to the origin for each of the data elements. This is not the
qualifier used in the source statements, but is an internally assigned number used to show the difference in the fields.

For example, fields defined in the GSA always have an internal qualifier of 00, where fields defined in an input record are
assigned internal qualifiers of 01 through nn, where nn represents the total number of input files defined in the run.

An X under the HIT column denotes that the field will be included in the Hit File.

An X under the ARY column indicates that the field specified is an array.

The rightmost columns, entitled REPORTS, indicate the specific report in which the field is referenced. For instance, if a
particular field was referenced in both the first and third report groups, a 1 and a 3 would appear in this column next to the
field name.

Following is a sample of the fifth page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see Sample
Report Headers).

                                                ┌───┐

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT │ARY│ ---------------------------------- REPORTS ---------------------------------

                                                └───┘

                                                  ▲ Array indication

    ┌─────────────────┐      ┌───────┌┐────┐

    │ABORT:           │      │*LABEL*││    │

    │BLANK            │      │* GSA *││(00)│

    │BRANCH-ID        │      │INPT   ││(01)│Field to be placed in Hit File

    │CITY             │      │INPT   ││(01)│  ▼

    │                 │      │       ││    │ ┌─┐       ┌──────────┐

    │CREDIT-LIMIT     │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1  2  3  4│    ◄Report number of reference to field
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    │CURRDATE         │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │CURRENT-BALANCE  │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1  3      │

    │CURRENT-DATE     │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │CURRENT-TIME     │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │CURRTIME         │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │CUSTOMER-CITY    │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │X│       │1  2  3  4│

    │CUSTOMER-NAME    │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │X│       │1  2  3  4│

    │CUSTOMER-NUMBER  │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │2  3  4   │

    │CUSTOMER-SALE-ID │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1  2  4   │

    │DD               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │END-OF-FILE      │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │EOJ:             │      │*LABEL*││    │ │ │       │          │

    │HR               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │INPT             │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │INPT:            │      │*LABEL*││    │ │ │       │          │    ◄Field name cross-reference

    │MM               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │MN               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │NAME             │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │ │       │          │

    │NO-RECORD-FOUND  │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │QSEQ             │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │RECORD-FOUND     │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │SALESMAN-ID      │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1         │

    │SALESMAN-NAME    │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │ │       │          │

    │SPACE            │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │SPACES           │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │SS               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │ST               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │X│       │2  3  4   │

    │START:           │      │*LABEL*││    │ │ │       │          │

    │STATE            │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1         │

    │TAG              │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │TEST:            │      │*LABEL*││    │ │ │       │          │

    │UNUSED-CREDIT    │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │X│       │3         │

    │XD               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │XM               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │XY               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │YTD-SALES        │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │ │       │          │

    │YY               │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │ZERO             │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │ZEROS            │      │* GSA *││(00)│ │ │       │          │

    │ZIP-CODE         │      │INPT   ││(01)│ │X│       │1  2  3  4│

    └─────────────────┘      └───────┘└────┘ └─

      ▲                       ▲         ▲

Actual field names        Internally  Physical location of field

(user-defined,            assigned

system-defined)           qualifier
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Hit File Layout

The Hit File Layout includes detailed file and record information for the internally generated Hit File. This layout represents
a COBOL Data Division definition and shows how the Reporting Facility expects the definition to look if the file is input to
the Reporting Facility.

This technique is used to show the basic content of the file for illustration purposes. The record information includes the
following:

• RDW
• Tag character
• Sort key
• Variable length user fields
• RDW

The Record Descriptor Word standard for any variable format file. It always occupies the first four bytes of the record.
• tag character

A one-character field containing the tag character assigned to the record when it was selected by a SELECT
command.

• sort key
Includes the report number and the internal sort key necessary after analyzing all of the CONTROL commands in the
program. This allows the system to produce multiple reports in the same run with different sorting requirements for
each.

• variable length user fields
Represent multiple occurring groups of data, each pertaining to a specific report. Each record report group is the same
length. Each variable segment listed describes the unique data necessary to print a single report.

Following is a sample of the sixth page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see Sample
Report Headers).

          Assumed disk device type of Hit File

                                                    ┌─────────┐

                                              ►     │(3350   )│......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

                                                    └─────────┘

   FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=         100 BLOCK=       4612

                              ┌───────────────┐

         BLOCK CONTAINS       │4612 CHARACTERS│   ◄Automatically calculated BLOCK/RECORD size

                              └───────────────┘

         RECORD CONTAINS         100 CHARACTERS

         RECORDING MODE V

         DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

   01  HITFILE.   ▼ Common to all Hit File records

      ┌────────────────────┐

      │02 RDW              │              PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X         4

      │02 TAG-CHARACTER    │              PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

      │02 SORT-KEY.        │

      │   03 REPORT-NUMBER │              PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B
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      │   03 USER-SORT-KEY │              PICTURE X(15)                DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   21 X       2

      └─────────────────────

       02 REPORT-01.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 01

Fields unique to Report No. 1

         ┌───────────────────────┐

    ►    │03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME    │        PICTURE X(24).               DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

         │03 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-ID │        PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            46 -   47 X

         │03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY    │        PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               48 -   60 X

         │03 01.STATE            │        PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.STATE                       61 -   62 X

         │03 01.ZIP-CODE         │        PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    63 -   67 X       6

         │03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT     │        PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                68 -   75 N2      7

         │03 01.SALESMAN-ID      │        PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.SALESMAN-

ID                 76 -   77 X       7

         │03 01.CURRENT-BALANCE  │        PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.CURRENT-

BALANCE             78 -   84 N2

         └───────────────────────┘

       02 REPORT-02.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 02

Fields unique to Report No. 2

         ┌───────────────────────┐

    ►    │03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME    │        PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

         │03 01.CUSTOMER-NUMBER  │        PICTURE XXX                  DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             46 -   48 X       4

         │03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY    │        PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               49 -   61 X       6

         │03 00.ST               │        PICTURE X(14)                DEFINE 00.ST                          62 -   75 X       7

         │03 01.ZIP-CODE         │        PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    76 -   80 X       8

         │03 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-ID │        PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            81 -   82 X       8

         │03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT     │        PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                83 -   90 N2

         └───────────────────────┘

       02 REPORT-03.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 03

Fields unique to Report No. 3

         ┌───────────────────────┐

    ►    │03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME    │        PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X
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         │03 01.CUSTOMER-NUMBER  │        PICTURE XXX                  DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             46 -   48 X

         │03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT     │        PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                49 -   56 N2

         │03 01.CURRENT-BALANCE  │        PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.CURRENT-

BALANCE             57 -   63 N2

         │03 00.UNUSED-CREDIT    │        PICTURE S9(7)V99      COMP-3 DEFINE 00.UNUSED-

CREDIT               64 -   68 P2

         │03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY    │        PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               69 -   81 X

         │03 00.ST               │        PICTURE X(14)                DEFINE 00.ST                          82 -   95 X

         │03 01.ZIP-CODE         │        PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    96 -  100 X

         └───────────────────────┘

Report Description

The Report Description contains information concerning the appearance of each output report.

The fields associated with each line of the report are listed along with their internally assigned qualifiers from the field
name cross-reference. The following are included for each field:

• The line on which the data is to be printed
• A complete description of the print window required to print the field
• The tag character under which the field is conditionally printed
• Print positions within the current printer width that define the print window

Following is a sample of the seventh page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see
Sample Report Headers).

                                                                                                             ▼

 Sequentially assigned report number 

            ▼                              Print window size calculation input 

          ┌──┐                                            ▼

  REPORT  │01│FIELD NAME                  HDR1   HDR2    DTL    ACC   TOTAL        PICTURE          TAG   FROM   TO

          └──┘

             ┌───┐┌──────────────────┐    ┌───────────────────────────────┐     ┌────────────┐          ┌───────────┐

  LINE   01  │00.││CUSTOMER-

NAME     │    │  4           24            24 │     │            │          │   1    24 │

             │01.││CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID  │    │  8      2     2             8 │     │            │          │  31    38 │

             │00.││CUSTOMER-

CITY     │    │  4           13            13 │     │            │          │  46    58 │

             │01.││STATE             │    │  5            2             5 │     │            │          │  66    70 │

             │01.││ZIP-

CODE          │    │  3      4     5             5 │     │            │          │  78    82 │

             │01.││CREDIT-LIMIT      │    │  6      5    11            11 │     │ $$$,$

$9.99 │          │  90   100 │

             │01.││SALESMAN-

ID       │    │  8      8     2             8 │     │            │          │ 108   115 │
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             │01.││CURRENT-BALANCE   │    │  7      7    10            10 │     │  $$,$

$9.99 │          │ 123   132 │

             └───┘└──────────────────┘    └───────────────────────────────┘     └────────────┘          └───────────┘

               ▲           ▲                                                          ▲

     Internally        Field name                                                Edit pattern 

     assigned          printed                                                   (PIC clause  

     qualifier                                                                   or default)

Following is a sample of the eighth page of the report.

          ┌──┐

  REPORT  │02│FIELD NAME                   HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL        PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

          └──┘

            ▲Second report description

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                   1    24

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  33    40

              00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               4          13            13                                  49    61

              00.ST                          5     4    14            14                                  70    83

              01.ZIP-

CODE                    3     4     5             5                                  92    96

              01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            8     2     2             8                                 105   112

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99              122   132

Following is a sample of the ninth page of the report.

          ┌──┐

  REPORT  │03│FIELD NAME                   HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL        PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

          └──┘

            ▲Third report description

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                  20    43

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  64    71

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99               75    85

              01.CURRENT-BALANCE             7     7    10    12      12          $$,$

$9.99               89   100

                                                                                                 ┌─┐

              00.UNUSED-

CREDIT               6     6    11    13      13        ***,**9.99-      │A│     104   116

                                                                                                 └─┘
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                                                                                                  ▲Tag Character

  LINE   02   00.CUSTOMER-

CITY                          13            13                                  20    32

              00.ST                                     14            14                                  36    49

              01.ZIP-

CODE                                5             5                                  53    57

Following is a sample of the tenth page of the report.

          ┌──┐

  REPORT  │04│FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

          └──┘

            ▲Fourth report description

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                   1    24

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  33    40

              00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               4          13            13                                  49    61

              00.ST                          5     4    14            14                                  70    83

              01.ZIP-

CODE                    3     4     5             5                                  92    96

              01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            8     2     2             8                                 105   112

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99              122   132

Run Diagnostics
The Run Diagnostics page prints after the selection phase of the program is performed. It displays statistics showing what
has taken place during the execution.

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

          INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

          PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

          PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000016

          HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000016

          HITS FOR REPORT   2  - 00000000016

          HITS FOR REPORT   3  - 00000000016

          HITS FOR REPORT   4  - 00000000016

          TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000064

          RECS DROPPED BY USER   00000000000

INDEX VIOLATIONS
INDEX VIOLATIONS indicates the number of times an index violation occurred during the reference to an indexed
entry in an array. An index violation is the condition in which a relative reference is made to an array element.
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When an index violation occurs, processing is continued based on the setting of the OPTION INDEXERR=
parameter.

PROGRAM CHECKS
Reflects the number of internal program check interruptions that have occurred and were fixed by the Reporting
Facility.

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS
Shows the number of input records from the Primary file.

HITS FOR REPORT (1 through n)
Specifies a series of counters showing the number of records selected for each unique report defined in the run.

TOTAL RECORDS Selected
Specifies the total number of records created on the internally generated Hit File.

RECS DROPPED BY USER
Specifies the total number of records dropped prior to being tested against the selection criteria, that is, the
number of times a GOTO START command was encountered during the processing run. This diagnostic is
reported only when records have been dropped.

Accessing Datacom/DB Tables with the Reporting Facility
Review Reporting Facility interaction with Datacom/DB: Datacom/DB tables; Dataquery extract files; COPYDD invoked,
requiring Datacom Datadictionary.

The Reporting Facility interacts with Datacom/DB in three instances:

• When a Datacom/DB table is defined in the program
• When a Dataquery extract file is defined in the program
• When a COPYDD command is invoked and Datacom Datadictionary must be loaded

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary tables reside on a Datacom/DB database.

Interaction between Datacom Datadictionary and Datacom/DB occurs internally and is not discussed here.

In the other instances, you might be required to perform some preparatory functions to establish the environment in which
Datacom/DB is used.

User Requirements Table Processing

When you access a Datacom/DB table in a Reporting Facility program, the Reporting Facility automatically supplies
a User Requirements Table (URT). Select the option at compilation time using the DBCOMM= parameter of the OPTION
command in the following format:

►►─ OPTION ─ DBCOMM= ─┬─ phasename ─┬─┬─────────┬──┬───────────────┬──────────►◄

                      └─ AUTO ──────┘ └─ DBPRI= ┘  └─ DBSEQBUF(s)= ┘

AUTO
Specifies that the Reporting Facility automatically generates the User Requirements Table entries.

phasename
Specifies the name of a precataloged User Requirements Table that contains entries for each Datacom/DB table
to be accessed in a single run. The User Requirements Table is loaded from the system library and is used for all
database access.

When the User Requirements Table is generated automatically, the Reporting Facility chooses specific default values
to define the Datacom/DB environment. The system creates a single entry in the table, one for each table defined in the
program.
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• Supply the table name and database ID by using the FILE command.
• Assume that the Datacom/DB Multi-User Facility (MUF) is being used.
• Random and sequential access are allowed.
• File synonyms are allowed.
• Update is not allowed.
• Two sequential buffers are reserved for each table: DBSEQBUFS=2.

When the options and parameters that are chosen by the Reporting Facility are not sufficient to describe the Datacom/DB
environment, use OPTION DBCOMM=phasename. This option allows you to preassemble the User Requirements Table
using any available options that specifically pertain to accessing the database tables.

z/OS Environment

In a z/OS operating environment, make your User Requirements Table available by using the following two procedures:

User Requirements Table Assembly

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //STEP1      EXEC ASMFC,PARM.ASM='NODECK,LOAD'

 //ASM.SYSLIB DD   DSN=maclib name,DISP=SHR

 //ASM.SYSGO  DD   DSN=objlib name(TEMP),DISP=SHR

 //ASM.SYSIN  DD   *

          DBURSTR

          DBURTBL

             .

             .        URT macro parameters

             .

          DBUREND

           END

 /*

 //

Link-Edit to Load Library

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //STEP1        EXEC LKED

 //LKED.SYSLIN  DD DDNAME=SYSIN

 //LKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=loadlib name,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.OBJLIB  DD DSN=objlib name,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSIN   DD *

   INCLUDE OBJLIB(TEMP)

   NAME phasename(R)

 /*

 //

z/VSE Environment

In a z/VSE operating environment, follow these procedures:

User Requirements Table Assembly

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // OPTION DECK

 // EXEC ASSEMBLY
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       PUNCH ' CATALR phasename,1.0'

       DBURSTR

       DBURTBL

          .

          .       URT macro parameters

          .

       DBUREND

       END

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Link-Edit to Core Image Library

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // OPTION CATAL

    ACTION NOAUTO

    PHASE phasename,+0

    INCLUDE phasename

 // EXEC LNKEDT

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Accessing Dynamic System Tables

Access is limited to Dynamic System Tables in the following circumstances;

• RAAT commands REDKX, REDKG, and REDNX only
• The MUFNAME field or DIRNAME field is forced to the MUF being used and the CXX being used
• With the Datacom fix for COPYDD, you have access to simple fields for fields that are defined as SQL DATE, TIME,

and TIMESTAMP

For a sample of Dynamic System Tables, see Dynamic System Tables Sample.

NOTE
Access excludes tables starting with SQL_ (accessible only using SQL). For information about excluded SQL
tables, see the System Tables Reference.

Accessing Standard Files with Reporting Facility
Learn about accessing standard files with the Datacom Reporting Facility. Learn how to access sequential files, to use the
GET command, and to specify full key and non-key arguments.

This section discusses accessing sequential files.

The GET command processes during the Reporting Facility compilation. A logic flow develops that provides access to the
input files.

A one-character alphanumeric field contains the return code from the GET command. You can reference the field by the
same name as that specified as the file name on the FILE or INPUT command.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Sequential Files

The following file definition illustrates how to access a sequential file:

 FILE1: FILE TAPE RECORD=100 BLOCK=1000 KEY=A,B,C

        DEFINE A 1-4 N

        DEFINE B 12-13 X

        DEFINE C 10-11 N

        DEFINE D 27-30 P2

In the discussions that follow, assume that this file is in ascending sequence of field C within field B within field A.

GET Command

A GET command presents the next logical record from the file. Once a return code of E is posted, no further reading is
done. The return code from the GET command is Y if a record has been retrieved; otherwise, the return code is E.

Full Key Argument

A GET command with a full key argument retrieves the next logical record that conforms to the logical expression supplied.
Since the logical expression is considered to be a key argument, retrieval is based on reading through the file until a
match is found. See the following example of a logical expression:

 FILE001: FILE TAPE RECORD=100  BLOCK=1000 KEY=A,B,C

       DEFINE FILEKEY 1 - N 

          DEFINE A       1 - 4 N

          DEFINE B       5 - 6 N

          DEFINE C       7 - 9 N

            .

            .

            .

          DEFINE FILEKEY 1 - 9

          GET FILE001 FILEKEY = 123456789

If the key in a record is found to be lower than the argument, further records are read. If a record is found to be higher
than the argument, the key argument has not been satisfied.

If the file contains duplicate key values, you must clear the key field after each read with a return code of Y to ensure that
the next occurrence of the duplicate key will be read.

On the first GET command for this file, a record is read. On all subsequent GETs, the previous record is examined before
another record is read. Once an END-OF-FILE return code E is posted, no further reading is done.

The return code from the GET command is Y if a record has been retrieved. The return code is N if no record with this key
has been found or the record has already been passed. The return code is E if END-OF-FILE has been reached.

Full Key and Non-Key Argument

A GET command with full key and non-key arguments in the logical expression develops the same logical flow as the
previous example, with the addition of the non-key argument comparison when a match is found.

The record is retrieved only if both the key and the non-key arguments are satisfied. If the non-key arguments are not
satisfied, the system reads and examines further records until either a match is found or the record is found to be higher
than the key argument.

The return code from the GET command is Y (RECORD-FOUND) if a record has been retrieved. Otherwise, it is N (NO-
RECORD-FOUND) or E (END-OF-FILE).
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Non-Key Argument

A GET command with one or more non-key arguments in the logical expression reads each record from the file until
the non-key argument is satisfied. On the first GET command for this file, a record is read; on all subsequent GETs, the
previous record is examined before another record is read.

Once an uppercase return code E is posted, no further reading is done. The return code from the GET command is Y
(RECORD-FOUND) if a record has been retrieved. Otherwise, it is E (END-OF-FILE).

Accessing IMS-DL/I Files with Reporting Facility
The Reporting Facility can be executed with a DL/I or DL/I-ENTRY database. A generalized DL/I user-module interface
program is provided by Broadcom. If DL/I support was coded during installation, the DL/I interface program is already
cataloged in your Core Image Library or Load Library.

The GET command accesses the database files. The return code posted by DL/I as a result of the GET command is
contained in a two-byte alphanumeric field within the 80-byte Communications Area for the DL/I file.

The DL/I interface sets up the appropriate DL/I-RETRIEVAL call based on the function code and the optional Segment
Search Argument (SSA) passed to the module from the Reporting Facility program definition. The function code and the
SSA, if applied, are checked for validity before the call is made to DL/I.

The Reporting Facility also searches the PCB address to ensure that a PCB is available if a database name has been
supplied. Any error detected causes the Reporting Facility run to abort and an explanatory message to be issued.

Since the parameters are analyzed and verified prior to each call to DL/I, it is possible to access multiple databases using
the same file definition. This can be accomplished by modifying the database name in the communication region.

The entire PSB is searched in an attempt to locate the proper PCB entry.

Successful execution of the DL/I call returns the contents of the requested database segment to the file I/O area in bytes
256 through n. In addition, 80 bytes of PCB information returned by the DL/I call are placed in the Communications Area.
Any unsuccessful call to DL/I causes the Reporting Facility run to abort and an explanatory message to be issued.

Restrictions:

When working with a DL/I or DL/I-ENTRY database, these restrictions apply:

• Only one DL/I file definition per execution
• If defined, DL/I file must be the first file defined
• Only GET calls supported (first character of function code is G)
• Follow IBM rules for coding an SSA. Structure a qualified SSA as follows:

(key/sequence field name = search argument)

NOTE
In the SSA shown previously, the search argument is the comparative value against which the specified key/
sequence field is to be checked and must therefore be the same length and format as the key/sequence field.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Processing Notes

You can specify only one DL/I file definition statement per Reporting Facility execution and it must be the primary file.
Multiple databases can be in the primary file. You can access multiple databases using the single DL/I file definition,
although you must use the same I/O area and Communications Area.

When you specify a DL/I file in a Reporting Facility run, the system accesses the database. Then, at end-of-job, control
passes to the DL/I nucleus rather than the operating system.
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In a typical Reporting Facility-DL/I run, the Reporting Facility program definition you set up establishes, prior to issuing the
GET command, the function code, the number of SSAs supplied, the segment name, and the optional SSAs in bytes 1 --
255 of the I/O area.

The status code (PCBSC) returned from the DL/I call is evaluated by the Reporting Facility program. The Reporting
Facility posts the return code.

Communications Area Use

In addition to the control information you specified in bytes 1 -- 255 of the I/O area, the Reporting Facility automatically
sets up an 80-byte Communications Area. This Communications Area returns the PCB information on completion of a
GET command.

Information returned to the Reporting Facility by the 80-byte Communications Area has the following format:

Field Name Position Description

PCBPROPT 1 -- 4 Processing option

PCBSC 5 -- 6 Status code

PCBDBDNM 7 -- 14 Database name

PCBLEV 15 -- 16 Segment level feedback

PCBSEGNM 17 -- 24 Segment name feedback

PCBLFBK 25 -- 28 Length of key feedback area (fullword
binary)

PCBFBK 29 -- 30 Key feedback area

Use the area with the return code from the GET command to determine the status of the I/O area. Reference the 80-byte
Communications Area by the keyword DL1 and reference the return code by the file name.

Execution Requirements for DL/I (z/OS)

DL/I controls the execution of the Reporting Facility with DL/I in a z/OS environment. The EXEC statement in the job
stream specifies the DL/I initialization module (DFSRRC00) rather than DRREPORT. On the PARM statement, specify the
DRREPORT application program and the PSB it uses.

The following is an example of the JCL necessary to execute the Reporting Facility with DL/I (z/OS):

 // jobname JOB ...

 // stepname EXEC PGM=DFSRRC00,PARM=(DL1,DRREPORT,psbname...)

  .

  .                     Other required JCL statements,

  .                     Reporting Facility program definition statements,

  .                     Input file, if any

  .

 /*

 //

Code the format of the parameter as shown. The psbname is the name by which PSB was generated and is referenced
by the application program DRREPORT. You can specify other parameters necessary for execution after the parameters
discussed previously.
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Execution Requirements for DL/I (z/VSE)

Executing the Reporting Facility is under the control of DL/I. The EXEC command in the job stream specifies the DL/
I initialization module (DLZRRC00). You must specify the application program and the PSB it uses on a parameter
statement immediately following the EXEC statement. Parameter statement format is:

Execution Requirements for DL/I (z/VSE)

►►─ DLI,DRREPORT,psbname,buffer ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

,psbname
The name by which the PSB was generated and is referenced by the application program, DRREPORT.

,buffer
The number of data subpools to reserve for executing JCL.

Several execution-time functions are controlled by the UPSI byte. If all bits are zero, omit the UPSI statement. This is
required only if any of the following must be set ON or OFF:

0
Must always be zero

1 -- 4
Not applicable

5
0= Storage dump on ABEND if bit 7=0
1= No storage dump on ABEND

6
0= DL/I system log tape active
1= DL/I tape log function inactive

7
0= Set exit linkage to DL/I for ABEND
1= Set exit (STXIT) inactive

Example

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 // JOB ...

 // UPSI 00000010

  .

  .                    Other required JCL statements

  .

 // EXEC DLZRRC00,SIZE=nnnk

 DL1,DRREPORT,psbname,buffer

  .

  .                    Reporting Facility program definition statements,

  .                    Input file, if any

 /*

 /&
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Execution Requirements for DL/I-ENTRY

The Reporting Facility program, with the DL/I interface, executes as a subprogram of DL/I-ENTRY, passing control to a
standard entry point specified in the application program. You must link edit the application program with DL/I-ENTRY and
the appropriate PSB.

The following sample job stream can be used to link and execute the Reporting Facility with DL/I-ENTRY:

 // JOB ...                  Link edit application program

 // OPTION CATAL

    PHASE username,*         Any valid phase name

     INCLUDE IS08XXXI

     INCLUDE IS08Z03G        Modules cataloged to

     INCLUDE IS08Z06B        the relocatable library

     INCLUDE IS08Z07I        during installation of

     INCLUDE IS08Z10B        RPT Facility

     INCLUDE IJIFAZRZ

     INCLUDE DRDLIMOD

     INCLUDE DQDNUCA         DL/I-ENTRY nucleus/interface module

     INCLUDE psbname         Name of PSB referenced by this program

     ENTRY DQENT

     LBLTYP NSD(n)

 // EXEC LNKEDT

 /&

After performing the above link-edit, execute the Reporting Facility as follows:

 // JOB ...

 .

 .                                Other required JCL statements

 .

 // EXEC phasename,SIZE=nnnk      Same phase name as on above link edit

 .

 .                                Reporting Facility program definition

 .                                statements,

 .                                Input file, if any

 .

 /*

 /&

Sample Reporting Facility JCL Streams
This section includes the JCL requirements for each mode of operation in the Reporting Facility system. Variations are
possible, but the basic JCL must be intact to ensure successful execution of the prescribed functions.

NOTE
The samples on the following pages illustrate only the standard system data sets that are required. In Primary,
Secondary, or Write-Only modes, additional JCL may be necessary to define the optional user input files.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

z/OS Requirements

Multiple report generation (sort required):
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Primary Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DRREPORT

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

.

 //SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*

 //DRWORK    DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

 //SORTLIB   DD   DSN=SYS1.SORTLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SORTIN    DD   DSN=&.&HITFILE.,DISP=(NEW,PASS),

 //               UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,2)

 //SORTOUT   DD   DSN=*.SORTIN,UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,2)

 //SORTWK01  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,2,,CONTIG)

 //SORTWK02  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,2,,CONTIG)

 //SORTWK03  DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,2,,CONTIG)

 //SYSIN     DD   *

     .

     .                            Reporting Facility Source Commands

     .

 END

     .

     .                            Optional Input File

     .

 /*

 //

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 //DRLIB DD     DSN=dr.library.dsn,DISP=SHR

Single report generation (no sort allowed):

Secondary Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DRREPORT

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

.

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //DRWORK   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

 //SYSIN    DD   *
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      .

      .                           Reporting Facility Source Commands

      .

   END

      .

      .                           Optional Input File

      .

 /*

 //

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 //DRLIB DD DSN=dr.library.dsn,DISP=SHR

Single output file creation (no sort allowed):

Write-Only Mode

Note: Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in a
statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DRREPORT

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

.

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //DRWORK   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

 //DROUT    DD   DSN=output.data.set,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),

 //              UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

 //SYSIN    DD   *

      .

      .                           Reporting Facility Source Commands

      .

   END

      .

      .                           Optional Input File

      .

 /*

 //

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 //DRLIB      DD DSN=dr.library.dsn,DISP=SHR 1

Library Maintenance Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL.The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.
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 //jobname    See the note above and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DRREPORT

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and 

.

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //DRWORK   DD   UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,10)

 //DRLIB    DD   DSN=dr.library.dsn,DISP=OLD

 //SYSIN    DD   *

      .

      .                              Reporting Facility Library

      .

      .                              Maintenance Command Stream

   END

 /*

 //

z/VSE Requirements

Multiple report generation (sort required):

Primary Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS001,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS002,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS003,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRWORK,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS011,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // DLBL SORTOUT,'data.set.name',0

 // EXTENT SYS001,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // DLBL SORTIN1,'data.set.name',0

 // EXTENT SYS002,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // DLBL SORTWK1,'data.set.name',0

 // EXTENT SYS003,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // EXEC DRREPORT

     .

     .                            Reporting Facility Source Commands

     .

   END

     .

     .                            Optional Input File

     .

 /*

 //
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 * $$ EOJ

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 // ASSGN SYS010,DISK,volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRLIB,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS010,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

Single report generation (no sort allowed):

Secondary Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRWORK,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS011,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // EXEC DRREPORT

      .

      .                           Reporting Facility Source Commands

      .

  END

      .

      .                                 Optional Input File

      .

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 // ASSGN SYS010,DISK,volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRLIB,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS010,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

Single output file creation (no sort allowed):

Write-Only Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYSnnn,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR
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 // DLBL DRWORK,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS011,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // DLBL DROUT,'data.set.name',0,SD

 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser,1,0,nnnn,n

 // EXEC DRREPORT

      .

      .                           Reporting Facility Source Commands

      .

  END

      .

      .                           Optional Input File

      .

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

If a CALL command is present in the source input stream, insert this JCL:

 // ASSGN SYS010,DISK,volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRLIB,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS010,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

Library Maintenance Mode

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 * $$ JOB ...           See the note above and .

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // ASSGN SYS011,DISK,VOL=volser,SHR

 // ASSGN SYS010,DISK,VOL-volser,SHR

 // DLBL DRWORK,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS011,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // DLBL DRLIB,'data.set.name',0,DA

 // EXTENT SYS010,volser,1,0,nnnn,nn

 // EXEC DRREPORT

      .

      .                               Reporting Facility Library

      .

      .                               Maintenance Commands

  END

 /*

 /&

 * $$ EOJ

Reporting Facility Commands
A comprehensive description of all Reporting Facility commands are available. The commands are arranged in
alphabetical sequence for ease of reference or you can search for each command separately.
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The Reporting Facility program has been divided into seven functional areas.

Run Control
Area 1

Input File Definition
Area 2A

General Storage Area Definition
Area 2B

Data Manipulation/File Reading
Area 3

Report Definition
Area 4A

Output File Definition
Area 4B

Library Maintenance
Area 5

Each area has been assigned an ID (1, 2A, 2B,...).These reference IDs are used throughout this chapter to indicate the
program areas to which a particular command applies.

For a discussion about the seven functional areas of a program, see Components of a Reporting Facility Program.

 

 

ADD Command
The ADD command for the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Program increments numeric fields by a specified numeric
constant. Find the command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 3)

The ADD command algebraically increments a predefined numeric field by a specified numeric constant or the contents of
another predefined numeric field.

The format of the ADD command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ ADD ─┬─ fieldname1 ───────┬─┬───────┬─ fieldname2 ───────────►

   └─ label: ─┘       └─ numeric constant ─┘ ├─ AND ─┤

                                             └─ TO ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ GIVING ─┘

label:
Specifies an identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value is to be added to the numeric value in
fieldname2. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.
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fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value is to be used as the base for the addition of two
variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to add to the contents of fieldname2. The numeric constant can be any
valid numeric literal.

fieldname3
Optionally specifies a predefined numeric field in which the sum is placed. Predefine the field name as either
zoned decimal or packed decimal.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result is rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to occur,
the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

          Predefined field name:     FIELD1     FIELD2     FIELD3     INDEX

         Numeric precision:       3.2        1.4        3.4       2.0   

         Initial value of field:    (123.45)   (5.4321)    (zero)      (3)

   ADD 1 TO FIELD1                   124.45         nc         nc       nc

   ADD FIELD2 TO FIELD3                  nc         nc     5.4321       nc

   ADD FIELD1 TO FIELD2

        GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc   128.8821       nc

   ADD -123 TO FIELD1                  0.45         nc         nc       nc

   ADD 10 TO FIELD2

        GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc    15.4321       nc

   ADD FIELD1 TO FIELD1              246.90         nc         nc       nc

   ADD INDEX TO FIELD3                   nc         nc     3.0000       nc

   ADD FIELD1 TO INDEX FIELD2            nc     6.4500         nc       nc

   ADD INDEX TO INDEX                    nc         nc         nc        6

   ADD -1 TO INDEX                       nc         nc         nc        2

   ADD +66 TO INDEX                      nc         nc         nc       69

   ADD .333 TO FIELD2

        GIVING FIELD1 ROUND            5.77         nc         nc       nc

NOTE

• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the addition. However, the final result is aligned

based on the DEFINE command options that are coded for the result field. In other words, significant digits or
decimals can be lost in the final sum.

• The keywords TO and GIVING are optional.

CALL Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the CALL command enables you to dynamically include prestored input statements from
the Reporting Facility call library at the compilation time. Learn about the format of the command and find an example.

(Areas 1, 2A, 2B, 3, 4A, 4B)

This command makes it unnecessary to recode long and complex groups of command sequences that are common to
more than one Reporting Facility program. The Reporting Facility compiler fully edits each command within the library
member each time it is included in the program.
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The format of the CALL command is as follows:

►►─ CALL ─ membername ─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

                       │         ┌─────────────┐ │

                       └─ USING ─▼─ argumentn ─┴─┘

membername
Specifies the name of the member that the Reporting Facility library contains an is to be included at the current
point in the Reporting Facility source program.

argumentn ... argument30
Specifies from 1 to 30 arguments to be passed to the library member and substituted during inclusion. Each
argument must be an alphanumeric literal, a numeric constant, or a valid field name. Terminate individual
arguments with a blank.

NOTE

• Library members can contain CALL commands which, in turn, can also contain CALL commands, up to nine
levels in depth. After the Reporting Facility processes the entire member, the Reporting Facility returns to
reading the input source statements.

• Specify library members with substitution codes identified as :01 to :30. The system substitutes the
parameters that follow the reserved word USING on the CALL command based on their position within the
list of arguments. The first argument substitutes for each occurrence of the code :01, the second argument
substitutes for each occurrence of the code :02, and so forth, up to the maximum specified.

• Do not specify Reporting Facility keywords and labels as USING clause arguments.
• You can pass substitution codes to be resolved by runtime USING arguments from level to level within a

CALL by specifying subordinate CALL commands using the appropriate substitution codes.
• An overall maximum of 30 substitution codes, consisting of a maximum of 200 bytes of data, can remain

active at any one time.
• Both the CALL command and the expanded member print on the compile listing if OPTION LIST ON is

specified. However, the system does not convert substitution codes within the member on the output compile
listing.

Example
Assume that the following member was cataloged to the call library before its use in a Reporting Facility
program:

 LOAD  PCALC

 DECODE :01 INTO :02 'A' EQ 1.72

                     'B' EQ 1.22

                     'C' EQ 1.63

                     'D' EQ 2.01

                     'E' EQ 2.43

                     OTHERWISE 2.00

 COMPUTE :03 EQ ((:02 + :04)/100)

The following CALL command, CALL PCALC USING CLASS RATE DISCOUNT 18.7 , would result as if the
following statements were coded:

 DECODE CLASS INTO RATE 'A' EQ 1.72

               'B' EQ 1.22  

                        'C' EQ 1.63

                        'D' EQ 2.01

                        'E' EQ 2.43
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                        OTHERWISE 2.00

 COMPUTE DISCOUNT EQ ((RATE + 18.7)/100)

COMPUTE Command
The COMPUTE command performs one or more arithmetic calculations in a specified order to yield a single numeric
result. To provide maximum flexibility, the Reporting Facility supports two unique formats of the COMPUTE command.

The function of each type of command is basically the same, but format and placement of the different commands within
the program vary slightly.

COMPUTE During Record Selection

(Area 3)

Use this format of the COMPUTE command during record selection to specify one or more arithmetic operations to be
performed on the specified numeric fields or constants and to place the result in the specified field.

You do not need to predefine the result field; it can be implicitly defined in the COMPUTE command itself with the
result(n1,n2) parameter. However, you should predefine all fields referenced in procedural commands to minimize the
margin of error.

Computation during record selection implies that the operation is performed prior to the sort and prior to the printing of
reports. Therefore, the system uses fields from both the input buffer and the GSA as component parts of the arithmetic
expression. When the computed value is then referenced by a field name in a subsequent report definition group, the
system directs the value to the Hit File for processing.

The coding requirements for the COMPUTE during record selection command are:

►►─┬──────────┬─ COMPUTE ─┬─ result ────────┬─ =arithmetic-expression ────────►

   └─ label: ─┘           └─ result(n1.n2) ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading1 ' ─┬──────────────┬─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                └─ 'heading2' ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

result
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field in which the result of the computation is placed. Predefine
the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

result(n1.n2)
Specifies a user-supplied field name, coded using standard conventions, where the result of the computation is
placed. This parameter implicitly defines the field to contain the result without predefining it. The field is generated
in packed decimal format and resides in the GSA.
When the precision clause (n1.n2) does not follow the field name specification, the Reporting Facility
automatically calculates the precision of the result based on the individual components of the arithmetic
expression. The n1 and n2 indicate that the field will contain n1 integers and n2 decimals. The value of n1+n2
must be greater than 0 and not exceed 15. When the field contains no integers, n1 must be 0. When no decimals
are necessary, n2 must be 0.

=arithmetic-expression
Specifies the arithmetic operations to be performed. The terms involved in the expression can be either numeric
fields or constants, connected with arithmetic operators.
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HEADING
Specifies an optional separator used to denote that the literals to follow are to be interpreted as headings.
Heading specifications are valid only when the result field of the computation is being implicitly defined. HDG can
be used in place of HEADING in the command.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two lines of heading to the result field when the field is implicitly defined in the
COMPUTE command. The lines of heading appear as column headings if the field is printed in a report. If the
parameter is omitted and the result field is implicitly defined, the Reporting Facility automatically assigns the field
name as heading line 1, with no second line of heading.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

 COMPUTE RESULT-FIELD EQ FIELDA + FIELDB

 COMPUTE RESULT-FIELD(7.2) EQ FIELDA + .005 HDG 'AMOUNT'

 COMPUTE FIELDA=((FIELDA+FIELDB)/FIELDC)*2

 COMPUTE INDEX EQ INDEX+1

 COMPUTE INDEX EQ INDEX - 1 ROUND

 COMPUTE FIELDB=(((FIELDA + -2.367)*4) - (3*FIELDC)+.005)

NOTE
This format of the COMPUTE command cannot be specified in a report definition group.

COMPUTE During Report Printing

(Area 4A)

This format of the COMPUTE command, used during report printing, functions in much the same manner as the
COMPUTE command during record selection. The intention is to calculate a numeric result based on an arithmetic
expression. The basic differences are the timing of the execution of the calculation and the types of numeric fields that can
be processed.

Since the system performs the calculations during the printing of the report, this format of the command can only appear
within the report definition group. In addition, the computation performed pertains only to the particular report in which it is
coded.

Calculations can be specified to be performed at detail time, total time, or both. When performing calculations at detail
time, input to the expression can be from the GSA and from the Hit File. When performing calculations at total time, input
can also be made from the field accumulators. This facility allows calculations to be made on the accumulated values of
specific fields.

The format of the COMPUTE during report printing command is:

►►─ COMPUTE ─┬─ (D) ──┬─┬─ result ────────┬─ =arithmetic-expression ──────────►

             ├─ (T) ──┤ └─ result(n1.n2) ─┘

             └─ (DT) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading1 ''heading2' ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘
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D
Specifies that the computation is to be performed at detail time during printing of the report.

T
Specifies that the computation is to be performed at total time, that is, when a control break occurs.

DT
Specifies that the computation is to be performed at both detail time and total time.

result
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field in which the result of the computation is placed. The field
name should be defined as packed decimal only.

result(n1.n2)
Specifies a user-supplied field name, coded in accordance with standard conventions, in which the result of
the computation is to be placed. Use of this parameter implicitly defines the field to contain the result without
predefining the field.
When the precision clause (n1.n2) does not follow the field name specification, the Reporting Facility
automatically calculates the precision of the result based on the individual components of the arithmetic
expression.
When coded, n1 and n2 indicate that the field is to contain n1 integers and n2 decimals, respectively. The value of
n1+n2 must be greater than 0 and must not exceed 15. If you accumulate this field, the value must not exceed 15
or truncation will occur. When the field contains no integers, n1 must be 0. When no decimals are necessary, n2
must be 0.

=arithmetic-expression
Specifies the arithmetic operations to be performed. The terms involved in the expression can be either numeric
fields or constants, connected with arithmetic operators.

HEADING
Specifies an optional separator used to denote that the literals to follow are to be interpreted as headings.
Heading specifications are valid only when the result field of the computation is being implicitly defined. HDG can
be used in place of HEADING in the command.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two lines of heading to the result field when the field is implicitly defined in the
COMPUTE command. The lines of heading appear as column headings if the field is printed in a report. If the
parameter is omitted and the result field is implicitly defined, the Reporting Facility automatically assigns the field
name as heading line 1, with no second line of heading.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Note the following:

• Since the calculation is performed just prior to report printing, fields referenced in the General Storage Area (GSA)
contain their final presort value. The processing sequence within the Reporting Facility is:
a. Read and process all input files.
b. Sort.
c. Print the reports.
The system stabilizes the GSA at the end of the record selection phase. You can reference or modify the GSA by this
type of command only after you perform the sort.

• The result field of the COMPUTE (D) or (T) can subsequently be referenced in another special COMPUTE or SET
command or in a PRINT command. In each case, the current GSA value of the field is used. No reference to the Hit
File or the presort GSA values is made.

• A field name specified within the arithmetic expression causes a unique reference to either a field in the Hit File or the
GSA. The following are special coding considerations:
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– Fields in arithmetic expressions enclosed in parentheses indicate that the accumulated value is to be used in the
calculation. If the accumulation is not specified, the Reporting Facility assigns zero to the field if it is used in a total
time calculation.

– If you specify a literal in the arithmetic expression, you must prefix it with an ampersand (&).
– To use a GSA field in an arithmetic expression, you must first determine whether the calculation uses values from

the HIT File (for example, EXTENSION = PRICE * QUANTITY). A column based calculation uses a GSA field that
has been accumulated during program execution (ADD YTD-WAGES to TOTAL-WAGES), that references the final
GSA value (COMPUTE(D) PERCENTAGE-OF-TOTAL = YTD-WAGES / &TOTAL-WAGES), and that the report
definition includes a CONTROL statement even if no sort was actually required.

Example

COMPUTE(D) RESULT-FIELD EQ INPUT-FIELD * &100 ROUND 'HEADING1'

COMPUTE(T) RESULT-FIELD EQ (INPUT-FIELD) * &100

COMPUTE(DT) AVERAGE(7.2) EQ (((HOURS) / (CONTACTS)) + &.005) ROUND

CONDENSE Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility CONDENSE command initiates library reorganization procedures to remove logically
deleted entries from the Reporting Facility call library and to reclaim any unused space.

(Area 5)

Perform regular reorganization procedures when considerable DELETE or LOAD activity is anticipated. The Datacom
Reporting Facility automatically condenses the remaining library when less than 10 percent of the total library area is
available for new entries.

The format of the CONDENSE command is:

►►─ CONDENSE ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE

• The system restricts the use of the CONDENSE command to Library Maintenance mode only.
• The CONDENSE command can be one of multiple Library Maintenance commands in a single Reporting

Facility run.

CONTINUE Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility CONTINUE command attaches a label to a nonprocedural statement. Find the command
format and learn how to specify a GOTO branch.

(Area 3)

The command does not move data, perform arithmetic calculations, or any other functions. CONT can be used in place of
CONTINUE in a command.

The format of the CONTINUE command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─┬─ CONTINUE ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label: ─┘ └─ CONT ─────┘

where
label:

Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.
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A branch to a CONTINUE command shifts control to the procedural statement immediately following the CONTINUE
command.

CONTROL Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility CONTROL command specifies the sequence of data and the control breaks for a report.
Find a description of the command functions and the format for the command.

(Area 4A)

The CONTROL command provides two distinct functions:

• It specifies the sequence in which the data is to be presented for a particular report.
• It specifies those fields to be designated as control break fields for a particular report. A control break field is a user-

defined data field. When the value of the data field changes from one input record to the next, a control break occurs.

The format of the CONTROL command is:

►►─ CONTROL ─┬────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

             └─ SKIP ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──►◄

   │                                                      ┌───────────────┐ │

   └─┬─────┬─ fldnm ─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────┬─┬─────┬─▼─┬───────────┬─┴─┘

     └─ ( ─┘         └─ ;sseq ──────┘ └─ 'lit' ─┘ └─ ) ─┘   ├─ SKIP ────┤

                                                            ├─ NEWPAGE ─┤

                                                            └─ OPTPRT ──┘

( )
Parentheses surrounding the field and associated parameters indicate that the field is a control break field and a
sequence field. The parentheses must be paired.

fldnm
The field name specifies that the named field is to be a sort sequence field that is used to determine the final
sequence of the output report to which this CONTROL command pertains.

;sseq
The sort sequence specifies that the individual field has a sort sequence. The sequence is separated from the
field name with a semicolon.
;A

Specifies that the field has an ascending sort sequence.
;D

Specifies that the field has a descending sort sequence.
'lit'

The literal specifies an alphanumeric literal to be used as the control break legend. You can specify a control
break legend for any or all control break fields.

SKIP
Specifies one of two optional functions:

• When the SKIP parameter immediately follows the CONTROL command, the printer skips to a new page at the
end of the report before printing the GRAND TOTAL or END OF REPORT lines.

• When the SKIP parameter follows a control break field, it indicates that the report is to continue on a new page
after the printing of the totals for the current level of the specified control break field.
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NEWPAGE
Has the same function as SKIP when specified after a control break field, but also resets the page number on the
output report to 1 when it causes a page eject on a control break.

OPTPRT
OPTPRT following a control break field indicates that the control break field will print only when it changes, occurs
after a heading break, or occurs at control total time.

NOTE

• You must code fields on the CONTROL command from left to right, representing major to minor sorting
sequence.

• You can intermix sequence-only fields and sequence/control break fields. The total combined size of all fields
on the CONTROL command cannot exceed 256 characters. You can specify up to 15 levels of control breaks.

• If you omit the CONTROL command for a single report run (Secondary mode), no sort is performed and the
data prints in the order in which the records are presented to the Datacom Reporting Facility. When you
omit the CONTROL command from a report group in a multiple report run, the Reporting Facility generates a
CONTROL command such that the data for that report prints in the order in which the records are presented to
the Reporting Facility.

• Fields that are enclosed in parentheses cause control breaks to occur even when no sort is performed.
• The system permits only one SKIP or NEWPAGE parameter.
• When printing TOTALS ONLY, the system ignores any SKIP or NEWPAGE parameter at the lowest level of

control break. Otherwise, since no detail lines are printed, each total line would appear on a new page.
• The specification of a sort sequence parameter (;A or ;D) applies to the immediately preceding field name

only. If you require descending sequence for multiple fields, repeat ;D for each field.
• Field names that are specified on the CONTROL command can be of any type (except a bit string) and all rules

of field name definition apply. In other words, field names can specify scalar variables or array elements, and
field name qualification is supported where appropriate.

• Control break legends (literals) can be specified only for control break fields.
• The CONTROL statement must come before any COMPUTE or SET command, or erroneous results can occur.

COPYDD Command
The COPY command provides an interface between the Datacom Reporting Facility and Datacom Datadictionary to
achieve consistent definition of frequently referenced elements stored on the Datacom Datadictionary.

(Area 2A)

You can use this command during the compile phase to dynamically include one element definition directly behind that
COPYDD command.

The Datacom Reporting Facility assigns attributes and calculates the displacement of each field presented by Datacom
Datadictionary. The system can then reference these fields in other Datacom Reporting Facility commands by specifying
the generated field names on the DEFINE commands.

You can reference element definitions that belong to either Datacom/DB tables or non-database files (VSAM or tape).
When multiple occurrences of the same element definition are contained in the dictionary, you can specify the version
number of the definition desired (001 through 999) or the Datacom Datadictionary defined status of the element (PROD,
TEST, or HIST).

Additionally, you can instruct the Reporting Facility to generate DEFINE commands with specific field names contained
within the Datacom Datadictionary; that is, the Assembler or COBOL labels or the Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence names.

The format of the COPYDD command is:
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►►─ COPYDD ─┬─ record-name ─┬─ element-name ─┬─ version ─┬────────────────────►

            └─ table-name ──┘                └─ status ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ USE ─ label-type ─┘

record-name or table-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of the record or table to which the requested
element is associated. The name is 1 -- 32 characters long.

element-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of the element for which a definition is requested.
The name is 1 -- 32 characters long.

NOTE
For partitioned tables, you must use the table and element names for the full parent table, not one of the
child (table partition) tables.

version
Indicates a version number of the element to be accessed. Valid entries are 1 -- 999.

status
Indicates the generic Datacom Datadictionary status of the element to be accessed. The system uses the first
entity-occurrence found with a matching status. Valid entries are PROD, TEST, and HIST.

label type
Indicates which label Datacom Datadictionary to be used when generating field names on the Datacom DEFINE
commands. The default is COMPILER.

The following list contains all valid label entries:

Assembler Label
ASSEMBLER
ASM

PL/I Label
PL1
PLI

Compiler Label
COMPILER
COM
COBOL
COB

Entity Label
ENTITY
ENT

NOTE

• You can use multiple COPYDD commands to define a single file, one per element being accessed.
• When you define elements for a Datacom/DB table, the physical order of the COPYDD commands must

correspond to the order of the Datacom/DB element list specified when a GET command is issued to the file.
• COPYDD commands cannot appear in cataloged library members.
• A FILE command, DEFINE command, or another COPYDD command must precede a COPYDD command.
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Timestamp DEF Statement

Datacom Datadictionary and Datacom Reporting Facility support printing individual fields that make up an SQL
TIMESTAMP.

When the Reporting Facility requests a view of a table containing an SQL TIMESTAMP column, Datacom Datadictionary
provides the SQL TIMESTAMP with a breakdown of simple fields that can be individually processed by the Reporting
Facility. Currently, the Reporting Facility can only process the SQL TIMESTAMP as a single, binary-formatted field with a
length of ten.

For example, the following SQL DDL statement defines a table containing an SQL TIMESTAMP (Column named
MESSAGE_DATE):

CREATE TABLE SHORT_MESSAGE   (MESSAGE_ID      INTEGER,  

                              RECIPIENT_NAME  CHAR(32), 

                              MESSAGE_TEXT    CHAR(100),

                              MESSAGE_DATE    TIMESTAMP,

                              SENDER_NAME     CHAR(32)  

                             );                         

A Reporting Facility definition generated for this table by Datacom Datadictionary looks like the following before Version
14.0:

LOAD        SHORTMSG                            

DEF SYSUSR-SHORT_MESSAGE             301-483 X  

DEF MESSAGE_ID-NULL                  301-301 X  

DEF MESSAGE_ID                       302-305 B  

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME-NULL              306-306 X  

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME                   307-338 X  

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT-NULL                339-339 X  

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT                     340-439 X  

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-NULL                440-440 X  

DEF MESSAGE_DATE                     441-450 B  

DEF SENDER_NAME-NULL                 451-451 X  

DEF SENDER_NAME                      452-483 X

The same table definition now displays as follows:

LOAD        SHORTMSG                           

DEF SYSUSR-SHORT_MESSAGE             301-483 X 

DEF MESSAGE_ID-NULL                  301-301 X 

DEF MESSAGE_ID                       302-305 B 

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME-NULL              306-306 X 

DEF RECIPIENT_NAME                   307-338 X 

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT-NULL                339-339 X 

DEF MESSAGE_TEXT                     340-439 X 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-NULL                440-440 X 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE                     441-450 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-CC                  441-441 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-YY                  442-442 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MM                  443-443 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-DD                  444-444 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-HH                  445-445 B 
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DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MI                  446-446 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-SS                  447-447 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-TS                  448-448 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-HS                  449-449 B 

DEF MESSAGE_DATE-MS                  450-450 B 

DEF SENDER_NAME-NULL                 451-451 X 

DEF SENDER_NAME                      452-483 X 

Each byte of the SQL TIMESTAMP is named using the name selected in the COPYDD statement or the - UTL
LANGUAGE statement and includes one of the following three-character suffixes:

-CC Century

-YY Year

-MM Month

-DD Day of the month

-HH Hour of the day

-MI Minute of the hour

-SS Second of the minute

-TS Tenths of a second

-HS Hundredths of a second

-MS Thousandths of a second

NOTE
This functionality is only invoked for the definitions generated if the requested language is DR. A COBOL, PL1,
or assembler copybook for the same table would not be expanded.

CREATE Command
The CREATE command in Datacom is valid only when processing in Library Maintenance mode. Use the CREATE
command to preformat the library before first-time use of the Reporting Facility call library.

(Area 5)

Invoke this command after installation of the Reporting Facility. Never use it again unless the entire library file is to be re-
created.

The format of the CREATE command is as follows:

►►─ CREATE ─ password ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

where
password

Specifies the password, which is selected at product modification time, that identifies an authorized person to
perform the CREATE function
The password can be an alphanumeric string, not enclosed in apostrophes, up to eight characters in length.
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NOTE

• Use of this command destroys any existing entries in the Reporting Facility call library.
• The CREATE command must immediately follow the LIBRARY command. The Reporting Facility allows only

one CREATE command per run.
• If you move the Reporting Facility library file from one physical location or device to another, you must first

preformat the new location using the CREATE command. Then, key and reload the old library data into the
new library using standard library maintenance procedures.

DECODE Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility DECODE command translates a specified set of values from a source field into a different
set of values in a result field.

(Area 3)

The DECODE command translates a specified set of values from a source field into a different set of values in a result
field.

The format of the DECODE command is as follows:

►►─┬────────────────┬─ DECODE ─ sourcefield ─ INTO ───────────────────────────►

   └─ label: ───────┘

                            ┌─────────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ resultfield ────────┬─▼─ argument=function ─┴───────────────────────────►

   ├─ resultfield(n1) ────┤

   └─ resultfield(n1.n2) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ OTHERWISE ─┬─ defaultvalue ─┘

     └─ ELSE ──────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬───────────────┬─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ 'heading 2' ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

sourcefield
Specifies the predefined field whose range of values is to be translated. The field can reside either in the input
record area or the GSA, but you must predefine it.

resultfield
Specifies the name of the field into which the translated value is placed on completion of the DECODE sequence.
When this field is not predefined, The Datacom generates the field automatically in the GSA.

resultfield(n1)
Specifies implicit definition of the result field as alphanumeric, n1 bytes long. The result field must not be a
predefined field. The result field resides on the GSA.

resultfield(n1.n2)
Specifies implicit definition of the result field as numeric, containing n1 integers and n2 decimals. The result field
must not be a predefined field. It resides in the GSA in packed decimal format.
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argument
Specifies the value to be tested against the contents of the source field. Code the value as a numeric constant or
an alphanumeric literal, based on the attributes assigned to the source field.

=function
Specifies the value to be placed in the result field when the contents of the source field match the contents of the
corresponding argument. The value must be coded as a numeric constant or an alphanumeric literal, based on
the attributes that are assigned to the result field.

defaultvalue
Specifies the value to be placed in the result field after the system has exhausted the entire list of arguments and
found no match. When coded, it must be a numeric constant or an alphanumeric literal, based on the attributes
that are assigned to the result field.

HEADING
Specifies an optional separator that is used to denote that subsequent literals are to be interpreted as headings.
Heading specifications are valid only when you are implicitly defining the result field of the transaction. HDG can
be used in place of HEADING.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two heading lines to the result field. You implicitly define the field in the DECODE
command. if the field prints in a report, heading lines appear as column headings.
If the parameter is omitted and the result field is implicitly defined, the Datacom Reporting Facility automatically
assigns the field name as heading line 1, with no second heading line.

NOTE

• You can code up to a maximum of 50 argument and function specifications in a single DECODE command.
At the time of execution, the system tests the value in the source field against the arguments, starting with
the first one and proceeding sequentially through the entire list.

• When the result field is implicitly defined in the DECODE command and the precision is not specified,
the Datacom Reporting Facility automatically calculates the size of the result field based on the size and
precision of the largest function coded.

• All arguments that are specified in a single DECODE command must be of the same broad type, either
numeric or alphanumeric, and must match the attributes of the source field. All functions must also be of the
same broad type and match the attributes of the result field.

• You can code both the source field and the result field as a scalar variable or an array element.

Example

 DECODE CODE INTO GENDER                        Predefined result field

     1 EQ 'MALE'    

        2 EQ 'FEMALE'

 DECODE TRANSACTION-CODE INTO TCODE(23)         Alphanumeric implicit

        'BF' EQ 'BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD'         field definition

        'CK' EQ 'CHECK WRITTEN'

        'SC' EQ 'SERVICE CHARGE'

        'DP' EQ 'DEPOSIT'

        ELSE   'UNKNOWN TRANSACTION'

        'TYPE OF'  'TRANSACTION'

DECODE SOMETHING INTO SOMETHING-ELSE(2.3)       Numeric implicit

        'ABCDEF' EQ +12.345                       field definition

        'GHIJKL' EQ  -67.89

        'MNOPQR' EQ      0

        OTHERWISE      9.9
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DECREMENT Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility DECREMENT command algebraically decrements the contents of a predefined numeric
field by a specified numeric value or the contents of another predefined numeric field.

(Area 3)

DECR or REDUCE can be used in place of DECREMENT.

The format of the DECREMENT command follows:

►►─┬────────────────┬─┬─ DECR ──────┬─ fieldname1 ─┬──────┬───────────────────►

   └─ label: ───────┘ ├─ DECREMENT ─┤              └─ BY ─┘

                      └─ REDUCE ────┘

 ►─┬─ fieldname2 ───────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬───────────►◄

   └─ numeric constant ─┘ └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

                            └─ GIVING ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value represents the minuend for the subtraction of
two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value is to be used as the subtrahend for the
subtraction of two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned
binary.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be used as the subtrahend in the calculation. The numeric constant can
be any valid numeric literal.

fieldname3
Optionally specifies a predefined numeric field in which the difference is placed. Predefine the field name as
zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result is to be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

           Predefined field name:     FIELD1     FIELD2     FIELD3     INDEX

          Numeric precision:       3.2        1.4        3.4       2.0  

          Initial value of field:    (123.45)   (5.4321)      (1)       (10)

    DECREMENT INDEX BY 1                  nc         nc         nc         9

    DECREMENT INDEX BY FIELD3             nc         nc         nc         9

    DECREMENT FIELD1 BY FIELD2

         GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc   118.0179        nc

    DECR FIELD1 BY -1.5               124.95         nc         nc        nc

    DECREMENT INDEX BY FIELD2

         GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc     4.5679        nc

    REDUCE INDEX BY INDEX                 nc         nc         nc         0
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    REDUCE FIELD3 BY 10                   nc         nc    -9.0000        nc

    DECREMENT FIELD3 INDEX INDEX          nc         nc         nc        -9

    DECREMENT FIELD2 BY FIELD3            nc     4.4321         nc        nc

    DECREMENT INDEX BY 2.93               nc         nc         nc         7

    DECR FIELD1 BY +.92               122.53         nc         nc        nc

    REDUCE FIELD2 BY .333                 nc     5.0991         nc        nc

NOTE

• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the subtraction, but the final result is aligned based

on the DEFINE command options that are coded for the result field.
• The keywords BY and GIVING are optional.

DEFINE Command
(Areas 2A, 2B)

The DEFINE command assigns a symbolic name to a field or array to be used by the Reporting Facility program. You can
locate the field or array in one of the input records or in the internally generated GSA. You can also use the DEFINE (or
DEF) command to redefine all or part of an existing field or array.

DEFINE Command Format 1

(Area 2A)

Format 1 of the DEFINE command is used to explicitly define a field or array within an input file and should immediately
follow the FILE command to which the fields are being defined.

Sample DEFINE Command Format 1

►►─┬─ DEFINE ─┬─ fieldname ─┬─ n1 ─ THRU ─ n2 ─┬─ data-type ──────────────────►

   └─ DEF ────┘             └─ n1 ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬───────────────┬─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ 'heading 2' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─┬─ PICTURE ─┬─ ' edit ptn ' ─┘ └─ OCCURS ─ n ─┬─────────┬─┘

     └─ PIC ─────┘                                 └─ TIMES ─┘

fieldname
Is a user-supplied name assigned to the location specified in the DEFINE command. When accompanied by an
OCCURS n TIMES clause, this field name represents the name of each array element.

n1 THRU n2
Indicates, in bytes, the relative starting and ending positions of the field in a record of the file. When the
OCCURS n TIMES clause is used, n1 THRU n2 specifies the starting and ending positions of the first array
element within the record. The array element occurs n times in contiguous locations.
TO or - (dash) can be used in place of THRU.

n1
Indicates that the field is one byte long and integer n1 is the position of the field within the record.

data-type
Describes the data type of the field. Use the following entries:
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X
Indicates that the field contains alphanumeric data and can contain any EBCDIC character.

H
Works the same as data-type X for moves and compare operations but on a PRINT statement displays in
HEX. For example, A12 would display as C1F1F2 on the print line. Maximum length is 62.

N(d)
Indicates that the field contains zoned decimal data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

P(d)
Indicates that the field contains packed decimal data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

B(d)
Indicates that the field contains binary data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

S
Indicates that the field contains bit string data and must be only one byte long.

U9(d)0
Indicates that the field contains unsigned binary data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

HEADING of HDG
Specifies an optional separator indicating the literals that follow it are interpreted as headings.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two heading lines to the field. Heading lines appear as column headings if the field
is printed in a report. If you omit the parameter, the Reporting Facility assigns the field name as heading 1, with no
second heading line.

PICTURE 'edit ptn'
Assigns an edit mask to the field when it is printed, overriding the default editing. PIC is the short form of
PICTURE.

OCCURS n TIMES
Indicates that this is an array definition and the array element being defined occurs n times in contiguous locations
in the record.

Example

Assume the following for an input file. The sample DEFINE commands following the input file illustrate techniques for
defining individual fields that are accessible to the Reporting Facility.

1-2
A 2-character transaction code

3-6
A 4-character ID number

7-13
A 7-character (5 integers, 2 decimals) zoned decimal AMOUNT field.

14-21
An 8-character DATE field in the format of MM/DD/YY

22
A 1-character indicator showing whether the transaction is cleared

23-42
A 20-character PAYEE field

43
A 1-character filler
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44-75
A 32-character REASON field

  FILE ...

  DEFINE  TRANSACTION-CODE       1-2     X

  DEFINE  ID-NUMBER              3-6     X      'CHECK'    'NUMBER'

  DEFINE  AMOUNT                7-13    N2      'TRANSACTION'   'AMOUNT'

                                                PICTURE '$$,$$9.99-'

  DEFINE ACTIVITY-DATE         14-21     X      'DATE  OF'  'ACTIVITY'

  DEF    CLEARED                  22     X

  DEF    PAYEE              23 TO 42     X

  DEFINE REASON             44 THRU 75   X

DEFINE Command Format 2

(Area 2B)

Format 2 of the DEFINE command defines a field or array within the General Storage Area (GSA). The GSA, which the
system creates automatically, is basically a scratch pad that you can use to define standard literals or tables of data for
use in the program. (The GSA can be equated to a COBOL Working Storage section.) The system also uses the GSA for
immediate storage of special work areas during the compilation process.

Sample DEFINE Command Format 2

►►─┬─ DEFINE ─┬─ fieldname ─┬───────────┬─ = ─┬─ num lit ──┬──────────────────►

   └─ DEF ────┘             ├─ (n1.n2) ─┤     └─ 'string' ─┘

                            └─ (n1) ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬───────────────┬─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ 'heading 2' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ PICTURE ─┬─ ' edit ptn ' ─┘

     └─ PIC ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ OCCURS ─ n ─┬─────────┬ ─┤ VALUE and FILL Parameters ├ ─┘

                  └─ TIMES ─┘

Expansion of VALUE and FILL Parameters

├──┬──────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ VALUE ─┬─ num lit 2-n ────────┬─┘

             ├─ 'string' 2-n ───────┤

             └─ X'hex literal' 2-n ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ FILL ─┬─ num lit-d ────────┬─┘

            ├─ 'string'-d ───────┤

            └─ X'hex literal'-d ─┘
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fieldname
Is a user-supplied name in accordance with the Reporting Facility naming conventions that are assigned to the
location specified in the DEFINE command. When accompanied by an OCCURS n TIMES clause, this field name
represents the name of one array element.

n1.n2
Indicates that this is a packed decimal field that contains n1 integers and n2 decimals. The value (n1 + n2) cannot
exceed 15.

n1
Indicates that the field is an alphanumeric field n1 bytes long.

num lit 'string'
Assigns an initial numeric value to the field. If the field is part of an array, this is the initial value of the first
element.

HEADING
Specifies an optional separator used to denote that subsequent literals should be interpreted as headings. It is
used primarily in conjunction with the VALUE clause. HDG can be used in place of HEADING.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two heading lines to the field. Heading lines appear as column headings if the field
is printed in a report.

PICTURE 'edit ptn'
Assigns an edit mask to be used to edit the field when it is printed, overriding the Reporting Facility default editing.
PIC can be used in place of PICTURE.

OCCURS n TIMES
Indicates that this is an array definition. The array element being defined occurs n times in contiguous locations in
the GSA.

VALUE
Optional separator used to denote that the subsequent literals are to be interpreted as initial values for array
elements 2-n. It is only valid when used in conjunction with the OCCURS clause, and must immediately follow
either the OCCURS or FILL clause. VAL can be used in place of VALUE.

num lit 2-n
When defining a numeric array, this parameter assigns an initial numeric value to elements 2 through n,
where n is the number of occurrences specified in the OCCURS n TIMES clause.

'string' 2-n
When defining an alphanumeric array, this assigns an initial alphanumeric value to elements 2 through n,
where n is the number of occurrences specified in the OCCURS n TIMES clause.

X'hex literal' 2-n
When defining an alphanumeric array, this assigns an initial hexadecimal value to elements 2 through n,
where n is the number of occurrences specified in the OCCURS n TIMES clause.

FILL
The FILL clause initializes (places) the FILL literal in each of the remaining occurrences that were not initialized
by the VALUE clause. It is valid only when used in conjunction with the OCCURS clause and must immediately
follow either the OCCURS or VALUE clause.

num lit-d
When defining a numeric array, this parameter specifies the numeric FILL value to elements 2-n when the initial
values are not specified. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

'string'-d
When defining an alphanumeric array, this parameter specifies the alphanumeric FILL value to elements 2-n when
the initial values are not specified.
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X'hex literal'-d
When defining an alphanumeric array, this parameter specifies the hexadecimal FILL value to elements 2-n when
the initial values are not specified. The literal must contain an even number of valid hexadecimal digits. d indicates
the number of implied decimal places.

DEFINE Command Format 3

(Areas 2A, 2B)

Format 3 of the DEFINE command enables you to redefine all or part of an existing field or array element. This command
defines:

• All or part of a scalar variable as a sub-scalar variable
• All or part of a scalar variable as an array
• All or part of an array element as a sub-array element

Sample DEFINE Command Format 3

►►─┬─ DEFINE ─┬─ fieldname1=fieldname2 ─┬─ n1 ─ THRU ─ n2 ─┬─ data-type ──────►

   └─ DEF ────┘                         └─ n1 ─────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬───────────────┬─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ 'heading 2' ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICTURE ─ 'edit ptn' ─┘ └─ OCCURS ─ n ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                             └─ TIMES ─┘

fieldname1
Is a user-supplied name assigned to the location specified in the DEFINE command.

fieldname2
Is the predefined name of a field or element of an array which you must redefine.

n1 THRU n2
Indicates, in bytes, the relative starting and ending positions, respectively, of the field within the
predefined fieldname2.
TO or - (dash) can be used in place of THRU.

n1
Indicates that the field is one byte long and that integer n1 is the position of the field.

data-type
Describes the data type of the field. Use the following entries:
X

Indicates that the field contains alphanumeric data and can contain any EBCDIC character.
H

Works the same as data-type X for moves and compare operations but on a PRINT statement displays in
HEX. For example, A12 would display as C1F1F2 on the print line. Maximum length is 62.

N(d)
Indicates that the field contains zoned decimal data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

P(d)
Indicates that the field contains packed decimal data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.
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B(d)
Indicates that the field contains binary data. d indicates the number of

B(d)
Indicates that the field contains binary data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

U9(d)0
Indicates that the field contains unsigned binary data. d indicates the number of implied decimal places.

S
Indicates that the field contains bit string data and must have a length of only one byte.

HEADING
Specifies an optional separator used to denote that the literals that follow are to be interpreted as headings. HDG
can be used in place of HEADING.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Enables you to assign one or two heading lines to the field. The heading lines appear as column headings if the
field is printed in a report.

PICTURE 'edit ptn'
Assigns an edit mask to be used to edit the field when it is printed, overriding the Reporting Facility default editing.
PIC can be used in place of PICTURE in the command.

OCCURS n TIMES
Indicates that this is an array definition occurring n times in contiguous locations beginning with the first byte
of fieldname1. Using the keyword TIMES is optional, but recommended for documentation purposes.

DELETE Command
The DELETE command logically deletes a specified member from the Datacom Reporting Facility call library. Find a
description of the command and the format for the command.

(Area 5)

The system does not physically delete the library member, but marks it for deletion later when library reorganization takes
place (CONDENSE function). The space on the Datacom Reporting Facility library that is marked for deletion is not available
for reuse until a reorganization takes place.

If a password is required for deletions at your site, the password must be supplied on the USER statement.

The format of the DELETE command is as follows:

►►─ DELETE ─ membername ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

membername
Specifies the name of the member to delete from the call library.

NOTE

• The system restricts use of the DELETE command to the Library Maintenance mode only.
• The DELETE command can be one of multiple Library Maintenance commands in a single Reporting Facility

run.

DISPLAY Command
The DISPLAY command prints or punches the specified contents of the Datacom Reporting Facility call library.

(Area 5)
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.

The format of the DISPLAY command is as follows:

►►─ DISPLAY ─┬─ ALL ─────────┬─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ INDEX ───────┤ └─ PUNCH ─┘

             └─ member-name ─┘

ALL
Indicates that every member in the library is to be printed in its entirety. Each member to be listed begins on a
new page.

INDEX
Causes a listing of all member names and their associated comment entries, if present. The member names are
listed in the order in which they were added to the Reporting Facility library.

member-name
Causes the printing of only the member name specified.
You can use a generic name for the member name. A generic name consists of a maximum of seven characters
and ends with a period. All members whose leftmost node of the member name matches the supplied generic
name are listed in their entirety.

PUNCH
Specifies that each member is to be punched, together with its appropriate LOAD card, into 80-column card
images on SYSPCH/SYSPUNCH.

NOTE

• The system restricts use of the DISPLAY command to the Library Maintenance mode only.
• The DISPLAY command can be one of multiple Library Maintenance commands in a single Reporting Facility

run.

DIVIDE Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility DIVIDE command algebraically divides a predefined numeric field by a specified numeric
constant or the contents of another predefined numeric field.

(Area 3)

The format of the DIVIDE command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ DIVIDE ─ fieldname1 ─┬──────┬─┬─ fieldname2 ───────┬─────────►

   └─ label: ─┘                       └─ BY ─┘ └─ numeric constant ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ GIVING ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies a predefined numeric field whose value represents the dividend for the division of two variables.
Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value is to be used as the divisor for the division of
two variables. Predefine it as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.
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numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be used as the divisor in the calculation. The numeric constant can be
any valid numeric literal.

fieldname3
Specifies a predefined numeric field in which the quotient is placed. Predefine it as zoned decimal, packed
decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result is to be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

          Predefined fieldname:      FIELD1     FIELD2     FIELD3   INDEX

        Numeric precision:        3.2        1.4        3.4     2.0 

        Initial value of field:     (246.90)   (6.0000)    (zero)    (32)

    DIVIDE FIELD1 BY 2               123.45         nc         nc      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD2 BY INDEX               nc     0.1875         nc      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD1 BY FIELD2

         GIVING FIELD3                   nc         nc    41.1500      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD1 BY -24             -10.28         nc         nc      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD2 BY 3

         GIVING FIELD3                   nc         nc     2.0000      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD1 BY FIELD1            1.00         nc         nc      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD3 BY INDEX               nc         nc     0.0000      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD1 INDEX FIELD2           nc     7.7156         nc      nc

    DIVIDE INDEX BY FIELD2               nc         nc         nc       5

    DIVIDE INDEX BY 16                   nc         nc         nc       2

    DIVIDE FIELD1 BY +.92            268.36         nc         nc      nc

    DIVIDE FIELD2 BY .333                nc     8.0180         nc      nc

NOTE

• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the division, but the final result is aligned based on

the DEFINE command options that are coded for the result field.
• The keywords BY and GIVING are optional.

EJECT Command
Learn how to use the EJECT command in the Datacom Reporting Facility. Find a description of the command and the
command format.

(Areas 1,2A,2B,3,4A,4B)

Each invocation of the Datacom Reporting Facility command forces a new page on the compiler listing.

The EJECT command is a compiler control command, processed only if OPTION LIST ON is specified. That is, the
Datacom Reporting Facility compile listing is to print. Each invocation of this command forces a new page on the compiler
listing.

The format of the EJECT command is as follows:

►►─ EJECT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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NOTE

• The EJECT command must be the only command that is specified on the entire line.
• Use this command with the SKIP and NOTE commands to properly document each program.

END Command
Terminate the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Program with the END command. Find the command purpose, description,
and syntax.

(Areas 4A,4B,5)

The END command terminates the Reporting Facility program. Terminating the Reporting Facility program signals
completion of the final Reporting Facility command. That is, termination is the end of the compilation phase or Library
Maintenance command sequence. Only one such END command can appear in any Reporting Facility execution.

The format of the END command is as follows:

►►─ END ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE

• If an END command is not found, the Reporting Facility generates one automatically.
• When an input file is being processed, the END command is required. The system places the command

between the last Reporting Facility command and the first data file. The placement is because the Reporting
Facility commands and input files are read from the same physical dataset (that is, SYSIN or SYSIPT).

ENDPROC Command
The ENDPROC command signals the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility to terminate a subroutine. Review command format
and label description.

(Area 3)

The ENDPROC command must be paired with a PROC command. Any valid Datacom Reporting Facility (Area 3)
commands can be placed between the PROC and ENDPROC commands.

The ENDPROC command has the following format:

►►─┬──────────┬─ ENDPROC ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ label: ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that may be referenced in a GOTO command within the limits of the
subroutine

NOTE
The PROC and ENDPROC commands must be the last group of statements immediately before the REPORT
section.

FILE Command
The FILE command defines the physical attributes of an input data file or table to the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility
program.

(Area 2A)
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An input file is a collection of data that are stored in a computer-readable format and that the Reporting Facility can
access and manipulate. Files can reside on different physical devices and can require different access methods. INPUT
can be used in place of FILE.

The types of files that the Reporting Facility currently supports are:

• Datacom/DB tables
• Dataquery DQF tables
• VSAM files
• Disk files (including sequential, fixed, and variable)
• Tape files (including fixed and variable)
• Card files
• IMS-DL/I database files
• User modules

NOTE

• The first file or table that is defined to a Reporting Facility program is known as the primary file. The
Reporting Facility automatically generates the commands necessary to access the primary file except for
Datacom/DB tables or IMS-DL/I files. For these files, you must initialize the Communications Area before
issuing the GET command.

• You can define any number of input files or tables in a single execution of the Reporting Facility. Code the
secondary files in the same manner as the primary file. (You must code the commands necessary to access
a secondary file.)

• The appropriate Format 1 DEFINE commands must follow each FILE command to define the individual
fields. Define only those fields that are referenced in the Reporting Facility program.

• The system enforces certain restrictions on the type of input files being referenced. These restrictions are
documented with the individual FILE commands.

Datacom/DB Table Definition

This format of the FILE command defines the physical attributes of a Datacom/DB input table. The command is coded as
follows:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ DATACOM ─ RECORD=nnn ─┬───────────────┬───────────►

               └─ FILE ──┘                        └─ NAME=dbname ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DBID=dbid ─┘

filename:
Is a unique identifier within the Reporting Facility program. The Reporting Facility automatically generates a one-
character alphanumeric field with the same name as the table name. It is used as a return code in conjunction
with the GET command.

RECORD=nnn
Indicates the combined size of all the elements to be retrieved from the Datacom/DB table, plus an additional
300 characters used for communication with Datacom/DB. The system reserves the 300 characters of control
information as the first 300 characters of the I/O record area.
The subsequent Format 1 DEFINE commands must define all data to be returned as being relative to position
301. The reserved 300-character area has a specific format, and you must complete it prior to any access to the
database.

The following details the format of the I/O area as required by the Datacom/DB Interface program:
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1-5
5-character Datacom/DB command

6-10
5-character key name by which access is requested

11-190
Maximum 180-character key value for specific key requests

191-285
Maximum 15-element list, specifying the Datacom/DB elements to be returned

286-292
7-character Datacom/DB record ID, in the format FFTTTRL

293-300
Filler, reserved for future use

301-nnn
Returned elements

NAME=dbname
Specifies the three-character Datacom/DB table name for the Datacom/DB table to be accessed. This parameter
is optional. If omitted, the first three characters of the filename are used.

NOTE
For partitioned tables, the Datacom/DB Reporting Facilitysupports full parent tables orthe child (table
partition) tables.

DBID=dbid
Specifies the numeric database ID in which the table to be accessed resides. If coded, it must specify a positive
integer in the range 1 -- 5000.

Note the following:

• The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility interface program performs all database table handling and the contents of the
300-character reserved portion of the I/O area directs processing.

• The Datacom/DB commands currently supported (in bytes 1-5 of the I/O area) are:

GSETL
GETIT
LOCBR
LOCKG

LOCKL
LOCKX
LOCKY
LOCNE

LOCNK
LOCNX
REDBR
REDKG

REDKL
REDKX
REDNE
REDNX

REDKY has been superseded by REDKX, REDLE is no longer required as a priming read, and REDID should not be used
if the URI option is elected. The first GETITs will read the next record in key sequence unless and until another GSETL
is encountered. The KEY= value in bytes 11 -- 190 of the I/O area must accompany those commands that require a key
value. Supply the key name in positions 6 -- 10 of the I/O area for all Datacom/DB requests. It must match the key name
defined in the Control File.

• Supply the element list in positions 191 -- 285 of the I/O area prior to issuing a GET to the database table. You must
initialize it according to normal Datacom/DB rules.

Example

 xxxxxs....

xxxxx
A five-character element name.
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s
A one-character security code.

Both are defined in the Control File.

Note the following:

• Five consecutive blanks terminate the list.
• The internal record ID of the current record in the I/O buffer is always updated in positions 286-292 of the I/O buffer

after each request to Datacom/DB is completed. The record ID is in the format FFTTTRL.
• When a GETIT command is the first command requested for a Datacom/DB table, the Reporting Facility automatically

issues a GSETL command internally. This defaults to positioning at the front of the file.
• When an explicit GSETL command is encountered, the Reporting Facility first performs the GSETL, then performs an

implied GETIT to retrieve the data record for the key value specified.
• When the system processes any LOC command, the Reporting Facility updates the appropriate values in the

Communications Area of the I/O buffer, but does not return data to the I/O area.
• With the exception of sequential processing (GSETL/GETIT), you must follow the prerequisite hierarchy of commands.
• The system automatically generates a User Requirements Table (URT) that contains an entry for each Datacom/DB

table to be accessed.
• Any unrecoverable errors that occur during access to a Datacom/DB table cause the Reporting Facility to stop

processing at the time the error is detected. A standard message prints, showing the table on which the problem has
occurred and the associated Datacom/DB return code.

Dataquery DQF Table Definition

This format of the FILE command describes the attributes of a Dataquery found table. Through techniques described in
the Dataquery documentation, it is possible to perform an online query and store the extracted data as a member on the
Dataquery found table. Dataquery supplies this function to allow batch applications access to data preselected from an
online system such as Dataquery.

Remember that the Dataquery found table is a Datacom/DB table. The only way that the Reporting Facility is able to
distinguish the difference between a standard Datacom/DB table and a Dataquery found table is that the first three
characters of the table name of the Dataquery found table are DQF.

This FILE command is coded as follows:

►►─┬─ DQF ───────┬─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ DATACOM ─ ',parm1,parm2,parm3' ───────────────►

   └─ DQF qual: ─┘ └─ FILE ──┘

 ►─ RECORD=nnn ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ NAME=dbname ─┘ └─ DBID=dbid ─┘

DQF qual:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program. The characters DQF in positions 1 -- 3 of the file
name are required to identify this file as a Dataquery file. Use qual to provide a unique file name when multiple
Dataquery tables are specified in a single Reporting Facility run.
A one-character alphanumeric field is automatically generated by the Reporting Facility with the same name as
the file name (without the colon), and is used as a return code in conjunction with the GET command.

',parm1
Specifies the predefined, eight-character member name of the collection of data to be retrieved from the
Dataquery table. It is assigned by the online Dataquery operator at the time the data is extracted.
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,parm2
Specifies the Dataquery operator ID under which the member was created. This parameter is required and can
contain a maximum of 32 characters.

,parm3'
Specifies the Dataquery password assigned when the member was created. This parameter is required only if
a password was assigned when the collection was created. When coded, a maximum of nine characters can be
supplied, and it must match the password assigned by the Dataquery operator.

RECORD=nnn
Specifies the total length of the data record to be retrieved from the DQF table. The additional 300 characters
at the front of the I/O area, required for normal Datacom/DB table access, are not required for access to the
Dataquery table.

NAME=dbname
Optionally specifies the three-character Datacom/DB table name needed to access the DQF table.

DBID=dbid
Specifies the numeric database ID in which the DQF table resides. When coded, it must specify a positive integer
in the range 1 -- 5000.

Note the following:

• For a more detailed description of the creation of the Dataquery found tables, see the Dataquery documentation on the
EXTRACT function.

• Retrieve a record from the found table by issuing a GET command. The Reporting Facility allows only sequential
access to the table. The Reporting Facility controls the access method internally and you issue no alternate Datacom/
DB commands against the table.

• Although data collected from the online Dataquery system is a subset of a common Datacom/DB table, the Reporting
Facility accesses the member as though it were a flat sequential file.

• You can access multiple extracted members in a single run of the Reporting Facility as long as you define and access
each one separately.

• The database ID must be specified in DBID=dbid or in the DQF qual.

VSAM File Definition

In Datacom, this format of the FILE command defines to the Reporting Facility the attributes of a VSAM input file. FILE
also accesses VSAM files that are organized as entry-sequenced data sets (ESDS), key-sequenced data sets (KSDS), or
relative-record data sets (RRDS).

The VSAM File Definition command is coded as follows:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─┬─ DRVSAM ─┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────►

               └─ FILE ──┘ └─ VSAM ───┘ └─ 'defineparameters' ─┘

 ►─ RECORD=nnn ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

filename:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program. The Reporting Facility automatically generates a
one-character alphanumeric field with the same name as the file name (without the colon). The field is used as a
return code with the GET command.

VSAM
Indicates a VSAM input file. The Reporting Facility automatically allocates an 80-byte Communications Area.
The Communications Area is used for communication between the VSAM interface program and the Reporting
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Facility. The field resides in the GSA and can be referenced by the field name VSAM. DRVSAM can be used in
place of VSAM.

'defineparameters'
Specifies an initial value for the 80-byte Communications Area used to determine the VSAM file organization type.

RECORD=nnn
Specifies the length of the longest logical record in the VSAM file to be retrieved. This parameter is required and
must be a positive numeric integer.

NOTE

• The GET command accesses the VSAM input files. For the primary file, the Reporting Facility accesses
them automatically. A one-character alphanumeric field contains the return code from the GET operation.
The alphanumeric field is referenced by the same name as the file name on the FILE command. During the
retrieval of records from a VSAM file, three conditions can occur:
– RECORD-FOUND (return code Y)
– END-OF-FILE (return code E)
– NO-RECORD-FOUND (return code N)

• When the NO-RECORD-FOUND condition occurs, you must reinitialize the one-character alphanumeric
return code to blank after the condition has been tested and before any subsequent operation.

• The Reporting Facility/VSAM interface program performs all VSAM file handling. The contents of the
'defineparameters' (as specified on the FILE command for the file being accessed) directs processing.

• The maximum length of the 'defineparameters' is 80 characters. The system analyzes its contents each time
you perform a GET operation on the file.

ESDS Organization

Retrieval of records from VSAM files organized as ESDS is sequential only. Establish the 'defineparameters' in the 80-
byte Communications Area before any GET operation on the file.

Supply the following 'defineparameters' for access to an ESDS VSAM file:

 'ESDS,CAI,SEQ'

If the parameters CAI and SEQ are not specified, the Reporting Facility automatically supplies them as default values.
Establish the Communications Area in one of the following ways before access of the file:

• Specification of the 'defineparameters' directly on the FILE command, providing an initial value for the area
• A SET or MOVE command with reference to the field filename.VSAM, where filename is the name that is specified on

the FILE command

The following two Reporting Facility programs illustrate various techniques available for specification of ESDS VSAM file
access. Both programs produce the same results, but different techniques are used.

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM 'ESDS' RECORD=100

        DEF  DIVISION                               1-2 X

        DEF  DEPARTMENT                             3-5 X

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                        6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NAME                        10-25 X

        REPORT 'ESDS SAMPLE 1'

        SELECT  ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER
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                                            EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

          USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM RECORD=100

        DEF DIVISION                                1-2 X

        DEF DEPARTMENT                              3-5 X

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                         6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NAME                    10 THRU 25 X

        MOVE 'ESDS,CAI,SEQ' TO MASTER.VSAM

        GET MASTER

        GOTO EOJ WHEN MASTER EQ END-OF-FILE

        REPORT 'ESDS SAMPLE 2'

        SELECT  ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

NOTE

• The 'defineparameters' must begin in position 1 of the 80-byte Communications Area before each GET
operation. Each parameter that is coded must be contiguous.

• Qualify any reference to the Communications Area only when you define multiple VSAM files that are defined
in the same run (that is, filename.VSAM, where filename is the name that is specified on the FILE command).

• The system supplies the keyword DRVSAM on the FILE command for the downward release compatibility.
When used, the field name that is assigned to the Communications Area is DRVSAM instead of VSAM.

KSDS Organization

Retrieval of records from VSAM files organized as KSDS can be sequential, skip sequential, or direct, using a full or
partial key. You can change the method of retrieval at any point within the Reporting Facility program by modification of
the 'defineparameters' associated with the file. This section describes each method of access and the associated required
'defineparameters'.

Sequential Retrieval of KSDS Files:

You do not need to specify 'defineparameters' for sequential access to a KSDS file. The Reporting Facility automatically
assumes the parameters to be 'KSDS,KEY,SEQ'. However, you can supply 'defineparameters' with one of the following
methods:

• Specification of an initial value for the 80-byte Communications Area directly on the FILE command
• A SET or MOVE command with reference to the field filename.VSAM, where filename is the name that is specified on

the FILE command.

The following example is a Reporting Facility program illustrating the techniques necessary for KSDS VSAM sequential
file access:

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM RECORD=100

        DEF  DIVISION                                1-2 X

        DEF  DEPARTMENT                              3-5 X

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                         6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NAME                         10-25 X

        REPORT 'KSDS SAMPLE 1'

        SELECT  ALL
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        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

Skip Sequential Retrieval of KSDS Files:

Retrieval of KSDS files using the skip sequential method is far more efficient than direct retrieval. When using this method,
the first record made available is one that is equal to or greater than the specified key. The keys that are specified within
the Reporting Facility program definition must be in ascending sequence.

Code the 'defineparameters' necessary for skip sequential processing of a KSDS VSAM file as follows:

►►─ 'KSDS,KEY,SKP ─┬───────────┬─ ' ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ ,GEN(n) ─┘

,GEN(n)
Is the length of the generic key. You must specify it when you request a generic key.

The following Reporting Facility program illustrates the techniques necessary for KSDS VSAM skip sequential file access.
Access is performed with a full key argument.

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM RECORD=100

        DEF FILE-KEY                                   1-9 X

        DEF DIVISION                                   1-2 X

        DEF DEPARTMENT                                 3-5 X

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                            6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NAME                            10-25 X

        DEF FIRST-TIME-SWITCH(1)  EQ 'F'

        GOTO DO-SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS WHEN FIRST-TIME-SWITCH NE 'F'

        MOVE 'AA0019999' TO FILE-KEY

        MOVE 'KSDS,KEY,SKP' TO MASTER.VSAM

        GET  MASTER

        MOVE 'SEQ' TO MASTER.VSAM

        MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-TIME-SWITCH

        GOTO TEST WHEN MASTER NE END-OF-FILE

        MOVE BLANK TO MASTER

        GOTO TEST

 DO-SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS:  CONTINUE

        GET MASTER

        GOTO EOJ WHEN MASTER EQ END-OF-FILE

        REPORT 'KSDS SKIP SEQUENTIAL SAMPLE 1'

        SELECT ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

The following example is a Reporting Facility program illustrating the techniques necessary for KSDS VSAM skip
sequential file access. Access is performed with a generic key argument.

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM RECORD=100

        DEF FILE-KEY                                   1-9 X

        DEF DIVISION                                   1-2 X
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        DEF DEPARTMENT                                 3-5 X

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                            6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NAME                            10-25 X

        DEF FIRST-TIME-SWITCH(1) EQ 'F'

        GOTO DO-SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS WHEN FIRST-TIME-SWITCH NE 'F'

        MOVE 'AA' TO DIVISION

        MOVE 'KSDS,KEY,SKP,GEN(2)' TO MASTER.VSAM

        GET MASTER

        MOVE 'SEQ' TO MASTER.VSAM

        MOVE 'N' TO FIRST-TIME-SWITCH

        GOTO TEST WHEN MASTER NE END-OF-FILE

        MOVE BLANK TO MASTER

        GOTO TEST

 DO-SEQUENTIAL-ACCESS:  CONTINUE

        GET MASTER

        GOTO EOJ WHEN MASTER EQ END-OF-FILE

        REPORT 'KSDS SKIP SEQUENTIAL SAMPLE 2'

        SELECT ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

Direct Retrieval of KSDS Files:

To perform direct retrieval of KSDS files, use the full key argument or a generic key for the file. If this method does not
make available the first record that contains the specified key, a NO-RECORD-FOUND condition occurs.

With direct retrieval using a generic key argument, the record made available is one that is equal to or greater than the
specified key. The generic key length can be equal to the full key length.

Code the 'defineparameters' necessary for direct retrieval of a KSDS VSAM file as follows:

►►─ 'KSDS,KEY,DIR ─┬───────────┬─ ' ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ ,GEN(n) ─┘

,GEN(n)
Is the length of the generic key. You must specify it when you request a generic key.

The following Reporting Facility program illustrates the techniques necessary for KSDS VSAM direct file access. Access is
shown here with a full key argument.

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 CARDIN: FILE CARD

        DEF CARD-KEY                                   1-9 X

 MASTER: FILE VSAM RECORD=100

        DEF FILE-KEY                                   1-9 X

        DEF DIVISION                                   1-2 X

        DEF DEPARTMENT                                 3-5 X

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                            6-9 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF EMPLOYEE-NAME                            10-25 X

        MOVE CARD-KEY to FILE-KEY

        GET MASTER

        SET MESSAGE(15) TO ' '

        GOTO TEST WHEN MASTER NE 'E'

        MOVE SPACE TO MASTER
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        MOVE 'NO RECORD FOUND' TO MESSAGE

        REPORT 'KSDS DIRECT RETRIEVAL SAMPLE  1'

        SELECT 'A' WHERE FILE-KEY EQ CARD-KEY

        SELECT ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   CARD-KEY A;DIVISION A;DEPARTMENT A;EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

                                  A;EMPLOYEE-NAME MESSAGE

        END

RRDS Organization

Retrieval of records from VSAM files organized as RRDS can be sequential, skip sequential, or direct, using a full key
argument only. Specification of a generic key is not permitted.

When using the skip sequential or direct retrieval methods, you must define the key as the first four bytes of the record
I/O area. Other than the preceding restrictions, the rules of KSDS retrieval also apply to RRDS retrieval. Code the
'defineparameters' necessary for relative record processing of a VSAM file as follows:

►►─ 'RROD,KEY, ─┬───────┬─ ' ─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                ├─ SEQ ─┤

                ├─ SKP ─┤

                └─ DIR ─┘

The following Reporting Facility program illustrates the techniques necessary for RRDS VSAM sequential file access:

        USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.'

 MASTER: FILE VSAM   'RRDS,KEY,SEQ'    RECORD=29

        DEF  RELATIVE-KEY-VALUE                        1-4 B

        DEF  DIVISION                                  5-6 X

        DEF  DEPARTMENT                                7-9 X

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER                         10-13 N   'EMPNO'

        DEF  EMPLOYEE-NAME                           14-29 X

        REPORT 'RRDS SAMPLE 1'

        SELECT ALL

        CONTROL EMPLOYEE-NUMBER

        PRINT   DIVISION DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEE-NUMBER EMPLOYEE-NAME

        END

DISK File Definition

This format of the FILE command defines the physical attributes of an input disk file. The DISK File Definition command is
coded as follows:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ DISK ─┬──────────┬─ RECORD=recsize ───────────────►

               └─ FILE ──┘        └─ device ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────┬───────►◄

   └─ BLOCK=blksize ─┘ ├─ VARIABLE ─┤ └─ SEQUENTIAL ─┘ └─ KEY=string ─┘

                       └─ FIXED ────┘
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filename:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program. You must terminate the file name with a colon, with no
intervening blanks. Datacom/DB Reporting Facility automatically generates an alphanumeric field with the same
name as the file name (without the colon). It is to be used as a return code in conjunction with the GET command.

device
Indicates the device type on which the input file resides. When this parameter is coded, it must immediately follow
the disk keyword. If you omit this parameter, the Reporting Facility assumes that the file resides on either of the
following:

• Default device type selected during installation
• Device type specified by OPTION DISK= parameter for this run

Valid device type codes are 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390 and 9345 (and FBA for z/VSE).
RECORD&equals.recsize

Specifies the length of each logical record in the input file. The coded value must be equal to or less than track
capacity of the device.

BLOCK&equals.blksize
Specifies the length of each physical block in the input file. If specified, it must be an even multiple of the record
size. When this parameter is omitted, the Reporting Facility assumes the block size to be the same as the record
size.

FIXED|VARIABLE
FIXED indicates that each record on the file is of equal length, as specified in the RECORD= parameter.
VARIABLE indicates that each record on the file can be of different lengths, but not exceeding the value coded
in the RECORD= parameter. When a variable length file is defined, you must allow for the standard record
descriptor word (four bytes) that is always returned in the first four positions of the I/O buffer.

SEQUENTIAL
Specifies the physical organization of the file as a sequential data set.

INDEXED(n)
Specifies the physical organization of the file as an indexed sequential (ISAM) data set. The length of the key
defined for the file must either be coded in n or using the KEY= parameter. When n is specified, it must be a
positive integer less than or equal to the value specified in the RECORD= parameter or 255, whichever is smaller.

KEY=string
Specifies the sequence in which the file is to be presented to the Reporting Facility. The string consists of the field
names defined as comprising the key to the file.

Note the following:

• In a z/OS environment, at execution time, the appropriate values in the JCL can override the record size and block
size.

• In a single run, you can define and access any number of disk files.
• The file name must match the file name in the JCL (in a z/OS environment, DDNAME; in a z/VSE environment, the

DLBL name).

TAPE File Definition

This format of the FILE command defines the physical attributes of an input tape file. The TAPE File Definition command
is coded as follows:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ TAPE ─ RECORD=recsize ─ UNIT=SYSnnn ──────────────►

               └─ FILE ──┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ BLOCK=blksize ─┘ ├─ VARIABLE ─┤ └─ LABEL= ─┬─ STANDARD ─┬─┘

                       └─ FIXED ────┘            └─ NONE ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ REWIND= ─┬─ UNLOAD ─┬─┘ └─ KEY=string ─┘

               ├─ YES ────┤

               └─ NO ─────┘

filename:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program. The Reporting Facility automatically generates a one-
character alphanumeric field to be used as a return code in conjunction with the GET command.

RECORD=recsize
Specifies the length of each logical record in the input file. The value coded here must be in the range of 1-32760.

UNIT=SYSnnn
(z/VSE only) Specifies the physical device address of the magnetic tape reel (or first reel of multivolume tape file).
Code according to site standards.

BLOCK=blksize
Specifies the length of each physical block in the input file. If specified, it must be an even multiple of the record
size. If omitted, block size is assumed to be the same as the record size.

VARIABLE|FIXED
VARIABLE indicates that each record on the file can be a different length, but may not exceed the value of the
RECORD= parameter. When defining a variable length file, allow for the standard record descriptor word (four
bytes) returned in the first four positions of the I/O buffer.
FIXED indicates that each record on the file is of equal length, as specified in the RECORD= parameter.

LABEL=NONE|STANDARD (z/VSE only)
STANDARD (z/VSE only) indicates that the tape file contains standard labels. If the LABEL= clause is omitted,
this is the default.
NONE Indicates that the tape file is unlabeled.

REWIND=UNLOAD|YES|NO (z/VSE only)
UNLOAD specifies that the input tape file must be rewound and unloaded when closed. It is the default if
REWIND= is omitted.
YES specifies that when the input tape file is closed, it must be rewound and left in a ready state (at the beginning
of the file).
NO specifies that when the input tape file is closed, it is not rewound or unloaded, but left in a ready state at the
position last read.

KEY=string
Specifies the sequence in which the file is presented to the Reporting Facility. The string consists of the field
names defined as comprising the key to the file.

Note the following:

• In a z/OS environment, the JCL values can override the record size and block size for execution.
• You can define and access any number of tape files in a single run.
• The file name specified must match the file name in the JCL (in z/OS, DDNAME; in z/VSE, the DLBL name).
• In z/OS, the JCL specifies the disposition of the tape after the close.
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CARD File Definition

Learn how to define input CARD file attributes using the FILE command in the Datacom Reporting Facility. Find the
command format and an explanation of filename.

This format of the FILE command defines input CARD file attributes:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ CARD ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ FILE ──┘

filename:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program, coded in accordance with standard file naming
conventions. The file name must be terminated by a colon, with no intervening blanks. The Reporting Facility
automatically generates a one-character alphanumeric field, with the same name as the file name. The field is to
be used as a return code with the GET command.

Note the following considerations:

• Only one CARD file can appear in a single Reporting Facility run.
• Assume that the record size is 80.
• Since the control commands are read from SYSIN/SYSIPT, the input file must immediately follow the END command in

the Reporting Facility program.
• Retrieve the next sequential record by issuing the GET command.

IMS-DL/I Database Definition

This format of the FILE command defines the physical attributes of an IMS-DL/I database input file. The IMS-DL/I
Database Definition command is coded as follows:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ DLI ─ RECORD=nnn ─────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ FILE ──┘

filename:
Is a unique file name within the Reporting Facility program. The Reporting Facility automatically generates a one-
character alphanumeric field, with the same name as the file name. It is to be used as a return code in conjunction
with the GET command.

DLI
Indicates that this is an IMS-DL/I file. An 80-byte Communications Area is automatically allocated by the
Reporting Facility to be used for communication between the DL/I interface program and the Reporting Facility.

On completion of a GET command, the Reporting Facility automatically returns the PCB feedback information to this area
in a specific format. Use it in conjunction with the return code to determine the status of the I/O area. The format is as
follows:

Field Name Position Description
PCBPROPT 1 -- 4 Processing option
PCBSC 5 -- 6 Status code
PCBDBDNM 7 -- 14 Database name
PCBLEV 15 -- 16 Segment level feedback
PCBSEGNM 17 -- 24 Segment name feedback
PCBLFBK 25 -- 28 Length of key feedback (fullword binary)
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PCBFBK 29 -- 80 Key feedback area

For a complete description of the contents and utilization of the PCB feedback area, see the relevant IBM publication.

RECORD=nnn
Is an unsigned numeric constant specifying the length of the data portion of the DL/I file to be accessed, plus
an additional 255 characters for communication with DL/I. The system reserves the 255 characters of control
information to be the first 255 characters of the I/O area.
The data accessed from a DL/I file is returned starting at location 256. The subsequent Format 1 DEFINE
commands must define all data to be returned as being relative to 256.

The following is a schematic of the format of the I/O area as required by the DL/I interface program:

1 -- 4
4-character function code

5 -- 6
2 - byte packed decimal number, denoting the number of segment search arguments (SSAs) to follow (maximum
value is ten)

7 -- 14
8 - character segment name, specifying the segment to be retrieved

15 -- 255
Optional SSAs

256 -- nnn
Returned data

Note the following:

• The GET command accesses the DL/I files. In the case of the primary file, the Reporting Facility accesses the DL/I
files automatically. A one-character alphanumeric field, which must be referenced by the same name as the file name
on the FILE command, contains the return code from the GET operation.
During retrieval of records from a DL/I file, two conditions can occur:
– END-OF-FILE (return code E)
– NO-RECORD-FOUND (return code N)

• Only GET type commands are supported in the function code bytes 1 -- 4 of the I/O area.
• Where the PSB can contain several PCBs, the DL/I interface program accesses the correct PCB by referring to the

contents of bytes 7 -- 14 of the PCB feedback area prior to executing the GET command against the DL/I file.
Three unique conditions can occur:
– If bytes 7 -- 14 are blank, the system uses the first PCB.
– If bytes 7 -- 8 are a valid packed decimal number in the range of 1 -- 255, the system considers it to be the number

of the required PCB within the PSB.
– If bytes 7 -- 14 are non-blank and non-numeric, the system considers it to be a database name and the PCBs are

searched for a matching name.

The database name is returned in bytes 7 -- 14 of the PCB feedback area after each DL/I call. You can, at any time,
reference a different database simply by changing the contents of this field. You can use this method to access different
databases even if only a single DL/I file is defined in the Reporting Facility program.

IBM imposes strict rules for coding SSAs and you must follow them precisely. A typical qualified SSA is structured as
follows:

 (key/sequence fieldname = search argument)
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The search argument is the comparative value against which the specified key/sequence field is to be checked and must
therefore be the same length and format of the key/sequence field.

User-Supplied File Access Definition

If the types of input files previously described in this document do not provide the appropriate methods for accessing a
particular file, you can code your own specialized routine and cause the Reporting Facility to call it.

The following format of the FILE command describes how to define a user-supplied File Access Module (user-module) to
the Reporting Facility:

►►─ filename: ─┬─ INPUT ─┬─ modulename ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────►

               └─ FILE ──┘              └─ 'alphanumeric literal' ─┘

 ►─ RECORD=nnn ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ PROG=type ─┘

filename:
Is a unique identifier within the Reporting Facility program, coded in accordance with standard file naming
conventions. A one-character alphanumeric field is generated by Datacom/DB Reporting Facility with the same
name as the file name, to be used as a return code in conjunction with the GET command.

modulename
Is a maximum eight-character name by which the user program has been cataloged to the user Load Library. The
first character must be in the range of A -- Z and subsequent characters must be in the range of A -- Z or 0 -- 9.
The module name must be different from the file name.
The system automatically allocates an 80-byte area to be used for communication between the user-module and
the Reporting Facility. The 80-byte area is a field that resides in the GSA; you can reference it by the field name of
the module name.
To code a multiple user routine in a single run with the same module name, qualify the reference to the
Communications Area.

'alphanumeric literal'
Specifies an initial value for the 80-byte Communications Area defined above. If you omit this parameter, the
system sets the Communications Area to blanks.

RECORD=nnn
Specifies the length of the I/O buffer where the user-module places the accessed data. It is the sole responsibility
of the user-module to fill this area with data. This is a required parameter and must be a valid numeric constant
greater than 0.

PROG=type
Specifies the source language of the user-module so that the necessary internal linkage can be set up properly.
Valid entries are ASSEMBLY, ASM, BAL, COBOL, or COB. If you omit this parameter, the system assumes
ASSEMBLY.

Note the following:

• The Reporting Facility calls the user-module once for each GET or, in the case of the primary file, once per cycle.
On return from the user-module, the Reporting Facility expects the user-module to present a single logical record for
processing.
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The user-module must assume complete responsibility for the integrity of the files it accesses, including their opening
and closing.

• The 80-byte Communications Area is available for two-way communication between the user-module and the
Reporting Facility. You can modify the contents to direct the actions of the user-module. Similarly, the user-module can
post information in the Communications Area which can then be interrogated by the Reporting Facility.

• The user-module can signal four conditions through use of bytes 1 -- 4 of the Communications Area. They are:
END-OF-FILE 27

By filling bytes 1 -- 4 of the Communication Area with X'FF' (hexadecimal high-values), you can signal the END-
OF-FILE condition to the Reporting Facility. Post the END-OF-FILE condition after the last record has been
processed.

NO-RECORD-FOUND 27
By setting bytes 1 -- 4 of the Communications Area to X'FFFFFFFE', you can signal the NO-RECORD-FOUND
condition.

RECORD-FOUND 27
When bytes 1 -- 4 contain blanks on return from the user-module, the Reporting Facility assumes that data has
been placed in the I/O area and sets the return code to Y.

abend condition 27
If the user-module detects a condition serious enough to terminate the run immediately, fill bytes 1 -- 4 of the
Communications Area with hexadecimal low-values.
Fill the remaining bytes in the Communications Area, bytes 5 -- 80, with any user message to be printed along
with the Reporting Facility abend message. Processing terminates, and a complete system dump is executed.

FORMAT Command
The FORMAT command specifies the contents of the optional output file that is to be created by the Datacom Rporting
Facility in Write-Only mode.

(Area 4B)

The FORMAT command is coded as follows:

            ┌───────────────────────────────────┐

►►─ FORMAT──▼─┬── fieldname ──────────────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────►◄

              ├── 'alphanumeric literal' ─────┤

              └── spacing value ──────────────┘

fieldname
Specifies the predefined field name of a field to be placed on the output file.

'alphanumeric literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric literal, enclosed in apostrophes, to be placed on the output file.

spacing value
Specifies the number of blanks to be inserted before the next field in the record (or at the end of the record if no
further fields are specified).
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NOTE

• Use of this command is valid only in Write-Only mode. Do not code REPORT CONTROL and PRINT
commands within the same Datacom Reporting Facility run. You can specify only one FORMAT command.

• When in Write-Only mode and the FORMAT command is omitted, the Datacom Reporting Facility creates an
output disk file with the same format as the primary input file.

• It is possible to create fixed-length records only on the output file, regardless of the input format.
• Numeric spacing values on the FORMAT command cause blanks to be inserted between data fields in the

output record. In the absence of such spacing values, output fields are contiguous.
• The Datacom Reporting Facility automatically calculates the size requirement for the fixed-length record. It

cannot exceed track capacity for the device on which it resides.
• The JCL name of the output file must be DROUT.

GET Command (Report Facility)
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the GET command allows you to determine the order in which files are processed.

(Area 3)

The GET command causes entry to a module that only accesses and transfers data from an input file. You can code a
user-module or the Reporting Facility can supply a module. Format the GET command as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ GET ─ filename ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

   └─ label: ─┘                  └─ logical expression ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label that allows a GOTO branch to be made to this statement.

filename
Specifies the name of the file to be accessed. This is the same name that appears on the FILE command for the
table to be accessed.

logical expression
Optionally enables you to specify constraints on the acceptance of records from the file. Such a logical expression
not only can contain references to field names contained within the records for that specific file, but can specify
non-key fields and those fields identified as key fields in the KEY= clause of the FILE command. Logical
expressions cannot appear on GET commands issued for access to a VSAM file, a DL/I file, a Datacom/DB table,
or a user-module.

NOTE
Note the following:

• The first file defined in a Reporting Facility program is known as the primary file; all others are known as
secondary files. The Reporting Facility handles the primary file automatically by default except in the case of
Datacom/DB tables or IMS-DL/I files. If the system encounters a GET command specifying a primary file, it
deletes the automatic file handling statements. You are responsible for handling the file access statements
necessary for the primary file.

• GET commands present the next sequential record in the file, or (if a user-module is specified) call the user-
module. In any case, the execution of a GET command controls four distinct settings of the return code. The
system automatically sets up the return code when the file is defined using the FILE command with the
same name as the file name. The four settings are:

F
You have not yet issued a GET command against this file.
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Y
The requested record from the file is in the I/O area.

N
A NO-RECORD-FOUND condition exists. Contents of the I/O area are unpredictable.

E
END-OF-FILE has been reached on the specified file. Contents of the I/O area are unpredictable.

GOTO Command
The GOTO (or GO TO) command causes conditional or unconditional transfer to another statement within the Datacom/
DB Reporting Facility program. Find the command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 3)

The format of the GOTO command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ GOTO ─ destination ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

   └─ label: ─┘                      └─ logical expression ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label, possibly referenced within another GOTO command, that allows a GOTO
branch to be made to this statement.

destination
The destination can be any of the following options:
label

Specifies the label that is attached on the statement to which control is to be passed.
START

Specifies that control is to be passed to the predefined label START. Control is passed to the first
procedural instruction.

TEST
Specifies that control is to be passed to the predefined label TEST. All further data manipulation
statements are bypassed and control is passed directly to the record selection logic that corresponds to
the first SELECT statement.

EOJ
Specifies that control is to be passed to the predefined label EOJ. In Primary mode, file reading stops, the
sort begins, and reports print (containing only records selected up to that point). In Secondary or Write-
Only mode, files close and the Reporting Facility run terminates.

ABORT
Indicates that an abnormal condition exists. The system terminates processing with a complete formatted
dump.

logical expression
Specifies the constraints for any branching. If omitted, the Reporting Facility takes an unconditional branch to
the specified label. When coded, the logical expression must be satisfied before any branching takes place. The
branch is to either the specified label or the next sequential instruction.
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You can apply and branch labels only to these commands:

ADD
COMPUTE
CONTINUE
DECODE

DECREMENT
DIVIDE
ENDPROC
GET

GOTO
INCREMENT
MOVE
MULTIPLY

PERFORM
PROC
SET
SUBTRACT

INCREMENT Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the INCREMENT command algebraically increments a predefined numeric field by a
specified numeric constant or the contents of another predefined numeric field.

(Area 3)

INCR or UP can be used in place of INCREMENT. The format of the INCREMENT command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─┬─ INCREMENT ─┬─ fieldname1 ─┬──────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ label: ─┘ └─ UP ────────┘              └─ BY ─┘

 ►─┬─ fieldname2 ───────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬───────────►◄

   └─ numeric constant ─┘ └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

                            └─ GIVING ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label, referenced within a GOTO command, that allows a GOTO branch to be
made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies the name given to the predefined numeric field whose value is to be used as the base for the addition of
two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given to the predefined numeric field whose value is to be added to the value in fieldname1.
Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to add to fieldname1.

fieldname3
Optionally specifies the predefined numeric field in which the sum is placed. Predefine the field name as zoned
decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

            Predefined field name:    FIELD1    FIELD2    FIELD3    INDEX
           Numeric precision:      3.2       1.4       3.4      2.0 
           Initial value of field:   (123.45)  (5.4321)     (1)      (10)

     INCREMENT INDEX BY 1                nc        nc         nc       11
     INCREMENT INDEX BY FIELD3           nc        nc         nc       11
     INCREMENT FIELD1 BY FIELD2
          GIVING FIELD3                  nc        nc   128.8821       nc
     INCR FIELD1 by -1.5             121.95        nc         nc       mc
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     INCREMENT INDEX BY FIELD2
          GIVING FIELD3                  nc        nc    15.4321       nc
     UP INDEX BY INDEX                   nc        nc         nc       20
     UP INDEX BY 10                      nc        nc    11.0000       nc
     INCREMENT FIELD3 INDEX INDEX        nc        nc         nc       11
     INCREMENT FIELD2 BY FIELD3          nc    6.4321         nc       nc
     INCREMENT INDEX BY 2.93             nc        nc         nc       12
     INCR FIELD1 BY +.92             124.37        nc         nc       nc
     UP FIELD2 BY .333                   nc    5.7651         nc       nc

NOTE
Note the following:

• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the addition, but the final result

is aligned based on the DEFINE command options coded for the result field.
• The keywords BY and GIVING are optional.

LIBRARY Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the LIBRARY command allows you to enter the Library Maintenance mode. You can
perform Library Maintenance commands only when you are in the Library Maintenance mode.

(Area 5)

The format of the LIBRARY command is as follows:

►►─ LIBRARY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE

• The LIBRARY command must be first in the Reporting Facility command sequence, and you can use only
one LIBRARY command per Reporting Facility run.

• The Reporting Facility restricts the use of the LIBRARY command to Library Maintenance mode.
• Once the Reporting Facility Library Maintenance mode is entered, the entire run is dedicated to that purpose.

LOAD Command
The LOAD command in the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility catalogs all subsequent statements in the Reporting Facility
call library under the member name specified. Find the command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 5)

The format of the LOAD command is as follows:

►►─ LOAD ─ membername ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ comment ─┘

membername
Specifies the unique name under which subsequent data is stored.

comment
Specifies an optional comment string that is converted into a NOTE command and is automatically inserted as the
first command of the member. This NOTE command and the member name is printed on all Display Index reports.
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NOTE

• The Reporting Facility restricts the use of the LOAD command to Library Maintenance mode only.
• The LOAD command can be one of multiple Library Maintenance commands in a single Reporting Facility

run.
• When the source statements that comprise the member are added to the library, they are not edited for

validity by the system. Editing takes place only when you include the member in a Reporting Facility program
by invoking a CALL command.

• The source statements that comprise the member to be loaded can be any of the standard command sets
in Reporting Facility except Library Maintenance commands. The system recognizes the end of the current
member in one of three ways:
– Another Library Maintenance command is found.
– An END command is found.
– End-of-data is reached on the input stream (SYSIPT|SYSIN).

MOVE Command
The MOVE command in the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility moves a constant or the contents of a predefined field to
another predefined field. Find the command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 3)

The format of the MOVE command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ MOVE ─ predefined field ─┬──────┬─ fieldname2 ───────────────►◄

   └─ label: ─┘                           └─ TO ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label, possibly referenced within a GOTO command, that allows a GOTO branch
to be made to this statement.

predefined field
The predefined field can be any of the following:
numeric constant

Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be used as the sending field. When a numeric constant is
referenced, you must define fieldname2 as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

'alphanumeric literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric constant as the sending field. The alphanumeric constant is enclosed
in apostrophes. When you use 'alphanumeric literal' , you must define fieldname2 as
alphanumeric.

hexadecimal
Specifies a hexadecimal literal, coded in the format literal X'nn', where nn represents an even number of
valid hexadecimal digits to be used as the sending field. When used, you must define fieldname2 as
alphanumeric.

LOW-VALUE
Specifies that fieldname2 is to be filled with binary low-values. Define fieldname2 as alphanumeric.

HIGH-VALUE
Specifies that fieldname2 is to be filled with binary high-values.

SPACE
Specifies that fieldname2 is to be initialized to blanks.
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ZERO
Specifies that fieldname2 is to be initialized to zero, based on the type code associated with
fieldname2. Predefine fieldname2 as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined field whose value represents the receiving field. You must predefine the
field name.

Example

The following example shows an input card file definition with some fields that are defined in the GSA. These fields
illustrate some practical uses of the MOVE command.

 INPT: FILE CARD

       DEFINE  COMPANY-NAME                 1-20     X     fields in an

       DEFINE  COMPANY-NUMBER              21-23     N     input buffer

       DEFINE  DEPARTMENT                     24     X

       DEFINE  COMMISSION                  25-31     P2

       DEFINE  YTD-SALES                   32-40     P2

       DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER             41-45     N

       DEFINE WORK-FIELD(10)=' '                           miscellaneous

       DEFINE WORK-FIELD-2 EQ                              fields in

            WORK-FIELD                       1-4     B     the GSA

       DEFINE  ARRAY(4)=' '

       OCCURS 10 TIMES

       DEFINE  COMMISSION(5.2)=0

       DEFINE  INDEX(2.0)=1

 MOVE SPACES TO WORK-FIELD

 MOVE ZERO TO WORK-FIELD-2

 MOVE ARRAY(INDEX) TO WORK-FIELD

 MOVE INPT.COMMISSION TO GSA.COMMISSION

 MOVE LOW-VALUES TO ARRAY(9)

 MOVE X'C1C2C3C4C5' TO WORK-FIELD

 MOVE HIGH-VALUE TO DEPARTMENT

 MOVE COMPANY-NUMBER TO ARRAY(INDEX)

NOTE

• The keyword TO is optional.
• All rules of the field name definition apply to this command. Field names can specify scalar variables or array

elements. Field name qualification is supported where appropriate.
• The sending and receiving fields must be of the same general type.

MULTIPLY Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the MULTIPLY command algebraically multiplies a predefined numeric field by a
specified numeric constant or the contents of another predefined numeric field.

(Area 3)

TIMES can be used in place of BY in the following command.

The format of the MULTIPLY command is as follows:
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►►─┬──────────┬─ MULTIPLY ─ fieldname1 ─┬──────┬─┬─ fieldname2 ───────┬───────►

   └─ label: ─┘                         └─ BY ─┘ └─ numeric constant ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ GIVING ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label, referenced within a GOTO command, that allows a GOTO branch to be
made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value represents the multiplicand for the multiplication
of two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value represents the multiplier for the multiplication of
two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be used as the multiplier in the calculation.

fieldname3
Optionally specifies a predefined numeric field in which the product will be placed. Predefine the field name as
zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

           Predefined field name:     FIELD1     FIELD2     FIELD3     INDEX
          Numeric precision:       3.2        1.4        3.4       2.0  
          Initial value of field:    (123.45)   (2.0005)    (Zero)      (3)

    MULTIPLY FIELD1 BY 2              246.90         nc        nc        nc
    MULTIPLY FIELD2 BY INDEX              nc     6.0015        nc        nc
    MULTIPLY FIELD1 BY FIELD2
         GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc   246.9617       nc
    MULTIPLY FIELD1 BY -1.5          -185.17         nc         nc       nc
    MULTLPLY FIELD2 BY 3
         GIVING FIELD3                    nc         nc     6.0015       nc
    MULTIPLY INDEX BY INDEX               nc         nc         nc        9
    MULTIPLY FIELD3 BY INDEX              nc         nc     0.0000       nc
    MULTIPLY FIELD1 INDEX FIELD2          nc     0.3500         nc       nc
    MULTIPLY INDEX BY FIELD3              nc         nc         nc        0
    MULTIPLY INDEX TIMES 16               nc         nc         nc       48
    MULTIPLY FIELD1 TIMES +.92        113.57         nc         nc       nc
    MULTIPLY FIELD2 BY .333               nc     0.6661         nc       nc

NOTE
Note the following:
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• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the multiplication, but the final

result is aligned based on the DEFINE command options coded for the result field.
• The keywords BY, TIMES, and GIVING are optional.
• All rules of field name definition apply to this command. That is, field names can specify

scalar variables or array elements, and field name qualification is supported where
appropriate.

NOTE Command
The NOTE command in the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Program enables inserting comments or documentation into
the source program. Find the command purpose, description, syntax, and an example.

(Areas 1,2A,2B,3,4A,4B)

Use the NOTE command to insert comments or documentation into the source program.

The format of the NOTE command is as follows:

►►─ NOTE ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ Any comment ─┘

NOTE

• NOTE commands print during the compilation only if you specify OPTION LIST ON. You can place the NOTE
commands at any point within the source program. However, do not place your NOTE commands inside
other commands.

• NOTE commands do not influence compilation, but serve only as comments.
• Any combination of characters is permissible within the NOTE command. Termination of the comment occurs

at the end of the source record on which the NOTE command occurs. The Reporting Facility automatically
resumes extraction of character strings at the beginning of the next source record.

• Multiple NOTE commands produce longer comments and graphic displays.

Example

  NOTE*********************************************************

  NOTE                                                        *

  NOTE                                                        *

  NOTE           THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO                 *

  NOTE           FORM A COMMENT BLOCK WITHIN                  *

  NOTE           A REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM.                *

  NOTE                                                        *

  NOTE                                                        *

  NOTE*********************************************************

OPTION Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the OPTION command overrides default options and provides parameters that influence
opration methods.

(Area 1)

The OPTION command serves two functions:
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• It overrides, for a single processing run, the default options specified at system installation time.
• It provides parameters that influence the method of operation.

The format of the OPTION command is as follows:

NOTE
AUTO and phasename are parameters of DBCOMM.

►►─ OPTION ─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────►

            └─ ABORT ─┘ └─ COMPILE ─┘ └─ DASH ─┬─ ON  ──┬─┘

                                               └─ OFF ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ DBCOMM= ─┬─ AUTO ──────┬─┘ └─ DBPRI=priority ─┘

               └─ phasename ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─┬─ DBSEQBUF= ──┬─┬─ 2  ──┬─┘ └─ DDDBID=dbid ─┘

     └─ DBSEQBUFS= ─┘ └─ nn ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────►

   └─┬─ DISK= ──┬─ device ─┘ └─ EXCLUDE ─┘ └─ INDEXERR= ─┬─ 1 ─────┬─┘

     └─ DISKS= ─┘                                        ├─ FIRST ─┤

                                                         └─ ABORT ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────┬─┬─────────────┬────────►

   └─ LANG=language ─┘ └─ LIST ─┬─ ON  ──┬─┘ └─ MAP ─┘ └─ NEWREPORT ─┘

                                └─ OFF ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ OMIT ─┬─ DETAIL ─┬ ─ BLANK LINES ─┘ └─ OUTLIMnnn ─┬─ LINES ───┬─┘

            ├─ TOTAL ──┤                                ├─ RECORDS ─┤

            └─ ALL ────┘                                └─ PAGES ───┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬───────►

   └─ PAGE=nnn ─┘ └─ PRINTER=nnn ─┘ └─ PRTEXIT=phasename ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RUNDIAG= ─┬─ YES ───┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

►►─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►

   └─ SIGN= ─┬─ F ───┬─┘ └─ SORT= ─┬─ NONE ─┬─┘

             └─ C ───┘             └─ nnn ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WRITE ONLY ─┬───────────────┬─┘ └─ XREF ─┘

                  └─ BLOCKED nnn ─┘

ABORT
Specifies that when the OPTION command is encountered, the Reporting Facility is to abort and print a system
dump. This parameter is very rarely required, but you could use it for trapping and analyzing internal abend
conditions.
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COMPILE
Specifies that only source statements are to be compiled. The system creates no reports or output files. The
Reporting Facility terminates the run immediately following the compilation. Use this feature to ensure that a clean
compile is achieved before execution takes place. When this parameter is not present, the Reporting Facility
defaults to COMPILE and EXECUTE.

DASH ON|OFF
Specifies whether the Reporting Facility compiler is to accept dashes as valid characters in data names. This
parameter is necessary to allow for downward compatibility with earlier versions of the Reporting Facility where
dashes were not allowed as valid characters in data names. If this parameter is omitted, DASH ON is the default.

• DASH ON indicates that dashes are valid characters in data names.
• DASH OFF indicates that dashes are not allowed in data names.

DBCOMM=AUTO|phasename
Is used in conjunction with Datacom/DB table access in a program. It specifies the manner in which the required
Datacom/DB User Requirements Table (URT) is referenced. You may specify the following parameters:
AUTO

Specifies that the Reporting Facility is to generate the URT entries automatically. The system makes a
single entry for each Datacom/DB table defined in the run and generates an entry. This option can be
disallowed by site management at product modification time.

phasename
Specifies a maximum eight-character name assigned to a prelink-edited UR that contains an entry for
each Datacom/DB table to be accessed in the run. The first character of the phase name must be in
the range of A -- Z and subsequent characters must be in the range of A -- Z or 0 -- 9. This option must
be used if DBCOMM=NOAUTO was chosen by site management at product modification time through the
IS08Z09 macro.

DBPRI=priority
Specifies the priority of the automatically generated URT. Valid options are 1 -- 15. The default is 3.

DBSEQBUF[S]=n
Specifies the number of sequential buffers. You can specify DBSEQBUF or DBSEQBUFS. This option is valid
only with GETIT processing. The default is 2. The valid entries are 2 through 128 or -2 through -128.

DDDBID=dbid
Specifies the physical database ID in which Datacom Datadictionary resides. The system maintains the default
value in the System Resource Table associated with the active dictionary. You need this parameter only if an
alternate Datacom Datadictionary needs to be referenced. Use this parameter only for processing COPYDD
commands in the Reporting Facility program. .cp10

DISK=device
Specifies the physical disk drive device type to be used by the Reporting Facility in any of three instances:

• As the Hit File (SORTIN|SORTOUT) you execute in Primary mode
• As the default device type when you define an input disk file using a FILE command
• As the device type on which the Reporting Facility call library resides if you process CALL commands or invoke

Library Maintenance mode

The only way to modify the disk device type on which the DRWORK file resides is to modify the system default
value.
The system establishes the default disk device type during the installation of the Reporting Facility. This
parameter overrides the default value for the current execution of the Reporting Facility.
Valid entries are 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, 9345, and FBA (z/VSE).
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EXCLUDE
Specifies that all page headings on the output reports are to be suppressed. If EXCLUDE is specified, it must
precede the PAGE= parameter on the OPTION command. This parameter does not affect the printing of the
Reporting Facility compile listing.

INDEXERR=FIRST|1|ABORT
Specifies the default processing to be performed when an index violation occurs during processing of an array
reference. An index violation occurs when:

• The index specified is invalid, such as non-numeric or zero.
• The index value is greater than the number of entries defined in the array.

One of three parameters can be specified:
FIRST

Specifies that the Reporting Facility is to default to using the first element in the array when an index
violation occurs, then to continue processing.

1
Causes the same affect as FIRST.

ABORT
Causes the Reporting Facility to abend immediately and print a system dump when an index violation
occurs.

If no parameter is specified, the Reporting Facility assumes it is FIRST. The Reporting Facility automatically prints
a line showing the number of index violations that occurred during execution of the Reporting Facility program.

LANG=language
Specifies the language translation to be performed when printing the literals 'PAGE', 'GRAND TOTAL', 'END OF
REPORT', and the three-character abbreviation of the alphabetic month. The 'PAGE' and month abbreviation
translations print on the Reporting Facility compiler listing and on the output reports.
'GRAND TOTAL' and 'END OF REPORT' translations appear only on the output reports. The system establishes
the default language during installation of the Reporting Facility, and specification of this parameter overrides the
default during a single execution of the Reporting Facility. The following is a summary of valid parameters and
translations:

LANG=. PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT

ARABIC PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
DANISH SIDE GRAND TOTAL RAPPORT SLUT
DUTCH PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
ENGLISH PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
FINNISH SIVU LOBBUSUMMA END OF REPORT
FRENCH PAGE TOT.GENERAL RECAPITULATION
GERMAN SEITE GESAMTTOTAL END OF REPORT
GERMAN2 BLATT GESAMTTOTAL REPORT ENDE
ITALIAN PAGE TOT.GEN END OF REPORT
JAPANESE PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
KOREAN PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
NORWEGIAN SIDE TOTAL SUM RAPPORT SLUTT
PORTUGESE PAG. TOTAL GERAL FIM DO RELATORIO
SPANISH PAG. TOT. GRANDE REPORT FINIS
SPARE PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT
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LANG=. PAGE GRAND TOTAL END OF REPORT

SWEDISH SIDA GRAND TOTAL RAPPORT SLUT

LANG=               3-CHARACTER ALPHABETIC MONTH ABBREVIATION

     ARABIC      JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     DANISH      JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     DUTCH       JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     ENGLISH     JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     FINNISH     JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     FRENCH      JAN  FEV  MAR  AVR  MAI  JUN  JUL  AUO  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     GERMAN      JAN  FEB  MRZ  APR  MAI  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OKT  NOV  DEZ

     GERMAN2     JAN  FEB  MRZ  APR  MAI  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OKT  NOV  DEZ

     ITALIAN     GEN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAG  GUI  LUG  AGO  SET  OTT  NOV  DIC

     JAPANESE    JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     KOREAN      JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     NORWEGIAN   JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAI  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OKT  NOV  DES

     PORTUGESE   JAN  FEV  MAR  ABR  MAI  JUN  JUL  AGO  SET  OUT  NOV  DEZ

     SPANISH     ENE  FEB  MAR  ABR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AGO  SEP  OCT  NOV  DIC

     SPARE       JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

     SWEDISH     JAN  FEB  MAR  APR  MAY  JUN  JUL  AUG  SEP  OCT  NOV  DEC

LIST ON|OFF
Controls the printing of the Reporting Facility statements during compilation. You can suspend printing by
specifying LIST OFF and resume printing by specifying LIST ON. LIST ON is the default. If LIST OFF is specified
as the first card in the Reporting Facility, the banner page will not be printed. Otherwise, the banner page will
always be printed.

MAP
Specifies that the Reporting Facility is to print a detailed analysis of the compilation process immediately following
the source listing. This MAP contains internal control block analysis, a field name cross-reference listing, input
and output file analysis, and detailed descriptions of each specified report.
When certain error conditions are detected during the compile, the Reporting Facility generates a limited form of
the Map Listing regardless of whether OPTION MAP is specified. Specify OPTION MAP in each Reporting Facility
program. When OPTION MAP is not specified, no detailed analysis is generated.

NEWREPORT
Inserts one blank page between each report. This is useful when printing on both sides of the paper.
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OMIT DETAIL|TOTAL|ALL BLANK LINES
Specifies that, during report generation, the Reporting Facility is to suppress the printing of blank lines at the detail
level, the total level, or both. This option does not affect page and column headings.

OUTLIM nnn RECORDS|LINES|PAGES
Specifies the maximum number (nnn) of records, lines, or pages to be processed in a single run of the Reporting
Facility. You can code multiple OUTLIM parameters in a single run, each specifying one of the three options. The
line and page options are effective only during the report printing stage. The record option limits either the total
number of primary input records or the number of automatically generated Hit File records.
When the maximum number of records to be processed is reached, the system generates an effective GOTO
EOJ. Processing then continues as normal. When the maximum number of lines or pages is reached, the
Reporting Facility generates a message and terminates the run.

PAGE=n
Defines the maximum number of lines to be printed on a page before a page eject is forced. You can specify it as
any valid numeric integer in the range of 8 -- 88. Specifying a large page depth generates reports with initial report
headings, but with no further page skipping (except where forced by the effect of a NEWPAGE or SKIP parameter
on a CONTROL command).
Multiple OPTION PAGE&equals.n commands can be submitted in a single Reporting Facility run, but only the last
one specified influences the page depth on printed reports. The system established the default page depth during
the installation of the Reporting Facility. This parameter overrides it only for the current run.

PRINTER=n
Specifies the maximum number of characters to be printed on a single print line for the current run. You can
specify it as any valid numeric integer in the range of 20 -- 144. You can submit multiple OPTION PRINTER=nnn
commands in a single Reporting Facility run to allow for different printing requirements for each report. (The
printer width controls the centering of detail fields on the output report.)
The user ID is centered according to the printer width in effect when the REPORT command is processed.
Positioning of the page number is also calculated based on the last printer width specified at the time of the
REPORT command. The system established the default printer width during the Reporting Facility installation.
The parameter overrides it only for the current run.

PRTEXIT=phasename
Specifies the name of a prelink-edited subroutine (developed by you) to which control is passed by the Reporting
Facility in lieu of printing any lines. This subroutine can then examine or modify each line as it is being created by
the Reporting Facility.
The phasename must begin with a character in the range of A -- Z and subsequent characters must be in the
range of A -- Z or 0 -- 9. The maximum length of the parameter is eight characters.

ROUND
Specifies that rounding will be done on all COMPUTEs and SETs in the program before the final total is placed in
the result field. If not specified here, rounding can be specified on individual COMPUTE and SET statements. The
default is not to round.

RUNDIAG=YES|NO
Specifies whether run diagnostics will be produced. The default is YES.

SIGN=F|C
Specifies the default positive sign value to be forced on packed decimal numbers as a result of a command. This
is necessary since it is possible for fields in packed decimal format to be referenced in logical expressions, so a
"character" compare can be generated. SIGN = F is the default.

SORT=NONE|n
Specifies the sorting requirements for a single run. SORT=NONE specifies that no sort will be performed during
this run, and therefore limits the scope of the run to either creating an output file (Write-Only mode) or producing a
single report presented in the same sequence as the input data (Secondary mode).
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If sorting is to be performed, supply n to specify the number of intermediate work areas available for the sort. In a
z/OS environment, n is in the range of 3 -- 6. In a z/VSE environment, n is in the range of 1 -- 8. If this parameter
is omitted and a sort is required, the system assigns a default value of 3 (for z/OS) or 1 (for z/VSE).

WRITE ONLY (BLOCKED n)
Specifies that the Reporting Facility is to enter the Write-Only mode. The system creates a sequential, fixed-
length disk file in lieu of report generation. The FORMAT command determines the format of the output file to
be created. In the absence of the FORMAT command, the output file contains records of the same format and
blocking factor as the primary input file.
If BLOCKED n is specified, it denotes the blocking factor to be used for the output file, that is, the number
of records in one block of output. The Reporting Facility calculates the block size, which must be within the
constraints imposed by the disk storage device track capacity for the current disk device type.

XREF
Provides a cross-reference of field names in the report. Each is listed in alphabetical order with the number of the
line on which it was used.
Note the following:

• The system processes all parameters on the OPTION command from left to right.
• You can enter multiple OPTION commands in a Reporting Facility run, but you should specify the run options

at the beginning of the program.
• If the default values specified during installation of the system are acceptable and no additional requirements

are desired, omit the OPTION command.

PERFORM Command
The PERFORM command causes a branch to a subroutine within the Reporting Facility program. The optional logic and
expression specifies the condition under which the branch is to occur. At the end of the subroutine, control will pass to the
next command following the PERFORM.

The PROC and ENDPROC commands define the limits of the subroutine to be executed by the PERFORM command.

The format of the PERFORM command is as follows:

►►─┬───────────┬─ PERFORM ─ label2 ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ label1: ─┘                    └─ logical expression ─┘

label1:
Specifies an optional identifying label, possibly referenced within a GOTO command, that allows branching to be
made to this statement.

label2
Specifies the label attached to the statement to which control is to be passed. This label must be on a PROC
command.

logical expression
Specifies the constraints under which any branching is to take place. If omitted, Reporting Facility performs
the routine specified by the label unconditionally. When coded, the logical expression must be satisfied before
any branching takes place. If the expression is not satisfied, control continues with the next command. Logical
expressions cannot be ANDed together with PERFORM.
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You can apply only branch labels to the following commands:

ADD
PROC,
COMPUTE,
CONTINUE

DECODE
DECREMENT
DIVIDE
ENDPROC

GET
GOTO
INCREMENT
MOVE

MULTIPLY
PERFORM
SET
SUBTRACT

Example

 GET DATA                                   define files and variables

 LABEL1: CONT

 SET A = B                                  other logic

 PERFORM SUB

 NOTE an implied GOTO TEST is generated here by RPT Facility

 SUB: PROC

 COMPUTE C = A * B

 SET B = C

 ENDPROC

 report section

PRINT Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the PRINT command specifies the fields that are to be printed on each detail line within
a specific report.

(Area 4A)

The command also provides several options that control the format of the output report.

The PRINT command does the following:

• Defines those fields that are to be accumulated when a control break occurs. In this instance, the CONTROL command
and the PRINT command work together to define the format of a total line.

• Specifies whether the report is to be generated containing both detail and total lines, or simply a summary report
containing only total lines.

• Specifies conditional printing of selected fields based on conditions previously satisfied by the SELECT command.
• Controls the vertical spacing of each report.

The format of the PRINT command is as follows:

►►─ PRINT ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

           └─ TOTALS ONLY ─┘ └─┬─ DOUBLE ─┬ ─ SPACING ─┘

                               ├─ TRIPLE ─┤

                               └─ TREBLE ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ spacingvalue ─────────────┤

   ├─ @location ────────────────┤

   └─┬────────────────────────┬─┘

     └─ @fieldname ─┬─ + n ─┬─┘

                    └─ - n ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄
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   │                                                   │

   └─┬─────┬─┬─────────┬─┬─ fieldname ───┬───┬─────┬───┘

     └─ ( ─┘ └─ tags: ─┘ ├─ #fieldname ──┤   └─ ) ─┘

                         └─ &fieldname. ─┘

TOTALS ONLY
Specifies print of a summary report. You can generate a report where detail lines are suppressed and only totals
appear at each control break level. This parameter, when specified, must immediately follow the keyword PRINT
on the first PRINT command of a group and can appear only once within a report group. The only fields that print
on a total line are accumulated fields (fields enclosed in parentheses), control break fields, and fields prefixed with
an ampersand (&).

DOUBLE|TRIPLE|TREBLE SPACING
Specifies the vertical line spacing for the report. Normal spacing between lines (or groups of lines with multiple
PRINT commands) is single spacing. This parameter, if specified, must be on the first PRINT command of a
particular group and must precede any field name specifications. It provides optional spacing only for the first print
line of a group of lines if multiple PRINT commands are used.

spacingvalue
Is an unsigned numeric constant specifying the number of blanks to be inserted before the next field on the line
(or at the end of the line if no further fields are specified).

@location
Is an unsigned numeric constant immediately preceded by the at-sign (@), with no intervening blanks, specifying
the location to print the subsequent field name. Numeric fields align on the rightmost character (inclusive of any
sign) and alphanumeric fields align on the leftmost character.
The size of a field is determined by the longest of the field width, its accumulator (if accumulated), or the edit
pattern (or length of the heading if the field is specified on the first PRINT command).
If an accumulated value is to be printed, the first field must begin at least 13 bytes into the print line to allow for
the legend "Grand Total".

@fieldname with + n or - n
Is to be aligned with the identified field specified in a previous print line. If you specified the field (@fieldname)
more than once on a previous PRINT command, the system uses the first occurrence.
The optional parameter n specifies the number of positions to align to the left (- n) or to the right (+ n) of the field
name specified. When the minus or plus sign is used, there must be a space both before and after the sign.
Numeric fields align on the rightmost character (inclusive of the sign) and alphanumeric fields align on the leftmost
character.

( )
Parentheses surrounding the field and its associated parameters indicate that the field is to be accumulated and
printed as part of the total line when a control break occurs.

tags:
Specifies that the subsequent field is to be printed only if certain selection criteria are met. Valid entries are A --
Z. The SELECT command has the ability to assign specific tag characters prior to the record being selected for
printing. The PRINT command has the ability to conditionally print specific fields based on those tag characters.

fieldname
Specifies the name from the Hit File record assigned a predefined scalar variable or array element to be printed.
The size of the print window necessary to print the field is based on the largest of the following four variables:

• Length of the field, in bytes
• Length of the accumulator, if accumulated
• Length of the edit pattern, if specified
• Length of the headings, if specified on the first PRINT command of a group
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#fieldname
Specifies the same basic processing as with the field name described above except instead of the value of the
field, a running accumulation of the field is printed on each detail line.
If the #fieldname is enclosed in parentheses, the running total prints on each detail line only until a control break
occurs, at which time the accumulator prints and the system resets the running total to zero before accumulation
continues.

&fieldname
Specifies the same basic processing as with the field name described above except that the value to be printed is
taken directly from the General Storage Area (GSA) rather than from the Hit File.

NOTE
Note the following:

• You can include any number of PRINT commands in each report definition group. Each PRINT command
generates a single output line.

• Each data field specified on the first PRINT command prints with its associated column heading. Headings
are either the field name or the alternate headings supplied for the field. Second and subsequent PRINT
commands generate only a single line of print, without headings.

• The Reporting Facility automatically positions and centers each field within the specified (or default) printer
width. However, this automatic function can be overridden by specification of:
– Interfield spacing values
– Specific location printing
– Relative location printing

Example

  PRINT NameA 1 FldA 3 FldB

NOTE
Note the following:

• As shown in the syntax of the PRINT command above, once the automatic spacing
feature is overridden for a specific PRINT command, it is not restarted until the next
PRINT command is encountered.

• The number of PRINT commands in the report group determines how many lines will be
printed at total time.

PROC Command
The PROC command causes the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility to initialize the beginning of a subroutine. Find the
command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 3)

The PROC command must be paired with an ENDPROC command. Any valid Reporting Facility (Area 3) commands can
be placed between a PROC command and an ENDPROC command.

►►─ label: ─ PROC ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

label:
Specifies a required identifying label to be referenced in a PERFORM command.

The PROC and ENDPROC commands must be the last group of statements immediately before the REPORT section. A
GOTO TEST command is automatically generated before the first PROC.
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REPORT Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the REPORT command identifies each report to be generated within the Reporting
Facility run and assigns optional user heading lines to appear at the top of each page of the report.

(Area 4A)

The format of the REPORT command is as follows:

►►─ REPORT ─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

            └─ 'literal1' ─┘ └───┬─ fieldname ──┬───┘

                                 ├─ 'literaln' ─┤

                                 └─ n1 ─────────┘

'literal1'
Is a character string, enclosed in apostrophes, that is to appear on each page of the report being defined. This
literal centers automatically and prints on the line immediately following the USER lines. The CURRENT-DATE
and PAGE NUMBER fields print on the left and right of this literal, respectively.

fieldname
Specifies a predefined field to be printed on the optional third heading line for the report.

'literaln'
Is a character string, enclosed in apostrophes, that is to appear on the optional third line of the heading for the
report.

n1
Specifies the number of spaces to appear between a field name or a literal on the optional third heading line for
the report. This parameter must be a positive integer and can be interspersed between any field name or literal. If
not specified, the system assumes single spacing between a field name or literal.

NOTE
Note the following:

• The REPORT command is the first command in a report definition group. You can define up to 63 unique
report groups in a single processing run.

• The CURRENT-DATE field to be printed on the second heading line has the format MM/DD/YY, DD/MM/YY,
or DD MMM YY, depending on the option selected during the installation of the Reporting Facility.

• The CURRENT-DATE and PAGE NUMBER fields print in specific locations within the second heading line
and you cannot alter their contents.

• The total length of either the second or third heading lines cannot exceed the printer width currently in force.
• When the contents of fields are to print on the optional third heading line, you can also use the SKIP or

NEWPAGE parameters on the CONTROL command to ensure proper printing.

Example
The basic format of a report and a description of each line printed follows:

Line   ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  1                          User Heading
  2     DATE                Report Heading               PAGE nnn
  3     Third Heading Line
  4    ├─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

  5     Column
  6             Headings
  7    ├─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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  8     Detail Line 1
  9     Detail Line 2
  .
  .
  .
  n     Detail Line n
       └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

Line 1
Contains the concatenated literal specified on the command, centered within the current printer width.

Line 2
Contains the CURRENT-DATE field, the first literal from the REPORT command, and the PAGE NUMBER field.
The literal centers within the current printer width.

Line 3
Contains the optional third heading line from the REPORT command. The fields, literals, or spacing values do not
center automatically.

Lines 4 and 7
Are generated automatically by the system and serve to separate the report headings from the detail column
headings.

Lines 5 and 6
Represent the column headings of the fields to be in the report as specified on the PRINT command.

Lines 8 -- n
Represent the detail lines to be printed as specified on the PRINT command. Detail lines print until the maximum
page depth is reached, then new headings are forced.

SELECT Command
In the Datacom Reporting Facility, the SELECT command specifies the criteria used to determine which input records are
to appear in the output report (if operating in Primary or Secondary mode) or in the output file (if operating in the Write-
Only mode).

(Area 4A,4B)

The format of the SELECT command is as follows:

►►─ SELECT ─┬─────────┬─┬─ logical expression ─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

            └─ 'tag' ─┘ └─ ALL ────────────────┘

'tag'
Is a single character within the range of A -- Z, used to identify which SELECT command caused the record or set
of records to be selected. The system can then reference this tag character in any subsequent PRINT commands
within the same report group to permit selection printing or accumulation.

ALL
Specifies that all records are to be selected for processing, regardless of their content.

logical expression
Specifies the logical constraints to apply before the system selects this record set for processing. You must code
this parameter following the standard Reporting Facility conventions for logical expressions.

NOTE
Note the following:
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• When you code multiple SELECT commands, three things are important:
a. The system evaluates each SELECT command independently, but each command is considered to be a

logical OR relationship with the other SELECT commands.
b. The first SELECT command to be satisfied causes the record set to be selected without the remaining

SELECT commands in the group being evaluated.
c. You must code SELECT commands in a particular report group or in the output file definition group, with

no other Reporting Facility commands between them.
• If the tag character is used, it is moved to the predefined field named TAG. The system then references it in

subsequent CONTROL, PRINT, or FORMAT commands. You can sort on, print, or place in the output file the
tag character assigned to the record set.

• To selectively print data on a particular report based on the tag character, you must combine the use of the
SELECT and PRINT commands. Since the SELECT command causes the tag character to be assigned, the
PRINT command analyzes the tag character prior to printing or accumulating.

Example
This command sequence causes all records to be selected:

 SELECT 'A' WHEN AMOUNT-FIELD LT 100

 SELECT 'B' WHEN AMOUNT-FIELD LTE 200

 SELECT 'C' ALL

 PRINT   A;AMOUNT-FIELD  B;AMOUNT-FIELD  C;AMOUNT-FIELD

The system tags any record with an AMOUNT field containing a value of less than 100 with an A. When the
AMOUNT field is in the range of 100 -- 200, the record is tagged with a B; otherwise, it is tagged with a C.

SET Command
The SET command transfers data from a predefined sending field, numeric constant, or alphanumeric literal, to a
receiving field. To provide maximum flexibility, the Reporting Facility supports two unique formats of the SET command:

• SET during record selection
• SET during report printing

The function of each type of command is basically the same, but the format and placement of the different commands
within the program vary slightly. Not only does the format of the command affect the processing to take place, but the
placement of the command within the program determines the type of processing to be performed.

SET During Record Selection

(Area 3)

During record selection, this format of the SET command specifies data movement to be performed from one scalar
variable or array element to another. You do not need to predefine the result field, but can implicitly define it in the SET
command. You should, however, predefine all fields referenced in procedural commands so as to minimize the margin of
error.

Data movement during record selection implies that the operation is to be performed prior to the sort, if any, and prior
to printing of the reports. Fields from both the input buffer area and the General Storage Area (GSA) can be used as
component parts of the SET command. When the result field is then referenced by field name in a subsequent report
definition group, the system directs the value to the Hit File for processing.

The SET during record selection command is coded as follows. You can use EQ, EQUAL, TO, or EQUAL TO in place of =
(equal sign) in this command.

►►─┬──────────┬─ SET ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►
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   └─ label: ─┘

 ►─┬─ result ────────┬─ = ─┬─ fieldname ──────────────┬───────────────────────►

   ├─ result(n1.n2) ─┤     ├─ 'alphanumeric literal' ─┤

   └─ result(n1) ────┘     └─ numeric constant ───────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────►◄

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬─────────────────────┬─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ ' ─ heading 2 ─ ' ─┘

label:
Specifies an optional identifying label, possibly referenced within a GOTO command, that allows a GOTO branch
to be made to this statement.

result
Specifies the name given a predefined field or array element to which the data is moved.

result(n1.n2)
Specifies a user-supplied field name to which data is moved. Use of this parameter implicitly defines the field to
contain the result.
The n1 and n2 indicate the number of integers and decimals, respectively. The value of n1+n2 must be greater
than 0 and must not exceed 15. When the field contains no integers, n1 must be 0. When no decimals are
necessary, n2 must be 0.

result(n1)
Specifies a user-supplied field name to which data is moved. Use of this parameter implicitly defines the field to
contain the result. The field is generated as an alphanumeric field and resides in the GSA. n1, which indicates the
length of the field in bytes, must not exceed 256.
When you omit n1 and do not predefine the result field, the system generates a field with the same length as the
sending field, in alphanumeric format.

fieldname
Specifies the name of a predefined scalar variable or array element, defined as residing in either the input record
area or the GSA, and to be moved to the result field.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be moved to the result field. Define the receiving field of the SET
command as numeric, packed decimal, zoned decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

'alphanumeric literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric constant, enclosed in apostrophes, as the sending field. When used, the result field is
to be defined as alphanumeric. If the receiving field is larger than the sending field, the receiving field is padded
with blanks. If the receiving field is smaller, the literal in the final result is left-justified and truncated.

HEADING
Is an optional separator used to denote that subsequent literals are to be interpreted as headings. Heading
specifications are valid only when the result field of the computation is implicitly defined. HDG can be used in
place of HEADING.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Allows the user to assign one or two heading lines to the result field when the field is implicitly defined in the SET
command. The heading lines appear as column headings if the field is printed in a report.
If you omit the parameter and implicitly define the result field, the Reporting Facility assigns the field name as
heading line 1, with no second heading line.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.
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The following command specifications illustrate some practical uses of the SET command:

SET RESULT-FIELD EQUAL TO FIELDB

SET RESULT-FIELD(7.2) = 0 HDG 'AMOUNT' 'FIELD'

SET FIELDA EQUAL TO ZERO

SET INDEX EQ 1

SET FIELDA TO -123.45

SET FIELDB TO 'ABCDEFG'

NOTE
You cannot specify this format of the SET command in a report definition group.

SET During Report Printing

(Area 4A)

This format of the SET command functions the same way during report printing as during record selection. The intention is
to move data from one location to another. The differences are the timing of the execution of the movement and the types
of data that can be processed.

Since the movement is performed during the printing of the reports, this format of the command can appear only within the
report definition group. In addition, the data movement pertains only to the particular report in which it is coded.

You can specify data movement to be performed at detail time, total time, or both. When data is moved at detail time,
input to the operation can be from the GSA and from the Hit File. When data is moved at total time, input can also be from
field accumulators or control break values.

The SET during report printing command is coded as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ SET ─┬─ (D) ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ label: ─┘       ├─ (DT) ─┤

                      └─ (T) ──┘

 ►─┬─ result ────────┬─ = ─┬─ fieldname ───────────────────┬──────────────────►

   ├─ result(n1.n2) ─┤     ├─ &'alphanumeric literal' ─────┤

   └─ result(n1) ────┘     └─ &numeric constant ───────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬────────────►◄

   └─┬─ HEADING ─┬─ ' heading 1 ' ─┬───────────────┬─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ HDG ─────┘                 └─ 'heading 2' ─┘

D
Specifies that the system is to perform data movement at detail time during printing of the report.

DT
Specifies that the system is to perform data movement at both detail time and total time.

T
Specifies that the system is to perform data movement at total time, (when a control break occurs).

result
Specifies the name of the field to which the data is moved. The field must reside in the GSA and be a packed
decimal or an alphanumeric field.

result(n1.n2)
Specifies a user-supplied field name to which data is moved. Use of this parameter implicitly defines the field to
contain the final result. The field generates in packed decimal format and resides in the GSA.
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When the precision clause (n1.n2) does not follow the field name specifications, the Reporting Facility
automatically calculates the precision of the result based on the attributes of the sending field. n1 and n2 indicate
that the field is to contain n1 integers and n2 decimals, respectively.
The value of n1+n2 must be greater than 0 but not exceed 15. This field truncates if you are accumulating and the
value exceeds 15. If the field contains no integers, n1 must not be 0. If no decimals are necessary, n2 must be 0.

result(n1)
Specifies a user-supplied field name to which data is moved. Using this parameter implicitly defines the field to
contain the result.
The field is generated as an alphanumeric field and resides in the GSA. n1 indicates the length of the field, in
bytes, and must not exceed 256. When you omit n1 and the field name denoted by result is not predefined, a field
is generated with the same length as the sending field.

fieldname
Specifies the name of a predefined scalar variable or array element, residing in either the input record area or the
GSA, to be moved to the result field. In other words, this is the sending field. When the field name is prefixed with
an ampersand (&), the value is to be taken during report printing from the final presort of the GSA or the result
field of a previously executed SET or COMPUTE command.

&numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be moved to the result field. It can be any valid numeric literal. The
receiving field of the SET operation must be defined as numeric, packed decimal, zoned decimal, binary, or
unsigned binary.

&'alphanumeric literal'
Specifies an alphanumeric constant, enclosed in apostrophes, as the sending field. When used, the result field
must be defined as alphanumeric.

HEADING
Is an optional separator used to denote that subsequent literals are to be interpreted as headings. Heading
specifications are valid only when the result field of the SET operation is being implicitly defined. HDG can be
used in place of HEADING.

'heading 1' 'heading 2'
Allows you to assign one or two heading lines to the result field when the field is implicitly defined in the SET
command. The heading lines appear as column headings if the field is printed in a report. If you omit the
parameter and implicitly define the result field, the Reporting Facility assigns the field name as heading line 1, with
no second heading line.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result will be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Note the following:

• Fields referenced in the GSA contain their final presort value, since the system performs the data movement just prior
to report printing. The processing sequence within the Reporting Facility is:
a. Read and process all input files
b. Sort (A CONTROL command is required in order for the GSA value, &field-name., to be accessed. This is true

even if the data is already generated in correct output sequence.)
c. Print reports
The GSA stabilizes at the end of the record selection phase; you can only reference or modify it with this type of
command.

• You can later reference the result field of the SET (D) or (T) in another special COMPUTE or SET command or in a
PRINT command. In every case, the current GSA field must be prefixed by an ampersand (&).

• A field name specified within the special SET command causes a unique reference to either a field in the Hit File or the
GSA. The following are some special coding considerations:
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– Sending fields enclosed in parentheses indicate that the accumulated value is to be used in the operation. If
accumulation is not specified, the Reporting Facility assigns zero to the field when it is referenced at total time.

– You must prefix numeric constants and alphanumeric literals used in this format of the SET command with an
ampersand (&).

– If you set an alphanumeric field at total time, you must include the alphanumeric field in parentheses. This will make
the last occurrence of the alpha field available in the result field at total time. This is a good way to get alphanumeric
fields on total lines without putting them in the CONTROL statement.

Example

Examples of using the SET command during report printing:

  SET(D) RESULT-FIELD EQ &100.5 ROUND

  

  SET(T) RESULT-FIELD EQUAL TO (INPUT-FIELD)

  SET(DT) ALPHA-FIELD(7) TO &'ABCDEFG' HDG 'ALPHA' 'FIELD' ROUND

  SET(T) ALPHA-FIELD-A(7) = (ALPHA-FIELD-B)

 

SKIPn Command
The SKIPn Command in the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility forces the printing of the specified number of blank lines on
the compile listing. Find the command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Areas 1,2A,2B,3,4A,4B)

The SKIPn command is a compiler control command. The command is processed only if OPTION LIST ON is specified,
that is, the Reporting Facility compile listing is to be printed. Each invocation of this command forces the printing of the
specified number of blank lines on the compile listing.

The format of the SKIP command is as follows:

►►─ SKIPn ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
A numeric value in the range of 1-3, representing the number of blank lines to print before printing the next
command line. n must follow the keyword SKIP, with no intervening blanks.

Example

 SKIP1     space 1 line

 SKIP2     space 2 lines

 SKIP3     space 3 lines

NOTE

• The SKIPn command, when coded, must be the only specified command on the entire line.
• If OPTION LIST OFF is specified, the system still edits the command during the compile, but the command is

ignored.
• Use this command with the EJECT and NOTE commands to properly document each program.
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SUBTRACT Command
The Datacom Reporting Facility command SUBTRACT algebraically subtracts a specified numeric constant or the contents
of a predefined field from another predefined numeric field.

(Area 3)

The format of the SUBTRACT command is as follows:

►►─┬──────────┬─ SUBTRACT ─┬─ fieldname1 ───────┬─┬────────┬─ fieldname2 ─────►

   └─ label: ─┘            └─ numeric constant ─┘ └─ FROM ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬──────────┬─ fieldname3 ─┘ └─ ROUND ─┘

     └─ GIVING ─┘

Where
label:

Specifies an optional identifying label, referenced within a GOTO command, that allows a GOTO branch to be
made to this statement.

fieldname1
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value represents the subtrahend for the subtraction of
two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

numeric constant
Specifies an absolute numeric constant to be used as the subtrahend in the calculation.

fieldname2
Specifies the name given a predefined numeric field whose value represents the minuend for the subtraction of
two variables. Predefine the field name as zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

fieldname3
Optionally specifies a predefined numeric field in which the difference is placed. Predefine the field name as
zoned decimal, packed decimal, binary, or unsigned binary.

ROUND
Optionally defines whether the result is to be rounded before being placed into the result field. For rounding to
occur, the computed value must have more decimal places than the result field. The default is not to round.

Example

            Predefined field name:     FIELD1    FIELD2      FIELD3   INDEX

        Numeric precision:       3.2       1.4         3.4     2.0  

           Initial value of field:    (123.45)  (5.4321)       (1)     (10)

    SUBTRACT 2 FROM FIELD1             121.45        nc         nc       nc

    SUBTRACT FIELD3 FROM INDEX             nc        nc         nc        9

    SUBTRACT FIELD1 FROM

         FIELD2 GIVING FIELD3              nc        nc  -118.0179       nc

    SUBTRACT -1.5 FROM FIELD1          124.95        nc         nc       nc

    SUBTRACT 3 FROM FIELD2

         GIVING FIELD3                     nc        nc      2.4321      nc

    SUBTRACT INDEX FROM INDEX              nc        nc          nc       0

    SUBTRACT INDEX FROM FIELD3             nc        nc     -9.0000      nc

    SUBTRACT FIELD2 INDEX FIELD2           nc    4.5679          nc      nc
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    SUBTRACT FIELD2 FROM INDEX             nc        nc          nc       4

    SUBTRACT 16 FROM INDEX                 nc        nc          nc      -6

    SUBTRACT +.92 FROM FIELD1          122.53        nc          nc      nc

    SUBTRACT .333 FROM FIELD2              nc    5.0991          nc      nc

NOTE

• The nc means no change in the original contents of the field.
• All significant digits of each of the operands take place in the subtraction, but the final result is aligned based

on the DEFINE command options that are coded for the result field.
• The keywords FROM and GIVING are optional.

USER Command
The USER command in the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility Program generates a report identification lin. Find the
command purpose, description, and syntax.

(Area 1)

The USER command generates a report identification line as the first heading line for each page of each report. The
command is required and must appear as the first command or must immediately follow the first OPTION command.

The format of the USER command is as follows:

►►─ USER ─┬────────────┬─ 'alphanumeric literal' ─────────────────────────────►

          └─ password ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬──────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ 'alphanumeric literal' ─┘

password
A one-character through eight-character password which must match the one selected at product modification
time, identifying authority to delete call library members.

'alphanumeric literal'
A character string that appears on every page of each report that the Reporting Facility generates. The character
string is enclosed in apostrophes. You can specify multiple literals, such as 'CAI', 'REPORT', or 'CAI REPORT'.

NOTE

• You can specify only one USER command for each processing run.
• The USER command must contain one or more alphanumeric literals. The system strings these literals

together and the resultant literal prints on each page of each report.
• The user ID literal is centered within the printer width currently in force. Subsequent resetting of the printer

REPORT command width only takes effect at the time the REPORT command is processed.
• Since each literal must be contained on one source record, the system limits the length of the literal to 70

characters. The system limits the total length of the stringed literal to the width of the print line.

Example

The command  USER 'XYZ COMPANY, INC.' is equal to  USER 'XYZ' 'COMPANY,' 'INC.' .
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Sample Reporting Facility Programs
The following pages demonstrate the use of Primary, Secondary, Write-Only, and Library Maintenance modes. For details
about the modes, see Reporting Facility Modes of Operation.

Primary Mode Operation
The Primary mode is the most frequently entered mode of operation. It provides methods for resequencing input data or
generating multiple reports.

There are four main processes performed in Primary mode:

• Compilation/Code Generation
• Record Selection/Data Manipulation
• Sort
• Report Generation

In Primary mode, a single pass of the input data files can produce multiple reports, with each report printed in a different
sequence and containing different data.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Primary Mode Example 1

Following is a sample of the first page of the report. For an example of the report header (not shown here), see Sample
Report Headers).

     1            OPTION  LIST ON MAP PRINTER=80

       2            USER    CA

     4            NOTE    **********************************************

     5            NOTE    *                                            *

     6            NOTE    *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM PRODUCES  *

     7            NOTE    *  A SINGLE REPORT, SHOWING A SUMMARY OF ALL *

     8            NOTE    *  CHECKS WRITTEN BY PAYEE.                  *

     9            NOTE    *                                            *

    10            NOTE    **********************************************

    12   TRANS:   INPUT   CARD

    13            DEF     TRANSACTION-CODE      1-2  X

    14            DEF     ID-NUMBER             3-6  X

    15            DEF     AMOUNT               7-13  N2 'TRANSACTION' 'AMOUNT  '

    16            DEF     PAYEE               23-42  X

    18            DEFINE  TRANSACTION-COUNT=1         'NO. OF   ' 'TRANSACTIONS'

    20            GO TO   START WHEN PAYEE EQ 'V.O.I.D.'

    22            REPORT  'CHECKS WRITTEN BY PAYEE'

    23            SELECT  (TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'CK')

  ┌───────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 24            CONTROL (PAYEE) ID-NUMBER   │ ◄  Enter Primary mode implicitly (sort required) 

  └───────────────────────────────────────────┘
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  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 25            PRINT   TOTALS ONLY PAYEE (TRANSACTION-

COUNT) (AMOUNT) │◄  Print summary report (no detail lines) 

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    26   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 14:00:26 - STOP 14:00:27

Following is a sample of the second page of the report.

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   TRANS

O/P  00085 X 00054 = 04590   HITFILE

SRT  00005 - 00030 = 00025   .SORT KEY INFO.

GSA  00000000919 (00000000060 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000001 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000010 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000041 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000004 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000002 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000603 (00000000035 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000005 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000029 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000002492 (00000000089 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000004 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000063 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000001 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000000 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000002 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000003 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000002 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000004 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000003 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F
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GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 004K

Following is a sample of the third page of the report.

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     AMOUNT                   TRANS   (01)   X         1

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     ID-NUMBER                TRANS   (01)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     PAYEE                    TRANS   (01)   X         1

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     TRANS                    * GSA * (00)

     TRANS:                   *LABEL*

     TRANSACTION-CODE         TRANS   (01)

     TRANSACTION-COUNT        * GSA * (00)   X         1

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

Following is a sample of the fourth page of the report.

                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=          58 BLOCK=        4594

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4594 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS          58 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.
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 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B

          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   30 X

       02 REPORT-01.                      CHECKS WRITTEN BY PAYEE

          03 01.PAYEE                     PICTURE X(20).               DEFINE 01.PAYEE                       31 -   50 X

          03 00.TRANSACTION-COUNT         PICTURE S9           COMP-3  DEFINE 00.TRANSACTION-

COUNT           51 -   51 P

          03 01.AMOUNT                    PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.AMOUNT                      52 -   58 N2

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      5

  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   01.PAYEE                       5          20            20                                   1    20

              00.TRANSACTION-

COUNT           9    12     2     4      12                 9-               37    48

              01.AMOUNT                     11     8     9    11      11          99999.99-               65    75

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000093  Run diagnostics appear before

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000074  output records in Primary mode.

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000074

RECS DROPPED BY USER   00000000002

CA

24 JUN 2010                   CHECKS WRITTEN BY PAYEE                   PAGE     1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PAYEE                                  NO. OF                   TRANSACTION

                                    TRANSACTIONS                   AMOUNT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ABC NATIONAL BANK                            17                    1150.00

ACME FINANCE                                  4                     449.90

ACME HAIR DESIGN                              2                      34.00

ACME NATIONAL LIFE                            5                     222.12

ALL-NITE BOWLING                              5                      83.40

BERNY'S CHEVROLET                             4                    1537.00

CITY OF DALLAS                                1                       5.00

DISCOUNT AUTO STORE                           3                      99.34

FOOD MART                                     6                     326.15

H & L FLORISTS                                1                      44.95

JOHN DOE                                      2                     245.00

MODERNAGE TV                                  2                     347.72

RICHBURG INS. AGENCY                          1                     412.89

RX DRUGS                                      1                      14.80

COMPANY XYZ                                   3                     195.87

SEARS ROEBUCK                                 2                     470.31

SOUTHERN AIRWAYS                              1                     227.89
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SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.                           5                    2598.00

SOUTHWESTERN BELL                             3                     157.24

TEXAS POWER & LIGHT                           6                     339.74

                                            ----                -----------

GRAND TOTAL                                  74                    8961.32

                                            ----                -----------

Primary Mode Example 2

Following is a sample of the first page of the report.

     1            OPTION  LIST ON MAP

       2            USER    CA

       3

     4            NOTE    **********************************************

     5            NOTE    *                                            *

     6            NOTE    *     A C T I V I T Y    R E G I S T E R     *

     7            NOTE    *                  BY MONTH                  *

     8            NOTE    *                                            *

     9            NOTE    *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM PRODUCES  *

    10            NOTE    *  A SINGLE REPORT, SHOWING A DETAIL LIST OF *

    11            NOTE    *  ALL ACTIVITY, WITH CONTROL TOTALS TAKEN   *

    12            NOTE    *  BY MONTH.                                 *

    13            NOTE    *                                            *

    14            NOTE    **********************************************

    16   TRANS:   INPUT   CARD

    17            DEF     TRANSACTION-CODE       1-2  X

    18            DEF     ID-NUMBER              3-6  X

    19            DEF     AMOUNT                7-13  N2

    20            DEF     ACTIVITY-DATE        14-21  X 'DATE  OF' 'ACTIVITY'

    21            DEF     CLEARED                 22  X

    22            DEF     PAYEE                23-42  X

    23            DEF     REASON               44-75  X

    24            DEF     ACTMONTH(2.0) = 0           N

    25            DEF     ALPHAMONTH(9)=' '           N

    26            DEF     ACTDAY=ACTIVITY-DATE   4-5  N

    27            DEF     ACTYEAR=ACTIVITY-DATE  7-8  N

    28            DEF     PRINTTYPE(9)=' '              '  TYPE /' '  STATUS'

    29            DEF     PRTCODE=PRINTTYPE      1-2  X

    30            DEF     PRTIDNUMBER=PRINTTYPE  4-7  X

    31            DEF     PRTSTAT=PRINTTYPE        9  X

    32            DEFINE  RUNNING-BALANCE(9.2)=0        'RUNNING  ' 'BALANCE  '

    33                                                   PIC '$$$,$$$,$$9.99-'

    34            DEFINE  NEGATIVE(5.2) EQ 0 ' ' '-(MINUS)'   PIC '$$,$$9.99-'

    35            DEFINE  POSITIVE(5.2) EQ 0 ' ' '+(PLUS)'    PIC '$$,$$9.99-'

    37            DECODE    ACTMONTH INTO ALPHAMONTH

    38                      01 = 'JANUARY'

    39                      02 = 'FEBRUARY'

    40                      03 = 'MARCH'

    41                      04 = 'APRIL'
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    42                      05 = 'MAY'

    43                      06 = 'JUNE'

    44                      07 = 'JULY'

    45                      08 = 'AUGUST'

    46                      09 = 'SEPTEMBER'

    47                      10 = 'OCTOBER'

    48                      11 = 'NOVEMBER'

    49                            ELSE 'DECEMBER'

Following is a sample of the second page of the report.

    51            SET       PRTCODE EQUAL TO TRANSACTION-CODE

    52            SET       PRTIDNUMBER EQUAL TO ID-NUMBER

    53            MOVE      CLEARED TO PRTSTAT

    54            GO TO     PLUS WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'BF'

    55                                OR WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'DP'

    56            MOVE      AMOUNT TO NEGATIVE

    57            SUBTRACT  AMOUNT FROM RUNNING-BALANCE

    58            GOTO      TEST

    59   PLUS:    CONT

    60            MOVE      AMOUNT TO POSITIVE

    61            INCREMENT RUNNING-BALANCE BY AMOUNT

    63            REPORT    'ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH'

    64                      'TOTALS FOR MONTH OF' ALPHAMONTH '19' 0 ACTYEAR

    65            SELECT    'A' WHERE TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'BF'

    66                          OR WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'DP'

    67            SELECT    'B' ALL

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 68            CONTROL   ACTYEAR (ACTMONTH) SKIP ACTDAY QSEQ  │ ◄  Sort required 

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    69            PRINT     ACTIVITY-DATE PRINTTYPE PAYEE REASON

    70                      (A;POSITIVE) (B;NEGATIVE) RUNNING-BALANCE

    71   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 14:01:16 - STOP 14:01:17

Following is a sample of the third page of the report.

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   TRANS

O/P  00035 X 00132 = 04620   HITFILE

SRT  00005 - 00042 = 00037   .SORT KEY INFO.

GSA  00000001249 (00000000117 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000012 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000039 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000056 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT
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     GSA 5 = 00000000004 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000004 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000853 (00000000049 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000006 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000042 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000005348 (00000000191 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000010 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000119 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000009 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000012 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000004 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000006 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000003 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000012 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000009 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 008K

Following is a sample of the fourth page of the report.

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     ACTDAY                   TRANS   (01)

     ACTIVITY-DATE            TRANS   (01)   X         1

     ACTMONTH                 TRANS   (01)

     ACTYEAR                  TRANS   (01)   X         1

     ALPHAMONTH               * GSA * (00)   X         1

     AMOUNT                   TRANS   (01)

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CLEARED                  TRANS   (01)

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*
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     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     ID-NUMBER                TRANS   (01)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NEGATIVE                 * GSA * (00)   X         1

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     PAYEE                    TRANS   (01)   X         1

     PLUS:                    *LABEL*

     POSITIVE                 * GSA * (00)   X         1

     PRINTTYPE                * GSA * (00)   X         1

     PRTCODE                  * GSA * (00)

     PRTIDNUMBER              * GSA * (00)

     PRTSTAT                  * GSA * (00)

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)

     REASON                   TRANS   (01)   X         1

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     RUNNING-BALANCE          * GSA * (00)   X         1

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     TRANS                    * GSA * (00)

     TRANS:                   *LABEL*

     TRANSACTION-CODE         TRANS   (01)

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

Following is a sample of the fifth page of the report.

                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=         136 BLOCK=        4624

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4624 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS         136 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B

          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(36)                DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   42 X

       02 REPORT-01.                      ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH
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          03 00.ALPHAMONTH                PICTURE X(9).                DEFINE 00.ALPHAMONTH                  43 -   51 X

          03 01.ACTYEAR                   PICTURE 99                   DEFINE 01.ACTYEAR                     52 -   53 N

          03 01.ACTIVITY-DATE             PICTURE X(8)                 DEFINE 01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               54 -   61 X

          03 00.PRINTTYPE                 PICTURE X(9)                 DEFINE 00.PRINTTYPE                   62 -   70 X

          03 01.PAYEE                     PICTURE X(20)                DEFINE 01.PAYEE                       71 -   90 X

          03 01.REASON                    PICTURE X(32)                DEFINE 01.REASON                      91 -  122 X

          03 00.POSITIVE                  PICTURE S9(5)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.POSITIVE                   123 -  126 P2

          03 00.NEGATIVE                  PICTURE S9(5)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.NEGATIVE                   127 -  130 P2

          03 00.RUNNING-BALANCE           PICTURE S9(9)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.RUNNING-

BALANCE            131 -  136 P2

Following is a sample of the sixth page of the report.

  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  HEADING     00.* LITERAL *                            19            19                                   1    19

              00.ALPHAMONTH                              9             9                                  21    29

              00.* LITERAL *                             2             2                                  31    32

              01.ACTYEAR                                 3             3                99-               33    35

  LINE   01   01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               8     8     8             8                                   1     8

              00.PRINTTYPE                   8     8     9             9                                  12    20

              01.PAYEE                       5    20    20    24      43

              01.REASON                      6          32            32                                  47    78

              00.POSITIVE                          7    11    13      13         $$,$

$9.99-       A       83    95

              00.NEGATIVE                          8    11    13      13         $$,$

$9.99-       B      100   112

              00.RUNNING-BALANCE             9     9    16            16    $$$,$$$,$

$9.99-              117   132

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000093

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000093

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000093

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE      1

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF JANUARY   2010

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE                  REASON                                                                   RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)          BALANCE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

01/01/10   BF                                 BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD      000      $109.12                            $109.12

01/01/10   DP                                                              000      $500.00                            $609.12

01/01/10   CK 1200 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00           $559.12

01/01/10   CK 1201 X   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JANUARY INS. PREMIUM         000                        $37.02           $522.10

01/01/10   CK 1202 X   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JANUARY MORTGAGE PAYMNT      000                       $433.00            $89.10

01/03/10   CK 1203 X   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR DEC'00      000                        $62.15            $26.95

01/10/10   CK 1204 X   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $22.87             $4.08
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01/15/10   DP                                                              000      $824.07                            $828.15

01/15/10   CK 1205 X   RICHBURG INS. AGENCY   CAR INSURANCE                000                       $412.89           $415.26

01/22/10   CK 1206 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                       $100.00           $315.26

01/22/10   CK 1207 X   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000                        $22.03           $293.23

01/23/10   CK 1208 X   ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000                        $17.00           $276.23

01/25/10   CK 1209 X   SEARS ROEBUCK          DRYER                        000                       $213.56            $62.67

01/27/10   CK 1210 X   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       BOWLING BAG                  000                        $16.75            $45.92

01/30/10   CK 1211 X   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 1               000                        $89.98            $44.06-

01/31/10   NS                                                              000                         $6.00            $50.06-

01/31/10   SC                                                              000                         $4.00            $54.06-

                                                                                ------------     ------------

                                                                                  $1,433.19        $1,487.25

                                                                                ------------     ------------

                                                                   Page skip at control break

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE     2

2

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF FEBRUARY  2010

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE               REASON                                                                       RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)           BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

02/01/10   DP                                                              000      $922.00                             $867.94

02/01/10   CK 1212 X   JOHN DOE               RETURN OF CASH ADVANCE       000                       $150.00            $717.94

02/03/10   CK 1213 X   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    FEBRUARY MORTGAGE PAYMENT    000                       $433.00            $284.94

02/05/10   CK 1214 X   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR JAN'01      000                        $59.11            $225.83

02/09/10   CK 1215 X   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     FEBRUARY INS. PREMIUM        000                        $37.02            $188.81

02/11/10   CK 1216 X   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $68.29            $120.52

02/11/10   CK 1217 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $25.00             $95.52

02/17/10   DP                                 1992 INCOME TAX REFUND       000    $1,538.00                           $1,633.52

02/20/10   CK 1218 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $1,583.52

02/21/10   CK 1219 X   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENTS 2 AND 3        000                       $179.96          $1,403.56

02/27/10   CK 1220 X   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MARCH/

APRIL MORTGAGE PAYMENT 000                       $866.00            $537.56

02/28/10   CK 1221 X   COMPANY XYZ            SUIT                         000                       $120.42            $417.14

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE     3

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF MARCH     2010

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE               REASON                                                                       RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)           BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

03/02/10   CK 1222 X   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR FEB'01      000                        $62.11            $355.03

03/02/10   CK 1223 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $25.00            $330.03

03/03/10   SC                                                              000                         $4.00            $326.03

03/09/10   CK 1224 X   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $72.80            $253.23

03/12/10   CK 1225 X   SOUTHERN AIRWAYS       TICKET TO LUBBOCK            000                       $227.89             $25.34

03/15/10   DP                                                              000      $922.00                             $947.34

03/16/10   CK 1226 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                       $250.00            $697.34
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03/27/10   CK 1227 X   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MARCH/

APRIL INS. PREMIUMS    000                        $74.04            $623.30

03/30/10   CK 1228 X   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    BATTERY                      000                        $35.70            $587.60

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE    4

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF APRIL     2010

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE                  REASON                                                                    RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)           BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

04/01/10   DP                                                              000      $922.00                           $1,509.60

04/02/10   CK 1229 X   V.O.I.D.                                            000                         $0.00          $1,509.60

04/02/10   CK 1230 X   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAR'01      000                        $47.18          $1,462.42

04/02/10   CK 1231 X   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $25.90          $1,436.52

04/02/10   CK 1232 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                       $100.00          $1,336.52

04/10/10   CK 1233 X   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 4               000                        $89.98          $1,246.54

04/10/10   CK 1234 X   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILLS                  000                        $79.82          $1,166.72

04/10/10   SC                                                              000                         $4.00          $1,162.72

04/10/10   CK 1235 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $1,112.72

04/11/10   CK 1236 X   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    TUNE-

UP KIT                  000                        $21.60          $1,091.12

04/15/10   CK 1237 X   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      DOWN PAYMENT ON CORVETTE     000                     $1,000.00             $91.12

04/15/10   DP                                 PARTIAL SAVINGS WITHDRAWAL   000    $2,922.00                           $3,013.12

04/15/10   CK 1238 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $75.00          $2,938.12

04/20/10   CK 1239 X   CITY OF DALLAS         PARKING TICKET               000                         $5.00          $2,933.12

04/20/10   CK 1240 X   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                        $11.55          $2,921.57

04/22/10   CK 1241 X   MODERNAGE TV           REPAIRS                      000                        $75.22          $2,846.35

04/25/10   CK 1242 X   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 1                000                       $179.00          $2,667.35

04/26/10   CK 1243 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $25.00          $2,642.35

04/26/10   CK 1244 X   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 5               000                        $89.98          $2,552.37

04/29/10   CK 1245 X   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MAY MORTGAGE PAYMENT         000                       $433.00          $2,119.37

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE    5

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF MAY       2010

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE                  REASON                                                                    RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)           BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

05/01/10   DP                                                              000      $922.00                           $3,041.37

05/01/10   CK 1246 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $2,991.37

05/01/10   CK 1247 X   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MAY INS. PREMIUM             000                        $37.02          $2,954.35

05/01/10   CK 1248 X   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR APR'01      000                        $55.98          $2,898.37

05/01/10   CK 1249 X   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 2                000                       $179.00          $2,719.37

05/02/10   CK 1250 X   COMPANY XYZ            BRIEFCASE                    000                        $47.56          $2,671.81

05/02/10   SC                                                              000                         $4.00          $2,667.81

05/05/10   CK 1251 X   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                        $21.60          $2,646.21

05/06/10   CK 1252 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $2,596.21
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05/10/10   CK 1253 X   SEARS ROEBUCK          WASHER                       000                       $256.75          $2,339.46

05/11/10   CK 1254 X   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $53.89          $2,285.57

05/15/10   CK 1255 X   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    MISC. AUTO PARTS             000                        $42.04          $2,243.53

05/15/10   DP                                                              000      $962.00                           $3,205.53

05/15/10   CK 1256 X   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 3                000                       $179.00          $3,026.53

05/15/10   CK 1257 X   H & L FLORISTS         ROSES                        000                        $44.95          $2,981.58

05/15/10   CK 1258 X   COMPANY XYZ            MISC.                        000                        $27.89          $2,953.69

05/16/10   CK 1259 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $2,903.69

05/17/10   CK 1260 X   MODERNAGE TV           TV                           000                       $272.50          $2,631.19

05/17/10   CK 1261 X   RX DRUGS               PRESCRIPTION                 000                        $14.80          $2,616.39

05/17/10   CK 1262 X   ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000                        $17.00          $2,599.39

05/18/10   CK 1263 X   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000                        $55.39          $2,544.00

05/18/10   CK 1264 X   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                        $22.50          $2,521.50

05/18/10   CK 1265 X   JOHN DOE               RETURN CASH ADVANCE          000                        $95.00          $2,426.50

05/18/10   CK 1266 X   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $25.00          $2,401.50

05/20/10   CK 1267     ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JUNE INS. PREMIUM            000                        $37.02          $2,364.48

05/21/10   CK 1268     SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JUNE MORTGAGE PAYMENT        000                       $433.00          $1,931.48

05/21/10   CK 1269     ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $25.00          $1,906.48

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            ACTIVITY REGISTER BY MONTH                                  PAGE    6

TOTALS FOR MONTH OF JUNE      2010

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DATE  OF     TYPE /    PAYEE                  REASON                                                                    RUNNING

ACTIVITY     STATUS                                                                 +(PLUS)          -

(MINUS)           BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

06/01/10   DP                                                              000      $962.00                           $2,868.48

06/01/10   CK 1270     TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAY'01      000                        $53.21          $2,815.27

06/02/10   CK 1271     ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $50.00          $2,765.27

06/02/10   CK 1272     FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                        $82.40          $2,682.87

06/02/10   CK 1273     ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                        $11.00          $2,671.87

06/05/10   CK 1274 X   V.O.I.D.                                            000                         $0.00          $2,671.87

06/05/10   CK 1275     ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                       $150.00          $2,521.87

06/15/10   DP                                                              000      $962.00                           $3,483.87

                                                                                -------------    -------------

                                                                                  $1,924.00          $346.61

                                                                                -------------    -------------

                                                                                -------------    -------------

GRAND TOTAL                                                                       $12,467.19       $8,983.32

Primary Mode Example 3

Following is a sample of the first page of the report.

                    ********************************************************************************     1            OPTION LIST ON MAP

     2            USER   'XYZ INC.'

                       ┌──────────┐

     3            CALL │ CARDFILE │ ◄  Cataloged library member 

                       └──────────┘
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     4   NOTE   CUSTOMER/SALESMAN DATA FILE

     5   INPT:    FILE   CARD

     6            DEFINE NAME                1 TO  2 X

     7            DEFINE CUSTOMER-NUMBER     3 TO  5 X  'CUSTOMER'  'NUMBER'

     8            DEFINE CITY                      6 X

     9            DEFINE STATE               7 TO  8 X

    10            DEFINE ZIP-CODE            9 TO 13 X  'ZIP'  'CODE'

    11            DEFINE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID   14 TO 15 X  'SALESMAN'  'ID'

    12            DEFINE CREDIT-LIMIT       16 TO 23 N2 'CREDIT'  'LIMIT'

    13                                                   PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

    14            DEFINE CURRENT-BALANCE    24 TO 30 N2 'CURRENT'  'BALANCE'

    15                                                   PIC '$$,$$9.99'

    16            DEFINE SALESMAN-NAME      32 TO 39 X  'SALESMAN'  'NAME'

    17            DEFINE SALESMAN-ID        40 TO 41 X  'SALESMAN'  '   ID   '

    18            DEFINE YTD-SALES          42 TO 49 N2 'YEAR-TO-DATE'  'SALES'

    19                                                   PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

    20            DEFINE BRANCH-ID          50 TO 52 X  'BRANCH'  '   ID   '

    22            DEF    UNUSED-CREDIT(6.2)=0       'UNUSED' 'CREDIT'

    23                                               PIC '***,**9.99-'

  Cataloged library member 

                           ▼

                        ┌───────┐     ┌─────┐

    24            CALL  │DECODE2│USING│STATE│ST    ◄  Library macro substitution 

                        └───────┘     └─────┘

    25   NOTE   STATE CODE TRANSLATION TABLE

                         ┌───┐

    26            DECODE │:01│INTO :02             ◄  Library macro substitution 

                         └───┘

    27                    'TX' EQ 'TEXAS'

    28                    'TN' EQ 'TENNESSEE'

    29                    'NC' EQ 'NORTH CAROLINA'

    30                    'GA' EQ 'GEORGIA'

    31                    'OK' EQ 'OKLAHOMA'

    32                    'NY' EQ 'NEW YORK'

    33                    'OH' EQ 'OHIO'

    34                    'NJ' EQ 'NEW JERSEY'

    35                    'CT' EQ 'CONNECTICUT'

    36                    'IL' EQ 'ILLINOIS'

    37                    'PN' EQ 'PENNSYLVANIA'

    38                    'MI' EQ 'MICHIGAN'

    39                    'CO' EQ 'COLORADO'

    40                    'WA' EQ 'WASHINGTON'

    41                    'CA' EQ 'CALIFORNIA'

    42                             ELSE  'UNKNOWN'   'STATE'  'NAME'

 

 

 

 

Following is a sample of the second page of the report.
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    44            CALL   DECODE3 USING NAME CUSTOMER-NAME

    44

    45   NOTE   CUSTOMER NAME TRANSLATION TABLE

    46            DECODE :01 INTO :02

    47                    '01' EQ 'HIGH-ROLLING INVESTMENT '

    48                    '02' EQ 'SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS    '

    49                    '03' EQ 'LEGAL TOBACCO CO.       '

    50                    '04' EQ 'SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES'

    51                    '05' EQ 'BARONIAL OIL CO.        '

    52                    '06' EQ 'COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS   '

    53                    '07' EQ 'HEAVY METAL MACHINERY   '

    54                    '08' EQ 'AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.  '

    55                    '09' EQ 'STOLID INSURANCE CORP.  '

    56                    '10' EQ 'INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS  '

    57                    '11' EQ 'STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.'

    58                    '12' EQ 'PERFECT BEARING CORP.   '

    59                    '13' EQ 'MOUNTAIN STATES MINING  '

    60                    '14' EQ 'NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS '

    61                    '15' EQ 'ORIENTAL TRADING CO.    '

    62                    '16' EQ 'WEST COAST LIFESTYLES   '

    63                             OTHERWISE ' '  'NAME'

    64            CALL   DECODE4 USING CITY CUSTOMER-CITY

    64

    65   NOTE   CITY TRANSLATION TABLE

    66            DECODE :01 INTO :02

    67                    'A' EQ 'DALLAS'

    68                    'B' EQ 'MEMPHIS'

    69                    'C' EQ 'CHARLOTTE'

    70                    'D' EQ 'ATLANTA'

    71                    'E' EQ 'OKLAHOMA CITY'

    72                    'F' EQ 'NEW YORK'

    73                    'G' EQ 'CLEVELAND'

    74                    'H' EQ 'NEWARK'

    75                    'I' EQ 'HARTFORD'

    76                    'J' EQ 'CHICAGO'

    77                    'K' EQ 'PITTSBURGH'

    78                    'L' EQ 'DETROIT'

    79                    'M' EQ 'DENVER'

    80                    'N' EQ 'SEATTLE'

    81                    'O' EQ 'SAN FRANCISCO'

    82                    'P' EQ 'LOS ANGELES'    ELSE ' '  'CITY'

 

 

 

Following is a sample of the third page of the report.
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    84            SUBTRACT CURRENT-BALANCE FROM CREDIT-LIMIT

    85                     GIVING UNUSED-CREDIT

    87            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 01'

    88            SELECT  ALL

    89            CONTROL QSEQ

    90            PRINT   CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-SALE-ID CUSTOMER-CITY STATE

    91                    ZIP-CODE CREDIT-LIMIT SALESMAN-ID CURRENT-BALANCE

    93            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 02'

    94            SELECT  ALL

    95            CONTROL NAME

    96            PRINT   DOUBLE SPACING CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-NUMBER

    97                    CUSTOMER-CITY ST ZIP-CODE

    98                    CUSTOMER-SALE-ID CREDIT-LIMIT

   100            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 03'

   101            SELECT  'A' (UNUSED-CREDIT GT 0)                             Multiple report definition 

   102            SELECT  ALL                                                  groups (sort required)     

   103            CONTROL ST CITY

                           ▼  Exact location printing 

                         ┌───┐

   104            PRINT  │@20│CUSTOMER-NAME 20 CUSTOMER-NUMBER 3 CREDIT-LIMIT

                         └───┘

   105                    3 (CURRENT-BALANCE) 3 (A;UNUSED-CREDIT)

                                 ▼  Exact location printing 

                         ┌──────────────┐

   106            PRINT  │@CUSTOMER-NAME│CUSTOMER-CITY 3 ST 3 ZIP-CODE

                         └──────────────┘

   108            REPORT  'XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 04'

   109            SELECT  ALL

   110            CONTROL NAME

   111            PRINT   CUSTOMER-NAME CUSTOMER-NUMBER CUSTOMER-CITY

   112                    ST ZIP-CODE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID  CREDIT-LIMIT

   113   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   001 WARNING(S) ISSUED

         START 16:54:54 - STOP 16:54:57

Following is a sample of the fourth page of the report.

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   INPT

O/P  00048 X 00096 = 04608   HITFILE

SRT  00005 - 00021 = 00016   .SORT KEY INFO.

GSA  00000001919 (00000000193 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000002 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000136 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES
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     GSA 4 = 00000000049 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000002 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000002 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000820 (00000000046 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000005 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000040 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000009828 (00000000351 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000005 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000012 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000191 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000002 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000050 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000005 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000002 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000006 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000035 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000030 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000008 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 013K

Following is a sample of the fifth page of the report.

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     BRANCH-ID                INPT    (01)

     CITY                     INPT    (01)

     CREDIT-LIMIT             INPT    (01)   X         1  2  3  4

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-BALANCE          INPT    (01)   X         1  3

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     CUSTOMER-CITY            * GSA * (00)   X         1  2  3  4

     CUSTOMER-NAME            * GSA * (00)   X         1  2  3  4

     CUSTOMER-NUMBER          INPT    (01)   X         2  3  4
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     CUSTOMER-SALE-ID         INPT    (01)   X         1  2  4

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     INPT                     * GSA * (00)

     INPT:                    *LABEL*

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NAME                     INPT    (01)

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     SALESMAN-ID              INPT    (01)   X         1

     SALESMAN-NAME            INPT    (01)

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     ST                       * GSA * (00)   X         2  3  4

     START:                   *LABEL*

     STATE                    INPT    (01)   X         1

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     UNUSED-CREDIT            * GSA * (00)   X         3

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YTD-SALES                INPT    (01)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

     ZIP-CODE                 INPT    (01)   X         1  2  3  4

Following is a sample of the sixth page of the report.

                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=         100 BLOCK=        4612

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4612 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS         100 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B
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          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(15)                DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   21 X

       02 REPORT-01.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 01

          03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME             PICTURE X(24).               DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-ID          PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            46 -   47 X

          03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY             PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               48 -   60 X

          03 01.STATE                     PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.STATE                       61 -   62 X

          03 01.ZIP-CODE                  PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    63 -   67 X

          03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT              PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                68 -   75 N2

          03 01.SALESMAN-ID               PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.SALESMAN-

ID                 76 -   77 X

          03 01.CURRENT-BALANCE           PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.CURRENT-

BALANCE             78 -   84 N2

       02 REPORT-02.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 02

          03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME             PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-NUMBER           PICTURE XXX                  DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             46 -   48 X

          03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY             PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               49 -   61 X

          03 00.ST                        PICTURE X(14)                DEFINE 00.ST                          62 -   75 X

          03 01.ZIP-CODE                  PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    76 -   80 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-ID          PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            81 -   82 X

          03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT              PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                83 -   90 N2

       02 REPORT-03.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 03

          03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME             PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-NUMBER           PICTURE XXX                  DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             46 -   48 X

          03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT              PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                49 -   56 N2

          03 01.CURRENT-BALANCE           PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.CURRENT-

BALANCE             57 -   63 N2

          03 00.UNUSED-CREDIT             PICTURE S9(7)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.UNUSED-

CREDIT               64 -   68 P2

          03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY             PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               69 -   81 X

          03 00.ST                        PICTURE X(14)                DEFINE 00.ST                          82 -   95 X

          03 01.ZIP-CODE                  PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    96 -  100 X

       02 REPORT-04.                      XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 04

          03 00.CUSTOMER-NAME             PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               22 -   45 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-NUMBER           PICTURE XXX                  DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             46 -   48 X
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          03 00.CUSTOMER-CITY             PICTURE X(13)                DEFINE 00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               49 -   61 X

          03 00.ST                        PICTURE X(14)                DEFINE 00.ST                          62 -   75 X

          03 01.ZIP-CODE                  PICTURE X(5)                 DEFINE 01.ZIP-

CODE                    76 -   80 X

          03 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-ID          PICTURE XX                   DEFINE 01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            81 -   82 X

          03 01.CREDIT-LIMIT              PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 01.CREDIT-

LIMIT                83 -   90 N2

Following is a sample of the seventh page of the report.

  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                   1    24

              01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            8     2     2             8                                  31    38

              00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               4          13            13                                  46    58

              01.STATE                       5           2             5                                  66    70

              01.ZIP-

CODE                    3     4     5             5                                  78    82

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99               90   100

              01.SALESMAN-

ID                 8     8     2             8                                 108   115

              01.CURRENT-BALANCE             7     7    10            10          $$,$

$9.99              123   132

Following is a sample of the eighth page of the report.

  REPORT   02 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2   DTL   ACC   TOTAL        PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                   1    24

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  33    40

              00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               4          13            13                                  49    61

              00.ST                          5     4    14            14                                  70    83

              01.ZIP-

CODE                    3     4     5             5                                  92    96

              01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            8     2     2             8                                 105   112

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99              122   132

Following is a sample of the ninth page of the report.
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Date: mm/dd/

ccyy    ********************************************************************************         Page:     9

                    *                                 CA Datacom/DB                                *

Time: hh.mm.ss      *                                General Utility                               *      Release: 12

                    *                   Copyright © 2009 CA. All rights reserved.                  *               SPnn

                    ********************************************************************************

  REPORT   03 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2   DTL   ACC   TOTAL        PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

                                                                                                         ┌──┐

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                 │20│   43

                                                                                                         └──┘

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  64    71

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99               75    85

              01.CURRENT-BALANCE             7     7    10    12      12          $$,$

$9.99               89   100

              00.UNUSED-

CREDIT               6     6    11    13      13        ***,**9.99-       A      104   116

                                                                                                         ┌──┐

  LINE   02   00.CUSTOMER-

CITY                          13            13                                 │20│   32

                                                                                                         └──┘

              00.ST                                     14            14                                  36    49

              01.ZIP-

CODE                                5             5                                  53    57

                                                                                                          ▲

                                                                                   Result of exact location printing

Following is a sample of the tenth page of the report.

Date: mm/dd/

ccyy    ********************************************************************************         Page:     10

                    *                                 CA Datacom/DB                                *

Time: hh.mm.ss      *                                General Utility                               *      Release: 12

                    *                   Copyright © 2009 CA. All rights reserved.                  *               SPnn

                    ********************************************************************************

  REPORT   04 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   00.CUSTOMER-

NAME               4          24            24                                   1    24

              01.CUSTOMER-

NUMBER             8     6     3             8                                  33    40

              00.CUSTOMER-

CITY               4          13            13                                  49    61

              00.ST                          5     4    14            14                                  70    83

              01.ZIP-

CODE                    3     4     5             5                                  92    96

              01.CUSTOMER-SALE-

ID            8     2     2             8                                 105   112

              01.CREDIT-LIMIT                6     5    11            11         $$$,$

$9.99              122   132
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RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000016

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000016

HITS FOR REPORT   2  - 00000000016

HITS FOR REPORT   3  - 00000000016

HITS FOR REPORT   4  - 00000000016

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000064

XYZ INC.

24 JUN 2010                                              XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 01                                    PAGE     1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NAME                          SALESMAN       CITY                STATE       ZIP              CREDIT     SALESMAN       CURRENT

                              ID                                             CODE              LIMIT        ID          BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGH-

ROLLING INVESTMENT        7             DALLAS              TX          75260       $100,000.00      7          $54,000.00

SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS          10             MEMPHIS             TN          38101        $30,000.00     10          $36,500.00

LEGAL TOBACCO CO.             10             CHARLOTTE           NC          28228        $40,000.00     10           $5,400.00

SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES       7             ATLANTA             GA          30304        $20,000.00      7               $0.00

BARONIAL OIL CO.               7             OKLAHOMA CITY       OK          73125        $90,000.00      7          $27,000.00

COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS          1             NEW YORK            NY          10001        $60,000.00      1          $22,800.00

HEAVY METAL MACHINERY          2             CLEVELAND           OH          44101        $50,000.00      2          $48,900.00

AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.         8             NEWARK              NJ          07102        $40,000.00      8          $12,500.00

STOLID INSURANCE CORP.         8             HARTFORD            CT          06101        $80,000.00      8          $86,000.00

INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS         1             CHICAGO             IL          60607        $40,000.00      1           $4,000.00

STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.       2             PITTSBURGH          PN          15219        $30,000.00      2               $0.00

PERFECT BEARING CORP.          1             DETROIT             MI          48233        $20,000.00      1           $2,300.00

MOUNTAIN STATES MINING         5             DENVER              CO          80202        $50,000.00      5          $47,200.00

NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS        5             SEATTLE             WA          98134        $20,000.00      5               $0.00

ORIENTAL TRADING CO.           5             SAN FRANCISCO       CA          94119        $60,000.00      5          $54,000.00

WEST COAST LIFESTYLES          5             LOS ANGELES         CA          90052        $10,000.00      5          $11,000.00

END OF REPORT

XYZ INC.

24 JUN 2010                                              XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 02                                    PAGE    1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NAME                            CUSTOMER        CITY                 STATE                 ZIP        SALESMAN           CREDIT

                                NUMBER                               NAME                  CODE       ID                  LIMIT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGH-

ROLLING INVESTMENT         101             DALLAS               TEXAS                 75260       7            $100,000.00

SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS            102             MEMPHIS              TENNESSEE             38101      10             $30,000.00

LEGAL TOBACCO CO.               103             CHARLOTTE            NORTH CAROLINA        28228      10             $40,000.00

SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES        104             ATLANTA              GEORGIA               30304       7             $20,000.00

BARONIAL OIL CO.                108             OKLAHOMA CITY        OKLAHOMA              73125       7             $90,000.00

COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS           201             NEW YORK             NEW YORK              10001       1             $60,000.00

HEAVY METAL MACHINERY           203             CLEVELAND            OHIO                  44101       2             $50,000.00

AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.          207             NEWARK               NEW JERSEY            07102       8             $40,000.00

STOLID INSURANCE CORP.          210             HARTFORD             CONNECTICUT           06101       8             $80,000.00

INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS          211             CHICAGO              ILLINOIS              60607       1             $40,000.00

STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.        212             PITTSBURGH           PENNSYLVANIA          15219       2             $30,000.00
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PERFECT BEARING CORP.           214             DETROIT              MICHIGAN              48233       1             $20,000.00

MOUNTAIN STATES MINING          303             DENVER               COLORADO              80202       5             $50,000.00

NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS         306             SEATTLE              WASHINGTON            98134       5             $20,000.00

ORIENTAL TRADING CO.            308             SAN FRANCISCO        CALIFORNIA            94119       5             $60,000.00

WEST COAST LIFESTYLES           309             LOS ANGELES          CALIFORNIA            90052       5             $10,000.00

END OF REPORT

                                                             XYZ INC.

24 JUN 2010                                              XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 03                                    PAGE    1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   NAME                                        CUSTOMER        CREDIT        CURRENT          UNUSED

                                                               NUMBER           LIMIT        BALANCE          CREDIT

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   ORIENTAL TRADING CO.                        308         $60,000.00     $54,000.00   ****6,000.00

                   SAN FRANCISCO   CALIFORNIA       94119

                   WEST COAST LIFESTYLES                       309         $10,000.00     $11,000.00

                   LOS ANGELES     CALIFORNIA       90052

                   MOUNTAIN STATES MINING                      303         $50,000.00     $47,200.00   ****2,800.00

                   DENVER          COLORADO         80202

                   STOLID INSURANCE CORP.                      210         $80,000.00     $86,000.00

                   HARTFORD        CONNECTICUT      06101

                   SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES                    104         $20,000.00          $0.00   ***20,000.00

                   ATLANTA         GEORGIA          30304

                   INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS                      211         $40,000.00      $4,000.00   ***36,000.00

                   CHICAGO         ILLINOIS         60607

                   PERFECT BEARING CORP.                       214         $20,000.00      $2,300.00   ***17,700.00

                   DETROIT         MICHIGAN         48233

                   AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.                      207         $40,000.00     $12,500.00   ***27,200.00

                   NEWARK          NEW JERSEY       07102

                   COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS                       201         $60,000.00     $22,800.00   ***37,200.00

                   NEW YORK        NEW YORK         10001

                   LEGAL TOBACCO CO.                           103         $40,000.00      $5,400.00   ***34,600.00

                   CHARLOTTE       NORTH CAROLINA   28228

                   HEAVY METAL MACHINERY                       203         $50,000.00     $48,900.00   ****1,100.00

                   CLEVELAND       OHIO             44101

                   BARONIAL OIL CO.                            108         $90,000.00     $27,000.00   ***63,000.00

                   OKLAHOMA CITY   OKLAHOMA         73125

                   STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.                    212         $30,000.00          $0.00   ***30,000.00

                   PITTSBURGH      PENNSYLVANIA     15219

                   SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS                        102         $30,000.00     $36,500.00

                   MEMPHIS         TENNESSEE        38101

                   HIGH-

ROLLING INVESTMENT                     101        $100,000.00     $54,000.00   ***46,000.00

                   DALLAS          TEXAS            75260

                   NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS                     306         $20,000.00          $0.00   ***20,000.00

                   SEATTLE         WASHINGTON       98134

                                                                                        ------------   -------------

GRAND TOTAL                                                                              $411,600.00 ****341,900.00

                                                              XYZ INC.

24 JUN 2010                                              XYZ SAMPLE REPORT 04                                    PAGE    1

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NAME                            CUSTOMER        CITY                 STATE                 ZIP        SALESMAN           CREDIT
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                                NUMBER                               NAME                  CODE       ID                  LIMIT

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HIGH-

ROLLING INVESTMENT         101             DALLAS               TEXAS                 75260       7            $100,000.00

SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS            102             MEMPHIS              TENNESSEE             38101      10             $30,000.00

LEGAL TOBACCO CO.               103             CHARLOTTE            NORTH CAROLINA        28228      10             $40,000.00

SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES        104             ATLANTA              GEORGIA               30304       7             $20,000.00

BARONIAL OIL CO.                108             OKLAHOMA CITY        OKLAHOMA              73125       7             $90,000.00

COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS           201             NEW YORK             NEW YORK              10001       1             $60,000.00

HEAVY METAL MACHINERY           203             CLEVELAND            OHIO                  44101       2             $50,000.00

AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.          207             NEWARK               NEW JERSEY            07102       8             $40,000.00

STOLID INSURANCE CORP.          210             HARTFORD             CONNECTICUT           06101       8             $80,000.00

INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS          211             CHICAGO              ILLINOIS              60607       1             $40,000.00

STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.        212             PITTSBURGH           PENNSYLVANIA          15219       2             $30,000.00

PERFECT BEARING CORP.           214             DETROIT              MICHIGAN              48233       1             $20,000.00

MOUNTAIN STATES MINING          303             DENVER               COLORADO              80202       5             $50,000.00

NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS         306             SEATTLE              WASHINGTON            98134       5             $20,000.00

ORIENTAL TRADING CO.            308             SAN FRANCISCO        CALIFORNIA            94119       5             $60,000.00

WEST COAST LIFESTYLES           309             LOS ANGELES          CALIFORNIA            90052       5             $10,000.00

END OF REPORT

Secondary Mode Operation
Secondary mode is well suited to the functions involved in report generation, but is more efficient than Primary mode.
Each request is processed faster and the system uses minimum resources.

The system enters this mode of operation either explicitly, by specifying the OPTION SORT=NONE parameter in the
Reporting Facility source program, or implicitly, by the Reporting Facility system where it is possible to establish from the
source commands that the system is to generate a single report in the same sequence as the primary input file.

Two main processes are performed in this mode:

• Compilation/Code Generation
• Record Selection/Data Manipulation/Report Printing

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Secondary Mode Example 1

 

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                  PAGE      1

   ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

   │ 1           OPTION  LIST ON MAP SORT=NONE         │ ◄  Enter Secondary mode explicitly 

   └───────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

      2            USER    CA

     4            NOTE   ****************************************

     5            NOTE   *                                      *

     6            NOTE   *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM     *
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     7            NOTE   *  PRODUCES A SINGLE REPORT SHOWING A  *

     8            NOTE   *  DETAIL LISTING OF THE TRANSACTION   *

     9            NOTE   *  INPUT.  THE INPUT IS ASSUMED TO BE  *

    10            NOTE   *  IN THE PROPER SEQUENCE, HENCE NO    *

    11            NOTE   *  SORT IS NECESSARY.                  *

    12            NOTE   *                                      *

    13            NOTE   ****************************************

    14            TRANSF:   INPUT CARD

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────── -- ─────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 16            DEF    TRANSACTION-CODE      1-2  X                           │

  │ 17            DEF    ID-NUMBER             3-6  X                           │

  │ 18            DEF    AMOUNT               7-13  N2  'TRANSACTION' 'AMOUNT ' │

  │ 19            DEF    ACTIVITY-DATE       14-21  X  'DATE  OF'    'ACTIVITY' │ ◄  Single input card file 

  │ 20            DEF    CLEARED                22  X                           │

  │ 21            DEF    PAYEE               23-42  X                           │

  │ 22            DEF    REASON              44-75  X                           │

  └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

  ┌────────────────────────────── --  --  --  --  --  --  --  --  -- ──────────────┐

  │ 24            GET    TRANS                          │

  │                                                     │ ◄  Could be omitted for primary file 

  │ 25            GOTO   EOJ WHEN TRANS EQ END-OF-FILE  │

  └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 26            DECODE TRANSACTION-CODE INTO TYPE     │ ◄  Date translation 

  └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    27                             'BF' = 'BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD'

    28                             'CK' = 'CHECK WRITTEN'

    29                             'DP' = 'DEPOSIT'

    30                             'NS' = 'NON-SUFFICIENT FUNDS'

    31                             'SC' = 'SERVICE CHARGE'

    32                              ELSE  'UNKNOWN TRANSACTION TYPE'

    33                                    ' ' 'TYPE OF TRANSACTION'

  ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 35            REPORT 'TRANSACTION DETAIL LISTING'   │

  │ 36            SELECT ALL                            │ ◄ Single report definition group

  │ 37            PRINT QSEQ TYPE ACTIVITY-DATE PAYEE   │ (Highlighted words in lines 37 and 38 are

  │ 38                   REASON AMOUNT CURRENT-TIME     │ predefined field names/reserved words.)

  │ 39   END                                            │

  └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 13:58:00 - STOP 13:58:00

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      2
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COMPILE DIAGNOSTICS

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   TRANS

GSA  00000001059 (00000000070 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000001 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000021 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000045 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000000 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000001 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000646 (00000000038 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000005 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000032 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000003416 (00000000122 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000007 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000076 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000002 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000006 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000001 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000005 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000002 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000008 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000007 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000002 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 006K

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      3

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     ACTIVITY-DATE            TRANS   (01)   X         1

     AMOUNT                   TRANS   (01)   X         1

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CLEARED                  TRANS   (01)

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)
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     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)   X         1

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     ID-NUMBER                TRANS   (01)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     PAYEE                    TRANS   (01)   X         1

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)   X         1

     REASON                   TRANS   (01)   X         1

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     TRANS                    * GSA * (00)

     TRANS:                   *LABEL*

     TRANSACTION-CODE         TRANS   (01)

     TYPE                     * GSA * (00)   X         1

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      4

                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=         119 BLOCK=        4604

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4604 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS         119 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B

          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(9)                 DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   15 X

       02 REPORT-01.                      TRANSACTION DETAIL LISTING

          03 00.QSEQ                      PICTURE S9(9)        COMP-3  DEFINE 00.QSEQ                        16 -   20 P
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          03 00.TYPE                      PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 00.TYPE                        21 -   44 X

          03 01.ACTIVITY-DATE             PICTURE X(8)                 DEFINE 01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               45 -   52 X

          03 01.PAYEE                     PICTURE X(20)                DEFINE 01.PAYEE                       53 -   72 X

          03 01.REASON                    PICTURE X(32)                DEFINE 01.REASON                      73 -  104 X

          03 01.AMOUNT                    PICTURE 9(5)V99              DEFINE 01.AMOUNT                     105 -  111 N2

          03 00.CURRENT-TIME              PICTURE X(8)                 DEFINE 00.CURRENT-

TIME               112 -  119 X

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      5

  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   00.QSEQ                        4          10            10         999999999-                1    10

              00.TYPE                             19    24            24                                  13    36

              01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               8     8     8             8                                  39    46

              01.PAYEE                       5          20            20                                  49    68

              01.REASON                      6          32            32                                  72   103

              01.AMOUNT                     11     8     9            11          99999.99-              107   117

              00.CURRENT-

TIME               12           8            12                                 121   132

CA

24 JUN 2010                                          TRANSACTION DETAIL LISTING                                    PAGE     1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   QSEQ                            DATE  OF  PAYEE                  REASON                             TRANSACTION  CURRENT-

TIME

         TYPE OF TRANSACTION       ACTIVITY                                                               AMOUNT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     1   BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD   01/01/10/

* *                       BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD    000       109.12    13:58:03

     2   DEPOSIT                   01/01/10/

* *                                                  000       500.00    13:58:03

     3   CHECK WRITTEN             01/01/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

     4   CHECK WRITTEN             01/01/10  ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JANUARY INS. PREMIUM         000        37.02    13:58:03

     5   CHECK WRITTEN             01/01/10  SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JANUARY MORTGAGE PAYMENT     000       433.00    13:58:03

     6   CHECK WRITTEN             01/03/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR DEC'07      000        62.15    13:58:03

     7   CHECK WRITTEN             01/10/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        22.87    13:58:03

     8   DEPOSIT                   01/15/10                                                      000       824.07    13:58:03

     9   CHECK WRITTEN             01/15/10  RICHBURG INS. AGENCY   CAR INSURANCE                000       412.89    13:58:03

    10   CHECK WRITTEN             01/22/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000       100.00    13:58:03

    11   CHECK WRITTEN             01/22/10  SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000        22.03    13:58:03

    12   CHECK WRITTEN             01/23/10  ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000        17.00    13:58:03

    13   CHECK WRITTEN             01/25/10  SEARS ROEBUCK          DRYER                        000       213.56    13:58:03

    14   CHECK WRITTEN             01/27/10  ALL-

NITE BOWLING       BOWLING BAG                  000        16.75    13:58:03

    15   CHECK WRITTEN             01/30/10  ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 1               000        89.98    13:58:03

    16   NON-

SUFFICIENT FUNDS      01/31/10                                                      000         6.00    13:58:03

    17   SERVICE CHARGE            01/31/10                                                      000         4.00    13:58:03

    18   DEPOSIT                   02/01/10                                                      000       922.00    13:58:03

    19   CHECK WRITTEN             02/01/10  JOHN DOE               RETURN OF CASH ADVANCE       000       150.00    13:58:03
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    20   CHECK WRITTEN             02/03/10  SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    FEBRUARY MORTGAGE PAYMENT    000       433.00    13:58:03

    21   CHECK WRITTEN             02/05/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR JAN'08      000        59.11    13:58:03

    22   CHECK WRITTEN             02/09/10  ACME NATIONAL LIFE     FEBRUARY INS. PREMIUM        000        37.02    13:58:03

    23   CHECK WRITTEN             02/11/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        68.29    13:58:03

    24   CHECK WRITTEN             02/11/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        25.00    13:58:03

    25   DEPOSIT                   02/17/10                         2007 INCOME TAX REFUND       000      1538.00    13:58:03

    26   CHECK WRITTEN             02/20/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

    27   CHECK WRITTEN             02/21/10  ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENTS 2 AND 3        000       179.96    13:58:03

    28   CHECK WRITTEN             02/27/10  SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MARCH/

APRIL MORTGAGE PAYMENT 000       866.00    13:58:03

    29   CHECK WRITTEN             02/28/10  COMPANY XYZ            SUIT                         000       120.42    13:58:03

    30   CHECK WRITTEN             03/02/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR FEB'08      000        62.11    13:58:03

    31   CHECK WRITTEN             03/02/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        25.00    13:58:03

    32   SERVICE CHARGE            03/03/10                                                      000         4.00    13:58:03

    33   CHECK WRITTEN             03/09/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        72.80    13:58:03

    34   CHECK WRITTEN             03/12/10  SOUTHERN AIRWAYS       TICKET TO LUBBOCK            000       227.89    13:58:03

    35   DEPOSIT                   03/15/10                                                      000       922.00    13:58:03

    36   CHECK WRITTEN             03/16/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000       250.00    13:58:03

    37   CHECK WRITTEN             03/27/10  ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MARCH/

APRIL INS. PREMIUMS    000        74.04    13:58:03

    38   CHECK WRITTEN             03/30/10  DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    BATTERY                      000        35.70    13:58:03

    39   DEPOSIT                   04/01/10                                                      000       922.00    13:58:03

    40   CHECK WRITTEN             04/02/10  V.O.I.D.                                            000         0.00    13:58:03

    41   CHECK WRITTEN             04/02/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAR'08      000        47.18    13:58:03

    42   CHECK WRITTEN             04/02/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        25.90    13:58:03

    43   CHECK WRITTEN             04/02/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000       100.00    13:58:03

    44   CHECK WRITTEN             04/10/10  ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 4               000        89.98    13:58:03

    45   CHECK WRITTEN             04/10/10  SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILLS                  000        79.82    13:58:03

    46   SERVICE CHARGE            04/10/10                                                      000         4.00    13:58:03

    47   CHECK WRITTEN             04/10/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

    48   CHECK WRITTEN             04/11/10  DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    TUNE-

UP KIT                  000        21.60    13:58:03

    49   CHECK WRITTEN             04/15/10  BERNY'S CHEVROLET      DOWN PAYMENT ON CORVETTE     000      1000.00    13:58:03

    50   DEPOSIT                   04/15/10                         PARTIAL SAVINGS WITHDRAWAL   000      2922.00    13:58:03

    51   CHECK WRITTEN             04/15/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        75.00    13:58:03

CA

24 JUN 2010                                            TRANSACTION DETAIL LISTING                                  PAGE     2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   QSEQ                            DATE  OF  PAYEE                  REASON                             TRANSACTION  CURRENT-

TIME

         TYPE OF TRANSACTION       ACTIVITY                                                               AMOUNT

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    52   CHECK WRITTEN             04/20/10  CITY OF DALLAS         PARKING TICKET               000         5.00    13:58:03

    53   CHECK WRITTEN             04/20/10  ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000        11.55    13:58:03

    54   CHECK WRITTEN             04/22/10  MODERNAGE TV           REPAIRS                      000        75.22    13:58:03

    55   CHECK WRITTEN             04/25/10  BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 1                000       179.00    13:58:03

    56   CHECK WRITTEN             04/26/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        25.00    13:58:03

    57   CHECK WRITTEN             04/26/10  ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 5               000        89.98    13:58:03

    58   CHECK WRITTEN             04/29/10  SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MAY MORTGAGE PAYMENT         000       433.00    13:58:03

    59   DEPOSIT                   05/01/10                                                      000       922.00    13:58:03

    60   CHECK WRITTEN             05/01/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03
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    61   CHECK WRITTEN             05/01/10  ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MAY INS. PREMIUM             000        37.02    13:58:03

    62   CHECK WRITTEN             05/01/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR APR'08      000        55.98    13:58:03

    63   CHECK WRITTEN             05/01/10  BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 2                000       179.00    13:58:03

    64   CHECK WRITTEN             05/02/10  COMPANY XYZ            BRIEFCASE                    000        47.56    13:58:03

    65   SERVICE CHARGE            05/02/10                                                      000         4.00    13:58:03

    66   CHECK WRITTEN             05/05/10  ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000        21.60    13:58:03

    67   CHECK WRITTEN             05/06/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

    68   CHECK WRITTEN             05/10/10  SEARS ROEBUCK          WASHER                       000       256.75    13:58:03

    69   CHECK WRITTEN             05/11/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        53.89    13:58:03

    70   CHECK WRITTEN             05/15/10  DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    MISC. AUTO PARTS             000        42.04    13:58:03

    71   DEPOSIT                   05/15/10                                                      000       962.00    13:58:03

    72   CHECK WRITTEN             05/15/10  BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 3                000       179.00    13:58:03

    73   CHECK WRITTEN             05/15/10  H & L FLORISTS         ROSES                        000        44.01    13:58:03

    74   CHECK WRITTEN             05/15/10  COMPZNY XYZ            MISC.                        000        27.89    13:58:03

    75   CHECK WRITTEN             05/16/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

    76   CHECK WRITTEN             05/17/10  MODERNAGE TV           TV                           000       272.50    13:58:03

    77   CHECK WRITTEN             05/17/10  RX DRUGS               PRESCRIPTION                 000        14.80    13:58:03

    78   CHECK WRITTEN             05/17/10  ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000        17.00    13:58:03

    79   CHECK WRITTEN             05/18/10  SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000        55.39    13:58:03

    80   CHECK WRITTEN             05/18/10  ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000        22.50    13:58:03

    81   CHECK WRITTEN             05/18/10  JOHN DOE               RETURN CASH ADVANCE          000        01.00    13:58:03

    82   CHECK WRITTEN             05/18/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        25.00    13:58:03

    83   CHECK WRITTEN             05/20/10  ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JUNE INS. PREMIUM            000        37.02    13:58:03

    84   CHECK WRITTEN             05/21/10  SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JUNE MORTGAGE PAYMENT        000       433.00    13:58:03

    85   CHECK WRITTEN             05/21/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        25.00    13:58:03

    86   DEPOSIT                   06/01/10                                                      000       962.00    13:58:03

    87   CHECK WRITTEN             06/01/10  TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAY'08      000        53.21    13:58:03

    88   CHECK WRITTEN             06/02/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000        50.00    13:58:03

    89   CHECK WRITTEN             06/02/10  FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000        82.40    13:58:03

    90   CHECK WRITTEN             06/02/10  ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000        11.00    13:58:03

    91   CHECK WRITTEN             06/05/10  V.O.I.D.                                            000         0.00    13:58:03

    92   CHECK WRITTEN             06/05/10  ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000       150.00    13:58:03

    93   DEPOSIT                   06/15/10                                                      000       962.00    13:58:03

END OF REPORT

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000093

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000093

Secondary Mode Example 2

 

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                  PAGE      1

     1            OPTION  LIST ON MAP SORT=NONE

       2            USER    CA
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     4            NOTE    **********************************************

     5            NOTE    *                                            *

     6            NOTE    *     A C T I V I T Y    R E G I S T E R     *

     7            NOTE    *                                            *

     8            NOTE    *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM PRODUCES  *

     9            NOTE    *  A SINGLE REPORT, SHOWING A DETAIL LIST    *

    10            NOTE    *  OF ALL ACTIVITY.                          *

    11            NOTE    *                                            *

    12            NOTE    **********************************************

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 14   TRANS:   FILE    CARD                                                   │

  │ 15            DEF     TRANSACTION-CODE    1 TO  2  X                         │

  │ 16            DEF     ID-NUMBER           3 TO  6  X                         │

  │                                                         Alternate Headings   │

  │ 17            DEF     AMOUNT              7 TO 13  N2    ▼             ▼     │

  │ 18            DEF     ACTIVITY-DATE      14 TO 21  X 'DATE  OF'   'ACTIVITY' │  ◄  Input data file fields 

  │ 19            DEF     CLEARED                  22  X                         │

  │ 20            DEF     PAYEE              23 TO 42  X                         │

  │ 21            DEF     REASON             44 TO 75  X                         │

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │             ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐      │

  │ 23          │ DEF     PRINTTYPE(9)=' '          '  TYPE /' '  STATUS' │  ◄  Field redefinition 

  │ 24          │ DEF     PRTCODE=PRINTTYPE       1-2 X                   │      │

  │ 25          │ DEF     PRTIDNUMBER=PRINTTYPE   4-7 X                   │      │

  │ 26          │ DEF     PRTSTAT=PRINTTYPE         9 X                   │      │

  │             └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘      │ ◄  GSA fields 

  │ 27            DEFINE  RUNNING-BALANCE(9.2)=0 'RUNNING  ' 'BALANCE  '         │

  │ 28                                              PIC '$$$,$$$,$$9.99-'        │

  │ 29            DEFINE  NEGATIVE(5.2) EQ 0 ' ' '-(MINUS)'   PIC '$$,$$9.99-'   │

  │ 30            DEFINE  POSITIVE(5.2) EQ 0 ' ' '┘(PLUS)'    PIC '$$,$$9.99-'   │

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    32            SET     PRTCODE EQUAL TO TRANSACTION-

CODE                         Notice that automatic read  

    33            SET     PRTIDNUMBER EQUAL TO ID-

NUMBER                            of primary file is assumed. 

    34            MOVE    CLEARED TO PRTSTAT

    35            GO TO   PLUS WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'BF'

    36            GO TO   PLUS WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'DP'

    37            MOVE    AMOUNT TO NEGATIVE

    38            REDUCE  RUNNING-BALANCE BY AMOUNT

    39            GOTO    TEST

    40   PLUS:    CONTINUE

    41            MOVE    AMOUNT TO POSITIVE

    42            ADD     AMOUNT TO RUNNING-BALANCE

    44            REPORT  'ACTIVITY REGISTER'

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 45            SELECT  'A' WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'BF'          │

  │ 46            SELECT  'A' WHEN TRANSACTION-CODE EQ 'DP'          │ ◄  Conditional record selection 

  │ 47            SELECT  'B' ALL                                    │

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │ 48            PRINT   PRINTTYPE ACTIVITY-DATE PAYEE REASON       │ ◄  Conditional record printing 

  │ 49                    (A;POSITIVE) (B;NEGATIVE) RUNNING-BALANCE  │    with field accumulation     

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    50   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      2

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 13:58:59 - STOP 13:59:00

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      3

COMPILE DIAGNOSTICS

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   TRANS

GSA  00000001071 (00000000084 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000001 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000024 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000051 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000002 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000004 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000782 (00000000045 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000006 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000038 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000003892 (00000000139 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000007 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000090 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000009 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000000 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000001 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000006 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000004 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000008 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000007 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D
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     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 006K

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      4

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     ACTIVITY-DATE            TRANS   (01)   X         1

     AMOUNT                   TRANS   (01)

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CLEARED                  TRANS   (01)

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     ID-NUMBER                TRANS   (01)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NEGATIVE                 * GSA * (00)   X         1

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     PAYEE                    TRANS   (01)   X         1

     PLUS:                    *LABEL*

     POSITIVE                 * GSA * (00)   X         1

     PRINTTYPE                * GSA * (00)   X         1

     PRTCODE                  * GSA * (00)

     PRTIDNUMBER              * GSA * (00)

     PRTSTAT                  * GSA * (00)

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)

     REASON                   TRANS   (01)   X         1

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     RUNNING-BALANCE          * GSA * (00)   X         1

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     TRANS                    * GSA * (00)

     TRANS:                   *LABEL*

     TRANSACTION-CODE         TRANS   (01)

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)
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CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                  PAGE      5

                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=          98 BLOCK=        4610

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4610 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS          98 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B

          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(9)                 DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   15 X

    ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

    │  02 REPORT-01.                      ACTIVITY REGISTER                                                               │

    │     03 00.PRINTTYPE                 PICTURE X(9).                DEFINE 00.PRINTTYPE                   16 -   24 X  │

    │     03 01.ACTIVITY-DATE             PICTURE X(8)                 DEFINE 01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               25 -   32 X  │

    │     03 01.PAYEE                     PICTURE X(20)                DEFINE 01.PAYEE                       33 -   52 X  │

    │     03 01.REASON                    PICTURE X(32)                DEFINE 01.REASON                      53 -   84 X  │

    │     03 00.POSITIVE                  PICTURE S9(5)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.POSITIVE                    85 -   88 P2 │

    │     03 00.NEGATIVE                  PICTURE S9(5)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.NEGATIVE                    89 -   92 P2 │

    │     03 00.RUNNING-BALANCE           PICTURE S9(9)V99     COMP-3  DEFINE 00.RUNNING-

BALANCE             93 -   98 P2 │

    └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

             ▲

      Single report

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      6

  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   00.PRINTTYPE                   8     8     9             9                                   1     9

              01.ACTIVITY-

DATE               8     8     8             8                                  13    20

              01.PAYEE                       5          20            20                                  24    43

              01.REASON                      6          32            32                                  47    78

                                                                                                ┌───┐

              00.POSITIVE                          7    11    13      13         $$,$

$9.99-     │ A │     83    95

              00.NEGATIVE                          8    11    13      13         $$,$

$9.99-     │ B │    100   112

                                                                                                └───┘

              00.RUNNING-BALANCE             9     9    16            16    $$$,$$$,$

$9.99-              117   132
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                                                                                                  ▲

                                                                                     Tag characters (see        

                                                                                     SELECT and PRINT commands)

24 JUN 2010                                                ACTIVITY REGISTER       Conditional Printing           PAGE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TYPE /    DATE  OF   PAYEE                  REASON                                   ▼             ▼           RUNNING

  STATUS    ACTIVITY                                                               +(PLUS)       -

(MINUS)        BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BF          01/01/10                          BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD      000     $109.12                       $109.12  09.12

DP          01/01/10                                                       000     $500.00                       $609.12  09.12

CK 1200 X   01/01/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $50.00        $559.12  59.12

CK 1201 X   01/01/10   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JANUARY INS. PREMIUM         000                     $37.02        $522.10  22.10

CK 1202 X   01/01/10   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JANUARY MORTGAGE PAYMENT     000                    $433.00         $89.10  89.10

CK 1203 X   01/03/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR DEC'07      000                     $62.15         $26.95  26.95

CK 1204 X   01/10/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                     $22.87          $4.08  $4.08

DP          01/15/10                                                       000     $824.07                       $828.15  28.15

CK 1205 X   01/15/10   RICHBURG INS. AGENCY   CAR INSURANCE                000                    $412.89        $415.26  15.26

CK 1206 X   01/22/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                    $100.00        $315.26  15.26

CK 1207 X   01/22/10   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000                     $22.03        $293.23  93.23

CK 1208 X   01/23/10   ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000                     $17.00        $276.23  76.23

CK 1209 X   01/25/10   SEARS ROEBUCK          DRYER                        000                    $213.56         $62.67  62.67

CK 1210 X   01/27/10   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       BOWLING BAG                  000                     $16.75         $45.92  45.92

CK 1211 X   01/30/10   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 1               000                     $89.98         $44.06- 44.06-

NS          01/31/10                                                       000                      $6.00         $50.06- 50.06-

SC          01/31/10                                                       000                      $4.00         $54.06- 54.06-

DP          02/01/10                                                       000     $922.00                       $867.94  67.94

CK 1212 X   02/01/10   JOHN DOE               RETURN OF CASH ADVANCE       000                    $150.00        $717.94  17.94

CK 1213 X   02/03/10   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    FEBRUARY MORTGAGE PAYMENT    000                    $433.00        $284.94  84.94

CK 1214 X   02/05/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR JAN'08      000                     $59.11        $225.83  25.83

CK 1215 X   02/09/10   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     FEBRUARY INS. PREMIUM        000                     $37.02        $188.81  88.81

CK 1216 X   02/11/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                     $68.29        $120.52  20.52

CK 1217 X   02/11/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $25.00         $95.52  95.52

DP          02/17/10                          2007 INCOME TAX REFUND       000   $1,538.00                     $1,633.52  33.52

CK 1218 X   02/20/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $50.00      $1,583.52  83.52

CK 1219 X   02/21/10   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENTS 2 AND 3        000                    $179.96      $1,403.56  03.56

CK 1220 X   02/27/10   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MARCH/

APRIL MORTGAGE PAYMENT 000                    $866.00        $537.56  37.56

CK 1221 X   02/28/10   COMPANY XYZ            SUIT                         000                    $120.42        $417.14  17.14

CK 1222 X   03/02/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR FEB'08      000                     $62.11        $355.56  55.03

CK 1223 X   03/02/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $25.00        $330.03  30.03

SC          03/03/10                                                       000                      $4.00        $326.03  26.03

CK 1224 X   03/09/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                     $72.80        $253.23  53.23

CK 1225 X   03/12/10   SOUTHERN AIRWAYS       TICKET TO LUBBOCK            000                    $227.89         $25.34  25.34

DP          03/15/10                                                       000     $922.00                       $947.34  47.34

CK 1226 X   03/16/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                    $250.00        $697.34  97.34

CK 1227 X   03/27/10   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MARCH/

APRIL INS. PREMIUMS    000                     $74.04        $623.30  23.30

CK 1228 X   03/30/10   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    BATTERY                      000                     $35.70        $587.60  87.60

DP          04/01/10                                                       000     $922.00                     $1,509.60  09.60

CK 1229 X   04/02/10   V.O.I.D.                                            000                      $0.00      $1,509.60  09.60

CK 1230 X   04/02/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAR'08      000                     $47.18      $1,462.42  62.42
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CK 1231 X   04/02/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                     $25.90      $1,436.52  36.52

CK 1232 X   04/02/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                    $100.00      $1,336.52  36.52

CK 1233 X   04/10/10   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 4               000                     $89.98      $1,246.54  46.54

CK 1234 X   04/10/10   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILLS                  000                     $79.82      $1,166.72  66.72

SC          04/10/10                                                       000                      $4.00      $1,162.72  62.72

CK 1235 X   04/10/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $50.00      $1,112.72  12.72

CK 1236 X   04/11/10   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    TUNE-

UP KIT                  000                     $21.60      $1,091.12  91.12

CK 1237 X   04/15/10   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      DOWN PAYMENT ON CORVETTE     000                  $1,000.00         $91.12  91.12

DP          04/15/10                          PARTIAL SAVINGS WITHDRAWAL   000   $2,922.00                     $3,013.12  13.12

CK 1238 X   04/15/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                     $75.00      $2,938.12  38.12

CA      

24 JUN 2010                                                ACTIVITY REGISTER                                       PAGE     2

        

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TYPE /    DATE  OF   PAYEE                  REASON                                                                   RUNNING

  STATUS    ACTIVITY                                                                  +(PLUS)         -

(MINUS)         BALANCE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CK 1239 X   04/20/10   CITY OF DALLAS         PARKING TICKET               000                          $5.00         $2,933.12

CK 1240 X   04/20/10   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                         $11.55         $2,921.57

CK 1241 X   04/22/10   MODERNAGE TV           REPAIRS                      000                         $75.22         $2,846.35

CK 1242 X   04/25/10   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 1                000                        $179.00         $2,667.35

CK 1243 X   04/26/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $25.00         $2,642.35

CK 1244 X   04/26/10   ACME FINANCE           LOAN PAYMENT 5               000                         $89.98         $2,552.37

CK 1245 X   04/29/10   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    MAY MORTGAGE PAYMENT         000                        $433.00         $2,119.37

DP          05/01/10                                                       000       $922.00                          $3,041.37

CK 1246 X   05/01/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $50.00         $2,991.37

CK 1247 X   05/01/10   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     MAY INS. PREMIUM             000                         $37.02         $2,954.35

CK 1248 X   05/01/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR APR'08      000                         $55.98         $2,898.37

CK 1249 X   05/01/10   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 2                000                        $179.00         $2,719.37

CK 1250 X   05/02/10   COMPANY XYZ            BRIEFCASE                    000                         $47.56         $2,671.81

SC          05/02/10                                                       000                          $4.00         $2,667.81

CK 1251 X   05/05/10   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                         $21.60         $2,646.21

CK 1252 X   05/06/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $50.00         $2,596.21

CK 1253 X   05/10/10   SEARS ROEBUCK          WASHER                       000                        $256.75         $2,339.46

CK 1254 X   05/11/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                         $53.89         $2,285.57

CK 1255 X   05/15/10   DISCOUNT AUTO STORE    MISC. AUTO PARTS             000                         $42.04         $2,243.53

DP          05/15/10                                                       000       $962.00                          $3,205.53

CK 1256 X   05/15/10   BERNY'S CHEVROLET      CAR PAYMENT 3                000                        $179.00         $3,026.53

CK 1257 X   05/15/10   H & L FLORISTS         ROSES                        000                         $44.95         $2,981.58

CK 1258 X   05/15/10   COMPANY XYZ            MISC.                        000                         $27.89         $2,953.69

CK 1259 X   05/16/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $50.00         $2,903.69

CK 1260 X   05/17/10   MODERNAGE TV           TV                           000                        $272.50         $2,631.19

CK 1261 X   05/17/10   RX DRUGS               PRESCRIPTION                 000                         $14.80         $2,616.39

CK 1262 X   05/17/10   ACME HAIR DESIGN       HAIRCUT                      000                         $17.00         $2,599.39

CK 1263 X   05/18/10   SOUTHWESTERN BELL      PHONE BILL                   000                         $55.39         $2,544.00

CK 1264 X   05/18/10   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                         $22.50         $2,521.50

CK 1265 X   05/18/10   JOHN DOE               RETURN CASH ADVANCE          000                         $95.00         $2,426.50

CK 1266 X   05/18/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $25.00         $2,401.50
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CK 1267     05/20/10   ACME NATIONAL LIFE     JUNE INS. PREMIUM            000                         $37.02         $2,364.48

CK 1268     05/21/10   SOUTHWEST TITLE CO.    JUNE MORTGAGE PAYMENT        000                        $433.00         $1,931.48

CK 1269     05/21/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $25.00         $1,906.48

DP          06/01/10                                                       000       $962.00                          $2,868.48

CK 1270     06/01/10   TEXAS POWER & LIGHT    UTILITY BILL FOR MAY'08      000                         $53.21         $2,815.27

CK 1271     06/02/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                         $50.00         $2,765.27

CK 1272     06/02/10   FOOD MART              GROCERIES                    000                         $82.40         $2,682.87

CK 1273     06/02/10   ALL-

NITE BOWLING       ENTERTAINMENT                000                         $11.00         $2,671.87

CK 1274 X   06/05/10   V.O.I.D.                                            000                          $0.00         $2,671.87

CK 1275     06/05/10   ABC NATIONAL BANK      CASH                         000                        $150.00         $2,521.87

DP          06/15/10                                                       000       $962.00                          $3,483.87

                                                                                -------------    -------------

GRAND TOTAL                                                                       $12,467.19        $8,983.32

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000093

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000093

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000093

Secondary Mode Example 3

 

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      1

     1            OPTION  LIST ON MAP SORT EQ NONE

       2            USER    CA

     4            NOTE    *************************************************

     5            NOTE    *                                               *

     6            NOTE    *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES  *

     7            NOTE    *  MULTIPLE DATACOM/DB FILE ACCESS.             *

     8            NOTE    *                                               *

     9            NOTE    *  (THE NEW TECHNIQUES FOR DB FILE              *

    10            NOTE    *   DEFINITION AND ACCESS ARE USED HERE.        *         Multiple CA Datacom/

DB tables    

    11            NOTE    *                                               *         with automatic User Requirements 

    12            NOTE    *************************************************         Table generation                 

       ┌─────────┐

    14 │ PMF001: │INPUT   DATACOM  RECORD=329

    15 │         │DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

    16 │         │DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

    17 │         │DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

    18 │         │DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER    301-305  X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

    19 │         │DEFINE  NAME               306-329  X

       │         │

    21 │ PAYROLL:│INPUT   DATACOM  RECORD=340 NAME=PAY DBID=001

    22 └─────────┘DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

    23            DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X
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    24            DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

    25            DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

    26            DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-CODE          306  X

    27            DEFINE  STATUS                 307  X

    28            DEFINE  CURRENT-RATE       308-315  N3 ' CURRENT ' 'PAY  RATE'

    29            DEFINE  YTD-WAGES          316-323  N2

    30                    'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   WAGES'  PIC  '$$$,$$9.99'

    31            DEFINE  YTD-COMMISSION     324-331  N2

    32                    'YEAR-TO-DATE'  ' COMMISSION '

    33            DEFINE  YTD-TAXES          332-339  N2

    34                    'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   TAXES'

           ▲  Notice alternate means of defining CA Datacom/DB tables and duplicate field names in both I/

O areas.
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                                                ▼  Field Name Qualifiers 

              ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

              │                              ┌──────┐                   │

    36        │   MOVE    'GETIT'         TO │PMF001│.DB-COMMAND        │

    37        │   MOVE    'EMPNO'         TO │PMF001│.DB-KEY-NAME       │  ◄  Sequential access 

    38        │   MOVE    'IDEMP      '   TO │PMF001│.DB-ELEMENT-LIST   │

              │                              └──────┘                   │

              └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    39            GET     PMF001

    40            GO TO   EOJ WHEN PMF001 EQ END-OF-FILE

              ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

              │                              ┌────────┐                 │

    41        │   MOVE    'REDKG'         TO │PAYROLL.│DB-COMMAND       │

    42        │   MOVE    'EMPNO'         TO │PAYROLL.│DB-KEY-NAME      │  ◄  Random access 

    43        │   MOVE    EMPLOYEE-NUMBER TO │PAYROLL.│DB-KEY-VALUE     │

    44        │   MOVE    'PAYRC'         TO │PAYROLL.│DB-ELEMENT-LIST  │

              │                              └────────┘                 │

              └─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┘

    45            GET     PAYROLL

    46            GO TO   START WHEN PAYROLL EQ NO-RECORD-FOUND

    48            DECODE  STATUS INTO CODE

    49                    'H'  EQ  'HOURLY'

    50                    'S'  EQ  'SALARY'

    51                    ELSE     '******'

    52                             'PAY' 'CODE'

    53            DECODE  EMPLOYEE-CODE INTO EMPCODE

    54                    'A'  EQ  'ACTIVE'

    55                    'I'  EQ  'INACTIVE'

    56                    ELSE     '******'

    57                             'EMPLOYEE' 'CODE'

    59            REPORT  'ACTIVE/INACTIVE PERSONEL REPORT'

    60            SELECT  'A' WHERE EMPLOYEE-CODE EQ 'A'

    61            SELECT  ALL

    62            PRINT   EMPLOYEE-NUMBER NAME EMPCODE A;CODE
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    63                    A;CURRENT-RATE (A;YTD-WAGES) (A;YTD-COMMISSION)

    64                    (A;YTD-TAXES)

    65   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 10:05:58 - STOP 10:06:00

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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COMPILE DIAGNOSTICS

I/P  00001 X 00340 = 00340   PAYROLL

     00001 X 00329 = 00329   PMF001

GSA  00000001677 (00000000118 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000001 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000031 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000076 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000003 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000001 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000005 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000968 (00000000052 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000006 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000044 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000002 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000005124 (00000000183 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000015 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02

     FST 3 = 00000000112 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000010 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000006 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000001 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000010 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000003 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000009 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000008 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000003 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 008K
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     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CODE                     * GSA * (00)   X         1

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-RATE             PAYROLL (02)   X         1

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DATACOM                  * GSA * (01)

     DATACOM                  * GSA * (02)

     DB-COMMAND               PMF001  (01)

     DB-COMMAND               PAYROLL (02)

     DB-ELEMENT-LIST          PMF001  (01)

     DB-ELEMENT-LIST          PAYROLL (02)

     DB-KEY-NAME              PMF001  (01)

     DB-KEY-NAME              PAYROLL (02)

     DB-KEY-VALUE             PAYROLL (02)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     EMPCODE                  * GSA * (00)   X         1

     EMPLOYEE-CODE            PAYROLL (02)

     EMPLOYEE-NUMBER          PMF001  (01)   X         1

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NAME                     PMF001  (01)   X         1

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     PAYROLL                  * GSA * (00)

     PAYROLL:                 *LABEL*

     PMF001                   * GSA * (00)

     PMF001:                  *LABEL*

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     STATUS                   PAYROLL (02)

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YTD-COMMISSION           PAYROLL (02)   X         1

     YTD-TAXES                PAYROLL (02)   X         1

     YTD-WAGES                PAYROLL (02)   X         1

     YY                       * GSA * (00)
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     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

 FD  DROUT                                   DROUT:  FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARIABLE RECORD=          90 BLOCK=        4562

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4562 CHARACTERS

       RECORD CONTAINS          90 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE V

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

       02 RDW                             PICTURE X(4)                 DEFINE RDW                             1 -    4 X

       02 TAG-CHARACTER                   PICTURE X                    DEFINE TAG-

CHARACTER                   5 -    5 X

       02 SORT-KEY.

          03 REPORT-NUMBER                PICTURE B                    DEFINE REPORT-

NUMBER                   6 -    6 B

          03 USER-SORT-KEY                PICTURE X(9)                 DEFINE USER-SORT-

KEY                   7 -   15 X

       02 REPORT-01.                      ACTIVE/INACTIVE PERSONEL REPORT

          03 01.EMPLOYEE-NUMBER           PICTURE X(5).                DEFINE 01.EMPLOYEE-

NUMBER             16 -   20 X

          03 01.NAME                      PICTURE X(24)                DEFINE 01.NAME                        21 -   44 X

          03 00.EMPCODE                   PICTURE X(8)                 DEFINE 00.EMPCODE                     45 -   52 X

          03 00.CODE                      PICTURE X(6)                 DEFINE 00.CODE                        53 -   58 X

          03 02.CURRENT-RATE              PICTURE 9(5)V999             DEFINE 02.CURRENT-

RATE                59 -   66 N3

          03 02.YTD-WAGES                 PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 02.YTD-

WAGES                   67 -   74 N2

          03 02.YTD-COMMISSION            PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 02.YTD-

COMMISSION              75 -   82 N2

          03 02.YTD-TAXES                 PICTURE 9(6)V99              DEFINE 02.YTD-

TAXES                   83 -   90 N2

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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  REPORT   01 FIELD NAME                  HDR1  HDR2  DTL   ACC   TOTAL       PICTURE            TAG   FROM   TO

  LINE   01   01.EMPLOYEE-

NUMBER             8     8     5             8                                   1     8

              01.NAME                        4          24            24                                  14    37

              00.EMPCODE                     8     4     8             8                                  43    50

              00.CODE                        3     4     6             6                          A       56    61

              02.CURRENT-

RATE                9     9    10            10         99999.999-       A       67    76

              02.YTD-WAGES                  12     8    11    13      13         $$$,$

$9.99       A       82    94

              02.YTD-

COMMISSION             12    12    10    12      12         999999.99-       A      102   113
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              02.YTD-

TAXES                  12     8    10    12      12         999999.99-       A      121   132

CA

24 JUN 2010                                         ACTIVE/

INACTIVE PERSONEL REPORT                                PAGE     1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EMPLOYEE     NAME                         EMPLOYEE     PAY         CURRENT       YEAR-TO-DATE       YEAR-TO-

DATE     YEAR-TO-DATE

 NUMBER                                   CODE         CODE        PAY RATE             WAGES        COMMISSION             TAXES

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

00001        ALLEN ANTHONY                ACTIVE       SALARY      300.000        $78,000.00          25000.00         23000.00

00002        LENZEN RUTH                  ACTIVE       SALARY       40.500        $10,530.00           1000.00           900.00

00003        MEAD HENRY                   ACTIVE       SALARY       40.500        $10,530.00           1100.00           900.00

00004        PARKER WILLIAM               ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1050.00           900.00

00005        RIGSBY JOHN                  ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.855         $8,892.00           1500.00           700.00

00006        SNOW TERRI                   ACTIVE       SALARY       41.000        $10,660.00           1150.00           950.00

00007        TURNER ARNOLD                INACTIVE

00008        WEEKS LEN                    ACTIVE       SALARY       40.500        $10,530.00           1050.00           900.00

00009        LUTHER GARY                  ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.855         $8,892.00           1500.00           700.00

00010        BRATTON GEORGE               ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00011        CONLEY KEITH                 INACTIVE

00012        EDWARDS BARRY                ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00013        COURTNEY ELIZABETH           ACTIVE       HOURLY        1.000        $10,400.00           2500.00          2000.00

00014        HAGAN LEO                    ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00015        HOUSE GREG                   ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00016        WALKER FRANK                 INACTIVE

00017        DAVENPORT JACQUELINE         ACTIVE       SALARY      100.000        $26,000.00          10000.00         15000.00

00018        PATTERSON AL                 ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00019        HAMILTON DAVID               ACTIVE       SALARY       40.000        $10,400.00           1000.00           850.00

00020        SIMMONDS FELIX               INACTIVE

00021        HOPKINS BARRY                INACTIVE

00022        SIMONSEN RONALD              INACTIVE

00023        FARRIOR HOWARD               INACTIVE

00024        PELTIER ROSS                 ACTIVE       SALARY      100.000        $26,000.00           8500.00         11500.00

00025        DRUMMOND GEORGE              ACTIVE       SALARY       90.000        $23,400.00           7500.00         10500.00

00026        SIDWEBER PATRICIA            ACTIVE       SALARY       95.000        $24,700.00           7900.00         11000.00

00027        FULLERTON CARL               ACTIVE       HOURLY        1.100        $11,440.00           2500.00          1500.00

00028        LOVELL RAYMOND               ACTIVE       SALARY       90.000        $23,400.00           8500.00         11000.00

00029        NEEDHAM TIMOTHY              INACTIVE

00030        EVERS DANNY                  ACTIVE       SALARY       97.500        $25,350.00           9000.00          5500.00

00031        YOUNG MICHAEL                ACTIVE       SALARY       92.500        $24,050.00           7500.00          6000.00

00032        SCOTT DAVID                  INACTIVE

00033        NARMOUR ROBERT               ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.865         $8,996.00           1500.00           700.00

00034        OLVERA DONALD                ACTIVE       SALARY       85.000        $22,100.00           7000.00          5500.00

00035        SEAGRAVES ROBERT             ACTIVE       SALARY       80.000        $20,800.00           7300.00          5300.00

00036        MOTT THOMAS                  ACTIVE       SALARY       90.000        $23,400.00              0.00          5800.00

00037        MCEVOY PATRICK               INACTIVE

00038        BREEDEN JERRY                ACTIVE       SALARY       78.500        $20,410.00              0.00          4500.00

00039        CARR STEVE                   ACTIVE       SALARY       87.500        $22,750.00           5000.00          7550.00

00040        DOBBS ANNA                   ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.950         $9,880.00           2000.00          2700.00

00041        FITZHUGH JAMES               INACTIVE

00042        GILMER DONALD                ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.925         $9,620.00           2000.00          2500.00
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00043        AINSWORTH STEVE              ACTIVE       SALARY       88.500        $23,010.00              0.00          5300.00

00044        HIFFMAN GREGORY              INACTIVE

00045        JONES WILLIAM                ACTIVE       SALARY       75.000        $19,500.00              0.00          4500.00

00046        LANE GRACE                   ACTIVE       SALARY       75.000        $19,500.00              0.00          4700.00

00047        THOMPSON JEFF                ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.925         $9,620.00           1500.00          2300.00

00048        WALLACE RUTH                 ACTIVE       SALARY       45.000         $1,000.00              0.00          2500.00

00049        YATES FLOYD                  INACTIVE

00050        POWELL ROBERT                ACTIVE       SALARY       80.000        $20,800.00           1500.00          4600.00

00051        MOORE VICTOR                 ACTIVE       SALARY       76.500        $19,890.00           1700.00          4650.00

CA
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EMPLOYEE     NAME                         EMPLOYEE     PAY         CURRENT      YEAR-TO-DATE       YEAR-TO-

DATE     YEAR-TO-DATE

 NUMBER                                   CODE         CODE        PAY RATE            WAGES        COMMISSION             TAXES

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

00052        JEFFERSON ANTON              ACTIVE       SALARY       72.500        $18,850.00           1600.00          4350.00

00053        GRAHAM PATRICK               INACTIVE

00054        COOK HOWARD                  ACTIVE       SALARY       75.500        $19,630.00           1900.00          4850.00

00055        BAXTER JACK                  ACTIVE       SALARY       73.000        $18,980.00           2000.00          5000.00

00056        HIGGINS BENJAMIN             INACTIVE

00057        FINLEY MARY                  ACTIVE       SALARY       76.000        $19,760.00           1900.00          4900.00

00058        RHODES JOHN                  ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.910         $9,464.00           1500.00          2250.00

00059        NASH KEITH                   ACTIVE       SALARY       72.000        $18,720.00           1200.00          5750.00

00060        KEOMIG RICHARD               ACTIVE       SALARY       72.500        $18,850.00           1500.00          2700.00

00061        GANTZ CAROLINE               ACTIVE       SALARY       70.000        $18,200.00           1500.00          2650.00

00062        CARGILL FORREST              INACTIVE

00063        AVERY SCOTT                  ACTIVE       SALARY       71.000        $18,460.00           2000.00          2600.00

00064        BLAIR RONALD                 ACTIVE       SALARY       70.000        $18,200.00           2500.00          2600.00

00065        FISHER JOHN                  INACTIVE

00066        HAWKINS ANDREW               ACTIVE       SALARY       69.000        $17,940.00           1600.00          2650.00

00067        KENT CHARLES                 ACTIVE       SALARY       68.000        $17,680.00           1850.00          2600.00

00068        MOREY ELMER                  ACTIVE       SALARY       67.500        $17,550.00           2300.00          2550.00

00069        ROBERTS MELVIN               ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.900         $9,360.00           1500.00          1000.00

00070        SANDERS JACK                 ACTIVE       SALARY       69.500        $18,070.00           2150.00          2650.00

00071        WORDEN EDWARD                ACTIVE       SALARY       68.500        $17,810.00           1200.00          2500.00

00072        SMALLEY TRAVIS               INACTIVE

00073        MORAN VERNON                 ACTIVE       SALARY       67.500        $17,550.00           1350.00          2550.00

00074        KELLY EUGENE                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.900         $9,360.00           1500.00          1000.00

00075        CLARKE LARRY                 ACTIVE       SALARY       65.000        $16,900.00           2150.00          2500.00

00076        AGEE FRANK                   INACTIVE

00077        BREEN GEORGE                 ACTIVE       SALARY       66.000        $17,160.00           1750.00          2550.00

00078        CHANDLER DIANE               ACTIVE       SALARY       63.000        $16,380.00           1600.00          2300.00

00079        GARRISON WILLIAM             ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.890         $9,256.00           1500.00          1000.00

00080        HILL CONRAD                  ACTIVE       SALARY       66.500        $17,290.00           1800.00          2300.00

00081        MORGAN JOSEPH                ACTIVE       SALARY       62.500        $16,250.00           1725.00          2100.00

00082        PULLIAM JAMES                ACTIVE       SALARY       63.500        $16,510.00           1250.00          2150.00

00083        TURNER ALBERT                ACTIVE       SALARY       65.000        $16,900.00           1300.00          2300.00

00084        WHITE PAUL                   ACTIVE       SALARY       64.500        $16,770.00           2300.00          2500.00

00085        SIMPSON HARVEY               ACTIVE       SALARY       63.500        $16,510.00           2000.00          2400.00

00086        RHODES ROYCE                 INACTIVE
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00087        OSBORN DONALD                ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.890         $9,256.00           1500.00           850.00

00088        ERWIN ROY                    ACTIVE       SALARY       61.500        $15,990.00           1700.00          2200.00

00089        HOUSLEY EARL                 INACTIVE

00090        IVERSON HECTOR               ACTIVE       SALARY       62.500        $16,250.00           1500.00          2250.00

00091        PARKER STUART                ACTIVE       SALARY       62.000        $16,120.00           1200.00          2200.00

00092        MCDAVID KENNETH              ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.900         $9,360.00           1500.00           850.00

00093        HANSON FRED                  ACTIVE       SALARY       61.500        $15,990.00           1300.00          2000.00

00094        CARLSON RICHARD              ACTIVE       SALARY       61.000        $15,860.00           1250.00          2000.00

00095        JOPLIN TINA                  ACTIVE       SALARY       62.000        $16,120.00           1550.00          2100.00

00096        HENDRICK RONALD              ACTIVE       SALARY       61.000        $15,860.00           1800.00          2150.00

00097        BRET JOHN                    INACTIVE

00098        EVANS LARRY                  ACTIVE       SALARY       62.000        $16,120.00           2100.00          2300.00

00099        HOYLE RUTH                   ACTIVE       SALARY       61.500        $15,990.00           2350.00          2400.00

00100        MADDEN SAMUEL                ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.880         $9,152.00           1500.00           800.00

00101        PULLIAM MARK                 INACTIVE

00102        WILKES EARL                  ACTIVE       SALARY       61.000        $15,860.00           2150.00          2250.00
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00103        JARRETT LOUIS                ACTIVE       SALARY       60.000         $15,600.00           2050.00          2150.00

00104        BURGEN JAYNE                 ACTIVE       SALARY       60.500         $15,730.00           1800.00          2150.00

00105        CHURCH PHILLIP               ACTIVE       SALARY       60.000         $15,600.00           1950.00          2100.00

00106        KIDWELL DONALD               ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.885          $9,204.00           1500.00           850.00

00107        ROCKWELL SUSAN               ACTIVE       SALARY       58.500         $15,210.00           1200.00          1900.00

00108        WALKER DENNIS                ACTIVE       SALARY       59.000         $15,340.00           1350.00          2000.00

00109        WOLF PAUL                    ACTIVE       SALARY       58.000         $15,080.00           1425.00          1950.00

00110        STEWARD BYRON                ACTIVE       SALARY       59.000         $15,340.00           1850.00          2100.00

00111        PATMAN ROBERT                ACTIVE       SALARY       57.500         $14,950.00           1900.00          2000.00

00112        LOPEZ DAVID                  ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.875          $9,100.00           1500.00           800.00

00113        FLYNN GARY                   ACTIVE       SALARY       57.000         $14,820.00           2100.00          2000.00

00114        CAREY FRED                   INACTIVE

00115        ABEL PHILIP                  ACTIVE       SALARY       58.000         $15,080.00           1250.00          1900.00

00116        HOLCOMB MARK                 INACTIVE

00117        PRICE JOEL                   ACTIVE       SALARY       57.000         $14,820.00           1350.00          1850.00

00118        SUTER MORRIS                 ACTIVE       SALARY       56.500         $14,690.00           2000.00          1950.00

00119        WEIR HARVEY                  ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.875          $9,100.00           1500.00           800.00

00120        SAUNDERS LOUIS               ACTIVE       SALARY       57.500         $14,950.00           1750.00          1950.00

00121        BAGNALL CLIFTON              ACTIVE       SALARY       56.000         $14,560.00           1650.00          1850.00

00122        FONTANA WALLACE              ACTIVE       SALARY       57.000         $14,820.00           1950.00          2000.00

00123        NEELY ROY                    ACTIVE       SALARY       56.000         $14,560.00           2150.00          2000.00

00124        WREN PATRICIA                INACTIVE

00125        SMITH DANIEL                 INACTIVE

00126        RICHMOND SCOTT               ACTIVE       SALARY       55.000         $14,300.00           1200.00          1750.00

00127        LANSING STEPHEN              ACTIVE       SALARY       51.000         $13,260.00           1850.00          1650.00

00128        DOUGAN RAYMOND               ACTIVE       SALARY       52.500         $13,650.00           1150.00          1550.00

00129        BEACH MARCUS                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.885          $9,204.00           1500.00           800.00

00130        DIETER RODNEY                ACTIVE       SALARY       51.000         $13,260.00           1250.00          1550.00
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00131        HAYWOOD VANCE                ACTIVE       SALARY       51.500         $13,390.00           2700.00          2000.00

00132        PELTON LEWIS                 ACTIVE       SALARY       53.500         $13,910.00           1650.00          1750.00

00133        WASHBURN STELLA              ACTIVE       SALARY       52.500         $13,650.00           2050.00          1750.00

00134        FREEMAN BERNARD              ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.885          $9,204.00           1500.00           800.00

00135        JACKSON WILBURN              ACTIVE       SALARY       53.500         $13,910.00           1900.00          1800.00

00136        LINDSTROM ROGER              ACTIVE       SALARY       51.000         $13,260.00           1250.00          1550.00

00137        SHEPHERD IRA                 ACTIVE       SALARY       50.000         $13,000.00           1350.00          1500.00

00138        DECKER TERRY                 INACTIVE

00139        NOLAND TURNER                ACTIVE       SALARY       49.000         $12,740.00           1700.00          1500.00

00140        CAMPBELL WAYNE               ACTIVE       SALARY       48.500         $12,610.00           1100.00          1400.00

00141        KERBY RICHARD                ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.880          $9,152.00           1500.00           800.00

00142        MORAN SIMON                  ACTIVE       SALARY       50.000         $13,000.00           1200.00          1650.00

00143        SHULTZ IRWIN                 INACTIVE

00144        TRENT PETER                  ACTIVE       SALARY       47.500         $12,350.00           1000.00          1300.00

00145        GOODWIN PATRICK              ACTIVE       SALARY       48.000         $12,480.00           1000.00          1300.00

00146        LANE BARRY                   ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.880          $9,152.00           1500.00           800.00

00147        MAYFIELD GERALD              ACTIVE       SALARY       47.500         $12,350.00           1000.00          1300.00

00148        TENNISON CLINTON             ACTIVE       SALARY       47.500         $12,350.00           1000.00          1300.00

00149        HORN JAMES                   ACTIVE       SALARY       46.500         $12,090.00           1050.00          1250.00

00150        GEIGER ROBERT                ACTIVE       SALARY       46.500         $12,090.00           1100.00          1250.00

00151        POSEY NANA                   INACTIVE

00152        LONG ROY                     ACTIVE       SALARY       46.000         $11,960.00           1500.00          1150.00

00153        SCHAFER ARTHUR               ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.875          $9,100.00           1500.00           750.00

CA

24 JUN 2010                                         ACTIVE/

INACTIVE PERSONEL REPORT                                PAGE     4

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EMPLOYEE     NAME                         EMPLOYEE     PAY         CURRENT       YEAR-TO-DATE       YEAR-TO-

DATE     YEAR-TO-DATE

 NUMBER                                   CODE         CODE        PAY RATE             WAGES        COMMISSION             TAXES

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

00154        OWEN JOHN                    ACTIVE       SALARY       46.000         $11,960.00           1400.00          1100.00

00155        NALL CAROL                   INACTIVE

00156        WRIGHT BILL                  ACTIVE       SALARY       45.000         $11,700.00           1350.00          1100.00

00157        TONROY RAY                   ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.875          $9,100.00           1500.00           750.00

00158        IVEY SCOTT                   ACTIVE       SALARY       45.500         $11,830.00           1200.00          1100.00

00159        FIELDS BEN                   ACTIVE       SALARY       46.000         $11,960.00           1250.00          1200.00

00160        CHILDS ROBIN                 ACTIVE       SALARY       45.000         $11,700.00           1150.00          1050.00

00161        AMADON KEVIN                 ACTIVE       SALARY       45.500         $11,830.00           1100.00          1050.00

00162        AKARD LISA                   ACTIVE       SALARY       45.000         $11,700.00           1100.00          1050.00

00163        BURCH DONALD                 INACTIVE

00164        JUDD LENA                    ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.870          $9,048.00           1500.00           750.00

00165        MOORING LOUIS                ACTIVE       SALARY       44.500         $11,570.00           1200.00          1000.00

00166        THORNBERG JERRY              ACTIVE       SALARY       44.500         $11,570.00           1000.00           950.00

00167        BICKMAN FRANK                ACTIVE       SALARY       45.500         $11,830.00           1050.00          1000.00

00168        STANYER VERNON               ACTIVE       SALARY       44.000         $11,440.00           1000.00          1000.00

00169        NATHAN TERESA                INACTIVE

00170        MC BETH CHARLES              ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.870          $9,048.00           1500.00           750.00

00171        HOSEK DONALD                 ACTIVE       SALARY       44.000         $11,440.00           1100.00           950.00

00172        EVERTS PRICE                 ACTIVE       SALARY       43.500         $11,310.00           1150.00          1000.00

00173        BRASHEAR DAVID               ACTIVE       SALARY       44.500         $11,570.00           1200.00          1050.00

00174        ABSHIRE SUE                  ACTIVE       SALARY       43.000         $11,180.00           1100.00          1050.00
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00175        IVEY FRANK                   ACTIVE       SALARY       43.000         $11,180.00           1000.00          1000.00

00176        LANGSTON MELVIN              ACTIVE       SALARY       42.500         $11,050.00           1200.00          1000.00

00177        REDMOND FRED                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.865          $8,996.00           1500.00           700.00

00178        WEISBERG LESLIE              INACTIVE

00179        VICKERY PETE                 INACTIVE

00180        TOVAR ED                     ACTIVE       SALARY       42.000         $10,920.00           1050.00           900.00

00181        OTTO DAN                     ACTIVE       SALARY       42.500         $11,050.00           1300.00           950.00

00182        NEEDUM VERNICE               ACTIVE       SALARY       42.000         $10,920.00           1250.00           950.00

00183        MERCHAN JOHN                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.865          $8,996.00           1500.00           700.00

00184        LINDGREN DONALD              ACTIVE       SALARY       42.000         $10,920.00           1100.00          1000.00

00185        HOLLIS ROBERT                ACTIVE       SALARY       41.500         $10,790.00           1200.00          1000.00

00186        GRIER BRAD                   ACTIVE       SALARY       41.500         $10,790.00           1250.00           950.00

00187        FIELD RAY                    ACTIVE       SALARY       42.000         $10,920.00           1100.00          1000.00

00188        SPEERS ELLEN                 ACTIVE       SALARY       42.000         $10,920.00           1100.00          1000.00

00189        ROWELL PATRICK               ACTIVE       SALARY       41.500         $10,790.00           1000.00           900.00

00190        MILLER CHRIS                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.860          $8,944.00           1500.00           700.00

00191        KLEIN CAROL                  INACTIVE

00192        HORST BRUCE                  ACTIVE       SALARY       41.500         $10,790.00           1000.00           900.00

00193        GRANGER BUCK                 ACTIVE       SALARY       41.000         $10,660.00           1150.00           950.00

00194        EGGERT TOM                   INACTIVE

00195        DABBS GARY                   ACTIVE       SALARY       41.000         $10,660.00           1100.00           900.00

00196        BENHAM JERRY                 ACTIVE       HOURLY        0.860          $8,944.00           1200.00           700.00

00197        ATWELL SARAH                 ACTIVE       SALARY       40.500         $10,530.00           1100.00           900.00

00198        BROWN PETE                   ACTIVE       SALARY       41.500         $10,790.00           1050.00           900.00

00199        FISCHER ROGER                ACTIVE       SALARY       41.000         $10,660.00           1100.00           900.00

00200        HOWARD LANE                  ACTIVE       SALARY       41.000         $10,660.00           1150.00           950.00

                                                                                 -------------       ------------    ------------

GRAND TOTAL                                                                      $2315,780.00         318050.00        379000.00

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000200

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED 00000000200

Write-Only Mode Operation
The Write-Only mode allows creation of a single sequential output file rather than report generation. Enter this mode by
specifying the OPTION WRITE ONLY command in the Reporting Facility program.

You can perform two main processes in this mode.

• Compilation/Code Generation
• Record Selection/Data Manipulation/Output File Creation

Data sorting is not available in this mode. When input data reaches END-OF-FILE, the output file closes and the run
immediately terminates.

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      1

  ┌──────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

  │  1            OPTION     LIST ON MAP WRITE ONLY  │ ◄  Enter Write Only mode explicitly 

  └──────────────────────────────────────────────────┘
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       2            USER    CA

     4            NOTE       **********************************************

     5            NOTE       *                                            *

     6            NOTE       *      FORMAT 80 BYTE CARD IMAGES            *

     7            NOTE       *                                            *

     8            NOTE       *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM PRODUCES  *

     9            NOTE       *  A SEQUENTIAL DISK OUTPUT FILE.            *

    10            NOTE       *                                            *

    11            NOTE       **********************************************

    13   TRANS:   FILE       CARD

    14            DEF        TRANSACTION-RECORD 1-80 X

    15            SELECT     ALL

    16            FORMAT     TRANSACTION-RECORD

    17   END

         COMPILE PHASE COMPLETED - NO ERRORS FOUND

                                   NO WARNINGS ISSUED

         START 14:07:30 - STOP 14:07:31

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      2

COMPILE DIAGNOSTICS

I/P  00001 X 00080 = 00080   TRANS

O/P  00057 X 00080 = 04560   HITFILE

GSA  00000000816 (00000000045 ENTRIES)

     GSA 1 = 00000000001 NUMERIC CONSTANT ...... CON

     GSA 2 = 00000000003 QUOTED LITERAL ........ LIT

     GSA 3 = 00000000001 INTERMEDIATE RESULT ... RES

     GSA 4 = 00000000038 UNQUOTED LITERAL ...... INT

     GSA 5 = 00000000000 ACCUMULATOR ........... ACC

     GSA 6 = 00000000001 VALUE ................. VAL

     GSA 7 = 00000000000 STRING ................ STR

     GSA 8 = 00000000001 HEX LITERAL ........... HEX

FNT  00000000528 (00000000031 ENTRIES)

     FNT 0 = 00000000005 LABELS ................  01

     FNT 1 = 00000000025 SCALAR VARIABLES ......  01

     FNT 2 = 00000000001 FILE DESC. BLOCKS .....  02

     FNT 3 = 00000000000 ARRAYS ................  03

FST  00000001820 (00000000065 ENTRIES)

     FST 0 = 00000000004 INTERNAL ONLY ......... -02

     FST 1 = 00000000002 USER/REPORT ...........  01

     FST 2 = 00000000001 INPUT AREA VARIABLE ...  02
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     FST 3 = 00000000052 GSA VARIABLE ..........  03

     FST 4 = 00000000001 DATA MOVEMENT .........  04

     FST 5 = 00000000000 DECODE ................  05

     FST 6 = 00000000000 SEQUENCE AND CONTROL ..  06

     FST 7 = 00000000001 CONDITION TEST ........  07

     FST 8 = 00000000002 SELECTION .............  08

     FST 9 = 00000000000 PRINT LAYOUT ..........  09

     FST A = 00000000001 HIT RECORD EXTENSION ..  0A

     FST B = 00000000001 GET RECORD ............  0B

     FST C = 00000000000 CONTROL BREAK CALC ....  0C

     FST D = 00000000000 UNDEFINED .............  0D

     FST E = 00000000000 ARRAY DEF/REL. INDEX ..  0E

     FST F = 00000000000 DUMMY .................  0F

GETMAIN REQUIREMENT FOR GSA/FNT/FST ... APPROX. 004K
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      3

     ------ FIELD NAME ------ ORIGIN  QUAL  HIT ARY  ----------------------------------- REPORTS ------------------------------

     ABORT:                   *LABEL*

     BLANK                    * GSA * (00)

     CURRDATE                 * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-DATE             * GSA * (00)

     CURRENT-TIME             * GSA * (00)

     CURRTIME                 * GSA * (00)

     DD                       * GSA * (00)

     END-OF-FILE              * GSA * (00)

     EOJ:                     *LABEL*

     HR                       * GSA * (00)

     MM                       * GSA * (00)

     MN                       * GSA * (00)

     NO-RECORD-FOUND          * GSA * (00)

     QSEQ                     * GSA * (00)                  No report generation 

     RECORD-FOUND             * GSA * (00)

     SPACE                    * GSA * (00)

     SPACES                   * GSA * (00)

     SS                       * GSA * (00)

     START:                   *LABEL*

     TAG                      * GSA * (00)

     TEST:                    *LABEL*

     TRANS                    * GSA * (00)

     TRANS:                   *LABEL*

     TRANSACTION-RECORD       TRANS   (01)   X

     XD                       * GSA * (00)

     XM                       * GSA * (00)

     XY                       * GSA * (00)

     YY                       * GSA * (00)

     ZERO                     * GSA * (00)

     ZEROS                    * GSA * (00)

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      4
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                                                   (3350   ) ......H I T   F I L E   L A Y O U T......

                                            ┌──────┐

 FD  DROUT                                  │DROUT:│ FILE DISK SEQUENTIAL VARFIXED   CORD=          80 BLOCK=        4560

                                            └──────┘

       BLOCK CONTAINS        4560 CHARACTERS     ▲  Actual name of output data set 

       RECORD CONTAINS          80 CHARACTERS

       RECORDING MODE F

       DATA RECORD IS HITFILE.

 01  HITFILE.

          03 01.TRANSACTION-RECORD        PICTURE X(80).               DEFINE 01.TRANSACTION-

RECORD           1 -   80 X

RUN DIAGNOSTICS

INDEX VIOLATIONS       00000000000

PROGRAM CHECKS         00000000000

PRIMARY I/P RECORDS    00000000093

HITS FOR REPORT   1  - 00000000093

                      ┌───────────┐

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED│00000000093│

                      └───────────┘

                             ▲  Actually represents number of output records created

Library Maintenance Mode Operation
The Library Maintenance mode provides the only means for maintaining the Reporting Facility call library. Using this
library enables you to catalog frequently used statements or groups of statements for later retrieval.

You can enter Library Maintenance mode only by specifying the LIBRARY command. If you specify the LIBRARY
command, it must be the first command in the input source stream.

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      1

     1            NOTE    ************************************************

     2            NOTE    *                                              *

     3            NOTE    *  THIS REPORTING FACILITY PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES *

     4            NOTE    *  THE LIBRARY MAINTENANCE FACILITY.           *

     5            NOTE    *  SPECIFICALLY, THE LOAD, DISPLAY, AND        *

     6            NOTE    *  CONDENSE FUNCTIONS.                         *

     7            NOTE    *                                              *

     8   NOTE DRTEST10    LOAD TO DRLIB

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      2

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = TRANFILE CHECK REGISTER TRANSACTION FILE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***
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          TRANS:   FILE    CARD

                   DEF     TRANSACTION-CODE    1 THRU  2  X ' '

                   DEF     ID-NUMBER           3 THRU  6  X ' '

                   DEF     AMOUNT              7 THRU 13  N2

                   DEF     ACTIVITY-DATE      14 THRU 21  X 'DATE  OF' 'ACTIVITY'

                   DEF     CLEARED                    22  X

                   DEF     PAYEE              23 THRU 42  X

                   DEF     REASON             44 THRU 75  X

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      3

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = PMF010   DATABASE PERSONEL MASTER FILE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

                                       ▼  Macro substitute parameter 

                                    ┌─────┐

          PMF010:  FILE    DATACOM  │ :01 │   RECORD=329

                                    └─────┘

                   DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

                   DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

                   DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER    301-305  X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

                   DEFINE  NAME               306-329  X
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      4

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = PAY010   DATABASE PAYROLL FILE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

          PAY010:  FILE    DATACOM    :01     RECORD=340

                   DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

                   DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

                   DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-CODE          306  X

                   DEFINE  STATUS                 307  X

                   DEFINE  CURRENT-RATE       308-315  N3 ' CURRENT ' 'PAY  RATE'

                   DEFINE  YTD-WAGES          316-323  N2

                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   WAGES'  PIC  '$$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE  YTD-COMMISSION     324-331  N2

                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  ' COMMISSION '

                   DEFINE  YTD-TAXES          332-339  N2
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                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   TAXES'
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      5

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = DECODE1  ALPHANUMERIC MONTH TRANSLATION TABLE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

                   DECODE  :01 INTO :02

                             01 = 'JANUARY'

                             02 = 'FEBRUARY'

                             03 = 'MARCH'

                             04 = 'APRIL'

                             05 = 'MAY'

                             06 = 'JUNE'

                             07 = 'JULY'

                             08 = 'AUGUST'

                             09 = 'SEPTEMBER'

                             10 = 'OCTOBER'

                             11 = 'NOVEMBER'

                                 ELSE 'DECEMBER'
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      6

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = CARDFILE CUSTOMER/SALESMAN DATA FILE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

          INPT:    FILE   CARD

                   DEFINE NAME                1 TO  2 X

                   DEFINE CUSTOMER-NUMBER     3 TO  5 X  'CUSTOMER'  'NUMBER'

                   DEFINE CITY                      6 X

                   DEFINE STATE               7 TO  8 X

                   DEFINE ZIP-CODE            9 TO 13 X  'ZIP'  'CODE'

                   DEFINE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID   14 TO 15 X  'SALESMAN'  'ID'

                   DEFINE CREDIT-LIMIT       16 TO 23 N2 'CREDIT'  'LIMIT'

                                                          PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE CURRENT-BALANCE    24 TO 30 N2 'CURRENT'  'BALANCE'

                                                          PIC '$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE SALESMAN-NAME      32 TO 39 X  'SALESMAN'  'NAME'

                   DEFINE SALESMAN-ID        40 TO 41 X  'SALESMAN'  '   ID   '

                   DEFINE YTD-SALES          42 TO 49 N2 'YEAR-TO-DATE'  'SALES'

                                                          PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE BRANCH-ID          50 TO 52 X  'BRANCH'  '   ID   '

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      7

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = DECODE2  STATE CODE TRANSLATION TABLE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

                   DECODE  :01 INTO :02

                           'TX' EQ 'TEXAS'

                           'TN' EQ 'TENNESSEE'

                           'NC' EQ 'NORTH CAROLINA'

                           'GA' EQ 'GEORGIA'

                           'OK' EQ 'OKLAHOMA'

                           'NY' EQ 'NEW YORK'

                           'OH' EQ 'OHIO'

                           'NJ' EQ 'NEW JERSEY'

                           'CT' EQ 'CONNECTICUT'

                           'IL' EQ 'ILLINOIS'

                           'PN' EQ 'PENNSYLVANIA'

                           'MI' EQ 'MICHIGAN'

                           'CO' EQ 'COLORADO'

                           'WA' EQ 'WASHINGTON'

                           'CA' EQ 'CALIFORNIA'

                                    ELSE  'UNKNOWN'   'STATE'  'NAME'
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      8

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = DECODE3  CUSTOMER NAME TRANSLATION TABLE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

                   DECODE :01 INTO :02

                           '01' EQ 'HIGH-ROLLING INVESTMENT '

                           '02' EQ 'SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS    '

                           '03' EQ 'LEGAL TOBACCO CO.       '

                           '04' EQ 'SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES'

                           '05' EQ 'BARONIAL OIL CO.        '

                           '06' EQ 'COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS   '

                           '07' EQ 'HEAVY METAL MACHINERY   '

                           '08' EQ 'AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.  '

                           '09' EQ 'STOLID INSURANCE CORP.  '

                           '10' EQ 'INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS  '

                           '11' EQ 'STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.'

                           '12' EQ 'PERFECT BEARING CORP.   '

                           '13' EQ 'MOUNTAIN STATES MINING  '

                           '14' EQ 'NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS '
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                           '15' EQ 'ORIENTAL TRADING CO.    '

                           '16' EQ 'WEST COAST LIFESTYLES   '

                                    OTHERWISE ' '  'NAME'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      9

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - LOAD

          CALL NAME = DECODE4  CITY TRANSLATION TABLE

                      *** MEMBER UPDATED ***

                   DECODE :01 INTO :02

                           'A' EQ 'DALLAS'

                           'B' EQ 'MEMPHIS'

                           'C' EQ 'CHARLOTTE'

                           'D' EQ 'ATLANTA'

                           'E' EQ 'OKLAHOMA CITY'

                           'F' EQ 'NEW YORK'

                           'G' EQ 'CLEVELAND'

                           'H' EQ 'NEWARK'

                           'I' EQ 'HARTFORD'

                           'J' EQ 'CHICAGO'

                           'K' EQ 'PITTSBURGH'

                           'L' EQ 'DETROIT'

                           'M' EQ 'DENVER'

                           'N' EQ 'SEATTLE'

                           'O' EQ 'SAN FRANCISCO'

                           'P' EQ 'LOS ANGELES'    ELSE ' '  'CITY'
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     10

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   INDEX

                  ┌─────────┐

               1  │ JUNKG   │

               2  │ JUNKH   │

               3  │ JUNKI   │   COMMENT-C

               4  │ OFFDECOD│

               5  │ TRANFILE│CHECK REGISTER TRANSACTION FILE

               6  │ PMF010  │DATABASE PERSONEL MASTER FILE

               7  │ PAY010  │DATABASE PAYROLL FILE

               8  │ DECODE1 │ALPHANUMERIC MONTH TRANSLATION TABLE

               9  │ CARDFILE│CUSTOMER/SALESMAN DATA FILE

              10  │ DECODE2 │STATE CODE TRANSLATION TABLE

              11  │ DECODE3 │CUSTOMER NAME TRANSLATION TABLE

              12  │ DECODE4 │CITY TRANSLATION TABLE

                  └─────────┘

                       ▲

          Members are displayed in the same sequence they were added to the library.

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     11

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   DECODE4

          CALL NAME = DECODE4

                   DECODE :01 INTO :02

                           'A' EQ 'DALLAS'

                           'B' EQ 'MEMPHIS'

                           'C' EQ 'CHARLOTTE'

                           'D' EQ 'ATLANTA'

                           'E' EQ 'OKLAHOMA CITY'

                           'F' EQ 'NEW YORK'

                           'G' EQ 'CLEVELAND'

                           'H' EQ 'NEWARK'

                           'I' EQ 'HARTFORD'

                           'J' EQ 'CHICAGO'

                           'K' EQ 'PITTSBURGH'

                           'L' EQ 'DETROIT'

                           'M' EQ 'DENVER'

                           'N' EQ 'SEATTLE'

                           'O' EQ 'SAN FRANCISCO'

                           'P' EQ 'LOS ANGELES'    ELSE ' '  'CITY'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     12

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   DECODE3

          CALL NAME = DECODE3

                   DECODE :01 INTO :02

                           '01' EQ 'HIGH-ROLLING INVESTMENT '

                           '02' EQ 'SOUTHERN FRIED FOODS    '

                           '03' EQ 'LEGAL TOBACCO CO.       '

                           '04' EQ 'SOUTHERN PINE INDUSTRIES'

                           '05' EQ 'BARONIAL OIL CO.        '

                           '06' EQ 'COSMOPOLITAN FASHIONS   '

                           '07' EQ 'HEAVY METAL MACHINERY   '

                           '08' EQ 'AIRPORT SERVICES CORP.  '

                           '09' EQ 'STOLID INSURANCE CORP.  '

                           '10' EQ 'INLAND GRAIN TERMINALS  '

                           '11' EQ 'STEEL CURTAIN STEEL INC.'

                           '12' EQ 'PERFECT BEARING CORP.   '

                           '13' EQ 'MOUNTAIN STATES MINING  '

                           '14' EQ 'NORTHWEST PLYWOOD MILLS '

                           '15' EQ 'ORIENTAL TRADING CO.    '

                           '16' EQ 'WEST COAST LIFESTYLES   '

                                    OTHERWISE ' '  'NAME'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010
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CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     13

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   DECODE2

          CALL NAME = DECODE2

                   DECODE  :01 INTO :02

                           'TX' EQ 'TEXAS'

                           'TN' EQ 'TENNESSEE'

                           'NC' EQ 'NORTH CAROLINA'

                           'GA' EQ 'GEORGIA'

                           'OK' EQ 'OKLAHOMA'

                           'NY' EQ 'NEW YORK'

                           'OH' EQ 'OHIO'

                           'NJ' EQ 'NEW JERSEY'

                           'CT' EQ 'CONNECTICUT'

                           'IL' EQ 'ILLINOIS'

                           'PN' EQ 'PENNSYLVANIA'

                           'MI' EQ 'MICHIGAN'

                           'CO' EQ 'COLORADO'

                           'WA' EQ 'WASHINGTON'

                           'CA' EQ 'CALIFORNIA'

                                    ELSE  'UNKNOWN'   'STATE'  'NAME'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     14

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   DECODE1

          CALL NAME = DECODE1

                   DECODE  :01 INTO :02

                             01 = 'JANUARY'

                             02 = 'FEBRUARY'

                             03 = 'MARCH'

                             04 = 'APRIL'

                             05 = 'MAY'

                             06 = 'JUNE'

                             07 = 'JULY'

                             08 = 'AUGUST'

                             09 = 'SEPTEMBER'

                             10 = 'OCTOBER'

                             11 = 'NOVEMBER'

                                 ELSE 'DECEMBER'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     15

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   CARDFILE
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          CALL NAME = CARDFILE

          INPT:    FILE   CARD

                   DEFINE NAME                1 TO  2 X

                   DEFINE CUSTOMER-NUMBER     3 TO  5 X  'CUSTOMER'  'NUMBER'

                   DEFINE CITY                      6 X

                   DEFINE STATE               7 TO  8 X

                   DEFINE ZIP-CODE            9 TO 13 X  'ZIP'  'CODE'

                   DEFINE CUSTOMER-SALE-ID   14 TO 15 X  'SALESMAN'  'ID'

                   DEFINE CREDIT-LIMIT       16 TO 23 N2 'CREDIT'  'LIMIT'

                                                          PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE CURRENT-BALANCE    24 TO 30 N2 'CURRENT'  'BALANCE'

                                                          PIC '$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE SALESMAN-NAME      32 TO 39 X  'SALESMAN'  'NAME'

                   DEFINE SALESMAN-ID        40 TO 41 X  'SALESMAN'  '   ID   '

                   DEFINE YTD-SALES          42 TO 49 N2 'YEAR-TO-DATE'  'SALES'

                                                          PIC '$$$,$$9.99'

                   DEFINE BRANCH-ID          50 TO 52 X  'BRANCH'  '   ID   '

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     16

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   PMF010

          CALL NAME = PMF010

          PMF010:  FILE    DATACOM    :01     RECORD=329

                   DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

                   DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

                   DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-NUMBER    301-305  X 'EMPLOYEE' ' NUMBER '

                   DEFINE  NAME               306-329  X

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     17

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   PAY010

          CALL NAME = PAY010

          PAY010:  FILE    DATACOM    :01     RECORD=340

                   DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X

                   DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-15  X

                   DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST    191-201  X

                   DEFINE  EMPLOYEE-CODE          306  X

                   DEFINE  STATUS                 307  X

                   DEFINE  CURRENT-RATE       308-315  N3 ' CURRENT ' 'PAY  RATE'

                   DEFINE  YTD-WAGES          316-323  N2

                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   WAGES'  PIC  '$$$,$$9.99'
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                   DEFINE  YTD-COMMISSION     324-331  N2

                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  ' COMMISSION '

                   DEFINE  YTD-TAXES          332-339  N2

                           'YEAR-TO-DATE'  '   TAXES'

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     18

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE     MAINTENANCE - DISPLAY   TRANFILE

          CALL NAME = TRANFILE

          TRANS:   FILE    CARD

                   DEF     TRANSACTION-CODE    1 THRU  2  X ' '

                   DEF     ID-NUMBER           3 THRU  6  X ' '

                   DEF     AMOUNT              7 THRU 13  N2

                   DEF     ACTIVITY-DATE      14 THRU 21  X 'DATE  OF' 'ACTIVITY'

                   DEF     CLEARED                    22  X

                   DEF     PAYEE              23 THRU 42  X

                   DEF     REASON             44 THRU 75  X

CA                                        16:28:10  24 JUN 2010

CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY

OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE     19

 DRLIB  - REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE

          REPORTING FACILITY LIBRARY FILE CONDENSE - COMPLETE

LIBRARY MAINTENANCE COMPLETE

Dynamic System Tables Example
Find here an example of a Dynamic System Table in the Datacom Reporting Facility.

An example of the Dynamic System Tables is presented here.

 CA                                        16:28:10  24 MAR yyyy
CA DATACOM/DB REPORTING FACILITY
OS  VERSION nn.n                                 PAGE      1
OPTION SORT=NONE LIST ON DBCOMM=AUTO
USER 'CA DYNAMIC SYSTEM TABLES'
NOTE SAMPLE REPORT OF TABLES AND INDEXES LOADED.
DRT1000: INPUT DATACOM RECORD=628 NAME=DRT DBID=1000   
   DEFINE  DB-COMMAND             1-5  X   
   DEFINE  DB-KEY-NAME           6-10  X   
   DEFINE  DB-KEY-VALUE         11-23  X   
   DEFINE  KEYDIR_NAME          11-18  X   
   DEFINE  KEYDBID              19-20  B   
   DEFINE  KEYAREA_NAME         21-23  X   
   DEFINE  DB-ELEMENT-LIST     191-201 X   
   COPYDD DIR_TABLE ELEMENT   
   DEFINE RDDRT(1)='Y'   
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   GOTO REDNDRT (RDDRT NE 'Y')   
   MOVE 'REDKG'   TO DRT1000.DB-COMMAND   
   MOVE 'N' TO RDDRT   
   MOVE LOW-VALUE TO DRT1000.DB-KEY-VALUE   
   GOTO REDDRT
REDNDRT: CONT   
   MOVE 'REDNX'   TO DRT1000.DB-COMMAND
REDDRT: CONT   
   MOVE '-#DRT' TO DRT1000.DB-KEY-NAME   
   MOVE '-#DRT' TO DRT1000.DB-ELEMENT-LIST   
   GET  DRT1000   
   GOTO EOJ WHEN DRT1000 EQ NO-RECORD-FOUND   
   GOTO TEST   
   REPORT 'TABLES THAT ARE LOADED (DATA AND INDEX)'   
   SELECT WHEN (INDEX_LOADED EQ 'Y' AND TABLE_LOADED EQ 'Y')   
   PRINT  DIR_NAME DBID TABLE_NAME
END
 

Coding Specialized Routines
When some of the standard operating facilities of the Reporting Facility do not provide the appropriate methods to process
a specific request, you can create your own specialized routine to be used in place of the standard function.

Two functional areas currently support this type of user interaction:

• Input file access
• Report printing

User-Modules
This section describes the coding requirements of a user-supplied File Access Module (user-module) on the FILE
command.

You can write user-modules in either Assembler or COBOL. Follow standard IBM linkage conventions when writing a
user-module. Each module must save the general registers at entry and restore them at exit. In COBOL, the compiler
provides these functions when ENTER LINKAGE, ENTRY, or RETURN is specified. In Assembler, use the SAVE and
RETURN macros.

You must link edit the user-module and catalog it to a system Load Library with a unique phase name assigned to it. This
phase name is then specified in the Reporting Facility program on the FILE command associated with the input file.

The system calls the user-module once for each GET command, or (in the case of the primary file) once per cycle. On
return from the user-module, the Reporting Facility expects a single logical record to be made available for processing.
The user-module must assume complete responsibility for the integrity of the file, including its opening and closing.

Two-way communication between the Reporting Facility and the user-module is established by the 80-byte
Communications Area set up when the file is defined. On entry to the user-module from the Reporting Facility, register 1
points to a parameter list containing five fullwords. Each parameter is designed for a specific purpose and must be used
accordingly.

A(I/O Area)
Is the address of the I/O area, where the user-module is expected to place a record for processing. This area is as
large as specified in the RECORD= parameter of the FILE command.

A(Comm Area)
Is the address of the 80-byte Communications Area automatically allocated when the file is defined. This is the
area to be used for communication between the Reporting Facility and the user-module.
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A(filename)
Is the address of the file name, as specified on the FILE command, padded to a length of eight characters
with blanks. If multiple files are read using the same user-module, this parameter enables the user-module to
determine which file name was coded on the GET command for the current call.

Original R1
Contains the original contents of register 1. On initial entry to the Reporting Facility, this is required to process
IMS-DL/I files.

A(recordlength)
Is the address of a two-byte binary record length field in the GSA that contains the value specified in the
RECORD= parameter of the FILE command for this file. Use this parameter to edit against the size of a data
record to avoid a core overlay condition.

Examples

The following example illustrates the linkage conventions to follow when coding a user-module in Assembler language:

csect  START 0

    SAVE (14,12)                 Store callers registers    

       BALR  11,0                   Set up base addressability

       USING *,11

       ST    13,ST13                Store savearea pointer

       LM    2,6,0(1)               Load RPT Facility parameters

       .

       .                            Program body

       .

       L     13,ST13                Restore savearea address

       RETURN (14,12)               Restore callers registers and return

       .

       .

       .

       ST13 DS F

       .

       .

       END

The following example illustrates the linkage conventions for coding a user-module in COBOL:

         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION

      PROGRAM-ID.      'modulename' 

           .

           .

         DATA DIVISION

           .

           .

         LINKAGE SECTION.

         01  IO-BUFFER

                               PIC X(nnn).      ** RECORD=nnn **

         01  COMMUNICATION-AREA

                               PIC X(80).

         01  FILE-NAME

                               PIC X(4).

         01  DUMMY
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                               PIC X(4).

         01  RECORD-LENGTH

                               PIC 99 COMP.

           .

           .

         PROCEDURE DIVISION.

         ENTER LINKAGE.

         ENTRY 'modulename' USING IO-BUFFER

                                 COMMUNICATION-AREA

                                 FILE-NAME

                                 DUMMY

                                 RECORD-LENGTH

         ENTER COBOL.

           .

           .

         ENTER LINKAGE.

         RETURN.

         ENTER COBOL.

Note the following:

• When operating in a VS or z/VSE environment, the user-module should be link edited to the Core Image Library
specifying a phase origin of * (asterisk). However, one module in a run of the Reporting Facility cannot be coded as
self-relocating. If you do have one that is not self-relocating, you must catalog it immediately following the Reporting
Facility root phase.

• When OPTION MAP is specified, the size of the root phase prints on the last line of the compile diagnostics. Link your
non-self relocating module as PLUS that number.

• You can load multiple copies of a user-module during a single run of the Reporting Facility; each is processed
separately. You can accomplish this by specifying multiple FILE commands that have the same module name, but a
unique file name.

PRINT-EXIT Subroutines
You might need to override the standard printing techniques of the Reporting Facility. The compile listing is always printed
in a standard manner, but you can override the printing of the reports and the run diagnostics on a per run basis.

An OPTION PRTEXIT=phasename command indicates that instead of printing the reports and run diagnostics, the
Reporting Facility is to pass each print line to a user-supplied routine with the cataloged phase name.

You must write this routine in Assembler language and follow standard IBM linkage conventions. The routine should save
the general registers on entry and restore them on exit in much the same manner as with user-modules. This routine
loads automatically just prior to printing the reports.

On entry to the program, register 1 points to a single address of a 148-byte record. The content of the record is as follows:

1
Type code

2
CCW code

3 -- 4
Printer width

5 -- 148
Data
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type code
Is a one-byte hexadecimal code denoting the type of data contained in the record. Valid values are:
X'F0'

Indicates that subsequent data is part of the run diagnostics
X'01'-X'3F'

Indicates that subsequent data is part of reports 1 -- 63, respectively
X'FF'

Indicates END-OF-FILE and that no more data is to print
CCW code

Is a one-byte hexadecimal field containing the CCW code for the IBM printer carriage control-character. Valid
values are:
X'0B'

Space one line immediately
X'13'

Space two lines immediately
X'1B'

Space three lines immediately
X'01'

Write, no space
X'09'

Write, space one line after print
X'11'

Write, space two lines after print
X'19'

Write, space three lines after print
X'8B'

Skip to channel one immediately
printer width

Is a two-byte constant (halfword), indicating the printer width as defined at the time of the Reporting Facility
installation, or overridden for this run by specification of the OPTION PRINTER= parameter. The maximum value
of the constant contained in this field is 144.

data
Represents the print line to be printed. The length of this field is dependent on the contents of the PRINTER
WIDTH field. This is a print line image and, therefore, contains the data to be printed in its final edited form.

Note the following:

• When operating in a VS or z/VSE environment, the print-exit module should be link edited to the Core Image Library
specifying * (asterisk) as a phase origin.

• Once OPTION PRTEXIT= has been specified, all reports in the current run print under the control of the print-exit
subroutine. It is not possible to mix this facility with the Standard Printing Facility.

Executing the Reporting Facility
This section describes the resource requirements needed for successful execution of the Reporting Facility system. The
system provides many specialized facilities; therefore, proper and efficient use of the resources available is an important
consideration.
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The Reporting Facility runs in z/OS, VS, and z/VSE environments. Other minimum requirements that apply are:

• IBM 370 architecture
• Decimal arithmetic feature
• 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, 9345, or FBA type disk drive
• 1400, 3200, or 3800 series printer
• IBM Sort/Merge program, or compatible sort program cataloged as "Sort"
• Minimum region/partition size of 80K
• Operating system generated with user program check exits:

– STXIT for z/VSE
– STAE/SPIE for z/OS

The Reporting Facility executes in multiple types of environments with varying configurations.

Data Set Utilization
The Reporting Facility requires that several data sets be made available, through JCL, to process specific requests. Some
of these data sets are always required and some are optional, depending on the function to be performed.

The following is a summary of each data set potentially required for execution of the Reporting Facility. The names stated
below represent the names that must appear in the appropriate JCL commands:

• DRLIB (optional)
• DROUT (optional)
• DRSNAP (optional)
• DRTRACE (optional)
• DRWORK (required)
• SORTIN/SORTIN1 (optional)
• SORTLIB (optional)
• SORTOUT (optional)
• SORTWK01-06/SORTWK1-8 (optional)
• SYSIN/SYSIPT (required)
• SYSPRINT/SYSLST (required)
• SYSUDUMP (optional)
• DRLIB

Defines the Reporting Facility call library. This file is optional, except:
– When Library Maintenance mode is invoked
– When a CALL command appears in the Reporting Facility program
This is a direct-access disk file and you must format and load it with data prior to its use. The file can be as large as
necessary to contain all of the source members to be cataloged, but should occupy at least one full cylinder. The
physical type of device on which this library file resides in a single run of the Reporting Facility is determined by either
the installation default value or the OPTION DISK= override parameter.
Take extreme care when modifying the default physical device type of the Reporting Facility disk files. Protect this file
from concurrent update or access to avoid potential destruction of the source library.

• DROUT
Specifies an optional output file to be created rather than a report generated. The sole purpose of invoking the
Reporting Facility in the Write-Only mode is to create a single, sequential, fixed-length output file. When you invoke
Write-Only mode, all output is directed to this file.
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This file varies in size, depending on the size and number of output records to be created by the program. When the
output file is a disk file, the physical type of device on which it is to reside is determined either by the installation default
value or by the OPTION DISK= override parameter.

• DRSNAP
Is an optional data set used in conjunction with OPTION SNAP. When used in a z/OS environment, this is a standard
SYSOUT type data set, that is, the output is assumed to be directed to a system printer. When used in a z/VSE
environment, this is the sequential disk file containing print line images of the output as a result of OPTION SNAP.
The content of this file then prints separately according to the specifications of a utility function you prepared. The
installation default value of the OPTION DISK= override parameter determines the physical type of device on which
the data set resides.

• DRTRACE
Is an optional data set used in conjunction with OPTION DUMP. When used in a z/OS environment, this is a standard
SYSOUT type data set, that is, the output is assumed to be directed to a system printer.
The content of this file then prints separately according to the specifications of a utility function prepared by you. The
device type on which the data set resides is determined either by the installation default value or by the OPTION
DISK= override parameter.

• DRWORK
Is a required data set used as a work file during the compilation of the Reporting Facility program. The device type on
which it resides is determined by the installation default value. It is not possible to temporarily override the device type
for this file on a per run basis. Make a valid DRWORK disk file available for every execution of the Reporting Facility,
regardless of the mode of operation selected, in both z/OS and z/VSE environments.
The Reporting Facility uses this file to temporarily store volatile internal control blocks and the generated code to read
input files and produce reports. The file can be a temporary file; you need to maintain it only for the current run. Define
it as a direct-access disk file.
The size of the file varies based on the size of the Reporting Facility program to be compiled, the number of input files
to be read, and the number of reports to be produced. The minimum suggested allocation is between 10 and 20 tracks,
or 200 to 300 blocks if the file resides on an FBA device.

• SORTIN/SORTIN1
Defines the Reporting Facility Hit File and is required only when executing in the Primary mode. SORTIN must be used
in a z/OS environment, SORTIN1 in a z/VSE environment. The system creates this file during the record selection
phase of the Reporting Facility. The file contains only the fields from the input files necessary to produce the final
reports.
This file varies in size, depending on the size and number of reports to be produced and the size of the largest sort key
required for a particular report. It is required for OPTION XREF.

• SORTLIB
Is required in a z/OS environment only when executing in the Primary mode. This data set specifies the library, usually
SYS1.SORTLIB, that contains the stand-alone sort program modules.

• SORTOUT
Defines the temporary output file from the sort, and is required only when executing in the Primary mode. This file is a
sequential disk data set with a variable blocked format. It must have the same physical characteristics as the SORTIN
or SORTIN1 file.
Most sort packages allow the same physical disk extent to be used for both SORTIN and SORTOUT. This method of
invoking an in-place sort is highly recommended to both increase the efficiency of the sort and conserve resources.

• SORTWK01-06/ SORTWK1-8
Specifies multiple temporary work files for the sort and is, therefore, required only when executing in the Primary
mode. You can specify from one to six work files in a z/OS environment and from one to eight in a z/VSE environment.
The number of work files in a particular run is controlled by either the installation default value or the OPTION SORT=
override parameter.

• SYSIN/SYSIPT
Specifies the data set from which all of the Reporting Facility commands are read. This file is required for any
execution of the Reporting Facility, regardless of intent. SYSIN must be specified in a z/OS environment; however, in
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a z/VSE environment, the command automatically reads from SYSIPT by placing them immediately behind the EXEC
statement.

• SYSPRINT/ SYSLST
Specifies the data set to which all printed output is directed. This includes both the compiler source listing and the
output report. z/OS environments must specify SYSPRINT; however, SYSLST is usually handled automatically in a z/
VSE environment.

• SYSUDUMP
Specifies, in a z/OS environment only, the data set to which the printing of a formatted dump is directed if the
Reporting Facility recognizes an abend condition that warrants immediate termination of the run. This data set is
optional.

Core Storage Requirements
The core storage requirements for a particular run must be examined on an individual run basis. However, you must meet
some specific minimum requirements. For example, each partition/region in which the Reporting Facility is to be executed
should contain at least 80KB bytes of real storage. In addition, at least 48KB bytes of GETMAIN/GETVIS storage must be
available. Any additional core requirements depend entirely on the types of facilities requested.

Some of the questions you might ask yourself when trying to determine the resource requirements of a particular run are:

• How many input files are defined, and how big are their associated records?
• How many reports are being printed?
• Are Datacom/DB tables being referenced?
• Is Datacom Datadictionary necessary? Does a COPYDD command appear in the program?
• Are VSAM data sets being referenced?
• Is an IMS-DL/I database being referenced?
• Are large arrays defined or are an abnormal number of numeric constants, numeric edit patterns, or alphanumeric

literals coded?
• Is a sort required (a sort requires a minimum of 20KB bytes)?

Based on the answers to the above questions, you can make a reasonable assessment of the core storage requirements
for each particular run.

Debugging Aids
If error conditions require the aid of a Support Specialist, the Reporting Facility provides debugging tools to assist in
locating these errors and providing fast and efficient fixes. The output of these tools is not designed for your use, but
rather for the use of the Support Specialist.

The specification of a special OPTION command or JCL initiates the debugging aids. There are three separate tools
currently available.

TRACE
Provides a system trace of all activity performed during the compilation of the source statements and subsequent
machine code generation.

SNAP
Provides options for printing critical information when program check interruptions are detected during the
program execution.

DUMP
Provides a detailed analysis of all activity to and from the internal DRWORK file.
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Trace Facility
The TRACE facility is the most commonly requested debugging aid. This tool allows very close inspection of the
compilation processes that are performed and the machine code that is subsequently generated.

Three options are available for initiating the TRACE facility.

• OPTION command
• PARM= parameter of the JOB card (in a z/OS environment)
• UPSI control statement (in a z/VSE environment)

To initiate the Trace facility, code the OPTION command as follows:

 ►►─ OPTION ─ TRACE ─┬─ OFF ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ phaseid ─┘

 

OFF
Specifies that the TRACE facility is to be immediately suspended. Since the output of the facility can be quite
large, it is very useful to force the tracing of control blocks associated with a particular command or group of
commands.

phaseid
Indicates that a specific processing phase is to be traced. Valid values are A, C, G, H, or I. Trace multiple phases
by coding multiple phaseids.

The purpose of each phase is as follows:

A
Compilation phase

H
Generation of record selection logic machine code

C
Execution of record selection logic

I
Generation of report printing logic machine code

G
Execution of report printing logic

When OPTION TRACE is coded without OFF or phaseid, all phases will be traced.

To invoke the TRACE facility in a z/OS environment using JCL specifications, code the following statement:

  // EXEC PGM=DRREPORT,PARM='TRACE'

 

This method does not allow specification of the phaseid, as in the OPTION TRACE method.

Prior to the // EXEC command (in a z/VSE environment), you can place the following JCL command to invoke the TRACE
method:

  // UPSI 10000000

 

During compilation, the TRACE facility prints dashed lines, one at the beginning and one at the end, of each separate
command. This is an attempt to show the activity being performed relating to each specific command encountered in the
program.
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Many of the items printed can be directly related to the compile diagnostics section, printed in conjunction with OPTION
MAP. This includes:

• Internal FST entry creation and modification
• FNT entry activity
• Adding of literals and constants to the GSA
• Information about the program performing the indicated process

This information helps the Support Specialist determine the processing sequence being performed and the program
performing it. The format of the TRACE command changes significantly when code generation routines are executed.

The FST traces activity as the FST entries are reread and used in the creation of machine code. In addition, the code
generated prints, followed by the ID of the program responsible for creating the code segment.

Snap Facility
Use the SNAP facility when the Reporting Facility detects a program check interruption during the execution of the
generated machine code. To initiate the SNAP facility, use the following command:

►►─ OPTION ─ SNAP ─ n ─ m ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n
Specifies the number of the program check to print, (2 will print every other SNAP and 10 will print every tenth
SNAP).

m
Specifies the sequential number of the program check to abend and terminates processing with a full system
dump.

The SNAP routines output the following information when a program check occurs. This information can be used to
determine if the problem is with the data or is an internal software problem.

• PSW expanded to show components
• 16 general registers
• Save area register stack
• Linkage section for main program
• Linkage section for control program
• GSA
• I/O area for user exit
• Standard I/O buffer area
• Generated code for this phase

When used in a z/OS environment, the system directs output from the SNAP facility to the DRSNAP data set, which the
system assumes is a system printer. For example:

 //DRSNAP DD SYSOUT=*

In a z/VSE environment, the system directs the output to the DRSNAP data set, which it assumes is a sequential data set.
This sequential file contains 132-byte records and is blocked at 1320. Each record consists of a single standard carriage
control character, and a 131-byte print line image.

You can then read this file and print it with a special utility program. For example:

 // DLBL DRSNAP,'datasetname',0,SD
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 // EXTENT SYSnnn,1,0,nnnn,nnn

The Reporting Facility can read this file and will print it.

Dump Facility
The DUMP facility traces the activity to or from the DRWORK file. The system places several different types of information
on this file during the execution of the Reporting Facility. They include:

• Contents of the internally generated FST area
• All of the generated machine code

You can invoke the DUMP facility using either a special OPTION command in the Reporting Facility program or by
standard JCL specifications.

►►─ OPTION ─ DUMP ─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ control-word ─┘

control-word
Optionally use one of the following control words with this command:
DRREAD

Specifies that only reads to the DRWORK file are to cause formatted output by the DUMP routines.
DRWRITE

Specifies that only writes to the DRWORK file are to cause formatted output by the DUMP routines.
DRADD

Specifies that output is to be formatted only when data is being added to the DRWORK file.
DRWORK <ID>

Specifies that all reads, writes, and additions to the DRWORK file are to be reported. The ID parameter
denotes the specific phases of the program in which data is to be formatted.
This parameter is optional, but, when coded, must be coded in the same manner as with the OPTION
TRACE phaseid parameter.

In a z/OS environment, use the PARM= parameter of the EXEC command to initiate the DUMP facility. For example:

 // EXEC PGM=DRREPORT,PARM='DUMP,xxxxxxx,yyyyy'

,xxxxxxx
Is one of the four options discussed above (DRADD, DRREAD, DRWRITE, or DRWORK).

,yyyyy
Is one or more of the optional phaseid parameters.

In a z/VSE environment, use the UPSI command as follows:

 // UPSI 01234567

bits 0-2
Correspond to DRWRITE, DRREAD, and DRADD, respectively

bits 3-7
Correspond to phases A, C, G, H, and I, respectively
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Modifying the System
The Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, which is a part of Datacom/DB, is installed with the product. Information about the
installation process is contained in the Datacom installation documentation for your environment.

After the Reporting Facility is generated in the receive libraries, review the system to determine if any modifications are
necessary to accommodate your total environment.

NOTE
The installation output can also be helpful in the modification process.

Once you have modified your system, it can again be demonstrated with the technique used to demonstrate the initial
installation.

The following steps are involved in modifying the Reporting Facility:

• Code the appropriate values for the parameters of the IS08Z09I macro.
• Assemble IS08Z09I.
• Link edit the resulting output.

IS08Z09I Macro
Learn how to code the appropriate values for the parameters of the IS08Z09I macro. The IS08Z09I macro is used to
modify the Reporting Facility in Datacom/DB. Find IS08Z09I parameters, valid entries, and default values.

In coding the IS08Z09I macro, standard Assembly rules for macros apply. For example, a statement to be continued on
the next card must have a non-blank character in column 72, and the next card must begin in column 16. The IS08Z09I
macro parameters follow in alphabetic sequence.

ASAFMT=
Specifies the default carriage control type for printer output. Specify an A for ASA or an M for machine.

• Valid Entries: A or M
• Default Value: M

DATE=
Specifies the printing of the calendar date on the compile listing and on all generated reports.

• Valid Entries: M (for MMDDYYYY), D (for DDMMYYYY), or A (for DDMMMYYYY)
• Default Value: A

DBCOMM=
Specifies whether you allow the DBCOMM=AUTO option at your site. (See the OPTION command.) NOAUTO
coded here disallows it.

• Valid Entries: AUTO or NOAUTO
• Default Value: AUTO

DBGETBLK=
Specifies the size of the GETBLK buffer, which works similarly to the GETBLK option in the DBURTBL macro.

• Valid Entries: Integer value 0 or 4096 through 61440
• Default Value: 4096

DBPRI=
Specifies the priority of the automatically generated URT.

• Valid Entries: 1 -- 15.
• Default Value: 3
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DBSEQBUF= or DBSEQBUFS=
Specifies the number of sequential buffers, which works similarly to the SEQBUFS option in the DBURTBL macro.

• Valid Entries: 2 through 128 or -2 through -128
• Default Value: 2

DELPASS=
Specifies an optional password that is required on the USER statement when deleting call library members.

• Valid Entries: 1 -- 8 characters
• Default Value: Null

DISK=
Specifies the device type that the Reporting Facility uses. The Reporting Facility call library and system work files
are assumed to reside on the device type selected.

• Valid Entries: 3350, 3375, 3380, 3390, 9345, or FBA (FBA for z/VSE only)
• Default Value: 3380

DL1=
Specifies whether DL/I database support is to be used.

• Valid Entries: YES, NO, or ENTRY (ENTRY for z/VSE DL/I-ENTRY support only)
• Default Value: NO

LANG=
Specifies the language to be used for the Reporting Facility report literals such as PAGE, GRAND TOTAL, END
OF REPORT, and so forth.

• Valid Entries: DANISH, ENGLISH, FINNISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, GERMAN2, ITALIAN, PORTUGUESE,
NORWEGIAN, SPANISH, or SWEDISH

• Default Value: ENGLISH

MAXSZE=
(z/VSE users with VS-type systems only.) Specifies the maximum storage size (in K) to be used for the sort
function. If omitted, the sort is not limited in its acquisition of core.

• Valid Entries: Any three-digit number from 000 to 999
• Default Value: 000

NAME=
Designates a 1-character to 48-character alphanumeric literal enclosed in apostrophes that specifies the company
name to appear on the first page of every Reporting Facility run.

• Valid Entries: Any alphanumeric literal enclosed in apostrophes
• Default Value: Null

PAGE=
Specifies the maximum number of lines to be printed on each page of a report.

• Valid Entries: Any two-digit number from 08 to 88
• Default Value: 60

PRINTER=
Specifies the width (in print positions) of the printer. The Reporting Facility uses this value to calculate interfield
spacing within generated reports.

• Valid Entries: Any three-digit number from 020 to 144
• Default Value: 132
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SECCODE=
Specifies the required eight-byte call library password. The Reporting Facility uses this password to verify access
during Library Maintenance CREATE commands.

• Valid Entries: Any eight non-blank characters
• Default Value: DR-ADM

SYSTEM=
Specifies the operating environment in which the Reporting Facility executes.

• Valid Entries: OS or DOS
• Default Value: Null

System Option Program Assembly
Learn how to assemble a program with the parameters of the IS08Z09I macro in the Reporting Facility. The examples
include z/OS, z/VSE, and Assembler.

Assemble a program containing the options specified in the parameters of IS08Z09I:

z/OS Example

 // ...   JOB ...

 //STEP1 EXEC ASMFC,PARM.ASM='NODECK,LOAD'

 //SYSLIB DD DSN=MACLIB name DISP=SHR

 //SYSGO  DD DSN=OBJLIB name(IS08Z09I),DISP=SHR

 //SYSIN  DD *

          IS08Z09I DATE=A,DISK=3380,DL1=NO,SECCODE=CAI/DR,

                LANG=ENGLISH,NAME='XYZ COMPANY, INC.',

                PAGE=60,PRINTER=132,SYSTEM=OS

                END

 /*

 //

z/VSE Example

 // EXEC ASSEMBLY

       PUNCH ' CATALR IS08Z09I' 

          IS08Z09I DATE=A,DISK=3380,DL1=NO,SECCODE=CAI/DR,

                LANG=ENGLISH,MAXSZE=000,

                NAME='XYZ COMPANY, INC.',

                PAGE=60,PRINTER=132,SYSTEM=DOS

          END

 /*

 /&

Assembler Source Example

  IS08Z09I DATE=A,

        DISK=3380,  

           DL1=NO,

           SECCODE=CAI/DR,

           LANG=ENGLISH,

           MAXSZE=000,
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           NAME='XYZ COMPANY, INC.',

           PAGE=60,

           PRINTER=132,

           SYSTEM=OS,

           END

Link-Edit Samples
In the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, link-edit the output of the assembly of the system option program. Review a z/OS
example and a z/VSE example.

z/OS Example

 //JS1 EXEC LKED

 //JKED.SYSLMOD DD DSN=....

 //JKED.OBJLIB DD DSN=....

 //LKED.SYSIN DD*

   INCLUDE OBJLIB(IS08Z09I)

   NAME DRQXXPR(R)

 /*

 //

z/VSE Example

 // OPTION CATAL,NODECK,NODUMP,LOG

    ACTION NOAUTO

    PHASE DRQXXPR,+0

    INCLUDE IS08Z09I

 /*

 // EXEC LNKEDT

Running COBOL Programs with AMODE 24
Product: Datacom/DB
OS: z/OS
IBM Enterprise COBOL V5 did not allow the execution of programs in AMODE 24. Earlier versions (COBOL 4.2 and prior)
and later versions (COBOL V5.1 (with appropriate PTFs) and COBOL V5.2 (at the base level)) do allow AMODE 24.
If your compiler does not allow AMODE 24, provide a Datacom/DB User Requirements Table (URT) that is assembled
for AMODE 31 to successfully link edit and execute your application. Since the sample COBOL URT Broadcom currently
distributes is AMODE 24, either provide your own AMODE 31 URT or reassemble and link the Broadcom sample URT as
AMODE 31.
Select the Migration Guide for your release of the IBM COBOL compiler for additional information and restrictions at this
link:  https://www.ibm.com/support/pages/enterprise-cobol-zos-documentation-library
If you have further questions, contact your local Support organization for Datacom.

Block Quit Strategy when DSOP Finds Space
In Datacom, use Enhanced Space Optimization (DSOP) for adding rows in data areas with mixed physical row lengths.

Enhanced Space Optimization for Adding Rows in Data Areas with Mixed Physical Row Lengths

Product: Datacom
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Release: 14.02

OS: z/OS

Selected by the Database Administrator (DBA), a Data Area Space Optimization (DSOP) strategy governs the overall
placement of the data rows. Datacom uses this uniquely designed space optimization process to find unused space in
existing data area blocks to store new data rows. This space optimization is designed to maintain the density of rows that
are stored in data area blocks. Processing performance is improved while maintaining the minimal number of in-use data
blocks.

In the current version of Datacom, six Data Area Space Optimization (DSOP) strategies are available that can be
selected. Of the six available strategies, the default strategy for Data Areas is DSOP 1 (Random Reuse). DSOP 1 along
with DSOP 4 (Random Reuse for OLREORG) are the most widely used strategies.

This enhancement is targeted to avoid certain long running row adds. These long running row adds can occur when a
larger than normal data row is added to a data area. This area has a significant number of available partially used data
blocks with a smaller amount of free space.

Using DATASCAN to Activate DATAHU Online
In Datacom, activate the Data High Used Mark enhancement (OPTION=SET_DATAHU) in data areas that are not already
set. Review instructions for coding DBUTLTY.

The DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU enhancement allows you to enable the High Used Mark in the CXX. You can
also set the value for a selected data area without requiring a data access interruption. You can immediately use the
following benefits of the High Used Mark::

• Physical processing performance
• Sizing of data areas for ONLINE AREA MOVE
• Visibility of the High Used Mark through the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX function

Previously, the value could be set only by enabling the High Used Mark in the CXX and then executing a DBUTLTY INIT
and LOAD of the data area. For many sites, the data access outage that was required to back up and reload the data
area prevented the implementation of High Used Mark. For more information about how to enable the High Used Mark
in the CXX, see the section CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datahu (High Used Mark) in CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=
(Activating Other Features).

Online activation and setting of the High Used Mark for a data area is provided through the new DBUTLTY function
DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU. You can set the High Used Mark for data areas when they are fully opened to MUF.
The data areas can be online and available to all applications while the DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU function is
executing.

WARNING
DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU requires that the area be loaded in URI format. It cannot be run in a
MUFPLEX environment where more than one MUF is fully enabled.

NOTE
To provide compatibility with DBUTLTY processing before this function was added, the same actions as
documented here are performed using function RETIX with KEYNAME=*DTHU and keywords DBID= and
AREA=.

Coding the DBUTLTY Function

You can set the Data High Used Mark for all areas in a database by coding the following DBUTLTY function:

DATASCAN DBID=nnnn,OPTION=SET_DATAHU

You can set the Data High Used Mark for a selected area within a database by coding with the optional AREA parameter:
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DATASCAN DBID=nnnn,OPTION=SET_DATAHU,AREA=aaa 

Using the “all areas in a database” function is the simplest. However, it may use database processing to set the value for
areas that already have the High Used Mark set. Using the optional function with the AREA=xxx specified allows you to
focus the work on only those areas that need the value set.

You can determine which areas do not have the value set by running a DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX and looking for:

“HIGH USED TRACK -       NONE”.

If you run a DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU and the Data High Used Mark feature has been set to NO in the
CXX, the DATASCAN sets the feature to YES in the CXX. Internally, this does the same thing as running the DBUTLTY
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER, OPTION2=Y_DATAHU.

How the DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU Works

The DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU opens the database and reads through the area backwards. It starts from the
physical end of the data set until it encounters the first data block that was used to store data. This is the High Used Mark.
For more information about the rules to set the High Used Mark, see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datahu (High Used
Mark)” .

If a DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU is executed against a Virtual database or the Dynamic System Tables database,
the request is accepted. As there is no physical DASD to process, it immediately goes to EOJ.

Online Fast Compress with Table Alter 24x7 (TA24)
Online Fast Compress in Datacom supports customer requirements of continuous 24x7 operations. Leveraging the Table
Alter 24x7 (TA24) feature, a database table is not required to be offline to add or remove either user or DB compression.

Product: Datacom/DB

Release: 14.02

OS: z/OS

Datacom Presspack is a data compression tool for use at Datacom/DB z/OS installations. Its compression efficiency
makes it ideal for compressing large-volume databases. It also performs the following tasks:

• Compresses disk space resulting in significant reductions in storage costs
• Compresses Datacom/DB tables containing any data type (most similar products compress mainly character data)
• Offers a balance between storage saved, CPU time spent, and ease of use
• Reduces backup/archival processing and improves data security
• Reduces DASD footprint by 30 to 70 percent
• Improves memory use within the database region
• Utilizes the efficient, low-cost zIIP engines to do all compression and decompression processing

Before the addition of Online Fast Compress support, you would have to perform the following steps to apply/remove
compressions:

• Back up your database table|
• Modify the Datacom Datadictionary
• Reload the database table with the database being offline

Operational Notes
When an area is closed, its control block is the controller of the content of the data set. When the data set or area is
opened, it is merged into the CXX. This merge is required because of the following situations:
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• The CXX or data area can be restored and might not agree when closed
• At open, the data area trumps the CXX

A table that is set to transition has a user task area that is allocated and driven to perform the actual transition. If the base
is closed, a REQABORT, or a MUF set to EOJ stops this task. This task is only restarted when the table is next opened
from a closed state. If you stop with REQABORT and you want to restart the task without a base close and open, drive the
DDUPDATE -UPD transaction again with the 1000 ALTER. The transition is noted as active. However, no task is running
and drives the process to allocate a task area and starts the move again.

The task doing the GSETL/GETIT/UPDAT always starts at the first row of the table if it is stopped and restarted. This
method ensures that all rows are the new compression values. Every row is read and updates are only made to rows
needing the change.

Physical rows are stored at LOAD/REPLACE as traditional. Physical rows are also stored for a table in transition or 'ever'
in transition differently.

Table Alter 24x7 Overview
Learn about Online Fast Compress with Table Alter 24x7 (TA24) for Datacom. Find examples of the 1500 Transaction.
Learn about the DDUPTATE 1000 ALTER option.

The implementation of TA24 uses some existing processes available to Datacom Datadictionary. The following attributes
can be modified in real time:

• Compression
• Compress-exit
• Encryption key - Named encryption but not related to encryption in any form. This key is an 8 character name that is

optionally used by the Compress-exit.

NOTE

• The 1500 transaction is the recommended path for modifying these three attributes.
• The combination of the -UPD table with the 1000 ALTER statements for DDUPDATE use is new for the TA24

feature.

Examples for the 1500 Transaction Usage
1500 COMPRESSION,N ‘N’ can be ‘N’ for No or ‘Y’ for Yes. Using Ampersand (&) is an exception where it
is a DDUPDATE ability to remove any existing value for the option and set the attribute to its default value
of N. 1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,PRESSPAK PRESSPAK is a name for a compression routine that is built to
Datacom requirements. PRESSPAK cannot be a name starting with ‘DB’. Using Ampersand is an exception
where it is a DDUPDATE ability to remove any existing value for the option and set the attribute to blanks.
If your site has another compression routine that can be used you would use it here. 1500 ENCRYPTION-
KEY,DCTRNB If a user compression routine is used, DCTRNB can be any supported name valid for use with
Datacom PRESSPAK or other names. Using Ampersand is an exception where it is a DDUPDATE ability to
remove any existing value for the option and set the attribute to blanks. PRESSPAK with an ENCRYPTION-
KEY of blanks is a request to use STRONG compression. Unless you intend to use DCT or RDT with a bad
name choice, specifying STRONG is unnecessary.

NOTE
The previous options have the exact same rules as they typically do in Datacom
Datadictionary and are not part of this feature.

1000 ALTER

This DDUPDATE option is considered a Table Alter command in the style of 24x7 (without an outage, Continuous
Operation). The option must be done with –UPD TABLE and not –BTG.
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24x7 Table Alter

The 24x7 Table Alter function is provided in this single method. The function is not available using any SQL DDL
statements or with a 1000 CATALOG. The SQL DDL statements require the table to be closed. The 1000 CATALOG
requires the database to be closed. Also, a 1000 CATALOG that sees a change in compression sets the table as NOT
LOADED. Before the table is reopened, the CATALOG containing the table must be backed up and reloaded. This is a
lengthy process if the area contains many rows.

• Contains Datacom Datadictionary edits that are standard to a table.
• Provides the table information from Datacom Datadictionary to MUF with the request change. The full definition of the

table is provided but there is no information about fields, keys, elements, or any non-table fact. Also, only the three
attributes that were previously discussed are updated in the CXX. If other attributes are modified, the differences are
not reflected in the CXX as a result of the 1000 ALTER. A CATALOG of the DATABASE is required.

The table name subject to the –UPD and the 1000 ALTER transaction can be a non-partitioned table or the full partition
table. The table name cannot be a child partition or the ‘any’ parent name. If the full parent table name is used, the MUF
treats the Table Alter as an individual request for each of the child partitions, simply tables in the Directory (CXX).

When altering a full partition table, if the MUF fails after the first child area is completed but prior to all completing, when
MUF is restored the ALTER must be redone. Therefore, with a new execution of DDUPDATE, the -UPD and 1000 ALTER
are requested again. The tables previously completed indicate that no action is required, and tables that are not done are
locked in. Individually, the tables work correctly being out of sync with their peers. However, all child tables are required to
have the same compression option.

Once the altered values are given to MUF and accepted, the change is locked into the data area. The change is not
subject to any form of rollback. Once the change is complete, you can request another change if necessary. The -UPD
transaction waits for the locking in of the action but not for the rows to convert. Once locked in, the -UPD transaction can
fail and be rolled back. The update to the CXX and the transition that occurs are not affected by transaction results after
the lock-in.

Table Alters driven by DDUPDATE
Datacom Online Fast Compress supports continuous operations. See an example of six-table alters driven by
DDUPDATE. 1500 COMPRESS-EXIT and 1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY examples use Datacom Presspack.

All user compression options are supported, but exclude any COMPRESS-EXIT names starting with the characters DB,
such as DBVVRPR and DBMETPR.

-USR ...

-SET RPOF                                 

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_C01_097(PROD)    

1000 ALTER                                

-COM *** example 1 --- Sets the named table to have no DB compression and no user compression

1500 COMPRESSION,N                        

1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,&                      

1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,&                     

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_C02_097(PROD)    

1000 ALTER                                

-COM *** example 2 --- Sets the named table to have DB compression and no user compression

1500 COMPRESSION,Y                        

1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,&                      

1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,&                     

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_F01_097(PROD)    

1000 ALTER                                
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-COM *** example 3 --- Sets the named table to have no DB compression. Sets the user compression as PRESSPAK

 with blanks as a Press Pack type of compression signifying STRONG as the compress option

1500 COMPRESSION,N                        

1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,PRESSPAK               

1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,&  (For PRESSPAK, blanks represent STRONG)

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_C01_197(PROD)    

1000 ALTER                                

-COM *** example 4 --- Sets the named table to have no DB compression. Sets the user compression as PRESSPAK

 with a Press Pack type of compression as WEAK which is he simplest PRESSPAK option

1500 COMPRESSION,N                        

1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,PRESSPAK               

1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,WEAK                  

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_C02_197(PROD)    

1000 ALTER                                

-COM *** example 5 --- Sets the named table to have no DB compression. Sets the user compression as PRESSPAK

 with a Press Pack type of compression named DCTRNB

1500 COMPRESSION,N                        

1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,PRESSPAK               

1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,DCTRNB                

-UPD TABLE,TOBIE_K02_397(PROD)

1000 ALTER                                

-COM *** example 6 --- Sets the named table to have the DB and user compression options to be the same as

 what currently resides in the Datadictionary database. They may have been set using DDOL or DDUPDATE before

 altering the table using the 24x7 method.

NOTE
In the last example for TOBI_K02_397, the 1500 statements are not required. The table alter is the 1000 ALTER
after the -UPD TABLE with or without any 1500 statements. Without any 1500 statements, the current PROD
table definition is provided to MUF. The alter does not occur if this is the same as what is already in the CXX, If
it is different, it drives the transition the same way as if the 1500 were provided. You can use this method if you
prefer changes through DDOL. However, the 1000 ALTER must be done in batch.

You can change the compression option in any of the ways that Datacom Datadictionary allows. Production needs the
changes because it is sent to MUF. Updates can presume the same compression options as MUF. A message, but not an
error message recognizes and handles this change.

After the Datacom Datadictionary database is updated to reflect the new values, processing of the 1000 ALTER
transaction provides the changes to MUF. If a MUF task area (TASKS option) is available, it is allocated and set to perform
the individual row updates. The updates change the format from the old to the new. The transition is automatic and no
other action is required.

NOTE
The messages and tools that are used to track the actions and status are described in Exceptions, Warnings,
and Messages.

The instant the transition is locked in:

• all future ADDIT commands add the data in the new format
• any UPDAT command updates the data into the new format

If a task area is available at the time of the –UPD, the area is selected and set to run with a MUF program. The following
tasks are performed:

• Opens the table
• Uses GSETL/GETIT commands to read rows in native sequence
• Updates each that is in the old format to be the new format
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No updates are logged to the LXX except when a row grows in physical size and it is required to be stored. However, it
does not fit in the data block where it currently exists. Then the row is ‘moved’ as an UPDAT command would normally do
to another data block. This particular row update is logged to the LXX as a MOVER request.

User programs can continue with no visible impact with or without the task to update all rows from old format to new.

                 

Prerequisites
To use Datacom Online Fast Compress with Table Alter 24x7 (TA24), ensure that prerequisites are in place.

Before at table can be altered, meet the following prerequisites:

• Set CXX to allow the table alters in the 24x7 style. Set the CXX to allow the table alters using DBUTLTY with a function
of CXXMAINT with keywords 'OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_ALLOW TA24'. The option setting is reported in the full
CXX report page 1 with no DBID specified. The seeting does not affect the ability of MUF and DBUTLTY to properly
handle a table that is in transition or that has been in transition.

• The table Datacom-ID number must match the table ID in the Directory (CXX).
• The table cannot be in a database that is set to MUF as VIRTUAL.
• The table cannot be in a database that is set in MUF as ACCESS NOOPT. The table must be defaulted or set to

ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
• The MUF must be a single MUF and not be part of a MUFPLEX with more than one enabled. The MUF can be a single

enabled MUF with an existing Shadow MUF available for takeover.
• The table must reside in a loaded area set to URI. The table must have the RECOVER YES attribute set.
• The MUF cannot be enabled with the option: X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES.
• As part of the transaction, the requested table is opened and must be successful.
• The table cannot be an ‘any’ parent table.
• The Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name, status, and version must match the Directory (CXX), with the following

exceptions:
– A table in the Datacom Datadictionary base need not match the version.
– The occurrence information is not validated if the table is a full parent.

• The table may not be in transition from a previous 1000 ALTER.
• The data area block size must be larger than 1024. Normally, while an exact size is not provided, a standard block size

of 4096 or larger is fine. If the size is too small, an error message provides the reason. The requested table and others
in the area are not allowed to participate with the table alters for compression.

• The data area must have been loaded (DBUTLTY function LOAD) in Release 9.0 or later. The requirement is for tables
with user compression, not DB compression or no compression. This means having a date time loaded of about 1996
or later. If in doubt, try it and an error reflects an unsupported load.

NOTE
MUF edits only the table name, database ID (DBID), and occurrence information from Datacom Datadictionary.
The compression options are also noticed. Other table changes are ignored, as MUF expects none, and none
should be present. For example, it is not noticed or reported when the Dictionary believes that the row is 300
bytes but the CXX believes that it is 400 bytes. The feature is to change the compression. However, the feature
currently ignores all other parts of the definition. No changes are made to elements, fields, or keys. Clearly, this
feature does not support a Table Alter of any definition information other than that related to the compression.
Any changes that can coincide with the compression changes must be implemented in the CXX using the
CATALOG function for the DATABASE.

The Table Alter is ‘locked in’ once the data area control block is updated to reflect the change. Once that I/O completes,
the MUF can fail and be restarted and the Datacom Datadictionary transaction can fail and be rolled back. The data
control block controls the change.
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Typical Implementation
In Datacom, the Multi User Facility (MUF) works in support of the TA24 feature. Set Directory CSS to allow Table Alters
24x7 (Online Fast Compress with Table Alter 24x7). Also review DBUTLTY-changes-relating-to-TA24.dita.

As a safety and a control feature, set the Directory CXX to allow Table Alters 24x7. By default, the ability is not allowed.
Once the Directory CXX is set to allow, you can set it not to allow permission.

The TA24 feature is described more in DBUTLTY-changes-relating-to-TA24.dita. Set the allow ability with function
CXXMAINT with keywords ‘OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_ALLOW_TA24’. The permission is at the full CXX level, not at
the database level. The allow option only controls new Table Alters. MUF and DBUTLTY can still process tables in data
areas correctly if they are currently in or have been in transition.

DBUTLTY changes relating to TA24
Used for reporting, CXX contains accurate information for open tables. Closed tables have the CXX with information from
the last time it was open. CXX reporting and usage of information is only about the current definition. The CXX does not
have knowledge about the history of a table relative to TA24. The CXX has one flag with knowledge of whether the table is
in a transition. If the table was ever subject to a transition, a second flag appears. For example, after the last catalog of the
database containing the table.

The CXX has a full Directory-wide option to all new table alter 24x7 requests or to block them. Use the DBUTLTY function
CXXMAINT with keywords ‘OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=Y_ALLOW_TA24’ to allow new alters. Use the same values
except replace the ‘Y_’ with ‘N_’ to block new alters. Turning off new table alters has no effect on MUF and DBUTLTY
processing existing transitions correctly.

Details of the report change include the following DBUTLTY functions:

• DBUTLTY functions that do not read or alter data rows are not impacted or changed relating to TA24. (For example,
REPORT AREA=IXX)

• INIT for a data area ignores a previous and current TA24 to a table in the area. INIT initializes the area with the current
tables in the area as known to the Directory CXX. INIT removes any table status of a current or 'ever' TA24 to the
tables.

• LOAD ignores a previous TA24 to a table in the area or a current TA24 to a table in the area. The area is loaded with
input data using the current tables in the area as known to the Directory CXX. The input data can be any typically legal
form including any of the options with BACKUP and EXTRACT. The LOAD removed any table status of current or
'ever' TA24 to the table.

• REPLACE ignores a previous TA24 to a table. The table data is loaded with input in EXTRACT format. Any table
status of current or 'ever' TA24 to the table is removed.

• EXTRACT executes in all the same cases and options if the table is active with TA24 as it does without it active.
• REORG executes the same if a table has ever been subject to TA24. If a table is in an active TA24, no backup

processes are executed. If the table is in a transition currently, then REORG must be redone after the transition is
complete.

• BACKUP with SEQ=NAT executes with a table in an active TA24 with one difference to cases where the table has
an 'ever' or never had a TA24. The difference is that the option CMPRS set or defaulted to YES is forced to NO. You
cannot start a new TA24 during a native sequence backup.

• BACKUP with SEQ=PHY and RECID=YES does not execute with a table in an active TA24. The function with options
must be executed after the transition is complete.

• BACKUP with SEQ=PHY and default RECID=NO executes similar with an active TA24. The first exception is that the
option CMPRS set or defaulted to YES is forced to NO.  MUF does not know that the physical backup is occurring.
Therefore, you are allowed to start a new TA24 during the backup. To ensure that the backup is correct, it validates
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that a new TA24 was not started during the backup before it completes. If one was started, it fails the backup. Do not
start a new TA24 during a physical backup.

• DATASCAN with keyword OPTION=WAIT_ACTIVE_TA24 has been added as intended for Broadcom internal
development and QA testing. However, it is possible that you could be asked to run the function. The function opens
the area in MUF. If the area contains any table that is in an active TA24, the function waits for the completion of the
TA24. The wait will be as long as the TA24 is not completed. Once all TA24 is complete, or if no table is in an active
TA24, the task reads the physical blocks of the area. It validates that every row is stored as the current definition
intends. These two abilities allow editing and verification that the TA24 is complete and that every row is stored
correctly.

User task area for new MUF program
A table subject to a TA24 is in transition until MUF is sure that each row is altered from the old format to the new format.
MUF performs the following tasks:

• Starting a program in a normal task area that opens the table.
• Reading all rows one at a time (using commands GSETL and GETIT).
• Updating those rows still in the old format into the new format with an UPDAT command.
• Assigning '***TA24' as the internal task Job Name.

Any number of these tasks can be running. When planning for altering tables using the TA24, be aware of the following
required tasks:

• The following tasks are set to stop updating rows, close the URT, and free the task:
– If the MUF is set to EOJ with any task running
– If the MUF is told to CLOSE the base with the table with any tasks running
– If a task is set to abort with the REQABORT command while running

• If the task is never started due to the following reasons, when the area is reopened and available it restarts.
– the task area was unavailable at the time
– MUF termination stops
– EOJ
– base CLOSE
– REQABORT

Note: If a MUF RESTART causes an open, the task is started once an available MUF enables.

If you want to start the task again and the base is already open, rerun the DDUPDATE transaction with –UPD and the
1000 APPLY transaction. The process sees that the table is in the same or different transition when the new transaction
sets as REJECTED (not an error) because of a previous transition. However, if a task area is now available it is allocated
to complete the row updates.

When a DDUPDATE is performed with a full Partition Parent Table and a MUF failure occurs after none or some of the
tables have been locked in, rerun the DDUPDATE transaction to complete all the tables. Tables that are already locked in
are ignored, and any new ones are completed. Transition is unnecessary because this is not an error. MUF messages and
return codes are provided later in this article.

Inside the MUF region, the task reads and updates through the table and area quicker than a user application outside of
MUF reads through the table.

Note: Each time the task must restart, the task starts with the lowest Native Sequence Key value and goes through all
records.
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Using the new STATUS console only command STATUS_TA24
The STATUS console only command, STATUS_TA24 MUF, displays all transition information for an open table. Like the
other STATUS commands, it is only allowed through the console directly in z/OS using a Modify (/F) command. The one-
line output provides information about any transition that is known to this MUF as currently active without an allocated task
area or active with a task area.

DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX changes

The full CXX report with no TYPE= or a TYPE=B has the transition information reported in the following example:

DB COMPRESSION - NO       TRANSITION - NEVER

USER COMPRESSION - NO

The new 'TRANSITION –' field occurs on the same line as 'DB COMPRESSION'. Valid values are:

• NEVER - If the table has never had a TA24 since the last DBUTLTY INIT, LOAD, or REPLACE.
• ACTIVE - If the table is in a TA24 transition.
• ENDED - If the table has been subject to a TA24 and completes.

Note: The CXX report prints information about the transition that is based on current MUF memory or the time the area
was last opened. When a data area is closed, the data set itself knows its status. When Datacom/DB next opens it, that
information is pushed to the CXX provided the base is open for update.

Additionally, the full CXX option to ALLOW TA24 is reported in the full report on page 1 of the full CXX options. Request
the report page using function REPORT with AREA=CXX,TYPE=K. In the following example, it is reported with its current
YES or NO setting. Above the ALLOW TA24 setting is the TRANSITIONS value that shows the summation of all the
tables option. Specifically, if every table has TRANSITION – NEVER, the full report line has TRANSITIONS – NEVER.
If any table is in transition and has TRANSITION – ACTIVE, TRANSITIONS – ACTIVE is reported. Therefore, all tables
that have been in a transition have ended and so TRANSITIONS – ENDED is reported. This summary allows you to see
quickly if any tables have TA24 interest.

SQL MODE - SUPPORT ACTIVE - YES                             SIMPLIFY MODE -

 YES                                    

           DATADICTIONARY BASE -     2                                                           TRANSITIONS -

 ENDED

           DATA DEFINITION DIRECTORY BASE -    15           PREINIT AREAS - YES                  ALLOW_TA24 -

 NO  

 

 

DBUTLTY function REPORT with TYPE=U changes

The report function TYPE=U was built to identify an unknown data set that might be of interest to Datacom/DB. This type
is not often used. A DDNAME= is provided pointing to a DD statement that is opened and block one read. If the block is
known to Datacom/DB, it is ‘dumped’ in the raw and then control information is provided to describe the data set.

If the data set is a data area, standard information is provided as in previous releases. If the data area contains any
encrypted table, table information is also detailed to reflect the encryption. This type of information also existed in previous
releases.
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New with this TA24 feature is that table information is now known for areas having tables subject to TA24 to track
definition changes. A report example is provided of a data area with encrypted tables and TA24 tables.

TA24 is a new column in this report. The blank values represent tables that have ‘never’ been subject to TA24. If the table
has been subject to TA24, the current definition as known to the Directory CXX is reported with a CURR (current) value.
The previous definition is provided with the value PREV. And, if a third value is known, it is reported with a PRV2 value.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION

DATA AREA  A01 1397

00000000  ........  C1E3CIC3 D6DR61C4  C261C1F0   F1F0F1F3

ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASKC

KEY 1 - 53F61DC40FDC626E6E365F8221035DAD6D35DEBF36CFC851

TABLE ID CMPRS RCV  DATA  USER  COMPRESSION T M  TA24

C01    1 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  WEAK    B A

C02    2 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  WEAK  

F01  103 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  STRONG  B C  CURR  

F01  103 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  WEAK    B C  PREV  

F02  104 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  STRONG       CURR  

F02  104 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  WEAK         PREV  

F03  105 NO    YES    84                    B B        

K01  240 NO    YES    84

RNA  207 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  DCTRNA  B A   

RNB  208 USER  YES    84  PRESSPAK  DCTRNB  

VRA   98 NO    YES    84   

VRB   99 NO    YES    84  

 

 

Variants
Depending on your need, you have access to several variations when using TA24.

Depending on your need, you have access to several variations when using TA24.

Data area block size
Data areas have block sizes from 512 to 32760. Requirements vary and no exact size is provided. However, nearly
all areas are 4k or larger and they should support tables being changed with no problems. An insufficient space is not
something that can be easily fixed. The error 'CTL.BLK.SPACE' occurs if the area has too many tables in the area to
properly record information in the data area control block at the block size available. If it occurs, then a table in that area is
not allowed to be subject to the table alter as part of 24x7. The error cannot be known for sure before requesting the table
alter due to the many variables.

Nothing is hurt if you request the change and it fails with a lack of CTL.BLK.SPACE.

 

 

Datacom system bases
The Directory CXX and MUF combination represents an environment. Each one has a set of System bases that Datacom
provides. Examples include Datacom Datadictionary, accounting, history, CBS, and so on. Currently, no gate blocks the
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System bases being subject to Table Alter. While it should work for all tables meeting the requirements, it is likely to cause
some issue later. This may happen if Datacom provides new potential definitions for System bases.

 

 

Data Space Options (DSOP)
Most data areas are set with DSOP 4 or 1 and a few with 5 or 2. Those settings relate to the tracking space from deleted
records and adding into unused blocks. They have a long established process. The process is most optimized for single
table areas with a fixed row size but works with other cases although not as efficiently. The space index cannot change
instantly although the definition change takes effect the instant it is locked in. The space index tracks blocks with space.
For example, if you are going from fixed-length rows to variable, then the stored row is likely smaller but it may be larger.
Also, the reverse of going from variable rows to fixed is not the same. As rows are deleted or added using the space
index, everything gets worked out as efficiently as possible. Therefore, during the TA24 process, the existing space index
adjusts from the prior definition to the new and may be slightly less efficient.

You can run the RETIX function with KEYNAME=*DATA with other keywords to rebuild the space index.

Best Practice

RETIX KEYNAME=*DATA is now highly recommended as a post process to any table that processed any TA24 processes
to add or remove compression.

 

 

Using option area option SLACK with TA24
Located in the area definition in Datacom Datadictionary. SLACK optimizes MUF processing for areas with a compressed
table or tables. The ADDIT commands are directed to reserve some space (slack) for UPDAT commands that grow
compressed rows. SLACK was built for applications that often add rows containing much blank space or binary zero
data that compresses to fewer compressed bytes. Later when using the UPDAT commands, one or more of the added
records must be moved to another block with more space. The SLACK allowed the pad during the ADDIT and allows
moving  fewer rows during an UPDAT. If an ADDIT of a compressed table has little compressible data, using SLACK
is not helpful and not recommended. Setting SLACK to near row size is not appropriate as it would remove the reason
for compression which is to pack more rows into the data block that is possible without compression. Setting SLACK to
maybe 10 to 20 percent of the row size is a common choice. However, if most rows compress to very small then a value of
0 is also acceptable.

 Best Practice 

After you alter SLACK and are using DSOP options 1-2-4-5 and do not intend to LOAD the area, then you should request
the space index to be rebuilt. Execute the DBUTLTY function DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX (RETIX
with KEYNAME=*DATA). This directs the MUF to scan the data area and rebuild the space index using the current
definitions and data block contents.

Exceptions, Warnings, and Messages
Review exceptions, warnings, messages, and return code associated with Online Fast Compress with Table Alter 24x7
(TA24) in Datacom: DB02822E, DB028231, DB 023251, and DB Return Code 94 (046): DB02822E, DB028231, DB
023251, and DB Return Code 94 (046).

You can receive the following messages and return code:
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• DB02822E - TABLE_ALTER_24X7 797 C01 ERROR xxx
• DB02823I - TABLE_ALTER_24X7 1397 C01 STATUS xxx
• DB02325I - TABLE_ALTER_24X7 STATUS_TA24 1397 F02 TRANSITION xxx
• DB Return Code 94 (046) - ALTER TABLE 24X7 NOT OTHER RC

Generating Source Members from CUSLIB Content
The DBCGSPR utility reads a CUSLIB concatenation and generates source macros with all the parameters specified to
assemble to create a new CUSLIB.  This utility is intended to facilitate upgrading from one release of Datacom to a newer
release.

DBCGSPR generates source for the following CUSLIB members:

Type of Module Mod Name Macro Name
CICS Services Vector Table DBCVTPR DBCVTPR
Master List DBMSTLST DBMSTLST
System Identification Block (SID) DBSIDPR DBSYSID
System Identification Block (SID) any name DBSYSID
User Requirements Table (CICS/Advanced) any name DBUR*
User Requirements Table (Batch) any name DBUR*
User Requirements Table (Multi-MUF) any name DBUR*
Datadictionary System Resource Table DDSRTLM DDSYSTBL
Dataquery Systems Options Table DQSYSTBL DQOPTLST
Ideal Options Block @IIDOPTS IDOPTSCB
Data Reporter Options DRQXXPR IS08Z09I
Data Reporter Options (prior releases) DR28QXX IS08Z09I
Batch File Definition Table any name ROSFD
Asynchronous Transaction Table SCASTRAN SCASYNTB
Session Control Options Table SC00OPTS SCBOPTCB
Session Control Transaction Table SC00TRAN SCTRANTB
Session Control Transaction Table (User) SCUMTRAN SCTRANTB
Ideal Web Transaction Table SCWBTRAN SCWEBTB

Sample JCL

 //DBCGSPR JOB (acct),'GEN SOURCE',CLASS=A,

//    MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),NOTIFY=&SYSUID.

//STEP1    EXEC PGM=DBCGSPR,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.Datacom.loadlib

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.Datacom.CUSLIB

//SYSIN    DD  DUMMY

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//CUSLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=your.Datacom.CUSLIB

//SYSPUNCH DD  DSN=your.INPUT,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2)),

//             DCB=(DSORG=PS,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=0)

//*

//STEP2    EXEC PGM=IEBUPDTE,PARM=NEW
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//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=your.INPUT,DISP=SHR

//SYSUT2   DD  DSN=your.NEW.CUSSRC,DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(2,2,30)),

//             DCB=(DSORG=PO,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=0)

 

The contents of a data set defined to the CUSLIB DD are analyzed.  If it encounters one of the listed modules,
it generates source statements that are suitable for direct input into IEBUPDTE and “punches” the output to the
SYSPUNCH DD statement.  To examine the output prior to directing it to a PDS, simply allocate SYSPUNCH to
SYSOUT=*.

The activity log is written to the SYSPRINT DD statement.  DBCGSPR generates messages as it processes the CUSLIB
members.  It maintains a summary of its activity in memory and produces a summary report after all members are
processed.

Modules that are not selected for source generation processing are scanned for assembly date and time. They are
reported if the time stamps are found.

Since User Requirements Tables (URTs) do not necessarily need reassembling, if URTs were encountered, DBCGSPR
creates a member named $$COPY. It contains IEBCOPY JCL that is used to copy the URTs to a new CUSLIB. The JOB
statement accounting and programmer name fields are propagated from the job that ran the DBCGSPR program to the $
$COPY JCL.

The SYSIN DD statement specifies optional control parameters, but none are needed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Control Parameter

If you code SYSIN parameters, the following rules apply:

1. An asterisk (*) in column one signals a comment and is ignored.
2. An all blank statement is considered white space and is ignored.
3. Only one parameter per statement is allowed.
4. A parameter may begin in any column.
5. A parameter must be followed by at least one blank character.
6. A parameter may be specified in any case.  Everything is forced to lower case before checking.
7. Everything past the parameter is ignored and may be used for comments.

The valid control parameters are:

flag_customized

Any generated value of the parameter that is different from the default value is tagged with “Custom” in column 74 of the
SYSPUNCH output.

If SYSIN is dummied out, flag_customized is activated.

flag_defaults

Any generated value of the parameter that matches the default value is tagged with “Default” in column 74 of the
SYSPUNCH output.

skipmem memname

This control statement instructs DBCGSPR to not analyze specific members in the CUSLIB.

Verbose
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This is intended for debugging purposes and generates more SYSPRINT activity.  Do not use this parameter unless you
are directed to do so by Support.

Sample Output

Processing Log

The main processing log is written continuously as DBCGSPR processes the CUSLIB members.  The following example
shows an excerpt of the main processing log written to SYSPRINT:

 Date: 06/28/2016  **************************************************************************                 

      *      CA Datacom/DBTime: 16:40:37   

                  *               DBCGSPR - Generate Source for CUSLIB Elements                  *            

       COPYRIGHT (C) 2011-2013 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

                  **************************************************************************

DB30201I - DBCGSPR starting up

DB30202I - DBCGSPR was assembled on 06/28/2016 at 16:25, FMID CABDF00, PTF None

DB30204I - Processing SYSIN parameters

DB30210I - End of data on SYSIN

DB30205I - 0 errors encountered

DB30212I - Defaulting to option "flag_customized"

DB30213I - Analysis processing begins at 16:40:37.1857  

 

DB30215I - CUSLIB Info:

                       DSN=DATACOM.TEST2.CUSLIB

                       lrecl=0, blksize=2347

 DB30223I - Processing @IIDOPTS

DB30281I - No link date is available

DB30224I - Module loaded at X'2B000'

DB30225I - Module length is X'6C8'

DB30245I - Ideal Options Block DB2 Plan appears to be for release 11

DB30226I - Ideal Options Block release is 11

DB30233I - Ideal Options Block assembled on 01/05/2012 at 12.07

DB30248I - No global ATZEXIT was detected

DB30278I - Generating IEBUPDTE ADD for member @IIDOPTS from CUSLIB member @IIDOPTS

DB30234I - Module deleted, RC=0

DB30235I - Processing complete for @IIDOPTS, RC=

 DB30217I - Module COBSAM is marked not loadable, skipping

 

DBCGSPR logs out its own assembly date, time, FMID, and RMID, if any.  The control parameters, if any, are echoed to
SYSPRINT.  After it opens CUSLIB, the data set name of the CUSLIB data set, the record length, and the block size are
displayed.  It then begins processing each member it in directory order, logging information about each member it selects
for source generation.

Summary Report

DBCGSPR produces a summary report after all members are processed:

 Module   Gen    Asm Date     Time   Link Date    Time    Version FMID     RMID   Module Description 

-------- ---   ----------    -----  ----------  -------- ------- ------- -------

 -------------------------------

@IADEXIT                            07/08/2003  10:18:42 

@IADFLGS                            06/05/2016  09:22:26 
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@IIDOPTS Yes   06/05/2016    09.37  06/05/2016  09:37:40  14                     Ideal Options Block 

@IIDSYSF Yes                        09/13/2001  09:53:56   ?                     Batch File Definition Table 

@ILMLIST       06/05/2016    09.22  06/05/2016  09:22:26 

@ILMTWEB       06/05/2016    09.22  06/05/2016  09:22:26 

DBCVTPR Chk    06/05/2016    09.50  06/05/2016  09:50:52  14.0                   CICS Services Vector Table

 

Module

The name of the module loaded from CUSLIB.

Gen

Indicates whether source was generated for this module and written to the SYSPUNCH DD. The “Gen” column can
contain one of the following values:

• Blank – No source was generated. The module was not recognized as a supported module.
• Yes – Source was generated and written to SYSPUNCH.
• Chk – Source was written to SYSPUNCH but certain parameters could not be determined with certainty. Verify all

parameters marked with a “?” in column 73 of the SYSPUNCH output

Asm Date

The assembly date if it was located in the load module.

Time

The assembly time it is was found in the load module.

Link Date

The link date is displayed if the CUSLIB is a PDSE.

Time

The link time is displayed if the CUSLIB is a PDSE.

Version

If the version of the module is discerned, it is displayed in as much detail as is available. Some tables are coded only as
an integer release. Others have fractional components. If the release for a module selected for source generation cannot
be discerned, it is displayed as "?".

FMID

The FMID is displayed if the module contains a Broadcom MODID block.

RMID

If the module contains a Broadcom MODID block, the RMID is displayed unless the RMID value is "RESERVE", in which
case, it is displayed as blanks.

Module Description

The name of the block being generated is diaplayed if the module was selected for source generation.

Generated Source

The SYSPUNCH output is intended as input to IEBUPDTE. The following example is an excerpt of the generated source:

 ./ ADD NAME=DBCVTPR,LIST=ALL 

**********************************************************************

*                                                                     * 

* CICS Services Vector Table                                          * 
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*                                                                     * 

* Generated by DBCGSPR                                                *                           

* 06/28/2016 17:37:21                                                 *

*                                                                     * 

* Source: DATACOM.TEST2.CUSLIB(DBCVTPR)                               *

*                                                                     *

* Source release: 14.0                                                *

*                                                                     *

* Source system: CA11                                                 * 

*                                                                     *

*********************************************************************** 

        DBCVTPR AUTHID=DEFAULT,                                        -       

              AUTO=(2-3,11,99),                                        - Custom

              AUXTRCE=(OFF,DCAX,DCBX),                                 - 

              CICSTRA=NO,                                              - Custom  

              DBEC=(DBEC,DBEX,DBRC),                                   -

              DBOC=(DBOC,DBIC,DBKC),                                   - 

              DBTS=(DBTS,DBTX),                                        -

              DBUG=(DBUG,DBFS),                                        - 

              DEFER=(),                                                -

              DELIM=&&,                                                - 

              DFLTUSR=CA##DCOM,                                        - 

              DYNPPT=NO,                                               - 

              EOJ_OK=NO,                                               - 

              FLOWTRA=YES,                                             - 

              JOBNAME=YES,                                             - Custom

              INTLTRA=NO,                                              - 

              LOG=(YES,YES),                                           - Custom

              MAXURTS=250,                                             - Custom

              MSGLOG=DBOC,                                             - 

              MSTOPR=(ZKS,7P9,8TP,9SM,AMB),                            - Custom

              OPENAPI=NO,                                              - 

              PLANSWI=NO,                                              - 

              PREFIX=DBFLT,                                            - Custom

              REQTHD=(0,DBOC),                                         - 

              SCROLL=MANUAL,                                           - Custom

              SKIPURT=NO,                                              - 

              SKPSYNC=YES,                                             - 

              SYSRCV=YES,                                              - 

              SYSV=NO,                                                 - 

              TRACE=(ON,1000),                                         - 

              USERID=NO,                                               - 

              USERS=12                                                 - Custom

 

A comment block header is generated to document the CUSLIB that was used as input along with the date and time of
when the source generation was done. The parameters that do not match the default settings are marked “Custom” in
column 74. That is, the parameters that the user had to have coded are marked with “Custom”. Other parameters might
have been coded originally specifying the default values. However, DBCGSPR cannot discern that from the load module
contents.
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Using ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE
The ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE console-like command can be issued through any of the following ways to command
MUF:

• MVS modify command ‘F’
• DBUTLTY function COMM with OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’…’
• Using SQL to insert a row into the Dynamic System Table SQL_CONSOLE

NOTE

This feature is not appropriate or allowed as part of the MUF SYSIN stream.

The following topics are discussed:

How to Use the Console Command

When you execute this command, the MUF must be active.

Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console.

►►─ ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE dbid,area-name,percent-of-never-used-space-to-remove ────────►◄

Command

ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE
Allows you to release unused space at the end of data.

dbid
Identifies the requested database ID.

area-name
Identifies the requested area containing the unused space.

percent-of-never-used-space-to-remove
Displays the percentage of unused space that can be removed.

Example

An area is initialized as 5000 cylinders and subject to a LOAD. It is unknown as to how much data would be added. The
5000 cylinders were thought a safe number to be enough. After several months, only 500 cylinders were used leaving
4500 unused cylinders. To request that all 4500 cylinders be returned to MVS, specify a percent of 100. Providing other
values in the 1-100 range removes the needed space but leaves some pad for growth.

Restrictions

The restrictions include a common set and a specific set.
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• Area must be in a database that is not VIRTUAL.
• Area must be in a database allowed or set at MUF startup as ACCESS OPTIMIZE. Specifically, it cannot be set as

ACCESS NOOPT.
• MUF must not be enabled with the CXX allowed to be shared with another MUF. Set with option:

‘X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES’. This is no longer possible since that option is prevented from being set to YES.
• Area must be able to be opened.
• Area must be a data area, not an index area.
• Area must be currently set with a High Use value. A CXX-wide option and either a LOAD of the area or a DBUTLTY

function to set the high use is required.
• Area must have unused space beyond the current high use value that is before the last track of the area. High use has

an increment value of 64 tracks. Therefore, removal might not be allowed within the last 64 tracks of the area.
• Not available to an area that has been subject to an ONLINE_AREA_MOVE, ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE or Block Size

Alter 24x7 until or unless the area has been closed and reopened. A size reduction is permitted using the mentioned
moves.

• The total number of volumes cannot be reduced.
Example 1
A single volume with an area of 100 tracks with one block in use can be reduced to no less than 65 tracks. The first 64
tracks are subject to high use and the last track (last block) is reserved.

• Areas that are allocated:
– As tracks (TRK) are released as tracks and offer the most flexibility during release. However, cylinder allocations

are more efficient and recommended.
– As cylinders (CYL) must be released as cylinders. Areas that are allocated on an EAV device and that exist in the

cylinder aligned area are allocated in chunks of 21 cylinders and can only be released as chunks.
A percentage Is allowed and easy to use with this command. MUF figures out the details of what is allowed.

• An area on multiple volumes has additional rules because the MVS facility used RLSE that keeps all current volumes.
After determining the number of tracks/cylinders/chunks to free, MUF frees as many as possible from the last volume.
Therefore, space on the last volume is reduced, as specified, down to as little as 1 track/cylinder/chunk remaining.
Example 2
An area with 96 tracks allocated as tracks and with 16 extents on each of 6 volumes with a single track per extent
‘SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))’.

• If initialized and loaded as FORMAT=NONE, then the first 64 tracks are reserved for high use, and the last track is
reserved as the last track. Tracks 90-95 can be released on the sixth volume keeping one

Gated Process

I/O to the area is gated or paused to complete the online area release at the required point in processing. With the gate
in place, the area is closed. The release occurs, then the area opens and the gate lifts. This takes a second or less. The
process is fully hidden within MUF processing.

There are possible risks to the continuous availability with the gated process:

• Close failure (not likely)
• Release to failure (not likely)
• Open to failure (not likely)

In the event of any of these failures, the gate is lifted and I/Os going forward get I/O errors until the base is closed and
successfully reopened. The only known way to produce this failure (for testing) is for another job to have a DD statement
for the area with a DISP=(OLD,DELETE) and so be waiting on the MUF to close the area. In this case, the MUF is
probably not allowed to get the area back.

Messages

Two new messages are added with this feature, one for error conditions and one for status.
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DB02828E   – ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE dbid area-name ERROR text-of-specific-error

In this DB02828E error message, the database ID and area-name are those requested.

The text-of-specific-error is one of the following:

• VIRTUAL – The area is currently defined as virtual and that space cannot be released.
• NOOPT – The base is currently set with ACCESS NOOPT and so not subject to be released.
• MUFPLEX –The MUF is currently part of a MUFPLEX with 2 MUFs enabled. This error wil not occur when the

MUFPLEX consists of a Primary MUF with its Shadow. In order to complete a release on an area in the Primary MUF,
the area is closed in the Shadow).

• CXX SHARING – Reflects that the MUF startup option ’X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES’ was set. This is no longer
possible since that option cannot be set to YES.

• OPEN 58(2) – Reflects that the area could not be opened due to any of the appropriate return codes.
• AREA NOT FOUND – Reflects that the open was allowed but the area named was not found to be opened. This

should not occur.
• NOT DATA AREA – Reflects that the open was allowed but the area named was not a data area. An index area might

not currently be subject to release.
• AREA NOT URI – Reflects that the area opened is not currently set as a URI area.
• MUF RECYCLE – Specifies that the solution providing support was applied and at least one module was subject to

NEWCOPY. However, the MUF must be recycled to have the solution applied to all modules from the start of the MUF.
• ANOTHER RUNNING – Specifies that there is another ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE command for this area that has not

completed. Therefore, a new request is rejected as this error.
• READ CXX nn(n) – Reflects that the CXX was not able to be read to get the data set name. This should not occur.
• NOT HIGH USE – Reflects that the area is not currently set to have a high use mark. Refer to the DBUTLTY function

REPORT with AREA=CXX and no TYPE= or TYPE=B and the field: HIGH USED TRACK – 64
• NO TRACK – Reflects that the current high use is equal to or larger than the space available. There are no tracks

available to release.
• NO CYLINDER – Reflects that there is at least one track to be released but not one cylinder to be released and the

data set was allocated in cylinders.
• NO CHUNK – Reflects that there is at least one track but not one chunk of 21 cylinders on an EAV volume cylinder

aligned space.
• NONE THIS PERCENT – Reflects that the area has at least one track/ cylinder)/chunk available to be released but the

percentage (other than 100) does not allow the release. For example, 1 cylinder is available but the percent was set to
50. This message does not occur if 100 percent is specified.

• OTHER – Specifies that this is not currently another condition and this value should not occur.
• PROCESSING nn(n) – Reflects another return code that occurred during the processing of the request.
• CLOSE RLSE nn(n) – Reflects a return code that occurred during the close RLSE process to return space in the data

set.
• REOPEN nn(n) – Reflects a return code that occurred during the reopen of the closed data set.

Examples of Messages requesting release of a virtual area

• DB01311I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 5,A01,100                  
• DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 5,A01,100
• DB02828E - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 5 A01 ERROR VIRTUAL

DB02829I – ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE dbid,area-name STATUS text-of-specific-status

In the DB02829I status message, the database ID and area-name are those requested. The ‘text-of-specific-status’ is one
of the following:
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• STARTED – Reflects the passing of basic edits and the start of the expected release.
• LOGICAL SPACE RELEASED – Displays when all edits were completed and the MUF use of space released (set as

not initialized or extended and not available).
• PHYSICAL SPACE RELEASED– Displays when the area has been closed and successfully reopened.
• COMPLETE, RELEASED n TRK/CYLINDER – Specifies that the release is complete including any needed dynamic

extend done to bring the catalog and DASD into complete agreement. The number of released tracks for track
allocation or cylinders for cylinder allocation are also designated.

Example of a set of messages requesting release of a data area with success

• DB01311I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797,I01,100                       
• DB01335I - CONSOLE SCHEDULED - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797,I01,100   
• DB02829I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797 I01 STATUS STARTED
• DB02829I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797 I01 STATUS LOGICAL SPACE REDUCED
• DB02829I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797 I01 STATUS PHYSICAL SPACE REDUCED
• DB02829I - ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE 797 I01 STATUS COMPLETE, RELEASED 20 CYL
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Programming
This section provides programming information for application programmers working with Datacom.

This section is intended for application programmers who design, code, test, and debug new computer programs. The
section also provides information for maintaining and troubleshooting existing programs. Learn about:

• Datacom/DB
• Program link-edit in batch and CICS
• Record-at-a-time technique
• Set-at-a-time technique
• Index-only processing
• Mixed-mode programming
• Commands
• Request formats
• CALL syntax
• Programming Datacom Datadictionary service facility

Terminology Used
Review guidelines for programming terminology (including SQL) used with Datacom. Find definitions of "row," "column,"
"record," "data record," "record ID," and "region."

Base tables can be thought of as having logical "rows" and "columns."

The term "record" refers to the physical storage of a logical row; a row of a base table is physically stored in a "data
record," and a data record has a "record ID" (a physical address). Records are referred to as having "fields."

SQL programming refers to rows instead of records and columns instead of fields. Mixed-mode programming (a
combination of Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements) is available with this version.

The term "region" is used throughout this documentation to represent:

z/OS
address space

z/VSE
partition

Communicating Datacom/DB Requests from Your Program
Highlights what you must know to use Datacom/DB, an application program.

To use Datacom/DB, an application program:

• Establishes communications with Datacom/DB using a User Requirements Table.
• Issues Datacom/DB requests and checks the result.
• Terminates communications with Datacom/DB.

Access a User Requirements Table
A macro assembly generates the User Requirements Table and is either link-edited with your program or dynamically
loaded at execution time. It contains an entry for each Datacom/DB table your program accesses.
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The User Requirements Table must be opened before your program requests access to Datacom/DB tables, and closed
after all requests have been made.

In CICS, Datacom CICS Services is used to open and close the User Requirements Table.

In batch, it is possible for your program to be a subroutine to Datacom/DB. You can specify in the User Requirements
Table that Datacom/DB open the User Requirements Table before control is passed to your program, and close the User
Requirements Table when your program returns control to Datacom/DB. Alternately, your program can open and close the
User Requirements Table itself by issuing OPEN and CLOSE commands.

Regardless of which option you choose, requests to Datacom/DB are validated against an open User Requirements
Table. This technique provides security (by restricting access) and efficient allocation of Datacom/DB resources. The User
Requirements Table is described in Interfacing with the User Requirements Table (URT) 

Multiple Multi-User Facilities Support

If a record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time program has been link edited with a new User Requirements Table that supports
multiple Multi-User Facilities (MUFs), the use of which requires RRS support for two-phase commit, those programs run
as before without any changes to the programs needing to be made.

User Requirements Table support for multiple MUFs is provided by a new User Requirements Table interface. Therefore,
this support is limited to user applications running with a User Requirements Table that generates the BEGIN and
DBNTRY code, called by the application, using the DBURINF macro parameters that support multiple MUFs. An
exception to the statement is that multiple MUF support is also provided by the Datacom CICS Services product that
provides needed DBNTRY support for these generated URTs.

Issuing Requests
Datacom/DB services are requested through the call facility of the particular language you are using. The entry point
DBNTRY should be called with the following parameters:

• User Information Block (required)
• Request Area (required)
• Work Area (optional)
• Element List (optional)
• Request Qualification Area (optional)

These parameters are each described separately in the chapter (for each access method) giving descriptions of the call
parameters.

Datacom/DB still supports the previous entry points DATACOM and CBLDBMS. There are minor differences in how
programs using these entry points are constructed and how they process some commands. For more information, see
(crossref).

NOTE
The set-at-a-time commands and many other commands are available only with the DBNTRY entry point.

Checking Results
After each call, check the results by testing the return code field in the Request Area. Some return codes are application
sensitive; others are environment sensitive.

For example, a return code 10 (DUPLICATE MASTER KEY NOT ALLOWED) is application sensitive, but return code 07
(DATA AREA FULL) is environment sensitive. A return code 15 (SECURITY ACCESS DENIED) may occur if security is
active.

Find return codes and messages by typing them into the Message tile on the Home page.
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Datacom/DB returns control to the application program for all return codes. Therefore, the application program must
handle both types.

The following methods provide a consistent action for environment sensitive return codes.

Common Subroutine for Datacom/DB Calls

In this method, the application program calls a user-written subroutine, for example, DATABASE, rather than calling
DBNTRY. That subroutine calls DBNTRY and traps environment sensitive return codes before returning control to the
application program.

Application programs can either be shielded from environment sensitive return codes, or control can be passed back after
appropriate action (such as displaying an error message on the console) has been taken.

Because this method makes it possible to shield the application program from environment sensitive return codes, it is the
easiest and safest method.

Common Error Handling Subroutine

In this method, application programs must test for environment sensitive return codes, but rather than handling them
individually, the application calls a standard error-handling subroutine to perform that function.

Program Link-Edit
The Table load options to select for batch link-editing and auto-linking between online programs and Datacom CICS
Services are covered in this section.

Batch
Batch program link-editing varies depending on the operating system interface and User Requirements Table (URT) load
options you choose. The benefits and impact on program link-editing of these options follows.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Operating System Interface

You can interface a batch program with the operating system if either the batch program is mainline, or Datacom/DB is
mainline. The linkage-editor ENTRY statement controls which option is being used.

ENTRY progname
Makes the user program mainline. Datacom/DB acts as a subroutine of the program. For more information, see
the graphic representation and example in User Program Mainline. When the user program is mainline:

• Program can store user security information in User Information Block before opening a URT to interface with
user open security exit.

• Program must open and close the URT.

ENTRY BEGIN
Makes Datacom/DB mainline. The user program acts as a subroutine of Datacom/DB. For more information, see
the graphic representation and example in Datacom Core Mainline. Datacom/DB is also mainline in the example
beginning on User Requirements Table Load Options. When Datacom/DB is mainline:

• The program is not sensitive to differences in operating system linkages.
• The URT can be opened automatically before a program is called and automatically closed when program

returns control to Datacom/DB. Or, the program can open and close the URT.
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User Requirements Table Load Options

There are four ways to load the URT:

• Assemble with Datacom/DB interface.
The INCLUDE statement for the Datacom/DB interface includes the URT because they are assembled together. The
examples in User Program Mainline and Datacom Core Mainline show this method of loading the URT.

• Load the URT at execution time.
This option allows the URT to be changed without relinking the program.

• Load the URT named in EXEC parameter at execution time.
Use this option when the program is often executed with a different URT, for example, URT for test and production
databases.

• Assemble separately and link with program.
An INCLUDE statement is necessary to link edit the URT with the program. This option allows a common Datacom/DB
interface to be used with different URTs without reassembling the Datacom/DB interface. The following example shows
this method of loading the URT:

PROBLEM:

  Link edit program PROGRAM1 with User Requirements Table DB010URT, with

  CA Datacom/DB as the mainline program.  Assume a separate CA Datacom/DB

  interface module has been assembled with the name DBINFURT.

SOLUTION:

--- z/OS ---

  1  //NAME  JOB  LINK

  2  //STEP1      EXEC LKED

  3  //LKED.SYSLMOD DD

  4  //LKED.OBJLIB  DD

  5  //LKED.SYSIN   DD *

  6    INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBINFURT)     CA Datacom/DB interface

  7    INCLUDE OBJLIB(DB010URT)     User Requirements Table

  8    INCLUDE OBJLIB(PROGRAM1)

  9    ENTRY BEGIN

 10    NAME PROGRAM1(R)

 11  /*

 12  //

--- z/VSE ---

 13  // JOB CATAL

 14  // OPTION CATAL

 15    PHASE PROGRAM1,*

 16    INCLUDE DBINFURT      CA Datacom/DB interface

 17    INCLUDE DB010URT      User Requirements Table

 18    INCLUDE PROGRAM1

 19    ENTRY BEGIN

 20  //*

 21  // EXEC LNKEDT

 22  /&
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User Program Mainline

The following graphic representation and example shows a user program being mainline and Datacom/DB acting as a
subroutine of the program. The numbers in the following diagram indicate the sequence of the steps that are taken during
processing.

Example

As shown in the previous graphic representation, assume that in this example the Datacom/DB interface macro has
OPEN=USER and USRNTRY=PROGRAM1. Lines 8 and 17 show a specification of ENTRY PROGRAM1 to make the
batch program the mainline program.

PROBLEM:

 

Link edit program PROGRAM1 with User Requirements Table DBOUSURT with PROGRAM1

as the mainline.  Assume the User Requirements Table DBOUSURT has been

assembled with the CA Datacom/DB interface.

SOLUTION:

--- z/OS ---

  1  //NAME  JOB  LINK

  2  //STEP1      EXEC LKED

  3  //LKED.SYSLMOD DD

  4  //LKED.OBJLIB  DD

  5  //LKED.SYSIN   DD *

  6    INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBOUSURT)      User Requirements Table

  7    INCLUDE OBJLIB(PROGRAM1)

  8    ENTRY PROGRAM1

  9    NAME PROGRAM1(R)

 10  /*

 11  //

--- z/VSE ---

 12  // JOB CATAL

 13  // OPTION CATAL

 14    PHASE PROGRAM1,*

 15    INCLUDE DBOUSURTUser Requirements Table

 16    INCLUDE PROGRAM1

 17    ENTRY PROGRAM1

 18  //*

 19  // EXEC LNKEDT

 20  /&

Calls for Service

The program calls Datacom/DB for service. The considerations of the Operating System Interface in Program Link-Edit
apply.
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Datacom/DB Mainline

The following graphic representation and example shows Datacom/DB being mainline and a user program acting as a
subroutine of Datacom/DB. The numbers in the following diagram indicate the sequence of the steps that are taken during
processing.

Example

As shown in the previous graphic representation, assume that in this example the Datacom/DB interface macro has
OPEN=DB and USRNTRY=DBMSCBL. Lines 8 and 17 then show a specification of ENTRY BEGIN to make Datacom/DB
the mainline program.

PROBLEM:

Link edit program PROGRAM1 with User Requirements Table DBODBURT with PROGRAM1,

CA Datacom as the mainline.  Assume the User Requirements Table DBODBURT has been

assembled with the CA Datacom/DB interface.

SOLUTION:

--- z/OS ---

  1  //NAME  JOB  LINK

  2  //STEP1      EXEC LKED

  3  //LKED.SYSLMOD DD

  4  //LKED.OBJLIB  DD

  5  //LKED.SYSIN   DD *

  6    INCLUDE OBJLIB(DBODBURT)      User Requirements Table

  7    INCLUDE OBJLIB(PROGRAM1)

  8    ENTRY BEGIN

  9    NAME PROGRAM1(R)

 10  /*

 11  //

--- z/VSE ---

 12  // JOB CATAL

 13  // OPTION CATAL

 14    PHASE PROGRAM1,*

 15    INCLUDE DBODBURTUser Requirements Table

 16    INCLUDE PROGRAM1

 17    ENTRY BEGIN

 18  //*

 19  // EXEC LNKEDT

 20  /&

Calls for Service

The program calls Datacom/DB for service. The considerations of the Operating System Interface in Program Link-Edit
apply.
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CICS Programs
Programs running under the control of CICS (IBM's teleprocessing monitor) are subroutines to CICS and access
Datacom/DB using Datacom CICS Services. The module DBCSVPR is link edited with the program to provide linkage
between the program and Datacom CICS Services.

An include card may be used to include this module, as in the following example:

INCLUDE SYSLIB(DBCSVPR)

NAME modname

An alternative is to include a dummy CALL in the program to invoke auto-linking.

Assembler

Include the following statement anywhere in your program.

EXTRN DBCSVPR

WXTRN DATACOM,DBNTRY

COBOL

Include the following as the last statement in your program.

BAD-RETURN.

    GOBACK.

DUMMY-DB-CALL.

    CALL 'DBCSVPR'.

Datacom CICS Services opens and closes all User Requirements Tables.

Executing an Application Program
The following sections discuss executing application programs in batch and online environments.

NOTE
 A Datacom/DB application program must not call Datacom/DB in supervisor state.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Batch Environment

After the program has been link edited with the Datacom/DB interface, it may be executed.

If the User Requirements Table is loaded at execution time, it must be stored in a load or core image library available at
execution time. If a LOADPRM= parameter is specified in the DBURINF macro assembly, the specified name must be
included in the EXEC= parameter.

If Single user mode is being used, and dynamic allocation (z/OS only) is not being used, Datacom/DB files must be
present in the JCL. When the MUF is being used, the Datacom/DB files are accessed in the MUF region JCL.

PROBLEM:

    Execute program     PROGRAM1. Assume the DBURINF macro specifies

 URTABLE=LOAD,LOADPRM=DBURT.  Use User Requirements Table DB010URT.

    Assume the DBURSTR macro specifies MULTUSE=YES. 

SOLUTION:
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--- z/OS ---

  1  //NAME    JOB

  2  //STEP1 EXEC PGM=PROGRAM1,PARM='DBURT=DB010URT'

  3  //STEPLIB  DD DSN=ca.db.load,DISP=SHR

  4  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

  5  //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  6  //SYSIN    DD *

  7  /*

  8  //

--- z/VSE ---

  9  // JOB jobname

 10  // EXEC PROGRAM1

 11  /*

 12  /&

PROBLEM:

    Execute program     PROGRAM1. Assume the Requirements Table is 

    assembled and linked with the CA Datacom/DB interface. Assume   

    the User Requirements Table DBURSTR macro specifies MULTUSE=NO, 

    and dynamic allocation is not being used. Assume the User   

    Requirements Table contains two DBURTBL macros with     

    TBLNAME=ORD,DBID=010, and TBLNAM=DTL,DBID=010.  

SOLUTION:

--- z/OS ---

  1  //NAME    JOB

  2  //STEP1 EXEC PGM=PROGRAM1

  3  //STEPLIB  DD DSN=ca.db.load,DISP=SHR

  4  //CXX DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR

  5  //LXX DD DSN=lxx.data.set,DISP=SHR

  6  //PXX DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR

  7  //IXX010 DD DSN=db010.index,DISP=OLD

  8  //DTL010 DD DSN=db010.dtl.area,DISP=OLD

  9  //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

  10 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

  11 //SYSIN    DD *

  12 /*

  13 //

--- z/VSE ---

  14 // JOB jobname

  15 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  16 // DLBL CXX,'cxx.data.name',.DA

  17.// EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

  18 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  19 // DLBL LXX,'lxx.data.name',.DA

  20 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

  21 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  22 // DLBL PXX,'pxx.data.name',.DA

  23 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

  24 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  25 // DLBL IXX010,'db010.index',,.DA

  26 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser

  27 // ASSGN SYSnnn,device type,VOL=volser,SHR

  28 // DLBL DTL010,'db010.dtl.area',,.DA

  29 // EXTENT SYSnnn,volser
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  30 // EXEC PROGRAM1

  31  /*

  32  /&

Online Environment

Follow the procedure for the online monitor you are using. There are no special execution rules for programs
using Datacom/DB.

Access Techniques Overview
Review Datacom access techniques for record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time and understand how they differ.

Access Techniques

The two available access techniques (record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time) differ in three ways:

• Access level
• Record selection technique
• Order of sequential retrieval

For more information about the record-at-a-time access technique, see Record-at-a-Time Technique

For more information about the set-at-a-time access technique, see Set-at-a-Time Technique.

Index-Only Processing

For more information about index-only processing, see Index-Only Processing.

Mixed-Mode Programming

Mixed-mode programming is available. Mixed-mode is a combination of Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements.

Additional Topics

As a database administrator, at some point you may need to perform the following tasks:

• Interfacing with the User Requirements Table (URT)
• Program Abnormal Termination
• Exclusive Control
• Work area definition errors
• Modifications required to access tables with columns that accept null values

Index-Only Processing
Index-only processing in Datacom/DB retrieves data from the index without reading the related data record. Review the
advantages of index-only processing and how to use it, including concatenating fields within keys.

Advantages of Index-only Processing

Index-only processing offers multiple advantages:

• Index-only processing reduces overhead:
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– Datacom/DB can scan the index without the I/O necessary to read the data in the associated rows (records).
– Rows can be qualified before reading and no overhead expended reading unqualified rows.
– The occurrences of a key value can be counted to determine how many rows have that key value without actually

expending the overhead to read every row.
– Reducing the number of times rows are accessed decreases contention for channel I/O.

• Datacom/DB can perform partial key searches when only a high-order portion of the key value is known.
• If the key value is contained in several tables, performing an index search can reveal relationships among tables.

NOTE
Because SQL retrieves complete records, applications issuing SQL statements gain no advantage from index-
only processing.

How to Use Index-Only Processing

If all elements in the element list are contained in the key, you can replace REDxx commands (except REDID) with LOCxx
commands and use the returned key value rather than the work area. Since REDxx commands must first access the
index to obtain the data record ID, using LOCxx commands eliminates accessing the data record with no additional
overhead. SELFR and SELNR commands (or FOR EACH statements) automatically return the work area from the key
value, eliminating access to the data record.

This technique is especially effective when sequentially retrieving records by a non-native key, because the index entry
blocking factor is usually higher than the effective record blocking factor, especially of a non-native key.

It is important to design the keys so they can be processed by the index-only feature and thereby improve processing
time. When designing keys with concatenated fields, consider the data access patterns of your particular business
requirements.

To take advantage of index-only retrieval when all desired elements are not defined in the key being used, consider
including the additional elements as low-order fields of the key, especially if these fields are not updated frequently. For
example, if a frequently used online transaction displays POH record fields VENDR, PO, TPVAL and LATE, you could use
a REDKG, REDNX series of commands with a work area. However, using a LOCKG, LOCNX series and the key value
executes much faster. In this case, interleaving the POH and POL tables in the same area further reduces the effective
data record blocking factor.

If these fields are frequently updated, the overhead of maintaining the key can be greater than the increased retrieval
efficiency. Also, the combined length of a key must not be greater than 180 bytes. You cannot use this technique when
retrieving records with exclusive control.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a
sort, or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

Concatenating Fields Within Keys

Define Datacom/DB keys by concatenating fields to provide increased data access flexibility. Concatenated fields do not
need to be contiguous in the record, and the relative order of fields in the key is not required to be the same as in the
record.

For SQL, keys with concatenated fields can provide more efficient ordered retrieval.
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For record-at-a-time and set-at-a-time processing, the advantage of having keys with concatenated fields is that the keys
can contain all the data that you want to access. Because the values of the fields are stored in the index, you can use
index-only processing to perform a search against the index instead of the table, greatly decreasing processing time.

Record-at-a-Time Technique
Learn about the record-at-a-time (RAAT) technique in Datacom. Learn about access levels, how records are selected, and
the order of sequential retrieval.

Access Level

With the record-at-a-time access technique, access is available to:

• Index entries
• Data records
• Count of index entries

Record Selection

Records are selected by specifying a previously defined key name and a key value. A record with the exact, a greater-
than-or-equal, or a less-than-or-equal specified key value may be selected.

Order of Sequential Retrieval

Records may be retrieved in the sequence of a previously defined key, in either ascending or descending order. The same
key must be used for both record selection and ordering.

Description of Call Parameters (RAAT)
The following list provides a general description of the call parameters used by the record-at-a-time (RAAT) technique.

At the beginning of the description of each parameter, the area is shown in a block diagram. In these diagrams the data
type and length of each field are given in the following format:

tLnnn

t (data type)
C (character)
B (binary)

Lnnn
Length in bytes

The following topics are discussed on this page:

User Information Block

┌───────────┐

│ User-Info │

│  (CL32)   │

│           │

└───────────┘

This 32-byte required area can be used to identify the requestor of Datacom/DB services. Some examples of its use are:
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Problem Determination
The User Information Block appears in storage dumps written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area. It can be
used to relate the storage dump to the application request. Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) diagnostic
data is accumulated to the PXX on a SELFR command whenever $$$ is placed in the first 3 bytes of the User
Information Block.

NOTE
For more information about the CBS diagnostic report, see Monitoring Through Statistics and
Diagnostics Area Reports.

Log Area Analysis
If a user ID is placed in the first eight characters of the User Information Block by all online table maintenance
programs, then an audit trail listing of online transactions for each user could be produced from the Log Area.

User-written Security Checking
The User Information Block is available to the User Open Exit. If user identification is placed in the User
Information Block, the User Open Exit program can validate users.

Datacom/DB does not require that any particular information be placed in this area. It is suggested that the program name
be placed in the first eight characters to aid in problem determination.

Request Area

Use this required area to specify requests made to Datacom/DB, and then test the results. Datacom/DB uses it to save
control information between related requests. For example, the current position in the index is saved between REDNX
(Read next) commands. Related commands must be made from the same Request Area and you should never modify
these reserved fields.

A program can have several active Request Areas at the same time. For example, one Request Area might be used to
read a Purchase Order Line Item record, and then using the part number from that record, read the related Part Master
table record using a second Request Area.

You may even use more than one Request Area for the same table. For example, one Request Area might be used to
sequentially read an employee table, and another to read the employee record for each employee's manager.

The only exception is that only one active Request Area can be used per table when using the batch sequential
commands GSETL/GETIT and GSETP/GETPS.

Some records have a second key value. The beginning and ending key values are in a 360-byte key area. Place the
beginning value in the first 180 bytes. The second key value should follow 180 bytes from the start of the first key value.

If you do not reserve the full 180 bytes for the key areas and the Request Area is the last item loaded into the program, an
addressing exception could occur and the program abend.

Commands which test a specified key range such as CNTKR, LOCKR, LOCNR, REDNR, and REDKR use the second
key value area.

The Request Area minimum length is 76-characters. Depending on the command used, it is followed by one or two key
value areas, which can be from 1 to 180 characters long each.

If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the following conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL will use a sort,
or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

A general description of each Request Area field follows; specific use of these fields is described in the application task
examples.
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Request Area Format

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬──────────┐

 │  Command  │   Table   │   Key     │   Return  │  Internal │   DBID   │

 │    Code   │   Name    │   Name    │    Code   │   Return  │          │

 │           │           │           │           │    Code   │          │

 │   (CL5)   │   (CL3)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL2)   │   (BL1)   │   (BL2)  │

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┘

 0                                              17  

 ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────┐

 │      Record ID                                     │                 │

 ├────────────────┬─────────────────┬─────────────────┤    reserved     │

 │       TID      │   BLK or URI    │      RECD       │                 │

 │                │                 │                 │                 │

 │      (BL2)     │      (BL4)      │      (BL1)      │     (CL25)      │

 └────────────────┴─────────────────┴──────────────── ┴─────────────────┘

 18                                           49    

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬──────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

 │  Maximum  │    I/O    │           │   BLK    │           │    Key    │

 │  Records  │   Count   │ reserved  │   if     │  reserved │   Value   │

 │ to  Count │           │           │   URI    │           │           │

 │   (BL2)   │   (BL2)   │   (CL6)   │  (BL4)   │   (CL12)  │  (CL180)  │

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 50                                        255 

Command Code
The five-character command name specifying the operation to perform.

Table Name
The three-character code DATACOM-NAME defined in the Datacom Datadictionary FILE entity-occurrence
attribute DATACOM-NAME to identify the logical table being accessed. For most commands this is a required
field, but when a key is shared across several tables in a database, the locate commands (LOCxx) can be used to
return the table name. For more information, see Generic Table Access.

Key Name
A five-character alphanumeric name of the key being used. This field is required on all commands that retrieve
data, with the exception of REDID/RDUID and GETPS. The key name is defined in the Datacom Datadictionary
KEY entity-occurrence field DATACOM-NAME.

Return Code
Datacom/DB returns a two-character code in this field to indicate the result of the request. Always check this
return code after each request. A blank return code indicates the request successfully completed; return codes
14, 19, and 29 indicate that the request was performed, but encountered logical end-of-data. There are a
few return codes that are only warnings. For a complete description of return codes, consult the Datacom/DB
message documentation.

Internal Return Code
A 1-byte binary field indicating the exact error for certain return codes. This field is only set if the return code is not
blanks.

Update Intent
A redefinition of the Internal Return Code field used by the current command to show that the record should be
held for update.
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Database ID (DBID)
Typically this field is not required, because the User Requirements Table being used contains only one entry for a
given table name. However, when the same table name occurs more than once in the User Requirements Table,
or in multiple tables such as in CICS, the database ID used must be specified in this field. The database ID is
defined in the Datacom Datadictionary DATABASE entity-occurrence attribute DATACOM-ID.

Record ID
The record ID is used to directly retrieve a data record. Index search commands (LOCxx) can be used to locate
a record and return its record ID. Then, a REDLE/RDULE (read-located-entry) command can be used to directly
retrieve the data record using this record ID.
Another use of the record ID is to reread a record. Whenever a record is returned, its record ID is also returned.
The record ID can be saved and later restored to reread the record with the REDID/RDUID (read ID) commands
without researching the index. When a table is built in the Unique Row Identifier (URI) format, the block
number field is also required to be saved and restored for the REDID/RDUID commands. See your Database
Administrator for a list of URI tables.

NOTE
For more information about the URI option, see Designing Data Areas.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use only. It need not be initialized; do not modify it.

Maximum records to Count
A 2-byte binary number used to limit the number of records to count with the CNTKR and CNTKY commands.

I/O Count
A two-byte binary number of start I/O operations issued to satisfy a request or limit the number of I/O events to do.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use only. It need not be initialized; do not modify it.

Block Number (BLK if URI)
With Unique Row Identifier (URI) areas, this is part of the record ID.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use only. It need not be initialized; do not modify it.

Key Value
Data retrieval commands require a key name and value. The key value should be specified in this area, left
justified. The key being used defines the length of the key value. The fields contained in the key are defined in the
Datacom Datadictionary key list. The minimum length is one. Use 180 bytes if there is only one key value.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the
following conditions:

Most data retrieval commands also return a key value to this area that is required by a subsequent command. You
can test the returned value, but do not modify it before issuing a subsequent command that uses the key value.
If the definition of this area is shorter than the length defined for the specified key, commands that return a key
value overlay what is after this field in memory. Any possibility of this occurring can be avoided by reserving the
full 180 bytes for the key area. If the command code specifies a key range, reserve the maximum 360 bytes.

NOTE
The key value must follow the previously listed rules and have 180 bytes of addressable storage
available after the beginning of the key value (360 bytes if the command code specifies a key range).
If a key gets moved from a key value before the length is known from the MUF, the maximum 180
bytes (360 for a key range) get moved. The program abends, however, if the moved key extends into
unaddressable memory, which could happen, for example, if a program had a key at the end of working
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storage on a page boundary. You can avoid the possibility of such an abend by reserving the full 180
bytes for a key area or 360 bytes for a key range.

Work Area

The work area is used with record update and add commands to pass the elements listed in the element list, in the order
listed, to Datacom/DB. The work area is also used, with record retrieval commands, to receive those elements back from
Datacom/DB.

For null value information, see Unique Values for Columns.

This area must be large enough to accommodate the combined length of all the elements specified in the element list. If
this area is too small, record retrieval commands overlay whatever follows this area.

Element List

The element list specifies which data elements are to be retrieved, updated, or added. The maximum number of elements
per request is defined in the MAXELRQ MUF startup option (consult the person responsible for performing systems
tasks).

Each element name is paired with an access security code as For more information about a special element that allows
Datacom/DB to perform an edit to help ensure that the work area length provided in the Request Area matches the length
of the elements presented in the element list, see Work Area Definition Errors.

Element List Format

 ┌───────────────────────┬──────────────────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

 │      1st  Element     │      2nd  Element    │    nth    │   End     │

 ├───────────┬───────────┼───────────┬──────────┼───────────┼───────────┤

 │  Element  │ Security  │  Element  │ Security │           │   Five    │

 │    Name   │   Code    │   Name    │   Code   │   . . .   │  Blanks   │

 │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)  │           │   (CL5)   │

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Element Name
A five-character alphanumeric element name corresponding to the element to retrieve or process by Datacom/
DB. The element name must be specified in the Datacom Datadictionary ELEMENT entity-occurrence attribute
DATACOM-NAME.

Security Code
A 1-byte security code associated with each element name in the list. If an element is defined with a security
code, that code must be present in the element list entry. If the element was defined without a security code,
this area may contain any value. The security code is defined in the Datacom Datadictionary ELEMENT entity-
occurrence attribute SECURITY-CODE.

NOTE
Datacom supports two special element names that are used by Datacom and not intended for normal
user use but they exist and are not blocked.

End-of-List Indicator
Five blanks indicate the end of the element list.

Examples
COBOL Solution
PROBLEM:

Retrieve the complete POH record using the POLI key with a value of '12345000'.COBOL SOLUTION:

  1  01  USER-INFO-BLOCK    PIC X(32) VALUE 'program-id'.   

  2  01  POH-REQUEST-AREA.
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  3      02  POH-REQ-COMMAND  PIC X(5).

  4      02  POH-REQ-TABLE-NAME      PIC X(3).

  5      02  POH-REQ-KEY-NAME PIC X(5).

  6      02  POH-REQ-RETURN-CODE     PIC XX.

  7      02  POH-REQ-INTRNL-RTNCD    PIC X.

  8      02  POH-REQ-DATABASE-ID     PIC S9999 COMP.

  9      02  POH-REQ-RECORD-IDPIC X(7).

 10      02  FILLER    PIC X(25).

 11      02  POH-REQ-COUNT-MAXPIC S9999 COMP.

 12      02  POH-REQ-IO-COUNT PIC S9999 COMP.

 13      02  FILLER    PIC X(22).

 14      02  POH-REQ-KEY-VALUE.

 15   03  POH-REQ-PO   PIC X(5) VALUE '12345'.

 16   03  POH-REQ-LI   PIC X(3) VALUE '000'.

 17  01  POH-RECORD.

 18      02  POH-PO    PIC X(5).

 19      02  POH-LI    PIC X(3).

 20      02  POH-VENDR PIC X(3).

 21      02  POH-TPVAL PIC S9(6)V99.

 22      02  POH-LATE  PIC X.

 23  01  POH-ELEMENT-LIST.

 24      02  POH-ELM1  PIC X(5)  VALUE 'PO   '.

 25      02  POH-SEC-CD1      PIC X     VALUE ' '.

 26      02  POH-ELM2  PIC X(5)  VALUE 'LI   '.

 27      02  POH-SEC-CD2      PIC X     VALUE ' '.

 28      02  POH-ELM3  PIC X(5)  VALUE 'VENDR'.

 29      02  POH-SEC-CD3      PIC X     VALUE ' '.

 30      02  POH-ELM4  PIC X(5)  VALUE 'TPVAL'.

 31      02  POH-SEC-CD4      PIC X     VALUE ' '.

 32      02  POH-ELM5  PIC X(5)  VALUE 'LATE '.

 33      02  POH-SEC-CD5      PIC X     VALUE ' '.

 34      02  END-OF-ELEMENTS  PIC X(5)  VALUE SPACES.

 35      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING  USER-INFO-BLOCK

 36      POH-REQUEST-AREA

 37      POH-RECORD

 38      POH-ELEMENT-LIST.

PL/I Solution
PROBLEM:

Retrieve the complete POH record using the POLI key with a value of '12345000'.PL/I SOLUTION:

 39  DECLARE

 40  01  USER_INFO_BLOCKCHAR(32) INIT('program_id');

 41  DECLARE

 42  01  POH_REQUEST_AREA,

 43      02  POH_REQ_COMMAND   CHAR(5),

 44      02  POH_REQ_TABLE_NAMECHAR(3),

 45      02  POH_REQ_KEY_NAME  CHAR(5),

 46      02  POH_REQ_RETURN_CODE      CHAR(2),

 47      02  POH_REQ_INTRNL_RTNCD     CHAR(1),

 48      02  POH_REQ_DATABASE_ID      FIXED BIN(15) UNALIGNED,

 49      02  POH_REQ_RECORD_ID CHAR(7),

 50      02  POH_FILLER1CHAR(25),

 51      02  POH_REQ_COUNT_MAX FIXED BIN(15) UNALIGNED,

 52      02  POH_REQ_IO_COUNT  FIXED BIN(15) UNALIGNED,
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 53      02  POH_FILLER2CHAR(22),

 54      02  POH_REQ_KEY_VALUE,

 55   03  POH_REQ_PO    CHAR(5) INIT('12345'),

 56   03  POH_REQ_LI    CHAR(3) INIT('000');

 57  DECLARE

 58  01  POH_RECORD,

 59      02  POH_PO     CHAR(5),

 60      02  POH_LI     CHAR(3),

 61      02  POH_VENDR  CHAR(3),

 62      02  POH_TPVAL  FIXED DECIMAL(8,2),

 63      02  POH_LATE   CHAR(1);

 64  DECLARE

 65  01  POH_ELEMENT_LIST,

 66      02  POH_ELM1   CHAR(5) INIT('PO   '),

 67      02  POH_SEC_CD1CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

 68      02  POH_ELM2   CHAR(5) INIT('LI   '),

 69      02  POH_SEC_CD2CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

 70      02  POH_ELM3   CHAR(5) INIT('VENDR'),

 71      02  POH_SEC_CD3CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

 72      02  POH_ELM4   CHAR(5) INIT('TPVAL'),

 73      02  POH_SEC_CD4CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

 74      02  POH_ELM5   CHAR(5) INIT('LATE '),

 75      02  POH_SEC_CD5CHAR(1) INIT(' '),

 76      02  END_OF_ELEMENTS   CHAR(5) INIT('     ');

 77      CALL DBNTRY    (USER_INFO_BLOCK,

 78POH_REQUEST_AREA,

 79POH_RECORD,

 80POH_ELEMENT_LIST);

BAL Solution
PROBLEM:

Retrieve the complete POH record using the POLI key with a value of '12345000'.BAL SOLUTION:

 81  UIB      DC CL32'program-id'

 82  POHREQ   DC 0CL84 REQUEST AREA

 83  POHRCMD  DC CL5'REDKX'   COMMAND NAME

 84  POHRTBL  DC CL3'POH'     TABLE NAME

 85  POHRKEY  DC CL5'POLI '   KEY NAME

 86  POHRRCD  DS CL2   RETURN CODE

 87  POHRIRCD DS XL1   INTERNAL RETURN CODE

 88  POHRDBID DS H     DATABASE ID

 89  POHRECID DS XL7   RECORD ID

 90    DS CL25

 91  POHRCNTM DS H     COUNT MAXIMUM

 92  POHRIOCT DS H     I/O COUNT

 93    DS CL22

 94  POHRKEYV DS 0CL8  KEY VALUE

 95  POHRPO   DC CL5'12345'   PO NUMBER

 96  POHRLI   DC CL3'000'     LINE ITEM NBR

 97  POHREC   DS 0CL20 WORK AREA

 98  POHPO    DS CL5

 99  POHLI    DS CL3

100  POHVENDR DS CL3

101  POHTPVAL DS ZL8

102  POHLATE  DS CL1
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103  POHELM   DS 0CL35  ELEMENT LIST    

104  POHELM1  DC CL5'PO   '

105  POHESEC1 DC CL1' '

106  POHELM2  DC CL5'LI   '

107  POHESEC2 DC CL1' '

108  POHELM3  DC CL5'VENDR'

109  POHESEC3 DC CL1' '

110  POHELM4  DC CL5'TPVAL'

111  POHESEC4 DC CL1' '

112  POHELM5  DC CL5'LATE '

113  POHESEC5 DC CL1' 'file

114    DC CL5' '

115  CALL DBNTRY,(UIB,POHREQ,POHREC,POHELM)

FORTRAN Solution
PROBLEM:

Retrieve the complete POH record using the POLI key with a value of '12345000'.FORTRAN SOLUTION:

116 LOGICAL*1 UIB(32),POHREQ(84),

1171 1 POHREC(20),POHELM(35)

118 EQUIVALENCE (POHREQ(14),POHRETCD)

119 DATA UIB/'PROG','NAME'

120 DATA POHELM/'PO  ','  LI','    ',

1211 1 'VEND','R TP','VAL ','LATE','    ','    '/

122 CALL MOVE(POHREQ,'REDKX',1,5)

123 CALL MOVE(POHREQ,'POH',6,3)

124 CALL MOVE(POHREQ,'POLI ',9,5)

125 CALL DBNTRY(UIB,POHREQ,POHREC,POHELM)

126  C

127  C *** MOVE CHARACTER STRINGS TO REQUEST AREA ***

128  C

129 SUBROUTINE MOVE(TO,FROM,START,LENGTH)

130 LOGICAL*1 TO(256),FROM(256)

131 INTEGER START

132 J=0

133 LAST=START+LENGTH-1

134 DO 10 I=START,LAST

135 J=J+1

136  10    TO(I)=FROM(J)

137 RETURN

138 END

Basic Datacom/DB Application Tasks
Learn how to use Datacom/DB for the retrieval of random records, joining records in different tables, determining the
existence of a record, and adding, updating, and deleting records.

This section describes how to use Datacom/DB to perform the following basic application tasks:

• Retrieving records randomly
• Joining a record in one table to related records in another table
• Determining the existence of a record
• Adding a record
• Updating a record
• Deleting a record
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Random Retrieval with Exact Key Value

Command Used: REDKX

The REDKX command can be used to retrieve elements of a single record if the exact key value is known. If the record is
not found, the return code is set to 14.

PROBLEM:

Retrieve from the POH table the PO, VENDR and TPVAL for PO '12345'.

        SOLUTION:

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2     REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKX, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

  3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

  4     ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

  5   IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  6    LIST 'RECORD NOT IN TABLE'

  7  ENDIF

Key Value (Line 2) The POLI key is used since the PO field is not defined in a key by itself. The POLI key is defined as the PO,
LI fields (see Sample Database for Datacom/DB Access Techniques Examples), so the LI key value (which
is always 000 for the POH table) is appended after the PO key value.

Datacom/DB keys are insensitive to the data type. Therefore, when a key definition includes numeric fields,
the sign nibble of the key value must match the data in the record.

For example, the PO and LI fields that are used in the POLI key are defined in Datacom Datadictionary with
SIGN=N and TYPE-NUMERIC=C, which specifies a sign nibble of F. When POH records are added, the PO
and LI fields should contain an F sign nibble. Records are not found if a C sign nibble is used, for example.

Read Records Equal to or Greater Than the Specified Key

Commands Used: REDKG, REDNX

The REDKG command can be used to retrieve the first record in a table that has a key value in the index greater than or
equal to the key value requested. RDUKG acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes.

PROBLEM:

Join the POH and POL tables to retrieve all records for PO '12222' in LI sequence.

        SOLUTION:

STEP 1:  retrieve records greater than '12222'

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2   REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKG, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12222000')

  3   LOOP

  4   UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

  5    LIST KEYVAL.POLI

  6    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  7    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNX, TBL=POL)

  8   ENDLOOP

One-to-Many (1M) Table Equi-Join

Commands Used: REDKX, REDKG, REDNX

A common relationship between tables is for one record from table A to be related to several records from Table B by a
common field data value. For Table A, this field uniquely identifies each record; for Table B, more than one record exists
with the same data value for this field.
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The sample database in (crossref) contains several examples:

• PO joins the POH and POL tables
• PN joins the PNM and POL tables
• PN joins the PNM and PNC tables
• PN joins the PNC and POL tables

For such tables, a common data retrieval request is to retrieve a single record from Table A, and all related records from
Table B. In relational terminology, this retrieval is called a one-to-many equi-join.

One-to-many refers to the cardinal relationship. Equi specifies that the relationship is between records having an equal
join field value in both tables.

If the join field of Table A is defined as a key, and the join field in Table B is defined as the first field of a key, then the join
process can be performed using the following steps:

• Step 1: Retrieve a record from Table A using the REDKX command.
• Step 2: Retrieve a record from Table B using the REDKG command.
• Step 3: Retrieve further related Table B records using the REDNX command.

PROBLEM:

Join the POH and POL tables to retrieve records for PO '12345' in LI sequence.

        SOLUTION:

STEP 1:  retrieve a single POH record

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKX, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

  3  WORK-AREA (LENGTH=17)

  4    ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL, LATE)

  5  IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  6   LIST 'PO NOT IN POH TABLE'

  7  ELSE

STEP 2:  position to the first related POL record

  8     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK

  9REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKG, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

 10     IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14' OR KEYVAL NE '12345'

 11LIST 'PO NOT IN POL TABLE'

 12      ELSE

STEP 3: retrieve subsequent related POL records

 13     LOOP

 14UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14' OR POL.PO NE POH.PO

 15CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK

 16   REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNX, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)

 17   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 28   ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 29     ENDLOOP

 20    ENDIF

 21   ENDIF

Editing Test the Existence of a Record

Command Used: LOCKXM

To maintain database logical integrity, input fields are often checked for certain specific valid values that are maintained in
a table.
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Sometimes the table is small and values rarely change, such as F or M for sex. But often the table is large, and changes
frequently, such as the table of valid part numbers that can be ordered. To validate these fields, a table is searched to
determine if a record exists with the input value.

For example, before adding a POL record, the part master table is searched to determine if it contains a record with the
input part number. The actual part master record is not required, simply a yes-no indication of its existence.

If the table is frequently updated, read the record for exclusive control. Reading the record for exclusive control lessens
the possibility that the record is deleted by another user after you have verified that the record exists, but before you
perform the update.

PROBLEM:

Before adding a record to the POL table with PN 'XYZ', validate this PN by

determining the existence of a PNM table record with this PN value.

        SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKX, TBL=PNM, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL='XYZ')

  3  IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

  4    PRINT 'PN NOT IN PART MASTER TABLE'

  5  ENDIF

Locate Exact Key
Value (Line 2)

The LOCKX command searches the index for an exact match for the specified key value. If a match is not
found, return code 14 is issued. Since no elements from the data record are returned, a work area and
element list are not required.

Since the data record is not accessed, the LOCKX command uses fewer computer resources than the
REDKX command which performs the same function and returns a work area.

Test for Logical Intersections of Two Keys in a Record

Commands Used: LOCKX, LOCKI

Use the LOCKI command to test for logical intersections for two keys without a read.

You can use any LOCxx command (except LOCKI) to determine that the first record with the value you want exists. Supply
the key name and key value to do a search for a logical intersection of two keys.

For a specific search, specify the table name, key name, and key value to the key value. Datacom/DB returns the actual
key found and the record ID. A LOCxx of some kind must precede a LOCKI command.

To execute the LOCKI command:

• Step 1: Issue a LOCKX command (or any LOCxx command except LOCKI). A blank return code indicates that the record
exists in the index.

• Step 2: Move the next key name into the Request Area and key value to the key value field.
• Step 3: Issue the LOCKI command.

A blank return code indicates that the record exists in the table with both of the values specified. A return code of 14
indicates that there is no intersection in the record for those two key values.

The following example shows how to use the LOCKI command:

PROBLEM:

Determine if purchase order '12345' is late.

        SOLUTION:

STEP 1:  locate a specific value for the POLI key

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2     REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKX, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

  3   IF RETURN-CODE = '14'
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  4     LIST 'PO NOT IN POH TABLE'

  5  ELSE

STEP 2:  move the intersection key name and key value to the Request Area

STEP 3:  issue a LOCKI (return code 14 indicates that no record

exists with the specified information)

  6  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  7    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKI, TBL=POH, KEYNM=LATE, KEYVAL='Y')

  8  IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  9    LIST 'POH 12345 IS LATE'

 10  ELSE

 11    LIST 'POH 12345 IS NOT LATE'

 12   ENDIF

 13  ENDIF

Adding Records

Command Used: ADDIT

To add a record to a table, build an element list of the elements to be initialized, place the data values to be added in the
work area in the sequence specified by the element list, and issue an ADDIT command.

Any elements that are not specified in the element list are added with blanks (X'40'). Any fields that can contain a
null value that is not provided are set to null. For more information about null values, see Data Validation and Default
Processing.

PROBLEM:

Add a POH record with PO='12346', LI='000', VENDR='ABC', TPVAL='+00000000'.

        SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=ADDIT, TBL=POH)

  3    WORK-AREA (VALUE='12346000ABC', X'F0F0F0F0F0F0F0C0')

  4    ELM-LIST (PO, LI, VENDR, TPVAL)

  5  IF RETURN-CODE EQ '10'

  6    LIST 'DUPLICATE PO NBR'

  7  ENDIF

Key Not
Required (Line 2)

A key name and value are not required. All keys that are defined for the table are automatically added from
the data that are supplied in the work area.

Keys with Numeric
Fields (Line 3)

Numeric fields should be initialized with the sign nibble that is defined in Datacom Datadictionary. For
example, the PO and LI fields that are defined in the POLI key are unsigned, so an F sign nibble should be
used; and the TPVAL field that is defined in the POHTV key is positive signed, so a C sign nibble should be
used. The proper sign should be preserved when updating these fields also.

Missing
Elements (Line 4)

The LATE element is not specified, so it is added with a value of blank (x'40').

Duplicate Master
Key (Line 5)

If the DUPE-MASTER-KEY attribute in the Datacom Datadictionary FILE entity-occurrence is specified
N, and a record exists with the value of the fields that are defined for the Master Key, then the ADDIT
command is rejected with a return code 10.

In the sample database, the POH Master Key is defined with fields PO and LI and DUPE-MASTER-KEY=N to prevent
duplicate PO numbers. Therefore, the return code must be checked in case a POH record for PO '12346' exists.

Updating Records

Commands Used: UPDAT, RDUKX, RELES
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A record may be updated using the UPDAT command. The record must have first been read using the RDUxx or GETIT
commands.

If the Datacom Datadictionary FILE entity-occurrence attribute CHNG-MASTER-KEY is defined as NO, and the fields that
are defined for the Master Key are changed, then the UPDAT command is rejected with a return code 11. This includes
changing the sign nibble of numeric fields, for example, from F to C.

If the record is read with exclusive control and not updated (or deleted), exclusive control should be released with the
RELES command unless it is released by the next request, such as RDUNX or GETIT with AUTODXC=YES in the User
Requirements Table.

PROBLEM:

Read from INPUT fields PONBR and NEW-TPVAL.  Then, change the TPVAL of the POH

record with PO value PONBR if NEW-TPVAL is less than twice the current TPVAL.

        SOLUTION:

  1  READ INPUT (PONBR, NEW-TPVAL)

  2  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  3    REQ-AREA (CMD=RDUKX, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL=PONBR,000)

  4    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

  5    ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

  6  IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  7    LIST 'PO NOT IN TABLE'

  8  ELSE

  9    IF NEW-TPVAL LT (2 * TPVAL)

 10      MOVE NEW-TPVAL TO TPVAL

 11      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 12 REQ-AREA (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POH)

 13 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 14 ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

 15    ELSE

 16      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 17 REQ-AREA (CMD=RELES, TBL=POH)

 18      LIST 'NEW-TPVAL GT 2 * TPVAL'

 19    ENDIF

 20  ENDIF

Read with Exclusive
Control (Line 3)

The RDUKX command is identical to the REDKX command and it acquires exclusive control.

Keys Automatically
Updated (Line 12)

No key name or value is specified. Any key values that are affected by the update are automatically
changed.

Elements Not in
Element List (Line 14)

Elements that are not included in the ELM-LIST remain unchanged.

Release Exclusive
Control (Line 17)

Since the record is being held under exclusive control, it should be released so other tasks can access with
exclusive control. For more information about exclusive control, see Resetting Exclusive Control.

Deleting Records

Commands Used: DELET, RDUKX

The DELET command is used to delete a record previously read with exclusive control. All index entries belonging to the
record are automatically deleted, also.

PROBLEM:

Delete the POH record with PO = '54321'.

        SOLUTION:
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  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=RDUKX, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL=54321000)

  3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

  4    ELM-LIST (PO)

  5  IF RETURN-CODE NE '14'

  6    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  7      REQ-AREA (CMD=DELET, TBL=POH)

  8    ELSE

  9      LIST 'PO NBR 54321 NOT IN POH TABLE'

 10    ENDIF

Element List (Line 4) Even though it was not necessary from the problem definition to read any elements from the record, the
RDUKX command requires an element list, of at least one element.

Keys Automatically
Deleted (Line 7)

No key name or value is specified, all index entries for the record are automatically deleted.

Specialized Datacom/DB Application Tasks
Specialized Datacom/DB task names with GSET, RED, LOC, CNT: fast batch; access/count with index entries/keys/key
ranges; count synonyms, use ranking, date-effective or segmented tables, and equi-joins.

The following list shows the names of Specialized Datacom/DB Tasks:

Fast Batch Sequential Retrieval
GSETL,GETIT

Fast Batch Updating and Deleting
GSETL,GETIT,UPDAT,DELET

Processing Date-Effective Tables
REDKL,RDUKL

Ranking
REDKL/RDUKL,REDBR/RDUBR

Locate Next Ascending Index Entry
LOCNK, LOCKG

Locate First Record in Key Range
LOCKR,LOCNR

Read First Record in Key Range
REDKR/RDUDR

Locate Records with Unique Key Values
LOCNK,LOCKG

Retrieve Records with Unique Key Value
REDNK/RDUNK,REDKG/RDUKG

Read Records with the Same Key Value
REDNE,REDKX,REDLE

Count Index Entries
CNTKY, CNTKR, CNTTB

Count Entire Key
CNTTB

Count Key Range
CNTKR
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Count Synonyms
CNTKY

Generic Table Access
LOCKX, LOCNE, REDLE

Segmented Tables
LOCKX,LOCNE

Equi-joins
LOCKG, REDLE,LOCNX

Fast Batch Sequential Retrieval
In Datacom/DB, the GETIT command optimizes sequential retrieval. Use the GSETL command to establish a position to
retrieve the record based on the key value.

Commands Used: GSETL, GETIT

When a task requires retrieval of many records, such as reading an entire table, efficiency is important. The most efficient
way to sequentially retrieve data is to read the data in the sequence that it is stored. Reading the data in its storage
sequence makes maximum use of the record blocking factor, and allows several adjacent disk blocks to be read with a
single start I/O event.

Data records are unloaded in Native Key sequence. So if a table is unloaded and reloaded, the data is stored physically in
Native Key sequence. Therefore, when using the Native Key, the GETIT command can optimize sequential retrieval by:

• Double buffering for both data and index.
• Multiple-block disk reads for data.
• Blocked record transfer from the Multi-User region to the application region.

To Use the GETIT Command:

• The User Requirements Table (URT) must specify SEQBUFS=nn, where nn is the number of data buffers to be used.
The maximum number of blocks that can be read with each disk start I/O is this number divided by two, due to double
buffering. Therefore, an even number of buffers should be specified.
Although a table can be loaded in the exact physical native sequence, after records have been added and deleted, the
number of blocks that are read per disk start I/O are fewer than the maximum if the next record is not in a contiguous
block.
The job statistics that are written to the Statistics and Diagnostic Area (PXX) contain the number of read-ahead I/O
events and data buffer reuse. The more a table is physically out of sequence with the Native Key sequence, the fewer
read-ahead I/O events and less data block reusage.

• A program can have only one active GETIT sequential retrieval per table. This restricts GETIT to use in batch programs
only.

 PROBLEM:

List all purchase orders in the POH table.

 SOLUTION:

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=GSETL, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='00000000')

  3    LOOP

  4      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  5 REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=GETIT, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, UPDATE=Y)

  6 WORK-AREA (LENGTH = 19)

  7 ELM-LIST (PO, LI, VENDR, TPVAL)
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  8    UNTIL RETURN-CODE = 19

  9   ENDLOOP

GSETL (Line 2)

The GSETL command establishes a position to retrieve the record with a key value greater-than-or-equal to the specified
key value (similar to the LOCKG command, except a key value is not returned).

Exclusive Control (Line 5)

You can specify in the Request Area (in the update intent field) and User Requirements Table (with UPDATE=) whether
the GETIT command reads the records with exclusive control. Specify update capability in the User Requirements Table
with UPDATE=YES. Specify the Request Area update intent field option on the first GETIT command following a GSETL
command. The option remains in effect until the next GSETL command is issued. Valid entries for the update intent field
are:

• Y - "Yes" indicates that the records are read with exclusive control.
• N - "No" indicates that the records are not read with exclusive control.
• Unchanged - User Requirements Table provides the information.

NOTE
Placing a Y in the Request Area update intent field is only valid if the User Requirements Table specifies
UPDATE=YES. If the User Requirements Table specifies UPDATE=NO and you place a Y in the update intent
field, the User Requirements Table serves as the final authority, and the records are returned without exclusive
control. If you do not specify Y or N in the Request Area update intent field, the User Requirements Table
UPDATE= specifies if records are read with exclusive control.

End-of-Table (Line 8)

The end-of-table return code is 19 for sequential retrieval rather than 14, which is the end-of-table for random retrieval.

Fast Batch Updating and Deleting
Learn about the specialized Datacom/DB application task fast batch updating and deleting. Learn about commands
GSETL, GETIT, and UPDAT. Find an example with a problem and solution code.

The commands that are used are GSETL, GETIT, UPDAT.

If the User Requirements Table specifies UPDATE=YES, then UPDAT and DELET commands may be issued after a record
is returned with the GETIT command. If the User Requirements Table parameter AUTODXC=YES (default) is specified, the
RELES command is not necessary because exclusive control is automatically dropped when the next record is retrieved.

 PROBLEM:

Increase the UCOST of all items ordered from VENDR 'ABC' by 10 percent.

 SOLUTION:

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=GSETL, TBL=POH, KEYNM=VENDR, KEYVAL='ABC')

  3   LOOP

  4     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  5 REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=GETIT, CMD=UPDAT=N, TBL=POH)
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  6 WORK-AREA(LENGTH=8)

  7 ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR)

  8      UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '19' OR

  9  VENDR NE 'ABC'

 10      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 11 REQ-AREA-2(CMD=GSETL, TBL=POL,KEYNM=POLI,

 12      KEYVAL=POH.PO,'OOO')

 13      LOOP

 14 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 15   REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=GETIT, CMD=UPDAT=Y, TBL=POL)

 16   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=10)

 17   ELM-LIST(PO, UCOST)

 18 UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '19' OR

 19     POL.PO NE POH.PO

 20 SET UCOST = UCOST * 1.1

 21 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 22   REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POL)

 23   WORK-AREA  (LENGTH=5)

 24   ELM-LIST  (UCOST)

Processing Date-Effective Tables
In Datacom/DB, REDKL/RDUKL commands can be used to read for update the first record with an index entry having a key
value equal-to or less-than (LE) the specified key value.

Commands Used: REDKL/RDUKL

If synonym key values exist, the last record with an index entry is returned.

Position Directly to Effective Record (Lines 1-4)

When a key is defined with the effective date as the last field, the RDUKL command can be used to position and update the
record in effect for a specified date. This command is a descending version of the REDKG/RDUKG command.

 PROBLEM:

Find the cost in effect on '840331' for PN 'XYZ'.

 SOLUTION:

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY" USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKL, TBL=PNC, KEYNM=PNDAT, KEYVAL='XYZ840331')

  3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

  4 ELM-LIST (COST)

  5   IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14'  OR KEYVAL.PN NE 'XYZ'

  6   LIST 'PN NOT IN COST TABLE'

  7   ENDIF

The index entry for the record with COST = .03 is returned.
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Ranking
Learn about using the REDKL and RDUKL commands in Datacom/DB for ranking items in a sequence. Learn also about the
REDBR/RDUBR commands to read (for update) backwards. Find here command descriptions and an example.

Commands Used: REDKL/RDUKL, REDBR/RDUBR

A common type of report is one that lists important items in sequence, starting with the most important. If importance is
based on a key value, the RDUBR command can be used to read for update backwards to retrieve items in descending
sequence.

The LOCxx command or any REDxx/RDUxx command (except REDID/RDUID) precedes the REDBR/RDUBR to position to the
starting value from which you intend to read backward.

The REDKL/RDUKL command can also be used to read (read for update) the next record that is less than or equal to the key
specified.

Example
See the following example:
 PROBLEM:

List the purchase orders with a TPVAL GE $100.00 in descending sequence, starting

with the most expensive.

 SOLUTION:

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY" USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,.

  2      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKL, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POHTV, KEYVAL='999999999')

  3   IF RETURN-CODE = 14

  4  LIST 'NO PURCHASE ORDERS IN TABLE'

  5  QUIT PROGRAM

  6   ENDIF

  7   LOOP

  8   LIST PO, VENDR, TPVAL

  9   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO BLK,

 10      REQ-AREA (CMD=RDUBR, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POHTV)

 11   UNTIL RETURN CODE = '14' OR

 12  TPVAL LT 100.00

 13   ENDLOOP

Locate Next Ascending Index Entry
Use the LOCKG command in Datacom/DB to locate a key equal or higher to establish a starting key. Use the LOCNX
command to retrieve the next index entry in ascending sequence after a starting position has been established.

Commands Used: LOCNX, LOCKG

PROBLEM:

Display the effective dates since 1980 for PN 'XYZ'.

 SOLUTION:
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  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKG, TBL=PNC, KEYNM=PNDAT, KEYVAL='XYZ800000')

  3  IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14' OR KEYVAL.PN NE 'XYZ'

  4    LIST 'PN NOT ON COST FILE'

  5    QUIT PROGRAM

  6  ENDIF

  7  LOOP

  8    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  9      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCNX, TBL=PNC, KEYNM=PNDAT)

 10  UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14' OR KEYVAL NE 'XYZ'

 11    LIST KEYVAL

 12  ENDLOOP

This request was satisfied without having to read the data record. This represents an important use of indexes.

Locate First Record in a Specified Range
Use the LOCKR command in Datacom/DB to locate a record within a specified range. The LOCNR command locates the next
record within the specified range. Find here command descriptions and an example.

Commands Used: LOCKR, LOCNR

The LOCKR command locates the first record in a specified key range. You specify the key value range in two 180-byte
areas.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes, it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL uses a sort
or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In record-at-a-time (RAAT) SELFR, when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160

bytes.

The LOCKR-LOCNR sequence is preferable in a partial key search to the LOCKG-LOCNX sequence because you change the
key value range of your request and do not have to change the program.

A return code of 14 indicates that the key value found exceeds the second key value that the Request Area specifies.

Example
See the following example of the LOCKR command:
PROBLEM:

List the Part Numbers between 100 and 200.

 SOLUTION:

Step 1: locate the first record in the range

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,

  2      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKR, TBL=PNM, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL1='100', KEYVAL2='200')
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  3   IF RETURN-CODE = 14

  4      LIST 'NO PN WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE'

  5   ELSE

  6   LOOP

  7     UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

  8     LIST PN

Step 2: list the information from subsequent entries within the specified range

  9  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,

 10     REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCNR, TBL=PNM, KEYNM=PN)

 11  ENDLOOP

 12  ENDIF

Read (for Update) First Record in Specified Key Range
Learn about using the REDKR and RDUKR commands in Datacom/DB to read (for update) the first record in a specified key
range. The REDNR/RDUNR commands read (for update) the next record within the specified key range. Find here command
descriptions and an example.

Commands Used: REDKR/RDUKR, REDNR/RDUNR

The REDKR/RDUKR...REDNR/RDUNR sequence corresponds to the LOCKR...LOCNR command sequence. REDKR/RDUKR reads (for
update) the first record in the specified key range. You specify the key value range in two 180-byte Key Value Areas, as
with the LOCKR and CNTKR command.

REDNR/RDUNR reads (for update) the next record within the specified key value range. The REDKR...REDNR sequence is
preferable in a partial key search to the REDKG...REDNX sequence because:

• You merely change the key value range of your request, and
• You do not have to change to the program

A return code of 14 indicates that the key value found exceeds the second key value that is specified in the Request Area.

NOTE
For more information on LOCKR/LOCNR and CNTKR, see Locate First Record in a Specified Range and CNTKR
(Count for Key Value Range) 1.

Example
See the following example:
 PROBLEM:

Update the cost of part numbers between 100 and 200.

 SOLUTION:

Step 1: read the first record in the range

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,

  2      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKR, TBL=PNM, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL1='100', KEYVAL2='200')

  3   IF RETURN-CODE = 14

  4      LIST 'NO PN WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE'

  5   ELSE

  6   LOOP
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  7     UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

  8     DO UPDATE-ROUTINE

Step 2: retrieve and update the subsequent entries within the specified range

  9  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,

 10     REQ-AREA (CMD=RDUNR, TBL=PNM) KEYNM=PN)

 11  ENDLOOP

 12  ENDIF

Locate Records with Unique Key Values
Once a position has been established in the index, the LOCNK command can be used to retrieve the first index entry for
each unique key value, bypassing all synonyms.

Commands Used: LOCNK, LOCKG

 PROBLEM:

List each part number on order once.

 SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKG, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL='   ')

  3  LOOP

  4  UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

  5    LIST KEYVAL.PN

  6    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  7      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCNK, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN)

  8  ENDLOOP

Get Next Unique PN

The LOCNK command returns only the first index entry for each unique PN.

Retrieve Records with Unique Key Values
Learn about using the REDNK/RDUNK commands in Datacom DBUTLTY to retrieve records with unique key values. Find
example codeblocks.

Commands Used: REDNK/RDUNK, REDKG/RDUKG

REDNK/RDUNK reads (reads for update) the next record with the next sequential key value.

Once a position has been established in the index by a prerequisite command, use the REDNK/RDUNK command to retrieve
the next sequential key value in the index. REDNK/RDUNK retrieves only unique key values and bypasses all synonyms.

Example of Retrieving Each Part Number Once
See the following example:

PROBLEM:
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Retrieve each part number on order once.

SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,.

  2     REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKG, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL='   ')

  3  LOOP

  4  UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

  5    LIST KEYVAL.PN

  6    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  7      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNK, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN

  8  ENDLOOP

Example of Retrieving the Next Unique PN
The REDNK command returns only the first index entry for each unique PN. See the following example:

PROBLEM:

List all cities and their zip codes within Texas in the Personnel Master Table.

SOLUTION:

Step 1: read the first record containing texas

  1   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,.

  2      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKG, TBL=PMF KEYNM=STZIP, KEYVAL='TX     ')

  3   IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  4     LIST 'NO TEXAS RECORDS IN TABLE'

  5   ELSE

  6   LOOP

  7    UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14' OR STATE-CODE NOT EQ 'TX'

  8   LIST EMPNO CITY ZIP-CODE

Step 2: retrieve the next higher zip-code (key-value)

  9   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLOCK,.

 10     REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNK, TBL=PMF KEYNM=STZIP)

 11   ENDLOOP

 12   ENDIF

Read Records with the Same Key Value
In Datacom/DB, the REDNE command can be used to retrieve index entries with the same key value. When the next key
value or end-of-file is encountered, a return code 14 is returned.

Commands Used: REDNE,REDKX

 PROBLEM:
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List all purchase orders and quantity ordered for PN 'ABC'.

 SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKX, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL='ABC')

  3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

  4    ELM-LIST (PO, QTY)

  5  IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

  6    LIST 'PN NOT IN POL TABLE'

  7    QUIT PROGRAM

  8  ENDIF

  9  LOOP

 10    LIST PO, QTY

 11    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 12      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNE, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN)

 13      WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 14      ELM-LIST (PO, QTY)

 15  UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

 16  ENDLOOP

Counting Index Entries
Three commands can be used to return a count (a binary fullword starting at the beginning of the WORK-AREA) of the
number of index entries for a specified key name. These commands are:

CNTKY
Count synonym index entries for a key value.

CNTKR
Count index entries for a key value range.

CNTTB
Count index entries for an entire table.

A table name must be specified and the count includes entries only for that table when a key ID is shared between tables.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Count Entire Key

Command Used: CNTTB

The CNTTB command can be used to return a count of the total number of index entries for a specified key and table.

PROBLEM:

 

Determine the number of purchase orders that are past due.

 

SOLUTION:

 

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=CNTTB, TBL=POH, KEYNM=LATE )
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  3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=4)

  4  LIST WORK-AREA(1-4) ' PURCHASE ORDERS ARE LATE'

Since INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO is specified (see table definition in ) only late purchase orders (LATE non-blank and not
binary zeros) are included in the index, so the index count reflects the number of late purchase orders.

The total number of index entries is returned in bytes 1-4 of the Work Area.

Count Key Range

Command Used: CNTKR

The CNTKR command can be used to return a count of the number of index entries and unique key values for a specified
key value range. The beginning value is placed at the beginning of the KEYVAL area, and the ending value is placed at
the end, that is, 180 bytes after the beginning of the 180-byte KEYVAL area (see the following example). The total number
of index entries is returned in bytes 1-4 of the Work Area, and the number of unique key values is returned in bytes 5-8 of
the Work Area.

NOTE
If you create a key longer than 160 bytes,it is not used by CBS or SQL, which uses CBS, under the following
conditions:

• In SQL for ORDER BY, GROUP BY, SELECT DISTINCT, UNION (without ALL), or index-merge. (SQL will use a sort,
or a nested loop join.)

• In a FOR statement for ORDER BY.
• In RAAT SELFR when the length of columns in the RQA "K" section is greater than 160 bytes.

PROBLEM:

 

Determine the number of line items for PO 12345.

SOLUTION:

 

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=CNTKR, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI,

  3  KEYVAL='12345000...172 bytes...12345999')

  4    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

  5  LIST 'PO 12345 HAS ' WORK-AREA(1-4) ' LINE-ITEMS'

Count Synonyms

Command Used: CNTKY

The CNTKY command can be used to return a count of the number of index entries for a specified key value.

PROBLEM:

 

Count the number of line items with a key name of 'PN' and a key value of 'ABC'

that appear in the POL table.

 

SOLUTION:
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  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=CNTKY, TBL=POL, KEYNM=PN, KEYVAL='ABC')

  3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=4)

  4  LIST 'PN ABC APPEARS ON ' WORK-AREA(1-4) ' P.O. LINE-ITEMS'

The total number of index entries is returned in bytes 1-4 of the Work Area.

Generic Table Access
Learn about the generic table access for Datacom/DB specialized application tasks. Learn about commands LOCKX,
LOCNE, and REDLE. Segmented tables and Equi-Joins are covered. Find examples with a problems and solution code.

The commands that are used are LOCKX, LOCNE, and REDLE.

Indexes can be shared between tables by assigning the same key ID to a key defined in more than one table and
specifying the same maximum key length.

A LOCxx command can be issued with a blank table name to search for an index entry in any of the tables that:

• Share the common key ID, and
• Are in the User Requirements Table used

The key names do not need to be the same for each table. Any key name can be used with a blank table name since they
are all translated to the same key ID for searching the index. The first table name that is found is returned.

Generic table search is limited to a single database. When the table name is blank, the DBID= in the first User
Requirements Table entry is used. Or, if the value of the database ID is 999 or less, a specific database ID can be placed
in the table name as a three-byte zoned decimal number.

NOTE
To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the
binary numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for
database IDs of 1 through 999. For example, in this format, specifying the three bytes as a binary numeric value
of 00 00 01 specifies a value of 1.

The sequence of a shared key ID is key-value then table ID. Therefore, if the same key value exists in multiple tables, the
index entries are grouped by table ID.

Segmented Tables

For the following example, the sample database is extended to include a closed PO table (POC) which is defined as
identical to the open PO table (POH).

 PROBLEM:

 

Find all orders from VENDR 'ABC' from both the open (POH) and closed (POC) tables.

 

 SOLUTION:

 

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKX, TBL='   ', KEYNM=VENDR, KEYVAL='ABC')

  3  LOOP

  4    UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'
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  5    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  6      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDLE)

  7      WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

  8      ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

  9    SELECT REQ.TBL

 10      WHEN 'POH'

 11 LIST PO, VENDR, TPVAL ' OPEN'

 12      WHEN 'POC'

 13 LIST PO, VENDR, TPVAL ' CLOSED'

 14    ENDSEL

 15    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 16      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCNE, TBL='   ', KEYNM=VENDR)

 17  ENDLOOP

Return Code (Line 4) On the first iteration of the loop, the LOCKX return code is being tested to determine if a PO is in either
table. On subsequent iterations, the LOCNE return code is being tested to determine when all POs for the
vendor have been returned.

Table Name
Must be Reset to
Blanks (Line 16)

Moving blanks to the table name before the LOCNE command is necessary because the table name that is
found by the previous request is returned and, unless reset to blanks, further requests would be restricted
to only that table.

Table Sequence Is
by Table ID (Line 16)

The records are returned in table ID, record ID sequence. If the most recent POs should be listed first, the
POH table ID should be lower than the POC table ID.

Equi-Joins

Shared key IDs can be useful if the records from the tables sharing the common key ID are frequently accessed together.

Two common examples are hierarchical (P.O. Header and Line Item tables) and horizontally partitioned tables (open and
closed purchase orders). However, if one of these tables has far fewer records than the others and is accessed frequently
by itself, index search time is increased because the entries for the other table(s) are intermingled.

When hierarchical tables share a common Native Key ID and are loaded in the same AREA, both the index and data are
interleaved. This permits sequential access of both index and data to retrieve a header and its detail records.

 PROBLEM:

 

Retrieve the POH record and all POL records for PO '12345'.

 

 SOLUTION:

 

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKG, TBL=POH, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

  3  LOOP

  4  UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14' OR

  5 KEYVAL.PO NE '12345'

  6    IF REQ.TBL EQ 'POH'

  7      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  8 REQ-AREA (CMD=REDLE)

  9 WORK-AREA-1 (LENGTH=16)

 10 ELM-LIST-1 (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

 11    ELSE

 12      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 13 REQ-AREA (CMD=REDLE)
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 14 WORK-AREA-2 (LENGTH=14)

 15 ELM-LIST-2 (LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 16    ENDIF

 17    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 18      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCNX, TBL='   ', KEYNM=POLI)

 19  ENDLOOP

Same Request
Area for Both

Tables (Lines 8, 13)

Although different work areas and element lists are used for each table, the same Request Area is used.

Blank Table
Name (Line 8)

The table name must be set back to blanks each time the LOCNX request is issued since the table name
last found is returned each time.

Interactive Application Tasks
In Datacom, you can perform interactive application tasks, including browsing a table online, and updating and deleting.
Review commands used for sample tasks.

Browse a Table Online

Commands Used: LOCBR, LOCKG, REDLE, REDNX, REDKL, REDBR

A common online function is to browse a table. As much information as fits on the screen is displayed, and the operator
can enter a +nnn or -nnn lines to skip forward or backwards, respectively.

PROBLEM:

  An online transaction that lists purchase order line items in line

  item number sequence, 20 line items per screen, has just sent a screen

  with line item 60 as the last line item.  The operator types -40 to

  skip backward 40 lines.

SOLUTION:

  1  LOOP 40 TIMES

  2    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  3      REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCBR, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)

  4    IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  5      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  6 REQ-AREA (CMD=LOCKG, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL=00000000)

  7    ENDIF

  8  ENDLOOP

  9  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 10    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDLE, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)

 11    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 12    ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 13  SET LINE = 1

 14  LOOP

 15    MOVE POL TO SCREEN (LINE) BY NAME

 16    SET LINE = LINE + 1

 17    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 18      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNX, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)

 19      WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)
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 20      ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 21  UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14' OR

 22 LINE GT 20

 23  ENDLOOP

Test for Beginning-of-Table (Line 4)

If there are fewer than 40 POL records to the front of the table, a LOCKG command is required because the return code
14 destroys the prerequisite requirement for the next command.

PROBLEM:

Same as previous except the operator enters 'B' for 'position to the bottom and

display the last 20 items'.

SOLUTION:

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKL, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL=999999999)

  3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

  4    ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

  5  IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

  6    LIST 'NO PURCHASE ORDERS IN TABLE'

  7    QUIT PROGRAM

  8  ENDIF

  9  SET LINE = 20

 10  LOOP

 11    MOVE POL TO SCREEN (LINE) BY NAME

 12    SET LINE = LINE - 1

 13    CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 14      REQ-AREA (CMD=REDBR, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)

 15      WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 16      ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 17  UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14' OR

 18 LINE LT 1

 19  ENDLOOP

Interactive Update and Delete

Commands Used: REDKG, REDNX, RDUKX, RDULE, DELET, UPDAT, ROLBK

Interactive updating and deleting require the following steps:

First Pass

1. Retrieve record(s) without exclusive control.
2. Save record(s) in WORKING-STORAGE.
3. Transmit records to CRT for the operator to make changes.

Second Pass

1. Re-retrieve records that have been changed or are to be deleted with exclusive control.
2. Compare records from pass one and two. If they are not identical, issue error message and release record.
3. Otherwise, update or delete record.

Protect Against Lost Updates
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When an online transaction completes, the T.P. monitor interface releases all database resources. Therefore, even if
the records displayed on the screen are read with exclusive control in the first pass, they must be reread with exclusive
control in the second pass.

While the retrieved records are displayed on a CRT and are being updated by the user, another user can retrieve the
same records, since they are not held under exclusive control during this time.

If the second user replies before the first user, the first user's changes overlay the second user's changes.

Therefore, a copy of the records should be saved when the records are retrieved in the first pass, and when the records
are retrieved the second time with exclusive control, the updateable fields compared to see if any changes have occurred.
If changes have occurred, the transaction can be aborted with an appropriate message to the user.

Quick Second-Pass Retrieval

In addition to saving the updateable fields, if the record ID is saved, the records can be retrieved directly from the data
table the second time using the RDUID command.

PROBLEM:

 

  Retrieve the purchase order line items for PO '12345' and display

  them on a screen.  Then, read the screen and update line items that

  have changed, and delete line items with QTY set to zero.  In either

  case, update the TPVAL in the POH table to reflect the net change.

 

SOLUTION:

 

 ***********************************************************

 * PASS 1:  read records without exclusive control  *

 ***********************************************************

 

  1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

  2    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDKG, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI, KEYVAL='12345000')

  3    ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

  4  IF RETURN-CODE = '14' ORKEYVAL NE '12345'

  5    LIST 'PO NOT IN TABLE'

  6    QUIT PROGRAM

  7  ENDIF

  8    LOOP

  9    UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14' OR

 10   PO NE '12345'

 11      SET LINE = LINE + 1

 ***********************************************************

 * move records to both screen and a WORKING STORAGE table *

 ***********************************************************

 

 12  MOVE POL TO SCRN (LINE) BY NAME

 13  MOVE POL TO TBL (LINE) BY NAME

 14  MOVE REQ.RECID TO TBL.RECID (LINE)

 15  MOVE KEYVAL TO TBL.KEYVAL

 16  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 17    REQ-AREA (CMD=REDNX, TBL=POL, KEYNM=POLI)
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 18    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 19    ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 20  ENDLOOP

 21  TRANSMIT SCRN

 ***********************************************************

 * PASS 2:  reread records with exclusive control   *

 ***********************************************************

 

 22  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 23    REQ-AREA (CMD=RDUKX, TBL=POH, KEYVAL=12345)

 24    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=13)

 25    ELM-LIST (PO, TPVAL)

 26  IF RETURN-CODE = '14'

 27    LIST 'ANOTHER PERSON DELETED THIS PURCHASE ORDER WHILE YOU WERE VIEWING IT'

 28    QUIT PROGRAM

 29  ENDIF

 30  SET NBR-LINES = LINE

 31  SET LINE = 0

 32  LOOP

 33    SET LINE = LINE + 1

 34    UNTIL LINE GT NBR-LINES

 ***********************************************************

 * reread modified records with exclusive control   *

 ***********************************************************

 

 35      IF SCRN.QTY   (LINE) NE TBL.QTY   (LINE) OR

 36  SCRN.UCOST (LINE) NE TBL.UCOST (LINE)

 37 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 38   REQ-AREA (CMD=RDULE, TBL=POL, KEYVAL=TBL.KEYVAL, RECID=TBL..  RECID (LINE))

 39   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 40   ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 41 IF RETURN-CODE = '12'

 42   LIST 'ANOTHER PERSON DELETED LINE ITEM WHILE YOU WERE VIEWING IT'

 43   SET ERROR = "TRUE"

 44   QUIT LOOP

 45 ENDIF

    *******************************************************************

    * Did another person update the record while waiting for a reply? *

    *******************************************************************

 

 46 IF TBL.QTY (LINE) NE POL.QTY OR

 47    TBL.UCOST (LINE) NE POL.UCOST

 48   LIST 'ANOTHER PERSON UPDATED LINE ITEM WHILE YOU WERE VIEWING IT'

 49   SET ERROR = "TRUE"

 50   QUIT LOOP

 51 ENDIF

 52 IF SCRN.QTY = 000

 53   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 54     REQ-AREA (CMD=DELET, TBL=POL)

 55   SET POH.TPVAL = POH.TPVAL - (TBL.UCOST * TBL.QTY)

 56 ELSE

 57   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 58     REQ-AREA (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POL)
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 59     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

 60     ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 61   SET POH.TPVAL = POH.TPVAL + (POL.UCOST * POL.QTY)

 62 - (TBL.UCOST * TBL.QTY)

 63 ENDIF

 64      ENDIF

 65    ENDLOOP

 66    IF ERROR EQ 'TRUE'

 67      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 68 REQ-AREA (CMD=ROLBK)

 69    ELSE

 70      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 71 REQ-AREA (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POH)

 72 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 73 ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

 74    ENDIF

 75  ENDIF

Prevent Exclusive Control Interlock (Line 32)

The POH record is read with exclusive control before any POL records are read with exclusive control. If all programs
updating both tables acquire exclusive control in the same sequence, exclusive control interlock cannot occur.

Since the POH table TPVAL is not to be updated when ERROR = TRUE, a ROLBK is issued to undo any updates or
deletes to the POL table.

Set-at-a-Time Technique
Use the set-at-a-time access technique in Datacom to easily and efficiently access records. Select records based on
search conditions. Set-at-a-time is application independent and reduces communication costs.

Access Level

With the set-at-a-time access technique, a set of records is defined based on the data values that are contained in a table.
A set can be one record or an entire table. Once a set has been defined, individual records of the set can be accessed,
and a count of the records in the set is available.

Record Selection

Records that are contained in a set are selected by specifying a search condition. A search condition is a compound
Boolean expression that is composed of predicates that are joined by the logical operators AND and OR.

A predicate is composed of a subject, relational operator, and object. The subject is a field in a record. The object can be
either another field in the same record, or a specified data value.

Relational operators include: EQ, LT, GT, LE, GE, NE, and string operators string present (SP) and string absent (SA). For
string relational operators, the object can be a literal or mask pattern that is used to scan the subject for a match.

To select the records from the open purchase order table (POH) in the sample database for vendor ABC with greater-
than-or-equal-to $1,000.00 total value, the following search condition would be specified:
VENDR EQ ABC AND TPVAL GE 1000.00

A set of records is defined based on the data values that are specified in a Request Area. Logically, Datacom/DB tests
each record in a table for the data values that are specified in the search condition. In practice, the path optimizer uses the
keys that are defined for a table to efficiently select the records.
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For example, the previously shown search condition would use the VENDR key to locate the records for vendor ABC, and
then test only these records for a total value greater than or equal to $1,000.

Order of Sequential Retrieval

Records in a set may be returned in a user-specified sequence of fields in the record, either ascending or descending. If a
key can be used to return the records in the specified sequence (and also quickly select the records), it is used; otherwise,
a temporary index is built.

Advantages

The set-at-a-time technique is the easiest to use, and is highly efficient. Although extra overhead is required by the path
optimizer to choose a key that is already specified with the record-at-a-time technique, the following two advantages more
than offset this overhead:

Application
Independent of Keys

Since application programs do not specify a key name or value, a database technician can tune the
information base by adding and deleting keys, as indicated by usage patterns.

Set-Level Access Reduce communication costs by accessing data at the set level. For example, only the records that are
used by an application are transferred from the MUF region to the application region. If the database is at
another network node, this savings is extremely important.
The record-at-a-time technique requires that each record be transferred between the MUF and application
regions.

Description of Call Parameters (SAAT)
The set-at-a-time (SAAT) technique uses the same call parameters as the record-at-a-time technique (RAAT) (with
differences in the Request Area), plus a Request Qualification Area (RQA).

Only the DBNTRY point can be used. Older entry points do not support the set-at-a-time technique.

A general description of each of these call parameters follows. At the beginning of the description of each parameter,
the area is shown in a block diagram. In these diagrams, the data type and length of each field are given in the following
format:

tLnnn

t (data type)
C (character)
B (binary)
Z (zoned/decimal)

Lnnn
Length in bytes

User Information Block
┌───────────┐

│ User-Info │

│  (CL32)   │

└───────────┘

This 32-byte required area can be used to identify the requestor of Datacom/DB services. Some examples of its use are:

Problem Determination
The User Information Block appears in storage dumps written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area, so it can be
used to relate the storage dump to the application request.
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Log Area Analysis
The first eight characters are contained in the records that are written to the Log Area. If a user ID is placed in
the first eight characters of the User Information Block by all online file-maintenance programs, a list of online
transactions for each user can be produced from the Log Area.

User-written Security Checking
The User Information Block is available to the User Open Exit. If user identification is placed in the User
Information Block, users can be validated in the User Open Exit program.

The first four characters are used as part of the identification of a set. Therefore, these characters must not change
between calls that are made to the same set.

Request Area

The 256-byte required Request Area is used by the user to specify requests that are made to Datacom/DB, and then to
test the results. The Request Area is used by Datacom/DB to save control information between related requests.

For example, the set number that is assigned by Datacom/DB with the SELFR command is saved for the SELNR, SELSM
and SELPR commands. Related commands must be made from the same Request Area, and you should never modify
these reserved fields.

For example, one Request Area might be used to read a POL record, and then using the item number from that record,
a second Request Area could be used to read the related PNM table record. A program can have several active Request
Areas at the same time.

You can use more than one Request Area for the same table. For example, one Request Area might be used to
sequentially read an employee file, and another to read the employee record for each employee's manager.

Request Area Format

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬──────────┬──────────┬─────────────┬──────────┐

 │  Command  │   Table   │          │  Return  │  Internal   │   DBID   │

 │    Code   │   Name    │ reserved │   Code   │ Return Code │          │

 │           │           │          │          │    ────     │          │

 │           │           │          │          │Update Intent│          │

 │   (CL5)   │   (CL3)   │   (CL5)  │  (CL2)   │    (BL1)    │   (BL2)  │

 └───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴──────────┴─────────────┴──────────┘

byte 0                                                            byte 17 

 ┌──────────────────────────────────┬────────┬─────────────────────┐

 │     Record ID                    │        │      RQA  Error     │

 ├───────────┬───────────┬──────────┤ reserve├───────────┬─────────┤

 │    TID    │BLK or URI │   RECD   │        │  Section  │   Entry │

 │           │           │          │        │           │         │

 │   (BL1)   │   (BL4)   │   (BL1)  │  (BL1) │   (CL1)   │   (ZL3) │

 └───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴────────┴───────────┴─────────┘

 byte 18                                                          byte 29  

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬──────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

 │           │    Set    │    Set    │          │    I/O    │           │

 │ reserved  │   Record  │   Number  │ reserved │   Count   │ reserved  │

 │           │   Count   │           │          │           │           │

 │           │           │           │          │           │           │

 │  (CL10)   │   (BL4)   │   (BL4)   │  (CL4)   │   (BL2)   │   (CL6)   │

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 byte 30                                                         byte 59  

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬──────────┐

 │    BLK    │           │   Skip    │          │
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 │    if     │  reserved │   Count   │ reserved │

 │    URI    │           │           │          │

 │           │           │           │          │

 │   (BL4)   │   (CL7)   │   (BL2)   │ (CL183)  │

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┘

 byte 60                                 byte 255 

Command Code
The five-character command name specifying the operation to be performed. Valid command codes are given in
Commands.

Table Name
Three-character code that is defined in the Datacom/DB name that is defined in the Datacom Datadictionary FILE
entity-occurrence to identify the logical table to be accessed. For most commands, this is a required field.

reserved
This area is used by Datacom/DB between requests. No initialization or modification is needed.

Return Code
Datacom/DB returns a two-character code in this field to indicate the result of the request. Always check
this return code for a message or possible error. A blank return code indicates that the request successfully
completed; return code 14 indicates that no records match the request.

NOTE
For other return codes, consult the Datacom Messages documentation.

Internal Return Code
A 1-byte binary field indicating the exact error for certain Return Codes. This field is set only if the return code is
not blanks.

Update Intent
A redefinition of the previous field used by the SELSM command to show that records should be returned for
update.

Database ID (DBID)
If processing table synonyms (tables with the same name in different databases), enter the two-byte binary
database ID. If you are not processing table synonyms, code zero.

Record ID
Several Datacom/DB commands return to this seven-byte area the record ID of the record located.

reserved
A one-byte area that is reserved for Datacom/DB use only. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.

RQA Error
For errors in Compound Boolean Selection commands, the RQA section is returned in the first byte, followed by
the three-byte entry number in error.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use only. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.

Set Record Count
A four-byte binary count of the number of records selected for a set. A count is returned only when a temporary
set is created or a count is requested with the CNT parameter; otherwise, it is zero.

Set Number
A Datacom/DB assigned four-byte binary number to uniquely identify a set.

reserved
This four-byte area is reserved for Datacom/DB use. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.
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I/O Count
A two-byte binary number of start I/O operations issued to satisfy a request or limit the number of I/O events to be
done.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.

Block Number (BLK if URI)
With Unique Row Identifier (URI) areas, the block number is part of the record ID.

NOTE
For more information about the URI option, see Designing Data Areas.

reserved
This area is reserved for Datacom/DB use. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.

Skip Count
This signed binary halfword is used to specify the number of records to skip before returning the next record with
the SELNR command. Negative values are used to skip backwards, and positive values to skip forwards within
the set of records established by the prerequisite SELFR command.

reserved
This area is used by Datacom/DB. No initialization is needed. Do not modify it.

Work Area

The work area is used with record update and insert commands to pass the elements to Datacom/DB. The work area is
also used to receive elements from Datacom/DB when performing record retrieval commands.

For null value information, see Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That Accept Null Values.

This area must be large enough to accommodate the combined length of all the elements processed by a Datacom/DB
request. Other commands do not require a work area.

Element List

The element list specifies which data elements are to be retrieved, updated, or added. The maximum number of elements
per request is defined in the MAXELRQ MUF startup option (consult the person responsible for performing systems
tasks).

Each element name is paired with an access security code. See Work Area Definition Errors for more information about
a special element that allows Datacom/DB to perform an edit to ensure that the work area length that is provided in the
Request Area matches the length of the elements that are presented in the element list.

Element List Format

    ┌───────────────────────┬──────────────────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

    │      1st  Element     │      2nd  Element    │    nth    │   End     │

    ├───────────┬───────────┼───────────┬──────────┼───────────┼───────────┤

    │  Element  │ Security  │  Element  │ Security │           │   Five    │

    │    Name   │   Code    │   Name    │   Code   │   . . .   │  Blanks   │

    │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)  │           │   (CL5)   │

    └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Element Name

Five-character alphanumeric element name corresponding to the element to retrieve or process by Datacom/DB. This
element name must be defined in the Datacom Datadictionary.
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NOTE
To indicate the end of the element list, enter blanks as the last element name.

Security Code

A one-byte security code associated with each element name in the list. If an element is defined with a security code in
Datacom Datadictionary, that code must be present in the element list entry. If the element was defined without a security
code, this area can contain any value. The security code is defined in the Datacom Datadictionary ELEMENT entity-
occurrence attribute SECURITY-CODE.

Request Qualification Area

The Request Qualification Area (RQA) is used to pass set definition specifications for the select first (SELFR) command.
The RQA parameter is used only by commands that begin with SEL. A set definition includes three components:

• Search condition
• Order-by specification
• Set options

RQA Structure

The RQA begins with an RQA header, followed by zero or more variable-length RQA sections.

Each RQA section begins with an RQA section header, followed by a variable number of RQA section entries.

RQA Header

The RQA header specifies the exact total length of the RQA and the exact number of sections following the RQA header.

┌───────────┬───────────┐

│ Total RQA │ Section   │ 

│  Length   │  Count    │

│  (ZL4)    │  (ZL4)    │ 

│           │           │  

└───────────┴───────────┘

Total RQA Length

If four zeros (0000) are coded, Datacom/DB calculates the length of the RQA from the number of sections, the number of
entries in each section, and the length of each entry.

To avoid the overhead of calculating the length for each SELFR command, you can code the exact total length of the
RQA, including the RQA header. The minimum length is 8, and the maximum length is 9999.

There must be enough space in the Datacom/DB communications area (specified in the TASKS MUF startup option size
parameter) to hold the RQA and the internal tables that are created from it. If there is not enough space, Datacom/DB
returns a return code 91 (internal return code of decimal 111, hex 6F).

Section Count

The exact number of sections that follow must be coded. Zero indicates that the entire table is selected.

Section Header
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A section header begins each section. The section header specifies the section type, number of entries, and length of
each entry.

 ┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┐

 │ Section   │   Entry   │   Key     │   Filler  │

 │    Type   │   Count   │   Name    │           │

 │           │           │           │           │  

 │   (CL1)   │   (ZL3)   │   (ZL5)   │   (CL3)   │  

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

Section Type

• S: Selection
• K: Order-by
• P: Parameter

Any combination of sections can be specified in any order, but each section can be used only once.

Entry Count

Number of entries in the section. The count must be exact.

Entry Length

Enter the length of the section as follows:

• Selection Section
Enter the fixed length of each entry, or for variable-length entries, enter four leading blanks and a V (####V). The four
# symbols in ####V indicate the four leading blanks that are required before the V.
Variable-length entries have a twenty-byte fixed length followed by the second operand (the object) which is (for an
element) fifteen bytes long or (for a literal) five bytes plus the length of the literal.

• Order-by Section
Enter 00018. The length of the order-by section is always 18.

• Parameter Section
The exact length must be coded. Since these sections are are fixed-length, the length must be large enough to hold
the longest parameter.

Selection Section

The selection section specifies a search condition that is used to select records from the table specified in the Request
Area. The search condition is composed of a variable number of predicates that are joined by the Boolean operators AND
and OR.

Predicate

Each predicate specifies a condition about a data item that must be met for a record to be selected. For example, the
predicate to select records from the POH table for PO '12345':

┌──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┐

│      Format                  │      Example          │ 

├──────────────────────────────┼───────────────────────┼

│  subject - operator- object  │    PO = '12345'       │

└──────────────────────────────┴───────────────────────┘

Conceptually, each record in the specified table is tested to determine whether it meets the total Compound Boolean
Selection expression. In practice, indexes are used where possible to eliminate testing records that would not be selected.

In the preceding example, if PO is reflected in an index, it could be used to quickly locate the records with PO = '12345'. 
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subject
The subject of a predicate must refer to an element defined for the table.

operator
Operators include the relational operators GT, GE, LT, LE, EQ, NE, NY, NN, NV, and string operators SP (string
present) and SA (string absent). String operators are used to scan a character subject for the object, which must
be a literal or pattern. An SP operator is converted to EQ if the pattern length is equal to the column and there are
only "skip" characters at the beginning or end. This is an efficiency consideration, because only the EQ operator
can restrict index scan range. To build a WHERE clause that accepts optional selection criteria (such as a search
by ID or name), if the fields are of character data type, the use of CONTAINS with all "skip" characters in the field
that is not entered creates a predicate that always evaluates as true; it has no effect and the search is made on
the other field. This technique can be more convenient to use than coding multiple FOR statements and branching
to the right one.

NOTE

NY, NN, and NV are relational operators that are used to test for null values. For more information, see
Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That Accept Null Values.

object
The object may refer to another element in the table, or a literal. No data conversion or alignment is performed, so
the operands must be of the same data type and number of decimal places. Binary and floating-point data types
must be of the same length.
For character fields, if the object is shorter than the field, a generic comparison is made, rather than padding the
second operand with blanks. 

Compound Predicates
Each entry in this section specifies one predicate and the preceding Boolean operator. Predicates may be
combined to form a compound predicate. For example, to select purchase orders for vendor ABC with a total
value over $500.00:

  VENDR = 'ABC' AND TPVAL GT 500.00  

The Boolean operator AND is used to indicate that both conditions must be met before a record is selected.

Normalization
Predicates must be normalized; parentheses and the logical operator NOT cannot be used. For example,

       Not normalized: PO = '12345' AND (PN = 'ABC' OR 'XYZ')  

          Normalized: PO = '12345' AND PN = 'ABC' OR  

                        PO = '12345' AND PN = 'XYZ' 

Selection Section Entry Format

The following examples show selection section entry format with an element object and with a literal object.

• Selection Section Format (with Element Object)
 ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │       Operator                                  │

 |───────────┬────────────┬────────────┬───────────|

 │ Logical   │ Relational │   Type     │  Sign/    │

 │ Operator  │  Operator  │ Comparison │  Skip     │ 

 │           │            │            │           │ 

 │   (CL1)   │   (CL2)    │   (CL1)    │   (CL1)   │ 

 └───────────┴────────────┴────────────┴───────────┘

 0                                                 4  

 ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │       Subject                                             │

 |───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────|

 │   Scope   │ Element   │  Security │   Offset  │  Length   │ 
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 │           │   Name    │   Code    │           │           │ 

 │   (CL1)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)   │   (ZL4)   │   (ZL4)   │ 

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 5                                                              19  

 ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │ OBJECT  (Element)                                         │

 |───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────|

 │   Type    │ Element   │  Security │   Offset  │  Length   │ 

 │   'E'     │   Name    │   Code    │           │           │ 

 │   (CL1)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)   │   (ZL4)   │   (ZL4)   │ 

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 20                                                         34 

• Selection Section Format (with Literal Object)
 ┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │       Operator                                  │

 |───────────┬────────────┬────────────┬───────────|

 │ Logical   │ Relational │   Type     │  Sign/    │

 │ Operator  │  Operator  │ Comparison │  Skip     │ 

 │           │            │            │           │ 

 │   (CL1)   │   (CL2)    │   (CL1)    │   (CL1)   │ 

 └───────────┴────────────┴────────────┴───────────┘

 0                                                 4  

 ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │       Subject                                             │

 |───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────|

 │   Scope   │ Element   │  Security │   Offset  │  Length   │ 

 │           │   Name    │   Code    │           │           │ 

 │   (CL1)   │   (CL5)   │   (CL1)   │   (ZL4)   │   (ZL4)   │ 

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 5                                                          19  

 ┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 │ OBJECT  (Literal)                             │

 |───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────|

 │   Type    │ Element   │  Security │   Offset  │ 

 │   'V'     │   Name    │   Code    │           │   

 │   (CL1)   │   (ZL4)   │   (CL--)  │   (CL--)  │  

 └───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

 20                                             nn  

Selection Section Operator

The selection section operator can be a logical operator or a relational operator.

Logical Operator

Enter a blank for the first entry. For subsequent entries, enter:

• A - for a logical AND
• O - for a logical OR

AND conditions within each OR-group are processed first. 

Relational Operator

Enter one of the following values:
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• GT - Greater than
• GE - Greater than or equal to
• LT - Less than
• LE - Less than or equal to
• EQ - Equal to
• NE - Not equal to
• NY - Is null
• NN - Is not null
• NV - Null value
• SP - String present
• SA - String absent
• IG - Ignore

NOTE
For more information about NY, NN, and NV, see Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That
Accept Null Values.

Type Comparison

Enter one of the following values:

• C - Character compare for shortest length of the two operands. The first operand is the subject; the second is the
object.

• P - Packed decimal (no alignment) 
• F - Packed decimal (no alignment) unconventional sign 
• B - Binary compare (2, 4, or 8 bytes signed comparison) 
• Z - Zoned compare (operands--subject and object--packed and decimal compare) 
• N - Zoned compare (operands--subject and object--packed and decimal compare) unconventional sign
• E - Single-precision floating-point comparison
• D - Double precision floating-point comparison
• S - Character scan (used with SP and SA operators)

Sign Code

When the relational operator is not SP or SA, enter one of the following values:

• Y - Numeric fields can be positive or negative. Type P and Z fields with positive values have a C sign nibble.
• P - Same as Y, except data contains only positive values.
• N or Blank - Non-numeric, or P or Z types with F sign nibble. 

Skip Character

Special character in string compares that accepts any character. Binary zero and space indicate that no special character
is used.

Selection Section Predicate Subject

Datacom Datadictionary is not accessed in processing the RQA. All field names must be expressed in terms of an
element with an offset, length, and the type of comparison. Various Broadcom products offer an integrated data
manipulation language that acts as a front end to build these specifications.

Scope

• E - element
• R - record (valid only with string operators)

Element Name
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Datacom/DB five-character element name

Security Code

Element security code

Offset

Relative to zero from the beginning of the element

Length

Enter the number of bytes to be used, relative to one. The minimum length is one, and the maximum is the end of the
element.

To specify the entire element, enter blanks (X'40') in the offset and length fields.

NOTE
For more information about Offset and Length null values, see Modifications Required to Access Table With
Columns That Accept Null Values.

Selection Section Predicate Object

For the selection section predicate object, enter the following information:

Type
Enter one of the following values:

• E for Element
• V for literal value

Length
The length must be greater than zero and less-than-or-equal-to subject length.

Literal
Enter the literal value to be compared to the subject. The value must be in the same format as the subject, that is,
same data type, precision, and length (except type P).

Element Operand (the object)
Same format as subject.

NOTE

For null information, see Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That Accept Null Values.

Order-by Section

The order-by section specifies the order in which records are returned. Multiple fields can be specified in order, starting
with the major order field and ending with the minor order field. 

The sum of the length of all fields must be equal to or less than 160 bytes. 

If an order-by specification is not made, records are returned in the order that requires the fewest system resources, which
is likely to change from one version of Datacom/DB to another.

Order might change as Datacom/DB Keys are dropped and added. You should therefore, use an order-by specification
whenever the order is important.
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Order Code
A - ascending (default)
D - descending

Type
E - element

Element Name
Name of the element containing the data to be used in ordering

Security Code
Security code for the element containing the data to be used

Offset
Offset within the element, relative to zero, of the first byte to be used

Length
Number of bytes to be used (not number of numeric digits)

Data Type
Enter one of the following values:

• C - Character
• P - Packed decimal with preferred signs
• F - Packed decimal with any valid sign
• B - Binary
• Z - Zoned decimal with F high-order nibble
• N - Zoned decimal with any high-order nibble
• E - Single-precision floating-point
• D - Double-precision floating-point

Sign Code
Enter one of the following values:

• Y - Signed
• N - Unsigned or character
• Blank - Unsigned or character
• P - Signed, positive numeric values only (sign nibble='C')

NOTE
For more information about Offset and Length null values, see Modifications Required to Access Table
With Columns That Accept Null Values.

Parameter Section

Refer to the following parameter section format:

 ┌───────────┬────────────┬────────────┬───────────┐

 │ Parameter │  Filler    │ Parameter  │  Filler   │ 

 │     1     │            │   2        │           │ 
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 └───────────┴────────────┴────────────┴───────────┘

The parameter section is used to communicate various options. Each entry is identified by a three-character name.

For null information, see Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That Accept Null Values.

Update Intent Parameter—UPD

If specified, records are returned with exclusive control. Exclusive control is required if the records returned are to be
updated or deleted. The SELNR and SELPR commands automatically release exclusive control of the previous record if
the previous record was not updated or deleted.

Unique Parameter—UNQ

If specified, only one record is returned for each unique value of the field that is listed in the order-by section. If an order-
by section is not specified, the parameter is ignored.

For null information, see Modifications Required to Access Table With Columns That Accept Null Values.

Count Parameter (CNTx)

CNT
Specifies that a count of the number of records that are selected is to return. If a temporary index is not built, set
record selection is performed to compute the count.

x
Specifies whether the first record is to be returned and the set definition saved.
Giving x a value of Y returns the first record of the set after counting and saves the set definition.
Giving x any value other than Y returns the count of records but does not return the first record or save the set
definition

NOTE

If no records are found, a blank return code with a count of zero is returned.

Partial Set Parameter (FSTnnnnnnnnnm)

FST
Maximum number of records to be selected when a temporary set is required

nnnnnnnnn
Maximum number of records to select

m
Mode

A
Specifies that any nnnnnnnnn records are to be returned
When ordering is specified, the records that are returned are ordered only within themselves and not within the
entire table.

T
Specifies that the first nnnnnnnnn records returned must be a true representation of the table, which may require
Datacom/DB to build a complete set.

Interrupt Parameters

• INRnnnnnn (Interrupt Records Accepted)
When a temporary set is required, control is given back to you when nnnnnn of records have been selected. You may
then continue or end the selection process.

• INFnnnnnn (Interrupt Records Rejected)
An interrupt occurs after nnnnnn records have been rejected.

• IIOnnnnnn (Interrupt Start I/Os)
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An interrupt occurs after nnnnnn start I/Os have been issued on behalf of the request.

Key Parameter (KEYnnnnn)

KEYnnnnn
This parameter forces the use of a specific key. KEYnnnnn specifies the key to use, where nnnnn is the five-
character key name. The specified key is used and optimization is not performed by the Compound Boolean
Selection (CBS) Optimizer. If the key cannot find all rows because it does not include nil values (all blanks or
zeros), or if it does not exist for the table, it is ignored without any warning return code.
You should use care when specifying this parameter, because no check is made for performance using the key. A
query may therefore run for a long time if the specified key is not an efficient key to use.
The Accounting Facility CBSOR element reports when this key is used with a value of P for optimization type.

Call Parameter Use Example
FOR FIRST 100 POH (for update) 

   WHERE LATE EQ 'X' AND (VENDR EQ 'ABC' OR 'PDQ') 

   ORDER-BY VENDR, TPVAL 

ENDFOR

User Information Block

┌───────────┐

│ User-Info │

│  (CL32)   │

└───────────┘

Request Area

┌───────────┬───────────┬──────────┐

│  Command  │   Table   │          │  

│    Code   │   Name    │ reserved │   

├───────────├───────────├──────────┤

│  SELFR    │   POH     │  (CL248) │ 

└───────────┴───────────┴──────────┘

Work Area

┌───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬──────────┬───────────┐

│   P0      │    LI     │   VENDR   │  TPVAL   │   LATE    │

│  (CL5)    │   (CL3)   │   (CL#)   │  (CL8)   │   (CL1)   │ 

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴──────────┴───────────┘

Element List

*b indicates a blank space.

┌─────────┬───┬────────┬───┬────────┬───┬────────┬───┬───────┬───┬───────┐

│  P0bbb  │ b │   I    │ b │  VENDR │ b │  TPVAL │ b │ LATEb │ b │ bbbbb │

└─────────┴───┴────────┴───┴────────┴───┴────────┴───┴───────┴───┴───────┘

RQA

┌───────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────┐

│ RQA HEADER            │  SECTION HEADER                   │

│───────────┬───────────│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Total RQA │ Section   │  Security │  Entry    │  Entry    │   

│  Length   │  Count    │   Type    │  Count    │  Length   │
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│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│   

│  0218     │  0003     │    S      │    004    │  00028    │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

68

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ OPERATOR                                      │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Logical   │Relational │  Type     │  Sign/    │  

│  Operator │ Operator  │Comparison │  Skip     │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│           │    EQ     │    C      │     N     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

20

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│    SUBJECT                                                │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Scope     │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │  Length   │   

│           │  Name     │   Code    │           │           │

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│     E     │  LATE     │           │   0008    │  0001     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

25

┌───────────────────────────────────┐

│ OBJECT                            │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Type      │   Length  │  Literal  │   

│           │           │  Value    │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    V      │   0001    │    X      │  

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

40

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ OPERATOR                                      │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Logical   │Relational │  Type     │  Sign/    │  

│  Operator │ Operator  │Comparison │  Skip     │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    A      │    EQ     │    C      │     N     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

48

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│    SUBJECT                                                │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Scope     │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │  Length   │   

│           │  Name     │   Code    │           │           │

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│     E     │  VENDR    │           │   0000    │  0003     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

53

┌───────────────────────────────────┐

│ OBJECT                            │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Type      │   Length  │  Literal  │   
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│           │           │  Value    │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    V      │   0003    │   ABC     │  

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

68

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ OPERATOR                                      │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Logical   │Relational │  Type     │  Sign/    │  

│  Operator │ Operator  │Comparison │  Skip     │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    0      │    EQ     │    C      │     N     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

76

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│    SUBJECT                                                │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Scope     │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │  Length   │   

│           │  Name     │   Code    │           │           │

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│     E     │  LATE     │           │   0000    │  0001     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

81

┌───────────────────────────────────┐

│ OBJECT                            │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Type      │   Length  │  Literal  │   

│           │           │  Value    │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    V      │   0001    │    X      │  

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

96

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ OPERATOR                                      │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Logical   │Relational │  Type     │  Sign/    │  

│  Operator │ Operator  │Comparison │  Skip     │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    A      │    EQ     │    C      │     N     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

76

┌───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│    SUBJECT                                                │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Scope     │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │  Length   │   

│           │  Name     │   Code    │           │           │

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│     E     │ VENDR     │           │   0000    │  0001     │   

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

81

┌───────────────────────────────────┐

│ OBJECT                            │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  
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│ Type      │   Length  │  Literal  │   

│           │           │  Value    │ 

│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    V      │   0003    │   PDQ     │  

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

96

┌───────────────────────────────────┐

│ SELECTION HEADER                  │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│  

│ Section   │  Entry    │ Entry     │  

│  Type     │   Count   │ Length    │  

│───────────│───────────│───────────│   

│    K      │   002     │  00018    │     

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘

132

┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ FIELD 1                                                                                     │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────│ 

│   Order   │   Type    │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │ Length    │  Data     │ Sign    │ 

│   Code    │   Name    │  Name     │  Code     │           │           │  Type     │ Code    │        

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│─────────│   

│     A     │     E     │  VENDR    │   0000    │  0000     │   0003    │    C      │   N     │ 

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘───────────┘───────────┘─────────┘

144

┌─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

│ FIELD 2                                                                                     │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬───────────┬─────────│ 

│   Order   │   Type    │ Element   │  Security │  Offset   │ Length    │  Data     │ Sign    │ 

│   Code    │   Name    │  Name     │  Code     │           │           │  Type     │ Code    │        

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│─────────│   

│     A     │     E     │  TPVAL    │           │  0000     │   0008    │    Z      │   P     │ 

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┘───────────┘───────────┘─────────┘

162

┌───────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┐

│        SECTION HEADER             │    1st PARAMETR        │    2ND PARAMETER      │

│───────────┬───────────┬───────────│───────────┬────────────│───────────┬───────────│ 

│  Section  │  Entry    │  Entry    │  Name     │  Data      │   Name    │  Data     │  

│   Type    │  Count    │  Length   │           │            │           │           │         

│───────────│───────────│───────────│───────────│────────────│───────────│───────────│   

│     P     │    002    │  00013    │   FST     │0000000100T │   UPD     │           │  

└───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴───────────┴────────────┘───────────┘───────────┘

180                                    192                             205

Sample Default Values

In the following examples, the RQA selection section predicate entry is considered a positional macro with the following
default values not shown:
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• Data type = C 
• Sign = blank
• Subject type = E
• Subject offset = 0
• Subject length = element length
• Object type = V
• Object length = number of bytes in literal

Basic Application Tasks for SAAT
In Datacom, use Set-at-a-Time (SAAT) to access records. Basic tasks are Random Retrieval, One-to-Many (1M) Equi-
Join, (use combinations of SELFR, SELNR, and SELPR); Editing, ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET.

Random Retrieval (SELFR)

The SELFR command defines a set of records to be retrieved from a table and returns the first record or the count of
records selected. 

If only one record is desired, the FST parameter can be specified with a value of one, which eliminates saving the set
definition; therefore, a SELPR command to release the set is not necessary.

 PROBLEM:

Retrieve from the POH table the PO, VENDR and TPVAL for PO '12345'.

 SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK, 

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH) 

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8) 

4   ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL) 

5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000), 

6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=13, VALUE='FST000000001A') 

7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V, PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

Retrieve Only One Record (Line 6)

The A at the end of the FST parameter indicates that any first record is to be selected. Since there is only one record
with a PO value of 12345, either A or T (true) can be specified. For more information about this option, see Limiting the
Number of Records in a Set in Specialized Application Tasks for SAAT.

One-to-Many (1M) Table Equi-Join (SELFR, SELNR, SELPR)

A common table relationship is for one record from Table A to be related to several records from Table B by a common
field. For Table A, this field uniquely identifies each record; for Table B, synonyms exist for this field.

The sample database in (crossref) contains several examples:
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• PO joins the POH and POL tables 
• PN joins the PNC and POL tables

For such tables, a common data retrieval request is to retrieve the single record from Table A and all related records from
Table B. In relational terminology, this is a one-to-many equi-join. "One-to-many" refers to the cardinal relationship, and
"equi" specifies that the relationship is between records having an equal join field value in both tables.

 PROBLEM:

  

Join the POH and POL tables to retrieve all records for PO'12345' in LI sequence. 

 SOLUTION:

************************************************************

* STEP 1: Get POH record *

************************************************************

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

4   ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=13), VALUE='FST000000001A'),

7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=V), PRED=(,PO,EQ,'12345')))

8 IF RETURN-CODE NE '14'

************************************************************

* STEP 2: Get first POL record*

************************************************************

 9  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

10    REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

11    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=14)

12    ELM-LIST (LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

13    RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

14 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345'))

15 ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=2,LENGTH=18),

16   FIELD=(DIR=A,ELM=PO,TYPE=C,SIGN=N)

17   FIELD=(DIR=A,ELM=LI,TYPE=C,SIGN=N)))

18    IF RETURN-CODE NE '14'

**************************************************************

* STEP 3: Get further POL records *

**************************************************************

19      LOOP

20 UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

21 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

22   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR)

23   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=14)

24      ENDLOOP

*************************************************************

* STEP 4: Release POL set *

*************************************************************

25      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

26 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)
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27   ELSE

28     LIST 'NO LINE-ITEMS FOR PO'

29   ENDIF

30 ELSE

31   LIST 'PO NOT FOUND'

32 ENDIF

FST Parameter (Line 6)
The FST with a count of one eliminates saving the set definition, so a SELPR command is not necessary. However,
if the UPD parameter is used and the record is not updated or deleted, you must issue a RELES command. The any
(A) option is not significant, since only one record in the table is selected.

Ordering (Line 15)
The SELFR command establishes which records are retrieved and in what order. The first record is returned by the
SELFR command.

Same Request Area (Line 22)
The SELFR command returns a system-generated set number in the Request Area. The SELNR command must
be issued from the same Request Area so that this set number is returned; it locates the set definition that is
generated by the SELFR command. The SELNR command does not use an element list; the element list that is
established by the SELFR command is used.

Release Set (Line 26)
The SELPR (set release) command is required to release the set for the POL table. The set that is defined for the
POH table is not saved, since it specifies the FST parameter with a count of one. Also, if no records are found
with the SELFR command, the set is not saved. The POL set is not released after all records have been returned
(return code = 14); the set is still active until released by the SELPR command.

Edit - Test for the Existence of a Record (SELFR with CNT) parameter

To maintain database logical integrity, input fields are often checked for valid values that are maintained in a table. 

Sometimes the table is small and values rarely change, such as F or M for sex. But often the table is large, and changes
frequently, such as the table of valid part numbers that can be ordered. 

To validate these fields, a table is searched to determine whether a record exists with the input value. For example, before
adding a POL record, the part master table is searched to determine whether it contains a record with the input part
number. The part master record is not required; it is simply a yes-no indication of its existence. 

Set Record Count
The CNT parameter of the SELFR command can be used to return a count of the records in the set. If this count is
one or greater, the record exists. If it is zero, the record does not exist. The CNT parameter can also specify that
no records are to be returned and that the set definition is not to be saved.

 PROBLEM:

Before adding a POL record with PN 'XYZ', validate this PN by determining the existence of a PNM table record

 with this PN value.

  SOLUTION: 

 

1  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,  

2    REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNM)  

3    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=0) 

4    ELM-LIST (PN) 

5    RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

6      PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0004), VALUE=CNTN)
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7      SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PN,EQ,'XYZ')))

8  IF REQ.SET-RECORD-COUNT = 0

 9    LIST ''XYZ' IS NOT A VALID PART NUMBER'

10  ENDIF

No Data Returned to Work Area (Line 3)
Since the CNT parameter option N specifies count only, no data is returned to the Work Area, but because the call
parameters are positional, a Work Area must be specified.

CNT Parameter Options (Line 6)
The CNT parameter value N specifies that the first record is not to be returned, which is the default. A value of
Y would return the first record in addition to returning the count. Also, by specifying that only a count is to be
returned, the set is not saved, so a SELPR command is not necessary.

Add Records (ADDIT)

To add a record to a table, build an element list of the elements to be initialized, place the data values to be added in
the Work Area in the sequence specified by the element list, and issue an ADDIT command. Any elements that are not
specified in the element list are added with blanks (X'40'). If keys are defined with fields that are not contained in the Work
Area, they are also added with a value of blanks.

An ADDIT command can be issued between SELFR or SELNR commands without affecting the sequence of retrieval, unless
the ADDIT fails. 

If the ADDIT fails (non-blank return code), subsequent SELNR commands receive a return code 09 (no prerequisite), and a
SELPR command should be issued to release the set. It is safer to use another Request Area for ADDIT commands.

 PROBLEM: 

Add a POH record with PO=12346, LI=000, VENDR=ABC, TPVAL=00000000.

 SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=ADDIT, TBL=POH)

3   WORK-AREA (VALUE='12346000ABC00000000')

4   ELM-LIST (PO, LI, VENDR, TPVAL)

5 IF RETURN-CODE EQ '10'

6   LIST 'DUPLICATE PO NBR'

7 ENDIF

Key Not Required (Line 2)
A key name and value are not required. All keys that are defined for the table are automatically added.

Missing Elements (Line 4)
The LATE element is not specified, so it is added with a value of blank (X'40'). Since INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO is
specified for the LATE key that is defined with this field, no entry is made in the index for this key.

Duplicate Master Key (Line 5)
If the DUPE-MASTER-KEY attribute in the Datacom Datadictionary FILE entity-occurrence is specified as N, and
a record already exists with the value of the fields defined for the Master Key, the ADDIT command is rejected with
a return code 10. The POH Master Key, POLI, (defined with fields PO and LI) is specified with DUPE-MASTER-
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KEY=N in the Datacom Datadictionary table entity-occurrence to prevent duplicate PO numbers. Therefore, the
return code must be checked in case a POH record for PO 12346 exists.

Update Records (UPDAT, SELFR, SELNR, SELPR)

The UPDAT command can be used to update records that are retrieved when the UPD parameter is specified with the
SELFR command, or UPDATE-INTENT= Y is specified with the SELSM command. 

The SELNR and SELPR commands automatically release exclusive control of the previous record if it was not updated or
deleted.

 PROBLEM:

Increase the TPVAL of purchase Orders for VENDR PDQ by 10 percent.

 SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 4   ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

 6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=3), VALUE=UPD),

 7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=(,VENDR,EQ,'PDQ')))

 8 LOOP

 9   UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

10   SET TPVAL = TPVAL * 1.1

11   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

12     REQ-AREA (CMD=UPDAT)

13     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

14     ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

15   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

16     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, TBL=POH)

17 ENDLOOP

18 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

19   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)

Delete Records (DELET, SELFR, SELNR, SELPR)

Records that are read with exclusive control can be deleted with the DELET command. Records are read with exclusive
control when the UPD parameter is specified with the SELFR command, or when UPDATE-INTENT=Y is specified with the
SELSM command. 

 PROBLEM:

Delete purchase order line items for PO '12345' with extended
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values of less than $1.00.

 SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 4   ELM-LIST (QTY, UCOST)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

 6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=3), VALUE=UPD)

 7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

 8 LOOP

 9   UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

10   IF QTY * UCOST LT 1.00

11     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

12 REQ-AREA (CMD=DELET)

13   ENDIF

14   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

15     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR)

16     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

17 ENDLOOP

18 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

19   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)

Specialized Application Tasks for SAAT
In Datacom, Set-at-a-Time-Technique (SAAT) access uses specialized tasks with SELFR: UNIQUE, date-effective tables
(descending order-by), Ranking (descending order), Pattern Matching (string operators), Counting (CNT), and Limiting
records in a set (FST).

This document describes the following specialized application tasks:

Retrieve Unique Option
SELFR with UNIQUE option

Processing Date-Effective Tables
SELFR with descending order-by

Ranking
SELFR with descending order

Pattern Matching
SELFR with string operators

Counting
SELFR with CNT parameter

Limiting the number of records in a set
SELFR with FST parameter

Retrieve Unique Option

Commands Used: SELFR with UNIQUE Option, SELNR
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The UNIQUE option of the SELFR request eliminates from a set any records with duplicate ORDER-BY fields. If an
ORDER-BY section is not included, this option is ignored.

PROBLEM:

Find purchase orders that have been started, but no line items

have been added.

SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

 4   ELM-LIST (PO)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2,LENGTH=0000),

 6     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=0, LENGTH=V)),

 7     ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=18), FLD=(DIR=A,ELM=PO,TYPE=C,SIGN=N)))

 8 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 9   REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

10   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

11   ELM-LIST (PO)

12   RQA (HDR=(CNT=3, LENGTH=0000),

13     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=3), VALUE=UNQ),

14     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=0,LENGTH=V),

15     ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=18), FLD=(DIR=A,ELM=PO,TYPE=C,SIGN=N)))

16 LOOP

17   UNTIL REQ-1.RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

18   IF POH.PO LT POL.PO

19     LIST POH.PO ' STARTED BUT HAS NO LINE-ITEMS'

20     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

21 REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELNR)

22 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

23   ELSE

24     IF POL.PO LT POH.PO

25     LIST 'ERROR - PO ' POL.PO ' HAS NO POH HEADER'

26     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

27 REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=SELNR, TBL=POL)

28 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

29     ELSE

30 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

31   REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELNR)

32   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

33 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

34   REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=SELNR, TBL=POL)

35   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

36 IF REQ-2.RETURN-CODE = '14'

37   MOVE 99999 TO POL.PO

38 ENDIF

39      ENDIF
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40    ENDIF

41 ENDLOOP

Return One Record Per PO (Line 13)

The UNQ option of the SELFR command for the POL file specifies that only the first line item for each PO (order-by
specification) is to be selected.

Processing Date_Effective Tables

Command Used: SELFR with descending order

PROBLEM:

Find the cost for PN 'XYZ' effective on '840331'.

SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNC)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=14)

 4   ELM-LIST (PN, EFFDT, COST)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=002, LENGTH=0000),

 6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=13), VALUE='FST000000001A'),

 7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PN,EQ,'XYZ'),

                            PRED=(A,EFF.DT,LE,'840331')))

 8 IF RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

 9   LIST 'PN NOT IN THE COST TABLE'

10 ELSE

11  LIST PN, COST

12 ENDIF

Ranking

Commands Used: SELFR with descending order, SELNR, SELPR 

A common report lists important items sequentially starting with the most important information. If importance is based on
a field, the SELFR command with the descending option of the Request Qualification Area order section can be used to
retrieve items in a descending sequence.

PROBLEM:

List the purchase orders with a TPVAL GE $100.00 in sequence,

starting with the most expensive.

SOLUTION:
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 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

 4   ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=002, LENGTH=0000),

 6     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=0001, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,TPVAL,GE,100.00)),

 7     ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=001, LENGTH=18), FIELD=(DIR=D, ELM=TPVAL, TYPE=Z,

                                                             SIGN=N)))

 8 LOOP

 9   UNTIL RETURN-CODE = '14'

10  LIST PO, VENDR, TPVAL

11  CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

12    REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, TBL=POH)

13    WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

14 ENDLOOP

15 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

16   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR, TBL=POH)

Pattern Matching

Command Used: SELFR with String Operators 

Records may be selected by scanning for a match (or non-match) of a specified pattern. The pattern can be: 

• A literal 
• A literal with a skip character

PROBLEM: 

Find all number 10 bolts.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TABLE=PNM)

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=23)

4   ELM-LIST (PN, DESC)

5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

6     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,DESC,SP,'BOLT'),

  PRED=(A,DESC,SP,'10-')))

PROBLEM:

Find vendors whose middle character is 'D'.

SOLUTION:
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1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TABLE=POH)

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=3)

4   ELM-LIST (VENDR)

5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

6     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,VENDR,SP,_,'_D_')))

Skip Character (Line 6)

The special skip character is specified here as the underscore (_).

Counting

Used: SELFR with CNT parameter

The CNT parameter can be used with the SELFR command to return the number of records selected for a set, and
optionally, the first record.

PROBLEM:

Count the number of line items for PO '12345'. Do not return the

first line item.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=5)

4   ELM-LIST (PO)

5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=4), VALUE=CNTN)

7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

8 LIST REQ.SET-RECORD-COUNT ' LINE-ITEMS'

Count Only (Line 6)

The N option specifies the first record is not to be returned and the set definition is not to be saved. Therefore, a SELPR
command is not necessary to release the set.

Limiting the Number of Records in a Set

Commands Used: SELFR with FST parameter, SELNR, SELPR

In addition to Compound Boolean Selection criteria, which limit set membership, based on data values, a limit can be
applied to the number of records selected. 

The limit can be a true or any record count. The true option requires that the entire table be considered. For example, to
find the 10 highest-paid employees in an employee table, specify the true option. 

If the any option is specified, the 10 employees are returned in a descending order. If the table is searched in an employee
number sequence, the result could be the 10 employees with the lowest employee numbers. 
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In this case, specifying the true option would require searching the entire table and building a temporary index to
sequence descent by salary, to ensure that the 10 highest-paid employees are selected. However, if the salary is the
first (or only) field of the traversal key, this key is traversed in a descending order. The search finds the 10 highest-paid
employees as the first 10 records and does not require a temporary index. 

Since the traversal key is chosen by the path optimizer, the true option should be specified to help ensure the correct
result, regardless of what traversal key is used. 

The any option is most useful when only a sample of a table is required; for example, during program testing.

PROBLEM:

Retrieve any two purchase orders for vendor 'ABC'.

SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

 4   ELM-LIST (PO, VENDR, TPVAL)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

 6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=13), VALUE='FST000000002A'),

 7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,VENDR,EQ,'ABC')))

 8 LOOP UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

 9   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

10     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR)

11     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

12 ENDLOOP

PROBLEM:

What was the lowest that PN 'XYZ' ever cost?

SOLUTION:

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNC)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

 4   ELM-LIST (PN, COST)

 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

 6     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=13), VALUE='FST000000001T'),

 7     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PN,EQ,'XYZ')),

 8     ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=18), FLD=(DIR=A, ELM=COST, TYPE=Z, SIGN=N)))

 9 LIST COST

10 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

11   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)
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Only One Record Required (Line 6)

Since only one record is required, the FST parameter is set to 1. The true option is used to help ensure that the record
returned is the lowest in the PNC table for PN XYZ. Since COST is not reflected in a key, the PNDAT key is used, and
all records for PN XYZ are retrieved. A temporary index is built to help ensure that the record with the lowest cost is
selected. 

Sequence by Cost (Line 8)

Specifying ascending cost returns the record with the lowest cost first.

Interactive Application Tasks for SAAT
Learn about interactive applications tasks for set-at-a-time (SAAT) techniques in Datacom. Find information about
browsing tables online, set selection, and updating and deleting.

The following is a description of interactive application tasks, including:
Browsing a Table online

SELNR with SKIP
Interactive Set Selection

SELFR with SELCN, SELST
Interactive Updating and Deleting

SELSM, SELFR, SELNR, UPDAT, DELET

Browsing a Table Online

Command Used: SELNR with SKIP count

The preceding example used the SELNR command to sequentially retrieve records in ascending sequence. This is the
default sequence. 

Actually, a skip-count field in the Request Area is used to control the sequence of retrieval; the SELFR command
initializes the skip-count to +1 to skip forward one record. The skip-count field can be changed before issuing the SELNR
command to skip x number of records forward or backward, or to skip directly to the first or last record of the set. 

For example, set skip-count to +5 to skip four records and retrieve the fifth; or to retrieve in descending sequence, set
skip-count to -1. 

If a SKIP-CNT greater than one causes positioning past end-of-set (or beginning-of-set), then the last (first) record is
returned and a warning return code 93 returned. 

After the last/first record has been returned, an attempt to position beyond the end/beginning of the set receives a return
code '14'(117), which is only a warning return code, unlike return code '14'(48). The work area is not changed, and
prerequisites are maintained. 

Positioning directly to the beginning of the set can be specified with SKIP-CNT = -32767; positioning directly to the end of
the set is specified with SKIP-CNT = +32767 (largest halfword value). A SKIP-CNT of zero re-retrieves the last record.

PROBLEM:

An online transaction that lists purchase order line items in line

item number sequence, 20 line items per screen, has just sent a screen

with line item 60 as the last line item. The transaction allows the

operator to enter a +/- number of lines to position. The field is

initialized to +20, but the operator over-types -40. Retrieve the
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appropriate line items.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='-40')

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

4 LOOP 20 TIMES

5   MOVE POL TO SCREEN BY NAME

6   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

7   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='+1')

8   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

9 ENDLOOP

PROBLEM:

Same as above except the operator enters 'B' for 'position to the

bottom and display the last 20 items'.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='+32767')

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

4 LOOP 20 TIMES

5   MOVE POL TO SCREEN BY NAME

6   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

7     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='-1')

8     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

9 ENDLOOP

If the program does not have the capability of filling the screen from the bottom-up, then after positioning to the bottom, a
SELNR with SKIP-CNT='-19' would return the first line, and then a loop for 19 times with SKIP-CNT='+1' could be used.

PROBLEM:

Same as above except the operator enters 'T' for 'position

to the top and display the first 20 line items'.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='-32767')

3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)
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4 LOOP 20 TIMES

5   MOVE POL TO SCREEN BY NAME

6   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

7     REQ-AREA(CMD=SELNR, SKIP-CNT='+1')

8     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

9 ENDLOOP

Interactive Set Selection

Commands Used: SELFR with Interrupt Parameters, SELCN, SELST, SELPR, SELNR

Set selection can require considerable resources if a temporary index is required, and a large number of index and data
records must be read before the first record that qualifies is found. (High-volume, transaction-oriented online systems
would not be designed this way, but online on-demand queries could routinely generate such requests.) 

To keep the user informed of the progress of the SELFR request, interrupt limits can be established. 

When any one of the interrupt limits are reached, control is returned to the application program with a return code
indicating the interrupt that was reached. At this point, the application program can issue one of the following commands: 

SELCN 

Continue the request. 

SELST 

End the selection process and use the records found up to this point. 

SELPR 

Release the set. 

The following interrupt limits can be established:

• Maximum Temporary Index Entries. 
• Maximum Records Rejected - If the selection criteria specifies a field not reflected in an index, then the record must be

read to test this field, and if the test result is FALSE, then this constitutes a rejected record. Records rejected from the
index are not included. 

• Maximum Start I/Os - This includes all SIOs issued for the SELFR request, both index and data.

When an interrupted set is continued (SELCN), the interrupt counters are reset, and further interrupts are issued if the
maximums are reached again.

PROBLEM:

Retrieve all items on order with a UCOST GE $10.00 in ascending PN,

descending UCOST sequence. After 100 items have been selected, or

1000 records have been rejected, or 50 start I/Os have been issued,

interrupt selection and send a message indicating current progress and

asking for either a continue, stop or release action to be taken.

SOLUTION:

 1 SELECTION PROCEDURE

 2 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,
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 3   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

 4   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

 5   ELM-LIST (PO, PN, QTY, UCOST)

 6   RQA (HDR=(CNT=3, LENGTH=0000),

 7     PARM=(HDR=(CNT=003, LENGTH=00009), VALUE=(INR000100, INF001000,

   IIO000050)),

 8     ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=002, LENGTH=00018),

 9 FLD=(DIR=A, ELM=PN, TYPE=C, SIGN=N),

10 FLD=(DIR=D, ELM=UCOST, TYPE=Z, SIGN=N)),

11     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1,LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,UCOST,GE,'01000')))

12 TRANSMIT SCREEN

13 INTERRUPT PROCEDURE

14 LOOP : For the continue option

15   IF RETURN-CODE = '92'

16     MOVE SET-CNT TO SCREEN.RECORDS-SELECTED

17     MOVE IO-CNT TO SCREEN.START-IO

18     SELECT INTRNL-RET-CODE

19 WHEN '132'

20   MOVE 'RECORDS SELECTED' TO SCREEN.INTERRUPT-TYPE

21 WHEN '133'

22   MOVE 'RECORDS REJECTED' TO SCREEN.INTERRUPT-TYPE

23 WHEN '134'

24   MOVE 'START I/O' TO SCREEN.INTERRUPT-TYPE

25     ENDSEL

26     TRANSMIT SCREEN

27     SELECT SCREEN.ACTION

28 WHEN 'CONTINUE'

29   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

30     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELCN)

31     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

32 WHEN 'STOP'

33   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

34     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELST)

35     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

36   QUIT INTERRUPT PROCEDURE

37 WHEN 'RELEASE'

38   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

39     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)

40     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

41   QUIT PROGRAM

42     ENDSEL

43   ELSE

44     QUIT INTERRUPT PROCEDURE : No interrupt

45   ENDIF

46 ENDLOOP

47 ENDPROC : INTERRUPT

48 ENDPROC : SELECTION

49 DISPLAY PROCEDURE

50 LOOP UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

51   MOVE POL TO SCREEN BY NAME

52   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

53     REQ-AREA (CMD=SELNR)

54     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)
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55 ENDLOOP

56 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

57   REQ-AREA (CMD=SELPR)

58 ENDPROC : DISPLAY

Interactive Updating and Deleting

Commands Used: SELSM, SELFR, SELNR, UPDAT, DELET, SELPR 

Interactive updating and deleting requires the following steps: 

First Pass 

1. Retrieve record(s) without exclusive control 
2. Save record(s) in WORKING-STORAGE 
3. Transmit records to CRT for operator to make changes

Second Pass 

1. Re-retrieve records that have been changed or are to be deleted with exclusive control. 
2. Compare records from pass one and two. If they are not identical, issue error message and release record otherwise, 
3. Update or delete record.

Protecting Against Lost Updates

When an online transaction completes, Datacom CICS Services releases all database resources. Therefore, even if
the records displayed on the screen are read with exclusive control in the first pass, they must be reread with exclusive
control in the second pass.

While the retrieved records are displayed on a CRT and being updated by the user, another user could also retrieve the
same records since they are not held under exclusive control during this time. 

If the second user replies before the first user, the first user's changes overlay the second user's changes. Therefore, a
copy of the records should be saved when the records are retrieved in the first pass, and when the records are retrieved
the second time with exclusive control, the updateable fields compared to see if any changes have occurred. If changes
have occurred, the transaction can be aborted with an appropriate message to the user.

PROBLEM:

Retrieve all purchase order line items for PO '12345', displaying

them 20 lines per screen. If the QTY is changed, update the line

item; if the QTY is changed to zero, delete the line item. In either

case, update the TPVAL in the POH record to reflect the net change.

SOLUTION:

****************************************************************

* PASS 1: Read POL records without exclusive control *

****************************************************************

 1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

 2   REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

 3   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

 4   ELM-LIST (PN, PO, QTY, UCOST)
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 5   RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

 6     SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

 7 LOOP

 8   UNTIL RETURN-CODE EQ '14'

 9   SET LINE = LINE + 1

10   MOVE POL TO SCREEN (LINE) BY NAME

11   MOVE POL TO TBL (LINE) BY NAME

12   MOVE REQ.RECID TO TBL.RECID (LINE)

13   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

14     REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELNR, TBL=POL)

15     WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

16   IF LINE GE 20 : SCREEN FULL?

17     TRANSMIT SCREEN

*****************************************************************

* PASS 2: Update changed line items*

*****************************************************************

18     CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

19 REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

20 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=13)

21 ELM-LIST (PO, TPVAL)

22 RQA=(HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

23   PARM=(HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=13), VALUE=(UPD,FST000000001A)),

24   SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

25     SET NBR-LINES = LINE

26     SET LINE = 0

27     LOOP

28 SET LINE = LINE + 1

29 UNTIL LINE GT NBR-LINES

30 IF SCREEN.QTY NE TBL.QTY

*****************************************************************

* reread modified records with exclusive control *

*****************************************************************

31 MOVE TBL.RECID (LINE) TO REQ.RECID

32 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

33   REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELSM, UPDATE-INTENT='Y'),

34   WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16),

*****************************************************************

* Did another person update the record while *

* waiting for a reply?*

*****************************************************************

35   IF TBL.QTY (LINE) NE POL.QTY OR

36     TBL.UCOST (LINE) NE POL.UCOST

37LIST 'ANOTHER PERSON UPDATED THIS RECORD WHILE YOU WERE

     VIEWING IT'

38   ELSE

39     IF SCREEN.QTY EQ 00000

40CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

41  REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=DELET, TBL=POL)

42SET POH.TPVAL = POH.TPVAL - (TBL.UCOST * TBL.QTY)

43    ELSE

44MOVE SCREEN (LINE) TO POL BY NAME

45CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

46 REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POL)
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47 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=16)

48SET POH.TPVAL = POH.TPVAL + (POL.UCOST * POL.QTY)

- (TBL..UCOST * TBL.QTY)

49     ENDIF

50   ENDIF

51 ENDIF

52      ENDLOOP

53      CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

54 REQ-AREA-2 (CMD=UPDAT, TBL=POH)

55 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=8)

56 ELM-LIST (TPVAL)

57      SET LINE = 0

58   ENDLOOP

59   CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

60      REQ-AREA-1 (CMD=SELPR, TBL=POL)

Copy Record (Line 11) 

By saving a copy of the record as displayed on the screen, changes made by another terminal (or batch program) while
waiting for a reply from the terminal user can be detected. 

Save RECID (Line 12) 

By saving the RECID, the changed records can be quickly located in pass 2. 

Prevent Exclusive Control Interlock (Line 19) 

The POH record is read with exclusive control before any POL records are read with exclusive control. If all programs
updating both tables acquire exclusive control in the same sequence, exclusive control interlock cannot occur. Refer to the
exclusive control section under special topics for more information about exclusive control. 

SELSM with RECID Only (Line 31) 

By replacing only the RECID in the Request Area, the position within the set is not changed. To also change the current
position, save and restore the entire 256-byte Request Area.

Path Optimization for SAAT
The set-at-a-time commands always find the records specified in the selection section and return them in the sequence
specified in the order-by section, but when large tables are being accessed many times, efficient access is required.
Following are guidelines for efficient access using set-at-a-time commands.  

Efficient access requires matching selection and ordering criteria to Datacom/DB permanent keys. The path optimizer
uses permanent indexes to:

• Quickly locate records  
• Quickly retrieve records in a specified sequence

This page contains the following topics:

Quickly Locate Records

Command Used: SELFR  

To quickly locate the records specified in the selection section, the high-order portion of a key must be specified in each
OR group. An OR group is the predicate(s) bounded by the logical operator OR. Each OR group represents a traversal.  
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A traversal consists of a key name and starting and ending key values. Using the traversal key, the index is read
sequentially from beginning key value thru ending key value. If the high-order portion of each traversal key is specified,
then the entire key does not need to be searched.  

PROBLEM:

Retrieve the POH record for PO '12345'.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POH)

3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=20)

4 ELM-LIST (PO, LI, VENDR, TPVAL, LATE)

5 RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

6 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')))

In this example the high-order portion of the POLI key is specified. Therefore, the POLI key can be used to quickly locate
the specified record. However, if PO was not reflected in the high-order portion of a key, the entire table must be searched
to locate the specified record.

Retrieve in Specified Sequence

Command Used: SELFR with Order-by  

In the previous example, an order-by section was not specified, so the sequence is determined by the path optimizer.  

If an order-by section is specified, the optimizer tries to use a key to retrieve the records in the specified sequence.  

If no key provides this sequence, the records are read in whatever sequence is the most efficient and are used to build
a temporary index. The temporary index is then read to retrieve the records in the specified sequence. When the set is
released, the temporary index is deleted.

PROBLEM:

Retrieve the POL records for PO '12345' in PO...LI sequence.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=POL)

3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=19)

4 ELM-LIST (PO, LI, PN, QTY, UCOST)

5 RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

6 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PO,EQ,'12345')),

7 ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=18),

8 FIELD=(DIR=A, ELM=PO, TYPE=C, SIGN=N),

9 FIELD=(DIR=A, ELM=LI, TYPE=C, SIGN=N)))
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In this example, the key POLI satisfies the order-by specification, so no temporary index is required. If the problem had
been to retrieve the records in QTY sequence, a temporary index would have been required.

Quickly Locate and Sequence

In the previous example, the POLI key not only satisfied the order-by specification, but also the high-order portion of the
key was specified in the selection section.  

For efficient access, the criteria for quick selection and quick sequencing must be satisfied. When one key can be used
to quickly locate the specified records, and another key satisfies the order-by specification, the optimizer balances the
resources required to read extra records with those required to build a temporary index.

Index Retrieval

Command Used: SELFR  

If the fields specified in the element list are all contained in the traversal key chosen by the optimizer and the UPD
parameter is not specified, these fields are retrieved directly from the index, eliminating the resources required to read the
actual data record.  

PROBLEM:

Retrieve the PN and EFFDT for PN 'XYZ'.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNC)

3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=9)

4 ELM-LIST (PN, EFFDT)

5 RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

6 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,PN,EQ,'XYZ')))

In this example, specifying the high-order portion of the PN, EFFDT key causes the optimizer to choose this key, which
contains all the elements in the element list.  

When the selection and ordering sections are more complicated, and the fields specified are reflected in several keys, it
is difficult to know what key the optimizer is going to choose. However, if the element list specifies only the portion of the
record actually needed by the program, the probability that index retrieval is used is increased.  

A path optimization report is written to the PXX area for any program which specifies $$$ in the first three characters of
the User Information Block. This report indicates if indexed retrieval is being used. See your Database Administrator for
information about this report.

Selection from Key Value

Command Used: SELFR  

Even if some elements are not contained in the traversal key, selection section predicates which refer to fields completely
contained in the traversal key are tested. If the Boolean result is FALSE, then the data record is not accessed.  

If the key being searched is not the Native Key, this is much faster than reading the data records, since the data records
are not then clustered.
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PROBLEM:

Find PNC records with an EFFDT GE '840301'.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNC)

3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=14)

4 ELM-LIST (PN, EFFDT, COST)

5 RQA (HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=0000),

6 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,EFFDT,GE,'840301')))

The PNDAT key is chosen since EFFDT is part of this key. Since the PN field is not specified, traversal is from
x'000000',c'840301' to x'FFFFFF',c'840301', essentially the entire key.  

However, since the EFFDT is contained in this key, any records with an EFFDT LT '840301' are rejected from testing the
EFFDT field of the key value, and only those records with EFFDT GE '840301' are read.

Index Retrieval From Temporary Index

Command Used: SELFR  

When a temporary index is built, if the traversal key(s) contains all selection fields, the temporary index is built without
reading any data records. In addition, the work area is filled from the temporary index key value and the data records are
not accessed if the temporary key:

1. Contains all elements specified in the element list 
2. Does not specify the UPD parameter 
3. Specifies ascending sequence   
4. Its order-by fields are character or unsigned or positive only numeric fields

PROBLEM:

List the PN and EFFDT for PNC records with an EFFDT GE '840301' in

EFFDT, PN sequence.

SOLUTION:

1 CALL 'DBNTRY' USING USER-INFO-BLK,

2 REQ-AREA (CMD=SELFR, TBL=PNC)

3 WORK-AREA (LENGTH=14)

4 ELM-LIST (PN, EFFDT)

6 RQA (HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=0000),

7 SELECT=(HDR=(CNT=1, LENGTH=V), PRED=( ,EFFDT,GE,'840301')),

8 ORDER=(HDR=(CNT=2, LENGTH=18),

9 FIELD=(DIR=A, ELM=EFFDT, TYPE=C, SIGN=N),
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10 FIELD=(DIR=A, ELM=PN, TYPE=C, SIGN=N)))

In this example, the PNDAT key is chosen to locate the records, and a temporary index is built to return them in EFFDT
sequence. The EFFDT is contained in the key, and data records are therefore not accessed to build the temporary index.  

Because the element list specifies only elements contained in the temporary index key, the work area is filled from the
temporary index key value, so the data records are never accessed in this example.

Commands for Programming
The alphabetical list provides a brief description of the Datacom/DB programming commands. The list includes specific
recommendations for the use of COMIT, REDnn commands, and ROLVK.

Command Summary
ABEND Abnormal Termination Command: Abnormally terminate a batch job.
ADDIT Add Record: Add records to a database.
CLOSE Close User Requirements Table

CNTKY, CNTTB Obtain statistical information about index populations.
COMIT Commit a transaction.

NOTE
We recommend that you use COMIT instead of LOGCP and LOGCR. The LOGCP and LOGCR
commands are supported to provide compatibility with earlier versions).

DELET Delete records from a database.
GETIT, GETPS,
GSETL, GSETP

Sequentially retrieve elements from a database for batch programs.

INQIN Acquire system-dependent information from Datacom/DB.
LOCBR, LOCKG,

LOCKI, LOCKL, LOCKR,
LOCKX, LOCKY,
LOCNE, LOCNK,
LOCNR, LOCNX

Search the index for key information.

LOGCP, LOGCR,
LOGDR, LOGDW,

LOGIT, LOGLB, LOGTB

Perform logging functions.

NOOPS Call Datacom/DB without affecting the database.
OPEN Open User Requirements Table.

REDBR/RDUBR,
REDID/RDUID, REDKG/

RDUKG, REDKL/
RDUKL, REDKR/
RDUKR, REDKX/
RDUKX, REDKY/
RDUKY, REDLE/
RDULE, REDNE/
RDUNE, REDNK/
RDUNK, REDNR/

RDUNR, REDNX/RDUNX

Retrieve actual data elements from the database.

NOTE

REDnn commands retrieve elements without exclusive control for update. RDUnn commands
retrieve elements with exclusive control for update.

RELES, RELFL Release exclusive control of records.
ROLBK Roll back a transaction.
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NOTE

We recommend that you use ROLBK instead of LOGTB to back out a transaction> The LOGTB
command is supported to provide compatibility with earlier releases).

SELCN Continue processing after a specified interruption.
SELFR, SELNR, SELSM Locate, order, and retrieve records from the database.

SELPR Release a specific set.
SELST Stop the active selection process.
TEST Set the switch for diagnostic execution.

UPDAT Modify elements in a database.

ABEND (Abnormal Termination Command)
ABEND terminates execution of a batch job in an orderly manner. For CICS transactions, Datacom CICS
Services intercepts the request and performs a CICS task user requested termination. The request for ABEND does not
return control to the calling program.
The following list contains detailed command information.
ABEND—Abnormal Termination Command 

 PREREQUISITE COMMANDS 

None.

 COBOL CALL SYNTAX 

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea

 Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

 PARAMETERS 

 USER INFORMATION BLOCK: 

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Because this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

 REQUEST AREA: 

COMMAND CODE: ABEND

 WORK AREA:  

The first five bytes of the work area are the characters which identify the error. The next six bytes might contain NODUMP
or DUMP denoting whether a region dump is taken.

 ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.

 REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.

 DATA RETURNED 

When Datacom/DB receives an ABEND command, a console message is issued. The message is: DB00704I - USER
ABEND - xxxxx where xxxxx is the first five bytes of the work area.

A region dump occurs unless NODUMP was specified in the work area. Datacom/DB then closes the tables that are open.
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If a User Requirements Table (URT) is open with transaction backout specified, the maintenance done by the transaction
is automatically reversed.

In z/VSE, the job step is canceled due to a program request. In z/OS, the job step abends with a user 0004. If the first
five work area bytes are Unnnn, where U is a constant and nnnn is a number less than 4096, the step abends with the
specified number.

When running in Multi-User Facility (MUF) mode, the job step terminates immediately, not waiting until the MUF completes
the transaction backout and close.

 REQUEST AREA: 

 RETURN CODES:

 Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

 01 INVALID REQUEST COMMAND (if you misspell the command code)

See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

 Example 

The following example shows the use of the ABEND command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Issue an ABEND command. Use ABND1 as the first five bytes of the work area. Request a dump by specifying DUMP in
the four bytes following ABND1.

Request Area Before  
Command Code ABEND  
Table Name .  
Key Name .  
Return Code .  
Database ID .  
Record ID .  
Key value Area .  
 Work Area ABND1DUMP  

ADDIT (Add Record)
ADDIT inserts a record into a specified table. Datacom/DB automatically adds the keys defined for this table in the
Directory (CXX) to the Datacom/DB index.

The data in a new record comes either from the application or from the Datacom/DB system. The choices represent
information provided by using SQL's CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE. Or, by using Datacom Datadictionary's
CATALOG and presenting elements during execution of the ADDIT command.

Any field that was defined with the Datacom Datadictionary attribute FORCEADD set to Y (YES) is provided by Datacom/
DB. If the field is in the work area of the calling program, the new information overlays the provided work area. If the field
is not in the work area of the calling program, the field is appended to the end of the work area and an element is added to
the element list representing the field. This internal element does not exist in the Directory (CXX) and cannot be used by a
calling program but it is logged. It might be visible to the RECOVERY function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) or the
READRXX routine of an application program. The actual format of this element name might vary.
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NOTE

The element list and work area of the application are never modified. Any changes are made to a working copy
of the information in Datacom/DB.

For all fields not defined with FORCEADD, the output record matches the data provided by the ADDIT work area as
defined by the element list, except a column provided by the work area that can contain the null value. The null indicator
is set by the calling program to indicate null. Datacom/DB sets the remainder of the field to blanks to ensure consistent
indexing. The work area, as logged, shows this blanking.

Fields that are not provided by any of the above are built based on their definition.

Definition options depend first on the Datacom Datadictionary option DBEDITS, a field level option that is set to Y (YES)
through SQL column definitions. Fields added through Datacom Datadictionary default to the option N (NO), but the field
can be set as desired.

When DBEDITS is set to N (NO) the content of the field is set to blanks and, if the null value is allowed, the null indicator
is set to N (NULL). The blanking of the field is for any and all data types or formats.

When DBEDITS is set to Y (YES), addition choices are made based on either the Datacom Datadictionary DEFAULT-
INSERT option or the SQL equivalent.
Specifying a default of:
D

Indicates a default type in which:

• Character fields are set to blanks
• Numeric columns are set to numeric zero for the type of numeric,
• Date/time/timestamp fields are set to the current date/time
• Variable character fields are set to blanks with a length of zero

N

Indicates that the field contains no default. The field is either set to null (if it can contain the null value) or the ADDIT fails
with a return code 94 (internal return code X'31').

O

Indicates a user-provided literal is to be used from the definition of the field.

S

Indicates an accessor ID is the default. This is typically provided by Top Secret, ACF2, or other sources. It might be blanks
in an unsecured system. If this field is defined as variable characters, the length is set to 8.

U

Indicates that an AUTHID (authorization ID) is the default. This option is not supported through the ADDIT command. If
you specify U, the ADDIT fails with a return code 94 (internal return code X'31').

NOTE

All keys are added after the record is built by the above process.

If the table is defined to not permit records with duplicate Master Key values, an attempt to add a record with a Master Key
value that already exists is rejected with a return code of 10.

If the table contains any keys with the UNIQUE option, an attempt to add a record that would cause a duplicate causes a
return code 94 with an internal return code of X'C1'.

A successful ADDIT command does not interrupt a read, read next, a select first, select next, or a locate, locate next
series. However, if an ADDIT fails, error processing might destroy the prerequisites on which a select next, locate next, or
read next command is dependent.
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If the prerequisites are destroyed, the series must be restarted. To prevent an error destroying the prerequisites, the
Request Area can be saved before the ADDIT and restored afterwards.

Error processing does not release exclusive control.

The following list contains detailed command information.

ADDIT—Add Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Because this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: ADDIT
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
DATABASE ID: Supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses the User
Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
WORK AREA:

Place in the work area the data values which correspond to the elements named in the element list.

ELEMENT LIST:

Name the elements to be added. Indicate the end of the element list with five spaces.

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required.

DATA RETURNED

REQUEST AREA:

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN

Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

06 TABLE NOT OPEN FOR UPDATE
07 DATA AREA FULL
08 INDEX FULL
10 DUPLICATE MASTER KEY NOT ALLOWED
22 ELEMENT NAME NOT FOUND
23 ELEMENT SECURITY CODE VIOLATION
94(62) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)

Note: See Commands and Return Codes(Any Parent Tables).
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94(87) NOMAINT OPTION IS IN FORCE

Note: (87) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) associated with return code 94 that means the
NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force. When NOMAINT is in force, no
maintenance commands (ADDIT, DELET, or UPDAT) are allowed. For more information, see the Datacom/DB Utility
(DBUTLTY) ACCESS function.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example
The following example shows the use of the ADDIT command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

NOTE

A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.

Add a record to the table named T01. Use the elements NAME and NUMBR. Use Sally as the name and 555 as the
number. The record ID field is not used or altered to reflect the location of the record.

Request Area Before After
Command Code ADDIT ADDIT
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
Work Area SALLY555 SALLY555

CLOSE (Close User Requirements Table)
The CLOSE command closes the User Requirements Table (URT). In processing with the extended options entry point or
with a URT specifying OPEN=USER, a CLOSE request must be issued to Datacom/DB after processing is completed for
the URT that was opened.

In other batch programs, those with a URT specifying OPEN=DB and using standard entry points, the close is automatic
when Datacom/DB receives control back from a program exit.

In an online environment, closing URTs is a system transaction. For CICS, Datacom CICS Services DBOC transaction is
used to close URTs.

For more information, check with your database administrator, or the appropriate documentation for the online monitor
being used.

The CLOSE command acts as a successful commit (COMIT, that is to say, a logical transaction end) for a task which
has transaction backout specified. The CLOSE command also releases all records held for exclusive control, unless an
application has opened multiple URTs and this CLOSE does not result in all URTs being closed.

 CLOSE—Close User Requirements Table  

 PREREQUISITE COMMANDS 

None.
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The table to be closed should have been previously opened.

 COBOL CALL SYNTAX 

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea

Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

 PARAMETERS  

 USER INFORMATION BLOCK: 

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

 REQUEST AREA: 

COMMAND CODE: CLOSE

 WORK AREA: 

Not required

 ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.

 REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.

 DATA RETURNED  

 REQUEST AREA:  

 RETURN CODES: 

 Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

 Example  

The following example shows the use of the CLOSE command. The Before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The After column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

Request Area Before After
Command Code CLOSE CLOSE
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
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CNTKR (Count for Key Value Range) 1
CNTKR is one of three commands (CNTTB, CNTKY, CNTKR) which provides statistical information about populations in
the index.

When you use CNTKR, you specify two key values in two key areas. CNTKR uses the two values as search boundaries
and determines the number of records in a table which are equal to or between those boundaries.

CNTKR also determines the number of unique key values which exist in the same range.

Most keys have ascending fields (for example, 1, 2, 3, 4), but keys can also have descending fields (for example, 4, 3, 2,
1). Searching all records with all ascending character key fields would start with a key of low value and end with a key of
high value. But for a key with all character descending fields, the first key has to have a high value and the ending key a
low value. When keys are mixed, some ascending, some descending, the same mixing is required during the specification
of value ranges in commands.

If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.

Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.

Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).

The following list contains detailed command information.

CNTKR—Count for Key Value Range

PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea

PARAMETERS

USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA:

COMMAND CODE: CNTKR

TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used for the count.

KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.

DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
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MAX I/O COUNT: An I/O count must be provided. It can limit the number of I/O events to be done. A value of binary zeros
indicates no limit. Note: The limit is only checked when a record is found, so it is possible to have more I/O events done
than the specified limit.

MAX RECORDS TO COUNT:  A maximum record count must be provided. It can limit the number of records found. A
value of binary zeros indicates no limit.

KEY VALUE AREA: The beginning key value is placed at the start of the key area. The second key follows 180 bytes from
the start of the first key value.

WORK AREA:

The work area is used to receive the requested information. Datacom/DB returns eight bytes of data. Reserve eight bytes
in the work area or the returned data overlays other data.

ELEMENT LIST:

Not required.

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required.

DATA RETURNED

REQUEST AREA:

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

03 INVALID KEY NAME

05 TABLE NOT OPEN

NOTE
 

For a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in response,
see Messages.

WORK AREA:

On successful completion of the request, the work area contains two fullwords.

The first fullword contains the number of records in the specified table that have a key value stored in the index equal to
or higher than the first specified key value for the specified key name and lower than or equal to the second specified key
value for the same key name.

The second fullword contains the number of unique key values found matching the same criteria. These two values are in
two's complement format if the search is aborted due to the I/O limit being exhausted.

Datacom/DB passes back eight bytes of data. If eight bytes have not been reserved, the returned data overlays data
already there.

Example

Following is an example showing the use of the CNTKR command. The before column shows the contents of storage
prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

For table name T02 and key name NUMKY, use the CNTKR command to determine the number of records in the table
with a key value equal to or between boundaries of 110 and 348. Also determine the number of unique key values that
exist in the same range.
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                    Before         After

Request Area

Command Code        CNTKR          CNTKR   

Table Name          T02            T02

Key Name            NUMKY          NUMKY

Return Code         .              (blanks)

Database ID         .              (database ID)

Record ID           .              .

Count Record Max    (binary zero)  (binary zero)

Count I/O Max       (binary zero)  (actual I/O events)

Key Value Area      110            110

                    348            348

 

Work Area           .              X'00000003'

                                   X'00000002'

NOTE

The hexadecimal 3 and 2 in the work area (after the command has been executed) is interpreted as follows: the
3 indicates that three records with key values equal to or between 110 and 348 were found, while the 2 indicates
that two unique key values were found in the same range.

CNTKY (Count for Equal Key Value)
CNTKY is one of three commands (CNTTB, CNTKR, CNTKY) which provide statistical information about populations in
the index.

CNTKY determines the number of records in a table that have a key value stored in the index equal to the value specified
in the key area for the specified key name.

If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). Take this into account when building the key value.

Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).

The following list contains detailed command information.

CNTKY—Count for Equal Key Value

PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea

PARAMETERS

USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
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are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA:

COMMAND CODE: CNTKY

TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.

KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.  

DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.

MAX I/O COUNT: An I/O count must be provided. It can limit the number of I/O events to be done. A value of binary zeros
indicates no limit.

Note: The limit is only checked when a record is found, so it is possible to have more I/O events done than the specified
limit, but this is unlikely for the CNTKY command.

MAX RECORDS TO COUNT: A maximum record count must be provided. It can limit the number of records found. A
value of binary zeros indicates no limit.

KEY VALUE AREA: Specify in the key area the key value to be used.

WORK AREA:

The work area is used to receive the requested information. It must be at least four bytes long.

ELEMENT LIST:

Not required.

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required.

DATA RETURNED

REQUEST AREA:

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

03 INVALID KEY NAME

05 TABLE NOT OPEN

Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

For a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in response,
see Messages.

WORK AREA:

On successful completion of the request, the work area contains one fullword containing the number of records in the
table that have a value stored in the index equal to the value specified in the key area for the specified key name. The
value is in two's complement format if the search is aborted due to the I/O limit being exhausted.

Example

The following example shows the use of the CNTKY command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
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For table name T01 and key name NUMKY, determine the number of records in the table that have a value stored in the
index equal to a key value for NUMKY of 123.

Request Area Before After
Command Code CNTKY CNTKY
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . .
Count Record Max (binary zero) (binary zero)
Count I/O Max (binary zero) (actual I/O events)
Key Value Area 123 123
Work Area . X'00000001'

Note: The hexadecimal 1 in the work area (after the command has been executed) indicates that one record in table
name T01 has a value stored in the index equal to a NUMKY key value of 123.

 

 

CNTTB (Count for Table) 1
CNTTB is one of three commands (CNTTB, CNTKR, CNTKY) which provide statistical information about populations in
the index. CNTTB determines the number of records in a table with a value stored in the index for the specified key name.
Unlike the CNTKR and CNTKY commands, the CNTTB command looks up the count information in a control block rather
than scanning the index. This count might be inaccurate if the system has failed since the last load of the data.

The following list contains detailed command information.

 PREREQUISITE COMMANDS 

None.

 COBOL CALL SYNTAX 

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea

 Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

 PARAMETERS 

 USER INFORMATION BLOCK:  

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Because this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

 REQUEST AREA:  

COMMAND CODE: CNTTB 

TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used. 
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KEY NAME: Specify the five-character key name to be used. 

DATABASE ID: If your program uses the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the
requested table, supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use. 

 WORK AREA:  

The work area is used to receive the requested information. It must be at least four bytes long. 

 ELEMENT LIST:  

Not required. 

 REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):  

Not required. 

 DATA RETURNED  

REQUEST AREA: 

RETURN CODES: 

 Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL 

 03 INVALID KEY NAME 

 05 TABLE NOT OPEN

NOTE

 With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05

See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take

WORK AREA: 

On successful completion of the request, the work area contains one fullword containing the number of records in the
table that have a value stored in the index for the specified key name. 

Example 

The following example shows the use of the CNTTB command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

NOTE

 A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.

For table name T02 and key name NUMKY, use the CNTTB command to determine the number of records in the table
that have a value stored in the index for the key name.

Request Area Before After
Command Code CNTTB CNTTB
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . .
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Key Value Area . .
Work Area .

 Note: The hexadecimal 5 in the work area (after the command has been executed) indicates that five records in table
T02 have a value stored in the index for the key name NUMKY.

COMIT (Commit Transaction)
COMIT commits a transaction creating a stable state for the transaction. We recommend that you use COMIT instead of
LOGCP and LOGCR (LOGCP and LOGCR are supported to provide compatibility with earlier versions).
COMIT releases primary and secondary exclusive control for all records held by this task. For SQL users, it releases any
table level locks.
If the task has done maintenance or logged user data, a COMIT record is added to the Log Area (LXX). The log block is
then written (not pipelined).
Datacom CICS Services checkpoints the task prior to the end of the CICS task. A COMIT command is not a necessity but
you can issue it to denote a checkpoint.
COMIT (Commit Transaction)
If transaction backout is being used in a batch job that issues a large number of maintenance commands, a backout can
take a long time. Issuing COMIT periodically can limit the size of the transaction backout.
If the task is running with transaction backout (as defined in the User Requirements Table) and the task abends, no
transactions accomplished prior to the most recent COMIT record are reversed.
Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use COMIT in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need for checkpoint
processing. For more information about the logging facility, see your Database Administrator.
The following list contains detailed command information.
COMIT—Commit Transaction
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
COMIT (Commit Transaction)
REQUEST AREA
COMMAND CODE: COMIT
The remainder of the Request Area must be set to low values.
WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
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See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
COMIT Restrictions
The features and options of multiple MUFs, such as the MUFS= parameter of DBURINF, combines with the DBURINF
parameter RRS= to give different possibilities. The following table summarizes those possibilities.

In DBURINF Macro COMIT Allowed?
MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO) RRS=YES NO
MUFS=YES RRS=YES YES
MUFS=YES
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

DELET (Delete Record)

Example

The following example shows the use of the COMIT command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  COMIT COMIT
Table Name  . .
Key Name  . .
Return Code  . (blanks)
Database ID  . .
Record ID  . .
Key Value Area  . .

DELET (Delete Record)
The DELET programming command in Datacom deletes a record from a table and deletes all keys that are associated
with the record. DELET also releases exclusive control of the record.

Before a record can be deleted, two conditions must be met:

• The record must be read with exclusive control.
• The table that is specified in this command must have been defined in the User Requirements Table as a table that can

be updated.

Exclusive control can be acquired by a previous RDUxx, GETIT, or GETPS command, or by a SELFR, SELNR, or SELSM
command issued with update intent.

A successful DELET command does not interrupt a read, read next, a select first, select next, or a locate, locate next
series, but if a DELET fails, error processing may destroy the prerequisites on which a select next, locate next, or read next
command depends. If the prerequisites are destroyed, the series must be restarted. To prevent an error from destroying
the prerequisites, save the Request Area before the DELET and restore it afterwards.

Error processing does not release exclusive control.
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The following list contains detailed command information.

DELET— Delete Record
PREREQUISITE

COMMANDS
RDUBR, RDUID, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR, RDUNX,
GETIT, GETPS, or a SELFR, SELNR, or SELSM with the update intent flag set to Y (yes).

COBOL CALL SYNTAX CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages
Other Than COBOL.

PARAMETERS USER INFORMATION BLOCK: The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made
to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of
user information in this area. No special format is required, but the program name in the first eight positions
is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are recorded in the log records for the
task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require programs to supply specific
information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: DELET

The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite
command.

WORK AREA: Not required
ELEMENT LIST: Not required

REQUEST
QUALIFICATION

AREA (RQA):

Not required

DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST

94(87) NOMAINT OPTION IS IN FORCE Note: (87) shown previously is a decimal internal
return code (hex 57) associated with return code 94 that means the NOMAINT
option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force. When
NOMAINT is in force, no maintenance commands (ADDIT, DELET, or UPDAT) are
allowed. For more about this DBUTLTY function, see ACCESS.

See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions
to take in response.

Example
The following example shows the use of the DELET command. The before column shows the contents
of storage before the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots. Note: A sample database to
which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference Examples. Assume
that the following events have occurred. An RDUKG (Read for Update Equal or Greater Key) command
was executed for Table T02 using key name NUMKY. A first record was thus read and established exclusive
control for update and returned data values for the element name TRAXN. This caused storage to appear
(except for the DELET command code) as pictured in the before column shown in the following table. Given
the previous events, issue a call for a DELET command to delete the located record from Table T02.

Request Area Before After

Command Code DELET DELET

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID (database ID) (database ID)

Record ID R1 R1
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Request Area Before After

Key Value Area . .

GETIT (Retrieve Next Sequential Record)
In a batch environment, GETIT retrieves records sequentially from any table in a database, sequenced by any valid key
name, starting with a key value greater than or equal to a specified key value. GETIT optionally obtains exclusive control
of a record and either releases or retains exclusive control of the record previously read for update, as specified in the
User Requirements Table (URT) parameter AUTODXC=.
Fields might be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
The first GETIT for a table must be preceded by a GSETL command. GSETL retrieves no data. It specifies the table
name, key name, and key value, obtaining positioning for subsequent sequential processing. For more information,
see GSETL (Set to Starting Key).
While using GETIT with a URT designated for update, each GETIT might be followed with an UPDAT, DELET, RELES, or
another GETIT to release exclusive control of a previously held record.
For fastest sequential retrieval, specify the Native Key. If a non-Native Key is used, data is internally retrieved randomly
even though it is received in the sequence requested. Random retrieval is slower than sequential retrieval.
You can specify in the Request Area (in the update intent field) and URT (with UPDATE=) whether the GETIT command
reads the records with exclusive control. Specify update capability in the URT with UPDATE=YES.
You can change the Request Area's update intent field only on the first GETIT command after a GSETL. The option
remains in effect until the next GSETL command is issued. Valid entries for the update intent field are:
Y (Yes) indicates that the records are read with exclusive control if the URT specifies UPDATE=Y. If the URT specifies
UPDATE=NO and you specify Y in the Request Area's update intent field, the URT serves as the final authority, that is, the
records would not be returned with exclusive control.
N (No) indicates that the records are not read with exclusive control.
Note: If you do not specify Y or N in the Request Area update intent field, the URT's UPDATE= specifies whether records
are read with exclusive control.
A GSETL or GETIT command can also release exclusive control of the previous GETIT if issued from the same Request
Area. The AUTODXC=NO parameter might be specified in the URT to prevent this automatic dropping of exclusive
control. In this event, it is your responsibility to release the control.
The GSETL and GETIT commands are unique among the record read commands in that only one GSETL/GETIT Request
Area per table might be active within a program at one time. The GSETL/GETIT commands might not be active for a table
with an active GSETP/GETPS sequence being done.
For information about using GSETL/GETIT to read a key value range, see GSETL (Set to Starting Key).
The following list contains detailed command information.
GETIT—Retrieve Next Sequential Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
GSETL, or another GETIT
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
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REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: GETIT
UPDATE INTENT FLAG: Specify an N to indicate you do not want to acquire exclusive control over the table being
processed. If you do not turn off the exclusive control with an N, the URT is used to determine whether exclusive control
over the table is to be acquired.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed GETIT or GSETL command.
Note: When using GSETL/GETIT to read a range of key values, a modification to the Request Area is required. For more
information, see GSETL (Set to Starting Key).
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
The first GETIT command following a GSETL establishes the element list for sequential retrieval. Datacom/DB ignores the
element list for subsequent GETIT commands unless a new GSETL is issued.
The URT specifications can be defined to allow element list changes between GETIT commands. In this case, the next
GETIT establishes a new element list. Indicate the end of the element list with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
19 END OF TABLE FOR GETIT, END OF AREA FOR GETPS
22 ELEMENT NAME NOT FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command was successful.
WORK AREA:
Retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list and returned to the work area.

Example

The following example shows the use of the GETIT command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Assume that a GSETL for Table T01 and key name NAMKY has set the environment to retrieve records sequentially,
starting at the first record.
Use a GETIT to get that first record and all following records for the established environment. Return data values for
element names NAME and NUMBR.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code GETIT GETIT
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R1
Key Value Area . .
 Work Area
Element List 

. ALICE111
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1st Element NAME NAME
Security Code (oneblank) (one blank)
2nd Element NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

Continued use of the returned Request Area as the before condition results in the following records being sequentially
returned to the work area:
BETTY349

CINDY235

DONNA237

ELLA123

GETPS (Get Next Physical Sequential Record)
GETPS is a physical sequential command which retrieves the next physical record in an area. Before using GETPS,
issue a GSETP command to establish the table name and the associated elements that you want to retrieve. For more
information about that command, see GSETP (Set Physical Sequential Record).

By using GSETP and GETPS you can sequentially read a data area in its physical sequence from the first block through
the end. GSETP and GETPS provide the option to receive data from records in some or all of the tables in the area.
GSETP/GETPS are not intended to replace GSETL/GETIT but instead to be only rarely used. For more information about
those commands, see GETIT (Retrieve Next Sequential Record), and GSETL (Set to Starting Key).
GSETP/GETPS are designed to provide a faster method of passing a large volume of data than the GSETL/GETIT
process. When a large volume of data must be passed, GSETP/GETPS gains performance by eliminating index
processing and any possible jumping around in physical reads to the data area. Datacom/DB reads the entire data area if
a GETPS command is issued.
If previous GSETP commands require reading tables containing only a few or no records, Datacom/DB might read many
data blocks but returns no records. In this case, using GSETL/GETIT or REDKG/REDNX processes the data faster.

GSETP/GETPS operate with or without the blocked option of the User Requirements Table (URT).

The following list contains detailed command information.

 GETPS— Get Next Physical Sequential Record 

 PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
GSETP, or another GETPS

 COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea

 Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL. 

 PARAMETERS 

 USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.

 REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: GETPS
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TABLE NAME: The first use of the GETPS command after one or more GSETP commands has a special requirement.
You must specify a table name established in a previous GSETP. This specification allows Datacom/DB to associate your
request with the correct data area.
On all subsequent GETPS commands you must not alter the table name field nor any other fields in the Request Area in
any way.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.

 ELEMENT LIST:
Not required. The element list specified for the prior GSETP command is saved and used for each GETPS.

 REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: Datacom/DB returns the name of the table for the current record. The value changes when multiple
GSETP commands request more than one table for the area.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
01(34) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)
Note: See Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent Tables).
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
19 END OF TABLE FOR GETIT, END OF AREA FOR GETPS
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
WORK AREA:
Retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list (of the prior GSETP command)
and returned to the work area.
 

Example
The following example shows the use of the GETPS command. The before column shows the contents
of storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming
Reference Examples.
Assume that a GSETP command has been used to set the start of a data area for reading in its physical
sequence from block one through the end. The table named T01 in the desired data area was used to specify
that area. NAME and NUMBR were the elements specified. The status of the Request Area was then as
shown in the before column shown following.
Given the previous, use a GETPS command to retrieve the next physical record in the specified area.

Request Area Before After

Command Code GETPS GETPS

Table Name T01 T01

Key Name . .

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID . R1
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Key Value Area Work Area .
. 

.
ALICE111 

Continued use of the returned Request Area as the before condition results in the following records being
sequentially returned to the work area:
BETTY349

CINDY235

DONNA237

ELLA123

At this point a return code of 19 signifies logical end-of-data. 

GSETL (Set to Starting Key)
GSETL specifies the table name, key name, and key value needed to establish a starting position for subsequent
sequential processing. GSETL retrieves no data. It is a prerequisite command to GETIT.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). Take this into account when building the key value.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
GSETL optionally releases exclusive control of the previous record read for a previous GETIT if issued from the same
Request Area and from the same table.
The GSETL and GETIT commands are unique among the record read commands in that only one GSETL/GETIT Request
Area per table can be active within a program at one time.
The GSETL/GETIT commands might not be active for a table with an active GSETP/GETPS sequence being done.
Reading Key Value Range with GSETL/GETIT
You can use the GSETL/GETIT command set to read a range of key values.
When using this feature, benefits are derived in that, in blocked GETIT mode, rows beyond those wanted are not found,
not locked, and not returned, nor do they remain locked until the next GETIT command.
Records can be returned with values equal to or greater than a low key value through records with values equal to the
high key value. When the first record is encountered that has a higher key value than the end-of-file condition, return code
19, END OF TABLE FOR GETIT, END OF AREA FOR GETPS, is generated. This feature does not, however, provide
information about what the value was which triggered the end-of-file condition.
Reading Key Value Range Instructions
The GSETL command provides one key value area of 180 bytes as the last bytes of a full 256 byte Request Area,
that is, it starts 76 bytes from the start of the Request Area. When using this option, the starting key (the low value) is
placed in the front of the 180 byte key value area. Place the second key (the high value) immediately after the low value.
For example, if the starting key length is 40, place the second key 40 bytes into the key value space, or if the first key
happened to have a key length of 90, the second key would be placed 90 bytes into the key value space, and so on.
In addition to the above, the first GETIT request after the GSETL must modify the Request Area (in the reserved area) to
set the character 'Z' at a particular offset. From the start of the Request Area this offset is +x'49' (decimal 73). Looked at
another way, if the command is in positions 1-5, the offset position is at decimal 74.
Reading Key Value Range Limitations
Be aware of the following when using GSETL/GETIT to read a range of key values:

• The key length is presumed to be 90 bytes or less, but no editing is done to help ensure that this is so. Therefore, if a
key length of over 90 bytes is used, the request does not work as desired.

• Keys with any type sensitive field are not supported, but no editing is done to ensure that only keys without such fields
are used. Therefore, if a key with any type sensitive field is used, the request does not work as desired.

The following list contains detailed command information.
GSETL—Set to Starting Key
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
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COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: GSETL
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
KEY NAME: For fastest sequential retrieval, specify the Native Key. If you specify a key other than the Native Key, the
data is internally requested. Random retrieval is of course slower than sequential retrieval.
DATABASE ID: Supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses the User
Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
KEY VALUE AREA: Enter low key values in the key area to start at the beginning of the table. You can also obtain
a position within a set of key values by supplying a full key value or a partial key value (the high-order portion) left-
justified and padded with blanks or low values. For information about reading a range of key values with GSETL/GETIT,
see GSETL (Set to Starting Key.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the GSETL command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
For Table T01 and key name NAMKY, position at the first record that has a name beginning with the letter C.

   Before  After 
 Request Area    
Command Code  GSETL GSETL
Table Name  TO1 TO1
Key Name  NAMKY NAMKY
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Return Code  . (blanks)
Database ID  . (database ID)
Record ID  . .
Key Value Area  C (low values) C (low values)

Once the GSETL has set the environment to sequentially retrieve records from the specified table, the GETIT command
can be used to actually retrieve those records.
For example, the first GETIT command after the GSETL, shown previously, retrieves CINDY235. For information,
see GETIT (Retrieve Next Sequential Record).

GSETP (Set Physical Sequential Record)
GSETP is a physical sequential command which you use to establish the table name and element list to set the start of a
data area for physical block reads. Multiple tables in one area can participate in the record selection.
By using GSETP and GETPS you can sequentially read a data area in its physical sequence from block one through the
end of the data area. For more information about that command, see GETPS (Get Next Physical Sequential Record).
GSETP/GETPS provide the option to receive data from records in some or all of the tables in the area. If you want to
return only one table in an area, issue only one GSETP command. If data from multiple tables is to be returned, issue a
separate GSETP for each table. Even if multiple tables are to be returned, use a single Request Area.
GSETP/GETPS are designed to provide a faster method of passing a large volume of data than the GSETL/GETIT
process. When a large volume of data must be passed, GSETP/GETPS gains performance by eliminating index
processing and any possible jumping around in physical reads to the data area.
GSETP/GETPS operate with or without the blocked option of the User Requirements Table (URT), but if any table is to be
used with the blocked option, all must have that option.
Only one GSETP/GETPS Request Area can be active within one area at a time. A table cannot be concurrently processed
with a GSETP/GETPS and also a GSETL/GETIT.
The following list contains detailed command information.
GSETP— Set Physical Sequential Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
The work area (wrkarea) is not used in the GSETP command, but it is required in the CALL's parameter list because it is a
place-holder for the element list (elmlst), which must always be the fourth parameter.
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: GSETP
TABLE NAME: Specify a table name. The data area in which that table name resides is the area you want to process
sequentially in physical block sequence.
Issuing a GSETP for a table terminates any other Request Areas in the same program using a GSETL/GETIT sequence
for that table.
UPDATE INTENT FLAG: Specify an N to indicate you do not want to acquire exclusive control over the table being
processed. If you do not turn off the exclusive control with an N, the User Requirements Table is used to determine
whether exclusive control over the table is to be acquired.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
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WORK AREA:
The work area is not used in the GSETP command, but it is required in the CALL parameter list because it is a place-
holder for the element list, which must always be the fourth parameter.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be returned when a record is found in the specified table. Indicate the end of the element list with
five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
01(34) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)
Note: See Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent Tables).
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
22 ELEMENT NAME NOT FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the GSETP command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Use a GSETP command to set the start of a data area for reading in its physical sequence from block one through the
end. Use the table named T01 in the desired data area to specify that area. Specify an N in the Update Intent field to
prevent the acquisition of exclusive control over the table. Specify NAME and NUMBR as the elements you want to
retrieve.

  Before  After 
 Request Area   
Command Code GSETP GSETP
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Update Intent N .
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
 Element List   
1st Element NAME NAME
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
2nd Element NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)
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INQIN (Inquire Datacom/DB Version Level)
INQIN returns system-dependent information from Datacom/DB , such as a version release level, a MUF or Single User
indicator, and much more. If issued before an OPEN, it contains less information, but after the OPEN it provides a rich list.
The following list contains detailed command information.
INQIN—Inquire Datacom/DB Version Level
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

 PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
recorded in the log records for the task. Because this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: INQIN
WORK AREA:
The first 4 bytes in the INQIN work area specify a binary length. The length refers to the data area which follows that first
word. This is the amount of space available for information to return. The information available can be longer or shorter
than this size and can vary from release to release. If the available information is longer than the length provided, only
the information that fits in the length is provided. If it is shorter, all the information is returned and other space is ignored.
For example, the COBOL picture for an INQIN work area length of five would be S9(9) COMP VALUE +5. The release
information and MUF or Single User indicator are returned into that data area.
(continued on following page)
PARAMETERS
WORK AREA:
Following is an example COBOL work area for the INQIN command.
Picture—Contents
S9(9) COMP VALUE +256—length of the INQIN work area that follows this length (the specific value should be what the
program expects to use).
X(4)—release information of the interface being used (specific format may change by release).
X(1)—MUF or Single User indicator (letter M or S).
X(1)—connection type (can be U if unavailable because not currently connected to a MUF, L if local connection using a
Datacom/DB dynamic PC function or a Datacom/DB SVC, X for using XCF connection, or C for using CCI connection).
X(1)—control switch (Y if MUF name is in control, N where SVC and SUBID are in control and MUF name is not in control
—ignore value if not connected).
X(1)—internal switch.
X(4)—Service Pack information or blanks (format may vary in different releases and newer releases have no term of
Service Pack).
S9(9) COMP—if connected, length of the task extension available to send or receive data.
X(4)—currently undefined.
X(8)—if connected, contains the system name where MUF is executing.
X(8)—if connected, contains the MUF name of the MUF being used.
X(8)—if connected using XCF, contains the XCF group name being used for communication.
S9(3) COMP—if connected, contains the Datacom/DB SVC number being used.
S9(3) COMP—if connected, contains the SUBID number being used.
X(4)—currently undefined.
X(8) — if connected, contains the MUF job name.
X(8) — if connected, contains the MUFPLEX name if used, otherwise, the MUFname.
X(8) — if connected in z/OS, contains the MUF JOBID X(8) — if connected, contains the CXX name.
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S9(9) — if connected, contains the primary task number.
X(8) — if connected, contains MUF release information (format may vary).
X(4) — currently undefined.
X(2) — if connected, contains type of Datacom (currently either DB or AD).
S9(9) — if connected, contains the DBID of the Dynamic System Tablebase.
X(30)—currently undefined.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
For a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response, see Messages.
WORK AREA:
System-dependent information is returned to the work area. This information includes the Datacom/DB interface version, a
MUF or Single User indicator, and many other potentially helpful items.
■ If you specified a length which was less than the maximum amount of data available, the data beyond the specified
length is truncated.
■ The Version/Release information may vary in format across Versions.
■ M indicates a MUF environment.
■ S indicates a Single User environment.
Note: The Datacom/DB version level returned by the INQIN command are obtained from the interface module, while
those returned by message DB00215I come from a MUF module. The INQIN command and message DB00215I can
therefore give you differing version levels and SP numbers.

Example

The following example shows the use of the INQIN command. The before column shows the contents of storage before
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
An INQIN command would have the following result if issued while operating in a MUF environment under Version 10.0 of
Datacom/DB with a Service Pack number of 02.

 Before  After 
 Request Area 
Command Code INQIN INQIN
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
Work Area X'0000000C' X'0000000C' 14.0 M...

In the previous example, 10 (preceded by a blank) indicates Version 10.0 of Datacom/DB, the zero indicates an initial
release, the M indicates a MUF environment, and the SP02 indicates a Service Pack number of 02.
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LOCBR (Locate Backwards)
LOCBR locates the next lower record in the index. Synonym key values are returned in descending sequence by record
ID.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
Note: The terms "higher" and "lower" are relative to ascending or descending fields in the key. For example, although
a backward search is usually thought of as finding sequentially "lower" values, a backward search on a descending key
would find ascending or "higher" values.
In comparison with forward processing commands, LOCBR uses additional CPU time. Additional I/O is also required
during block transition.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in
the database for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the
index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value. To access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCBR—Locate Backwards
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNX, REDBR, REDKG, REDKL, REDKX,
REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNX, or another
LOCBR
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
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REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCBR
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the database,
or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
DATABASE ID: If your program uses the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested, supply the
binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use.
Regardless of the method for providing a database number, this number must be the same as was used in the
prerequisite command.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command. Use
the same key value that was used for a previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

 Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.

Example

The following example shows the use of the LOCBR command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Assume that a LOCKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric
key). A key value of 235 was used to locate a record. That record had a record ID of R3 as shown in the before column.
Given the above, use a LOCBR command to locate the next previous record, ignoring a change in key value if one should
occur.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCBR LOCBR
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Table Name T02 T02
Key Name  NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R3 R2
Key Value Area 235 111

LOCKG (Locate Key Equal or Higher)
LOCKG is equivalent to the LOCKY command. LOCKG obtains the record ID of the first record in a table that has a key
value in the index greater than or equal to the key value requested.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in
the database for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the
index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value. To access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCKG—Locate Key Equal or Higher
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
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The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCKG
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the database,
or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Supply the full key value to do a specific search, the high-order digits to do a generic search for the
beginning of a set of records, or low values to locate the record with the lowest value for the specified key.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.
 

Examples
These examples show the use of the LOCKG command. The before column shows the contents of storage
prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB.
Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears on Sample Database for Programming
Reference Examples.
Example 1
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For Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record.

Request Area  Before  After 

Command Code LOCKG LOCKG

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID . R1

Key Value Area (low-values) 111

Example 2
For any table (generic search) with a key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record with a key
value equal to or greater than 300.

Request Area  Before  After 

Command Code LOCKG LOCKG

Table Name (blanks) T01

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID . R2

Key Value Area 300 349

Note the insertion of Table T01 by Datacom/DB.

LOCKI (Test for Logical Intersections of Two Keys)
The LOCKI Command enables you to test for the logical intersections of two keys without reading the records.
To execute a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns the actual key found and the record ID. Only
records in the table are allowed to satisfy this request.
Since a locate function does not imply transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value. To access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCKI— Test for Logical Intersections of Two Keys
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCKX REDBR, REDKG, REDKL,
REDKX, REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, RDUBR, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
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are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCKI
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the alphanumeric identifier for the database, or
blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the User Requirements Table (URT) entry
with the matching name specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of
the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: The database ID should remain intact from the previous LOCxx search.
KEY VALUE AREA: After the previous LOCxx search, supply the next key value.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
Note: LOCKI on second Key name with a blank return code indicates that a record exists in the table with both of the
values specified.
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Unchanged.
KEY VALUE AREA: Unchanged.

Example

This example shows the use of the LOCKI command with LOCKX as the prerequisite command. The before column
shows the contents of storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return
from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
For table TO2 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the LOCKI command to locate a record.

Request Area  Before  Before After 
Command Code LOCKX LOCKX
Table Name TO1 TO1
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
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Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R5
Key Value Area 123 123

Blank return code indicates that the record R5 exists with a key value of 123.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCKI LOCKI
Table Name TO1 TO1
Key Name NAMKY NAMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R5 R5
Key Value Area ELLA ELLA

Blank return code indicates that there is a logical intersection for the 2 keys in the record.

LOCKL (Locate Key Equal or Lower)
LOCKL locates the first record with a key value in the index equal to or lower than the key value specified in the request.
The lower value is the highest value found lower than the specified value. When more than one entry exists for the
specified key value, the entry with the highest record ID is retrieved.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
Note: The terms "higher" and "lower" are relative to ascending or descending fields in the key. For example, although
a backward search is usually thought of as finding sequentially "lower" values, a backward search on a descending key
would find ascending or "higher" values.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in
the database for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the
index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table is
searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.
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 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value. To access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCKL—Locate Key Equal or Lower
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCKL
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the alphanumeric identifier for the database, or
blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the User Requirements Table (URT) entry
with the matching name specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of
the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Supply the full key value to do a specific search, the high-order digits to do a generic search for the
beginning of a set of records, or high values to locate the record with the highest or last value for the specified key.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

 Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.
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Examples

These examples show the use of the LOCKL command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to the
call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears on Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Example 1
For Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the LOCKL command to locate the last
record.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCKL LOCKL
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R5
Key Value Area (high-values) 349

Example 2
For any table (generic search) with a key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record with a key value equal to
or lower than 300.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCKL LOCKL
Table Name (blanks) T01
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R4
Key Value Area 300 237

LOCKR (Locate a Record in a Specified Range)
The LOCKR Command enables you to locate a record within a specified key value range.
You specify the beginning and ending key values of the range in a 360-byte key area. LOCKR uses these two values as
boundaries and locates the first record within the specified range.
Most keys have ascending fields (for example, 1, 2, 3, 4), but keys can also have descending fields (for example, 4, 3, 2,
1). Searching all records with all ascending character key fields would start with a key of low value and end with a key of
high value. But for a key with all character descending fields, the first key has to have a high value and the ending key a
low value. When keys are mixed, some ascending, some descending, the same mixing is required during the specification
of value ranges in commands.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
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Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy this request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in
the database for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the
index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCKR—Locate a Record in a Specified Range
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCKR
TABLE NAME: For a generic search, the first table with the specified key name is searched. For a specific search enter
the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the alphanumeric identifier for the database, or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: If your program uses the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested, supply the
binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Specify in the key area the beginning and ending key values of the range in a 360-byte key value
area.
You reserve the first 180 bytes for the beginning key value.
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You must reserve the second 180 bytes for the ending key value. If you do not reserve the second 180 bytes for the
ending key value and the Request Area is the last item loaded in the program, an addressing exception could occur and
the program abend.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
For a LOCKR command, this return code means that either the key found exceeds the key range, or no key was found.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.
 

Example
This example shows the use of the LOCKR command followed by a LOCNR command.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming
Reference Examples.
For table TO2 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the LOCKR command to specify
a range.

 Request Area  Before   After 

Command Code LOCKR LOCKR

Table Name TO2 TO2

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID . R1

Key Value Area 111
349 

111 349 

A return code of blanks indicates that a record in the specified range exists.
Issue the LOCNR to locate the next record within the specified key range:

 Request Area  Before  After 

Command Code LOCNR LOCNR
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Table Name TO2 TO2

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID (database ID) (database ID)

Record ID R1 R1 R3

Key Value Area 111
349 

234 349 

 

LOCKX (Locate Key Exact)
LOCKX locates the first record with a key in the index exactly equal to the key value presented in the request.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name; Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request. For a generic search,
leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The records of any table
authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in the database for
the key name specified in the User Requirements Table (URT) determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search
the index. Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an
appropriate index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the URT is searched.
• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required. A locate command
only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCKX—Locate Key Exact
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
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are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCKX
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the database,
or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Use a specific key value.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.

Examples

These examples show the use of the LOCKX command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to the
call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries
ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears on Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Example 1
For Table T02 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record with key value 235.

  Before   After 
 Request Area   
Command Code LOCKX LOCKX
Table Name T02 T02
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Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R3
Key Value Area 235 235

Example 2
For any table (generic search) with a key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record with a key value of 235.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCKX LOCKX
Table Name (blanks) T01
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R3
Key Value Area 235 235

LOCKY (Locate Key Equal or Higher)
The LOCKY command has been replaced with LOCKG. LOCKY is functionally equivalent to LOCKG. LOCKY is supported
for upward compatibility. For more information about LOCKY, see LOCKG (Locate Key Equal or Higher).

LOCNE (Locate Next Equal Key Value)
LOCNE locates the next record with a key value equal to the specified key value.
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It might
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D might have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
Both specific and generic searches can performed. Specify the table name for a specific search. Datacom/DB returns the
actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. searches all tables in the database
for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. chooses an appropriate index based on
the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCNE—Locate Next Equal Key Value
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PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKX, LOCNK, LOCNX REDBR, REDKG, REDKL, REDKX,
REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, REDNR, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR,
RDUNX or another LOCNE
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCNE
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the database,
or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
If the table name is being provided has a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Unchanged.
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Examples

These examples show the use of the LOCNE command. Before columns show contents of storage prior to the call to
Datacom/DB. After columns show contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries ignored by
Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears on Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Example 1
Assume a LOCKG command has just been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric
key). A first record was thereby located. A record ID of R1 was returned, as was a key value of 111.
Given the above, use a LOCNE command to locate the next record equal to the same key value.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCNE LOCNE
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID R1 R2
Key Value Area 111 111

Example 2
Assume that a LOCKG command has been executed for any table (generic search) with key name NUMKY (a numeric
key) and a first record with a key value equal to or greater than 300. A record ID of R4 was thereby returned, as was a key
value of 349.
Given the above, use a LOCNE command to locate the next record equal to the same key value.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCNE LOCNE
Table Name (blanks) T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID R4 R5
Key Value Area 349 349

LOCNK (Locate Next Key)
In Datacom, LOCNK locates the record with the next sequential key value in the index.

LOCNK performs the function opposite that of LOCNE in that it returns only unique key values.

Fields can be type-sensitive, which means that numeric fields are treated by the index in a correct numeric sequence
(for example, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type-sensitive, the sequence is of character type,
varying by numeric field type and choice of sign.

For fields of a key that is defined as packed-decimal-signed or zoned-decimal-signed and data-sensitive, the sign that is
returned from a successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is
indexed. It might not match the actual stored data, or where something other than C or D might have been specified to
indicate positive and negative numbers.
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When a program retrieves sequential records using an index that is defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger
value records are found, while descending fields are returned in a descending sequence.

Specific and generic searches can be performed. Specify the table name for a specific search. Datacom/DB returns the
actual key that is found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.

For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table that is authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all
tables in the database for the key name that is specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID
to search the index.

Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index, based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.
NOTE
To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the
binary numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used
for database IDs of 1 through 999. For example, in this format, specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric
value of 00 00 01 specifies a value of 1.

Since a locate function does not imply a data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.

A locate command only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.

The following list contains detailed command information.

LOCNK—Locate Next Key

PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKX, LOCNX, LOCBR, LOCNE, REDBR, REDKL, REDKX, REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, REDNX
RDUBR, RDUKL, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNX, or another LOCNK

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea

NOTE
For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL

PARAMETERS

USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA:

COMMAND CODE: LOCNK

TABLE NAME: Enter the three-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the
database, or blanks.

If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
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If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.

If you supply blanks, all tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched. Use the same key name that was
used for a previously executed prerequisite command.

DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID to use if your program uses the URT with
SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.

Regardless of the method for providing a database number, this number must be the same as was used in the
prerequisite command.

If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.

The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.

WORK AREA:

Not required

ELEMENT LIST:

Not required

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required

DATA RETURNED

REQUEST AREA:

TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record that is found is returned.

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

03 INVALID KEY NAME

05 TABLE NOT OPEN

NOTE
With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST

14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FONDU

For a complete list of return codes, reasons they occurred, and actions to take in response, see Messages.

RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record, if the command is successful.

KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.

Examples
The following examples show the use of the LOCNK command. Before columns show contents of storage
before the call to Datacom/DB. After columns show contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB.

NOTE
A sample database to which these examples apply appears in Sample Database for
Programming Reference Examples
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Assume that a LOCKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY
(a numeric key). A first record has been located. A record ID of R1 was returned, as was a key value of 111.
Use a LOCNK command to locate the next record with a key value higher than the one in the Request Area.

Request Area Before After

Command Code LOCNK LOCNK

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . .

Record ID R1 R3

Key Value Area 111 235

Example 2 Assume that a LOCKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name
NUMKY (a numeric key). A first record was in the following table:

Request Area Before After

Command Code LOCKG LOCKG

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . .

Record ID . R1

Key Value Area (low-values) 111

A LOCNK command can now be used to find all the key values in table T02 by leaving the returned Request
Area unaltered (except for the command code field) and issuing successive calls with LOCNK as the
command code. Datacom/DB then returns the following values:

Table name Record ID Key/Work

T02 R3 235

T02 R4 349

LOCNR (Locate Next Record in Specified Range)
The LOCNR command lets you locate the next record with a key value within a specified range. After a LOCKR is issued
and a record is found, the LOCNR command lets you find the key with the next greater value within that range.

Fields might be type-sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
For fields of a key that is defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign that is
returned from a successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data
is indexed. It might not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D might have been specified to indicate
positive and negative numbers.
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When a program retrieves sequential records using an index that is defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger
value records are found, while descending fields are returned in a descending sequence.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. Specify the table name for a specific search. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key that is found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy this request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table that is authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all
tables in the database for the key name that is specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID
to search the index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index, based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format, specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCNR—Locate Next Record in Specified Range
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCKR, REDKR
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCNR
TABLE NAME: Enter the three-character name of the table to be searched, the alphanumeric identifier for the database,
or blanks. If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the
matching name specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the
Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the five-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the requested table.
Regardless of the method for providing a database number, this number must be the same as was used in the
prerequisite command.
If the table name that is being provided has a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Remains the same as used in the LOCKR or REDKR command.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the LOCKR or REDKR command previously
executed.
WORK AREA:
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Not required
ELEMENT LIST:

Not required
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
For a LOCNR command, this return code means that either the key was greater than the second key value, or end of
records was requested.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key ID of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.

Example

The following example shows the use of the LOCNR command. The before column shows the contents of storage
before the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries that
Datacom/DB ignores are designated with dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Assume that a LOCKR command has just been executed for table TO2 (locating a record within a specified range) and
key name NUMKY (a numeric key). A first record was located within the range. A record ID of R1 was returned, as was a
key value of 111.
Given the above, use a LOCNR command to locate the next record with a key value greater than the second key value
specified.
For table TO2 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the LOCKR command to specify a range.

Request Area Before After
Command Code LOCNR LOCNR
Table Name TO1 TO1
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . blanks
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R1 R5
Key Value Area 111

211
123
211

A return code 14 indicates that no further Key Values in the index for Table T01 occur in the specified range.

LOCNX (Locate Next)
Learn how to locate the record in the next sequential entry in the index using the LOCNX in Datacom. Find prerequisite
commands, COBOL call syntax, parameters, and examples.
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LOCNX locates the record in the next sequential entry in the index.
Fields might be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It might
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D might have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
Both specific and generic searches may be performed. For a specific search, specify the table name. Datacom/DB returns
the actual key found and the record ID. Only records in the table are allowed to satisfy the request.
For a generic search, leave the table name blank. Datacom/DB returns the table name with the record ID and key. The
records of any table authorized for program access are eligible to satisfy the request. Datacom/DB searches all tables in
the database for the key name specified in the Request Area, determines the key ID, and uses this key ID to search the
index.
Even for generic searches, Datacom/DB relates the request to a single database. Datacom/DB chooses an appropriate
index based on the following guidelines:

• If the table name field in the Request Area is blank, the database of the first table in the User Requirements Table
(URT) is searched.

• If the table name field is a 3-byte number of 999 or less, that number is used as the database ID.

 Note: To use values of 1000 to 5000, use the 3 bytes as follows: a 1-byte flag and 2 bytes in which you supply the binary
numeric value. Set the flag to x'00' to indicate you are using this format. This format may also be used for database IDs of
1 through 999. For example, in this format specifying the 3 bytes as a binary numeric value of 00 00 01 specifies a value
of 1.
Since a locate function does not imply data transfer, the element list and work areas are not required.
A locate command only finds the index entry value; to access actual data elements, issue a read command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOCNX—Locate Next
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, REDBR, REDKG, REDKL, REDLE,
REDKX, REDNE, REDNK, REDNR, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDULE, RDUKX, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR,
RDUNX, or another LOCNX
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOCNX
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the character numeric identifier for the database,
or blanks.
If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the URT entry with the matching name
specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's URT for the
specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your URT are searched.
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DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
Regardless of the method for providing a database number, this number must be the same as was used in the
prerequisite command.
If the table name is being provided as a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.

Example

This example shows the use of the LOCNX command. The Before columns show contents of storage prior to the call to
Datacom/DB. After columns show contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are
designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Assume that a LOCKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric
key). A first record was thereby located. A record ID of R1 and a key value of 111 was returned. A LOCNE command
was then executed to locate the next record equal to the same key value. A record ID of R2 and a key value of 111 was
returned.
Given the above, use a LOCNX command to locate the next record, ignoring a change in key value if one should occur.

 Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCNX LOCNX
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R1 R2
Key Value Area 111 111
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To sequentially locate all the records in all tables based on a selected key ID, first execute a LOCKG with no table
specified. The following Request Area applies:

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOCKG LOCKG
Table Name (blanks) T01
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R1
Key Value Area (low-values) 111

To locate the other records, issue successive calls with LOCNX as the command code. Move blanks to the table name for
each call. Leave all other parts of the Request Area unaltered. Datacom/DB then returns:

 Table name  Record ID  Work Area 
T01 R1 111
T02 R1 111
T02 R2 111
T01 R5 123
 .  
 .  
 .  
T02 R4 349
T02 R5 349

Continue until a return code 14 indicates that no more records match the request.

LOGCP (Checkpoint the Task)
Use the Datacom LOGCP command (Checkpoint the Task) to write a checkpoint record to the Log Area (LXX). This
denotes a stable state for the task issuing the LOGCP command.

Datacom CICS Services checkpoints the task before the end of the CICS task. A LOGCP command is not a necessity but
you can issue it to denote a checkpoint.
If a transaction backout is used in a batch job that issues many maintenance commands, it can take a long time. Issuing
LOGCP periodically can limit the size of the transaction backout.
If the task is running with a transaction backout, as defined in the User Requirements Table (URT), and the task abends,
no transactions that are accomplished before the most recent LOGCP record are reversed.
Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use LOGCP in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need for checkpoint
processing. For more information about the logging facility, see your database administrator.
The LOGCP command does not release primary exclusive control of currently held records. To release control, use the
LOGCR command.
The LOGCP command allows 8 bytes of user information to be recorded as an identification of the checkpoint (such as
'PGMA0001'). This information is printed in a console message if the next transaction is backed out. Because of this
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information, the LOGCP is also the start of a new transaction. If the information is not important, using blanks or low
values for the 8 bytes ends the current transaction but does not start a new transaction.
For better performance, the COMIT command should be used instead of LOGCP whenever possible.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGCP—Checkpoint the Task
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: LOGCP
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to contain the checkpoint record (8 bytes of data) which is to be written to the Log Area.
ELEMENT LIST:

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
LOGCP Restrictions
The features and options of multiple MUFs, such as the MUFS= parameter of DBURINF, combines with the DBURINF
parameter RRS= to give different possibilities. The following table summarizes those possibilities.

In DBURINF Macro LOGCP Allowed?
MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=YES

NO

MUFS=YES
RRS=YES

YES

MUFS=YES
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES
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Example

The following example shows the use of the LOGCP command. The before column shows the contents of storage before
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries that are
ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

Request Area Before After
Command Code LOGCP LOGCP
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
Work Area (chkpt record) (chkpt record)

LOGCR (Log Checkpoint with Release)
Datacom LOGCR command (Log Checkpoint with Release) causes a checkpoint record to be written to the Log Area
(LXX). This denotes a stable state for the task issuing the LOGCR command.

The LOGCR command is equivalent to LOGCP except that it does release primary and secondary exclusive control of
currently held records.
Datacom CICS Services checkpoints the task before the end of the CICS task. A LOGCR command is not a necessity but
you can issue it to denote a checkpoint.
If a transaction backout is used in a batch job that issues many maintenance commands, it can take a long time. Issuing
LOGCR periodically can limit the size of the transaction backout.
If the task is running with a transaction backout, as defined in the User Requirements Table (URT), and the task abends,
no transactions that are accomplished before the most recent LOGCR record are reversed.
Datacom/DB logging recovery/restart and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in the
application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use LOGCR in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need for checkpoint
processing. For more information about the logging facility, see your database administrator.
The LOGCR command allows 8 bytes of user information to be recorded as an identification of the checkpoint (such
as 'PGMA0001'). This information is printed in a console message if the next transaction is backed out. Because of this
information, the LOGCR is also the start of a new transaction. If the information is not important, using blanks or low
values for the 8 bytes ends the current transaction but does not start a new transaction.
For better performance, the COMIT command should be used instead of LOGCR whenever possible.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGCR—Log Checkpoint with Release
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
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are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOGCR
The remainder of the Request Area should be low values.
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to contain the checkpoint record (8 bytes of data) which is to be written to the Log Area.
ELEMENT LIST:

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
LOGCR Restrictions
The features and options of multiple MUFs, such as the MUFS= parameter of DBURINF, combines with the DBURINF
parameter RRS= to give different possibilities. The following table summarizes those possibilities.

In DBURINF Macro LOGCR Allowed?
MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=YES

NO

MUFS=YES
RRS=YES

YES

MUFS=YES
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

Example

The following example shows the use of the LOGCR command. The before column shows the contents of storage before
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries that are
ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

Request Area Before After
Command Code LOGCR LOGCR
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
Work Area (chkpt record) (chkpt record)
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LOGDR (Log Directed Read)
LOGDR is used to retrieve records that are previously written by the task with a LOGIT or LOGDW command. The LOGIT
or LOGDW data is returned in the same format as with the LOGIT or LOGDW command (data length, followed by the
data).

On the first LOGDR request, initialize to low-values all fields in the Request Area except the command code, the table
name, and the database ID. The database ID is used to select the MUF against which to process the request. Only
LOGITs and LOGDWs at that site are returned. Do not modify this Request Area for subsequent LOGDR commands. The
LOGDR command can only read LOGIT or LOGDW data from the same transaction.
Not all LOGDW data is readable. To be readable, the LOGDW must have been done with WRITE as the key name.
Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use LOGDR in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need to read back data that
is written to the Log Area (LXX) with the LOGIT or LOGDW command. For more information about the logging facility, see
your database administrator.
The LOGDR command requires a table name and, following normal synonym rules, the database ID. The database ID is
used to direct LOGDR to the location where the command is to be processed.
Without Datacom STAR, all data is local, so LOGDR reads from the local log area. With Datacom STAR, LOGDR reads
from the log area that belongs to the MUF that owns the database ID.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGDR—Log Directed Read
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None.
Note: If any commands other than LOGIT and LOGDW precede LOGLB, you receive return code 29.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: LOGDR
TABLE NAME: Enter the three-character name of an open table (or, in CICS, a table that can be automatically opened), in
a database that is located at the MUF site from which the log data is to be accessed.
DATABASE ID: If your program uses the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested, supply the
binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use.
WORK AREA:
The data to be returned by the LOGDR command is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large
enough to contain the combined length of all the data being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Not required
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):
Not required
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
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29 EOF DURING LOGDR COMMAND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
WORK AREA:
Data that are previously written with a LOGIT or LOGDW command is returned to the work area in the same format as
when written (four bytes specifying the length of the data, followed by the data itself).
Datacom/DB first returns the LOGIT or LOGDW record that is most recently written by the task (last in, first out).           .

Example
The following example shows the use of the LOGDR command. The before column shows the contents
of storage before the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area Before After

Command Code LOGDR LOGDR

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name . .

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID (database ID) (database ID)

Record ID . .

Key Value Area . .

Work Area . (length & data)

LOGDW (Log Directed Write)
In Datacom, use LOGDW to write a record to the Log Area (LXX). Review prerequisites, parameters, user information,
request area, data area, element list, RQA, data returned, return codes, example.

Use LOGDW to optionally write a record to the Log Area (LXX).

Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established by the systems programmer during the database definition process and by
specification of MUF startup options. Therefore, use LOGDW in an application program only for special situations in which
there is a need to write user data to the Log Area. For more information about the logging facility, see your database
administrator.

The LOGDW command can be used to record checkpoint synchronization data for non-Datacom/DB files. LOGDW is
similar to LOGIT, except that LOGDW does not write immediately to disk, and it might not be readable with LOGDR or
LOGLB. You can indicate whether to force-write the log block or to be readable.

You specify the key name in the Request Area as WRITE to write the log block and allow the record to be read. If WRITE
is not specified, the pipeline feature can buffer the block, based on the LOGPEND MUF startup option and the URT
WRITE= parameter. The table definition WRITE option is ignored. The remainder of the Request Area is required to be
binary zeros. For the best system performance, do not specify WRITE if it is not necessary.

The LOGDW command requires a table name and, following normal synonym rules, the database ID. The database ID is
used to direct the location of where the command is to be processed.

Without Datacom STAR, all data is local, so LOGDW is written to the local log area. With Datacom STAR, LOGDW is
written to the log area that belongs to the MUF that owns the database ID.

NOTE
For more information, see CA Datacom STAR Administrator Guide at support.broadcom.com.
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The following list contains detailed command information.

PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea logdwdata

NOTE
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

PARAMETERS

USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required,
but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Because this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA:

COMMAND CODE: LOGDW

TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of an open table (or, in CICS, a table that can be automatically opened), in a
database at the MUF site from which the log data is to be accessed.

DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.

DATA AREA:

Use the first 4 bytes of the LOGIT data area to specify the length of the data to be logged. Use the rest of the LOGDW
data area to contain the data itself.

Review the following COBOL example of the LOGDW Data area for the LOGDW command.

Picture Contents

S9(9) COMP VALUE +30 logdw-data-length
X(30) logdw-data

ELEMENT LIST:

Not required

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):

Not required

DATA RETURNED

REQUEST AREA:

RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example
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The following example shows the use of the LOGDW command. The before column shows the contents of storage before
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries that are
ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

Request Area Before After

Command Code LOGDW LOGDW
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (Database ID)
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
Work Area (length & data) (length & data)

LOGIT (Add Data to Log Area)
 Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use LOGIT in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need to write user data to
the Log Area. For more information about the logging facility, see your database administrator.
The LOGIT command can be used to record checkpoint synchronization data for non-Datacom/DB files.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGIT—Add Data to Log Area
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS 

None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea logitdata
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: LOGIT
DATA AREA:
Use the first four bytes of the LOGIT data area to specify the length of the data to be logged. Use the rest of the LOGIT
data area to contain the data itself.
The following is a COBOL example of the LOGIT data area for the LOGIT command.

 Picture  Contents 
S9(9) COMP VALUE +30 logit-data-length
X(30) logit-data

 ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
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REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the LOGIT command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOGIT LOGIT
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .
 Work Area (length & data) (length & data)  

LOGLB (Read Back a LOGIT Record)
LOGLB is used to retrieve records previously written by the task with a LOGIT or LOGDW command. The LOGIT or
LOGDW data is returned in the same format as it was presented with the LOGIT or LOGDW command (data length,
followed by the data).
On the first LOGLB request, initialize to low-values all fields in the Request Area except the command code. Do not
modify this Request Area for subsequent LOGLB commands. The LOGLB command can only read LOGIT or LOGDW
data from the same sub-run unit.
Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
Therefore, use LOGLB in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need to read back data
written to the Log Area (LXX) with the LOGIT command. For more information about the logging facility, see your
database administrator.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGLB—Read Back a LOGIT Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
Note: If any commands other than LOGIT and LOGDW precede LOGLB, you receive return code 29.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters are
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recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards might require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: LOGLB
WORK AREA:
The data to be returned by the LOGLB command is returned to the work area. Make the work area large enough to
contain the combined length of all the data being returned.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
29 EOF DURING LOGDR COMMAND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
WORK AREA:
Data previously written with a LOGIT command is returned to the work area in the same format as when written (four
bytes specifying the length of the data, followed by the data itself).
Datacom/DB first returns the LOGIT record most recently written by the task (last in, first out). Subsequent LOGLB
requests using the same Request Area retrieve the next previous LOGIT record until no more LOGIT records for this task
are found.
 

Example
The following example shows the use of the LOGLB command. The before column shows the contents
of storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area Before  After 

Command Code LOGLB LOGLB

Table Name . .

Key Name . .

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . .

Record ID . .

Key Value Area . .

 Work Area . (length & data)

LOGTB (Back Out Transactions)
LOGTB is used to reverse all transactions for a task which have been executed since the last OPEN, COMIT, CLOSE,
LOGCR, or LOGCP record was written to the Log Area (LXX), that is, since the last stable state. LOGTB is ignored if the
User Requirements Table (URT) used by the task is not defined for transaction backout.
If no maintenance commands have been issued since the last checkpoint, a LOGTB command simply has no effect, and a
return code of blanks is issued.
Datacom/DB logging, recovery/restart, and transaction backout do not require or depend on any logging commands in
the application program. They are established during the database definition process and by specification of MUF startup
options.
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Therefore, use LOGTB in an application program only for special situations in which there is a need to reverse
maintenance changes made by the program to the database. For more information about the logging facility, see your
Database Administrator.
The LOGTB command releases all primary exclusive control but does not terminate the transaction.
LOGTB is provided to support user programs written for previous versions of Datacom/DB. The ROLBK command is the
preferred command to use to back out a transaction in a newly written program.
The following list contains detailed command information.
LOGTB—Back Out Transactions
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA: 

COMMAND CODE: LOGTB
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
LOGTB Restrictions
The features and options of multiple MUFs, such as the MUFS= parameter of DBURINF, combines with the DBURINF
parameter RRS= to give different possibilities. The following table summarizes those possibilities.

 In DBURINF Macro  LOGTB Allowed? 
MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=YES

NO

MUFS=YES
RRS=YES

YES

MUFS=YES
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to N
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES
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Example

The following example shows the use of the LOGTB command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code LOGTB LOGTB
Table Name . (see note following example)
Key Name . (see note following example)
Return Code . (blanks if successful)
Database ID . (see note following example)
Record ID . (see note following example)
Key Value Area . (see note following example)

Note: Be aware that it is possible for the following fields to have been modified in the Request Area upon the Request
Area's return:

• Table Name
• Key Name
• Database ID
• Record ID
• Key Value Area

Because the command can modify the Request Area fields just listed, we recommend that you consider defining a
separate Request Area for use with this command.

NOOPS (No Operation)
In Datacom, the NOOPS performs a call to Datacom/DB, but does not affect the database. Use NOOPS to execute
problem-causing program logic without affecting the database.

NOOPS does not communicate with the Multi-User but returns back to the user program.

The following list contains detailed command information.

NOOPS—No Operation
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS

None
COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To
identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is
required, but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first
eight characters are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site
standards may require programs to supply specific information in this data block.
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REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: NOOPS

WORK AREA:
Not required

ELEMENT LIST:
Not required

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):
Not required

DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:

Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

NOTE
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the
actions to take in response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the NOOPS command. The Before column shows the contents of storage before
the call to Datacom/DB. The After column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area Before After

Command Code NOOPS NOOPS

Table Name . .

Key Name . .

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . .

Record ID . .

Key Value Area . .

OPEN (Open User Requirements Table)
If you are processing with the extended options entry point or if you are using a User Requirements Table (URT)
specifying OPEN=USER, you must issue an OPEN command to open the URT being used before issuing any other
commands.
In an online environment, opening URTs is a system transaction. For CICS, Datacom CICS Services DBOC transaction is
used to open URTs. For details, check with your database administrator, or see Using Datacom CICS Services, and the
appropriate documentation for the online monitor being used.
In programs executing as a subroutine to Datacom/DB , you need not use the OPEN command because the opening of a
URT is automatic prior to entry in a program.
The following list contains detailed command information.
OPEN—Open User Requirements Table
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS 

None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
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PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but the
program name in the first eight positions is recommended.
The first eight characters are recorded in the log records for the task and used by the open security exit. Because this
information is passed to user exits, site standards might require programs to supply specific information in this data block.
 
REQUEST AREA: 

COMMAND CODE: OPEN
WORK AREA: 

Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: 

Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
02 INVALID TABLE NAME
25 INVALID DATABASE ID
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the OPEN command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area  Before   After 
Command Code OPEN OPEN
Table Name . .
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Key Value Area . .

REDBR_RDUBR (Read Backwards)
REDBR and RDUBR return actual data elements from a database by reading the next record with the previous sequential
entry in the index. RDUBR acquires exclusive control for update purposes. REDBR does not obtain exclusive control.
Identify the starting point at which to read backwards by issuing any LOCxx command or any REDxx/RDUxx command
except REDID/RDUID.
Fields might be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
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For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.

NOTE

 The terms "higher" and "lower" are relative to ascending or descending fields in the key. For example, although
a backward search is usually thought of as finding sequentially "lower" values, a backward search on a
descending key would find ascending or "higher" values.

In comparison with forward processing commands, REDBR/RDUBR uses additional CPU time. Additional I/O is also
required during block transition.
RDUBR also releases control of the previous record read for update if specifications in the User Requirements Table
(URT) allow it to do so.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUBR command, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after
an UPDAT, DELET, RDUNX or RDUNE command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly, use a
RELES or RELFL command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the URT.
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDBR/RDUBR—Read Backwards
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKI, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCNX,
REDKG, REDKL, REDKR, REDLE, REDKX, REDNK, REDNE, REDNR, REDNK, RDUKG,
RDUKL, RDUKR, RDULE, RDUKX, RDUNK, RDUNE, RDUNR, RDUNK, or another REDBR/RDUBR
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst 

NOTE
  For other languages, see CALL SYntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

 PARAMETERS 

 USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but the
program name in the first eight positions is recommended.
When logging is specified, the first eight characters are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is
passed to various (current and planned) user exits, site standards may require programs to supply specific information in
this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDBR/RDUBR
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the command previously executed.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
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Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
 
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.

Example
The following example shows the use of the RDUBR command. The before column shows the contents
of storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming
Reference Examples.
Assume that a REDKX command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY(a
numeric key). A key value of 235 was used to locate a record. That record had a record ID of R3 as shown in
the following before column.
 
Given the above, use an RDUBR command to locate the next previous record, ignoring a change in key value
if one should occur.

Request Area  Before  After 

Command code RDUBR RDUBR

Table Name TO2 TO2

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code (blanks) (blanks)

Database ID (database ID) (database ID)

Record ID R3 R2

Key Value Area 235 111

REDID_RDUID (Read Record by ID)
REDID and RDUID return actual data elements from a database by reading a specified record. You identify the record to
be read by specifying its record ID and the name of the table which contains it.
A REDID or RDUID command does not reposition within the table. REDID/RDUID only shows the specified record.
RDUID acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDID does not obtain exclusive control.
While the result of a REDID or RDUID command is similar to that of a REDLE or RDULE command, you should use
REDID or RDUID when the reserved fields in the Request Area and the key are not consistent with the record ID. If
they are consistent, you should use REDLE or RDULE. The REDID and RDUID do not require or provide a prerequisite
command.
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The record ID is reassigned each time a table is loaded. Record IDs should therefore not be saved and reused after a
table load.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUID, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT or
DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly, use a RELES or RELFL command.
 
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table
(URT).
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDID/RDUID—Read Record by ID
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDID/RDUID
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
RECORD ID: Use this field to specify the record ID to be used.
BLOCK NUMBER: For Unique Row Identifier (URI) tables, the block number must be provided. See your database
administrator for a list of URI tables.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. Make the work area large enough to contain the combined length of all the
elements being returned.
 
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to retrieve in the order in which the data are to return. Indicate the end of the element list with five
spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
04(170) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)
Note: See Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent Tables).
12 SPECIAL DELETED RECORD
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With this return code the data is returned and may be updated/deleted.
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Once one of the Request Areas updated/delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/
delete without re-reading the record for update.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
WORK AREA
The retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB and returned to the work area in the order specified in the element list.

Example

The following example shows the use of the REDID/RDUID command. The before column shows the contents of storage
prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: For a sample database to which this example applies, see Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
 
Assume that a record with a record ID of R1 has been located in Table T02 by a LOCKG command. The located record
has been left in the Request Area. Use either a REDID or an RDUID to read the element TRAXN from that record so that
TRAXN's value is returned to the work area.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code REDID/RDUID REDID/RDUID
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R1 R1
Block Number B2 B2
Key Value Area . .
 Work Area
Element List 

. 125

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

REDKG_RDUKG (Read Record Greater Than_Equal to Key)
The REDKG/RDUKG command enables you to obtain the first record in a table that has a key value in the index greater
than or equal to the key value requested.
RDUKG acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDKG does not obtain exclusive control.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUKG, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT,
RDUBR, RDUNK, RDUNX, RDUNE, or DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly,
use a RELES or RELFL command.

Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
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No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table
(URT).
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.

The following list contains detailed command information.
REDKG/RDUKG— Read Record Greater Than/Equal to Key
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
 
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDKG/RUDKG
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the URT with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
KEY VALUE AREA: Supply the full key value to do a specific search, the high-order digits to do a generic search for the
beginning of a set of records, or low values to locate the record with the lowest value for the specified key.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
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See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.

Example
 The following example shows the use of the REDKG command. The before column shows the contents
of storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.  Note: A sample database to which this
example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference Examples.
For Table T02 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), locate the first record.

Request Area  Before  After 

Command Code REDKG REDKG

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID . R1

Key Value Area (low-values) 111

REDKL_RDUKL (Read Key Less Than or Equal to Key)
Use the REDKL/RDUKL command to obtain the first record in a table that has a key value in the index less than or equal
to the key value specified in the request.
RDUKL acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDKL does not obtain exclusive control.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUKL, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT,
RDUNK, RDUNX, RDUNE, RDUBR, or DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly,
use a RELES or RELFL command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.

No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table
(URT).
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
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Note: The terms "higher" and "lower" are relative to ascending or descending fields in the key. For example, although
a backward search is usually thought of as finding sequentially "lower" values, a backward search on a descending key
would find ascending or "higher" values.
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDKL/RDUKL— Read Key Less Than or Equal to Key
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
 
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDKL/RDUKL
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: Supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses the URT
with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
KEY VALUE AREA: Supply the full key value to do a specific search, the high-order digits to do a generic search for the
beginning of a set of records, or high values to read the record with the highest or last value for the specified key.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to retrieve in the order in which the data is to return. Indicate the end of the element list with five
spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
TABLE NAME: If the table name was blanks or a database ID, the table name for the record found is returned.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.

Example
This example shows the use of the REDKL command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in (crossref).
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For Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the REDKL command to locate
the last record.

Request Area   Before  After 

Command Code  REDKL REDKL

Table Name  T02 T02

Key Name  NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code  . (blanks)

Database ID  . (database ID)

Record ID  . R5

Key Value Area  (high-values) 349  

REDKR_RDUKR (Read Record in a Specified Range)
The REDKR/RDUKR command enables you to locate a record within a specified key value range.
RDUKR acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDKR does not obtain exclusive control.
You specify the beginning and ending key values of the range in a 360-byte key area. REDKR/RDUKR uses these two
values as boundaries and locates the first record within the range.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For RDUKR, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT, RDUNR,
RDUNX, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUBR, or DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly,
use a RELES or RELFL command.

Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.

No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table
(URT).
Most keys have ascending fields (for example, 1, 2, 3, 4), but keys can also have descending fields (for example, 4, 3, 2,
1). Searching all records with all ascending character key fields would start with a key of low value and end with a key of
high value. But for a key with all character descending fields, the first key has to have a high value and the ending key a
low value. When keys are mixed, some ascending, some descending, the same mixing is required during the specification
of value ranges in commands.
If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.

Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.

Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.

The following list contains detailed command information.
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REDKR/RDUKR— Read Record in a Specified Range
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
 
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDKR/RDUKR
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
KEY VALUE AREA: Specify in the key area the beginning and ending key values of the range in a 360-byte key value
area.
You reserve the first 180 bytes for the beginning key value.
You must reserve the second 180 bytes for the ending key value.
If you do not reserve the second 180 bytes for the ending key value and the Request Area is the last item loaded in the
program, an addressing exception could occur and the program abend.
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the requested information. It must be at least four bytes long.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): 

Not required.
 
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
For a REDKR command, this return code means that the key value found exceeds key values specified.
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With this return code the data is returned and may be updated/deleted.
Once one of the Request Areas update/delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/
delete without re-reading the record for update.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.
WORK AREA
Retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list and returned to the work area.
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Example

The following example shows the use of the REDKR command.
For table TO2 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the REDKR command to specify a range.

Request Area  Before  After 
command code REDKR REDKR
Table Name TO2 TO2
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R3
Key Value Area 180 235
 360 360

Blank return code indicates that the record 235 exists.

Request Area  Before  After 
command code REDNR REDNR
Table Name TO2 TO2
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID (database ID) (database ID)
Record ID R3 R5
Key Value Area 235 349
 360 360

Issue the REDNR to locate the next record within the specified key range.

REDKX_RDUKX (Read Key Exact)
REDKX and RDUKX return actual data elements from a database by reading a specified record. You identify the record to
be read by specifying its key value and the name of the table which contains it.
RDUKX acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDKX does not obtain exclusive control.
The exact full key value must be known. To retrieve when only the high-order portion of the key value is known, see the
chapter on the LOCKG, REDKG or RDUKG commands.
REDKX/RDUKX (Read Key Exact)
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For an RDUKX command, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an
UPDAT, DELET, RDUNX, or RDUNE command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly, use a
RELES, RDUBR, RDUNK, RDUNR or RELFL command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.
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If a field of a key can contain the null indicator, the equivalent null indicator must be provided in the key value. In the data
and index, a field which is null has a null indicator of N, and the remainder of the field is blanks (this does not vary by field
type). This must be taken into account when building the key value.
Unpredictable results are produced if you provide an invalid sign for a packed or decimal field defined as data sensitive
(the DATA-SENSITIVE attribute value).
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDKX/RDUKX—Read Key Exact
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
REDKX/RDUKX (Read Key Exact)
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDKX/RDUKX
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
KEY VALUE AREA: The key value in the key area must be equal to a key value found in the database.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With this return code the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without re-reading the record for
update.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
REDKY/RDUKY (Read Key Exact)
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
WORK AREA
Retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list and returned to the work area.
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Example

The following example shows the use of the REDKX/RDUKX command. The before column shows the contents of
storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Issue a REDKX or RDUKX command to randomly read Table T02. Read for a record which has the key value of its
NUMKY key equal to 111, so that the value of the element named TRAXN is returned to the work area.

Request Area Before After
Command Code REDKX/RDUKX REDKX/RDUKX
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R1
Key Value Area 111 111
Work Area
Element List

. 125

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)
   

REDKY_RDUKY (Read Key Exact)
REDKY and RDUKY return actual data elements from a database by reading a specified record. REDKY is equivalent to
REDKX.
REDLE/RDULE (Read Located Entry)

REDLE_RDULE (Read Located Entry)
REDLE and RDULE return actual data elements from a database by reading a record previously located by one of the
locate commands.
RDULE acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDLE does not obtain exclusive control.
While the result of a REDLE or RDULE command is similar to that of a REDID or RDUID command, you should use
REDLE or RDULE when the reserved fields in the Request Area and the key are consistent with the record ID. If they are
not consistent, you should use REDID or RDUID.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDULE command, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an
UPDAT, DELET, RDUBR, RDUNK, RDUNR, RDUNX or RDUNE command is performed. If you need to release exclusive
control directly, use a RELES or RELFL command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.
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The following list contains detailed command information.
REDLE/RDULE—Read Located Entry
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK or LOCNX
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL. 
  
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDLE/RDULE
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
04(170) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)
Note: See Commands and Return Codes(Any Parent Tables).
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
12 SPECIAL DELETED RECORD
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With return code 18 the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without re-reading the record for
update.
See the Message Reference space for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the
actions to take in response.
WORK AREA
Retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list and returned to the work area.

Example

The following example shows the use of the REDLE/RDULE command. The before column shows the contents of storage
prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
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Assume that a LOCKG command has been issued for Table T02 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key). The first record
(R1) in that table has been located. Use a REDLE or RDULE command to read the located record, so that the data value
for the element named TRAXN is returned to the work area.

Request Area Before After
Command Code REDLE/RDULE REDLE/RDULE
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID R1 R1
Key Value Area 111 111
Work Area
Element List

. 125

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

REDNE_RDUNE (Read Next Equal Key Value)
Datacom programming commands REDNE and RDUNE (Read Next Equal Key Value) return data elements from a
database by reading a record. RDUNE acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDNE does not
obtain exclusive control.

REDNE reads the next record with a key value equal to the key value specified. RDUNE reads for update the next record
with an equal key value. RDUNE also releases control of the previously record read for update, if specifications in the
User Requirements Table allow it to do so.

Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record that has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.

For the RDUNE command, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an
UPDAT, DELET, RDUBR, RDUNK, RDUNR, RDUNX, or RDUNE command is performed. If you need to release exclusive
control directly, use a RELES or RELFL command.

Since requests for exclusive control of a record that is already held for update must wait on the release of that record,
use exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records that can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.

No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.

For fields of a key that is defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign that is
returned from a successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is
indexed. It may not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive
and negative numbers.

Detailed Command Information
PREREQUISITE

COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCNX, REDBR, REDKG,
REDKL, REDKR, REDKX, REDLE, REDNK, REDNR, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG, DUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX,
RDULE, RDUNK, RDUNR, RDUNX, or another REDNE/RDUNE

COBOL CALL SYNTAX CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
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NOTE
For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL Programming.

PARAMETERS USER
INFORMATION

BLOCK:

The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the
Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify
up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is
specified, the first eight characters are recorded in the log records for the task. Since
this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require programs to
supply specific information in this data block.

REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: REDNE/RDUNE
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously
executed prerequisite command.

WORK AREA: The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large
enough to contain the combined length of all the elements being returned.

ELEMENT LIST: Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned.
Indicate the end of the element list with five spaces.

REQUEST
QUALIFICATION

AREA (RQA):

Not required

DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA

RETURN CODES: Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)

NOTE
With return code 18, the data is returned and may be updated/deleted.
Once one of the Request Areas updates/deletes the record, however, the
other Request Area cannot perform an update/delete without re-reading
the record for update.

See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes
that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in response.

RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is
successful.

KEY VALUE
AREA:

Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is
successful.

WORK AREA The retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order that is specified in the element list and
returned to the work area.

Example

The following example shows the use of the REDNE/RDUNE command. The before column shows the contents of
storage before the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (Programming).
Assume that a REDKG or RDUKG command has been issued to randomly read Table T02. Record R1 was read. In that
record's key area, the key value of NUMKY (a numeric key) was equal to 111. TRAXN was the element named.
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Start at the designated point in the database and read the next record sequentially.

Request Area Before After

Command Code REDNE/RDUNE REDNE/RDUNE

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID R1 R2

Key Value Area 111 111

Work Area
Element List

125 50

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN

Security Code (one blank) (one blank)

End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

REDNK_RDUNK (Read Record with the Next Sequential Key Value)
The REDNK/RDUNK command enables you to read (read for update) the record with the next sequential key value in the
index. It performs the function opposite that of REDNE/RDUNE in that it only returns unique key values.
RDUNK acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDNK does not obtain exclusive control.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUNK, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT,
RDUNK or DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly, use a RELES or RELFL
command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
REDNK/RDUNK (Read Record with the Next Sequential Key Value)
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDNK/RDUNK— Read Record With the Next Sequential Key Value
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCNX, REDBR,
REDKG, REDKL, REDKR, REDKX, REDLE, REDNE, REDNR, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG,
RDUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNR, RDUNX or another REDNK/RDUNK
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
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CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDNK/RDUNK
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the requested information. It must be at least four bytes long.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
REDNK/RDUNK (Read Record with the Next Sequential Key Value)
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
03 INVALID KEY NAME
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
For a REDNK command, this return code means that either the key value exceeds the key value specified, or no key
value was found.
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With return code 18 the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without re-reading the record for
update.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.

Examples

These examples show the use of the REDNK command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to the
call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries
ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears on Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
REDNK/RDUNK (Read Record with the Next Sequential Key Value)
Example 1
Assume that a REDKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric
key). A first record has been located. A record ID of R1 was returned, as was a key value of 111.
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Given the above, use a REDNK command to read the next record with a key value higher than the one in the Request
Area.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  REDNK REDNK
Table Name  T02 T02
Key Name  NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code  . (blanks)
Database ID  (database ID) (database ID)
Record ID  R1 R3
Key Value Area  111 235

Example 2
Assume that a REDKG command has been executed for Table T02 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric
key). A first record was located, resulting in the Request Area shown in the following:

Request Area Before After
Command Code REDKG REDKG
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . (database ID)
Record ID . R1
Key Value Area (low-values) 111
Work Area
Element List

. .

Element Name NUMBER NUMBER
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

REDNR/RDUNR (Read the Next Record in a Specified Range)
A REDNK command may now be used to find all the key values in table T02 by leaving the returned Request Area
unaltered (except for the command code field) and issuing successive calls with REDNK as the command code.
Datacom/DB then returns the following:

Table Name Record ID Key/Work
T02 R3235  
T02 R4349  

REDNR_RDUNR (Read the Next Record in a Specified Range)
The REDNR/RDUNR Command enables you to locate the next record with a key value within a specified range.
RDUNR acquires exclusive control of the record for update purposes. REDNR does not obtain exclusive control.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
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For the RDUNR, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends or after an UPDAT,
RDUNK, or DELET command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control directly, use a RELES or RELFL
command.
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
REDNR/RDUNR (Read the Next Record in a Specified Range)
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDNR/RDUNR— Read the Next Record in a Specified Range
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCNX, REDBR,
REDKG, REDKL, REDKR, REDKX, REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, REDNX, RDUBR, RDUKG,
RDUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNX, or another REDNR/RDUNR
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDNR/RDUNR
TABLE NAME: Enter the 3-character name of the table to be searched, the alphanumeric identifier for the database, or
blanks. If you supply a table name, the search is made only within the specified table. If the User Requirements Table
entry with the matching name specifies SYNONYM=YES, you must identify the database in the binary database ID portion
of the Request Area.
If you supply a database ID, a search for the key value is performed on all tables that are in your program's User
Requirements Table for the specified database.
If you supply blanks, all of the tables in the first database definition in your User Requirements Table are searched.
REDNR/RDUNR (Read the Next Record in a Specified Range)
KEY NAME: Specify the 5-character key name to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
Regardless of the method for providing a database number, this number must be the same as was used in the
prerequisite command.
If the table name that is being provided has a database ID or blanks, this database ID field is ignored.
KEY VALUE AREA: Remains the same as used in the REDKR or LOCKR command.
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the REDKR or LOCKR command previously
executed.
WORK AREA:
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The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA) Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
For a REDNR command, this return code means that either the key was greater than the key specified, or end of records
in the range was reached.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record if the command is successful.
REDNR/RDUNR (Read the Next Record in a Specified Range)

Example

This example shows the use of the REDNR command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to the
call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Entries ignored by
Datacom/DB are designated by dots.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a REDKR command has just been executed for table TO2 (locating a record within a specified range) and
key name NUMKY (a numeric key). A first record was read within the range. A record ID of R1 was returned, as was a key
value of 111.
Given the above, use a REDNR command to locate the next record with a key value greater than the second key value
specified.
For table TO2 (specific search) and key name NUMKY (a numeric key), use the LOCKR command to specify a range.

Request Area Before  After
Command Code REDKR  REDKR
Table Name T02  T02
Key Name NUMKY  NUMKY
Return Code .  14
Database ID .  (database ID)
Record ID .  R1
Key Value Area 100  111
 349  349
Work Area
Element List

.  125

Element Name TRAXN  TRAXN
Security Code (one blank)  (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks)  (five blanks)

REDNX/RDUNX (Read Next)
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A blank return code indicates that the record in the specified range exists.

Request Area Before After
Command Code REDMR REDMR
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID (database ID) (database ID)
Record ID R1 R2
Key Value Area 111 111
Work Area
Element List

125 50

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

REDNX_RDUNX (Read Next)
REDNX and RDUNX return actual data elements from a database by reading a record. RDUNX acquires exclusive control
of the record for update purposes. REDNX does not obtain exclusive control.
REDNX reads the record in the next sequential entry in the index.
RDUNX reads for update the record in the next sequential entry in the index. It also releases control of the previous record
read for update, if specifications in the User Requirements Table allow it to do so.
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task requesting exclusive
control until it is released from exclusive control.
For the RDUNX command, records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an
UPDAT, DELET, RDUNE, RDUNR, RDUBR, or RDUNX command is performed. If you need to release exclusive control
directly, use a RELES, RDUNK, or RELFL command.
REDNX/RDUNX (Read Next)
Since requests for exclusive control of a record already held for update must wait on the release of that record, use
exclusive control for as short a time as possible. The maximum number of records which can be held under exclusive
control at one time is specified in the EXCTLNO MUF startup option.
No exclusive control read for update is issued unless the table is defined for update in the User Requirements Table.
Fields may be type sensitive, meaning numeric fields are treated by the index in proper numeric sequence (for example,
-2, -1, 0, 1, 2 ...). For a key field that is numeric and not type sensitive, the sequence is of character type, varying by
numeric field type and choice of sign.
For fields of a key defined as packed decimal signed or zoned decimal signed and data sensitive, the sign returned from a
successful request is a C for all positive numbers or a D for all negative numbers. This is how the data is indexed. It may
not match the actual stored data, or where other than C or D may have been specified to indicate positive and negative
numbers.
When a program retrieves sequential records using an index defined with ascending fields, increasingly larger value
records are found, while descending fields are returned in descending sequence.
The following list contains detailed command information.
REDNX/RDUNX—Read Next
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
LOCBR, LOCKG, LOCKL, LOCKR, LOCKX, LOCNE, LOCNK, LOCNR, LOCNX, REDBR,
REDKG, REDKL, REDKR, REDKX, REDLE, REDNE, REDNK, REDNR, RDUBR, RDUKG,
REDKL, RDUKR, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR or another REDNX/RDUNX
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COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REDNX/RDUNX (Read Next)
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: REDNX/RDUNX
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA:
The retrieved data is returned to the work area. You must make the work area large enough to contain the combined
length of all the elements being returned.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be retrieved in the order in which the data is to be returned. Indicate the end of the element list
with five spaces.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With return code 18 the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without re-reading the record for
update.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
RECORD ID: Datacom/DB returns the record ID of the located record if the command is successful.
KEY VALUE AREA: Datacom/DB returns the full key value of the first qualifying record, if the command is successful.
WORK AREA
The retrieved data is concatenated by Datacom/DB in the order specified in the element list and returned to the work area.

Example

The following example shows the use of the REDNX/RDUNX command. The before column shows the contents of
storage prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
RELES (Release Record)
Assume that a LOCKG command has been issued for Table T02 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key). The first record
(R1) in that table has been located. A REDLE command was then used to read the located record with the element
named TRAXN being specified in the element list.
Given the above, use a REDNX or RDUNX command to read the next record (regardless of key value) in Table T02 for
key name NUMKY. Return data values to the work area for the element named TRAXN.

Request Area Before After
Command Code REDNX/RDUNX REDNX/RDUNX
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Table Name T02 T02
Key Name NUMKY NUMKY
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID (database ID) (database ID)
Record ID R1 R2
Key Value Area 111 111
Work Area
Element List

125 50

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

RELES (Release Record)
RELES releases exclusive control of a record. It does not write the record back to the table or destroy the condition of the
Request Area. After the RELES command, select the next desired command and continue.
Records are placed under exclusive control by one of the prerequisite commands listed below to avoid concurrent
updating of the same record by different tasks. A record which is under exclusive control is unavailable to any other
Datacom/DB task until it is released from exclusive control.
Records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an UPDAT, DELET, RDUNK,
RDUNX, RDUNE, RDUNR, RDUBR, GETIT, GETPS, GSETL, or GSETP command is performed. The release commands,
RELES and RELFL, directly release exclusive control.
RELES (Release Record)
The following list contains detailed command information.
RELES—Release Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
RDUBR, RDUID, RDUKG, RDUKL, RDUKR, RDUKX, RDULE, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR, RDUNX, GETIT or GETPS
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: RELES
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
RECORD ID: Use the record ID returned by a previously executed prerequisite command.
WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
RELES (Release Record)
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
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Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the RELES command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Assume that a read for update has just been performed using an RDUKY command to read record R1 from Table T02.
Use a RELES command to release that record from exclusive control.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  RELES RELES
Table Name  T02 T02
Key Name  . .
Return Code  (blanks) (blanks)
Database ID  . (database ID)
Record ID  R1 R1
Key Value Area  . .

RELFL (Release Table)

RELFL (Release Table)
RELFL releases from exclusive control all records in a specified table held by the task.
Records are placed under exclusive control to avoid concurrent updating of the same record by different tasks. A record
which is under exclusive control is unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task until it is released from exclusive control.
Records are automatically released when a batch job or online transaction ends, or after an UPDAT, DELET, RDUBR,
RDUNR, RDUNX, RDUNE, GETIT, GETPS, GSETP, or GSETL command is performed.
The release commands, RELES and RELFL, directly release exclusive control.
The following list contains detailed command information.
RELFL—Release Table
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: RELFL
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
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RELFL (Release Table)
WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.

Example

The following example shows the use of the RELFL command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Assume that a read for update has just been performed using an RDUKY command to read several records from Table
T02. Use a RELFL command to release these records from exclusive control.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  RELFL RELFL
Table Name  T02 T02
Key Name  . .
Return Code  (blanks) (blanks)
Database ID  . (database ID)
Record ID  . .
Key Value Area  . .

ROLBK (Roll Back Transaction)

ROLBK (Roll Back Transaction)
ROLBK rolls back a transaction. It is equivalent to a LOGTB command followed by a COMIT command. We recommend
that you use ROLBK instead of LOGTB and COMIT.
The following list contains detailed command information.
ROLBK—Roll Back Transaction
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: ROLBK
The remainder of the Request Area must be low values.
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WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
ROLBK (Roll Back Transaction)
ROLBK Restrictions
The features and options of multiple MUFs, such as the MUFS= parameter of DBURINF, combines with the DBURINF
parameter RRS= to give different possibilities. The following table summarizes those possibilities.

In DBURINF Macro ROLBK Allowed?
MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO)
RRS=YES

NO

MUFS=YES
RRS=YES

YES

MUFS=YES
RRS=NO (or RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

MUFS=NO (or MUFS= is allowed to default to NO) RRS=NO (or
RRS= is allowed to default to NO)

YES

Example

The following example shows the use of the ROLBK command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  ROLBK ROLBK
Table Name  . .
Key Name  . .
Return Code  . (blanks)
Database ID  . .
Record ID  . .
Key Value Area  . .

Note: Be aware that it is possible for the following fields to have been modified in the Request Area upon the Request
Area's return:
■ Table Name ■ Key Name
■ Database ID
SELCN (Continue Set Record Selection)
■ Record ID
■ Key Value Area
Because the command can modify the Request Area fields just listed, we recommend that you consider defining a
separate Request Area for use with this command.
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SELCN (Continue Set Record Selection)
The SELCN command is used with the SELFR command.
When an interrupt limit specified in the SELFR command is reached during the set record selection process, the
command is interrupted and control given back to your program with return code 92 set. The particular interrupt reached is
indicated in the internal return code field. The number of records selected and start I/Os used are returned in the Request
Area.
At this point, the set record selection process can be continued by issuing a SELCN command from the same Request
Area. If the interrupt limit is reached again, the process can be continued by reissuing a SELCN command.
Set record selection can also be stopped and the records selected up to the point of interruption used by issuing a SELST
command; or the set can be released with the SELPR command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
SELCN—Continue Set Record Selection
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
SELFR, SELCN
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
SELCN (Continue Set Record Selection)
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes must not be changed.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: SELCN
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the elements specified in the SELFR command.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
91 (91) TEMPORARY CBS INDEX NOT FOUND
Note: (91) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 5B) associated with return code 91.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
SET RECORD COUNT: The number of records selected at the point of interrupt is returned.
START I/O: The number of start I/Os issued up to the point of interrupt is returned.
OTHER FIELDS: If the SELCN command is successful, the previously interrupted command (SELFR) continues
processing. For more information about the data returned by Datacom/DB, see SELFR (Select Set and Return First
Record) (see page 312). The elements specified with the SELFR command are returned.
PROCESSING STEPS
STEPS TAKEN BY Datacom/DB IN PROCESSING THIS COMMAND
STEP 1: Locate Set Definition. The set number in the Request Area is used to locate the set definition.
STEP 2: Reset Interrupt Counters. All interrupt counters are reset.
STEP 3: Restart Set Record Selection. The traversal position at the time of interrupt is restored, and set record selection
continues.
SELCN (Continue Set Record Selection)

Example

The following example shows the use of the SELCN command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
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Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a SELFR command (see the third SELFR example for details) has been used to select Table T01 records
with an LL anywhere in the element NAME. The following interrupt limits were set: Ten records selected, or two records
rejected.
Now assume that the interrupt limit of two records rejected has been reached. Issue a SELCN command to continue set
selection. The interrupt limit of two records rejected is reached a second time.
Reissue a SELCN command to continue set selection. The after column shows the completion of the interrupted SELFR
command.

Request Area Before After
Command Code SELFR SELCN
Table Name T01 T01
Return Code 92 14
Intrnl Rtn Code 133 0
Record ID R5 R5
Set Record Count 0 0
Set Number (system generated) (system generated)
Skip Count . +1
Work Area ELLA .

SELFR (Select Set and Return First Record)
The SELFR command specifies a set of records to be selected from a table and returns the first record or count of records
in the set. Interrupt limits may be specified to monitor the progress of set record selection.
Selection may be resumed with the SELCN command or prematurely ended with the SELST command. Subsequent
records of the set may be returned using the SELNR and SELSM commands.
The set may be released with the SELPR command. See the topics about the other set-at-a-time commands (those
whose first three letters are SEL) for more information about them.
The SELFR command is used to specify the:

• Table accessed
• Elements accessed
• Set of record to be accessed based on:

– Compound Boolean Selection
A Compound Boolean Selection expression is used to describe the field data values of the records to be selected. A
Compound Boolean Selection expression is composed of predicates joined by the Boolean operators AND and OR.
A predicate is composed of a subject, a relational or string-scan operator, and an object. The subject must be a field
of the table. The object is either a value or another field of the table.

– One record per each unique order-by field value
This is an option when ordering of the selected records is specified.

– Set record count limit The selection of records can be ended when a specified number of records have been
selected. The limit can be on any, or when ordering is specified, a true number of records that reflects the entire
table.

Ordering of selected records:  
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– Based on any combination of fields accessed
– Data-type and numeric sign sensitive
– Ascending or descending sequence
– Update Intent
– Counting of selected records
– Set selection interrupt limits for interactive selection

The SELFR command returns:

• First selected record or
• Set record count

 Processing of the SELFR Command
The Request Qualification Area is used to build internal tables. In building the tables, Datacom/DB returns a return code
91 if an error is detected in the Request Qualification Area. The exact error is indicated in the internal return byte.
In addition, the section which is in error and the entry within that section are returned in the Compound Boolean Selection
feedback field of the Request Area. Processing is terminated when the first error is detected.
Set Definition
The tables created from the Request Qualification Area and the Element List constitute a set definition. The set definition
is assigned a unique set number, which is returned in the Request Area.
Subsequent SELNR, SELSM and SELPR commands must be issued from the same Request Area. These commands use
the set number returned in the Request Area to reaccess the set definition.
When a SELFR command is issued from the same Request Area used by a previous SELFR command, the set number
passed in the Request Area is used to release the previous set.
Therefore, you do not need to issue a SELPR command to release a set when you are going to issue another SELFR
command from the same Request Area.
Temporary Index
To satisfy the SELFR request, the Optimizer generates a data access plan.
If the access plan indicates that a temporary index is needed, the key(s) are searched from the beginning through
ending key values, and the order-by fields and record ID of selected records used to build a temporary index. Then, the
temporary index becomes the traversal key to return records.
If the Request Qualification Area UPD parameter is specified, records are not read with exclusive control while the
temporary index is being built.
There are three reasons for building a temporary index:

1. No key satisfies the order-by specification.
2. To eliminate duplicate records when more than one traversal key is used.
3. The order-by specification can be satisfied by a key, but fewer resources are used by selecting the records with

another key and then using a temporary index to satisfy the order-by specification.

When a temporary index is built, the set record count is automatically returned.
But when the Request Qualification Area CNT parameter is specified and a temporary index is not built, using the
traversal table, all records in the set are selected, and the count returned in the Request Area set record count field.
Records are not read with exclusive control when they are being counted. If neither the CNT parameter is specified nor a
temporary index built, the set record count is set to zero.
Record Selection
Record selection (record selection is also used by the SELNR and SELSM commands) is performed to:

• Build a temporary index.
• Count records (when a temporary index is not built).
• Select the first record to be returned.

If the maxsten or maxstio parameters of the CBS MUF startup option or the CBSIO= User Requirements Table parameter
are exceeded, traversal is ended, the set released (including any temporary index) and an error return code returned.
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The elements of the first record of the set are returned in the work area, unless only a count is requested with the CNT
parameter.
If all requested elements are contained in the traversal key, and the Request Qualification Area UPD parameter
is not specified, the work area is filled from the traversal key value, and the actual data record is not read.
If the Request Qualification Area UPD parameter is specified, the data record is read to check for secondary exclusive
control.
Save Set Definition
The set definition is not saved when:

• The Request Qualification Area FST parameter specifies only one record.
• The Request Qualification Area CNT parameter specifies that only the set record count is to be returned.
• No records are selected.

When the set definition is not saved, a select next record command (SELNR) receives a return code of 91 (with an internal
return code of 91) indicating that the set was not found, in which case a SELPR command is not necessary to release the
set.
For all other conditions, the set definition is saved in the buffer defined by the CBS MUF startup option's buffer parameter.
If this area is full, the set definition is saved in the Index Area (IXX) for the database being accessed or (if specified in the
CBS MUF startup option's dbid parameter) in a database used by the Compound Boolean Selection to build temporary
indexes.
The following list contains detailed command information.
SELFR—Select Set and Return First Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst rqa
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes are saved in the set definition. They must not change between the SELFR, SELSM, SELNR and
SELPR commands.
Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) diagnostic data is accumulated to the PXX on a SELFR command whenever $$$ is
placed in the first three bytes of the User Information Block.
For more information about the CBS diagnostic report, see CBS.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: SELFR
TABLE NAME: Specify the name of the table to be used.
DATABASE ID: You must supply the binary numeric value of the database ID that you want to use if your program uses
the User Requirements Table (URT) with SYNONYM=YES specified for the table being requested.
WORK AREA:
The elements specified in the element list are returned to the work area for the first record on the successful completion of
the request unless the count-only option of the Request Qualification Area's count parameter (CNT) is specified.
If count-only is specified in the parameter section, a count of records is returned but the first record's elements are not and
the set definition is not saved.
ELEMENT LIST:
Specify the elements to be accessed. The SELFR command returns the specified elements for the first record. The
elements specified here are also the elements which are accessed for any records returned by subsequent SELNR and
SELSM commands.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA):
The SELFR command requires a Request Qualification Area (RQA) in which you specify the set selection criteria and
other parameters. The contents of the Request Qualification Area are explained in Request Qualification Area.
DATA RETURNED  

 REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
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Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

 05 TABLE NOT OPEN

 Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

 06 TABLE NOT OPEN FOR UPDATE 

 14 NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND  

 16 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL INTERLOCK 

 18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)

 22 ELEMENT NAME NOT FOUND

 23 ELEMENT SECURITY CODE VIOLATION

 91 (102) ONE OR MORE Datacom/DB RECORDS HAS ERRORS (warning only)
Note: (102) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 66) associated with return code 91.

 91 (103) THIS Datacom/DB RECORD HAS DATA ERRORS (warning only)

 Note: (103) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 67) associated with return code 91.

 92 (nnn) SET SELECTION INTERRUPT

 Note: The (nnn) shown previously is an internal return code that indicates which interrupt interval has been reached. For
the interrupt records accepted interrupt interval, nnn is 132. For interrupt records rejected, nnn is 133. For interrupt start I/
O's, nnn is 134.
See Messages for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they occurred and the actions to take in
response.
COMPOUND BOOLEAN SELECTION FEEDBACK: This area is returned when an error is detected in the Request
Qualification Area (return code 91).
SECTION: Indicates which Request Qualification Area section contains the error, or an X indicates a data error in the
record.
ENTRY: Indicates the entry in error. This 4-byte binary field is set to the number of records selected when a count is
requested with the CNT parameter, or when a temporary index is built. Otherwise, it is set to zero. This 4-byte binary
number is set by Datacom/DB to uniquely identify each set.

Examples

Following are four examples showing the use of the SELFR command. The before column shows the contents of storage
prior to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots
designate entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which these examples apply appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples.
Example 1—Return First Record
For Table T02, select the records where element TRAXN is greater than or equal to 100. These records are to be returned
in element NUMBR ascending sequence.
Select only one record per element NUMBR data value. These records are to be returned with exclusive control.
Limit selection to the ten records with the lowest data values for the element NUMBR.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code SELFR SELFR
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
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Database ID . .
Record ID . R1
Set Record Count . 0
Set Number . (system generated number)
Skip Count . +1
Key Value . 111
 Work Area . 125
 Element List 
1st Element TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
2nd Element NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

SELFR Example 1: Return First Record (continued)
Request Qualification Area 

Request Qualification Area Header

    Length                                         0000

    Section Count                                  0003

Parameter Section                                  P

    Entry Count                                    003

    Entry Length                                   00013###

    Parameter                                      UNQ##########

    Parameter                                      UPD##########

    Parameter                                      FST000000010T

    Order-by Section                               K

        Entry Count                                001

        Entry Length                               00018###

        Field

          Direction                                A

          Type                                     E

          Element Name                             NUMBR

          Security Code                            #

          Offset                                   0000

          Length                                   0003

          Data-type                                C

          Sign                                     N

    Selection Section                              S

        Entry Count                                001

        Entry Length                               ####V###

        Predicate

          Logical Operator                         #

          Relational Operator                      GE

          Comparison type                          C

          Sign                                     N

          Subject

             Type                                  E

             Element Name                          TRAXN

             Security Code                         #
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             Offset                                0000

             Length                                0003

          ObjectV

             Length                                0003

             Value                                 100

 Example 2—Record Existence Testing 

Determine if a record exists for NUMBR 349 in the Table T01. Do not return the first record. Do not save the set. Limit
counting to one record.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code SELFR SELFR
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Set Record Count . 1
Set Number . 0
Skip Count . +1
Key Value . .
 Work Area
Element List 3 

. .

Element Name NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

SELFR Example 2: Record Existence Testing (continued)
Request Qualification Area 

Request Qualification Area Header

    Length                                  0000

    Section Count                           0002

Parameter Section                           p

    Entry Count                             002

    Entry Length                            0013###

    Parameter                               CNTN########

    Parameter                               UPD########

    Parameter                               FST000000001A

Selection Section                           S

    Entry Count                             001

    Entry Length Predicate                  ####V###

    Logical Operator                        #

    Relational Operator                     EQ

    Comparison type                         C

    Sign                                    N

    Subject    

        Type                                E
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        Element name                        NUMBER

        Security Code                       #

        Offset                              0000

        Length                              0003

    Object                                  V

    Length                                  0003

    Value                                   349

 Example 3—Interactive Set Record Selection 

Select Table T01 records with an LL anywhere in the element NAME. Set interrupt limits of ten records selected, or two
records rejected.

Request Area  Before  After 
Command Code SELFR SELFR
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . 92
Intrnl Retrn Code . 132
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
Set Record Count . 0
Set Number . (system generated number)
Skip Count . +1
Key Value . .
 Work Area
Element List 

. .

1st Element NAME NAME
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
2nd Element NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

SELFR Example 3: Interactive Set Record Selection (continued)
Request Qualification Area 

Request Qualification Area Header

    Length                                0000

    Section Count                         0002

Parameter Section                         P

    Entry Count                           002

    Entry Length                          00009###

    Parameter                             INR000010

    Parameter                             INF000002

Selection Section                         S

    Entry Count                           001

    Entry Length                          ####V###

    Predicate

    Logical Operator                      #
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    Relational Operator                   SP

    Comparison type                       S

    Skip character                        # 

    Subject 

        Type                              E

        Element Name                      NAME

        Security Code                     #

        Offset                            0000

        Length                            0005

Object                                    V

Length                                    0002

Value                                     LL

 Example 4—Request Qualification Area (RQA) Edit Error
Select Table T01 records with an LL anywhere in the element NAME.
Set interrupt limits of ten records selected, or two records rejected.
Use an invalid comparison type to get an edit error (note the return code 91 thus produced in the after column and the
information returned in the CBS Feedback Area where an S indicates that the error is in the Selection Section).

Request Area  Before After 
Command Code SELFR SELFR
Table Name T01 T01
Key Name . .
Return Code . 91
Intrnl Retrn Code . 120
Database ID . .
Record ID . .
CBS Feedback Area . S001
Set Record Count . 0
Set Number . 0
Skip Count . +1
Key Value . .
 Work Area
Element List 3 

. .

1st Element NAME NAME
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
2nd Element NUMBR NUMBR
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)

SELFR Example 4: Request Qualification Area (RQA) Edit Error (continued)
Request Qualification Area 

Request Qualification Area Header

    Length                               0000

    Section Count                        0002

Parameter Section                        P

    Entry Count                          002
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    Entry Length                         000009###

    Parameter                            INR000010

    Parameter                            INF000002

    Parameter                            FST000000001A

Selection Section                        S

    Entry Count                          001

    Entry Length                         ####V###

    Predicate

        Logical Operator                 #

        Relational Operator              SP

        Comparison type                  C

        Skip char                        #

    Subject

        Type                             E

        Element Name                     NAME

        Security Code                    #

        Offset                           0000

        Length                           0005

    Object                               V

        Length                           0002

        Value                            LL

SELNR (Select Next Record)
After a set has been established and the first record returned with the SELFR (select first) command, subsequent records
are retrieved with the SELNR (select-next-record) command. A skip count is specified to position to the desired record.
The SELFR command returns a skip count of +1. If the skip count is not changed, the next record in ascending sequence
is returned.
To position backwards, specify a negative number, for example, -20 skips backwards twenty records. A skip count of zero
re-retrieves the last record.
To position directly to the first record, specify -32767. To position directly to the last record, specify +32767.
SELNR (Select Next Record)
If the skip count causes an end-of-set condition, for example, specifying +20 when only 19 records remain, the last record
(or first record if skip count is negative) is returned and warning return code of 93 is set. If already positioned at the last
(first) record, an end-of-set return code is issued.
The SELNR command does not change the skip count unless -32767 or +32767 is specified, so unless changed, all
subsequent SELNR commands use the same skip count. If -32767 is specified, +1 is returned. If +32767 is specified, -1 is
returned.
The SELNR command uses the element list and update intent specified with the SELFR command. To re-read a record
with update intent when the SELFR command specified read-only, use the SELSM command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
SELNR—Select Next Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
SELFR, SELNR, SELSM
Note: When the prerequisite command is a SELFR, if the Request Qualification Area P section partial set parameter FST
is specified, the value of the FST's maximum number of records to select must be greater than one.
If the CNT parameter is specified, the count-only option must not be used.
Under these conditions the set is not saved, and a 91 return code (with an internal return code of 91) is issued, indicating
that the set was not found.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
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SELNR (Select Next Record)
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes are saved in the set definition. They must not change between the SELFR, SELSM, SELNR and
SELPR commands.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: SELNR
SKIP COUNT: This 2-byte binary number is set to +1 (with the SELFR command) to retrieve the next ascending sequence
record.
It can be changed to skip forward (positive values up to 32767) or backwards (negative values up to -32767) the number
of records specified before returning the next record.
A value of zero re-retrieves the last record.
To position directly to the first record in the set, specify -32767. To position directly to the last record in the set, specify
+32767.
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the elements specified in the SELFR command.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED
REQUEST AREA:
SKIP COUNT: If the skip count specified was -32767 or +32767, the skip count returned is +1 or -1, respectively. Any
other value in the skip count is returned unchanged.
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL

1.
2. TABLE NOT OPEN
3.

Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

1.
2. TABLE NOT OPEN FOR UPDATE
3.

09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
14 (117) END/BEGINNING OF SET (warning message, position not changed)
Note: (117) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 75) associated with return code 14.
SELNR (Select Next Record)
16 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL INTERLOCK
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With return code 18 the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without rereading the record for
update.
91 (91) TEMPORARY CBS INDEX NOT FOUND
Note: (91) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 5B) associated with return code 91.
91 (103) THIS Datacom/DB RECORD HAS DATA ERRORS (warning only)
Note: (103) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 67) associated with return code 91.
93 ATTEMPT TO POSITION PAST END/BEG-OF-SET (warning only)
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
WORK AREA:
The elements specified with the SELFR command are returned.
SELNR (Select Next Record)
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PROCESSING STEPS
STEPS TAKEN BY Datacom/DB IN PROCESSING THIS COMMAND
STEP 1: Locate Set Definition. The unique set number assigned by Datacom/DB with the SELFR command is returned
in the Request Area This number is used to locate the set definition and temporary index, if any. Therefore, the Request
Area used with the SELFR command must be used.
STEP 2: Release Exclusive Control of Previous Record. If the previous record was returned with exclusive control and not
updated or deleted, it is released. STEP 3: Select Next Record. Using either permanent indexes or a temporary index, the
next record is retrieved using an internally-issued LOCNX or LOCBR command, depending on the sign of the skip count.
If a skip count of zero is specified, an internally generated REDID/RDUID command is issued. If a skip count of -32767
is specified, a LOCKG command is used to position directly to the first record of the set. If a skip count of +32767 is
specified, a LOCKL command is used to position directly to the last record of the set. This record is tested using the
verification table built by the SELFR command from the Request Qualification Area S section.
The fields contained in the traversal key are tested first. If the record is not rejected based on these fields, the data record
is retrieved if either all the fields in the element list are not contained in the traversal key, or if update intent is specified.
If there are S section fields not contained in the traversal key, these are used to complete the selection test. If the record
does not qualify, this process is repeated.
STEP 4: Satisfy Skip Count. If the record qualifies, a work copy of the skip count is decremented. If the count is not zero,
the above process is repeated until the desired record is found, or the end or beginning of the set is reached. If the end or
beginning of the set is reached when the skip count is not zero, a return code 93 is issued to indicate that an attempt was
made to position past the end or beginning of the set.
STEP 5: Check for FST Limit. If an FST parameter limit is specified, it is checked. If the specified number of records has
been returned, a return code 14 is issued to indicate the end of the set has been reached.
STEP 6: Work Area. If the end of the set is not reached, the elements specified in the SELFR element list are moved
to the work area. If the end of the set is reached, the work area is not changed. If the record is being returned without
exclusive control, and the index retrieved indicator is TRUE, or the index-retrieved-from-temporary-index indicator is
TRUE, the work area is filled from the traversal key value.
SELPR (Release Set)

Example

The following example shows the use of the SELNR command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a SELFR command (see the first SELFR example for details) has selected records with the element TRAXN
greater than or equal to 100.
The SELFR also ordered the records by unique values of the element NUMBR in ascending sequence. Use the Request
Area returned from that SELFR (shown in the before column below) to issue a SELNR command.

Request Area Before After
Command Code SELNR SELNR
Table Name T02 T02
Key Name . .
Return Code . (blanks)
Database ID . .
Record ID R1 R4
Set Record Count . .
Set Number . .
Skip Count Key Value +1 111 +1 349
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Work Area
Element List

125 200

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN
Security Code (one blank) (one blank)
End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)  

SELPR (Release Set)
The SELPR command releases the set definition and any temporary index built by the SELFR command. Also, if
exclusive control is in effect for the last record retrieved, it is released.
The SELPR command must be issued from the same Request Area used by the SELFR command to establish the set,
because the set number returned in the Request Area by the SELFR command is used to locate the set to be released.
SELPR (Release Set)
The SELFR command does not save a set definition when:
■ Count-only is specified (CNTN).
■ One record only is specified (FST000000001x).
■ Return code 14 is returned (NO RECORD FOUND OR NO KEY FOUND).
Sets are automatically released when:
■ Another SELFR is issued from the same Request Area.
■ User Requirements Table is closed.
■ Database open occurs after MUF abnormal termination.
The following list contains detailed command information.
SELPR—Release Set
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS SELFR, SELNR, or SELSM
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes are saved in the set definition. They must not change between the SELFR, SELSM, SELNR and
SELPR commands.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: SELPR
RECORD ID: The record ID is used to release exclusive control.
SET NUMBER: The set number is used to locate the set definition.
WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
SELPR (Release Set)
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
Note: When blanks are returned as a result of a SELPR command, it means that either the set has been released or did
not exist.
05 TABLE NOT OPEN
Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
PROCESSING STEPS
STEPS TAKEN BY Datacom/DB IN PROCESSING THIS COMMAND
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STEP 1: Locate Set Definition. If the set number in the Request Area is not binary zero, it is used to locate the set
definition buffer in memory.
If the set is not found and the buffer has never filled since the MUF was started, the Index Area (IXX) is searched.
If the set definition is not found, the set number is set to zero, the return code is set to blanks, and processing ends.
STEP 2: Release Exclusive Control. If the last record retrieved is held under exclusive control, the record ID in the
Request Area is used to release exclusive control of this record.
STEP 3: Delete Set Definition. The set definition is deleted. The space is released to be reused.
STEP 4: Delete Temporary Index. If a temporary index was created, it is deleted and the space released to be reused.
STEP 5: Clear Set Number. The set number in the Request Area is set to binary zero, and the return code set to blanks.
SELSM (Select Same Record)

Example

The following example shows the use of the SELPR command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a SELFR command has created a set from Table T02, and the last record returned is R4. Datacom/DB
assigned the set number five. Issue a SELPR command to release the set.

Request Area  Before After
Command Code  SELPR SELPR
Table Name  T02 T02
Return Code  . (blanks)
Database ID  . .
Record ID  R4 R4
Set Number  5 0

SELSM (Select Same Record)
A record that has been retrieved with the SELFR or SELNR commands can be reaccessed with the SELSM (select same)
command.
The record last retrieved can be reaccessed, or if the Request Area is saved and restored, any record previously retrieved
in a set can be reaccessed. If the entire Request Area is saved and restored, the position in the set is also restored.
If only the record ID is saved and restored, the position in a set is not changed.
The update intent specified in the SELFR Request Qualification Area P section is returned in the update-intent field of
the Request Area with the SELFR and SELNR commands. You may change it before issuing the SELSM command. A Y
indicates update intent, and any other value is considered read-only. This is useful when a record must be inspected to
determine if it is to be updated or deleted.
SELSM (Select Same Record)
The set-level update intent specified with the SELFR command can be set to read-only, and the records requiring
updating or deleting reaccessed with the SELSM command with update intent = Y.
If a record is retrieved with update-intent = Y and not updated or deleted, it is released with the next SELNR, or SELPR
command for the set.
If the previous record was retrieved with exclusive control (but not updated or deleted) and you are replacing the record
ID, you must issue a RELES command before issuing the SELSM command.
In this case, since the record ID is replaced before issuing the SELSM command, SELNR and SELPR cannot use the
returned record ID in the Request Area to release exclusive control of the previous record, making it therefore necessary
for you to release exclusive control with the RELES command.
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The following list contains detailed command information.
SELSM—Select Same Record
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
SELFR, or SELNR
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes are saved in the set definition. They must not change between the SELFR, SELSM, SELNR and
SELPR commands.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: SELSM
RECORD ID: The record ID is used to read the data record.
UPDATE INTENT FLAG: Enter Y to acquire exclusive control, otherwise enter N.
SET POSITION: To set position within the set, restore the entire Request Area. To retrieve record without changing set
position, only restore the record ID.
SET NUMBER: The set number returned from the previous request is used to locate the correct set definition.
SELSM (Select Same Record)
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the elements specified in the SELFR.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL 

1.  
2. TABLE NOT OPEN
3.  

 Note: With CICS programs, return code 36(192) means the same thing as return code 05.

1.  
2. TABLE NOT OPEN FOR UPDATE
3.  

 09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
12 SPECIAL DELETED RECORD
16 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL INTERLOCK
18 EXCLUSIVE CONTROL DUPLICATE (warning only)
Note: With return code 18 the data is returned and may be updated/deleted. Once one of the Request Areas update/
delete the record however, the other Request Area may not perform an update/delete without rereading the record for
update.
91 (91) TEMPORARY CBS INDEX NOT FOUND
Note: (91) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 5B) associated with return code 91.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
WORK AREA:
The elements specified with the SELFR command are returned.
SELSM (Select Same Record)
PROCESSING STEPS
STEPS TAKEN BY Datacom/DB IN PROCESSING THIS COMMAND
STEP 1: Locate Set Definition. The set number in the Request Area is used to locate the set definition.
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STEP 2: Select Record. The record ID in the Request Area is used to read the data record. Index retrieval is not used with
the SELSM command.
The record is reverified using the verification table created from the SELFR Request Qualification Area S section. If it has
been deleted, a return code of 12 is issued.
STEP 3: Fill Work Area. Using the element list specified with the SELFR command, the work area is filled.

Example 

The following example shows the use of the SELSM command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a SELFR command (see the first SELFR example for details) has selected records (with exclusive control)
with element TRAXN greater than or equal to 100 and ordered them by unique values of element NUMBR in ascending
sequence. The record with ID R1 was thereby retrieved.
SELST (Stop Set Record Selection)
Next assume that a SELNR command then returned the record with ID R4. See the SELNR example for details. Since
exclusive control was specified in the SELFR and no update was performed, the SELNR released the exclusive control.
Assuming the Request Area after the SELFR command was saved, restore this Request Area and issue a SELSM
command to retrieve record R1 with update-intent = Y. 

Request Area Before After 
Command Code SELSM SELSM  
Table Name T02 T02 
Key Name . . 
Return Code . (blanks) 
Update-Intent Y Y 
Database ID . . 
Record ID R1 R1 
Set Record Count .  0 
Set Number . . 
Skip Count . +1 
Key Value . . 
 Work Area 125 125 

SELST (Stop Set Record Selection)
The SELST command stops set record selection and continues the interrupted command. SELST is only valid when an
interrupt has been reached, that is, return code 92 has been set.
The SELST command must be issued from the same Request Area as the interrupted command.
The following list contains detailed command information.
SELST—Stop Set Record Selection
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
SELFR, or SELCN
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
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SELST (Stop Set Record Selection)
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The first four bytes are saved in the set definition. They must not change between the SELFR, SELSM, SELNR and
SELPR commands.
REQUEST AREA: COMMAND CODE: SELST
WORK AREA:
The work area is used to receive the elements specified in the SELFR command.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
91 (91) TEMPORARY CBS INDEX NOT FOUND
Note: (91) shown previously is a decimal internal return code (hex 5B) associated with return code 91.
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
SET RECORD COUNT: The number of records selected at the point of interrupt is returned.
START I/O: The number of start I/Os issued up to the point of interrupt is returned.
OTHER FIELDS: Refer to the interrupted command. The elements specified with the SELFR command are returned.
PROCESSING STEPS
STEPS TAKEN BY Datacom/DB IN PROCESSING THIS COMMAND
STEP 1: Locate Set Definition. The set number in the Request Area is used to locate the set definition.
STEP 2: Set End-of-Set-Record-Selection. An indicator is set to terminate set record selection.
STEP 3: Continue Interrupted Command. The SELFR command is continued. The first record or set record count of the
records selected up to the point of interruption are returned.
TEST (Test Option Command)

Example

The following example shows the use of the SELST command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior
to the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Note: A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for Programming Reference
Examples (see page 359).
Assume that a SELFR command (see the third SELFR example for details) has selected a set of records with LL
anywhere in the NAME element. An interrupt limit of two rejected records was set and has been reached.
Issue a SELST command to end set selection and continue the SELFR command.

Request Area Before After
Command Code SELST SELST
Table Name T01 T01
Return Code 92 92
Record ID . .
Set Record Count 0 0
Set Number . 0
Skip Count . +1
Key Value . .
Work Area . .
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TEST (Test Option Command)
TEST sets the test option switch for diagnostic execution. The options remain in effect until EOJ or until another TEST
command is issued. The requested options are located in the byte following the command TEST.
The following list contains detailed command information.
TEST—Test Option Command
PREREQUISITE COMMANDS None.
COBOL CALL SYNTAX
CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea
Note: For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL (see page 355).
TEST (Test Option Command)
PARAMETERS
USER INFORMATION BLOCK:
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY. To identify
the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area. No special format is required, but
the program name in the first eight positions is recommended. When logging is specified, the first eight characters
are recorded in the log records for the task. Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require
programs to supply specific information in this data block.
REQUEST AREA:
COMMAND CODE: TEST
REQUEST BYTE: The request byte is positioned immediately following the command code. It consists of eight bits. Those
eight bits equate as follows:

■ Bit one equates to a one-byte binary hexadecimal X'40' (decimal
+64, multipunch Hollerith code blank).

■ Bit six equates to a one-byte binary hexadecimal X'02' (decimal
+02,

 multipunch Hollerith code 12-2-9).
■ A one-byte binary hexadecimal X'42' combines the two options

(decimal +66, multipunch Hollerith code 12-0-2-9). Here is an
example for COBOL:

 77 DUMP-MASTER-LIST PIC S9999 VALUE +64.
 77 DUMP-BUFFERS PIC S9999 VALUE +02.
 77 DUMP-MLST-BUFFERS PIC S9999 VALUE +66.
 01 TEST-BYTE-VALUE PIC S9999 COMP.
 01 REDEFINES-TEST-BYTE-VALUE.
 02 FILLER PIC X.
 02 TEST-BYTE PIC X.
 MOVE DUMP-MASTER-LIST TO TEST-BYTE-VALUE.
 MOVE TEST-BYTE TO REQUEST-BYTE.

The seven bits of the request indicator byte are coded in the following format: BIT 0
Unused.
BIT 1
At the end of each request, dump the Master List area (which includes all buffers). Hexadecimal 40 turns on the Master
List dumps. Hexadecimal 00 turns them off.
TEST (Test Option Command)
BIT 2-5
Unused.
BIT 6
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Dump each request to read or write a data, index, or expand buffer or to gain or release exclusive control.
BIT 7
Unused.
To turn off the TEST option, use low values.
WORK AREA: Not required.
ELEMENT LIST: Not required.
REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA): Not required.
DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA:
RETURN CODES:
Blanks THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
See the Datacom/DB Message Reference Guide for a complete list of return codes that contains the reasons they
occurred and the actions to take in response.
UPDAT (Update Record)

Example

The following example shows the use of the TEST command. The before column shows the contents of storage prior to
the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage upon return from Datacom/DB. Dots designate
entries ignored by Datacom/DB.
Since the request indicator byte is positioned immediately following the command code in the Request Area, the asterisk
positioned immediately following TEST in the example represents that byte.

Request Area  Before  After
Command Code  TEST*  TEST*
Table Name  .  .
Key Name  .  .
Return Code  .  (blanks)
Database ID  .  .
Record ID  .  .
Key Value Area  .  .

UPDAT (Update Record)
In Datacom/DB programming, UPDAT modifies data elements and releases the exclusive control of the record. Review
prerequisite commands, syntax, parameters, and an example.

UPDAT modifies data elements and releases the exclusive control of the record. Elements that are not specified in the
UPDAT command are not changed.

Before a record can be updated, it must be read with exclusive control. When a table has been designated for exclusive
control in the User Requirements Table, this can be done with one of the following commands:
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• RDUBR
• RDUID
• RDUKG
• RDUKL
• RDUKR
• RDUKX
• RDULE
• RDUNE
• RDUNK
• RDUNR
• RDUNX
• GETIT
• GETPS
• SELFR with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)
• SELNR with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)
• SELSM with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)

Datacom/DB automatically performs any maintenance on the index that is necessitated by the update.

Any field that was defined with the Datacom Datadictionary attribute FORCEUPD (force update) set to Y (YES) is
provided by Datacom/DB. If the field is in the work area of the calling program, the new information overlays the provided
work area. If the field is not in the work area of the calling program, the field is appended to the end of the work area.
An element is added to the element list representing the field (this internal element does not exist in the Directory (CXX)
and cannot be used by a calling program, but it is logged and may therefore be visible to the RECOVERY function of the
Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) or an application program's READRXX routine). The actual format of this element name
may vary.

NOTE
The application element list and work area are never modified. Any changes are made to a working copy of the
information in Datacom/DB.

The Master Key for a record may be changed only if the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) Master Key is defined to allow
updating. Consult the database administrator for details.

If the table is defined to not allow changes in the Master Key value, an attempt to update a record with a different Master
Key value is rejected with return code 11.

A successful UPDAT command does not interrupt a read, read next, a select first, select next, or a locate, locate next
series, but if an UPDAT fails, error processing can destroy the prerequisites on which a select next, locate next, or read
next command is dependent.

If the prerequisites are destroyed, the series must be restarted. To prevent an error destroying the prerequisites, the
Request Area can be saved before the UPDAT and restored afterwards.

Error processing does not release exclusive control.

You can change the element list (if desired) between a read for update and an UPDAT command. You can also update
elements that you have not retrieved.

Detailed Command Information

PREREQUISITE COMMANDS
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• RDUBR
• RDUID
• RDUKG
• RDUKL
• RDUKR
• RDUKX
• RDULE
• RDUNE
• RDUNK
• RDUNR
• RDUNX
• GETIT
• GETPS
• SELFR with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)
• SELNR with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)
• SELSM with the update intent flag set to Y (yes)

COBOL CALL SYNTAX

CALL 'DBNTRY' USING userinfo reqarea wrkarea elmlst

NOTE
For other languages, see CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL.

PARAMETERS

USER INFORMATION BLOCK
The User Information Block is the first parameter of any call that is made to the Datacom/DB entry point DBNTRY.
To identify the program to Datacom/DB, specify up to 32 bytes of user information in this area.
No special format is required, but the program name in the first eight positions is recommended.
When logging is specified, the first eight characters are recorded in the log records for the task.
Since this information is passed to user exits, site standards may require programs to supply specific information
in this data block.

REQUEST AREA
COMMAND CODE: UPDAT
The remainder of the Request Area must remain intact from the previously executed prerequisite
command.

WORK AREA
Place in the work area the data values that correspond to the elements named in the element list (the elements
which are to be updated).

ELEMENT LIST
Name the elements to be updated. Indicate the end of the element list with five spaces.

REQUEST QUALIFICATION AREA (RQA)
Not required

DATA RETURNED REQUEST AREA
RETURN CODES

Blanks: THE COMMAND WAS SUCCESSFUL
06 TABLE NOT OPEN FOR UPDATE
09 REQUEST NOT PRECEDED BY PREREQUISITE REQUEST
94(62) (related to table partitioning using Any Parent tables)
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NOTE
See Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent Tables).

94(87) NOMAINT OPTION IS IN FORCE

NOTE
(87) is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) associated with return code 94 that means the NOMAINT
option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) Access function is in force. When NOMAINT is in force,
no maintenance commands (ADDIT, DELET, or UPDAT) are allowed. For more information about the
Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function, see ACCESS.

For a complete list of return codes, the reasons they occurred, and the actions to take in response, see
Messages.

Example
The following example shows the use of the UPDAT command. The before column shows the contents
of storage before the call to Datacom/DB. The after column shows the contents of storage on return from
Datacom/DB. Dots designate entries that are ignored by Datacom/DB.

NOTE
A sample database to which this example applies appears in Sample Database for
Programming Reference Examples.

Assume that a LOCKG command for table T02 and key name NUMKY (a numeric key) located the first record
(R1) in that table. An RDULE command then read the located record with exclusive control for update, which
returned the data value of the element named TRAXN to the work area. This has established the before
condition of the Request Area pictured in the table. Use the UPDAT command to update the data value of
TRAXN to 150.

Request Area Before After

Command Code UPDAT UPDAT

Table Name T02 T02

Key Name NUMKY NUMKY

Return Code . (blanks)

Database ID . (database ID)

Record ID R1 R1

Key Value Area . .

Work Area 150 150

Element List

Element Name TRAXN TRAXN

Security Code (one blank) (one blank)

End of List Flag (five blanks) (five blanks)
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Commands and Return Codes (Any Parent Tables)
In Datacom, three commands: ADDIT UPDAT, GETPS GSETP, and REDID REDLE, can be useful when partitioned tables
are being used (Any Parent Table). Review a chart showing the commands, return codes, and explanations.

Commands Return Code Explanation

ADDIT UPDAT 94(062) This return code can be received if an
attempt is made to execute an ADDIT
command using the Any Parent table, and
it belongs in an area which is ACCESS
OFF or READ, or an attempt is made to
execute an UPDAT command through
the Any Parent table (which changes the
partitioning criteria), and the new partition
area has ACCESS OFF or READ.

GETPS GSETP 01(034) This return code is received by GETPS and
GSETP commands that attempt to use an
Any Parent table. An SQL LOCK TABLE
statement can also receive this return code,
if it attempts to use an Any Parent table.

REDID REDLE 04(170) This return code indicates that an attempt
was made to access a table partition
using the Any Parent table when the area
where the table partition is located is not
available. Because REDID and REDLE
commands separate the index and data
access, they can receive this return code,
meaning that either the area access status
has changed or the row does not exist.
Note: Most internal processes (Compound
Boolean Selection commands, sequential
commands, and most REDxx commands)
ignore this return code and try to find the
next qualifying row.

Compatibility with Earlier Versions (Core)
Programs written to access Datacom/DB files prior to Version 7.3 used entry points CBLDBMS or DATACOM, instead of
DBNTRY. Those earlier programs are still supported and do not have to be altered or even relink-edited.

To maintain these programs, however, note the following differences (compared to using the DBNTRY entry point) in using
the CBLDBMS and DATACOM entry points.

• Parameter list—The CBLDBMS and DATACOM entry points do not allow for a user ID. The first parameter on a call to
Datacom/DB is the Request Area address.

• Request Area—The Request Area size is 56 bytes. The database number (when directly used) is one-byte binary at a
displacement of 22 decimal relative to one. The record ID is 6 bytes at a displacement of 16.

• Command functions—The locate and read commands function somewhat differently.
• The key value is not required during LOCNE, LOCNX, LOCNK, REDNE, RDUNE, REDNX, or RDUNX commands.
• The key value found using a REDKX, RDUKX, REDNE, RDUNE, REDNX, or RDUNX command is not returned at all.
• The key value found using a locate command is returned to the required work area address.
• When using the CBLDBMS entry point, the work area address is not allowed; the work area must immediately follow

the Request Area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Commands not Supported through CBLDMBS or DATACOM

The following commands are not supported through the CBLDBMS or DATACOM entry points:

• CNTKR, CNTKY, CNTTB
• INQIN
• GSETP, GETPS
• LOCBR, LOCKL, LOCKG, LOCKR, LOCNR
• COMIT, LOGCR, ROLBK
• REDKG, REDNK, RDUNK, REDKR, RDUKR, REDNR, RDUNR
• SELCN, SELFR, SELNR, SELPR, SELSM, SELST
• DATABASE IDs greater than 255
• KEY IDs greater than 255

Datacom CICS Services Considerations

DBNTRY is the only entry point supported by the DBUG and DBTS/DBTX transactions in the Datacom CICS Services .
Although the DATACOM entry point is supported, the DBUG and DBTS/DBTX transactions do not support the DATACOM
entry point. 

For the DBUG transaction, normal execution occurs for DATACOM entry point calls, but DBUG cannot be used to set
up interception points for those calls. For example, if a transaction executes three programs (A, B, and C), where A and
B use the DBNTRY entry point to call Datacom/DB but C uses DATACOM entry point calls, if DBUG has been used
to specify that calls to Datacom/DB are to be intercepted, calls from programs A and B are intercepted, but (though
executing normally) Datacom/DB requests from program C are not intercepted.

Note: For more information about the DBUG and DBTS/DBTX transactions in Datacom CICS Services, see Working with
Datacom CICS Services.

Request Area Formats
The Request Area format for record-at-a-time commands differs from that for set-at-a-time commands. In both cases,
however, you must make a total of 256 Request Area bytes available (76 bytes plus 180 bytes for the Request Area's key
area).

Record-at-a-Time and Set-at-a-Time Commands

Following are the Request Area formats for record-at-a-time commands (on the left) and set-at-a-time commands (on the
right). An (I) indicates an input field, an (O) an output field, and (I/O) an input/output field.

Record-at-a-Time Set-at-a-Time

Picture Contents Picture Contents

X(5) command code (I) X(5) command code (I)

X(3) table name (I/O) X(3) table name (I)

X(5) key name (I) X(5) filler

X(2) return code (O) X(2) return code (O)

X(1) update intent (I) internal return
code (O)

X(1) update intent (I) internal return
code (O)

X(2) database ID (I/O) X(2) database ID (I/O)

X(2) TID (I/O) X(2) TID (I/O)

X(4) block or URI (I/O) X(4) block or URI (I/O)
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X(1) RECD (I/O) X(1) RECD (I/O)

X(25) filler X(1)X(4)X(10)X(4)X(4) X(2) FillerRQA feedback (O)fillerset
record count(O)set number
(O)filler

X(2) count record max (I) X(2) filler

X(2) I/O count (I/O) X(2) I/O count (O)

X(6) filler X(6) filler

X(4) block number if URI X(4) block number if URI

X(12) filler X(7)X(2) X(3) filler

For record-at-a-time commands, the size of the Request Area's key area (which is used to contain key values) must be
large enough to accommodate the key values being requested. (The full 180 bytes must be addressable because the key
area is moved to local Datacom/DB storage during processing.)
For set-at-a-time commands, 180 bytes must always be available in the Request Area's key area field because with set-
at-a-time commands the system uses the key area field for access purposes.

Request Qualification Area Format
The following formats show the Request Qualification Area (RQA), selection section, order-by section, and parameter
section. For more information about the sections, and valid entries, see Request Area Formats.

An example COBOL RQA is presented in the following:

Picture               Contents

RQA Header

9(4)total             RQA length

9(4)section           count

Section Header

X(1)                  section type

9(3)                  entry count

9(5)                  entry length 

X(3)                  filler

 

Section Entry

 

X(n)section entry

Each section entry must be preceded by a section header. The length (n) of a section entry varies as a function of the
section type (in the section header).

The section type may be an S (selection section), a K (order-by section), or a P (parameter section). For a K section, the
entry length is always 18.
The selection section entry length may be specified as variable by using four leading blanks and a V.

The following examples show each section type.

Selection Section Format

An example COBOL selection section is presented in the following. 
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Picture       Contents

 

Operator

 

X(1)          logical operator

X(2           relational operator

X(1)          type comparison

X(1)          {sign code, skip character} 

 

Subject 

 

X(1)          scope

X(5)          element name

X(1)          security code

9(4)          offset

9(4)          length 

Object 

X(1)          type

9(4)          length

X(n)          literal value

X(y)          fixed-length filler 

The object example is for a literal value, the lengths n and y being variable. If the object had been a Datacom/DB element
or record, its picture would have been identical to the picture shown above for Subject.
If the entry length (in the section header--see previous example) was specified as variable, there is no fixed-length filler
(y) for the literal value object. But when the entry length is not specified as variable, (n) plus (y) must equal a constant (the
specified entry length).

Order-by Section Format

An example COBOL order-by section is presented in the following

Picture       Contents

X(1)          order code

X(1)          type

X(5)          element name

X(1)          security code

9(4)          offset

9(4)          length

X(1)          data type

X(1)          sign code

Parameter Section Format

An example COBOL parameter section, with all parameter options included, is presented following.
Entries must be filled to the entry length specified in the section header (see previous example).
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Since the longest parameter section entry is for the FST (partial set) parameter and the length of the FST entry is 13
characters, in the following example the specified entry length is assumed to have been 13.
The other parameters shown in the following have therefore been filled to total 13. Any or all of the parameters can be
used and in any order.

Picture       Contents

 

X(10)         filler

 

X(3)          UNQ (unique)

6(10)         filler 

X(3)          CNT (count)

X(1)          return first record flag

X(9)          filler 

(3)           FST (partial set)

9(9)          max records to select

X(1)          mode

 

X(3)          INR (records accepted)

9(6)          interrupt interval

X(4)          filler 

X(3)          INF (records rejected)

9(6)          interrupt interval

X(4)          filler 

X(3)          IIO (start I/O's)

9(6)          interrupt interval

X(4)          filler

 

 

 

Considerations for IBM Language Environment
When developing or converting applications accessing Datacom/DB to execute in the IBM Language Environment (LE)
model, consider the following with regard to the DBURINF macro parameters OPEN= and LE=.

• Consider a case in which the application code is written so that it gets control before Datacom/DB gets control, that is,
OPEN=USER and the ENTRY, specified at linkage edit, is in the application. Because standard linkage conventions
are required between the application and Datacom/DB in this case, there are no LE considerations. The application is
responsible for establishing and terminating the LE environment. The LE= parameter may be either YES or NO.

• Consider a case where the application is written so that Datacom/DB gets control first but does not initialize the LE
environment, that is, either OPEN=DB and LE=NO or OPEN=USER, LE=NO, and the ENTRY specified at linkage
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edit is BEGIN. In this case, the first application routine executed is termed the primary routine, as defined by LE
documentation. This approach, though it may be successful in many cases, is subject to potential changes in the LE
initialization process between releases, and we therefore do not recommend it.

• Consider a case in which the application is written so that Datacom/DB gets control first and initializes the LE
environment prior to entering the application code, that is, either OPEN=DB and LE=YES, or OPEN=USER, LE=YES,
and the ENTRY specified at linkage edit is BEGIN. This approach allows the application to run as subroutines in
an enclave established by Datacom/DB and is most likely to remain upward-compatible as new releases of LE are
installed. This is, therefore, the recommended approach if the Datacom/DB BEGIN entry point is to get control prior to
the application.
To implement this approach, the User Requirements Table must be prepared correctly. The DBURINF macro
parameter LE= is used to let this application execute as an enclave established by Datacom/DB. When the LE=
parameter is set to YES, the LE enclave is established and the application code is entered at the entry specified in the
USRNTRY= parameter of the DBURINF macro. When the application code is entered, the LE environment has already
been established, and entry to the application code is made in an LE-compliant manner. Datacom/DB terminates the
LE environment upon exit.

CALL Syntax for Languages Other Than COBOL Programming
The application program might request the various services of Datacom/DB through the CALL facility for the particular
language being used.
Assembler uses a CALL macro, while PL/I and FORTRAN use a CALL statement (see following examples).
Using the DBNTRY entry point, provide the appropriate:

• User Information Block
• Request Area address
• Work area address
• Element list address
• Request Qualification Area address in the call

For Datacom/DB functions requiring a key value, place the key value immediately following the Request Area.
The following examples are for Assembler, PL/I, and FORTRAN:
Assembler Format
CALL DBNTRY,(userinfo,reqarea,wrkarea,elmlst,qualarea),VL=1(z/OS only)
PL/I Format
CALL DBNTRY(userinfo,reqarea,wrkarea,elmlst,qualarea)
DECLARE DBNTRY ENTRY OPTIONS(ASSEMBLER)
FORTRAN Format
CALL DBNTRY(userinfo,reqarea,wrkarea,elmlst,qualarea)

Exclusive Control
Acquiring exclusive control of a record avoids concurrent updating of the same record by another task. A record which has
been successfully read under exclusive control remains unavailable to any other Datacom/DB task for exclusive control
until it is released from exclusive control.
There are two kinds of exclusive control: primary and secondary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

 Primary Exclusive Control 

Primary exclusive control is requested with a command that acts as a prerequisite for the UPDAT and DELET commands,
for example, RDUKX or SELFR with UPDATE-INTENT=Y.
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Primary exclusive control is dropped when the record is updated or deleted or released with the RELES or RELFL
commands.
The maximum number of records that can be held under primary exclusive control by each task is specified in the
EXCTLNO MUF startup option. If this number is exceeded, a return code 24 is issued.

 Secondary Exclusive Control 

Secondary exclusive control only applies when transaction backout is used. Records that are added, updated, or deleted
are held under secondary exclusive control until a COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, or CLOSE command is issued.
Note: Without the Unique Row Identifier (URI) option:
Records updated are not held with secondary exclusive control for reads that provide a key value that is not the current
data value. That is to say, secondary exclusive control of a record using a key value for an index that has changed only
occurs if the read initially waited for primary exclusive control.
Records deleted are not held with secondary exclusive control. Therefore, secondary exclusive control of a record being
deleted only occurs if the read initially waited for primary exclusive control.
Note: For more information about the URI option, see Datacom/DB Database and System Administration.
Batch programs maintain secondary exclusive control until the User Requirements Table is closed or a COMIT, LOGCP,
or LOGCR is issued. Therefore, a batch program could keep secondary exclusive control for long periods of time unless it
issues COMIT, LOGCP, or LOGCR.
The COMIT (Commit Transaction) is the preferred command to denote a stable state for a task. The LOGCP (Checkpoint
the Task) and LOGCR (Log Checkpoint with Release) commands are supported to provide compatibility with earlier
versions. LOGCP denotes a stable state for the task issuing the LOGCP command. The LOGCR (log checkpoint with
release) command is equivalent to LOGCP except that it also releases all records from primary exclusive control.

 Exclusive Control Wait 

If a record is held under either primary or secondary exclusive control, and another task asks for exclusive control, this
task waits until the first task releases exclusive control. If the first task is a batch program not frequently issuing COMIT
commands, the second task (possibly an online task) might wait for a long period of time.
There is an option in the User Requirements Table (URT) that allows the program to either wait or not wait for an explicit
amount of time when a requested record is held under exclusive control.
Specify the maximum wait time in either the TIMESEC= or TIMEMIN= parameter of the DBURSTR macro. Valid entries
on each range from 0 - 120. If TIMESEC=1 is specified there is no wait time at all. Any wait time greater than two minutes
must be specified in increments of minutes. Both default to zero, which indicates wait for the record regardless of the time.
If your application program waits on a record held under exclusive control by another program and exceeds the specified
wait time, your program receives a code of 61.

 Exclusive Control Interlock 

Consider the following sequence of events:

1. Task A reads record 1 with exclusive control.
2. Task B reads record 2 with exclusive control.

Task A attempts to read record 2 with exclusive control, but waits because Task B has exclusive control of record 2.
Task B attempts to read record 1 with exclusive control, but waits because Task A has exclusive control of record 1.
Since each task is waiting on a record that the other task has, neither task can free the record for which the other task is
waiting.
This condition is detected by Datacom/DB and a return code 16 is issued to Task B when it asks for exclusive control
of record 1. In addition to rejecting the request, primary exclusive control is released for all records held by Task B. This
permits Task A to continue if Task A was waiting on primary exclusive control.
Therefore, to recover from a return code 16 all records held under exclusive control must be re-read with exclusive
control if the wait was primary exclusive control, or first do a COMIT to comment, then reacquire the necessary records if
secondary exclusive control.
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 Exclusive Control Interlock with One Task 

Consider the following sequence of events:

1. A task reads record 1 with exclusive control from Request Area A.
2. The same task reads record 1 with exclusive control from Request Area B.

The last request receives a warning return code 18. The task is then free to update, delete or release the record from
either Request Area.
However, if two different work areas were specified, then updates must be applied to the work area specified in the
UPDAT command.
If the program attempts to re-update or re-delete the record from the other Request Area, a return code 09 (invalid
prerequisite) is issued.

 Avoiding Exclusive Control Interlocks 

 If a task has only one record under exclusive control at a time and it does not do maintenance, it can never have an
exclusive control interlock.

When more than one record is held under exclusive control, an interlock condition can be avoided if all programs requiring
exclusive control of records for the same tables acquire exclusive control in the same sequence.
For example, if all programs that add, update or delete POL records always read the POH record for the PO with
exclusive control first, then only an exclusive control conflict can occur.

Modifications Required to Access Tables With Columns That Accept
Null Values
Review scenarios in which you must modify your environment and/or SQL applications that include Datacom/DB record-
at-a-time (RAAT) or set-at-a-time (SAAT) commands, or that access tables that do not accept null values.

SQL applications that include no Datacom/DB record-at-a-time or set-at-a-time commands require none of the
modifications that are described in this document. You also do not need to modify Datacom/DB applications accessing
tables that do not have any columns that are defined to accept null values.

To find out which tables have columns that are defined to accept null values, see your database administrator.
Modifications to applications or to your environment are required if you want to:

• Process null indicators in the data you are accessing
• Select or order with Datacom/DB set-at-a-time commands using an element that contains columns that are defined to

accept null values
• Access a table that is defined with columns (fields) that are aligned (Datacom Datadictionary field types 2, 4, or 8)

when one or more of those columns can accept null values, and the presence of null indicators affects the number of
pad characters

Process Null Indicators

If you are accessing columns that can accept null values, modify your table definitions and your applications as described
in the following list:

1. Modify your application so that it recognizes and reacts to the null indicator in the data that is returned to it.
The null indicator is a 1-byte field that precedes the column data. The indicator is blank when the column contains a
non-null value. The indicator is N when the column contains a null value.

2. Modify your work area to accommodate the data and the null indicator.
3. Modify your application so that it supplies the null indicator with the data for updates and inserts.
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Select or Order with Columns Defined to Accept Null Values

To select or order with Datacom/DB set-at-a-time commands using an element that contains columns that are defined to
accept null values, make the following modifications:

Selection Section (Request Qualification Area)

1. Optionally, use one of the new Selection Section relational operators to test for null values:
NY

Is null
If subject IS NULL, expression is true; else expression is false.

NN
Is not null
If subject IS NOT NULL, expression is true; else expression is false.

NV
Null value
Object is NULL. Result is unknown, regardless of value of subject. If this condition causes the search condition to
be unknown, the row is not selected.
When you use the relational operators for null values:

• The type comparison can be any of the valid type comparisons.
• The sign code can be any of the valid sign codes.

2. Selection Section Predicate Subject
a. a. Change the offset to the offset of the null indicator.
b. b. Change the length to include the null indicator.

3. Selection Section Predicate Object
– To use the relational operators: NY, NN, or NV, do not use the object except to use the length to position to the next

entry when variable-length entries are used. A length of zero is acceptable.
– To use the other relational operators, do not include the null indicator in the length and literal.

If the subject includes a column that can accept null values, a blank null indicator is added to the object value.
– If you specify E for element, include the null indicator in the length.

Order-by Section

1. Change the offset to the offset of the null indicator.
2. Change the length to include the null indicator.

Parameter Section

If you specify UNQ, only the first row containing a null value is returned.

Access a Table with Aligned Columns

If the table you want to access was defined with columns (fields) that are aligned (Datacom Datadictionary field types 2,
4, or 8) and one or more of those columns were defined to accept null values, the padding that is done to align the fields
can be affected by the null indicators. When you process null indicators, if the null indicator causes additional padding, the
padding causes programs to receive a different work area. You must adjust your record length for the impact of the null
indicators.

Example 1: Data Type 2
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Example 2: Data Type 2

Example 3: Data Type 4
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Example 4: Data Type 4

Example 5: Data Type 8
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Example 6: Data Type 8

Processing Abnormal Terminations
Learn about processing abnormal terminations in Datacom. Find instructions for trapping abnormal terminations in online
CICS environments and in batch environments. Learn about program-directed abnormal terminations.

Trapping Abnormal Terminations

When your program abnormally terminates, Datacom/DB must be given control to close the User Requirements Table
and, if specified, perform a transaction backout.
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The procedure for passing control to Datacom/DB after abnormal termination differs between online and batch
environments:
Online Programs
In an online environment, CICS must always gain control after abnormal termination to release task resources, for
example, dynamically allocated memory, and then the monitor calls Datacom CICS Services to release Datacom/DB
resources and, if specified, perform a transaction backout.
The ABEND parameter is used to give Datacom/DB control immediately after abnormal termination, so it should not be
used in an online environment.
Batch Environment
A batch program that abnormally terminates must transfer control to Datacom/DB to close the User Requirements Table
and, if specified, perform a transaction backout. This can be accomplished by specifying ABEND=YES, or by your
program trapping abnormal terminations (ESTAE (z/OS) or STXIT (z/VSE) macro) and transferring control to Datacom/DB
after the completion of abnormal processing.

• MUF Environment

In a MUF environment (MULTUSE=YES), specify (or allow to default) ABEND=NO because the MUF detects that the task
is no longer active, performs a transaction backout (if specified), and closes the User Requirements Table.

• Single User Environment (MULTUSE=NO)

If maintenance was being done, the affected tables should be reloaded from a backup file. If ABEND=NO is specified, to
allow further processing reset the database ID using the RESET function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).

Program-Directed Abnormal Termination

In a batch program if you want to terminate processing due to an abnormal condition, instead of executing a goback (or
return) call Datacom/DB with CMD=ABEND, which takes the following actions:

1. DB USER ABEND XXXXX is printed on the console, where XXXXX are the first 5 bytes of the work area.
2. Unless the work area contains NODUMP starting in the sixth position of the work area, a partition dump is taken.
3. User Requirements Table is closed

Job step is canceled.

• z/VSE: JOB CANCELED DUE TO PROGRAM REQUEST
• z/OS: The job step is canceled with a user abend 0004 or, if the first byte of the work area is U and is followed by a

four-digit number, this number is used as the user abend code.

In a CICS environment, the ABEND command is intercepted by the Datacom CICS Services and translated into a
transaction abend request.

Work Area Definition Errors
The work area is interpreted by Datacom/DB as the concatenation of the elements specified in the element list as defined
in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). The program's definition of the work area, for example, COBOL copybook(s), must
agree with the Directory definition.
Any one of the following conditions can cause a mismatch:

• The elements listed in the element list do not agree with the work area program definition.
• The Datacom Datadictionary definition of element(s) has changed and the program has not been recompiled to reflect

the change.
• The Datacom Datadictionary PROD status version is not synchronized with the Directory.

Because the length of data returned to the work area is the sum of the elements listed in the element list, as determined
by the Directory definition, when the program work area length is less than the Directory defined length, the data following
the work area is overwritten.
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Once the program and Directory definitions are matched, the element security code can be used to maintain
synchronization. Whenever a change is made to an element that requires recompiling the programs that use the element,
the security code can be changed to protect application programs from having elements that have changed in size. If
the programs are not recompiled with the new security code before being executed, a security code violation occurs. But
you can avoid having to change the element security code to protect programs from size-changed elements if you use a
special size-checking element.
If the special size-checking element is included in the element list, the element security code is ignored and Datacom/
DB performs an edit to help ensure that the work area length provided in the Request Area matches the length of the
elements presented in the element list. If the lengths do not match, a return code is generated.
The special element is -*x'000080' (that is, a dash, an asterisk, 2 bytes of low values, and a 1-byte switch). The 1-byte
switch indicates that the work area size is provided in the Request Area in the two bytes following the I/O count. The
special element takes up a normal element's space in the element list and must be accounted for in the MAXELRQ MUF
startup option. It can be included anywhere in the element list, for example, its position in the element list does not matter.

Sample Database for Datacom/DB Access Techniques Examples
The examples in Access Techniques Overview use the sample database on the following page.
The sample database is composed of the following four tables: 

• Purchase Order Header (POH) Table
• Purchase Order Line Item (POL) Table
• Part Cost (PNC) Table
• Part Master (PNM) Table

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Purchase Order Header (POH) Table
POH Key Names:  POLI      VENDR      POHTV      LATE 

POH ID's:       001       002        003004 

 

POH Fields:     PO      LI      VENDR   TPVAL    LATE 

POH Values:     12345   000     ABC     100.00+ 

                22222   000     ABC     100.00+   X 

                22233   000     ABC     500.00+ 

                33333   000     PDQ     200.00+ 

                54321   000     XXX     0.00+     X

 

 Note: ID 001 is the Master Key, no duplicates. ID 004 is INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO.

Purchase Order Line Item (POL) Table

POL Key Names:   POLI     PN 

POL ID's:        001      005 

POL Fields:      PO       LI      PN     QTY     UCOST 

POL Values:      12345    010     XYZ    10+     .03 

                 12345    020     ABC    5+      10.00 

                 22222    010     ABC    10+     10.00 

                 33333    010     PXT    1+      150.00

Note: ID 001 is the Master Key, no duplicates.
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Part Cost (PNC) Table

PNC Key Names:    PNDAT   

PNC ID's:         006 

PNC Fields:       PN       EFFDT      COST 

PNC Values:       ABC      840101     10.00 

                  PXT      840101     150.00 

                  XYZ      840101     .02 

                  XYZ      840311     .03 

                  XYZ      840401     .04

 

 Note: ID 006 is the Master Key, no duplicates.

Part Master (PNM) Table
PNM Key Names:    PN 

PNM ID's:         005 

PNM Fields:       PN       DESC 

PNM Values:       ABC      Bolt, 10-32, 1 in. 

                  PXT      Bolt, 10-24, 1 in. 

                  XYZ      Washer, 1/16 x 1/4

 

 Note: ID 005 is the Master Key, no duplicates.

Sample Database for Programming Reference Examples
Sample database (two tables) to accompany programming reference examples in Datacom Commands documentation.

Use the following database as needed with the Datacom programming reference examples in Commands.

TABLE 01

 Table Name:      T01 (ID 1)

 Key Names:       NAMKY (ID 10), NUMKY (ID 20)

 Element Names:   NAME, NUMBR 

 Data Values: NAME     NUMBR     RECORD-ID 

                ALICE    11         R1

                BETTY    349        R2

                CINDY    235        R3

                DONNA    237        R4

                ELLA     123        R5

TABLE 02

 Table Name:    T02 (ID 2)

 Key Name:      NUMKY (ID 20)

 Element Names: NUMBR, TRAXN 

 Data Values:   NUMBR   TRAXN     RECORD-ID 

                111     125       R1

                111     50        R2

                235     75        R3

                349     200       R4
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                349     25        R5 

 INDEX 

 Key ID:10      Key Values        Data Pointer(s) 

                ALICE             T01R1

                BETTY             T01R2

                CINDY             T01R3

                DONNA             T01R4

                ELLA              T01R5

 Key ID:20      Key Values        Data Pointer(s) 

                111               T01R1, T02R1, T02R2

                123               T01R5

                235               T01R3, T02R3

                237               T01R4

                349               T01R2, T02R4, T02R5

Record-at-a-Time Long Keys
The 1RQ1 Request Area is used to send to and receive from the Multi-User Facility (MUF) record-at-a-time (RAAT) long
key values with a maximum total key length of 999 bytes. You can also use the 1RQ1 Request Area for keys that are
180 bytes or less. The 1RQ1 Request Area is passed as the second parameter using the DBNTRY entry point. Note:The
command area of the 1RQ1 Request Area can be used for all RAAT commands except OPEN and CLOSE. The 1RQ1
Request Area has the following format:

Decimal
Displacement

Parameter
Format/Length

Contents

0 CL4 Must contain the literal 1RQ1. Datacom
does not modify it in Version 15.0.

4 XL9 Reserved and edited. Must be binary zeros.
Datacom does not modify this value in
Version 15.0, but this could change in a
future release.

13 CL2 Output. No specific value is set by users.
Datacom modifies it to numbers 01 in
Version 15.0, but this could change in a
future release.

15 XL1 Output. No specific value is set by users.
Datacom modifies it to x'FF' in Version
15.0, but this value could change in a future
release.

16 XL2 Input key length. For commands that pass a
key value as input, the key length specified
must be at least as large as the total length
of the key fields. Otherwise, no specific
value needs to be set. The length cannot be
larger than 999 in Version 15.0, but this key
length restriction could change in a future
release.

18 XL2 Output, No specific value is set by users.
Datacom can modify it as the key length
returned for commands that return a key
value.
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20 XL4 Reserved but not edited. Should be binary
zeros when memory initialized. Currently,
Datacom does not modify this value in
Version 15.0, but this could change in a
future release.

24 XL4 Output. No specific value is set by users.
Datacom does not modify this value in
Version 15.0, but this could change in a
future release.

28 XL36 Reserved and edited. Must be binary zeros.
Datacom does not modify this value in
Version 15.0, but this could change in a
future release.

64 XL76 Request Area that maps to the old style
DBNTRY entry point Request Area and
contains the return code for the request
completion.

140  Length as defined by the input key length
at decimal 16. If the specified command
supports a single key value as input, this
parameter contains the single key value. If
the command supports two key values as
input, for example, a key range commend,
this parameter contains two adjacent key
values, each of the length set by the input
key length.

 For more information about how and when key values are used, see Description of Call Parameters.

Programming Datadictionary Service Facility
Overview of the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF)

You can use the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) to perform common application tasks that require
an interaction with the Datadictionary. Extract, add, update, and delete data directly from the Datadictionary during a
program, as if the Data dictionary were any other file.

Authorization and Security
The occurrences which you can retrieve for display and update purposes depend on the:

• Security level at your site
• Authorizations that are associated with the user profile you have been assigned

Display Only

For certain security levels, you must be authorized to retrieve occurrences for display purposes only. The following lists
the security levels and if authorization is required at that level.

0
None

1
None

2
Must be authorized for selected entity-types.
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3
Must be authorized for selected entity-types in a certain status.

4
Must be authorized to use the display functions for selected entity-types in a certain status.

Retrieve for Update

You can retrieve for update only those entity-types for which you are authorized. The following lists the security levels and
the authorization that is required for each level.

0
Must be authorized for all entity-types in TEST status.

1
Must be authorized for all entity-types in TEST status.

2
Must be authorized for selected entity-types in TEST status.

3
Must be authorized for selected entity-types in TEST status.

4
Must be authorized to use the display functions for selected entity-types in TEST status and also authorized to do
at least one of the following functions:

• Add
• Copy
• Delete
• Update
• Alias maintenance
• Descriptor maintenance
• Relationship maintenance
• Text maintenance
• Status change

NOTE
If you are authorized to update a PRODuction status entity-type, you can update all PRODuction status
occurrences for the specified entity-type for security levels 0 through 3.

Only those occurrences that match the security level and authorization are returned by the DSF if you issue a generic
request where the entity-type or status is one of the following commands:

• ALL, or a
• GETRELAT or GETPATH, or the associated
• GETNEXT and GETMORE

If no occurrences match your request because of security level and authorization restrictions, the DSF passes back a NTF
(not found) return code even though there are occurrences in the dictionary that match what you requested. This situation
is analogous to requesting retrieval of an occurrence with a lock level of 2 without providing the system override code.

If you issue a request for a specific occurrence of an entity-type or status which you are not authorized to retrieve, the
DSF returns a UNA (user not authorized) return code.
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Models and Structures
When Datacom Datadictionary is installed, it contains predefined entities and relationships. The standard entities, as
they are interconnected by standard and internal relationships, form the model of your environment as seen from the
perspective of the Broadcom product line.

This model is named the Integrated Resource Control Model (IRCM). It serves as the focal point for the integration of
the Broadcom products. The IRCM assures, for example, that the format of the data stored in a Datacom/DB database
matches what the Ideal program or Dataquery request expects.

Integrated Resource Control Model (IRCM)

The Integrated Resource Control Model (IRCM) is the set of standard entity-occurrences and the interconnecting standard
and internal relationships which are contained in the Datacom Datadictionary when it is installed.

The IRCM includes other models. Each model is a set of entity-occurrences and relationships which define some aspect
of your environment. The Datacom/DB Model provides the definition of Datacom/DB databases and the Broadcom FILE
Model provides the definition of sequential files.

Datacom/DB Model
Occurrences of the entity-types in the Datacom/DB Model define a Datacom/DB database. Relationships in the Datacom/
DB Model are called $INTERNAL. This is a special relationship maintained within the Datacom Datadictionary software.

Broadcom FILE Model
The Broadcom FILE Model, which supports non-Datacom/DB databases, uses some of the same entity-types as the
Datacom/DB Model. Relationships in the Broadcom FILE Model are $INTERNAL.

Naming Standards
Broadcom uses guidelines when naming or renaming occurrences. These guidelines are recommended to help ensure
the integration of all Broadcom products.

• Occurrence names can be up to 32 characters in length.
However, Datacom Datadictionary is installed with a maximum entity-name length of 15.

NOTE
For more information about how to change this attribute-value, see the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute-type.

• Occurrence names cannot contain embedded blanks.
• Occurrence names must be unique within the entity-type for a particular status/version.
• Files and tables cannot have the same name for a particular status/version.
• Records, tables, views, and synonyms cannot have the same name for a particular status/version.

In addition, review the following guidelines:

1. Characters that you can use when naming entity-occurrences
2. Reserved words
3. Specific naming requirements for assigning DATACOM names for AREA, TABLE, ELEMENT, and KEY entity-

occurrences
4. Rules for names used in SQL processing (SQLNAME and AUTHID attribute-values)
5. SQL names for FIELD and KEY entity-occurrences
6. Occurrence names created from SQL names
7. Guidelines for naming occurrences if you use Dataquery or Ideal.
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Protecting Definitions
Datacom Datadictionary provides several security features that you can use to protect your definitions. These features
include passwords and lock levels at the occurrence definition level and authorizations that are associated with the user
identification and system level settings. For example, you must be authorized to perform some functions, such as updating
occurrences in PROD status or using the OBSOLETE function.

Specifying Status/Version
Learn about specifying status and versions in Datacom Datadictionary, including TEST, PROD, INCO, and QUAL. Learn
how to address occurrences by specifying version numbers or by specifying ALL, ALLV, or ASOF in the status/version
field.

TEST, PROD, HIST, INCO, and QUAL are the statuses that are available in Datacom Datadictionary. The following list
provides a description of each type of status and how the status is stored:
TEST

An occurrence can be in 999 TEST status/versions simultaneously. You can address a named TEST occurrence
by specifying TEST in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area, or you can specify the specific
TEST status number (T001, T002, and so on) if the occurrence is of an entity-type that is included in the
Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model.

PROD
Datacom Datadictionary permits only one version of a structure or substructure in PROD status. You can address
an occurrence in PROD status by specifying PROD in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area, or
you can specify the specific version number for the occurrence (001, 002, and so on).

HIST
Datacom Datadictionary allows you to have up to 998 versions of an occurrence in HISTory status simultaneously.
When you copy an occurrence to PROD status, the existing version in PROD status is changed to HISTory
status. The occurrences in the structure or substructure retain the version number and the date/time stamp that is
assigned when they were initially copied to PROD status. You can use this version number or date/time stamp to
identify an occurrence from the time it goes into PROD status until it is aged off the HISTory status list.
Simultaneously, the occurrence is assigned a HISTory generation number (Hnnn), with H000 representing the
most recently created HISTory version, and H001 representing the next most recent.
You can address an occurrence in HISTory status by specifying

• HIST in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area
• The version number (001, 002, and so on)
• The HISTory generation number (H000, H001, and so on, up to H997)

INCO
INCOmplete status is a substatus of TEST and PROD status. HISTory status does not have an INCOmplete
substatus. An occurrence is placed in INCOmplete status when the object of a required relationship is moved to a
TEST status/version or to PRODuction without having the subject in that status/version. The INCOmplete status
is removed when the subject occurrence is then moved to that status/version. You can address an INCOmplete
status occurrence by specifying INCO in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area.

QUAL
QUALified production status indicates that the occurrence is in the process of being updated to PROD status,
but is not in full PROD status. Except for DATABASE, AREA, FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW occurrences,
you can address the occurrence by specifying QUAL or by specifying the version number. The Datacom/DB and
Broadcom FILE Model structure occurrences can be addressed by entering the version number only.

You can also address occurrences in four other ways:
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001 -- 999
You can specify the three-digit version number for a specific occurrence. You can use the version number when
accessing occurrences of entity-types which are not included in the Datacom/DB Model or the Datacom FILE
Model, no matter the status of the occurrence. You can only address occurrences of entity-types in the two
models by version number if the occurrence is in PROD status or HISTory status.
The assignment of a version number to an occurrence differs, depending on whether the occurrence entity-type is
included in the Datacom/DB Model and Datacom FILE Model, or whether the entity-type is not included in these
models.

Model Entity-Types

When you copy an occurrence to PROD status, the existing TEST status occurrence remains in the Datacom
Datadictionary and a new occurrence is created in PROD status and is assigned a version number. Datacom
Datadictionary marks the occurrences with the date and time the PRODtatus structure was created. See the
description of ASOF that follows. The first time an occurrence is copied to PROD status, the version number is
001. On all subsequent copies, the version number increases by one. This version number remains with that
specific copy of the occurrence even after it is moved to HISTory status. The maximum version number is 999.
Entity-types included in the Datacom/DB Model and Broadcom FILE Model are DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE,
RECORD, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, and VIEW.

Non-Model Entity-Types

When an occurrence is added to the Datacom Datadictionary, the default version number is 001. For subsequent
copies of the occurrence, the version number is increased by one. A version number remains with that specific
copy of the occurrence no matter the status. The maximum version number is 999. Occurrences that are assigned
a version number, in addition to the Datacom Datadictionary, include those of all standard entity-types present at
installation (except those included in the two models above) and any user-defined entity-types.

ALL
You can specify ALL in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area to retrieve all status/versions of the
occurrence.

ALLV
You can specify ALLV in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area to anchor on the PRODuction
version of the occurrence. Subsequent GETPATH and GETMORE calls return all related occurrences regardless
of the status/version.

ASOF
Specify ASOF in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area to retrieve the status/version of an
occurrence that was in PROD status at a particular date and time. See 001-999 on the previous page.
If you use ASOF, specify the date/time in the first 12 bytes of the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area. The
format is YYYYMMDDhhmm, where:

• YYYY is the year
• MM is the month
• DD is the day
• hh is the hour
• mm is the minute

You can specify partial date/time, 20100131, or full date/time, 201001312359. If a partial date/time is specified,
zeros are assumed for the remaining characters. For example, if 20030131 is specified, the retrieved occurrences
are those which were in PROD status at the beginning of the day January 31, 2010.
If you use ASOF when establishing an anchor, subsequent GETPATH and GETMORE calls retrieve only those
related occurrences that were in PROD status at the specified date and time.
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Datadictionary Returns Occurrences
When the retrieval of occurrences through the DSF is requested, the Datacom/DB system views subsets of the required
occurrences in a manner that helps ensure that all occurrences which satisfy the specifications in the User Request
Area and Service List are inspected. The sequence of the occurrences that are returned by the DSF depends on the
information that is provided in the User Request Area and Service List.

You can request the retrieval of the following types of information:

• All occurrences
• All status/versions of a specific occurrence
• All occurrences of a specific status/version
• Occurrences by alias or descriptor names

Use the Datadictionary Service Facility
As an applications programmer, use the Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) to perform common application tasks
which require interaction with Datadictionary. Extract, add, update, and delete data directly from the Datadictionary in
the course of a program, as if the Datadictionary were any other file. You do not have to use any of the standard
Datadictionary functions to extract, add, update, or delete this data. For example, you can use the Service Facility
in a program to generate control blocks for non-Datadictionary functions, or to extract an entity-type name from
the Datadictionary for input into other programs.

Following is a list of DSF commands, organized by function.

Function Commands
Signing on to the Service
Facility

SYSINITI USRINITI

Terminating the Service
Facility

SYSTERMI USRTERMI

Adding to the Datacom
Datadictionary

ADDALIAS
ADDDESCR

ADDENTIT
ADDRELAT

ADDTERMI

Copying COPENTIT
COPENTIU

COPTEXT
RENENTIT

RENENTIU

Deleting occurrences and
support data

DELALIAS
DELDESCR

DELENTIT
DELRELAT

DELTEXT

Retrieving from the Datacom
Datadictionary

GETALIAS
GETDESCR
GETENTIT
GETINITI
GETMORE
GETNEXT
GETNEXTF
GETNEXTP
GETNEXTS

GETPARNT
GETPATH
GETRELAT
GETRELDF
GETSVL
GETSVU
GETTERMI
GEUALIAS
GEUDESCR

GEUENTIT
GEUMORE
GEUNEXT
GEUNEXTF
GEUNEXTP
GEUNEXTS
GEUPARNT
GEUPATH
GEURELAT

Retrieving occurrence
information

OUTALIAS
OUTBOOK
OUTDESCR

OUTENTIT
OUTMORE

OUTRELAT
OUTTEXT

Updating attribute values and
support data

UPDENTIT
UPDLOCK

UPDPASSW
UPDRELAT

UPDSTATU
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Accessing and updating text TXTINITI TXTUPDAT
Log commands LOGBACKO LOGCHKPT LOGTERMI
Special purpose COPREQID DEFPATH DELREQID

Use the DDCALL Facility
To use the Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF), make a Datacom Datadictionary call to the DDCALL facility. Review
supported functions and principles of using DSF.

Issue the Service Facility commands through the user program to achieve certain objectives. You qualify the commands
by entries in the User Request Area and, sometimes, the Service List. Depending on the command, the Service Facility
returns data in the Standard Receiving Area. Also depending on the command, the Service Facility returns various
information about the call in the User Request Area, the Extended Receiving Area, or both.

If you require the Service Facility in a program, a Datadictionary call must be made to the DDCALL facility (following
standard calling conventions for your user program language). You also provide the following control blocks:

User Request Area (ura)
You specify commands and entity-occurrence characteristics in the User Request Area, which is a required
parameter for all calls.

Service List (svl)
You specify attribute information, such as the attribute name, and the location and format of its value, in the
Service List. Use of the Service List depends on the Datadictionary Service Facility command that is issued in the
call.

Text Header Area (tha)
You specify text classification names in the Text Header Area. Use the Text Header Area only with the text
commands: COPTEXT, DELTEXT, OUTTEXT, TXTINITI, and TXTUPDAT.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)
The information that is requested in the Service List is returned to the Standard Receiving Area. For some
commands, you use the Standard Receiving Area to specify the number and length of items to be returned, or the
values for attributes that are described in the Service List if you are updating data.

Extended Receiving Area (era)
The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area for the return of additional, non-updatable data when issuing
certain Service Facility commands, or to specify ordering information when issuing an ADDRELAT command.

After you enter the necessary specifications and issue the call, the Service Facility, depending on the command, either
retrieves the specified data and places it in the Standard Receiving Area for access, or processes the data that is passed
in the Standard Receiving Area.

Only one program in an application environment should access the DDCALL facility. If more than one program accesses
the DDCALL facility in an application, separate Datacom/DB run units are established for each.

Supported Functions

The Service Facility supports the following functions:

Adding entity-occurrences and support data
You can add an occurrence to the Datadictionary if it is not an entity-type in the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE
Model structures. The entity-types in the Model structures are: DATABASE, AREA, FILE, TABLE, RECORD, KEY,
ELEMENT, FIELD, DATAVIEW, and VIEW.
You can also add support data such as aliases, descriptors, text, and relationships (except $INTERNAL) for
occurrences of all entity-types.
Usually, the ADD command is accompanied with a Service List describing the attributes of the occurrence added
and a Standard Receiving Area that contains the values being assigned to the specified attributes.
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Retrieving occurrences
You can use any DSF command starting with GET (read-only) and GEU (read for update) to retrieve occurrences
of any entity-type.
Usually, the retrieval command is accompanied by a Service List describing the attributes of the occurrence to be
retrieved and a Standard Receiving Area that contains the retrieved attributes. You can specify list processing to
retrieve multiple occurrences with the same call for non-update reads.

Retrieving support data
After positioning on an occurrence with a retrieval command, you can ask the Service Facility to return any text,
alias, descriptor, or relationship data for the occurrence. Also, if the occurrence is a RECORD, TABLE, VIEW,
KEY, or ELEMENT, you can request a representation of the occurrence in copybook format. You can specify list
processing with some output commands to retrieve multiple occurrences with one call.

Updating occurrence attribute-values, support data, and status
You can use GEU type commands to indicate that the retrieval is for update purposes. The attributes that are
retrieved are not necessarily the attributes that can be updated. In fact, many attributes cannot be updated, for
example, the occurrence name and status/version.
The update does not occur until you issue an UPDENTIT command. The Service List and Standard Receiving
Area passed with the UPDENTIT command define the attributes and values that are to be updated. List
processing is not valid if you are updating occurrences.
You cannot use the Service Facility to perform relationship maintenance on any $INTERNAL relationship.

Deleting occurrences and support data
You can delete occurrences except the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure occurrences. You can
delete any alias, descriptor, text, or relationship (except $INTERNAL) for the occurrence for any entity-type.

Copying and modeling occurrences, copying text, and renaming occurrences
If the occurrence is not a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-type, you can copy the
occurrence to a new version, use the occurrence as a model for a new occurrence, copy text that is associated
with the occurrence, or rename the occurrence.

Defining a path
You can define a path to use in GETPATH/GEUPATH processing.

Copying request ID information and releasing resources that are tied to a request ID.
You can copy request ID information to the next available request ID. This eliminates the overhead of issuing an
additional retrieval command to do more processing against an occurrence, but do not want to lose the positioning
of your primary request. After you complete processing, you can release the resources for the copy of the request
ID.

Logging
You can control when the Service Facility issues a checkpoint to Datacom/DB by issuing a logging command.

Principles of Using DSF

In summary, the principles of using the DSF are as follows:

• A Datadictionary call is made to the DDCALL facility.
• Issue DSF commands through your program to achieve certain objectives.
• Only one program in a given environment should be linked with the DDCALL facility. Using DDCALL in multiple

programs in a single environment results in multiple, disconnected threads and can cause unpredictable results.
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Multiple programs can format the Datadictionary Service Facility requests and pass them to one program which issues
the request through the DDCALL facility.

• Qualify the DSF commands by entries in the User Request Area and, possibly, the Service List.
• For text commands, qualify the commands with entries in the Text Header Area.
• Depending on the command, the Service Facility returns requested data in the Standard Receiving Area. Also

depending on the command, the Service Facility returns information about the call in the User Request Area, the
Extended Receiving Area, or both.

• For information about the order in which your program must issue requests, see Issuing DSF Requests.
• After your program is assembled/compiled, it must be link edited with the appropriate DSF modules. For more

information about link-editing for batch, see Program Link-Edit and Execution and to link edit in CICS mode, see Link-
Editing in CICS.

Establish an Anchor and Sets
Many of the operations in DSF require that you first establish an anchor. An anchor is an occurrence that has either just
been added to the Datacom Datadictionary through the Service Facility or that has been retrieved by a request to the
Service Facility. An occurrence remains the anchor for a request ID until that request ID is used to issue a command
which establishes a different anchor.

Basic occurrence retrieval commands establish an anchor and define a group of occurrences called the primary set for
the request ID. Related occurrence retrieval commands are those which require that an anchor already exists. When
you issue a related retrieval command, it defines a group of occurrences for the request ID called the secondary set of
occurrences.

Only one primary set can exist at a time for a request ID. Multiple secondary sets for a request can be open; however,
only one is active at a time. Each GETRELAT or GETPATH request defines a new secondary set. The previous secondary
set still exists.

Only one primary set can exist within a request ID. Issuing GETENTIT, GETDESCR, or GETALIAS while a primary
set exists preempts the previous definition. Primary set definitions overlay each other in a request ID. Secondary sets
continue to exist when another is defined. The maximum number of primary sets that can exist at a given time is nine. The
maximum number of secondary sets is limited further by the NSTLVL= parameter in the System Resource Table (SRT).

When a new secondary set is defined (GETRELAT or GETPATH), it becomes the current secondary set, and the previous
secondary set becomes temporarily inactive.

The GETMORE command processes against the current secondary set. When the GETMORE command returns the
NTF return code to indicate that the current secondary set is exhausted, that secondary set definition is deleted, and the
previous secondary set is made the current set. A subsequent GETMORE command processes that set, since it is then
the current secondary set. To position backward through levels, use the GETPARNT command.

The request ID you use in adding or retrieving an occurrence can be used to tie successive calls to that particular
occurrence. Any further call to the Service Facility with the same request ID will result in operations involving the anchored
occurrence. By using multiple request IDs (up to the maximum of nine), it is possible for you to manipulate multiple
occurrences.

The following table lists certain Service Facility commands, their requirements in regards to establishing or requiring an
anchor, and the results these commands have on an anchor. If a command establishes an anchor, that command does
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not require you to issue a prerequisite command. If a command requires an anchor, you must have previously issued a
command which establishes an anchor.

Type Commands Requirements/Results
1 ADDENTIT, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT,

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR,
GEUDESCR, GETRELDF

Establishes a new anchor.
Needs no previous anchor.
Clears any occurrence previously
associated with a request ID.

2 GETNEXT, GEUNEXT, GETNEXTF,
GEUNEXTF, GETNEXTP, GEUNEXTP,
GETNEXTS, GEUNEXTS

Requires an anchor.
Clears previous anchor.

3 GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETPARNT
GEUPARNT, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

Requires an anchor.
Does not reposition previous anchor.

4 GETMORE, GEUMORE Requires a Type 3 anchor.
Repositions Type 3 anchor.
Does not reposition original anchor from
Type 1 or Type 2.

5 GETINITI, GETTERMI, GETSVL GETSVU Nullifies any previous anchor.
Does not establish a real anchor which
other commands can use.

Issue DSF Requests
To use the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) to perform common application tasks that interact with
Datadictionary, a typical program requests DSF functions in a prescribed order.

A typical program must request, in the order shown, the following DSF functions.

1. Request initialization of the DSF with the SYSINITI command.
2. Establish user identification with the USRINITI command.
3. Perform the functions desired with the appropriate DSF commands.
4. Release user-related resources with the USRTERMI command.
5. Release system resources with the SYSTERMI command.

NOTE
The SYSTERMI command is required for the DSF to close the files. If the SYSTERMI command is not
issued, it is possible a system abend can occur.

Initiate the Service Facility

To initiate the DSF, issue the SYSINITI and USRINITI commands through the User Request Area.

SYSINITI
Connects the Service Facility to its host environment. There are no other data requirements for this command in
the User Request Area.

USRINITI
Verifies that you are authorized to use the Service Facility. The USRINITI command must follow SYSINITI.

Example

Initiate the Service Facility and verify that you are authorized to use the Service Facility.

 1   CALL 'DDCALL' USING USER-REQ-AREA 
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 2                         (REQUEST-ID=1,

 3                          REQUEST-LEVEL=4,

 4                          USER-COMMAND=SYSINITI) 

 5   IF RETURN-CODE NE SPACES AND RETURN-CODE NE 'RDC'

 6      LIST 'INVALID SYSTEM INITIALIZATION' 

 7      LIST RETURN-CODE 

 8      LIST ERROR-MODULE 

 9      LIST RETURN-DATA

10       GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE

11   ENDIF

12   CALL 'DDCALL' USING USER-REQ-AREA

13                         (REQUEST-ID=1,

14                          REQUEST-LEVEL=4,

15                          USER-COMMAND=USRINITI,

16                          ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME=person-name,

17                          QUALIFIER=password)

18   IF RETURN-CODE NE SPACES

19      LIST 'INVALID USER INITIALIZATION'

20      LIST RETURN-CODE

21      LIST ERROR-MODULE

22      LIST RETURN-DATA

23      GOTO USR-ABEND-ROUTINE

24   ENDIF

Initialize the Service Facility (Lines 1-4)

Call DDCALL using the User Request Area. SYSINITI is the specified command. The request ID is optional for system
and user initialization and termination. REQUEST-LEVEL is required in all calls and the value must be 4, since it indicates
to the Service Facility that you are using the User Request Area for Datacom Datadictionary r11 and later.

Invalid Return Code (Lines 5-11, 18-23)

If the return code after the call is not equal to spaces (successful request), the sample problem shows how you can
handle the error by listing the data that are returned to User Request Area fields and going to an error handling routine.

User Verification (Lines 12-17)

To verify you are an authorized user, call DDCALL using the User Request Area. USRINITI is the specified command. In
the ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME field, you specify your PERSON occurrence name. (If the PERSON occurrence is
protected by a 12-character password, you must specify that password in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area.)

Terminate the Service Facility

To conclude use of the Service Facility, issue the USRTERMI and SYSTERMI commands through the User Request Area.

USRTERMI
Terminates interaction with the DSF.

SYSTERMI
Disconnects the Service Facility from its host environment and terminates all use of the Service Facility until
another SYSINITI is issued.

The two types of termination you can issue are conditional and unconditional.
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• A conditional termination closes the system only if there are no other active users for the Service Facility.
• An unconditional termination closes all currently active users before terminating the system. To process an

unconditional termination, specify $UNCONDITIONAL in the QUALIFIER field and the valid system override code in
the OVERRIDE-CODE field of the User Request Area, in addition to the SYSTERMI command.

Example

Terminate user interaction with the Service Facility and issue a conditional termination of the Service Facility.

  1   CALL 'DDCALL' USING USER-REQ-AREA 

  2                                                   (REQUEST-ID=1,

  3                                                    REQUEST-LEVEL=4, 

  4                                                    USER-COMMAND=USRTERMI)

  5   IF RETURN-CODE NE SPACES

  6      LIST 'INVALID USER TERMINATION' 

  7      LIST RETURN-CODE

  8      LIST ERROR-MODULE 

  9      LIST RETURN-DATA

10      GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE

11   ENDIF

12   CALL 'DDCALL' USING USER-REQ-AREA

13                                                   (REQUEST-ID=1,

14                                                     REQUEST-LEVEL=4,

15                                                     USER-COMMAND=SYSTERMI)

16   IF RETURN-CODE NE SPACES

17      LIST 'INVALID SYSTEM TERMINATION'

18      LIST RETURN-CODE

19      LIST ERROR-MODULE

20      LIST RETURN-DATA

21      GOTO ERROR-ROUTINE

22   ENDIF

23   CLOSE FILES

24   STOP 

User Termination (Lines 1-4)

Call DDCALL using the User Request Area. USRTERMI is the specified command.

Service Facility Termination (Lines 11-14)

Call DDCALL using the User Request Area. SYSTERMI is the specified command. Since this terminantion is conditional,
this command is ignored if more than one calling program has signed on to the Service Facility, until the last calling
program issues a SYSTERMI command. If you issue an unconditional termination by specifying $UNCONDITIONAL in the
QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area, the Service Facility shuts down and any commands that are issued by other
Service Facility users receive an SNA (system not active) return code.

User Request Area
The User Request Area is composed of fields, which, depending on the command, contain information specified by
the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or are reserved for future use by Datacom
Datadictionary.

Specify a request ID, request level, and the Service Facility command in the User Request Area, so this area is required
by every command. Depending on the command, the fields in this area contain information specified by the calling
program or information returned to the calling program. Any return code for the command is placed in the RETURN-CODE
field of this area. Other pertinent information can be placed in the RETURN-DATA field.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

User Request Area Layout

The 256-byte User Request Area contains the following fields:

  Class Field Name Displacement Length Format 

  Simple      REQUEST-ID                        0           1     CHAR

  Simple      REQUEST-LEVEL                     1           1     CHAR

  Simple      SECONDARY-SET                     2           2     BINARY

  Simple      USER-COMMAND                      4           8     CHAR

  Simple      DATABASE-ID                      12           2     BINARY

  Compound    RETURN-IND                       14           6     CHAR

  Simple      ERROR-MODULE                     14           3     CHAR

  Simple      RETURN-CODE                      17           3     CHAR

  Simple      NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES          20           2     BINARY

  Simple      PATH-LEVEL                       22           2     BINARY

  Simple      LANGUAGE-INDICATOR               24           1     CHAR

  Simple      COMMENT-INDICATOR                25           1     CHAR

  Simple      LABEL-INDICATOR                  26           1     CHAR

  Simple      RELATION-TYPE                    27           1     CHAR

  Compound    COPY-BOOK-POS                    28           2     CHAR

  Simple      COPY-BOOK-START                  28           1     BINARY

  Simple      COPY-BOOK-INC                    29           1     BINARY

  Simple      DATA-TYPE                        30           1     CHAR

  Simple      STRUCTURE-OPTION                 31           1     CHAR

  Simple      QUALIFIER                        32          32     CHAR

  Simple      ENTITY-TYPE                      64          32     CHAR

  Simple      REQUEST-NAME-TYPE                96           1     CHAR

  Simple      ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME           97          32     CHAR

  Simple      RECORD-NAME                     129          32     CHAR

  Simple      STATUS/VERSION                  161           4     CHAR

  Simple      OVERRIDE-CODE                   165           4     CHAR

  Simple      USER-PASSWORD                   169           4     CHAR

  Compound    RETURN-DATA                     173          80     CHAR

  Simple      RETURN-NAME                     173          32     CHAR

  Simple      FILLER                          205          48     CHAR

  Simple      COPYBK-MODE                     253           1     CHAR

  Simple      FILLER                          25            2     CHAR

 

User Request Area Field Contents

REQUEST-ID

A calling program can define up to nine different concurrent request areas to the DSF. A command such as GETENTIT or
ADDENTIT anchors a request ID on an occurrence. This request ID stays in effect until it is reanchored.

Valid Entries:
1 -- 9

Default Value:
(No default)

REQUEST-LEVEL
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This field describes the User Request Area to the DSF, and is used to distinguish the format of the User Request Area
from that of earlier versions of Datacom Datadictionary. DSF uses this field to support upward compatibility of earlier
programs without requiring coding changes unless use of the newer features is to be implemented.

The value must be 4 to support all features of the current version. Values 1 to 3 are valid for programs using older
versions of the DSF User Request Area as long as use of later features is not required.

NOTE
It is best to convert to the new format when making coding changes so as to avoid the added overhead of
converting the request from one version to another at execution time.

SECONDARY-SET

Indicates number of levels the current request is removed from the original anchor due to GETRELAT or GETPATH
commands. This information field cannot be updated.

USER-COMMAND

Command for Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Valid Entries:
Valid command name

Default Value:
(No default)

DATABASE-ID

Database-ID number. If Datacom/DB is open for multiple Datadictionaries, the calling program can optionally change to
another Datacom Datadictionary by supplying the database ID for the target Datacom Datadictionary.

Valid Entries:
00001 -- 05000

Default Value:
Database-ID in the System Resource Table (SRT)

RETURN-IND

The RETURN-IND gives the return codes from DSF in the two children fields, ERROR-MODULE and RETURN-CODE.
The four possible combinations of information are:

• ERROR-MODULE contains spaces. RETURN-CODE contains spaces. No error.
• ERROR-MODULE contains spaces. RETURN-CODE contains return information.
• ERROR-MODULE contains character data. RETURN-CODE contains numeric data. DSF internal error.
• ERROR-MODULE contains numeric data. RETURN-CODE contains numeric data. First three numbers are an

unexpected Datacom/DB return code.

NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES

If you are processing a single occurrence, returns binary number of 80-byte lines returned from OUTBOOK and
OUTMORE processing to Standard Receiving Area. Number is from 1 to 8. If you are performing list processing, returns
actual number of returned lines.

PATH-LEVEL

Indicates level in structure where returned occurrence resides.

LANGUAGE-INDICATOR

Indicates processing language desired for OUTBOOK. You can specify Assembler (A), COBOL (C), COBOL2 (2),
COBOL85 (8) PL/I (P), or Datacom/DB Reporting Facility (D).
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Valid Entries:
A, C, 2, 8, D, or P

Default Value:
(No default)

COMMENT-INDICATOR

Specifies source of language comment. You can specify language comment (C), the Datacom Datadictionary description
(D), or no comment (N).

Valid Entries:
C, D, or N

Default Value:
N

LABEL-INDICATOR

Specifies the source of the label for the copybooks. Based on the language specified in LANGUAGE-INDICATOR and
the value you code for COPYBK-MODE, you can specify the Assembler name (A), the Compiler name (C), the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence name (O), a generated name (G), or the SQL name (S). See OUTBOOK - Retrieve
Copybook for restrictions.

Valid Entries:
A, C, G, O, or S

C
COBOL and PL/I

A
Assembler

O
Datacom/DB Reporting Facility

RELATION-TYPE

Specifies the direction of the relationship followed when processing the OUTRELAT and GETRELAT commands. Also
used to specify if the occurrence is the subject or object for the ADDRELAT and DELRELAT command.

B
Backward (object to subject)

F
Forward (subject to object)

S
Subject (User Request Area refers to the subject)

O
Object (User Request Area refers to the object)

spaces
No direction specified

Default Value:
spaces

COPY-BOOK-POS

Provides copybook information in the two children fields, COPY-BOOK-START and COPY-BOOK-INC.
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COPY-BOOK-START
Describes for COBOL and PL/I copybooks the starting level. Specify X'00' to instruct the Service Facility to use
the value in the System Resource Table (SRT).
Valid Entries: X'00' -- X'0F'
Default Value: X'00'

COPY-BOOK-INC
Describes for COBOL and PL/I copybooks the increment level. Specify X'00' to instruct the Service Facility to use
the value in the System Resource Table (SRT).
Valid Entries: X'00' -- X'FF'
Default Value: X'00'

DATA-TYPE

Describes for certain retrieval commands (all commands prefixed with GET and OUTBOOK, OUTDESCR, OUTALIAS
with the associated OUTMORE) whether DSF is to return one occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list
processing).

Valid Entries:
S or L

Default Value:
S

STRUCTURE-OPTION

For internal use.

QUALIFIER

Used by various commands. See command for specific information.

ENTITY-TYPE

Used to define Datacom Datadictionary entity-type. If valid for the command, you can enter ALL for all entity-types.

Valid Entries:
entity-type name
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

REQUEST-NAME-TYPE

Indicates the type of ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME. Specify the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name (D), the
Assembler name (A), or the compiler (C) name for the occurrence. This is valid only for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT
occurrences.

Valid Entries:
A, C, or D

Default Value:
D

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME

Name of occurrence.

You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name and an
asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three characters in the
name.
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When you specify COPYBK-MODE as S and LABEL-INDICATOR as S, you can use this field to specify the name for
group fields (compound fields) in SQL copybooks.

Valid Entries:
1- to 32-byte occurrence name
generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME

Used to qualify FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. Enter the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name. You can enter
a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other criteria.

Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name
generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

STATUS/VERSION

Describes the status/version of the occurrence.

001 -- 999
The three-digit version number of the occurrence.

H000 -- H997
Specific HISTory status/version. H000 represents the most recent HISTory status/version, H001 the next most
recent, and so on.

T001 -- T999
Specific TEST status/version. This designation is valid only if the occurrence is of an entity-type included in the
Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structures.

ALL
All status/versions of the occurrence.

ALLV
Used to anchor a structure or substructure on the PRODuction status/version. Subsequent GETPATH and
GETMORE calls return all related occurrences regardless of status/version.

ASOF
Used to retrieve status/version of an occurrence that was in PRODuction status/version at a particular date and
time. If used for an anchor, subsequent GETPATH and GETMORE calls retrieve only those occurrences in the
structure that were in PRODuction status/version at that date and time.

HIST
All status/versions in HISTory status (retrieval only).

INCO
All status/versions in INCOmplete status.

PROD
The status/version in PROD status.

QUAL
All status/versions in QUALified production status.
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TEST
All status/versions in TEST status.

Default Value:
ALL

OVERRIDE-CODE

Specifies the system override code. Supply the code to update occurrences which are protected by Lock Level 1 or Lock
Level 2 or to retrieve an occurrence which is protected with a Lock Level 2. For the ADDENTIT command, use this to
assign a Lock Level value to the occurrence.

System override
Specified in the System Resource Table (SRT)

LOC0
Assign no lock for UPDLOCK command

LOC1
Assign Lock Level 1 for ADDENTIT or UPDLOCK command

LOC2
Assign Lock Level 2 for ADDENTIT or UPDLOCK command

spaces
Assign no lock for ADDENTIT when adding
Bypass retrieval of Lock Level 2 occurrences when retrieving

Default Value:
spaces

USER-PASSWORD

Needed to update or delete a password-protected occurrence definition. For ADDENTIT, use this to assign a user
password to the occurrence.

Valid Entries:
1- to four-character user-assigned password
Spaces - no password

Default Value:
Spaces

RETURN-DATA

Specific error information is returned for many DSF error codes. If the Service Facility returns numeric data in the
RETURN-IND field (indicating an unexpected Datacom/DB RETURN-CODE), the following message is also returned:

DB RETURN COMMAND=xxxxx FILENAME=xxx KEYNAME=xxxxx PGM=xxx

COMMAND=xxxxx
Is the Datacom/DB command.

FILENAME=xxx
Is the DATACOM-NAME of the file.

KEYNAME=xxxxx
Is the DATACOM-NAME of the key.

PGM=xxx
Is the program issuing the call.

RETURN-NAME

Returns special data to calling program based on the command. RETURN-NAME is a child of RETURN-DATA.
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GETALIAS
Returns alias used to find the anchor.

GETDESCR
Returns descriptor used to find the anchor.

GETENTIT
Returns ASOF date when requesting Hnnn status/version.

GETRELAT
Returns relationship-name used to find the anchor.

OUTTEXT
Type of text (owned, shared, or Universal).

COPYBK-MODE

Indicates the type of copybook returned. Specify S for SQL or blank for Datacom/DB format.

Valid Entries:
S or blank

Default Value:
Blank

Service List
The Service List describes to DSF which attributes of an occurrence are retrieved or updated. The Service List consists of
the following;

• Header Entry
• One or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail Entries
• One or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries
• Trailer Entry

For text commands, use the Text Header Area.

Header Entry

Each standard Header Entry should contain the following:

Position Length Format Meaning

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY maximum-entries

34 20 CHAR filler

$ATRLIST
Indicates the start of the standard Header Entry.

maximum-entries
Indicates the maximum number of Entity-Type Entries and Detail entries in the Service List. If the calling program
wants only to anchor on an occurrence, move 1 to Maximum-Entries and follow the Header Entry with the Trailer
Entry.
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Entity-Type Entry

Used when retrieving more than one entity-type, such as in the case of GETRELAT or GETPATH commands. Rather than
having a Service List for each entity-type, one Service List can describe the attributes of multiple entity-types.

If an entity-type is retrieved where there is no Entity-Type Entry, no information is returned for that occurrence unless the
first entity-type is coded ALL, then only the common attributes are returned. The following is the format for an Entity-Type
Entry.

Position Length Format Meaning

0 32 CHAR entity-type

32 2 BINARY number-of-entries

34 4 CHAR $ENT

38 16 CHAR filler

entity-type
All Detail Entries that follow this entry are for this entity-type.
You can enter ALL for all entity-types, however, Detail Entries for this header must have attributes that are
common to all of the entity-types in the Service List (such as entity-name, status, and so on). If used, entity-type
must be the first Entity-Type Entry in the Service List. The Service Facility processes these common attributes
and then proceeds to the entity-type specific attributes.
Valid Entries:

Any valid entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

number of entries
Describes the exact number of Detail Entries for this entity-type.
Valid Entries:

Number of Detail Entries
Default Value:

(No default)
$ENT

Indicates that this is an Entity-Type Entry.
Valid Entries:

$ENT
Default Value:

(No default)

Detail Entry

Describes to DSF which attributes the calling program wants to retrieve or update and their location, length, and format in
the Standard Receiving Area and Extended Receiving Area. The format for each Detail Entry is as follows:

Position Length Format Meaning

0 32 CHAR attribute-name

32 1 CHAR location
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33 1 CHAR input-output-format

34 2 BINARY length

36 2 BINARY position

38 1 CHAR error-code

39 15 CHAR short-name

attribute-name
The attribute-name is the Datacom Datadictionary name for the attribute, which must be a simple field. Attribute
names can be determined by running a Datacom Datadictionary Field Report for the PRODuction status/version
of the table containing the definition of the entity-type.
Certain attribute-values, such as the password, are protected and the Service Facility cannot retrieve them. Other
attribute-values, such as the occurrence name, cannot be updated through a Service List.
You can enter $RETURN-DATA to return the same information passed back to the RETURN-NAME field of the
User Service Request Area.
Valid Entries:

Attribute name
$RETURN-DATA

Default Value:
(No default)

location
Indicates whether the output is placed in the Standard Receiving Area (S) or the Extended Receiving Area (E).
The Extended Receiving Area is used only for GETALIAS, GETDESCR, GETPATH, GETRELAT, and associated
GETNEXT and GETMORE commands. You can enter X'FF' to bypass this entry.
Valid Entries:

S, E, or X'FF'
Default Value:

X'FF'
input-output-format

Describes the format that the calling program expects in the Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving
Area.
C

Character (alphanumeric) - You can use this designation with any attribute whether the value is character
or numeric.

N
Numeric - Use this designation only for numeric fields.

P
Packed decimal - Use this designation only for numeric fields.

B
Binary - Use this designation only for numeric fields.

H
Hexadecimal display - Two characters per byte represented, length must be multiple of 2

Default Value:
(No default)

length
Length of attribute-value returned. The Service Facility handles truncation and fill characters. This is for the data
returned, not field definition.
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1 to 256
Bytes for C (character)

0 or blank
DSF computes length and returns value to calling program

15
Maximum bytes for N (numeric)

8
Maximum bytes for P (packed decimal)

4
Maximum bytes for B (binary)

8
Maximum bytes display for H (hexadecimal display)

Default Value:
0

position
Position relative to 1 in Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving Area. You can enter 0 to have the
Service Facility compute displacement relative to previous entry in Service List, if any.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 256
Default Value:

0
error-code

Indicates errors in converting or editing data.
0

No errors.
1

Data from DSF has been truncated because receiving field is too short.
2

Data in Standard Receiving Area is too long to fit in occurrence.
3

Invalid attribute name. Check field report for entity-type for correct attribute name. Attribute must be
simple field.

4
Invalid format code in entry.

5
Attribute too long if using GET; length too long if updating.

6
Attempting to move non-numeric data to numeric type field.

7
Not a simple field.

8
Data not hexadecimal for type defined as hexadecimal.

9
Hexadecimal format, length not even.
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B
Data does not verify against qualifiers for attribute.

E
Entry error. Attempting to update with length and location zero(s).

I
Internal error.

N
The attribute is restricted and no update was performed. This causes immediate termination of Service
List processing.

P
The occurrence is updateable in production.

R
Attribute restricted and cannot be retrieved.

U
Attribute does not pass calling program edits.

-
Character numeric data is negative.

short-name
Alternate short-name is returned in Service List if coded for attribute.

Trailer Entry

Each Trailer Entry should contain the following:

Position Length Format Meaning

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR filler

$ENDLIST
Indicates the end of a Service List if the maximum number of entries is not used. If no output is desired, this entry
should be the first entry after the Header Entry.

Text Header Area
Use a Text Header Area to specify text classification names. Text classes only affect the following commands: COPTEXT,
DELTEXT, OUTTEXT, TXTINITI, and TXTUPDAT.

Text classifications (also called text classes), allow you to selectively group your information associated with an
occurrence. By defining individual text classes, you increase your flexibility to manipulate text and to generate customized
reports containing only the information pertinent to a specific department, job function, or application.

You assign a unique name for a text class among the other text classes defined to the occurrence. If you do not define
individual text classes, the system automatically uses the system default text class name (STANDARD). If individual text
classes have been defined, but not specified in a text command, the system uses the default. For more information, see
Naming Standards.
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The following is the format for an entry in the Text Header Area. The parameters are parsed starting with the source
occurrence text class name.

Position Length Format Meaning
0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS
9 1 CHAR Space
10 1-32 CHAR source-class-name
var 1 CHAR Comma (,)
var 1-32 CHAR target-class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Header Entry.

source-class-name
Indicates the origination text class. If all source and target classifications are to be the same, enter ALL for both.
The Service Facility uses the system default text class name (STANDARD) if an entry is not specified.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

target-class-name
Indicates the destination text classification name. If all source and target classifications are to be the same, enter
ALL for both. The Service Facility uses the system default text class name if an entry is not specified.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

Standard Receiving Area
The Standard Receiving Area is used to pass attribute information to and from the Service Facility. The length of the
Standard Receiving Area is determined by the command, the Service List and by list processing.

If there is a retrieval command, this area contains information returned to you as a result of the DSF call. If there is a
maintenance command, this area contains information entered in the Datacom Datadictionary. The contents depend on
the type of request and the occurrence which is returned.

Information Retrieval

Information for the various OUT type commands and the TXTINITI and TXTUPDAT commands is returned to the Standard
Receiving Area. For the ADDRELAT and UPDRELAT commands, use the Standard Receiving Area to specify up to 72
bytes of intersection data for the relationship. Specify the new lock instruction in the Standard Receiving Area when using
the UPDLOCK command, or the new password when using the UPDPASSW command. When you issue a GETSVL/
GETSVU command, the formatted Service List is returned to the Standard Receiving Area.

To receive the information you requested, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be sufficient to contain that
information. The following table describes the length and type of information returned or specified in the Standard
Receiving Area for specific Service Facility commands.
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ADDRELAT
72-byte intersection data

GETSVL and GETSVU
4000 bytes

OUTALIAS
32-byte alias

OUTBOOK
Maximum of six 80-byte copybook lines

OUTDESCR
32-byte descriptor name

OUTMORE
Same as preceding command

OUTRELAT
650-byte relationship

OUTTEXT
80-byte line of text

TXTINITI and TXTUPDAT
Number of lines indicated times 80 bytes

UPDLOCK
4-byte lock

UPDPASSW
4-byte password

UPDRELAT
72-byte intersection data

Standard Receiving Area Length

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List. If the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in
the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry returned. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence retrieved. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences returned.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

For text retrieval or update when multiple lines of text are being processed, use the prior formula with the following
specifications:
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max
Is the maximum number of lines of text returned.

len
Is 80.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area
For retrieval, the Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which can be used to obtain additional, non-updatable
information about the support occurrence (ALIAS, DESCRIPTOR, or RELATIONSHIP) used in retrieving the entity-
occurrence. When used with the ADDRELAT command, the Extended Receiving Area is used to provide ordering
information.

If there is a retrieval command, this area contains information returned to you as a result of the DSF call. If there is a
maintenance command, this area contains information entered into the Datacom Datadictionary. Information requested in
the Service List determines the format and contents of the Extended Receiving Area.

Information Retrieval

The commands GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, and GEUDESCR retrieve attribute information of the alias or
descriptor occurrence by requesting support attributes in the Service List and marking the location of these attributes
with an E. This indicates to the Service Facility that the ALIAS or DESCRIPTOR attributes are placed in the Extended
Receiving Area.

The Extended Receiving Area returns information about the RELATIONSHIP occurrence used with the GETRELAT,
GEURELAT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, and associated GETMORE and GEUMORE commands.

ADDRELAT

The Extended Receiving Area is used to specify "after" data when adding to an ordered relationship. If the new
relationship is the first in the order, or if it is placed before existing relationships, code $FIRST is the first 6 bytes of
the Extended Receiving Area. If it is the last entry in the ordered relationship, code $LAST. Otherwise, specify in the
Extended Receiving Area the occurrence that follows in TABLE or RECORD, occurrence name, status/version order. If the
occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, place the TABLE or RECORD occurrence name in bytes 1 through 32 of the
Extended Receiving Area. Place the occurrence name in bytes 33 through 64, and the status/version in character format
in bytes 65 through 68.

Extended Receiving Area Length

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence. If the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences returned in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence retrieved.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences returned.
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len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant

Submit Application Tasks
The tasks you submit through your applications can be classified as basic and specialized. Basic application tasks retrieve
and maintain an occurrence or support data of an occurrence. Specialized application tasks use DSF commands to
perform more complex functions such as the following:

• Retrieve a group of related occurrences
• Copy and release request IDs
• Perform list processing
• Issue checkpoints

Basic Application Tasks
The basic application tasks include the following:

• Retrieving occurrences and support data
• Updating occurrences and support data
• Copying text
• Deleting occurrences and support data
• Copying and renaming occurrences

Retrieving Occurrences and Support Data

Basic occurrence retrieval commands which establish an anchor, define a group of occurrences called the primary set for
the request ID. Related occurrence retrieval commands which require an anchor, define a group of occurrences for the
request ID called the secondary set of occurrences.

Retrieving Basic Occurrences

Basic occurrence retrieval commands define a group of occurrences as the primary set for the request ID. These
commands also establish a specific occurrence as the anchor occurrence in the primary set. The occurrence retrieval
commands use occurrence names, descriptors, and aliases to retrieve occurrences. Retrieval of the occurrences is
performed by one of the following commands:

GETENTIT
Retrieves the first occurrence meeting the occurrence qualifications specified in the User Request Area and
establishes as the primary set those occurrences which meet the specified qualifications. You can use a
GETNEXT type command to retrieve subsequent occurrences.

GETDESCR
Retrieves the first occurrence with the specified descriptor word and establishes as the primary set those
occurrences associated with the descriptor and which meet other specified qualifications in the User Request
Area. You can use a GETNEXT type command to retrieve subsequent occurrences.

GETALIAS
Retrieves the first occurrence with the specified alias and establishes as the primary set those occurrences
associated with the alias and which meet other specified qualifications in the User Request Area. You can use a
GETNEXT type command to retrieve subsequent occurrences.
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GETNEXT
When a basic retrieval command initiates retrieval and more than one occurrence meets the qualifications defined
by the criteria, the initial retrieval command retrieves only one of the occurrences. You can use GETNEXT,
GETNEXTF, GETNEXTP, and GETNEXTS to retrieve the next qualifying occurrence. These commands require
an anchor established by a prerequisite command. When you issue any GETNEXT type command, the previous
anchor is destroyed and the occurrence retrieved by the GETNEXT type command becomes the new anchor. The
other forms of the GETNEXT command are as follows:
GETNEXTF

Retrieves the next field in a table or record in logical order. Use this command only if the established
anchor is a FIELD occurrence. Issuing a GETNEXTF moves the anchor position to the next FIELD
occurrence in the table.

GETNEXTP
Retrieves the next field within a parent field in logical order. This command is valid only for fields that
share the same parent field as the anchor, which must be a FIELD occurrence. The GETNEXTP
command moves the anchor position to the next FIELD occurrence in the table or record with the same
parent field as the current anchor.

GETNEXTS
Functions the same as the GETNEXT command except when the anchor is of the FIELD entity-type. This
command is valid only if the anchor is a FIELD occurrence. Issuing a GETNEXTS command retrieves the
next synonym of the current anchored FIELD occurrence. A synonym for a FIELD occurrence exists for
each ELEMENT occurrence in which the FIELD occurrence exists.

Three special use commands are GETRELDF, GETINITI, and GETTERMI.

GETRELDF
Retrieves a relationship definition occurrence by its relationship name. This command establishes a primary set
made up of relationship definitions occurrences. Use the Service List to specify which attribute-types you want to
retrieve for the relationship, for example, AUTO-RULE, REQUIRED-RULE, ORDERED-RULE, OCC-MAP-RULE,
COPY-RULE, or MODEL-RULE. The values for specified attributes are returned to the Standard Receiving Area.

GETINITI
Returns the default values for the attributes specified in the Service List. The VALUE attribute of the FIELD
occurrence for the attribute establishes the default. Use this command to retrieve the default value for an attribute
to determine if the value assigned to the attribute for an occurrence is the default value. This command can be
useful when adding or updating attribute-values for an occurrence.

GETTERMI
Releases a request ID that is not used again by the calling program. Issuing a GETTERMI command releases all
storage held active under the current request ID. This command is useful if your program uses multiple request
IDs and if, at a given point in the program logic, you have no further need for a particular request ID.

Retrieving Related Occurrences

Related occurrence retrieval commands define a group of occurrences for the request ID called the secondary set of
occurrences. These commands also establish an occurrence within the secondary set as the anchor occurrence. Multiple
secondary sets of occurrences can be active for a single request ID. The currently active secondary set is identified in the
SECONDARY-SET field of the User Request Area. The related occurrence retrieval commands are:

GETRELAT
Retrieves the first occurrence related to the anchored occurrence by the specified relationship. This command
establishes, as a secondary set of occurrences, those occurrences related to the anchor and those established
by any prerequisite command. Issuing a GETRELAT command after performing a GETPATH or subsequent
GETMORE commands destroys the chain for the original GETPATH. To process a GETRELAT command during
path processing without destroying the chain, you can copy the current request ID with a COPREQID command.
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GETPATH
Retrieves the first occurrence along a predefined path of relationships. This command must be preceded
by a DEFPATH and a GETENTIT command. The GETPPATH command establishes, as a secondary set of
occurrences, those occurrences related to each other in the path previously defined by a DEFPATH command.
The level within an active path where the returned occurrence is located is returned in the PATH-LEVEL field of
the User Request Area. You can use the GETPATH command when traversing multiple level structures to reduce
the complexity of your user program.

GETPARNT
Allows you to get the parent of the current anchored occurrence. The parent occurrence is the occurrence at the
previous level of a path. recede this command by a GETRELAT or a GETPATH.

GETMORE
When a related retrieval command initiates retrieval and more than one occurrence meets the qualifications
defined by the criteria, the initial retrieval command retrieves only one of the occurrences. You can use
GETMORE to retrieve the next qualifying occurrence. This command requires an anchor established by a
prerequisite command. When you issue a GETMORE command, the previous anchor is destroyed if it was
established by a related retrieval command. If the original anchor was established by a basic retrieval command,
issuing a GETMORE does not destroy that anchor.

Emulated Relationships

The relationships connecting TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, and FIELD occurrences are named $INTERNAL.
However, not all these $INTERNAL relationships are explicit. Some are emulated relationships. The following figure
shows which $INTERNAL relationships are explicit and which are emulated in a TABLE substructure.

Explicit and Emulated $INTERNAL Relationships in a TABLE Substructure

            ┌───────────────────── TABLE ─────────────────────┐

           │                                                 │

$INTERNAL  │                        │ $INTERNAL              │ $INTERNAL

(Explicit) │                        │ (Emulated)             │ (Explicit)

           │                        │                        │

           ▼                        ▼                        ▼

        ELEMENT ────────────────► FIELD ◄────────────────── KEY

                   $INTERNAL                 $INTERNAL

                   (Emulated)                (Emulated)

 

Explicit $INTERNAL relationships exist between the following occurrences:

DATABASE and AREA AREA and FILE
AREA and TABLE FILE and RECORD
TABLE and ELEMENT RECORD and ELEMENT
TABLE and KEY RECORD and KEY

These relationships can be used like any other for related retrieval by GETRELAT, GETPATH, or OUTRELAT commands.

The $INTERNAL relationships between TABLE and FIELD, VIEW and FIELD, RECORD and FIELD, KEY and FIELD,
and ELEMENT and FIELD occurrences are emulated because the data storage required for explicit relationships between
these occurrences would be prohibitive. The GETRELAT and GETPATH commands can make use of the emulated
relationships of TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrences to FIELD occurrences for the purposes of
related retrieval. These emulated relationships cannot be retrieved with the OUTRELAT command.

To use emulated relationships for related retrieval, explicitly name the $INTERNAL relationship in the GETRELAT request
or path definition. If you specify ALL instead, the emulated relationships are not considered a part of the relationships
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used in satisfying the request. The emulated relationships can be used in either direction, that is, tracing from subject to
object or object to subject.

Dummy Occurrences

During related retrieval, it is possible to retrieve dummy occurrences. You can recognize a dummy occurrence by
checking its status, whichis set to an asterisk (*). Only the table or record name, occurrence name, status, version, and
description of a dummy occurrence is set. All other data contains undefined values. Three cases in which you can retrieve
dummy occurrences are:

1. If a relationship is defined as automatic and the subject occurrence and the first half of the relationship are added to
the Datacom Datadictionary, but the related object occurrence is not added, you retrieve a dummy occurrence during
related retrieval.
Example for Case 1
An example is, if you have a PROGRAM occurrence related to a REPORT occurrence, but the REPORT occurrence
has not been defined to the Datacom Datadictionary.
If you perform related retrieval with the PROGRAM occurrence as the anchor, you retrieve the REPORT occurrence,
whichhas an asterisk (*) as its status. You cannot perform any processing against the REPORT occurrence because it
actually does not exist.

2. If a relationship between an occurrence and the dummy entity-type DATA is defined, you can retrieve a dummy
occurrence.

3. If a HISTory status occurrence ages off the Datacom Datadictionary and this occurrence was related to a different
occurrence which is still in the Datacom Datadictionary, you can retrieve a dummy occurrence during GETPATH
processing. This is a complex case and is further explained in the example below.
Example for Case 3
You can retrieve a dummy occurrence under circumstances similar to the following example. A PANEL occurrence,
version 001, exists in PROD status. This PANEL occurrence is related to an occurrence of a user-defined TERMINAL
entity-type through the PAN-TML-USE user-defined relationship. Because of updates to the TERMINAL occurrence,
versions 001, 002, and 003 are in HISTory status, while version 004 (the most recent updated version) is in PROD
status. This case is demonstrated in the following figure:

                                                 ┌─────────────────────┐

                                  ┌─────────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (001) │

                                  │             └─────────────────────┘

                                  │             ┌─────────────────────┐

┌────────────┐                    │┌────────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (002) │

│            │        PAN-TML-USE ││            └─────────────────────┘

│            ├────────────────────┘│            ┌─────────────────────┐

│ PANEL      │        PAN-TML-USE  │┌───────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (003) │

│ PROD (001) ├─────────────────────┘│           └─────────────────────┘

│            │        PAN-TML-USE   │           ┌─────────────────────┐

│            ├──────────────────────┘┌──────────┤ TERMINAL PROD (004) │

│            │        PAN-TML-USE    │          └─────────────────────┘

│            ├───────────────────────┘

│            │

│            │

└────────────┘

 

If the TERMINAL occurrence is updated again to create version 005 and this version is updated to PROD status, then
version 004 moves to HIST status.

If the Datacom Datadictionary retains only three HISTory status versions of a TERMINAL occurrence, then version 001 is
aged off the Datacom Datadictionary and no longer exists. However, the relationship between the version 001 TERMINAL
occurrence and the PANEL occurrence still exists. This case is shown in the following figure.
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                                    ┌─────────────

                                    │

                                    │             ┌─────────────────────┐

  ┌────────────┐                    │┌────────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (002) │

  │            │        PAN-TML-USE ││            └─────────────────────┘

  │            ├────────────────────┘│            ┌─────────────────────┐

  │            │        PAN-TML-USE  │┌───────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (003) │

  │            ├─────────────────────┘│           └─────────────────────┘

  │ PANEL      │        PAN-TML-USE   │           ┌─────────────────────┐

  │ PROD (001) ├──────────────────────┘┌──────────┤ TERMINAL HIST (004) │

  │            │        PAN-TML-USE    │          └─────────────────────┘

  │            ├───────────────────────┘          ┌─────────────────────┐

  │            │        PAN-TML-USE     ┌─────────┤ TERMINAL PROD (005) │

  │            ├────────────────────────┘         └─────────────────────┘

  └────────────┘

 

If you are doing GETPATH processing and trace a path from the PANEL occurrence to all related TERMINAL occurrences
through the PAN-TML-USE relationship, you retrieve a dummy occurrence in place of version 001 of the TERMINAL
occurrence.

One way you can determine if the retrieved occurrence is a dummy or an existing occurrence which you can process is to
check the value in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area when you retrieve an occurrence. If the value in
this field is an asterisk (*), the occurrence is a dummy and you cannot do any processing against this occurrence. If you
attempt to process a dummy occurrence, you receive a DMY return code.

Retrieving Occurrence Information

Output type commands return information associated with an occurrence. Each of the seven output commands require the
establishment of an anchor by a prerequisite command. To retrieve output, use one of the following commands:

OUTALIAS
Retrieves the first alias for the anchored occurrence in alphabetical order. You can use successive OUTMORE
commands to retrieve any remaining alias names for the occurrence. The alias name is returned in the Standard
Receiving Area.

OUTBOOK
Retrieves the copybook for the first field of the anchored occurrence. The entity-type of the anchor must be
TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT. The fields (if any) for the anchored TABLE, VIEW, RECORD, KEY,
or ELEMENT occurrence last retrieved are accessed and the source code lines for the first field are returned.
Multiple OUTMORE commands retrieve subsequent fields.

OUTDESCR
Retrieves the first descriptor for the anchored occurrence in alphabetical order. You can use successive
OUTMORE commands to retrieve any remaining descriptors for the occurrence. The descriptor is returned in the
Standard Receiving Area.

OUTENTIT
Retrieves attribute-values for attributes specified in the Service List for the anchored occurrence. The attribute-
values are returned to the Standard Receiving Area.

OUTRELAT
Retrieves the first relationship occurrence for the anchored occurrence in logical order. You can use multiple
OUTMORE commands to retrieve any other relationship occurrence for the anchored occurrence. The
relationship name is returned to the RETURN-NAME field of the User Request Area while the relationship
occurrence is returned to the Standard Receiving Area.
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OUTTEXT
Retrieves the text associated with the anchored occurrence. The text (if any) for the anchored occurrence is
accessed and the first line retained. Text classifications (text classes) allow you to place text in named groupings.
The text class, if used, is specified in the Text Header Area, which takes the place of the Service List.
Text can be native (owned), shared, or universal.

• If the occurrence has native text, that text is retrieved.
• If native text is not found, shared text, if present, is retrieved. Shared text is present if the occurrence was

copied from an earlier version that had text or shared text.
• If neither native text nor shared text is found, universal text (if present) is retrieved. Universal text is present

if the occurrence of a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT has been modeled from a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT of the
UNIVERSAL record.

The text line (up to 80 characters) is returned to the Standard Receiving Area. The source from which the text
is retrieved is returned in the RETURN-NAME field of the User Request Area. The type of text is indicated as
SHARED or UNIVERSAL. Otherwise, the text is owned by the anchored occurrence.

OUTMORE
Retrieves subsequent data for the anchored occurrence. This command must be preceded by one of the
previously described output type commands.

Updating Occurrences and Support Data

You can use the GEU form of basic occurrence retrieval and related occurrence retrieval commands to retrieve
occurrences for update purposes. If you are updating an occurrence which is lock protected, specify the system override
in the OVERRIDE-CODE field of the User Request Area when retrieving the occurrence. If the occurrence is password
protected, enter the correct password in the USER-PASSWORD field of the User Request Area.

You must also be authorized to perform updates. Successful retrieval for update does not necessarily mean you are
authorized to issue a particular update command. For example, you can retrieve for update if you are authorized to
maintain text.If you are not also authorized to update an occurrence and you attempt to issue an UPDENTIT command,
you receive a UNA (User Not Authorized) return code. For more information, see Authorization and Security.

After retrieving an occurrence with a GEU type command, you can use the appropriate UPD command to update
attributes for the anchored occurrence, or the lock level, password, or status, or the intersection data for an anchored
relationship occurrence.

Updating Basic Occurrences

Basic occurrence update retrieval commands, like the basic retrieval commands, define a primary set and establish an
anchor, while also indicating that the retrieval is for update purposes. One of the following commands performs retrieval of
the occurrence:

GEUENTIT
Retrieves for update purposes, the first occurrence meeting the occurrence qualifications specified in the User
Request Area and establishes as the primary set those occurrences which meet the specified qualifications. You
can use GEUNEXT to retrieve subsequent occurrences.

GEUDESCR
Retrieves for update purposes, the first occurrence with the specified descriptor word and establishes as the
primary set those occurrences associated with the descriptor and which meet other specified qualifications in the
User Request Area. You can use GEUNEXT to retrieve subsequent occurrences.

GEUALIAS
Retrieves for update purposes the first occurrence with the specified alias and establishes as the primary set
those occurrences associated with the alias and which meet other specified qualifications in the User Request
Area. You can use GEUNEXT to retrieve subsequent occurrences.
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GEUNEXT
When a basic retrieval command initiates retrieval for update purposes and more than one occurrence meets
the qualifications defined by the criteria, the initial retrieval command retrieves only one of the occurrences.
You can use GEUNEXT, GEUNEXTF, GEUNEXTP, and GEUNEXTS to retrieve the next qualifying occurrence.
These commands require an anchor established by a prerequisite command. When you issue any GEUNEXT
type command, the previous anchor is destroyed and the occurrence retrieved by the GEUNEXT type command
becomes the new anchor. The other forms of the GEUNEXT command are as follows:
GEUNEXTF

Retrieves for update purposes the next field in a table or record in logical order. Use this command only
if the established anchor is a FIELD occurrence. Issuing a GEUNEXTF moves the anchor position to the
next FIELD occurrence in the table.

GEUNEXTP
Retrieves for update purposes the next field within a parent field in logical order. This command is valid
only for fields that share the same parent field as the anchor, which must be a FIELD occurrence. The
GEUNEXTP command moves the anchor position to the next FIELD occurrence in the table or record
with the same parent field as the current anchor.

GEUNEXTS
Functions the same as the GEUNEXT command except when the anchor is of the FIELD entity-type. This
command is valid only if the anchor is a FIELD occurrence. Issuing a GEUNEXTS command retrieves for
update purposes the next synonym of the current anchored FIELD occurrence. A synonym for a FIELD
occurrence exists for each ELEMENT occurrence in which the FIELD occurrence exists.

UPDENTIT
Updates allowable attributes for the anchored occurrence. Many attributes are not updateable with a Service
List, such as entity-type or the entity name. Many attributes are also not updateable by any product except a
Broadcom product or Datacom Datadictionary. Specify the attributes you are updating in the Service List.

UPDLOCK
Updates the lock level of the anchored occurrence. Specify the new lock code in the first 4 bytes of the Standard
Receiving Area.

UPDPASSW
Updates the password of the anchored occurrence. Specify the new password in the first 4 bytes of the Standard
Receiving Area.

UPDRELAT
Updates the intersection data of an anchored relationship occurrence. You cannot issue an UPDRELAT command
for $INTERNAL relationships. After establishing the anchor with a GEU type command, use the UPDRELAT
command to specify the other occurrence in the relationship and to provide the intersection data. You can specify
up to 72 bytes of intersection data in the Standard Receiving Area.

UPDSTATU
Updates the status of the anchored occurrence. You cannot use this command for occurrences of a Datacom/
DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-type. You specify the new status of the occurrence in the STATUS/
VERSION field of the User Request Area.

Updating Related Occurrences

Related occurrence update retrieval commands, like the related retrieval commands, define a secondary set and establish
an anchor, while also indicating that the retrieval is for update purposes. One of the following commands performs
retrieval of the occurrences:

GEURELAT
Retrieves for update purposes the first occurrence related to the anchored occurrence by the specified
relationship. This command establishes, as a secondary set of occurrences, those occurrences related to the
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anchor and those established by a prerequisite command. Issuing a GEURELAT command after performing a
GEUPATH or subsequent GEUMORE commands destroys the chain for the original GEUPATH. To process a
GEURELAT command during path processing without destroying the chain, you can copy the current request ID
with a COPREQID.

GEUPATH
Retrieves for update purposes the first occurrence along a predefined path of relationships. This command must
be preceded by a DEFPATH and a GETENTIT or GEUENTIT command. The GEUPATH command establishes,
as a secondary set of occurrences, those occurrences related to each other in the path previously defined by a
DEFPATH command. The level within an active path where the returned occurrence is located is returned in the
PATH-LEVEL field of the User Request Area. You can use the GEUPATH command when traversing multiple level
structures to reduce the complexity of your user program.

GEUPARNT
Allows you to get the parent of the current anchored occurrence for update purposes. The parent occurrence is
the occurrence at the previous level of a path. This command must be preceded by a GEURELAT or a GEUPATH.

GEUMORE
When a related update retrieval command initiates retrieval and more than one occurrence meets the
qualifications defined by the criteria, the initial retrieval command retrieves only one of the occurrences. You can
use GEUMORE to retrieve the next qualifying occurrence. This command requires an anchor established by
a prerequisite command. When you issue a GEUMORE command, the previous anchor is destroyed if it was
established by a related retrieval command. If the original anchor was established by a basic retrieval command,
issuing a GEUMORE does not destroy that anchor.

Adding Occurrences and Support Data

Using ADD type commands, you can add occurrences to Datacom Datadictionary except the occurrences of the Datacom/
DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-types. You can add support data (except for $INTERNAL relationships) for
occurrences of all entity-types.

ADDALIAS
Adds an alias for the anchored occurrence. Establish the anchor with an ADDENTIT or a GEU type command.
You specify the alias in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area. The alias must be unique for the entity-
type.

ADDDESCR
Adds a descriptor for the anchored occurrence. Establish the anchor with an ADDENTIT or a GEU type
command. You specify the descriptor in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area. The descriptor must be
unique only to the anchor. An occurrence can have a maximum of eight descriptors.

ADDENTIT
Adds an entity-occurrence to Datacom Datadictionary. You cannot use this command for occurrences of
a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-type. The version number must be unique for the
occurrence you are adding. For example, if an occurrence exists in version 001, you can add another occurrence
with the same name but specify it as version 002.
Specify the entity-type and occurrence name in appropriate User Request Area fields. Use the Service List to
specify the attributes to which you are assigning values. The actual values for these attributes are specified in
the Standard Receiving Area. If you receive an RRO return code in the RETURN-DATA field of the User Request
Area after issuing an ADDENTIT command, this indicates that the occurrence you are adding is the object of a
required relationship which is still outstanding. Complete the relationship with an ADDRELAT request, or issue an
ADDTERMI command to terminate the update.

ADDRELAT
Implements a relationship between the anchored occurrence and the occurrence specified in the User Request
Area. Establish the anchor using an ADDENTIT command or a GEU type command. It is possible to relate an
anchor to many other occurrences with multiple ADDRELAT requests. You cannot issue an ADDRELAT command
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for $INTERNAL relationships. If the relationship is an ordered relationship, use the Extended Receiving Area to
specify where in the order the object of the relationship belongs.

ADDTERMI
Terminates the update without fulfilling an outstanding relationship when an occurrence anchored by an
ADDENTIT gives a return code of RRO. The occurrence is marked INCOmplete. Use this command only when an
ADDENTIT request returns RRO and you do not want to complete the update with an ADDRELAT.

Copying and Updating Text

DSF commands allow you to copy and maintain text. You can copy text to an anchor from an occurrence specified in the
User Request Area, or from shared text if the anchor has been copied from another status/version of an occurrence. You
can specify if the text copied from another occurrence can either be OWNED text or SHARED text. OWNED text is used
by the status/version of the anchor only. SHARED text is used by all status/versions of the anchor.

Text classifications allow you to separate text into different groupings for a single occurrence. Each group of text has its
own name. If you have defined text classifications (or classes), you have the ability to copy from one text class to the
same or a different text class. If the text is OWNED, you can copy from one entity-type to another entity-type.

When you are updating text, you are maintaining the text OWNED by the anchored occurrence. If the OWNED text is
SHARED with other status/versions of the occurrence, any changes to the text for the anchor is reflected in text for all
other status/versions of the occurrence using the SHARED text. If the text is not owned by the anchor (SHARED or
UNIVERSAL), copy the text to OWNED text before attempting to update the text. You can define text classes and update
text for a specific text class. If a text class has previously been defined, the system will return a message indicating the
text class already exists.

COPTEXT
Copies text to the anchored occurrence. Specify the disposition of the copied text in the QUALIFIER field of the
User Request Area.

TXTINITI
Retrieves blocks of text from the Datacom Datadictionary to update the text for the anchored occurrence. Issue a
TXTINITI command before you can perform the update with the TXTUPDAT command. Use the QUALIFIER field
of the User Request Area to specify the first line of text in the block and the number of lines retrieved. The text is
returned to the Standard Receiving Area.

TXTUPDAT
Updates text retrieved by the TXTINITI command. You can use the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area to
specify the number of text lines updated.

Deleting Occurrences and Support Data

Using DEL type commands, you can delete occurrences except the occurrences of Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model
structure entity-types. You can delete support data for occurrences of all entity-types.

DELALIAS
Deletes an alias associated with the anchored occurrence. Establish the anchor with a GEU type command. Use
the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area to specify a particular alias for deletion, or ALL to delete all aliases
for the anchored occurrence.

DELDESCR
Deletes a descriptor for the anchored occurrence. Establish the anchor with a GEU type command. Use the
QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area to specify a particular descriptor for deletion, or ALL to delete all
descriptors for the anchored occurrence.

DELENTIT
Deletes an entity-occurrence from Datacom Datadictionary plus all the support data for that occurrence. You
cannot use this command for occurrences of a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-types. You
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can delete an anchored occurrence by specifying $CURRENT in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area.
Establish the anchor with a GEU type command. If the occurrence you want to delete is not the anchor, you can
specify the entity-type, occurrence name and status/version in the appropriate fields of the User Request Area.

DELRELAT
Deletes a relationship between the anchored occurrence and an occurrence specified in the User Request
Area. You cannot issue a DELRELAT command for $INTERNAL relationships. Establish the anchor with a GEU
type command. After establishing the anchor, use the DELRELAT command to specify the occurrence you are
disconnecting from the anchored occurrence.

DELTEXT
Deletes the text associated with the anchored occurrence. You must establish the anchor with a GEU type
command.

Copying and Renaming Occurrences

You can copy an occurrence to a new status/version, use the occurrence as a model to create a new occurrence, or
rename an occurrence, except occurrences of Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-types.

When you copy or rename an occurrence, you can use the update version of the DSF commands to indicate that
attributes for the copied or renamed occurrence are to be updated. When you rename an occurrence, that occurrence
retains all text, aliases, descriptors, and relationships.

COPENTIT
Copies the anchored occurrence to a new status/version if you specify $NEWVERSION in the QUALIFIER field of
the User Request Area. If you do not specify $NEWVERSION, the DSF assumes you are using the occurrence as
a model to create a new occurrence. If you are modeling, specify the name of the new occurrence in the ENTITY-
OCCURRENCE-NAME of the User Request Area.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are duplicated for the new status/version.
They are not copied when using the existing occurrence as a model to create a new occurrence.

COPENTIU
Indicates that the attributes are updated for the new status/version of the occurrence if you are copying, or for
the new occurrence if you are modeling. Use the Service List to specify the attributes you are updating and the
Standard Receiving Area to specify the new values for those attributes.

RENENTIT
Renames the anchored occurrence to the name specified in the ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME of the User
Request Area.

RENENTIU
Indicates that attributes are updated for the occurrence you are renaming. Use the Service List to specify the
attributes you are updating and the Standard Receiving Area to specify the new values for those attributes.

Specialized Application Tasks
Learn about specialized application tasks in Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. Define a path, perform context
switching, copy and release request IDs, retrieve service lists, perform list processing, and issue checkpoints.

Specialized application tasks include:

Defining a Path

Before you can retrieve related occurrences using a GETPATH/GEUPATH command, first define the path using the
DEFPATH command.
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DEFPATH
Defines a path that is used in GETPATH/GEUPATH processing in any of the request IDs. The named path is
available until you sign off the DSF, or until a DEFPATH command uses the same path name as one which is
currently saved, when the new path definition replaces the old path.

The path definition consists of 80-byte control statements which you enter in the Standard Receiving Area. These
statements are of the same format as those statements used for defining a path for the DDUTILTY. The formats for the
transactions are:

-DEF PATH

►►─ -DEF ─ PATH,path-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

-DEF TRACE

►►─ -DEF ─ TRACE,from-entity.to-entity,relationship-name ─┬────────────┬──────►◄

                                                          └─ , ─ SKIP ─┘

-END

►►─ -END ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

-DEF PATH
Designates the beginning of the path definition.

,path-name
This is the name that you give the path, which can be from 1 to 32 alphanumeric characters. Specify STANDARD
if you are using the STANDARD path that is defined for a Datacom/DB DATABASE structure.

-DEF TRACE
Designates a transaction naming a pair of entity-types and the relationship connecting the entity-types. TRACE
indicates this is a bi-directional path, that is, from subject to object and object to subject. If the subject and object
entity-types are the same, you can use TRACEF to indicate that the direction is forward (from subject to object),
or TRACEB to indicate that the direction is backward (from object to subject).

,from-entity
Specify the entity-type from which you want the trace to begin if this transaction is the first -DEF TRACE
transaction. For subsequent -DEF TRACE transactions, the entry for the from-entity can be the same as that for
a to-entity in a previous -DEF TRACE transaction. For example, you can specify a -DEF TRACE transaction from
the AREA to TABLE entity-types. Subsequent -DEF TRACE transactions can trace from TABLE to FIELD, TABLE
to KEY, and TABLE to ELEMENT entity-types.

.to-entity
This is the entity-type to which you want the trace to go. This entity-type can be the same as the from-entity. For
example, you can trace PROGRAM occurrences that are related to a PROGRAM occurrence to determine which
programs are called by a specific program.

,relationship-name
This is the name of the relationship between the two entity-types. You can use any of the relationships present
when Datacom Datadictionary is installed or any user-defined relationship, as long as the name you specify is
a valid relationship connecting the two specified entity-types. You can specify ALL to process all relationships
between the from-entity and to-entity.

SKIP
You can use the SKIP option in the path trace to return information about occurrences that are indirectly related.
The SKIP option accomplishes this by not processing the entity-types that are specified in the to-entity parameter.
You are using the to-entity parameter as a bridge to a related entity-type. For example, you can define a path from
DATABASE to AREA and AREA to TABLE. If you include the SKIP option in the first -DEF TRACE transaction,
you are using the AREA entity-type as a bridge between the DATABASE and TABLE entity-types.
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-END
Designates the end of the path definition.

The value of the NSTLVL= parameter in the System Resource Table (SRT) determines the maximum number of paths
which can be in effect concurrently (default is 2). The MAXLVLS= parameter in the System Resource Table determines
the maximum number of -DEF TRACE Transactions which you can use to define a path (default is 20).

Performing Context Switching

The DSF supports multiple simultaneous contexts (request IDs) and switching from one context to another. "Request ID"
is the term for "context" in the DSF. The REQUEST-ID field in the User Request Area specifies which context (request ID)
is used in performing the operation that is requested by the command. Request IDs can range from 1 to 9.

While you are in the context of a specific request ID, you can modify the specifications in any other fields in the User
Request Area. These changes do not affect the information in User Request Area fields within another context (request
ID). All of the required positioning information for a particular request ID is maintained within the DSF. The request ID of
the User Request Area serves to identify the positioning information which is valid for the operation performed.

The allowed sequencing of commands is defined in a single context. The commands in one request ID have no bearing
on the operation of commands in a different request ID. For example, in the context of REQUEST-ID=1, you have
established a path which includes occurrences of the following entity-types:

┌─────────┐    ┌─────────┐    ┌─────────┐    ┌─────────┐    ┌─────────┐

│ SYSTEM  ├───►│   JOB   ├───►│  STEP   ├───►│ PROGRAM ├───►│  FILE   │

└─────────┘    └─────────┘    └─────────┘    └─────────┘    └─────────┘

Retrieve occurrences along the defined path until you reach a PROGRAM occurrence, at which point you want to retrieve
occurrences that are related to the PROGRAM occurrence. Do this by switching to REQUEST-ID=2 and anchoring on
the PROGRAM occurrence. For more information about establishing this new request ID, see Copying and Releasing
Request IDs. After the anchor is established, you can do related occurrence retrieval. For example, you could retrieve
PERSON or LIBRARY occurrences that are related to the PROGRAM.

                    ┌─────────┐

                    │ PROGRAM │

                    └────┬────┘

     ┌───────────────────┴───────────────────┐

     │                                       │

     ▼                                       ▼

┌─────────┐                             ┌─────────┐

│ PERSON  │                             │ LIBRARY │

└─────────┘                             └─────────┘

Only a few commands operate outside of the request ID context. The DEFPATH command is one such example. The
DEFPATH command defines a path for you, which can be referred to by a GETPATH command in any of your request IDs.
The named path is unique to a single user.

The context that is established for a request ID requires that certain resources be acquired. The establishment of a
request ID is done automatically when the request ID is presented with a command and that request ID has not already
been established. To free the resources that are allocated to a request ID, use the GETTERMI command. The request ID
presented with the command is deallocated.

Copying and Releasing Request IDs

During GETPATH/GEUPATH processing, you may have to use a command that destroys anchor information for the path,
such as a GETRELAT command. You can use the COPREQID command to eliminate the need to do a second retrieval on
an occurrence when doing GETPATH or GETRELAT processing.
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COPREQID
Copies request ID information to the next available request ID. This command establishes a new request ID with
the same anchor data as the current request ID. Specify the request ID to be copied in the REQUEST-ID field of
the User Request Area. After the call is processed, the DSF returns the new request ID to the REQUEST-ID field.

DELREQID
Frees resources that are tied to a request ID. Use this command after the request ID obtained from COPREQID
processing is no longer needed.

Retrieving Service Lists

When you are retrieving, adding, or updating an occurrence, you can retrieve a formatted Service List of the attributes
for the entity-type of the occurrence. Using the Service List retrieval commands, you can determine which attributes are
retrievable and which are updateable.

You specify the entity-type for which you are retrieving the Service List in the ENTITY-TYPE field of the User Request
Area. When you retrieve the desired type of Service List, it is placed in the Standard Receiving Area, which must have a
length of 4000 bytes. You can move the retrieved formatted Service List from the Standard Receiving Area to the actual
Service List to use in further processing.

GETSVL
Retrieves a formatted Service List from the High-Speed Directory (HSD). You can use this command to return a
Service List of all attributes that are retrievable by Datacom Datadictionary for a given entity-type.

GETSVU
Retrieves a formatted Service List from the High-Speed Directory (HSD). You can use this command to return a
Service List of all attributes that are updateable by Datacom Datadictionary for a given entity-type. However, you
cannot use the DSF to update all attributes even though they are included in the retrieved Service List.

Performing List Processing

Certain Service Facility non-update retrieval commands allow you to retrieve multiple occurrences with the same call. This
process is list processing. When you are doing list processing, the last occurrence that is retrieved in the call becomes the
anchor.

To indicate list processing, specify L as the value in the DATA-TYPE field of the User Request Area. Commands which
allow list processing are:

GETALIAS
GETDESCR
GETENTIT
GETMORE
GETNEXT

GETNEXTF
GETNEXTP
GETNEXTS
GETPATH
GETRELAT

OUTALIAS
OUTBOOK
OUTDESCR
OUTMORE
OUTTEXT

Special length requirements are necessary for the Standard Receiving Area and Extended Receiving Area when you are
doing list processing. For more information, see Standard Receiving Area Length and Extended Receiving Area Length.

Issuing Checkpoints

Many of the DSF commands cause an automatic Datacom/DB checkpoint to be issued before the command is processed.
You can control when the DSF issues a checkpoint command to Datacom/DB by using LOG commands in your user
program.
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LOGCHKPT
Indicates to the DSF that a checkpoint is issued to Datacom/DB. This command also indicates that the Service
Facility is not to issue any further automatic checkpoint calls to Datacom/DB until either a LOGBACKO or
LOGTERMI command is processed.

LOGBACKO
Backs out all updates to Datacom Datadictionary to the last checkpoint command issued, whether by the calling
program or by the DSF. If you have issued a checkpoint in the calling program, using the LOGBACKO command
backs out to that point. If you use this command and the calling program has not issued a checkpoint, then the
back out is to the last automatic checkpoint issued by the DSF.

LOGTERMI
Returns control of checkpointing to the DSF. This command causes the Service Facility to issue a checkpoint
command to Datacom/DB. Issue this command before terminating the Service Facility if the LOGCHKPT
command has been issued. Failure to do so can result in Datacom Datadictionary transactions being inadvertently
backed out if the calling program abends.

Program Link-Edit and Execution
After your user program is assembled/compiled, link edit it with the appropriate DSF modules before execution. All calls
must be made from the same load module.

NOTE
Use the NODYNAM option when compiling a COBOL program.

In the link-edit sequence, the user program must be first.

NOTE
If you are executing your DSF-calling program with VPE 14.0 or later, then you can link edit as AMODE 31
and/or RMODE ANY. Any of the control blocks passed to DSF (User Request Area, Standard and Extended
Receiving areas, and Service List) can reside in 31-bit memory. If your program is linked as AMODE 24, most of
the DSF code and its internal control blocks still reside in 31-bit memory.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

• z/OS Link-Editing
• z/VSE Link-Editing

z/OS Link-Editing

The link-edit control statements for z/OS are as follows:

 INCLUDE objlib(usercode)

INCLUDE cavpe(VPE986x)

INCLUDE cadd(DDDDBxx)

NAME userprogram(R)

 

objlib
Specifies the name of your object library.

usercode
Specifies the member name of the object module obtained by the compilation or assembly of your code.

cavpe
Refers to the SMP/E target or distribution library for Broadcom VPE, a component of Ideal.
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If you want to have all applied maintenance, both accepted (ACCEPT) and not accepted, cavpe should point to
the SMP/E target library. If you want to include only accepted maintenance, in your link-edited executable, then
cavpe should point to the distribution library.
INCLUDE the appropriate Ideal bootstrap:
- INCLUDE cavpe(VPE9865) for 31-bit mode
- INCLUDE cavpe(VPE9864) for 24-bit mode

cadd
Refers to the SMP/E target or distribution library for Datacom Datadictionary, component of Datacom/DB.
If you want to have all applied maintenance, both accepted (ACCEPT) and not accepted, cadd should point to the
SMP/E target library. The INCLUDE statement should specify member DDDDBLM to be included, for example:

     INCLUDE CABDLOAD(DDDDBLM)   

 

If you want to include only accepted maintenance, in your link-edited executable, then cadd should point to the distribution
library and specify member DDDDBPR to be included. For example:

     INCLUDE AABDMOD0(DDDDBPR)   

 

userprogram
Specifies the name of your program.

z/VSE Link-Editing

The link-edit control statements for z/VSE are as follows:

 PHASE userprogram,*

INCLUDE usercode

INCLUDE VPE9874

 INCLUDE DDDDBPR

 

userprogram
Specifies the name of your program.

usercode
Specifies the member name of the relocatable module obtained by the compilation or assembly of your code.

Use Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/ CICS
This section describes how to use the DSF in a CICS environment. The term Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/
CICS is used to designate such use.

In most cases, coding a program using Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS adheres to the basic rules for
the Service Facility. However, in an online mode, the DSF commands maintain positioning across CICS transaction
boundaries. For example, only one USRINITI command needs to be issued for a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility
session which can span several CICS tasks. The USRINITI request is in effect until the USRTERMI request is issued.

The same is true of DSF primary and secondary sets. For example, a primary set of occurrences can be defined by
GETENTIT command in one CICS task and a GETNEXT against that primary set can be issued in a subsequent CICS
task with the following conditions:

1. The DSF request ID remains the same.
2. There are no intervening primary requests issued for that request ID.

The previous is true only within the context of one terminal ID. For example, a GETENTIT command cannot be issued
from a task started by one terminal and a GETNEXT issued for a task started by a second terminal, even though they are
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using the same DSF request ID. Thus, DSF request IDs are unique only within the context of a terminal ID. These rules
are illustrated by the sample COBOL programs for CICS, DDODCLM, and DDODNLM.

• DDODCLM is a conversational program and activates only one CICS task.
• DDODNLM is pseudo conversational and could span several CICS tasks.

For more information about these two sample programs, see Link-Editing in CICS.

NOTE
If an application using Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS to update the Datacom Datadictionary
also accesses and updates another database manager such as IBM Db2, the application is responsible for
maintaining synchronization as there is no syncpoint processing within Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/
CICS.

The only exceptions to the rule that a command is terminal ID dependent are the SYStem commands. Both the SYSINITI
and SYSTERMI commands, when processed, are effective for all CICS terminals. Issuing a second SYSINITI command
without an intervening successful SYSTERMI command receives an RDC (redundant command) return code.

If a conditional SYSTERMI command is issued and another user, such as Datacom Datadictionary online, is active, the
SYSTERMI command receives a UAC (user active) return code. Both of these conditions are illustrated in the sample
programs for CICS.

If an unconditional SYSTERMI is issued, current active users receive an SNA (system not active) return code on the next
request to DSF.

Link-Editing in CICS
Programs accessing the Service Facility through Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS must include the code
of the user and the Datacom Datadictionary object module DDBSCnn in the link-edit execution. Use the following to
determine the last two digits of the Datacom Datadictionary object module name.

For CICS Release Running Under Use
2.3 z/VSE 23

For CICS Transaction Server Running Under Use
1.1 z/VSE 11
3.2 z/OS 32
4.1 or higher z/OS 32

Examples of link-edit control statements are illustrated in the sample JCL in the following sections.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

• Link-Editing for z/OS Sites
• Updating CICS Table Entries
• Updaating CICS Resource Definitions
• Executing the DDODCLM Program
• Executing the DDODNL Program

Link-Editing for z/OS Sites

The following steps compile and link edit the online DSF sample programs provided for Broadcom products.

You can obtain the source for the two online DSF sample programs from Broadcom Support. After signing on, navigate
to "Support by Product" and specify Datacom. In the Recommended Reading section, click on the link labeled "Use and
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Disclosure of Sample Programs". Accept the terms and conditions and click on the link under Datacom Datadictionary.
The source members of interest are ddodcsam.txt and ddodnsam.txt. Copy these to a PDS library (referred to as
cabdmac in the following JCL).

Link edit your program in a similar manner. Your program must get control from CICS before the Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility/CICS bootstrap. You can do this by either including an ENTRY statement in the link-edit or by assuring
that the user program is first.

Relink your program if a new release of CICS is installed, updating the object module name based on the new CICS
release number.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

z/OS Compile and Link-Edit Examples

  //jobname    See the note above  

 //STEPLIB    See the note above  

 //*********************************************************

  //*    COMPILE AND LINK DSF/CICS SAMPLE (CONVERSATIONAL)  *

 //*********************************************************

  //STEP1COM EXEC DFHEITCL,

 // PARM.COB=('NTRUNC,LIB,LANGLVL(1),DMSP,PMAP,XREF,NODYNAM,APOST',

 // NORESIDENT)

 //TRN.SYSIN     DD DSN=CABDSAMP,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=user.execute.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //LKED.cadd DD DSN=hlq.CABDLOAD,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSIN    DD *

  INCLUDE cadd(DDBSCnn)

  ENTRY DDODCPR

  NAME DDODCLM(R)

 /*

  //**************************************************************

 //*    COMPILE AND LINK DSF/CICS SAMPLE (NON-CONVERSATIONAL)   *

 //**************************************************************

  //STEP2COM EXEC DFHEITCL,

 // PARM COB=('NTRUNC,LIB,LANGLVL(1),DMNAP,PMAP,XREF,NODYNAM,APOST',

 // NORESIDENT)

 //TRN.SYSLIN    DD DSN=CABDSAMP,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSLMOD  DD DSN=user.execute.loadlib,DISP=SHR

 //LKED.SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //LKED.cadd DD DSN=hlq.CABDLOAD,DISP=SHR

  INCLUDE cadd(DDBSCnn)

  ENTRY DDODNPR

  NAME DDODNLM(R)

 /*

 

Link-Editing for z/VSE Sites

The following steps precompile, compile and link edit the sample online DSF programs provided by Broadcom. Link edit
your program in a similar manner. Your program must get control from CICS before the Datacom Datadictionary Service
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Facility/CICS bootstrap. You can do this by either including an ENTRY statement in the link-edit or by assuring that the
user program is first.

If a new release of CICS is installed, verify if there is a specific DDBSCnn object module required  for your new CICS
release. If so, relink your program with the version of the DDBSCnn object module provided.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

z/VSE Precompile, Compile and Link-Edit Examples

  * $$ JOB ...           See the note above 

 * $$ LST ...

 // JOB name

 // EXEC PROC=procname  Whether you use PROCs or LIBDEFs 

 /*   ***  PRECOMPILE, COMPILE AND LINK-EDIT  ***

 /*   ***     COBOL CONVERSATIONAL SAMPLE     ***

 // EXEC DFHECP1$

   CBL LIB,NTRUNC,DMAP,PMAP,XREF,NODYNAM,APOST,LANGLVL(1)

     Note:  Include source module DDODCSAM here

  /*

 // OPTION SYM,ERRS,NODECK,CATAL

    PHASE DDODCLM,*

    INCLUDE DFHECI

 // EXEC FCOBOL

    INCLUDE DDBSCnn                      <=== OBJECT

    ENTRY DDODCPR

 // EXEC LNKEDT

 /*

 /*

  /*  ***  PRECOMPILE, COMPILE AND LINK-EDIT   ***

 /*  ***   COBOL NON-CONVERSATIONAL SAMPLE    ***

 // EXEC DFHECP1$

  CBL LIB,NTRUNC,DMAP,PMAP,XREF,NODYNAM,APOST,LANGLVL(1)

    Note:  Include source module DDODNSAM here

  /*

 // OPTION SYM,ERRS,NODECK,CATAL

    PHASE DDODNLM,*

    INCLUDE DFHECI

 // EXEC FCOBOL

    INCLUDE DDBSCnn                    <=== OBJECT

     ENTRY DDODNPR

 // EXEC LNKEDT

 /*

 /&

* $$ EOJ

 

Update CICS Table Entries
If you are running under z/VSE and are using CICS Release 1.7, 2.1, or 2.2, or if you are running under z/OS using CICS
Release 2.1, the following examples of the CICS table entries illustrate what to add to your Program Control Table (PCT)
and Program Processing Table (PPT) assemblies to execute Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS and the
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sample programs. If you are not installing the sample programs, you do not need the additional PCT and PPT entries for
executing the sample programs.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

PCT Entries

To Execute Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS:

 DFHPCT TYPE=ENTRY,TRANSID=DDTU,PROGRAM=DDCAD21,TWASIZE=64

To Execute Sample Programs:

 DFHPCT TYPE=ENTRY,TRANSID=DDCC,PROGRAM=DDODCLM,TWASIZE=64

 DFHPCT TYPE=ENTRY,TRANSID=DDCN,PROGRAM=DDODNLM,TWASIZE=64

PPT Entries

To Execute Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS:

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDCAD21

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDPCAD21

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDCICS21

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,MAPSET=DDTM21S

To Execute Sample Programs:

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDODCLM,PGMLANG=COBOL

 DFHPPT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDODNLM,PGMLANG=COBOL

PLTPI Entries

To Execute the Interface Module:

 DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDPCAD21

Update CICS Resource Definitions
Update the CICS System Definition (CSD) resource definitions as in the following examples. If you are not installing the
sample programs, you do not need the additional CSD entries for executing the sample programs.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your resource definitions. The definitions are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards. In the following examples, an nn represents the CICS release. A sample of the necessary
entries is provided in member DDDSFCSD in the install CABDSAMP library.

To Execute Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*         DEFINE TRANSACTION -- TO EXECUTE DSF/CICS INTERFACE          *

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*
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DEFINE    TRANSACTION (DDTU) PROGRAM(DDCADnn)

          GROUP(ADGRP) TWASIZE(64) PROFILE(ADPRF)

          PRIORITY(001) TCLASS(9) DTIMOUT(NO) SPURGE(NO) TPURGE(NO)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*         DEFINE PROGRAM -- TO EXECUTE DSF/CICS INTERFACE              *

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDCADnn)

          GROUP(ADGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEM) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDPCADnn)

          GROUP(ADGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEM) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDCICSnn)

          GROUP(ADGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEM) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDTMnnS)

          GROUP(ADGRP) LANGUAGE(ASSEM) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)

To Execute Sample Programs

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*         DEFINE TRANSACTION -- TO EXECUTE SAMPLE PROGRAMS             *

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DEFINE    TRANSACTION (DDCC) PROGRAM(DDODCLM)

          GROUP(groupnm) TWASIZE(64) PROFILE(profile)

          PRIORITY(001) TCLASS(9) DTIMOUT(NO) SPURGE(NO) TPURGE(NO)

DEFINE    TRANSACTION (DDCN) PROGRAM(DDODNLM)

          GROUP(groupnm) TWASIZE(64) PROFILE(profile)

          PRIORITY(001) TCLASS(9) DTIMOUT(NO) SPURGE(NO) TPURGE(NO)

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

*         DEFINE PROGRAM -- TO EXECUTE SAMPLE PROGRAMS                 *

*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDODCLM)

          GROUP(groupnm) LANGUAGE(COBOL) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)

DEFINE    PROGRAM(DDODNLM)

          GROUP(groupnm) LANGUAGE(COBOL) RESIDENT(NO) CEDF(NO)To Initiate <DDD> Automatically 

If you want to use a Program List Table (PLT) to initiate Datacom Datadictionary automatically, add the following entry to
your PLT assemblies.

 DFHPLT TYPE=ENTRY,PROGRAM=DDPCADnn

Execute the DDODCLM Program
This CICS command-level conversational COBOL program uses Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS to
produce an indented display of a requested Datacom/DB definition as it is contained in the Datacom Datadictionary. The
display includes most of the information required to define the database in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). You execute
the program by entering the following:

 DDCC vers enty-occ-name

 

• DDCC
Designates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS sample conversational transaction.
Press Enter to view succeeding pages of the display.
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Press CLEAR to terminate the display. If you do not terminate the display before entering a subsequent request, the
system issues a CICS transaction ABEND.

• vers
This is a 4-character Datacom Datadictionary version or status for the DATABASE occurrence you want to display. This
parameter must be 4 characters in length, including any extra blanks for padding.

• enty-occ-name
This is the 1- to 32-character name of the DATABASE occurrence you want to display.

For example, your entry can be as follows:

  DDCC 1    ORDER-ENTRY

 

The following is another example entry:

  DDCC PROD ORDER-ENTRY

 

NOTE
Before attempting to execute the sample program, enable the Datacom Datadictionary exit by either executing
the DDTU transaction or specifying the DDPCADnn entry in the PLT.

Executing the DDODNLM Program
This CICS command-level pseudo conversational COBOL program uses Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS
to produce an indented display of a requested DATAVIEW occurrence and the ELEMENT, FIELD, and KEY occurrences
which are defined in the Datacom Datadictionary as comprising the requested DATAVIEW. You execute the program by
entering the following:

  DDCN vers enty-occ-name

 

DDCN
Designates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS sample nonconversational transaction.
Press CLEAR to terminate the display. If you do not terminate the display before entering a subsequent request,
the system issues a CICS transaction ABEND.

vers
This is a 4-character Datacom Datadictionary version or status for the DATABASE occurrence you want to display.
This parameter must be 4 characters in length, including any extra blanks for padding.

enty-occ-name
This is the 1- to 32-character name of the DATABASE occurrence you want to display.

For example, your entry can be as follows:

  DDCN 1    ORDER-ENTRY

 

Following is another example entry.

  DDCN PROD ORDER-ENTRY

 

NOTE
Before attempting to execute the sample program, enable the Datacom Datadictionary exit by either executing
the DDTU transaction or specifying the DDPCADnn entry in the PLT.
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Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility Commands
Learn how to use the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility commands. The Service Facility commands assist users
with programming the Service Facility.

Usually, coding a program using Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS adheres to the basic rules for the Service
Facility. However, in an online mode, the DSF commands maintain positioning across CICS transaction boundaries. For a
list of commands organized by function, see Use the Datadictionary Service Facility.

ADDALIAS - Add Alias
Use the ADDALIAS command to add an alias for the anchored occurrence. The alias name can be up to 32 characters.
For more information, see Naming Standards.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

ADDALIAS
QUALIFIER

The alias name is moved to the QUALIFIER field. The alias must be unique for the entity-type.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-DATA
If the alias exists, the Service Facility returns the name of the occurrence which has the alias.

Return Codes
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Blanks
The command was successful.

AL1
Alias exists for an occurrence of this entity-type.

AL2
Alias exists for the named occurrence.

ISQ
Alias name in QUALIFIER field of User Request Area is either missing or not alphanumeric.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND ADDALIAS ADDALIAS

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER MASTER-TERMINAL MASTER-TERMINAL

RETURN-DATA Spaces

ADDDESCR - Add Descriptor
The ADDDESCR command adds a descriptor for the anchored occurrence. A descriptor can be up to 32 characters. For
more information, see Naming Standards.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
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Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
ADDDESCR

QUALIFIER
The 32-byte descriptor name for this occurrence is entered in the QUALIFIER field. This name must be unique
only to the anchor.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

ISQ
Descriptor missing in QUALIFIER field.

KW1
Descriptor already exists for occurrence.

KW2
Tried to add more than eight descriptors to occurrence.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND ADDDESCR ADDDESCR

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER OPERATIONS-TERMINAL OPERATIONS-TERMINAL

RETURN-DATA Spaces

ADDENTIT - Add Entity-Occurrence

The ADDENTIT command allows the calling program to add an occurrence to the Datacom Datadictionary through
the Service Facility. The occurrence you are adding cannot be an occurrence of an entity-type in the Datacom/DB or
Broadcom FILE Model structures. Use DDUPDATE or Datacom Datadictionary online to add model structure occurrences.

Datacom Datadictionary edits the length of the occurrence name against the maximum length specified in the ENTY-
NAME-LEN attribute-type of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Specify the request ID for this new anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

ADDENTIT
ENTITY-TYPE

Indicate the entity-type of the occurrence you are adding. Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structure
occurrences cannot be added using the ADDENTIT command.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify occurrence name which must be unique to the entity-type. For more information, see Naming Standards.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Use this field to set a lock code.
Valid Entries:

Blank or LOC0 - assign no lock to this occurrence
LOC1 - assign Lock Level 1 to this occurrence
LOC2 - assign Lock Level 2 to this occurrence

USER-PASSWORD
Leave this field blank unless the calling program is assigning a password which is needed to update or delete the
occurrence.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to the DSF which attributes of the occurrence you are assigning values. The Service List
consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required
Trailer Entry.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

Specify the values for the attributes which you specified in the Service List. The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute
information to and from the DSF. The length of this area depends on the command and the Service List.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-DATA
If the return code is RRO, the Service Facility returns the name of the outstanding relationship to this field.

Return Codes
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FUE
The entity-occurrence name failed the user-provided edit.

ILC
The lock code must be LOC0, LOC1, or LOC2.

ITY
The entity-type is either missing, invalid, or the calling program is trying to add a field.

OAE
The entity-occurrence already exists.

RRO
If entity-occurrence is the object of a required relationship, RRO is placed in the User Request Area. Other update
action can be taken against the entity-occurrence, but after each successful update action RRO is returned.
The calling program must either complete the outstanding relationship with an ADDRELAT or terminate with an
ADDTERMI which leaves the entity-occurrence in INCOmplete status. The return code ANC indicates that the
calling program failed to resolve an outstanding relationship.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND ADDENTIT ADDENTIT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME MASTER MASTER

STATUS/VERSION 1

RETURN-DATA Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Meaning

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S
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33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Meaning

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

ADDRELAT - Add Relationship
The ADDRELAT command implements a relationship between the anchored occurrence and the occurrence specified in
the User Request Area. It is possible to relate an anchor to many other occurrences with multiple ADDRELAT commands.
The calling program cannot issue the ADDRELAT command for $INTERNAL relationships.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─┬───────────┬──────────────►◄

                                          └─ svl era ─┘

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.
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REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

ADDRELAT
RELATION-TYPE

Specify whether the indicated occurrence is the object (O) of the relationship or the subject (S). This parameter is
required only if the entity-type is the same for both the anchor and the specified occurrence.
Valid Entries:

S or O
Default Value:

(No default)
QUALIFIER

Specify the 1- to 32-byte relationship name that is to be implemented between the anchored occurrence and the
specified occurrence.

ENTITY-TYPE
Indicate the entity-type of the occurrence to which the anchored occurrence is being related.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the 32-byte occurrence name of the occurrence to which the anchor is being related.

RECORD-NAME
If the anchor is being related to a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence, enter the name of the record or table
containing the field, key, or element.

STATUS/VERSION
Enter the status/version of the target occurrence.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility moves the first 72 bytes in this area to the intersection data of the relationship. The intersection data
is for documentation purposes only. If you do not want intersection data, specify blanks in the first 72 bytes of this area.

Service List (svl)

The Service List is required if the Extended Receiving Area is a required parameter, but is simply a dummy parameter for
this command.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

If the relationship is an ordered relationship, specify where in the order the object of the relationship belongs. Below are
the valid entries for an ordered relationship.

$FIRST
Specify $FIRST in the first 6 bytes of this area if the object of the relationship is ordered first in the relationship, or
is the first to be added.

$LAST
Specify $LAST in the first 5 bytes of this area if the object is the last in the ordered relationship.
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Occurrence name
If the object of the relationship is not first or last in the ordered relationship, specify the occurrence that the object
is to follow. If the occurrence is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, place the RECORD occurrence name in bytes 1 to
32 of the Extended Receiving Area, the occurrence name in bytes 33 to 64 and the status/version in bytes 65 to
68.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-DATA
If you receive a return code, check this field for specific information about the error.

Return Codes

ENF
Occurrence indicated in User Request Area not found.

IRD
Invalid relationship direction.

ISQ
Relationship name not in QUALIFIER field or not alphanumeric.

R01
Occurrence in User Request Area in HISTory status/version.

R02
RELATION-TYPE required. Must specify S or O.

R03
Entity-type of anchor and entity-type indicated in User Service Request Area do not match relationship definition.

R04
Invalid mapping in relationship definition. Check definition and correct problem.

R05
Adding this relationship occurrence violates the mapping specified in the relationship definition.

R06
Adding ordered relationship and required Extended Receiving Area is missing.

R07
First ordered relationship occurrence for entity-occurrence. "After" data in Extended Receiving Area must be
either $FIRST or $LAST.

R08
No occurrence found to match "After" data in Extended Receiving Area.

R09
Duplicate ADDRELAT command for anchor and occurrence specified in User Request Area.

R11
Relationship definition specified in QUALIFIER field does not exist.

R12
Attempt to relate key or element to record with $INTERNAL relationship when the status/version of the key or
element is not the same as that of the record.
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Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND ADDRELAT ADDRELAT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RELATIONSHIP-TYPE S S

QUALIFIER TERM-BACKUP-SEQ TERM-BACKUP-SEQ

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-
NAME

OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-1 OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-1

STATUS/VERSION 1 1

RETURN-DATA Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 72 CHAR BACKUP OF CONTROL
TERMINAL

Extended Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 6 CHAR $FIRST

ADDTERMI - Terminate Incomplete Entity-Occurrence
Use the ADDTERMI command only when the anchored occurrence gives a return code of RRO. This command allows
the calling program to terminate the update without fulfilling the outstanding relationship. The occurrence is marked
INCOmplete.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)
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The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

ADDTERMI

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND ADDTERMI ADDTERMI

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

COPENTIT/COPENTIU - Copy Entity-Occurrence
The COPENTIT and COPENTIU commands copy the anchored occurrence to a new version. You can also use these
commands to model occurrences. The anchor must be the occurrence being copied or used as the model. The anchored
occurrence cannot be a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-occurrence. Additionally, the COPENTIU
indicates that attributes for the new occurrence are to be updated.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─┬───────────┬────────────────────►◄

                                    └─ svl sra ─┘
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

COPENTIT or COPENTIU
QUALIFIER

Enter $NEWVERSION only if you are copying an occurrence to the next version number. If you do not specify
$NEWVERSION, the DSF assumes that you are using the anchored occurrence as a model.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
If you are modeling, enter the name for the new occurrence. Leave this field blank if you are copying an
occurrence to a new version.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to the DSF which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving or updating. The Service List
consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail Entries, one or more optional
Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

The Service List is a required parameter for the COPENTIU command. Use the Service List to define to DSF which
attributes are to be updated.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the DSF. The length of this area depends on the
command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

The Standard Receiving Area is a required parameter for the COPENTIU command. Use this area to specify the values
for the attributes you specified for updating in the Service List.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

STATUS/VERSION
If you are copying an occurrence, the Service Facility returns the version of the new occurrence to this field.

Return Codes

ITY
Attempting to copy a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure occurrence.
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IVS
Invalid version number. Must be 001 if modeling.

OAE
Occurrence already exists for model name.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND COPENTIU COPENTIU

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER $NEWVERSION

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME Spaces

STATUS VERSION 2

RETURN DATA Spaces

COPREQID - Copy Request ID
Use this command to copy request ID information to the next available request ID. Using this command establishes a new
request ID with the same anchor data as the current request ID. The DSF provides the next available request ID as the
new request ID. Using this command eliminates the overhead of an additional GETENTIT command when you want to do
additional processing against an occurrence, but do not want to lose the positioning of the primary request area.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETINITI, GETRELDF

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Specify the request ID to be copied.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
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Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
COPREQID

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

REQUEST-ID
The Service Facility returns the new request ID to this field.

Return Codes

CNP
Copy not possible for request ID.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 2

USER-COMMAND COPREQID COPREQID

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

COPTEXT - Copy Text
Use this command to copy text to the anchor. You can copy text associated with an occurrence you specify in the
ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME field in the User Request Area. If you copied the current anchor from another status/
version of an occurrence, you can copy the shared text associated with that status/version of the occurrence.

When you copy the text, you can specify if it is to be OWNED or SHARED. Only the status/version of the anchored
occurrence can use OWNED text. All status/versions of the anchor can use SHARED text.

Text classifications (classes) allow you to selectively group your information and manipulate the text. You identify each
class with a name unique among the classes defined to the occurrence. If you do not specify a text class, or if text classes
have not been defined, Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text class name).

If you have defined text classes, you can use this command to copy from one text class to the same or different text class
by specifying appropriate text class names in your program. If you do not enter a text class or ALL, the default is used.

Prerequisite Commands

ADDALIAS, ADDDESCR, ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT,
GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ tha ────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

COPTEXT
QUALIFIER

Indicate the disposition of the copied text.
$NEWVERSION

Text is to be copied from SHARED text and will become OWNED text.
OWNED

Text being copied from another occurrence is to be owned by the anchor. You may copy from one entity
type to another entity type.

SHARED
Text being copied from another occurrence is to be SHARED by all status/versions of anchor.

Default Value:
OWNED

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence from which the text is being copied. The anchor type can differ from the
occurrence type only when the qualifier is OWNED.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the occurrence from which the text is being copied.

STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the occurrence from which the text is being copied.

USER-PASSWORD
If the occurrence from which the text is being copied is password protected, the calling program must provide the
correct password.

Text Header Area (tha)

The Text Header Area describes to the Service Facility the text classification or classifications to be copied. The Text
Header Area essentially takes the place of the Service List. Header, detail, entity-type, and trailer entries are not required.
Each Text Header Entry should contain the following. The source and target class names are separated by a comma (,)
and are not positional.

Position Length Format Meaning

0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS
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9 1 CHAR Space

10 1-32 CHAR source-class-name

var 1 CHAR Comma (,)

var 1-32 CHAR target-class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Text Header Area.

source-class-name
Indicates the origination text class. If all source and target classifications are to be the same, enter ALL for both.
The Service Facility will use STANDARD (the system default text class name) if an entry is not specified.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

target-class-name
Indicates the destination text classification name. If all source and target classifications are to be the same, enter
ALL for both. The Service Facility will use STANDARD (the system default text class name) if an entry is not
specified.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area is a dummy area since it is not used with COPTEXT.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

NST
$NEWVERSION was specified in the QUALIFIER field but no shared text exists for anchor.

TAE
Text already exists for anchor. Otherwise, shared text exists for anchor.

TNA
The shared text is not available (internal error). Otherwise, there is no text for the specified occurrence.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND COPTEXT COPTEXT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER OWNED OWNED
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ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE
-NAME

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

STATUS/VERSION 1

RETURN-DATA Spaces

DEFPATH - Define Path
The DEFPATH command defines a path which you can use in GETPATH or GEUPATH processing. The value of the
NSTLVL= parameter in the System Resource Table (SRT) determines the maximum number of paths which can be
in effect concurrently. The default is 2. The value of the MAXLVLS= parameter in the System Resource Table (SRT)
determines the maximum number of -DEF TRACE Transactions which you can use to define a path. The default is 20.

The path definition consists of 80-byte control statements which you enter in the Standard Receiving Area. If a DEFPATH
command uses the same path name as one which is currently saved, the new definition replaces the old path.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID for the anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DEFPATH, DEFTRACE

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

Use the Standard Receiving Area to define the path. The formats for the transactions are:

 -DEF PATH,path-name

 -DEF TRACE,ent-type1.enty-type2,relation-name

 -END
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The following parameters are for the transactions.

path-name
This is the name you give the path.

TRACE
TRACE indicates that this is a bi-directional path, that is, from subject to object and object to subject. You can
use TRACEF to indicate the direction is forward (from subject to object) or TRACEB to indicate the direction is
backward (from object to subject) if the subject and object entity-types are the same. The maximum number of
TRACE statements you can enter depends on the value of the MAXLVLS= parameter in the System Resource
Table (SRT).

enty-type1
This is the entity-type from which you want the trace to begin.

enty-type2
This is the entity-type to which you want the trace to go. This entity-type can be the same as the first entity-type.
For example, you can trace PROGRAM occurrences related to a PROGRAM occurrence to determine which
programs are called by a specific program.

relation-name
This is the name of the relationship between the two entity-types.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

PTH
Invalid -DEF PATH Transaction.

MAX
Too many -DEF TRACE Transactions.

TRC
Invalid -DEF TRACE Transaction.

Fnn
Invalid "from" entity-type in line number nn.

Tnn
Invalid "to" entity-type in line number nn.

Rnn
Invalid relationship name in line number nn.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DEFPATH DEFPATH

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces
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Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 80 CHAR -DEF PATH,TERMINAL

81 80 CHAR -DEF
TRACEF,TERMINAL.TERMINAL,TERM-
BACKUP-SEQ

161 80 CHAR -END

DELALIAS - Delete Alias
Use the DELALIAS command to delete an alias associated with the anchored occurrence. The anchored occurrence can
be of any entity-type.

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DELALIAS
QUALIFIER

Specify the name of alias to be deleted. You can enter ALL to delete all aliases for the anchored occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character alias name
ALL

USER-PASSWORD
Specify the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.
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Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

NTF
Alias in QUALIFIER field not found.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELALIAS DELALIAS

RETURN-CODE

QUALIFIER ALL ALL

RETURN-DATA Spaces

DELDESCR - Delete Descriptor
Use the DELDESCR command to delete descriptors associated with the anchored occurrence. The anchored occurrence
can be of any entity-type.

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
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USER-COMMAND
DELDESCR

QUALIFIER
Specify the name of the descriptor to be deleted. You can enter ALL to delete all descriptors for the anchored
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character descriptor name
ALL

USER-PASSWORD
Specify the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

NTF
Descriptor in QUALIFIER field not found.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELDESCR DELDESCR

RETURN-CODE

QUALIFIER ALL ALL

RETURN-DATA Spaces

DELENTIT - Delete Entity-Occurrence
The DELENTIT command deletes the anchored occurrence, plus all support data for that occurrence. The anchored
occurrence cannot be a Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structure entity-type. If the occurrence you want to delete
has not been anchored, enter values in the ENTITY-TYPE, ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME, and STATUS/VERSION
fields in the User Request Area to specify the occurrence to be deleted. If the occurrence you want to delete has been
anchored, enter $CURRENT in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area.

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
If anchored, the request ID must be the same as that of the anchored occurrence.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DELENTIT
QUALIFIER

If the occurrence is anchored, enter $CURRENT to indicate that the anchor is to be deleted. Leave this field blank
if the occurrence you are deleting has not been anchored.

ENTITY-TYPE
Enter the entity-type of the occurrence to be deleted if the occurrence has not been anchored.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the occurrence to be deleted if the occurrence has not been anchored.

STATUS/VERSION
Enter the status/version of the occurrence to be deleted if the occurrence has not been anchored.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected and is not the anchor.

USER-PASSWORD
The calling program must supply the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected, whether you are
deleting the anchor or another occurrence.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

AWS
Proper authorization is required to delete a HISTory status occurrence.

D01
Anchor is subject of required relationship.

D02
Anchor is last of required relationship.

D03
The relationship name or entity-types specified in the path definition do not match the relationship definition.

D04
Bad ordered chain. Must delete subject of chain.
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ENF
Occurrence not found.

IOR
System override needed to delete occurrence.

ITY
Either the entity-type was not found in Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table (SRT) or the entity-type
was FIELD.

PWR
Password required.

Example
Example 1: User Request Area (Not Anchored)

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELENTIT DELENTIT

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-
NAME

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

STATUS/VERSION 1 1

Example 2: User Request Area (Anchored)

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELENTIT DELENTIT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER $CURRENT $CURRENT

RETURN-DATA Spaces

DELRELAT - Delete Relationship
The DELRELAT command allows the calling program to delete a relationship between the anchored occurrence and
another occurrence. The calling program cannot issue the DELRELAT command for $INTERNAL relationships.

The anchored occurrence can be of any entity-type. You establish the anchor by first retrieving for update (using any GEU
command) one of the related occurrences. After the anchor is established, use the DELRELAT command to specify the
occurrence that you are disconnecting from the anchored occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command
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►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DELRELAT
RELATION-TYPE

If both occurrences are the same entity-type, specify if the occurrence in the User Request Area is the subject (S)
or object (O) of the relationship you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

S or O
Default Value:

Blanks - no direction specified.
QUALIFIER

Specify the name of the relationship between the anchored occurrence and the occurrence in the User Request
Area. You can specify ALL to delete all relationships for the anchored occurrence.

NOTE
If you specify ALL, you can leave all other fields in this area blank, with the exception of REQUEST-ID
and USER-COMMAND.

ENTITY-TYPE
Enter the entity-type of the occurrence which you are disconnecting from the anchored occurrence.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the occurrence that you are disconnecting from the anchored occurrence.

RECORD-NAME
If the entity-type in the User Request Area is FIELD, ELEMENT, or KEY, specify the RECORD or TABLE
occurrence name.

STATUS/VERSION
Enter the status/version of the occurrence specified in the User Request Area.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

USER-PASSWORD
The calling program must supply the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.
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Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

D01
Anchor is subject of required relationship.

D02
Anchor is last of required relationship.

D03
Relationship name in QUALIFIER field in User Service Request Area is invalid.

D04
Relationship type required. Must be S or O.

D05
Bad ordered chain.

ISQ
Invalid relationship name in QUALIFIER field in User Service Request Area.

NTF
Specified relationship occurrence not found.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELRELAT DELRELAT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

QUALIFIER TERMINAL-USER TERMINAL-USER

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-
NAME

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

OPERATIONS
-TERMINAL-1

STATUS/VERSION 1 1

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

DELREQID - Release Request ID
The DELREQID command frees resources tied to a request ID. Use this command after the request ID obtained from
COPREQID processing is no longer needed.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command
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 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Specify the request ID you are deleting.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DELREQID

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

REQUEST-ID
The Service Facility places blanks in this field.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 2 Space

USER-COMMAND DELREQID DELREQID

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

DELTEXT - Delete Text
Use the DELTEXT command to delete the text associated with the anchored occurrence. The anchored occurrence can
be of any entity-type.

Text classifications (classes) allow you to selectively group your information and manipulate text. If you do not specify a
text class, or if text classes have not been defined, the Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text class
name).
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Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ tha ────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

DELTEXT
OVERRIDE-CODE

Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.
USER-PASSWORD

The calling program must supply the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area is a dummy area since it is not used with DELTEXT.

Text Header Area (tha)

The Text Header Area describes to the Service Facility the text classification or classifications to be deleted. The Text
Header Area essentially takes the place of the Service List. Header, detail, entity-type, and trailer entries are not required.
Each Text Header Entry should contain the following:

Position Length Format Meaning

0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS

9 1 CHAR Space

10 1-32 CHAR class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Text Header Area.
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class-name
Indicates the text class name of the text to be deleted. The Service Facility deletes the text in the STANDARD
(the system default text class name) text class if an entry is not specified. You can delete all text in all classes
associated with an occurrence by entering ALL here. When the text in a text class is deleted, the text class is
deleted for the anchored occurrence.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Blanks
The command was successful.

NTF
Text not found for anchor.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND DELTEXT DELTEXT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

GETALIAS/GEUALIAS - Retrieve by Alias
The GETALIAS/GEUALIAS command retrieves the occurrences associated with the alias you specify in the User Request
Area. Only those occurrences that have aliases that match the criteria in the QUALIFIER field are retrieved.

The Service Facility returns the alias used to satisfy the request in the RETURN-NAME field of the User Request Area.
This is useful when using generic alias names. Data attributes which you specify in the Service List are returned in
the Standard Receiving Area. You can optionally describe attributes of the alias occurrence in the Service List. These
attributes are returned in the Extended Receiving Area.

Use the GEUALIAS command to retrieve an occurrence with update intent. You can use this command with any
occurrence.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ─┬───────┬──────────►◄

                                                └─ era ─┘
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID of the anchored occurrence.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETALIAS or GEUALIAS
DATA-TYPE

Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval). List
retrieval is for non-update only.

• Valid Entries:
• Default Value:

S

QUALIFIER
Specify the alias. Only occurrences that have an alias that matches this specification are retrieved.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character alias name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence.

REQUEST-NAME-TYPE
Specify if the name in ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME is the Datacom Datadictionary name (D) or the compiler
name (C) for the occurrence. This is valid only for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.
Valid Entries:

C or D
Default Value:

D
ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME

Specify the name of the occurrence.
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You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-byte occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME
If you are retrieving a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence, specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name.
You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other
criteria.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the occurrence.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to the DSF which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving or updating. The Service List
consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail Entries, one or more optional
Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

To have the alias returned to the Standard Receiving Area, use the attribute $RETURN-DATA in the Service List. This is
useful when retrieving multiple aliases with the list option (DATA-TYPE).

To retrieve alias attribute information, request support attributes in the Service List and mark the location of these
attributes with an E. This indicates to the DSF to place the alias attributes in the Extended Receiving Area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the DSF. The length of this area depends on the
command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)
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max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which you can use to obtain additional, non-updateable information
about the support occurrence (alias, descriptor, or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence.

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence, or, if the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences to return in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to return.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to retrieve.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility returns the alias used for retrieval to this field.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the values for the occurrence to this area. If you specified list processing, DSF places the
binary number of occurrences actually returned in the first 2 bytes of this area.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Service Facility returns attributes for the alias to this area. (Optional depending on primary request command.)

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.
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Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETALIAS GETALIAS

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER MASTER-TERMINAL MASTER-TERMINAL

RETURN-DATA MASTER-TERMINAL

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR
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Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETDESCR/GEUDESCR - Retrieve by Descriptor
The GETDESCR/GEUDESCR command retrieves the occurrences associated with the descriptor you specify in the User
Request Area. Only those occurrences that have descriptors that match the criteria in the QUALIFIER field are retrieved.

The Service Facility returns the descriptor used to satisfy the request in the RETURN-NAME field of the User Request
Area. This is useful when using generic descriptor words. Data attributes which you specify in the Service List are
returned in the Standard Receiving Area. You can optionally describe attributes of the descriptor occurrence in the Service
List. These attributes are returned in the Extended Receiving Area.

Use the GEUDESCR command to retrieve an occurrence with update intent. You can use this command with any
occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ─┬───────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                               └─ era ─┘

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID of the anchored occurrence.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETDESCR or GEUDESCR
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DATA-TYPE
Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval). List
retrieval is for non-update only.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

Specify the descriptor. Only occurrences that have a descriptor that matches this specification are retrieved.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character descriptor name
Generic selection
ALL

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence.

REQUEST-NAME-TYPE
Specify if the name in ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME is the Datacom Datadictionary name (D) or the compiler
name (C) for the occurrence. This is valid only for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.
Valid Entries:

C or D
Default Value:

D
ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME

Specify the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-byte occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME
If you are retrieving a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence, specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name.
You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other
criteria.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL
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STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the occurrence.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to the DSF which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving or updating. The Service List
consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail Entries, one or more optional
Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

To have the descriptor returned to the Standard Receiving Area, use the attribute $RETURN-DATA in the Service List.
This is useful when retrieving multiple aliases with the list option (DATA-TYPE).

To retrieve descriptor attribute information, request support attributes in the Service List and mark the location of these
attributes with an E. This indicates to DSF to place the descriptor attributes in the Extended Receiving Area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the DSF. The length of this area depends on the
command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which you can use to obtain additional, non-updateable information
about the support occurrence (alias, descriptor or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence.

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence, or, if the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences to return in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to return.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to retrieve.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:
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(max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility returns the descriptor used for retrieval to this field.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the values for the occurrence to this area. If you specified list processing, DSF places the
binary number of occurrences actually returned in the first 2 bytes of this area.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Service Facility returns attributes for the descriptor to this area. (Optional depending on primary request command.)

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETDESCR GETDESCR

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

QUALIFIER OPER* OPER*

USER-PASSWORD  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  OPERATIONS-TERMINAL

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'
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34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETENTIT/GEUENTIT - Retrieve by Entity-Occurrence
The GETENTIT and GEUENTIT commands retrieve occurrences from Datacom Datadictionary as specified in the User
Request Area. The Service Facility returns the data attributes specified in the Service List to the Standard Receiving Area.

Use the GEUENTIT command to retrieve an occurrence with update intent. You can use this command with any
occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID of the anchored occurrence.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETENTIT or GEUENTIT
DATA-TYPE

Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval). List
retrieval is for non-update only.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

If you specify ASOF in the STATUS/VERSION field, enter the date/time for the occurrence in the first 8 bytes of
this field. The format for this entry is: YYYYMMDD. YYYY is the year, MM is the month, and DD is the day.
You can enter a partial date/time, for example, 1992 for the year, or 199211 for the year and month.

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence.

REQUEST-NAME-TYPE
Specify if the name in ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME is the Datacom Datadictionary name (D) or the compiler
(C) name for the occurrence. This is valid only for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.
Valid Entries:

C or D
Default Value:

D
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ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-byte occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME
If you are retrieving a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence, specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name.
You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other
criteria.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the occurrence or ASOF. For more information about this parameter, see User
Request Area Field Contents.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to the DSF which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving or updating. The Service List
consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail Entries, one or more optional
Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the DSF. The length of this area depends on the
command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)
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max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility returns the ASOF date if you requested an Hnnn status/version of the occurrence in the
STATUS/VERSION field.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns attribute-values for the occurrence. If you specified list processing, the DSF places the binary
number of occurrences actually returned in the first 2 bytes of this area.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETENTIT GETENTIT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME MASTER MASTER

STATUS/VERSION  1

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S
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33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETINITI - Retrieve Default Value
Use the GETINITI command to return the default values for the attributes specified in the Service List. The VALUE
attribute of the FIELD occurrence for the attribute establishes the default.

The following topics are discussed on this page.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command
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►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID for the anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETINITI
ENTITY-TYPE

Specify the entity-type of the occurrence which is to be initialized.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry. For the GETINITI
command, specify the attributes to be initialized.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

The Service Facility returns the attribute-values for the initialized occurrence.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETINITI GETINITI

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST
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32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR  

11 10 CHAR 0000000000

21 10 CHAR  

GETMORE/GEUMORE - Retrieve Subsequent Occurrence
Use the GETMORE and GEUMORE commands to retrieve more occurrences after GETPATH/GEUPATH, GETPARNT/
GEUPARNT, or GETRELAT/GEURELAT commands have been issued. When you issue this command, the Service
Facility retrieves subsequent occurrences within a secondary set.

The GEUMORE command returns the next occurrence and establishes update intent. You can use this command with
any occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page.
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Prerequisite Commands

GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─┬───────┬─┬───────┬──────────────────►◄

                                         └─ svl ─┘ └─ era ─┘

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETMORE or GEUMORE
DATA-TYPE

If you are using GETMORE, you can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple
occurrences (L for list retrieval). List retrieval is for non-update only. List processing is valid for this command
even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Service List (svl)

The Service List contains the same information as specified for the prerequisite command. You can change any
information contained in this area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
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the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the firs t2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which you can use to obtain additional, non-updatable information about
the support occurrence (alias, descriptor, or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence.

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence, or, if the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences to return in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to return.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to retrieve.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Specify if you want the Service Facility to return information about the relationship used by the GETPATH or GETRELAT
command.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns any information requested about the relationship occurrence.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.
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NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETMORE GETMORE

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  
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0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576335

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETNEXT/GEUNEXT - Retrieve Next Entity-Occurrence
Use the GETNEXT and GEUNEXT commands to retrieve the next qualifying occurrence within the primary set. The
Service Facility returns occurrences in alphabetical order. You can issue the GETNEXT/GEUNEXT command repeatedly
until you receive a return code of NTF. This code indicates that the primary set has been exhausted. The occurrence
retrieved by the GETNEXT/GEUNEXT command becomes the anchor.

The GEUNEXT command returns the next occurrence and establishes update intent. You can use this command with any
occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page.

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETRELDF

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ─┬───────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                               └─ era ─┘

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETNEXT or GEUNEXT
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DATA-TYPE
If you are using GETNEXT, you can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence or multiple
occurrences (list retrieval is for non-update only). List processing is valid for this command even if it was not
specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Service List (svl)

The Service List contains the same information as specified for the prerequisite command. You can change any
information contained in this area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which you can use to obtain additional, non-updatable information about
the support occurrence (alias, descriptor, or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence.

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence, or, if the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences to return in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to return.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to retrieve.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to returned.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

This is a valid parameter only if the prerequisite command is a GETALIAS/GEUALIAS or GETDESCR/GEUDESCR. You
can request the return of information about the support occurrence used to retrieve the entity-occurrence.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Extended Receiving Area (era)
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Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns any information requested about the support occurrence if a GETALIAS
or GETDESCR is the prerequisite command.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETNEXT GETNEXT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S
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33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETNEXTF/GEUNEXTF - Retrieve Next Field
Use the GETNEXTF and GEUNEXTF commands to retrieve the next field in a record or table. The Service Facility
returns the fields in logical order. You can use this command only if the established anchor is a FIELD occurrence. When
you issue the GETNEXTF/GEUNEXTF command, the Service Facility moves the anchor position to the next FIELD
occurrence in the record or table. A return code of NTF indicates that there are no more FIELD occurrences for the record
or table.

The GEUNEXTF command returns the next field and establishes update intent.

The following topics are discussed on this page.

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
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Valid Entries:
4

Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
GETNEXTF

DATA-TYPE
You can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list
retrieval). List processing is valid for this command even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Service List (svl)

The Service List contains the same information as specified for the prerequisite command. You can change any
information contained in this area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.
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NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETNEXTF GETNEXTF

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

GETNEXTP/GEUNEXTP - Retrieve Next Field with Same Parent
Use the GETNEXTP/GEUNEXTP command to retrieve the next field within a parent field. The Service Facility returns the
fields in logical order within the record or table. This command is valid only for fields that share the same parent field as
the anchor. This command is valid only if the anchor is a FIELD occurrence.

The GETNEXTP/GEUNEXTP command moves the anchor position to the next FIELD occurrence in the record or
table with the same parent field as the current anchor. A return code of NTF indicates that there are no more FIELD
occurrences with the parent in the record or table.

The GEUNEXTP command returns the next field with the same parent field as the current anchor and establishes update
intent.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
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Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
GETNEXTP

DATA-TYPE
You can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list
retrieval). List processing is valid for this command even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Service List (svl)

The Service List contains the same information as specified for the prerequisite command. You can change any
information contained in this area.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.
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NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETNEXTP GETNEXTP

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

GETNEXTS/GEUNEXTS - Retrieve Next Synonym
Use the Datacom Datadictionary GETNEXTS/GEUNEXTS command to retrieve the next synonym of the current anchored
FIELD occurrence. Find prerequisite commands, COBOL call syntax, and parameters for GETNEXTS/GEUNEXTS.

The GETNEXTS/GEUNEXTS command functions the same as the GETNEXT command except when the anchor is of the
FIELD entity-type. This command is valid only if the anchor is a FIELD occurrence.

The GETNEXTS/GEUNEXTS command retrieves the next synonym of the current anchored FIELD occurrence. A
synonym for a FIELD occurrence exists for each ELEMENT occurrence in which the FIELD occurrence exists.

NOTE
The term synonym as used in this documentation specifically refers to an anchored field occurrence. The usage
in this documentation is not the same as the definition and function of synonym in SQL.

The GEUNEXTS command returns the next synonym of the current anchored FIELD occurrence and establishes the
update intent.

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

        ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call that is made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields
in this 256-byte area are as follows:

• Contain information that is specified by the calling program
• Contain information returned to the calling program

or
• Are reserved
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The following list shows the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETNEXTS
DATA-TYPE

You can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list
retrieval). List processing is valid for this command even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Service List (svl)

The Service List contains the same information as specified for the prerequisite command. You can change any
information that this area contains.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List, and the use of list processing.

For a standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List. If the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, then the length of the Standard
Receiving Area must be at least as long as the longest entry in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes) 

max
The maximum number of occurrences to return

len
The length of the longest occurrence

4
A constant

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)
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The Service Facility returns the requested information in the Service List.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number that is
returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The number of items that are found may be less than the number of
items that you requested.

Example

User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETNEXTS GETNEXTS

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

GETPARNT/GEUPARNT - Position Back One Level
The GETPARNT and GEUPARNT commands allow the calling program to get the parent of the current anchored
occurrence. The parent occurrence is the occurrence at the previous level of a path. This command is valid only for
relationship retrieval (GETRELAT and GETPATH).

The GEUPARNT command returns the parent occurrence of any entity-type and establishes update intent.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
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Valid Entries:
4

Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
GETPARNT or GEUPARNT

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

PNF
Parent not found.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETPARNT GETPARNT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

GETPATH/GEUPATH - Retrieve by Path
The GETPATH and GEUPATH commands retrieve the first occurrence based on a previously defined path. For more
information about defining a path, see DEFPATH - Define Path. Successive GETMORE/GEUMORE commands retrieve
the rest of the occurrences in the path.

The GEUPATH command retrieves the first occurrence of any entity-type in the defined path and establishes update
intent.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Prerequisite Commands

DEFPATH and GETENTIT (must use both)

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ─┬───────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                               └─ era ─┘

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETPATH or GEUPATH
DATA-TYPE

If you are using GETPATH, you can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple
occurrences (L for list retrieval). List retrieval is for non-update only. List processing is valid for this command
even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

Name of path previously defined by DEFPATH command.
OVERRIDE-CODE

Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.
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For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area which you can use to obtain additional, non-updatable information about
the support occurrence (alias, descriptor, or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence.

For standard retrieval, the length of the Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the
attributes marked with an E location in the Service List for the support occurrence, or, if the Service List is made up of
multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first two bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain
a binary maximum number of support occurrences to be returned in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth
bytes must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to be returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to retrieve.
The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

PATH-LEVEL
The Service Facility returns the level in the path here.

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility returns the entity-type of the occurrence to this field.
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Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the information requested in the Service List.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns information about the relationship occurrence.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

IPN
Invalid path name.

MSS
Limit for substring has been reached. Number of levels defined in structure greater than MAXLVLS= in System
Resource Table (SRT).

TNS
Entity-type specified is not in structure.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETPATH GETPATH

QUALIFIER TERM-BACKUP-SEQ TERM-BACKUP-SEQ

GETRELAT/GEURELAT - Retrieve by Relationship
The GETRELAT/GEURELAT command establishes, as a secondary set of occurrences, those related to the anchor
occurrence and those established by the previous command request. Use successive GETMORE/GEUMORE commands
to retrieve all occurrences related to the anchor.

The GEURELAT command establishes update intent. You can use this command with an occurrence of any entity-type.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETNEXT, GEUNEXT, GETMORE,
GEUMORE, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ─┬───────┬──────────────────────►◄

                                               └─ era ─┘

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)
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The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

NOTE
Issuing a GETRELAT/GEURELAT command after performing a GETPATH or subsequent GETMORE
commands destroys the chain for the original GETPATH. To process GETRELAT or GEURELAT
commands during path processing, copy the current REQUEST-ID with a COPREQID command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETRELAT or GEURELAT
RELATION-TYPE

If the entity-type of the occurrence to return is the same as the entity-type of the anchor occurrence, specify if the
object (F), the subject (B), or both (spaces) occurrences are retrieved.
Valid Entries:

F, B, or spaces
Default Value:

Spaces
DATA-TYPE

If you are using GETRELAT, you can specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple
occurrences (L for list retrieval). List retrieval is for non-update only. List processing is valid for this command
even if it was not specified in the prerequisite command.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

Specify the name of the relationship between the anchor occurrence and the occurrence to retrieve. Use ALL to
retrieve all relationships.
Valid Entries:

Relationship name
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence to which the anchor occurrence is related.
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ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Use this field to limit the occurrences returned to those which match the name criteria in this field. User programs
converting to the new User Request Area must help ensure that this field is cleared if the intent is to retrieve all
occurrences.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 through 31 characters of an occurrence
name and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first
three characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-byte occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME
You can limit FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences to those related to a RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
matching this field. You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all occurrences of the specified entity-type that
meet your other criteria.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the occurrence to return.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

To have the relationship name returned to the Standard Receiving Area, use the attribute $RETURN-DATA in the Service
List. This is useful when retrieving multiple relationships with the LIST option.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:
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(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to return.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Extended Receiving Area is an optional area used to obtain additional, non-updatable information about the support
occurrence (alias, descriptor, or relationship) used in retrieving the occurrence. For standard retrieval, the length of the
Extended Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths of the attributes marked with an E location in the
Service List for the support occurrence. ,If the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the
longest entry in the Service List for the support occurrence is used.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Extended Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of support occurrences to return in the Extended Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes
must contain the binary length of each support occurrence entry to return.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest support occurrence to be
retrieved. The formula to calculate the length of the Extended Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Extended Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of support occurrences to be returned.

len
Is the length of the longest support occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility returns the relationship name used for retrieval to this field.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns values specified in the Service List for the occurrence. If you specified list processing,
Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility places the binary number of occurrences returned in the first 2 bytes of this area.

Extended Receiving Area (era)

The Service Facility returns the attributes for the descriptor. (Optional depending on primary request command.) If
requested, Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns information about the relationship occurrence.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

ITY
Invalid entity-type specified.
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NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned
in the Standard Receiving Area. It is possible that the number of items found is less than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETRELAT GETRELAT

QUALIFIER TERMINAL-BACKUP-SEQ TERMINAL-BACKUP-SEQ

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  
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39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

GETRELDF - Retrieve Relationship Definition
In the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility/CICS, use the GETRELDF command to retrieve a relationship definition by
its relationship-name. Review CALL syntax, parameters, returned data, and an example.

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call that is made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields
in this 256-byte area contain information that is specified by the calling program, contain information that is returned to the
calling program, or are reserved. The following fields are relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID for the anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility
Valid Entry:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETRELDF
DATA-TYPE

You can specify whether the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for
list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
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Default Value:
S

QUALIFIER
Specify the entity-type of the object of the relationship. Enter a valid entity-type to return only relationship
definitions with this entity-type as the object, or enter ALL to return all relationship definitions, regardless of object
entity-type.
Valid Entries:

Valid entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

ENTITY-TYPE
Specify the entity-type of the subject of the relationship. Enter a valid entity-type to return only relationship
definitions with this entity-type as the subject, or enter ALL to return all relationship definitions regardless of
subject entity-type.
Valid Entries:

Valid entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the relationship definition. You can enter ALL for all relationship definitions or a generic
selection using a portion of a relationship name and an asterisk (*). For example, TAB* returns all relationship
definitions having TAB as the first three characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

Valid relationship definition name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List, and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first 2 bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to return in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must contain
the binary length of each entry to return. The Service Facility returns in the first 2 bytes the binary number of occurrences
returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to retrieve. The
formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:
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(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Maximum number of occurrences to return

len
Length of the longest occurrence

4
A constant

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns values for attributes that are specified in the Service List.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

ISQ
Invalid entity-type for QUALIFIER field in User Request Area

NTF
Occurrence not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number that is
returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The number of items that are found may be fewer than the number you
requested.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETRELDF GETRELDF

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

GETSVL/GETSVU - Retrieve Service List
The GETSVL/GETSVU command returns a formatted Service List from the High Speed Directory (HSD). The Service
Facility places the Service List in the Standard Receiving Area. Use the GETSVL command to return a Service List of all
attributes that are retrievable by Datacom Datadictionary for a given entity-type. Use the GETSVU command to return a
Service List of all attributes that can be updated by Datacom Datadictionary for a given entity-type.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command
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 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ───────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID for the anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETSVL or GETSVU
ENTITY-TYPE

Specify the entity-type for which the Service List is being accessed.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The length of the Standard Receiving Area must be 4096 bytes or the result of the following formula, whichever is larger.

 (maximum-fields + 2) * 54 = Length of the Standard Receiving Area

maximum-fields
Is the value of MAXFLDS= in the System Resource Table (SRT).

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the Service List to the Standard Receiving Area.

Return Codes

Blanks
Command was successful.

ITY
Invalid entity-type.

SRF
Service List not in High Speed Directory (HSD).

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETSVL GETSVL
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RETURN-CODE Spaces

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

RETURN-DATA Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR

39 15 CHAR

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR

GETTERMI - Release Request-ID
The GETTERMI command releases a request ID that will not be used again by the calling program. This is not a
necessary part of terminating Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Specify the request ID that is to be released.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

GETTERMI

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

REQUEST-ID
The Service Facility places blanks in this field.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND GETTERMI GETTERMI

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

LOGBACKO - Back Out Updates
The LOGBACKO command backs out all updates to Datacom Datadictionary to the last checkpoint command issued,
whether by the calling program or by the Service Facility. If you issue a checkpoint in the calling program, you can use
LOGBACKO to back out to that point.
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If you use the LOGBACKO and the calling program has not issued a checkpoint, then the back out is to the last automatic
checkpoint issued by the Service Facility. For more information, see LOGCHKPT - Issue Checkpoint to Datacom/DB.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

LOGBACKO

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

None.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND LOGBACKO LOGBACKO

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

LOGCHKPT - Issue Checkpoint to Datacom/DB
The LOGCHKPT command indicates to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility that a checkpoint is to be issued to
Datacom/DB. This command also indicates that the Service Facility is not to issue any further automatic checkpoint calls
to Datacom/DB until either a LOGBACKO or LOGTERMI command is processed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

LOGCHKPT

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

None.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND LOGCHKPT LOGCHKPT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

LOGTERMI - Return Checkpoint Control to Service Facility
The LOGTERMI returns control of checkpointing to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. This command causes the
Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility to issue a checkpoint command to Datacom/DB.

Issue this command prior to terminating the Service Facility if the LOGCHKPT command has been issued. Failure to do
so may result in Datacom Datadictionary transactions being inadvertently backed out if the calling program should abend.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

LOGTERMI

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

None.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND LOGTERMI LOGTERMI

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Spaces

OUTALIAS - Retrieve Alias
The OUTALIAS command retrieves the first alias for the anchored occurrence in alphabetical order. You can use
successive OUTMORE commands to retrieve any other aliases for the anchored occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETNEXT,
GEUNEXT, GETNEXTP, GETNEXTS, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT
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COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

OUTALIAS
DATA-TYPE

Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first two bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to be returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must
contain the binary length of each entry to be returned. The Service Facility returns in the first two bytes the binary number
of occurrences actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to be retrieved.
The formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to be returned.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.
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Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns the alias in bytes 5 to 36 of this area.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTALIAS OUTALIAS

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 4 BINARY x'00000000'

5 32 CHAR MASTER-TERMINAL

OUTBOOK - Retrieve Copybook
The OUTBOOK command retrieves the copybook for the first field of the anchored occurrence. The entity-type of the
anchor must be RECORD, TABLE, VIEW, KEY, or ELEMENT. You can use successive OUTMORE commands to retrieve
copybook data for any other fields in the record, table, view, key, or element.

To obtain an SQL copybook for an occurrence using the OUTBOOK command, fill in the required fields as you would for
any OUTBOOK request and specify COPYBK-MODE as S for SQL. You can also code S for the LABEL-INDICATOR to
specify the SQL name. This retrieves the copybook in SQL acceptable format. You can also specify a group name using
the ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME field so that any compound fields without SQL names have that name.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETNEXT,
GEUNEXT, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.
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REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

OUTBOOK
LANGUAGE-INDICATOR

Indicate the desired processing language. Valid languages are Assembler (A), COBOL (C), COBOL2 (2),
COBOL85 (8), PL/1 (P), and the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility (D). A nonvalid entry is forced to COBOL (C).
Valid Entries:

A, C, 2, 8, P, or D
Default Value:

C
COMMENT-INDICATOR

Specify the source of the language comment for the copybook. If the designated source for the comment is blank,
no comment is produced.

• Specify C to use the value in the LANG-COMNT attribute for the FIELD occurrence as the source of the
comment.

• Specify D to use the value in the DESCRIPTION attribute for the FIELD occurrence as the source of the
comment.

• A nonvalid entry or a blank generates no comments.
• Valid Entries:

C or D
• Default Value:

Blank

LABEL-INDICATOR
Indicate the type of name retrieved for the FIELD occurrence. Depending on the language indicated, the valid
entries are the FIELD occurrence's Assembler name (A), Compiler name (C), the Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence name (O), generated name (G), or SQL name (S). A nonvalid entry is forced to Compiler (C).

• If the anchored entity-type is RECORD, TABLE, or VIEW, the occurrence name will always be retrieved.
• If the entity-type is KEY, the FIELD occurrence's Assembler or Compiler name comes from the KEY

occurrence (the key's ASM-NAME and COMPILER-NAME attribute-values).
• If the entity-type is ELEMENT and the Compiler name begins with a blank or * (asterisk), the occurrence name

is retrieved.
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OUTBOOK Command LABEL-INDICATOR Field:

Language Description

Assembler You can code A to use the Assembler name. If there is not an
Assembler name, it is treated as unlabeled storage.
If you specify COPYBK-MODE as S, you can code A to use the
Assembler name or S to use the FIELD occurrence SQL name.
Valid Entries:
A or S (see qualifications above)
Default Value:
Assembler name or unlabeled storage, unless COPYBK-MODE is
S, then the SQL name

Datacom/DB Reporting Facility  
Specify O to always use the occurrence name.
Specify C to use the Compiler name.If the Compiler name is
nulls or spaces (has not been defined for the field), DSF uses the
occurrence name.
Specify A to use the Assembler name. If the Assembler name is
nulls or spaces (has not been defined for the field), DSF uses the
occurrence name.
Valid Entries:
A, C, or O
Default Value:
Assembler name unless blank, then the occurrence name

COBOL If you do not specify COPYBK-MODE as S, you can code C, O,
or G. If you specify COPYBK-MODE as S, you can code C, O, G,
or S. If you accept the default of the FIELD occurrence Compiler
name and there is not a Compiler name, Datacom Datadictionary
uses the occurrence name.
Specify C for the Compiler name. If there is not a Compiler name,
Datacom Datadictionary uses the word FILLER.
Specify O for the occurrence name.
Specify G for a generated name.
If you do not specify a value for COPYBK-MODE, Datacom
Datadictionary adds the 1- to 27-character value to specify the
QUALIFIER field as a prefix to the name. For example, if you have
fields ABC and XYZ and you specify ABC in the QUALIFIER field,
Datacom Datadictionary creates the field names ABCABC and
ABCXYZ in the copybook.
If you specify S for COPYBK-MODE, Datacom Datadictionary
uses the 1- to 27-character value you specify for the QUALIFIER
field and 1- to 3-digits in sequence for uniqueness to create the
field name in the copybook. For example, if you have fields ABC
and XYZ and you specify ABC in the QUALIFIER field, Datacom
Datadictionary creates the field names ABC1 and ABC2 in the
copybook.
Specify S for the SQL name. To use this value, the COPYBK-
MODE must be S.
Valid Entries:
C, G, O, or S (see qualifications above)
Default Value:
Compiler name or occurrence name
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PL/I If you do not specify a value for COPYBK-MODE, you can specify
C or O. If you specify S in the COPYBK-MODE field, you can
specify C, O, G, or S. If you accept the default of the Compiler
name and there is not a Compiler name, Datacom Datadictionary
uses the occurrence name.
Specify C to use the Compiler name. If there is not a Compiler
name, Datacom Datadictionary uses the word FILLER.
Specify O to use the occurrence name.
Specify G to use a generated name. To use this value, COPYBK-
MODE must be S. Datacom Datadictionary uses the 1- to 27-
character value you specify for QUALIFIER field and 1- to 3-
digits in sequence for uniqueness to create the field name in the
copybook. For example, if you have fields ABC and XYZ and you
specify ABC for QUALIFIER field, Datacom Datadictionary creates
the fields ABC1 and ABC2 in the copybook.
Valid Entries:
C, O, G, or S (see qualifications above)
Default Value:
Compiler name or occurrence name

COPY-BOOK-START
Specify the starting level for COBOL and PL/I copybooks.

COPY-BOOK-INC
Specify the increment level for COBOL and PL/I copybooks.

DATA-TYPE
Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

Specify a 1- to 32-byte Compiler or Assembler prefix. All fields which are retrieved use this prefix.
COPYBK-MODE

Indicates the type of copybook to be returned. Valid values are S for SQL and blank for Datacom/DB format.
Default is blank.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Use this field to specify the name for group fields (compound fields) in SQL copybooks. To use this field, you must
code COPYBK-MODE as S and LABEL-OCCURRENCE as S.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES
The Service Facility places the actual number of lines returned in this field. The number of lines can differ with
each call. If DATA-TYPE is specified as L (list processing), this is the number of lines in the last set of copybook
statements returned.
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Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns a varying number of output lines, depending on the value you specified in the User Request
Area in NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES. The maximum is six 80-byte copybook lines. If DATA-TYPE is specified as L (for
list processing) multiple sets of copybook lines are returned.

Return Codes

CNT
Compiler name in copybook truncated.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTBOOK OUTBOOK

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES  1

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 80 CHAR 01 TERMINAL-RECORD

OUTDESCR - Retrieve Descriptor
The OUTDESCR command returns the first descriptor for the anchored occurrence. The Service Facility returns the
descriptors in alphabetical order. You can use successive OUTMORE commands to return any other descriptors for the
anchored occurrence.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETNEXT,
GEUNEXT, GETNEXTF, GETNEXTP, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.
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REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

OUTDESCR
DATA-TYPE

Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first two bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to be returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must
contain the binary length of each entry to be returned. The Service Facility returns in the first two bytes the binary number
of occurrences actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to be retrieved.
The formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to be returned.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

The maximum number you can specify for list retrieval in this case is 8 since each occurrence is limited to 8 descriptors.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the descriptor in bytes 1 to 32 of this area if DATA-TYPE is specified as S (single processing).
If DATA-TYPE is specified as L (list processing), multiple descriptors can be returned in this area in accordance with the
rules of list processing.
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Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTDESCR OUTDESCR

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 4 BINARY x'0000000'

5 36 CHAR OPERATIONS-TERMINAL

OUTENTIT - Retrieve Attribute-Value
Use the OUTENTIT command to retrieve attribute-values for attributes specified in the Service List for the anchored
occurrence. You can use this command to extract attribute information multiple times without having to reestablish the
anchor with another GETENTIT or GEUENTIT command.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE,
GETNEXT, GEUNEXT, GETNEXTF, GETNEXTP, GETNEXTS, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH,
GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
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Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
OUTENTIT

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry.

Specify the attributes for which the Service Facility is to return attribute-values.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List.

Data Returned by Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns the attribute-values for the specified attributes to this area.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTENTIT OUTENTIT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001'

38 1 CHAR  
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39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-5

OUTMORE - Retrieve Subsequent Data
Use the OUTMORE command to retrieve subsequent data for the anchored occurrence. You cannot issue this command
if you have not issued one of the prerequisite OUT commands.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

OUTALIAS, OUTBOOK, OUTDESCR, OUTRELAT, OUTTEXT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)
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The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

OUTMORE
DATA-TYPE

Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L for list retrieval).
This is a valid request for this command even if the previous OUT command did not specify list processing.
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first two bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of occurrences to be returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must
contain the binary length of each entry to be returned. The Service Facility returns in the first two bytes the binary number
of occurrences actually returned.

If multiple entity-types are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the longest occurrence to be retrieved.
The formula to calculate the length of the Standard Receiving Area is:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of occurrences to be returned.

len
Is the length of the longest occurrence.

4
Is a constant.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns the same information as the preceding command to this area.

Return Codes
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Blanks
Command was successful.

NPO
No previous OUT command.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTMORE OUTMORE

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 4 BINARY x'00000000'

5 36 CHAR COMPUTER-ROOM-TER
MINAL

OUTRELAT - Retrieve Relationship
The OUTRELAT command retrieves the first relationship occurrence for the anchored occurrence. The Service Facility
returns the relationship occurrences in logical order. You can use successive OUTMORE commands to retrieve any other
relationship occurrences for the anchor.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETNEXT,
GEUNEXT, GETNEXTF, GETNEXTP, GETNEXTS, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT,
GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

 CALL Command 

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

 User Request Area (ura) 

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).
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REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

OUTRELAT
ENTITY-TYPE

You can use this field to limit the retrieved occurrences to a specific entity-type.
ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME

Use this field to limit the occurrences returned to those which match the name criteria in this field. User programs
converting to the new User Request Area must ensure that this field is cleared if the intent is to retrieve all
occurrences.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-byte occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

RECORD-NAME
You can limit the return of FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences to those occurrences related to a RECORD
or TABLE occurrence with the name specified in this field. You can enter a generic selection or ALL for all
occurrences of the specified entity-type that meet your other criteria.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

STATUS/VERSION
Specify the status/version of the relationship occurrence which the Service Facility is to return or ALL. For more
information about this parameter, see User Request Area Field Contents.

 Standard Receiving Area (sra) 

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary 

 User Request Area (ura) 

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility places the name of the relationship returned to the Standard Receiving Area in this field.

 Standard Receiving Area (sra) 
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 Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns the relationship occurrence to this area.

 Return Codes 

ITY
Invalid entity-type specified.

NTF
Relationship not found or was last one found if you issued an OUTMORE command.

Example
 User Request Area 

 Parameters  Before  After 

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTRELAT OUTRELAT

OUTTEXT - Retrieve Text
This command retrieves text associated with the anchored occurrence. The Service Facility returns one 80-byte line of
text in the Standard Receiving Area unless you specify list processing in the User Request Area and expand the size of
the Standard Receiving Area. You can use multiple OUTMORE commands to retrieve successive lines of text if you do
not specify list processing. Use the TXTINTI command to retrieve text for update.

Text classifications (classes) allow you to selectively group your information and manipulate the text. If you do not specify
a text class, or if text classes have not been defined, the Service Facility will use STANDARD (the system default text
class name). To retrieve all classes of text for an occurrence, you must use an OUTMORE command for each class after
the initial text class.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GETALIAS, GEUALIAS, GETDESCR, GEUDESCR, GETENTIT, GEUENTIT, GETMORE, GEUMORE, GETNEXT,
GEUNEXT, GETNEXTF, GETNEXTP, GETPARNT, GEUPARNT, GETPATH, GEUPATH, GETRELAT, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ tha ────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
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Valid Entries:
4

Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
OUTTEXT

DATA-TYPE
Specify if the calling program is to retrieve a single text class (S) or multiple text classes (L for list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
QUALIFIER

You can use the first four bytes of this field to specify the (binary) line of text requested.
Valid Entries:

Line number (in binary) - returns specific line of text.
Spaces - returns first line of text.

Default Value:
Spaces

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Service Facility. This area must be at least 80
bytes in length to use this command. If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the length of the Standard
Receiving Area must be at least 84 bytes.

If list processing is indicated in the User Request Area, the first two bytes of the Standard Receiving Area must contain a
binary maximum number of lines of text to be returned in the Standard Receiving Area. The third and fourth bytes must
contain the binary length of each line to be returned. The Service Facility returns in the first two bytes the binary number of
lines actually returned.

If multiple lines are being processed in list retrieval, specify the length of the Standard Receiving Area with the following
formula:

(max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of lines of text to be returned.

len
Is 80.

4
Is a constant.

Text Header Area (tha)

The Text Header Area essentially takes the place of the Service List. Header, detail, entity-type and trailer entries are not
required. Each Text Header Entry should contain the following:

Position Length Format Meaning

0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS
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9 1 CHAR space

10 1-32 CHAR class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Text Header Area.

class-name
Indicates the text class name. The Service Facility will use STANDARD (the system default text class name) if an
entry is not specified. To retrieve ALL text classes associated with an occurrence, you must enter an OUTMORE
command for each text class.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
ALL

Default Value:
STANDARD

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-NAME
The Service Facility places the type of text retrieved in this field. UNIVERSAL indicates that the located text
belongs to an occurrence that was modeled from the UNIVERSAL record. SHARED indicates that the located text
is shared between status/versions of the occurrence. Spaces in this field indicate that the located text is owned by
the anchor occurrence.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Service Facility returns one 80-byte line of text if DATA-TYPE is specified as S (single processing). If DATA-TYPE
is specified as L (list processing), multiple 80-byte lines of text can be returned in accordance with the rules of list
processing.

Return Codes

NTF
Text not found. If you requested a specific number of items for list processing, check the number returned in the
Standard Receiving Area. It is possible the number of items found is less than the number requested.

RNP
Renumber of text was necessary. Reissue OUTTEXT command. It is possible that line numbers for the text have
changed.

TCB
Text class boundary was reached. If you requested all text classes, you must enter an OUTMORE command for
each text class associated with the occurrence.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND OUTTEXT OUTTEXT

RETURN-DATA  Spaces
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Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 80 CHAR THIS TERMINAL IS THE
SYSTEM MASTER

RENENTIT/RENENTIU - Rename Entity-Occurrence
Use the RENENTIT/RENENTIU command to rename the anchored occurrence to the name specified in the ENTITY-
OCCURRENCE-NAME field in the User Request Area. Use the RENENTIU command if attribute-values for the renamed
occurrence are to be updated. The renamed occurrence retains aliases, descriptors, relationships, and text as follows:

• All descriptors and relationships for an occurrence are changed to reflect the new name.
• If an alias is a timestamp starting with $19 or $20, if the alias is unique for only this occurrence regardless of version

number, it will also be changed to reflect the new name. If this occurrence has an alias that is shared by other versions
of the same occurrence, the alias will be deleted for this version. The reason is that an alias must be unique for an
entity-type.

• Text is treated differently since it can be shared from one version to another.
– If the occurrence that is being renamed shares its text with other versions of that occurrence, that text is copied to

the first occurrence that shares that text and all other versions that share the text will be modified to point at the new
owned text. The original owned text is updated to the new name.

– If the occurrence shares text of another version that owns that text, the text is copied to the occurrence with the new
name so that it owns a copy of the text.

– If a field has no text except the text that comes from a UNIVERSAL field with the same original name, the
UNIVERSAL text is copied so that the field with the new name owns a copy of the text.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─┬───────┬─┬───────┬──────────────►◄

                                    └─ sra ─┘ └─ svl ─┘

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
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Valid Entries:
4

Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
RENENTIT or RENENTIU

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the new name for the anchored occurrence.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry. This is a required
parameter for the RENENTIU command.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List. This is a required parameter for the RENENTIU command. Enter the values for the attributes which are
being updated.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

FUE
The entity-occurrence name failed the user-provided edit.

OAE
The new name specified for the anchored occurrence already exists.

SB7
A PRODuction status AUTHORIZATION occurrence cannot be renamed when it is an AUTHID for SQL objects.

SB8
A PRODuction status occurrence created through SQL processing or made SQL accessible cannot be renamed.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND RENENTIT RENENTIT

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-
NAME

OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-3 OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-3

SYSINITI - System Initialization
The SYSINITI command initiates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility with the host environment. The USRINITI
command must follow a SYSINITI command to verify that you are authorized to use the Service Facility.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

None.

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

SYSINITI

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

DNA
Database for DATABASE-ID in User Request Area not available.

RDC
Redundant command. If issued by a non-batch application, this code indicates that the calling program has
already issued a SYSINITI. Otherwise, the calling program is not the first to start up Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility. In either case, this does not prevent further processing. It is only informational.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

USER-COMMAND SYSINITI SYSINITI

SYSTERMI - System Termination
The SYSTERMI command terminates the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility and releases all resources allocated to
the Service Facility. If more than one calling user has signed on to the Service Facility, this command is ignored until the
last calling user has issued a USRTERMI command before the SYSTERMI command, unless unconditional termination is
specified.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

USRTERMI

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

SYSTERMI
QUALIFIER

Use this field to indicate that Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility should shut down regardless of how many
calling programs are outstanding. If you terminate the Service Facility with the $UNCONDITIONAL qualifier, the
Service Facility shuts down and any commands by other Service Facility users receive SNA return codes.
Valid Entries:

$UNCONDITIONAL - unconditional shutdown
Spaces - normal shutdown

Default Value:
Spaces

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

None.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND SYSTERMI SYSTERMI

QUALIFIER Spaces Spaces

RETURN-CODE Spaces
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RETURN-DATA Spaces

TXTINITI - Retrieve Text for Update
Use the TXTINITI command to retrieve blocks of text associated with the anchored occurrence for the purpose of updating
the text. The anchored occurrence must own the text that is updated. If the anchored occurrence does not own the text,
copy the text to the anchor before issuing the TXTINITI. For more information, see COPTEXT - Copy Text.

When the text has been retrieved, use the TXTUPDAT command to perform the update.

Text classifications (classes) provide you with the ability to group your information and manipulate text. If you do not
specify a text class, or if text classes have not been defined, the Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text
class name).

If you are defining text classes, enter a text class name in your program, otherwise the default is used. If a text class has
previously been defined, the system returns a message indicating the text class exists.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, COPENTIU, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH,
GEURELAT, RENENTIU

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ tha ────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Use this field to establish the request ID for the anchor.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

TXTINITI
QUALIFIER

In the first 4 bytes, specify the first line of text in the block with the binary line number. In the second 4 bytes,
specify the binary number of lines to retrieve. The maximum allowed in one retrieval is 4096. If you leave the first
4 bytes as binary zeros, the first line of text is returned.
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If your intent in retrieving the text is to add more text to the end of the existing text in a class, then move high
values to the first byte of the qualifier field. This indicates to the Service Facility that the data passed in the
following TXTUPDAT command is to append to existing text for the specified text class if that text exists. If no text
exists for that class, the text is added for that class.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

USER-PASSWORD
The calling program must supply the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Service Facility. The length of the area
depends on the command and the use of list processing.

If multiple lines of text are being processed, specify the length of the Standard Receiving Area with the following formula:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes)

max
Is the maximum number of lines of text to return.

len
Is 80.

4
Is a constant.

Text Header Area (tha)

The Text Header Area essentially takes the place of the Service List. Header, detail, entity-type and trailer entries are not
required. Each Text Header Entry should contain the following. A comma (,) separates the source and target class names
and are not positional.

Position Length Format Meaning

0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS

9 1 CHAR space

10 1-32 CHAR source-class-name

var 1 CHAR Comma (,)

var 1-32 CHAR target-class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Text Header Area.

source-class-name
Indicates the origination text class. The Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text class name) if
an entry is not specified.
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
Default Value:

STANDARD
target-class-name

Indicates the destination text classification name. The Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text
class name) if an entry is not specified.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
STANDARD

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

QUALIFIER
The Service Facility returns the actual number of lines retrieved to the second 4 bytes of this field. Zeros indicate
that there was no text found.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility returns the text to this area.

Return Codes

ISQ
Value in first 4 bytes of QUALIFIER field is more than binary 4096.

T02
Line number specified in first 4 bytes of QUALIFIER field is out of text range.

T05
Text for anchor is SHARED text. For more information about copying text to anchor before attempting to update
text, see COPTEXT - Copy Text.

T06
Text for anchor is UNIVERSAL text. For information about copying text to anchor before attempting to update text,
see COPTEXT - Copy Text.

T10
Text classes in your request are not compatible for the command. For example, you cannot specify ALL for the
source or target class name.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND TXTINITI TXTINITI

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER

First 4 bytes Hex'0000' Hex'0000'

Second 4 bytes Hex'0004' Hex'0004'

RETURN-DATA Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 320 CHAR 4 lines of text
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TXTUPDAT - Update Text
In Datacom Datadictionary, use the TXTUPDAT command to update text retrieved by the TXTINITI command. Review
prerequisite command, COBOL CALL syntax, parameters, return codes, and an example.

Use the TXTUPDAT command to update text retrieved by the TXTINITI command. The anchored occurrence must own
the text that is updated. If the anchored occurrence does not own the text, copy the text to the anchor before issuing the
TXTINITI. For more information, see COPTEXT - Copy Text.

When text owned by the anchored occurrence is shared with other status/versions of the occurrence, changes to the
owned text are reflected in all other status/versions of occurrences using the shared text.

Text classes allow you to group your information and manipulate the text. If you do not specify a text class, or if text
classes are not defined, the Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system default text class name).

Prerequisite Commands

TXTINITI

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ tha ────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call that is made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields
in this 256-byte area contain information specified by or returned to the calling program, or are reserved. The following
fields are relevant for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

TXTUPDAT
QUALIFIER

In the second 4 bytes, specify the binary number of lines to update.

• If the number is less than the number of lines returned by the previous TXTINITI command, those lines above
the specified number are deleted.

• If binary zeros are specified, all the retrieved text is deleted.
• If the number of updated lines is greater than the number retrieved by the previous TXTINITI command, the

extra lines are inserted after the last line retrieved.
• If the first byte of the qualifier for TXTINIT contains high values, the number of lines that are specified in the

second 4 bytes for the TXTUPDAT command indicates the number of lines of text to append to the existing
text.
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Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area contains the text that is returned after issuing the prerequisite TXTINITI command.

If multiple lines of text are being processed, specify the length of the Standard Receiving Area with the following formula:

 (max * len) + 4 = length of Standard Receiving Area (bytes) 

max
Maximum number of lines of text to return

len
80

4
A constant

Text Header Area (tha)

The Text Header Area essentially takes the place of the Service List. Header, detail, entity-type, and trailer entries are not
required. Each Text Header Entry should contain the following values. A comma (,) separates the source and target class
names, which are not positional.

Position Length Format Meaning

0 9 CHAR $TXTCLASS

9 1 CHAR space

10 1-32 CHAR source-class-name

var 1 CHAR Comma (,)

var 1-32 CHAR target-class-name

$TXTCLASS
Indicates the start of the Text Header Area.

source-class-name
Indicates the origination text class. If no entry is specified, the Service Facility uses STANDARD (the system
default text class name) .
Valid Entries:

Existing text classification name
Default Value:

STANDARD
target-class-name

Indicates the destination text classification name. If no entry is specified, the Service Facility uses STANDARD
(the system default text class name) .
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

STANDARD

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

ISQ
Value in second 4 bytes of QUALIFIER field is more than binary zero.
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RNR
Renumber of text lines required before update could occur. Line numbers could be affected. Reissue TXTUPDAT
command.

T03
Line count in second 4 bytes of QUALIFIER field is missing.

T04
TXTINITI command for anchor not performed before TXTUPDAT.

T10
Text classes in your request are not compatible for the command. For example, you cannot specify ALL for the
source or target class name.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND TXTUPDAT TXTUPDAT

RETURN-CODE Spaces

QUALIFIER

Second 4 bytes Hex'0003' Hex'0003'

RETURN-DATA Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 240 CHAR 3 lines of text

UPDENTIT - Update Entity-Occurrence
Use the UPDENTIT command to update allowable attributes for the anchored occurrence. Use a GEU type retrieval
command to anchor the occurrence before performing updates.

If you are updating an occurrence which is lock protected, you must have specified the system override in the
OVERRIDE-CODE field of the User Request Area when retrieving the occurrence. You must also be authorized to
perform updates.

Many attributes are not updateable with a Service List, such as entity-type or the entity name. Many attributes are also not
updateable by any product except for a Broadcom product such as Datacom Datadictionary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ─ svl ────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

UPDENTIT
OVERRIDE-CODE

Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.
USER-PASSWORD

Enter the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Service List (svl)

The Service List describes to Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility which attributes of the occurrence you are retrieving
or updating. The Service List consists of the required Header Entry, one or more optional Entity-Type Entries with Detail
Entries, one or more optional Detail Entries without Entity-Type Entries, and the required Trailer Entry. Specify the
attributes you are updating.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

For standard retrieval or update, the length of the Standard Receiving Area must be at least as long as the total lengths
specified in the Service List, or, if the Service List is made up of multiple entity-types, the total lengths of the longest entry
in the Service List. Specify the updated values for the attributes.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

Code
Explanation

CON
The TABLE, KEY, or FIELD occurrence has a referential integrity constraint, a foreign constraint, or a column
constraint. You cannot modify, delete, add to, or copy to a table with these constraints.

ISN
The name specified in the SQLNAME attribute-value does not conform to SQL standards.

ISQ
The data in the QUALIFIER field of the User Request Area is invalid.
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ENQ
Occurrence updated by another user since you retrieved it. Retrieve the occurrence again and try to update.

NRU
Occurrence not retrieved for update (GET used instead of GEU).

SAE
The name specified in the SQLNAME attribute-value exists.

SB3
The DATACOM-ID attribute-value for a DATABASE occurrence cannot be zero.

SB4
If the AUTHID attribute-value is defined, the SQLNAME attribute-value must also be defined.

SB4
If the SQLNAME attribute-value is defined, the AUTHID attribute-value must also be defined.

SB9
The AUTHID and SQLNAME attribute-values cannot be updated for occurrences in PROD status.

UNA
User not authorized.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND UPDENTIT UPDENTIT

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Service List The specified position is the position in each entry in the Service List, not the position within the
Service List itself.

Position Length Format Data

0 32 CHAR $ATRLIST

32 2 BINARY Hex'0005'

34 20 CHAR FILLER (spaces)

0 32 CHAR MANUFACTURER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0001

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR SERIAL-NUMBER

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C
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34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'000B'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 32 CHAR TYPE

32 1 CHAR S

33 1 CHAR C

34 2 BINARY Hex'000A'

36 2 BINARY Hex'0015'

38 1 CHAR  

39 15 CHAR  

0 8 CHAR $ENDLIST

8 46 CHAR  

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 10 CHAR IBM

11 10 CHAR 0014576332

21 10 CHAR 3278 MOD-4

UPDLOCK - Update Lock
Use the UPDLOCK command to update the lock level of the anchored occurrence. Use a GEU type retrieval command
to anchor the occurrence before performing updates. If the occurrence is lock protected, retrieve the occurrence with the
system override in the OVERRIDE-CODE field of the User Request Area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.
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REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

UPDLOCK
OVERRIDE-CODE

Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.
USER-PASSWORD

Enter the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing. Specify the new lock code in
the first 4 bytes of this area.

Valid Entries Description

LOC0 No lock

LOC1 Cannot update without system override

LOC2 Cannot retrieve without system override

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

ILC
Invalid lock code.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND UPDLOCK UPDLOCK

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 4 CHAR LOC2
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UPDPASSW - Update Password
Use the UPDPASSW command to update the password for the anchored occurrence. Use a GEU type retrieval command
to anchor the occurrence before you can perform updates. If the occurrence is lock protected, you must have retrieved it
with the system override in the OVERRIDE-CODE of the User Request Area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

UPDPASSW
OVERRIDE-CODE

Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.
USER-PASSWORD

Enter the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing. Specify the new password in
the first 4 bytes of this area.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

IPW
Password not valid alphanumeric.
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Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND UPDPASSW UPDPASSW

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 4 CHAR TRMI

UPDRELAT - Update Relationship
The UPDRELAT command allows the calling program to update the intersection data of an anchored relationship
occurrence. The calling program cannot issue the UPDRELAT command for $INTERNAL relationships.

You establish the anchor by first retrieving for update (using any GEU command) one of the related occurrences. After the
anchor is established, use the UPDRELAT command to specify the other occurrence in the relationship and to provide the
intersection data.

If the occurrences are lock protected, retrieve them with the system override in the OVERRIDE-CODE of the User
Request Area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ─ sra ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
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Valid Entries:
4

Default Value:
(No default)

USER-COMMAND
UPDRELAT

RELATION-TYPE
If both occurrences are the same entity-type, specify if the occurrence in the User Request Area is the subject (S)
or object (O) of the relationship you are updating.
Valid Entries:

S or O
QUALIFIER

Specify the name of the relationship between the anchored occurrence and the occurrence in the User Request
Area.

ENTITY-TYPE
Enter the entity-type of the occurrence specified in the User Request Area.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Specify the name of the occurrence to which the anchor is related.

RECORD-NAME
If the entity-type in the User Request Area is FIELD, ELEMENT, or KEY, specify the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence name.

STATUS/VERSION
Enter the status/version of the occurrence specified in the User Request Area.

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock protected.

USER-PASSWORD
Enter the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Standard Receiving Area (sra)

The Standard Receiving Area passes attribute information to and from the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The
length of this area depends on the command, the Service List and the use of list processing.

The Service Facility moves the first 72 bytes of data in this area to the intersection data of the relationship.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

IRD
Invalid relationship direction.

ISQ
Relationship name missing.

NTF
Occurrence specified in User Request Area not found.
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Return Codes

Code Explanation

R02 RELATION-TYPE needed.

R03 Anchor and entity-type specified in User Request Area do not
match the relationship definition specified in QUALIFIED field.

R10 Required Standard Receiving Area missing.

R11 Relationship definition specified in QUALIFIER field does not exist.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND UPDRELAT UPDRELAT

RETURN-CODE   

RELATIONSHIP-TYPE S S

QUALIFIER BACKUP-TERM-SEQ BACKUP-TERM-SEQ

ENTITY-TYPE TERMINAL TERMINAL

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-
NAME

OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-2 OPERATIONS-TERMINAL-2

STATUS/VERSION 1 1

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

Standard Receiving Area

Position Length Format Data

1 72 CHAR BACK UP MASTER
TERMINAL

UPDSTATU - Update Status
Use the UPDSTATU to update the status of the anchored occurrence. The anchored occurrence cannot be an occurrence
of the entity-types in the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structures. Use a GEU type retrieval command to anchor
the occurrence you are updating.

If the occurrence is lock protected, retrieve it with the system override in the OVERRIDE-CODE field in the User Service
Request Area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

ADDENTIT, GEUALIAS, GEUDESCR, GEUENTIT, GEUMORE, GEUNEXT, GEUPARNT, GEUPATH, GEURELAT
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COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-ID
Same as anchor (established by prerequisite command).

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

UPDSTATU
STATUS/VERSION

Enter the new status for the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

PROD
TEST
HIST
QUAL

OVERRIDE-CODE
Enter the system override code if the occurrence is lock-protected.

USER-PASSWORD
Enter the correct password if the occurrence is password-protected.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

ISC
An invalid status change is requested.

IVS
The entry in the STATUS/VERSION field of the User Request Area is invalid.

QAE
A version of the occurrence exists in QUALified production status.

UNA
User not authorized.
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Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

REQUEST-ID 1 1

USER-COMMAND UPDSTATU UPDSTATU

RETURN-CODE  Spaces

STATUS/VERSION PROD PROD

RETURN-DATA  Spaces

USRINITI - User Initialization
The USRINITI command identifies the calling user to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. Review the prerequisite
command, COBOL CALL syntax, parameters, returned data, and return codes.

Prerequisite Command

SYSINITI

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call that is made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields
in this 256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling
program, or are reserved. The following fields are relevant for this command.

EQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility
Valid Entry:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

USRINITI
DATABASE-ID

Specify the database ID for the desired Datacom Datadictionary. If database minimum and maximum values have
been defined to the System Resource Table (SRT), this database ID must be in that range.
Valid Entries:

00001 -- 05000
Default Value:

Database ID in System Resource Table (SRT)
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QUALIFIER
Enter the user password if one has been assigned.

ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME
Enter the user name in this field. The name must be the same as a PROD status PERSON occurrence. If you
leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility assumes that there is no authorization.

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

User Request Area (ura)

RETURN-DATA
The Service Facility returns Datacom Datadictionary version information in the first 4 bytes of this field. The
following table describes other information that is returned.
1 -- 4

Datacom Datadictionary Version
5 -- 6

Blank
7 -- 9

Datacom/DB Version
10

M=Multi-User, S=Single User
11

Blank
12 -- 15

Virtual Processing Environment release
16

Y=SQL is available
17 -- 19

Active Datacom Datadictionary DATACOM-ID
20 -- 22

Active Datacom Datadictionary DDD-BASE-ID
23 -- 30

Local NODE occurrence name
31 -- 38

Remote NODE occurrence name
39 -- 46

Remote MUF name
47 -- 54

Remote Run ID
55 -- 80

Reserved for internal use
For more information about local and remote nodes, see the Datacom STAR documentation.
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Return Codes

Code Explanation

BSY Indicates that System Resource Table is tied up by another user.
Try again.

DNA Database specified in User Request Area not available.

DOF Datacom/DB open failure.

IUA The PASS-WORD specified in the User Request Area is not valid
for the user.

IUN The specified user has not been assigned a valid profile in
Datacom Datadictionary security.

RDC A usriniTI command has already been issued for this user.

SNA System not active. Usually, the SYSINITI command was not
issued before this call, or a SYSTERMI was issued before this
call.

UUN Missing user name or user name not in Datacom Datadictionary.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

USER-COMMAND USRINITI USRINITI

DATABASE-ID 002 002

RETURN-CODE Spaces

RETURN-DATA Current release of Datacom/DB,
Datacom Datadictionary, or IPC

USRTERMI - User Termination
The USRTERMI command terminates the calling user from Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility and releases all
resources allocated to the calling user. If multiple USRINITI commands are issued for the same user, one USRTERMI
releases any resources acquired by the user. For more information, see the RDC return code in the Datacom
Datadictionary message documentation.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Prerequisite Commands

USRINITI

COBOL CALL Syntax

CALL Command

 ►►─ CALL ─ 'DDCALL' ─ USING ─ ura ────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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Parameters

User Request Area (ura)

The User Request Area is the first parameter of any call made to DDCALL. Depending on the command, the fields in this
256-byte area contain information specified by the calling program, contain information returned to the calling program, or
are reserved. The following are the relevant fields for this command.

REQUEST-LEVEL
Describes the User Request Area to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. The value must be 4.
Valid Entries:

4
Default Value:

(No default)
USER-COMMAND

USRTERMI

Data Returned by the Datacom Datadictionary

Return Codes

ANC
Calling program has outstanding adds that have not been completed.

Example
User Request Area

Parameters Before After

USER-COMMAND USRTERMI USRTERMI

Using the Interactive Service Facility
You can use the Interactive Service Facility Mode of Datacom Datadictionary online to test Service Facility call sequences
to assure the required data is obtainable before you write the complete program. This facility provides panels for entering
and displaying User Request Area fields, the Service List, and the Standard Receiving Area and Extended Receiving Area
in hexadecimal format.

Using the Interactive Service Facility is similar to issuing Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility requests through a
user program. Use the panels for the call structures just as you use the call structures when issuing a request from
your program to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. You can use any Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility
commands with the Interactive Service Facility, with the exception of GETSVL and GETSVU.

NOTE
Unlike a user program, you do not need to issue SYSINITI and USRINITI and USRTERMI and SYSTERMI
commands to the Interactive Service Facility, however, you must be authorized to use the Interactive Service
Facility. See your site Security Administrator to verify if you have been authorized to use the Interactive Service
Facility.

You use PF keys to display the desired panel when entering the data or to view retrieved data. After you enter your
request area in fields on the appropriate panels, such as the User Request Area and Service List panels, you issue a
call to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility by typing APPLY in the command region and pressing the Enter key
or simply pressing PF9. The Service Facility returns the data to the fields on the appropriate panels, such as the User
Request Area and Standard Receiving Area panels.
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When you are testing call sequences, you can use any Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility commands or series of
commands to simulate your proposed program. Rules for requests to the Interactive Service Facility are the same as
those for the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility, including establishing an anchor, retrieving for read-only or update,
and so on.

For step-by-step examples on accessing and using the Interactive Service Facility, see Interactive Service Facility
Examples.

You can use the following Datacom Datadictionary commands in the Interactive Service Facility Mode:

APPLY
COMMAND
END
HELP

MARGIN
OFF
PROFILE
SCROLL

SET
SRB
SRF
STATUS

PF and PA Keys in ISF Mode

The PF and PA keys are assigned the following functions in the ISF Mode. Keys not mentioned are invalid in this mode.
The abbreviated command for HELP appears in parentheses.

Key Equivalent Command Action
PF1 HELP (HEL) Displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END Terminates processing, releases

all occurrences and returns to the
DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel.

PF3 ERA Displays the Extended Receiving Area
and allows data to be entered in character
format.

PF4 URA Displays the User Request Area.
PF5 SVL Displays the Service List.
PF6 SRA Displays the Standard Receiving Area

and allows data to be entered in character
format.

PF7 SRB Scrolls backward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line
panel.

PF8 SRF Scrolls forward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 CALL DSF Makes the call to Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility (DSF).

PF10 SRA Displays the Standard Receiving Area and
allows data to be entered in hex format.

PF11 ERA Displays the Extended Receiving Area and
allows data to be entered in hex format.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
PA2 Displays the PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Same as PF2.
ENTER Redisplays the screen without any action.

PF keys which can be used to display other panels while in the Interactive Service Facility mode are listed at the bottom of
each panel.
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Interactive Service Facility Panels
The Interactive Service Facility provides separate panels for each call structure. The following sections show the panel for
each call structure and describe the fields on the panel.

User Request Area Panel

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel when you select the ISF Mode from the
DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel. From the User Request Area panel, you can select other call structure panels by
pressing the appropriate PF keys. You can return to the User Request Area panel by pressing PF4. To display the HELP
panel for the User Request Area panel, press PF1.

Command Area

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

              Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields in the Command Area are as follows:

Request ID
Enter an alphanumeric character (1 -- 9) to tie multiple calls to the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.
Multiple occurrences can be handled simultaneously by varying the request ID.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 9
Default Value:

(No default)
Substring ID

This is an information only field. It displays the number of levels from the original anchor due to GETRELAT or
GETPATH processing.
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Command
Enter the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility command.
Valid Entries:

A valid command name
Default Value:

(No default)
Database ID

This field displays the five-digit database ID (00001 -- 05000) of Datacom Datadictionary.

Selection Area
  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

              Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields in the Selection Area are as follows:

Entity Type
Identify the entity-type. Abbreviations are not accepted in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
ALL - all entity-types (if valid for command)

Default Value:
ALL

Name
Specify the occurrence name on which some action is taken. If you are using this function for retrieval, you can
limit the selection to one occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
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If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns all occurrences that
meet the other criteria you enter on the panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Vrsn/Stat
Specify the version number or status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
T001 -- T999
H000 -- H997
ALL
ASOF
HIST
INCO
PROD
QUAL
TEST

Default Value:
ALL

Name-Type
Specify the occurrence name-type. Indicate Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name (D), Assembler name (A),
or Compiler name (C) for the occurrence. Use this field for FIELD, ELEMENT, and KEY entity-types only.
Valid Entries:

A, C, or D
Default Value:

D
Record-Name

Specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name if the entity-type is KEY, FIELD, or ELEMENT. If you are using
this function for retrieval, you can limit the selection to one RECORD or TABLE occurrence by entering the name
of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL for all occurrences or a generic selection using 1 to 31 characters of an occurrence name
and an asterisk (*). For example, ACC* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with ACC as the first three
characters in the name.
If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns all occurrences,
depending on the other criteria you enter on the panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Qualifier
The contents of this field varies depending on which command is used. If you enter ASOF for status, specify the
date/time alias to retrieve the PROD status version of the structure as it appeared on the given day and time.
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Enter 12 digits according to the following: YYYY is the year, MM is the month, DD is the day, hh is the hour, mm is
the minute.

Override
If retrieving an existing occurrence, specify the system override code if access to this occurrence is restricted. If
adding an occurrence, specify LOC0, LOC1, or LOC2 to set the lock level for the new occurrence.
If retrieving an existing occurrence:
Valid Entries:

1- to 4 character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
If adding an occurrence:
LOC0

No restrictions
LOC1

Restricts update or delete unless the override code is specified
LOC2

Restricts access of any kind unless the override code is specified
Default Value:

LOC0
Password

If the existing occurrence is password-protected, supply the password. If adding an occurrence, you can assign a
password here.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character user-assigned password
Blank - no password required

Default Value:
(No default)

Text Lines
Use these fields when updating text with the TXTINITI and TXTUPDAT commands, or when retrieving text with
the OUTTEXT command.
Start

Enter the line number of the first text line to retrieve or updated.
Valid Entries: 1 -- 9999
Default Value: (No default)

Number
Enter the number of lines to retrieve.
Valid Entries: 1 -- 9999
Default Value: (No default)

Format Area

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000
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              Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields in the Format Area are as follows:

Language
Indicate the source of language used. Use this field only with the OUTBOOK command. You can specify
Assembler (A), COBOL (C), COBOL2 (2), COBOL85 (8), PL/I (P), or Datacom/DB Reporting Facility (D).
Valid Entries:

A, C, 2, 8, P, or D
Default Value:

C
Comment

Indicate the source of the language comment. You can specify language comment (C), the Datacom
Datadictionary description (D), or no comment (N). Use this field only with the OUTBOOK command.
Valid Entries:

C, D, or N
Default Value:

N
Label

Identify the source of the label for Datacom/DB Reporting Facility copybooks. Use this field only with the
OUTBOOK command.
A

Assembler name
C

Compiler name
O

Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name
A

If language is Assembler
C

If language is PL/I or COBOL
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O
If language is Datacom/DB Reporting Facility

Reltnship Type
Specify the type of relationship. If you leave this field blank, no direction is specified. Use this field only with the
GETRELAT, ADDRELAT, DELRELAT, or OUTRELAT commands.
B

Backward (object to subject)
F

Forward (subject to object)
S

Subject
O

Object
Blank

No direction specified
Default Value:

Blank
Start Level

Specify the copybook start level. Use this field only with the OUTBOOK command.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 9
Default Value:

The value established in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table (SRT)
Increment

Specify the copybook increment. Use this field only with the OUTBOOK command.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 9
Default Value:

The value established in the Datacom Datadictionary System Resource Table (SRT)
Data-Area Type

Specify the type of retrieval requested. Use this field to retrieve a single occurrence (S) or multiple occurrences (L
for list retrieval).
Valid Entries:

S or L
Default Value:

S
SRA

For the Standard Receiving Area, if Data-Area Type is L, specify the number of entries in the list and their entry
length.
Valid Entries:

4 digits in each field
Default Value:

0
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ERA
For the Extended Receiving Area, if Data-Area Type is L, specify the number of entries in the list and their entry
length.
Valid Entries:

4 digits in each field
Default Value:

0

Return Area

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

              Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The data you receive in the Return Area is as follows:

Ret Code
The Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility return code (three characters) and Datacom/DB return code (six
characters) are displayed in this field.

Outbook Lines
This is the number of lines returned to the Standard Receiving Area when displaying a copybook.

Ret Path Level
If you are retrieving an occurrence by a path, this is the level of the occurrence in the defined path. For example,
an AREA occurrence is at Level 2 within the path for a DATABASE structure.

Return Data
Additional information is displayed if there is further clarification of a return code.
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Service List Panel

To display the Service List panel, press PF5. The Service List panel allows up to a maximum of 200 entries. To display
more lines of the Service List panel, you can scroll forward by pressing PF8. To display the HELP panel for the Service
List panel, press PF1.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 ===  D. S. F.  Service List Screen  ===       Page  1      X02D

 

     List type= $ATRLIST                              Maximum Entries= 200

 

                          Detail/Entity Entries

 

  D/E   Attr/Ent Name                     Loc  Len/Num  Position  Fmt  RetCd

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

   _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields on this panel are as follows:

List type=
Already filled in with $ATRLIST for the Header Entry.

Maximum Entries=
Specify the maximum number of Entity-Type or Detail Entries in the Service List. The default maximum, which is
200, is displayed.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 200
Default Value:

200
D/E

Specify if the entry is a Detail Entry (D) or an Entity-Type Entry (E). If you are retrieving more than one entity-type,
as in the case of GETRELAT or GETPATH commands, you can specify E to designate an Entity-Type Entry for
each entity-type you want to retrieve. Detail Entries following an Entity-Type Entry are for that specific entity-type.
If you are retrieving a single entity-type, only Detail Entries are necessary.
Valid Entries:

D or E
Default Value:

D
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Attr/Ent Name
If you specified D in the D/E field, enter the attributes which you want to retrieve for the specified entity-type. If
you specified E for an Entity-Type Entry, enter the name of a valid entity-type. If you have completed all Detail and
Entity-Type Entries, enter $ENDLIST to indicate the end of Service List entries.
Valid Entries:

Any valid entity-type
1- to 32-character attribute name
$ENDLIST

Default Value:
(No default)

Loc
Specify the Standard Receiving Area (S) or Extended Receiving Area (E) to which the requested attribute or entity
is to return. You can leave this field blank if the entry is an E type and the Service Facility is not to process the
entry.
Valid Entries:

E, S, or Blank
Default Value:

Blank
Len/Num

Specify the length of the attribute for a Detail Entry (D). If you do not know the length of the attribute, you can skip
this field and let the Service Facility return the length.
For an Entity-Type Entry (E), specify the exact number of Detail Entries which follows the E entry.

NOTE
This is the length of the display, not the length for field definition.

Position
Specify the position relative to 1 in the Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving Area. If you enter 0, the
Service Facility computes displacement relative to previous entry in the Service List, if any.
Valid Entries:

0 -- 256
Default Value:

0
Fmt

Specify the format expected in the Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving Area.
C

Character (alphanumeric) - you can use this designation with any attribute where the value is character or
numeric fields.

N
Numeric - use this designation only for numeric fields.

P
Packed decimal - use this designation only for numeric fields.

B
Binary - use this designation only for numeric fields.

H
Hexadecimal display - 2 characters per byte represented, length must be multiple of 2.

Default Value:
(No default)
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RetCd
The Interactive Service Facility uses the field to display an error code indicating errors in converting or editing
data.
0

No errors.
1

Data from Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility has been truncated because receiving field is too
short.

2
Data in Standard Receiving Area is too long to fit in occurrence.

3
Invalid attribute name. Check field report for entity-type for correct attribute name. Attribute must be
simple field.

4
Invalid format code in entry.

5
Attribute is too long if using GET.
Length is too long if updating.

6
Attempting to move non-numeric data to numeric type field.

7
Not a simple field.

8
Data not hexadecimal for type defined as hexadecimal.

9
Hexadecimal format, length not even.

B
Data does not verify against qualifiers for attribute.

E
Entry error. Attempting to update with length and location zero(s).

I
Internal error.

N
The attribute is restricted and no update was performed. This causes immediate termination of Service
List processing.

P
The occurrence is updateable in production.

R
Attribute restricted and cannot be retrieved.

U
Attribute does not pass calling program edits.

-
Character numeric data is negative.
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Standard Receiving Area Panels

The Standard Receiving Area has two panels, one for character format input and one for hexadecimal format input. You
can use whichever of these panels is appropriate for your purposes.

The following Standard Receiving Area panel is for character input. You display this panel by pressing PF6. To display the
HELP panel for the Standard Receiving Area panel, press PF1.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F. STANDARD RECEIVING AREA                PAGE  1    X03D

 

 CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 01 ____________________   0000

 21 ____________________   0014

 41 ____________________   0028

 61 ____________________   003C

 01 ____________________   0050

 21 ____________________   0064

 41 ____________________   0078

 61 ____________________   008C

 01 ____________________   00A0

 21 ____________________   00B4

 41 ____________________   00C8

 61 ____________________   00DC

 01 ____________________   00F0

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields on this panel are as follows:

CC
Card column relative to 1. The first four lines represent one 80-byte transaction line.

data line
Enter data here in character format.

DISP
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to 0. If you scroll away from the panel, then return to it, the panel displays
the hexadecimal displacement of the character data you entered.

HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION
This area remains blank after you enter data on data lines. If you scroll away from the panel, then return to it, the
panel displays the hexadecimal representation of the character data you entered.

The following Standard Receiving Area panel is for hexadecimal input. You can display this panel by pressing PF10.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

        D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA - HEX INPUT MODE       PAGE  1    X05D
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 CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 01 ____________________   0000

 21 ____________________   0014

 41 ____________________   0028

 61 ____________________   003C

 01 ____________________   0050

 21 ____________________   0064

 41 ____________________   0078

 61 ____________________   008C

 01 ____________________   00A0

 21 ____________________   00B4

 41 ____________________   00C8

 61 ____________________   00DC

 01 ____________________   00F0

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields on this panel are as follows:

CC
Card column relative to 1. The first four lines represent one 80-byte transaction line.

data line
These lines remain blank after you enter data in the hexadecimal representation area on the panel. If you scroll
away from the panel, then return to it, the panel displays the character data for the hexadecimal representation
you entered.

DISP
Indicates the displacement in hexadecimal relative to 0.

HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION
Specify the data in hexadecimal format.

Extended Receiving Area Panels

The Extended Receiving Area has two panels, one for character format input and one for hexadecimal format input. You
can use whichever of these panels is appropriate for your purposes.

The following Extended Receiving Area panel is for character input. You display this panel by pressing PF3. To display the
HELP panel for the Extended Receiving Area panel, press PF1.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F. EXTENDED RECEIVING AREA                PAGE  1    X04D

 

 CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 01 ____________________   0000

 21 ____________________   0014

 41 ____________________   0028

 61 ____________________   003C
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 01 ____________________   0050

 21 ____________________   0064

 41 ____________________   0078

 61 ____________________   008C

 01 ____________________   00A0

 21 ____________________   00B4

 41 ____________________   00C8

 61 ____________________   00DC

 01 ____________________   00F0

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

 

The fields on this panel are as follows:

CC
Card column relative to 1. The first four lines represent one 80-byte transaction line.

data line
Enter data here in character format.

DISP
Displacement in hexadecimal relative to 0. If you scroll away from the panel, then return to it, the panel displays
the hexadecimal displacement of the character data you entered.

HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION
This area remains blank after you enter data on data lines. If you scroll away from the panel, then return to it, the
panel displays the hexadecimal representation of the character data you entered.

The following Extended Receiving Area panel is for hexadecimal input. You can display this panel by pressing PF11.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

       D. S. F.  EXTENDED RECEIVING AREA - HEX INPUT MODE       PAGE  1     X06D

 

 CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 01 ____________________   0000

 21 ____________________   0014

 41 ____________________   0028

 61 ____________________   003C

 01 ____________________   0050

 21 ____________________   0064

 41 ____________________   0078

 61 ____________________   008C

 01 ____________________   00A0

 21 ____________________   00B4

 41 ____________________   00C8

 61 ____________________   00DC

 01 ____________________   00F0

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX
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The fields on this panel are as follows:

CC
Card column relative to 1. The first four lines represent one 80-byte transaction line.

data line
These lines remain blank after you enter data in the hexadecimal representation area on the panel. If you scroll
away from the panel, then return to it, the panel displays the character data for the hexadecimal representation
you entered.

DISP
Indicates the displacement in hexadecimal relative to 0.

HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION
Specify the data in hexadecimal format.

Interactive Service Facility Examples
Detailed steps for using the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive Service Facility (ISF) to retrieve an occurrence using the
GETENTIT command, and define a path using the DEFPATH command.

The following step-by-step examples show how to access and use the Interactive Service Facility.

Retrieve an Occurrence

This example shows how to retrieve an occurrence using the GETENTIT command.

Step 1

Sign on to Datacom Datadictionary online.

Step 2

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Mode Select panel. Select Option 6 and press Enter, or type SET MODE ISF in the
command region and press Enter.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

DATADICTIONARY Mode Select                                                 P00M

 

 

Enter desired option number ===>6_    (There are 08 options on the menu)

 

  

1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  

2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  

3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display
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4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance

  

5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     FILE Structure Maintenance

  

6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility

  

7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility

  

8. OFF       (OFF)              End session

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                      D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

 

             Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  

Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  

Record-Name ________________________________

  

Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  

(Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX
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Step 4

Fill in the appropriate fields on the User Request Area panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  getentit      Database ID  00002

Selection Area:         Entity Type  database________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  order-entry__________________      Vrsn/Stat  prod   Name-Type  _

  

  Record-Name ________________________________

  

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Request ID
Specify an ID for your request by filling in a number from 1 to 9. In this example, the request ID is 1.

Command
Specify the command for your request. In this example, the command is GETENTIT.

Entity Type
Specify an entity-type if you want to retrieve an occurrence of a specific type. In this example, DATABASE is the
entity-type.

Name
Specify the 1- to 32-character name of an occurrence In this example, ORDER-ENTRY is the name of the
DATABASE occurrence.
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Vrsn/Stat
Specify the version number or status of the occurrence that you are retrieving. In this example, the status is
PROD.

Other fields on this panel can be used to further qualify your request, depending on the occurrence you are retrieving.
If the occurrence is protected by a lock level or a password, fill in the override code, the correct password, or both as
necessary.

Step 5

Press PF5 to display the Service List panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 ===  D. S. F.  Service List Screen  ===       Page  1      X02D

 

     List Type= $ATRLIST                              Maximum Entries= 200

 

                          Detail/Entity Entries

 

  

D/E   Attr/Ent Name                     Loc  Len/Num  Position  Fmt  RetCd

  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

  

 _    ________________________________   _    0000      0000     _

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 6

Fill in the appropriate fields on the Service List panel.

 =>
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=>

 

=>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  ===  D. S. F.  Service List Screen  ===       Page  1     X02D

 

     List Type= $ATRLIST                              Maximum Entries= 200

 

                           Detail/Entity Entries

 

  

D/E   Attr/Ent Name                     Loc  Len/Num  Position  Fmt  RetCd

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

   

e    database________________________   s     2        0000     _

   

d    entity-name_____________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

d    status__________________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

d    $endlist________________________   _     0000     0000     _

   

_    ________________________________   _     0000     0000     _

   

_    ________________________________   _     0000     0000     _

   

_    ________________________________   _     0000     0000     _

   

_    ________________________________   _     0000     0000     _

   

_    ________________________________   _     0000     0000     _

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

D/E
Specify whether the entry is a Detail type (D) or an entity-type (E) entry. In the following example, E is filled in
when an entity-type is specified, while D is filled in when an attribute for that entity-type is requested.

Attr/Ent Name
Fill in the entity-type for an E entry or the attribute name for a D entry. In the following example, DATABASE is the
E entry, while D entries (attributes) are ENTITY-NAME and STATUS.
To indicate the end of the Service List, enter $ENDLIST in this field.

Loc
Specify the area to which the requested attribute or entity is to be returned. In the example, S is specified to return
the information to the Standard Receiving Area.
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Len/Num
For an E entry, specify the exact number of D entries that follow. In this example, the number of D entries is 2. For
D entries, you can specify the length of the attribute, or you can leave the zeros in this field and let the Service
Facility return the length for each attribute. In this example, zeros are left in this field for each D entry.

NOTE
Len/Num is the length of the display, not the length for FIELD occurrence definition.

Position
Specify the position relative to 1 in the Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving Area. In this example,
zeros are left in this field so the Service Facility computes the displacement.

Fmt
Specify the expected format in the Standard Receiving Area or the Extended Receiving Area. In this example,
C (character) is specified, since this designation can be used with any attribute where the value is character or
numeric.

Step 7

Press PF9 to call Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Step 8

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel after the call to the Service Facility.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  GETENTIT     Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD    Name-Type _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Leve

l

    Return Data  _____________________________________________________________

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX
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If the call is successful, the Ret Code field is blank.

If the Service Facility detects any errors for entries on the Service List panel, the error code is displayed in the Ret Code
field. Press PF5 to display the Service List panel, correct the error(s) and reissue the call to the Service Facility.

Step 9

Press PF6 to display the Standard Receiving Area panel (shown previously), which contains the information you
requested on the Service List panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 ORDER-ENTRY            0000   D6D9C4C5 D960C5D5 E3D9E840 40404040 40404040

 

21             P          0014   40404040 40404040 40404040 D7404040 40404040

 

41                        0028   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61                        003C   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

01                        0050   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

21                        0064   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

41                        0078   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61                        008C   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

01                        00A0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

21                        00B4   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

41                        00C8   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61                        00DC   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

01                        00F0   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX
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In this example, the ENTITY-NAME is ORDER-ENTRY, while the STATUS is P (PROD). The Standard Receiving Area
panel displays both character and hexadecimal representation of the returned data.

Define a Path

When you define a path using the Interactive Service Facility, you must start each transaction at an 80-byte increment
(data lines on the Standard Receiving Area panel starting with 01). If your site uses entity-type names and relationship
names that are the maximum 32 characters, you can exceed the 80-byte limit in defining your transaction. In this case,
you can use the continuation character to indicate that the transaction is longer than 80 bytes.

The continuation character is a hyphen, which must be the first character on the line indicated by 01 on the left of the line
on screen. The hyphen must be followed by a single space. Immediately after the single space, start the continued portion
of your transaction. The first character in the continued part of your transaction cannot be punctuation, such as a period or
comma.

The following example shows how to define a path using the DEFPATH command.

Step 1

Sign on to Datacom Datadictionary online.

Step 2

Datacom Datadictionary displays the Mode Select panel. Select Option 6 and press Enter, or type SET MODE ISF in the
command region and press Enter.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

DATADICTIONARY Mode Select                                                 P00M

 

 

Enter desired option number ===>6_    (There are 08 options on the menu)

 

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance

  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     FILE Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. OFF       (OFF)              End session

Step 3

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel.

 =>
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=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

              Command  ________      Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  

 Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  

 Record-Name ________________________________

  

 Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  

 (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 4

Fill in the appropriate fields on the User Request Area panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  defpath       Database ID  00002
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Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____ 

  Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      

PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Request ID
Assign a request ID by filling in this field with a number from 1 to 9. In this example, 1 is the assigned request ID.

Command
Specify the command for your request. In this example, DEFPATH is the command.

Step 5

Press PF6 to display the Standard Receiving Area panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 ____________________   0000

 

21 ____________________   0014

 

41 ____________________   0028

 

61 ____________________   003C
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01 ____________________   0050

 

21 ____________________   0064

 

41 ____________________   0078

 

61 ____________________   008C

 

01 ____________________   00A0

 

21 ____________________   00B4

 

41 ____________________   00C8

 

61 ____________________   00DC

 

01 ____________________   00F0

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 6

Fill in the Standard Receiving Area panel with the path definition transactions. Each statement must start at 80-byte
increments (lines numbered 01). If you are entering a longer path definition, press PF8 to scroll forward to display more
lines.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 -def path,path1_____   0000

 

21 ____________________   0014

 

41 ____________________   0028

 

61 ____________________   003C

 

01 -def trace,database.   0050

 

21 area,$internal______   0064
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41 ____________________   0078

 

61 ____________________   008C

 

01 -def trace,area.tabl   00A0

 

21 e,$internal_________   00B4

 

41 ____________________   00C8

 

61 ____________________   00DC

 

01 -end________________   00F0

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 7

Press PF9 to call the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility to process the path definition.

Step 8

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel after the call to the Service Facility. The Ret Code field is
blank if the call is successful.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  DEFPATH       Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )
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 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 9

Fill in the appropriate fields on the User Request Area panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

                Command getentit      Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  database________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  order-entry__________________      Vrsn/Stat  prod   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data  _____________________________________________________________

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Request ID
Do not change the request ID. Your new request must be in the same context as your DEFPATH request, so leave
1 as the request ID.

Command
Specify the command that uses the path definition. In this example, the command is GETENTIT.

Entity Type
Specify an entity-type which is included in the path definition. In this example, DATABASE is the entity-type.
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Name
Specify the 1- to 32-character name of an occurrence. In this example, ORDER-ENTRY is the name of the
DATABASE occurrence.

Vrsn/Stat
Specify the version number or status of the occurrence that you are retrieving. In this example, the status is
PROD.

Other fields on this panel can be used to further qualify your request, depending on the occurrence you are retrieving. If
the occurrence is protected by a lock or a password, fill in the override code, the correct password, or both as necessary.

Step 10

Press PF5 to display the Service List panel. Fill in the appropriate fields on this panel.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                  ===  D. S. F.  Service List Screen  ===       Page  1     X02D

 

      List Type= $ATRLIST                              Maximum Entries= 200

 

                           Detail/Entity Entries

 

   

D/E   Attr/Ent Name                     Loc  Len/Num  Position  Fmt  RetCd

   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 e    database________________________   s     2        0000     _

   

 d    entity-name_____________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 d    status__________________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 e    area____________________________   s     2        0000     _

   

 d    entity-name_____________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 d    status__________________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 e    table___________________________   s     2        0000     _

  

 d    entity-name_____________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 d    status__________________________   s     0000     0000     c

   

 d    $endlist________________________   _     0000     0000     _

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA
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PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

D/E
Specify if the entry is a Detail type (D) or an entity-type (E) entry. In the following example, E is filled in when an
entity-type is specified, while D is filled in when an attribute for that entity-type is requested.

Attr/Ent Name
Fill in the entity-type for an E entry or the attribute name for a D entry. In the following example, the E entries are
DATABASE, AREA, and TABLE, while the D entries (attributes) are ENTITY-NAME and STATUS under each E
entry. To indicate the end of the Service List, enter $ENDLIST in this field.

Loc
Specify the area to which the requested attribute or entity is to be returned. In the example, S is specified to return
the information to the Standard Receiving Area.

Len/Num
For an E entry, specify the exact number of D entries which follow. In this example, each E entry is followed by
two D entries. For D entries, you can specify the length of the attribute, or you can leave the zeros in this field and
let the Service Facility return the length for each attribute. In this example, zeros are left in this field for each D
entry.

NOTE
Len/Num is the length of the display, not the length for FIELD occurrence definition.

Position
Specify the position relative to 1 in the Standard Receiving Area or Extended Receiving Area. In this example,
zeros are left in this field so the Service Facility computes the displacement.

Fmt
Specify the expected format in the Standard Receiving Area or the Extended Receiving Area. In this example,
C (character) is specified, since this designation can be used with any attribute where the value is character or
numeric.

Step 11

Press PF9 to call Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Step 12

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel after the call to the Service Facility. If the call is successful,
the Ret Code field is blank.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F.  Request Area                               X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  GETENTIT      Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE
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  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD    Name-Type _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data  _____________________________________________________________

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 13

Press PF6 to display the Standard Receiving Area panel which contains the information you requested on the Service List
panel for the DATABASE occurrence, ORDER-ENTRY. This panel also displays part of the path definition information you
originally entered.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 ORDER-ENTRY            0000   D6D9C4C5 D960C5D5 E3D9E840 40404040 40404040

 

21             P          0014   40404040 40404040 40404040 D7404040 40404040

 

41                        0028   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          003C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.   0050   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC4 C1E3C1C2 C1E2C54B

 

21 AREA,$INTERNAL         0064   C1D9C5C1 6B5BC9D5 E3C5D9D5 C1D34040 40404040

 

41                        0078   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040
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61             ;          008C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABL   00A0   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC1 D9C5C14B E3C1C2D3

 

21 E,$INTERNAL            00B4   C56B5BC9 D5E3C5D9 D5C1D340 40404040 40404040

 

41                        00C8   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          00DC   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -END                   00F0   60C5D5C4 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 14

Press PF4 to display the User Request Area panel. Fill in the appropriate fields to retrieve other occurrences in the
defined path.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0000

              Command  getpath       Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD

  Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier path1___________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 F

ormat Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

   Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

 

   Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data
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PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Request ID
Do not change the request ID since you are still making requests within the same context.

Command
Fill in GETPATH to request the next occurrence in the path.

Qualifier
Fill in the name that you gave your path in the -DEF PATH transaction. In this example, the path name is PATH1.

Step 15

Press PF9 to call the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Step 16

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel after the call to the Service Facility. In the Return Area on
this panel, the Service Facility has returned data to the Ret Path Level and the Return Data fields, indicating the current
level in the path and the relationship between the occurrences in the path.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0001

              Command  GETPATH       Database ID  00002

 

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier PATH1                             Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level  001

    Return Data  $INTERNAL

 PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 17

Press PF6 to display the Standard Receiving Area panel with information about the next occurrence in the defined path.
The panel displays the name of the AREA occurrence, ACCTS, and its status, P (PROD). This panel also displays part of
the path definition information you originally entered.

 =>
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=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 ACCTS                  0000   C1C3C3E3 E2404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

21             P          0014   40404040 40404040 40404040 D7404040 40404040

 

41                        0028   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          003C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.   0050   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC4 C1E3C1C2 C1E2C54B

 

21 AREA,$INTERNAL         0064   C1D9C5C1 6B5BC9D5 E3C5D9D5 C1D34040 40404040

 

41                        0078   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          008C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABL   00A0   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC1 D9C5C14B E3C1C2D3

 

21 E,$INTERNAL            00B4   C56B5BC9 D5E3C5D9 D5C1D340 40404040 40404040

 

41                        00C8   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          00DC   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -END                   00F0   60C5D5C4 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 18

Press PF4 to display the User Request Area panel. Fill in the appropriate fields to retrieve other occurrences in the
defined path.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D

 

Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0001

              Command  getmore       Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD   Name-Type  _

 

  Record-Name ________________________________

 

  Qualifier PATH1                             Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level  001

    Return Data  $INTERNAL

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Request ID
Do not change the request ID since you are still making requests within the same context.

Command
Fill in GETMORE to request the next occurrence in the path.

Step 19

Press PF9 to call the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility.

Step 20

Datacom Datadictionary displays the User Request Area panel after the call to the Service Facility. In the Return Area on
this panel, the Service Facility has returned data to the Ret Path Level and the Return Data fields, indicating the current
level in the path and the relationship between the occurrences in the path.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D. S. F. Request Area                                X01D
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Command Area:    Request ID  1      Substring ID  0001

              Command  GETMORE       Database ID  00002

 

 

Selection Area:         Entity Type  DATABASE

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ORDER-ENTRY                        Vrsn/Stat  PROD   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier PATH1                             Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 

 

Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )

    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 

 

Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level  002

    Return Data  $INTERNAL

 

PF1=HELP    PF2=END      PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 

PF6=SRA     PF9=APPLY    PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 21

Press PF6 to display the Standard Receiving Area panel with information about the next occurrence in the defined
path. The panel displays the name of the TABLE occurrence, ACCTS, related to the AREA occurrence and its status, P
(PROD). This panel also displays part of the path definition information you originally entered.

 =>

 

=>

 

=>

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 D. S. F.  STANDARD RECEIVING AREA              PAGE  1     X03D

 

 

CC ....:....1....:....2   DISP   HEXADECIMAL REPRESENTATION

 

 

01 ACCTS                  0000   C3E4E2E3 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

21             P          0014   40404040 40404040 40404040 D7404040 40404040

 

41                        0028   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          003C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040
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01 -DEF TRACE,DATABASE.   0050   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC4 C1E3C1C2 C1E2C54B

 

21 AREA,$INTERNAL         0064   C1D9C5C1 6B5BC9D5 E3C5D9D5 C1D34040 40404040

 

41                        0078   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          008C   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -DEF TRACE,AREA.TABL   00A0   60C4C5C6 40E3D9C1 C3C56BC1 D9C5C14B E3C1C2D3

 

21 E,$INTERNAL            00B4   C56B5BC9 D5E3C5D9 D5C1D340 40404040 40404040

 

41                        00C8   40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

61             ;          00DC   40404040 40404040 40404040 5E404040 40404040

 

01 -END                   00F0   60C5D5C4 40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040

 

PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=ERA     PF4=URA       PF5=SVL    PF6=SRA

 

PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY   PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Step 22

Press PF4 to return to the User Request Area panel to make more calls or press PF2 to exit the ISF Mode and return to
the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel.

COBOL Sample Program - Basic Retrieval
In the Datacom Datadictionary Interactive Service Facility (DSF), you can use a program that is written in COBOL for
basic entity-occurrence retrieval. Review program examples.

        IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

            SKIP3

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *       THIS SAMPLE COBOL PROGRAM DEMONSTRATES BASIC            *

      *       ENTITY-OCCURRENCE RETRIEVAL USING THE                   *

      *       DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY (DSF).                  *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       PROGRAM-ID.

           DSFRPTPR.

           SKIP1

       AUTHOR.

           SAMPLE-USER

           SKIP1

       DATE-WRITTEN.

           APRIL, 1989.

           SKIP2

       ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

           SKIP1
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       CONFIGURATION SECTION.

           SKIP1

       SOURCE-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       OBJECT-COMPUTER.

           IBM-370.

           SKIP1

       INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

           SKIP1

       FILE-CONTROL.

           SKIP1

           SELECT PRINT-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-REPORT.

           SKIP1

           SELECT IMAGE-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-IMAGE.

           EJECT

       DATA DIVISION.

           SKIP1

       FILE SECTION.

           SKIP1

 

(Continued on next page)

     

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *                    DATADICTIONARY                             *

      *                SERVICE FACILITY REPORT.                       *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP3

       FD  PRINT-FILE

           RECORDING MODE IS F

           LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

           DATA RECORD IS PRINT-RECORD.

           SKIP2

       01  PRINT-RECORD.

           03  FILLER              PIC X.

           03  PRINT-LINE          PIC X(132).

           SKIP2

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *       CARD IMAGE DATASET CONTAINING THE RECORD                *

      *       ENTITY-OCCURRENCE(S) TO BE RETRIEVED VIA                *

      *       THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP3

       FD  IMAGE-FILE

           RECORDING MODE IS F

           LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

           DATA RECORD IS IMAGE-RECORD.

           SKIP2
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       01  IMAGE-RECORD.

           03  IMAGE-ENTRY        PIC X(32).

           03  FILLER             PIC X(48).

           EJECT

       WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

           SKIP2

       01  USER-ID.

           03  USER-NAME           PIC X(8)      VALUE 'ALPHA01 '.

           03  FILLER              PIC X(24)     VALUE SPACES.

           SKIP2

       01  USER-PASWRD.

           03 PASWRD               PIC X(8)      VALUE SPACES.

           03 FILLER               PIC X(24)     VALUE SPACES.

           SKIP

 

(Continued on next page)

        01  SAVE-AREAS.

            03  LINE-COUNT                        PIC S9(3) COMP-3

                             VALUE +0.

           03  SAVE-DATAVIEW-NAME                PIC X(32).

           03  PAGE-COUNT                        PIC S9(3) COMP-3

                              VALUE +0.

           03  MAX-LINES                         PIC S9(3) COMP-3

                              VALUE +66.

           03 DIVIDE-EXCEPTION                   PIC S9(2) COMP-3.

           03 DIVISOR                            PIC S9(2) COMP-3

                              VALUE +0.

       01  DVW-TABLE.

           03  DATAVIEW-OCCURRENCES OCCURS 1 TO 100 TIMES

                                    DEPENDING ON NUMBER-OF-DATAVIEWS

                                    INDEXED BY IND-VALUE.

               04  DATAVIEW-NAME                 PIC X(32).

           SKIP2

       77  MOVE-IND                              PIC 99 COMP-3 VALUE 1.

       77  NUMBER-OF-DATAVIEWS                   PIC 99 COMP-3 VALUE 1.

           EJECT

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *           USER SERVICE REQUEST AREA CONTROL BLOCK             *

      *           USED TO DEFINE YOUR CALL TO THE                     *

      *           DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP1

       01  DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           03  DSF-REQUEST-ID                    PIC X.

           03  DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL                 PIC X.

           03  DSF-SECONDARY-SET                 PIC S9(4) COMP.

           03  DSF-USER-COMMAND                  PIC X(8).

           03  DSF-DATABASE-ID                   PIC 9(4)  COMP.

           03  DSF-RETURN-ID.

               04  DSF-ERROR-MODULE              PIC X(3).
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               04  DSF-RETURN-CODE               PIC X(3).

           03  DSF-NUMBER-OF-OUTBOOK-LINES       PIC 9(2)  COMP.

           03  DSF-PATH-LEVEL                    PIC 9(2)  COMP.

 

(Continued on next page)

            03  DSF-OUTPUT-INDICATOR.

                04  DSF-LANGUAGE-INDICATIOR PIC X.

                   88  DSF-LANGUAGE-COBOL        VALUE 'C'.

                   88  DSF-LANGUAGE-ASSEMBLER    VALUE 'A'.

                   88  DSF-LANGUAGE-PL1          VALUE 'P'.

                   88  DSF-LANGUAGE-DR           VALUE 'D'.

               04  DSF-COMMENT-INDICATOR         PIC X.

                   88  DSF-COMMENT-LANG          VALUE 'C'.

                   88  DSF-COMMENT-DESC          VALUE 'D'.

                   88  DSF-COMMENT-NAME          VALUE 'N'.

               04  DSF-LABEL-INDICATOR           PIC X.

                   88  DSF-LABEL-ASM             VALUE 'A'.

                   88  DSF-LABEL-COMPILER        VALUE 'C'.

                   88  DSF-DD-OCC-NAME           VALUE 'D'.

               04  DSF-RELATION-TYPE             PIC X.

                   88  DSF-FORWARD-RELATIONSHIP  VALUE 'F'.

                   88  DSF-BACKWARD-RELATIONSHIP VALUE 'B'.

           03  DSF-DR-COPY-BOOK-START-LOC.

               04  DSF-COPYBOOK-STARTING-NUMBER  PIC X.

               04  DSF-COPYBOOK-INCREMENT-NUMBER PIC X.

           03  DSF-DATA-TYPE                     PIC X.

                   88  DSF-SINGLE-OCCURRENCE     VALUE 'S'.

                   88  DSF-LIST-OCCURRENCES      VALUE 'L'.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X.

           03  DSF-QUALIFIER                     PIC X(32).

           03  DSF-ENTITY-TYPE                   PIC X(32).

           03  DSF-REQUEST-NAME-TYPE             PIC X.

               88  DSF-RNT-COBOL-NAME            VALUE 'C'.

               88  DSF-RNT-DD-NAME               VALUE 'D'.

           03  DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME        PIC X(32).

           03  DSF-RECORD-NAME                   PIC X(32).

           03  DSF-VERSION-STATUS                PIC X(4).

           03  DSF-OVERRIDE-CODE                 PIC X(4).

           03  DSF-USER-PASSWORD                 PIC X(4).

           03  DSF-RETURN-DATA.

               04  DSF-RETURN-NAME               PIC X(32).

               04  DSF-RETURN-MESSAGE            PIC X(48).

           03  FILLER                            PIC XXX.

           EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

     

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *       STANDARD RECEIVING AREA CONTROL BLOCK                   *
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      *       CONTAINING INFORMATION RETURNED TO YOU AS A             *

      *       RESULT OF THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY CALL.     *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        01 DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           03  SR-CARRIAGE-CONTROL               PIC X.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(5) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-ENTITY-TYPE                    PIC X(3).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(5) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME                PIC X(32).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(7) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-VERSION                        PIC X(4).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(2) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-STATUS                         PIC X(1).

           03  FILLER REDEFINES SR-STATUS.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X.

                    88  SR-HISTORY                VALUE 'H'.

                   88  SR-PRODUCTION             VALUE 'P'.

                   88  SR-TEST                   VALUE 'T'.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(8) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-DB-NAME                        PIC X(5).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(7) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-KEYID                          PIC X(3).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(9) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-MASTER                         PIC X.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(7) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-NATIVE                         PIC X.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(5) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-CLASS                          PIC X.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(6) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-TYPE                           PIC X.

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(4) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SR-LENGTH                         PIC X(5).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(10) VALUE SPACES.

           EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

       

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *         SERVICE LIST CONTROL BLOCK                            *

      *         WHICH SPECIFIES THE NAME AND OUTPUT                   *

      *         FORMAT OF REQUESTED ATTRIBUTE-TYPES                   *

      *         FOR YOUR RETRIEVAL COMMANDS.                          *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       01  DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           03  SL-HEADER.

               04  SL-HDR-ID                     PIC X(8)

                              VALUE '$ATRLIST'.
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               04  FILLER                        PIC X(24) VALUE SPACES.

               04  SL-MAX-ENTRIES                PIC 999 COMP VALUE 4.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(20) VALUE SPACES.

            03  SL-ENTITY-TYPE.

               04  SL-TYPE                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'ENTITY-TYPE'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 3.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 7.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-ENTITY-NAME.

               04  SL-TYPE                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'ENTITY-NAME'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 32.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 15.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-ENTITY-VERSION.

               04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'ENTITY-VER'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 2.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 51.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

 

(Continued on next page)

            03  SL-STAUS.

               04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'STATUS'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 60.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-TRAILER.

               04  SL-TRAILER-ID                 PIC X(8)

                             VALUE '$ENDLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(46).

               SKIP3

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *         THESE ARE THE INDIVIDUAL SERVICE CONTROL BLOCK        *

      *         WHICH WILL BE USED BASED ON THE ENTITY-TYPE           *

      *         RETURNED IN THE DSF-SERVICE-LIST.                     *

      *                                                               *
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      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       01  SERVICE-LIST-ELEMENT.

           03  SL-HEADER.

               04  SL-HDR-ID                     PIC X(8)

                              VALUE '$ATRLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(24) VALUE SPACES.

               04  SL-MAX-ENTRIES                PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(20) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SL-DATACOM-NAME.

               04  SL-TYPE                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'DATACOM-NAME'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 5.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 69.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-TRAILER.

               04  SL-TRAILER-ID                 PIC X(8)

                             VALUE '$ENDLIST'.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(46).

               SKIP2

 

(Continued on next page)

        01  SERVICE-LIST-KEY.

           03  SL-HEADER.

               04  SL-HDR-ID                     PIC X(8)

                              VALUE '$ATRLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(24) VALUE SPACES.

               04  SL-MAX-ENTRIES                PIC 999 COMP VALUE 4.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(20) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SL-DATACOM-NAME.

               04  SL-CLASS                      PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'DATACOM-NAME'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 5.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 69.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-DATACOM-ID.

               04  SL-DATACOM-ID                 PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'DATACOM-ID'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 2.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 81.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-MASTER-KEY.

               04  SL-MASTER-KEY                 PIC X(32)
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                              VALUE 'MASTER-KEY'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 93.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-NATIVE-KEY.

               04  SL-NATIVE-KEY                 PIC X(32)

                               VALUE 'NATIVE-KEY'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 101.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-TRAILER.

               04  SL-TRAILER-ID                 PIC X(8)

                             VALUE '$ENDLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(46).

            SKIP2

 

(Continued on next page)

        01  SERVICE-LIST-FIELD.

           03  SL-HEADER.

               04  SL-HDR-ID                     PIC X(8)

                              VALUE '$ATRLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(24) VALUE SPACES.

               04  SL-MAX-ENTRIES                PIC 999 COMP VALUE 3.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(20) VALUE SPACES.

           03  SL-CLASS.

               04  SL-CLASS                      PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'CLASS'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 110.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-TYPE.

               04  SL-TYPE                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'TYPE'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 116.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04 FILLER                         PIC X(15).

           03  SL-LENGTH.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'LENGTH'.

               04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.
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               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 5.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 122.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

           03  SL-TRAILER.

               04  SL-TRAILER-ID                 PIC X(8)

                             VALUE '$ENDLIST'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(46).

               SKIP2

 

(Continued on next page)

        

       01  DSF-PATH-DEFINITION.

           03  PATH-NAME-DEF.

               04  PATH-NAME                     PIC X(15)

                     VALUE '-DEF PATH,PATH1'.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(65) VALUE SPACES.

           03  TRACE-DEFINITIONS.

               04  REC-TO-ELM.

                   05  REC-ELM-TRACE             PIC X(40)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL,SKIP'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(40) VALUE SPACES.

               04  ELM-TO-DVW-SKIP.

                   05  ELM-TO-DVW-TRACE          PIC X(37)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(43) VALUE SPACES.

               04  DVW-TO-ELM.

                   05  DVW-ELM-TRACE             PIC X(37)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(43) VALUE SPACES.

               04  ELM-TO-FLD.

                   05  ELM-FLD-TRACE             PIC X(34)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(46) VALUE SPACES.

               04  DVW-TO-KEY.

                   05  DVW-KEY-TRACE             PIC X(33)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.KEY,$INTERNAL'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(47) VALUE SPACES.

               04  KEY-TO-FLD.

                   05  KEY-FLD-TRACE             PIC X(30)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,KEY.FIELD,$INTERNAL'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(50) VALUE SPACES.

               04  END-CARD-DEF.

                   05  END-CARD                  PIC X(4) VALUE '-END'.

                   05  FILLER                    PIC X(76) VALUE SPACES.

           EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*
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      *                                                               *

      *                 REPORT HEADING LINE 1.                        *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP2

        01  HEADER1.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X

                              VALUE '1'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(32)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(42)

                 VALUE 'DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY REPORT'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(37)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(5)

                              VALUE 'PAGE '.

            03  HDR1-PAGE                         PIC Z9.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(14)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            SKIP2

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *                 REPORT HEADING LINE 2.                        *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP2

        01  HEADER2.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X

                              VALUE '-'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(40)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(22)

                              VALUE 'PATH ON TABLE ENTITY '.

            03  HDR2-RECORD-NAME                  PIC X(32)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(37)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *                 REPORT HEADING LINE 3.                        *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP2

        01  HEADER3.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X

                             VALUE '-'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(11)

                             VALUE 'ENTITY TYPE'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)
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                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(15)

                             VALUE 'OCCURRENCE NAME'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(19)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(7)

                             VALUE 'VERSION'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(6)

                             VALUE 'STATUS'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(12)

                             VALUE 'DATACOM NAME'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(10)

                             VALUE 'DATACOM ID'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(6)

                             VALUE 'MASTER'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(6)

                             VALUE 'NATIVE'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(5)

                             VALUE 'CLASS'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

 

(Continued on next page)

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(4)

                             VALUE 'TYPE'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(2)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(6)

                             VALUE 'LENGTH'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X(7)

                             VALUE SPACES.

            EJECT

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

            SKIP3

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *      ISSUE THE 'DEFPATH' COMMAND TO DEFINE THE PATH THAT      *

      *      PROCESSING WILL FOLLOW. THE 'GETENTIT' WILL ANCHOR       *

      *      ON THE FIRST OCCURRENCE IN THE PATH DEFINITION, THE      *

      *      GETPATH WILL ACTUALLY RETURN THE SECOND ENTITY           *
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      *      IN THE PATH DEFINITION. PROCESSING LOOPS ON THE          *

      *      'GETMORE' COMMAND UNTIL THE PATH IS EXHAUSTED.           *

      *      AT THAT POINT, A 'GETNEXT' WILL RETURN THE NEXT          *

      *      ANCHOR AND START OVER.                                   *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        A000-MAIN SECTION.

            SKIP2

           PERFORM B100-INITIALIZATION THRU B110-EXIT-ROUTINE.

           PERFORM H000-PRINT-HEADINGS THRU H000-EXIT-ROUTINE.

           SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'DEFPATH' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'PATH1' TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-PATH-DEFINITION.

           IF DSF-RETURN-ID EQUAL SPACES

              GO TO A010-READ-IMAGE-LOOP.

           PERFORM B200-REPORT-ERROR THRU B210-EXIT-ROUTINE.

           SKIP2

        A010-READ-IMAGE-LOOP.

            READ IMAGE-FILE

               AT END

               GO TO A100-END-OF-FILE.

            SKIP2

 

(Continued on next page)

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

           MOVE 'GETENTIT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'TABLE' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

           MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

           MOVE 'ALL' TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID EQUAL SPACES

                GO TO A020-FORMAT-PRINTLINE.

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE EQUAL 'NTF'

               GO TO A030-READ-NEXT-RECORD.

           PERFORM B200-REPORT-ERROR THRU B210-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            SKIP2

        A020-FORMAT-PRINTLINE.

            MOVE '-' TO SR-CARRIAGE-CONTROL.

           WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           SKIP2

       A030-READ-NEXT-RECORD.
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            MOVE 'GETPATH ' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'PATH1' TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL SPACES

             PERFORM B200-REPORT-ERROR THRU B210-EXIT-ROUTINE.

       A035-TOP-OF-PATH.

            SKIP2

           PERFORM B300-GETMORE-ENTITIES THRU B360-EXIT-ROUTINE

             UNTIL DSF-RETURN-CODE = 'NTF'.

           SKIP2

        A040-GET-NEXT-VERSION.

            MOVE 'GETNEXT ' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           IF DSF-RETURN-ID EQUAL SPACES

              GO TO A020-FORMAT-PRINTLINE.

           IF DSF-RETURN-CODE EQUAL 'NTF'

              GO TO A010-READ-IMAGE-LOOP.

           GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

 

(Continued on next page)

        A100-END-OF-FILE.

            SKIP2

           PERFORM B900-END-OF-JOB.

           SKIP2

           STOP RUN.

           EJECT

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'SYSINITI' COMMAND TO ESTABLISH CONNECTION           *

      *    BETWEEN THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY                *

      *    AND THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                  *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRINITI' COMMAND TO QUALIFY YOUR USE OF            *

      *    THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                       *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        B100-INITIALIZATION SECTION.

            SKIP2

            OPEN OUTPUT PRINT-FILE.

            OPEN INPUT IMAGE-FILE.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE 'SYSINITI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2
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            IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID SYSTEM INITIALIZATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                 DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-ID UPON SYSOUT

                 GO TO Z900-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE 'USRINITI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE '002' TO DSF-DATABASE-ID.

            MOVE USER-ID TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

            MOVE USER-PASWRD TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID EQUAL TO SPACES

                 GO TO B110-EXIT-ROUTINE

            ELSE

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID USER INITIALIZATION ' UPON SYSOUT

 

(Continued on next page)

                 DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-ID UPON SYSOUT

                 GO TO Z900-ABEND.

            SKIP2

        B110-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

            SKIP3

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                              *

      *   WHEN AN UNEXPECTED ERROR IS ENCOUNTERED FROM DSF, THE      *

      *   PROGRAM WILL DISPLAY THE ERROR, THE COMMAND, THE ENTITY    *

      *   TYPE, AND THE OCCURRENCE NAME AND TERMINATE PROCESSING.    *

      *                                                              *

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       B200-REPORT-ERROR.

           SKIP2

           DISPLAY 'DSF ERROR ' DSF-RETURN-ID UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'ON COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'ENTITY TYPE ' DSF-ENTITY-TYPE UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'OCCURRENCE ' DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'USER REQUEST AREA-' UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'RECEIVING AREA-' UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA UPON SYSOUT.

           DISPLAY 'RECORD READ IN ' IMAGE-ENTRY.

           DISPLAY 'PROCESSING TERMINATED.' UPON SYSOUT.

           GO TO Z900-ABEND.

           SKIP2

       B210-EXIT-ROUTINE.

           EXIT.

           EJECT
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           SKIP3

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *   THE INITIAL DSF CALL BRINGS BACK ENTITY TYPE, NAME, VERSION *

      *   AND STATUS. THIS SECTION OF CODE CONTROLS WHAT WILL BE      *

      *   CALLED FOR NEXT BASED ON ENTITY TYPE.                       *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP3

       B300-GETMORE-ENTITIES.

           SKIP2

 

(Continued on next page)

        B310-PARSE-ENTITY.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'DVW'

                 PERFORM C400-PARSE-DATAVIEW THRU C450-EXIT-ROUTINE

                 GO TO B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'ELM'

                 PERFORM C100-GET-ELEMENT-INFO THRU C110-EXIT-ROUTINE

                 GO TO B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'FLD'

                 PERFORM C200-GET-FIELD-INFO THRU C210-EXIT-ROUTINE

                 GO TO B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'KEY'

                 PERFORM C300-GET-KEY-INFO THRU C310-EXIT-ROUTINE

                 GO TO B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

            SKIP2

        B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'DVW'

                 MOVE SPACES TO SAVE-DATAVIEW-NAME

                 MOVE SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME TO SAVE-DATAVIEW-NAME.

            MOVE '-' TO SR-CARRIAGE-CONTROL.

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            ADD +1 TO LINE-COUNT.

            IF LINE-COUNT GREATER THAN MAX-LINES

               MOVE +0 TO LINE-COUNT

               PERFORM H000-PRINT-HEADINGS THRU H000-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            SKIP2

        B350-NEXT-ENTITY.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

            MOVE 'GETMORE' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'TABLE' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

            MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

            MOVE 'ALL' TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                                DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,
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                                DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID EQUAL SPACES

                 GO TO B310-PARSE-ENTITY.

            SKIP2

        B360-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

            SKIP3

 

(Continued on next page)

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                              *

      *   THIS MODULE ISSUES A DSF CALL UNDER A SECOND REQUEST-ID    *

      *   TO RETRIEVE INFORMATION SPECIFIC TO THE ELEMENT ENTITY     *

      *   OCCURRENCE RETURNED IN THE FIRST REQUEST.                  *

      *                                                              *

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        C100-GET-ELEMENT-INFO.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '2' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'GETENTIT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'ELEMENT' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

            MOVE SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

           MOVE SR-VERSION TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

           MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-RECORD-NAME.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               SERVICE-LIST-ELEMENT.

           IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL SPACES

              GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

       C110-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                              *

      *   THIS MODULE RETRIEVES THE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR THE   *

      *   FIELD ENTITY OCCURRENCE. IT AGAIN USES A SECOND DSF REQUEST*

      *   ID TO GET THE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.                      *

      *                                                              *

      *--------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        C200-GET-FIELD-INFO.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '2' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'GETENTIT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'FIELD' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

           MOVE SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.
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           MOVE SR-VERSION TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

           MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-RECORD-NAME.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               SERVICE-LIST-FIELD.

 

(Continued on next page)

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL SPACES

              GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

       C210-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

            SKIP3

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *   THIS MODULE RETRIEVES THE ADDITIONAL KEY INFORMATION BY     *

      *   USING A SECOND REQUEST ID AND A DIFFERENT SERVICE LIST      *

      *   BUT USING THE SAME RECEIVING AREA TO COMPLETE THE OUTPUT    *

      *   CARD IMAGE.                                                 *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

           SKIP3

        C300-GET-KEY-INFO.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE '2' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE 'GETENTIT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'KEY' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

            MOVE SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

            MOVE SR-VERSION TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

            MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-RECORD-NAME.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                                DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                                SERVICE-LIST-KEY.

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL SPACES

               GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

        C310-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

            SKIP3

 

(Continued on next page)

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *  THIS MODULE WILL SEARCH THE DATAVIEW NAME TABLE TO SEE IF    *

      *  IT HAS ALREADY BEEN PROCESSED. IF IT HAS, IT WILL SKIP THE   *

      *  DATAVIEW AND GO ON TO THE NEXT DATAVIEW. OTHERWISE, IT WILL  *

      *  ADD THE DATAVIEW TO THE TABLE AND CONTINUE PROCESSING.       *

      *                                                               *
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      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        C400-PARSE-DATAVIEW.

            SET IND-VALUE TO 1.

            SEARCH DATAVIEW-OCCURRENCES

               AT END

                 GO TO C410-PROCESS-DATAVIEW

               WHEN DATAVIEW-NAME (IND-VALUE) EQUAL SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME

                 GO TO C420-SKIP-DUPLICATES.

            SKIP2

        C410-PROCESS-DATAVIEW.

            SET IND-VALUE TO NUMBER-OF-DATAVIEWS.

            MOVE SR-OCCURRENCE-NAME TO DATAVIEW-NAME (IND-VALUE).

            ADD 1 TO NUMBER-OF-DATAVIEWS.

            GO TO C450-EXIT-ROUTINE.

        C420-SKIP-DUPLICATES.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                                DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                                DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE = 'NTF'

                  GO TO A040-GET-NEXT-VERSION.

            IF DSF-RETURN-ID NOT EQUAL SPACES

                  GO TO B200-REPORT-ERROR.

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE EQUAL 'DVW'

                  GO TO B330-DISPLAY-RECORD.

            GO TO C420-SKIP-DUPLICATES.

            SKIP2

        C450-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRTERMI' COMMAND TO TERMINATE INTERACTION          *

      *    WITH THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                  *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'SYSTERMI' COMMAND TO DISCONNECT THE                 *

      *    DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY FROM                       *

      *    THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                      *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        B900-END-OF-JOB SECTION.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE 'USRTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2

            MOVE 'SYSTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.
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            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2

            CLOSE PRINT-FILE.

            CLOSE IMAGE-FILE.

            SKIP2

        B910-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *           BUILD AND WRITE REPORT HEADINGS.                    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        H000-PRINT-HEADINGS SECTION.

            SKIP2

            ADD +3 TO LINE-COUNT.

            ADD +1 TO PAGE-COUNT.

            MOVE PAGE-COUNT TO HDR1-PAGE.

            MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO HDR2-RECORD-NAME.

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM HEADER1.

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM HEADER2.

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM HEADER3.

            MOVE '-' TO SR-CARRIAGE-CONTROL.

            SKIP2

        H000-EXIT-ROUTINE.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

 

(Continued on next page)

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRTERMI' COMMAND TO TERMINATE INTERACTION          *

      *    WITH THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                  *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'SYSTERMI' COMMAND TO DISCONNECT THE                 *

      *    DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY FROM                       *

      *    THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                      *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        Z900-ABEND SECTION.

            SKIP2

        Z910-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE 'USRTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2

        Z920-ABEND.
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            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE 'SYSTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            SKIP2

        Z930-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            CLOSE PRINT-FILE.

            CLOSE IMAGE-FILE.

            DIVIDE +0 BY DIVISOR GIVING DIVIDE-EXCEPTION.

            STOP RUN.

 

COBOL Sample Program - Copybook Retrieval
For the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility, review examples showing copybook retrieval for the COBOL sample
program.

         IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.

            SKIP3

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *   DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY BATCH COBOL PROGRAM         *

      *                                                               *

      *   THIS PROGRAM RETRIEVES A COBOL COPYBOOK OF FIELDS FOR       *

      *   ANY DATAVIEW FOUND TO BE RELATED TO THE INPUT RECORD        *

      *   NAME.                                                       *

      *                                                               *

      *   ALSO, TEXT INFORMATION IS RETRIEVED FOR ALL ENTITIES.       *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        PROGRAM-ID.

            DSFPROD.

           SKIP1

       AUTHOR.

            SAMPLE-USER

           SKIP1

        DATE-WRITTEN.

            APRIL, 1989.

           SKIP2

        ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

            SKIP1

        CONFIGURATION SECTION.

            SKIP1

        SOURCE-COMPUTER.

            IBM-370.

           SKIP1

        OBJECT-COMPUTER.

            IBM-370.

           SKIP1
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        INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION.

            SKIP1

        FILE-CONTROL.

            SKIP1

           SELECT PRINT-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-REPORT.

           SKIP1

           SELECT IMAGE-FILE ASSIGN TO UT-S-IMAGE.

           EJECT

(Continued on next page)

        DATA DIVISION.

            SKIP1

        FILE SECTION.

            SKIP1

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *                    DATADICTIONARY                             *

      *                SERVICE FACILITY REPORT.                       *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        FD  PRINT-FILE

            RECORDING MODE IS F

            LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

            DATA RECORD IS PRINT-RECORD.

            SKIP2

        01  PRINT-RECORD.

            03  FILLER              PIC X.

            03  PRINT-LINE          PIC X(132).

            SKIP2

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *       CARD IMAGE DATASET CONTAINING THE RECORD                *

      *       ENTITY-OCCURRENCE(S) TO BE RETRIEVED VIA                *

      *       THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        FD  IMAGE-FILE

            RECORDING MODE IS F

            LABEL RECORDS ARE OMITTED

            DATA RECORD IS IMAGE-RECORD.

            SKIP2

        01  IMAGE-RECORD.

            03  IMAGE-ENTRY        PIC X(32).

            03  FILLER             PIC X(48).

            EJECT

        WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.

            SKIP2

        01  USER-ID.

            03  PROGRAM-NAME        PIC X(8)      VALUE 'DSFPROD'.

            03  FILLER              PIC X(24)     VALUE SPACES.
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            SKIP2

        01  BLANK-LINE              PIC X(132)    VALUE SPACES.

(Continued on next page)

        01  TEXT-MESSAGE.

            03  FILLER              PIC X(30) VALUE SPACES.

            03  FILLER              PIC X(11) VALUE '********** '.

            03  TEXT-TYPE           PIC X(9).

            03  FILLER              PIC X(16) VALUE ' TEXT **********'.

            SKIP2

        01  OCCURRENCE-MESSAGE.

            03  OCC-MSG-TYPE1.

                05  FILLER          PIC X(6).

                05  OCC-MSG-TYPE2   PIC X(3).

            03  FILLER              PIC X(10) VALUE ' STAT/VER '.

            03  OCC-MSG-STAT        PIC X(1).

            03  OCC-MSG-VER         PIC X(3).

            03  FILLER              PIC X(1).

            03  OCC-MSG-NAME        PIC X(32).

            SKIP2

        01  WORK-NUMBER             PIC 9(2) COMP.

        01  WORK-NUMBER-REDEF REDEFINES WORK-NUMBER.

            03  FILLER              PIC X.

            03  WORK-NUMBER-BIN     PIC X.

            SKIP2

        01  SAVE-AREAS.

            SKIP2

            03  END-OF-FILE-FLAG                  PIC X(1).

                88  END-OF-FILE       VALUE 'Y'.

            03  LINE-COUNT                        PIC S9(3) COMP-3

                              VALUE +55.

            03  SAVE-RECORD-NAME                  PIC X(32)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  PAGE-COUNT                        PIC S9(3) COMP-3

                               VALUE +0.

            03  SAVE-OCC-INFO.

                05  SAVE-ENTITY-TYPE              PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.

                05  SAVE-ENTITY-NAME              PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.

                05  SAVE-ENTITY-VER               PIC X(03) VALUE SPACES.

                05  SAVE-STATUS                   PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES.

            EJECT

(Continued on next page)

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

       *                                                               *

      *           USER SERVICE REQUEST AREA CONTROL BLOCK             *

      *           USED TO DEFINE YOUR CALL TO THE                     *

      *           DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*
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            SKIP1

        01  DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            03  DSF-REQUEST-ID                    PIC X.

            03  DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL                 PIC X.

            03  DSF-SECONDARY-SET                 PIC S9(4) COMP.

            03  DSF-USER-COMMAND                  PIC X(8).

            03  DSF-DATABASE-ID                   PIC S9(4)  COMP.

            03  DSF-RETURN-ID.

                04  DSF-ERROR-MODULE              PIC X(3).

                04  DSF-RETURN-CODE               PIC X(3).

            03  DSF-NO-OF-OUT-LINES               PIC 9(2) COMP.

            03  DSF-PATH-LEVEL                    PIC 9(2) COMP.

            03  DSF-OUTPUT-INDICATOR.

                04  DSF-LANGUAGE-INDICATOR PIC X.

                    88  DSF-LANGUAGE-COBOL        VALUE 'C'.

                    88  DSF-LANGUAGE-ASSEMBLER    VALUE 'A'.

                    88  DSF-LANGUAGE-PL1          VALUE 'P'.

                    88  DSF-LANGUAGE-DR           VALUE 'D'.

                04  DSF-COMMENT-INDICATOR         PIC X.

                    88  DSF-COMMENT-LANG          VALUE 'C'.

                    88  DSF-COMMENT-DESC          VALUE 'D'.

                    88  DSF-COMMENT-NAME          VALUE 'N'.

                04  DSF-LABEL-INDICATOR           PIC X.

                    88  DSF-LABEL-ASM             VALUE 'A'.

                    88  DSF-LABEL-COMPILER        VALUE 'C'.

                    88  DSF-DD-OCC-NAME           VALUE 'D'.

                04  DSF-RELATION-TYPE             PIC X.

                    88  DSF-FORWARD-RELATIONSHIP  VALUE 'F'.

                    88  DSF-BACKWARD-RELATIONSHIP VALUE 'B'.

            03  DSF-DR-COPY-BOOK-START-LOC.

                04  DSF-COPYBOOK-STARTING-NUMBER  PIC X.

                04  DSF-COPYBOOK-INCREMENT-NUMBER PIC X.

            03  DSF-DATA-TYPE                     PIC X.

                    88  DSF-SINGLE-OCCURRENCE     VALUE 'S'.

                    88  DSF-LIST-OCCURRENCES      VALUE 'L'.

            03  FILLER                            PIC X.

(Continued on next page)

            03  DSF-QUALIFIER                     PIC X(32).

            03  DSF-ENTITY-TYPE                   PIC X(32).

            03  DSF-REQUEST-NAME-TYPE             PIC X.

                88  DSF-RNT-COBOL-NAME            VALUE 'C'.

                88  DSF-RNT-DD-NAME               VALUE 'D'.

            03  DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME        PIC X(32).

            03  DSF-RECORD-NAME                   PIC X(32).

            03  DSF-VERSION-STATUS                PIC X(4).

            03  DSF-OVERRIDE-CODE                 PIC X(4).

            03  DSF-USER-PASSWORD                 PIC X(4).

            03  DSF-RETURN-DATA.

                04  DSF-RETURN-NAME               PIC X(32).

                04  DSF-RETURN-MESSAGE            PIC X(48).

            03  FILLER                            PIC XXX.
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            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *       STANDARD RECEIVING AREA CONTROL BLOCK                   *

      *       CONTAINING THE USER DEFINED PATH FOR THE                *

      *       DEFPATH COMMAND                                         *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

         01 SRA-PATH1.

            03  PATH1-CARD1         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF PATH,PATH1'.

            03  PATH1-CARD2         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,TABLE.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD3         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.DATAVIEW,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD4         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.ELEMENT,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD5         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,ELEMENT.FIELD,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD6         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,DATAVIEW.KEY,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD7         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-DEF TRACE,KEY.FIELD,$INTERNAL'.

            03  PATH1-CARD8         PIC X(80)

                     VALUE '-END'.

(Continued on next page)

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

       *                                                               *

      *       STANDARD RECEIVING AREA CONTROL BLOCK                   *

      *       CONTAINING INFORMATION RETURNED TO YOU AS A             *

      *       RESULT OF THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY CALL.     *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

         01 DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            03  SR-CARRIAGE-CONTROL               PIC X(1).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(3).

           03  SR-ENTITY-NAME                    PIC X(32).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(3).

           03  SR-ENTITY-VER                     PIC X(3).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(3).

           03  SR-STATUS                         PIC X(1).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(3).

           03  SR-ENTITY-TYPE                    PIC X(32).

           03  FILLER                            PIC X(500).

           EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *         SERVICE LIST CONTROL BLOCK                            *

      *         WHICH SPECIFIES THE NAME AND OUTPUT                   *
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      *         FORMAT OF REQUESTED ATTRIBUTE-TYPES                   *

      *         FOR YOUR RETRIEVAL COMMANDS.                          *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       01  DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           03  SL-HEADER.

               04  SL-HDR-ID                     PIC X(32)

                              VALUE '$ATRLIST'.

                04  SL-HDR-NO-ENT                 PIC 999 COMP VALUE 4.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(20)

                              VALUE SPACES.

            03  SL-ENTITY-TYPE-ENTRY.

                04  SL-ENTITY-TYPE                PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'ALL'.

                04  SL-ENT-NO-ENT                 PIC 999 COMP VALUE 4.

               04  SL-ENT-ID                     PIC X(4)

                              VALUE '$ENT'.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(16).

(Continued on next page)

            03  SL-ENTITY-NAME.

                04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                              VALUE 'ENTITY-NAME'.

                04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

               04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

               04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 32.

               04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 5.

               04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

               04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

            03  SL-ENTITY-VER.

                04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                               VALUE 'ENTITY-VER'.

                04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

                04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

                04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 3.

                04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 40.

                04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

            03  SL-STAUS.

                04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                               VALUE 'STATUS'.

                04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.

                04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

                04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 1.

                04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 46.

                04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

            03  SL-ENTITY-TYPE.

                04  SL-NAME                       PIC X(32)

                               VALUE 'ENTITY-TYPE'.

                04  SL-LOCATION                   PIC X VALUE 'S'.
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                04  SL-FORMAT                     PIC X   VALUE 'C'.

                04  SL-LENGTH                     PIC 999 COMP VALUE 32.

                04  SL-POSITION                   PIC 999 COMP VALUE 50.

                04  SL-RETURN-CODE                PIC X   VALUE ' '.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(15).

            03  SL-TRAILER.

                04  SL-TRAILER-ID                 PIC X(8)

                              VALUE '$ENDLIST'.

                04  FILLER                        PIC X(46).

            EJECT

        PROCEDURE DIVISION.

            SKIP3

(Continued on next page)

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

       *                                                               *

      *                                                               *

      *   MAIN PROCESSING SECTION                                     *

      *                                                               *

      *     - OPEN FILES AND USE SYSINITI, USRINITI, AND DEFPATH      *

      *       COMMANDS TO INITIATE DSF PROCESSING                     *

      *                                                               *

      *     - READ THE FIRST INPUT RECORD                             *

      *                                                               *

      *     - PROCESS UNTIL END-OF-INPUT-FILE                         *

      *                                                               *

      *     - CLOSE FILES AND USE USRTERMI AND SYSTERMI COMMANDS      *

      *       TO END DSF PROCESSING                                   *

      *                                                               *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

       AA000-MAIN SECTION.

            SKIP2

           PERFORM BA000-INITIALIZATION.

           SKIP2

           READ IMAGE-FILE

               AT END

               MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-FILE-FLAG.

           SKIP2

           PERFORM BA010-MAIN-LOOP UNTIL END-OF-FILE.

           SKIP2

            PERFORM BC000-END-OF-JOB.

           SKIP2

           STOP RUN.

           EJECT

(Continued on next page)

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

       *                                                               *
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      *    ISSUE 'SYSINITI' COMMAND TO ESTABLISH CONNECTION           *

      *    BETWEEN THE CA-DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY (DSF)       *

      *    AND THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                  *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRINITI' COMMAND TO QUALIFY YOUR USE OF            *

      *    THE DSF.                                                   *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'DEFPATH' COMMAND TO DEFINE THE PATH STRUCTURE.      *

      *                                                               *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BA000-INITIALIZATION SECTION.

            SKIP2

           OPEN OUTPUT PRINT-FILE.

           OPEN INPUT IMAGE-FILE.

           SKIP2

           MOVE 'N' TO END-OF-FILE-FLAG.

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'SYSINITI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID SYSTEM INITIALIZATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

                GO TO ZA030-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'USRINITI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID USER INITIALIZATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

                GO TO ZA020-ABEND.

           SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'DEFPATH' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.
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           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST

                               SRA-PATH1.

            DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

           IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'ERROR IN PATH DEFINITION' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

                GO TO ZA020-ABEND.

            SKIP2

        BA000-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *     MAIN PROCESSING LOOP                                      *

      *                                                               *

      *       - START PATH WITH 'GETENTIT' AND 'GETPATH' COMMANDS.    *

      *                                                               *

      *       - PROCESS LOOP WITH 'GETMORE', 'GETNEXT', AND 'GETPATH' *

      *         COMMANDS.  ALSO, PROCESS COPYBOOKS AND TEXT.          *

      *                                                               *

      *       - READ NEXT INPUT CARD.                                 *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BA010-MAIN-LOOP SECTION.

            SKIP3

            PERFORM BA020-START-PATH.

            SKIP2

            PERFORM BB000-PROCESS-LOOP UNTIL DSF-RETURN-CODE = 'NTF'.

            SKIP2

            READ IMAGE-FILE AT END MOVE 'Y' TO END-OF-FILE-FLAG.

            SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

        BA010-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *     START PATH WITH THE 'GETENTIT' AND 'GETPATH' COMMANDS.    *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BA020-START-PATH SECTION.

            SKIP3

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.
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           MOVE 'GETENTIT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'TABLE' TO DSF-ENTITY-TYPE.

           MOVE IMAGE-ENTRY TO DSF-ENTITY-OCCURRENCE-NAME.

           MOVE 'ALL' TO DSF-VERSION-STATUS.

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                GO TO BA020-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

            MOVE 'GETPATH' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'PATH1' TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

(Continued on next page)

            DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                GO TO BA020-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

        BA020-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    - USE 'GETMORE' COMMAND TO RETRIEVE NEXT OCCURRENCE        *

      *      IN THE PATH.                                             *

      *                                                               *
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      *    - USE 'GETNEXT' COMMAND TO GET THE NEXT RECORD OCCURRENCE. *

      *                                                               *

      *    - PROCESS TEXT ON ALL OCCURRENCES.                         *

      *                                                               *

      *    - PROCESS COPYBOOKS WHEN ELEMENTS AND KEYS ARE FOUND.      *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BB000-PROCESS-LOOP SECTION.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'GETMORE' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                PERFORM BB005-GETNEXT

               GO TO BB000-EXIT.

            SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SR-ENTITY-TYPE TO SAVE-ENTITY-TYPE.

            MOVE SR-ENTITY-NAME TO SAVE-ENTITY-NAME.

            MOVE SR-ENTITY-VER  TO SAVE-ENTITY-VER.

            MOVE SR-STATUS      TO SAVE-STATUS.

            SKIP2

            IF SR-ENTITY-TYPE = 'DVW'

                MOVE 'DATAVIEW'     TO OCC-MSG-TYPE1

               MOVE SR-ENTITY-NAME TO OCC-MSG-NAME

               MOVE SR-ENTITY-VER  TO OCC-MSG-VER

               MOVE SR-STATUS      TO OCC-MSG-STAT

               WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM OCCURRENCE-MESSAGE AFTER 2

               WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM BLANK-LINE         AFTER 2.

            SKIP2

            PERFORM BB010-OUTTEXT.

            SKIP2

            IF (SAVE-ENTITY-TYPE = 'ELM' OR 'KEY') AND DSF-PATH-LEVEL > 1

               PERFORM BB020-COPYBOOK.

           SKIP2

           WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM BLANK-LINE.

           SKIP2
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       BB000-EXIT.

            EXIT.

           EJECT

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    - USE 'GETNEXT' COMMAND TO GET THE NEXT RECORD OCCURRENCE. *

      *                                                               *

      *    - USE 'GETPATH' COMMAND TO INITIATE THE NEW PATH.          *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BB005-GETNEXT SECTION.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'GETNEXT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

(Continued on next page)

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                GO TO BB005-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

            MOVE 'GETPATH' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'PATH1' TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA,

                               DSF-SERVICE-LIST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

        BB005-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *
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      *    - USE 'OUTTEXT' COMMAND TO RETRIEVE FIRST LINE OF TEXT.    *

      *                                                               *

      *    - CALL OUTMORE ROUTINE TO PROCESS REMAINING LINES OF TEXT. *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

(Continued on next page)

        BB010-OUTTEXT SECTION.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'OUTTEXT' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-RETURN-NAME.

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-QUALIFIER.

           MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                MOVE SPACES TO DSF-RETURN-CODE

               GO TO BB010-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

               DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES         TO OCC-MSG-TYPE1.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-TYPE TO OCC-MSG-TYPE2.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-NAME TO OCC-MSG-NAME.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-VER  TO OCC-MSG-VER.

           MOVE SAVE-STATUS      TO OCC-MSG-STAT.

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM OCCURRENCE-MESSAGE AFTER 2.

            SKIP2

            MOVE DSF-RETURN-NAME TO TEXT-TYPE.

            IF DSF-RETURN-NAME = 'SHARED' OR 'UNIVERSAL'

              THEN NEXT SENTENCE

              ELSE MOVE 'OWNED' TO TEXT-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM TEXT-MESSAGE.

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA AFTER 2.

            SKIP2

            PERFORM BB040-OUTMORE UNTIL DSF-RETURN-CODE = 'NTF'.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-RETURN-CODE.
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            SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

        BB010-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT( 

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *  - USE 'OUTBOOK' COMMAND TO RETRIEVE FIRST FIELD IN COPYBOOK. *

      *                                                               *

      *  - CALL OUTMORE ROUTINE TO PROCESS REMAINING FIELDS           *

      *    IN COPYBOOK.                                               *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BB020-COPYBOOK SECTION.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           MOVE 'OUTBOOK' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE 'C' TO DSF-LANGUAGE-INDICATOR.

           MOVE 5 TO WORK-NUMBER.

           MOVE WORK-NUMBER-BIN TO DSF-COPYBOOK-STARTING-NUMBER.

           MOVE 2 TO WORK-NUMBER.

           MOVE WORK-NUMBER-BIN TO DSF-COPYBOOK-INCREMENT-NUMBER.

           MOVE 'N' TO DSF-COMMENT-INDICATOR.

           MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                               DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

               MOVE SPACES TO DSF-RETURN-CODE

               GO TO BB020-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

               DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

               GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

            MOVE SPACES           TO OCC-MSG-TYPE1.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-TYPE TO OCC-MSG-TYPE2.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-NAME TO OCC-MSG-NAME.

           MOVE SAVE-ENTITY-VER  TO OCC-MSG-VER.

           MOVE SAVE-STATUS      TO OCC-MSG-STAT.
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            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM OCCURRENCE-MESSAGE AFTER 2.

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            SKIP2

            PERFORM BB040-OUTMORE UNTIL DSF-RETURN-CODE = 'NTF'.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-RETURN-CODE.

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM BLANK-LINE.

            SKIP2

        BB020-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *  - READ AND PRINT REMAINING LINES OF TEXT OR COPYBOOK FIELDS. *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BB040-OUTMORE SECTION.

            SKIP2

            MOVE SPACES TO DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

            MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

            MOVE 'OUTMORE' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            MOVE 'S' TO DSF-DATA-TYPE.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST,

                                DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS EQUAL TO 'NTF'

                GO TO BB040-EXIT.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE IS NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'COMMAND ' DSF-USER-COMMAND UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT

                GO TO ZA010-ABEND.

(Continued on next page)

            SKIP2

            WRITE PRINT-RECORD FROM DSF-STANDARD-RECEIVING-AREA.

            SKIP2

        BB040-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRTERMI' COMMAND TO TERMINATE INTERACTION          *

      *    WITH THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                  *
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      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'SYSTERMI' COMMAND TO DISCONNECT THE                 *

      *    DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY FROM                       *

      *    THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                      *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        BC000-END-OF-JOB SECTION.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'USRTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID USER TERMINATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT.

            SKIP2

            MOVE 'SYSTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

            CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

            DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

            SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID SYSTEM TERMINATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                 DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT.

            SKIP2

            CLOSE PRINT-FILE.

            CLOSE IMAGE-FILE.

            SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

        BC000-EXIT.

            EXIT.

            EJECT

       *---------------------------------------------------------------*

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'USRTERMI' COMMAND TO TERMINATE INTERACTION          *

      *    WITH THE DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY.                  *

      *                                                               *

      *    ISSUE 'SYSTERMI' COMMAND TO DISCONNECT THE                 *

      *    DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY FROM                       *

      *    THE HOST ENVIRONMENT.                                      *

      *                                                               *

      *---------------------------------------------------------------*

            SKIP3

        ZA000-ABEND SECTION.
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            SKIP2

       ZA010-ABEND.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'USRTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

           IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                DISPLAY 'INVALID USER TERMINATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT.

            SKIP2

        ZA020-ABEND.

            SKIP2

           MOVE SPACES TO DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           MOVE 'SYSTERMI' TO DSF-USER-COMMAND.

           MOVE '1' TO DSF-REQUEST-ID.

           MOVE '4' TO DSF-REQUEST-LEVEL.

           CALL 'DDCALL' USING DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST.

           DISPLAY DSF-SERVICE-REQUEST SR-ENTITY-TYPE.

           SKIP2

            IF DSF-RETURN-CODE NOT EQUAL TO SPACES

                 DISPLAY 'INVALID SYSTEM TERMINATION ' UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN CODE ' DSF-RETURN-CODE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'MODULE ' DSF-ERROR-MODULE UPON SYSOUT

                DISPLAY 'RETURN DATA ' DSF-RETURN-DATA UPON SYSOUT.

           SKIP2

(Continued on next page)

        ZA030-ABEND.

            SKIP2

           CLOSE PRINT-FILE.

           CLOSE IMAGE-FILE.

           STOP RUN.

Assembler Sample Program - Basic Retrieval
The following is a sample program written in Assembler language which makes DSF calls to obtain information from
Datacom Datadictionary.
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• This sample program prints a report of specific attributes for a database and related areas, tables, keys, elements, and
fields.

• The name and version of the database is passed to the program by way of a control statement input through your
SYSIN.

• This program uses ALCPGM as the name on the DSF USRINITI request. Therefore, a user named ALCPGM must be
added to the Datacom Datadictionary and given proper authorization prior to running the program.

• The program must be linked with the appropriate DSF modules as documented here. The following are the link-edit
control statements:

z/OS INCLUDE OBJLIB(DSFALCPR)
INCLUDE CACCS(VPE9864)
INCLUDE DDOBJLIB(DDDDBPR)
NAME DSFALCLM(R)

VSE PHASENAME DSFALCLM,*
INCLUDE DSFALCPR
INCLUDE VPE9874
INCLUDE DDDDBPR

The following is the format of the z/OS JCL to execute this program. Replace stat with the status/version of the database
followed by the occurrence name of the database.

 //JOBCARD

 //STEP1   EXEC  DSFALCLM

 //STEPLIB  DD   DSN=CA.DATACOM.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR

 //SYSOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

 //REPORT   DD   SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN    DD   *

 stat database-occurrence-name

 /*

 //

Sample Program

          EJECT

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   PROGRAM ENTRY - EXIT CODE                                         *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 DSFALCPR CSECT

          USING DSFALCPR,R11

          STM   14,12,12(13)        SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S REGISTERS

          LR    R11,R15

          LA    R14,SAVAREA         POINT R14 TO REG SAVEAREA

          ST    R13,4(,R14)         SAVE CALLING PROGRAM'S R13

          ST    R14,8(,R13)

          LR    R13,R14

          SPACE

          BAL   R14,STARTUP         OPEN FILES, DO DSF INITIALIZATION

          BAL   R14,MAINLINE        MAIN PROGRAM LOGIC

          BAL   R14,SHUTDOWN        CLOSE FILES, TERMINATE DSF
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          SPACE

 PGMEXIT  DS    0H

          L     13,4(,13)

          LM    14,12,12(13)

          LA    15,0                ZERO R15

          BR    14                  RETURN TO CALLER

          SPACE 1

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   OPEN INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES.                                      *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 STARTUP  EQU   *

          SPACE

          ST    R14,SAVESU

          OPEN  (CARD,INPUT,PRINT,OUTPUT)

          SPACE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE SYSINITI TO DSF.                                            *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'           MOVE 1 TO REQUEST ID

          MVI   URLVL,C'4'            MOVE 4 TO REQUEST LEVEL

          MVC   URCMND,SYSINITI       DSF COMMAND IS SYSINITIMMAND

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA)     CALL DSF USING USER REQUEST AREA

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES       Q-GOOD RETURN CODE ?

          BE    INITUSR               Y-GO ISSUE USER INIT

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT           N-WRITE OUT ERROR MSG

          B     STARTEX               THEN EXIT

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE USRINITI TO DSF.                                            *

 *                                                                     *

 *   THE PROGRAM NAME PLACED IN THE REQUEST AREA FOR THE USRINITI MUST *

 *   BE ADDED TO DATADICTIONARY AND GIVEN NECESSARY AUTHORIZATIONS     *

 *   PRIOR TO RUNNING THE PROGRAM.                                     *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 INITUSR  EQU   *

          MVC   URCMND,USRINITI       DSF COMMAND IS USRINITI

          MVC   UROCNM,USRNAME        MOVE PGM NAME TO REQUEST AREA

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA)

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES       Q-GOOD RETURN CODE ?

          BE    STARTEX               Y-STARTUP COMPLETED

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT           N-PRINT ERROR

 STARTEX  EQU   *

          L     R14,SAVESU

          BR    R14

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   MAIN  PROGRAM LOGIC                                               *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   SINCE THE PROGRAM ANCHORS ON A DATABASE AND LOOKS FOR ITS RELATED *

 *   AREAS, TABLES, ETC., YOU MUST DEFINE THE PATH FOR DSF. THIS IS    *

 *   DONE BY ISSUING A DSF 'DEFPATH' COMMAND. THE PATH FOR THIS        *
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 *   PROGRAM IS A STANDARD PATH.                                       *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 MAINLINE EQU *

          ST    R14,SAVEML           SAVE REG 14

          SPACE

          MVI   SRDSF,C' '           CLEAR DSF STAN REC AREA

          MVC   SRDSF+1(L'SRDSF-1),SRDSF

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'          SET REQUEST ID TO 1

          MVI   URLVL,C'4'           SET REQUEST LEVEL TO 4

          MVC   URCMND,DEFPATH       MOVE IN DSF COMMAND

          MVC   URQLNM,PATHNAME      MOVE IN PATHNAME

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA,DSFPTH)

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES      Q-GOOD RETURN CODE?

          BE    GETIT                Y-CONTINUE

(Continued on next page)

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT          N-PRINT ERROR AND QUIT

          B     DONE

          SPACE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE PROGRAM GETS THE NAME AND VERSION OF THE DATABASE FROM A      *

 *   CONTROL CARD ENTERED THROUGH YOUR SYSIN. THE FOLLOWING IS THE     *

 *   FORMAT FOR THE INPUT CARD IN YOUR SYSIN:                          *

 *                                                                     *

 *   COL 1-4  MUST CONTAIN THE STATUS/VERSION OF THE DATABASE.         *

 *   COL 6-37 MUST CONTAIN THE OCCURRENCE NAME OF THE DATABASE.        *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 GETIT    EQU   *

          SPACE

          GET   CARD,CARDBUF         READ CARD

          SPACE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   PRINT REPORT HEADERS.                                             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          MVC   PRTLINE,HEADER1      MOVE HEADER TO PRINT LINE

          PUT   PRINT,PRTLINE        AND PRINT IT

          SPACE

          MVC   PRTLINE,HEADER2      MOVE NEXT HEADER TO PRINT LINE

          PUT   PRINT,PRTLINE        AND PRINT IT

          SPACE

          MVC   PRTLINE,HEADER3      MOVE COLUMN HEADERS TO PRINT LINE

          PUT   PRINT,PRTLINE        AND PRINT IT

          SPACE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE A DSF COMMAND OF GETENTIT TO ANCHOR ON THE DATABASE ON      *

 *   WHICH TO DO THE PATH.                                             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          MVI   URRQAREA,C' '        CLEAR REQUEST AREA TO SPACES

          MVC   URRQAREA+1(L'URRQAREA-1),URRQAREA

          MVI   SRDSF,C' '           CLEAR STANDARD RECEIVING AREA ALSO

          MVC   SRDSF+1(L'SRDSF-1),SRDSF

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'          MOVE REQUEST ID
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          MVI   URLVL,C'4'           AND REQUEST LEVEL

          MVC   URCMND,GETENTIT      DSF COMMAND IS GETENTIT

          MVC   URTYPE,DATABASE      MOVE ENT TYPE TO REQ AREA

          MVC   UROCNM,CARDNAME      OCC NAME TO REQ AREA

          MVC   URVRST,CARDVERS      MOVE VERSION TO REQ AREA

          SPACE

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA,SRDSF,DSFSVL)

          SPACE

(Continued on next page)

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT          PRINT RESULTS ON REPORT

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES      Q-WAS IT FOUND ?

          BNE   DONE                 N-THEN WE HAVE FINISHED

          SPACE 1

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE A DSF COMMAND OF GETPATH TO RETURN THE OCCURRENCE AT THE    *

 *   BEGINNING OF THE PATH. IN THIS CASE, DSF RETURNS THE FIRST AREA   *

 *   IT FINDS RELATED TO THE DATABASE FOLLOWING THE STANDARD PATH.     *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          MVI   SRDSF,C' '           CLEAR STANDARD RECEIVING ARE

          MVC   SRDSF+1(L'SRDSF-1),SRDSF

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'          MOVE REQUEST ID

          MVI   URLVL,C'4'           MOVE REQUEST LEVEL

          MVC   URCMND,GETPATH       MOVE GETPATH TO DSF CMD

          MVC   URQLNM,PATHNAME      PUT PATH NAME IN QUALIFIER FIELD

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA,SRDSF,DSFSVL)

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT          PRINT RESULTS ON RPT

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES      Q-GOOD RET CODE FROM DSF ?

          BNE   DONE                 N-THEN WE ARE DONE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE A DSF COMMAND OF GETMORE TO RETURN THE REMAINING            *

 *   OCCURRENCES RELATED TO THE DATABASE. WHEN DSF DOES NOT FIND ANY   *

 *   MORE OCCURRENCES, IT SENDS A 'NTF' RETURN CODE TO THE PROGRAM.    *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 GETREST  EQU   *

          MVI   SRDSF,C' '           CLEAR STANDARD RECEIVING AREA

          MVC   SRDSF+1(L'SRDSF-1),SRDSF

          MVC   URCMND,GETMORE       MOVE GETMORE TO DSF CMD

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA,SRDSF,DSFSVL)

          CLC   URRTCD(3),NTF        Q-DSF NTF RETURNED ?

          BE    DONE                 Y-WE ARE FINISHED WITH THIS ONE

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT          N-PRINT LINE ON REPORT

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES      Q-DSF RET CODE SPACES ?

          BE    GETREST              Y-CONTINUE UNTIL GET NTF

          SPACE

 DONE     EQU   *

          B     GETIT                GO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY MORE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE PROGRAM GOES BACK TO SEE IF THERE ARE ANY REMAINING CONTROL   *

 *   CARDS IN YOUR SYSIN. IF THERE ARE ADDITIONAL CONTROL CARDS, IT    *

 *   RETURNS TO 'GETIT' AND REPEATS THE PROCESS UNTIL ALL INPUT CARDS  *

 *   HAVE BEEN PROCESSED.                                              *
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 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 FINISH   EQU   *

          L     R14,SAVEML           RESTORE R14

          BR    R14                  RETURN

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THIS ROUTINE CHECKS THE DATA RETURNED FROM DSF AND PRINTS IT ON   *

 *   THE OUTPUT REPORT. IF A DSF ERROR CODE IS RETURNED, IT IS FORMAT- *

 *   TED AND PRINTED ON THE REPORT. IF A GOOD RETURN CODE IS RETURNED  *

 *   FROM DSF, THE DATA IS MOVED TO THE PRINTLINE AND PRINTED.         *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 WRITEIT  EQU   *

          ST    R14,SAVEWR           SAVE R14

          MVI   PRTLINE,C' '         CLEAR PRINTLINE

          MVC   PRTLINE+1(L'PRTLINE-1),PRTLINE

          SPACE

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES

          BE    FOUNDIT

          MVI   ERRCCTL,C' '         SET CARRIAGE CONTROL

          MVC   ERRCODE(6),URRETURN  PUT RET CODE ON ERR LINE

          MVC   ERRENTY(32),URTYPE   PUT ENT TYPE ON ERR LINE

          MVC   ERROCNM(32),UROCNM   PUT OCC NAME ON ERR LINE

          MVC   ERRCMD(8),URCMND     PUT DSF CMD ON ERR LINE

          MVC   PRTLINE(133),ERRLINE MOVE TO PRINTLINE

          B     PRINTIT              GO PRINT IT OUT

 FOUNDIT  EQU   *

          MVC   PRTLINE(133),SRDSF   MOVE DATA TO PRINT LINE

          MVI   PRTLINE,C' '         SET CARRIAGE CTL

 PRINTIT  EQU   *

          SPACE

          PUT   PRINT,PRTLINE

          SPACE

          L     R14,SAVEWR           RESTORE REGISTER 14

          BR    R14                  RETURN

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   ISSUE USRTERMI AND SYSTERMI COMMANDS.                             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 SHUTDOWN EQU *

          ST    R14,SAVESD

          SPACE

          MVI   URRQAREA,C' '

          MVC   URRQAREA+1(L'URRQAREA-1),URRQAREA

          MVC   URCMND,USRTERMI

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'

          MVI   URLVL,C'4'           SET REQUEST LEVEL TO 4

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA)

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES

          BE    SHUTSYS

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT

(Continued on next page)
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 SHUTSYS  EQU   *

          MVC   URCMND,SYSTERMI

          MVI   URRQID,C'1'

          CALL  DDCALL,(URRQAREA)

          CLC   URRETURN,SPACES

          BE    SHUTEXIT

          BAL   R14,WRITEIT

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   CLOSE FILES.                                                      *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 SHUTEXIT EQU   *

          SPACE

          CLOSE (CARD,,PRINT)

          SPACE

          L     R14,SAVESD

          BR    R14

          SPACE

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   DCB INFORMATION                                                   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 PRINT    DCB   DSORG=PS,RECFM=FB,MACRF=PM,LRECL=133,DDNAME=REPORT

 CARD     DCB   DSORG=PS,RECFM-F,MACRF=GM,BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80,          X

                DDNAME=SYSIN,EODAD=FINISH

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   CONSTANTS AND EQUATES                                             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 SAVAREA  DS    18F                 THIS ROUTINE'S SAVE AREA

 SAVESU   DS    F

 SAVEML   DS    F

 SAVESD   DS    F

 SAVEWR   DS    F

          SPACE

 R1       EQU   1

 R2       EQU   2

 R3       EQU   3

 R4       EQU   4

 R5       EQU   5

 R6       EQU   6

 R7       EQU   7

 R8       EQU   8

 R9       EQU   9

(Continued on next page)

 R10      EQU   10

 R11      EQU   11

 R12      EQU   12

 R13      EQU   13

 R14      EQU   14
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 R15      EQU   15)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *                                                                     *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 DB002    DC    X'0002'

 USRNAME  DC    CL32'ALCPGM'

 SYSINITI DC    CL8'SYSINITI'

 USRINITI DC    CL8'USRINITI'

 SYSTERMI DC    CL8'SYSTERMI'

 USRTERMI DC    CL8'USRTERMI'

 GETENTIT DC    CL8'GETENTIT'

 DEFPATH  DC    CL8'DEFPATH'

 GETPATH  DC    CL8'GETPATH'

 GETMORE  DC    CL8'GETMORE'

 NTF      DC    CL3'NTF'

 DATABASE DC    CL32'DATABASE'

 PATHNAME DC    CL32'STANDARD'

 SPACES   DC    CL256' '

          SPACE

 CARDBUF  DS    0CL80

 CARDVERS DS    CL4

          DS    CL1

 CARDNAME DS    CL32

          DS    CL43

          SPACE 1

 PRTLINE  DS    CL133

          SPACE 1

 ERRLINE  DS    0CL133

 ERRCCTL  DC    CL1' '

          DC    CL9'DSF CMD:'

 ERRCMD   DC    CL8' '

          DC    CL1' '

          DC    CL10'ENT TYPE:'

 ERRENTY  DC    CL32' '

          DC    CL10'OCC NAME:'

(Continued on next page)

 ERROCNM  DC    CL32' '

          DC    CL1' '

          DC    CL14'RET CODE: '

 ERRCODE  DC    CL6' '

          DC    CL9' '

          SPACE 1

 HEADER1  DS    0CL133

          DC    C' '

          DC    CL32' '

          DC    CL42'DATADICTIONARY SERVICE FACILITY REPORT'

          DC    CL58' '

          SPACE 1

 HEADER2  DS    0CL133
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          DC    C' '

          DC    CL37' '

          DC    CL28'PATH ON DATABASE STRUCTURE'

          DC    CL67' '

          SPACE 1

 HEADER3  DS    0CL133

          DC    C' '

          DC    CL11'ENTITY-TYPE'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL15'OCCURRENCE NAME'

          DC    CL19' '

          DC    CL7'VERSION'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL6'STATUS'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL12'DATACOM-NAME'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL10'DATACOM-ID'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL6'MASTER'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL6'NATIVE'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL5'CLASS'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL4'TYPE'

          DC    CL2' '

          DC    CL6'LENGTH'

          DC    CL7' '

          SPACE 1

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   DSF USER REQUEST AREA                                             *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 URRQAREA DS    0CL256

 URRQID   DC    CL1' '              DSF REQUEST ID

 URLVL    DC    CL1' '              DSF REQUEST LEVEL

 URSUBSTR DC    H'0'

 URCMND   DC    CL8' '              DSF COMMAND

 URDBID   DC    H'0'                DSF DB ID

 URRETURN DS    0CL6                RETURN CODE

 URRERMOD DC    CL3' '              DSF ERROR MODULE

 URRTCD   DC    CL3' '              DSF RETURN CODE

 URNOLIN  DC    H'0'

 URRTNPLV DC    H'0'

 UROTIN   DS    0CL6

 UROTLNG  DC    CL1' '

 UROTCOMM DC    CL1' '

 UROTLAB  DC    CL1' '

 UROTREL  DC    CL1' '
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 URRCYSTR DS    0H

 URRCYSTS DC    XL1'0'

 URRCYSTI DC    XL1'0'

 URDATTYP DC    CL1' '              DSF DATA TYPE

          DC    CL1' '

 URQLNM   DC    CL32' '             QUALIFIER

 URTYPE   DC    CL32' '             ENTITY-TYPE

 UROCTY   DC    CL1' '

 UROCNM   DC    CL32' '             OCCURRENCE NAME

 URRCNM   DC    CL32' '             RECORD NAME

 URVRST   DC    CL4' '              VERSION/STATUS

 UROVRD   DC    CL4' '              SYSTEM OVERRIDE

 URPASS   DC    CL4' '              PASSWORD

 URRTNDTA DS    0CL80               USER RETURN DATA

          DS    CL32

          DS    CL48

          DS    CL3

          SPACE

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   DSF STANDARD RECEIVING AREA                                       *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 SRDSF    DS   0CL256              VALUES RETURNED FROM DSF

          DS   CL1

          DS   CL1

 SRDSFETY DS   CL3                 DSF ENTITY-TYPE ATTRIBUTE

          DS   CL10

 SRDSFENM DS   CL32                DSF ENTITY-NAME ATTRIBUTE

          DS   CL4

 SRDSFVER DS   CL4                 DSF ENTITY-VER ATTRIBUTE

          DS   CL5

 SRDSFSTA DS   CL1                 DSF ENTITY STATUS ATTRIBUTE

          DS   CL8

 SRDSFELN DS   CL5

          ORG  SRDSFELN

 SRDSFKNM DS   CL5

          DS   CL9

 SRDSFKID DS   CL3

          DS   CL8

 SRDSFKMS DS   CL1

          DS   CL7

 SRDSFKNS DS   CL1

          DS   CL7

 SRDSFCLS DS   CL1

          DS   CL5

 SRDSFTYP DS   CL1

          DS   CL4

 SRDSFLEN DS   CL5

          DS   CL130

          SPACE
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 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   DSF PATH DEFINITION                                               *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          SPACE

 DSFPTH   DS    0CL160

          DC    CL80'-DEF PATH,STANDARD'

          DC    CL80'-END'

          EJECT

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   DSF SERVICE LIST                                                  *

 *   THIS SERVICE LIST RETURNS DATA TO THE DSF STANDARD RECEIVING AREA.*

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 DSFSVL   DS    0F

          DC    CL32'$ATRLIST',Y(DSFSVLLN/DSFALLLN),CL20' '

          SPACE

          DC    CL32'ALL'

          DC    Y((DSFALLND-DSFALLST)/DSFALLLN)

          DC    CL20'$ENT'

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE THOSE WHICH ARE TO BE RETURNED FOR   *

 *   ALL OCCURRENCES IN THE PATH.                                      *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 DSFALLST EQU   *                  START OF ALL LIST

          DC    CL32'ENTITY-TYPE',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFETY),Y(SRDSFETY-SRDSF),CL16' '

 DSFALLLN EQU   *-DSFALLST           LENGTH OF ONE ENTRY IN LIST

          DC    CL32'ENTITY-NAME',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFENM),Y(SRDSFENM-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'ENTITY-VER',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFVER),Y(SRDSFVER-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'STATUS',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFSTA),Y(SRDSFSTA-SRDSF),CL16' '

 DSFALLND EQU   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE THOSE WHICH ARE TO BE RETURNED FOR   *

 *   ELEMENTS ONLY.                                                    *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          DC    CL32'ELEMENT'

          DC    Y((DSFELMND-DSFELMST)/DSFALLLN)

          DC    CL20'$ENT'

 DSFELMST EQU   *

          DC    CL32'DATACOM-NAME',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFELN),Y(SRDSFELN-SRDSF),CL16' '

 DSFELMND EQU   *

(Continued on next page)

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE THOSE WHICH ARE TO BE RETURNED FOR   *
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 *   KEYS ONLY.                                                        *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          DC    CL32'KEY'

          DC    Y((DSFKEYND-DSFKEYST)/DSFALLLN)

          DC    CL20'$ENT'

 DSFKEYST EQU   *

          DC    CL32'DATACOM-NAME',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFKNM),Y(SRDSFKNM-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'DATACOM-ID',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFKID),Y(SRDSFKID-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'MASTER-KEY',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFKMS),Y(SRDSFKMS-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'NATIVE-KEY',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFKNS),Y(SRDSFKNS-SRDSF),CL16' '

 DSFKEYND EQU   *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

 *   THE FOLLOWING ATTRIBUTES ARE THOSE WHICH ARE TO BE RETURNED FOR   *

 *   FIELDS ONLY.                                                      *

 *---------------------------------------------------------------------*

          DC    CL32'FIELD'

          DC    Y((DSFFLDND-DSFFLDST)/DSFALLLN)

          DC    CL20'$ENT'

 DSFFLDST EQU   *

          DC    CL32'CLASS',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFCLS),Y(SRDSFCLS-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'TYPE',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFTYP),Y(SRDSFTYP-SRDSF),CL16' '

          DC    CL32'LENGTH',C'S',C'C'

          DC    Y(L'SRDSFLEN),Y(SRDSFLEN-SRDSF),CL16' '

 DSFFLDND EQU   *

          SPACE

          DC    CL22'$ENDLIST',CL32' '

 DSFSVLLN EQU   *-DSFSVL

          END
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Datacom Tools
The Datacom solution contains the following components that are documented in the Datacom Tools online
documentation.

Datacom CICS Services

Datacom CICS Services make it possible for application programs that run under CICS/TS to communicate with Datacom/
DB. The main purpose of Datacom CICS Services is to provide the interface between CICS/TS and the Datacom/
DB MUF. This applies to both user application programs and the online components of Broadcom products such as
Sysview, Dataquery for Datacom, and Datadictionary. Application programs and User Requirements Tables (URTs)
using Datacom CICS Services can reside above or below the 16 MB (megabyte) line. Details about using your
applications with Datacom CICS Services are provided in Linking Application Programs.

Ideal

Ideal for Datacom is an application development system that provides an interactive environment for the development,
maintenance, and execution of complete, integrated applications. An Ideal application consists of the resources
(dataviews, panels, report definitions, programs, and subprograms) that must perform a wide variety of online database
and business applications.

IPC

IPC enables product-to-product communication and collaboration.

IPC consists of the following components:

• Virtual Library System (VLS) - A library access method that stores panels, message members, control blocks, and
user programs.

• Virtual Processing Environment (VPE) - Allows your products to run independent of the environment.
• Session Control Facility (SCF) - A task dispatcher that provides various high-level services that process menus and

PF keys, and handle commands.
• Print Sub-System (PSS) - A set of routines that provides system and network printing services for various products.
• Panel Management Services (PMS) - A set of services that acquires, sends, receives, manages, and processes

panels built using PDF and the fields that are contained in the panels.
• Panel Definition Facility (PDF) - A facility that builds the user panels and applications that PMS manages and

process at run-time.
• Editor Kernel (EDK) - A text editing facility.

The following products use components in IPC:

• Ideal
• Datadictionary
• Dataquery
• Datacom MetaCOBOL Support

Datacom Server

Datacom Server provides web applications and other distributed applications with open access to Datacom/DB data by
providing standard database connectivity. This connectivity enables web services, service-oriented architecture (SOA)
tools, and other distributed programs to use Datacom/DB as the database repository.
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The following list displays the component, utility name, and the corresponding function.

Component Utility Name Function

IPC SCPSUTIL Print Subsystem Utility

IPC VLSUTIL VLS Utility

Ideal IDBATCH Batch Execution Utility

Ideal IDUTILTY Library Integrity Utility

Ideal IDUTOTRN Object Transport Utility

Ideal IDUTSTRN Source Transport Utility

Common Services for z/OS CAIRIM Resource Initialization Manager
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Reference
Contains reference information for use with performing actions on Datacom.

The Reference section provides general information about reading syntax diagrams, obtaining sample members, listing
libraries, and maintaining tables with related constraints.

Click the PDF icon to download a PDF of the Reference section.

Reference documentation is also provided for:

• Dataquery - operating Dataquery in SQL Mode or DQL Mode
• Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types - displayable and updateable attribute-types for the standard entity-types in

effect when Datacom Datadictionary is installed
• Datacom Datadictionary Online - performing the maintenance of occurrence definitions
• SQL - basic SQL language elements, functions, expressions, predicates, search conditions, statements for Dataquery

and SQL
• DBUTLTY - overview, command syntax, and functionality
• System Tables - describes and provides examples about how the various system tables are used in your environment

Reading Syntax Diagrams
Syntax diagrams are used to illustrate the format of statements and some basic language elements. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax diagrams:

• Keywords appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. These words must be entered exactly as
shown.

• Variables appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, variable.
• Required keywords and variables appear on a main line.
• Optional keywords and variables appear below a main line.
• Default keywords and variables appear above a main line.
• Double arrowheads pointing to the right indicate the beginning of a statement.
• Double arrowheads pointing to each other indicate the end of a statement.
• Single arrowheads pointing to the right indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another

diagram.
• Punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols that are shown with a keyword or variable must be entered as part of the

statement or command. Punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols can include the following:

, comma > greater than symbol
. period <- less than symbol
( open parenthesis = equal sign
) close parenthesis ¬ not sign
+ addition - subtraction
* multiplication / division

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Statement Without Parameters

The following is a diagram of a statement without parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

For this statement, you must write the following:

COMMAND 

 

Statement with Required Parameters

Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line, the main path of the diagram, as the command or statement.
The parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

The following is a diagram of a statement with required parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

You must write the following:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 

 

Delimiters Around Parameters

Delimiters, such as parentheses, around parameters or clauses must be included.

The following is a diagram of a statement with delimiters around parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ───────────────────────────►◄ 

 

If the word variable is a valid entry, you must write the following:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable' 

 

Choice of Required Parameters

When you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, you must choose one of the parameters.
This indicates that one entry is required, and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.

The following is a diagram of a statement with a choice of required parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ PARM1 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             ├─ PARM2 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM3 ─┘ 
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You can choose one of the parameters from the vertical list, such as in the following examples:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM2 

COMMAND PARM3 

 

Default Value for a Required Parameter

When a required parameter in a syntax diagram has a default value, the default value appears above the main line, and
it indicates the value for the parameter if the command is not specified. If you specify the command, you must code the
parameter and specify one of the displayed values.

The following is a diagram of a statement with a default value for a required parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ PARM2 ────────────────────────────►◄ 

                      └─ NO ────┘ 

 

If you specify the command, you must write one of the following:

COMMAND PARM1=NO PARM2 

COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2 

 

Optional Parameter

A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.

The following is a diagram of a statement with an optional parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘ 

 

You can choose (or not) to use the optional parameter, as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND 

COMMAND PARAMETER 

 

Choice of Optional Parameters

If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.

The following is a diagram of a statement with a choice of optional parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 
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             ├─ PARM1 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM2 ─┘ 

 

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples:

COMMAND 

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM2 

 

Repeatable Variable Parameter

In some statements, you can specify a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol indicates that you can specify
multiple parameters.

The following is a diagram of a statement with a repeatable variable parameter:

             ┌────────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ variable ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply, but it is also on
the main path, which means that you are required to specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can
specify a parameter more than once. Assume that you have three values named VALUEX, VALUEY, and VALUEZ for the
variable. The following are some of the statements you might write:

COMMAND VALUEX 

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEY 

COMMAND VALUEX VALUEX VALUEZ 

 

Separator with Repeatable Variable and Delimiter

If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, you must separate multiple parameters with the punctuation.
The following diagram includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses:

The following is a diagram of a statement with a separator with a repeatable variable and a delimiter:

                 ┌─ , ────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ variable ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────►◄ 

 

In the preceding diagram, the word variable is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a value you supply. It is also on the
main path, which means that you must specify at least one entry. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more
than one variable and that you must separate the entries with commas. The parentheses indicate that the group of entries
must be enclosed within parentheses. Assume that you have three values named VALUEA, VALUEB, and VALUEC for
the variable.
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The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND (VALUEC) 

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEC) 

COMMAND (VALUEB,VALUEA) 

COMMAND (VALUEA,VALUEB,VALUEC) 

 

Optional Repeatable Parameters

The following diagram shows a list of parameters with the repeat symbol for optional repeatable parameters:

             ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ ┌─────────────┐ 

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────┬─┴────────►◄ 

               └─ PARM1 ─┘     └─ PARM2 ─┘     └─ PARM3 ─┘ 

 

The following are some of the statements you can write:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3 

COMMAND PARM1 PARM1 PARM3 

 

Default Value for a Parameter

The placement of YES in the following diagram indicates that it is the default value for the parameter. If you do not include
the parameter when you write the statement, the result is the same as if you had actually specified the parameter with the
default value.

The following is a diagram of a statement with a default value for an optional parameter:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─ PARM2 ───────────────────────►◄ 

             └─ PARM1= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ 

                        └─ NO ────┘ 

 

For this command, COMMAND PARM2 is the equivalent of COMMAND PARM1=YES PARM2.

Variables Representing Several Parameters

In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference.

The following is a diagram of a statement with variables representing several parameters:

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄ 

             ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤ 
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             └─┤ parameter-block ├─┘ 

 

Expansion of parameter-block

├──┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ PARM2 ─────────────┤ 

   └─ PARM3 ─┬─────────┬─┘ 

             ├─ PARM4 ─┤ 

             └─ PARM5 ─┘ 

 

The parameter-block can be displayed in a separate syntax diagram.

Choices you can make from this syntax diagram therefore include, but are not limited to, the following:

COMMAND PARM1 

COMMAND PARM3 

COMMAND PARM3 PARM4 

 

NOTE
Before you can specify PARM4 or PARM5 in this command, you must specify PARM3.

How to Obtain the Sample Members
The sample members are usage examples of different products and functions for the Datacom/DB product family.

To access the sample members

1. Log in at Broadcom Support.
2. Go to Use and Disclosure of Sample Members. 
3. Click ACCEPT to accept the terms and conditions of this agreement as presented.

This brings you to the "Sample Programs, JCL, data, Procedures,..." list of categories and links to the samples.

Listing Libraries for Datacom Products
Guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL are provided. The sample code provided in this document is intended
for use as a reference aid only and no warranty of any kind is made as to completeness or correctness for your specific
installation.

Samples for JCL and programs are provided in the install library (in z/OS, the default name for this library is CABDMAC).
In z/VSE, sample PROCs are provided that allow you to make use of parameter substitution. You can copy and modify
these samples for your specific requirements.

Any JOB statements should be coded to your site standards and specifications. All data set names and library names
should be specified with the correct names for the installation at your site. In many examples, a REGION= or SIZE=
parameter is displayed in an EXEC statement. The value displayed should be adequate in most instances, but you can
adjust the value to your specific needs.
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The libraries listed for searching must include the following in the order shown:

1. User libraries (hlq.CUSLIB) you may have defined for specially assembled and linked tables, such as DBMSTLST,
DBSIDPR, DDSRTLM, DQSYSTBL, or User Requirements Tables

2. Datacom base libraries (hlq.CABDLOAD): Datacom/DB, Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery, SQL
3. Ideal libraries (hlq.CAVQLOAD)
4. Common Components and Services base libraries (hlq.CAW0LOAD)
5. Libraries for additional products, such as Datacom CICS Services, Datacom VSAM Transparency, Ideal for Datacom,

and so on

Dataquery users also need the following libraries and data sets for the following specific functions:

• The z/OS data set DQOUT or the z/VSE data set DQOUTD is used only if the DQBATCH execution uses the EXPORT
function.

• In z/OS, running deferred queries with separate JCL members in batch requires, in addition to the SYSIN statement
DEFER, the inclusion of a DD statement for the internal reader used by VPE. This DD statement should be:

//IRDR DD    SYSOUT=(A,INTRDR)

Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints
The following sections identify the impact of making changes to a table structure when the table has constraints.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Impact of ALTER TABLE on TEST and HISTory Status Versions

When an SQL ALTER TABLE statement adds a constraint to a table, Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT
attribute to A on all TEST and HISTory status versions of that table. If you later attempt to copy one of these versions (or
a structure containing one of these versions) to PRODuction status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an
error message, and identifies the table which has been altered. To recover, do one of the following:

• If you were copying a structure to PRODuction status and the table identified in the Datacom Datadictionary message
as having been altered was not one of the tables you modified in the TEST status version of the structure, copy only
the modified tables from TEST to PRODuction status.

• If the table altered through SQL is the table you modified in TEST status in Datacom Datadictionary, use one of the
following procedures:

Procedure 1

1. Restore the TABLE entity-occurrence from PRODuction status to TEST.
2. Reapply any changes you had made through Datacom Datadictionary.
3. Copy the entity-occurrence to PRODuction status.

Procedure 2

1. Drop the constraints.
2. Copy the entity-occurrence to PRODuction status.
3. Re-add the constraints.

Preventing ALTER TABLE

To prevent anyone else from altering a table which you are modifying in Datacom Datadictionary, do one of the following:

• If SQL security is implemented for the database containing the tables, issue the following SQL command:
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REVOKE ALTER ON table-name FROM PUBLIC

This prevents anyone from issuing an ALTER TABLE against the named table (or tables). However, after you have
made your changes in Datacom Datadictionary and copied the table back to PRODuction status, you must GRANT
ALTER to each accessor-ID individually.

• Instead of using SQL security, you can do the following:
a. Use online or batch Datacom Datadictionary to assign a password to the PRODuction status version of any TABLE

entity-occurrence which you intend to modify. (The password prevents anyone from performing an SQL ALTER
TABLE on a table.)

b. Restore the structure containing the tables you want to modify from PRODuction status to a TEST status version.
c. Use Datacom Datadictionary to make the modifications you need to make to the TEST status version of these

TABLE entity-occurrences.
d. Copy these TABLE entity-occurrences to PRODuction status.
e. Use online or batch Datacom Datadictionary to remove the passwords you assigned in Step 1.

Impact of Changing Structure Definitions on Constraints

Certain Datacom Datadictionary activity, such as adding columns (FIELD entity-occurrences) to a table, or updating
attributes of fields, keys, and tables, affects a constraint. These changes affect different types of constraints in different
ways. For example, they could invalidate the constraint or the data in either the modified or a related table.

The following sections are organized by the action you are performing and describe the type of effect the action has
on Check, Foreign, and Unique constraints. For Unique constraints, the Foreign keys that reference them can also be
affected and when they are, it is so noted in the following discussions.

Adding a Column to a Table

If you add a column to a table that has constraints defined, the constraints become invalid. This applies only if the column
is not in a Unique or Foreign Key (see Adding a Column to a Key).

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object

will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the length of the table
changes as well as the offsets. The constraints are rebound by
SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.
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Deleting a Column from a Table

If you delete a column from a table that has constraints defined, the result varies depending on the type of constraint. This
applies only if the column is not in a Unique or Foreign Key (see Deleting a Column from a Key). For example, Check
constraints become obsolete, and Foreign constraints become invalid.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Constraints become obsolete if the constraint is defined to the

column being deleted, so the delete is not allowed. Datacom
Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when this
attempt is made. Drop the constraint before deleting the column
from the table.
If the constraint is not defined to the column, the constraints
become invalid because the offsets of other columns could
change and therefore change the length of the table. The
constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.

Foreign Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

Adding a Column to a Key

If you are adding a column to a key, the results vary depending on the type of constraint. This action has no effect on
Check constraints. However, Foreign and Unique constraints cannot be updated this way.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign and Unique Constraints are not allowed because the rebind will re-create the

key as it was before causing a new KEY to be added since the
source of the constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON
when you attempt to add a column to a key defined with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before adding the column to the
key.

Deleting a Column from a Key

If you delete a column from a key, the result varies depending on the type of constraint. This action has no effect on
Check constraints. However, Foreign and Unique constraints cannot be updated in this way.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
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Foreign and Unique This action is not allowed because the rebind will re-create the
key as before resulting in a new KEY since the source of the
constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to delete a column from a key defined with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before deleting the column from
the key.

Deleting Keys

If you delete a key with constraints defined, there is no effect on Check constraints, however, Foreign and Unique
constraints become obsolete.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign and Unique Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON

when you attempt to delete a key related to one of these type of
constraints. Drop the constraint before deleting the key.

Updating Table Attributes

When you update TABLE entity-occurrence attributes, changing AUTHID, SQLNAME or DATACOM-NAME attribute-
values will affect constraints. Updating other attributes does not affect constraints.

DATACOM-NAME Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check, Foreign,
and Unique

Not allowed if the table has constraints.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON
when you attempt to update this attribute for a table with these
constraints. Drop the constraint before updating this attribute.

AUTHID or SQLNAME Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check, Foreign,
and Unique

An SB9 error is returned if the change is attempted in PRODuction
status.
If the change is attempted in TEST status, a CON error occurs if
any constraints exist on this table.

Updating Key Attributes

When you update KEY entity-occurrence attributes, changing the DATACOM-ID, DATACOM-NAME, MASTER-KEY,
NATIVE-KEY, and UNIQUE attribute-values will affect constraints. All other KEY attributes not listed in the following table
may be changed.

DATACOM-ID Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-value, Datacom

Datadictionary clears the value.
Unique Not applicable.
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DATACOM-NAME Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-value, Datacom

Datadictionary clears the value.
Unique Constraints become invalid because Datacom/DB Datacom/

DB names of keys are stored in the object. The constraints are
rebound by SQL the next time the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

MASTER-KEY Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-value, Datacom

Datadictionary sets the value to N.
Unique Not applicable.

NATIVE-KEY Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign When you attempt to change this attribute-value, Datacom

Datadictionary sets the value to N.
Unique Not applicable.

UNIQUE Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Not applicable.
Foreign It is meaningless to update a Foreign Key.

When you attempt to change this attribute-value, Datacom
Datadictionary sets the value to N.

Unique Not allowed if a constraint exists on this key.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to change the value of this attribute from Y to N. Drop
the constraint before you make this change.

Updating Field Attributes

When you update FIELD entity-occurrence attributes, changing the following attribute-values will affect constraints:
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• AFTER
• CLASS
• DECIMALS
• LENGTH
• NULL-INDICATOR
• OFFSET
• REDEFINES
• REPEAT
• SIGN
• SQLNAME
• TYPE
• TYPE-NUMERIC

Updating other attributes does not affect constraints.

LENGTH Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

OFFSET Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

AFTER Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.
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Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time
the table is accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

REPEAT Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object will change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next
time the table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

NULL-INDICATOR Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time
the table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid because the
offsets stored in the object change. The constraints are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

TYPE

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the

object change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time
the table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because the offsets stored in the
object change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid. The constraints
are rebound by SQL the next time the table is accessed.
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DECIMALS Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check, Foreign
and Unique

Constraints become invalid because the data stored in the
object may need to be updated as a result of this change.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

REDEFINES Attribute

Updating from N to S or P for constraint field.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when

you attempt to change the value of this attribute from N to S or P.
It is the same as deleting a field from the table. Drop the constraint
before making the change.

Foreign and Unique This action is not allowed because the rebind will re-create the key
as before adding a new key since the source of the constraints
reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to change the value of this attribute from N to S or P.
Drop the constraint before making the change.

REDEFINES Attribute

Updating from N to S or P for other fields.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object

change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

REDEFINES Attribute

Updating from S or P to N.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object

change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Foreign Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to change this value from S or P to N, if the field is in
a key representing a Foreign constraint.
If the field being updated is not in the Foreign key, all Foreign
constraints become invalid.
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Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
Since this action is the same as adding a field, it is not allowed if
the field is in a key that represents a Unique constraint. Datacom
Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON if you attempt to
change a field in this manner.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

CLASS Attribute

Updating from S to another value for constraint field.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when

you attempt to change the value of this attribute to another value
from S, since this is the equivalent of deleting a column for SQL.
Drop the constraint before making the change.

Foreign and Unique This action is not allowed because the rebind will re-create the
key as it was before adding a new key since the source of the
constraints reflects the old column list.
Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to change the value of this attribute from S to another
value. Drop the constraint before making the change.

CLASS Attribute

Updating from S to another value for other fields.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check and Foreign Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object

change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

CLASS Attribute

Updating to S.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object

change. The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the
table is accessed.

Foreign Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON when
you attempt to change this value to an S if the field is in a key
representing a Foreign constraint. If the field being updated is not
in the Foreign key, all Foreign constraints become invalid.
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Unique Constraints become invalid because offsets stored in the object
change and because the length of the table also changes.
The constraints are rebound by SQL the next time the table is
accessed.
Since this action is the same as adding a field, it is not allowed if
the field is in a key that represents a Unique constraint. Datacom
Datadictionary generates a DSF return code CON if you attempt to
change a field in this manner.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

SIGN or TYPE-NUMERIC Attribute

For constraint field.

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check, Foreign,
and Unique

Constraints become invalid because the data stored in the object
may need to be updated as a result of this change.
The referencing constraints also become invalid and are rebound
by SQL the next time the table is accessed.

SQLNAME Attribute

Type of Constraint Effect on Constraint
Check, Foreign,
and Unique

Not allowed in PRODuction status. Datacom Datadictionary
generates an error (SB9).
Not allowed in TEST status if the field is related to a constraint of
any type. Datacom Datadictionary generates a DSF return code
CON.

Console Commands Quick Reference
Use this quick reference to find commonly used console and AUTOSTAT commands and their parameter in Datacom.
This quick reference shows the parameters for commonly used console and AUTOSTAT commands.

ACCESS type,dbid(s) ACCESS MAINT ALL or dbid ACCESS NOMAINT ALL or dbid

ACCESS_OFF or dbid ACCESS_OPEN or dbid ACCESS_NOOPT or dbid

ACCESS_READ or dbid ACCESS UTLTY ALL or dbid ACCESS WRITE ALL or dbid

ACCT table-no ACCT_ADD nn ,nnnnnn ,nnnnnn ACCT CLOSED Ann or
ALL (Communicate X open, close, or spill
requests to the accounting facility running in
a MUF)

ACCT_DELETE nn ACCT OPEN Ann or ALL (Communicate
open, close, or spill requests to the
accounting facility running in a MUF) 

ACCT SPILL Ann or ALL (Communicate
open, close, or spill requests to the
accounting facility running in a MUF)

ACCT_THRESHOLD nn,nnnnnn ACCTPRM prm-dbid,acct-dbid ALL_INFO_REPORT x

ALTER_SHADOW_TO_MUFPLEX ALTER_SHADOW_TO_TAKE_OVER AREA_EXTENT_TRACKING n

BREAK nnn BUFF_DUMP_OUTPUT_SVC NO/YES BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT pool-
name,item 
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BUFFER_POOL_COUNT pool-
name,buffer-count

BUFFER_POOL_DELETE ,dbid,area-name BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE dbid,area-
name, ,new-size-with-modifier

BUFFER_POOL_DELETE ,dbid,area-name BUFFER_POOL_INDEX BUFFER_POOL_NEW_SIZE dbid,area-
name, ,new-size-with-modifier

BUFFER_POOL_RESIZE dbid dbid-dbid CBS dbid (dbid can be ,buffer or ,maxsten
or ,maxstio or ,maxage  or ,heuristic-dbid)

CBS_MAXSTEN n

CBS_MAXSTIO n CBS_MIN_RQASIZE_ALT_MEM

CDC_BASE NO/YES dbid
CDC_BASE NO/YES dbid dbid dbid
CDC_BASE NO/YES dbid-dbid
CDC_BASE NO/YES dbid,dbid-dbid dbid

CDC_BASE_PLUS output-database-slot
YES-NO ,dbid

CDC_EXCLUDE_JOBNAME jobname CDC_TABLE NO/YES ,table-namedbid  CDC_TABLE_PLUS output-database-slot
,YES NO ,table-dbid

CDCL_CLOSE name CDCL_DBID name,dbid CDCL_DBID_PLUS output-database-
slot,MUF-NAME ,dbid

CDCL.DEBUG_WAITS (number-of-
minutes)

CDCL_DS name,x dsn CDCL_OPEN name

CDCL_POLL name,n CDCM_CLOSE CDCM_CNTTB NO/YES

CDCM_DBID number CDCM_DBID_PLUS output-database-
slot ,dbid

CDCM_ID A

CDCM_OPEN CDCM_POLL  n CDCM_SIDNAME sidname

CDCM_WARN n CLOSE, dbid , dbid-dbid ,ALL CLOSE_WITH_WAIT dbid

COMM COMM CLRnnn (CLRCBS, CLRCDB,
CLRDST, CLRML, CLRPXX, CLRSQL) 

COMM EOJ 

CONFIRM_SHADOW_TAKE_OVER _nnn COVERED_ADD dbid area n F/A n COVERED_BLOCKS_CURRENT
dbid,area-name,number-of- blocks-to-
remain

COVERED_DELETE dbid aaa CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC n DAC_ACCESS_CAPTURE NO/YES

DAC_PATH YES/NO dbid,table-name,first-
path  (,2nd) (,3rd) (,4th) (,5th) (,6th)

DAC_TABLE dbid,table-name DDM (For details, see the Datacom STAR
documentation.)

DIAGOPTION 0-23,flags ,ON/,OFF
DIAGOPTION B or C or D or F or P ,flags   

DISCONNECT_TASK * task-number,job-
name

DISPLAY x y

DYNAMIC_EXTEND dbid,area,number,type DYNAMIC_EXTEND_FLEX DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS TRK/CYL

DYNAMIC_EXTEND_RETRY first-
retry,second-retry,third-retry

EOJ

EOJOFF EXCTLNO number FLEXPOOL ixxno  with datano, datano, or
data2no options

FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER NO or
OFF; YES or ON 

HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES YES/NO IO_STYLE_NEWER NO/YES

IOTASK maximum(,current) IOTASK_CURRENT n ITM (For details, see the Datacom STAR
documentation.)

LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT. n LOG_RECORD_FORMAT. n LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE. n

LOG_RECORD_USER_CMPRS n NO/YES LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES n LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS n

LOG_WRAP_CLEAR YES/NO LOGPEND number (1 to 5 digits)  LOGSPILL a
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LOGSPILL  , b LOGSPILL , c LOGSPILL , d

LOGSPILL  , e LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT n MEMORY_RESERVE_31BIT size-1,size-2 

MESSAGE type,message-id(s) MESSAGE_DETAIL_G  NO/YES MESSAGE_ERROR_CODE type

MESSAGE_TYPE_OVERRIDE type,
nnnnn ,nnnnn-nnnnn

MESSAGE_ZHPF  NONE/YES/NO/ALL MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

?MEM NEWCOPY name NEWRXX 

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ONLINE_AREA_RELEASE dbid,area-
name,percent

ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2. dbid

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,table-name OPEN_BASE dbid PXXSTATS option
(DETAIL or EOJ or EOJRPT or NONE)

tbd tbd QUIESCE type (OFF, (OFF, REQ, RST,
TXN) 

QUIESCE_DBID_APPLY (TXN/OFF) QUIESCE_DBID_SET YES/NO dbid or
dbid-dbid

RCERROR mldump,mlbufdump  rcnumber
or rcnumber1-rcnumbern

RCERROR_MINIMAL RCERROR_RESET rc(irc) or (rc(irc)-rc(irc)) RCERROR_SUPPRESS seconds rc(irc) or
(rc(irc)-rc(irc))

REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD dbid,area-
name,nn

REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD REQABORT nnnnnn

REQCOMIT nnnnn REQROLBK nnnnn RETURN_CODE_88_DELAY minutes

ROLLBACK_ABORT nnnnnnnn RXX_VARIABLE_BLK  NO or OFF; YES or
ON 

SECURITY DBaabbb

SMPTASK_CURRENT  n SMPTASKR  n SNAP   

SNAP BUFFERS=YES IGN68=NO or YES
       

SNAP_AS (Use only at the direction of
Support)

SNAP_ST_AS (Use only at the direction of
Support)

SNAPCLS (Use only at the direction of
Support)

SPILL_EXCLUDE_BASE n SQL_CODE_ERROR (Use only at the
direction of Support) 

SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS n SQL_COUNT_OPT_OFF  NO/YES SQL_CURSOR_CLOSED_ERROR  NO/
YES

SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT n SQL_FUNCTION_REPLACE_OK SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE code-page

SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_CACHE n SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL level SQL_PLAN_WAIT (Use only at the
direction of Support)

SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS
left-bracket-code,right-bracket-code

SQL_STATE_ERROR SQL-state-
value,flags-value

SQLOPTION_TIMEOUT n

STAR_TIME_BATCH n (1--7200) STAR_TIME_CICS n   (1--7200) STATS  ALL or dbid

STATUS   STATUS_BA24   STATUS_BASE dbid

STATUS_CDC STATUS_DAC STATUS_JOB job name or generic job
name or task number

STATUS_LOG STATUS_OLD nn STATUS_SMP (Support only)  

STATUS_TA24 STATUS_TM24 STOP_LOOP_HANG minutes

SYSOUT_OUTLIM x y SYSOUT_REDIRECT sysout1 sysout2 SYSTEMDBID_DELETE dbid

TASK_ABORT n TASKS_XCF  nnnn TIME_SYNC

TNGEOJ TSN_ABORT nnnnnnnn
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VIRTUAL_ADD dbid,area,n, VSM_INFO

VIRTUAL_DELETE dbid VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND
dbid,area,extend-size,extend-count

VTOC_DATE_DAILY YES/NO

WRITE_PENDS_LOG_STABLE X_BFMTRACE_BFR_UNLK X_CONSOLE_LOCAL

X_CONSOLE_PASSWORD X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE n X_DATA_SPACE_TRACE  dbid,area-name

X_DEBUG (Use only at the direction of
Support) 

X_DEFRAG_DELAY_QUEUE n X_DIAGNOSE_RC_18 

X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS n X_EOJ_OK_S_DELAY n X_INDEX_QUEUE_GT (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_INDEX_QUEUE_STATS X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD n X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD n

X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD n X_IO_24BIT_SIZE n X_LOAD_NO_QUEUE_WAIT OFF/ON

X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS n X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH  NO or OFF/YES
or ON

X_LOG_DELAY_BLK n

X_LOG_DELAY_SEC  n X_LOG_DELAY_TIME  n X_LOG_FULL_BLK n

X_LOG_HASH_LR (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_LOG_INFO1_MSG (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_LOG_INFO2_MSG (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_LOG_INFO3_MSG (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK n X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS n

X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS n X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS n X_ML_DUMP_RQP (Set at the direction of
Support) 

X_MSB_MSGS  NO/YES X_MSB_SECONDS (Use only at the
direction of Support)

X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS  NO or OFF;
YES or ON 

X_OPEN_DELAY_SEC (Use only at the
direction of Support) 

X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS n X_ROLBK_DELAY_TEST (Use only at the
direction of Support) 

X_SNAPER_OPTION_ALL (Use only at the
direction of Support)  

X_SQL_CLOSE_WITH_HOLD NO or OFF;
YES or ON

X_TRACE_DSM (Use only at the direction
of Support) 

X_TRACE_XCF_OPTION (Use only at the
direction of Support)

XCF_FROM  ssssssss,jjjjjjjj,ggggggg,swt

AUTOSTAT

When you specify a REPEATS- value, AUTOSTAT attaches a console subtask to allow you to communicate to
AUTOSTAT while it is executing.

Any console command that changes an operational parameter except REPEATS, such as EXCLUDE DURATION0, will go
into effect at the next processing cycle.

Console interaction is provided through the following processes:

/STOP jobname
Terminates the AUTOSTAT task. The process is the same as the /MODIFY jobname, EOJ process.

/CANCEL jobname
Causes the AUTOSTAT task to be canceled with a S222 abend.

/MODIFY jobname,command
Issues changes using a specific command format. /MODIFY allows you to pass information to the active
AUTOSTAT task.
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COMMANDS:

ADDMUF newmuf AS_OPTIONS EOJ EXCLUDE DURATION0

EXCLUDE HEADER EXLUDE NOTACTIVE EXCLUDE REPCONNECT EXCLUDE WARNMSG

INCLUDE DURATION0 INCLUDE HEADER INCLUDE NOTACTIVE INCLUDE REPCONNECT

INCLUDE WARNMSG OUTTAG tag1 REMOVEMUF oldmuf REPEATS nnnnn

Datacom Database Limits Quick Reference
This table provides a quick reference to certain limits on Datacom databases. Some of the listed limits include quantity of
databases, quantity of areas, quantity of tables, size of areas, and size of areas and blocks.

How many databases can exist in a Datacom/DB environment? 5000
What database IDs are reserved by Broadcom within a Datacom/
DB environment?

Reserved DBIDs

How many areas (physical datasets) can be in a Datacom/DB
database?

Up to 240

How many tables can be in a Datacom/DB database? Up to 240
How large can an area be? 1-59 volumes and up to 16 extents per volume (IBM limitation).

Total tracks cannot be more than 16 million tracks for any
Datacom datasets (IXX has this same limit of 16 million tracks).

How large can a blocksize for an area be? 82760 bytes of track size, whichever is less
How many tables can be in a Datacom/DB area? Up to 240
How long can a key be? Typical keys are up to 180 bytes. Long key support allows keys up

to 999 bytes.
What is the maximum number of keys? 999 user defined keys
What is the MAX length for a given key? 9999 bytes
What is the maximum length for a row size? Up to 32720 bytes
What is the maximum number of index data sets? IXX, INN-INN for a total of 101
What is the maximum number of datasets for any one database? 101 for index and 240 data areas for a total of 341 datasets
How many keys can be defined in a table? 1-99
What is the maximum row size for a table? Up to 32720 bytes
What is the minimum row size for a table? 1 byte
What is the maximum number of fields/columns in a row? 32720 (all 1-byte fields)
What is the maximum number of elements for a table? 255
How long can an element be? 32720 bytes (the length of a single field of the largest size)
How long can a field be? 32720 bytes (a single field equal to the maximum row size)
How many tasks can be defined to a Multi-User Facility? Up to 4000
How large can a memory resident data facility (MRDF) COVERED
or VIRTUAL area be?

Up to 19G

How many table partitions can be defined in a database? Up to 240
How many rows can be in an area, a table, or a partition of a
table?

4,294,966,272
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Dataquery Reference
This section provides information that the conventional end user can use to operate Dataquery in SQL Mode or DQL
Mode.

Terminology

Some terms are used in a special context.

z/OS

The term region is used to represent address space for z/OS environments.

z/VSE

The term region is used to represent partition for z/VSE environments.

Dataquery Panels
This section presents basic operational instructions for each Dataquery panel that allows an entry or selection from you.
The panels appear in order by the panel number.

If your company customizes Dataquery panels with the Language Maintenance Facility, the panels you see on your
terminal can vary from the examples shown in this documentation. However, the purpose and operation of the panel, its
fields, and its PF keys cannot be changed. To look up a panel by its Broadcom-assigned panel name, see the index.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Formats

Every Dataquery menu and panel has the same basic format. Match the numbers on the sample menus and panels on
the facing page to their explanations on this chart.

Parts of a Menu or Panel

Key Name Description

1 Command line Use this line to enter one or more valid
Dataquery commands.

2 Message line Displays error messages, status
information, or brief instructions.

3 Separator line Displays a panel number for use in
translating panels with the Language
Maintenance Facility or for reference when
requesting help.

4 Prefix Preceded by a separator line and identifies
the panel.
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5 Body Menu - Contains list of options and
selection field for typing an option number.
Selection panel - Contains lists of items
from which you make selections by
positioning the cursor on your choices and
pressing a key. Selections can be headed
by lines of operation instructions.
Input panel - Contains fields for entry
or an editor area for writing a Standard
Query. First lines can also contain operation
instructions.

6 PF Key menu Displays list of valid PF keys.

The Language Maintenance Facility can be used by authorized personnel at your site to customize the language or
terminology of any panel.

Menu

1 =>

 

2

 

3 -----------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

 

4 DATAQUERY: MAIN MENU

 

5 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===> _

 

  1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

  2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

  3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

  4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

  5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

  6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

  7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

Selection Panel

1 =>

 

2 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA30

4 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                 START WITH: __________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 QUERY NAME | TYPE | CREATED    |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   A-CUST-CITY     | DIALOG | 04/06/95 | 06/10/95 | SELECT CUSTOMER

   A-GUIDED-QUERY  | QUERY  | 03/19/95 | 06/10/95 | A SAMPLE OF DQ 4.0

   A-SAMPLE-QUERY  | QUERY  | 03/19/95 | 06/11/95 | A SAMPLE PAYROLL QUERY

   CAI-CUST-ZIP    | DIALOG | 03/14/95 | 06/09/95 | SELECT CUSTOMER

   CAI-CUST-TERMS  | QUERY  | 03/12/95 | 06/04/95 | SELECT CUSTOMER
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   CAI-CUST-SHIP   | DIALOG | 04/01/95 | 06/10/95 | SELECT DALLAS CUSTOMERS

   CAI-DIALO-ORDNO | DIALOG | 04/13/95 | 06/11/95 | PRINT SAMPLE DATABASE

   CAI-DISPLAY-DT  | DIALOG | 04/13/95 | 06/08/95 | DISP SAMPLE DATABASE

 

 

 

6 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ==>

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE        <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF  <PF11> NOT USED    <PF12> RIGHT

Input Panel

1 =>

 

2

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

4 DATAQUERY: QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   _______________

 

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

 

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE

 

 ENTER A DESCRIPTION FOR THE NEW QUERY

   ==> ____________________________________________________________

 

 

6 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Panel Reference

(DQAA0) Directory of Queries and Terms
In Dataquery, The DQAA0 panel Directory of Queries and Terms, shows queries, terms, or dialogs that you can access.
See a sample screen, allowed actions, and descriptions of columns, fields, and PF keys.

The following example shows the DQAA0 panel with field descriptions.

  Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAA0

 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS           START WITH: _______________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

     QUERY NAME    |  TYPE  | STATUS  |        AUTHOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                   |        |         |
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                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

                   |        |         |

 <== ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ==>

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT

 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE        <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF  <PF11> LEFT        <PF12> RIGHT

 

The type (query, term, or dialog) and status (public, private) of the displayed members are determined by your directory
selection or the command you entered.

The panel displays the type, status, and author for the listed members. You can execute, delete, or edit a query or term by
placing the cursor on the line that contains the member name and pressing the PF key that initiates the desired function.
Scrolling right displays a new panel (AB0) listing each member's group assignment. Scrolling left displays a new panel
(A30) listing each member's creation date, date last used, and description.

Action

From the directory, scroll the display forward, backward, right, or left using PF keys 7, 8, 11, and 12 until you find the
member name you want to execute, delete, or edit. Move your cursor down to the line that contains the member name.
Press the PF key to perform the desired function.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First 1-15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of the
display. The name can be partial
or complete.

No default

>Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

QUERY NAME
Name assigned query or term at creation

TYPE
Query, Dialog, and Term are valid types

STATUS
Public or private
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AUTHOR
User ID of the person who created the member

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel

<PF2> RETURN
Exits the current panel

<PF3> EXECUTE
Begins execution of the member that is selected by the cursor position

<PF4> EDIT
Displays the member that is selected by cursor on Editor panel

<PF6> DELETE
Deletes the member that is selected by cursor position if you are the author

<PF7> BACKWARD
Scrolls list backward one page

<PF8> FORWARD
Scrolls list forward one page

<PF9> SUBMIT
Begins batch execution of the member that is selected by the cursor position

<PF10> EXTENDED DEF
Displays the extended definition of the member that is selected by the cursor position

<PF11> LEFT
Displays the creation date, date that is used, and description

<PF12> RIGHT
Displays group assignments

(DQAB0) Directory of Queries and Terms
Learn about the Dataquery panel DQAB0, which shows a directory of queries and terms. Find a description, an example
screen, and definitions of columns and fields.

The following example shows the DQAB0 Directory of queries and terms.

  =>
 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAB0
 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS           START WITH: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     QUERY NAME    |  TYPE  |                GROUPS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
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                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
                   |        |
 <== ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE        <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF  <PF11> LEFT        <PF12> NOT USED
 

Description

This panel displays a directory of queries, term, or dialogs you are allowed to access. The type and status of the displayed
members are determined by your directory selection or by entering a command. The displayed member type may be a
query, a term, or a dialog. The status of the displayed members may be public or private.

The panel displays the types and group assignments for the listed members. You can select a member by:

1. Placing the cursor on the line that contains the member name, and
2. Pressing the PF Key which initiates the desired function

Action

From the directory display, locate the member name that you want to execute, delete, or edit by scrolling the display
forward (PF8), backward(PF7), or left (PF11). Move your cursor down to the line that contains the member name. Press
the PF key to perform the desired function.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following table for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First one to 15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of
the display. The name may be
partial or complete.

No default

Columns

Refer to the following list for a description of the columns on this panel.
QUERY NAME

Name assigned query, dialog, or term at creation.
TYPE

Query, Dialog, and Term are valid types.
GROUP

The group to which the member has been assigned, if any.

PF Keys

The following list describes the PF keys for this panel:
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<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE
Begins execution of member that is selected by cursor position.

<PF2> RETURN
Exits the current panel.

<PF4> EDIT
Displays member that is selected by cursor on Editor panel.

<PF6> DELETE
If you are the author, deletes member that is selected by cursor position.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Scrolls list backward one page.

<PF8> FORWARD
Scrolls list forward one page.

<PF9> SUBMIT
Begins batch execution of member that is selected by cursor position.

<PF10> EXTENDED DEF
Displays extended definition of member that is selected by cursor position.

<PF11> LEFT
Displays member types and descriptions.

(DQAD0) LIST COMMAND Prompt (SQL Mode)
Learn about the LIST COMMAND Prompt (DQAD0) in SQL mode for Datacom Dataquery. Find an example of the screen
and descriptions of the command, the screen entry fields, and the PF keys.

The following example shows the DQAD0 LIST COMMAND prompt in SQL Mode:

  =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAD0
 DATAQUERY:  LIST COMMAND
 
 LIST ALL     PRIVATE                          A
      (1)       (2)                           (3)
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 (1) Select a        (2) Select the type       (3) Enter 1 to 32 letters of the
     Directory Type:     of Query Library:         alphabet to indicate the
                                                   beginning of the display.
      ALL (Queries       PRIVATE
        and dialogs)     PUBLIC
      QUERIES            BOTH (Public and private)
      DIALOGS            A User (Enter ID)
      TABLES
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN
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Description

Entering LIST on the command line and pressing Enter displays the List Command prompt panel for SQL Mode. The
panel prompts you for the directory type, library type (if a query or dialog), and a list starting position. You can enter
LIST followed by operands and immediately display a directory of queries, dialogs, or tables. See Dataquery Operation
Commands for more information about the LIST command.

Action

Accept the default entries or enter a valid item from the list below each field and press Enter.

Entry Fields

Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete,
press Enter or a valid PF key.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP

Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN

Exits.

(DQAF0) Directory of Tables
Learn about the Directory of Tables (DQAF0) Panel in Dataquery. Find an example screen, description, display field
definitions, and PF key definitions.

The following panel shows the Directory of Tables (DQAF0).

=>
Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAF0
DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES             DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 444
                                  START WITH: ________________________________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      TABLE  NAME                |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
                                 |      |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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<PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
<PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

Description

This panel displays a list of database tables you are authorized to access with a query or dialog.

Action

View the list to determine which tables you want to search with your query or dialog. Note whether the table is open (O),
as you can only query an open table. To display a list of columns or keys or the description of any table, position the
cursor on its name and press the appropriate PF key.

Display Fields

See the following list for a description of the display field.
DATADICTIONARY BASE ID

The database ID of the data dictionary containing the tables you can access.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following table for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First 1-15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of the
display. Name may be partial or
complete.

No default

Columns

Refer to the following list for descriptions of the columns on this panel.

TABLE NAME
Lists tables you are authorized to access.

STATUS
Lists status of each table:
O

Open and can be queried.
C

Closed and cannot be queried.
D

Disabled. Must be enabled in the Datacom Datadictionary before it can be accessed.
DESCRIPTION

A description of the table.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
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<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Exits panel.

<PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS
Displays a list of columns for the table indicated by cursor position.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
Displays a list of keys for the table indicated by cursor position.

<PF5> DISPLAY ALL
Displays a list of keys and columns for the table indicated by the cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY TEXT
Displays the textual description for the table indicated by cursor position.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Displays a previous panel, if any.

<PF8> FORWARD
Displays next panel, if any.

(DQAK0) Directory Selection (SQL)
Dataquery, in SQL Mode, use the Directory Selection panel DQAK0 to specify the kind of directory you want to display for
query libraries and authorized database tables.

The following panel shows the (DQAK0) Directory Selection for SQL.

=>

Mark the desired Directory and press Enter.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAK0

DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY SELECTION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  _ Queries and Dialogs    - List queries and Dialogs accessible to you.

  _ Queries                - List queries accessible to you.

  _ Dialogs                - List Dialogs accessible to you.

  _ Public Queries         - List public queries.

  _ Queries                - List queries created by user:

                           ________________________________

  _ Tables                 - List the Tables accessible to you.

                             Start Tables Directory with Letters:

                              ________________________________    

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

In SQL Mode, select DIRECTORIES from the Dataquery Main Menu or enter DIRECTORY on the command line and
press Enter.
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Action

Tell Dataquery which directory that you want to see by placing a character in the field before its name and pressing Enter.
For detailed information about each directory panel and its operation, see each panel by name or number in Dataquery
Reference.

Select

Select options on this panel according to the following list.

Queries and Dialogs
Lists your private queries and dialogs and all public queries you can access.

Queries
Lists your private queries and all public queries that you can access.

Dialogs
Lists your private dialogs and all public dialogs that you can access.

Public Queries
Lists all public queries and dialogs that you can access.

Queries
Lists all queries and dialogs created by the user named in field that is indicated by underscores.

Tables
Lists all database tables that you are authorized to access.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Exits panel.

(DQAZ0) Bulletin Board
Dataquery offers an optional bulletin board that can be used by the Dataquery Administrator at your site to post notices for
Dataquery users.

If messages are currently posted, the Bulletin Board panel appears after you sign on to Dataquery.

 =>
 Press the Enter key to continue.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQAZ0
 DATAQUERY: BULLETIN BOARD
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Action

Read the message, if any, and press the Enter key to display the first Dataquery panel for your authorization level. Or,
enter a valid command on the command line to proceed directly to an authorized function.
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(DQA10) LIST Command
The LIST Command prompt panel DQA10 for DQL Mode in Dataquery displays a directory of queries, terms, dialogs,
tables, or saved sets, based on a user-specified prompt.

To access the panel, enter LIST on any command line and press Enter. The panel prompts you for a directory type,
library type (if a query, dialog, or term), and a list starting position. You can enter LIST followed by operands and
immediately display a directory of queries, terms, dialogs, tables, or saved sets. See Operation Commands for more
information about the LIST command.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA10
 DATAQUERY:  LIST COMMAND
 
 LIST ALL     BOTH                             A
      (1)       (2)                           (3)
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 (1) Select a           (2) Select the type   (3) Enter 1 to 32 letters of the
     Directory Type:       of Query or Term       alphabet to indicate the
                            Library:              beginning of the display.
      ALL (Queries,                               Not valid for LIST SETS.
      terms, and             PRIVATE
      dialogs)                PUBLIC
      QUERIES                    BOTH (Public and private)
      TERMS                       A User      (Enter ID)
      DIALOGS
      TABLES
      SETS
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Action

Accept the default entries or enter a valid item from the list below each field, and press Enter.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

(1) Yes ALL, QUERIES, TERMS,
DIALOGS, TABLES, SETS

ALL

(2) No PUBLIC, PRIVATE, BOTH, A
User

BOTH

(3) No 1-32 alpha characters A

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
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<PF2> RETURN Exits.

(DQA30) Directory of Queries and Terms
The DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS DQA30 panel in Dataquery displays a directory of queries, terms, or
dialogs you are allowed to access.

The panel displays the type, date that is created, date used, and a description for each member listed. Select a member
by placing the cursor on the line that contains the member name and pressing the PF key that initiates the desired
function. Scroll right on this panel to display a new panel (DQAA0) that lists the status and author of each member.

 =>
 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA30
 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS           START WITH: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     QUERY NAME        |  TYPE  | CREATED    |   USED    |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
                       |         |           |           |
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ==>
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  EXECUTE     <PF4>  EDIT
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  DELETE         <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> SUBMIT       <PF10> EXTENDED DEF   <PF11> NOT USED    <PF12> RIGHT

Action

Scroll the directory display forward (<PF8>) and backward (<PF7>) to find the member name to select. Move the cursor to
the line that contains the member name. Press the PF key to perform the desired function.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First 1-15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of the
display. the name can be partial
or complete.

No default

Columns

Refer to the following list for an explanation of each column on this panel.
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QUERY NAME Name that is assigned to the query or term at creation
TYPE Query, Dialog, and Term are valid types.

CREATED Creation date
USED Date of last access

DESCRIPTION Description attached at creation.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE Executes the member that is selected by the cursor position.
<PF4> EDIT Displays the member selected by the cursor on the Editor panel.

<PF6> DELETE Deletes the member selected by the cursor position, if you are the author.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward one page.

<PF9> SUBMIT Begins batch execution of the member selected by the cursor position.
<PF10> EXTENDED DEF Displays an extended definition of the member selected by the cursor position.

<PF12> RIGHT Displays the authors.

(DQA40) Directory Selection
The DIRECTORY SELECTION DQA40 panel lets you specify the kind of directory you want Dataquery to display.

To get to the DIRECTORY SELECTION panel, select DIRECTORIES from the DQL Mode Main Menu or enter
DIRECTORY on the command line and press Enter. You can display directories of query libraries, authorized database
tables, and sets of saved query output (saved sets).

=>
Mark the desired Directory and press Enter.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA40
DATAQUERY:   DIRECTORY SELECTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  _ Queries and Terms        - List all queries and terms accessible to you.
  _ Queries Only             - List queries accessible to you.
  _ Terms Only               - List terms accessible to you.
  _ Dialogs                  - List Dialogs accessible to you.
  _ Public Queries           - List public queries.
  _ Queries and Terms        - List queries and terms created by user:
                             ____________________________
 
  _ Tables                   - List the tables accessible to you.
                               Start Table Directory with Letter:
                             ________________________________
  _ Saved Sets               - List the saved sets.
 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN
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Action

Tell Dataquery which directory to display by placing a character in the field preceding its name and pressing Enter. For
detailed information about each directory panel and its operation, see each panel by name or number in this chapter.

Select

Make selections on this panel according to the following list:

Queries and Terms Lists your private queries, dialogs, and terms, and all public queries and terms you can access.
Queries Only Lists your private queries and dialogs and all public queries and dialogs that you can access.
Terms Only Lists your private terms and all public terms that you can access.

Dialogs Lists your private dialogs and all public dialogs that you can access.
Public Queries Lists all public queries and dialogs that you can access.

Queries and Terms Lists all queries, dialogs, and terms created by the user named in the field indicated by underscores.
Tables Lists all database tables that you are authorized to access.

Saved Sets Lists all found sets that were saved by you.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits.

(DQA50) Directory of Queries (Associate User)
The DIRECTORY OF QUERIES DQA50 panel in Dataquery allows you to select a query or dialog for submission or
execution.

 =>
 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA50
 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF QUERIES                     START WITH: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        QUERY NAME         |   TYPE   |   USED   |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
                           |          |          |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> SIGN-OFF       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> SUBMIT
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

If you are an associate user, this panel is the first panel that you see after pressing Enter on the Bulletin Board.
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Action

After Dataquery displays the directory, you can scroll the list of queries and dialogs backward or forward by using keys
<PF7> and <PF8>. Once you locate the query or dialog that you want to submit or execute, move your cursor down to the
line that contains the query or dialog name. To execute that query or dialog online, press <PF3> EXECUTE. To submit in
batch, press <PF4> SUBMIT.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First 1-15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of the
display. The name can be partial
or complete.

No default

Columns

Refer to the following list for a description of each column on this panel.

QUERY NAME Name assigned the query or dialog at creation.
TYPE Query or dialog
USED Last date the query or dialog was used

DESCRIPTION Description assigned the query or dialog at creation

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays information about the current panel.
<PF2> SIGN-OFF Signs off Dataquery.
<PF3> EXECUTE Displays online execution panel for the selected query or dialog.
<PF4> SUBMIT Displays batch execution panel for the selected query or dialog.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls forward one page.

(DQA70) Directory of Saved Sets
The Dataquery DQL Mode panel DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS DQA70 lists saved sets and extracted sets by name,
type, description, date, and size.

Display this directory when you want to use a saved set or when you want to delete a saved or extracted set.

 =>
 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA70
 DATAQUERY: DIRECTORY OF SAVED SETS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   NAME     |TYPE | DATE ADDED | BLOCKS USED | DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
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            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
            |     |            |             |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN        <PF3> DELETE      <PF4> USE
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED      <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Action

To display your saved sets, use the LIST command or select Saved Sets from the Directories menu. Dataquery then
displays all your saved sets and any saved sets that you have extracted. You can then select a saved set for use or
deletion by moving the cursor to the line that contains the saved set name and pressing the appropriate PF key.

Columns

Refer to the following list for an explanation of each column on this panel.

NAME Name that you assigned that a saved or extracted set
TYPE K for saved set. E for extracted set.

DATE ADDED Date that you saved that or extracted the set
BLOCKS USED Number of physical blocks occupied by the set. Your Dataquery Administrator controls the number of blocks

that are allotted to each user for maintaining sets.
DESCRIPTION Description that you attached when you saved the set

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits.
<PF3> DELETE Deletes the set that is indicated by your cursor.

<PF4> USE Activates the set that is indicated by your cursor position.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls back to the previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls to the next panel, if any.

(DQA80) Save Active Found Set
Use the SAVE ACTIVE FOUND SET DQA80 panel in Dataquery to save the active found set to speed the processing time
for future query executions.

To display the panel, enter KEEP on the command line in DQL Mode and press ENTER.

 =>
 Enter the sets attributes and press PF3 to save
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA80
 DATAQUERY:  SAVE ACTIVE FOUND SET
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 NAME: ________  DESCRIPTION: ____________________
 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  SAVE

Action

Enter a set name and description and press <PF3> SAVE to save the found set. Only one saved set is permitted per
active found set.

NOTE
For an active found set to exist, a query must have been executed .

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

NAME: Y Any eight characters beginning
with a letter.

No default

DESCRIPTION: Y 1-20 characters. No default

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.

<PF3> SAVE Saves the found set with the name and description entered.

(DQA90) Extract Active Found Set
Use the DQL Mode panel EXTRACT ACTIVE FOUND SET DQA90 to create a set of data that can be accessed by non-
Dataquery programs.

To display this panel, type EXTRACT in the command line of any panel. For more information about extracting active
found sets, see EXTRACT - Extract Found Data.
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 =>
 Enter set attributes and press PF3 to extract
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA90
 DATAQUERY:  EXTRACT ACTIVE FOUND SET
 
 NAME: ________    PASSWORD: _________   DESCRIPTION: ____________________
 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  SAVE

Action

Fill in this panel by entering a name for the extracted set. Type a password and description if desired. Press <PF3> SAVE
to save the set.

NOTE
For an active found set to exist, a query must have been executed .

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

NAME: Y Enter the set name. Must begin
with alpha character.

No default

PASSWORD: N Enter a 1-9 character password. No default

DESCRIPTION: N Enter a 1-20 character
description.

No default

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for  the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits.

<PF3> SAVE Saves the extracted set.
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(DQBA0) Column Display
The SQL Mode panel DQBA0 in Dataquery displays the names and descriptions of columns in the table that you selected.

The panel also displays the name of the table for which this table is a synonym.

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQBA0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DISPLAY                    DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  TABLE NAME:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  SYNONYM FOR:

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

            COLUMN NAME                |             DESCRIPTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

                                       |

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN  <PF6>  TEXT      <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

No action is expected. You can press a PF key to return or for additional information, or enter a command on the
command line.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

Names your Datacom Datadictionary database ID.

TABLE NAME: Names the table that you selected.
SYNONYM FOR: Names the table for which this table is a synonym.

Columns

Refer to the following list for an explanation of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Lists columns defined for this table.
DESCRIPTION Lists descriptions, if any, for columns in this table.
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PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF5>
EXTENDED DEFN

Displays additional information about a column.

<PF6> TEXT Displays text information about the table.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward one page.

(DQBB0) Column Display
The SQL Mode panel DQBB0 in Dataquery displays the names and descriptions of columns in the table that you selected.

The panel also displays the name of the table for which this table is a synonym.

 =>
 To order the columns, enter a number in front of each one
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQBB0
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DISPLAY                    DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  SYNONYM FOR:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
            COLUMN NAME                |             DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> EXTENDED DEFN  <PF6>  TEXT      <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

No action is expected. You can press a PF key to return or for additional information, or enter a command on the
command line.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

Names your Datacom Datadictionary database ID.

TABLE NAME: Names the table you selected.
SYNONYM FOR: Names the table for which this table is a synonym.
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Columns

Refer to the following list for an explanation of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Lists columns defined for this table.
DESCRIPTION Lists descriptions, if any, for columns in this table.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF5>
EXTENDED DEFN

Displays additional information about a column.

<PF6> TEXT Displays text information about the table.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward one page.

(DQBC0) Extended Column Display
The EXTENDED COLUMN DISPLAY DQBC0 panel in Dataquery displays attributes not shown on the COLUMN
DISPLAY panel.

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key on the COLUMN DISPLAY panel (DQB20).

=>
Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQBC0
DATAQUERY:  EXTENDED COLUMN DISPLAY   TABLE:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COLUMN NAME                        |TYPE    LEN   DEC SIGN  NULL    OCC CLASS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
                                     |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
<PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key on the COLUMN DISPLAY panel (DQB20).

Action

When this panel is displayed, you can view the attributes of the column or use the cursor position to select a column.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE Name of the table whose columns are listed on the panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Names of the columns for the table you selected.
TYPE Data types of each column:

C Character
E Extended floating-point
G Graphics
H Hex
K Kanji
L Long floating-point
N Numeric (including binary)
S Short floating-point
T Bit for PL/I
Y Double character
Z Double character mixed

LEN Number of positions.
DEC Number of positions after the decimal.
SIGN If a numeric column, Y (has a + or - sign) or N (is unsigned).
NULL You may assign null values to this field.
OCC Number of occurrences. Contains a 1 if not a repeating column.

CLASS C Compound for group columns
S Simple for single columns
F Filler for place-holder columns

Numeric

Packed, Zoned, and Halfword Binary types and lengths are reported as numeric and may not indicate an appropriate
match for RELATED BY statements.

DATE/TIME

When creating queries, do not include columns that are defined as data types DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP. These data
types are reserved for SQL Mode queries. These data types are listed as character types on Extended Column Display
panels because SQL Mode queries return character-type data.

To test a column that is suspected of being one of these types before selecting it for a DQL Mode query, follow these
steps:

1. Look at the length of the column. DATE length is always 10, TIME is always 8, and TIMESTAMP is always 26.
2. If the data type is suspect, create a query that finds one row and PRINT the output.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
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<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays the KEY DISPLAY panel (DQB50).

<PF6> TEXT Displays text description on TEXT DISPLAY (COLUMN) panel (DQB40).
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward.

(DQBD0) Extended Key Display
The Extended Key Display panel DQBD0 in Dataquery displays descriptions of keys that are shown on the KEY DISPLAY
panel (DQB50).

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key on any panels where it is displayed as an option.

 =>
 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQBD0
 DATAQUERY:  EXTENDED KEY DISPLAY              TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   KEY NAME                             |
       COLUMN NAMES                     | TYPE  LEN  DEC  SIGN  NULL OCC  CLASS
 -------------------------------------  |---------------------------------------
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP          <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5>  NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT        <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

When this panel is displayed, you can view the descriptions of the key or use the cursor position to select a key.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE: Name of the table whose keys and columns are listed on the panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

KEY NAME/
COLUMN NAMES

Names of the keys and columns for the table you selected.

TYPE Data types for each column:

C Character
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E Extended floating-point
G Graphics
H Hex
K Kanji
L Long floating-point
N Numeric (including binary)
S Short floating-point
T Bit for PL/I
Y Double character
Z Double character mixed

LEN Number of positions.
DEC Number of positions after the decimal.
SIGN If a numeric key/column, Y (has a + or - sign) or N (is unsigned).
NULL You may assign null values.
OCC Number of occurrences. If 1, it is not a repeating key/column.

CLASS C Compound for group keys/columns
S Simple for single keys/columns
F Filler for place-holder keys/columns

Numeric

Packed, Zoned, and Halfword Binary types and lengths are reported as numeric and may not indicate an appropriate
match for RELATED BY statements.

DATE/TIME

When creating queries, do not include columns that are defined as data types DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP. These data
types are reserved for SQL Mode queries. These data types are listed as character types on Extended Column Display
panels because SQL Mode queries return character-type data.

To test a column that is suspected of being one of these types before selecting it for a DQL Mode query, follow these
steps:

1. Look at the length of the column. DATE length is always 10, TIME is always 8, and TIMESTAMP is always 26.
2. If the data type is suspect, create a query that finds one row and PRINT the output.

NOTE
For details about data types, see SQL Statements.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays the COLUMN DISPLAY panel (DQB20).
<PF6> TEXT Displays text description.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward.
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(DQB00) DISPLAY Command
In Datacom Dataquery, use the DISPLAY COMMAND (DQB00) panel to display a table. Review actions to perform, entry
fields and descriptions, and PF keys.

To access the DISPLAY COMMAND panel, enter DISPLAY in a command line. The panel opens and prompts you to
specify a table or display a list of tables.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB00
 DATAQUERY:  DISPLAY COMMAND
 
 DISPLAY ________________________________
                     (1)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  (1) ENTER THE NAME OF A TABLE AND PRESS <ENTER>
      TO DISPLAY ITS KEYS AND COLUMNS.
 
      PRESS <PF3> FOR A LIST OF TABLES.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  LIST TABLES

Action

To select a table, enter a valid table name or press PF3 to display a list of table names, then type DISPLAY table-name
in the command line.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To change an
entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

(1) Y A valid table name No default

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.

<PF3> LIST TABLES Displays a list of all database tables that you are authorized to access.
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(DQB10) Keys and Columns Display
The KEYS AND COLUMNS DISPLAY DQB10 panel in Dataquery displays the names and descriptions of keys and
columns.

You can get this panel by using the DISPLAY ALL PF key on panels where it is shown as an option. You can also type
DISPLAY table-name in the command line to display this panel.

 =>
 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB10
 DATAQUERY:  KEYS AND COLUMNS DISPLAY                DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME:                                        DB NAME:       DB ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   KEY NAMES                                         |  DESCRIPTION
       COLUMN NAMES                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
key-name                                             |
high-order-column-name                               |
key-name                                             |
key-name                                             |
    column-name                                      |
    column-name                                      |
    column-name                                      |
                                                     |
                                                     |
                                                     |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN    <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS   <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT      <PF7> BACKWARD          <PF8> FORWARD

Action

You can view names of keys and columns for a specific table. To find a key name, use a name that is not indented. To find
a column name, choose an indented object that is not also un-indented.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields at the top of this panel that can contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

The DATACOM-ID of the current Datacom Datadictionary database containing the definitions for this table.

TABLE NAME: Name of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.
DB NAME: The DATACOM-ID of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.

DB ID: The DATACOM-ID of the database containing the table whose key and column names are displayed on this
panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

KEY NAMES/
COLUMN NAMES

Lists key and first column name of each key. Other column names are indented.

DESCRIPTION Lists description, if any, of key or column named at left.

PF Keys
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The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current pane l.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY

COLUMNS
Displays the COLUMN DISPLAY panel (DQB20).

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays the KEY DISPLAY panel (DQB50).
<PF6> TEXT Displays the TEXT DISPLAY (Key) panel (DQB70) for the selected key or column.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward.

(DQB20) Column Display
Learn about the COLUMN DISPLAY DQB20 panel in Dataquery, used to display names and descriptions of columns. Find
an example screen and descriptions of the display fields.

The COLUMN DISPLAY DQB20 panel in Dataquery displays the names and descriptions of columns. You can get this
panel by using the DISPLAY COLUMNS PF key on any panel where it is shown as an option. This is not the same panel
that is displayed when you choose the DISPLAY COLUMNS option from the Dataquery Editor. That panel is COLUMN
DISPLAY (DQB90).

 =>
 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB20
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DISPLAY                     DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME:                                   DB NAME:       DB ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             COLUMN NAME               |             DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
                                       |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> EXTENDED DEF  <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

You can view the names of the columns or select a column by cursor position. Use the DISPLAY table-name command if
you want to know the name of the high-order column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

The DATACOM-ID of the current Datacom Datadictionary database containing the definitions for this table.
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TABLE NAME: Name of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.
DB NAME: The DATACOM-ID of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.

DB ID: The DATACOM-ID of the database containing the table whose key and column names are displayed on this
panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Lists column names for the table.
DESCRIPTION Lists description, if any, of column named at left.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays the KEY DISPLAY panel.
<PF5> EXTENDED DEF Displays the EXTENDED DEFINITION panel.

<PF6> TEXT Displays text panel for the selected column.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward.

(DQB40) Text Display (Column)
The TEXT DISPLAY DQB40 panel in Dataquery displays the text description (if any exists) for a column. Review the
panel, action, display fields, and PF keys.

Access the TEXT DISPLAY (Column) panel by using the TEXT PF key on the COLUMN DISPLAY or EXTENDED
COLUMN DISPLAY panels.

 =>
 USE PF7/PF8 TO SCROLL THE TEXT IF THERE ARE MULTLIPLE PAGES, USE PF2 TO RETURN
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN:                                 TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ALTERNATE HEADING:                         PICTURE:
 
 
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD
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Action

View the alternate heading and edit pattern, if any, for the selected column, and press a PF key to continue processing.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

COLUMN: Name of the column selected for display.
TABLE: Name of the table containing the column selected for display.

ALTERNATE HEADING: An alternate name for the column.
PICTURE: The assigned edit pattern that controls how numbers are displayed, if any.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the text backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the text forward.

(DQB50) Key Display
The KEY DISPLAY DQB50 panel in Dataquery displays the names and descriptions of keys and the columns in each key.

You get this panel by using the DISPLAY KEYS PF key on any panel where it is shown as an option.

 =>
 PLACE THE CURSOR ON THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB50
 DATAQUERY:  KEY DISPLAY                       DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME:                                   DB NAME:       DB ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   KEY NAME                              |           DESCRIPTION
       COLUMN NAMES                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
                                         |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS<PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> EXTENDED DEF   <PF6>  TEXT        <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

Action

You can view the name of the key, then position the cursor on a key or column and press a PF key to continue.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

The DATACOM-ID of the current Datacom Datadictionary database containing the definitions for this table.

TABLE NAME: Name of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.
DB NAME: The DATACOM-ID of the table whose key and column names are displayed on this panel.

DB ID: The DATACOM-ID of the database containing the table whose key and column names are displayed on this
panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

KEY NAME/
COLUMN NAMES

Lists key and column names for the table. Column names are indented.

DESCRIPTION Lists description, if any, of key or column named at left.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY

COLUMNS
Displays the COLUMN DISPLAY panel.

<PF5> EXTENDED DEF Displays the EXTENDED DISPLAY panel for the selected key or column.
<PF6> TEXT Displays text description for the selected key or column.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward.

(DQB70) Text Display (Key)
The TEXT DISPLAY DQB70 panel in Dataquery displays the text description (if any exists) for a key. Review actions,
display fields, and PF keys.

Access the TEXT DISPLAY DQB70 panel by using the TEXT PF key on any panel where it is shown as an option.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB70
 DATAQUERY:  TEXT DISPLAY
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 KEY:                                   TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

You can view the text, if any, for the selected key.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

KEY: Name for the key whose text display you requested.
TABLE: Name for the table whose key text display you requested.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the text backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the text forward.

(DQB80) Text Display (Table)
The TEXT DISPLAY DQB80 panel in Dataquery shows the text description, if available, for a database table. You can get
this panel by using the TEXT PF key on the LIST TABLES panel.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB80
 DATAQUERY:  TEXT DISPLAY
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED   <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD
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You can get this panel by using the TEXT PF key on the LIST TABLES panel.

Action

View the text description for the selected table and then press <PF2> RETURN to resume processing.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the text backward.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the text forward.

(DQB90) Column Display (from Editor)
The COLUMN DISPLAY DQB90 panel in Dataquery is displayed when you press the DISPLAY COLUMNS PF key from
the Editor panel.

The panel allows input or numbers at the left of the displayed column names. The numbers that you enter indicate that the
column name is to be copied back to the query text being edited, and the desired order for the selected columns within the
query text.

Anyone authorized to edit a query can use this panel.

 =>
 TO ORDER THE COLUMNS, ENTER A NUMBER IN FRONT OF EACH ONE
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB90
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DISPLAY                    DICTIONARY DATABASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME:                                   DB NAME:       DB ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             COLUMN NAME               |             DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 ____                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> EXTENDED DEF  <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a number to indicate list order in the selection column for each column name you want displayed on the Editor
panel.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

DICTIONARY
DATABASE ID:

The DATACOM-ID of the current Datacom Datadictionary database containing the definitions for this table.

TABLE NAME: Name of the table whose column names are displayed on this panel.
DB NAME: The DATACOM-ID of the table whose column names are displayed on this panel.

DB ID: The DATACOM-ID of the database containing the table whose column names are displayed on this panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Column names for the table (indented).
DESCRIPTION Lists the description, if any, of key or column named at left.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

___ N A one- or two-digit number to
show the order of appearance

No default

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Editor panel with any selected column names.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays keys for the current table.
<PF5> EXTENDED DEF Displays the extended definitions of listed columns.

<PF6> TEXT Displays query text.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls to the previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls to the next panel, if any.

(DQDA0) Directory of Tables (SQL Mode)
The SQL Mode panel DIRECTORY OF TABLES DQDA0 in Dataquery displays a list of database tables that you are
authorized to access with a query or dialog.

=>
Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDA0
DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES   START WITH: ________________________________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      OBJECT NAME                  |     DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
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                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> NOT USED
<PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT <PF7> BACKWARD        <PF8> FORWARD

Action

View the list to determine which tables you want to search with your query or dialog. To display a list of columns or the
description of any table, position the cursor on its name and press the appropriate PF key.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following list for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N First 1-15 letters of an item
name to move to the top of the
display. The name can be partial
or complete.

No default

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

OBJECT NAME Lists tables that you are authorized to access.
DESCRIPTION A description of the table.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY

COLUMNS
Displays a list of columns for the table indicated by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY TEXT Displays the textual description for the table indicated by cursor position.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQDL0) Define Variable List
The DEFINE VARIABLE LIST DQDL0 panel in Dataquery lets you list substitutes for a character or alphabetic dialog or
JCL PROC variable that you create.

Twenty-five fields are available for listing substitutes for the current variable definition.
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 =>
 ENTER THE VALID VALUES FOR THE VARIABLE BELOW
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDL0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE LIST
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME
 VARIABLE ID:              ?
 PROMPT FOR VARIABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  DELETE      <PF4>  SAVE
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Enter a list of valid values for this variable, including the default for the variable. Save the list and return to the Define
Variable panel.

Sample

The following sample shows a typical Define Variable List panel containing information in the display fields. The entry field
lengths are identical to the default variable length, although the values you enter need not be the full length.

 =>
 ENTER THE VALID VALUES FOR THE VARIABLE BELOW
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDL0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE LIST
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME                    AAA-SAMP-DIALOG
 VARIABLE ID:            1 ?
 PROMPT FOR VARIABLE:
 TYPE THE NAME OF THE CITY FOR WHICH YOU WANT A COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOMERS
 
 
 'DALLAS         '
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 ________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  DELETE      <PF4>  SAVE
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

NAME Name of the dialog or JCL PROC.
VARIABLE ID: Number that you assigned to this variable, followed by the site dialog symbol (a question mark in the

example).
PROMPT FOR

VARIABLE:
Prompt you wrote to appear when this variable is shown on the prompt panel during the dialog/PROC
execution. Maximum length is 77 characters.

default variable The default appears after the prompt. (DALLAS is the prompt in this sample.) Maximum length is 77
characters.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

______ N All valid values using any
character except underscores
and using apostrophes where
required. If using alphabetic
characters, only letters A-Z are
allowed.

Site-specific default variable

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the DEFINE VARIABLE panel.
<PF3> DELETE Deletes the list definition.

<PF4> SAVE Saves the list definition.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the variable list backward.>
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the variable list forward.

(DQDP0) Define Descriptive Text
The DEFINE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT DQDP0 panel lets you explain the purpose and operation of the dialog or JCL PROC
that you create.

This purpose and description appear on the prompt panel when  executionis initiated. Four lines are available for entering
a complete description.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDP0
 DATAQUERY:    DEFINE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT        NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DESCRIPTION:
 STATUS:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ENTER THE DESCRIPTIVE TEXT TO BE USED AS A TITLE AND SAVE IT
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 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> CONTINUE        <PF4> SAVE
 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7> LAST VARIABLE   <PF8> FIRST VARIABLE

Action

Type a description that tells a prospective user anything they need, to decide whether to use this dialog or JCL PROC.
Save the description with <PF4> or save the description and go on to the next definition panel with <PF3>.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

NAME: Name that you assigned the dialog or JCL PROC on the Editor panel.
DESCRIPTION: Description that you assigned the dialog or JCL PROC on the Editor panel.

STATUS: COMPLETE The description and all variable definitions have been saved for this dialog or JCL
PROC.

INCOMPLETE The description or a variable definition has not been saved for this dialog or JCL
PROC, or saved definitions exist for variables that have been changed or removed
from the Editor panel.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Four blank lines Y Any characters except
underscores.

No default

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Dataquery Editor.

<PF3> CONTINUE Saves text that is entered and continues to the next definition panel.
<PF4> SAVE Saves text.

<PF7> LAST VARIABLE Displays the DEFINE VARIABLE (DV0) panel for last variable appearing in the dialog or JCL PROC.
<PF8> FIRST VARIABLE Displays the Define Variable (DV0) panel for the first variable appearing in the dialog or JCL PROC.
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(DQDR0) Define Variable Range
The optional DEFINE VARIABLE RANGE DQDR0 panel in Dataquery appears after you save a dialog or JCL PROC
variable of numeric type and press <PF5> RANGE/LIST.

The panel lets you describe the lower and upper values of a range of numbers that can be entered as substitutes for the
variable.

 =>
 ENTER A VALID RANGE FOR THE VARIABLE BELOW
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDR0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE RANGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME:
 VARIABLE ID:              ?
 PROMPT FOR VARIABLE:
 
 
 RANGE     FROM
           TO
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  DELETE      <PF4>  SAVE

Action

Enter numbers for the low and high ends of the valid range that you want to define for this variable. You can enter up to
18 digits, a sign (+ or -_), and a decimal point. Save the range definition and return to the Define Variable panel for this
variable.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

FROM Y Low value 0

TO Y High value 0

Sample

The following sample shows you how a typical panel looks when it contains information in the display fields.

 =>
 ENTER A VALID RANGE FOR THE VARIABLE BELOW
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDR0
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 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE RANGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME:                   AAA-SAMP-DIALOG
 VARIABLE ID:            2 ?
 PROMPT FOR VARIABLE:
 ENTER A PRODUCT CODE IN THE DEFINED RANGE OR ACCEPT THE 75042 DEFAULT.
 
 RANGE     FROM        75000
           TO          75999
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  DELETE      <PF4>  SAVE

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

NAME: Name that you gave this dialog or JCL PROC.
VARIABLE ID: The two-digit number that you entered to identify this variable on the Editor panel.
PROMPT FOR

VARIABLE:
Prompt assigned to the variable with the Define Variable panel.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Define Variable (DQDV0) panel for this variable.
<PF3> DELETE Deletes a saved range.

<PF4> SAVE Saves the range definition.

(DQDV0) Define Variable
The required DEFINE VARIABLE DQDV0 panel Dataquery appears for each variable that you enter on the Editor panel.

The required Define Variable panel appears for each variable you enter on the Editor panel. It contains information about
the variable that you entered and provides two fields that you must complete: a prompt that appears during execution and
the data type code that tells Dataquery what kind of data will appear as a result of executing the query with this variable.

 =>
 ENTER THE REQUIRED DATA AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDV0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE                      NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DESCRIPTION:
 STATUS:
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 VARIABLE ID:               ?
 ENTER THE PROMPT TO BE DISPLAYED FOR THIS VARIABLE:
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 VARIABLE TYPE:           _    C - CHARACTER    N - NUMERIC    A - ALPHABETIC
 VARIABLE LENGTH:
 VARIABLE DEFAULT VALUE:
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CONTINUE       <PF4> SAVE
 <PF5> RANGE/LIST  <PF6> DELETE       <PF7> PREV VARIABLE  <PF8> NEXT VARIABLE

Action

Type a prompt that appears when this variable can be substituted during execution or validation. Choose a data type you
want to allow for the substitute. Save the definition and go on to the next panel.

Sample

The following sample shows how a typical Define Variable panel appears containing information in the display fields.

 =>
 Enter the required data and press the appropriate PFkey.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQDV0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE VARIABLE                      NAME:   AAA-SAMP-DIALOG
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DESCRIPTION:      SELECT CUSTOMER BY CITY
 STATUS:           COMPLETE
 
 WITH CITY = 1?'DALLAS         '
 WITH PROD = 2?75042
 PRINT       TITLE1 'SAMPLE ORDER ENTRY DATABASE'
 
 VARIABLE ID:             2 ?
 ENTER THE PROMPT TO BE DISPLAYED FOR THIS VARIABLE:
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 VARIABLE TYPE:           _    C - CHARACTER    N - NUMERIC    A - ALPHABETIC
 VARIABLE LENGTH:         05
 VARIABLE DEFAULT VALUE:
 75042
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CONTINUE       <PF4> SAVE
 <PF5> RANGE/LIST  <PF6> DELETE       <PF7> PREV VARIABLE  <PF8> NEXT VARIABLE

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

NAME: Name that you assigned the dialog or JCL PROC on the Editor panel.
DESCRIPTION: Description that you assigned the dialog or JCL PROC on the Editor panel.

STATUS: Status options are:

COMPLETE The description and all variable definitions have been saved for this dialog or JCL
PROC.
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INCOMPLETE The description or a variable definition has not been saved for this dialog or JCL
PROC, or saved variable definitions have been changed or removed from the Editor
panel. Below the Status field, you see a replica of the variables as they appear on
the Editor panel.

VARIABLE ID: Two-digit ID assigned to the variable on the Editor panel.
VARIABLE LENGTH: Length of the default plus any dialog fill characters. This length may differ from the actual variable length if

you have changed the variable on the Editor panel since the last time you saved its definition. If so, delete
the definition so that this display field contains the correct information. The maximum length of the variable
is 77 characters.

VARIABLE
DEFAULT VALUE:

Characters entered on the Editor panel after the two-digit variable ID and dialog symbol, excluding any
dialog fill characters.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Enter the prompt to be displayed
for this variable:

Y Any characters No default

VARIABLE TYPE: Y C - CHARACTER
N - NUMERIC
A - ALPHABETIC

No default

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Dataquery Editor (DQD10).

<PF3> CONTINUE Saves this definition and continues to the next step.
<PF4> SAVE Saves this definition.

<PF5> RANGE/LIST Displays the Define Variable Range panel if the variable is numeric, or the Define Variable List panel if the
variable is character type.

<PF6> DELETE Deletes any saved definition for this variable.
<PF7> PREV VARIABLE Displays the Definition panel for the previous variable.
<PF8> NEXT VARIABLE Saves the Definition panel for the next variable.

(DQD00) EDIT Command
Learn how to copy any query that you can access or change any query that you created using the EDIT command in
Dataquery DQD00 panel.

You can enter EDIT * to change the active query. If you enter EDIT without an operand and press Enter, Dataquery
presents the EDIT COMMAND DQD00 panel. From this panel, you can see a list of all queries, dialogs, and terms that
you can access. See EDIT - Display a Member for details on using the Edit Command.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD00
 DATAQUERY:  EDIT COMMAND
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 EDIT ACTIVE-QUERY
            (1)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  (1) ENTER 'ACTIVE-QUERY' TO DISPLAY QUERY CURRENTLY IN USE
      OR ENTER THE NAME OF ANY QUERY, TERM, OR DIALOG.
      PRESS <ENTER> TO DISPLAY IT FOR EDITING.
 
      PRESS <PF3> FOR A LIST OF QUERIES.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> LIST QUERIES

Action

Enter the name of the item to edit or press <PF3> to display a list from which to select the name of the item to display on
the Dataquery EDITOR panel.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

(1) Y Name of existing authorized
query, dialog, or term

ACTIVE-QUERY

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel.

<PF3> LIST QUERIES Displays a list of queries, terms, and dialogs.

(DQD10) Editor
Use the EDITOR DQD10 panel in Dataquery to create, copy or modify a query, term, or dialog. Review instructions for
display, action, fields, PF keys, and a sample exercise.

You can display the EDITOR panel in three ways:

• Select CREATE from the Main Menu. When you select CREATE (or enter the CREATE command), the EDITOR panel
appears with the Create Mode PF keys at the bottom.

• Press an EDIT PF key during the directory display.
• Use the EDIT command to display an existing query, dialog, or term.

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: ______  STATUS: _______
 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________
    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.
    ================================ T O P =====================================
 01
 02
 03
 04
 05
 06
 07
 08
 09
    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS<PF4>  DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7>  BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Action

When you edit (with a PF key or EDIT command), the EDITOR panel appears with the Process Mode PF keys at the
bottom and the query, dialog, or term shown in the editing area. Use the EDITOR panel to create, copy or modify a query,
term, or dialog. (Users with Dataquery Administrator authorization also use it to create, copy, or modify JCL and other
member types.)

The Dataquery EDITOR is available for typing, inserting, moving, and deleting lines between the TOP and BOTTOM lines.

In Create mode, the PF keys let you display information or switch to Process mode, where you use the PF keys to save,
validate, process, or delete the current query or term, or use a query as a query dialog. You can change modes with
<PF12>.

Example

Complete the fields at the top of this panel. Then write or change a query or a term in the area that is enclosed by the
TOP and BOTTOM lines. You can only change queries, dialogs, and terms that you own. However, you can copy an
existing public query by editing and renaming it. To create or edit a query, type DQL or press <PF9> TEMPLATE in Create
mode to select statement templates for your query, and type valid values (like ROW-NAME) in place of the template text.

See for detailed instructions on using the EDITOR commands. See DQL Statements and related topics for detailed
instructions on using each DQL statement. Save your entries in Process mode by using <PF4> SAVE or <PF9> UPDATE
if you are changing an existing member.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

CURRENT TABLE: N Name of a table you can access No default

NAME: Y Any characters except blanks No default

TYPE: Y Query, Dialog, or Term Query
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Field Required? Valid Entries Default

STATUS: Y Private or Public Private

DESCRIPTION: N 1 to 60 characters No default

Line numbers N Editor line commands. See
Using the Dataquery EDITOR.

No default

Dataquery Administrators can enter other types in the TYPE field. When they do, the PF key menu differs from the one
shown in this document.

PF Keys Create Mode

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY

COLUMNS
Displays a list of all columns for the current table.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays a list of all keys for the current table.
<PF5> DISPLAY ALL Displays a list of all keys and columns in the current table.
<PF6> LIST TABLES Displays a list of all the tables that your query can access.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF9> TEMPLATE Displays a template for selecting Dataquery language statements.
<PF10> VALIDATE Screens the current entries on the EDITOR panel for errors.

<PF11> RIGHT/LEFT Moves the current panel 4 columns left or right on 80-column terminal screens.
<PF12>

PROCESS MODE
Displays PF keys for processing a query or a term.

PF Keys Process Mode

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays information about the current panel.
<PF2>RETURN Redisplays previous panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE Executes the query online.
<PF4> SAVE Saves the current query or term in the appropriate library.

<PF5> DIALOG DEF Defines dialog variables if variables have been entered and TYPE is dialog.
<PF6> DELETE If you own the member, deletes the last version that was saved

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel of a partially shown panel.

<PF9> UPDATE If you own the member, applies any changes that were made to it.
<PF10> VALIDATE Has Dataquery check the entries for errors.

<PF11> RIGHT/LEFT For an 80-column terminal screen, moves the panel 4 columns to the left or right.
<PF12> CREATE MODE Displays PF keys for displaying table information or template of DQL statements.

(DQD30) Query Template
The QUERY TEMPLATE DQD30 panel in Dataquery lists Dataquery statements and syntax in the order in which they
should appear in a query.
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Each statement contains DQL words in uppercase letters (like FIND and WIDTH) and lowercase letters (like table-name)
to indicate where you must provide information. You can copy one or more statements to the Editor or simply use the
panel as a reference for query syntax.

On a terminal screen with 43 lines, the remainder of the statement templates available to you also appear on this panel.
On a terminal screen with fewer lines, the remaining statement templates appear on DQD40 when you use <PF8>
FORWARD while displaying this panel.

 =>
 Enter the number of times each statement is to be included in the query
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD30
 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.
 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the
 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 _  FIND (count)  table-name     ROWS
 _  WITH selection-criteria
 _  RELATED BY key-name
        TO (FIRST) table-name
 _  RELATED BY link-column
        VIA key-name column-name TO table-name
 _  SET result         (13.2)
        = numeric-column-name arithmetic-expression numeric-literal
 _  SORT table-name        BY column-name          (DOWN)
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Enter a number or a character in the field next to any statements that you want to use in your query. The number
represents the number of times the statement template should appear on the Editor panel in the position that is indicated
by the cursor when you press <PF9> TEMPLATE during the Editor display. Entering a character means you want to return
to the Editor panel with one copy of the statement template. You can select all statements at once, return to the Query
Template panel to copy one or more statements at a time, or return without copying any statements.

Scroll forward with <PF8> FORWARD to see more statement templates if your terminal screen is smaller than 43 lines.

Template Text

Each statement template contains DQL Language words in uppercase letters (like FIND and WIDTH) and words that you
type over on the Editor panel in lowercase letters (like (count) and table-name).
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Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

__ N A number showing the number
of times to appear on the Editor
or any character to select once.

None

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Editor panel with any selected statements.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls backward one panel.
<PF8> FORWARD If the terminal screen is shorter than 43 lines, scrolls remaining statement templates (DQD40).

(DQD40) Query Template
The QUERY TEMPLATE DQD40 panel Dataquery continues the query template from DQD30 that lists statements and
syntax in the order in which they should appear in a query.

Each statement on the panel contains DQL words in uppercase letters (like PRINT and FROM) and words in lowercase
letters (like table-name) that you type over. You can copy one or more statements to the Editor or simply use the panel as
a reference for query syntax.

 =>
 Enter the number of times each statement is to be included in the query
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD40
 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.
 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the
 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 _  PRINT FROM table-name      ROWS
          column-name    ('optional-heading')  (PICTURE 'picture-clause')
 _  DISPLAY FROM table-name
          column-name    ('optional-heading') (PICTURE 'picture-clause')
 _  WHEN named-control-break-object FINISHED  BREAKS
     DO 'legend-for-display'  function column-name  (PICTURE 'picture-clause')
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Enter a number in the field next to any statements that you want to use in your query. The number represents the number
of times that you want the statement template to appear on the Editor panel in the position that is indicated by the cursor
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when you press <PF9> TEMPLATE during the Editor display. You can select all statements at once, return to the Query
Template panel to copy one or more statements at a time, or return without copying any statements.

To see previous statement templates on DQD30, scroll backward with <PF7> BACKWARD.

Template Text

Each statement template contains DQL Language words in uppercase letters (like PRINT and FROM) and words that you
type over on the Editor panel in lowercase letters (like table-name).

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

_______ N A number showing the number
of times to appear on the Editor,
or any character to select one
copy.

No default

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Editor panel with any selected statements.

<PF7> BACKWARD Views previous statement templates (DQD30) if the terminal screen is shorter than 43 lines.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls forward to see more templates if the terminal screen is shorter than 43 lines.

(DQD50) Query Template (SQL Mode)
The SQL Mode QUERY TEMPLATE DQD50 panel Dataquery presents a list of SQL syntax in the order in which they
should appear in a query.

You can copy one or more statement templates to the EDITOR or simply use the panel as a reference for query syntax.

On a terminal screen with 43 lines, the remainder of the statement templates available to you also appear on this panel.
On a terminal screen with fewer lines, the remaining statement templates appear on DQD40 when you use <PF8>
FORWARD while displaying this panel.

 =>
 Place a nonblank beside each statement that is to be included in the query
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD50
 DATAQUERY:  QUERY TEMPLATE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Lower case words represent entries which must be replaced by the user.
 Parentheses indicate optional entries: these may be included by removing the
 parentheses only or deleted by removing both the parentheses and data.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 _  SELECT column1, column2, count(column3)
 _  FROM table1, table2
 _  WHERE table1.column1 = table2.column2 and column3 > 0
 _  GROUP BY column1, column2
 _  ORDER BY column1
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

Action

Enter a number or a character in the field next to any statements that you want to use in your query. The number
represents the number of times that you want the statement template to appear on the Editor panel in the position that is
indicated by the cursor when you pressed <PF9> TEMPLATE during the Editor display. Entering a character means you
want to return to the Editor panel with one copy of the statement template. You can select all statements at once, return to
the Query Template panel to copy one or more statements at a time, or return without copying any statements.

Scroll forward with <PF8> FORWARD to see more statement templates if your terminal screen is smaller than 43 lines.

Template Text

Each statement template contains DQL words in uppercase letters (like SELECT and FROM) and words that you type over
on the Editor panel in lowercase letters (like column1).

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

__ N A number showing number of
times to appear on the Editor or
any character to select once.

None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Editor panel with any selected statements.

(DQD60) Editor (For Wide Screens)
Use the EDITOR (wide screens) DQD60 panel in Dataquery to create, copy, or modify a query, term, or dialog. See
actions to perform, a sample screen, and descriptions of entry fields and PF keys.

The Editor Panel appears when you select CREATE from the Main Menu, when you press an EDIT PF key during a
directory display, or when you use the EDIT command to display an existing query, dialog, or term. When you select
CREATE (or enter the CREATE command), the Editor panel appears with the Create Mode PF keys displayed at the
bottom.

 =>
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 CREATION PANEL
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD60
 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: ______  STATUS: _______
 DESCRIPTION:   _______________________________________________________
    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.
    ================================ T O P =====================================
 01
 02
 03
 04
 05
 06
 07
 08
 09
    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS<PF4>  DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES<PF7>  BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> NOT USED       <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Action

When you edit (with a PF key or EDIT command), the Editor panel appears with the Process Mode PF keys displayed at
the bottom and the query, dialog, or term displayed in the editing area. Use the Editor Panel to create, copy or modify a
query, term, or dialog. (Users with Dataquery Administrator authorization also use it to create, copy, or modify conditions
and JCL.)

The Dataquery Editor is available to you for typing, inserting, moving, and deleting lines between the TOP and BOTTOM
lines.

In Create Mode, the PF keys allow you to display helpful information or switch to Process Mode where you use the PF
keys to save, validate, process, or delete the current query or term, or to use a query as a query dialog. You can change
modes with <PF12>.

Sample

Complete the fields at the top of this panel. Then write or change a query or a term in the area enclosed by the TOP and
BOTTOM lines. You can change only queries, dialogs, and terms that you own. However, you can copy an existing public
query by editing and renaming it.

To create or edit a query, type DQL or press <PF9> TEMPLATE in Create Mode to select statement templates for your
query, and type valid values in place of template text (like ROW-NAME).

See for detailed instructions on using the Editor commands. See the chapters on query syntax for detailed instructions on
using each DQL statement.

Save your entries in Process Mode by using <PF4> SAVE or <PF9> UPDATE if changing an existing member.
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Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

CURRENT TABLE: N Name of a table you can
access.

No default

NAME: Y 1 to 15 characters beginning
with a letter.

No default

TYPE: Y Query, Term, or Dialog.
Dataquery Administrators can
enter other types in the TYPE
field. When they do, a different
PF key menu appears from the
one shown in this document.

No default

STATUS: Y Private or Public Private

DESCRIPTION: N 1 to 60 characters No default

Line numbers N Editor line commands.
See .

No default

PF Keys Create Mode

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY

COLUMNS
Displays a list of all columns for the current table.

<PF4> DISPLAY KEYS Displays a list of all keys for the current table.
<PF5> DISPLAY ALL Displays a list of all keys and columns in the current table.
<PF6> LIST TABLES Displays a list of all tables your query can access.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF9> TEMPLATE Displays template for selecting Dataquery language statements.
<PF10> VALIDATE Screens the current entries on the EDITOR panel for errors.

<PF12>
PROCESS MODE

Displays PF keys for processing query or term.

PF Keys Process Mode

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays previous panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE Executes the query online.
<PF4> SAVE Saves the current query or term in the appropriate library.

<PF5> DIALOG DEF Defines dialog variables if variables have been entered and TYPE is dialog.
<PF6> DELETE Deletes the last version saved, if you own the member.

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel of a partially shown panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel of a partially shown panel.
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<PF9> UPDATE Applies any changes made to the member, if you own it.
<PF10> VALIDATE Has Dataquery check the entries for errors.

<PF11> RIGHT/LEFT Moves the panel 4 columns to the left or right, if an 80-column terminal screen.>
<PF12> CREATE MODE Displays PF keys for displaying table information or template of DQL statements.

(DQEA0) Query/Dialog Print Output (Wide Screens)
The Query/Dialog Print Output (Wide Screens) DQEA0 panel in Dataquery displays the output of your query in a columnar
format.

The DQEA0 panel displays only the output of your query, in a columnar format. The panel has no data entry fields.

 =>
07/13/10                         DATAQUERY                         PAGE 1
11:31:20                        TOTAL SALES                       NO-TOTALS
 
  SLMN-ID  NAME                                YTD-SALES
  -------  ------------------------------  -------------
  00760    HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC             7,600.00
  23160    UNIVERSAL AIRWORKS                231,600.00
  00795    NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION         7,950.00
  34222    CANNON TOOLS CO                 3,322,123.00
  23615    M.A.C. SAVINGS                    236,150.00
  11400    MALIRY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY     114,000.00
  25155    CHESTERSON-KIDD INC               251,550.00
  00655    WEST LIFE INSURANCE                 6,550.00
  09755    NETTLETON AIRCRAFT                 97,550.00
  10595    JOHNSON MULTIFOODS                105,950.00
  10420    MARK & MARK INTERNATIONAL         104,200.00
  05730    BELL-BAKER POWER & SERVICE         57,300.00
 
 
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP      <PF2>  RETURN   <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY  <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS <PF6>  STATS    <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED   <PF10> NOT USED <PF11>  LEFT        <PF12> RIGHT

Action

Scroll through the output or change modes (detail/totals), display query statistics, or return to online execution. The panel
has no fields for user entries.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

Date System date.
Time System time.
Page Page segment number (vertical) and letter (horizontal).

Title line 1 Title used by your system.
Title line 2 Specified in the query with TITLE1 keyword.
Title line 3 Specified in the query with TITLE2 keyword.

Column headings Alternate headings specified by the query, alternate headings, or column names.
Column data Values from each row.
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PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.

<PF3> TOTALS ONLY Changes report format to TOTALS ONLY.
<PF4> DETAIL Changes report format to DETAIL.

<PF5> NO TOTALS Changes report format to NO TOTALS.
<PF6> STATS Displays statistics for this query.

<PF7> BACKWARD If there are multiple pages, displays the previous page of the current row.
<PF8> FORWARD If there are multiple pages, displays the next page of the current row.

<PF11> LEFT Displays preceding horizontal page segment, if any, indicated by <= on the bottom separator line.
<PF12> RIGHT Displays next horizontal page segment, if any, indicated by => on the bottom separator line.

(DQEC0) FIND Statistics
The FIND/SELECT Statistics DQEC0 panel in Dataquere displays statistics about query processing. The panel appears
when you view query output on your screen, press <PF6> STATS, or enter the STALL command.

When you press <PF3> OVERALL STATS after the FIND Statistics panel (DQEF0) appears, further statistical information
about query processing appears on DQEC0.

 =>
 Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEC0
 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME: PROGRAMS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 TNM-BID  STRG  Q RELS RELO     I/O   E-I/O  E-ROWS    CARD RQAS      KEY F-BUF
 -------- ----- - ---- ---- ------- ------- ------- ------- ---- -------- -----
 PGM    2   336 N                 5     N/A     N/A     N/A   72
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> OVERALL STATS

Action

Note the query statistics if a problem occurs during the query execution so you can be prepared to report the information
to your Dataquery Administrator for help with resolving the problem.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TNM-BID Table name and database ID.
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STRG Length of permanent storage for this table, including the request area, RQA size, nonqualifying with list,
and overhead. Dataquery and the Compound Boolean Selection Facility of Datacom/DB dynamically
handle the search optimization. Dataquery uses predicates (a WITH in a DQL Mode query FIND statement)
to build a Compound Boolean Selection Request Qualification Area (RQA). This converts the selection
criteria in a query's statements to the Compound Boolean Selection format.

NQ Nonqualifying predicates.
RELS Related subject, column, key, or value.
RELO Related object, column, or key.

I/O Number of I/Os for this execution.
E-I/O and E-ROWS Estimated I/O from a Compound Boolean Selection estimate calls for join optimization. E-I/O and E-ROWS

apply to a single table. The values are calculated using the E-I/O and E-ROWS values for each table, the
relative cardinalities of the tables, whether the related objects are indexed or not, and the number of rows
requested in the query. The numbers that are shown are normally the values that are received from the
Compound Boolean Selection Facility only for the first table that is listed on DQEC0. The other tables have
been adjusted based on relative cardinality, and so forth.

CARD The number of rows on the table, if joining. The relative cardinality of the tables figures into join
optimization.

RQAS Shows whether a query is nearing the 9999 RQA limitation.
KEY Means one of two things, depending on whether the name is followed by an R or a G.

R Indicates that Compound Boolean Selection used this key because it is a related
object in the table and the ratio of table cardinalities indicated that the key may
optimize the join.

G Indicates that Compound Boolean Selection suggested using the key if executing in
batch and only for the primary table in the search.

F-BUF Storage that is used for buffering for nonqualifying predicates or cross-joined WITH statements.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.

<PF3> OVERALL STATS Views Query Statistics panel (DQEF0).

(DQED0) Column Value Display
The COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY DQED0 panel DQED0 in Dataquery contains the data that are requested by the query for
one row.

The panel appears once for every row that is found by a query or dialog whose output is in a list format on the screen.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY                      ROW          PAGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> PREV ROW      <PF4> NEXT ROW
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> STATS         <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Scroll through the COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY panels for the query output, using PF keys, the +nnnn and -nnnn
commands, or enter a row number to display a specific row (nn). The panel contains no user-entry fields.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

ROW The sequence number of the row in the found set.
PAGE Page number of the current rows. Page number is always one unless the output of a single row extends

beyond one panel.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel

<PF3> PREV ROW Displays first page of a previous row, if any
<PF4> NEXT ROW Displays first page of next row, if any

<PF6> STATS Displays statistics for this query
<PF7> BACKWARD If the row has multiple pages, displays the previous page of the current row. If none, displays the first page

of a previous row, if any
<PF8> FORWARD If the row has multiple pages, displays the next page of the current row, If none, displays the first page of

the next row, if any

(DQEF0) Query Statistics
The CURRENT DATAQUERY FIND/SELECT STATISTICS DQEF0 panel in Dataquery contains information about how
your query processed.

The FIND/SELECT STATISTICS panel appears when you display query output on your video screen and press <PF6>
STATS.  If your user profile is set up to print it automatically, the panel also appears at the front of query output that is
routed to the printer,.

NOTE
Total Joins, Valid Joins, Estimated I/O, Estimated Rows, and <PF3> OVERALL STATS appear only if the STALL
command was issued during this session. See (DQEC0) FIND Statistics and for more information.

 =>
 CURRENT DATAQUERY FIND/SELECT STATISTICS.
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0
 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
      NUMBER REQUESTED:                            COMPLETION DATE:
      NUMBER FOUND:                                COMPLETION TIME:
 
      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:
 
                                OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH
                                -------    ------------    -------
      ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):
      I/O EVENTS:
      SELFR TOTAL:
      SELNR TOTAL:
      TOTAL BYTES:
      TOTAL JOINS:
      VALID JOINS:
      ESTIMATED I/O:
      ESTIMATED ROWS:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

Action

Note the query statistics if a problem occurs during a query execution. Be prepared to report the information to your
Dataquery Administrator for help with resolve any problem.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name of the query to which these statistics apply
NUMBER REQUESTED: Number of rows requested in your query

NUMBER FOUND: Number of rows found in the database
COMPLETION DATE: Date that the row search for this query ended
COMPLETION TIME: Time that the row search for this query ended
FIND TERMINATED

BECAUSE:
• NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS REACHED -- The FIND process completed normally.
• SITE I/O LIMIT (DQOPTLST.SRCHLIM) EXCEEDED -- the FIND exceeded The value set for the I/O

limit in the System Option Table parameter SRCHLIM=. Either reduce the number of rows for Dataquery
to FIND, or ask your Dataquery Administrator to increase the value in the SRCHLIM parameter so that
your query can finish the FIND processing.

• MAX WORK TABLE BLOCKS EXCEEDED -- Exceeds the FNDBLKS parameter in the System Option
Table or your row. See the Dataquery Administrator.

• MAX ELAPSED TIME EXCEEDED -- The maximum time that is allowed for the processing of a query
FIND has been exceeded. Either simplify the FIND so that the FIND processing time is shorter or ask
the Dataquery Database Administrator to increase the maximum time allowed.

• FIND CANCELED FROM REQUESTING TERMINAL -- This query has been canceled from the
requesting user's terminal.

• FIND CANCELED FROM ANOTHER TERMINAL -- This query was canceled from a terminal that is not
the requesting user's terminal.

ELAPSED TIME
(SECONDS):

The overall time elapsed in seconds to process the FIND statement.

• OPTIMIZATION -- The process of determining the search strategy for searching the database efficiently
• SEARCH -- The actual search time against the database for the FIND statement
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I/O EVENTS: • OVERALL -- The overall number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events for the processing of the FIND
statement

• OPTIMIZATION -- The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events used tp determine the database
search strategy

• SEARCH -- The number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events used for the search of the database by the
FIND statement

SELFR TOTAL: • OVERALL -- The overall number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first)
commands that were issued to execute the FIND statement

• OPTIMIZATION -- The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first)
commands that were issued for determining the database search strategy

• SEARCH -- The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELFR (select first) commands
that were issued for the search of the database by the FIND statement.

SELNR TOTAL: • OVERALL -- The overall number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELNR (select next)
commands that were issued to execute the FIND statement

• OPTIMIZATION -- The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELNR (select next)
commands that were issued for determining the database search strategy

• SEARCH -- The number of Datacom/DB Compound Boolean Selection SELNR (select next) commands
that were issued for the search of the database by the FIND statement

TOTAL BYTES: • OVERALL -- The overall number of bytes that were required to hold the internal control blocks that
Dataquery built to process the FIND statement

• OPTIMIZATION -- The number of bytes that were required to hold the internal control blocks that
Dataquery built for determining the data base strategy

• SEARCH -- The number of bytes that were required to hold the internal control block that Dataquery
built for the search of the database by the FIND statement

If the STALL command has been used, the following statistics appear on this panel:

TOTAL JOINS: The number of times tables were joined during query processing
VALID JOINS: The number of joins that could be used. Valid joins never exceed total joins. The more tables there are

involved, the smaller the percentage of joins that are valid. Dataquery considers every possible join and
chooses the optimum combination.

ESTIMATED I/O: An estimate from the lowest cost join
ESTIMATED ROWS: An estimate from the lowest cost join

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel

(DQED0) Column Value Display (Wide Screens)
The Column Value Display DQED0 panel in Dataquery contains the data that are returned by the query for one row.

A Column Value Display panel is generated for every row displayed in list format on a query or dialog output screen.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY                      ROW          PAGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> PREV ROW      <PF4> NEXT ROW
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> STATS         <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Scroll through the Column Value Display panels for the query output. Use PF keys or the +nnnn and -nnnn commands, or
enter a row number to display a specific row (nn). There are no user-entry fields on this panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

ROW Sequence number of the row in the found set.
PAGE Page number of the current rows. Page number is always 1 unless the output of a single row extends

beyond one screen.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.

<PF3> PREV ROW Displays the first page of a previous row, if any.
<PF4> NEXT ROW Displays the first page of the next row, if any.

<PF6> STATS Displays statistics for this query.
<PF7> BACKWARD  Displays the previous page of the current row if there are multiple pages. If not, the panel displays the first

page of the previous row, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next page of the current row if there are multiple pages. If not, the panel displays first page of

the next row, if any.

(DQEG0) Table Maintenance
In Dataquery, use the TABLE MAINTENANCE DQEG0 panel to verify INSERT changes before they occur. Review panel,
action, display fields, and PF keys.

When a query that contains an INSERT statement is executed, the TABLE MAINTENANCE panel opens. The panel
displays the rows to be added, updated, or deleted, so that you can verify the changes before they occur. INSERT
statements require special authorization.

 =>
 Press <PF3> to apply changes to file
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEG0
 DATAQUERY:  TABLE MAINTENANCE                                   PAGE:     _____
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 TABLE:      ________________________________
 FUNCTION:   ______                NUMBER SELECTED:    _____
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN    <PF3> APPLY    <PF4> NOT USED  <PF5>  PREV ROW
 <PF6> NEXT ROW  <PF7> BACKWARD  <PF8> FORWARD  <PF9> LEFT      <PF10> RIGHT

Action

View the displayed row to verify that the changes should be applied to the table. You may use the PF7 and PF8 keys
to scroll the list backward and forward. If the changes should be applied to the table, press the PF3 key; otherwise, the
changes are not applied. Press the PF2 key to return to the previous panel, or press the Clear key to return to the Main
Menu.

Display Fields

The fields in this panel are for display only. No data can be entered. Refer to the following list for explanations of the
display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

PAGE: Page number of the displayed row
TABLE: Names the table to which changes are to be applied

FUNCTION: INSERT
NUMBER SELECTED: Always one row

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel
<PF3> APPLY Applies the changes to the table

<PF5> PREV ROW No effect
<PF6> NEXT ROW No effect

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the display backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the display forward one page

<PF9> LEFT Scrolls the display left
<PF10> RIGHT Scrolls display right
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(DQEI0) Table Maintenance
In Dataquery, use the TABLE MAINTENANCE DQEI0 panel to verify UPDATE or ERASE changes before they occur.

When a query that contains an UPDATE or ERASE statement is executed, the TABLE MAINTENANCE panel opens. The
panel displays the rows to be added, updated, or deleted, so that you can verify the changes before they occur. UPDATE
and ERASE statements require special authorization.

 =>
 Press PF3 to apply changes to table
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEI0
 DATAQUERY:  TABLE MAINTENANCE                                 PAGE:   ______
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 TABLE:      ________________________________
 FUNCTION:   ______                NUMBER SELECTED:    _____     LIMIT EXCEEDED
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -- ------------------------------           ------------------------------- --
 <PF1> HELP     <PF2> RETURN   <PF3> APPLY     <PF4> NOT USED   <PF5>  NOT USED
 <PF6> NOT USED <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD   <PF9> LEFT       <PF10> RIGHT

Action

View the displayed rows to verify that the changes should be applied to the table. You can use the <PF7> and <PF8> keys
to scroll the list backward and forward. If the changes should be applied to the table, press the <PF3> key; otherwise, the
changes are not applied. Press the <PF2> key to return to the previous panel, or press the CLEAR key to return to the
Main Menu.

Display Fields

The fields on this panel are for display only. No data can be entered. Refer to the following list for explanations of the
display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

PAGE: Page number of the displayed rows
TABLE NAME: Names the table to which changes are to be applied

FUNCTION: UPDATE or ERASE
NUMBER SELECTED: Number of rows that are selected for maintenance in the table that is named at the top of the panel

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel
<PF3> APPLY Applies the changes to the table
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<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the display backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the display forward one page

<PF9> LEFT Scrolls the display left
<PF10> RIGHT Scrolls display right

(DQEL0) Dialog or PROC Value List
The Dialog or PROC Value List DQEL0 panel in Dataquery shows the prompt and valid variables for a dialog or PROC.

During the display of a dialog or JCL prompt panel (DQEX0), if you press <PF5> RANGE/LIST with the cursor on a
variable,  Dataquery displays this panel, if a list of variables was defined for the default variable.

The first line below the word PROMPT contains the prompt that is defined by the dialog or PROC author for the current
variable. Valid variables are listed below the prompt.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEL0
 
 CHOOSE A VALUE FROM THE LIST BELOW VIA CURSOR POSITION AND PRESS <PF2>.
 PROMPT:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

You can select a variable from the list by positioning the cursor on it and pressing <PF2> RETURN to return to the prompt
panel.

Sample

The following sample shows a typical panel containing information in the display fields.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEL0
 
 CHOOSE A VALUE FROM THE LIST BELOW VIA CURSOR POSITION AND PRESS <PF2>.
 PROMPT:
 TYPE THE NAME OF THE CITY FOR WHICH YOU WANT A COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOMERS.
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   'DALLAS         '
   'ATLANTA        '
   'NEW YORK       '
   'LOS ANGLES     '
   'SEATTLE        '
   'BOSTON         '
   'MIAMI          '
   'HOUSTON        '
   'COPENHAGEN     '
   'LONDON         '
   'AMSTERDAM      '
   'BRUSSELS       '
   'HONG KONG      '
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  NOT USED     <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Display Fields
Dataquery

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

PROMPT: The prompt that is written by the dialog or JCL PROC author for this variable
Valid variables Defined variables that can be selected (city names in the sample above)

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel of a multi-screen panel
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel of a multi-screen panel

(DQEN0) Batch Execution
In Dataquery, use the BATCH EXECUTION DQEN0 panel to specify information required for a batch execution.

When you press a SUBMIT PF key from a panel, or enter the SUBMIT command, Dataquery displays the Batch
Execution panel. You complete entries on this panel and press a PF key to continue the execution. If the query is a dialog,
Dataquery presents a prompt panel. If the JCL requires more specifications, Dataquery presents another prompt panel.

=>
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0
DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY
Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate
                                         _  Defer execution until time __ : __
Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL
Enter non-blank to use JCL for deferred:  _
Select the report type:
          X  Detail and totals           _  When/do column functions only
          _  Detail only (no totals)     _  No detail (totals and when/do)
          _  Totals only (summary)       _  Suppress report
To export print data to a sequential file, select output record type:
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          _  Variable comma separated    _  Fixed-length record
For variable, enter name of output set   _______________
For variable, select output type:        _  Detail
                                         _  Totals
Select the output file device type:      _  Tape
                                         _  Disk
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SUBMIT

Action

You can leave the default entries on the screen or change them. Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard
keys to type different entries. Enter any character to select an option. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection
for each field on the screen.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following table for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Item Entry Explanation

Enter the name of the query to submit: ACTIVE-QUERY Query that is previously selected from
Directory of Queries, or the query that was
just executed

Type any valid query. Type over ACTIVE-QUERY with a name.

Select the type of execution: Immediate Execution begins at the next system
opportunity.

Defer execution until time __ :  __ The computer operator submits the query
for execution after the time specified. Time
is expressed in hours:minutes using military
time. For example, 3:00 PM is 15:00.

Enter the name of the JCL member to use: A valid JCL member name Enter the name of a valid JCL member, if
authorized.

Enter non-blank to use JCL for deferred: Enter a non-blank character. Enter any non-blank character to use
deferred JCL. Defer execution until time
__ : __ must also be selected.

Select the report type: Detail and totals Display the whole report.

Detail only (no totals) Shows detail lines, no WHEN/DO results,
and no totals.

Totals only (summary) Show only totals and WHEN/DO results.

WHEN/DO column functions only Suppress all contents except DQL Mode
WHEN/DO results.

No detail (totals and when/do) Suppress detail lines.

Suppress report Do not produce the report. Use when
exporting.
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Item Entry Explanation

To export print data to a sequential file,
select the output record type:

Variable comma separated Data in a character format with data fields
separated by commas. Character fields
are in quotes with trailing blanks truncated.
Numeric fields have leading zeros that are
truncated. Rows vary in length.

Fixed-length record Data is exported in the same type and
length as retrieved from the database table.
All rows are the same length.

For variable, enter the name of the output
set.

Any valid name Obtain a valid set name from the Dataquery
Administrator.

For variable, select the output type: Choose one or more:
Detail
Totals
Tape
Disk

See "Select the report type."

Select the output file device type: Choose one:
Tape
Disk

DOS only

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel
<PF3> SUBMIT Submits the job for a batch execution. May display a prompt panel if executing dialog and a prompt panel if

using JCL PROC.

(DQEO0) Totaling Options
In Dataquery, when a DQL query with totals is executed with the video terminal as the destination, the TOTALING
OPTIONS DQEO0 panel lets you execute the query and change the totaling options when you view the report.

With any report, if the query producing it is constructed to produce totals, you can select a valid totaling option for the
current execution.

 =>
 ENTER THE DESIRED OPTIONS AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEO0
 DATAQUERY:  TOTALING OPTIONS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 QUERY NAME =>  ACTIVE-QUERY
 
 TOTALING OPTIONS
 
   _  DETAIL AND TOTALS             - PRODUCE REPORT WITH DETAIL AND TOTALS
   _  DETAIL ONLY                   - SUPPRESS ANY REQUESTED TOTALING
   _  TOTALS ONLY                   - PRODUCE THE REPORT WITH TOTALS ONLY
   _  TOTALS BY NAME                - ONLY USE THE ENTERED CONTROL-BREAK NAME
                                      ________________________________
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   _  WHEN/DO RESULTS ONLY          - SUPPRESS ALL EXCEPT WHEN/DO RESULTS
   _  NO DETAIL                     - SUPPRESS DETAIL LINES on REPORT
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> EXECUTE

Action

Enter a character in the field next to the option that you want for this execution. Press <PF3> EXECUTE to continue the
online execution.

Entry Fields

Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

QUERY NAME => The name of the query or dialog that is named on the execution panel
TOTALING OPTIONS DETAIL AND

TOTALS
All data and totals specified

DETAIL ONLY Suppress totals specified in query.
TOTALS ONLY Do not show detailed data.

TOTALS BY NAME Display totals only when named column data changes.
WHEN/DO

RESULTS ONLY
Display only WHEN/DO results.

NO DETAIL Display no detail lines, only WHEN/DO results or query totals.

When the Totaling Options panel is complete, press a PF key to tell Dataquery what to do next.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help for the panel
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays Online Execution panel. Retains selections.

<PF3> EXECUTE 1. Begins execution process.
2. For a dialog, displays the prompter panel for selection.
3. Displays execution messages.
4. if the destination is a video terminal, displays the report.

(DQER0) Dialog or PROC Range
The Dialog or PROC Range panel (DQER0) in Dataquery presents a range of valid numbers if one was defined by the
query/JCL author.

To get to the panel, press <PF5> RANGE/LIST with the cursor on a numeric variable. The cursor appears in a field in
which you can type a number that falls within the range.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQER0
 PROMPT:
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 RANGE     FROM
           TO
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

Action

Enter a number in the field containing the cursor that falls within the range and press <PF2> RETURN to return to the list
of variables.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

At cursor position N Any number within range Shown on variable list

Sample

The following example shows a typical panel containing information in the display fields.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQER0
 PROMPT:
 ENTER A PRODUCT CODE IN THE RANGE DEFINED OR ACCEPT THE 75042 DEFAULT.
 
 
 
 RANGE     FROM        75000
           TO          75999
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

PROMPT Prompt written by the dialog or JCL PROC author appears.
FROM The low value in the range of valid values

TO The high value in the range of valid values

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits list of variables

(DQEV0) Dialog Validation
Dataquery requires that you use the Dialog Validation panel (DQEV0) to test a dialog before you make it available to
others.

Before a dialog can be executed, Dataquery requires that you view the panels that a user will see, and decide whether
they are what you intended. When you press the VALIDATE <PF> key after defining the dialog, this prompt panel (EV0)
appears for you to test the dialog.

 =>
 SCROLL VALUES WITH PF7 OR PF8 AND CHANGE THEM IF DESIRED FOR THIS VALIDATION
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------c
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CONTINUE     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD
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Action

Test the new dialog by entering all the values in a list, if one was defined for a character or alphabetic variable. For
numeric variables, enter numeric values. Then press <PF2> RETURN to return to the Editor panel. Look for a message
saying that validation was successful.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

Description
A description of up to four lines written by the author, describing the dialog/JCL PROC at the top of the screen.

Prompt 1
Following the description, a prompt written by the dialog or JCL PROC author, providing information about the
following variable.

Default 1
Default variable entered on the Editor panel. More prompts and variables can appear if they are defined by the
author.

Sample

The following example shows how a typical panel looks when the display fields contain information.

 =>
 SCROLL VALUES WITH PF7 OR PF8 AND CHANGE THEM IF DESIRED FOR THIS VALIDATION
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEV0
           PRODUCE A CUSTOMER REPORT FOR A SELECTED CITY.
 
         PROVIDE THE NAME OF THE CITY DESIRED AS DIRECTED.
 
 
 TYPE THE NAME OF THE CITY FOR WHICH YOU WANT A COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOMERS.
 'DALLAS         '
 
 ENTER A PRODUCT CODE IN THE RANGE DEFINED OR ACCEPT THE 75042 DEFAULT.
 75042
 
 
 
 
 
 
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CONTINUE     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel

<PF3> CONTINUE Continues the validation process
<PF5> RANGE/LIST If a range or list is defined for the variable, displays a range panel or list panel at the cursor position
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous screen of a multi-screen panel
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<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next screen of a multi-screen panel

(DQEX0) Prompt Panel (Dialog or PROC Execution)
Learn how to use the Prompt panel (DQEX0) in Dataquery to replace variables for the current dialog or PROC. Find an
example screen, panel, and explanation of display fields and PF keys.

The Prompt Panel appears when a dialog is executed or if a JCL PROC is named on the Batch Execution panel. Variables
can be replaced for the current dialog or PROC. The text and fields that appear are written by the creator of the dialog or
the PROC.

 =>
 SCROLL VALUES WITH PF7 OR PF8 AND CHANGE THEM IF DESIRED FOR THIS EXECUTION
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEX0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CONTINUE     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Type a valid substitute for any variable, or press <PF5> RANGE/LIST for a list or range of valid substitutes.

Sample

The following example shows how a typical panel looks when it contains information in the display fields.

 =>
 SCROLL VALUES WITH PF7 OR PF8 AND CHANGE THEM IF DESIRED FOR THIS VALIDATION
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEX0
 Description:
 
               PRODUCE A CUSTOMER REPORT FOR A SELECTED CITY.
 
             PROVIDE THE NAME OF THE CITY DESIRED AS DIRECTED.
 
 
 TYPE THE NAME OF THE CITY FOR WHICH YOU WANT A COMPLETE LIST OF CUSTOMERS.
 'DALLAS         '
 
 ENTER A PRODUCT CODE IN THE RANGE DEFINED OR ACCEPT THE 75042 DEFAULT.
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 75042
 
 
 
 
 
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  CONTINUE     <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5>  RANGE/LIST <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Display Areas

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display areas that are intended to contain variable data.

Area> Location Explanation

Description: Top Description of up to four lines that are
written by the author describing the dialog/
JCL PROC at the top of the screen

Prompts One line each After the description, a prompt for each
variable written by the dialog or JCL PROC
author, providing information about the
following variable

Default variables One line each Variables entered on the Editor panel
(DALLAS and 75042 in the preceding
example)

The default shown after any prompt is used in execution unless it is typed over or replaced with a selection using <PF5>
RANGE/LIST.

Other prompts and variables can appear if defined by the author.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the execution panel

<PF3> CONTINUE Continues with the execution process
<PF5> RANGE/LIST Displays a list or numeric range for the current variable that is designated by the cursor position, if one was

defined
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls backward through previous screens, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls forward through more screens, if any

(DQE10) Online Execution
The Online Execution DQE10 panel in Dataquery lets you request immediate use of system resources to query the
database table and return a report.

The Online Execution panel lets you request immediate use of system resources to query the database table and return
information in the form of a report. You can enter a query name or can execute the ACTIVE-QUERY. You can also specify
a beginning execution point (for re-executions), a report format, and a destination.

 =>
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  ENTER THE DESIRED OPTIONS AND PRESS PF3 TO EXECUTE
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE10
 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY
 
   EXECUTE STEP                  THE FIRST QUERY STEP TO EXECUTE
    _  SELECTION                 - READ AND COLLECT THE DATA
    _  COMPUTATION               - PERFORM THE USER DEFINED CALCULATIONS
    _  SORTING                   - ORDER THE COLLECTED DATA
    _  REPORTING                 - PRODUCE THE REPORT
 
   REPORT FORMAT                 THE REPORT FORMAT
    _  COLUMNAR                  - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER LINE
    _  LIST                      - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER PAGE
 
   REPORT DESTINATION            THE DESTINATION FOR THE REPORT
    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - PRODUCE THE REPORT on THE TERMINAL
    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - PRODUCE THE REPORT on A NETWORK PRINTER
    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - PRODUCE THE REPORT on THE SYSTEM PRINTER
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS

Action

Leave the default entries on the panel or change them as needed. Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the query named is the one you want to execute.
2. Decide which query step to use for the execution to begin. Only select a step that is appropriate for the query.
3. Select a report format. Leaving both options blank tells Dataquery to use the format specified in the query.
4. Select the output destination.
5. To view or change totaling options, display the Totaling Options panel with <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS.
6. Press <PF3> EXECUTE.

Entry Fields

Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

EXECUTE QUERY
NAMED =>

Use ACTIVE QUERY for a query that was previously selected from the Directory of Queries or a query that
was just executed. Use any valid query name; type over ACTIVE-QUERY with a name.

EXECUTE STEP (Choose one.)

SELECTION First execution step. (FIND) Do not select unless FIND statement is changed or
query is no longer active.

COMPUTATION Re-execute beginning with math functions, if any. (SET)
SORTING Re-execute beginning with sorting functions, if any. (SORT)

REPORTING Re-execute beginning with report production. (PRINT/DISPLAY)

REPORT FORMAT COLUMNAR Rows of data with column headings.
LIST Each row appears on a separate screen. (Not available if you are routing the output

to a network printer.)

REPORT DESTINATION VIDEO TERMINAL The report appears on a screen.
NETWORK

PRINTER ______
The hardcopy appears at the printer that is designated in ______ unless the List
option is selected.

SYSTEM PRINTER The hardcopy appears at the system printer.
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PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help for panel.
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays the Directory of Queries panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE 1. Begins execution process.
2. If the query is a dialog, displays a prompt panel for selection.
3. Displays execution messages.
4. Displays report if destination is a video terminal.

<PF4> TOTALING
OPTIONS

Displays Totaling Options panel for changing options.

(DQE20) Online Execution (Associate User)
The ONLINE EXECUTION DQE20 panel in Dataquery lets you request immediate use of system resources to query the
database table and return a report.

The ONLINE EXECUTION panel lets you request immediate use of system resources to query the database table and
return information in a report. You can enter a query name or execute the ACTIVE-QUERY. You can also specify a report
format and a destination.

 =>
  ENTER THE DESIRED OPTIONS AND PRESS PF3 TO EXECUTE
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE20
 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY
 
   REPORT FORMAT                 THE REPORT FORMAT
    _  COLUMNAR                  - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER LINE
    _  LIST                      - SHOW THE DATA ARRANGED ONE ROW PER PAGE
 
   REPORT DESTINATION            THE DESTINATION FOR THE REPORT
    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - PRODUCE THE REPORT on THE TERMINAL
    _  NETWORK PRINTER  ____     - PRODUCE THE REPORT on A NETWORK PRINTER
    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - PRODUCE THE REPORT on THE SYSTEM PRINTER
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS

Action

Leave the default entries on the panel or change them as needed. Follow these steps:

Verify that the query named is the one you want to execute.

1. Select a report format. Leaving both options blank tells Dataquery to use the format specified in the query.
2. Select the output destination.
3. To view or change totaling options, display the Totaling Options panel with <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS.
4. Press <PF3> EXECUTE.
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Entry Fields

Use the space bar to remove entries and the keyboard keys to type different entries. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

EXECUTE
QUERY NAMED

Use ACTIVE-QUERY for a query previously selected from Directory of Queries or a query just executed.
Use any valid query name; type over ACTIVE- QUERY with a name.

REPORT FORMAT COLUMNAR: Rows of data with column headings
LIST: Each row appears on a separate page. (Not available if routing output to a network

or a system printer.)

DESTINATION (You can choose one printer in addition to the screen display.)

VIDEO TERMINAL The report appears on the screen.
NETWORK
PRINTER

Hardcopy appears at the designated printer ID. (Not valid for LIST.)

SYSTEM
PRINTERR

Hardcopy appears at the system printer.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help for the panel
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays the ONLINE EXECUTION panel. Retains the selections.

<PF3> EXECUTE 1. Begins execution process.
2. If the query is a dialog, displays a prompt panel for selection.
3. Displays execution messages.
4. Displays the report if the destination is a video terminal.

<PF4> TOTALING
OPTIONS

Displays Totaling Options panel for changing options.

(DQE50) Data Selection Status
The DATA SELECTION STATUS DQE50 panel in Dataquery tells you how many rows your query has found so far and
lets you report on this progress or continue processing.

Depending on the amount of system resources allocated to you for reading database tables with any one query,
Dataquery may interrupt processing your query or the dialog FIND statement with the Data Selection Status panel.
This panel tells you how many rows have been found so far. You can either report on the rows that are already found or
continue processing.

 =>
 Press the appropriate Pfkey.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE50
 DATAQUERY:  DATA SELECTION STATUS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  Number of rows selected =>
 
 
  Press PF3 to end SELECTION and report on only the rows selected so far.
 
  Press PF4 to continue execution of the SELECTION step.
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP     <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> END SELECT    <PF4> CONTINUE

Action

Press an appropriate PF key to indicate your choices.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

Number of rows
selected =>

Number of rows that are found by the query or dialog when Dataquery interrupted the processing.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF3> END SELECT Discontinues row selection and produces a report based on the records found so far.
<PF4> CONTINUE Continues processing FIND statement to select all rows.

(DQE60) Online Execution SQL Query
In Dataquery, use the SQL Mode Online Execution SQL Query DQE60 panel for users to request the immediate use of
system resources to query the database table.

The SQL Mode Online Execution SQL Query panel for users lets you request immediate use of system resources to query
the database table and return information in the form of a report. You can enter a query name or execute the ACTIVE
QUERY. You can also specify a beginning execution point (for re-executions), a report format, and a destination.

 =>
  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE60
 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY
 
   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute
    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data
    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report
 
   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report
    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal
    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer
    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       <PF4> FORMAT REPORT

Action

Leave the default entries on the panel or change them as needed. Use the following steps:

1. Verify that the query named is the one you want to execute.
2. Decide which query step to use for the execution to begin. Only select a step that is appropriate for the query.
3. If you need to change the format specifications for this execution, press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT.
4. Select the output destination.
5. Press <PF3> EXECUTE.

Entry Fields

To remove entries, use the space bar. To type different entries, use the keyboard keys. Enter any character beside the
selection of your choice. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

Field Valid Entries Explanation

EXECUTE QUERY NAMED ACTIVE-QUERY Query most recently used.

Any valid query name Type over ACTIVE-QUERY with a name.

EXECUTE STEP (Choose one.) SELECTION First execution step (FIND). Select only if a
query is changed or is no longer active.

REPORTING Re-execute beginning with report
production.

REPORT DESTINATION (video and/or
printer)

VIDEO TERMINAL The report appears on the screen.

NETWORK PRINTER Hardcopy appears at the designated printer
unless the LIST option is selected.

SYSTEM PRINTER Hardcopy appears at the system printer.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help for the panel
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays Directory of Queries panel

<PF3> EXECUTE 1. Begins execution process.
2. If the query is a dialog, the screen displays the prompt panel for selection.
3. Displays the execution messages.
4. If the destination is a video terminal, the screen displays the report.

<PF4> FORMAT
REPORT

Displays panels for changing report specifications.
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(DQE70) Online Execution SQL Query (Associate User)
SQL Mode Online Execution DQE70 panel for associate users in Dataquery lets you request immediate use of system
resources to query the database table.

The SQL Mode Online Execution panel for associate users lets you request immediate use of system resources to query
the database table and return information in the form of a report. You can enter a query name or execute the ACTIVE-
QUERY.

 =>
  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE70
 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY
 
   REPORT DESTINATION             The destination for the report
    _  VIDEO TERMINAL             - Produce the report on the terminal
    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____       - Produce the report on a network printer
    _  SYSTEM PRINTER             - Produce the report on the system printer
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       <PF4> FORMAT REPORT

Action

Leave the default entries on the panel or change them as needed. Use the following steps:

1. Verify that the query named is the one you want to execute.
2. To change the format specifications for this execution, press <PF4> FORMAT REPORT.
3. Select the output destination.
4. Press <PF3> EXECUTE.

Entry Fields

To remove entries, use the space bar. To type different entries, use the keyboard keys. Enter any character next to the
selection of your choice. Be sure that the panel contains an entry or selection for each category on the screen.

Field Valid Entries Explanation

EXECUTE QUERY NAMED ACTIVE-QUERY Query most recently used.

Any valid query name Type over ACTIVE-QUERY with a name.

REPORT DESTINATION (video and/or
printer)

VIDEO TERMINAL The report appears on the screen.
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Field Valid Entries Explanation

NETWORK PRINTER The hardcopy appears at the designated
printer unless the LIST option is selected.

SYSTEM PRINTER the hardcopy appears at the system printer.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help for panel.
<PF2> RETURN Redisplays the Directory of Queries panel.

<PF3> EXECUTE 1. Begins the execution process.
2. If this is a dialog, the screen displays the prompt panel for selection.
3. Displays the execution messages.
4. If the destination is a video terminal, displays the report.

<PF4> FORMAT
REPORT

Displays panels for changing report specifications.

(DQE90) Query/Dialog Print Output
In Dataquery, the Query/Dialog Output (DQE90) panel displays the output of your query in a columnar format. See actions
to perform, and descriptions of display fields and PF keys.

 =>
07/13/10                         DATAQUERY                         PAGE 1
11:31:20                        TOTAL SALES                       NO-TOTALS
 
  SLMN-ID  NAME                                YTD-SALES
  -------  ------------------------------  -------------
  00760    HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC             7,600.00
  23160    UNIVERSAL AIRWORKS                231,600.00
  00795    NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION         7,950.00
  34222    CANNON TOOLS CO                 3,322,123.00
  23615    M.A.C. SAVINGS                    236,150.00
  11400    MALIRY ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY     114,000.00
  25155    CHESTERSON-KIDD INC               251,550.00
  00655    WEST LIFE INSURANCE                 6,550.00
  09755    NETTLETON AIRCRAFT                 97,550.00
  10595    JOHNSON MULTIFOODS                105,950.00
  10420    MARK & MARK INTERNATIONAL         104,200.00
  05730    BELL-BAKER POWER & SERVICE         57,300.00
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12>RIGHT

Action

Scroll through the output or change modes (detail/totals), display query statistics, or return to online execution. The panel
contains no user-entry fields.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

Date System date
Time System time
Page Page segment number (vertical) and letter (horizontal)

Title line 1 Title used by your system
Title line 2 Specified in the query with TITLE1 keyword
Title line 3 Specified in the query with TITLE2 keyword

Column headings Alternate headings specified by the query, alternate headings, or Datacom Datadictionary field names
Column data Values from each row for the column that is identified with the column heading

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel

<PF3> TOTALS ONLY Changes report format to TOTALS ONLY
<PF4> DETAIL Changes report format to DETAIL

<PF5> NO TOTALS Changes report format to NO TOTALS
<PF6> STATS Displays statistics for this query

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays previous page of current row, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next page of current row, if any

<PF11> LEFT Displays preceding horizontal page segment, if a <= appears on the bottom separator line
<PF12> RIGHT Displays next horizontal page segment, if a => appears on the bottom separator line

(DQFA0) Report Format - Function Control Break
In Dataquery, the REPORT FORMAT-FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK DQFA0 panel lets you specify a control break for
calculating functions for a report you created by executing an SQL query.

The panel appears for each function that you select for your report. The function is calculated and the results are
displayed when the value of the specified control break changes.

If you choose the end of the report as a control break, the function is calculated for the entire column and appears at the
end of the report.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQFA0
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT-FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK   QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the control break level at which the  _______ function for the
 ________________________________ column is to be displayed.
 The appropriate level may be indicated by placing any character next to the
 desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SEL|  CONTROL BREAK COLUMN NAME       |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
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    |                                  |
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
    |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

To select the control breaks or the end of report, enter a character in the SELECT column beside the column name. Then
press <PF4> or ENTER to go to the next report definition step.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SEL N Any character No default

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next reporting panel
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays previous page of current row, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next page of current row, if any

(DQFC0) Report Format - Query Display
In Dataquery, the REPORT FORMAT - QUERY DISPLAY DQFC0 panel shows the query when you press <PF6> during
SQL Mode report formatting.

This panel appears when <PF6> DISPLAY is pressed during SQL Mode report formatting. It displays the query as it
appears at the time you press <PF6>. The query shown, whether complete or incomplete, resides in the library you
selected when you named the query (private or public). You can exit at any time, and can select the query from the library
to edit it on the Editor panel.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQFC0
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - QUERY DISPLAY  QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ================================  T O P  ======================================
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 ==============================  B O T T O M  ==================================
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

View the query as an aid to making formatting decisions. The panel has no user-entry fields.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name of this query
Query display area Contains the query for which you are formatting a report

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays previous page, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next page, if any

(DQF30) Report Format - Report Title
In Dataquery, the optional SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - REPORT TITLE DQF30 panel lets you assign a different title
to your report or display your data one row per page.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF30
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - REPORT TITLE      QUERY NAME:    TESTEXEC
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 Enter up to two lines for a
 report title:      => SEE SQL REPORT PANELS
                    =>
 
 Select the desired report format:    X  Columnar format: one row per line.
                                      _  List format: one row per page.
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DELETE FORMAT      <PF4> CONTINUE

Action

Complete the columns or accept all defaults. Then press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name of this query

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Report title N 1-55 alphanumeric characters
each line

None

Columnar Format N Any character X

List Format N Any character None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Sort Criteria Definition (DQHD0)
<PF3> DELETE

FORMAT
Deletes this type of format

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next panel when this one is complete

(DQF40) Report Format - Control Breaks
In Dataquery, the SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - CONTROL BREAKS DQF40 panel lets you designate a column that is
named in an ORDER BY statement as a control break during report generation.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF40
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - CONTROL BREAKS        QUERY NAME:
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 The named columns were used to order rows in the table resulting from the
 execution of this SQL query.  Place any character under "CONTROL BREAK"
 to select that column as a control break.  Place any character under "NEW
 PAGE" for a column selected for control break to get a new report page.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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                                  |SORT SEQUENCE |CONTROL | NEW
 COLUMN NAME                      |ASCEND/DESCEND| BREAK  | PAGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
                                  |              |        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Specify a sorting sequence and whether you want the column to be a control break or generate a new page.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name of this query
COLUMN NAME The named columns used to order rows in the table

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SORT SEQUENCE ASCEND/
DESCEND

N Any character(under ASCEND
or DESCEND)

Ascending

CONTROL BREAK N Any character None

NEW PAGE N Any character None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Goes to the next report formatting panel
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls list backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls list forward one page

(DQF50) Report Format - Column Functions
In Dataquery, the SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FUNCTIONS DQF50 panel lets you change the order in
which columns are printed. You can also request mathematical functions to be performed numeric columns.

The REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FUNCTIONS panel can be accepted with the defaults Dataquery assigns, so report
data is printed in columns in the order in which you selected it. However, you can change the order in which columns
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are printed. You can also request that mathematical functions be performed on some or all numeric columns. To do that,
select math functions for the columns. At the end of the report, or at control breaks that you can specify, you can obtain
the results of the functions and specify a legend to identify them on the report.

 =>
  Press <PF1> for help with defining the report
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF50
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FUNCTIONS  QUERY NAME:    TESTEXEC
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear on the report by
 inserting an order number below.  Column functions may be selected by placing
 any character under the corresponding functions.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER| COLUMN NAME                      | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | CNT | TOT
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  01   | ID                               |     |     |     |     |     |
  02   | NAME                             |     |     |     |     |     |
  03   | DEPT                             |     |     |     |     |     |
  04   | JOB                              |     |     |     |     |     |
  05   | YEARS                            |     |     |     |     |     |
  06   | SALARY                           |     |     |     |     |     |
  07   | COMM                             |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                  |     |     |     |     |     |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Number the columns in the order wanted in the Order Number column. Enter any character in a column function column
that you want to perform on a particular column. Press ENTER or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next Guided Query
panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name assigned the query that you are defining
COLUMN NAME Names of the columns you selected

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

NUMBER Numbers appearing in this column are assigned automatically by Dataquery. Change the numbers as
needed by typing over the current number to indicate the order of columns on the report.

AVG Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce an
average at a control break or at the end of the report.

MAX Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
maximum amount that is found at a control break or at the end of the report.

MIN Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
minimum amount that is found at a control break or at the end of the report.

SUM Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a total
at a  control break or at the end of the report.
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CNT Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a
count of the data items in this column at a  control break or at the end of the report.

TOT Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce totals
at control breaks and at the end of the report, and for which you do not need to assign legends different
from the legends assigned automatically by Dataquery.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Report Column Definition (DQHG0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQF60) Report Format - Column Headings
In Dataquery, the SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN HEADINGS DQF60 panel lets you define your own titles for
each column that is printedthat is in your query output.

If you do not define a title, Dataquery supplies one using the Datacom Datadictionary alternate heading. If no Datacom
Datadictionary alternate heading exists, the column name is used. The default names are shown in the LINE1: input
columns for each column selected for the report.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF60
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN HEADINGS     QUERY NAME: TESTEXEC
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 You may enter alternate headings for any column on the report.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN: ID                              LINE1: ID
                                         LINE2:
 
 COLUMN: NAME                            LINE1: NAME
                                         LINE2:
 
 COLUMN: DEPT                            LINE1: DEPT
                                         LINE2:
 
 COLUMN: JOB                             LINE1: JOB
                                         LINE2:
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a one- or two-line title for each column heading in the columns that are provided for each column. Type over the
default column names, or press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next panel.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query.
COLUMN: The name of a column you selected to appear in the report. Temporary results are not shown, since you

assign them a name yourself when you create them.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the TAB and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

LINE1: N 1-32 characters except slash (/) Alternate Datacom
Datadictionary heading or field
name

LINE2: N 1-32 characters except slash (/) None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Column Definition (DQHI0) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel requires that
you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel, if any.

(DQF70) Report Format - Column Format
The SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FORMAT DQF70 panel in Dataquery lets you select a format for the
appearance of the numeric data, or accept the default.

The panel appears if any numeric column is reported in the query output.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF70
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - COLUMN FORMAT       QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the type of editing desired for each numeric column on your report.
 Place any character under the number that represents the edit format needed.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
   Column 1:  12345.678  Column 3: 0,012,345.678  Column 5: E12,345.68

   Column 2: 12,345.678  Column 4:   $12,345.68   Use only for euro support

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                      |   1   |   2   |   3   |   4   |   5
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  AVERAGE WEEKLY EXPENSES         |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
  AVERAGE WEEKLY INCOME           |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
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                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
                                  |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _   |   _
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a character in the column next to each column for an alternate edit pattern that you want to use. Space over the
default selection, or press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to accept the default.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name assigned this query
COLUMN NAME The table and column names for each numeric column that is selected for the report.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

Column 1 Suppress leading zeros, no commas, decimal places as required to display a numeric column.
Column 2 Suppress leading zeros; use commas and decimal places as required.
Column 3 Show leading zeros, use commas and decimal places as required.
Column 4 Using floating dollar sign, commas, and two decimal places. Numbers are rounded upwards to the nearest

cent.
Column 5 Use the Datacom Datadictionary edit pattern that is assigned to the column/key, if one exists. The text

display for a column shows the Datacom Datadictionary edit pattern, if one exists.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Report Column Heading Definition (DQHK0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQF80) Report Format - Function Legends
The REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION LEGENDS DQF80 panel in Dataquery lets you assign a legend to the printed
results of each column function.

This SQL Mode report formatting panel lists each column function specified for this report. The legend you define appears
next to the function results when they appear on the query output.

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF80
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION LEGENDS       QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Enter a legend to be displayed with the result of the indicated function
 during control break processing.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FNC | COLUMN NAME                      | LEGEND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 AVG | AVERAGE MONTHLY EXPENSES         |
     |                                  |
 MIN | MINIMUM EXPENDITURES             |
     |                                  |
 MAX | MAXIMUM EXPENDITURES             |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

This SQL Mode report formatting panel lists each column function specified for this report. The legend you define appears
next to the function results when they appear on the query output.

Action

Accept the default legend or type a new one over it. You can use a heading substitution string in the Legend field. If you
want the current value of the control break printed within this legend, you can include a site-specified heading substitution
string like && in the legend. See the System Profile panel in Topic Help to learn what characters are used at your site as a
heading substitution string. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next Guided Query panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following for explanations of the display fields intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME:
Name you assigned this query.

COLUMN NAME
Column names for each numeric column selected for the

Columns

Refer to the following for explanations of the columns on this panel.

FNC
Function assigned to the column listed at right.
AVG

Average value of the column at calculation.
MAX

Highest value found in the column at calculation.
MIN

Lowest value found in the column at calculation.
CNT

Number of times this column was printed at calculation.
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SUM
The sum of the values in this column at calculation.

COLUMN NAME
Names of columns to which you assigned a column function to be calculated at control breaks or end of report.

LEGEND
Enter a 1- to 38-character legend to be printed when functions are calculated and results are printed. You can use
a heading substitution string in the Legend field. If you want the current value of the control break printed within
this legend, you can include a site-specified heading substitution string like && in the legend. See the System
Profile panel in Topic Help to learn what characters are used at your site as a heading substitution string.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Returns to Report Column Format Definition (DQHL0) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE
Displays the next Guided Query panel.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Displays a previous panel, if any.

<PF8> FORWARD
Displays next panel, if any.

(DQF90) Report Format - Function Format
The Dataquery SQL Mode REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION FORMAT DQF90 panel lets you change the display
characteristics (numeric format or edit pattern) of numeric data that appears in the columns that display the result of
calculations that are selected as column functions.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF90
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - FUNCTION FORMAT     QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the type of editing desired for each function result.
 Place any character under the number that represents the edit format needed.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
   Column 1:  12345.678  Column 3: 0,012,345.678
   Column 2: 12,345.678  Column 4:   $12,345.68
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FCN | COLUMN NAME                      |   1  |   2  |   3  |   4  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 MIN |  LEAST AMOUNT SPENT              |      |      |      |      |
 MAX |  LARGEST AMOUNT SPENT            |      |      |      |      |
 AVG |  AVERAGE COSTS                   |      |      |      |      |
     |                                  |      |      |      |      |
     |                                  |      |      |      |      |
     |                                  |      |      |      |      |
     |                                  |      |      |      |      |
     |                                  |      |      |      |      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> NOT USED       <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The default is indicated by an X in a column next to each function selection.

Action

Select a numeric format for each column function result by placing a character in the numbered column on this panel that
represents the format you want for the calculation result in the output.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query
COLUMN NAME Column names for each numeric column selected for the report

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

FCN Function assigned to the column listed at right

AVG Average value of the column at calculation
MAX Highest value in the column at calculation
MIN Lowest value in the column at calculation
CNT Number of times this column was printed at calculation
SUM Sum of values in this column at calculation

COLUMN NAME Name of each column to which you assigned a column function to be calculated at control breaks or report
end

Column 1 No leading zeros, no commas, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 2 No leading zeros, comma separators, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 3 Leading zeros, comma separators, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 4 Floating dollar sign ($), comma separators, two decimal places

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel or step

<PF4> CONTINUE Accepts the current entries and displays the next panel. (Returning to this panel from a later panel requires
that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel, if any.

(DQHA0) Select Columns for Calculation
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, complete the Guided Query SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION DQHA0 panel ONLY
if your arithmetic expression for a Temporary Result Column will include data that are found during query execution in a
column.

Completion of the panel is not required for each Temporary Result Column named. Use it only if your arithmetic
expression will include data that are found during query execution in a column.
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With it, you tell Dataquery which columns to use in an arithmetic expression to create the results you want. You can use
up to 10 columns. You can also include literal values in your calculation.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHA0
 DATAQUERY:  SELECT COLUMNS FOR CALCULATION         QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT THE COLUMN(S) YOU WISH TO USE IN CALCULATING THE VALUE OF THE TEMPORARY
 RESULT ___total amt___________________________  WITH PRECISION _2___ .
 PLACE ANY CHARACTER NEXT TO THE DESIRED NAME(S).
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   X   |  Quantity                            |
       |  Item Description                    |
       |  Suppliers                           |
   X   |  Price                               |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Select a column from the list of numeric columns for the files that you selected that you want to be used in defining
an arithmetic expression. Place a character in the selected column next to the column names. Press Enter or <PF4>
CONTINUE to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name assigned this query with the first Guided panel
RESULT Name that you assigned to the temporary result field you are currently defining

WITH PRECISION Precision that you assigned the temporary result column that you are currently defining, or the default
(13.2) if none was assigned

Columns
TABLE NAME/

COLUMN NAME
Numeric fields referenced in the query that may be used in the calculation that defines the temporary result
column contents

DESCRIPTION The Datacom Datadictionary description of each column listed

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the column on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor.
To change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? DefaultS

SELECT Y Any character None
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PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Define Temporary Result (DQH90) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHB0) Define the Arithmetic Expression
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, the Guided Query DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION DQHB0 panel is required if
you named a Temporary Result. Use it define any arithmetic expression that could be defined in a DQL SET statement.

One DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION panel appears for each Temporary Result that you named. With it, you
type an algebraic equation that may be simple or complex, and can contain numbers like F01 and F02 that represent
column names or literal values. You can define any arithmetic expression on this panel that could be defined in a DQL
SET statement.

 =>
 Press <PF1> for help with writing the arithmetic expression
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHB0
 DATAQUERY:  DEFINE THE ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION       QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Write an arithmetic expression to be used in calculating the value of
 temporary result  ________________________________  with precision _____.
 Use the column numbers, F01, F02, etc., numeric literals, or a combination of
 both and arithmetic operators.
 The default calculation appears below. You may type over it to change it.
 => ___________________________________________________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER| TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME               |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Accept the default expression or enter a valid calculation whose result will provide the value of the temporary result for
each row for which the calculation is made. You can write over the default expression.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query
Result Name that you assigned to the temporary result field you are currently defining

With Precision Precision that you assigned the temporary result column that you are currently defining, or 13.2 default
precision

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

NUMBER Number Dataquery assigned each numeric column that you selected for use in structuring your calculation
TABLE NAME/

COLUMN NAME
Names of the columns you selected for use in structuring your calculation, and their table names

DESCRIPTION Datacom Datadictionary description of each column you selected for use in structuring your calculation

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

default calculation expression Y Column numbers, numeric
literals, arithmetic operators,
parentheses

Addition of all columns

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Select Columns for Calculation (DQHA0)

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHD0) SORT Criteria Definition
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION DQHD0 panel lets you group rows
for reporting.

The panel allows you to order rows in your report in ascending or descending sequence according to the contents of one
or more database or temporary results. With this capability, you can group rows for reporting.

 =>
 Press <PF4> if you do not wish to define sort criteria
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHD0
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 DATAQUERY:  SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION          QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 You may order the selected rows in ascending or descending sequence
 according to the contents of one or more columns.  Select the columns by
 placing any character next to the desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT | TABLE NAME/KEY (*) OR COLUMN NAME      |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
        |                                        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Select from one to ten columns or keys whose values you want sorted to determine the order of rows in your query output.
Place any character in the Select column next to your choices and press <PF4> CONTINUE or Enter to go on to the next
Guided Query panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name you assigned this query

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

TABLE NAME/ KEY(*)
OR COLUMN NAME

The names of columns or keys in the tables you selected for this query. If a name is asterisked, it is a key.
Keys are preferred over columns for faster processing.

DESCRIPTION The Datacom Datadictionary description assigned each column

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SELECT Yes, if you want to sort Any character None

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Define Temporary Result (DQH90) panel
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<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
will require that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHE0) Row Ordering
In Dataquery in DQL Mode, the Guided Query ROW ORDERING DQHE0 panel lets you change the order (priority) of the
columns that are listed on the previous panel.

The ROW ORDERING panel appears when you select a sort column. On it are listed the columns that are selected in the
order in which they were listed on the previous panel. Their order on the ROW ORDERING panel indicates sorting priority
from major to minor. You can change the priority.

This panel also lets you specify whether to sort from lowest to highest or highest to lowest value. Especially important,
this panel lets you name the sort columns, allow control breaks, and start a new report page for each logical group that is
created by sorting.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHE0
 DATAQUERY:  ROW ORDERING                      QUERY NAME:
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 If you chose more than 1 sort column, number them 1, 2, etc. to show their
 sort priority from major to minor. Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 Sort sequence, control breaks, and paging control may be selected
 by placing any character in the corresponding columns.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                           |SORT SEQUENCE |CONTROL | NEW
 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME                   |ASCEND/DESCEND| BREAK  | PAGE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
       |                                       |              |        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Accept the default sorting order or change the numbers to reflect the sorting priority for columns you selected with the
previous panel. Indicate ascending or descending order for each column. If you want a control break taken when the
values change for any column, enter a character in the control break column for the columns.

For the output to begin a new page when the value in a sort column changes, place a character in the New Page column
next to the column name. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on.
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Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

ORDER NUMBER Enter a new number in this column for one or more columns.
TABLE NAME/KEY

OR COLUMN NAME
Names of columns or keys that are selected as sort columns and their table names

SORT SEQUENCE ASCEND/
DESCEND

For each column/key name, place a character in the ASCEND/DESCEND column.
To sort from lowest to highest, place the character under ASCEND. To sort from
highest to lowest, place the character under DESCEND.

CONTROL BREAK For each column/key name, place a character in this column if you want totaling or calculations to be
performed when the value (contents) of a column changes.

NEW PAGE For each column/key name, place a character in this column if you want the report to begin a new page
when the contents of the column/key changes.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Sort Criteria Definition (DQHD0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
will require that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor

PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQHF0) Report Definition
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query REPORT DEFINITION DQHF0 panel lets you assign a title to
your report, display your data one row per page, or select fewer than all rows for the report.

The panel is not required. However, if you want to assign a title to your report, display your data one row per page instead
of in columns, or select fewer rows for the report, you can specify that on this panel.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHF0
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 Enter up to two lines for a
 report title:      =>
                    =>
 
 Select the desired report format: X  Columnar format: one output row per line.
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                                   _  List format: one output row per page.
 
 Enter the number of rows to be
 processed for the report:      => ALL
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED     <PF8> NOT USED

Action

Complete the columns or accept all defaults. Then press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next Guided Query
panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Enter up to two lines for a report
title:

N 1-55 alphanumeric characters
each line

None

Columnar format: N Any character X

List format: N Any character None

number of rows N Any number 1-99999 All

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Sort Criteria Definition (DQHD0)

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far

(DQHG0) Report Column Definition
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, the required Guided Query REPORT COLUMN DEFINITION DQHG0 panel lets you choose
a number of the keys and columns from the tables you selected for your query, depending on how complex your query
has become.
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If you plan to create your own titles and reformat numeric data in a later step, your query could become lengthy and could
exceed the maximum line limit that is established by the Editor at your site. (See your Dataquery Administrator regarding
line limits.)

If you have displayed your query with each step, you have an idea of how many lines it occupies. The contents of each
key or column that is selected, including temporary result columns, can be printed on the report.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHG0
 DATAQUERY:            QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the keys or columns to be included on the report by placing any
 character next to the desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|TABLE/KEY(*) OR COLUMN NAME             |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Select at least one key or column whose values are to print on the query output. Enter any character in the Select column
next to your selection or selections and press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

TABLE/KEY(*) OR
COLUMN NAME

Lists all columns and keys in tables that are chosen along with table names

DESCRIPTION If descriptions are defined, the Datacom Datadictionary description of each key and column listed
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Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SELECT Yes, at least one Any character None

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the REPORT DEFINITION (DQHF0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for the key/column selected by cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHI0) Column Definition
In DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query COLUMN DEFINITION DQHI0 panel can be accepted with the defaults
Dataquery assigns, resulting in report data printed in columns in the order in which it was selected.

You may want to change the order in which columns are printed.

You may also want to request that mathematical functions be performed on numeric columns. If so, select math functions
for columns. At the end of the report, or at control breaks that you can specify later, you can obtain the results of the
functions and specify a legend to identify them on the report.

 =>
  Press <PF1> for help with defining the report
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHI0
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN DEFINITION                 QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear on the report by
 inserting an order number below.  Column functions may be selected by placing
 any character in the corresponding input fields.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                       |     |     |     |     |     |
 NUMBER|  KEY OR COLUMN NAME               | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | CNT | TOT
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                   |     |     |     |     |     |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Number the columns in the order to appear in the Order Number column. Enter any character in a column function column
that you want to perform on a particular column. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next Guided Query
panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name assigned the query that you are defining
TABLE NAME/KEY

OR COLUMN NAME
Lists all columns and keys in tables that are chosen along with table names.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

ORDER NUMBER Numbers appearing in this column are assigned automatically by Dataquery. Change the numbers as
needed by typing over the current number to indicate the order of columns on the report.

AVG Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce an
average at a control break or at the end of the report.

MAX Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
maximum amount that is found at a control break or at the end of the report.

MIN Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
minimum amount that is found at a control break or at the end of the report.

SUM Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a total
at a control break or at the end of the report.

CNT Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a
count of the data items in this column at a control break or at the end of the report.

TOT Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce totals
at control breaks and at the end of the report and for which you do not need to assign legends different
from those legends assigned automatically by Dataquery.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Report Column Definition (DQHG0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any
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(DQHJ0) Function Control Break Selection
In DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION DQHJ0 panel lets you tell
Dataquery when to print the results of a function (shown on the panel) you selected for the column that is named on this
panel.

One FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION panel appears for each function that is selected for each column. You
can produce function results at each control break (when the value in the column changes) or you can accept the default
and print the result at the end of the report.

If you specified more than one sort column with the SORT CRITERIA DEFINITION (DQHD0) panel, and assigned control
breaks to those columns with the ROW ORDERING (DQHE0) panel, each has a level or priority that appears on this
panel. End of report priority is 000. You select the control breaks at which you want this function performed.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHJ0
 DATAQUERY:  FUNCTION CONTROL BREAK SELECTION       QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the control break level at which the  _______ column function for the
 ________________________________ column in the
 ________________________________ table is to be displayed.
 The appropriate level may be indicated by placing any character next to the
 desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SEL|LEVEL|  CONTROL BREAK COLUMN NAME       | CONTROL BREAK COLUMN DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
    |     |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Choose one or more control breaks or the end of the report and press ENTER or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next
Guided Query panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query
____ column function Function selected for this column on the Column Definition panel (DQHI0). Can be AVG, MAX, MIN, SUM,

or CNT.
_____ column Name of the column/key to which this column function was designated for production at a control break or

the end of the report
_____ table Name of the database table containing the column/key for this column function
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Column

Refer to the following list  for a discussion of each column on this panel.

SEL Place a character next to the levels at which you want the current column function performed.
LEVEL You assigned a sort priority on the Row Ordering (DQHE0) panel for each sort column that you selected

for this query. Each has a priority number or level with 001 indicating the major sort column. Level 000 is
assigned to the end of the report.

CONTROL BREAK/
COLUMN NAME

This column lists the table and column name for each sort column that you selected for this query.

CONTROL BREAK/
COLUMN DESCRIPTION

The Datacom Datadictionary description, if any, attached to the column listed at the left. Also lists the END
OF REPORT notation for the 000 level selection option.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHK0) Report Column Heading Definition
In Dataquery, in DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query REPORT COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION DQHK0 panel lets
you define your own titles for each column or key that is printed in your query output.

If you do not define a title, Dataquery supplies one using the Datacom Datadictionary alternate heading.

If no Datacom Datadictionary alternate heading exists, the column name is used. The default names are shown in the
LINE1: input columns for each column selected for the report.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHK0
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN HEADING DEFINITION    QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 You may enter alternate headings for any column on the report.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN:                                 LINE1:
 TABLE :                                 LINE2:
 
 COLUMN:                                 LINE1:
 TABLE :                                 LINE2:
 
 COLUMN:                                 LINE1:
 TABLE :                                 LINE2:
 
 COLUMN:                                 LINE1:
 TABLE :                                 LINE2:
 
 COLUMN:                                 LINE1:
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a one- or two-line title for each column heading in the columns that are provided for each column. Type over the
default column names, or press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query
COLUMN: Each COLUMN display column contains the name of a key or column that you selected to appear in the

report. Temporary results are not shown since you assign them a name yourself when you create them.
TABLE: Each TABLE display column contains the table name of the key or column that is paired with it in the

COLUMN display column. If it is a temporary result, no table name is listed. Instead, you see the legend
temporary result.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required?> Valid Entries> Default>

LINE1: N 1-32 characters, except slash (/) Alternate Datacom
Datadictionary heading or field
name

LINE2: N 1-32 characters, except slash (/) None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Column Definition (DQHI0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for the key/column selected by the cursor position

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHL0) Report Column Format Definition
In Dataquery in DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query REPORT COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION DQHL0 panel lets you
select a format for the appearance of numeric data or accept the default.

The panel appears if any numeric column is reported in the query output.
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 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHL0
 DATAQUERY:  REPORT COLUMN FORMAT DEFINITION     QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the type of editing desired for each numeric column on your report.
 Place any character in the column that represents the edit format needed.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
   Column 1:   12345.678  Column 3: 0,012,345.678  Column 5: Datadictionary edit
   Column 2:  12,345.678  Column 4:   $12,345.68
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |   1   |   2   |   3   |   4   |   5
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
                                      |       |       |       |       |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a character in the column next to each column for an alternate edit pattern that you want to use. Space over the
default selection or press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to accept the default.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query
TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

The table and column names for each numeric column you selected for the report

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

Column 1 Suppress leading zeros, no commas, decimal places as required to display a numeric column.
Column 2 Suppress leading zeros; use commas and decimal places as required.
Column 3 Show leading zeros; use commas and decimal places as required.
Column 4 Using floating dollar sign, commas, and two decimal places
Column 5 Use the Datacom Datadictionary edit pattern that is assigned to the column/key, if one exists. The text

display for a column shows the Datacom Datadictionary edit pattern, if one exists.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Report Column Heading Definition (DQHK0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
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<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHM0) Guided Query Display
The GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY (DQHM0) panel in  Dataquery displays the query as it appears with all the specifications
you entered translated into DQL statements.

The panel appears when you complete the last Guided Query Creation function panel. The query shown, whether
complete or incomplete, resides in the library you selected when you named the query (private or public).

You can exit Guided Query and edit the query by selecting it from the library and editing it on the Editor panel. However,
you cannot return to Guided Query Creation to resume creation of this query after exiting Guided Query.

 =>
 QUERY CREATION COMPLETED
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHM0
 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 To execute this query online, press <PF3>.  To submit this query for batch
 execution, press <PF5>.   To exit GUIDED QUERY and return to the MAIN MENU,
 press <PF4>.  To continue query creation using GUIDED QUERY, press <PF6>.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ================================  T O P  ======================================
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  EXEC QUERY  <PF4>  MAIN MENU
 <PF5> SUBMIT QUERY  <PF6> NEW QUERY   <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD

The Guided Query Display (DQHM0) panel appears when you complete the last Guided Query Creation function panel. It
displays the query as it appears with all the specifications you entered translated into DQL statements. The query shown,
whether complete or incomplete, resides in the library you selected when you named the query (private or public).

Action

Use the display as a learning tool to observe how the Guided Query function uses DQL to construct a query from your
entries and selections.

This panel has no fields for user entries.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list explanations of the display fields.
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QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query.
Query display area Contains the query that Dataquery  built with the specifications that you entered on the Guided Query

panels.

>

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF3> EXEC QUERY Executes the query.
<PF4> MAIN MENU Displays the next Guided Query panel.

<PF5> SUBMIT QUERY Submits the query for a batch execution.
<PF6> NEW QUERY Begins creating another query with the Guided Query Creation function.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQHN0) Guided Query Display
The GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY DQHN0 panel in Dataquery displays the query as it appears at the time you press <PF6>.

The GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY panel appears when <PF6> DISPLAY is pressed during display of any Guided Query
Creation function panel after a selection is made on the Primary Table Selection panel. The query that is shown, whether
complete or incomplete, resides in the library you selected when you named the query (private or public).

You can at any time exit Guided Query and edit the query by selecting it from the library and editing it on the Editor panel.
However, you cannot return to Guided Query Creation to resume creation of this query after exiting Guided Query.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHN0
 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED QUERY DISPLAY           QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ================================  T O P  ======================================
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN      <PF3>  NOT USED    <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> NOT USED    <PF7>  BACKWARD    <PF8>  FORWARD
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Action

Use the display as a learning tool to observe how the Guided Query function uses DQL to construct a query from the
entries and selections you make.

This panel has no user-entry fields.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query
Query display area Contains the query that is built for you by Dataquery containing all specifications that you entered so far on

the Guided Query panels

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHO0) Column Function Legends
In Dataquery in DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query panel COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS panel lets you assign a
legend to the printed results of each column function.

The COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS panel lists each column function that you specified in the Column Definition. It lets
you assign a legend to the printed results of each column function. The legend appears next to the function results when
they appear in the query output.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHO0
 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN FUNCTION LEGENDS                QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Enter a legend to be displayed with the result of the indicated function
 during control break processing.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FNC | TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME           | LEGEND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
     |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD
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Action

Accept the default legend or type a new one over it. You can use a heading substitution string in the Legend field. If you
want the current value of the control break printed within this legend, you can include a site-specified heading substitution
string like && in the legend. See the System Profile panel in Topic Help to learn what characters are used at your site as a
heading substitution string. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next Guided Query panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

FNC Function assigned to the column listed at the right:

AVG Average value of the column at calculation
MAX Highest value found in the column at calculation
MIN Lowest value found in the column at calculation
CNT Number of times this column was printed at calculation
SUM The sum of the values in this column at calculation

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Names of columns to which you assigned a column function to be calculated at control breaks or end of
report

LEGEND Enter a 1- to 38-character legend to be printed when functions are calculated and results are printed. You
can use a heading substitution string in the Legend field. If you want the current value of the control break
printed within this legend, you can include a site-specified heading substitution string like && in the legend.
See the System Profile panel in Topic Help to learn what characters are used at your site as a heading
substitution string.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Report Column Format Definition (DQHL0) panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by the cursor position

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any

(DQHP0) Function Result Print Format
In  Dataquery in DQL Mode, the Guided Query panel FUNCTION RESULT PRINT FORMAT DQHP0 lets you change
the display characteristics of numeric data in the columns showing the result of calculations that are selected as column
functions.

The default is indicated by an X in a column next to each function selection.

 =>
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 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHP0
 DATAQUERY:  FUNCTION RESULT PRINT FORMAT        QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select the type of editing desired for each function result.
 Place any character in the column that represents the edit format needed.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
    Column 1 =     12345.678               Column 3 =0,012,345.678
    Column 2 =    12,345.678               Column 4 =  $12,345.67
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FCN | TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME               |   1  |   2  |   3  |   4  |
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
     |                                      |      |      |      |      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

The FUNCTION RESULT PRINT FORMAT panel lets you change the display characteristics (numeric format or edit
pattern) of any numeric data that appears in the columns that display the result of calculations that are selected as column
functions. Select a numeric format for each column function result by placing a character in the numbered column on this
panel that represents the format you want the calculation result to have in the output.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

FCN Function assigned to the column listed at right

AVG Average value of the column at calculation
MAX Highest value in the column at calculation
MIN Lowest value in the column at calculation
CNT Number of times this column was printed at calculation
SUM Sum of values in this column at calculation

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Name of each column to which you assigned a column function to be calculated at control breaks or report
end

Column 1 No leading zeros, no commas, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 2 No leading zeros, comma separators, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 3 Leading zeros, comma separators, decimal places as required to display a number
Column 4 Floating dollar sign ($), comma separators, two decimal places
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PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel or step

<PF4> CONTINUE Accepts the current entries and displays the next panel. (Returning to this panel from a later panel requires
that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays a panel that provides more information about a column definition for the column that is indicated
by the cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays the previous panel, if any
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel, if any

(DQHQ0) Multiple Occurrence Selection
In Dataquery in DQL Mode, the Guided Query MULTIPLE OCCURRENCE SELECTION DQHQ0 panel appears for each
repeating column that is selected during Guided Query creation.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATAQUERY:  MULTIPLE OCCURRENCE SELECTION          QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 The column you have selected has multiple occurrences.  You may select the
 individual occurrences to be displayed on the report by placing the occurrence
 numbers in the fields provided below.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   TABLE NAME:                                     COLUMN LENGTH:
   COLUMN NAME:                                    COLUMN TYPE  :
   DESCRIPTION:
   NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Action

Type numbers of the occurrences you want to use in the columns indicated by cursor position. Press the Tab key to move
the cursor from one column to the next. The number of columns available for entry equals the number of occurrences that
are shown in the NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES display, to a maximum of 96. Press <PF4> CONTINUE or Enter to go
on to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query
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TABLE NAME: Name of table containing the repeating column
COLUMN NAME: Name of the repeating column whose occurrences you are to select for the report
DESCRIPTION: Datacom Datadictionary description of the column

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES:

Total number of occurrences of the named column

COLUMN LENGTH: Number of positions in the column
COLUMN TYPE: One of the following types:

C Character
N Numeric
S Short floating-point
L Long floating-point
E Extended floating-point
Y Double character
Z
K Kanji

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

At the cursor position N 1- to 5-digit number
representing the number of
occurrences shown in the
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES
display

00001

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Goes to the next Guided Query Creation function panel

(DQHR0) Extended Column Display
In Dataqueryin DQL Mode, the GUIDED EXTENDED COLUMN DQHR0 panel displays Datacom Datadictionary attributes
not shown on the Guided Query list of column names.

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key where provided in Guided Query.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHR0
 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED EXTENDED COLUMN    TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                          | TYPE  LEN    DEC  SIGN   OCC  CLASS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                      |
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                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

When this panel is displayed, you can view the Datacom Datadictionary attributes of the column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following for explanations of the display field intended to contain variable data.

TABLE: Datacom Datadictionary name of the table whose columns are listed on the panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Datacom Datadictionary name of the column for the table you selected.
TYPE One of the following:

C Character
E Extended floating-point
G Graphics
H Hex
K Kanji
L Long floating-point
N Numeric (including binary)
S Short floating-point
T Bit for PL/1
Y Double character
Z Double character mixed

LEN Number of positions
DEC Number of positions after the decimal
SIGN If the column is numeric, Y (has a + or - sign) or N (is unsigned)
OCC Number of occurrences. 1 means that the column is not repeating.

CLASS Type of column:

C Compound for group columns
S Simple for single columns
F Filler for place-holder columns
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Reported as Numeric

Packed, zoned, and half word binary types and lengths are reported as numeric and may not indicate an appropriate
match for RELATED BY statements.

DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP

When creating queries, do not include columns defined as data types DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP. These data types
are reserved for SQL Mode queries. These data types are listed as character types on Extended Column Display panels
because SQL Mode queries return character-type data.

To test a column that is suspected of being one of these types before selecting it for a DQL Mode query, follow these
steps.

1. Look at the length of the column. DATE length is always 10, TIME is always 8, and TIMESTAMP is always 26.
2. If the data type is suspect, create a query that finds one row and PRINT the output.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF6> TEXT Displays text from Datacom Datadictionary on TEXT DISPLAY (COLUMN) (DQB40) panel
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward

(DQHS0) Guided Extended Key
In Dataquery in DQL mode, the GUIDED EXTENDED KEY DQHS0 panel displays the Datacom Datadictionary
description of any key that is shown on the Guided Query list containing key names.

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key on panels where it is displayed as an option.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHS0
 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED EXTENDED KEY       TABLE:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   KEY NAME:
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   COLUMN NAMES                         | TYPE  LEN    DEC  SIGN   OCC  CLASS
 ---------------------------------------|---------------------------------------
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
                                        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> NOT USED
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 <PF5> TEXT KEY      <PF6>  TEXT COL   <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Action

When this panel is displayed, you can view the Datacom Datadictionary descriptions of the key.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE: DATADICTIONARY name of the table whose keys and columns are listed on the panel
KEY NAME: Datacom Datadictionary description of the key name you have selected.

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

COLUMN NAMES Datacom Datadictionary name of the key and columns in the key you selected
TYPE One of the following types:

C Character
N Numeric (including binary)
E Extended floating-point
S Short floating-point
G Graphics
T Bit for PL/1
H Hex
Y Double character
K Kanji
Z Double character mixed
L Long floating-point

LEN Number of positions
DEC Number of positions after the decimal
SIGN If the key/column is numeric, enter a + or a - sign.
OCC Number of occurrences, if the key/column repeats

CLASS Type of column:

C Compound for group keys/columns
S Simple for single keys/columns
F Filler for place-holder keys/columns

Reported as Numeric

Packed, zoned, and half-word binary types and lengths are reported as numeric and may not indicate an appropriate
match for RELATED BY statements.

DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP

When creating queries, do not include columns that are defined as data types DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP. These data
types are reserved for SQL Mode queries. These data types are listed as character types on Extended Column Display
panels because SQL Mode queries return character-type data.

To see whether a column is one of these types before selecting it for a DQL Mode query, follow two steps:

1. Look at the length of the column. DATE length is always 10, TIME is always 8, and TIMESTAMP is always 26.
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2. If the data type is suspect, create a query that finds one row and PRINT the output.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF5> TEXT KEY Displays text for the key
<PF6> TEXT COL Displays Datacom Datadictionary text

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward

(DQHT0) Primary Table Selection
In DQL Mode, the Guided Query Creation function PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION panel tells Dataquery which table to
search (first if you want to search two tables) for the data you want.

This panel is required in the Guided Query Creation function. Dataquery reads the primary table in its search. If it is to be
the only table that is read, It should contain all the data that you want .

=>

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHT0

DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION              QUERY NAME:  _______________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Select one table from which you want information by placing any character

next to the desired table name.   START WITH:  _______________________________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SELECT|    TABLE NAME                    |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

   _  |                                  |      |

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

<PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE

<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Place a character next to the name of the table that you want the query to search and then press Enter or <PF4>
CONTINUE.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanation of the display field.
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QUERY NAME:
Name that you assigned the query.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following valid entries in the field on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To change an
entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N 1-15 character panel name. No default

Columns

Refer to the following description of the columns on this panel.

SELECT
Place a character next to one database table name to select the secondary table you want your query to search.

TABLE NAME
Lists all database tables that you are authorized to access. List can be continued on additional panels that you
can display by scrolling forward with <PF8>.

STATUS
Current database status of each table listed:
O

Open and ready for use
C

Closed and cannot be used
D

Disabled and cannot be used
DESCRIPTION

Description of each table, if any:

PF Keys

Refer to the following list of the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel

<PF2> RETURN
Exits the panel

<PF3> DISPLAY TEXT
Displays the text description of a table that is selected by the cursor position

<PF4> CONTINUE
Displays the next panel and saves this selection. Returning to this panel from a later panel requires that you move
through subsequent panels to redisplay entries to save them.

<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE
Displays the keys and columns for the table that is selected by the cursor position

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY
Displays the query so far

<PF7> BACKWARD
Scrolls back to previous screens of a multi-screen panel
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<PF8> FORWARD
Scrolls forward to the next screen of a multi-screen panel

(DQHU0) Secondary Table Selection
In the DQL Mode Guided Query Creation function in Dataquery, you can use the Secondary Table Selection panel to join
your primary table (from Primary Table Selection panel, DQHT0) to a second table if they share a key or column.

Then, you can report on data that is contained in both tables. Use this panel to select an optional secondary table for
joining.

 =>
  Press <PF4> if information from a secondary table is not desired
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHU0
 DATAQUERY:  SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION            QUERY NAME:  _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 You can use information from the primary table _______________________________
 to join with related information from another table. To join two tables,
 select the second table by placing any character next to the desired name.
 
 Retrieve the first related record (bypass other occurrences)?   Yes _  No X
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|    TABLE NAME                    |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
       |                                  |      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Place a character next to the name of the table you want the query to search and then press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME:
Name you assigned the query.

primary table
Table selected first with DQHT0 as the primary search table.

Columns

Refer to the following for a discussion of each column on this panel.

SELECT
Place a character next to one database table name to select the secondary table you want your query to search.

TABLE NAME
Lists all database tables you are authorized to access. List can be continued on additional panels that you can
display by scrolling forward with <PF8>.
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STATUS
Current database status of each table listed:
O

Open and ready for use.
C

Closed and cannot be used at this time.
D

Disabled and cannot be used.
DESCRIPTION

Description of each table, if any.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following valid entries in the "Retrieve the first related row (bypass other occurrences)?" line. See the
chapters on query syntax for more information about multiple occurrences.

Y
Place a character here and remove the X from NO if you want Dataquery to retrieve only the first related row
when joining tables rather than all related rows to establish a relationship.

N
Leave X as the entry to indicate that Dataquery should retrieve all related rows in the secondary table to establish
a relationship with the primary table.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list of the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP
Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN
Exits panel.

<PF3> DISPLAY TEXT
Displays text description, if it exists, of a table selected by cursor position.

<PF4> CONTINUE
Displays the next panel. (Returning to this panel from a later panel will require that you redisplay any entry to save
it again.)

<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE
Displays the keys and columns for the table selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY
Displays the query so far.

<PF7> BACKWARD
Scrolls back to see previous panels of multi-screen panel.

<PF8> FORWARD
Scrolls forward to see next panel, if a multi-screen panel.

(DQHV0) Guided Query Creation Option Selection
In Dataquery, the Guided Query panel Guided Query Creation: Option Selection DQHV0 lets you specify the type of query
that you want to create.
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This panel displays after you select GUIDE from the Main Menu or issue the GUIDE command. The specifications that
you enter determine which panels appear during the Guided Query operation.

 =>
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQHV0
 DATAQUERY:   GUIDED QUERY CREATION:  OPTION SELECTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 When you create a query with Guided Query, a basic query will be generated as
 the default.  You can override this default and customize your query by
 selecting one or more of the extended options listed below.
 
 To create a basic query that selects all rows from a single table, presenting
 the selected rows in a random sequence, press <PF4>.
 
 To select options to add to the basic query, place any character beside the
 options of your choice and press <PF4>.
 
    _  Specify the order in which the retrieved information will be presented
 
    _  Limit the output report size by specifying selection criteria
 
    _  Create your own columns for the output report
 
    _  Retrieve and combine information from two tables
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED       <PF4>  CONTINUE

Action

To create the simplest query, make no entries and press <PF4> CONTINUE. To add features to the query, enter a
character in the field preceding one or more options and press <PF4> CONTINUE.

Select

Refer to the following explanations of the selections available on this panel.
Specify the order . . . Sort report data.
Limit the output . . . Request the specific rows to be selected.

Create your own
columns . . .

Create data for the report by requesting calculations to be made.

Retrieve and
combine . . .

Join two tables for the data selection.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list of the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays first Guided Query input panel.

(DQH10) Query Identification
The Guided Query Creation function Query Identification (DQH10) panel names a query, tells Dataquery which library to
keep it in, and provides a short description for the library directory.
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When you complete this panel and press Enter, the query resides in that library unless you delete it during a directory
display.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10
 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 Enter a unique name for the new query ==>   _______________
 
 Select the accessibility level for your query by placing any character
 next to your choice.
 
   _  PUBLIC
   X  PRIVATE
 
 Enter a description for the new query
   ==> ____________________________________________________________
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Action

Complete the fields and press Enter or <PF4> to go to the next Guided Query panel.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Name for the new query Y Up to 15 characters starting with
a letter.

None

PUBLIC/PRIVATE Y Choose public if you will not
change the query.

Private

Description N Any characters. None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Dataquery Main Menu.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next panel in the Guided Query Creation function.
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(DQH40) Primary Table Key Selection
In DQL Mode, you must complete this Guided Query panel Primary Table: Key Selection DQH40 in Dataquery if you
selected a primary table and a secondary table for your query.

The panel displays a list of keys and columns from which you can choose one that contains a value that matches a value
in a key or column of the secondary table. These matching values join rows from each table for the query's search for
data.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH40
 DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE:  KEY SELECTION         QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 The primary table _______________________________ can be joined with the
 secondary table ________________________________ by matching identical values
 for a key or column appearing in both tables. Select the key or column to be
 used from the primary table by placing any character next to its name.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| KEY(*) AND COLUMN NAMES            |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type a character in the Select column next to the name of the key or column to be used for joining with the secondary
table, key, or column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.
QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned to this query.
primary table_ The table that you selected first.

secondary table_ The table that you selected for Dataquery to read second.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.
SELECT Place a character next to the name of a key or column in the primary table whose values match values in a

key or column you choose for the secondary table.
KEY(*) AND

COLUMN NAMES
Keys and columns in the primary table. Scroll forward if the list extends beyond the current panel.

DESCRIPTION Description, if any, for each key and column.
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PF Keys

Refer to the following list of the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel

requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQH50) Secondary Table Key Selection
In DQL Mode, you must complete the Guided Query panel Secondary Table: Key Selection DQH50 in Dataquery if you
selected a primary table and a secondary table for your query.

The panel displays a list of keys and columns from which you can choose one to contain a value that matches a value in a
key or column of the primary table. These matching values join rows from each table for the query's search for data. The
list contains only valid keys that match the selected column or key from the primary table in length and type.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH50
 DATAQUERY:  SECONDARY TABLE:  KEY SELECTION       QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select a key from your secondary table ________________________________
 that corresponds to ________________________________
 from your primary table ________________________________
 by placing any character next to the desired name.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| KEY NAME                         |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type a character in the Select column next to the name of the key or column to be used for joining with the primary table
key or column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.
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QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query.
secondary table ___ The table that you selected as the second one to be read in joining tables.

corresponds to ______ Key or column you selected from the primary table whose value matches values in the key you select from
the secondary table key names that are listed on this panel.

primary table __ The table that you selected as the first one to be read in joining tables.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.
SELECT Place a character next to the name of a key in the secondary table whose values match values in the key or

column that is selected for joining in the primary table.
KEY NAME Lists all keys in the secondary table. Scroll forward to see any additional names.

DESCRIPTION Description, if any, of each key.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list of the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel

requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQH60) Selection Criteria Designate Columns
In DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query Selection Criteria: Designate Columns panel DQH60 in Dataquery allows you to
begin narrowing the query's search for data.

You can select up to 15 columns that contain data for which you can search. You can search by stating that you want to
see a range of data, an exact match, and so forth. You use this panel to begin specifying search criteria that tell Dataquery
to read-only rows that contain data you specify. You begin defining the selection criteria by naming the columns with this
panel.

For instance, you can indicate that you only want rows that contain specific values in a particular column, like CITY =
DALLAS. With this panel, you would select CITY and on a following panel you would specify that CITY should contain
DALLAS for a row to be selected.

 =>
 Press <PF4> if you do not wish to specify further selection conditions
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH60
 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DESIGNATE COLUMNS   QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Specify columns that will be evaluated for record selection by placing
 any character next to the desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| KEY(*) AND COLUMN NAMES            |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
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       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a character in the Select column next to any columns you want to use in specifying selection criteria for this query.
Then press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display field.
QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.
SELECT Place a character next to the names of any columns for which you want to specify qualifying values.

KEY(*) AND
COLUMN NAMES

Lists the names of all keys and columns in the tables that you selected for this query. If two tables were
selected, the primary table keys and columns are listed first, followed by the secondary keys and columns.
Scroll forward to see more panels if the list extends beyond the current panel.

DESCRIPTION Description, if any, of each key and column listed.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection (DQHT0) panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel

requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column/definition for key/column selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQH70) Selection Criteria Define Condition
In DQL Mode, the optional Guided Query Selection Criteria: Define Condition panel DQH70 in Dataquery appears for
every column that is selected as a Selection Criteria column in the previous step.

With it, you describe the data that you want to be searched for in a column to qualify a row for inclusion in your report.
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In a query, you can specify a selection criteria clause with the format WITH operand1 operator operand2. You selected
operand1 with the Selection Criteria: Designate Columns (DQH60) panel. With this panel, you select the operator and
operand2. The operand2 parameter can be a column or key name, a value, or a logical expression that follows the
rules for specifying operand2 found in Query Syntax.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH70
 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: DEFINE CONDITION    QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Define the condition by selecting a comparison operator and a value to compare
 with  ________________________________  in  ________________________________

 Select one comparison operator:

 _ Equal (EQ)       _ Greater than (GT)             _ Less than (LT)
 _ Not equal (NE)   _ Greater than or equal (GTE)   _ Less than or equal (LTE)
 _ Containing

 Enter values for comparison with ________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> REPEAT COLUMN <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

Enter a character next to the one that indicates how you want to compare the found column values to the values you enter
at the bottom of the panel. This action chooses a comparison operator from the panel. You can choose only one operator.

Your entries on the blank lines that are provided must follow the rules for specifying comparisons in DQL WITH clauses
that are found in Query Syntax. When the panel is complete and correct, press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the
next step.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.
QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned to this query.

compare with __ The key or column that is selected for the comparison of the values that you enter on this panel.
in ___ The name of the table containing the selected column.

Select

Make selections on this panel as follows:

Equal (EQ) Data in the column must be equal to the value you enter below for the row to be selected.
Greater than (GT) Data in the column must be greater than the value you enter below for the row to be selected.

Less than (LT) Data in the column that is named must be less than the value you enter below for the row to be selected.
Not equal (NE) Data in the column that is named must not match the value that you enter below for the row to be selected.
Greater than

or equal (GTE)
Data in the column must be greater than or equal to the value you enter below for the row to be selected.
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Less than or
equal (LTE)

Data in the column that is named must be less than or equal to the value you enter below for the row to be
selected.

Containing Data in the column that is named must contain the value that you enter below in the positions that are
indicated by the value statement.

Entering Comparison Values

On the lines following "Enter values for comparison with", enter any valid comparison value, following the rules for
specifying operand2 of Dataquery selection criteria.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Selection Criteria: Designate Columns (DQH60) panel.
<PF3> REPEAT

COLUMN
Lets you use the same column again in another comparison.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete.
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key or column.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.

(DQH80) Selection Criteria: Multiple Conditions
The DQL Mode Guided Query panel Selection Criteria: Multiple Conditions DQH80 in Dataquery appears when you select
more than one column and condition per table for narrowing your query's search for data.

You select columns that contain data that you want to use in qualifying the search with a previous panel ("Selection
Criteria: Designate Columns"). Then you specify a qualifying condition for each column with the Selection Criteria: Define
Condition panel that appears for each column you name.

When those conditions are defined, this Multiple Conditions panel displays. The panel allows you to group the conditions
into a logical expression using AND, OR, and parentheses ( ) and the number assigned to each condition. Dataquery
always ands each condition sequentially as the default expression.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH80
 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA: MULTIPLE CONDITIONS QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Below are the conditions you defined to qualify records selected from table
   ________________________________ .
 Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically group your
 conditions.
 The default statement appears below.  You can type over it to change it.
 => ___________________________________________________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER|      KEY (*) AND COLUMN NAMES      |COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
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       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type over the default logical expression with your own expression, using the numbers provided for each condition. Or,
accept the default statement by pressing <PF4> CONTINUE.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.
QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query.

table_____ Name of the table containing the search column.

Columns

Refer to the following description of the columns on this panel.
NUMBER Number Dataquery assigned a column and its condition.

KEY (*) AND
COLUMN NAMES

Names of columns/keys selected for qualifying the search for data.

COMPARISON
OPERATOR(S)
AND VALUE(S)

Conditions constructed for each column.

Entry Field

Refer to the following description of how you can use the entry field that contains the default statement.
default statement A default logical expression combining all conditions by adding them together. You can write over this

expression to tell Dataquery how to apply the qualifying conditions in the search for data.

Example
The following example tells Dataquery to retrieve only data from the CAI-RCPTS-REC table rows that contain:

• A REC-QTY greater than or equal to 1 AND an ITM-ID equal to 999
OR

• Rows that contain a RECEIPT-ID greater than 1 AND a REC-YR equal to 86.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH80
 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA:MULTIPLE CONDITIONS QUERY NAME: MULTI-2
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Below are the conditions you defined to qualify rows selected from table
   CAI-RCPTS-REC                    .
 Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically group your
 conditions.
 The default statement appears below.  You can type over it to change it.
 => (2 and 3) or (1 and 4)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER|      KEY (*) AND COLUMN NAMES      |COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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   01  |   RECEIPT-ID                       | GT     1
   02  |   REC-QTY                          | GTE    1
   03  |   ITM-ID                           | EQ     999
   04  |   REC-YR                           | EQ     86
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Goes to the next Guided Query Creation step.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls to the previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls to the next panel, if any.

(DQH90) Define Temporary Results
Use the DQL Mode Guided Query Define Temporary Results panel DQH90 in Dataquery to define column names and
lengths for your report.

Name and define a length for as many as 10 columns that you want to create for your report and that are not contained in
the tables that you selected.

You set up new columns when you want to know the results of calculating the contents of columns that do exist on the
database.

 =>
 Press <PF4> if you do not wish to define any temporary results
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH90
 DATAQUERY: DEFINE TEMPORARY RESULTS                QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Enter the names of any temporary results you want calculated during
 query execution.  You can also specify the number of digits before and after
 the decimal point (the precision) of each result. The default is (13.2).
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     RESULT NAME                  |PRECISION(N.D)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED     <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED     <PF8> NOT USED
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Action

Enter a name for each new result that you want to create and use the default precision or define a new precision, if
known. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go on to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display field.
QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned to this query.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions the columns on this panel.
RESULT NAME Enter a one-character to 32-character name for a temporary field to contain the result of a calculation that

you define on a later panel.
PRECISION(N.D) Make one of the following entries:

• Enter nothing to accept the default of 13 positions before the decimal point and two decimal positions
(13.2)

• Enter the number of positions the result should have before and after the decimal point.

For example, enter 6.3 to specify a result with six numbers and three decimal positions. N + D must be
less than or equal to 18.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Returns to Selection Criteria: Designate Columns (DQH60) panel.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.

(DQIA0) Define Expression Select Columns
The SQL Mode Guided Query Define Expression: Select Columns panel DQIA0 in Dataquery helps you select columns
for use in defining an expression for your query.

Completion of the Define Expression: Select Columns panel is not required for each Result named. Use it only if your
arithmetic expression includes data that are found during the query execution in a column. With it, you tell Dataquery
which columns you use in an arithmetic expression to create the results you want. You can use up to 10 columns. You
may also include literal values in your calculation.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIA0
 DATAQUERY: DEFINE EXPRESSION: SELECT COLUMNS     QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select any columns you wish to use in calculating the value of:
 Expression  01.
 Place any character next to the desired column names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                      |
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       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Select a column from the list of numeric columns for the tables that you selected and that you want to be used in defining
an arithmetic expression. To select a column, place a character in the select column next to the column names. Press
Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following description of the display field.
QUERY NAME: Name assigned this query with the first Guided panel.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SELECT N Any character None

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.
TABLE NAME/

COLUMN NAME
Numeric fields referenced in the query that can be used in the calculation that defines the temporary result
column contents.

DESCRIPTION The Datacom Datadictionary description of each column listed.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Define Temporary Result Columns (DQH90) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous screen, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next screen, if any.
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(DQIB0) Define Expression Write Statement
Use the SQL Mode Guided Query Define Expression: Write Statement panel DQIB0 in Dataquery to define an expression
for use in an output row.

 =>
  Enter definition for Expression 01.  Press <PF1> for help.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIB0
 DATAQUERY: DEFINE EXPRESSION: WRITE STATEMENT      QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Write an arithmetic expression to be used in calculating the value of an
 output column.  Use the column numbers, F01, F02, and so on, numeric literals,
 or a combination of both and arithmetic operators.
 The default expression appears below. You can type over it to change it.
 => ___________________________________________________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER|  TABLE NAME/COLUMN NAME              |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
       |                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NEW COLUMN  <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type an algebraic equation in the => field that can be included in the SELECT statement. Use numbers shown on the
panel to represent column names. The equation can be simple or complex and can also define a character literal.

You can also type the name of any column that fits on the line following the =>. You are not limited to only previously
selected columns. However, if you misspell the name, Dataquery does not check it here. You can also write any valid
portion of a SELECT clause in the field.

You can enter a comma-separated statement in the => entry field and you can also enter a column function. An example
of a valid entry of this type is:

 'Average Salary is: $', AVG(SALARY) 

If needed, press <PF3> NEW COLUMN to define another expression. Press <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next step.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanation of the display field.

QUERY NAME: Name assigned this query with the first Guided panel.
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Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

Default expression Y Algebraic equation with column
numbers, numeric literals,
character literals, arithmetic
operators, or parentheses

Addition of all columns

Columns

Refer to the following description of the columns on this panel.

NUMBER Number Dataquery has assigned each numeric column that you selected for use in structuring your
calculation.

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Names of the columns you selected for use in structuring your calculation, along with their table names.

DESCRIPTION Datacom Datadictionary description of each column you selected for use in structuring your calculation.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Select Columns for Calculation (DQHA0) panel.

<PF3> NEW COLUMN Displays a new DQIB0 panel to write another statement.
<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel

requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous screen, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQIE0) Ordering Rows PRIORITY
Th Ordering Rows: Priority SQL Mode Guided Query panel DQIE0 in Dataquery allows you to select and order rows in
ascending and descending sequence for presentation.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIE0
 DATAQUERY: ORDERING ROWS: PRIORITY            QUERY NAME:
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Determine the order in which your output rows will be returned to you by
 entering 1, 2, and so on, as a priority number next to any column you wish
 to use in determining output sequence.  Sequence ascending or sequence
 descending can be selected by placing any character under the sequence
 abbreviation.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 PRIORITY|TABLE NAME/                        |SEQUENCE|
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 NUMBER  | COLUMN NAME                       |ASC/DESC| DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
         |                                   |        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Prioritize columns or expressions by entering a number from 1 to 10 in the Priority Number field preceding each column or
expression name.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

PRIORITY NUMBER N Numeric value None

SEQUENCE ASC/DESC N Any character in the ASC field
or DESC field

Ascending

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Names of the columns you selected for use, including table names.

DESCRIPTION Datacom Datadictionary description of each column you selected for use in structuring your calculation.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to Sort Criteria Definition (DQHD0) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.
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(DQIG0) Output Row Column Selection
The SQL Mode Guided Query DQIG0 panel in Dataquery lets you select columns to include in your output. The display
contains the names of all the columns from the primary and secondary tables that you selected.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIG0
 DATAQUERY: OUTPUT ROW: COLUMN SELECTION         QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select columns to be included in the output row by placing any character next
 to the desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|TABLE/COLUMN NAME                       |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
       |                                        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Select one or more columns from the list displayed. Type a character over the underscore beside each column name and
press Enter.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME The name that is assigned to this query with the first Guided panel.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

SELECT N Any character None

Columns

Refer to the following list for a description of each column on this panel.

TABLE/COLUMN NAME Displays names of the columns that you selected for use, including table names.
DESCRIPTION Displays the Datacom Datadictionary description of each column that you selected for use in structuring

your calculation.
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PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, and a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a
subsequent panel requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for the key/column selected by the cursor.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays the next panel, if any.

(DQII0) Output Row Definition
This SQL Mode Guided Query DQII0 panel can be accepted with the defaults that Dataquery assigns, resulting in report
data that are printed in columns in the order in which you selected the data.

You may want to change the order in which the columns are printed. You may also want to request that mathematical
functions be performed on numeric columns. If so, select math functions for columns. At the end of the report, you can
obtain the results of the functions and specify a legend to identify them on the report.

 =>
  Press <PF1> for help with defining the output row
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQII0
10
 =>
11
  Press <PF1> for help with defining the output row
12
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQII0
 DATAQUERY: OUTPUT ROW: DEFINITION             QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Specify the order in which the columns are to appear in the output row by
 inserting an order number below.  Column functions can be selected by placing
 any character in the corresponding fields.   Count output rows? _ yes _ no
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ORDER | TABLE NAME/                         |     |     |     |     | COUNT
 NUMBER|  COLUMN NAME                        | AVG | MAX | MIN | SUM | DISTINCT
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
       |                                     |     |     |     |     |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD
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Action

Number the columns in the order wanted in the Order Number column. Enter any character in a column function column
that you want to perform on a particular column. Press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next Guided Query panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Displays the name assigned to the query that you are defining.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

ORDER NUMBER Displays order numbers that Dataquery assigns automatically. Change the numbers by typing over the
number to indicate the order of columns on the report.

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Displays the Datacom Datadictionary names of the columns that you selected for use, including table
names.

AVG Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce an
average at the end of the report.

MAX Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
maximum amount found at the end of the report.

MIN Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce the
minimum amount found at the end of the report.

SUM Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a total
at the end of the report.

COUNT DISTINCT Enter a character in this column next to any column or key for which you want Dataquery to produce a
count of the data items in this column at the end of the report.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, anda brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits (DQHG0) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for the key/column selected by the cursor.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQIR0) Guided Extended Column
The SQL Mode DQIR0 panel in Dataquery displays Datacom Datadictionary attributes that the Guided Query list of
column names does not display.

Display this panel by selecting the EXTENDED DEF PF key where provided in Guided Query.

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIR0
 DATAQUERY:  GUIDED EXTENDED COLUMN    TABLE:
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                          |    TYPE      LENGTH     DECIMAL
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
                                      |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6>  TEXT       <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

When this panel is displayed, you can view the Datacom Datadictionary attributes of the column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE Displays the Datacom Datadictionary name of the table whose columns are listed on the panel.

Columns

Refer to the following list for explanations of the columns on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Displays the Datacom Datadictionary name of the column for the table that you selected.
TYPE Displays the type of data abbreviated as follows:

N Numeric (including binary)
F Float
C Character
G Graphics
A SQL DATE
T SQL TIME
P SQL TIMESTAMP

See Data Types for explanations of these data types.
LENGTH Displays the total length of the column.
DECIMAL Displays the number of decimal positions.

PF Keys

The following list describes the PF keys for this panel, and their functions.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF6> TEXT Displays text from Datacom Datadictionary on the Text Display (Column) panel (DQB40).
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(DQIT0) Join Condition Define Relation
Use the SQL Mode Guided Query DQIT0 panel in Dataquery to select a comparison operator to define the relationship
between the two columns that you selected to join the two tables you are using in your query.

The conditions that you specify determine which rows in the tables are joined.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIT0
 DATAQUERY: JOIN CONDITION: DEFINE RELATION         QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Define the relation by selecting a comparison operator to compare
      ________________________________  in  ________________________________
 with
      ________________________________  in  ________________________________
 
 Select one comparison operator:
      _ Equal ( = )
      _ Not equal ( ,= )
      _ Greater than ( > )
      _ Greater than or equal ( >= )
      _ Less than ( < )
      _ Less than or equal ( <= )
 
 When you have completed this join condition you can press <PF3> to define
 another join condition.  Press <PF1> for more information.
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP      <PF2> RETURN           <PF3> REPEAT        <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY    <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

Select the type of comparison to be performed by entering a character over the underscore beside the comparison
operator. Press <PF4> CONTINUE or Enter to go to the next step.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Displays the name of the query that you are creating.

Select

Refer to the following list for explanations of the comparison operators on this panel.

Equal Data in the first column matches data in the second column.
Not Equal Data in the first column does not match data in the second column.

Greater than Data in the first column is greater than data in the second column.
Greater than or equal to Data in the first column is equal to or greater than data in the second column.

Less than Data in the first column is less than data in the second column.
Less than or equal to Data in the first column matches or is less than data in the second column.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, including brief description of each function.
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<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> REPEAT Creates another comparison for selection.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later
panel requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY View the query created so far.

(DQIU0) Grouping Rows: Priority
The SQL Mode Guided Query DQIU0 panel in Dataquery displays the columns on which grouping occurs. The columns
are used to group the rows that are retrieved for the column function calculations that you request.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIU0
 DATAQUERY: GROUPING ROWS: PRIORITY            QUERY NAME:
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 If you have more than 1 column on which grouping will occur, number them
 1, 2, and so on, to show their grouping priority from major to minor.
 Defaults are provided and can be modified.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 PRIORITY| TABLE NAME/                       |
 NUMBER  |  COLUMN NAME                      | DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
         |                                   |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

On this panel, prioritize the columns that are used to group the rows. You can type over the default priorities with numeric
values. Press <PF4> CONTINUE or Enter to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME: Displays the name of the query that you are creating.
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Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When you complete the entries, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

PRIORITY NUMBER Y Numeric Value Assigned and displayed

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

TABLE NAME/
COLUMN NAME

Identifies a grouping column.

DESCRIPTION Displays the Datacom Datadictionary description that is assigned to the column name.

PF Keys

The following list of the PF keys for this panel includes a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Shows the definition of the column that is selected by the cursor

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query that is created so far
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls the list backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls the list forward one page

(DQIW0) Join Conditions Multiple Conditions
The SQL Mode Guided Query panel DQIW0 in Dataquery displays the join conditions that you defined to describe the
relationship between the two tables selected for this query.

The default statement uses numeric identifiers Dataquery has assigned to each condition.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQIW0
 DATAQUERY: JOIN CONDITIONS: MULTIPLE CONDITIONS    QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Below are the conditions you defined to join the two tables selected from the
 database.   Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically
 group your conditions.
 The default statement appears below.  You can type over it to change it.
 => ___________________________________________________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |COLUMNS FROM TABLE:            |RELATION|COLUMNS FROM TABLE:
 NUMBER| _____________________________ |OPERATOR| _____________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                               |        |
       |                               |        |
       |                               |        |
       |                               |        |
       |                               |        |
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       |                               |        |
       |                               |        |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Write over the default condition statement using and, or, or parentheses to arrange the conditions as needed. Name at
least one join condition as a logical expression. Press <PF4> CONTINUE or Enter when finished.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

QUERY NAME Name of the query you are creating.
default statement Default logical expression that is created by Dataquery to group condition statements.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

=> (default statement) Y Condition numbers, and, or, (, ) Condition numbers added
together

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

NUMBER Number assigned a condition.
COLUMNS

FROM TABLE 1
Column selected from the first table for this condition.

RELATION OPERATOR Operator used to compare the column from the first table to the column from the second table.
COLUMNS

FROM TABLE 2
Column selected from the second table for this condition.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays next Guided Query panel.
<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays query that is created so far.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls list forward one page.

(DQI40) Join Condition Primary Table
The Join Condition: Primary Table panel DQI40 in Datacom displays a list of columns from which you can choose one that
contains a value that matches a value in a key or column of the secondary table.
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These matching values join rows from each table for the query's search for data. If you selected a primary table and a
secondary table for your query, you must complete this SQL Mode Guided Query panel.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQI40
 DATAQUERY: JOIN CONDITION: PRIMARY TABLE          QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 The primary table _______________________________ can be joined with the
 secondary table ________________________________ by relating a column from
 the first table to a column in the second table. Select the column to be used
 in the join from the primary table by placing any character next to its name.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| COLUMN NAMES                       |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type a character in the SELECT column next to the name of the key or column to be used for joining with the secondary
table, key, or column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query.
primary table_ The table that you selected first.

secondary table_ The table that you selected for Dataquery to read second.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.

SELECT Place a character next to the name of a column in the primary table whose values match values in a
column you choose for the secondary table.

COLUMN NAMES Columns in the primary table.
DESCRIPTION Description, if any, for each column.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection panel.
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<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for key/column selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQI50) Join Condition Secondary Table
The Join Condition: Secondary Table panel DQI50 in Datacom displays a list of columns from which you can choose one
to contain a value that matches a value in a column of the primary table.

These matching values join rows from each table for the query's search for data. You must complete this SQL Mode
Guided Query panel if you selected a primary table and a secondary table for your query.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQI50
 DATAQUERY: JOIN CONDITION: SECONDARY TABLE        QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Select a column from your secondary table ________________________________
 that corresponds to ________________________________
 from your primary table ________________________________
 by placing any character next to the desired name.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| COLUMN NAME                      |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type a character in the SELECT column next to the name of the column to be used for joining with the primary table
column.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query.
secondary table ____ The table that you selected as the second one to be read in joining tables.
corresponds to ____ Column that you selected from the primary table whose value matches values in the key you select from

the secondary table names that are listed on this panel.
primary table__ The table that you selected as the first one to be read in joining tables.
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Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.

SELECT Place a character next to the name of a key in the secondary table whose values match values in the key or
column that is selected for joining in the primary table.

COLUMN NAME Lists all columns in the secondary table. Scroll forward to see any additional names.
DESCRIPTION Description, if any, of each column.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column definition for column that is selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQI60) Search Conditions Designate Columns
The SQL Mode Guided Query optional Search Conditions: Designate Columns panel DQI60 in Datacom allows you to
begin narrowing the query's search for data.

You can select up to 15 columns that contain data for which you can search, by stating that you want to see a range of
data, an exact match, and so forth. You use this panel to begin specifying search criteria that tell Dataquery to read-only
rows that contain data you specify. You begin defining the selection criteria by naming the columns with this panel.

For instance, you can indicate that you only want rows that contain specific values in a particular column, like CITY =
DALLAS. With this panel, you would select CITY and on a following panel you would specify that CITY should contain
DALLAS for a row to be selected.

 =>
  Press <PF4> if you do not wish to specify further selection conditions
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQI60
 DATAQUERY: SEARCH CONDITIONS: DESIGNATE COLUMNS    QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Specify columns that will be evaluated for row selection by placing
 any character next to the desired names.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT| TABLE/COLUMN NAME                  |  DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
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       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN  <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Enter a character in the Select column next to any columns you want to use in specifying selection criteria for this query.
Then press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next panel.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query.

Columns

Refer to the following descriptions of the columns on this panel.

SELECT Place a character next to the names of any columns for which you want to specify qualifying values.
TABLE/ COLUMN NAME Lists the names of all columns in the tables that you selected for this query. If two tables were selected, the

primary table columns are listed first, followed by the secondary columns. Scroll forward to see more panels
if the list extends beyond the current panel.

DESCRIPTION Description, if any, of each column listed.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Primary Table Selection (DQHT0) panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete. (Returning to this panel from a later panel
requires that you redisplay any entry to save it again.)

<PF5> EXTEND
COLUMN

Displays the extended column/definition for key/column selected by cursor position.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
<PF7> BACKWARD Displays a previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Displays next panel, if any.

(DQI70) Search Conditions Define Condition
The SQL Mode Guided Query optional Search Conditions: Define Condition panel DQI70 Dataquery appears for every
column that is selected as a Selection Criteria column in the previous step.

With it, you describe the data that you want to be searched for in a column to qualify a row for inclusion in your report.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQI70
 DATAQUERY: SEARCH CONDITIONS: DEFINE CONDITION     QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Define the condition by selecting a comparison operator and a value to compare
 with  ________________________________  in  ________________________________
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 Select one comparison operator:
 
 _ Equal     ( =  )    _ Greater than ( > )    _ Greater than or equal ( >= )
 _ Not equal ( ,= )    _ Less than    ( < )    _ Less than or equal    ( <= )
 _ Like                _ Not like
 
 Enter value for comparison with ________________________________
 
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> REPEAT COLUMN <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> EXTEND COLUMN <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

Choose a comparison operator from the panel by entering a character next to the one that indicates how you want to
compare the found column values to the values you enter at the bottom of the panel. You can choose only one operator.

Your entries on the blank lines that are provided must follow the rules for specifying comparisons in SQL as documented
in SQL Statements. When the panel is complete and correct, press Enter or <PF4> CONTINUE to go to the next step.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields.

QUERY NAME: The name that you assigned this query.
compare with ___ The column that is selected for comparison of the values that you enter on this panel.

in ___ The name of the table containing the selected column.

Select

Make selections on this panel according to the following comparison operators.

Equal Data in the column must be equal to the value that you enter for the row to be selected.
Greater than Data in the column must be greater than the value that you enter for the row to be selected.

Less than Data in the column that is named must be less than the value that you enter for the row to be selected.
Not equal Data in the column that is named must not match the value that you enter for the row to be selected.

Greater than or equal Data in the column must be greater than or equal to the value that you enter for the row to be selected.
Less than or equal Data in the column that is named must be less than or equal to the value that you enter for the row to be

selected.

Entering Comparison Values

On the lines following "Enter value for comparison with _," enter any valid comparison value, following the rules for
specifying comparisons in SQL Statements.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Returns to the Search Conditions: Designate Columns (DQH60) panel.
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<PF3> REPEAT
COLUMN

Lets you use the same column again in another comparison.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next Guided Query panel when this one is complete.
<PF5> EXTEND

COLUMN
Displays the extended column definition for key or column.

<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.

(DQI80) Search Conditions Multiple Conditions
The SQL Mode Guided Query panel DQI80 in Dataquery appears when you select more than one column and condition
per table for narrowing your query's search for data. You select columns that contain data you want to use in qualifying the
search.

This SQL Mode Guided Query panel appears when you select more than one column and condition per table for
narrowing your query's search for data. You select columns that contain data you want to use in qualifying the search.

When those conditions are defined, this Multiple Conditions panel appears to allow you to group the conditions into a
logical expression using AND, OR, and parentheses ( ) and the number assigned to each condition. Dataquery always ands
each condition sequentially as the default expression.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQI80
 DATAQUERY: SEARCH CONDITIONS: MULTIPLE CONDITIONS  QUERY NAME: _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Below are the conditions you defined to qualify rows selected from the
 database.   Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically
 group your conditions.
 The default statement appears below.  You can type over it to change it.
 => ___________________________________________________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER| COLUMN NAMES/CONDITIONS            |COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type over the default logical expression with your own expression, using the numbers provided for each condition. Or,
accept the default statement by pressing <PF4> CONTINUE.

Display Fields

Refer to the following explanations of the display fields:

QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned this query.
default statement Default logical expression that is created by Dataquery to group condition statements.
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Entry Field

See the following description of how you can use the entry field that contains the default statement.

default statement A default logical expression combining all conditions by adding them together. You can write over this
expression to tell Dataquery how to apply the qualifying conditions in the search for data.

Columns

Refer to the following chart for a discussion of each column on this panel.

NUMBER Number Dataquery assigned a column and its condition.
COLUMN NAMES/

CONDITIONS
Names of columns/conditions selected for qualifying the search for data.

COMPARISON
OPERATOR(S)
AND VALUE(S)

Conditions constructed for each column.

Sample

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH80
 DATAQUERY: SELECTION CRITERIA:MULTIPLE CONDITIONS QUERY NAME: MULTI-2
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Below are the conditions you defined to qualify rows selected from table
   CAI-RCPTS-REC                    .
 Use the logical operators "AND", "OR", "(", and ")" to logically group your
 conditions.
 The default statement appears below.  You can type over it to change it.
 => (2 and 3) or (1 and 4)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NUMBER|      KEY (*) AND COLUMN NAMES      |COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   01  |   RECEIPT-ID                       | GT     1
   02  |   REC-QTY                          | GTE    1
   03  |   ITM-ID                           | EQ     999
   04  |   REC-YR                           | EQ     86
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
       |                                    |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED   <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> NOT USED       <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD   <PF8> FORWARD

The preceding example tells Dataquery to retrieve only data from the CAI-RCPTS-REC table rows that contain
a REC-QTY greater than or equal to 1 AND> an ITM-ID equal to 999 OR> rows that contain a RECEIPT-ID
greater than 1 AND a REC-YR equal to 86.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF4> CONTINUE Goes to the next Guided Query Creation step.
<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query created so far.
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<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls to the previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls to the next panel, if any.

(DQKL0) User Profile
Dataquery displays the values for each profile item that were assigned as defaults, or those values that were later
specified by the Dataquery Administrator or by you.

 =>
 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0
 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE               FOR => ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  =>  _____  Five digit DB ID number for DD access
 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    =>  ___    YES show aliases, NO suppress aliases
 GROUP DISPLAY               =>  ___    YES break out simple columns, NO do not
 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off
 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off
 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      =>  ___    YES turn on suppression, NO turn off
 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            =>  __     TWO character primary language ID
 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          =>  __     TWO character secondary language ID
 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     =>  _      Character to be used for decimal point
 QUERY LANGUAGE              =>  ___    Language for queries - SQL or DQL
 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        =>  __________________
 ASSOCIATE USER ERRORS       =>  ___    Display validation errors for assoc
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE
 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

You can change any profile item, but you should ensure that the values meet site standards. For example, if you specify a
network printer ID that is not a valid ID, you cannot receive the printed output.

When you change your own profile, the changes take effect immediately. The Datacom Datadictionary database ID
always reverts to the site default when you sign off. The SQL Authorization ID returns to the default when you sign off.

Profile Items

A discussion of each profile item follows:

DATADICTIONARY
DATABASE ID

(Required) Enter the Datacom/DB database ID that specifies the Datacom Datadictionary database to
be accessed. The database that is specified must be a Datacom Datadictionary database accessible to
Dataquery. Dataquery supplies the Datacom/DB database ID from the System Option Table.

LIST AND
DISPLAY ALIASES

(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to include Datacom Datadictionary aliases in the Directory of
DQL Tables, and Keys and Columns Display panels. NO excludes Datacom Datadictionary aliases from
these display panels. (See the Dataquery end-user documentation for details on these panels.)

GROUP DISPLAY (Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines the way that a compound field is displayed on a report. If you
specify YES, fields making up the compound field are shown as individual fields. When you specify NO,
a compound field is shown as a single alphanumeric field, even though one or more of the simple fields
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that are contained in the compound field is a numeric field which cannot be printed. If an invalid value is
entered, the parameter defaults to NO.

SUPPRESS
DUPLICATE COLUMNS

(Required) Enter YES or NO. Determines if duplicate values for columns that are specified as control break
columns are suppressed in the generated report. If you specify YES, the value that is contained in a control
break column is displayed only once. Each time the value in the control break column changes, the new
value is displayed. If the output continues to the top of a new page, the current value in the control break
column is displayed at the top of the new page.

SUPPRESS
PFKEYS ON PRINT

(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the PF key descriptions on the print panel that
displays the report. NO causes the PF keys descriptions to be displayed.

SUPPRESS
EXECUTE PANEL

(Required) Enter YES or NO. Specify YES to suppress the display of the Online Execution Query panel. NO
causes the Online Execute Query panel to be displayed. A user would want to suppress the display of the
Online Execution Query panel if their queries always read and collect data and display it on their terminals.
Suppressing the display saves a step during the execution process by accepting the execution defaults.

PRIMARY LANGUAGE (Required) Enter two characters. Specifies the primary language to be used during the current Dataquery
session. A valid two-character entry overrides the language that is specified in the System Option Table
at installation. (AE American English is the default if no other language is specified on the System Option
Table.)

SECONDARY
LANGUAGE

(Required) Enter two characters. Specifies the secondary language to be used during the current
Dataquery session. A valid two-character entry overrides the language that is specified in the System
Option Table at installation. (AE American English is the default if no other language is specified on the
System Option Table.)

DECIMAL POINT
CHARACTER

(Optional) Enter once character. Specifies the decimal point character for this ID. The default is the value of
the DECPT= parameter in the System Option Table.

QUERY LANGUAGE (Required) Enter either DQL or SQL. Specifies the query language to be used for this ID. Y (yes) must have
been specified on the User Table Maintenance in the field SQL AND DQL ALLOWED for the user to be
able to change from DQL to SQL in this field.

SQL
AUTHORIZATION ID

(Required) Enter a one-character to 18-character authorization ID. Specifies the SQL authorization ID for
execution of SQL statements for this ID.

When the SQL authorization ID is changed by the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on
the user profile, and not on the User Table. The private SQL authorization ID attaches to the table name
regardless of the authid in use during creation of the table. When the DISPLAY, LIST, EXECUTE, or
CREATE functions are used, the profile authid is used.

ASSOCIATE
USER ERRORS

(Optional) Enter YES to display normal end-user validation errors for the associate user. Enter NO to
display only DQ244E when errors occur. DQ244E states only that the user is attempting to execute a query
that has an error.

PF Keys

The following lists each PF key for the User Profile panel.

CLEAR Returns to Main Menu without updating.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help panel PF key options.

<PF2> RETURN Exits panel or Main Menu.
<PF3> DISP GROUPS Displays group level names assigned to this user system.

<PF4> UPDATE Saves the values that are displayed on this panel.
<PF5> PRINT OPT Displays print options.

(DQKM0) Hardcopy Print Options
To view a user's print options, select <PF5> PRINT OPT on the User Profile panel. Dataquery displays this Hardcopy Print
Options panel.
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 =>
 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKM0
 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE               FOR => ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    HARDCOPY PRINT OPTIONS                        EXPLANATION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  NETWORK PRINTER-ID         =>  ____   Four Character ID of Network printer
  PRINT QUERY TEXT           =>  ___    YES print the query text, NO do not
  PRINT STATISTICS           =>  ___    YES print the query stats, NO do not
  PRINT BANNER PAGE          =>  ___    YES print the banner page, NO do not
  PRINT USING WINDOWS        =>  ___    YES window format, NO wrap format
  PRINT PAGES TOGETHER       =>  ___    YES pages together, NO windows together
  PRINT NUMBER OF COLUMNS    =>  ___    Three digit column width of hardcopy
  PRINT NUMBER OF ROWS       =>  ___    Three digit page length in rows
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE
 <PF5> PROFILE     <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

Action

When you have completed your input to this panel, press <PF4> UPDATE to save this user's profile. The next time the
user signs on to Dataquery, the new print options are in effect.

Options
NETWORK PRINTER ID Required. Enter the one-character to four-character ID of the desired printer. Dataquery displays the value

that is entered in the System Option Table.
PRINT QUERY TEXT Required. if the text of the query that produced the report is to be printed when the report is printed on a

network printer, input Y (yes), the default. N (no) does not print the query text.
PRINT STATISTICS Required. If the statistics of the query that produced the report are to be printed when the report is printed

on a network printer, specify Y (yes), the default. N (no) does not print the query statistics.
PRINT BANNER PAGE Required. If this user's print jobs are to be preceded with a banner page containing user name, date, and

time, to aid in distributing the reports, indicate Y (yes), the default. N (no) suppresses the printing of the
banner page.

PRINT USING
WINDOWS

Required. Specify Y (yes) if the report extends beyond 80 columns and you do not want the report lines to
wrap. If you want the print lines to wrap or continue on the next line, enter N (no), which is the default.

PRINT PAGES
TOGETHER

Required. Use this field when printing a report composed of two or more adjacent (side-by-side) pages.
If the first page (left-hand page) is labeled A and the second page (right-hand page) is labeled B and the
report is three pages in length, specifying Y (yes), the default, would result in these pages being printed in
the order of 1A, 2A, 3A, 1B, 2B, 3B. Using the same example, specifying N (no) results in a printing order of
1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B.

PRINT NUMBER
OF COLUMNS

Required. Specify the width of the hardcopy on the network printer by stating the number of columns to be
printed. Indicate a one-character to a three-character numeric value.

PRINT NUMBER
OF ROWS

Required. Specify the number of rows to be printed on one page of hardcopy on the network printer. This
field is a three-character numeric field.
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PF Keys

The following lists each PF key for the User Profile panel.

CLEAR Returns to Main Menu without updating.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help panel PF key options.

<PF2> RETURN Exits panel or Main Menu.
<PF3> DISP GROUPS Displays group level names assigned to this user system.

<PF4> UPDATE Saves the values that are displayed on this panel.
<PF5> PRINT OPT Displays print options.

(DQK20) Group Display
The DQK20 Group Display panel in Dataquery shows security groups to which you have been assigned. If no groups are
assigned, you can access database tables and queries that are assigned to any group.

 =>
 The named user is currently assigned to these groups
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQK20
 DATAQUERY:  GROUP DISPLAY             FOR =>
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
       Group One   =>
 
       Group Two   =>
 
       Group Three =>
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Action

No action is required.

PF Keys

The following list describes the PF keys and functions for this panel.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

(DQMI0) Estimated Statistics
The DQMIO DQL Mode panel in Dataquery displays estimated information about the execution of the active query's FIND
statement.
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If estimated I/O exceeds the system option or user option maximum, the query is not executed unless you press <PF4>
CONTINUE.

 =>
 
 Estimated statistics have exceeded maximum limits.  To proceed with query:
 press the PF4 key.  To cancel execution of query: press the PF2 key.
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQMI0
 DATAQUERY:  ESTIMATED STATISTICS                  QUERY NAME:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
              NUMBER REQUESTED:
 
      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:
 
                                ESTIMATED
                                ---------
      TOTAL ESTIMATED ROWS:
      TOTAL JOINS EXAMINED:
      VALID JOINS EXAMINED:
      TOTAL ESTIMATED I/O
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP     <PF2> RETURN      <PF3> NOT USED    <PF4> CONTINUE

Action

Decide whether to continue or cancel the execution of the query.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.
QUERY NAME: Query being executed.

NUMBER REQUESTED: All or the number of rows that are requested in the query.
FIND TERMINATED

BECAUSE:
Total estimated I/O exceeds estimated MAX I/O.

TOTAL ESTIMATED
ROWS:

Estimated number of rows expected in the output.

TOTAL JOINS
EXAMINED:

Number of joins created by the query and examined by this program.

VALID JOINS
EXAMINED:

Number of valid joins examined.

TOTAL ESTIMATED I/O Estimated number of Datacom/DB physical I/O events for the processing of the FIND statement.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel and cancels the execution.
<PF4> CONTINUE Continues query execution.
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(DQM10) List of Help Topics
The DQM10 panel in Dataquery presents a list of topics that can be selected to display the Help information. See the
Action description and a list of the PF keys for the User Profile panel, and their functions.

 =>
 Place the cursor on the desired TOPIC and press the appropriate PFkey
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM10
 DATAQUERY:  LIST OF HELP TOPICS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
      DATAQUERY TOPIC NAME        |     DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Accessing Repeating Fields     |   Using repeating fields in queries.
   Batch DATAQUERY Execution      |   Submitting a query for batch execution.
   Command Descriptions           |   What commands do.
   Command Syntax                 |   How commands are built.
   Database Terms                 |   Database terminology used in DATAQUERY
   DATACOM/DB and DATAQUERY       |   How DATAQUERY uses the database.
   DATADICTIONARY                 |   How DATAQUERY uses the dictionary.
   DATAREPORTER                   |   Description and sample program.
   DIALOG Creation                |   How to create a dialog.
   DIALOG Execution               |   Using queries with variable values.
   Easy Way to Use DATAQUERY      |   Suggestions for the new user.
   Efficient Table Searches       |   Determining the most efficient retrieval
   Error Messages                 |   Types and content of error messages.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED    <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  DISPLAY TEXT   <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Position the cursor on a topic and press <PF6> DISPLAY TEXT to see the Help information.

PF Keys

The following list describes each PF key for the User Profile panel.
CLEAR Returns to Main Menu without updating.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help panel PF key options.
<PF2> RETURN Exits panel or Main Menu.

<PF6> DISPLAY TEXT Displays Help panel for topic that is selected by cursor.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls to the previous panel, if any.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls to the next panel, if any.

(DQM20) Primary Table Selection
The SQL Mode Guided Query Creation function required Primary Table Selection panel tells Dataquery which table to
search (first if you want to search two tables) for the data you want.

The primary table is the one Dataquery reads in its search. It should contain all data that you want if it is to be the only
table read.

=>
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM20
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DATAQUERY:  PRIMARY TABLE SELECTION              QUERY NAME:  _______________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Select one table from which you want information by placing any character
next to the desired table name.  START WITH  ________________________________
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SELECT|   TABLE NAME                     | DESCRIPTION
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
   _  |                                  |
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE
<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Place a character next to the name of the table that you want the query to search and then press Enter or <PF4>
CONTINUE.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

QUERY NAME: N Any unique name None

START WITH N Any unique characters None

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.
SELECT Place a character next to one database table name to select the primary table you want your query to

search.
TABLE NAME Lists all database tables that you are authorized to access. Lists can be continued on other panels that you

can display by scrolling forward with <PF8>.
DESCRIPTION Description of each table, if any.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY TEXT Displays the text description of a table that is selected by cursor position.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next panel and saves this selection. (Returning to this panel from a later panel requires that
you redisplay any entry to save it again.)
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<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE Displays the keys and columns for the table that is selected by cursor position.
<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query so far.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls back to see previous panels of the multi-screen panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls forward to see next panel, if a multi-screen panel.

(DQM30) Secondary Table Selection
In the SQL Mode Guided Query Creation function, you can join your primary table (Primary Table Selection panel, H20) to
a second table if they share a column.

Then you can report on data that is contained in both tables. Use this panel to select an optional secondary table for
joining.

 =>
  Press <PF4> if information from a secondary table is not desired
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM30
 DATAQUERY:  SECONDARY TABLE SELECTION            QUERY NAME:  _______________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 You can use information from the primary table _______________________________
 to join with related information from another table. To join two tables,
 select the second table by placing any character next to the desired name.
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 SELECT|    TABLE NAME                    | DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
       |                                  |
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN         <PF3> DISPLAY TEXT <PF4> CONTINUE
 <PF5> DISPLAY TABLE <PF6> DISPLAY QUERY  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Place a character next to the name of the table that you want the query to search and then press Enter or <PF4>
CONTINUE.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.
QUERY NAME: Name that you assigned the query.
primary table Table selected first with panel DQI20 as the primary search table.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

SELECT Place a character next to one database table name to select the secondary table you want your query to
search.
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TABLE NAME Lists all database tables that you are authorized to access. The list can be continued on other panels that
you can display by scrolling forward with <PF8>.

DESCRIPTION Description of each table, if any.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits panel.
<PF3> DISPLAY TEXT Displays text description, if it exists, of a table selected by cursor position.

<PF4> CONTINUE Displays the next panel. (Returning to this panel from a later panel requires that you redisplay any entry to
save it again.)

<PF5> DISPLAY TABLE Displays the keys and columns for the table that is selected by cursor position.
<PF6> DISPLAY QUERY Displays the query so far.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls back to see previous panels of multi-screen panel.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls forward to see next panel, if a multi-screen panel.

(DQTA0) Drop Table Confirmation
Deleting a table in your Personal Data Base requires you to press a PF key or issue the DROP command and confirm the
deletion with this panel.

 =>
 Press PF3 to CONFIRM the DROP TABLE or PF4 to CANCEL
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQTA0
 DATAQUERY: DROP TABLE CONFIRMATION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 TABLE NAME: CAI-CUST-REC                          DATADICTIONARY BASE ID:
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 A DROP TABLE request was made for table CAI-CUST-REC                     .
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> CONFIRM       <PF4> CANCEL

Action

To confirm the deletion, press <PF3> CONFIRM. To cancel the deletion, press <PF4> CANCEL.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
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<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> CONFIRM Confirms that you want to delete the table.
<PF4> CANCEL Cancels the DROP command.

(DQTB0) STORE Command Prompt
The Store Command prompter (DQTB0) in Dataquery appears when you issue the STORE command during query output
without providing a name for the personal database table you want to create.

The Datacom/DB SQL Option and personal database authorization are required. See STORE - Create a Personal Table
from Output for details.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQTB0
 DATAQUERY:  STORE COMMAND
 
 STORE  __________________
            (1)
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
  (1) Enter a name for the table to be created which is
      unique for your private SQL Authorization ID.
      Press Enter to create the table.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

Action

Enter a valid table name and press Enter.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

(DQT10) Directory of Tables
The DQT10 Dataquery panel shows the Datacom Datadictionary database ID of your personal tables, with the names and
descriptions for your authorization ID.
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 =>
 PLACE THE CURSOR BY THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT10
 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES              DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 00016
                                              START WITH:   __________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
       TABLE NAME                    | DESCRIPTION
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   ORG                               | ORGANIZATION INFORMATION
   STAFF                             | STAFF DATA
   PERSONNEL                         | EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
   RETIREMENT                        | RETIREMENT PLANNING
   BENEFITS                          | BENEFIT RECORDS
   QUOTAS                            | QUOTA PER SALES REP
   CLIENTS                           | CLIENT NAMES AND ADDRESSES
   BUDGET                            | DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET
   COMPETITORS                       | COMPETITOR PRODUCT INFORMATION
                                     |
                                     |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CREATE         <PF4> DROP
 <PF5> DISPLAY        <PF6> INSERT ROWS  <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD
 <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS

Action

The panel allows you to press a PF key to define a new table, delete a table, maintain a table, or copy definitions to create
a new table.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.
DATADICTIONARY

BASE ID:
Shows the ID of the database where your personal tables are stored.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

START WITH: N A unique partial name First table name

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

TABLE NAME Shows the names of all tables in your personal database.
DESCRIPTION The description assigned the table at creation.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
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<PF3> CREATE Creates a new personal table.
<PF4> DROP Drops the table that is indicated by the cursor.

<PF5> DISPLAY Shows the definitions for the table that is indicated by the cursor.
<PF6> INSERT ROWS Adds data to the table indicated by the cursor.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls list forward one page.

<PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS Finds data in the table that is indicated by the cursor. Changes data if needed.

(DQT20) Display Table
The Dataquery DQT20 Dataquery Display Table panel shows the definitions of all the columns making up a personal
table. Review panel display, actions, display fields, and PF keys.

 =>
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT20
 DATAQUERY:  DISPLAY TABLE         TABLE NAME:  STAFF
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                      |   TYPE    | LENGTH
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ID                               | SMALLINT  |      7
 NAME                             | CHARACTER |      9
 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |      7
 JOB                              | CHARACTER |      5
 YEARS                            | SMALLINT  |      3
 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |  (7,2)
 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |  (7,2)
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
                                  |           |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> NOT USED     <PF4> DROP
 <PF5> COPY          <PF6> INSERT ROWS  <PF7> BACKWARD     <PF8> FORWARD
 <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS

Action

Display this panel when you want a reference to understanding the table structure during query or dialog creation. Or, use
the PF keys to copy the definitions to a new table or to insert rows of data in the existing table. The maximum number of
columns in a personal database table is 99.

Display Fields

Refer to the following list for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE NAME: Name of the personal table currently displayed.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Lists the names of all columns that make up the table.
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TYPE See Data Types for explanations of these data types:

CHARACTER All displayable characters
NUMERIC Signed or unsigned numeric data with zoned decimals
DECIMAL Packed decimal numeric data

FLOAT Floating-point
SMALLINT Small integer numbers
INTEGER Large integer numbers

LENGTH Shows the number of positions in the column. If two numbers are separated by a comma, read the first
number as the total length and the second number as the number of decimal places. This is different from
the way precision is shown in DQL Mode.

PF Keys

Refer to the following list for the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel

<PF4> DROP Deletes the currently displayed table
<PF5> COPY Copies the definitions to create a table

<PF6> INSERT ROWS Adds data to the table
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls list backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls list forward one page

<PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS Finds or changes data in the table

(DQT30) Create Table
This DQT30 Dataquery panel appears when you copy an existing table definition or when you press <PF3> CREATE
during the display of the Display Tables (DQT10) panel.

Use it to record (or change, if copying) the definitions for a new personal table. The maximum number of columns in a
personal table is 99.

 =>
 Enter information for table columns and press appropriate PF key
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT30
 DATAQUERY:  CREATE TABLE          TABLE NAME:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 COLUMN NAME                      |   TYPE    | LENGTH
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 CUST-ID                          | CHARACTER |  5
 IND-CD                           | CHARACTER |  1
 CUST-NO                          | CHARACTER |  4
 NAME                             | CHARACTER |  30
 ADDR-1                           | CHARACTER |  30
 ADDR-2                           | CHARACTER |  30
 CITY                             | CHARACTER |  15
 STATE                            | CHARACTER |  2
 ZIP                              | CHARACTER |  9
 CRED-IND                         | CHARACTER |  1
 PHONE                            | CHARACTER |  10
 AREA-CD                          | CHARACTER |  3
 PH-EXCH                          | CHARACTER |  3
 PH-NO                            | CHARACTER |  4
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> ADD TABLE     <PF4> NOT USED
 <PF5> INSERT COLUMN <PF6> DELETE COLUMN <PF7> BACKWARD <PF8> FORWARD

Action

Type in column names and define their data types and lengths. Then press <PF5> ADD TABLE to finish creating the
table.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

TABLE NAME: Y A one-word name
(See following)

None

COLUMN NAME Y A one-word name None

When no key is specified, the first column becomes the key by default. The Datacom Datadictionary limit for a key is 180
characters. This limit becomes important if the table is to be accessed with a DQL Mode query.

Table and column names must begin with an alphabetic character and use up to 32 characters, including letters, numbers,
and underscores (_).

Columns

The following list describes each column on this panel.
COLUMN NAME Each display field in this column of the panel contains the name of a column that is defined in the table.

TYPE Each display field in this column describes the data type defined for the column to the left. See Data Types
for more information about data types.

CHARACTER All displayable characters
NUMERIC Signed, zoned, decimal numeric data
DECIMAL Packed decimal numeric data

FLOAT Floating-point
SMALLINT Small integer numbers
INTEGER Large integer numbers

LENGTH Defines the number of positions in the column that is named to the left. Not used for float, smallint, or
integer data types. If there are two numbers that are separated by a comma, the first number shows total
length and the second number shows decimal positions.

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.

<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> ADD TABLE Creates the newly defined table.

<PF5> INSERT
COLUMN

Inserts a blank line for defining a new column.

<PF6> DELETE
COLUMN

Erases a column definition.
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<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls list backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls list forward one page.

(DQT40) Maintain Rows
The DQT40 Dataquery panel defines one row of a personal table. You can enter comparison operators and search criteria
to specify a subset of rows that you want to see.

The fields in the first three columns are for display only.

 =>
 
 Enter COMPARISON OPERATOR(S) AND VALUE(S) AND PRESS PF3 TO SELECT ROWS
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT40
 DATAQUERY:  MAINTAIN ROWS         TABLE NAME:  STAFF
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COLUMN NAME                     |  TYPE  | LENGTH|COMP|     VALUE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ID                               |SMALLINT|      5|    |
 NAME                             |CHAR    |      9|    |
 DEPT                             |SMALLINT|      5|    |
 JOB                              |CHAR    |      5|    |
 JOB_DESCRIPTION                  |CHAR    |     50|    |
 YEARS                            |SMALLINT|      5|    |
 SALARY                           |DECIMAL |  (7,2)|    |
 COMM                             |DECIMAL |  (7,2)|    |
                                  |        |       |    |
                                  |        |       |    |
                                  |        |       |    |
                                  |        |       |    |
                                  |        |       |    |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  SELECT       <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Press <PF3> SELECT without making entries to display all rows of the table. Or, to see a subset of data, enter operators
and search criteria and then press <PF3> SELECT. To exit without finding rows, press <PF2> RETURN.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.
TABLE NAME: Names the table whose definitions are currently displayed.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.
COLUMN NAME Each display field in this column names a column that is defined in the table

TYPE Each display field in this column describes the data type defined for the column name at the left. See Data
Types for explanations of these data types:

CHARACTER All displayable characters
NUMERIC Signed or unsigned numeric data with zoned decimals
DECIMAL Packed decimal numeric data
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FLOAT Floating-point
SMALLINT Small integer numbers
INTEGER Large integer numbers

LENGTH Defines the number of positions in the column that is named at the left. Not used for float, smallint, or
integer data types. If two numbers are separated by a comma, the first number shows total length and the
second number shows decimal positions.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

COMP Yes, if Value contains an entry. A relational operator:
= or EQ Equal
< or LT Less than
> or GT Greater than
<> or LG Less than or greater
than
<= or LTE Less than or equal
>= or GTE Greater than or equal
,= or NE Not equal
,< or NLT Not less than
,> or NGT Not greater than

None

VALUE Yes, if entry in COMP Valid value for column named at
left

None

PF Keys

Refer to the following list the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel
<PF3> SELECT Displays qualified rows

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls display backward one page
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls display forward one page

(DQT50) Insert Rows
The DQT50 Dataquery panel appears as a result of pressing <PF6> INSERT ROWS during the display of the Directory of
Tables (DQT10) or during the display of the Display Table (DQT20) panels.

The following panel shows the columns that are defined for the personal table, the valid data types for each column, and
the maximum length of each column.

 =>
 Enter VALUE(S) IN THE VALUE COLUMN AND PRESS PF3 TO INSERT THE ROW
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT50
 DATAQUERY:  INSERT ROWS           TABLE NAME:  STAFF
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COLUMN NAME                     |   TYPE    | LENGTH  | VALUE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 ID                               | SMALLINT  |       5 |
 NAME                             | CHARACTER |       9 |
 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |       5 |
 JOB                              | CHARACTER |       5 |
 JOB_DESCRIPTION                  | CHARACTER |      50 |
 YEARS                            | SMALLINT  |       5 |
 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) |
 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  INSERT       <PF4>  NOT USED
 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

Action

Enter valid values in the provided fields to create a new row. Then press <PF3> INSERT to insert the row in the table.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE NAME: Shows the name of the personal table to which you will add this row.

Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.
COLUMN NAME Each display field in this column names a column that is defined in the table.

TYPE Each display field in this column describes the data type defined for the column name to the left. See Data
Types for explanations of these data types:

CHARACTER All displayable characters
NUMERIC Signed or unsigned numeric data with zoned decimals
DECIMAL Packed decimal numeric data

FLOAT Floating-point
SMALLINT Small integer numbers
INTEGER Large integer numbers

LENGTH Defines the number of positions in the column that is named to the left. Not used for float, smallint, or
integer data types. If there are two numbers that are separated by a comma, the first number shows total
length and the second number shows decimal positions.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

VALUE Y Defined at left None

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.
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<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.
<PF3> INSERT Inserts this row in the table.

<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls display backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls display forward one page.

(DQT60) Data Display
In Dataquery, Data Display (DQT60) shows the total number of rows and shows the definition and value of each column in
the current row.

This panel shows the total number of rows that are found after pressing <PF3> SELECT during display of the Maintain
Rows (DQT40) panel. It tells which sequential row is displayed and shows the definition and value of each column in the
current row. If More  appears, the display continues beyond the current panel.

 =>
 DQ471I - RECORDS FOUND: 000038
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT60
 DATAQUERY:  DATA DISPLAY          TABLE NAME:  STAFF
                                   ROWS SELECTED: 00038 ROW DISPLAYED: 00001
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  COLUMN NAME                     |   TYPE    | LENGTH  | VALUE
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 ID                               | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0
 NAME                             | CHARACTER |       9 |
 DEPT                             | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0
 JOB                              | CHARACTER |       5 |
 YEARS                            | SMALLINT  |       5 | 0
 SALARY                           | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) | 0.00
 COMM                             | DECIMAL   |   (7,2) | 0.00
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
                                  |           |         |
 - LAST PAGE -------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  NOT USED     <PF4>  UPDATE ROW
 <PF5> DELETE ROW  <PF6>  NOT USED     <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED    <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> PREV ROW     <PF12> NEXT ROW

Action

Page through the panels representing each row to display current data. To change a row, enter valid data in the Value
fields, typing over displayed data where necessary. Press <PF4> UPDATE ROW to change the data. Other PF keys allow
you to delete the entire row, page forward and backward through the current row, or see the previous or next row.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

TABLE NAME: Names the personal table whose rows are currently displayed.
ROWS SELECTED: Shows the number of rows that are included in this display.
ROW DISPLAYED: Shows the sequential number of this row.
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Columns

Refer to the following list for a discussion of each column on this panel.

COLUMN NAME Each display field in this column names a column that is defined in the table.
TYPE Each display field in this column describes the data type defined for the column name to the left. See Data

Types for explanations of these data types:

CHARACTER All displayable characters
NUMERIC Signed or unsigned numeric data with zoned decimals
DECIMAL Packed decimal numeric data

FLOAT Floating-point
SMALLINT Small integer numbers
INTEGER Large integer numbers

LENGTH Defines the number of positions in the column that is named to the left. Not used for float, smallint, or
integer data types. If there are two numbers that are separated by a comma, the first number shows total
length and the second number shows decimal positions.

Entry Fields

Refer to the following chart for valid entries in the fields on this panel. Use the Tab and arrow keys to move the cursor. To
change an entry, write or space over it. When entries are complete, press Enter or a valid PF key.

Field Required? Valid Entries Default

VALUE N Shown at left Displayed

PF Keys

The following lists the PF keys for this panel, with a brief description of each function.

<PF1> HELP Displays Help information about the current panel.
<PF2> RETURN Exits the current panel.

<PF4> UPDATE ROW After entering new data in Value fields, press this key to save the entries.
<PF5> DELETE ROW Removes this row and its data from the table.
<PF7> BACKWARD Scrolls display backward one page.
<PF8> FORWARD Scrolls display forward one page.

<PF11> PREV ROW Displays first page of a previous row, if any.
<PF12> NEXT ROW Displays first page of next row, if any.

(DQZ10) Signon
After you complete the standard signon procedure for your site, Dataquery displays the Signon panel (DQZ10). If your site
does not let users change their own passwords, the New Password field does not appear.

 =>
 
 
 
                       DDDDD       QQQQQ        RRRRRR      YY    YY
                      DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ       RRRRRRR      YY   YY
                     DD   DD     QQ     QQ    RR     RR     YY   YY
                    DD   DD     QQ     QQ    RR    RR       YY YY
                   DD   DD     QQ     QQ    RRRRRR           YY
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                  DD   DD     QQ Q  QQ    RR    RR          YY
                 DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ    RR     RR           YY
                DDDDDD      QQQQQQ    RR       RR         YY
                                     Q
                    CA Dataquery(TM) for CA Datacom(R)
 
 Version: 15.0                   Time:                      Date:
 
                               Signon:  ________________________________
                             Password:
                         New Password:
 
 Use of this system by unauthorized persons is strictly prohibited.
 COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Action

Enter your operator ID and password, if any, and press Enter to sign on. To change your password, if permitted at your
site, also enter a new password in the New Password field.

Display Fields

Refer to the following chart for explanations of the display fields that are intended to contain variable data.

Version: Dataquery version number currently running
Time: System time
Date: System date

Entry Fields
Signon: Enter a valid one-character to 32-character user ID. Valid IDs are assigned by the Dataquery Administrator.

Password: Enter a one-character to nine-character password, if one has been assigned. The password is not
displayed. If you have forgotten your password, your Dataquery Administrator can assign you a new
password.

New Password: Enter a one-character to nine-character new password to change your password assignment and press
Enter, if you want to change your password. This field does not appear on the Signon panel if your site
does not permit users to change passwords.

(DQZ20) SignOff
Learn about the Datacom Dataquery Signoff Panel DQZ20. Find an example of the screen and descriptions of the display
fields. The panel is site-dependent.

When you exit Dataquery, the Signoff panel (DQZ20) appears. Use the procedure at your site for exiting the process by
which you accessed Dataquery. See your Dataquery Administrator for details of your monitor logoff procedures.

  DQ194I - DATAQUERY SIGN/OFF COMPLETED
 
 
 
                       DDDDD      QQQQQ      RRRRRR      YY    YY
                      DDDDDDD   QQQQQQQ      RRRRRRR     YY   YY
                     DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RR   RR     YY   YY
                    DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RR   RR      YY YY
                   DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RRRRRR         YY
                  DD   DD    QQ Q  QQ    RR   RR         YY
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                 DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ    RR    RR         YY
                DDDDDD      QQQQQQ    RR      RR       YY
                                    Q
 
 
 Version: 14.0                 Time:                      Date:
 
 
 COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Action

DQZ20 is site-dependent. See your Dataquery Administrator if you need assistance.

Display Fields

See the following descriptions of the display fields:

Version: Dataquery version number currently running.
Time: System time
Date: System date

(DQZ50) Main Menu (SQL Mode)
If you are a fully authorized SQL Mode user, you see this Main Menu (DQZ50) when you sign on to Dataquery and when
you exit from one of its options.

The options provide access to all the functions that you need for creating and running queries and controlling your
environment.

If you are an associate user who executes existing queries, Dataquery bypasses the Main Menu and displays the
Directory of Queries.

NOTE
PDB only appears for those users authorized to use the feature. PDB does not appear if the Datacom/DB SQL
option is not installed.

=>
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50
DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - SQL MODE
 
Enter THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _
 
 1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries and Tables
 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog creation
 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation
 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables
 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management
 6.  HELP                - Display Help Information
 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

Action

Select an item from the menu according to the task that you want to perform by entering its number in the field that is
provided and pressing Enter. You can also enter any valid command on the command line.
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Select
DIRECTORIES Display Directory Selection panel showing types of directories you can display.

Select a directory type (queries, dialogs, and database tables) to display.

Use the directories to maintain libraries, execute queries, copy or edit queries, display database
information, or see a definition of an item on the directory.

CREATE Access the Dataquery Editor to write a query or dialog.
GUIDE Display the GUIDE Template.
PDB List, create, or maintain your personal tables.

ADMINISTRATION Display menu listing your User Profile of terminal session options and any other administrative tasks you
are authorized to perform.

HELP Display panel listing topics that you can select for additional information.
OFF Exit Dataquery and return to monitor.

(DQZ60) Main Menu (DQL Mode)
If you are a fully authorized user, you see the Main Menu when you sign on to Dataquery and when you exit from one of
its options.

The options provide access to all the functions that you need for creating and running queries and controlling your
environment. If you are an associate user who executes existing queries, Dataquery bypasses the Main Menu and
displays the Directory of Queries and Terms.

NOTE
PDB only appears for those users authorized to use the feature. If the Datacom/DB SQL option is not installed,
PDB does not appear.

=>
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60
DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - DQL MODE
 
Enter THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _
 
 1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets
 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation
 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation
 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables
 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management
 6.  HELP                - Display Help Information
 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

Action

Select an item from the menu according to the task that you want to perform by entering its number in the field that is
provided and pressing Enter. You can also enter any valid command on the command line.

Select
DIRECTORIES Display Directory Selection panel showing types of directories you can display.

Select a directory type (queries, dialogs, and database tables) to display.

Use the directories to maintain libraries, execute queries, copy or edit queries, display database
information, or see a definition of an item on the directory.
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CREATE Access the Dataquery Editor to write a query or dialog.
GUIDE Display the GUIDE Template.
PDB List, create, or maintain your personal tables.

ADMINISTRATION Display menu listing your User Profile of terminal session options and any other administrative tasks you
are authorized to perform.

HELP Display panel listing topics that you can select for additional information.
OFF Exit Dataquery and return to monitor.

Dataquery Editor Commands
Use the Dataquery Editor and your knowledge of DQL or SQL to build queries, dialogs and terms ranging from the simple
to the complex. To aid you in your task, the Editor has line commands you use to insert, copy, move, delete, repeat and
split lines, and commands which allow you to shift the position of data within a line, locate or change character strings,
and scroll text forward and backward.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Special Aids

PF keys are available when you are building your query to display database information, and a template from which you
can select statements to insert into query text on the Editor panel. Other PF keys allow you to scroll forward and backward
if your query is more than one panel long or left and right if your terminal is an 80-character width display. Another special
PF key, available in both modes, lets you validate your query, that is, check for errors in syntax and names of database
tables, columns and keys.

Editor Modes

The Editor panel provides you with a Create mode where you build your query and a Process mode where you can
perform such functions as executing, saving and deleting queries. A special PF key allows you to switch back and forth
between these two modes.

Create Mode

Selecting CREATE from the Main Menu or typing CREATE in the command line on any panel displays the Editor panel in
Create mode. Using this panel, you can:

• Insert keyword formats selected from the template or type in statements in the space provided on the panel.
• Insert any comments that you want to exclude from the query by preceding them with the characters used at your site.

If your site does not use the default */ to begin a comment and /* to end a comment, see your Dataquery Administrator
for the characters used.

• Display database information using PF keys, and insert table, column and key names at the appropriate location in
query statements.

• Use the Dataquery Editor commands to insert, copy, move, repeat, delete and split lines; scroll the display to a specific
line; shift data left or right within a line; locate and change strings within the query.

• Validate the query, that is, check for errors in table, column and key names and syntax.
• Access the Editor panel in Process mode.

Process Mode

Selecting the EDIT option (<PF4> EDIT) on any Directory panel where this option is available or typing EDIT query-name
in the command line on any panel displays the Editor panel in Process mode. The query-name entry must be the name of
an existing query or dialog. Using this panel, you can:
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• Save the query you have just created.
• Execute the query you have just created or updated.
• Delete the query displayed on this panel.
• Update a saved query of your own which is displayed on this panel.
• Validate the query you have just created, saved or updated.
• Select the dialog definition option to create a dialog.
• Access the Editor panel in Create mode.
• Use the Dataquery Editor commands to insert, copy, move, repeat, delete and split lines; scroll the display to a specific

line; shift data left or right within a line; locate and change strings within the query.

Commands Summary

The following summarizes the commands that are discussed in detail in this section.

A
After -- Destination for a move or copy after line with A.

B
Before -- Destination for a move or copy before line with B.

CH /string1/string2/
Changes the first string to the second string.

C
Copies a single line to the specified destination.

Cn
Copies the indicated number of lines starting with the line on which you entered the command to the specified
destination.

CB
Copies all lines following the command through the end of the panel to the specified destination.

CC
Copies the block you define to the specified destination.

CT
Copies from the first line through the line with the command.

D
Deletes a single line.

DB
Deletes from line with the command through the last line.

DD
Deletes block of lines specified by a pair of line commands DD.

Dn
Deletes a specified number of lines including the one on which you enter the command.

DT
Deletes from first line through line with the command.

GC /string1/string2/
Changes every occurrence of first string to second string, and leaves display positioned at last string changed.

I
Inserts a blank line after the line with the I command.
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In
Inserts the specified number of lines after the line with the In.

NE /string/
Searches forward for the specified text string.

PR /string/
Searches backward for the specified text string.

M
Moves a single line to the specified destination.

MB
Moves a block of text starting with the line on which you enter the command through the end of the panel.

MM
Defines and moves a block of text to the specified destination.

Mn
Moves the specified number of lines to the specified destination.

MT
Moves a block of text starting with line 01 and continuing through the line on which you enter the command.

R
Repeats the line on which you enter the R command.

Rn
Repeats the line with the R command n times.

*
Scrolls the line on which you enter the * to the top of the display.

T
Scrolls to the top of the panel.

<n
Shifts the display the specified number of columns to the left.

>n
Shifts the display the specified number of columns to the right.

SP
Splits the line into two lines at the point you place your cursor.

X
On any line, cancels pending COPY, MOVE, BEFORE, or AFTER.

*/ and /* - Begin and End Comments
Learn about using special characters in  for Datacom to exclude text from validation and processing. Find a description,
actions to begin and end a comment, and an example.

Description

You can enter special characters before and after any text you want to exclude from validation and processing. These
characters may be changed by individual sites at installation. The Dataquery system option default for BEGIN COMMENT
is */ and the default for ending a comment is /*. The System Profile topic selected from the List of Help Topics panel
(DQN10) that appears with the HELP command tells you the characters in use at your site.

The BEGIN COMMENT command precedes any comment you want to add to a query without having it read by Dataquery
during query execution. The END COMMENT command follows the text to be excluded.
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Action

Enter the BEGIN COMMENT command anywhere in the text area of the Editor panel to tell Dataquery not to read the
following text. Type an END COMMENT command after the text to be excluded.

Example

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

   ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 ..================================ T O P =====================================

 01 */THIS QUERY JOINS SALES HISTORY ROWS TO RECEIPTS ROWS FOR MONTHLY

 02       REPORT DISTRIBUTED TO BRANCH MANAGERS/*

 03 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 04 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 05 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

NOTE

1. If you are using "/*" for the Begin Comment, it should not start in cc1. This could cause confusion with a JCL
EOF statement.

2. Even if the comment does not span more than 1 line, an "X" in cc72 as a continuation is needed.

CH (Change)
Use the CH (Change) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to locate and change the first occurrence of string to
another string. Find the CH command summary, examples, and result screens.

Summary

The CHANGE command is summarized as follows:

CH /string1/string2/
Enter CH in the line number column. Enter the string that you want to change as string1 in the text area, followed
by the replacement string as string2.

For mass changes, see the GC command.
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Description

The CHANGE command locates a string and changes it to another string. Dataquery locates and changes the first
occurrence of the string found.

Action

Enter the CHANGE command in the first position of the line number column and tab over to the query entry area. Type
your search string and replacement string over the existing text. The text that you type over is not deleted. The string size
limit is 32 characters. You can use any special character to delimit the strings. Any special character in position 1 of a
query text line where CH appears in the line number column is interpreted as the string delimiter. Examples of special
characters are:

? @ # % /

Dataquery changes the first occurrence of the located string, including the current line. To change the next occurrence
place CH in the line number column and press Enter. You do not need to reenter the search and replacement strings.

Examples and Results

Example -- Changing First Occurrence

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 ch /itm-id/ord-id/ > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS
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    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 03 RELATED BY ORD-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Changing Next Occurrence

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 CH RELATED BY ORD-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS
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    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ORD-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

C (Copy)
Use the C (Copy) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to duplicate lines in the query text. Learn how to specify the
lines to be copied and the destination of the copied lines. Find Copy command example and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the COPY command.

Command Action Result

C Enter a C in the line number of the line
you want to copy and specify the new
destination using an A or B destination
command.

Copies the designated line to the
destination you indicate.

Cn Enter a C and the number of lines you want
to copy and specify a number for the total
number of lines to copy.

Copies the indicated number of lines
including the line on which the destination
command was entered.

CB Enter the CB command on the line where
you want the copy to begin. Specify a
destination. The destination cannot be in
the block.

Copies all lines following the command
through the end of the text. Blank lines at
the end of the text are not copied to the
destination.

CC Enter CC in the line number column of the
first line of the block you want to copy. Then
enter CC in the line number column of the
last line of the block you want to copy.

Copies the defined block to the destination
you indicate.

CT Enter the CT command in the line number
column of the line through which you
want to copy. Specify a destination. The
destination of the copy cannot be within the
block.

Copies the first line of the text through the
line on which the CT command is entered.

NOTE
Dataquery does not allow you to complete a copy in the following situation:

• If the copy operation would force lines that contain text to shift beyond the maximum number of lines
specified in your Option Table
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Description

You can use the COPY command to duplicate lines in the query text.

Action

Enter the command in the first position of the line number column in the source. Specify the destination by entering an A
(AFTER) or B (BEFORE) in the line number column of the destination. Specifying an A places the copied lines after the
line on which the A is placed. B specifies that the copied lines are placed before the line on which you placed the B.

NOTE
The A or B line commands must be placed in the first position of the two-position line command area.

Examples and Results

Example -- Copy a Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY A LINE TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 A  SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 08 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 C9 SHIP-QTY

 10 UNIT-PRICE

 11 (NET-COST)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY A LINE TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC
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 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SHIP-QTY

 08 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 09 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 10 SHIP-QTY

 11 UNIT-PRICE

 12 (NET-COST)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Copy Multiple Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 c2 SHIP-QTY

 08 UNIT-PRICE

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 a0 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100
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 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 08 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 09 SHIP-QTY

 10 UNIT-PRICE

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Copy Remaining Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY ALL FOLLOWING LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 A2 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC

 05 ORD-QTY

 06 ORD-DAY

 07 ORD-MO

 CB ORD-YR

 09 ORD-DT

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY ALL FOLLOWING LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100
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 03 ORD-YR

 04 ORD-DT

 05 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 06 PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC

 07 ORD-QTY

 08 ORD-DAY

 09 ORD-MO

 10 ORD-YR

 11 ORD-DT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Copy a Block

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY A BLOCK TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 A2 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC

 CC ORD-QTY

 05 ORD-DAY

 CC ORD-MO

 07 ORD-YR

 08 ORD-DT

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY A BLOCK TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100
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 03 ORD-QTY

 04 ORD-DAY

 05 ORD-MO

 06 PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC

 07 ORD-QTY

 08 ORD-DAY

 09 ORD-MO

 10 ORD-YR

 11 ORD-DT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Copy Previous Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          A-CUST-CITY-DIA                   TYPE: DIALOG  STATUS: PUBLIC

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY ALL PREVIOUS LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01          */THIS PART OF THE DIALOG ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE

 CT            ONLY THE/*

 03 FIND 1?10 CAI-CUST-REC

 04 WITH CITY = 2?'DALLAS'

 05 PRINT       TITLE1 'SAMPLE ORDER ENTRY DATABASE'

 A6             TITLE2 'CUSTOMER FILE'

 07             NAME

 08             ADDR-1

 09             ADDR-2

 10             CITY

 11             STATE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          A-CUST-CITY-DIA                   TYPE: DIALOG  STATUS: PUBLIC

 DESCRIPTION:   COPY ALL PREVIOUS LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01          */THIS PART OF THE DIALOG ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE

 02            ONLY THE/*
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 03 FIND 1?10 CAI-CUST-REC

 04 WITH CITY = 2?'DALLAS'

 05 PRINT       TITLE1 'SAMPLE ORDER ENTRY DATABASE'

 06             TITLE2 'CUSTOMER FILE'

 07          */THIS PART OF THE DIALOG ALLOWS YOU TO CHANGE

 08            ONLY THE

 09             NAME

 10             ADDR-1

 11             ADDR-2

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

D (Delete)
Use the D (Delete) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to delete single lines or specified numbers of lines. Find the D
command summary, examples, and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the DELETE command.

Command Action Result

D Enter a D in the line number column of the
line you want to delete.

Deletes the line that you specified.

DB Enter DB in the line number column of the
first line you want to delete.

Deletes from the line you specified through
the last line.

DD Enter DD in the line number column of the
first and last line you want to delete.

Deletes the block of lines that the DD pair
marks off.

Dn Enter a D with the number of lines you want
to delete.

Deletes the specified number of lines
starting with the line on which you entered
the DELETE command.

DT Enter DT on the line number of the last line
you want to delete.

Deletes from line 1 through the line you
specified.

Description

You can use the DELETE command to delete single lines or a specified number of lines.

Action

To delete one line, enter D in the first position of the line number column of the line. To use the other DELETE commands,
enter them beginning in the first position of the line number column of the line that you select.

Examples and Results

Example -- Delete a Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
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 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY2                     TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   DELETE ONE LINE ___________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 D2 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY2                     TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   DELETE ONE LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 03 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 04 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 05 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 06 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 07 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 09 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 10 SHIP-QTY

 11 UNIT-PRICE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Delete Multiple Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
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 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY2                     TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   DELETE MORE THAN ONE LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 11 UNIT-PRICE

 D3 (NET-COST)

 13 DISCOUNT

 14 (DISCOUNT-COST)

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY2                     TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   DELETE MORE THAN ONE LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 11 UNIT-PRICE

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

GC (Mass Change)
Use the GC (Mass Change) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to replace all instances of one specified string with
another specified string. Find the GC command summary, examples, and result screens.
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Summary

The following table summarizes the GC command.

Command Parameters Instructions

GC /string1/string2/ Enter GC in the line number column. Enter
the string that you want to change as
string1 in the text area, followed by the
replacement string as string2.

Description

The GC command locates all occurrences of a string and changes them to another string.

Action

Enter the GC command in the first position of the line number column and tab over to the query entry area. Type your
search string and replacement string over the existing text. The text over which you type is not deleted. The string size
limit is 32 characters. You can use any special character to delimit the strings. Any special character in position 1 of a
query text line where GC appears in the line number column is interpreted as the string delimiter. Examples of special
characters are ? @ # % /

Dataquery changes all occurrences of the string, including the current line.

Example: Changing All Occurrences

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 GC /ORD-ID/EMP-ID/ CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (EMP-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'EMP-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

I (Insert)
Use the I (Insert) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to add blank lines in the query text. Find the I command
summary, examples, and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the INSERT command.

Command Action Result

I Place an I in the line number column and
press Enter.

Inserts a blank line immediately after the
line on which you specified the I command.

In Enter an I along with the number of lines
you want to insert and press Enter.

Inserts the specified lines immediately
after the line on which you specified the I
command.

Description

You can use the INSERT command to add blank lines in the query text.

Action

Enter an I in the first position of the line number column. Then enter the number of lines you want to add. If you do not
specify a number Dataquery defaults to one. You cannot specify more than nine lines at one time.

The lines are added immediately below the line on which you enter the command.

Examples and Results

Example -- Insert a Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
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 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   INSERT ONE LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

 I  PRINT SLMN-ID

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   INSERT ONE LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

 02 PRINT SLMN-ID

 03

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Insert Multiple Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
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 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   INSERT MULTIPLE LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

 I9 PRINT SLMN-ID

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   INSERT MULTIPLE LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

 02 PRINT SLMN-ID

 03

 04

 05

 06

 07

 08

 09

 10

 11

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

NE (Locate Text)
Use the NE (Locate Text) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to locate character strings with a forward search. Find
the NE command summary, examples, and result screens.
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Summary

The following table summarizes the LOCATE command.

Format Action Result

NE /string/ Enter NE in the line number column. Enter
the search string in the text entry area of
the panel. Use a special character to delimit
the search string.

Locates the first occurrence of the string
after the line on which you entered the
command. Does not find a match on the
current line.

Description

Use the NE command to locate character strings by searching forward. Or, you can search backward using the PR (locate
previous) command (see PR (Locate Previous) for more information). The string size limit is 32 characters.

Action

To search for character strings, issue the command and define the string. You issue the command in the line number
column and specify the string in the actual text entry area of the editor panel. Type the search string over the existing text.
Dataquery does not delete the text over which you typed. Use special characters to delimit the search string. Any special
character placed in position 1 (column 1) or the query text line where NE appears in the line number column is interpreted
as the string delimiter. Some special characters are ? @ # % /

To repeat the search, reenter the command in the line number column. You do not need to reenter the search text.

Example -- Locate Next

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   CHANGE QUERY TEXT__________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 NE /ITM-ID/CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ITM-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result
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 =>--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   LOCATE QUERY TEXT

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

PR (Locate Previous)
Use the PR (Locate Previous) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to search backward for a specified string. Find the
PR command summary, examples, and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the LOCATE PREVIOUS command.

Format Action Result

PR /string/ Enter the string of characters you want to
locate. Use any special characters (/) to
delimit the search string.

Searches backward, displaying the first
occurrence of the string it finds.

Description

Use the PR command to locate character strings backward. You can search forward using the NE (next) command (see
NE (Locate Text) for more information).

Action

To search for character strings, issue the command and define the string. You issue the command in the line number
column and specify the string in the actual text entry area of the editor panel. Type the search string over the existing text.
Dataquery does not delete the text over which you typed. The string size limit is 32 characters. Use special characters to
delimit the search string. Any special character placed in position 1 (column 1) or the query text line where PR appears in
the line number column is interpreted as the string delimiter. Some special characters are ? @ # % /.

To repeat the search, reenter the command in the line number column. You do not need to reenter the search text.
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Example: Locate Text Backward

 =>--------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   LOCATE QUERY TEXT

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 PR /ITM-ID/

 15 (DISCOUNT-COST)

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   LOCATE QUERY TEXT

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 12 UNIT-PRICE

 13 (NET-COST)

 14 DISCOUNT

 15 (DISCOUNT-COST)

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE
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M (Move)
Use the M (Move) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to move lines of text from one location to another. Learn how to
specify the lines to be moved and the destination of the text. Find Move command example and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the MOVE command.

Command Action Result

M Enter an M in the line number column
of the line you want to move. Specify a
destination.

Moves a single line to the specified
destination.

MB Enter MB in the line number column of the
line on which you want the copy to begin.
Specify a destination.

Moves the block of text starting with the line
on which you entered the MB command
through the end of the text. Blank lines
that are found at the end of the text are not
moved.

MM Enter MM in the first line and the last line
of the block you want to define. Specify a
destination.

Moves the block of text to a specified
destination.

Mn Enter an M on the first line of the block
along with the number of lines that you
want to include in this block. Specify a
destination.

Moves the specified number of lines
starting with the line on which you entered
the MOVE command.

MT Enter the MT command in the line number
column of the line on which you want the
block to end. Dataquery assumes the block
begins with line 01.

Moves the block of text starting with line 01
and continuing through the text to the line
which contains the MT command. The line
which contains the MT is included.

Description

Use the MOVE command to move lines of text from one location to another.

Action

Enter the MOVE commands in the line number column. Use an A or B to specify the destination of the move. A places the
moved lines after the line on which you specify the A. B places the moved lines before the line on which you specify the
B. The A or B must be placed in the first position of the line number column. The destination cannot be inside the defined
block.

To cancel a block command, type an X in the first position of any line number column.

Examples and Results

Example -- Move One Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE ONE LINE______________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 M2 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 A3 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE ONE LINE______________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Move a Block

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE A BLOCK_______________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 A1 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 03 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 04 SHIP-QTY

 05 UNIT-PRICE

 06 (NET-COST)

 07 DISCOUNT

 MM WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 09 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 10 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 MM CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE A BLOCK   ____________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 05 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 06 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 07 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 08 SHIP-QTY

 09 UNIT-PRICE

 10 (NET-COST)

 11 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Move All Following Lines

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE NEXT LINES____________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 A1 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 03 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 04 SHIP-QTY

 05 UNIT-PRICE

 06 (NET-COST)

 07 DISCOUNT

 MB WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 09 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 10 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE NEXT LINES____________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 05 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 06 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 07 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 08 SHIP-QTY

 09 UNIT-PRICE

 10 (NET-COST)

 11 DISCOUNT

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Move Multiple Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE MULTIPLE LINES________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 A3 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 05 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 M3 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 (DISCOUNT-COST)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE MULTIPLE LINES________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 NET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 (DISCOUNT-COST)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Move Previous Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE: CAI-SLSHST-REC

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
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 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE FIRST LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 IND-CD

 02 CUST-ID

 03 DISC-PCT

 04 UNIT-PRICE

 05 SHIP-QTY

 06 ORD-QTY

 07 ORD-DAY

 MT ORD-MO

 09 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC

 A0 PRINT

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  CAI-SLSHST-REC

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   MOVE FIRST LINES TO ANOTHER LOCATION

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 PRINT

 03 IND-CD

 04 CUST-ID

 05 DISC-PCT

 06 UNIT-PRICE

 07 SHIP-QTY

 08 ORD-QTY

 09 ORD-DAY

 10 ORD-MO

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS

 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD

        <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

R (Repeat)
Use the R (Repeat) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to repeat lines of text. The R command repeats the lines after
the selected line. You may specify the number of times to repeat the text. Find X command example and result screens.
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Summary

The following table summarizes the REPEAT command.

Command Action Result

R Enter an R in the line number column of the
line you want repeated.

Repeats the line on which you entered the
R command.

Rn Enter an R in the line number column of the
line you want repeated. Specify the number
of times you want the line to be repeated.

Repeats the line the specified number of
times.

Description

You can use the REPEAT command to repeat lines of text. The repeated lines are inserted below the line on which you
entered the REPEAT command.

Action

Enter an R in the first position of the line number column to repeat a single line. To repeat a single line multiple times,
enter an R in the first column of the line number column and the number of times you want the line to be repeated in the
second column.

Examples and Results

Example -- Repeat One Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   REPEAT A LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 R8 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result
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 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   REPEAT LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Repeat Multiple Lines

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   REPEAT LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 R2 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 10 FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

 11 SHIP-QTY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>
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 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   REPEAT LINES

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 05 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 06 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 07 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 08 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Shift
Use the SHIFT command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to shift lines of text to the left or right. Learn how to specify the
number of columns that text is shifted. Find SHIFT command example and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the SHIFT command.

Command Action Result

<n Enter < and the number of columns you
want the display to shift to the left.

Shifts the display the specified number of
columns to the left.

>n Enter > and the number of columns you
want the display to shift to the right.

Shifts the display the specified number of
columns to the right.

Description

The SHIFT command allows you to shift a line of text to the right or left.

Action

You can shift the display area right or left by using the < and > keys. <n shifts the display the specified number of columns
left. >n shifts the display the specified number of columns right. If SHIFT would cause non-blank characters to be shifted
past column 1 or column 80, you cannot shift to the left or the right.

Examples and Results

Example -- Shift Right
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 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHIFT A LINE TO THE RIGHT n COLUMNS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 >9 */THIS PART OF THE QUERY CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

 05 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 06 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 07 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 08 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHIFT A LINE TO THE RIGHT n COLUMNS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04          */THIS PART OF THE QUERY CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RES         ULTS*/

 05 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 06 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 07 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 08 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Shift a Line to the Left
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 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHIFT A LINE TO THE LEFT 3 POSITIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 <3          */THIS PART OF THE QUERY CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RES         ULTS*/

 05 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 06 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 07 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 08 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHIFT A LINE TO THE LEFT 3 POSITIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULT         S*/

 05 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 06 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 07 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 08 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 09 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE
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SP (Split)
Use the SP (split) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to split a line of text into two lines. Find SP command
instructions, an example, and a result screen.

Summary

The following table summarizes the SPLIT command.

Command Action Result

SP Enter SP in the line number column of the
line you want to split.

Splits the line into two lines as indicated by
your cursor position.

Description

Use the SPLIT line command to split the text from one line into two lines.

Action

Enter the SPLIT command in the line number column, move the cursor to the point you want the line split, and press
Enter. Dataquery splits the text into two lines.

Example and Result

Example -- Split a Line

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION: SPLIT A LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 SP       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY  CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SPLIT A LINE

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY
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 05                                CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

X (Cancel)
Use the X (Cancel) command in Datacom Dataquery Editor to cancel pending commands. The X command can cancel
the COPY, MOVE, BEFORE, and AFTER commands. Find X command example and result screens.

Summary

The following table summarizes the CANCEL command.

Command Action Result

X Enter the X command in the line number
column of any line.

Cancels any COPY, MOVE, BEFORE, or
AFTER command currently pending.

Description

You can use the X command to cancel any of the following commands which might be pending:

• COPY
• MOVE
• BEFORE
• AFTER

The X command has no effect on the following commands, either previous or subsequent:

• INSERT
• DELETE
• REPEAT
• CHANGE
• NEXT
• PREVIOUS
• SPLIT
• SHIFT

Action

Enter the X command in the line number column of any line to cancel any pending COPY, MOVE, BEFORE, or AFTER
commands.

Examples and Results

Example -- Invalid Command
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The following sample shows the result of entering an invalid block command. The destination was next to the block and
would have moved the block to its own location. Therefore, Dataquery scrolled the line containing the invalid destination
command (B) to the top of the text area. The block command (MOVE or COPY) must be canceled before Dataquery
permits any further operations.

 =>

DQ206E - THE DESTINATION YOU SPECIFIED FOR THE BLOCK COMMAND IS INVALID

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:

 SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS:  PRIVATE DESCRIPTION:

 ________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 B  WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY

 05                                CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 12 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 13 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Example -- Cancel a Command

 =>

 DQ206E - THE DESTINATION YOU SPECIFIED FOR THE BLOCK COMMAND IS INVALID

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE

 TYPE: QUERY   STATUS:  PRIVATE DESCRIPTION:   SCROLL A LINE TO THE TOP OF DISPLAY

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 X  WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY

 05                                CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 12 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)
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 13 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE                            TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SCROLL A LINE TO THE TOP OF DISPLAY

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 02 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 03 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 04       */THIS PART OF THE QUERY

 05                                CREATES NEW TEMPORARY RESULTS*/

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

 07 SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

 08 SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

 09 SORT CAI-RCPTS-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 11 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 12 CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

 13 PRINT FROM CAI-RCPTS-REC ITM-ID 'ORD-ID'

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

        <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

Dataquery Operation Commands
End users can enter a command on the command line at the top of any panel and press Enter to proceed directly to any
authorized function or panel.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Using Operands

Some Dataquery commands require you to enter additional information called operands after the command. If the needed
operands are not entered, or if invalid operands are entered, Dataquery displays a helpful panel that prompts you for valid
operands. These panels are documented in Panels.

Effect on <PF2> RETURN

Entering an operation command terminates all outstanding Dataquery processes, such as directory displays. If <PF2>
RETURN is used on a function initiated by a command, Dataquery returns to the Main Menu.
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Operation Commands Summary

The following summarizes valid user commands.

+nnnn
(Where nnnn represents a number) Scrolls forward nnnn pages on a multi-screen panel.

-nnnn
(Where nnnn represents a number) Scrolls backward nnnn pages on a multi-screen panel.

ADMIN
Displays Administrative Menu.

AUTHID
With an SQL authorization ID as an operand, changes the authid for the current session.

BOTTOM
Scrolls to bottom of multi-screen panel.

CREATE
Displays Dataquery Editor panel.

DETAIL
Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display the report as it is defined in the query, with detail and
totals.

DIRECTORY
Displays Directory Selection panel.

DISPLAY
Displays Key and Columns Display panel for named table.

DRAW
With a table-name operand, creates a simple query that finds all simple columns.

DQL
Changes mode of operation from SQL Mode to DQL Mode.

EDIT
With operand, displays Editor panel containing named text.

EXECUTE
Display online execution panel for query named in command.

EXTRACT
Displays Extract Active Found Set panel to save a set of data found by a query.

FORMAT
Followed by the name of an existing query or dialog, displays first panel for formatting the output created by
executing an SQL query.

GUIDE
Displays the first panel for constructing a query with the Guided Query Creation function.

HELP
Displays Help panel topics you can select for additional Help.

KEEP
Displays panel for saving query output.

LIST
With operands, displays directory of queries, terms, dialogs, files, or saved found data sets.

MENU
Displays Main Menu.
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MSG
With operands, sends a message to designated user.

NO-DETAIL
Entered on the DQL Mode report output panel, formats report to display query output without detail lines.

NO-TOTALS
Entered on the DQL Mode report output panel, formats report to display query output without totals.

NOWRAP
Issue after WRAP command to return wrapped report lines to multi-screen display.

OFF
Signs Dataquery off and returns to monitor.

PDB
Initiates Personal Database Facility.

PFn
Where n is a number from 1 to 12, acts as a numbered PF key.

PROFILE
Displays User Profile panel.

STALL
Displays Execution Statistics panel with expanded statistics and a PF key for viewing tables statistics.

STATS
Displays Execution Statistics panel for current query.

STORE
With unique, new table name operand, creates a personal table from active found set of data in DQL Mode or
SQL Mode.

SUBMIT
With query name, displays Batch Execution panel for query named.

SQL
Changes mode of operation from DQL Mode to SQL Mode. To use personal tables, the SQL option of Datacom/
DB must be installed at your site and you must be authorized by your Dataquery Administrator to access the
Personal Database Facility.

TIME
Displays current time and date.

TOP
Scrolls to the top of a multi-screen panel.

TOTALS
Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display only total lines and suppresses detail lines.

WHEN-ONLY
Entered on the report output panel, formats report to display only the results of DQL Mode WHEN/DO statements.

WRAP
Moves off-screen lines to current screen of multi-screen display by wrapping each report line before starting the
next report line.

+nnnn - Scroll Forward to a Page
In Dataquery use +nnnn to scroll forward by a specified number of screens. Find syntax, code examples, and example
results.
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Purpose

Use this command to page forward during display of a panel which can be scrolled forward. The number you enter
following the plus sign (+) is the number of screens you want to skip.

When to Use It

Use this command to scroll forward on a multi-screen panel.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to::

+2 No operand Skip the next screen of a scrolling display.

+9999 No operand Skip the next 9,998 screens of a scrolling
display.

+nnnn (any number from 1 to 9999) No operand Skip the next n screens.

Example

The following example shows a typical use for the +nnnn command. We want to skip three screens and display page 4.

 => +3

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                      PAGE 1

12:51:43                                                                    DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01008  C10000      0000002    00029.50          $59.00

          C10001      0000004    00021.00          $84.00

          C10002      0000006    00014.00          $84.00

          C10005      0000002    00066.75         $133.50

 

  TOTAL ORD-ID 01008

                                                  $360.50

 

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81

 

   01009  A60005      0000001    00219.99         $219.99

          A60008      0000002    00179.99         $359.98

          A70000      0000004    00099.99         $399.96

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12>RIGHT

Result

You now see page 4 of a multi-screen report.

 =>
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01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                            PAGE 4

12:51:43                                                                          DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01011  C50005      0000006    00116.00         $696.00

          C50004      0000004    00048.00         $192.00

          C50003      0000003    00036.00         $108.00

          C50002      0000002    00042.00          $84.00

          C50001      0000002    00049.50          $99.00

          C50000      0000007    00029.00         $203.00

          C40000      0000004    00044.00         $176.00

          C30001      0000006    00009.75          $58.50

          C50006      0000005    00145.00         $725.00

          C60002      0000006    00009.00          $54.00

          C60001      0000002    00013.50          $27.00

          C60000      0000004    00019.00          $76.00

          C50008      0000008    00119.00         $952.00

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

-nnnn - Scroll Backward to a Page
In Dataquery use -nnnn to scroll backward by a specified number of screens. Find syntax, code examples, and example
results.

Purpose

Use this command to page backward during the display of a multi-page panel. The number that you enter following the
minus sign (-) is the number of screens you want to skip backwards.

When to Use It

Use the command to scroll backward on a multi-screen panel.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

-2 No operand Go back two previous screens.

-9999 No operand Go back 9,998 previous screens of a
scrolling display.

-nnnn No operand Skip backward over n previous screens.
(Use any number from 1 to 9999.)

Example

The following example shows a typical use for the -nnnn command. We want to skip back two screens and display page
2.
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 => -2

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                      PAGE 4

12:51:43                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01011  C50005      0000006    00116.00         $696.00

          C50004      0000004    00048.00         $192.00

          C50003      0000003    00036.00         $108.00

          C50002      0000002    00042.00          $84.00

          C50001      0000002    00049.50          $99.00

          C50000      0000007    00029.00         $203.00

          C40000      0000004    00044.00         $176.00

          C30001      0000006    00009.75          $58.50

          C50006      0000005    00145.00         $725.00

          C60002      0000006    00009.00          $54.00

          C60001      0000002    00013.50          $27.00

          C60000      0000004    00019.00          $76.00

          C50008      0000008    00119.00         $952.00

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

You now see page 2 of a multi-screen report after you enter -2 on page 4.

 =>

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                         PAGE 2

12:51:43                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

 

  TOTAL ORD-ID 01009

                                                  $979.95

 

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00166.65

 

   01010  H20006      0000005    00012.99          $64.95

          H30000      0000004    00124.99         $499.96

          H40000      0000015    00015.99         $239.85

          H20001      0000003    00021.99          $65.97

          H30002      0000006    00069.99         $419.94

          H10002      0000010    00004.99          $49.90

          H20004      0000002    00021.99          $43.98

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
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 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

ADMIN - Display Administrative Menu
Purpose

The ADMIN command displays the Administrative Menu listing administrative tasks you are authorized to perform. Other
administrative commands are available for authorized users. 

When to Use It

When you want to change your User Profile or perform any other authorized administrative function. See Panels for more
information.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
ADMIN No operand Display the Administrative Menu

Example

 => ADMIN

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                     PAGE 1A

14:15:01                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUST-ID-KEY  NAME                            PHONE       CRED-IND  ORD-ID

  -----------  ------------------------------  ----------  --------  ------

  I4790I4790   CARPET CLEANERS                 2143947734  I          01002

  H4130H4130   WINDOWS AND FLOORING            2145335534  H          01003

  A0030A0030   CANNON TOOLS CO                 4045553322  A          01011

  A0030A0030   CANNON TOOLS CO                 4045553322  A          01223

Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Enter DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile

AUTHID - Change SQL Authorization ID
Purpose

The AUTHID command, followed by an SQL authorization ID, changes your current authorization ID for the current
session.

When to Use It
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When you want to change your User Profile SQL authorization ID for any reason, such as displaying lists of tables for
another ID. See Panels for more information.

If you change your SQL authorization ID with the PROFILE or AUTHID command, it changes only on your User Profile,
and it does not change your PRIVATE SQL AUTHID which is maintained by the Dataquery Administrator. Therefore, if you
create a table in PDB, your permanent SQL authorization ID is attached to the table. However, if you DISPLAY tables or
create or execute queries, the SQL authid currently specified on your user profile is used by Dataquery.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
AUTHID SQL-authid Change authorization IDs.

Example

 => AUTHID SYSUSR

 CREATION PANEL

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ____________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

 ..

Output

 =>

 DQ353I - THE USER PROFILE WAS UPDATED SUCCESSFULLY.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - SQL MODE

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries and Tables

 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog creation

 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                - DISPLAY Help Information

 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

BOTTOM - Display Last Page
In Dataquery use BOTTOM to display the last screen of multiple screens. Find syntax, code examples, and example
results.

Purpose

The BOTTOM command displays the last screen of a multi-screen display.
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When to Use It

Use the command to see the last lines of a multi-screen display.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

BOTTOM No operand Go to the last screen of a multi-screen
display.

Example

 => BOTTOM

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                            PAGE 1

12:54:30                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01008  C10000      0000002    00029.50          $59.00

          C10001      0000004    00021.00          $84.00

          C10002      0000006    00014.00          $84.00

          C10005      0000002    00066.75         $133.50

 

  TOTAL ORD-ID 01008

                                                  $360.50

 

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81

 

   01009  A60005      0000001    00219.99         $219.99

          A60008      0000002    00179.99         $359.98

          A70000      0000004    00099.99         $399.96

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                           PAGE 14

12:54:30                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

 

* GRAND TOTAL

                                               $29,256.78
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 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

CREATE - Display Editor Creation Panel
Learn how to display the Dataquery Editor Creation panel for building a query using the CREATE command. Find the
command syntax, an example, and a result.

Purpose

The CREATE command displays the Dataquery Editor Creation panel for building a query. For information about the Editor
panel operation, see Panels.

When to Use It

Use the CREATE command anytime that you want to build a query from scratch using the Dataquery Editor.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to

CREATE No operand Create a new query.

Example

 => CRE
 
01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                           PAGE 14
12:54:30                                                             DETAIL
 
  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP
  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

Result

 =>
 CREATION PANEL
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10
 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE
 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________
    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.
 .. ================================ T O P =====================================
 ..
 ..
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 ..
 ..
 ..
 ..
 ..
 ..
 ..
    ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP          <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3>  DISPLAY COLUMNS <PF4> DISPLAY KEYS
 <PF5> DISPLAY ALL   <PF6>  LIST TABLES <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> TEMPLATE      <PF10> VALIDATE   <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT     <PF12> PROCESS MODE

DETAIL - Display Detail Report
In Dataquery use DETAIL to display the online report output with detail lines and totals. Find syntax, code examples, and
example results.

Purpose

Use DETAIL to show the online report output as defined, with detail lines and totals, if any.

When to Use It

Use this command during the display of any report.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

DETAIL No operand Change the output display to show the
complete report.

Example

 => DETAIL

 

01/04/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE           PAGE 1

16:53:20                                                             TOTALS-ONLY

 

  ACTIVITY  YEAR TO DATE

   MONTH       SALES

  --------  ------------

  02             452.00

  03            2000.00

  04          341924.50

  06            5000.00

  08               0.00

  09               0.00

  11         1030318.34

 

* GRAND TOTAL

             1379694.84
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 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

 

01/04/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE          PAGE 1A

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUSTOMER                                                PHONE       SALESMAN

    NAME                          CITY             STATE  NUMBER         ID

  ------------------------------  ---------------  -----  ----------  --------

  UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          CHARLOTTE        NC     7045554852  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 02

 

 

  AVERAGE SALE   0000452.00

 

  INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.        NEW YORK         NY     2125559889  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 03

 

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

DIRECTORY - Display Directory Selection Panel
In Dataquery use DIRECTORY to display the Directory Selection panel and select the type of directory to display. The
command displays queries, dialogs, terms, and other information. Find syntax, code examples, and example results.

Purpose

Entering DIRECTORY or DIR on the command line and pressing Enter displays the Directory Selection panel from which
you can select the type of directory you want to display. An alternative command is LIST followed by a valid operand,
which you can use to immediately display any directory. See LIST - Display a Directory for information about usage of the
LIST command.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to display a list of queries, dialogs, terms, and so forth.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

DIRECTORY No operand Display the Directory Selection panel.
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Example

 => DIRECTORY

 CREATION PANEL

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

Result

 =>

 Mark the desired Directory and press Enter.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA00

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY SELECTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

   _ Queries and Terms      - List all queries and terms accessible to you.

   _ Queries Only           - List queries accessible to you.

   _ Terms Only             - List terms accessible to you.

   _ Dialogs                - List Dialogs accessible to you.

   _ Public Queries         - List public queries.

   _ Queries and Terms      - List queries and terms created by user:

                               ________________________________

 

   _ Tables                 - List the tables accessible to you.

                              Start Table Directory with Letter:  _

 

   _ Saved Sets             - List the saved sets.

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

DISPLAY - Display Keys and Columns
When you enter the Dataquery DISPLAY command followed by a database table name, you can access the Key and
Columns Display panel for that table.

Purpose

When you enter the DISPLAY command followed by a database table name, you are authorized to access the Key and
Columns Display panel for that table. See Dataquery Panels for details about using the Key and Columns Display panel.
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When to Use It

If you need to know about the keys and columns in any production status database table, or see the definition of any key
or column.

Syntax

Enter> With> When You Want to:>

DISPLAY table-name See a list and description of each key and
column for the production status table you
name.

DISPLAY No operand Display the Display Command prompt
panel to see the command syntax or see a
list of tables you can access.

Example

 => DISPLAY

 CREATION PANEL

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQB00

 DATAQUERY:  DISPLAY COMMAND

 

 DISPLAY ________________________________

                     (1)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  (1) Enter the name of a table and press <Enter>

      to display its keys and columns.

 

      Press <PF3> for a list of tables.
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  LIST TABLES

DRAW - Create a Simple Query
In Dataquery use DRAW to create simple queries in DQL and SQL mode. Find syntax, code examples, and example
results.

Purpose

Entering the DRAW command creates a simple query that finds all the simple columns for the table that is named in the
operand. Other operands differ according to whether you are in DQL Mode or SQL Mode.

When to Use It

Use DRAW to automatically create a query or, on the Editor panel, to quickly copy all column names at the end of any
query text. If on the Editor panel and part of a statement exists, simply delete the extra statement.

Limitations

The use of the DRAW command in either mode has the following limitations:

• Simple columns which repeat are included. Compound fields which repeat are shown with all.
• Only simple columns are included in the query expansion, unless the word ALL follows the table-name in the DRAW

command.

DQL Mode Syntax

Enter With When You Want to Create a Query That

DRAW table-name Finds data in all simple columns.

DRAW table-name ALL Find data in all simple and compound
columns.

SQL Mode Syntax

Enter With When You Want to Create a Query That

DRAW table-name Finds data in all simple columns.

DRAW table-name
INSERT

Contains an INSERT clause instead of
SELECT.

DRAW table-name
UPDATE

Contains an UPDATE clause instead of
SELECT.

DRAW table-name
DELETE

Contains a DELETE clause instead of
SELECT.

See the chapter on SQL query syntax for information about using SQL statements.

Example

 => draw cai-accts-rec
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 Place the cursor on the desired name and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA20

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES             DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 189

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE  NAME                |STATUS|     DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ADDRESS                        |  O   |

   CAI-ACCTS-REC                  |  O   | ORDER ENTRY DEMO ACCTS RECORD

   CAI-CUST-REC                   |  O   | CUSTOMERS RECORD

   CAI-DETAIL-REC                 |  O   | DETAILS RECORD

   CAI-ITEMS-REC                  |  O   | ITEMS RECORD

Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 01 FIND      CAI-ACCTS-REC  ROWS

 02 PRINT      FROM  CAI-ACCTS-REC  ORD-ID  BILL-DT  BILL-YR  BILL-MO

 03 BILL-DAY  ORD-AMT  FRT-AMT  DISC-AMT  CUST-ID  IND-CD  CUST-NO

 .. ===========================  B O T T O M  ==================================

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  EXECUTE      <PF4>  SAVE

 <PF5>  DIALOG DEF <PF6>  DELETE       <PF7>  BACKWARD     <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9>  UPDATE     <PF10> VALIDATE     <PF11> RIGHT/LEFT   <PF12> CREATE MODE

DQL - Change to DQL Mode
In Dataquery use the operation command DQL to activate DQL mode. Find syntax, code examples, and example results.

Purpose

Enter the DQL command to activate DQL Mode.

When to Use It

Use the command when you are operating in SQL Mode and you want to change to DQL Mode.
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Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

DQL No operand Change from SQL Mode to DQL Mode.

Example

 => DQL

 PLACE THE CURSOR BY THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT10

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES              DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 002

                                              START WITH:   __________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE NAME                    | DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ORG                               | ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

   STAFF                             | STAFF DATA

   PERSONNEL                         | EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

   RETIREMENT                        | RETIREMENT PLANNING

Result

=>

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - DQL MODE

 

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

EDIT - Display a Member
Purpose

The EDIT command allows you to edit any private member you own or copy and edit any member you can access, if you
give the copied version a new name. You become the new member's author. You can enter the command with a valid
existing member name and display the Dataquery Editor with the current version of the member. Or, you can enter EDIT
* to edit the active query. If you enter EDIT without an operand and press Enter, Dataquery presents the Edit Command
prompt panel. From that panel, you can see a list of public members that you can access. See Panels for details on using
the Edit Command prompt panel or the Directory of Queries and Terms.

When to Use It

When you want to copy and change an existing member or make changes to one of your private members.
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Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
EDIT * Display the active query or dialog on the

Editor panel. If you do not own it, you can
change it and give it a new name to make
your own version.

EDIT member-name View an existing member and copy it by
giving it a new name or, with authorization,
update an existing query with changed text.

EDIT No operand Display the Edit command prompt panel
to determine command syntax or display a
directory.

Example

 => EDIT

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile

DQL Result

 =>

DQ022E - THERE IS NO ACTIVE QUERY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD00

 DATAQUERY:  EDIT COMMAND

 

 EDIT ACTIVE-QUERY

            (1)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  (1) Enter 'ACTIVE-QUERY' to display query currently in use

      or enter the name of any query, term, or dialog.

      Press <Enter> to display it for editing.

 

      Press <PF3> for a list of queries.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> LIST QUERIES
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SQL Result

 =>

 DQ022E - THERE IS NO ACTIVE QUERY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD00

 DATAQUERY:  EDIT COMMAND

 

 EDIT ACTIVE-QUERY

            (1)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  (1) Enter 'ACTIVE-QUERY' to display query currently in use

      or enter the name of any query, term, or dialog.

      Press <Enter> to display it for editing.

 

      Press <PF3> for a list of queries.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> LIST QUERIES

EXECUTE - Begin Online Execution
Purpose

Entering the EXECUTE command and a query name on the command line and pressing Enter displays the online
execution panel containing the query name. You can use that panel to execute the query and view the results. If you enter
the EXECUTE command without an operand and no query is currently active, Dataquery displays the online execution
panel with no entry in the Execute Query Named field. If you have accessed a query during this Dataquery session, and
you enter EXECUTE *, Dataquery displays the online execution panel with ACTIVE-QUERY in the Execute Query Named
field, meaning the last query you accessed can be executed.

You can type over any entry in the Execute Query Named field. See Panels for detailed information about the online
execution panel.

When to Use It

To tell Dataquery to execute a query immediately online. With an active found set and query, use EXECUTE if you want to
re-execute with different execution specifications, or from a different execution step, as you may want to do after editing a
private query to save processing time.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
EXECUTE * Display online execution panel for the

active query, if any, so you can re-execute
the query from a different execution step.

EXECUTE query name Display online execution panel containing
operand query name.
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EXECUTE No operand If no active query, display online execution
panel containing no query name. If a query
is currently active, display online execution
panel for the active query.

Example

 => EXECUTE

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile

DQL Result

 =>

  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE10

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

 

   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

    _  COMPUTATION               - Perform the user defined calculations

    _  SORTING                   - Order the collected data

    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report

 

   REPORT FORMAT                 The report format

    _  COLUMNAR                  - Show the data arranged one row per line

    _  LIST                      - Show the data arranged one row per page

 

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3> EXECUTE     <PF4> TOTALING OPTIONS

SQL Result

 =>

  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE60

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION SQL QUERY

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY
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   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report

 

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> EXECUTE       <PF4> FORMAT REPORT

EXTRACT - Extract Found Data
The DQL Mode EXTRACT command in Dataquery creates a data table of the found set produced by executing a query.
The data table can be used by other Broadcom products such as Ideal for Datacom, or by programs written at your site.

Purpose

The data table that is created cannot be used by Dataquery. Since the data base table is subject to database
maintenance, the contents of the extracted data table may become outdated.

The size of an EXTRACT data set can be limited by the Dataquery Administrator. The size of the SET statement result can
be limited in the System Option Table, causing the result to be zero (0). See the Dataquery Administrator about EXTRACT
limits.

When to Use It

Use the EXTRACT command when you want to save the results of a query or dialog so it can be accessed by other
programs.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:

EXTRACT No operand Display the Extract Active Found Set panel
to save a found set produced by executing
a query.

Example

 => EXTRACT

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                     PAGE 14

13:01:47                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------
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   01008  C10000      0000002    00029.50          $59.00

          C10001      0000004    00021.00          $84.00

          C10002      0000006    00014.00          $84.00

          C10005      0000002    00066.75         $133.50

Result

 =>
 Enter set attributes and press PF3 to extract
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA90
 DATAQUERY:  EXTRACT ACTIVE FOUND SET
 
 NAME: ________    PASSWORD: _________   DESCRIPTION: ______________
 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  SAVE

FORMAT - Change SQL Format
In Dataquery use FORMAT to view the specifications of a SQL query report or change the specifications of the execution.
Find syntax, code examples, and example results.

Purpose

The FORMAT command, issued in SQL Mode, displays the first of a series of panels for viewing or defining a report
definition for the output of a specific SQL query.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to:

• See the specifications for an SQL query report, or
• Change the specifications for the current execution

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:

FORMAT query-name Change or view report format definition.
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Example

 => FORMAT

 DQ471I - ROWS FOUND: 000034

01/15/2010       DATAQUERY SAMPLE             PAGE 1

15:01:06                    TO PRODUCE REPORT AAA                    DETAIL

 

 

      ID  EMP_NAME                DEPT  JOB    NUMYEARS     SALARY       COMM

  ------  --------------------  ------  -----  --------  ---------  ---------

  00010   SANDERS               00020   MGR      00009   17530.00          -

  00020   PERNAL                00020   SALES    00008   18171.25   00612.45

  00030   MARENGHI              00038   MGR      00005   17506.75          -

  00040   O'BRIEN               00038   SALES    00006   18006.00   00846.55

  00050   HANES                 00015   MGR      00010   20659.80          -

  00060   QUIGLEY               00038   SALES        -   16808.30   00650.25

  00070   ROTHMAN               00015   SALES    00007   16502.83   01152.00

  00080   JAMES                 00020   CLERK        -   13504.60   00128.20

  00090   KOONITZ               00042   SALES    00006   18001.75   01386.70

  00100   PLOTZ                 00042   MGR      00007   18352.80          -

  00110   NGAN                  00015   CLERK    00005   12508.20   00206.60

  00120   NAUGHTON              00038   CLERK        -   12954.75   00180.00

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Output

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQF30

 DATAQUERY:  REPORT FORMAT - REPORT TITLE      QUERY NAME:    SQLREP1

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER UP TO TWO LINES FOR A

 REPORT TITLE:      => TO PRODUCE REPORT AAA

                    =>

 

 SELECT THE DESIRED REPORT FORMAT:    X  COLUMNAR FORMAT: ONE ROW PER LINE.

                                      _  LIST FORMAT: ONE ROW PER PAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP       <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> DELETE FORMAT      <PF4> CONTINUE
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GUIDE - Access Guided Query
Purpose

The GUIDE command invokes the Guided Query Creation function that lets you build a query by responding to panels that
Dataquery presents. Instructions for using the Guided Query panels appear in Panels. DQL Mode and SQL Mode present
different panels for Guided Query.

When to Use It

When you want to build a new query and you want assistance from the Dataquery system.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
GUIDE No operand Begin creating a query with the Guided

Query Creation function.

Example

 => guide

 CREATION PANEL

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR            CURRENT TABLE:  ________________________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          _______________                   TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   ___________________________________________________________

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 ..

Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 Enter a unique name for the new query ==>   _______________

 

 Select the accessibility level for your query by placing any character

 next to your choice.

 

   _  PUBLIC

   X  PRIVATE

 

 Enter a description for the new query

   ==> ____________________________________________________________
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

HELP - View Help Topics
In Dataquery use HELP to display a list of topics and view explanations of particular topics. Find syntax, code examples,
and example results.

Purpose

You can enter the HELP command and press Enter during display of any Dataquery panel or message to display a list of
topics for which you can get more HELP. You can position the cursor on a topic you want to know more about and press
the appropriate PF key.

When to Use It

When you need an explanation of a particular topic related to Dataquery.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

HELP No operand Know more about a concept, function, or
site-specific symbol.

Example

 => help

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQH10

 DATAQUERY:   QUERY IDENTIFICATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER A UNIQUE NAME FOR THE NEW QUERY ==>   _______________

 

 SELECT THE ACCESSIBILITY LEVEL FOR YOUR QUERY BY PLACING ANY CHARACTER

 NEXT TO YOUR CHOICE.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> NOT USED      <PF4>  CONTINUE

Result

 =>

 Place the cursor on the desired TOPIC and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQM10

 DATAQUERY:  LIST OF HELP TOPICS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

      DATAQUERY TOPIC NAME        D     DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   Accessing Repeating Fields     D   Using repeating fields in queries.

   Batch DATAQUERY Execution      D   Submitting a query for batch execution.

   Command Conversion Table       D   3.1 commands with 9.0 commands/procedure

   Command Descriptions           D   What commands do.
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   Command Syntax                 D   How commands are built.

   Database Terms                     Database terminology used in DATAQUERY

   DATACOM/DB and DATAQUERY       D   How DATAQUERY uses the database.

   DATADICTIONARY                 D   How DATAQUERY uses the dictionary.

   DATAREPORTER                   D   Description and sample program.

   DIALOG Creation                D   How to create a dialog.

   DIALOG Execution               D   Using queries with variable values.

   Easy Way to Use DATAQUERY      D   Suggestions for the new user.

   Efficient Table Searches       D   Determining the most efficient retrieval

   Error Messages                 D   Types and content of error messages.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3> NOT USED    <PF4> NOT USED

 <PF5> NOT USED    <PF6>  DISPLAY TEXT   <PF7> BACKWARD    <PF8> FORWARD

KEEP - Save Found Set Location
In Dataquery use KEEP in DQL mode to save the found set location. Find syntax, code examples, and example results.

Purpose

The DQL Mode KEEP command stores the active found set in the Saved Set library. An active found set is a collection
of internal database directions to the data found with your most recent query execution during the current session. You
may want to KEEP a found set for a query that requires a lengthy search for data. Saving the set allows you to minimize
processing time the next time you execute the query while still accessing current data. We advise including the query
name as part of the saved set description. Only one KEEP command per active found set is permitted.

The data itself is not saved with the KEEP command. Therefore, if the data is updated after the set is saved, and the set
is then used, the results can change. Other than the STORE command, which creates a personal table of query output,
the only way to store current results of a query execution so that it is not subject to database maintenance is by using the
EXTRACT command online or the Export function during batch execution.

You may want to read about the EXTRACT command which allows other software products to access data found by
Dataquery. See EXTRACT - Extract Found Data for more information about EXTRACT.

When to Use It

After executing a query that requires a lengthy search for data, you may want to change certain report characteristics and
re-execute the query later. KEEP allows you to do this without doing FIND processing again.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

KEEP No operand Display the Save Active Found Set panel
for saving the active found set.

Example

 => keep

 

01/04/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                      PAGE 1

14:17:22                                                             DETAIL
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  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01008  C10000      0000002    00029.50          $59.00

          C10001      0000004    00021.00          $84.00

          C10002      0000006    00014.00          $84.00

Result

 =>

 Enter the sets attributes and press PF3 to save

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA80

 DATAQUERY:  SAVE ACTIVE FOUND SET

 

 NAME: ________  DESCRIPTION: ____________________

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN         <PF3>  SAVE

LIST - Display a Directory
In Dataquery use LIST to display a directory. Find syntax, code examples, and example results. LIST can be used with
general lists, list queries, list terms (DQL mode only), list dialogs, list tables, and list sets (DQL mode only).

Purpose

Entering LIST on the command line and pressing Enter displays the List Command prompt panel. The List Command
prompt panel prompts you for the directory type, library type (if a query or term), and a list starting position. You can enter
LIST followed by operands and immediately display a directory of queries, terms, dialogs, tables, or saved sets. An
alternative command is DIRECTORY which you can use to display a list of directories for selection. (See DIRECTORY -
Display Directory Selection Panel.)

When to Use It

If you want to display a list of queries, dialogs, terms, tables, or saved sets.

Syntax

The full format for the LIST permits three operands. No operand is required because entering LIST alone displays a
prompt panel.
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►►─ LIST ─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────►◄

          └─ directory-type ─┘ └─ member-type ─┘ └─ starting-position ─┘

General Lists

Enter With When You Want To

LIST No operand Display the List Command prompt panel.

LIST all Display the main directory listing all public
members for your group assignment (if any)
and your own private members.

List Queries

Enter With When You Want To

LIST QUERIES PUBLIC start-with Display the Directory of Queries listing
all public queries starting with the letters
designated, if any.

LIST QUERIES PRIVATE start-with Display the Directory of Queries listing
your private queries starting with the letters
designated, if any.

LIST QUERIES BOTH start-with Display the Directory of Queries listing
your private queries and all public queries
starting with the letters shown, if any.

LIST QUERIES user-id start-with Display the Directory of Queries listing
public queries of another user starting with
the letters shown, if any.

List Terms (DQL Mode Only)

Enter With When You Want To

LIST TERMS PUBLIC start-with Display the Directory of Terms listing all
public terms starting with the letters shown,
if any.

LIST TERMS PRIVATE start-with Display the Directory of Terms listing
your private terms starting with the letters
shown, if any.

LIST TERMS BOTH start-with Display the Directory of Terms listing your
private terms and all public terms starting
with the letters shown, if any.

LIST TERMS user-id start-with Display the Directory of Terms listing private
terms of another user starting with the
letters shown, if any.
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List Dialogs

Enter With When You Want To

LIST DIALOGS PUBLIC start-with Display the Directory of Dialogs listing
all public dialogs starting with the letters
shown, if any.

LIST DIALOGS PRIVATE start-with Display the Directory of Terms listing your
private dialogs starting with the letters
shown, if any.

LIST DIALOGS BOTH start-with Display the Directory of Dialogs listing
your private dialogs and all public dialogs
starting with the letters shown, if any.

LIST DIALOGS user-id start-with Display the Directory of Dialogs
listing private dialogs of another user
starting with the letters shown, if any.

List Tables

Enter With When You Want To

LIST TABLES start-with Display the Directory of Tables panel
listing all production status tables that you
can access, beginning with the starting
characters that you entered, if any.

List Sets (DQL Mode Only)

Enter With When You Want To

LIST SETS Display the Directory of Sets panel listing all
saved sets that you can access.

Example

 => list

 Enter the sets attributes and press PF3 to save

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------DQA80

 DATAQUERY:  SAVE ACTIVE FOUND SET

 

 NAME: ________  DESCRIPTION: ____________________

 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Result

Entering LIST without an operand displays the following prompt panel.

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQA10
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 DATAQUERY:  LIST COMMAND

 

 LIST ALL     BOTH                             A

      (1)       (2)                           (3)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 (1) Select a        (2) Select the type       (3) Enter 1 to 32 letters of the

     Directory Type:     of Query or Term          alphabet to indicate the

                         Library:                  beginning of the display.

      ALL (Queries,                                Not valid for LIST SETS.

        terms, and       PRIVATE

        dialogs)         PUBLIC

      QUERIES            BOTH (Public and private)

      TERMS              An Operator (Enter ID)

      DIALOGS

      TABLES

      SETS

 

 

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN

MENU - Display the Main Menu
Use the Dataquery operation command MENU to display the main menu and view major functions. Find syntax, example
code, an example DQL result, and an example SQL result.

Purpose

Entering MENU and pressing Enter displays the Main Menu.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to list or select the major functions.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

MENU No operand See the Main Menu.

Example

 => menu

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile
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  2.  CONDITIONS            - List create and maintain conditions

  3.  RESTRICTIONS          - List create and maintain restrictions

DQL Result

=>

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU - DQL MODE

 

ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

 1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

 2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

 3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

 4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

 5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

 6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

 7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

SQL Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

  1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries and Tables

  2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog creation

  3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

  4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

  5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

  6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

  7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

MSG - Send a Message
The Dataquery command MSG lets users send messages to other users. Find syntax, code example, and an example
result.

Purpose

Entering MSG, the user ID of another active user, and a short message (to the end of the command line) and then pressing
Enter sends the message to the user named.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to send a message to another active user without leaving your work station or when
you want to respond to a message you just received.
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Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

MSG user-id text-of-message Send a message to another active user.

Example

The following example is how a message looks when you send it:

 => MSG SMITH PLEASE TRY QUERY NAMED NEWORDERS

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

  1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

  2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

Result

The following example is how a message looks when it is received:

 => MSG FROM FULTON 11:53:31

    PLEASE TRY QUERY NAMED NEWORDERS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ60

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>

 

  1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries, Terms, Tables, and Saved Sets

  2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog or Term creation

  3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

  4.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

  5.  HELP                - Display Help Information

  6.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

NO-DETAIL - Suppress Detail Lines
Use the Dataquery operation command NO-DETAIL to suppress all detail data and lines. Find syntax, example code, and
an example result.

Purpose

Enter NO-DETAIL during an online display of query or dialog output to see only total lines of the report. NO-DETAIL
suppresses all detail data.

When to Use It

Use the command during a display of query output, as an alternative to the PF key for this command.
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Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

NO-DETAIL No operand Suppress detail lines.

Example

 => NO-DETAIL

01/08/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                 PAGE 1

10:45:04                                                             DETAIL

 

      ID  NAME                    DEPT       SALARY  DEPTNAME         MANAGER

  ------  --------------------  ------  -----------  ---------------  -------

  00010   SANDERS               00020   0018357.50   MID ATLANTIC      00010

  00020   PERNAL                00020   0001234.56   MID ATLANTIC      00010

  00128   SEPULVEDA             00020   0029100.00   MID ATLANTIC      00010

  00130   WILSON                00020   0016111.00   MID ATLANTIC      00010

  00090   GRAY                  00020   0018199.00   MID ATLANTIC      00010

Result

 =>

01/19/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE           PAGE 1

10:45:04                                                             NO-DETAIL

 

 

  TOTAL DEPTNUMB 00020

                                       *0083002.06

 

  AVERAGE SALARY DEPT 00020  16600.41

 

  TOTAL DEPTNUMB 00038

                                       *0076262.30

 

  AVERAGE SALARY DEPT 00038  15252.46

 

  TOTAL DEPTNUMB 00040

                                       *0097328.60

 

  AVERAGE SALARY DEPT 00040  16221.43

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

NO-TOTALS - Suppress Report Totals
Use the Dataquery operation command NO-TOTALS to suppress all defined totals and control break totals and to see only
the detail lines. Find syntax, example code, and an example result.
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Purpose

Enter NO-TOTALS during an online display of query or dialog output to see only detail lines of the report. NO-TOTALS
suppresses all defined totals, including control break totals.

When to Use It

Use the command during the display of query output, as an alternative to the PF key for this command.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

NO-TOTALS No operand Suppress totals.

Example

 => NO-TOTALS

 

01/08/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE          PAGE 1A

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUSTOMER                                                PHONE       SALESMAN

    NAME                          CITY             STATE  NUMBER         ID

  ------------------------------  ---------------  -----  ----------  --------

  UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          CHARLOTTE        NC     7045554852  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 02

 

 

  AVERAGE SALE   0000452.00

 

  INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.        NEW YORK         NY     2125559889  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 03

 

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

01/08/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE          PAGE 1A

16:53:20                                                             NO-TOTALS

 

  CUSTOMER                                                PHONE       SALESMAN

    NAME                          CITY             STATE  NUMBER         ID

  ------------------------------  ---------------  -----  ----------  --------

  UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          CHARLOTTE        NC     7045554852  52733

  INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.        NEW YORK         NY     2125559889  52733

  SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         LOS ANGELES      CA     2135554800  52733
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  CANNON TOOLS CO                 ATLANTA          GA     4045553322  34222

  GARY                            DUNCAN           OK     4052559900  13729

  CARPET CLEANERS                 CARROLLTON       TX     2143947734  34222

  WINDOWS AND FLOORING            DALLAS           TX     2145335534  34222

  IMPERIAL BANKCORP               NEW YORK         NY     2125558878  15266

  WEST LIFE INSURANCE             BALTIMORE        MD     3015554002  13729

  CARTERET STEEL CORPORATION      SAN MATEO        CA     4155552002  13729

  SOUTHWEST STATE OIL REFINING    SHERMAN OAKS     CA     8185559003  13729

  HARVESTLAND FOODS INC           HONOLULU         HI     8085551003  13729

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

NOWRAP - Full Width Report
The NOWRAP command in Dataquery displays wrapped columnar reports at full width. Find descriptions, syntax,
examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the NOWRAP command to display a wrapped columnar report at full width. Use the LEFT and RIGHT PF keys to
view horizontal pages.

When to Use It

If the report output is displayed in WRAP format (not extending beyond the current window), use the command during the
display of the output.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

NOWRAP No operand Displays full width of report which has been
condensed using the WRAP command.

Example

 => nowrap

 

01/08/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE           PAGE 1

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CUSTOMER/ID  CUSTOMER/NUMBER  CUSTOMER/NAME                   CREDIT/INDICATOR

    PHONE/NUMBER  YEAR TO DATE/SALES  ACTIVITY/DATE  TOTAL/SALES

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  A0030        0030             CANNON TOOLS CO                 A

    4045553322            320823.00   870420          99,823.00

 

  A0090        0090             INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP         A
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    2125559889               275.59   861113          23,275.59

 

  A0130        0130             SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         A

    2135554800              3061.46   861113          26,061.46

 

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

01/05/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE         PAGE 1A

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUSTOMER  CUSTOMER  CUSTOMER                         CREDIT    PHONE

     ID      NUMBER     NAME                          INDICATOR  NUMBER

  --------  --------  ------------------------------  ---------  ----------

  A0030     0030      CANNON TOOLS CO                 A          4045553322

  A0090     0090      INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP         A          2125559889

  A0130     0130      SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         A          2135554800

  A0150     0150      IMPERIAL BANKCORP               A          2125558878

  A0170     0170      UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          A          7045554852

  B0190     0190      SOUTHWEST STATE OIL REFINING    A          8185559003

  B0210     0210      WEST LIFE INSURANCE             A          3015554002

  B0230     0230      CHEMICAL MUTUAL                 A          8175551044

  B0250     0250      MICHIGAN LIGHTING INC.          A          6025558306

  B0270     0270      HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC         A          2155552208

  B0290     0290      NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION     A          4045553001

  B0310     0310      CARTERET STEEL CORPORATION      A          4155552002

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

OFF - Sign Off
The OFF command in Dataquery signs the user off the system. Review command purpose and use, syntax, and an
example.

Purpose

Entering the OFF command and pressing Enter signs you off of Dataquery.

When to Use the OFF Command

Use the command when you finish the current Dataquery session. Your site may have special procedures in effect that
change the results of using the OFF command. Your system may display a screen that is not documented here. If special
signoff procedures are used, contact your Dataquery Administrator.
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Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

OFF No operand Exit Dataquery

Example

 => OFF

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile

Result

  DQ194I - DATAQUERY SIGN/OFF COMPLETED

 

 

 

                       DDDDD       QQQQQ      RRRRRR      YY    YY

                      DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ     RRRRRRR      YY   YY

                     DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RR    RR     YY   YY

                    DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RR   RR       YY YY

                   DD   DD    QQ     QQ    RRRRRR          YY

                  DD   DD    QQ Q QQ     RR   RR          YY

                 DDDDDDD    QQQQQQQ     RR     RR        YY

                DDDDDD      QQQQQQ     RR       RR      YY

                                    Q

 

 

 Version: 15.0            Time:                        Date:

 

 

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

PDB - Access Personal Database Facility
The PDB command in Dataquery lets you see a list of table names by displaying the Directory of Tables (DQT10). Find
descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the PDB command when you want to display the Directory of Tables (DQT10) panel of the Personal Database Facility
to see a list of table names. For you to use the command, you must be authorized to use the Facility. (The Personal
Database Facility is not available to users of products installed with Datacom/AD.)
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When to Use It

Use the command when you want to create, to view, or to maintain personal tables.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

PDB No operand Display the Directory of Tables panel.

Example

 => PDB

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

        1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile

Result

 =>

 PLACE THE CURSOR BY THE DESIRED NAME AND PRESS THE APPROPRIATE PFKEY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQT10

 DATAQUERY:  DIRECTORY OF TABLES              DATADICTIONARY BASE ID: 002

                                              START WITH:   __________________

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

       TABLE NAME                    | DESCRIPTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   ORG                               | ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

   STAFF                             | STAFF DATA

   PERSONNEL                         | EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

   RETIREMENT                        | RETIREMENT PLANNING

   BENEFITS                          | BENEFIT RECORDS

   QUOTAS                            | QUOTA PER SALES REP

   CLIENTS                           | CLIENT NAMES AND ADDRESSES

   BUDGET                            | DEPARTMENTAL BUDGET

   COMPETITORS                       | COMPETITOR PRODUCT INFORMATION

                                     |

                                     |

 - LAST PAGE -----------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP           <PF2> RETURN       <PF3> CREATE         <PF4> DROP

 <PF5> DISPLAY        <PF6> INSERT ROWS  <PF7> BACKWARD       <PF8> FORWARD

 <PF9> MAINTAIN ROWS

PFn - Execute a PF Key Function
The PFn command in Dataquery allows a columnar report to display on a single screen when it would otherwise extend to
multiple windows. Find descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.
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Purpose

Entering PF followed by a number (as in PF1) and pressing Enter causes Dataquery to perform the PF key function as
indicated on the PF key menu of the current panel.

When to Use It

Use a PF key command when there is no corresponding PF key on your keyboard.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

PFn No operand Perform a PF key function for the current
panel.

Example

 => pf4

  Enter the desired options and press PF3 to execute

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE10

 DATAQUERY:  ONLINE EXECUTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

   EXECUTE QUERY NAMED => ACTIVE QUERY

 

   EXECUTE STEP                  The first query step to execute

    _  SELECTION                 - Read and collect the data

    _  COMPUTATION               - Perform the user defined calculations

    _  SORTING                   - Order the collected data

    _  REPORTING                 - Produce the report

 

   REPORT FORMAT                 The report format

    _  COLUMNAR                  - Show the data arranged one row per line

    _  LIST                      - Show the data arranged one row per page

 

   REPORT DESTINATION            The destination for the report

    _  VIDEO TERMINAL            - Produce the report on the terminal

    _  NETWORK PRINTER ____      - Produce the report on a network printer

    _  SYSTEM PRINTER            - Produce the report on the system printer

Result

 =>

 Enter the desired options and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE30

 DATAQUERY:  TOTALING OPTIONS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 QUERY NAME =>  USER-SAMPLE

 

 TOTALING OPTIONS

 

   X  DETAIL and TOTALS             - Produce report with detail and totals
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   _  DETAIL ONLY                   - Suppress any requested totaling

   _  TOTALS ONLY                   - Produce the report with totals only

   _  TOTALS BY NAME                - Only use the entered control-break name

                                      ________________________________

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN     <PF3> EXECUTE

PROFILE - Display Your User Profile
Purpose

Entering PROFILE and pressing Enter displays the User Profile panel containing Dataquery options you can change. See
Panels for a complete discussion of your user options.

When to Use It

When you want to view or change your session options.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
PROFILE No operand Display or change your options on the User

Profile panel.

Example

 => PROFILE

 Enter the desired options and press the appropriate PFkey

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQE30

 DATAQUERY:  TOTALING OPTIONS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 QUERY NAME =>  USER-SAMPLE

 

 TOTALING OPTIONS

 

   X  DETAIL and TOTALS             - Produce report with detail and totals

Result

 =>

 Overtype the values to be modified and press PF4 to complete the update

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKL0

 DATAQUERY:  USER PROFILE               FOR => BIRDS

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

     PROFILE ITEM                                 EXPLANATION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 DATADICTIONARY DATABASE ID  =>  _____    Five digit DB ID number for D D access

 LIST AND DISPLAY ALIASES    =>  ___      YES show aliases, NO suppress aliases

 GROUP DISPLAY               =>  ___      YES break out simple cols, NO do not

 SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS  =>  ___      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS PFKEYS ON PRINT    =>  ___      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 SUPPRESS EXECUTE PANEL      =>  ___      YES turn on suppression, NO turn off

 PRIMARY LANGUAGE            =>  __       Two character PRIMARY Language ID

 SECONDARY LANGUAGE          =>  __       Two character SECONDARY Language ID

 DECIMAL POINT CHARACTER     =>  _        Character to be used for decimal point

 QUERY LANGUAGE              =>  ___      Language for queries - SQL or DQL

 SQL AUTHORIZATION ID        =>  __________________

 ASSOCIATE USER ERRORS       =>  ___      Display validation errors for assoc

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> DISP GROUPS   <PF4> UPDATE

 <PF5> PRINT OPT   <PF6> NOT USED      <PF7> NOT USED      <PF8> NOT USED

SQL - Change to SQL Mode
The SQL command in Dataquery allows the user to leave DQL mode and use SQL mode. Find descriptions, syntax,
examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the SQL command when you want to leave DQL Mode to use Dataquery in SQL Mode. To use SQL, the SQL option
of Datacom/DB must be installed at your site and you must be authorized by your Dataquery Administrator to use SQL
Mode.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to create, execute, or maintain SQL queries and dialogs.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

Enter With When You Want to:

SQL No operand Use functions in SQL Mode.

Example

 => sql

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQKE0

 DATAQUERY:  ADMINISTRATIVE MENU

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 ENTER DESIRED OPTION NUMBER ===>  __

 

  1.  PROFILE               - Display and update user profile
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Result

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQZ50

 DATAQUERY:  MAIN MENU

 

 ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED FUNCTION ===>  _

 

  1.  DIRECTORIES         - Lists of Queries and Tables

  2.  CREATE              - Query, Dialog creation

  3.  GUIDE               - Structured query creation

  4.  PDB                 - List, create and maintain personal tables

  5.  ADMINISTRATION      - DATAQUERY system management

  6.  HELP                - Display Help Information

  7.  OFF                 - DATAQUERY session termination

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

STALL - Produce Additional Statistics
The STALL command in Dataquery displays provides more statistics about queries for administrators and support
personnel. Statistics include total joins, valid joins, and estimated I/O. Find descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.

Purpose

Administrators or Support personnel may need certain statistics when managing the system and they may ask you
to provide them. The DQL Mode STALL command displays statistics about total joins, valid joins, estimated I/O, and
estimated rows during display of the FIND Statistics (DQEF0) panel. Pressing the STATS PF key during query output
displays the basic FIND statistics. Entering the STALL command next displays the additional statistics and the TABLE
STATS PF key.

Entering the STALL command during query output (without pressing the STATS key at all) displays the FIND statistics
panel with the additional statistics and with the TABLE STATS key. See (DQEF0) Query Statistics for additional
information about the Find Statistics (DQEC0) panel.

When to Use It

Enter the STALL command when requested by the Dataquery Administrator or Support.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

STALL No operand See extended statistics for DQL FIND
processing.
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Example
  =>

 CURRENT DATAQUERY FIND/SELECT STATISTICS.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      NUMBER REQUESTED:                            COMPLETION DATE:

      NUMBER FOUND:                                COMPLETION TIME:

 

      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:

 

                                OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                                -------    ------------    -------

      ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):

      I/O EVENTS:

      SELFR TOTAL:

      SELNR TOTAL:

      TOTAL BYTES:

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

 

Result
  =>

 CURRENT DATAQUERY FIND/SELECT STATISTICS.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      NUMBER REQUESTED:                            COMPLETION DATE:

      NUMBER FOUND:                                COMPLETION TIME:

 

      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:

                                OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                                -------    ------------    -------

      ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):

      I/O EVENTS:

      SELFR TOTAL:

      SELNR TOTAL:

      TOTAL BYTES:

      TOTAL JOINS:

      VALID JOINS:

      ESTIMATED I/O:

      ESTIMATED ROWS:

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> TABLE STATS
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STATS - Display Execution Statistics
The STATS command in Dataquery lets you display the execution statistics for the active query or dialog. Find
descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.

Purpose

This command displays the execution statistics for the active query or dialog.

When to Use It

Use the STATS command when you want to know:

• How many rows were found
• Why a query terminated if not due to normal end of search
• System statistics about the search for data.

NOTE
If the STALL command has been issued during this session, extra statistics appear. See (DQEC0) FIND
Statistics for more information.

Syntax (DQL Mode)

Enter With When You Want To

STATS No operand Display Find Statistics panel for the active
query.

Syntax (SQL Mode)

Enter With When You Want To

STATS No operand Display search statistics or table statistics
for the active query.

Example

 => STATS

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQD10

 DATAQUERY:  EDITOR

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 NAME:          SAMPLE-QUERY                      TYPE: QUERY   STATUS: PRIVATE

 DESCRIPTION:   SHOW EDITOR LINE COMMAND FUNCTIONS

    ....+....1....+....2....+....3....+....4....+....5....+....6....+....7....+.

 .. ================================ T O P =====================================

 03 FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC

 04 WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

 05 RELATED BY ITM-ID TO CAI-RCPTS-REC

 06 SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

Result

 =>
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 Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEF0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      NUMBER REQUESTED: ALL                        COMPLETION DATE: 06/04/88

      NUMBER FOUND:         97                     COMPLETION TIME: 14:25:46

 

      FIND TERMINATED BECAUSE:  NORMAL END OF SEARCH WAS REACHED

 

                                OVERALL    OPTIMIZATION     SEARCH

                                -------    ------------    -------

      ELAPSED TIME (SECONDS):         2               0          0

      I/O EVENTS:                     2               0          2

      SELFR TOTAL:                    2               1          1

      SELNR TOTAL:                   97                         97

      TOTAL BYTES:                  351

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP        <PF2> RETURN

STORE - Create a Personal Table from Output
The STORE command in Dataquery creates a personal table containing the output data of a query. Find descriptions,
syntax, examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the STORE command to automatically create a personal table containing the output data of a query. Dataquery
creates a query containing a CREATE TABLE command that becomes the active query. (The Personal Database Facility
is not available to users of products installed with Datacom/AD.)

When to Use It

Use the command during the display of the output of a query in either mode.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

STORE table-name Create a Personal Table containing query
output.

The table name should begin with an alphabetic character. You can use letters, numbers, and underscores (_) as part of
the name. The maximum name length is 32 characters.

After creation, Datacom Datadictionary assigns to the table an entity-name and that name appears on directories. Where
duplicate names occur, Datacom Datadictionary may modify a name to make it unique. Also, any table you create is
stored under your permanent SQL authorization ID, maintained by your Dataquery Administrator.
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Example

 => STORE STAFF2

 DQ471I - ROWS FOUND: 000037

01/03/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE  PAGE 1

14:12:25                     DOCUMENT-STORE-BIRDS                    DETAIL

 

        ID  NAME           DEPT  JOB       YEARS       SALARY         COMM

  --------  ---------  --------  -----  --------  -----------  -----------

    00010   SANDERS      00020   MGR      00007     18357.50     00000.00

    00020   PERNAL       00020   SALES    00008     18171.25     00612.45

    00030   MARENGHI     00038   MGR      00005     17506.75     00000.00

    00040   O'BRIEN      00038   SALES    00006     18006.00     00846.55

    00050   HANES        00015   MGR      00010     20659.80     00000.00

    00060   QUIGLEY      00038   SALES    00000     16808.30     00650.25

    00070   ROTHMAN      00015   SALES    00007     16502.83     01152.00

    00080   JAMES        00020   CLERK    00000     13504.60     00128.20

    00090   KOONITZ      00042   SALES    00006     18001.75     01386.70

    00100   PLOTZTZ      00042   MGR      00007     18352.80     00000.00

    00110   NGAN         00015   CLERK    00005     12508.20     00206.60

    00120   NAUGHTON     00038   CLERK    00000     12954.75     00180.00

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

 DQ154I - THE TABLE WAS SAVED ALONG WITH THE ROWS SELECTED BY YOUR QUERY

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQTB0

 DATAQUERY:  STORE COMMAND

 

 STORE  STAFF3

            (1)

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  (1) Enter a name for the table to be created which is

      unique for your private SQL Authorization ID.

      Press <ENTER> to create the table.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP         <PF2>  RETURN
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SUBMIT - Begin Batch Execution
Purpose

Entering the SUBMIT command and a query name on the command line and pressing Enter displays the batch execution
panel containing the query name. You can use that panel to submit the query for offline (batch) execution. If you enter the
SUBMIT command without an operand and no query is currently active, Dataquery displays the batch execution panel
with no entry in the Execute Query Named field. If you have accessed a query during this Dataquery session, and you
enter SUBMIT *, Dataquery displays the batch execution panel with ACTIVE-QUERY in the Execute Query Named field,
meaning the last query you accessed can be executed.

You can type over any entry in the Execute Query Named field. See Panels for detailed information about the Batch
Execution panel.

When to Use It

To submit a query, whether active or not, for batch execution.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want to:
SUBMIT * Display batch execution panel for the active

query, if any, so you can re-execute the
query with different specifications.

SUBMIT query name Display batch execution panel containing
operand query name.

SUBMIT No operand If no active query, display batch execution
panel containing no query name. If a query
is currently active, display batch execution
panel for the active query.

Example

 => SUBMIT

 Current Dataquery FIND/SELECT Statistics.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEB0

 DATAQUERY:  FIND STATISTICS                       QUERY NAME: USER-SAMPLE

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

      NUMBER REQUESTED: ALL                        COMPLETION DATE: 06/04/88

      NUMBER FOUND:         97                     COMPLETION TIME: 14:25:46

Result

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

 DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY

 Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate

                                          _  Defer execution until time __ : __

 Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL

 Select the report type:                  X  Detail and totals

                                          _  Detail only (no totals)
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                                          _  Totals only (summary)

                                          _  Suppress report

 Enter the name for an output set to export print data to a sequential file

 or leave blank for no export:            _______________

 Select the export output type:           _  Detail

                                          _  Totals

 

 

 

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP      <PF2>  RETURN      <PF3>  SUBMIT     PORT

TIME - Display Time and Date
The TIME command in Dataquery displays the current system date and time. Find descriptions, syntax, examples, and
results.

Purpose

Enter TIME on the command line and press Enter to display the current system date and time.

When to Use It

Use the command when you want to know the exact date or time.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

TIME No operand Display system time and date on the
message line.

Example

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

 DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY

 Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate

                                          _  Defer execution until time __ : __

 Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL

Result

 =>

 CURRENT TIME 14:38:17, DATE 01/02/2010

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQEN0

 DATAQUERY:  BATCH EXECUTION

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Enter name of query to submit:           ACTIVE-QUERY
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 Select the type of execution:            X  Immediate

                                          _  Defer execution until time __ : __

 Enter the name of the JCL member to use: $$DQJCL

 Select the report type:                  X  Detail and totals

TOP - Display First Screen
The TOP command in Dataquery allows you to display the first screen of a multi-screen display. Find descriptions, syntax,
examples, and results.

Purpose

The TOP command displays the first screen of a multi-screen display.

When to Use It

Use the command to see the first lines of a multi-screen display.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

TOP No operand Go to the first screen of a multi-screen
display.

Example

 => TOP

 

01/03/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                        PAGE 14

14:38:51                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

 

* GRAND TOTAL

                                               $29,256.78

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT
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Result

 =>

01/08/2010          DATAQUERY SAMPLE                         PAGE 1

14:38:51                                                             DETAIL

 

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE        AMT-SHIP

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  --------------

   01008  C10000      0000002    00029.50          $59.00

          C10001      0000004    00021.00          $84.00

          C10002      0000006    00014.00          $84.00

          C10005      0000002    00066.75         $133.50

 

  TOTAL ORD-ID 01008

                                                  $360.50

 

  AVERAGE ITEM PRICE 00032.81

 

   01009  A60005      0000001    00219.99         $219.99

          A60008      0000002    00179.99         $359.98

          A70000      0000004    00099.99         $399.96

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

TOTALS - Display DQL Mode PRINT Totals Only
The TOTALS command in Dataquery lets you display only the PRINT command column totals. Find descriptions, syntax,
examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the TOTALS command to display only the PRINT command column totals defined in the query or dialog. TOTALS
suppresses detail lines and WHEN/DO results.

When to Use It

Use this command in DQL Mode to display only PRINT statement control break and end of report totals.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To:

TOTALS No operand Suppress detail lines and WHEN/DO
results in an output display.

Example

 => TOTALS

 

01/03/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                PAGE 1A
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16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUSTOMER                                                PHONE       SALESMAN

    NAME                          CITY             STATE  NUMBER         ID

  ------------------------------  ---------------  -----  ----------  --------

  UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          CHARLOTTE        NC     7045554852  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 02

 

 

  AVERAGE SALE   0000452.00

 

  INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.        NEW YORK         NY     2125559889  52733

 

  TOTAL ACTIVITY/MONTH 03

 

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

 

01/05/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                PAGE 1

16:53:20                                                             TOTALS-ONLY

 

  ACTIVITY  YEAR TO DATE

   MONTH       SALES

  --------  ------------

  02             452.00

  03            2000.00

  04          341924.50

  06            5000.00

  08               0.00

  09               0.00

  11         1030318.34

 

* GRAND TOTAL

             1379694.84

 

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

WHEN-ONLY - Show Only Calculation Results
Use the WHEN-ONLY command in  to show only the results of WHEN/DO statements for queries in DQL mode. Find
descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.
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Purpose

If a query in DQL Mode contains one or more WHEN/DO statements, you can issue this command during the online
output display to show only the results of WHEN/DO statements.

When to Use It

Use this command during the online DQL Mode report display.

Syntax

Enter With When You Want To

WHEN-ONLY No operand See only the results of a DQL Mode WHEN/
DO query statement.

Example

 => WHEN-ONLY

01/19/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                 PAGE 1

11:10:12                                                             DETAIL

 

    DEPT  NAME                         SALARY           COMM          WAGES

  ------  --------------------  -------------  -------------  -------------

  00015   ROTHMAN                   1,152.00      16,502.83      17,654.83

          HANES                    22,659.80            .00      22,659.80

 

  TOTAL DEPT 00015

                               *   23,811.80  *   16,502.83

 

  SUM WAGES     40,314.63

 

  00020   WILSON                   16,111.00         219.00      16,330.00

          PERNAL                    1,234.56         612.45       1,847.01

          SEPULVEDA                29,100.00              -              -

          SANDERS                  18,357.50            .00      18,357.50

          GRAY                     18,199.00         750.00      18,949.00

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

        <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

01/19/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                 PAGE 1

11:10:12                                                             WHENS-ONLY

 

 

 

  SUM WAGES     40,314.63
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  SUM WAGES     55,483.51

 

 

  SUM WAGES     95,362.30

 

 

  SUM WAGES     99,748.96

 

 

  SUM WAGES             -

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

        <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

WRAP - Wrap Report Lines
The WRAP command in Dataquery allows a columnar report to display on a single screen when it would otherwise extend
to multiple windows. Find descriptions, syntax, examples, and results.

Purpose

Use the WRAP command to display a columnar report that extends beyond the terminal screen on one screen. The report
lines and column headings wrap so that the report can be viewed without changing windows.

When to Use It

Use the WRAP command when you want to display all data on one screen.

Syntax

Entry With When You Want To

WRAP No operand See all columnar data on one screen.

Example

 => wrap

01/19/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE                PAGE 1A

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

  CUSTOMER  CUSTOMER  CUSTOMER                         CREDIT    PHONE

     ID      NUMBER     NAME                          INDICATOR  NUMBER

  --------  --------  ------------------------------  ---------  ----------

  A0030     0030      CANNON TOOLS CO                 A          4045553322

  A0090     0090      INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP         A          2125559889

  A0130     0130      SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         A          2135554800

  A0150     0150      IMPERIAL BANKCORP               A          2125558878

  A0170     0170      UNITED ATLANTIC SHARES          A          7045554852

  B0190     0190      SOUTHWEST STATE OIL REFINING    A          8185559003

  B0210     0210      WEST LIFE INSURANCE             A          3015554002

  B0230     0230      CHEMICAL MUTUAL                 A          8175551044
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  B0250     0250      MICHIGAN LIGHTING INC.          A          6025558306

  B0270     0270      HARTFORD IRON WORKS INC         A          2155552208

  B0290     0290      NATIONAL HARRIS CORPORATION     A          4045553001

  B0310     0310      CARTERET STEEL CORPORATION      A          4155552002

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Result

 =>

 

01/05/2010         DATAQUERY SAMPLE           PAGE 1

16:53:20                                                             DETAIL

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

  CUSTOMER/ID  CUSTOMER/NUMBER  CUSTOMER/NAME                   CREDIT/INDICATOR

    PHONE/NUMBER  YEAR TO DATE/SALES  ACTIVITY/DATE  TOTAL/SALES

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

  A0030        0030             CANNON TOOLS CO                 A

    4045553322            320823.00   870420          99,823.00

 

  A0090        0090             INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP         A

    2125559889               275.59   861113          23,275.59

 

  A0130        0130             SUN DIAL CITRUS GROWERS         A

    2135554800              3061.46   861113          26,061.46

 

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

DQL Statements
Whether you build your queries using Guided Query or the CREATE function, your query uses the same DQL statements.
These statements instruct Dataquery to search a table, limit the search, relate two or more tables, create temporary
results, sort the data, determine the format of the report and perform mathematical functions. DQL statements are
English-like sentences and clauses whose keywords are verbs like FIND, SORT, or PRINT.

This section provides detailed information about DQL syntax. The Dataquery verbs appear in alphabetic order with the
verb name listed on the top outside corner of the page. For help in understanding the syntax diagrams, see Reading
Syntax Diagrams.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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DQL Statements Summary

The following chart summarizes the DQL statements. Statements appear in the order in which they should appear in a
query.

RequiredYES/NO DQL Keyword Description
YES FIND

or
COUNT

FIND starts a query and specifies how
many rows to retrieve in the table being
searched.
COUNT begins a query that counts the
number of rows in a table and does not
produce a report.
Can use either with WITH to limit the rows
counted and a join keyword to retrieve rows
from more than one table.

NO WITH Limits the search to rows which match
specified selection criteria. Can use with
FIND and relationship keywords to limit the
rows which are retrieved. Uses comparison
and logical operators to build logical
expressions for the selection criteria.

NO RELATED
OUTER-JOINED
LEFT-JOINED
RIGHT-JOINED
OUTER-DISJOINED
LEFT-DISJOINED
RIGHT-DISJOINED

Relationship keywords that tell Dataquery
to search more than one table to retrieve
specific rows. Retrieves those that are
related by a key or column and those that
are not, depending on the keyword used.
See Relationship Clauses (DQL) and Outer
Joins.

NO SET Creates a temporary result to hold results
of calculations involving column data from
the database or literal values. Can perform
mathematical functions, such as finding the
average or maximum of a list of specific
values, within the arithmetic expression.

NO SORT Specifies key or columns with which to sort
the data in a specific order (UP or DOWN)
for report output. Can also specify control
break columns.

YES
(If output is wanted.)

PRINT
or
DISPLAY

PRINT produces a report in columnar
format for specified database columns
or temporary results. Can also specify
report title, alternate headings for columns,
the accumulation of totals for numeric
columns at a control break, and alternate
edit patterns for numeric data in the report
output.
DISPLAY produces a report in one row
per page format listing specified database
columns or temporary results. Can also
specify alternate headings for columns and
alternate edit patterns for numeric data in
the report output.
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NO WHEN/DO Specifies when a mathematical function or
page break is to be performed and what
column is the object of the mathematical
function. Can specify mathematical function
or page break based on a control break, or
at the end of the report.

Performance Considerations

Using a COUNT statement rather than a FIND statement can significantly improve the performance of your query in its
search for the specified rows. Because no data is retrieved, the search requires fewer resources. In some cases, the
difference in performance will be small.

Using keys in the selection criteria for your WITH clause can significantly improve the performance of your FIND or
COUNT statement in its search for the specified rows. The purpose of keys is to expedite the search for data. In some
cases, specifying a column in your selection criteria can be almost as efficient as using a key. Using an arithmetic
expression in your selection criteria will nearly always require more overhead than specifying a key or column in the WITH
clause.

When you specify relational criteria in a relationship clause, again the use of keys can be more efficient than specifying a
column or a literal value to join the tables your query searches.

Your choice of operators in the WITH clause can also affect the efficiency of the FIND. For example, using a key and
EQUAL as the operator for your selection criteria can be more efficient than choosing the combination of masking and
another operator, such as GREATER THAN. See WITH Clauses (DQL) for details about operators.

When using a left join or left disjoin, as discussed on Outer Joins, performance should not be negatively impacted.
Performing a right join or right disjoin could be costly for large tables. These joins are not reversible.

In the case of the join of three or more tables, the result of the processing would be as if the joins were done two at a time
in the order written, with the result of the join of the first pair of tables being joined to the third table, and so on.

Getting Assistance

If you have concerns about the performance of your selection criteria and relationship criteria in a query, your Database
Administrator or Dataquery Administrator can help you determine which combination of keys or columns and operators will
make your query most efficient.

DQL Mode Limitations

Review the limitations in this section when using Dataquery in DQL Mode. This section describes the items that are
internally monitored by Dataquery in DQL Mode. The following subsections are organized by DQL keywords, such as
syntax, DRAW command, Guided Query, and dialogs.

Internal Dataquery Table

An internal table is used to keep track of the following:
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• Columns and SET statements in an INSERT query.
• Columns and keys referenced in a query.
• Titles.
• Alternate headings (whether from DD or specified in the query).
• All the simple columns that make up a key.
• All column entries. Only columns with class S (simple), C (compound), or F (filler) can be accessed in DQL Mode.
• Repeating field subscripts. (A maximum of two levels is allowed.)
• Totals and column functions.
• Restricted conditions.
• Edit patterns (whether from DD or specified in the query).

An excess of one or more of these items can make this internal table overflow.

Exported, Saved, Kept, and Extracted Sets

Following are important limitations to observe when using sets in DQL Mode.

• The total length of all columns used in the PRINT statement for an Export cannot exceed 4088 characters.
• The maximum number of Saved Sets for a single user is determined by the MXSETS parameter in the System Option

Table.
• An Extracted Saved Set cannot be used by Dataquery.
• The maximum size of an extracted file cannot exceed the XTRBLKS parameter in the System Option Table.

DQL Mode Nesting Limitations

Terms cannot be nested more than four levels deep.

An arithmetic expression cannot have more than five levels of nested parentheses.

A SET statement cannot have more than ten levels of nested parentheses.

COUNT Statement (DQL)
The COUNT statement specifies the information to be located in the database. The COUNT statement contains three
major parts: the COUNT, the selection criteria and the relationship criteria. Criteria can be omitted.

The COUNT statement must be the first entry of a COUNT query. When you execute a COUNT
statement, Dataquery locates the specified data and reports on the number of rows found by displaying a message on the
screen.

Syntax Diagram

Following is the syntax for the COUNT statement.

►►─ COUNTtable-name ─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────►

                     └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘ └─ with-clause ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ relationship-clause ─┘

The following explains each keyword in a COUNT statement.

table-name
Represents the name of the primary table containing the rows Dataquery is to count. Only those tables shown in
your Directory of Tables are available for query access.
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(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following chart describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

ROWS
Used for readability only.

with-clause
Represents one or more logical expressions which specify the criteria Dataquery is to use to qualify rows to be
counted. A WITH clause contains the criteria which qualify the rows. Only those rows which meet the specified
criteria in the WITH clause are counted, as in the following example:
COUNT CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

          WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

The selection criteria can consist of multiple conditions which serve to limit the number of rows to those which
meet all conditions. See WITH Clauses (DQL) for more information.
You can decide not to include any selection criteria. This causes Dataquery to count all the rows in the specified
table.

relationship-clause
Represents a relationship expression which relates the data in two or more tables. A relationship clause
establishes the relationship between tables. When you use RELATED BY to join tables, you can access all the
data contained in each row of the relationship, as in the following example:
COUNT CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

          WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

     RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDER-REC ROWS

          WITH ORD-YR LT '87'

When you use an outer join keyword, you can retrieve unrelated rows, when needed. See Outer Joins for details.
Multiple relationship expressions can exist in a COUNT statement. In addition, you can specify selection criteria
for each relationship clause.

DELETE Statement (DQL)
You need special authorization to use the DELETE statement in a query to delete data from the database. See your
Dataquery Administrator for authorization and see  Administrating Dataquery.

DISPLAY Statement (DQL)
Use the DISPLAY statement to present the information produced from your query one row at a time as a list of columns.
The DISPLAY statement allows you to:

• Present column and key names of a table in a list format.
• Specify alternate heading names to represent columns and keys.
• Designate how numeric column values appear in the report.

Each report page has a standard heading that includes the row number being viewed and the page within the row. When
you specify a large number of columns to be displayed, Dataquery provides additional pages for each row. Column
headings appear on the left side of the page with the data on the right side.

Before Dataquery sends the DISPLAY output to the terminal, it edits the data for errors relating to the DISPLAY format.
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• If the data consists of any hexadecimal values which are not acceptable to the terminal, Dataquery translates those
values to a character. This can occur when you print a compound field composed of one or more packed or binary
fields.

• To cause the compound field to be displayed as individual columns, specify YES as the value for GROUP DISPLAY in
your user profile. If the compound field is composed of repeating fields, only the first occurrence is broken down and
displayed unless other occurrences are explicitly requested.

WARNING
 Output from queries containing a DISPLAY statement cannot be printed on a system printer unless the query is
executed in batch.

If Dataquery encounters an error in a column being edited, a special error code surrounded by asterisks is reported in
place of the column.

After executing a query containing a DISPLAY statement, you can page through the rows found.

A DISPLAY statement can use the following data types: CHAR NUM, DEC, BIN, FLOAT-PT SHRT, FLOAT-PT LONG,
EXT, 1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, DBL MIXED, KANJI.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax Diagram
►►─ DISPLAY ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

             └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                   └─ /heading2 ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat parameters once for each key or column.

WARNING
 To simplify discussion, important elements of the DISPLAY statement appear in the following separate sections.

Basic statement
Section Basic Syntax

For alternate output headings
Section Alternate Output Headings

For edit patterns
Section PICTURE Clause (DQL)

Basic Syntax

You can create a DISPLAY statement without including headings or a PICTURE clause. The basic statement is simpler
without it.

 Syntax Diagram 

The following is the basic syntax of DISPLAY with a PICTURE clause.

►►─ DISPLAY ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

             └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ (status) ─┘
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 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

This section explains each keyword in the DISPLAY format.

FROM
Used for readability only.

table-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary name of the table where Dataquery obtains the values of the columns and
keys indicated. You only need to include the table name if the column or key in the statement refers to a table
which is different than the most recently named table in the query.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following chart describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

key-name
Specifies the name of a key contained in the table specified in the DISPLAY statement or the most recently
named table in a previous statement.

column-name
Specifies the name of a column that is either in the table named in the DISPLAY statement or in the previously
named table. A column also can be a result from a previous SET statement in the query. And, a column can be
one occurrence in a repeating field. If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which occurrence is to be used. A
typical subscript looks like this:
SALES-RESULTS (5,2)

PICTURE 'edit-pattern'
See PICTURE Clause (DQL) for information about PICTURE clauses.

 Example 

The following illustrates a basic query which displays the data resulting from query execution.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    DISPLAY FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC SLMN-ID

                                ORD-ID

 Output 

A sample of the first screen of output generated from the preceding query follows:

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY                      ROW 00001 PAGE  00001

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 SLMN-ID                          I4790

 ORD-ID                           01002

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> PREV ROW      <PF4> NEXT ROW

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> STATS         <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Alternate Output Headings

The DISPLAY statement also allows you to specify alternate headings for the displayed output.

 Syntax Diagram 

To assign alternate headings to display for each column or key, use the following DISPLAY format.

►►─ DISPLAY ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

             └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                   └─ /heading2 ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat parameters once for each key or column.

The following explains each keyword in the DISPLAY syntax used to produce alternate output headings.

'heading1 / heading2'
Assigns an alternate column heading name for the preceding column or key. A heading name can be up
to 32 characters, including blanks, and must appear within apostrophes ('). If you do not specify a heading
name, Dataquery prints an alternate heading from Datacom Datadictionary, if your site management selected
that choice as a system option; otherwise, Dataquery prints the Datacom Datadictionary name of the column or
key. Column headings can be two lines of 22 characters each, separated by a site-specified heading separator
character, such as a slash (/). See the System Profile topic on the Topic Help panel for the heading separator
used at your site.

PICTURE 'edit-pattern'
See PICTURE Clause (DQL) for information about PICTURE clauses.

 Example 

The following is a sample query and query output illustrating the use of designated one- and two-line headings.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    DISPLAY FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC SLMN-ID

                                'REPRESENTATIVE/ID NUMBER

                                ORD-ID

                                'ORDER NUMBER'

 Output 

 =>

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY                      ROW 00001 PAGE 00001

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 REPRESENTATIVE

 ID NUMBER                        I4790

 ORDER NUMBER                     01002
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> PREV ROW      <PF4> NEXT ROW

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> STATS         <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

ERASE Statement (DQL)
You need special authorization to use the ERASE statement in a query to remove rows from the database. See your
Dataquery Administrator for authorization and see Administrating Dataquery.

FIND Statement (DQL)
The FIND statement specifies the information to be retrieved from the database. The FIND statement contains three major
parts: the FIND, the selection criteria (WITH clause) and the relationship criteria (RELATE or outer join clause).

The FIND statement must be the first entry of each new query because it requests the data which later statements
manipulate and display. When you execute a FIND statement, Dataquery establishes an active found set of data replacing
any found set created from the execution of a previous FIND statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax Diagram

Following is the syntax of the FIND statement.

►►─ FIND ─┬─────────┬─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬──────────────────►

          └─ count ─┘              └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ with-clause ─┘ └─ relationship-clause ─┘

The following explains the keywords in the FIND statement.

count
Represents the maximum number of rows you want to select. You can specify ALL or a positive number. When
you specify a positive number, Dataquery continues selecting rows until it can find no more rows or it finds the
number of rows specified. If you do not specify any value for count, Dataquery defaults to ALL.

table-name
Represents the name of the table from which Dataquery is to retrieve the specified data. Only those tables shown
in your Directory of Tables are available for your query access.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following chart describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

ROWS
Used for readability only.
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with-clause
Represents one or more logical expressions which specify the criteria on which Dataquery is to select rows
from the database. A WITH clause contains the criteria which qualify the rows. Only those rows which meet the
specified criteria in the WITH clause are selected, as in the following example:
FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

          WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

The selection criteria can consist of multiple conditions which serve to limit the number of rows to those which
meet all conditions. See WITH Clauses (DQL) for more information.
You can decide not to include any selection criteria. This causes Dataquery to select all the rows in the
specified table. However, this can cause the query selection process to run for a long period of time due
to Dataquery selecting a potentially large amount of rows, depending on the size of the table involved.

relationship-clause
Represents a relationship expression which relates the data in two or more tables. A relationship clause
establishes the relationship between tables. When you use RELATED BY to join tables, you can access all the
data contained in each row of the relationship, as in the following example.
FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

          WITH SHIP-QTY GT 0

     RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDER-REC ROWS

          WITH ORD-YR LT '87'

When you use an outer join keyword, you can retrieve unrelated rows, when needed. See Outer Joins for details.
Multiple relationship expressions can exist in a FIND statement. In addition, you can specify selection criteria for
each RELATED clause. See Relationship Clauses (DQL) for more information.

FIND Limitations

Observe the following important limitations when constructing a FIND or COUNT statement.

• A maximum of 17 tables can be related or used in a FIND or COUNT statement. The number of tables is based on the
following considerations:
a. The total number of tables is developed after Join Optimization processes the statement.
b. Repeating relationships or complex WITH statements can cause an increase in the total number of tables the query

uses.
c. The record at a time (RAAT) Long Key feature of Datacom 15.0 cannot be used in a Dataquery Relate of two files.

• Three parameters in the System Option Table limit the execution of a FIND or COUNT statement:
– FNDBLKS: Maximum number of logical allocated blocks in the work table for this query.
– MFTIME: Maximum number of seconds for the FIND or COUNT verb to execute.
– SRCHLIM: Maximum number of DATACOM/DB physical I/Os allowed during the execution of a FIND or COUNT

statement.

INSERT Statement (DQL)
You need special authorization to use the INSERT statement in a query to add rows to the database. See your Dataquery
Administrator for authorization and see Administrating Dataquery.

PICTURE Clause (DQL)
You can specify the appearance of numeric data on a report by adding a PICTURE clause to the PRINT or DISPLAY
statement. An edit pattern establishes a format for the display of non-floating point numeric data. The purpose of an edit
pattern is to convert numeric data into a more readable format. This format can indicate a dollar value, a minus sign, a
credit or debit, and so forth.
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You can specify an edit pattern in the PRINT or DISPLAY statement in your query. When you include a PICTURE clause
in one of these statements, this overrides the default edit pattern defined by Datacom Datadictionary. Overriding a default
edit pattern allows you to manipulate the final appearance of numeric data without affecting the decimal precision used in
computation.

Dataquery selects an edit pattern according to the following order of precedence.

1. A PICTURE clause specified in a query.
2. An edit pattern as specified in Datacom Datadictionary (when such an option is specified at your site).
3. A default pattern based on the precision specified by the column definitions in Datacom Datadictionary.

A numeric value is shifted to fit a PICTURE clause by aligning the decimal points. Truncation (dropping all digits right of
the decimal) of a numeric value is permitted when the value can be rounded and truncated to fit the PICTURE clause.
However, an error condition results if truncation is attempted on the integers to the left of the decimal.

When Dataquery processes a query, it presents the values of numeric columns or keys as specified in the PICTURE
clause of the PRINT or DISPLAY statement of the query. If you do not include a PICTURE clause in the PRINT or
DISPLAY statement, Dataquery presents the data as established in the edit pattern for that column in Datacom
Datadictionary, or it uses the information pertaining to the column from the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the
column, as shown in the extended column display.

If, however, you do not define an edit pattern for numeric columns to Datacom Datadictionary, Dataquery creates its own
edit pattern by displaying all digit positions and inserting a decimal point if needed. This generally results in leading zeros.

To override the Datacom Datadictionary edit pattern and the standard data format that Dataquery uses to present numeric
columns, Dataquery provides the PICTURE clause. The PICTURE clause consists of the word PICTURE followed by a
sequence of characters, called an edit pattern, which is enclosed in apostrophes (').

An edit pattern can contain several types of characters that are used to specify the way in which each digit of the numeric
column appears when displayed. The types of characters which you can include in an edit pattern are replacement
characters, insertion characters, sign and currency symbols.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Euro Currency Symbol

You can use the euro currency symbol in EDIT PATTERNS and PICTURE clauses in Dataquery currency fields, that is,
the following symbol:

€

To use the euro symbol:

• In DQL mode, the euro currency symbol can be specified in the PICTURE clauses on the PRINT statement in a query.
• In SQL mode, Dataquery handles the euro currency symbol in the edit patterns of the SQL Report Formatting for SQL

queries on the DQF70 panel.

Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary Edit Patterns

When using Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary edit patterns to display Dataquery currency fields, be aware that
Datacom Datadictionary does not check the edit pattern, that is, if a terminal is capable of entering and displaying an edit
pattern, Datacom Datadictionary accepts it. Dataquery handles the euro currency symbol in Datacom Datadictionary edit
patterns but does not handle other nonstandard currency symbols.

►►─ DISPLAY ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

             └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘

                                       └─ (status) ─┘
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 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                   └─ /heading2 ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat parameters once for each key or column.

►►─ PRINT ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►

           └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘

                                     └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ ) ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                           └─ /heading2 ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat parameters once for each key or column.

The following explains 'edit pattern' in the preceding diagrams.

PICTURE 'edit pattern'
Specifies how data appears when displayed. Entering an edit pattern overrides the edit pattern specified in
Datacom Datadictionary. (The short form for PICTURE is PIC.)
The edit pattern must appear within apostrophes ('). If you are using the PICTURE clause with a signed result of a
SET statement or with a signed numeric column, the PICTURE clause should include a sign (although one will be
added automatically, if needed). For example, PICTURE 'ZZZZZZ99.99-'.
The new edit pattern must conform to Dataquery rules for editing numeric columns. See the following sections.

Replacement Characters

The following is a list of the valid replacement characters you can include in an edit pattern. View the extended column
display to determine the number of digits in the specified column.

9
Specifies that the corresponding digit position in the value of the column is to contain a decimal digit.

Z
Indicates that if a leading zero appears in the corresponding position in the value of the column, a blank character
replaces the zero when the value is displayed. If a nonzero digit appears in the corresponding position in the
value, the digit is displayed.

*
Indicates that if a leading zero appears in the corresponding position in the value of the column, an asterisk
replaces it when the value is displayed. If a nonzero digit appears in the corresponding position, the digit is
displayed.

Insertion Characters

Insertion characters cause the specified character to be inserted into the corresponding position of the value of the
specified column. An insertion character indicates that a character is to be inserted between digit positions; it is not a digit
position itself.
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Decimal Point
A period is the default. See the System Profile for other valid values. The character is inserted in the
corresponding position of the data column. Dataquery shifts, rounds, and, if necessary, truncates decimal places
of the value being edited to match the specified edit pattern.

Number Separator
A comma is the default but any character is acceptable except &., *, or the decimal point. It causes the character
to be inserted into the corresponding position of the value. If the edit pattern requests zero suppression, the
number grouping character is also suppressed. This character is inserted only when an unsuppressed digit
appears to its left.

Other insertion characters
A slash causes the slash character to be inserted into the corresponding position of the value when the value is
presented on a report. A hyphen causes the hyphen character to be inserted into the corresponding position of
the value when the value is presented on a report.

Signs and Symbols

You can specify only one type of sign character or currency symbol in an edit pattern. You can specify a sign only in the
rightmost position of the edit pattern. A currency symbol can be only in the leftmost position of the edit pattern.

$
Specifies that a dollar sign currency symbol is to appear with the value when displayed. If you use this symbol
more than once in succession, it becomes a floating character. A floating character specifies that the dollar sign is
to appear left of the leftmost digit in the value. To specify a floating character, use multiple dollar signs in the edit
pattern in each digit position through which it can float.

€
Specifies that a euro currency symbol is to appear with the value when displayed. If you use this symbol more
than once in succession, it becomes a floating character. A floating character specifies that the euro symbol is to
appear left of the leftmost digit in the value. To specify a floating character, use multiple euro symbols in the edit
pattern in each digit position through which it can float.

-
Specifies that the minus sign is to appear only if the value of the column is less than zero. If the value is greater
than zero, no sign appears.

CR
Specifies that the credit symbol is to appear only if the value is less than zero.

DB
Specifies that the debit symbol is to appear only if the value is less than zero.

Examples
The following examples illustrate the use of a PICTURE clause. These edit patterns refer to numeric columns
with a length of five digits. In the first column are sample PICTURE clauses. The other three columns show
what the output looks like using the PICTURE clause in the first column and the data appearing at the top of
each column.

PICTURE Clause 9876.5 0012.3- 0000.9

PIC '9999.9-' 9876.5 0012.3- 0000.9

PIC 'ZZZZ.Z-' 9876.5 12.3- 0.9

PIC 'ZZZ9.9-' 9876.5 12.3- 0.9

PIC '****.*CR' 9876.5 **12.3 CR ****.9

PIC '$$$$$.$CR' $9876.5 $12.3 CR $.9
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PIC '$$$$9.9CR' $9876.5 $12.3 CR $0.9

Sample DISPLAY Query

The following sample query illustrates the use of a PICTURE clause in the DISPLAY statement.

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

     WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

DISPLAY FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC SLMN-ID      'REPRESENTATIVE'

                            ORD-ID       'ORDER NUMBER'

                            ITM-ID       'ITEM NUMBER'

                            SHIP-QTY     'QUANTITY SHIPPED'

                              PICTURE 'ZZZZZZ9-'

                            UNIT-PRICE   'PRICE'

                              PICTURE '$$$$$9.99-'

                          DISC-PCT     'PERCENT DISCOUNT'

                            PICTURE '99.9-'

Zs
Replace leading zeros with blanks.

9s
Indicate that the corresponding digit position in the column is to be printed, even if it is a zero.

$
Instructs Dataquery to place a dollar sign to the left of the first digit which is not 0. For UNIT-PRICE, an extra
dollar sign is required to allow for a floating dollar sign even when the column is a full seven digits long.

-
Indicates a signed column (determined by displaying the Extended Column Definition).

The number of positions identified in each PICTURE clause represents the maximum width of the column (plus any
floating dollar sign).

Output

When you execute this DISPLAY query, the following appears as output. Notice the result of the PICTURE clause.

DISPLAY Output with PICTURE Clause

 =>

 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------DQED0

 DATAQUERY:  COLUMN VALUE DISPLAY                      ROW 00001 PAGE 00001

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 REPRESENTATIVE                   I4790

 ORDER NUMBER                     01002

 ITEM NUMBER                      A10002

 QUANTITY SHIPPED                 4

 PRICE                            $19.99

 PERCENT DISCOUNT                 .0
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 <PF1> HELP          <PF2> RETURN        <PF3> PREV ROW      <PF4> NEXT ROW

 <PF5> NOT USED      <PF6> STATS         <PF7> BACKWARD      <PF8> FORWARD

Sample PRINT Query

The following query demonstrates the use of specifying an edit pattern in the PRINT statement.

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

     WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC SLMN-ID      'REPRESENTATIVE'

                ORD-ID       'ORDER NUMBER'

                ITM-ID       'ITEM NUMBER'

                SHIP-QTY     'QUANTITY SHIPPED'

                  PICTURE 'ZZZZZZ9-'

                UNIT-PRICE   'PRICE'

                  PICTURE '$$$$$9.99-'

                DISC-PCT     'PERCENT DISCOUNT'

                  PICTURE '99.9-'

Zs
Replace leading zeros with blanks.

9s
Indicate that the corresponding digit position in the column is to be printed, even if it is a zero.

$
Instructs Dataquery to place a dollar sign to the left of the first digit which is not 0. For UNIT-PRICE, an extra
dollar sign is required to allow for a floating dollar sign even when the column is a full seven digits long.

-
Indicates a signed column (determined by displaying the Extended Column Definition).

The number of positions identified in each PICTURE clause represents the maximum width of the column (plus any
floating dollar sign).

Output

When you execute the preceding query, the following appears as output. Notice the result of the PICTURE clause for
SHIP-QTY and UNIT-PRICE. Also notice that the DISC-PCT column output does not appear on this page of the report.

PRINT Output with PICTURE Clause

 =>

 

01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                            PAGE 1A

15:30:52                                                                  DETAIL

 

  REPRESENTATIVE  ORDER NUMBER  ITEM NUMBER  QUANTITY SHIPPED     PRICE

  --------------  ------------  -----------  ----------------  --------

  I4790                  01002  A10002                     4    $19.99
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  I4790                  01002  A20000                     1   $149.99

  I4790                  01002  A30000                     2    $39.99

  15266                  01004  A40000                     5     $5.99

  I4790                  01002  A60000                     4    $49.99

  52733                  02121  C10001                    23    $21.00

  H4130                  01003  H10003                   100    $12.99

  H4130                  01003  H20005                   200    $17.99

  H4130                  01003  H30001                   102    $14.99

  H4130                  01003  H40000                   900    $15.99

 

 

 

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

PRINT Statement (DQL)
Use the Dataquery PRINT statement to show the information produced from your query in a report-like format: columns,
headings (including repeating on multiple pages), title, and numeric format.

The values of the columns and keys you specify in the PRINT statement appear in columns. Each column has a standard
heading that you can specify as the name of the column. Names that are used in a PRINT statement are first evaluated as
columns, then as keys if no column is found with the specified name. The PRINT statement allows you to:

• Present column and key names of a table in a columnar format.
• Specify alternate heading names to use as column headings.
• Designate a title to appear at the top of each page of the report.
• Designate how numeric column values appear in the report.
• Name a column or key more than once to ensure that it appears on each page of a wide report that requires multiple

pages to print all the columns.

Dataquery also allows you to specify in the PRINT statement the accumulation of numeric columns. For columns that you
want to accumulate, enclose the column name in parentheses. The column to be accumulated can be a column in a table
or a result from a SET statement in the query.

If you specify control breaks in a SORT statement in your query, the columns you want totals on are subtotaled according
to the control breaks designated there. You can specify up to 10 levels of control break totals in the report. A grand total of
the columns to be totaled is provided automatically at PRINT time.

Before Dataquery sends the PRINT output to your terminal, it edits the data for errors relating to how it is presented.

• If the data consists of hexadecimal values that are not acceptable to the terminal, those values are translated to #
characters. This can occur when you print a compound field composed of one or more packed or binary fields.

NOTE
The default literal masking character is the pound sign (#), but another symbol can be used at your site.
Display Topic Help and choose System Profile to display the symbol used at your site.

• To cause a compound field to be presented as individual columns, specify YES as the value for GROUP DISPLAY in
your user profile.

If Dataquery encounters an error in a column being edited before it presents the output, a special error code surrounded
by asterisks is reported in place of the column in the report. To access a list of PRINT and PRINT error codes, see
Messages.
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If you have specified control breaks in the SORT statement and accumulation columns in the PRINT statement, totals can
be viewed several ways.

A PRINT statement can use the following data types: CHAR NUM, DEC, BIN, FLOAT-PT SHRT, FLOAT-PT LONG, EXT,
1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, DBL MIXED, KANJI.

Syntax Diagram

The following syntax diagram shows the most complex version of the PRINT statement.

►►─ PRINT ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

           └─┬─ TITLE1 ─┬─ ' report-heading1 ' ─┘

             └─ TITLE ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TITLE2 'report-heading2' ─┘ └─ FROM ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬──────────►

   └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘ └─ column-name ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

                  └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘ └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

                 └─ /heading2 ─┘

WARNING
To simplify discussion, this document divides the PRINT statement into its important elements and discusses
them in the following sections.

Basic statement
Next section

For output headings
Headings Syntax Diagram

For edit patterns
PICTURE Clause (DQL)

Basic Syntax Diagram

Purpose

You can create a PRINT statement without including a title for the report. The basic statement is simpler without it.

Syntax Diagram

The following example is the syntax for the basic PRINT statement.

►►─ PRINT ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►

           └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘

                                     └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ ) ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                           └─ /heading2 ─┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat parameters once for each key or column.

Explanation

This section explains each keyword in the basic PRINT format.

FROM
Used for readability only.

table-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary name of the table where Dataquery obtains the values of the columns and
keys indicated. You only need to include the table name if the column or key in the statement refers to a table
which is different than the most recently named table in the query.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following chart describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

key-name
Specifies a key that belongs to the table specified in the PRINT statement or the most recently named table in a
previous statement.

column-name
Specifies the name of a column that is either in the table named in the PRINT statement or in the previously
named table. A column also can be a result from a previous SET statement in the query. And, a column can be
one occurrence within a repeating field. If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which occurrence is to be
used. A typical subscript looks like this:
SALES-RESULTS (5,2)

The named column cannot exceed 1700 characters.
If a column is numeric, you can designate the accumulation of the values of the column by enclosing the column
name within parentheses.

PICTURE 'edit-pattern'
See PICTURE Clause (DQL) for information about PICTURE clauses.

Example

The following sample query contains a basic PRINT statement.

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

  RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

      FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                          SHIP-QTY

                          UNIT-PRICE

When you execute the preceding query, Dataquery displays in a columnar format the order number identifying the
customer and the corresponding items ordered (which are greater than 100) and the price per item.
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Output

 =>
 
01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
15:29:32                                                                  DETAIL
 
  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE
  ------  ----------  --------  ----------
   08811  O50006      0000203    00014.75
   09811  G10013      0000164    00110.25
   04222  O50006      0000934    00014.75
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Headings Syntax Diagram

You can use the PRINT statement to override standard column headings and to specify a one- or two-line report heading
to appear at the top of the report.

Syntax Diagram

The following syntax diagram shows the PRINT statement with keywords that add a report title and column headings.

►►─ PRINT ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

           └─┬─ TITLE1 ─┬─ ' report-heading1 ' ─┘

             └─ TITLE ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ TITLE2 'report-heading2' ─┘ └─ FROM ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬──────────►

   └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘ └─ column-name ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

                  └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────►◄

   └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘ └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

                 └─ /heading2 ─┘

The following list explains the keywords for headings in the preceding PRINT format.

TITLE 'report-heading'
Specifies the only line of the report heading. The maximum length of the report heading is 55 characters. When
using this option, enclose the specified heading in apostrophes (').
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TITLE1 'report-heading1'
Specifies the first line of the report heading. The maximum length of the report heading is 55 characters. When
using this option, enclose the specified heading in apostrophes (').

TITLE2 'report heading2'
Specifies the second line of the report heading. The maximum length of the report heading is 55 characters.
When using this option, enclose the specified heading within apostrophes (').

'heading1/ heading2'
Assigns an alternate one- or two-line column heading name for the preceding column or key. A heading name can
be up to 32 characters, including blanks, and must appear within apostrophes ('). If you do not specify a heading
name, Dataquery prints an alternate heading which it finds in Datacom Datadictionary, if your site management
selected that choice as a system option; otherwise, Dataquery prints the Datacom Datadictionary name of
the column or key. A column heading can be two lines long, with each line separated by a heading separator
character. See the System Profile Topic Help to determine which character is used at your site as a heading
separator.

PICTURE 'edit-pattern'
See PICTURE Clause (DQL) for information about PICTURE clauses.

Example

The following example illustrates these options:

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

  RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID 'ORDER\NUMBER'

      FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID 'ITEM\NUMBER'

                          SHIP-QTY 'QUANTITY\ORDERED'

                          UNIT-PRICE 'PRICE PER ITEM'

           TITLE1 'LARGE ORDERS'

The title of the report is LARGE ORDERS. The report contains the order number identifying the customer, and the items
ordered, how many were ordered and the cost per item.

Output

The output of the preceding query appears below.

 =>
 
01/01/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
15:30:19                        LARGE ORDERS                              DETAIL
 
 
  ORDER NUMBER  ITEM NUMBER  QUANTITY ORDERED  PRICE PER ITEM
  ------------  -----------  ----------------  --------------
         08811  O50006               0000203        00014.75
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 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Totals Syntax Diagram

The PRINT statement can be used to accumulate subtotals and totals for specified numeric columns, including floating-
point columns.

You can use the basic PRINT syntax to accumulate totals. The column or columns to be accumulated must be enclosed in
parentheses.

Syntax Diagram

The following syntax diagram shows how to add parentheses to key or column names in the PRINT statement to cause
totaling at control breaks (if any) and at the end of the report.

►►─ PRINT ─┬────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬─────────────────►

           └─ FROM ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘

                                     └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ column-name ─┘ └─ ) ─┘ └─ 'heading1 ─┬─────────────┬─ ' ─┘

                                           └─ /heading2 ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Accumulating Subtotals

You can accumulate subtotals of a temporary result the same way you accumulate subtotals of a database column.

Select one or more control break columns by enclosing their names in parentheses in a SORT statement and then enclose
column names in the PRINT statement in parentheses where you want to show totals of those columns at control breaks
or at the end of the report.

Sample

The following sample query shows the use of the PRINT statement to accumulate subtotals for results from a SET
statement in the query.

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

  RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND

     CAI-SLSHST-REC BY ITM-ID

PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

      FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                          SHIP-QTY

                          UNIT-PRICE

                          (NET-COST)
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                          DISCOUNT

The preceding query specifies that NET-COST is to be accumulated by enclosing that computed column in parentheses
in the PRINT statement. In the SORT statement, ORD-ID is enclosed in parentheses to indicate that it is a control break
column. A subtotal for NET-COST will be shown each time the value in the ORD-ID column changes.

Output

The following display is the output after executing the preceding query.

 =>
 
01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
15:31:50                                                                  DETAIL
 
  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT
  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------
   08811  O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00
          G00222      0000100    00100.00    00010000.00   00000.00
          910011      0001000    00100.00    00100000.00   00020.00
 
  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811
                                           * 00112994.25
 
* GRAND TOTAL
                                           * 00112994.25
 
 
 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

In the preceding output screen, the values contained in ORD-ID appear only once in the ORD-ID column. This is a result
of setting the SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS option to YES in your User Profile.

Subtotals are designated by TOTAL, followed by the specific control break column (ORD-ID) and the current value
contained in the column. The SUBTOTAL value is preceded by an asterisk. The total is designated by * GRAND TOTAL.
An asterisk also precedes the accumulated value.

Omitting Control Break Column Total

The control break columns only control what groups of data get totaled on the report. They do not control which columns
get totaled. That specification occurs in the PRINT statement when you enclose a column name in parentheses.

You do not need to include the control break column in the PRINT statement to display the totals for accumulated columns.
In the following query, the control break column ORD-ID is not included in the PRINT statement.

FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

  RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND

     CAI-SLSHST-REC BY SHIP-QTY

PRINT FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                          SHIP-QTY
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                          UNIT-PRICE

                          (NET-COST)

                          DISCOUNT

Output

The following display is the output when the control break column is not included in the PRINT statement.

 =>
 
01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
15:32:34                                                                  DETAIL
 
  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT
  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------
  O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00
 
  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811
                                   * 00002994.25
 
* GRAND TOTAL
                                   * 00002994.25
 
 
 
 
 
 
 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

In the preceding sample screens, the subtotal lines provide the name of the control break column and the information in
the column. This allows you to identify the order number and the accumulated subtotal for that order.

Specifying Multiple Control Breaks

If you specify more than one control break column in the SORT statement, your output includes a PRINT column subtotal
for each specified control break column. The following query illustrates the use of multiple control breaks to obtain multiple
subtotals.

FIND ALL CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

    WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

  RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND

     CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ITM-ID)

PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

      FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                          SHIP-QTY

                          UNIT-PRICE

                          (NET-COST)

                          DISCOUNT
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Output

The results of the preceding sample query appear on the following screen.

 =>
01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
15:34:44                                                                  DETAIL
 
  ORD-ID  ITM-ID     SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT
  ------  ---------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------
   08001  O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00
 
    TOTAL ITM-ID 05006
                                   * 00002994.25
   08001  O60011      0000193    00010.00    00001930.00   00010.00
    TOTAL ITM-ID 060011
                                   * 00001930.OO
   08001  O60012      0000100    00020.00    00002000.00   00010.00
    TOTAL ITM-ID 060012
                                   * 00002000.00
TOTAL ORD-ID 08001
                                   * 00006924.25
* GRAND TOTAL
                                   * 00006924.25
 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ------------------------------------
 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL
 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD
 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Notice in the preceding sample screen that the line identifying the ITM-ID subtotal is indented. The indented line indicates
that this column is the secondary control break column; the subtotal for this control break is accumulated first. The line
designating the ORD-ID subtotal is not indented because this column is the primary control break column. The first
column that is enclosed in parentheses in a SORT statement is always the primary control break column. Both subtotal
lines identify the column that is used for the control break and the value that is contained in that column at the time that
the subtotal is accumulated.

Relationship Clauses (DQL)
The Dataquery relationship clauses allow you to combine or join information from a maximum of 17 tables to temporarily
create a single output table. You can search the temporary table with your query or dialog and produce output containing
data from each related table.

The RELATED keyword allows you to retrieve only rows that are related by a common key, column, or value. The outer
join keywords allow you to retrieve rows that cannot be joined using a common key or value. The rules for using both
types of clauses in a query are the same, except that FIRST cannot be used with an outer join keyword.

The RELATED clauses can use the following data types: CHAR, NUM, DEC, BIN, 1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, KANJI.

When you use a RELATED BY clause to specify a relationship, the FIND statement gathers information from all related
tables. The key or common column specified in the RELATED BY clause is the link between the database tables that
allows the join to occur. Dataquery supports the traditional equijoin concept, meaning that tables will be joined when the
common key or column contains equal values in each related table, and only joined rows will appear in the output. To
learn about producing output containing unjoined rows, see Outer Joins.

 Dataquery retrieves all established relationships within the scope of the query, whether the relationships are one-to-
one, one-to-many, many-to-one, or many-to-many. A logical row (the combined temporary row) exists when all of the
established relationships exist and all selection criteria are met. You can eliminate duplicates in your results by using
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the FIRST option to select only the first row that meets all FIND statement criteria. For more information about FIRST,
see Complex Relationships - No Common Key.

Topics discussed on this page include:

  

Syntax Diagram

The following syntax diagram shows a complete, complex relationship statement.

►►─ relationship-word ─┬──────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

                       └─ BY ─┘

 ►─┬─ common-key-join ───────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────┬───────────►

   └─ complex-join-key ─┬───────┬─ key-name ─┘ └─ TO ─┘ └─ FIRST ─┘

                        └─ VIA ─┘

 ►─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬───────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROW ─┘

Variations

The Dataquery RELATED and outer join keywords support two ways of retrieving rows from tables:

• Searching for common keys in each table
• Comparing the value of a column, key or literal to a key or column value of a secondary table

Combinations of these relationships can be made. A discussion of those combinations appears in Combining Relationship
Types and Outer Joins.

JOIN-AS-IS

 Dataquery DQL Mode provides a method for manually specifying the order in which tables are joined. In place of the
RELATED BY syntax, specify JOIN-AS-IS. The tables will be joined in the same order they appear in the query syntax,
and no join optimization will be performed.

Technical Support may suggest the temporary use of JOIN-AS-IS as a tool to help analyze poorly performing queries. In
the case of certain queries, Technical Support may even suggest the use of JOIN-AS-IS on an ongoing basis to achieve
the best join order. JOIN-AS-IS should not be used routinely for all queries. The use of JOIN-AS-IS presumes that the
user is knowledgeable about the data and keys involved in the query and can thus predict the best order to use to join the
tables. If the table's characteristics change significantly over time, the use of JOIN-AS-IS should be re-evaluated.

Simple Relationship with a Common Key

A basic expression relates different types of tables by a common key. For two tables to share a common key, the key in
each table must have the same structure, including name, length, type of column (numeric or character), and so forth.
If the keys are multi-column keys, the key with the fewest columns must be structured the same as the corresponding
columns of the other table's key.

The following syntax diagram shows the simplest form of a relationship statement.

►►─ relationship-keyword ─┬──────┬─ key-name ─┬───────┬─┬──────┬──────────────►

                          └─ BY ─┘            └─ KEY ─┘ └─ TO ─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬───────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FIRST ─┘              └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROW ─┘
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The following explains the basic relationship clause.

relationship-keyword
Use RELATED to specify an inner equijoin.
Use one of the following keywords to retrieve rows that are not related:

OUTER-JOIN(ED) OUTER-DISJOIN(ED)
LEFT-JOIN(ED) LEFT-DISJOIN(ED)
RIGHT-JOIN(ED) RIGHT-DISJOIN(ED)

See Types of Outer Joins and Disjunctions for details.
BY

Used for readability only.
key-name

Represents the Datacom Datadictionary name of a key or a column name that is the high-order part of a key. The
key relates two tables and must be identified by the same name in both tables.

NOTE
Using different names will cause a Dataquery error condition. Be certain the key for each table has the
same name and structure. If keys differ only by name, but have the same structure, use the complex
relationship expression syntax diagram discussed on Complex Relationships - No Common Key. Each
key must have a similar structure (length, type, and so forth) in Datacom Datadictionary for both tables
in the relationship. Verify names and key information with the extended key display or a Datacom
Datadictionary report, if necessary.

KEY
Used for readability only.

TO
Used for readability only.

FIRST
Specifies that the first related row satisfies the relationship search. This feature is used to limit the scope of a
relationship to a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship. FIRST will not be satisfied unless the row will also satisfy
any other relationships specified in the query. The use of FIRST is not permitted for outer joins and disjoins.
See Outer Joins for more information about outer joins.

table-name
Represents the Datacom Datadictionary name of the table to be related to the primary table contained in the FIND
clause by a common key.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

TEST
Finds the named table in the first test version that meets the specifications.

Tnnn
(Where nnn refers to the version number of the test status you want.) Finds the named table in the specified test
version.
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PROD
PRODuction is the default status if not specified.

ROW
Used for readability only.

The following query illustrates a basic relationship between CAI-DETAIL-REC and CAI-ACCTS-REC tables sharing the
common key ORD-ID-KEY.

FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS

     WITH SHIP-QTY GREATER THAN 0

  RELATED BY ORD-ID-KEY TO CAI-ACCTS-REC ROWS

     WITH ORD-AMT GREATER THAN 3000

PRINT FROM CAI-DETAIL-REC ORD-ID

                          SHIP-QTY

      FROM CAI-ACCTS-REC  ORD-AMT

                          DISC-AMT

By relating the CAI-DETAIL-REC table to the CAI-ACCTS-REC table, you have more flexibility in selecting only those
rows which contain the information that you require. When you execute the preceding query, Dataquery selects all the
CAI-DETAIL-REC rows for those orders which have been shipped and which total more than $3000.

You can relate two tables which have a common column name. For example, if you relate CAI-DETAIL-REC and CAI-
ITEMS-REC using KEY as the common key, you can create the following query if you only want those rows which have a
common item number.

FIND 10 CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS

  RELATED BY KEY TO CAI-ITEMS-REC ROWS

     WITH ITM-ID = CAI-DETAIL-REC ITM-ID

The first column ITM-ID in the WITH clause is contained in the last table named, CAI-ITEMS-REC. However, the second
column ITM-ID is contained in the CAI-DETAIL-REC table and must be prefixed with a qualifying table name. You can
prefix the first column with CAI-ITEMS-REC for your readability.

You can use the outer join keywords to retrieve the remaining rows. See Outer Joins for details.

Complex Relationships - No Common Key

When you do not have a common key in each table, you can use relationship clauses to establish a complex relationship
between two types of tables by relating a column, key or value contained in the primary table to a key or column in the
secondary table.

 Link in Table1  Table2 
Column
Key
Value

Column
Key

Look for examples of these types of relationships later in this section.

Before establishing a complex relationship between two tables, the column, key or value you use must meet the following
criteria.

If you use a column, the value of the column must be the same as the key or column in the secondary table; if the key is a
multi-column key, the value of the column must equal the value of the high-order key column.

1. If you use a key, the key from the primary table must have the same attributes as the key in the secondary table;
however, the names of the keys can be different.
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2. If you use a value, the value must equal the value of the key in the secondary table; if the key is a multi-column key,
the value must equal the value of the high-order column.

The following is the syntax for a complex relationship.

►►─ relationship-word ─┬──────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►

                       └─ BY ─┘

 ►─┬─ common-key-join ───────────────────────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────┬───────────►

   └─ complex-join-key ─┬───────┬─ key-name ─┘ └─ TO ─┘ └─ FIRST ─┘

                        └─ VIA ─┘

 ►─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬───────┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROW ─┘

 

The following explains the keywords used for complex relationships in the preceding diagram. See Simple Relationship
with a Common Key for explanations of the basic keywords.

relationship-word
Use RELATED to specify an inner equijoin.
Use one of the following keywords to retrieve rows that are not related.

OUTER-JOIN(ED) OUTER-DISJOIN(ED)
LEFT-JOIN(ED) LEFT-DISJOIN(ED)
RIGHT-JOIN(ED) RIGHT-DISJOIN(ED)

NOTE
See Types of Outer Joins and Disjunctions for details.

link
Tables can be related by matching a specified value in any column of table1 with values in a specified key or
column in another table.
When the link is a column or key, a relationship forms when Dataquery finds a row in table2 containing the same
value in key2 as the value in the link in table1. Dataquery relates the row found in table1 to the row in table2 to
create a composite row in the active found set. Link can also be a literal value which will match a key or column
in table2. Also, an output table can be produced that contains rows whose values did not match, if the outer join
keywords are used in place of RELATED.

VIA
Used for readability only.

key-name
Represents the Datacom Datadictionary name of a key that is contained within the secondary table of the
relationship. The key and link must be structured the same as defined to Datacom Datadictionary to have a
relationship between two tables. (See the extended key display or a Datacom Datadictionary report for information
on key names and structures.)

column-name
Represents the Datacom Datadictionary name of a column that is contained in the secondary table of the
relationship. This column must have the same structure as the key or column named in the primary table or the
link value. Using a column in the secondary table may have negative performance implications if there are not
selection criteria associated with the table that reference keys.
Consult with your Dataquery Administrator to determine if using columns for secondary tables is appropriate for
your query. Also, a column can be one occurrence within a repeating field.
If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which occurrence is to be used. A typical subscript looks like this:
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SALES-RESULTS (5,2)

TO
Used for readability only.

FIRST
Specifies that the first related row satisfies the relationship search. This feature is used to limit the scope of a
relationship to a one-to-one or many-to-one relationship. The use of FIRST is not permitted for outer joins and
disjoins. See Outer Joins for more information about outer joins.

table-name
Represents the Datacom Datadictionary name of the secondary table in the relationship. Dataquery uses the
key or column from the secondary table to establish a relationship with the primary table by matching the value
specified by the link in this expression. It is possible to retrieve rows whose values do not match by using an outer
join keyword rather than RELATE.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

Key or Column Link

Tables can be related by matching a specified link value in one table with values in a specified key or column in another
table. When the link is a column or key, a relationship forms when Dataquery finds a row in table2 containing the same
value in the named key or column. Dataquery relates the row found in table1 to the row in table2 to create a composite
row in the active found set. It is possible to retrieve rows whose values do not match by using an outer join keyword rather
than RELATE. See Outer Joins.

The following sample RELATED BY clause has a key as a link.

               FIND ALL TABLE1 ROWS

                WITH STATE = 'NY'

        RELATED BY KEY1 VIA KEY2 TO TABLE2

The following diagram illustrates a key or column link example:
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Figure 12: Key or Column Link

You can use the outer join keywords to retrieve the remaining rows. See Outer Joins for details.

Literal Value Link

When the link is a literal value, a relationship forms when Dataquery finds the named literal value in the named key or
column of table2. Dataquery creates one composite record in the active found set for each row in table1 plus the rows in
table2 containing the literal.

The following sample RELATED BY clause has a literal value as the link.

  FIND ALL TABLE1 RECORDS

    RELATED BY 'SMITH' VIA KEY2 TO TABLE2

The following diagram illustrates a literal value link example:
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Figure 13: Literal Value Link

 

NOTE
 If more than one occurrence of the literal appears in table2, every row in table1 will be repeated once in the
active found set for each occurrence found in table2. For example, if ten rows are found in table1 and the literal
occurs twice in table2, the composite rows in the active found set will number twenty.
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Outer Joins

When rows from one table are combined with rows from another table based on an equal comparison of the participating
rows' values, the join bypasses rows in all searched tables which have no matching value. The rows not retrieved are not
included in the active found set when the RELATED BY clause is used.

When the RELATED BY clause is specified in the query, Dataquery performs an inner equijoin, producing output rows by
joining rows. To specify that you want the output rows to include rows not retrieved, use an outer join clause in place of
the RELATED BY clause.

 Syntax Diagram 

Following is the syntax diagram for the outer join clause that replaces the RELATED BY clause when rows not joined are
wanted in the output.

►►─ FIND ALL TABLE1 ─┬───────────┬─ outer-join-clause ─ 'key1' ─ VIA ─ key2 ──►

                     └─ RECORDS ─┘

 ►─ TO TABLE2 ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

FIND
See FIND Statement (DQL).

ALL
(Optional) Use ALL or a number. Defaults to ALL.

TABLE1
Represents the first table to be searched to retrieve data.

RECORDS
Optional.

outer-join-clause
A clause specifying what kinds of unmatched rows are wanted in the output.

'key1'
Represents the name of a key in the first table that is also found in the second table.

VIA
Optional.

'key2'
Represents the name of a key in the second table that is also found in the first table.

TABLE2
Name of the second table listed in the query.

Tables can be related by comparing a specified value in any column of table1 with values in a specified key or column in
another table.

Types of Outer Joins and Disjunctions

The following table describes the keywords to be used in a query to describe the types of outer joins available
with Dataquery. These keywords should be used in place of the RELATED keyword.

OUTER-JOIN(ED)
Rows that do not form an inner equijoin are included in the active found set along with the rows joined with an
inner equijoin (as in RELATED BY). They are extended to the length of other rows by adding null values. If an
unmatched row is in the first table named, the null values are added to the right side and the row is considered
left-joined.
If an unmatched row is in the second table named, the null values are added to the left side and the row is
considered to be right-joined.
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LEFT-JOIN(ED)
The output rows consist of all joined rows and the rows not retrieved from TABLE1, extended with null values. No
unmatched rows from TABLE2 are included.

RIGHT-JOIN(ED)
The output rows consist of all inner equijoin rows and rows not retrieved from TABLE2, extended with null values.
No unmatched rows from TABLE1 are included.

OUTER-DISJOIN(ED)
The output rows consist of only rows that would be left after an inner equijoin, extended with null values. The rows
from TABLE1 are extended with nulls on the right and the rows from TABLE2 are extended with nulls on the left.

LEFT-DISJOIN(ED)
The active found set consists of only unmatched rows from TABLE1.

RIGHT-DISJOIN(ED)
The active found set consists of only unmatched rows from TABLE2.

NOTE

 The use of OUTER JOIN, RIGHT-JOIN, or RIGHT-DISJOIN adds additional processing time to FIND statement
processing. Outer joins and disjunctions cause the Dataquery optimization process to be bypassed. Any query
containing an outer join or disjoin keyword is processed by accessing the tables in the order they appear in the
query. Each table named on the "right side" must be read twice to accomplish the join. The use of LEFT-JOIN or
LEFT-DISJOIN does not cause this additional processing.

If a query contains a right or outer join, it must be the last join in the query.

Sample Table

The next sections describe and illustrate the outer join keywords using specific examples. All illustrations are based on the
following three tables:

 TABLEA   TABLEB   TABLEC  
A# ACITY B# BCITY C# CCITY
A1 London B1 London C1 London
A2 Paris B2 Oslo C2 Rome
A3 ? B3 ? C3 ?
A4 NY B4 NY C4 Madrid
A5 Madrid B5 LA C5 LA

The tables are related by the CITY fields. Null valued (empty) fields are indicated by a question mark (?).

When the RELATED BY clause is used to join output rows, only joined rows are produced. This is called an inner equijoin.

The following query produces an inner equijoin of the tables ACITY and BCITY:

    FIND ALL TABLEA RELATED BY ACITY VIA BCITY TO TABLEB

This is what the inner equijoin looks like:

 A#  ACITY  B#  BCITY 
A1 London B1 London
A4 NY B4 NY
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Full (Symmetric) Outer Join

To preserve the rows in both tables that cannot be joined with RELATED BY requires an outer join. Each unjoined row is
extended with null values where data would have appeared had a match been found. The following query produces a full
outer join:

 FIND ALL TABLEA OUTER-JOINED BY ACITY VIA BCITY TO TABLEB

The outer joined output shows an output row that has been extended with nulls (shown as ?) because no match was
found.

 A#  ACITY  B#  BCITY 
A1 London B1 London
A2 Paris ? ?
A3 ? ? ?
A4 NY B4 NY
A5 Madrid ? ?
? ? B2 Oslo
? ? B3 ?
? ? B5 LA

To extend the full outer equijoin to three tables, first join tables A, B, and C using ACITY = BCITY and ACITY = CCITY as
in the following query.

When joining three or more tables, it may be best to use a key from a table other than the last named table. In this case,
the table name can be repeated before the keyword OUTER-JOINED. For example:

     FIND ALL   TABLEA

      OUTER-JOINED BY  ACITY VIA  BCITY TO  B

TABLEA OUTER-JOINED BY  TABLEA.ACITY  VIA  CCITY  TO  C

This is illustrated by the following table:

 A  ACITY  B  BCITY  C  CCITY 
A1 London B1 London C1 London
A2 Paris ? ? ? ?
A3 ? ? ? ? ?
A4 NY B4 NY ? ?
A5 Madrid ? ? C4 Madrid
? ? B2 Oslo ? ?
? ? B3 ? ? ?
? ? B5 LA ? ?
? ? ? ? C2 Rome
? ? ? ? C3 ?
? ? ? ? C5 LA
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If the outer join of the tables A, B, and C had been done with ACITY = BCITY and BCITY = CCITY, the resultant table
would have been:

 A  ACITY  B  BCITY  C  CCITY 
A1 London B1 London C1 London
A2 Paris ? ? ? ?
A3 ? ? ? ? ?
A4 NY B4 NY ? ?
A5 Madrid ? ? ? ?
? ? B2 Oslo ? ?
? ? B3 ? ? ?
? ? B5 LA C5 LA
? ? ? ? C2 Rome
?: ?: ?: ?: C3: ?
? ? ? ? C4 Madrid

Left Outer Join

The left outer equijoin of tables A and B using ACITY = BCITY would be the union of the inner join of A and B and the
unused rows of A extended with null values. Following is a query that would produce a left outer join:

   FIND ALL  tableA  LEFT-JOIN(ED) BY keyA VIA keyB TO tableB

Following is the active found set:

 A  ACITY  B  BCITY 
A1 London B1 London
A2 Paris ? ?
A3 ? ? ?
A4 NY B4 NY
A5 Madrid ? ?

Right Outer Join

The following query produces a right outer join of tables A and B:

   FIND ALL  tableA  RIGHT-JOINED BY keyA VIA keyB TO tableB

The right outer join of tables A and B with ACITY = BCITY produces the active found set below:

 A#  ACITY  B#  BCITY 
A1 London B1 London
? ? B2 Oslo
? ? B3 ?
A4 NY B4 NY
? ? B5 LA
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Disjunction of Tables

The words disjoin or disjunction describe the result of an outer join with the rows of the inner join removed. The following
query produces a left disjoin:

   FIND ALL tableA LEFT-DISJOINED BY keyA VIA keyB TO tableB

For example, the left disjoin of tables A and B using ACITY = BCITY produces this active found set:

 A  ACITY  B  BCITY 
A2 Paris ? ?
A3 ? ? ?
A5 Madrid ? ?

The preceding sample represents an active found set resulting from the left outer join of A and B with rows of the inner
join removed. A right disjoin of tables A and B could be similarly defined.

The following query produces a full outer disjoin:

   FIND ALL tableA OUTER-DISJOIN(ED) BY keyA VIA keyB TO tableB

The full outer disjoin of tables A and B using ACITY = BCITY results in the following active found set:

 A  ACITY  B  BCITY 
A2 Paris ? ?
A3 ? ? ?
A5 Madrid ? ?
? ? B2 Oslo
? ? B3 ?
? ? B5 LA

Adding Selection Criteria

When you want to relate tables to one another but only select certain rows, add a WITH clause to the relationship
statement. The WITH clause specifies which rows should be selected to make up the active found set.

The selection criteria can consist of multiple conditions which serve to limit the number of rows to those which meet all
conditions. See section WITH Clauses (DQL) for more information.

You can decide not to include any selection criteria. This causes Dataquery to select all the rows in the specified table.
However, this can cause the query selection process to run for a long period of time due to Dataquery selecting a
potentially large amount of rows, depending on the size of the table involved.

The following shows the syntax of RELATED BY when specifying selection criteria.

►►─ RELATED ─┬──────┬─ key-name ─┬───────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────┬─ table-name ──►

             └─ BY ─┘            └─ KEY ─┘ └─ TO ─┘ └─ FIRST ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬───────┬─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ───────►

   └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROW ─┘ └─ WITH ─┘

 ►─ operand2 ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ AND ─┬─┘

                └─ OR ──┘
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WITH-clause
Represents one or more logical expressions which specify the criteria on which Dataquery is to select rows
from the database. A WITH clause contains the criteria which qualify the rows. Only those rows which meet the
specified criteria in the WITH clause are selected.

See Simple Relationship with a Common Key for an explanation of the other keywords in the RELATED BY syntax.

Equijoin Examples

The following example shows how selection criteria works with a RELATED BY statement that uses a common key.

The following sample query relates two tables, CAI-CUST-REC and CAI-ACCTS-REC using the common key CUST-ID-
KEY and selecting only rows where ORD-AMT is greater than or equal to 2000.

FIND ALL CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

 RELATED BY CUST-ID-KEY TO CAI-ACCTS-REC ROWS

  WITH ORD-AMT GTE 2000.00

PRINT FROM CAI-CUST-REC CUST-ID-KEY

                          NAME

                          PHONE

                          CRED-IND

      FROM CAI-ACCTS-REC ORD-ID

                         ORD-AMT

                         FRT-AMT

                         PAYMT-AMT

 Dataquery joins rows from the two tables whenever the value in the common key, CUST-ID-KEY, matched. Now that the
two tables are related, we can access information for customers from both tables with one query.

Joining the two tables creates a new temporary table during query execution. Only rows containing the specified selection
criteria were selected. This temporary table is called the active found set. 

Following is the first page of output from the preceding illustrated query and active found set.

 =>

01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                            PAGE 1A

14:15:01                                                                  DETAIL

  CUST-ID-KEY  NAME                            PHONE       CRED-IND  ORD-ID

  -----------  ------------------------------  ----------  --------  ------

  A0030        CANNON TOOLS CO                 4045553322  A          01011

  A0030        CANNON TOOLS CO                 4045553322  A          01223

  G0090        INTERNATIONAL BANK CORP.        2125559889  G          05999

 -------------------------------- MORE .... --------------------------------- =>

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Scrolling right with PF12 displays page 1B containing the remaining columns requested by the sample query.

 =>
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01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                            PAGE 1B

14:15:01                                                                  DETAIL

      ORD-AMT      FRT-AMT  PAYMT-AMT

  -----------  -----------  ---------

  0004250.00   0000425.00   04547.50

  0032950.50   0003295.00   34597.97

  0002000.00   0000200.00   00000.00

 <= ----------------------------- MORE .... ------------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

In the previous figure, the Cannon Tool Company has two entries in the CAI-ACCTS-REC table. In the active found set,
there are also two separate rows for Cannon Tool Company.

Combining Relationship Types

You can relate tables by combining simple and complex joins in one of three ways. Choose the RELATED BY clause
when combining relationship types. The following describes the methods.

Chained relationship
Establishes a series of relationships through common keys or columns. Can combine simple and complex joins.

Repeating relationship
Establishes relationships by repeating the name of a table as the subject of a clause. Can combine simple and
complex joins.

Both chained and repeating
Establishes relationships by combining both of the preceding types of joins.

Deciding Which Type of Relationship to Use

Sometimes the same relationship can be stated in either a chained or repeating fashion. Both types of relationships join
unrelated tables. The following example demonstrates the use of both types of relationships to accomplish the same
objectives.

Chained:

TABLE-A RELATED KEY1 TO TABLE-B RELATED KEY2 TO TABLE-C

Repeating:

TABLE-B RELATED KEY1 TABLE-A AND TABLE-B RELATED KEY2 TO TABLE-C

Some relationships can only be stated in a repeating fashion. For example:

TABLE-A RELATED KEY1 TABLE-B RELATED KEY2 TABLE-C AND TABLE-B

RELATED KEY3 TABLE-D

Whenever you have a table that joins two or more other tables, you must repeat the table name, hence the term repeating
relationship. 
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Chained Relationships

You can join tables to one another in a series by establishing a series of relationships through common keys or columns.
The common key for one relationship can be different from the common key for another relationship in the series. The
relationships you establish can be a combination of simple and complex joins.

The following query shows a chained relationship among four tables. The diagram illustrates the relationship.

 FIND ALL VENDOR ROWS

  RELATED BY VENDOR-NO TO ITEMS

  RELATED BY ITEM-NO TO RECEIPTS

  RELATED BY ITEM-NO TO INVENTORY

The following diagram illustrates a chained relationship example:

Figure 14: Chained Relationship

Repeating Relationships

A repeating relationship occurs when the name of a table is repeated as the subject of a relationship. In general, a
repeating relationship should be used when the subject of the relationship wanted is not the object of the last relationship
specified. The relationships established can be a combination of complex and simple joins. For example, A is related to B
and A is related to C; therefore, A contains two different keys or columns which are common to either B or C.

The following example shows how TABLE-B can be related to TABLE-C through their relationship to TABLE-A.
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Figure 15: Repeating Relationship

 

 Example 

The following FIND statement uses the common key CUST-ID-KEY to connect the CAI-CUST-REC table with the CAI-
DETAIL-REC table and the CAI-ORDERS-REC table in a repeating relationship.

 FIND 10 CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

   RELATED BY CUST-ID-KEY TO

      CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS

   AND CAI-CUST-REC RELATED BY CUST-ID-KEY

      TO CAI-ORDERS-REC ROWS

         WITH ORD-YR = '87'

The preceding example contains two RELATED BY statements. This repetition indicates that a relationship must
exist between more than two tables before a logical row is selected. In the example, the relationship of three tables is
established.

In the preceding sample FIND statement, a relationship must exist between CAI-CUST-REC and CAI-DETAIL-REC tables
before a row is chosen. This relationship is established through the common key, CUST-ID-KEY.

For example, if a CAI-CUST-REC row, a CAI-DETAIL-REC row and a CAI-ORDERS-REC row all exist in their respective
table types with a CUST-ID-KEY of 01009, all the relationships qualify. When edited and executed, the preceding query
statement can yield information from each of the named tables. However, the relationship between CAI-DETAIL-REC rows
and CAI-ORDERS-REC rows in the example preceding does not need to specify the same key name as specified in the
first relationship. The second relationship can specify an entirely different key.

 Example 

The following sample illustrates a repeating relationship.

FIND 10 CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS

RELATED BY ITEM-ID-KEY TO CAI-ITEMS-REC ROWS AND

CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS RELATED BY ORD-ID-KEY TO CAI-ACCTS-REC ROWS

    WITH ORD-AMT = 0
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In the preceding example, CAI-DETAIL-REC and CAI-ITEMS-REC tables are related by their common key ITEM-ID-KEY
while CAI-DETAIL-REC and CAI-ACCTS-REC tables are related by their common key ORD-ID-KEY.

In a repeating relationship, the first table is repeatedly joined, or related, to each succeeding table. Each table is linked
with the first table based on the value in a common column or key. However, the same column or key need not be used to
link the first table with all the others.

 Example 

The following DQL statements show a repeating relationship of four tables:

FIND ALL CUSTOMER ROWS

  RELATED BY CUST-ID TO ACCOUNTS ROWS

    AND CUSTOMER ROWS RELATED BY CUST-ID TO ORDERS ROWS

    AND CUSTOMER ROWS RELATED BY VENDOR-NO TO VENDORS ROWS

Combining Chained and Repeating Relationships

You can combine chained and repeating relationships, as in the following example.

 Example 

The FIND statement below uses both relationships to join five different tables. The portion of the FIND statement in the
first box is the selection criteria. The second box contains the chained relationship and the third box contains the repeating
relationship.

 FIND ALL COMPANY ROWS

  WITH COMPANY-NAME = 'CA'

RELATED BY COMPANY-NUMBER TO ORDER ROWS

     AND

    RELATED BY SHIP-NO TO SHIPMENT ROWS

     WITH SHIP-CODE = 'INTERSTATE'

AND

    ORDER ROWS RELATED BY ITEM-NO TO ITEM ROWS

     WITH ITEM-CLASS = 'FLAMMABLE'

     AND

     ORDER ROWS RELATED BY ACCT-NO TO ACCOUNT ROWS

The following diagram shows how chained and repeating relationships in the preceding query relate five tables using four
keys.
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Figure 16: Chained and Repeating Relationship using 4 Keys

 Example 

The following example uses both chained and repeating relationships. In the sample query, the CAI-DETAIL-REC, CAI-
ACCTS-REC and CAI-ITEMS-REC tables are chained together while the CAI-ACCTS-REC table is repeated to connect
with CAI-SLSHST-REC tables.

FIND ALL CAI-DETAIL-REC ROWS

     WITH ACT-YR = '87'

  RELATED BY ORD-ID-KEY TO CAI-ACCTS-REC ROWS AND

  RELATED BY ITM-ID-KEY TO CAI-ITEMS-REC ROWS

     WITH B-O-QTY ,= 0  AND

  CAI-ACCTS-REC ROWS RELATED BY CUST-ID-KEY TO

     CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

     WITH SLMN-ID = '14830'

In this example, the CAI-SLSHST-REC table does not connect directly to the CAI-DETAIL-REC table, but their rows can
be related by the use of the intermediate table CAI-ACCTS-REC.

 Example 
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The following diagram shows how three different keys can relate four tables in spite of the fact that the four tables do not
share a single common key.

Figure 17: Chained and Repeating Relationship using 3 Keys

 

SET Statements (DQL)
In Dataquery, use the SET statement to perform arithmetic calculations on data, access user-defined functions, and
calculate with values from database tables and from other SET statement results.

A SET statement must immediately follow the FIND statement or another SET statement. To determine how many SETs can
be in a query, use the following formula:

(18 x Number of Tables Joined) + (Length of SORT key)

+ (17 x Number of SET Statements) + 6

= (A Number That is Less Than 760)

There is a maximum of 43 SET statements for a query with a FIND on one table and no SORT statement.

When you use a SET statement in a query, you can create a temporary result and assign it a name and a value. You then
can use the result during sorting or reporting in the same way you use a database column.
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When a result is first named in a SET statement, Dataquery assigns it certain characteristics or attributes. Initially, it is
numeric and allows 13 digits, a decimal point, two decimal places, and a plus or minus sign. The default precision can be
changed by the precision (n.d) entry. The initial value of a result is zero.

After establishing the final value of the SET, Dataquery moves the value to the result based on the result's precision (the
number of digits before and after the decimal point). Dataquery then rounds and truncates the decimals to comply with
the precision. If the final value is too large for the result, an overflow can result in an error when Dataquery processes the
PRINT or DISPLAY statement.

To create a temporary result with SET, specify the desired name and assign a value to that name. The value to which
you set the result can be a value of another numeric column, the result of one or more arithmetic operations, a specific
numeric value, or any combination of these.

A SET statement can use the following data types: NUM DEC, BIN, 1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, KANJI.

Syntax Diagram

Use the following syntax for the SET statement.

►►─ SET ─ result ─┬─────────┬─┬─ numeric-column-name ───┬─────────────────────►◄

                  └─ (n.d) ─┘ ├─ arithmetic-expression ─┤

                              └─ numeric-literal ───────┘

Repeat the statement once for each result.

The following sections discuss each option of the SET statement.

Numeric Column Syntax Diagram

You can set a temporary result to the value of a numeric column.

Syntax Diagram

To set the result to a numeric column, use the following syntax for the SET statement.

►►─ SET ─ result ─┬─────────┬─ =numeric-column-name ──────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ (n.d) ─┘

The following list explains the keywords in this format.

result
Assigns a name to the temporary result. A result name can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters. The first
character of the name must be alphabetic.

(n.d)
Specifies the precision (number of digits before and after the decimal) of the result, overriding the site default
precision. (n.d) indicates that the result contains n integers and d decimals. The total of n + d cannot exceed 15
digits.
For example, (9.2) specifies a result with nine integer positions and two decimal positions. The total number of
digits is 11.

numeric-column name
Indicates the name of a result in another SET statement or a non-floating-point numeric column that is defined to
Datacom Datadictionary as part of a database table referenced in your query.
The letters N, B, and D in the Datacom Datadictionary report and the letter N in the TYPE column of the extended
column display indicate a numeric column.
If the column is from a table, as opposed to a temporary (SET-created) result, Dataquery assumes it is contained
within the last table that is named in the query. To specify a column in a table other than the last table named,
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you must qualify the column name by preceding it with the name of the table; for example, PAYROLL ACTIVITY-
CODE. Dataquery assumes that each column specified after this qualifying table name is contained in that table.

Arithmetic Result Syntax Diagram

You can set the value of a temporary result to be the value that results from an arithmetic expression.

Syntax Diagram

To set the result to equal the value resulting from an arithmetic expression, use the following syntax for the SET statement.

►►─ SET ─ result ─┬─────────┬─ =arithmetic-expression ────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ (n.d) ─┘

The following list explains the keywords in this format.

result
Assigns a name to the new result. A result name can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters, with an alphabetic first
character.

(n.d)
Specifies the precision (the specific number of digits before and after the decimal) of the result, overriding the
default precision. (n.d) indicates that the result contains n integers and d decimals. The total of n + d cannot
exceed 18 digits.
For example, (9.2) specifies a result with nine integer positions and two decimal positions. The total number of
digits is 11.

arithmetic-expression
Specifies one or more arithmetic operations to be performed on selected data, including null-valued columns. If a
computation is done involving null values, the result is null. Dataquery evaluates the expression according to the
hierarchy of operations. (For more information, see Evaluation of Arithmetic Expressions.)

Example

This sample query illustrates SET statements using arithmetic expressions.

    FIND CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY GTE 200

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                              SHIP-QTY

                              UNIT-PRICE

                              NET-COST

                              DISCOUNT

                              DISCOUNT-COST

Example
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The CAI-SLSHST-REC table looks like this:

SHIP-QTY ORD-DT CUST-ID SLMN-ID DISC-PCT IND-CD UNIT-PRICE ITM-ID

103 880117 QW10000 SMITH 0.10 XZ-234 1.25 CAPS

400 880319 RM10000 JONES 0.10 AM-789 7.00 MATS

200 880215 UV9999 WATT 0.10 XZ-744 3.00 LOCKS

167 890117 RV8009 ROBB 0.05 AA-909 2.37 DIAL

300 890215 XY3375 ADAMS 0.10 ZM-889 5.00 VISOR

Example

The CAI-ORDERS-REC table looks like this:

ORD-ID ORD-TOT CUST-PO SLMN-ID SHIP-ID ITM-ID FRT-TOT GROUP

BR950 2595.00 RT900 JONES LMN-12-1 MATS 75.00 AMA

CQ322 573.99 RT907 WATT LMN-33-7 LOCK 33.99 AMA

RR995 17.50 RT899 SMITH ALV-01-1 CAPS 1.25 AMA

AW009 1433.00 RT999 ADAMS ARR-33-9 VISOR 83.00 CRA

Example

The active found set for the preceding query looks like this:

ORD-ID ITM-ID SHIP-QTY UNIT-PRICE NET-COST DISCOUNT DISCOU
NT-COST

BR950 MATS 400 7.00 2800.00 280.00 2520.00

CQ322 LOCK 200 3.00 600.00 60.00 540.00

AW009 VISOR 300 5.00 1500.00 150.00 1350.00

Arithmetic Expressions in SET

An arithmetic expression can include the following data items:

• Numeric columns from the database
• Results from previous SET statements
• Numeric literals

The following table lists valid arithmetic operators.

Function Entry Description

Add + Adds the specified numeric operands.

Subtract - Subtracts the specified numeric operands.

Divide / Divides the specified numeric operands
(divisor cannot be 0).

Multiply * Multiplies the specified numeric operands.
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Function Entry Description

Parenthetical expression ( ) Clarifies which operations are to be
performed first in a complex calculation
(can specify up to 5 levels of nested
parentheses).

Unary + + Indicates that the specified numeric
operand is a positive value (must precede
the numeric data without a space between
the symbol and the data).

Unary - - Indicates that the specified numeric
operand is a negative value (must precede
the numeric data without a space between
the symbol and the data).

A space must precede and follow each operator. However, no space follows a unary arithmetic operator (an operator
accompanying a single value). For example, if your data includes negative numbers, the minus sign (-) in front of a
number is the unary operator, such as in -2.

An arithmetic expression can begin only with one of the following notations:

• Left parenthesis
• Unary +
• Unary -
• Numeric constant
• Numeric column name

An arithmetic expression can end only with one of the following notations:

• A right parenthesis
• A numeric constant
• A numeric column-name

Evaluation of Arithmetic Expressions

Dataquery evaluates arithmetic expressions according to the arithmetic operator that it finds. This standard processing
sequence is called the hierarchy of operations and is performed in the following order:

1. Expressions within parentheses (innermost parentheses first)
2. Expressions within parentheses (same level of parentheses, performing from left to right)
3. Mathematical functions
4. Unary + and unary -
5. * and /
6. + and -

Dataquery evaluates expressions within parentheses first. When expressions are contained within nested parentheses,
evaluation proceeds from the least inclusive (innermost) to the most inclusive (outermost) set.

When the order of consecutive operations on the same hierarchic level is not specified, the order of operation is left-to-
right; for example, the following two expressions are evaluated the same way.

         A + B / C - D / C * F + G * C / H + I

 

         A + (B/C) - ((D / C) * F) + ((G * C) / H) + I
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NOTE
There must be a one-to-one correspondence between left and right parentheses in an arithmetic expression.

Example

The result of an arithmetic expression depends on the precision of the result and the arithmetic operation that is
performed. The following example illustrates how Dataquery calculates the value for FLDX:

         FLDX (3.3) = ((2. + 3) * (4 + (5 / 6 + (7 - 8)))) + 9

The following table shows the hierarchy of operations, the part of the expression that is evaluated in each step, and the
result of that evaluation. In the Result column, the table shows the expression with the value from the just-completed step
replacing the part that was evaluated.

Step Part Result Comments

1 (7 - 8) -1 Dataquery evaluates the
innermost parenthetical
expression first.

FLDX (3.3) = ((2. + 3) * (4 + (5 / 6 + (-1)))) + 9

2 5 / 6 0.833 Dataquery evaluates the part
of the inner parenthetical
expression involving division,
since division has a higher
precedence than addition.

FLDX (3.3) = ((2. + 3) * (4 + (0.833 + (-1)))) + 9

3 (0.833 + (-1)) -.167 Dataquery uses the results
from the evaluation in Steps 1
and 2 to evaluate the second
innermost parenthetical
expression.

FLDX (3.3) = ((2. + 3) * (4 + (-.167))) + 9

4 (2 + 3) 5 The two remaining inner
parenthetical expressions both
involve addition and are at
the same level, so Dataquery
evaluates the left expression
first.

FLDX (3.3) = ((5) * (4 + (-.167))) + 9

5 (4 + (-.167)) 3.833 Dataquery evaluates the inner
parenthetical expression on the
right.

FLDX (3.3) = (5 * 3.833) + 9
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Step Part Result Comments

6 (5 * 3.833) 19.165 Dataquery completes the
evaluation of the multilevel
parenthetical expression
by multiplying the values in
parentheses of FLDX (3.3),
which designates the number of
digits Dataquery calculates on
either side of the decimal point.
The precision (3.3) indicates
that the value has three digits to
the left and right of the decimal
point.

FLDX (3.3) = 28.165

You can also define FLDX with precision different from (3.3), as in the following alternate formats:

 FLDX (7.5) = +0000028.16665

 FLDX (2.4) = +28.1665

 FLDX (2.0) = +28

        FLDX (1.0) = ***E3***  (Display indicates error because of overflow.)

Numeric Literal Syntax Diagram

You can set a temporary result to be a numeric value. This is often useful in performing calculations.

Syntax Diagram

To set the result to a numeric literal value, use the following syntax for the SET statement.

►►─ SET ─ result ─┬─────────┬─ =numeric-literal ──────────────────────────────►◄

                  └─ (n.d) ─┘

The following list explains the keywords.

result
Assigns a name to the new result. A result name can be up to 32 alphanumeric characters. The first character of
the name must be alphabetic.

(n.d)
Specifies the precision (the specific number of digits before and after the decimal) of the result, overriding the
default precision. (n.d) indicates that the result contains n integers and d decimals. The total of n + d cannot
exceed 18 digits.
For example, (9.2) specifies a result with nine integer positions and two decimal positions. The total number of
digits is 11.

numeric-literal
Assigns a numeric constant value to the result. A unary plus (+) or minus (-) sign can precede the value. A
numeric-literal can be up to 18 numbers (integers and decimals).

NOTE
If DECPT=COMMA in the System Option Table, the numeric literal must be enclosed in quotes. See
your Dataquery Administrator with any questions about system options.

Example
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The name assigned to a result can be used in subsequent statements, as shown in the following example.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-ORDERS-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT-PCT = .06

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISCOUNT-PCT

    SET DISCOUNT-COST (8.2) = NET-COST - DISCOUNT

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY

           UNIT-PRICE

           NET-COST

           DISCOUNT

        DISCOUNT-COST

Mathematical Functions in SET

Dataquery provides mathematical functions to help simplify certain arithmetic operations. Two basic types of functions
exist, standard and user-defined. Both types work with column values at the row level and not with a mixture of column
values and column totals.

Standard Functions

Dataquery provides the following standard functions for use in a SET statement of a query.

►►─┬─ MAX(arg1,arg2,...,argn) ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ MIN(arg1,arg2,...,argn) ─┤

   ├─ AVG(arg1,arg2,...,argn) ─┤

   └─ ABS(arg1) ───────────────┘

The following list describes the functions:

MAX(arg1,arg2,...,argn)
Returns the highest value of a list of arguments.

MIN(arg1,arg2,...,argn)
Returns the lowest value of a list of arguments.

AVG(arg1,arg2,...,argn)
Returns the average value of a list of arguments.

ABS(arg1)
Returns the absolute value of the argument.

The argument list in parentheses must immediately follow the function name with no intervening blanks. An argument can
be a literal value, numeric database column, or the result from a previous SET statement.

User-Defined Functions

If you need a specific mathematical function that Dataquery does not provide as a standard function, site management
can create a user-defined function (UDF) to meet your request.

Use the following syntax diagram for a user-defined function:
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►►─ UDF(arg1,arg2,...,argn) ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The first argument (arg1) is a numeric value that represents the number that is assigned to a mathematical function by
site management. For example, if 14 functions have been defined, arg1 could be 10 and the arguments arg2 through argn
would specify result names, column names, or values for numeric literals to be used in the function.

Example

This sample SET statement shows the use of a user-defined function as part of a calculation.

           SET A = (FLDB * FLDC) / AVG(X,Y,Z) + UDF(7,X,Y,Z)

In this example, 7 represents the number of the mathematical function, established by site management, that you will use.
X, Y and Z specify the result name, column name, or a numeric literal to be used in the mathematical function assigned to
7. The result A equals the result of the calculations that are performed in the UDF expression and the other expressions in
the SET statement.

Using Multiple SET Statements

The SET statement performs various arithmetic operations, allowing you to arrange calculations in several steps. In the
following example, a series of SET commands uses columns and numeric constants to define a group of simple equations.

 SET RATE (5.2) = 10.75

 SET VALUE (2.2) = 14.22

 SET INTRT (2.5) = 14.34721

 SET A (2.5) = AVG(14,9,6)

 SET B (6.0) = (-VALUE * 100)

 SET SUBTOT (4.5) = (INTRT + 7) / (-16)

 SET AMT (4.4) = (RATE / INTRT) + (.6392 * VALUE)

 SET SUM (4.4) = (RATE + A - B) + (SUBTOT + AMT / 5)

After each SET statement is calculated, its value can be used in the next calculation until the last result has been
evaluated. The following values represent the results that are obtained from these sample calculations.

  A = 09.66667

  B = -001422

  SUBTOT = -0001.33420

  AMT = 0009.8387

  SUM = 1443.0502

The final result SUM contains the value that is calculated from the last equation involving values from the other SET
statements. Such use of nested or connected SET statements gives you flexibility in performing calculations, especially
when the standard operators and functions are employed with user-defined functions.

SET Limitations

When constructing a SET statement, observe the following limitations:

• Only simple fields can be referenced in a SET statement.
• To determine how many SETs can be in a query, use the following formula:

(18 x Number of Tables Joined) + (Length of SORT key)

+ (17 x Number of SET Statements) + 6
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= (A Number That is Less Than 760)

• There is a maximum of 43 SETs for a query with a FIND on one table and no SORT statement.
• The Found Table record size (768) limits the number of combined SET statements and sort keys that can be used in a

query.
• SQL DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP cannot be used with DQL SET, SORT, and WITH.
• A numeric column whose value can be zero should not be used as a divisor in a SET statement or an arithmetic

expression.
• The maximum numeric precision is 18 digits.
• An arithmetic expression cannot have more than five levels of nested parentheses.
• A SET statement cannot have more than 10 levels of nested parentheses.

SORT Statements (DQL)
The SORT statement allows you to organize the rows selected with the FIND statement. You can include a SORT
statement in your query to list the selected rows in a specific order based on the values contained in selected columns.

With the SORT statement, you can order found set rows in ascending or descending order according to the contents of
one or more columns. In addition, you can specify multiple SORT control-columns to allow sequencing of a group within a
group; for example, you can sequence a group of customers by locale and then alphabetically by name within that locale.

You can designate control break columns in the SORT statement to cause columns designated for accumulation in
the PRINT statement to be subtotaled whenever a value in a control break column changes. You can only specify
accumulation of numeric columns in a PRINT statement. (See Designating Control Breaks for more information on
accumulation of columns. See Totals Syntax Diagram for more information on printing totals.)

The total length of the sort key cannot exceed 100 characters. The sort key length is equal to the sum of:

• Seventeen (17) for each temporary result named in the SORT statement
• The length of each database table column
• One (1) for each signed database table column

A SORT statement can use the following data types: NUM DEC, BIN, 1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, DBL MIXED, KANJI.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax Diagram

The following syntax diagram shows the keywords in a SORT statement.

►►─ SORT ─┬──────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────┬────────────────────►

          └─ BY ─┘ └─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┘ └─ ( ─┘

                                  └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬─ key-name ────┬─┬─────┬─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ column-name ─┤ └─ ) ─┘ └─┬─ UP ───┬─┘

   └─ result ──────┘           └─ DOWN ─┘

Repeat the parameters once for each SORT key or column name.

The following explains the keywords in the SORT statement.

BY
Used for readability only.
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table-name
Specifies the Datacom Datadictionary defined table name with which the specified control-column is associated.
When the column to be sorted is a temporary result from a SET statement, a table name should not be used since
the result is not associated with any table.
If the control-column to be sorted belongs to the table most recently named in the query, repeating the table name
is not necessary. However, if the control-column belongs to another table specified in the query, you must qualify
the control-column with the corresponding table name.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following chart describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

key-name
Represents the name of the key which Dataquery uses to sort the found set. When this is a key, it must be
contained within one of the tables specified in the FIND statement of the query. If a sort column is named UP,
ASC, ASCENDING, DOWN, DESC or DESCENDING, use an alias for the column in the SORT statement.
(An alias, or nickname, is assigned in Datacom Datadictionary to give an additional name to a column, key, or
table.) Parentheses enclosing a SORT key or column name designate a control break. See Designating Control
Breaks for more information.

column-name
Represents the name of the column which Dataquery uses to sort the found set. If named UP, ASC,
ASCENDING, DOWN, DESC or DESCENDING, use an alias for the column in the SORT statement. (An alias,
or nickname, is assigned in Datacom Datadictionary to give an additional name to a column, key, or table.)
Parentheses enclosing a SORT key or column name designate a control break. See Designating Control
Breaks for more information.

result
Represents the name of the result of a previous SET statement which Dataquery uses to sort the found set.

UP
Indicates to arrange the row collection in an ascending direction based on the value of the control-column. If
you do not specify the direction, Dataquery defaults to UP. You also can use the word ASCENDING or ASC to
represent this direction.

DOWN
Indicates to arrange the row collection in a descending direction based on the value of the control-column. You
also can use the word DESCENDING or DESC to indicate this direction.

 Sample 

The following query illustrates sorting in an ascending direction.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

        RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY ORD-ID UP

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY
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           UNIT-PRICE

           NET-COST

           DISCOUNT

 Output 

The following screen is sample output generated from executing this query.

 =>

01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1

16:52:32                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

   08811  O60005      0000003    00004.33    00000012.99   00002.12

   08811  C70006      0001293    00010.00    00001293.00   00015.34

   09031  C10006      0000011    00006.00    00000066.00   00003.99

   09722  A90011      0000302    00003.00    00000906.00   00012.00

   12810  O50006      0000100    00014.75    00001400.00   00005.23

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

 Sample 

The following query and output illustrates using SORT to order data in a descending direction.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY ORD-ID DOWN

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY

           UNIT-PRICE

           NET-COST

           DISCOUNT

 Output 

The following screen is sample output from executing the preceding query.

 =>

01/02/2010                  CA Dataquery                             PAGE 1
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16:52:32                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   12810  O50006      0000100    00014.75    00001400.00   00005.23

   09722  A90011      0000302    00003.00    00000906.00   00012.00

   09031  C10006      0000011    00006.00    00000066.00   00003.99

   08811  C70006      0001293    00010.00    00001293.00   00015.34

   08811  O60005      0000003    00004.33    00000012.99   00002.12

   08811  O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Sorting Groups Within Groups

To sort a group within a group, include additional sort control-columns. The data is sorted according to the order in which
the sort columns are specified.

 Sample 

For example, the SORT statement in the following sample specifies ORD-ID and SHIP-ID as the two sort
columns. Dataquery first sorts the ORD-ID data and then sorts by SHIP-ID within each order.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY ORD-ID AND SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

           SHIP-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY

           UNIT-PRICE

           NET-COST

           DISCOUNT

 Output 

The following sample output is generated from executing the preceding query.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                    PAGE 1

18:11:54                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT
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  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  00001    O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

   08811  00002    O70001      0000002    00010.00    00000020.00   00010.00

   09012  00007    C00006      0000100    00004.00    00000400.00   00002.00

   09013  00003    O50006      0000112    00100.00    00001112.00   00002.01

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED    <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Designating Control Breaks

When a column in a SORT statement is enclosed in parentheses, it becomes a control break. Whenever the value
contained in a control break column changes, a control break occurs.

 Purpose 

The primary use for control breaks is to specify when subtotals will be displayed for columns that have been designated
for accumulation in the PRINT statement and to trigger processing of special functions defined in the WHEN/DO clause.
(See Specifying Functions at Control Breaks for more information.) When the PRINT statement is executed, a subtotal
for each accumulation column is presented whenever the value changes in the control break. After all data has been
presented, a grand total appears as the last line of output.

You can also use control breaks to make reports easier reading. If the SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS options is
set to YES in your User Profile, the value contained in the control break is displayed only once on the screen. The value
appears on the first line in the column designated for the control break. The column remains blank until the value in the
control break changes.

You can designate up to ten control breaks in the SORT statement. Control breaks and ordinary columns can be freely
intermixed.

 Sample 

The following query illustrates the use of control breaks. The control break column is ORD-ID, which is enclosed in
parentheses in the SORT statement. Accumulation columns are not specified in this example.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

           SHIP-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY

           UNIT-PRICE
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           NET-COST

           DISCOUNT

 Sample 

The following screen illustrates the effect when the SUPPRESS DUPLICATE COLUMNS option is set to YES. The value
in the control break is presented only one time and the report column remains blank until the value in the control break
changes.

 Results with Suppress Duplicate Columns Set to YES 

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                    PAGE 1

16:59:12                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  00001    O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

          00002    O70001      0000002    00010.00    00000020.00   00002.33

   09012  00007    C00006      0000100    00004.00    00000400.00   00012.82

          00008    900006      0000100    00006.00    00000600.00   00002.82

          00007    070006      0000100    00010.00    00001000.00   00010.00

   09013  00008    O50006      0000112    00100.00    00001112.00   00002.01

   09014  00008    O50006      0000002    00100.00    00000200.00   00002.09

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

 Sample 

The following query illustrates the use of control breaks to present subtotals for columns designated as accumulation
columns in the PRINT statement. The accumulation column in this example is NET-COST and it is enclosed in
parentheses in the PRINT statement.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-ORDERS-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

           SHIP-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

           SHIP-QTY

           UNIT-PRICE

           (NET-COST)

           DISCOUNT
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 Output 

When the preceding query is executed, the screen displays a subtotal for NET-COST each time the value of ORD-ID
changes. The following screen shows the results of the query.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                   PAGE 1A

17:03:11                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  00001    O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   08982.75

          00002    O50006      0000010    00014.75    00000147.50   00002.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811

                                                    * 00003141.75

   09312  00012    O50006      0000100    00014.75    00001475.00   04432.75

          00015    O90001      0000010    00006.00    00000060.00   00012.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 09312

                                                    * 00001535.00

* GRAND TOTAL

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

After the word TOTAL, the name of the control break (ORD-ID) appears, followed by the value in the column. An asterisk
precedes the accumulated value for the subtotal.

The last line of output presented is a total for the accumulated columns. The total is designated by * GRAND TOTAL and
an asterisk preceding the accumulated value.

SORT Limitations

Following are important considerations to observe when constructing SORT statements.

• Ten control breaks in a SORT statement is the maximum allowed.
• The total length of columns/keys used in a SORT statement cannot exceed 100 characters. (An extra character is

added for each signed numeric column.)
• SQL DATE, TIME and TIMESTAMP cannot be used with DQL SET, SORT and WITH.

UPDATE Statement (DQL)
You need special authorization to use the UPDATE statement in a query to add data to the database. See
your Dataquery Administrator for authorization and see Messages.

UPDATE/INSERT/ERASE Limitations

Observe the following important limitations when constructing an UPDATE, INSERT, or ERASE query.
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• An UPDATE or ERASE query cannot contain a RELATED BY clause.
• Columns that are greater than 240 characters in length cannot be used in a WITH clause or in a SET statement in an

INSERT or UPDATE query.

WHEN/DO Statements (DQL)
The WHEN/DO statement specifies when a mathematical function or page break is to be performed and what column will
be the object of the mathematical function.

Since only one PRINT statement can be present in the query, the PRINT statement must be completed before the WHEN/
DO statement is given. There can be multiple WHEN statements in the query, and there may be multiple DO statements
for any WHEN statement.

You can perform mathematical functions when a control break occurs, or at the end of the report. Mathematical functions
which you can specify in the DO statement are AVG, CNT, MAX, MIN, and SUM. See Designating Control Breaks for
more information.

A DO statement can use the following data types: CHAR NUM, DEC, BIN, FLOAT-PT SHRT, FLOAT-PT LONG, EXT, 1/2
BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, DBL MIXED, KANJI.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax Diagram

The following diagram shows the syntax of a WHEN/DO statement.

►►─ WHEN ─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─ named-control-break ───────────────────►

                       └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ DO ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ BREAKS ───┤

   └─ FINISHED ─┘

 ►─┬─ PAGE-BREAK ─┤ more-choices ├ ─────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─┬───────────────────┬─ function ─┤ more-choices ├ ─┘

     └─ 'report-legend' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

 Expansion of more-choices 

├──┬─ 'table-name ─┬────────────┬─ 'column-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┤

   │               └─ (status) ─┘                │

   └─ result-name ───────────────────────────────┘

Repeat WHEN statement once for each function or page break wanted. Multiple DO statements may be used with one
WHEN statement.

To simplify discussion, we present the options of the WHEN/DO statement in the following sections.

Mathematical functions at control breaks
Section Specifying Functions at Control Breaks

Mathematical functions at the end of report
Section End of Report
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Specifying page breaks in the output
Section Page Break

Multiple DO clauses
Section Specifying Multiple DO Statements

Specifying Functions at Control Breaks

You can have Dataquery perform a calculation at control breaks and print the result on the report, along with a legend.

 Syntax Diagram 

The syntax for specifying a mathematical function at a control break is:

►►─ WHEN ─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─ named-control-break ───────────────────►

                       └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─ DO ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ├─ BREAKS ───┤

   └─ FINISHED ─┘

 ►─┬─ PAGE-BREAK ─┤ more-choices ├ ─────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─┬───────────────────┬─ function ─┤ more-choices ├ ─┘

     └─ 'report-legend' ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

 Expansion of more-choices 

├──┬─ 'table-name ─┬────────────┬─ 'column-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┤

   │               └─ (status) ─┘                │

   └─ result-name ───────────────────────────────┘

Repeat WHEN statement once for each function or page break wanted. Multiple DO statements may be used with one
WHEN statement.

The following explains the previous syntax diagram for WHEN/DO statements.

table-name
Refers to the specific table which contains the designated column or key which follows. It is not needed if it is the
same as the most recently named table in the query.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

named-control-break
Specifies the name of a column or key which was designated as a control-break in a SORT statement.

BREAKS
Used only for readability.
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'report-legend'
Specifies a legend to be printed beside the results of the function calculation. Can be up to 64 characters in
length. It can contain a heading substitution string which will result in the value of the column being substituted in
the legend at the indicated place when it is printed. It must be enclosed in single apostrophes. If no report legend
is given, the default will be the function followed by the name of the function column.
Note: Select the System Profile Help Topic from the List of Help Topics panel (HELP command) to determine
what heading substitution string is used at your site. && is the default provided by Broadcom.

function
Specifies the function to be performed. The following chart describes each function you can perform and the entry
for your query:

 Function  Entry  At Designated Control Break: 

Average AVG Averages the values for the specified
numeric column.
 

Count CNT Counts the number of occurrences of the
specified column.
 

Maximum MAX Finds the maximum value for the specified
numeric column.
 

Minimum MIN Finds the minimum value for the specified
numeric column.
 

Sum SUM Sums the values for the specified numeric
column.

PAGE-BREAK
Specifies that Dataquery should start a new page or a new screen when the value of the control break changes.
(WHEN/DO PAGE-BREAK does not operate with totals-only.)

column-name
Specifies the name of the column on which to perform the specified function. The named column must be defined
in Datacom Datadictionary as a valid numeric type, which includes floating-point types.
Also, a column can be one occurrence within a repeating field. If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which
occurrence is to be used. A typical subscript looks like this:
SALES-RESULTS (5,2)

result-name
Specifies the name of the temporary result on which to perform the specified function.

PICTURE
(Optional) Specifies that the data should be formatted according to the edit pattern specified next.

'edit-pattern'
A series of characters that specify how you want the data to be formatted. See PICTURE Clause (DQL).

 Sample 

The following query illustrates a mathematical function performed at a control break.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE
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    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND CAI-ORDERS-REC SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

                              SHIP-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                              SHIP-QTY

                              UNIT-PRICE

                              (NET-COST)

                              DISCOUNT

    WHEN CAI-SLSHST-REC ORD-ID BREAKS

    DO MAX CAI-SLSHST-REC UNIT-PRICE

 Output 

The following sample output is generated by the preceding query.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                    PAGE 1

17:21:16                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  00001    O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

          00002    O50006      0000010    00014.75    00000147.50   00002.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811

                                                    * 00003141.75

  MAXIMUM UNIT-PRICE    14.75

   09312  00012    O50006      0000100    00014.75    00001475.00   00010.00

          00015    O90001      0000010    00090.00    00000900.00   00002.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811

                                                    * 00001375.00

  MAXIMUM UNIT-PRICE    90.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                                                    * 00079923.76

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED     <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

End of Report

You can specify that a mathematical function be performed at the end of a report.

 Syntax Diagram 

The syntax for specifying a mathematical function when the report is finished is:

►►─ WHEN FINISHED DO ─┬───────────────────┬─ function ────────────────────────►

                      └─ 'report-legend' ─┘

 ►─┬─ 'table-name ─┬────────────┬─ 'column-name ─┬────────────────────────────►

   │               └─ (status) ─┘                │

   └─ result-name ───────────────────────────────┘
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 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat WHEN statement once for each function or page break wanted. Multiple DO statements may be used with one
WHEN statement.

The following explains the preceding WHEN/DO statement format.

FINISHED
Refers to end of report and implies grand totals on sums and overall averages, maximums, and minimums.

'report-legend'
Specifies a legend to be printed beside the results of the function calculation. Can be up to 64 characters in
length. It must be enclosed in single apostrophes. If no report legend is given, the default will be the function
followed by the name of the function column.

NOTE
Do not use the heading substitution string in a legend for an end-of-report function.

function
Specifies the function to be performed. The following describes each function you can perform and the entry in
your query.
AVG

Averages the values for the specified numeric column.
CNT

Counts the number of occurrences of the specified column.
MAX

Finds the maximum value for the specified numeric column.
MIN

Finds the minimum value for the specified numeric column.
SUM

Sums the values for the specified numeric column.
table-name

Refers to the specific table which contains the designated column or key which follows. It is not needed if it is the
same as the most recently named table in the query.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

column-name
Specifies the name of the column on which the function is to be performed. Also, a column can be one occurrence
within a repeating field. If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which occurrence is to be used.

result-name
Specifies the name of the temporary result on which the function is to be performed.

PICTURE
(Optional) Specifies that the data should be formatted according to the edit pattern specified next.
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'edit-pattern'
A series of characters that specify how you want the data to be formatted. See PICTURE Clause (DQL).

 Example 

The following query illustrates a mathematical function performed at the end of the report.

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 100

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND CAI-ORDERS-REC SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

                              SHIP-ID

          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                              SHIP-QTY

                              UNIT-PRICE

                              (NET-COST)

                              DISCOUNT

    WHEN FINISHED     DO SUM SHIP-QTY

 Output 

The following screen is sample output generated from executing the preceding query.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                    PAGE 1

17:36:57                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   08811  00001    O50006      0000203    00014.75    00002994.25   00010.00

          00002    O50006      0000010    00014.75    00000147.50   00002.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811

                                                    * 00003141.75

   09312  00012    O50006      0000100    00014.75    00001475.00   00002.75

          00015    O90001      0000010    00090.00    00000900.00   00002.75

  TOTAL ORD-ID 08811

                                                    * 00001375.00

* GRAND TOTAL

                                                    * 00004516.75

  SUM SHIP-QTY  0000323

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED      <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

Page Break

In addition to performing mathematical functions on a control break, you can also specify a page break. This option allows
you to start report output related to a specified control break on a new page.
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 Syntax Diagram 

The syntax for specifying a page break at a control break is:

►►─ WHEN ─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─ named-control-breakBREAKS ─────────────►

                       └─ (status) ─┘

 ►─ DO PAGE-BREAK ─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                   └─ PICture 'edit-pattern' ─┘

Repeat WHEN statement once for each function or page break wanted. Multiple DO statements may be used with one
WHEN statement.

The following explains the preceding format.

table-name
Refers to the specific table which contains the designated column or key which follows. It is not needed if it is the
same as the most recently named table in the query.

(status)
(Optional) If authorized, use to specify a Datacom Datadictionary definition of a table that is being tested by
programmers responsible for its maintenance. If the FIND or COUNT statement specifies a TEST status for a
table, all subsequent statements in the same query reference the same status and version of the table, unless a
different status is specified. The following describes each status you can specify.

NOTE
The status must be enclosed in parentheses, and there must be no spaces between the table name and
the left parenthesis.

named-control-break
Specifies the name of a column or key which was designated as a control-break in a SORT statement.

BREAKS
Used only for readability.

PAGE-BREAK
You can have Dataquery start a new page or new screen every time the value in a specific control break changes.
(WHEN/DO PAGE-BREAK does not operate with totals-only.)

PICTURE
(Optional) Specifies that the data should be formatted according to the edit pattern specified next.

'edit-pattern'
A series of characters that specify how you want the data to be formatted. See PICTURE Clause (DQL).

Specifying Multiple DO Statements

The following query illustrates multiple DO statements for a single WHEN statement. The multiple DO statements perform
mathematical functions and a page break when a control break is encountered during execution.

 Sample 

    FIND 10 CAI-SLSHST-REC ROWS

        WITH SHIP-QTY > 0

      RELATED BY SLMN-ID TO CAI-ORDERS-REC

    SET NET-COST (8.2) = CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY * UNIT-PRICE

    SET DISCOUNT (5.2) = NET-COST * DISC-PCT

    SORT CAI-SLSHST-REC BY (ORD-ID) AND CAI-ORDERS-REC SHIP-ID

    PRINT FROM CAI-ORDERS-REC ORD-ID

                              SHIP-ID
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          FROM CAI-SLSHST-REC ITM-ID

                              SHIP-QTY

                              UNIT-PRICE

                              (NET-COST)

                              DISCOUNT

    WHEN CAI-SLSHST-REC ORD-ID BREAKS

    DO MAX UNIT-PRICE

    DO SUM CAI-SLSHST-REC SHIP-QTY

    DO PAGE-BREAK

 Output 

This screen is the first page of sample output generated from executing this query.

 Sample (Continued) 

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                    PAGE 1

18:21:32                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   07333  00001    O10001      0000006    00998.50    00005991.00   00010.00

          00002    O30012      0000001    01000.00    00001000.00   00003.00

  TOTAL ORD-ID 07333

                                                    * 00006991.00

  MAXIMUM UNIT-PRICE  01000.00

  SUM SHIP-QTY  0000007

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED      <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

 Sample (Continued) 

This screen is a later page of sample output for the preceding example.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                   PAGE 3A

18:21:32                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST   DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  -------------  ---------

   09311  00001    C10001      0000023    00021.00    00000483.00   00032.00

  TOTAL ORD-ID 09311

                                                    * 00000483.00
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  MAXIMUM UNIT-PRICE  00021.00

  SUM SHIP-QTY  0000023

 -------------------------------- MORE .... ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED      <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

 Sample (Continued) 

This screen is the last page of output for the preceding example.

 =>

01/02/2010                           CA Dataquery                   PAGE 5A

18:21:32                                                                  DETAIL

  ORD-ID  SHIP-ID  ITM-ID      SHIP-QTY  UNIT-PRICE       NET-COST DISCOUNT

  ------  -------  ----------  --------  ----------  ------------- --------

* GRAND TOTAL

                                                    * 00056053.40

 -------------------------------- LAST PAGE ---------------------------------

 <PF1>  HELP         <PF2>  RETURN       <PF3>  TOTALS ONLY     <PF4>  DETAIL

 <PF5>  NO TOTALS    <PF6>  STATS        <PF7>  BACKWARD        <PF8>  FORWARD

 <PF9> NOT USED      <PF10> NOT USED      <PF11> LEFT            <PF12> RIGHT

WHEN/DO Limitations

The following is an important limitation to observe when constructing a WHEN/DO statement.

• Legends in DO statements cannot exceed 64 characters.

WITH Clauses (DQL)
Learn how to use WITH clauses to apply selection criteria to the selection of rows for the active found set in DQL for
Dataquery. Learn about multiple WITH clauses, WITH clause operators, evaluation of logical expressions, and limitationso
of WITH.

Use WITH clauses to apply selection criteria to the selection of rows for the active found set. WITH clauses can be added
to FIND statements and/or relationship clauses to qualify rows from any table read by the query for selection. Their use
can improve performance. A WITH clause contains selection criteria stating the characteristics a row must have to qualify
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for selection. The selection criteria are expressed as one or more logical expressions that Dataquery evaluates during the
selection process. See Multiple WITH Clauses for more information about multiple WITH clauses.

WITH clauses can use the following data types: CHAR, NUM, DEC, BIN, 1/2 BIN, FUL BIN, DBL CHAR, KANJI.

Syntax Diagrams

The following diagrams show the use of a WITH clause in a FIND statement and in a RELATED BY clause.

►►─ FIND ─┬─────────┬─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬─┬────────┬───────►

          └─ COUNT ─┘              └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘ └─ WITH ─┘

 ►─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ─ operand2 ─┬───────────┬──────────────────►◄

                                               └─┬─ AND ─┬─┘

                                                 └─ OR ──┘

Additional comparison expressions may be added using AND and OR, as in the following examples:

• FIND all personnel rows
• WITH name-column = smith
• AND city-column = dallas
• OR city-column = houston

►►─ FIND ─┬─────────┬─ table-name ─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬─ RELATED ────────►

          └─ COUNT ─┘              └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘

 ►─┬──────┬─ key-name ─┬───────┬─┬──────┬─┬─────────┬─ table-name ────────────►

   └─ BY ─┘            └─ KEY ─┘ └─ TO ─┘ └─ FIRST ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬───────┬─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ───────►

   └─ (status) ─┘ └─ ROW ─┘ └─ WITH ─┘

 ►─ operand2 ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              └─┬─ AND ─┬─┘

                └─ OR ──┘

Additional comparison expressions may be added using AND and OR, as in the following examples:

• FIND all personnel ROWS
• WITH dept-column = sales
• RELATED BY social-security-column TO payroll
• WITH payroll street-column NOT CONTAINING 'p.o.'
• OR 'box'

NOTE
A series of values following an EQ (=) or NE (,=) cannot be separated with AND or OR. For example:
Right:

WITH FIELDA = 'TX' 'CA' 'NY' or

WITH FIELDA NE 'TX' 'CA' 'NY'Wrong:

WITH FIELDA NE 'TX' and 'CA' and 'NY'

Only the keywords for the WITH clause are described in the following sections. See FIND Statement (DQL) for a
description of the FIND statement and Relationship Clauses (DQL) for a description of relationship clauses.

Further information appears in Multiple WITH Clauses and Evaluation of Logical Expressions.
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WITH Clause Operand1
►►─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ─ operand2 ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH ─┘

Operand1 in the WITH clause diagram represents any valid column or key contained in the specified table or an arithmetic
expression enclosed in parentheses.

Dataquery evaluates the specified name as a column first, then as a key if no column with that name is found. Dataquery
compares the column, key or arithmetic expression to the value of operand2. See Evaluation of Arithmetic Expressions for
more information about how Dataquery processes these expressions. In comparing columns, Dataquery compares data
types. In comparing keys, Dataquery only performs logical compares.

Columns and Keys Operand1 can be any valid column or key, including a character column, a numeric column, a key, or a
repeating field.

Key Name: If either operand1 or operand2 is a key and the other is a column, the key can contain only one column, but
it must be a character column.

Repeating Fields: A column can be one occurrence within a repeating field. If that is the case, use subscripts to identify which
occurrence is to be used. A typical subscript looks like this:
SALES-RESULTS (5,2)

Table Names: When operand1 and operand2 represent values in two different tables, prefix one or both with table names
and use a period between the table name and column name. Do not use a table name if operand1 is an
arithmetic expression.

Numeric Column: If operand1 of a WITH clause is a single numeric column, its comparison with operand2 is based on the
decimal precision of operand1.

Arithmetic Expressions

If you are using an arithmetic expression to represent operand1, you must enclose the expression within parentheses. In
addition, you can have multiple expressions within the parentheses. However, an arithmetic expression cannot contain
any mathematical functions (MAX, AVG, and so forth).

The following is a sample WITH clause with operand1 as an arithmetic expression.
►►─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ─ operand2 ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH ─┘

If operand1 is an arithmetic expression, such as (FLD/A + FLD/B) the comparison is based on the precision of the object
after the number is rounded. For example, assume that the value of FLD/A is .41 and the value of FLD/B is 0. If the WITH
clause is
WITH FLD/A = 0.00

the WITH clause evaluates false.

If the WITH clause is
WITH (FLD/A + FLD/B) = 0

the WITH clause evaluates true, because the .41 result of operand1 expression rounds to 0. If the object were specified
as 0.00, no row would be found. Rounding is not required and 0.41 does not equal 0.00.

WITH Clause Comparison Operators
►►─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ─ operand2 ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH ─┘

Comparison-operator in the preceding diagram indicates the type of comparison to be performed between operand1 and
operand2. The following list shows the operators that you can use in a WITH clause, provides alternate entries (if they
exist), describes the operators, and gives examples of how to use the operators.
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EQUAL
EQ, =

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 equals the value of operand2.
WITH STATE EQUAL 'TX'

In addition, you can use THRU with the EQUAL operation to specify a range of values for a numeric column.
WITH YTD-SALES = 1000 THRU 2000

You can include a series of values for operand2 in a list fashion using the operator EQUAL.
WITH STATE = 'TX','NY', 'CA'

NOT EQUAL
NE, ,=

Dataquery selects only those rows for which operand1 is not equal to the value of operand2.
WITH STATE NE 'TX','NY', 'CA'

GREATER THAN
GT, >

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 is greater than the value of operand2
WITH YTD-SALES GT 1000

GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO
GTE

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 is greater than or equal to the value of
operand2.
WITH YTD-SALES GTE 1000

LESS THAN
LT, <

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 is less than the value of operand2.
WITH YTD-SALES LT 1000

LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
LTE

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 is less than or equal to the value of operand2.
WITH YTD-SALES LTE 1000

CONTAINING
(none)

Dataquery selects only those rows for which the value of operand1 contains the value of operand2 in any position
of operand1. The operand2 value must be a literal. This instructs Dataquery to select only those rows which
contain the literal.
WITH CITY CONTAINING 'DA'

NOT
,

Dataquery selects all rows for which the value of operand1 does not compare with value for operand2. You can
use NOT with any of the operators listed preceding except NOT EQUAL.
WITH YTD-SALES NOT LT 1000

WITH Clause Operand2
►►─┬────────┬─ operand1 ─ comparison-operator ─ operand2 ─────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH ─┘

Explanation
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Use one of the following as Operand2 of a WITH clause, depending on its compatibility with operand1 or with a particular
operator.

• A Datacom Datadictionary name of a column in the last table named
• A Datacom Datadictionary name of a key in the last table named
• A literal value
• The word null (meaning empty)

Dataquery evaluates the name specified for operand2 as a key first, then as a column if no key is found with that name.
If a key or column is named, Dataquery compares the contents of the column to operand1. If a literal value or null is
specified, that value is compared to operand1. The value of the column, key, or literal must be structured the same as the
value for operand1.

NOTE
Do not use the operator CONTAINING if operand2 is a column or key.

Columns and Keys

See Columns and Keys for detailed information about columns and keys in a WITH clause.

Literal Value

If operand1 is a character column, the literal value for operand2 can contain any alphabetic or numeric character. If the
literal value is not a number, it must be enclosed within apostrophes ('). The length of the literal cannot exceed the length
of operand1. If the length of the literal is smaller, Dataquery adjusts the value to make the length of the literal the same as
operand1 by padding with blanks to the right, the same as operand1.

If operand1 is a numeric column, the literal must contain numeric characters, which do not exceed the length of operand1,
and a decimal point. The literal should not be enclosed within apostrophes ('). You can indicate a negative value by
prefixing the literal with a minus sign (-).

If operand1 is a single-column key, the literal must conform to the structure of the column in the key and must be enclosed
within apostrophes (').

Also, you can use literal masking to compare only portions of operand1 and operand2 to each other.

If operand1 is a multi-column or compound key, you can specify a literal value for each key column; however, if you
specify only one value, Dataquery compares the literal value to the high-order column in the key. If you do specify a literal
value for each key column, delimiters must separate each value. The entire literal must be enclosed within apostrophes
('). The following is a sample diagram for a literal for a multi-column key.

NOTE
A delimiter can be any character except a blank, the literal masking character, a dollar sign ($), a hyphen (-), the
decimal point character, an apostrophe ('), a letter (a-z), a number from 0 to 9, the Kanji shift in character, or the
Kanji shift out character.

'/lit1/lit2/lit3/'

Literal Masking

You can use a literal value which specifies that only certain positions within a column are to be compared. This is called
literal masking. A literal mask designates a set of characters which Dataquery compares position by position to the value
of operand1. In those positions which you do not want to specify a character, use the literal masking character.

If the column is numeric, only numeric characters other than the literal masking character can be specified in the literal.
Unsigned, zoned, decimal columns and signed or unsigned, packed decimal columns can be masked. Do not include
decimal points, dollar signs or minus signs in the literal. You can specify up to 15 literal values per WITH clause.

NOTE
Select the System Profile topic from the List of Help Topics panel (HELP) command to see which character has
been designated as the Literal Masking character at your site. The default is the pound sign (#).
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For example, if operand1 is a five-character column, and you want to select all the rows which have a C in the second
position of its value, you can specify the following literal mask:

'#C#'

In this example, the pound sign is a literal masking character.

Notice that the literal does not contain five characters. Whenever the (#) appears as the last position of the mask,
Dataquery assumes the special character fills the other positions to the proper length of the column.

Multiple WITH Clauses

A WITH clause can contain multiple logical expressions joined by AND or OR. Dataquery selects the data meeting the
conditions stated in each expression of the WITH clause.

If expressions within the WITH clause are joined by AND, Dataquery retrieves data which matches all of the stated
expressions. If expressions within the WITH clause are joined by OR, Dataquery retrieves data which matches at least
one of the stated expressions.

Example Using AND in a WITH Clause

The following example illustrates the use of AND in a WITH clause.
    FIND 10 CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

         WITH STATE = 'TX' AND

              CITY = 'DALLAS' AND

              PH-EXCH = '248'

The result of this FIND statement is a set of 10 customer rows for customers located in Dallas, Texas, and within the 248
phone exchange.

Example of WITH Clause Containing Expressions Joined by OR

In the following example, a WITH clause contains expressions joined by OR.
    FIND ALL CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

         WITH CITY = 'DALLAS' OR

              AREA-CD = '214'

When you execute this FIND statement, Dataquery selects all the customer rows for Dallas or customers who are located
within the area code 214.

You can group logical expressions together within parentheses to change the standard order of evaluation. Dataquery
evaluates expressions within parentheses before any other expressions. You can specify up to five levels of parentheses
in a FIND statement.

If NOT precedes an entire WITH clause contained within parentheses, it reverses the meaning of the operators within the
parentheses. However, if more WITH clauses follow the parentheses, the NOT operator does not negate them.

Example of Using NOT

The following two examples illustrate the use of NOT. In the first example, Dataquery selects those customer rows which
do not have a state address of TX, NY or CA.
    FIND 10 CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

         WITH STATE NOT ='TX' 'NY' 'CA'

In the example below, Dataquery selects those personnel rows which do not have a state address of TX, NY, or CA, but
do have a city address which contains DA.
    FIND 10 CAI-CUST-REC ROWS

          WITH STATE NOT = 'TX ' 'NY' 'CA'

          AND CITY CONTAINING 'DA'
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Evaluation of Logical Expressions

Dataquery evaluates logical expressions in the following order:

1. Expressions contained within parentheses
2. Expressions within parentheses preceded by NOT
3. Expressions joined with AND
4. Expressions joined with OR

The following list describes how Dataquery evaluates logical expressions which contain parentheses or NOT.
EXPR1 AND

EXPR2 AND EXPR3
Dataquery selects only those rows which meet the criteria specified in all three expressions.

EXPR1 AND
(EXPR2 OR EXPR3)

Dataquery selects only those rows which meet the criteria in EXPR1 and the criteria in either EXPR2 or
EXPR3.

(EXPR1 AND
EXPR2) OR EXPR3

Dataquery selects only those rows which meet the criteria stated in both EXPR1 and EXPR2 or just the
criteria stated in EXPR3.

NOT (EXPR1 AND
EXPR2) AND EXPR3

Dataquery selects only those rows which do not meet the criteria specified in either EXPR1 or EXPR2, but
do meet the criteria in EXPR3.

If you do not use parentheses to group your logical expressions, Dataquery will evaluate expressions joined by AND first.
For example,
EXPR1 AND EXPR2 OR EXPR3

is equivalent to
(EXPR1 AND EXPR2) OR EXPR3

WITH Limitations

Following are important limitations to observe in constructing WITH clauses.

• Two columns or keys that are not the same type cannot be compared.
• Columns that are greater than 240 characters in length cannot be used in a WITH clause or in a SET statement in an

INSERT or UPDATE query.
• The maximum number of literal values per WITH statement is 15.
• Columns used in a WITH clause as part of an arithmetic expression cannot be qualified.
• The maximum number of OR entries in a WITH statement is 15. (That is, a maximum of 14 ORs are allowed.)
• Values following an EQ (=) or NE (,=) cannot be separated by AND or OR.
• SQL DATE, TIME and TIMESTAMP cannot be used with DQL SET, SORT and WITH.
• A numeric column whose value can be zero should not be used as a divisor in a SET statement or an arithmetic

expression.
• The maximum numeric precision is 18 digits.
• An arithmetic expression cannot have more than five levels of nested parentheses.

SQL Statements for Dataquery
Whether you build your queries using Guided Query or the CREATE function, your query uses the same SQL clauses.
These clauses instruct Dataquery to search a table, limit the search, join one or more tables to the first table, group data,
sort the data for presentation, and perform mathematical functions.

Dataquery SQL queries are English-like clauses whose keywords are SELECT, FROM, WHERE, HAVING, GROUP BY,
and ORDER BY. These clauses together form an SQL SELECT statement. The UNION keyword can be used to combine
SELECT statements. Also, SQL clauses can use the same basic elements, like expressions and search conditions.
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NOTE
Only one SQL command is allowed per query.

Topics discussed on this page include:

SQL Mode Limitations

Review the following limitations when using Dataquery in SQL Mode.

• The sum of the lengths of all the columns in an SQL query cannot exceed the DQESIZE parameter in the System
Option Table.

• An SQL query report cannot be formatted until the SQL query is validated.
• SQL language verbs cannot be translated.
• The CANCEL FIND function cannot be used to cancel an SQL query.
• A joined view cannot be updated.
• The number of tables/views in a single query cannot exceed 10.
• Terms cannot be used.
• The length of an authorization ID cannot exceed 18 characters.
• An internal table may be exceeded if excessive amounts of the following (or combination of the following) have been

specified in a query:
– Number of columns selected in a query
– Number of alternate headings in a report format
– Number of control breaks in a report format
– Number of column functions in a report format
– Number of long literals specified for column values in an insert query

• Only one SQL command is allowed per query.

SQL Keywords Summary

The following chart summarizes the SQL keywords used most often in queries. The keywords appear on the chart in the
order in which they are used in an SQL query or dialog.

Keyword: Operand: Explanation:

SELECT selection-list Starts an SQL query or dialog. Specifies
the data to be retrieved. The items in
a selection list can be: column names,
mathematical functions, arithmetic
expressions, and literal constants.

FROM table-names Identifies the table or tables where data can
be found.

WHERE predicate Tests each row in the named tables. If the
result of the test is true, the row is selected.
A predicate can be a comparison or a
special search condition.

GROUP BY column-names Arranges data in groups. Usually used
when needed for applying functions (like
SUM) to groups of data.

HAVING predicate Used with GROUP BY to retrieve rows
whose groups meet the search condition.
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ORDER BY select-list-items Lists column names to specify the order
in which data is to be presented. Columns
listed must be in the SELECT clause.
Ascending order is the default but DESC
(descending) can be specified.

Other Acceptable SQL Keywords

Additional SQL keywords can also be submitted with Dataquery. You must have special authorization from your
Dataquery Administrator to use these keywords in Dataquery.

Data definition authorization allows you to use:

• ALTER
• CREATE INDEX
• CREATE SYNONYM
• CREATE TABLE
• CREATE VIEW
• COMMENT ON
• DROP
• GRANT
• REVOKE

Data maintenance authorization allows you to use:

• DELETE
• INSERT
• UPDATE

ALTER TABLE Statement (DQ)
The ALTER TABLE statement is a Datacom/DB extension. ALTER TABLE allows you to alter a table definition without
having to reload manually. You may change the table's column definition and/or the table's constraints. You may make
only one change to a column in an ALTER TABLE statement.

You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP tables to view information about constraints. You can then
use ALTER TABLE to drop the constraint or modify the constraint's selection criteria.

When a table is altered, the prepared statements in plans that reference the table are marked non-executable until
rebound. An attempt to execute these statements invokes automatic rebind. Depending on the change, the rebind may be
successful and require no manual intervention. But if the plans containing referencing statements are currently executing
or binding, the ALTER request is aborted. This is always the case when the plan containing the ALTER statement
references the table, because this is an attempt to invalidate its own plan and is not allowed.

A Relationship Report can tell you what plans are dependent on a table.

The ALTER TABLE statement causes the CONSTRAINT attribute-value to be marked A (for ALTERED) for all TEST and
HISTory versions of the Datacom Datadictionary definition. The next time you try to copy that definition from TEST to
PRODuction status, Datacom Datadictionary issues an ALT DSF return code that indicates it cannot be copied because
the PROD version has been altered.

The table must be at least half empty before alteration, if using the ALTER TABLE statement causes a table's rows to be
reformatted (adding, dropping, or modifying columns). But the table must be more than half empty before alteration (that
is, less than half full) if the adding, dropping, or modifying of columns causes the size of the table's rows to grow. 
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Issuing an ALTER TABLE statement involves a process that:

1. Copies the contents of the table to the Temporary Table Manager (TTM),
2. Changes the definition of the table, and then
3. Copies the reformatted rows back to the table.

However, a check is made before this operation begins to see if enough space is available in the TTM, and if the
answer is no, SQL code -561 (SQLSTATE 57S05) is generated: TTM TOO SMALL - SEE ERROR ACTION FOR
SUGGESTION. In response to this message you could make the TTM larger, but it can take a long time to perform that
operation if there are many rows in the table. Therefore, instead of making the TTM larger consider doing the following:

1. Copy the rows to an external file using the EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY.
2. Convert the rows yourself.
3. For single table areas, do a null LOAD. For multi-table areas, do a REPLACE on the specific table.
4. Perform the ALTER of the empty table.
5. For single table areas, LOAD the converted table. For multi-table areas, do a REPLACE using the converted data.

NOTE
 Be aware that because the TTM space check is made at the beginning of the process, there is the possibility
that other tasks could use some space and the TTM still become full even if the -561 SQL code was not initially
received.

When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an ALTER TABLE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that tells you no
maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

NOTE
 If you are using Datacom/DB as part of the Datacom/AD environment, you cannot use the ALTER TABLE
statement. With regard to table partitioning, ALTER statements may not be issued against a table which is
partitioned nor against a partition. An SQL integrity constraint cannot reference a partitioned table, nor a partition
of a partitioned table. That is to say, constraints and partitioned tables are mutually exclusive.  

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

ALTER TABLE YES YES YES

NOTE

 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the ALTER TABLE statement:

►►─ ALTER TABLEtable-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ ADD ─┬─ column definition ───────────┬────────────────┬─┴─────────────►◄

     │       └─ table constraint definition ─┘                │

     ├─ DROP ─┬─ CONSTRAINT ─ constraint-name ──┬─────────────┤

     │        ├─ column-name ───────────────────┤             │

     │        ├─ PRIMARY KEY ───────────────────┤             │

     │        └─ FOREIGN KEY ─ constraint-name ─┘             │
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     ├─ MODIFY ─ column-name ─┬─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┬─┤

     │                        │           ├─ NULL ────────┤ │ │

     │                        │           ├─ USER ────────┤ │ │

     │                        │           └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘ │ │

     │                        └─ datatype ──────────────────┘ │

     └─ RENAME ─ column-name ─ TO ─ column-name ──────────────┘

table-name
Specify the name of the table you want to alter. The table-name must identify a table described in the Datacom
Datadictionary, but not a Datacom Datadictionary table.

ADD
Allows you to add column definitions or table constraint definitions.

WARNING
Constraints should not be added to an open table. If a constraint (CHECK, FOREIGN KEY, or PRIMARY
KEY) is added to a table which previously had no constraints, the constraint is not be enforced in
programs which opened the table before the execution of the ALTER TABLE statement. Should this
occur, the program should close and reopen the table to activate constraint enforcement for that table.
(This caution only applies to record-at-a-time programs referencing tables to which the constraint was
added.)

When you use the ALTER TABLE statement to add domain or foreign key constraint(s) to a table, they are
added to the Schema Information Tables (SIT) in check pending status. The CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY
is then called to validate existing data against the added constraint(s). Previous existing foreign key(s) are
not revalidated. If a violation is found, Datacom/DB issues an SQL warning message and changes the table's
Directory (CXX) status to prevent access to the table's rows.

NOTE
You must CONFIRM tables in the following order, from referenced-to-referencing, or parent-to-child, that
is to say, the referenced table cannot be in check pending status. For example, if there is a foreign key
from a REMARKS table to a LINE_ITEM table on PO_Nbr and Line_Item_Nbr, and the LINE_ITEM table
has a foreign key that references the PO table on PO_Nbr, the PO table must be loaded first, then the
LINE_ITEM table can be confirmed, then the REMARKS table can be confirmed. Therefore, the confirm
order would be: from PO table to LINE_ITEM table to REMARKS table.

If violations are found, with the table in check pending status you can do one of two things:

1. You can execute the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to delete the row(s) in error and optionally write them to
an exception table for further action. To identify the violated constraint(s), after writing the row(s) in error to an
exception table you can write a program to read those row(s) and attempt to insert them back into the original
table so that the violated constraint(s) are reported.

2. Or you can use the ALTER TABLE statement to drop the violated constraint(s), causing the table to be
reconfirmed and taken out of check pending status. If all the added constraints are dropped, the CONFIRM
function of DBUTLTY notes that there are no constraints in check pending status in the SIT and resets the
table's Directory (CXX) status to allow access to the table's rows.

If you try to add a new constraint other than domain or foreign key constraint(s) previously described and there is
data already in the table that violates the constraint, Datacom/DB issues an error message. You can correct the
error by either changing the constraint definition or removing the data from the table.

column definition
When a new column is added (through a column definition), rows that already exist in the table receive NULL
values in the added column unless NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified in the column constraint definition. If
NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified, they receive zero (0) for NUMERIC data types, blanks for fixed-length
strings, 1/1/1 for dates, 0:00:00 for times, and 1/1/1-0:00:00.000000 for timestamps.
The new column is added at the end of the row.
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When a table is created through SQL, an element with the name SQLEL is added spanning the full row. If the
SQLEL element exists, the length of this new column is added. If the SQLEL element does not exist, it is added.
See Column Definition for information about the column definition and Column Constraint Definition for
information about the column constraint definition.

table constraint definition
See Table Constraint Definition.

DROP
Allows you to drop CONSTRAINTs, columns, PRIMARY KEYs, or FOREIGN KEYs. If you try to drop a constraint
by name during an ALTER TABLE statement and the specified constraint name is not found, Datacom/DB issues
an error message. You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP tables to determine the correct
name of the constraint.
You cannot drop a primary or unique constraint if there is one or more foreign references to it. In such
cases, Datacom/DB issues an error message. You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP
tables to locate the foreign reference. You can then remove all foreign references before dropping the primary or
unique constraint.

NOTE
When a PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE constraint is dropped, the corresponding index (key) remains but is
made non-unique, even if the key was originally created using Datacom Datadictionary.

You cannot drop a WITH CHECK OPTION constraint from a view definition by using the ALTER TABLE
statement. To drop a WITH CHECK OPTION constraint from a view definition, use the DROP statement to drop
the view definition, then use the CREATE VIEW statement to re-create the view definition without the WITH
CHECK OPTION constraint.

NOTE
Dropping the view and re-creating it requires the rebinding of all dependent statements and views. You
also have to re-create any views which were dependent on the dropped view.

A column may not be dropped if it is:

• The only column in any element,
• The only column of a key, or
• Involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint.

If you attempt to drop a column involved in any constraint, you receive an SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT
ALTERING COLUMN).

DROP does not process and you receive a -118 return code when the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence
definition of the table or view you specify is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2. The error message
also includes a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code. The DSF return codes are:

• IPW (for password protected)
• IOR (for Lock Level 1 protected)
• NTF (for Lock Level 2 protected)

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
Specifies the CONSTRAINT to be dropped. See Column Constraint Definition for information about the
CONSTRAINT constraint-name.

column-name
Specifies the name of a column. The column must belong to the table you have specified with the table-name.

PRIMARY KEY
Specifies that the PRIMARY KEY constraint for a table name is to be dropped. See Column Constraint
Definition for information about the PRIMARY KEY.
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FOREIGN KEY constraint-name
Specifies the FOREIGN KEY to be dropped. See Referential Constraint Definition for information about the
FOREIGN KEY.

MODIFY
Allows you to modify a column's DEFAULT or data type.
You cannot modify a column that is involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY,
UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint. If you attempt to modify a column that is involved in any constraint, you receive
an SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT ALTERING COLUMN).

DEFAULT
Allows you to specify a default.

literal
Specifies a literal as the default. The literal you specify must be consistent with the data type of the specified
column.
A user-supplied DEFAULT literal can be up to 20 bytes long, or the length of the column involved, whichever is
shorter. A default value may be specified for a character column where the column is greater than 20 bytes long,
but the default literal itself is limited to 20 bytes, with the remaining bytes padded with blanks by the system.

NULL
Specifies a NULL value as the default.

USER
Specifies the current authorization ID as the default.

SYSTEM USER
This Datacom/DB extension specifies the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user as the default.

datatype
A column's data type may be changed with the following rules:

• DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP: these data types may not be modified.
• Changing the length of a character field results in padding with blanks or truncation. You receive an error

message if truncation would delete non-blank data.

WARNING
 All data types that are known to Datacom Datadictionary as special data types but are unknown to
SQL are treated by SQL as character. Therefore, if you alter one of these columns, the ALTER uses
the character rules.

• Any of the numeric data types may be converted to any other numeric data type (FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE
PRECISION, DECIMAL, SMALLINT, INTEGER, NUMERIC). Conversion of values from the old to the new data
type is treated with the same truncation rules as assignment.

See Data Types for more information about data types.
RENAME column-name TO column-name

Allows you to rename a column. This changes the SQL name of the column throughout the Datacom
Datadictionary and SIT tables. It does not correct any external source statements.
You cannot rename a column that is involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY,
UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint. If you attempt to rename a column that is involved in any constraint, you receive
an SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT ALTERING COLUMN).

Processing

In one ALTER TABLE statement, all ADD column-name, DROP column-name, and MODIFY column-name with data type
functions are done first and as one group. Processing this group is done in the following sequence:

1. Lock the table.
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2. Read the first/next row in the table.
3. Add the row to the SQL Temporary Table (TTM).
4. Delete the row.
5. Loop back through all the rows.
6. Update the definitions in the Datacom Datadictionary and Directory (CXX).
7. Read the records from the SQL Temporary Table (TTM).
8. Reformat the row by adding new columns to the end, deleting any dropped columns, and changing the format and/or

length of any modified column.
9. Add the row to the original table.
10. Loop back to process all rows.

Primary and unique constraints are validated as rows are added back in step 9. If a duplicate is found, the entire ALTER
statement is backed out.

Foreign keys and domain constraints are added after all rows have been added back. After adding the constraint
definition(s), the rows of the table are read in Native Key sequence to validate the constraints. If a row violates one or
more domain constraints, the table is placed in check pending status and an SQL return code 170 is returned. You must
use the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to remove the check pending status before the table can be used. If a row
violates foreign keys, the ALTER TABLE statement fails with an SQL return code -176.

If the ALTER TABLE statement cannot complete, it is rolled back to its beginning. If the ALTER TABLE process is
force checkpointed (because of the size of the Log Area (LXX) and the concurrent activity), the rollback is incomplete.
Therefore, before altering large tables, ensure that the Log Area (LXX) is large enough and take a backup of the data
area.

Examples
 Example 1  Modify an existing table column decimal number to precision 6 with a scale of 2 decimals. This
assumes the previous column was such that no data is lost.

1. Table name: DEPTTBL
2. Column name: PROJSTAFF
3. Data type: DECIMAL

   ALTER TABLE DEPTTBL

        MODIFY PROJSTAFF DECIMAL(6,2)

 Example 2  Modify two columns to allow for more character data than previously defined.

1. Table name: DEPTTBL
2. Column names: ADMDEPT (to be 3 characters) and DEPTNAME (to be 30 characters)

     ALTER TABLE DEPTTBL

       MODIFY ADMDEPT CHAR(3)

       MODIFY DEPTNAME CHAR(30)

 Example 3  Alter table ORDERS to prevent the acceptance of any order that would require the financing of a
purchase of less than $1000.00.

1. Require a down payment of 100 percent on orders of less than $1000.00.
2. Give a meaningful constraint name: ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED.

    ALTER TABLE ORDERS

       ADD CHECK (GROSS_AMOUNT >= 1000.0 OR PERCENT_DOWN_PMT = 100.0)

       CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED

 Example 4  Respond to customers' requests to allow financing on small purchases.

1. Table name: ORDERS
2. Remove constraint: ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED
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     ALTER TABLE ORDERS

         DROP CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED

 Example 5  Prevent the acceptance of orders from customers who do not pay their bills by ensuring that any
order accepted comes from a customer whose name is on a "customers in good standing" list.

1. Table containing customers in good standing: PAYING_CUSTOMERS
2. Table to be protected: ORDERS
3. Columns on which a match is required:

ORDERS.CUSTOMER_NAME to PAYING_CUSTOMERS.COMPANY_NAME

4. Constraint name: ORDERS_TO_PAYING_CUST_NAME

      ALTER TABLE ORDERS ADD FOREIGN KEY

         (CUSTOMER_NAME) REFERENCES PAYING_CUSTOMERS(COMPANY_NAME)

          CONSTRAINT ORDERS_TO_PAYING_CUST_NAME

 Example 6  Prevent the entrance of a shipment into the system unless there is an outstanding order for the
goods to be shipped.

1. Table containing outstanding orders: ORDERS
2. Table to be protected: CURRENT_SHIPMENTS
3. Columns requiring a match:

CURRENT_SHIPMENT columns ORDER_ID and SHIPMENT_NUM to ORDERS columns ORDER_ID and SHIPMENT_ID

4. Constraint name: SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

      ALTER TABLE CURRENT_SHIPMENTS ADD FOREIGN KEY

         (ORDER_ID, SHIPMENT_NUM) REFERENCES

         ORDERS(ORDER_ID, SHIPMENT_ID)

NOTE
 The columns referenced by a foreign key must correspond to the primary key of the
referenced table.

 Example 7  Remove the foreign key restriction from table CURRENT_SHIPMENTS in order to ship goods
that were mistakenly left out of the original shipments, when the order is no longer current.

• Foreign key name: SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

      ALTER TABLE CURRENT_SHIPMENTS

         DROP FOREIGN KEY SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

NOTE
 If a domain constraint is added to a table containing rows that violate the constraint, you
receive an SQL return code to warn you of this fact. The constraint is added, but the table is
placed in "check" status to make it unusable until the problem has been corrected by either
running the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY with the DELETE=YES option specified to
delete violating rows, or by dropping the constraint and then running CONFIRM.

A similar situation occurs when adding a foreign key for which the referenced table lacks rows to match all
of the values in the referencing table. The same options (previously described) are available to correct the
problem. However, in the case of dropping a foreign key to correct the situation, an automatic CONFIRM is
initiated for you so that you do not need to perform this step yourself.

CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements (DQ)
A CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement is used to call user-written procedure logic. This statement can be coded
directly by the end-user or can be embedded in a trigger definition. Please note that procedures themselves can contain
CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements, subject to the following discussion of nesting limitation.
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A procedure can also cause procedures to execute (trigger them) by executing INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE
statements. The depth of nesting of these recursive procedure calls is limited by the PROCEDURE Multi-User startup
option that can be used to limit or eliminate nesting.

If null indication variables are passed to the procedure, a list of pointers to the indicators follows the list of pointers to the
variables themselves. Although the pointers are contiguous, the indicators themselves are not.

NOTE
Because SQL has no way of verifying the compatibility of the user-written code with the procedure defined by
the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement, it is the sole responsibility of the creator of the procedure to
ensure that the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement precisely reflects the parameter list expected by
the user-written program. Failure to properly coordinate parameter lists can cause the procedure subtask to
abnormally terminate.

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

CALL     EXECUTE 
 PROCEDURE

YES if no parms passed YES YES if no parms passed

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Syntax

These statements have the following format:

►►─┬─ CALL ──────────────┬─ proc-name ─ proc-parms ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXECUTE PROCEDURE ─┘

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬ ─ ) ─┘

         ├─ positional-parms ─────────────────┤

         ├─ keyword-parms ────────────────────┤

         └─ positional-parms , keyword-parms ─┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ parameter-value-expression ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ┌─ , ─────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ parameter-name=parameter-value-expression ─┴────────────────────────────►◄

►►─┬─ literal ──────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ host-variable ────────────┤

   ├─ BYREF(host-variable) ─────┤

   ├─ value-expression ─────────┤

   └─ trigger-column-reference ─┘

 

►►─ FETCHcursor-name ─┬─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┬───────────────────►◄

                      └─ USING DESCRIPTORdescriptor-name ─┘

• CALL | EXECUTE PROCEDURE  proc-name
(Required)
Specifies a procedure name. The procedure name cannot be specified as a host variable reference.
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ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure definitions
using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility purposes, a second, specific name may be given to a
procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name must be unique.

• parameter-name
Enter the name of the parameter as specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

• literal
Specify a literal (value) for the parameter.

• host-variable
Specify a host-variable by naming a variable that is described in the program in accordance with the rules for declaring
host variables.

• BYREF(host-variable)
This clause, supported for compatibility purposes, is treated as a host variable reference.

• value-expression
Specify a value expression (value expressions are used in procedure parameter lists).

• trigger-column-reference
(Valid only in a CREATE TRIGGER or CREATE RULE statement.) A reference to a base table column value through a
correlation name defined in the old-row/new-row syntax of the CREATE TRIGGER/CREATE RULE statements.

COMMENT ON Statement (DQ)
The COMMENT ON statement is a Datacom/DB extension. COMMENT ON adds or replaces comments in Datacom
Datadictionary. The comments apply to tables, views or columns.

If a comment does not exist for the table, view or column, the comment you specify is added to text in Datacom
Datadictionary. If a comment already exists for the table, view or column, and you specify a new comment, the existing
comment is replaced by the new comment.

You cannot retrieve a comment through SQL. You can display the text created by the COMMENT ON statement through
the Datacom Datadictionary batch and online functions.

Datacom Datadictionary provides many capabilities not available through SQL. For example, text classifications allow you
to store text about your SQL tables, views and columns in addition to that specified in the COMMENT ON statement.

 

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

COMMENT ON YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the COMMENT ON statement:

►►─ COMMENT ON ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TABLE ─┬─ table-name ─┬IS ─ string-literal ────────────────┬────────────►◄

   │         └─ view-name ──┘                                    │
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   ├─ COLUMN ─┬─ table-name.column-name ─┬IS ─ string-literal ───┤

   │          └─ view-name.column-name ──┘                       │

   │                      ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐     │

   └─┬─ table-name ─┬─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─ string-literal ─┴─ ) ─┘

     └─ view-name ──┘

TABLE
Indicates you want to comment on a table or view.

table-name or view-name
Must identify a table or view described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The comment is placed in text in Datacom
Datadictionary.

COLUMN
Indicates you want to comment on a column.

table-name.column-name or view-name.column-name
The name of the column, qualified by the name of the table or view in which it appears. The column must be
described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The comment is placed in text in Datacom Datadictionary.

IS string-literal
The string-literal can be any character string literal enclosed between apostrophes.

column-name IS string-literal
To comment on more than one column in a table or view, do not use TABLE or COLUMN. Give the table or view
name and a list of the form:
(column-name IS 'string-literal', column-name IS 'string-literal', column-name IS 'string-literal')
The column comments must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with parentheses. All
columns named must appear in the same table or view and the table or view must be described in the Datacom
Datadictionary.

Examples
Example 1 Enter a comment on table EMP.

      COMMENT ON TABLE EMP

      IS 'REFLECTS 1ST QTR 87 REORGANIZATION'

Example 2 Enter a comment on view MGR.

      COMMENT ON TABLE MGR

      IS 'VIEW OF TABLE EMP THAT ARE MANAGERS'

Example 3 Enter a comment on the EMPNBR column of table EMP.

      COMMENT ON COLUMN EMP.EMPNBR

      IS 'EMPNBR IS UNIQUE'

Example 4 Enter comments on two columns in table DEPTTBL.

      COMMENT ON DEPTTBL

      (MGRNBR IS 'EMPLOYEE NUMBER OF DEPARTMENT MANAGER',

       ADMDEPT IS 'DEPARTMENT NUMBER OF ADMINISTERING DEPARTMENT')

CREATE INDEX Statement (DQ)
The CREATE INDEX statement is a Datacom/DB extension. CREATE INDEX defines a new index on one or more
columns of a base table. Adding an index to a table may improve the performance of some queries which reference that
table.
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When a CREATE INDEX statement successfully executes, a KEY entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom
Datadictionary in PRODuction status. The five-character key name is generated for you by Datacom Datadictionary. The
key's attributes include MASTER-KEY=N, NATIVE-KEY=N, INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y, and UNIQUE=N.

NOTE
For information about specifying SQL key selection override keys in either the correlation name or synonym
name of a query, see overriding SQL key selection.

CREATE INDEX causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be marked invalid. You can run a Datacom
Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a table.

NOTE
 When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a CREATE
INDEX statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex
57) that tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force. With regard to table
partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a partition.

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

CREATE INDEX YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the CREATE INDEX statement:

►►─ CREATE ─┬──────────┬─ INDEX ─┬────────────┬─ index-name ─ ON ─────────────►

            └─ UNIQUE ─┘         └─ auth-id. ─┘

                                   ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

 ►─┬────────────┬─ table-name ─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┬─────────┬─┴─ ) ──────────►

   └─ auth-id. ─┘                                  ├─ ASC ◄ ─┤

                                                   └─ DESC ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM NAME ─ name ─┘

UNIQUE
If UNIQUE is specified, the created index enforces value uniqueness and provides an efficient means of both
retrieving rows containing specific data values and of ordering the data. The index is rejected if the table contains
non-unique values.

auth-id.
An optional identifier of the schema for the index and table. If specified for the index-name, it must be the same
as the authorization ID of the table you have specified with the table-name. Use a period (.) to concatenate the
authorization ID to the index name or table name (for example, auth-id.table-name).

index-name ON
The name for the index you are creating. The index-name you supply, including the implicit or explicit qualifier
(authid), must not identify an index already described in Datacom Datadictionary.
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table-name
Specify the name of the table to be indexed. Must be a table described in Datacom Datadictionary.

(column-name)
Specifies the name of a column or a list of columns. The column(s) must belong to the table you have specified
with the table-name. If more than one column name is listed, each name must be different and separated by
commas. The name of a column or a list of columns must be enclosed in parentheses.

ASC
Places the values of the column in ascending order. ASC is the default order.

DESC
Places the values of the column in descending order.

DATACOM NAME name
Specifies a five-character DATACOM NAME name (a KEY entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary ) for the
index. If you do not specify a DATACOM NAME name, Datacom Datadictionary generates a name for you. (This is
not the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.)

Processing

CREATE INDEX processing is done by:

1. Locking the table to be indexed,
2. Copying the rows to a temporary table while deleting them from the original table,
3. Adding the definition of the new index, and then
4. Adding the rows from the temporary table back to the original table.

Because of the amount of processing involved, adding an index through the CREATE INDEX statement may not be
appropriate for tables with a large number of rows. You may wish to use DBUTLTY's BACKUP function to unload
the table's area and then use DBUTLTY's LOAD function to null load the area before executing the CREATE INDEX
statement. After adding the new key definition by executing the CREATE INDEX statement, DBUTLTY's LOAD function
can be used to reload the area.

The sum of the lengths of all columns to be included in the index must be no more than 180.

Example
The following example creates an EMPLOYEE_INDEX index on table-name EMPLOYEES, column-name
EMPNO.
     CREATE INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX ON EMPLOYEES (EMPNO)

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ)
Learn about executing procedures with the SQL statement CREATE PROCEDURE for Dataquery. Learn about using CREATE
PROCEDURE with external procedurs in host programming languages. Find information about specific SQL procedures for
CREATE PROCEDURE.

External Procedure definitions and SQL Procedures are created with this statement.

There are three ways to execute procedures:

• CALL statements (see CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements (DQ))
• EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements (see CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements (DQ))
• Triggers (see CREATE TRIGGER and CREATE RULE Statements (DQ))

We recommend using PLNCLOSE=T for procedures instead of PLNCLOSE=R. For External Procedures, the PLNCLOSE=
specification is determined by the Preprocessor options used for the procedure body compilation. For SQL Procedures,
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the PLNCLOSE= specification is determined by the options that are used by the plan in which the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement is executed. When using DBSQLPR, specify PLNCLOSE=T or allow PLNCLOSE to default to that value.

When you code procedures that perform INSERTs or UPDATEs, keep in mind that if they are called or triggered (directly
or indirectly) from an application that reads the same table on which that procedure is operating, the procedure affects
the results of the calling or triggering application. In extreme cases, this can cause loops to occur. For example, if an
application is performing a searched UPDATE of a table, and the UPDATE triggers a procedure that does UPDATEs
itself, the procedure could cause an endless loop by moving previously updated rows back into the traversal path of the
controlling searched update. Because Datacom/DB cannot prevent such a situation from occurring, it is important that you
make every effort to ensure that your coding of a procedure does not cause this to occur.

Triggers whose procedures perform INSERTs, UPDATEs, or DELETEs can trigger themselves recursively, triggering
themselves immediately, or passing through other triggers first. However, the maximum recursion recursion depth that is
specified in the PROCEDURE Multi-User startup option cannot be exceeded.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE PROCEDURE YES/NO YES YES/NO

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. YES/NO means YES for External Procedures but NO
for SQL Procedures.

External Procedures

External Procedures are written in a host programming language (COBOL, PL/I, C, or ASSEMBLER) with SQL statements
embedded in their programs. External Procedure logic is created by executing a preprocessor against user-written host-
language source code. The program source code for the procedure must be preprocessed before the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement is allowed to run.

The following rules in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement distinguish External Procedures from SQL Procedures:

• External Procedures allow any valid choice for the language in the proc-attributes syntax except SQL.
• External Procedures allow, in the proc-body syntax, the use of the proc-external and parameter-style

clauses, but not the proc-SQL-stmt clause.

In a z/OS environment, COBOL, PL/I, and C procedures must be made Language Environment (LE) conforming. Write
and compile them using COBOL for z/OS, PL/I for MVS, and z/OS C/C++. Assembler procedures must also be made LE-
conforming by use of the CEEENTRY and associated macros.

In a z/VSE environment, COBOL, PL/I, and C procedures must be made Language Environment (LE) conforming by
being written and compiled using COBOL for z/VSE, PL/I for z/VSE, IBM C for z/VSE, and High Level Assembler.

Because SQL has no way to verify the compatibility of the user-written code with the procedure defined by the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement, it is the sole responsibility of the creator of the procedure to ensure that the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement precisely reflects the parameter list expected by the user-written program. Failure to properly coordinate
parameter lists can cause the procedure subtask to abnormally terminate.

NOTE
Add to the Multi-User Facility library concatenation the libraries containing the programs to be executed as
procedures, along with any associated subroutines. Also, if an existing procedure is being replaced, do a
NEWCOPY console command, to that procedure so that the next job executes the latest copy. For additional
information, see Multi-User Facility Considerations for Procedures.
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SQL Procedures

SQL Procedures are written in SQL and include all of their execution-time logic in an SQL CREATE PROCEDURE statement.
SQL procedures support a basic procedural language with support for the following actions:

• Declaration of SQL variables
• Value assignment
• Decision-making logic (IF-THEN statement) and CASE statement
• Looping constructs (LOOP, REPEAT-UNTIL, and WHILE statements)
• Error and condition handling, including user-defined conditions (see Diagnostics and Condition Handling)
• As many SQL statements as the size of your RWTSA area allows

For SQL Procedures, the CREATE PROCEDURE statement is specified as follows:

• SQL is specified for LANGUAGE in the language syntax.
• In the proc-body syntax, a proc-SQL-stmt clause is specified. The proc-SQL-stmt clause is composed of SQL

Procedure statements that are coded and executed directly. For instructions about coding a list of statements and
program-like logic, see the compound statement information in COMPOUND Statement.

The following SQL statements support SQL Procedures:

• ASSIGNMENT Statement
• CASE Statement (different from a case expression)
• COMPOUND Statement (the building block from which SQL Procedures are mainly composed)
• DATACOM DUMP Statement
• GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement
• IF-THEN Statement
• ITERATE Statement
• LEAVE Statement
• SQL variable declaration
• Looping constructs

– LOOP Statement
– REPEAT-UNTIL Statement
– WHILE Statement

• RAISE-ERROR Statement
• RESIGNAL Statement
• SIGNAL Statement
• SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement (DBSQLPR only)

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ) Syntax and Description

Refer to the following syntax for the CREATE PROCEDURE statement:

NOTE
SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL Procedures and, though optional for all others, is recommended for
all others as well. See the separate proc-body syntax diagram that follows.

                                      ┌─ , ──────────────────────┐

►►─ CREATE PROCEDURE ─ proc-name ─ ( ─▼─┬──────────────────────┬─┴─ ) ────────►

                                        ├─┬─ IN ◄ ──┬──────────┤

                                        │ ├─ OUT ───┤          │

                                        │ └─ INOUT ─┘          │

                                        ├─ SQL-parameter-name ─┤
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                                        └─ datatype ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─ proc-body ──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ proc-attributes ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RUN OPTIONS ─ run-options-string ─┘

Where proc-attributes is defined as:
   ┌────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ language ─────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ parameter-style ──────────┤

     ├─ SPECIFIC ─ name ──────────┤

     ├─┬───────┬ ─ DETERMINISTIC ─┤

     │ └─ NOT ─┘                  │

     └─ data-access ──────────────┘

Where language is defined as:
├── LANGUAGE ─┬─ COBOL ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ PLI ───────┤

              ├─ C ─────────┤

              ├─ ASSEMBLER ─┤

              └─ SQL ───────┘

Where parameter-style is defined as:
├── PARAMETER STYLE ─┬─ GENERAL ────────────┬──────────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ GENERAL WITH NULLS ─┤

                     ├─ DATACOM SQL ────────┤

                     └─ SQL ────────────────┘

Where data-access is defined as:
├──┬─ MODIFIES SQL DATA ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ READS SQL DATA ────┤

   ├─ CONTAINS SQL ──────┤

   └─ NO SQL ────────────┘

NOTE
All the proc-attributes choices can be used together, but each can only be used once. If you are using SQL
Procedures, data-access and parameter-style do not apply.

You can specify the parameter style only once, either here as part of the procedure attribute syntax or as part of the
EXTERNAL syntax. Parameter style applies only to External Procedures. It does not apply to SQL Procedures.

NOTE
The proc-external clause is only used for External Procedures.

The optional parameter-style clause is only used for External Procedures.

The proc-SQL-stmt clause is only used for SQL Procedures.
►►─┬─ proc-external ─┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                 └─ parameter-style ─┘ │

   └─ proc-SQL-stmt ───────────────────────┘

Where proc_external is defined as:
├── EXTERNAL ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              └─ NAME ─ ext-name ─┘
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Where proc-SQL-stmt is defined as:
├──┬─ executable-DML-stmt ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DDL-stmt ────────────┤

   ├─ control-stmt ────────┤

   └─ diagnostics-stmt ────┘

Where diagnostics-stmt is defined as:
├──┬─ signal-stmt ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ get-diagnostics-stmt ─┤

   ├─ datacom-dump-stmt ────┤

   ├─ raise-error-stmt ─────┤

   └─ resignal-stmt ────────┘

Where control-stmt is defined as:
├──┬─ call-proc ──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ execute-proc ───────────┤

   └─ proc-only-control-stmt ─┘

Where proc-only-control-stmt is defined as:
├──┬─ compound-stmt ─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ compound-stmt-only-control-statements ─┘

NOTE
Syntax for the compound-stmt-only-control-statement is given in a separate diagram on the next page.

NOTE
The executable-DML-stmt is any DML statement except for DECLARE CURSOR. DECLARE CURSOR is
supported as part of the compound statement. See COMPOUND Statement.

See the separate diagnostics-stmt syntax diagram that follows and see the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement in GET
DIAGNOSTICS Statement.
►►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Where compound-stmt-only-control-statements are defined as:
├──┬─ assignment-stmt ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ case-stmt ───────┤

   ├─ if-then-stmt ────┤

   ├─ iterate-stmt ────┤

   ├─ leave-stmt ──────┤

   ├─ loop-stmt ───────┤

   ├─ repeat-stmt ─────┤

   └─ while-do-stmt ───┘

Refer to the following description of the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax:
proc-name

(Required) For the proc-name specify the SQL-name of the procedure name. The name can be qualified with an
authorization ID. This name is an SQL-identifier.
We recommend that you use unique procedure names that do not repeat or include the names of any record,
table, synonym, view, or constraint. If you code and reference a procedure parameter, for example, whose name
is identical to a column name that is also referenced inside an SQL Procedure, uniqueness in naming allows you
to use the procedure name and table name to distinguish a procedure parameter reference from a reference to
the database-table column.
ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure
definitions using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility, a second, specific name may be given
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to a procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name must be
unique.

IN/OUT/INOUT
(Optional) Part of the SQL parameter definition. Specifies to SQL whether this parameter is used for input (IN),
output (OUT), or both (INOUT). If this parameter is not specified, the default (IN) is used.
Valid Entries:

IN, OUT, INOUT
Default Value:

IN
SQL-parameter-name

(Optional) The SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL Procedures and, though optional for all others, is
recommended for all others as well. The SQL-parameter-name is the name of a parameter that is passed to a
SQL Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). When used in an SQL Procedure containing an SQL variable
with a conflicting (matching) name, or a table or view reference where the table or view contains a conflicting
column name, the name should be qualified by using the procedure name.

datatype
Part of the SQL parameter definition. Specify a datatype.
Valid Entries:

The same data types valid for the CREATE TABLE statement.
Default Value:

(No default)
LANGUAGE COBOL/PLI/C/ASSEMBLER/SQL

Part of the procedure attributes definition.
Specify COBOL, PLI, C, or ASSEMBLER as the programming language when writing an External Procedure.
Specify SQL when writing a SQL Procedure. When you create a LANGUAGE SQL procedure, Datacom/DB
creates a plan to hold the SQL statements contained by the procedure. The plan name that is created consists
of the first 18 bytes of the procedure name. We recommend creating a SQL Procedure using a method such as
DBSQLPR. We support but do not recommend creating an SQL procedure from a preprocessed program.
See the note about language conformance in External Procedures.

NOTE
For all except LANGUAGE SQL, the program source code for the procedure must be preprocessed
before the CREATE PROCEDURE statement is allowed to run.

SPECIFIC name
Part of the procedure attributes definition.
ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure
definitions using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility, a second, specific name may be given
to a procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name must be
unique.

DETERMINISTIC/NOT DETERMINISTIC
Part of the procedure attributes definition. This language is informational only, indicating whether the procedure
always returns the same output, given a certain input.

PARAMETER STYLE
Defines how parameters are passed into and out of the procedure program you write, and how errors are
handled.

NOTE
Parameter style applies only to External Procedures, not SQL Procedures.

You can specify PARAMETER STYLE only once, as either:>
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• Part of the optional proc-attributes (procedure attributes) syntax that is specified before the EXTERNAL
keyword as shown in the CREATE PROCEDURE proc-attributes syntax

• Part of the optional parameter style definition following the EXTERNAL keyword as shown in the CREATE
PROCEDURE syntax.

PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL
With this parameter style, the user parameter list is passed to the procedure devoid of null indicators (nulls are
not allowed). Since no formal method is provided for passing error information back to the caller, the success
or failure of the CALL procedure statement is determined by the contents of SQL's internal SQLCODE variable
following the last SQL request that is made by the procedure. This also applies to parameter style GENERAL
WITH NULLS.
PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL WITH NULLS
This parameter style differs from GENERAL only in that a null indicator is passed to the procedure for each user
parameter.
PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL
This parameter style passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and SQL, but it also
passes some additional parameters. These parameters are modeled after those passed for the ANSI SQL3
parameter style SQL, but with this difference: instead of a SQLSTATE, DATACOM SQL passes an SQLCODE in
the corresponding parameter. See the following additional parameters (the first four are modeled after SQL3):

• SQLCODE -- passed to the procedure as 0 and used to set the SQLCODE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output.

• A variable-length character string containing the name of the procedure.
• A variable-length character string reserved for future use.
• A variable-length character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message

on output. This error message is placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL
PROCEDURE statement.

• A two-byte fixed length character string containing the Datacom/DB external error code on output.
• A single character (a 4-byte integer) containing the Datacom/DB internal error code on output. You cannot

have spaces in the field, so it must be 0000 (hex 'F0F0F0F0') if no internal error is returned. Or if, for example,
a return code 94 is returned with an internal error code of 100, hex 'F0F1F0F0' would be returned. Your code
should convert the binary one-byte field to a four-byte unsigned display number.

PARAMETER STYLE SQL
When a procedure is created using PARAMETER STYLE SQL in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, the
SQLSTATE status indicator is returned in the SQLCA.
Parameter style SQL passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and DATACOM SQL. It also
passes these additional four parameters that are added to the end of the parameter/null indicator list:

• The SQLSTATE (INOUT, but always passed in as 00000, similar to the SQLCODE in style DATACOM SQL,
that is, it is passed to the procedure as 00000 and used to set the SQLSTATE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output).

• Authid.procedure-name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is a variable-length character string
containing the name of the procedure).

• Authid.specific name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length character string reserved
for future use).

• Error message text (INOUT, passed in as 0-length string, same as DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length
character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message on output that is
placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL PROCEDURE statement).

Unlike style DATACOM SQL, the Datacom/DB external and internal return codes are not a part of this parameter
list but are encoded in the generated SQLSTATE value. For example, the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return
code -117 is Seeii, and the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return code -118 is Reeii, where ee represents the 2-
byte external Datacom/DB return code, and ii is the Datacom/DB internal return code in hexadecimal characters.
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Valid Entries:
GENERAL, GENERAL WITH NULLS, DATACOM SQL, SQL

Default Value:
DATACOM SQL

How procedure errors are handled depends on the PARAMETER STYLE specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement.

data-access
Data access is part of the proc-attributes (procedure attributes) definition. If you are using SQL Procedures, data-
access is ignored.
Valid Entries:

MODIFIES SQL DATA, READS SQL DATA, CONTAINS SQL, NO SQL
Default Value:

(No default)
proc-SQL-stmt

A proc-SQL-stmt is part of the proc-body syntax. The proc-SQL-stmt is composed of SQL Procedure statements
that are coded and executed directly. Use the compound statement to create program-like logic. For details about
compound statements, see COMPOUND Statement.
In statements that are within SQL Procedures, that is, not External Procedures, SQL parameters and SQL
variables can be referenced anywhere expressions are allowed. Colons are not allowed in these references.
When a parameter or variable is referenced in a context containing or within the scope of an identically named
variable or column, you must disambiguate the name as follows:
For parameters, use the following lanquage:
authid.SQL-proc-name.SQL-parameter-name

The authid is optional if the procedure name is unique in this particular context. For variables, use the start-label
of the compound statement as follows:
start-label.variable-name

If your procedure fails to avoid ambiguity as required, Datacom/DB attempts to resolve the ambiguity in the
following way. If the statement involves a table or view, an attempt is made to find a matching column name.
All currently executing contexts are next searched for a matching SQL variable, inner-most context first (inner-
most active compound-statement, including active condition handlers). The inner-most SQL parameter list is then
searched.
We recommend you do not label a compound statement using the SQL Procedure name. If you do so, know that
we do not guarantee any specific result or its consistency over time.
Recursive procedure calls are supported. Each occurrence has separate copies of parameters and SQL
variables.
The statements in a proc-SQL-stmt are as follows:
executable-DML-stmt

The executable-DML-stmt is any DML (Data Manipulation Language) statement, except for DECLARE
CURSOR. Use DML statements to access and manipulate data in SQL tables.

DDL-stmt
The DDL-stmt (Data Definition Language statements) are used to define SQL objects such as tables and
views. DDL statements are allowed only when they do not interfere with the preparation, execution, or
rebinding of your procedure.

control-stmt
Part of the proc-SQL-stmt clause that is used only with SQL Procedures.
You can choose from the following control statements:
call-proc

Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures.
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execute-proc
Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures.

proc-only-control-stmt
Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures. The proc-
only-control-stmt can be a compound statement (compound-stmt) or compound statement control
statements (compound-stmt-only-control-statements).

compound-stmt
For information about compound statements, see COMPOUND Statement.

compound-stmt-only-control-statements
Compound statement only control statements can appear only within the context of a compound
statement. They can be nested. They can appear immediately inside a compound statement,
or inside other statements that are themselves contained by a compound statement. Choices
include the following statements:

• assignment-stmt (see ASSIGNMENT Statement)
• case-stmt (not a case-expression, see CASE Statement (different from a case expression))
• if-then-stmt (see IF-THEN Statement)
• iterate-stmt (see ITERATE Statement)
• leave-stmt (see LEAVE Statement)
• loop-stmt (see LOOP Statement)
• while-do-stmt (see WHILE Statement)
• repeat-stmt (see REPEAT-UNTIL Statement)

Notice the recursive nature of these definitions. Each of these proc-only-control-stmt statements
qualifies indirectly as a proc-SQL-stmt (each proc-only-control-stmt is a control-stmt), but many
of them can also have lists of proc-SQL-stmt statements that are embedded in them. This means
that the various statement types may be nested within each other to an unlimited depth. Notice
however the following limitations.
DDL statements (Data Definition) are allowed only when they do not interfere with the
preparation, execution, or rebinding of your procedure. For example, if your procedure creates
a table and then uses it, the statements that use the table might fail with TABLE NOT FOUND
or a similar error during the table resolution process of the prepare phase, unless that table is
manually created before the CREATE PROCEDURE is prepared (it can be dropped afterwards).
If your procedure uses and then ALTERs or DROPs a table, the procedure can be marked invalid
as it executes, then attempt an auto-rebind (which can fail, depending on the change you made
and how the table is used by the procedure).

diagnostics-stmt
Part of the proc-SQL-stmt clause that is used only with SQL Procedures. See GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

EXTERNAL
Begins the external body syntax that can be used to specify a name (NAME ext-name) for the program you
write that constitutes the body of the procedure. EXTERNAL is only used for External Procedures, not for SQL
Procedures.
A parameter style can also be specified as part of the EXTERNAL syntax but only if you have not specified
a parameter style as part of the proc-attributes (procedure attribute) syntax. Parameter style is only used for
External Procedures, not for SQL Procedures.

NAME ext-name
(Optional) If you specify EXTERNAL NAME ext-name, the external name you specify as the ext-name must match
both the load-module name and PROGRAM-ID (Datacom Datadictionary PROGRAM entity-occurrence name) of
the program. We recommend you specify a NAME ext-name to avoid confusion. NAME ext-name is only used for
External Procedures, not for SQL Procedures.
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Valid Entries:
A valid external name that meets the listed requirements

Default Value:
If you do not specify a NAME, the SQL name of the procedure is used as the default, which in this case
must be unique even without an AUTHID, and must be a valid load-module name.

RUN OPTIONS run-options-string
(Optional) Specifying RUN OPTIONS run-options-string provides control over the environment in which the
procedure executes. The run-options-string is a quoted string constant of up to 128 characters containing run
options for use by the IBM OS/390 Language Environment (LE), which controls procedure execution. See the
following example:
RUN OPTIONS 'MSGFILE(SYSOUT,FBA,121,0,ENQ)'

Using the MSGFILE option prevents unmanaged contention for the SYSOUT data set (SYSLST in z/VSE) from
procedures running concurrently. The ENQ parameter allows competing procedure executions (running in distinct
LE environments) to share the data set by single-threading access.
The destination of print statements (for example, printf in C or DISPLAY in COBOL), executed in procedures
across the Multi-User Facility, tends to be a single data set, usually DDNAME SYSOUT (SYSLST in z/VSE),
identified by the Multi-User Facility startup JCL. For that reason, we recommend using these statements with
caution. Assuming no print statements have been coded, use of MSGFILE is still useful, however, in enqueuing
the messages that LE itself occasionally produces.
Valid Entries:

A quoted string constant of up to 128 characters long containing run options for use by the IBM OS/390
Language Environment

NOTE
Details about the contents of the string are documented in the IBM OS/390 Language
Environment for OS/390 & VM Programming Reference.

Default Value:
(No default)

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): Diagnostics and Condition Handling

Understanding the concepts of a Diagnostics Area and condition handler gives you the ability to use the full capabilities of
SQL Procedure condition handling.

Diagnostics Area

A Diagnostics Area is a data structure that represents a list of errors, warnings, and user-defined conditions that have
occurred during the execution of a single SQL statement.

SQL maintains an array of Diagnostics Areas, known as a Diagnostics Area Stack, for each logical unit of work (LUW).
The stack represents the error status of the currently active user request and any related condition handler executions or
of the previous request if a request is not currently active.

Each Diagnostics Area contains a header with information such as a description of the SQL statement that was
executed, and an array of condition information areas (CIAs), each area representing a single error, warning, or user-
defined condition that occurred during the execution of the statement. The number of CIAs that are maintained in each
Diagnostics Area is determined by the SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS Multi-User startup option. The amount of memory that
is used by a Diagnostics Area can be computed as follows, where active LUWs is the number of concurrently active LUWs
and CIAs is the number of CIAs as specified by SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS:

9k * (active LUWs) * (CIAs)
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You can obtain an estimate of the number of concurrent SQL LUWs by querying the LUWS column in the
SQL_STATUS (SQS) Dynamic System Table. Assuming you have 50 SQL applications running concurrently, and
SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS is 2, additional memory usage would become:

9k * 50 * 2 = 900k

There are four ways to populate a Diagnostics Area. The first way is to simply experience an error or warning in an SQL
statement. The second, third, and fourth ways are to execute the SIGNAL Statement, RESIGNAL Statement, and RAISE
ERROR Statement. To retrieve diagnostics information in your application, execute the GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

Condition Handler

A condition handler is a user-written routine that is embedded in a user-written procedure that detects and acts to recover
from errors, warnings, and any user-defined condition that requires action or remediation. When an end user merges
the functionalities that are provided by condition handlers and the Diagnostics Area Stack, basic error recovery can be
provided, with complete sequences of errors available for retrieval, and business-rule related functions can be performed
automatically. The condition declaration and condition handler are found in the syntax for the COMPOUND statement (see
COMPOUND Statement).

A procedure that, for example, takes customer orders from a phone operator, checks inventory, and reserves warehouse
stock to cover them should also, if every item is in stock, ship the orders immediately. A customer, however, could
in addition request that individual items be shipped as they become available. The logic of a condition handler could
therefore include that situation. To implement the procedure just described, use the following steps:

1. Declare names for the conditions to be handled:
 DECLARE ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK CONDITION;

 DECLARE SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE CONDITION;

Lists of SQLSTATEs can also be named as conditions using a FOR clause that is not included in this example, but can
be seen in the example starting in . General conditions of SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, and NOT FOUND are
automatically defined (see the description of cond-declarations).

2. Define the condition handler (see the two examples that follow).
This example sends a message to initiate action by warehouse personnel. In this example, a compound statement is
supplied that includes SQL variable references and some logic. A condition handler, however, could also consist of
only one SQL statement, as shown in the example that follows this one.
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK, SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE

ship_it: BEGIN ATOMIC

           DECLARE messageLocal VARCHAR(80);

           IF numberItemsAvailable = numberItemsOrdered THEN

              SET messageLocal = 'ORDER IS COMPLETE.  SHIP NOW.';

           ELSE

               SET messageLocal = 'SHIP ALL AVAILABLE ITEMS NOW.';

           END IF;

           INSERT INTO warehouseToDo (orderId, instructions)

                        VALUES  (orderIdParameter, messageLocal);

         END end_ship_it;

The following example performs essentially the same function as the example just shown. However, it presents an
alternative to the more complicated logic of the previous example by using an INSERT statement coded into the
warehouseToDo table.
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK, SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE

  INSERT INTO warehouseToDo (orderId, instructions)

               VALUES (orderIdParameter, 'SHIP ALL AVAILABLE ITEMS NOW');

3. When you detect the defined condition, signal this fact to the condition handler. If, for example, the procedure
determines that some items are not in stock, but the client has requested that items ship as they become available, the
following statement could be executed to trigger the handler to execute.
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SIGNAL SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE;

NOTE
Condition handlers that are triggered by particular SQLSTATEs execute automatically and therefore do not
need explicit SIGNAL statements.

For examples of error handlers embedded in procedures, see Sample Procedure 2 in SQL Sample Procedures.

Condition Handlers Optional

Because condition Handlers are optional, you can have the caller of a procedure handle any error condition by not coding
any handlers. When an error is then encountered, your procedure backs out any maintenance it performed and aborts.
You need handlers for NOT FOUND and SQLWARNING, however, if you do not want completion codes to cause a
procedure to abort, for example if you have an SQLSTATE '02000' or SQLCODE 100 at the end of each cursor and (or)
warning conditions such as when an SQLSTATE starts with 01 or there is a positive SQLCODE. For an example showing
a procedure without handlers, see Sample Procedure 1 in SQL Sample Procedures.

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): SQLSTATE and SQLCODE Special Variables

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): ASSIGNMENT Statement

Learn how to use the ASSIGNMENT statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in Dataquery. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The ASSIGNMENT statement stores a value in an SQL variable or SQL parameter.

Refer to the following syntax for the ASSIGNMENT statement:

►►─ SET ─ assignment-target=proc-value-expression ────────────────────────────►◄

Where assignment-target is

├──┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

assignment-target
For the assignment-target, specify an SQL-variable-name or an SQL-parameter-name.

proc-value-expression
For a description of a proc-value-expression, see CASE Statement.

SQL-variable-name
The SQL-variable-name is the name of a variable that is declared within a compound statement inside a SQL
Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name
from a nested compound statement (for example, a condition handler), or an SQL parameter name, or a column
in a referenced table or view, the SQL variable name should be qualified using the start-label of the compound
statement that immediately contains it.

SQL-parameter-name
The SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL procedures and, though optional for all others, is recommended
for all others as well. The SQL-parameter-name is the name of a parameter that is passed to an SQL procedure
(a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). When used in an SQL procedure containing an SQL variable with a conflicting
(matching) name, or a table or view reference where the table or view contains a conflicting column name, the
name should be qualified by using the procedure name.
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Example
In the following ASSIGNMENT statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated
by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 DECLARE mySalary, yourSalary decimal(15,0) DEFAULT 1000000.;

 DECLARE errorClass char(2);

 DECLARE sqlStateLocal char(5);

 .

 .

 .

 SET errorClass = SUBSTR(sqlStateLocal, 1, 2);

 .

 .

 .

 SET mySalary = yourSalary * 2;

 .

        .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): CASE Statement

Learn about the CASE statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in Dataquery. Find syntax diagrams, descriptions
of parameters and variables, and examples.

The CASE statement works the same way that an IF statement works to control which SQL statements, based on
predicates that you specify, are executed.

Refer to the following syntax for the CASE statement:

►►─ CASE ─┬─ proc-value-expression ─ simple-when-stmt-list ─┬─────────────────►

          └─ searched-when-stmt-list ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ END CASE ─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ELSE ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

Where simple-when-stmt-list is

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ WHEN ─ proc-value-expression ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┴──────────────┤

And searched-when-stmt-list is

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ WHEN ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┴──────────────┤

And proc-SQL-stmt-list is

   ┌──────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

NOTE
For proc-SQL-stmt syntax, see the syntax fragment in CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description in
CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ).
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proc-value-expression
A proc-value-expression is a variant form of the expressions that are used to specify values, as follows:

• To the syntax for expressions, the proc-value-expression adds SQL variable names (see SQL-
variable-declarations in COMPOUND Statement and SQL parameter names (see SQL-parameter-
name in the CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description section in CREATE PROCEDURE Statement
(DQ).

• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of column functions.

NOTE
Scalar functions, however, are allowed.

• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of column names.
• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of host variables.

simple-when-stmt-list
A simple-when-stmt-list is a list of simple-when statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For more
information, see the example that follows.

searched-when-stmt-list
A searched-when-stmt-list is a list of searched-when statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
more information, see the example that follows.

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The
proc-search-condition is similar to the (DQI70) Search Conditions Define Condition, with the following
modifications that allow its use in SQL procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon.

Example Using a Simple-When Statement
The following example uses a simple-when statement:
CASE creditStatus

   WHEN 'CURRENT' THEN

      call creditLimitCheck(clientId, creditAmount, creditLimit, orderStatus);

      IF (orderStatus = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED')

         SET orderStatus = orderStatus CONCAT ', DISCUSS CREDIT LINE INCREASE';

      END IF;

   WHEN 'NEW APPLICATION' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'ACCEPT ORDER PENDING ACCOUNT SETUP COMPLETION';

   WHEN 'PAST DUE' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'NOTIFY CUSTOMER, HOLD FOR PAYMENT RECEIPT';

   WHEN 'BAD' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'REJECTED FOR FAILURE TO PAY';

      END CASE;

Example Using a Searched-When Statement
The following example uses a searched-when statement:
CASE

   WHEN creditStatus = 'CURRENT' OR clientStatus = 'PRE-APPROVED' THEN

      call creditLimitCheck(clientId, creditAmount, creditLimit, orderStatus);

      IF (orderStatus = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED')

         SET orderStatus = orderStatus CONCAT ', DISCUSS CREDIT LINE INCREASE';
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      END IF;

   WHEN creditStatus = 'NEW APPLICATION' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'ACCEPT ORDER PENDING ACCOUNT SETUP COMPLETION';

   WHEN creditStatus = 'PAST DUE' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'NOTIFY CUSTOMER, HOLD FOR PAYMENT RECEIPT';

   ELSE

      set orderStatus = 'CREDIT IS ' CONCAT orderStatus;

END CASE;

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): Compound Statement

Learn about the COMPOUND statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in Dataquery. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

Compound statements implement a small procedural language that provides the building blocks from which SQL
procedures are composed. A compound statement can contain many interacting SQL statements that are limited only
by the size of the RWTSA that must transport the syntax to the DBMS. For details about size adjustment to the RWTSA,
see the information about the TASKS Multi-User startup option. When a compound statement is executed, an execution
context is created for the statements the compound statement contains. That execution context comprises the following
information:

• SQL variables and condition handlers for both this compound statement and any statements within which this
compound statement is nested

• A save-point token for a transaction backout (controlled by the DBMS)
• SQL parameters
• Labels defining SQL statements (used for branching)
• Locally declared cursors

The set of statements to which variables and other context-related information are visible is referred to as scope. Scope
consists of all statements and contexts, enclosed by a compound statement. Compound statements cannot exist outside
of a procedure, but they can be nested. Nested compound statements are most frequently used for condition handling.

Following is the syntax for the compound statement:

NOTE
Combinations and multiples of these two optional choices can be used.

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─ BEGIN ATOMIC ────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ start-label: ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ SQL-variable-declarations ─┤

     └─ condition-declarations ────┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ ┌─────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────────────────┬─┴────────────►

     └─ declare-cursor-stmt; ─┘     └─ condition-handler ─┘

 ►─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                              └─ end-label ─┘

Where SQL-variable-declarations are:

             ┌─ , ─────────────┐
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├── DECLARE ─▼─ variable-name ─┴─ datatype ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┘

               ├─ NULL ────────┤

               ├─ USER ────────┤

               └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘

And condition-declarations are:

├── DECLARE ─ condition-name ─ CONDITION ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────┤

   └─ FOR ─ SQLSTATE ─ VALUE ─ character-constant ─┘

And condition-handler is:

                                          ┌─ , ──────────────────┐

├── DECLARE ─┬─ CONTINUE ─┬─ HANDLER FOR ─▼─┬─ condition-name ─┬─┴────────────►

             ├─ EXIT ─────┤                 ├─ sqlstate-value ─┤

             └─ UNDO ─────┘                 ├─ SQLEXCEPTION ───┤

                                            ├─ SQLWARNING ─────┤

                                            └─ NOT FOUND ──────┘

 ►─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

And proc-SQL-stmt-list is:

   ┌──────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

The following list describes the parts of the compound statement syntax:
start-label:/end-label

(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label, you must also specify a
matching start-label.
We recommend that you not label a compound statement using the SQL Procedure name. When the SQL
procedure name is used, we cannot guarantee any specific result or its consistency over time.

ATOMIC
Specifying ATOMIC prevents a procedure from containing a COMMIT or a non-savepoint ROLLBACK. Specify
ATOMIC after BEGIN and specify an END before the end-label.

SQL-variable-declarations
(Optional) In SQL-variable-declarations, each variable receives the default value on entry to a compound
statement. Variables without defaults are assigned NULL values on entry. Each declaration can include a list of
variables separated by commas. The variable-name is an SQL identifier.
The scope (range of visibility) of these variables is the BEGIN-END pair, including any compound statements
contained within the range and any error handlers that execute while the contained compound statement is
executing.
Identical variable names can be disambiguated using start-label.variable-name, where the start label is
the start-label of a compound statement.

DEFAULT literal/NULL/USER/SYSTEM USER
(Optional) The DEFAULT clause, an optional part of the SQL-var-declarations clause, specifies a default from
among the choices that follow:
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literal
Specifies the default to be a literal. Be certain the literal agrees with the data type of the column. The
specified literal can be up to 20 bytes or the length of the column that is involved, whichever is shorter.
You can specify a default value for a character column where the column length is greater than 20 bytes,
but the default literal is limited to 20 bytes, with the remaining bytes padded with blanks by the system.

NULL
Specifies the default as NULL

USER
Specifies the default to be the current authorization ID

SYSTEM USER
Specifies the default to be the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user

condition-declarations
(Optional) Each condition-declaration relates a name to an SQLSTATE or any user-signaled condition (see
SIGNAL Statement). A condition handler can be written for any declared condition, including conditions defined by
the user and not related to any SQLSTATE. Declared conditions are visible to all compound statements executing
within their context. For instructions and examples of conditions and handlers, see Diagnostics and Condition
Handling.

NOTE
The names NOT FOUND, SQLWARNING, and SQLEXCEPTION are predefined conditions assigned to
SQLSTATE subclasses 02, 01, and any other non-00 subclass, respectively.

condition-handler
(Optional) The condition-handler defines an SQL statement (a proc-SQL-stmt that can be a compound
statement) to be executed when a given condition occurs. If a condition occurs for which multiple handlers have
been written, SQL chooses and executes the most appropriate handler, after searching available handlers in the
inner-most context first, as follows.

1. If an SQLSTATE other than 00000 occurs and a handler exists in any active context for a condition defined for
that specific SQLSTATE, that handler executes. This includes situations where the SQLSTATE was signaled
by value or using a condition-name associated with a specific SQLSTATE, as described in the information
about the SIGNAL statement in SIGNAL Statement. A condition-name is an SQL identifier.

2. If a condition is signaled using a condition-name, and the first step does not find a match on SQLSTATE, or
if no SQLSTATE is associated with the condition-name, a search is done for a handler associated with the
specific condition-name.

3. If an SQLSTATE other than 00000 occurs (including being signaled), and a handler exists for the generalized
condition associated with that SQLSTATE, specifically, SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, or NOT FOUND,
that handler is executed.

If no appropriate handler is found, the SQL statement precipitating the error or warning condition aborts with that
condition.
Specific SQLSTATEs and condition names are prevented by Datacom from being associated with more than one
handler, except when the duplicate handler applies only to a generalized condition under which that SQLSTATE
is classified, preventing an ambiguity by following the previously given rules. For instructions and examples of
conditions and handlers, see Diagnostics and Condition Handling.
After execution of the handler-action statement(s) without any errors or warnings, the SQLSTATE is reset to
00000. Procedure execution continues as separately described for each of the handler types: CONTINUE, EXIT,
and UNDO.
If an error handler generates an unexpected (rather than signaled) error or warning condition, that condition is
handled like any other error. To avoid endless loops in error handling, we only handle errors generated in the top-
level error handler. Unhandled error handler errors cause a RESIGNAL command to execute, followed by an exit
from the handler and execution continuation as prescribed by any handler executed on the RESIGNAL. On exit
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from the handlers, the DIAGNOSTICS AREA STACK (see GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement) contains information
on any unresolved errors. Unresolved errors cause an abort of the executing procedure statement.
If a SIGNAL, RESIGNAL, or RAISE ERROR statement is executed as part of a handler, Datacom/DB assumes that
the signaled condition is intended to be seen by the caller of the procedure, and Datacom/DB therefore exits with
that error intact and unhandled. After successful execution of a CONTINUE type handler, procedure execution
resumes with the statement following the one that generated the error.
EXIT handlers operate in a similar way except that when they complete, procedure execution continues after
execution of an implied LEAVE statement (see LEAVE Statement) whose target-label is the one attached to the
compound statement in which the handler was defined. The result is that the compound statement containing the
statement generating the error aborts, but with no error.
UNDO handlers start by performing a ROLLBACK that terminates at the save-point that SQL automatically
establishes at the start of the compound statement in which the handler was defined, and closing all cursors
open in that context. The handler-action statements then execute. If no unhandled conditions occur, the condition
precipitating the handler execution is cleared, and procedure execution continues after execution of an implied
LEAVE statement (see ) whose target label is the one attached to the compound statement under which the
handler was defined. In other words, the compound statement containing the statement generating the error
aborts, but with no error.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate extra
condition handling. Instead, they cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause
the execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. The compound statement
that contains the handler definition is also aborted if it differs from the compound statement that
triggered the handler, as it would if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. Therefore,
position SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements as the last statements in the condition
handler.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon.

Example
The following example is  a compound statement used in a procedure named creditLimitCheck. The
compound statement begins with line number 000017 and ends with line number 000030:
 000013 -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

 000014 CREATE PROCEDURE creditLimitCheck

 000015    (INOUT result CHAR(80), IN custId CHAR(5), IN purchaseAmount DECIMAL(15,2))

 000016    LANGUAGE SQL

 000017    limitCheck: BEGIN ATOMIC

 000018       DECLARE creditAvailable DECIMAL(15,2) DEFAULT 0;

 000019

 000020       SELECT creditMax-creditUsed INTO creditAvailable

 000021              FROM credit

 000022              WHERE credit.custId =

 000023                    CAST(creditLimitCheck.custId AS NUMERIC(5));

 000024

 000025       IF (purchaseAmount > creditAvailable) THEN

 000026          SET result = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

 000027       ELSE

 000028          SET result = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

 000029       END IF;

 000030    END limitCheck@

On line 00030 of the previously shown example, the at sign (@), used with the TERM=@ parameter in
DBSQLPR, enables DBSQLPR to skip over semicolons embedded in statements and instead recognize the @
as the end of the statement.
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CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): DATACOM DUMP Statement

Learn how to use the DATACOM DUMP statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The DATACOM DUMP statement can be used as a debugging tool for SQL Procedures. This statement causes requested
information to be dumped to a specified file and marked by a header and footer.

Refer to the first and last lines in the examples in SQL Procedure Examples. The plan name that is shown in the dump
report matches the SQL-name of your procedure.

►►─ DATACOM DUMP ─ dumpable-expression-list ─ TO PXXSQL ──────────────────────►◄

Where dumpable-expression-list is defined as:

   ┌─ , ──────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-names ─┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ parameter-names ────┤

     ├─ special-registers ──┤

     ├─ literals ───────────┤

     └─ scalar-functions ───┘

dumpable-expression-list
A list, separated by commas, of SQL-variable-names, parameter-names, special-registers, literals, and scalar-
functions

TO PXXSQL
PXXSQL is the destination that is supported by the DATACOM DUMP statement. TO PXXSQL causes output to go to the
PXX location to which SQL output is sent. The destination of SQL output is either specified using the Multi-User
startup option SYSOUT or allowed to default.

SQL-variable-names
The SQL-variable-names is the name of a variable that is declared within a compound statement inside an
SQL procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name
from a nested compound statement (for example, a condition handler), or an SQL parameter name, or a column
in a referenced table or view, the SQL variable name should be qualified using the start-label of the compound
statement that immediately contains it.

parameter-names
The parameter-names variable refers to any parameter in your procedure.

special-registers
For more information, see Special Registers.

literals
For more information, see Basic SQL Language Elements.

scalar-functions
For more information, see Scalar functions.

NOTE
When using scalar functions, operands can include SQL variables and parameters but not column
names. Fetching the value of a column into a variable is a suggested way to use a scalar function.

tracesOn Parameter

If you add a tracesOn input parameter or SQL variable to your procedure, you can use it to turn DATACOM DUMP statements
on and off. Doing this prevents your having to recode the statements if procedure modifications require debugging. For
example:
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 IF tracesOn = 'TRUE' THEN

   DATACOM DUMP dumpable-expression-list TO PXXSQL;

 END IF;

DATACOM DUMP produces output that goes to the PXXSQL and is printed in the detailed format that is shown in the
following sample. In this context, the dumping of constants, for example, VALUES ON EXIT can help find the output on your
test or development MUFs. We reserve the right, however, to change the format of dumps without notice. A less detailed,
summary style dump producing simpler output could be provided and could become the default style.

Example
The following DATACOM DUMP statement produces the sample output that follows:
 DATACOM DUMP 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result, sqlstateLocal,

                                       errorMessage TO PXXSQL;

 000017 S0001 -- DCM DUMP PLAN SYSADM.SUPPLYHOSTVARSFORC STMT 5 LUW 0000000000000001 REQ 305 TASK 1

 8/3/2007 17:39:02 --

 000018 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D16C OP=00000000 NXT=3684D1A8  QCB=00000000 VAL=3684D15C

 NAM=00000000

 000019 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=-01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000020 S0001   ... . LITERAL (#0021:00000.00015): CHAR (15) NOT NULL

 000021 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= VALUES ON EXIT:.

 000022 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D1A8 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D266 QCB=3684D068 VAL=3684254F NAM=00000000

 000023 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000024 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1027:00000.00081): CHAR (80)

 000025 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..RESULT

 000026 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

 000027 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D266 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D324  QCB=3684D068 VAL=36842722

 NAM=00000000

 000028 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000029 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1025:00000.00006): CHAR (5)

 000030 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..SQLSTATELOCAL

 000031 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= NULL

 000032 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D324 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D446L QCB=3684D068 VAL=3684244B

 NAM=00000000

 000033 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x8000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000034 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1026:00000.00081): CHAR (80)

 000035 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..ERRORMESSAGE

 000036 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= N/A

 000037 S0001 -- END DCM DUMP PLAN SYSADM.SUPPLYHOSTVARSFORC STMT 5 LUW 0000000000000001 REQ 305

 TASK 1 8/3/2007 17:39:02 --

See SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement to see how a DATACOM DUMP statement that produced
the previously shown sample report appears in a SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement.

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement

Learn how to use the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax
diagram, parameter definitions, and example code.

The GET DIAGNOSTICS statement retrieves exception or completion condition information from a Diagnostics Area.

For information, see Diagnostics Area in Diagnostics and Condition Handlling.

NOTE
CURRENT and STACKED are optional choices for specifying which diagnostics area to use.
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CONDITION followed by an integer is an optional specification for which condition area to use. If you do not specify
CONDITION, a default of CONDITION 1 is used (see the description following the syntax).

►►─ GET ─┬───────────┬─ DIAGNOSTICS ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         ├─ CURRENT ─┤

         └─ STACKED ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─ diagnostic-info-items ───────────────►◄

   └─ CONDITION ─ integer-expression ─┘

Where diagnostic-info-items are defined as:

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ statement-info-item ─┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     └─ condition-info-item ─┘

Where statement-info-item is defined as:

   ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬─statement-info-item-name ─┴──────────────────────┤

     └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

Where statement-info-item-name is defined as:

├──┬─ NUMBER ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ MORE ───┘

Where condition-info-item is defined as:

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬─cond-info-item-name ─┴───────────────────────────┤

     └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

Where cond-info-item-name is defined as:

├──┬─ CONDITION_NUMBER ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MESSAGE_LENGTH ───────┤

   ├─ MESSAGE_TEXT ─────────┤

   ├─ RETURNED_SQLSTATE ────┤

   └─ CONDITION_IDENTIFIER ─┘

CURRENT
(Optional) Specifying CURRENT causes information to be retrieved on the SQL error (or other condition) generated
by the SQL statement just executed.

STACKED
(Optional) Specifying STACKED in an error handler retrieves the Diagnostics Area that is related to the condition
that caused the handler to be executed. This original Diagnostics Area is pushed to supply an empty current
Diagnostics Area for use by any conditions caused by the error handler itself.

CONDITION integer-expression
(Optional) CONDITION followed by an integer ranging in value from one (1) to the number of condition areas
available, specifies which condition area to retrieve. Each Diagnostics Area contains a stack of condition
information areas, allowing each Diagnostics Area to store information that is related to any sequence of errors or
conditions that could occur during the execution of a single statement.
The number of condition areas available is specified by using the Multi-User startup option
SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS.
If you do not specify CONDITION, the default, CONDITION 1, specifies using the most recent error condition; that is,
the error condition that occurred during the last non-diagnostics related SQL statement that executed.
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diagnostic-info-items
The diagnostic-info-items variable specifies the information that you want to store and where to store it.
statement-info-item

The statement-info-item contains information about the statement that was executing when the
condition occurred.

statement-info-item-name
A statement-info-item-name (the data type in parentheses must be compatible with the data type of
the variable or parameter into which the value is stored) can be one of the following types:
NUMBER (SMALLINT) NUMBER: Number of condition areas in use
MORE (CHAR(1)) A letter Y (for YES) indicates that more conditions occurred than condition areas.

condition-info-item
The condition-info-item variable contains information about the condition that occurred.

cond-info-item-name
A cond-info-item-name (the data type in parentheses must be compatible with the data type of the
variable or parameter into which the value is being stored) can be one of the following types:
CONDITION_NUMBER (SMALLINT) indicates the condition for which you want to retrieve information.
Specifying 1 (a number one) indicates the most recent condition, a 2 specifies the second most recent
condition, and so on.
MESSAGE_LENGTH (SMALLINT) indicates the length of the message text information item.
MESSAGE_TEXT (VARCHAR(128)) indicates the text of the error message or signal condition.
RETURNED_SQLSTATE (CHAR(5)) indicates the condition that occurred.
CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (VARCHAR(128)) gives the name, if one was signaled, of a named condition.

Example
In the following GET DIAGNOSTICS statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is
indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

    DECLARE errMsg varchar(128);

    DECLARE sqlStateLocal char(5) default '00000';

    DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

       GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

          sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

    .

    .

    .

 startRepeat:

   REPEAT

      FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

      .

      .

      .

   UNTIL sqlStateLocal <-> '00000'

   END REPEAT DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

   .

   .

   .
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CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): IF-THEN Statement

Learn how to use the IF-THEN statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The IF-THEN statement controls logic execution flow in a compound statement; it allows you to specify what logic to use,
based on a condition that you specify.

Refer to the following syntax for the IF-THEN statement:

►►─ IF ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ───────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ELSEIF ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ END IF ───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ELSE ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the  search-condition, with the following modifications that allow its use in SQL
Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see Create Procedure Syntax and Description in CREATE
PROCEDURE Statement (DQ).

Example
In the following IF-THEN statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by
three vertically arranged periods.
      .

      .

      .

      IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

         LEAVE loopExample;

      END IF;

      .

      .

      .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): ITERATE Statement

Learn how to use the ITERATE statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The ITERATE statement controls looping logic in a compound statement. Use the ITERATE statement to specify when to
skip to the next iteration of a loop.

Refer to the following syntax for the ITERATE statement:

►►─ ITERATE ─ statement-label ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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statement-label
The statement-label specifies the start-label of a loop; it relates the ITERATE statement to the position at
which execution continues.

The following ITERATE statement example skips rows we are not interested in. Logic that is not shown (for
space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

 startWhile:

    WHILE sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' DO

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       .

       .

       .

       IF creditReqAmt = 0 THEN

          ITERATE startWhile;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END WHILE endWhile DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 10000;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): LEAVE Statement

Learn how to use the LEAVE statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The LEAVE statement in a compound statement specifies that you want to exit the specified statement, which must contain
the LEAVE statement.

Refer to the following syntax for the LEAVE statement:

►►─ LEAVE ─ statement-label ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

statement-label
The statement-label specifies the start-label of the statement that you want to exit.

The following LEAVE statement example exits the loop after a non-zero SQLSTATE. Logic that is not shown
(for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
      .

      .

      .

      DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

         GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

            sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

      .

      .

      .

 loopExample:

    LOOP

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;
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       IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

          LEAVE loopExample;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END LOOP loopExample DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): LOOP Statement

Learn how to use the LOOP statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram, parameter
definitions, and example code.

The LOOP statement controls looping logic in a compound statement. LOOP provides an unconditional loop that continues
until there is an explicit or condition-based (with a carefully designed EXIT or UNDO condition-handler) loop exit.

You must include a LEAVE statement or SIGNAL statement in your design logic. You can also use the optional DATACOM
LOOPLIMIT clause.

Refer to the following syntax for the LOOP statement:

►►─┬────────────────┬─ LOOP ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END LOOP ──────────►

   └─ start-label: ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────►◄

   └─ end-label; ─┘ └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ integer-literal ─┘

start-label: / end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in a flow-control statement
to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label, you must also specify a matching start-
label.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description in CREATE
PROCEDURE Statement (DQ).

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
DATACOM LOOPLIMIT is a Datacom extension that allows your proactive avoidance of endless loops that might
be caused by faulty logic, unexpected or missing column values, or other unforeseen conditions. The Multi-User
startup option SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to force a default limit on each looping statement. If the
limit is exceeded, an error is produced.

integer-literal
Defines how many loops are too many

Example
In the following LOOP statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by
three vertically arranged periods.
     .

     .

     .

     DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found
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        GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

           sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

     .

     .

     .

 loopExample:

    LOOP

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

          LEAVE loopExample;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END LOOP loopExample DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): RAISE ERROR Statement

Learn how to use the RAISE ERROR statement in Dataquery in Datacom. Find a description, a syntax diagrams, definitions
of variables, and example code.

The RAISE ERROR statement is used to signal an error or other condition in the manner of the SIGNAL statement.

You must provide a valid SQLSTATE value when using the RAISE ERROR statement.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate additional
condition handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition, and cause the
execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement
that contains the handler definition is aborted if it differs from the compound statement that triggered the
handler, just as if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL
statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

►►─ RAISE ERROR ─ (signal-value,error-message-text) ──────────────────────────►◄

Where signal-value is defined as:

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

The RESIGNAL statement functions identically to the following SIGNAL statement syntax:

NOTE
For more information, see SIGNAL Statement.

►►─ SIGNAL ─ signal-value ─ SET MESSAGE_TEXT = ─ error-message-text ──────────►◄

Where signal-value is defined as:

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, existing Condition Areas in the current Diagnostics Area are
pushed down in the Condition Area stack.  Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area number two.
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Condition Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE (supplied using
sqlstate-value) and (or) CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name) in addition to any other
information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-information-items are
modified to indicate that a RESIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics Area.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in COMPOUND Statement.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in COMPOUND Statement.

error-message-text
The text of an error message whose occurrence you want to signal an error.

Example
In the following RAISE ERROR statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is
indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 IF creditReqAmt > creditAvailable

  RAISE ERROR ('2FS04', 'CUSTOMER HAS INSUFFICIENT CREDIT LIMIT TO COMPLETE PURCHASE');

 END IF;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): REPEAT-UNTIL Statement

Learn how to use the REPEAT-UNTIL statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The REPEAT-UNTIL statement defines conditional looping logic in a compound statement. It provides a means to loop until
some predicate becomes true. We recommend that you use the optional DATACOM LOOPLIMIT clause with this statement.

Refer to the following syntax for the REPEAT-UNTIL statement:

►►─┬────────────────┬─ REPEAT ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─────────────────────►

   └─ start-label: ─┘

 ►─ UNTIL ─ proc-search-condition ─ REPEAT ─┬─────────────┬─────────────►

                                            └─ end-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ integer-literal ─┘

start-label: / end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label you must also specify a
start-label, and the labels must match.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description in CREATE
PROCEDURE Statement (DQ).
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proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the SQL Search Conditions, with the following modifications that allow its use in
SQL Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
We recommend that you use DATACOM LOOPLIMIT, a Datacom extension that allows proactive avoidance of
endless loops that might be caused by faulty logic, unexpected or missing column values, or other unforeseen
conditions. The Multi-User startup option SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to force a default limit on each
looping statement. An error is produced if the limit is exceeded.

integer-literal
The integer-literal specifies the maximum number of times the loop is allowed to execute.

Example
In the REPEAT-UNTIL statement example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is
indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

    DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

       GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

          sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

    .

    .

    .

 startRepeat:

    REPEAT

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       .

       .

       .

    UNTIL sqlStateLocal <-> '00000'

    END REPEAT DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): RESIGNAL Statement

Learn how to use the RESIGNAL statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The RESIGNAL statement is generally used within a handler either to add information to the condition information items in a
Diagnostics Area that represents an error being currently handled, or to fill in subsequent Condition Areas in a Diagnostics
Area to indicate that a subsequent error occurred during error handling.

The most appropriate handler, if one exists, is also triggered. A RESIGNAL that specifies an SQLSTATE that has no handler
can also be used to alter or customize the error information seen by the end user.

If a handler executes, SQL statement execution might not continue after completion of the SIGNAL statement. The SQL
statement that is executed after a SIGNAL completes depends on how the handler was declared and whether that handler
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succeeds. For example, if a CONTINUE type handler executes and succeeds, execution continues as if no error occurred.
For information about other possibilities such as UNDO and EXIT, see Diagnostics and Condition Handling.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate additional
condition handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause the
execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement
that contains the handler definition is aborted if it differs from the compound statement that triggered the
handler, just as if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL
statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

►►─ RESIGNAL ─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

              └─ signal-value ─┘ └─ signal-information ─┘

Where signal-value is defined as

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

Where signal-information is defined as

├── SET ─ signal-info-item-list ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Where signal-info-item-list is defined as

   ┌─ , ────────────────┐

├──▼─ signal-info-item ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Where signal-info-item is defined as

├── condition-info-item-name ─ =ssbl. ─ proc-value-expression ─────────────────┤

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, Condition Areas in the current Diagnostics Area are pushed
down in the Condition Area stack. Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area number two. Condition
Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE (supplied using
sqlstate-value) and (or) CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name) in addition to any
other information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-information-items
are modified to indicate that a RESIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics Area.

signal-information
(Optional) If signal-information is supplied without a signal-value, that information is copied to
Condition Area number one to represent the error condition being handled. The most appropriate handler, if one
exists, is then triggered.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in Compound Statement.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in Compound Statement.

SET signal-info-item-list
The SET signal-info-item-list specification is used to set a condition-info-item such as the error
message.

condition-info-item-name
For information about the condition-info-item-name, including a list of the condition information items that
can be set.

proc-value-expression
For information about the proc-value-expression see CASE Statement.
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Example
In the following RESIGNAL statement example, SQLSTATE 'S0480' remains unhandled and can be seen by the
end user. Logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 declare continue handler for sqlexception

 errHandler1: begin atomic

    set errCount = errCount + 1;

    get STACKED diagnostics

       sqlStateLocal = returned_sqlstate, errMsg = message_text;

    insert into errTable values

       (orderId,errCount,"sqlState",errMsg);

    if sqlStateLocal = 'S0480'

       RESIGNAL

    endif

 end errHandler1;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): SIGNAL Statement

Learn how to use the SIGNAL statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The SIGNAL statement signals an error or other condition, populates the first Diagnostics Area (see Diagnostics and
Condition Handling), and triggers the execution of the appropriate condition handler, if one exists.

The information supplied by the SIGNAL statement is available for retrieval by the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement until the
error condition is resolved or a subsequent statement is executed.

The first Diagnostics Area is cleared and the RETURNED_SQLSTATE and/or CONDITION_IDENTIFIER are set in the
first condition information area of that Diagnostics Area. Certain statement information items such as NUMBER and
MORE are also filled in. Any signal information that is supplied is also moved to the condition information area. The most
appropriate error/condition handler (if one exists) is then triggered.

If a handler executes, SQL statement execution might not continue following completion of the SIGNAL statement. The
SQL statement that is executed after a SIGNAL completes depends on how the handler was declared and whether that
handler succeeds. For example, if a CONTINUE type handler executes and succeeds, execution continues as if no error
occurred. For information about other possibilities such as UNDO and EXIT, see Diagnostics and Condition Handling.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate additional
condition handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause the
execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement
that contains the handler definition is aborted if it differs from the compound statement that triggered the
handler, just as if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL
statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

►►─ SIGNAL ─ signal-value ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄

                           └─ signal-information ─┘

Where signal-value is defined as:
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├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

Where signal-information is defined as:

├── SET ─ signal-info-item-list ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Where signal-info-item-list is defined as:

   ┌─ , ────────────────┐

├──▼─ signal-info-item ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Where signal-info-item is defined as:

├── condition-info-item-name ─ = ─ proc-value-expression ──────────────────────┤

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, existing Condition Areas within the current Diagnostics Area are
pushed down in the Condition Area stack. Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area number two.
Condition Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE (supplied
using sqlstate-value) and/or CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name) in addition to any
other information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-information-items
are modified to indicate that a SIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics Area.

signal-information
(Optional) The supplied signal-information is copied into Condition Area number one to represent the
condition being signaled. The most appropriate handler, if one exists, is then triggered.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in COMPOUND Statement.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in COMPOUND Statement.

SET signal-info-item-list
The SET signal-info-item-list specification is used to set a condition-info-item such as the error
message.

condition-info-item-name
For information about the condition-info-item-name, including a list of the condition information items that
can be set, see GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

proc-value-expression
For information about the proc-value-expression see CASE Statement.

Refer to the following SIGNAL statement example. Logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by
three vertically arranged periods. Another SIGNAL statement example, SIGNAL orderApproved , appears in Sample
Procedure 2. .

 .

 .

 .

 IF creditReqAmt > creditAvailable

  SIGNAL SQLSTATE '2FS04'

   SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'CUSTOMER HAS INSUFFICIENT CREDIT LIMIT TO COMPLETE PURCHASE';

 END IF;

 .

 .

 .
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CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement

Learn how to use the SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement in Dataquery. The statement is for DBSQLPR only. Find
information including a description, a syntax diagram, parameter definitions, and example code.

(DBSQLPR only) The SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement provides support in DBSQLPR for SQL variables, user-
controlled cursors, and complex program logic.

►►─ SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE ─ compound-statement ──────────────────────────►◄

compound-statement
The compound statement is described in COMPOUND Statement. The start-label of the compound statement is
required in the context of the SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement and becomes the SQL-name of an
actual procedure that is created, executed, and then dropped.
To simulate a procedure that itself has parameters, either simulate the parameters by declaring SQL variables and
assigning values or issue a CREATE PROCEDURE followed by a simulated call to that procedure as shown in
the following example.

In the following example, SQL-names that do not consist of delimited identifiers are converted to upper-case by SQL.
Also, if you need confirmation of the values returned into the ordersAccepted and ordersRejected variables, use
the DATACOM DUMP statement (see DATACOM DUMP Statement) or insert the values in a table, for retrieval outside of the
procedure, by subsequent SELECT statements. The ORDERREVIEW procedure called from this example is created by the
example SQL procedure that begins in SQL Procedure Examples.

 SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE

 supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

    declare ordersAccepted, ordersRejected int;

    CALL ORDERREVIEW(ordersAccepted, ordersRejected);

 end supplyVarsForCall@

The following SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement calls the procedure created by the COMPOUND statement example in
SQL Procedure Examples. This SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement contains the DATACOM DUMP example shown in SQL
Procedure Examples.

 000034 simulate datacom procedure

 000035 supplyHostVarsForCall: begin atomic

 000036    declare errorMessage, result char(80) default 'N/A';

 000037 -- The default value for SQL vars is NULL

 000038    declare sqlstateLocal char(5);

 000039

 000040    declare continue handler for not found

 000041          set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

 000042    declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

 000043          get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

 000044                          errorMessage  = message_text;

 000045

 000046    datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result,errorMessage to pxxsql;

 000047    call creditLimitCheck(result, '00001', 999.99);

 000048    datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

 000049 --

 000050 -- In a more comprehensive example, procedure "creditLimitCheck" could have

 000051 -- returned an error message and sqlstate through the parameter list, with

 000052 -- the inclusion of an SQLEXCEPTION error handler containing a GET DIAGNOSTICS

 000053 -- call.  This would prevent the caller from having to code their own

 000054 -- GET DIAGNOSTICS statement to retrieve the information into SQL variables.

 000055 end supplyHostVarsForCall@
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CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): SQL Procedure Examples

Find example procedures and Job Control Language (JCL) for the CREATE PROCEDURE SQL statement in Dataquery.
Learn how SQL converts to uppercase SQL names that do not have delimited identifiers.

In these examples, SQL names that do not consist of delimited identifiers are converted to uppercase by SQL. The at sign
(@), used with the TERM=@ parameter in DBSQLPR, enables DBSQLPR to skip over semicolons that are embedded in
statements and instead recognize the @ as the end of the statement.

Example Procedure 1
  //jobname     See the note above.

  //       REGION=1024K

  //JOBLIB  your DD statements go here

  //SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,

  //       PARM='authid=sysadm,prtWidth=1500,inputWidth=80,term=@'

  //*CAOESTOP DD  DUMMY

  //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

  //STDERR   DD  SYSOUT=*

  //STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

  //OPTIONS  DD  *

  /*

  //SYSIN    DD  *

  -- Supply customer credit limits for procedure creditLimitCheck below.

  create table credit

     (custId numeric(10),

      creditMax  decimal(15,2),

      creditUsed decimal(15,2)) @

  insert into credit values (1, 2000., 1000.)@

  commit@

  --

  -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

  create procedure creditLimitCheck

     (inout result varchar(25), in custId char(5),

      in purchaseAmount decimal(15,2), in turnDebugDumpsOn int)

     language sql

     limitCheck: begin atomic

        declare creditAvailable decimal(15,2) default 0;

  --    Compute available credit.

        select creditMax-creditUsed into creditAvailable

               from credit

               where credit.custId =

                     cast(creditLimitCheck.custId as numeric(5));

        if (purchaseAmount > creditAvailable) then

           set result = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

        else

           set result = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

        end if;

        if (turnDebugDumpsOn = 1) then

           datacom dump purchaseAmount, creditAvailable, result,
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                        'CREDITLIMITCHECK CUSTID=' || custId

                   to pxxsql;

        end if;

     end limitCheck@

  --

  --  Use SIMULATE to supply a variable for the INOUT "result" parameter

  --  SIMULATE was invented to provide procedure-like functionality to DBSQLPR.

  simulate datacom procedure

  supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

     declare errorMessage char(80) default 'N/A';

     declare result varchar(25) default 'N/A';

  -- The default value for SQL variables is NULL

     declare sqlstateLocal char(5);

  --

  -- Note that proc. "creditLimitCheck" could have contained the error handlers

  -- directly and returned an error message and sqlstate through the parameters.

     declare continue handler for not found

           set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

     declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

           get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                           errorMessage  = message_text;

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result, errorMessage to pxxsql;

  -- Note that SQL variable "result" is being used like a host variable here.

     call creditLimitCheck(result, '00001', 999.99, 1);

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

  end supplyVarsForCall@

  --

  -- The above procedure, coded using a SELECT rather than a compound statement:

  --commit@

  -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

  create procedure creditLimitCheckV2

     (inout result varchar(80), in custId char(5),

      in purchaseAmount decimal(15,2))

     language sql

     select case

            when creditMax-creditUsed >= purchaseAmount then

               'CREDIT APPROVED'

            else

               'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED'

            end

        into result

        from credit

        where credit.custId =

              cast(creditLimitCheckV2.custId as numeric(5))@

  --

  --  Use SIMULATE to supply a host variable for the INOUT "result" parameter

  simulate datacom procedure

  supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

     declare errorMessage, result char(80) default 'N/A';

  -- The default value for SQL vars is NULL

     declare sqlstateLocal char(5);
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     declare continue handler for not found

           set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

     declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

           get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                           errorMessage  = message_text;

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result, errorMessage to pxxsql;

     call creditLimitCheckV2(result, '00001', 999.99);

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

  end supplyVarsForCall@

 /*

Example Procedure 2
 //jobname     See the note above.

 //       REGION=1024K

 //JOBLIB  your DD statements go here

 -- Regarding TERM=@ in the following, DBSQLPR normally uses a semicolon to detect

 -- the end of an SQL statement, but SQL statements, as sub-statements within

 -- compound-statements, are also required to be terminated with semicolons.

 -- This presents a challenge for DBSQLPR, because DBSQLPR must detect the end of a

 -- compound-statement (without the problem-prone addition of an extraneous SQL parser

 -- outside SQL-proper) despite the appearance of additional semicolons. We circumvent

 -- this inherent ambiguity by using the TERM=@ specification to provide a different

 -- terminating character for the compound-statement. The specification applies to

 -- the entire input file (SYSIN).

 //SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,PARM='AUTHID=SYSADM,TERM=@,prtwidth=500'

 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //OPTIONS  DD  *

 inputwidth=80

 /*

 //SYSIN    DD  *

 -- Set up tables and data for use by the procedure

 drop procedure orderReview CASCADE@

 drop table errTable@

 drop table newOrder@

 drop table warehouseToDo@

 commit@

 create table errTable

    (orderId     int,

     errCountCol int,

     sqlStateCol char(5),

     errMsgCol   varchar(128))@

 create table newOrder

    (orderId      int,

     custId       numeric(10),

     creditReqAmt decimal(15,2),

     status       char(25))@

 create table credit

    (custId       numeric(10),

     creditMax    decimal(15,2),

     creditUsed   decimal(15,2))@
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 create table warehouseToDo

    (orderId        integer,

     instructions   char(500),

     whenInstructed timestamp)@

 commit@

 delete from neworder@

 delete from credit@

 insert into newOrder values(1, 1, 501.01, 'NOT REVIEWED')@

 insert into newOrder values(2, 2, 902.02, 'NOT REVIEWED')@

 insert into credit values(1,750.01, 100.01)@

 insert into credit values(2, 750.02, 100.02)@

 commit@

 --

 CREATE PROCEDURE ORDERREVIEW

    (out ordersAccepted int, out ordersRejected int)

    language sql

 -- The rest of this procedure consists of a single compound statement

 -- labelled "orderReviewMain".

    orderReviewMain:

    begin atomic

 --    Non-delimited variables will be uppercased so ABC matches abc.

       declare statusLocal char(25);

       declare creditReqAmt, creditAvail decimal(15,2);

       declare custId numeric(10);

       declare errCount, orderId, I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW,

               I_want_to_re_loop_NOW int;

       declare errMsg varchar(128);

       declare sqlStateLocal char(5);

 --

       declare orderCrs cursor for

               select orderId, custId, creditReqAmt

               from newOrder

               where status = 'NOT REVIEWED';

 --    Conditions and Condition Handler(s)

 --

 --    This condition is signaled when an order is approved.

       declare orderApproved condition;

 --

 --    Handlers may consist of a compound or non-compound statement.

 --    Non-compound handler examples:

 --

       declare continue handler for orderApproved

             insert into warehouseToDo values (orderReviewMain.orderId,

                                   'ORDER APPROVED.  BEGIN MAKE-READY',

                                   current timestamp);

       declare undo handler for sqlstate '44444', sqlstate value '55555'

             set I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 1;

       declare exit handler for sqlstate '66666'

             set sqlStateLocal = '66666';

       declare continue handler for not found
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             set sqlStateLocal = '02000';

 --

 --    Compound handler example:

 --       Note the use of "errCount" even though it's declared outside the

 --       scope of the errHandler1 compound statement.  If errHandler1 had an

 --       errCount variable, we'd have to specify "orderReviewMain.errCount"

 --       to reference the variable from the outer compound statement.  Also,

 --       a locally declared copy of "errCount" would have to have its' value

 --       reset on each entry to the handler, hence the "outer" reference.

 --

 --       Note that there ARE duplicate "errMsg" variables in other scopes

 --       but we'll resolve to the one inside the error handler's context.

 --

 --       SQL exceptions '44444', '55555', and '66666' would trigger the

 --       handlers for those specific SQLSTATEs.  But all other SQLSTATEs

 --       qualifying as SQLEXCEPTIONs will trigger this handler.

 --

       declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlstate '12345',

                                    sqlwarning

       errHandler1: begin atomic

             set errCount = errCount + 1;

             get STACKED diagnostics

                   sqlStateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                   errMsg     = message_text;

             insert into errTable values

                   (orderId,errCount,sqlStateLocal,errMsg);

       end errHandler1;

 --    Main Logic Start      --

       set errCount = 0;

       set ordersAccepted = 0;

       set ordersRejected = 0;

       set I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 0;

       set I_want_to_re_loop_NOW = 0;

       delete from errTable;

       set sqlStateLocal = '00000';

 --    Loop thru new orders and approve or reject each.

       open orderCrs;

       start_while:

       while (sqlStateLocal = '00000') do

 --

 --       Note references to SQL variables

          fetch orderCrs into orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

 --       Note usage of SQL variable orderWatchMain.custId in query

          select creditMax-creditUsed into creditAvail

             from credit

             where credit.custId = orderReviewMain.custId;

          if (creditReqAmt > creditAvail) then

             set statusLocal = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

             set ordersRejected = ordersRejected + 1;

          else

             set statusLocal = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

             update credit set creditUsed = creditUsed+creditReqAmt
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                where custId = orderReviewMain.custId;

             set ordersAccepted = ordersAccepted + 1;

             SIGNAL orderApproved;

          end if;

 -- Statement included only to demonstrate usage

          if (I_want_to_re_loop_NOW = 1)

             then iterate start_while;

          end if;

          update newOrder set status = statusLocal

             where current of orderCrs;

 -- Statement included only to demonstrate usage

          if (I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 1)

             then leave start_while;

          end if;

       end while end_while_label datacom looplimit 100;

       close orderCrs;

    end

    orderReviewMain@

 COMMIT@

 -- Confirm contents

 SELECT * from newOrder@

 DELETE from errTable@

 drop procedure supplyHostVarsForCallStmt@

 commit@

 SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE

 supplyHostVarsForCallStmt: begin atomic

    declare ordersAccepted, ordersRejected int;

    CALL ORDERREVIEW(ordersAccepted, ordersRejected);

    datacom dump ordersAccepted, ordersRejected to pxxsql;

 end supplyHostVarsForCallStmt@

 --

 -- Confirm results

 SELECT * from newOrder@

 select * from errTable@

 select * from warehouseToDo@

 /*

Scalar functions

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement (DQ): WHILE Statement

Learn how to use the WHILE statement in Dataquery. Find information including a description, a syntax diagram,
parameter definitions, and example code.

The WHILE statement defines conditional looping logic in a compound statement. It provides a means to loop while some
predicate remains true.

We recommend that you use the optional DATACOM LOOPLIMIT clause with this statement.

Refer to the following syntax for the WHILE statement:
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►►─┬────────────────┬─ WHILE ─ proc-search-condition ─ DO ──────────────►

   └─ >start-label: ─┘

 ►─ >proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END WHILE ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────►

                                    └─ >end-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ >integer-literal ─┘

start-label:/end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an >end-label you must also specify a
start-label, and the labels must match.

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the  search-condition, with the following modifications that allow its use in SQL
Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description in CREATE
PROCEDURE Statement (DQ).

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
We recommend that you use DATACOM LOOPLIMIT, which is a Datacom extension that allows proactive avoidance
of endless loops caused by faulty logic, unexpected or missing column values, or other unforeseen conditions.
The Multi-User startup option SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to force a default limit on each looping
statement. If the limit is exceeded, an error is produced.

integer-literal
The integer-literal specifies the maximum number of times the loop is allowed to execute.

Example
In the following WHILE statement example, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by
three vertically arranged periods.
   .

   .

   .

   DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

      GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

         sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

   .

   .

   .

 startWhile:

    WHILE sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' DO

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       .

       .

       .

    END WHILE endWhile DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 10000;

    .
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    .

        .

CREATE SCHEMA Statement (DQ)
Find the syntax for the CREATE SCHEMA statement in Datacom Dataquery. The CREATE SCHEMA statement is an SQL
statement available in Dataquery.

►►─ CREATE SCHEMA ─ AUTHORIZATION ─ auth-id ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────┐ │ │ ┌────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ table-definition ─┬─┴─┘ └─▼─ privilege-definition ─┴─┘

       └─ view-definition ──┘

CREATE SYNONYM Statement (DQ)
Use the CREATE SYNONYM statement in Dataquery to define an alternative name for a table or view. Find the statement
syntax and an example.

The CREATE SYNONYM statement is a Datacom/DB extension. CREATE SYNONYM defines an alternative name for a table or
view. You can use the synonym to reference a table in another schema without having to enter the qualified name. You
can also define synonyms for tables or views in your default schema. When a CREATE SYNONYM statement successfully
executes, a SYNONYM entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction status. The synonym is
added to your default schema.

Regarding table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE SYNONYM YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Syntax

See the following syntax diagram for the CREATE SYNONYM statement:

►►─ CREATE SYNONYM ─ synonym ─ FOR ─┬────────────┬─┬─ table-name ─┬───────────►◄

                                    └─ auth-id. ─┘ └─ view-name ──┘

synonym
The alternative name that you want to use when referring to the table or view. The synonym name must not be
identical to another synonym or to the unqualified name of a table or view in your default schema. If you specify
the Preprocessor option SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS, the synonym name can be from 1 to 18 characters.
If SQLMODE=DATACOM, the synonym name can be from 1 to 32 characters.

FOR
Introduces the qualified name of the table or view for which you are creating the synonym.
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auth-id.
Specify an authorization ID if you are creating a synonym for a table or view in a schema other than your default
schema. Use a period (.) to concatenate the authorization ID to the table or view name (for example, auth-
id.table-name).

table-name or view-name
Must name a table or view that is described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The synonym is defined only for the
authorization ID of the CREATE SYNONYM statement when the statement is prepared.

Example
The following example defines an alternative name, OUTDEPTS, for the table DEPTTBL. KWAN is the
authorization ID of the user who owns DEPTTBL.
      CREATE SYNONYM OUTDEPTS

      FOR KWAN.DEPTTBL

CREATE TABLE Statement (DQ)
In Dataquery, use the CREATE TABLE statement to define a table, including the table name, one or more column
definitions, one or more table constraint definitions, and the data area where the table is to reside.

CREATE TABLE defines a table. In this statement, you must specify:

• The name of the table
• A column definition for the table

Optional specifications include:

• The table constraint definition for the table
• Designation of more than one column definition
• Designation of one or more table constraint definitions
• Name of the data area where the table data is to reside

When a CREATE TABLE statement successfully executes, a TABLE entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary
in PRODuction status, cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), and ready to be populated with data.

CREATE statements cannot be issued against a partitioned table or against a partition. An SQL integrity constraint cannot
reference a partitioned table or a partition of a partitioned table. Constraints and partitioned tables are mutually exclusive.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility(interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor(embedded)

By using Dataquery(SQL
& Batch Modes)

CREATE TABLE YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. If you use Datacom/DB as part of the Datacom/AD
environment, you cannot use the CREATE TABLE statement.

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the CREATE TABLE statement:

                                ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────┐

►►─ CREATE TABLEtable-name ─ ( ─▼─┬─ column definition ───────────┬─┴─ ) ─────►

                                  └─ table constraint definition ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬───┬────────────────┬────────────────────►
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   └─ COMPRESSION compression_name ─┘   └─ IN area_name ─┘         

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM NAME name ─┘

NOTE

• IN area-name is a Datacom/DB extension.
• DATACOM NAME name is a Datacom/DB extension.

table-name
The name of the table you are creating. The name you supply, including the implicit or explicit qualifier, must not
identify a table, view, or synonym that is already described in the Datacom Datadictionary.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the table name can be 1 to
18 characters.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the table name can be 1
to 32 characters.

The qualified form is the name that is preceded by an authorization ID and a period, for example, auth-id table-
name (but do not use SYSADM for the auth-id). If you qualify the table-name, the qualifier designates the schema
of the table. If you do not qualify the table-name, the default authorization ID is used as the qualifier. If the CREATE
TABLE statement is embedded in a CREATE SCHEMA statement, the authid that qualifies the table must be the same
as the authid that follows the AUTHORIZATION keyword.

column definition
See Column Definition.

table constraint definition
See Table Constraint Definition.

COMPRESSION compression_name
Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify data compression method. The default value is NONE.
The compression_name can be one of the following values:

• NONE
• DB
• PRESSPAK
• PRESSPAK_WEAK
• PRESSPAK_STRONG
• PRESSPAK_RDTC01
• PRESSPAK_DCTF03

IN area-name
Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify the name of the area in which the table data is to reside. The name
that you specify for the area must be the SQL name, not the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name. The area
must exist in the Datacom Datadictionary and be cataloged to the Directory (CXX). If you do not specify the area-
name, the table is placed in the default area. If you must specify an area other than the default, or if the default
area is full, see your Database Administrator for names of other areas you can specify when creating a table.

DATACOM NAME name
Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify a three-character DATACOM NAME name (a TABLE entity-
occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary ) for the table. If you do not specify a DATACOM NAME name, Datacom
Datadictionary generates a name for you. (This is not the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.)
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Privileges

If the Multi-User Facility is secured, whether the creator of the table may access that table depends on the security model
of the table. Under the SQL Security Model, when a table is created, the user who executes the CREATE TABLE statement
is automatically granted all privileges on the table. Under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, all access rights,
including the rights of the table creator, must be defined through the external security product.

The CREATE TABLE statement cannot create a remote, partitioned or replicated table. For remote tables, a duplicate
definition of a remote table in Datacom Datadictionary is required for SQL access, and no version control enforcement is
available to ensure that remote definitions are synchronized with the local active definition.

Column Definition

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the column definition:

►►─ column-name ─ datatype ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

                            └─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┘

                                        ├─ NULL ────────┤

                                        ├─ USER ────────┤

                                        └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌─────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ column constraint ─┴─┘

NOTE
SYSTEM USER is a Datacom/DB extension.

column-name
The name of a column of the table. Do not use the same name for more than one column in this table.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the column name can be 1
to 18 characters.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the column name can
be 1 to 32 characters.

The number of columns you can define for a single table is limited by the maximum size of the physical record.
The sum of the byte counts of the columns cannot be less than 1 or greater than 32720.

• If you use the UNIQUE (column-list) constraint in a table constraint definition, you must separate the last
column definition from the UNIQUE (column-list) constraint with a comma.

• If you specify a ref-col-name in the column constraint definition, the data type, length, and scale of the column-
name that is specified here in the column definition must be identical to those of the ref-col-name.

The first column you name in the CREATE TABLE statement becomes the Datacom/DB Master and Native Key for
the table, except when a primary key has been defined. Datacom Datadictionary automatically generates this KEY
entity-occurrence, which has the same name as the column.

NOTE
The DUPE-MASTER-KEY and CHNG-MASTER-KEY attributes of the TABLE entity-occurrence are
set to Y, indicating that the value of the Master Key can be duplicated and/or changed. The 5-character
Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a sequential number unique to each database.

datatype
See Data Types.
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NOTE
If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default
value is the current date, current time, or current timestamp.

DEFAULT
Used to specify a default. If DEFAULT is specified, you cannot use a column constraint of WITH DEFAULT.
literal

Specifies a literal as the default. The literal that you specify must be consistent with the data type of the
column. A user-supplied DEFAULT literal can be up to 20 bytes long, or the length of the column that is
involved, whichever is shorter. A default value can be specified for a character column if the column width
is greater than 20 bytes, but the default literal itself is limited to 20 bytes, with the remaining bytes padded
with blanks by the system.

NULL
Specifies NULL as the default. If NULL is specified, you cannot use a column constraint of NOT NULL.

USER
Specifies the current authorization ID as the default

SYSTEM USER
This Datacom/DB extension specifies the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user as the default.

column constraint
Refer to the following syntax diagram for the column constraint definition:
►►─┬─ NOT NULL ─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────┬──────────────►

   │            └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘ ├─ PRIMARY KEY ─┤           │

   │                               └─ UNIQUE ──────┘           │

   ├─ REFERENCEStable-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┤

   │                        └─ (ref-col-name) ─┘ └─ ref-act ─┘ │

   └─ CHECK(search condition) ─────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CONSTRAINTconstraint-name ─┘

NOTE
WITH DEFAULT is a Datacom/DB extension.

NOT NULL
Specifies that the column value cannot be NULL. If NOT NULL is not specified, the column may contain NULL
values. On INSERT, a non-null value must be supplied, or a DEFAULT must be specified. On UPDATE, the
column cannot be set to the null value. If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE,
TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default value is the current date, current time, or current timestamp. You must specify
NOT NULL to use the column-level UNIQUE constraint. If you specify NOT NULL, you cannot specify NULL as
the column default.

UNIQUE
Specifying the column-level UNIQUE constraint after an individual column name indicates that the value for the
column is to be unique for each row of the table.
You must specify NOT NULL to use the UNIQUE column-level constraint.
The UNIQUE column-level constraint restricts update or insertion of a row that contains a column value that has
been previously assigned. For example, if COLUMN_A has been assigned the value '75252' for one row in the
table, you cannot insert a row or update another row to assign that same value to the column.
You can specify the column-level UNIQUE on a maximum 50 individual columns per table. The column length
must not exceed 180 bytes if you specify this constraint on the column.
When you use the column-level UNIQUE constraint, Datacom Datadictionary generates a KEY entity-occurrence
with the UNIQUE attribute to enforce uniqueness. This key may not be deleted directly. You must DROP the
UNIQUE constraint to delete the key. The Datacom Datadictionary name for the key is the same as the column.
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The 5-character Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a sequential number unique to each
database.

PRIMARY KEY
Same as UNIQUE, except for the following rules:
Only one primary key is allowed per table, whether specified at the column or table level.
When the referential constraint ref-col-list is omitted, the columns of the primary key are implied by default.

WITH DEFAULT
This is a Datacom/DB extension. Specifying WITH DEFAULT means that if you do not specify a value, and the
data type is CHARACTER, blanks are used. If the data type is not CHARACTER, zero (0) is used of the
appropriate type, length, and scale.
If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default value is
the current date, current time, or current timestamp.
You must specify NOT NULL to use the WITH DEFAULT column-level constraint.
Do not use WITH DEFAULT if you specify a DEFAULT in the column definition.

REFERENCES table-name
Specify the name of the table that you want to reference. The table-name must identify a table that is described in
the Datacom Datadictionary other than a Datacom Datadictionary table.

(ref-col-name)
If you specify a ref-col-name, the data type, length, and scale of the column-name that is specified in the column
definition (see Column Definition) must be identical to those of the ref-col-name.
When no ref-col-name is specified, the table-name must have a PRIMARY KEY, and its column-name is the
column-name that is specified in the column definition.
The referenced column must be a UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY in the referenced table. If the referenced column is
not a UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY, Datacom/DB issues a -169 SQL return code.

ref-act
Specifies the referential action to be taken when a row in the referenced table is deleted or updated

CHECK (search condition)
Allows you to check domain constraints specified in the search condition.
The search condition must be enclosed in parentheses.
When you check a constraint through the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements, do not include a function,
special register, host variable, subquery, or external table reference in the search condition. If you do, Datacom/
DB issues an error message informing you that none of those is allowed.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
Allows you to specify a constraint-name. Constraint names must be unique within all constraints that are defined
in the same schema. A fully qualified constraint name contains the schema ID, that is to say, the authorization ID
or creator ID, and a 32-byte name.
If the name you specify exists, Datacom/DB issues an error message. Query the SYSCONSTRSRC table to see
which names are already in use.
If you do not specify a constraint-name, the system generates a name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn
where nnnn is 0001 to 9999. For example, the first constraint-name generated by the system would be
CONSTRAINT_0001, the second would be CONSTRAINT_0002, and so on.
Constraint names are returned in the SQLCA error message to indicate which of several possible constraints
were violated, and in the ALTER TABLE DROP statement to specify which constraint is to be dropped.

Table Constraint Definition

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the table constraint definition:

►►─┬─┬─ UNIQUE ──────┬─ (column-list) ───┬─ CONSTRAINTconstraint-name ────────►◄

   │ └─ PRIMARY KEY ─┘                   │

   ├─ referential constraint definition ─┤
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   └─ CHECK(search condition) ───────────┘

UNIQUE
The UNIQUE table-level constraint specifies that the combination of values that are assigned to all the listed
columns is to be unique.
Individual columns on which the column-level UNIQUE is specified can also be included in the column list for a
table-level UNIQUE.
If you use the table-level UNIQUE constraint, Datacom Datadictionary generates a KEY entity-occurrence with
the UNIQUE attribute to enforce uniqueness. This key may not be deleted directly. You must DROP the UNIQUE
constraint to delete the key. The Datacom Datadictionary name for the key is the same as the table, followed by a
number which makes the name unique. The 5-character Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a
sequential number unique to each database.

NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level, UNIQUE forces unique values for the
entire key and not for the individual columns making up the key.

PRIMARY KEY
Same as UNIQUE, except for the following rules:

• Only one primary key is allowed per table, whether specified at the column or table level.
• When the referential constraint ref-col-list is omitted, the columns of the primary key are implied by default.

(column-list)
Specify the column-list for the table-level UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY constraint by enclosing one or more column
names in parentheses. Use a comma to separate column names.
For example, if you specify UNIQUE (COLUMN_A, COLUMN_B) when you create a table, the following value
assignments are valid because the combination of values for these two columns is unique in each row.

COLUMN_A COLUMN_B

Row 1 DALLAS TEXAS

Row 2 PARIS TEXAS

Row 3 PARIS FRANCE

The total length of all columns that are listed in each table-level constraint cannot exceed 180 bytes.
referential constraint definition

See Referential Constraint Definition.
CHECK (search condition)

Allows you to check domain constraints specified in the search conditions.
The search condition must be enclosed in parentheses.
When you define a constraint through the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements, do not include a function,
special register, host variable, subquery, or external table reference in the search condition. If you do, Datacom/
DB issues an error message informing you that none of those is allowed.
You may define multiple CHECK constraints to indicate exactly which constraint has been violated, since the
constraint name is returned in the SQL Error Message.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
Allows you to specify a constraint-name. Constraint names must be unique within all constraints that are defined
in the same schema. A fully qualified constraint name contains the schema ID, that is to say, the authorization ID
or creator ID, and a 32-byte name.
If the name you specify exists, Datacom/DB issues an error message. Query the SYSCONSTRSRC table to see
which names are already in use.
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If you do not specify a constraint-name, the system generates a name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn
where nnnn is 0001 to 9999. For example, the first constraint-name generated by the system would be
CONSTRAINT_0001, the second would be CONSTRAINT_0002, and so on.
Constraint names are returned in the SQLCA error message to indicate which of possibly several constraints were
violated, and in the ALTER TABLE DROP statement to specify which constraint is to be dropped.

Referential Constraint Definition

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the referential constraint definition:

►►─ FOREIGN KEY ─ (column-list) ─ REFERENCES ─ table-name ────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ (ref-col-list) ─┘ └─ ref-act ─┘

FOREIGN KEY
Allows you to specify a foreign key.
Foreign keys define relationships between tables. The column(s) of a foreign key in one table are related to the
primary or unique key of some table. That related primary or unique key may not be defined on the same table as
the foreign key.
Every foreign key is related to a primary or unique key. A primary or unique key may be related to zero, one, or
many foreign keys.
Each foreign key defines a referential integrity constraint. Every foreign key value (the column values of the
foreign key's columns from a single row of the table) must exactly match a primary or unique key value of the
foreign key's related primary or unique key, except when at least one foreign key column value is NULL. When
a foreign key value does not match any primary or unique key value of its related primary or unique key, the
referential integrity constraint is violated.
The foreign key constraint does not restrict the number of rows with the same foreign key value (the constraint is
"1-to-many"), one referenced table row can match multiple referencing rows. You may define a "1-to-1" constraint
by also defining the foreign key columns in a primary key or unique constraint.
An attempt to INSERT or UPDATE a foreign key value that does not exist in the referenced primary/unique key is
rejected as a foreign key value error. An attempt to DELETE or UPDATE a primary/unique value that is referenced by
one or more foreign key values is rejected as a foreign key reference error.
When the referenced table is loaded or recovered, the integrity of the foreign key is in doubt, and the table is
placed in a CHECK-RELATED check state. A table in a check state cannot be opened. You must execute the
CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to confirm that all referenced values still exist. The check state is reported in the
Directory (CXX) report.

NOTE
Tables that are defined using the SQL CREATE TABLE statement have the RECOVERY attribute-type
of the TABLE entity-occurrence set to Y (for yes) in Datacom Datadictionary.

A "physical" key is not generated for a foreign key. However, if you define a key, it is used when checking the
DELETE or UPDATE of the referenced primary/unique key. For best performance, the key should include all
columns of the foreign key as the only or leading columns. Other columns may be included following the foreign
key columns. The order in which foreign key columns are specified in the key does not affect performance.
A foreign key is rejected if the table involved has more than one foreign key and the delete or update actions of
any two of those foreign keys conflict. If a conflict occurs, A -36 SQL return code is issued. For more information,
see Referential Actions That Conflict.

(column-list)
Use the column-list to specify one or more column names. The column names must be separated by commas and
the list must be enclosed in parentheses.
The number of columns in the column-list and their data type, length, and scale must be identical to those
specified in the ref-col-list or the default ref-col-list.
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When at least one of the columns is not defined with NOT NULL (it may contain the null value), the reference is
said to be "optional." When at least one column is the null value, no check is made for a matching primary/unique
value.

REFERENCES table-name
Specify the name of the table that you want to reference. The table-name must identify a table that is described
in the Datacom Datadictionary other than a Datacom Datadictionary table. When no ref-col-list is specified, the
table-name must have a PRIMARY KEY, and its column(s) is the default ref-col-list. The referenced table cannot
be a remote table. Reference to a table in a different schema is permitted.

(ref-col-list)
Use the column-list to specify one or more column names. The column names must be separated by commas and
the list must be enclosed in parentheses. When you are specifying a ref-col-list, specify column(s) of a UNIQUE or
PRIMARY KEY constraint on the table-name.

ref-act
Specifies the referential action to be taken when a row in the referenced table is deleted or updated.
Refer to the following syntax diagram for ref-act (referential action):
►►─┬─ delete-action ───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ update-action ───────────────┤

   ├─ delete-action update-action ─┤

   └─ update-action delete-action ─┘

where delete-action is defined as
├── ON DELETE ─┬─ RESTRICT ◄ ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

               ├─ CASCADE ─────┤

               ├─ SET DEFAULT ─┤

               └─ SET NULL ────┘

where update-action is defined as
├── ON UPDATE RESTRICT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

ON DELETE
Specifies which delete-action is to be taken. Errors that occur during delete-actions cause the original DELETE
(and all propagated delete-actions) to be aborted.
The following list describes the delete-actions:
RESTRICT

ON DELETE RESTRICT is the default delete-action. It specifies that there shall be no matching rows
when a row is deleted from the referenced table. Matching rows are (for a given row in the referenced
table) all rows in the referencing table whose referencing columns equal the corresponding referenced
column. If referencing rows exist, the DELETE is rejected with a -175 return code.

CASCADE
Specifies that referencing rows are deleted after any references to the child table are followed and those
referential actions are performed.

SET DEFAULT
Specifies that each column in the referencing foreign key is set to its default value for every referencing
row. If ON DELETE SET DEFAULT is specified, all columns in the foreign key must have defaults defined.

SET NULL
Specifies that nullable columns in the referencing foreign key are set to NULL for all referencing rows. At
least one column is guaranteed to be nullable in this foreign key. If ON DELETE SET NULL is specified, at
least one of the foreign key columns must be nullable.

ON UPDATE
Specifies which update action is to be taken. RESTRICT is the only update action supported. RESTRICT is the
default and is enforced even if not specified.
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ON UPDATE RESTRICT specifies that there shall be no matching rows when a row is updated in the referenced
table. Matching rows are (for a given row in the referenced table) all rows in the referencing table whose
referencing columns equal the corresponding referenced column. If referencing rows exist, the UPDATE is
rejected with a -175 return code.

Referential Actions That Conflict

A foreign key is rejected if the table involved has more than one foreign key and the referential actions of any two of those
foreign keys conflict. Conflicts between referential actions are generally caused by one of two conditions:

• A delete on a referenced table can propagate conflicting referential actions to a row of a referencing table. For
example, if two foreign keys on table A reference table B, and one foreign key specifies ON DELETE CASCADE but
the other specifies ON DELETE SET DEFAULT, it is impossible to update table A in a way that satisfies both foreign
keys.

• The order in which foreign key references are followed and satisfied affects the actions that are taken on referencing
rows. It might seem that all situations described in the previously described condition would be included here. For
example, if the SET DEFAULT described in the first condition were executed before the CASCADE, the stored default
values could sever the row's other foreign key connection to the deleted row in table B, in which case the ON DELETE
CASCADE would never be executed. But this second condition can occur even if the delete actions agree.

Consider a case in which both foreign keys on table A specify ON DELETE SET NULL and the columns that are
used in the two keys partially overlap. Setting any of the overlapping columns to NULL would sever both foreign keys'
connections, because a NULL in any column of a foreign key severs the connection to the parent row. The first foreign key
that is executed would have its columns set to NULL, but the second foreign key would never be executed.

Also consider the following conditions:

• An update action conflicts with a delete action only if the first condition previously described is violated: if a DELETE
on some indirect parent of a table can propagate both an ON UPDATE RESTRICT and a conflicting delete action to
the table using two separate foreign key paths at the same time. A DELETE can propagate ON UPDATE RESTRICT,
because when an ON DELETE SET DEFAULT or ON DELETE SET NULL is executed on a table that is referenced by
another foreign key, the update actions on a referencing child table are executed, instead of the delete actions.

• Referential actions that would normally conflict are allowed if the foreign keys involved have disjoint sets of parent
tables (including both direct and indirect parents), or if the sets of columns that are affected by the conflicting rules
are disjoint. SET NULL and SET DEFAULT actions that are not listed as being in conflict in the following table are,
however, rejected if the second condition previously described exists. But that second condition does not apply if the
two foreign keys that are involved contain either totally disjoint or completely matching sets of columns on the child
table.

The following table lists referential actions that conflict. The asterisk (*) means there is no conflict if defaults for all
columns involved are NULL.

REFERENTIAL
ACTIONS:

ON DELETE
RESTRICT

ON DELETE
CASCADE

ON DELETE
SET DEFAULT

ON DELETE
SET NULL

ON UPDATe
RESTRICT

ON DELETE
RESTRICT

X X X

ON DELETE
CASCADE

X X X X

ON DELETE SET
DEFAULT

X X X* X

ON DELETE SET
NULL

X X X* X
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REFERENTIAL
ACTIONS:

ON DELETE
RESTRICT

ON DELETE
CASCADE

ON DELETE
SET DEFAULT

ON DELETE
SET NULL

ON UPDATe
RESTRICT

ON UPDATE
RESTRICT

X X X

NOTE
Foreign keys can also be rejected for reasons that are not mentioned here. For a complete list of reasons,
access the SQL return codes section using in Messages.

Data Types

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the valid SQL data types:

►►─┬─┬─ VARCHAR(length) ─┬─┬──────────────────┬──────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ LONG VARCHAR ────┘ ├─ FOR MIXED DATA ─┤          │

   │                       ├─ FOR SBCS DATA ──┤          │

   │                       └─ FOR BIT DATA ───┘          │

   ├─┬─ CHARACTER ─┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┤

   │ └─ CHAR ──────┘ └─ (length) ─┘ ├─ FOR MIXED DATA ─┤ │

   │                                ├─ FOR SBCS DATA ──┤ │

   │                                └─ FOR BIT DATA ───┘ │

   ├─ FLOAT ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

   │         └─ (precision) ─┘                           │

   ├─┬─ NUMERIC ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────┤

   │ ├─ DECIMAL ─┤ └─ (precision ─┬──────────┬─ ) ─┘     │

   │ └─ DEC ─────┘                └─ ,scale ─┘           │

   ├─┬─ INTEGER ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ INT ─────┘                                       │

   ├─ SMALLINT ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ REAL ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DOUBLE PRECISION ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DATE ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIME ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ GRAPHIC ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ (precision) ─┘                         │

   ├─ VARGRAPHIC(precision) ─────────────────────────────┤

   └─ LONG VARGRAPHIC ───────────────────────────────────┘

• VARCHAR and LONG VARCHAR are Datacom/DB extensions.
• FOR MIXED DATA, FOR SBCS DATA, and FOR BIT DATA are Datacom/DB extensions.
• DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are Datacom/DB extensions.
• GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC are Datacom/DB extensions.

The following table summarizes information about the valid SQL data types.
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Valid SQL Data Types:

Data Type Explanation

CHARACTER (length) CHAR (length)
VARCHAR (length)
LONG VARCHAR

CHARACTER or CHAR specifies a character string. The optional
length must be an integer designating the number of characters in
the string and must be enclosed in parentheses. The default value
for the CHARACTER data type length is one byte.
VARCHAR specifies a varying-length character string of length 1
to maximum row size. The length is required, must be an integer
designating the number of characters in the string, and must be
enclosed in parentheses.
LONG VARCHAR specifies a varying-length character string
whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space
available in a block. Use of the LONG VARCHAR Data Type
creates rows that are as long as the block size of the containing
area. If LONG VARCHARs are to be used, this block size should
be used as the row size in calculating the Log Area (LXX) block
size (the block size of the longest block sized area containing
LONG VARCHARs should be used).
Three semantic types are allowed: FOR MIXED DATA, FOR
SBCS DATA, and FOR BIT DATA. FOR MIXED DATA means
that DBCS characters are allowed in values that are stored in
the column, in addition to EBCDIC (Single-Byte Character Set
(SBCS)) characters. This is relevant when SQL is processing a
value in the column, since it must recognize the Shift-Out and
Shift-In characters that delimit DBCS substrings. FOR SBCS
DATA means that DBCS characters are not allowed in the column.
FOR BIT DATA means that the data is a string of binary data
rather than a string of characters.
If a semantic type is not specified when the column is created, the
default is the semantic type that was specified on the CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xx option. If xx was IS or FS, the default
is FOR SBCS DATA. If xx was IM or FM, the default is FOR
MIXED DATA.

FLOAT (precision) Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits.
The precision can range from 1 to 15. The precision must be
enclosed in parentheses.

NUMERIC (precision,scale) Specifies a zoned decimal number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits.
The precision can range from 1 to 31. If you specify precision, you
have the option of also specifying scale. The optional scale of the
number is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
The scale can range from 0 to the precision.
If you specify both precision and scale, you must separate them
with a comma and enclose them in parentheses. When specifying
a scale of zero, however, you can use (precision) for (precision,0).
If you do not specify precision and/or scale, the default value that
is used is a precision of 5 and a scale of zero (5,0).
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Data Type Explanation

DECIMAL (precision,scale) DEC (precision,scale) Specifies a packed decimal number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits.
The precision can range from 1 to 31. If you specify precision, you
have the option of also specifying scale. The optional scale of the
number is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.
The scale can range from 0 to the precision.
If you specify both precision and scale, you must separate them
with a comma and enclose them in parentheses. When specifying
a scale of zero, however, you can use (precision) for (precision,0).
If you do not specify precision and/or scale, the default value that
is used is a precision of 5 and a scale of zero (5,0).

INTEGER INT Specifies a large binary integer with a precision of 31 bits.

SMALLINT Specifies a small binary integer with a precision of 15 bits.

REAL Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.

DOUBLE PRECISION Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.

DATE Specifies a date.

TIME Specifies a time.

TIMESTAMP Specifies a timestamp.

GRAPHIC (precision)
VARGRAPHIC (precision)
LONG VARGRAPHIC

GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC specify
Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters. Each character
is two bytes long. The precision of a DBCS column (optional for
GRAPHIC, required for VARGRAPHIC) is the maximum number of
two-byte characters that can be stored, not the physical length.

DBCS characters in SQL statements must be delimited by
the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. Shift characters are
either IBM-defined (X'0E' and X'0F') or Fujitsu-defined (X'28'
and X'29'). Shift characters are specified in CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xx in the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).
If xx is IS or IM, the Shift characters are the IBM-defined
characters. If xx is FS or FM, the Shift characters are the
Fujitsu-defined characters. the information about GRAPHIC,
VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC in the section on
character strings within the data types section discussed in Basic
SQL Language Elements.

Examples

Example 1

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: JOE
The example assumes that JOE is the default authorization ID in effect when the statement is executed. In this case, it
is not necessary to specify the authorization ID.

2. Table name: DEPTTBL
3. Column names: DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNBR, ADMDEPT
4. Data type: CHAR for all columns
5. Area name: CASQLDEFAULT
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The default area name is specified, although it is not necessary. If you do not specify an area name, the table is
automatically placed in the default area. You must specify the area name if you want to place the table in an area other
than the default.

      CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2),

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),

            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2))

      IN CASQLDEFAULT

Example 2

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: TED
In this example, TED is not the default authorization ID. It is therefore necessary to specify the authorization ID.

2. Table name: DEPTTBL
3. Column names: DEPTNO (value to be unique), DEPTNAME, MGRNBR, ADMDEPT
4. Data type: CHAR for all columns

    CREATE TABLE TED.DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),

            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2))

Example 3

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: JOE
2. Table name: PROJECTTBL
3. Column names (CHARACTER data): PROJECTNUM (value to be unique), PROJECTNAME (value to be unique),

DEPTNO, EMPNUM, MAJPROJECT
4. Column names (DECIMAL data): PROJSTAFF, PRSTARTDATE, PRENDDATE

    CREATE TABLE JOE.PROJECTTBL

           (PROJECTNUM CHAR(6) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            PROJECTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNO CHAR(3),

            EMPNUM CHAR(6),

            PROJSTAFF DECIMAL(5,2),

            PRSTARTDATE DECIMAL(6),

            PRENDDATE DECIMAL(6),

            MAJPROJECT CHAR(6))

Example 4

Create a table with the same specifications as Example 2, but specify that the DEPTNO and MGRNBR columns are to
have a combined value that is unique for this table.

NOTE
The last column definition is separated from the table-level UNIQUE constraint by a comma.

      CREATE TABLE TED.DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),
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            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2),

            UNIQUE (DEPTNO, MGRNBR))

Example 5

Create a table to keep track of customers who pay their bills on time. Then create another table to track orders. Design
the tables to enforce the following business rules:

1. Never accept an order from a customer who does not pay bills.
2. Do not finance orders of less than $1,000.00 worth of merchandise.
3. Always get a down payment of at least 25 percent on financed orders.
4. Never negotiate interest rates to below 11 percent.
5. Ensure maximum performance when retrieving customer orders based on the assigned "order ID."

NOTE
The following example is intended to show the specification of as many different data types and options as
possible. For this reason, proper data base design and table normalization have been ignored. Proper design
and normalization of your databases is imperative for maximum system performance.

      CREATE TABLE ACCOUNTING.PAYING_CUSTOMERS

       (TOTAL_NUM_ORDERS    INTEGER NOT NULL,

        FIRST_ORDER         DATE,

        LAST_ORDER          DATE,

        COMPANY_NAME        CHAR(40) NOT NULL,

        TOTAL_GROSS_ORDERS  DECIMAL(12,2) NOT NULL,

        AVG_GROSS_PER_ORDER DECIMAL(9,2) NOT NULL,

        PRIMARY KEY (COMPANY_NAME));

      CREATE TABLE ORDERS

       (ORDER_ID_NUMBER     INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

        CUSTOMER_NAME       CHAR(40) DEFAULT 'INTERNAL ORDER',

        SHIPMENT_ID_NUMBER  DECIMAL(6,0) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

        GROSS_AMOUNT        NUMERIC(8,2) NOT NULL,

        PERCENT_DOWN_PMT    REAL DEFAULT 100.0

                            CHECK (PERCENT_DOWN_PMT >= 25.0),

        NUM_PAYMENTS        SMALLINT DEFAULT NULL,

        INTEREST_RATE       DOUBLE PRECISION CHECK (INTEREST_RATE >= 11.0)

                            CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_INTEREST_RATE,

        DATE_PROMISED       DATE,

        TIME_PROMISED       TIME,

        DATE_AND_TIME_SHIPPED TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

        AVG_ITEM_QUANTITY   FLOAT,

        AVG_NUM_ITEMS       FLOAT(6),

        TOTAL_PIECES        INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

        FOREIGN KEY (CUSTOMER_NAME) REFERENCES

                    ACCOUNTING.PAYING_CUSTOMERS(COMPANY_NAME),

        CHECK (GROSS_AMOUNT > 1000.0 OR PERCENT_DOWN_PMT = 100.0)

              CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED);

How the Tables Enforce the Business Rules:

The following numbers correspond to the numbers of the business rules specified at the beginning of this example.

1. The foreign key on ORDERS.CUSTOMER-NAME prevents orders from being inserted into the table ORDERS unless
the customer's name appears in the PAYING-CUSTOMERS table in column COMPANY-NAME. Any attempt to insert
an order for a nonpaying customer is rejected.
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2. Constraint ORDERS-MIN-AMT-FINANCED prevents an order from being inserted if an attempt is being made to
finance an order of less than $1000.00.

3. CHECK (PERCENT-DOWN-PMT >= 25.0) stops orders that are being financed with a down payment of less than 25
percent. Since the user did not specify a constraint name, the system generates a unique name. It is recommended
that you give meaningful names to all constraints so that error messages are more meaningful .

4. Constraint ORDERS-MIN-INTEREST-RATE stops orders with an interest rate below 11 percent.
5. Making ORDER-ID-NUMBER the primary key causes the system to generate an index based on this column for quick

access to the data records.

CREATE TRIGGER and CREATE RULE Statements (DQ)
The CREATE TRIGGER/RULE statement creates a user-specified set of instructions whose execution is triggered by a
specified maintenance request against a certain base table. For information about when a created trigger is recognized by
applications that are currently executing, see Get Started with SQL in Datacom.

NOTE

• Statement-level rules are not supported by Datacom/DB, that is, a TRIGGER/RULE can only be invoked for
each row affected, not once for a statement that can affect many rows.

• Use of host variables, and therefore OUT and INOUT parameters, is forbidden in a procedure call that is part
of a triggered action.

• To allow the trigger to be recognized during the execution of the plan, plans containing SQL statements that
reference the table to which the trigger is being added are marked invalid and automatically rebound the next
time they are executed.

• A single event can invoke multiple triggers. When this occurs, the triggers are invoked according to the date
and time created with the most recently created being invoked last.

With regard to table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

CREATE TRIGGER/RULE YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Syntax
►►─ CREATE ─┬─ TRIGGER ─┬─ trig-name ─┬─ BEFORE ─┬────────────────────────────►

            └─ RULE ────┘             └─ AFTER ──┘

 ►─ trig-event ─┬─ ON ───┬─ table-name ─┬───────────────────┬─ trig-action ───►◄

                ├─ OF ───┤              └─ trig-references ─┘

                ├─ FROM ─┤

                └─ INTO ─┘

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬─ INSERT ──────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ UPDATE ─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

     │          └─ OF ─ (column-list) ─┘ │

     └─ DELETE ──────────────────────────┘

►►─ REFERENCING ─┬─ old-row ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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                 ├─ new-row ─────────┤

                 ├─ old-row,new-row ─┤

                 └─ new-row,old-row ─┘

►►─ OLD ─┬───────┬─ AS ─ correlation-name ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ ROW ─┘

►►─ NEW ─┬───────┬─ AS ─ correlation-name ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ ROW ─┘

►►─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─ call-procedure ────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ FOR EACH ROW ─┘ └─ when-clause ─┘ └─ execute-procedure ─┘

►►─┬─ WHEN ──┬─ boolean-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHERE ─┘

CREATE TRIGGER/RULE
(Required) Specify for the CREATE either a TRIGGER or a RULE.

trig-name
Specify the SQL-name of the trigger. SQL-names are SQL-identifiers.

BEFORE/AFTER
Trigger BEFORE or AFTER the Datacom maintenance occurs.

trig-event ON/OF/FROM/INTO table-name
Specify a trigger event, one of the listed options, and a table name. Options ON, OF, FROM, and INTO are
supplied for syntax compatibility.

INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE
Part of the trig-event syntax. You can use up to three comma-separated occurrences of these three maintenance
types (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE), but each maintenance type can only be used once in the trig-event definition.

OF
(Optional) Part of the trig-event syntax. Supplied for syntax compatibility.

(column-list)
is a list of columns whose value-change triggers a trigger. Omission implies all columns are triggers.

REFERENCING
Part of the trig-references syntax.

OLD
Part of the old-row syntax. Refers to the row prior to UPDATE or DELETE.

NEW
Part of the new-row syntax. Refers to the row that results from execution of the INSERT or UPDATE.

ROW
(Optional) Part of the old-row and new-row syntax.

AS correlation-name
Part of the old-row and new-row syntax. The correlation-name is the name which is to be used to reference a
column from the before-maintenance or after-maintenance image of the row being maintained. For example, if
ACCOUNT_NUMBER is a column name, OLD_ACCOUNT_ROW is the before-image correlation-name, and
NEW_ACCOUNT_ROW, then OLD_ACCOUNT_ROW.ACCOUNT_NUMBER can be used to refer to the account
number prior to an UPDATE (or DELETE), and NEW_ACCOUNT_ROW.ACCOUNT_NUMBER may be used to
refer to the account number after an UPDATE (or INSERT) occurs. The use of this name is, of course, limited to
the CREATE statement itself.

FOR EACH ROW
(Optional) Part of the trig-action syntax. Denotes this trigger as one that executes once per maintained row rather
than once per SQL statement. ROW level is used (the default) even if you do not specify this optional clause.
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call-procedure
Part of the trig-action syntax.
As a convenience to users of CREATE TRIGGER who need to pass large base table rows to a triggered
procedure, a special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column is available. DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW is only visible
during execution of the CREATE TRIGGER statement. When you pass the special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW
column name to your procedure, the procedure receives a CHAR parameter containing the entire row in Datacom/
DB format. Following is an example of the use of DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW:
CREATE TRIGGER myTrigger AFTER DELETE FROM myTable

   REFERENCING OLD ROW AS old_row

   CALL handleMaintenance('DELETE', old_row.datacom_whole_row)

We recommend that you use this special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column name only if your parameter list
becomes unwieldy because of an excessive number of columns being passed.

execute-procedure
Part of the trig-action syntax.
As a convenience to users of CREATE TRIGGER who need to pass large base table rows to a triggered
procedure, a special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column is available. DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW is only
visible during execution of the CREATE TRIGGER statement. See the information previously given in the call-
procedure description about DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW.

WHEN/WHERE boolean-expression
This is the when-clause syntax. The when-clause executes before the triggered action (the procedure call) is
taken and cancels execution of the procedure if the boolean-expression evaluates to UNKNOWN or FALSE.
The boolean-expression is similar to the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement but may not include
subqueries or functions of any type. The correlation-name (see previous description) can be used to reference
values in the row being maintained.
The trigger only activates on rows for which the boolean-expression evaluates to TRUE. If the WHEN clause
containing the boolean-expression is omitted, the trigger always triggers.

CREATE VIEW Statement (DQ)
Use the SQL statement CREATE VIEW in Dataquery to create a view of a table or tables. CREATE VIEW may be used in
SQL and batch modes. Learn about privileges and security, statement syntax, and processing.

The view that the CREATE VIEW statement creates is a derived table of one or more tables or views. When a CREATE
VIEW statement successfully executes, a VIEW entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction
status. All tables and views that are specified in the CREATE VIEW statement must be in databases of the same security
type (that is to say, either the Datacom/DB External Security Model or the SQL Security Model).

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/DB
SQL Preprocessor(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

CREATE VIEW YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Privileges

If the Multi-User Facility is secured, whether the creator of the view may access that view depends on the security model
of the view. Under the SQL Security Model, when a view is created the user who executes the CREATE VIEW statement
is automatically granted all privileges on the view. Under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, all access rights,
including access rights for the creator of a view, must be defined through the external security product.
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Regarding table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

Syntax

See the following syntax diagram for the CREATE VIEW statement:

►►─ CREATE ─┬───────────┬─ VIEWview-name ─┬───────────────────────────┬─ AS ──►

            └─ DATACOM ─┘                 │     ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

                                          └─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─ subselect ─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ WITH CHECK OPTION ─┘

DATACOM
(Optional) See the information about DATACOM VIEWs.

view-name
The unqualified or qualified name of the view. This name, including the implicit or explicit qualifier, must not name
a table, view, or synonym that is already described in the Datacom Datadictionary.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the view name can be from
1 to 18 characters in length.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the view name can be
from 1 to 32 characters in length.

The qualified form is the name that is preceded by an authorization ID and a period, for example, auth-id.view-
name.
If you qualify the view-name, the qualifier designates the schema of the view. If you do not qualify the view-name,
the default authorization ID is used as the qualifier.
If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is installed, the creator of the view is automatically granted the following
priviliges:

• The SELECT privilege on the view
• Any other privilege that applies to a view and is a privilege that the creator has on the tables or views identified

in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement

A privilege acquired by the creator is grantable only if the privilege from which it is derived is grantable by the
creator.

column-name
A list of one or more names for columns in the view. The column names must be separated by commas and the
list must be enclosed in parentheses.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the column name can be
from 1 to 18 characters in length.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the column name can
be from 1 to 32 characters in length.

If you do not give other names to the columns, the columns of the view have the same names as the columns of
the result table of the SELECT statement.
You must give names to all columns if the following situations occur:

• If the SELECT statement result has duplicate column names
• If the SELECT statement result has a column that is derived from a function, literal, or arithmetic expression

Give a name for each column and do not use the same name more than once.
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AS subselect
The subselect defines the view. At any time, the view consists of the rows that result if the SELECT statement is
executed.
The subselect must be the subselect form of a SELECT statement that does not reference host variables. See
Subselect for the subselect syntax diagram and information about the subselect parameters.

WITH CHECK OPTION
WITH CHECK OPTION specifies that all inserts and updates against this view are checked to ensure the newly
inserted or updated row satisfies the view definition.
For example, if you use the view to insert a row, the row can be inserted only if you can also view it using this
view. The data being inserted must be within the bounds that are specified in the definition of the view.
The WITH CHECK OPTION can be specified only if the view is updateable and the view definition does not
include a nested subquery.
See Example 3 in this topic for a view definition that uses the WITH CHECK OPTION.

Processing

If the definition of a view includes any of the following phrases, then the view is read-only and cannot be updated:

• A FROM clause naming more than one table or view (a join)
• The keyword DISTINCT
• A GROUP BY clause

Keywords and phrases which cannot be used in the definition of a view are:

• FOR UPDATE OF
• ORDER BY
• UNION

NOTE
A view whose definition involves either a GROUP BY clause or a column function cannot be named in any
FROM clause that contains another table or view. The view cannot be joined. This restriction is not a restriction
on the content of the CREATE VIEW statement itself, but on queries that reference the view. If you violate
this rule, an error message is issued if you violate this rule. Also, a view whose definition contains a SELECT
DISTINCT may only be joined if the join itself has a SELECT DISTINCT. Again, this restriction is a restriction on
queries that reference the view, not a restriction on the view itself.

Examples

Example 1

Create a read-only view with the following specifications:

1. View name: PROJV1
2. Column names: PROJNO, PROJNAME, PROJDEP, RESPEMP, EMPNO, FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME
3. The view joins the tables PROJTBL and NAMETBL where a value in the RESPEMP column is equal to a value in the

EMPNO column.
NOTE
Since this view joins two tables, it is a read-only view.

      CREATE VIEW PROJV1

           (PROJNO, PROJNAME, PROJDEP, RESPEMP,

            FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME)

      AS SELECT ALL

           PROJNO, PROJNAME, DEPTNO, EMPNO,

           FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME
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      FROM PROJTBL, NAMETBL

      WHERE RESPEMP = EMPNO

Example 2

Create an updateable view with the following specifications:

1. View name: SUPPLY
2. Column names: SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY
3. Search condition: The value of STATUS must be greater than 10

This view is a row and column subset view of the table CASUPL which contains columns SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY,
STATE, and ZIP. View SUPPLY can be used to update values for the four specified columns. However, this view would not
be used to insert new rows into CASUPL since some of the columns are not included in the view definition.

      CREATE VIEW SUPPLY

           (SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY)

      AS SELECT ALL

           SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY

      FROM CASUPL

      WHERE STATUS > 10

Example 3

Create an updateable view with the following specifications:

1. View name: SUPPLY
2. Column names: SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP
3. Search condition: The value of STATUS must be greater than 10
4. Use the WITH CHECK OPTION

This view is a row subset view of the table CASUPL which contains columns SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE,
and ZIP. View SUPPLY can be used to update values for all the columns, and to insert new rows into CASUPL where the
value for STATUS is greater than 10. If you attempt to insert a row where the value of STATUS is less than or equal to
10, the row is not inserted because the WITH CHECK OPTION does not allow you to view any row where STATUS is not
greater than 10.

      CREATE VIEW SUPPLY

           (SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP)

      AS SELECT ALL

           SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP

      FROM CASUPL

      WHERE STATUS > 10

        WITH CHECK OPTION

DELETE Statement (DQ)
The DELETE statement deletes rows from a table or view. Deleting a row from a view deletes the row from the table that
the view is based on.

You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the DELETE statement.
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NOTE
When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a DELETE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

DELETE (positioned)  YES The positioned DELETE is not
used by Dataquery.

DELETE (searched) YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax

This statement has the following format:

►►─┬─ searched DELETE ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ positioned DELETE ─┘

Searched DELETE

Following is the syntax diagram for the searched DELETE statement:

►►─ DELETE FROM ─┬─ tab-name ──┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                 └─ view-name ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

FROM tab-name or FROM view-name
Name the table or view from which you want to delete. The table or view must be described in the Datacom
Datadictionary, but must not be a Datacom Datadictionary table or a read-only view.

correlation-name
You can specify a 1- to 18-byte correlation-name to be used within the search-condition to designate the table or
view.

WHERE
Introduces a condition that specifies what rows are to be deleted. You can omit the clause, give a search condition
or name a cursor. If you omit the clause, all rows of the table or view are deleted.
search-condition

Each column-name in the search condition must name a column of the table or view, and the table or
view must not be referenced in the FROM clause of any subselect in the search condition.
Each column-name in the search condition which is not in a subquery must name a column of the table
or view being updated. In subqueries, the table or view being updated must not be named in any FROM
clause.
If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each
time the search condition is applied to a row. The result of the subquery is used in applying the search
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condition. In actuality, the subquery is executed for each row only if it contains a correlated reference to a
column of the table or view.

CURRENT OF cursor-name
Not used in Dataquery.

Examples

• The following example deletes the row from table DEPTTBL where the value of DEPTNO equals D1:

      DELETE FROM DEPTTBL

      WHERE DEPTNO = 'D1'

• The following example deletes several rows from table NAMETBL, specifically, those for all employees in
Department E1 or D2:

      DELETE FROM NAMETBL

      WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E1' OR WORKDEPT = 'D2'

DROP Statement (DQ)
The DROP statement is a Datacom/DB extension. DROP removes an SQL-accessible object. The object's description is
removed from the Datacom Datadictionary. Any application plans that reference the object are invalidated.

WARNING
 When an object is dropped, any objects that are directly or indirectly dependent on that object are either
dropped or marked for rebind.

When a table or view is dropped, the prepared statements in plans that reference the table or view are marked non-
executable until rebound. An attempt to execute these statements invokes automatic rebind, and the rebind fails. If
the plans containing referencing statements are currently executing or binding, the DROP request is aborted. This is
always the case when the plan containing the DROP statement references the table or view, because this is an attempt
to invalidate its own plan and is not allowed. Dropping an index causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be
marked invalid. You can run a Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a
table.

The DROP statement does not process and you receive a -118 return code when the Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence definition of the table, view, synonym, or index you specify is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2.
The error message also includes a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code. The DSF return codes are:

• IPW (for password protected)
• IOR (for Lock Level 1 protected)
• NTF (for Lock Level 2 protected)

See the Datacom Datadictionary documentation for information on passwords and lock levels.

NOTE
 When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a DROP
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Also note that the DROP statement is rejected if other DML statements are in the same plan or if the table being dropped
is in use by other plans.
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With regard to table partitioning, DROP statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

DROP INDEX YES YES  
DROP SYNONYM YES YES YES
DROP TABLE YES YES YES
DROP VIEW YES YES YES
DROP PROCEDURE YES YES YES
DROP TRIGGER/RULE YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

WARNING
 There is also a DROP PLAN statement that can only be submitted through DBSQLPR.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the DROP statement:

►►─ DROP ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TABLE ─┬───────────┬─ tab-name ──────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   │         └─ authid. ─┘                                         │

   ├─ SYNONYMsynonym-name ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VIEW ─┬───────────┬─ view-name ──────────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ authid. ─┘                                          │

   ├─ INDEX ─┬───────────┬index-nameFROM ─┬───────────┬─ tab-name ─┤

   │         └─ authid. ─┘                └─ authid. ─┘            │

   ├─┬────────────┬─ PROCEDURE proc-name ─┬──────────────────┬─────┤

   │ └─ SPECIFIC ─┘                       └─┬─ RESTRICT ◄ ─┬─┘     │

   │                                        ├─ INVALIDATE ─┤       │

   │                                        └─ CASCADE ────┘       │

   └─┬─ TRIGGER ─┬─ trig-name ─────────────────────────────────────┘

     └─ RULE ────┘

NOTE
 DROP INDEX is not used by Dataquery.

•   authid. 
An optional identifier of the schema for the table, view, or index. If specified for the index-name, it must be the same as
the authorization ID of the table you have specified with the tab-name in the FROM tab-name clause. Use a period (.)
to concatenate the authorization ID to the table or view name, for example, authid.tab-name.

• TABLE  tab-name 
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a table and specifies the name of the table you want to drop. The tab-
name must identify a table described in the Datacom Datadictionary, other than a Datacom Datadictionary table.
The DROP TABLE statement removes the table from the schema, obsoletes the table from the Datacom
Datadictionary, and removes the table from the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
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WARNING
 The table data is deleted and the space is reclaimed when you drop a table.

All views and synonyms based on the table are dropped. All application plans and statements that reference the table
are invalidated. If the table definition exists in TEST and/or HISTory status in Datacom Datadictionary, those status/
versions are deleted at the same time as the PRODuction status.
All columns (columns appear as FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary ), keys, elements, and support data
related to the table are also obsoleted. The support data includes aliases, descriptors, relationship definitions, and text
(SQL comments).

• SYNONYM  synonym-name 
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a synonym and specifies the name of the synonym you want to drop.
Dropping a synonym does not affect the table, view or synonym referenced by the dropped synonym.

• VIEW  view-name 
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a view and specifies the name of the view you want to drop. The view
name must identify a view described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The definition of the view is removed from
the Datacom Datadictionary. The definition of any view that is directly or indirectly dependent on that view is also
removed. When the definition of a view is removed from the Datacom Datadictionary, all privileges on that view are
also dropped.

•  INDEX
Not used in Dataquery.

GRANT Statement (DQ)
The GRANT statement grants privileges on tables and views in databases that are secured under the SQL Security
Model. All of the tables and views specified in the GRANT statement must be in databases secured under the SQL
Security Model. If tables and views are in databases secured under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, the GRANT
statement is rejected with an SQL error code -273.

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

GRANT YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Plan Security

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, in order to execute the plan, an accessor
ID must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For information oabout the CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=,
CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC= options, see Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options. For more information about
plan security, see Plan Options in Plan Security.

NOTE
To grant a plan privilege you must possess that privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner. To
revoke a plan privilege you must have granted the privilege or be a Global Owner.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the GRANT statement:
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►►─ GRANT ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameTO ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬───────────►

           └─ BIND ────┘                      ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                              └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┤

   └─ WITH GRANT ────────┘

EXECUTE
Grants the PLAN EXECUTE privilege.

BIND
Grants the PLAN BIND privilege.
ON PLAN plan-name

Specifies the name of the plan to which the PLAN EXECUTE or PLAN BIND privilege is to be granted.
TO accessor-id

Specify the accessor ID of one or more users to whom you are granting the privileges. This is a user's ID,
not a schema auth-id. Do not specify your own accessor ID, that is to say, you cannot grant privileges to
yourself.

TO PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting the specified privileges to all users. A new user automatically has
any privileges previously granted to the public.

TO UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are granting the specified privileges to users whose identities cannot
be determined by Datacom/DB security.

WITH GRANT OPTION
Specify this option if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to another
user. WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used with PUBLIC.

WITH GRANT
Specify WITH GRANT if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to
another user. WITH GRANT cannot be used with PUBLIC or with UNKNOWNUSER.

Following is the non-plan security syntax diagram for the GRANT statement:

►►─ GRANT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────┬─ ON ─┬─────────┬────────────►

           ├─ ALL PRIVILEGES ───────────────────┤      └─ TABLE ─┘

           │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐ │

           └─▼─┬─ SELECT ───────────────────┬─┴─┘

               ├─ INSERT ───────────────────┤

               ├─ DELETE ───────────────────┤

               ├─ UPDATE ─┬───────────────┬─┤

               │          └─ column-list ─┘ │

               ├─ ALTER ────────────────────┤

               └─ INDEX ────────────────────┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ table-name ─┬─┴─ TO ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬────────────────────────────►

     └─ view-name ──┘        ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                             └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┤

   └─ WITH GRANT ────────┘

• ALL or ALL PRIVILEGES
Grants all privileges (excluding ALTER and INDEX) for which you have GRANT authority on all tables or views named
in the ON clause. GRANT ALL is a Datacom/DB extension.
If you do not use ALL, you must use one or more of the following keywords. Each keyword grants the privilege
described, but only as it applies to the tables or views named in the ON clause.

• SELECT
Grants the privilege to use the SELECT statement.

• INSERT
Grants the privilege to use the INSERT statement.

• DELETE
Grants the privilege to use the DELETE statement.

• ALTER
Grants the privilege to use the ALTER statement. GRANT ALTER is a Datacom/DB extension.

• INDEX
Grants the privilege to execute the CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX statements. GRANT INDEX is a Datacom/DB
extension.

• UPDATE
Grants the privilege to use the UPDATE statement.

• UPDATE (column-list)
Grants the privilege to update only the named columns. Each column-name must belong to every table or view named
in the ON clause. The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with parentheses.

• ON or ON TABLE  table-name or view-name
Introduces a list of table and/or view names and specifies the name of one or more tables or views on which you are
granting the privileges. The list can be a list of table names or view names, or a combination of the two. The names
must be separated by commas.
If you name specific privileges, then for each table or view you name, you must have all those privileges with GRANT
authority. If you use GRANT ALL, then for each table or view you name, you must have at least one privilege with
GRANT authority.
ON TABLE is a Datacom/DB extension.

• TO accessor-id
Specifes the accessor ID of one or more users to whom you are granting the privileges. This is a user's ID, not a
schema auth-id. If listing more than one accessor ID, separate them with commas. Do not specify your own accessor
ID, that is to say, you cannot grant privileges to yourself.

• TO PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting the specified privileges to all users. A new user automatically has any
privileges previously granted to the public.

• TO UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are granting the specified privileges to users whose identities cannot be
determined by Datacom/DB security. UNKNOWNUSER is a Datacom/DB extension.

• WITH GRANT OPTION
Specify this option if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to another user.
The WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used with PUBLIC.

• WITH GRANT
Specify WITH GRANT if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to another
user. WITH GRANT cannot be used with PUBLIC or with UNKNOWNUSER. WITH GRANT is a Datacom/DB
extension.
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Examples

• The following example grants SELECT privileges on table TEMPL to user PULASKI:

 GRANT SELECT

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     TO PULASKI

• The following example grants UPDATE privileges on columns EMPNO and WORKDEPT in table TEMPL to
all users:

 GRANT UPDATE (EMPNO, WORKDEPT)

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     TO PUBLIC

• The following example grants all privileges on table TEMPL to users KWAN and THOMPSON, including
the WITH GRANT OPTION:

 GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     TO KWAN, THOMPSON

     WITH GRANT OPTION

INSERT Statement (DQ)
The INSERT statement inserts rows into a table or view. Inserting a row into a view inserts the row into the table upon
which the view is based. You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the
INSERT statement.

NOTE
 When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an INSERT
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Also note that constraints that existed in versions before r10 can act differently in Release 10.0 and above because, in
Release 10.0 and above, columns containing a NULL rather than a value do not cause a CHECK constraint to be violated.
Constraints are considered, in Release 10.0 and above, to be satisfied unless the predicates evaluate explicitly to FALSE.
That is, CHECK constraints whose predicates evaluate to UNKNOWN rather than TRUE or FALSE are considered, with
Release 10.0 and above, to have been satisfied. Therefore, INSERT and UPDATE statements, from versions before r10,
that resulted in constrained columns being nulled are, when used in Release 10.0 and above, successful for the first time.

 

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

INSERT YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Topics discussed on this page include:
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Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the INSERT statement. See Subselect for the subselect's syntax diagram.

NOTE
 The special-register is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ INSERT INTO ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────►

                 └─ view-name ──┘ │     ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

                                  └─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─┬─ VALUES( ─▼─┬─ special-register ─┬─┴─ ) ─┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   │             ├─ host-variable ────┤       │

   │             ├─ literal ──────────┤       │

   │             └─ NULL ─────────────┘       │

   └─ subselect ──────────────────────────────┘

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of the table or view into which you want to insert the row(s). The table or view must be
described in the Datacom Datadictionary, and must not be a Datacom Datadictionary table or any of the following
types of views:

• A read-only view.
• A view of a Datacom Datadictionary table.
• A view with a column that is derived from a literal or an arithmetic expression.
• A view with two columns derived from the same column of the underlying table.

column-name
Specify the name of one or more columns for which you provide insert values. You can name the columns in any
order. Each column must belong to the table or view you specified, and you cannot name the same column more
than once. The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with parentheses.

VALUES
Introduces one row of values to be inserted. The values of the row are the values of the keywords, literals, or host
variables specified in the clause. The values must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with
parentheses.
When the statement is executed, the number of values in the VALUES clause must equal the number of names
in the column list. The first value is inserted in the first column in the list, the second value in the second column,
and so on.
special-register

For more information, see the special-register diagram. This is a Datacom/DB extension.
host-variable

Specify a host-variable which must be a variable that is described in your program in accordance with the
rules for declaring host variables.

literal
Specify a literal consistent with the data type of the column.

NULL
Use the NULL keyword to specify that the value(s) being inserted are null values.

subselect
If you specify a subselect, the rows of the subselect's result table are inserted into the table or view you specified
in the INSERT statement. The result can be one row, more than one row or no rows. If no rows are inserted,
SQLCODE is set to +100. See Subselect for the subselect's syntax diagram.
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The table or view named after INSERT INTO must not be named in a FROM clause of the subselect or the FROM clause
of any subquery in the subselect.

The number of columns in the result table must equal the number of names in the column list. The value of the first
column of the result is inserted in the first column in the list, the second value in the second column, and so on.

Rules for Inserting

Insert values must satisfy the following rules:

Default values:
The value inserted in any column not in the column list is the default value of the column. Columns without a
default value must be included in the column list.
If you insert into a view, the default value is inserted into any column of the base table that is not included in the
view.
All columns of the base table that are not in the view must have default values.

Length:
If the insert value of a column is a number, the column must be a numeric column with the capacity to represent
the integral part of the number.
If the insert value of a column is a string, the column must be a string column with a length attribute at least as
great as the length of the string.

If insert values do not adhere to the previously given rules, or if any other error occurs during the execution of the INSERT
statement, no rows are inserted.

Processing

Rows can be inserted that do not conform to the definition of a view. These rows cannot appear in the view, but are
inserted into the base table of the view.

Unless appropriate locks already exist, one or more exclusive locks are acquired at the execution of a successful INSERT
statement. Until the locks are released, an inserted row can be accessed only by the unit of recovery in which the insert
was performed.

Examples

• The following example inserts a row into table EMP:
      INSERT INTO EMP

           VALUES('000315', 'JOHN', 'T', 'SMITH', 'A1', '1234',

                   870110, 32, 19, 'M', 550422, 16325)

• The following example loads the temporary table TEMPEMP with data from table EMP:
      INSERT INTO SMITH.TEMPEMP

           SELECT *

           FROM EMP

• The following example loads the temporary table TEMPEMP with data from Department E1 from EMP:
      INSERT INTO SMITH.TEMPEMP

           SELECT *

           FROM EMP

           WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E1'
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REVOKE Statement (DQ)
Datacom/DB provides the REVOKE statement as an extension so you can revoke privileges on tables and views for
which privileges have been granted through the GRANT statement. All tables and views in the statement must belong to
databases secured under the SQL Security Model. If tables and views are in databases secured under the Datacom/DB
External Security Model, the GRANT and REVOKE statements are rejected with an SQL error code -273.

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

REVOKE YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

WARNING
If Datacom/DB security is not installed at your site, the REVOKE statement is rejected with an SQL error code
-559.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Plan Security

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, in order to execute the plan, an accessor
ID must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For more information about plan security, see Plan Options in Plan
Security.

NOTE
To grant a plan privilege you must possess that privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner. To
revoke a plan privilege you must have granted the privilege or be a Global Owner.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the REVOKE statement:

►►─ REVOKE ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameFROM ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬────────►

            └─ BIND ────┘                        ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                                 └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CASCADE ─┘

EXECUTE
Revokes the PLAN EXECUTE privilege.

BIND
Revokes the PLAN BIND privilege.

ON PLAN plan-name
Specifies the name of the plan from which the PLAN EXECUTE or PLAN BIND privilege is to be revoked.

FROM accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of a user from whom you are revoking the privileges that were granted with a GRANT
statement. This is a user's ID, not a schema auth-id.
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FROM PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting or revoking the specified privileges to or from all users. A new user
automatically has any privileges previously granted to the public.

FROM UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are revoking the specified privileges from users whose identities cannot be
determined by the Datacom/DB security.

CASCADE
If CASCADE is specified, any other dependent privileges that have been granted to others (through the GRANT
statement) are also revoked. If a REVOKE is issued without CASCADE and the grantee granted privileges to
other users, the REVOKE is not permitted. The CASCADE option of REVOKE does not block the cascading
effect of a revoke but operates instead as a fail-safe device. Specifying CASCADE simply acknowledges your
understanding that there are cascading effects.

Following is the non-plan security syntax diagram for the REVOKE statement:

►►─ REVOKE ─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────┬─ ON ─┬─────────┬───────────►

            ├─ ALL PRIVILEGES ───────────────────┤      └─ TABLE ─┘

            │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐ │

            └─▼─┬─ SELECT ───────────────────┬─┴─┘

                ├─ INSERT ───────────────────┤

                ├─ DELETE ───────────────────┤

                ├─ ALTER ────────────────────┤

                ├─ INDEX ────────────────────┤

                └─ UPDATE ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                           └─ column-list ─┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────┐          ┌─ , ───────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ table-name ─┬─┴─ FROM ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬─┬───────────┬────────────►

     └─ view-name ──┘          ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤ └─ CASCADE ─┘

                               └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   └─  ─┬───────────┬─ BY ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬─┘

• ALL or ALL PRIVILEGES
Revokes all privileges (excluding ALTER and INDEX) which the executor of the REVOKE statement has previously
granted to the specified users.
If you do not use ALL, you must use one or more of the following keywords. Each keyword revokes the privilege
described, but only as it applies to the tables or views named in the ON clause.

• SELECT
Revokes the privilege to use the SELECT statement.

• INSERT
Revokes the privilege to use the INSERT statement.

• DELETE
Revokes the privilege to use the DELETE statement.

• ALTER
Revokes the privilege to use the ALTER statement.

• INDEX
Not used in Dataquery.

• UPDATE
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Revokes the privilege to use the UPDATE statement.
• UPDATE (column-name)

Revokes the privilege to update only the named columns. Each column-name must belong to every table or view
named in the ON clause. The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with
parentheses.

• ON or ON TABLE  table-name or view-name
Introduces a list of table and/or view names and specifies the name of one or more tables or views on which you are
revoking the privileges. The list can be a list of table names or view names, or a combination of the two. The names
must be separated by commas.
For each table or view you identify, you (or the indicated grantors) must have granted (using the GRANT statement) at
least one of the specified privileges on that table or view to all identified users (including PUBLIC, if specified).

• FROM accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of one or more users from whom you are revoking the privileges that were granted with a
GRANT statement. This is a user's ID, not a schema auth-id. If listing more than one accessor ID, separate them with
commas.

• FROM PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are revoking the specified privileges from all users.

• FROM UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are revoking the specified privileges from users whose identities cannot be
determined by the Datacom/DB security.

• CASCADE
If CASCADE is specified, any other dependent privileges that have been granted to others (through the GRANT
statement) are also revoked. If a REVOKE is issued without CASCADE and the grantee granted privileges to other
users, the REVOKE is not permitted. The CASCADE option of REVOKE does not block the cascading effect of a
revoke but operates instead as a fail-safe device. Specifying CASCADE simply acknowledges your understanding that
there are cascading effects.

• GRANTED
Allows you to specify that you are revoking privileges that were GRANTED BY another user(s). The accessor ID(s)
specified in GRANTED BY must therefore have previously granted the specified privileges to the grantee. This form of
the REVOKE statement may only be executed by a global database owner.

• BY accessor-id
The BY indicates that the person revoking the privileges is doing so on behalf of another user. Specify the accessor ID
of the person who granted the privileges you are revoking. The accessor IDs must be separated by commas.

• BY ALL
Specify ALL when revoking privileges granted by all other users to the user identified in the FROM clause of the
REVOKE statement.

Examples

• The following example revokes SELECT privileges on table TEMPL from user PULASKI:

 REVOKE SELECT

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM PULASKI

• The following example revokes UPDATE privileges on table TEMPL previously granted to all users:

 REVOKE UPDATE

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM PUBLIC

NOTE
Grants to specific users are not affected.

• The following example revokes all privileges on table TEMPL from users KWAN and THOMPSON:
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 REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM KWAN, THOMPSON

 

SELECT Statement (DQ)
In Dataquery, the SELECT statement specifies a result table. Find a valid execution method for the statement. Also review
a syntax diagram, instructions for use, clauses, and examples.

All tables and views that are specified in the SELECT statement must be in databases of the same security type: either
the Datacom/DB External Security Model or the SQL Security Model.

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

select-into statement YES
select-statement YES (use DECLARE CURSOR) YES
full-select statement (part of the select-statement) (part of the select-statement) (part of the select-statement)
subselect (part of the full-select statement) (part of the full-select statement) (part of the full-select statement)

NOTE
The subselect and full-select forms of the SELECT statement are not executable directly, because they are
components of other statements.

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for a SELECT statement:

►►─┬─ subselect ─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ full-select statement ─┤

   ├─ select-statement ──────┤

   └─ select-into statement ─┘

NOTE
The select-into statement is not used by Dataquery.

Subselect

The subselect is a component of:

• The full-select statement.
• The CREATE VIEW statement.
• The INSERT statement.
• Certain predicates, which, in turn, are components of a subselect. A subselect that is a component of another

subselect is called a subquery.

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the subselect statement:
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►►─ SELECT ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─┬─ ALL ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ FROM ──────────────────►

   │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ expression ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

       │              └─ AS ─ sql-identifier ─┘ │

       └─┬─ table-name.* ───────┬───────────────┘

         ├─ view-name.* ────────┤

         └─ correlation-name.* ─┘

   ┌─ , ─────────┐

 ►─▼─ table-ref ─┴─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─ GROUP BY ─▼─ column-name ─┴─┘ └─ HAVINGsearch-condition ─┘

The table-ref that is shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has the following syntax:

►►─┬─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬──────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ view-name ──┘ └─ AS ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘ │

   └─ alternate-join-type ────────────────────────────┘

The alternate-join-type shown in the syntax box immediately before the following one has the following syntax:

►►─┬─────┬─ table-ref ─┬─ INNER ────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ( ─┘             └─ LEFT ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                └─ OUTER ─┘

 ►─ JOIN ─ table-ref ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ON ─ s-cond ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

NOTE
The s-cond (search-condition) specified in the optional ON clause differs from the one in the WHERE clause: the
ON clause defines the join conditions that determine which rows contain nulls, while the WHERE clause
eliminates rows from the result entirely. If you use the optional parentheses, they must be balanced; if you use
an open parenthesis, you must also use a close parenthesis.

The previously shown JOIN syntax is compatible with Ingres, Db2, and ANSI SQL3 Core SQL.

A subselect specifies a result table that is derived from the tables or views that are identified in the FROM clause. The
derivation can be described as a sequence of operations in which the result of each operation is input for the next.

The sequence of the hypothetical operations is:

FROM clause

1. WHERE clause
2. GROUP BY clause
3. HAVING clause
4. SELECT clause

Descriptions of these clauses appear in the order previously listed.
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FROM Clause

FROM table-ref

Where table-ref can be a table-name, view-name, or alternate-join-type. If table-ref is a table-name or view-name, it
names:

• A single table or view.
• Several tables and/or views to produce an intermediate result table.

Information about alternate-join-type is provided in Left Outer Joins.

You can reference up to 20 tables in a FROM clause of a query when you are performing a join. For example, if a view
is based on five tables, you can name that view in the FROM clause and up to 15 other tables. The names must be
separated by commas.

The intermediate result table contains all possible combinations of the rows of the named tables or views. Each row of the
result is a row from the first table or view concatenated with a row from the second table or view, concatenated with a row
from the third, and so on. The number of rows in the result is the product of the number of rows in all the named tables or
views.

The list of names in the FROM clause must conform to these rules:

1. Each table-name and view-name must name a table or view that is described in the Datacom Datadictionary.
2. If the FROM clause is in a subquery of a basic predicate, no view that is named can use either GROUP BY or

HAVING.
3. In other cases, if a named view uses GROUP BY, HAVING, or a column function, no other table or view can be

named. The subselect statement is processed as if it contained the GROUP BY, HAVING, or column function used in
the definition of the view.

4. correlation-name : The 1- to 18-byte correlation-name applies to the table or view that is named by the immediately
preceding table-name or view-name. The correlation name can be used elsewhere in the statement to designate that
table or view. Use a blank to separate the correlation name from the table-name or view-name.

WHERE Clause

WHERE search-condition

Produces an intermediate result table by applying the search-condition to each row of table R, which is the result of the
FROM clause. The result table contains the rows of R for which the search condition is true.

NOTE
  Also, in addition to the information about search conditions that follows, see the additional alternate-join-type
search condition information in Subselect.

The search-condition describes a search condition that conforms to the following rules:

The condition is formed.

1. Each column-name in the search-condition either unambiguously identifies a column of R, or is a correlated reference.
A correlated reference is allowed only in a subquery.

2. A column-name in the search-condition does not identify a column that is derived from a function or a grouping
column. A column of a view can be derived from a function or a grouping column.

3. The search condition does not include a function unless the argument of the function is a correlated reference. This is
possible only in a subquery of a HAVING clause.

Any subquery in the search-condition is effectively executed for each row of R, and the results are used in the application
of the search-condition to the given row of R. A subquery is executed for each row of R only if it includes a correlated
reference to a column of R.
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GROUP BY Clause

GROUP BY

Produces an intermediate result table by grouping the rows of R, where R is the result of the previous clause.

column-name
The column-name must unambiguously name a column of R. Each column that is named is called a group
column. The names must be separated by commas.

The result of GROUP BY is a set of groups of rows. In each group of more than one row:

All values of each grouping column are equal.

1. All rows with the same set of values of the grouping columns are in the same group.

For grouping, all null values within a grouping column are considered equal.

Because every row of a group contains the same value of any grouping column, the name of a grouping column can
be used in a search condition in a HAVING clause or an expression in a SELECT clause. In each case, the reference
specifies only one value for each group.

GROUP BY must not be used in:

• A subquery of a basic predicate.
• A subselect whose FROM clause names a view that used GROUP BY or HAVING.

HAVING Clause

HAVING search-condition

Produces an intermediate result table by applying the search-condition to each group of R, where R is the result of the
previous clause. If that clause is not GROUP BY, all rows of R are considered as one group. The result table contains
those groups of R for which the search condition is true.

The search-condition describes a search condition that conforms to the following rules:

The condition is formed.

1. Each column-name in the search-condition must:
a. Unambiguously identify a grouping column of R, or
b. Be a correlated reference, or
c. Be specified within a function.

A group of R to which the search condition is applied supplies the argument for each function in the search condition,
except for any function whose argument is a correlated reference.

If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each time the search
condition is applied to a group of R, and the results used in applying the search condition. In actuality, the subquery is
executed for each group only if it contains a correlated reference.

A correlated reference to a group of R must identify a grouping column or be contained within a function.

The HAVING clause must not be used in:

• A subquery of a basic predicate.
• A subselect whose FROM clause names a view that used GROUP BY or HAVING.

SELECT Clause

SELECT
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Produces a final result table by selecting only the columns that are indicated by the select list from R, where R is the result
of the previous clause.

NOTE
We do not impose an arbitrary limit on the number of columns you can select in a query. We are limited only by
environmental factors. Some of these factors are the size of your work area as specified by the size parameter
of the TASKS Multi-User startup option, your column sizes, and limits placed by other products such as the
Datacom Server.

ALL
Retains all rows of the final result table and does not eliminate redundant duplicates. ALL is the default.

DISTINCT
Eliminates all but one of each set of duplicate rows of the final result table.
DISTINCT must not be used more than once in a subselect. This restriction includes:

1. Functions in the SELECT list of the subselect.
2. Functions in a HAVING clause of a subselect.
3. Functions which are specified in a subquery of the HAVING clause and contain a correlated reference to

groups of the subselect.

*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The first name in the list identifies the
first column of R, the second name identifies the second column of R, and so on. The list of names is established
when the program containing the SELECT clause is prepared.

name.*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The name can be a table-name, view-
name, or correlation-name, and must designate a table-name or view-name in the FROM clause. The first name
in the list identifies the first column of R, the second name identifies the second column, and so on. The list is
established at preparation time and does not represent any columns that have been added later. The names must
be separated by commas.

expression
Commonly, the expressions that are used in a SELECT statement include column names. Each column name that
is used in the select list must unambiguously identify a column of R. Multiple expressions must be separated by
commas.

The number of columns in the result of SELECT is the same as the number of expressions in the operational form of the
select list (the list established at preparation time).

The result of a subquery must be a single column unless the subquery is used in the EXISTS predicate.

Applying the Select List

Some results of applying the select list to R depend on whether GROUP BY or HAVING is used.

If neither GROUP BY nor HAVING is used:
The select list must either include no functions, or be entirely a list of functions.
If the select includes no functions, then the select list is applied to each row of R, and the result contains as many
rows as there are rows in R.
If the select list is a list of functions, R is the source of the arguments of the functions, and the result of applying
the select list is one row.

If GROUP BY or HAVING is used:
Each column-name in the select list must either identify a grouping column or be specified within a function.
The select list is applied to each group of R, and the result contains as many rows as there are groups in R. When
the select list is applied to a group of R, that group is the source of the arguments of the functions in the select list.
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In either case, the nth column of the result contains the values that are specified by applying the nth expression in the
operational form of the select list.

A result column that is derived from a column name acquires the unqualified name of that column. All other result columns
have no names.

Each column of the result of SELECT acquires a data type from the expression from which it is derived.

Examples

• The following example shows all rows of the employee table TEMPL:
      SELECT * FROM CA.TEMPL

• The following example shows the job code, maximum salary, and minimum salary for each group of rows of the table
TEMPL with the same job code, but only for groups with more than one row and with a maximum salary less than
$50,000:
      SELECT JOBCODE, MAX(SALARY), MIN(SALARY)

      FROM CA.TEMPL

      GROUP BY JOBCODE

      HAVING COUNT(*) > 1 AND MAX(SALARY) < 50000

• The following example shows all rows of the employee-to-project-activity table TEMPRAC for Department E11, as
determined by the employee table TEMPL:
      SELECT *

      FROM CA.TEMPRAC

      WHERE EMPNO IN (SELECT EMPNO

                      FROM CA.TEMPL

                      WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E11')

• The following example shows the department number and maximum departmental salary for all departments whose
maximum salary is less than the average salary for all employees. The information is in the employee table TEMPL. In
this example, the subselect would be executed only once.
      SELECT WORKDEPT, MAX(SALARY)

      FROM CA.TEMPL

      GROUP BY WORKDEPT

      HAVING MAX(SALARY) < (SELECT AVG(SALARY)

                           FROM CA.TEMPL)

Full-Select Statement

A full-select statement specifies a result table. If UNION is not used, the result of the full-select is the result of the
specified subselect.

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the full-select statement:

   ┌─ choice ─┐

►►─▼─  ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Where choice is:

├──┬─ UNION ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ UNION ALL ─┘

UNION
Derives a result table by combining two other result tables. The set of rows in the UNION of result tables R1 and
R2 is the set of rows in either R1 or R2, with redundant duplicate rows eliminated. Each row of the UNION table is
either a row from R1 or a row from R2.
The columns of the result table are not named.
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UNION ALL
As in UNION, derives a result table by combining two other result tables. The set of rows in the UNION ALL of
result tables R1 and R2 is the set of rows in either R1 or R2, but UNION ALL specifies not to eliminate duplicate
rows when deriving the result table. Each row of the UNION ALL table is either a row from R1 or a row from R2.
The columns of the result table are not named.

subselect
Specify a subselect. For more information about the subselect see Subselect.

WARNING
If more than two subselects are used, you may not mix UNION with UNION ALL.

Duplicate Rows

Two rows are duplicates of one another only if each value in the first row is equal to the corresponding value of the second
row.

All but one row of each set of duplicates are eliminated by a UNION. The number of rows in the UNION table is the sum of
the number of rows in R1 and R2, less the number of duplicates eliminated.

If ALL is specified, duplicate rows are not eliminated.

Rules for Columns

Result tables R1 and R2 must have the same number of columns.

When UNION is performed, the corresponding columns of the SELECT lists need only be of compatible data types.

NOTE
In Datacom/DB Release 8.0 the corresponding columns were required to be the same data type, precision,
length, and scale.

Examples

• The following example shows all the rows from the EMP table:
      SELECT *

      FROM EMP

• The following example lists the employee numbers of all employees:
– Whose department number begins with D or,
– Who are assigned to projects whose project number begins with AD
SELECT EMPNO

FROM EMP

WHERE WORKDEPT LIKE 'D%'

UNION

SELECT EMPNO

FROM ASSIGNTBL

WHERE PROJNO LIKE 'AD%'

Select-Statement

The select-statement is the form of a query that you can issue in interactive SQL (using Datacom Datadictionary or
Dataquery online) or in static SQL (embedded in a DECLARE CURSOR statement in a preprocessed batch program), but
not in dynamic SQL. The result table that is returned by a select-statement is the result of the full-select statement.

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the select-statement:
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NOTE
For the syntax of the full-select statement, see Full-Select Statement.

FOR UPDATE OF is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ full-select statement ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   ├─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │ └─ ORDER BY clause ─┘ └─ optimize-read-fetch-list ─┘ │

   │                 ┌─ , ──────┐                         │

   └─ FOR UPDATE OF ─▼─ c-name ─┴─┬─────────────────────┬─┘

                                  └─ OPTIMIZE FORnROWS ─┘

NOTE
OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS is a Datacom/DB extension.

FOR READ/FETCH ONLY is a Datacom/DB extension. FETCH FIRST is a Datacom/DB extension.

   ┌─ (only one use of each clause is allowed) ───┐

►►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ OPTIMIZE FORnROWS ──────────────────────┤

     ├─ FOR ─┬─ READ ──┬ ─ ONLY ────────────────┤

     │       └─ FETCH ─┘                        │

     └─ FETCH FIRST ─┬─────┬─┬─ ROW ──┬ ─ ONLY ─┘

                     └─ n ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘

ORDER BY clause
You can specify the order for rows in the result table. For information on using the ORDER BY clause, see
ORDER BY Clause.

FOR UPDATE OF c-name
This Datacom/DB extension is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations. The functionality of
update indication is accomplished by other means in Datacom/DB. The column(s) must belong to the table or
view that is named in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement. Column names (c-name in the diagram) must
be separated by commas.

OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS
This Datacom/DB extension tells the optimizer how many rows are normally fetched before the cursor is closed.
This is useful when there is a choice between a key that builds a temporary table and gives a lower cost if all rows
are fetched, and a key that does not build a temporary table and takes longer if all rows are fetched, but takes
less time when only a few rows are fetched.

NOTE
The number n is not a limit (as it is, for example, in FOR FIRST n). The complete set of rows can be
fetched. The number n in this clause is merely input to the optimizer.

FOR READ/FETCH ONLY
This clause is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations, but if you use it and then try to do
an update or delete on the current cursor, you receive an SQL return code -130 CURSOR NOT UPDATABLE
(SQLSTATE 24S05).

FETCH FIRST n ROW/ROWS ONLY
The FETCH FIRST clause allows you to control how many rows are retrieved by a query, giving you the ability to
limit the number of fetches that are done. FETCH FIRST can therefore be used to prevent runaway queries.

NOTE
Queries that require the resulting set to be sorted have to perform the sort on the entire resulting set.
For example, if a non-indexed column is ordered by the use of an ORDER BY clause, to return the
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correct n rows, the entire resulting set must be generated and sorted. In this case, the savings would be
minimal, even though Datacom/DB would prevent an excessive number of FETCHes from occurring.

The n can be optionally used to specify the number of rows to be fetched. When a specified number of rows have
been fetched, a SQL return code number +100 NO ROW FOUND (SQLSTATE 02000) is received. If n is not
specified, the resulting set is limited to one row.
Either ROW or ROWS must be specified.
ONLY must be specified. ONLY is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations.

ORDER BY Clause

The ORDER BY clause is a component of a select-statement.

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the ORDER BY clause:

              ┌─ , ───────────────────────────┐

►►─ ORDER BY ─▼─┬─ column-name ─┬─┬─────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ integer ─────┘ ├─ ASC ◄ ─┤

                                  └─ DESC ──┘

ORDER BY
Puts the rows of the result table in order by the values of the columns that you identify. If you identify more than
one column, the rows are ordered by the values of the column you identify first, then by the values of the column
you identify second, and so on. If you do not specify the ORDER BY clause, the order of rows in the result table is
arbitrary.
colume-name

Each column-name specified must unambiguously identify a column of the result table. The sum of the
lengths of the columns must be less than 32720. The column names must be separated by commas.

integer
The integer n identifies the nth column of the result table. Each integer that is specified must be greater
than 0 and not greater than the number of columns in the result table. The integers must be separated by
commas.
A named column can be identified by an integer or a column-name.
An unnamed column must be identified by an integer. A column is unnamed if it is derived from:

• A literal
• An arithmetic expression
• A function

If the full-select statement includes a UNION operator, every column of the result table is unnamed.
ASC

Places the values of the column in ascending order. ASC is the default order.
DESC

Places the values of the column in descending order.

Ordering is performed in accordance with the comparison rules. The null value is higher than all other values. If your
ordering specification does not determine a complete ordering, rows with duplicate values of the last identified column
have an arbitrary order.

Processing

A cursor that is defined with an ORDER BY clause cannot be used for update.
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Examples

In this example, the ORDER BY clause is used to order the results of the SELECT. The SELECT retrieves the number
and name of all employees hired before 1980 in order of seniority. HIREDATE is in the form yymmdd.

      SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, FIRSTNME, HIREDATE

      FROM EMP

      WHERE HIREDATE < 800000

      ORDER BY HIREDATE

This example shows an SQL query, using an ORDER BY clause, that runs against system tables (SYS authorization ID)
to display keys, where TBL and FLD are correlation names.

 SELECT DISTINCT TBL.TABLE_SQLNAME,

    FLD.DBID,

    FLD.KEY_NAME,

    FLD.OCCURRENCE,

    FLD.KEY_FIELD_SEQ,

    FLD.FIELD_LENGTH,

    FLD.FIELD_UNIQUE

 FROM SYS.DIR_TABLE TBL,

            SYS.DIR_KEY_FIELD FLD

 WHERE (TBL.TABLE_NAME = FLD.TABLE_NAME)

 AND

       (TBL.TABLE_SQLNAME = 'PSN_AST' AND TBL.STATUS = 'P')

 ORDER BY FLD.DBID, FLD.KEY_NAME, FLD.KEY_FIELD_SEQ;

UPDATE Statement (DQ)
Also note that constraints that existed in versions before r10 can act differently in Release 10.0 and above because, in
Release 10.0 and above, columns containing a NULL rather than a value do not cause a CHECK constraint to be violated.
Constraints are considered, in Release 10.0, to be satisfied unless the predicates evaluate explicitly to FALSE. That
is, CHECK constraints whose predicates evaluate to UNKNOWN rather than TRUE or FALSE are considered, starting
with Release 10.0, to have been satisfied. Therefore, INSERT and UPDATE statements, from versions before r10, that
resulted in constrained columns being nulled are, when used in Release 10.0 and above, successful for the first time.

 

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

UPDATE (positioned)  YES  
UPDATE (searched) YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The UPDATE statement updates the values of specified columns in rows of a table or view. Updating a row of a view
updates a row of the base table from which the view is derived.

You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the UPDATE statement.
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NOTE
When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an UPDATE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for an UPDATE statement:

►►─┬─ searched UPDATE ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ positioned UPDATE ─┘

NOTE
The positioned UPDATE is not used by Dataquery.

Following is the syntax diagram for the searched UPDATE statement:

►►─ UPDATE ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─ SET ─────────────────────►

            └─ view-name ──┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

   ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─ column-name ─┬─ expression ─┬─┴─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                   └─ NULL ───────┘   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of the table or view you want to update. You must name a table or view described in the
Datacom Datadictionary, but not a Datacom Datadictionary table, a view of a Datacom Datadictionary table, or a
read-only view.
correlation-name

You can specify a 1- to 18-byte correlation-name (correlation-name) to be used within the search-
condition to designate the table or view.

SET
Introduces a list of column names and values.

column-name
Specify the names of the columns you want to update. The names must be separated by commas. You must
name a column of the table or view you specified. Do not specify the name of the same column more than once
and do not specify a column of any of the following types:

• A view column that is derived from a literal.
• A view column that is derived from an arithmetic expression.

expression
Tells the new value of the column. The expression cannot include a function.
A column-name in an expression must name a column of the named table or view. For each row that is updated,
the value of the column in the expression is the value of the column in the row before the row is updated. The
following table shows a SET clause, the value of the columns in the row (before) and the resulting value (after) for
each column:

SET clause Value of X Before Value of Y Before Value of X After Value of Y After

SET X = 10, Y = X + 1 1 3 1 5 1 10 1 4
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NULL
Use the NULL keyword to specify that the value for the column is to be set to a null value.

WHERE
Introduces a condition that tells what rows are updated. You can omit the clause, give a search condition, or name
a cursor. If you omit the clause, all rows of the table or view are updated.

search-condition
The search-condition is applied to each row of the table or view and the updated rows are those for which the
result of the search-condition is true.
Each column-name in the search condition must name a column of the table or view, and the table or view must
not be referenced in the FROM clause of any subselect in the search condition.
If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each time the
search condition is applied to a row, and the results used in applying the search condition. In actuality, the
subquery is executed for each row only if it contains a correlated reference to a column of the table or view.

Processing

Update values are assigned to columns in accordance with the following assignment rules:

If update value is: The column must be:

A number A numeric column with the capacity to represent the integral part
of the number

A character string A character string column with a length attribute that is not less
than the length of the string

The updated row must conform to any constraint imposed on the table (or on the base table of the view) by any unique
index on an update column. If an update value violates any of those constraints, or if any other error occurs during the
execution of the UPDATE statement, no rows are updated. If an error occurs during the execution of UPDATE that makes
the position of a cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed. Rows can be changed so that they no longer conform to the
definition of the view. Such rows are updated in the base table of the view and no longer appear in the view.

Unless appropriate locks already exist, one or more exclusive locks are acquired by the execution of a successful
UPDATE statement. Until the locks are released, an updated row can be accessed only by the unit of recovery that
performed the update.

Examples

• The following example changes the employee's telephone number in the TEMPL table for employee
000190:

      UPDATE CA.TEMPL

      SET PHONENO = '3565'

      WHERE EMPNO = '000190'

• The following example increase the job code by 10 members in Department D11:

      UPDATE CA.TEMPL

      SET JOBCODE = JOBCODE + 10

      WHERE WORKDEPT = 'D11'

Limitations in Dataquery
This section lists Dataquery limitations. Also provided is information about some variable limitations that are dependent on
system size, parameters set up at installation, or the number of other variables you use.
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Topics discussed on this page include:

Personal Tables

Review the limitations in this section when using the Dataquery Personal Database Facility.

• Only relational tables can be used. No repeating fields or groups, or redefines can be created or used.
• The maximum number of columns in a Personal Database table is 99.
• No compound fields can be used.
• No null valued columns can be created or maintained by PDB.
• Maximum numeric precision is 15 digits.
• Maximum column length is 254 bytes.
• SQL DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP data types cannot be created or maintained by the Personal Database Facility.

Guided Query Limitations

Following are limitations on the use of GUIDE to construct queries in either mode:

• Up to two tables can be queried.
• A dialog query cannot be built.
• Absolute GUIDE limitations are as follows:

– 15 conditions per table
– 10 sort keys
– 10 temporary results
– 10 columns in a calculation to compute a temporary result
– 95 columns to be printed or displayed
– 95 column functions and/or legends (95 for both)

• An excessive use of a combination of these can also exceed GUIDE limitations.

Dialogs

Following are limitations on construction of dialog queries in either mode:

• A list of values can be used only with a character variable.
• A range of values can be used only with a numeric variable.
• 25 dialog variables is the maximum allowed in a single dialog.
• A dialog variable can be no longer than 77 characters.
• A variable ID used more than once must have the same default value each time it is used in the dialog text.

Maximums for Both Modes

Following are miscellaneous maximums of interest to users and Dataquery Administrators in either mode.
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• The maximum numeric precision is 18 digits.
• The maximum number of pages a user may print on a system printer is determined by the PRTCTL parameter in the

System Option Table.
• The logical page size (all page segments without the title and PF Key lines) cannot exceed 64K.
• The maximum lines of query and JCL text cannot exceed 24 times the QPAGES parameter in the System Option

Table. The minimum number of lines is 24; the maximum is 96. If the GUIDE query is to be used, QPAGES should be
set to 2 (48 lines) as a minimum.

• The maximum row size of a table that can be accessed by Dataquery is determined by the BUFSIZE parameter in the
System Option Table.

• The maximum length for a data name is 32 characters.
• A maximum of 17 tables can be related or used in a FIND or COUNT statement.
• The number of partitions requested for the batch work table (DQW) cannot exceed 47.

Miscellaneous

Public members can be updated only by a Dataquery Administrator if the library is partitioned (QRYGRPS=YES in the
System Option Table).

A system or network printer can be used only for columnar output.

Dataquery Reserved and Ignored Words
Using words that have special meaning to Dataquery or words that are ignored by Dataquery in places where Dataquery
does not expect them causes problems during execution of any query or dialog containing them.

Do Not Use:

When assigning names to such things as tables, sets, queries, columns, keys, temporary results, terms, and so on, do not
use words from these categories:

• Dataquery system commands
• Dataquery Editor commands
• DQL and SQL keywords
• DQL and SQL ignored words
• Translations of reserved words

Translations:

Translations of Dataquery with the Dataquery Language Facility are also affected by reserved words. Any translation of a
reserved word is also a reserved word.

DQL Ignored Words:

The following table shows the words ignored by Dataquery:

ALL
AND
ASCENDING

BREAK
BREAKS
BY

COLUMN
COLUMNS

FIELD
FIELDS
FILE
FILES
FROM

IN
INTO

KEY
KEYS

OF
ON

RECORD
RECORDS
ROW
ROWS
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TABLE
TABLES
THAN
THE
THEM
THEN
TO

UP VIA

Dataquery Reserved Words
Do not use the following words when working in DQL Mode. We recommend avoiding DQL and SQL words even if you
normally work in only one mode.

+nnnn
-nnnn

ADMIN
ASC
AUTHID
AVG

BOTTOM CANCEL
CHANGE
CNT
CONDITIONS
CONTAINING
COPY
COUNT
CREATE

DESC
DESCENDING
DETAIL
DIAGNOSTICS
DIRECTORY
DISPLAY
DO
DOWN
DQL
DRAW

EDIT
ENCLOSE
EQ
EQUAL
ERASE
EXECUTE
EXTRACT

FIND
FIRST

GT
GTE
GREATER

HELP INSERT JCL
JOIN
JOIN-AS-IS
JOINED

KEEP

LANGUAGE
LESS
LIBRARY
LIST
LOCATE
LTE

MAX
MENU
MIN
MOVE
MSG

NOT
NO-TOTALS
NOWRAP
NULL

OFF
OR
ORDER
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PDB
PFn
PIC
PICTURE
PRINT
PRINTER
PROFILE
PROJECT

RELATED
REPEAT
RESTRICTIONS

SCROLL
SECURITY
SEND
SET
SETS
SHIFT
SORT
SPLIT
SQL
STATS
STALL
STORE
SUBMIT
SUM

THROUGH
TIME
TITLE
TITLE1
TITLE2
TOP
TOTALS

UPDATE
USER

WHEN-ONLY
WHEN
WHERE
WITH
WRAP

SQL Reserved Words in Dataquery
If your site uses SQL at all, we recommend that you do not use SQL reserved words for tables, columns, and so forth.
We recommend avoiding DQL and SQL words even if you normally work in only one mode. The following table shows the
words ignored by Dataquery in SQL Mode.

In the following table, where more than one word is listed on a line, those words as a group are reserved, not necessarily
the individual words that make up the group unless that word is listed separately on its own line. Words followed by an
asterisk (*) indicate that word is reserved only in the COBOL language. We reserve the right to add or change reserved
keywords as needed.
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SQL Reserved Words

ADD
AFTER
ALL
ALTER
AND
ANY
ARRAY
AS
ASSEMBLER
ASENSITIVE
ATOMIC

BEFORE
BEGIN
BETWEEN
BIT
BIT_ADD
BIT_AND
BIT_NOT
BIT_OR
BIT_XOR
BY
BYREF

CALL
CASE
CAST
COALESCE
COLUMN
COBOL
CONCAT
CONDITION
CONTINUE HANDLER
CONTAINS
CONVERSION
COUNT
CURRENT
CURSOR

DATA
DATACOM
DATACOM DUMP
DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
DATACOM TSN
DELETE
DESCRIPTOR
DETERMINISTIC
DISTINCT
DO
DROP

EACH
ELSE
ELSEIF
END
END-EXEC*
EXECUTE
EXISTS
EXIT HANDLER
EXTERNAL

FIRST
FOR
FROM

GENERAL
GET CURRENT DIAGNOSTICS
GET DIAGNOSTICS
GET STACKED
GET STACKED DIAGNOSTICS
GRANT
GROUP

HANDLER
HAVING

IF
IMMEDIATE
IN
INDEX
INNER
INOUT
INPUT
INSENSITIVE
INSERT
ITERATE
INTEXTRACT
INTO
INVALIDATE
IS

JOIN KEY LANGUAGE
LEADING
LEAVE
LEFT
LIKE
LOOP
LOWER
LOWERCASE
LTRIM

MODIFIES
MUF_NAME

NEW
NEWFUN1
NEWFUN2
NEWFUN3
NO
NOT
NOT FOUND
NULL
NULLIF
NULLS

OF
OLD
ON
OPTIMIZE
OPTION
OPTIONS
OR
ORDER
OUT
OUTER

PARAMETER
PLI
PRIVILEGES
PROCEDURE
PROGRAM
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RAISE ERROR
READS
REFERENCING
REPEAT
RESIGNAL
RETURN
RTRIM
RULE
RUN

SELECT
SENSITIVE
SET
SIGNAL
SOME
SPECIFIC
SQL
SQLEXCEPTION
SQLSTATE
SQLWARNING
SQUEEZE
STATEMENT
STRIP
STYLE
SUBSTRING
SYNONYM

TABLE
THEN
TO
TO PXXSQL
TO SYSOUT
TRAILING
TRIGGER
TRIM
TSN

UNION
UNDO HANDLER
UNTIL
UPDATE
UPPER
UPPERCASE
USER
USING

VALUES
VARCHAR
VIEW

WHEN
WHERE
WHILE
WITH
WITHOUT

XMLATTRIBUTES
XMLCONCAT
XMLELEMENT
XMLFOREST
XMLSERIALIZE

 

Using Dataquery to Access Information in the DATA-DICT Database
If Support asks you to execute a DQL query against occurrences of the FIELD, KEY, RECORD or TABLE Datadictionary
entity-types to diagnose a problem, use the following list to determine the table name to use:

Entity-Type Table name/alias to use in query or DRAW command
FIELD DDFIELD
KEY DDKEY
RECORD AGGREGATE
TABLE AGGREGATE

Data Types in Dataquery
This page provides information about which data types are used by Dataquery DQL Mode and the Personal Database
Facility.

NOTE
For complete details about Datacom/DB data types, including SQL data types, see Basic SQL Language
Elements.

Topics discussed on this page include:

DQL Mode DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP

DQL Mode queries cannot include columns defined as data types DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP. These data types are
reserved for SQL Mode queries. These data types are listed as character types on Extended Column Display panels
because SQL Mode queries return character-type data.
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To test a column that is suspected of being one of these types before selecting it for a DQL Mode query, follow these
steps:

1. Look at the length of the column. SQL-DATE length is always 10, SQL-TIME is always 8, and SQL-TIMESTAMP is
always 26.

2. If the data type is suspect, create a query that finds one row and PRINT the output.

Use the PF key for Extended Column Definitions to check the data type of the column you wish to use, and correct your
query.

Personal Database Data Types

The Personal Database data types are:

CHARACTER
Character string

NUMERIC
Zoned decimal

DECIMAL
Packed decimal

SMALLINT
Small integer

INTEGER
Large integer

FLOAT
Floating-point

Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference
Learn about the Datacom Datadictionary attribute-types that can be displayed and updated. Attibute-type descriptions,
requirements, restrictions, valid entries, and default values are provided. Also, find lists of batch transactions and online
panels for updating the attribute.

This section contains the displayable and the updateable attribute-types for the standard entity-types in effect when
Datacom Datadictionary is installed. Sometimes, entity-types can be altered to meet your system requirements. See the
person responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary or see Adding and Maintaining Attribute-Type Definitions.

The standard entity-types that are described in this guide are documented in alphabetic order. For each entity-type, the
attribute-types belonging to the entity-type are also listed in alphabetical order. The following information is provided for
each attribute-type:

• A description
• Requirements and restrictions, if applicable
• If updateable, a list of the batch transactions and online panels you can use to update the attribute
• The length, valid entries, and default values for the attribute
• If displayable, a list of the reports and online panels you can use to display the attribute

NOTE
If the attribute is only displayable, the default values are not documented.

ALIAS Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
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the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

Topics discussed on this page include:

ALIAS

The entity-occurrence's alternate name. For example, this is the name a Dataquery user can use in a query without
having to know the actual occurrence name. Datacom Datadictionary automatically adds the OPID (CICS sign-on operator
identifier) of a PERSON entity-occurrence as an alias name.

Restrictions

There is a limit of 1300 alias names you can assign online per occurrence name.

In batch, there is no limit to the number of aliases that you can define for an entity-occurrence. Each alias must be unique
within the entity-type.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character alias name

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report Display Alias Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1103 transaction Alias Maintenance Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name that this ALIAS represents.

See the ENTITY-NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence type that this ALIAS represents.

See the ENTITY-TYPE attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence version number that this ALIAS represents.

See the ENTITY-VER attribute description for the entity-type specified.
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RECORD-NAME

The parent name of the entity-occurrence that this ALIAS represents. This attribute only applies to ELEMENT, KEY, and
FIELD entity-occurrences.

See the RECORD NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.

AREA Attribute-Types
Learn about the Datacom Datadictionary attribute-types for AREA. Find descriptions, information about batch transactions
and online panels for modifying attribute values, and charts listing reprots and online panels that display attribute-values.

The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ACCESS-MTHD

(Optional) For non-Datacom/DB files, this is the name for the access method used. Leave blank for a Datacom/DB area.
Datacom Datadictionary does not edit the value in this attribute.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
Possible entries include BDAM, BISAM, BPAM, BSAM, DAM, EXCP, ISAM, QISAM, QSAM, SAM, VSAM

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

BLOCK-SIZE

(Required) The area's physical block size in bytes.

Requirements

Use the standard established for your system or calculate the block size. However, this block size must be large enough
to contain at least one entry of the largest table in the area.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
Minimum: 512 bytes
Maximum: Track size or 32760 bytes, whichever is less

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL, Length field)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-DICT-ID

(Optional) Valid only on the DDD-AREA, the 5-digit ID for the DATA-DICT database. When Datacom Datadictionary is
installed, this attribute-value is set to 00002.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters - 00001 to 05000 - leading zeros may be omitted.

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3004 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATA-SET-NAME

(Optional) The area's physical data set name. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry. Use for documentation
purposes only.

Requirements

The first character must be alphabetic.

Length:
44

Valid Entries:
1 to 44 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATACOM-NAME

(Required) The 3-character Datacom/DB short name for the area. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the area.

Requirements

• This attribute-value must be unique among the areas in a DATABASE structure in a specific status/version and cannot
contain leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40').

• The first byte must be alphabetic. The second and third bytes can be alphanumeric. Do not enter XX as the last two
bytes. If the last two bytes are XX, the CATALOG or VERIFY function will result in a warning message.

• Length:
3

• Valid Entries:
Unique 3-character name

• Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Indented Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DBMS-USED

(Optional) A short description of this entity-occurrence. System used to process this area. Datacom Datadictionary does
not edit your entry. Use for documentation purposes only.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
DATACOM, IBM/Db2, IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, NONE

Default Value:
DATACOM

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DD-NAME

(Optional) The data definition name. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry. Use for documentation purposes
only.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text description about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DEVICE

(Optional) The name of the disk device type where the area resides. This attribute-type is for documentation purposes
only, but it is edited for valid values.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
FBA, MDISK, 2314, 3330, 3330II, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, 3390, 6421, 9345

Default Value:
3380

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DYNAMIC-EXTEND

(Optional) The DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute can force Datacom/DB to extend a data area dynamically when otherwise it
would have given a return code of 07 during an ADDIT command to a table in that area.

When you code C instead of Y, you specify that the DYN-EXT-TRACKS value is the number of cylinders instead of tracks
in addition to the dynamic extend. To change back to tracks, code T. The change to cylinders allows Datacom to take
advantage of an enhancement to z/OS environments so that dynamic extend in Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary
can be greater than 64K tracks.

Restrictions

Do not code a Y, T, or C on the TTM-AREA area (for SQL) or the DQW area (for Dataquery). Some user areas may also
be designed in a way in which DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not desirable. If an area has tables where an application program
does ADDITs or INSERTs until the table area is full and then manipulates the records added, that area should not be
extendible.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
C, N, T, or Y

Default Value:
N
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3004 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DYN-EXT-TRACKS

(Optional) This attribute allows you to specify the number of tracks or cylinders by which Datacom/DB is to extend the
data area.

Restrictions

This field is only valid when DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not N for this area and applies only to this area. A value of zero in z/
OS causes Datacom/DB to use the secondary extent amount of the data set when DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not N and the
data area fills.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
0 -- 65535

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3004 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the AREA structure is in synch with the Directory (CXX). In this way,
Datacom Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Modify Database Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
AREA (in batch processing)
ARA or AREA (in online processing)
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Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, AREA.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel
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PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

RPS

(Optional) Indicate if rotational position sensing is used.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

SLACK

(Optional) The number of bytes to be reserved in each block of an area for the expansion of compressed physical records.
This attribute provides space for compressed records that are prone to expand over time due to updates.

Requirement

This value must be less than the attribute-value of BLOCK-SIZE.

Online

Change this value if the displayed attribute-value is different from the desired value.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
0 to 9999

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL, Options position 4)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

SPACE-MNGMNT

(Optional) The Datacom/DB space management option. You can specify no space reclamation (0), basic space
reclamation (1), wraparound (2), or clustering (3), basic space reclamation with block index (4), or wraparound with block
index (5).

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Default Value:
1
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL, Options position 1)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

SQLNAME

(Optional) This field is only required for SQL processing of a CREATE TABLE into this AREA. It is the SQL name for the
area.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3004 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, DELETE, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

URI-REUSE

This attribute reduces potentially long outages of a data table by allowing the reassignment of previously used URIs to a
new key value within the index of the database.

Type:
Character

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N, Y

Default Value:
N
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DISPLAY Using:

Batch Transaction Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using:

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3002 transaction Attribute Maintenance Panel for AREA occurrence

This attribute value can be applied to the CXX using either the CATALOG function at the DATABASE occurrence level or
the ALTER function at the AREA occurrence level.

Do not set this attribute to Y until after there is no possibility of falling back to Version 14.0.

AUTHORIZATION Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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AUTH-USAGE

This attribute indicates with the S value if the occurrence is used as an identifier for a schema, also known as an AUTHID,
in SQL processing.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
S or blank

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is internally maintained by Datacom Datadictionary. It is not updatable.

CLASS-CODE

(Optional) A security classification identification that has been established at the site. Datacom Datadictionary does not
edit your entry. For documentation purposes only.

Length:
12

Valid Entries:
1 to 12 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

7140 transaction Attribute Update Panel
Occurrence ADD Panel

 

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
Occurrence ADD Panel

ENTITY-NAME

(Optional) The entity-occurrence name. If the entity-occurrence was created using SQL processing, this is the name
specified in the CREATE SCHEMA statement.

Restrictions

You cannot change this entity-name when it represents a schema (an AUTHID) in the SQL processing mode. See the
AUTHORIZATION AUTH-USAGE attribute-value to determine if the entity-occurrence is an AUTHID.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Profile Panel
Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
AUTHORIZATION (in batch processing)
ATZ or AUTHORIZATION (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, AUTHORIZATION.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using
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This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

(Optional) A 3-character identifier of the product to which the authorization applies. You can identify Datacom
Datadictionary (with $DD), Dataquery (with $DQ) or Ideal for Datacom (with $ID). Datacom Datadictionary does not edit
your entry. For documentation purposes only.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
$DD, $DQ, $ID

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Attribute Update Panel
Occurrence ADD Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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CONSTRAINT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHID

This attribute contains the AUTHID (schema) that was either specified in the SQL statement that created the constraint or
was the default in effect at the time the constraint was created.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or when a batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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ENTITY-NAME

One of the following applies:

• The entity-occurrence name is specified in the SQL statement with the CONSTRAINT constraint-name parameter.
• If the constraint is the result of the FOREIGN KEY command, the entity-occurrence name is created by Datacom

Datadictionary and consists of the schema (the AUTHID) for the table or view with which the constraint is associated
followed by a hyphen and the constraint's SQLNAME value.

• Length:
32

• Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot change this attribute-value through Datacom Datadictionary. It is maintained in SQL processing.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 character (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters in (online processing)

Valid Values:
CONSTRAINT (in batch processing)
CNS or CONSTRAINT (in online processing)

Display Using
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To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, CONSTRAINT.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute-value is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence. You cannot change this attribute-value
through Datacom Datadictionary.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Structure Maintenance Panel

FILENAME

Only valid for TABLE or RECORD entity-types.
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Displays Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LENGTH

Only valid for TABLE or RECORD entity-types.

Displays Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4
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Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SQL-ACCESS

Designates whether this entity-occurrence is valid for SQL processing. SQL-ACCESS will be set to N if the key, table, or
view to which the constraint refers has been significantly changed.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQLNAME

This attribute-value is one of the following:

• The name given to the constraint in the SQL statement.
• An internally created name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness

within the database.
• If a domain constraint (WITH CHECK OPTION on a CREATE VIEW statement), the name is the same as the view

SQLNAME attribute-value.
• Length:

32
• Valid Values:

1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATABASE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

BASE-TYPE

(Optional) The type of Database Management System. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry. Use for
documentation purposes.

Use any code indicating the Database Management System, such as RELATION, NETWORK, HIER, INV-LIST.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CATALOGED-DATE

The attribute contains the date that the Datacom/DB structure was last cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory or that the
BUILD function of DDCFBLD was performed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

CATALOGED-TIME

Contains the time that the Datacom/DB structure was last cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory or that the BUILD
function of DDCFBLD was performed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
hh.mm.ss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATACOM-ID

(Required) A 5-digit ID for the database (also known as the DBID). The ID must be unique within the status. This ID is
stored in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) and is used by Datacom/DB to identify a database.

Database IDs over 999 have a few special considerations:

• If you have databases with IDs greater than 999 and want to secure them, you must use an external security package
(ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM's RACF). You cannot use Datacom/DB internal (or kernel) security for these databases.
External security fully supports all database IDs.

• Databases 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 have the rules of global databases. Other databases (such as 1001
through 1999, and so on) have the rules of 1 through 999.

• You cannot change the Datacom Datadictionary databases (the DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE which are IDs 2 and
15 when you first install Datacom/DB) to IDs greater than 999.

• For Dataquery, if you have tables in databases with IDs greater than 999 that need to be secured, then you must
use external security. Dataquery cannot access a table in a database that is greater than 999, unless the database is
externally secured.

• The Datacom CICS Services supports User Requirements Table (URT) numbers of 0 through 999. Therefore, if you
use database IDs greater than 999, you cannot match URT numbers with those database IDs.

Restrictions

Database IDs 00001 -- 00020, 1000 -- 1020, 2000 -- 2020, 3000 -- 3020, 4000 -- 4020, and 5000 are reserved for
Broadcom.

Length:
5
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Valid Entries:
00001 to 05000 - leading zeros may be omitted.

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel
DATABASE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
DATABASE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DBMS-USED

(Optional) The name of the Database Management System used to process this database.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
DATACOM, IBM/DB2, IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, NONE

Default Value:
DATACOM
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DDD-BASE-ID

(Optional) If this is the DATA-DICT database, this is the database ID for the Data Definition Directory (DDD). When
Datacom Datadictionary is installed, this attribute-value is set to 00015. This value must be updated to match the DBID of
the DDD database if you choose a value other than 00015. See your Database Administrator for the other steps required
when changing this ID.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
00001 to 05000 - leading zeros may be omitted

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DL1T-CONSTRAINT

(Optional) Indicate if the database is eligible for Datacom DL1 Transparency integrity processing. See the Datacom DL1
Transparency documentation for details.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DYNAMIC-EXTEND

(Optional) The DYNAMIC-EXTEND attribute allows you to have Datacom/DB extend the Index Area dynamically when it
would have given a return code of 08 during an ADDIT command.

When you code C instead of Y, you specify that the DYN-EXT-TRACKS value is the number of cylinders instead of tracks
in addition to the dynamic extend. To change back to tracks, code T. The change to cylinders allows Datacom to take
advantage of an enhancement to z/OS environments so that dynamic extend in Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary
can be greater than 64K tracks.

Specifying Y, T, or C for this attribute does not imply that any areas in the database will be extended dynamically. This only
applies to the IXX for this database.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
C, N, T, or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DYN-EXT-TRACKS

(Optional) The DYN-EXT-TRACKS attribute allows you to specify the number of tracks or cylinders by which Datacom/DB
is to extend the Index Area.

Restrictions

This field is only valid when DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not N for this DATABASE occurrence. A value of zero in z/OS causes
Datacom/DB to use the secondary extent amount of the data set when DYNAMIC-EXTEND is not N and the area fills.
This value only applies to the Index Area for this database.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
0 -- 65535

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2900 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the DATABASE structure is in synch with the Directory (CXX). In this
way, Datacom Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1
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Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
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32 characters (in online processing)
Valid Values:

DATABASE (in batch processing)
BAS or DATABASE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, DATABASE.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel
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LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SQLNAME

(Optional) This field in only required for SQL processing of a CREATE AREA into this DATABASE. It is the SQL: name for
the database.

Length:
32
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Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2901 transaction Attribute Update Panel

SQL-SECURITY

(Optional) Indicate if the database can be secured by SQL rules.

To use Datacom/DB external security rules for the following SQL objects in the DATABASE structure, accept the default or
enter N.

• TABLE occurrences
• VIEW occurrences
• SYNONYM occurrences
• FIELD (column) occurrences

To use SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE, enter Y.

Restrictions

This attribute-value is enforced only when security is enabled in the Datacom/DB Master List.

You cannot use a view based on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY attribute-values.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2901 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T, Q

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATAVIEW Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.
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ACCESS-CODE

Ideal for Datacom updates this attribute internally. It is updateable using DDUPDATE or DDOL.

Length:
6

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using:

This attribute should be updated only at the direction of Support.

ACCESS-METHOD

This attribute contains the access method used for Ideal for Datacom applications.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
DB - Datacom SQL
DB2 - IBM Db2 SQL

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute.

ASSEMBLER-NAME

(Optional) This is the Assembler name for the DATAVIEW.

Datacom Datadictionary only verifies that your entry is left justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7190 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CATALOGED-DATE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
yymmdd

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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CATALOGED-TIME

This attribute contains the time that the dataview was last cataloged in the format HHMMSS.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute when you issue the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG function.

COMPILED-DATE

This attribute contains the date that the dataview was last compiled in the format YYMMDD.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
yymmdd

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute when you issue the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command.

COMPILED-TIME

This attribute contains the time that the dataview was last compiled in the format HHMMSS.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute when you issue the Ideal for Datacom COMPILE function.
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COMPILER-NAME

(Optional) This is the compiler name for the dataview. Datacom Datadictionary only verifies that your entry is left justified
and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Datacom Datadictionary uses this name rather than the occurrence name when generating COBOL or PL/I data
definitions.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7190 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DBMS-USED

Identifies the Database Management System used.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
DATACOM (this is the value if the dataview is created using Datacom Datadictionary online or Datacom
Datadictionary batch)
IBM/Db2, CA/SQL, or NONE (one of these values is set by Ideal for Datacom)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

This field is used by Ideal for Datacom only. It is not available for update in Datacom Datadictionary.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the DATAVIEW structure is in synch with the Directory (CXX). Datacom
Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

ADD Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
DATAVIEW (in batch processing)
DVW or DATAVIEW (in online processing)
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Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, DATAVIEW.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of an entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel
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IMPORTED-DATE

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute internally. It contains the date that the dataview was last imported in the format
mm/dd/yy.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

IMPORTED-TIME

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute internally. It contains the time that the dataview was last imported in the format
hhmmss.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Ideal for Datacom maintains this attribute.

KEY-USAGE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-NAME

The member name of the dataview in a library.

Length:
54

Valid Values:
Valid member name

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-CHANGES

The number of times this dataview has been changed.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
0 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-COMPILES

The number of times this dataview has been compiled.
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Length:
9

Valid Values:
0 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-RUNS

The number of times this dataview has been used to access data.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
0 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during COPY and RESTORE functions.
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RESOURCE-DATE

The date the dataview was last resourced.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RESOURCE-TIME

The time the dataview was last resourced.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

STRUCT-CHNG-DT

The date that the DATAVIEW structure was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STRUCT-CHNG-TM

The time that the DATAVIEW structure was last changed.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

UPDATE-INTENT

Specifies if Ideal for Datacom is to use this dataview for updating (Y) or if the dataview is to be used for read-only (N).

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

7190 transaction Attribute Update Panel
DATAVIEW Add Structure Maintenance Panel
DATAVIEW Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DESCRIPTOR Attribute-Type
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.
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DESCRIPTOR

A name you can assign to an entity-occurrence by which you can group occurrences for various Datacom Datadictionary
functions such as display or batch reporting. You can use this capability to group occurrences of different entities that have
some commonality.

Restrictions

• Each occurrence can have a maximum of eight descriptors.
• An occurrence must be in TEST or PRODuction status when you add or delete the descriptor.
• A descriptor name is added to the specific status/version you identify in the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel. It is not

duplicated in any other status/version currently in existence. However, it will be copied when the occurrence is copied.
• The same rules for naming an occurrence apply to naming a descriptor.
• Length:

32
• Valid Entries:

1 to 32 alphanumeric characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Descriptor Report Descriptor Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1101 transaction Descriptor Maintenance Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name which this DESCRIPTOR represents.

See the ENTITY-NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence type which this DESCRIPTOR represents.

See the ENTITY-TYPE attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence version number which this DESCRIPTOR represents.

See the ENTITY-VER attribute description for the entity-type specified.

RECORD-NAME

The parent name of the entity-occurrence which this DESCRIPTOR represents. This attribute only applies to ELEMENT,
KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences.

See the RECORD-NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.
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DOCUMENT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include charts:

• Showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-values and
• Listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

Attributes without batch transactions are maintained internally.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated:

• in the -USR transaction
• on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel
• the local security system (see the SAFSEC parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro)

Before you define an occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary online, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILED-DATE

The date the program was last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILED-TIME

The time the report was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated:

• in the -USR transaction
• on the Datacom DatadictionarySignon Panel
• the local security system (see the SAFSEC parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).

In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 Transaction Attribute Display Panel
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COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE--ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHANGED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-type name of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
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3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
REPORT (in batch processing)
RPT or REPORT (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, REPORT.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Text Report
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-NAME

The member name of the report in a library.

Length:
54

Valid Values:
1 to 54 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-DATE

(Optional) Enter the last modification date. Suggested format is mm/dd/yy.
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Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

MODIFIED-TIME

The time the report was last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence: The password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has an assigned password.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence: The password that you enter must match the previously defined
password when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

• Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password that is assigned to this entity-occurrence is
provided.

Length:
4
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Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

• Length:
1

• Valid Values:

H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product to which the report belongs.

• Length:
• 3
• Valid Values:

3-character name

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed. Or, if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time that the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6
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Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

ELEMENT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ASM-NAME

(Optional) If you use Datacom Datadictionary to create Assembler data definitions, this is the Assembler name for the
element.

Datacom Datadictionary only uses this name when generating Assembler data definitions (also known as copybooks). It
only verifies that your entry is left justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

6000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
ELEMENT FILE Maintenance Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.
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Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPL-NAME

(Optional) If you use Datacom Datadictionary to generate COBOL or PL/I data definitions, this is the compiler name for the
element.

Datacom Datadictionary only uses this name rather than the occurrence name when generating COBOL or PL/I data
definitions. It only verifies that your entry is left justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

6000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
ELEMENT FILE Maintenance Panel
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CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 -- 999999 for report
1 -- 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATACOM-NAME

(Required) This attribute contains the Datacom/DB short name for the ELEMENT occurrence. The name must be unique
among the elements defined to the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the element.
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Restrictions

The attribute-value cannot contain leading or embedded blanks (X'40'), but can have a maximum of four trailing blanks.

Online

When adding fields to a table and you specify a DATACOM name for a field, Datacom Datadictionary generates an
ELEMENT occurrence with the same occurrence name as the FIELD occurrence containing only this field. You can use
this attribute only when you initially define the FIELD occurrences for a table on the TABLE Field Maintenance Panel.

SQL Processing

As a result of a CREATE TABLE statement, Datacom Datadictionary defines an element containing all the columns
(FIELD entity-occurrences) defined to the table and gives it the name SQLEL.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters

Default Value:
(No default except as noted above.)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Indented Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

6000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
ELEMENT Add Structure Maintenance Panel
ELEMENT Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Field Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete), or a batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete), or a batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DISP-IN-TABLE

This attribute contains the displacement of the element from the beginning of the physical record.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
0 to 99999
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the ELEMENT substructure is in synch with the Directory (CXX). In this
way, Datacom Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default.)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

SQL Processing

As a result of a CREATE TABLE statement, Datacom Datadictionary defines an element containing all the columns
(FIELD entity-occurrences) defined to the table and gives it the name SQLEL.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Modify Table Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch processing)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
ELEMENT (in batch processing)
ELM or ELEMENT (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, ELEMENT.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.
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ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel

FIRST-FIELD

This attribute is the occurrence name of the first field of the element.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

In batch and SQL processing, Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a ELEMENT Add Structure Maintenance Panel
ELEMENT Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

LAST-FIELD

This is the occurrence name of the last field of the element.
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Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

In batch and SQL processing, Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a ELEMENT Add Structure Maintenance Panel
ELEMENT Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

LENGTH

Specifies the length of the element. It is equal to the sum of the fields of the element and the null indicators for fields
defined to accept null values.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the length of the table

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during COPY and RESTORE functions.

RECORD-NAME

The parent entity-occurrence name (table or record) to which the ELEMENT belongs.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Values:
The parent entity-occurrence name

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report
Index Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel (PARENT field)
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

SECURITY-CODE

(Optional) You can specify a security code for the element that must be provided on all requests for this element to
Datacom/DB.

This input is converted to a 1-byte binary value that must be supplied in the element list of a Datacom/DB request for this
element data.

Batch

Specify any 2-character hexadecimal representation of a 1-byte value. For example, F0=0 and F1=1. For non-Datacom/
DB Datacom/DB elements, enter blanks.

Length:
2 (in batch processing)
3 (in online processing)

Valid Entries:
00 to FF (hexadecimal) (in batch processing)
0 to 255, excluding 64 (X'40') (in online processing)

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

6000 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

SYNCH-CODE

This attribute represents the ELEMENT synchronization code.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
0 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Detail Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value during the verification process.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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FIELD Attribute-Types
In Datacom Datadictionary, multiple field attribute-types are available. Review a list of the attribute-types, and access
links for detailed descriptions. Here, the attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order
in which you enter them in a batch transaction or the order in which they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary
online panels. For detailed information about an attribute-type, click its link in the following list.
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• AFTER
• AGR-SQLNAME
• ASM-NAME
• AUTHID
• AUTHOR
• BLANK-WHEN-ZERO
• CLASS
• COMPL-NAME
• CONTROLLER
• COUNT
• DATA-ACCESS
• DATA-SENSITIVE
• DATACOM-NAME
• DATE-ADDED
• DATE-LAST-CHG
• DATE-STATUS-CHG
• DBEDITS
• DECIMALS
• DEFAULT-INSERT
• DEPENDING-ON
• DESCRIPTION
• DISP-ELEMENT
• DISP-IN-TABLE
• DSF-ACCESS
• EDIT-PATTERN
• ELM-NAME
• ELM-SEC-CODE
• ENABLE
• ENTITY-NAME
• ENTITY-TYPE
• ENTITY-VER
• FORCEADD
• FORCEUPD
• HEADING-1
• HEADING-2
• HIGH-RANGE
• INTERNAL-ACCESS
• JUSTIFICATION
• LANG-COMNT
• LENGTH
• LEVEL
• LOCK
• LONG
• LOW-RANGE
• MEDIA-ACCESS
• MEDIA-LENGTH
• NULL-INDICATOR
• ORDER
• PARENT
• PARM-TYPE
• PASSWORD
• PRECISION
• PREVIOUS-STAT
• PREVIOUS-VERS
• PROFILE-CODE
• RECORD-NAME
• REDEFINES
• REPEAT
• REQUIRED
• SEMANTIC-MASK
• SEMANTIC-TYPE
• SEQNO
• SHORT-ATTR-NAME
• SIGN
• SIGNIFICANT-CHG
• SQLNAME
• STATUS
• STORAGE
• TIME-LAST-CHG
• TYPE
• TYPE-NUMERIC
• UNCHANGEABLE
• USER-ACCESS
• VALUE
• VARYING
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FIELD Attribute-Type: AFTER
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type AFTER (required) is the occurrence name of the field that
precedes the current field in the table or record definition. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and
a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel
for updating the value.

Batch

In batch, the attribute-value indicates the field's position.

Use one of the following entries:

• Code START to indicate that the field is the first field in a record or table.
• If the field is preceded by another field, code the name of the field that precedes it.
• Code an asterisk (*) to insert the field after the final field in the compound field. If the parent field is START, the asterisk

can be coded to append the field to the record or table to which it belongs.
• If the field is a REDEFINES, code either an asterisk (*) or the name of the field that is being redefined.
• Code REMOVE to delete a compound field without deleting its subordinate fields.

Online

The position is determined by your placement of the field definition in the variable line area of the FIELD Maintenance
Panel and by the level number that you assign. Datacom Datadictionary places the correct field name in this attribute for
you.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
START (in batch processing)
Preceding field's name (in batch processing)
REMOVE (in batch processing)
* (asterisk) (in batch processing)
Placement of field and level number (in online processing)

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4010 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: AGR-SQLNAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type AGR-SQLNAME is the SQL name of the table to which this
field is defined. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the report and online panel
that display the attribute-values.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: ASM-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ASM-NAME (optional) is the Assembler name for the field
in the element or key when you use Datacom Datadictionary to create Assembler data definitions. Review the attribute
characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-
value. Also note the batch transactions and panels for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary  uses this name only when generating Assembler data definitions. It only verifies that your entry
is left-justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

This value is accurate only on displays and reports where the parent, element, or key for which this Assembler name was
defined is in the path, or when the Field Report is on the key or element.

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update
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To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

5012 transaction
6011 transaction

ELEMENT Field Maintenance Panel
ELEMENT Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Field Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: AUTHID
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type AUTHID is, for SQL processing, the authorization identifier
of the table to which this field is defined. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the
batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

FIELD Attribute-Type: AUTHOR
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type AUTHOR (optional) identifies the author: the PERSON
occurrence name of the person signed on to Datacom Datadictionary. Review the attribute characteristics, including
valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the -
USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set a
session default for this attribute.

Display
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The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: BLANK-WHEN-ZERO
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type BLANK-WHEN-ZERO (optional) indicates whether Datacom
Datadictionary is to generate a COBOL "BLANK WHEN ZERO" clause during copybook generation. This attribute is
ignored by all languages except COBOL. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the
batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the
value.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4016 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: CLASS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type CLASS (optional) is the field class: simple (S), compound
(C), value or qualifier (V), filler (F), and index (I). Review use, including the effects of all valid entries, and restrictions
driven by COBOL and SQL. Review attribute characteristics and a table listing the batch reports and online panels that
display the attribute-values. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

The field classes are simple (S), compound (C), value or qualifier (V), filler (F), and index (I).

Use value (or qualifier) fields to specify valid values or ranges of values for the simple field that precedes it:
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• In COBOL copybooks, qualifier fields are represented by 88-level entries.
• In ASSEMBLER, they are represented by EQU (equate) statements when valid.

To specify the valid value or range of a qualifier field, update the VALUE attribute or the HIGH-RANGE and LOW-RANGE
attributes of the FIELD occurrence.

If the field is a value or an index field, it must follow the FIELD occurrence for which it is a value or an index.

Online

This attribute-value is assigned by Datacom Datadictionary based on the FIELD occurrence Level field on the FIELD
Maintenance Panel.

1
Indicates that the occurrence is a simple field or the parent field of a compound field. Datacom Datadictionary
assigns a value of S to a simple field and a value of C to the parent of a compound field.

2 or greater
Indicates the occurrence level within a compound field

V
Specifies this as a value field

I
Specifies this as an index field

Filler fields
Use the Fill field.

Restrictions

For COBOL:
Index fields generate INDEXED-BY statements in COBOL copybooks. You are limited to 12 index fields for a
given compound or simple field.

For SQL:
For fields created through SQL, Datacom Datadictionary assigns a value of S.
SQL statements can access simple (S) fields only. They do not recognize value (V), index (I), filler (F), or non-
repeating compound (C) fields. A simple field is any field that is not the parent of a subordinate level of fields, a
value field, an index field, or a filler field.
The result of defining CLASS to any value other than S is that Datacom Datadictionary changes the NULL-
INDICATOR attribute-value from Y to N and the field may not be referenced in an SQL statement.

NOTE
For more information on the result of defining CLASS to any value other than S for an SQL-accessible
table, see Making Existing Tables SQL Accessible.

Length:
1 in batch
2 in online processing

Valid Entries:
S, C, V, F, or I (in batch processing)
1 to 99, V, or I (in online processing)

Default Value:
S (in batch and SQL processing)
(No default in online processing)

Display
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The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 17)
Field Summary Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: COMPL-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type COMPL-NAME (optional) is the compiler name for the field,
when you use Datacom Datadictionary to generate COBOL or PL/I data definitions. Review the attribute characteristics,
including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the
batch transactions and panels for updating the value.

COMPL-NAME only verifies that your entry is left-justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters

Default Value:
No default

NOTE
This value is accurate only on displays and reports where the parent, element, or key for which this compiler
name was defined is in the path, or when the Field Report is on the key or element.

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

5012 transaction
6011 transaction

ELEMENT Field Maintenance Panel
ELEMENT Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Field Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: CONTROLLER
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type CONTROLLER (optional) is the controller identification.
Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that
display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the -
USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use the SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set a
session default for this attribute.

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, uset he following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: COUNT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type COUNT is the number of times the entity-occurrence has
been updated. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online
panel that display the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display
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The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATA-ACCESS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATA-ACCESS indicates whether the attribute can be
retrieved only by facilities that have update capability for the attribute. Review restrictionds, attribute characteristics
(including valid entries), and a table listing the batch report that displays the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary displays this field only when you provide the override code in the report request.

This attribute is valid only for fields that represent attribute-types in the DATA-DICT database structure.

Restrictions

Do not use this attribute-type to change attributes installed with the product. If you change this attribute-type, the results
are unpredictable.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATA-SENSITIVE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATA-SENSITIVE (optional) lets you specify, when a simple
field is defined to a key, that Datacom Datadictionary treats the key as data sensitive during sorting. Review requirements
for use, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that display
the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels for updating the value.
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When the Datacom Datadictionary attribute DATA-SENSITIVE=Y for columns (simple FIELD entity-occurrences only) with
the following numeric data types defined to keys, the keys are sorted in numeric collation sequence.

• Binary (2 or 4 bytes) signed
• Floating-point signed (normalized)
• Packed decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)
• Zoned decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)

When the ORDER= attribute is set to D (descending), Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets DATA-SENSITIVE=Y.
However, if the ORDER= attribute is changed back to ASCENDING, the value for DATA-SENSITIVE is not changed back
to N. To change DATA-SENSITIVE back to N, change its value manually.

Requirements

If you specify Y, Datacom/DB retains this value only for simple fields with the following data types: B (length 2 or 4), D, L,
N, 2, and 4.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N if the key is added through Datacom Datadictionary
Y if the key is created through SQL

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

FIELD Detail Report
KEY Field Report

FIELD Attribute Display Panel

This attribute-value is set when you define the field to a key. To display the correct value in a FIELD Detail Report or the
FIELD Attribute Display Panel, you must define a path from the key to the field. If you do not, the attribute-type has no
meaning and the default value is displayed.

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATACOM-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATACOM-NAME is the Datacom Datadictionary name for
the element, if you have designated this field as a one-field element. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid
entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panels that display the attribute-value.

Length:
5
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Valid Values:
1 to 5 characters

Display

The following report and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATE-ADDED
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATE-ADDED is the date that this entity-occurrence was
added. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel
that display the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATE-LAST-CHG
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATE-LAST-CHG is the date that this entity-occurrence was
last changed. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online
panel that display the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8
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Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value is displayed in mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value is displayed in dd.mm.yy format.

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DATE-STATUS-CHG
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DATE-STATUS-CHG is the date the status of this entity-
occurrence was last changed. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and the online panel that
displays the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value is displayed in mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value is displayed in dd.mm.yy format.

Display

The following panel displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DBEDITS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DBEDITS (optional) is used to invoke data editing and
default processing. Review requirements and restrictions, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table
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listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for
updating the value.

For information about data validation and default processing, see Designing Columns (Fields).

If you specify Y for this attribute-value, additional information about the field is sent to Datacom/DB during catalog
processing (CXX maintenance).

Also, when you specify Y, there is additional overhead in the processing time for ADDIT and UPDAT, but not for retrieval
commands.

Requirements

You can specify DBEDITS=Y for the following data types: B (with a length of 2 or 4 only), C, D, G, L, N, V, W, 2, or 4. In
addition, columns that are defined as containing SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP are supported. See the TYPE and
SEMANTIC-TYPE attribute-values for FIELD occurrences. If the data TYPE is V or W, DBEDITS is forced to be Y.

Restrictions

• If you specify DBEDITS=N and you enter Y for the FORCEADD, FORCEUPD, and UNCHANGEABLE attribute-values,
Datacom Datadictionary issues an error message.

• If you specify DBEDITS=N, Datacom/DB does not honor DEFAULT-INSERT attribute-values during RAAT or SAAT
processing. However, SQL INSERT/UPDATE statements do honor these attribute-values.

• If you change DBEDITS to Y for an invalid data type (valid data types are anything that is valid for SQL through the
SQL syntax), Datacom Datadictionary changes the value of this field to N.

• If this field has a data type of VARCHAR (TYPE=V), Datacom Datadictionary forces the value of this attribute-value to
Y.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N if the field is added through Datacom Datadictionary
Y if the field is created through SQL

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transasction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DECIMALS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DECIMALS (optional) is the number of decimal positions for
a numeric field with an implied decimal point. Review requirements, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a
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table listing the batch reports and online panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels
for updating the value.

Requirements

The number of decimals that you enter in this field must be consistent with the TYPE attribute-value for the field:

• If TYPE is D (packed decimal) or N (numeric, zoned decimal), and you enter more decimal positions in the attribute-
type value that is coded for this field than the number of decimals, the data is truncated. For example, entering the
attribute-value for the VALUE attribute-type of 2.25 becomes 2.2 if the attribute-value for the DECIMALS attribute-type
is equal to 1.

• If TYPE is D (packed decimal), the value you specify must be less than the value you specify for the PRECISION
attribute-value.

Online

If the field TYPE is B, 2, 4, 8 or D, this field value is displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS attribute has a value
other than zero.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
1- or 2-digit number of decimal positions

Default Value:
0

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (DEC)

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (Options field, pos 20)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DEFAULT-INSERT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of the FIELD attribute-type DEFAULT-INSERT (optional) indicates the type of default
value that Datacom/DB uses during ADDIT, INSERT, or UPDAT processing. Review requirements, restrictions, and
attribute characteristics, including valid entries. Also review tables listing the batch report and online panel that display the
attribute-value, and the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Requirements

If you specify a user-supplied default (O) for this attribute-value, you must specify a valid value in the VALUE field.

Restrictions

If you specify this attribute-value as S or U, define the TYPE attribute-value as C or V.
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This attribute-value is honored with SQL INSERT/UPDATE statements, but not during Datacom/DB RAAT/SAAT
processing, unless DBEDITS=Y.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:

• D: TYPE default
• N: No default
• O: Indicates a user supplied default in the VALUE attribute
• S: Indicates an accessor ID default (default system user)
• U indicates an AUTHID default

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DEPENDING-ON
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DEPENDING-ON (optional) is the name of another field
that is referred to with the DEPENDING-ON verb in COBOL table handling. Review the attribute characteristics, including
valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary does not verify that the referenced field exists. If the field is renamed, this attribute-value is
updated. If the field is deleted, this attribute-value remains unchanged.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4016 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DESCRIPTION
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DESCRIPTION (optional) is text about the entity-occurrence.
Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table
listing the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for
updating the value.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: DISP-ELEMENT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DISP-ELEMENT is the displacement from the beginning of
the element. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online
panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
5
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Valid Values:
0 to 99999

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DISP-IN-TABLE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DISP-IN-TABLE is the displacement from the beginning of
the record or table. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and
online panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
0 to 99999

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report (DISPL)

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

FIELD Attribute-Type: DSF-ACCESS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type DSF-ACCESS indicates whether the attribute can be
updated only by the Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility. Review restrictions and attribute characteristics, including
valid entries, and a table listing the batch report that displays the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction for
updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary displays this information only when the override code is provided in the report request.

This attribute is valid only for fields that represent an attribute-type within the DATA-DICT database structure. For
information about creating and maintaining attribute-types, see Adding and Maintaining Attribute-Type Definitions.

Restrictions

Do not use this attribute-type to change the attributes installed with the product. If you change this attribute-type, the
results are unpredictable.

Length:
1
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Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a

FIELD Attribute-Type: EDIT-PATTERN
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type EDIT-PATTERN (optional) indicates the edit pattern
to be used with the field by other  Broadcom products in your system. Review the attribute characteristics, including
valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

For information about edit pattern formats, see the person responsible for administering the other Broadcom products in
your system.

Length:
24

Valid Entries:
1- to 24-character edit pattern

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4014 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: ELM-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ELM-NAME is the name of the element to which the field is
defined. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel
that display the attribute-value.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Index Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

FIELD Attribute-Type: ELM-SEC-CODE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ELM-SEC-CODE is the security code for the element to
which the field is defined. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report
and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
2 (in batch processing)
3 (in online processing)

Valid Values:
00 to FF (in batch processing)
0 to 255 (in online processing)

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

FIELD Attribute-Type: ENABLE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ENABLE indicates that the data that is described by the
FIELD substructure is in sync with the Directory (CXX). Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a
table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transactions and panels
for updating the value.
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With ENABLE, Datacom Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other
Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: ENTITY-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ENTITY-NAME is the entity-occurrence name. Review the
attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panels that display the
attribute-value. Also note the batch transactions and panels for updating the value.

In SQL processing, the name that is specified in the SQL statement is used for this attribute and the SQLNAME attribute.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

A
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Key Structure Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel
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Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

FIELD Maintenance Panels
Update Name Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: ENTITY-TYPE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ENTITY-TYPE is the entity-type name of the entity-
occurrence. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online
panels that display the attribute-value.

Length:
Three characters (in batch reporting)
Three characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
FIELD (in batch processing)
FLD or FIELD (in online processing)

Display

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, FIELD.

The following reports and panels display the attribute.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationships Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Key Structure Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel

Update

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

FIELD Attribute-Type: ENTITY-VER
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type ENTITY-VER is the version of the entity-occurrence. Review
the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panels that display the
attribute-value. Also note the batch transactions and the panel for updating the value.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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T001 to T999
QUAL

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or the panel.

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: FORCEADD
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type FORCEADD (optional) ensures that the field's values
are accurate, not just a product of an application program. Review requirements, attribute characteristics (including
valid entries), and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

Specify Y (yes) in this field to force Datacom/DB to use this field's default value during ADDIT or INSERT processing.

Requirements

• Specify Y only if you specified Y for the DBEDITS attribute-value.
• Specify Y only for fields defined with a semantic type of SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP, or a DEFAULT-

INSERT attribute-value of S (accessor ID).
• Specify N if you have coded a CHECK CONSTRAINT for the field.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display
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The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: FORCEUPD
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type FORCEUPD (optional) ensures that the field's values
are accurate, not just a product of an application program. Review requirements, attribute characteristics (including
valid entries), and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

Specify Y (yes) in this field to force Datacom/DB to use this field's default during UPDAT/UPDATE processing.

Requirements

• Specify Y only if you specified Y for the DBEDITS attribute-value.
• Specify Y only for fields defined with a semantic type of SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP, or a DEFAULT-

INSERT attribute-value of S (accessor ID).
• If you specify this attribute-value as Y, you must specify the UNCHANGEABLE attribute-value as N.
• Specify N if you have coded a CHECK CONSTRAINT for the field.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: HEADING-1
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type HEADING-1 (optional) is the first line of a heading that can
be used by Dataquery, the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, or Ideal for Datacom in columnar reports. Review the attribute
characteristics (including valid entries) and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.
Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4013 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: HEADING-2
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type HEADING-2 (optional) is the second line of a heading that
can be used by Dataquery, the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, or Ideal for Datacom in columnar reports. Review the
attribute characteristics (including valid entries) and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the
attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update
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To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4013 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: HIGH-RANGE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type HIGH-RANGE (optional) is the highest valid value for a field
that has a range of valid values. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch
report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary generates a THRU clause in the VALUE clause during COBOL copybook generation when you:

• Enter a value for this field and do not enter a value for the VALUE attribute,
• Enter a CLASS attribute of V.

Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4015 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: INTERNAL-ACCESS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type INTERNAL-ACCESS specifies whether this attribute can
be updated by other Broadcomproducts. Review restrictions, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table
listing the batch report that displays the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction for updating the value.

The attribute is displayed only if you have provided the override code in the report request. It is valid only for fields that
represent attribute-types in the DATA-DICT database structure.

Restrictions

Do not use this attribute-type to change the attributes installed with the product. If you change this attribute-type, the
results are unpredictable.

Length:
1
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Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a

FIELD Attribute-Type: JUSTIFICATION
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type JUSTIFICATION (optional) specifies whether data is to be
stored left- (L) or right- (R) justified. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the
batch reports and online panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels for updating
the value.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
L or R

Default Value:
L (left) for data types C, G, H, K, T, V, Y, Z
R (right) for data types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, 8

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (J)

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 15)
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 15)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: LANG-COMNT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type LANG-COMNT (optional) is a language comment to be used
in a generated data definition for the field. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing
the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating
the value.

Datacom Datadictionary does not edit this field.

This attribute-value can be used in copybook generation to place comments in the copybook.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4011 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: LENGTH
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type LENGTH (optional) specifies the length of the field in bytes.
Review instructions for use, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the maximum lengths for
a table or record, depending on data type and description. Note batch reports and online panels that display the attribute-
value, and the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

When defining a simple column in Datacom Datadictionary, specify its physical length in bytes in the FIELD entity-
occurrence's LENGTH attribute. To account for the two-byte length prefix of the column, VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and
VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have two (2) added to the value entered for the LENGTH. Datacom Datadictionary ignores
the LENGTH attribute if the field is a compound, value, or index field. Datacom Datadictionary computes the length of a
compound field for you and automatically forces the length of value and index fields to zero.

• Column (field) lengths cannot exceed the maximum table size or record size.
– Maximum table size is 32720 bytes. However, since every table must have a key and assuming a minimum 1-byte

key, the maximum column size in a table is 32719 bytes.
– Maximum record size is 65535 bytes. Maximum column size in a record could be 65535, since records do not

require a key.
• Columns to be included in a key cannot exceed a maximum key length of 180 bytes.
• The Datacom Datadictionary Record Migration Facility (DDRMFLM) has certain restrictions on column length. To

successfully use the DDRMFLM to convert the columns in a data record to a new displacement, length, or type, a
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column cannot be more than 255 bytes, a binary column cannot be more than 4 bytes, and a packed decimal column
cannot be more than 16 bytes (31 digits).

• Dataquery has certain restrictions. The maximum length numeric column that Dataquery can process is 31 significant
digits. This implies a maximum zoned decimal length of 31 bytes, a maximum packed decimal length of 16 bytes
(but only 31 digits), and a maximum binary value of 999,999,999,999,999,999 (handles a binary doubleword, but this
maximum value still applies). Dataquery truncates character type columns at 1700 bytes, or depending on the function
involved, fewer than 1700 bytes. For information about Dataquery limitations, see Limitations in Dataquery.

• Ideal for Datacom has certain restrictions for column lengths. The maximum length numeric column that Ideal for
Datacom Version 2.1 can process is 18 significant digits (this is similar to the restrictions of Dataquery). Ideal for
Datacom Version 2.2 allows numeric columns up to 31 digits.

• The following values are specific Datacom Datadictionary edits for maximum column lengths by data type. Values that
are given pass Datacom Datadictionary add, update, and verify edits for tables and records and pass catalog edits for
tables.

Datacom Datadictionary
Data Type and Description Maximum Length in a Table (bytes) Maximum Length in a Record (bytes)

2 - halfword binary Only length is 2 bytes. Only length is 2 bytes.

4 - fullword binary Only length is 4 bytes. Only length is 4 bytes.

8 - doubleword binary Only length is 8 bytes. Only length is 8 bytes.

B - binary 32719 65535

C - character 32719 65535

D - packed decimal 32719 65535

E - extended floating-point Only length is 16 bytes. Only length is 16 bytes.

G - graphics data 32718 65535

H - hexadecimal 32718 65535

K - Kanji 32718 65535

L - long floating-point Only length is 8 bytes. Only length is 8 bytes.

N - zoned decimal 32719 65535

S - short floating-point Only length is 4 bytes. Only length is 4 bytes.

T - PL/I bit string 32719 65535

V - VARCHAR 32716 N/A

W - VARGRAPHIC 32716 N/A

Y - double-byte character set 32718 65535

Z - mixed double-byte and single-byte
character set

32719 65535

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
A 1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the maximum record size or table size

Default Value:
1

Display
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The following reports/panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Summary Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: LEVEL
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type LEVEL is the level number that is assigned to the field.
Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panels that
display the attribute-value.

For information about how the level number relates to the CLASS attribute, see Table Classes.

Length:
2 (in batch reporting)
5 (in online display)

Valid Values:
01 to 99 (in batch reporting)
00001 to 00099 (in online display)

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 1)
Table Summary Display Panel (Options field, position 1)

Update

Computed for batch internally and filled in on the FIELD Maintenance Panel for online

FIELD Attribute-Type: LOCK
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type LOCK is the lock level that is assigned to the entity-
occurrence. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online
panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transactions and panels for updating the value.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2
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Display

The following reports/panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: LONG
Datacom Datadictionary displays Y when this field is created through SQL with a data type of LONG VARCHAR. Review
the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the
attribute-value.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: LOW-RANGE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type LOW-RANGE (optional) is the lowest valid value of a field
that has a range of valid values. Review instructions for use, the attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a
table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for
updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary generates a THRU clause in the VALUE clause during COBOL copybook generation when you:

• Enter a value for this field and do not enter a value for the VALUE attribute.
• Enter a CLASS attribute-value of V.

Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters
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Default Value:
No default

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following reports or panels.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4015 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: MEDIA-ACCESS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type MEDIA-ACCES (optional) indicates whether this attribute is
updateable through standard Datacom Datadictionary facilities such as DDUPDATE or Datacom Datadictionary online.
Review restrictions, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the batch report that displays the
attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction for updating the value.

This attribute is displayed only when you have provided the override code in the report request. It is valid only for fields
that represent an attribute-type in the DATA-DICT database structure.

Restrictions

If you code this attribute-value as N (no), and you code the retrieval parameter DATA-ACCESS as Y (yes), this attribute
cannot be displayed or updated through normal Datacom Datadictionary batch or online facilities.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a
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FIELD Attribute-Type: MEDIA-LENGTH
Datacom Datadictionary uses the character length of the MEDIA-LENGTH attribute for display purposes. Review the
attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report that displays the attribute-value. Also
note the batch transaction for updating the value.

The value is displayed only when you provide the override code in the report request. This attribute-type is only valid for
fields that represent an attribute-type in the DATA-DICT database structure.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
A 1- to 5-digit value represents the character format length of the value

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a

FIELD Attribute-Type: NULL-INDICATOR
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type NULL-INDICATOR (optional) specifies whether a 1-byte null
indicator is to precede this field. Review restrictions, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the
batch reports and online panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels for updating
the value.

The null indicator can create extra slack if the fields are aligned. Enter Y for nullable fields (SQL default) and N for NOT
NULL fields (Datacom Datadictionary default).

The extra byte is added to the overall length of the table, but not to the length of the field.

Restrictions

Datacom Datadictionary changes the value of this field from Y to N if you add or update a FIELD occurrence with a
CLASS of C (compound), V (value or qualifier), F (filler), or I (index).

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N for fields added through Datacom Datadictionary
Y for fields added through SQL
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Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (N)

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: ORDER
In Datacom Datadictionary, when a simple field is defined to a key, the value of FIELD attribute-type ORDER (optional)
indicates whether Datacom/DB is to sequence the field in the key in ascending (A) or descending (D) order. Review
attribute use and characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panel that display
the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels for updating the value.

The order can vary for each field. Also, you can define a field with a different order sequence in different keys.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
A or D

Default Value:
A

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

FIELD Detail Report
KEY Field Report

FIELD Attribute Display Panel

This attribute-value is set when you define the field to a key. To display the correct value in a FIELD Detail Report or the
FIELD Attribute Display Panel, you must define a path from the key to the field. If you do not, the attribute-type has no
meaning, and the default value is displayed.

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: PARENT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PARENT indicates the parent (compound field) of the field
being added or maintained, or the object of index, value, or redefining fields. Review batch and online use, attribute
characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.
Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Batch

Use one of the following options:

CLASS=C, S, or F
(Optional) If the field is a simple (CLASS=S) or filler (CLASS=F) field and has no parent or is the parent of a
compound field (CLASS=C) and has no parent, the parameter has a default value of START. Accept this default
or enter START.

CLASS=C or S
(Required) If the field is part of a compound field, enter the name of the parent field.

CLASS=C
(Required) To add a compound field to an existing compound field, code an asterisk (*) in this parameter. This
inserts a new level in the compound between the parent and its children. The new field is added as a subordinate
to the parent. The subordinate fields become subordinate fields to the field that you are adding. You must use the
-ADD header in this situation.

CLASS=I
(Required) If the field is an index field, enter the name of the field for which this is an index field.

CLASS=V
(Required) If the field is a value (qualifier) field, enter the name of the field for which this field provides a value.

REDEFINES=Y
(Required) If the field is a REDEFINES, code an asterisk (*) or the name of the field that is the object of the
REDEFINES.

Online

The attribute-value is determined by the placement of the field in the variable line area, by the level numbers or codes, or
by the REDEFINES attribute-value on the FIELD Maintenance Panel.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
A valid field name (in batch processing)
START (in batch processing)
* (asterisk) (in batch processing)
Placement of the field, and so forth (in online processing, as described)

Default Value:
START

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update
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To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4010 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: PARM-TYPE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PARM-TYPE supports the PARAMETER-LIST entity-type.
Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that
display the attribute-value.

When a parameter is identified, it is defined as IN for an input-only parameter, OUT for a parameter-only returned to the
caller, or INOUT for a parameter that is used as both input to and output from a called procedure, function, or method.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters

Default:
IN

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: PASSWORD
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PASSWORD (optional) lets you specify a password to
restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition. Review use, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and
a table listing the batch report that displays the attribute-value. Also note the batch transactions and panels for updating
the value.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is required only when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has an assigned.password.

If you update or delete an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password that was defined when the
entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password that is assigned to this entity-occurrence is
provided.

Length:
4
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Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update

To update the attribute value, use one of the following transactions or panels.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: PRECISION
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PRECISION (optional) specifies the maximum number of
displayable digits that are allowed for data that is stored in fields. Review use, attribute characteristics (including valid
entries), and a table listing the default precision value for each data type. Also note the batch report and online panels that
display the attribute-value, and the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

For numeric and decimal fields, the value you enter must be greater than the number of decimal positions. See
DECIMALS.

For decimal fields, the physical length is the same for an even precision and the next higher odd precision.

For the graphic and variable graphic data type fields, the PRECISION attribute-value is used to identify the number of
double-byte characters. In previous versions, the PRECISION attribute-value was used only for the decimal data type
(type D). In this version, the PRECISION attribute-value is filled in for graphic types as one half the length. For variable
graphic fields, PRECISION is calculated as (LENGTH - 2)/2; that is, 2 divided into the result of subtracting 2 from the
value of the LENGTH.

When a PRECISION attribute-value is given for graphic data types, it takes precedence and is used to calculate the length
of the field. In other words, either a LENGTH or PRECISION attribute-value can be entered and the other is calculated.
For variable graphic fields, the length includes the two-byte "current field" length (like the variable character (V) data type).
For example, an SQL GRAPHIC(10) has type G, length 20, and precision 10 and an SQL VARGRAPHIC(10) has type W,
length 22, and precision 10.

NOTE
The two bytes for the length prefix are added by Datacom Datadictionary.

The PRECISION attribute-value is filled in for most data types so that fields added as character and numeric have a
precision equal to the length. Graphic and variable graphic data type fields have a PRECISION attribute-value that is filled
in as described above.

Length:
5
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Valid Entries:
Greater than 0 and less than or equal to LENGTH based on the field's TYPE

Default Value:

TYPE DEFAULT VALUE

D (2 times LENGTH) minus 1
G LENGTH divided by 2
N LENGTH
V LENGTH minus 2
W (LENGTH minus 2) divided by 2

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: PREVIOUS-STAT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PREVIOUS-STAT is the previous status of the entity-
occurrence. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table showing the online panel that displays
the attribute-value.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display

The following online panel displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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FIELD Attribute-Type: PREVIOUS-VERS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PREVIOUS-VERS is the number of the version that was
copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a
table listing the batch reports and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

FIELD Attribute-Type: PROFILE-CODE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type PROFILE-CODE (optional) is used for Dataquery security.
Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that
display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

For details, see the person responsible for administering Dataquery on your system.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1- to 4-character code

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4014 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: RECORD-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type RECORD-NAME is the parent entity-occurrence name (table
or record) associated with the field occurrence. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table
listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Values:
The parent entity-occurrence name

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following transactions and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Field Report (PARENT-NAME)
Index Report (RECORD)

Attribute Display Panel (PARENT)

FIELD Attribute-Type: REDEFINES
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type REDEFINES (optional) specifies that this field redefines
another field. Review use, restrictions, SQL considerations, attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table
listing the batch report and online panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for
updating the value.

• N specifies that the field does not redefine another field
• P specifies that the field redefines the previous field at the same level
• S specifies that the field redefines the same field as the previous redefining field at the same level. If the immediately

previous field at the same level is not a redefining field, the S is treated as a P.

Datacom Datadictionary can display a value of C, which indicates that the field is the child of a parent field that redefines
another field. This is not a valid entry for users; however, it can be entered to force a resetting of all REDEFINES in a
TABLE or RECORD definition.

Restrictions

Fields that redefine other fields cannot be accessed with SQL processing unless defined as part of a DATACOM VIEW.

For SQL:

If the field is defined to a table with constraints, changing this attribute-value to Y can affect the constraint. For more
information, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N, P, or S (internally generated value is C)

Default Value:
N

Display
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The following report and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 16)
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 16)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: REPEAT
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type REPEAT (optional) indicates the number of times a field
is repeated. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online
panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

During SQL processing, repeating fields are handled as one large character field.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 digits representing the number of repetitions

Default Value:
1

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (RPFAC)

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 10)
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 10)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: REQUIRED
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type REQUIRED (optional) indicates whether data is required in
the field when a record is added. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch
report and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the online panel for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry. This attribute is for documentation purposes only.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following online panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: SEMANTIC-MASK
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SEMANTIC-MASK is reserved for Broadcom use. Review a
table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: SEMANTIC-TYPE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SEMANTIC-TYPE (optional) is used to further define
the data in the field. Review requirements for SQL, Dataquery, and Ideal for Datacom. Review possible entries for
compatibility with data type. Review attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and two tables: one listing the batch
report and online panel that display the attribute-value, and one listing the batch transaction and panel for updating the
value.

You can indicate that the field is to contain dates in a special format that is supported by SQL or other Broadcomproducts.

Datacom Datadictionary edits your entry for compatibility with data type and length if it is one of the following entries:
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• BIT-DATA
• CA-DATE
• MIXED
• SBCS
• SQL-DATE
• SQL-STMP
• SQL-TIME

Requirements for SQL

You can enter DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP in the SQL statement.

• For DATE, the SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE, the TYPE=B, and the LENGTH=4.
• For TIME, the SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-TIME, the TYPE=B and the LENGTH=3.
• For TIMESTAMP, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP, the TYPE=B and the LENGTH=10.

The BIT-DATA semantic type is generated by Datacom Datadictionary when you use the FOR BIT DATA clause in SQL
column definitions. It specifies that the data format is nonstandard and should not be translated. You can also define a
field in Datacom Datadictionary with this semantic type. Valid data types to use with BIT-DATA are TYPE attribute-values
C and V.

Valid data types for MIXED (combination of single and double type data) and SBCS (single-byte character data set)
semantic types are TYPE attribute-values C and V. The current mixed data type, TYPE attribute-value Z, has been
replaced by a TYPE of C with SEMANTIC-TYPE of MIXED. A default for all newly created character and variable
character data is used based on the default that is specified in the Directory (CXX), or you can enter one specifically. The
mixed DBCS and SBCS data type of Z in Datacom Datadictionary is equivalent to type C with SEMANTIC-TYPE MIXED.

The graphic type fields can have a default value with the DBEDITS attribute-value set to YES. The MIXED character type
can also have a default value with the DBEDITS attribute-value set to YES. The DBEDITS attribute-value is set to Y for all
FIELD entity-occurrences that are VARGRAPHIC data type.

Requirements for Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom

You can enter CA-DATE. See the persons responsible for administering these products for details.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4018 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: SEQNO
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SEQNO represents the sequential number that is assigned
to a field occurrence relative to the order in which it appears in the TABLE or RECORD definition. Review the attribute
characteristics and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.

This attribute contains a number from one to the number of fields in the definition, excluding value and index fields.

Length:
2-byte binary displayed as five digits

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary calculates this value during TABLE or RECORD verify processing. This happens automatically
when fields are maintained.

FIELD Attribute-Type: SHORT-ATTR-NAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the FIELD attribute-type SHORT-ATTR-NAME (optional) lets you specify a short attribute
name, for display, when you define a Datacom Datadictionary attribute-type with a name longer than 15 bytes. Review
the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the
attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

The short attribute name can be displayed on the Attribute Update panels and the batch Detail Report.

If you do not provide a SHORT-ATTR-NAME attribute-value, Datacom Datadictionary uses the first 15 bytes of the
attribute name. For information about adding and maintaining attribute-types, see your Database Administrator.

Length:
15

Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4015 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: SIGN
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SIGN (optional) specifies whether the field is to contain
signed numeric data (Y) or unsigned data (N). Review requirements for online display, for a key, for Ideal for Datacom,
and for SQL. Review attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online
panels that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panels for updating the value.

Online

If the field TYPE is B, 2, 4, 8, or D, this field value is displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS attribute has a
value other than zero.

Requirements for a Key

If the FIELD occurrence will be defined to a key, specify unsigned (N) or specify DATA-SENSITIVE=Y. However, if the
value will always be positive (P for the TYPE-NUMERIC attribute-value), the FIELD occurrence can contain signed
numeric data (Y).

Requirements for Ideal for Datacom

If the FIELD occurrence is defined to an element that will be defined to a dataview used by Ideal for Datacom, specify
unsigned (N).

Requirements for SQL

If you are defining the table substructure for SQL processing and the TYPE attribute is B (binary), indicate signed data (Y).
Otherwise, the data is not converted when accessed. However, if the data type is DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the SIGN
is N.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N for FIELD occurrences that are not numeric
Y for numeric FIELD occurrences

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (S)

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 18)
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 18)

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel
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FIELD Attribute-Type: SIGNIFICANT-CHG
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SIGNIFICANT-CHG causes Datacom Datadictionary to
display a Y when a change such as length, displacement, data type, or sign has been made to a field. Review the attribute
characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIELD Attribute-Type: SQLNAME
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type SQLNAME (optional) is the SQL name for the field. Review
restrictions, SQL considerations, and attribute characteristics (including valid entries), and a table listing the batch reports
and online panel that display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Datacom Datadictionary constructs the SQL name for fields during the SET function. If the field is created by SQL
processing, the attribute-value is the same as the ENTITY-NAME attribute.

Restrictions

You cannot change this attribute-value if the table entity-occurrence is in PRODuction status.

For SQL:

If the field is defined to a table with constraints, updating this attribute-value can affect the constraint.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
No default

NOTE
If the table has a valid AUTHID and SQLNAME, and SQL-INTENT=Y, and the SQLNAME value is blanks, the
SQLNAME value is generated during SET, COPY, or CATALOG functions.

Display
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The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4020 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: STATUS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type STATUS is the status of the entity-occurrence. Review the
attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch reports and online panels that display the
attribute-value.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

FIELD Attribute-Type: STORAGE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type STORAGE (optional) indicates the storage option for the
field. Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that
display the attribute-value. Also note the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

This attribute applies to PL/I copybook generation only and does not affect the Datacom/DB database definition. The type
of storage can be automatic (A), based (B), controlled (C), or static (S).
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
A, B, C, or S

Default Value:
A

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4017 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: TIME-LAST-CHG
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type TIME-LAST-CHG is the time of day that the entity-
occurrence was changed. If no updates have occurred, this field shows the time that the entity-occurrence was added.
Review the attribute characteristics, including valid entries, and a table listing the batch report and online panel that
display the attribute-value.

Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display

The following transactions and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

FIELD Attribute-Type: TYPE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type TYPE (optional) specifies the type of data that is stored in
the field. Review restrictions for SQL and for Datacom/DB, and valid entries and definitions for data types (including the
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SQL equivalents). Review attribute characteristics (including valid entries) and two tables: one listing batch reports and
online panels that display the attribute-value, and one listing the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

Restrictions for SQL

The data for the special SQL data types DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are entered and retrieved as character strings.
Datacom/DB converts the data to binary form for storage and manipulation. If you are accessing the data with non-SQL
commands, you must perform the conversion from the stored binary form to character form yourself.

Specify the FIELD as type B (with a length of 2 or 4 only), C, D, L, N, V, 2, or 4. Data types with no SQL equivalent are
accessed byte-by-byte in the manner in which they are stored, without any conversion.

An SQL LONG VARCHAR data type becomes a V data type and the FIELD attribute LONG is set to Y. LONG is not an
updateable attribute.

Restrictions for Datacom/DB

If this field has a data type of VARCHAR (TYPE=V), Datacom Datadictionary forces the value of DBEDITS to Y.

Data Types

When defining a column, specify its data type in the TYPE attribute of the FIELD entity-occurrence, or in the SQL
statement.

The following list includes information for the data types that are supported by Datacom/DB: valid entries, a definition of
the type, and the SQL equivalent where applicable. The aligned field types are aligned in records or tables, not in the
elements or keys.

Binary, halfword - 2 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, fullword - 4 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 4, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: DATE
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 3, SEMANTIC-TYPE= SQL-TIME
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIME
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 10, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIMESTAMP
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER or CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with
SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
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SQL Data Type: CHARACTER with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Varying-length character string of length 1 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with attribute LONG=Y
Varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space available in a block
after all fixed-length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize (assumes one record per block). See the
following notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: LONG VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Packed decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: D
SQL Data Type: DECIMAL or DEC, maximum length = 16 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Numeric, zoned decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: N
SQL Data Type: NUMERIC, maximum length = 31 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Hexadecimal, two-byte hexadecimal display
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: H
SQL Data Type: n/a
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Short floating-point, fullword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: S
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Long floating-point, doubleword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: L
SQL Data Type: FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Extended floating-point, 16-byte aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: E
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Double-byte character set (DBCS)
See following notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Y
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Mixed DBCS and single byte
See following notes.
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Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Z
SQL Data Type: CHAR with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Graphics data
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: G
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
With attribute LONG=Y varying-length double-byte character set whose maximum length is determined by
the amount of space available in a block after all fixed-length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize
(assumes one record per block). See the following notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: LONG VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Kanji, same as Y and G
See the following notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: K
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

PL/I bit representation
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: T
SQL Data Type: n/a
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Halfword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 2
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Fullword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 4
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Doubleword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 8
SQL Data Type: n
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

NOTE

• In Datacom Datadictionary the data types K, Y, and Z are being replaced by GRAPHIC and CHARACTER
data types. You can use the DDCNVLM utility to update FIELD entity-occurrences with data types of K or Y to
G (GRAPHIC), and data type Z to C (CHARACTER) with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED.

• SMALLINT and INTEGER data types do not allow decimals.
• Aligned field types are aligned in records or tables, not in elements and keys.
• Those lengths or types that are not specified as an SQL data type are treated as character through SQL.
• VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have a 2-byte binary length prefix added to the value

you specify for the LENGTH attribute.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
B, C, D, E, G, H, K, L, N, S, T, V, Y, Z, 2, 4, or 8

Default Value:
C

Display

The following reports and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Field Report (T)

Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 9)
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 9)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: TYPE-NUMERIC
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type TYPE-NUMERIC (optional) is the correct sign convention
when the field is signed numeric. Review online use, requirements for Ideal for Datacom and for SQL, and considerations
for CBS. Review attribute characteristics (including valid entries) and two tables: one listing the batch report and online
panels that display the attribute-value, and one listing the batch transaction and panels for updating the value.

C
(Conventional)
Zoned or packed decimal data is in the format that is generally accepted as industry standard. The internal sign
representation in the rightmost byte is C for positive signed numbers, D for negative signed numbers and F for
unsigned numbers.

P
(Conventional, always positive)
Data is in the conventional format that is described for C, but values for all occurrences of this field is always
positive.

U
(Unconventional)
Data may have unconventional signs (A, B, E) or leading spaces instead of zeros.
Positive signed numbers are expected to have internal sign representations of A, C, E, or F. Negative signed
numbers have signs of B or D.
Use this value only if the site has data that is already stored in unconventional formats and wishes to continue to
do so.

Q
(Unconventional, always positive)
Data is in the unconventional format that is described for U, but all data values are positive.
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Online

If the TYPE attribute-value for the field is B, 2, 4, 8 or D, this value is displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS
attribute has a value other than zero.

Requirements for Ideal for Datacom

• You can enter a value of C (conventional). Ideal for Datacom stores and updates information in conventional format as
do most other program languages.

• If you define this attribute-value as P (conventional always positive) for fields that are used in an ORDERED BY
clause, performance by Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) is improved.

Requirements for SQL

A value of C (conventional) if you are defining the TABLE substructure for SQL processing and the TYPE attribute-value is
B (binary). Otherwise, the data is not converted when accessed.

Considerations for CBS

CBS searches using a TYPE-NUMERIC value of U (unconventional) cannot avoid full index or data traversal, which
degrades performance.

For numeric fields with TYPE-NUMERIC set to P used in an ORDERED BY clause in SQL, performance by Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS) is improved.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
C, P, Q, or U

Default Value:
C

Display

The following report and panels display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Element Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 19)
Field Summary Display Panel
Table Structure Display Panel (Options field, position 19)

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or one of the panels.

Batch Transaction Online Panels

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FIELD Maintenance Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: UNCHANGEABLE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type UNCHANGEABLE (optional) specifies Y (yes) to declare
fields unchangeable after ADDIT processing. Review requirements and attribute characteristics, including valid entries.
Also review two tables: one listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value, and one listing the
batch transaction and panel for updating the value.
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Requirements

• You can specify Y only if you specified Y for the DBEDITS attribute-value.
• You must specify this attribute-value as N if you specified FORCEUPD=Y.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: USER-ACCESS
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type USER-ACCESS indicates whether this attribute is
updateable through standard Datacom Datadictionary facilities such as DDUPDATE or Datacom Datadictionary online.
Review restrictions and attribute characteristics, including valid entries. Also review two tables: one listing the batch report
that displays the attribute-value, and one that lists the batch transaction for updating the value.

This attribute is displayed only when you have provided the override code in the report request. It is valid only for fields
that represent an attribute-type in the DATA-DICT database structure.

Restrictions

If you code this attribute-value as N (no) and you code the retrieval parameter DATA-ACCESS as Y (yes), this attribute
cannot be displayed or updated through normal Datacom Datadictionary batch or online facilities.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display

The following report displays the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a
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Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4099 transaction n/a

FIELD Attribute-Type: VALUE
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type VALUE (optional) is the literal value if this is a value
or a simple field. Review requirements for copybooks and for adding rows. Also review restrictions and attribute
characteristics, including valid entries. Review two tables: one listing the batch reports and online panel that display the
attribute-value, and one that lists the batch transaction and panel for updating the value.

This attribute-value can be used as the default value in copybooks, with a condition name in Ideal for Datacom, or as a
default value when adding rows to a table.

Requirements for Copybooks

If you use this field as the default value in copybooks, see the following chart for specific requirements on defining the
field:

If you: Then:

Define numeric fields. Enter the numeric value that you want to appear, or one of the
following words: ZERO, ZEROS, or ZEROES.

Define alphanumeric fields. Enter the characters that you want to appear as the initial value or
the word SPACE or SPACES.

Leave this field blank and enter values for LOW-RANGE and
HIGH-RANGE ATTRIBUTEs.

A THRU clause is generated in the VALUE clause during COBOL
copybook generation.

Requirements for Adding Rows

If you use this field as a default value when adding rows to a table, valid for simple fields only with DBEDITS=Y, see
Restrictions for specific requirements for defining the field.

If you: Then:

Define simple fields and you enter DBEDITS=Y and DEFAULT-
INSERT=O

The value that you enter in this field becomes the default value
that is used for ADDIT or UPDATE processing.
The value that you enter is also used for INSERT and UPDAT
processing only if SQL is available.
The value is verified based on data type. It is valid to specify a
default value in this manner for data types: C, D, L, N, 2, 4, 8, or
binary (B) with the following criteria:
2 or 4
n/a
3
SQL-TIME
4
SQL-DATE
10
SQL-STMP

Define a B (binary) TYPE field with a length of 2 or 4. Do not enter decimal points in this field.
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If you: Then:

Enter a value with more decimal positions than the value defined
in the DECIMALS attribute, and the TYPE attribute is equal to N or
D.

The data is truncated to the number of decimal positions that you
specify.

Define this field with a TYPE attribute-value of V (VARCHAR) or W
(VARGRAPHIC).

Enter the decimal length in the first 2 characters and the value
in the remaining 18 characters. The length must be the same as
the number of characters in the value that follows. For example,
for VARCHAR: 03ABC. For VARGRAPHIC, the length is the
number of DBCS characters. For example, 02AABB. The VALUE
attribute for a VARCHAR field is limited to 18 characters. For
VARGRAPHIC, it is limited to 9 DBCS characters.

Restrictions

• Do not enter values with quotes or any other delimiter. If the value contains embedded blanks, simply type in the value
with no delimiters. For example, a 3-character value of A B, should be entered as A in position 1, blank in position 2
and B in position 3.

• If you enter DBEDITS=Y and DEFAULT-INSERT=O, the processing time to add rows to the table increases
significantly.

Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters

Default Value:
No default

Display

The following reports and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4012 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FIELD Attribute-Type: VARYING
In Datacom Datadictionary, the value of FIELD attribute-type VARYING (optional) specifies whether the field is a variable
field (Y) or is not a variable field (N). Review requirements and attribute characteristics, including valid entries. Also
review two tables: one listing the batch report and online panel that display the attribute-value, and one listing the batch
transaction and panel for updating the value.

This attribute is used primarily for PL/I copybook support of the VARYING clause.

Requirements
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• If you specify Y for this attribute, the LENGTH attribute of a FIELD occurrence should be the maximum length of the
data plus two bytes for the length prefix.

• This attribute is valid only if the FIELD occurrence is type T, C, or G and is contained in a non-Datacom/DB Datacom/
DB structure.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display

The following report and panel display the attribute-value.

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update

To update the attribute value, use the following transaction or panel.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

4017 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FILE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ACCESS-MTHD

(Optional) The name of the access method used with the file. Datacom Datadictionary does not perform edits for this
entry.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
Possible entries include BDAM or VSAM

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3121 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

ANCHOR-POINTS

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
000 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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BLOCK-SIZE

(Required) The maximum block size for the file. The value of this attribute must be a multiple of the MAX-RECORD-SIZE
attribute.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 65535

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CI-INSERT

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

CI-ROOT

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-BASE-NAME

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

DATA-SET-NAME

(Optional) The file's physical data set name.
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Length:
44

Valid Entries:
1 to 44 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3121 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DBMS-USED

(Optional) An identifier of up to eight characters for the Database Management System used.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
IBM/DL1, IBM/IMS, TOTAL, NONE

Default Value:
NONE
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DD2-NAME

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DEVICE

(Optional) The name of the device type on which the file resides.
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Length:
6

Valid Entries:
FBA, MDISK, PRT, PUNCH, READER, TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3330, 3330II, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, 3390,
6421, 9345

Default Value:
3380

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the FILE structure is available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1000 ENABLE transaction FILE Structure Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report (Field-Name)
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
File Structure Display Panel (FULL)
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Create Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
FILE (in batch processing)
FIL or FILE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, FILE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
File Structure Display Panel (FULL)
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.
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ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence entity-type.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
File Structure Display Panel (FULL)
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel

FREE-SPACE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LABEL

(Optional) Indicate if standard labels are used.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MAX-BLCK-SIZE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

MAX-RECK-SIZE

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (Length)
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MAX-RECORD-SIZE

(Required) The maximum size a record defined to the FILE structure can reach before expanding the physical record on
disk.

While processing the SET function, Datacom Datadictionary computes this value for you by adding together the lengths of
the fields defined to the record.

Requirements

This attribute-value must be greater than or equal to the LENGTH attribute-value of the RECORD occurrence.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 65535

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (Length)

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

MONITOR-NAME

(Optional) The JCL data definition name for z/OS environments.

Requirements

This attribute is required for Ideal for Datacom.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3121 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

RANDOM-NAME

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

REC-TYP-NAME

(Optional) Identify the record type. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry.

If a file contains multiple types of records (for example, Header, Detail or Trailer), this attribute contains the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name of the FIELD occurrence that identifies the record type.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3122 transaction Attribute Update Panel

RECORD-FORMAT

(Required) The record format for the file. The record format can be fixed and blocked (FBLK), fixed and unblocked
(FUNB), variable and blocked (VBLK), variable and unblocked (VUNB), or undefined (UNDF).

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
FBLK, FUNB, VBLK, VUNB, UNDF

Default Value:
FBLK

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel
FILE Create Structure Maintenance Panel
FILE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

RPS

(Optional) Indicate if rotational position sensing feature is available for use.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

SCAN

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

SKIP-NTH

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

SLACK

(Optional) The number of bytes to be reserved in each block of the file for expansion.

Requirements

The value you enter must be a number smaller than the BLOCK-SIZE attribute-value.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
0 to 9999

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
File Structure Display Panel (FULL)
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

SYSIN

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

SYSOUT

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

JOB Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ACCOUNTING-INFO

(Optional) Any accounting information applicable to the job.

Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
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In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

CLASS

(Optional) The job class.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
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In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

 

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
JOB

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

 

IDENT

(Optional) The job identification.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MSGCLASS

(Optional) The message class which reflects where the job will be routed.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
A to Z

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

MSGLEVEL

(Optional) The message level which indicates what output is written as part of the output listing.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
2 digits
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

OP-SYS

(Optional) The operating system used to run the job.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.
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Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

 

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRIORITY

(Optional) The job priority.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
1 to 2 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

REGION-SIZE

(Optional) The number of 1024-byte blocks of main memory to be allocated for the job.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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RUN-TIME

(Optional) The job's runtime in mmmsss format where mmm is minutes and sss is seconds.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
mmmsss

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7170 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6
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Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

KEY Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AGR-SQLNAME

The SQL name of the table to which this key is defined.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

AFTER-FIELD

 (Required) Indicates the position of a field within the key. This is used for batch maintenance of a key only and is not a
true attribute-type.

 Batch 

Contains the field's ENTITY-NAME after which the field specified in the accompanying 5010 transaction should be placed
or the values $FIRST or $LAST.

$FIRST
Indicates that the field being added or changed is the first field in the key.

$LAST
Indicates that the field being added or changed is the last field.
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 Online 

The position is determined by your placement of the field definition in the variable line area of the panel.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
$FIRST, $LAST, or FIELD occurrence name

Default Value:
$LAST

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5011 transaction n/a

ASM-NAME

 (Optional) This attribute-type is the alias for KY1ASMNM, KY2ASMNM, KY3ASMNM, and KY4ASMNM attribute-types.
It is the Assembler name for the field identified in the KEY-FIELD-NAME attribute-value (5010 transaction) or on the KEY
Structure Maintenance Panel.

 Datacom Datadictionary uses this name when generating Assembler data definitions. It only verifies that your entry is left-
justified and does not contain embedded blanks or nulls.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters left-justified, no embedded blanks or nulls

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Field Report n/a

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Field Maintenance Panel

AUTHID

For SQL processing, this is the authorization identifier (schema) of the table to which this key is defined.

Length:
18
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Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

AUTHOR

 (Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILER-NAME

 (Optional) This attribute-type is the alias for KY1CMPNM, KY2CMPNM, KY3CMPNM, and KY4CMPNM attribute-types.
It is the compiler name for the field identified in the KEY-FIELD-NAME attribute-value (5010 transaction) or on the KEY
Structure Maintenance Panel.

 Datacom Datadictionary uses the name you specify rather than the occurrence name in the copybook when creating
COBOL or PL/I data definitions. It only verifies that your entry is left-justified and does not contain embedded blanks or
nulls.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters left-justified, no embedded blanks, or nulls
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Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Field Report n/a

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Field Maintenance Panel

CONTROLLER

 (Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

 Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been
updated. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
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1 to 999999999 for panel

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATACOM-ID

 (Optional) A 3-digit number used by Datacom/DB to identify the key internally. If you do not assign this attribute-
value, Datacom Datadictionary automatically assigns one (unique within the database) during SET processing.

 Restrictions 

• KEY occurrences with the same DATACOM-ID values must have the same data format for the length of the shorter
key. For more information about the DATACOM-ID and clustering records, see Designing Keys.

• If you define a key with this attribute-value, it cannot match the attribute-value for a CLUSTER-KEY-ID attribute of a
table in the same database.

•  For SQL: If you change this attribute-value for a FOREIGN key, Datacom Datadictionary clears the value.
•  Length:

3
•  Valid Entries:

1 to 3 digit number
•  Default Value:

Datacom Datadictionary assigns an available number during SET or COPY to PROD or CATALOG processing if you
do not enter this attribute-value

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL - DB Model only)

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATACOM-NAME

 (Required) The Datacom/DB short name for the KEY occurrence. Datacom/DB uses this value to identify the key.

 Restrictions 
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• The name must be unique within the table.
• It cannot contain leading or embedded blanks (X'40'), but can have a maximum of four trailing blanks.
•  For SQL:

– If you change the value of this attribute for a FOREIGN key, Datacom Datadictionary clears the value.
– If the key is defined to a table with constraints, updating this attribute-value can affect the constraint. For more

information, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.
•  Length:

5
•  Valid Entries:

1 to 5 characters
•  Default Value:

(No default)

NOTE
 When the key is created through SQL, this attribute-value is generated as SQnnn where nnn is a 3-digit
generated number that is unique within the database. If the key is created through a CREATE INDEX statement
with a DATACOM-NAME specified, that name is used.

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL - DB Model only)

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATA-SENSITIVE

 (Optional) This attribute-type is the alias for KY1DATASENSITIV, KY2DATASENSITIV, KY3DATASENSITIV, and
KY4DATASENSITIV attribute-types. It specifies that Datacom/DB will be sensitive to the data type of the field in the key
during sorting.

When the Datacom Datadictionary attribute DATA-SENSITIVE=Y for columns (simple FIELD entity-occurrences only) with
the following numeric data types are defined to keys, the keys are sorted in numeric collation sequence.

• Binary (2 or 4 bytes) signed
• Floating-point signed (normalized)
• Packed decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)
• Zoned decimal signed (conventional and unconventional)

When the ORDER= attribute is set to D (descending), Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets DATA-SENSITIVE=Y.

 Requirements 
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If you specify Y, Datacom/DB retains this value only for simple fields with the following data types: B (length 2 or 4), D, L,
N, 2 and 4. If you specify Y for fields with any other data type, Datacom/DB treats the value as N.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N if the KEY is added through Datacom Datadictionary
Y if the KEY is created through SQL

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

FIELD Detail Report
KEY Field Report

FIELD Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATE-ADDED

 Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
 The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

 Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
 The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary updates when a maintenance (copy, update, or delete) command, or when a batch transaction is
executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

 Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
 The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

n/a Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

 (Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports   Online Panel 

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Field Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction   Online Panel 

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DIRECT

 (Optional) Indicates that Datacom/DB uses this key for direct relative record access. This type of key can increase
performance when accessing a table.

 Requirements 

• Define only one key in a table with this attribute-value specified. The key can be any key, including the Master Key or
the Native Key.

• Any number of keys may exist for the table.
• The table for this key must be the only table in the area.

 Restrictions 

• The key defined with this attribute-value specified can have only one field defined as: numeric, four-bytes binary,
unsigned, ascending order, and not data sensitive.

• The field in this key cannot be changed with an UPDAT command, therefore it is defined with UNCHANGEABLE=Y
whether or not you define a value for this attribute.

• The key must have the UNIQUE attribute-value specified.
• The table for this key may not have DB or user compression and cannot include variable length records.
• Clustering or any other space management option cannot be defined for the table or area in which this key is defined.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N
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 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Indented Report (USE field)

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5100 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the KEY substructure is in synch with the Directory (CXX). In this
way, Datacom Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

If the name is created as a result of SQL processing, it is one of the following.

• If the key is created through a CREATE INDEX statement, the name that is specified in the statement.
• For keys created through the CREATE TABLE, PRIMARY KEY, or UNIQUE processes, the name is

SQnnn where nnn is a 3-digit generated number that is unique within the database (same as the DATACOM-NAME).
• For keys created through the FOREIGN KEY process, Datacom Datadictionary uses the constraint's ENTITY-NAME.

See CONSTRAINT Attribute-Types.
•  Length:

32
•  Valid Values:

1 to 32 characters
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 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Alias Report Detail Report
Descriptors Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Modify Table Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
KEY

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

 Update Using 

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.
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ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence entity-type.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Detail Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Detail Panel

 Update Using 

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel

FOREIGN

Indicates if the key is defined as a foreign key in SQL processing.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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INCLUDE-NIL-KEY

 (Optional) Indicate whether the key values that are all blanks (X'40') or binary zeros (X'00') are to be included in
the Datacom/DB index. Specify Y (yes) to include these key values or N (no) to exclude them.

 Requirements 

This attribute-value must be Y if the MASTER-KEY, NATIVE-KEY, or UNIQUE attribute-value is Y.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panels 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL - DB Model only)

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

KEY-ASM-NAME

 (Optional) If you use Datacom Datadictionary to create Assembler data definitions, this is the Assembler name.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1- to 8-character Assembler name

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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KEY-CMP-NAME

 (Optional) If you use Datacom Datadictionary to generate COBOL or PL/I data definitions, this is the compiler name. This
name overrides the ENTITY-NAME name.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1- to 30-character compiler name

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel

KEY-FIELD-LENGTH

 (Required) This attribute-type is the alias for KY1LENGTH, KY2LENGTH, KY3LENGTH, and KY4LENGTH attribute-
types. It specifies the length of the column used for partitioning or indexing. It defines the number of bytes of a character
column that is to be used to define the partition or index value

 Requirements 

• This attribute is only valid for character columns. substructure.
• This length always starts at byte 1 of the column.
•  Length:

2
•  Valid Entries:

1 through 60 table
•  Default Value:

Length of the column

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Field Report n/a

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5010 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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KEY-FIELD-NAME

 (Required) This attribute-type is the alias for KY1FLDNM, KY2FLDNM, KY3FLDNM, and KY4FLDNM attribute-types. It
specifies the FIELD occurrence name.

 Requirements 

• The FIELD occurrence must already be defined to the TABLE substructure.
• If you specify the parent field of a compound field as a component of the key, all the simple fields in the compound field

are included.
You can specify selected simple fields within the compound field as components of the key. If this is the case, do not
specify the parent field as a component.

•  Length:
32

•  Valid Entries:
Name of the existing field in the key, or for ADD, in the record or table

•  Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Field Report n/a

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5010 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

KEY-INDEX-NAME

 (Optional) A 3-character attribute used by Datacom/DB to implement the Datacom/DB Multi-Dataset Index feature. You
can set the value to IXX, or you can set it to Inn, where nn is a number from 00 through 99. The name is used as the first
3 positions of the DDNAME value in z/OS.

 Restrictions 

The index IXX data set always exists and is always used for the space management index entries and URI index entries.
No data area can exist in the same database with the same name as the Multi-Dataset Index area name. For example, if a
database already has areas I00 through I99, this feature is not possible for that database.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
IXX or I00 through I99

Default Value:
IXX

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel

KEY-TYPE

Indicates the use of this KEY entity-occurrence in defining the Datacom/DB structure. The KEY entity-occurrence either:

• Defines an index entry for Datacom/DB (I) or
• Defines partitioning criteria for a table and does not exist in the Index Area (IXX) for the database (P). There must be

and can be only one KEY entity-occurrence with this value for each partitioned table.
•  Length:

1
•  Valid Entries:

I or P
•  Default Value:

I

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel

KEY-USAGE

The primary function of the KEY-USAGE attribute is to allow you to determine if a particular key in Datacom/DB is in use.
If use of the key is denied, Datacom/DB issues a return code if any attempt is made to use it by the method or methods to
which use is denied. KEY-USAGE can be used to indicate that the index entry is identified to Datacom/DB as logically not
available for read usage. Any attempt to access rows using this index fail while retaining the actual entries in the index.
The use of the key can be denied for CBS (Compound Boolean Selection) set-at-a-time (SAAT) access or SQL access,
single record (record-at-a-time or RAAT) access, or all, in which case there is no read access.

Only retrieval is affected. Since all read access can be denied with the KEY-USAGE attribute, all updates and deletes of
the affected key are also denied. Adds or inserts are not affected.

KEY-USAGE is the only KEY attribute that the 1000 ALTER transaction can modify.

 Restrictions 

1. A KEY occurrence that is defined as the Master Key (MASTER-KEY=Y) or Native Key (NATIVE-KEY=Y) cannot have
a KEY-USAGE value other than A.

2. If the KEY occurrence is used in a constraint, it cannot have a KEY-USAGE value other than A. Constraint
involvement has one of the following conditions:
a. The KEY occurrence FOREIGN attribute value is Y.
b. The KEY occurrence is the object of one of the three constraint relationships:
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• FORCNS-FORKEY
• FORCNS-UNQKEY
• UNQCNS-KEY

3. A KEY occurrence that has the same key ID (DATACOM-ID) or key name (DATACOM-NAME) as another KEY
occurrence in the same TABLE cannot have a KEY-USAGE other than A.

4. A KEY occurrence that represents a partition key (KEY-TYPE=P) cannot have a KEY-USAGE other than A.
5. A KEY occurrence that is defined in one of the following DATABASE structures cannot have a KEY-USAGE other than

A:
a. CASYSTEMTABLES
b. DATA-DICT
c. DATAQUERY
d. DDD-DATABASE

 Other Considerations 

1. The KEY-USAGE value is set in the CXX by two functions:
a. The ALTER function against a KEY occurrence
b. The CATALOG function against a DATABASE structure
The ALTER function affects only the one KEY occurrence specified. The CATALOG function affects any KEY
occurrences in the DATABASE structure. In either case, it is possible that Datacom/DB rejects the change. For more
information about messages and return codes, see Messages.

2.  Type:
Character

3.  Length:
1

4.  Valid Values:
A - Active (key is available for all read access)
C - CBS (SAAT)/SQL read access only is allowed. No RAAT access.
R - RAAT read access only is allowed. No CBS (SAAT)/SQL access.
N - No read access by RAAT or CBS (SAAT)/SQL command is allowed.

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5005 Transaction Attribute Maintenance Panel for KEY occurrence

LENGTH

The length of the key in bytes. The maximum length for Datacom/DB table's keys is 180 bytes.

This value is the sum of the lengths of the fields in the key, plus one byte for each field for which NULL-INDICATOR=Y.
It does not include the two-byte field that defines the data's length for fields defined with a data type of V (VARCHAR).
Therefore, this value will not match the sum of the fields' length.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
00001 to 00180 for Datacom/DB
1- to MAX-RECORD-SIZE for a non-Datacom/DB table or record
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 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panels 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally during FIELD maintenance.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MASTER-KEY

 (Optional) Identifies this KEY occurrence as the Master Key of the TABLE substructure.

 Requirements 

• A table can have only one Master Key.
• If the MASTER-KEY attribute-value is Y, the DATACOM-ID for the key must be unique for all KEY occurrences for the

same table and the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute-value must be Y.

 Restrictions for SQL 

If you change the value for this attribute and the key is defined as a FOREIGN key, Datacom Datadictionary sets the value
to N.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N
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 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Detail Report
Indented Report (USE)

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL - DB Model only)

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

MAX-KEY-LENGTH

 (Optional) The maximum length of the longest key if you have KEY occurrences of unequal lengths with the
same DATACOM-ID attribute-value in a single Datacom/DB database. The name must be unique within Datacom
Datadictionary for the KEY entity-type.

If a value is not specified, Datacom Datadictionary sets the value to the length of the longest key sharing this DATACOM-
ID during the execution of the SET function.

 Requirements 

• This attribute-value must be greater than or equal to the length of any key with the same DATACOM-ID attribute-value
in the same database.

• The KEY occurrences must have the same data type for the length they have in common.
•  Length:

3
•  Valid Entries:

1 to 180
•  Default Value:

Length of longest key

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel

NATIVE-KEY

 (Optional) Identifies this KEY occurrence as the Native Key of the TABLE substructure.

 Requirements 
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• A table can have only one Native Key. However, the same KEY occurrence can be both the Master Key and Native
Key.

• If this attribute-value is Y, the DATACOM-ID for the key must be unique for all KEY occurrences for the same table and
the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute-value must be Y.

 Restrictions for SQL 

If you change the value for this attribute and the key is defined as a FOREIGN key, Datacom Datadictionary sets the value
to N.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Detail Report
Indented Report (USE)

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL DB Model only)

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5000 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

ORDER

 (Optional) This attribute-type is an alias for KY1ORDER, KY2ORDER, KY3ORDER, and KY4ORDER attribute-types.
Specifies whether Datacom/DB is to sequence a simple field in the key in ascending (A) or descending (D) order.

The sequence order can vary for each field of a key. Also, you can define different order sequences for the same field in
different keys.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
A or D

Default Value:
A

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

FIELD Detail Report
KEY Field Report

FIELD Attribute Display Panel
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 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5012 transaction KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

PASSWORD

 (Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

 Batch 

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Index Report n/a

 Update Using 

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T
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 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

n/a Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom
Datadictionary displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

RECORD-NAME

The parent entity-occurrence name associated with the table.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Values:
1- to 32-characters

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panels 

Index Report (RECORD) Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel (PARENT)
Index Display Panel (PARENT)
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 Update Using 

 Batch Transactions  Online Panels 

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction

Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

SQLNAME

 (Optional) The SQL name for the key.

NOTE
 The SQLNAME for the key must be unique within the schema (owning AUTHID). No two keys can have the
same AUTHID.SQLNAME combination. If a unique SQLNAME for the key is not provided, one is generated
by an automatic generation process. The automatic process creates the required unique SQLNAME by using
two other unique values. The DATACOM name of the table, unique within the database, is combined with the
DATACOM-ID of the owning database (the DBID), unique within the Datacom Datadictionary, to create a key
SQLNAME that is unique within the Datacom Datadictionary and therefore within the schema.

 Datacom Datadictionary constructs the SQL name for keys during SQL processing or when the SET function is used.

• If the optional DATACOM NAME parameter was used in the CREATE INDEX statement in SQL processing, the
SQLNAME consists of the DATACOM-NAME value followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation
of the DATACOM-NAME of the table and the DATACOM-ID (DBID) of the database in which the key is defined (for
example, IDKEY_INV00016).

• If the key is the result of the FOREIGN KEY parameter in SQL processing, Datacom Datadictionary uses the
constraint's SQLNAME value. The constraint's SQLNAME value is the name given to the constraint in the statement
or an internally created name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn where the nnnn are four digits selected for uniqueness
within the database.

• For other keys created through SQL processing, the SQLNAME consists of SQ followed by three digits selected for
uniqueness followed by an underscore character followed by the concatenation of the DATACOM-NAME of the table
and the DATACOM-ID (DBID) of the database in which the key is defined (for example, SQ032_INV00016).

 Restrictions 

You cannot change this attribute-value if the table entity-occurrence is in PRODuction status.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
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 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panel 

5100 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

 Display Using 

 Batch Reports  Online Panels 

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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UNIQUE

 (Optional) Indicate whether the value of the key must be unique within the table.

 Requirements 

If you specify Y (yes), the INCLUDE-NIL-KEY attribute-value must be Y and the NULL-INDICATOR attribute-value must
be N (no) for any fields defined to the key. The RECOVERY attribute for all tables in the area must be Y.

 Restrictions 

If the key is defined to a table with constraints, updating this attribute can affect the constraint. Datacom
Datadictionary automatically changes the value of this attribute to N if you:

• Issue the following SQL statements against the parent table of this key:
– ALTER TABLE DROP PRIMARY KEY and this key has been defined as the Primary Key
– ALTER TABLE DROP CONSTRAINT on a UNIQUE constraint represented by this key

• Change the value of this attribute-value and the key is defined as a FOREIGN key.
•  Length:

1
•  Valid Entries:

N or Y
•  Default Value:

N

 Display Using 

 Batch Report  Online Panel 

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

 Update Using 

 Batch Transaction  Online Panels 

5100 transaction Attribute Update Panel
KEY Add Structure Maintenance Panel
KEY Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

LIBRARY Attribute-Types
Find the displayable and updateable attribute-types for the Datacom Datadictionary LIBRARY entity-type. The list also
shows length, valid entries, and default values for the LIBRARY entity-type.

The following attribute-types are listed alphabetically. The list of attribute-values is not necessarily the order that you
enter them in a batch transaction. Nor is the list of attribute-values the order that they are presented on the Datacom
Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of the attribute-types include the following information:

• A chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-values
• A chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

Attributes without batch transactions are maintained internally.
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ARCHIE-LEVELS

(Optional) Enter the number of levels of archiving allowed for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated

• In the -USR transaction
or

• On the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC parameter of the
DDSYSTBL macro)

In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set the
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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BACKUP-EXECS

(Optional) Enter the automatic backup interval for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

COMPRESSION

(Optional) Enter the compression option for a Librarian Master File.

• Length: 4
• Valid Entries: 1 to 4 characters
• Default Value: (No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated

• in the -USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel
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or
• the local security system (see the SAFSEC parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).

In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set the
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically tracks the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated. Datacom
Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:

• 6 for report
• 9 for panel

Valid Values:

• 1 to 999999 for report
• 1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DEFAULT-EXEC

(Optional) Enter the default execute option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DEFAULT-LIST

(Optional) Enter the default list for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DEFAULT-SEQ

(Optional) Enter the default sequence option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
15
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Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence

Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DISK-BACKUP-OPT

(Optional) Enter the volume serial number for a disk backup facility of a Librarian Master File.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 digits
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels
-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-type name of the entity-occurrence

Length:

• 3 characters (in batch reporting)
• 3 characters (in online display)
• 32 characters (in batch processing)
• 32 characters (in online processing)
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Valid Values:

• LIBRARY (in batch processing)
• LIB or LIBRARY (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, LIBRARY.

Batch Reports Online Panels
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence entity-type

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels
-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

GROUP-PROCESS

(Optional) Enter the default group processing option for a Librarian Master File.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

INVOKE-VAR

(Optional) Enter the default source-load audit trail option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

LIBRARY-TYPE

(Optional) Identify the library system used. Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your
entry.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
LIBR, PDS, ROSCOE, SSL, VOLLIE

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

6100 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level that is assigned to the entity-occurrence

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels
-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

NAME-LNG

(Optional) Enter the maximum length of the name of a member in a library.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
1 to 2 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NEW-SEQ-NUMBERS

(Optional) Enter the default resequence option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-DIR-BLK

(Optional) Enter the number of directory blocks for a system library.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PAGE-CHANGE-OPT

(Optional) Enter the default page separator option for a Librarian Master File.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has an assigned password.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password that is defined
when the entity-occurrence is added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password that is assigned to this entity-occurrence is
provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1-character to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels
-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel
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PASSWORD-OPTION

(Optional) Enter the password option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PUNCH-OPTION

(Optional) Enter the default punch option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Update Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels
Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Text Report

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed. If no updates have occurred, this field shows the time that the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete functions) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

UPDATE-PRINT-OP

(Optional) Enter the default update print option for a Librarian Master File.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

MEMBER Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions
of the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the
attribute-values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes without batch
transactions are maintained internally.
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AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-MODIFIED

(Optional) Enter the date the member was last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character date

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DATE-PRECOMPILE

(Optional) Enter the date the member was last precompiled.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DATE-WRITTEN

(Optional) Enter the date the member was written.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
MEMBER (in batch processing)
MEM or MEMBER (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, MEMBER.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LIBRARIAN-NAME

(Optional) Enter the name of the library used.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

6200 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-ID

(Optional) Enter the name of the member as stored in the library.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

6200 transaction Attribute Update Panel

MEMBER-LANG

(Optional) Enter the language of the member.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

6200 transaction Attribute Update Panel

MEMBER-TYPE

(Optional) Enter the type of member.

Length:
15

Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-CHANGES

(Optional) Enter the number of times the member has been changed.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-COMPILES

(Optional) Enter the number of times the member has been compiled.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-RUNS

(Optional) Enter the number of times the member has been executed.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

OPERAT-SYSTEM

(Optional) Enter the operating system in which the member executes.
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Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel
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PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PROD-DATES

(Optional) Enter the date the member was last run in PRODuction status.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character date

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PROD-TIME

(Optional) Enter the time the member was last run in PRODuction status.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PRODUCT-ID

(Optional) Enter the identifier of the product to which the member belongs.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TEST-DATE

(Optional) Enter the date the member was last run in TEST status.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel
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TEST-TIME

(Optional) Enter the time the member was last run in TEST status.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

MODULE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions
of the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the
attribute-values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes without batch
transactions are maintained internally.
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AUTHOR

Description

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

Description

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILED-DATE

Description

The date the program was last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records this date.

COMPILED-TIME

Description

The time the program was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records this date.

COUNT

Description

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel
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Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Description

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Description

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Description

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-MODIFIED

Description

(Optional) Enter the last modification date in MM/DD/YY format, where MM is the month number, DD is the day number
and YY is the last two digits of the year.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

DATE-PRECOMP

Description

(Optional) Enter the precompiled date in MM/DD/YY format, where MM is the month number, DD is the day number and
YY is the last two digits of the year.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATE-WRITTEN

Description

(Optional) Enter the date the module was written in MM/DD/YY format where MM is the month number, DD is the day
number and YY is the last two digits of the year.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

Description

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

Description

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

Description

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Entries:
MODULE (in batch processing)
MOD or MODULE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, MODULE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.
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ENTITY-VER

Description

The entity-occurrence entity-type.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

IDEAL-RESERVED

Description

Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

IDENT

Description

(Optional) Enter the module name as stored in the Source Statement Library.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LANGUAGE

Description

(Optional) Enter the language used.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

Description

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

NUMBER-CHANGES

Description

(Optional) Enter the number of times the module has been changed.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

 

NUMBER-COMPILES

Description

(Optional) Enter the number of times the module has been compiled.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-RUNS

Description

(Optional) Enter the number of times the module has been run.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

OP-SYS

Description

(Optional) Enter the operating system used.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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PASSWORD

Description

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

Description

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

Description

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

Description

(Optional) Enter the identifier of the product to which the module belongs.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

Description

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1
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Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Text Report

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

Description

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

TYPE-MODULE

(Optional) Enter a classification to further identify the module.

Length:
15

Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7130 transaction Attribute Update Panel

NODE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DD-BASE-ID

(Optional) Enter the DATACOM-ID (the DBID) of the DATA-DICT database for this node.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
00001 to 05000

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7211 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
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3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Entries:
NODE (in batch processing)
NOD or NODE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, NODE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LOCATION

(Optional) Enter physical location of the node. For documentation purposes only.

Length:
30

Valid Entries:
1 to 30 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7211 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel
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PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

PANEL Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions
of the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the
attribute-values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes without batch
transactions are maintained internally.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILED-DATE

The date the panel was last compiled.

Length:
8
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Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILED-TIME

The time the panel was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.
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DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:

8

Valid Values:

mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel
Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36
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Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Relationship Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel
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ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PANEL (in batch processing)
PNL or PANEL (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the version of the entity-occurrence name, PANEL.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute. during the COPY function.

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

Length:
3

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

IDEAL-RESERVED

Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

IMPORTED-DATE

The date the panel was imported to this system.

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

IMPORTED-TIME

The time the panel was imported to this system.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-NAME

The member name of the panel in a library.

Length:
54

Valid Values:
1 to 54 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-DATE

The date the panel was last modified.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-TIME

The time the panel was last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-CHANGES

(Optional) The number of changes to the panel.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel
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NUMBER-COMPILES

The number of times the panel has been compiled.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PANEL-ID

(Optional) Enter the panel identifier.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7100 transaction Attribute Update Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.
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If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREFIX-PANEL

(Optional) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary name of the Prefix panel.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product to which the panel belongs.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
Valid 3-character Product ID

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RESOURCE-DATE

(Optional) Enter the date the panel was last resourced.

Length:
8
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Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

RESOURCE-TIME

(Optional) Enter the time the panel was last resourced.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
6-character time

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

RUN-STATUS

The load status of the program at runtime:

• C - conversational
• N - nonshared
• R - resident
• S - shared
• Length:

1
• Valid Values:

C, N, R, or S
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SHORT-TITLE

(Optional) Enter the short title for the panel.

Length:
24

Valid Entries:
1 to 24 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

WRITE-CONTROL

(Optional) Enter the Write Control indicator.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

PARAMETER-LIST Attribute-Types
This entity-type is a subordinate of the AGGREGATE entity-type. Subordinates of the AGGREGATE entity-type include
the TABLE and VIEW entity-types among others. The attribute-types are the same for each of the subordinates. The
attribute-values for the PARAMETER-LIST entity-occurrences should not be updated through Datacom Datadictionary.
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PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE Attributes
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE (in batch processing)
PCV or PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PARTITION-COLUMN-VALUE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

HIGH-RANGE-SIGN

If the data type of the column is numeric, this attribute contains the sign of the data contained in the HIGH-RANGE-
VALUE attribute. This attribute is only valid for numeric columns. The valid values are "+", "-", and "N" (for No sign).

Length:
1

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

HIGH-RANGE-VALUE

Contains, in character format, the highest value for the defined column that is allowed in the specified partition. If the
column is of a numeric data type, leading zeros must be defined. For example, if the column's data type is SMALLINT and
the highest value for that column in the partition is "5", then the value of the data portion of this attribute is "00005" and the
length portion of the attribute is x'05'.

Length:
1 to 180
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

HIGH-RANGE-VALUE-LENGTH

The actual length of the data in HIGH-RANGE-VALUE.

Length:
2 in binary

Valid Entries:
1 to 60

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel
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PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

PARTITION-VALUE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILE-DATE

The date the occurrence was compiled by Datacom STAR DMUTLTY.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
mmddyy
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILE-TIME

The time the occurrence was compiled by Datacom STAR DMUTLTY.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILE-VERSION

The version number assigned by Datacom STAR DMUTLTY.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PARTITION-VALUE (in batch processing)
PRT or PARTITION-VALUE (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PARTITION-VALUE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

 

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel
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LOWER-BOUNDS

(Optional) Use the LOWER-BOUNDS-1 through LOWER-BOUNDS-5 attributes to enter the conditional expressions that
set the lowest values for the partitioned database range.

When you specify values for more than one attribute, such as LOWER-BOUNDS-1 and LOWER-BOUNDS-2, Datacom
STAR concatenates the values in sequential order to form the complete conditional expression.

Length:
50

Valid Entries:
$LOW or a 50-character segment of a conditional expression

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7011-7015 transactions Attribute Update Panel

LOWER-VALUE-LEN

Datacom STAR DMUTLTY determines the total length of the LOWER-BOUNDS attribute-value.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
000 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch
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If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

 

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

UPPER-BOUNDS

(Optional) Use the UPPER-BOUNDS-1 through UPPER-BOUNDS-5 attributes to enter the conditional expressions that
set the highest values for the partitioned database range.

When you specify values for more than one attribute, such as UPPER-BOUNDS-1 and UPPER-BOUNDS-2, Datacom
STAR concatenates the values in sequential order to form the complete conditional expression.

Length:
50

Valid Entries:
$HIGH or a 50-character segment of a conditional expression

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7021-7025 transactions Attribute Update Panel

UPPER-VALUE-LEN

Datacom STAR DMUTLTY determines the total length of the UPPER-BOUNDS attribute-value.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
000 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PERSON Attribute-Types
Learn about the PERSON attribute-types in Datacom Datadictionary. Find information about modifying attribute values
with batch transactions and online panels and about reports for viewing attribute values.

The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
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the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

EMPLOYEE-IDENT

(Optional) Enter an alphanumeric identification number of the person.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PERSON (in batch processing)
PER or PERSON (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PERSON.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

JOB-GRADE

(Optional) Enter an alphanumeric job grade for the person.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

JOB-TITLE

(Optional) Enter a job title for the employee.
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Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LANGUAGE

(Optional) Specifies the person's language.

Length:
10

Valid Entries:
ARABIC, DANISH, DUTCH, ENGLISH, FINNISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, GERMAN2, ITALIAN, JAPANESE,
KOREAN, NORWEGIAN, PORTUGUESE, SPANISH, or SWEDISH

Default Value:
ENGLISH

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7155 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LANGUAGE-CODE

(Optional) Enter the 1-character code for the person's language.

Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry and does not verify that the code matches the language specified with
the LANGUAGE attribute-value.

The following are the languages and their codes:

Arabic=B English=1 German=2 Japanese=C Portuguese=E

Danish=9 Finnish=4 German2=3 Korean=D Spanish=7
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Dutch=6 French=5 Italian=8 Norwegian=F Swedish=A

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 to 9, A to F

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7155 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

NAME

(Optional) Enter the full name of the person in a valid language.

In batch processing, the maximum length allowed for this entry is 60 characters.

In online processing, the maximum length allowed for this attribute-value is 50 characters. If you create the PERSON
occurrence with Datacom Datadictionary batch, any characters over 50 that you entered will not display on the online
Update Attribute Panel.

Length:
60 in batch
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50 online
Valid Entries:

1 to 60 characters in batch
1 to 50 characters online

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7156 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ORGANIZATION

(Optional) Enter an identification of the organization, department or section with which the person is associated.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.
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If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PASS-WORD

This is the user's signon password.

Length:
12

Valid Entries:
1 to 12 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
(with override code)

n/a

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

1014 transaction Person Attribute Panel
MAINTAIN PERSON command

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1
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Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product that added the person to the system.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
1 to 3 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

USERID

(Optional) The OPID or CICS System ID for the person.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

1014 transaction Attribute Update Panel
Maintain User Panel (in AUTHORIZATION Mode)

PLAN Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHID

Specifies the associated authorization ID for the plan.

Length:
18

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updateable using Datacom Datadictionary. To update, submit a program with embedded SQL statements. For more
information, see Manipulating Data in SQL Tables.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
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In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CREATOR

Indicates the user-ID of the person who created this PLAN.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this attribute-value.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATEFORM

Specifies the format of the date when the plan was pre-compiled. See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options
used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in Datacom/DB and Dataquery. See the following chart
for the formats:

Entry Format Description

0  Retain existing format specifications
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1 yyyy-mm-dd ISO - International Standards Organization

2 mm/dd/yyyy USA -IBM USA standard

3 dd.mm.yyyy EUR - IBM European standard

4 yyyy-mm-dd JIS - Japanese Industrial Standard

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Rebind Plan Panel

DECPOINT

Specifies the options for decimal points in SQL statements for the plan. C indicates commas, P indicates periods.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
C or P

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updateable using Datacom Datadictionary. However, you can designate the option for decimal points when you create
the source member. For more information, see Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor Options.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Source Member Panel (DECPOINT=)

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36
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Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name. This is an internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID),
followed by a hyphen, followed by the SQLNAME value.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot change this attribute-value through Datacom Datadictionary. It is maintained by SQL processing.
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ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing) 32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PLAN (in batch processing)
PLN or PLAN (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PLAN.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

NOTE
For basic information on this attribute, see the section on status and version in Understanding the Datadictionary
Status and Version Rules.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command

JOIN-OVERRIDE

Specifies the join optimization sequence. See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom
Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

M
Indicates that the tables are to be joined as they are listed in the FROM clause which results in a nested loop join

E
Reserved for future use

P
Indicates normal join optimization

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
M or P

Default Value:
P

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PLNJOVRD)
Source Member Panel (PLNJOVRD=)
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LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MESSAGE

Specifies the level of messages you want the SQL Optimizer to generate.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

When specifying this value, the first character refers to messages returned during the preparation of the plan. The second
refers to messages returned during the execution of the plan.

D
Specifies detail or full messages

N
Specifies no messages

S
Specifies summary messages

On a report or display panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays the 3-digit code used to store the value for this attribute.
See the following chart.

Displayed Code Message Prep. Entry Message Exec. Entry

000 N N

001 D N

002 S N

003* D N

004 N D

005 D D

006 S D

008 N S
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009 D S

010 S S

NOTE
This value results when a plan is for a program that is executing SQL statements dynamically. For more
information, see Dynamic SQL.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
DD, DN, DS, ND, NN, NS, SD, SN, SS

Default Value:
NN

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (MSG-EXEC, MSG-PREP)
Source Member Panel (PLNMSGPE=)

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PLN-CBSIO

Specifies an I/O limit interrupt value for all SQL commands that will create a set. This option allows application
environments to establish their own maximums in I/O and set processing relative to their own requirements. The value of
0 means no limit.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
0 to 524286

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

The PLN-CBSIO attribute-value is divided by 8 and stored internally as a binary halfword. The display is the value entered
divided by 8.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
0 to 65535

Default Value:
0

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (CBSIO)
Source Member Panel (CBSIO=)

PLN-CLOSE

Specifies when the plan and the User Requirements Table are closed.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.
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R
Indicates that the plan and the User Requirements Table close when the run unit ends or when a Datacom/
DBDatacom/DB CLOSE command is issued. We recommend this option for batch programs.

T
Indicates that the plan and the User Requirements Table close when the transaction ends. We recommend this
option for a CICS environment.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
R or T

Default Value:
T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PLNCLOSE)
Source Member Panel (PLNCLOSE=)

PLN-COMPAT

Specifies the mode in which to process the program.

See  Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used
in Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

ANSI
Indicates that the program will run in ANSI mode.

DATACOM
Indicates that the program will run in extended mode.

DB2
Indicates that the Datacom/DB treats the plan as having DB2 syntax and internal constructs. For use with
Datacom DB2 Transparency and Ideal for Datacom for DB2.

FIPS
Indicates that the program will run in FIPS mode.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
ANSI, DATACOM, DB2, FIPS

Default Value:
DATACOM
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (SQLMODE)
Source Member Panel (SQLMODE=)

PLN-FLAGS

This attribute is a set of switches that are used for SQL PLAN security. It is one byte in length and will be zero for all
existing plans. It is not updateable, not even in PLAN REBIND.

The PLN-FLAGS attribute-type currently represents the settings of the precompiler/preprocessor options: CHECKPLAN,
CHECKWHO, and CHECKWHEN. Datacom Datadictionary stores and displays this as a binary number, one byte in
length displayed as three digits.

The following table describes the allowable values of the three precompiler options and what value that will be in the
display of this attribute. You can specify these, or the default values may be taken, in which case there are two possible
values for PLN-FLAGS.

CHECKWHO CHECKWHEN CHECKPLAN PLN-FLAGS

BINDER BIND YES 224 by default
252 if user specified

BINDER RUN YES 192 by default
220 if user specified

ACCESSOR RUN YES 128 by default
156 if user specified

ACCESSOR RUN NO 0 by default
28 if user specified

Update Using

Not updateable

PLN-ISOLATION

Specifies the isolation level, or degree to which a unit of recovery in your application is isolated from the updating
operations of other units of recovery.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

C
(For cursor stability) Indicates that a unit of recovery hold locks only on its uncommitted changes and at the
current row of each of its cursors. Provides a high degree of concurrency.

R
Indicates a repeatable read.
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U
Indicates that no locks are acquired for rows accessed for read-only purposes. Your application can access rows
that have been updated by another unit of recovery, but the changes have not been committed.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
C, R, U

Default Value:
C

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PLNISOLA)
Source Member Panel (PLNISOLA=)

PLN-MIN

Specifies the exclusive control wait limit in minutes.

This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding a
requested record under exclusive control.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 120

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Report Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (TIMEMIN)
Source Member Panel (TIMEMIN=)
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PLN-PRTY

Specifies the priority of the SQL requests from the plan within the Multi-User Facility.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

Length:
1 byte displayed as 2

Valid Entries:
1 to 15

Default Value:
7

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PRIORITY)
Source Member Panel (PRTY=)

PLN-SEC

Specifies the exclusive control wait time limit in seconds.

This option allows a program to either wait or not wait for an explicit amount of time when another job is holding a
requested record under exclusive control.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
0 to 120

Default Value:
120

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (TIMESEC)
Source Member Panel (TIMESEC=)
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PLN-VALID

Indicates whether the plan is valid.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The version number that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary displays
this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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PROGRAM

Identifies the program that was used that resulted in this plan. This attribute-type displays as PROGRAM-NAME on the
Attribute Display Panel.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during SQL processing.

SQLNAME

This is the plan name assigned through SQL processing. The plan name must be unique within a schema (the AUTHID).

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Default Value:
PROGRAM-ID specified in the program for precompiled plans
SQLDD opid for DDOL SQLMODE plans

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updateable with Datacom Datadictionary.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

NOTE
For basic information about this attribute, see.Understanding the Datadictionary Status and Version Rules.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD and DELETE functions.

STRINGDELIM

Specifies the delimiters you want to use to delimit character string for literals in SQL statements. A indicates an
apostrophe ('), Q indicates a quotation mark (").

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
A or Q

Default Value:
A

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updateable using Datacom Datadictionary. However, you can designate the option for decimal points when you create
the source member. 

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Source Member Panel (STRINGDELIM=)

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

TIMEFORM

Specifies the format of the time when the plan was precompiled.

See Appendix B, "Plan Option Names" for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent
names used in Datacom/DB and Dataquery.

Entry Format Description

0  Retain existing format specifications

1 hh.mm.ss ISO - International Standards Organization

2 hh.mm AM or PM USA -IBM USA Standard

3 hh.mm.ss EUR - IBM European Standard

4 hh:mm:ss JIS - Japanese Industrial Standard

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 4

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PLNTIME)
Source Member Panel (PLNTIME=)

WORKSPACE

Specifies an increase in the amount of workspace used at plan execution time. You can increase the workspace from 0 up
to 128K. If this value is not specified, only workspace required by the plan is provided at the time it is needed.

See Plan Option Names for a list of all the plan options used in Datacom Datadictionary and the equivalent names used in
Datacom/DB and Dataquery.
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Length:
3

Valid Entries:
0 to 128 (entered on panel)
0 to 131072 (internal value on displays)

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

n/a Rebind Plan Panel (PLNWKSP)
Source Member Panel (PLNWKSP=)

PROCEDURE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in an
SQL transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. Do not modify these
attribute values in Datacom Datadictionary. These attributes are maintained through the SQL Data Definition Language.

AUTHID

The authorization identifier (the schema) in effect when the SQL CREATE statement was executed.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable with Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CHECK-TIMESTAMP

This attribute indicates to the SQL processor either to check that the associated external module has not been modified
since the procedure was created (Y) or not to make such a check (N).

Length:
1

Valid Value:
1 character

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable with Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CREATOR

The Accessor ID assigned at the SQL CREATE statement execution.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable with Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DETERMINISTIC

This attribute indicates whether a procedure always provides the same results, given the same data (Y), or if a procedure
can provide different results due to factors other than the data (N).
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Length:
1

Valid Value:
1 character

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable with Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name. This is an internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID),
followed by a hyphen, followed by the SQLNAME value.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot update this attribute with Datacom Datadictionary. It is maintained by SQL processing.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing) 32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PROCEDURE (in batch processing)
PRC or PROCEDURE (in online processing)

Display Using
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To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PROCEDURE.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command

EXTERNAL

If the procedure causes an external module to be executed, this attribute is set to Y. Otherwise, if the procedure directly
executes SQL statements, this attribute is set to N.

Length:
1
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Valid Value:
1 character

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIPS

The FIPS compliance indicator This attribute indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N
indicates no, and S indicates no because of syntax.

Length:
1

Valid Value:
1 character

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIRST-STATEMENT

This attribute indicates to the SQL processor the ID of the statement in the procedure that will be executed first. The
attribute is presented here for potential use in debugging procedure processing. of syntax.

Length:
9

Valid Value:
1 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LANGUAGE

When a procedure is created and references a called program, the language of the program is provided and stored in this
attribute so that the correct environment can be established.
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Length:
32

Valid Value:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PARM-LIST-STYLE

When defining an SQL procedure, you can specify the style of parameter list to be passed. For more information about the
differences between GENERAL, DATACOM SQL, and GENERAL WITH NULLS, see CREATE PROCEDURE.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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PRC-VALID

When a change is made to a program referenced by a procedure, this attribute is set to N. Otherwise, it is set to Y.

Length:
1

Valid Value:
1 character

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RELEASE-CREATED

This attribute indicates the version of the Datacom/DB SQL Option that was in effect when the procedure was created. For
example, RELEASE-CREATED is 1000 for Version 10.0.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
1 to 4 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQLNAME

The SQLName of the procedure specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-ACCESS

This attribute indicates whether the procedure executed contains SQL statements and whether SQL performs only read
function (READ), read and updated functions (MODIFY), or only other SQL functions such as DDL (YES). If no SQL is
executed, the value is NO.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
1 to 6 characters
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-CATAL-DATE

The date (in mm/dd/yy format) when the procedure was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
1 to 8 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-CATAL-TIME

The time (in hhmmss format) when the procedure was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE PROCEDURE
execution.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
1 to 6 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-TIMESTAMP

This attribute is used to detect when a program referenced by a procedure has been modified. It is cross-referenced to the
date stored in the PROGRAM entity-type by the SQL preprocessor.

Length:
10
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Valid Values:
1 to 10 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Not updatable. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD and DELETE functions.

SVC-PCK-CREATED

This attribute indicates the Broadcom Service Pack of the Datacom/DB SQL Option that was in effect when the procedure
was created. For example, SVC-PCK-CREATED would be 01 for Service Pack 1.

Length:
2

Valid Values:
1 to 2 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

PROGRAM Attribute-Types
Learn about the PROGRAM attribute-types for Datacom Datadictionary. Find information about batch and online panels
for modifying attribute-values. Learn about reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions
of the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels that you can use to modify the
attribute-values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes without batch
transactions are maintained internally.

ACTUAL-DATE

(Optional) Enter the actual completion date of the program.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

APPLICATION

(Optional) Enter the program's application.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7999 Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILED-DATE

The date the program was last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILED-TIME

The time the program was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
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In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically tracks the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated. Datacom
Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-COMP-DATE

The date the dataview for this program was last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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DATA-COMP-TIME

The time the dataview for this program was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-DATE

The date the local data was entered.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-MDFD-DATE

The date the local data was last modified.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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DATA-MDFD-TIME

The time the local data was last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATA-TIME

The time the local data was entered.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date that this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-MODIFIED

(Optional) Enter the date that the program was modified in MM/DD/YY format.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATE-PRECOMP

(Optional) Enter the date that the program was precompiled in MM/DD/YY format.
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Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-WRITTEN

(Optional) Enter the date that the program was written in MM/DD/YY format.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
mm/dd/yy

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
PROGRAM (in batch processing)
PGM or PROGRAM (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, PROGRAM.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

IDEAL-RESERVED

Reserved for Ideal for Datacom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

IDENT

(Optional) Enter the name assigned in the Source Statement Library.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

IMPORTED-DATE

The date the program was imported to this system.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

IMPORTED-TIME

The time the program was imported to this system.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LANGUAGE

(Optional) Enter the language in which the program is written.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 5 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

LOCK

The lock level that is assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-NAME

The member name of the program in a library.

Length:
54

Valid Values:
1- to 54-character name

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-DATE

The date the program was last modified.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-TIME

The time the program was last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-CHANGES

(Optional) The number of times the program has changed.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel
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NUMBER-COMPILES

The number of times the program has been compiled.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-RUNS

The number of times the program has been run.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

OP-SYS

(Optional) Enter the operating system used by the program.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

PARM-COMP-DATE

The date the parameters were last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PARM-COMP-TIME

The time the parameters were last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PARM-LIST-STYLE

When preprocessing an SQL external procedure, you can specify the style of parameter list to be passed to it. For more
information about the differences between GENERAL, GENERAL WITH NULLS, and DATACOM SQL, see CREATE
PROCEDURE.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PARM-MDFD-DATE

The date the parameters were last modified.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PARM-MDFD-TIME

The time the parameters were last modified.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password that is assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password that is previously
defined when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch
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If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password that is assigned to this entity-occurrence is
provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product to which the program belongs.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
1 to 3 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

System maintained.

PROGRAM-IS-PROC

It is a requirement of Datacom/DB SQL that a program to be used as an external procedure must be passed through the
SQL preprocessor, even if no SQL is executed. When this is done, this attribute is set.

Update Using

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default:
N

PROGRAM-NUMBER

(Optional) Enter the program identification number.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 digits

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

REFRESH

This attribute is used only in non-Ideal programs that are called from Ideal for Datacom in batch. If REFRESH is Y, a new
copy of the subprogram is loaded on each call. If REFRESH is N, the same copy of the program is called each time.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

RESOURCE-DATE

The date the program was last resourced.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RESOURCE-TIME

The time the program was last resourced.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RUN-STATUS

The load status of the program at runtime:

C
Conversational

N
Non-shared

R
Resident

S
Shared

Length:
1

Valid Values:
C, N, R, S

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TARGET-DATE

(Optional) Enter the target date for completion of the program.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time that the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

TYPE-PROGRAM

(Optional) Enter any program type that may help identify or categorize the program.

Length:
15

Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7120 transaction Attribute Update Panel

UPDATE-DB

Indicates whether the program updates Datacom/DB.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

UPDATE-DB2

Indicates whether the program updates IBM Db2.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RECORD Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes for DL/I support are
maintained through Datacom DL1 Transparency processing.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPRESS-RTN

Reserved for use by Broadcom.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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ENABLE

This attribute indicates that the data described by the RECORD substructure is available for use by other
Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Maintain Person Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.
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Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
RECORD (in batch processing)
REC or RECORD (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, RECORD.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel

FILENAME

The entity-occurrence name of the file that contains this record.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

INIT-PARM

Reserved for use by Broadcom.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LENGTH

The length of the record in bytes.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
A 1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the maximum record size

Default Value:
1

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Record Structure Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during FIELD maintenance.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 -- 999
T001 -- T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SEGMENT-NM

Reserved for use by Broadcom.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.
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TYPE

Description

(Optional) For multi-record files, enter a user-defined code indicating the type of record. For example, HDR, DETL, and
TRL for Header, Detail, and Trailer.

Use for documentation purposes. Datacom Datadictionary does not edit your entry.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3200 transaction Attribute Update Panel

RELATIONSHIP Attribute-Types
Learn about Datacom Datadictionary RELATIONSHIP Attribute-Types. For each RELATIONSHIP attribute-type, find
information about modifying attribute-values with batch transactions and online panels. Learn how to display attribute-
values using reports and online panels.

The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. The order that is presented here is not necessarily the order
that you enter them in a batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online
panels. The descriptions of the attribute-types include:

• A chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-values
• A chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values

Attributes without batch transactions are maintained internally.

AUTO-RULE

Specifies whether Datacom Datadictionary is to automatically relate the object entity-occurrence to the subject entity-
occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y
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Table 3: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report Relationship Definition Display Panel

Table 4: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

COPY-RULE

Designates if the occurrence's relationships are copied to the new occurrence. The following values apply to occurrences
other than those occurrences in the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structures.

B
All occurrences of the relationship are copied whether the occurrence that you are copying is the subject or the
object.

M
N

No occurrences of the relationship are copied.
O

If the occurrence you are copying is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship are copied.
S

If the occurrence you are copying is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of the relationship are copied.
Length:

1
Valid Entries:

B, M, N, O, S
Default Value:

B

Table 5: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report Relationship Definition Display Panel

Table 6: Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-type name of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
Three characters (in batch reporting)
Three characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
RELATIONSHIP (in batch processing)
REL or RELATIONSHIP (in online processing)

NOTE
To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, RELATIONSHIP.

Table 7: Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Relationship Report
Definition Report

Relationship Definition Display Panel

Table 8: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-ADD RELATIONSHIP transaction n/a

INTERSECTION-DATA

An explanation of how the entity-occurrences relate. This attribute-type is used by Datacom STAR to store the
PARTITION-VALUE entity-occurrence name and by Datacom Datadictionary to store the profile information.

Length:
72

Valid Values:
1 to 72 characters

Table 9: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 10: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 DATA transaction Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

LINKED

Designates whether the indented occurrence is linked (connected) to the first occurrence.
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NOTE
This attribute-type relates most often to automatic relationships and to history versions where occurrences have
aged off the system.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Table 11: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODEL-RULE

Specifies the relationship processing which is performed when an occurrence is used as a model to create another
occurrence.

B
All occurrences of the relationship are modeled whether the occurrence that you are modeling is the subject or the
object

N
No occurrences of the relationship are modeled

O
And the occurrence you are modeling is the object of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship are
modeled

S
The occurrence that you are modeling is the subject of the relationship, all occurrences of this relationship are
modeled

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
B, N, O, S

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 12: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report (M) Relationship Definition Display Panel (Map)
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Table 13: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

OBJ-OCC-NAME

Specifies the entity-occurrence that is the object of the relationship.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
A valid entity-occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 14: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 15: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry Panel

OBJ-REC-NAME

Specifies the RECORD or TABLE name of the entity-occurrence that is the subject of the relationship.

Requirements

Only enter this attribute-value if the OBJECT-TYPE attribute-value is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT.

Recommendations

We recommend that you do not relate a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity-occurrence in a DATABASE structure with non-
Model occurrences.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
An existing entity-occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)
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Table 16: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 17: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

OBJ-VERS-NUM

Specifies the status or version of the entity-occurrence that is the object of the relationship.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
A valid version

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 18: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 19: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

OBJECT-TYPE

The entity-type of the object of the relationship.

Length:
Three characters (in batch reporting)
Three characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Entries:
Valid entity-type

Default Value:
(No default.)
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Table 20: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report Relationship Definition Display Panel

Table 21: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-ADD RELATIONSHIP transaction
1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

OCC-MAP-RULE

Describes the OCC-MAP-RULE (occurrence-mapping rule) used for the entity-occurrences displayed. The OCC-MAP-RULE
can be:

11
One occurrence to one occurrence

1M
One occurrence to many occurrences

M1
Many occurrences to one occurrence

MM
Many occurrences to many occurrences

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
11, 1M, M1, or MM

Default Value:
MM

Table 22: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report (MAP) Relationship Definition Display Panel (Map)

Table 23: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

ORDERED-RULE

Indicates whether the relationship is an ordered relationship.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Table 24: Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Definitions Report (ORD)
Relationship Report

Relationship Definition Display Panel (ORD)

Table 25: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

RELATIONSHIP-NAME (ENTITY-NAME)

The name of the relationship that connects the anchored occurrence to another occurrence.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 26: Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Definitions Report
Relationship Report

Relationship Definition Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Table 27: Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD RELATIONSHIP transaction
1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel
Path Definition Panel

REQUIRED-RULE

Indicates whether this relationship is a required relationship.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Table 28: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report (REQ) Relationship Definition Display Panel (Req)

Table 29: Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

2000 transaction n/a

ROLE

The nature of the relationship between the occurrence in the indented line to the occurrence in the preceding line.

O
Indicates subject

S
Indicates object

Length:
1

Valid Values:
O or S

Table 30: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STAT

The version number and status of the entity-occurrence (subject or object).

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL
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Table 31: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 32: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

STATUS

The status of the connected entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Table 33: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

SUBJECT-OCC-NAME

Identifies the entity-occurrence that is the subject of the relationship.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Entries:
An existing entity-occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 34: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel
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Table 35: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

SUBJECT-REC-NAME

Identifies the RECORD or TABLE entity-occurrence name of the occurrence that is the subject of the relationship.

Requirements

Only enter this attribute-value if the SUBJECT-TYPE attribute-value is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT.

Recommendations

We recommend that you do not relate a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence in a DATABASE structure with a non-Model
occurrence.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
An existing entity-occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 36: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 37: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

SUBJECT-VRS-NUM

Identifies the status or version of the entity-occurrence that is the subject of the relationship.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
An existing version

Default Value:
(No default)
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Table 38: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Relationship Report Index Display Panel

Table 39: Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

SUBJECT-TYPE

The entity-type of the subject of the relationship.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
A valid entity-type

Default Value:
(No default)

Table 40: Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Definitions Report Relationship Definition Display Panel

Table 41: Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panel

-ADD RELATIONSHIP transaction
1003 RELT transaction
OR
1003 UNRL transaction

Relationship Maintenance Procedure Panel

REPORT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions
of the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the
attribute-values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values. Attributes without batch
transactions are maintained internally.

APPLICATION

(Optional) Enter the application that produces the report.
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Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CARR-CNTL

(Optional) Enter the type of carriage control used with the report.

Length:
8
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Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COMPILED-DATE

The date the program was last compiled.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

COMPILED-TIME

The time the report was last compiled.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.
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Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-WRITTEN

(Optional) Enter the date the report was written. Suggested format is mm/dd/yy.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
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3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
REPORT (in batch processing)
RPT or REPORT (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, REPORT.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Text Report
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

FORM-NBR

(Optional) The form number used to print the report.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 alphanumeric characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

IDENT

(Optional) Enter an identification that conforms to the user's report naming conventions.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

IMPORTED-DATE

The date the report was imported to this system.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

IMPORTED-TIME

The time the report was imported to this system.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

MEMBER-NAME

The member name of the report in a library.

Length:
54

Valid Values:
1 to 54 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

MODIFIED-DATE

(Optional) Enter the last modification date. Suggested format is mm/dd/yy.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

MODIFIED-TIME

The time the report was last modified.

Length:
6
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Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-CHANGES

(Optional) The number of changes to the report.

Length:
9

Valid Entries:
1 to 9 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

NBR-COPIES

(Optional) The number of report copies to be printed.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 9999

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7160 transaction Attribute Update Panel

NUMBER-COMPILES

The number of times the report has been compiled.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NUMBER-RUNS

The number of times the report has been run.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 999999999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.
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If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product to which the report belongs.

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
3-character name

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

REPORT-ID

The identifier of the report.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character ID

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RESOURCE-DATE

The date the report was last resourced.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
8-character date
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RESOURCE-TIME

The time the report was last resourced.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

STATEMENT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHID

This is the authorization identifier of the plan that contains this statement.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
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9 for panel
Valid Values:

1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot change this entity-type through Datacom Datadictionary. It is maintained through SQL processing.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3
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Valid Values:
STM or STATEMENT

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, STATEMENT.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute only defined by using embedded SQL statements.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
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FIPS

This attribute indicates if the statement is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no and S indicates no
because of syntax.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N, S, Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.
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Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PLANNAME

Indicates the SQL name of the plan that contains this statement.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
32-character plan name

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SQLNAME

The SQL name for entity-occurrence.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Indented Report
Schema Report

n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATEMENT-ID

Identification number for this statement.

Length:
9

Valid Values:
000000000 to 99999999
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STM-VALID

Indicates whether the statement is valid.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

STEP Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ACCOUNTING-INFO

(Optional) Enter any accounting information applicable to the step.

Length:
20

Valid Entries:
1 to 20 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7180 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.
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Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy
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NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DISP-PRIOR

(Optional) Enter the internal dispatching priority of the step.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
1 to 2 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7180 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
STEP (in batch processing)
STP or STEP (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, STEP.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

IDENT

(Optional) The identification of the step within the job based on user naming conventions.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7180 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel
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PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

REGION-SIZE

(Optional) Enter the number of 1024-byte blocks of main memory to be allocated for the step.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7180 transaction Attribute Update Panel

RUN-TIME

(Optional) Enter the time the step uses while executing. Suggested format is mmmsss.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7180 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptor Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

SYNONYM Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHID

This is the authorization identifier (the schema) in use when the synonym was created.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
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9 for panel
Valid Values:

1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CREATOR

Indicates the user-ID of the person that created this synonym.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this attribute-value.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.
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Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptor Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

Reserved for use by Broadcom.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot change this attribute through Datacom Datadictionary. It is maintained through SQL processing.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
SYN or SYNONYM

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, SYNONYM.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4
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Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command

FILENAME

This attribute-type is only valid for record or table entity-types.

LENGTH

Not valid for this entity-type.

Displays On

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

 

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SQLNAME

The SQL name of the entity-occurrence specified in the CREATE SYNONYM statement in SQL processing.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updateable in Datacom Datadictionary.

SQL-ACCESS

Identifies if this entity-occurrence is SQL accessible.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-SECURITY

Indicates if the database containing the table or view to which this synonym is related can be secured by SQL rules.

Y
SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used.

N
SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is not used.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

SYSTEM Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

APPLICATION

(Optional) Enter the application to which this system belongs.

Length:
32
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Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7110 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-DESIGN

(Optional) Enter the date the system was designed. Suggested format is mm/dd/yy.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7110 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATE-IMPLEM

(Optional) Enter the date the system was implemented. Suggested format is mm/dd/yy.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8-character date

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7110 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36
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Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Name Panel
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ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
SYSTEM (in batch processing)
SYS or SYSTEM (in online processing)

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, SYSTEM.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PRODUCT-ID

The product identifier of the product to which the system belongs.
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Length:
3

Valid Values:
3-character product ID

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

RELEASE

(Optional) The version level of the system.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel

SHORT-SYSTEM-ID

(Optional) The Ideal for Datacom short system ID.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 3 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7110 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

SYSTEM-TYPE

(Optional) Enter the type of system.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

n/a Attribute Update Panel
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SYSTEM-USER

(Optional) Enter the name of the end user, such as Engineering.

Length:
15 in batch
32 online

Valid Entries:
1 to 15 characters (in batch processing)
1 to 32 characters (in online processing)

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

7110 transaction Attribute Update Panel

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

TABLE Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.
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ANY-PARTITION-AUTHID

(Optional) The AUTHID for the ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME defined for this table.

Requirements

This attribute is required if an attribute-value is entered for ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3153 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ANY-PARTITION-DATACOM-NAME

(Optional) The DATACOM-NAME used to access the partitioned table even if all partitions are not currently available.
This differs from accessing the partitioned table using the standard DATACOM-NAME, which requires all partitions be
available.

Requirements

This attribute is required if an attribute-value is entered for ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME.

Restrictions This attribute is only valid for tables with a PARTITION attribute-value of Y or R. If not provided, the
partitioned table can only be accessed using RAAT or SAAT commands if all partitions are available. This attribute has the
same naming restriction as DATACOM-NAME as follows:

• It cannot contain leading, embedded or trailing blanks (X'40').
• The first byte must be alphabetic.
• The second and third byte must be alphanumeric.
• The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value must be unique among the tables in a DATABASE structure in a specific status/

version.
• If the last two bytes are XX, a warning is issued with the VERIFY or CATALOG function. This does not stop a database

from being cataloged.
• If the table has constraints, updating this attribute-value can affect the constraint.
• Length:

3
• Valid Entries:

1 to 3 characters
• Default Value:

(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3153 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ANY-PARTITION-SQLNAME

(Optional) The SQL name used to access the partitioned table even if all partitions are not currently available. This differs
from accessing the partitioned table using the standard SQL name that requires all partitions be available.

Restrictions This attribute is only valid for tables with a PARTITION attribute-value of "Y". If not provided, the partitioned
table can be accessed using SQL commands only if all partitions are available (that is, no REL DDD entry is generated for
this SQL name).

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3153 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHID

(Optional) Enter the authorization identifier (AUTHID) that qualifies the SQL name of the table. Do not use SYSADM for
the AUTHID.

Requirements

This attribute-value is required if SQL-INTENT is Y or R.

Restrictions

• You cannot change this attribute-value if the table entity-occurrence is in PRODuction status.
• For SQL: If the AUTHID is defined to a table with constraints, updating this attribute-value can affect the constraint.
• Length:

32
• Valid Entries:
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1 to 32 characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3152 transaction Attribute Update Panel

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

BASE-NAME

The Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name of the database related to the table.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this attribute during the SET or CATALOG function.

BASE-VER

The version number of the database related to the table.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
00000 to 99999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this attribute during the SET or CATALOG function.

CHNG-MASTER-KEY

(Optional) Enter Y (yes) if the data in the Master Key can be modified. Enter N (no) if the data in the Master Key cannot be
modified.

Requirements

• If the value for this attribute is Y, DUPE-MASTER-KEY must be Y.
• If the value for this attribute is N, Datacom/DB rejects any attempt to modify data in the key designated as the Master

Key.
• Length:

1
• Valid Entries:

N or Y
• Default Value:

N
• Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CLUSTER-KEY-ID

(Optional) Enter the key ID used for the cluster key of the Datacom/DB table if the clustering space management option is
in effect (SPACE-MNGMNT attribute-value for AREA occurrence must equal to 3).

Requirements

If you allow this value to default, it defaults to an ID that is unique for all KEY occurrences in the database if the value of
CLUSTER-KEY-LEN is greater than 0. Datacom Datadictionary generates this default value during SET processing.

Restrictions

This value must not be the same as the DATACOM-ID of any standard key in the database, but the IDs must have the
same value as the CLUSTER-KEY-LEN.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
1 to 999

Default Value:
If clustering is used, a unique ID
If clustering is not used, 0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CLUSTER-KEY-LEN

(Optional) Use this attribute to specify the length of the cluster key for the Datacom/DB table if the clustering space
management option is in effect (SPACE-MNGMNT attribute-value of the AREA occurrence must be equal to 3).
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Requirements

• Specify the number of high-order digits of the Native Key that constitute the cluster key for the table.
• It must be less than or equal to the LENGTH attribute of the Native Key.
• A value greater than 0 is only valid if SPACE-MNGMNT for the AREA occurrence is 3.

Length:
3

Valid Entries:
0 to 177

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CNS-DOMAIN

Indicates if at least one column in the table has a domain (or check) constraint defined.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

CNS-REFERENCED

Indicates that the table contains a unique key which is referenced by the foreign key of another table.

Length:
1
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Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

CNS-REFERS

Indicates that the table contains a foreign key.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

CNS-SAME-BASE

Indicates that the constraint references are within the same database related to this table.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

CNS-UNIQUE

Indicates that the table contains a unique constraint.

Length:
1
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Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value internally.

COMPRESS-EXIT

(Optional) Enter the name of the compression exit to implement a user compression routine to compress this table. This
routine can be used in place of the standard database compression facilities.

Requirements

For Datacom:

• If the first two characters are DB, the compression routine must be one of the valid Datacom compression exits.
• If the value is non-blank, the COMPRESSION attribute-value must be N.
• If the name does not start with DB, Datacom Datadictionary does not edit this entry.

For DATASECURE:

If the compression exit is one of the DATASECURE exits, you must also specify the ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute.

For Datacom Presspack:

If the compression exit is for Datacom Presspack, enter PRESSPAK. This exit accesses the routine for the Datacom
Presspack compression algorithms.

NOTE
In Version 10.0, if the TABLE entity-occurrence has a COMPRESSION attribute-value specified as Y, you must
change the COMPRESSION attribute-value to N.

You can also specify the table ENCRYPTION-KEY attribute.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1- to 8-character name of routine

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

COMPRESS-RTN

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

COMPRESSION

(Optional) Enter Y (yes) if standard Datacom/DB data compression is used for the table. Compression removes three or
more consecutive blanks, character zeros or binary zeros. If Y (yes) is specified, the COMPRESS-EXIT attribute-value
must be blanks.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

CONSTRAINT

Indicates whether this table contains at least one column (field) or key that has constraints defined.
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A
Indicates that the table has constraints and the PRODuction version has been altered.

N
Indicates that the table does not have constraints.

Y
Indicates that the table has constraints.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
A, N, or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.
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Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATABASE-ID

The Datacom/DB ID of the database that contains the table.

Length:
2-byte binary displayed as 5 characters

Valid Values:
00001 to 05000

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATACOM-ID

(Optional) Enter the 1- to 3-digit Datacom/DB table identification number. If no attribute-value is entered, Datacom
Datadictionary automatically assigns an available table ID when the database is copied to PRODuction status, or when
the database is processed during a SET or CATALOG function.

Requirements

• The attribute-value must be unique within the database.
• For tables created with SQL processing, Datacom Datadictionary creates this number.
• Length:

3
• Valid Entries:

1 to 240
• Default Value:

An available table ID
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DATACOM-NAME

(Required) Enter a 3-character Datacom/DB short name for the TABLE occurrence. For tables created within the
Interactive SQL Service Facility, Datacom Datadictionary creates this name.

Requirements

• It cannot contain leading, embedded or trailing blanks (X'40').
• The first byte must be alphabetic.
• The second and third byte must be alphanumeric.

Restrictions

• The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value must be unique among the tables in a DATABASE structure in a specific status/
version.

• If the last two bytes are XX, a warning is issued with the VERIFY or CATALOG function. This does not stop a database
from being cataloged.

• If the table has constraints, updating this attribute-value can affect the constraint.
• Length:

3
• Valid Entries:

3 characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays as mm/dd/yy. If it is 1, it
displays as dd.mm.yy.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute. when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete), or when a
batch transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DB-MASTER-KEY

The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the Master Key for the table.

Length:
5 characters

Valid Values:
The DATACOM-NAME attribute of the key

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the SET or CATALOG function.
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DB-NATIVE-KEY

The DATACOM-NAME attribute-value of the Native Key for the table.

Length:
5 characters

Valid Values:
The DATACOM-NAME attribute of the key

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the SET or CATALOG function.

DBMS-USED

(Optional) An identifier for the Database Management System used.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
DATACOM, IBM/Db2

Default Value:
DATACOM

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DD-ENTITY-TABLE

(Optional) This attribute specifies whether the table defines a Datacom Datadictionary entity-type in the DATA-DICT
database.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3151 transaction Attribute Update Panel

DD-MASTER-KEY

The Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the Master Key for the table.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Values:
The occurrence name of the key.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the SET or CATALOG function.

DD-NATIVE-KEY

The Datacom Datadictionary occurrence-name of the Native Key for the table.

Length:
32 characters

Valid Values:
The occurrence name of the key.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the SET or CATALOG function.

DDD-SYNCH

Indicates if the table definition is consistent with the definition in the Data Definition Directory (DDD).

If this value is N, the table cannot be altered using SQL. Recatalog the database before attempting to alter this table.
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NOTE
When a RESTORE function is executed at the database or area level, the DDD-SYNCH attribute-value is set to
N for all tables in the structure. If a subsequent COPY to PRODuction status is executed at the database level,
all tables will have DDD-SYNCH=N instead of just the modified table(s). This results in all plans associated
with the tables flagged as invalid. All plans must then be rebound -- either manually or automatically when next
referenced.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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DL1T-CONSTRAINT

Indicates if the table is eligible for Datacom DL1 Transparency integrity processing.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the SET or CATALOG function.

DUPE-MASTER-KEY

(Optional) Indicates if the table's Master Key is allowed to be duplicated.

Requirements

• If CHNG-MASTER-KEY is Y, this value must be Y.
• If this value is N, Datacom/DB rejects any addition or update requests that attempt to create a duplicate value of the

Master Key.
• Length:

1
• Valid Entries:

N or Y
• Default Value:

N if the TABLE is added through Datacom Datadictionary
Y if the TABLE is created through SQL

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
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ENABLE

This attribute indicates whether the table definition is in synch with the Directory (CXX). In this way, Datacom
Datadictionary marks the Datacom/DB Model Structure available for use by other Broadcomproducts.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

1000 DISABLE transaction
1000 ENABLE transaction

Structure Disable Panel
Structure Enable Panel

ENCRYPTION-KEY

(Optional) The entry can be a maximum of eight characters with no embedded blanks (X'40').

Requirements for Datacom Presspack

Enter WEAK (for weak compression), the name of the DCT module for a custom DCT, or blanks for a built-in DCT.

Restrictions

You will receive a warning message if the ENCRYPTION-KEY is specified and the attribute-value of COMPRESS-EXIT is
not one of the valid Datacom/DB compression exits.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
8 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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ENCRYPTION-METHOD

(Optional) Indicates the method of encryption used on the given table.

Requirements:

If the ENCRYPTION-METHOD is not blank, the ENCRYPTION-TYPE attribute is required to contain a valid value other
than blank.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
blank: a blank specifies no encryption.
A: a letter A specifies AES-128.
B: a letter B specifies AES-192.
C: a letter C specifies AES-256.

Default Value:
blank

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3154 transaction Attribute Maintenance Panel

ENCRYPTION-TYPE

(Optional) Indicates the type of encryption used on the given table.

Requirements

If the ENCRYPTION-TYPE is not blank, note the following requirements:

• The LENGTH attribute of the TABLE occurrence is required to have a value of 16 or greater, except that a smaller
value can be specified if the COMPRESSION attribute is Y. However, though the row can be compressed to less than
16 bytes, encryption forces the length to be stored as a minimum of 16 bytes.

• The ENCRYPTION-METHOD attribute is required to contain a valid value other than blank.
• The table cannot be variable-length (COMPRESS-EXIT attribute specified as DBVVRPR).
• The table is required to be recoverable (RECOVERY attribute specified as a Y).
• The BLOCK-SIZE attribute of the AREA occurrence, to which the TABLE occurrence is related, is required to have

a value greater than 2047 (2K-1). If the area contains more than ten tables, the block size 2048 might not be large
enough

• Length:
1

• Valid Entries:
blank: a blank specifies that no encryption be performed.
B: a letter B specifies that basic encryption be performed.

• Default Value:
blank
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3154 transaction Attribute Maintenance Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWNAME trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Modify Area Panel
Update Name Panel

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing)
32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
TABLE (in batch processing)
TBL or TABLE (in online processing)
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Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, TABLE.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Schema Report
Relationship Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command
Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Structure Maintenance Panel
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ENTY-HIST-VERS

(Optional) Use this attribute-value to specify the maximum number of versions of an occurrence that can exist
simultaneously in Datacom Datadictionary in HISTory status for the entity-type defined by this TABLE occurrence.

When Datacom Datadictionary is installed on your system, the number of versions is three, in other words, only three
versions of an occurrence of each entity-type can be retained in HISTory status.

Requirements

• This attribute is valid only when the table defines a Datacom Datadictionary entity-type.
• It is required if DD-ENTITY-TABLE is Y. See your Datacom Datadictionary Administrator for more information about

this attribute.
• Length:

3
• Valid Entries:

1 to 998
• Default Value:

(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3151 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTY-NAME-LEN

(Optional) Use this attribute to specify the maximum length of the occurrence names within the entity-type defined by this
TABLE occurrence.

Datacom Datadictionary allows you to define occurrence names up to 32 characters in length.

Requirements

• This attribute is valid only when the table defines a Datacom Datadictionary entity-type.
• It is required if DD-ENTITY-TABLE is Y. See your Datacom Datadictionary Administrator for more information about

this attribute.
• Length:

2
• Valid Entries:

1 to 32
• Default Value:

(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3151 transaction Attribute Update Panel

FALLBACK

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

FILENAME

The entity-occurrence name of the file that this table was converted from in going from Datacom Datadictionary Version
2.4 to 8.0. If this entity-occurrence was created as a table, this value is the same as the entity-occurrence name of the
table.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

FIPS

This attribute indicates if the table is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no and S indicates no because
of syntax.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N, S, Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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INIT-PARM

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

LENGTH

This value is the sum of the lengths of the fields in the table, plus one byte for each field defined with NULL-
INDICATOR=Y.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
1- to 32720 value. If the table has COMPRESSION=Y, the minimum length is 8

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains the length of the table in bytes internally during FIELD maintenance.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel
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LOGGING

(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if Datacom/DB is to log all maintenance against this table in the Datacom/DB Log Area. N (no)
indicates no maintenance to this table is logged.

If this value is Y, Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets the RECOVERY attribute-value to Y.

Requirements

This attribute-value must by Y for the table to be accessed by SQL.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

MAX-RECORD-SIZE

(Optional) Enter the maximum size a table can reach before expanding the physical record on disk.

Requirements

The value must be greater than or equal to the sum of the lengths of the FIELD occurrences defined to the table. If the
value is not specified, Datacom/DB uses the sum of the length of the FIELD occurrences.

Length:
5

Valid Entries:
1 to 32720

Default Value:
0

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3151 transaction Attribute Update Panel

MONITOR-NM

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
1 to 8 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

MOVE-ROW-TO-NEW-PARTITION

(Optional) Indicates whether a row is to be moved to a new partition if the value of one of the columns comprising the
partitioning key is updated (Y means to allow update to the row and N means do not allow the row to move (Error on
UPDAT command)).

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

PARTITION

(Optional) Indicates the type of table with regards to partitioning. The table is not involved in partitioning (N), is partitioned
(Y), is partitioned with restricted access (R), or is a partition (P).

NOTE
A value of R indicates that access to the individual partitions is not allowed. All access is through the use of the
full table name or the "any" table name.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N, P, R, or Y

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel
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PIPELINE-OPTION

(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if you want the Datacom/DB pipeline option to be in effect for the table.

The pipeline feature allows physical writes of data to be deferred to allow multiple updates to a block before a write.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4
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Valid Values:
001 to 999
T001 to T999
QUAL

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

RECOVERY

(Optional) We strongly recommend that RECOVERY be set to Y (yes). There are many facilities that are only available
when RECOVERY=Y.

If you plan to use Datacom/DB recovery facilities, enter Y (yes). When you specify Y, eight bytes are added and reserved
in each table entry for logging purposes (current or future). If LOGGING is Y, Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets
RECOVERY to Y. Tables defined using the SQL CREATE TABLE command will have RECOVERY set to Y.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panels

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panels

3150 transaction Attribute Update Panel
AREA Add Structure Maintenance Panel
AREA Modify Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Add Structure Maintenance Panel
TABLE Modify Structure Maintenance Panel

SEGMENT-NM

Reserved for Broadcom use.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

SQL-ACCESS

The SQL-ACCESS attribute-type indicates whether the table is accessible using SQL. An R indicates the table has been
specified as SQL read-only.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N or Y or R

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the CATALOG function, based on the SQL-INTENT
attribute-type.

SQL-CATAL-DATE

Indicates the date the SQL accessible table was last cataloged.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the CATALOG function.

SQL-CATAL-TIME

Indicates the time the SQL accessible table was last cataloged.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value during the CATALOG function.

SQL-INTENT

(Optional) The SQL-INTENT attribute-type indicates whether the table is accessible using SQL.

• N - indicates the table is blocked from SQL access
• Y indicates that the SQL has full access to the table
• R - indicates that the table has been specified as SQL read-only

Batch:

The SQLNAME field is required if this field is specified as Y or R. If the table was created in SQL, this attribute value
contains ^ for full SQL access.

Restrictions:

You cannot change this attribute-value if the table entity-occurrence is in a PROD (production) status.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
N, Y, or R

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel
Batch Transaction Online Panel
3152 Transaction Attribute Update Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel
3152 Transaction Attribute Update Panel

NOTE
The update must be done on the test version followed by a copy to prod and catalog of the database.

SQL-SECURITY

Indicates if the database containing the table can be secured by SQL rules.

Y
Indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used

N
Indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is not used.
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Restrictions

You cannot base a view on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY values.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary internally maintains this value.

SQLNAME

(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.

Batch

This field is required if the SQL-INTENT attribute-value is Y or R.

If the table was created in SQL, this attribute-value contains the name specified in the CREATE TABLE statement.

Restrictions

You cannot change this attribute-value if the table entity-occurrence is in PRODuction status.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

3152 transaction Attribute Update Panel

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, Q, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TABLEKIND

Reserved for Broadcom use.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Field Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.
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TEXT Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name which this TEXT represents.

See the ENTITY-NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence type which this TEXT represents.

See the ENTITY-TYPE attribute description for the entity-type specified.

ENTITY-VER

The entity-occurrence version number which this TEXT represents.

See the ENTITY-VER attribute description for the entity-type specified.

RECORD-NAME

This attribute only applies to ELEMENT, KEY, and FIELD entity-occurrences.

See the RECORD-NAME attribute description for the entity-type specified.

TEXT

(Optional) Free-form, unedited, descriptive, documentation you can add to an entity-occurrence. There are 10 lines of
80 characters each available for this information. You can add text to an entity-occurrence you are creating or update an
existing entity-occurrence with this information.

Length:
80 per line

Valid Entries:
1 to 80 characters per line
10 lines

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Text Report Text Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Report Online Panel

1200 TEXT transaction Text Maintenance Panel
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TRIGGER Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in an
SQL transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. These attributes are
maintained through the SQL Data Definition Language.

ACTION-LEVEL

In conjunction with the Trigger Action Time switches, when a trigger is created you must indicate whether the trigger is to
be invoked for each row (R) processed or for each SQL statement (S).

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AFTER-DELETE

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AFTER-INSERT

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.
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Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AFTER-UPDATE

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHID

This is the authorization identifier (schema) in effect when the trigger was created.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

 

BEFORE-DELETE

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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BEFORE-INSERT

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

BEFORE-UPDATE

When a trigger is created, you can specify when it should be invoked, based on the action taking place on the table.
These switches indicate these options. One or more of the after or before switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be
valid.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters
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Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CREATOR

The user-ID of the person that created this trigger.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute value.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TRIGGER attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENTITY-NAME

This is an internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID), followed by a hyphen, followed by
the SQLNAME value.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot update this attribute through Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3 characters (in batch reporting)
3 characters (in online display)
32 characters (in batch processing) 32 characters (in online processing)

Valid Values:
TRIGGER (in batch processing)
TRG or TRIGGER (in online processing)

Display Using
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To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, TRIGGER.

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command

FIPS

This attribute indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no
because of syntax.

Length:
1
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Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
N

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Not updatable in Datacom Datadictionary. Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

NEW-ROW-CORR-NAME

If the trigger that is invoked includes SQL statements (NEW-ROW-CORR-NAME and OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME), these
statements can refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These attributes
allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

NEW-TABLE-ALIAS

If the trigger that is invoked includes SQL statements (NEW-TABLE-ALIAS and OLD-TABLE-ALIAS), these statements
can refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These attributes allow you to
specify alternative names for the before and after images.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME

If the trigger that is invoked includes SQL statements (NEW-OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME and OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME),
these statements can refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These
attributes allow you to specify alternative names for the before and after images.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

OLD-TABLE-ALIAS

If the trigger that is invoked includes SQL statements (NEW-TABLE-ALIAS and OLD-TABLE-ALIAS), these statements
can refer to both the table or row images before and after the changes have been made. These attributes allow you to
specify alternative names for the before and after images.
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Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.
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RELEASE-CREATED

This attribute has been added to indicate the version (RELEASE-CREATED) that was in effect when the trigger was
created. For example, RELEASE-CREATED would be 1000 for Version 10.0.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
1 to 4 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-CATAL-DATE

The date (in mm/dd/yy format) when the trigger was cataloged as part of the successful SQL CREATE TRIGGER
execution.

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-CATAL-TIME

The time (in hhmmss format) when the trigger was cataloged as part of the successful CREATE TRIGGER execution.

Length:
6

Valid Entries:
1 to 6 characters

Default Value:
None
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQLNAME

The name of the trigger specified in the CREATE TRIGGER statement.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

SQL-TIMESTAMP

The ANSI Standard specifies that triggers are to be invoked in the order they are created, with the oldest being invoked
first. The SQL Timestamp ensures that triggers are invoked in that order.

Length:
10

Valid Entries:
1 to 10 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Field Summary Display Panel
Index Display Panel
Structure Display Panel (FULL)

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the ADD and DELETE functions.

SVC-PCK-CREATED

This attribute has been added to indicate the Broadcom Service Pack of SQL that was in effect when the trigger was
created. For example, SVC-PCK-CREATED would be 01 for Service Pack 1.

Length:
2

Valid Entries:
1 to 2 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary updates this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

TRIGGER-VALID

When a change is made to a table referenced by a trigger and that change might affect the ability of the trigger to function
correctly, this attribute is set to N. Otherwise, it is set to Y. This attribute is also set to N if there is a recognized change to
a procedure called by the trigger.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
1 character

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

UPDATE-TRIGGER

This attribute indicates, in conjunction with the BEFORE-UPDATE and AFTER-UPDATE attributes, whether the trigger is
invoked only when certain columns are updated (EXPLICIT) or when any column in the table is updated (IMPLICIT).

Length:
8

Valid Entries:
1 to 8 characters

Default Value:
None

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.
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VIEW Attribute-Types
The following attribute-types are listed in alphabetical order. This is not necessarily the order that you enter them in a
batch transaction or the order that they are presented on the Datacom Datadictionary online panels. The descriptions of
the attribute-types include a chart showing the batch transactions and online panels you can use to modify the attribute-
values and a chart listing the reports and online panels that display the attribute-values.

AUTHID

The authorization identifier (the schema) in effect when the view was created.

Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

AUTHOR

(Optional) The author identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel
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CONTROLLER

(Optional) The controller identification.

Length:
32

Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
The PERSON occurrence name of the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary as designated in the
-USR transaction or on the Datacom Datadictionary Signon Panel or the local security system (see the SAFSEC
parameter of the DDSYSTBL macro).
In Datacom Datadictionary online before defining an occurrence, use SET AUTHOR 'name' command to set
session default for this attribute.

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1001 transaction Attribute Update Panel

COUNT

Datacom Datadictionary automatically keeps track of the number of times the entity-occurrence has been updated.
Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the NUMBER-OF-CHANGES header field in reports.

Length:
6 for report
9 for panel

Valid Values:
1 to 999999 for report
1 to 999999999 for panel

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

CREATOR

The accessor-ID of the person who created this view.
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Length:
18

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-ADDED

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was added.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

DATE-LAST-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.
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Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when a maintenance (copy, update, or delete) command or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DATE-STATUS-CHG

Datacom Datadictionary automatically records the date the status of this entity-occurrence was last changed.

Length:
8

Valid Values:
mm/dd/yy

NOTE
The displayable value for this attribute-type depends on how the System Resource Table (DDSYSTBL)
parameter DATEFOR is specified. If DATEFOR is 0 (the default), this value displays in the mm/dd/yy format. If it
is 1, this value displays in the dd.mm.yy format.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when a maintenance (copy, update, or delete) command or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

DESCRIPTION

(Optional) Text about the entity-occurrence. Use the TEXT attribute-type to include more detail.

Length:
36

Valid Entries:
1 to 36 characters

Default Value:
(No default)
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Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Field Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transaction Online Panel

1002 transaction Attribute Update Panel

ENABLE

Reserved for use by Broadcom.

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

ENTITY-NAME

The entity-occurrence name.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 32 characters

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using
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You cannot update this attribute. This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence and cannot be
updated after that.

ENTITY-TYPE

The entity-occurrence's entity-type name.

Length:
3

Valid Values:
VEW or VIEW

Display Using

To display, you must use the long version of the entity-occurrence name, VIEW.

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

You cannot update this attribute. This attribute is defined on the initial addition of the entity-occurrence and cannot be
updated after that.

ENTITY-VER

The version of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-CPY transaction
-UPD transaction

COPY command
COPY (COP or CPY) margin command

FILENAME

This attribute-type is only valid for record or table entity-types.

FIPS

Indicates if the view is valid in FIPS processing.

N
Indicates the view is not valid in FIPS processing.

S
Indicates the view is not valid in FIPS processing due to syntax.

Y
Indicates the view is valid in FIPS processing.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N, S, or Y

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report n/a

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute.

LENGTH

The length of the view in bytes.

For example, the sum of the lengths of the columns (FIELD occurrences) identified in the view definition.

Length:
5

Valid Values:
1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the maximum record size or table size

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel
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Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

LOCK

The lock level assigned to the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Entries:
0 to 2

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
-UPD transaction

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Update Lock Panel

PASSWORD

(Optional) Use a password to restrict maintenance on an entity-occurrence definition.

If you are copying an entity-occurrence, the password is only required when the entity-occurrence from which you are
copying has a password assigned.

If you are updating or deleting an entity-occurrence, the password you enter must match the password previously defined
when the entity-occurrence was added or updated.

Batch

If you are adding an entity-occurrence with a password, the password must appear inside the same parentheses as the
version number.

If you provide the override code in an Index Report request, the password assigned to this entity-occurrence is provided.

Length:
4

Valid Entries:
Valid 1- to 4-character alphanumeric code

Default Value:
(No default)

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Index Report n/a
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Update Using

Batch Transactions Online Panels

-ADD transaction
-BTG transaction
1000 NEWPSWD trans

Add Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
Password Change Panel

PREVIOUS-STAT

The previous status of the entity-occurrence.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

n/a Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

System maintained during COPY and RESTORE functions.

PREVIOUS-VERS

The number of the version that was copied to produce this version of the entity-occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary
displays this attribute under the COPY-VERSION header field in reports.

Length:
4

Valid Values:
001 to 999

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute during the COPY and RESTORE functions.

SQL-ACCESS

Indicates whether the view is accessible during SQL processing.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using
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Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value during the CATALOG function.

SQL-SECURITY

Indicates if the database containing the table or view can be secured by SQL rules.

N
Indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is not used.

Y
Indicates SQL security of GRANT and REVOKE is used.

Restrictions

You cannot base a view on tables from databases with different SQL-SECURITY values. The attribute-value is enforced
only when SQL security is enabled.

Length:
1

Valid Values:
N or Y

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

SQLNAME

The SQL name of the view.

Length:
32

Valid Values:
1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panel

Detail Report
Indented Report
Schema Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value.

STATUS

The status of the entity-occurrence.
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Length:
1

Valid Values:
H, P, T

Display Using

Batch Reports Online Panels

Alias Report
Descriptors Report
Detail Report
Indented Report
Index Report
Relationship Report
Schema Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel
Index Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this value during ADD, COPY, and RESTORE functions.

TIME-LAST-CHG

The time of day that the entity-occurrence was changed or if no updates have occurred, this field shows the time the
entity-occurrence was added. Datacom Datadictionary displays this attribute under the TIME-OF-CHANGE header field in
reports.

Length:
6

Valid Values:
hhmmss

Display Using

Batch Report Online Panel

Detail Report
Text Report

Attribute Display Panel

Update Using

Datacom Datadictionary maintains this attribute when a maintenance command (copy, update, or delete function) or batch
transaction is executed against the occurrence.

Plan Option Names
Datacom Datadictionary uses plan option names to manage SQL plans. Review plan option names for attribute-types,
Interactive Service Facility, Dataquery, and SQL preprocessors in Datacom/DB.

The following table lists the plan option names that are used in the following areas:
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• Datacom Datadictionary PLAN attribute-types (batch and online)
• Datacom Datadictionary Interactive Service Facility panels (Rebind Panel and Source Member)
• Dataquery
• SQL preprocessors in Datacom/DB

Datacom
DatadictionaryAttribute-

Type for a PLAN
Rebind Panel Source Member Dataquery SQL Preprocessor

DATEFORM PLNDATE PLNDATE= DATE= DATE=
DECPOINT n/a DECPOINT= DECPOINT= DECPOINT=

(COBOL, PL/I)
JOIN-OVERRIDE PLNJOVRD PLNJOVRD= n/a OPT=
MESSAGE MSG-EXEC

MSG-PREP
PLNMSGPE= n/a MSG= (COBOL)

MSGEXEC= (PL/I,
Assembler)
MSGPREC= (PL/I,
Assembler)

PLN-CBSIO CBSIO CBSIO= PLNCLOSE= CBSIO=
PLN-CLOSE PLNCLOSE PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE= PLNCLOSE=
PLN-COMPAT SQLMODE SQLMODE= SQLMODE= SQLMODE=
PLN-FLAGS n/a n/a n/a CHECKPLAN=
PLN-FLAGS n/a n/a n/a CHECKWHEN=
PLN-FLAGS n/a n/a n/a CHECKWHO=
PLN-ISOLATION PLNISOLA PLNISOLA= ISOLEVEL= ISOLEVEL=
PLN-MIN TIMEMIN TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN= TIMEMIN=
PLN-PRTY PRIORITY PRTY= n/a PRTY=
PLN-SEC TIMESEC TIMESEC= TIMESEC= TIMESEC=
STRINGDELIM n/a STRDELIM= STRDELIM= STRDELIM= (COBOL,

PL/I)
TIMEFORM PLNTIME PLNTIME= TIME= TIME=

Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference
Learn about use Datacom Datadictionary Online for maintenance of occurrence definitions. Find descriptions of panels
and their use. Learn about processing sequence and processing modes in Datacom Datadictionary online.

You can use Datacom Datadictionary online to perform the maintenance of occurrence definitions in Datacom
Datadictionary. Before you begin, you must understand the basics of Datacom Datadictionary.

When using the online facility, Datacom Datadictionary presents various types of panels where you can define and
maintain occurrence definitions. Within Datacom Datadictionary online, related tasks are in specific function groupings
named modes. This documentation provides detailed information about how to perform Datacom Datadictionary functions
within the specific processing modes or, when applicable, how you can update Datacom Datadictionary by using
commands.

Types of Panels

The types of panels that are used in Datacom Datadictionary are:
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Menu Panels Allow you to make a selection from a list of options
Prompter Panels Contain the proper command syntax for the selected function with highlighted fields for required entry
Display Panels Provide requested information of Datacom Datadictionary-initiated information

Maintenance Panels Allow you to add or change attribute-values, aliases, descriptors, and text, or perform other maintenance
functions

How You Use Panels

Processing is accomplished by entering the requested data on the panel and then using a command or the Enter key, as
required by the panel, to transmit the entries to Datacom Datadictionary. Some commands can be transmitted by pressing
program function (PF) keys. When processing is completed for one panel, Datacom Datadictionary either displays a
message on the current panel or displays the next logical panel, based on the outcome of processing. If an error is
encountered during processing, Datacom Datadictionary displays an error message.

Processing Sequence

Datacom Datadictionary processes your requests in the following order:

1. PA1, PA2, and CLEAR keys
2. Line or margin commands that are entered in a processing or display area of a panel
3. Commands entered in the command area of a panel

NOTE
Datacom Datadictionary processes the commands one at a time, in the order you list them.

4. A command that is entered by pressing an assigned PF key

Processing Modes

There are seven processing modes available in Datacom Datadictionary.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select
                                                                          P00M
 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance
  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display
  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance
  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     File Structure Maintenance
  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility
  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility
  8. IDEAL     (IDEAL)            Transfer to IDEAL application
  9. OFF       (OFF)              End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the preceding panel.

To select a mode, type the option number for the selected mode in the indicated space and press Enter. Alternately,
you can type the command that is shown in parentheses on the panel in the command area and press Enter. For more
information about entering the command, see SET.
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If you select a mode that you are not authorized to use, you receive a message on this panel that you are not authorized
for the selected mode. Either make another selection or sign off Datacom Datadictionary. If you have authorization for
only one mode, Datacom Datadictionary skips the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel and displays the menu for your
authorized mode. To obtain authorization to access a mode you are not currently authorized to access, see the person
responsible for administering Datacom Datadictionary at your site.

DBMAINT Mode - DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

Use the DBMAINT Mode to create, modify, test, and implement Datacom/DB database definitions in accordance with the
rules and relationships of the Datacom/DB Model. Datacom Datadictionary automatically handles the relationship of the
structures and substructures within the Datacom/DB Model.

In this mode, you can use margin commands to process support data (the aliases, descriptors, and text) and the attributes
not available on the definition panels for occurrences. For more information, see Using the Online Work Queue and the
Datacom Datadictionary Margin Commands.

When you select this option, the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance panel displays where you can select the structure
or substructure or exit the DBMAINT Mode.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
                                                                          P01M
 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DATABASE    (BAS)                 Database structure maintenance
  2. AREA        (ARA)                 Area structure maintenance
  3. TABLE       (TBL)                 Table structure maintenance
  4. KEY         (KEY)                 Key structure maintenance
  5. ELEMENT     (ELM)                 Element structure maintenance
  6. DATAVIEW    (DVW)                 Dataview structure maintenance
  7. SET MODE                          Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
  8. IDEAL                             Transfer to IDEAL application
  9. OFF                               End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the preceding panel.

For more information about the procedures to use while processing with the DBMAINT Mode, see DBMAINT Mode -
DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance.

ENTMAINT Mode - DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

Use the ENTMAINT Mode to create and maintain entity-occurrences of all non-model entity-types. Within model
structures, use this mode to create and maintain TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT entity-occurrences. You can also
use the ENTMAINT Mode to rename and maintain attributes, and to maintain support information for all entity-types, such
as aliases, descriptors, and text.

When you select this mode on the main menu, the following menu displays where you can select a function.

 =>
 =>
 =>
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance
                                                                          P02M
 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY   (D)       Display entity occurrence information
  2. UPDATE    (U)       Update entity occurrence information
  3. ADD                 Add a new entity occurrence
  4. DELETE    (DEL)     Delete an existing entity occurrence
  5. COPY      (COP)     Create a new version of an existing occurrence
  6. MODEL     (MDL)     Create new occurrence from existing occurrence
  7. SET MODE            Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
  8. IDEAL               Transfer to IDEAL application
  9. OFF                 End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on thepreceding panel.

For more information about this processing mode, see ENTMAINT Mode - Entity Maintenance.

ENTDISPL Mode - DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

You can use the ENTDISPL Mode to display occurrence data in various formats. When you select this mode, the following
menu displays where you can select a function:

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display
                                                                          P03M
 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 12 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY INDEX       (D IND)      Display index of occurrences
  2. DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES  (D ATT)      Display occurrence attributes
  3. DISPLAY FIELD       (D FIE)      Display field summary
  4. DISPLAY COPYBOOK    (D CBK)      Display element copybook
  5. DISPLAY TEXT        (D TEX)      Display occurrence's text
  6. DISPLAY ALIAS       (D ALI)      Display occurrence's aliases
  7. DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS (D DES)      Display occurrence's descriptors
  8. DISPLAY RELDEF      (D RLD)      Display relationship definitions
  9. DISPLAY STRUCTURES  (D STR)      Display DBMAINT Structures
 10. SET MODE                         Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
 11. IDEAL                            Transfer to IDEAL application
 12. OFF                              End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the preceding panel.

For more information about the procedures to display an occurrence, see ENTDISPL Mode - Entity Display.

AUTHORIZE Mode - Security Maintenance

Use the AUTHORIZE Mode to define user profiles and authorize users.

If you are authorized to use this mode, the following prompter panel displays when you select the AUTHORIZE Mode.
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 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                        Authorization Mode Security Check                 T04F

 Please re-certify your identity before accessing DD Authorization Mode by
 entering your DD User password.

 Password:

FILEMAINT Mode - FILE Structure Maintenance

Use the FILEMAINT Mode to create, modify, test, and implement standard operating system file definitions in accordance
with the rules and relationships of the Broadcom FILE Model. Datacom Datadictionary automatically handles the
relationship of the structures and substructures within the Broadcom FILE Model.

You can perform the functions required to maintain a standard operating system file including defining dataviews for use
by Ideal for Datacom.

In this mode, use margin commands to process support data (the aliases, descriptors, and text) and the attributes not
available on the definition panels for occurrences. For more information about using the online work queue, see Datacom
Datadictionary Margin Commands.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                           P05M
 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 08 options on the menu)

  1. FILE      (FIL)        File structure maintenance
  2. RECORD    (REC)        Record structure maintenance
  3. KEY       (KEY)        Key structure maintenance
  4. ELEMENT   (ELM)        Element structure maintenance
  5. DATAVIEW  (DVW)        Dataview structure maintenance
  6. SET MODE               Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
  7. IDEAL                  Transfer to IDEAL application
  8. OFF                    End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the preceding panel.

For more information about the procedures to use while processing with the FILEMAINT Mode, see FILEMAINT Mode -
FILE Structure Maintenance.

ISF Mode - Interactive Service Facility

Use the ISF Mode to test Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) call sequences to assure that the required data is
obtainable before you write a program that makes DSF calls.

If you are authorized to use this mode, the DSF User Request Area panel displays when you select the ISF Mode.

 =>
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 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                         D.  S.  F.  Request Area                         X01D

 Command Area:       Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000
                 Command  ________      Database ID  00153

 Selection Area:             Entity Type  ________________________________
  Occurrence Data:
  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____         Name-Type  _
  Record-Name ________________________________
  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password
  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 Format Area:          (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _       Label  _ )
    Reltnship Type  _  (Language Position:  Start Level   0      Increment  0 )
    Data-Area Type  _  (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____      ERA ____ ____ )

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level
    Return Data

SQL Mode - Interactive SQL Service Facility

Use the Interactive SQL Service Facility to edit and execute SQL statements, to perform administrative functions such as
deleting or rebinding plans, and to set session default authorization identifiers.

If you are authorized to use this mode, the Interactive SQL Service Facility Menu displays when you select the SQL Mode.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
 Interactive SQL Service Facility

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SQLMAINT                     SQL member maintenance/execution
  2. SQLADMIN                     SQL administrative functions
  3. SET MODE                     Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode
  4. IDEAL                        Transfer to IDEAL application
  5. OFF                          End session

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the preceding panel.

Formatting Datacom Datadictionary Online and Batch Commands (Functions)
With either online or batch Datacom Datadictionary, you perform functions such as ADD or CREATE, but you format them
differently.

You can use various Datacom Datadictionary functions to define and maintain your occurrence definitions.

This section describes Datacom Datadictionary functions and provides the format for the online command, an extended
command format you can enter, and the format for the batch transaction.
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Topics discussed on this page include:

ADD

Use the ADD function to add an occurrence to the Datacom Datadictionary. Within DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT
Mode, the ADD function is valid only for AREA, TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. Use the CREATE
function for DATABASE, FILE, and DATAVIEW occurrences. Use the DEFINE function for FIELD occurrences in TABLE
and RECORD substructures. Use MODIFY to add fields to ELEMENT and KEY.

The extended command format for the ADD function is:

►►─ ADD ─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─ TO ─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────►

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ └─ PASSWORD xxxx ─ PSWD xxxx ─┘ └─┬─ LOCK ─┬─ n ─┘

                                                       └─ LOC ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LIKE ─ occ-name3 ─┘

The format of the batch header transaction for the ADD function is:

►►─ -ADD ─ entity ─┬─ ,occ-name ──────────┬─┬───────────────┬─────────────────►

                   ├─ ,rec-name.occ-name ─┤ ├─ (stat) ──────┤

                   └─ ,tbl-name.occ-name ─┘ ├─ (stat,pswd) ─┤

                                            └─ (,,pswd) ────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,lock ─┘

If you are modeling an AREA, TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence after an existing occurrence, use the
LIKE clause of the ADD command.

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 ADD Transaction 

►►─ -ADD ─ entity ─┬─ ,occ-name ──────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─────────────►

                   ├─ ,rec-name.occ-name ─┤ └─┬─ (stat) ──────┬─┘

                   └─ ,tbl-name.occ-name ─┘   ├─ (stat,pswd) ─┤

                                              └─ (,pswd) ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,lock ─┘

 MODEL Transaction 

►►─ 1000 MODEL ─┬─ ,occ-name ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                ├─ ,rec-name.occ-name ─┤

                └─ ,tbl-name.occ-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( ─┬────────┬─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─┘ └─ ,TEXT ─┘

         └─ stat ─┘ ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                    └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘
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ALTER

NOTE
 The ALTER function is only available in batch Datacom Datadictionary (DDUPDATE).

Use the ALTER function to apply changes to relevant attributes of certain entity-occurrences to the Datacom/DB CXX,
without requiring the database to be closed. If the database is found by the 1000 ALTER transaction to be closed, the
database is opened.

The format of the batch transactions for this function are as follows:

 ALTER Transaction 

►►─ ALTER ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ────────►◄

             └─ parent-name ─ , ─┘                ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 1000 Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ ALTER ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

CATALOG

Use the CATALOG function to post a DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). The structure can be in
TEST or PROD status.

You must ENABLE a structure after you issue the CATALOG function. For more information, see ENABLE.

The extended command format for the CATALOG function is:

►►─┬─ CATALOG ─┬─┬─ DATABASE ─┬─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬──────────────────►

   └─ CAT ─────┘ └─ BASE ─────┘            └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The format of the control statement for the DDCFBLD Utility batch transaction for this function is as follows.

 Control Statement for DDCFBLD Utility Batch Transaction 

►►─ -CXX ─ CATALOG,DATABASE,occ-name(stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ───────────────►◄

                                           ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                           ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                           └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

The format of the control statement for the DDUPDATE Utility batch transaction for this function is as follows.

 Control Statement for DDUPDATE Utility Batch Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ DATABASE,occ-name(stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────►◄

                                   ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                   ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                   └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

NOTE
 The CATALOG function is not valid in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
However, the -CXX BUILD transaction is valid for the databases named DATA-DICT and DDD-DATABASE. For
information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.
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COPY

In the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes, use the COPY function to replicate a structure or substructure in another
status. Datacom Datadictionary creates a new structure or substructure in the target status. You can use this function to
create a PROD version or a new TEST version of a structure from an existing TEST version.

The COPY function is not valid with FIELDs, KEYs, and ELEMENTs. These are replicated along with the TABLE or
RECORD substructure when you copy it. You can use the COPY function with DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE,
RECORD, and DATAVIEW.

To model a new occurrence after an existing occurrence, use the LIKE option of the ADD or CREATE functions. To copy
or restore a structure to TEST status from a HIST or PROD status, use the RESTORE function.

The extended command format for the COPY function is:

►►─ COPY ─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬──────┬─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬──────┬───────────►

                              └─ IN ─┘ └─ STA ────┘        └─ TO ─┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   └─ STA ────┘        ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                       └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The format of the batch header transactions for this function is:

 COPY Transaction 

►►─ -CPY ─ entity,occ-name(current-stat ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ─────────────────►

                                         ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                         ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                         └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,target-stat ─┘

In this transaction, the current status of the structure or substructure can be only a TEST status. The target status to which
you are copying the structure or substructure can be a TEST or PROD status.

CREATE

Use the CREATE function to create an occurrence which is the root of a structure. The CREATE function is valid for the
root of a DATABASE structure, DATAVIEW structure, or a FILE structure. Use the ADD function for other entity-types.

The following is the extended command format for the CREATE function. If you are modeling an occurrence, use the LIKE
option. If you are creating a dataview, use the ACCESSING option.

 Extended Command Format for CREATE 

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ CRE ────┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬───────────────►

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ └─┬─ LOCK ─┬─ n ─┘ └─ LIKE ─ occ-name ─┘

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘   └─ LOC ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ ACCESSING ─┬─ entity ─┘

     └─ ACC ───────┘

The format of the batch header transaction for this function is:
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 ADD Transaction 

►►─ -ADD ─ entity,occ-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                            └─ (stat) ─ (stat,pswd) ─ (,pswd) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,lock ─┘

If you are modeling an occurrence, the formats of the batch transactions are:

 ADD Transaction 

►►─ -ADD ─ entity,occ-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

                            └─ (stat) ─ (stat,pswd) ─ (,pswd) ─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,lock ─┘

 MODEL Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ MODEL ─ occ-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬──────────►

                             └─ ( ─┬────────┬─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─┘

                                   └─ stat ─┘ ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                              └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TEXT ─┘

DEFINE

Use the DEFINE function to define the FIELD occurrences in a TABLE or RECORD substructure. Define the FIELD
occurrences in KEY or ELEMENT substructures when adding or modifying the substructures. The extended command
format for the DEFINE function is:

►►─┬─ DEFINE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ DEF ────┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The following are the formats of the batch transactions for a RECORD or TABLE substructure.

The formats of the batch transactions to define fields to a record or table are:

 GRP Transaction 

►►─ -GRP ─ START, ─┬─ RECORD,rec-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►

                   └─ TABLE,tbl-name ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( ─┬────────┬─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─┘

         └─ stat ─┘ ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                    └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ADD Transaction 

►►─ -ADD ─ FIELD,field-name ─ -GRP ─ END ─────────────────────────────────────►◄
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DELETE

Use the DELETE function to delete a structure from the root level or a substructure from the base level. The DELETE
function is valid for all structures and substructures.

The results of using the DELETE function will vary depending on the status of the structure or substructure. To remove all
status/versions of a DB Model or FILE Model structure or substructure, you can use the OBSOLETE function.

• If the structure or substructure is in TEST status, you can use the DELETE function to remove the structure or
substructure from Datacom Datadictionary.

• You can delete PROD status structures or substructures when you have been assigned the proper authorization. The
DELETE function moves PROD status structures or substructures to HIST status.

• You can use the DELETE function to remove HIST status structures or substructures from Datacom
Datadictionary when you have been assigned proper authorization. However, Datacom Datadictionary automatically
removes the oldest HIST status structure or substructure when the limit for the maximum number of HIST status
versions is exceeded. This limit is established with the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the
entity-type in the DATA-DICT database. For more information about HIST status, see Understanding Datacom Core®

Datadictionary™ Status and Version Rules.

The extended command format for the DELETE function is:

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ DEL ────┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The extended command format for use with KEYs and ELEMENTs is:

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ DEL ────┘                       └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                        └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The format of the batch header transaction for this function is:

 DELETE Transaction 

►►─ -DEL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ────────►◄

             └─ parent-name ─ . ─┘                ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                                  ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

DISABLE

Use the DISABLE function to mark a structure or substructure as being unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.
When you disable a structure or substructure, you are indicating that the Datacom Datadictionary definition no longer
agrees with the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX) definition or the physical data.

Disabling a structure does not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory. Your Datacom/DB tables are still
accessible by your programs, but it is possible they are not accessible using certain Broadcom products (such
as Dataquery) that depend on the Datacom Datadictionary definition being synchronized with the Datacom/DB Directory
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(CXX). Making a modification to an occurrence automatically disables that definition. The DISABLE function is
automatically performed when an ADD, CREATE, CATALOG, DEFINE, MODIFY, TRANSFER, COPY, UPDATE, or
RESTORE function is performed. Datacom Datadictionary does not automatically enable a structure that has been
disabled. For more information, see ENABLE.

The extended command format for the DISABLE function is:

►►─┬─ DISABLE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ──────────────────────►

   └─ DISAB ───┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The extended command format for KEYs and ELEMENTs is:

►►─┬─ DISABLE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ DISAB ───┘                      └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                        └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The format of the batch transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ entity, ─┬────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs ─┬───────────────┬─ ) ───►◄

                    └─ parent-name. ─┘                ├─ ,pswd ───────┤

                                                      ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ──┤

                                                      └─ comma.,ovrd ─┘

 DISABLE Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ DISABLE ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DISPLAY

Use the DISPLAY function to obtain a variety of display panels. The displays you can request include:

• Occurrences in a structure or substructure in an indented format
• Index listing of all occurrences or only those occurrences that have a common criteria that you specify
• Support data associated with an occurrence, such as alias or descriptor names, relationship definitions to other

occurrences, and descriptive text
• Full list of attributes for an occurrence

The following is the extended command format to obtain the display of a structure or substructure in indented format.
There are many other online possibilities.

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────►

   └─ DIS ─────┘                       └─ IN ─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ STA ────┘        ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                       └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄
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   ├─ COND ◄ ─┤ └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘

   └─ FULL ───┘

ENABLE

Use the ENABLE function to indicate that data described by a structure or substructure is in synchronization with
the Datacom Datadictionary definition and available for use by other Broadcom products. Enabling a structure
does not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory. You can ENABLE a structure or substructure that is not
synchronized with the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), but this can cause unpredictable results in Broadcom products (such
as Dataquery) that depend on this synchronization.

 Datacom Datadictionary does not automatically enable a structure that has been disabled. ENABLE the Datacom/
DB structure after cataloging it. See DISABLE 

The extended command format for the ENABLE function is:

►►─┬─ ENABLE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ ENAB ───┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The extended command format for KEYs and ELEMENTs is:

►►─┬─ ENABLE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ENAB ───┘                      └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                       └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name( ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ────►◄

                    └─ parent-name ─ . ─┘             ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                      └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ENABLE Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ ENABLE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

ENABLE the Datacom/DB structure after cataloging it.

MODIFY

Use the MODIFY function to change the attribute-values of existing occurrences in a structure or substructure. You can
add and delete fields in ELEMENT and KEY substructures using the MODIFY function.

You cannot modify certain attribute-values of SQL accessible tables that have constraints.

You must ENABLE the occurrence after you modify the definition. For more information, see ENABLE.

The extended command format for the MODIFY function is:

►►─┬─ MODIFY ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ MOD ────┘                     └─ STA ────┘
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 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The extended command format for the MODIFY function for KEYs and ELEMENTS is:

►►─┬─ MODIFY ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name ─┬────────────────────────────────┬───────►

   └─ MOD ────┘                      └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                       └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The following is the format of the batch header transactions for this function. Add the appropriate entity-specific
transaction after this transaction.

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ────────►◄

             └─ parent-name ─ . ─┘                ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

OBSOLETE

Use the OBSOLETE function to delete a structure or substructure in all statuses from the Datacom Datadictionary.
This function is valid only for DB Model and FILE Model structures and substructures. All occurrences contained in the
structure or substructure, regardless of status, are deleted from the Datacom Datadictionary. Due to the impact of this
function, we recommend that you limit the number of persons on your system who are authorized to perform this function.

The extended command format for the OBSOLETE function is:

►►─┬─ OBSOLETE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBS ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤

     └─ OF ─┘                         └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 Batch Transactions 

►►─ -DEL ─ entity, ─┬────────────────┬─ occ-name ─ ( ─┬───────┬───────────────►

                    └─ parent-name. ─┘                └─ vrs ─┘

 ►─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

   └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 OBSOLETE Transaction 
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►►─ 1000 ─ OBSOLETE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

PARTITION TABLE

This function is valid only for the DB Model TABLE substructures.

Online maintenance of partitioning data in Datacom/DB tables is accomplished through the use of the new PARTITION
TABLE command. This command reacts in one of three ways depending on the value of the PARTITION attribute of the
TABLE occurrence referenced:

• If N, the message DDOL000479A TABLE PARTITION MUST BE Y OR P is displayed
• If Y or R, the new TUPU panel is displayed. This panel allows you to define the partitions of a partitioned table and

assign each to an area.
• If P, the new TUCU panel is displayed. This panel allows you to define the partitioning information for a given table

partition.

Use the following format for this command:

 PARTITION Command 

►►─┬─ PARTITION ─┬─ TABLE ─ occurrence-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬────────────────►

   ├─ PART ──────┤                           └─ STA xxxx ────┘

   └─ PTN ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

occurrence-name
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the TABLE to be processed.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name of a TABLE occurrence with a PARTITION attribute value of P, R, or Y.
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status for the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001-T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 4-character override code

Default Value:
(No default)

After you complete your entries and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the Datacom/DB Partition
Maintenance Panel for the occurrence based on the table's PARTITION attribute value.

RESTORE

Use the RESTORE function to replicate a structure or substructure from PROD status or HIST status to TEST status. The
RESTORE function is not valid for KEY or ELEMENT substructures.

When you use the RESTORE function, Datacom Datadictionary creates a new TEST status structure. You can use the
date/time stamp to construct a TEST status of what your PROD status was on that date. For more information about the
RESTORE function, see .

The extended command format for the RESTORE function is:

►►─┬─ RESTORE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬──────┬─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─ FROM ──────►

   └─ RES ─────┘                     └─ TO ─┘ └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬───────►

   └─ STA ────┘        └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤

                                                    └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The format of the COPY batch transactions for this function is:

►►─ -CPY ─ entity,occ-name(current-stat ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─────────────────►

                                         ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                         └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,target-stat ─┘

The formats of the UPD and RESTORE transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ entity,occ-name(current-stat ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─────────────────►◄

                                         ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                         └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 RESTORE Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ RESTORE ─ , ─ target-stat ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In these transactions, current-stat is the PROD status or version number of the structure or substructure which you are
restoring and target-stat is the TEST (Tnnn) status to which you are restoring the structure or substructure.
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SET

Use the SET function to assign default values for certain attributes which were not given a value when defining the
occurrence in the DATABASE structure. You can use this function with a DATABASE or FILE structure. In batch
processing, you can also use it with TABLE and RECORD substructures.

This function does not change any values entered by the user. Values maintained internally by Datacom
Datadictionary are updated. For the attributes which are assigned values, see .

The SET function is invoked by Datacom Datadictionary during the CATALOG function, the COPY function (when copying
to PROD status), and the BUILD or CATALOG functions of the DDCFBLD utility program.

The extended command format for the SET function is:

►►─ SET ─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬─────────────────┬──────────►

                             └─ STA ────┘        ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤

                                                 └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ entity,occ-name(stat ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─────────────────────────►◄

                                 ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                 └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 SET Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ SET ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

TRANSFER

Use the TRANSFER function to disconnect an occurrence from one subject and relate it to another subject. The
TRANSFER function is valid only for AREA and TABLE substructures in the DBMAINT Mode or for a RECORD
substructure in FILEMAINT Mode.

The extended command format for the TRANSFER function is:

►►─┬─ TRANSFER ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─ TO ─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ────────────►

   └─ TRA ──────┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────►◄

   └─ STA ────┘        ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                       └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─ entity,occ-name(stat ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ─────────────────────────►◄

                                 ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                 └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 TRANSFER Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ TRANSFER ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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UPDATE

Use the UPDATE function with a qualifier to perform a variety of maintenance functions on an occurrence. The qualifiers
you can use with UPDATE are the following:

 ALIas  NAMe

 ATTribute  PASsword

 DEScriptor  RELationship

 LOCk  TEXt

 UPDATE Function With Qualifiers 

►►─┬─ UPDATE ─┬─ qualifier ─┬─────────────────────────┬─ / ─ entity ─ , ──────►

   └─ UPD ────┘             ├─ USING ALIAS name ──────┤

                            ├─ USING DESCRIPTOR name ─┤

                            └─ USING PATH STANDARD ───┘

 ►─┬─ occ-name ──────────┬─ ( ─ vrs ─┬──────────────┬─ ) ─ / ─────────────────►

   ├─ recname.occ-name ──┤           ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

   └─ tbl-name.occ-name ─┘           ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                     └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CLASS ─ text-class ─┘

The format of the batch transactions for these functions also varies. You can use the -UPD header with a lock level or new
status qualifier or use the header with additional transactions.

UPDATE GENERIC (-UPG)

NOTE
 The UPDATE GENERIC function is only available in batch Datacom Datadictionary (DDUPDATE).

Only a user with Datacom Datadictionary Administrator security can use this function.

Use the -UPG header transaction to indicate you are submitting batch transactions to update specific attribute information
of a generic set of entity-occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
 For the purpose of discussing the -UPG header transaction, the terms generic or generic set refer to a set of
values that do not necessarily isolate a single occurrence. For example, using a partial occurrence name such
as ABC* or a non-specific status such as TEST.

The -UPG transaction can only be used with the 1500 transaction. After entering the -UPG header transaction, enter the
appropriate 1500 transaction or transactions.

The format of the batch transactions for this function are as follows:

 UPG Transaction 

►►─ -UPG ─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs) ─────────────────────►◄

                    └─ parent-name ─ , ─┘

 1500 Transaction 

►►─ 1500 ─ attribute-name,attribute-value ────────────────────────────────────►◄
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VERIFY

Use the VERIFY function to confirm that a DATABASE structure or a FILE structure is valid. You can use this function
with a DATABASE or FILE structure. In batch processing, you can also use it with TABLE and RECORD substructures.
The function checks for erroneous attribute-values such as duplicate DATACOM-NAME or an invalid BLOCK-SIZE
specification.

The VERIFY function is invoked by Datacom Datadictionary during the CATALOG and COPY functions of Datacom
Datadictionary. If the VERIFY function fails with a fatal error, the primary function is not processed. It is possible you will
receive warnings on certain nonfatal errors, but the primary function is still processed. The TABLE and RECORD level
VERIFY is automatically done during a DEF TABLE online or maintaining fields through batch.

The extended command format for the VERIFY function is:

►►─┬─ VERIFY ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS ─┬─ xxxx ───────────────────────►

   └─ VER ────┘                     └─ STA ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

The formats of the batch transactions for this function are:

 UPD Transaction 

►►─ -UPD ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ entity, ─┬───────────────────┬─ occ-name(vrs ─┬─ ,pswd ──────┬─ ) ────────►◄

             └─ parent-name ─ , ─┘                ├─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┤

                                                  └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 VERIFY Transaction 

►►─ 1000 ─ VERIFY ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Datacom Datadictionary Default PF and PA Keys
 Datacom Datadictionary is installed with preset PF and PA keys. For terminals with more than 12 program function keys,
PF13 through PF24 correspond to PF1 through PF12.

The PF and PA keys perform the following functions except in the ISF Mode, in the Interactive SQL Service Facility, or on
a HELP panel.

The following chart lists the PF or PA key, the equivalent command, if applicable, and the action performed by the key.

 Key  EquivalentCommand  Action 
PF1 HELP (HEL) Displays current HELP panel.
PF2 END Terminates processing, clears anchored

occurrences, and returns to the main menu
for the current mode, except if there is an
outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel (T01F), press the CLEAR key.

PF3 CLARIFY Provides more information when the
message "One or more fields in error. Use
'Clarify' for details." is displayed.
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PF4 PROCESS (PRO) Retrieves the next occurrence and displays
the next logical panel from the online work
queue.

PF5 MENU (MEN) Terminates processing, remains anchored
on selected occurrence, and returns the
main menu for the current mode.

PF6 STATUS (STA) Displays the Datacom
Datadictionary Session Status Display
panel which shows session status and
anchored occurrence information.

PF7 SRB Scrolls backward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable line
panel.

PF8 SRF Scrolls forward the number of lines in the
repeating group section of a variable panel.

PF9 APPLY (APP) Applies updates entered through the
processing panel and activates the next
logical panel.

PF10 PATH (PAT) Selects the next occurrence along the
defined path.

PF11 NEXT (NEX) Selects the next occurrence in
AUTHORIZE, DBMAINT, and ENTDISPL
Modes. Selects the next occurrence for
TEXT processing in ENTMAINT Mode.

PF12 INPUT (INP) Valid only on Text Maintenance panels -
opens a window of blank lines on the Text
Maintenance panel for the addition of more
text. 

NEXT CLASS
(NEX CLS)

On Text Display panels, if you enter ALL
for the Text Classification parameter on the
Selection Criteria Fill-in panel, displays the
next Text Classification in alphabetical order
when there is more than one.

PA1 Refreshes the screen.
PA2 Displays the PF/PA key assignments.
CLEAR Same as PF2, except if there is an

outstanding error on the Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel (T01F), press the CLEAR
key instead of the PF2 key to terminate
processing, clear anchored occurrences,
and return to the main menu of the current
mode.
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Enter Performs different functions on various
panels:
On display panels, it processes margin
commands and scrolling line commands
and refreshes the screen. This allows you
to specify additional margin and scrolling
commands.
On variable line maintenance panels, it
processes line commands and refreshes
the screen.
On prompter panels and menu panels, it
displays the next panel when there is a
series of panels.
On Selection Criteria Fill-in panels, it
performs the function you have selected
or displays the next panel in a series of
panels.

Datacom Datadictionary Margin Commands
You can enter margin commands in the line number area of specific panels to perform a function on the occurrence that
appears on that line. These panels include: Index Display panels, Field Summary panels, and Structure Display panels.

Margin Commands for Display Functions

Margin Command Equivalent Command
DAL DISPLAY ALIAS
DAT DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE
DCB DISPLAY COPYBOOK
DCS DISPLAY CONDENSED STRUCTURE
DDF DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE
DDS DISPLAY DESCRIPTOR
DFD DISPLAY FIELDS
DFS DISPLAY FULL STRUCTURE
DIS DISPLAY (same as DCS in DBMAINT Mode and DAT in

ENTMAINT Mode)
DTX DISPLAY TEXT
DUS DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE

Margin Commands for Maintenance Functions

Margin Command Equivalent Command
ALI or ALS UPDATE ALIAS
ATT UPDATE ATTRIBUTE
CAT CATALOG
COP or CPY COPY
DEF DEFINE
DEL or REM DELETE
DES or DSC UPDATE DESCRIPTOR
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DLT DELETE PROFILE
DSB DISABLE
EDT EDIT (Interactive SQL Service Facility only)
ENA ENABLE
LCK or LOC UPDATE LOCK
MDK MODIFY DATAVIEW ACCESSING KEYS
MDL MODEL
MDY or MOD MODIFY
NAM or NME UPDATE NAME
PAS or PSW UPDATE PASSWORD
PTN PARTITION TABLE
REL or RLT UPDATE RELATIONSHIP
SET SET DATABASE
STA UPDATE STATUS
TEX or TXT UPDATE TEXT
TRA, TRN, or XFR TRANSFER
UPD UPDATE PROFILE
VER VERIFY

Margin Commands on Index Display Panels

Margin Command Entity-Types
ALI or ALS All
ATT All
CAT DATABASE
COP or CPY All except FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT
DAL All
DAT All
DCB TABLE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, and VIEW
DCS DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE,

and RECORD
DDF N/A
DDS All
DEF TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT
DEL or REM All except FIELD
DES or DSC All
DFD TABLE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT, and VIEW
DFS DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE,

and RECORD
DIS All
DLT N/A
DSB DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE,

and RECORD
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DTX All
DUS N/A
EDT N/A
ENA DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW,

FILE, and RECORD
LCK or LOC All
MDK DATAVIEW
MDL All except DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT,

DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
MDY or MOD DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, DATAVIEW, FILE,

and RECORD
NAM or NME All
PAS or PSW All
PTN TABLE
REL or RLT All
SET DATABASE
STA All except DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FIELD, KEY, ELEMENT,

DATAVIEW, FILE, and RECORD
TEX or TXT All
TRA, TRN, or XFR AREA, TABLE, and RECORD
UPD N/A
VER DATABASE

Margin Commands on Field Summary Display Panels

Margin Command Entity-Types
ALI or ALS All
ATT All
CAT N/A
COP or CPY N/A
DAL All
DAT All
DCB All except FIELD
DCS All except FIELD
DDF N/A
DDS All
DEF TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT
DEL or REM All except FIELD
DES or DSC All
DFD All except FIELD
DFS All except FIELD
DIS N/A
DLT N/A
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DSB All
DTX All
DUS N/A
EDT N/A
ENA All
LCK or LOC All
MDK N/A
MDL N/A
MDY or MOD N/A
NAM or NME N/A
PAS or PSW All
REL or RLT All
SET N/A
STA N/A
TEX or TXT All
TRA, TRN, or XFR TABLE and RECORD
UPD N/A
VER N/A

Margin Commands on Structure Display Panels

You can use all margin commands for all entity-types on Structure Display panels, except the DDF, DLT, DUS, and UPD
commands. These margin commands are not available for use on these panels.

Datacom Datadictionary Line Commands
You can use line commands to insert, copy, delete, move, and scroll through lines in repeating groups on panels. Enter
these commands in the line numbers on variable line type of panels.

Use of particular line commands depends on the type of panel you are using. The following sections are organized
alphabetically and include:

• Alias and Descriptor Panels
• Field Maintenance Panels
• Structure Maintenance Panels
• Text Maintenance Panels

On all other panels, including display panels, you can only use the following line commands:

*
Scrolls the display until the line is at the top of the panel.

*+nnn
Scrolls the display forward until the number of lines designated by nnn is at the top of the panel.

*-nnn
Scrolls the display backward until the number of lines displayed by nnn is at the top of the panel.

Alias and Descriptor Panels

*
Scrolls the display until the line is at the top of the panel.
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*+nnn
Scrolls the display forward until the number of lines designated by nnn is at the top of the panel.

*-nnn
Scrolls the display backward until the number of lines displayed by nnn is at the top of the panel.

D
Deletes a line.

DB
Deletes all lines from this line through the bottom line.

DD
Deletes a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block.

DT
Deletes all lines from this line through the top line.

I or In or nI
Inserts lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted into the panel after the line where the command
is entered. If used with n, these number of lines are inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered.

IB
Inserts a blank line before the first line.

R or Rn or nR
Repeats lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line where the command is entered. If used with n,
the line where the command is entered is repeated n times.

Field Maintenance Panels

*
Scrolls the display until the line is at the top of the panel.

*+nnn
Scrolls the display forward until the number of lines designated by nnn is at the top of the panel.

*-nnn
Scrolls the display backward until the number of lines displayed by nnn is at the top of the panel.

A
Designates the location after which lines are copied or moved.

B
Designates the location before which lines are copied or moved.

D
Deletes a line.

DB
Deletes all lines from this line through the bottom line.

DD
Deletes a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block.

DT
Deletes all lines from this line through the top line.

IB
Inserts a blank line before the first line.
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I or In or nI
Inserts lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted into the panel after the line where the command
is entered. If used with n, these number of lines are inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered.

M
Moves a line. Use A (after) or B (before) to designate where the line is moved.

MM
Moves a block of lines. MM must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. Use A (after) or B
(before) to designate where the block is moved.

R or Rn or nR
Repeats lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line where the command is entered. If used with n,
the line where the command is entered is repeated n times.

Structure Maintenance Panels

*
Scrolls the display until the line is at the top of the panel.

*+nnn
Scrolls the display forward until the number of lines designated by nnn is at the top of the panel.

*-nnn
Scrolls the display backward until the number of lines displayed by nnn is at the top of the panel.

I or In or nI
Inserts lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted into the panel after the line where the command
is entered. If used with n, these number of lines are inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered.

IB
Inserts a blank line before the first line.

R or Rn or nR
Repeats lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line where the command is entered. If used with n,
the line where the command is entered is repeated n times.

Text Maintenance Panels

*
Scrolls the display until the line is at the top of the panel.

*+nnn
Scrolls the display forward until the number of lines designated by nnn is at the top of the panel.

*-nnn
Scrolls the display backward until the number of lines displayed by nnn is at the top of the panel.

A
Designates the location after which lines are copied or moved.

B
Designates the location before which lines are copied or moved.

C
Copies a line. Use A or B to designate location where the line is copied.

CC
Copies a block of lines. CC must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. Use A or B to designate
location where block is copied.
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D
Deletes a line.

DB
Deletes all lines from this line through the bottom line.

DD
Deletes a block of lines. DD must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block.

DT
Deletes all lines from this line through the top line.

IB
Inserts a blank line before the first line.

I or In or nI
Inserts lines. If used alone, only one unnumbered line is inserted into the panel after the line where the command
is entered. If used with n, these number of lines are inserted into the panel after the line where the command is
entered.

M
Moves a line. Use A (after) or B (before) to designate where the line is moved.

MM
Moves a block of lines. MM must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. Use A (after) or B
(before) to designate where the block is moved.

R or Rn or nR
Repeats lines. If used alone, only one line is repeated after the line where the command is entered. If used with n,
the line where the command is entered is repeated n times.

RR
Repeats a block of lines. RR must be entered on the first line and the last line of the block. The lines are repeated
after the last line of the designated block.

Datacom Datadictionary Online Commands
This section lists the commands you can enter in the command area of the panels to perform the following functions:

• Manipulate data
• Process updates
• Scroll through a display
• Call various panels

Entering Commands

The abbreviated command syntax for the menu options is displayed on the panels to help you learn the commands easily.
The full and abbreviated command syntax for functions performed by the prompter panels are displayed on those panels.

You can skip the prompter panel by entering these commands. However, if the complete command is longer than the 76
spaces available in a command line, use the prompter panel. A command cannot be continued to another line.

In most cases, for commands that replace prompter panels, you can use the asterisk (*) with the base word of the
command to indicate that you want the command to apply to the anchored occurrence. For example:

DISP ATT *
Displays the Attribute Display Panel for the anchored occurrence.

UPD TEXT *
Displays a Text Maintenance Panel for the anchored occurrence.
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To display HELP panels for most commands, enter HELP, followed by the command. The HELP panel explains the
functions and options for using that particular command.

To issue commands to Datacom Datadictionary, enter the command in the command area (region 0) at the top of the
panel and then press Enter. If a command is only valid in a specific processing mode, select the appropriate mode before
you enter the command. Select a processing mode by entering the appropriate option on the DATADICTIONARY Mode
Select Panel or by entering the SET MODE command with the selected mode identifier.

Except where noted, you can enter more than one command on a panel as shown in the following examples. You can
change the number of command lines displayed with the SET CMD LIN command. For more information, see Setting
Session Default Values.

• You can type each command on a separate line. For example:

 => apply

 => end

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Or, you can type several commands on the same line and separate them with a semicolon (;), the default delimiter.
You can change the delimiter with the SET CMD DLM command. For more information, see Setting Session Default
Values. For example:

 => apply;end

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

When you enter only a portion of a command, Datacom Datadictionary presents the prompter panel or menu for that
function with the information you have filled in on the panel. For example, if you enter the incomplete command ADD
AREA ACCTS-REC in the command area of the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Menu Panel, Datacom
Datadictionary displays the following prompter panel for you to complete the required information:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                                                                                      TACF

 ADD AREA         ACCTS-REC

 ADD ARA           (name)

 TO  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  BAS           (name)                         STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD           using LOCK 0          LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD      (pswd)         LOC (lock)      LIKE   (name)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Remember that on a prompter panel, do the following:

• Supply all required entries.
• Supply any desired optional entries.
• Press Enter or PF9 (APPLY) to continue processing.

 

ADD
In the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes, use the ADD command to define an occurrence that is the base of a
substructure. You can add substructures to an existing structure in TEST status. The ADD function applies only to
the base occurrence of a substructure. When you add a base occurrence, you are also relating the occurrence to the
indicated parent occurrence.

Use the LIKE option to model an existing substructure in the parent structure. 

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

ADD (in DBMAINT and FILEMAINT modes)

►►─ ADD ─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─ TO ─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ LOCK n ─┤

                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ LOC n ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ LIKE ─ occ-name3 ─┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are adding.

entity2
(Required) Specify the entity of the existing occurrence.

Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

AREA|ARA
DATABASE|BAS

TABLE|TBL
AREA|ARA

KEY
TABLE|TBL

ELEMENT|ELM
TABLE|TBL

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
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RECORD|REC
FILE|FIL

KEY
RECORD|REC

ELEMENT|ELM
RECORD|REC

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Supply the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name2

(Required) Supply the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Supply the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
LOC n

(Optional) Specify the lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE occ-name3

(Optional) Supply the name of an existing occurrence in the same status to use as the model for this occurrence.
If the occurrence is related to a structure outside the Datacom/DB Model or the Broadcom FILE Model, the
relationship cannot be carried forward when you see this keyword.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
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Default Value:
(No default)

When you press Enter, the Structure Maintenance Panel for the entity of the occurrence you are adding appears.

Adding Other Occurrences

In the ENTMAINT Mode, you can add occurrences that are not part of a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model
structure. When adding an occurrence in the ENTMAINT Mode, do not specify a version or status. The status of a newly
added occurrence is always TEST and the version is 001.

For more information about this procedure, see Defining and Using Universal Fields

Use the following format for this command:

ADD (in ENTMAINT mode)

►►─ ADD ─ /entity,occ-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─ / ────────►◄

                            └─ ( ─ , ─┬────────┬─┬─────────┬─ ) ─┘

                                      └─ pswd ─┘ └─ ,lock ─┘

/entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

An existing Datacom Datadictionary entity
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
pswd

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates. If you omit the password but
specify a lock level, you must enter the preceding comma as a delimiter.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,lock

(Optional) Specify the lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the definition panel for this entity where you enter the attribute-
values.
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APPLY
Use the APPLY command to update Datacom Datadictionary with the data entered on a maintenance panel and certain
prompter panels or commands. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ APPLY ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ APP ───┘

You can also enter this command by pressing the PF9 key.

This command can be entered with other commands if it is placed on a separate command line or on the same line if it is
separated from the other commands with a delimiter. The default delimiter is the semicolon (;). However, you can change
the delimiter for a session with the SET CMD DLM command. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.

BOTTOM
Enter the BOTTOM command to scroll to the last panel display of a variable panel. You can use this function in all modes.
Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ BOTTOM ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BOT ────┘

CATALOG
Use the CATALOG function to post the definition of an entire DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
The structure can be in TEST or production (PROD) status.

NOTE

• The database must be closed in the CXX before the CATALOG can successfully process.
• The CATALOG function is not available in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.

Use the following format for this command.

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ CATALOG ─┬─┬─ DATABASE ─┬─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬──────────────────►

   └─ CAT ─────┘ └─ BAS ──────┘            └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

occ-name
(Required) Specify the DATABASE occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the version or status of the DATABASE occurrence.
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Valid Entries:
T001 -- T999
PROD
1 -- 999 (the version number of the DATABASE structure that is in PROD status)

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

If the CATALOG function is successful and no errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB
Structure Select Panel with a message indicating successful completion of this function.

After a CATALOG, to get an Impact Report that shows you the impact of the CATALOG, see the information about the
CXX Report TYPE=I.

If the CATALOG function is successful but warning errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays a message
indicating successful completion of the CATALOG and a list of warnings regarding questionable structural choices.

If the CATALOG function fails due to errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a message that the function was not
completed successfully and a list of error messages describing the reasons the function failed.

CLARIFY
Use the CLARIFY command to obtain additional information relating to certain error messages. You can use the CLARIFY
command only when the error message contains the instructions "Use CLARIFY for details."

Use the following format to enter this command or press PF3. The CLARIFY command cannot be abbreviated.

►►─ CLARIFY ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

COMBINE
Use the COMBINE command to terminate the bottom region of a split screen and give its area to the region immediately
above it on the panel. Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command.

Use the following format to enter this command: The COMBINE command cannot be abbreviated.

►►─ COMBINE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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COPY
Use the Datacom Datadictionary online command COPY to replicate structures or substructures, to create versions of an
existing occurrence, or to duplicate a source member. Instructions are provided for DBMAINT and FILEMAINT modes,
ENTMAINT mode, and Interactive SQL Service Facility.

In DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes

Use the COPY function in the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes to replicate a structure or substructure in another status.
Datacom Datadictionary creates a new structure or substructure in the target status. You can use this function to create a
PROD version or a new TEST version of a structure from an existing TEST version.

The COPY function is not valid with FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. These occurrences are replicated with the
TABLE or RECORD substructure when you copy it. You can use the COPY function with DATABASE, AREA, TABLE,
FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW.

NOTE
To copy or restore a structure to TEST status from a history (HIST) or PROD status, use the RESTORE function.
For more information, see RESTORE.

To copy an occurrence in the same status with a different occurrence name, enter the name of the existing occurrence in
the LIKE field on the ADD or CREATE panels. For more information, see Add Structures.

WARNING
To avoid any loss of information, you should restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately
before you change it.

How It Works

When you use this function to create a PROD structure from an existing TEST structure:

• The original structure still exists in the TEST status.
• The new structure is created and assigned a version number.

– If this time is the first time that the occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary assigns 1 as the
version number.

– The version number increases by 1 on each successive copy.
• Datacom Datadictionary marks the copies with the date and time that the PROD status occurrence was created. Use

the date/time stamp to re-create the model of your PROD environment as it was on a given date and time by displaying
or restoring the structure.

• Datacom Datadictionary changes the existing structure or substructure to HIST status. This HIST structure or
substructure retains the version number it had as a PROD status structure or substructure.

Relationships

If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships cannot be copied with the
structure or substructure. The copy-rule that is specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship is copied.

Constraints

In DBMAINT Mode, constraints are copied with the TABLE, AREA, or DATABASE entity-occurrence to which they are
connected.

If you want to copy a TEST version of an occurrence to PROD status and the PROD status occurrence has constraints,
first restore the PROD status occurrence to TEST, change and copy the occurrence to PROD status; or change the PROD
status through SQL.

When you execute an SQL ALTER TABLE statement against a table that has a CONSTRAINT attribute-value of Y,
Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT attribute to A on all TEST and HIST versions of that table. If you later
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attempt to copy one of these versions (or a structure containing one of these versions) to the PROD status, Datacom
Datadictionary

• Prevents the copy
• Issues an error message
• Identifies the table which has been altered

For more information and instructions, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

How to Use

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

COPY (in DBMAINT and FILEMAINT modes)

►►─┬─ COPY ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬────────┬─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬──────┬───────►

   └─ COP ──┘                     └─ FROM ─┘ └─ STA xxxx ────┘ └─ TO ─┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence you are copying.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

• DATABASE|BAS
• AREA|ARA
• TABLE|TBL
• DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

• FILE|FIL
• RECORD|REC
• DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence you are copying.
Valid Entries:

A 1-character to a 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
FROM STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
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TO STA xxxx
(Required) Specify the status to which you are copying the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

• T001 -- T999
• PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press Enter to complete the COPY function.

In ENTMAINT Mode

You can create a new version of an existing occurrence using the COPY command in the ENTMAINT Mode. Only the
occurrence is copied, not the structure. Do not use the COPY function in ENTMAINT Mode for a Datacom/DB Model or
Broadcom FILE Model structure.

When you copy an occurrence, you create a new version of the occurrence in TEST status with the next higher version
number available for that occurrence. For example, if you have an occurrence in TEST status versions 1, 2, and 3 and
copy the PROD status version, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the new TEST status occurrence as Version 4.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

COPY (in ENTMAINT mode)

►►─┬─ COPY ─┬─ /entity,occ-name(vers ─┬────────────────────────────┬─ )/ ─────►◄

   └─ COP ──┘                         └─ , ─┬────────┬─┬─────────┬─┘

                                            └─ pswd ─┘ └─ ,ovrd ─┘

/entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are copying.
Valid Entries:

An existing Datacom Datadictionary entity that is not part of the Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE
Model structure
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Default Value:
(No default)

,occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are copying.
Valid Entries:

A 1-character to a 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
vers

(Required) Specify the version or status number of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

• 1 -- 999
• PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

pswd
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence. If you omit the password but you specify an override code, the
preceding comma is required as a delimiter.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
,ovrd

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Copy Occurrence Panel. For more information, see Copy
Occurrences.

In Interactive SQL Service Facility

You can duplicate a source member with the COPY command in Interactive SQL Service Facility. You can only copy
source members. Output members cannot be copied. Use the following format for this command:

COPY (in Interactive SQL Service Facility)

►►─┬─ COPY ─┬─ SQL ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ COP ──┘

 ►─ /old-source-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ / ─────────►◄

                      └─ , ─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┘

                            └─ new-source-name ─┘ └─ ,person ─┘
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/old-source-name
Enter the name of the existing source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
new-source-name

Enter a valid source member name that is unique for the specified or current default person.
If the person is not specified with this command or the person is the same as the person currently signed on to
Datacom Datadictionary, enter a new source name.
If the person is specified and is not the person that is currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary, this field
defaults to the old source name.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,person

Enter the name of the person who created the existing source member. If you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the name of the person who is signed on.
Valid Entries:

The first 18 characters of the 1-character to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name that is associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom
Datadictionary

Datacom Datadictionary automatically copies the member that is indicated by the COPY command and displays the SQL
Member List Panel to display the source members that currently exist. A message also displays on the message line
indicating the status of the copy function.

After the source member is copied, you can perform one of the following actions:

• Enter another source member name to copy on the SQL Member List Panel by using the COP or CPY margin
command.

• Enter another SQL command on the command line.
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel, where you can select another maintenance function.
• Press Clear to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another SQL function.
• If you use the DEL margin command to place SQL source or output members in the online work queue, and then

process the queue by entering PRO (PROCESS) in the command line, first use the EOF key to clear out the member
name that you deleted before processing the next member.

CREATE
Use the CREATE function to define an occurrence that is the root of a structure. This function is valid for the following:

• DATABASE structure
• FILE structure
• DATAVIEW structure

A dataview is comprised of elements or keys. Define keys to the dataview if it is used for record at a time processing. For
more information about how DL uses dataviews, see the Online COBOL/DL User documentation and the COBOL/DL
Language Reference.
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Dataviews used by Ideal for Datacom are comprised of elements. You can include keys in the dataview definition, but
Ideal for Datacom ignores the keys when accessing data. You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the
name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For more information, see the reserved word list in the Ideal for Datacom application
development reference documentation.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ CREATE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ CRE ────┘                     └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ LOCK n ─┤ └─ LIKE ─ occ-name ─┘

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ LOC n ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─┬─ ACCESSING ─┬─ entity ─┘

     └─ ACC ───────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence you are creating.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS DATAVIEW|DVW
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

FILE|FIL DATAVIEW|DVW
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence you are creating.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status for the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx
(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
LOC n
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(Optional) Specify the lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
LIKE occ-name

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing occurrence in the same status as this entity to use as a model for this
occurrence.
If the occurrence is related to a structure outside the Datacom/DB Model or the Broadcom FILE Model, the
relationship cannot be carried forward when you use this keyword. For more information about adding and
maintaining relationship definitions, see the person responsible for Datacom Datadictionary administration at your
site.

Valid Entries:
An existing occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

ACC entity
For DATAVIEW occurrences only - Optional. Specify the entity of the occurrence to be related to the DATAVIEW.
If you are relating KEY substructures to the DATAVIEW, specify KEYS. You can omit these keywords if you are
relating ELEMENT substructures, the default value, to the DATAVIEW.
Valid Entries:

ELEMENTS or KEYS
Default Value:

ELEMENTS

When you press Enter, you receive the attribute panel for the occurrence where you specify the attribute-values. For
more information about the attributes, valid entries, and default values for the entities in the Datacom/DB Model and
Broadcom FILE Model structures, see DBMAINT Mode - DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance and :FILEMAINT Mode -
File Structure Maintenance.

DEFINE
Use the DEFINE command to add, delete, or update FIELD occurrences in a TABLE (DBMAINT Mode) or in a RECORD
(FILEMAINT Mode) substructure. To add, delete, or update FIELD occurrences in ELEMENT or KEY substructures, see
MODIFY.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ DEFINE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ DEF ────┘                     └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence to which you are adding, deleting, or updating a FIELD
occurrence.
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Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:
TABLE|TBL

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
RECORD|REC

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence to which you are adding, deleting, or updating a FIELD
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the FILE Maintenance Panel for the selected occurrence where
you specify the FIELD occurrence attribute-values.

DELETE (Online Command)
Learn about the online command DELETE for Datacom Datadictionary. Use DELETE in the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT
modes, in the ENTMAINT mode, and in the interactive SQL service facility. Find code syntax and parameter definitions.

Use this command as shown.

In DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes

Use the DELETE command in DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes to remove:
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• A structure at the root level
• A substructure at the base level

This function is valid for all structures and substructures.

Results of this command vary depending on the status of the structure or substructure, as follows:

• In TEST or HIST status, this function deletes the structure or substructure from Datacom Datadictionary.
• In PROD status, this function moves the structure or substructure to HIST status and assigns a version number.

Datacom Datadictionary increments the previous HIST status version by 1 and assigns that status version to the
subject structure or substructure.

With the proper authorization, you can delete a structure or substructure in HIST status. However, when the maximum
number of allowed HIST status versions is reached, Datacom Datadictionary automatically deletes the structure or
substructure with the oldest date/time stamp. The maximum number of HIST status versions is specified in the ENTY-
HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the entity in the DATA-DICT database. For more information about this
attribute, see OBSOLETE and the section about TABLE occurrences.

NOTE
Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms.

If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to issue the
command.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ DEL ────┘                     └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence that you are deleting.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character occurrence name
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Default Value:
(No default)

STA xxxx
(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD
QUAL (valid for TBL, KEY, ELM)

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

One-character to four-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

One-character to four-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press PF9 (APPLY), Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message that confirms successful completion of
the function on the menu for the selected mode.

In ENTMAINT Mode

You can remove an occurrence from Datacom Datadictionary with the DELETE command in the ENTMAINT Mode. You
cannot use the DELETE command in this mode to remove a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure.

With the proper authorization, you can delete an occurrence in HIST status. The maximum number of HIST status
versions is specified in the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the entity in the DATA-DICT
database.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─ /entity,occ-name(vers ─┬────────────────────────────┬─ )/ ───►◄

   └─ DEL ────┘                         └─ , ─┬────────┬─┬─────────┬─┘

                                              └─ pswd ─┘ └─ ,ovrd ─┘

/entity
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

An existing Datacom Datadictionary entity
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Default Value:
(No default)

,occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32 character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
vers

(Required) Specify the version or status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
TEST
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

pswd
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence. If you omit the password but you specify an override code, the
preceding comma is required as a delimiter.
Valid Entries:

One-character to four-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
ovrd

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

One-character to four-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, you receive the Occurrence Delete Panel with the list of attributes and assigned values for the
occurrence. Use the list of attributes and assigned values on the Occurrence Delete Panel to decide if this occurrence
is the occurrence that you want to delete. If you press PF9 (APPLY), Datacom Datadictionary displays a message
confirming the completion of the deletion process.

In Interactive SQL Service Facility

You can use the DELETE SQL command in Interactive SQL Service Facility to delete a source or output member. Use the
following format for this function:

►►─┬─ DELETE ─┬─ SQL ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DEL ────┘

 ►─ / ─┬──────────────────────┬ ─┬──────────────────────────┬─ / ─────────────►◄

       └─ source-member-name ─┘  └─ , ─ output-member-name ─┘
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source-member-name
Enter the name of the source member that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
output-member-name

Enter the name of the output member that you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

After you enter the DELETE SQL command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in
Panel with the source or output member name displayed. Press Enter on this panel to delete the members.

After the members are deleted successfully, you can perform one of the following functions:

• Enter another SQL command on the command line
• Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Panel
• Press Clear to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to perform another function

NOTE
If you are using the DEL margin command to place SQL source or output members in the online work queue and
then to process the queue by entering PRO (PROCESS) in the command line, first use the EOF key to clear out
the member name that you deleted before processing the next member. If you do not follow this instruction, you
receive an error message.

DISABLE
Use the DISABLE command to mark a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure as being
unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.

This function indicates that the Datacom Datadictionary definition no longer agrees with the Datacom/DB Directory
(CXX) definition or the physical data. Disabling a structure does not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory.
Your Datacom/DB Directory definitions are still accessible by your programs, but they cannot be accessed using certain
Broadcom products (such as Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom) that depend on the Datacom Datadictionary definitions
being synchronized with the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

Datacom Datadictionary performs this function automatically when it executes the following functions:

• ADD
• CATALOG
• COPY
• CREATE
• DEFINE
• MODIFY
• RESTORE
• TRANSFER

Perform the ENABLE command on a structure or substructure that has been disabled. For more information, see .

Use the following format for this command:
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NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ DISABLE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DISAB ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬───────────────────────►

   └─┬─ IN ─┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name1 ─┘ └─ STA xxxx ────┘

     └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are disabling.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS
AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL
RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence you are disabling.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
entity2

Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify one of the following entities:
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

TABLE|TBL
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

RECORD|REC
Default Value:

(No default)
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occ-name2
Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) to process the DISABLE command. Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming
successful completion of the function.

DISPLAY (Online Command)
Use the Datacom Datadictionary online DISPLAY command to display the structure of occurrences in the DBMAINT and
FILEMAINT modes, ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL modes, and the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

You can use the DISPLAY command in one of three ways:

In DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes

You can use the DISPLAY command to produce a structure display of all the occurrences in the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT
Modes. Select a full or condensed indented format for the structure. Condensed is the default. After the structure displays,
you can use margin commands to display more details for the occurrences in the structure and to initiate maintenance
functions.

Use the following format for this command: If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command
line, use the prompter panel to issue the command.

DISPLAY (in DBMAINT and FILEMAINT modes)
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►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DIS ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬───────────────────────►

   └─┬─ IN ─┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘ └─ STA xxxx ────┘

     └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬──────────┬───────────────────────►

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤ ├─ COND ◄ ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘ └─ FULL ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence that you are displaying.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS
AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL
RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence that you are displaying.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
entity2

Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify one of the following entities:
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

TABLE|TBL
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

RECORD|REC
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name2

Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

STA xxxx
(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
TEST
001 -- 999
PROD
QUAL (valid for TBL, KEY, ELM)
HIST
H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you use the AS OF options)
ALL
INCO

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
COND/FULL

(Optional) Specify the format for the display. If you enter FULL, Datacom Datadictionary presents the full structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure and the attribute-values on the Structure
Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance Panels.
If you do not specify FULL, or if you specify COND, Datacom Datadictionary presents the condensed structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure except the FIELD occurrences and some of the
attribute-values.
Valid Entries:

COND
FULL

Default Value:
COND
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AS OF YYYYMMDDhhmm
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time, or a partial date such as
199001 for the year and month, or 19900131 for the year, month, and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the structure display panel for the structure or substructure
for the occurrence according to your criteria. On the resulting display panel, you can enter certain margin commands to
perform more functions. For more information and a list of valid margin commands, see Using Margin Commands.

In ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes

You can use the DISPLAY command to display occurrences in ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes. You can use these
modes to display:

• A specific occurrence
• A list of all occurrences that meet your specifications
• A list of occurrences that have an established relationship
• A structure display

For more information, see ENTDISPL Mode - Entity Display.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 available spaces in one command line, you must use the prompter
panel to issue the command.

DISPLAY (in ENTMAINT and ENDISPL modes)

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ type1 ─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DIS ─────┘         └─ USING ─ type2 ─┘

 ►─ /entity, ─┬────────────────┬─ occ-name( ─┬────────┬─┬──────────┬─ )/ ─────►

              └─ parent-name. ─┘             └─ vers ─┘ └─ ,,ovrd ─┘

 ►─┬─────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─ type3 ─┘ └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘ └─ CLASS ─ class-name ─┘

type1
(Required) Specify the type of display to be produced. If you enter DISPLAY RELDEF or DISPLAY
STRUCTURES, do not enter the remaining keywords. Datacom Datadictionary presents the Relationship
Definition Panel as the first step in displaying a relationship definition.
Datacom Datadictionary presents the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display panel when you specify DISPLAY
STRUCTURES. For more information, see Displaying Structures.
Valid Entries:

ALIAS|ALI
ATTRIBUTE|ATT
COPYBOOK|CBK
DESCRIPTOR|DES
DETAIL|DET
FIELD|FIEL
INDEX|IND
RELDEF|RLD
STRUCTURE|STR
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TEXT|TEX
Default Value:

(No default)
type2

(Optional) Specify the selection process for the command. You can request Datacom Datadictionary to make the
selection using an alias or descriptor name of 1 to 32 characters or using a standard path. For more information
and for the options available, see Displaying Aliases and Displaying Descriptors.
Valid Entries:

ALIAS name
DESCRIPTOR name
PATH [STANDARD]

Default Value:
(No default)

/entity,
(Optional) Specify the entity for the occurrence on which to anchor the DISPLAY function. You cannot use
abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

parent-name.
Only required if the entity is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. Specify the occurrence name of the TABLE, RECORD, or
VIEW that contains the entity being displayed.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32 character occurrence name
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

occ-name
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence on which to anchor the DISPLAY function. You can
enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of the name
with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this entity-type
with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32 character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

vers
(Optional) Use this entry to limit your selection to a specific status or version.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid in ENTDISPL Mode for TBL, KEY, ELM)
HIST or H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
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ALL
ASOF

Default Value:
ALL

,,ovrd
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from retrieval with a lock level assignment. A password is not required
to display an occurrence. However, you must enter the preceding commas to identify the following characters as
the override code. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
type3

(Optional) Specify the type that Datacom Datadictionary is to use when type1 is FIELD or the language when
type1 is COPYBOOK.
For a FIELD entity, enter one of the following entries to alter the default name used.
Valid Entries:

ASSEMBLER|ASM
COMPILER|CMP
DATADICT|DD
DESCRIPTION|DESC

Default Value:
Datacom Datadictionary (DD) or the default you establish with the SET NAME command. (See Setting
Session Default Values for details.)

For a COPYBOOK entity, enter one of the following entries to alter the default name used.
Valid Entries:

ASSEMBLER|ASM
COBOL|COB
DATAREPORTER|DR
PL1

Default Value:
COBOL|COB or the default you establish with the SET LANGUAGE command. (See Setting Session
Default Values for details.)

AS OF YYYYMMDDhhmm
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
199001 for the year and month or 19900131 for the year, month, and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

CLASS class-name
(Optional) For text display only. Enter the CLASS keyword and specify the text classification that you want to
display or enter the keyword followed by ALL to display all text classifications.
If you enter ALL, all text classifications for the entity display in alphabetical order. Use the NEXT CLASS command
or PF12 to display the next classification.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character text classification
ALL
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Default Value:
STANDARD

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the selected display panel.

In Interactive SQL Service Facility

You can use the DISPLAY command to display a specific source or output member, or display a list for the person currently
signed on to Datacom Datadictionary in Interactive SQL Service Facility. To display a specific source or output member,
use the following format for this command:

DISPLAY SQL (in Interactive SQL Service Facility)

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ SQL ─ / ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ DIS ─────┘           └─ source-member-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬─ / ────────────────►◄

   └─ ,output-member-name ─┘ └─ ,person-occurrence-name ─┘

source-member-name
Enter the name of the member that contains the SQL statements you want to display.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,output-member-name

Enter the name of the member that contains the results of executing a source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,person-occurrence-name

Enter the name of the person who created the source member.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence-name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence-name associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom Datadictionary

To display a list of all source and output members for a specific PERSON occurrence, use the following command.

DISPLAY SQL LIST (in Interactive SQL Service Facility)

►►─┬─ DISPLAY ─┬─ SQL ─ LIST ─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ DIS ─────┘              └─ person-occurrence-name ─┘

person-occurrence-name
Enter the name of the person who created the source members you want to display.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character PERSON occurrence name
Default Value:

PERSON occurrence name that is associated with the person currently signed on to Datacom
Datadictionary
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After entering the DISPLAY SQL LIST command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member List Panel. If the
display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward or forward through the
display.

You can enter the following SQL margin commands on the SQL Member List Panel: COP or CPY, DEL, DIS, and EDT.

EDIT SQL
You can use the EDIT command in the Interactive SQL Service Facility to modify a source member containing SQL
statements. Enter the following command on the command line in the Interactive SQL Service Facility:

►►─┬─ EDIT ─┬─ SQL ─ / ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ EDT ──┘           └─ source-member-name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─ / ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,output-member-name ─┘ └─ ,description ─┘

source-member-name
Enter the name of the member containing the SQL statements you want to edit.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,output-member-name

Enter the name of the member containing the results of executing a source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
,description

You can enter the 32-character description of the source member.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

After you enter the EDIT command, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQL Member Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel
where you can:

• Enter another source, output, or description
• Press Enter which displays the SQL Source Panel, where you can perform one of the following functions:

– Enter or modify one or more SQL statements. Place a semi-colon (;) after each complete statement.
– Press PF9 (EXECUTE) to execute the source member. Datacom Datadictionary responds with the SQL Output

Panel which shows the results of SQL processing.
– Press PF2 (END) to return to the SQLMAINT Menu, where you can specify another function.
– Press Clear to return to the Interactive SQL Service Facility Panel to choose another option.
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ENABLE
Use the ENABLE command to indicate that data defined in a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or
substructure is in synchronization with the Datacom Datadictionary definition and available for use by other Broadcom
products. This command enables the Datacom Datadictionary definition, not the Datacom/DB definition. Enabling a
structure or substructure does not affect the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). Therefore, you can enable a
structure or substructure that is not synchronized with the Datacom/DB Directory, but this can cause unpredictable results
in Broadcom products (such as Dataquery and Ideal for Datacom) that depend on this synchronization.

Enable a structure that has been previously disabled. For more information, see DISABLE.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line,use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ ENABLE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ ENAB ───┘                       └─┬─ IN ─┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                        └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence that you are enabling.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are enabling.
Valid Entries:

An existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
entity2

Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify one of the following entities.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

TABLE|TBL
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Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
RECORD|REC

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name2
Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence you are enabling.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
PROD
T001 -- T999

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) to process the ENABLE command. Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming
successful completion of the function on the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Panel or the FILE Structure
Maintenance Panel.

END
Use the END command to terminate processing and return to the menu for the current mode. You can use this command
in all processing modes, except in ISF Mode. In ISF mode, using the END command returns you to the menu for the
previously selected mode. If you selected ISF Mode from the Sign-on Panel, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Mode
Select Panel. Use the following format to enter this command:

►►─ END ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the menu for the current processing mode.

You can also enter this command by pressing the PF2 key.

HELP
Use the HELP command to display the current HELP panel. The HELP command is valid in all modes. You can enter the
HELP command on any panel. Use the following format to enter this command:

►►─┬─ HELP ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ HEL ──┘

You can also enter this command by pressing the PF1 key.

INPUT
You can use the INPUT command to add blank lines to the display area of a Text Maintenance Panel. To insert the lines,
type the command on a command line and place the cursor on the line after which you want the lines to appear.

Use the SET WINDOW= command to specify the number of lines to open in the display area with this command. For
more information, see Setting Session Default Values. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ INPUT ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ INP ───┘

You can also enter this command by pressing the PF12 key.

MARGIN
Use the MARGIN command to display a list of the margin commands you can enter on a panel to create an online work
queue. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ MARGIN ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MAR ────┘

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

                            Summary of Margin Commands                        MARH

    ALI - UPDATE ALIAS                   DES - UPDATE DESCRIPTOR

    ALS - UPDATE ALIAS                   DFD - DISPLAY FIELDS

    ATT - UPDATE ATTRIBUTE               DFS - DISPLAY FULL STRUCTURE

    CAT - CATLOG                         DIS - like DCS(DBMAINT) or DAT(ENTMAINT)

    COP - COPY                           DLT - DELETE PROFILE

    CPY - COPY                           DSB - DISABLE

    DAL - DISPLAY ALIAS                  DSC - UPDATE DISCRIPTOR

    DAT - DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE              DTX - DISPLAY TEXT

    DCB - DISPLAY COPYBOOK               DUS - DISPLAY USAGE PROFILE
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    DCS - DISPLAY CONDENSED STRUCTURE    EDT - EDIT SQL

    DDF - DISPLAY DEFINITION PROFILE     ENA - ENABLE

    DDS - DISPLAY DESCRIPTOR             LCK - UPDATE LOCK

    DEF - DEFINE                         LOC - UPDATE LOCK

    DEL - DELETE                         MDK - MODIFY DATAVIEW ACCESSING KEYS

                 PF2 Returns the function in process

                 PF5 Displays the next HELP panel                     (page 1 of 2)

The list continues on the following panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------      

     MDL - MODEL                          VER - VERIFY                    MARI

     MDY - MODIFY                         XFR - TRANSFER

     MOD - MODIFY                         UPD - UPDATE PROFILE

     NAM - UPDATE NAME

     NME - UPDATE NAME

     PAS - UPDATE PASSWORD

     PSW - UPDATE PASSWORD

     REL - UPDATE RELATIONSHIP

     REM - REMOVE

     RLT - UPDATE RELATIONSHIP

     SET - SET DATABASE

     STA - UPDATE STATUS

     TEX - UPDATE TEXT

     TRA - TRANSFER

     TRN - UPDATE TEXT

     TXT - UPDATE TEXT

               PF2 Returns the function in process

               PF4 Displays the previous HELP panel                   (page 2 of 2)

MENU
Use the MENU command to terminate processing, remain anchored on the selected occurrence, and return to the main
menu for the selected processing mode. This command is valid in the ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes. For more
information, see END. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ MENU ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MEN ──┘

You can also enter this command by pressing the PF5 key.

MODEL
Use the MODEL command to create a new occurrence from an existing occurrence. This function is only valid in
ENTMAINT Mode. Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence.
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In DBMAINT Mode and FILEMAINT Mode, use the LIKE keyword with the ADD or CREATE commands to model a
structure or substructure.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ MODEL ─┬─ /entity,occ-name(vers ─┬────────────────────────────┬─ )/ ────►◄

   └─ MDL ───┘                         └─ , ─┬────────┬─┬─────────┬─┘

                                             └─ pswd ─┘ └─ ,ovrd ─┘

/entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are modeling.
Valid Entries:

An existing Datacom Datadictionary entity
Default Value:

(No default)
,occ-name

(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are modeling.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
vers

(Required) Specify the version of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
Default Value:

(No default)
pswd

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence. If you omit the password but specify an override code, the preceding
comma is required as a delimiter.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
ovrd

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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After you complete your entries and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Model Occurrence Panel. For more
information, see Model Occurrences.

MODIFY
Use the MODIFY command to change the attribute-values of existing occurrences in a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom
FILE Model structure or substructure. This includes adding, deleting, and updating the FIELD occurrences to ELEMENT
or KEY substructures.

NOTE
You cannot modify certain attribute-values of SQL accessible tables.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ MODIFY ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─┬────────────────────────────────┬──────►

   └─ MOD ────┘                       └─┬─ IN ─┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘

                                        └─ OF ─┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ COND ◄ ─┤ └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘

   └─ FULL ───┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are modifying.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS
AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL
RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are modifying.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
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Default Value:
(No default)

entity2
Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify one of the following entities:
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

TABLE|TBL
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

RECORD|REC
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name2

Only required if displaying a KEY or ELEMENT occurrence. Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After you complete your entries and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the DATACOM/DB or File
Structure Maintenance Panel for the occurrence.

NEXT
Use the NEXT command in AUTHORIZE, DBMAINT, and ENTDISPL Modes, and for TEXT processing in ENTMAINT
Mode to obtain a display of another occurrence that meets the criteria you specified. Use the following format for this
command.
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►►─┬─ NEXT ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEX ──┘

You can also issue the NEXT command with the PF11 key.

NEXT CLASS
Use the NEXT CLASS command in ENTDISPL, ENTMAINT, DBMAINT, and FILEMAINT Modes to obtain a display of the
next text class when you specify ALL for TEXT CLASS on a Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel or when you use the DISPLAY
function. Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ NEXT CLASS ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NEX CLS ────┘

Press Enter to display text classifications in alphabetical order.

OBSOLETE
Use the OBSOLETE command to remove a structure or substructure in all existing statuses from Datacom Datadictionary.
It is valid only for Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures and substructures. This function has a greater
impact than deleting each of the occurrences in the structure or substructure individually in each status.

When you use this function, you are stating that you no longer require this structure or substructure in Datacom
Datadictionary. The OBSOLETE command causes all references to the occurrences in the specified structure or
substructure to be removed from Datacom Datadictionary, including relationships.

NOTE
Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms.

NOTE
Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization to use this function be
restricted. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ OBSOLETE ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name ────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ OBS ──────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─┬──────┬─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ─┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤

     └─ OF ─┘                         └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘
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entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the base of the structure or the root of the substructure you are removing.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS
AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL
RECORD|REC
KEY
ELEMENT|ELM
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name1
(Required) Specify the name of the base of the structure or the root of the substructure you are removing.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
entity2

Only required if you are removing a KEY or ELEMENT substructure. Specify one of the following entities:
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

TABLE|TBL
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

RECORD|REC
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name2

Only required if you are removing a KEY or ELEMENT substructure. Specify the name of the TABLE or RECORD
occurrence containing the subject KEY or ELEMENT substructure.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
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OVRD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) to complete this function. Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming successful
completion of the function.

OFF
Use the OFF command to terminate processing and sign off Datacom Datadictionary. This command is valid in all
processing modes. Use the following format to enter this command:

►►─ OFF ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Datacom Datadictionary signoff panel.

NOTE

• If you have entered data on a panel and have not issued the APPLY command, Datacom Datadictionary is
not updated and the data is lost when you sign off.

• If you have an incompleted work queue, it is lost when you sign off.

OFFON
Enter the OFFON command to sign off Datacom Datadictionary and sign on again. This can be helpful when you want
to sign on with a different user ID or want to sign on to a different Datacom Datadictionary. You can establish specific
user IDs for specific levels of authorization to perform specific functions and you can have multiple copies of Datacom
Datadictionary operating at one site. This command is valid in all processing modes. Use the following format to enter this
command:

►►─ OFFON ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel.

NOTE

• If you have entered data on a panel and have not issued the APPLY command, Datacom Datadictionary is
not updated and the data is lost when you issue the OFFON command.

• If you have an incompleted work queue, it is lost when you issue the OFFON command.

PARENT
Use the PARENT command to obtain a structure display for the parent or previous level occurrence of the substructure
currently displayed in the DBMAINT and FILEMAINT Modes only. For example, when displaying a TABLE structure in
DBMAINT Mode, use this command to obtain the related AREA structure display. This command is valid on a structure
display panel or a field summary display panel.
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If the current display is a condensed structure or a field summary, the result is a condensed structure display. A full
structure display results in a full structure display.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ PARENT ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PAR ────┘

PARTITION
Online maintenance of partitioning data in Datacom/DB tables is accomplished through the use of the PARTITION TABLE
command. This command reacts in one of three ways depending on the value of the PARTITION attribute of the TABLE
occurrence referenced:

• If N, the message DDOL000479A TABLE PARTITION MUST BE Y OR P is displayed
• If Y or R, the TUPU panel is displayed. This panel allows you to define the partitions of a partitioned table and assign

each to an area.
• If P, the TUCU panel is displayed. This panel allows you to define the partitioning information for a given table partition.

Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ PARTITION ─┬─ TABLE ─ occurrence-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬────────────────►

   ├─ PART ──────┤                           └─ STA xxxx ────┘

   └─ PTN ───────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

occurrence-name
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the TABLE processed.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name of a TABLE occurrence with a PARTITION attribute value of P, R, or Y.
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status for the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001-T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
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OVRD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After you complete your entries and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with the DATACOM/DB Partition
Maintenance Panel for the occurrence based on the table's PARTITION attribute value.

PATH
Use the PATH command to obtain the next occurrence along a defined path. You can use this command in the
ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ PATH ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PAT ──┘

You can also issue this command by pressing the PF10 key.

POSITION
Use the POSITION command to scroll a numbered line on a panel to the top of the display area. Use the following format
for this command:

►►─┬─ POSITION ─┬─ nnnn ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ POS ──────┘

nnnn
The selected line number.

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary redisplays the screen with the selected line at the top of the display area.

PROCESS
Use the PROCESS command to select the next function from the online work queue. Use the following format for this
command:

►►─┬─ PROCESS ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PRO ─────┘

You can also issue this command with the PF4 key.

PROFILE
Use the PROFILE command to display the Security Profile Panel. This panel displays the authorizations assigned to the
user identification code with which you signed on to the current session of Datacom Datadictionary.

Use the following format for this command:
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►►─┬─ PROFILE ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ PROF ────┘

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a panel similar to the following example. You cannot update the
attribute-values on this panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DD Security Profile                                                 PRFH

 DISPLAY PERSON: USER-NAME                          User-Password:

  User-ID: UID  Profile: $DD-ADM                            Security Admin.: Y

 .......................... FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY ............................

 Online Facilities - { DBM: Y    FMM: Y   ENTM: Y   ENTD: Y   ISF: Y   SQL: Y }

 Batch  Facilities - { UPD: Y    UTL: Y    CFB: Y    BTG: Y   RMF: Y   TRS: Y }

 .......................... ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY .............................

                                    D A D U   F   R S  V D E C   D T A D   R S S O

        Entity             All      i d e p   r T e e  e s n a   e x l e   e e t b

               Status   Functions?  s d l d   m o s t  r a a t   f t s s   l c a s

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001 AREA

                ALL                  Y Y Y Y   Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y Y   Y Y Y Y  Y Y Y N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

DISPLAY PERSON:
The full name associated with the User-ID used on the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel for this session.

User-Password
The password, if any, assigned to this User-ID.

User-ID:
The user identification used on the Datacom Datadictionary signon panel.

Profile:
The occurrence name of the related DD AUTHORIZATION occurrence.

Security Admin.:
Indicates with the letter Y (yes) if this User-ID is authorized to use the DATADICTIONARY Authorization
Maintenance Mode.

FACILITY LEVEL SECURITY section
Entries with the letter Y (yes) indicate that authorization is associated with this User-ID to use the following
facilities:
DBM

DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
FMM

FILE Structure Maintenance
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ENTM
DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

ENTD
DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

ISF
Interactive Service Facility

SQL
Interactive SQL Service Facility

UPD
DDUPDATE Maintenance

UTL
DDUTILTY Maintenance

CFB
DDCFBLD Maintenance

BTG
DDBTGLM Maintenance

RMF
DDRMFLM Maintenance

TRS
DDTRSLM Maintenance

ENTITY LEVEL SECURITY section
Contains a list of the function authorizations associated with this User-ID for specific entities in a specific status.
Entity

The entity name.
Status

The status of the entity.
All Functions?

Indicates with the letter Y (yes) that all functions are authorized for this entity in this status.
Specific Functions

Indicates with the letter Y (yes) under the following abbreviations (listed vertically) that the function is
authorized for this entity in this status.

Heading Function Heading Function
Dis DISPLAY Ena ENABLE
Add ADD/CREATE Cat CATALOG
Del DELETE/REMOVE Def DEFINE
Upd UPDATE/MODIFY Txt TEXT maintenance
Frm COPY FROM Als ALIAS maintenance
To COPY TO Des DESCRIPTOR maintenance
Res RESTORE Rel RELDEF/TRANSFER
Set SET Sec PASSWORD/LOCK

maintenance
Ver VERIFY Sta STATUS maintenance
Dsa DISABLE Obs OBSOLETE
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RESET PREFIX
Use the RESET PREFIX command to terminate the default prefix for occurrence names that you establish with the SET
PREFIX command. For more information about the SET commands, see Setting Session Default Values.

Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command. Use the following format to
enter this command:

NOTE
The RESET PREFIX command cannot be abbreviated.

►►─ RESET ─ PREFIX ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

When you press Enter, the prefix is no longer used by Datacom Datadictionary.

RESTORE
Use the RESTORE function to replicate a Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure in PROD
status or HIST status to a TEST status. Use this function only with structures and substructures that are in PROD status
or HIST status.

You can use the RESTORE function for DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW structures and
substructures. KEY and ELEMENT substructures must be restored by restoring the entire TABLE or RECORD

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

When you submit a RESTORE function, the DDD-SYNCH attribute value is set to N for all tables in the structure. If a
subsequent COPY to PROD status is issued at the database level, all tables are DDD-SYNCH=N instead of just the
modified table(s). This results in all plans associated with the tables being flagged invalid. All plans must then be rebound,
either manually or automatically when next referenced. To eliminate unnecessary rebinds, copy only the modified tables
back to PROD status. Only the plan using these tables requires rebind.

Exceptions for User-Defined Relationships

User-defined relationships with occurrences outside the structure are not restored with the structure or substructure.
For more information about adding and maintaining relationship definitions, see the person responsible for Datacom
Datadictionary administration at your site.

How it Works

When you restore a TEST structure or substructure, the existing structure or substructure is entirely replaced by the
structure or substructure from which it is being restored. Any occurrences or relationships are deleted or added as
necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from which it is being restored.

When you restore a HIST status structure, you cannot complete the process if any of the occurrences or relationships
have been deleted due to exceeding the maximum number of allowed HIST versions.

If you are restoring a substructure (TABLE, FILE, RECORD), the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the
same version to which you are restoring the substructure. For example, if you are restoring a TABLE substructure to
T001 status, the AREA and DATABASE entity-occurrence definitions for that TABLE must exist in T001 status for the
RESTORE to be successful.

You can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to construct a TEST version of what your PROD or HIST status version looked
like on that day. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures and substructures were in PROD status
at a given time and re-create the structure or substructure in the specified TEST status. After the structure or substructure
is restored to the specified TEST status, it can be copied to PROD status.
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NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ RESTORE ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬────────────────────────►

   └─ RES ─────┘                     └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─ FROM STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ FROM STA xxxx ────┘ └─ AS ─ OF ─ YYYYMMDDhhmm ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the root of the structure or the base of the substructure you are restoring.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS AREA|ARA
TABLE|TBL
DATAVIEW|DVW

Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
FILE|FIL RECORD|REC
DATAVIEW|DVW

Default Value:
(No default)

occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the root of the structure or the base of the substructure you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence to which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
FROM STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence from which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

PROD or 001 -- 997
H000 -- H997 (000 - 997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)
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Default Value:
(No default)

AS OF YYYYMMDDhhmm
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
199001 for the year and month or 19900131 for the year, month and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press PF9 (APPLY), Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming successful completion of the
function.

SCROLL
The Datacom Datadictionary SCROLL command lets users move forward and backward through a panel. Find command
syntax and SCROLL commands for the Interactive SQL Service Facility.

Use the SCROLL command to move forward and backward through the lines of a panel that you cannot display all at one
time on a single screen. Use the following format for this command:

►►─┬─ SCROLL ─┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ SCR ────┘ └─ option ─┘

If you do not add a keyword with the SCROLL command, Datacom Datadictionary scrolls the display forward the set
number of lines in a region. The last line of the previous display is at the top of the new display. You can also issue this
command with the PF8 key.

You can add the following optional keywords to the SCROLL command:

+
Scrolls forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command without
an option, or the SRF command to accomplish this function.)

-
Scrolls backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also use the PF7 key or the SRB command to
accomplish this function.)
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+nnn
Scrolls forward nnn number of lines in a region.

-nnn
Scrolls backward nnn number of lines in a region.

BOTBOTTOM
Scrolls to bottom of the list. (You can also use the BOTTOM command to accomplish this function.)

TOP
Scrolls to top of the list. (You can also use the TOP command for this function.)

BBACKWARD
Scrolls backward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also use the PF7 key, the SCROLL command, the
SCROLL- command, or the SRB command to accomplish this function.)

FFORWARD
Scrolls forward the set number of lines in a region. (You can also use the PF8 key, the SCROLL command, the
SCROLL+ command, or the SRF command to accomplish this function.)

SCROLL Commands for Interactive SQL Service Facility

In Interactive SQL Service Facility only, you can use the SCROLL command to view output member data beyond the
display by entering the following optional keywords:

RIGRIGHT
Scrolls right one full-screen of an output member display. Use this command until all the displayable data is
viewed. (You can also use the PF11 key.)

LEFLEFT
Scrolls left one full-screen of an output member display. Use this command until all the displayable data is viewed.
(You can also use the PF10 key.)

RIG nnnRIGHT nnn
Scrolls right a specified number of columns on an output member display, where nnn is the number of columns.
You can also optionally enter COL after nnn.

LEF nnnLEFT nnn
Scrolls left a specified number of columns on an output member display, where nnn is the number of columns.
You can also optionally enter COL after nnn.

SET
Use the Datacom Datadictionary online command SET to assign certain default attribute-values or environment conditions
during the current session. Instructions are provided for setting DATABASE structure default values and session default
values.

You can use the SET command in several different ways depending on the keywords you use with it.

In the DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance Mode, use this function with a DATABASE structure to assign the default
values for certain attributes that you did not assign when you defined the occurrences in the structure. In all modes, you
can use this function with appropriate keywords to assign certain default attribute-values or environment conditions during
the current session.

Setting DATABASE Structure Default Values

Some attributes for occurrences in your DATABASE structure have default values. Datacom Datadictionary can set these
values for you when you do not assign them while defining the occurrences. Use the SET DATABASE command after
completing the definition of the DATABASE structure to generate these attribute-values. For example, you can use this
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facility to allow Datacom Datadictionary to assign DATACOM-ID attribute-values for TABLE and KEY occurrences but you
want to review these values before cataloging the DATABASE structure.

The SET function applies only to a DATABASE structure. Datacom Datadictionary performs the SET function.

• During the COPY function when you use it to copy to PROD status
• During the CATALOG function
• During the BUILD function of DDCFBLD

Some of the attributes you can allow to default are required to have values so that Dataquery can use the database.
Others must have values if you are modifying Datacom Datadictionary to define your own entities, attribute-types and
relationship-types.

These attributes include modifiable attributes (you assign the values) and nonmodifiable attributes (Datacom
Datadictionary maintains internally). If you plan to use the SET DATABASE command to assign a default value to a
modifiable attribute, do not enter the attribute-value at the time you add the occurrence.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─ SET ─┬─ DATABASE ─┬─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬──────►

         └─ BAS ──────┘            └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤

                                                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

occ-name
(Required) Specify the DATABASE occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the DATABASE occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
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Valid Entries:
1-character to 4-character override code

Default Value:
(No default)

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming the successful completion of this
function.

Setting Session Default Values

In all modes, you can use the SET command with appropriate keywords to assign or reset certain default values,
environment conditions, or the mode during the current session. For more information about issuing commands, see
Online Commands.

SET AUTHID
Displays the AUTHORIZATION-ID Panel in the SQLADMIN function of the Interactive SQL Service Facility. Use
the panel to change to a different AUTHID to use as the default for the session.

SET AUTHOR 'name'
Specify the default setting for the AUTHOR attribute when defining occurrences. The name must be enclosed in
single quotes.

SET CMD DLM c
Change the command delimiter character, where c is the character. The default delimiter is a semicolon (;).

SET CMD LIN n
Change the number of lines for commands on panels, where n is the number of lines. Valid entries are 0-5. The
default is three lines.

SET CMD RPT c
Change the command repeat character, where c is the character. The default is a dash (-).

SET CMD RSW c
Change the command reshow character, where c is the character. The default is a plus sign (+).

SET CMD SEP c
Change the separator character displayed on the line between regions in a split screen, where c is the character.
For information about the default, see your IPC documentation.

SET CONTROLLER 'name'
Specify the default setting for the CONTROLLER attribute when defining occurrences. The name must be
enclosed in single quotes.

SET DBID = nnn
Change to a different Datacom Datadictionary with a different Datacom/DB database ID than the one specified in
the system resource table, where nnn is the ID number.

SET LANGUAGE language
Specify the default language to display on a Copybook Display Panel in ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. The
system default is COBOL.
ASMASSEMBLER

Use the Assembler copybook for default.
COBCOBOL

Use the COBOL copybook for default.
DR

Use the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility copybook for default.
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PLI
Use the PL/I copybook for default.

SET MODE type
Specify a processing mode, index display format, or text display format.
AUTH

Transfer to the Security Maintenance Mode.
DBM

Transfer to the DATACOM/DB Maintenance Mode.
ENTD

Transfer to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Mode.
ENTM

Transfer to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Display Mode.
FMM

Transfer to the File Maintenance Mode.
ISF

Transfer to the Interactive Service Facility Mode.
INDEX

Allow Datacom Datadictionary to determine the number of lines needed per entry on an index display
panel. Two lines are used for FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences. One line are used for all other
occurrences.

INDEX1
Specify one line per entry on index display panels to suppress the display of parent-name for FIELD, KEY,
and ELEMENT occurrences.

INDEX2
Specify two lines per entry on index display panels. Parent-name is displayed for FIELD, KEY, and
ELEMENT occurrences. A blank line follows all other occurrences.

NONUM
Specify text panel lines at 79 characters with no numbered margins.

NUM
Specify the text panel lines at 72 characters with numbered margins.

SQL
Transfer to the SQL Mode.

blank
Return to the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select Panel.

SET NAME name
Establish the default type of value to display for the Field-Name field on a Field Summary Display Panel in the
ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes. Enter one of the following items for the "name" field in this command. The
system default is the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
ASMASSEMBLER

None
CMPCOMPILER

Display the Compiler name.
DDDATADICT

Display the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
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DESCDESCRIPTION
Display the FIELD occurrence descriptive information in the DESCRIPTION attribute.

SET SQL syntax-ID
Override the syntax level set with the SQLMODE= startup option in the Multi-User Facility Master List
or previously changed with this command. The change is valid for the duration of the current session. If
SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS, you cannot change this setting to DATACOM.
ANSI

Conform to the ANSI standard.
DATACOM

Conform to Broadcom SQL extension.
FIPS

Conform to the FIPS standard.
OFF

Return to default.
SET PREFIX = name

Specify one to 15 characters for Datacom Datadictionary to add to the beginning of each occurrence name
you define on panels in the ENTMAINT Mode. You can terminate your prefix setting with the RESET PREFIX
command. For more information, see RESET PREFIX.

SET TEXT class-name
Specify the default value that Datacom Datadictionary uses for the classification name for the text you add to
occurrences. For more information, see Update Text. The system default is STANDARD.
The name can be up to 32 characters and must follow the Datacom Datadictionary naming conventions.

SET WINDOW = nn
Change the number of lines inserted with the INPUT command on a Text Maintenance Panel, where nn is the
number lines (window). The window must be at least 1 and can be a maximum of 2 less than the region size. The
default is 5.

SPLIT
Depending on the type of terminal you have, you can use the SPLIT command to present more than one display area at
the same time. This allows you to display different Datacom Datadictionary panels simultaneously or to access Datacom
Datadictionary in one area and another product, such as Ideal for Datacom, in another area.

Depending on the number of lines available on your screen, you can split the screen horizontally into a maximum of four
regions (one command area and three display areas). If your terminal screen only displays 32 lines or less, you cannot
use this feature.

The SPLIT command divides the display area to allow another display on the same screen. To use this function, use
the following command format, optionally move the cursor to the line where the screen is to be split and press Enter.
On a split screen, each region other than region 0 (the command area) must contain at least 16 lines including the
separator line. If the cursor is left in the command area on the screen, the display area is automatically split in half. Do not
abbreviate this command.

►►─ SPLIT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The following panel is a sample display after issuing a SPLIT command.

 =>

 =>
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 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Mode Select

                                                                               P00M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

  1. DBMAINT   (SET MODE DBM)     DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

  2. ENTMAINT  (SET MODE ENTM)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

  3. ENTDISPL  (SET MODE ENTD)    DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

  4. AUTHORIZE (SET MODE AUTH)    DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance

  5. FILEMAINT (SET MODE FMM)     File Structure Maintenance

  6. ISF       (SET MODE ISF)     Interactive Service Facility

  7. SQL       (SET MODE SQL)     Interactive SQL Service Facility

  8. IDEAL     (IDEAL)            Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF       (OFF)              End session

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility

 Enter desired option number ===> __   (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SQLMAINT                     SQL member maintenance/execution

  2. SQLADMIN                     SQL administrative functions

  3. SET MODE                     Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

  4. IDEAL                        Transfer to IDEAL application

  5. OFF                          End session

There is only one command area (region 0) on a screen with more than one display area. You can specify the region
when you issue commands by placing a numerical prefix on the command, such as 2 END. If you do not specify the
region number or place the cursor in a region, Datacom Datadictionary assumes you want the command function applied
to region 1. When using PF or PA keys, place the cursor in the region to be processed before pressing the PF or PA key.

Use the COMBINE command to terminate the bottom region of a split screen and give its area to the region displayed
above it. Do not stack this command with commands that process data, such as the APPLY command.

SRB
Use the SRB command to scroll the display area backward one panel in a region. The PF7 key also performs this
function. Use the following format to enter this command:

►►─ SRB ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

SRF
Use the SRF command to scroll the display area forward one panel in a region. The PF8 key also performs this function.
Use the following format to enter this command.

►►─ SRF ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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TIME
Use the TIME command to display the system time and date in any Datacom Datadictionary mode. After you enter the
command in the following format, the information displays on the message line portion of the panel:

►►─ TIME ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

TOP
Use the TOP command to scroll a display area so that line 1 is the first line in the display area. Use the following format to
enter this command:

►►─ TOP ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

TRANSFER
Use the TRANSFER command to remove the relationship of an occurrence from one subject and relate it to another
subject. The occurrence receiving the transfer must be in the same status as the occurrence you are transferring.

You can use this function in DBMAINT Mode for the TEST status of the AREA and TABLE substructures and in
FILEMAINT Mode for a RECORD substructure.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ TRANSFER ─┬─ entity1 ─ occ-name1 ─ TO ─ entity2 ─ occ-name2 ────────────►

   └─ TRAN ─────┘

 ►─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──────────────────►◄

   └─ STA xxxx ────┘ ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

                     └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence to be the object of the transfer.

entity2
(Required) Specify the entity for the occurrence to be the subject of the transfer.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:
AREA|ARA

DATABASE|BAS
TABLE|TBL

AREA|ARA
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:
RECORD|REC.

FILE|FIL
Default Value:

(No default)
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occ-name1
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence to be the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name2

(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence to be the subject of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of both the subject and the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
PSWD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
OVRD xxxx

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press PF9 (APPLY), Datacom Datadictionary responds with a message confirming completion of the function.

UPDATE (Online Command)
Use the UPDATE command to perform a variety of maintenance functions on an occurrence. For more information about
the command to update a universal field, see Defining and Using Universal Fields.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
 If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel to
issue the command.

►►─┬─ UPDATE ─┬─ entity1 ─┬───────────────────┬─ / ─ entity, ─────────────────►

   └─ UPD ────┘           └─ USING ─ entity2 ─┘
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 ►─┬─ rec-name. ─┬─ occ-name ─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ / ─────────────►

   └─ tbl-name. ─┘            └─ (vrs ─┬─ ,pswd,ovrd ─┬─ ) ─┘

                                       ├─ ,pswd ──────┤

                                       └─ ,,ovrd ─────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CLASS ─ class-name ─┘

entity1
(Required) Specify the type of update to perform.
Valid Entries:

ALIAS|ALI
ATTRIBUTE|ATT
DESCRIPTOR|DES
FIELD|FIEL
LOCK|LOC
NAME|NAM
PASSWORD|PAS
RELATIONSHIP|REL
STATUS|STA
TEXT|TEX

Default Value:
(No default)

NOTE
 If you update an attribute that changes the physical layout or length of the record, see Modifying Definitions in
Datadictionary.

entity2
(Optional) Specify the selection process for the command. You can qualify the selection process with an alias
or descriptor name of 1 to 32 characters or by a standard path. For more information about additional options
available, see Using the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.
Valid Entries:

ALIAS name
DESCRIPTOR name
PATH STANDARD

Default Value:
(No default)

/entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence to update. You cannot use abbreviations for the entities in this
entry.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
Default Value:

ALL
rec-name. or tbl-name.

Only required if the entity is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. The occurrence name of the RECORD or TABLE that
contains this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
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Default Value:
ALL

occ-name
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence on which to anchor the UPDATE function. You can enter ALL
to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of the name with an
asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this entity-type with
PAY as the first three characters in the name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

vrs
Use this field to limit your selection to a specific status or version.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
TEST
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

,pswd
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence. If you omit the password but specify an override code, the preceding
comma is required as a delimiter.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
,,ovrd

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
class-name

(Optional) For text maintenance only. If you enter the CLASS keyword, specify the text classification you want to
update.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character text classification for the occurrence
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the appropriate panel for the type of update you requested. For
more information, see the sections starting with Update Occurrences.
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VERIFY
Use the VERIFY command to confirm that the definition of a structure is valid. In online processing, you can use this
function with a DATABASE or FILE structure. In batch processing, you can also use it with TABLE, RECORD, ELEMENT,
and KEY substructures. The VERIFY function checks for erroneous attribute-values such as duplicate DATACOM-NAME
or an invalid BLOCK-SIZE specification.

The VERIFY function is performed by Datacom Datadictionary during the COPY function when copying a structure to
PROD status and, for DATABASE structures, during the CATALOG function. If the VERIFY function fails with a fatal error,
the primary function is not processed. However, certain nonfatal errors can be noted to you but the primary function is still
completed.

Use the following format for this command:

NOTE
If your completed command exceeds the 76 spaces available in one command line, use the prompter panel.

►►─┬─ VERIFY ─┬─ entity ─ occ-name ─┬─ STATUS xxxx ─┬─────────────────────────►

   └─ VER ────┘                     └─ STA xxxx ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PASSWORD xxxx ─┤ ├─ OVERRIDE xxxx ─┤

   └─ PSWD xxxx ─────┘ └─ OVRD xxxx ─────┘

entity
(Required) Specify the entity of the occurrence you are verifying.
Valid Entries in DBMAINT Mode:

DATABASE|BAS
Valid Entries in FILEMAINT Mode:

FILE|FIL
Default Value:

(No default)
occ-name

(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are verifying.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
STA xxxx

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence you are verifying.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)

PSWD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized maintenance. Supply the password
for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
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Default Value:
(No default)

OVRD xxxx
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you issue the VERIFY command, Datacom Datadictionary checks for invalid or unacceptable data, such as
duplicate names or invalid attribute-values. This function does not perform updates, but it does return a display of error
codes, the occurrence names, and a brief description of each error. If no errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary
displays a message that the function was successful.

ENTDISPL Mode - Entity Display
The ENTDISPL Mode allows you to display information about occurrences and structures contained in Datacom
Datadictionary. You cannot update the information on a display panel. Use the appropriate processing mode for the entity
you are updating.

Topics discussed on this page include:

  

Menu Panel - Entity Display Mode

When you select the ENTDISPL Mode, option 3 (ENTD) on the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the DATADICTIONARY Entity Display panel.

Select a function by entering the option number in the space indicated and fill in the resulting prompter panel or by
entering a command on a command line. You can skip the prompter panels for a function by entering the full command on
the command line.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

                                                                         P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 11 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY INDEX       (D IND)     Display index of occurrences

  2. DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES  (D ATT)     Display occurrence attributes

  3. DISPLAY FIELD       (D FIE)     Display field summary

  4. DISPLAY COPYBOOK    (D CBK)     Display element copybook

  5. DISPLAY TEXT        (D TEX)     Display occurrence's text

  6. DISPLAY ALIAS       (D ALI)     Display occurrence's aliases

  7. DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS (D DES)     Display occurrence's descriptors

  8. DISPLAY RELDEF      (D RLD)     Display relationship definitions

  9. DISPLAY STRUCTURES  (D STR)     Display Dbmaint Structures

 10. SET MODE                        Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

 11. OFF                             End session
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You can use the following commands in this mode. For a full explanation of each command, see Formatting Datacom
Datadictionary Online and Batch Commands (Functions).

BOTTOM
COMMAND
COMBINE
DISPLAY
END
HELP
MARGIN

MENU
NEXT
OFF
OFFON
PARENT
PATH
POSITION

PROCESS
PROFILE
RESET PREFIX
SCROLL
SET
SPLIT
SRB

SRF
STATUS
TIME
TOP

 

Using the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

When you select the DISPLAY INDEX, DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES, DISPLAY TEXT, or DISPLAY ALIAS options, you receive
a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel similar to the following panel. With the DISPLAY FIELD or DISPLAY COPYBOOK
options, Datacom Datadictionary first presents a menu where you select the type of field name or copybook to use in
the selection process before you make entries on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. For more information, see Display
Field and :Display Copybook.

 Datacom Datadictionary does not use the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel with the DISPLAY RELATIONSHIP DEFINITION
and the DISPLAY STRUCTURES options. For more information about the selection procedures for these options,
see Display Relationship Definitions and Display Structures.

The Selection Criteria Fill-in panel shows the type of display function you are requesting on the panel. For example, notice
that the following panel is for the DISPLAY INDEX function. If you select a display of occurrence attributes, the panel
shows the DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES command on the left side of the panel. The Selection Criteria panel has a box for
selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence in the following panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Display Mode                       Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

 

                       ..................optional..............................

 DISPLAY INDEX         :   using  _          ________________________________ :

 DIS     IND           :   using  (A-alias)  (alias name)                     :

                       :          (D-descr)  (descriptor name)                :

                       :          (P-path)   (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)         :

                       :......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                       (parent occurrence-name)

   ____________________________ ( ____ ,          ,       ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)             (stat,    pswd,     ovrd)         (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                 (vers,    pswd,     ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT
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Complete your specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions.

 Keywords in the optional criteria box: 

using
You can enter qualifiers for the type of display in these fields. With these qualifiers, you can select displays of
occurrences by aliases, by descriptors, along a path of related occurrences, or by display of SQL names for a
table.
If you enter A (Alias) without an alias name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet
the specifications in the other fields on the panel that also have an alias name. If you specify A and an alias
name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet the specifications in the other fields on
the panel that also have the alias name you specify.
If you enter D (Descriptor) without a descriptor name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that
meet the specifications in the other fields on the panel that also have a descriptor name. If you specify D and a
descriptor name, Datacom Datadictionary displays only the occurrences that meet the specifications in the other
fields on the panel that also have the descriptor name you specify.
If you enter P (Path) without STANDARD, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Path Definition panel where you
can define the path to display only those occurrences you want to see. For more information, see Define a Path. If
you enter P and STANDARD, Datacom Datadictionary bypasses the Path Definition panel and uses the Standard
Path for the relationship when presenting the display.
If you enter S (Sqlname) and are displaying a table or tables, Datacom Datadictionary displays the SQLNAME
associated with that table.
Valid Entries:

A
A alias-name
D
D descriptor-name
P
P STANDARD
S SQLNAME

Default Value:
(No default)

 Keywords in the remainder of the panel: 

(entity-type)
Use this field to limit your selection to a single entity. Specify the name of the entity, such as alias. If you leave this
field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and returns occurrences of all entities. You cannot
use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first 3 characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

stat, or vers,
Specify the status or version. When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default
and returns the first occurrence or all occurrences that meet the other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid for TBL, FLD, KEY, ELM, CNS)
INCO
HIST or H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (to use the AS OF option)
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

pswd,
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default
ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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AS OF (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
200801 for the year and month or 20080101 for the year, month and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Display Alias

Use the DISPLAY ALIAS option to display all the aliases for an occurrence. After entering your specifications on the
Selection Criteria Panel, you receive a display similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ALIAS DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE      STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB       T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T06D

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  PAY-SYSTEM

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

Display Attributes

Use the DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE option to display the attributes and attribute-values for an occurrence. This display is for
viewing only. Use the other processing modes to update attributes.

After you enter your specifications, you receive a display similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ATTRIBUTE DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE     STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB      T  001

-------------------------------------------------------------------------T02D

         ATTRIBUTE            VALUE

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001  STATUS               T

 000002  ENTITY-NAME          SAMPLE-JOB

 000003  ENTITY-VER           001
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 000004  DESCRIPTION

 000005  CONTROLLER

 000006  AUTHOR

 000007  LOCK                 0

 000008  COUNT                000000001

 000009  DATE-STATUS-CHG

 000010  DATE-ADDED           10/28/10

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

NOTE
 To display the correct values for the FIELD entity-occurrence DATA-SENSITIVE and ORDER attributes, define a
path from the key to which the field was defined. If you do not, the default values for the attributes are displayed.
Use the following steps:

1. On the Entity Display panel, select 2 for Display Attributes.
2. On the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel, enter the:

a. P in the optional box after "using"
b. KEY for the entity-type
c. Table occurrence name for the parent occurrence-name
d. Key occurrence name for the occurrence-name
e. Status/version of the key occurrence

3. On the Path Definition panel, see Define a Path, the first FROM: entry is KEY. Enter FIELD at the first TO: entry. Press
Enter.

4. The Attribute Display panel shows the attributes for the key. Press PF10 to see the Attribute Display panel for the first
field in the key. Continue pressing PF10 to see the panels for subsequent fields in the key until you see the desired
field.

Display Copybook

Use the DISPLAY COPYBOOK option to display a copybook for a TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.
Before you receive the Selection Criteria panel, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following menu where you can
choose to display the copybook for COBOL, ASSEMBLER, PL/I, or the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display                                           P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> 1_    (There are 04 options on this menu)

  1. COBOL        (COB)          Display Cobol copybook

  2. ASSEMBLER    (ASM)          Display Assembler copybook

  3. PL1                         Display PL1 copybook

  4. DATAREPORTER (DR)           Display Datareporter copybook

After you enter your specifications on the Selection Criteria panel, you receive a Copybook Display panel similar to the
following example:

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR COPYBOOK DISPLAY                           T04D

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  REC  ALIAS        H  001

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                               Copybook Display

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001            02    ALIAS.

 000002                  03    STATS.

 000003                        04  STATUS     PICTURE X(1).

 000004                        88  PROD              VALUE 'P'.

 000005                        88  TEST              VALUE 'T'.

 000006                        88  HIST              VALUE 'H'.

 000007                  04    NATIVE-SEQ-KEY.

 000008                        05  ENTITY-NAME

 000009                                     PICTURE X(15).

 000010                        05   ENTITY-VER

 000011                                     PICTURE 9(4)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

The following table describes the name Datacom Datadictionary displays when you request a copybook for COBOL,
PL/I, ASSEMBLER, or the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility. The first-level of a copybook for the TABLE (or RECORD),
ELEMENT, or KEY entity-type is represented by the term group level.

 Entity-Type/ Level  COBOL  PL/I  ASSEMBLER   Datacom/
DB Reporting Facility 

TABLE
group level

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Unlabeled storage  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

fields  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Unlabeled storage  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

RECORD
group level

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Unlabeled storage  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

fields  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Unlabeled storage  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

ELEMENT
group level

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

fields Compiler name if present,
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Compiler name if present,
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Assembler name if
present,
if not present, unlabeled
storage

Assembler name if
present,
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name
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KEY
group level

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Assembler name if
present,
if not present, unlabeled
storage

 Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

fields Compiler name if present,
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Compiler name if present,
if not present, Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Unlabeled storage  Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence
name

Display Descriptors

Use the DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS option to display all the descriptors for an occurrence. After you enter your
specifications on the Selection Criteria panel, you receive a display similar to the following:

NOTE
 An occurrence can have only eight descriptors.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR DESCRIPTOR DISPLAY

 TYPE    OCCURRENCE      STA VER

  JOB     SAMPLE-JOB      T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T07D

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  PAYROLL

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M ====================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

Display Field

Use the DISPLAY FIELD option to display a Field Summary for a TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.
Before you receive the Selection Criteria panel, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following menu where you can
specify the type of Field Summary Display. The option number of the default is displayed. You can press Enter, or change
the option and press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

                                                                          P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> 01    (There are 04 options on this menu)

  1. DATADICTIONARY  (DD)         Display DD field names

  2. ASSEMBLER       (ASM)        Display Assembler field names

  3. COMPILER        (CMP)        Display compiler field names

  4. DESCRIPTION     (DESC)       Display DD field descriptions
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On the Selection Criteria panel, specify TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT for the entity and the name of the
occurrence containing the fields you want to display. If you select KEY or ELEMENT as the entity, enter the name of the
TABLE or RECORD occurrence containing the KEY or ELEMENT occurrence.

NOTE
 To display the fields in the UNIVERSAL record, specify RECORD for the entity-type, UNIVERSAL for the
occurrence name, and ALL for the status.

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a Field Summary Display similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR FIELD SUMMARY DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE    STA   VER

  REC  ACCTS-REC      T    001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------- --------T03D

         Level    Field-Name                             (Numeric Attributes)

         Preci    Type   Len   Repeat  Just  Rdf  Null Fill  Sign  Typ-Num   Dec

 ====== ========================== T O P =========================================

 000001  1        ORD-ID

        00000     NUM    00005  00001    R    N    N           Y      C      000

 000002  1             BILL-DT

        00000          CHAR   00006  00001    L    N    N

 000003  2             BILL-YR

        00000          CHAR   00002  00001    L    N    N

 000004  2             BILL-MO

        00000           CHAR  00002  00001    L    N    N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   F12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

NOTE
 The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) for the binary types
(B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) are displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS attribute
has a value other than zero.

Display Index

With the DISPLAY INDEX option, you can obtain an index display according to the specifications you enter on the
Selection Criteria panel. The following is a sample Index Display panel for all DATABASE entities in every status that do
not have a Lock Level 2 protection.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR INDEX DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA   VER

  BAS  DMBD2         H    001
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T01D

        Type  Occurrence-Name               Status    Version     DBID

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  BAS  DMBD2                            H       001       00332

 000002  BAS  DATA-DICT                        P       003       00002

 000003  BAS  DDD-DATABASE                     P       001       00915

 000004  BAS  DDMODEL                          P       001       00000

 000005  BAS  DMBD                             P       001       00221

 000006  BAS  DMBD2                            P       002       00332

 000007  BAS  DOWNTOWN-PARTS                   P       001       00665

 000008  BAS  DOWNTOWN-SUBURB                  P       001       00664

 000009  BAS  DOWNTOWN-SUBUR2                  P       001       00300

 000010  BAS  MAXXD                            P       001       00220

 000011  BAS  SUBURBAN-PARTS                   P       001       00202

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

Define a Path

You can use a path to display an index of occurrences related to a specific occurrence. If you are displaying a DATABASE
structure, you can use the STANDARD path to display all occurrences in the structure. To display only a portion of the
structure or display occurrences of entities which are not in the STANDARD path, you can use the Path Definition panel to
specify the entities and relationships to trace the path.

When you define a path, you can use the skip option to omit occurrences of a specific entity from display. You can
designate which entities to skip on the Path Definition panel.

When you select the option for a path selection and do not specify STANDARD as the type of path, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the Path Definition panel. At this point, you can still select the STANDARD path by pressing Enter
without entering any data on the panel.

The Path Definition panel lists the types of fields and the type of entry that is valid for each field at the top of the panel.
The rest of the panel displays repeating groups of the fields. Define as many field groups as are allowed on this screen.

 =>

 =>

 =>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Path Definition                                                   T02F

 FROM: Entity-Type                         VIA: Relationship Name

   TO: Entity-Type                           SKIP: 'Y' to skip processing

 FROM: DATABASE                            VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _
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 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 FROM: ________________________________    VIA: _______________________________

   TO: ________________________________      SKIP: _

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

FROM:
The first FROM field contains the entity you entered on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. In subsequent
FROM fields, you can enter a valid entity or you can leave these fields blank. When you leave a FROM field
blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the entry in the previous TO field. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
Default Value:

Entry in previous TO field
TO:

Enter the entity which is the next in the path sequence. A relationship definition connecting the FROM and TO
entities must exist in Datacom Datadictionary. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity
Default Value:

(No default)
VIA:

Enter the name of the relationship connecting the FROM and TO entities. If you are tracing a path for occurrences
of entities in the Datacom/DB or Broadcom FILE Model structures, you can leave this field blank. Datacom
Datadictionary defaults to $INTERNAL for these entities.
Valid Entries:

A valid relationship name
Default Value:

$INTERNAL for Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model entity-types; otherwise, no default
SKIP:

Enter Y to omit occurrences of the TO entity from the display. Leave this field blank to include the occurrences of
the TO entity in the display.
Valid Entries:

Y (yes)
Default Value:

Do not omit

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary returns the display you selected according to the data you entered on the
Selection Criteria panel and the Path Definition panel.

Display Relationship Definitions

When you select the DISPLAY RELDEF option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Relationship Definition Display Selection                          T08D
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 Select relationship definitions to be displayed by filling in one or more

 of the following:

    Relationship Name:   ________________________________

    Subject Entity-type: ________________________________

    Object Entity-type:  ________________________________

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Relationship Name:
Specify the name of the relationship whose definition you want to display here. If you leave this field
blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the default, ALL, and returns a display of all relationship definitions.
Valid Entries:

A valid relationship name
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Subject Entity-type:
Specify the name of the entity that is the subject of the relationship definition you want to display. If you leave
this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the default, ALL and returns all subject entities for the selected
relationship. You cannot use the abbreviation for the entity-type in this field.
Valid Entries:

A valid entity
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

Object Entity-type:
Specify the name of the entity that is the object of the relationship definition you want to display. If you leave
this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the default, ALL and returns all object entities for the selected
relationship. You cannot use the abbreviation for the entity-type in this field.
Valid Entries:

A valid entity
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

When you complete your entries and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a display similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

  DDOL:            Relationship Definition Display                            T08D

 Selected Relationship Name:      $INTERNAL

 Selected Subject Entity-type:    ALL

 Selected Object Entity-type:     ALL
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         Relationship name               Map   Req   Aut   Ord   Cpy    Mdl

             Subject Entity-type           Object Entity-type

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001  $INTERNAL                       MM   N    N    N   B     N

             AREA                          FILE

 000002  $INTERNAL                       1M   Y    N    N    B    N

             DATABASE                      AREA

 000003  $INTERNAL                       MM   N    N    Y    B    N

             DATAVIEW                      ELEMENT

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

This panel displays the criteria you entered on the Relationship Definition Display Selection panel and the relationship
definitions that match your criteria. When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF
keys to move backward and forward through the display.

The display includes two lines of information for each relationship definition. The information in the first line includes the
relationship name and the attribute-values for the definition.

The attributes and their possible values are displayed in the following chart:

 Attribute  Description  Values 
Mapping Describes the number of occurrences that

are subjects and objects of the relationship
11 (one-to-one)
1M (one-to-many)
M1 (many-to-one)
MM (many-to-many)

Required Indicates if each object must always
be related to at least one subject

Y (yes)
N (no)

Automatic Indicates if subject and object are to
be automatically related when object
is added

Y (yes)
N (no)

Ordered Indicates if the order of relationships
is significant

Y (yes)
N (no)

Copy Indicates relationships are to be
copied when the specified occurrence
is copied

O (object)
S (subject)
B (both)
M (model)
N (neither)

Model Indicates relationships are to be
copied when the specified occurrence
is used as a model

O (object)
S (subject)
B (both)
N (neither)

 

The information in the second line of the panel includes the subject entity-type and the object entity-type of the displayed
relationship.
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When the display is longer than your screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move forward and backward
through the display.

Display Structures

Use the DISPLAY STRUCTURES option to display both Datacom/DB Model and Broadcom FILE Model structures and
substructures. Datacom Datadictionary returns the requested structure or substructure in an indented format. You can
select a full or condensed display. The full display option includes FIELD occurrences for each TABLE or RECORD, KEY,
and ELEMENT occurrence and the attribute-values available on the Structure Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance
Panels. The condensed option omits the FIELD occurrences and many of the attribute-values.

When you select this option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following menu where you select the type of structure
display.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Display

                                                                          P03M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 11 options on the menu)

  1. DISPLAY DATABASE    (D BAS)       Display Database Structure

  2. DISPLAY AREA        (D ARA)       Display Area Structure

  3. DISPLAY TABLE       (D TBL)       Display Table Structure

  4. DISPLAY KEY         (D KEY)       Display Key Structure

  5. DISPLAY ELEMENT     (D ELE)       Display Element Structure

  6. DISPLAY DATAVIEW    (D DVW)       Display Dataview Structure

  7. DISPLAY FILE        (D FIL)       Display File Structure

  8. DISPLAY RECORD      (D REC)       Display Record Structure

  9. SET MODE                          Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

 10. IDEAL                             Transfer to IDEAL application

 11. OFF                               End session

NOTE
 If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for
Datacom option on the preceding panel.

For selections other than the DISPLAY KEY or DISPLAY ELEMENT options, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following. The entity structure you select is displayed where RECORD appears on this panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance

                                                                          TXCF

 DISPLAY  RECORD ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      REC    (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD          using OVERRIDE

      PSWD     (pswd)         OVRD       (ovrd)
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 format is COND    AS OF ____________

          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the root occurrence of the structure or base occurrence of the substructure.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid for TBL, KEY, ELM,)
HIST or H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
(format)

(Optional) Specify the format for the display. If you enter FULL, Datacom Datadictionary presents the full structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure and the attribute-values on the Structure
Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance Panels. If you accept the default, COND (condensed structure
display), Datacom Datadictionary presents a structure display containing the occurrences in the structure or
substructure except the FIELD occurrences and some of the attribute values. For more information and examples,
see Structure Display Panel.
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Valid Entries:
COND
FULL

Default Value:
COND

(YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you fill in ASOF for the status, specify the date/time stamp to display the PROD status version of the
structure as it appeared on the given day and time. Datacom Datadictionary left justifies your entry and uses as
much of the option value as you enter according to the following positions: YYYY for the year, MM for the month,
DD for the day, hh for the hour, mm for the minute.
For example, if you specify 201400101, Datacom Datadictionary displays the occurrence as it existed beginning
on January 1, 2014, whereas if you specify 201401012359, Datacom Datadictionary displays the occurrence as it
existed at the end of the same day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Display KEY or ELEMENT Substructures

When you select the DISPLAY KEY option, Datacom Datadictionary presents a prompter panel similar to the following
where you specify the TABLE or RECORD occurrence containing the key. When you select the DISPLAY ELEMENT
option, a similar prompter panel appears displaying ELEMENT instead of KEY.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                                                         TYCF

 DISPLAY  KEY   ________________________________

 DIS      KEY     (name)

 OF TABLE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

    TBL      (name)                           STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE       format is COND    AS OF ____________

      PSWD   (pswd)       OVRD    (ovrd)          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS     PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

KEY (or ELEMENT) (name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the key or element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
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Default Value:
(No default)

TABLE (or RECORD) (name)
(Required) Specify the name of the table or record containing the key or element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the TABLE or RECORD occurrence.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid for TBL, KEY, ELM)
HIST or H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
(format)

(Optional) Specify the format for the display. If you enter FULL, Datacom Datadictionary presents the full structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure and the attribute-values on the Structure
Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance Panels. If you accept the default, COND (condensed structure
display), Datacom Datadictionary presents a structure display containing the occurrences in the structure except
the FIELD occurrences and some of the attribute values. For more information and examples, see Structure
Display Panels .
Valid Entries:

COND
FULL

Default Value:
COND
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(YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you fill in ASOF for the status, specify the date/time stamp to display the PROD status version of the
structure as it appeared on the given day and time. Datacom Datadictionary left justifies your entry and uses as
much of the option value as you enter according to the following positions: YYYY for the year, MM for the month,
DD for the day, hh for the hour, mm for the minute.
For example, if you specify 20090101, Datacom Datadictionary displays the occurrence as it existed beginning
on January 1, 2009, whereas if you specify 200901012359, Datacom Datadictionary displays the occurrence as it
existed at the end of the same day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you specify FULL for the format, you can receive a full structure display similar to the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 File Structure Maintenance                                            DISPLAY

                                                                          TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

                              DB-Name DB-Id     Length     Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 KEY                  ORD-ID-KY

                              ACTOR   002       00005       YYY

 000002   FIELD              ORD-ID

                                                00005  00000001N00001RNSYC000

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

For a list of the attribute values displayed on the File Structure Maintenance panel, see Structure Display Panel.

Display Text

Select DISPLAY TEXT on the Datacom Datadictionary Entity Display Menu to display the text associated with a specific
occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Display Mode                       Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

                      ..................optional.............................

 DISPLAY TEXT         :   using  _           ________________________________ :

 DIS     TEX          :   using  (A-alias)   (alias name)                     :

                      :          (D-descr)   (descriptor name)                :
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                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)    (S-Sqlname)        :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,        ,           ) / AS OF ____________

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat,  pswd,    ovrd)             (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

                                      (vers,  pswd,    ovrd)

     CLASS ________________________________

           (text class)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Complete your specifications on the Selection Criteria panel as described in Using the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel,
except for the last field, CLASS. Enter the text classification of the text you want to display. Use the standard naming
conventions established for Datacom Datadictionary. 

If you leave the CLASS field blank, Datacom Datadictionary selects the current default text classification in the following
order:

1. The text class of the previously anchored occurrence
2. The session default established with the SET TEXT command (see the SET command for Setting Session Default

Values)
3. The system default classification name STANDARD

When you complete the Selection Criteria panel and press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents a display similar to
the following panel. The text stored in Datacom Datadictionary under the text classification you specified on the Selection
Criteria panel displays. The OWNED field states that the occurrence owns this text. If the text is shared, SHARED
displays instead. You cannot update the information on this panel.

NOTE
 If a FIELD occurrence has no owned or shared text and has the same name as a FIELD occurrence in the
UNIVERSAL record, Datacom Datadictionary displays the text associated with the universal field for the selected
field.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TEXT DISPLAY

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE        STA   VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY        P    003

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T05D

 Text Display  Class STANDARD                                  ( OWNED  text )

     Retrieved Class STANDARD

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001    The Application Demonstration System is a generic representation

 000002 of a customer order-entry system as it may appear in the business

 000003 world.

 000004    The overall system is designed modularly so that it may be enhanced

 000005 without adversely affecting the basic design of the system.  Modularity

 000006 allows the system to be expanded or enhanced for demonstration purposes

 000007 or for the actual use of the system in a production environment.  The
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 000008 ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables, each of which has

 000009 minimally a primary key.  The database, as it is conceptualized, is

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=NEXT CLASS

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

ENTMAINT Mode - Entity Maintenance
Use the ENTMAINT Mode to create and maintain entity-occurrences of all non-model entity-types. Within model
structures, use this mode to create and maintain TABLE, RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT entity-occurrences. You can also
use the ENTMAINT Mode to rename and maintain support information for all entity-types, such as aliases, descriptors,
and text.

NOTE
Certain occurrences and relationships are used and maintained by other Broadcom products and should not be
modified using this facility. Check your product documentation for restrictions.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Menu Panel - Entity Maintenance Mode

When you select the Entity Maintenance Mode, option 2 (ENTM) on the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel.

You can select a function by entering the option number in the space indicated and filling in the resulting prompter panel
or by entering a command on a command line. You can skip the prompter panels for a function by entering the full
command on the command line.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

                                                                          P02M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

 

  1. DISPLAY   (D)      Display entity occurrence information

  2. UPDATE    (U)      Update entity occurrence information

  3. ADD                Add a new entity occurrence

  4. DELETE    (DEL)    Delete an existing entity occurrence

  5. COPY      (COP)    Create a new version of an existing occurrence

  6. MODEL     (MDL)    Create new occurrence from existing occurrence

  7. SET MODE           Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

  8. IDEAL              Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF                End session

 

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option will appear in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the above panel.
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You can use the following commands in this mode. For more information and a full explanation of each command, see
Online Commands:

ADD
APPLY
BOTTOM
COMMAND
COMBINE
COPY
DEFINE
DELETE
DISPLAY

END
HELP
INPUT
MARGIN
MENU
MODEL
NEXT
NEXT CLASS
OFF

OFFON
PARENT
PATH
POSITION
PROCESS
PROFILE
RESET PREFIX
SCROLL
SET

SPLIT
SRB
SRF
STATUS
TIME
TOP
UPDATE

Using the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel

In the ENTMAINT Mode, you use a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel to enter the command syntax for the desired function.
If you select one of the DISPLAY functions in this mode you receive the Selection Criteria panel with the optional AS OF
field to display an occurrence as it existed at a specific date and time.

The Selection Criteria panel shows the function you are requesting on the panel. The Selection Criteria panel has a box
for selecting optional criteria on the right and lines to select a specific entity-type and occurrence below. Use the optional
criteria box only when you select the DISPLAY function.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

 

                      ...................optional............................

 DISPLAY              :   using  _             _____________________________:

 DIS                  :   using   (A-alias)   (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr)   (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)    (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)      :

                      :.....................................................:

 

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

 

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,        ,            ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,    pswd,    ovrd)

                                     (vers,    pswd,    ovrd)

 

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

 

Complete your specifications on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions.

Keywords in the optional criteria box:
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using
Entries here are only valid with the DISPLAY function. For more information, see the explanation starting on Using
the Selection Criteria Fill-in Panel.

Keywords in the remainder of the panel:

(entity-type)
Use this field to limit your selection to a single entity. Specify the name of the entity, such as PROGRAM. Except
where noted in the following sections, if you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the
default and returns occurrences of all entities that meet the other criteria. You cannot use abbreviations in this
field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
ALL

Default Value:
ALL

(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version. If you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses ALL as the default and
returns all occurrences depending on the other selection criteria you enter on this panel.

NOTE
Use QUAL only if you are displaying or deleting a TABLE, FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT entity-occurrence
or if you are displaying a CONSTRAINT entity-occurrence.
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pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
ovrd

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Add Occurrences
Use the ADD function in the Datacom Datadictionary online Entity Maintenance Mode to define an occurrence that is not
included in the Datacom/DB Model or the Broadcom FILE Model.

When you select the ADD option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only. Define your occurrence according to the descriptions listed after the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                      ...................optional..............................

 ADD                  :   using     _         _______________________________ :

 ADD                  :   using    (A-alias)  (alias name)                    :

                      :            (D-descr)  (descriptor name)               :

                      :            (P-path)   (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)        :

                      :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,         ,             ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,    pswd,    ovrd)

                                     (vers,    pswd,    ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are adding. You cannot abbreviate the entity names in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
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Default Value:
(No default)

(parent occurrence-name)
Leave this field blank. For more information and procedures to maintain FIELD occurrences, see Update Field.

(occurrence-name)
Specify the name of the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat, or vers,)

(Optional) Assign a version number or allow Datacom Datadictionary to assign it for you.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
Default Value:

1
pswd,

(Optional) Assign a password to this occurrence to protect it from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
ovrd

(Optional) Specify the lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

• LOC0 - no restrictions
• LOC1 - no update or delete unless override code is specified
• LOC2 - no access unless override code is specified

Default Value:
LOC0

After the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel is complete, press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary presents the Attribute
Maintenance panel which lists all the modifiable attributes for the occurrence you are adding.

With Relationships

If you are adding an occurrence that has a required relationship, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Relationship
Maintenance Procedure panel before displaying the Attribute Maintenance panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Relationship Maintenance Procedure                                 T08F

 1. Select function: _

                                     A - Add

                                     X - exit from relationship maintenance
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 2. Describe relationship:

 Relationship Name: JOB-JOB-REQUIRES                 relates this occurrence....

 Type: JOB                             Parent: ________________________________

 Name: LEDGER                          Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to this occurrence:

 Type: _______________________________ Parent: ________________________________

 Name: _______________________________ Status/Version: ____

    ...with this intersection data:

       ________________________________________________________________________

 3. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PFKEY 9 to process.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Complete entries on this panel according to the following descriptions:

Select function:
Specify one of the entries that are listed to the right of the panel.
Valid Entries:

• A (Add)
• X (exit from relationship maintenance)

Default Value:
(No default)

Type:
Specify the entity-type of the occurrence to which you are adding the relationship with the anchored occurrence.
You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type that is specified for this relationship
Default Value:

(No default)
Parent:

Specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name only if the type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. You should do not
relate a field, key, or element in a DATABASE structure with a non-model occurrence.
Valid Entries:

An existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
Name:

Specify the name of the occurrence to which you are adding the relationship with the anchored occurrence.
Valid Entries:

An existing occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
Status/Version:

Specify the status or version of the occurrence.
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Valid Entries:

• 001 -- 999
• T001 -- T999

Default Value:
(No default)

...intersection data:
Fill in optional information that is pertinent to the relationship between the two occurrences.
Valid Entries:

1 to 72 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

After you complete your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If you are adding a non-ordered relationship or are
deleting a relationship and there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary gives you a message confirming successful
completion of this function.

If the relationship is between two occurrences of the same entity-type, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following
panel. If you are adding an ordered relationship, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Ordered Relationship Add
Sequence Information panel. For more information, see With Ordered Relationships.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry                          T81F

 Relationship Name: JOB-JOB-REQUIRES                    will relate......

 Type: JOB                             Parent: __________________________

 Name: LEDGER                          Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to........

 Type: JOB                             Parent: __________________________

 Name: AR                              Status/Version: 001

 _   Enter S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel will

     be the subject or the object of the relationship.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

The Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry panel appears if the relationship you are adding is between two occurrences
of the same entity-type, such as PROGRAM and PROGRAM. Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel for
you, except for the last field on the panel. Type an S or an O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel is the
subject or object of this relationship. After filling in the field, press Enter.

With Ordered Relationships

The Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information panels appear only if you are adding an ordered relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields in the top portion of the display area with the information from the Relationship
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Maintenance Procedure panel. Fill in the fields at the bottom of the panel according to the following descriptions. After you
fill in the appropriate fields, press Enter.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information                    T82F

 Relationship Name: JOB-STP-CONTAINS                  will relate......

 Type: STEP                             Parent: ___________________________

 Name: STEP-ONE                         Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to........

 Type: JOB                              Parent: ___________________________

 Name: LEDGER                           Status/Version: 001

 Specify position of the object occurrence in a set of ordered relationships

 by selecting one of the following:

   _ First in set ($FIRST)

   _ Last in set  ($LAST)

   _ After this occurrence....          Parent: _________________________

     Name: ____________________________ Status/Version: ____

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

You must select one of the following fields:

First in set ($FIRST)
Enter any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the first occurrence in the ordered relationship.

Last in set ($LAST)
Enter any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the last occurrence in the ordered relationship.

After this occurrence....
Type in any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to follow another occurrence in the ordered
relationship. If the object occurrence is not the first or last occurrence in the set, indicate that it follows the
occurrence that you specify as follows:
Parent:

Specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name only if the occurrence which the object occurrence
follows in the set is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.
Valid Entries: An existing RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Default Value: (No default)

Name:
Specify the name of the occurrence which the object occurrence follows in the set of ordered
relationships.
Valid Entries: An existing occurrence name
Default Value: (No default)

Status/Version:
Specify the status or version of the occurrence which the object occurrence follows in the set of ordered
relationships.
Valid Entries:
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• 001 -- 999
• T001 -- T999

Default Value: (No default)

Copy Occurrences
You can create a new version of an occurrence using the COPY option. This option is valid only for non-Model
occurrences. Use DBMAINT Mode or FILEMAINT Mode to create a new version of a Datacom/DB Model or a Broadcom
FILE Model occurrence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND -------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in         T01F

                       ...................optional............................

 COPY                  :   using  _         ________________________________ :

 CPY                   :   using   (A-alias) (alias name)                    :

                       :           (D-descr) (descriptor name)               :

                       :           (P-path)  (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)        :

                       :.....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,        ,    ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,   ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,   ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Fill in the specification on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional criteria
box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are copying. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

Leave this field blank.
(occurrence-name)

Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
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When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the following list of the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Copy Occurrence Panel

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Copy Occurrence panel. The Type, Name, Status, and
Version fields contain information from on the Selection Criteria panel. Fill in the remaining fields according to the
descriptions shown next.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity-Occurrence Maintenance:                                        T04U

                            Copy Occurrence Panel

            (Create the next version of an existing entity-occurrence)
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 Existing Occurrence Information:

 Type: JOB

 Name: SAMPLE-JOB                       Status: TEST   Version: 002

 New Occurrence Information:

 Text Option: ______   (CLASS, COPIED, NOTEXT or SHARED - default is SHARED)

 New Password:         (default is password of copied occurrence)

 Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to make the copy.

 

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Text Option:
Specify the text option for the new occurrence.

• The CLASS option displays the Text Copy Criteria Fill-in panel, which is used to specify the target occurrence
and the text classification you designate for the occurrence you are copying.

• The COPIED option copies the text associated with the existing occurrence version and associates the copied
text with the new occurrence version as specified on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel. The COPIED option
copies all text classifications associated with the text being copied.

• The NOTEXT option creates the new occurrence version without any associated text.
• The SHARED option associates the new occurrence version with the text associated with the existing version,

the new occurrence version does not "own" the text. This option also shares the text classifications.
• Valid Entries:

CLASS
COPIED
NOTEXT
SHARED

• Default Value:
SHARED

New Password:
This field allows you to enter a password for the new occurrence version. If you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns the same password (if one exists) to the new version of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

Password for the existing occurrence, if one exists

Text Copy Fill-in Panel

If you selected CLASS as the Text Option and the occurrence being copied has text, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
Text Copy Fill-in panel. If you do not want to accept the default, this panel allows you to designate the text-class for the
occurrence you are copying.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000199I - 04UP - SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE COPY
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                               Text Copy Criteria Fill-in  T25F

 Source Occurrence

 job_____________________________     ________________________________

 (entity-type)                        (parent occurrence-name)

 sample-job______________________   (  0001,             ,             )

 (occurrence-name)                    (stat,    pswd,      ovrd)

 standard________________________     (vers,    pswd,      ovrd)

 (text-class)

 Target Occurrence

 job_____________________________     ________________________________

 (entity-type)                        (parent occurrence-name)

 sample-job_____________________   (  0002,           ,              )

 (occurrence-name)                   (stat,   pswd,      ovrd)

 standard________________________    (vers,   pswd,      ovrd)

 (text-class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

(text-class)
Change or accept the text classification name of the occurrence you are copying. Use naming conventions
established for Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character text classification name
Default Value:

STANDARD or the currently defined default

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary presents an Attribute
Update panel for the occurrence with a message indicating the successful completion of this function. You can add,
change or delete values for any of the displayed attributes for the new occurrence. For more information about how to
obtain a list of the attributes, see Update Attribute-Values.

Delete Occurrences
Use the DELETE function to remove an occurrence from Datacom Datadictionary. Deleting a TEST or HIST status
occurrence removes the occurrence from Datacom Datadictionary. Deleting an occurrence that is in PROD status
changes the occurrence to HIST status.

You can use the DELETE option in ENTMAINT Mode for the following non-Model occurrences:

AUTHORIZATION
JOB
LIBRARY
MEMBER
MODULE

NODE
PANEL
PARTITION-VALUE
PERSON
PROGRAM

REPORT
STEP
SYSTEM

You must use the DBMAINT Mode to delete a Datacom/DB Model structure or substructure and the FILEMAINT Mode to
delete a Broadcom FILE Model structure or substructure.

Do not use this option to delete a FIELD occurrence. For more information about deleting a FIELD occurrence in the
ENTMAINT Mode, see Update Field.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ...................optional............................

 DELETE               :   using  _          ________________________________ :

 DEL                  :   using  (A-alias)  (alias name)                    :

                      :          (D-descr)  (descriptor name)               :

                      :          (P-path)   (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)        :

                      :.....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,          ,           ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat ,     pswd,     ovrd)

                                     (vers ,     pswd,     ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Fill in the specification on a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional criteria
box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are deleting. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

Leave this field blank.
(occurrence-name)

Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
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(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses a valid status/version of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria you enter on
this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Occurrence Delete Panel

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Occurrence Delete panel with a list of the attributes and
attribute-values for the selected occurrence. If you decide to keep this occurrence, press the PF2 or Clear key to cancel
the function and return to the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Menu panel.

To delete this occurrence, press PF9 (APPLY). Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATADICTIONARY Entity
Maintenance Menu with the message SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE DELETE.

Display Occurrences
You can use a variety of display options in the ENTMAINT Mode. When you select the DISPLAY function, option 1 on the
DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance Menu, Datacom Datadictionary displays a menu of the display options available in
this mode.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

                                                                          P02M

 Enter desired option number ===> __        (There are 08 options on the menu)
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  1. DISPLAY INDEX       (D IND)          Display index of occurrences

  2. DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES  (D ATT)          Display occurrence attributes

  3. DISPLAY FIELD       (D FIE)          Display field summary

  4. DISPLAY COPYBOOK    (D CBK)          Display element copybook

  5. DISPLAY TEXT        (D TEX)          Display occurrence's text

  6. DISPLAY ALIAS       (D ALI)          Display occurrence's aliases

  7. DISPLAY DESCRIPTORS (D DES)          Display occurrence's descriptors

  8. DISPLAY RELDEF      (D RLD)          Display relationship definitions

For more information about these display functions, see ENTDISPL Mode - Entity Display.

Model Occurrences
You can use existing occurrences as models to create new occurrences. Use the LIKE option on DBMAINT Mode and
FILEMAINT Mode panels for occurrences in the Datacom/DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures.

When you select the MODEL function, option 6 on the DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the MODEL Selection Criteria Fill-in panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ...................optional...........................

 MODEL                :   using  _           _____________________________ :

 MDL                  :   using   (A-alias)     (alias name)               :

                      :           (D-descr)     (descriptor name)          :

                      :           (P-path)      (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)   :

                      :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

  

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,       ,     ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Complete the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional criteria box with the
DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are using as the model. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
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(parent occurrence-name)
Leave this field blank
(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence. If you leave this field blank or enter ALL, Datacom Datadictionary
returns the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Model Occurrence
panel. The information about the existing occurrence you are using as a model is filled in for you. The fields that you must
complete are described following the panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity-Occurrence Maintenance:                                      T26U

                          Model Occurrence Panel

    (Add a new entity-occurrence, using an existing occurrence as a model)

 Existing Occurrence Information:

 Type: NODE

 Name: CA-NODE                         Status: TEST   Version: 001

 New Occurrence Information:

  Name: ________________________________

 Text Option: ______   (CLASS, COPIED, NOTEXT) - default is NOTEXT)

 New Password:         (default is password of model occurrence)

 Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to add the new occurrence.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Name:
Enter the name of the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Text Option:

To specify a particular text classification be copied to the new occurrence, enter CLASS. To copy the text
associated with the existing occurrence to the new occurrence, enter COPIED. If you leave this field blank or
enter NOTEXT, the new occurrence is created without text.
Valid Entries:

CLASS
COPIED
NOTEXT

Default Value:
NOTEXT

New Password:
To assign a new password to the new occurrence, enter the password in this field.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

Password assigned to the occurrence you are using as the model

Text Copy Fill-in Panel

If you selected CLASS as the Text Option and the occurrence you are using to model this occurrence has text, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the Text Copy Criteria Fill-in panel where you specify the text-class. Datacom Datadictionary
displays the information you provide on the Model Occurrence panel.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000199I - 04UP - SUCCESSFUL OCCURRENCE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

                                             Text Copy Criteria Fill-in    T25F

 Source Occurrence

 NODE____________________________     ________________________________

 (entity-type)                        (parent occurrence-name)

 CA-NODE_________________________  (  0001  ,       ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                    (stat ,   pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD________________________     (vers ,   pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)

 Target Occurrence

 NODE____________________________     ________________________________

 (entity-type)                        (parent occurrence-name)

 NEW-NODE________________________ (  0002 ,      ,      )

 (occurrence-name)                   (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

 STANDARD________________________    (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 (text-class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

(text-class)
Change or accept the text classification name of the text you are modeling. Use naming conventions established
for Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character text classification name
Default Value:

STANDARD or the currently defined default for your site

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute
Update panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ENTITY-OCCURRENCE MODEL. The Attribute Update panel contains a
list of all modifiable attributes for the occurrence and the attribute-values assigned to the occurrence used as a model.

NOTE
If the occurrence you are using as a model has a relationship which is a required relationship, Datacom
Datadictionary displays the Relationship Maintenance Procedure panel before displaying the Attribute Update
panel. For more information about relationship definitions, see With Relationships.

To complete the definition of your new occurrence, you can change the attribute-values or add new attribute-values. For
more information about how to obtain lists of attributes by entity-type, see Update Attribute-Values.

• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.
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NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new occurrence. You
must define these separately.

Update Occurrences
You can update existing occurrences by adding, modifying, or deleting attribute-values, aliases, descriptors, passwords,
lock levels, and text. You can also use the UPDATE option to change the status of occurrences, to add or delete FIELD
occurrences, to update relationships, and to update or rename occurrences. When you select the UPDATE option,
Datacom Datadictionary presents the following menu where you can select the desired function:

  =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance

                                                                          P02M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 10 options on the menu)

 

  1. UPDATE ATTRIBUTE    (U ATT)    Update occurrence attributes

  2. UPDATE FIELD        (U FIE)    Maintain record/key/element fields

  3. UPDATE RELATIONSHIP (U REL)    Maintain occurrence relationships

  4. UPDATE STATUS       (U STA)    Update occurrence status

  5. UPDATE TEXT         (U TEX)    Maintain an occurrence's text

  6. UPDATE ALIASES      (U ALI)    Maintain an occurrence's aliases

  7. UPDATE DESCRIPTORS  (U DES)    Maintain an occurrence's descriptors

  8. UPDATE PASSWORD     (U PAS)    Update occurrence password

  9. UPDATE LOCK         (U LOC)    Update occurrence lock code

 10. UPDATE NAME         (U NME)    Update/Rename occurrence name

 

Update Aliases

You can define aliases for an occurrence to serve as alternate names for the occurrence. Some products, such as
Dataquery, can use aliases instead of occurrence names when accessing information. You can also use aliases to give
different departments in your company the option of referring to an occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary by a name
other than the occurrence name. This gives these departments an alternate search path to follow to find the occurrence
using a name with which they are familiar.

Using the online facility, you can specify up to 1300 aliases for each occurrence. (There is no limit using the batch facility.)
An occurrence must be in TEST or PROD status when you add or delete the alias. Alias names must be unique within the
entity-type.

NOTE
If an occurrence exists in multiple status/versions and an alias is added to one status/version, the alias does not
apply to other existing status/versions of the occurrence until you explicitly add the alias. The alias is copied to a
new status/version of an occurrence when you copy the occurrence.

The alias name can be 32 characters or less in length. The same rules for naming an occurrence apply to naming
an alias. The one exception is that the maximum length of the alias name is not affected when you assign a different
attribute-value to the ENTY-NAME-LEN attribute of the TABLE entity-occurrence for the entity-type in the DATA-DICT
database.

Topics discussed on this page include:
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When you select the UPDATE ALIASES option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following Selection Criteria Fill-in
panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

                      ...................optional...........................

 UPDATE  ALIAS        :   using  _         _______________________________ :

 UPD     ALI          :   using   (A-alias) (alias name)                   :

                      :           (D-descr) (descriptor name)              :

                      :           (P-path)  (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)       :

                      :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                     (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,       ,       ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat,  pswd,   ovrd)

                                      (vers,  pswd,   ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
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(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Alias Maintenance Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Alias Maintenance
panel. The panel displays any aliases previously defined for this occurrence. If no aliases exist for this occurrence, you
receive a panel similar to the following.

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 1-DDOL000361I - 06IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED ALIASES

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ALIAS MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB   T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T06U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Add Alias

To add an alias, type the alias name on the first line and press Enter.

To add additional aliases, insert additional lines on this panel using the following steps:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display, one line prior to where you want
the lines inserted. The line command to insert lines is In, where n is the number of lines.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information
about line commands, see Line Commands.

Delete Alias

To delete an alias, type D (Delete) in the line number of each alias you want to delete and press Enter. You can also use
the DD line command to delete several contiguous lines. For more information, see Line Commands.

After adding aliases or marking aliases for deletion, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
presents the Alias Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ALIAS MAINTENANCE and the aliases for the
anchored occurrence.

Update Attribute-Values in the ENTMAINT Mode

In Datacom Datadictionary, you can update existing occurrences by modifying or resetting their attribute-values. Review
screen display and field descriptions for using the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE option.

You can update existing occurrences by modifying or resetting their attribute-values.

WARNING
If you update an attribute that changes the physical layout or length of the record, see Modifying Definitions in
Datadictionary.

When you select the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following Selection Criteria Fill-in
panel:
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ...................optional...........................

 UPDATE  ATTRIBUTE    :   using  _           _____________________________ :

 UPD        ATT       :   using   (A-alias)  (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr)  (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)   (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)      :

                      :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,       ,     ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Enter your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You can also use this mode to update occurrences in user-
defined entities. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences, or to select several occurrences, use a generic selection of one or
more of the initial characters of the name with an asterisk (*).  For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of
this entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
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(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences, or to select several occurrences, use a generic selection of one or
more of the initial characters of the name with an asterisk (*). For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence that you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the following list of the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Attribute Update
panel for the selected occurrence.
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• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.

Update Descriptors

Use descriptor words to group occurrences of different entities with some commonality. Assigning descriptors to
occurrences groups occurrences of Datacom Datadictionary functions, such as display or batch reporting selection. You
can add descriptors and can delete descriptors.

For example, you can assign the descriptor PAYROLL to all PROGRAM, JOB, STEP, and other occurrences representing
a payroll system.

A single descriptor can be assigned to any number of occurrences. Each occurrence can have a maximum of eight
descriptors.

NOTE
If an occurrence exists in multiple status/versions and a descriptor is added to one status/version, the descriptor
does not apply to other status/versions of the occurrence until you explicitly add the descriptor. The descriptor is
copied to the new status/version of an occurrence when you copy the occurrence.

An occurrence must be in TEST or PROD status when you add or delete the descriptor. The descriptor can be 32
characters or less in length. The same rules for naming an occurrence apply to naming a descriptor.

When you select the UPDATE DESCRIPTORS option, Datacom Datadictionary displays the following Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in     T01F

                      ...................optional..........................

 UPDATE  DESCRIPTOR   :   using  _          _____________________________ :

 UPD     DES          :   using  (A-alias)  (alias name)                  :

                      :          (D-descr)  (descriptor name)             :

                      :          (P-path)    (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)     :

                      :...................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,       ,     ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,   pswd, ovrd)

                                     (vers,   pswd, ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU     PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT    PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field. Entering the name of a TABLE or RECORD occurrence limits your selection to the
occurrences contained in a single table or record.
Enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of the name
with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this entity-type
with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

• 1-character to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
• Generic selection
• ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
Enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of the name
with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this entity-type
with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

• 1-character to 32-character occurrence name
• Generic selection
• ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the following list of the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
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Valid Entries:

• TEST: T001 -- T999
• PROD: 001 -- 999
• ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Descriptor Maintenance Panel

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Descriptor Maintenance panel. The panel displays any
descriptors that are defined for this occurrence. If no descriptors exist for the occurrence, you receive the message that is
displayed on the following panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000361I - 06IP - OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED DESCRIPTORS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR DESCRIPTOR MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE    STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB       T     001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T07U

 ======  ============ T O P =============

 000001  ________________________________

 ======  ========= B O T T O M ==========
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 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY    PF4=PROCESS    PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY      PF10=PATH      PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

Add Descriptors

To add a descriptor, type the descriptor name on the first line and press PF9 (APPLY).

To insert more lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you want the
lines to be inserted. The line command to insert lines is In, where n is the number of lines.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.

Delete Descriptors

To delete a descriptor, type D (Delete) in the line number of each descriptor you want to delete. You can also use the DD
line command to delete several contiguous lines. For more information, see Line Commands.

After adding descriptors or marking descriptors for deletion, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the Descriptor Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL DESCRIPTOR MAINTENANCE
and the descriptors for the anchored occurrence.

Update Field

Use the UPDATE FIELD option of ENTMAINT Mode to add, change, or delete FIELD occurrences. When you select this
option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following Selection Criteria Fill-in panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

                     ...................optional...........................

 UPDATE  FIELD       :   using  _            ____________________________ :

 UPD     FIE         :   using   (A-alias)   (alias name)                 :

                     :           (D-descr)   (descriptor name)            :

                     :           (P-path)    (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)     :

                     :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat, pswd,  ovrd)

                                      (vers, pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

TABLE
RECORD
KEY
ELEMENT

Default Value:
(No default)

(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is KEY or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel. For more information, see the section on the order of returned occurrences.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
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pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, you receive a Field Maintenance panel. The format of the panel depends on whether you are
updating a FIELD occurrence for a TABLE, RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.

Anchored Occurrence for Record/Table Field Maintenance Panel

 

After completing your entries on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel for the UPDATE FIELD option with RECORD or TABLE
entity-type specified, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a FILE Maintenance Panel
similar to the following panel.

NOTE
Access to this panel is not allowed for occurrences in PROD status. You can also update occurrences in PROD
status using batch transactions.

Topics discussed on this page include:

For illustration, the following example is for a TABLE entity. The table containing the fields you define can be accessed by
SQL applications if the fields you define meet the conditions noted in this section.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA   VER

  TBL  ACCTS-REC    T    001

 ------------------------------------------------------------------   -------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                        DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat   Just Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 000001    1        ORD-ID

           00000    N     00005  00001  R     N   N               Y    C    000

 000002    1        BILL-DT

           00000    C     00006  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000
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 000003    2        BILL-YR

           00000    C     00002  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000

 000004    2        BILL-MO       

           00000    C     00002  00001  L     N   N               N    C    000

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. Another panel to display the additional fields follows the description of the fields on this panel.

If FIELD occurrences have not been defined to the table or record, Datacom Datadictionary displays the above panel with
only one line. Specify the attribute-values using the following descriptions and use the steps below to insert additional
lines.

If FIELD occurrences have been defined to the table or record, you receive a FILE Maintenance Panel similar to the
above panel. If the list of fields extends beyond the bottom of your screen, you can use the scroll functions to locate the
desired FIELD occurrences in the display.

After completing your entries on the FILE Maintenance Panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom
Datadictionary displays the Field Summary Display panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance. The
Field Summary Display panel lists the FIELD occurrences, the attribute-values you specified and the attribute-values you
allowed to default.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY). 

Add FIELD Occurrences

To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line prior to where you want
the lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.

The FIELD definition region includes two lines of attributes for each occurrence. The attributes are described next.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat  Just Rdf Null Fill (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 000001    1        ORD-ID

           00005    N     00005  00001   R    N   N              Y    C    000

First Line of Attributes

The following attributes are on the first line of attributes for each FIELD occurrence.

Level
(Required) Specify the level of the FIELD occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary uses your entry to assign the
CLASS attribute-value of the field.

NOTE
SQL statements can access simple fields only. A simple field is any field that is not the parent of a
subordinate level of fields, a value field, an index field, or a filler field (see Fill Add FIELD Occurrences).
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Field-Name
(Required) Specify the Datacom Datadictionary name of the FIELD occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB Element-Name

(Optional) Specify a DATACOM name to create an element which contains only this field. You can use this
attribute only when you initially define the FIELD occurrences for a table.
Valid Entries:

1-5 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Second Line of Attributes

The following attributes are on the second line of attributes for each FIELD occurrence.

Preci
(Required) Specify the maximum number of displayable digits allowed for data stored in fields whose TYPE is D
(decimal), G (graphic), N (numeric), V (varchar), or W (vargraphic).
Valid Entries:

5 characters
Default Value:

D = 2x LENGTH minus 1
G = LENGTH
N = LENGTH
V = LENGTH minus 2
W = (LENGTH minus 2) divided by 2

Type
(Optional) Identify the type of data stored in the FIELD occurrence. There are special considerations for attributes
if you are using SQL.
Valid Entries:

B, C, D, E, G, H, K, L, N, S, T, V, W, Y, Z, 2, 4, or 8
Default Value:

C
Len

(Optional) Specify the physical length in bytes of the field.
Valid Entries:

1-5 digits
Default Value:

1
Repeat

(Optional) Specify if this is a repeating field.
During SQL processing, repeating fields are handled as one large character field.
Valid Entries:

Number of repetitions
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Default Value:
1

Just
(Optional) This attribute-value specifies if the data is stored left (L) or right (R) justified.
If you are defining a TABLE substructure for SQL processing, always use the default value.
Valid Entries:

L, R
Default Value:

L (left) for Types C, G, H, K, T, V, W, Y, and Z
R (right) for Types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, and 8

Rdf
(Optional) Specify if this field redefines another field.
Redefines cannot be accessed with SQL processing.
Valid Entries:

N, P, or S
Default Value:

N
Null
(Optional) Specify if a 1-byte null indicator is to precede this field. The null indicator can create extra slack if the
fields are aligned.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N
Fill

(Optional) Specify if the field is a filler field. If you enter Y (yes), Datacom Datadictionary assigns F as the
attribute-value of the CLASS attribute-type. If the FIELD occurrence is not a filler, leave this attribute-type blank.
Valid Entries:

Y
Default Value:

(No default)

The three attributes following NUM: within the parentheses are for numeric fields (types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, or 8). Leave
these attributes blank if the field type is not numeric.

Sign
(Optional) Specify if the field contains signed numeric data (Y) or unsigned data (N).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Type

(Optional) If the field is signed numeric, specify the signing convention for the field.
Valid Entries:

C Conventional
P Conventional, always positive
U Unconventional
Q Unconventional, always positive
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Default Value:
C

Dec
(Optional) Specify the number of decimal positions for a numeric field with an implied decimal point.
Valid Entries:

Number of decimal positions
Default Value:

0

Change Attribute-Values

To change an attribute-value, type over the existing value with the new value. If the existing value is longer than the new
value, use the ERASE EOF key to remove the remainder of the existing value. You can change the values for any FIELD
attributes on the panel, but you cannot change the Field-Name or DB Element-Name of an existing FIELD occurrence.

WARNING
If you update an attribute-value that changes the physical layout or length of the record, see the section on
Modifying Definitions in Datadictionary.

Delete FIELD Occurrences

To delete a FIELD occurrence, move the cursor to the line where the FIELD occurrence is to be deleted, type D in the line
number and press Enter. You can also use the DD line command to delete several contiguous lines. For more information,
see Line Commands.

NOTE
You cannot delete a field that is part of a constraint. For example, in a check constraint or a field in a key that
represents a constraint.

Update Additional FIELD Occurrence Attributes

You can update or reset additional attributes for a FIELD occurrence that are not displayed on the FILE Maintenance
Panel or the Field Summary Display panel. To access the Field Attribute Update panel, type the margin command ATT (for
UPDATE ATTRIBUTE) in the line number for each FIELD you are updating.

When you press PF4 (PROCESS), Datacom Datadictionary presents the first FIELD occurrence from the online work
queue on an Attribute Update panel for FIELD occurrences.

• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.

Anchored Occurrence for Element Field Maintenance Panel

After completing your entries on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel for the UPDATE FIELD option with ELEMENT entity-
type specified, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an Element FILE Maintenance Panel
similar to the following:
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  ELM  ACCTS-REC.ACCTS-REC-EL   T     001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T12U

 Element's First Field-Name: ORD-ID

            Last Field-Name: CUST-NO

          Element Field-Name

          Include?    Compiler-Name                      ASM-Name

 ====== = ========================= T O P ======================================

 000001   ORD-ID

          Y

 000002   BILL-DT

          Y

 000003   BILL-YR

          Y

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The Element FILE Maintenance Panel displays all the FIELD occurrences in the record or table. You must define FIELD
occurrences to the record or table before they will appear in this display. If the list of fields extends beyond the bottom of
your screen, you can scroll forward (PF8) or backward (PF7) to locate the desired FIELD occurrences in the display.

If FIELD occurrences have not been defined to the element, Datacom Datadictionary displays the panel above without
names in the First Field-Name and Last Field-Name fields and with N (no) below each field name for the attribute-value of
the Include? field. You can only use the First and Last Field-Name fields when you first define FIELD occurrences to the
element. You cannot modify the names in these fields.

If FIELD occurrences have been defined to the record or table, you receive a FILE Maintenance Panel similar to the
panel shown previously. The fields that have been defined to the element have Y (yes) in the Include? field below the field
name. The field at the start and the field at the end of the contiguous group of fields that are defined to the element appear
in the First Field-Name and Last Field-Name fields.

The definition panel can be used to define fields as components of an element in either of two methods, the implicit
method or the explicit method.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Implicit Method

To use the implicit method, specify field names in the First Field and Last Field attributes to indicate the FIELD occurrence
at the beginning and the FIELD occurrence at the end of the contiguous group of fields in the list you are defining to the
element.

All fields between the two specified fields, including the designated First Field and Last Field, become components of
the element. Datacom/DB uses these attribute-values to identify the element. This method eliminates the need to scroll
through multiple panels of fields to define an element.

To define a compiler name or assembler name for specific fields, you must scroll through the FILE Maintenance Panel to
enter the names on the panel.
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First-Field
Specify the first field in the element. You can enter $FIRST if the FIELD occurrence is the first field in the record or
table. Otherwise, enter the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$FIRST if the FIELD occurrence is the first in the record

Default Value:
(No default) if you use this method

Last-Field
Specify the last field in the element. You can enter $LAST if the FIELD occurrence is the last field in the record or
table. Otherwise, enter the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$LAST if the FIELD occurrence is the last in the record

Default Value:
(No default) if you use this method

Compiler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character compiler name
Default Value:

(No default)
ASM-Name

(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence name, specify a name for the
field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character ASSEMBLER name
Default Value:

(No default)

Explicit Method

The explicit method requires using the Include? attribute in the FIELD ATTRIBUTES region to specify the fields which are
components of the element.

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

          Element Field-Name

          Include?    Compiler-Name               ASM-Name

 ====== = ========================= T O P ======================================

 000001   ORD-ID

          Y

 000002   BILL-DT

          Y

 000003   BILL-YR

          Y

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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If you use the explicit method to define fields to an element, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the name of the beginning
FIELD occurrence of the group that you specify as the value for the First Field attribute. It assigns the name of the ending
FIELD occurrence in the group you specify as the value for the Last Field attribute.

If you add any FIELD occurrences to the record or table after the element is defined, they are included as components
of the element provided they are inserted on the FILE Maintenance Panel between the fields identified as the First Field
and Last Field in the element. If you add them before the existing first field or after the existing last field, you must include
them as components of the element by using this method.

Include?
The default value of N (no) is originally displayed on the Element FILE Maintenance Panel, indicating that no
fields have been defined to the element. Change the value from N to Y (yes) for each field you want to include in
the element.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N
Compiler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character compiler name
Default Value:

(No default)
ASM-Name

(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence name, specify a name for the
field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character ASSEMBLER name
Default Value:

(No default)

Delete FIELD Occurrences

To remove a FIELD occurrence from the element, change the value of the Include? attribute from Y to N.

After completing your entries on the panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays
the message SUCCESSFUL ELEMENT FIELD MAINTENANCE on the Field Summary Display panel for the element you
specified.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY). 

Anchored Occurrence for Key Field Maintenance Panel

After completing your entries on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel for the UPDATE FIELD option with KEY entity-type
specified, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>
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 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR KEY FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  PARENT.OCCURRENCE       STA VER

  KEY  ACCTS-REC.ORD-ID-KY      T  001

--------------------------------------------------------------------------T09U

        Key Field Name                  Compiler-Name              ASM-Name

 ==== = ================= T O P ======= ========================== ========

 0001   ORD-ID

 ==== = ============== B O T T O M ==== ========================== ========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If FIELD occurrences have not been defined to the key, Datacom Datadictionary displays the above panel with one line.
Specify the attribute-values using the following descriptions and use the steps following to insert additional lines.

If FIELD occurrences have been previously defined to the key, they are listed on the Key FILE Maintenance Panel. If
the list of fields extends beyond the bottom of your screen, you can use the scroll functions to locate the desired FIELD
occurrences in the display.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Add FIELD Occurrences

To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line prior to where you want
the lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.

The FIELD definition region includes fields for the following entries:

Key Field Name
(Required) Specify the FIELD occurrence name. The FIELD occurrence must already be defined in the record
or table. If you specify the parent field of a compound field as a component of the key, all the simple fields in the
compound field will be included. You can specify selected simple fields within a compound field as components of
the key. If this is the case, do not specify the parent field as a component.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Compiler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses compiler names, specify a 1- to 30-character compiler name for the field.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character compiler name
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Default Value:
(No default)

ASM-Name
(Optional) If your site uses ASSEMBLER names, specify an ASSEMBLER name for the field.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character ASSEMBLER name
Default Value:

(No default)

Delete FIELD Occurrences

To delete a FIELD occurrence, move the cursor to the line where the FIELD occurrence is to be deleted, type D in the line
number and press Enter. You can also use the DD line command to delete several contiguous lines. For more information,
see Line Commands.

After completing your entries on the panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays
the message SUCCESSFUL KEY FIELD MAINTENANCE on the Field Summary Display panel for the key you specified.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY).

Update Lock

Use the UPDATE LOCK option to assign a lock level to restrict access to an occurrence. You can use one level to
restrict updates to an occurrence and another level to restrict both updates and display of the occurrence. Datacom
Datadictionary provides the following three levels of lock instructions:

0
Applies no maintenance restrictions to an occurrence.

1
Restricts an occurrence from updates or deletion unless the override code is specified at the time the function
request is issued. You can copy, display, or print an occurrence with a LOCK1 assignment without specifying the
override code.

2
Restricts any action to the occurrence unless you specify the override code in the function request. This restriction
includes copying, updating, deleting, displaying, or printing the occurrence.

Do not update lock levels for occurrences maintained by other Broadcom products unless specifically documented by the
product.

How to Use

When you select the UPDATE LOCK option in ENTMAINT Mode, you receive the following Selection Criteria Fill-in panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND 

    -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in        T01F

                     ...................optional..............................

 UPDATE  LOCK        :  using  _            ________________________________ :
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 UPD     LOC         :  using  (A-alias)    (alias name)                     :

                     :         (D-descr)    (descriptor name)                :

                     :         (P-path)     (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)         :

                     :.......................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,       ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                      (vers,   pswd, ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Complete your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the
optional criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL
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Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Lock Code Change
panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR LOCK CODE CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA   VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB   T    001

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------T15U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                   Occurrence Lock Code Change

 1. Enter new lock code: _        Valid entries:

                                       0 - unrestricted

                                       1 - restrict update

                                       2 - restrict display and update
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 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to change the status.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

This panel displays one field where you can enter the lock level you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.

Enter new lock code:
Specify the desired lock code.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function
Select panel with a message confirming successful completion of the function.

Update Name

Use the UPDATE NAME option in this mode to change the entity-occurrence name of many occurrences in PROD status
or TEST status. You can change the name of an occurrence without going through the steps to model the occurrence and
redefine the support data or additional data that you may have created for the occurrence.

The new name that you select must conform with the Datacom Datadictionary naming standards for an occurrence.

NOTE
When you update an occurrence's name, the ENTITY-NAME attribute-value is changed. Other attributes, such
as SQLNAME, COMPILER-NAME, or ASSEMBLER-NAME are not updated. The SQLNAME attribute-value
cannot be changed after you initially add the entity-occurrence.

You cannot change an occurrence name under the following circumstances:

• You cannot change the name of a PROD status occurrence unless you are authorized to update PROD status
occurrences.

• You cannot change the name of an AUTHORIZATION occurrence when it represents a schema and is an authorization
identifier (AUTHID) in the SQL processing mode. (Datacom Datadictionary assigns S for the AUTH-USAGE attribute-
value of an authorization that is used as an AUTHID.)

• You cannot rename a PROD status TABLE, FIELD, or KEY occurrence that has a CONSTRAINT attribute-value of Y.
• You cannot change the occurrence names of VIEW, SYNONYM, STATEMENT, or CONSTRAINT occurrences.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Impact of Changing Names

When you change an occurrence name, the change applies only to the status/version of the occurrence you specify. If a
program or facility outside Datacom Datadictionary references the original occurrence name, you must also change the
name in that program or facility.

The name you specify with the UPDATE NAME option takes effect immediately. Therefore, when you use subsequent
options or execute batch transactions, you must use the new name of the occurrence. For example, you must use the new
name of a table or record when specifying fields, keys and elements in that TABLE or RECORD substructure.
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NOTE
When you change the name of an occurrence in a Datacom/DB Model structure, you must CATALOG the
database to update the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

The renamed occurrence retains aliases, descriptors, relationships, and text as follows:

• All descriptors and relationships for an occurrence are changed to reflect the new name.
• If an alias is a timestamp starting with $19, or if the alias is unique for only this occurrence regardless of version

number, then it will also be changed to reflect the new name. If this occurrence has an alias that is shared by other
versions of the same occurrence, then the alias will be deleted for this version. The reason is that an alias must be
unique for an entity-type. If the alias for a version were to be updated for one version of an occurrence where the same
alias is used for multiple versions of the same occurrence, then that alias would reference more than one occurrence
name in the same entity-type.

• Text is treated differently because text can be shared from one version to another.
– If there is text for an occurrence that is being renamed and the text is shared by other versions of that occurrence,

that text is copied to the first occurrence that shares that text, all other versions that share that text will be modified
to point at the new owned text. The original owned text is updated to the new name.

– If the occurrence has text that is shared with another version that owns that text, the text is copied to the occurrence
with the new name so that it owns a copy of the text.

– If a field has no text except the text that comes from a UNIVERSAL field with the same original name, the
UNIVERSAL text will be copied so that the field with the new name owns a copy of the text.

Change Names of Tables Created in SQL

The UPDATE NAME function can be useful if you use SQL to create tables. The SQL name for the table includes the
specified or default authorization identifier of the user. The SQL name is in the format authid.sqlname, where AUTHID and
SQLNAME are attributes of the occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary creates an occurrence name it can use by writing the
Datacom Datadictionary name in the authid-sqlname format.

If the combined AUTHID and table SQLNAME is greater than the maximum allowed length of 32 characters, Datacom
Datadictionary truncates the concatenated name. If the truncated name already exists, Datacom Datadictionary truncates
it further and adds four zeros to the end of the name. Datacom Datadictionary increments the digits by one until the name
is unique. 

NOTE
For more information about how constraints are affected when you update the AUTHID or SQLNAME attribute-
value, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

How to Use

When you select the UPDATE NAME option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following Selection Criteria Fill-in
panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

                      ..................optional...........................

 UPDATE  NAME         :   using  _           ____________________________ :

 UPD     NME          :   using   (A-alias) (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr) (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)  (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)      :
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                      :...................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat, pswd,  ovrd)

                                      (vers, pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specification on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following description. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Use this field to specify the entity-type of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this
field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel. For more information, see the section about the order of returned
occurrences.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL
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Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Newname Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, you receive an Occurrence Newname Change panel
similar to the following. The panel has one field where you can enter the name you are assigning to the occurrence.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR NAME CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE     STA  VER

  TBL  JONES-DEPTTBL   T   001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T16U

  DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                           Occurrence Newname Change

 1. Enter NEWNAME:  _____ ___________________________
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 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

After completing your entry, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function
Select panel with a message confirming successful completion of the function.

Update Password

You can assign, change, or delete the password of any occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. Do not update passwords for
occurrences maintained by other Broadcom products unless specifically documented by the product.

In SQL processing, the following statements will not process when the Datacom Datadictionary occurrences definition you
specify in the statement is protected with a password or Lock Level 1 or 2.

ALTER
TABLE

DELETE
PLAN

DROP
TABLE, VIEW, or SYNONYM

Datacom Datadictionary issues a -118 return code and an error message which includes a Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility (DSF) return code identifying the problem.

Topics discussed on this page include:

When you select the UPDATE PASSWORD option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following Selection Criteria Fill-
in panel.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                Selection Criteria Fill-in       T01F

                       .................optional.............................

 UPDATE  PASSWORD      :   using  _            ____________________________ :

 UPD     PAS           :   using   (A-alias)   (alias name)                 :

                       :           (D-descr)   (descriptor name)            :

                       :           (P-path)    (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)     :

                       :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat, pswd,  ovrd)
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                                      (vers, pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
Default Value:

(No default)
(parent occurrence-name)

When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
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001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Password Change Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. Datacom Datadictionary displays an Occurrence Password Change panel
similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR PASSWORD CHANGE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB   T  001

 ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------T14U

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                     Occurrence Password Change

 1. Enter new password:

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

This panel displays one field where you can enter the password you are assigning to the anchored occurrence.
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Assign a Password

To assign a password to an occurrence that has previously been assigned, type the 1- to 4-character password in the
field. Enter the password carefully since Datacom Datadictionary suppresses the display of the characters you are typing.

Change a Password

To change a password, type the new 1- to 4-character password in the field. Enter the new password carefully since
Datacom Datadictionary suppresses the display of the characters you are typing.

Delete a Password

To delete a password, type an ampersand (&). in the first space of the field.

After completing the panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Function
Select panel mode with a message confirming successful completion of the function.

Update Relationship

You can retrieve, update, add, or delete the relationship of an occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. When you select the
UPDATE RELATIONSHIP option, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following Selection Criteria Fill-in panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ...................optional...........................

 UPDATE  RELATIONSHIP :   using  _                     ___________________ :

 UPD     REL          :   using   (A-alias)  (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr)  (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)   (STANDARD)    (S-Sqlname)     :

                      :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:

An existing entity-type
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Default Value:
(No default)

(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Limit the selection to a specific occurrence by entering the name of the occurrence.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary returns the occurrence or occurrences that meet the
other selection criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(stat, or vers,)
Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating. When you leave this field blank, Datacom
Datadictionary uses the status/version from the list below of the occurrence that meets the other selection criteria
you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999
ALL

Default Value:
The status/version of the first occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
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(ovrd)
Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

 Relationship Maintenance Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Relationship
Maintenance Procedure panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: Relationship Maintenance Procedure                                 T08U

 1. Select function: _               R - Retrieve   U - Update

                                     A - Add        D - Delete

                                     X - exit from relationship maintenance

 2. Describe relationship:

 Relationship Name: ________________________________ relates this occurrence....

 Type: JOB                              Parent: ________________________________

 Name: LEDGER                           Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to this occurrence:

 Type: ________________________________ Parent: ________________________________

 Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

    ...with this intersection data:

       _________________________________________________________________________

 3. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PFKEY 9 to process.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Complete entries on this panel according to the following descriptions:

Select function:
Specify one of the entries listed to the right of the panel.
Valid Entries:

A, D, R, U, or X
Default Value:

(No default)
Relationship Name:

Specify the name of the relationship that will connect the anchored occurrence to another occurrence.
Type:

Specify the entity of the occurrence to which you are adding a relationship with the anchored occurrence.
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Parent:
Specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name only if the type is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT. We recommend
that you do not relate a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence in a DATABASE structure with a non-Model
occurrence.

Name:
Specify the name of the occurrence to which you are adding the relationship with the anchored occurrence.

Status/Version:
Specify the status or version of the occurrence.

...intersection data:
Fill in optional information that is pertinent to the relationship between the two occurrences.
Valid Entries:

1 to 72 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry Panel

After completing your entries on this panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary presents a
panel according to the following conditions:

• If you are adding a nonordered relationship or are deleting a relationship, Datacom Datadictionary gives you a
message confirming successful completion of this function.

• If the relationship is between two occurrences of the same entity-type, Datacom Datadictionary presents the following
panel.

• If you are adding an ordered relationship, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Ordered Relationship Add Sequence
Information panel. For more information, see With Ordered Relationships.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry                          T81F

 Relationship Name: JOB-JOB-REQUIRES                        will relate.......

 Type: JOB                                Parent:  ___________________________

 Name: LEDGER                                        Status: TEST  Version 001

    ...to........

 Type: JOB                                Parent:  ___________________________

 Name: AR                                                  Status/Version: 001

 _   Enter S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel will

     be the subject or the object of the relationship.

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT
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The Relationship Add Subject/Object Inquiry panel appears if the relationship you are adding is between two occurrences
of the same entity-type, such as PROGRAM and PROGRAM. Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields on this panel
for you, except for the last field on the panel. Type S or O to specify whether the second occurrence on the panel is the
subject or object of this relationship. After filling in the field, press Enter.

Add Ordered Relationships

The Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information panels appear only if you are adding an ordered relationship.
Datacom Datadictionary fills in the fields in the top portion of the display area with the information from the Relationship
Maintenance Procedure panel. Fill in the fields at the bottom of the panel according to the following descriptions:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL:   Ordered Relationship Add Sequence Information                    T82F

 Relationship Name: JOB-STP-CONTAINS                   will relate.......

 Type: STEP                             Parent: ________________________________

 Name: STEP-ONE                         Status: TEST    Version 001

    ...to........

 Type: JOB                              Parent: ________________________________

 Name: LEDGER                           Status/Version:    001

 Specify position of the object occurrence in a set of ordered relationships

 by selecting one of the following:

   _ First in set ($FIRST)

   _ Last in set  ($LAST)

   _ After this occurrence....          Parent: ________________________________

     Name: ________________________________ Status/Version: ____

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

You must select one of the following fields:

First in set ($FIRST)
Enter any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the first occurrence in the ordered relationship.

Last in set ($LAST)
Enter any non-blank character if the object occurrence is to be the last occurrence in the ordered relationship.

After this occurrence....
Enter any non-blank character to indicate that the object occurrence is to follow another occurrence in the ordered
relationship. Specify the occurrence below.
Parent:

Specify the RECORD or TABLE occurrence name only if the occurrence which the object occurrence will
follow in the set is a FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT occurrence.

Name:
Specify the name of the occurrence which the object occurrence will follow in the set of ordered
relationships.
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Status/Version:
Specify the status or version of the occurrence which the object occurrence will follow in the set of
ordered relationships.

Update Status

You can update the status of a non-Model occurrence in ENTMAINT Mode. For example, you can change a TEST status
occurrence to a PROD status occurrence or change a PROD status occurrence to HIST status.

Qualified (QUAL) production status indicates that the occurrence is in the process of being updated from TEST status to
PROD status. You can update the status of an occurrence to QUAL status except an occurrence of those entities which
are included in the Datacom/DB Model or Broadcom FILE Model. You can only update an occurrence in QUAL production
status to TEST status.

NOTE
Other Broadcom products maintain the status of certain occurrences of some entity-types. Perform status
maintenance for those occurrences as defined by the product.

When you select the UPDATE STATUS option, Datacom Datadictionary presents a Selection Criteria Fill-in panel similar
to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ..................optional............................

 UPDATE  STATUS       :   using  _           ___________________________   :

 UPD     STA          :   using   (A-alias)  (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr)  (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)   (STANDARD)   (S-Sqlname)      :

                       :...................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ ,      ,      ) /

   (occurrence-name)                 (stat,  pswd,  ovrd)

                                     (vers,  pswd,  ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. Do not enter an entity that is part of the Datacom/DB Model
structure or the Broadcom FILE Model structure. Perform those tasks in the DBMAINT Mode or the FILEMAINT
Mode. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
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Valid Entries:
An existing entity-type

Default Value:
(No default)

(parent occurrence-name)
Leave this field blank.

(occurrence-name)
Specify the name of the occurrence you are updating.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat, or vers,)

Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating.
Valid Entries:

TEST
PROD
001 -- 999
QUAL

Default Value:
(No default)

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Status Change Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an Occurrence Status
Change panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR STATUS CHANGE
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 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  JOB  SAMPLE-JOB    T  001

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T1OU

 DDOL Entity Occurrence Maintenance

                          Occurrence Status Change

 Current status of occurrence: TEST

 1. Enter new status: ____   (Valid entries: PROD, HIST, QUAL)

 2. Issue 'APPLY' command or press PF9 key to complete the change.

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

This panel displays the current status of the anchored occurrence and one field where you can enter the new status.

Enter new status:
Specify the new status for the anchored occurrence.
Valid Entries:

PROD
QUAL
HIST

Default Value:
(No default)

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel with a message confirming successful completion of the function.

Update Text

You can enter free-form, unedited text as descriptive documentation when you create or add an occurrence or when you
update an existing occurrence. This text can supplement the information you store in an occurrence's attribute-values. You
can use the text in displays or reports as documentation for the occurrence.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Restrictions

The occurrence must be in TEST or PROD status before you can add or modify the text. If you create a new version of an
occurrence, both the original and all new versions of the occurrence can share the same text. However, to modify the text,
you must access the occurrence which is the original owner of the text.

If you delete the original occurrence, the next new version of the occurrence becomes the owner of the text. If different
versions of the same occurrence do not share text, you must modify the text for each occurrence separately.

Format

Datacom Datadictionary displays and prints text in the same format as you enter it on the panel. Each line can have
a maximum of either 72 characters of text with line numbers or 79 characters of text without line numbers. Enter the
SET MODE NONUM command to change the space allowance to 79 characters. However, eliminating the line number
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prevents you from using the line command area. To reset the panel display to include line numbers, enter the SET MODE
NUM command.

When adding text in batch, up to 80 columns of information are available. If you intend to use both batch and online
facilities to maintain text created in batch, we recommend you use the maximum line length of 72 characters to prevent
truncation of data when viewed online.

Classifications

You can add and maintain groupings of text using named classifications. This allows you to separate your text into specific
categories. The default classification is STANDARD. When you upgrade from a Datacom Datadictionary version prior to
8.0, all text associated with occurrences is classified as STANDARD. You can change this classification after the upgrade
by following the procedures described in this section.

When you delete the last line of text, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the text classification also.

You can also update text when you copy occurrences using the Model function online or in batch using the 1200 TEXT
transactions. 

When you select the UPDATE TEXT option in ENTMAINT Mode, Datacom Datadictionary presents a Selection Criteria
Fill-in panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL Entity Maintenance                 Selection Criteria Fill-in      T01F

                      ...................optional...........................

 UPDATE  TEXT         :   using  _            ____________________________ :

 UPD      TEX         :   using   (A-alias)  (alias name)                  :

                      :           (D-descr)  (descriptor name)             :

                      :           (P-path)   (STANDARD) (S-Sqlname)        :

                      :....................................................:

 / ________________________________ , ________________________________ .

   (entity-type)                      (parent occurrence-name)

   ________________________________ ( ____ , ____, ____ ) /

   (occurrence-name)                  (stat, pswd, ovrd)

                                      (vers, pswd, ovrd)

     CLASS ________________________________

           (text class)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY   PF4=PROCESS   PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY     PF10=PATH     PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Fill in your specifications on the Selection Criteria Fill-in panel according to the following descriptions. Use the optional
criteria box with the DISPLAY function only.

(entity-type)
Specify the entity of the occurrence you are updating. You cannot use abbreviations in this field.
Valid Entries:
An existing entity-type

Default Value:
(No default)
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(parent occurrence-name)
When the entity you are selecting is FIELD, KEY, or ELEMENT, you can enter the name of a TABLE or RECORD
occurrence in this field to limit your selection to the occurrences contained in a single table or record.
You can enter ALL to select all occurrences or use a generic selection of one or more of the initial characters of
the name with an asterisk (*) to select several occurrences. For example, PAY* processes all occurrences of this
entity-type with PAY as the first three characters in the name.
When you leave this field blank, Datacom Datadictionary uses the occurrence that meets the other selection
criteria you enter on this panel.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character RECORD or TABLE occurrence name
Generic selection
ALL

Default Value:
The name of the first RECORD or TABLE occurrence that meets the other selection criteria

(occurrence-name)
Specify the name of the occurrence you are updating.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat, or vers,)

Specify the status or version of the occurrence you are updating.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999

Default Value:
(No default)

pswd,
Supply the password for this occurrence if this occurrence has password protection against unauthorized
maintenance.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Supply the override code if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock
level assignment.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
(text class)

Specify the name for the group of text to display or accept the default classification name. The system default
classification is STANDARD. You can establish a session default name with the SET TEXT class-name command,
where class-name is up to 32 characters. For more information, see Setting Session Default Values.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 32 characters

Default Value:
STANDARD

Text Maintenance Panel

After completing your entries, press Enter. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Text Maintenance
panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TEXT MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE   STA VER

  BAS  ORDER-ENTRY    P  003

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------T05U

 Text Maintenance  Class STANDARD

 ====== ========================== T O P =======================================

 000001    The Application Demonstration System is a generic representation

 000002 of a customer order-entry system as it may appear in the business

 000003 world.

 000004    The overall system is designed modularly so that it may be enhanced

 000005 without adversely affecting the basic design of the system.  Modularity

 000006 allows the system to be expanded or enhanced for demonstration purposes

 000007 or for the actual use of the system in a production environment.  The

 000008 ORDER-ENTRY database consists of nine tables, each of which has

 000009 minimally a primary key.  The database, as it is conceptualized, is

 000010 fully normalized.  The actual physical database is a one-for-one

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

The panel displays the text and the text classification previously requested for the occurrence. If no text has been defined
for the anchored occurrence, you see the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED TEXT and one blank line to
add text. For more information and a complete list of the commands you can use on Text Maintenance panels, see Line
Commands.

The panel also illustrates the session status of SET MODE = NUM which lists line numbers to the left of text.

Add Text

If the occurrence does not have existing text, the panel displays the message OCCURRENCE HAS NO ASSOCIATED
TEXT and one blank line to add text. Type the text for the occurrence in the blank line. If you need more space to enter
text, you can insert lines on the panel. To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line prior to where you want
the lines inserted. The line command to insert lines is In, where n is the number of lines.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.
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After inserting more lines, type in the text.

Change Existing Text

To change existing text, type over the existing text. If the display of existing text is longer than the screen, you can use the
scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward through the display to locate the desired line of text. For more
information, see PF and PA Keys.

You can also copy, repeat, and move text lines on the text maintenance panel. For more information, see Line
Commands.

If the text was entered in columns 73 through 79, you can view and change the text in those columns only on a panel
without the line numbers. Use the SET NONUM command to remove the line numbers. If the text was entered in column
80, you must use batch reports to view the text in that column and batch transactions to maintain the text in that column.

Delete Existing Text

When you delete all lines of text in a classification, Datacom Datadictionary deletes the classification.

• To delete a single line of text, type D in the line number of the line of text to be deleted.
• To delete a line of text on a panel without the line numbers displayed (use the SET NONUM command), type the

DELETE command on a command line, place the cursor on the line to be deleted and press Enter.
• To delete a block of text, type DD in the line number of the first line and last line of the block to be deleted and press

Enter.
• To delete a block of text from a specific line through the bottom of existing text, type DB in the line number of the first

line of text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of existing text following this line.
• To delete a block of text from a specific line through the top of existing text, type DT in the line number of the last line of

text to be deleted and press Enter. This deletes the line of text and all lines of existing text preceding this line.

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
DATADICTIONARY Entity Maintenance panel with a message confirming successful completion of the function.

DBMAINT Mode - DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance
The DBMAINT Mode is specifically designed for you to use to create and maintain Datacom/DB Model structures.

Topics discussed on this page include:

Defining Datacom/DB Model Structures

Defining your Datacom/DB Model structures in Datacom Datadictionary include:

• Creating a DATABASE occurrence
• Adding one or more AREA occurrences
• Adding one or more TABLE substructures for each AREA
• Adding one or more KEY occurrences for each TABLE
• Adding one or more ELEMENT occurrences for each TABLE
• Defining one or more FIELD occurrences for each TABLE
• Defining which FIELD occurrences are contained in a KEY
• Defining which FIELD occurrences are contained in an ELEMENT
• Creating DATAVIEW occurrences for use by Ideal for Datacom and MetaCOBOL+
• Defining additional attributes for occurrences in the database structure

Optional tasks that you can perform in DBMAINT Mode include the following:
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• Assigning additional attribute-values for the attributes which are not displayed on the panels
• Designating aliases for the occurrence
• Assigning descriptors to group occurrences for Datacom Datadictionary functions
• Retrieving, updating, adding, or deleting the relationships of an occurrence
• Entering free-form, unedited text data to supplement information stored in the attribute-values of the occurrence
• Assigning a lock level to restrict access to an occurrence
• Assigning a password to an occurrence
• Updating the name of an occurrence

When using the processing modes, select a function by entering the option number for that function in the space indicated
on the menu panels or enter a command on a command line. A prompter panel is displayed where you enter the
keywords for the command. You can skip the prompter panel for a function by entering the full command on the command
line.

You can use the following commands in the DBMAINT Mode. For more information and an explanation of each command
and the valid keywords, see Online Commands:

ADD
APPLY
BOTTOM
CATALOG
COMMAND
COMBINE
COPY
CREATE
DEFINE
DELETE

DISABLE
DISPLAY
ENABLE
END
HELP
INPUT
MARGIN
MODIFY
NEXT
OBSOLETE

OFF
OFFON
PARENT
PARTITION
POSITION
PROCESS
PROFILE
RESET PREFIX
RESTORE
SET

SPLIT
SRB
SRF
STATUS
TIME
TOP
TRNSFER
UPDATE
VERIFY

Menu Panel - Structure Maintenance Mode

When you select the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Mode, option 1 on the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select Panel,
Datacom Datadictionary presents the menu panel displaying the Datacom/DB Model structures and substructures.

You can select a structure or substructure by entering the option number in the space indicated or by entering a command
on a command line. You can skip the prompter panels for a function by entering the full command on the command line.

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the panel.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                          P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 09 options on the menu)

 

  1. DATABASE (BAS)         Database structure maintenance

  2. AREA     (ARA)         Area structure maintenance

  3. TABLE    (TBL)         Table structure maintenance

  4. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  5. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance
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  6. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  7. SET MODE               Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

  8. IDEAL                  Transfer to IDEAL application

  9. OFF                    End session

 

When you select a structure or substructure by typing the desired option number and pressing Enter, you receive a
Structure Functions Menu for the structure or substructure listing the functions that you can request to perform.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------_------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                     DB Structure Functions

                                                                           P01M

 Enter desired option number ===> 1_    (There are 12 options on the menu)

 

  1. CREATE    (CRE BAS)         Create a database structure

  2. MODIFY    (MOD BAS)         Modify a database structure

  3. DELETE    (DEL BAS)         Delete a database structure

  4. VERIFY    (VER BAS)         Verify a database structure

  5. SET       (SET BAS)         Set a database structure

  6. COPY      (COP BAS)         Copy a database structure

  7. RESTORE   (RST BAS)         Restore a database structure

  8. DISABLE   (DISAB BAS)       Disable a database structure

  9. ENABLE    (ENAB BAS)        Enable a database structure

 10. DISPLAY   (DIS BAS)         Display a database structure

 11. CATALOG   (CAT BAS)         Catalog a database structure

 12. OBSOLETE  (OBS BAS)         Obsolete a database structure

 

When you type the option number of the selected function in the indicated space after "Enter desired option number" and
press Enter, you obtain the prompter panel for the function. Use the prompter panel to insert the required keywords and as
many of the optional keywords as necessary to complete the command.

Add Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
Use the CREATE function to define the occurrence that is the root occurrence of a structure. The Datacom/DB Model has
two structures, the DATABASE structure and the DATAVIEW structure. Use the ADD function to define the occurrence that
is the base of a substructure. In the Datacom/DB Model, the substructures are the AREA, TABLE, KEY, and ELEMENT.
Use the DEFINE function to specify the FIELD occurrences in a TABLE, KEY, or ELEMENT substructure.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Add AREA Substructures

Use the ADD AREA function to define the base occurrence of an AREA substructure. Datacom Datadictionary
automatically relates the AREA occurrence to the existing DATABASE occurrence that you specify.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:
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• Select the ADD option on the AREA Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel and complete the
AREA definition panel.

• Use an ADD command (see ADD) for an AREA and complete the AREA definition panel.
• Type the MOD margin command in the line number of a DATABASE on an indented structure display. Retrieve the

DATABASE with PF4 (PROCESS) and complete an entry for an AREA in the AREA section on the DATABASE
definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the AREA Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TACF

 ADD AREA     ________________________________

 ADD ARA      (name)

 TO  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  BAS      (name)                              STA    (status)

 with PASSWORD    using LOCK 0         LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD   (pswd)     LOC     (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

AREA (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
DATABASE (name)

(Required) Supply the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
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Valid Entries:
1 to 4 alphanumeric characters

Default Value:
(No default)

(lock)
(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing AREA occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are adding. Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for
the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, the AREA definition panel appears. Complete the definition of the AREA occurrence by assigning
attribute-values in the AREA ATTRIBUTES region.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UAIP - AREA HAS NO RELATED TABLE

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                      MODIFY

                                                                         TUAU

 .............................. AREA  ATTRIBUTES ............................

 Name: ACCTS                                  Status/Version: T001

 DB-Name: ___  Blksz: _____  Space-Mgt: _  Slack: ____

 ..............................TABLE  ATTRIBUTES ............................

        Name                     Mstr-Ky          Cluster  Compress

         DB-Nm  SQL Pa Log Recvr Chg Dup Pipe     Len Id    Y/N Exit  Pswd  Lock

 ====== ========================= T O P  =======================================

 000001  ________________________________

          ___   _   _   _   _     _   _    _      ___ ___   _   _____        _

 ====== =================== B O T T O M  =======================================

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.
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DB-Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the areas defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the area.

NOTE
If this area is to contain one or more partitioned table structures, this attribute must have a value of $$P.

Valid Entries:
A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic

Default Value:
(No default)

Blksz:
(Required) Specify the physical block size of the area.
Valid Entries:

Minimum: 512 bytes
Maximum: Track size or 32760 bytes, whichever is less

Default Value:
(No default)

Space-Mgt:
(Optional) Specify the space management option.
Valid Entries:

0 - no space reclamation
1 - basic space reclamation
2 - wraparound
3 - clustering

Default Value:
1

Slack:
(Optional) Specify the number of bytes reserved in the data block area for the expansion of compressed records
if the displayed attribute-value is different from the desired value. Space is provided for compressed records that
are prone to expand over time due to updates.
Valid Entries:

Number less than block size
Default Value:

(No default)

Add Tables to the AREA

The TABLE ATTRIBUTES region of the panel contains one set of lines to define a TABLE substructure. You can add more
lines with the line commands to define additional TABLE substructures on this panel.

Name
(Required) Specify the name for the TABLE occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB-Nm
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure.
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Valid Entries:
A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic

Default Value:
(No default)

SQL
(Optional) Enter Y to indicate that you want this table to be accessible using all SQL statements. Enter an R
(read-only) if the table is to be accessible for SQL using only the read statements (SELECT, FETCH, and so on).
Specifying N means that no SQL access is allowed.
Valid Entries:

N, Y, or R
Default Value:

N
Pa

(Optional) Specify the role of the table in partitioning.
N - Specifies the table cannot be involved in any partitioning
P - Specifies the table can be a table partition
R - Specifies the table can be partitioned but with restricted access
Y - Specifies the table can be partitioned

NOTE
If this attribute has a value of Y or R, the DB-Name attribute of the area must have a value of $$P.

Valid Entries:
N, P, R, or Y

Default Value:
N

Log
(Optional) Specify Y (Yes) if Datacom/DB is to log all maintenance against this table in the Datacom/DB Log Area.
If this value is Y, Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets the RECOVERY attribute-value to Y.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Recvr

(Optional) Specify Y (yes) to use Datacom/DB recovery facilities.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Chg (under Mstr-Ky)

(Optional) Specify Y (Yes) if the data in the Master Key can be changed.
If the TABLE is created in SQL, the value defaults to Y.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
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Dup (under Mstr-Ky)
(Optional) Specify Y (Yes) if the data in the Master Key can be duplicated.
If the TABLE is created through SQL, the value defaults to Y.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
Pipe

(Optional) Specify Y (Yes) if Datacom/DB is to use the pipeline feature.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Cluster

(Optional) Use the next two attributes to specify whether Datacom/DB is to use the clustering space management
option.
To use clustering, the SPACE-MNGMNT attribute for AREAs must be 3.
Len

Specify the number of high-order digits of the Native Key that constitute the cluster key of the table.
Valid Entries: 1-177
Default Value: 0

Id
(Optional) Specify an identification number if the table uses the clustering space management option.
Valid Entries: A previously unassigned 3-digit KEY occurrence DATACOM-ID from 1 to 999
Default Value: If clustering is specified, but no Len field is entered, Datacom Datadictionary generates a
unique DATACOM-ID for the key within the DATABASE structure.
If clustering is not specified, 0 is used.

Compress
(Optional) Use the next two attributes to specify if Datacom/DB is to use compression with this table.
Compression removes three or more consecutive blanks, character zeros, or binary zeros.
Y/N

(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if Datacom/DB is to use the standard Datacom/DB data compression facility for
this table.
Valid Entries: N or Y
Default Value: N

Exit
(Optional) Supply the name of the compression exit to implement a user compression routine to compress
this table.
Valid Entries: 1- to 8-character name of routine
Default Value: (No default)

Pswd
(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
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Lock
(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an indented
structure containing the AREA occurrence and the TABLE occurrences that you defined.

You can enter margin commands on the indented structure to place an occurrence and a function in the online work
queue. For example, enter the DEF margin command in the line number for the TABLE occurrence to define the FIELD
occurrences for the TABLE substructure. For more information, see Define FIELD Occurrences to a TABLE.

Add ELEMENT Substructures

The ADD ELEMENT function allows you to define the base occurrence of an ELEMENT substructure. Datacom
Datadictionary automatically relates the ELEMENT occurrence to the existing TABLE occurrence that you specify.

An element contains one or more contiguous fields. Because elements are the units of data transfer between the
database and programs, define elements that contain groups of fields that are usually accessed together by your
programs.

You can define an ELEMENT occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the ADD option on the ELEMENT Structure Functions Menu Panel, fill in the following prompter panel and
complete the ELEMENT definition panel.

• Enter an ADD command (see ADD) for the ELEMENT occurrence and complete the definition panel.
• Type the MOD margin command in the line number of a TABLE substructure on an indented structure or index display.

Retrieve the TABLE with PF4 (PROCESS) and complete an entry for an ELEMENT in the ELEMENT section on the
TABLE definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the ELEMENT Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TACF

 ADD ELEMENT  ________________________________

 ADD ELM      (name)

 TO  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  TBL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD     using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD   (pswd)      LOC   (lock) LIKE (name)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

ELEMENT (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
TABLE (name)

(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing ELEMENT occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are adding. When you use the LIKE option with an ELEMENT occurrence, the FIELD occurrences
associated with the ELEMENT are not carried forward.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.
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When you press Enter, the ELEMENT definition panel appears. Define FIELD occurrences to the TABLE before they can
appear on this definition panel. The definition panel can be used to define fields as components of an element in either of
two methods:

• Implicit method
• Explicit method

Implicit Method

To use the implicit method, use First Field and Last Field attributes to indicate the FIELD occurrence at the beginning and
the FIELD occurrence at the end of the contiguous group of fields in the list you are defining to the element.

All fields between the two specified fields, including the designated First Field and Last Field, become components of
the element. Datacom/DB uses these attribute-values to identify the element. This method eliminates the need to scroll
through multiple panels of fields to define an element.

If you want to define a compiler name or an assembler name for specific fields, scroll through the FILE Maintenance Panel
to enter the names on the panel.

Complete the definition of the ELEMENT occurrence by specifying the First Field and Last Field attributes in the
ELEMENT attribute region. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries, . If there are no errors, Datacom
Datadictionary displays a Field Summary Panel for the element with a message confirming successful maintenance.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         ADD

                                                                         TUEU

 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ............................

 Name    : ACCTS                            Status/Version: T001

 Table : ACCTS

 DB-Name: _____

 First Field: ________________________________

 Last Field : ________________________________

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................

          Field Name

          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001     CUST-ID

            N

 000002     ORD-ID

            N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

DB-Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify
this element.
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Valid Entries:

• Five alphanumeric characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

First Field:
Specify the first field in the element. You can enter $FIRST if the FIELD occurrence is the first field in the TABLE
substructure. Otherwise, enter the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$FIRST

Default Value:
(No default, if you use this method)

Last Field:
Specify the last field in the element. You can enter $LAST if the FIELD occurrence is the last field in the TABLE
substructure. Otherwise, enter the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$LAST

Default Value:
(No default, if you use this method)

Compiler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character compiler name
Default Value:

(No default)
Assembler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the Assembler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character Assembler name
Default Value:

(No default)

Explicit Method

The explicit method requires using the Include? attribute in the FIELD ATTRIBUTES region to specify the fields which are
components of the element.

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................

          Field Name

          Include?     Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   CUST-ID

          N
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 000002   ORD-ID

          N

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If you use the explicit method to define fields to an element, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the name of the beginning
FIELD occurrence of the group that you specify as the value for the First Field attribute. It assigns the name of the ending
FIELD occurrence in the group you specify as the value for the Last Field attribute.

If you add any FIELD occurrences to the TABLE substructure after the element is defined, they are included as
components of the element provided they are inserted on the Table FILE Maintenance Panel between the fields identified
as the First Field and Last Field in the element. If you add them before the existing first field or after the existing last field,
include them as components of the element by using this method.

Complete the definition of the ELEMENT occurrence by assigning attribute-values in the ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region.
Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries, . If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the FIELD
occurrences with their attributes that are included in the ELEMENT occurrence and a message confirming successful
maintenance.

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

DB-Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify
this element.
Valid Entries:

• Five alphanumeric characters
• Default Value:

(No default)

Include?
The default value of N (no) is originally displayed on the ELEMENT definition panel, indicating that no fields have
been defined to the element. Change the value from N to Y (yes) for each field you want to include in the element.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
Compiler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 30-character compiler name
Default Value:

(No default)
Assembler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the Assembler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character Assembler name
Default Value:

(No default)
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Add KEY Substructures

Use the ADD KEY function to define the base occurrence of a KEY substructure. Datacom Datadictionary automatically
relates the KEY occurrence to the existing TABLE occurrence that you specify.

Adding keys can improve data retrieval. If a new KEY occurrence replaces an existing Master Key or Native Key, update
the attribute-values for the previously defined Master or Native Key so it is no longer designated as a Master or Native
Key. A table can have only one Master Key and one Native Key. A single KEY occurrence can be both the Master Key
and the Native Key for a table.

How to Use

You can define a KEY occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the ADD option on the KEY Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel and complete the KEY
definition panel.

• Use an ADD command (see ADD) for a KEY occurrence and complete the definition panel.
• Type the MOD margin command in the line number of a TABLE substructure on an indented structure or index

display. Retrieve the TABLE with PF4 (PROCESS) and complete an entry for a KEY in the KEY section on the TABLE
definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the KEY Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TACF

 ADD KEY      ________________________________

 ADD KEY      (name)

 TO  TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  TBL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0       LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC  (lock)  LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB    PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

KEY (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
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Default Value:
(No default)

TABLE (name)
(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing TABLE occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing KEY occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are adding. When you use the LIKE option with a KEY occurrence, the FIELD occurrences
associated with the KEY are not carried forward.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

When you press Enter, the KEY definition panel appears. Complete the definition of the KEY occurrence by assigning
attribute-values in the KEY ATTRIBUTES region.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407A - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         ADD

                                                                         TUKU

 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES ................................

 Name  : CUST-ID-KEY                        Status/Version: T001    Type: _

 Table : ACCTS
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 DB-Name: _____  Id: ___  Master-Key: _  Native-Seq: _  Nil: _  Unique: _

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES .............................

     EC Field Name                                         Order Data-Sen Length

                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name

 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = ==== ===

 0001   ________________________________                     _       _      ___

                  ____________________________   ________      

 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = ==== ===

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

Type:
(Optional) Specify whether the key is an index or a partitioning key.
Valid Entries:

I or P
Default Value:

I
DB-Name:

(Required) Type a name that is unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the
key.
Valid Entries:

Five alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
Id:

(Optional) Specify a number to identify the key internally. If you do not enter a value for this attribute, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns a number that is unique within the DATABASE structure when the SET function is
executed.
Valid Entries:

1 -- 999
Default Value:

Datacom Datadictionary assigns an available number when the SET function is executed if you do not
enter a value.

Master-Key:
(Optional) Specify Y if this KEY occurrence is the Master Key of the table. A table can have only one Master Key.
If the MASTER-KEY attribute-value is Y, the DATACOM-ID for the key must be unique for all KEY occurrences for
the same table.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
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Native-Seq:
(Optional) Specify Y if this KEY occurrence is the Native Key of the table. A table can have only one Native Key.
However, the same KEY occurrence can be both the Master and Native Key.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
Nil:

(Optional) Specify Y if keys that are all blanks (X'40') or all binary zeros (X'00') are included in the Datacom/DB
index. Specify N if these values are excluded from the index.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Unique:

(Optional) Specify Y if the value of the key must be unique within the table.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N

Define Fields to the Key

Use the following descriptions when defining the fields that comprise the key. This region contains one line to define one
field. To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you want the
lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.

3. Field Name
(Required) Specify the FIELD occurrence name. The FIELD occurrence must already be defined to the TABLE
substructure.

Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character name

Default Value:
(No default)

4. Order
(Optional) Specify whether Datacom/DB is to sequence a simple field in the key in ascending (A) or descending (D)
order.

Valid Entries:
A or D

Default Value:
A

5. Data-Sensitive
(Optional) Specify Y (yes) for the attribute-value if you want Datacom/DB to treat the key as data sensitive during
sorting.
You can specify Y only for simple fields with the following data types: B (length 2 or 4), D, E, L, N, S, 2, and 4.
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If the KEY is created through SQL, the value defaults to Y.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
6. Compiler-Name

(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler name
for the field.

Valid Entries:
1- to 30-character compiler name

Default Value:
(No default)

7. ASM-Name
(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the Assembler
name for the field.

Valid Entries:
1- to 8-character Assembler name

Default Value:
(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Field
Summary Panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, an error code is received in the column to the left of Field Name on the Field Attribute
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY). 

Add TABLE Substructures

Use the ADD TABLE function to define the base occurrence of a TABLE substructure. Datacom Datadictionary
automatically relates the TABLE occurrence to the existing AREA occurrence that you specify.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the ADD option on the TABLE Structure Functions Menu Panel, fill in the following prompter panel and complete
the TABLE definition panel.

• Use an ADD command (see ADD) for a TABLE occurrence and complete the definition panel.
• Type the MOD margin command in the line number of an AREA on an indented structure display. Retrieve the AREA

with PF4 (PROCESS) and complete an entry for a TABLE occurrence in the TABLE section on the AREA definition
panel.

When you select the ADD option on the TABLE Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TACF

 ADD TABLE    ________________________________
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 ADD TBL      (name)

 TO  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  ARA      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

TABLE (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
AREA (name)

(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
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Default Value:
0

LIKE (name)
(Optional) Specify the name of an existing TABLE occurrence in the same status to use as the model for this
occurrence. When you model a TABLE substructure, you also model its FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

If you use this option, any constraints defined to the TABLE substructure are copied with the TABLE .
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, the TABLE definition panel appears.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UTIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED KEYS/ELEMENTS

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                      MODIFY

                                                                         TUTU

 ............................. TABLE ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name: ACCTS                               Status: T001     Partition: _

 DB-Name: ___   SQL:   Logging: _  Recovery: _  Master-Key ( Chg: _  Dup: _ )

 Pipeline: _ Cluster-Ky ( Len: ___ Id: ___ ) Compress ( Y/N: _ Exit:             )

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ...........................

       Type                                        ....Key Only.....

       K/E Name                             DB-NM Id Mst Nat Nil Unq Ty Pswd Lck

 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ===== === =   =   =   =  =  ====  =

 000001 _  ________________________________ _____ ___ _   _   _   _  _        _

 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ===== === =   =   =   =  =  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END   PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU    PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT   PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

Partition:
(Optional) Specify the role of the table in partitioning.
N - Specifies the table can be not involved in any partitioning
P - Specifies that the table can be a table partition of the table
R - Specifies the table can be partitioned but with restricted access
Y - Specifies the table can be partitioned
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NOTE
If this attribute has a value of Y or R, the AREA specified must have a DATACOM-NAME attribute of $
$P.

Valid Entries:
N, P, R, or Y

Default Value:
N

DB-Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure.
Valid Entries:

A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic
Default Value:

(No default)
SQL:

(Optional) Enter Y to indicate that you want this table to be accessible using all SQL statements or R (read-only) if
the table is to be accessible for SQL using only the read statements (SELECT, FETCH, and so on).
Specifying N means that no SQL access is allowed.
Valid Entries:

N, Y, or R
Default Value:

N
Logging:

(Optional) Specify Y if Datacom/DB is to log all maintenance against this table in the Datacom/DB Log Area. If this
value is Y, Datacom Datadictionary automatically sets the RECOVERY attribute-value to Y.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Recovery:

(Optional) We strongly recommend that RECOVERY be set to Y (yes). Many facilities are only available when
RECOVERY=Y.
If you plan to use Datacom/DB recovery facilities, enter Y (yes). When you specify Y, 8 bytes are added and
reserved in each table entry for logging purposes (current or future). If LOGGING is Y, Datacom Datadictionary
automatically sets RECOVERY to Y. Tables defined using the SQL CREATE TABLE command have RECOVERY
set to Y.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Master-Key (Chg:)

(Optional) Specify Y if the data in the Master Key can be changed.
If the TABLE is created in SQL, the value defaults to Y.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
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Master-Key (Dup:)
(Optional) Specify Y if the data in the Master Key can be duplicated.
If the TABLE is created through SQL, the value defaults to Y.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
Pipeline:

(Optional) Specify Y if Datacom/DB is to use the pipeline feature.
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Cluster-Ky

(Optional) Use the next two attributes to specify whether Datacom/DB is to use the clustering space management
option.
To use clustering, the SPACE-MNGMNT attribute for AREAs must be 3.
Len:

Specify the number of high-order digits of the Native Key that constitute the cluster key of the table.
Valid Entries:

1. 1-177

Default Value:

1. 0

Id:
(Optional) Specify an identification number if the table uses the clustering space management option.
Valid Entries:

1. A previously unassigned 3-digit KEY occurrence DATACOM-ID from 1 to 999

Default Value:

1. If clustering is specified, but no Len field is entered, Datacom Datadictionary generates a unique
DATACOM-ID for the key within the DATABASE structure.

2. If clustering is not specified, 0 is used.

Compress
(Optional) Use the next two attributes to specify if Datacom/DB is to use compression with this table.
Compression removes three or more consecutive blanks, character zeros, or binary zeros.
Y/N:

(Optional) Specify Y if Datacom/DB is to use the standard Datacom/DB data compression facility for this
table.

NOTE
If the value of this attribute is Y, the value of EXIT must be blank.

Valid Entries

1. N or Y

Default Value:

1. N
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Exit:
(Optional) Supply the name of the compression exit to implement a user compression routine to compress
this table.

NOTE
If the value of this attribute is not blank, the value of COMPRSS must be N.

Valid Entries:

1. 1- to 8-character name of routine

Default Value:

1. (No default)

Define Keys and Elements to the Table

The KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region of the panel contains one line to define a key or element. You can add more
lines with the line commands to define additional keys and elements on this panel.

Define Keys

Type K/E
(Required) Specify whether this line is for a KEY or an ELEMENT definition.
Valid Entries:

E or K
Default Value:

(No default)
Name

(Required) Specify a name for the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB-NM

(Required) Type a name that is unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the
key.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
5 alphanumeric characters

Default Value:
(No default)

Id
(Optional) Specify a number to identify the key internally. If you do not enter a value for this attribute, Datacom
Datadictionary assigns a number that is unique within the DATABASE structure when the SET function is
executed.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
1 -- 999
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Default Value:
Datacom Datadictionary assigns an available number when the SET function is executed if you do not
enter a value.

Mst
(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if this KEY occurrence is the table's Master Key. A table can have only one Master Key.
If the MASTER-KEY attribute-value is Y, the DATACOM-ID for the key must be unique for all KEY occurrences for
the same table.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Nat
(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if this KEY occurrence is the table's Native Key. A table can have only one Native Key.
However, the same KEY occurrence can be both the Master and Native Key.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Nil
(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if keys that are all blanks (X'40') or all binary zeros (X'00') are to be included in the
Datacom/DB index. Specify N if these values are to be excluded from the index.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
Y or N

Default Value:
Y

Unq
(Optional) Specify Y (yes) if the value of the key must be unique within the table.

NOTE
If the Ty (KEY-TYPE) is P, this attribute is ignored.

Valid Entries:
N or Y

Default Value:
N

Ty
(Optional) Specify whether the key is an index or a partitioning key.

NOTE
Occurrences with a KEY-TYPE value of P are not cataloged to the Directory (CXX) as indexes.
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Pswd
(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
Lock

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0

Define Elements

Type K/E
(Required) Specify whether this line is for a KEY or an ELEMENT definition.
Valid Entries:

E or K
Default Value:

(No default)
Name

(Required) Specify a name for the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB-NM

(Required) Type a name that is unique within the TABLE substructure. Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the
element.
Valid Entries:

5 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
Pswd

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
Lock

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
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After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an indented
structure containing the TABLE occurrences and any ELEMENT and KEY occurrences that you defined on the TABLE
definition panel.

You can enter margin commands on the indented structure to place an occurrence and a function in the online work
queue. For example, you enter the DEF margin command in the line number for the TABLE occurrence to define the
FIELD occurrences for the TABLE substructure. For more information, see Define FIELD Occurrences to a TABLE.

Create DATABASE Structures

Use the CREATE function to define a root occurrence for a structure. In the DBMAINT Mode, there are only two
structures, DATABASE and DATAVIEW. The root of a DATABASE structure is a DATABASE occurrence. The root of a
DATAVIEW structure is a DATAVIEW occurrence. Use the ADD function to define the base occurrence of a substructure,
such as an AREA occurrence for an AREA substructure.

How to Use

You can define a DATABASE occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the CREATE option on the DB Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel and complete the
DATABASE definition panel.

• Use a CREATE command for a DATABASE occurrence (see CREATE) and complete the DATABASE definition panel.

When you select the CREATE function on the DB Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                         TCCF

 CREATE DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    BAS      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the DATABASE occurrence you are defining.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character name

Default Value:
(No default)

(status)
(Required) Specify the status for the new occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing DATABASE occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are creating.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

When you press Enter, the DATABASE definition panel appears.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                       CREATE

                                                                          TUDU

 ............................ DATABASE ATTRIBUTES ............................

 Name: ORDER-ENTRY                       Status/Version: T001

 Database ID: _____

 .............................. AREA ATTRIBUTES ..............................

        Name                             DB-NM Blk Sp-Mgt Slack  Pswd Lock

 ====== ============ T O P =============  === =====  =     ====  ====  =

 000001 ________________________________  ___ _____  _     ____        _

 ====== ========= B O T T O M ==========  === =====  =     ====  ====  =
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The DATABASE definition panel displays a DATABASE ATTRIBUTES region and an AREA ATTRIBUTES region. You can
enter only one attribute-value for the DATABASE occurrence on this panel.

Database ID
(Required) Specify a unique five-digit database identification number (DATACOM-ID). Database IDs 1 through 20
are reserved for Broadcom.
Valid Entries:

00001 -- 05000

Add Areas to the Database

The AREA ATTRIBUTES region of the panel contains one line to define one AREA occurrence. Using line commands,
you can add more lines to define additional areas on this panel. For more information and a list of valid entries and default
values for these attributes, see Add AREA Substructures.

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an indented
structure containing the DATABASE occurrence and the AREA occurrences that you defined.

You can enter margin commands on the indented structure to place an occurrence and a function in the online work
queue. For example, you enter the MOD margin command in the line number for an AREA occurrence to add tables to the
area.

Create DATAVIEW Structures

Use the CREATE function to define a root occurrence for a structure. In the DBMAINT Mode, there are only two
structures, DATABASE and DATAVIEW. The root of a DATAVIEW structure is a DATAVIEW occurrence. You use the ADD
function to define the base occurrence of a substructure, such as an AREA occurrence for an AREA substructure.

How It Works

A dataview is comprised of elements or keys in the same table. You can use one or more elements or keys to define a
dataview. When you define a dataview, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in a copybook.

Dataviews used by DL can be comprised of elements and keys. Define keys to the dataview if it is used for record-at-a-
time processing. For more information about how DL uses dataviews, see the Online COBOL/DL User documentation and
the COBOL/DL Language Reference.

Dataviews used by Ideal for Datacom can be comprised of elements. You can include keys in the dataview definition,
but Ideal for Datacom ignores the keys when accessing data. Ideal for Datacom searches for data according to the field
specified in the "WHERE clause" of a program "FOR construct." Specify whether the Ideal for Datacom dataview is used
for updating functions and not only for read-only functions. If the Ideal for Datacom program is to use the dataview for
updating functions, specify the attribute-value for the update attribute as Y (yes).

You cannot include the same FIELD occurrence in more than one ELEMENT occurrence defined to a DATAVIEW
occurrence.

You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For more information,
see the reserved word list in the Ideal for Datacom Application Development Reference documentation.

You must catalog a dataview using the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command before Ideal for Datacom can use the
dataview. For more information about cataloging dataviews, see the Ideal for Datacom Administrator documentation.
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How to Use

You can define a DATAVIEW structure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the CREATE option on the DATAVIEW Structure Functions Menu Panel, fill in the following prompter panel and
complete the DATAVIEW definition panel.

• Use a CREATE command for a DATAVIEW structure (see CREATE) and complete the DATAVIEW definition panel.

When you select the CREATE function on the Structure Functions Menu Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TCCF

 CREATE DATAVIEW ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CRE    DVW      (name)                              STAT   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________

      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 ACCESSING ELEMENTS

 ACC      (type)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF   PF9=APPLY   PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

DATAVIEW (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the DATAVIEW occurrence.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom does not allow DATAVIEW occurrence names up to 32 characters. See the person
responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom on your system for the maximum for your version of
Ideal for Datacom.

(status)
(Required) Specify the status for the new occurrence. The status must match the status of the ELEMENT or KEY
occurrences which are related to the dataview. For example, if you are creating a DATAVIEW occurrence which is
related to an existing ELEMENT occurrence in T003 status, specify T003 status for the DATAVIEW occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
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(pswd)
(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, or 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing DATAVIEW occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are creating.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

(type)
(Optional) Specify the entity from which the dataview obtains information. The panel displays the default attribute-
value, ELEMENTS. If you are relating keys to the dataview, use the ERASE key to clear this field and type in
KEYS.
Valid Entries:

ELEMENTS
KEYS

Default Value:
ELEMENTS

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATAVIEW definition panel. If you specified keys instead of
elements for the dataview, the screen divider title displays "KEYS accessed by the DATAVIEW."

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                         CREATE

                                                                            TUVU

 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................

 Name: ACCTS-DVW                          Status/Version: T001

 Table : ______________________________

 Update: _

 .................. ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ..........................

        Name

 ====== ============ T O P =============

 000001 ________________________________

 ====== ========= B O T T O M ==========
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

Table:
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the TABLE substructure containing the ELEMENT or KEY
occurrences to be related to the DATAVIEW.
Valid Entries:

Occurrence name of an existing TABLE substructure
Default Value:

(No default)
Update:

(Optional) Specify Y (yes) to allow an Ideal for Datacom program to use this DATAVIEW for updating functions. To
only allow read-only functions, you can allow this attribute to default to N.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
Name

(Required) If you are relating ELEMENT occurrences to the dataview, fill in the ELEMENT occurrence names. A
FIELD occurrence cannot be contained in more than one element related to the same dataview. If you are relating
KEY occurrences to the dataview, fill in the KEY occurrence names.

NOTE
Entries on this panel must be maintained in the order in which you expect the data to return by
Datacom/DB.

Add Elements or Keys to the Dataview

The panel has one line to relate one element or key to the dataview. To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you want the
lines inserted. The line command to insert lines is In, where n is the number of lines.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information,
see Line Commands.

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATAVIEW,
the TABLE, and the ELEMENT (or KEY) occurrences in an indented structure format.

Define FIELD Occurrences to a TABLE

You can add, modify, and delete FIELD occurrences in a TABLE substructure by using one of the following procedures:
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• Select the DEFINE option on the TABLE Structure Functions Menu Panel, fill in the following prompter panel and
complete the Field Maintenance Panel.

• Use a DEFINE command for a TABLE substructure (see DEFINE) and complete the FILE Maintenance Panel.
• Use the DEF margin command in the line number of the TABLE occurrence on an indented structure display. The

definition of FIELD occurrences for the TABLE substructure is placed in the online work queue. When you retrieve the
function with PF4 (PROCESS), complete the FILE Maintenance Panel.

To add, modify, and delete FIELD occurrences (columns are defined as FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary) in
a table that is accessible by SQL, the field must meet the conditions noted in this section.

When you select the DEFINE option on the TABLE Structure Functions Panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DEFINE    TABLE    ________________________________

 DEF       TBL      (name)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD     (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name for the TABLE substructure.
Valid Entries:

1 to 32 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
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Default Value:
(No default)

(ovrd)
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, the FILE Maintenance Panel appears. If the TABLE has existing FIELD occurrences, the panel
displays the FIELD occurrences in the order that they were defined. You can add, move, and delete FIELD occurrences
and change attribute-values of the occurrences, with the exception of the Field-name and DB Element-name attribute-
values. For more information and the commands you can use on this panel, see Line Commands.

Significant Changes

If you make a significant change to a field through Datacom Datadictionary or an SQL ALTER statement, Datacom
Datadictionary indicates this by changing the SIGNIFICANT-CHG attribute-value to Y. Performing a CATALOG function on
the structure alters the date/time stamp on all dataviews using any element containing this field. This indicates to the Ideal
for Datacom user that the dataview must be recataloged before using.

If your modifications to the FIELD occurrences changes the length of the table or reduces the length of the keys and
elements, Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates the changes for you. If you add a new FIELD occurrence
between the first and last FIELD occurrences of an element or if the FIELD occurrence is inserted as part of a compound
field used in a key definition, Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates these changes. Otherwise, you must modify
the ELEMENT and KEY definitions.

If the FIELD occurrence you add is accessed by Ideal for Datacom programs or included in copybooks generated by
Datacom Datadictionary as other than filler, modify the ELEMENT occurrence to include the new FIELD occurrence or
occurrences. For more information, see Add ELEMENT Substructures.

Field Maintenance Panel

If FIELD occurrences have not been defined to the TABLE substructure, Datacom Datadictionary presents a FILE
Maintenance Panel similar to the following:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - 03IP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED FIELDS

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR TABLE  FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE  STA VER

  TBL  ACCTS        T  001

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U

           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name

           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)

 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 000001    1        ________________________________ _____

           _____    _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___

 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

First Line of Attributes

The following attributes are on the first line of attributes for each FIELD occurrence:

Level
(Required) Specify the level of the FIELD occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary uses your entry to assign the
CLASS attribute-value of the field.

NOTE
SQL statements can access simple fields only. A simple field is any field that is not the parent of a
subordinate level of fields, a value field, an index field, or a filler field. For more information, see Define
FIELD Occurrences to a TABLE.

Field-Name
(Required) Specify the Datacom Datadictionary name of the FIELD occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB Element-Name

(Optional) Specify a name to create an element which contains only this field. You can use this attribute only when
you initially define the FIELD occurrences to a table.
Valid Entries:

5-character DATACOM name for ELEMENT
Default Value:

(No default)

Second Line of Attributes

The following attributes are on the second line of attributes for each FIELD occurrence:

Preci
(Required) Specify the maximum number of displayable digits allowed for data stored in fields whose TYPE is D
(decimal), G (graphic), N (numeric), V (varchar), or W (vargraphic).
Valid Entries:

5 characters
Default Value:

D = 2x LENGTH minus 1
G = LENGTH
N = LENGTH
V = LENGTH minus 2
W = (LENGTH minus 2) divided by 2
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Type
(Optional) The TYPE attribute-type specifies the type of data stored in the FIELD occurrence. There are special
considerations for attributes if you are using SQL.
Datacom/DB supports the following data types.
Valid Entries:

B, C, D, E, G, H, K, L, N, S, T, V, Y, Z, 2, 4, or 8
Default Value:

C
Len

(Optional) Specify the physical length of the field in bytes. To account for the 2-byte length prefix on variable
columns, for VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) two (2) is added to the value specified for the
physical length.
Valid Entries:

Maximum: 32720 bytes for all fields in the TABLE
Default Value:

1
Repeat

(Optional) Specify if this is a repeating field.
During SQL processing, repeating fields are handled as one large character field.
Valid Entries:

Number of repetitions
Default Value:

1
Just

(Optional) This attribute-value specifies if the data is stored left (L) or right (R) justified. If you are defining the
TABLE substructure for SQL processing, always use the default value.
Valid Entries:

L, R
Default Value:

L (left) for Types C, G, H, K, T, V, Y, and Z
R (right) for Types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, and 8

Rdf
(Optional) Specify if this field redefines another field.
Redefines cannot be accessed with SQL processing.
Valid Entries:

N, P, or S
Default Value:

N
Null

(Optional) Enter Y if a 1-byte null indicator is to precede this field. Enter Y for nullable fields (SQL default) and N
for NOT NULL fields.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
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Fill
(Optional) Specify if the field is a filler field. If you enter Y (yes), Datacom Datadictionary assigns F as the
attribute-value of the CLASS attribute-type. If the FIELD occurrence is not a filler, leave this attribute blank.
Valid Entries:

Y
Default Value:

blank

The three attributes following NUM: within the parentheses are for numeric fields (types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, or 8). Leave
these attributes blank if the field type is not numeric.

Sign
(Optional) Specify if the field contains signed numeric data (Y) or unsigned data (N).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Type

(Optional) If the field is signed numeric, specify the signing convention for the field.
Valid Entries:

C Conventional
P Conventional always positive
U Unconventional
Q Unconventional, always positive

Default Value:
C

Dec
(Optional) Specify the number of decimal positions for a numeric field with an implied decimal point.
Valid Entries:

Number of decimal positions
Default Value:

0

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the Field
Summary Display Panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance. The Field Summary Display Panel
lists the FIELD occurrences, the attribute-values you specified and the attribute-values you allowed to default.

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) for the binary types
(B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) are displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS attribute
has a value other than zero.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel after you press PF9 (APPLY). 

Update Additional FIELD Occurrence Attribute-Values

You can update or reset additional attributes for a FIELD occurrence that are not displayed on the FILE Maintenance
Panel or the Field Summary Display Panel. To access the Field Attribute Update Panel, type the margin command ATT
(for UPDATE ATTRIBUTE) in the line number for each FIELD you are updating.

When you press PF4 (PROCESS), Datacom Datadictionary presents the first FIELD occurrence from the online work
queue on an Attribute Update Panel for FIELD occurrences.
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• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update Panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display Panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.

Catalog a DATABASE Structure
Use the CATALOG function to post the definition of an entire DATABASE structure to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).
The structure can be in TEST or PROD status. The database must be closed in the Datacom/DB Directory before the
CATALOG can successfully process.

To replicate a database accessible by SQL, see Copy Structures.

NOTE
 The CATALOG function is not available in the version of Datacom Datadictionary supplied with Datacom/AD.
For more information, see the documentation for the Broadcom application product using Datacom/AD.

 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the CATALOG option on the DB Structure Functions Menu and fill in the following prompter panel.
• Use the CATALOG command.
• Type the CAT margin command in the line number of the DATABASE on an indented structure or an index display,

enter the PROCESS command (press PF4) to obtain a filled in CATALOG prompter panel, and press PF9 (APPLY).

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                           TXCF

 CATALOG  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 CAT      BAS      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
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 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the DATABASE occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status or version of the DATABASE occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD
001 -- 999 (the version number of the DATABASE structure that is in PROD status)

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries.

• If the CATALOG function is successful and no errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATACOM/DB
Structure Select Panel with a message indicating successful completion of this function.

• If the CATALOG function is successful but warning errors are detected, Datacom Datadictionary displays a message
indicating successful completion of the CATALOG and a list of warnings regarding questionable structural choices.
After a CATALOG, to get an Impact Report that shows you the impact of the CATALOG see the information about the
CXX Report TYPE=I. 

• If the CATALOG function fails due to errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a message that the function was not
completed successfully and a list of error messages describing the reasons the function failed.

Copy Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
In the DBMAINT Mode, use the COPY function to replicate a structure or substructure in another status. Datacom
Datadictionary creates a new structure or substructure in the target status. You can use this function to create a
PRODUCTION structure or a new TEST structure from an existing TEST structure.
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You can use the COPY function with DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and DATAVIEW occurrences. KEY and ELEMENT
occurrences are replicated with the TABLE substructure.

NOTE
To copy a structure to TEST status from a HIST or PROD status, use the RESTORE function. For more
information, see RESTORE.

To copy an occurrence in the same status with a different occurrence name, enter the name of the existing occurrence in
the LIKE field on the ADD or CREATE panels. For more information, see Add Structures.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

How It Works

When you use this function to create a PROD structure from an existing TEST structure:

• The original structure still exists in TEST status.
• The new PROD structure is created and assigned a version number.

– If this is the first time the occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary assigns 1 as the version
number.

– The version number is incremented by 1 on each successive copy.
• Datacom Datadictionary changes the existing structure or substructure to HIST status. This HIST structure or

substructure retains the version number it had as a PROD structure or substructure.
• Datacom Datadictionary marks the copies with the date and time that the PROD status occurrence was created. You

can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to re-create the model of your PROD environment as it was on a given date and
time by displaying or restoring the structure.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Relationships

If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships may not be copied with the
structure or substructure. The copy-rule specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship is copied. 

Constraints

Constraints are copied with the TABLE, AREA, or DATABASE entity-occurrence to which they are connected.

If you copy a TEST version to PROD status and get either a CON or ALT DSF return code during the copy, restore the
PROD status to TEST. Make the changes, and then copy the occurrence to PROD status; or make the changes to PROD
status through SQL.

When you execute an SQL ALTER TABLE statement against a table that has a CONSTRAINT attribute-value of Y,
Datacom Datadictionary sets the CONSTRAINT attribute to A on all TEST and HIST versions of that table. If you later
attempt to copy one of these versions (or a structure containing one of these versions) to PROD status, Datacom
Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an error message, and identifies the table which has been altered. For more
information and instructions, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the COPY option on a Structure Functions Menu.
• Use the COPY command for the structure (see COPY).
• Type the COP (or CPY) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index

display, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), complete the prompter panel and press PF9 (APPLY).
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When you select the COPY function on the DB Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example. Press Enter after completing your entries.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TMCF

 COPY DATABASE ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP  BAS      (name)                                STAT  (stat)   STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence copied.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
from STAT

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
TO STAT

(Required) Specify the status to which you are copying the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
PROD

Default Value:
(No default)
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(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Delete Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
In DBMAINT Mode, use the DELETE function when you want to delete a DB Model structure or substructure definition
from Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use the DELETE function with DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, and DATAVIEW occurrences. To
delete FIELD occurrences, see Update Field.

 How It Works 

When you delete a structure that is the root of the structure, all the entity-occurrences within the structure are also
deleted. For example, when you delete an AREA substructure, the tables, fields, keys, and elements defined to the area
are also deleted.

If there are no errors, you receive the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu with a message confirming successful
deletion of the object.

The results of the DELETE function in Datacom Datadictionary vary depending on the status of the structure or
substructure.

• In TEST or HIST status, this function deletes the structure or substructure from Datacom Datadictionary.
• In PROD status, this function changes the structure or substructure to HIST status.

 Relationships 

Deleting a DATABASE, AREA, OR TABLE occurrence can affect a DATAVIEW occurrence which is related to the
ELEMENT or KEY occurrence previously defined to these structures or substructures. Therefore, before you delete the
database, area, or table, determine whether DATAVIEW occurrences are related to any occurrences in the structures and
take the appropriate action.

Also, in another example, if you delete a DATABASE structure, this can affect a NODE occurrence, which is used
by Datacom STAR, because NODE occurrences are related to DATABASE occurrences. Therefore, before you delete a
database, determine whether NODE occurrences are related to the database. If you determine that NODE occurrences
are defined and related to the database, use ENTMAINT Mode to delete the relationships between the node and the
database before deleting the DATABASE structure in this mode.

 For SQL Accessible Entity-Occurrences 

Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms. 

 In HIST Status 
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With the proper authorization, you can delete a structure or substructure in HIST status. When the maximum number of
allowed HIST status versions is reached, Datacom Datadictionary automatically deletes the structure or substructure with
the oldest date/time stamp. The maximum number of HIST status versions is specified in the ENTY-HIST-VERS attribute
of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

 More Information 

• For information about how to authorize users, see the Security Overview. Datacom 
• For more information about the DELETE function, see Obsolete Structures and DELETE Statement (DQ).

 In QUAL Status 

An example of when you would want to delete an occurrence in QUAL status is when Datacom Datadictionary moves an
entity-occurrence into QUAL status that was created or maintained by SQL and needs to be removed.

 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the DELETE option on the DB Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel and
press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the DELETE command for the correct format and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Type the DEL margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index display,

enter the PROCESS command (press PF4) and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select DELETE on the DB Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar to the following
example. Press Enter after completing your entries.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DELETE   TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DEL      TBL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD ____ using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are deleting.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name

Default Value:
(No default)

(stat)
(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence you are deleting.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD 001 -- 999
QUAL (valid for TABLE, KEY, ELEMENT, and DATAVIEW entity-occurrences)
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Disable and Enable Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
The Datacom Datadictionary DISABLE and ENABLE functions apply only to the definitions in Datacom Datadictionary.
They do not affect the definitions in the Datacom/DB Directory. These definitions are still accessible by your programs.
Broadcom products (such as Dataquery definitions) that depend on synchronized definitions in Datacom Datadictionary
and the Datacom/DB Directory cannot access the Datacom Datadictionary disabled definitions. The use of these functions
by other products is dependent on the version level of the product. Check the product documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically performs the DISABLE function when it executes the ADD, COPY, CREATE,
DEFINE, MODIFY, RESTORE, TRANSFER, and UPDATE ATTRIBUTE functions.

Enable definitions that have been disabled.

When to Use the DISABLE Function

Use the DISABLE function to mark a structure or substructure as being unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:
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• Select the DISABLE option on the DB Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel
and press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the DISABLE command (see DISABLE) for the correct format and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Type the DSB margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel. Enter the

PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

If there are no errors, you receive the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu with a message confirming successful
execution of the function.

When to Use the ENABLE Function

Use the ENABLE function to indicate that data defined in a structure or substructure is in synchronization with the
Datacom Datadictionary definition and available for use by other Broadcom products. This command enables the
Datacom Datadictionary definition, not the Datacom/DB definition. Enabling a structure or substructure does not affect
the definition in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). Therefore, you can enable a structure or substructure that is not
synchronized with the Datacom/DB Directory or the data, but this can cause unpredictable results.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the ENABLE option on the Structure Functions Menu Panel for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel,
and press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the ENABLE command (see ) for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Type the ENA margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel, enter the

PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

If there are no errors, you receive the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Menu with a message confirming successful
execution of the function.

NOTE
When you DISABLE or ENABLE a primary structure (database) or substructure (area, table, element), Datacom
Datadictionary also disables or enables its substructures. When you DISABLE or ENABLE a secondary
structure (dataview), Datacom Datadictionary does not disable or enable its substructures.

Display Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
Use the DISPLAY function to display all the occurrences in a structure or substructure in an indented format. After
displaying the structure or substructure, you can use the margin commands to place occurrences and functions in the
online work queue for processing.

 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to display a structure or substructure:

• Select the DISPLAY option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure and fill in the resulting prompter
panel.

• Use the DISPLAY command (see DISPLAY (Online Command)) for the structure.
• Type the DIS (or DCS or DFS) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display

panel, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the DISPLAY function on the DB Structure Function Panel, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
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 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DISPLAY  DATABASE ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      BAS      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence displayed.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

TEST or T001 -- T999
PROD or 001 -- 999
QUAL
HIST or H001 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 4-character override code

Default Value:
(No default)

(format)
(Optional) Specify the format for the display. If you enter FULL, Datacom Datadictionary presents the full structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure and the attribute-values on the Structure
Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance Panels.
If you accept the default, COND, Datacom Datadictionary presents the condensed structure display containing all
the occurrences in the structure except the FIELD occurrences and some of the attribute-values. See Structure
Display Panel for details.
Valid Entries:

COND
FULL

Default Value:
COND

AS OF YYYYMMDDhhmm
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
201001 for the year and month or 20100131 for the year, month, and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the structure display panel for the structure or substructure for
the occurrence according to your criteria. This sample is the result of a DISPLAY command for a condensed structure
display of a DATABASE structure.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                   DB-Name DB-Id Use

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY                               00333

 000002   AREA               ACCTS                             ACT

 000004     TABLE            ACCTS                             ACT       001  Y

 000005       KEY            ORD-ID-KEY                        ACTOR     000  I

 000006       KEY            CUST-ID-KY                        ACSTI     000  I

 000007       ELEMENT        ACCTS-REC-EL                      ACTFL

 000008       ELEMENT        CUST-ID-EL                        ACTCS

 000009       ELEMENT        ORD-ID-EL                         ACTOD

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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You can request a full structure display by typing the DFS (Display Full Structure) margin command in the line numbers for
the DATABASE entity. When you press PF4 (PROCESS) you receive the following display:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance                                        DISPLAY

                                                                           TDXD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name                                Use

                              DB-Name DB-Id  Length  Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ======================================

 000001 DATABASE             ORDER-ENTRY

                                       010

 000002   AREA               ACCTS-REC-AREA

                              ACT            04096   1 0005

 000003     TABLE            ACCTS-REC                                        N

                              ACT      006   00031   NNNNY000000YN

 000004       FIELD          ORD-ID

                                             00005   00000001N00001RNSNC000

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

For more information and an explanation of the Options, see Structure Display Panel.

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

The full structure display lists the FIELD occurrences defined in the TABLE, KEY and ELEMENT substructures and the
attribute-values for each occurrence.

Display FIELD Occurrences

You can display the fields in a TABLE, KEY, or ELEMENT substructure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the DISPLAY FIELDS option on the Structure Functions Menu Panel for the selected structure and fill in the
resulting prompter panel.

• Use the DISPLAY command (see In ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes).
• Type the DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) margin command in the line numbers of the subject occurrence on a structure or

index display and enter the PROCESS command (press PF4).

For more information about displaying FIELD occurrences, see DISPLAY (Online Command).

Modify Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
The occurrences you define have both modifiable and non-modifiable attribute-values. The non-modifiable attribute-
values are assigned internally by Datacom Datadictionary. In DBMAINT Mode, the modifiable attributes that are important
to Datacom/DB are displayed on the panels when you select the ADD, CREATE, DEFINE, or MODIFY functions.

 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:
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• Select the MODIFY option on the Structure Functions Menu Panel for the selected structure or substructure. Fill in the
prompter panel, and update the MODIFY panel.

• Use the MODIFY command (see MODIFY) for the structure or substructure and update the MODIFY panel.
• Type the MOD margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel. Enter the

PROCESS command (press PF4), and update the MODIFY panel.

After completing your entries on a MODIFY panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message
confirming the success of the function.

Since the MODIFY panel displays the same attributes you use to define the structure or substructure, see the following
topics for explanations of the attributes about the panel.

•  Create DATABASE Structures 
•  Add AREA Substructures 
•  Add TABLE Substructures 
•  Add KEY Substructures 
•  Add ELEMENT Substructures 
•  Create DATAVIEW Structures 

NOTE
 You cannot modify certain attribute-values of SQL accessible tables that have constraints.

 Updating Other Attributes 

You can modify all attributes for an occurrence, except a FIELD occurrence, with the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE function.
Use a FIELD Maintenance Panel to update the attribute-values of AFTER, CLASS, LENGTH, PARENT, REDEFINES,
and REPEAT attribute-types for FIELD occurrences. To obtain an Attribute Update Panel, either process the ATT margin
command on a structure or index display, enter an UPDATE ATTRIBUTE command (see UPDATE Statement (DQ)) or
select the option through the ENTMAINT Mode. For more information, see Update Attribute-Values.

All attributes and their values for an occurrence are displayed with the new values for modifiable attributes after you
apply your changes to an Attribute Update panel. You can obtain an Attribute Display panel by processing a DAT margin
command on a structure or index display panel, by issuing a DISPLAY ATTRIBUTE command (see In ENTMAINT and
ENTDISPL Modes) or select the option through the ENTDISPL or ENTMAINT Modes.

When you complete your entries, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, you receive a message confirming the
success of the function.

Obsolete Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
Use the OBSOLETE function to remove a structure or substructure in all existing statuses. It is valid only for Datacom/
DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures and substructures. This function has greater impact than deleting each of the
occurrences in the structure or substructure individually in each status.

 How It Works 

When you use this function, you are stating that you no longer require this structure or substructure in Datacom
Datadictionary. The OBSOLETE function causes all references to the occurrences in the specified structure or
substructure to be deleted from Datacom Datadictionary, including relationships.

NOTE
 Use the SQL DROP statement to delete SQL accessible tables, views, or synonyms. 

WARNING
 Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization to use this function be
restricted. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.
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 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the OBSOLETE option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel and
press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the OBSOLETE command (see OBSOLETE) for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY).

If there are no errors, you receive the Structure Functions Menu with a message confirming the success of the function.

Partitioning a Table
In DBMAINT Mode, use the PARTITION TABLE function when you want to define a table as partitioned and establish the
table partitions for that table.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

You can use the PARTITION function with TABLE occurrences only.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 PARTITION TABLE    ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 PTN       TBL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD ____ using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the TABLE occurrence you are partitioning.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
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(stat)
(Required) Specify the status of the TABLE occurrence you are partitioning.
Valid Entries:

TEST
T001 -- T999
PROD 001 -- 999
QUAL
ALL

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, the PARTITION panel appropriate for the specified TABLE occurrence, either a partitioned table
(see Partitioned Table) or Table Partition.

Partitioned Table

If the PARTITION attribute-value for the table is Y, that is, it is a partitioned table, the following panel is displayed.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000407I - UPIP - TABLE HAS NO RELATED PARTITION

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                      PARTITION

                                                                            TUPU

 ....................... PARTITIONED TABLE ATTRIBUTES ..........................

 Name: ACCTS                                      Status/Version: T001

     DB Name: ACT                    SQL Name: ACCTS

 Any DB Name:                    Any SQL Name:

 Move Row: _

 ............................. TABLE PARTITIONS ................................

        Table Partion                     Area

          DB-Nm  DB-ID  SQL Name

 ====== ======================= T O P ==  ================================

 000001 ________________________________  ________________________________

          ___    ___   _________________________________
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 ====== ====================== B O T T O M  ==============================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes the valid entries, and the default (if one exists) for each attribute that is modifiable. Attributes
that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.
If you do not assign a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

In the header data:

DB Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table made up of all of
the partitions. If any partition is not available, then this table cannot be opened.
Valid Entries:

A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic
Default Value:

(No default)
SQL Name:

(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.
Valid Entries:

1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

Any DB Name:
(Optional) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table made up of any
partitions which are available at the time the table is being accessed.

NOTE
The partitions that can be accessed using the ANY names can change while the task is running, after
the table is opened.

Any SQL Name:
(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table as defined under Any DB Name.

NOTE
The Any Parent table has the same AUTHID as the Full Parent table.

Move Row:
(Required) Defines whether an update of the value of a column used in a partition key is allowed (Y) if the change
causes the row to be move to a different partition. Updates are allowed to these values regardless of this attribute-
value as long as the update does not cause the row to be moved to a different partition.
Valid Entries:

N or Y
Default Value:

N
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In each detail line (one per partition):

Table Partition:
(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the table partition (child).
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Area

(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the AREA occurrence that contains the table
partition (child) data. The AREA occurrence must have been previously defined in the DATABASE Structure.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB-Nm:

(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40'). Datacom/DB uses this name to identify the table partition.
Valid Entries:

A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic
Default Value:

(No default)
DB-ID:

(Optional) Enter the 1- to 3-digit Datacom/DB table identification number. If no attribute-value is entered, Datacom
Datadictionary automatically assigns an available table ID when the database is copied to PROD status, or when
the database is processed during a SET or CATALOG function.
Valid Entries:

1 to 240
Default Value:

An available table ID
SQL Name:

(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.

NOTE
All partitions have the same AUTHID as the Parent table.

Table Partition

If the PARTITION attribute-value for the table is P, that is, it is a table partition of the partitioned table, the following panel
is displayed.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE                                      PARTITION

                                                                            TUCU
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 ....................... TABLE PARTITION ATTRIBUTES ............................

 Name: ACCTS-PART-1                               Status/Version: T001

     DB Name: AC1                      SQL Name:

 Of TBL:  ACCTS                               CUST-ID-PARTITION

 .......................... PARTITION COLUMN VALUES ............................

        Column                              Type Length Sign Decimals

          Partition Column Value

          Len Sgn Value

 ====== ======================= T O P ==     =   =====   =      ==

        CUST-ID                              C   00005   N      00

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes the valid entries, and the default (if one exists) for each attribute that is modifiable. Attributes
that require an entry are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.
If you do not assign a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

In the header data:

DB Name:
(Required) Specify a name that is unique among the tables defined to the DATABASE structure. It cannot contain
leading, embedded, or trailing blanks (X'40').
Valid Entries:

A unique set of three characters where the first character is alphabetic
Default Value:

(No default)
SQL Name:

(Optional) Enter the SQL name of the table.
Valid Entries:

1 to 18 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to ANSI or FIPS
1 to 32 characters if the SQL Precompiler option SQLMODE is set to DATACOM

Default Value:
(No default)

NOTE
The line beginning "Of Table" is informational only and contains the name of the Partitioned Table and
the Partitioning Key.

In each detail line (one per partitioning column):

NOTE
The first line of the detail repeating lines contains the name of the partitioning column and descriptive attributes.
This data is informational only and is not modifiable.

Partition Column Value:
(Required) Enter the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name of the Partition Column Value occurrence being
defined.
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Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character name

Default Value:
(No default)

Len:
(Optional) Enter the length of the data entered in the Value attribute if not consistent with the data type and length
of the column. For example if the Type is "D" (packed decimal) with Length as "4" and you enter "12" in the Value,
this field should contain "2".
Valid Entries:

0 to 60
Default Value:

(No default)
Sgn:

(Optional) If the Type is one of the accepted numeric types, enter the sign applied to the Value.
Valid Entries:

+, -, or N (no sign)
Default Value:

+
Value:

(Required) Enter the actual value used to determine the upper bound of the data contained in this partition. The
value entered must be consistent in type and length with the attributes of the column. Values can also be entered
in hex format. For example a value of "A123' in a character column can be entered as "X'C1F1F2F3'". The term
"HIGH-VALUES" is reserved and must be used for all columns in the last partition (that is, the partition to contain
the highest values of all the partitions of the parent.
Valid Entries:

Any valid string of characters based on the Type and Length.
Default Value:

(No default)

Restore Structures (DBMAINT Mode)
Use the RESTORE function to replicate a structure or substructure that is in PROD or HIST status to a TEST status. Only
use this function with structures and substructures that are in PROD status or HIST status.

You can use the RESTORE function against DATABASE, AREA, TABLE, and DATAVIEW structures and substructures.
KEY and ELEMENT substructures must be restored by restoring the entire TABLE substructure.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

When you submit a RESTORE function, the DDD-SYNCH attribute value is set to N for all tables in the structure. If a
subsequent COPY to PROD status is issued at the database level, all tables are DDD-SYNCH=N instead of just the
modified table(s). This results in all plans associated with the tables being flagged invalid. All plans must then be rebound,
either manually or automatically when next referenced. To eliminate unnecessary rebinds, copy only the modified tables
back to PROD status. Only the plan using these tables requires rebind.

How It Works

You can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to construct a TEST version of what your PROD or HIST status version looked
like on that day. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures and substructures were in PROD status
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at a given time and re-create the structure or substructure in the specified TEST status. If you want to restore a HIST
version to PROD, first restore it to TEST and then copy it to PROD status.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you restore a TEST structure or substructure, the existing structure or substructure is entirely replaced by the
structure or substructure from which it is being restored. Any occurrences or relationships are deleted or added as
necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from which it is being restored.

Required Definitions

If you are restoring a TABLE substructure, the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the same version to which
you are restoring the occurrence. For example, if you are restoring a TABLE substructure to T001 status, the DATABASE
and AREA entity-occurrence definitions for that TABLE must exist in T001 status for the RESTORE to be successful.

From History Status

When you restore a structure or substructure from HIST status, Datacom Datadictionary cannot complete the process
if any of the related occurrences have been deleted due to exceeding the maximum number of allowed HIST versions.
Datacom Datadictionary returns an error message if the structure is incomplete due to deleted occurrences of this type.

Relationships

If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships may not be restored with
the structure or substructure. The copy-rule specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship is restored.

Constraints

When a structure that has constraints related to it is restored, all constraints are copied. Subsequent maintenance of
these tables through SQL cause Datacom Datadictionary to change the CONSTRAINT attribute to A for all TEST or
HIST versions of these tables. If you later attempt to copy one of these versions (or a structure containing one of these
versions) to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary prevents the copy, issues an error message, and identifies the table
which has been altered. For more information and instructions, see Maintaining Tables with Related Constraints.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the RESTORE option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel and
press Enter.

• Enter a RESTORE command (see RESTORE) and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the RESTORE function on the Structure Functions Menu or enter an incomplete RESTORE command,
you receive a prompter panel similar to the following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TRCF

 RESTORE DATABASE ________________________________ to STATUS ____

 RES     BAS      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 FROM STATUS ____ AS OF ____________

      STAT  (stat)     (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
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 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the root or base occurrence of the structure or substructure you are restoring.
The entity-occurrence name definition must exist in the same version to which you are restoring the substructure.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
to (stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence to which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
FROM (stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence from which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

PROD or 001 -- 999
H000 -- H997 (000-997 is the generation number)
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)

AS OF (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
199001 for the year and month or 19900131 for the year, month, and day.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
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Default Value:
(No default)

(ovrd)
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, you receive a message confirming the success of
the function.

Set Default Values
Some attributes for occurrences in the DATABASE structure have default attribute-values that you can use without having
to assign the values when you are defining the occurrences. For example, you can use this facility to allow Datacom
Datadictionary to assign DATACOM-ID attribute-values for TABLE and KEY occurrences but you want to review these
values prior to a CATALOG of the DATABASE structure.

Some of the attributes you can allow to default are required to have values so that Dataquery can use the database. 

To generate these attribute-values, use the SET DATABASE command after completing the definition of the DATABASE
structure. The SET function is invoked during the COPY function when you use it to copy to PROD status, during the
CATALOG function, and during the BUILD function of DDCFBLD.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the SET option on the DB Structure Functions Menu, fill in the resulting prompter panel and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Enter the SET DATABASE command (see SET).
• Type the SET margin command in the line number of the DATABASE occurrence on a structure or index display panel,

enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

If there are no errors, you receive the Structure Functions Menu with a message confirming successful completion of the
function.

Transfer a Substructure Occurrence
Use the TRANSFER function to remove the relationship of an occurrence from one subject and relate it to another
subject. The occurrence receiving the transfer must be in the same status as the occurrence you are transferring. You can
use this function in the DBMAINT Mode for the TEST status of the AREA and TABLE substructures.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the TRANSFER option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the following prompter
panel and press Enter.

• Use the TRANSFER command (see TRANSFER) for the structure.
• Type the TRA (TRN or XFR) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display

panel, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the TRANSFER function on the Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example:
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TTCF

 TRANSFER TABLE    ________________________________

 TRAN     TBL      (name)

 TO  AREA     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  ARA      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

TABLE (name)
(Required) Specify the TABLE occurrence name that is to be the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
AREA (name)

(Required) Specify the AREA occurrence name that is to be the subject of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of both the subject and the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
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Default Value:
(No default)

(ovrd)
Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

After completing your entries, press PF9 (APPLY).

Verify a DATABASE Structure
Use the VERIFY function to confirm that the definition of a DATABASE structure is valid and that the structure can be
successfully cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). You can also use the VERIFY function after performing
modifications to a structure.

How It Works

When you request the VERIFY function, Datacom Datadictionary checks for invalid or unacceptable data, such as
duplicate names or invalid attribute-values. At the table level, Datacom Datadictionary reestablishes the length of the
compound fields and the offsets of the fields in the table. It also reestablishes the length and offsets of the elements and
keys.

If errors are found, you receive a panel listing the error codes, occurrences and a brief description of each error. If no
errors are detected, you receive a message that the VERIFY was successful.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the VERIFY option on the DB Structure Functions Menu Panel and fill in the resulting prompter panel.
• Issue the VERIFY DATABASE command (see VERIFY).
• Type the VER margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel and enter

the PROCESS command (press PF4).

Update Attribute-Values in the DBMAINT Mode
You can maintain the attributes that can be changed for an occurrence on the Attribute Update Panel for the selected
occurrence. You can obtain the panel using one of the following:

• Type the ATT margin command in the line number for the occurrence on a display panel and press PF4 (PROCESS).
• Enter the UPDATE ATTRIBUTE command. For more information, see UPDATE Statement (DQ).

For more information, search for the specific attribute-type, valid entries, and default values for the standard entity-
types that are in effect when Datacom Datadictionary is installed.

• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

WARNING
If you update an attribute-value that changes the physical layout or length of the record, see Modifying
Definitions in Datadictionary.
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• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update Panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display Panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.

FILEMAINT Mode - FILE Structure Maintenance
The FILEMAINT Mode is designed for you to use to create and maintain Broadcom FILE Model structures. These
structures are not part of a Datacom/DB database definition, but they use some of the same entities as the Datacom/DB
Model.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Defining Broadcom FILE Model Structures

Defining your Broadcom FILE Model structures to Datacom Datadictionary include:

• Creating a FILE occurrence
• Adding one or more RECORD occurrences
• Adding at least one KEY occurrence for each RECORD
• Adding at least one ELEMENT occurrence for each RECORD
• Defining at least one FIELD occurrence for each RECORD and assigning attribute-values to attributes that are not

displayed on the definition panel
• Defining which FIELD occurrences are contained in a KEY
• Defining which FIELD occurrences are contained in an ELEMENT
• Creating DATAVIEW occurrences for use by Ideal for Datacom or MetaCOBOL+
• Defining additional attributes for occurrences in the file structure

Optional tasks that you can perform in FILEMAINT Mode include the following:

• Assigning additional attribute-values for the attributes which are not displayed on the panels
• Designating aliases for the occurrence
• Assigning descriptors to group occurrences for Datacom Datadictionary functions
• Retrieving, updating, adding, or deleting the relationships of an occurrence
• Entering free-form, unedited text data to supplement information stored in the attribute values of the occurrence
• Assigning a lock level to restrict access to an occurrence
• Assigning a password to an occurrence
• Updating the name of an occurrence

When using the processing modes, you can select a function by entering the option number for that function in the space
indicated on the menu panels or by entering a command on a command line. A prompter panel is displayed where you
enter the keywords for the command. You can skip the prompter panels for a function by entering the full command on the
command line.
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You can use the following commands in the FILE Structure Maintenance Mode. For more information and an explanation
of each command and the valid keywords, see Online Commands:

ADD
APPLY
BOTTOM
COMMAND
COMBINE
COPY
CREATE
DEFINE
DELETE
DISABLE

DISPLAY
ENABLE
END
HELP
INPUT
MARGIN
MODIFY
NEXT
OBSOLETE
OFF

OFFON
PARENT
POSITION
PROCESS
PROFILE
RESET PREFIX
RESTORE
SCROLL
SET
SPLIT

SRB
SRF
STATUS
TIME
TOP
TRANSFER
UPDATE
VERIFY

Menu Panel - FILE Structure Maintenance Mode

When you select the FILE Structure Maintenance Mode, option 5 on the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the menu displaying the Broadcom FILE Model structures and substructures.

You can select a structure or substructure by entering the option number in the space indicated or by entering a command
on a command line. You can skip the prompter panels for a function by entering the full command on the command line.

  =>

 =>

 =>

 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance

                                                                            P05M

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 08 options on the menu)

 

  1. FILE     (FIL)         File Structure Maintenance

  2. RECORD   (REC)         Record structure maintenance

  3. KEY      (KEY)         Key structure maintenance

  4. ELEMENT  (ELM)         Element structure maintenance

  5. DATAVIEW (DVW)         Dataview structure maintenance

  6. SET MODE               Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

  7. IDEAL                  Transfer to IDEAL application

  8. OFF                    End session

 

NOTE
If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for Datacom
option on the panel.

Add Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
In Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode, use the CREATE function to define the occurrence that is the root
occurrence of a structure. Learn about FILE Model structures, functions for defining occurrences, and substructures.

The Broadcom FILE Model has two structures, the FILE structure and the DATAVIEW structure. Use the ADD function
to define the occurrence that is the base of a substructure. In the Broadcom FILE Model, these substructures are the
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RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT substructures. Use the DEFINE function to specify the FIELD occurrences in a RECORD,
KEY, or ELEMENT substructure.

Add ELEMENT Substructures (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about adding ELEMENT substructures in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode. Find information about
implicit and explicit methods of adding an ELEMENT substructure.

An element contains one or more contiguous fields. Because elements are the units of data that are transferred between
the database and programs, define elements that contain groups of fields that are accessed together by your programs.

You can define an ELEMENT occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the ADD option on the ELEMENT Structure Functions Menu panel, fill in the following prompter panel, and
complete the ELEMENT definition panel.

• Use an ADD command for an ELEMENT (see ADD) and complete the ELEMENT definition panel.
• Use the MOD margin command in the line number of a RECORD on an indented structure display to place the

RECORD in the online work queue. When you retrieve the RECORD with PF4 (PROCESS), complete an entry for an
ELEMENT in the ELEMENT section on the RECORD definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the ELEMENT Structure Functions panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                            TACF
 ADD ELEMENT  ________________________________
 ADD ELM      (name)

 TO  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 TO  REC      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

ELEMENT (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence that you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
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RECORD (name)
(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing ELEMENT occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are adding.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors that are assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these aliases or descriptors separately.

When you press Enter, the ELEMENT definition panel appears. FIELD occurrences must be defined to the RECORD before
they can appear on this definition panel. The definition panel can be used to define fields as components of an element in
either of two methods, the implicit method or the explicit method.

For more information about the attributes, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

Implicit Method

To use the implicit method, specify field names in the First Field and Last Field attributes to indicate the FIELD occurrence
at the beginning and the FIELD occurrence at the end of the contiguous group of fields in the list you are defining to the
element.

All fields between the two specified fields, including the designated First Field and Last Field, become components of
the element. Datacom/DB uses these attribute-values to identify the fields that are defined to an element. This method
eliminates the need to scroll through multiple panels of fields to define an element.

If you want to define a compiler name or assembler name for specific fields, scroll through the FILE Maintenance Panel to
enter the names on the panel.
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Complete the definition of the ELEMENT occurrence by specifying the First Field and Last Field attributes in the ELEMENT
attribute region and pressing PF9 (APPLY).

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 12IP - ELEMENT HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance                                                  ADD
                                                                            TURU
 ............................ ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name  : PER-REC-HISTORY                   Status/Version: T001
 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 First Field: ________________________________
 Last Field : ________________________________
 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   EMP-NO
          N
 000002   EMP-NAME
          N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backwards and forwards
through the display. Another panel to display the additional fields follows the description of the fields on this panel.

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

First Field:
Specify the first field in the element. You can enter $FIRST, if the FIELD occurrence is the first field in record, or
the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$FIRST if the FIELD occurrence is the first in the record

Default Value: (
(No default)

Last Field:
Specify the last field in the element. You can enter $LAST, if the FIELD occurrence is the last field in the record,
or the FIELD occurrence name.
Valid Entries:

A FIELD occurrence name
$LAST if the FIELD occurrence is the last in the record

Default Value:
(No default)

Compiler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field within this element.
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Valid Entries:
1-character to 30-character compiler name

Default Value:
(No default)

Assembler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the Assembler
name for the field within this element.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 8-character Assembler name
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field
Summary Display panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance.

Explicit Method

The explicit method requires using the Include? attribute in the FIELD ATTRIBUTES region to specify the fields which are
components of the element.

 ............................. FIELD ATTRIBUTES ...............................
          Field Name
          Include?  Compiler-Name                     Assembler-Name
 ====== = =================== T O P ======  ===================================

 000001   EMP-NO
          N
 000002   EMP-NAME
          N
 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

If you use the explicit method to define fields to an element, Datacom Datadictionary assigns the name of the beginning
FIELD occurrence of the group that you specify as the value for the First Field attribute. It assigns the name of the ending
FIELD occurrence in the group that you specify as the value for the Last Field attribute.

If you add any FIELD occurrences to the record after the element is defined, they are included as components of the
element provided they are inserted on the Record FILE Maintenance Panel between the fields that are identified as the
First Field and Last Field in the element. If you add them before the existing first field or after the existing last field, include
them as components of the element by using this method.

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

Include?
The default value of N is originally displayed on the ELEMENT definition panel, indicating that no fields have been
defined to the element. Change the value to Y for each field that you want to include in the element.

• Valid Entries: Y or N
• Default Value: N

Compiler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the compiler
name for the field in this element.
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Valid Entries:
1-character to 30-character compiler name

Default Value:
(No default)

Assembler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify the Assembler
name for the field in this element.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 8-character Assembler name
Default Value:

(No default)

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field
Summary Display panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance.

Add KEY Substructures (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about adding KEY substructures in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode. Find information about using
the ADD command to add KEY structures. Learn about defining FIELDs to the KEY.

You can add substructures to an existing structure in TEST status by defining the base occurrence of the substructure.
However, the ADD function applies only to the base occurrence of a substructure. Use the CREATE function to define the
root occurrence of a structure. Adding a base occurrence implies that you are defining the occurrence and relating the
occurrence to the appropriate subject occurrence.

You can define a KEY by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the ADD option on the KEY Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel and complete the KEY
definition panel.

• Use the ADD command for a KEY substructure (see ADD) and complete the resulting definition panel.
• Use the MOD margin command in the line number of a RECORD on an indented structure display to place the

RECORD in the online work queue. When you retrieve the RECORD with PF4 (PROCESS), complete an entry for a
KEY in the KEY section on the RECORD definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the KEY Structure Functions panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                            TACF
 ADD KEY      ________________________________
 ADD KEY      (name)

 TO  RECORD   ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 TO  REC      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

KEY (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
RECORD (name)

(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing KEY occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are adding.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

When you press Enter, the KEY definition panel appears.
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 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 09IP - KEY HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance                                                  ADD
                                                                            TUKU
 .............................. KEY ATTRIBUTES .................................
 Name  : EMP-NO                             Status/Version: T001    Type:
 Record: PER-REC-HISTORY

 ..............................FIELD ATTRIBUTES ................................
        Field Name                                         Order Data-Sen Length
                  Compiler-Name                  Assembler-Name
 ==== = =================== T O P ====== =================== = ===== = ==== ===
 0001   ________________________________                     _       _      ___
                  ______________________________ ________
 ==== = ================ B O T T O M === =================== = ===== = ==== ===

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

Define FIELDs to the KEY

Use the following descriptions when defining the fields that comprise the key. This region contains one line to define one
field.

To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you want the
lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information
about line commands, see Datacom Datadictionary Line Commands. Provide the following information:

Name:
(Required) Specify a FIELD occurrence name. The FIELD occurrence must already be defined to the RECORD. If
you specify the parent field of a compound field as a component of the key, all the simple fields in the compound
field are included. You can specify selected simple fields within the compound field as components of the key. If
this is the case, do not specify the parent field as a component.
Valid Entries: 1-character to 32-character name
Default Value: (No default)

Order
This field does not apply in this mode.

Data-Sensitive
This field does not apply in this mode.

Compiler-Name
(Optional) If your site uses compiler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify a compiler name
for the field in this key.
Valid Entries: 1-character to 30-character compiler name
Default Value: (No default)

ASM-Name
(Optional) If your site uses Assembler names that are different from the occurrence names, specify an Assembler
name for the field in this key.
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Valid Entries: 1-character to 8-character Assembler name
Default Value: (No default)

3. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field
Summary Display panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance. The Field Summary Display panel
lists the FIELD occurrences and their attribute-values.

4. If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY).

Add RECORD Substructures (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about adding RECORD substructures in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode. Find information about
using the ADD command to add RECORD structures. Learn about defining KEYS and ELEMENTS to the RECORD.

The ADD function allows you to define the base occurrence of a substructure. Datacom Datadictionary automatically
relates the occurrence to the existing subject occurrence that you specify. You can define a RECORD occurrence by using
one of the following procedures:

Select the ADD option on the RECORD Structure Functions Menu panel, fill in the following prompter panel, and complete
the RECORD definition panel.

• Use an ADD command (see ADD) for a RECORD substructure and complete the RECORD definition panel.
• Use the MOD margin command in the line number of a FILE on an indented structure display to place the FILE in

the online work queue. When you retrieve the FILE with PF4 (PROCESS), complete an entry for a RECORD in the
RECORD section on the FILE definition panel.

When you select the ADD option on the RECORD Structure Functions panel, you receive the following prompter panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                           TACF
 ADD RECORD   ________________________________
 ADD REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 TO  FIL      (name)                              STA   (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

RECORD (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the occurrence you are adding.
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Valid Entries:
1-character to 32-character name

Default Value:
(No default)

FILE (name)
(Required) Specify the name of the existing occurrence.

• Valid Entries: 1-character to 32-character name
• Default Value: (No default)

(status)
(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.

• Valid Entries: 0, 1, 2
• Default Value: 0

LIKE (name)
(Optional) Specify the name of an existing RECORD occurrence in the same status to use as the model for
the occurrence you are adding. When you model a RECORD, you also model its FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT
occurrences.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.

When you press Enter, the RECORD definition panel appears.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance                                                 ADD
                                                                           TURU
 ........................... RECORD ATTRIBUTES .................................
 Name:  PER-REC-HISTORY                   Status: T001    Type: ____

 .......................... KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES .............................
       Type
       K/E Name                             Pswd Lock
 ====== =  ====================== T O P === ====  =
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 000001 _  ________________________________       _
 ====== =  =================== B O T T O M  ====  =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

where
Type

(Optional) Specify a user-defined code indicating the type of RECORD for multirecord files. For example, HDR,
DETL, and TRL for Header, Detail, and Trailer.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Define KEYs and ELEMENTs to the RECORD

The KEY/ELEMENT ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one key or element. Using line commands, you can
add more lines to define additional keys and elements on this panel. For more information and for lists of valid entries and
defaults for these attributes, see Add ELEMENT Substructures and Add Key Substructures.

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an indented
structure containing the RECORD occurrence and the ELEMENT and KEY occurrences that you defined on the RECORD
definition panel.

You can enter margin commands in the line numbers to place an occurrence and a function in the online work queue.
Enter the DEF margin command in the line number for RECORD occurrence and the MOD margin command for the KEY
and ELEMENT occurrences to define the FIELD occurrences for the RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT structures. For more
information, see Define FIELD Occurrences to a TABLE.

Create FILE Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about creating FILE substructures in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode. Find information about
using the CREATE function to define root occurrences for a structure. Learn about defining RECORDS to the FILE.

Use the CREATE function to define a root occurrence for a structure. In FILEMAINT Mode, there are only two structures,
FILE and DATAVIEW. The root of a FILE structure is a FILE occurrence. The root of a DATAVIEW structure is a
DATAVIEW occurrence. Use the ADD function to define the base occurrence of a substructure, such as a RECORD
occurrence for a RECORD substructure.

You can define a FILE occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the CREATE option on the FILE Structure Functions Menu panel, fill in the following prompter panel, and
complete the FILE definition panel.

• Use a CREATE command (see CREATE) for a FILE structure and complete the FILE definition panel.
• When you select the CREATE function on the File Structure Maintenance Panel for FILE Structure Functions, you

receive the following prompter panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
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 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                            TCCF
 CREATE FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 CRE    FIL      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the FILE occurrence you are creating.

• Valid Entries: 1-character to 32-character name
• Default Value: (No default)

(status)
(Required) Specify the status for the FILE occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.

• Valid Entries: 1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
• Default Value: (No default)

(lock)
(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0
LIKE (name)

(Optional) Specify the name of an existing FILE occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are creating.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. Define these separately.
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 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE
                                                                            TUFU
 ............................. FILE ATTRIBUTES .................................
 Name: PER-REC-HISTORY                    Status: T001
 Record Format: ____    Recsz: _____    Blksz: _____
 Access Method: _____   Device: _____   Monitor Name: ________

 ............................ RECORD ATTRIBUTES ................................
        Name                             Type  Pswd  Lock
 ====== ====================== T O P === ====  ====   =
 000001 ________________________________ ____         _
 ====== =================== B O T T O M  ====  ====   =

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The FILE definition panel displays a FILE ATTRIBUTES region and a RECORD ATTRIBUTES region. The following list
describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are highlighted on your
terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

Record Format:
(Required) Specify the 4-character record format for the file.
Valid Entries:

FBLK - fixed, blocked
FUNB - fixed, unblocked
VBLK - variable, blocked
VUNB - variable, unblocked
UNDF - undefined

Default Value:
(No default)

Recsz:
(Required) This attribute-value indicates the maximum size a record can reach before expanding the physical
record on disk.
Valid Entries:

1 to 65535
Default Value:

(No default)
Blksz:

(Required) Enter a value to indicate the maximum block size for the file. This value must be a multiple of MAX-
RECORD-SIZE attribute-type (Recsz).
Valid Entries:

1 to 5 digits
Default Value:

(No default)
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Access Method:
(Optional) Specify the name of the access method used with this file. Datacom Datadictionary does not perform
edits for this entry.
Valid Entries:

Possible entries include BDAM, VSAM, and so on
Default Value:

(No default)
Device:

(Optional) Specify the name for the device type on which the file resides.
Valid Entries:

FBA, MDISK, PRT, PUNCH, READER, TAPE, 2311, 2314, 3340, 3350, 3370, 3375, 3380, 3390, 9345
Default Value:

(No default)
Monitor Name:

(Optional) - (Required for Ideal for Datacom access) Specify a data definition name if your site is z/OS, or the
DLBL name if your site is z/VSE.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Define RECORDs to the FILE

The RECORD ATTRIBUTES region contains one line to define one RECORD occurrence. To insert additional lines on this
panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you
want the lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information
about line commands, see Datacom Datadictionary Line Commands.

Name:
(Required) Specify the name of the RECORD occurrence you are adding to this FILE occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
Type

(Optional) Specify a user-defined code indicating the type of record for multirecord files. For example, HDR,
DETL, and TRL for Header, Detail, and Trailer.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
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Default Value:
(No default)

(lock)
(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
Default Value:

0
3. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays an indented

structure containing the FILE occurrence and the RECORD occurrences that you defined to the file.
4. You can enter margin commands in the line numbers to place an occurrence and a function in the online work queue.

Enter the DEF and MOD margin commands in the line number for the RECORD occurrences to define the FIELD, KEY,
and ELEMENT occurrences. For more information, see Add Structures (DBMAINT Mode).

Create DATAVIEW Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about creating DATAVIEW structures in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode. Find information about
using the CREATE function to create root occurrences for a structures. Learn about using the ADD function to define the
base occurrence of a substructure.

Use the CREATE function to define a root occurrence for a structure. In FILEMAINT Mode, there are only two structures,
FILE and DATAVIEW. The root of a DATAVIEW structure is a DATAVIEW occurrence. Use the ADD function to define the
base occurrence of a substructure, such as a RECORD occurrence for a RECORD substructure.

A dataview is comprised of elements or keys in the same table. You can use one or more elements or keys to define a
dataview. When you define a dataview, list the elements in the order in which you want them to appear in a copybook.

Dataviews used by DL can be comprised of elements and keys. Define keys to the dataview if it is used for record-at-
a-time processing. For details about how DL uses dataviews, see the Online COBOL/DL user documentation and the
COBOL/DL Language Reference documentation.

Dataviews used by Ideal for Datacom can be comprised of elements. You can include keys in the dataview definition,
but Ideal for Datacom ignores the keys when accessing data. Ideal for Datacom searches for data according to the field
specified in the "WHERE clause" of a program "FOR construct." Specify whether the Ideal for Datacom dataview is used
for updating functions and not for read-only functions. If the Ideal for Datacom program is to use the dataview for updating
functions, specify the value for the update attribute as Y (yes).

You cannot include the same FIELD occurrence in more than one ELEMENT occurrence defined to a DATAVIEW
occurrence.

You cannot use an Ideal for Datacom/PDL reserved word as the name of a DATAVIEW occurrence. For more information,
see the reserved word list in the Ideal for Datacom Application Development Reference documentation.

You must catalog a dataview using the Ideal for Datacom CATALOG command before Ideal for Datacom can use the
dataview. For more information about cataloging dataviews, see the Ideal for Datacom Administrator documentation.

You can define a DATAVIEW structure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the CREATE option on the DATAVIEW Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel and
complete the DATAVIEW Definition panel.

• Use the CREATE command (see CREATE) for a DATAVIEW structure and complete the definition panel.

When you select the CREATE function on the Datacom/DB Structure Maintenance Panel for DATAVIEW Structure
Functions, you receive the following prompter panel:
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 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                           TCCF
 CREATE DATAVIEW ________________________________ in STATUS ____
 CRE    DVW      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using LOCK 0     LIKE ________________________________
      PSWD    (pswd)      LOC (lock) LIKE (name)

 ACCESSING ELEMENTS
 ACC      (type)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

DATAVIEW (name)
(Required) Specify the name for the DATAVIEW occurrence you are creating.

NOTE
Ideal for Datacom does not allow DATAVIEW occurrence names up to 32 characters. See the person
responsible for administering Ideal for Datacom on your system for the maximum for your version of
Ideal for Datacom.

(status)
(Required) Specify the TEST status for the new occurrence. The status must match the status of the ELEMENT
or KEY occurrences which are related to the dataview. For example, if you are creating a DATAVIEW occurrence
which is related to an existing ELEMENT occurrence in T003 status, specify T003 status for the DATAVIEW
occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

(Optional) Specify a password to protect this occurrence from unauthorized updates.
Valid Entries:

1 to 4 alphanumeric characters
Default Value:

(No default)
(lock)

(Optional) Specify a lock level to restrict access to this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2
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Default Value:
0

LIKE (name)
(Optional) Specify the name of an existing DATAVIEW occurrence in the same status to use as the model for the
occurrence you are creating.

NOTE
Any aliases or descriptors assigned to the existing occurrence are not duplicated for the new
occurrence. You must define these separately.

(type)
(Optional) Specify the entity from which the dataview obtains information. The panel displays the default value,
ELEMENTS. If you are relating keys to the dataview, use the Delete key to clear this field and type in KEYS.
Valid Entries:

ELEMENTS
KEYS

Default Value:
ELEMENTS

When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary displays the DATAVIEW Definition panel. Use the following descriptions
to complete the attributes on this panel.

 =>
 =>
 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance                                               CREATE
                                                                            TUVU
 ............................ DATAVIEW ATTRIBUTES ..............................
 Name  : EMP-HISTORY-DVW                    Status/Version: T001
 Record: ______________________________
 Update: _

 .................. ELEMENTS accessed by the DATAVIEW ..........................
        Name
 ====== ============ T O P =============
 000001 ________________________________
 ====== ========= B O T T O M ==========

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary.

Record:
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the RECORD containing the ELEMENT or KEY occurrences to be
related to the DATAVIEW.
Valid Entries:

Occurrence name of an existing RECORD
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Default Value:
(No default)

Update:
(Optional) Specify if Ideal for Datacom is to use this DATAVIEW for updating functions with Y (yes). If a program
uses the dataview for read-only functions, you can allow this attribute to default to N (no).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

N

The panel has one line to relate one element or key to the dataview. To insert additional lines on this panel:

1. Type I (Insert) and the number of lines you want to insert in the line number display one line before where you
want the lines inserted.

2. Press Enter. The panel displays the original line, plus the inserted lines without line numbers. For more information
about line commands, see Datacom Datadictionary Line Commands.

Name
(Required) If you are relating ELEMENT occurrences to the dataview specify the ELEMENT occurrence names. A
FIELD occurrence cannot be contained in more than one element related to the dataview. If you are relating KEY
occurrences to the dataview, specify the KEY occurrence names.

NOTE
Entries on this panel must be placed in the order in which you expect the data to be returned.

3. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays the
DATAVIEW, the RECORD, and the ELEMENT (or KEY) occurrences in an indented structure format.

Define FIELD Occurrences in a RECORD Structure (FILEMAINT Mode)

Learn about defining FIELD occurrences in a RECORD structure in Datacom Datadictionary Online FILEMAINT Mode.
Find information about when to modify element occurrences and applying field definitions.

You can add, modify, and delete FIELD occurrences in a RECORD by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the DEFINE option on the RECORD Structure Functions Menu, fill in the following prompter panel, and
complete the FILE Maintenance Panel.

• Enter the DEFINE command (see DEFINE) for a RECORD and complete the FILE Maintenance Panel.
• Type the DEF margin command in the line number of the RECORD occurrence on an indented structure display,

retrieve the function with PF4 (PROCESS) and complete the Record FILE Maintenance Panel.

When you select the DEFINE option on the RECORD Structure Functions panel, you receive the following prompter
panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 FILE Structure Maintenance
                                                                            TXCF
 DEFINE    RECORD   ________________________________
 DEF       REC      (name)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE
      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)
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 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS
 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name for the RECORD.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character name
Default Value:

(No default)
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of the RECORD.
Valid Entries:

T001 to T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

When you press Enter, the FILE Maintenance Panel appears. If the RECORD has existing FIELD occurrences, the panel
displays the FIELD occurrences in the order that they were defined. You can add, move, and delete FIELD occurrences or
change attribute-values of the occurrences, with the exception of the Field-name and DB Element-name attribute-values.
For more information and the commands you can use on this panel, see Datacom Datadictionary Line Commands.

Results of Changing a Field

If you make a significant change to a field, the field is flagged. Performing a CATALOG function on the structure alters the
date/time stamp on all dataviews using any element containing this field. This indicates to an Ideal for Datacom user that
the dataview must be recataloged before using.
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If your modifications to the FIELD occurrences changes the length of the record or reduces the length of the keys and
elements, Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates the changes for you. If you add a new FIELD occurrence
between the first and last FIELD occurrences of an element or if the FIELD occurrence is inserted as part of a compound
field used in a key definition, Datacom Datadictionary automatically calculates these changes. Otherwise, modify the
ELEMENT and KEY definitions.

When to Modify ELEMENT Occurrences

If the FIELD occurrence you add is accessed by Ideal for Datacom programs or included in copybooks generated by
Datacom Datadictionary as other than filler, modify the ELEMENT occurrence to include the new FIELD occurrence or
occurrences. For more information, see Add ELEMENT Substructures.

APPLY the FIELD Definitions

Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary displays a Field
Summary Display panel with the message confirming successful field maintenance. The Field Summary Display panel
lists the FIELD occurrences and their attribute-values.

NOTE
The FIELD occurrence numeric attribute-values (SIGN, TYPE-NUMERIC, and DECIMALS) for the binary types
(B, 2, 4, and 8) and the packed decimal type (D) are displayed on the panel only when the DECIMALS attribute
has a value other than zero.

If an entry for a field is incorrect, you receive an error code in the column to the left of Level on the FILE Maintenance
Panel when you press PF9 (APPLY).

Define the FIELD Occurrences

The following list describes each attribute, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Attributes that require an entry
are highlighted on your terminal. Attributes which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional. If you do not assign
a value to these attributes, they default to the value assigned in Datacom Datadictionary. If FIELD occurrences have not
been previously defined, Datacom Datadictionary presents a FILE Maintenance Panel similar to the following panel:

 =>
 =>
 =>
 1-DDOL000407I - 03IP - RECORD HAS NO RELATED FIELDS
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
 DDOL: ANCHORED OCCURRENCE FOR RECORD FIELD MAINTENANCE

 TYPE  OCCURRENCE       STA VER
  REC  PER-REC-HISTORY   T  001
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------T03U
           Level    Field-Name                       DB Element-Name
           Preci    Type  Len    Repeat Just  Rdf Null Fill  (Num:Sign Type Dec)
 ====== == ======== ================== T O P ======= ===== ====================

 000001    1        ________________________________ _____
           _____    _     _____  _____  _     _   _    _          _    _    ___
 ====== == ======== =============== B O T T O M ==== ===== ====================

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

Level
(Required) Specify the level of the FIELD occurrence. Datacom Datadictionary uses your entry to assign the
CLASS attribute-value of the field.
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NOTE
A simple field is any field that is not the parent of a subordinate level of fields, a value field, an index
field, or a filler field (see Fill Occurrences).

Field-Name
(Required) Specify the Datacom Datadictionary name of the FIELD occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
DB Element-Name

Only valid when defining fields to a table. See DBMAINT Mode - DATACOM/DB Structure Maintenance.
Preci

(Required) Specify the maximum number of displayable digits allowed for data stored in fields whose TYPE is D
(decimal), G (graphic), N (numeric), V (varchar), or W (vargraphic).
Valid Entries:

5 characters
Default Value:

D = 2x LENGTH minus 1
G = LENGTH
N = LENGTH
V = LENGTH minus 2
W = (LENGTH minus 2) divided by 2

Type
(Optional) Specify the type of data stored in the FIELD occurrence.
Valid Entries:

B, C, D, E, G, H, K, L, N, S, T, W, V, Y, Z, 2, 4, or 8
Default Value:

C
Len

(Optional) Specify the physical length of the field in bytes. To account for the 2-byte length prefix on variable
columns, for VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) two (2) is added to the value specified for the
physical length.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 5-digit value that cannot exceed the maximum record size
Default Value:

1
Repeat

(Optional) Specify if this is a repeating field.
Valid Entries:

Number of repetitions
Default Value:

1
Just

(Optional) This attribute-value specifies if the data is stored left (L) or right (R) justified.
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Valid Entries:
L or R

Default Value:
L (left) for Types C, G, H, K, T, V, W, Y, and Z
R (right) for Types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, and 8

Rdf
(Optional) Specify if this field redefines another field.
Valid Entries:

N, P, or S
Default Value:

N
Null

(Optional) Enter Y if a 1-byte null indicator is to precede this field. The null indicator can create extra slack if the
fields are aligned.
Valid Entries:

N or Y

NOTE
We recommend that you allow this attribute-value to default to N unless you manually maintain
the contents of this field.

Default Value:
N

Fill
(Optional) Specify if the field is a filler field. If you enter Y, Datacom Datadictionary assigns F as the attribute-value
of the CLASS attribute. If the FIELD occurrence is not a filler, leave this attribute blank.
Valid Entries:

Y
Default Value:

Blank

The three attributes following NUM: within the parentheses are for numeric fields (types B, D, E, L, N, S, 2, 4, or 8). Leave
these attributes blank if the field type is not numeric.

Sign
(Optional) Specify with the SIGN attribute-value if the field contains signed numeric data (Y) or unsigned data (N).
Valid Entries:

Y or N
Default Value:

Y
Type

(Optional) If the field is signed numeric, specify the signing convention for the field.
Valid Entries:

C Conventional
P Conventional, always positive
U Unconventional
Q Unconventional, always positive

Default Value:
C
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Dec
(Optional) Specify the number of decimal positions for a numeric field with an implied decimal point.
Valid Entries:

Number of decimal positions
Default Value:

0

Copy Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
In the FILEMAINT Mode, use the COPY function to replicate a structure or substructure in another status. Datacom
Datadictionary creates a new structure or substructure in the target status. You can use this function to create a PROD
structure or a new TEST structure from an existing TEST structure.

You can use the COPY function with FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW occurrences. KEY and ELEMENT occurrences are
replicated with the RECORD substructure.

NOTE
To copy or restore a structure to TEST status from HIST or PROD status, use the RESTORE function (see
Restore Structures (DBMAINT Mode)).

To copy an occurrence in the same status with a different occurrence name, enter the name of the existing occurrence in
the LIKE field on the ADD or CREATE panels. For more information, see Add Structures.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

How It Works

When you use this function to create a structure in PROD status from an existing TEST structure:

• The original structure still exists in TEST status.
• The new PROD structure is created and assigned a version number.

– If this is the first time the occurrence is copied to PROD status, Datacom Datadictionary assigns 1 as the version
number.

– The version number is incremented by 1 on each successive copy.
• Datacom Datadictionary changes the existing structure or substructure to HIST status. This HIST structure or

substructure retains the version number it had as a PROD structure or substructure.
• Datacom Datadictionary marks the copies with the date and time that the PROD status occurrence was created. You

can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to re-create the model of your production environment as it was on a given date
and time by displaying or restoring the structure.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

Relationships

If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships may not be copied with the
structure or substructure. The copy-rule specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship is copied.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:
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• Select the COPY option on a Structure Functions Menu.
• Use the COPY command (see COPY) for the structure.
• Type the COP (or CPY) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index

display, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), complete the prompter panel, and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the COPY function on the Record Structure Functions panel, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TMCF

 COPY RECORD   ________________________________ from STATUS ____ TO STATUS ____

 COP  REC      (name)                                STAT  (stat)   STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE ____

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the occurrence you are copying.

• Valid Entries:
1- to 32-character occurrence name

• Default Value:
(No default)

from (stat)
(Required) Specify the status of the existing occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
TO (stat)

(Required) Specify the status to which you are copying the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
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PROD
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Press Enter to complete the COPY function after completing the prompter panel.

Delete Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
In FILEMAINT Mode, use the DELETE function when you want to delete a Broadcom FILE Model structure or
substructure from Datacom Datadictionary.

You can use the DELETE function with FILE, RECORD, KEY, ELEMENT and DATAVIEW occurrences. To delete FIELD
occurrences, see Update Field.

 How It Works 

When you delete a structure that is the root of the structure, all entity-occurrences within the structure are also deleted.
For example, when you delete a RECORD substructure, you also delete the FIELD, KEY, and ELEMENT occurrences.

The results of the DELETE function in Datacom Datadictionary vary depending on the status of the structure or
substructure.

• In TEST or HIST status, this function deletes the structure or substructure from Datacom Datadictionary.
• In PROD status, this function changes the structure or substructure to HIST status.

 Relationships 

Deleting a structure or substructure can affect other occurrences in the FILE structure and occurrences that are not part of
the FILE structure. For example, when you delete a FILE structure, it can affect a DATAVIEW occurrence which is related
to the ELEMENT or KEY occurrence previously contained in the structure. Therefore, before you delete the file, determine
whether DATAVIEW occurrences are related to any occurrences in the structure, and take the appropriate action.

 In HIST Status 

With the proper authorization, you can delete a structure or substructure in HIST status. However, when the maximum
number of allowed HIST status versions is reached, Datacom Datadictionary automatically deletes the structure or
substructure with the oldest date/time stamp. The maximum number of HISTory status versions is specified in the ENTY-
HIST-VERS attribute of the TABLE occurrence for the entity-type in the DATA-DICT database.

 More Information 
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• For more information about how to authorize users, see the Security Overview.
• For more information about the DELETE command, see DELETE Statement (DQ) and also see Obsolete Structures.

 How to Use 

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the DELETE option on the File Structure Maintenance Panel listing functions for the selected structure, fill in the
prompter panel and press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the DELETE command for the correct format and press PF9 (APPLY).
• Type the DEL margin command in the line number of the occurrence on an indented structure or an index display.

Enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

Disable and Enable Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
Use the DISABLE function to mark a structure or substructure as being unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.
For example, when a structure or substructure is disabled when it is being modified, it is not available for use by Ideal for
Datacom or Dataquery. This is useful if the Datacom Datadictionary definition of the structure no longer agrees with the
physical data. The use of this facility is dependent on the version level of the product. Check the product documentation.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically performs the DISABLE function when it executes the ADD, COPY, CREATE,
DEFINE, MODIFY, RESTORE, and TRANSFER functions and when you update an occurrence in the structure through
the attribute maintenance function.

Enable a structure that has been previously disabled. Use the ENABLE function to indicate that the Datacom
Datadictionary definition is available for use by other Broadcom products. When you DISABLE or ENABLE a primary
structure (file) or substructure (record), Datacom Datadictionary also disables or enables its substructures. When
you DISABLE or ENABLE a secondary structure (dataview), Datacom Datadictionary does not disable or enable its
substructures.

How to Use the DISABLE Function

Use the DISABLE function to mark a structure or substructure as being unavailable for use by other Broadcom products.

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the DISABLE option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel, and
press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the DISABLE command for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY) (see DISABLE).
• Type the DSB margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel, enter the

PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

If there are no errors, you receive the FILE Structure Maintenance Menu with a message confirming successful execution
of the function.

How to Use the ENABLE Function

Use the ENABLE function to indicate that the definition is available for use by other Broadcom products. This function
enables the Datacom Datadictionary definition. Therefore, you can enable a structure or substructure that is not
synchronized with the data, but this can cause unpredictable results.

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the ENABLE option on the Structure Functions Menu panel for the selected structure, fill in the prompter panel,
and press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the ENABLE command for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY) (see ENABLE).
• Type the ENA margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel. Enter the

PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).
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If there are no errors, you receive the FILE Structure Maintenance Menu with a message confirming successful execution
of the function.

Display Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
Use the DISPLAY function to display all the occurrences in a structure or substructure in an indented format. You can use
the margin commands to place occurrences and functions in the online work queue for processing after displaying the
structure or substructure.

 How to Use 

You can display a structure or substructure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the DISPLAY option on the File Structure Functions panel listing functions for the selected structure and fill in
the resulting prompter panel.

• Use the DISPLAY command (see DISPLAY (Online Command)) for the structure.
• Type the DIS (or DCS or DFS) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a Structure or Index Display

panel. Enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the DISPLAY function on the File Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar to the
following example:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TXCF

 DISPLAY  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 DIS      FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 format is COND    AS OF ____________

          (format)      (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name of the occurrence to be displayed.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
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(stat)
(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence.
Valid Entries:

T0001 -- T999
PROD
HIST
H000 -- H997
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)

(pswd)
Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
(format)

(Optional) Specify the format for the display. If you enter FULL, Datacom Datadictionary presents the full structure
display containing all occurrences in the structure or substructure and the attribute-values on the Structure
Maintenance Panels and FILE Maintenance Panels. If you accept the default, COND (condensed), Datacom
Datadictionary presents the condensed structure display containing the occurrences in the structure except the
FIELD occurrences and some of the attribute-values. For more information, see Structure Display Panel.
Valid Entries:

COND
FULL

Default Value:
COND

AS OF (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
199001 for the year and month or 19900131 for the year, month, and day.
Note: If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.
Valid Entries:

1 to 12 digits
Default Value:

(No default)
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When you press Enter, Datacom Datadictionary presents the structure display panel for the structure or substructure
according to your criteria. This sample is the result of a DISPLAY command for a condensed structure display of a FILE
structure.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000523I - UFUP - SUCCESSFUL FILE STRUCTURE CREATE

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY

                                                                            TDYD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

 000002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

 ====== ======================= B O T T O M =================================

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

You can request a full structure display by typing the DFS (display full structure) margin command in the line numbers for
the FILE entity. When you press PF4 (PROCESS) you receive the following display:

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance                                              DISPLAY

                                                                            TDXD

        Status: T001

        Entity-Type          Occurrence-Name

                                             Length  Options

 ====== ========================== T O P ====================================

 000001 FILE                 PER-REC-HISTORY

                                             01024

 000002   RECORD             PER-REC-HISTORY

                                             00132

 000003     FIELD            EMP-NO

                                             00005   00000001N00001RNSNC000

 000004     FIELD            EMP-NAME

                                             00028   00000001C00001LNCNC000

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS    MORE....

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT
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For more information and an explanation of the Options, see Structure Display Panel.

When the display is longer than the screen, you can use the scroll commands or PF keys to move backward and forward
through the display.

The full structure display lists the FIELD occurrences defined in the RECORD, KEY, and ELEMENT structures and the
attribute-values for each occurrence.

Display FIELD Occurrences

You can display the fields in a RECORD, KEY, or ELEMENT substructure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the DISPLAY FIELDS option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure and fill in the resulting
prompter panel.

• Use the DISPLAY command (see In ENTMAINT and ENTDISPL Modes).
• Type the DFD (DISPLAY FIELDS) margin command in the line numbers of the subject occurrence on a structure or

index display and enter the PROCESS command (press PF4).

For more information about displaying FIELD occurrences, see DISPLAY (Online Command).

Modify Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
The occurrences you define have both modifiable and nonmodifiable attributes. The attributes that pertain to the
occurrence in the FILEMAINT Mode are displayed on the panel when you CREATE, ADD or MODIFY the occurrence. All
modifiable attributes are displayed on an Anchored Occurrence for Attribute Update panel.

Nonmodifiable attributes are assigned values internally by Datacom Datadictionary. These attributes and their values are
displayed with the new values for modifiable attributes after you apply your changes or assignments for the modifiable
attributes. You can also display attribute-values by entering a DAT (DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES) margin command in the line
numbers for the occurrence on a structure or index display.

How to Use

You can modify an occurrence by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the MODIFY option on the Structure Functions Menu panel for the selected structure or substructure, fill in the
prompter panel, and update the MODIFY panel.

• Use the MODIFY command (see MODIFY) for the structure or substructure and update the MODIFY panel.
• Type the MOD (or ATT) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display panel,

enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and update the MODIFY panel (or the Attribute Update panel).

Obsolete Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
Use the OBSOLETE function to remove structures or substructures in all existing statuses. It is valid only for Datacom/
DB and Broadcom FILE Model structures and substructures. This function has a greater impact than deleting each of the
occurrences in the structures or substructures individually in each status.

When you use this function, you are stating that you no longer require this structure or substructure in Datacom
Datadictionary. The OBSOLETE function causes all references to the occurrences in the specified structure or
substructure to be removed from Datacom Datadictionary, including relationships.

WARNING
Due to the impact of the OBSOLETE function, we recommend that the authorization to use this function be
restricted. See the person responsible for security administration on your system for information about restricting
the use of functions.

How to Use
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You can obsolete a structure or substructure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the OBSOLETE option on the Structure Functions Menu panel for the selected structure, fill in the prompter
panel, and press PF9 (APPLY).

• Enter the OBSOLETE command (see ) for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY).

Restore Structures (FILEMAINT Mode)
Use the RESTORE function to replicate a structure or substructure that is in PROD or HIST status to a TEST status. Only
use this function with structures or substructures that are in PROD status or HIST status.

You can use the RESTORE function against FILE, RECORD, and DATAVIEW structures and substructures. KEY and
ELEMENT substructures must be restored by restoring the entire RECORD substructure.

WARNING
We recommend that you restore the structure or substructure from PROD status immediately before you change
it to avoid any loss of information.

How It Works

You can use the date/time stamp (ASOF) to construct a TEST version of what your PROD or HIST status version looked
like on that day. Using the date/time stamp, you can determine which structures were in PROD status at a given time and
re-create the structure or substructure in the specified TEST status. If you want to restore a HIST version to PROD, first
restore it to TEST and then copy it to PROD status.

NOTE
If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.

When you restore a TEST structure or substructure, the existing structure or substructure is entirely replaced by the
structure or substructure from which it is being restored. Any occurrences or relationships are deleted or added as
necessary to make the restored structure or substructure the same as the one from which it is being restored.

Required Definitions
If you are restoring a RECORD substructure, the parent entity-occurrence definition must exist in the same
version to which you are restoring the occurrence. For example, if you are restoring a RECORD substructure to
T001 status, the FILE entity-occurrence definition for that RECORD must exist in T001 status for the RESTORE to
be successful.

From History Status
When you restore a structure or substructure from HIST status, Datacom Datadictionary cannot complete the
process if any of the related occurrences have been deleted due to exceeding the maximum number of allowed
HIST versions. Datacom Datadictionary returns an error message if the structure is incomplete due to deleted
occurrences of this type.

Relationships
If the structure contains relationships with occurrences outside the structure, the relationships may not be restored
with the structure or substructure. The copy-rule specified for the relationship determines whether the relationship
is restored.

How to Use:

You can restore a structure by using one of the following procedures:

• Select the RESTORE option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the following prompter
panel, and press Enter.

• Enter the RESTORE command (see RESTORE) for the structure and press PF9 (APPLY).
When you select the RESTORE function on the File Structure Functions panel, you receive a prompter panel
similar to the following example. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom
Datadictionary responds with a message confirming successful completion of the function.
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 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance

                                                                            TRCF

 RESTORE FILE     ________________________________ to STATUS ____

 RES     FIL      (name)                              STAT  (stat)

 FROM STATUS ____ AS OF ____________

      STAT  (stat)     (YYYYMMDDhhmm)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

The following list describes each field, the valid entries, and the default (if one exists). Fields that require an entry are
highlighted on your terminal. Fields which are not highlighted indicate that an entry is optional.

(name)
(Required) Specify the name of the root or base occurrence of the structure or substructure you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
to (stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence to which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
FROM (stat)

(Required) Specify the status of the occurrence from which you are restoring.
Valid Entries:

PROD
1 -- 999
H000 -- H997
ASOF (if you want to use the AS OF option)

Default Value:
(No default)
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AS OF (YYYYMMDDhhmm)
(Optional) If you enter ASOF in the status field, specify the date/time stamp to display the version of the structure
that was in PROD status at that date and time. You can specify the full date and time or a partial date, such as
201001 for the year and month or 20100131 for the year, month, and day.
Note: If your time value includes seconds, round up to the nearest minute.
Valid Entries:

1 to 12 digits
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)

Transfer a Substructure
Use the TRANSFER function to remove the relationship of an occurrence from one subject and relate it to another
subject. The occurrence receiving the transfer must be in the same status as the occurrence you are transferring.

You can use this function in FILEMAINT Mode for the TEST status of the RECORD substructures.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the TRANSFER option on the Structure Functions Menu for the selected structure, fill in the following prompter
panel, and press Enter.

• Use the TRANSFER command (see TRANSFER) for the structure.
• Type the TRA (TRN or XFR) margin command in the line number of the occurrence on a structure or index display

panel, enter the PROCESS command (press PF4), and press PF9 (APPLY).

When you select the TRANSFER function on the Record Structure Functions Menu, you receive a prompter panel similar
to the following example. Press PF9 (APPLY) after completing your entries. If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays a message confirming successful completion of this function.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 1-DDOL000196A - CMPP - PLEASE COMPLETE REQUIRED INFORMATION FOR COMMAND

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 FILE Structure Maintenance
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                                                                           TTCF

 TRANSFER RECORD   ________________________________

 TRAN     REC      (name)

 TO  FILE     ________________________________ in STATUS ____

 TO  FIL      (name)                              STAT  (status)

 with PASSWORD      using OVERRIDE

      PSWD    (pswd)      OVRD    (ovrd)

 PF1=HELP  PF2=END  PF3=CLARIFY  PF4=PROCESS  PF5=MENU   PF6=STATUS

 PF7=SCB   PF8=SCF  PF9=APPLY    PF10=PATH    PF11=NEXT  PF12=INPUT

RECORD (name)
(Required) Specify the occurrence name that is to be the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)
FILE (name)

(Required) Specify the occurrence name that is to be the subject of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

1- to 32-character occurrence name
(status)

(Required) Specify the status of both the subject and the object of the transfer.
Valid Entries:

T001 -- T999
Default Value:

(No default)
(pswd)

Only required if this occurrence has protection against unauthorized maintenance with a password assignment.
Supply the password for this occurrence.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character password
Default Value:

(No default)
(ovrd)

Only required if this occurrence is restricted from unauthorized maintenance or retrieval with a lock level
assignment. Supply the override code.
Valid Entries:

1- to 4-character override code
Default Value:

(No default)
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Update Attribute-Values in the FILEMAINT Mode
You can obtain the full list of attributes you can change for an occurrence by using the ATT margin command. Type the
command in the line number next to the occurrence on a display panel. When you press PF4 (PROCESS), Datacom
Datadictionary displays the Attribute Update panel for the selected occurrence.

For more information about the attribute-types, valid entries, and default values for the standard entity-types that are in
effect when Datacom Datadictionary is installed, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

• To assign a value to an attribute which has no previous value, type the desired value in the space provided to the right
of the attribute name. The space contains underscores which signify the length of the longest permissible value for the
attribute.

• To change existing values, type the new value over the existing value. You can use the ERASE EOF key to erase an
existing value which is longer than the new value.

WARNING
If you update an attribute-value that changes the physical layout or length of the record, see Modifying
Definitions in Datadictionary.

• To reset a value to the default in Datacom Datadictionary, type an ampersand (&). over the first character in the
existing value. You do not have to erase the remainder of the existing value.

After completing entries on the Attribute Update panel, press PF9 (APPLY). If there are no errors, Datacom Datadictionary
displays the Attribute Display panel with the message SUCCESSFUL ATTRIBUTE UPDATE.

Verify a FILE Structure
Use the VERIFY function to confirm that the definition of a FILE structure is valid. You can also use the VERIFY function
after performing modifications to a structure.

How to Use

Use one of the following procedures to perform this function:

• Select the VERIFY option on the File Structure Functions Menu Panel and fill in the resulting prompter panel.
• Enter the VERIFY command (see VERIFY).
• Type the VER margin command in the line number of the FILE occurrence on a structure or index display panel and

enter the PROCESS command (press PF4).

When you request the VERIFY function, Datacom Datadictionary checks for invalid or unacceptable data, such as
duplicate names or invalid attribute-values. At the record level, Datacom Datadictionary reestablishes the length of the
compound fields and the offsets of the fields in the record. It also reestablishes the length and offsets of the elements and
keys.

If errors are found, you receive a panel listing the error codes, occurrences and a brief description of each error. If no
errors are detected, you receive a message that the VERIFY was successful.

AUTHORIZE Mode - Security Maintenance
Use the Authorization Maintenance Mode to define users to Datacom Datadictionary and establish user profiles to protect
Datacom Datadictionary facilities from unauthorized use.

When you select the DATADICTIONARY Authorization Maintenance Mode, option 4 on the DATADICTIONARY Mode
Select panel, and you are authorized to use this mode, Datacom Datadictionary presents the Authorization Mode Security
Check prompter panel.

 =>
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 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                 Authorization Mode Security Check                          T04P

 Please re-certify your identity before accessing DD Authorization Mode by

 entering your DD User password.

 Password:

For more information about Datacom Datadictionary security, see Security Overview.

ISF Mode - Interactive Service Facility
Use the Interactive Service Facility to test Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) call sequences to assure the
required data is obtainable before you write the complete program.

When you select the Interactive Service Facility Mode, option 6 on the DATADICTIONARY Mode Select panel, Datacom
Datadictionary presents the DSF User Request Area panel. You enter the appropriate information to perform the desired
function.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       D.  S.  F.  Request Area                             X01D

 Command Area:    Request ID  _      Substring ID  0000

              Command  ________      Database ID  00153

 Selection Area:         Entity Type  ________________________________

  Occurrence Data:

  Name  ________________________________   Vrsn/Stat  ____   Name-Type  _

  Record-Name ________________________________

  Qualifier ________________________________  Override ____  Password

  (Text Lines  Start  ____   Number  ____ )

 Format Area:           (Indicators:  Language  _    Comment  _    Label  _ )

    Reltnship Type  _   (Language Position:  Start Level  0    Increment  0 )
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    Data-Area Type  _   (List Entries/Length: SRA ____ ____   ERA ____ ____ )

 Return Area:    Ret Code           Outbook Lines          Ret Path Level

    Return Data

 PF1=HELP   PF2=END       PF3=ERA       PF4=URA      PF5=SVL

 PF6=SRA    PF9=APPLY     PF10=SRA/HEX  PF11=ERA/HEX

Be familiar with the DSF commands before you can use the Interactive Service Facility.

SQL Mode - Interactive SQL Service Facility
Use the Interactive SQL Service Facility to edit and execute SQL statements, to perform administrative functions such as
deleting or rebinding plans, and to set session default authorization identifiers.

If you are authorized to use this mode, the Interactive SQL Service Facility Menu displays when you select the SQL Mode.

 =>

 =>

 =>

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Interactive SQL Service Facility

 Enter desired option number ===> __    (There are 05 options on the menu)

  1. SQLMAINT                     SQL member maintenance/execution

  2. SQLADMIN                     SQL administrative functions

  3. SET MODE                     Reset DATADICTIONARY processing mode

  4. IDEAL                        Transfer to IDEAL application

  5. OFF                          End session

NOTE
 If Ideal for Datacom is not installed on your system, the OFF option appears in place of the Ideal for
Datacom option on the preceding panel.

SQL Reserved Words in Datacom Datadictionary
If you are using or planning to use the SQL processing mode on your system, there are specific rules for SQL names.
These names are specified as SQLNAME or AUTHID attribute-values in Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
For the updateable attributes of all entity-types, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

You can use the uppercase letters, digits, $, #, @, and the underscore character ( _ ) in an SQL name. You cannot use
other characters. An SQL name cannot begin with a digit or an underscore. Although SQL allows you to end a name with
an underscore, avoid this because an entity-occurrence name created from such an SQL name would not be valid when
using Datacom Datadictionary online. An SQL name cannot begin with a digit or an underscore. For SQL names created
by Datacom Datadictionary from occurrence names that begin with a digit, the first byte for the SQL name is changed to
the character A.

Do not use the following words for SQL names. The SQL transport utility (DDTRSLM) has additional restrictions on words
used for an AUTHID, SQL name, or Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.
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SQL Reserved Words:

ADD
AFTER
ALL
ALTER
AND
ANY
ARRAY
AS
ASSEMBLER

BEFORE
BETWEEN
BIT
BIT_ADD
BIT_AND
BIT_NOT
BIT_OR
BIT_XOR
BY
BYREF

CALL
CASE
CAST
COALESCE
COLUMN
COBOL
CONCAT
CONTAINS
CONVERSION
COUNT
CURRENT
CURSOR

DATA
DELETE
DESCRIPTOR
DETERMINISTIC
DISTINCT
DROP

EACH
ELSE
END
END-EXEC*
EXECUTE
EXISTS
EXTERNAL

FIRST
FOR
FROM
FUNCTION

GENERAL
GRANT
GROUP

HAVING

IMMEDIATE
IN
INDEX
INNER
INOUT
INPUT
INSERT
INTEXTRACT
INTO
INVALIDATE
IS

JOIN KEY LANGUAGE
LEADING
LEFT
LIKE
LOWER
LOWERCASE
LTRIM

MODIFIES NEW
NEWFUN1
NEWFUN2
NEWFUN3
NO
NOT
NULL
NULLIF
NULLS

OF
OLD
ON
OPTIMIZE
OPTION
OPTIONS
OR
ORDER
OUT
OUTER

PARAMETER
PLI
PRIVILEGES
PROCEDURE
PROGRAM
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READS
REFERENCING
RTRIM
RULE
RUN

SELECT
SET
SOME
SPECIFIC
SQL
SQUEEZE
STATEMENT
STRIP
STYLE
SUBSTRING
SYNONYM

TABLE
THEN
TO
TRAILING
TRIGGER
TRIM

UNION
UPDATE
UPPER
UPPERCASE
USER
USING

VALUES
VARCHAR
VIEW

WHEN
WHERE
WITH
WITHOUT

XMLATTRIBUTES
XMLCONCAT
XMLELEMENT
XMLFOREST
XMLSERIALIZE

 

* COBOL only

SQL Reference
Learn about Datacom SQL. Find fundamental information about SQL, including language elements, functions,
expressions, predicates, search conditions, SQL statements. Also learn how to use SQL with Dataquery.

The following table provides a summary of the available topics:

Basic SQL Language Elements Describes the basic language elements of SQL, including characters, tokens, identifiers,
naming conventions, authorization ID, USER, values, data types, basic operations
(assignment and comparison), literals, column names, host variables, and indicator
variables. Includes examples for most language elements.

SQL Functions Describes column and scalar functions and provides a syntax diagram of this basic
language element, plus examples.

SQL Expressions Describes expressions and provides a syntax diagram of this basic language element,
plus examples. Also discusses expressions without arithmetic operators, with arithmetic
operators and conversions between data types during arithmetic operations, and the
precedence of operations.

SQL Predicates Describes predicates, including the basic predicate, quantified predicate, BETWEEN
predicate, LIKE predicate, EXISTS predicate, IN predicate and NULL predicate, and
provides a syntax diagram of each predicate, plus examples.

SQL Search Conditions Describes search conditions and provides a syntax diagram of this basic language
element, plus examples. Includes information on Boolean operators.

SQL Statements for Dataquery Describes the various SQL statements and gives syntax diagrams and examples of
each.

SQL Statements Describes the methods by which each SQL statement can execute.

Datacom/DB Extensions
The Datacom/DB implementation of SQL conforms to American National Standard Database Language SQL, ANSI
X3.135-1989 in the following manner:

1. Full SQL conformance to level 2, except as noted.
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2. Includes implementation of the following facilities:
a. Direct processing of SQL data manipulation language statements.
b. Embedded SQL COBOL and PL/I.

In some instances, the SQL implementation described in this documentation has added capabilities beyond the SQL
standard. Datacom/DB extensions to ANSI standard SQL are indicated in the label of the syntax diagram's box (if the
entire diagram represents a Datacom/DB extension), or within the diagram as shown below (if only part of a diagram
represents a Datacom/DB extension).

►►─ STATEMENT ─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ CLAUSE1 ─┘

NOTE
CLAUSE1 is a Datacom/DB extension.

You can choose to use the Datacom/DB extension, which is essentially an optional parameter. Some of these extensions
are unique to the Datacom/DB environment and could function differently from syntactically similar extensions provided by
other implementations of SQL.

SQL Reserved Words
The following table lists SQL reserved words. Do not form names using any of these words as SQL identifiers. See
Identifiers.

NOTE
The SQL transport utility (DDTRSLM) has additional restrictions on words used for an AUTHID, SQL name, or
Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.

In the following table, where more than one word is listed on a line, those words as a group are reserved, not necessarily
the individual words that make up the group unless that word is listed separately on its own line. Words followed by an
asterisk (*) indicate that word is reserved only in the COBOL language. We reserve the right to add or change reserved
keywords as needed.
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SQL Reserved Words

ADD
AFTER
ALL
ALTER
AND
ANY
ARRAY
AS
ASSEMBLER
ASENSITIVE
ATOMIC

BEFORE
BEGIN
BETWEEN
BIT
BIT_ADD
BIT_AND
BIT_NOT
BIT_OR
BIT_XOR
BY
BYREF

CALL
CASE
CAST
COALESCE
COLUMN
COBOL
CONCAT
CONDITION
CONTINUE HANDLER
CONTAINS
CONVERSION
COUNT
CURRENT
CURSOR

DATA
DATACOM
DATACOM DUMP
DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
DATACOM TSN
DELETE
DESCRIPTOR
DETERMINISTIC
DISTINCT
DO
DROP

EACH
ELSE
ELSEIF
END
END-EXEC*
EXECUTE
EXISTS
EXIT HANDLER
EXTERNAL

FIRST
FOR
FROM
FUNCTION

GENERAL
GET CURRENT DIAGNOSTICS
GET DIAGNOSTICS
GET STACKED
GET STACKED DIAGNOSTICS
GRANT
GROUP

HANDLER
HAVING

IF
IMMEDIATE
IN
INDEX
INNER
INOUT
INPUT
INSENSITIVE
INSERT
ITERATE
INTEXTRACT
INTO
INVALIDATE
IS

JOIN KEY LANGUAGE
LEADING
LEAVE
LEFT
LIKE
LOOP
LOWER
LOWERCASE
LTRIM

MODIFIES
MUF_NAME

NEW
NEWFUN1
NEWFUN2
NEWFUN3
NO
NOT
NOT FOUND
NULL
NULLIF
NULLS

OF
OLD
ON
OPTIMIZE
OPTION
OPTIONS
OR
ORDER
OUT
OUTER

PARAMETER
PLI
PRIVILEGES
PROCEDURE
PROGRAM
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RAISE ERROR
READS
REFERENCING
REPEAT
RESIGNAL
RETURN
RTRIM
RULE
RUN

SELECT
SENSITIVE
SET
SIGNAL
SOME
SPECIFIC
SQL
SQLEXCEPTION
SQLSTATE
SQLWARNING
SQUEEZE
STATEMENT
STRIP
STYLE
SUBSTRING
SYNONYM

TABLE
THEN
TO
TO PXXSQL
TO SYSOUT
TRAILING
TRIGGER
TRIM
TSN

UNION
UNDO HANDLER
UNTIL
UPDATE
UPPER
UPPERCASE
USER
USING

VALUES
VARCHAR
VIEW

WHEN
WHERE
WHILE
WITH
WITHOUT

XMLATTRIBUTES
XMLCONCAT
XMLELEMENT
XMLFOREST
XMLSERIALIZE

 

SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)
The SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) is used in the DESCRIBE statement. It can also be used in the EXECUTE, FETCH,
OPEN, and PREPARE statements. Activities involving the SQLDA include building the SQLDA, updating the SQLDA, and
using the SQLDA.

You build an SQLDA by coding an SQLDA and using a DESCRIBE or PREPARE statement to fill it. (When you use a
PREPARE statement to fill an SQLDA, you must use the PREPARE's optional INTO clause.) For an example COBOL
SQLDA and more information about the DESCRIBE and PREPARE statements, see DESCRIBE Statement and
PREPARE Statement.

After you have built an SQLDA in a DESCRIBE statement, you can update the SQLDATA entry (in the SQLDA) with a host
variable address or update the SQLIND entry with an indicator variable address. You must update the SQLDATA entry
with a host variable address before using the SQLDA in a FETCH statement.

You can retrieve values for parameter markers from the SQLDA by using OPEN or EXECUTE statements. A parameter
marker is a question mark (?) that is used in place of a host variable in dynamic SQL statements. Rules for parameter
markers can be found in PREPARE.

FETCH cursor-name can use the SQLDA to store the output of a select-statement, if that select-statement was built by the
DECLARE CURSOR statement in which the corresponding cursor-name was defined.

Determining Number of SQLVAR Entries to Use

Before the DESCRIBE is executed, the value of SQLN must be set to indicate how many occurrences of SQLVAR are
provided in the SQLDA. To obtain the description of the columns of the result table of a prepared select-statement, the
number of occurrences of SQLVAR must not be less than the number of columns.

When the USING BOTH clause is specified in the DESCRIBE statement, and SQLN is less than twice the size of the
SQLD field, SQLD is set to twice the number of columns. When USING BOTH is specified, and SQLN is greater than or
equal to twice the size of the SQLD field, SQLD is set to the number of columns.
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The following technique is suggested for determining the number of SQLVAR entries to use:

1. Execute a DESCRIBE or PREPARE statement. The SQLDA that is used must not have any occurrences of SQLVAR.
If you use a PREPARE statement, it must use the INTO clause.

2. If the value that is returned in the SQLD field is:
– Greater than zero, use that value to allocate an SQLDA with the necessary number of occurrences of SQLVAR,

then use that SQLDA to execute a DESCRIBE statement.
– Equal to zero, it means that the prepared statement was not a select-statement, and that means that the prepared

statement has no result table to be described.

SQLDA (DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO Statements)
The SQLABC and SQLN fields are input fields, and must be set before executing the DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO
statements. The other fields are output fields, and are filled in by the DESCRIBE statement. The SQLDA values expected
by and assigned by the DESCRIBE statement are as follows:

Field Value Expected or Returned
SQLAID SQLDA (set by Datacom/DB)
SQLABC Length of the SQLDA, equal to SQLN*44 + 16 (set by Datacom/

DB )
Note: If USING BOTH is used, upon return from the DESCRIBE,
if SQLN was not large enough for both column names and the
labels information, SQLD has been set to twice the number of
columns, the correct value for SQLN.

SQLN Total number of occurrences of SQLVAR provided in this SQLDA
(set by user; see Determining Number of SQLVAR Entries to Use
in SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)).

SQLD Number of columns described by occurrences of SQLVAR,
or twice this number when USING BOTH is specified (set by
Datacom/DB).

SQLVAR If the value returned for SQLD is 0, or greater than the value of
SQLN, no values are assigned to occurrences of SQLVAR.
If the value returned for SQLD is n, where n is greater than 0
but less than or equal to the value returned for SQLN, values
are assigned to the first n occurrences of SQLVAR so that the
first occurrence of SQLVAR contains a description of the first
column of the table, the second occurrence of SQLVAR contains
a description of the second column of the table, and so on.
The description of a column consists of the values assigned to
SQLTYPE, SQLLEN, and SQLNAME.
If USING BOTH is used, the first n occurrences of SQLVAR
contain column names (where they exist). The second n
occurrences contain column labels. Occurrence n+1 contains the
label of column 1; occurrence n+2, the label of column 2; and so
on.

Data Type of the Column and Null Value

The following applies when the value expected or returned has a code showing the data type of the column, whether it
can contain null values, and whether it is signed, as shown below.

Field Field Value Data Type Nulls Signed

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 384/385 date N/Y N/A
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SQLVAR SQLTYPE 388/389 time N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 392/393 timestamp N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 436/437/438/439 numeric (zoned
decimal)

N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 448/449 varying-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 452/453 fixed-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 456/457 long, varying-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 464/465 varying-length
graphic string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 468/469 fixed-length graphic
string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 472/473 long varying-length
graphic string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 480/481/482/483 floating-point N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 484/485/486/487 decimal (packed
decimal)

N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 496/497/498/499 large integer N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 500/501/502/503 small integer N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

NOTE
On DESCRIBE, the type codes 384/385, 388/389, and 392/393 denote date, time, and timestamp, respectively.
However, host variables do not have date/time data types, so character string variables must be used to retrieve
date/time values. Thus, when the SQLDA describes host variables, these type codes denote fixed-length
character string variables.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Data Type of the Column

The following applies when a value depends on the data type of the columns.

Field Field Data Type Value

SQLVAR SQLLEN Any string The length attribute of the
column, that is, the maximum
number of characters in a value

SQLVAR SQLLEN FLOAT 8

SQLVAR SQLLEN INTEGER 4

SQLVAR SQLLEN SMALLINT 2

SQLVAR SQLLEN DECIMAL(p,s) p in byte 1
s in byte 2

SQLVAR SQLLEN NUMERIC(p,s) p in byte 1
s in byte 2
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SQLVAR SQLLEN DATE 10

SQLVAR SQLLEN TIME 8

SQLVAR SQLLEN TIMESTAMP 26

SQLVAR and SQLTYPE

Before you can use the SQLDA in an EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN statement, the SQLDATA field must be loaded
with the address of the host-variable that is to receive data (for that column), while the SQLIND field must be loaded (if
applicable) with the address of an indicator variable.

Field Field Value Expected or Returned

SQLVAR SQLDATA A value of -1 indicates FOR BIT DATA.

SQLVAR SQLIND Reserved.

SQLVAR SQLNAME-VARCHAR A varying-length string (VARCHAR(30))
which contains the unqualified name of
the column, or the label of the column,
depending on the value of USING (NAMES,
LABELS, ANY, or BOTH). Also, a string of
length 0 if a column name is to be used but
no column name exists (for example, the
column of the result table is an expression).

SQLDA (EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN Statement)
For the EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN statement, the SQLDA which describes the host variables must contain the
following values:

Field Value Expected or Returned
SQLAID Not used
SQLABC Length of the SQLDA, equal to SQLN*44 + 16 (set by Datacom/

DB)
SQLN Total number of occurrences of SQLVAR provided in this SQLDA

(set by user, see Determining Number of SQLVAR Entries to Use
in SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)).

SQLD Number of host variables described by occurrences of SQLVAR

NOTE
The fields of each occurrence of SQLVAR must contain the following values.

Field Field Value Data Type Nulls Signed
SQLVAR SQLTYPE 384/385 fixed-length

character string
N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 388/389 fixed-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 392/393 fixed-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 436/437/438/439 numeric (zoned
decimal)

N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N
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SQLVAR SQLTYPE 448/449 varying-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 452/453 fixed-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 456/457 long, varying-length
character string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 464/465 varying-length
graphic string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 468/469 fixed-length graphic
string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 472/473 long varying-length
graphic string

N/Y N/A

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 480/481/482/483 floating-point N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N
SQLVAR SQLTYPE 484/485/486/487 decimal (packed

decimal)
N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N

SQLVAR SQLTYPE 496/497/498/499 large integer N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N
SQLVAR SQLTYPE 500/501/502/503 small integer N/Y/N/Y Y/Y/N/N
SQLVAR SQLTYPE 504/505 COBOL display sign

leading separate
N/Y Y/Y

Defines the external length of a value from the host variable, as shown in the following table.

Field Field Data Type Value
SQLVAR SQLLEN VARCHAR Length attribute in bytes
SQLVAR SQLLEN GRAPHIC Precision (number of double-

byte characters)
SQLVAR SQLLEN VARGRAPHIC Precision (max number of

double-byte characters)
SQLVAR SQLLEN CHARACTER Length attribute in bytes
SQLVAR SQLLEN FLOAT 8 (bytes)
SQLVAR SQLLEN INTEGER 4 (bytes)
SQLVAR SQLLEN SMALLINT 2 (bytes)
SQLVAR SQLLEN DECIMAL Precision in byte 1, scale in byte

2
SQLVAR SQLLEN NUMERIC Precision in byte 1, scale in byte

2
SQLVAR SQLLEN DATE 10 (bytes)
SQLVAR SQLLEN TIME 8 (bytes)
SQLVAR SQLLEN TIMESTAMP 26 (bytes)

SQLVAR and VS/COBOL

Before you can use the SQLDA in an EXECUTE, FETCH, or OPEN statement, the SQLDATA field must be loaded
with the address of the host variable that is to receive data (for that column). The SQLIND field must also be loaded (if
applicable) with the address of the 2-byte binary host null indicator variable.
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When the value returned from a FETCH or SELECT INTO is null, a -1 is set at the address of the SQLIND variable. If
the SQLIND variable is zero, then SQLCODE -1 is set to indicate that the null indicator host variable could not be set to
indicate the null value. If SQLIND is used with a NOT NULL column, SQLIND is not updated.

In VS/COBOL II a "pointer" data type field can be associated with each host variable. The value in these pointer fields can
be moved to the SQLDATA field to load the address of the host variable. In VS/COBOL, an Assembler subroutine must be
used to determine the address of the host variable. For more information, see the example Assembler subroutine in the
sample dynamic SQL program on the installation tape.

Field Field Value Expected or Returned

SQLVAR SQLDATA Contains the address of the host variable.

SQLVAR SQLIND If there is an associated indicator variable,
SQLIND contains its address. If there is not
an associated indicator variable, SQLIND is
not used.

SQLVAR SQLNAME Not used

Basic SQL Language Elements
Review language elements common to many SQL statements that are used in Datacom.

Characters

The symbols of SQL are EBCDIC characters:

Letters:
A -- Z, a, #, @, $

Digits:
0 -- 9

Special Characters:
Any character other than a letter or digit

Tokens

Tokens are the syntactical units of the language. A token consists of one or more characters. A token can be an ordinary
token or a delimiter token. The following table lists the different types of ordinary and delimiter tokens:

Ordinary Tokens Delimiter Tokens

Numeric literal String literal

Ordinary SQL identifier Operator

Host identifier Any special character shown in syntax diagrams

Keyword Delimited SQL identifier

Spaces

Spaces are a sequence of one or more blank characters. Follow the rules for using spaces:
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• Tokens cannot include spaces except if the token is a string literal or a delimited identifier.
• A token can be followed by a space.
• An ordinary token must be followed by a delimiter token or a space.
• If the syntax does not allow an ordinary token to be followed by a delimiter token, the ordinary token must be followed

by a space.

Upper Case and Lower Case

Any token can include lowercase letters. Lowercase letters in an ordinary token are always folded to uppercase. However,
lowercase letters in a delimiter token are never folded to uppercase.

Identifiers

An identifier is a token that is used to form a name. The two types of identifiers are host identifiers and SQL identifiers.

A host identifier is an identifier that is used to form the name of a host variable. Rules for forming host identifiers depend
on the host language.

All other identifiers are SQL identifiers. SQL identifiers are of two types: ordinary and delimited.

Ordinary SQL Identifiers

An ordinary SQL identifier is a letter (the term "letter" includes the @, $, and #) that can be followed by zero or more
characters. Each character is a letter (including @, $, #), digit, or the underscore character.

Ordinary SQL identifiers can include DBCS (Double-Byte Character Set) characters. The DBCS portions of the name
must be delimited by the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. SQK checks the names for paired shift characters. The
maximum physical length of these names is the same as it was for earlier versions of Datacom/DB. The Shift characters
count in determining the length, and the DBCS characters take up to 2 bytes each. Therefore, you can get a maximum of
15 DBCS characters in a 32-byte identifier ((15 * 2) for the DBCS characters + 2 for the shift characters). DBCS blanks
(X'4040') are not allowed in the DBCS portion of an identifier.

NOTE
Do not use a reserved word as an ordinary SQL identifier. For a list of reserved words, see Reserved Words.

Delimited SQL Identifiers

Use a delimited SQL identifier to avoid a conflict with a reserved word. A delimited SQL identifier is a sequence of one
or more characters that are enclosed in SQL escape characters. The escape characters allow use of a name that is the
same as an SQL reserved word. The escape character is the quotation mark (") unless the plan option STRDELIM= is set
to Q, in which case the escape character is the apostrophe (').

The following example is a delimited identifier with the default escape character ("):

"VIEW"

Unlike ordinary SQL identifiers, which are automatically converted from lower to upper case, delimited SQL identifiers
must always be specified in upper case characters, to avoid “an “ILLEGAL COLUMN NAME” error.

In the following example, “until” is not a reserved word for DDL statements, so it is used in the CREATE TABLE statement
without escape characters around it. For internal use, Datacom converts identifiers to uppercase, so the name of the
column will be “UNTIL”.

However, for DML statements (the SELECT statement in the example), “until” is a reserved word, so in the statement, it
must be enclosed in escape characters.

INPUT STATEMENT:

CREATE TABLE T1 ( 
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  until DATE

);

        

___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000___

      

INPUT STATEMENT:

INSERT INTO T1 VALUES ('2023-01-02');

        

___ SQLCODE=0, SQLSTATE=00000, ROWS AFFECTED=1 ___

      

INPUT STATEMENT:

SELECT "until" FROM T1;

        

___________SQL ERROR SUMMARY START___________

  

SQLCODE = -9, SQLSTATE=42703

MESSAGE = ILLEGAL COLUMN NAME: until

____________SQL ERROR SUMMARY END____________

  

  

INPUT STATEMENT:

SELECT "UNTIL" FROM T1;

  

UNTIL

DATE

___________

 2023-01-02

  

___ 1 row returned ___

  

  

  

      

Naming Conventions

The rules for forming a name depend on the type of object designated by the name. Syntax diagrams for SQL language
elements and statements use different terms for different types of names. Review the following terms that are used in the
syntax diagrams.

accessor-id
An SQL identifier that designates a user. Accessor IDs must be 1 through 18 characters.

authorization-id (AUTHID)
An SQL identifier that designates a schema. Authorization IDs must be 1 through 18 characters.
The SQL name and the AUTHORIZATION occurrence name are the same and must be unique for all schemas.

column-name
A name that designates a column of a table or view. The name can be unqualified or qualified. If you specify ANSI
or FIPS for SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of a column name is an SQL
identifier, 1 through 18 characters. For all other modes, the unqualified form of a column name can be 1 through
32 characters. The qualified form of a column name is a qualifier followed by a period and the column name. The
qualifier is a table-name, a view-name, or a correlation-name.
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correlation-name
An SQL identifier that designates a table, a view, or individual rows of a table or view. If you specify ANSI or FIPS
for SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor options, the correlation name can be 1 through 18 characters. For all
other modes, the correlation name can be 1 through 32 characters.

cursor-name
An SQL identifier that designates an SQL cursor. If you specify ANSI or FIPS for SQLMODE= in the SQL
Preprocessor options, the cursor name can be 1 through 18 characters. For all other modes, the cursor name can
be 1 through 32 characters.

descriptor-name
A host identifier that designates an SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA). The host identifier can be preceded by a
colon. For more information on the SQLDA, SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA).

host-variable
A sequence of tokens that designate one or more host variables. The host variable includes an identifier.

index-name
A name that designates an index. The name can be qualified or unqualified. The unqualified index name in an
SQL statement is implicitly qualified by the authorization ID of that statement. If you specify ANSI or FIPS for
SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of an index name is an SQL identifier, 1
through 18 characters. For all other modes, the unqualified form of an index name can be 1 through 32 characters
in length. The qualified form of an index name is an authorization ID followed by a period and the index name.
The SQL name of the index must be unique for all indexes that are owned by a specific schema (authorization
ID). For more information about naming an index, see Naming the Index (Key) in Creating an Index.

statement-name
An identifier (1 through 18 characters) that designates a prepared SQL statement.

procedure name
The procedure name is the name that identifies a procedure. The name can be qualified with an authorization ID.

SQL parameter name
The SQL parameter name is the name of a parameter that is passed to an SQL Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL
procedure). When used in a SQL Procedure containing an SQL variable with a conflicting (matching) name, or a
table or view reference where the table or view contains a conflicting column name, the name should be qualified
using the procedure name.

SQL variable name
The SQL variable name is the name of a variable that is declared within a compound statement inside a SQL
Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name (for
example, from a nested compound statement such as a condition handler), an SQL parameter name, or a column
that is contained within a referenced table or view, the SQL variable name should be qualified using the start-label
of the compound statement that immediately contains it.

synonym
An SQL identifier that designates a table or a view. A synonym can be used wherever a table-name or view-name
can be used to reference a table or view. If you specify ANSI or FIPS for SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor
options, the synonym name is an SQL identifier, 1 through 18 characters. For all other modes, the synonym name
can be 1 through 32 characters.
The SQL name of the synonym must be unique for all tables, views, and synonyms owned by a specific schema
(authorization ID). See Naming the Synonym for more information about naming a synonym. see Naming the
Synonym in Creating a Synonym

table-name
A name that designates a table. The name can be qualified or unqualified. The unqualified table name in an
SQL statement is implicitly qualified by the authorization ID of that statement. If you specify ANSI or FIPS for
SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of a table name is an SQL identifier, 1 through
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18 characters. For all other modes, the unqualified form of a table name can be 1 through 32 characters in length.
The qualified form of a table name is an authorization ID followed by a period and the table name.
The SQL name of the table must be unique for all indexes, views, and synonyms owned by a specific schema
(authorization ID). For more information about naming a table, see Naming the Table in Creating a Table.

view-name
A name that designates a view. The name can be qualified or unqualified. The unqualified view name in an
SQL statement is implicitly qualified by the authorization ID of that statement. If you specify ANSI or FIPS for
SQLMODE= in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of a view name is an SQL identifier, 1 through
18 characters. For all other modes, the unqualified form of a view name can be 1 through 32 characters. The
qualified form of a view name is an authorization ID followed by a period and the view name.
The SQL name of the view must be unique for all tables, views, and synonyms owned by a specific schema
(authorization ID). For more information about naminbg a view, see Naming the View in Creating a View.

NOTE
For information about additional restrictions on words used for an AUTHID, SQL name, or Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name, see the SQL transport utility (DDTRSLM).

When you create SQL tables, views, and synonyms, the SQL name is prefixed by the authorization ID to create the
TABLE, VIEW, and SYNONYM occurrence name. The format is authid-sqlname.

Together, the authorization ID and SQL name of each table, view, and synonym must be unique within the schema. For
example, the names JONES.DEPTTBL (for a table) and JONES.DEPTTBL (for a view) are not unique since both are
owned by the JONES schema, but the names JONES.DEPTTBL (for a table) and SMITH.DEPTTBL (for a view) are
unique because they are owned by different schemas.

Authorization ID

An authorization ID is a string of 1 to 18 characters. This rule applies for both ANSI mode and the Datacom/DB extended
mode.

Authorization IDs are used to identify schemas. For example, to select from a table that is named PAY in the schema that
is named CA, the table name is preceded by the authorization ID:

 SELECT *

 FROM CA.PAY

NOTE
Do not specify authorization IDs for tables and views that are to be used in Dynamic Plan Selection. (In a z/OS
environment, Dynamic Plan Selection online requires Datacom CICS Services Release 2.5 and higher. Dynamic
Plan Selection is batch only in z/VSE.)

Values

The smallest unit of data that can be manipulated in SQL is called a value. How a value is interpreted depends on the
data type of the source. Sources of values include:
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• Scalar Functions
• Expressions
• Special Registers
• Labeled Duration
• Literals
• Column Names
• Host Variables
• Indicator Variables
• SQL Parameters
• SQL Variables

Literals

A literal specifies a value. Literals are classified as:

1. Character string literals (CHARACTER or CHAR), and
2. Numeric literals, which are further classified as:
integer

(INTEGER or INT)
decimal

(DECIMAL or DEC and NUMERIC)
floating-point

(FLOAT, REAL, and DOUBLE PRECISION)

Character String Literals

A character string literal is a string that specifies a character string.

NOTE
String literals can include Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters. The DBCS string must be preceded
by the Shift-Out character and ended with the Shift-In character (the Shift characters are specified in the
CXXMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY)).

There are two forms of character string literals.

First Form

The first form is a sequence of characters that starts and ends with a string delimiter as specified by the STRDELIM= plan
option. A string delimiter is either an apostrophe (') or a quotation mark (").

This form of string literal specifies the character string that is contained between the string delimiters. Two consecutive
string delimiters are used to represent one string delimiter within the character string. The length of the character string
must not be greater than 32720. Character string literals are delimiter tokens.

Some examples of character string literals are:

• 'YES'
• '32'
• 'DON''T CHANGE'

Dates, times, and timestamps are special character string literals with minimum length requirements as described in the
following sections:

Dates
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Dates must have a minimum of 10 characters. Formats for dates are as follows (where yyyy represents the year, mm the
month, and dd the day):

• ISO is yyyy-mm-dd (International Standards Organization).
• USA is mm/dd/yyyy (IBM USA Standard).
• EUR is dd.mm.yyyy (IBM European Standard).
• JIS is yyyy-mm-dd (Japanese Industrial Standard).

You can vary the formats for dates as follows:

• Trailing blanks are the only other characters allowed.
• Omit leading zeros from the month and day.

Times

Times must have a minimum of eight characters. Formats for times are as follows (where hh represents hours, mm
minutes, and ss seconds):

• ISO is hh.mm.ss
• USA is hh:mm AM or PM
• EUR is hh.mm.ss
• JIS is hh:mm:ss

You can vary the formats for times as follows:

• Omit leading zeros from the hour.
• Omission of seconds implies zero seconds.
• Omit minutes from the USA format. Omission of minutes implies zero minutes.
• Trailing blanks are the only other characters allowed.

Timestamps

Timestamps must have a minimum of 26 characters. The format for timestamps in all cases is

• yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn

where yyyy-mm-dd represents the date, hh.mm.ss the time, and nnnnnn the microseconds

You can vary the formats for times as follows:

• Omit leading zeros from the month, day, and hour.
• Trailing blanks are the only other characters allowed.

Second Form (HEX)

The second form of character string literals begins with an X, followed by a sequence of characters that starts and ends
with a string delimiter. The characters between the string delimiters must be an even number of hexadecimal digits. A
hexadecimal digit is either a digit or any of the letters: A B C D E or F (upper or lower case).

This form of string literal allows you to specify characters that do not have a keyboard representation (for example,
X'FFFF' or X'01DABC').

Integer Literals

An integer literal specifies a binary integer which can be signed, is no greater than 10 digits and does not include a
decimal point.

The data type of an integer literal is INTEGER (large integer). The value must be within the range of a large integer.
Examples of integer literals are:
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• 32
• -10
• +255

Floating Point Literals

A floating-point literal specifies a floating-point number as two numbers separated by an E. The first number can include a
decimal point and a sign. The second number can include a sign, but not a decimal point.

The data type of a floating-point literal can be FLOAT, REAL, or DOUBLE PRECISION. The value of the literal is the
product of the first number and the power of 10 specified by the second number. The value must be within the range of
floating-point numbers.

The number of characters in the literal must not exceed 30. Excluding leading zeros:

• The number of digits in the first number must not exceed 17.
• The number of digits in the second number must not exceed 2.

Examples of floating-point literals are:

• 10E1
• 3.E4
• 3.2E-2
• 7.E+3

Decimal Literals

A decimal literal specifies a DECIMAL or NUMERIC data type number that can be signed, can be no greater than 31
digits, and includes a decimal point.

The precision is the total number of digits, including leading and trailing zeros. The scale is the number of digits to the
right of the decimal point, including trailing zeros. Examples of decimal literals are:

• 1.5
• 1000.
• -100.
• +144.

Column Names

A column-name designates a column of a table or view. The name can be unqualified or qualified.

If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of a column
name is a long identifier, 1 through 18 characters.

If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the SQL Preprocessor options, the unqualified form of a
column name can be 1 through 32 characters.

The column-name must be alphanumeric and the first character must be alphabetic. The name can contain underscores
( _ ), but not hyphens ( - ).

Do not use a keyword as the name of a column.

The meaning of a column-name depends on its context. A column-name can be used to:

• Declare the name of a column, as in the CREATE TABLE statement.
• Identify a column, as in the SELECT statement.
• Specify values of a column, as in the following contexts:
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In functions
A column-name specifies all values of the column in the group or intermediate result table to which the function is
applied.
For example, MAX(SALARY) applies the function MAX to all values of the column SALARY in a group.

In GROUP BY or ORDER BY clauses
A column-name specifies all values in the intermediate result table to which the clause is applied.
For example, ORDER BY DEPT orders an intermediate result table by the values of the column DEPT.

In expressions or search conditions
A column-name specifies a value for each row or group to which the expression or search condition is applied.
For example, when the search condition CODE = 20 is applied to a row, the value that is specified by the column-
name CODE is the value of the column CODE in that row.

Qualified Column Names

A qualifier for a column-name can be one of the following types of names:

• Table-name
• View-name
• Synonym
• Correlation-name

When you qualify a column name, you enter the qualifier, followed immediately by a period (.), then the column-name. The
format for qualifying a column name is:

 qualifier.column-name

Whether a column-name can be qualified depends on its context. In some forms of the COMMENT ON statement, a
column-name must be qualified. Where the column-name specifies values of the column, it can be qualified by the user.

In all other contexts, a column-name must not be qualified.

Where a qualifier is optional, it can serve two purposes.

Correlation Names

A correlation-name can be defined in any FROM clause.

For example, the clause

          .

          .

 FROM X.MYTABLE Z, Y.MYTABLE

          .

          .

establishes Z as a correlation-name for X.MYTABLE. Z can be used anywhere in the SELECT statement to designate that
particular table.

A correlation-name is associated with a table or view only within the context in which it is defined. The same correlation-
name can be defined for different purposes in different statements, or in different clauses of the same statement.

As a qualifier, a correlation-name can be used:

• To avoid ambiguity
• To establish a correlated reference
• As a shorter name for a table or view

In the previous example, Z could be used to avoid having to enter X.MYTABLE more than once.
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SQL Index Binding

Beginning in r11, SQL binds to a specific key more frequently than in previous versions. The purpose of index binding is to
reduce the cost of key selection optimization in Compound Boolean Selection at execution.

You can tell that a key was selected during binding by the SQL Optimizer in the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS)
Diagnostic Report when the KEY parameter specifies a key name. This key selection is also reflected in the CBSOR
Accounting Element.

You can specify the key to use in your query by appending "_HINT_keynm" to the correlation name, where keynm is the
five-character internal key name that is printed in the SQL Optimization and CXX Reports.

NOTE
If the five-character key name is not found or cannot be used due to KEY_INC = N (nil values not indexed), the
query is processed as if no HINT key was given.

In the following example, assume that:

• CARS is the table name.
• COLOR is the five-character key name (keynm).
• T1 is the variable that is chosen to prefix _HINT_keynm. In this example, T1 is the prefix of the SQL identifier that

composes the correlation name, resulting in T1_HINT_COLOR.
• Indexes exist for COLOR and MAKE.

If there are more MAKE values than COLOR values, the SQL Optimizer can select the MAKE index, but in this example,
because the COLOR is so rare, it is the best key to use.

Review the following code, which is specific to this example.

 SELECT *

 FROM CARS T1_HINT_COLOR

        AND T1_HINT_COLOR.MAKE = "FORD";

Column-Name Qualifiers to Avoid Ambiguity

In the context of a function, a GROUP BY clause, an ORDER BY clause, an expression, or a search condition in a
column-name refers to values of a column in some table or view.

The tables and views that could possibly contain the column are called the object tables of the context. Two or more
object tables could possibly contain columns with the same name.

One reason for qualifying a column-name is to designate which table the column comes from.

Table Designators

A qualifier that designates a specific object table is a table designator. The clause that identifies the object tables also
establishes the table designators for these tables.

For example, the object tables of an expression in a SELECT clause are named in the FROM clause that follows the
SELECT, as in this partial statement:

 SELECT Z.CODE, MYTABLE.CODE

 FROM X.MYTABLE Z, MYTABLE,

 WHERE . . .
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A name that follows a table or view name is a correlation-name and a table designator. In the previous example, Z is a
table designator and qualifies the first column name after SELECT.

A table-name, view-name, or synonym that is not followed by a correlation-name is a table designator. In the previous
example, MYTABLE is a designator and qualifies the second column-name after SELECT.

Avoid Undefined or Ambiguous References

When a column-name refers to values of a column, exactly one object table must include a column with that name.

The following conditions are considered errors:

• No object table contains a column with the specified name. In this case, the reference is undefined.
• The column name is qualified by a table designator, but the designated table does not include a column with the

specified name. Again, the reference is undefined.
• The name is unqualified and more than one object table includes a column with that name. In this case, the reference

is ambiguous.

Avoid ambiguous references by qualifying a column-name with a uniquely defined table designator.

If the column is contained in several object tables with different names, the table names can be used as designators.

If two or more of the object tables are instances of the same table with the same name, you can use correlation-names to
designate, unambiguously, the particular instances of the table.

For example, in the following FROM clause, X and Y are defined to refer, respectively, to the first and second instances of
the table NAMETBL.

          .

          .

 FROM NAMETBL X, NAMETBL Y

          .

        .

Column-Name Qualifiers in Correlated References

A subselect used with a search condition is a subquery. A subquery is said to be at a lower level than (or nested in) the
subselect that contains the search condition.

A subquery can contain search conditions of its own. Among the object tables of those search conditions are all the tables
and views that are identified at any higher level.

Some of the higher-level tables and views may be other instances of the same tables or views that are named in the
subquery. You may need to refer specifically to a column in a table or view that is identified at a higher level. The means
for doing so is a correlated reference.

A qualified column-name, QUAL.COLUMN, is a correlated reference if, and only if, three conditions are met:

• QUAL.COLUMN is used in a search condition of a subquery.
• QUAL.COLUMN is not used in the FROM clause of that subquery.
• QUAL is used in a FROM clause at some higher level.

QUAL.COLUMN refers specifically to the value of column COLUMN in table (or view) QUAL at the level where QUAL is
used in the FROM clause.

If QUAL is used in the FROM clause of more than one level, QUAL.COLUMN refers to the level that most directly contains
the subquery that contains QUAL.COLUMN.
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The correlated reference QUAL.COLUMN identifies a value of COLUMN in a row or group of QUAL to which two search
conditions are being applied. The conditions are located as follows:

1. Condition 1 is in the subquery.
2. Condition 2 is at some higher level.

If condition 2 is used in a WHERE clause, the subquery is evaluated for each row to which condition 2 is applied.

If condition 2 is used in a HAVING clause, the subquery is evaluated for each group to which condition 2 is applied.

For example:

 SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, WORKDEPT

 FROM NAMETBL X

 WHERE SALARY > (SELECT AVG(SALARY)

                 FROM NAMETBL

                 WHERE WORKDEPT = X.WORKDEPT)

The previous statement lists employees who make more than the average salary for their department. The first FROM
clause establishes X as a correlation-name for NAMETBL. The correlated reference X.WORKDEPT (in the last line) refers
to the value of WORKDEPT in table NAMETBL at the level of the first FROM clause.

Host Variables

A host variable is a data item that is referenced in an SQL statement. For information about how to define host variables in
the source code:

• For COBOL, see Host-Variable Definitions in COBOL in Coding Embedded SQL in COBOL.
• For PL/I, see Host-Variable Declarations for PL/I in Coding Embedded SQL in PL/I.
• For Assembler, see Host Variable Declarations for Assembler in Coding Embedded SQL in Assembler
• For the C language, see Coding Embedded SQL in C.

The term host-variable, as used in the syntax diagrams, shows a reference to a host variable. A host variable in the INTO
clause of a FETCH or SELECT statement identifies a host variable to which a value from a row is assigned.

In all other contexts, a host variable specifies a value.

The general form of a host variable reference is:

:host-identifier

The host-variable name must:

1. Be a valid data name in the host language that is being used.
2. Be defined as a legal elementary item with an acceptable embedded SQL data type.
3. Not include any spaces.

An indicator variable must be associated with a host variable if the host variable becomes NULL.

Host Structures

Host structures are allowed in COBOL and PL/I but not in Assembler.

You can qualify a host variable by a group name, for example:

:GROUPNAME.VARNAME

In this example, GROUPNAME is the host structure name and is used to qualify a host variable name. Host structure
names can also be used in certain contexts to represent a list of the elementary items that they contain.
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A host structure is a group whose subordinate levels are elementary data items. Host structures have a maximum of two
levels, even though the structure can itself occur within a multilevel structure. An exception is that the declaration of a
varying-length character string variable requires another level, which must be level-49. In COBOL; for example:

 01 GROUPX.

     02 SUBGROUP.

         03 C1   PIC X(4).

         03 C2   PIC X(5).

         03 C3.

             49  C3LENGTH  PIC S9(4) COMP.

             49  C3STRING  PIC X(30).

         03 C4   PIC X(10).

In the previous example, SUBGROUP is a valid host structure, because only one level is subordinate to it, except for the
varying-length variable. GROUPX is not a valid host structure, because it has more than one level beneath it.

Specifying a host structure is a short-hand for specifying a list of the elementary items that it contains. For example:

 EXEC SQL

 SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4

   INTO :SUBGROUP

   FROM TABLEX

 END-EXEC

Is equivalent to:

 EXEC SQL

 SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4

   INTO :SUBGROUP.C1, :SUBGRO.C2, :SUBGROUP.C3, :SUBGROUP.C4

   FROM TABLEX

 END-EXEC

The Preprocessor does this expansion whenever a host variable is specified which qualifies as a valid host structure.

The form of a host structure reference is identical to the form of a host variable reference. The reference: S1:S2 is a host
structure reference if S1 designates a host structure. If S1 designates a host structure, S2 must be defined as a vector of
small integer variables, as in COBOL:

     03 S2    PIC S9(4) COMP OCCURS 6 TIMES.

As shown, S1 is the main structure and S2 is its indicator structure.

A host structure can be referenced in any context where a list of host variables can be referenced. A host structure
reference is equivalent to a reference to each host variable that is contained within the structure in the order in which it is
defined in the host language structure declaration. The nth variable of the indicator structure is the indicator variable for
the nth variable of the main structure.

If the main structure has x more variables than the indicator structure, the last x variables of the main structure do not
have indicator variables. If the main structure has x fewer variables than the indicator structure, the last x variables of the
indicator structure are ignored. These rules also apply if a reference to a host structure includes an indicator variable (not
a structure) or if a reference to a host variable (not a structure) includes an indicator structure. If an indicator structure or
variable is not specified, no variable of the main structure has an indicator variable.

Extended Format for Host Variables in COBOL

The extended format for the host variable supports the COBOL construct of qualified names. However, use of the
extended format differs from the COBOL construct. For example, if you define:

  01 DATE1.
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       03 MONTH1  PIC 99

       03 DAY1    PIC 99

       03 YEAR1   PIC 99

you reference DAY1 in the COBOL construct as follows:

  MOVE DAY1 OF DATE1 TO TEMP-DAY

In an SQL statement, you reference DAY1 as follows:

   SELECT NEWDAY

   INTO :DATE1.DAY1

Host Variable Data Types

Using Colons in Host Variables

Host variables must be preceded by a colon (:) if the host identifier is identical to an SQL reserved word. Colons are
always required on indicator variables. When used, the colon can be preceded by a blank, an open parenthesis, or a
comma, as shown in the following examples where b represents a blank.

 b:host-variable

 (:host-variable

 ,:host-variable

Colons can be omitted only in the following contexts:

• In the INTO clause of a:
– SELECT INTO statement
– FETCH statement

• Following LIKE or NOT LIKE
• Following VALUES (in an INSERT statement)
• Following IN (in a SELECT statement), when the target of the IN clause is a list of host variables and/or constants and/

or special registers, NOT when the target of the IN is a subselect or an expression
• When an indicator variable is included (in the form '&V1V2.', NOT in the form ':V1 INDICATOR :V2')
• When qualified by a valid host structure name

NOTE
In all except the last of these contexts, only host variables are allowed, not both column references and host
variables. When both column references and host variable references are allowed, the colon should be used
on host variables to avoid confusion, because Datacom/DB may not be able to give a clear indication of error
when the colon is omitted. In a context in which either a host variable or column can be referenced, the use of
an unqualified name without a colon is interpreted by the Preprocessor as a reference to a column, even if there
is a host variable with that same name. If the host variable is what is intended, the results are confusing, but no
error is issued.

If a qualified name without a colon such as GROUPX.V is used, and GROUPX is a host structure that contains V,
GROUPX.V is always interpreted by Datacom/DB as a reference to a host variable. If the group name is the same as a
table name and the host variable within the group is the same as a column name, that column can never be referenced,
because Datacom/DB always interprets the name as the host structure reference. You should therefore avoid naming host
structures the same as any qualifiers of a column-name that you could specify in your program.

Indicator Variables

Indicator variables that are associated with host variables are used to indicate the presence or absence of NULL values
in the data. To avoid having to designate one of the valid values for each data type to represent the NULL value (for
example, zero or blanks), a separate indicator variable is associated with each host variable. The indicator variable must
be checked first. If the indicator variable contains -1, the value of the associated host variable is NULL. In this case, the
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value present in the host variable itself is undefined. If the indicator variable contains anything other than -1, the value of
the associated host variable is not NULL; it is the value in the host variable itself.

An indicator variable must be associated with a host variable if the host variable becomes NULL. An error message is
issued if an indicator variable is not associated with a host variable and SQL attempts to assign a NULL value to the host
variable. Best practice is to always use indicator variables to avoid the possibility of encountering that error.

Provision is made in the Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor for recognizing indicator variables.

An indicator variable must be defined as a SMALLINT data type. The indicator variable can be defined anywhere a host
variable can be defined.

An indicator variable is associated with a host variable by the form:

:host-variable:indicator-variable

In the previous format:

• The first colon identifies a host variable.
• The second colon, appearing without a break, identifies an indicator variable that is associated with the host variable.

The rules for forming host variable names in an SQL statement apply equally to the host-variable and the indicator-
variable. Both the host variable name and the indicator variable name can be qualified names.

SQL Parameters

An SQL parameter is a parameter that is passed to an SQL Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). In SQL
Procedures, SQL parameters can be used anywhere expressions are allowed. They cannot be used outside of
procedures except as keyword parameters in the CALL and EXECUTE statements. When used in an SQL Procedure
containing an SQL variable with a conflicting (matching) name, or in a statement containing a table or view reference
where the table or view contains a conflicting column name, the name should be qualified using the procedure name.
Review the following SQL parameter:

►►─┬──────────────┬─ SQL-parameter-name ──────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ proc-name. ─┘

NOTE
The proc-name is discussed further in CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements. The proc-name can be
qualified by an authorization ID.

The SQL-parameter-name is discussed further in CREATE PROCEDURE Statement Syntax and Description and other
documents describing SQL procedure statements.

SQL Variables

An SQL variable is a variable that is declared within a compound statement in an SQL Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL
procedure). In compound statements, SQL variables can be used anywhere expressions are allowed. They cannot be
used outside of compound statements. If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name (for example,
from another compound statement such as a condition handler), an SQL parameter name, or a column in a referenced
table or view, the SQL variable name should be qualified using the start-label of the compound statement that immediately
contains it. The syntax of an SQL variable follows:

►►─┬────────────────┬─ variable-name ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ start-label. ─┘

SQL Language Data Types
Learn about valid SQL data types in Datacom. Find information on DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP. Host variable data
types are described.
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The valid SQL data types are:

• CHARACTER
• VARCHAR
• LONG VARCHAR
• FLOAT
• NUMERIC
• DECIMAL
• INTEGER
• SMALLINT
• REAL
• DOUBLE PRECISION
• DATE
• TIME
• TIMESTAMP
• GRAPHIC
• VARGRAPHIC
• LONG VARGRAPHIC

DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP

DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP are special SQL data types that are stored and manipulated in Datacom/DB as BINARY
data with lengths 4, 3, and 10 respectively. However, when SQL retrieves this type of data from the database, it sends
it back to the user in CHARACTER form. When you specify this type of data to send to the database, you specify it in
CHARACTER form. See Character String Literals.

If you are accessing the data with non-SQL commands, the data is in the internal form which is BINARY and you must
perform the conversion from the internal form yourself.

Host Variable Data Types

Information about ANSI standard and non-standard host variable data types can be found in Coding Embedded SQL
in COBOL and in Coding Embedded SQL in PL/I. Host variable declarations for Assembler can be found in Coding
Embedded SQL in Assembler. Host variable declarations for the C language are described in Coding Embedded SQL in
C.

Datacom/DB Data Types
When defining a column, specify its data type in the TYPE attribute of the FIELD entity-occurrence or in the SQL
statement. Datacom/DB supports the following data types:

Binary, halfword - 2 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, fullword - 4 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 4, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: DATE
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Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported
Binary, length = 3, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-TIME

Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIME
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 10, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIMESTAMP
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER or CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Varying-length character string of length 1 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with attribute LONG=Y
Varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space available in a block
after all fixed-length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize (assumes one record per block). See following
notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: LONG VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Packed decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: D
SQL Data Type: DECIMAL or DEC, maximum length = 16 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Numeric, zoned decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: N
SQL Data Type: NUMERIC, maximum length = 31 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Hexadecimal, two-byte hexadecimal display
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: H
SQL Data Type: Not supported.
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Short floating-point, fullword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: S
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported
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Long floating-point, doubleword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: L
SQL Data Type: FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Extended floating-point, 16-byte aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: E
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Double-byte character set (DBCS)
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Y
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Mixed DBCS and single byte
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Z
SQL Data Type: CHAR with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Graphics data
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: G
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
With attribute LONG=Y varying-length double-byte character set whose maximum length is determined by
the amount of space available in a block after all fixed length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize
(assumes one record per block). See the notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: LONG VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Kanji, same as Y and G
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: K
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

PL/I bit representation
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: T
SQL Data Type: Not supported
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Halfword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 2
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Fullword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 4
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
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Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported
Doubleword binary, aligned

Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 8
SQL Data Type: Not supported
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

NOTE

• In Datacom Datadictionary the data types K, Y, and Z are being replaced by GRAPHIC and CHARACTER
data types. You can use the DDCNVLM utility to update FIELD entity-occurrences with data types of K or Y
to G (GRAPHIC) and data type Z to C (CHARACTER) with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED. See the Datacom
Installation documentation for more information about DDCNVLM.

• SMALLINT and INTEGER data types do not allow decimals.
• Aligned field types are aligned in records or tables, not in elements and keys.
• Those lengths or types not specified as an SQL data type are treated as character through SQL.
• VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have a two-byte binary length prefix added to the value

you specify for the LENGTH attribute.

SQL Data Type Support for All Datacom/DB Tables
Tables created with prior versions of Datacom/DB may contain data types unrecognizable by SQL. For data to be
retrieved from those tables, unrecognizable data types must be viewed as recognizable data types.

The chart on the following page shows the SQL-supported values for four Datacom Datadictionary FIELD attributes
(TYPE, JUSTIFICATION, SIGN, and TYPE-NUMERIC), their meaning, and the equivalent SQL data type. When retrieving
data from any column (field) that is defined in Datacom Datadictionary with a combination of attribute-values not included
in this chart, Datacom/DB returns the data to an SQL application as if it were CHARACTER. That is, Datacom/DB
presents the data without any translation or interpretation.

The  Datacom Datadictionary FIELD Attributes have the following meanings:

TYPE
Represents Datacom Datadictionary FIELD Attributes TYPE

JUST
Represents Datacom Datadictionary FIELD Attributes JUSTIFICATION

SIGN
Represents Datacom Datadictionary FIELD Attributes SIGN

T-N
Represents Datacom Datadictionary FIELD Attributes TYPE-NUMERIC

Binary, halfword - 2 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, fullword - 4 bytes
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 4, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-DATE
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: DATE
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported
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Binary, length = 3, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-TIME
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIME
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Binary, length = 10, SEMANTIC-TYPE=SQL-STMP
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: B
SQL Data Type: TIMESTAMP
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER or CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Character data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: C
SQL Data Type: CHARACTER with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Varying-length character string of length 1 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with mixed DBCS and SBCS with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

V data type with attribute LONG=Y
Varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space available in a block
after all fixed-length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize (assumes one record per block). See following
notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: V
SQL Data Type: LONG VARCHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Packed decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: D
SQL Data Type: DECIMAL or DEC, maximum length = 16 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Numeric, zoned decimal
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: N
SQL Data Type: NUMERIC, maximum length = 31 bytes
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported

Hexadecimal, two-byte hexadecimal display
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: H
SQL Data Type: n/a
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Short floating-point, fullword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: S
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported
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Long floating-point, doubleword aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: L
SQL Data Type: FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE PRECISION
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Extended floating-point, 16-byte aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: E
SQL Data Type: CHAR
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Double-byte character set (DBCS)
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Y
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Mixed DBCS and single byte
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: Z
SQL Data Type: CHAR with FOR MIXED DATA
Ideal for Datacom Support: Supported as character

Graphics data
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: G
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Varying-length double-byte character set of length 2 to maximum row size
With attribute LONG=Y varying-length double-byte character set whose maximum length is determined by
the amount of space available in a block after all fix ed length fields have been subtracted from the blocksize
(assumes one record per block). See the following notes.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: W
SQL Data Type: LONG VARGRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Kanji, same as Y and G
See notes following this list.
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: K
SQL Data Type: GRAPHIC
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

PL/I bit representation
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: T
SQL Data Type: n/a
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Halfword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 2
SQL Data Type: SMALLINT
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

Fullword binary, aligned
Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 4
SQL Data Type: INTEGER or INT
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Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported
Doubleword binary, aligned

Datacom Datadictionary Valid Entry: 8
SQL Data Type: CHAR(8)
Ideal for Datacom Support: Not supported

NOTE

• In Datacom Datadictionary the data types K, Y, and Z are being replaced by GRAPHIC and CHARACTER
data types. You can use the DDCNVLM utility to update FIELD entity-occurrences with data types of K or Y
to G (GRAPHIC) and data type Z to C (CHARACTER) with SEMANTIC-TYPE=MIXED. See the  Datacom
Installation documentation for more information about DDCNVLM.

• SMALLINT and INTEGER data types do not allow decimals.
• Aligned field types are aligned in records or tables, not in elements and keys.
• Those lengths or types not specified as an SQL data type are treated as character through SQL.
• VARCHAR (TYPE=V) and VARGRAPHIC (TYPE=W) have a two-byte binary length prefix added to the value

you specify for the LENGTH attribute.

Character Strings
A character string is a sequence of any EBCDIC characters. The length of the string is determined by the length attribute
of the column. The data type for a character string is CHARACTER. The default value for the CHARACTER data type
length is one byte.

In extended mode you can use character strings to represent dates, times, and timestamps. See Character String Literals
for more information.

VARCHAR

VARCHAR(n) specifies a varying-length character string of maximum length n. The length may range from 1 to the
maximum row size.

The physical size in bytes of a VARCHAR(n) column is:

n + 2 + x

where x=1 if the column allows nulls, else x=0.

The 2 is added because of the two-byte current-length field which precedes the character string. The 1 is added if the
column allows nulls because of the one-byte null indicator flag which precedes the length and data fields.

LONG VARCHAR

Specifies a varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount of space available in a
block.

The physical size of a LONG VARCHAR field varies with the block size of the table and the number of LONG VARCHAR
fields defined for the table. Assuming:

m = Maximum row size (block size - 14)
i = The sum of the byte counts of all columns in the table that are not LONG VARCHAR
j = the number of LONG VARCHAR columns in the table
k = the number of LONG VARCHAR columns which allow nulls

then the physical size in bytes of a LONG VARCHAR column is:

2 * (INTEGER ((INTEGER ((m - i - k) / j )) / 2))
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LONG VARCHAR columns get whatever space is left in the block after all of the other columns are defined. If only one
LONG VARCHAR is defined, it gets all of the space left in the block that is not taken up by the other columns. If there is
more than one LONG VARCHAR column, they share the space evenly. Defining any LONG VARCHAR columns causes
the row size of the table to be equal to the block size (minus block overhead).

Defining a LONG VARCHAR column is exactly equivalent to defining a VARCHAR(n) where n = the size as calculated
above. If the block size of the table is later changed, the size of its LONG VARCHAR columns is not recalculated. When
modifying a LONG VARCHAR column using ALTER TABLE, the column is treated like any VARCHAR(n) column. The
LONG VARCHAR data type is provided to simplify defining a column that is as long as possible to be used for storing text,
binary data, and so forth.

Using VARCHAR Columns

Each VARCHAR or LONG VARCHAR column value is made up of two parts, a SMALLINT current-length subfield, which
contains the length in bytes of the character string, followed by the character string itself. The length specified when the
column is defined is the maximum length; at any given time, a column value may contain a character string whose length
is between 0 and the maximum length of the column.

In a COBOL program, a VARCHAR host variable must have the following form:

 01 VAR1.

    49 VAR1-LEN     PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP.

    49 VAR1-TEXT    PIC X(n).

Where VAR1, VAR1-LEN, and VAR1-TEXT are user-defined names, and n is the maximum length for the VARCHAR
column. The group-level may be numbered 01 through 48. The group must contain two elementary items with the level
number of 49. The first elementary item must be a SMALLINT integer variable. The second elementary item must have
the same description as a fixed-length character string. When referring to the VARCHAR host variable in an embedded
SQL statement, the group name is used, for example :VAR1 in the following:

INSERT INTO TABLE1 VALUES (:VAR1, 50)

Before the INSERT statement is executed, the character string to insert must be moved to VAR1-TEXT, and VAR1-LEN
must be set to the length of the data in VAR1-TEXT which is to be inserted into the column.

When a VARCHAR column value is retrieved, Datacom/DB fills in the length as well as the text. For example, after the
following statement is executed:

FETCH CURSOR1 INTO :VAR1

VAR1-LEN is set to the length of the character data returned in VAR1-TEXT.

Null indicators work as they do with any other data type. For instance, to insert a NULL value into a column, define a null
indicator variable, set it to -1, and specify the null indicator variable and the variable for the column value:

 01 VAR1.

    49 VAR1-LEN     PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP.

    49 VAR1-TEXT    PIC X(n).

 01 VAR1-NI         PIC S9(4) USAGE COMP.

 SET VAR1-NI = TO -1.

 INSERT INTO TABLE1 VALUES (:VAR1:VAR1-NI, 500)

In this case, neither VAR1-TEXT nor VAR1-LEN need be set to any particular value, because the null indicator is checked
first. Similarly, when retrieving a VARCHAR value that might be null, provide a null indicator value and check the null
indicator first. If the null indicator indicates that the value is null, the values in VAR1-LEN and VAR1-TEXT are undefined.

 FETCH CURSOR1 INTO :VAR1:VAR1-NI

 IF VAR1-NI = -1 THEN
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    PERFORM 'STRING-OUT' USING 4 'NULL'

 ELSE

    PERFORM 'STRING-OUT' USING VAR1-LEN VAR1-TEXT

 END-IF

Various Rules Related to VARCHAR

In general, you can use a varying-length character string column or variable anywhere a fixed-length character string or
column could be used.

When a string of length n is assigned to a varying-length string variable with a maximum length greater than n, the
characters after the nth character of the variable are undefined and may or may not be set to blanks.

Varying-length strings that differ only in the number of trailing blanks are considered equal.

In Datacom/DB, character string constants are considered to be fixed-length character strings and are limited to 32720
characters.

MIXED Data

Three semantic types are allowed on CHAR, VARCHAR, and LONG VARCHAR columns: FOR MIXED DATA, FOR SBCS
DATA, and FOR BIT DATA.

FOR MIXED DATA means that Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters are allowed in values stored in the column,
in addition to EBCDIC (Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS)) characters. This is relevant when SQL is processing a value in
the column, since it must recognize the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters that delimit DBCS substrings. FOR SBCS DATA
means that DBCS characters are not used in the column. FOR BIT DATA means that the data is a string of binary data
rather than a string of characters.

If a semantic type is not specified when the column is created, the default is the semantic type that was specified on the
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xxx option. If xxx was IS or FS, the default is FOR SBCS DATA. If xxx was IM or FM,
the default is FOR MIXED DATA.

Default values for MIXED columns may include DBCS characters (each sequence of DBCS characters must be delimited
by Shift characters).

NOTE
SQL does not check to make sure Shift characters are not used in SBCS strings, and there is no validation of
DBCS characters. X'42' is used as the first byte of any (non-blank) DBCS character generated by SQL.

GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC

The GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC data types provide Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS)
support. Each character is two bytes long. The precision of one of these columns is the maximum number of two-byte
characters that can be stored, not the physical length.

DBCS characters in SQL statements are delimited by the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. Shift characters are either
the IBM-defined characters (X'0E' and X'0F') or the Fujitsu-defined characters (X'28' and X'29'), as specified in the
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xxx option. If xxx is IS or IM, the shift characters are the IBM-defined characters. If
xxx is FS or FM, the shift characters are the Fujitsu-defined characters.

NOTE
SQL does not check to make sure Shift characters are not used in SBCS strings, and there is no validation of
DBCS characters. X'42' is used as the first byte of any (non-blank) DBCS character generated by SQL.

Default values for GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC columns are expressed as graphic literals in
either the COBOL or PL/I formats. In these default literals the quote must always be the single-quote. The existing limit
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of 20 bytes maximum for all default values also applies to the GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC data
types.

Ordering on DBCS Columns

GRAPHIC and VARGRAPHIC columns are indexed and/or used as sort fields, but the ordering is strictly byte-for-byte.
There is no support provided for ordering the DBCS columns in other ways.

Indexing and ordering on MIXED columns is also strictly byte-for-byte. There is no normalizing of the strings so that
equivalent DBCS versions of SBCS strings or substrings would compare equal.

Katakana Support

The code points used for the encoding of the Katakana language overlap the code points assigned to lower case
EBCDIC letters, so special processing is required to support Katakana. If the CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE option
has been turned on, SQL supports Katakana, which also means lower-case English letters are not available. Even when
LANGUAGE is K, SQL uses X'42', not X'43' as the first byte of any (non-blank) DBCS character it generates.

Numeric Data Types
The numeric data types can be defined in all host languages.

All binary integers and decimal numbers have a sign and a precision. The precision is the total number of binary or
decimal digits, excluding the sign.

NUMERIC
A zoned decimal number with an implicit decimal point. The position of the decimal point determined by the
precision and scale of the number.
The precision is the total number of decimal digits. The maximum precision is 31 digits.
The scale is the number of digits in the fractional part of the number. The scale cannot be negative and it cannot
be greater than the precision.
All values of a decimal column have the same precision and scale. The range of a decimal variable or the
numbers in a decimal column is -n to n. The absolute value of n is the largest number that can be represented
with the applicable precision and scale.

DECIMAL
A packed decimal number with an implicit decimal point. The position of the decimal point is determined by the
precision and scale of the number.
The precision is the total number of decimal digits. The maximum precision is 31 digits.
The scale is the number of digits in the fractional part of the number. The scale cannot be negative and it cannot
be greater than the precision.
All values of a decimal column have the same precision and scale. The range of a decimal variable or the
numbers in a decimal column is -n to n. The absolute value of n is the largest number that can be represented
with the applicable precision and scale.

SMALLINT
A binary integer with a precision of 15 bits. The range of small integers is -32768 to 32767.

INTEGER
A binary integer with a precision of 31 bits. The range of large integers is -2147483648 to 2147483647.

FLOAT
A long (64 bits) floating-point number. The range of magnitudes is approximately 5.4E-79 to 7.2E+75.

REAL
A long (64 bits) floating-point number. The range of magnitudes is approximately 5.4E-79 to 7.2E+75.
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DOUBLE PRECISION
A long (64 bits) floating-point number. The range of magnitudes is approximately 5.4E-79 to 7.2E+75.

Basic SQL Language Operations (Assignment and Comparison)
Learn about the basic SQL language operations assignment and comparison. Find information about numeric
assignments and comparisons and about string assignments and comparisons.

The basic operations of the SQL language are assignment and comparison. Assignment operations are performed during
the execution of:

• INSERT
• UPDATE
• FETCH

Comparison operations are performed during the execution of statements that include predicates and other language
elements such as:

• DISTINCT
• GROUP BY
• MAX
• MIN
• ORDER BY

The basic rule for both operations is that numbers and strings are not compatible. This means that:

• Numbers and strings cannot be compared.
• Numbers cannot be assigned to string columns or variables.
• Strings cannot be assigned to numeric columns or variables.

All character strings are compatible. For example one character string can be compared to another character string. All
numbers are compatible.

Numeric Assignments

The following table lists the conversion rules which apply when assigning a number of one data type to another data type.

Conversion implies that the value is represented in a form compatible for the assignment operation.

To determine the rule which applies when assigning a number of one data type to another data type, locate the original
data type in the left column. Next, locate the target data type in the vertical columns to the right.

The rule number specified at the intersection of the two columns is the rule which applies during the assignment
operation. See the list of numbered rules following the table for an explanation of the conversion required during the
assignment operation.
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NOTE
Be aware that there is one exception to the information in this table. Normally, there is no comparison of any
type of a number with character data, but an equal (=) comparison is allowed between unsigned numeric (zoned
decimal) data and character data of the same length for joins between tables. Because this is also allowed
when both operands are in the same table, a join does not have to be involved, but the exception was made
to facilitate joining tables designed at different times. The exception works for equal comparisons of the same
length by treating the unsigned zone field as a character column for comparison purposes.

The following list contains explanations of the numbered rules referenced in the previous table.

1. Decimal or integer to floating-point
Floating-point numbers are approximations of real numbers. Thus, decimal and integer numbers may not be identical
to the original number when assignment is to a floating-point column or variable.

2. Floating-point to integer
The fractional part of the number is lost on this assignment.

3. Decimal to decimal
When a decimal number is assigned to a decimal column or variable, the number is converted, if necessary, to the
precision and scale of the target.
In the whole part of the number, the necessary number of leading zeros is appended or eliminated.
In the fractional part of the number, the necessary number of leading zeros is appended, or the necessary number of
digits exceeding the scale is eliminated.

4. Integer to decimal
When an integer is assigned to a decimal column or variable, the number is converted to the DECIMAL data type
first. Next, it is converted to the precision and scale of the target. For example if X'0005' is placed in a DECIMAL with
precision equal to 3 and scale equal to 2, it appears as pack decimal '500C'.
The precision of a small integer, when converted to DECIMAL, is 5, and the scale is 0.
The precision of a large integer, when converted to DECIMAL, is 10, and the scale is 0.

5. Floating-point to decimal
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When a floating-point number is assigned to DECIMAL or NUMERIC, the number is first converted to a temporary
packed decimal number of precision 31. If necessary, the number is then truncated to the precision and scale of the
target.
In conversion, the number is rounded (using floating-point arithmetic) to a precision of 31 decimal digits. If the
representation requires more than 31 digits to the left of the decimal point, an error is reported. Otherwise, the scale is
given the largest possible value that allows the whole part of the number to be represented without loss of significance.

6. Decimal to integer
The fractional part of the decimal number is truncated.
The maximum range of values which can be represented for each data type is:

Data Type Minimum Value Maximum Value

SMALLINT -32768 32767
INTEGER -2147483648 2147483647
DECIMAL (31 digits) (31 digits)
NUMERIC (31 digits) (31 digits)

1. DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP
See "Assignment for Dates, Times, and Timestamps" on Assignment for Dates, Times, and Timestamps.

2. VARCHAR to CHAR
If the varying-length string value is shorter than the length attribute of the CHAR column or variable, the string is
padded on the right with blanks until it is the required length.
If the varying-length string value is longer than the length attribute of a CHAR column, an error occurs.
If the varying-length string value is longer than the length attribute of a CHAR variable, the string is truncated on the
right by the required number of characters (a 'W' is assigned to SQLWARN1 of the SQLCA if this occurs).

3. CHAR to VARCHAR
If the length attribute of the CHAR column or variable is less than the maximum length of the VARCHAR column or
variable, the CHAR string is copied and the length is set to the length of the CHAR string.
If the length attribute of the CHAR column or variable is longer than the maximum length of the VARCHAR target, an
error occurs when the target is a column, or truncation occurs when the target is a variable.

4. MIXED Data
When a GRAPHIC value is assigned to a larger-precision target, the value is padded with DBCS blanks (X'4040').
When MIXED data is enabled via the CXXMAINT option, SQL does special processing as follows:
– When a MIXED string is moved to a smaller-precision MIXED host variable, SQL ensures that the truncation results

in a well-formed string. If there is an unpaired Shift-Out in the result:
• If the last byte in the truncated string is the first byte of a DBCS character, that last byte is overlayed with a Shift-

In.
• If the last byte in the truncated string is the second byte of a DBCS character, the last DBCS character is

replaced by a Shift-In and an SBCS blank.
• If the last byte of the truncated string is a Shift-Out, it is overlayed with an SBCS blank.
• If the next-to-last byte of the truncated string is a Shift-Out, it and the last byte are overlayed with SBCS blanks.

– SQL issues an error if there are unpaired Shift codes in a string when assigning it to a column or host variable.

String Assignment

The basic rule of string assignment is that the length of a string assigned to a column must not be greater than the length
attribute of the column. Trailing blanks are included in the length of the string.

When a string is assigned to a fixed-length string column or variable and the length of the string is less than the length
attribute of the target, the string is padded on the right with the necessary number of blanks.
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When a string is assigned to a variable and the string is longer than the length attribute of the variable, the string is
truncated on the right by the necessary number of characters.

Assignment for Dates, Times, and Timestamps

The basic rule for date, time, and timestamp assignments is that a value may only be assigned to a column with a
matching data type, or to a fixed or varying length character string variable or column.

If the assignment of a date or time value is made to a character string variable or column, conversion to a string
representation is automatic. Leading zeros are not omitted from any part of the date, time or timestamp. The required
length of the target varies depending on the format of the string representation. If the length of the target is greater than
required, it is padded on the right with blanks. If the length of the target is less than required, the result depends on the
type of date or time value involved, as well as on the type of target. If the target is a column, truncation is not allowed. The
length must therefore be 10 for a date, 8 for a time, and 26 for a timestamp.

If the target is a host variable, the following rules apply:

Date Assignments
If the string or column length is less than ten bytes, an error occurs.

Time Assignments
If the USA format is used (see Character String Literals for additional format information), the length of your host
variable or string column must not be less than 8. Otherwise, its length must not be less than 5.
If ISO or JIS formats are used, and if the length of the host variable is less than 8, the seconds part of the time is
omitted from your result and assigned to your indicator variable. The SQLCA-WARNING(2) field of the SQLCA
(SQLWARN1 in the Db2 format) is set to alert you to the omission.

Timestamp Assignments
If the string or column length is less than 19 bytes, an error occurs. If the length is less than 26 bytes but greater
than or equal to 19 bytes, trailing digits of the microseconds part of the value are omitted.

Numeric Comparisons

Numbers are compared according to their algebraic value. In some cases, one of the operands must be converted to
another data type before the comparison operation is performed.

Conversion implies that each of the two values are represented in a form compatible for the comparison operation.

This conversion is performed automatically when the specified operands are of different data types. General rules for
conversion during a comparison operation are:

• Integer numbers are compared to decimal numbers by converting the integer number to DECIMAL (packed decimal).
• Decimal and integer numbers are compared to floating-point numbers by converting the decimal or integer number to

FLOAT.

The following table lists the conversions that must take place before two numbers can be compared.

To determine the data type used in the comparison operation, locate the data type of the first operand in the left column.
Next, locate the data type of the second operand in the vertical columns to the right.

The data type specified at the intersection of the two columns is the data type used in the actual comparison operation. In
some cases, this data type is different from that of both operands, indicating that both operands are converted before the
comparison is made.
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NOTE
Be aware that there is one exception to the information in this table. Normally, there is no comparison of any
type of a number with character data, but an equal (=) comparison is allowed between unsigned numeric (zoned
decimal) data and character data of the same length for joins between tables. Because this is also allowed
when both operands are in the same table, a join does not have to be involved, but the exception was made
to facilitate joining tables designed at different times. The exception works for equal comparisons of the same
length by treating the unsigned zone field as a character column for comparison purposes.

In the previous tables, the following numbered rules are referenced:

1.
For decimal numbers, the comparison is done in DECIMAL form. The number with the smallest scale is extended
with zeros to match the scale of the other number before the comparison.

2.
Any number compared to a floating-point number must be converted to FLOAT. Two floating-point numbers are
equal only if the bit configurations of their normalized form are identical.

3.
See the information about dates, times, and timestamps on Comparisons for Dates, Times, and Timestamps.

4.
MIXED Data Considerations: In SQL, string comparisons are strictly byte-for-byte, so predicates involving MIXED
strings may not give the desired results. For instance, a string with the SBCS version of XYZ does not compare as
equal to a string with a Shift-Out, then the DBCS version of XYZ, then a Shift-In. You can use the VARGRAPHIC
scalar function to normalize both strings into VARGRAPHIC data types before doing the comparison.

String Comparisons

The comparison of two strings is determined by the comparison of the corresponding bytes of each string.
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If the strings are not the same length, the comparison is made with a temporary copy of the shorter string. The temporary
copy is padded on the right with blanks so that it has the same length as the longest string.

Two strings are equal if all corresponding bytes are equal.

If two strings are not equal, their relation is determined by the comparison of the first pair of unequal bytes from the left
end of the strings. This comparison is made according to the EBCDIC collating sequence.

Comparisons for Dates, Times, and Timestamps

A value for a date, time, or timestamp can be compared either with another value of the same data type, or with a string
representation of that data type. All comparisons are chronological, that is to say, the farther a point in time is from
January 1, 0001, the greater the value of that point in time.

Comparisons and string representations involving time values always include seconds. If the string representation omits
seconds, zero seconds is implied.

Comparisons involving timestamp values are chronological without regard to representations that could possibly be
considered equivalent. The following predicate is therefore true:

TIMESTAMP('1985-02-23-00.00.00') > '1985-02-22-24.00.00'

SQL Expressions
Learn about SQL expressions in Datacom SQL. Find syntax diagrams, learn about the Where operator, and locate
parameter definitions.

An expression specifies a value. See the following syntax diagram.
   ┌─ operator ───────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬─────┬─┬─ function ───────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ - ─┤ ├─ (expression) ───────┤

     └─ + ─┘ ├─ CASEexpression ─────┤

             ├─ COALESCEexpression ─┤

             ├─ NULLIFexpression ───┤

             ├─ CASTexpression ─────┤

             ├─ literal ────────────┤

             ├─ column-name ────────┤

             ├─ host-variable ──────┤

             ├─ special-register ───┤

             ├─ labeled-duration ───┤

             ├─ SQL-parameter ──────┤

             └─ SQL-variable ───────┘

Expansion of the Where operator is as follows
├──┬─ * ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ \  ─┤

   ├─ - ──┤

   └─ + ──┘

The special-register and labeled-duration are Datacom/DB extensions. See Special Registers and Labeled Duration.

function
Specify a function. For more information about functions, see SQL Functions.

(expression)
Specify an expression.
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CASE expression
For information about CASE expressions, see CASE Expressions.

COALESCE expression
For information about COALESCE expressions, see COALESCE and NULLIF Expressions.

NULLIF expression
For information about NULLIF expressions, see COALESCE and NULLIF Expressions.

CAST expression
For information about CAST expressions, see CAST Expressions.

literal
Specify a literal. If the expression is numeric, the literal must be numeric. For more information on literals, see
Basic SQL Language Elements.

column-name
Specify the name of a column in a table or view. If the expression is an arithmetic expression, the column must be
of a numeric data type.

host-variable
Specify a host-variable. A host-variable in an expression must identify a variable described in the program under
the rules for declaring host-variables.

special-register
A special register can be used wherever an expression can be used, except that special registers may not be
used in the search condition of a CHECK constraint. See Special Registers.

labeled-duration
A labeled duration can only be used in an expression that involves a date or time value. See Labeled Duration.

SQL-parameter
Inside SQL Procedures, an SQL-parameter can be used anywhere expressions are allowed. Except in the
CALL and EXECUTE statements, an SQL-parameter cannot be used outside of procedures.

SQL-variable
Inside compound statements, an SQL-variable can be used anywhere expressions are allowed, but an SQL-
variable cannot be used outside of a compound statement.

CASE Expressions
Datacom/DB supports CASE expressions. Review command syntax, expression components, when clause, and examples.

The value of a CASE expression is the result of the first CASE that evaluates to TRUE. If no CASE evaluates to TRUE,
the value is the result of the ELSE. If no ELSE is coded, the value is the NULL value.

NOTE
If a CASE evaluates to UNKNOWN because of NULL values, the effect is the same as if the CASE evaluated to
FALSE, and the next CASE or ELSE is evaluated.

►►─ CASE ─┬─ searched-when-clause ─┬─┬──────────────┬─ END ─────────►◄

          └─ simple-when-clause ───┘ └─ ELSEresult ─┘

   ┌──────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ WHENsearch-conditionTHENresult ─┴─────────────────────────────►◄

                ┌────────────────────────────┐

►►─ expression ─▼─ WHENexpressionTHENresult ─┴──────────────────────►◄

►►─┬─ expression ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NULL ───────┘

CASE
Begins a CASE expression
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searched-when-clause
Specifies a search-condition and the result when that condition is true

simple-when-clause
The value of the first expression is compared to each WHEN expression, and the CASE result is the first WHEN
result that is TRUE. The data type of the expressions must be compatible.

result
Specifies an expression that follows the THEN and ELSE keywords. There must be at least one result in the
CASE expression that is not NULL. All result expressions must be compatible.

search-condition
Specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The search condition cannot contain a subquery.

END
>Ends a CASE expression

Example 1 (Simple WHEN Clause)

Using simple WHEN clauses, this example translates the response codes to a survey:

 SELECT EMPNO, QUESTION,

     CASE RESPONSE_CODE

     WHEN 1 THEN 'Strongly Disagree'

     WHEN 2 THEN 'Somewhat Disagree'

     WHEN 3 THEN 'Neutral'

     WHEN 4 THEN 'Somewhat Agree'

     WHEN 5 THEN 'Strongly Agree'

     ELSE        'No Response'

     END

 FROM SURVEY;

Example 2 (Searched WHEN Clause)

Using searched WHEN clauses, this example translates the response codes to a survey:

 SELECT EMPNO, QUESTION,

     CASE

     WHEN MODE = YN AND RESPONSE_CODE = 1 THEN 'YES'

     WHEN MODE = YN AND RESPONSE_CODE = 2 THEN 'NO '

     ELSE 'NO RESPONSE'

     END

 FROM SURVEY;

Example 3 (Searched WHEN clause)

Using searched WHEN clauses in the where clause, to return only those rows where the employee makes more than 25%
of their total compensation from commission, ignoring those with full-commission salaries.

 SELECT EMPNO, WORKDEPT, SALARY+COMM,

   FROM EMPLOYEE     

  WHERE (CASE 

     WHEN SALARY=0 THEN 0

     ELSE COMM/(SALARY+COMM)

     END) > 0.25

 ;

EMPNO       WORKDEPT    SALARY+COMM 

 INT N.N.    INT N.N.    DEC(9,2) N.N. 
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 ___________ ___________ _____________ 

        100        1500      70000.00 

        130        1600      70000.00 

        170        1600      98000.00 

 ___ 3 rows returned ___

Example 4 (Simple WHEN clause in SELECT and GROUP BY)

Using simple WHEN clauses in the SELECT and GROUP BY, to order the AS value.

 SELECT CASE DEPT 

   WHEN 'ABC' THEN 'DEPT 22' 

   WHEN 'XYZ' THEN 'DEPT 44' 

   WHEN 'YYY' THEN 'DEPT 66' 

   WHEN 'XXX' THEN 'DEPT 72'

   END AS DEPT_NBR 

   FROM DEPARTMENT  

  GROUP BY CASE DEPT 

   WHEN 'ABC' THEN 'DEPT 22' 

   WHEN 'XYZ' THEN 'DEPT 44' 

   WHEN 'YYY' THEN 'DEPT 66' 

   WHEN 'XXX' THEN 'DEPT 72'

   END

 ;

DEPT_NBR 

CHAR(7) 

________ 

 DEPT 22 

 DEPT 44 

 DEPT 66 

 DEPT 72 

___ 4 rows returned ___

CAST Expressions
In Datacom/DB, use CAST expressions to give users access to data stored in non-standard formats. See descriptions,
syntax, and examples for CAST expressions in SQL.

Although CAST has a wide range of potential uses, users of Datacom Datadictionary REDEFINEs should be interested in
the feature, because it enables SQL to access redefined data using the correct data type.

Consider the following example. Assume that a table named "customers" contains legacy data and has a column that is
called "credit_info" that SQL knows as a CHAR[7]. Datacom Datadictionary redefines the column as a CHAR[1] containing
a credit "grade" of 'A' through 'F', followed by a 6-digit zoned decimal representing a credit limit in whole dollars. The credit
limit can now be accessed as a number using the following syntax:

►►─ CAST ─ (<-source-expression>AS <-target-type>WITHOUT CONVERSION) ─►◄

In the syntax, source-expression refers to the source value expression, and target-type refers to the target data type.

WITHOUT CONVERSION is a Datacom extension that means the source data is already formatted as the target data type
and does not need to be converted. Refer to the following sample specification:

CAST(SUBSTR(credit_info,2,6) AS NUMERIC(6,0) WITHOUT CONVERSION)
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CAST WITHOUT CONVERSION allows any data type to be cast to any other data type. However, it is your responsibility
to ensure that the source data matches the target data type and is not longer than the target. Leading zeroes and trailing
blanks are inserted into targets as needed. For example, casting a CHAR(2) containing 1234 hexadecimal to INTEGER
without conversion results in 00001234 hexadecimal, and casting an INTEGER containing F1F2F3F4 hexadecimal to
CHAR(6) without conversion results in "1234" (note the trailing spaces), or F1F2F3F44040 hexadecimal.

The following examples help clarify how to specify the target type for CAST WITHOUT CONVERSION:

If your source data is: The target type should be:

Binary 2 bytes SMALLINT
Binary 4 bytes INTEGER
31 zoned decimal digits NUMERIC(31)
6 packed decimal digits DECIMAL(6)

The following example shows the use of CAST in a query where the credit limit is retrieved as a number rather than a
character string:

   SELECT name, account_number,

          CAST(SUBSTR(credit_info,2,6) AS NUMERIC(6,0) WITHOUT CONVERSION)

          AS credit_limit

   FROM customers

The following example shows a query that uses the credit limit in a mathematic comparison:

   SELECT name, account_number

   FROM customers

   WHERE

   CAST(SUBSTR(credit_info,2,6) AS NUMERIC(6,0) WITHOUT CONVERSION) > 50000

For the matrix (see Basic SQL Language Operations (Assignment and Comparison)) of implicit (automatic) data type
conversions that Datacom/DB already supports, the following version of CAST can also be used:

►►─ CAST ─ (<-source-expression>AS <-target-type>) ─────────────────►◄

This version of CAST requires that the source value be interpreted first and then stored into the target in converted form.
For example, when casting zoned decimal (NUMERIC) to packed decimal (DECIMAL), the source must contain a valid
zoned decimal value.

COALESCE and NULLIF Expressions
Learn about Datacom/DB support for the COALESCE and NULLIF SQL expressions. Find syntax diagrams, equivalent
expressions, and examples.

Datacom/DB supports COALESCE and NULLIF expressions, shortcuts for expressing two frequent uses of the CASE
expression.

COALESCE

The COALESCE expression is the ANSI 1999-compatible version of the VALUE scalar function. The COALESCE expression
returns the first non-NULL argument that it is passed.

                  ┌─ , ─────────────────┐

►►─ COALESCE ─ ( ─▼─ result-expression ─┴─ ) ───────────────────────►◄

Coding  COALESCE(value1, value2)  is the same as coding  CASE WHEN value1 IS NOT NULL THEN value1
ELSE value2 END
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COALESCE Example
Using COALESCE, select the value of parm, which can be specified at the global, region or individual level:
 SELECT COALESCE(I.PARM, R.PARM, G.PARM)

 FROM GLOBAL G, REGION R, INDIVIDUAL I

 WHERE I.REGION = R.REGION

   AND I.ID_NBR = :HST_ID_NBR

NULLIF

The NULLIF expression returns NULL if the arguments that it is passed are equivalent. Otherwise, it returns the first
argument.

►►─ NULLIF ─ (result-expression-1,result-expression-2) ─────────────►◄

Specifying  NULLIF(value1, value2)  is the same as specifying  CASE WHEN value1 = value2 THEN NULL
ELSE value1 END

NULLIF Example
Using NULLIF, substitute NULLs for zeros as follows:
SELECT EMPNO, NULLIF(COMMISSION, 0) FROM EMPLOYEE

All arguments that are passed to COALESCE and NULLIF must be of compatible data types.

Special Registers
Learn how to use special registers wherever expressions are used in Datacom. Find a diagram of special register syntax
and parameter definitions.

A special register can be used wherever an expression can be used. However, special registers cannot be used in the
search condition of a CHECK constraint.

The following diagram shows the special register syntax.

►►─┬─ CURRENT DATACOM MUF_NAME ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CURRENT DATACOM TSN ──────┤

   ├─ CURRENT DATE ─────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT SQLID ────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT TIME ─────────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT TIMESTAMP ────────┤

   ├─ CURRENT TIMEZONE ─────────┤

   ├─ DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION ─────┤

   ├─ SYSTEM USER ──────────────┤

   └─ USER ─────────────────────┘

CURRENT DATACOM MUF_NAME
Produces a CHAR(8) containing the name of the Multi-User Facility (MUF) that is processing the request. This
name can be specified in the MUF Multi-User startup option, or it defaults to the job name of the MUF.

CURRENT DATACOM TSN
Produces an INTEGER containing the current value of the Transaction Sequence Number (TSN) of the current
unit of work. If no maintenance (INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE) has been performed in this unit of work, the value
that is returned is zero.

CURRENT DATE
Represents the current local date. CURRENT DATE is derived from a reading of the time-of-day clock plus the
CURRENT TIMEZONE.
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CURRENT SQLID
Represents the current SQL authorization ID, that is, the authorization ID (in this case actually a schema ID).

CURRENT TIME
Represents the current local time. CURRENT TIME is derived from a reading of the time-of-day clock plus the
CURRENT TIMEZONE.

CURRENT TIMESTAMP
Represents the current local timestamp. CURRENT TIMESTAMP is derived from a reading of the time-of-day
clock plus the CURRENT TIMEZONE.

CURRENT TIMEZONE
(Defined as DECIMAL(6,0)). CURRENT TIMEZONE represents the number of hours, minutes, and seconds that
your time is different from Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The prime (zero) meridian from which world time is
derived passes through Greenwich, England. GMT and UT (Universal Time) are, for most purposes, synonymous.
The value of CURRENT TIMEZONE is represented as a negative number west of the prime meridian, as in
U.S.A. time zones. East of the prime meridian, time zones are, by contrast, represented with positive numbers.
For example, a CURRENT TIMEZONE value of -50000 (negative 5) indicates Eastern Standard Time (EST),
because EST (in New York) is five hours “behind" UT. You do not have to pick a time zone. The time zone that is
used is the time zone where the computer executing SQL is located.

NOTE
If your system administrator allows your system clock to change to Daylight Saving Time, the time
difference from UT is one hour less (west of the prime meridian). For example, the time difference is
negative 4 instead of negative 5 for the eastern U.S.A. time zone.

DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION
Specifies manual optimization of queries. Currently, the only values that are allowed are:
DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE NESTED-LOOP JOIN'

DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE MERGE JOIN' 

DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE HASH JOIN'

DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY [<authorization id>.]<table>.<key>'

These predicates may only appear in the ON clause. However, DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION = 'USE KEY' is
supported for the ON clause and the WHERE clause. The specified key name must be the five-character key
name that is described formally as the DATACOM NAME (see CREATE INDEX Statement).
In some cases, forcing a merge join may be ignored, or may lead to an error.
See HASH JOIN and USE KEY for more information.

SYSTEM USER
Specifies the accessor ID of the currently signed on user.
The accessor ID is padded on the right with blanks, if necessary, so that the value of SYSTEM USER is always a
fixed-length character string of length 18.
In the following example, the result table of the SELECT contains all rows where the value of the column
CREATOR is equal to the accessor ID of the user who executes the query.
SELECT * FROM CA.INVENTIONS WHERE CREATOR = SYSTEM USER

WARNING
The Datacom/DB Security Facility must be installed at your site for Datacom/DB to determine the
accessor IDs of users.

USER
Specifies the current authorization ID. USER is the same as the authorization ID of the currently executing plan.
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Labeled Duration
A labeled duration represents any number of years, months, days, hours, minutes, seconds, or microseconds. This
number is then converted as if it were assigned to a DECIMAL(15,0). The unit is expressed by a keyword following the
number. For example, 25 YEARS is the labeled duration in HIREDATE + 25 YEARS.

A labeled duration can only be used in an expression that involves a date or time value. For example:

HIREDATE + 25 YEARS + 1 MONTH is valid, but

HIREDATE + (25 YEARS + 1 MONTH) is not valid.

Following is the syntax diagram for labeled durations.

NOTE
Labeled duration, this is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─┬─ function ──────┬─┬─ DAY ──────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ (expression) ──┤ ├─ DAYS ─────────┤

   ├─ literal ───────┤ ├─ HOUR ─────────┤

   ├─ column-name ───┤ ├─ HOURS ────────┤

   └─ host-variable ─┘ ├─ MICROSECOND ──┤

                       ├─ MICROSECONDS ─┤

                       ├─ MINUTE ───────┤

                       ├─ MINUTES ──────┤

                       ├─ MONTH ────────┤

                       ├─ MONTHS ───────┤

                       ├─ SECOND ───────┤

                       ├─ SECONDS ──────┤

                       ├─ YEAR ─────────┤

                       └─ YEARS ────────┘

function
Specify a function.

(expression)
Specify an expression.

literal
Specify a literal. If the expression is numeric, the literal must be numeric. For more information about literals,
see Basic SQL Language Elements.

column-name
Specify the name of a column in a table or view. If the expression is an arithmetic expression, the column must be
of a numeric data type.

host-variable
Specify a host-variable. A host-variable in an expression must identify a variable described in the program under
the rules for declaring host-variables.

DAY/DAYS
A duration expressed in day(s). For more information about durations, see Durations.

HOUR/HOURS
A duration expressed in hour(s).

MICROSECOND/MICROSECONDS
A duration expressed in microsecond(s).
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MINUTE/MINUTES
A duration expressed in minute(s).

MONTH/MONTHS
A duration expressed in month(s).

SECOND/SECONDS
A duration expressed in second(s).

YEAR/YEARS
A duration expressed in year(s).

Expressions without Arithmetic Operators
If the arithmetic operators are not used, the result of the expression is the specified value. Some examples of expressions
without arithmetic operators are:

• COST -- column-name
• :COST -- host variable
• 'COST' -- string literal
• MIN(COST) -- function performed with column-name as argument

Expressions with the Concatenation Operator
The concatenation operator is represented by two vertical lines (||) or by CONCAT. If the concatenation operator is used in
an expression, the result of the expression is a character string. The operands of concatenation must be character strings.

If either operand can be null, the result of the expression can be null. If either operand is null, the result of the expression
is the null value. The result otherwise consists of the first operand character string followed by the second operand
character string. The length of the result character string is the sum of the lengths of the operand strings.

In a concatenation, if any operand is MIXED, the result of the expression is MIXED. When concatenating a MIXED string
ending with Shift-In with a MIXED string beginning with Shift-Out, both Shift characters are omitted in the result.

Following is an example of using a concatenation operator:

LASTNAME || ' , ' || FIRSTNAME

Expressions with Arithmetic Operators
If arithmetic operators are used, the result of an expression is derived by the application of the operators to the value of
the operands.

Arithmetic operators must not be applied to character strings. Thus, USER + 2 is invalid.

The two types of arithmetic operators are prefix operators and infix operators.

Unary Operators
The prefix operator + (unary plus) does not change its operand.
The prefix operator - (unary minus) reverses the sign of its operand. For example, if the data type of A is small
integer, then the data type of -A is large integer.
The first character of the token following a prefix operator must not be a plus or minus sign. For example, --10 is
not allowed since 10 is preceded by two minus signs.

NOTE
Unary operators are not allowed with FLOAT, REAL and DOUBLE PRECISION data types.
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Infix Operators
The infix operators and the operation they specify are:

Operator Operation
+ Addition
- Subtraction
* Multiplication
/ Division

The operand of an infix operator must not be a function that includes the keyword DISTINCT.

The value of the second operand of division must not be zero.

Conversions During Arithmetic Operations

Conversion implies that each of the two values are represented in a form compatible for the arithmetic operation.

The following table lists the conversions that must take place before any arithmetic operation can occur.

To determine the data type used in the arithmetic operation, locate the data type of the first operand in the left column.
Next, locate the data type of the second operand in the vertical columns to the right.

The data type specified at the intersection of the two columns is the data type used in the actual arithmetic operation. In
some cases, this data type is different from that of both operands, indicating that both operands are converted before the
arithmetic operation is performed.

Two Integer Operands

If both operands of an arithmetic operator are integers, the operation is performed in binary and the result is INTEGER
(large integer). Any remainder of division is lost.
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The result of a binary arithmetic operation must be within the range of large integers.

Integer and Decimal Operands

If one operand is an integer and the other is DECIMAL (packed decimal) or NUMERIC (zoned decimal), the operation is
performed in DECIMAL (packed decimal).

The operation uses a temporary copy of the integer which has been converted to a DECIMAL number with scale 0. The
precision of the temporary copy depends on the characteristics of the operand as shown in the following:

Operand Precision ofDecimal Copy
Column or variable: large integer 10
Column or variable: small integer 5
Literal or column more than
5 digits (including leading zeros)

same

Literal: 5 digits or fewer 5

Two Decimal Operands

If both operands are DECIMAL (packed decimal) or NUMERIC (zoned decimal), the operation is performed in DECIMAL
(packed decimal). The result of any decimal arithmetic operation is a decimal number with a precision and scale that are
dependent on the operation and the precision and scale of the operands.

If the operation is addition or subtraction, and the operands do not have the same scale, the operation is performed with
a temporary copy of one of the operands. The temporary copy is extended with trailing zeros so that its fractional part has
the same number of digits as the other operand.

The result of a decimal operation must not have a precision greater than 31.

The result of decimal addition, subtraction and multiplication is derived from a temporary result, which may have a
precision greater than 31.

• If the precision of the temporary result is not greater than 31, the final result is the same as the temporary result.
• If the precision of the temporary result is greater than 31, the final result is derived from the temporary result by the

elimination of leading digits so the final result has a precision of 31. The eliminated digits must all be zeros.

Following are formulas defining the precision and scale of the result of decimal operations in SQL.

The following table lists the symbols designating the precision and scale for each operand.

Operand Precision Scale
first operand p s
second operand p' s'

The following table lists the formulas for the precision and scale for the four arithmetic operations.

Operation:
Precision:
Scale:

Addition and Subtraction
min(31, max(p - s, p' - s') + max(s, s') + 1)
max(s, s')

Operation:
Precision:
Scale:

Multiplication
min(31, p + p')
min(31, s + s')
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Operation:
Precision:
Scale:

Division
31
If s' <= 15 then
scale=(m - p') - p - s + s'
else
scale=max(s' - p' + 15,0) + 15 - (p - s)
endif
scale=max(scale,3)
m=29 if p is even, or m=30 if p is odd

Floating-point Operands

If either operand of an arithmetic operator is floating-point, the operation is performed in floating-point. Thus, if any
element of an expression is a floating-point number, the result of the expression is a floating-point number.

An operation involving a floating-point number and a integer is performed with a temporary copy of the integer. The
temporary copy of the integer is converted to floating-point.

An operation involving a floating-point number and a DECIMAL (packed decimal) or NUMERIC (zoned decimal) number
is performed with a temporary copy of the decimal number. The temporary copy of the decimal number is converted to
floating-point.

The result of a floating-point operation must be within the range of floating-point numbers.

Arithmetic Operations for Dates, Times, and Timestamps
Addition and Subtraction are the only arithmetic operations which you can perform on date and time values. You can
increment or decrement a date, time or timestamp by a duration, or subtract a date from a date or a time from a time, but
you cannot subtract a timestamp from a timestamp.

Durations

A duration is a number that represents an interval of time. The number may be any of the following:

• Function
• Expression
• Literal
• Column name
• Host variable
• Special registers
• Labeled durations

Special registers and labeled durations are Datacom/DB extensions. See Special Registers for information on special
registers. See Labeled Duration for information on labeled durations.

Date Durations

A date duration represents a number of years, months, and days. A date duration is expressed as a DECIMAL(8,0). For
example, a date duration of 1999 years, 3 months, and 20 days is 19990320.

Subtracting dates results in a date duration.

Time Durations

A time duration represents a number of hours, minutes and seconds. A time duration is expressed as DECIMAL(6,0). For
example, a time duration of 19 hours, 30 minutes and 20 seconds is 193020.

Subtracting times results in a time duration.
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Addition Rules for Dates, Times, and Timestamps

If operand one is a date, operand two must be a date duration or a labeled duration of years, months, or days.

If operand one is a time, operand two must be a time duration or a labeled duration of hours, minutes, or seconds.

If operand one is a timestamp, operand two must be a labeled duration, a date duration, or a time duration.

Subtraction Rules for Dates, Times, and Timestamps

The operation of subtracting two date-time values is different from the operation of subtracting a duration from a date-time
value. The operands of date-time subtraction must be as follows:

• If operand one is a date, operand two must be a date, date duration, a date string, or a labeled duration of years,
months, or days.

• If operand one is a time, operand two must be a time, time duration, a time string, or a labeled duration of hours,
minutes, or seconds.

• If operand one is a timestamp, operand two must be a labeled duration, a time duration, or a date duration of years,
months.

• If operand two is a date, operand one must be a date or date string.
• If operand two is a time, operand one must be a time or time string.
• A string representation of a date or time value cannot be subtracted from another string representation of a date or

time value. However, if one of the strings is interpreted as a date or time, the expression is valid. For example:
DATE('1989-03-10') - '1985-03-10' is valid, but ('1989-03-10' - '1985-03-10') is invalid.

Using Durations to Increment or Decrement Dates

The result of adding or subtracting a duration to or from a date is a date. If D is a date and N is a number defined as
DECIMAL(15,0), the result of D + N YEARS or D - N YEARS is the date that is N years before or after D. Only years are
counted. The month of the result is always the same as the month of D. The day of the result is the same as the day of D,
unless the result is February 29th of a non-leap year, in which case the day part of the result is 28 and SQLWARN6 is set
to W.

The result of D + N MONTHS or D - N MONTHS is the date that is N months before or after D. Only months and years (if
necessary) are counted. The day of the result is the same as the day of D, unless the result would be an invalid date, in
which case the day part of the result is the last day of the month and SQLWARN6 is set to W.

The result of D + N DAYS or D - N DAYS is the date that is N days before or after D.

If N is a duration of y years, m months, and d days, the result of D + N (where N is positive) or D - N (where N is negative)
is the date that is y years, m months, and d days after D. The arithmetic is performed in this order using the previously
defined rules, including the setting of SQLWARN6 whenever an end-of-month adjustment is made.

If N is a duration of y years, m months, and d days, the result of D - N (where N is positive) or D + N (where N is negative)
is the date that is d days, m months, and y years before D. The arithmetic is performed in that order using the previously
defined rules, including the setting of SQLWARN6 whenever an end-of-month adjustment is made.

Subtracting Dates

If D1 and D2 are dates, the result of D1 - D2 is a date duration that gives the number of years, months, and days between
the two dates. The data type of the result is DECIMAL(8,0). If D1 is greater than or equal to D2, D2 is subtracted from D1.
If D1 is less than D2, D1 is subtracted from D2 and the sign of the result is negative. Given the example D1 - D2, the rules
for date subtraction are:
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• If DAY(D2) is less than or equal to DAY(D1), the day part of the result is equal to DAY(D1) - DAY(D2).
• If DAY(D2) is greater than DAY(D1), the day part of the result is equal to N + DAY(D1) - DAY(D2), where N is the last

day of MONTH(D2). MONTH(D2) is incremented by 1.
• If MONTH(D2) is less than or equal to MONTH(D1), the month part of the result is equal to MONTH(D1) -

MONTH(D2).
• If MONTH(D2) is greater than MONTH(D1), the month part of the result is equal to 12 + MONTH(D1) - MONTH(D2).

YEAR(D2) is incremented by 1.
• The year part of the result is equal to YEAR(D1) - YEAR(D2).

Special Considerations Relating to Date Arithmetic

Because of the differing number of days in each month of the year, adding a month to a given date does not always result
in the same day of the next month. For example, adding one month to January 31 would yield February 31, which is not a
valid date. The result is adjusted back to the last day of the month, February 28. Therefore, D + N MONTHS - N MONTHS
is not always equal to D.

To avoid inconsistencies in date arithmetic caused by months, use days rather than months. For example,
DATE(DAYS(D1) + DAYS(D2) - DAYS(D3)) gives accurate results, but D1 + (D2 - D3) may not give accurate results.

Incrementing and Decrementing Times by Durations

The result of adding or subtracting a duration to or from a time is a time. The result is in the range of times. If T is a time
and N is a number defined as DECIMAL(15,0):

• The result of T + N HOURS or T - N HOURS is a time that is N hours before or after T. Only hours are counted. The
minute and second of the result are the same as the minute and second of T.

• The result of T + N MINUTES or T - N MINUTES is the time that is N minutes before or after T. Only minutes and hours
(if necessary) are counted. The second of the result is the same as T.

• The result of T + N SECONDS or T - N SECONDS is the time that is N seconds before or after T.
• If N is a duration of h hours, m minutes, and s seconds, the result of T + N or T - N is the time that is h hours, m

minutes, and s seconds before or after T. The arithmetic is performed using the previously defined rules.

Subtracting Times

If T1 and T2 are times, the result of T1 - T2 is a time duration that gives the number of hours, minutes, and seconds
between the two times. The data type of the result is DECIMAL(6,0). If T1 is greater than or equal to T2, T2 is subtracted
from T1. Otherwise, T1 is subtracted from T2 and the sign of the result is negative. Given the example of T1 - T2 the rules
for time subtraction are:

• If SECOND(T2) is less than or equal to SECOND(T1), the seconds part of the result is equal to SECOND(T1) -
SECOND(T2).

• If SECOND(T2) is greater than SECOND(T1), the seconds part of the result is equal to 60 + SECOND(T1) -
SECOND(T2), and MINUTE(T2) is incremented by one.

• If MINUTE(T2) is less than or equal to MINUTE(T1), the minutes part of the result is equal to MINUTE(T1) -
MINUTE(T2).

• If MINUTE(T2) is greater than MINUTE(T1), the minutes part of the result is equal to 60 + MINUTE(T1) - MINUTE(T2),
and HOUR(T2) is incremented by one.

• The hour part of the result is equal to HOUR(T1) - HOUR(T2).

Special Considerations Relating to Time Arithmetic

Adding 24 hours to the time 00.00.00 results in 24.00.00.

Adding 24 hours to any other time results in the same time.

For example, adding 24 hours to 00.00.59 results in 00.00.59.

Incrementing and Decrementing Timestamps by Durations
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The result of adding or subtracting to or from a timestamp is a timestamp.

The date part of the arithmetic is performed using the rules previously defined for incrementing or decrementing a date by
a date duration.

The time part of the arithmetic is performed using the rules previously defined for incrementing or decrementing a time by
a time duration, except that any overflow or underflow of hours is carried into the date part of the result.

The following rules apply to microseconds:

• If S is a timestamp and N is a number, the result of S + N MICROSECONDS or S - N MICROSECONDS is the
timestamp that is N microseconds before or after S.

• If S is a timestamp and N is a date duration of y years, m months, and d days, the result of S + N or S - N is the
timestamp that is y years, m months, and d days before or after S.

• If S is a timestamp and N is a time duration of h hours, m minutes, and s seconds, the result of S + N or S - N is the
timestamp that is h hours, m minutes, and s seconds before or after S. The microsecond part of the result is the same
as the microsecond part of S.

Precedence of Operations
Expressions within parentheses are evaluated first. When the order of evaluation is not specified by parentheses,
operations are done in the following order.

1. Prefix operators (unary + or unary -)
2. multiplication and division
3. Addition and subtraction

Operators at the same level are evaluated from left to right.

The examples that follow show the difference in results when you use parentheses to specify an order of evaluation in
an expression. The same equation is used in each example, but parentheses are either omitted or inserted to show that
different results are possible.

Example 1: RESULT = 10 + 20 / 5 - 1 * 2

RESULT = 10 + 20 / 5 - 1 * 2 Division is performed since it is the first operation with the highest
order of precedence going left to right in the expression.

RESULT = 10 + 4 - 1 * 2 Multiplication is performed next since it has the highest order of
precedence among the remaining operations.

RESULT = 10 + 4 - 2 Addition is performed since it is the first operation going from left
to right among the remaining operations.

RESULT = 14 - 2 Subtraction is performed since it is the remaining operation.
RESULT = 12

Example 2: RESULT = (10 + 20) / 5 - 1 * 2

RESULT = (10 + 20) / 5 - 1 * 2 Addition is performed since it is enclosed in parentheses.
RESULT = 30 / 5 - 1 * 2 Division is performed next since it is the first operation with

the highest order of precedence going from left to right in the
expression.

RESULT = 6 - 1 * 2 Multiplication is performed next since it has the highest order of
precedence among the remaining operations.

RESULT = 6 - 2 Subtraction is performed since it is the remaining operation.
RESULT = 4
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Example 3: RESULT = ((10 + 20) / 5 - 1) * 2

RESULT = ((10 + 20) / 5 - 1) * 2 Addition is performed since it is enclosed in the inner pair of
parentheses.

RESULT = (30 / 5 - 1) * 2 Division is performed since it has a higher order of precedence
than subtraction, even though both are enclosed within
parentheses.

RESULT = (6 - 1) * 2 Subtraction is performed since it is enclosed in parentheses.
RESULT = 5 * 2 Multiplication is performed since it is the remaining operation.
RESULT = 10

Examples

Some examples of expressions are:

Example 1: This example finds the maximum value for each instance of a salary added to a year-to-date commission.

 MAX(SALARY + YTDCOMM)

Example 2: This example finds the number of distinct status codes, eliminating any duplicates.

 COUNT(DISTINCT STATUS)

Example 3: This expression calculates the discount by multiplying the cost by 5 percent.

 DISCOUNT = COST * .05

Example 4: This expression calculates the total amount of all discounts by summing the results for each instance when
the cost is multiplied by 5 percent.

 TOTDISC = SUM(COST * .05)

Scalar-Subselect
A scalar-subselect is a subselect enclosed by parenthesis that returns a single row with a single column. If no rows are
found, the result is the null value. If more than one row is found, SQLCODE -148 is returned.

►►── ( subselect ) ───────────────────────►◄

A scalar-subselect cannot be used in the following:

• CHECK constraint in a CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statement
• CREATE VIEW statement
• Argument in a CALL statement for an input parameter
• Argument to an aggregate function, other than the XML-expression argument of the XMLAGG function
• ORDER BY clause
• GROUP BY clause
• Join-condition of the ON clause for INNER and OUTER JOINs

Example

Update the contact information if it is different in the latest transaction.
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UPDATE CUSTOMER T1 

SET (STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, PHONE) = ((SELECT 

     STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, PHONE 

                                         FROM TRANS T2 

                                        WHERE T2.CUST_ID = T1.CUST_ID 

                                          AND (T2.STREET <> T1.STREET 

                                           OR T2.CITY <> T1.CITY 

                                           OR T2.ST <> T1.ST 

                                           OR T2.ZIP <> T1.ZIP 

                                           OR T2.PHONE <> T1.PHONE) 

                                          AND T2.TRANS_TIMESTAMP = (SELECT MAX(TRANS_TIMESTAMP) 

                                                                      FROM TRANS T3 

                                                                     WHERE T3.CUST_ID = T2.CUST_ID 

                                                                    GROUP BY T3.CUST_ID) 

                                    ))

SQL Functions
A function specifies a value. Functions are of two types, column functions and scalar functions. Scalar functions are a
Datacom/DB extension.

Scalar functions can be nested within scalar functions or column functions, and column functions can be nested within
scalar functions, but a column function cannot be nested within another column function. An expression in a column
function must therefore not include another column function. See Rules for Scalar Functions for more information on
nesting using scalar functions.

Following is the functions syntax diagram:

NOTE
Scalar functions are a Datacom/DB extension.

 ►►─┬─ column functions ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ scalar functions ─┘

 

Column Functions
Learn about column functions in Datacom SQL. Find the syntax diagram for column functions, function descriptions,
column function rules, and examples.

See the following syntax diagram for column functions:

►►─┬─┬─ AVG ─┬─ ( ─┬─ ALL ◄expression ─────┬─ ) ─┬────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ├─ SUM ─┤     └─ DISTINCTcolumn-name ─┘     │

   │ ├─ MAX ─┤                                   │

   │ └─ MIN ─┘                                   │

   └─ COUNT ─┬─ (*) ───────────────────┬─────────┘

             └─ (DISTINCTcolumn-name) ─┘

Description
AVG

Specifies to return the average of the values in the column or expression. The values must be numeric.
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SUM
Specifies to return the sum of the values in the column or expression. The values must be numeric.

MAX
Specifies to return the largest value in the column or expression.

MIN
Specifies to return the smallest value in the column or expression.

ALL
Specifies that duplicate values are not to be eliminated before the column function is applied. ALL is the default.

expression
Enter the expression which is to be the argument of the column function. An expression in a column function must
include a column name (see the following rules). For more information about expressions, see Expressions.

DISTINCT
Specifies that duplicate values are to be eliminated before the column function is applied.

column-name
Specifies the column which is the argument of the column function.

COUNT(*)
Specifies to count all rows in the result table without eliminating duplicates.
When COUNT(*) is the only item in the SELECT list and there is no join or WHERE clause, an optimization is
used to take the count from the CXX rather than actually count the lines in the table. The potential exists for
the CXX row count to be incorrect if the MUF has abended at a point where the latest CXX row count is only in
memory, but this is an unlikely occurrence and the margin of error is small. In addition, actually counting the rows
could potentially be off if inserts or deletes were issued after the count was begun. This enhancement provides a
valuable and significant improvement in performance.
If the most accurate count is required, a column can be added to the SELECT list, or a WHERE clause could be
added, for example, WHERE 1=1 would be sufficient.
Example 1: CXX count returned
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM SYSADM.AGGREGATE;

Example 2: Count each row in table
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM SYSADM.AGGREGATE WHERE 1 = 1;

NOTE
The CXX count could be inaccurate if MUF has abnormally terminated.

COUNT(DISTINCT column-name)
Specifies to return the number of distinct values of the named column.

Rules for Column Functions

The result of a column function is derived by the application of the column function to the specified argument.

• The argument of COUNT(*) is a collection of rows.
• The argument of the other column functions is a collection of values. For SUM and AVG, the values must be numbers.
• The source of the argument of any column function is a group or an intermediate result table.

The following rules apply to all column functions other than COUNT(*).

1. A column-name in a column function must not reference a column that is derived from a column function (a column of
a view can be derived from a column function).

2. Column functions cannot be nested. Thus, an expression in a column function must not include a column function.
3. An expression in a column function must include a column-name. If the column-name is a correlated reference (which

is allowed in a subquery of a HAVING clause), the expression must not include any operators.
4. Before a column function is applied, null values are eliminated from its argument.
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– If DISTINCT is specified, redundant duplicate values are also eliminated.
– If ALL is specified, duplicates are not eliminated.
– If neither ALL nor DISTINCT is specified, duplicates are not eliminated.

The following table lists each column function, the result of each, the data type of the result, and any exceptions.

Table 42: Column Functions

Column Function Description

AVG Results:
The average of the values in its arguments.
The values must be numbers.
If the values are binary integers, the fractional part of the average
is lost.
Data Type:
The same as the data type of its argument.
Exception:
The result is a large integer if the data type of the argument is a
small integer.
If the data type of the argument is decimal with precision p and
scale s, the precision of the result is 31 and the scale is 31 - p + s.
The sum of the values of the argument must be within the range of
the result data type.

COUNT(*) Results:
The number of rows in its argument.
Data Type:
The result is always a large integer which cannot have a null
value.

COUNT(DISTINCT column-name) Results:
The number of values in its argument, that is to say, the number
of distinct values of the column in the group or intermediate result
table.
Data Type:
The result is always a large integer.

MAX Results:
The maximum value in its argument.
Data Type:
The same as the data type of its argument.

MIN Results:
The minimum value in its argument.
Data Type:
The same as the data type of its argument.
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Column Function Description

SUM Results:
The sum of the values in its arguments.
Data Type:
The same as the data type of its argument.
The values must be numbers.
Exception:
The result is a large integer if the data type of the argument is a
small integer.
If the data type of the argument is decimal, the precision of
the result is 31 and the scale is the same as the scale of the
argument.
The sum of the values must be within the range of the result data
type.

Examples
The following examples show the use of column functions. Example 1: This example shows how to find the
average salary of all employees in the EMP table.
 SELECT AVG(SALARY)

 FROM EMP

Example 2: This example shows how to find the maximum and minimum salaries in the EMP table for
employees whose age is over 30.
 SELECT MAX(SALARY), MIN(SALARY)

 FROM EMP

 WHERE AGE > 30;

Example 3: This example finds the sum of salaries for all employees whose age is 30 or less.
 SELECT SUM(SALARY)

 FROM EMP

 WHERE AGE <= 30;

Example 4: This example counts the number of shipments which included a part with the number P3.
Duplicates are not eliminated.
 SELECT COUNT(*)

 FROM SHIPPART

 WHERE PNUM = 'P3'

Example 5: This example counts the exact number of part numbers that are contained in PARTLIST. Any
duplicates are eliminated.
 SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT PNUM)

 FROM PARTLIST

Scalar Functions
A scalar function in Datacom/DB produces a single value from another value. A scalar function is expressed in the form of
a function name, followed by a list of arguments enclosed in parentheses.

Scalar functions are a Datacom/DB extension.

Scalar functions can be nested within scalar functions or column functions, and column functions may be nested within
scalar functions. For details about the function levels, see:
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• Character-Level Scalar Functions
• Bit-Level Scalar Functions
• Byte-Level Scalar Function
• XML Scalar Functions

The following syntax diagram shows the scalar functions.

►►─┬─┬─ DATE ────────┬─ (expression) ───────────────────────┬───────►◄ 

   │ ├─ DAY ─────────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ DAYS ────────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ DIGITS ──────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ FLOAT ───────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ HEX ─────────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ HOUR ────────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ INTEGER ─────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ LENGTH ──────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ MICROSECOND ─┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ MINUTE ──────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ MONTH ───────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ MONTHNAME ───┤                                      │

   │ ├─ SECOND ──────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ TIME ────────┤                                      │ 

   │ ├─ VARGRAPHIC ──┤                                      │ 

   │ └─ YEAR ────────┘                                      │ 

   ├─ CHAR(expression ─┬────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────┤ 

   │                   ├─ ,ISO ─┤                           │ 

   │                   ├─ ,USA ─┤                           │ 

   │                   ├─ ,EUR ─┤                           │ 

   │                   └─ ,JIS ─┘                           │ 

   ├─ DAYNAME(expression) ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DAYOFWEEK(expression) ────────────────────────────────┤     

   ├─ DAYOFWEEK_ISO(expression) ────────────────────────────┤        

   ├─ DAYOFYEAR(expression) ────────────────────────────────┤         

   ├─ DECIMAL(expression ─┬───────────────────────────┬─ ) ─┤ 

   │                      └─ ,integer ─┬────────────┬─┘     │ 

   │                                   └─ ,integer ─┘       │ 

   ├─ SUBSTR(string,start ─┬───────────┬─ ) ────────────────┤ 

   │                       └─ ,length ─┘                    │ 

   ├─ TIMESTAMP(expression ─┬───────────────┬─ ) ───────────┤ 

   │                        └─ ,expression ─┘               │ 

   ├─ TIMESTAMPDIFF(units, time-date-value, time-date-value)┤

   ├─ TO_DATE(expression, format) ──────────────────────────┤  

   │                    ┌───────────────┐                   │ 

   ├─ VALUE(expression ─▼─ ,expression ─┴─ ) ───────────────┤ 

   ├─ character-functions ──────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ bit-level-functions ──────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ byte-level-function ──────────────────────────────────┤ 

   └─ xml-functions ────────────────────────────────────────┘ 

Rules for Scalar Functions

• Scalar functions may be nested within scalar functions. For example:
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DATE(TIMESTAMP(LASTCHANGED)) results in the conversion of the value in a column from a string representation of
a TIMESTAMP into a TIMESTAMP value and then extracts the DATE from that TIMESTAMP.

• Scalar functions may be nested within column functions. For example:
AVG(YEAR(HIREDATE)) results in the average year all hiring was done.

• Column functions may be nested within scalar functions. For example:
YEAR(MAX(HIREDATE)) results in the last year hiring was done.

Description
bit-level-functions
byte-level-function
CHAR

Obtains a string representation of a date/time value. The result is a fixed-length character string. Its first argument
must be a date, time, or timestamp. When the first CHAR argument is a date or time, the second argument is
used to specify an ISO, USA, EUR, or JIS string format.
If the first argument is a date, the result has a length of 10 and the result is the character string representation of
the date in the format that the second argument specifies.
If the first argument is a time, the result has a length of eight and the result is the character string representation
of the time in the format that the second argument specifies.
If the first argument is a timestamp, the result has a length of 26 and the result is the character string
representation of the timestamp. Do not specify a second argument (for a string format) when the first argument is
a timestamp.
For information about date, time, and timestamp formats, see Character String Literals in Basic SQL Language
Elements.
,ISO

Specifies International Standards Organization format
,USA

Specifies International USA Standard format
,EUR

Specifies IBM European Standard format
,JIS

Specifies Japanese Industrial Standard format
character-functions
DATE

Obtains a date from a value. The result is a date. Its argument must be

• A date
• Timestamp
• A string representation of a date
• A character string of length 7, or
• A positive number

For example, DATE(TIMESTAMP('1989-03-20-11.30.00') + 2 DAYS) results in a date of 1989-03-22 (in
ISO or JIS format).
If its argument is a character string of length seven, it is assumed to have the form yyyynnn where yyyy is the year
and nnn is the day within the year in the range of 001 to 366. For example, DATE('1989079') results in a date
of 1989-03-20 (in ISO or JIS format).
If the argument is a positive number, n, the result is the date that is n days after December 31, 0000. For example,
DATE(32) results in a date of 0001-02-01 (in ISO or JIS format).
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DAY
Obtains the day part of a value. The result is an integer representing a day. The sign of the result is negative only
if the value of its expression is a negative duration. Its argument must be a date, timestamp, or DECIMAL(8,0)
number interpreted as a date-duration.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is March 25, 1945, that is to say, 19450325, then DAY(BIRTHDATE) results in 25.

DAYNAME
Obtains the weekday name for a given date. The result is a VARCHAR string representing a day (Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday, and so on). The argument must be a date, a timestamp, or a character string representing a
date in ISO or JIS format.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is May 18, 2020, meaning 20200518, then the DAYNAME(BIRTHDAY) result is
Monday.

DAYOFWEEK
Obtains the weekday index for a given date. The result is an integer from 1 to 7 where:

• 1 = Sunday
• 2 = Monday
• 3 = Tuesday
• 4 = Wednesday
• 5 = Thursday
• 6 = Friday
• 7 = Saturday

Its argument must be a date, a timestamp, or a character string representing a date format.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is May 18, 2020, that is to say 20200518, the DAYOFWEEK(BIRTHDAY) result is 2.

DAYOFWEEK_ISO
Obtains the weekday index for a given date. The result is an integer from 1 to 7 where:

• 1 = Monday
• 2 = Tuesday
• 3 = Wednesday
• 4 = Thursday
• 5 = Friday
• 6 = Saturday
• 7 = Sunday

Its argument must be a date, a timestamp, or a character string representing a date.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is May 18, 2020, that is to say 20200518, the DAYOFWEEK(BIRTHDAY) result is 1.

DAYOFYEAR
Obtains the integer representation of the day of the year for a given day. The result is an integer from 1 to 366,
where 1 is January 1.
The argument must be a date, timestamp, or a character string representing a date. The result can be null if the
argument can be null. The result is the null value if the argument is null.
For example, if CLOSEDATE is August 15, 2020, that is to say 20200815, then the DAYOFYEAR(CLOSEDATE)
result is 228.

DAYS
Obtain an integer representation of a date. The result is an integer representing the number of days since
December 31, 0000 (that is to say, January 1 is 1 day, February 1 is 32 days, and so on). The sign of the result is
always positive. Its argument can be a date, timestamp, or string representation of a date.
For example, DAYS('0001-02-01') results in 32 days.
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DECIMAL
Obtains a decimal representation of a numeric value. Three arguments are possible. The first argument is
required. The second and third arguments (labeled as "integer" in the syntax diagram) are optional. The result
is a decimal number with a precision of p and a scale of s, where p is the second argument and s is the third
argument.
The first argument must be a number. If you specify a second argument, it represents the precision p and must be
an integer in the range of 1 to 31. If you specify a third argument, it represents the scale s and must be an integer
in the range of 0 to the p specified in the second argument. You cannot specify a third argument if you have not
specified a second argument.
A character is allowed for the first argument. However, it must follow the rules in the note after the comparison
chart for unsigned numeric and characters in the Numerics section of Basic SQL Language Operations
(Assignment and Comparison).
Omitting the third argument results in a value of 0 for the scale. Omitting the second argument results in:

• p = 15 if the first argument is floating-point or decimal
• p = 10 if the first argument is a large integer
• p = 5 if the first argument is a small integer.

The result can be null if the first argument can be null; the result is the null value if the first argument is null. The
result is the same number that would occur if the first argument were assigned to a decimal column or variable
with a precision of p and a scale of s.
If the number of significant decimal digits required to represent the whole part of the number is greater than p-s,
an error occurs.
For example, if SALARY is a FLOAT column, DECIMAL(AVG(SALARY),8,2) results in the average salary being
converted to a packed decimal value of xxxxxx.xx.

DIGITS
Obtains a fixed-length character string representation of a number. Its argument must be an integer or a decimal
number. The string of digits that make up the result represent the absolute value of the argument without regard to
its scale. Therefore, the result does not include a sign or a decimal point. Leading zeros are included in the result
as necessary so that length of string equals:

• 5 if argument is a small integer
• 10 if argument is a large integer
• p if argument is a decimal number with precision p.

The result can be null if the argument can be null; the result is the null value if the argument is null.
For example, if the data type of COLUMNX is DECIMAL(6,2), and if COLUMNX has a value of -7.27, then
DIGITS(COLUMNX) gives '000727' as the result.

(expression)
Takes the expression that is to be the argument of the function. For more information about expressions, see
Expressions.

FLOAT
Obtains a floating-point representation of a number. Its argument must be a number. A double precision floating-
point number is the result. The result can be null if the argument can be null; the result is the null value if the
argument is null.
For example, if ACSTAFF is an INTEGER column, FLOAT(ACSTAFF)/2 results in the double precision floating-
point representation of half of the value in ACSTAFF.

HEX
Obtains a hexadecimal representation of a value. A character string is the result of the function. The result can be
null if the argument can be null; the result is the null value if the argument is null.
In the string of hexadecimal digits that form the result, the first two digits represent the first byte of the argument,
the second two digits the second byte, and so on. If a date or time value is the argument, the result is the
hexadecimal representation of the internal form of the argument.
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The length of the result is twice the defined (maximum) length of the argument.
If the argument is not a varying-length string and the length of the result is less than 255, the result is a fixed-
length string. Otherwise, the result is a varying-length string whose maximum length depends on the following
considerations. If the argument:

• Is not a varying-length string: maximum length of the result string is the same as the length of the result.
• Is a varying-length string: maximum length of the result string is twice the maximum length of the argument.

For example, if 'ABC' is contained in CHAR column COLX, HEX(COLX) results in the fixed-length string
'C1C2C3'.

HOUR
Obtains the hour part of a value. The result is an integer representing an hour. The sign of the result is
negative only if the value of its argument is a negative duration. Its argument must be a time, timestamp, or a
DECIMAL(6,0) number interpreted as a time-duration.
For example, if TIME1 is a timestamp of 19890203093020009900, then HOUR(TIME1) results in 9.

INTEGER
Obtains an integer representation of a number. The argument must be a number. A large integer is the result of
the function. The result can be null if the argument can be null; the result is the null value if the argument is null.
The result that this function obtains is the same number that would occur if the argument were assigned to a large
integer column or variable. An error occurs if the whole part of the argument is not within the range of integers.
For example, if PAYNUM is a DECIMAL(8,2) column, INTEGER(SUM(PAYNUM)+.5) results in the sum (rounded
up) as an integer value.

LENGTH
Obtain the length of a value. Any value can be used as the argument. The result is a large integer. The result can
be null if the argument can be null. The result is the null value if the argument is null.
The length of the argument is the result. The null indicator byte of column arguments that allow null values is not
included in the length. Blanks are included in the length of strings, but the length control field of varying-length
strings is not included in the length. The actual (not the maximum) length of varying-length strings is the length.
The length is the number of bytes used to represent the value as follows:

• Character string: length of the string
• Small integer: 2
• Large integer: 4
• Floating-point: 8
• Decimal numbers with precision p: INTEGER(p/2) + 1
• Date: 4
• Time: 3
• Timestamp: 10
• Numeric numbers with precision p: p

For example, if COLX is a VARCHAR(20) column, LENGTH(COLX) returns the actual length of the string in that
column.

MICROSECOND
Obtains the microsecond part of a value. The result is an integer representing a number of microseconds. The
sign of the result is always positive. Its argument must be a timestamp.
For example, if TIME1 is 19890320093020109000 then, MICROSECOND(TIME1) results in 109000
microseconds.

MINUTE
Obtains the minute part of a value. The result is an integer representing a minute. The sign of the result is
negative only if the value of its argument is a negative duration. Its argument must be a time, timestamp, or a
DECIMAL(6,0) number interpreted as a time-duration.
For example, if TIME1 is a timestamp of 19890203093020009900, then MINUTE(TIME1) results in 30.
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MONTH
Obtains the month part of a value. The result is an integer representing a month. The sign of the result is
negative only if the value of its expression is a negative duration. Its argument must be a date, timestamp, or
DECIMAL(8,0) number interpreted as a date-duration.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is March 25, 1945, that is to say, 19450325, then MONTH(BIRTHDATE) results in 3.

MONTHNAME
Obtains the month name part of a value. The result is the written character string representing a month (January',
February', and so on). Its argument must be a date or timestamp.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is May 15, 1996, that is to say, 19960515, then MONTH(BIRTHDATE) results in
'May".

SECOND
Obtains the seconds part of a value. The result is an integer representing a second. The sign of the result is
negative only if the value of its argument is a negative duration. Its argument must be a time, timestamp, or a
DECIMAL(6,0) number interpreted as a time-duration.
For example, if TIME1 is a timestamp of 19890203093020009900, then SECOND(TIME1) results in 20.

SUBSTR
Obtains a substring of a string. Three arguments are possible: string, start, and length. The string and start
arguments are required, but the length argument is optional. The result can be null if any of the arguments can be
null. The result is the null value if any of the arguments are null.

NOTE
The SUBSTR function accepts mixed data strings. However, because SUBSTR operates on a strict
byte-count basis with character strings, the result is not necessarily a properly formed mixed data string.

DBCS characters can be used in either GRAPHIC or CHAR with MIXED DATA. When GRAPHIC is used, there
is no problem because there are no shift-out or shift-in bytes, and start and length refer to double-byte characters
(not bytes). However, be aware that in CHAR MIXED DATA, the shift-out and shift-in may not balance in the result
string.
You can use the VARGRAPHIC scalar function to normalize data before doing comparisons.
string

Refers to an expression specifying the string from which the result is derived. The string must be a
character string or a graphic string. If string is a character string, the result of the function is a character
string. If it is a graphic string, the result of the function is a graphic string.
A substring of the string argument is 0 or more contiguous characters of the string argument.

,start
Refers to an expression specifying the position of the first character of the result. The start argument must
be a positive binary integer that is not greater than the length attribute of the string argument. The length
attribute of a varying-length string is its maximum length.

,length
Refers to an expression specifying the length of the result. If you specify the length argument, it must be
a binary integer in the range of 0-n, where n is the length attribute of the string argument minus the start
argument plus 1, with the exception that n must not be the integer constant 0.
If you explicitly specify the length argument, the string argument is effectively padded on the right with
the necessary number of blank characters so that the specified substring of the string argument always
exists. The length argument has a default of the number of characters from the character that the start
argument specifies to the last character of the string argument, but if the string argument is a varying-
length string with a length that is less than the start argument, the default is 0 and the result is the empty
string.
If you explicitly specify the length argument to be an integer constant of less than 255, the result is a
fixed-length string. If you do not explicitly specify the length argument but the string argument is a fixed-
length string and the start argument is an integer constant, the result is a fixed-length string. In all other
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cases, the result is a varying-length string with a maximum length that is the same as the length attribute
of the string argument.
If the string argument is a fixed-length string, omitting the length argument is an implicit specification of
LENGTH(string) - start + 1 .
If the string argument is a varying-length string, omitting the length argument is an implicit specification of
either LENGTH(string) - start + 1 or 0, whichever is greater.

For example, if FIRSTNAME is a VARCHAR(20) column, SUBSTR(FIRSTNAME,1,1) results in a fixed-length
string value containing the first character of the value in FIRSTNAME.

TIME
Obtains the time from a value. The result is a time. Its argument must be a time, timestamp, a string
representation of a time. For example, if TIME1 is 10890320093020, then TIME(TIME1) results in time 9.30.20
(in ISO or EUR format).

TIMESTAMP
Obtains a timestamp from a value or a pair of values. The result is a timestamp. If only one argument is given, it
must be a timestamp, a string representation of a timestamp, a character string of length 8, or a character string of
length 14. If the value is a character string of length 8, it is assumed to be a STORE CLOCK value representation
of a timestamp. If the value is a character string of length 14, it must be in the form yyyymmddhhmmss where:

• yyyy is the year
• mm is the month
• dd is the day
• hh is the hours
• mm is the minutes
• ss is the seconds

If a second optional argument is specified, the second argument must be a time or a string representation of a
time, and the first argument must be a date or a string representation of a date.
For example, TIMESTAMP(CURRENT DATE, '11.30.00') results in the timestamp 11:30 today.

TIMESTAMPDIFF
Obtains the difference between two datetime values in a specified unit of time. The result is a packed decimal.
The arguments must be the units of time, and two date or timestamps.
units

Units of time can be MICROSECOND, SECOND, MINUTE, HOUR, DAY, WEEK, MONTH, QUARTER, or
YEAR

time-date-value
If one of the datetime values is a date, it is treated as a timestamp for that date at time (). For example, if
DATETIME1 is 2019-03-24, it is treated as 20199-03-24-00-00-00,000000. The datetimes must be after
December 31, 000 January 1, 0001 is the first valid date. If either date-time value is null, the result is null.

For example, TIMESTAMPDIFF(DAY, '2019-01-01.00.00.00', '2019-07-01.00.00.00') results in
181.
However, TIMESTAMPDIFF(DAY, '2019-01-01.00.00.01', '2019-07-01.00.00.00') results in 180.

TO_DATE
Obtains a timestamp from a value that one of several input formats describes. TO_DATE is a synonym for
TIMESTAMP_FORMAT.
The value of a format template determines how the expression is interpreted and then converted to a timestamp
value. Both the expression and the format template must be values that are a built-in CHAR or VARCHAR data
type.
A valid format template must contain at least one format element, must not contain multiple specifications for any
component of a timestamp, and can contain any combination of the format elements.
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The exception is the call to the TO_DATE function when both expression and format are equal to an empty
string. In this case, and also in the situation when a format-string does not include a format element for one of the
following components of a timestamp, the following defaults are used:

year           current year, as 4 digits

month          current month, as 2 digits

day            01 (first day of the month)

hour           00 

minute         00

second         00

microseconds   000000          

          

For example, the following function call was made in October 2020: TO_DATE(","), the returned value is
'2020-10-01-00-00-00-000000'.
Two format elements can optionally be separated by one or more of the separator characters (' ', '-', '.', '/', ':', ',').
These separator characters can be used in any combination in the format string. A format template specifies
separator characters. The separator characters separate components. The separator characters that separate
components are not required to match the separator characters specified in the expression.
Leading zeros can be specified for any component of the timestamp value. A substring of the string-expression
representing a component of a timestamp (such as year, month, day, hour, minutes, seconds) can include less
than the maximum number of digits for that component of the timestamp indicated by the corresponding format
element. Any missing digits default to zero.
The following format elements are supported:
AM or PM  Meridian indicator (morning or evening) 

DAY       Day of week (Monday, ), case insensitive 

DD        Day of month (01-31)             

DDD       Day of year (001-366)             

DY        Abbreviated day of week (Mon, ), case insensitive

HH12      Hour of the day (01-12) in 12-hour format. AM is

          the default meridian indicator 

HH24      Hour of the day (00-24) in 24-hour format

MI        Minute (00-59) 

MM        Month (01-12)        

MON       Abbreviated name of the month in English, case

          insensitive 

MONTH     Name of the month in English, case insensitive

NNNNNN    Microseconds (000000-999999)             

RR        Last two digits of the adjusted year (00-99) 

RRRR      4-digit adjusted year (0000-9999) 

SS        Seconds (00-59) 

SSSSS     Seconds since previous midnight (00000-86400) 

Y         Last digit of the year (0-9). First three digits

          of the current year are used to determine the 

          full 4-digit year                      

YY        Last two digits of the year (00-99). First two            

          digits of the current year are used to determine

          the full 4-digit year            

YYY       Last three digits of the year (000-999). First digit 

          of the current year is used to determine the full 

          4-digit year  

YYYY      4-digit year (0000-9999)                    
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For DAY and DY format elements, although the day of the week must be spelled correctly, no error is given if it
does not agree with the date.
The RR and RRRR format elements can be used to alter how a specification for a year is to be interpreted. For a
2-digit input, RR and RRRR produce a value depending on the leftmost two digits of the current year according to
the following table. If RRRR is used with a 4-digit input, the same value is returned.

• Column 1 - Last two digits of the current year
• Column 2 - Two-digit year in string-expression
• Column 3 - First two digits of the year component of timestamp

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

-------- -------- ----------------------------------------

00-50    00-49    First two digits of the current year

51-99    00-49    First two digits of the current year + 

100-50   50-99    First two digits of the current year - 

151-99   50-99    First two digits of the current year               

Examples

TO_DATE('1978-05-06 12:13:14', 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS')

'1978-05-06-12.13.14.000000'             

TO_DATE('05/06/1978 12:00', 'MM/DD/YYYY HH24:MI')

'1978-05-06-12.00.00.000000'                  

TO_DATE('1978001', 'YYYYDDD')

'1978-01-01-00.00.00.000000'          

TO_DATE('15002', 'RRDDD')

'2015-01-02-00.00.00.000000'          

TO_DATE('78002', 'RRDDD')

'1978-01-02-00.00.00.000000'          

   

TO_DATE('1978/05/06 2:01 PM', 'YYYY/MM/DD HH12:MI AM')

'1978-05-06-14.01.00.000000'

            

TO_DATE('19780506.3601', 'YYYYMMDD.SSSSS')

'1978-05-06-01.00.01.000000'         

          

Two special formats exist: CA_DISK and CA_DATE

• CA_DISK
Disk format is the year since 1900 as 1-byte binary, followed by Julian day in 2-byte binary. An example for
May 18, 2020 is:
TO_DATE(x'78008B','CA_DISK')

The result is the timestamp '2020-05-18-00.00.00.000000'.
• CA_DATE

The CA_DATE format represents a date as a numeric field (TINTEGER, TDECIMAL, TNUMERIC). The
numeric field contains a date stored as the number of days since (positive number) or preceding (negative
number) the date December 31, 1900. For example:
TO_DATE(2,'CA_DATE')

The result is the timestamp '1901-01-02-00.00.00.000000'.
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VALUE
Substitutes a value for the null value. The arguments' data types must be compatible. Because character strings
are not converted to date/time values, all arguments must be dates if any argument is a date. Similarly, all
arguments must be times if any argument is a time, all must be timestamps if any are timestamps, and all must be
character strings if any are character strings.
Arguments are evaluated in the order of specification. The result of the function is equal to the first argument that
is not null. The result can only be null if all arguments can be null. The result is the null value only if all arguments
are null.
The result is defined as equal to an argument because that argument is converted or extended, if necessary, to
conform to the data type of the function. The data type of the result is derived from the data types of the specified
arguments as follows:
strings:

If any argument is a varying-length string, the result is a varying-length string whose maximum length is
equal to the longest string that can result from the application of the function.
If all arguments are fixed-length strings, the result is a fixed-length string whose length is equal to the
longest string that can result from the application of the function.

date/time values:
The result is a date if the arguments are dates, times if the arguments are times, or timestamps if the
arguments are timestamps.

numbers:
If the arguments are numbers, the result is the numeric data type that would occur if all arguments were
part of a single arithmetic expression. If that data type is decimal, it has a precision of p and a scale of
s. Therefore, s is the largest result scale of any argument and p is the minimum of 31 and s + n, where
n is the largest integral part result of any argument. Conversion errors are possible if the sum of s + n is
greater than 31.

For example, SALARY + VALUE(COMMISSION,0) results in the sum of SALARY and COMMISSION if
COMMISSION is not the null value, or the sum of SALARY and 0 if COMMISSION contains the null value.

VARGRAPHIC
Converts SBCS (Single-Byte Character Set) and MIXED strings to VARGRAPHIC.
In SQL, string comparisons are strictly byte-for-byte, so predicates involving MIXED strings may not give the
desired results. For instance, a string with the SBCS version of XYZ does not compare as equal to a string with
a Shift-Out, then the DBCS version of XYZ, then a Shift-In. You can use the VARGRAPHIC scalar function to
normalize both strings into VARGRAPHIC data types before doing the comparison.
When SBCS strings are converted, each SBCS character is paired with a X'42' to form the double-byte character.
In MIXED strings, the SBCS characters are converted, and Shift-In and Shift-Out characters are removed. FOR
BIT DATA operands are not allowed.

YEAR
Obtains the year part of a value. The result is an integer representing a year. The sign of the result is
negative only if the value of its expression is a negative duration. Its argument must be a date, timestamp, or
DECIMAL(8,0) number interpreted as a date-duration.
For example, if BIRTHDATE is March 25, 1945, that is to say, 19450325, then YEAR(BIRTHDATE) results in
1945.

Character-Level Scalar Functions

Learn about Datacom character-level scalar functions for SQL. Find the function diagram and descriptions, syntax
diagrams, definitions of parameters, and examples.

The following diagram shows the syntax for character-level scalar functions:
►►─┬─── INSERT (insert_operands) ────────────────────────────────┬──►◄ 
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   ├─── OVERLAY (overlay_operands) ──────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─── LOCATE (locate_operands) ────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─── LOCATE_IN_STRING (locate_in_string_operands) ────────────┤ 

   │─┬─ LOWER ─────┬─ (expression) ──────────────────────────────┤ 

   │ └─ LOWERCASE ─┘                                             │

   ├─ LTRIM (expression) ────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ POSITION (position_operands) ──────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ POSSTR (posstr_operands) ──────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ REPLACE (replace_operands) ────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ RTRIM (expression) ────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ SQUEEZE (expression) ──────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ STRIP (strip_operands) ────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ SUBSTRING_INDEX (substring_index_operands) ────────────────┤

   ├─ TRANSLATE (tranlate_operands) ─────────────────────────────┤   

   ├─ TRIM (trim_operands) ──────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   └─┬─ UPPER ─────┬─ (expression) ──────────────────────────────┘ 

     └─ UPPERCASE ─┘                                              

      

INSERT(insert_operands)

The INSERT character function returns a NULLable VARCHAR value where:

• insert_string has been inserted, beginning at start, and
• length characters have been deleted, in source_string

Search_string and source_string must be CHAR or VARCHAR. Start and length must be INTEGER or SMALL
INT. The units parameter is strictly for compatibility.

The insert_operands are as follows:
►►─ INSERT(source_string,start,length,insert_string─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄ 

                                                    ├─ , CHARACTERS ─┤  

                                                    └─ , OCTETS ─────┘

Where
source_string

Specifies the source string. If source_string parameter is NULL, then the result is NULL.
start

Specifies the starting position where the deletion of bytes and insertion of another string within source_string.
Start must be 1 to the length of source_string.

length
Specifies the number of bytes to be cleared, beginning at start.

insert_string
Specifies the input string to be inserted at start in source_string.

CHARACTERS or OCTETS
Specify the result position is in bytes. The default position is also in bytes, so these keywords are only for
compatibility.

See the following example of using the INSERT function:
SELECT INSERT(state, 3, 7, 'xas', OCTETS) FROM customer_names 

Given state 'Tennessee', the resulting output is 'Texas'.
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OVERLAY(overlay_operands)

The OVERLAY character function returns a NULLable VARCHAR value where:

• insert_string has been inserted, beginning at start, and
• length characters have been deleted, in source_string

If the source_string parameter is NULL, the result is NULL. Specify source_string as CHAR or VARCHAR. Specify
start and length as INTEGER or SMALL INT. The units parameter is strictly for compatibility.

The overlay_operands are as follows:
►►─ OVERLAY(source_string, insert_string, start, length ─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄ 

                                                         ├─ , CHARACTERS ─┤  

                                                         └─ , OCTETS ─────┘

Where
source_string

Specifies the source string.
insert_string

Specifies the input string to be inserted at start in source_string.
start

Specifies the starting position where the deletion of bytes and insertion of another string within source_string.
Specify start as a minimum value of 1 to a maximum value of the length of source_string plus 1.

length
Specifies the number of bytes to be cleared, beginning at start. The value of length can be zero up to the length
of source_string.

CHARACTERS or OCTETS
Specify the result position is in bytes. The default position is also in bytes, so these keywords are only for
compatibility.

See the following example of using the OVERLAY function:
SELECT OVERLAY(state, 'xas', 3, 7, OCTETS) FROM customer_names

Given state Tennessee, the resulting output is Texas.

LOCATE(locate_operands)

The LOCATE character function returns the starting position in bytes of the first occurrence of the search_string
within the source_string. The search is case-sensitive. If either parameter is NULL, the result is NULL. If
the search_string is found, the result is a number from 1 to the actual length of the source_string. If the
search_string is not found, then the result is 0. If the search_string is zero length varchar, the result is 1 even
when source_string is zero length varchar. If the source_string is zero length varchar (and search_string is not
zero length varchar), the result is zero. When start is larger than the maximum length of search_string or negative,
SQLCODE -320 is issued. Search_string and source_string must be CHAR or VARCHAR. The units parameter is
strictly for compatibility.

The locate_operands are as follows:
►►─ LOCATE(source_string,search_string,start─┬────────────────┬─ ) ─►◄ 

                                             ├─ , CHARACTERS ─┤  

                                             └─ , OCTETS ─────┘ 

Where
source_string

Specifies the input string to be searched.
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search_string
Specifies the string for which to search in the source_string.

start
Specifies the starting position of the search. The default position is 1. A value of zero is considered a value of 1.

CHARACTERS or OCTETS
Specify the result position is in bytes. The default position is also in bytes, so these keywords are only for
compatibility.

See the following example of using the LOCATE function:
SELECT LOCATE('n', state, 4, OCTETS) FROM customer_names 

Given state 'Indiana ', the resulting output is 6.

LOCATE_IN_STRING(locate_in_string_operands)

The LOCATE_IN_STRING character function returns the starting position in bytes of the instance occurrence of the
search_string within the source_string. The search is case-sensitive. If either parameter is NULL, the result is
NULL. If the search_string is found, the result is a number from 1 to the actual length of the source_string. If the
search_string is not found, then the result is 0. When start is negative, the search begins start bytes from the end
of the source_string, and the search is backwards. If the search_string is zero length varchar, the result is 1 even
when source_string is zero length varchar. If the source_string is zero length varchar (and search_string
is not zero length varchar), the result is zero. When the absolute value of start is larger than the maximum length of
search_string, SQLCODE -320 is issued. Search_string and source_string must be CHAR or VARCHAR. The
units parameter is strictly for compatibility.

The locate_operands are as follows:
►►─ LOCATE_IN_STRING(search_string, source_string ─┬────────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────┬─ )

 ────►◄                                                    

                                                   └─ , start ─┬──────────────┬─┘  ├─ , CHARACTERS ─┤         

                                                        

                                                               └─ , instance ─┘    └─ , OCTETS ─────┘ 

Where
search_string

Specifies the string for which to search in the source_string.
source_string

Specifies the input string to be searched.
start

Specifies the starting position of the search. The default position is 1. A negative value specifies the position to
start from the end of the string, and the search is backwards. A value of zero is invalid.

instance
Specifies the instance of the search_string to be found.

CHARACTERS or OCTETS
Specify the result position is in bytes. The default position is also in bytes, so these keywords are only for
compatibility.

See the following example of using the LOCATE_IN_STRING function:
SELECT LOCATE_IN_STRING('n', state, 1, 2), LOCATE_IN_STRING('n', state, -7, 2) FROM customer_names 

Given last_name of 'Indiana ', the resulting output is 6, 2.
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LOWER(expression) or LOWERCASE(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that has been converted to lowercase
characters. The input expression must resolve to the character data type and cannot consist of bit, mixed, or Katakana
data. Bit and mixed data are rejected. Katakana data is processed, producing an unpredictable result string. The data
type, length, and nullability of the result matches the data type, length, and nullability of the input.

See the following example of using the LOWER scalar function:
SELECT LOWER(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is ' smith '.

LTRIM(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that has had the leading blanks removed. The
input expression must resolve to the character data type and may not consist of bit or mixed data. Katakana strings are
processed as if they are EBCDIC. The result is VARCHAR with nullability matching the nullability of the input. The length
of the result is the trimmed (shortened) length.

See the following example of using the LTRIM scalar function:
SELECT LTRIM(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'Smith '.

POSITION(position_operands)

The POSITION character function returns the starting position in bytes of the first occurrence of the search_string
within the source_string. The search is case-sensitive. If the search_string is not found and neither argument
is null, the result is 0. If the search_string is found, the result is a number from 1 to the actual length of the
source_string. If either parameter is NULL, the result is NULL. Search_string and source_string must be
CHAR or VARCHAR.

The position_operands are as follows:
►►─ POSITION(search_string, source_string, OCTETS) ───────────────────────►◄ 

Where
search_string

Specifies the string for which to search in the source_string.
source_string,

Specifies the input string to be searched.
OCTETS

(Required keyword) Specifies the result position is in bytes.

See the following example of using the POSSTR function:
SELECT POSITION('th', last_name, OCTETS) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of 'Smith ', the resulting output is 4.

POSSTR(posstr_operands)

The POSSTR character function returns the starting position of the first occurrence of the search_string within the
source_string. The search is case-sensitive. If the search_string is not found and neither argument is null, the
result is 0. If the search_string is found, the result is a number from 1 to the actual length of the source_string. If
either parameter is NULL, the result is NULL. The parameters must be CHAR or VARCHAR.

The posstr_operands are as follows:
►►─ POSSTR(source_string, search_string) ───────────────────────►◄ 
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Where
source_string

Specifies the input string to be searched.
search_string

Specifies the string for which to search in the source_string.

See the following example of using the POSSTR function:
SELECT POSSTR(last_name, 'th') FROM customer_names 

Given an input of 'Smith ', the resulting output is 4.

REPLACE(replace_operands)

The REPLACE character function replaces all occurrences of the search_string within the source_string with the
replacement_string. The is function is case-sensitive. The result is always:

• VARCHAR with a maximum length of 4000 if the length of the source_string is less than 4000, or
• VARCHAR with a maximum length of 32720 if the source_string is longer than 4000

If any parameter is NULL, then the result is NULL. If the replacement_string is empty, the search_string is
deleted. If the replacement_string is too long to fit in the source_string, an SQLCODE -320 error is issued with
the message REPLACE FUNCTION RESULT STRING IS TOO LONG. The parameters must be CHAR or VARCHAR.

The replace_operands are as follows:
►►─ REPLACE(source_string, search_string, replacement string) ───────────►◄ 

Where
source_string

Specifies the input string to be searched.
search_string

Specifies the string expression for which to search in the source_string.
replacement_string

Specifies the string expression that replaces the search_string.

See the following example of using the REPLACE function:
SELECT REPLACE(last_name, 'Sm', 'Ke') FROM customer_names 

Given an input of 'Smith ', the resulting output is 'Keith '.

RTRIM(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that has had the trailing blanks removed. The
input expression must resolve to the character data type and cannot consist of bit or mixed data. Katakana strings are
processed as if they are EBCDIC. The result is VARCHAR with nullability matching the nullability of the input. The length
of the result is the trimmed (shortened) length.

See the following example of using the RTRIM scalar function:
SELECT RTRIM(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is ' Smith'.

SQUEEZE(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that:
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• Has had removed both the leading and the trailing white space (blanks, nulls, new lines (line feeds), carriage returns,
horizontal tabs and form feeds (vertical tabs)), and

• Has had converted to blanks any embedded white space

The input expression must resolve to the variable-length character (VARCHAR) data type and cannot consist of bit or
mixed data. Katakana strings are processed as if they are EBCDIC. The data type and nullability of the result matches the
data type and nullability of the input. The length of the result is the squeezed length.

See the following example of using the SQUEEZE scalar function:
SELECT SQUEEZE(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'Smith'.

STRIP(strip_operands)

The STRIP character function is provided for compatibility with Db2 syntax. STRIP operates identically to the TRIM
function. STRIP removes extraneous characters from the start and/or end of a character string. For details, see the TRIM
description.
►►─ strip-source_expression ─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─────────────►◄ 

                             └─ , l_t_b ─┬────────────────────┬─┘ 

                                         └─ , strip-char_exp ─┘ 

Where
strip-source_expression

Supplies the input string to be operated upon.
l_t_b

Specifies where to remove unwanted characters.

• Specify LEADING or L if you want to remove unwanted characters from the start of the input source string.
• Specify TRAILING or T if you want to remove unwanted characters from the end of the input source string.
• Specify BOTH or B if you want to remove unwanted characters from both the start and the end of the input

source string. The default is BOTH.

strip-char_exp
Specifies the character to be removed. The default is the blank character.

See the following example of using the STRIP function:
SELECT STRIP(last_name, BOTH, ' ') FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'Smith'.

SQUEEZE(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that:

• Has had removed both the leading and the trailing white space (blanks, nulls, new lines (line feeds), carriage returns,
horizontal tabs and form feeds (vertical tabs)) and

• Has had converted to blanks any embedded white space

The input expression must resolve to the variable-length character (VARCHAR) data type and cannot consist of bit or
mixed data. Katakana strings are processed as if they are EBCDIC. The data type and nullability of the result matches the
data type and nullability of the input. The length of the result is the squeezed length.

See the following example of using the SQUEEZE scalar function:
SELECT SQUEEZE(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'Smith'.
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SUBSTRING_INDEX(substring_index_operands)

The SUBSTRING_INDEX character function:

• Searches a source-string for a specified delimiter, and
• Returns a substring of leading or trailing characters

The returned substring is based on the number of occurrences of the delimiter that is specified in the arguments.

If any of the parameters are NULL, the result is NULL. Source-string and delimiter must be CHAR or VARCHAR.
Occurrence must be an INTEGER or SMALLINT, and it can be any non-zero integer. If occurrence is positive, the
returned string is the leading characters before the nth delimiter. If negative, the search begins from the end of source-
string and the returning string is the trailing characters from the nth delimiter. If delimiter occurs in source-string
is less than the number specified by occurrence, then the whole string is returned.

The substring_index_operands are as follows:
►►─ SUBSTRING_INDEX(source-string, delimiter, occurrence) FROM customer_names ────►◄

Where
source-string

Specifies the string to be searched.
delimiter

Specifies the string to start or to end the resulting substring, dependent on the sign of occurrence.
occurrence

Specifies the number of times to search for delimiter

See the following example of using the SUBSTRING_INDEX scalar function:
SELECT SUBSTRING_INDEX(website, '.' , 1) FROM supplier

Given and input of 'broadcom.com ', the resulting output is 'broadcom'.

TRANSLATE(translate_operands)

The TRANSLATE character function returns a string in which one or more characters from the source_string might have
been converted to other characters. The function parses through source_string for characters in to_string and replaces
them with the corresponding character in from_string. If from_string is smaller than to_string, the character is replaced
with the pad or a blank. If the to_string is greater than from_string, the extra characters in to_string are ignored without
warning. The pad operand must be of length 1. If the source_string is null, the result is null. All operands must be CHAR
or VARCHAR.

The translate_operands are as follows:
►►── TRANSLATE(source_string) ────┬──────────────────┬───────────────────►◄ 

                                  ├─, to_string ─────┤ 

                                  ├─ , from_string ──┤ 

                                  └─ , pad ──────────┘ 

Where
source_string

Specifies the input string to be parsed and to have the characters translated.
to_string

This parameter specifies the characters to change any matched source characters to.
from_string

This parameter specifies the characters to find in the source_string to be changed.
pad

This parameter specifies what character to use if to_string is shorter than from_string.
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See the following example of using the TRANSLATE scalar function:
SELECT TRANSLATE(Dayofweek,  'Sunday','SUNDAY') FROM days

Given an input of 'SUNDAY ', the resulting output is 'Sunday'.

TRIM(trim_operands)

The TRIM character function removes extraneous characters from the start and/or end of a character string. The trim-
source_expression:

• Must resolve to a CHAR, VARCHAR, or GRAPHIC data type, and
• Must be compatible with the data type of the trim-char_expression as shown in the following description

Katakana strings are processed as if they are EBCDIC. For CHAR and VARCHAR input, the result is VARCHAR. For
GRAPHIC input, the result is VARGRAPHIC. The nullability of the result matches the nullability of the input. The length of
the result is the trimmed (shortened) length.
►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─ trim-source_expression ───────►◄ 

   └─┬─────────┬─┬─────────────────┬ ─ FROM ─┘ 

     └─ l_t_b ─┘ └─ trim-char_exp ─┘ 

Where
l_t_b

This parameter specifies where to remove unwanted characters. Specify LEADING or L if you want to remove
unwanted characters from the start of the input source string. Specify TRAILING or T if you want to remove
unwanted characters from the end of the input source string. Specify BOTH or B if you want to remove unwanted
characters from both the start and the end of the input source string. The default is BOTH.

trim-char_exp
This trim character expression parameter specifies the character to be removed. The default is the blank
character.

trim-source_expression
This parameter supplies the input string to be operated upon.

See the following example of using the TRIM function:
 SELECT TRIM(BOTH ' ' FROM last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'Smith'.

UPPER(expression) or UPPERCASE(expression)

This character function returns a copy of the result of the input expression that has been converted to uppercase
characters. The input expression must resolve to the character data type and cannot consist of bit, mixed, or Katakana
data. Bit and mixed data are rejected. Katakana data is processed, producing an unpredictable result string. The data
type, length, and nullability of the result matches the data type, length, and nullability of the input.

See the following example of using the UPPER scalar function:
SELECT UPPER(last_name) FROM customer_names 

Given an input of ' Smith ', the resulting output is 'SMITH '.

Bit-Level Scalar Functions

The following diagram is the syntax for bit-level scalar functions:

►►─┬─ BIT_ADD(expression, expression) ─┬──────────────────────────────────────►◄ 

   ├─ BIT_AND(expression, expression) ─┤ 

   ├─ BIT_NOT(expression) ─────────────┤ 
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   ├─ BIT_OR(expression, expression) ──┤ 

   └─ BIT_XOR(expression, expression) ─┘ 

The following rules define the input and output of each bit-level function, that is to say, all of these rules apply to every
function.

• The expression that represents each parameter must resolve to INTEGER, SMALLINT, CHAR, or VARCHAR data.
In this case, operates on character values of any length and rejects input parameters containing mixed data (mixed
single-byte/double-byte). Though not required, we recommend using the FOR BIT DATA specification in the CREATE
TABLE statement for columns that are going to use bit-level functions.

• For functions that receive two parameters, character and numeric parameters cannot be used in the same function call
(numeric means INTEGER or SMALLINT in this context).

• The data type, length, and nullability of the result matches that of the input if there is either only one parameter or all
parameters are of identical data type, length, and nullability. The attributes of the result are otherwise determined as
follows:
– The result is nullable (that is, it is not NOT NULL) if either of the parameters are nullable.
– The length of the result matches the length of the longer parameter.
– If both parameters are numeric, the result is INTEGER if at least one of the parameters is INTEGER, or SMALLINT

if neither of the parameters is INTEGER.
– If both parameters are character (VARCHAR is character) the data type of the result matches that of the first

operand. This allows you to control the data type of the result when the data types of the parameters differ.
• BIT_ADD(expression, expression)

This bit-level function returns the logical sum of the results of the input expressions. The logical sum is obtained by
using logical addition and discarding any arithmetic overflow that is generated.
Following is an example of using BIT_ADD to construct a web address for a computer that is being turned on.
SELECT BIT_ADD(web_addrs_company_prefix,web_addrs_assigned_suffix) FROM web_addrses 

– Given input of
A web_addrs_company_prefix of 127.255.0.0 as an integer representation or 0x7FFF0000 in C-style notation and a
web_addrs_assigned_suffix of 0.0.255.254 as an integer representation or 0x0000FFEE in C-style notation

– Resulting output is
An integer representation of 127.255.255.254 or 0x7FFFFFFE in C-style notation

• BIT_AND(expression, expression)
This bit-level function returns the logical AND of the results of the input expressions consisting of a (1) bit in the result
for every input bit-pair of (1,1) and a (0) bit for all other bit-pair value combinations.

NOTE
A single 1 or 0 digit inside parentheses, that is a (1) or a (0), is used here to represent a single bit value.
The term bit-pair refers to the value of a bit taken from the first input parameter and that of a bit taken from
the corresponding position in the second input parameter. For example, a bit-pair of (1,0) refers to a 1 bit
somewhere in the first parameter and a 0 bit in the corresponding position of the second parameter.

Following is an example of using BIT_AND to find what area of the web a browser is pointed to (that is, get the high-
level portion of the web address).
SELECT BIT_AND(:bits_to_extract, web_addrs), user_name FROM web_addrses 

– Given input of
A bits_to_extract of 127.255.0.0 as an integer representation or 0x7FFF0000 in C-style notation, used to denote
the bits you want to extract from the web address (here, bits_to_extract has a colon (:) in front of it to show it can
be a host variable from a theoretical user program) and a web_addrs of 127.255.1.1 as an integer representation or
0x7FFF0101 in C-style notation

– Resulting output is
An integer representation of 127.255.0.0 or 0x7FFF0000 in C-style notation

• BIT_NOT(expression)
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This bit-level function returns the logical NOT (the complement) of the results of the input expression. Each (1) bit in
the input parameter becomes a (0) bit in the result, and each (0) bit becomes a (1) bit.

NOTE
A single 1 or 0 digit inside parentheses, that is a (1) or a (0), is used here to represent a single bit value.

Following is an example of using BIT_NOT to find out which status flags are not set.
SELECT BIT_NOT(status_bits) from system_status 

– Given input of
A status_bits of 0x7F010101 in C-style notation

– Resulting output is
0x80FEFEFE in C-style notation

• BIT_OR(expression, expression)
This bit-level function returns the logical OR of the results of the input expressions. Each input bit-pair of (0,0) becomes
a (0) bit in the result, and all other bit-pair value combinations become (1) bits.

NOTE
A single 1 or 0 digit inside parentheses, that is a (1) or a (0), is used here to represent a single bit value.
The term bit-pair refers to the value of a bit taken from the first input parameter and that of a bit taken from
the corresponding position in the second input parameter. For example, a bit-pair of (1,0) refers to a 1 bit
somewhere in the first parameter and a 0 bit in the corresponding position of the second parameter.

Following is an example of using BIT_OR to construct a web address for a computer being turned on.
SELECT BIT_OR(web_addrs_company_prefix, web_addrs_assigned_suffix) from web_addrses 

– Given input of
A web_addrs_company_prefix of 127.255.0.0 in an integer representation or 0x7FFF0000 in C-style notation and a
web_addrs_assigned_suffix of 0.0.255.254 in an integer representation or 0x0000FFFE in C-style notation

– Resulting output is
An integer representation of 127.255.255.254 or 0x7FFFFFFE in C-style notation.

• BIT_XOR(expression, expression)
This bit-level function returns the logical exclusive-OR of the results of the input expressions. Each bit-pair containing
exactly one (1) bit becomes a (1) bit in the result. That is to say, each input bit-pair of (0,1) or (1,0) becomes a (1) bit in
the result, and all other bit-pair value combinations, (0,0) or (1,1), become (0) bits.

NOTE
A single 1 or 0 digit inside parentheses, that is a (1) or a (0), is used here to represent a single bit value.
The term bit-pair refers to the value of a bit taken from the first input parameter and that of a bit taken from
the corresponding position in the second input parameter. For example, a bit-pair of (1,0) refers to a 1 bit
somewhere in the first parameter and a 0 bit in the corresponding position of the second parameter.

Following is an example of using BIT_XOR to find out which system status flags do not match a required value.
SELECT BIT_XOR(status_bits, required_status_bits) from system_status 

– Given input of
A status_bits of 0x7F010101 in C-style notation and a required_status_bits of 0x7F111110 in C-style notation

– Resulting output is:
0x00101011 in C-style notation, giving the bits that do not match

Byte-Level Scalar Functions

Learn about byte-level scalar functions and parameter definitions in Datacom SQL. Find the function syntax and an
example using the INTEXTRACT function.

The following diagram is the syntax for byte-level scalar functions:
►►─ INTEXTRACT(expression, expression) ───────────────────────────────────────►◄ 
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The following parameters are for byte-level functions:
INTEXTRACT(expression, expression)

This byte-level function is used to extract the binary value of a single byte of a data value. The function returns an
INTEGER result, hence the name INTEXTRACT (integer extract). The first parameter, meaning the first expression
in INTEXTRACT(expression, expression) , supplies the data value. The second parameter (the second
expression) specifies which byte is wanted.
For example, if variable web_addrs in a C-language program contains the value (in C-style notation) 0x11223344,
then INTEXTRACT(web_addrs, 2) returns the value 0x22 in C-style notation or 34 in decimal-style notation,
extracted from the second byte from the high-order (left-hand) side of the value, returning an INTEGER result.

The first expression
Representing the first parameter must resolve to INTEGER, SMALLINT, CHAR (non-mixed data only, that is to
say, mixed DBCS/SBCS only), or VARCHAR (non-mixed data only). The length of the first parameter is limited
only to the SQL-imposed limits for each data type. Though not required, we recommend use of the FOR BIT
DATA specification in the CREATE TABLE statement for columns that are going to use byte-level functions.

The second expression
Representing the second parameter must resolve to INTEGER or SMALLINT data.

Example
The following example is using INTEXTRACT to get a single node of a web address:
 SELECT INTEXTRACT(web_addrs, 2) FROM web_addresses 

• Given input of
A web_addrs of 0x11223344 in C-style notation.

• Resulting output is
An integer containing 0x00000022 in C-style notation or 34 in decimal-style notation.

XML Scalar Functions

Review information about XML scalar functions in SQL: XMLELEMENT, XMLATTRIBUTES (valid within use of
XMLELEMENT only), XMLFOREST, XMLSERIALIZE, and XMLCONCAT.

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) functions externalize relational data as XML data. The implementation of XML
includes support for the following XML scalar functions:

• XMLELEMENT
• XMLATTRIBUTES (valid within use of XMLELEMENT only)
• XMLFOREST
• XMLSERIALIZE
• XMLCONCAT

The XMLELEMENT, XMLATTRIBUTES, XMLFOREST, and XMLCONCAT functions operate on relational or XML data
to produce XML output. The XMLSERIALIZE function is an ANSI-compliant method for returning XML values into user
applications that expect string result types such as VARCHAR. An XML value is defined as a well-formed XML document
or a document fragment consisting of well-formed XML content.

XMLELEMENT

XMLELEMENT builds and returns an XML value given the following prerequisites:

• An XML element name
• An optional list of XML attributes
• An optional list of values as the content of the new element
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NOTE
The XML namespace declaration is not supported.

XMLATTRIBUTES

XMLATTRIBUTES builds a list of attributes to be included in the XML element generated by the XMLELEMENT function.
XMLATTRIBUTES is valid only within an XMLELEMENT function.

The following diagram is the syntax for XMLELEMENT and XMLATTRIBUTE:

►►─ XMLELEMENT ─ (NAME ─ identifier ──────────────────────────────────────────► 

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────► 

   │                      ┌─ , ─────────────┐      │ 

   └─ ,XMLATTRIBUTES ─ ( ─▼─ xml-attribute ─┴ ─ ) ─┘ 

 

   ┌─────────────────────────┐ 

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────┬─┴─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ) ──────────►◄ 

     └─ ,value-expression ─┘   └─ OPTION ─ xml-content-option ─┘ 

Where xml-attribute is as follows:
├── value-expression ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────┤ 

                      └─ AS ─ identifier ─┘ 

Where xml-content-option is as follows:
├──┬─ EMPTY ON NULL ◄ ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ NULL ON NULL ──────┤ 

   ├─ ABSENT ON NULL ────┤ 

   ├─ NIL ON NULL ───────┤ 

   └─ NIL ON NO CONTENT ─┘ 

The xml-content-option defines the XML value that is produced when the value-expression list, representing the content
of the element, is either missing or evaluates entirely to NULLs. If no content is supplied, any supplied ON NO CONTENT
specification is applied. If content is supplied but every supplied item evaluates to NULL, the ON NULL option applies. In
the XMLELEMENT function, EMPTY ON NULL is the default. In XMLFOREST, NULL ON NULL is the default. In all other
cases, an element is generated using whatever non-NULL values were supplied.

NULL ON NULL
Produces a NULL rather than an element.

EMPTY ON NULL
Produces an element with no content (subject to change or removal).

ABSENT ON NULL
Produces a zero-length result (subject to change or removal).

NIL ON NULL and NIL ON NO CONTENT
Produce elements with no content but containing attributes that read "nil=true" when serialized.

Examples

The following example produces a Customer element for each customer, with customer number and name attributes:

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT 

                     XMLELEMENT(NAME "Customer", 

                                XMLATTRIBUTES(CustNo, 

                                              SurName as LastName, 

                                              FirstName) 

                               ) 
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                    AS VARCHAR(200)) AS "CustomerList" 

  FROM customers; 

NOTE
The XMLSERIALIZE function converts the XML output of XMLELEMENT to VARCHAR in this example.

The result of the previous example follows:

CustomerList 

VARCHAR(200) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

<-Customer CustNo="000001" LastName="Sturlasson" FirstName="Snorri"><-/Customer> 

<-Customer CustNo="000002" LastName="Skallagrimsson" FirstName="Eigil"><-/Customer> 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

XMLFOREST

XMLFOREST returns an XML value consisting of a forest, or collection, of XML elements, given a list of "forest elements."
Each forest element generates an XML element using the referenced column name or, if it is provided, the forest element
name (the identifier in the syntax diagram that follows) as the XML element name and the forest element value (the value
expression in the following diagram) as the element content.

Review the following syntax diagram for XMLFOREST:

                   ┌─ , ──────────────┐ 

├── XMLFOREST ─ ( ─▼─ forest-element ─┴───────────────────────────────────────► 

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────┬─ ) ───────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   └─ OPTION ─ xml-content-option ─┘ 

Where forest-element is as follows:
├── value-expression ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────┤ 

                      └─ AS ─ identifier ─┘ 

Where xml-content-option is as follows:
├──┬─ NULL ON NULL ◄ ────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

   ├─ EMPTY ON NULL ─────┤ 

   ├─ ABSENT ON NULL ────┤ 

   ├─ NIL ON NULL ───────┤ 

   └─ NIL ON NO CONTENT ─┘ 

The xml-content-option in the XMLFOREST function is applied separately to each forest-element. In XMLFOREST,
EMPTY ON NULL is the default. For a further description of the xml-content-option, see the paragraph following the
XMLELEMENT syntax diagram in XMLATTRIBUTES.

The following example generates a "Vendor" element for each vendor. The name of the vendor is used as an attribute,
and two sub-elements are created from the columns contactName and contactPhone using the XMLFOREST function.

SELECT vendorId, 

       XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT 

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "Vendor", 

                               XMLATTRIBUTES(v.vendorDBA AS DBA), 

                               XMLFOREST (v.contactName, 

                                          v.contactPhone AS phone) 

                              ) 

                    AS VARCHAR(300)) AS "vendorContacts" 

  FROM vendors v; 

The result of the previous example follows:
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vendorId  vendorContacts 

INTEGER   VARCHAR(300) 

--------  --------------------------------------------- 

       1  <-Vendor DBA="Best Office Supplies"> 

              <-contactName>Joeseph Dudely<-/contactName> 

              <-phone>123-456-7890<-/phone> 

           <-/Vendor> 

       2  <-Vendor DBA="Widgets R Us"> 

              <-contactName>Mary Doeright<-/contactName> 

              <-phone>123-456-1313<-/phone> 

          <-/Vendor> 

------------------------------------------------------- 

XMLSERIALIZE

XMLSERIALIZE converts an XML value into the corresponding representation in an alternate character-string data-type.
XMLSERIALIZE converts XML types to string types for export to user host-variables.

NOTE
When XMLSERIALIZE is used to externalize floating point data, 15 is the maximum number of significant digits
produced.

Review the following syntax diagram for XMLSERIALIZE:

├── XMLSERIALIZE ─ ( ─┬─ DOCUMENT ─┬─ xml-value-expression ─ AS ─ data-type ──► 

                      └─ CONTENT ──┘ 

 

 ►─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤ 

DOCUMENT
Specifies that the result of the xml-value-expression is a validly formed XML document.

CONTENT
Specifies well-formed XML content.

xml-value-expression
Any expression whose result is an XML value, such as XMLELEMENT (see XMLELEMENT), XMLCONCAT (see
XMLCONCAT), or XMLFOREST (see XMLFOREST).

data-type
Must specify some character-string type.

The following example is a repetition of our XMLELEMENT example that produces a Customer element for each
customer, with customer number and name attributes.

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT 

                    XMLELEMENT(NAME "Customer", 

                               XMLATTRIBUTES(CustNo, 

                                             surName as LastName, 

                                             FirstName) 

                              ) 

                    AS VARCHAR(200)) AS "CustomerList" 

  FROM customers 

The result of the previous example follows:
CustomerList 

VARCHAR(200) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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<-Customer CustNo="000001" LastName="Sturlasson" FirstName="Snorri"><-/Customer> 

<-Customer CustNo="000002" LastName="Skallagrimsson" FirstName="Eigil"><-/Customer> 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

XMLCONCAT

XMLCONCAT returns an XML value that is the concatenation of a list of XML values.

Review the following syntax diagram for XMLCONCAT:

                   ┌─ , ────────────────────┐ 

├── XMLCONCAT ─ ( ─▼─ xml-value-expression ─┴─ ) ──────────────────────────────┤ 

xml-value-expression
Any expression whose result is an XML value, such as XMLELEMENT, XMLCONCAT, or XMLFOREST.

The following example (a repetition of the XMLELEMENT example) produces a Customer element for each customer, with
customer number and name attributes:

SELECT XMLSERIALIZE(CONTENT 

                    XMLCONCAT(XMLELEMENT(NAME "contact',v.contactName), 

                              XMLELEMENT(NAME "phone",v.contactPhone) 

                             ) 

                    AS VARCHAR(300)) AS "vendorContacts" 

  FROM vendors v; 

The result of the previous example follows:

vendorContacts 

VARCHAR(300) 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

<-contact>Joeseph Dudely<-/contact><-phone>123-456-7890<-/phone> 

<-contact>Mary Doeright<-/contact><-phone>123-456-1313<-/phone> 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

SQL Predicates
Learn about SQL predicates for Datacom SQL. Find a definition of SQL predicates and an example of predicate syntax.

A predicate specifies a condition that is "true" or "false" about a given row or group.

NOTE
In SQL, string comparisons are strictly byte-for-byte, so predicates involving MIXED strings may not give the
desired results. For instance, a string with the SBCS version of XYZ does not compare as equal to a string
with a Shift-Out, then the DBCS version of XYZ, then a Shift-In. You can use the VARGRAPHIC scalar function to
normalize both strings into VARGRAPHIC data types before doing the comparison.

The following diagram shows the syntax for a predicate:

 ►►─┬─ basic predicate ──────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ quantified predicate ─┤

   ├─ BETWEEN predicate ────┤

   ├─ LIKE predicate ───────┤

   ├─ EXISTS predicate ─────┤

   ├─ IN predicate ─────────┤

   └─ NULL predicate ───────┘
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All values that are specified in a predicate must be compatible.

The topics that follow discuss branches of the general form of the predicate.

Basic Predicate
For SQL use in Datacom/DB, a basic predicate is used to compare two values. Review syntax, expressions, comparison
operators, and subselects. See valid statements, and examples.

A basic predicate has the following format:

• An expression followed by a comparison operator and another expression.
• An expression followed by a comparison operator and a subselect. The subselect cannot be preceded by ANY, ALL,

or SOME. A subselect is a form of the SELECT command. A subselect in a basic predicate must not return more than
one value.

Review the following syntax diagram for a basic predicate:

NOTE
The following notations are Datacom/DB extensions:

• ¬= is a Datacom/DB extension.
• ¬< is a Datacom/DB extension.
• ¬> is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ expression ─┬─ = ─────┬─┬─ expression ──┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                ├─ < ─────┤ └─ (subselect) ─┘

                ├─ > ─────┤

                ├─ <> ────┤

                ├─ <= ────┤

                ├─ >= ────┤

                ├─ ¬= ────┤

                ├─ ¬< ────┤

                └─ ¬> ────┘

Description

expression
Specify an expression. For more information about expressions, see Expressions.

(subselect)
Specify a subselect. The subselect must be enclosed by parentheses. For more information about the subselect
see "Subselect" in SELECT Statement (DQ).

The result of the comparison is either true or false. The following table shows the results for each comparison operator
when comparing the values x and y.

Predicate Is true only if...

x = y x is equal to y
x < y x is less than y
x > y x is greater than y
x <> y x is not equal to y
x <= y x is less than or equal to y
x >= y x is greater than or equal to y
x ¬= y x is not equal to y
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Predicate Is true only if...

x ¬< y x is not less than y
x ¬> y x is not greater than y

The ¬=, ¬< and ¬> comparison operators are Datacom/DB extensions to SQL.

Examples

Some examples of basic predicates are:

Example 1: This example specifies that the employee number must be equal to the literal value 671.

 EMPNO = '671'

Example 2: This example specifies that the salary must be less than $20,000.

 SALARY < 20000

Example 3: This example specifies that the quantity must not be equal to the value of the host-variable, VAR1.

 QUANTITY <> :VAR1

Example 4: This example specifies that the salary must be greater than the average salary for all employees.

 SALARY > (SELECT AVG(SALARY)

           FROM EMP)

Quantified Predicate
when using SQL in Datacom/DB, use the quantified predicate to compare a value with a collection of values. Review
syntax, description of keywords and operands, and an example.

A quantified predicate has the same form as a basic predicate except the second operand is a subselect preceded by
ANY, ALL, or SOME. The subselect can return any number of values.

Refer to the following syntax diagram for a quantified predicate:

NOTE
The following notations are Datacom/DB extensions:

• ¬= is a Datacom/DB extension.
• ¬< is a Datacom/DB extension.
• ¬> is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ expression ─┬─ = ─────┬─┬─ ALL ──┬─ (subselect) ──────────────────────────►◄

                ├─ < ─────┤ ├─ ANY ──┤

                ├─ > ─────┤ └─ SOME ─┘

                ├─ <> ────┤

                ├─ <= ────┤

                ├─ >= ────┤

                ├─ ¬= ────┤

                ├─ ¬< ────┤

                └─ ¬> ────┘

Description

expression
Specify an expression. For more information about expressions, see Expressions.
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(subselect)
Specify a subselect. The subselect must be enclosed by parentheses. For more information about the subselect
see "Subselect" in SELECT Statement (DQ).

ALL
The result of the predicate is true if the subselect returns no values or if the specified relationship is true for every
value returned by the subselect.
The result is false if the specified relationship is false for at least one value returned by the subselect.

ANY
The result of the predicate is true if the specified relationship is true for at least one value returned by the
subselect.
The result is false if the subselect returns no values or if the specified relationship is false for every value returned
by the subselect.

SOME
The result of the predicate is true if the specified relationship is true for at least one value returned by the
subselect.
The result is false if the subselect returns no values or if the specified relationship is false for every value returned
by the subselect.

Example

The following example of a quantified predicate specifies that value of PAY must be greater than or equal to each
SALARY value returned by the SELECT. The result is true if that is the case. However, if the value of PAY is less than one
of the values returned by the SELECT, then the result is false.

 PAY >= ALL(SELECT SALARY

            FROM EMP)

BETWEEN Predicate
Review how to use the BETWEEN predicate, when programming SQL for Datacom, to compare a value with a range of
values. See a syntax diagram and an example.

Review the following syntax diagram for a BETWEEN predicate:

►►─ expression ─┬───────┬─ BETWEENexpressionANDexpression ────────────────────►◄

                └─ NOT ─┘

Description

expression
Specify an expression. For more information about expressions, see Expressions.

BETWEEN
Introduces the range of values for the comparison.

AND
Joins the lower and upper limits of the value range.

NOT
A keyword. Use NOT to specify values that are not within the lower and upper limits of the value range.

The following table shows BETWEEN predicates and the search conditions to which they are equivalent.

The BETWEEN predicate: is equivalent to the search condition:
value-1 BETWEEN value-2 AND value-3 value-1 >= value-2 AND value-1 <= value-3
value-1 NOT BETWEEN value-2 AND value-3 NOT (value-1 BETWEEN value-2 AND value-3)
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Example

The result of the following BETWEEN predicate is true only if the value of SALARY is greater than or equal to $25,000,
or is less than or equal to $50,000. If the value of SALARY is not within the specified range, the result of this BETWEEN
predicate is false.

 SALARY BETWEEN 25000 AND 50000

IN Predicate
You use the IN predicate to compare a value with a collection of values. Following is the syntax diagram of the IN
predicate:

NOTE
The special-register is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ expression1 ─┬───────┬─ IN ─┬─ (subselect) ──────────────────────┬─────────►◄

                 └─ NOT ─┘      │     ┌─ , ────────────────────┐     │

                                └─ ( ─▼─── expression2 ────────┴─ ) ─┘

Description

expression1, expression2
Specify an expression. Scalar subselects cannot be used as expression2. For more information, see Expressions.

NOT
A keyword. Use NOT to specify that only values that do not match the comparison be selected.

IN
Introduces the collection of values used in the comparison.

(subselect)
Specify a subselect. The subselect must be enclosed by parentheses.

The following table shows forms of the IN predicate and the predicate form to which it is equivalent.

The IN predicate form: expression IN expression
is equivalent to: a basic predicate
of the form: expression = expression
The IN predicate form: expression IN (subselect)
is equivalent to: a quantified predicate
of the form: expression = ANY (subselect)
The IN predicate form: where the second operand is a collection of one or more values

specified by any combination of literals, host-variables or the
keyword USER

is equivalent to: a quantified predicate
of the form: expression = ANY (subselect)
except: the second operand consists of the specified values rather than

the values returned by a subselect

Example

The following IN predicate is true only if the value for DEPT is equal to any of the specified literals, A2, B1 or C3. The
result is false if the value for DEPT is not equal to any of the literals.

 DEPT IN ('A2', 'B1', 'C3')
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LIKE Predicate
In Datacom/DB, use the LIKE SQL predicate to search for strings that have a pattern in which the underscore and percent
sign have special meaning. Review syntax, components, and examples.

The following diagram shows the syntax for the LIKE predicate:

►►─ column-name ─┬───────┬─ LIKE ─┬─ host-variable ─┬─────────────────────────►

                 └─ NOT ─┘        └─ literal ───────┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESCAPE ─┬─ host-variable ─┬─┘

              └─ literal ───────┘

Description

column-name
Specify the name of a column in a table or view. The column-name can be any expression that has a character
string data type.

NOT
A keyword. Use NOT to specify values that do not match the comparison.

LIKE host-variable
Specify a host-variable. The host-variable must identify a variable that is described in the program under the
rules for declaring string host-variables. (See Basic SQL Language Elements    for more information about host
variables.) The host-variable must contain data of the same type as the specified column.
Specify a pattern for the comparison as part of the host-variable. The pattern must contain character data. Use
the percent sign (%) in your pattern to indicate a substring of zero or more characters. Use the underscore (_) in
your pattern to indicate a single character.
See the examples at the end of this section for use of the percent sign and underscore as substring specifiers.

NOTE
When you specify a pattern (such as xxx%) that provides the prefix of the desired value, the Compound
Boolean Selection Facility performs an index scan, which gives a performance gain. Any other use of a
pattern or the use of a specific value causes a data scan, which is slower than an index scan.

LIKE literal
Specify a literal, and specify a pattern for the comparison as part of the literal. The pattern must contain character
data. Use the percent sign (%) in your pattern to indicate a substring of zero or more characters. Use the
underscore (_) in your pattern to indicate a single character.
See the examples at the end of this section for use of the percent sign and underscore as sub-string specifiers.

NOTE
When you specify a pattern (such as xxx%) that provides the prefix of the desired value, the Compound
Boolean Selection Facility performs an index scan, which gives a performance gain. Any other use of a
pattern or the use of a specific value causes a data scan, which is slower than an index scan.

ESCAPE host-variable
Specify a host-variable. The host-variable must identify a variable that is described in the program under the
rules for declaring string host-variables. (See Basic SQL Language Elements     for more information about host
variables.) The host-variable must contain data of the same type as the specified column.
Specify an escape character as part of the host-variable. An escape character is a valid character that is one byte
in length. Use the escape character to include the percent sign (%) or the underscore(_) as part of the pattern (as
with the LIKE host-variable).
When an escape character is used in the pattern of the LIKE predicate, it must be followed by the percent
character (%), the underscore character (_), or another escape character. The word character in this context
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refers to either a Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS) or Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) character. Any other
use of the escape character in the pattern of the LIKE predicate is invalid.
See the examples at the end of this section for use of the escape character.

ESCAPE literal
Specify a literal, and specify an escape character as part of the literal. An escape character is a valid character
that is one byte in length. Use the escape character to include the percent sign (%) or the underscore(_) as part of
the pattern (as previously discussed in the description of LIKE literal).
When an escape character is used in the pattern of the LIKE predicate, it must be followed by the percent
character (%), the underscore character (_), or another escape character. The word character in this context
refers to either a Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS) or Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) character. Any other
use of the escape character in the pattern of the LIKE predicate is invalid.
See the examples at the end of this section for use of the escape character.

If the column contains character data, the terms "character," "percent sign," and "underscore" in the following discussion
refer to EBCDIC (Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS)) characters. If the column contains GRAPHIC data, those terms refer
to Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters.

Predicate Definition

1. Let x denote a value of the column.
2. Let y denote the string specified by the second operand.
3. The string y is interpreted as a sequence of the minimum string of sub-string specifiers such that each character of y is

part of exactly one substring specifier. A substring specifier is:
– An underscore (_)
– A percent sign (%)
– Any nonempty sequence of characters other than an underscore or a percent sign

4. The result is either true or false.
5. The result is true if x and y are both empty strings or there exists a partitioning of x into substrings such that:

a. A substring of x is a sequence of zero or more continuous characters and each character of x is part of exactly one
substring.

b. If the nth substring specifier is an underscore, the nth substring of x is any single character.
c. If the nth substring specifier is a percent sign, the nth substring of x is any sequence of zero or more characters.
d. If the nth substring specifier is neither an underscore nor a percent sign, the nth substring of x is equal to that

substring specifier and has the same length as that substring specifier.
e. The number of substrings of x is the same as the number of substring specifiers.

Predicate x NOT LIKE y is equivalent to search condition NOT(x LIKE y).

If MIXED data is in effect, the column that is identified by column-name may contain Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS)
characters, as may the host-variable or string literal. In that case, the special characters in y are interpreted as follows:

• An EBCDIC (Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS)) character underscore refers to one EBCDIC character.
• A double-byte underscore refers to one DBCS character.
• A percent sign, either EBCDIC or double-byte, refers to any number of characters of any type, either EBCDIC or

double-byte.

Examples

Some examples of the LIKE predicate are:

Example 1: The following example is true if JOHN appears anywhere within the value of NAME. The first percent sign
indicates any character substring that precedes JOHN. The second percent sign indicates any substring that follows
JOHN.

 NAME LIKE '%JOHN%'
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Example 2: The following example is true if the value of CODE has a length of three characters and the first character is
A and the third character is C. The underscore indicates any single character between the A and the C.

 CODE LIKE 'A_C'

Example 3: The following example is true if one hundred percent (100%) appears at the end of the value of INCREASE.
The first percent sign indicates any substring which precedes 100. The pound sign (#) indicates that the following percent
sign is to be part of the search pattern. Assignment of the pound sign as the escape character is accomplished by
ESCAPE '#'.

 INCREASE LIKE '%100#%' ESCAPE '#'

EXISTS Predicate
Use the EXISTS predicate to test for the existence of certain rows.The following diagram shows the syntax for the EXISTS
predicate:

►►─┬───────┬─ EXISTS ─ (subselect) ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOT ─┘

Description

EXISTS
Indicates to return a "true" result if at least one row exists in the result table that matches the specifications in the
subselect.

NOT
A keyword. Use NOT to indicate the return of a "true"result only if no rows exist in the result table matching the
specifications in the subselect. In the EXISTS predicate, NOT is a Datacom/DB extension.

(subselect)
Specify a subselect. The subselect must be enclosed by parentheses. For more information about the subselect
see Subselect.

The predicate evaluates to true only if at least one row matches the conditions specified in the subselect.

The predicate evaluates to false if no row matches the conditions specified in the subselect.

NOTE
The subselect does not return a value. The result of the predicate cannot be unknown.

Example

This EXISTS predicate is true only if at least one row of the result table contains a value greater than $150,000 for the
SALARY column. The result is false if no value for SALARY is greater than $150,000.

 EXISTS (SELECT *

         FROM EMP

         WHERE SALARY > 150000)

NULL Predicate
Use the NULL predicate to test for null values. The following diagram shows the syntax for the NULL predicate:

►►─ column-name ─ IS ─┬───────┬─ NULL ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ NOT ─┘
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Description

column-name
Specify the name of a column in a table or view.

IS NULL
Indicates to test the value of the column to determine if it is null.

NOT
A keyword. Use NOT to specify that the value of the column be tested to determine if it is not null.

The result of a NULL predicate cannot be unknown. If the value of the column is null, the result is true. If the value is not
null, the result is false. If NOT is specified, the result is reversed.

Example

The following NULL predicate is true only if the value of PHONENO is null. If the value of PHONENO is not null, the result
of the predicate is false.

 PHONENO IS NULL

SQL Search Conditions
Learn about SQL search conditions such as AND, OR, and NOT for Datacom SQL. Find a syntax diagram, parameter
definitions, and examples.

A search condition specifies a condition that is "true" or "false" about a given row or group.

The following diagram shows the syntax for a search condition:

   ┌─ choice ───────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬───────┬─┬─ predicate ──────────┬─┴─────────────────────────────────────►◄

     └─ NOT ─┘ └─ (search-condition) ─┘

Expansion of Where choice is as follows

├──┬─ AND ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ OR ──┘

Description
predicate

Specify a predicate. For more information about predicates, see Predicates.
(search-condition)

Specify a search condition. Enclose the search condition within parentheses.
AND

A keyword. This Boolean operator indicates that both conditions that are joined by this keyword must be satisfied
before the result is true.

OR
A keyword. This Boolean operator indicates that only one of the conditions that is joined by this keyword must be
satisfied for the result to be true.

NOT
A keyword. Using NOT negates the result of the predicate or search condition.
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The result of a search condition is derived by the application of the specified Boolean operators to the result of each
specified predicate. If Boolean operators are not specified, the result of the search condition is the result of the specified
predicate.

If the search condition or predicate is preceded by NOT, the result is negated. For example:

• NOT(true) means false
• NOT(false) means true

The following table shows the results when:

1. The value of predicate P is joined with the value of predicate Q by AND.
2. The value of predicate P is joined with the value of predicate Q by OR.
3. Each of the previous operations is preceded by NOT.

P Q P AND Q P OR Q NOT (P AND Q) NOT (P OR Q)

T T T T F F

T F F T T F

F T F T T F

F F F F T T

Boolean expressions within parentheses are evaluated first. When the order of evaluation is not specified by parentheses:

1. NOT is applied before AND.
2. AND is applied before OR.
3. Operators at the same precedence level are applied from left to right.

Examples

The following examples show search conditions in WHERE and HAVING clauses. For more information about these
clauses, see SELECT.

Example 1
This search condition specifies that the value of PNUM must be P3, which is a literal.

 WHERE PNUM = 'P3'

Example 2
This search condition specifies that the value of NAME (a string) must be the same as in the host-variable,
VAR2.

 WHERE NAME LIKE :VAR2

Example 3
This search condition specifies that the city must be Dallas, and the salary must be greater than $20,000.

 WHERE CITY = 'DALLAS' AND SALARY > 20000

Example 4
This search condition uses an IN predicate and a subselect. The condition specifies that the employee number
must be contained in the result table for the SELECT which retrieves only those employee numbers that are
related to department E11.
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 WHERE EMPNO IN (SELECT EMPNO

                 FROM EMP

                 WHERE DEPTNO = 'E11')

Example 5
This search condition uses a function and a subselect, which also includes a function. The condition specifies
that the maximum salary (for some group) must be less than the average salary for all employees.

 HAVING MAX(SALARY) < (SELECT AVG(SALARY)

                       FROM EMP))

SQL Statements

SQL Statement Execution Methods

The following table summarizes the methods by which each SQL statement can be executed. An asterisk indicates that
the statement is executable by that method.

SQL Statement Datacom
DatadictionaryInteractive
SQLService Facility
(Interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DBSQL Preprocessor
(Embedded)

Dataquery (SQL & Batch
Modes)

ALTER TABLE * * *

CALL YES (if no
parms are passed)

* YES (if no
parms are passed)

CLOSE *

COMMENT ON * * *

COMMIT WORK * *

CREATE INDEX * * *

CREATE PROCEDURE * * *

CREATE RULE * * *

CREATE SCHEMA * *

CREATE SYNONYM * * *

CREATE TABLE * * *

CREATE TRIGGER * * *

CREATE VIEW * * *

DECLARE CURSOR *

DECLARE STATEMENT *

DELETE (positioned) *

DELETE (searched) * * *

DESCRIBE *

DROP INDEX * *

DROP RULE * * *

DROP PROCEDURE * * *
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DROP SYNONYM * * *

DROP TABLE * * *

DROP TRIGGER * * *

DROP VIEW * * *

EXECUTE *

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE *

EXECUTE PROCEDURE YES (if no
parms are passed)

* YES (if no
parms are passed)

FETCH *

GRANT * * *

INSERT * * *

LOCK TABLE * *

OPEN *

PREPARE *

REVOKE * * *

ROLLBACK WORK * *

select-into statement *

select-statement * (use
DECLARE CURSOR)

*

full-select statement (part of the
select-statement)

(part of the
select-statement)

(part of the
select-statement)

subselect (part of full-select statement) (part of full-select statement) (part of full-select statement)

SET CURRENT SQLID *

UPDATE (positioned) *

UPDATE (searched) * * *

WHENEVER *

Occurence Lock Levels

In SQL processing, the following statements do not process when the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence definition you
specify in the statement is protected with a password or Lock Level 1 or 2.

SQL Statement Occurrence

ALTER TABLE

DROP TABLE, VIEW, or SYNONYM

Datacom Datadictionary issues a -118 return code and an error message which includes a Datacom Datadictionary
Service Facility (DSF) return code identifying the problem. See Datacom Datadictionary documentation for more
information on passwords and lock levels.
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ALTER AREA Statement
In Datacom, the ALTER AREA SQL statement can be executed in two ways. Review valid execution methods, syntax, and
component descriptions.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for the ALTER AREA statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

ALTER AREA YES YES NO

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL
Security Access Rights.

Syntax

Review the following syntax diagram for the ALTER AREA statement:

NOTE
Use commas between optional parameters; for example, DYNAMIC_EXTEND TRACKS, DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn.

►►── ALTER AREA area-name DATACOM ──────────────────────────────────►

  ┌─ , ──────────────────────────────────┐ 

►─▼┬───────────────────────────────────┬─┴───────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ BLOCK_SIZE nnnnn ────────────────┤

   ├─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─┬─ NO ────────┬──┤

   │                  ├─ YES ───────┤  │

   │                  ├─ TRACKS ────┤  │

   │                  └─ CYLINDERS ─┘  │

   ├─ DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn ────────────────┤

   ├─ SLACK nnnn ──────────────────────┤

   └─ SPACE_MANAGEMENT ─┬─ BASIC ────┬─┘

                        ├─ NONE ─────┤

                        ├─ WRAP ─────┤

                        ├─ CLUSTER ──┤

                        ├─ BASIC_BI ─┤

                        └─ WRAP_BI ──┘

area-name
Specify the name of the data area that you want to alter. The area-name must identify an area that is described in
the Datacom Datadictionary, but not a Datacom Datadictionary table.

DATACOM
Indicates that all following attributes are specific to Datacom/DB. Specify the word DATACOM.

BLOCK_SIZE nnnnn
Specify a valid block size. The size is a value greater than or equal to the length of the largest table stored in the
data area.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND
Specify NO, YES, TRACKS, or CYLINDERS. The default is NO.

DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn
Specify a valid dynamic extension size.
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SLACK nnnn
Specify a valid value for SLACK.

SPACE_MANAGEMENT
Specify BASIC, NONE, WRAP, CLUSTER, BASIC_BI, or WRAP_BI.

NOTE
BASIC_BI and WRAP_BI specifies “with Block Index” for BASIC and WRAP.

For more information about space management options, see your Database Administrator.

ALTER DATABASE Statement
In Datacom, the ALTER DATABASE SQL statement can be executed in two ways. Review valid execution methods,
syntax, and component descriptions.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

ALTER DATABASE YES YES NO

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and Security
Access Rights.

Syntax

Review the following syntax diagram for the ALTER DATABASE statement:

NOTE
Use commas between optional parameters; for example, DYNAMIC_EXTEND TRACKS, DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn.

►►── ALTER DATABASE database-name DATACOM ────────────────────►

  ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────┐ 

►─▼┬───────────────────────────────────┴───────────────┬───────►◄

   ├─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─┬─ NO ────────┬──────────────────┤

   │                  ├─ YES────────┤                  │

   │                  ├─TRACKS ─────┤                  │

   │                  └─CYLINDERS───┘                  │

   └─ DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn ────────────────────────────────┘

database-name
Specify the name of the database that you want to alter.

DATACOM
Indicates that all following attributes are specific to Datacom/DB. Specify the word DATACOM.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND
Specify NO, YES, TRACKS, or CYLINDERS.

DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn
Specify a valid dynamic extension size. For valid values, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.
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ALTER TABLE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

ALTER TABLE YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The ALTER TABLE statement is a Datacom/DB extension. ALTER TABLE allows you to alter a table definition without
having to reload manually. You may change the table's column definition and/or the table's constraints. You may make
only one change to a column in an ALTER TABLE statement.

WARNING

 Important! If you are using Datacom/AD, you cannot use the ALTER TABLE statement. With regard to table
partitioning, ALTER statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a partition.
An SQL integrity constraint cannot reference a partitioned table, nor a partition of a partitioned table. That is
to say, constraints and partitioned tables are mutually exclusive. For more information about table partitioning,
see Table Partitioning.

You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP tables (see Schema Information Tables (SIT)) to view
information about constraints. You can then use ALTER TABLE to drop the constraint or modify the constraint's selection
criteria.

When a table is altered, the prepared statements in plans that reference the table are marked non-executable until
rebound. An attempt to execute these statements invokes automatic rebind. Depending on the change, the rebind may be
successful and require no manual intervention. But if the plans containing referencing statements are currently executing
or binding, the ALTER request is aborted. This is always the case when the plan containing the ALTER statement
references the table, because this is an attempt to invalidate its own plan and is not allowed.

A Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report can tell you what plans are dependent on a table. 

See Results of Using ALTER TABLE for information about the results in Datacom Datadictionary of using the ALTER
TABLE statement. See Protecting Occurrence Definitions for information about lock levels with regard to the ALTER
TABLE statement.

The ALTER TABLE statement causes the CONSTRAINT attribute-value to be marked A (for ALTERED) for all TEST and
HIST versions of the Datacom Datadictionary definition. The next time you try to copy that definition from TEST to PROD
status, Datacom Datadictionary issues an ALT DSF return code that indicates it cannot be copied because the PROD
version has been altered. 

The table must be at least half empty before alteration, if using the ALTER TABLE statement causes a table's rows to be
reformatted (adding, dropping, or modifying columns). But the table must be more than half empty before alteration (that
is, less than half full) if the adding, dropping, or modifying of columns causes the size of the table's rows to grow. 

Issuing an ALTER TABLE statement involves a process that:

1. Copies the contents of the table to the Temporary Table Manager (TTM),
2. Changes the definition of the table, and then
3. Copies the reformatted rows back to the table.

However, a check is made before this operation begins to see if enough space is available in the TTM, and if the answer
is no, SQL code -561 is generated, telling you the TTM is too small.

In response to SQL code -561, you could make the TTM larger by using dynamic extensions of the TTM size.
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Dynamic extensions of the TTM can be done with no loss of access to any other task areas or TTM usage. You need
not close the TTM. Support is provided when the TTM is defined as either DASD or VIRTUAL. When the TTM is DASD,
define the dynamic extend or on-demand dynamic extend for the TTM as for any other DASD data set. When the TTM is
VIRTUAL, use the dynamic extend or on-demand dynamic extend as for any other VIRTUAL database area.

To specify dynamic extend at MUF startup, use MUF startup options. 

To change dynamic extend settings for VIRTUAL TTMs after the MUF has started, use
the VIRTUAL_DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command. 

To use on-demand dynamic extend, use the DYNAMIC_EXTEND console-like command. 

A new column, TTM_BLKS_MAX_USE, that lists the highest number of 4K-blocks used, is found in the SQL_STATUS
(SQS) table.

Instead of making the TTM larger using dynamic extend, in response to SQL code -561 you could alternately do the
following:

1. Copy the rows to an external file using the EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY.
2. Convert the rows yourself.
3. For single table areas, do a null LOAD. For multi-table areas, do a REPLACE on the specific table.
4. Perform the ALTER of the empty table.
5. For single table areas, LOAD the converted table. For multi-table areas, do a REPLACE using the converted data.

NOTE
 Be aware that because the TTM space check is made at the beginning of the process, there is the possibility
that other tasks could use some space and the TTM still become full even if the -561 SQL code was not initially
received.

When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an ALTER TABLE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that tells you no
maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the ALTER TABLE statement:

►►─ ALTER TABLEtable-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─ ADD ─┬─ column definition ───────────┬────────────────┬─┴─────────────►◄

     │       └─ table constraint definition ─┘                │

     ├─ DROP ─┬─ CONSTRAINT ─ constraint-name ──┬─────────────┤

     │        ├─ column-name ───────────────────┤             │

     │        ├─ PRIMARY KEY ───────────────────┤             │

     │        └─ FOREIGN KEY ─ constraint-name ─┘             │

     ├─ MODIFY ─ column-name ─┬─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┬─┤

     │                        │           ├─ NULL ────────┤ │ │

     │                        │           ├─ USER ────────┤ │ │

     │                        │           └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘ │ │

     │                        └─ datatype ──────────────────┘ │

     └─ RENAME ─ column-name ─ TO ─ column-name ──────────────┘

•   table-name 
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Specify the name of the table you want to alter. The table-name must identify a table described in the Datacom
Datadictionary, but not a Datacom Datadictionary table.

•  ADD
Allows you to add column definitions or table constraint definitions.

WARNING
 We recommend that you do not add constraints to an open table. If a constraint (CHECK, FOREIGN KEY,
or PRIMARY KEY) is added to an open table that previously had no constraints, the added constraint is not
enforced in programs that opened the table before the execution of the ALTER TABLE statement that added
the constraint. To activate constraint enforcement for a constraint added to an open table, the program must
close and reopen the table..(This caution only applies to record-at-a-time programs referencing tables to
which the constraint was added.)

• When you use the ALTER TABLE statement to add domain or foreign key constraint(s) to a table, they are added to
the Schema Information Tables (SIT) in check pending status. The CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY is then called to
validate existing data against the added constraint(s). Previous existing foreign key(s) are not revalidated. If a violation
is found, Datacom/DB issues an SQL warning message and changes the table's Directory (CXX) status to prevent
access to the table's rows.

NOTE
 You must CONFIRM tables in the following order, from referenced-to-referencing, or parent-to-child, that is
to say, the referenced table cannot be in check pending status. For example, if there is a foreign key from
a REMARKS table to a LINE_ITEM table on PO_Nbr and Line_Item_Nbr, and the LINE_ITEM table has a
foreign key that references the PO table on PO_Nbr, the PO table must be loaded first, then the LINE_ITEM
table can be confirmed, then the REMARKS table can be confirmed. Therefore, the confirm order would be:
from PO table to LINE_ITEM table to REMARKS table.

If violations are found, with the table in check pending status you can do one of two things:
You can execute the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to delete the row(s) in error and optionally write them to an
exception table for further action. To identify the violated constraint(s), after writing the row(s) in error to an exception
table you can write a program to read those row(s) and attempt to insert them back into the original table so that the
violated constraint(s) are reported.
Or you can use the ALTER TABLE statement to drop the violated constraint(s), causing the table to be reconfirmed and
taken out of check pending status. If all the added constraints are dropped, the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY notes
that there are no constraints in check pending status in the SIT and resets the table's Directory (CXX) status to allow
access to the table's rows.
If you try to add a new constraint other than domain or foreign key constraint(s) previously described and there is data
already in the table that violates the constraint, Datacom/DB issues an error message. You can correct the error by
either changing the constraint definition or removing the data from the table.

•   column definition 
When a new column is added (through a column definition), rows that already exist in the table receive NULL values
in the added column unless NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified in the column constraint definition. If NOT NULL
WITH DEFAULT is specified, they receive zero (0) for NUMERIC data types, blanks for fixed-length strings, 1/1/1 for
dates, 0:00:00 for times, and 1/1/1-0:00:00.000000 for timestamps.
The new column is added at the end of the row.
When a table is created through SQL, an element with the name SQLEL is added spanning the full row. If the SQLEL
element exists, the length of this new column is added. If the SQLEL element does not exist, it is added.
See Column Constraint Definition for information about the column constraint definition.

NOTE
When you add a column definition, you have the option of specifying UNSIGNED following the data type
specification.

•   table constraint definition 
See Table Constraint Definition.

•  DROP
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Allows you to drop CONSTRAINTs, columns, PRIMARY KEYs, or FOREIGN KEYs. If you try to drop a constraint by
name during an ALTER TABLE statement and the specified constraint name is not found, Datacom/DB issues an error
message. You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP tables (see Schema Information Tables (SIT))
to determine the correct name of the constraint.
You cannot drop a primary or unique constraint if there is one or more foreign references to it. In such cases, Datacom/
DB issues an error message. You can query the SYSCONSTRSRC and SYSCONSTRDEP tables (see Schema
Information Tables (SIT)) to locate the foreign reference. You can then remove all foreign references before dropping
the primary or unique constraint.

NOTE
 When a PRIMARY KEY or UNIQUE constraint is dropped, the corresponding index (key) remains but is
made nonunique, even if the key was originally created using Datacom Datadictionary.

You cannot drop a WITH CHECK OPTION constraint from a view definition by using the ALTER TABLE statement. To
drop a WITH CHECK OPTION constraint from a view definition, use the DROP statement to drop the view definition,
then use the CREATE VIEW statement to re-create the view definition without the WITH CHECK OPTION constraint.

NOTE
 Dropping the view and re-creating it requires the rebinding of all dependent statements and views. You also
have to re-create any views which were dependent on the dropped view.

A column may not be dropped if it is:
– The only column in any element,
– The only column of a key, or
– Involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY, UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint. If you

attempt to drop a column involved in any constraint, you receive an SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT ALTERING
COLUMN).

DROP does not process and you receive a -118 return code when the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence
definition of the table or view you specify is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2. The error message also
includes a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code. The DSF return codes are:
– IPW (for password protected)
– IOR (for Lock Level 1 protected)
– NTF (for Lock Level 2 protected)
See Deleting SQL Objects for more information, and see the Datacom Datadictionary documentation for information on
passwords and lock levels.

•  CONSTRAINT constraint-name 
Specifies the CONSTRAINT to be dropped. See Column Constraint Definition for information about the
CONSTRAINT constraint-name. 

•   column-name 
Specifies the name of a column. The column must belong to the table you have specified with the table-name.

•  PRIMARY KEY
Specifies that the PRIMARY KEY constraint for a table name is to be dropped. See Column Constraint Definition for
information about the PRIMARY KEY.

•  FOREIGN KEY constraint-name 
Specifies the FOREIGN KEY to be dropped. See Referential Constraint Definition for information about the FOREIGN
KEY.

•  MODIFY
Allows you to modify a column's DEFAULT or data type.
You cannot modify a column that is involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY,
UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint. If you attempt to modify a column that is involved in any constraint, you receive an
SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT ALTERING COLUMN).

•  DEFAULT
Allows you to specify a default.
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literal
Specifies a literal as the default. The literal you specify must be consistent with the data type of the specified
column.
A user-supplied DEFAULT literal can be up to 20 bytes long (18 bytes for VARCHAR), or the length of the column
involved, whichever is shorter.  A default value may be specified for a character column where the column is
greater than 20 bytes long. However, the default literal itself is limited to 20 bytes with the remaining bytes padded
with blanks by the system.

NULL
Specifies a NULL value as the default.

USER
Specifies the current authorization ID as the default.

SYSTEM USER
This Datacom/DB extension specifies the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user as the default.

•   datatype 
A column's data type may be changed with the following rules:
– The DATE, TIME, TIMESTAMP data types may not be modified.
– Changing the length of a character field results in padding with blanks or truncation. You receive an error message if

truncation would delete non-blank data.

WARNING
 All data types that are known to Datacom Datadictionary as special data types but are unknown to
SQL are treated by SQL as character. Therefore, if you alter one of these columns, the ALTER uses the
character rules.

Any of the numeric data types may be converted to any other numeric data type (FLOAT, REAL, DOUBLE
PRECISION, DECIMAL, SMALLINT, INTEGER, NUMERIC). Conversion of values from the old to the new data type
is treated with the same truncation rules as assignment. (See Basic SQL Language Operations (Assignment and
Comparison)).

•  RENAME column-name TO column-name 
Allows you to rename a column. This changes the SQL name of the column throughout the Datacom
Datadictionary and SIT tables. It does not correct any external source statements.
You cannot rename a column that is involved in any constraint, that is to say, a FOREIGN KEY, PRIMARY KEY,
UNIQUE, or CHECK constraint. If you attempt to rename a column that is involved in any constraint, you receive an
SQL -242 return code (CONFLICT ALTERING COLUMN).

Processing

In one ALTER TABLE statement, all ADD column-name, DROP column-name, and MODIFY column-name with data type
functions are done first and as one group. Processing this group is done in the following sequence:

1. Lock the table.
2. Read the first/next row in the table.
3. Add the row to the SQL Temporary Table (TTM).
4. Delete the row.
5. Loop back through all the rows.
6. Update the definitions in the Datacom Datadictionary and Directory (CXX).
7. Read the records from the SQL Temporary Table (TTM).
8. Reformat the row by adding new columns to the end, deleting any dropped columns, and changing the format and/or

length of any modified column.
9. Add the row to the original table.
10. Loop back to process all rows.
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Primary and unique constraints are validated as rows are added back in step 9. If a duplicate is found, the entire ALTER
statement is backed out.

Foreign keys and domain constraints are added after all rows have been added back. After adding the constraint
definition(s), the rows of the table are read in Native Key sequence to validate the constraints. If a row violates one or
more domain constraints, the table is placed in check pending status and an SQL return code 170 is returned. You must
use the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to remove the check pending status before the table can be used. If a row
violates foreign keys, the ALTER TABLE statement fails with an SQL return code -176.

If the ALTER TABLE statement cannot complete, it is rolled back to its beginning. If the ALTER TABLE process is
force checkpointed (because of the size of the Log Area (LXX) and the concurrent activity), the rollback is incomplete.
Therefore, before altering large tables, ensure that the Log Area (LXX) is large enough and take a backup of the data
area.

Examples
 Example 1  Modify an existing table column decimal number to precision 6 with a scale of 2 decimals. This
assumes the previous column was such that no data is lost.

1. Table name: DEPTTBL
2. Column name: PROJSTAFF
3. Data type: DECIMAL

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE DEPTTBL

        MODIFY PROJSTAFF DECIMAL(6,2)

 END-EXEC

 Example 2  Modify two columns to allow for more character data than previously defined.

1. Table name: DEPTTBL
2. Column names: ADMDEPT (to be 3 characters) and DEPTNAME (to be 30 characters)

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE DEPTTBL

        MODIFY ADMDEPT CHAR(3)

        MODIFY DEPTNAME CHAR(30)

 END-EXEC

 Example 3  Alter table ORDERS to prevent the acceptance of any order that would require the financing of a
purchase of less than $1000.00.

1. Require a down payment of 100 percent on orders of less than $1000.00.
2. Give a meaningful constraint name: ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED.

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE ORDERS

        ADD CHECK (GROSS_AMOUNT >= 1000.0 OR PERCENT_DOWN_PMT = 100.0)

        CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED

 END-EXEC

 Example 4  Respond to customers' requests to allow financing on small purchases.

1. Table name: ORDERS
2. Remove constraint: ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE ORDERS

         DROP CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED

 END-EXEC
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 Example 5  Prevent the acceptance of orders from customers who do not pay their bills by ensuring that any
order accepted comes from a customer whose name is on a "customers in good standing" list.

1. Table containing customers in good standing: PAYING_CUSTOMERS
2. Table to be protected: ORDERS
3. Columns on which a match is required:

ORDERS.CUSTOMER_NAME to PAYING_CUSTOMERS.COMPANY_NAME
4. Constraint name: ORDERS_TO_PAYING_CUST_NAME

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE ORDERS ADD FOREIGN KEY

         (CUSTOMER_NAME) REFERENCES PAYING_CUSTOMERS(COMPANY_NAME)

         CONSTRAINT ORDERS_TO_PAYING_CUST_NAME

 END-EXEC

 Example 6  Prevent the entrance of a shipment into the system unless there is an outstanding order for the
goods to be shipped.

1. Table containing outstanding orders: ORDERS
2. Table to be protected: CURRENT_SHIPMENTS
3. Columns requiring a match:

CURRENT_SHIPMENTS columns ORDER_ID and SHIPMENT_NUM to ORDERS columns ORDER_ID
and SHIPMENT_ID

4. Constraint name: SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE CURRENT_SHIPMENTS ADD FOREIGN KEY

         (ORDER_ID, SHIPMENT_NUM) REFERENCES

         ORDERS(ORDER_ID, SHIPMENT_ID)

 END-EXEC

NOTE
 The columns referenced by a foreign key must correspond to the primary key of the
referenced table.

 Example 7  Remove the foreign key restriction from table CURRENT_SHIPMENTS in order to ship goods
that were mistakenly left out of the original shipments, when the order is no longer current.

• Foreign key name: SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

 EXEC SQL

      ALTER TABLE CURRENT_SHIPMENTS

         DROP FOREIGN KEY SHIPMENTS_TO_ORDERS_IDS_MATCH

 END-EXEC

NOTE
 If a domain constraint is added to a table containing rows that violate the constraint, you
receive an SQL return code to warn you of this fact. The constraint is added, but the table is
placed in "check" status to make it unusable until the problem has been corrected by either
running the CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY with the DELETE=YES option specified to
delete violating rows, or by dropping the constraint and then running CONFIRM.

A similar situation occurs when adding a foreign key for which the referenced table lacks rows to match all
of the values in the referencing table. The same options (previously described) are available to correct the
problem. However, in the case of dropping a foreign key to correct the situation, an automatic CONFIRM is
initiated for you so that you do not need to perform this step yourself.
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CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE Statements

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

CALL
EXECUTE PROCEDURE

YES if no parms passed YES YES if no parms passed

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

A CALL or EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement is used to call user-written procedure logic. This statement can be coded
directly by the end-user or can be embedded in a trigger definition. Please note that procedures themselves can contain
CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements, subject to the following discussion of nesting limitation.

A procedure can also cause procedures to execute (trigger them) by executing INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE
statements. The depth of nesting of these recursive procedure calls is limited by the PROCEDURE Multi-User startup
option that can be used to limit or eliminate nesting.

If null indication variables are passed to the procedure, a list of pointers to the indicators follows the list of pointers to the
variables themselves. Although the pointers are contiguous, the indicators themselves are not.

NOTE
Because SQL has no way of verifying the compatibility of the user-written code with the procedure defined by
the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement, it is the sole responsibility of the creator of the procedure to
ensure that the CALL/EXECUTE PROCEDURE statement precisely reflects the parameter list expected by
the user-written program. Failure to properly coordinate parameter lists can cause the procedure subtask to
abnormally terminate.

►►─┬─ CALL ──────────────┬─ proc-name ─ proc-parms ───────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXECUTE PROCEDURE ─┘

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ( ─┬────────────────────────────────────┬ ─ ) ─┘

         ├─ positional-parms ─────────────────┤

         ├─ keyword-parms ────────────────────┤

         └─ positional-parms , keyword-parms ─┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ parameter-value-expression ─┴───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ┌─ , ─────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─ parameter-name=parameter-value-expression ─┴────────────────────────────►◄

►►─┬─ literal ──────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ host-variable ────────────┤

   ├─ BYREF(host-variable) ─────┤

   ├─ value-expression ─────────┤

   └─ trigger-column-reference ─┘

CALL
(Required)

EXECUTE PROCEDURE
(Required)

proc-name
Specify a procedure name. The procedure name cannot be specified as a host variable reference.
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ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure
definitions using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility purposes, a second, specific name may
be given to a procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name
must be unique.

parameter-name
Enter the name of the parameter as specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

literal
Specify a literal (value) for the parameter.

host-variable
Specify a host-variable by naming a variable that is described in the program in accordance with the rules for
declaring host variables.

BYREF(host-variable)
This clause, supported for compatibility purposes, is treated as a host variable reference.

value-expression
Specify a value expression (value expressions are used in procedure parameter lists).

trigger-column-reference
(Valid only in a CREATE TRIGGER or CREATE RULE statement.) A reference to a base table column value
through a correlation name defined in the old-row/new-row syntax of the CREATE TRIGGER/CREATE RULE
statements.

CLOSE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

CLOSE  YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The CLOSE statement closes a cursor. If a temporary table is created when the cursor is opened, the table is destroyed
when the cursor is closed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the CLOSE statement:

►►─ CLOSE ─ cursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

cursor-name
The name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement in your program. The DECLARE
CURSOR statement must precede the CLOSE statement in your source program. When the CLOSE statement is
executed, the cursor must be in the open state.

Processing

If your program terminates without closing an open cursor, the cursor is closed by Datacom/DB.
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Example
See DECLARE CURSOR's "Example 1" in Example1.

COMMENT ON Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

COMMENT ON YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The COMMENT ON statement is a Datacom/DB extension. COMMENT ON adds or replaces comments in Datacom
Datadictionary. The comments apply to tables, views or columns.

If a comment does not exist for the table, view or column, the comment you specify is added to text in Datacom
Datadictionary. If a comment already exists for the table, view or column, and you specify a new comment, the existing
comment is replaced by the new comment.

You cannot retrieve a comment through SQL. You can display the text created by the COMMENT ON statement through
the Datacom Datadictionary batch and online functions.

 Datacom Datadictionary provides many capabilities not available through SQL. For example, text classifications allow you
to store text about your SQL tables, views and columns in addition to that specified in the COMMENT ON statement.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the COMMENT ON statement:

►►─ COMMENT ON ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TABLE ─┬─ table-name ─┬IS ─ string-literal ────────────────┬────────────►◄

   │         └─ view-name ──┘                                    │

   ├─ COLUMN ─┬─ table-name.column-name ─┬IS ─ string-literal ───┤

   │          └─ view-name.column-name ──┘                       │

   │                      ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐     │

   └─┬─ table-name ─┬─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─ string-literal ─┴─ ) ─┘

     └─ view-name ──┘

TABLE
table-name or view-name
Indicates you want to comment on a table or view. and identifies a table or view described in the Datacom
Datadictionary. The comment is placed in text in Datacom Datadictionary.

COLUMN
table-name.column-name or view-name.column-name
Indicates you want to comment on a column and specifies the name of the column, qualified by the name of the
table or view in which it appears. The column must be described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The comment is
placed in text in Datacom Datadictionary.
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IS string-literal
The string-literal can be any character string literal enclosed between apostrophes.

column-name IS string-literal
To comment on more than one column in a table or view, do not use TABLE or COLUMN. Give the table or view
name and a list of the form:
(column-name IS 'string-literal', column-name IS 'string-literal', column-name IS 'string-literal')

The column comments must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with parentheses. All
columns named must appear in the same table or view and the table or view must be described in the Datacom
Datadictionary.

Examples

• The following example enters a comment on table EMP:
 EXEC SQL

      COMMENT ON TABLE EMP

      IS 'REFLECTS 1ST QTR 87 REORGANIZATION'

 END-EXEC

• The following example enters a comment on view MGR:
 EXEC SQL

      COMMENT ON VIEW MGR

      IS 'VIEW OF TABLE EMP THAT ARE MANAGERS'

 END-EXEC

• The following example enters a comment on the EMPNBR column of table EMP:
 EXEC SQL

      COMMENT ON COLUMN EMP.EMPNBR

      IS 'EMPNBR IS UNIQUE'

 END-EXEC

• The following example enters comments on two columns in table DEPTTBL:
 EXEC SQL

      COMMENT ON DEPTTBL

      (MGRNBR IS 'EMPLOYEE NUMBER OF DEPARTMENT MANAGER',

       ADMDEPT IS 'DEPARTMENT NUMBER OF ADMINISTERING DEPARTMENT')

 END-EXEC

 

COMMIT WORK Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

COMMIT WORK YES YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The COMMIT WORK statement terminates a unit of recovery and commits the database changes that were made by that
unit of recovery. The commit closes all open cursors.
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NOTE
 If a cursor is defined WITH HOLD, it stays open when a COMMIT WORK is executed. Any record-at-a-time
command that commits the logical unit of work (for example LOGCP, LOGCR) works the same way. See the
description of the WITH HOLD clause in DECLARE CURSOR.

A commit point is the moment in the sequence of operations at which the commit is actually done.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the COMMIT WORK statement:

NOTE
 COMMIT is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─┬─ COMMIT WORK ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMMIT ──────┘

COMMIT WORK
The COMMIT WORK statement is the commit operation. The unit of recovery in which the statement is executed
is terminated and a new unit of recovery is initiated. All changes made by CREATE, COMMENT ON, DROP,
INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements executed during the unit of recovery are committed. A COMMIT
WORK releases all locks not acquired by a LOCK TABLE statement. See LOCK TABLE Statement for an
explanation of the duration of explicitly acquired locks.

COMMIT
This Datacom/DB extension has the same effect as COMMIT WORK.

A unit of work is made up of one or more units of recovery. In a batch environment, a unit of work corresponds to
the execution of an application program. Within that program, there may be many units of recovery as COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statements are executed.

A unit of recovery is a sequence of operations within a unit of work. A unit of recovery is initiated by:

• The initiation of a unit of work.
• The termination of a previous unit of recovery.

A unit of recovery is terminated by:

• A commit operation.
• A rollback operation.
• The termination of a unit of work.

A commit or rollback operation affects only the results of SQL statements executed within a single unit of recovery.

Uncommitted database changes made in a unit of recovery may or may not be perceived by other units of work depending
on the isolation level selected.

Uncommitted database changes made in a unit of recovery can be backed out by Datacom/DB.

Committed database changes can be perceived by other units of recovery and cannot be backed out by Datacom/DB.

 Datacom/DB database changes are also committed when a unit of recovery terminates normally.

Example
The following statement commits alterations to the database made since the last commit point.
 EXEC SQL

      COMMIT WORK

 END-EXEC
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CREATE AREA Statement
In Datacom, the CREATE AREA SQL statement can be executed in two ways. Review valid execution methods, syntax,
and component descriptions.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for the CREATE AREA statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE AREA YES YES NO

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL
Security Access Rights.

If you are using Datacom/AD, you cannot use the CREATE AREA statement.

Syntax

Review the following syntax diagram for the CREATE AREA statement:

NOTE
Use commas between the optional parameters, if needed, for example, DYNAMIC_EXTEND TRACKS,
DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn.

►►── CREATE AREA area-name DATACOM ── IN DATABASE database-name─, ───►

                        ┌─ , ─────────────────────────────────────┐ 

►─── DATACOM_NAME xxx── ▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬┴──►◄

                          ├── BLOCK_SIZE nnnnn ──────────────────┤

                          ├── DATACOM_DD_NAME dd-occurrence-name ┤

                          ├─── DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─┬─ NO ────────┬───┤

                          │                    ├─ YES ───────┤   │

                          │                    ├─ TRACKS ────┤   │

                          │                    └─ CYLINDERS ─┘   │

                          ├── DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn ──────────────────┤

                          ├── SLACK nnnn ────────────────────────┤

                          └── SPACE_MANAGEMENT ─┬─ BASIC ────┬───┘

                                                ├─ NONE ─────┤

                                                ├─ WRAP ─────┤

                                                ├─ CLUSTER ──┤

                                                ├─ BASIC_BI ─┤

                                                └─ WRAP_BI ──┘

NOTE
Before using any table(s) created in a new Database and Area, you must allocate and initialize the data areas
and index areas, or you must use the DBUTLTY PREINIT function.

area-name
Specify a valid SQL Identifier for the name of the area that you want to create.

DATACOM
Indicates that all following attributes are specific to Datacom/DB. Specify the word DATACOM.

BLOCK_SIZE nnnnn
Defines the area’s physical block size in bytes. The block size is a value greater than or equal to the length of the
largest table stored in the data area. Valid values are 512-32760.
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IN DATABASE database-name
For database-name, specify an existing database SQL name.

DATACOM_NAME xxx
Specify for xxx a valid 3-character Datacom/DB short name for the area. The first character must be alphabetic,
the second and third characters can be alphanumeric. Do not specify a name with the last two characters being
XX. For valid values, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

DATACOM_DD_NAME dd-occurrence-name
Specify for the dd-occurrence-name a 1-32 character Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND
Allows a user to have Datacom/DB attempt to extend the data area dynamically. Specify NO, YES, TRACKS, or
CYLINDERS.

DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn
Specify the number of tracks or cylinders by which Datacom/DB can extend the Data Area. The valid range is
0-65535.

SLACK nnnn
The number of bytes to be reserved in each block of an area for the expansion of compressed physical records
at the time that a new row is inserted. This attribute provides space for compressed records that are prone to
expand over time due to updates. The valid range is 0-32760, but must be less than the block size.

SPACE_MANAGEMENT
The Datacom/DB space management option. Valid values are as follows:

• NONE--no space reclamation
• BASIC--space reclamation
• WRAP--wraparound
• CLUSTER--cluster
• BASIC_BI--basic with block index
• WRAP_BI--wraparound with block index

For more information about any of the attributes, see your Database Administrator or the Datacom Datadictionary
Attribute-Types Reference.

CREATE DATABASE Statement
Learn about the CREATE DATABASE Statement syntax, valid execution methods, and parameters. Use CREATE
DATABASE to define a database to Datacom/DB and Datacom Datadictionary.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE DATABASE YES YES NO

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL
Security Access Rights.

If you are using Datacom/AD, you cannot use the CREATE DATABASE statement.
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Syntax

See the following syntax diagram for the CREATE DATABASE statement:

NOTE
Use commas between optional parameters, for example, DYNAMIC_EXTEND TRACKS, DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn .

►►── CREATE DATABASE database-name DATACOM──────────────────►

►─── DATACOM_ID nnnnn─, ────────────────────────────────────►

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────────────────┐ 

►──▼┬───────────────────────────────────────────┬──┴────────►◄

    ├─ DATACOM_DD_NAME dd-occurrence-name ──────┤

    ├─ DYNAMIC_EXTEND ─┬─ NO ────────┬──────────┤

    │                  ├─ YES────────┤          │

    │                  ├─TRACKS ─────┤          │

    │                  └─CYLINDERS───┘          │

    ├─ DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn ────────────────────────┤

    └─ DL1T_CONSTRAINT ─┬─ NO ──┬───────────────┘

                        └─ YES──┘

NOTE
Before using any tables created in a new Database and Area, the data areas and index areas must be allocated
and initialized, or the DBUTLTY function PREINIT must be used.

database-name
Specify a valid SQL Identifier for the name of the database that you want to create.

DATACOM
Indicates that all following attributes are specific to Datacom/DB. Specify the word DATACOM.

DATACOM_ID nnnnn
Specify a valid database identifier (DBID). The DBID is stored in the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX). Valid values
for nnnnn are 5-digit numbers from 1 through 5000. There is no default value. An error is generated if you specify
an invalid DBID value. For more information, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types Reference.

NOTE
You cannot change a database DBID using the ALTER DATABASE statement. To change a DBID, use the
DROP DATABASE statement then recreate the database using CREATE DATABASE with the preferred DBID.
See DROP DATABASE Statement.

DATACOM_DD_NAME dd-occurrence-name
Specify for the dd-occurrence-name a 1-32 character Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND
Allows a user to have Datacom/DB attempt to extend the index area dynamically. Specify NO, YES, TRACKS, or
CYLINDERS.

DYN_EXT_SIZE nnn
Specify a valid dynamic extension size. For valid values, see the Datacom Datadictionary Attribute-Types
Reference.

DL1T_CONSTRAINT
YES indicates that the database is eligible for Datacom Transparency Option for DL/I integrity processing. Specify
YES or NO.
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CREATE INDEX Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

CREATE INDEX YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The CREATE INDEX statement is a Datacom/DB extension. CREATE INDEX defines a new index on one or more
columns of a base table. Adding an index to a table may improve the performance of some queries which reference that
table.

When a CREATE INDEX statement successfully executes, a KEY entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom
Datadictionary in PROD status. The five-character key name is generated for you by Datacom Datadictionary. The key's
attributes include MASTER-KEY=N, NATIVE-KEY=N, INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=Y, and UNIQUE=N. For information about
specifying SQL key selection override keys in either the correlation name or synonym name of a query, see Overriding
SQL Key Selection.

CREATE INDEX causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be marked invalid. You can run a Datacom
Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a table.

NOTE
 When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a CREATE
INDEX statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex
57) that tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force. With regard to table
partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a partition.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the CREATE INDEX statement:

►►─ CREATE ─┬──────────┬─ INDEX ─┬────────────┬─ index-name ─ ON ─────────────►

            └─ UNIQUE ─┘         └─ auth-id. ─┘

                                   ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

 ►─┬────────────┬─ table-name ─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┬─────────┬─┴─ ) ──────────►

   └─ auth-id. ─┘                                  ├─ ASC ◄ ─┤

                                                   └─ DESC ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM NAME ─ name ─┘

•  UNIQUE 
If UNIQUE is specified, the created index enforces value uniqueness and provides an efficient means of both retrieving
rows containing specific data values and of ordering the data. The index is rejected if the table contains non-unique
values.

•   auth-id. 
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An optional identifier of the schema for the index and table. If specified for the index-name, it must be the same as the
authorization ID of the table you have specified with the table-name. Use a period (.) to concatenate the authorization
ID to the index name or table name (for example, auth-id.table-name).

•   index-name ON
The name for the index you are creating. The index-name you supply, including the implicit or explicit qualifier (authid),
must not identify an index already described in Datacom Datadictionary.

•   table-name 
Specify the name of the table to be indexed. Must be a table described in Datacom Datadictionary.

•   (column-name) 
Specifies the name of a column or a list of columns. The column(s) must belong to the table you have specified with
the table-name. If more than one column name is listed, each name must be different and separated by commas. The
name of a column or a list of columns must be enclosed in parentheses.

•  ASC
Places the values of the column in ascending order. ASC is the default order.

•  DESC
Places the values of the column in descending order.

•  DATACOM NAME name 
Specifies a five-character DATACOM NAME name (a KEY entity-occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary ) for the
index. If you do not specify a DATACOM NAME name, Datacom Datadictionary generates a name for you. (This is not
the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.)

Processing

CREATE INDEX processing is done by:

1. Locking the table to be indexed,
2. Copying the rows to a temporary table while deleting them from the original table,
3. Adding the definition of the new index, and then
4. Adding the rows from the temporary table back to the original table.

Because of the amount of processing involved, adding an index through the CREATE INDEX statement may not be
appropriate for tables with a large number of rows. You may wish to use DBUTLTY's BACKUP function to unload
the table's area and then use DBUTLTY's LOAD function to null load the area before executing the CREATE INDEX
statement. After adding the new key definition by executing the CREATE INDEX statement, DBUTLTY's LOAD function
can be used to reload the area.

The sum of the lengths of all columns to be included in the index must be no more than 180.

Example

The following example creates an EMPLOYEE_INDEX index on table-name EMPLOYEES, column-name EMPNO.

 EXEC SQL

     CREATE INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX ON EMPLOYEES (EMPNO)

 END-EXEC
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CREATE PROCEDURE Statement
Learn about the CREATE PROCEDURE SQL statement in Datacom. Find methods of executing the SQL statement,
procedures, and results. Learn about SQL statements that support procedures.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE PROCEDURE YES/NO YES YES/NO

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

YES/NO means YES for External Procedures but NO for SQL Procedures (see following explanations of External
Procedures and SQL Procedures).

External Procedure definitions and SQL Procedures are created with this statement. External Procedures are written in a
host programming language (COBOL, PL/I, C, or ASSEMBLER) with SQL statements imbedded in their programs. For an
overview and examples of External Procedures and triggers, see Procedures and Triggers. SQL Procedures are written in
SQL and include all of their execution-time logic in an SQL CREATE PROCEDURE statement.

There are three ways to execute procedures:

• CALL statements
• EXECUTE PROCEDURE statements
• Triggers

We recommend using PLNCLOSE=T for procedures instead of PLNCLOSE=R. For External Procedures, the PLNCLOSE=
specification is determined by the Preprocessor options that are used for the procedure body compilation. For SQL
Procedures, the PLNCLOSE= specification is determined by the options that are used by the plan in which the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement is executed. When using DBSQLPR, specify PLNCLOSE=T or allow PLNCLOSE to default to that
value.

When you code procedures that perform INSERTs or UPDATEs, keep in mind that if they are called or triggered (directly
or indirectly) from an application that reads the same table on which that procedure is operating, the procedure affects
the results of the calling or triggering application and, in extreme cases, can cause loops to occur. For example, if an
application is performing a searched UPDATE of a table, and the UPDATE triggers a procedure that does UPDATEs itself,
the procedure could cause an endless loop by moving previously updated rows back into the traversal path of the
controlling searched update. Because Datacom/DB cannot prevent such a situation from occurring, it is important that you
make every effort to ensure your coding of a procedure does not cause this to occur.

Triggers whose procedures perform INSERTs, UPDATEs, or DELETEs have the potential to trigger themselves recursively,
triggering themselves immediately, or passing through other triggers first. However, be aware that the maximum recursion
depth that is specified in the PROCEDURE Multi-User startup option cannot be exceeded.

External Procedures

External Procedure logic is created by executing a preprocessor against user-written host-language source code. The
program source code for the procedure must be preprocessed before the CREATE PROCEDURE statement is allowed to run.

The following in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement distinguishes External Procedures from SQL Procedures:

• External Procedures allow any valid choice for the language in the proc-attributes syntax except SQL.
• External Procedures allow, in the proc-body syntax, the use of the proc-external and parameter-style

clauses, but not the proc-SQL-stmt clause.
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In a z/OS environment, COBOL, PL/I, and C procedures must be made Language Environment (LE) conforming by being
written and compiled using COBOL for z/OS, PL/I for MVS, and z/OS C/C++. Assembler procedures must also be made
LE-conforming by use of the CEEENTRY and associated macros.

In a z/VSE environment, COBOL, PL/I, and C procedures must be made Language Environment (LE) conforming by
being written and compiled using COBOL for z/VSE, PL/I for z/VSE, IBM C for z/VSE, and High Level Assembler.

Because SQL has no way of verifying the compatibility of the user-written code with the procedure that the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement defined, it is the sole responsibility of the creator of the procedure to ensure that the CREATE
PROCEDURE statement precisely reflects the parameter list that is expected by the user-written program. Failure to properly
coordinate parameter lists can cause the procedure subtask to abnormally terminate.

NOTE
As described in Multi-User Facility Considerations for Procedures, you should add to the Multi-User Facility
library concatenation the libraries containing the programs to be executed as procedures, along with any
associated subroutines. Also, if an existing procedure is being replaced, do a NEWCOPY console command, as
described in Maintenance using Console Commands, to that procedure so that the next job executes the latest
copy. For additional information, see Multi-User Facility Considerations for Procedures.

Results of Defining Structure Using the CREATE PROCEDURE Statement

The following items are the significant PROCEDURE entity-occurrence attributes defined:
AUTHID=

The authorization identifier (the schema) in effect when the SQL CREATE statement was executed.
CREATOR=

The accessor ID assigned at the SQL CREATE statement execution.
DETERMINISTIC=

Indicates that the procedure does (Y) or does not (N) return the same value given the same input (whether a
procedure can provide different results due to factors other than the data). This attribute is informational only.

ENTITY-NAME=
This is an internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID), followed by a hyphen,
followed by the SQLNAME value.

EXTERNAL=
If the procedure causes an external module to be executed, this attribute is set to Y. Otherwise, if the procedure
directly executes SQL statements, this attribute is set to N.

FIPS=
Indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no because
of syntax.

LANGUAGE=
The programming language used to produce the module executed when the procedure is invoked.

PARM-LIST-STYLE=
The style of the parameter list to be passed to the procedure module by SQL: GENERAL, GENERAL WITH
NULLS, or DATACOM SQL.

PRC-VALID=Y
When a change is made to a program referenced by a procedure, this attribute is set to N.

SQLNAME=
The name of the procedure as specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement.
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SQL-ACCESS=
Indicates whether the procedure executed contains SQL statements and whether SQL performs only read
function (READ), read and updated functions (MODIFY), or only other SQL functions such as DDL (YES). If no
SQL is executed, the value is NO.

SQL Procedures

SQL procedures support a basic procedural language with support for:

• declaration of SQL variables
• value assignment
• decision-making logic (IF-THEN statement) and CASE statement
• looping constructs (LOOP, REPEAT-UNTIL, and WHILE statements)
• error and condition handling, including user-defined conditions (see Diagnostics and Condition Handling)
• As many SQL statements as the size of your RWTSA area allows

For SQL Procedures, the CREATE PROCEDURE statement is specified as follows:

• SQL is specified for LANGUAGE in the language syntax.
• In the proc-body syntax, a proc-SQL-stmt clause is specified. The proc-SQL-stmt clause is composed of SQL

Procedure statements that are coded and executed directly. For instructions about coding a list of statements and
program-like logic, see the compound statement information in Compound Statement.

The following SQL statements support SQL Procedures:

• Assignment Statement
• CASE Statement (different from a case expression)
• Compound Statement (the building block from which SQL Procedures are mainly composed)
• Condition declaration
• DATACOM DUMP Statement
• GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement
• IF-THEN Statement
• ITERATE Statement
• LEAVE Statement
• SQL variable declaration
• Looping constructs

– LOOP Statement
– REPEAT-UNTIL Statement
– WHILE Statement

• RAISE ERROR Statement
• RESIGNAL Statement
• SIGNAL Statement
• SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement (DBSQLPR only)

CREATE PROCEDURE Statement Syntax and Description

Learn about the CREATE PROCEDURE SQL statements in Datacom. Find syntax diagrams and descriptions of parameters
and variables.

See the following syntax for the CREATE PROCEDURE statement:
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NOTE
SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL Procedures and, though optional for all others, is recommended for
all others as well. See the separate proc-body syntax diagram that follows.

                                      ┌─ , ──────────────────────┐

►►─ CREATE PROCEDURE ─ proc-name ─ ( ─▼─┬──────────────────────┬─┴─ ) ────────►

                                        ├─┬─ IN ◄ ──┬──────────┤

                                        │ ├─ OUT ───┤          │

                                        │ └─ INOUT ─┘          │

                                        ├─ SQL-parameter-name ─┤

                                        └─ datatype ───────────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─ proc-body ──────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ proc-attributes ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RUN OPTIONS ─ run-options-string ─┘

Expansion of Where proc-attributes is defined as:

   ┌────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ language ─────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ parameter-style ──────────┤

     ├─ SPECIFIC ─ name ──────────┤

     ├─┬───────┬ ─ DETERMINISTIC ─┤

     │ └─ NOT ─┘                  │

     └─ data-access ──────────────┘

Expansion of Where language is defined as:

├── LANGUAGE ─┬─ COBOL ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              ├─ PLI ───────┤

              ├─ C ─────────┤

              ├─ ASSEMBLER ─┤

              └─ SQL ───────┘

Expansion of Where parameter-style is defined as:

├── PARAMETER STYLE ─┬─ GENERAL ────────────┬──────────────────────────────────┤

                     ├─ GENERAL WITH NULLS ─┤

                     ├─ DATACOM SQL ────────┤

                     └─ SQL ────────────────┘

Expansion of Where data-access is defined as:

├──┬─ MODIFIES SQL DATA ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ READS SQL DATA ────┤

   ├─ CONTAINS SQL ──────┤

   └─ NO SQL ────────────┘

NOTE
All of the proc-attributes choices can be used together, but each can only be used once. If you are using
SQL Procedures, data-access and parameter-style do not apply.

You can specify the parameter style only once, either here as part of the procedure attribute syntax or as part of the
EXTERNAL syntax. Parameter style applies only to External Procedures. Parameter style does not apply to SQL
Procedures.
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NOTE
The proc-external clause is only used for External Procedures.

The optional parameter-style clause is only used for External Procedures.

The proc-SQL-stmt clause is only used for SQL Procedures.

►►─┬─ proc-external ─┬───────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   │                 └─ parameter-style ─┘ │

   └─ proc-SQL-stmt ───────────────────────┘

Expansion of Where proc_external is defined as:

├── EXTERNAL ─┬───────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────┤

              └─ NAME ─ ext-name ─┘

Expansion of Where proc-SQL-stmt is defined as:

├──┬─ executable-DML-stmt ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DDL-stmt ────────────┤

   ├─ control-stmt ────────┤

   └─ diagnostics-stmt ────┘

Expansion of Where diagnostics-stmt is defined as:

├──┬─ signal-stmt ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ get-diagnostics-stmt ─┤

   ├─ datacom-dump-stmt ────┤

   ├─ raise-error-stmt ─────┤

   └─ resignal-stmt ────────┘

Expansion of Where control-stmt is defined as:

├──┬─ call-proc ──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ execute-proc ───────────┤

   └─ proc-only-control-stmt ─┘

Expansion of Where proc-only-control-stmt is defined as:

├──┬─ compound-stmt ─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ compound-stmt-only-control-statements ─┘

NOTE
Syntax for the compound-stmt-only-control-statement is given in a separate diagram on the next page.

NOTE
The executable-DML-stmt is any DML statement except for DECLARE CURSOR (DECLARE CURSOR is
supported as part of the compound statement, see Compound Statement). For a list of DML statements, see
SQL Statements.

See the separate diagnostics-stmt syntax diagram that follows and see the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement on GET
DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

►►────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Where compound-stmt-only-control-statements are defined as:

├──┬─ assignment-stmt ─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ case-stmt ───────┤

   ├─ if-then-stmt ────┤

   ├─ iterate-stmt ────┤
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   ├─ leave-stmt ──────┤

   ├─ loop-stmt ───────┤

   ├─ repeat-stmt ─────┤

   └─ while-do-stmt ───┘

See the following description of the CREATE PROCEDURE syntax:

proc-name
(Required) For the proc-name specify the SQL-name of the procedure name. The name can be qualified with an
authorization ID. This name is an SQL-identifier.
We recommend that you use unique procedure names regarding the names of any record, table, synonym, view,
or constraint. If you code and reference a procedure parameter, for example, whose name is identical to a column
name that is also referenced inside a particular SQL Procedure, uniqueness in naming would allow you to use
the procedure name and table name to distinguish a procedure parameter reference from a reference to the
database-table column.
ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure
definitions using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility purposes, a second, specific name may
be given to a procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name
must be unique.

IN/OUT/INOUT
(Optional) Part of the SQL parameter definition. Specifies to SQL whether this parameter is used for input (IN),
output (OUT), or both (INOUT). If this parameter is not specified, the default (IN) is used.
Valid Entries:

IN, OUT, INOUT
Default Value:

IN
SQL-parameter-name

(Optional) The SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL Procedures and, though optional for all others, is
recommended for all others as well. The SQL-parameter-name is the name of a parameter that is passed to a
SQL Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). When used in a SQL Procedure containing an SQL variable with
a conflicting (matching) name, or a table or view reference where the table or view contains a conflicting column
name, the name should be qualified by using the procedure name.

datatype
Part of the SQL parameter definition. Specify a datatype.
Default Value:

(No default)
LANGUAGE COBOL/PLI/C/ASSEMBLER/SQL

Part of the procedure attributes definition.
Specify COBOL, PLI, C, or ASSEMBLER as the programming language when writing an External Procedure.
Specify SQL when writing a SQL Procedure. When you create a LANGUAGE SQL procedure, Datacom/DB
creates a plan to hold the SQL statements contained by the procedure. The plan name that is created consists
of the first 18 bytes of the procedure name. We recommend creating a SQL Procedure using a method such as
DBSQLPR. We support but do not recommend creating an SQL procedure from a preprocessed program.
See the note about language conformance in External Procedures.

NOTE
For all except LANGUAGE SQL, the program source code for the procedure must be preprocessed
before the CREATE PROCEDURE statement is allowed to run.

SPECIFIC name
Part of the procedure attributes definition.
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ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure
definitions using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility purposes, a second, specific name may
be given to a procedure to uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name
must be unique.

DETERMINISTIC/NOT DETERMINISTIC
Part of the procedure attributes definition. This is informational only and indicates whether the procedure always
returns the same output given a certain input.

PARAMETER STYLE
Defines how parameters are passed into and out of the procedure program you write, and how errors are
handled.

NOTE
Parameter style applies only to External Procedures. Parameter style does not apply to SQL
Procedures.

You can specify PARAMETER STYLE only once, either as:

• Part of the optional proc-attributes (procedure attributes) syntax that is specified before the EXTERNAL
keyword as shown in the CREATE PROCEDURE proc-attributes syntax

• Part of the optional parameter style definition following the EXTERNAL keyword as shown in the CREATE
PROCEDURE syntax in CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description.

Parameter style applies only to External Procedures. Parameter style does not apply to SQL Procedures.
PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL

This parameter style means that the user parameter list is passed to the procedure devoid of null indicators (nulls
are not allowed). Since no formal method is provided for passing error information back to the caller, the success
or failure of the CALL procedure statement is determined by the contents of SQL's internal SQLCODE variable
following the last SQL request that is made by the procedure. This also applies to parameter style GENERAL
WITH NULLS (see following).

PARAMETER STYLE GENERAL WITH NULLS
This parameter style differs from GENERAL only in that a null indicator is passed to the procedure for each user
parameter.

PARAMETER STYLE DATACOM SQL
This parameter style passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and SQL, but it also
passes some additional parameters. These parameters are modeled after those passed for the ANSI SQL3
parameter style SQL but with this difference: instead of a SQLSTATE, DATACOM SQL passes an SQLCODE in
the corresponding parameter. Following are the additional parameters (the first four are modeled after SQL3):

• SQLCODE -- passed to the procedure as 0 and used to set the SQLCODE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output.

• A variable-length character string containing the name of the procedure.
• A variable-length character string reserved for future use.
• A variable-length character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message

on output. This error message is placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL
PROCEDURE statement.

• A two-byte fixed-length character string containing the Datacom/DB external error code on output.
• A single character (a 4-byte integer) containing the Datacom/DB internal error code on output. You cannot

have spaces in the field, so it must be 0000 (hex 'F0F0F0F0') if no internal error is returned. Or if, for example,
a return code 94 is returned with an internal error code of 100, hex 'F0F1F0F0' would be returned. Your code
should convert the binary one-byte field to a four-byte unsigned display number.
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PARAMETER STYLE SQL
When a procedure is created using PARAMETER STYLE SQL in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement, the
SQLSTATE status indicator is returned in the SQLCA. For detailed information about the SQLSTATE status
indicator, see  SQL States.
Parameter style SQL passes nulls to the procedure as does GENERAL WITH NULLS and DATACOM SQL. It also
passes these additional four parameters that are added to the end of the parameter/null indicator list:

• The SQLSTATE (INOUT, but always passed in as 00000, similar to the SQLCODE in style DATACOM SQL,
that is, it is passed to the procedure as 00000 and used to set the SQLSTATE of the CALL PROCEDURE
statement on output).

• Authid.procedure-name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is a variable-length character string
containing the name of the procedure).

• Authid.specific name (IN, same as in style DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length character string reserved
for future use).

• Error message text (INOUT, passed in as 0-length string, same as DATACOM SQL, that is, a variable-length
character string containing 80 blanks on input, and an 80-byte or shorter error message on output that is
placed in the SQLCA and used as the SQL error message for the CALL PROCEDURE statement).

Unlike style DATACOM SQL, the Datacom/DB external and internal return codes are not a part of this parameter
list but are encoded in the generated SQLSTATE value. For example, the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return
code -117 is Seeii, and the SQLSTATE that equates to SQL return code -118 is Reeii, where ee represents the 2-
byte external Datacom/DB return code, and ii is the Datacom/DB internal return code in hexadecimal characters.
Valid Entries:

GENERAL, GENERAL WITH NULLS, DATACOM SQL, SQL
Default Value:

DATACOM SQL
How procedure errors are handled depends on the PARAMETER STYLE specified in the CREATE PROCEDURE
statement.

data-access
Data access is part of the proc-attributes (procedure attributes) definition. If you are using SQL Procedures, data-
access is ignored.
Valid Entries:

MODIFIES SQL DATA, READS SQL DATA, CONTAINS SQL, NO SQL
Default Value:

(No default)
proc-SQL-stmt

A proc-SQL-stmt is part of the proc-body syntax. The proc-SQL-stmt is composed of SQL Procedure statements
that are coded and executed directly. Use the compound statement to create program-like logic. For details about
compound statements, see Compound Statement.
In statements that are within SQL Procedures, that is, not External Procedures, SQL parameters and SQL
variables can be referenced anywhere expressions are allowed. Colons are not allowed in these references.
When a parameter or variable is referenced in a context containing or within the scope of an identically named
variable or column, you must disambiguate the name as follows:
For parameters, use the following:
authid.SQL-proc-name.SQL-parameter-name

The authid is optional if the procedure name is unique in this particular context. For variables, use the start-label
of the compound statement as follows:
start-label.variable-name

If your procedure fails to avoid ambiguity as required, Datacom/DB attempts to resolve the ambiguity in the
following way. If the statement involves a table or view, an attempt is made to find a matching column name.
All currently executing contexts are next searched for a matching SQL variable, inner-most context first (inner-
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most active compound-statement, including active condition handlers). The inner-most SQL parameter list is then
searched.
We recommend you do not label a compound statement using the SQL Procedure name. If you do so, know that
we do not guarantee any specific result or its consistency over time.
Recursive procedure calls are supported. Each occurrence has separate copies of parameters and SQL
variables.
The statements in a proc-SQL-stmt are as follows:
executable-DML-stmt

The executable-DML-stmt is any DML (Data Manipulation Language) statement, except for DECLARE
CURSOR. Use DML statements to access and manipulate data in SQL tables.

DDL-stmt
The DDL-stmt (Data Definition Language statements) are used to define SQL objects such as tables and
views. DDL statements are only allowed when they do not interfere with the preparation, execution, or
rebinding of your procedure.

control-stmt
Part of the proc-SQL-stmt clause that is used only with SQL Procedures.
Choose from the following control statements:
call-proc

Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures.
execute-proc

Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures.
proc-only-control-stmt

Part of the control-stmt in the proc-SQL-stmt that is used only with SQL Procedures. The proc-
only-control-stmt can be a compound statement (compound-stmt) or compound statement control
statements (compound-stmt-only-control-statements).

compound-stmt
For information about compound statements, see Compound Statement.

compound-stmt-only-control-statements
Compound statement only control statements can appear only within the context of a compound
statement. They can be nested. They can appear immediately inside a compound statement,
or inside other statements that are themselves contained by a compound statement. Choices
include the following statements:

• assignment-stmt (see Assignment Statement)
• case-stmt (not a case-expression, see CASE Statement)
• if-then-stmt (see IF-THEN Statement)
• iterate-stmt (see ITERATE Statement)
• leave-stmt (see LEAVE Statement)
• loop-stmt (see LOOP Statement)
• while-do-stmt (see WHILE Statement)
• repeat-stmt (see REPEAT-UNTIL Statement)

Notice the recursive nature of these definitions. Each of these proc-only-control-stmt statements
qualify indirectly as a proc-SQL-stmt (each proc-only-control-stmt is a control-stmt), but many of
them can also have lists of proc-SQL-stmt statements that are embedded in them. This means
that the various statement types may be nested within each other to an unlimited depth. Notice
however the following limitations.
DDL statements (Data Definition) are only allowed when they do not interfere with the
preparation, execution, or rebinding of your procedure. For example, if your procedure creates
a table and then uses it, the statements that use the table might fail with TABLE NOT FOUND
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or a similar error during the table resolution process of the prepare phase, unless that table is
manually created before the CREATE PROCEDURE is prepared (it can be dropped afterwards).
If your procedure uses and then ALTERs or DROPs a table, the procedure could be marked
invalid as it executes, then attempt an auto-rebind (which could fail, depending on the change you
made and how the table is used by the procedure).

diagnostics-stmt
Part of the proc-SQL-stmt clause that is used only with SQL Procedures. See the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement
on GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

EXTERNAL
Begins the external body syntax that can be used to specify a name (NAME ext-name) for the program you write
that constitutes the body of the procedure (see following for more information on NAME ext-name). EXTERNAL is
only used for External Procedures, not for SQL Procedures.
A parameter style can also be specified as part of the EXTERNAL syntax but only if you have not specified
a parameter style as part of the proc-attributes (procedure attribute) syntax. Parameter style is only used for
External Procedures, not for SQL Procedures.

NAME ext-name
(Optional) If you specify EXTERNAL NAME ext-name, the external name you specify as the ext-name must match
both the load-module name and PROGRAM-ID (Datacom Datadictionary PROGRAM entity-occurrence name) of
the program. We recommend you specify a NAME ext-name to avoid confusion. NAME ext-name is only used for
External Procedures, not for SQL Procedures.
Valid Entries:

A valid external name that meets the listed requirements
Default Value:

If you do not specify a NAME, the SQL name of the procedure is used as the default which in this case
must be unique even without an AUTHID, and must be a valid load-module name.

RUN OPTIONS run-options-string
(Optional) Specifying RUN OPTIONS run-options-string provides control over the environment in which the
procedure executes. The run-options-string is a quoted string constant of up to 128 characters in length
containing run options for use by the IBM OS/390 Language Environment (LE), which controls procedure
execution. Following is an example:
RUN OPTIONS 'MSGFILE(SYSOUT,FBA,121,0,ENQ)'
Using the MSGFILE option prevents unmanaged contention for the SYSOUT data set (SYSLST in z/VSE) from
procedures running concurrently. The ENQ parameter allows competing procedure executions (running in distinct
LE environments) to share the data set by single-threading access.
The destination of print statements (for example, printf in C or DISPLAY in COBOL), executed in procedures
across the Multi-User Facility, tends to be a single data set, usually DDNAME SYSOUT (SYSLST in z/VSE),
identified by the Multi-User Facility startup JCL. For that reason, we recommend using these statements with
caution. Assuming no print statements have been coded, use of MSGFILE is still useful, however, in enqueuing
the messages that LE itself occasionally produces.
Valid Entries:

A quoted string constant of up to 128 characters in length containing run options for use by the IBM
OS/390 Language Environment

NOTE
Details about the contents of the string are documented in the IBM OS/390 Language
Environment for OS/390 & VM Programming Reference.

Default Value:
(No default)
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CREATE PROCEDURE: Diagnostics and Condition Handling

Learn about using the Diagnostics Area and user-written condition handlers to manage errors, warnings, and user-defined
conditions in the CREATE PROCEDURE SQL statement in Datacom.

Understanding the concepts of a Diagnostics Area and condition handler lets you use the full capabilities of SQL
Procedure condition handling.

Diagnostics Area

A Diagnostics Area is a data structure that represents a list of errors, warnings, and user-defined conditions that have
occurred during the execution of a single SQL statement.

SQL maintains an array of Diagnostics Areas, which is known as a Diagnostics Area Stack, for each logical unit of work
(LUW). At any given time, the stack represents the error status of both the currently active user request and any related
condition handler executions or of the previous request if a request is not currently active.

Each Diagnostics Area contains a header containing information such as a description of the SQL statement that was
executed, and an array of condition information areas (CIAs), each area representing a single error, warning, or user-
defined condition that occurred during execution of the statement. The number of CIAs that are maintained in each
Diagnostics Area is determined by the SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS Multi-User startup option. The amount of memory that is
used by a Diagnostics Area can be computed as follows, where active LUWs is the number of concurrently active LUWs
and CIAs is the number of CIAs as specified by SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS:
9k * (active LUWs) * (CIAs)

You can obtain an estimate of the number of concurrent SQL LUWs by querying the LUWS column in the
SQL_STATUS (SQS) Dynamic System Table. Assuming you have 50 SQL applications running concurrently, and
SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS is 2, then more memory usage would then become:
9k * 50 * 2 = 900k

There are four ways to populate a Diagnostics Area:

• Simply experience an error or warning in an SQL statement
• Execute the SIGNAL statement (see SIGNAL Statement)
• Execute the RESIGNAL statement (see RESIGNAL Statement)
• Execute the RAISE ERROR statement (see RAISE ERROR Statement)

To retrieve diagnostics information in your application, execute the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement (see GET DIAGNOSTICS
Statement).

Condition Handler

A condition handler is a user-written routine that is embedded in a user-written procedure that detects and acts to recover
from errors, warnings, and any user-defined condition that requires action or remediation. When an end user merges
the functionalities that are provided by condition handlers and the Diagnostics Area Stack, basic error recovery can be
provided with complete sequences of errors available for retrieval, and business-rule related functions can be performed
automatically. The condition declaration and condition handler are found in the syntax for the compound statement (see
Compound Statement).

A procedure that, for example, takes customer orders from a phone operator, checks inventory, and reserves warehouse
stock to cover them should also, if every item is in stock, ship the orders immediately. A customer, however, could
in addition request that individual items be shipped as they become available. The logic of a condition handler could
therefore include that situation as follows. To implement the procedure, do the following steps:

1. Declare names for the conditions to be handled:
 DECLARE ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK CONDITION;

 DECLARE SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE CONDITION;
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Lists of SQLSTATEs can also be named as conditions using a FOR clause (see Example Procedure 2). General
conditions of SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, and NOT FOUND are automatically defined (see the description of
cond-declarations).

2. Define the condition handler as in the following examples:
– This example sends a message to initiate action by warehouse personnel. In this example, a compound statement

is supplied that includes SQL variable references and some logic. A condition handler, however, could also consist
of only one SQL statement, as shown in the example that follows this one.
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK, SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE

ship_it: BEGIN ATOMIC

           DECLARE messageLocal VARCHAR(80);

           IF numberItemsAvailable = numberItemsOrdered THEN

              SET messageLocal = 'ORDER IS COMPLETE.  SHIP NOW.';

           ELSE

               SET messageLocal = 'SHIP ALL AVAILABLE ITEMS NOW.';

           END IF;

           INSERT INTO warehouseToDo (orderId, instructions)

                        VALUES  (orderIdParameter, messageLocal);

         END end_ship_it;

– The following example performs essentially the same function as the preceding example. the example presents,
however, an alternative to the more complicated logic of the previous example by using an INSERT statement coded
into the warehouseToDo table.
DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR ALL_ITEMS_IN_STOCK, SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE

  INSERT INTO warehouseToDo (orderId, instructions)

               VALUES (orderIdParameter, 'SHIP ALL AVAILABLE ITEMS NOW');

3. When you detect the defined condition, signal this fact to the condition handler. For example, if the procedure
determines that some items are not in-stock but the client has requested that items ship as they become available,
then the following statement could be executed to trigger the handler to execute.
SIGNAL SHIP_AS_AVAILABLE;

NOTE
Condition handlers that are triggered by particular SQLSTATEs execute automatically and therefore have no
need for explicit SIGNAL statements.

For examples of error handlers embedded in procedures, see Example Procedure 2.

Condition Handlers Optional

Condition handlers are optional, so you can have the caller of a procedure handle any error condition by not coding
any handlers. When an error is then encountered, your procedure backs out any maintenance it performed and aborts.
However, if you do not want completion codes to cause a procedure to abort (for example, if you have a SQLSTATE
02000 or SQLCODE 100 at the end of each cursor and (or) warning conditions such as when an SQLSTATE starts with
01 or there is a positive SQLCODE), then you need handlers for NOT FOUND and SQLWARNING. For an example
showing a procedure without handlers, see Example Procedure 1.

CREATE PROCEDURE: SQLSTATE and SQLCODE Special Variables

In Datacom Datacom, instead of using GET DIAGNOSTICS in a handler to retrieve the SQLSTATE into an SQL variable,
use SQLSTATE and SQLCODE Special Variables. Find example codeblocks and descriptions.

As an alternative to using the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement in a handler to retrieve the SQLSTATE into an SQL variable,
and for compatibility with other implementations, supply an SQLSTATE or SQLCODE local variable and code the following
example as the first statement in the handler:

 SET SQL-variable-name = sqlstate-or-sqlcode;
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SQL then assigns a value to your SQLSTATE or SQLCODE variable after every statement execution. See the following
instructions for using this feature:

1. Declare SQLSTATE (or SQLCODE) as an SQL variable in your condition handler or a compound statement that
contains the handler.

2. As the first (or only) statement in a handler, assign SQLSTATE (or SQLCODE) to your SQL variable. Again, if you
supply a SQLSTATE (or SQLCODE) variable, Datacom resets its value each time a statement is executed, hence the
need for a separate SQL variable copy of any value you need to save.

For example, from a functional point of view code example 1 and code example 2 are equivalent. In the example that
follows, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.

Code Example 1
 .

 .

 .

 DECLARE sqlState, sqlStateLocal CHAR(5) DEFAULT '00000';

 DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, NOT FOUND

    SET sqlStateLocal = sqlState;

 .

 .

 .

 INSERT INTO orderTable VALUES (customerId, orderId, orderStatus, orderComments);

 IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

    LEAVE thisCompoundStatement;

 END IF;

 .

 .

 .

In the preceding example, you could have substituted for every occurrence of sqlCode and sqlCodeLocal the
variables sqlState and sqlStateLocal. We do not recommend using SQLSTATE and SQLCODE at the same
time, because each statement, including assignment statements, reset both the SQLSTATE and SQLCODE,
meaning that the following situation could result. Consider the following two statements:
 SET sqlCodeLocal = sqlCode;

 SET sqlStateLocal = sqlState;

If the two statements that are shown in the preceding example should be the first and second statements
in a handler, SQL variable sqlStateLocal would receive '00000' as the (reset) value. Because the condition
information in the Diagnostics Area is preserved until the handler succeeds, the following would work as a
coding alternative:
 SET sqlCodeLocal = sqlCode;

 GET STACKED DIAGNOSTICS sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE;

The following code example is equivalent, from a functional point of view, to the previously shown code
example 1. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three
vertically arranged periods.
Code Example 2
 .

 .

 .

 DECLARE sqlState, sqlStateLocal CHAR(5) DEFAULT '00000';

 DECLARE CONTINUE HANDLER FOR SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, NOT FOUND

    GET STACKED DIAGNOSTICS sqlCodeLocal =

 RETURNED_SQLSTATE;
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 .

 .

 .

 INSERT INTO orderTable VALUES (customerId, orderId, orderStatus, orderComments);

 IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

    LEAVE thisCompoundStatement;

 END IF;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE: Assignment Statement

In Datacom, the assignment statement in CREATE PROCEDURE stores a value into a SQL variable or SQL parameter. Find
statement syntax, parameter and variable descriptions, and an example.

See the following syntax for the assignment statement:

►►─ SET ─ assignment-target=proc-value-expression ────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Where assignment-target is defined as

├──┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

assignment-target
For the assignment-target specify an SQL-variable-name or an SQL-parameter-name.

proc-value-expression
For a description of a proc-value-expression, see CASE Statement.

SQL-variable-name
The SQL-variable-name is the name of a variable that is declared within a compound statement inside a SQL
Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). Qualify the SQL variable name using the start-label of the compound
statement that immediately contains it in the following circumstances:

• If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name from a nested compound statement (for
example, a condition handler)

• If the name conflicts with a SQL parameter name
• If the name conflicts with a column that is contained within a referenced table or view

SQL-parameter-name
The SQL-parameter-name is required for SQL Procedures and, though optional for all others, is recommended
for all others as well. The SQL-parameter-name is the name of a parameter that is passed to a SQL Procedure
(a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). The SQL-parameter-name should be qualified by using the procedure name
when:

• The SQL-parameter-name is used in a SQL Procedure containing an SQL variable with a conflicting
(matching) name

• The SQL-parameter-name is used in a table or view reference where the table or view contains a conflicting
column name

Example
An assignment statement example follows. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space
considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .
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 .

 DECLARE mySalary, yourSalary decimal(15,0) DEFAULT 1000000.;

 DECLARE errorClass char(2);

 DECLARE sqlStateLocal char(5);

 .

 .

 .

 SET errorClass = SUBSTR(sqlStateLocal, 1, 2);

 .

 .

 .

 SET mySalary = yourSalary * 2;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE: CASE Statement

In Datacom, learn about use of CASE in the CREATE PROCEDURE statement for SQL. Find syntax diagrams, descriptions of
parameters and variables, and examples.

The CASE works in the same way an IF statement works to control which SQL statements are executed based on
predicates that you specify.

See the following syntax for the CASE statement:

►►─ CASE ─┬─ proc-value-expression ─ simple-when-stmt-list ─┬─────────────────►

          └─ searched-when-stmt-list ───────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ END CASE ─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ELSE ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

Expansion of Where simple-when-stmt-list is defined as:

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ WHEN ─ proc-value-expression ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┴──────────────┤

Expansion of Where searched-when-stmt-list is defined as:

   ┌────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ WHEN ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┴──────────────┤

Expansion of Where proc-SQL-stmt-list is defined as:

   ┌──────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ──────┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

NOTE
For proc-SQL-stmt syntax, see the syntax fragment in CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description.

proc-value-expression
A proc-value-expression is a variant form of the expressions that are used to specify values as follows:

• To the syntax for expressions, the proc-value-expression adds SQL variable names (see SQL-
variable-declarations in Compound Statement) and SQL parameter names (see SQL-parameter-
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name in CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description). To view SQL variable names and SQL parameter
names in the syntax diagram for expressions, see Expressions.

• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of column functions.
NOTE
Scalar functions, however, are allowed.

• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of column names.
• A proc-value-expression does not allow the use of host variables.

simple-when-stmt-list
A simple-when-stmt-list is a list of simple-when statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For more
information, see the example that follows.

searched-when-stmt-list
A searched-when-stmt-list is a list of searched-when statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
more information, see the example that follows.

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the search-condition described in with the following modifications that
allow its use in SQL Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon.

Example of a simple-when Statement
See the following example that uses a simple-when statement:
CASE creditStatus

   WHEN 'CURRENT' THEN

      call creditLimitCheck(clientId, creditAmount, creditLimit, orderStatus);

      IF (orderStatus = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED')

         SET orderStatus = orderStatus CONCAT ', DISCUSS CREDIT LINE INCREASE';

      END IF;

   WHEN 'NEW APPLICATION' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'ACCEPT ORDER PENDING ACCOUNT SETUP COMPLETION';

   WHEN 'PAST DUE' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'NOTIFY CUSTOMER, HOLD FOR PAYMENT RECEIPT';

   WHEN 'BAD' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'REJECTED FOR FAILURE TO PAY';

END CASE;

Example of a searched-when Statement
See the following example that uses a searched-when statement:
CASE

   WHEN creditStatus = 'CURRENT' OR clientStatus = 'PRE-APPROVED' THEN

      call creditLimitCheck(clientId, creditAmount, creditLimit, orderStatus);

      IF (orderStatus = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED')

         SET orderStatus = orderStatus CONCAT ', DISCUSS CREDIT LINE INCREASE';

      END IF;

   WHEN creditStatus = 'NEW APPLICATION' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'ACCEPT ORDER PENDING ACCOUNT SETUP COMPLETION';

   WHEN creditStatus = 'PAST DUE' THEN

      set orderStatus = 'NOTIFY CUSTOMER, HOLD FOR PAYMENT RECEIPT';
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   ELSE

      set orderStatus = 'CREDIT IS ' CONCAT orderStatus;

END CASE;

CREATE PROCEDURE: Compound Statement

In Datacom, learn about using compound statements in CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and an example.

Compound statements implement a small procedural language that provides the building blocks from which SQL
Procedures are composed. A compound statement can contain many interacting SQL statements that are limited only
by the size of the RWTSA that must transport the syntax to the DBMS. When a compound statement is executed, an
execution context is created for the statements the compound statement contains. That execution context consists of:

• SQL variables and condition handlers for both this compound statement and any statements within which this
compound statement is nested

• A save-point token for transaction backout (controlled by the DBMS)
• SQL parameters
• Labels defining SQL statements (used for branching)
• Locally declared cursors

The set of statements to which variables and other context-related information is visible is referred to as scope. Scope
consists of all statements and contexts that a compound statement encloses. Compound statements cannot exist outside
of a procedure, but they can be nested. Nested compound statements are most frequently used for condition handling.

See the following syntax for the compound statement:

NOTE
Combinations and multiples of these two optional choices can be used.

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─ BEGIN ATOMIC ────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ start-label: ───────┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────►

     ├─ SQL-variable-declarations ─┤

     └─ condition-declarations ────┘

   ┌─────────────────────────────────┐ ┌─────────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┴─▼─┬─────────────────────┬─┴────────────►

     └─ declare-cursor-stmt; ──────┘     └─ condition-handler ─┘

 ►─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END ─┬─────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                              └─ end-label ─┘

Expansion of Where SQL-variable-declarations are defined as:

             ┌─ , ─────────────┐

├── DECLARE ─▼─ variable-name ─┴─ datatype ───────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ ; ────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┘

               ├─ NULL ────────┤

               ├─ USER ────────┤

               └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘
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Expansion of Where condition-declarations are defined as:

├── DECLARE ─ condition-name ─ CONDITION ─────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ ; ──────────────────┤

   └─ FOR ─ SQLSTATE ─ VALUE ─ character-constant ─┘

Expansion of Where condition-handler is defined as:

                                          ┌─ , ──────────────────┐

├── DECLARE ─┬─ CONTINUE ─┬─ HANDLER FOR ─▼─┬─ condition-name ─┬─┴────────────►

             ├─ EXIT ─────┤                 ├─ sqlstate-value ─┤

             └─ UNDO ─────┘                 ├─ SQLEXCEPTION ───┤

                                            ├─ SQLWARNING ─────┤

                                            └─ NOT FOUND ──────┘

 ►─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Expansion of Where proc-SQL-stmt-list is defined as:

   ┌──────────────────────────┐

├──▼─ proc-SQL-stmt ─ ; ──────┴───────────────────────────────────────────┤

See the following descriptions of the parts of the compound statement syntax:
start-label: / end-label

(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label you must also specify a
matching start-label.

IMPORTANT
We recommend you do not label a compound statement using the SQL Procedure name. When the
SQL Procedure name is used, we cannot guarantee any specific result or its consistency over time.

ATOMIC
Specifying ATOMIC prevents a procedure from containing a COMMIT or a non-savepoint ROLLBACK. Specify
ATOMIC after BEGIN and specify an END before the end-label.

SQL-variable-declarations
(Optional) In SQL-variable-declarations each variable receives the default value on entry to a compound
statement. Variables without defaults are assigned NULL values on entry. Each declaration can include a list of
variables that are separated by commas. The variable-name is an SQL identifier.
The scope (range of visibility) of these variables is the BEGIN-END pair, including any compound statements that
are contained within and any error handlers that execute while the contained compound statement is executing.
Identical variable names can be disambiguated using start-label.variable-name where the start label is
the start-label of a compound statement.

DEFAULT literal/NULL/USER/SYSTEM USER
(Optional) The DEFAULT clause, an optional part of the SQL-var-declarations clause, specifies a default
from among the choices that follow:
literal

Specifies the default to be a literal. Be certain the literal agrees with the data type of the column. The
specified literal can be up to 20 bytes long or the length of the column that is involved, whichever is
shorter. You can specify a default value for a character column where the column is greater than 20 bytes
long. However, the default literal itself is limited to 20 bytes with the remaining bytes padded with blanks
by the system.
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NULL
Specifies the default as NULL.

USER
Specifies the default to be the current authorization ID.

SYSTEM USER
Specifies the default to be the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user.

condition-declarations
(Optional) Each of the condition-declarations relates a name to an SQLSTATE or any user-signaled
condition (see the information on the SIGNAL statement on SIGNAL Statement). A condition handler can
be written for any declared condition, including those conditions defined by the user and not related to any
SQLSTATE. Declared conditions are visible to all compound statements executing within their context. For
instructions and examples of conditions and handlers, see Diagnostics and Condition Handling.

NOTE
The names NOT FOUND, SQLWARNING, and SQLEXCEPTION are pre-defined conditions that are
assigned to SQLSTATE subclasses 02, 01, and any other non-00 subclass, respectively.

condition-handler
(Optional) The condition-handler defines an SQL statement (a proc-SQL-stmt that can be a compound
statement) to be executed when a given condition occurs. If a condition occurs for which multiple handlers have
been written, SQL chooses and executes the most appropriate handler, after searching available handlers in the
inner-most context first, as follows.

1. If an SQLSTATE other than 00000 has occurred and a handler exists in any active context for a condition that
is defined for that specific SQLSTATE, that handler executes. This includes situations where the SQLSTATE
was signaled by value or using a condition-name associated with a specific SQLSTATE as described in the
information about the SIGNAL statement in SIGNAL Statement. A condition-name is an SQL identifier.

2. If a condition was signaled using a condition-name and the first step did not find a match on SQLSTATE,
or if there is no SQLSTATE associated with the condition-name, a search is done for a handler that is
associated with the specific condition-name.

3. If an SQLSTATE other than 00000 has occurred (including being signaled) and a handler for the generalized
condition that is associated with that SQLSTATE, specifically, SQLEXCEPTION, SQLWARNING, or NOT
FOUND, exists, that handler is executed.

If no appropriate handler is found, the SQL statement precipitating the error or warning condition aborts with that
condition.
Specific SQLSTATEs and condition names are prevented by Datacom from being associated with more than one
handler, except when the duplicate handler applies only to a generalized condition under which that SQLSTATE
is classified, preventing an ambiguity by following the previously given rules. For instructions and examples of
conditions and handlers, see iagnostics and Condition Handling.
After execution of the handler-action statement(s) without any errors or warnings, the SQLSTATE is reset to
00000 and procedure execution continues as separately described for each of the handler types, CONTINUE,
EXIT, and UNDO.
If an error handler generates an unexpected (rather than signaled) error or warning condition, that condition is
handled like any other error. To avoid endless loops in error handling, we only handle errors that are generated
in the top-level error handler. Unhandled error handler errors cause a RESIGNAL command to execute, followed
by an exit from the handler and execution continuation as prescribed by any handler executed on the RESIGNAL.
On exit from the handlers, the DIAGNOSTICS AREA STACK (see GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement) contains
information on any unresolved errors. Unresolved errors cause an abort of the executing procedure statement.
If a SIGNAL, RESIGNAL, or RAISE ERROR statement is executed as part of a handler, Datacom/DB assumes
that the signaled condition is intended to be seen by the caller of the procedure, and Datacom/DB therefore
exits with that error intact and unhandled. After successful execution of a CONTINUE type handler, procedure
execution resumes with the statement following the one that generated the error.
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EXIT handlers operate in a similar way except that when they complete, procedure execution continues after
execution of an implied LEAVE Statement whose target-label is the one attached to the compound statement in
which the handler was defined. The result is that the compound statement containing the statement generating
the error aborts but with no error.
UNDO handlers start by performing a ROLLBACK that terminates at the save-point that SQL automatically
establishes at the start of the compound statement in which the handler was defined, and closing all cursors
open in that context. The handler-action statements then execute. If no unhandled conditions occur, then the
condition precipitating the handler execution is cleared, and procedure execution continues after execution of
an implied LEAVE Statement whose target label is the one attached to the compound statement under which
the handler was defined. In other words, the compound statement containing the statement generating the error
aborts but with no error.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate
additional condition handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition
and cause the execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the
compound statement that contains the handler definition is aborted if it is different from the compound
statement that triggered the handler, the same as would happen if the handler failed to resolve the
triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements should therefore be
positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon.

Example
See the following example of a compound statement that is used in a procedure named creditLimitCheck. In
the example, the compound statement begins with line number 000017 and ends with line number 000030:
 000013 -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

 000014 CREATE PROCEDURE creditLimitCheck

 000015    (INOUT result CHAR(80), IN custId CHAR(5), IN purchaseAmount DECIMAL(15,2))

 000016    LANGUAGE SQL

 000017    limitCheck: BEGIN ATOMIC

 000018       DECLARE creditAvailable DECIMAL(15,2) DEFAULT 0;

 000019

 000020       SELECT creditMax-creditUsed INTO creditAvailable

 000021              FROM credit

 000022              WHERE credit.custId =

 000023                    CAST(creditLimitCheck.custId AS NUMERIC(5));

 000024

 000025       IF (purchaseAmount > creditAvailable) THEN

 000026          SET result = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

 000027       ELSE

 000028          SET result = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

 000029       END IF;

 000030    END limitCheck@

On line 00030 of the previously shown example, the at sign (@), used with the TERM=@ parameter in
DBSQLPR, enables DBSQLPR to skip over semicolons that are embedded in statements and instead
recognize the @ as the end of the statement.

CREATE PROCEDURE: DATACOM DUMP Statement

In Datacom, learn about the DATACOM DUMP statement for CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.
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The DATACOM DUMP statement can be used as a debugging tool for SQL Procedures. This statement causes requested
information to be dumped to a specified file and marked by a header and footer as shown in the first and last lines in the
example. The plan name that is shown in the dump report matches the SQL-name of your procedure.

►►─ DATACOM DUMP ─ dumpable-expression-list ─ TO PXXSQL ──────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Where dumpable-expression-list is defined as

   ┌─ , ──────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-names ─┬─┴────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     ├─ parameter-names ────┤

     ├─ special-registers ──┤

     ├─ literals ───────────┤

     └─ scalar-functions ───┘

• dumpable-expression-list
A list, separated by commas, of SQL-variable-names, parameter-names, special-registers, literals, and scalar-
functions.

• TO PXXSQL
PXXSQL is the destination supported by the DATACOM DUMP statement. TO PXXSQL causes output to go to the
PXX location to which SQL output is sent. The destination of SQL output is either specified using the Multi-User startup
option SYSOUT or allowed to default.

• SQL-variable-names
The SQL-variable-names is the name of a variable that is declared within a compound statement inside a SQL
Procedure (a LANGUAGE SQL procedure). If the name conflicts with (matches) another SQL variable name from a
nested compound statement (for example, a condition handler), or an SQL parameter name, or a column contained
within a referenced table or view, the SQL variable name should be qualified using the start-label of the compound
statement that immediately contains it.

• parameter-names
The parameter-names variable refers to any parameter in your procedure.

• special-registers
• literals
• scalar-functions

NOTE
When using scalar functions, operands can include SQL variables and parameters but not column names.
Fetching the value of a column into a variable is a suggested way to use a scalar function.

Example
If you add a tracesOn input parameter or SQL variable to your procedure, you can use it to turn DATACOM DUMP
statements on and off, preventing your having to recode the statements if procedure modifications require
debugging. For example:
 IF tracesOn = 'TRUE' THEN

   DATACOM DUMP dumpable-expression-list TO PXXSQL;

 END IF;

DATACOM DUMP produces output that goes to the PXXSQL and is printed in the detailed format shown in the
following sample. In this context, the dumping of constants, for example VALUES ON EXIT in the sample, can
help find the output on your test or development MUFs. We reserve the right, however, to change the format of
dumps without notice. For example, a less detailed, summary style dump that produces simpler output could
be provided at a later time, a summary dump style that could even, at that time, become the default style.
Following is the DATACOM DUMP statement that produces the sample output that follows:
 DATACOM DUMP 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result, sqlstateLocal,

                                       errorMessage TO PXXSQL;
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 000017 S0001 -- DCM DUMP PLAN SYSADM.SUPPLYHOSTVARSFORC STMT 5 LUW 0000000000000001 REQ 305 TASK 1

 8/3/2007 17:39:02 --

 000018 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D16C OP=00000000 NXT=3684D1A8  QCB=00000000 VAL=3684D15C

 NAM=00000000

 000019 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=-01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000020 S0001   ... . LITERAL (#0021:00000.00015): CHAR (15) NOT NULL

 000021 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= VALUES ON EXIT:.

 000022 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D1A8 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D266 QCB=3684D068 VAL=3684254F NAM=00000000

 000023 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000024 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1027:00000.00081): CHAR (80)

 000025 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..RESULT

 000026 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED

 000027 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D266 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D324  QCB=3684D068 VAL=36842722

 NAM=00000000

 000028 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x0000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000029 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1025:00000.00006): CHAR (5)

 000030 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..SQLSTATELOCAL

 000031 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= NULL

 000032 S0001   LVL 2 NODE 3684D324 OP=00000000 NXT=3684D446L QCB=3684D068 VAL=3684244B

 NAM=00000000

 000033 S0001   ... . PROCTYPE=0x8000  STEP=01  OPER=000    FLAGS=0x0,0x0

 000034 S0001   ... . LCLVARREF (#1026:00000.00081): CHAR (80)

 000035 S0001   DCM . NAME: ..ERRORMESSAGE

 000036 S0001   DCM . CONTENTS= N/A

 000037 S0001 -- END DCM DUMP PLAN SYSADM.SUPPLYHOSTVARSFORC STMT 5 LUW 0000000000000001 REQ 305

 TASK 1 8/3/2007 17:39:02 --

See SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement to see how a DATACOM DUMP statement that produced
the previously shown sample report appears within a SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement.

CREATE PROCEDURE: GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement

In Datacom, learn about the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax
diagrams, descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The GET DIAGNOSTICS statement retrieves exception or completion condition information from a Diagnostics Area (for
information, see Diagnostics Area).

NOTE
CURRENT and STACKED are optional choices for specifying which diagnostics area to use.

CONDITION followed by an integer is an optional specification for which condition area to use. If you do not specify
CONDITION, a default of CONDITION 1 is used (see the description following the syntax).

►►─ GET ─┬───────────┬─ DIAGNOSTICS ──────────────────────────────────────────►

         ├─ CURRENT ─┤

         └─ STACKED ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────┬─ diagnostic-info-items ───────────────►◄

   └─ CONDITION ─ integer-expression ─┘

Expansion of Where diagnostic-info-items are defined as:

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ statement-info-item ─┬─┴───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

     └─ condition-info-item ─┘
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Expansion of Where statement-info-item is defined as:

   ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬─statement-info-item-name ─┴──────────────────────┤

     └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

Expansion of Where statement-info-item-name is defined as:

├──┬─ NUMBER ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ MORE ───┘

Expansion of Where condition-info-item is defined as:

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────────────────┐

├──▼─┬─ SQL-variable-name ──┬─cond-info-item-name ─┴───────────────────────────┤

     └─ SQL-parameter-name ─┘

Expansion of Where cond-info-item-name is defined as:

├──┬─ CONDITION_NUMBER ─────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ MESSAGE_LENGTH ───────┤

   ├─ MESSAGE_TEXT ─────────┤

   ├─ RETURNED_SQLSTATE ────┤

   └─ CONDITION_IDENTIFIER ─┘

CURRENT
(Optional) Specifying CURRENT (or omitting this optional specification), to indicate which diagnostics area to use,
causes information to be retrieved on the SQL error (or other condition) generated by the SQL statement that was
executed.

STACKED
(Optional) Specifying STACKED inside an error handler retrieves the Diagnostics Area that is related to the
condition that caused the handler to be executed. This original Diagnostics Area has been pushed to supply an
empty current Diagnostics Area for use by any conditions that can be caused by the error handler itself.

CONDITION integer-expression
(Optional) CONDITION followed by an integer that can range in value from one (1) to the number of condition
areas available, specifies which condition area to retrieve. Within each Diagnostics Area lies a stack of condition
information areas, allowing each Diagnostics Area to store information that is related to any sequence of errors or
conditions that could have occurred during the execution of a single statement.
The number of condition areas available is specified by using the Multi-User startup option
SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS.
If you do not specify CONDITION, the default is CONDITION 1, which specifies using the most recent error
condition, that is, the error condition that occurred during the last non-diagnostics related SQL statement that
executed.

diagnostic-info-items
The diagnostic-info-items variable specifies the information that you want to store and where to store it.
statement-info-item

The statement-info-item contains information about the statement that was executing when the
condition occurred.

statement-info-item-name
A statement-info-item-name (the data type listed in parentheses must be compatible with the
data type of the variable or parameter into which the value is being stored) can be one of the following
parameters:
NUMBER (SMALLINT) NUMBER

Indicates the number of condition areas that are in use.
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MORE (CHAR(1)) A letter Y (for YES)
Indicates that more conditions than condition areas occurred.

condition-info-item
The condition-info-item variable contains information about the condition that occurred.

cond-info-item-name
A cond-info-item-name (the data type listed in parentheses must be compatible with the data type of
the variable or parameter into which the value is being stored) can be one of the following parameters:
CONDITION_NUMBER (SMALLINT)

Indicates the condition for which you want to retrieve information. Specifying 1 (a number one)
indicates the most recent condition; a 2 specifies the second most recent condition; and so on.

MESSAGE_LENGTH (SMALLINT)
Indicates the length of the message text information item.

MESSAGE_TEXT (VARCHAR(128))
Indicates the text of the error message or signal condition.

RETURNED_SQLSTATE (CHAR(5))
Indicates the condition that occurred.

CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (VARCHAR(128))
Gives the name, if one was signaled, of a named condition.

Example
See the following example of a GET DIAGNOSTICS statement. In the example that follows, logic that is not
shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

    DECLARE errMsg varchar(128);

    DECLARE sqlStateLocal char(5) default '00000';

    DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

       GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

          sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

    .

    .

    .

 startRepeat:

   REPEAT

      FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

      .

      .

      .

   UNTIL sqlStateLocal <-> '00000'

   END REPEAT DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

   .

   .

   .

CREATE PROCEDURE: IF-THEN Statement

In Datacom, learn about the IF-THEN statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.
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The IF-THEN statement controls logic execution flow in a compound statement. That is, the IF-THEN statement allows you
to specify what logic to use based on some condition that you specify.

See the following syntax for the IF-THEN statement:
►►─ IF ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ───────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ELSEIF ─ proc-search-condition ─ THEN ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─ END IF ───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ELSE ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─┘

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the search-condition described in with the following modifications that
allow its use in SQL Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description.

Example
See the following example of an IF-THEN statement. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for
space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
      .

      .

      .

      IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

         LEAVE loopExample;

      END IF;

      .

      .

      .

CREATE PROCEDURE: ITERATE Statement

In Datacom, learn about the ITERATE statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The ITERATE statement controls looping logic in a compound statement. Use the ITERATE statement to specify when to
skip to the next iteration of a loop.

See the following syntax for the ITERATE statement:

►►─ ITERATE ─ statement-label ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

statement-label
The statement-label specifies the start-label of a loop. That is, the statement-label relates the
ITERATE statement to the position at which execution continues.
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Example
See the following example of an ITERATE statement. This example skips rows that are not relevant. In
the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically
arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

 startWhile:

    WHILE sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' DO

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       .

       .

       .

       IF creditReqAmt = 0 THEN

          ITERATE startWhile;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END WHILE endWhile DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 10000;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE: LEAVE Statement

In Datacom, learn about the LEAVE statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The LEAVE statement in a compound statement specifies that you want to exit the specified statement, which must contain
the LEAVE statement.

See the following syntax for the LEAVE statement:

►►─ LEAVE ─ statement-label ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

statement-label
The statement-label specifies the start-label of the statement that you want to exit.

Example
See the following example of a LEAVE statement. This example exits the loop after a non-zero SQLSTATE.
In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically
arranged periods.
      .

      .

      .

      DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

         GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

            sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

      .

      .

      .

 loopExample:

    LOOP
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       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

          LEAVE loopExample;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END LOOP loopExample DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE: LOOP Statement

In Datacom, learn about the LOOP statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The LOOP statement controls looping logic in a compound statement. The statement provides an unconditional loop that
continues until there is an explicit or condition-based (with a carefully designed EXIT or UNDO condition-handler) loop exit.
You must therefore be certain to include a LEAVE statement or SIGNAL statement in your design logic. In addition, we
recommend that you use the optional DATACOM LOOPLIMIT clause.

See the following syntax for the LOOP statement:

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─ LOOP ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END LOOP ────────────►

   └─ start-label: ───────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►◄

   └─ end-label; ──────┘ └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ integer-literal ─┘

start-label: / end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label you must also specify a
matching start-label. The labels must match.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description.

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
We recommend that you use DATACOM LOOPLIMIT. DATACOM LOOPLIMIT is a Datacom extension that allows
your proactive avoidance of endless loops that might be caused by faulty logic, unexpected or missing column
values, or other unforeseen conditions. The Multi-User startup option SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to
force a default limit on each looping statement. If the limit is exceeded, an error is produced.

integer-literal
Defines how many loops are too many.

Example
See the following example of a LOOP statement. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space
considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
     .

     .

     .

     DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

        GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS
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           sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

     .

     .

     .

 loopExample:

    LOOP

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       IF sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' THEN

          LEAVE loopExample;

       END IF;

       .

       .

       .

    END LOOP loopExample DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE: RAISE ERROR Statement

In Datacom, learn about the RAISE ERROR statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax
diagrams, descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The RAISE ERROR statement is used to signal an error or other condition in the manner of the SIGNAL statement. You
must provide a valid SQLSTATE value when using the RAISE ERROR statement.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate additional
condition handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause the
execution of the compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement
that contains the handler definition is aborted if it is different from the compound statement that triggered
the handler, the same as would happen if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL,
RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition
handler.

►►─ RAISE ERROR ─ (signal-value,error-message-text) ──────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Where signal-value is defined as

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

The RAISE ERROR statement functions identically to the following SIGNAL statement syntax:

NOTE
For more information on the SIGNAL statement, see SIGNAL Statement.

►►─ SIGNAL ─ signal-value ─ SET MESSAGE_TEXT = ─ error-message-text ──────────►◄

Expansion of Where signal-value is defined as

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, existing Condition Areas within the current Diagnostics Area are
pushed down in the Condition Area stack, that is, Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area number
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two. Condition Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE
(supplied using sqlstate-value) and (or) CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name) in addition to
any other information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-information-items are modified
to indicate that a RESIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics Area.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in the compound statement section that begins in Compound Statement.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in the compound statement section that begins in Compound Statement.

error-message-text
The text of an error message whose occurrence you want to signal an error.

Example
A RAISE ERROR statement example follows. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space
considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 IF creditReqAmt > creditAvailable

  RAISE ERROR ('2FS04', 'CUSTOMER HAS INSUFFICIENT CREDIT LIMIT TO COMPLETE PURCHASE');

 END IF;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE: REPEAT-UNTIL Statement

In Datacom, learn about the REPEAT-UNTIL statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax
diagrams, descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The REPEAT-UNTIL statement defines conditional looping logic in a compound statement. The statement provides a
means to loop until some predicate becomes true. We recommend that you use the optional DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
clause with this statement.

See the following syntax for the REPEAT-UNTIL statement:

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─ REPEAT ─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─────────────────────►

   └─ start-label: ─┘

 ►─ UNTIL ─ proc-search-condition ─ REPEAT ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────►

                                            └─ end-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ integer-literal ─┘

start-label: / end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label, you must also specify a
start-label, and the labels must match.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Statement Syntax and Description.
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proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the search-condition described in with the following modifications that
allow its use in SQL Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
We recommend that you use DATACOM LOOPLIMIT. DATACOM LOOPLIMIT is a Datacom extension
that we provide to allow your proactive avoidance of endless loops that might be caused by faulty logic,
unexpected or missing column values, or other unforeseen conditions. The Multi-User startup option
SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to force a default limit on each looping statement. If the limit is
exceeded, an error is produced.

integer-literal
The integer-literal specifies the maximum number of times the loop is allowed to execute.

Example
See the following example of a REPEAT-UNTIL statement. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown
(for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
    .

    .

    .

    DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

       GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

          sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

    .

    .

    .

 startRepeat:

    REPEAT

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;

       .

       .

       .

    UNTIL sqlStateLocal <-> '00000'

    END REPEAT DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 100;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE PROCEDURE: RESIGNAL Statement

In Datacom, learn about the RESIGNAL statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The RESIGNAL statement is used within a handler to either add information to the condition information items in a
Diagnostics Area that represents an error being currently handled, or to fill in subsequent Condition Areas within a
Diagnostics Area to indicate that a subsequent error occurred during error handling. The most appropriate handler, if
one exists, is also triggered. A RESIGNAL that specifies an SQLSTATE that has no handler can also be used to alter or
customize the error information that the end user sees.

If a handler executes, SQL statement execution might not continue following completion of the SIGNAL statement. The
SQL statement that is executed after a SIGNAL completes is dependent upon how the handler was declared and whether
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that handler succeeds. For example, if a CONTINUE type handler executes and succeeds, execution continues as if
no error occurred. For information about other possibilities such as UNDO and EXIT, see Diagnostics and Condition
Handling.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate more condition
handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause the execution of the
compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement that contains the
handler definition is aborted if it is different from the compound statement that triggered the handler, the same as
would happen if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL
statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

►►─ RESIGNAL ─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────►◄

              └─ signal-value ─┘ └─ signal-information ─┘

Expansion of Where signal-value is defined as:

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

Expansion of Where signal-information is defined as:

├── SET ─ signal-info-item-list ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Expansion of Where signal-info-item-list is defined as:

   ┌─ , ────────────────┐

├──▼─ signal-info-item ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Expansion of Where signal-info-item is defined as:

├── condition-info-item-name ─ =ssbl. ─ proc-value-expression ─────────────────┤

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, existing Condition Areas within the current Diagnostics Area
are pushed down in the Condition Area stack, that is, Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area
number two. Condition Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE
(supplied using sqlstate-value) and (or) CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name)
in addition to any other information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-
information-items are modified to indicate that a RESIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics
Area.

signal-information
(Optional) If signal-information is supplied without a signal-value, that information is copied into
Condition Area number one to represent the error condition being handled. The most appropriate handler, if one
exists, is then triggered.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in CREATE PROCEDURE: Compound Statement.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in CREATE PROCEDURE: Compound Statement.

SET signal-info-item-list
The SET signal-info-item-list specification is used to set a condition-info-item such as the error
message.

condition-info-item-name
For information about the condition-info-item-name, including a list of the condition information items that
can be set.
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proc-value-expression
For information about the proc-value-expression see CASE Statement.

Example
See the following example of a RESIGNAL statement. In this example, SQLSTATE 'S0480' remains
unhandled and can be seen by the end user. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space
considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 declare continue handler for sqlexception

 errHandler1: begin atomic

    set errCount = errCount + 1;

    get STACKED diagnostics

       sqlStateLocal = returned_sqlstate, errMsg = message_text;

    insert into errTable values

       (orderId,errCount,"sqlState",errMsg);

    if sqlStateLocal = 'S0480'

       RESIGNAL

    endif

 end errHandler1;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCEDURE: SIGNAL Statement

In Datacom, learn about the SIGNAL statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

The SIGNAL statement signals an error or other condition, populates the first Diagnostics Area (see Diagnostics and
Condition Handling), and triggers the execution of the appropriate condition handler, if one exists. The information that is
supplied by the SIGNAL statement is available for retrieval by the GET DIAGNOSTICS statement until the error condition is
either resolved or a subsequent statement is executed.

The first Diagnostics Area is cleared and the RETURNED_SQLSTATE and/or CONDITION_IDENTIFIER are set in the first
condition information area of that Diagnostics Area. Certain statement information items such as NUMBER and MORE are
also filled in. Any signal information that is supplied is also moved to the condition information area. The most appropriate
error/condition handler (if one exists) is then triggered.

If a handler executes, SQL statement execution might not continue following the completion of the SIGNAL statement.
The SQL statement that is executed after a SIGNAL completes is dependent upon how the handler was declared and
whether that handler succeeds. For example, if a CONTINUE type handler executes and succeeds, execution continues
as if no error occurred. For information about other possibilities such as UNDO and EXIT, see Diagnostics and Condition
Handling.

NOTE
SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL statements that execute inside handlers do not activate more condition
handling. They instead cause the handler to be exited with the signaled condition and cause the execution of the
compound statement that triggered the handler to abort. In addition, the compound statement that contains the
handler definition is aborted if it is different from the compound statement that triggered the handler, the same as
would happen if the handler failed to resolve the triggering condition. The SIGNAL, RAISE ERROR, and RESIGNAL
statements should therefore be positioned as the last statements in your condition handler.

►►─ SIGNAL ─ signal-value ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►◄
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                           └─ signal-information ─┘

Expansion of Where signal-value is defined as:

├──┬─ condition-name ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ sqlstate-value ─┘

Expansion of Where signal-informatiion is defined as:

├── SET ─ signal-info-item-list ───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Expansion of Where signal-info-item-list is defined as:

   ┌─ , ────────────────┐

├──▼─ signal-info-item ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

Expansion of Where signal-info-item is defined as:

├── condition-info-item-name ─ = ─ proc-value-expression ──────────────────────┤

signal-value
(Optional) When a signal-value is specified, existing Condition Areas within the current Diagnostics Area
are pushed down in the Condition Area stack. That is, Condition Area number one becomes Condition Area
number two. Condition Area number one is then populated with any supplied or implied RETURNED_SQLSTATE
(supplied using sqlstate-value) and/or CONDITION_IDENTIFIER (supplied using condition-name)
in addition to any other information supplied in the SET signal-information clause. The statement-
information-items are modified to indicate that a SIGNAL statement was the last to modify the Diagnostics
Area.

signal-information
(Optional) The supplied signal-information is copied into Condition Area number one to represent the
condition being signaled. The most appropriate handler, if one exists, is then triggered.

condition-name
See the condition-name information in the compound statement section.

sqlstate-value
See the sqlstate-value information in the compound statement section.

SET signal-info-item-list
The SET signal-info-item-list specification is used to set a condition-info-item such as the error
message.

condition-info-item-name
For information about the condition-info-item-name, including a list of the condition information items that
can be set, see GET DIAGNOSTICS Statement.

proc-value-expression
For information about the proc-value-expression see CASE Statement.

Example
A SIGNAL statement example follows. Another SIGNAL statement example can be found in the section that is
labeled SIGNAL orderApproved in Example Procedure 2. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown
(for space considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
 .

 .

 .

 IF creditReqAmt > creditAvailable

  SIGNAL SQLSTATE '2FS04'

   SET MESSAGE_TEXT = 'CUSTOMER HAS INSUFFICIENT CREDIT LIMIT TO COMPLETE PURCHASE';
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 END IF;

 .

 .

 .

CREATE PROCDURE: SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE Statement

In Datacom, learn about the SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL.
Find syntax diagrams, descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.

(DBSQLPR only) The SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement provides support in DBSQLPR for SQL variables,
user-controlled cursors, and complex program logic.

►►─ SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE ─ compound-statement ──────────────────────────►◄

compound-statement
The compound statement is described in CREATE PROCEDURE: Compound Statement. The start-label of the
compound statement is required in the context of the SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE statement and becomes the
SQL-name of an actual procedure that is created, executed, and then dropped.
To simulate a procedure that itself has parameters, either simulate the parameters by declaring SQL variables
and assigning values or issue a CREATE PROCEDURE followed by a simulated call to that procedure as shown in the
following example.

In the following example, SQL-names that do not consist of delimited identifiers are converted to upper-case by SQL.
Also, if you need confirmation of the values that are returned into the ordersAccepted and ordersRejected variables, use
the DATACOM DUMP statement (see CREATE PROCEDURE: DATACOM DUMP Statement) or insert the values into a
table, for retrieval outside of the procedure, by subsequent SELECT statements. The ORDERREVIEW procedure that is called
from this example is created by the example SQL procedure that is shown in CREATE PROCEDURE: Example SQL
Procedures.

 SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE

 supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

    declare ordersAccepted, ordersRejected int;

    CALL ORDERREVIEW(ordersAccepted, ordersRejected);

 end supplyVarsForCall@

See the following SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement that calls the procedure that the compound statement creates. This
SIMULATE PROCEDURE statement contains the DATACOM DUMP.

 000034 simulate datacom procedure

 000035 supplyHostVarsForCall: begin atomic

 000036    declare errorMessage, result char(80) default 'N/A';

 000037 -- The default value for SQL vars is NULL

 000038    declare sqlstateLocal char(5);

 000039

 000040    declare continue handler for not found

 000041          set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

 000042    declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

 000043          get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

 000044                          errorMessage  = message_text;

 000045

 000046    datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result,errorMessage to pxxsql;

 000047    call creditLimitCheck(result, '00001', 999.99);

 000048    datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

 000049 --
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 000050 -- In a more comprehensive example, procedure "creditLimitCheck" could have

 000051 -- returned an error message and sqlstate through the parameter list, with

 000052 -- the inclusion of an SQLEXCEPTION error handler containing a GET DIAGNOSTICS

 000053 -- call.  This would prevent the caller from having to code their own

 000054 -- GET DIAGNOSTICS statement to retrieve the information into SQL variables.

 000055 end supplyHostVarsForCall@

CREATE PROCEDURE: Example SQL Procedures

Find example procedures and Job Control Language (JCL) for the CREATE PROCEDURE SQL statement in Datacom. Learn
how SQL converts to uppercase SQL names that do not have delimited identifiers.

Example: Procedure 1
In this example, SQL names that do not consist of delimited identifiers are converted to uppercase by SQL.
Also, notice that the at sign (@), used with the TERM=@ parameter in DBSQLPR, enables DBSQLPR to skip
over semicolons that are embedded in statements and instead recognize the @ as the end of the statement.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only
examples. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname     See the note above.

  //       REGION=1024K

  //JOBLIB  your DD statements go here (see )

  //SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,

  //       PARM='authid=sysadm,prtWidth=1500,inputWidth=80,term=@'

  //*CAOESTOP DD  DUMMY

  //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

  //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

  //STDERR   DD  SYSOUT=*

  //STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

  //OPTIONS  DD  *

  /*

  //SYSIN    DD  *

  -- Supply customer credit limits for procedure creditLimitCheck below.

  create table credit

     (custId numeric(10),

      creditMax  decimal(15,2),

      creditUsed decimal(15,2)) @

  insert into credit values (1, 2000., 1000.)@

  commit@

  --

  -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

  create procedure creditLimitCheck

     (inout result varchar(25), in custId char(5),

      in purchaseAmount decimal(15,2), in turnDebugDumpsOn int)

     language sql

     limitCheck: begin atomic

        declare creditAvailable decimal(15,2) default 0;

  --    Compute available credit.

        select creditMax-creditUsed into creditAvailable

               from credit
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               where credit.custId =

                     cast(creditLimitCheck.custId as numeric(5));

        if (purchaseAmount > creditAvailable) then

           set result = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

        else

           set result = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

        end if;

        if (turnDebugDumpsOn = 1) then

           datacom dump purchaseAmount, creditAvailable, result,

                        'CREDITLIMITCHECK CUSTID=' || custId

                   to pxxsql;

        end if;

     end limitCheck@

  --

  --  Use SIMULATE to supply a variable for the INOUT "result" parameter

  --  SIMULATE was invented to provide procedure-like functionality to DBSQLPR.

  simulate datacom procedure

  supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

     declare errorMessage char(80) default 'N/A';

     declare result varchar(25) default 'N/A';

  -- The default value for SQL variables is NULL

     declare sqlstateLocal char(5);

  --

  -- Note that proc. "creditLimitCheck" could have contained the error handlers

  -- directly and returned an error message and sqlstate through the parameters.

     declare continue handler for not found

           set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

     declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

           get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                           errorMessage  = message_text;

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result, errorMessage to pxxsql;

  -- Note that SQL variable "result" is being used like a host variable here.

     call creditLimitCheck(result, '00001', 999.99, 1);

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

  end supplyVarsForCall@

  --

  -- The above procedure, coded using a SELECT rather than a compound statement:

  --commit@

  -- Does the customer have enough credit to purchase an ordered part?

  create procedure creditLimitCheckV2

     (inout result varchar(80), in custId char(5),

      in purchaseAmount decimal(15,2))

     language sql

     select case

            when creditMax-creditUsed >= purchaseAmount then

               'CREDIT APPROVED'

            else

               'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED'

            end

        into result

        from credit

        where credit.custId =

              cast(creditLimitCheckV2.custId as numeric(5))@
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  --

  --  Use SIMULATE to supply a host variable for the INOUT "result" parameter

  simulate datacom procedure

  supplyVarsForCall: begin atomic

     declare errorMessage, result char(80) default 'N/A';

  -- The default value for SQL vars is NULL

     declare sqlstateLocal char(5);

     declare continue handler for not found

           set errorMessage = 'CUSTOMER HAS NO CREDIT RECORD';

     declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlwarning

           get diagnostics sqlstateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                           errorMessage  = message_text;

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON ENTRY:', result, errorMessage to pxxsql;

     call creditLimitCheckV2(result, '00001', 999.99);

     datacom dump 'VALUES ON EXIT:', result,sqlstateLocal,errorMessage to pxxsql;

  end supplyVarsForCall@

 /*

Example: Procedure 2
In this example, SQL names that do not consist of delimited identifiers are converted to uppercase by SQL.
Also, notice that the at sign (@), used with the TERM=@ parameter in DBSQLPR, enables DBSQLPR to skip
over semicolons that are embedded in statements and instead recognize the @ as the end of the statement.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only
examples. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname     See the note above.

 //       REGION=1024K

 //JOBLIB  your DD statements go here

 -- Regarding TERM=@ in the following, DBSQLPR normally uses a semicolon to detect

 -- the end of an SQL statement, but SQL statements, as sub-statements within

 -- compound-statements, are also required to be terminated with semicolons.

 -- This presents a challenge for DBSQLPR, because DBSQLPR must detect the end of a

 -- compound-statement (without the problem-prone addition of an extraneous SQL parser

 -- outside SQL-proper) despite the appearance of additional semicolons. We circumvent

 -- this inherent ambiguity by using the TERM=@ specification to provide a different

 -- terminating character for the compound-statement. The specification applies to

 -- the entire input file (SYSIN).

 //SQLEXEC  EXEC PGM=DBSQLPR,PARM='AUTHID=SYSADM,TERM=@,prtwidth=500'

 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //STDOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //OPTIONS  DD  *

 inputwidth=80

 /*

 //SYSIN    DD  *

 -- Set up tables and data for use by the procedure

 drop procedure orderReview CASCADE@

 drop table errTable@

 drop table newOrder@

 drop table warehouseToDo@

 commit@
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 create table errTable

    (orderId     int,

     errCountCol int,

     sqlStateCol char(5),

     errMsgCol   varchar(128))@

 create table newOrder

    (orderId      int,

     custId       numeric(10),

     creditReqAmt decimal(15,2),

     status       char(25))@

 create table credit

    (custId       numeric(10),

     creditMax    decimal(15,2),

     creditUsed   decimal(15,2))@

 create table warehouseToDo

    (orderId        integer,

     instructions   char(500),

     whenInstructed timestamp)@

 commit@

 delete from neworder@

 delete from credit@

 insert into newOrder values(1, 1, 501.01, 'NOT REVIEWED')@

 insert into newOrder values(2, 2, 902.02, 'NOT REVIEWED')@

 insert into credit values(1,750.01, 100.01)@

 insert into credit values(2, 750.02, 100.02)@

 commit@

 --

 CREATE PROCEDURE ORDERREVIEW

    (out ordersAccepted int, out ordersRejected int)

    language sql

 -- The rest of this procedure consists of a single compound statement

 -- labelled "orderReviewMain".

    orderReviewMain:

    begin atomic

 --    Non-delimited variables will be uppercased so ABC matches abc.

       declare statusLocal char(25);

       declare creditReqAmt, creditAvail decimal(15,2);

       declare custId numeric(10);

       declare errCount, orderId, I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW,

               I_want_to_re_loop_NOW int;

       declare errMsg varchar(128);

       declare sqlStateLocal char(5);

 --

       declare orderCrs cursor for

               select orderId, custId, creditReqAmt

               from newOrder

               where status = 'NOT REVIEWED';

 --    Conditions and Condition Handler(s)

 --

 --    This condition is signaled when an order is approved.

       declare orderApproved condition;

 --

 --    Handlers may consist of a compound or non-compound statement.
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 --    Non-compound handler examples:

 --

       declare continue handler for orderApproved

             insert into warehouseToDo values (orderReviewMain.orderId,

                                   'ORDER APPROVED.  BEGIN MAKE-READY',

                                   current timestamp);

       declare undo handler for sqlstate '44444', sqlstate value '55555'

             set I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 1;

       declare exit handler for sqlstate '66666'

             set sqlStateLocal = '66666';

       declare continue handler for not found

             set sqlStateLocal = '02000';

 --

 --    Compound handler example:

 --       Note the use of "errCount" even though it's declared outside the

 --       scope of the errHandler1 compound statement.  If errHandler1 had an

 --       errCount variable, we'd have to specify "orderReviewMain.errCount"

 --       to reference the variable from the outer compound statement.  Also,

 --       a locally declared copy of "errCount" would have to have its' value

 --       reset on each entry to the handler, hence the "outer" reference.

 --

 --       Note that there ARE duplicate "errMsg" variables in other scopes

 --       but we'll resolve to the one inside the error handler's context.

 --

 --       SQL exceptions '44444', '55555', and '66666' would trigger the

 --       handlers for those specific SQLSTATEs.  But all other SQLSTATEs

 --       qualifying as SQLEXCEPTIONs will trigger this handler.

 --

       declare continue handler for sqlexception, sqlstate '12345',

                                    sqlwarning

       errHandler1: begin atomic

             set errCount = errCount + 1;

             get STACKED diagnostics

                   sqlStateLocal = returned_sqlstate,

                   errMsg     = message_text;

             insert into errTable values

                   (orderId,errCount,sqlStateLocal,errMsg);

       end errHandler1;

 --    Main Logic Start      --

       set errCount = 0;

       set ordersAccepted = 0;

       set ordersRejected = 0;

       set I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 0;

       set I_want_to_re_loop_NOW = 0;

       delete from errTable;

       set sqlStateLocal = '00000';

 --    Loop thru new orders and approve or reject each.

       open orderCrs;

       start_while:

       while (sqlStateLocal = '00000') do

 --

 --       Note references to SQL variables

          fetch orderCrs into orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;
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 --       Note usage of SQL variable orderWatchMain.custId in query

          select creditMax-creditUsed into creditAvail

             from credit

             where credit.custId = orderReviewMain.custId;

          if (creditReqAmt > creditAvail) then

             set statusLocal = 'CREDIT LIMIT EXCEEDED';

             set ordersRejected = ordersRejected + 1;

          else

             set statusLocal = 'CREDIT APPROVED';

             update credit set creditUsed = creditUsed+creditReqAmt

                where custId = orderReviewMain.custId;

             set ordersAccepted = ordersAccepted + 1;

             SIGNAL orderApproved;

          end if;

 -- Statement included only to demonstrate usage

          if (I_want_to_re_loop_NOW = 1)

             then iterate start_while;

          end if;

          update newOrder set status = statusLocal

             where current of orderCrs;

 -- Statement included only to demonstrate usage

          if (I_want_to_leave_the_loop_NOW = 1)

             then leave start_while;

          end if;

       end while end_while_label datacom looplimit 100;

       close orderCrs;

    end

    orderReviewMain@

 COMMIT@

 -- Confirm contents

 SELECT * from newOrder@

 DELETE from errTable@

 drop procedure supplyHostVarsForCallStmt@

 commit@

 SIMULATE DATACOM PROCEDURE

 supplyHostVarsForCallStmt: begin atomic

    declare ordersAccepted, ordersRejected int;

    CALL ORDERREVIEW(ordersAccepted, ordersRejected);

    datacom dump ordersAccepted, ordersRejected to pxxsql;

 end supplyHostVarsForCallStmt@

 --

 -- Confirm results

 SELECT * from newOrder@

 select * from errTable@

 select * from warehouseToDo@

 /*

CREATE PROCEDURE: WHILE Statement

In Datacom, learn about the WHILE statement for the CREATE PROCEDURE statements in SQL. Find syntax diagrams,
descriptions of parameters and variables, and examples.
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The WHILE statement defines conditional looping logic in a compound statement. The statement provides a means to loop
while some predicate remains true. We recommend that you use the optional DATACOM LOOPLIMIT clause with this
statement.

See the following syntax for the WHILE statement:

►►─┬──────────────────────┬─ WHILE ─ proc-search-condition ─ DO ──────────────►

   └─ start-label: ───────┘

 ►─ proc-SQL-stmt-list ─ END WHILE ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────►

                                    └─ end-label ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM LOOPLIMIT ─ integer-literal ─┘

start-label: / end-label
(Optional) A start-label: is an SQL identifier (followed by a colon) that can be used in various flow-control
statements to mark the destination of a branch. When you specify an end-label you must also specify a
start-label, and the labels must match.

proc-search-condition
The proc-search-condition specifies a condition that is true, false, or unknown about a row. The proc-
search-condition is similar to the search-condition described in with the following modifications that
allow its use in SQL Procedures:

• SQL parameter and SQL variable references are allowed instead of column and host-variable references.
• Aggregate functions and any predicate involving a sub-query are not allowed.

proc-SQL-stmt-list
A proc-SQL-stmt-list is a list of proc-SQL-stmt statements, each terminated by a semicolon. For
information about a proc-SQL-stmt, see CREATE PROCEDURE Syntax and Description.

DATACOM LOOPLIMIT
We recommend that you use DATACOM LOOPLIMIT. DATACOM LOOPLIMIT is a Datacom extension
that we provide to allow your proactive avoidance of endless loops that might be caused by faulty logic,
unexpected or missing column values, or other unforeseen conditions. The Multi-User startup option
SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT can be used to force a default limit on each looping statement. If the limit is
exceeded, an error is produced.

integer-literal
The integer-literal specifies the maximum number of times the loop is allowed to execute.

Example
A WHILE statement example follows. In the example that follows, logic that is not shown (for space
considerations) is indicated by three vertically arranged periods.
   .

   .

   .

   DECLARE continue HANDLER FOR sqlexception, sqlwarning, not found

      GET stacked DIAGNOSTICS

         sqlStateLocal = RETURNED_SQLSTATE, errMsg = MESSAGE_TEXT;

   .

   .

   .

 startWhile:

    WHILE sqlStateLocal <-> '00000' DO

       FETCH orderCrs INTO orderId, custId, creditReqAmt;
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       .

       .

       .

    END WHILE endWhile DATACOM LOOPLIMIT 10000;

    .

    .

    .

CREATE SCHEMA Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

CREATE SCHEMA YES YES  

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The CREATE SCHEMA statement creates a schema which defines an SQL environment. A schema exists for each
authorization ID and contains all table, view, plan, and synonym definitions which are qualified by that authorization ID.

When a CREATE SCHEMA statement successfully executes, the name of the schema is defined in Datacom
Datadictionary as an AUTHORIZATION entity-occurrence.

If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is installed at your site, you must be a global database owner to execute the CREATE
SCHEMA statement.

With regard to table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the CREATE SCHEMA statement:

►►─ CREATE SCHEMA ─ AUTHORIZATION ─ auth-id ──────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   │ ┌────────────────────────┐ │ │ ┌────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ table-definition ─┬─┴─┘ └─▼─ privilege-definition ─┴─┘

       └─ view-definition ──┘

AUTHORIZATION auth-id
Specify a unique authorization ID. The authorization ID must be 1 to 18 characters. This rule applies for both
ANSI and FIPS modes and the Datacom/DB extended mode.

table-definition
You can define a table using CREATE TABLE. For information about CREATE TABLE see CREATE TABLE.

view-definition
You can define a view using CREATE VIEW. For information about CREATE VIEW see CREATE VIEW.
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privilege-definition
You can grant privileges using GRANT in databases that have been defined for GRANT in the Datacom
Datadictionary. For information about GRANT see GRANT.

Example
The following example creates the schema for the authorization ID JOE, and the table named PROJECTTBL.

 EXEC SQL

     CREATE SCHEMA AUTHORIZATION JOE

     CREATE TABLE PROJECTTBL

                 (PROJECTNUM CHAR(6),

                  PROJECTNAME CHAR(24),

                  DEPTNO CHAR(3),

                  EMPNUM CHAR(6),

                  PROJSTAFF DECIMAL(5,2),

                  PRSTARTDATE DECIMAL(6),

                  PRENDDATE DECIMAL(6),

                  MAJPROJECT CHAR(6))

 END-EXEC

CREATE SYNONYM Statement
Learn about the CREATE SYNONYM statement in Datacom SQL. Learn how the SQL statement is executed through the
Interactive SQL Service Facility, in an application program, and with Dataquery. Find the syntax of the SQL statement and
example code.

CREATE SYNONYM defines an alternative name for a table or view.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application
program prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE SYNONYM YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The CREATE SYNONYM statement is a Datacom/DB extension. CREATE SYNONYM defines an alternative name for a table or
view. You can use the synonym to reference a table in another schema without having to enter the qualified name. You
can also define synonyms for tables or views in your default schema. When a CREATE SYNONYM statement successfully
executes, a SYNONYM entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction status. The synonym is
added to your default schema.

With regard to table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the CREATE SYNONYM statement:

►►─ CREATE SYNONYM ─ synonym ─ FOR ─┬────────────┬─┬─ table-name ─┬───────────►◄

                                    └─ auth-id. ─┘ └─ view-name ──┘
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synonym
The alternative name you want to use when referring to the table or view. The synonym name must not be
identical to another synonym or to the unqualified name of a table or view in your default schema. The synonym
name can be 1 to 18 characters if you specify the Preprocessor option SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS. If
SQLMODE=DATACOM, the synonym name can be 1 to 32 characters.

FOR
Introduces the qualified name of the table or view for which you are creating the synonym.

auth-id.
Specify an authorization ID if you are creating a synonym for a table or view in a schema other than your default
schema. Use a period (.) to concatenate the authorization ID to the table or view name (for example, auth-
id.table-name).

table-name or view-name
Must name a table or view described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The synonym is defined only for your
authorization ID, that is to say, the authorization ID of the CREATE SYNONYM statement when the statement is
prepared.

Example
The following example defines an alternative name, OUTDEPTS,for the table DEPTTBL. KWAN is the
authorization ID of the user who owns DEPTTBL.
EXEC SQL

CREATE SYNONYM OUTDEPTS

FOR KWAN.DEPTTBL

END-EXEC

CREATE TABLE Statement
In Datacom, the CREATE TABLE SQL statement can be executed in three ways. Review valid execution methods, syntax,
and component descriptions.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for the CREATE TABLE statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE TABLE YES YES YES

NOTE
If you use Datacom/DB as part of the Datacom/AD environment, you cannot use the CREATE TABLE statement.

CREATE TABLE defines a table. In this statement, you must specify two values:

• The name of the table
• The column definition for the table

Optional specifications include the following information:

• The table constraint definition for the table
• Designation of more than one column definition
• Designation of one or more table constraint definitions
• Name of the data area where the table data is to reside

When a CREATE TABLE statement successfully executes, a TABLE entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom
Datadictionary in PRODuction status, cataloged to the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX), and is ready to be populated
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with data. See Results of Defining Structures Using SQL Statements for information about the results in Datacom
Datadictionary of using the CREATE TABLE statement.

CREATE statements may not be issued against a table that is partitioned, nor against a partition. An SQL integrity
constraint cannot reference a partitioned table, nor a partition of a partitioned table; constraints and partitioned tables are
mutually exclusive. For more information, see Table Partitioning.

Syntax

Review the following syntax diagram for the CREATE TABLE statement:

                                ┌─ , ─────────────────────┐

►►─ CREATE TABLEtable_name ─ ( ─▼─┬─ column definition ───┴─ ) ───┬───►

                                  └─ table constraint definition ─┘  

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────┬───┬────────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ COMPRESSION compression_name ─┘   └─ IN area_name ─┘ 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DATACOM NAME name ─┘

      

NOTE

• DATACOM NAME name is a Datacom/DB extension.
• IN area-name is a Datacom/DB extension.

table_name
The name of the table you are creating. The name you supply, including the implicit or explicit qualifier, must not
identify a table, view, or synonym already described in the Datacom Datadictionary.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the table name can be 1 to
18 characters.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the table name can be 1
to 32 characters.

The qualified form is the name, preceded by an authorization ID and a period; for example, auth-id.table-name
(but do not use SYSADM for the auth-id). If you qualify the table-name, the qualifier designates the schema of
the table. If you do not qualify the table-name, the default authorization ID is used as the qualifier. If the CREATE
TABLE statement is embedded in a CREATE SCHEMA statement, the authid that qualifies the table must be the
same as the authid that follows the AUTHORIZATION keyword.

column definition
See "Column Definition" in this document.

table constraint definition
See "Table Constraint Definition" in this document".

COMPRESSION compression_name
Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify data compression method. The default value is NONE. The
compression_name can be one of the following values:

• NONE
• DB
• PRESSPAK
• PRESSPAK_WEAK
• PRESSPAK_STRONG
• PRESSPAK_RDTC01
• PRESSPAK_DCTF03
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Note: PRESSPACK defaults to strong compression: PRESSPACK_STRONG (alias for PRESSPACK).
IN area_name

Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify the name of the area in which the table data is to reside. The name
that you specify for the area must be the SQL name, not the Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name. The area
must exist in the Datacom Datadictionary and be cataloged to the Directory (CXX). If you do not specify the area-
name, the table is placed in the default area. To specify an area other than the default, or if the default area is full,
see your Database Administrator for names of other areas you can specify.

DATACOM NAME name
Use this Datacom/DB extension to specify a three-character DATACOM NAME name (a TABLE entity-
occurrence in Datacom Datadictionary ) for the table. If you do not specify a DATACOM NAME name, Datacom
Datadictionary generates a name for you. (This is not the Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name.)

Privileges

If the Multi-User Facility is secured, whether the creator of the table may access that table depends on the security
model of the table. Under the SQL Security Model, when a table is created, the user who executes the CREATE TABLE
statement is automatically granted all privileges on the table. Under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, all access
rights, including the rights of the creator of a table, must be defined through the external security product.

The CREATE TABLE statement cannot create a remote, partitioned, or replicated table. For remote tables, a complete
duplicate definition of a remote table in Datacom Datadictionary is required for SQL access, and no version control
enforcement is available to ensure that remote definitions are synchronized with the local active definition.

Column Definition

Review the following syntax diagram for the column definition:

►►─ column-name ─ datatype ─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬───►

                            └─ UNSIGNED ─┘ └─ DEFAULT ─┬─ literal ─────┬─┘

                                                       ├─ NULL ────────┤

                                                       ├─ USER ────────┤

                                                       └─ SYSTEM USER ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ ┌─────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─ column constraint ─┴─┘

NOTE
SYSTEM USER is a Datacom/DB extension.

column-name
The name of a column of the table. Do not use the same name for more than one column in this table.

• If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the column name can be 1
to 18 characters.

• If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the column name can
be 1 to 32 characters.
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NOTE
The number of columns you can define for a single table is limited only by the maximum size of the
physical record. The sum of the byte counts of the columns must not be less than 1 or greater than
32720.

• If you use the UNIQUE (column-list) constraint in a table constraint definition (see "Table Constraint Definition"
in this document), you must separate the last column definition from the UNIQUE (column-list) constraint with
a comma.

• If you specify a ref-col-name in the column constraint definition (see "Column Constraint Definition" in this
document"), the data type, length, and scale of the column-name that is specified here in the column definition
must be identical to those of the ref-col-name.

The first column you name in the CREATE TABLE statement becomes the Datacom/DB Master and Native Key
for the table, except when a Primary or Unique Key has been defined. The Native Key is the first column, if no
Primary or Unique Key is specified, or it is the last Primary or Unique Key specified. If the Native Key is defined on
different column(s), omit all Primary or Unique Keys on the CREATE TABLE statement, to have the first column
default to the Native Key, or specify just the Primary Key, if it is also to be the Native Key, add the Unique Keys
later using the ALTER TABLE statement.

NOTE
No facility exists to assign the Native Key to column(s) that are not the first or last Primary or Unique
Key. In this case, use Datacom Datadictionary to change the Native Key.

Datacom Datadictionary automatically generates this KEY entity-occurrence, which has the same name as the
column.

NOTE
The DUPE-MASTER-KEY and CHNG-MASTER-KEY attributes of the TABLE entity-occurrence are
set to Y, indicating that the value of the Master Key can be duplicated and/or changed. The 5-character
Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a sequential number unique to each database.

datatype
See "Data Types" in this document.

NOTE
If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default
value is the current date, current time, or current timestamp.

UNSIGNED
You can specify UNSIGNED following the data type.

DEFAULT
Used to specify a default. If DEFAULT is specified, you cannot use a column constraint of WITH DEFAULT.
literal

Specifies a literal as the default. The literal that you specify must be consistent with the data type of the
column.
A user-supplied DEFAULT literal can be up to 20 bytes (18 bytes for VARCHAR), or the length of the
column that is involved, whichever is shorter. A default value may be specified for a character column
where the column is greater than 20 bytes long. However, the default literal itself is limited to 20 bytes
with the remaining bytes padded with blanks by the system.

NULL
Specifies NULL as the default. If NULL is specified, you cannot use a column constraint of NOT NULL.

USER
Specifies the current authorization ID as the default.

SYSTEM USER
This Datacom/DB extension specifies the accessor ID of the currently signed-on user as the default.
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column constraint
See "Column Constraint Definition" in this document.

Column Constraint Definition

Review the following syntax diagram for the column constraint definition:

►►─┬─ NOT NULL ─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────┬──────────────►

   │            └─ WITH DEFAULT ─┘ ├─ PRIMARY KEY ─┤           │

   │                               └─ UNIQUE ──────┘           │

   ├─ REFERENCEStable-name ─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┤

   │                        └─ (ref-col-name) ─┘ └─ ref-act ─┘ │

   └─ CHECK(search condition) ─────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CONSTRAINTconstraint-name ─┘

NOTE
WITH DEFAULT is a Datacom/DB extension.

NOT NULL
Specifies that the column value cannot be NULL. If NOT NULL is not specified, the column may contain NULL
values. On INSERT, a non-null value must be supplied, or a DEFAULT must be specified. On UPDATE, the
column cannot be set to the null value. If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE,
TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default value is the current date, current time, or current timestamp. You must specify
NOT NULL to use the column-level UNIQUE constraint. If you specify NOT NULL, you cannot specify NULL as
the column default.

UNIQUE
Specifying the column-level UNIQUE constraint after an individual column name indicates that the value for the
column is to be unique for each row of the table.
You must specify NOT NULL to use the UNIQUE column-level constraint.
The UNIQUE column-level constraint restricts update or insertion of a row if it contains a column value that has
been previously assigned. For example, if COLUMN_A has been assigned the value '75252' for one row in the
table, you cannot insert a row or update another row to assign that same value to the column.
You can specify the column-level UNIQUE on a maximum 50 individual columns per table. The column length
must not exceed 180 bytes if you specify this constraint on the column.
When you use the column-level UNIQUE constraint, Datacom Datadictionary generates a KEY entity-occurrence
with the UNIQUE attribute to enforce uniqueness. This key may not be deleted directly. You must DROP the
UNIQUE constraint to delete the key. The Datacom Datadictionary name for the key is the same as the column.
The 5-character Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a sequential number unique to each
database.

PRIMARY KEY
Same as UNIQUE, except for the rules:

• Only one primary key is allowed per table, whether specified at the column or table level.
• When the referential constraint ref-col-list is omitted, the columns of the primary key are implied by default.

WITH DEFAULT
This is a Datacom/DB extension. Specifying WITH DEFAULT means that if you do not specify a value, blanks are
used if the data type is CHARACTER. If the data type is not CHARACTER, zero (0) is used of the appropriate
type, length, and scale.
If NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT is specified as a constraint with DATE, TIME, or TIMESTAMP, the default value is
the current date, current time, or current timestamp.
You must specify NOT NULL to use the WITH DEFAULT column-level constraint.
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Do not use WITH DEFAULT if you specify a DEFAULT in the column definition.
REFERENCES table-name

Specify the name of the table that you want to reference. The table-name must identify a table that is described in
the Datacom Datadictionary, other than a Datacom Datadictionary table.

(ref-col-name)
If you specify a ref-col-name, the data type, length, and scale of the column-name that is specified in the column
definition (see "Column Definition" in this document) must be identical to those of the ref-col-name.
When no ref-col-name is specified, the table-name must have a PRIMARY KEY, and its column-name is the
column-name that is specified in the column definition.
The referenced column must be a UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY in the referenced table. If the referenced column is
not a UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY, Datacom/DB issues a -169 SQL return code.

ref-act
Specifies the referential action to be taken when a row in the referenced table is deleted or updated.

CHECK (search condition)
Allows you to check domain constraints specified in the search condition.
The search condition must be enclosed in parentheses.
When you check a constraint through the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements, do not include a
function, special register, host variable, subquery, or external table reference in the search condition. If you do,
Datacom/DB issues an error message informing you that none of those is allowed.
See SQL Search Conditions.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
Allows you to specify a constraint-name. Constraint names must be unique within all constraints that are defined
in the same schema. A fully qualified constraint name contains the schema ID, that is to say, the authorization ID
or creator ID, and a 32-byte name.
If the name you specify exists, Datacom/DB issues an error message. Query the SYSCONSTRSRC table (see
Schema Information Tables (SIT)) to see names that are in use.
If you do not specify a constraint-name, the system generates a name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn
where nnnn is 0001 to 9999. For example, the first constraint-name generated by the system would be
CONSTRAINT_0001, the second would be CONSTRAINT_0002, and so on.
Constraint names are returned in the SQLCA Error Message to indicate which of possibly several constraints
were violated, and in the ALTER TABLE DROP statement to specify which constraint is to be dropped.

Table Constraint Definition

Review the following syntax diagram for the table constraint definition:

►►─┬─┬─ UNIQUE ──────┬─ (column-list) ───┬─ CONSTRAINTconstraint-name ────────►◄

   │ └─ PRIMARY KEY ─┘                   │

   ├─ referential constraint definition ─┤

   └─ CHECK(search condition) ───────────┘

UNIQUE
The UNIQUE table-level constraint specifies that the combination of values that are assigned to all the listed
columns is to be unique.
Individual columns on which the column-level UNIQUE is specified can also be included in the column list for a
table-level UNIQUE.
If you use the table-level UNIQUE constraint, Datacom Datadictionary generates a KEY entity-occurrence with
the UNIQUE attribute to enforce uniqueness. This key may not be deleted directly. You must DROP the UNIQUE
constraint to delete the key. The Datacom Datadictionary name for the key is the same as the table, followed by a
number which makes the name unique. The 5-character Datacom/DB name of the key is SQnnn, where nnn is a
sequential number unique to each database.
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NOTE
Uniqueness is enforced at the key level, not at the column level. UNIQUE forces unique values for the
entire key, not for the individual columns making up the key.

PRIMARY KEY
Same as UNIQUE, except for the following rules:

• Only one primary key is allowed per table, whether specified at the column or table level.
• When the referential constraint ref-col-list is omitted, the columns of the primary key are implied by default.

(column-list)
Specify the column-list for the table-level UNIQUE or PRIMARY KEY constraint by enclosing one or more column
names in parentheses. Use a comma to separate column names.
For example, if you specify UNIQUE (COLUMN_A, COLUMN_B) when you create a table, the following value
assignments are valid because the combinations of values for these two columns are unique in each row.

COLUMN_A COLUMN_B

Row 1 DALLAS TEXAS

Row 2 PARIS TEXAS

Row 3 PARIS FRANCE

The total length of all columns that are listed in each table-level constraint cannot exceed 180 bytes.
referential constraint definition

See "Referential Constraint Definition" in this document.
CHECK (search condition)

Allows you to check domain constraints specified in the search conditions.
The search condition must be enclosed in parentheses.
When you define a constraint through the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements, do not include a
function, special register, host variable, subquery, or external table reference in the search condition. If you do,
Datacom/DB issues an error message informing you that none of those is allowed.
You may define multiple CHECK constraints to indicate exactly which constraint has been violated, since the
constraint name is returned in the SQL Error Message.
See SQL Search Conditions.

CONSTRAINT constraint-name
Allows you to specify a constraint-name. Constraint names must be unique within all constraints that are defined
in the same schema. A fully qualified constraint name contains the schema ID, that is to say, the authorization ID
or creator ID, and a 32-byte name.
If the name you specify exists, Datacom/DB issues an error message. Query the SYSCONSTRSRC table (see
Schema Information Tables (SIT)) to see names that are in use.
If you do not specify a constraint-name, the system generates a name in the form CONSTRAINT_nnnn
where nnnn is 0001 to 9999. For example, the first constraint-name generated by the system would be
CONSTRAINT_0001, the second would be CONSTRAINT_0002, and so on.
Constraint names are returned in the SQLCA Error Message to indicate which of possibly several constraints
were violated, and in the ALTER TABLE DROP statement to specify which constraint is to be dropped.

Referential Constraint Definition

Review the following syntax diagram for the referential constraint definition:

►►─ FOREIGN KEY ─ (column-list) ─ REFERENCES ─ table-name ────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ (ref-col-list) ─┘ └─ ref-act ─┘

FOREIGN KEY
Allows you to specify a foreign key.
Foreign keys define relationships between tables. The column(s) of a foreign key in one table are related to the
primary or unique key of some table. That related primary or unique key may not be defined on the same table as
the foreign key.
Every foreign key is related to a primary or unique key. A primary or unique key may be related to zero, one, or
many foreign keys.
Each foreign key defines a referential integrity constraint. Every foreign key value (the column values of the
foreign key's columns from a single row of the table) must match a primary or unique key value of the foreign
key's related primary or unique key, except when at least one foreign key column value is NULL. When a foreign
key value does not match any primary or unique key value of its related primary or unique keys, the referential
integrity constraint is violated.
The foreign key constraint does not restrict the number of rows with the same foreign key value; the constraint is
"1-to-many," one referenced table row may match multiple referencing rows. You may define a "1-to-1" constraint
by also defining the foreign key columns in a primary key or unique constraint.
An attempt to INSERT or UPDATE a foreign key value that does not exist in the referenced primary/unique key is
rejected as a foreign key value error. An attempt to DELETE or UPDATE a primary/unique value that is referenced
by one or more foreign key values is rejected as a foreign key reference error.
When the referenced table is loaded or recovered, the integrity of the foreign key is in doubt, and the table is
placed in a CHECK-RELATED check state. A table in a check state cannot be opened. You must execute the
CONFIRM function of DBUTLTY to confirm that all referenced values still exist. The check state is reported in the
Directory (CXX) report.

NOTE
Tables that are defined using the SQL CREATE TABLE statement have the RECOVERY attribute-type
of the TABLE entity-occurrence set to Y (for yes) in Datacom Datadictionary.

A "physical" key is not generated for a foreign key. However, if you define a key, it is used when checking the
DELETE or UPDATE of the referenced primary/unique key. For best performance, the key should include all
columns of the foreign key as the only or leading columns. Other columns may be included following the foreign
key columns. The order in which foreign key columns are specified in the key does not affect performance.
A foreign key is rejected if the table involved has more than one foreign key and the delete or update actions of
any two of those foreign keys conflict. If a conflict occurs, a -36 SQL return code is issued. For more information,
see "Referential Actions That Conflict" in this document.

(column-list)
Use the column-list to specify one or more column names. The column names must be separated by commas and
the list must be enclosed in parentheses.
The number of columns in the column-list and their data type, length, and scale must be identical to those
specified in the ref-col-list or the default ref-col-list.
When at least one of the columns is not defined with NOT NULL (may contain the null value), the reference is
said to be "optional." When at least one column is the null value, no check is made for a matching primary/unique
value.

REFERENCES table-name
Specify the name of the table that you want to reference. The table-name must identify a table that is described
in the Datacom Datadictionary, other than a Datacom Datadictionary table. When no ref-col-list is specified, the
table-name must have a PRIMARY KEY, and its column(s) is the default ref-col-list. The referenced table cannot
be a remote table. Reference to a table in a different schema is permitted.

(ref-col-list)
Use the column-list to specify one or more column names. Separate the column names by commas and the
list must be enclosed in parentheses. When you are specifying a ref-col-list, specify column(s) of a UNIQUE or
PRIMARY KEY constraint on the table-name.
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ref-act
Specifies the referential action to be taken when a row in the referenced table is deleted or updated.
Review the following syntax diagram for ref-act (referential action):
►►─┬─ delete-action ───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ update-action ───────────────┤

   ├─ delete-action update-action ─┤

   └─ update-action delete-action ─┘

Where delete-action is defined as
├── ON DELETE ─┬─ RESTRICT ◄ ──┬───────────────────────────────────────────────┤

               ├─ CASCADE ─────┤

               ├─ SET DEFAULT ─┤

               └─ SET NULL ────┘

Where update-action is defined as
├── ON UPDATE RESTRICT ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

ON DELETE
Specifies which delete-action is to be taken. Errors that occur during delete-actions cause the original
DELETE (and all propagated delete-actions) to be aborted.
Delete-actions may be one of the following actions:
RESTRICT

ON DELETE RESTRICT is the default delete-action. It specifies that there shall be no matching
rows when a row is deleted from the referenced table. Matching rows are (for a given row in
the referenced table) all rows in the referencing table whose referencing columns equal the
corresponding referenced column. If referencing rows exist, the DELETE is rejected with a -175
return code.

CASCADE
Specifies that referencing rows are deleted after any references to the child table are followed
and those referential actions are performed.

SET DEFAULT
Specifies that each column in the referencing foreign key is set to its default value for every
referencing row. If ON DELETE SET DEFAULT is specified, all columns in the foreign key must
have defaults defined.

SET NULL
Specifies that nullable columns in the referencing foreign key are set to NULL for all referencing
rows. At least one column is guaranteed to be nullable in this foreign key. If ON DELETE SET
NULL is specified, at least one of the foreign key columns must be nullable.

ON UPDATE
Specifies which update action is to be taken. RESTRICT is the only update action supported. RESTRICT
is the default and is enforced even if not specified.
ON UPDATE RESTRICT specifies that there shall be no matching rows when a row is updated in the
referenced table. Matching rows are (for a given row in the referenced table) all rows in the referencing
table whose referencing columns equal the corresponding referenced column. If referencing rows exist,
the UPDATE is rejected with a -175 return code.

Referential Actions That Conflict

A foreign key is rejected if the table involved has more than one foreign key and the referential actions of any two of those
foreign keys conflict. One of two conditions is generally responsible for conflicts between referential actions:

1. A delete on a referenced table can propagate conflicting referential actions to a row of a referencing table. For
example, if two foreign keys on table A reference table B, and one foreign key specifies ON DELETE CASCADE but
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the other specifies ON DELETE SET DEFAULT, it is impossible to update table A in a way that satisfies both foreign
keys.

2. The order in which foreign key references are followed and satisfied affects the resulting actions that are taken on
referencing rows. It might initially seem that all situations described in the first condition (previously described) would
also be included here. For example, if the SET DEFAULT described in the first condition were executed before the
CASCADE, the stored default values could effectively sever the row's other foreign key connection to the deleted row
in table B, in which case the ON DELETE CASCADE would never be executed. But this second condition can occur
even if the delete actions agree.
Consider a case in which both foreign keys on table A specify ON DELETE SET NULL and the columns that are
used in the two keys partially overlap. Setting any of the overlapping columns to NULL would sever both foreign
keys' connections, because a NULL in any column of a foreign key severs the connection to the parent row. The first
foreign key that is executed would therefore have its columns set to NULL, but the second foreign key would never be
executed.

The following table lists referential actions that conflict:

• An update action conflicts with a delete action only if the first condition is violated; only if a DELETE on some indirect
parent of a table can propagate an ON UPDATE RESTRICT and a conflicting delete action to the table using two
separate foreign key paths at the same time. A DELETE can propagate an ON UPDATE RESTRICT because when an
ON DELETE SET DEFAULT or ON DELETE SET NULL is executed on a table that is referenced by another foreign
key, the update actions on a referencing child table are executed, instead of the delete actions.

• Referential actions that would normally conflict are allowed if the foreign keys involved have disjoint sets of parent
tables (direct and indirect parents), or if the sets of columns that are affected by the conflicting rules are disjoint. SET
NULL and SET DEFAULT actions that are not listed as in conflict in the following table are, however, rejected if the
second condition exists. But that second condition does not apply if the two foreign keys that are involved contain
totally disjoint or completely matching sets of columns on the child table.

NOTE
In the table, the abbreviations describe CONFLICTS:

• ODR = ON DELETE RESTRICT
• ODC = ON DELETE CASCADE
• ODSD = ON DELETE SET DEFAULT
• ODSN = ON DELETE SET NULL
• OUR = ON UPDATE RESTRICT

The asterisk (*) means it does not conflict if defaults for all columns that are involved are NULL.

REFERENTIAL
ACTIONS: ODR ODC ODSD ODSN OUR

ON DELETE
RESTRICT

X X X

ON DELETE
CASCADE

X X X X

ON DELETE SET
DEFAULT

X X X* X

ON DELETE SET
NULL

X X X* X

ON UPDATE
RESTRICT

X X X
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NOTE
Foreign keys can also be rejected for reasons that are not mentioned here. For a complete list of reasons,
specify a SQL return code in the messages area on the Datacom home page.

Data Types

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the valid SQL data types:

►►─┬─┬─ VARCHAR(length) ─┬─┬──────────────────┬──────────┬────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ LONG VARCHAR ────┘ ├─ FOR MIXED DATA ─┤          │

   │                       ├─ FOR SBCS DATA ──┤          │

   │                       └─ FOR BIT DATA ───┘          │

   ├─┬─ CHARACTER ─┬─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─┤

   │ └─ CHAR ──────┘ └─ (length) ─┘ ├─ FOR MIXED DATA ─┤ │

   │                                ├─ FOR SBCS DATA ──┤ │

   │                                └─ FOR BIT DATA ───┘ │

   ├─ FLOAT ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────┤

   │         └─ (precision) ─┘                           │

   ├─┬─ NUMERIC ─┬─┬───────────────────────────────┬─────┤

   │ ├─ DECIMAL ─┤ └─ (precision ─┬──────────┬─ ) ─┘     │

   │ └─ DEC ─────┘                └─ ,scale ─┘           │

   ├─┬─ INTEGER ─┬───────────────────────────────────────┤

   │ └─ INT ─────┘                                       │

   ├─ SMALLINT ──────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ REAL ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DOUBLE PRECISION ──────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ DATE ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIME ──────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ TIMESTAMP ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ GRAPHIC ─┬───────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   │           └─ (precision) ─┘                         │

   ├─ VARGRAPHIC(precision) ─────────────────────────────┤

   └─ LONG VARGRAPHIC ───────────────────────────────────┘

Datacom/DB extensions:

• VARCHAR
• LONG VARCHAR
• FOR MIXED DATA
• FOR SBCS DATA
• FOR BIT DATA
• DATE
• TIME
• TIMESTAMP
• GRAPHIC
• VARGRAPHIC
• LONG VARGRAPHIC

The following list summarizes information about the valid SQL data types. For more information, see SQL Language Data
Types.

Valid SQL Data Types:
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CHARACTER (length) CHAR (length)
CHARACTER or CHAR specifies a character string. The optional length must be an integer designating the
number of characters in the string and must be enclosed in parentheses. The default value for the CHARACTER
data type length is one byte.

VARCHAR (length)
VARCHAR specifies a varying-length character string of length 1 to maximum row size. The length is required,
must be an integer designating the number of characters in the string, and must be enclosed in parentheses.

LONG VARCHAR
LONG VARCHAR specifies a varying-length character string whose maximum length is determined by the amount
of space available in a block. Use of the LONG VARCHAR Data Type creates rows that are as long as the block
size of the containing area. If LONG VARCHARs are to be used, this block size should be the row size to be used
in calculating the Log Area (LXX) block size (the block size of the longest block sized area containing LONG
VARCHARs should be used).
Three semantic types are allowed: FOR MIXED DATA, FOR SBCS DATA, and FOR BIT DATA. FOR MIXED
DATA means that DBCS characters are allowed in values that are stored in the column, in addition to EBCDIC
(Single-Byte Character Set (SBCS)) characters. This is relevant when SQL processes a value in the column,
since it must recognize the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters that delimit DBCS substrings. FOR SBCS DATA
means that DBCS characters are not allowed in the column. FOR BIT DATA means that the data is a string of
binary data rather than a string of characters.
If a semantic type is not specified when the column is created, the default is the semantic type that was specified
on the CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xx option. If xx was IS or FS, the default is FOR SBCS DATA. If xx
was IM or FM, the default is FOR MIXED DATA.

FLOAT (precision)
Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits. The precision can range from 1 to 15. The
precision must be enclosed in parentheses.

NUMERIC (precision,scale)
Specifies a zoned decimal number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits. The precision can range from 1 to 31. If you
specify precision, you have the option of also specifying scale. The optional scale of the number is the number of
digits to the right of the decimal point. The scale can range from 0 to the precision.
If you specify both precision and scale, you must separate them with a comma and enclose them in parentheses.
When specifying a scale of zero, however, you can use (precision) for (precision,0). If you do not specify precision
and/or scale, the default value that is used is a precision of 5 and a scale of zero (5,0).

DECIMAL (precision,scale) DEC (precision,scale)
Specifies a packed decimal number.
The optional precision of the number is the total number of digits. The precision can range from 1 to 31. If you
specify precision, you have the option of also specifying scale. The optional scale of the number is the number of
digits to the right of the decimal point. The scale can range from 0 to the precision.
If you specify both precision and scale, you must separate them with a comma and enclose them in parentheses.
When specifying a scale of zero, however, you can use (precision) for (precision,0). If you do not specify precision
and/or scale, the default value that is used is a precision of 5 and a scale of zero (5,0).

INTEGER INT
Specifies a large binary integer with a precision of 31 bits.

SMALLINT
Specifies a small binary integer with a precision of 15 bits.

REAL
Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.
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DOUBLE PRECISION
Specifies a 64-bit floating-point number.

DATE
Specifies a date.

TIME
Specifies a time.

TIMESTAMP
Specifies a timestamp.

GRAPHIC (precision) / VARGRAPHIC (precision) / LONG VARGRAPHIC
GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC specify Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters.
Each character is two bytes long. The precision of a DBCS column (optional for GRAPHIC, required for
VARGRAPHIC) is the maximum number of two-byte characters that can be stored, not the physical length.
DBCS characters in SQL statements must be delimited by the Shift-Out and Shift-In characters. Shift characters
are either IBM-defined (X'0E' and X'0F') or Fujitsu-defined (X'28' and X'29'). Shift characters are specified
in CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=xx in the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY). If xx is IS or IM, the Shift
characters are the IBM-defined characters. If xx is FS or FM, the Shift characters are the Fujitsu-defined
characters. GRAPHIC, VARGRAPHIC, and LONG VARGRAPHIC.

Examples

Example 1

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: JOE
The example assumes that JOE is the default authorization ID in effect when the statement is executed. In this case, it
is not necessary to specify the authorization ID.

2. Table name: DEPTTBL
3. Column names: DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNBR, ADMDEPT
4. Data type: CHAR for all columns
5. Area name: CASQLDEFAULT

The default area name is specified, although it is not necessary. If you do not specify an area name, the table is
automatically placed in the default area. Specify the area name if you want to place the table in an area other than the
default.

EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2),

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),

            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2))

      IN CASQLDEFAULT

END-EXEC

Example 2

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: TED
In this example, TED is not the default authorization ID. It is therefore necessary to specify the authorization ID.

2. Table name: DEPTTBL
3. Column names: DEPTNO (value to be unique), DEPTNAME, MGRNBR, ADMDEPT
4. Data type: CHAR for all columns
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EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE TED.DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),

            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2))

END-EXEC

Example 3

Create a table with the following specifications:

1. Authorization ID: JOE
2. Table name: PROJECTTBL
3. Column names (CHARACTER data): PROJECTNUM (value to be unique), PROJECTNAME (value to be unique),

DEPTNO, EMPNUM, MAJPROJECT
4. Column names (DECIMAL data): PROJSTAFF, PRSTARTDATE, PRENDDATE

EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE JOE.PROJECTTBL

           (PROJECTNUM CHAR(6) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            PROJECTNAME CHAR(24) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNO CHAR(3),

            EMPNUM CHAR(6),

            PROJSTAFF DECIMAL(5,2),

            PRSTARTDATE DECIMAL(6),

            PRENDDATE DECIMAL(6),

            MAJPROJECT CHAR(6))

END-EXEC

Example 4

Create a table with the same specifications as Example 2. Specify that the DEPTNO and MGRNBR columns are to have a
combined value which is unique for this table.

NOTE
The last column definition is separated from the table-level UNIQUE constraint by a comma.

EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE TED.DEPTTBL

           (DEPTNO CHAR(2) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

            DEPTNAME CHAR(24),

            MGRNBR CHAR(6),

            ADMDEPT CHAR(2),

            UNIQUE (DEPTNO, MGRNBR))

END-EXEC

Example 5

Create a table to track customers who pay their bills on time. Then create another table to track current orders. Design the
tables to enforce the following business rules:

1. Never accept an order from a customer who does not pay their bills.
2. Do not finance orders of less than $1,000.00 worth of merchandise.
3. Always get a down payment of at least 25 percent on financed orders.
4. Never negotiate interest rates to below 11 percent.
5. Ensure maximum performance when retrieving customer orders based on the assigned "order ID."
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NOTE
Because the following example shows the specification of as many different data types and options as possible,
proper data base design and table normalization have been ignored. Proper design and normalization of your
databases is imperative for maximum system performance.

EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE ACCOUNTING.PAYING_CUSTOMERS

       (TOTAL_NUM_ORDERS    INTEGER NOT NULL,

        FIRST_ORDER         DATE,

        LAST_ORDER          DATE,

        COMPANY_NAME        CHAR(40) NOT NULL,

        TOTAL_GROSS_ORDERS  DECIMAL(12,2) NOT NULL,

        AVG_GROSS_PER_ORDER DECIMAL(9,2) NOT NULL,

        PRIMARY KEY (COMPANY_NAME));

END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

      CREATE TABLE ORDERS

       (ORDER_ID_NUMBER     INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

        CUSTOMER_NAME       CHAR(40) DEFAULT 'INTERNAL ORDER',

        SHIPMENT_ID_NUMBER  DECIMAL(6,0) NOT NULL UNIQUE,

        GROSS_AMOUNT        NUMERIC(8,2) NOT NULL,

        PERCENT_DOWN_PMT    REAL DEFAULT 100.0

                            CHECK (PERCENT_DOWN_PMT >= 25.0),

        NUM_PAYMENTS        SMALLINT DEFAULT NULL,

        INTEREST_RATE       DOUBLE PRECISION CHECK (INTEREST_RATE >= 11.0)

                            CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_INTEREST_RATE,

        DATE_PROMISED       DATE,

        TIME_PROMISED       TIME,

        DATE_AND_TIME_SHIPPED TIMESTAMP NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

        AVG_ITEM_QUANTITY   FLOAT,

        AVG_NUM_ITEMS       FLOAT(6),

        TOTAL_PIECES        INTEGER NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT,

        FOREIGN KEY (CUSTOMER_NAME) REFERENCES

                    ACCOUNTING.PAYING_CUSTOMERS(COMPANY_NAME),

        CHECK (GROSS_AMOUNT > 1000.0 OR PERCENT_DOWN_PMT = 100.0)

              CONSTRAINT ORDERS_MIN_AMT_FINANCED);

END-EXEC

How the Tables Enforce the Business Rules:

The following numbers correspond to the numbers of the business rules specified at the beginning of this example.

1. The foreign key on ORDERS.CUSTOMER-NAME prevents orders from being inserted into the table ORDERS unless
the customer's name appears in the PAYING-CUSTOMERS table in column COMPANY-NAME. Any attempt to insert
an order for a nonpaying customer is rejected.

2. Constraint ORDERS-MIN-AMT-FINANCED prevents an order from being inserted if an attempt is being made to
finance an order of less than $1000.00.

3. CHECK (PERCENT-DOWN-PMT >= 25.0) stops orders that are being financed with a down payment of less than 25
percent. Since you did not specify a constraint name, the system generates a unique name. Best practice is to give
meaningful names to all constraints so that error messages are more meaningful when a constraint name is in the
message.

4. Constraint ORDERS-MIN-INTEREST-RATE stops orders with an interest rate below 11 percent.
5. Making ORDER-ID-NUMBER the primary key causes the system to generate an index based on this column for quick

access to the data records.
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CREATE TRIGGER or CREATE RULE Statement
For an overview and examples of procedures and triggers, see Procedures and Triggers.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE TRIGGER/RULE YES YES YES

The CREATE TRIGGER/RULE statement creates a user-specified set of instructions whose execution is triggered by a
specified maintenance request against a certain base table. For information about when a created trigger is recognized by
applications that are currently executing, see Transaction Integrity in Procedures and Triggers.

Considerations:

• Statement-level rules are not supported by Datacom/DB;  a TRIGGER/RULE can be invoked only for each row that is
affected, not once for a statement that can affect many rows.

• Use of host variables, and therefore OUT and INOUT parameters, is forbidden in a procedure call that is part of a
triggered action.

• To allow the trigger to be recognized during the execution of the plan, plans containing SQL statements that reference
the table to which the trigger is being added are marked invalid and automatically rebound the next time that they are
executed.

• A single event can invoke multiple triggers. When this occurs, the triggers are invoked according to the date and time
they are created, with the most recently created invoked last.

Results of Defining Structures Using the CREATE TRIGGER Statement

The CREATE TRIGGER statement creates a trigger. The following significant TRIGGER entity-occurrence attributes are
defined:

• ACTION-LEVEL= With the Trigger Action Time switches, indicates whether the trigger is to be invoked for each row (R)
processed or for each SQL statement (S).

• AFTER-DELETE=
AFTER-INSERT=
AFTER-UPDATE=
Indicates with Y or N whether the trigger should be invoked after the action has taken place on the table. One or more
of these switches and/or the BEFORE-x switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

• AUTHID= The authorization identifier (schema) in effect when the trigger was created
• BEFORE-DELETE=

BEFORE-INSERT=
BEFORE-UPDATE=
Indicates with Y or N whether the trigger should be invoked before the action has taken place on the table. One or
more of these switches and/or the AFTER-x switches must be set to Y for the trigger to be valid.

• ENTITY-NAME= Internally generated unique name consisting of the schema (the AUTHID), followed by a hyphen,
followed by the SQLNAME value

• FIPS= Indicates if the procedure is valid in FIPS processing. Y indicates yes, N indicates no, and S indicates no
because of syntax.

• NEW-ROW-CORR-NAME=
OLD-ROW-CORR-NAME=
The alternative names for the before and after row images.

• NEW-TABLE-ALIAS=
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OLD-TABLE-ALIAS=
The alternative names for the before and after table images.

• SQLNAME= The name of the trigger that is specified in the CREATE TRIGGER statement
• SQL-TIMESTAMP= The ANSI Standard specifies that triggers are to be invoked in the order in which they are created,

with the oldest invoked first. The SQL timestamp ensures that triggers are invoked in that order.
• TRIGGER-VALID= When a change is made to a table referenced by a trigger and that change can affect the ability of

the trigger to function correctly, this attribute is set to N. Otherwise, it is set to Y. This attribute is also set to N if there is
a recognized change to a procedure called by the trigger.

• UPDATE-TRIGGER= This attribute indicates, with the BEFORE-UPDATE and AFTER-UPDATE attributes, whether
the trigger is invoked only when certain columns are updated (EXPLICIT) or when any column in the table is updated
(IMPLICIT).

Syntax

CREATE statements may not be issued against a table that is partitioned, nor against a partition.

►►─ CREATE ─┬─ TRIGGER ─┬─ trig-name ─┬─ BEFORE ─┬────────────────────────────►

            └─ RULE ────┘             └─ AFTER ──┘

 ►─ trig-event ─┬─ ON ───┬─ table-name ─┬───────────────────┬─ trig-action ───►◄

                ├─ OF ───┤              └─ trig-references ─┘

                ├─ FROM ─┤

                └─ INTO ─┘

   ┌─ , ───────────────────────────────────┐

►►─▼─┬─ INSERT ──────────────────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ UPDATE ─┬──────────────────────┬─┤

     │          └─ OF ─ (column-list) ─┘ │

     └─ DELETE ──────────────────────────┘

►►─ REFERENCING ─┬─ old-row ─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ new-row ─────────┤

                 ├─ old-row,new-row ─┤

                 └─ new-row,old-row ─┘

►►─ OLD ─┬───────┬─ AS ─ correlation-name ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ ROW ─┘

►►─ NEW ─┬───────┬─ AS ─ correlation-name ────────────────────────────────────►◄

         └─ ROW ─┘

►►─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─┬─ call-procedure ────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ FOR EACH ROW ─┘ └─ when-clause ─┘ └─ execute-procedure ─┘

►►─┬─ WHEN ──┬─ boolean-expression ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHERE ─┘

CREATE TRIGGER/RULE
(Required) Specify a TRIGGER or a RULE for the CREATE.

trig-name
Specify the SQL-name of the trigger. SQL-names are SQL-identifiers.

BEFORE/AFTER
Trigger BEFORE or AFTER the Datacom maintenance occurs.

trig-event ON/OF/FROM/INTO table-name
Specify a trigger event, one of the listed options, and a table name. Options ON, OF, FROM, and INTO are
supplied for syntax compatibility.
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INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE
Part of the trig-event syntax. You can use up to three comma-separated occurrences of these three maintenance
types (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE), but each maintenance type can be used only once in the trig-event definition.

OF
(Optional) Part of the trig-event syntax. Supplied for syntax compatibility.

(column-list)
List of columns whose value-change triggers a trigger. Omission implies that all columns are triggers.

REFERENCING
Part of the trig-references syntax

OLD
Part of the old-row syntax. Refers to the row before UPDATE or DELETE.

NEW
Part of the new-row syntax. Refers to the row that results from execution of the INSERT or UPDATE.

ROW
(Optional) Part of the old-row and new-row syntax

AS correlation-name
Part of the old-row and new-row syntax. The correlation-name is the name used to reference a column
from the before-maintenance or after-maintenance image of the row being maintained. For example, if
ACCOUNT_NUMBER is a column name, OLD_ACCOUNT_ROW is the before-image correlation-name, and
NEW_ACCOUNT_ROW, OLD_ACCOUNT_ROW.ACCOUNT_NUMBER can be used to refer to the account
number before an UPDATE (or DELETE). NEW_ACCOUNT_ROW.ACCOUNT_NUMBER can be used to refer
to the account number after an UPDATE (or INSERT) occurs. The use of this name is limited to the CREATE
statement itself.

FOR EACH ROW
(Optional) Part of the trig-action syntax. Denotes this trigger as one that executes once per maintained row rather
than once per SQL statement. ROW level is used (the default) even if you do not specify this optional clause.

call-procedure
Part of the trig-action syntax
As a convenience to users of CREATE TRIGGER who must pass large base table rows to a triggered procedure,
a special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column is available. DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW is visible only during
execution of the CREATE TRIGGER statement. When you pass the special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column
name to your procedure, the procedure receives a CHAR parameter containing the entire row in Datacom/DB
format. Review the following example of the use of DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW:
CREATE TRIGGER myTrigger AFTER DELETE FROM myTable

   REFERENCING OLD ROW AS old_row

   CALL handleMaintenance('DELETE', old_row.datacom_whole_row)

Best practice is to use this special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column name only if your parameter list becomes
unwieldy because of an excessive number of columns being passed.

execute-procedure
Part of the trig-action syntax.
As a convenience to users of CREATE TRIGGER who must pass large base table rows to a triggered procedure,
a special DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW column is available. DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW is only visible during
execution of the CREATE TRIGGER statement. See the information previously given in the call-procedure
description about DATACOM_WHOLE_ROW.

WHEN/WHERE boolean-expression
This is the when-clause syntax. The when-clause executes before the triggered action (the procedure call) is
taken and cancels execution of the procedure if the boolean-expression evaluates to UNKNOWN or FALSE. The
boolean-expression is similar to the WHERE clause of the SELECT statement, but may not include subqueries
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or functions. The correlation-name (see previous description) can be used to reference values in the row being
maintained.
The trigger activates only on rows for which the boolean-expression evaluates to TRUE. If the WHEN clause
containing the boolean-expression is omitted, the trigger always triggers.

CREATE VIEW Statement
Use the SQL statement CREATE VIEW to create a view of a table or tables. CREATE VIEW may be used in SQL and
batch modes. Learn about privileges and security, statement syntax, and processing.

The view that the CREATE VIEW statement creates is a derived table of one or more tables or views. When a CREATE
VIEW statement successfully executes, a VIEW entity-occurrence is defined in Datacom Datadictionary in PRODuction
status. All tables and views that are specified in the CREATE VIEW statement must be in databases of the same security
type (that is to say, either the Datacom/DB External Security Model or the SQL Security Model).

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/DB
SQL Preprocessor(embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

CREATE VIEW YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

Privileges

If the Multi-User Facility is secured, whether the creator of the view may access that view depends on the security model
of the view. Under the SQL Security Model, when a view is created the user who executes the CREATE VIEW statement
is automatically granted all privileges on the view. Under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, all access rights,
including access rights for the creator of a view, must be defined through the external security product.

Regarding table partitioning, CREATE statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

Syntax

See the following syntax diagram for the CREATE VIEW statement:

►►─ CREATE ─┬───────────┬─ VIEWview-name ─┬───────────────────────────┬─ AS ──►

            └─ DATACOM ─┘                 │     ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

                                          └─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

 ►─ subselect ─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ WITH CHECK OPTION ─┘

• DATACOM
(Optional) See the information about Access Legacy Data with DATACOM VIEW.

• view-name
The unqualified or qualified name of the view. This name, including the implicit or explicit qualifier, must not name a
table, view, or synonym that is already described in the Datacom Datadictionary.
– If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the view name can be from 1 to

18 characters in length.
– If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the view name can be from 1

to 32 characters in length.
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The qualified form is the name that is preceded by an authorization ID and a period, for example, auth-id.view-name.
If you qualify the view-name, the qualifier designates the schema of the view. If you do not qualify the view-name, the
default authorization ID is used as the qualifier.
If the Datacom/DB Security Facility is installed, the creator of the view is automatically granted the following priviliges:
– The SELECT privilege on the view
– Any other privilege that applies to a view and is a privilege that the creator has on the tables or views identified in

the FROM clause of the SELECT statement
A privilege acquired by the creator is grantable only if the privilege from which it is derived is grantable by the creator.

• column-name
A list of one or more names for columns in the view. The column names must be separated by commas and the list
must be enclosed in parentheses.
– If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the Preprocessor options, the column name can be from 1

to 18 characters in length.
– If you specify SQLMODE=DATACOM for extended mode in the Preprocessor options, the column name can be

from 1 to 32 characters in length.
If you do not give other names to the columns, the columns of the view have the same names as the columns of the
result table of the SELECT statement.
You must give names to all columns if the following situations occur:
– If the SELECT statement result has duplicate column names
– If the SELECT statement result has a column that is derived from a function, literal, or arithmetic expression
Give a name for each column and do not use the same name more than once.

• AS subselect
The subselect defines the view. At any time, the view consists of the rows that result if the SELECT statement is
executed.
The subselect must be the subselect form of a SELECT statement that does not reference host variables. See
SELECT Statement (DQ) for the subselect syntax diagram and information about the subselect parameters.

• WITH CHECK OPTION
WITH CHECK OPTION specifies that all inserts and updates against this view are checked to ensure the newly
inserted or updated row satisfies the view definition.
For example, if you use the view to insert a row, the row can be inserted only if you can also view it using this view.
The data being inserted must be within the bounds that are specified in the definition of the view.
The WITH CHECK OPTION can be specified only if the view is updateable and the view definition does not include a
nested subquery.
See Example 3 in this topic for a view definition that uses the WITH CHECK OPTION.

Processing

If the definition of a view includes any of the following phrases, then the view is read-only and cannot be updated:

• A FROM clause naming more than one table or view (a join)
• The keyword DISTINCT
• A GROUP BY clause

Keywords and phrases which cannot be used in the definition of a view are:

• FOR UPDATE OF
• ORDER BY
• UNION

NOTE
A view whose definition involves either a GROUP BY clause or a column function cannot be named in any
FROM clause that contains another table or view. The view cannot be joined. This restriction is not a restriction
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on the content of the CREATE VIEW statement itself, but on queries that reference the view. If you violate
this rule, an error message is issued if you violate this rule. Also, a view whose definition contains a SELECT
DISTINCT may only be joined if the join itself has a SELECT DISTINCT. Again, this restriction is a restriction on
queries that reference the view, not a restriction on the view itself.

Examples

Example 1

Create a read-only view with the following specifications:

1. View name: PROJV1
2. Column names: PROJNO, PROJNAME, PROJDEP, RESPEMP, EMPNO, FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME
3. The view joins the tables PROJTBL and NAMETBL where a value in the RESPEMP column is equal to a value in the

EMPNO column.
NOTE
Since this view joins two tables, it is a read-only view.

      CREATE VIEW PROJV1

           (PROJNO, PROJNAME, PROJDEP, RESPEMP,

            FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME)

      AS SELECT ALL

           PROJNO, PROJNAME, DEPTNO, EMPNO,

           FIRSTNME, MIDINIT, LASTNAME

      FROM PROJTBL, NAMETBL

      WHERE RESPEMP = EMPNO

Example 2

Create an updateable view with the following specifications:

1. View name: SUPPLY
2. Column names: SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY
3. Search condition: The value of STATUS must be greater than 10

This view is a row and column subset view of the table CASUPL which contains columns SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY,
STATE, and ZIP. View SUPPLY can be used to update values for the four specified columns. However, this view would not
be used to insert new rows into CASUPL since some of the columns are not included in the view definition.

      CREATE VIEW SUPPLY

           (SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY)

      AS SELECT ALL

           SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY

      FROM CASUPL

      WHERE STATUS > 10

Example 3

Create an updateable view with the following specifications:

1. View name: SUPPLY
2. Column names: SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP
3. Search condition: The value of STATUS must be greater than 10
4. Use the WITH CHECK OPTION

This view is a row subset view of the table CASUPL which contains columns SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE,
and ZIP. View SUPPLY can be used to update values for all the columns, and to insert new rows into CASUPL where the
value for STATUS is greater than 10. If you attempt to insert a row where the value of STATUS is less than or equal to
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10, the row is not inserted because the WITH CHECK OPTION does not allow you to view any row where STATUS is not
greater than 10.

      CREATE VIEW SUPPLY

           (SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP)

      AS SELECT ALL

           SNUM, SNAME, STATUS, CITY, STATE, ZIP

      FROM CASUPL

      WHERE STATUS > 10

        WITH CHECK OPTION

DECLARE CURSOR Statement
The DECLARE CURSOR statement defines a cursor. Find a valid execution method for the statement. Also review a syntax
diagram, instructions for use, and examples.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

DECLARE CURSOR YES

NOTE
The DECLARE CURSOR statement cannot be executed interactively. Use the SELECT statement instead (see
SELECT).

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the DECLARE CURSOR statement:

►►─ DECLARE cursor-name ─┬─ NO SCROLL ◄ ──────────────────────────┬─ CURSOR ──►

                         ├─ ASENSITIVE ◄ ──────────────┬─ SCROLL ─┘

                         ├─ INSENSITIVE ───────────────┤

                         └─ SENSITIVE ─┬─ DYNAMIC ◄ ─┬─┘

                                       └─ STATIC ────┘

►──┬─────────────┬─ FOR ─┬─ select-statement ─┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WITH HOLD ─┘       └─ statement-name ───┘

 

NO SCROLL
Specifies the cursor is not scrollable. If scrolling is not specified, the default is NO SCROLL. With NO SCROLL,
the FETCH statement can only return the next row.

NOTE

Rows are sensitive to changes if a temporary table is not used.

SCROLL
Specifies the cursor is scrollable

ASENSITIVE
With ASENSITIVE specified, the cursor is SENSITIVE DYNAMIC if a temporary table is not used. Otherwise, it is
INSENSITIVE. ASENSITIVE is the same as NO SCROLL, except that scroll options are available with the FETCH
statement.
When scrolling is used, ASENSITIVE is the default scroll type.
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INSENSITIVE
INSENSITIVE means that the cursor is not sensitive to changes in the underlying tables of the result set.
With INSENSITIVE specified, the cursor is made read-only, and no positioned update or delete is allowed.

SENSITIVE
SENSITIVE means that the cursor is sensitive to changes made after the cursor is opened.
Note: If changes cannot be made visible to the cursor, an error is returned on the bind of the cursor open
statement.
Changes cannot be made visible if a temporary table is required, or when the cursor has more than one database
table, or when a User Defined Function Table (UDFT) is used.
A SENSITIVE scroll cursor must therefore reference only a single database table and not use aggregation.
SENSITIVE scroll cursors can be DYNAMIC or STATIC. The DYNAMIC scroll cursor is the default with
SENSITIVE specified.

DYNAMIC
DYNAMIC means that changes made by the current transaction are visible immediately, and changes made by
other transactions are visible when they are committed.
A temporary table is not built, so qualifying rows that are inserted while the cursor is open are visible, and rows
that are deleted or updated so that they no longer qualify while the cursor is open are no longer visible.
If a row is updated, it is logically moved to its new position in the result set. For example, if the key used to
retrieve rows dynamically is on column line_number, if the application increments line_number using a positioned
update, the same row is fetched using fetch next.
This is more efficient than an insensitive scroll cursor, because no temporary table is required, but the application
must work properly with the dynamic nature of the result set.

STATIC
As with an insensitive scroll cursor, a result table is built, so the size of the result set does not change. However,
rows fetched using the fetch sensitive option reflect the current state of the corresponding underlying base table
row.
Row of a cursor declared as sensitive static can be fetched as sensitive or insensitive. If fetch sensitive is used,
then the temporary table is updated to reflect the corresponding row of the underlying database table. If fetch
insensitive is used, the row is returned from the temporary table in its current state, which reflects changes due to
a previous fetch sensitive.
Rows inserted after the cursor is opened are not visible.
Rows deleted after the cursor is opened are not visible; a delete hole is created.
Rows updated after the cursor is opened so that they no longer qualify are not visible; an update hole is created.

cursor-name
A cursor with the specified name is defined when your program is executed. The name must not be the same as
the name of another cursor declared in your program.
If you specify SQLMODE=ANSI or SQLMODE=FIPS in the SQL Preprocessor options, the cursor name can be
from 1 to 18 characters.
For all other modes, the cursor name can be from 1 to 32 characters.

WITH HOLD
When this Datacom/DB extension is specified, the cursor stays open when a COMMIT WORK is executed. Any
record-at-a-time command that commits the logical unit of work (for example LOGCP, LOGCR) works the same
way. This is especially useful in a batch program that does updates and issues COMMIT WORK periodically to
keep the log from filling and to limit the amount of work RESTART has to do if a failure occurs. The repositioning
of the cursor is harder to program without WITH HOLD.

select-statement
For information about the select-statement, see Select-Statement.
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statement-name
Specifies the name of a prepared statement. That statement must be prepared (using the PREPARE statement)
sometime after the DECLARE CURSOR statement is executed and before the OPEN statement is executed, and
it must be a select-statement. For information on the PREPARE statement, see PREPARE Statement.

A cursor in the open state designates a result table and a position relative to the rows of that table. The table is the result
table that is specified by the select-statement of the cursor.

The result table is read-only if the select-statement includes any of the following items:

• The keyword DISTINCT
• A UNION operator
• A column function
• A GROUP BY clause
• A HAVING clause
• An ORDER BY clause

The result table is also read-only if the FROM clause of the outer subselect of the select-statement identifies one of the
following items:

• More than one table or view
• A read-only view
• A table or view that is also identified in a FROM clause of a subquery of the select-statement

Cursor Usage

A DECLARE CURSOR statement must have corresponding OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements in the same source
program for the execution of the OPEN to proceed without error.

Cursors must be declared in the source:

1. Before any reference to the cursor, and
2. After all host variables that are used in the definition have been defined.

If an exception declaration (WHENEVER statement) is not provided, the recommended practice is for your program to
include code to check the returned value of the SQLCODE immediately after each executable SQL statement. If you do
not use a WHENEVER statement, however, be aware of the following information:

Cursor definitions are declarations, not operational (procedural) statements, and as such are used for Preprocessor input
only. Because no call is sent to the Multi-User Facility, checking the SQLCODE after a DECLARE CURSOR statement
always shows the SQLCODE received by whatever statement immediately preceded the DECLARE CURSOR statement.

In COBOL, cursor declarations can be made in the:

• WORKING-STORAGE SECTION
• LINKAGE SECTION
• REPORT SECTION
• PROCEDURE DIVISION

NOTE
The recommended practice is to place all cursor definitions immediately before the PROCEDURE DIVISION
source statement. However, if you do not use a WHENEVER statement and want to avoid any potential
confusion resulting from the content of the SQLCODE after a DECLARE CURSOR statement, place all of
your DECLARE CURSOR statements in the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
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Examples
Example 1 In this example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement associates the cursor name C1 with the
results of the SELECT. This example also shows how the cursor is opened with the OPEN statement, used in
a FETCH statement, and closed with a CLOSE statement.
     EXEC SQL

         DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

             SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

             FROM DEPTTBL

             WHERE ADMDEPT = 'A0'

     END-EXEC.

 ...

    * DISPLAY DEPT TABLE INFO

     EXEC SQL

         WHENEVER NOT FOUND   GO TO DEPT-FETCH-LP-END

         WHENEVER SQLERROR    GO TO SQL-ERROR-RTN

         WHENEVER SQLWARNING  CONTINUE

     END-EXEC.

     EXEC SQL

         OPEN C1

     END-EXEC.

 DEPT-FETCH-LP.

     EXEC SQL

         FETCH C1 INTO :DNUM, :DNAME, :MNUM

     END-EXEC.

     DISPLAY DNUM, DNAME, MNUM.

     GO TO FETCH-LOOP.

 DEPT-FETCH-LP-END.

     EXEC SQL

         CLOSE C1

     END-EXEC.

 ...

Example 2 In this example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement defines the cursor, C1. This cursor could be
used in an UPDATE statement to update the column named in the clause, or used in a DELETE statement to
delete a row.
 EXEC SQL

      DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

           SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

           FROM DEPTTBL

           WHERE EXISTS

                 (SELECT *

                  FROM DIVTBL

                  WHERE DIVTBL.DEPTNO = DEPTTBL.DEPTNO)

 END-EXEC

Example 3 In this example, the DECLARE CURSOR statement defines the cursor, C1, and orders the results
of the SELECT since an ORDER BY clause is included in the definition. The SELECT retrieves the number
and name of all employees hired before 1980 in order of seniority. HIREDATE is in the form "yymmdd."
 EXEC SQL

      DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

           SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, FIRSTNME, HIREDATE

           FROM EMP

           WHERE HIREDATE < 800000

           ORDER BY HIREDATE
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 END-EXEC

DECLARE STATEMENT Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

DECLARE STATEMENT  YES  

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The DECLARE STATEMENT is accepted by the Datacom/DB Preprocessors for SQL for the purpose of syntax
compatibility with other SQL implementations, but Datacom/DB ignores everything after the keyword STATEMENT up to
the end-of-statement delimiter. Datacom/DB functionality is not affected.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the DECLARE statement (statement-name specifies the 1- to 18-character(s) name of
a prepared SQL statement):

►►─ DECLAREstatement-nameSTATEMENT ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

DELETE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

DELETE (positioned)  YES  
DELETE (searched) YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The DELETE statement deletes rows from a table or view. Deleting a row from a view deletes the row from the table that
the view is based on.

You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the DELETE statement

NOTE
 When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a DELETE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for a DELETE statement:

►►─┬─ searched DELETE ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ positioned DELETE ─┘

Searched DELETE

Following is the syntax diagram for the searched DELETE statement:

►►─ DELETE FROM ─┬─ tab-name ──┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                 └─ view-name ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

Positioned DELETE

Following is the syntax diagram for the positioned DELETE statement, which you use with a cursor.

►►─ DELETE FROM ─┬─ tab-name ──┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                 └─ view-name ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

 ►─ WHERE CURRENT OFcursor-name ──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

NOTE

 The positioned DELETE is not used by Dataquery.

•  FROM tab-name or FROM view-name  
Name the table or view from which you want to delete. The table or view must be described in the Datacom
Datadictionary, but must not be a Datacom Datadictionary table or a read-only view.

•   correlation-name 
You can specify a 1- to 18-byte correlation-name to be used within the search-condition to designate the table or view.
Also see Correlation Names and SQL Index Binding.

•  WHERE
Introduces a condition that specifies what rows are to be deleted. You can omit the clause, give a search condition or
name a cursor. If you omit the clause, all rows of the table or view are deleted.

search-condition
Each column-name in the search condition must name a column of the table or view, and the table or view must
not be referenced in the FROM clause of any subselect in the search condition. See Search Conditions for the
search-condition syntax diagram.
Each column-name in the search condition which is not in a subquery must name a column of the table or view
being updated. In subqueries, the table or view being updated must not be named in any FROM clause.
If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each time the
search condition is applied to a row. The result of the subquery is used in applying the search condition. In
actuality, the subquery is executed for each row only if it contains a correlated reference to a column of the table
or view.

•  CURRENT OF cursor-name 
Names a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement of your program. The DECLARE CURSOR
statement must appear in your program before the DELETE statement.
The table or view named must also be named in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement of the cursor. The result
table of the cursor must not be read-only.
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When the DELETE statement is executed, the cursor must be positioned on a row. This row is the one that is deleted.
After the deletion, the cursor is positioned before the next row of its result table. If there is no next row, the cursor is
positioned after the last row.

Processing

No rows are deleted if an error occurs during the execution of a DELETE statement. The cursor is closed if an error
occurs that makes the position of a cursor unpredictable.

Unless appropriate locks already exist, one or more exclusive locks are acquired by the execution of a successful
DELETE statement. Unless the locks are released by a rollback operation, a deleted row cannot be accessed by any unit
of recovery.

Examples

• The following example deletes the row from table DEPTTBL where the value of DEPTNO equals D1:
EXEC SQL

DELETE FROM DEPTTBL

WHERE DEPTNO = 'D1'

END-EXEC

• The following example deletes several rows from table NAMETBL, specifically, those for all employees in Department
E1 or D2:
EXEC SQL

    DELETE FROM NAMETBL

    WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E1' OR WORKDEPT = 'D2'

END-EXEC

• The following example deletes the row where the cursor is positioned:
EXEC SQL

   DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

    SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

    FROM DEPTTBL

    WHERE ADMDEPT='A'

END-EXEC.

EXEC SQL

   OPEN C1

END-EXEC.

FETCH-LOOP.

   IF SQLCODE = 

    EXEC SQL

      FETCH C1 INTO :DNUM, :DNAME, :MNUM

    END EXEC.

    EXEC SQL

      DELETE FROM DEPTTBL

      WHERE CURRENT OF C1

    END-EXEC.

    GO TO FETCH LOOP.

EXEC SQL

   CLOSE C1

END-EXEC.
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DESCRIBE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

DESCRIBE  YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The DESCRIBE statement obtains information about a specified table or view, or about a prepared statment.

NOTE
 When you use the PREPARE statement to create an executable SQL statement from a character string form
of the statement, the executable form is called a prepared statement. Information about a prepared statement
can also be obtained by using the INTO clause of the PREPARE statement. See PREPARE Statement for more
information about PREPARE.

No authorization is required to DESCRIBE a prepared statement, but to execute a DESCRIBE TABLE statement you must
hold at least one of the following authorizations:

• INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, SELECT, INDEX, or ALTER on the table or view.
• Be a global, database, or table owner.
• Be the original creator of the table (only applies if the SQL Security Model is being used).

NOTE
 Because the table name is not known at prepare time, security checks for this statement are always performed
at execution time regardless of plan security options.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the DESCRIBE statement:

►►─ DESCRIBE ─┬─ statement-name ─────┬─ INTOdescriptor-name ──────────────────►

              └─ TABLEhost-variable ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ USING ─┬─ NAMES ◄ ─┬─┘

             ├─ LABELS ──┤

             ├─ ANY ─────┤

             └─ BOTH ────┘

statement-name
Identifies the prepared statement about which you want to obtain information.

TABLE host-variable
Identifies the table or view. When the DESCRIBE statement is executed, host-variable must be a character
string data type (a CHAR or VARCHAR variable) that contains a name identifying a table or view. If the escape
character is used in the string it must be the quotation mark (double-quotes). Host-variable must be preceded by a
colon. An indicator variable is not allowed.

INTO descriptor-name
Identifies an SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) to be filled. See SQLDA (DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO
Statements). If the TABLE clause is used to describe a table or view, the information returned in the SQLDA
describes the columns of the specified table or view. If statement-name is used to describe a select-statement
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associated with a dynamic cursor, the information returned in the SQLDA describes the columns of the result table
of the select-statement. When any other prepared statement is described, the SQLD field of the SQLDA is set to
zero, which indicates a statement other than a select-statement has been described.

USING
Specifies if the SQLNAME field in the SQLDA is to contain a column name or a column label. If the requested
value does not exist, SQLNAME is set to length 0.

NAMES
Assigns the name of the column. This is the default.

LABELS
Assigns the label for the column. A label is the column's Datacom Datadictionary field attribute HEADING-1.

ANY
Assigns the column label, or (if one does not exist) the column name.

BOTH
Assigns the column names to the first n occurrences of SQLVAR, and the column labels to the second n
occurrences.

Example
In the following COBOL example of an SQLDA, a table or view with up to 100 columns is described. (For
more information on SQLDAs used in DESCRIBE statements, see SQLDA (DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO
Statements).)
          01  SQLDA

              05  SQLAID                PIC X(8)  VALUE 'SQLDA   '.

              05  SQLABC                PIC S9(9) COMP.

              05  SQLN                  PIC S9(4) COMP VALUE +100.

              05  SQLD                  PIC S9(4) COMP.

              05  SQLVAR  OCCURS 100 TIMES.

                  10  SQLTYPE           PIC S9(4) COMP.

                  10  SQLLEN            PIC S9(4) COMP.

                  10  FILLER  REDEFINES SQLLEN.

                      15  SQLPREC       PIC X.

                      15  SQLSCALE      PIC X.

                  10  SQLDATA           PIC S9(9) COMP.

                  10  SQLIND            PIC S9(9) COMP.

                  10  SQLNAME-VARCHAR.

                      49  SQLNAME-LEN   PIC S9(4) COMP.

                      49  SQLNAME       PIC X(30).

          01  TABLE-NAME                PIC X(32).

          MOVE table-name TO TABLE-NAME.

          EXEC SQL

          DESCRIBE TABLE :TABLE-NAME INTO :SQLDA USING ANY

          END-EXEC

          PERFORM PRINT-NAMES SQLD TIMES.

See the previous example and consider the following. Before the DESCRIBE statement is executed, you must
set SQLN to the number of SQLVAR occurrences that are provided in the SQLDA. No information is returned
in the SQLVARs if SQLD is set greater than SQLN, because in this case the SQLDA is not large enough (see
the following for an explanation of how the SQLD is set).  Datacom/DB sets:

• SQLAID to SQLDA.
• SQLABC to the length of the SQLDA.
• SQLD to the number of columns described by occurrences of SQLVAR (or twice this number when USING

BOTH is specified).
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Assuming the object being described has n columns (and there are enough SQLVAR entries), values are
assigned to the first n SQLVAR fields (listed in the following) to describe the object's columns. (When USING
BOTH is specified, the SQLNAME field is used in a second set of n SQLVAR entries to return labels.)

SQLTYPE
A code for the data type of the column and if the column is nullable. See SQLDA (DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO
Statements) for a list of these codes.

SQLLEN
A length value depending on the data type of the column. See SQLDA (DESCRIBE or PREPARE INTO
Statements) for possible values.

SQLDATA
A value of -1 indicates FOR BIT DATA.

SQLIND
Reserved.

SQLNAME
The unqualified name or label of the column, depending on the USING option specified.

NOTE
A string length of zero indicates that the column name or label does not exist.

DROP Statement
DROP is a Datacom/DB extension that removes an SQL-accessible object by removing its description from the Datacom
Datadictionary. This invalidates any application plans that references the object.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application
program prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

DROP INDEX YES YES
DROP SYNONYM YES YES YES
DROP TABLE YES YES YES
DROP VIEW YES YES YES
DROP PROCEDURE YES YES YES
DROP TRIGGER/RULE YES YES YES

WARNING
There is also a DROP PLAN statement that can be submitted only through DBSQLPR. See DROP PLAN
(DBSQLPR).

To learn about using SQL keywords in Dataquery, see SQL Statements for Dataquery.

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see Controlling Access Through SQL
Statements.

WARNING
When an object is dropped, any objects that are directly or indirectly dependent on that object are dropped or
marked for rebind.

When a table or view is dropped, the prepared statements in plans that reference the table or view are marked
nonexecutable until rebound. An attempt to execute these statements invokes automatic rebind, and the rebind fails.
If the plans containing referencing statements are currently executing or binding, the DROP request is aborted. This is
always the case when the plan containing the DROP statement references the table or view, because this is an attempt
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to invalidate its own plan, which is not allowed. Dropping an index causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be
marked invalid. You can run a Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a
table.

The DROP statement does not process and you receive a -118 return code when the Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence definition of the table, view, synonym, or index you specify is protected with a password or a Lock Level 1 or 2.
The error message also includes a Datacom Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF) return code. The DSF return codes are:

• IPW (for password protected)
• IOR (for Lock Level 1 protected)
• NTF (for Lock Level 2 protected)

See Deleting SQL Objects for more information. See Controlling Access Through SQL Statements and Protecting
Occurrence Definitions for more information about passwords and lock levels.

WARNING

Important! Before dropping a table that has synonyms defined, be sure to drop any views that are defined on the
synonyms that use the WITH CHECK OPTION constraint. Otherwise, the view and the WITH CHECK constraint
are not deleted and have to be explicitly dropped with a DROP VIEW before recreating the view.

NOTE
When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, a DROP
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Also note that the DROP statement is rejected if other DML statements (see SQL Statements) are in the same plan or if
the table being dropped is in use by other plans.

With regard to Table Partitioning, DROP statements may not be issued against a table which is partitioned nor against a
partition.

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the DROP statement:

►►─ DROP ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─ TABLE ─┬───────────┬─ tab-name ──────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   │         └─ authid. ─┘                                         │

   ├─ SYNONYMsynonym-name ─────────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├─ VIEW ─┬───────────┬─ view-name ──────────────────────────────┤

   │        └─ authid. ─┘                                          │

   ├─ INDEX ─┬───────────┬index-nameFROM ─┬───────────┬─ tab-name ─┤

   │         └─ authid. ─┘                └─ authid. ─┘            │

   ├─┬────────────┬─ PROCEDURE proc-name ─┬──────────────────┬─────┤

   │ └─ SPECIFIC ─┘                       └─┬─ RESTRICT ◄ ─┬─┘     │

   │                                        ├─ INVALIDATE ─┤       │

   │                                        └─ CASCADE ────┘       │

   └─┬─ TRIGGER ─┬─ trig-name ─────────────────────────────────────┘

     └─ RULE ────┘

NOTE
DROP INDEX is not used by Dataquery.

• authid.
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An optional identifier of the schema for the table, view, or index. If specified for the index-name, it must be the same as
the authorization ID of the table you have specified with the tab-name in the FROM tab-name clause. Use a period (.)
to concatenate the authorization ID to the table or view name, for example, authid.tab-name.

• TABLE  tab-name
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a table and specifies the name of the table you want to drop. The tab-
name must identify a table that is described in the Datacom Datadictionary, other than a Datacom Datadictionary table.
The DROP TABLE statement removes the table from the schema, obsoletes the table from the Datacom
Datadictionary, and removes the table from the Datacom/DB Directory (CXX).

WARNING
The table data is deleted and the space is reclaimed when you drop a table.

All views and synonyms based on the table are dropped. All application plans and statements that reference the table
are invalidated. If the table definition exists in TEST or HIST status in Datacom Datadictionary, those status/versions
are deleted at the same time as the PROD status.
All columns (columns appear as FIELD occurrences in Datacom Datadictionary), keys, elements, and support data
related to the table are also obsoleted. The support data includes aliases, descriptors, relationship definitions, and text
(SQL comments).

• SYNONYM  synonym-name
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a synonym and specifies the name of the synonym you want to drop.
Dropping a synonym does not affect the table or view referenced by the dropped synonym.

• VIEW  view-name
Indicates that the object you are dropping is a view and specifies the name of the view you want to drop. The view
name must identify a view described in the Datacom Datadictionary. The definition of the view is removed from the
Datacom Datadictionary. The definition of any view that is directly or indirectly dependent on that view is also removed.
When the definition of a view is removed from the Datacom Datadictionary, all privileges on that view are also dropped.

• INDEX  index-name FROM tab-name
Indicates that the object you are dropping is an index and specifies the name of the index you want to drop and the
table to which the index belongs. Make certain that the index-name you use in the DROP INDEX statement matches
the SQLNAME attribute of the KEY that you wish to DROP.
Dropping an index removes the index from the Index Area (IXX), removes the index definition from the Directory (CXX)
and Datacom Datadictionary, and causes all plans dependent on the indexed table to be marked invalid. You can run a
Datacom Datadictionary Relationship Report to find out what plans are dependent on a table.

• SPECIFIC
For ANSI syntax compatibility only. Specifies that the proc-name given is the specific name of the procedure.

• PROCEDURE
DROP PROCEDURE deletes a procedure definition and the associated program definition and plan (the portion of the
procedure logic that resides in SQL).

• proc-name
Specify a procedure name.
ANSI supports overloading of the procedure name, with duplicate procedure names resolved to procedure definitions
using the layout of the parameter list. For syntax compatibility, a second, specific name may be given to a procedure to
uniquely identify it, but it must match the nonspecific name, and the nonspecific name must be unique.

• RESTRICT
Tells SQL to abort the DROP if triggers exist that call the procedure. RESTRICT is the default.

• INVALIDATE
Specifies that referencing triggers are marked invalid, and therefore cannot execute until the procedure is re-added
and the triggers rebound. The rebind occurs automatically and is transparent to the user unless the procedure has
not been replaced when the triggering occurs. This option protects the integrity of the tables on which the triggers
are defined. Any attempt to fire an invalid trigger causes the triggering maintenance request (INSERT, UPDATE, or
DELETE) to abort, unless the automatic trigger rebind succeeds. The INVALIDATE option also causes the plan related
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to the procedure to be marked invalid. The plan automatically rebinds during the next CALL PROCEDURE if the
procedure is re-created.

• CASCADE
Specifies the dropping of any referencing triggers. To avoid the potential for later PROGRAM/PLAN MISMATCH errors
if the procedure is re-precompiled, unless the program is called by other procedures we strongly recommend that you
delete the corresponding load module and Datacom Datadictionary PROGRAM definitions at this time. The LOAD
module and Datacom Datadictionary PROGRAM definitions are not affected.

• DROP TRIGGER/RULE  trig-name
Specifies that either a TRIGGER or RULE be dropped and specifies a trigger name. DROP TRIGGER/RULE deletes
a trigger or rule from the system. To prevent a trigger from being invoked after being dropped, plans containing SQL
statements that reference the table from which the trigger is being removed are marked invalid and automatically
rebound the next time they are executed.

Examples

• The following example drops table TED.TDEPT. TED is the authorization ID of the user who owns the table:
 EXEC SQL

      DROP TABLE TED.TDEPT

 END-EXEC

• The following example drops the view VDEPT:
EXEC SQL

   DROP VIEW VDEPT

END-EXEC

• The following example drops the index named EMPLOYEE_INDEX that belongs to the table named EMPLOYEES:
EXEC SQL

   DROP INDEX EMPLOYEE_INDEX FROM EMPLOYEES

END-EXEC

DROP AREA Statement
In Datacom, the DROP AREA SQL statement can be executed in two ways. Review valid execution methods, syntax,
component descriptions, and a caution for using the statement.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for the DROP AREA statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

DROP AREA YES YES NO

For information about the access rights that are required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL
Security Access Rights.

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the DROP AREA statement:

►►── DROP AREA area-name ─────────────────────►◄

NOTE
Drop all tables in the area before attempting to drop the area. If the area contains any tables, the request fails,
with SQLCODE -118 and DSF return code AHT.
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area-name
Specify the name of the area that you want to drop.

NOTE
The delete of the area in the CXX is not subject to roll back.

DROP DATABASE Statement
In Datacom, the DROP DATABASE SQL statement can be executed in two ways. Review valid execution methods,
syntax, and component descriptions.

In the following table, YES indicates a valid execution method for the DROP DATABASE statement.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application program
that is prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

DROP DATABASE YES YES NO

For information about the access rights that are required to execute the DROP DATABASE statement, see SQL
Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

Syntax

Refer to the following syntax diagram for the DROP DATABASE statement:

►►── DROP DATABASE database-name ┬────────────────────┬─►◄

                                 └─ DATACOM OBSOLETE ─┘

NOTE
All AREAs must be dropped before the database can be dropped, unless the OBSOLETE option is used. If
areas exist, the request is rejected with SQLCODE -118 and DSF return code BHA.

database-name
Specify the name of the database that you want to drop.

DATACOM OBSOLETE
Specifying DATACOM OBSOLETE removes all occurrences of the database from Datacom Datadictionary in a
way that is similar to the 1000 OBSOLETE batch transaction.

NOTE
The delete of the database (and dependent entities with OBSOLETE) in the CXX is not subject to roll
back.

EXECUTE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

EXECUTE  YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.
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No privileges are required to execute an EXECUTE statement, and no authorization is required to preprocess an
EXECUTE statement. That is, there is no security check of the EXECUTE statement or its contents at preprocessor time.
At execution time, however, the statement's contents are checked against the security conditions that are valid for that
program.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the EXECUTE statement:

►►─ EXECUTEstatement-name ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬────────►◄

                           │           ┌─ , ─────────────┐           │

                           └─ USING ─┬─▼─ host-variable ─┴─────────┬─┘

                                     └─ DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name ┘

statement-name
Identifies the prepared statement to be executed. The prepared statement must have been prepared within the
same logical unit of work as the EXECUTE statement used to execute it, and it cannot be a select-statement.
(Prepared select-statements are executed with OPEN statements.) See PREPARE Statement for more
information about prepared statements.

USING
If the prepared statement includes parameter markers, you must code the USING clause. The USING clause
specifies either a list of host variables (whose values are substituted for parameter markers) or a SQL Descriptor
Area (SQLDA) that contains a description of the host variables. If you code the USING clause when there are no
parameter markers in the prepared statement, the USING clause is ignored. See Rules for Parameter Markers for
rules for parameter markers in PREPARE Statement.

host-variable
Identifies host structures or variables used to supply the values for parameter markers. Separate the host
variables in the list with commas.
The host-variable specified in the USING clause identifies a structure or variable that is described in the program
in accordance with the rules for declaring host structures and variables. When the statement is executed, a
reference to a structure has been replaced by references to each of its variables. The number of variables must
be the same as the number of parameter markers in the prepared statement. The nth variable supplies the value
for the nth parameter marker in the prepared statement.

DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name
The descriptor-name identifies a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) containing a description of the host variables.
The SQLD field (used to indicate the number of variables) must be set to the number of parameter markers in
the prepared statement, and the length of the SQLDA (indicated by SQLABC) must be sufficient to describe that
number of variables. The nth variable (the nth SQLVAR entry) described by the SQLDA corresponds to the nth
parameter marker in the prepared statement. For details on the SQLDA, see SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA)

Parameter Marker Replacement

Before the prepared statement is executed, host variables are assigned to target variables for each parameter marker.
The attributes of the target variables depend on the role that the parameter marker plays in the SQL statement. The rules
for these roles are shown in the following. In these rules, P represents the parameter marker in question.

 Arithmetic Operand 

When P is an operand of an infix operator, the data type, precision, and scale of the target variable is the same as the
other operand, so both operands cannot be parameter markers.

When P is the operand of a unary minus, the data type of the target variable is double precision floating-point.
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 LIKE Predicate 

If you specify the parameter marker as the pattern of a LIKE predicate, ensure that the host variable used to replace the
parameter marker is compatible with the first operand.

 Comparand 

P can be a comparand in a BETWEEN, IN, or basic predicate, where at least one of the other comparands is not a
parameter marker. The attributes of the target for P are those of one of the other comparands.

• For a BETWEEN predicate, it is the first comparand that is a column name, or (if no comparand is a column name) the
first comparand that is not a parameter marker.

• For the IN predicate, it is the first comparand that is not a parameter marker.
• For a basic predicate, it is the other comparand.

 Assignment Operand 

P must be the value assigned to a column in an INSERT or UPDATE statement. The attributes of the target are the same
as the column.

Example
          01  S1.

              49  S1LEN                 PIC S9999 COMP VALUE +80.

              49  S1HV                  PIC X(8).

          01  HV1                       PIC X VALUE 'X'.

          01  HV2                       PIC X VALUE 'Y'.

          MOVE 'INSERT INTO T1 VALUES (?, ?)' TO S1HV.

          EXEC SQL

              PREPARE STMT1 FROM S1

          END-EXEC

          EXEC SQL

              EXECUTE STMT1 USING :HV1, :HV2

          END-EXEC

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

EXECUTE IMMEDIATE  YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement prepares and executes an SQL statement. EXECUTE IMMEDIATE is more
convenient than using PREPARE and EXECUTE, but note the following:

• With EXECUTE IMMEDIATE, parameter markers cannot be used, and
• EXECUTE IMMEDIATE is less efficient than using PREPARE and EXECUTE, which allow you to prepare a statement

once and execute it multiple times.

No authorization is required to preprocess an EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement, that is, there is no security check of
the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement or its contents at preprocessor time. At execution time, however, the statement's
contents are checked against the security conditions that are valid for that program.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the EXECUTE IMMEDIATE statement:

►►─ EXECUTE IMMEDIATE ─┬─ string-expression ─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                       └─ host-variable ─────┘

string-expression
A PL/I expression that yields a character string.

host-variable
A host-variable must be used for languages other than PL/I. It must identify a varying-length string host variable.

A statement string is the value of the string-expression or host-variable. See the rules for statement strings on Rules for
Statement Strings.

Example
          01  S1.

              49  S1LEN                 PIC S9999 COMP VALUE +80.

              49  S1HV                  PIC X(8).

          MOVE 'INSERT INTO T1 VALUES (1, 2)' TO S1HV.

          EXEC SQL

              EXECUTE IMMEDIATE S1

          END-EXEC

FETCH Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

FETCH YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The FETCH statement positions a cursor on the next row of its result table and assigns the value of that row to host
variables. You can use multiple FETCH statements referencing the same cursor. The host variables in the INTO list
are matched by position to SELECT list expressions. The INTO list may FETCH a leading subset of the SELECT list
expressions. However, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, the FETCH statement that appears first in the host program
must have the same or greater number of host variables. Although each FETCH statement may reference different host
variables, unless the plan has SQLMODE=DB2, they must have the same data type, length, precision, and scale.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the FETCH statement:

►►─ FETCH ─┬───────────────┬──┤ fetch-orientation ├──┬──────────┬─ cursor-name ─►

           ├─ INSENSITIVE ─┤                         └─ FROM ◄ ─┘

           └─ SENSITIVE ───┘

►──┬──────────────────────┬─────┬───────────────────────────────────┬──────────►◄

   └─┤ single-row-fetch ├─┘     ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤
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                                ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

                                └─ USING DESCRIPTORdescriptor-name ─┘

 Expansion of fetch-orientation

├──┬── BEFORE ──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────┤

   ├── AFTER ───────────┤

   └─┤ row-positioned ├─┘

 Expansion of row-positioned

├──┬── NEXT ────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────┤

   ├── PRIOR ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── FIRST ───────────────────────────┤

   ├── LAST ────────────────────────────┤

   ├── ABSOLUTE──┬─ host-variable ────┬─┤

   ├             └─ integer-constant ─┘ ┤

   └── RELATIVE ─┬─ host-variable ────┬─┘

                 └─ integer-constant ─┘

 Expansion of single-row-fetch

├──┬───────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────┤

   ├        ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┤

   ├─ INTO ─▼─ host-variable ─┴────────┤

   └─ INTO DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name ─┘

NOTE

  Whether INSENSITIVE or SENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement depends on the sensitivity of the
cursor specified in the DECLARE CURSOR statement. If

INSENSITIVE was specified in DECLARE CURSOR, INSENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement. If
SENSITIVE was specified in DECLARE CURSOR, SENSITIVE is the default in the FETCH statement.

If SENSITIVE or INSENSITIVE is specified in the FETCH statement, single-row-fetch must also be specified.

If BEFORE or AFTER is specified, do not specify SENSITIVE, INSENSITIVE, or the accompanying single-row-
fetch.

For a scrollable cursor, all FETCH statements with the single-row-fetch must specify the same number of
columns.

INTO and USING are optional, as shown, if a SCROLL CURSOR is being used. For non-SCROLL CURSOR
operations, however, specifying either INTO or USING is required.

Positioning
Positioning is either BEFORE or AFTER the first or last row of the result set, or it is based on the ABSOLUTE or
RELATIVE position in the result set.
The position value must be an integer literal or host variable.

ABSOLUTE
The cursor is positioned to the row specified from the beginning, or end if negative, of the result set. If the position
is zero, the cursor is positioned before the first row of the set. If the position value is greater than the number of
rows in the result set, a warning is issued and the position is changed to after the last row.
Examples with a set of 100 rows:
0 - cursor is positioned before first row of set, no data returned.
10 - cursor is positioned on the tenth row of the set, data returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor
mode).
-1 - cursor is positioned on the last row of the set.
101 - cursor is positioned after the last row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.
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-101 - cursor is positioned before the first row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.
RELATIVE

The cursor is positioned from the current position. A negative value positions backwards, and a positive value
forwards. Zero returns the current row; however, if the current row has been deleted or updated such that it no
longer qualifies, then the next row of the set is returned for the dynamic sensitive cursor mode.
0 - the same row is returned. If it has been deleted or no longer qualifies for a sensitive dynamic cursor, then the
next row is returned.
+10 - cursor is moved forward 10 rows, and data returned (unless a hole with the static sensitive cursor mode). If
position is after the last row of the set, a warning is returned and no data returned.
-1 - cursor is positioned backwards one row.
+101 - cursor is positioned after the last row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.
-101 - cursor is positioned before the first row of the set, no data returned, warning issued.
Cursors are declared insensitive, sensitive static and sensitive dynamic, but there is also the option of specifying
insensitive or sensitive on the fetch.

Declare Fetch
Insensitive

Fetch
Sensitive

Insensitive Not needed since it is the default. Error returned, no effect on cursor

Sensitive Dynamic Error returned, no effect on cursor. Row is returned from the database,
reflecting changes made by this transaction
and other committed changes.

Sensitive Static Returns row as is. • If the row has been deleted, no data is
returned.

• If the row has been updated such that it
no longer qualifies for the set, no data is
returned.

• Rows inserted since the curwor was
opened that would qualify are not
visible.

Any • Positioned update or delete from the
cursor are reflected.

• Previous fetch sensitive reflected.

Starting and Resulting Cursor Position
Kalpana Shyam of IBM Silicon Valley Lab provided the table below in her presentation "Scrollable Cursors:
Fetching Opportunities for Db2 for OS/390" at the Db2 and Business Intelligence Technical Conference, October
16-20, 2000.
--------------------- Current Position... -----------------------      -------------------------------------- Resulting Position...
-------------------------------------------

Fetch
Orientation

Before First
Row

On First
Row

On Last
Row

After Last
Row

On Delete
Hole

On Update
Hole

On Normal
Row

Before First
Row

After Last
Row

NEXT OK OK +100 +100 +222 +222 IF OK IF +100
FROM
FIRST
ROW

IF +100
FROM
LAST ROW

PRIOR +100 +100 OK OK +222 +222 IF OK IF +100
FROM
LAST ROW

IF +100
FROM
FIRST
ROW
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FIRST OK OK OK OK +222 +222 IF OK N/A N/A

LAST OK OK OK OK N/A N/A IF OK N/A N/A

BEFORE OK OK OK OK N/A N/A N/A IF OK N/A

AFTER OK OK OK OK +222 +222 N/A N/A IF OK

CURRENT
RELATIVE
0

+231 OK OK +231 +222 +222 IF OK N/A N/A

ABSOLUTE
+N

OK OK OK OK +222 +222 IF OK N/A IF +100
AND N
OUT OF
RANGE

ABSOLUTE
-N

OK OK OK OK +222 +222 IF OK IF +100
AND N
OUT OF
RANGE

N/A

RELATIVE
+N

OK OK +100 +100 +222 +222 IF OK N/A IF +100
AND N
OUT OF
RANGE

RELATIVE
-N

+100 +100 OK OK +222 +222 IF OK IF +100
AND N
OUT OF
RANGE

N/A

NOTE

If a fetch encounters an update or delete hole, a +222 SQL CODE is returned to the program.

SQLCA
Explanation of SQLCA fields on scrollable cursors

Field Value Meaning

SQLWARN1 N Non-scrollable

SQLWARN1 S Scrollable

SQLWARN4 I Insensitive

SQLWARN4 S Sensitive static

SQLWARN5 1 Read-only implicitly or explicitly

SQLWARN5 2 Select and delete allowed on result table

SQLWARN5 3 Select, delete, and update allowed on result
table

cursor-name
Specify the name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement of your program. The DECLARE
CURSOR statement must precede the FETCH statement in your source program. When the FETCH statement is
executed, the cursor must be in the open state.
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INTO host-variable
If INTO is used, each host-variable you specify must identify a variable that is described in your program in
accordance with the rules for declaring host variables. The host variables must be separated by commas.
The first value in the result row is assigned to the first variable in the list, the second value to the second
variable, and so on. If the number of variables is not the same as the number of values in the row, the SQLCA-
WARNING(4) field of the SQLCA is set to W.
The data type of a variable must be compatible with the value assigned to it. If the value is numeric, the variable
must have the capacity to represent the integral part of the value. If the value is null, an indicator variable must be
specified.
Each assignment to a variable is made according to the rules described in Basic Operations (Assignment and
Comparison) Assignments are made in sequence through the list. If an assignment error occurs, the value is
not assigned to the variable, and no more values are assigned to variables. Any values that have already been
assigned to variables remain assigned.

USING DESCRIPTOR descriptor-name
This clause allows the row of a result table of a cursor to be fetched into variables which are determined at
execution-time. Descriptor-name identifies a SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA) that contains a valid description of
zero or more host variables. The length of the SQLDA, as indicated by SQLABC, must be sufficient to describe
the number of variables indicated by SQLD. The first value of a row corresponds to the first variable described
by the SQLDA, the second value to the second variable, and so on. For more information about the SQLDA,
see SQL Descriptor Area (SQLDA).

Processing

An open cursor has three possible positions, as follows:

Before a row:
A cursor is positioned before a row either after an OPEN whose result set contains at least one row, or after a
DELETE. If the cursor is currently positioned before a row, the cursor is positioned on that row, and values are
assigned to host variables as specified by INTO.

On a row:
A cursor is positioned on a row as the result of a FETCH that finds a row. After an UPDATE, the cursor is still
positioned on the same row. If a cursor is on a row, that row is called the current row of the cursor. If the cursor
is positioned on a row other than the last row, the cursor is positioned on the next row, and values of that row are
assigned to host variables as specified by INTO.

After the last row:
A cursor is positioned after the last row either after an OPEN whose result set contains no rows, or after the
last row has been fetched. If the cursor is currently positioned on or after the last row of the result table, the
SQLCODE value is set to +100, the cursor is positioned after the last row, and values are not assigned to host
variables.

A cursor referenced in an UPDATE or DELETE statement must be positioned on a row. A cursor can only be positioned
on a row as a result of a FETCH statement. If an error occurs during the execution of a FETCH statement that makes the
position of a cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed.

Example
See Example1 in DECLARE CURSOR.
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GRANT Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

GRANT YES YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The GRANT statement grants privileges on tables and views in databases that are secured under the SQL Security
Model. All of the tables and views specified in the GRANT statement must be in databases secured under the SQL
Security Model. If tables and views are in databases secured under the Datacom/DB External Security Model, the GRANT
statement is rejected with an SQL error code -273.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

Plan Security

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, in order to execute the plan, an accessor
ID must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. For other plan security information, see REVOKE, Also see the
information on the CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC= options.

NOTE
 To grant a plan privilege you must possess that privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner. To
revoke a plan privilege you must have granted the privilege or be a Global Owner.

Syntax

Plan Security GRANT

Following is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the GRANT statement:

                                                ┌─ , ───────────┐  

►►─ GRANT ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameTO ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬───────────►

           └─ BIND ────┘                      ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                              └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┤

   └─ WITH GRANT ────────┘

EXECUTE
Grants the PLAN EXECUTE privilege.

BIND
Grants the PLAN BIND privilege.

ON PLAN plan-name
Specifies the name of the plan to which the PLAN EXECUTE or PLAN BIND privilege is to be granted.
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TO accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of one or more users to whom you are granting the privileges. This is a user's ID, not a
schema auth-id. Do not specify your own accessor ID, that is to say, you cannot grant privileges to yourself.

TO PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting the specified privileges to all users. A new user automatically has any
privileges previously granted to the public.

TO UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are granting the specified privileges to users whose identities cannot be
determined by Datacom/DB security.

WITH GRANT OPTION
Specify this option if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to another
user. WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used with PUBLIC.

WITH GRANT
Specify WITH GRANT if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to
another user. WITH GRANT cannot be used with PUBLIC or with UNKNOWNUSER.

NonPlan Security GRANT

Following is the non-plan security syntax diagram for the GRANT statement:

►►─ GRANT ─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────┬─ ON ─┬─────────┬────────────►

           ├─ ALL PRIVILEGES ───────────────────┤      └─ TABLE ─┘

           │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐ │

           └─▼─┬─ SELECT ───────────────────┬─┴─┘

               ├─ INSERT ───────────────────┤

               ├─ DELETE ───────────────────┤

               ├─ UPDATE ─┬───────────────┬─┤

               │          └─ column-list ─┘ │

               ├─ ALTER ────────────────────┤

               └─ INDEX ────────────────────┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────┐        ┌─ , ───────────┐  

 ►─▼─┬─ table-name ─┬─┴─ TO ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬────────────────────────────►

     └─ view-name ──┘        ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                             └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ WITH GRANT OPTION ─┤

   └─ WITH GRANT ────────┘

ALL or ALL PRIVILEGES
Grants all privileges (excluding ALTER and INDEX) for which you have GRANT authority on all tables or views
named in the ON clause. GRANT ALL is a Datacom/DB extension.
If you do not use ALL, you must use one or more of the following keywords. Each keyword grants the privilege
described, but only as it applies to the tables or views named in the ON clause.

SELECT
Grants the privilege to use the SELECT statement.

INSERT
Grants the privilege to use the INSERT statement.

DELETE
Grants the privilege to use the DELETE statement.
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ALTER
Grants the privilege to use the ALTER statement. GRANT ALTER is a Datacom/DB extension.

INDEX
Grants the privilege to execute the CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX statements. GRANT INDEX is a Datacom/
DB extension.

UPDATE
Grants the privilege to use the UPDATE statement.

UPDATE (column-list)
Grants the privilege to update only the named columns. Each column-name must belong to every table or view
named in the ON clause. The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with
parentheses.

ON or ON TABLE
Introduces a list of table and/or view names. ON TABLE is a Datacom/DB extension.

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of one or more tables or views on which you are granting the privileges. The list can be a list of
table names or view names, or a combination of the two. The names must be separated by commas.
If you name specific privileges, then for each table or view you name, you must have all those privileges with
GRANT authority. If you use GRANT ALL, then for each table or view you name, you must have at least one
privilege with GRANT authority.

TO accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of one or more users to whom you are granting the privileges. This is a user's ID, not
a schema auth-id. If listing more than one accessor ID, separate them with commas. Do not specify your own
accessor ID, that is to say, you cannot grant privileges to yourself.

TO PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting the specified privileges to all users. A new user automatically has any
privileges previously granted to the public.

TO UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are granting the specified privileges to users whose identities cannot be
determined by Datacom/DB security. UNKNOWNUSER is a Datacom/DB extension.

WITH GRANT OPTION
Specify this option if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to another
user. The WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used with PUBLIC.

WITH GRANT
Specify WITH GRANT if you want the user to whom you have granted the privilege to be able to grant it to
another user. WITH GRANT cannot be used with PUBLIC or with UNKNOWNUSER. WITH GRANT is a Datacom/
DB extension.

Examples

• The following example grants SELECT privileges on table TEMPL to user PULASKI:
 GRANT SELECT

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     TO PULASKI

• The following example grants UPDATE privileges on columns EMPNO and WORKDEPT in table TEMPL to all users:
 GRANT UPDATE (EMPNO, WORKDEPT)

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL
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     TO PUBLIC

• The following example grants all privileges on table TEMPL to users KWAN and THOMPSON, including the WITH
GRANT OPTION:
 GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     TO KWAN, THOMPSON

     WITH GRANT OPTION

INSERT Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

INSERT YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The INSERT statement inserts rows into a table or view. Inserting a row into a view inserts the row into the table upon
which the view is based. You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the
INSERT statement.

NOTE
When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an INSERT
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Also note that constraints that existed in versions before r10 can act differently in Release 10.0 and above because, in
Release 10.0 and above, columns containing a NULL rather than a value do not cause a CHECK constraint to be violated.
Constraints are considered, in Release 10.0 and above, to be satisfied unless the predicates evaluate explicitly to FALSE.
That is, CHECK constraints whose predicates evaluate to UNKNOWN rather than TRUE or FALSE are considered, with
Release 10.0 and above, to have been satisfied. Therefore, INSERT and UPDATE statements, from versions before r10,
that resulted in constrained columns being nulled are, when used in Release 10.0 and above, successful for the first time.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the INSERT statement. See Special Registers for the special-register diagram. See
Subselect for the subselect's syntax diagram.

NOTE
The special-register is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ INSERT INTO ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────►

                 └─ view-name ──┘ │     ┌─ , ───────────┐     │

                                  └─ ( ─▼─ column-name ─┴─ ) ─┘

               ┌─ , ────────────────────┐

 ►─┬─ VALUES( ─▼─┬─ special-register ─┬─┴─ ) ─┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   │             ├─ host-variable ────┤       │

   │             ├─ literal ──────────┤       │

   │             └─ NULL ─────────────┘       │
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   └─ subselect ──────────────────────────────┘

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of the table or view into which you want to insert the row(s). The table or view must be
described in the Datacom Datadictionary, and must not be a Datacom Datadictionary table or any of the following
types of views:

• – A read-only view.
– A view of a Datacom Datadictionary table.
– A view with a column that is derived from a literal or an arithmetic expression.
– A view with two columns derived from the same column of the underlying table.

• column-name
Specify the name of one or more columns for which you provide insert values. You can name the columns in any order.
Each column must belong to the table or view you specified, and you cannot name the same column more than once.
The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with parentheses.

• VALUES
Introduces one row of values to be inserted. The values of the row are the values of the keywords, literals, or host
variables specified in the clause. The values must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with
parentheses.
When the statement is executed, the number of values in the VALUES clause must equal the number of names in the
column list. The first value is inserted in the first column in the list, the second value in the second column, and so on.

special-register
See Special Registers for the special-register diagram. This is a Datacom/DB extension.

host-variable
Specify a host-variable which must be a variable that is described in your program in accordance with the rules for
declaring host variables.

literal
Specify a literal consistent with the data type of the column.

NULL
Use the NULL keyword to specify that the value(s) being inserted are null values.

• subselect
If you specify a subselect, the rows of the subselect's result table are inserted into the table or view you specified in the
INSERT statement. The result can be one row, more than one row or no rows. If no rows are inserted, SQLCODE is
set to +100. See Subselect for the subselect's syntax diagram.

The table or view named after INSERT INTO must not be named in a FROM clause of the subselect or the FROM clause
of any subquery in the subselect.

The number of columns in the result table must equal the number of names in the column list. The value of the first
column of the result is inserted in the first column in the list, the second value in the second column, and so on.

Rules for Inserting

Insert values must satisfy the following rules:

Default values:
The value inserted in any column not in the column list is the default value of the column. Columns without a
default value must be included in the column list.
If you insert into a view, the default value is inserted into any column of the base table that is not included in the
view.
All columns of the base table that are not in the view must have default values.
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Length:
If the insert value of a column is a number, the column must be a numeric column with the capacity to represent
the integral part of the number.
If the insert value of a column is a string, the column must be a string column with a length attribute at least as
great as the length of the string.

If insert values do not adhere to the previously given rules, or if any other error occurs during the execution of the INSERT
statement, no rows are inserted.

Processing

Rows can be inserted that do not conform to the definition of a view. These rows cannot appear in the view, but are
inserted into the base table of the view.

Unless appropriate locks already exist, one or more exclusive locks are acquired at the execution of a successful INSERT
statement. Until the locks are released, an inserted row can be accessed only by the unit of recovery in which the insert
was performed.

Examples

• The following example inserts a row into table EMP:

EXEC SQL

   INSERT INTO EMP

    VALUES('315', 'JOHN', 'T', 'SMITH', 'A1', '1234',

            87 11, 32, 19, 'M', 55 422, 16325)

END-EXEC

• The following example loads the temporary table TEMPEMP with data from table EMP:

EXEC SQL

   INSERT INTO SMITH.TEMPEMP

SELECT *

FROM EMP

END-EXEC

• The following example loads the temporary table TEMPEMP with data from Department E1 from EMP:

EXEC SQL

   INSERT INTO SMITH.TEMPEMP

    SELECT * FROM EMP

    WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E1'

END-EXEC

LOCK TABLE Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

LOCK TABLE YES YES

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.
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 Datacom/DB provides the LOCK TABLE statement as an extension so you can acquire a shared or exclusive lock on the
named table. The table lock is acquired when the LOCK TABLE statement is executed. The table lock is released at the
next commit point.

With regard to table partitioning, a LOCK TABLE statement can receive a Datacom/DB return code of 01(034) if it
attempts to use a Any Parent table. For more information about return code 01(034), see Messages.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the LOCK TABLE statement:

►►─ LOCK TABLEtable-nameIN ─┬─ SHARE ─────┬─ MODE ────────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ EXCLUSIVE ─┘

  table-name  

Specify the name of the table to be locked. The table must be a base table described in the Datacom Datadictionary, but
not a Datacom Datadictionary table.

IN SHARE MODE
Acquires a shared lock for the unit of recovery in which the statement is executed. The lock prevents other
concurrent units of recovery from inserting, updating or deleting rows in the identified table.
Using the SHARE mode of the LOCK TABLE statement ensures that the data retrieved by your application is
valid, that is to say, has been committed by a previous transaction.

IN EXCLUSIVE MODE
Acquires an exclusive lock for the unit of recovery in which the statement is executed. The lock prevents other
concurrent units of recovery from acquiring any shared or exclusive row or table lock.

Using either mode of the LOCK TABLE statement ensures that your application can do a repeatable read. This isolation
level provides maximum protection from other executing application programs. When a program executes with repeatable
read protection, rows referenced by the program cannot be changed by other programs until the program reaches a
commit point.

Neither lock prevents rows from being read with user isolation (ISOLEVEL=U in Preprocessor options) since no locks are
acquired by user isolation.

Example
The following example:

• Obtains a lock on the table containing table NAMETBL.
• Does not allow another program to update the table.

EXEC SQL

   LOCK TABLE NAMETBL IN EXCLUSIVE MODE

END-EXEC
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OPEN Statement
The OPEN SQL statement opens a cursor so that it can be used to fetch rows from its result table. Use in an application
program that is prepared using a Datacom/DB SQL Preprocessor. Review syntax and statement components.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application
program prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

OPEN YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights that are
required to execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The OPEN statement opens a cursor so that it can be used to fetch rows from its result table.

In an application program, for the execution of the OPEN to proceed without error, a DECLARE CURSOR statement must
contain corresponding OPEN, FETCH, and CLOSE statements.

Syntax

Review the Following syntax diagram for the OPEN statement:

►►─ OPENcursor-name ─┬──────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                     │           ┌─ , ─────────────┐        │

                     └─ USING ─┬─▼─ host-variable ─┴──────┬─┘

                               └─ DESCRIPTORdescrpt-name ─┘

cursor-name
Specify the name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement appearing earlier in your
program. When the OPEN statement is executed, the cursor must be in a closed state.
The result table of the cursor is derived by evaluating the SELECT statement, using the current values of any host
variables specified in it. The rows of the result table can be derived in two ways:

• During the execution of the OPEN statement, and a temporary table is created to hold them.
• During the execution of subsequent FETCH statements.

In both cases, the cursor is placed in the open state and positioned before the first row of its result table (or after
the last row, if the table is empty).

USING
The USING clause introduces a list of host variables whose values are substituted for the parameter markers of
the prepared select-statement. If the DECLARE CURSOR statement names a prepared statement that includes
parameter markers, you must use USING. If the prepared statement does not include parameter markers, USING
is ignored.
For more information about the USING clause, see the discussion about it in Execute Statement.
The USING clause is intended for a prepared select-statement that contains parameter markers. However, it
can also be used when the select-statement of the cursor is part of the DECLARE CURSOR statement. In this
case, the OPEN statement is executed as if each host variable in the select-statement is a parameter marker. The
effect is to override the host variables in the select-statement of the cursor with the host variables specified in the
USING clause.
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host-variable
A reference to each of its variables replaces reference to a structure when the statement is executed, where the
number of variables must equal the number of parameter markers in the prepared statement, and the nth variable
corresponds to the prepared statement's nth parameter marker.

NOTE
If the number of variables does not equal the number of parameter markers of host variables in the
SELECT statement, the OPEN is rejected with SQL error code -305.

Parameter Marker Replacement: Each parameter marker in the query is effectively replaced by its
corresponding host variable before the OPEN statement is executed. The replacement is an assignment
operation in which the source is the value of the host variable and the target is a variable within Datacom/DB.
The attributes of the target variable operand are the same as the leftmost column reference operand or, if no
column reference operand exists, the first non-parameter marker operand. If there are no operands, or if they are
all parameter markers, or if the operator is concatenated, a parameter marker cannot be used, and the statement
is rejected with SQL error code -302.

DESCRIPTOR descrpt-name
The value to which SQLD is set is required to be:

• Equal to or greater than zero, and
• Less than or equal to the value of SQLN, and
• The same as the number of parameter markers in the prepared statement.

NOTE
The nth variable that is described by the SQLDA corresponds to the prepared statement's nth parameter
marker.

Processing

All cursors in a program are in the closed state when:

• The program is initiated.
• The program initiates a new unit of recovery by executing a COMMIT or ROLLBACK operation.

NOTE
Unless the WITH HOLD option has been used in the DECLARE CURSOR statement, a new unit of work is
started for the application process.

A cursor can also be in the closed state because:

1. A CLOSE statement was executed.
2. An error was detected that made the position of the cursor unpredictable.

The only way to change the state of a cursor from closed to open is to execute an OPEN statement.

To retrieve rows from the result table of a cursor, you must execute a FETCH statement when the cursor is open.

Effect of Temporary Tables

In some cases, Datacom/DB derives the result table of a cursor by first creating a temporary table when the OPEN
statement is executed. When a temporary table is used, the results of a program can differ in two ways:

• An error can occur during OPEN that would otherwise not occur until some later FETCH statement.
• If you select cursor stability as your isolation level, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements that are executed by

other transactions while the cursor is open do not affect the result table.

Example
See the DECLARE CURSOR's "Example 1" on Example1.
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PREPARE Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

PREPARE  YES  

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The PREPARE statement creates an executable SQL statement from a character string form of the statement. The
executable form is called a prepared statement. The character string form is called a statement string.

Prepared statements are deleted when the unit of recovery in which they were prepared ends, except that a select-
statement whose cursor is declared with the WITH HOLD option persists (if the cursor is open) over a COMMIT WORK.

No authorization is required to preprocess a PREPARE statement, that is, there is no security check of the PREPARE
statement or its contents at preprocessor time. At execution time, however, the statement's contents are checked against
the security conditions that are valid for that program.

Prepared statements can be referenced by these statements:

• DESCRIBE
• DECLARE CURSOR (must be a select-statement when cursor is opened)
• EXECUTE (must not be a select-statement)

A prepared statement can be executed multiple times.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the PREPARE statement:

►►─ PREPAREstatement-name ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ FROM ────────────────────►

   └─ INTOdescrpt-name ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

                        └─ USING ─┬─ NAMES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                  ├─ LABELS ──┤

                                  ├─ ANY ─────┤

                                  └─ BOTH ────┘

 ►─┬─ string-expression ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ host-variable ─────┘

• statement-name
Specifies the name under which the executable form of the statement (the prepared statement) is saved if there are no
errors. If the name identifies an existing prepared statement, that statement is deleted. The prepared statement must
not be the select-statement of an open cursor. The scope of statement-name is the same as the scope of cursor-name.

• INTO  descrpt-name
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Identifies the SQLDA (descriptor name). SQLN should be set to the number of SQLVAR occurrences. If the prepare is
successful, information about the prepared statement is placed in the SQLDA specified by descrpt-name, as if you had
executed a separate DESCRIBE statement.

• USING
Specifies if the SQLNAME field is to contain a column name or label.

NAMES
Assigns the name of the column. This is the default.

LABELS
Assigns the label of the column. A label is the column's Datacom Datadictionary field attribute HEADING-1.

ANY
Assigns the column label, or (if one does not exist) the column name.

BOTH
Assigns the column label to the first n occurrences, and the column label to the second n occurrences.

• FROM
Specifies the statement string, which is the value of the string-expression or host-variable.

• string-expression
A PL/I expression that yields a character string.

• host-variable
A host-variable must be used for languages other than PL/I and identify a varying-length string variable.

Rules for Statement Strings

A statement string is the value of the string-expression or host-variable. A host-variable containing the statement string
must be a varying-length string variable. The statement string must not begin with EXEC SQL nor end with a statement
terminator, and it must not include references to host variables.

The statement string can be any of the following statements: The statement string must not be any of the following
statements:

ALTER TABLE
COMMENT ON
COMMIT WORK
CREATE
DELETE
DROP
GRANT
INSERT
LOCK TABLE
REVOKE
ROLLBACK WORK select-statement
UPDATE

CALL
CLOSE
DECLARE CURSOR
DECLARE STATEMENT
DESCRIBE
EXECUTE
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE
EXECUTE PROCEDURE
FETCH
OPEN
PREPARE
SELECT (other than the select-statement) SET CURRENT SQLID
WHENEVER

Rules for Parameter Markers

A parameter marker is a question mark (?) that is used in place of a host variable in dynamic statements. Parameter
markers must not be used:
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• In an ESCAPE clause.
• In a select list.
• As an operand of the concatenation operator.
• As both operands of an arithmetic or comparison operator.
• As an operand in a date/time arithmetic expression.
• As the first operand of a LIKE predicate.
• As the first operand of a NULL predicate.

At least one of the operands of a BETWEEN or IN predicate must not be a parameter marker.

An argument of a scalar function cannot be specified solely as a parameter marker.

A parameter marker can be the operand of a unary minus operator.

Example

          01  S1.

              49  S1LEN                 PIC S9999 COMP VALUE +80.

              49  S1HV                  PIC X(8).

          01  HV1                       PIC X VALUE 'X'.

          01  HV2                       PIC X VALUE 'Y'.

          MOVE 'INSERT INTO T1 VALUES (?, ?)' TO S1HV.

          EXEC SQL

              PREPARE STMT1 FROM S1

          END-EXEC

          (Check for sucessful prepare and set host variable values.)

          EXEC SQL

              EXECUTE STMT1 USING :HV1, :HV2

          END-EXEC

REVOKE Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

REVOKE YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

WARNING
If Datacom/DB security is not installed at your site, the REVOKE statement is rejected with an SQL error code
-559.

Datacom/DB provides the REVOKE statement as an extension so you can revoke privileges on tables and views for
which privileges have been granted through the GRANT statement. All tables and views in the statement must belong to
databases secured under the SQL Security Model. If tables and views are in databases secured under the Datacom/DB
External Security Model, the GRANT and REVOKE statements are rejected with an SQL error code -273.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Plan Security

SQL plans are securable. With plan security you can create a plan such that, in order to execute the plan, an accessor
ID must have the plan EXECUTE privilege for that plan. The plan EXECUTE privilege can be granted with the GRANT
statement and revoked with the REVOKE statement. Also see the information on the REVOKE statement and the
CHECKPLAN=, CHECKWHEN=, CHECKWHO=, and SAVEPLANSEC= options.

NOTE
To grant a plan privilege you must possess that privilege WITH GRANT OPTION or be a Global Owner. To
revoke a plan privilege you must have granted the privilege or be a Global Owner.

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the plan security version of the REVOKE statement:

                                                   ┌─ , ───────────┐  

►►─ REVOKE ─┬─ EXECUTE ─┬─ ON PLANplan-nameFROM ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬────────►

            └─ BIND ────┘                        ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤

                                                 └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CASCADE ─┘

EXECUTE
Revokes the PLAN EXECUTE privilege.

BIND
Revokes the PLAN BIND privilege.

ON PLAN plan-name
Specifies the name of the plan from which the PLAN EXECUTE or PLAN BIND privilege is to be revoked.

FROM accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of a user from whom you are revoking the privileges that were granted with a GRANT
statement. This is a user's ID, not a schema auth-id.

FROM PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are granting or revoking the specified privileges to or from all users. A new user
automatically has any privileges previously granted to the public.

FROM UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are revoking the specified privileges from users whose identities cannot be
determined by the Datacom/DB security.

CASCADE
If CASCADE is specified, any other dependent privileges that have been granted to others (through the GRANT
statement) are also revoked. If a REVOKE is issued without CASCADE and the grantee granted privileges to
other users, the REVOKE is not permitted. The CASCADE option of REVOKE does not block the cascading
effect of a revoke but operates instead as a fail-safe device. Specifying CASCADE simply acknowledges your
understanding that there are cascading effects.

Following is the non-plan security syntax diagram for the REVOKE statement:

►►─ REVOKE ─┬─ ALL ──────────────────────────────┬─ ON ─┬─────────┬───────────►

            ├─ ALL PRIVILEGES ───────────────────┤      └─ TABLE ─┘

            │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────┐ │

            └─▼─┬─ SELECT ───────────────────┬─┴─┘
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                ├─ INSERT ───────────────────┤

                ├─ DELETE ───────────────────┤

                ├─ ALTER ────────────────────┤

                ├─ INDEX ────────────────────┤

                └─ UPDATE ─┬───────────────┬─┘

                           └─ column-list ─┘

   ┌─ , ──────────────┐          ┌─ , ───────────┐  

 ►─▼─┬─ table-name ─┬─┴─ FROM ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬─┬───────────┬────────────►

     └─ view-name ──┘          ├─ PUBLIC ──────────┤ └─ CASCADE ─┘

                               └─ UNKNOWNUSER ─────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

   │                         ┌─ , ───────────┐   │

   └─  ─┬───────────┬─ BY ─┬─▼─ accessor-id ─┴─┬─┘

        └─ GRANTED ─┘      └ ALL ──────────────┘

ALL or ALL PRIVILEGES
Revokes all privileges (excluding ALTER and INDEX) which the executor of the REVOKE statement has
previously granted to the specified users.
If you do not use ALL, you must use one or more of the following keywords. Each keyword revokes the privilege
described, but only as it applies to the tables or views named in the ON clause.

SELECT
Revokes the privilege to use the SELECT statement.

INSERT
Revokes the privilege to use the INSERT statement.

DELETE
Revokes the privilege to use the DELETE statement.

ALTER
Revokes the privilege to use the ALTER statement.

INDEX
Revokes the privilege to execute the CREATE INDEX and DROP INDEX statements.

UPDATE
Revokes the privilege to use the UPDATE statement.

UPDATE (column-name)
Revokes the privilege to update only the named columns. Each column-name must belong to every table or view
named in the ON clause. The column names must be separated by commas and the list must be enclosed with
parentheses.

ON or ON TABLE
Introduces a list of table and/or view names.

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of one or more tables or views on which you are revoking the privileges. The list can be a list of
table names or view names, or a combination of the two. The names must be separated by commas.
For each table or view you identify, you (or the indicated grantors) must have granted (using the GRANT
statement) at least one of the specified privileges on that table or view to all identified users (including PUBLIC, if
specified).
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FROM accessor-id
Specify the accessor ID of one or more users from whom you are revoking the privileges that were granted with a
GRANT statement. This is a user's ID, not a schema auth-id. If listing more than one accessor ID, separate them
with commas.

FROM PUBLIC
Specify PUBLIC when you are revoking the specified privileges from all users.

FROM UNKNOWNUSER
Specify UNKNOWNUSER when you are revoking the specified privileges from users whose identities cannot be
determined by the Datacom/DB security.

CASCADE
If CASCADE is specified, any other dependent privileges that have been granted to others (through the GRANT
statement) are also revoked. If a REVOKE is issued without CASCADE and the grantee granted privileges to
other users, the REVOKE is not permitted. The CASCADE option of REVOKE does not block the cascading
effect of a revoke but operates instead as a fail-safe device. Specifying CASCADE simply acknowledges your
understanding that there are cascading effects.

GRANTED
Allows you to specify that you are revoking privileges that were GRANTED BY another user(s). The accessor
ID(s) specified in GRANTED BY must therefore have previously granted the specified privileges to the grantee.
This form of the REVOKE statement may only be executed by a global database owner.

BY accessor-id
The BY indicates that the person revoking the privileges is doing so on behalf of another user. Specify the
accessor ID of the person who granted the privileges you are revoking. The accessor IDs must be separated by
commas.

BY ALL
Specify ALL when revoking privileges granted by all other users to the user identified in the FROM clause of the
REVOKE statement.

Examples

• The following example revokes SELECT privileges on table TEMPL from user PULASKI:

 REVOKE SELECT

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM PULASKI

• The following example revokes UPDATE privileges on table TEMPL previously granted to all users:

 REVOKE UPDATE

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM PUBLIC

NOTE
Grants to specific users are not affected.

• The following example revokes all privileges on table TEMPL from users KWAN and THOMPSON:

 REVOKE ALL PRIVILEGES

     ON TABLE CA.TEMPL

     FROM KWAN, THOMPSON
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ROLLBACK WORK

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

ROLLBACK WORK YES YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The ROLLBACK WORK statement terminates a unit of recovery and backs out the Datacom/DB database changes made
by that unit of recovery.

If a cursor is defined WITH HOLD, it stays open when a COMMIT WORK is executed. Any record-at-a-time command
that commits the logical unit of work (for example LOGCP, LOGCR) works the same way. See the description of the WITH
HOLD clause in DECLARE CURSOR.

Also, see Additional Monitoring and Debugging Tools for information on DIAGOPTION line 0,128,ON. This
line can change the resulting cursor state (open or closed) following a ROLLBACK WORK statement when
SQLMODE=DATACOM is specified. This option is not recommended for general use.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the ROLLBACK WORK statement:

NOTE
 ROLLBACK (without the keyword WORK) is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─┬─ ROLLBACK WORK ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ROLLBACK ──────┘

ROLLBACK WORK
The ROLLBACK WORK statement is the rollback operation. The unit of recovery in which the statement is
executed is terminated and a new unit of recovery is initiated. All changes made by CREATE, COMMENT ON,
DROP, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements executed during the unit of recovery are backed out.
All locks implicitly acquired by the unit of recovery subsequent to its initiation are released.

ROLLBACK
This Datacom/DB extension has the same effect as ROLLBACK WORK.

A unit of work is made up of one or more units of recovery. In a batch environment, a unit of work corresponds to
the execution of an application program. Within that program, there may be many units of recovery as COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statements are executed.

A unit of recovery is a sequence of operations within a unit of work. A unit of recovery is initiated by:

1. The initiation of a unit of work.
2. The termination of a previous unit of recovery.

A unit of recovery is terminated by:

1. A commit operation.
2. A rollback operation.
3. The termination of a unit of work.
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A commit or rollback operation affects only the results of SQL statements executed within a single unit of recovery.

Uncommitted database changes made by a unit of recovery may or may not be perceived by other units of work
depending on the isolation level that is selected.

Uncommitted database changes made by a unit of recovery can be backed out by Datacom/DB.

Committed database changes can be perceived by other units of recovery and cannot be backed out by Datacom/DB.

Database changes are backed out when a unit of recovery terminates abnormally.

Example
The following example deletes the alterations made since the last commit point or rollback:
EXEC SQL

   ROLLBACK WORK

END-EXEC

SELECT Statement
Learn about the SELECT statement in Datacom SQL. Find information about the statement syntax, subselect statements,
full select statements, and select-into statements.

This SQL statement
can be executed in
the following ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary

Interactive SQL Service
Facility (interactive)

In an application
program prepared using

a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)

By using Dataquery
(SQL & Batch Modes)

select-into statement YES
select-statement YES (use DECLARE CURSOR) YES
full-select statement (part of the select-statement) (part of the select-statement) (part of the select-statement)
subselect (part of full-select statement) (part of full-select statement) (part of full-select statement)

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

Information about the DECLARE CURSOR statement begins on DECLARE CURSOR.

NOTE
The subselect and full-select forms of the SELECT statement are not executable directly, because they are
components of other statements.

The SELECT statement specifies a result table.

All of the tables and views specified in the SELECT statement must be in databases of the same security type, that is to
say, either the Datacom/DB External Security Model or the SQL Security Model.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for a SELECT statement:

►►─┬─ subselect ─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ full-select statement ─┤

   ├─ select-statement ──────┤

   └─ select-into statement ─┘
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NOTE
The select-into statement is not used by Dataquery.

Subselect

The subselect is a component of:

1. The full-select statement.
2. The CREATE VIEW statement.
3. The INSERT statement.
4. Certain predicates, which, in turn, are components of a subselect. A subselect that is a component of another

subselect is called a subquery.

Following is the syntax diagram for the subselect statement:

►►─ SELECT ─┬────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            └─┬─ ALL ◄ ────┬─┘

              └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

   │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ expression ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

       │              └─ AS ─ sql-identifier ─┘ │

       └─┬─ table-name.* ───────┬───────────────┘

         ├─ view-name.* ────────┤

         └─ correlation-name.* ─┘

           ┌─ alternative-join-type ─┐

           ┌────────── , ────────────┐

 ►─ FROM ──▼───── table-ref ─────────┴───┬─────────────────────────┬────────────►

                                         └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   │            ┌─ , ───────────┐ │ │                          │

   └─ GROUP BY ─▼─ expression ─┴─┘ └─ HAVINGsearch-condition ─┘

The table-ref shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►───┬─ table-name ────────────────┬────┬──────┬─┬────────────────────┬─-─────►◄

     ├─ view-name ─────────────────┤    └─ AS ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

     ├─ nested-table-expression -──┤

     └─ user defined table -───────┘

The alternate-join-type shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─────┬─ table-ref ─┬─ INNER ────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ( ─┘             └─ LEFT ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                └─ OUTER ─┘

 ►─ JOIN ─ table-ref ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ON ─ s-cond ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

NOTE
The s-cond (search-condition) specified in the optional ON clause differs from the one in the WHERE clause.
The ON clause defines the join conditions that determine which rows contain nulls. The WHERE clause
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eliminates rows from the result entirely. If you omit the ON clause, which is a Datacom non-standard extension,
all rows match. Also note that if you use the optional parentheses, they must be balanced. That is, if you use an
open parenthesis, you must also use a close parenthesis.

A subselect specifies a result table derived from the tables or views identified in the FROM clause. The derivation can be
described as a sequence of operations in which the result of each operation is input for the next.

The sequence of the hypothetical operations is:

1. FROM clause
2. WHERE clause
3. GROUP BY clause
4. HAVING clause
5. SELECT clause

Descriptions of these clauses appear in the order as previously listed.

FROM Clause

FROM table-ref

Where table-ref can be a table-name, view-name, or alternate-join-type. If table-ref is a table-name or view-name, it
names:

• A single table or view.
• Several tables and/or views to produce an intermediate result table.

If table-ref is an alternate-join-type, see the information about joins in Left Outer Joins.

You can reference up to 20 tables in a FROM clause of a query when you are performing a join. For example, if a view
is based on five tables, you can name that view in the FROM clause and up to 15 other tables. The names must be
separated by commas.

The intermediate result table contains all possible combinations of the rows of the named tables or views. Each row of the
result is a row from the first table or view concatenated with a row from the second table or view, concatenated in turn with
a row from the third, and so on. The number of rows in the result is the product of the number of rows in all the named
tables or views.

The list of names in the FROM clause must conform to these rules:

1. Each table-name and view-name must name a table or view described in the Datacom Datadictionary.
2. If the FROM clause is in a subquery of a basic predicate, no view named can use either GROUP BY or HAVING.
3. In other cases, if a named view uses GROUP BY, HAVING, or a column function, no other table or view can be

named. The subselect statement is processed as if it contained the GROUP BY, HAVING, or column function used in
the definition of the view.

correlation-name
The 1- to 18-byte correlation-name applies to the table or view named by the immediately preceding table-name or view-
name. The correlation name can be used elsewhere in the statement to designate that table or view. Use a blank to
separate the correlation name from the table-name or view-name.

Nested Table Expression (NTE)

►─ TABLE ─── (subselect)─── correlation-clause ────────────────────────────────►

A subselect in parentheses is a nested-table-expression. If you specify a nested-table-expression, the result table is the
result of that nested-table-expression. At any time, the table consists of the rows that would result if the subselect were
executed.
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Correlated references within the subselect may reference columns in a higher level subquery, or a table to the left of the
nested-table-expression.

Use NTEs in place of a view to avoid creating a view when general use of the view is not required.

A view may not be used in the definition of a NTE, nor may a view include a NTE.

Refer to the DATACOM_OPTIMIZATION special register for performance optimization of NTE.

Reference UDFT in FROM clause

                           ┌─ , ───────────┐

►── FROM TABLE (udft-name ─▼─ (parm-list) ─┴─ ) AS correlation-name ,tbl2 ──►◄

For example,

FROM TABLE (udft1(parm1, parm2, …)) as correlation-name, tbl2

The UDFT name (udft1) with optional parameters (parm1, parm2) and the required correlation-name can be used in place
of a table, view, or synonym name in the FROM clause.

The parameters can be an expression. If the expression contains column references, they must  reference tables only to
the left in the FROM clause, or be correlated references.

Use of a column name forces the referenced table to be in a previous join step.

A correlation-name must be used. Columns returned by the UDFT can only be referenced using this correlation-name,
and not the function name.

The UDFT returns rows as any normal table. Columns of the UDFT can be referenced as any normal column name,
including as a parmeter to another instance of a UDFT.

A UDFT is read-only.

Example 1:

select *

from tbl1 left join  TABLE(udft1(tbl1.column1, :hstVar * 2)) as UT1       

     on tbl1.column2 = t2.column2

              left join tbl3

     on tbl3.column1 = tbl1.column1

  where not exists (select * from TABLE(udft2(UT1.column1)) AS UT2 )

;

Note: The tbl1.column1 parameter passed to udft1 references a table to the left.

Example 2:

SELECT *

    FROM TABLE(DAFUDFT('FORD')) AS T1

;

Example 3:

SELECT *

    FROM UDFTIN LEFT JOIN TABLE(DAFUDFT('RED')) AS UT001

    ON UDFT.INSALARY = UT001.SALARY

;
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UDFTs are similar to a Dynamic System Table (DST) because they are used as a normal table, but rows are materialized
by calling a routine.

As much as possible, the execution of a UDFT uses the same architecture as a procedure.  In a sense, a UDFT is a
triggered procedure except the triggering is to obtain the next row of the table. The one change is the SCRATCHPAD
memory and state (open/closed) is preserved across calls.

WHERE Clause

WHERE search-condition

Produces an intermediate result table by applying the search-condition to each row of table R, which is the result of the
FROM clause. The result table contains the rows of R for which the search condition is true.

NOTE
If using alternate-join-type, see the additional information about WHERE clauses in WHERE Clause. Also, in
addition to the information about search conditions that follows, see the additional alternate-join-type search
condition.

The search-condition describes a search condition that conforms to the following rules:

1. The condition is formed (see Search Conditions).
2. Each column-name in the search-condition either unambiguously identifies a column of R, or is a correlated reference.

A correlated reference is allowed only in a subquery.
3. A column-name in the search-condition does not identify a column that is derived from a function or a grouping

column. A column of a view can be derived from a function or a grouping column.
4. The search condition does not include a function unless the argument of the function is a correlated reference. This is

only possible in a subquery of a HAVING clause.

Any subquery in the search-condition is effectively executed for each row of R and the results used in the application
of the search-condition to the given row of R. A subquery is actually executed for each row of R only if it includes a
correlated reference to a column of R.

GROUP BY Clause

GROUP BY

Produces an intermediate result table by grouping the rows of R, where R is the result of the previous clause.

column-name
The column-name must unambiguously name a column of R. Each column named is called a group column.

The result of GROUP BY is a set of groups of rows. In each group of more than one row:

1. All values of each grouping column are equal.
2. All rows with the same set of values of the grouping columns are in the same group.

For the purpose of grouping, all null values within a grouping column are considered equal.

Because every row of a group contains the same value of any grouping column, the name of a grouping column can
be used in a search condition in a HAVING clause or an expression in a SELECT clause. In each case, the reference
specifies only one value for each group.

GROUP BY must not be used in:

• A subquery of a basic predicate.
• A subselect whose FROM clause names a view that used GROUP BY or HAVING.

expression

GROUP BY elements can be expressions with the following restrictions:
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• A column-name must unambiguously name a column of R.
• No column (aggregate) functions (SUM, AVG, and so on)
• Expression must reference a base table column in the FROM clause (that is, cannot have '5' or '10-2', but 'col1-5' is

OK)
• No LOB or XML column
• No special registers (CURRENT DATE, CURRENT TIME, and so on)

HAVING Clause

HAVING search-condition

Produces an intermediate result table by applying the search-condition to each group of R, where R is the result of the
previous clause. If that clause is not GROUP BY, all rows of R are considered as one group. The result table contains
those groups of R for which the search condition is true.

The search-condition describes a search condition that conforms to the following rules:

1. The condition is formed (see Search Conditions).
2. Each column-name in the search-condition must:

a. Unambiguously identify a grouping column of R, or
b. Be a correlated reference, or
c. Be specified within a function.

A group of R to which the search condition is applied supplies the argument for each function in the search condition,
except for any function whose argument is a correlated reference.

If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each time the search
condition is applied to a group of R, and the results used in applying the search condition. In actuality, the subquery is
executed for each group only if it contains a correlated reference.

A correlated reference to a group of R must either identify a grouping column or be contained within a function.

The HAVING clause must not be used in:

• A subquery of a basic predicate.
• A subselect whose FROM clause names a view that used GROUP BY or HAVING.

SELECT Clause

SELECT

Produces a final result table by selecting only the columns indicated by the select list from R, where R is the result of the
previous clause.

NOTE
We do not impose an arbitrary limit on the number of columns you can select in a query. We are limited only by
environmental factors. Some of these factors are the size of your work area as specified by the size parameter
of the TASKS Multi-User startup option, your column sizes, and limits placed by other products such as the
Datacom Server.

ALL
Retains all rows of the final result table and does not eliminate redundant duplicates. ALL is the default.

DISTINCT
Eliminates all but one of each set of duplicate rows of the final result table.
DISTINCT must not be used more than once in a subselect. This restriction includes:

1. Functions in the SELECT list of the subselect.
2. Functions in a HAVING clause of a subselect.
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3. Functions which are specified in a subquery of the HAVING clause and contain a correlated reference to
groups of the subselect.

*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The first name in the list identifies the
first column of R, the second name identifies the second column of R, and so on. The list of names is established
when the program containing the SELECT clause is prepared.

WARNING
SELECT * and SELECT table.* (see the following) are useful when selecting from tables or views in an
interactive environment, especially when the names of the columns are not known. However, embedding
SELECT * or SELECT table.* in an application program may cause unexpected results if the definition of the
table is ever altered. For example, when a column is dropped from a table definition, all statements which
reference the table are automatically rebound as they are executed. The rebound forms of the statements reflect
the new set of columns. The application program, however, still expects the original set of columns, and the
result table returned to the program no longer matches the FETCH statement's host variables. Views which are
referenced by application programs should not include SELECT * or SELECT table.* for the same reason.

name.*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The name can be a table-name, view-
name, or correlation-name, and must designate a table-name or view-name in the FROM clause. The first name
in the list identifies the first column of R, the second name identifies the second column, and so on. The list is
established at preparation time and does not represent any columns that have been added later. The names must
be separated by commas.

expression
Commonly, the expressions used in a SELECT statement include column names. Each column name used in the
select list must unambiguously identify a column of R. Multiple expressions must be separated by commas.

The number of columns in the result of SELECT is the same as the number of expressions in the operational form of the
select list, that is to say, the list established at preparation time.

The result of a subquery must be a single column unless the subquery is used in the EXISTS predicate.

Applying the Select List

Some of the results of applying the select list to R depend on whether GROUP BY or HAVING is or is not used.

If neither GROUP BY nor HAVING is used:
The select list must either include no functions, or be entirely a list of functions.
If the select includes no functions, then the select list is applied to each row of R, and the result contains as many
rows as there are rows in R.
If the select list is a list of functions, then R is the source of the arguments of the functions, and the result of
applying the select list is one row.

If GROUP BY or HAVING is used:
Each column-name in the select list must either identify a grouping column or be specified within a function.
The select list is applied to each group of R, and the result contains as many rows as there are groups in R. When
the select list is applied to a group of R, that group is the source of the arguments of the functions in the select list.

In either case the nth column of the result contains the values specified by applying the nth expression in the operational
form of the select list.

A result column derived from a column name acquires the unqualified name of that column. All other result columns have
no names.

Each column of the result of SELECT acquires a data type from the expression from which it is derived.
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Examples

• The following example shows all rows of the employee table TEMPL:
      SELECT * FROM CA.TEMPL

• The following example shows the job code, maximum salary and minimum salary for each group of rows of the table
TEMPL with the same job code, but only for groups with more than one row and with a maximum salary less than
$50,000:
      SELECT JOBCODE, MAX(SALARY), MIN(SALARY)

      FROM CA.TEMPL

      GROUP BY JOBCODE

      HAVING COUNT(*) > 1 AND MAX(SALARY) < 50000

• The following example shows all rows of the employee-to-project-activity table TEMPRAC for Department E11, as
determined by the employee table TEMPL:
      SELECT *

      FROM CA.TEMPRAC

      WHERE EMPNO IN (SELECT EMPNO

                      FROM CA.TEMPL

                      WHERE WORKDEPT = 'E11')

• The following example shows the department number and maximum departmental salary for all departments whose
maximum salary is less than the average salary for all employees. The information is in the employee table TEMPL. In
this example, the subselect would be executed only once.
      SELECT WORKDEPT, MAX(SALARY)

      FROM CA.TEMPL

      GROUP BY WORKDEPT

      HAVING MAX(SALARY) < (SELECT AVG(SALARY)

                           FROM CA.TEMPL)

Full-Select Statement

A full-select statement specifies a result table. If UNION is not used, the result of the full-select is the result of the
specified subselect.

Following is the syntax diagram for the full-select statement:

   ┌─ choice ────┐

►►─▼─ subselect ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Expansion of Where choice is as follows

├──┬─ UNION ─────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤

   └─ UNION ALL ─┘

UNION
Derives a result table by combining two other result tables. The set of rows in the UNION of result tables R1 and
R2 is the set of rows in either R1 or R2, with redundant duplicate rows eliminated. Each row of the UNION table is
either a row from R1 or a row from R2.
The columns of the result table are not named.

UNION ALL
As in UNION, derives a result table by combining two other result tables. The set of rows in the UNION ALL of
result tables R1 and R2 is the set of rows in either R1 or R2, but UNION ALL specifies not to eliminate duplicate
rows when deriving the result table. Each row of the UNION ALL table is either a row from R1 or a row from R2.
The columns of the result table are not named.

subselect
Specify a subselect. For more information about the subselect see Subselect.
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WARNING
If more than two subselects are used, you may not mix UNION with UNION ALL.

Duplicate Rows

Two rows are duplicates of one another only if each value in the first row is equal to the corresponding value of the second
row.

A UNION eliminates all but one row of each set of duplicates. The number of rows in the UNION table is the sum of the
number of rows in R1 and R2, less the number of duplicates eliminated.

If ALL is specified, duplicate rows are not eliminated.

Rules for Columns

Result tables R1 and R2 must have the same number of columns.

When UNION is performed, the corresponding columns of the SELECT lists need to be compatible data types.

Examples

• The following example shows all the rows from the EMP table:
SELECT *

FROM EMP

• The following example lists the employee numbers of all employees:
– Whose department number begins with D or,
– Who are assigned to projects whose project number begins with AD
SELECT EMPNO

FROM EMP

WHERE WORKDEPT LIKE 'D%'

UNION

SELECT EMPNO

FROM ASSIGNTBL

WHERE PROJNO LIKE 'AD%'

Select-Statement

The select-statement is the form of a query that you can issue in interactive SQL (using Datacom Datadictionary or
Dataquery online) or in static SQL (embedded in a DECLARE CURSOR statement in a preprocessed batch program), but
not in dynamic SQL. The result table returned by a select-statement is the result of the full-select statement.

Following is the syntax diagram for the select-statement:

NOTE
For the syntax of the full-select statement, see Full-Select Statement.

FOR UPDATE OF is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ full-select statement ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   ├─┬───────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─┤

   │ └─ ORDER BY clause ─┘ └─ optimize-read-fetch-list ─┘ │

   │                 ┌─ , ──────┐                         │

   └─ FOR UPDATE OF ─▼─ c-name ─┴─────────────────────────┘
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►──┬─────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ QUERYNO nnnnn ─┘

NOTE
FOR READ/FETCH ONLY is a Datacom/DB extension.

FETCH FIRST is a Datacom/DB extension.

   ┌─ (only one use of each clause is allowed) ───┐

►►─▼─┬──────────────────────────────────────────┬─┴────────────────────────►◄

     ├─ OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS ────────────────────┤

     ├─ FOR ─┬─ READ ──┬ ─ ONLY ────────────────┤

     │       └─ FETCH ─┘                        │

     └─ FETCH FIRST ─┬─────┬─┬─ ROW ──┬ ─ ONLY ─┘

                     └─ n ─┘ └─ ROWS ─┘

NOTE
OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS is a Datacom/DB extension.

Description
ORDER BY clause

You can specify the order for rows in the result table. For more information, see ORDER BY Clause.
FOR UPDATE OF c-name

This Datacom/DB extension is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations. The functionality of
update indication is accomplished by other means in Datacom/DB. The columns must belong to the table or view
that is named in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement. Commas must separate the column names (c-name
in the diagram).

OPTIMIZE FOR n ROWS
This Datacom/DB extension tells the optimizer how many rows are normally fetched before the cursor is closed.
This is useful when there is a choice between:

• – A key that builds a temporary table and gives a lower cost if all rows are fetched, and
– A key that does not build a temporary table and takes longer if all rows are fetched, but takes less time when only a

few rows are fetched

NOTE
The number n is not a limit (as it is, for example, in FOR FIRST n). The complete set of rows can be fetched.
The number n in this clause is merely input to the optimizer.

• FOR READ/FETCH ONLY
This clause is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations. If you use it and then try to do an update or
delete on the current cursor, you receive an SQL return code -130 CURSOR NOT UPDATABLE (SQLSTATE 24S05).

NOTE
FOR FETCH ONLY does not force locking or have any effect on locking in any way. It only prevents the
cursor from having an UPDATE/DELETE WHERE CURRENT OF cursName.

• FETCH FIRST n ROW/ROWS ONLY
The FETCH FIRST clause allows you to control how many rows a query retrieves. This clause allows you to limit the
number of fetches that are done. FETCH FIRST can therefore be used to prevent runaway queries.

NOTE
Queries that require the resulting set to be sorted have to perform the sort on the entire resulting set. For
example, if a non-indexed column is being ordered by the use of an ORDER BY clause, to return the correct
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n rows the entire resulting set would need to be generated and sorted. In this case, the savings would be
minimal even though Datacom/DB would prevent an excessive number of FETCHes from occurring.

The n can be optionally used to specify the number of rows to be fetched. When a specified number of rows have been
fetched, a SQL return code number +100 NO ROW FOUND (SQLSTATE 02000) is received. If n is not specified, the
resulting set is limited to one row.
Either ROW or ROWS must be specified.
ONLY must be specified. ONLY is provided for compatibility with other SQL implementations.

• QUERYNO nnnnn
Use this optional clause to identify a query in various reports. The supplied value is stored in the Source Cache Entry
Dynamic System Table SC_ENTRY. If this option is not used, a default unique negative value is used in SC_ENTRY.
Valid values are any positive integer.

NOTE
Datacom does not check for a unique value, but because the intention is to uniquely identify the query, we
recommend that you use a unique value.

ORDER BY Clause

The ORDER BY clause is a component of a select-statement.

Following is the syntax diagram for the ORDER BY clause:

              ┌─ , ───────────────────────────┐

►►─ ORDER BY ─▼─┬─ column-name ─┬─┬─────────┬─┴───────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ integer ─────┘ ├─ ASC ◄ ─┤

                                  └─ DESC ──┘

ORDER BY
Puts the rows of the result table in order by the values of the columns you identify. If you identify more than one
column, the rows are ordered first by the values of the column you identify first, then by the values of the column
you identify second, and so on. If you do not specify the ORDER BY clause, the rows of the result table have an
arbitrary order.
colume-name

Each column-name specified must unambiguously identify a column of the result table. The sum of the
lengths of the columns must be less than 32720. The column names must be separated by commas.

integer
The integer n identifies the nth column of the result table. Each integer specified must be greater than
0 and not greater than the number of columns in the result table. The integers must be separated by
commas.
A named column can be identified by an integer or a column-name.
An unnamed column must be identified by an integer. A column is unnamed if it is derived from:

• A literal
• An arithmetic expression
• A function

If the full-select statement includes a UNION operator, every column of the result table is unnamed.
ASC

Places the values of the column in ascending order. ASC is the default order.
DESC

Places the values of the column in descending order.
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Ordering is performed in accordance with the comparison rules. The null value is higher than all other values. If your
ordering specification does not determine a complete ordering, rows with duplicate values of the last identified column
have an arbitrary order.

Processing

A cursor defined with an ORDER BY clause cannot be used for update.

Examples

In this example, the ORDER BY clause is used to order the results of the SELECT. The SELECT retrieves the number
and name of all employees hired before 1980 in order of seniority. HIREDATE is in the form yymmdd.

      SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, FIRSTNME, HIREDATE

      FROM EMP

      WHERE HIREDATE < 800000

      ORDER BY HIREDATE

This example shows an SQL query, using an ORDER BY clause, that runs against system tables (SYS authorization ID)
to display keys, where TBL and FLD are correlation names.

 SELECT DISTINCT TBL.TABLE_SQLNAME,

    FLD.DBID,

    FLD.KEY_NAME,

    FLD.OCCURRENCE,

    FLD.KEY_FIELD_SEQ,

    FLD.FIELD_LENGTH,

    FLD.FIELD_UNIQUE

 FROM SYS.DIR_TABLE TBL,

            SYS.DIR_KEY_FIELD FLD

 WHERE (TBL.TABLE_NAME = FLD.TABLE_NAME)

 AND

       (TBL.TABLE_SQLNAME = 'PSN_AST' AND TBL.STATUS = 'P')

 ORDER BY FLD.DBID, FLD.KEY_NAME, FLD.KEY_FIELD_SEQ;

Select-Into Statement

The select-into statement produces a result table consisting of at most, one row, and assigns the values in that row to
host variables. If the table is empty, the statement assigns +100 to SQLCODE and does not assign values to the host
variables.

Following is the syntax diagram for the select-into statement:

►►─ SELECT ─┬────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

            ├─ ALL ◄ ────┤

            └─ DISTINCT ─┘

 ►─┬─ * ────────────────────────────────────────────┬─ INTO ──────────────────►

   │ ┌─ , ────────────────────────────────────────┐ │

   └─▼─┬─ expression ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─┴─┘

       │              └─ AS ─ sql-identifier ─┘ │

       └─┬─ table-name.* ───────┬───────────────┘

         ├─ view-name.* ────────┤

         └─ correlation-name.* ─┘

   ┌─ , ─────────────┐        ┌─ , ─────────┐
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 ►─▼─ host-variable ─┴─ FROM ─▼─ table-ref ─┴─────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

The table-ref shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬──────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ view-name ──┘ └─ AS ─┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘ │

   └─ alternate-join-type ────────────────────────────┘

The table-ref shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────────►◄

   │ └─ view-name ──┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘ │

   └─ alternate-join-type ───────────────────┘

The alternate-join-type shown in the syntax box immediately preceding the following one has syntax as follows:

►►─┬─────┬─ table-ref ─┬─ INNER ────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►

   └─ ( ─┘             └─ LEFT ─┬─────────┬─┘

                                └─ OUTER ─┘

 ►─ JOIN ─ table-ref ─┬───────────────┬─┬─────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

                      └─ ON ─ s-cond ─┘ └─ ) ─┘

NOTE
The s-cond (search-condition) specified in the optional ON clause for a LEFT JOIN differs from the one in the
WHERE clause in that the ON clause defines the join conditions that determine which rows contain nulls, as
opposed to the WHERE clause, which eliminates rows from the result entirely. Also note that if you use the
optional parentheses, they must be balanced. That is, if you use an open parenthesis, you must also use a close
parenthesis.

The previously shown JOIN syntax is compatible with Ingres, Db2, and ANSI SQL3 Core SQL.

SELECT Clause

SELECT

Produces a final result table by selecting only the columns indicated by the select list from R, where R is the result of the
previous clause.

NOTE
We do not impose an arbitrary limit on the number of columns you can select in a query. We are limited only by
environmental factors. Some of these factors are the size of your work area as specified by the size parameter
of the TASKS Multi-User startup option, your column sizes, and limits placed by other products such as the
Datacom Server.

ALL
Retains all rows of the final result table and does not eliminate redundant duplicates. ALL is the default.

DISTINCT
Eliminates all but one of each set of duplicate rows of the final result table.
DISTINCT must not be used more than once in a select-into statement.

*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The first name in the list identifies the
first column of R, the second name identifies the second column of R, and so on.
The list of names is established when the program containing the SELECT clause is prepared.
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WARNING
SELECT * and SELECT table.* (see the following) are useful when selecting from tables or views in an
interactive environment, especially when the names of the columns are not known. However, embedding
SELECT * or SELECT table.* in an application program may cause unexpected results if the definition of the
table is ever altered. For example, when a column is dropped from a table definition, all statements which
reference the table are automatically rebound as they are executed. The rebound forms of the statements reflect
the new set of columns. The application program, however, still expects the original set of columns, and the
result table returned to the program no longer matches the FETCH statement's host variables. Views which are
referenced by application programs should not include SELECT * or SELECT table.* for the same reason.

name.*
The asterisk (*) represents a list of names that identify the columns of R. The name can be a table-name, view-
name, or correlation-name, and must designate a table-name or view-name in the FROM clause. The first name
in the list identifies the first column of R, the second name the second column, and so on. The list is established at
preparation time and does not represent any columns that have been added later. The names must be separated
by commas.

expression
Commonly, the expressions used in a SELECT statement include column names. Each column name used in the
select list must unambiguously identify a column of R. For more information about expressions, see Expressions.
Multiple expressions must be separated by commas.

AS
(Optional)The AS clause, used after an expression, can be used to give a name to an expression or to give a
column reference another name that is returned to the user in the SQLDA. The term sql-identifier represents
either an ordinary or delimited SQL identifier (see Identifiers). The word AS itself is optional.
An AS can also be used before the correlation-name in the table-ref part of a FROM clause.
An AS clause is used in the following example to give the name PROPOSED_SALARY to the expression:

      SELECT EMP.NAME, SALARY, SALARY * 1.1

        AS PROPOSED_SALARY

        FROM EMP;

The number of columns in the result of SELECT is the same as the number of expressions in the operational form of the
select list, that is to say, the list established at preparation time. The result of a subquery must be a single column unless
the subquery is used in the EXISTS predicate.

Applying the Select List

The select list must either include no functions, or be entirely a list of functions.

If the select includes no functions, then the select list is applied to each row of R, and the result contains as many rows as
there are rows in R.

If the select list is a list of functions, then R is the source of the arguments of the functions, and the result of applying the
select list is one row.

The nth column of the result contains the values specified by applying the nth expression in the operational form of the
select list.

A result column derived from a column name acquires the unqualified name of that column. All other result columns have
no names.

Each column of the result of SELECT acquires a data type from the expression from which it is derived.

INTO Clause

Introduces a list of host variables.
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host-variable

INTO
Must name a variable that is described in the program in accordance with the rules for declaring host variables.
The names must be separated by commas.
The first value in the result row is assigned to the first variable in the list, the second value to the second variable,
and so on. If the number of values is not the same as the number of variables, the value W is assigned to
SQLCA-WARNING(4).
The data type of a variable must be compatible with the value assigned to it. If the value is numeric, the variable
must have the capacity to represent the integral part of the value. If the value is null, an indicator variable must be
specified.
Each assignment to a variable is made according to the rules described in Basic SQL Language Operations
(Assignment and Comparison)). Assignments are made in sequence through the list. If an assignment error
occurs for some variable, no value is assigned to that variable or later variables. Any values that have already
been assigned to variables remain assigned.

FROM Clause

FROM table-ref

Where table-ref can be a table-name, view-name, or alternate-join-type. If table-ref is a table-name or view-name, it
names:

• A single table or view.
• Several tables and/or views to produce an intermediate result table.

If table-ref is an alternate-join-type, see the information about joins in Left Outer Joins.

You can reference up to 20 tables in a FROM clause of a query when you are performing a join. For example, if a view
is based on five tables, you can name that view in the FROM clause and up to 15 other tables. The names must be
separated by commas.

The intermediate result table contains all possible combinations of the rows of the named tables or views. Each row of the
result is a row from the first table or view concatenated with a row from the second table or view, concatenated in turn with
a row from the third, and so on. The number of rows in the result is the product of the number of rows in all the named
tables or views.

The list of names in the FROM clause must conform to these rules:

1. Each table-name and view-name must name a table or view described in the Datacom Datadictionary.
2. The FROM clause of a select-into statement must not identify a view that includes a GROUP BY or HAVING clause.
3. If any view named contains a column function, that view-name must be the only name in the FROM clause, that is to

say, you cannot have a join in this case.
4. correlation-name

The 1- to 18-byte correlation-name applies to the table or view named by the immediately preceding table-name or
view-name. The correlation name can be used elsewhere in the statement to designate that table or view. Use a blank
to separate the correlation name from the table-name or view-name.

WHERE Clause

WHERE search-condition

Produces an intermediate result table by applying the search-condition to each row of table R, which is the result of the
FROM clause. The result table contains the rows of R for which the search condition is true.
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NOTE
If using alternate-join-type, see the additional information about WHERE clauses in WHERE Clause. Also, in
addition to the information about search conditions that follows, see the additional alternate-join-type search
condition.

The search-condition describes a search condition that conforms to the following rules:

1. The condition is formed (see Search Conditions).
2. Each column-name in the search-condition either unambiguously identifies a column of R, or is a correlated reference.

A correlated reference is allowed only in a subquery.
3. A column-name in the search-condition does not identify a column that is derived from a function or a grouping

column. A column of a view can be derived from a function or a grouping column.
4. The search condition does not include a function unless the argument of the function is a correlated reference. This is

only possible in a subquery of a HAVING clause.

Any subquery in the search-condition is effectively executed for each row of R and the results used in the application
of the search-condition to the given row of R. A subquery is actually executed for each row of R only if it includes a
correlated reference to a column of R.

Examples

• The following example puts the row for employee 528671, from the employee table, into the specified host variables:
 EXEC SQL

      SELECT *

      INTO :EMPNO, :FNAME, :MI, :LNAME, :DEPTNO,

      :HIREDATE, :SALARY

      FROM CA.TEMPL

      WHERE EMPNO = '528671'

 END-EXEC

• The following example puts the maximum salary in the employee table into the host variable MAXSALARY:
 EXEC SQL

      SELECT MAX(SALARY)

      INTO :MAXSALARY

      FROM CA.TEMPL

 END-EXEC

SET CURRENT SQLID Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

SET CURRENT SQLID  YES  

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement.

The SET CURRENT SQLID statement can be prepared and executed dynamically. SET CURRENT SQLID allows the
CURRENT SQLID special register to be changed to any authorization ID. The value of the CURRENT SQLID special
register is the current SQL authorization ID (in this case actually a schema ID). Using SET CURRENT SQLID to change
the CURRENT SQLID therefore allows you to qualify any unqualified table or view names in dynamically executed SQL
statements. After you have changed the CURRENT SQLID special register with SET CURRENT SQLID, the value you
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specified remains in effect until either another SET CURRENT SQLID statement is executed or your application process
terminates.

NOTE
In a Single User environment, the CURRENT SQLID affects all plans executing under an application process.

There is no authorization checking required to execute the SET CURRENT SQLID statement. The name checked for
privileges when a CREATE, GRANT or REVOKE statement is dynamically prepared is the value of the accessor ID
special register, not the value of CURRENT SQLID. The accessor ID becomes the owner of tables, views and indexes
created by dynamic SQL statements. The value of the accessor ID special register may not be changed.

The CURRENT SQLID special register is initially set to the same value as the USER special register, which is the
authorization ID of the plan that is executing. This initial value is also known as the primary SQL authorization ID. The
USER register retains the original value even when the CURRENT SQLID is changed.

NOTE
In interactive SQL products such as Dataquery or Datacom Server, plans are generated internally, but there is
always a way of specifying what authorization ID the generated plans have.

If Dynamic Plan Selection is used, the AUTHID provided in the User Requirements Table (URT) parmameter or Datacom
CICS Services table is used to specify the authorization ID of the plan, which corresponds to the USER special register.
That authorization ID is used to qualify any unqualified table or view names in the non-dynamically prepared statements in
the plan. Do not confuse this with the CURRENT SQLID, which only affects dynamically prepared statements.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the SET CURRENT SQLID statement:

►►─ SET CURRENT SQLID= ─┬──────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                        ├─ USER ───────────┤

                        ├─ string-literal ─┤

                        └─ host-variable ──┘

USER
Specifying USER means you want the CURRENT SQLID special register set to the authorization ID of the
currently executing plan.

string-literal or host-variable
Use a string literal or host variable if you want to specify a value for the CURRENT SQLID special register.
If the value you specify is not a valid authorization ID that was created by using the CREATE SCHEMA statement,
an error results if the authorization ID is later used to qualify a table or view name in a dynamic SQL statement.

Example
Change the current SQLID special register to contain the contents of host variable :USERSQLID.

EXEC SQL

   SET CURRENT SQLID=:USERSQLID

END-EXEC
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UPDATE Statement

This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways:

Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service Facility
(interactive)

In an application program
prepared using a Datacom/
DB SQL Preprocessor
(embedded)

By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)

UPDATE (positioned) YES
UPDATE (searched) YES YES YES

NOTE
YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The UPDATE statement updates the values of specified columns in rows of a table or view. Updating a row of a view
updates a row of the base table from which the view is derived.

You must specify ISOLEVEL=C (isolation level C) in the Preprocessor options when using the UPDATE statement.

NOTE
When the NOMAINT option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) ACCESS function is in force, an UPDATE
statement receives a Datacom/DB return code 94(87), where 87 is a decimal internal return code (hex 57) that
tells you no maintenance statements are allowed while NOMAINT is in force.

Also note that constraints that existed in versions before r10 can act differently in Release 10.0 and above because, in
Release 10.0 and above, columns containing a NULL rather than a value do not cause a CHECK constraint to be violated.
Constraints are considered, in Release 10.0, to be satisfied unless the predicates evaluate explicitly to FALSE. That
is, CHECK constraints whose predicates evaluate to UNKNOWN rather than TRUE or FALSE are considered, starting
with Release 10.0, to have been satisfied. Therefore, INSERT and UPDATE statements, from versions before r10, that
resulted in constrained columns being nulled are, when used in Release 10.0 and above, successful for the first time.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for an UPDATE statement:

►►─┬─ searched UPDATE ───┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ positioned UPDATE ─┘

Searched UPDATE

Following is the syntax diagram for the searched UPDATE statement:

►►─ UPDATE ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─ SET ──── set-clause ─────►

            └─ view-name ──┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

 ►──┬─────────────────────────┬────►◄

    └─ WHEREsearch-condition ─┘

Positioned UPDATE

Following is the syntax diagram for the positioned UPDATE statement that you use with a cursor:

►►─ UPDATE ─┬─ table-name ─┬─┬────────────────────┬─ SET ──── set-clause ──────►
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            └─ view-name ──┘ └─ correlation-name ─┘

 ►─ WHERE CURRENT OF───── cursor-name ──────►◄

Set Clause

       ┌─ , ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┐

►►───┬─▼─── column-name ─────── = ────┬── expression ──────────┬─┴──────┬────►◄

     │                                ├── (scalar-subselect) ──┤        │

     │                                └── NULL ────────────────┘        │

     │                                                                  │

     │    ┌─,─────────────┐               ┌─,────────────────────┐      │

     │    │               │               │   (1)                │      │

     ├─(──▼──column-name──┴─)── = ──(──┬──▼─┬─── expression ───┬─┴─┬─)──┘

                                       │    └─── NULL ─────────┘   │ 

                                       └──── row-subselect ────────┘

     

Notes:

1. The number of expressions and NULL keywords must match the number of column_names.

NOTE
The positioned UPDATE is not used by Dataquery.

table-name or view-name
Specify the name of the table or view you want to update. You must name a table or view described in the
Datacom Datadictionary, but not a Datacom Datadictionary table, a view of a Datacom Datadictionary table, or a
read-only view.

correlation-name
You can specify a 1- to 18-byte correlation-name (correlation-name) to be used within the search-condition to
designate the table or view.

SET
Introduces a list of column names and values.

column-name
Specify the names of the columns you want to update. The names must be separated by commas. You must
name a column of the table or view you specified. Do not specify the name of the same column more than once
and do not specify a column of any of the following types:

• A view column that is derived from a literal.
• A view column that is derived from an arithmetic expression.

expression
Tells the new value of the column. The expression cannot include a function. See SQL Expressions for the
expression's syntax diagram.
A column-name in an expression must name a column of the named table or view. For each row that is updated,
the value of the column in the expression is the value of the column in the row before the row is updated. The
following table shows a SET clause, the value of the columns in the row (before) and the resulting value (after) for
each column:

SET clause Value of X Before Value of Y Before Value of X After Value of Y After

SET X = 10, Y = X + 1 1 3 1 5 1 10 1 4
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NULL
Use the NULL keyword to specify that the value for the column is to be set to a null value.

Row-subselect
A row-subselect is the same as a scalar-subselect, except it can return multiple columns. The number of columns
must equal the number of columns being updated. The the column count is different, the statement fails with
SQLCODE -54.

WHERE
Introduces a condition that tells what rows are updated. You can omit the clause, give a search condition, or name
a cursor. If you omit the clause, all rows of the table or view are updated.

search-condition
The search-condition is applied to each row of the table or view and the updated rows are those for which the
result of the search-condition is true. See SQL Search Conditions for the search-condition syntax diagram.
Each column-name in the search condition must name a column of the table or view, and the table or view must
not be referenced in the FROM clause of any subselect in the search condition.
If the search condition contains a subquery, the subquery can be thought of as being executed each time the
search condition is applied to a row, and the results used in applying the search condition. In actuality, the
subquery is executed for each row only if it contains a correlated reference to a column of the table or view.

CURRENT OF cursor-name
Specify the name of a cursor that is defined in a DECLARE CURSOR statement of your program. The DECLARE
CURSOR statement must appear in your program before the UPDATE statement.
The table or view named must also be named in the FROM clause of the SELECT statement of the cursor, and
the result table of the cursor must not be read-only.
When the UPDATE statement is executed, the cursor must be positioned on a row. That row is the one that is
updated.

Processing

Update values are assigned to columns in accordance with the following assignment rules:

If update value is: The column must be:

A number A numeric column with the capacity to represent the integral part
of the number

A character string A character string column with a length attribute that is not less
than the length of the string

The updated row must conform to any constraint imposed on the table (or on the base table of the view) by any unique
index on an update column. If an update value violates any of those constraints, or if any other error occurs during the
execution of the UPDATE statement, no rows are updated. If an error occurs during the execution of UPDATE that makes
the position of a cursor unpredictable, the cursor is closed. Rows can be changed so that they no longer conform to the
definition of the view. Such rows are updated in the base table of the view and no longer appear in the view.

Unless appropriate locks already exist, one or more exclusive locks are acquired by the execution of a successful
UPDATE statement. Until the locks are released, an updated row can be accessed only by the unit of recovery that
performed the update.

Examples

• The following example changes the employee's telephone number in the TEMPL table for employee
000190:

 EXEC SQL

      UPDATE CA.TEMPL
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      SET PHONENO = '3565'

      WHERE EMPNO = '000190'

 END-EXEC

• The following example increase the job code by 10 members in Department D11:

 EXEC SQL

      UPDATE CA.TEMPL

      SET JOBCODE = JOBCODE + 10

      WHERE WORKDEPT = 'D11'

 END-EXEC

• The following example assumes the system for assigning manager numbers has been modified due
to changes at the division level. To locate the manager numbers which must be updated, this example
uses a SELECT in a DECLARE CURSOR statement. When the result table is obtained and the cursor
is positioned, an UPDATE statement, using the WHERE CURRENT OF clause, updates the value for
MGRNO.

 EXEC SQL

      DECLARE C1 CURSOR FOR

           SELECT DEPTNO, DEPTNAME, MGRNO

           FROM DEPTTBL

           WHERE ADMDEPT = 'A0'

 END-EXEC

EXEC SQL

      OPEN C1

 END-EXEC

FETCH-LOOP.

    IF SQLCODE = 0

        EXEC SQL

            FETCH C1 INTO :DNUM, :DNAME, :MNUM

        END EXEC.

        EXEC SQL

            UPDATE DEPTTBL

                SET MGRNO = MGRNO + 100000

                WHERE CURRENT OF C1

        END-EXEC.

        GO TO FETCH LOOP.

EXEC SQL

      CLOSE C1

 END-EXEC

• Update contact information if different in latest transaction.

UPDATE CUSTOMER T1 

SET (STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, PHONE) = ((SELECT 

     STREET, CITY, ST, ZIP, PHONE 

                                         FROM TRANS T2 

                                        WHERE T2.CUST_ID = T1.CUST_ID 

                                          AND (T2.STREET <> T1.STREET 

                                           OR T2.CITY <> T1.CITY 

                                           OR T2.ST <> T1.ST 

                                           OR T2.ZIP <> T1.ZIP 

                                           OR T2.PHONE <> T1.PHONE) 
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                                          AND T2.TRANS_TIMESTAMP = (SELECT MAX(TRANS_TIMESTAMP) 

                                                                      FROM TRANS T3 

                                                                     WHERE T3.CUST_ID = T2.CUST_ID 

                                                                    GROUP BY T3.CUST_ID) 

                                    ))

WHENEVER Statement

 This SQL statement can be
executed in the following
ways: 

 Through the Datacom
Datadictionary Interactive
SQL Service
Facility (interactive)  

 In an application
program prepared using
a Datacom/DB SQL
Preprocessor (embedded)  

 By using Dataquery (SQL &
Batch Modes)  

WHENEVER  YES  

NOTE
 YES indicates a valid execution method for this statement. For information about the access rights required to
execute this statement, see SQL Statements and SQL Security Access Rights.

The WHENEVER statement identifies the statement that is to be executed next if execution of the latest SQL statement
produces a specified condition.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Syntax

Following is the syntax diagram for the WHENEVER statement:

NOTE
 SQLWARNING is a Datacom/DB extension.

►►─ WHENEVER ─┬─ NOT FOUND ──┬─┬─ CONTINUE ───────────────┬───────────────────►◄

              ├─ SQLERROR ───┤ └─┬─ GOTO ──┬─ host-label ─┘

              └─ SQLWARNING ─┘   └─ GO TO ─┘

Use the following clauses to identify the type of exception condition.

NOT FOUND
Identifies any condition that results in an SQL return code of +100.

SQLERROR
Identifies any condition that results in a negative SQL return code.

SQLWARNING
This Datacom/DB extension allows you to identify any condition that results in a warning condition (SQLCA-
WARNING is W) or that results in a positive SQL return code other than +100.

Use the following clauses to specify the statement to be executed when the identified type of exception condition exists.

CONTINUE
Causes the program to continue execution with the next sequential statement of the source program.

GO TO or GOTO
Causes transfer of control to the statement identified by host-label.

host-label
You can specify a single token, optionally preceded by a colon. The form of the token depends on the host
language. For example, in COBOL it can be a section-name or an unqualified paragraph-name.
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Processing

The types of WHENEVER statements are:

 ANSI  Extended Mode 

WHENEVER NOT FOUND WHENEVER SQLERROR WHENEVER NOT FOUND WHENEVER SQLERROR
WHENEVER SQLWARNING

Every executable SQL statement in a program is within the scope of one implicit or explicit WHENEVER statement of
each type. The scope of a WHENEVER statement is related to the listing sequence of the statements in the program, not
their execution sequence.

The scope of an exception declaration:

1. Begins with the placement of the exception declaration in the source, and
2. Continues until either another exception declaration in the source or the end of the source.

An SQL statement is within the scope of the last WHENEVER statement of each type specified before that SQL statement
in the source program. SQL statements occurring in the source before an exception declaration are not affected by it. Any
SQL statements executed that are not under control of an exception declaration default to CONTINUE. If an exception
declaration is not provided, the recommended practice is that your program include code to check the SQLCODE value in
the SQL Communication Area (SQLCA) immediately after each executable SQL statement.

Example
The following identifies the exception conditions and the next statement to be executed in the order listed:

1. If an error is produced, go to HANDLERR.
2. If a warning code is produced, continue with the normal flow of the program.
3. If no results are found, go to ENDDATA.

SQL Sample Tables
Review the list of 12 sample SQL tables that are installed as part of Datacom Installation Verification. Links provide
access to the table contents and detailed information.

As a database administrator, you may need to create and maintain reports for your site. Using your knowledge of SQL,
you can create simple or complex reports from the information that is maintained in tables in the database. You can use
12 sample tables to create reports for a fictitious company named Common Auto. These tables are installed as part of
the Datacom Installation Verification Process. For a short description of the columns in each table, see Table and Column
Names. For more information, see the IVPxxx members of the CABDSAMP data set.

• ASSIGNMENT - The assignment of employees to projects
• BENEFITS - The benefits an employee has with the company
• CONSULTANT - Each consultant associated with the company
• COVERAGE - The insurance plans selected by each employee working for the company
• DEPARTMENT - Each department within the company
• DIVISION - Each division within the company
• EMPLOYEE - Personal information about each employee working for the company
• EXPERTISE - The skills each employee possesses
• JOB - The jobs within the company
• POSITION - The jobs an employee has held and is holding within the company
• PROJECT - The projects within the company
• SKILL - The skills throughout the company
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For more information, see the IVPxxx members of the CABDSAMP data set.

Table and Column Names
Column names and their descriptions are provided here for each table type.

ASSIGNMENT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

PROJ_ID ID of the project to which consultant is assigned.

START_DATE Date employee was assigned to the project.

END_DATE Date employee completed work on the project.

BENEFITS

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

FISCAL_YEAR Fiscal year for which this data applies

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

VAC_ACCRUED Vacation hours accrued to date

VAC_TAKEN Vacation hours taken to date

SICK_ACCRUED Sick days accrued to date

SICK_TAKEN Sick days taken to date

STOCK-PERCENT Percentage of earnings allocated to the stock purchase

STOCK_AMOUNT Year-to-date amount deducted for the stock purchase

LAST_REVIEW_DATE Date of last employee review

REVIEW_PERCENT Percent increase at last review

PROMO_DATE Date of last promotion

RETIRE_PLAN Retirement fund identifier: STOCK, BONDS, 401K

RETIRE_PERCENT Percentage of earnings deducted for retirement

BONUS_AMOUNT Amount of the last bonus

COMP_ACCRUED Hours of compensation time accrued

COMP_TAKEN Hours of compensation time taken

EDUC_LEVEL Level of education: GED, HSDIP, JRCOLL, COLL, MAS, PHD

UNION_ID Union identification number

UNION_DUES Amount of dues deducted per pay period.
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CONSULTANT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

CON_ID Unique consultant ID

CON_FNAME First name of the consultant

CON_LNAME Last name of the consultant

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of the manager for the consultant

DEPT_ID ID of the department to which consultant is assigned.

PROJ_ID ID of the project to which consultant is assigned.

STREET Street address of the consultant

CITY City of the consultant

STATE State of the consultant

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code of the consultant

PHONE Phone number of the consultant

BIRTH_DATE Birth date

START_DATE Date of hire of the consultant

SS_NUMBER Social security number

RATE Hourly rate of pay

COVERAGE

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

PLAN_CODE Code of insurance plan providing the coverage

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

SELECTION_DATE Date employee selected this insurance plan

TERMINATION_DATE Date employee terminated this insurance plan; if null, plan is still in
force

NUM_DEPENDENTS Number of dependents covered under this insurance plan

DEPARTMENT

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

DEPT_ID Unique department ID

DEPT_HEAD_ID Employee ID of department head

DIV_CODE Code of the division to which this department belongs

DEPT_NAME Department name
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DIVISION

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

DIV_CODE Unique division ID

DIV_HEAD_ID Employee ID of division head

DIV_NAME Division name

EMPLOYEE

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

MANAGER_ID Employee ID of manager of the employee

EMP_FNAME First name of the employee

EMP_LNAME Last name of the employee

DEPT_ID ID of the department to which employee is assigned

STREET Street address where the employee resides

CITY City where the employee resides

STATE State where the employee resides

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code where the employee resides

PHONE Telephone number of the employee

STATUS Status of employee: (A) Active; (S) Short-term disability; (L) Long-
term disability

SS_NUMBER Social security number

START_DATE Hire date of the employee

TERMINATION_DATE Date of termination

BIRTH_DATE Birth date

EXPERTISE

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Unique employee ID

SKILL_ID Skill ID

SKILL_LEVEL Level of ability in this skill: 01 (low) to 04 (high)

EXP_DATE Date this level of ability was achieved
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INSURANCE PLAN

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

PLAN_CODE Unique plan code for company offering the insurance

COMP_NAME Name of insurance company

STREET Street address of insurance company

CITY City address of insurance company

STATE State address of insurance company

ZIP_CODE ZIP Code of insurance company

PHONE Telephone number of insurance company

GROUP_NUMBER Common's group number for this insurance company

DEDUCT Dollar amount deductible per year for this insurance plan

MAX_LIFE_BENEFIT Maximum dollar amount to be paid to insured employee

FAMILY_COST Amount deducted per paycheck for family coverage

DEP_COST Additional amount deducted per paycheck per dependent

EFF_DATE Date this coverage plan becomes effective

JOB

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

JOB_ID Unique job ID

JOB_TITLE Job title

MIN_RATE Minimum salary/hourly rate for this job

MAX_RATE Maximum salary/hourly rate for this job

SALARY_IND Indicator for type of salary: (S) salaried; (H) hourly

NUM_OF_POSITIONS Total number of positions for this job

NUM_OPEN Number of positions currently open

EFF_DATE Date this job became effective

JOB_DESLINE_1 First line of job description

JOB_DESLINE_2 Second line of job description

POSITION

AUTHID: DEMOEMPL

Column Name Description

EMP_ID Employee ID

JOB_ID Job ID associated with this employee

START_DATE Date employee began this job
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FINISH_DATE Date employee ended this job (mull if current)

HOURLY_RATE Hourly rate earned while in this job (if hourly position)

SALARY_AMOUNT Yearly salary earned while in this job (if salaried position)

BONUS_PERCENT Bonus percent amount for this position (if sales position)

COMM_PERCENT Commission percent for this position (if sales position)

OVERTIME_RATE Overtime rate for this position (if hourly position)

PROJECT

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

PROJ_ID Unique project ID

PROJ_LEADER_ID Employee ID of project leader

EST_START_DATE Estimated date project is to begin

EST_END_DATE Estimated date project is to end

ACT_START_DATE Actual date project began

ACT_END_DATE Actual date project ended

EST_MAN_HOURS Total number of hours estimated for project

ACT_MAN_HOURS Actual number of hours required for project

PROJ_DESC Project description

SKILL

AUTHID: DEMOPROJ

Column Name Description

SKILL_ID Unique skill ID

SKILL_NAME Skill name

SKILL_DESC Skill description

DBUTLTY Reference
Datacom/DB provides a single utility that performs all operations for creating and maintaining your information base. The
program name of the utility is DBUTLTY.

This section contains an overview of the DBUTLTY operation and details of its command syntax. The DBUTLTY functions
are presented in alphabetical order. Where a console command can be used to execute the function, the syntax for the
Datacom/DB portion of the console command is also provided.

Following the syntax information for each function is a guideline for the JCL to execute the function. Sample reports are
also included with an explanation of the content of each report.

Security considerations for DBUTLTY include the following:
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• If you are using external security with Datacom/DB, you must have program authorization for the DBUTLTY function
and the appropriate access authorization for the database resources being accessed by the DBUTLTY function.

• In z/OS environments the Multi-User Facility (MUF) and the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) must run authorized.
The MUF is authorized when all JOBLIB/STEPLIBs are authorized. DBUTLTY can run some of the functions not APF
authorized, but the intent of DBUTLTY is to run authorized.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Audience

This section is primarily intended for Database Administrators and systems programmers responsible for:

• Administering the operations of the Datacom and Ideal for Datacom system
• Maintaining data integrity and accessibility
• Installing and supporting the Broadcom system software
• Managing and implementing definitions
• Performing routine maintenance tasks

Multiple Commands

You can usually perform more than one function with a single execution of DBUTLTY. Multiple commands can usually be
in any order. Those functions that must be run alone are ACCT OPTION=CATALOG, ACCT OPTION=EDIT, DBTEST, and
the MASSADD functions.

Prerequisite Commands

Some commands, such as DBTEST and RECOVERY, have prerequisite commands which set up the environment for
them.

Syntax Check

To check the syntax of your commands, place the EDIT command first in the command stream. EDIT validates those
commands that follow for syntax errors but does not execute the commands.

Messages

Every DBUTLTY execution produces a listing that contains the command exactly as entered followed by an alphabetic
listing of all keywords and values entered, (except if DDOVER= is found on the statement, the data after the = (equal sign)
is set to blanks to the next blank or comma). If you omitted a required keyword, that keyword prints with dashes indicating
the maximum length of the keyword value and an error message. When multiple errors exist for one keyword parameter,
only one error is displayed.

You also receive messages that explain any operational errors or provide explanatory information. Any error normally
terminates execution of the utility immediately. However, the EDIT syntax check function scans all input data and displays
all errors found during basic editing.

NOTE
Some edit errors are found in later editing and are not found with the EDIT function.

JCL Requirements for z/OS

If snapping is necessary, Datacom/DB looks for a DD statement with a name of SNAPER. If it is not provided, Datacom/
DB dynamically allocates a DD statement for SNAPER with the value SYSOUT=*. Unless you want a specific SYSOUT
class or other options, do not provide the DD statement. Datacom/DB also dynamically allocates a SYSPRINT DD
statement when needed if you do not provide it. The SYSPRINT DCB BLKSIZE and LRECL defaulted or are set
based upon the DBSIDPR module assembled with the DBSYSID macro with keyword LINE=NEW or LINE=OLD.
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With LINE=NEW (the default) the BLKSIZE defaults to 0 if not set and the LRECL defaults to 133 if not set. With
LINE=OLD, the BLKSIZE defaults to 121 if not set and the LRECL is set to 121, overriding any value provided. With
LINE=OLD, if you specify a different block size in the JCL, it must be a multiple of 121. The exception to this is the COMM
OPTION=SNAPCSA. This utility requires the SNAPER DD statement. During certain errors or on request, DBUTLTY can
direct an address space snap to DD statement SNAPASnn, where nn is a sequential number such as 01.

The DBUTLTY parameters, PGMDT and PGMMONTH, produce DB00248I messages in the job log for load modules used
by the DBUTLTY program. Broadcom recommends that you use these parameters to identify the assemble date, release
level, and current PTF applied for individual modules.

• The PGMDT parameter accepts a value in the format ccyymmdd and causes the DB00248I messages to be produced
as a module is loaded into memory by DBUTLTY for the first time. This will happen only if the assemble date of the
module is on or after the PGMDT specified.

• The PGMMONTH parameter accepts only the value of 1 and causes DB00248I messages to be produced for modules
loaded into DBUTLTY memory with an assemble date on or after the date of one month prior to the current date. The
PGMMONTH value is converted and stored internally as a PGMDT value.

Example

EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M,PARM='PGMDT=20160226' - or -

EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M,PARM='PGMMONTH=1'

NOTE
Note: The value 1 is not a variable. Only PGMMONTH=1 is valid.

Requirement to Run APF-Authorized, z/OS

We recommend (and DBUTLTY always expects to be) running authorized.

Certain DBUTLTY functions require that the job run APF-authorized. See the documentation on the individual functions to
know if it requires APF-authorization.

DBUTLTY Command Syntax
DBUTLTY functions are invoked through commands input to the utility. Many functions also require additional information
that is supplied with keywords.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Command

To execute a utility function, supply a command to DBUTLTY. Each command specifies the function to be performed. You
can enter a command starting in any position of the command line, but you cannot precede a command with any other
data in that line.

Keyword Parameters

A keyword parameter consists of a keyword followed by an equal sign (=) and a value. Do not code any intervening blanks
when constructing a keyword parameter. Separate the command name and the first keyword parameter with at least one
blank.

If you have multiple keyword parameters, separate them with commas. You can place the parameters either on one line
(with no intervening blanks or other characters) or on separate lines. The keyword parameters can begin in any column.
For example:

COMMAND KEYWORD1=VALUE1,KEYWORD2=VALUE2

or
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COMMAND     KEYWORD1=VALUE1,

            KEYWORD2=VALUE2

Line Length

No input statement can extend beyond column 71.

End of Command

For commands without keyword parameters, the blank following the command name is the end of the command. When
keyword parameters are required, DBUTLTY keeps reading input until it reads a keyword value which is followed by a
blank instead of a comma.

Comments

You can include comments on your utility report by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1 of any input record. Any such input
record is reproduced on your utility report but ignored for command input scan.

You can also include comments on command input records. For commands that have no keyword parameters, a comment
can begin immediately following the blank that terminates the command.

For commands that have keyword parameters, you can place a comment following the last keyword parameter on a line
as long as the comment is separated from the parameter (including the continuation comma) by at least one blank. A
comment cannot directly follow a command that accepts keywords.

Following are examples illustrating the previous listed command input rules.

Input

column

----+----1----+----2----+----3----+----4----+----5----+----6----+----7----+----8

 

* This is a comment

* The SPILL command requires no keyword parameters,

* so the text after the command is a comment -

*

              SPILL                                Execute the spill function

*

* The LOAD command requires keyword parameters.  Comments can follow

* the last keyword parameter on a line or follow the parameter on a

* separate line.

*

              LOAD

*

* Comments cannot directly follow a command that requires keyword

* parameters such as LOAD.

*

              AREA=CXX,                            We are loading the Directory

              DDNAME=INPUT                         From ddname INPUT

*

* The next example shows how you might code multiple

* keyword parameters on input lines with continuations.

*

         LOAD  DBID=59,AREA=TAB,   Comments can start here
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                DDNAME=INPUT,FORMAT=BACKUP

DBUTLTY Console Commands
Learn about DBUTLTY console commands in Datacom/DB. Find information about DBUTLTY STATUS and related
messages.

For more information about console and console-like commands, see Maintenance Using Console Commands .

DBUTLTY STATUS

Console support for DBUTLTY STATUS is similar to support for MUF STATUS. The option is controlled by keyword
CONSOLE_MINUTES= in the DBSYSID macro that generates the DBSIDPR loaded module.

To support the console status of DBUTLTY, do not specify a 0 (zero) for CONSOLE_MINUTES=. Specifying
CONSOLE_MINUTES=0 means that you do not want console support. We do not recommend using
CONSOLE_MINUTES=0. Specifying any value other than 0 allows the console command STATUS to be issued to an
executing DBUTLTY as a z/OS "modify" command, and DBUTLTY responds.

If you do not specify CONSOLE_MINUTES=0, DBUTLTY attaches a subtask during its startup and detaches that subtask
during its ending process. The subtask supports a console STATUS command and other allowed console commands.
DBUTLTY functions that include status support are BACKUP, EXTRACT, LOAD, REORG, RETIX, and RECOVERY. For RETIX, it
does not include the function with KEYNAME= specified. For RECOVERY, it includes OPTION=FORWARD.

The default is CONSOLE_MINUTES=10, indicating that every 10 minutes of execution, DBUTLTY provides an automatic
status. With CONSOLE_MINUTES= not equal to 0, the first interval starts during the DBUTLTY initialization. At the end of
each interval, a function equivalent to the console STATUS is done. If a status is available, the message is written with the
status (same message as console STATUS). If no status is available at this instant, no console message is issued. The
internal STATUS does not interact with, interfere with, or hinder your ability to issue a console STATUS at any time manually.

NOTE
The option to select an interval of time is only available in z/OS environments. Also, the DBFLSUB callable load
process is not part of DBUTLTY and does not support the console status option.

Messages

In support of the DBUTLTY STATUS console command, the following messages can be received:

• DB01319I
• DB01320I
• DB01321I
• DB01322I
• DB01323I
• DB01347I

JCL Requirements for the CXX Data Set
One of the large benefits of Simplify mode is that the CXX is opened and processed in MUF with a few exceptions. With
the commitment that MUF is always used, update security to the CXX can be removed from all but a few DBA type users
at a site. The safety of the CXX is increased.

BEST PRACTICE

In the DBUTLTY documentation, the JCL examples regarding CXX provide the CXX data set for functions that always, or
sometimes, require it.  Always omit the JCL for the CXX if it is not creating the data set (DISP=NEW).  This best practice
simplifies JCL and provides extra protection of the CXX. Instead, you can use the DBSIDPR module assembled with
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the DBSYSID macro keyword DSN_XXX=, specifying a model data set name for the CXX, LXX, and FXX that allows
DBUTLTY (and MUF) to dynamically allocate the CXX only when it is needed.

MUF External Security Authorization Rights
The security ID associated with the MUF region must have authority (security) to support data sets owned by each MUF
instance.

Each MUF instance that is externally secured would need to make sure that every MUF instance has all security rights to
control the datasets owned by the MUF instance.

NOTE
Important! Ensure that the submitter ID of the MUF region has the appropriate authority. MUF instances can
allocate, extend, update, read, rename, and delete (scratch) any given data set.

Area Level DBUTLTY Control
Area level DBUTLTY control gives you the option of performing a mix of utility functions on different areas of a database at
the same time, by moving control from a Single User environment to a MUF environment.

The database must be optimized in the MUF. Therefore, the ACCESS MUF startup option must not be specified as
NOOPT for this database.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

MULTUSE= Keyword

The MULTUSE= keyword, for area level DBUTLTY control, is an option in the following DBUTLTY functions:

• BACKUP for Data Areas
• EXTEND for Data Areas
• EXTRACT
• INIT for Data Areas
• LOAD for Data Areas
• Forward RECOVERY
• REORG
• REPLACE
• RETIX

The following information provides details about using MULTUSE= in the previously listed functions:

• EXTEND and INIT for Data Areas
Specifying MULTUSE=YES in the EXTEND and INIT functions for data areas allows a single area in a database to
be initialized or extended with no disabling of the other areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the functions
execute in a new format that is a combination of MUF and Single User modes. The database that is involved must be
able to be opened for update in the MUF address space. The area, however, must have no tables open. Once begun,
the functions do not allow other tasks to open any tables in the area being processed. Other tables in the database, but
not in the area, may be open for read or update in the same MUF. The actual data set open is performed in the utility
region, and the JCL requirements are applied to the utility region.

NOTE
The operating system performs the catalog portion of the DD statement DISP option when the DD statement
is removed. This task occurs at job step termination. Therefore, if you create a new data set with an INIT,
or change the volume list during an extend, do not expect the MUF to correctly open this area until after the
step completes. This action restricts the DBUTLTY functions that succeed when following a catalog change.
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When you specify or allow the default of MULTUSE=NO in the INIT or EXTEND functions for data areas, the functions
execute without area level control in MUF, that is, completely Single User in mode.

• LOAD and RETIX
In LOAD and RETIX functions that do not use the KEYNAME= keyword, specifying MULTUSE=YES allows a single
area in a database to be loaded or have its index rebuilt. There is no loss of read and update access to other areas
in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the functions execute in a new format that is a combination of MUF and
Single User modes. The database that is involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF address space.
The area, however, must have no tables open. If the database is open, Datacom/DB closes this area with the area
close. You must close the area yourself only if the database is open and you need the MUF to close it.  Any type of
open data set lock can be released, which could be necessary to scratch and reallocate the data set. Once started,
the functions do not allow other tasks to open any tables in the area being processed. Other tables in the involved
database, but not in the area, may be open for read or update in the same MUF.
With MULTUSE=YES:
– The area is first opened in MUF for the LOAD or RETIX.
– The area is also opened in Single User mode.
– The data area processing occurs in the utility address space.
– The key build/sort occurs in the utility address space.
– The index load/merge occurs in the MUF address space. Packages of index entries (about 32k bytes) are sent from

the utility to the MUF.
MULTUSE=YES affects several other options. The SORT option becomes required and is an error to be specified
as 0. The AREA= keyword becomes required. The following options must be in effect: URI=YES, OPTIMIZE=NO,
VERIFY=NO, and LOADDUPS=NO.
When MULTUSE=NO is specified or is allowed to default in the LOAD and RETIX functions, the functions execute
without area level control in MUF.  Therefore, the database that is involved might not be open for update, and all
processing executes in the Single User mode.

• RECOVERY (forward only)
Using MULTUSE=YES in the RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD function of DBUTLTY allows a single area in a
database to be recovered with no disabling of the other areas in the database. Other forward recovery functionality
executes in Single User mode.
For area level DBUTLTY control, three keywords must be provided, MULTUSE=YES, DBID=, and AREA=. The three
are a set if one of the three is specified. The other two must also be specified . When all are provided, the RECBASE
and RECJOB functions are not allowed. Using the three area level control keywords, recovery works at the same level
as the LOAD, RETIX, INIT, EXTEND, and REORG utility functions.
When MULTUSE=YES is specified, the area that is involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF. Once
begun, the function prevents other opens for the area. Tables in other areas can be open for other utilities and user
applications based on normal rules. This recovery does not add log records. If it fails, it is necessary to restore the data
area again and restart the recovery, the same as would be required when running any of the other forms of forward
recovery.
The following rules are for execution for forward recovery with MULTUSE=YES:
– Database must be open for update in the MUF or able to be opened.
– No table in the area can have an open for update user.
– No table in the area should have a read user. Datacom/DB does, however, allow it.
– Area cannot currently be being processed by another MULTUSE=YES forward recovery, INIT, EXTEND, LOAD,

RETIX, or REORG.
– The area should be set with ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY. Datacom/DB does not, however, absolutely require it.
In forward recovery, if you specify MULTUSE=NO, or allow the function to default to it, the database that is involved
must be able to be opened for update by the utility address space. Therefore, it is not open for update by any other
address space, including a MUF. Also, the database should not be open for read, even though Datacom/DB does allow
it.

• REORG
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Area level DBUTLTY control allows a single area in a database to be reorganized with no disabling of the other areas
in the database.
With MULTUSE=YES, the data-spaces containing index information are defined with a global scope, making them
available to the MUF. When MULTUSE=YES, the index phase must occur in MUF with full interaction with other tasks
processing the index and sharing the same buffer pool. Each task does single block reads. The area being reorganized
cannot have other users for REORG to start and, once started, it does not allow other users to open.

• REPLACE
The REPLACE function has table level control, but it interacts with area level controls. For example, if replacing a
single table in an area, the area cannot be used by the LOAD function.

Database ACCESS

Database ACCESS controls all access (User Requirements Table open) to a database in a MUF, except for the RESTART
process done during the MUF enable.

ACCESS STATUS=WRITE
Allows all types of access.

ACCESS STATUS=OFF
Denies all types of access.

ACCESS STATUS=READ
Allows User Requirements Table opens, with UPDATE=NO specified or defaulted.

ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY
Allows all DBUTLTY functions. All OPENS that are not DBUTLTY are denied, except the DBUTLTY function
DBTEST with PGM=DBTSTPR, as it executes as though it is not part of DBUTLTY.

Database ACCESS is set by three processes:

• MUF startup options,
• A console command, and
• The DBUTLTY function ACCESS.

A temporary, internal, parallel form of ACCESS=OFF is done during a CATALOG from Datacom Datadictionary.

The database level of ACCESS is typically done to stop, in an orderly fashion, access in a MUF because:

• It has the ability to wait for the completion of active jobs, and
• It usually precedes both Single User forms of DBUTLTY functions or other processes, such as volume copies or

restores.

NOTE
DBUTLTY Single User functions without Simplify are unaware of the ACCESS status of any MUF, nor are
they dependent on any current status.

The following example shows database ACCESS that is used to reorganize an entire database, without Simplify. In the
example, the DBUTLTY functions BACKUP, INIT, and LOAD each execute in Single User mode. There is no knowledge of
any MUF or its ACCESS status, and therefore do not require them. However, ACCESS helps ensure the correct execution
of the utility set. ACCESS verifies that no other job, which could either update data that would be lost or would cause the
INIT to fail with a return code 46, can open the base between the BACKUP and INIT.

1. Use ACCESS to stop new jobs and wait on current jobs:

ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=1,USERS=WAIT

2. Use COMM CLOSE to close the database:

COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=1
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3. Use BACKUP to back up the entire database:

BACKUP DBID=1,...

4. Use INIT to initialize the Index Area (IXX):

INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=1

5. Use LOAD to load the reorganized data:

LOAD DBID=1,FORMAT=BACKUP,...

6. Use ACCESS to allow new user jobs:

ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=1

Area Level ACCESS

Area ACCESS controls all access (User Requirements Table open) to a data area (and the tables the area contains) in a
MUF. However, the RESTART process is done during the MUF enable.

ACCESS STATUS=WRITE
Allows all types of access.

ACCESS STATUS=OFF
Denies all types of access.

ACCESS STATUS=READ
Allows User Requirements Table opens, with UPDATE=NO specified or defaulted.

ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY
Allows all DBUTLTY functions.  All OPENS are denied that are not DBUTLTY. However, the DBUTLTY function
DBTEST with PGM=DBTSTPR executes as though it is not part of DBUTLTY.

Area level ACCESS is set by the DBUTLTY function ACCESS, controlled by users. The area level of ACCESS is usually
done to stop, in an orderly fashion, access in to a MUF area. It usually precedes a DBUTLTY function at the data area
level that must execute in the MUF.

A temporary, internal, parallel form of the ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY function is done by other Datacom/DB functions such
as LOAD with MULTUSE=YES. In this case, the LOAD validates that its requirements are met then sets the area in the
protected status. Other opens are prevented to any table in the area during the LOAD. The LOAD with MULTUSE=YES
does not require the area level ACCESS.

The following example shows an area ACCESS to reorganize an area in the MUF with no loss of access to other areas in
the MUF. In the example, the utility functions BACKUP and LOAD each execute in the MUF. The ACCESS function is not
required. However, if ACCESS is used, it ensures the correct execution of the utility set. It ensures that no other job, which
could either update data that would be lost or cause the LOAD to fail with a return code 88, can open the base between
the BACKUP and LOAD.

1. Use ACCESS to stop new jobs and wait on current jobs:

ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=1,AREA=DEM,USERS=WAIT

2. Use BACKUP to back up the DEM area:

BACKUP DBID=1,AREA=DEM,MULTUSE=YES,...

3. Use LOAD to load the reorganized data:

LOAD DBID=1,FORMAT=BACKUP,AREA=DEM,MULTUSE=YES,...
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4. Use ACCESS to allow new user jobs:

ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=1,AREA=DEM

Return code 88(002) is generated if there is an attempt to open (a user application open or a utility open) a table in an
area that is contrary to a user-executed DBUTLTY ACCESS with the AREA keyword. Return code 88(003) is generated if
there is an attempt to open a table in an area that is contrary to a DBUTLTY execution in the MUF. For example, an
88(003) is received if a data area is initialized using the MULTUSE=YES keyword, and there is an attempt by a user
application or a utility to open a table in the area.

COMM CLOSE Function

The COMM CLOSE function of DBUTLTY either closes all data sets in a database and closes the definitions in the
Directory (CXX). Or, it closes a single area of an open database.

Specifying the AREA=name keyword requires that the DBID= keyword is specified. Use this feature only if the MUF has
the area open and you want to initialize, extend, or load it through DBUTLTY and uncatalog it.

The ability to CLOSE an area does not exist as a console command.

Dynamic System Table

The MUF_ACCESS_AREA (MFN) Dynamic System Table contains information about the area level DBUTLTY access.

DBUTLTY Dynamic Extend Considerations
When executing the DBUTLTY LOAD and RECOVERY functions, if the input data does not fit within the existing extents
of the data area being loaded, the LOAD function attempts to dynamically extend the existing extents, with restrictions.
Details of the dynamic extend match those that would occur in the MUF during ADDIT processing. Additionally, a dynamic
extend is attempted when executing the DBUTLTY LOAD, RECOVERY, and RETIX functions, if the index that is needed
does not fit within in the existing extents of the Index Area (IXX) or Index Areas.

In all of the cases just described, the Datacom Datadictionary attributes for dynamic extend are honored, and the
DBUTLTY functions involved do not have independent keywords or options. These attributes, as during ADDIT
processing, are subject to the many rules of the operating system.

The dynamic extend feature is automatic, if all requirements are in place, and there are no DBUTLTY keywords needing
to be specified. There are restrictions, however, that if not met prevent dynamic allocation from being attempted. The
restrictions specific to the DBUTLTY functions are as follows:

• For the RETIX and LOAD functions, the SORT= keyword must be specified, and with a value other than zero. Only the
code path using a SORT= contains the option to dynamic extend. There is no message generated if this requirement is
not met.

• Every table in the database must have been defined with the Datacom Datadictionary attribute RECOVERY YES.
There is no message generated if this requirement is not met.

• For the RETIX and RECOVERY functions, the area must have been loaded with YES specified for the URI option. For
the LOAD function, YES must have been specified for the URI option or allowed to default to YES for URI. There is no
message generated if this requirement is not met.

 

Impact of Table Partitioning on DBUTLTY Functions
See the impact of table partitioning on DBUTLTY functions: Parent Table Name Restriction, Area level DBUTLTY control,
BACKUP, EXTRACT, LOAD, REORG, and Forward Recovery.
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Any Parent Table Name Restriction

The Any Parent table name cannot be used in DBUTLTY functions as a table name parameter.

Area level DBUTLTY Control

In support of table partitioning, many utility functions are enhanced to support control at the area level instead of only at
the full database level.

NOTE
The area level controls are not available in a MUFplex.

The following utility functions have special changes because of partitioning.

BACKUP Utility

The table name(s) provided as part of the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE keywords supports the use of a Full Parent name
in addition to normal table names. The Any Parent table name is not supported. The LOAD function can load data into
changed area definitions, but it is critical that all data be backed up before any is reloaded when adding, deleting, or
changing the partition values of areas.

EXTRACT Utility

The extract utility function allows the Full Parent name. Three asterisks (***) should be coded in AREA= if you are
extracting a partition Full Parent table. One table name is supported.

LOAD Utility

For a LOAD with FORMAT=BACKUP, you must use the keyword LOADID=NO to force input to output matching, using
table name not table DATACOM-ID. The name must be the Full Parent name against a Full Parent or if going from ID
partitioning against an unpartitioned table. If the partition criteria do not now match, the row is rejected. If a row is rejected,
the LOADPTN= keyword is used to control the action taken. If it is set to SKIP, the row is ignored with no error condition. If
it is set to FAIL or allowed to default to FAIL, the row is dumped, and the utility function terminates.

For a LOAD with FORMAT=EXTRACT, Input rows that do not match the partition values for the area are treated according
to the LOADPTN option as previously explained.

The LOAD utility report provides information about row movement to different areas.

The following information is provided under NOTES on the load report when tables are partitioned:

SKIPPED
Indicates that record(s) from this table are to be skipped (not loaded) because they do not meet any of the range
criteria for any tables in this partition.

TABLE NOT LOADED
Indicates that the table was not loaded.

Database Level LOADs

Database backups and database loads are strongly suggested when going from non-partitioned to partitioned and from
partitioned to non-partitioned tables.

For a database load, the data is loaded into the appropriate table based on range values.

For an area load, only data that meets the criteria for the partitioned table in that area is loaded. For a database load, data
is loaded into the correct tables in an area, based on range criteria.
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Area Level LOADs

If doing an area load from a database backup, the utility fails on the first record that does not fit in the area, based on
range values. You should code LOADPTN=SKIP if you want to continue the load and skip the records that fail to meet the
criteria.

Loading from Non-Partitioned to Partitioned Tables and Back Again

The following list shows the results of loading data into a table based on whether it is partitioned and on the parameter
settings.

Non-partitioned loading to partitioned
Non-partitioned data may be loaded into a partitioned table if the non-partitioned table has the same name as the
Full Parent of the partitioned table. The partition values determine to which table the row is added.

Partitioned loading to non-partitioned
Partitioned data may be loaded back to a non-partitioned table if the non-partitioned table has the same name as
the Full Parent of the partitioned table.

Partitioned loading to partitioned
If match on Full Parent name and then verify range values.

REORG Utility

The REORG utility has no changes specifically for partitioning. The table name provided when using the
FORMAT=EXTRACT must be a specific table and may not be a Full Parent table name.

NOTE
If you are partitioning by some portion of Native Key, running a REORG DDNAME=*,INNUM=n (where n is the
number of partitions) gives the current way to break up the data set.

Forward Recovery Utility

The table name optionally provided to the forward recovery may be a specific table or may be a Full Parent table. For a
specific table, log records are selected with the same name, or if the log record is a Full Parent name or Any Parent name
and the table ID matches the specific table requested. If a Full Parent table is specified, log records are selected if the
table name matches the Full Parent table, or the Any Parent table, or any specific table having the selected Full Parent
name.

Simplify Considerations
Use the Simplify feature in the Datacom Datadictionary DBUTILY batch facility. Consider functions requiring an inactive
MUF and functions needing the CXX (Directory).

Functions Requiring Inactive MUF

The execution of the first function that requires the CXX to be available ensures that DBUTLTY has not already
connected to a MUF. If it has connected, the error is indicated by the message: DB10053E - MUF RUNNING, FUNCTION
REQUIRES MUF DOWN. The execution undergoes error termination.

If the MUF is not connected, the function removes any DELAY68 setting and attempts to connect to MUF. If the
connection is successful, it is an error. The function receives a DB10053E message and undergoes an error termination.

Once it is determined that the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY ensures that the MUF cannot be enabled using
this CXX. By using a shared global ENQ, DBUTLTY protects the execution of its entire function set. Execution of a
MUF during one of these DBUTLTY executions generates a startup error: DB00205E with 1095 CXX DSN OWNED
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ELSEWHERE. If the ENQ is not available, the error is recognized as the error message DB10055E - A MUF RUNNING
WITH CXX, NOT ALLOWED, and the function is terminated.

All functions other than INIT AREA=CXX check that they are executing on a system in the same Sysplex as the one on
which the CXX was initialized. If they are not, the functions generate error message DB00912E and return code 47(008).
This protection ensures that the GRS ENQ processing protects the data sets and actions being performed.

The DBUTLTY functions that are described in this section are subject to the rule that MUF is required to not be enabled:

INIT AREA=CXX
The INIT AREA=CXX function sets the CXX being built to the Simplify mode. If needed, the INIT AREA=CXX
function must be the first of these functions to execute in the DBUTLTY step. The INIT AREA=CXX without
Simplify recognizes an error if DATACOM=AD was specified and returns the following message and error
termination: DB10057E - REQUIRES DBSIDPR SIMPLIFY YES.
The INIT AREA=CXX function checks that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function. A violation of this
rule is reflected by the following message and error termination: DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT
TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the DBUTLTY step.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and
where appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently
in use by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set
being initialized does not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by
one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. If executed in error, a significant number of error conditions is
possible.

LOAD AREA=CXX(no DBID= keyword)
The LOAD AREA=CXX(no DBID=keyword) function restores the entire CXX from the backup. The function does
not restore the CXX name and does not alter the Simplify option from the current CXX. This function is normally
used in the same DBUTLTY step as the INIT AREA=CXX immediately following. This function can execute in a
step following the INIT AREA=CXX, provided that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function in this
step.
The function only executes if the CXX is still empty from the INIT. If the function is not in the INIT AREA=CXX
step, it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the
following message and error termination:DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

CXXCLONE (no DBID=keyword)
The CXXCLONE function performs as a special case of LOAD AREA=CXX and has a similar set of rules.
When the DBID is not provided, this function restores the entire CXX from the backup. The function does not
restore the CXX name or alter the Simplify option from the current CXX. This function is normally used in the
same DBUTLTY step as the INIT AREA=CXX immediately following. This function can execute in a step following
the INIT AREA=CXX, provided that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function in this step.
The function only executes if the CXX is still empty from the INIT. If the function is not in the INIT AREA=CXX
step, it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the
following message and error termination: DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX is required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
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This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

NOTE
The CXXCLONE function accepts input as a backup of a Version 14.0 CXX and also a Version 12.0
CXX. This ability allows the migration of a single base or set of bases from Version 12.0 to Version 14.0
not using the CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1214 ability that requires action for every base on the
Version 12.0 backup provided.

CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1214 or CONVERT1412
The CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1214 function loads the entire CXX from the Version 12.0 backup. However,
it does not alter the CXX name or the Simplify option from the current CXX. This function must occur in the same
DBUTLTY step as the INIT AREA=CXX and the CXX must still be empty from the INIT. This function can execute
in a step following the INIT AREA=CXX, provided that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function in this
step and the CXX is still empty from the INIT function.
If the function is not in the INIT AREA=CXX step, it checks that the CXX has not been opened by another
function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination: DB10054E -
FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and also the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX are required. Both
protections remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID
The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID function alters the CXX to match the current DBSIDPR
definition as related to the DBSYSID macro parameter SIMPLIFY_MODE=. The function executes under the
rules of the DBSIDPR module. The function must be the first function to require access to the CXX, because it
checks that the CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following
message and error termination: DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

INIT AREA=LXX
The INIT AREA=LXX function initializes the LXX control area and checks that the LXX has not been opened by
another function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination: DB10054E -
FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the LXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the LXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the DBUTLTY step.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and
where appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently
in use by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data
set being initialized does not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions
by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. If executed in error, there are a significant number of error
conditions that are possible.

INIT AREA=FXX
The INIT AREA=FXX function initializes the FXX and checks that the FXX has not been opened by another
function. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and error termination: DB10054E -
FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN.
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Exclusive ENQ protection of the FXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the FXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.
This function expects to run with MUF not enabled. Therefore, the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED
is not required. This function also effectively activates the SET option for the remainder of the JCL stream.

NOTE
When running without Simplify mode, this function trusts that the user executes the function when and
where appropriate. The function provides no protection that the data set being initialized is not currently
in use by one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. The function provides no protection that the data set
being initialized does not become in use during any point of the initialization or following functions by
one or more MUF/DBUTLTY executions. If executed in error, a significant number of error conditions is
possible.

RESET AREA=LXX and RESET AREA=CXX
The RESET AREA=LXX function resets the LXX control area to be empty. The function is rarely used and should
be more rare with Simplify. If used, it must always be done with the MUF not enabled.
The RESET AREA=CXX functions reset the CXX control area to have no DASD locking. The database is also
reset to not be open and not load or unload. It is not needed if the MUF is enabled. If used, it must always be
done with the MUF not enabled.
This function checks that the LXX or CXX has not been opened by another function. A violation of this rule is
reflected by the following message and error termination: DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE
OPEN.
Exclusive ENQ protection of the LXX or CXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the LXX or CXX are required. Both
protections remain for the entire step.

SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED (all functions that follow)
This SET option may only be executed if the DBUTLTY is not already connected to a MUF and has not already
opened the Directory CXX. It affects the next function that requires the Directory CXX and ensures that the MUF
is not enabled and that the CXX is used locally. A violation of this rule is reflected by the following message and
error termination: DB10054E - FUNCTION REQUIRES xxx NOT TO BE OPEN
Exclusive ENQ protection of the CXX and the DISP=OLD protection for the CXX are required. Both protections
remain for the entire step.

Functions Needing the CXX

With the Simplify feature, normal DBUTLTY functions can access and update control data and user data using the MUF.
This ensures that the MUF has control while providing current and updated information.

This section reviews the DBUTLTY functions that need the CXX and that in releases before Version 14.0 caused the CXX
to be opened for update in the DBUTLTY address space. With the Simplify feature, these functions have been changed to
use the MUF for all CXX access and update, while providing another level of control that benefits the functions.

Updates include the following changes:

• The CXX DD statement that is required by these functions can be removed. If CXX update access is no longer
needed, you can remove that right from security. This action makes the CXX much safer by having fewer people with
the ability to accidentally overlay or change it

NOTE
The CXX DD statement is dynamically allocated if the MUF is down and a function is running that requires
MUF to be down or if you have directed that the DBUTLTY is to execute with the MUF down.

• A related change that affects all the functions is the Run Unit. Without Simplify, a DBUTLTY function that is connected
to the MUF obtains a Run Unit from the MUF. If that DBUTLTY opens the CXX locally, it also obtains a Run Unit locally.
With Simplify, the MUF Run Unit is shared locally and both have a single number.

• All editing of CXX information allowing the function to continue occurs in the MUF address space. All setting of CXX
information such as loading, unloading, loaded, and so forth, occurs in the MUF address space.

• All CXX information that is used is current.
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The following sections describe the function changes.

BACKUP

AREA=CXX gets all information from the MUF. Before processing each database for information, an internal COMM
STATS is done to synchronize the current MUF information.

AREA=a (user data area) communicates with the MUF to ensure that it is appropriate to execute the function. It is
protected by the MUF to guarantee no conflict with the BACKUP requirements. When MULTUSE=YES is specified, where
allowed, running with Simplify mode works the same way as without. For all other cases, Simplify works differently, as
described in the following list:

With SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=NO:

• Allows execution with the area being open for read or update by other users and produces a hot backup.
• Causes MUF to push current pipeline buffers from MUF memory to DASD where this backup gets its data.

With SEQ=NATIVE or SEQ=PHYSICAL,UPDATE=YES:

• Ensures that no other users of the database exist and once started, allows no other users of the database.
• Attempts to close the database.
• Native obtains a share ENQ on the index areas. Both native and physical obtain a share ENQ on the data areas.

To allow a MUF failure and restart to know about the execution of the DBUTLTY function, the DBUTLTY obtains a
share ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid. This includes all forms of BACKUP and EXTRACT except
SEQ=PHYSICAL, UPDATE=NO. If the MUF restarts, it uses an ENQ with TEST to see if the DBUTLTY function is still
executing. If not, the status is removed. If yes, the base is set to open with backup in process running. The function
communicates with the MUF briefly during its startup processing, then executes within the DBUTLTY address space to
read and write all the appropriate rows and then communicate with the MUF briefly to note completion.

When multiple rows need processing, the time that the DBUTLTY is not talking to the MUF can be lengthy. After the row
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization with
the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during row processing, and the
MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and reconnects to the
current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY
override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between row processing completes and close
processing starts.

CXXMAINT
The CONVERT1214, CONVERT1412, OPTION=ALTER,and OPTION2=MATCHSID, functions cannot run with
the MUF enabled. The other functions expect to run with the MUF enabled where it is used.

EXTBKUP
Does not use the CXX or MUF

EXTEND
AREA=IXX

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains exclusive ENQ of index areas.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format new tracks, and then communicates with the MUF briefly to note completion.

If multiple tracks need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the track
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during track
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processing, and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the
failed MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a
set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

AREA=a (user data area)
With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains exclusive ENQ of data areas.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format tracks, and then communicates briefly with the MUF to note completion.

If multiple tracks need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the track
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during track
processing, and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the
failed MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a
set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

EXTRACT
Same as BACKUP for data area

INIT
AREA=IXX

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains exclusive ENQ of index areas.
• Sets the CXX database as in INIT INDEX.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid/IXX/COMMON.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

format tracks, and then communicates briefly with the MUF to note completion.

If multiple tracks need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the track
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during track
processing, and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the
failed MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable a
set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

AREA=a (user data area)
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With MULTUSE=YES, works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains exclusive ENQ of data areas.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• track processing and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from

the failed MUF and reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a
DBSIDPR setting of DELAY68 or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n to wait for the enable
a set maximum number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

LOAD
With MULTUSE=YES, works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started blocks other opens.
• Gets an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Gets an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, then executes within the DBUTLTY address

space to read and write all the appropriate rows, then communicate briefly with the MUF again to note
completion.

When multiple rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the row
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during row processing
and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum
number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

RECOVERY forward
With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

read and write all the appropriate rows, then communicates brieflywith the MUF again to note completion.

When multiple rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the row
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during row processing
and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum
number of minutes.
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NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

REORG load portion
With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES:

• Ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks other opens.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with the MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address

space to read and write all the appropriate rows, and then communicates briefly with the MUF again to note
completion.

When multiple rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the row
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during row processing
and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum
number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.

REPORT

• AREA=CXX obtains all information printed from the MUF. Before processing each database for information, an
internal COMM STATS is done to synchronize the current MUF information.

• AREA=LXX obtains all information that is printed from the MUF. Does not open the LXX locally.

RESET
Not allowed either LXX or CXX

RETIX
With MULTUSE=YES works the same with Simplify as without Simplify.
Without MULTUSE=YES, it ensures that the database is not open for any other purpose and once started, blocks
other opens.

• Obtains an exclusive ENQ of each index area and data area.
• Obtains an exclusive ENQ on CADTCM02 and DBUTLTY/cxxname/dbid.
• Communicates with MUF briefly during its startup processing, executes within the DBUTLTY address space to

read and write all the appropriate rows, and then communicates briefly with the MUF again to note completion.

When multiple rows need processing, the time the DBUTLTY is not talking to MUF can be lengthy. After the row
processing and before the close processing, the DBUTLTY has special code to verify that it is in synchronization
with the MUF and if it is not, to drive a resynchronization process. If there is a MUF outage during row processing
and the MUF reenabled before the close time, the DBUTLTY automatically disconnects from the failed MUF and
reconnects to the current MUF. If the MUF is not enabled, the DBUTLTY function honors a DBSIDPR setting
of DELAY68 (or a DBUTLTY override with SET OPTION1=DELAY68=n) to wait for the enable a set maximum
number of minutes.

NOTE
This synchronization process occurs once and only at the point between track processing completes
and close processing starts.
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Execution Priority of DBUTLTY Jobs
Depending on the size of files, a number of DBUTLTY functions can result in long run times. There are facilities to help
manage such jobs.

To execute a requested DBUTLTY function, multiple DB commands might be required. Some commands (control
commands) might be needed prior to executing the main function or after it completes. The execution priority of control
commands is determined by Datacom/DB. For some DBUTLTY functions, though, you can specify the priority of the non-
control commands in the MUF that are expected to be frequent or long-running. For example, if the execution of DEFRAG
is thought to be a lower priority than the current workload, you might specify a lower than normal priority for the current
execution.

Each DBUTLTY function has its own default MUF execution priority (many are 16, others vary). With the PRTY=
parameter, you might specify a value of 1 (lowest) to 15 (highest) for the priority within the MUF.

NOTE

 A value of 0 is allowed but indicates the default priority is to be used for the current execution.

For additional information, see the following DBUTLTY functions that allow the PRTY= parameter:

•  DATASCAN OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS 
•  DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX 
•  DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN 
•  DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU 
•  DATASCAN OPTION=SIZE_AREA 
•  DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_INDEX (and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR) 
•  DEFRAG (Defragment Index) 
•  MASSADD (Add Records to Table) 
•  OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online) 
•  REFGROUP Report 
•  REPLACE (Replace All Data in a Table) 
•  REPORT AREA=IXX TYPE=G 
•  VERINDEX (Verify Index) 

Utility Function Summary
You can perform the following functions with DBUTLTY. Each of these functions is documented in detail in the following
sections. The functions are discussed in alphabetical order.

Functions that have a Y in the SU column can be executed in Single User mode as well as with the MUF active. Any
function that does not have a Y in the SU column can therefore only be executed when the MUF is enabled. An asterisk
(*) in the SU column indicates one or more exceptions that are explained in the Description column.

NOTE
 When external security is turned on, most DBUTLTY functions require the MUF to be enabled, even those
running in Single User mode, because the MUF is used for authorization purposes.

 Function  SU  Description 
 ACCESS Allows the ability to restrict access to a

table, either from the database level or the
area level.
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ACCT Provides options to edit an accounting
database definition, catalog the definition
to the Accounting Facility, and request an
open, close, or spill of individual Accounting
tables.AUTO

AUTOCOLL Records information in Snapshots of
selected Dynamic System Tables in a
permanent database to allow you to run
reports and analyze the results.

AUTOINFO Collects information from memory
and certain selected Dynamic System
Tables and records the information into a
sequential file.

AUTOSTAT Creates a Snapshot of selected MUFs with
their active tasks.

BACKUP Y Outputs a sequential data set containing a
backup of the area specified. The Directory
(CXX), any specific data area, or all areas
in a database can be backed up.

COMM Communicates a specific request to the
MUF. Only the STATUS, SNAPCSA, and
SNAPSVC options can be executed in both
Single User mode and with an active MUF.

CONFIRM Verifies that the data in a specific
table adheres to SQL-defined integrity
constraints. 

CXXMAINT Provides functions to maintain the Directory
(CXX).

CXXCLONE Clones an environment to a new
environment that is modeled after an
existing environment.

DATASCAN With OPTION=SIZE_AREA - Allows you to
find out the extent size needed if the current
data ares is to be backed up in physical
order and loaded into the area at either the
same block size or a different block size.
With OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS -
Allows you to recount records.
With OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX -
Allows you to track the space available in
a data area which is defined with space
reclamation.
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 DBTEST Executes one of the following test or
analysis programs:

 DBTSTPR 

 Datacom/DB Test Program The DBTSTPR
program can run in Single User mode if NO
is specified for the MULTUSE= keyword.

 DBIDCPR 

Index Area Analysis Program

 DBIDPPR 

Index Area Population Analysis Program

DEFAULT Allows you to control the allowed defaults.
DEFRAG Defragments or compresses the DXX, that

is, the "lowest" level of the IXX that contains
key values and pointers to actual rows.

 EDIT Y Validates the syntax and content of the
DBUTLTY commands and associated
keywords, without invoking the functions.

ENCRYPT Facilitates the data encryption feature
of Datacom/DB by using certain designated
options.

EXTBKUP Reads a backup file and writes extract data
to a sequential output data set(s).

EXTEND Formats additional space to extend an
Index Area (IXX) or data area.

EXTRACT Y Outputs a Datacom/DB table in expanded
form to a sequential data set.

FILEOUT Used to define output data sets, for
example to define one or more output data
sets used by the EXTBKUP function.

FLEXPOOL Adds or deletes dynamic data area or Index
Area (IXX or DXX) buffers to the system.

FORCE Allows you to force the allowed keyword
values. (Use with CAUTION).

 GAPFIX Allows you to fix gaps that occurred during
CDC processing.

 INIT Y Formats the Directory (CXX), Log Area
(LXX), Index Area (IXX), Force Area (FXX),
or data area for use by Datacom/DB.

 LINK Links a data area or Index Area (IXX) to the
Directory (CXX).

 LOAD Y Reads data from a sequential or VSAM
data set and loads this data into the
specified area. LOAD only applies to a data
area or the Directory (CXX).

 LOCK Locks a data area when you request a
backup while the MUF is updating the data
area.
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 MASSADD Reads a sequential or VSAM input
data set and adds the records to a
specified Datacom/DB table. MASSADD
can run in Single User mode if NO is
specified for the MULTUSE= keyword.

 OLREORG Reorganizes the database table without
having to take it offline.

 PREINIT Pre-formats (pre-initializes) a planned non-
existing index area or data area.

 RECOVERY Reprocesses maintenance transactions
from a Recovery File (RXX) in either
forward or backward mode. Forward
recovery can be run in an active MUF mode
or in a Single User mode while the MUF is
up, providing that the database is closed
and not being used. Backward recovery
must, however, be run with the MUF active.

 REMOVE Deletes a key ID from the Index.
 REORG Provides a way to reorganize a large data

area into nearly 100 percent Native Key
sequence. The REORG function executes
much faster than other reorganization
options.

 REPLACE Provides the ability to load one table in a
multiple table area with new data, replacing
all current data for that table. It executes in
the MUF and allows full read and update
access to every other table in the same
area and database to other applications in
the same MUF.

 REPORT Prints one of the following reports:
Directory (CXX) Report
Summary Space Utilization Report
Index Area (IXX) report
Database History Report
Log Area (LXX) Report
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)
Report
Recovery File (RXX) Analysis Report
Split File Analysis Report
Data Area Space Estimation Report
SVC report
Utility Function History Report (TYPE=H)

 RESET Y Resets the Log Area (LXX) as empty, or
resets the Directory (CXX) exclusive control
flags and sets database update and read
controls to zero.
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 RETIX Reads the area indicated (or all areas
in a database) and rebuilds the data
space index or the entire Index Area (IXX)
information for that area based on the
current data area information. You can
also use the RETIX function to reset the
Transaction Sequence Number (TSN).

 RXXFIX Y Reconstructs log records being spilled to
the Recovery File (RXX), if they had no
End-of-File or trailer records as a result of
an operating system or MUF abend.

 SECURITY RESET Clears cached permissions after making
security changes.

 SET Allows you to establish how you want
DBUTLTY to support error handling of
functions within a specific execution. SET
also allows debugging tools and tuning
options to be specified.

 SPILL Moves transactions that can be spilled from
the Log Area (LXX). We recommend you
use the SPILLOPT function instead of the
SPILL function (see the following). SPILL
works the same as SPILLOPT SPILL=MAX.

 SPILLOPT Allows you to specify MAX or MIN when
requesting a spill. Also allows the setting
to allow update of a SPILL history table to
record SPILL activity.

 UNLOCK Unlocks the data area you locked with the
LOCK function and allows update access to
the area.

 VERINDEX Ensures the integrity of the DA Datacom
data rows and their correspondins keys in
the index.

ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance)
The ACCESS function provides the ability to allow or disallow an open of a User Requirements Table (URT) that is
specified at the database level while the Multi-User Facility (MUF) is active. You can also use it to allow or disallow
the ability of applications to execute maintenance to a database while MUF is active. In Simplify mode, all DBUTLTY
functions use MUF when enabled for CXX access. Without Simplify, function options that use the CXX in MUF and honor
ACCESS OFF/READ continue with Simplify to honor ACCESS OFF/READ. However, in Simplify mode for functions that
without Simplify use the CXX in the user address space, and now instead use the MUF address space, must completely
ignore the ACCESS setting. Each DBUTLTY ensures that it executes only when appropriate and prevents users or other
DBUTLTY functions from execution in conflict.

Using ACCESS against a system database is not recommended. The use of ACCESS OFF/UTLTY/READ/NOMAINT is
honored for all bases except the Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) temporary index. System functions are prevented
from being processed, based on which ACCESS status, which database, and what is executing.

The Access function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:
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• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) used by the MUF

• Ensure the proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, help ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

This page discusses the following topics:

Length of Time to Process

When the function is processed with the keywords READ, OFF, UTLTY, or NOMAINT the database is disabled instantly.
After the database or databases are disabled, a console message is written.

Buffer Writes

To provide a way to maintain better continuous operation backup, when a new access status has been processed for a
database, a write of all pending buffers for the Index Areas and data areas is immediately done, unless the WAIT option
is used. Such buffer writes are also done for the WRITE status so a write pending can occur with no loss of any current or
planned activity.

NOTE
If the MUF is restarted, all access statuses you have set with the ACCESS function are cleared. You must repeat
any restrictions for access by submitting the function again.

ACCESS OFF/READ/WRITE/UTLTY controls the opening of a URT. However, it has no effect on an already open URT.

ACCESS MAINT/NOMAINT controls the maintenance commands to add, update, or delete rows. It has no effect on the
open or close of a URT. NOMAINT instantly causes all new maintenance commands to receive an error. It does not affect
transaction backout (ROLLBACK) or recovery.

Area Level DBUTLTY Control

The set of WRITE/READ/OFF/UTLTY status conditions allow, independently, the control of all non-DBUTLTY opens of
specific data areas. Area level access stops all MUF applications to an area, so that the area can be processed in the
MUF itself, for example to LOAD an area without loss of access to other areas in the database.

Area level access is independent of database level control, the functions and meanings of database level control.

An AREA= keyword provides the choice of data area level control. When AREA= is specified, DBID= must also be
specified. For example, if data area A01 contains tables POL, POH, PNC, and PNM, the ACCESS utility with keywords
STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=1,AREA=A01 prevents future opens of tables POL, POH, PNC, and PNM by every application in
MUF that is not done through DBUTLTY.

NOTE
The ACCESS MUF startup option has not been changed for support of area level DBUTLTY control, nor has the
ACCESS console command been changed. Area level access is provided only through DBUTLTY.

For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.
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►►─ ACCESS ─┬─ MAINT ───┬─┬─ ,ALL ──┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

            ├─ NOMAINT ─┤ └─ ,dbid ─┘

            ├─ OFF ─────┤

            ├─ UTLTY ───┤

            ├─ READ ────┤

            └─ WRITE ───┘

Command

ACCESS
Invokes the function to allow or disallow an open of a URT that is specified at the database level or invokes the
function to allow or disallow maintenance commands while the MUF is active.

Required Keywords

MAINT
This access level allows maintenance commands to process against the databases.

NOMAINT
This access level blocks application maintenance commands from processing against the databases.

OFF
This access level blocks all URTs from opening this databases. However, in Simplify mode some DBUTLTY
functions ignore this restriction.

UTLTY
This access level allows update access to this database by DBUTLTY and denies access to all applications that
are not DBUTLTY.

NOTE
An exception is the DBTEST function of DBUTLTY which executes not with DBUTLTY authority.

READ
This access level allows read-only URTs to open the databases. The URTs can specify UPDATE=NO only.
However, in Simplify mode some DBUTLTY functions ignore this restriction.

WRITE
This access level allows all URTs to open the databases. The URTs can specify UPDATE=YES or NO.

NOTE
The preceding status conditions exist after processing this command. A previous status is ignored.

,ALL
Indicates that all databases are to participate in the ACCESS function.

,dbid
Specifies the database ID for a single database. You can specify only one per function.

Consult your site operating system manual for additional syntax information related to your operating system.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To use the ACCESS function, execute DBUTLTY using the
following:

ACCESS STATUS (MAINT/NOMAINT/WRITE, Database Level)

                                  ┌──────────────────┐

►►─ ACCESS STATUS= ─┬─ MAINT ───┬─▼─┬──────────────┬─┴────────────────────────►
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                    ├─ NOMAINT ─┤   └─ ,DBID=nnnn ─┘

                    └─ WRITE ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘

ACCESS STATUS (READ/OFF/UTLTY, Database Level)

                                ┌──────────────────┐

►►─ ACCESS STATUS= ─┬─ READ ──┬─▼─┬──────────────┬─┴──────────────────────────►

                    ├─ OFF ───┤   └─ ,DBID=nnnn ─┘

                    └─ UTLTY ─┘

 ►─ ,USERS= ─┬─ FAIL ───┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ IGNORE ─┤ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ WAIT ───┘             └─ YES ──┘

ACCESS STATUS (WRITE, Area Level)

►►─ ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=nnnn,AREA=name ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────►◄

                                             └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                         └─ YES ──┘

ACCESS STATUS (OFF/READ/UTLTY, Area Level)

►►─ ACCESS STATUS= ─┬─ OFF ───┬─ ,DBID=nnnn,AREA=name ────────────────────────►

                    ├─ READ ──┤

                    └─ UTLTY ─┘

 ►─ ,USERS= ─┬─ FAIL ───┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ IGNORE ─┤

             └─ WAIT ───┘

Command

ACCESS
Invokes the function to specify the type of access.

Required Keywords

AREA=name
Specifies data area level access. If AREA= is specified, DBID= must also be specified.
For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

Valid area name
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=nnnn

At the area level, you must specify one database ID.
Valid Entries:

One valid database ID.
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Default Value:
(No default)

STATUS=
Specifies the currently desired access level for the area.
MAINT

This access level allows maintenance commands to process against the databases.
NOMAINT

This access level blocks application maintenance commands from processing against the databases.
OFF

This access level blocks all User Requirements Tables from opening this area. That is, databases and
areas are not allowed to be opened by any application, including DBUTLTY.

READ
This access level allows read-only URTs to open a database or area. That is, READ allows a database
or area to be opened without update by all applications, including DBUTLTY. This allows support for the
DBUTLTY BACKUP and EXTRACT functions. The URTs can specify UPDATE=NO only.

WRITE
This access level allows all User Requirements Tables to open the database or area. That is, WRITE
allows the database or area to be opened with or without update by all applications, including DBUTLTY.
The URTs can specify UPDATE=YES or NO.

UTLTY
This access level allows the database or area to be opened only by DBUTLTY.
DBUTLTY functions that do not open a database or area are never restricted by the ACCESS function.
The DBUTLTY function DBTEST with keyword PGM=DBTSTPR is an exception. It executes as a user
application without special DBUTLTY authority.

Valid Entries:
MAINT, NOMAINT, OFF, READ, WRITE, or UTLTY

Default Value:
(No default)

,USERS=
(Only required for OFF, UTLTY, or READ.) Specifies how the function is to execute. The parameter is required for
STATUS=READ, UTLTY, or OFF, and it is optional, but ignored, for STATUS=WRITE. Regardless of which option
is selected, the area or access level of the DBID is changed.
FAIL

Specifies that if an open URT exists for a table within the area currently open for read or update (when
OFF), or update (when READ), or not a DBUTLTY (when UTLTY), the utility step is to terminate causing
no additional utility functions to execute. The MUF can have the area open without having any open URTs
when using the OPTIMIZE option of the ACCESS MUF startup option.

IGNORE
Indicates that the ACCESS is to continue without regard to the open users.

WAIT
Specifies that if an open URT exists for a table within the area currently open for read or update (when
being changed to OFF), or update (when being changed to READ), or not a DBUTLTY (when being
changed to UTLTY), the utility step is to wait, stopping additional utility functions from executing. The MUF
can have the area open without having any open URTs when using the OPTIMIZE option of the ACCESS
MUF startup option. This wait has no time limit.
Further details and examples are being provided for clarity.
If a user batch program has an open URT with UPDATE=YES, the following are true:
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• STATUS=OFF causes a wait
• STATUS=READ causes a wait
• STATUS=UTLTY causes a wait

If a user batch program has an open URT with UPDATE=NO, the following are true:

• STATUS=OFF causes a wait
• STATUS=READ does not cause a wait
• STATUS=UTLTY causes a wait

If a DBUTLTY function opens a table in MUF that has a requirement to open a table for UPDATE=NO
such as BACKUP or EXTRACT, the following are true:

• STATUS=OFF causes a wait
• STATUS=READ does not cause a wait
• STATUS=UTLTY does not cause a wait

If a DBUTLTY function opens a table in MUF that has a requirement to open a table for UPDATE=YES
such as INIT or LOAD, the following are true:

• STATUS=OFF causes a wait
• STATUS=READ causes a wait
• STATUS=UTLTY does not cause a wait

Valid Entries:
FAIL, IGNORE, or WAIT

Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

,DBID=nnnn
At the database level, DBID= is optional and may repeat. Each occurrence may specify one or more valid
database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250).
If DBID= is not specified, all databases are processed.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range not defined is
ignored.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

ALL
IGN68=

Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. The following example shows
a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=OFF,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES                     

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1
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 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
Example JCL (ACCESS)

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           ACCESS   STATUS=READ,USERS=IGNORE

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

  ACCESS STATUS=READ,USERS=IGNORE

FUNCTION=ACCESS

STATUS=READ

  USERS=IGNORE

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB00607I - BASE ALL   ACCESS READ

This page of the report shows the following:

• A message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF communication queue.
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This is one example of the text that can be associated with the DB00607I message. Other examples of messages are:

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS UTLTY ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                        

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS OFF ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                           

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS READ ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                 

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS UTLTY ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS READ ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                          

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS OFF ACTIVE JOB(S) DBDVLUPD                  

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS READ (BASE IS OPEN WRITE) JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64774  

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS OFF (BASE IS OPEN WRITE) JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64771   

  DB00607I - BASE 797 ACCESS UTLTY (BASE IS OPEN WRITE) JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64770 

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS OFF JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64775               

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS UTLTY JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64773

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS UTLTY JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64773             

  DB00613I - BASE 797 AREA I01 ACCESS READ JOB-DBDVLORU NUMBER-64772      

 

ACCT (Accounting Facility)
Use the ACCT function to edit and catalog Accounting Facility database definitions or to communicate open, close, or spill
requests to the Accounting Facility running in a Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Activating the Accounting Facility

In Datacom, activate the Accounting Facility (ACCT) function in the DBUTLTY utility to edit and catalog Accounting Facility
database definitions or to communicate requests to the Accounting Facility.

To activate the Accounting Facility, perform the following steps:

1. Define the accounting database to Datacom Datadictionary. The Datadictionary User Requirements Table (URT) must
be defined to use the Multi-User Facility (MUF).

2. Use the ACCT EDIT option to verify that the definition is accepted by the Accounting Facility. For more information,
see ACCT EDIT (Edit Accounting Database Definitions).

3. CATALOG the accounting database. For more information, see Datacom Datadictionary Online Reference.
4. Use the INIT function of DBUTLTY to initialize the accounting database data and Index Areas. For more information,

see INIT Data Area (Format Data Area) and INIT IXX (Format Index Area).
5. Use the LOAD function of DBUTLTY to null load each of the data areas in the accounting database. For more

information, see LOAD (Build CXX or Data Area).
6. Change your MUF startup options to include the necessary Accounting Facility parameters.
7. Use the ACCT CATALOG option to build the accounting database definitions in the PRM table. For more information,

see ACCT CATALOG (Catalog Accounting Database).
8. If the accounting tables were specified in the MUF startup options with a status of close, you can use them by issuing

an ACCT OPEN (see following information). If not, you can add them by issuing the console command ACCT_ADD,
then issue the ACCT OPEN.

9. You can permanently change your MUF startup options with an ACCT statement per table including the desired status
at MUF startup. This change is then used the next time MUF is reinitialized.

10. If the MUF startup option ACCTPRM was specified, temporary changes to the account tables can be done with the
console-like ACCT ADD and ACCT DELETE commands during execution.

The following sections describe each of the operations that you can perform with the ACCT function.
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ACCT CATALOG (Catalog Accounting Database)

The Accounting Facility uses the resources of the Multi-User Facility (MUF) to build table records. It routes accounting
data to multiple tables by compiling a module for each table. Datacom/DB stores these modules in a special table, named
PRM, and loads them when it opens each Accounting table.

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

When creating an accounting database or updating an existing accounting database definition, use the ACCT CATALOG
option to compile Accounting table definitions and initialize the Accounting Facility PRM table.

PRM Table Requirements

You must create and load the PRM table before the Accounting Facility can be run. The PRM table must be in the
database that is specified in the MUF startup option ACCTPRM. For ease of maintenance, we recommend that the PRM
table not be in the same database as the actual Accounting tables. You can identify the database containing the PRM
table by specifying the DBID= parameter. This has a default of DBID=4.

Validating the Database Definition

The accounting database that you are cataloging must be in PRODuction status in Datadictionary. If not, an error results.
The CATALOG option validates the accounting database before cataloging it in the PRM table. The EDIT option of
accounting also performs a validation. Run EDIT before placing a database definition in PRODuction status. For more
information, see ACCT EDIT (Edit Accounting Database Definitions).

DSF Modules

This option uses the Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF). This requires the availability of the IPC load library to this JOB/
STEP. For more information about which releases of IPC are supported, see Installing.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To CATALOG an accounting database to the Accounting
Facility, execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ ACCT OPTION=CATALOG,DATABASE=entity-occurrence ───────────────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 4 ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ n ───┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.
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Required Keywords

OPTION=CATALOG
Specifies the CATALOG option.

,DATABASE=
Enter the entity-occurrence name that identifies the database containing the accounting database tables to
be cataloged. The CATALOG option always uses the PRODuction status version of this database in your
Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 32-character entity-occurrence name
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keyword

,DBID=
Enter the database ID of the database containing the PRM table.
Valid Entries:

Valid DATACOM-ID of existing PRM database
Default Value:

4

Example JCL

The following shows the command to catalog the accounting database.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          ACCT  OPTION=CATALOG,DATABASE=ACCOUNTING

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Copy of DDB--Sample Report ACCT CATALOG (14.0)
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    ACCT OPTION=CATALOG,DATABASE=ACCOUNTING

                    FUNCTION=ACCT

                       DATABASE=ACCOUNTING

                       OPTION=CATALOG

This page of the report shows the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• If there are any messages related to syntax processing, they are displayed following the analysis of keywords.

                        ACCOUNTING CATALOG OPTION FOR TABLE ACCOUNTING-A00(PROD) IN DATABASE   

DBID OF ACCOUNTING BASE:     5 

DATABASE TABLE NAME: A00       

DATABASE KEY NAME: A00KY       

DATADICTIONARY KEY NAME: A00KY 

    STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 012 WITH DD NAME OF A00KY    

ELEMENT NAMES USED:

    DATE STARTING  AT OFFSET 00024 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF DATE   

    ETIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00036 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF ETIME 

    JNAME STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF JNAME 

    LOGIO STARTING AT OFFSET 00064 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF LOGIO 

    REQS  STARTING AT OFFSET 00060 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF REQS  

    RTIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00044 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF RTIME 

    RUNIT STARTING AT OFFSET 00008 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF RUNIT 

    SDATE STARTING AT OFFSET 00012 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF SDATE 

    STIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00018 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF STIME 

    TIME  STARTING AT OFFSET 00030 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF TIME  

    WTIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00052 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF WTIME 

STORAGE STATISTICS:

    NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY: 102                                     

    AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED: 1926 BYTES                                 

    MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES: 019                                     

    MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS: 11    

DB13211I - ACCOUNTING DEFINITIONS FOR TABLE A00 NOW IN PRODUCTION STATUS 

This page of the report shows the following:

• Message displaying table name or database name and version/status being cataloged.
• Accounting database ID defined to Datadictionary, followed by the table name and key name defined to Datadictionary.
• Length and offset for the specified key.
• List of the elements in the table. One line for each element, identifying each element's offset and length.
• Storage Statistics:
NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY

Number of bytes in the internal accounting buffers required to hold one record from this table.
AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED

Number of bytes in the PRM table record required to contain the compiled instructions to build this table.
MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES

Assuming a size of 4096 for the buffer size specified in the MUF startup option ACCT, count of the minimum
number of entries for this table that can be held in the internal accounting buffer.

MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS
The minimum value required in the MAXELRQ parameter based on the number of elements actually used.

• Message indicating that the definitions for this Accounting table have been placed in PROD status.

                           ACCOUNTING CATALOG OPTION FOR TABLE ACCOUNTING-A02(PROD) IN DATABASE

DBID OF ACCOUNTING BASE:     5

DATABASE TABLE NAME: A02

CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION:

                              (TINDX="FF")  
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DATABASE KEY NAME: A02KY

DATADICTIONARY KEY NAME: A02KY

    STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 075 WITH DD NAME OF A02KY

ELEMENT NAMES USED:

    BASE  STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 002 WITH DD NAME OF BASE

    EXCPS STARTING AT OFFSET 00083 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF EXCPS

    REQS  STARTING AT OFFSET 00075 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF REQS

    SETCT STARTING AT OFFSET 00079 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF SETCT

    SETKY STARTING AT OFFSET 00005 FOR A LENGTH OF 070 WITH DD NAME OF SETKY

    TABLE STARTING AT OFFSET 00002 FOR A LENGTH OF 003 WITH DD NAME OF TABLE

STORAGE STATISTICS:

    NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY: 121

    AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED: 1673 BYTES

    MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES: 019

    MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS: 06

DB13211I - ACCOUNTING DEFINITIONS FOR TABLE A02 NOW IN PRODUCTION STATUS

This page of the report shows the following:

At CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION, the conditional expression that limits the Accounting data that goes to this table is
displayed. In this specific example, TINDX="FF" specifies that SELFR commands which cause a temporary index to be
built have been selected to be recorded in this table.

ACCT CLOSE (Close Accounting Tables)

Accounting tables specified in the ACCT MUF startup option are opened by the Accounting Facility when it initializes,
unless their status is specified as CLOSED on the startup option. Each Accounting table can be selectively closed with a
utility console command.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the ACCT CLOSE option to terminate recording of data in a specific Accounting table. You can have some
Accounting tables defined that are only being used to record data during specific times of the day or for special situations.
The Accounting Facility spills all active records from memory before closing the table.

You can use the CLOSE option to stop the Accounting Facility by closing all of the Accounting tables. Once the last table
closes, the Accounting Facility becomes dormant, closing the accounting database. You must do this to make any change
to the accounting database structure.

The accounting databases are subject to the access restriction. Disabling an accounting database from being opened
does not, however, cause it to be closed. For more information, see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance).

Length of Time to Process

Some time can elapse between requesting a CLOSE and the actual closing of the table depending on the number of
records in memory that must be spilled to the table.

MUF Connection

This function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Be aware of the following:
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• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

Scheduling OPENs and CLOSEs

A request to CLOSE a table that is not open is ignored by the Accounting Facility. Because the OPEN and CLOSE options
are scheduled asynchronously, a CLOSE followed immediately by an OPEN can result in the table not being closed. If the
table CLOSE has not started by the time the OPEN is received, the table is not closed. For more information, see ACCT
OPEN (Open Accounting Tables).

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ ACCT CLOSE ─┬─ Ann ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ ALL ─┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

CLOSE
Desired action

Required Keywords

Ann or ALL
Specifies the Accounting table name. Entering ALL indicates a global close of all Accounting tables and stops the
Accounting Facility.
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To CLOSE an accounting database table in the Accounting
Facility, execute DBUTLTY using the command:

►►─ ACCT OPTION=CLOSE,TABLE= ─┬─ Ann ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                              └─ ALL ─┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

Required Keywords
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OPTION=CLOSE
Specifies the CLOSE option.

,TABLE=
Specifies which table in the accounting database is to be spilled and closed. Entering ALL, indicates all tables are
to be closed and the Accounting Facility is to be stopped.
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following shows the command to close all Accounting tables.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           ACCT     OPTION=CLOSE,TABLE=ALL

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report ACCT CLOSE
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    ACCT OPTION=CLOSE,TABLE=ALL

                    FUNCTION=ACCT

                       OPTION=CLOSE

                       TABLE=ALL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• If there are any messages related to syntax processing, they are displayed following the analysis of keywords.

DB13105I - ACCT                 CLOSE    REQUEST ACCEPTED 

This page of the report shows the message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.
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ACCT EDIT (Edit Accounting Database Definitions)

Learn how to edit accounting database definitions with the ACCT EDIT function. Edits must be performed before the
accounting database can be cataloged.

The ACCT EDIT function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Be aware of the following considerations:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure the proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When to Use

Before an accounting database can be cataloged, many special edits of the Accounting table definitions must be
performed. These edits are performed by the ACCT EDIT option. They are also automatically performed by the ACCT
CATALOG option. EDIT can be requested for TEST or PRODuction status versions of the accounting database structure
in Datacom Datadictionary.

Database Definitions in TEST Status

The EDIT option is recommended when building an accounting database for the first time. EDIT can be run against
a TEST status database definition in Datadictionary. Therefore, you can validate the structure, locating any errors
before placing the definition in PRODuction status. EDIT is also recommended when changing the accounting database
structure.

DSF Modules

This option uses the Datadictionary Service Facility (DSF). Therefore, be sure that the Datadictionary load modules are
either in the Datacom/DB load library or that the Datadictionary load library is concatenated to the available load libraries
for this execution.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To EDIT an accounting database definition, execute DBUTLTY
using the command:

►►─ ACCT OPTION=EDIT ─┬─ ,DATABASE=entity-occurrence ─┬───────────────────────►

                      └─ ,TABLE=entity-occurrence ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DDOVER=oooo ─┘ └─ ,STATUS= ─┬─ PROD ◄ ─┬─┘

                                   └─ Tnnn ───┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=EDIT
Specifies the EDIT option.
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NOTE
You must specify one of the following two keywords. If the entire database is to be edited, specify the
DATABASE keyword. If only one table is to be edited, specify the TABLE keyword.

,DATABASE=
Specifies the entity-occurrence name for the database containing the accounting database definition to be edited.
The keywords DATABASE and TABLE are mutually exclusive. Specify either DATABASE or TABLE, but not both.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character entity-occurrence name for the accounting database
Default Value:

(No default)
,TABLE=

Specifies the name of an individual Accounting table to be edited. The keywords DATABASE= and TABLE= are
mutually exclusive, that is to say, specify either DATABASE= or TABLE=, but not both.
Valid Entries:

1-character to 32-character Accounting table name
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,DDOVER=
Specifies the Datadictionary override code for the database, if it is secured with Datadictionary security.
Valid Entries:

A four-character Datadictionary security override code
Default Value:

(No default)
,STATUS=

Specifies the status of the database definition to be edited.

• If the database is in TEST status, enter the four-character alphanumeric Datadictionary version number in the
form Tnnn.

• If the database is in PRODuction status in your Datadictionary, enter PROD.
• Valid Entries:

Tnnn or PROD
• Default Value:

PROD

Example JCL
The following example shows the command to perform the EDIT option on the accounting database.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          ACCT  OPTION=EDIT,DATABASE=ACCOUNTING
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 /*

Example Report
See the following example report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)
                   
 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
                    ACCT OPTION=EDIT,DATABASE=ACCOUNTING

                    FUNCTION=ACCT
                       DATABASE=ACCOUNTING
                       OPTION=EDIT   

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a

note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                        ACCOUNTING EDIT OPTION FOR TABLE ACCOUNTING-A00(PROD) IN
 DATABASE   
DBID OF ACCOUNTING BASE:     5 
DATABASE TABLE NAME: A00       
DATABASE KEY NAME: A00KY       
DATADICTIONARY KEY NAME: A00KY 
    STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 012 WITH DD NAME OF A00KY    
ELEMENT NAMES USED:
    DATE  STARTING AT OFFSET 00024 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF DATE  
    ETIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00036 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF ETIME 
    JNAME STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF JNAME 
    LOGIO STARTING AT OFFSET 00064 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF LOGIO 
    REQS  STARTING AT OFFSET 00060 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF REQS  
    RTIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00044 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF RTIME 
    RUNIT STARTING AT OFFSET 00008 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF RUNIT 
    SDATE STARTING AT OFFSET 00012 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF SDATE 
    STIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00018 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF STIME 
    TIME  STARTING AT OFFSET 00030 FOR A LENGTH OF 006 WITH DD NAME OF TIME  
    WTIME STARTING AT OFFSET 00052 FOR A LENGTH OF 008 WITH DD NAME OF WTIME 
STORAGE STATISTICS:
    NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY: 102                                     
    AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED: 1926 BYTES                                 
    MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES: 019                                     
    MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS: 11    
DB13211I - ACCOUNTING DEFINITIONS FOR TABLE A00 NOW IN PRODUCTION STATUS 

This page of the report shows:

• Message displaying table name or database name and version/status being cataloged.
• Accounting database ID defined to Datadictionary, followed by the table name and key name defined

to Datadictionary.
• Length and offset for the specified key.
• List of the elements in the table. One line for each element, identifying the offset and length of each

element.
• Storage Statistics:
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NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY
Number of bytes in the internal accounting buffers required to hold one record from this table.

AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED
Number of bytes in the PRM table record required to contain the compiled instructions to build this table.

MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES
Assuming a buffer size of 4096 specified in the MUF startup option ACCT, count of the minimum number of
entries for this table that can be held in the internal accounting buffer.

MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS
The minimum value that is required in the MUF startup option MAXELRQ based on the number of elements used.

• Message indicating that the definitions for this Accounting table have been placed in PROD status.

                            ACCOUNTING EDIT OPTION FOR TABLE ACCOUNTING-A02(PROD)
 IN DATABASE
DBID OF ACCOUNTING BASE:     5
DATABASE TABLE NAME: A02
CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION:
                              (TINDX="FF")       
DATABASE KEY NAME: A02KY
DATADICTIONARY KEY NAME: A02KY
    STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 075 WITH DD NAME OF A02KY
ELEMENT NAMES USED:
    BASE  STARTING AT OFFSET 00000 FOR A LENGTH OF 002 WITH DD NAME OF BASE
    EXCPS STARTING AT OFFSET 00083 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF EXCPS
    REQS  STARTING AT OFFSET 00075 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF REQS
    SETCT STARTING AT OFFSET 00079 FOR A LENGTH OF 004 WITH DD NAME OF SETCT
    SETKY STARTING AT OFFSET 00005 FOR A LENGTH OF 070 WITH DD NAME OF SETKY
    TABLE STARTING AT OFFSET 00002 FOR A LENGTH OF 003 WITH DD NAME OF TABLE
STORAGE STATISTICS:
    NUMBER OF BYTES PER TABLE ENTRY: 121
    AMOUNT OF OUTPUT RECORD USED: 1673 BYTES
    MINIMUM NUMBER OF TABLE ENTRIES: 019
    MINIMUM VALUE FOR MAXELRQ PARAMETER IN MULTI-USER STARTUP OPTIONS: 06
DB13212I - NO EDITING ERRORS FOUND FOR ACCOUNTING TABLE A02

This page of the report shows: At CONDITIONAL EXPRESSION, there is a display of the conditional
expression that limits the accounting data that goes to this table. In this specific example, TINDX="FF"
specifies that SELFR commands which cause a temporary index to be built have been selected to be
recorded in this table.

ACCT OPEN (Open Accounting Tables)

Accounting tables specified in the ACCT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option are opened by the Accounting
Facility when it initializes, unless their status is specified as CLOSED on the startup option. The ACCT OPEN function
communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.
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This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Execute the ACCT OPEN option to open Accounting tables that either were not opened when the Accounting Facility
initialized or were closed with the ACCT CLOSE option. It can also be used to open any tables dynamically added through
the ACCT_ADD console command.

If an Accounting table is only used to record data during specific times of the day or for special situations, use the ACCT
OPEN option to begin recording data in it.

After closing an Accounting table to spill data and delete records for week-end or month-end processing or to perform
maintenance to the table definition, use the OPEN option to reactivate a table.

Scheduling OPENs and CLOSEs

A request to OPEN a table that is already open is ignored by the Accounting Facility. Because the OPEN and CLOSE
options are scheduled asynchronously, an OPEN followed immediately by a CLOSE can result in the table not being
opened. If the table OPEN has not started by the time the CLOSE is received, the table is not opened. For more
information, see ACCT CLOSE (Close Accounting Tables).

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ ACCT OPEN ─┬─ Ann ─┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               └─ ALL ─┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

OPEN
Requested action.

Required Keywords

Ann or ALL
Specifies the table you want to open. Entering ALL specifies a global open of all Accounting tables.
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To OPEN an accounting database table in the Accounting
Facility, execute DBUTLTY using the following command format.

►►─ ACCT OPTION=OPEN,TABLE= ─┬─ Ann ─┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ ALL ─┘

Command
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ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=OPEN
Specifies the OPEN option.

,TABLE=
Specifies the table in the accounting database that is to be opened. Entering ALL, indicates all Accounting tables
are to be opened.
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following shows the command to OPEN table A01 in the accounting database.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

            ACCT     OPTION=OPEN,TABLE=A01

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report ACCT OPEN
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 ACCT OPTION=OPEN,TABLE=A01

FUNCTION=ACCT

   OPTION=OPEN

   TABLE=A01  

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - ACCT                  OPEN     REQUEST ACCEPTED  

This page of the report shows the message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.
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ACCT SPILL (Force Accounting Data Recording)

The Accounting Facility of the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY utility uses the ACCT SPILL function (Force Accounting Data
Recording) to force the latest information to be recorded before reports or queries are run.

The ACCT SPILL function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Be aware of the following requirements:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) used by the MUF.

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

NOTE
When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

When to Use

The Accounting Facility temporarily accumulates data in memory for all Accounting tables to minimize input/output
event overhead. Because data is held in memory, the accounting data in the database does not always reflect the latest
information. Use the SPILL option to force the latest information to be recorded before running any reports or queries
against the accounting database.

Length of Time to Process

Depending on the number of records in memory that must be spilled to the table, some time can elapse between a SPILL
request and acknowledgment of request completion.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following syntax in the command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ ACCT SPILL ─┬─ Ann ─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                └─ ALL ─┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function

SPILL
Desired action on the designated table(s)

Required Keywords

Ann or ALL
Specifies the table to spill. Entering ALL indicates a global spill of all Accounting tables
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)
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How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To SPILL an accounting database table, execute DBUTLTY
using the command:

►►─ ACCT OPTION=SPILL,TABLE= ─┬─ Ann ─┬───────────────────────────────────────►◄

                              └─ ALL ─┘

Command

ACCT
Invokes the Accounting Facility maintenance function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SPILL
Specifies the SPILL option.

,TABLE=
Specifies the table in the accounting database that is to be spilled. Entering ALL indicates that all tables are to be
spilled.
Valid Entries:

Ann (where nn is two numeric digits) or ALL
Default Value:

(No default)

Sample JCL

Review the following sample command to SPILL table A09 in the accounting database.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

            ACCT     OPTION=SPILL,TABLE=A09

      /*

Sample Report

Review the following sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report ACCT SPILL
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

ACCT OPTION=SPILL,TABLE=A09

FUNCTION=ACCT

   OPTION=SPILL

   TABLE=A09

This page of the report shows the following information:
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• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

DB13105I - ACCT                  SPILL    REQUEST ACCEPTED  

This page of the report shows the message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request in the MUF
communication queue.

AUTOCOLL (Collect and Manage Snapshots)
The AutoCollect functions record information in Snapshots of selected Dynamic System Tables (DST). These Snapshots
are recorded in a permanent database so you can run reports and analyze the results.

The SNAPSHOT function of AUTOCOLL (and AUTOSTAT) is unique in the ability to communicate to two Multi-User
Facilities (MUFs) at the same time. When the SNAPSHOT executes, it uses an internal communication path to connect
to the MUF that is the source of the Snapshot. This connection requires that the Snapshot must be executed on the same
LPAR as the source MUF. For the Snapshot to store its collected data, the Snapshot connects to the repository MUF using
the standard DBSIDPR connection path. This connection path supports the standard pathways such as SVC, XCF, and
CCI. When executing a SNAPSHOT function, be aware of the following:

• Verify that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired repository MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System
Identifier module (DBSIDPR) used by the MUF.

• Verify proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

• AutoCollect does not look at or record any information about additional buffer pools specified with the MUF startup
option BUFFER_POOL_DEF. That is, AutoCollect only preserves and provides feedback for the standard buffer pools.

Create a Snapshot

Create Snapshots to record information from the selected Dynamic System Tables (DST) of the source Multi-User Facility
(MUF) and record them in a permanent database on the repository MUF. Once Snapshots have been created, you can
run additional steps to analyze and report the results.

This page discusses the following topics:

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL ─ OPTION=SNAPSHOT,MUFNAME=mufname ───────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1019 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OUTNAME=cccccccc ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SNAPSHOT
Specifies to create a Snapshot rowset.
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MUFNAME=
Specifies the name of the source MUF.
Valid Entries:

Valid MUF name (1 to 8 characters)
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Snapshot database where the Snapshot will be recorded.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1019
OUTNAME=

Specifies an alternate character value to use as the MUFNAME stored on the rows written to the Snapshot
database. This allows you to organize the collected data under selected MUFNAMEs as needed. The OUTNAME
option is typically used in special cases only.
Valid Entries:

1 to 8 characters
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL  OPTION=SNAPSHOT,MUFNAME=MUF4

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT SNAPSHOT
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=SNAPSHOT,MUFNAME=MUF4
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FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OPTION=SNAPSHOT

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

USING DST  DBID:  1000

USING SNAP DBID:  1019

MUFNAME:          MUF4

OUTNAME:          MUF4

RELEASE:          12

REPOSITORY  MUF:  MUF4

ENABLED TIME:     2008/11/10 10:53:01

CURRENT MUF TIME: 2008/11/10 10:58:21

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_ACCOUNTING

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_AREA_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 13

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 5

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_INTERNAL_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_OPTIONS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_RETURN_CODES

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 2

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_SMP_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_SYSTEM_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_TABLE_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 93

SNAPPING TABLE: SQL_MISC_STATS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: SQL_SQLCODES

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_CONFIG

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 2

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_CBS

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_TCB_OR_SRB

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 12

SNAPPING TABLE: MUF_SRB_ZIIP

 - RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

TOTAL ROWS SNAPPED:   136
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Process a Snapshot Rowset into a Delta Rowset

A Delta is the calculated difference between two Snapshots taken of the same Multi-User Facility (MUF) instance. When
calculating a Delta, the beginning date and time are taken from the beginning Snapshot, while the ending date and time
are taken from the ending Snapshot. The duration column is the number of hours between the beginning and ending date/
times. The value of a character column or fixed value column is selected from the ending Snapshot. When calculating
a Delta of a counter column, the result is the value of the ending Snapshot minus the value of the starting Snapshot.
Counter values can be zero, but they cannot be a negative value.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE function when you want to create Delta rowsets from the Snapshot rowsets.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL ─ OPTION=DELTACRE ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                                └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1019-1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATEC=ccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnnn-nnnnn ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=DELTACRE
Specifies to create a Delta rowset from a Snapshot rowset.

Optional Keywords

MUFNAME=
Specifies the mufname of the rows on the Snapshot tables that are to be selected for processing (1 - 8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more Snapshot rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames are selected for processing.
DBID=

Specifies the database ID of the Snapshot database where the Snapshot rowsets are located and the DBID of
the Delta database where the Delta rowsets will be recorded. If this parameter is specified, both DBIDs must be
provided separated by a dash ("-"). You must always specify the lower DBID first.
Valid Entries:

Two 5 digit DBIDs separated by a dash ("-").
Default Value:

1019-1020 or 01019-01020
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DATEC=
Specifies that only Snapshot rowsets with a MUF enable date (S_MUF_ENABLE) greater than or equal to this
date will be processed into Delta rowsets. Use the format ccyymmdd.
Valid Entries:

8 digits
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all dates will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTACRE,DATEC=20081110

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=DELTACRE,MUFNAME=MUF4

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OPTION=DELTACRE

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 508

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 508

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFY

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 4,572

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 4,572

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0
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DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFA

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 174,221

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 174,221

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFA END

    .

    .

    .

TABLE BVD

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 508

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 508

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE BVD END

TABLE TOT

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 347,899

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 347,899

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE TOT END

User Created SUMMARY Delta Rowset

In addition to the system created Delta rowsets created by the DELTACRE function, you can create additional Delta
rowsets based on the combination of existing Delta rowsets into a new rowset known as a DELTA SUMMARY rowset.
Keywords are provided to allow you to select the Delta rowsets that will be included for summarization. During the
summary function, special data handling is performed according to the following:

• Beginning date and time information is taken from the earliest rowset processed.
• Ending date and time information is taken from the oldest rowset processed.
• The duration column is the sum of the duration of the selected rowsets.
• Counter columns are added together (summarized).
• Non-counter columns are set to the value of the oldest (ending) rowset.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SUMMARY when you would like to add together one or more Delta rowsets to create a
new summary rowset.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL ─ OPTION=SUMMARY ─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬─────►
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                                                           ├─ BASELINE ─┤

                                                           ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

                                                           ├─ LAST ─────┤

                                                           └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘ └─ ,OUTTAG=cccccccccccccccc ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SUMMARY
Specifies to total the counter columns from all Delta rowsets selected and build a new summary rowset.
Valid Entries:

SUMMARY
Default Value:

(No default)
MUFNAME=

Only Delta rowsets with this mufname will be selected for processing.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-byte valid mufname found on one or more of the Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default)
TYPE=

Specifies the type of Delta rowsets selected as input for the processing. The type of rowset is identified in the
D_MUF_TYPE column.
AVGPERF

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the AVGPERF function.
BASELINE

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the BASELINE function.
INTERVAL

Identifies a DELTA INTERVAL rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
LAST

Identifies a DELTA LAST rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
SUMMARY

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the SUMMARY function.
Valid Entries:

AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY
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Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

DATERG=
Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
OUTTAG=

Places a 1- to 16-byte character tag in the USERTAG column on each Delta row produced by this execution. You
can then specify that tag value as a selection criteria in future executions.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) If the keyword is not specified, the USERTAG column will be set to blanks.
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

USERTAG=
Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) All USERTAG values will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB   See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL   OPTION=SUMMARY,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=INTERVAL,OUTTAG=INTERVAL-SUM

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT SUMMARY
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=SUMMARY,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=INTERVAL,

 DATERG=2007090120071020,TIMERG=160000170000

 FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

    DATERG=2007090120071020

    MUFNAME=MUF4

    OPTION=SUMMARY

    TIMERG=160000170000

    TYPE=INTERVAL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFY

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 9

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 9

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFA

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 349

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 349
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DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFA END

   .

   .

   .

TABLE BVD

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE BVD END

TABLE TOT

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 699

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 699

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE TOT END

User Created BASELINE Delta Rowset

In addition to the system created Delta rowsets created by the DELTACRE function, you can create additional Delta
rowsets based on the combination of existing Delta rowsets into a new rowset known as a DELTA BASELINE rowset. A
Baseline rowset is created by summarizing the selected rowsets and then dividing the duration and counter values by the
number of rowsets being summarized. Keywords are provided to allow you to select the Delta rowsets that will be included
for processing. During the BASELINE function, special data handling is performed according to the following:

• Beginning date and time information is taken from the earliest rowset processed
• Ending date and time information is taken from the oldest rowset processed
• The duration column is the sum of the duration of the selected rowsets divided by the number of input rowsets
• Counter columns are added together (summarized) and then divided by the number of input rowsets
• Non-counter columns are set to the value of the oldest (ending) rowset

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE when you would like to add together one or more Delta rowsets and average
them creating a new Baseline rowset.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL ─ OPTION=BASELINE ─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬────►

                                                            ├─ BASELINE ─┤

                                                            ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

                                                            ├─ LAST ─────┤

                                                            └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘
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              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘ └─ ,OUTTAG=cccccccccccccccc ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=BASELINE
Specifies to total the counter columns from all Delta rowsets selected and build a new Baseline rowset.
Valid Entries:

BASELINE
Default Value:

(No default)
MUFNAME=

Only Delta rowsets with this mufname will be selected for processing.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-byte valid mufname found on one or more of the Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default)
TYPE=

Specifies the type of Delta rowsets selected as input for the processing. The type of rowset is identified in the
D_MUF_TYPE column.
AVGPERF

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the AVGPERF function.
BASELINE

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the BASELINE function.
INTERVAL

Identifies a DELTA INTERVAL rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
LAST

Identifies a DELTA LAST rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
SUMMARY

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the SUMMARY function.
Valid Entries:

AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DATERG=
Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd
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Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
OUTTAG=

Places a 1- to 16-byte character tag in the USERTAG column on each Delta row produced by this execution. You
can then specify the value for selection in future executions.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) If the keyword is not specified, the USERTAG column will be set to blanks.
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

USERTAG=
Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) All USERTAG values will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .
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 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=LAST

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT BASELINE
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=BASELINE,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=INTERVAL,

  DATERG=2007090120071020,TIMERG=160000170000

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   DATERG=2007090120071020

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OPTION=BASELINE

   TIMERG=160000170000

   TYPE=INTERVAL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFY

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 9

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 9

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFA

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 349

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 349

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFA END

   .

   .

   .

TABLE BVD
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DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE BVD END

TABLE TOT

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 699

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 699

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE TOT END

User Created AVGPERF Delta Rowset

In addition to the system created Delta rowsets created by the DELTACRE function, you can create additional Delta
rowsets based on the combination of existing Delta rowsets into a new rowset known as a DELTA AVGPERF rowset.
Keywords are provided to allow you to select the Delta rowsets that will be included for summarization. During the
AVGPERF function, special data handling is performed according to the following:

• Beginning date and time information is taken from the earliest rowset processed
• Ending date and time information is taken from the oldest rowset processed
• The duration column is set to 1.0 (1 hour)
• Counter columns are added together (summarized) and then divided by the total of all duration hours from the input

rowsets
• Non-counter columns are set to the value of the oldest (ending) rowset

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF when you would like to add together one or more Delta rowsets to create a new
average performance (1 hour duration) rowset.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF ─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬───────►

                                                         ├─ BASELINE ─┤

                                                         ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

                                                         ├─ LAST ─────┤

                                                         └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘ └─ ,OUTTAG=cccccccccccccccc ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘
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Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=AVGPERF
Specifies to total the counter columns from all Delta rowsets selected and build a new Summary rowset.
Valid Entries:

AVGPERF
Default Value:

(No default)
MUFNAME=

Only Delta rowsets with this mufname will be selected for processing.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-byte valid mufname found on one or more of the Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default)
TYPE=

Specifies the type of Delta rowsets selected as input for the processing. The type of rowset is identified in the
D_MUF_TYPE column.
AVGPERF

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the AVGPERF function.
BASELINE

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the BASELINE function.
INTERVAL

Identifies a DELTA INTERVAL rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
LAST

Identifies a DELTA LAST rowset that was built by the DELTACRE function.
SUMMARY

Identifies a user created Delta rowset that was built by the SUMMARY function.
Valid Entries:

AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DATERG=
Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date
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Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
OUTTAG=

Places a 1- to 16-byte character tag in the USERTAG column on each Delta row produced by this execution. You
can then specify the value for selection in future executions.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) If the keyword is not specified, the USERTAG column will be set to blanks.
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

USERTAG=
Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) All USERTAG values will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=LAST,OUTTAG=AVGPERF-LAST

/*
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Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT AVGPERF
CONTROL CARD(S)

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

  AUTOCOLL OPTION=AVGPERF,MUFNAME=MUF4,TYPE=INTERVAL,

   DATERG=2008010120081231,TIMERG=160000170000,OUTTAG=AVGPERF-2008

 FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

    DATERG=2008010120081231

    MUFNAME=MUF4

    OPTION=AVGPERF

    OUTTAG=AVGPERF-2008

    TIMERG=160000170000

    TYPE=INTERVAL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFY

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 9

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 9

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFA

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 349

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 349

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE MFA END

   .

   .

   .

TABLE BVD

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 1

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 1

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE BVD END
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TABLE TOT

DELTAS COMPUTED    : 700

DELTAS WRITTEN     : 700

DUPLICATES IGNORED : 0

DELTAS WITH ERROR  : 0

TABLE TOT END

Create DSV Output Datasets

You can select Delta rows based on various column values and output the rowsets content as a Delimiter Separated Value
(DSV) file. Use available FTP protocols to download the sequential output files from the mainframe to the PC as text files.
These TXT files can be downloaded into a PC-based spreadsheet product like Microsoft Excel.

During the OPTION=DSVOUT execution, as the utility processes each of the Delta tables, it attempts to open a matching
sequential dataset for each of the tables. The sequential dataset DDname is specified as:

OUTxxx 

The xxx is the three character table name in the Delta database.

If the DDNAME is missing from the JCL, the printed report indicates that no output dataset could be opened and skips the
DSV processing for that table. The utility attempts to process all 17 tables generating output for those datasets that are
defined.

To allow you to place output from multiple DSVOUT functions into a single set of OUTxxx sequential files, the following
JCL example utilizes the DISP=(MOD...) JCL parameter. MOD allows each DSVOUT function to add its selected output to
the "end" of the OUTxxx datasets.

NOTE
Before running the DBUTLTY OPTION=DSVOUT function with the DISP=MOD JCL, remove any unwanted data
in the OUTxxx datasets or delete them entirely.

Two Delta rowset tables that should provide immediate benefit to you for the MUF performance analysis are the Business
Value Metrics (BVM) and Business Value Details (BVD) tables. These tables provide key performance measurement
ratios.

Once loaded into a spreadsheet, you can perform a variety of editing, sorting, and summarization tasks to manipulate the
data into a usable form for your site.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT function to produce a DSV file to download to your PC.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT ─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

                            └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────►
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   └─ ,DECIMAL= ─┬─ . ◄ ───────┬─┘ └─ ,DELIMIT= ─┬─ ; ◄ ───────┬─┘

                 └─ character ─┘                 └─ character ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,HEADER= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘

                └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬─┘ └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘

              ├─ BASELINE ─┤

              ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

              ├─ LAST ─────┤

              └─ SUMMARY ──┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=DSVOUT
Specifies to create a DSV output dataset.
Valid Entries:

DSVOUT
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

MUFNAME=
Specifies the mufname of the row on the Delta tables that is to be selected to process (1 - 8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames will be selected for processing.
DATERG=

Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected Delta rowsets to qualify for processing.
Format ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

DECIMAL=
Specifies the character to use for the decimal point, such as a period (.) or a comma (,).
Valid Entries:

One character enclosed in single quotes
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Default Value:
period ('.')

DELIMIT=
Specifies the character to use as the delimiter between values in the DSV output. Do not use a period (.) or a
comma (,) as these special characters occur normally throughout the AutoCollect data and would cause the DSV
output to be unusable.
Valid Entries:

One character
Default Value:

semicolon (;)
DBID=

Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
HEADER=

Specifies whether to produce a header row (using column names) as the first row of the DSV output.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

TYPE=
Specifies to select the rows with the following in the MUFTYPE column.
AVGPERF

Select only Delta rows with a MUFTYPE of AVGPERF.
BASELINE

Select only Delta rows with a MUFTYPE of BASELINE.
INTERVAL

Select only Delta rows with a MUFTYPE of INTERVAL.
LAST

Select only Delta rows with a MUFTYPE of LAST.
SUMMARY

Select only Delta rows with a MUFTYPE of SUMMARY.
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Valid Entries:
AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY

Default Value:
(No default) All TYPEs will be selected for processing.

USERTAG=
Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) All USERTAGs will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

//OUTBVM   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.BVM,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTBVD   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.BVD,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMCB   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MCB,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMCF   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MCF,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFA   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFA,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFC   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFC,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFO   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFO,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFS   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFS,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFT   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFT,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFU   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFU,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFV   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFV,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFW   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFW,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMFY   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MFY,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMTC   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MTC,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),
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//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTMZI   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.MZI,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTSQM   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.SQM,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//OUTSQQ   DD DSN=TEMP.DSVOUT.SQQ,DISP=(MOD,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT,DELIMIT=;,DECIMAL='.',TYPE=BASELINE,

          USERTAG=BASELINE-2008,HEADER=YES

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT,DELIMIT=;,DECIMAL='.',TYPE=SUMMARY,HEADER=NO

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

AUTOCOLL OPTION=DSVOUT,DELIMIT=;,DECIMAL='.',TYPE=BASELINE,

USERTAG=BASELINE-2008,HEADER=YES

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   DECIMAL=.

   DELIMIT=;

   HEADER=YES

   OPTION=DSVOUT

   TYPE=BASELINE

   USERTAG=BASELINE-2008

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

RECORDS IN TABLE: 742

RECORDS SELECTED: 2

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFC

RECORDS IN TABLE: 2,214

RECORDS SELECTED: 4

TABLE MFC END

   .

   .

   .

TABLE BVD

RECORDS IN TABLE: 742

RECORDS SELECTED: 4

TABLE BVD END
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DB30073I - TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED: 1,404

Reporting Snapshot Rowsets

You can produce reports on specific rowsets based on your specified criteria. When you want to either create new Delta
rowsets (DELTACRE) or to delete rowsets, the first step should be to produce a Snapshot report.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPRPT function when you want to produce a report of the rows.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL  OPTION=SNAPRPT ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                              └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1019 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SNAPRPT
Specifies to create a report of Snapshot rowsets.
SNAPRPT

Specifies to list each of the Snapshot rowsets and the number of rows in each Snapshot table that
belongs to that rowset.

Valid Entries:
SNAPRPT

Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

MUFNAME=
Specifies the name of the MUF (1 - 8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more of the Snapshot rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames will be selected for processing.
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DATERG=
Specifies the range of dates (S_MUF_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the database from which the Delta rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1019
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (S_MUF_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPRPT,MUFNAME=MUF4

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.
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Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT SNAPRPT
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=SNAPRPT

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

      OPTION=SNAPRPT

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

SNAPSHOT REPORT:

==================

                                                      M   M   M   M   M   M   S   S   M       M       M   M  

 M   M   M

                                                      F   F   F   F   F   F   Q   Q   F       F       F   C  

 C   T   Z

MUFNAME       MUF-ENABLED         MUF-DATE-TIME       Y   V   O   U   W   S   M   Q   C       A       T   B  

 F   C   I

________  ___________________  ___________________  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _______ _______ ___

 ___ ___ ___

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/27 09:00:04    9   1   1  11   1   1   1   1   2     343     306   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/27 16:15:07    9   1   1  17   1   1   1   1   2     343     306   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/28 09:00:02    9   1   1  17   1   1   1   1   2     347     308   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/28 16:15:25    9   1   1  18   1   1   1   1   2     347     308   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/29 09:00:02    9   1   1  18   1   1   1   1   2     347     308   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/29 16:15:10    9   1   1  18   1   1   1   1   2     347     308   0  

 0   0   0

MUF4      2008/08/26 05:16:12  2008/08/30 09:00:02    9   1   1  18   1   1   1   1   2     347     308   0  

 0   0   0

GRAND TOTALS:

===============

ROWSETS LISTED:     540

TOTAL ROWS:     367,311

    MFY     MFV     MFO     MFU     MFW     MFS     SQM     SQQ     MFC       MFA       MFT    MCB    MCF   

 MTC    MZI

_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _________ _________ ______ ______

 ______ ______

  4,860     540     540   8,947     540     540     540     540   1,634   184,427   164,203      0      0    

  0      0
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Reporting Delta Rowsets

You can produce reports on specific rowsets based on your specified criteria. When you want to:

• Create new Delta rowsets (SUMMARY/BASELINE/AVGPERF)
• Determine what rowsets to use in DSVOUT processing
• Delete rowsets

Your first step should be to produce a Delta report.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTARPT function when you want to produce a report of the rows.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTARPT ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                              └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘ └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬─┘

                                         ├─ BASELINE ─┤

                                         ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

                                         ├─ LAST ─────┤

                                         └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=DELTARPT
Specifies to create a report of Delta rowsets.
DELTARPT

Specifies to list each of the Delta rowsets and the number of rows in each Delta table that belongs to that
rowset.

Valid Entries:
DELTARPT

Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keywords
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MUFNAME=
Specifies the name of the MUF (1-8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames will be selected for processing.
DBID=

Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta or rowsets are both read and written.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
DATERG=

Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
(No default) All dates will be selected for processing.

TIMERG=
Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
(No default) All times will be selected for processing.

TYPE=
Specifies to select the rows with the following in the MUFTYPE column.
AVGPERF

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of AVGPERF.
BASELINE

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of BASELINE.
INTERVAL

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of INTERVAL.
LAST

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of LAST.
SUMMARY

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of SUMMARY.
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Valid Entries:
AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY

Default Value:
(No default) All TYPEs will be selected for processing. Process all.

USERTAG=
Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

(No default) All USERTAGs will be selected for processing.

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTARPT,MUFNAME=MUF4

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report for AUTOCOL OPT DELTARP
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=DELTARPT,MUFNAME=MUF4

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OPTION=DELTARPT

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DELTA REPORT:

===============

                                                                  B B   M M M  M M M S  S   M      M      M M

  M   M   M
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                                                                  V V   F F F  F F F Q  Q   F      F      F C

  C   T   Z

 MUF-START-TIME      MUF-END-TIME    TYPE     USERTAG      DURAT  M D   Y V O  U W S M  Q   C      A      T B

  F   C   I

_________________  _________________ ____ ________________ ______ _ _ ___ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ___ ______ ______ _

 __ ___ ___

MUFNAME: MUF4      MUF-ENABLED:   8/26/08 05:16:12

 8/26/18 05:16:12   8/27/18 09:00:04 INTV                   27.73 1 1   9 1 1 11 1 1 1  1   2    343    306 0

  0   0   0

 8/27/18 09:00:04   8/27/18 16:15:07 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 17 1 1 1  1   2    343    306 0

  0   0   0

 8/27/18 16:15:07   8/28/18 09:00:02 INTV                   16.74 1 1   9 1 1 17 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/28/18 09:00:02   8/28/18 16:15:25 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/28/18 16:15:25   8/29/18 09:00:02 INTV                   16.74 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/29/18 09:00:02   8/29/18 16:15:10 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/29/18 16:15:10   8/30/18 09:00:02 INTV                   16.74 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/30/18 09:00:02   8/30/18 16:15:19 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/30/18 16:15:19   8/31/18 09:00:02 INTV                   16.74 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/31/18 09:00:02   8/31/18 16:15:07 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

 8/26/18 05:16:12   8/31/18 16:15:07 LAST                  130.98 1 1   9 1 1 18 1 1 1  1   2    347    308 0

  0   0   0

MUFNAME: MUF4      MUF-ENABLED:   9/02/08 03:39:24

 9/02/18 03:39:24   9/04/18 09:00:04 INTV                   53.34 1 1   9 1 1 11 1 1 1  1   2    343    306 0

  0   0   0

 9/04/18 09:00:04   9/04/18 16:15:06 INTV                    7.25 1 1   9 1 1 15 1 1 1  1   2    343    306 0

  0   0   0

   .

   .

   .

GRAND TOTALS:

===============

ROWSETS LISTED:     508

TOTAL ROWS:     347,899

  BVM   BVD    MFY    MFV    MFO    MFU    MFW    MFS    SQM    SQQ    MFC       MFA       MFT   MCB   MCF  

 MTC   MZI

_____ _____ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ _________ _________ _____ _____

 _____ _____

  508   508  4,572    508    508  8,478    508    508    508    508  1,579   174,221   154,985     0     0   

  0     0
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Deleting Snapshot Rowsets

You can delete specific rowsets based on your specified criteria.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPDEL function when you want to delete a set of Snapshot rowsets.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPDEL ─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────►

                             └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1019 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SNAPDEL
Specifies to delete Snapshot rowsets.
SNAPDEL

Specifies to select Snapshot rowsets to be deleted.
Valid Entries:

SNAPDEL
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

MUFNAME=
Specifies the name of the MUF (1 - 8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more Snapshot rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames will be selected for processing.
DATERG=

Specifies the range of dates (S_MUF_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:
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• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
Process all dates

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Snapshot database from which the Snapshot rowsets are to be deleted.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1019
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (S_MUF_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
Process all

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=SNAPDEL,MUFNAME=MUF4A

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT SNAPDEL
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=SNAPDEL,MUFNAME=MUF4A

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL
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   MUFNAME=MUF4A

   OPTION=SNAPDEL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFC

RECORDS IN TABLE: 65

RECORDS DELETED : 30

TABLE MFC END

TABLE MFY

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFV

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MFV END

TABLE MFW

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MFW END

TABLE MFU

RECORDS IN TABLE: 78

RECORDS DELETED : 36

TABLE MFU END

TABLE SQQ

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE SQQ END

TABLE SQM

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE SQM END

TABLE MFS

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MFS END
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TABLE MFA

RECORDS IN TABLE: 286

RECORDS DELETED : 132

TABLE MFA END

TABLE MFT

RECORDS IN TABLE: 1,820

RECORDS DELETED : 840

TABLE MFT END

TABLE MCB

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MCB END

TABLE MCF

RECORDS IN TABLE: 26

RECORDS DELETED : 12

TABLE MCF END

TABLE MZI

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 6

TABLE MZI END

TABLE MTC

RECORDS IN TABLE: 156

RECORDS DELETED : 72

TABLE MTC END

DB30079I - TOTAL RECORDS DELETED : 1,176

Deleting Delta Rowsets

You can delete specific rowsets based on your specified criteria.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use

Use the AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTADEL function when you want to delete a set of Delta rowsets.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write this command:

►►─ AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTADEL ─┬────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                              └─ ,MUFNAME=mufname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1020 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,DATERG=ccyymmddccyymmdd ─┘

              └─ nnnn ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,TIMERG=hhmmsshhmmss ─┘ └─ ,TYPE= ─┬─ AVGPERF ──┬─┘
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                                         ├─ BASELINE ─┤

                                         ├─ INTERVAL ─┤

                                         ├─ LAST ─────┤

                                         └─ SUMMARY ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,USERTAG=usertag ─┘

Command

AUTOCOLL
Invokes the AUTOCOLL function.

Required Keywords

OPTION=DELTADEL
Specifies to select Delta rowsets to be deleted.
Valid Entries:

DELTADEL
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

MUFNAME=
Specifies the name of the MUF (1 - 8 bytes).
Valid Entries:

A valid mufname contained on one or more Delta rowsets.
Default Value:

(No default) If this keyword is not specified, all mufnames will be selected for processing.
DATERG=

Specifies the range of dates (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) for the selected rowsets to qualify for processing. Format
ccyymmddccyymmdd

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:

• Starting date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date value is between 19000101 and 39991231
• Ending date must be equal or greater than the starting date

Default Value:
Process all dates

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the Delta database from which the Delta rowsets are to be deleted.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1020
TIMERG=

Specifies the range of times (D_MUF_END_DATETIME) on which to base the selection. Format hhmmsshhmmss

Valid Entries:
The entry must be one or more of the following:
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• Starting time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time value is between 000000 and 240000
• Ending time must be equal or greater than the starting time

Default Value:
Process all

TYPE=
Specifies to select the rows with the following in the MUFTYPE column.
AVGPERF

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of AVGPERF.
BASELINE

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of BASELINE.
INTERVAL

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of INTERVAL.
LAST

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of LAST.
SUMMARY

Select only rows with a MUFTYPE of SUMMARY.
Valid Entries:

AVGPERF, BASELINE, INTERVAL, LAST, or SUMMARY
Default Value:

Process all
USERTAG=

Specifies to restrict processing to a Delta rowset that has the specified value in the USERTAG column.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

Process all

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOCOLL OPTION=DELTADEL,MUFNAME=MUF4

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.
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Sample Report AUTOCOLL OPT DELTADEL
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOCOLL    OPTION=DELTADEL,MUFNAME=MUF4

FUNCTION=AUTOCOLL

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OPTION=DELTADEL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TABLE MFO

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MFO END

TABLE MFC

RECORDS IN TABLE: 65

RECORDS DELETED : 25

TABLE MFC END

TABLE MFY

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MFY END

TABLE MFV

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MFV END

TABLE MFW

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MFW END

TABLE MFU

RECORDS IN TABLE: 78

RECORDS DELETED : 30

TABLE MFU END

TABLE SQQ

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE SQQ END

TABLE SQM

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE SQM END
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TABLE MFS

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MFS END

TABLE MFA

RECORDS IN TABLE: 286

RECORDS DELETED : 110

TABLE MFA END

TABLE MFT

RECORDS IN TABLE: 1,820

RECORDS DELETED : 700

TABLE MFT END

TABLE MCB

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MCB END

TABLE MCF

RECORDS IN TABLE: 25

RECORDS DELETED : 9

TABLE MCF END

TABLE MZI

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE MZI END

TABLE MTC

RECORDS IN TABLE: 145

RECORDS DELETED : 49

TABLE MTC END

TABLE BVM

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE BVM END

TABLE BVD

RECORDS IN TABLE: 13

RECORDS DELETED : 5

TABLE BVD END

DB30079I - TOTAL RECORDS DELETED : 978

AUTOINFO (Collect Environmental MUF Information)
The AUTOINFO function collects information from memory and certain selected Dynamic System Tables (DST) and
records that information into a sequential file. The collected information is also output in printed form.
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The main purpose of the AUTOINFO function is to allow you to choose a given Multi-User Facility (MUF) and quickly
generate information about that environment. This information can be helpful for you and for your communications to
Support about a MUF problem.

AUTOINFO should be executed while the MUF is experiencing the problem. However, AUTOINFO can be executed after
the MUF has come down or has been cycled. While it will not furnish as much information about a particular situation that
occurred in the previous MUF execution, it still provides valuable environmental information.

If AUTOINFO is executed after a MUF has ended but has not been restarted, the function ends with a U0004 condition
code. This notifies you that while the report has executed, certain data was not available.

Using AUTOINFO in DBUTLTY

The AUTOINFO function is unique in DBUTLTY because it can communicate to the MUF and its memory at the same
time. When the AUTOINFO executes, it uses an internal communication path to query the memory of the MUF and uses
the standard DBSIDPR connection path to gather additional data.

The AUTOINFO function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Run the DBUTLTY on the same LPAR as the targeted MUF
• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier

module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF
• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load

libraries.

When to Use

Use the AUTOINFO function when you want to record information about a MUF execution, build a report, and write it as a
sequential output file. Support might request the output file if you contact them for help.

How to Use

Use the following syntax to write the AUTOINFO command:

►►─ AUTOINFO DDNAME=ddname ─┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

                            └─ ,DECIMAL= ─┬─ . ◄ ───────┬─┘

                                          └─ character ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,DELIMIT= ─┬─ ; ◄ ───────┬─┘

                 └─ character ─┘

Command

AUTOINFO
The AUTOINFO command invokes the AUTOINFO function.

Required Keyword

• DDNAME=
DDNAME= specifies the name for the diagnostic output from this execution. Support might request this file for analysis
or help in solving an open contact.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.
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The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for this
Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Optional Keywords

DECIMAL=
DECIMAL= specifies the character to use for the decimal point, such as a period (.) or a comma (,).
Valid Entries:

One character enclosed in single quotes
Default Value:

period (.)
DELIMIT=

DELIMIT= specifies the character to use as the delimiter between values in the DSV output. Do not use a period
(.) or a comma (,) as these special characters occur normally throughout the AutoCollect data and would cause
the DSV output to be unusable.
Valid Entries:

One character
Default Value:

semicolon (;)

Example JCL

Following is an example of the JCL for the AUTOINFO function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//AUTOINFO EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

//TABLES   DD DSN=TEMP.AUTOINFO.TABLES.SUPPORT,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,CATLG),

//             UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(3,1),RLSE)

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN  DD  *

 AUTOINFO  DDNAME=TABLES

/*

//
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Sample Reports

The reports produced by the AUTOINFO function look similar to the following samples. For examples of the report
headers, see Sample Report Headers.

Report - MUF Available and Operational

When the MUF is available and operational, you receive a report similar to the following:

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOINFO  DDNAME=TABLES

FUNCTION=AUTOINFO

   DDNAME=TABLES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

MUF IS AVAILABLE, INFORMATION IS PROVIDED BY THE MUF.

MUFNAME: MUF4       VERSION: 14.0              JOB/STC NAME: QA12MUF4

CXXNAME: QAMUF4     JOBID: JOB11528               SYSTEM: CA31

ENABLED TIME:       2018/11/11 13:12:17

CURRENT MUF TIME:   2018/11/11 13:14:59

MUF IS SHADOW:      N                             MUF HAS SHADOW:    N

DB SUBSYS PRESENT:  Y                             SQL:               Y

EXTERNAL SECURITY:  N                             ACCOUNTING ON:     N

DBIDS:     DST: 1000   HISTORY: 1007   CBS TEMP: 0006   CBS HEUR: 1006

TASKS:  TOTAL: 00250      XCF: 00250       CCI: 00050      SIZE: 46080

TABLE MUF_OPTIONS: MFO

ACCTPRM_PRM_DBID        0

ACCTPRM_ANN_DBID        0

ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME        Y

...etc.

TABLE MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL: MFC

DBID AREA V/C F/A DS   MEM_SIZE BLKS_MAX BLKS_CURR TOTAL_READS MRDF_READS VIRT_WRITES ACTV_READS NONF_READS

   6  IXX  V   N   X  262144000    64000     64000           2          2           0       NULL       NULL

  17  IXX  V   N   N      32768     NULL      NULL        NULL       NULL        NULL       NULL       NULL

  17  TTM  V   N   N   33554432     NULL      NULL        NULL       NULL        NULL       NULL       NULL

      TOT  V   N   N  295731200    64000     64000           2          2           0          0          0

      TOT  C   N   N          0        0         0           0          0           0          0          0

TABLE MUF_ACCOUNTING: MFY

DBID TABLE BUF_SIZE S THRESHOLD SPILLING TOTAL_REQU PHYSIC_IOS    LOCATES TOTAL_ADDS TOTAL_UPDT UNAVAILABL 

 CONFLICTS

                                                  SKIPPED    ENTRIES  RECLAIMED LOCATES_ST SPIL_THRES

 SPIL_INTER
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       TOT        0 T         0        0          0          0          0          0          0          0   

       0

                                                        0          0          0          0          0        

  0

TABLE MUF_INTERNAL_STATS: MFV

TIMES_RD_1 TIM_RD_2_8 TIM_RD_9_32 TIM_RD_33_99 TIM_WRITE_1 TIM_WRT_2_12 TIM_WRT_13_24 TIM_WRT_25_48 BRKS_DONE

 IO_MEM_ST

         0          0           0            0           0            0             0             0         0

         0

TABLE MUF_SMP_STATS: MFW

POSTED_0                10

TABLE MUF_RETURN_CODES: MFU

EXTERNAL_CODE  INTERNAL_CODE  COUNT_CODES

TOT                                     0

TABLE MUF_SQLCODES: SQQ

SQL_CODE  CODE_COUNT

TOTAL              0

TABLE MUF_MISC_STATS: SQM

PROC_CACHE_REUSE PROC_FROM_CALL PROC_FROM_TRIGGER PROC_QUEUED PROC_SQL_STMTS PROC_FAILURES PROC_NESTS

               0              0                 0           0              0             0          0

TABLE MUF_SYSTEM_STATS: MFS

BEGIN_TIME              20181111 13.12.17.000000

CURRENT_DATETIME        20181111 13.14.59.633053

CURRENT_CPU             1

RQ_PENDING_1_10         8

RQ_PENDING_11_20        0

RQ_PENDING_21_30        0

... etc.

DATA2_USED_4            0

DATA2_USED_5            0

TABLE MUF_AREA_STATS: MFA

DBID AREA_NAME PHYSICAL_READS PHYSICAL_WRITES LOGICAL_READS LOGICAL_WRITES

   0       CXX             83               6           502              8

   0       FXX             15              14            15              0

   0       LXX              4               6             4              1

   6       IXX              0               0             4              0

1000       IXX              0               0             0              0

1000       SYS              0               0             0              0

... etc..

1006       CBS              2               0             2              0

1006       IXX              2               0             2              0

           TOT            106              26           529              9
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TABLE MUF_TABLE_STATS: MFT

DBID TABLE_NAME AREA_NAME TOTAL_REQUEST TOTAL_READS TOTAL_ADDS TOTAL_DELETES TOTAL_UPDATES

1000        DRA       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRB       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRC       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRD       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRE       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRF       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

1000        DRI       SYS             0           0          0             0             0

... etc.

1006        CBS       CBS             0           0          0             0             0

            TOT       TOT            72          56          0             0             0

TABLE MUF_CBS: MCB

BUF_CUR_PERC_FULL       0

BUF_MAX_PERC_FULL       0

CUR_USED_SET_MEM        311

MAX_USED_SET_MEM        0

SETS_DEL_MAX_AGE        16

SETS_FETCHED            0

SETS_PROCESSED          0

SETS_SPILLED            0

SETS_TEMP_INDEX         0

TEMP_INDEX_ENTRIES      0

SPILLED_JOB_NAME        NULL

SPILLED_UIB             NULL

DURATION_AT_SPILL       NULL

TABLE MUF_CONFIG: MCF

CONFIG_COMMAND             CONFIG_PARAMETERS

DIAGOPTION                 000800000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

HISTORY                    1007....

TABLE MUF_SRB_ZIIP: MZI

SEQ.NO    ENCLAVE_SEC ZIIP_ON_CP_SEC  ZIIP_QUAL_SEC   ZIIP_SECONDS  ZIIP_PERCENT

TOTAL               0              0              0              0

TABLE MUF_TCB_OR_SRB: MTC

TASK  PROGRAM   SEQ.NO    CPU_SECONDS     TIMES_USED   TIMES_POSTED    PHYSICAL_IO

MAIN  DBMUFPR        1              0            249            248            132

 SMP  DBSMPPR        1              0              0              0              0

 SMP  DBSMPPR        2              0              0              0              0

 SMP  DBSMPPR        3              0              0              0              0

 SUB  DBCONPR        1              0              0              0              0

 SUB  DBDUSPR        1              0              0              0              0

 SUB  DBENQPR        1              0             13             13              0

 SUB  DBMSBPR        1              0              3              0              0

 SUB  DBOCSPR        1              0              5             10              0

 SUB  DBOCSPR        2              0              0              0              0

 SUB  DBOC2PR        1              0              5              5              0
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 TOT              9999              0            275            276            132

TABLE BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS: BVM

Elapsed Seconds                    162

CPU Seconds Used                   1

Physical I/O                       132

Database Requests                  27

Data Area Requests                 538

Table Requests                     56

Table Reads                        56

Table Adds                         0

Table Deletes                      0

Table Updates                      0

Calculated Business Value Metrics

Requests per elapsed second        0.16

Requests per CPU second            27.00

Requests per Physical IO           0.20

TABLE BUSINESS_VALUE_METRICS: BVD

Elapsed Seconds                    162

CPU Seconds Used                   1

Request Processing                                 %

Database Requests                  27              **

Data Manager Requests              30              111.1

SQL Requests                       0               0.0

Physical I/O Processing                            %

Total Physical I/O                 132             **

Physical I/O - Read                106             80.3

Physical I/O - Write               26              19.6

Sequential Read Ahead I/Os         0               0.0

Accounting I/O                     0               0.0

Logging I/O                        6               4.5

Buffer Processing                                  5 to 1 Ratios

IXX Buffer Use 5+                  0               0.0

DXX Buffer Use 5+                  0               0.0

DATA Buffer Use 5+                 0               0.0

DATA2 Buffer Use 5+                0               0.0

No IXX Buffer Available            0

No DXX Buffer Available            0

No DATA Buffer Available           0

No EXPAND Buffer Available         0

No TXB Buffer Available            0
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MRDF Processing                                    % Saved I/O

MRDF Memory (bytes)                295731200       **

MRDF Virtual Reads                 2               1.5

MRDF Virtual Writes                0               0.0

MRDF Covered Memory (bytes)        0               **

... etc.

Request Pending 31-40              0

Request Pending 41-50              0

Request Pending 50+                0

DB30073I - TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED: 101

Report - MUF Previously Active

When the MUF is not currently available but was previously active on the system, you receive a report similar to the
following:

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 AUTOINFO  DDNAME=TABLES

FUNCTION=AUTOINFO

   DDNAME=TABLES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

MUF NOT AVAILABLE, INFORMATION PROVIDED FROM PRIOR EXECUTION THIS SYSTEM.

MUFNAME: MUF4       RELEASE: 15     SP:           JOB/STC NAME: QA12MUF4

CXXNAME: QAMUF4     JOBID: JOB51596               SYSTEM: CA31

ENABLED TIME:       2018/11/10 10:53:01

MUF IS SHADOW:      Y                             MUF HAS SHADOW:    N

DB SUBSYS PRESENT:  N                             SQL:               Y

EXTERNAL SECURITY:  N                             ACCOUNTING ON:     N

DBIDS:     DST: 1000   HISTORY: 1007   CBS TEMP: 0006   CBS HEUR: 1006

TASKS:  TOTAL: 00250      XCF: 00250       CCI: 00050      SIZE: 46080

DB30073I - TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED: 0

                    DB10045E - ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUE TO ERROR(S)

Report - MUF Not Available

When the MUF has not been started since this LPAR was last IPLed, you receive a report similar to the following:

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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 AUTOINFO  DDNAME=TABLES

FUNCTION=AUTOINFO

   DDNAME=TABLES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

MUF NOT AVAILABLE, NO INFORMATION BECAUSE NO PRIOR EXECUTION THIS SYSTEM.

DB30073I - TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED: 0

                    DB10045E - ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUE TO ERROR(S)

AUTOSTAT (Report on MUF Information)
The AUTOSTAT function creates a Snapshot of selected Multi-User Facilities (MUFs) with their active tasks.

This function opens the AutoStatus database in the repository MUF using the standard DBSIDPR connection and then
calls an internal API to collect information about the tasks running on one or more target MUFs in this same LPAR. The
repository MUF can also be a target MUF.

To execute AutoStatus, the repository MUF must be at Datacom/DB Version 14.0. AutoStatus allows a target MUF to be
DatacomDB r11 or greater.

The AutoStatus database is installed as part of a new install or upgrade. The default database ID is 1018. If you decide to
change the AutoStatus database to a different DBID, we recommend that the database be left as 1018.

The process allows a single Snapshot to collect information about up to 100 active MUFs in the targeted LPAR. Since
AutoStatus uses the standard DBSIDPR to communicate to the repository MUF, the repository MUF can be on a different
LPAR (assuming that you have the cross LPAR communication set-up in the repository MUF).

When more than one MUF is selected as a target for an AutoStatus Snapshot, the data is collected from the target MUFs
in serial fashion in alphabetic order. For AutoStatus executions that have a significant number of MUFs, the actual process
may run for a few seconds. To view all of this information as a single rowset, the same timestamp is loaded into each
record recorded by this Snapshot (S_MUF_DATETIME).

For more information about how to implement and use AutoStatus, see the Autoscope user documentation.

This page discusses the following topics:

When to Use AUTOSTAT

Use the AUTOSTAT function when you want to create a Snapshot of selected MUFs with their active task information so
that you can process the information and analyze the results. The data is saved in the AutoStatus database.

How to Use AUTOSTAT

Use the following syntax to write this command.

              ┌─ , ───────────────┐

►►─ AUTOSTAT ─▼─ MUFNAME=mufname ─┴─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────►

                                    └─ ,DBID= ─┬─ 1018 ◄ ─┬─┘

                                               └─ nnnn ───┘
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                                    ┌───────────────────────────────────┐

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─▼─┬───────────────────────────────┬─┴─────►

   └─ ,REPEATS= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ────────┬─┘   └─ ,SNAPEXCL= ─┬─ DURATION0 ──┬─┘

                 └─ 3 to 64800 ─┘                    ├─ HEADER ─────┤

                                                     ├─ NOTACTIVE ──┤

                                                     ├─ REPCONNECT ─┤

                                                     └─ WARNMSG ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,OUTTAG=cccccccccccccccc ─┘

Command

AUTOSTAT
Invokes the AUTOSTAT function. Specifies to create a Snapshot of the specified MUFs with their active tasks.

Required Keyword

MUFNAME=
Identifies the MUF from which the task data is retrieved. You can repeat this parameter to include more than one
MUF. Alternately, you can use a wild card character (*) to specify to select all MUFs whose names begin with the
characters you specify.
Valid Entries:

The MUF name or beginning portion of a mufname with an asterisk (*)
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the database ID of the database where the Snapshot rowset is recorded.
Valid Entries:

1 to 5000
Default Value:

1018
OUTTAG=

Specifies a 1- to 16-character string that is used to fill in the USERTAG column on each row in the table. You
can use this in various ways. For example, if you are collecting status information from multiple LPARs, you can
indicate the LPAR where a given status was collected. In another case, you can process the status rows with your
own program and, once a row has been read, you could place a value in the USERTAG column to indicate it has
been processed.
Valid Entries:

1 to 16 characters
Default Value:

Blanks
REPEATS=

Specifies whether the AutoStatus function should remain active and perform periodic Snapshots (until stopped by
the user). A value of zero indicates that the function should run only once and then end. A numeric value between
3 and 64800 indicates that the function should remain active and the interval between the Snapshots will be
set equal to the selected value in seconds. The interval is measured as the time from the end of one Snapshot
and the beginning of the next Snapshot. You may want to set the parameter to a sufficient value, such as 600
(10 minutes), to keep the function from generating large numbers of rows in the AutoStatus database. If you are
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setting a repeats value, you need to set-up the appropriate job parameters to keep the system from canceling the
job due to long execution times.
Valid Entries:

0 for none or from 3 to 64800
Default Value:

0 (Indicates that the function should not repeat)
SNAPEXCL=

Specifies the items to exclude.
DURATION0

Suppresses the creation of any detail task rows that have a DURATION of blanks. During the task inquiry,
any task that has not had a given command in process for at least one second has a duration of blanks.
This parameter is used to reduce the amount of detail task rows that are written to the AUTOSTAT
database. With this option in place, only tasks with a command in process for a duration of one second
(:01) or greater are written to the SNAPSHOT database.

HEADER
Suppresses the writing of a new page header as each SYSPRINT page fills. Use this option, when you
want to keep the SYSPRINT to a minimum.

NOTACTIVE
Suppresses the creation of any detail task rows that have a CURRENT_STATUS of NOTACTIVE. This
parameter is used to reduce the amount of detail task rows that are written to the AUTOSTAT database.

REPCONNECT
Suppresses the open and close of the AUTOSTAT database URT for each Snapshot (see REPEATS).
Specifying SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT tells the utility to open the URT at the beginning of the
AUTOSTAT function and to leave it open until the function is ended. In this mode, the AUTOSTAT function
will issue a COMMIT at the end of each Snapshot process, but not close the URT.
Without the SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT, the AUTOSTAT function disconnects from the repository MUF
after each status Snapshot. Then, just prior to the next Snapshot, the function re-opens the URT and
re-establishes communication to the repository MUF. This ensures that the URT does not remain open
for long periods of time while the function is in a "wait" between Snapshots. When you want to limit the
amount of opens and closes, and the associated messages in the repository MUF region, you should
specify the SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT option.

NOTE
With the SNAPEXCL=REPCONNECT option specified, you must terminate AUTOSTAT before
issuing the EOJ to the repository MUF.

WARNMSG
Suppresses the creation of warning messages when specified MUFs are not found (not active) when the
status Snapshot is executed.

Valid Entries:
DURATION0, HEADER, NOTACTIVE, REPCONNECT, WARNMSG

Default Value:
Do not exclude

Console Commands (AUTOSTAT)

When you specify a REPEATS= value, AUTOSTAT attaches a console subtask to allow you to communicate to
AUTOSTAT while it is executing.

Any console command that changes an operational parameter except REPEATS, such as EXCLUDE DURATION0, will go
into effect at the next processing cycle.
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For example, if the task is running with REPEATS=600 (10 minutes), and you issue the console command EXCLUDE
DURATION0, the change will be made in the operational parameters, but it will not take effect until the next Snapshot
process. Issuing the REPEATS command changes the current operational value for the REPEATS parameter and also
triggers an immediate Snapshot to be taken.

When you have a long REPEATS value, the console interaction allows you to make the change and also force an
immediate Snapshot. In cases, where you want to force a Snapshot without changing the overall operational parameters,
you can do this by just issuing the REPEATS command with a value equal to the current REPEATS value.

Issuing the AS_OPTIONS command does not change any operational values or trigger a Snapshot. AS_OPTIONS only
requests that the current operational values are printed to SYSPRINT for review purposes.

Console interaction is provided through the following /STOP, /CANCEL, and /MODIFY processes.

/STOP jobname
Terminates the AUTOSTAT task. The process is the same as the following /MODIFY jobname,EOJ process.

/CANCEL jobname
Causes the AUTOSTAT task to be canceled with a S222 abend.

/MODIFY jobname,command
Issues changes using a specific command format as documented in the following section. It allows you to pass
information to the active AUTOSTAT task.

MODIFY Command Format

The MODIFY command has the following format:

►►─ /MODIFY ─ jobname,command ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

The jobname is the name of the AUTOSTAT job and command is the action to be taken and value is the optional value
supplied to the command. There must only be a comma separating the jobname and the command and there must be a
space separating the command and the value, if specified.

Console commands will be echoed to the SYSPRINT output.

Command

ADDMUF newmuf
Add the new MUFNAME to the list of MUFs that are being targeted for the status Snapshots. newmuf is 1 to 8
alphanumeric characters.

NOTE
There is a limit of 100 MUFNAMEs per AUTOSTAT execution.

AS_OPTIONS
Produces a listing of all AUTOSTAT options in effect to the SYSPRINT output.

COMM EOJ
Same as EOJ.

EOJ
Complete current Snapshot, set return code, and terminate the AUTOSTAT program.

EXCLUDE DURATION0
Excludes tasks that have a "blank" duration.

EXCLUDE HEADER
Tells the utility to stop producing heading pages to the SYSPRINT output file.

EXCLUDE NOTACTIVE
Excludes tasks that have a NOT ACTIVE status.
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EXCLUDE REPCONNECT
Suppresses the URT open and close that occurs in conjunction with the REPEATS= parameter.

NOTE
With the EXCLUDE REPCONNECT option specified, you must terminate AUTOSTAT before issuing the
EOJ to the repository MUF.

EXCLUDE WARNMSG
Suppresses warning messages.

INCLUDE DURATION0
Includes tasks regardless of duration.

INCLUDE HEADER
Produces a page header at the top of each new page of the SYSPRINT output file. Each page is typically 60 lines.

INCLUDE NOTACTIVE
Includes tasks regardless of task status.

INCLUDE REPCONNECT
Activates the URT open and close that occurs in conjunction with the REPEATS= parameter.

INCLUDE WARNMSG
Enables warning messages.

OUTTAG tag1
Changes the current OUTTAG value to a new value. Value must be between 1 and 16 alphanumeric characters.

REMOVEMUF oldmuf
Remove the existing MUFNAME from the list of MUFs that are being used as the source for the status Snapshots.

NOTE
There must be at least one valid MUFNAME per AUTOSTAT execution. If you attempt to remove the last
MUFNAME, the command will be ignored and a message issued.

REPEATS nnnnn
Changes the current REPEATS= parameter timer to this new value. Value must be 0 or between 3 and 64800.
Changing the value to 0 causes the utility to do one last Snapshot and end. Changing the value to other than 0
forces an immediate Snapshot and changes the wait interval between further Snapshots and the utility continues
to execute in the loop with the new REPEATS value.

Example JCL (AUTOSTAT)
Following is an example of the JCL for this function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

 AUTOSTAT MUFNAME=DBDVMV1,MUFNAME=PRGMUF01,OUTTAG=SAMPLE

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.
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CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6

 AUTOSTAT DBID=1018,OUTTAG=OUTTAG1,

   REPEATS=6,

   MUFNAME=MUF4

FUNCTION=AUTOSTAT

   DBID=01018

   MUFNAME=MUF4

   OUTTAG=OUTTAG1

   REPEATS=00006

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPOSITORY DBID:  1018

REPOSITORY  MUF:  MUF4

CURRENT DATETIME: 22:58:01.6078100000 2018/03/02

PROCESSED MUF: MUF4     < MUF4     RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

TOTAL MUFS PROCESSED: 1 OUT OF 1

TOTAL ROWS SNAPPED:   1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPOSITORY DBID:  1018

REPOSITORY  MUF:  MUF4

CURRENT DATETIME: 22:58:07.6399570000 2018/03/02

PROCESSED MUF: MUF4     < MUF4     RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

TOTAL MUFS PROCESSED: 1 OUT OF 1

TOTAL ROWS SNAPPED:   1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   .

   .

   .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPOSITORY DBID:  1018

REPOSITORY  MUF:  MUF4

CURRENT DATETIME: 22:58:31.7494190000 2018/03/02

PROCESSED MUF: MUF4     < MUF4     RECORDS PROCESSED: 1

TOTAL MUFS PROCESSED: 1 OUT OF 1

TOTAL ROWS SNAPPED:   1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

** 22:58:36.4478340000 2018/03/02

DB30050I - COMM EOJ ISSUED - PROGRAM TERMINATED
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BACKUP (Create Backups)
Making backups of critical data is essential in a data processing installation. DBUTLTY provides functions to create
backups of the Directory (CXX), any database, or any data area within a database.

Make frequent backups of the Directory (CXX). If a hardware malfunction occurs during maintenance with the CXXMAINT
function, you can re-create the Directory using the backup. You can make a backup of the Directory (CXX) at any time.

A backup of the Directory is the first step in moving the Directory to a different disk drive or to a disk drive of a different
device type.

DBUTLTY provides several options for creating a backup of a data area. Creating a backup in Native Key sequence is the
first step in reorganizing a data area. When using Native Key sequence you can do a parallel backup.

More Information:

• For information about DBUTLTY STATUS console command support for this function, see COMM STATUS (Print
Status of MUF Jobs).

• For more information about the impact of table partitioning on the BACKUP function, see the BACKUP Utility.

BACKUP CXX (Back Up Directory)

Learn about using the Datacom DBUTLTY function BACKUP for backing up the Directory (CXX). Find information about
when and how to use BACKUP CXX, backups for databases accessed by SQL statements, and example JCL and reports.

The BACKUP function backs up the Directory (CXX).

When to Use

Use the BACKUP function to generate a backup of the Directory (CXX):

• To use for rebuilding the Directory if hardware errors or accidental destruction occurred.
• As the first step in moving the Directory to a larger extent.

Backup Output

The BACKUP function uses a variable record format and a block size equal to 4K. Do not code any DCB parameters in your
JCL. The backup output file can be on a disk. However, the backup that is stored on the disk is in a special format. If a
hardware malfunction occurs and the Directory is not accessible, you cannot point to the backup on disk and continue to
function. You must LOAD the Directory from the backup to obtain a valid Directory.

Databases Accessed by SQL Statements

If your site uses SQL, backing up the Directory without backing up the DATA-DICT and Data Definition Directory (DDD)
databases can result in loss of synchronization which is critical for SQL operations. To retain synchronization when you
back up the Directory, you must back up the DATA-DICT database and the DDD database. For more information, see SQL
Object Consistency Analyzer.

NOTE
You can use the SQL Object Consistency Analyzer to determine whether Datacom Datadictionary, Data
Definition Directory, Schema Information Tables areas, and the Directory are synchronized and to determine the
steps to correct any problems.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) active. In Simplify mode,
however, to provide current accurate information and to control (prevent) inappropriate executions, MUF is always
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intended to run enabled. If MUF is not enabled, it is a best practice to allow it to enable using the DELAY68= option
of the DBSIDPR module. If you know that the MUF is not enabled, and if you do not intend to enable it, and if you
must force the execution of this BACKUP, declare the MUF is not to be used either by performing the BACKUP after
another function that executes only with MUF down, or by following a function to establish that environment using SET
OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED, which disables any DELAY68= and forces execution with MUF not enabled.

To back up your Directory, execute DBUTLTY using the command:

Back Up Directory (z/OS)

►►─ BACKUP AREA=CXX,DDNAME=dddddddd ─┬───────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                                     └─ ,DBID=n ─┘

Where

BACKUP
Invokes the BACKUP function.

AREA=CXX
(Required keyword) Identifies the area to be backed up as the Directory.

,DDNAME=
(Required keyword) Specifies the z/OS JCL DDname for the output data set. This name must match the
corresponding name in your JCL.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name that is reserved for a Datacom
area. Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• Three-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control
areas.

• Six-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• Seven-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then
overlay the CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

,DBID=
(Optional keyword) Identifies the database to be backed up. If not specified, the function backs up the entire CXX.
With DBID= specified, the only output is the designated database. Only one DBID can be specified and only once,
that is, you cannot specify a range of databases.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL
See the following example, which shows the command to back up the Directory (CXX) to the output data set
OUT3 on tape.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //OUT3     DD DSN=cxx.bkup,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //                     UNIT=tape

 //SYSIN             DD *                          Command Input

          BACKUP   AREA=CXX,DDNAME=OUT3

 /*

Example Report
See the following example report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
BACKUP AREA=CXX,DDNAME=Z                                    
 
FUNCTION=BACKUP                                             
   AREA=CXX                                                 
   DDNAME=Z                                                 

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a

note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

 BASE PROCESSED - 1                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 2                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 3                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 4                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 5                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 6                                          
 BASE PROCESSED - 10                                         
 BASE PROCESSED - 15                                         
 BASE PROCESSED - 16                                         
 BASE PROCESSED - 17                                         
 BASE PROCESSED - 97                                         
 BASE PROCESSED - 197                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 297                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 312                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 397                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 497                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 597                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 697                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 797                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 897                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 990                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 997                                        
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,000                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,006                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,007                                      
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 BASE PROCESSED - 1,018                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,019                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,020                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,397                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 1,497                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 2,009                                      
 BASE PROCESSED - 5,000                                      
 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE   

This page of the report shows what the CXX BACKUP backed up and gives confirmation that the request
completed correctly. Any errors that are encountered during processing are noted with messages here.

Back Up Data Area

The BACKUP Data Area option of DBUTLTY reads the specified area (or all areas of a database for a "base-level
backup") and writes a sequential output data set. A backup can also be made of a data area that either INCLUDEs or
EXCLUDEs specific tables. The output data set record format is variable blocked.

NOTE
Since a MRDF-supported virtual area exists only in the Multi-User Facility (MUF) memory, you cannot
perform a backup of the data without MULTUSE=YES. If you execute the backup of a virtual table without
MULTUSE=YES, the backup accesses the disk area either unloading no records or unloading any records as
they existed in the area before it became virtual. You can perform a backup of a covered area since Datacom/
DB writes to both the area in memory and the DASD copy.

In Simplify mode, the function requires MUF to be enabled. This provides control and protection. If MUF is not enabled,
this function should wait for MUF to enable. If you are required to execute the function without MUF enabled, for example
when you need to allow restart to execute, the function has to be made to follow a function that can only run with MUF not
enabled, or it must follow a function to acknowledge MUF is not enabled with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is
possible (but not recommended) to use SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED.

A BACKUP without MULTUSE=YES and without SEQ=PHYSICAL requires the database to be closed. If the database is
open with no users, it is automatically closed. A BACKUP with SEQ=PHYSICAL automatically causes a COMM STATS to
the database before execution, to record current statistics and control information to the CXX and data area control block.
It also forces the pipeline of write pendings for the data area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the BACKUP data area option to perform the following:

• Create an unloaded copy of a data area for input to the LOAD function to reorganize the data area in Native Key
sequence.

• Create a backup of a table that is to be moved to another data area after appropriate changes to Datacom
Datadictionary definitions.

• Create a backup of the data area that can be used in a future forward recovery operation if the data area becomes
damaged.

• Retrieve the data in a data area after the Index has become damaged.

Native Sequence Backups

The native sequence backup uses the Native Key defined to each table in a data area to reorganize the data area in
Native Key sequence. You cannot use the native sequence for a backup if the Native Key is also defined as the direct
access key.
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A native sequence backup of a data area is not allowed if the database is open for update by any other task. Once a
Native Sequence backup begins, Datacom/DB does not allow an open for update.

With a Native Key sequence, the FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= optional keywords can be used to selectively include or
exclude data from BACKUP output file. This can be used for building test data, purging old data, or selecting segments of
Datacom tables for offline processing.

When using Native Key sequence you can do a parallel backup.

Physical Sequence Backups (Not Continuous Operation)

Create a physical sequence backup for later use in restoring a damaged database. A non-continuous operation backup
(UPDATE=YES) in physical sequence can be made only if the database is not open for update.

Backups During Continuous Operation

To perform a backup while processing continues, specify a physical sequence backup and UPDATE=NO in the command.
The UPDATE=NO parameter allows the database to be updated or an update job might start during the backup. You
are not blocked from performing an INIT or LOAD function during the backup. Allowing maintenance during a backup
can result in backup data that cannot be used without a forward recovery. For details about recovery, see RECOVERY
(Rebuild a Database).

Compression

If Datacom/DB compression or user compression is being used, the data can be written expanded or compressed. If the
backup is being done with a following load which changes the type of compression, the backup should be expanded.
Backing up compressed data generally runs faster.

Effects of Reorganization on Recovery

The forward and backward recovery operations require that record location information in the database exactly match
the record location information that existed at the time the maintenance was performed. A reorganization of the database
causes new record location information to be assigned. Therefore, any reorganization causes Recovery File(s) (RXX)
created prior to the reorganization to be unusable.

NOTE
Reorganization occurs during a backup when RECID=YES is not specified.

Backup for Forward Recovery

To use forward recovery, you must restore the records in the database to the same locations at which they resided at the
time the recovery records were logged. A backup containing the records that can be restored correctly can be obtained in
one of two ways:

• Create a backup in physical sequence that contains record location information (RECID=YES).
• Create a backup in Native Key sequence or physical sequence with RECID=NO and immediately restore it. This

reorganization invalidates any Recovery Files (RXX) that were made prior to the backup. However, you can use any
Recovery Files created beyond this point to restore the database after reloading this backup.

Non-DBUTLTY Backups

A physical sequence backup can also be obtained using any other physical backup utility. The DBUTLTY LOAD function
does not accept a non-DBUTLTY backup as input. If the MUF was active and the database was not disabled when
restoring data from this type of backup, the Index must be rebuilt using the DBUTLTY RETIX (Index Retrieve) function.
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Backing Up Compressed Data Areas (Physical Sequence, UPDATE=NO)

When backing up compressed data areas, if the area is being updated, records may move from one disk location to
another and can be duplicated or lost. To prevent this from occurring, use the DBUTLTY LOCK and UNLOCK functions.
The LOCK function prevents records from moving until the UNLOCK is issued. First, issue the lock, run the backup, and
then issue the unlock. UPDAT requests that cause records to move wait for the unlock. For more information, see LOCK
(Lock a Data Area) and UNLOCK.

This procedure assumes only one MUF instance is enabled when the lock is issued. If there is more than one MUF
instance that can open the area for update, lock each MUF instance. No protection is provided if a MUF is disabled at the
time of the lock, then subsequently enables and opens the area for update while the backup is in process.

Restoring a Damaged Index

If the Index becomes damaged or cannot be used, then a backup in physical sequence provides a means of re-creating
the area without accessing the Index. You can use a physical sequence backup of a data area even if the Directory (CXX)
entries describing the database were destroyed and rebuilt.

Backup Format

The backup format is not the same as that of the Datacom/DB area itself. You can only use it as input to a DBUTLTY
LOAD or EXTBKUP function.

I/O or other errors result if you attempt to use a physical sequence backup with record location information (RECID=YES)
as the source for a load of data:

• To a different device type.
• To a smaller extent of the same device type.
• To a different block size.
• When concatenated input files are used.
• If the REMAP= keyword of the LOAD function is used.
• If table partitioning is being used, and data records are moved to new partitions.
• If loading compressed data as uncompressed or uncompressed as compressed.

Master List Requirements

The data area BACKUP function uses a form of GSETL/GETIT or GSETP/GETPS command for reading the data blocks.
This includes reading multiple blocks per I/O. You can allocate sequential buffers with the SEQBUFS= keyword.

Table IDs

The Table IDs are written during backup as part of the output sequential records. Datacom/DB uses these Table IDs
during the LOAD function to identify the record. The Table ID cannot differ from the definition in force at the time of the
LOAD using the default LOADID=YES. If the table IDs differ, LOAD might match on table names using LOADID=NO.

Databases Accessed by SQL Statements

If your site uses SQL, backing up the data areas of either the DATA-DICT or Data Definition Directory (DDD) databases
without backing up the Directory can result in loss of synchronization which is critical for SQL operations. To retain
synchronization, you must back up the DATA-DICT database, the DDD database, and the Directory.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES
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• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may or may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may or may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES

• The database will be opened for unloading status.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental Requirements when SEQ=PHY (UPDATE=NO default)

• The database may or may not be open update or read or unloading anywhere.
• The database will not be opened for read or update or unloading.
• This option has no requirements, it provides no protection.

Environmental  Requirements  when SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database may or may not be open for update or read or unloading anywhere.
• The database is not opened for read or update or unloading.
• This option has no requirements, it provides no protection.

Environmental  Requirements  when SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled (this includes
MULTUSE=YES, MULTUSE=NO or omitted)

• The database may be open for update or will be opened.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES (except SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO above)

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open URT with UPDATE=YES.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function is not allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The database will have no unloading status set.
• The utility sets ACCESS area READ (utility set).
• The utility sets BACKUP executing this MUF this database area.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. In Simplify mode, however, to provide
current accurate information and to control (prevent) inappropriate executions, MUF is always intended to run enabled.
If MUF is not enabled, it is a best practice to allow it to enable using the DELAY68= option of the DBSIDPR module.  If
you know that the MUF is not enabled, and if you do not intend to enable it, and if you must force the execution of this
BACKUP, declare the MUF is not to be used either by performing the BACKUP after another function that executes only
with MUF down, or by following a function to establish that environment using SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED,
which disables any DELAY68= and forces execution with MUF not enabled.

To create a backup of a data area, execute DBUTLTY using the following command. You can code multiple EXCLUDE= or
INCLUDE= keywords.
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Back Up All Areas in Database Native (z/OS)

►►─ BACKUP ─┬──────────────────┬─ DBID=n,DDNAME=bbbbbbb ──────────────────────►

            └─ BLKSIZE=nnnnn, ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬────────►

   └─ ,CMPRS= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ │ ┌────────────────┐ │ └─ ,SEQBUFS=nnn ─┘

               └─ NO ────┘   ├─▼─ ,EXCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┤

                             │ ┌────────────────┐ │

                             └─▼─ ,INCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┘

 ►─ ,SEQ=NATIVE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Back Up Single Area in Database Native (z/OS)

►►─ BACKUP AREA=aaa, ─┬──────────────────┬─ DBID=n,DDNAME=bbbbbbb ──────────►

                      └─ BLKSIZE=nnnnn, ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,CMPRS= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ │ ┌────────────────┐ │ └─ ,FIRSTKEY=n ─┘

               └─ NO ────┘   ├─▼─ ,EXCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┤

                             │ ┌────────────────┐ │

                             └─▼─ ,INCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,LASTKEY=n ─┘ └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,SEQBUFS=nnn ─┘

                                  └─ YES ─┘

 ►─ ,SEQ=NATIVE ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Back Up Data Area Physical (z/OS)

►►─ BACKUP ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─ DBID=n,DDNAME=bbbbbbb ──────►

            └─ AREA=aaa, ─┘ └─ BLKSIZE=nnnnn, ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ ,CMPRS= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ │ ┌────────────────┐ │

               └─ NO ────┘   ├─▼─ ,EXCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┤

                             │ ┌────────────────┐ │

                             └─▼─ ,INCLUDE=ccc ─┴─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,IOERROR= ─┬─ NOSKIP ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,RECID= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ SKIP ─────┘               └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─ ,SEQ=PHYSICAL ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────►◄

   └─ ,SEQBUFS=nnn ─┘                 └─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                   └─ YES ──┘

Command

BACKUP
Invokes the BACKUP function.

Required Keywords
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DBID=
Identifies the database for the area to be read.
Valid Entries:

Valid DATACOM-ID of an existing database
Default Value:

(No default)
,DDNAME=

Specifies the JCL DDname for the output data set. This name must match the corresponding name in your JCL.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area.
Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then
overlay the CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The
default is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Optional Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the data area to be backed up. If you omit this keyword, each area in the database is opened, backed
up, and closed, in turn.

NOTE
If you specify MULTUSE=, you must also specify an area name.

BLKSIZE=
Indicates the block size for the output data set.
If you specify a block size with this parameter, the utility ignores any BLKSIZE parameter in the JCL. If you do
not specify a block size with this parameter, the utility uses the BLKSIZE specified in the JCL if one exists. In
the absence of either this parameter or a specification in the JCL, the utility uses a default as specified in the
following.

NOTE
If the block size is not large enough to contain the largest record in the area (see formula below),
DBUTLTY terminates normally.

Calculate the minimum block size for the output data set as follows:
A + C + 30
Where:
A is the length of the largest record in the area,
C is 0, if the data is not compressed, or
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C = (A/128) + 1, if the data is compressed.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 5-digit number
Default Value:

The default for BLKSIZE= when running z/OS is 0 (zero), which defaults to the z/OS default. That default
is large and optimized for the particular device type, that is, the most optimal default for sites executing
this operating system.

,CMPRS=
Specifies, for compressed tables, whether the output is to remain compressed or is to be expanded. This
parameter has no effect on tables that are not defined with compression.
YES

Specifies that DBUTLTY write the data "as is" from the area to the sequential output file. That is, a
compressed table remains compressed on the output data set.

NO
Specifies that DBUTLTY write the data in expanded form to the sequential output file. The NO option
should be used only when the data being produced is intended to be used as input to a user-written
program or if the table is to be redefined with a different combination of Datacom/DB compression and
user compression options than the current definition.

NOTE
You must not specify CMPRS=NO and RECID=YES.

,EXCLUDE=
Specifies the name of the table that is not to be backed up. To indicate more than one table, code the EXCLUDE=
parameter more than once.
Tables that are excluded lose their data when DBUTLTY reloads from that backup. Use the EXTRACT function
instead of the BACKUP function for single table recovery.
This parameter is mutually exclusive with the INCLUDE= parameter.
If neither EXCLUDE= nor INCLUDE= is specified, all the tables are backed up.
Valid Entries:

Specify a table name within the area (or database if omitting AREA=)
Default Value:

(No default)
,FIRSTKEY= and/or ,LASTKEY=

These keywords allow you to select a segment of a table or area by Native Key (SEQ=NATIVE) value to be
processed for BACKUP. The BACKUP function normally defaults to include the full Native Key range from low
values to high values. FIRSTKEY= overrides the default starting position while LASTKEY= overrides the default
ending position, limiting the records retrieved for output to the BACKUP file. If one keyword is specified and
the other is not specified, a default value is selected for the missing keyword. Normal Datacom key lengths are
from 1 through 180 bytes. The key value data entered for FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= can be from 0 (zero)
through 59 bytes long. You only need to code the number of positions of the key value that are significant to
you, but be aware that the value coded is left justified regardless of key field data type. The utility pads the low
order or remaining positions of the key value with low values on FIRSTKEY= and high values on LASTKEY=. To
back up the entire area in one step, specify neither FIRSTKEY= nor LASTKEY=. Alternately, you could specify
FIRSTKEY=00 and/or LASTKEY=00 which causes processing to start at low values and end at high values. The
length of zero indicates that the padded key values (low values and high values) are to be used.
The data is not edited or interpreted. Therefore, if the key value data you need to enter is in binary, you must set
up the JCL using a hexadecimal mode display and enter the key value data in hexadecimal. This data can contain
blanks, commas, and any other special characters. Datacom/DB cannot edit this data for syntax, so the control
statement can look invalid, especially when it includes blanks or commas or key value data containing English
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words. For example, FIRSTKEY=12121212121212 means the length is 12, key value is 121212121212. Another
example, FIRSTKEY=10FIRSTKEY10 means the length is 10, key value is FIRSTKEY10.
Valid Entries:

A 2-byte length (in the range of 00 through 59) followed by a character string of key value bytes (for the
length specified) that represents the key value.

Default Value:
The starting/ending position of the full Native Key range from low values to high values.

,INCLUDE=
Specifies the name of a table to be backed up. To indicate more than one table, code the INCLUDE= parameter
more than once.
This parameter is mutually exclusive with the EXCLUDE= parameter.
If neither INCLUDE= nor EXCLUDE= is specified, the entire area is backed up.
Valid Entries:

Any table name within the area
Default Value:

(No default)
,IOERROR=

(Not valid if AREA= keyword is omitted.) Specifies how DBUTLTY is to handle I/O errors during a backup. Specify
this option only for a physical sequence backup.
A value of SKIP causes DBUTLTY to issue a console message, produce a Master List dump, and skip the block in
which an I/O error occurs when the utility encounters an I/O error while reading a data block.
The utility does not skip I/O errors to other data sets or the control block of the data area. When an I/O error does
occur and the SKIP value is in force, the utility exits with a good completion code since this value overrides the
error condition.
If an I/O error does not occur and the value SKIP is in force, DBUTLTY issues a warning message at the end of
the execution. The utility abends with a user 4 abend code. This prevents accidental skipping of records.
In either case, the backup is a correct, complete backup. If a skip does occur during the backup, the Master List
dump and warning message provide a basis for reconstructing the missing information.

NOTE
IOERROR=SKIP is not recommended and exists only to assist you in salvaging as much data as
possible, if all backup files are defective. Frequent backups eliminate the risk associated with lost data
and are preferable to the IOERROR option.

,LASTKEY=
See the description of FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= given previously.
If DEVICE=TAPE (either TAPE or the Snnn form), LABEL= specifies whether tape labels are to be processed. We
recommended that labeled tapes always be used.

NOTE
LABEL= has no effect when DEVICE=DISK.

,MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) If you specify MULTUSE=, you must also specify an area name.
For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,RECID=

Specifies whether the record location information is to be backed up as part of each output record.
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To create a physical sequence backup that can later be used with a forward recovery operation, specify
RECID=YES.
Note the following:

• You must not specify CMPRS=NO and RECID=YES.
• If you specify RECID=YES, make certain that the value for the table's RECOVERY attribute is YES in the

Datadictionary definition for the table.
• Not valid if SEQ=PHYSICAL is not specified.
• When converting a data area to the Unique Row Identifier (URI) format, the backup used as input to the

DBUTLTY LOAD function must be created with RECID=NO.
• Valid Entries:

NO or YES
• Default Value:

NO

If DEVICE=TAPE (either TAPE or the Snnn form), YES indicates the tape is to be rewound before OPEN and after
CLOSE. NO indicates no rewind before OPEN or after CLOSE. NO allows the stacking of backups on one tape.

NOTE
REWIND= has no effect when DEVICE=DISK.

,SEQ=
Indicates the sequence in which the input data is to be processed and written to the backup data set. For more
information about the retrieval sequence, see Backup Format.
NATIVE

Specifies that DBUTLTY read the Index and retrieve the data in Native Key sequence. When using
SEQ=NATIVE, you can use the FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= optional keywords to select only a portion of the
table or area. One of the uses of FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= involves doing parallel backups.

PHYSICAL
Specifies that DBUTLTY not read the Index. The output has no logical sequence but does follow the
physical track sequence.

Valid Entries:
NATIVE or PHYSICAL

Default Value:
NATIVE

,SEQBUFS=
With MULTUSE=YES specified, if necessary to ensure best performance DBUTLTY overrides the SEQBUFS=
value either specified or defaulted. If SEQBUFS= is omitted (invoking the default value) or specified as a value
0-128 (even numbers only), the MUF treats this as though 128 was specified (or defaulted). This directs the MUF
to allocate 128 private sequential buffers for use by this function. If SEQBUFS= is specified as a number 130-256
(even numbers only) the MUF treats this as though 256 was specified and uses the common data pools (64
blocks per I/O).
When MULTUSE= is omitted or specified as NO, SEQBUFS= is edited and ignored, and DBUTLTY executes with
the best performance by using either the available data buffers (specified with the DATANO= parameter in the
DBMSTLST macro) or available private sequential buffers.
Valid Entries:

0 to 256 (even numbers only)
Default Value:

128
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,UPDATE=
Indicates whether the database can be open for update at the start or during the backup. When using
MULTUSE=YES the area level controls apply when backing up an area.

NOTE
Only valid if SEQ=PHYSICAL.

Example JCL - Native Key Sequence

The following JCL shows the command to back up the data area DEM in database 001 to the output data set, OUT1, and
to output the data in Native Key sequence and compressed form using default values.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //OUT1     DD DSN=pay.bkup,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //            UNIT=tape

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           BACKUP    SEQ=NATIVE,AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DDNAME=OUT1

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report BACKUP Data Area - Native Key Sequence (14.0)
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

BACKUP AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DDNAME=OUT1

FUNCTION=BACKUP

   AREA=DEM

   DBID=1

   DDNAME=OUT1

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

      TABLE         RECORDS          OUT COMPRESSION      ROW SIZE

      PNC                 5            NONE                     14

      PNM                 3            NONE                     23

      POH                 5            NONE                     20

      POL                 4            NONE                     19

      TOTAL              17

This page of the report shows the following:
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• Confirmation that the request completed correctly. Seventeen records were backed up from the tables in the area. Any
errors encountered during processing are noted with messages here.

• OUT COMPRESSION is the format of the tables' output records. It can say NONE, if the output is not compressed. it
can say DB, if the output is compressed with DB compression. Otherwise, it is the name of the compression routine
and the 8 characters of the compression user value. Some examples with Datacom Presspack follow:
– PRESSPAK RDTC01
– PRESSPAK WEAK
– PRESSPAK DCTF03
– PRESSPAK DCTRNA
– PRESSPAK STRONG

Example JCL - Physical Sequence

The following JCL shows the command to back up the data area ACT in database 010 to the output data set, OUT2.
Output the data in physical sequence and in compressed form (default).

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //OUT2     DD DSN=act.bkup,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //          UNIT=tape

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

            BACKUP   AREA=ACT,DBID=10,DDNAME=OUT2,SEQ=PHYSICAL

 /*

Sample Report

The following example shows a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report BACKUP Data Area - Physical Sequence (14.0)
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

BACKUP AREA=ACT,DBID=10,DDNAME=OUT2,SEQ=PHYSICAL

FUNCTION=BACKUP

   AREA=ACT

   DBID=10

   DDNAME=OUT2

   SEQ=PHYSICAL

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

      TABLE         RECORDS          OUT COMPRESSION      ROW SIZE

      ACT                 3            NONE                     31
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      TOTAL               3

This page of the report shows the following information:

• Confirmation that the request completed correctly. Three records were copied from the single table in the area. Any
errors encountered during processing are noted with messages here.

• OUT COMPRESSION is the format of the tables' output records. It can say NONE, if the output is not compressed. It
can say DB, if the output is compressed with DB compression. Otherwise, it is the name of the compression routine
and the 8 characters of the compression user value. Some examples with Datacom Presspack follow:
– PRESSPAK RDTC01
– PRESSPAK WEAK
– PRESSPAK DCTF03
– PRESSPAK DCTRNA
– PRESSPAK STRONG

CONFIRM (Verify Constraint Integrity)
Use the CONFIRM function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to verify constraint integrity. Find the function syntax,
parameter definitions, and example JCL.

Constraint integrity can be verified by using the CONFIRM function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY).

The MUF must be initiated to perform this function.

This function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Be aware of the following:

• Verify that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is used by the MUF.

• Verify proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, verify that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When to Use CONFIRM

Use the CONFIRM function when one or both of the following conditions indicate that the integrity of the data in a table
must be verified:

• An application receives a return code indicating the table has a CHECK PENDING status.
• A Directory (CXX) report shows the tables to have a CHECK PENDING status. See Directory (CXX) Reports for an

example.

The DBUTLTY functions which can result in a CHECK PENDING status for a table are the LOAD function (LOAD (Build a
Data Area), the LOAD portion of the REORG function (REORG (Parallel BACKUP/LOAD), and the RECOVERY function
(RECOVERY (Rebuild a Database).

NOTE
You must CONFIRM tables in the following order, from referenced-to-referencing, or parent-to-child, that is
to say, the referenced table cannot be in check pending status. For example, if there is a foreign key from a
REMARKS table to a LINE_ITEM table on PO_Nbr and Line_Item_Nbr, and the LINE_ITEM table has a foreign
key that references the PO table on PO_Nbr, the PO table must be loaded first, then the LINE_ITEM table can
be confirmed, then the REMARKS table can be confirmed. Therefore, the confirm order would be: from PO table
to LINE_ITEM table to REMARKS table.
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Determining Constraints In Effect

To determine the constraints in effect for a table, query the SYSCONSTRSRC table using SQL statements. For
information on querying the SYSCONSTRSRC table, see SYSCONSTRSRC (CNS), ALTER TABLE Statement (DQL or
SQL), or CREATE TABLE Statement (DQL or SQL).

How to Use CONFIRM

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To confirm a table's constraints, execute DBUTLTY with the
command:

►►─ CONFIRM DBID=n,TABLE=ttt ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                              └─ ,DELETE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,FORCE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,EXCEPT=authid.tablename ─┘

               └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘

Command

CONFIRM
(Command) Invokes the function to verify the integrity constraints for a table.

Required Keywords

DBID=
(Required keyword) Identifies the database containing the table.

• Valid Entries: DATACOM-ID of the database containing the table
• Default Value: (No default)

,TABLE=
(Required keyword) Identifies the table to be verified.

• Valid Entries: DATACOM-NAME of the table
• Default Value: (No default)

Optional Keywords

,DELETE=
(Optional keyword) Specifies whether invalid records (rows) in the table are to be deleted.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

,EXCEPT=
(Optional keyword) Specifies an SQL table into which the rows found to violate constraints are inserted. If
DELETE=YES is also specified, the records (rows) are saved into this table before they are deleted from the table
being confirmed.

• Valid Entries: The name of an existing SQL table whose definition matches that of the table being confirmed.
You must specify an AUTHID.

• Default Value: (No default)
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,FORCE=
(Optional keyword) Allows you to bypass constraint verification and move the table from CHECK PENDING to
usable status regardless of the underlying data. Use of this option is recorded in the FORCED OFF field of the
HISTORY CHECK PENDING section of the CXX Report. Use of this option is valid only when the user is certain
that the data contained in the table conforms to all constraints.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

,VERIFY=
(Optional keyword) Indicates that you want the data to be checked, even if the table is not in CHECK PENDING
status.
For example, you may have executed the CONFIRM function, specifying FORCE=YES which does not check the
data, but indicates that you have forced the CONFIRM. When you use the VERIFY option, the system confirms
the data, checking for integrity constraints.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

Example JCL (CONFIRM)

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

   CONFIRM DBID=30,TABLE=DAT,VERIFY=YES,DELETE=YES,EXCEPT=DB.OPEN

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
CONFIRM DBID=30,TABLE=DAT,VERIFY=YES,DELETE=YES,EXCEPT=DB.OPEN

FUNCTION=CONFIRM
   DBID=30
   DELETE=YES
   EXCEPT=DB.OPEN
   TABLE=DAT
   VERIFY=YES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.
• This area can also return an error code related to processing the CONFIRM request. If an error occurs during

CONFIRM processing, interpret the error code and the internal return code of Datacom/DB error code 94. For more
information about the error code, access Messages.
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COMM (Communicate with MUF)
Use the COMM function to communicate a request directly to the Multi-User Facility (MUF). It executes similar to a batch
program through a task area in the MUF except the SNAPCSA and SNAPSVC subfunctions. After completing an ALTER,
CLRPXX, EOJ, NEWRXX, REQABORT, or SNAP subfunction, or the EOJOFF console only command, the following
message is displayed: COMM aaaaaaaa REQUEST ACCEPTED.

Use the COMM function when you need to perform one of the following:

• Modify the error table (only at the direction of Support)
• Clear the Statistics and Diagnostics Area
• End MUF processing normally
• Request a new Recovery File
• Abort a long-running request
• Write a dump of the Master List to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)
• Print a dump of the Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA)
• Print a dump of the SVC
• Print/display the status of MUF jobs
• Other console-like commands.

Each option is explained in the following pages of this section.

NOTE
Except for SNAPCSA and SNAPSVC, the COMM options require that the MUF is active.

Length of Time to Process a Request

The utility waits until the request is complete to continue.

COMM ALTER (Modify Error Table)

The COMM ALTER option modifies the error table which controls what traces Datacom/DB performs and what messages
it generates.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

This option should only be used to analyze processing problems at the direction of Support.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the COMM function with one of the following
command formats:

Modify Error Table, RCERROR=

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER,RCERROR=eeiii ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────►

                                     └─ ,BUFFERS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                   └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,MASTERL= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘               └─ YES ──┘
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Modify Error Table, DUMPS=

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER ─ ,DUMPS=type ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,TRACE= ─┬─ func,PARM=ppbbbbbb ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬─┘

               │                      │ ┌──────────────────┐ │ │

               │                      └─▼─ ,PARM=ppbbbbbb ─┴─┘ │

               ├─ NONE ────────────────────────────────────────┤

               └─ class-name ──────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JOBNAME=jobname ─┘ └─ ,TERMID=terminal ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ACCESSOR=accessor-id ─┘ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ YES ──┘

Modify Error Table, TRACE=

►►─ COMM OPTION=ALTER ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

 ►─ ,TRACE= ─┬─ func,PARM=ppbbbbbb ─┬──────────────────────┬─┬────────────────►

             │                      │ ┌──────────────────┐ │ │

             │                      └─▼─ ,PARM=ppbbbbbb ─┴─┘ │

             ├─ NONE ────────────────────────────────────────┤

             └─ class-name ──────────────────────────────────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JOBNAME=jobname ─┘ └─ ,TERMID=terminal ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,ACCESSOR=accessor-id ─┘ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests a change in the type of dump produced for a specific error or under specific conditions.

Optional Keywords

,BUFFERS=
(Use only when RCERROR= is specified.) Specifies if a dump of all native Datacom/DB buffers is to be produced.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,DUMPS=

(Do not use when RCERROR= is specified.) Specifies type of dump to be produced.
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ARRAY
Dump of the SQLDA, row, and input statement for each logical unit of work (LUW) in the task array

CSTACK
Dump of the C program stack

CURSOR
Dump of the cursor list and cursor pointed to by the logical unit of work (LUW)

DSFUSR
Dump of the DSFUSR array

GLOBALA
Dump of the global area

GLOBALL
Dump of the global plan list and plans and the logical unit of work (LUW), User Requirements Table (URT)
list and the URTs pointed to by each attach

GLOBALX
Dump of the X_COMM space

LUW
Dump of the logical unit of work (LUW)

PLAN
Dump of plan list and plans pointed to by the logical unit of work (LUW)

QCB
Dump of the QCB area pointed to by the logical unit of work (LUW)

SQLFLOW
A trace showing the current program name and the program name which called the current program

STMT
Dump of statement list, short statement, statement source and the QCB area

TASK
Dump of the task, the SQLDA, row and the input statement

URT
Dump of the URT list and URTs pointed to by the logical unit of work (LUW)

Default Value:
(No default)

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.
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A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
JOBNAME=

(Use only when DUMPS= or TRACE= is specified.) Specifies the job name being traced.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character job name
Default Value:

All jobs
,MASTERL=

(Use only when RCERROR= is specified.) Specifies if a Master List dump is to be produced.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,RCERROR=eeiii

(Do not use when DUMPS= or TRACE= is specified.) Specifies the return code to modify, RCERROR=eeiii,
where ee is the two-character external return code and iii is the three-character internal return code. With the
RCERROR MUF startup option, you can specify values for ee and iii.

,TERMID=
(Use only when DUMPS= or TRACE= is specified.) Specifies the terminal ID of the terminal which is issuing the
SQL request.
You can include this parameter once per COMM request.
Valid Entries:

4- to 8-character terminal ID
Default Value:

All terminals
,ACCESSOR=

(Use only when DUMPS= or TRACE= is specified.) Specifies the security signon name.
You can include this parameter once per COMM request.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character accessor ID
Default Value:

All accessors
,TRACE=

(Do not use when RCERROR= is specified.) Specifies what is to be traced to assist in the resolution of problems
involving SQL processing. TRACE= can be used only once in a request. You can use the TRACE= parameter with
or without the DUMPS= parameter.
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Because of the large amount of output which can be generated by a trace, we recommend that you limit the trace
by also specifying either JOBNAME= or TERMID=.
func,PARM=ppbbbbbb

Specifies the name of the SQL processor function for which the parameters are to be dumped, followed
by one or more PARM= keywords, each with a value in the form ppbbbbbb:
The pp is 01 to 99 and specifies the position in the parameter list of the parameter to be dumped.
The bbbbbb is 000000 or 000001 through 999999. 000000 dumps the parameter value. 000001 through
999999 dumps bbbbbb bytes of the area to which the parameter points.
Support provides you the function and parameter value to code.

Default Value:
NONE. Turns off all trace requests.

,TRACE=
class-name

Specify an SQL trace class by replacing class-name with one of the following:
TRACECONSTR - Constraint
TRACECRS - Row-level activity within SQL and a summary level Compound Boolean Selection
Diagnostic Report. This report is only generated once per statement execution, so for an inner join
table that generates a Compound Boolean Selection SELFR request for each outer row, the Compound
Boolean Selection Diagnostic Report is only generated for the first request. The remaining reports are
usually identical. To generate a detailed Compound Boolean Selection Diagnostic Report, also turn on
TRACEDETAIL. For more information, see Reporting on the Compound Boolean Selection Facility.
TRACEDD - Datacom Datadictionary transactions issued to process SQL requests
TRACEDETAIL - Causes more information to be traced for some other trace classes. See the note that
follows the explanation about the MSG option. Also see the note marked with one asterisk (*).
TRACEERR - Calls to MUF
TRACEEXPR - Expression and data type
TRACEGLOBAL - Summary report showing SQL subsystem state, issued when run unit ends
TRACEMEMORY - Dynamic memory activity
TRACEMSG - Turns on the SQL PLAN option MSG=SS (summary messages) and Compound Boolean
Selection Diagnostic Report. For more information, see Reporting on the Compound Boolean Selection
Facility.
TRACEPARSE - SQL parser
TRACEPLAN - PLAN locking
PROCTRIGPLS - Diagnostic information related to procedures and triggers. PROCTRIGPLS does not
have a prefix of TRACE.
TRACERAAT - Record-at-a-time calls issued to process SQL requests.

Default Value:
(No default)
With TRACEDETAIL:
TRACEEXPR - Shows a BEFORE execution image of expression nodes in addition to the AFTER
execution image.
TRACEMSG - Turns on SQL PLAN option MSG=DD. This generates per-execution messages written to
both SYSADM. SYSMSG table and the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX). Also, the summary level
Compound Boolean Selection Diagnostic Report is generated.
TRACECRS - Generates a detailed Compound Boolean Selection Diagnostic Report showing each index
and row accessed and some information that is for internal use only. TRACECRS can generate a very
large report. Turn it on only as necessary.
TRACEDD - Column and statement definitions read from DDD (Data Definition Directory).
TRACEPARSE - Dumps expression nodes as they are generated, in addition to the summary dump at
the end of parsing.
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TRACECONSTR - Debugging information for confirmation, creating and enforcing foreign keys and
domain constraints, memory usage, and date arithmetic.
To turn on the SQL PLAN option MSG=DD (detail messages), issue a second COMM ALTER option,
specifying TRACE=TRACEDETAIL. Turning on the MSG=DD option also turns on the Compound
Boolean Selection diagnostic detail reporting showing each call to the index/read module. For example, to
trace detail optimization messages and produce a Compound Boolean Selection Diagnostic Detail Report
for a particular job, enter the following:
COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEMSG,JOBNAME=jobname

COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE=TRACEDETAIL,JOBNAME=jobname

Example JCL

The following shows the command to issue an ALTER option.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

    COMM OPTION=ALTER,RCERROR=05034,MASTERL=YES,BUFFERS=YES

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM ALTER
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=ALTER,RCERROR=05034,MASTERL=YES,BUFFERS=YES

FUNCTION=COMM

   BUFFERS=YES

   MASTERL=YES

   OPTION=ALTER

   RCERROR=05034

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     ALTER    REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.
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COMM CLOSE (Close Database or Area)

You can close an open database or all open databases using COMM CLOSE, if no User Requirements Tables (URTs) are
open in the databases to be closed.

The COMM CLOSE DBUTLTY function (not the console command) can close a single area when you specify the AREA=
and DBID= keywords.

NOTE
A database defined as virtual cannot be closed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

COMM CLOSE used for databases is typically used as an early step in a job stream for reorganization.

Using the DBUTLTY COMM CLOSE function to close an area would be useful if you needed to un-catalog an area,
scratch an area, or extend it through DBUTLTY.

How to Use the Console Command

The Multi-User Facility (MUF) must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ CLOSE ─┬─ ALL ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘         └─ dbid ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

CLOSE
Requests database closure.

Required Keywords

ALL
Specify ALL, if you want all databases to be processed. CLOSE ALL closes databases that can be closed. If there
are any virtual databases or databases with open URTs, a warning message is issued (for example, DB00612W
COMM CLOSE AGAINST OPEN BASE(S) WITH USERS).

dbid
Specify a database ID, if you want only one particular database to be processed. If you request a CLOSE for
a database that has an open URT, a warning message is issued (for example, DB00612W COMM CLOSE
AGAINST OPEN BASE 1 WITH USERS).

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the COMM function with the following command
format:

Close a Full Database

                       ┌──────────────────┐

►►─ COMM OPTION=CLOSE ─▼─┬──────────────┬─┴─┬──────────────────────┬──────────►◄

                         └─ ,DBID=nnnn ─┘   └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘
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                                                        └─ YES ──┘

Close an Area in a Database

►►─ COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=nnnn,AREA=name ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                                           └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                       └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keywords

OPTION=CLOSE
Requests database or area closure.

,AREA=name
Specifying AREA=name lets you close a single area. If you specify the AREA= keyword you must also specify the
DBID= keyword.
Use the AREA= keyword when you need to initialize, load, or extend it through DBUTLTY, and the database is
currently open.
For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

Valid area name
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=nnnn

At the area level, you must specify a single database ID.
Valid Entries:

One valid database ID
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keyword

,DBID=nnnn
At the database level, DBID= is optional and may repeat. Each occurrence may specify one or more valid
database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250).
If DBID= is not specified, all databases are processed.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range not defined is
ignored.
If you request the closure of a particular database and that database is virtual or has an open URT, the command
fails with a return code 46(1). If you request (by not specifying a particular DBID) the closure of all open
databases, all that can be closed are closed. In addition to any closing, if any are virtual databases a warning
message is issued, and if any are not virtual but have open URTs, a return code 46(1) is issued.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

ALL
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IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to close database DBID=1.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          COMM      OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=1

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM CLOSE
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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COMM OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=1

 

FUNCTION=COMM

   DBID=00001

   OPTION=CLOSE   

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     CLOSE    REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

COMM CLRnnn (Reset Alternate Output Data Sets)

In z/OS, when running Multi-User Facility (MUF) with a SYSOUT MUF startup option specified, you can use CLRML,
CLRCBS, CLRSQL, CLRDD, and CLRDST (DBUTLTY COMM functions or console commands) to reset a PXXML,
PXXCBS, PXXSQL, PXXDD, or PXXDST data set that has become full during processing.

NOTE
If you do not want diagnostic and tracing information routed to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), you
can use the SYSOUT MUF startup option to specify alternate output processing. The SYSOUT parameters
define output for Master List snaps, CBS traces, SQL traces, Datacom/DB Datacom Datadictionary traces, and
DST traces.

In response to a CLRML, CLRCBS, CLRSQL, CLRDD, or CLRDST, the specified SYSOUT data set is reset, that is,
closed, deallocated, and reallocated (in processing the reset function, the current PXX data set is deallocated and
assigned to the class specified in the SYSOUT MUF startup option). Each of the five can generate a report.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the COMM CLRnnn option when your Statistics and Diagnostics Area is nearing capacity and you want to clear it out.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─┬─ CLRCBS ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘ ├─ CLRDD ──┤

              ├─ CLRDST ─┤

              ├─ CLRML ──┤

              └─ CLRSQL ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

Required Keywords
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CLRnnn
Requests that the specified alternate data set be reset.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ COMM OPTION= ─┬─ CLRCBS ─┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

                  ├─ CLRDD ──┤ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                  ├─ CLRDST ─┤             └─ YES ──┘

                  ├─ CLRML ──┤

                  └─ CLRSQL ─┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=CLRnnn
Requests that the specified alternate data set be reset.

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to reset the PXXML alternate data set.
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NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM OPTION=CLRML

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM CLRML
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=CLRML

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=CLRML      

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     CLRML    REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

COMM CLRPXX (Clear Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX))

The COMM CLRPXX option clears the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) of all data. This option has the same effect
as disabling and enabling the Multi-User Facility (MUF). That is, Datacom/DB begins to write data to logical block one, and
all data previously in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) is lost.

NOTE
Summary statistics are maintained in the MUF and are not cleared nor reset in memory.

The COMM CLRPXX function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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When to Use

Use the COMM CLRPXX option when your Statistics and Diagnostics Area is nearing capacity and you want to clear it
out.

Reporting PXX Data

Be sure to run the REPORT PXX function before running CLRPXX, since all data previously recorded is lost. For details
see Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ CLRPXX ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

Required Keywords

CLRPXX
Requests that the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) be cleared.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ COMM OPTION=CLRPXX ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=CLRPXX
Requests that the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) be cleared.

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997
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 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to clear the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM     OPTION=CLRPXX

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM CLRPXX
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=CLRPXX

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=CLRPXX

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     CLRPXX   REQUEST ACCEPTED   
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This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

COMM CONSOLE (Simulate Console Command)

The COMM CONSOLE option provides the ability for a DBUTLTY batch execution to support a function that executes any
of the console-like commands being issued to a given Multi-User Facility (MUF).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this option as needed to issue commands with batch DBUTLTY jobs. This allows console-like commands to be
issued from DBUTLTY SYSIN without the need for authority to issue console commands in z/OS or asking the operator to
issue the command on your behalf. No special setup is required to be able to use the option. Because DBUTLTY can be
secured using external security packages, using this command does not result in any security exposure.

Special case

To log a brief free-form message for your own purposes to the MVS console, see the documentation on message
DB03601I.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='command' ─┬──────────────────────┬───────────►◄

                                           └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                       └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=CONSOLE
Requests that the value for command specified with the OPTION2= keyword be sent to the MUF.
,OPTION2='command'
Used to specify the command that is to be sent to the MUF. DBUTLTY passes the character string provided
by OPTION2= to the MUF the same way a console modify would pass the command. It then prints a provided
message as a result. Because a blank is required between the command and the value, the entire string must be
placed inside single quote marks ('). If the command is accepted, message DB00608I is issued. If the command is
not accepted, message DB00604I is issued.
If you put OPTION2=/F-x, then the x part is treated as a true modify command in MUF. This is needed to do
modify only commands.

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES
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 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
Example JCL
The following shows the command to simulate a console command:

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM     OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='command'

 /*

COMM EOJ (End MUF Processing)

The COMM EOJ function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Note when to use, how to use the console
command and the DBUTLTY command; sample JCL and sample Report COMM EOJ; and MUF Startup options and EOJ
processing. Access links to summary reports.

The COMM EOJ (EOJ_OK) function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Ensure that the following scenarios
are in place:

• DBUTLTY communicates with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier module
(DBSIDPR) that is used by the MUF.

• Proper load library concatenation is established by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is correctly
defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.
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When to Use

Use COMM EOJ to end the MUF in an orderly fashion. The MUF supports being terminated as an orderly EOJ by supporting
the z/OS command STOP ‘P’.

Processing of EOJ Requests

The COMM EOJ option informs the MUF that processing is to end. The EOJ request is acknowledged with message
DB00247I - EOJ REQUESTED, NO NEW CONNECTIONS, EOJOFF AVAILABLE, and the MUF does not allow any new
jobs to start processing. MUF allows jobs in progress to continue. The MUF goes to EOJ when the last job completes. A
job is considered complete when all open User Requirements Tables have been closed.

Exceptions to the closing of User Requirements Tables (URT) support special situations. A URT option on the DBURSTR
macro, EOJ_OK, can be set to YES for a job that is connected to MUF having a single task area. The details of the keyword
are documented with the URT description. If the requirements are met, as part of EOJ detection, the job can be set as
missing, and the task area can be set to close its URT, moving the EOJ to closer execution. A second ability, EOJ_OK_S,
exists for job connections that use multiple task areas.

At the point of the URT closings, the EOJ is committed, noted with message: DB00243I - EOJ COMMITTED, EOJOFF
DISABLED.

When the MUF is terminated, an EOJ report is written to the SYSPRINT file. The report contains the following information:

• An echo of MUF startup options
• A set of summary information as shown in EOJ Reports.

No other COMM function, except the COMM EOJOFF console command, is accepted by the MUF after this option is initiated.
Once an EOJ request is accepted by the MUF, the request can be canceled only with the COMM EOJOFF command. Unless
EOJOFF is used, the MUF must be allowed to complete termination processing. After the MUF is started again, new jobs
can be executed.

Online systems must initiate a close request for each User Requirements Table that is opened.

MVS STOP

The MVS STOP console command is honored by the MUF as equal to the COMM EOJ command.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute the COMM EOJ command.

To initiate this function from the system console, use the following syntax. For other syntax information, consult the
operating system documentation for your site.

►►─┬────────┬ EOJ ────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

EOJ
Specifies that the COMM EOJ option is the desired action

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the COMM function with the following command format.

►►─ COMM OPTION= ─ EOJ ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄
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                        └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF

Required Keyword

OPTION=EOJ
Requests normal termination of the MUF

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. To ignore a return code 68, specify IGN68=YES. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. For example, use IGN68= to load a database without first enabling the MUF,
perhaps to allow restart to occur properly. The following example shows a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use
IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available. Thus, IGN68=YES is not recommended.

A function or functions that are specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function
did not occur. Because no error is recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68=> is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults to NO,
or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to issue the EOJ option.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input
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           COMM     OPTION=EOJ

 /*

Sample Report COMM EOJ

The following example is a sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=EOJ

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=EOJ

This page of the report shows the following information:

• Analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Messages that are related to syntax processing

DB13105I - COMM     EOJ      REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

Summary Reports Produced by the MUF During its EOJ Process

To review the summary reports produced by the MUF during its EOJ process, click the links in the following list:

• MUF Startup Options Echoed
• Memory-Resident Data Facility Summary Information
• Accounting Facility Summary Information
• XCF Summary Information
• MUFplex Summary Information
• TCB/SRB Use Summary Information
• SMP Informational Report
• Miscellaneous Diagnostic Information
• Return Code Summary Information
• SQL Code Summary Information
• Memory Use Summary Information
• MUF EOJ Log Status Information
• MUF EOJ Report Logging Section Changes
• Buffer Pool Information
• Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Information Example
• Index Queue Task Information
• CDC Report Example
• DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE
• DBINRPR Connections to MUF
• Other Information/Task Information

MUF Startup Options Echoed
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including an
"echo" (list) of the MUF startup options that were executed. Review an example.
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When the MUF is terminated, a list of the MUF startup options that were specified is written to SYSPRINT. The following
example shows an echo of the MUF startup options.

DB01900I - *ACCT   0,4K,OPEN,4K               ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCT   1,8K,CLOSED,2K             ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCT   2,16K,OPEN,6K              ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCT   3,32K,CLOSED,1K            ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCT   4,64K,OPEN,32K             ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCT   5,128K,CLOSED              ACCT'ING - TABLE, BUFFER, STS, THRH  

DB01900I - *ACCTPRM 4                         ACCT'ING - DBID OF PRM TABLE         

DB01900I - BREAK   10                         ALLOW TASK SWITCHING                 

DB01900I - CBS     6,32K,0,0                  CBS - DBID, BUFFER, STEN, STIO       

DB01900I - COVERED 1                          ALL OF BASE 1 (FIRST)                

DB01900I - COVERED IXX999,80K,ACTIVE          PART OF INDEX                        

DB01900I - COVERED DEM999,40K,ACTIVE          PART OF DATA                         

DB01900I - DATACOM DB,SQL,DTCMSRVR                                                 

DB01900I - DATAPOOL 8192,40                   DATALN,DATANO                        

DB01900I - DICTIONARY 2,15                    DATA-DICT DBID,DDD DBID              

DB01900I - EXCTLNO 16                         EXCLUSIVE CONTROL MAX (IGN IF SQL)   

DB01900I - *FLEXPOOL 2,2,2                                                         

DB01900I - *IOTASK  2                         IOTASK MAX/CURR,CURR,DSP             

DB01900I - LOGPEND 100                        LOGGING PEND NUMBER                  

DB01900I - LOGPOOL 3                          LOG TXB BUFFERS                      

DB01900I - LOGRCV  NEVER                      LOGGING RECOVERY                     

DB01900I - LOGSPILL 99                        SPL2,SPL3,SPL1                       

DB01900I - MAXELRQ 255                        MAXIMUM ELEMENT PER REQUEST          

DB01900I - MUF DBDVMUF                        MUF NAME FOR DYNAMIC TABLES          

DB01900I - NONSWAP YES                        MAKE IS NON-SWAPPABLE IF AUTHORIZED  

DB01900I - PXXSTATS EOJ                       PXX STATS (DETAIL,EOJ,EOJPRT,NONE)   

DB01900I - *SMPTASK  1                                                             

DB01900I - *SMPTASK  1                         IOTASK MAX/CURR,CURR,DSP            

DB01900I - *SQLDEFAULT 16,CASQLDEFAULT         AREABASE,AREANAME                   

DB01900I - *SQLOPTION YES,17,DATACOM,120       SQL,TTMID,SQLMODE,LUWTOUT           

DB01900I - SUBTASK NONE                       NO SUBTASK                           

DB01900I - SYSPOOL 4,10,20                    CXXNO,IXXNO,DXXNO

DB01900I - TASKS   6,8K                       USER TASKS,SIZE,VMTASK,VAECOM

DB01900I - VIRTUAL 6,2M                       CBS VIRTUAL

Memory-Resident Data Facility Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
Memory-Resident Data Facility (MRDF) information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

When the MUF is terminated, summary Memory-Resident Data Facility (MRDF) information is written to the SYSPRINT
file after the MUF startup options.

NOTE
The spacing in this example is expanded for clarity.

                                            M R D F     SUMMARY INFORMATION

 

                                                               VIRTUAL        COVERED        COVERED

AREA      USE      SIZE    BLOCKS  SPACE    MRDF READS   MRDF WRITES  1ST/ACT READS  NON-1ST READS     PERCENT
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IXX00001  COVERED   83K        22  ADDRESS           1                            4              0  WITHIN 100

DEM00001  COVERED   62K        62  ADDRESS           1                            2              0  WITHIN 100

PAY00001  COVERED   62K        62  ADDRESS           1                            2              0  WITHIN 100

IXX00006  VIRTUAL    2M       510  ADDRESS           6             3                                  USED   0

IXX00999  COVERED   80K        21  ADDRESS           1                            3                 REUSED  25

DEM00999  COVERED   40K        40  ADDRESS           1                            2                 REUSED  33

This page of the report shows the following information:

AREA
Area DATACOM-NAME and database DATACOM-ID in the format aaannnnn

USE
Indicates whether the resident area is COVERED or VIRTUAL

SIZE
Amount of memory allocated for this area that contains the data, Index, or Log Area blocks. The number is the
amount that is used, not the size specified in the MUF startup options. SIZE values are printed as follows:

• Numbers 1 through 9999 are printed with a blank terminator; for example, 9999 is printed as 9999 followed by
a blank.

• Numbers 10000 through 9999K are printed as n through nnnnK, rounded up.
• Numbers 9999K plus one through 9999M are printed as n through nnnnM, rounded up.
• Numbers higher than 9999M are printed with a G as the terminating character, rounded up.

BLOCKS
The number of data, Index, or Log Area blocks allocated to memory. COVERED is allocated in blocks and
VIRTUAL is allocated in tracks.

SPACE
ADDRESS indicates no use of a data space, and the data is allocated in normal memory (above the 24-bit line).
DATA indicates use of a data space to contain the blocks provided. 64-BIT indicates that the data is allocated in z/
OS 64-bit.

MRDF READS
Number of blocks that were read from the MRDF space instead of from disk

VIRTUAL MRDF WRITES
Number of blocks that were written to the MRDF VIRTUAL space

COVERED 1ST/ACT READS
Number of blocks that are read from disk for a FIRST or ACTIVE COVERED area

COVERED NON-1ST READS
For a COVERED FIRST area only, provides the number of blocks that are read from disk that do not reside in the
MRDF buffers

PERCENT
Indicates the amount of use:
REUSED

(COVERED ACTIVE areas only) Percentage of MRDF reads out of the total reads
USED

(Virtual Areas Only) Percentage of the allocated space that was used to service program requests
WITHIN

(COVERED FIRST areas only) Percentage of the total reads that occurred within the COVERED FIRST
buffers
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Accounting Facility Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
Accounting Facility summary information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

If the Accounting Facility is generated in this MUF and not disabled, an Accounting report follows the MRDF report:

                                            ACCOUNTING SUMMARY INFORMATION

TABLE NAME:  A04                       DATABASE:  5

REQUESTS PROCESSED:  7                 EXCPS:  14

LOCATES:  6                            ADDS:  0                                 UPDATES:  3

ENTRY UNAVAILABLE:  0                  EXCLUSIVE CONTROL CONFLICTS:  0          SKIPPED DUE TO EXCLUSIVE:  0

CORE SIZE:  65,536                     NUMBER OF ENTRIES:  613                  ENTRIES RECLAIMED:  0

LOCATES INITIATED:  1                  SPILLS INITIATED TO AXXTHLD:  0          INTERNALLY INITIATED SPILLS: 

 0

This page of the report shows the following information:

ADDS
Number of new records added to the Accounting table
Tuning Information:
To decrease this number, decrease the complexity of the key.

CORE SIZE
Buffer parameter that is specified for this table

DATABASE
Database ID containing the Accounting table

ENTRIES RECLAIMED
Number of in-memory table entries that are reused after a spill; the number of entries for which a LOCATE was
not required
Tuning Information:
To increase this number, increase the buffer parameter, decrease the complexity of the key, or both.

ENTRY UNAVAILABLE
Number of user application requests that had to wait because of insufficient memory allocated by the buffer
parameter
Tuning Information:
To decrease this critical value, decrease the complexity of the key, increase the value of the buffer parameter, or
both.

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL CONFLICTS
Displays the number of entries in the Accounting table that had exclusive control that was held by a user
application when a spill was initiated.

EXCPS
Number of execute channel programs (EXCPs) issued for this Accounting table
Tuning Information:
This value is adversely affected by:

• Number of records processed
• Number of spills initiated because the threshold parameter of the MUF startup option ACCT was exceeded
• Value of the buffer parameter of the ACCT option that is too small

INTERNALLY INITIATED SPILLS
Number of spills initiated to decrease the number of entries unavailable
Tuning Information:
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To decrease this value, increase the buffer parameter value, decrease the complexity of the key, or both.
LOCATES

Number of entries that are retrieved in the accounting buffers, including existing entries in the Accounting table
with reclaimed internal space
Tuning Information:
To minimize this number, decrease the complexity of the key, if the number of adds is high, or increase the size of
the buffer parameter, if the number of updates is high (see UPDATES).

LOCATES INITIATED
Number of times that a group of locates was performed for the Accounting table. This parameter is not applicable
to tuning and is for use by Support.

NUMBER OF ENTRIES
Number of entries in the in-memory accounting buffer (always odd)

REQUESTS PROCESSED
Number of times this Accounting table was used. This value is determined by the conditional expression, if there
is one.

SKIPPED DUE TO EXCLUSIVE
Number of entries that were not immediately processed because of exclusive control conflicts

SPILLS INITIATED TO AXXTHLD
Number of times that the threshold parameter value of the MUF startup option ACCT was exceeded. (This value
is reset after each internally initiated spill.)
Tuning Information:
To decrease this value, increase the threshold parameter value.

TABLE NAME
Name of the Accounting table

UPDATES
Number of times that records in the Accounting table were updated
Tuning Information:
To decrease this value, increase the buffer and threshold parameters, decrease the complexity of the key, or
perform all of these actions.

XCF Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including XCF
summary information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

If any XCF requests are processed by the MUF, in the EOJ Report, the XCF Summary Information Report is generated
after the Memory-Resident Data Facility Summary Information Report. The following example is an XCF Summary
Information Report:

                                             XCF SUMMARY INFORMATION

 JOB/SYS NAME    GROUP         TOTAL JOBS   TOTAL REQUESTS

 *               DCMDEV                2           12,014

 *               DCMD2                 4           37,363

 BUFFER SIZE    IB-REQUESTS     OB-REQUESTS

      1K             43,268          12,014

      2K              6,107          18,209

      8K                  0           9,925
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     16K                  0           9,227

This page of the report shows the following information:

JOB/SYS NAME
Based on the XCFFROM startup parameter

GROUP
Based on the XCFFROM startup parameter

TOTAL JOBS
Number of jobs that are associated with this XCFFROM origin

TOTAL REQUEST
Number of requests that are processed for this XCFFROM origin

BUFFER SIZE
XCF message size. This includes standard Datacom request fields, plus Datacom XCF overhead (variable), plus
IBM XCF overhead (68 bytes). You can use this distribution to allocate XCF buffer sizes.

IB-REQUESTS
Number of application requests for the specified buffer size

OB-REQUESTS
Number of results that are returned for the specified buffer size

MUFplex Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
MUFplex summary information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

If the MUF was an active MUFplex member, the MUFplex Summary Information Report follows the XCF Summary
Information Report. The following example is a MUFplex Summary Information report:

                                             MUFPLEX SUMMARY INFORMATION

       EVENT                              COUNT

       ALL CALLS                            167

       LIST CALLS                           126

       LOCK CALLS                            14

       SRB USES                             205

       MESSAGES OUT                           5

       MESSAGES IN                            8

       LIST SETS                             38

       LIST RESETS                           15

       LIST READS                            33

       LIST WRITES                           98

       LOCK OBTAINS                           7

       LOCK RELEASES                          7

       MAX STR SIZE                       4,096

       REQ STR SIZE                       4,096

       STR NBR ENTRIES                    1,714

       STR NBR ELEMENT                   26,476

       MAX NBR ENTRIES                       16

       MAX NBR ELEMENT                      211

       MAX NBR BUFF                           3

This page of the report shows the EVENT column that lists the following statistics:
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ALL CALLS
Number of times DBXESPR was called

LIST CALLS
Number of times an explicit LIST request (read/write/lock set/lock reset) was made

LOCK CALLS
Number of LOCK requests that were made (obtain/release/alter)

SRB USES
Number of invocations of MUFplex service SRBs by system

MESSAGES OUT
Number of MUFplex messages sent to other members of the MUFplex

MESSAGES IN
Number of MUFplex messages that were received from other members of the MUFplex

LIST SETS
Number of LIST LOCK SET requests

LIST RESETS
Number of LIST LOCK RESET requests

LIST READS
Number of LIST READ requests, explicit or implicit, using SRB

LIST WRITES
Number of LIST WRITE requests, explicit or implicit, using SRB

LOCK OBTAINS
Number of LOCK OBTAIN explicit requests

LOCK RELEASE
Number of LOCK RELEASE explicit requests

MAX STR SIZE
Maximum size of the Coupling Facility structure for this MUFplex (4K blocks)

REQ STR SIZE
Requested size of the Coupling Facility structure for this MUFplex (4K blocks)

STR NBR ENTRIES
Approximate capacity, in number of LIST entries, for this structure

STR NBR ELEMENTS
Approximate capacity, in number of 256-byte elements, for this structure

MAX NBR ENTRIES
High-water mark for number of LIST entries simultaneously in the Coupling Facility for the MUFplex

MAX NBR ELEMENT
High-water mark for number of 256-byte elements simultaneously in the Coupling Facility for the MUFplex

MAX NBR BUFF
High-water mark for number of buffer LIST entries simultaneously in the Coupling Facility for the MUFplex

TCB/SRB Use Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
CPU time that is used by each Task Control Block (TCB). Review sample pages and field descriptions for TCB and SRB
(service request block) modes.
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TCB Mode

If the MUF startup option SMPTASK (Symmetric Multi-Processing) is specified and Task Control Block (TCB) mode is
specified, the following report on the CPU time that is used by each Task Control Block can be useful.

In TCB mode, the SMP subtask has a program name of DBSMPPR in the report, as it did in previous releases.

NOTE
In SRB (service request block) mode, the SMP task has a program name of *SRB-SMP in the report. See SRB
Mode: Enclave SRB Use Summary Information in this document.

DBSMAPR subtasks are listed in the report with a program name of DBSMAPR.

>
                                         TCB/SRB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

ITEM PROGRAM      USED COUNT         CPU TIME          POSTED COUNT            I/O COUNT      POSTED, NO WORK

   1  DBMUFPR            185       000:00:14.72             187,433                 175               187,251 

   2  *SRB-SMP   195,262,512       000:29:21.72          70,941,827                   0               884,803 

   3  *SRB-SMP    33,708,874       000:07:21.89          19,652,702                   0            12,301,160 

   4  DBMSBPR         22,291       000:00:00.00                   0                   0 

   5  DBOCSPR          2,255       000:00:12.32               1,721                   0 

   6  DBOCSPR          2,013       000:00:10.80               1,761                   0 

   7  DBOCSPR          2,686       000:00:15.24               1,615                   0 

   8  DBOCSPR          1,921       000:00:10.48               1,666                   0 

   9 DBDUSPR          62,965       000:00:00.61              62,965                   0 

  10 DBENQPR          23,589       000:00:00.79              23,589                   0 

  11 DBSATPR           1,360       000:00:00.00                   0                   0 

  12 DBCONPR           1,365       000:00:28.78                   0                   0 

  13 DBMFSPR               0       000:00:00.00                   0                   0 

  14 DBCPMPR          16,874       000:00:10.19                   0                   0 

  15 DBIOSP       22,030,367       000:04:34.10          11,688,821          22,030,367 

  16 DBIOSPR       1,445,050       000:00:17.63             407,342           1,445,050 

  17 DBSMAPR       8,005,261       000:05:12.51           8,005,261                   0 

  18 DBSMAPR       4,821,889       000:02:08.78           4,821,889                   0 

............... TOTALS OF ABOVE VALUES ................    ... Z/OS ASCB VALUES (INCLUDES OTHER TCB-SRB-RB

 WORK) ....

         TCB      *SRB-SMP     OTHER SRB       COMBINED             TCB       *SRB-SMP       OTHER SRB      

 COMBINED

000:14:21.75  000:36:43.61  000:00:00.00   000:51:05.36    000:14:21.75   000:36:44.06    000:07:15.67  

 000:58:21.49    

This page of the report provides the following information:

ITEM
The first item represents the MUF main task. The second and any following items represent TCBs for subtasks or
SRBs used as SMP tasks.

PROGRAM
Name of the program
SRB-SMP

SMP subtask (See the MUF startup option SUBTASK). The name is *SRB-SMP when you are using an
SRB option.
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DBCONPR
Console-driven subtask (MVS Modify command /F)

DBCPMPR
The Change Data Capture Monitor subtask in the source MUF

DBDQMPR
Part of a removed feature

DBDUSPR
DBDUSPR exists, if needed, for PXX and (or) SYSOUT processing.

DBENQPR
Enqueue locking subtask

DBIOSPR
Asynchronous I/O functions subtask

DBMFSPR
MUF restart processing during startup and before MUF is enabled

DBMUFPR
Main task

DBMSBPR
Timer control subtask

DBOCSPR
Open/close subtask. By default, there are 4, but you can control the number with MUF startup option
'X_OPEN_CLOSE_SUBTASKS 20'. The number 20 can be set as 0-20. Zero is the default.

DBSATPR
Subtask optional, present to support optional MUF startup option 'SUBTASK_AUTO'

DBSMAPR
DBSMAPR exists for each SMPTASK, if the SRB option was specified.

DBSMPPR
SMP subtask. Name DBSMPPR when you are not using the SRB option.

DBSPSPR
Active recovery spilling subtask

USED COUNT
Number of times an internal unit of work was performed. The count of internal units of work cannot be compared
to any other Datacom/DB counter.

CPU TIME
Total CPU time for the TCB or SRB used in hours, minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second

TIMES POSTED
Number of times individual TCBs or SRBs went into a wait (no work to do) and were posted to start processing.
Once any of the TCBs are posted, they run (and take new work) until no work remains to be done. For the items
DBMUFPR, DBSMPPR, and *SRB-SMP, the information that is provided in this field can be useful in tuning the
ready-to-run option on the SMPTASK MUF startup option.

I/O COUNT
I/O count

POSTED, NO WORK
Count of times the TCB or SRB was posted but did no work that was counted as "used." This field has values
only for items DBMUFPR, DBSMPPR, and *SRB-SMP. The count does not reflect an error, just multiple CPU
processing timing cases where another processor performed needed work because it was already running, and
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before it was posted for new work. Starting and stopping a TCB or SRB has substantial overhead. This count
is provided to allow more accurate tuning of the ready-to-run option on the SMPTASK MUF startup option. The
count defaults to 4, but can be set to be lower or higher. Lower numbers cause more postings and occurrences of
‘POSTED, NO WORK’ and more CPU usage, but reduce the elapsed times for user processing. Higher numbers
cause fewer postings and less CPU usage, but longer elapsed times. CPU time is less with fewer SMPTASK
tasks, but elapsed times are longer, a tradeoff that the DBA controlling the MUF startup options must choose.
Following the items 1-n are totals. The left set of columns are totals of the numbers that are provided in the
detailed items. The right set of columns are numbers that are extracted from MVS z/OS control blocks and so
reflect any work that is not provided as items, or work that MUF does not track. Within both sets of columns, the
following fields are provided:
For TCB and *SRB-SMP, the MVS times are a little higher, as some work occurs after the last time MUF
requested the CPU time for each TCB and SRB.
TCB

CPU time total for the TCBs, which is always billable CPU time
*SRB-SMP

CPU time total for all the SRB processing that is executed on a zIIP processor, so not billable
OTHER SRB

CPU time total for SRB processing that is executed on a CP processor, so billable. MUF does not
normally track this time.

COMBINED
CPU time totals for TCB, *SRB-SMP, and OTHER SRB, combined

Procedure TCB Use Summary Information

The following example is a new report on Task Control Block (TCB) use:

                                             PROCEDURE TCB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

         LAST         PROCEDURE                              SQL

 TCB  PROGRAM            STARTS     TCB CPU TIME      STATEMENTS

   1  B580PA01                5     000:00:00.03               5

    2 B580PA02                5     000:00:00.73               0

    3 ?                       0     000:00:00.00               0

   4  B580PA01                1     000:00:00.00               1

    5 B580PA02                1     000:00:00.14               0

    6 ?                       0     000:00:00.00               0

      7-9                     0     000:00:00.00               0

This page of the report provides the following information:

TCB
Number of TCBs assigned for procedures. TCBs that have been used at least once have a detail line. Never-
used TCBs have only a range reflected under the LAST PROGRAM heading. Nested TCBs are indented by one
position to note that they are different from non-nested TCBs. Nested TCBs are used only when an SQL request
is issued by the previous TCB in that nest group.

LAST PROGRAM
Name of the last program to be processed in this TCB. A question mark (?) in a nested TCB indicates that the
TCB has never been used.

PROCEDURE STARTS
Number of times this TCB was selected to process a user procedure (caused by a call procedure or a trigger)
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TCB CPU TIME
Hours, minutes, seconds, and sub-seconds of execution time

SQL STATEMENTS
Number of SQL statements that were executed from any program that executed in this TCB. This number is zero
in the last TCB of each nest group.

Procedure Summary Information
                                             PROCEDURE SUMMARY INFORMATION

                      PROCEDURE                              SQL            TCB

      PROGRAM            STARTS     TCB CPU TIME      STATEMENTS        FAILURES

      B580PA01                6     000:00:00.03               6               0

      B580PA02                6     000:00:00.87               0               0

This page of the report provides the following information:

PROGRAM
Name of the program that was executed

PROCEDURE STARTS
Number of times this program was started for execution

TCB CPU TIME
Length of time this procedure spent executing

SQL STATEMENTS
Number of SQL statements executed by all occurrences of this program

TCB FAILURES
either 'LE' was unable to fetch the module, or the module abended.

SRB Mode: Enclave SRB Use Summary Information

If the MUF startup option SMPTASK is specified and SRB mode is specified, an ENCLAVE SRB USE SUMMARY
INFORMATION section is produced. The TCB/SRB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION report has a section that gives
summary information about enclave SRB use.

NOTE
The following example may differ in appearance from a MUF EOJ report you receive in practice.

                                         ENCLAVE SRB USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

                      USER LIMIT  ZIIP QUALIFIED         ZIIP     ZIIP ON CP

 ITEM                   PERCENT         CPU TIME     CPU TIME       CPU TIME

   1                        100    000:00:19.30   000:00:18.71   000:00:00.63

   2                        100    000:00:02.48   000:00:02.38   000:00:00.09

   3                         50    000:00:00.65   000:00:00.63   000:00:00.02

   4                         50    000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00

   5                          0    000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00   000:00:00.00

This page of the report provides the following information:

ITEM
SMPTASK number for this SRB
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USER LIMIT PERCENT
Value set at startup for this SRB, either by allowing it to default to 100 percent, or by using the optional tuning
MUF startup option ZIIP_USER_LIMIT

ZIIP QUALIFIED CPU TIME
CPU time that has executed as qualified to run on a zIIP engine

ZIIP CPU TIME
Length of time that work executed on the zIIP engine

ZIIP ON CP CPU TIME
Length of time that work was executed on CP engine because a zIIP was not available at that instant

NOTE
Even when there is no user limit, not all SRB execution is qualified to run on a zIIP engine.

The reported times are provided by the operating system and may not always appear to be in sync with each other.

SMP Informational Report
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including an
SMP (Symmetric Multi-Processing) informational report. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

If the MUF startup option SMPTASK was specified, the SMP Informational report can be useful for tuning and for working
with Support. Similarly to the SMP dynamic system table, the report provides information about statistics for the entire
MUF run. This report is available to SQL and non-SQL sites. Most of the reported information reflects counts of SMP
waiting conditions, and these fields cannot be changed by tuning.

Each POSTED ENTRY item reflects the depth counts of a POSTED LIST that provides information about how many tasks
were ready to run at various times. Periodically, the posted list is scanned and the counter at the appropriate depth is
incremented by one. This scan is not performed often, and the counts are not comparable to other counts. As a group,
the counts provide a clue to whether running in SMP mode would help or hurt, the number of SMPTASKs that might be
selected, and the ready-to-run count. This information can be used to tune the ready-to-run option of the SMPTASK MUF
startup option.

NOTE
Items in the report that have a zero count are skipped.

                                            SMP INFORMATIONAL REPORT

      EVENT                    COUNT

      DXX BUFFER                 266

      DATA BUFFER                 17

      LOG BUFFER                  15

      LOG LRU                      3

      LOCK LIST                  111

      OPEN TABLE                   1

      TASK AREA                  126

      WAIT LIST                  863

      MEMORY MANAGER              23

      PXX CONSOLE                  1

      POSTED ENTRY  0          8,029

      POSTED ENTRY  1          7,243

      POSTED ENTRY  2          3,368

      POSTED ENTRY  3          3,649

      POSTED ENTRY  4          4,048

      POSTED ENTRY  5          4,348

      POSTED ENTRY  6          4,811
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      POSTED ENTRY  7          5,299

      POSTED ENTRY  8          5,735

      POSTED ENTRY  9          6,448

      POSTED ENTRY 10          7,594

      POSTED ENTRY 11          9,368

      POSTED ENTRY 12         10,870

      POSTED ENTRY 13         10,815

      POSTED ENTRY 14         10,013

      POSTED ENTRY 15          9,230

      POSTED ENTRY 16          8,559

      POSTED ENTRY 17          7,829

      POSTED ENTRY 18          7,184

      POSTED ENTRY 19          6,427

      POSTED ENTRY 20          5,803

      POSTED ENTRY 21          5,636

      POSTED ENTRY 22          5,482

      POSTED ENTRY 23         36,928

This page of the report shows the following information:

Each count represents two tasks simultaneously searching an index or data buffer for a read request. The two tasks get
share locks to avoid contention, but if one task must update the block, it must run alone. All of these SMP locks are of
short duration, and all locks are global (only one exists), except as follows:

• Data space locks exist for each data area.
• An Accounting table (ACCT TABLE) lock exists for each Accounting table.
• A TASK AREA lock exists for each RWTSA (task).
• Covered/Virtual control (MRDF CNTRL) exists for each covered or virtual area.

The following event names can appear in the report:

ACCOUNTING ENT
Incrementing counters in a particular entry in the Accounting buffer

ACCOUNTING STS
Accounting system changes across all Accounting tables

ACCOUNTING TBL
Accounting changes to each Accounting table

ADD DELETE FLEX
Control during add or delete of a sequential or flexpool buffer

CBS BUF SPILL
CBS buffer spill to IXX

CBS BUFFER
Control during get/free memory in the CBS buffer

CHECK INTERLOCK
Control during interlock detection

COMIT WAIT BAD
Occurs when using the X_LOG_DELAY MUF startup option, which enables the log COMIT delay enhancement.
This number is the number of times a task performing a transaction-ending command was delayed for another
task to write the LXX block, but none did within the one-second time limit.
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COMIT WAIT GOOD
Occurs when using the X_LOG_DELAY MUF startup option, which enables the log COMIT delay enhancement.
This number is the number of times a task performing a transaction-ending command was delayed for another
task to write the LXX block, so another did, thus saving a possible LXX I/O.

COVERED VIRTUAL
Control of a covered or virtual area during block fetch/store

DATA BUFFER
Specific data block in memory

DATA HASH
Hash list of data blocks in memory

DATA LRU
Least-Recently Used data chain to read a block not in memory

DATA SPACE BUFF
Blocks in data area with free space in memory

DATA SPACE MGMT
Data area space management

DATA WRITE PEND
Write-pending chain (pipeline) for data

DEFRAG
A DEFRAG SMP lock is used to interact with backwards processing; for example, the LOCBR command.
DEFRAG obtains an exclusive SMP lock at the start of each key ID processing. If no backward requests are made
for this key ID during the life of the DEFRAG, the lock is maintained. If a backward request occurs during the
process, DEFRAG notes where it is in the DXX (the "lowest" level of the IXX that contains key values and pointers
to actual rows) and frees the SMP lock to allow the backward process to run. DEFRAG then reestablishes the
lock, rereads its blocks, and continues as before. Backwards processing obtains a shared SMP lock.

DXX BUFFER
Specific DXX index block in memory

DXX HASH
Hash list of DXX index blocks in memory

DXX LRU
Least-Recently Used DXX index chain to read a block not in memory

DXX WRITE PEND
Write-pending chain (pipeline) for index

EXPAND BUFFER
Control to get or free an expand buffer

INDEX QUEUE
Control during get/free of entry in index queue

IXX BUFFER
Specific IXX index block in memory

IXX HASH
Hash list of IXX index blocks in memory

IXX LRU
Least-Recently Used IXX index chain to read a block not in memory

LOCK LIST
Control to add, delete, or search the primary exclusive control table
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LOG BUFFER
Specific log block in memory

LOG LRU
Least-Recently Used data chain to read a log block not in memory (by transaction backout)

LOG VAR WAITSMP
A task is waiting on access to the Log Area (LXX) control information. This condition can occur with all LXX
formats, but it occurs more frequently with variable logging. The counts are not within control of the user and
should not be a concern, regardless of the count, which is for information only.

MEMORY MANAGER
Memory manager control

MISCELLANEOUS
Non-SQL miscellaneous other locking

OPEN TABLE
Share lock to search open table list or additions, exclusive lock to delete entries

POSTED ENTRY
Depth count of a POSTED LIST.

POSTED LIST
Control of the posted list as required

PXX CONSOLE
Print file (PXX) and console control

SECURITY
Waits for SMP synchronization with external security

SQL ATTACH
SQL control of attached tasks

SQL GLOBAL
SQL global locking requirements

SQL MISC
SQL miscellaneous control requirements

SQL PLAN
SQL control during starting/stopping a plan

SQL STATUS
SQL locking of a task status change

SQL TTM
Control requirements to get/free a TTM block

SQL URT
SQL control during URT open/close

STAR
STAR storage control

STAR TASK
STAR control task usage

TASK AREA
Control during change in status of task area

TSN
Control to start or stop a new transaction, or to see if a transaction is active
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USER COMPRESS
Lock during user compression routine(s)

WAIT LIST
Control of the wait list of tasks

Five of the locks allow a diagnostic startup option (DIAGOPTION) to record the length of time that the task waited. If this
option has been selected (because of a request by Support), the following counts can print. The count reflects the total
number of seconds of waiting that occurred.

WTIM MEM-MGR
Length of time spent waiting for the memory manager lock

WTIM PXX
Length of time spent waiting for the print file (PXX) lock

WTIM TASK AREA
Length of time spent waiting for the RWTSA (task) lock

WTIM TIMER
Length of time spent waiting for the timer lock

WTIM WAIT LIST
Length of time spent waiting for the wait list lock

Miscellaneous Diagnostic Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including a
Miscellaneous Information report. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

The Miscellaneous Diagnostic Information Report can be useful in working with Support and in tuning. Similarly to the
Internal Statistics dynamic system table, the report provides statistics for the entire MUF run. It is available to SQL and
non-SQL sites.

The first section of the report provides multi-block read information. Multi-block reads can be performed during sequential
commands GETIT and GETPS, based on the User Requirements Table option SEQBUFS= and the contents of the
table(s) being read. Multi-block read is also done during some ADDITs when using the next overflow blocks, and (under
some conditions) during Compound Boolean Selection processing. This section of the report provides the number of times
numbers of DASD blocks were read with a single EXCP. Some control exists for GETIT and GETPS, and this information
is provided for information and possible tuning.

The next section of the report provides multi-block write information. With pipelining, it is possible to have multiple
blocks in an area that must be written. When possible, Datacom/DB writes them together with one EXCP, to speed I/O
processing. These counts are provided for information and cannot be tuned.

The last section reflects miscellaneous information about the MUF execution. The example shows one counter in this last
section, BREAKS DONE. For an explanation of BREAKS DONE and other counters that could appear (if they are non-
zero), see the descriptions after the example.

NOTE
Items in the report that have a zero count are skipped.

                                            MISCELLANEOUS DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION

      EVENT                    COUNT

      WRITE BLOCKS  1              6

      WRITE BLOCKS  2             11

      WRITE BLOCKS  3              2

      WRITE BLOCKS  4              9

      WRITE BLOCKS  5              3
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      WRITE BLOCKS  6             10

      WRITE BLOCKS 13              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 14              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 15              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 17              4

      WRITE BLOCKS 18              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 19              5

      WRITE BLOCKS 20              5

      WRITE BLOCKS 21              2

      WRITE BLOCKS 32              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 36              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 39              5

      WRITE BLOCKS 41              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 44              1

      WRITE BLOCKS 46              5

      WRITE BLOCKS 48             28

      BREAKS DONE              1,189

This page of the report shows the following information:

The following counters could appear in the last section of the report, if those counters are not zero. The only counter that
is displayed in the report is BREAKS DONE.

BREAKS DONE
If a break was done (in support of the BREAK MUF startup option), it is noted here. A break is a time when a
lower-priority task that is looking at many index and or data buffers can release control and can allow any waiting
higher (or equal) priority task to run.

IXX QUEUE DBIDS
Maximum number of DBIDs in the index queue

IXX QUEUE DEPTH
Maximum depth (maximum number of blocks) of the index queue

LOG VAR MAX GT
This count is printed if you have allocated more than eight buffers. It tells you the maximum number of buffers that
have been used. If printed, it cannot be less than 9 nor more than the number of log-ahead buffers. It represents a
high-water mark for buffer use, because the detail used counts stop at 8.

LOG VAR NO AVL
Number of times all log-ahead buffers are full and a wait must occur for a current block to free one or more
buffers. If this count is large, you might want to increase the number of log-ahead buffers.

LOG VAR USED 1
Number of times the first log-ahead buffer is activated. It occurs only when the single current buffer is full and no
log-ahead buffers are in use. If activated, the buffer can contain only one record or a full block of records before it
is written. A similar count is provided for blocks 2-7. A special count is provided for block 8, which is printed as 8+
because users can define more than eight log-ahead buffers. The eight count is the number of times the 8th or 9th
to the end are used (similar to the 5+ buffer reuse counters).

LOG VAR WRITE 2
Number of times the current log block was written with a chain of multiple blocks. These statistics are printed in
the MUF EOJ report if they are not zero. The first counter provides for the times that two log current blocks are
written with a single I/O, reported as LOG VAR WRITE 2. Additional counts are provided for writing three blocks,
four blocks, five blocks, or six blocks. Usually, two blocks exist per track, so this represents three tracks of log
data.
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IO WAIT CXX BFR
Number of times a task waited on a CXX I/O that was already in process

IO WAIT IXX BFR
Number of times a task waited on an IXX I/O that was already in process

IO WAIT DXX BFR
Number of times a task waited on a DXX I/O that was already in process

IO WAIT DATA BFR
Number of times a task waited on a Data I/O that was already in process

IO WAIT LXX BFR
Number of times a task waited on an LXX I/O that was already in process

LOCK LXX CUR RC
A task is waiting for access to the current log buffer.

LOCK WAIT CXX B
A task is waiting for a specific Directory (CXX) block to become available.

LOCK WAIT LRU C
A task is waiting for the Least-Recently Used chain for a Directory (CXX) buffer.

MRDF IXX DIRECT
Number of times the MRDF facility can reference an IXX block directly without moving it to an IXX buffer

OPEN EXIT WAITS
A task is waiting for open exit.

REBINDS DONE
Number of automatic plan rebinds that SQL has successfully completed

WAIT_DBIO_24BIT
Number of times MUF did not start an I/O because its 24-bit memory was over the size limit that is specified with
the MUF startup option X_IO_24BIT_SIZE

X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD
Number of times Datacom/DB constrained and started no I/O because the available memory was below the low
threshold. This low threshold can occur once per 4/100ths of a second in the MUF main task and any I/O subtask
attempting to start an I/O.

X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD
Number of times Datacom/DB constrained and started no I/O because the available memory was both below the
high threshold and above the low threshold, and also because 30 or more I/Os were outstanding

X_IO_OS_THRESHOLD
Number of times Datacom/DB constrained and started no I/O because the outstanding I/O was 480 or more

Return Code Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
return code summary information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

The following example of an EOJ Report provides Return Code Summary Information:

                                            RETURN CODE SUMMARY INFORMATION

 

          RETURN CODE    OCCURRENCES    SHORT TEXT     

           01 (032)        3    INVALID DB COMMAND

           03 (027)        1    KEY NAME NOT IN CXX
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           05 (034)        5    TABLE HAS NOT BEEN OPENED

This page of the report provides the following information:

RETURN CODE
Datacom/DB return codes. Not all return codes, however, are listed in these counts. Several return codes that
occur frequently in non-error situations are not counted. These include (but are not restricted to) return codes
14, 19, and 04(170). Also not counted are certain return codes that occur outside the MUF. These include (but
are not restricted to) return codes 36, 37, 57, 68, 85, and 86. In its internal processing, Datacom/DB sometimes
generates return code situations that are not errors and are not externalized other than in this report or in a
Master List dump, if enabled by a user using the RCERROR option. These counts cannot be clearly identified, but
must be ignored as normal. They include occurrences of 12(045), 61(061), and possibly others.

SHORT TEXT
Text for the return code that is provided, to speed the review of errors and save time that could be spent looking
up message meanings.

SQL Code Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including SQL
code summary information. Review a sample page and field description.

                                             SQL CODE SUMMARY INFORMATION

             SQL CODE    OCCURRENCES

                  -14              2

                  -20              1

                  -56              1

                 -124              2

This page of the report provides the following information:

SQL CODE
These are SQL error codes. SQL code 100 (+100, not -100) is not listed in these counts because it indicates a
non-error situation. SQL code 100 indicates NO ROW FOUND and can occur during a DELETE or UPDATE,
if no rows are found to delete or update. It is a normal, non-error condition for which no action is required, and
therefore it is not counted in the SQL Code Summary Information report.

Memory Use Summary Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
memory use summary information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

The following example is an EOJ Report that provides Memory Use Summary Information. The memory use that is
reported exists at MUF termination. It does not include memory that is allocated by the operating system. It does,
however, include most memory that is allocated by Datacom/DB, but not all memory.

                                            MEMORY USE SUMMARY INFORMATION

          DESC  LONG DESCRIPTION        24BIT-----ANY---64BIT (M=MEG,K=1024,ELSE BYTES) / OCCURRENCES

                PROGRAM MEMORY (AT EOJ)-   58-K   408-K

                UNALLOCATED  (AT EOJ)-   7712-K  1054-M    

                DBMEMPR CALLS-----------   61       0     

                ERROR, NON-SQL----------    1       0     

          MAIN  DBMEMPR OWNED MEMORY, 24  128-K     0     

          MA31  DBMEMPR OWNED MEMORY,ANY    0       2--M

          MA64  DBMEMPR OWNED MEMORY, 64    0       0        6--M 
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          PC31  COMMON, POOL 0, ANY ----    0       8-K

          MLB4  MUF STARTUP, 24 BIT ----   29-K     0           

          MLB1  MUF STARTUP, ANY -------    0     304-K           

          DCB   DCB/DTF, 24 BIT --------   32-K     0           

          DBIO  I/O CONTROL BLOCKS -----   32-K     0           

          4K31  MISC. 4K POOL, ANY -----    0      24-K           

          BDES  IXX/DXX/DATA/LXX BDES --    0      32-K           

          BUFS  IXX/DXX/DATA/EXP.BFRS --    0     564-K           

          DMP   PXX PRINT CACHE --------    0      33-K           

          MRDF  COVERED/VIRTUAL NOT DTSP    0      47-K           

          LOGB  LOG BUFFERS ------------    0     112-K           

          LOGT  LOG TRACE TABLE --------    0      32-K           

          DSM   DSM TRACE TABLE --------    0      32-K           

          BF64  IXX/DXX/DATA BFRS ------    0       0       81-K 

          MRDF  COVERED/VIRTUAL 64BIT       0       0      200-K

          0002  BUFFER POOL ------------    0       0       30-M

          0789  BUFFER POOL ------------    0       0      158-M      

      

This page of the report provides the following information:

DESC
Short description that can be blanks and can be duplicated, if appropriate

LONG DESCRIPTION
Long description that can be blanks and can be duplicated, if appropriate

24BIT
Amount of 24-bit requested memory, except for one case where it is a count

ANY
Amount of any requested (usually 31-bit) memory, except for one case where it is a count

64BIT
Amount of any requested 64-bit memory:

• Numbers 1 through 9999 are printed with a blank terminator; for example, 9999 is printed as 9999 followed by
a blank.

• Numbers 10000 through 9999K are printed as n through nnnnK, rounded up.
• Numbers 9999K plus one through 9999M are printed as n through nnnnM, rounded up.
• Numbers greater than 9999M are printed with a G as the terminating character, rounded up.

OCCURRENCES
Number of occurrences of LUW, STME, STMR, and XCL (see the descriptions in the following table)

PROGRAM MEMORY (AT EOJ)
In z/OS, the amount of memory for most (but not all) programs

UNALLOCATED
Amount of storage still available from the operating system when MUF terminated

DBMEMPR CALLS
This line, the second line in z/OS but the first line in z/VSE, is the number of memory manager requests in the 24-
bit column and zero in the ANY column.

ERROR, NON-SQL
Three counters can be printed here, if they are non-zero counts:
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• OUT OF STORAGE: Number of times a request to get memory could not be performed because no memory
was available to satisfy the request

• ERROR, NON-SQL: Parameter error on a memory manager request. This counter is used only by Support.
Users have no control over it.

• ERROR, SQL: Parameter error on a memory manager request. This counter is used only by Support. Users
have no control over it.

MAIN and MA31
The MAIN and MA31 lines represent the amount of memory that is obtained from the operating system for use
as dynamic memory. MAIN contains only 24-bit memory, while MA31 is ANY requested memory, generally 31-bit.
This size is never reduced. Once it is obtained from the operating system, this memory is used and reused, as
necessary.

Remaining lines
The lines after the MAIN, MA31, and MA64 lines represent a breakdown of where the MAIN, MA31, and MA64
memory is allocated. Each line represents one or more pools. Some pools can occur more than once and some of
those are collapsed for reporting.

DESC LONG DESCRIPTION Explanation

DCB DCB/DTF, 24 BIT -------- 24-bit memory that is used for operating
system control blocks

DBIO I/O CONTROL BLOCKS ----- 24-bit memory used during I/O
4K31 MISC. 4K POOL, ANY ----- Dynamic 4K pool of memory that is used

for many items such as open areas, open
tables, open data sets, open extents, open
CXX base/area/table information

ACCT ACCOUNTING BFRS -------- Accounting table buffers
BDES IXX/DXX/DATA/LXX BDES -- Index, data, and log buffer directory entries
BD64 IXX/DXX/DATA BDES 64-BIT The parts of the index, data, and log buffer

directory entries in 64-bit memory
BF64 IXX/DXX/DATA BFRS ------- Index and data buffers in 64-bit memory
BUFS IXX/DXX/DATA/EXP.BFRS -- Index, data, and expand buffers
CAP CXX CATALOG, DDL ------- Work areas during a CXX catalog or during

SQL DDL statements
CBSS CBS SET CBS set buffer
CBSW CBS Work Working storage for CBS
CDC Change Data Capture Working storage for Change Data Capture

(CDC)
CNSB CONSTRAINT BUILD OBJECT SQL constraint processing memory, build

object
CNSC CONSTRAINT CHECK ADD -- SQL constraint processing memory, check

during add
CNSR CONSTRAINT READ TO EXEC SQL constraint processing memory, read to

execute
CNST CONSTRAINT TEMP. STORAGE SQL constraint processing memory,

temporary storage
DBLG SAVED LOG RECORD --- Transaction backout saved log record
DMP PXX PRINT CACHE -------- Buffer to cache SQL and CBS trace and

debugging information
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DESC LONG DESCRIPTION Explanation

DSM DSM TRACE TABLE --- Space management trace table
KYEL CXX KEY/ELEMENT -------- CXX key and element memory for open

tables
LGPG LARGE PAGE FRAME STORAGE The Large Frame Area allocated to support

SYSPOOL IXX buffers
LOGB LOG BUFFERS ------------ Log buffers
LOGT LOG TRACE TABLE -------- Log trace/debugging table
LUW LOG.UNIT.WORK STORAGE -- SQL memory for logical unit of work

control. Number of occurrences listed in
OCCURRENCES column.

MA64 DBMEMPR OWNED MEMORY, 64 If 64-bit memory has been used by MUF,
the report contains a MA64 line showing the
total memory that is acquired in 64-bit.

MFR RESTART WORK TABLE --- Restart work tables and User Requirements
Tables.

MLB1 MUF STARTUP, ANY ------- Done during MUF enable. Contains static
control blocks that are allowed in 31-bit
memory.

MLB4 MUF STARTUP, 24-BIT ---- Done during MUF enable. Contains static
control blocks required to be in 24-bit
memory.

MPZ MPZ TRACE TABLE --- (z/OS only) Data Sharing, MUFplex, trace
table

MRDF COVERED/VIRTUAL NOT DTSP Control information for Covered/Virtual
usage required in the MUF address space.
Also contains buffers when running z/OS
and not running Authorized.

MRDF COVERED/VIRTUAL 64BIT MRDF in 64-bit memory
MSC MISCELLANEOUS SQL ------ SQL miscellaneous memory
nnnn* BUFFER POOL ------------ Memory used for this DBID's Buffer Pool by

Area private buffer pool
PC31 COMMON, POOL 0, ANY ---- Miscellaneous small uses of 31-bit memory
PCOM COMMON, POOL 0, 24-BIT - Miscellaneous small uses of 24-bit memory
PLN PLAN STORAGE ----------- SQL plan memory
PRCD PROCEDURE RELATED ------ SQL procedure-related storage
PRS PARSER TEMP. STORAGE ---- SQL parser memory
REQ REQUEST SQL STORAGE ---- SQL request memory
SASV STXIT WORK AREAS ------- z/VSE program failure work areas
SCF1 SECURITY FAST PATH-USER Security fast path for users
SCF2 SECURITY FAST PATH-TABLE Security fast path for tables
SPILL LOG SPILL BUFFERS Buffers that are used for spilling the log to

the RXX
STMC STMT PREPARE: CURSOR UPDSQL SQL statement prepare - cursor update
STMD STMT EXECUTE: DYN-CURSOR SQL statement execution - dynamic cursor
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DESC LONG DESCRIPTION Explanation

STME STMT EXECUTE: STMT COPY SQL statement execution cache. Number
of occurrences listed in OCCURRENCES
column.

STMN STMT EXECUTE: NON-STATIC SQL statement execution - non-static
STMP STMT PREPARE: GENERAL -- SQL statement prepare - general use
STMR STMT READ PROCESSING --- SQL statement read processing. Number

of occurrences listed in OCCURRENCES
column.

STMS STMT SEARCH: DB2 MODE -- (z/OS only) SQL statement search - DB2
mode statements

TSKW TASK (RWTSA) WORK AREAS Work areas that are associated with each
task area being used

VEW VIEW RESOLUTION -------- SQL view resolution
VPEP DD VPE GLOBAL ---------- Datacom Datadictionary global work area
WORK GENERAL WORK AREAS----- General non-task related working storage
XCF MVS XCF USAGE ---------- Contains the work areas that are required

for XCF communication in z/OS. This
occurs when using XCF to run jobs on an
image other than the one on which the MUF
is executing or during Data Sharing.

XCL SQL C STACK, TASK WORK - Work areas for SQL task processing.
Number of occurrences listed in
OCCURRENCES column.

XES1 DATASHARING (MUFPLEX) (z/OS only) Data Sharing, MUFplex, trace/
debugging table

MUF EOJ Log Status Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including MUF
EOJ log status information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

The following example is the MUF EOJ LOG STATUS INFORMATION report that you get if the MUF opened the log.

                                            MUF EOJ LOG STATUS INFORMATION

MUF EOJ, LOG CLOSED, CLEAN EOJ                  

LOG CONTROL BYTES-229,376 ROLLBACK-3,963           

LOG RECORD BYTES-22,373,107 WRITTEN-24,891,580     

LOG RECORD SEQ-3 LOG BLOCK SEQ-243             

This page of the report provides the following information:

MUF EOJ, LOG CLOSED, CLEAN EOJ
This message indicates that there was a clean EOJ. If the EOJ had not been clean, other messages would have
appeared here.

LOG CONTROL BYTES
This line gives LOG CONTROL BYTES information: the number of bytes written when writing the control block. It
is possible to use X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS to control this writing, and if you change the defaults, the number in
LOG CONTROL BYTES shows the variations. However, we do not recommend changing the values. More writes
allow a faster restart process. Fewer writes lengthen the restart process.
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ROLLBACK bytes written information, on the same line, refers to blocks with one or more log records subject
to rollback (transaction backout), that needed to be rewritten. This count indicates the log records that have
been undone. You have a certain amount of control over this process when your applications are designed to do
frequent ROLBK or LOGTB commands.

LOG RECORD BYTES
This line gives LOG RECORD BYTES n, where n can be up to 31 digits, which is the total number of bytes in all
the log records built by this MUF. The number is not affected by how Datacom/DB writes the bytes to DASD. The
number is not affected by spilling or transaction backout.
With LOG RECORD BYTES, WRITTEN information is also displayed. WRITTEN n information, where n is up to
31 digits, indicates the total number of bytes written to local DASD.
With some logging options, WRITTEN n and LOG RECORD BYTES n match, but with other logging options they
do not match. To maximize bytes written to a given track, Datacom/DB rewrites bytes.

LOG RECORD SEQ
This line gives the Log Record Sequence Number: the count of log records added during this MUF execution. The
count can be reset to 1 during QUIESCE processing. In a MUFplex environment, the MUF execution is defined as
the enabling of a MUF in the MUFplex when no other MUFs are executing.
The line also gives the Log Block Sequence Number. This number starts at any number less than the number of
tracks or blocks of the LXX when MUF is enabled. The same MUFplex rules as just described apply. The number
is incremented for each log track or block with new log records. This number can be reset only by ending the MUF
or all MUFplex MUFs and re-enabling it or them.

WARNING
Do not allow the Log Record Sequence Number or the Log Block Sequence Number number to reach 4
billion, because at that number, MUF terminates. This means that a busy MUF cannot remain enabled
for years at a time.

MUF EOJ Report Logging Section Changes
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including a
report of MUF EOJ logging section changes. Review an example and field descriptions.

The MUF LXX format options feature allows the MUF to process more maintenance requests per second while reducing
the total cost of ownership.

In support of the LXX format options feature, the logging section of the MUF EOJ provides new headings and six new
detail lines:

• One detail line was added for each of the following commands: ADDIT, DELET, and UPDAT.
• One detail line was added for TSN records: transaction-related information such as for the following commands (some

of which are internally used and nowhere externally described):
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– COMIT
– ROLBK
– CLOSE
– LOGCP
– LOGCR
– DEQUE
– LOGPR
– LOGPN
– LOGRP
– LOGBA
– LOGBU
– LOGBD
– YYC??
– DELAL

• One detail line was added for moved records in support of compressed tables or the DBUTLTY OLREORG function.
• One detail line was added for Data Access Capture (*DAC*): accesses to data captures into the log area LXX.
• One detail line was added for OTHER records, including LOGIT, LOGDW, OPEN, and a CLOSE that was not done as

a commit.

NOTE
Many fields in the report are provided to show that features are working and to display their results. The
information is used by Support, Datacom development, and QA debugging.

All lines show the total record count:

• Counts of 0-99999 are printed as numbers.
• Counts of 100,000-9,999,999 are printed as rounded to four digits with the letter k.
• Counts of fewer than 9 GB (<9g) are rounded to four digits and printed with the letter m.
• Numbers greater than 9 GB (>9g) are rounded to four digits and printed with the letter g.

The following list describes other lines in the report:

PRCT OF LXX
Byte count of the records as a percentage of all log bytes during this MUF execution, with one decimal place if
it amounts to one percent or higher. If the size is less than one percent, it is printed as a number, similarly to the
total record count field.

NOTE
Other lines in the report are formatted as appropriate to their descriptions, similarly to the PRCT OF LXX
format.

OLD RCD EXP
Number of bytes of the log records that contained the before image record in fully expanded format. Includes
encrypted tables that are written as encrypted.

OLD RCD CMP
Number of bytes where Datacom/DB compression was used

OLD RCD USER
Number of bytes where user compression was used, and the option allowed them to be written as compressed
(includes 16 bytes of compression name and data)

NEW WA ORIG
Number of bytes during a DELET or UPDAT that were the original user Work Area that was logged as smaller
than the other options
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NEW WA DELTA
Number of bytes during an UPDAT that were logged as a Work Area with only changes based on the
LOG_RECORD_UPDAT_SIZE option

NEW RCD EXP
Number of bytes that were logged as the expanded after record. Includes encrypted tables that are written as
encrypted.

NEW RCD CMP
Number of bytes that were logged as the compressed after record

NEW RCD USER
Number of bytes that were logged as the user compressed after record

ELEM LIST
Number of bytes that were logged as the element list (FORMAT 0 external style or FORMAT 1 internal style) for
records that are logged with a Work Area

FORMAT 1 SAVED
Number of bytes that were saved by records logged over how they would have been saved with FORMAT 0

In the following example, the number of log bytes was 337 million, which makes each percent 3m. The numbers in the
form nn.n are percentages, and the others are less than one percent, which means they are printed as a number of bytes.

             PRCT --   OLD   OLD   OLD   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW   NEW      FORMAT 

      TOTAL    OF --   RCD   RCD   RCD    WA    WA   RCD   RCD   RCD  ELEM     1 

GROUP  RCDS   LXX --   EXP   CMP  USER  ORIG DELTA   EXP   CMP  USER  LIST SAVED 

ADDIT  352K  30.7                      1262K         6.6 3289K  727K  165K   1.6 

DELET  352K  32.1      8.0   1.2 1705K                                     1453K 

UPDAT  352K  36.2      8.0   1.1  844K 1262K   2.2  1008   146     0   1.7   6.1 

TSN    7781 1685K                                                                

MOVER  3340 1042K 

*DAC*   11K   8.3                                                      

OTHER   304 84805                                                                

NOTE
If any data access capture log records were written, an additional line (*DAC*) occurs. This line provides the
total number of records and the percentage of the log.

Buffer Pool Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
buffer pool information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

                     BUFFER POOL INFORMATION  

NAME    NUMBER    SIZE  USED 1  USED 2  USED 3  USED 4  USED 5+      

 

 

IXX         12      4K       7       5       5       4     199-K     

DXX        210      4K    2543    1707    1539    1453     269-K     

DATA       210      8K       2       0       0       0       0       

DATA2       20  32,767       0       0       0       0       0       

 

IXX01       10      8K       0       0       0       0       0       

DXX01       20      8K       0       0       0       0       0       

DATA01      40     32K    6479    6182    6088    6005     293-K     

IXX02       10      8K       0       0       0       0       0       

IXX03        9      4K       0       0       0       0       0       
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DXX03        9      4K       0       0       0       0       0       

DATA03       9      4K       0       0       0       0       0       

DATA99      40      4K       0       0       0       0       0

This page of the report provides details about what buffer pools exist and their 1-5 usage. This report includes standard
and alternate buffers pools, if defined to the current MUF.

The following list describes the information on the page:

DATA2
The DATA2 line appears only if the current MUF has a standard large data pool defined.

SIZE
The numbers in the buffer SIZE column are not rounded; they represent the true buffer size.

USED
The buffer USED totals are rounded numbers that follow standard Datacom rules for when to round numbers to K,
M, or G.

Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) Information Example
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.

The following Compound Boolean Selection (CBS) information section of the EOJ report contains information that
complements the existing CBS statistics at EOJ.

                                        CBS INFORMATION

                  SETS PROCESSED               561        SETS DELETED MAX AGE          0    

                  SETS SPILLED                   0        SETS FETCHED                  0 

                  CBSBFR CURRENT PERCENT FULL    0        CBSBFR MAX PERCENT FULL       0

This page of the report shows an example of the additional CBS information in the EOJ report:

SETS PROCESSED
Number of sets that were processed by the MUF

SETS DELETED MAX AGE
Number of sets that were deleted from the CBS buffer because of the CBS MAX AGE setting

SETS SPILLED
Number of sets that had to be paged to the CBS index. SETS SPILLED is an interaction between the specified
CBS buffer size and the number and size of open CBS sets. If the value is non-zero, you can either increase the
CBS buffer size or examine your applications for missing SELPR statements.

SETS FETCHED
Number of times a spilled set was referenced to retrieve more rows. The ratio between SETS SPILLED and SETS
FETCHED can be used to determine whether sets that are truly in use are being spilled to the CBS index, or
whether an absence of SELPR in user programs is causing sets no longer in use to be paged out.

CBSBFR CURRENT PERCENT FULL
Percentage of CBS buffer max size that is in use by open sets

CBSBFR MAX PERCENT FULL
High-water mark for concurrent open sets

Index Queue Task Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
index queue task information. Review a sample page and field descriptions.
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                                           INDEX QUEUE TASK INFORMATION

QUEUE TASK               REQUESTS        I/O COUNT

         1                  2,584            1,724

         2                     68               45

This page of the report shows the following information:

Queue Task
One of the RWTSAs dedicated to Index Queue Processing

Requests
Number of index queue entries that are processed by this Queue RWTSA

I/O Count
Number of I/O requests that are performed by this Queue RWTSA to service the Queue Requests

CDC Report Example
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including a
report of Change Data Capture (CDC). Review an example.

                                            CHANGE DATA CAPTURE

DB03161I - CDCL MUFP1 CLOSED LASTCDC-20070827100407 LASTLXX-20070827100709

DB03162I - CDCL MUFP1 POLL-15 GAPWAIT-  MODE-REMOTE(DS)

DB03163I - CDCL MUFP1 CDCLXXIO-73,682 MNT-785,000 WRAP-0

This page of the MUF EOJ report shows an example of CHANGE DATA CAPTURE (CDC).

DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including data
access capture information. Review examples and field descriptions for the DAC_TABLE and for path counts with and
without SQL.

DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE

If Data Access Capture tables were defined, a page is printed with the DBID, table name, status, content, total log
records, total log record bytes, and optionally, an error.

Log records are printed up to one less than 10 billion. A larger number is printed as all plus (+) signs.

Log bytes are currently printed up to 1,000 billion. A larger number is printed as all plus (+) signs.

Example

                                        ATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE                                       

      

 

 DBID TABLE STS  CONTENT        RCDS            BYTES                                            ERRORS

 

  897  C01  YES  NONE              0                0

  897  F01  YES  NONE             20            6,000 

  897  F02  YES  NONE              4            1,200 

  897  F03  YES  NONE             20            5,500

TOTAL                             44           12,700

The following list describes the report columns:
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• DBID and TABLE defined with DAC_TABLE
• STS (Status):

– YES: The entry is in the active list and is being used in selection for each data access request. There is a maximum
of one YES entry (except possibly briefly as a one is added to replace an existing one that will then transition to
OLD).

– NO: The entry is in the active list and, with its current NO status, is not available for selection.
– *NO: The entry is in the active list and would be available for selection except that global

DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE is set to NO, blocking any selection.
– NEW: The entry is in the new list and is not available for selection. The new item is intended to exist only a short

time to set proper detail selection before being added to the active list.
– OLD: The entry is in the active list but is not available for selection. It was available for selection in this MUF

execution and has what counts as "occurred." There are as many old entries as in the table that has been replaced
by a newer table definition. Each old entry has its statistics available for reporting and auditing.

• CONTENT is always set to "NONE" as the only current setting.
• RCDS: Number of log records written to the Log Area (LXX) for this MUF instance for this DBID and table name for the

current definition
• BYTES: Log record bytes for those records
• Blanks are normally under the ERRORS heading. However, it is possible to have an "LG" if an error occurred when

writing one or more log records. An "LG" also occurs for a table with a row length of 25,001 or more, as those tables
are not currently supported for DAC.

DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - SQL
                              DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - SQL

 DBID TABLE STS             SCQ            SQQ            SCI            SSR            SQL  

                        DQ CICS       DQ BATCH           CICS         SERVER          OTHER  

 

  897  C01  YES             N/A            N/A            *NO            *NO            *NO  

  897  F01  YES             N/A            N/A            *NO            *NO            *NO  

  897  F02  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0  

  897  F03  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0  

  897  F04  NO              N/A            N/A              0              0              0  

  897  RNA  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0  

 1000  DRB  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0  

TOTALS                        0              0              0              0              0                  

             

DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - NOT SQL
                             DATA ACCESS CAPTURE - DAC_TABLE PATH COUNTS - NOT SQL

 DBID TABLE STS             RCQ            RAQ            RCI            RSR            RAT       

                        DQ CICS       DQ BATCH           CICS         SERVER          OTHER       

 

  897  C01  YES             N/A            N/A            *NO            *NO            *NO       

  897  F01  YES             N/A            N/A            *NO            *NO              0       

  897  F02  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0       

  897  F03  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0       

  897  F04  NO              N/A            N/A              0              0              0       

  897  RNA  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0       

 1000  DRB  YES             N/A            N/A              0              0              0       

TOTALS                        0              0              0              0              0  
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If there are DAC_TABLE statements, two PATH reports are provided. The first page is for the SQL paths; the second page
is for the non-SQL paths.

• DBID and table that is defined with DAC_TABLE
• Status:
• • YES if the table at the time of the report is set to YES for active selection

• NO if the table is set to NO for active selection
• NO if it is set to YES but the current DATA_ACCESS_CAPTURE option is set to NO
• NEW if the table has been added after the MUF enables using DAC_TABLE as NEW,ADD
• OLD if the table has been in the active list but is replaced with a new definition. As many OLD entries as NEW

DAC_TABLE commands after MUF enables are moved to the active list.
• The columns are for the DAC_PATH settings for the table. The 4 DQ columns are all set as N/A if Dataquery is not

externally secured. The DQ columns are a planned future item.
• Paths that are set to NO have a count value of *NO to note that the current setting has them not selected.
• Path counts provide the number of log records logged for DAC for that table that were made through that path.
• Columns are selected as left to right with the most accurate column that is in force for the request. For example, an

SQL request that is made through a user program in CICS is excluded from the first two columns for DQ and appears
in the third column.

DBINRPR Connections to MUF
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including a
report on DBINRPR connections to MUF EOJ. Review an example and field descriptions.

The DBINRPR feature tracks every interface module that connects to MUF and reports each at EOJ. DBINRPR provides
faster and safer execution, information about what is executing, and allows shorter transitions to upgrade or downgrade.

                      DBINRPR CONNECTIONS TO MUF

                    FIRST JOB EACH UNIQUE DBINRPR

DBINRPR DATE     TIME  RELEASE PTF  - DATE     TIME  SYSTEM  JOBID    JOB NAME

        

DBINRPR 20190729 15.41  15.0  SO09213-20201006 174226 CA11   JOB31392 DBDV150                

DBINRPR 20200708 13.09  15.1  SO13594-20201006 174127 CA11   JOB31357 DBDV151      

The following list describes the columns:

The first columns pertain to the version of DBINRPR in use:

• DATE: Date this version of DBINRPR was assembled
• TIME: Time the first job using this version of DBINRPR connected to MUF
• RELEASE: Release of this version of DBINRPR
• PTF: Latest PTF applied to this version of DBINRPR

The second set of columns pertains to the job first connecting to MUF using this version of DBINRPR:

• DATE: Date the first job using this version of DBINRPR connected to MUF using this version of DBINRPR
• TIME: Time the first job using this version of DBINRPR connected to MUF
• JOBID: Job ID assigned by z/OS for the first job using this version of DBINRPR that connected to MUF
• JOB NAME: Job name of the first job using this version of DBINRPR that connected to MUF

Other Information/Task Information
The COMM EOJ function in Datacom DBULTY ends with EOJ summary reports written to the SYSPRINT file, including
OTHER INFORMATION and TASK INFORMATION. Review examples and field descriptions.
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Other Information

Information that does not fit into one of the separately named categories is printed in its own summary information report.
The following example shows information that is printed if, in a z/OS environment, one or more of the high/low threshold
options is used.

                                            OTHER INFORMATION

I/O THRESHOLDS - HIGH-260K LOW-132K MIN-1036K

Task Information

If the MUF fails with an abnormal EOJ, a page showing task information follows the OTHER INFORMATION report.
The TASK INFORMATION report contains status information similar to other status displays, but the this report is
specifically for helping to debug the abnormal failure. Fields unique to the TASK INFORMATION report are described after
the following report example.

                                           TASK INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUNIT TASK   TIME  I/O B-RF CMD-DBID-TBL STATUS          TSN    LOGR OWNR/Y VALUE/RID

JOB0040  79588    1    :04           UPDAT 997C02 PENDING

JOB0040  79588    2    :04         1 RDUNX 997F01 WAIT BFR LOCK D DBDB0771 83

JOB0040  79588    3    :04    1    2 RDUKG 997F02 WAIT BFR LOCK D DBDB076C101

JOB0040           4    :04           RDUNX 997F03 PENDING

This page of the report provides the following information:

B-RF
Current buffer references

LOGR
Number of log records that are executed by the task since the last close or commit occurred

COMM EOJOFF

The COMM EOJOFF console command cancels a COMM EOJ instructing the Multi-User Facility (MUF) to continue
normal processing. The outstanding EOJ request is negated and processing continues as if the original request had never
occurred.

Note: The EOJOFF command can only be done if the task area used to execute it is already allocated, for example
through Datacom CICS Services or Datacom Server. A MUF in EOJ status does not allow a new task connection.

Use this command when you erroneously request a COMM EOJ option or when an EOJ request results in a job running
for an unacceptable length of time.

The only time to use a COMM EOJOFF command is after issuing a COMM EOJ request and before that EOJ request
completes.

EOJOFF is available only until a point of no return is reached during the EOJ process.

The COMM request is echoed to the console and programming log.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ EOJOFF ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘
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COMM

(Optional) COMM can be omitted when submitting this console command.

EOJOFF
(Required) Specifies the EOJOFF option of the COMM function is the desired action.

COMM NEWRXX (Request New Recovery File)

The COMM NEWRXX option requests a new Recovery File (RXX) be started. In response, the Multi-User Facility (MUF)
performs an IBM CLOSE/OPEN on the Recovery File, allowing operations to mount a new tape.

NOTE
When running with active recovery (LOGRCV=YES) in z/OS, it is possible to specify a DASD file for the
Recovery File (RXX). However, we recommend that you do not do this. The COMM NEWRXX function of
DBUTLTY is ignored in this mode. Also, a DASD file that becomes full causes a system x37 abend (such as
B37) and the MUF is unusable until canceled and restarted.

The COMM NEWRXX function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use NEWRXX when using an active Recovery File (MUF startup option LOGRCV YES) and you want to close and
demount the Recovery File (RXX) tape and begin recording information on a new tape.

Processing NEWRXX Requests

Datacom/DB ignores a NEWRXX request unless an active Recovery File (LOGRCV YES) is specified in the MUF startup
options.

Execution of a NEWRXX request does not cause a spill to be performed. If a spill is in progress at the time of the request,
MUF completes the spill before requesting a new tape. Examine the system log to determine the exact time of the last
spill. Use the time of the last spill as an estimate in determining which Recovery File tapes are needed to perform a
forward or backward recovery at some time in the future.

The Recovery File being demounted contains log records up to the point of the last spill executed by the MUF. This does
not necessarily mean that all tasks completed at the time of the spill were written on the Recovery File. For example, a
long running job that is executing with transaction backout specified can prevent records from other completed tasks from
being spilled.

MUF dynamically deallocates the current RXX DD and reallocates a new one. Datacom/DB closes and reopens the
Recovery File (RXX). Operations is responsible for mounting a new tape.

Dynamic Allocation of Recovery File

When allocating the new Recovery File dynamically, the following DD statement parameters must be used.
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DSN
The same DSN as the original RXX DD statement, except that if this is a generation DATA group, then the next
number is requested.

DISP
Is specified as NEW and the same dispositions as the original RXX DD statement.

UNIT
Is TAPE except when the MUF startup option RXX provides a different value. This value is supplied at MUF
startup.

UNIT COUNT
Is provided only if specified in the MUF startup option RXX. This value is supplied at MUF startup.

VOLUME COUNT
Is provided only if specified in the MUF startup option RXX. This value is supplied at MUF startup.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ NEWRXX ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

NEWRXX
Requests the MUF to begin recording Recovery File information on a new tape.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ COMM OPTION=NEWRXX ─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                        └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=NEWRXX
Requests the MUF to begin recording Recovery File information on a new tape.

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
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ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to issue the NEWRXX option.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM     OPTION=NEWRXX

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM NEWRXX (14.0)
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=NEWRXX

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=NEWRXX

 

This page of the report shows the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     NEWRXX   REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

COMM REQABORT (Abort a Request)

Learn about using the COMM REQABORT function in DBUTLTY to terminate long-running requests in a single Multi-User
Facility (MUF). Find the command syntax, parameter definitions, and example JCL.

The COMM REQABORT option provides a means of terminating various long running requests.

The COMM REQABORT function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Be aware of the following processes:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure the proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

When to Use

Use this option to terminate a request that has been waiting or running a long time due to one of the following items:

• Primary or secondary exclusive control
• Many read I/O events
• Waiting on a task

Requests which can impact wait time and for which this command is effective are LOCxx, REDxx, RDUxx, GETxx,
CNTxx, and SELxx requests.

Also supported are ADDIT, DELET, and UPDAT commands. If one of these commands is subjected to REQABORT, the
request, though aborted, is subject to a rollback to reverse any data area or Index Area changes made.

If commands are executing on behalf of an SQL request, the REQABORT might be accepted immediately or delayed. The
decision to accept immediately or delay the REQABORT request is based on the SQL process that is executing.

Processing a REQABORT Request

When you abort a request, Datacom/DB issues a return code 45 to the application program. Verify that programs contain
instructions for handling the return code 45; for example, terminate further processing or have the program continue.

How to Use the Console Command

Issue a STATUS command to obtain the sequence number of the request causing the problem. For details, see COMM
STATUS (Print Status of MUF Jobs). Use this request sequence number in the command to issue an abort request from
the console.

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.
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Use the following syntax in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for more syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ REQABORTnnnnnn ────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘

COMM
(Command) You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

REQABORT
(Command) Requests an abort of a long running request.

nnnnnn
(Required keyword) Sequence number of the request to be aborted.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

To execute the REQABORT function using DBUTLTY:

1. Perform a STATUS command to determine the sequence number of the request causing the problem.
2. Issue the following command to terminate the request.

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

►►─ COMM OPTION=REQABORT,REQSEQNO=nnnnnn ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────►◄

                                          └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                      └─ YES ──┘

COMM
(Command) Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

OPTION=REQABORT
(Required keyword) Requests the MUF to abort a particular request.

,REQSEQNO=
(Required keyword) Indicates the internal request number for the request to be terminated.

IGN68=
(Optional keyword) Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and
COMM function. By ignoring return code 68, you can set up and can run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY
functions without requiring that the MUF is enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted
to load a database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an
example showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions that are specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function
did not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and
the DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored and
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the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults to
NO, or specify IGN68=NO.

• Valid Entries: NO or YES
• Default Value: NO

Example JCL
The following shows the command to abort a request number 124019.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM     OPTION=REQABORT,REQSEQNO=124019

 /*

Sample Report
See the following sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
COMM OPTION=REQABORT,REQSEQNO=00282

FUNCTION=COMM
   OPTION=REQABORT
   REQSEQNO=000282

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a

note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

DB00604I - COMM     REQABORT REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the
MUF communication queue. If the request was not valid, an error message appears here.

COMM SNAP (Write Dump of Master List)

The COMM SNAP option writes a dump of the Master List to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX), or to SYSOUT if
ML is specified in the SYSOUT Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option. The dump contains the Master List information.
You can run this option at any time.

NOTE
If you are running in a MUFplex environment, when COMM OPTION=SNAP is requested a Datacom/DB return
code 94(104) is generated on the remote MUFs in addition to the SNAP dump on the local MUF. The return
code is 94 (GENERAL ERROR INDICATOR) with an internal return code of 104 ERROR OCCURRED ON
ANOTHER MUF WITHIN THE MUFPLEX at HEX offset 15A (master list dump reason). For details, access
information about return code 94(104) in Messages.
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The COMM SNAP function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this option at the direction of Support. If you are having a problem with the MUF, Support personnel may ask for the
information produced by SNAP to assist in problem determination. If the optional word BUFFERS is used, the Master List
is produced with the standard Datacom/DB buffer area.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ SNAP ─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

          └─ BUFFERS ─┘

NOTE
Do not enter COMM with this console command.

Command

SNAP
Requests that the Master List be written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

Optional Keywords

BUFFERS
Requests that the standard Datacom/DB buffer area be included.

NOTE
f 64 bit data or index buffers are used, using SNAP BUFFERS (or DBUTLTY COMM
OPTION=SNAP,BUFFERS=YES) results in an SVC dump (SDUMP) instead of the normal PXX dump.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ COMM OPTION=SNAP ─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                      └─ ,BUFFERS=YES ─┘ └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                     └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword
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OPTION=SNAP
Requests that the Master List be written to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

Optional Keywords

,BUFFERS=YES
Requests that the standard Datacom/DB buffer area be included.

NOTE
If 64 bit data or index buffers are used, using DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=SNAP,BUFFERS=YES (or
the SNAP BUFFERS console command) results in an SVC dump (SDUMP) instead of the normal PXX
dump.

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to write a dump of the Master List with the standard Datacom/DB buffer area to the
Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input
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           COMM     OPTION=SNAP,BUFFERS=YES

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM SNAP (14.0)
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=SNAP,BUFFERS=YES

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=SNAP

   BUFFERS=YES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     SNAP REQUEST ACCEPTED       

This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue. If the request was not valid, an error message appears here.

Master List Dump Example

The following example shows the first part of a Master List dump:

    MASTER LIST        REASON--ERROR 01(032)  JOB-69007-DBDVL     TASK-0001  3/20/2000  8.49.48   

 DUMP-----------1

0865F000 D4C1E2E3 C5D940D3 C9E2E340 BA0C0EA0  0AD5051E 0000000A 0B627240 00001000  MASTER

 LIST .....N......... ....

0865F020 000000C8 0B6280C0 00001000 00000190  0B6310A0 00001000 00000000 FFFFFFFF

  ...H............................

0865F060 04DB0008 B2E946A8 00000000 0865FC00  08661000 0B49A800 0B5BA548 30002400  .....Z...................

$......

0865F080 00000000 0001B1EC 0001B254 0001B2BC  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ................................

0865F0A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 0B489088 0B8B2000 0B5D3400

  ................................

0865F0C0 00000000 00000000 04DB0003 00000000  8B419000 8B429000 8B426000 8B42D000

  ..........................-.....

0865F0E0 00000000 00008000 8B44C000 8B43A000  8B441000 80016000 8B5AA000 8B445000

  ......................-.......&.

0865F100 8B436000 8B449000 80024000 8B462000  8B421000 00000000 8B5AF000 8B466000

  ..-....... ...............0...-.

0865F120 8B46C000 00000000 8B431000 8B451000  00007EC0 8B432000 00000000 0B5B1008

  .............................$..

0865F140 00006140 0B472020 00000000 00023E9D  0B5D1200 0B8B3000 00000000 00000000

  ../ ............................
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0865F160 0B5B4E80 8B400DD8 8B46B000 00000000  00000000 00000000 0B403598 0004B1B0  .

$... .Q................. ......

0865F1A0 0865FC20 0B5BA5A0 0004B000 0B402A70  08660020 0B416258 00000000 0B5BD020  .....

$....... ...............$..

0865F1C0 0B489E48 00000000 00000000 00000000  00060000 00660000 00660010 00100000

  ................................

0865F1E0 00241000 00400000 00202000 25000001  00012A40 20000002 00000000 00000000

  ..... ............. ............

0865F200 00000000 00000000 B2E91154 E6BB9280  00000000 00000000 B2E91103 B4DD4741

  .........Z..W............Z......

0865F220 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ................................

0865F240 LINE(S) SAME AS ABOVE

0865F260 00000000 00000000 000267C0 0D400000  0865F26C 8B402111 00000000 00000000

  ............. ....2.. ..........

0865F280 0B401FCE C4C2C4E5 D3404040 0002942F  00010001 C520F0F1 00200000 00000000  . ..DBDVL 

  ........E.01........

0865F2A0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 DBDBBF6D 00000000 00000000

  ................................

0865F2C0 00000000 00000000 000033AF C4C2C4E5  D4E4C640 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ............DBDVMUF ............

0865F2E0 0000000A 00000000 0B41E524 96401324  96401000 0003F3FE 00000000 00000019

  ..........V.. ... ....3.........

0865F300 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00010000 00000000 00000010 00000000

  ................................

0865F320 00000000 00000000 00000000 00190013  FFFC0000 0FF2942F 942F0000 00080063

  .....................2..........

0865F340 0020001A 00080031 00300000 00020000  00000001 0000000F 001E0000 00000000

  ................................

0865F360 00000004 00000000 00000000 00000000  04A40006 00000004 00001900 00006002

  ..............................-.

0865F380 0000F1F9 0E201900 004400C4 C2C4E5D4  E4C64011 01010000 041800C0 00000000

  ..19.......DBDVMUF .............

0865F3A0 03E80014 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 0002942F 00029491

  .Y..............................

0865F3C0 C3E7E700 03910004 8B457000 8B45A000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

 CXX.............................

0865F3E0 00000000 0B5D3080 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ................................

0865F400 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 8B40B000

  ............................. ..

0865F420 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 8B465000

  ..............................&.

0865F440 00000000 00000000 0B906000 00000000  808C1BC8 00000000 40000000 00000000

  ..........-........H.... .......

0865F460 00000000 00000000 00000000 8B59B000  8B5A0000 00000000 00000000 99092708

  ................................

0865F480 48220000 00009909 27084853 00000000  8B5A3000 00000000 00000000 0004E2B6

  ..............................S.

0865F4A0 DBDBDBDB 10D500A0 0865F6D0 00000000  00000000 00000000 00800001 000264A0

  .....N....6.....................

0865F4C0 00000000 F9F9F9F0 00001324 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ....9990........................
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0865F4E0 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 0B48D000 00000001

  ................................

0865F500 8B417000 0B640AC0 0B640B60 0B640C00  0B641880 0B641920 00000000 F2F0F0F0

  ...........-................2000

0865F520 F0F50063 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

 05..............................

0865F540 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000  00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000

  ................................

0865F580 LINE(S) SAME AS ABOVE

               .

               .

               .

COMM SNAPCSA (Print Dump of Common Storage Area)

The COMM SNAPCSA option prints a dump of the Datacom/DB related area in your system Extended Common Storage
Area (ECSA). The SNAPCSA option is for z/OS systems with a Multi-User Facility (MUF) environment. You can run this
option at any time. It is not necessary that the MUF be active.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use if Support requires the ECSA snap.

SNAPCSA Output

This print is directed to the SNAPER data set. Its associated ID is 002.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

 ►►─ COMM OPTION=SNAPCSA ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                      └─ YES ──┘

 

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keywords

OPTION=SNAPCSA
Requests that the utility produce a snap dump of the DatacomDB Extended Common Storage Area (ECSA).

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
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ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to print a dump of the Datacom/DB related area in your system ECSA.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

//         EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

//SNAPER   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM    OPTION=SNAPCSA

/*

 

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM SNAPCSA
 JOB DBDVLCSA         STEP CSA             TIME 121301   DATE 2001226  ID = 002    CPUID = FF1719663090   PAGE

 00000001

 

  PSW AT ENTRY TO SNAP    078D1000  8002B716  ILC  02  INTC  0033

 

-STORAGE

 

      LINE 02B82460  SAME AS ABOVE
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02B82480 00000000 00000000 00000000 C4C2C4E5    D3404040 0000D8A3 00010001 C534F0F2   *............DBDVL 

  ..Q.....E.02*

02B82500 2CC4C2F0 F0F1F0F2 C9406040 C5D5C4C5    C4404040 D1D6C260 C4C2C4E5 D3404040   *.DB00102I . ENDED  

 JOB.DBDVL   *

      LINES 02B82560-02B825C0  SAME AS ABOVE

                      .                                          .                                    .

                      .                                          .                                    .

                      .                                          .                                    .

 

This page of the report shows a portion of a dump produced with the SNAPCSA option.

COMM SNAPSVC (Print Dump of the SVC)

The COMM SNAPSVC option prints a dump of the SVC. Datacom Version 14.0 does not, however, expect an SVC to be
installed. Therefore, this ability to dump should not be needed.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this option only at the direction of Support.

This option is valid only in a MUF environment. It is not necessary for the MUF to be active to execute this option.

SNAPSVC Output

The print is directed to the SNAPER data set and its associated ID is 001.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

 ►►─ COMM OPTION=SNAPSVC ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                         └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                     └─ YES ──┘

 

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=SNAPSVC
Requests that the utility produce a snap dump of the SVC area.

Optional Keyword

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES
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 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to print an SVC dump to the SNAPER data set:

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          COMM    OPTION=SNAPSVC

/*

 

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM SNAPSVC
 JOB DBDVLCSA         STEP CSA             TIME 121817   DATE 2001226  ID = 001    CPUID = FF0719663090   PAGE

 00000001

 

  PSW AT ENTRY TO SNAP    078D1000  8002B6A6  ILC  02  INTC  0033

 

-STORAGE

 

34C69260                                                          18B6186E 47F0B1C0   *                      

  ...>.0.¤*

34C69280 23400000 C4C2E2E5 C3D7D940 40404040    F1F24040 405C4040 4040C4D6 D9E2E5C3   *. ..DBSVCPR     12   *

    DORSVC*

                      .                                          .                                    .

                      .                                          .                                    .

                      .                                          .                                    .
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This page of the report shows a portion of a dump produced with the SNAPSVC option.

COMM STATS (Write Current Statistics)

Using COMM OPTION=STATS, a database that is open can have the current statistical information written to the Directory
(CXX), index, and data control blocks.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

A STATS function is for open databases that are not VIRTUAL or SYSTEMDBID. Review message DB00622W for
databases that could not be processed. For details about message DB00622W, see Messages.

A STATS function done through the console or DBUTLTY is accepted and processed without messages unless it is
a virtual database, in which case a DB00611I - COMM xxxxx AGAINST VIRTUAL yyyyyyyy IGNORED message is
issued. A request for a specific database that is virtual is ignored. If all databases were requested, any of them that are
virtual databases are ignored.

NOTE
A virtual database is a memory only facility. It cannot be closed nor can its statistics be written to DASD.

COMM STATS Flushes Pipeline

The STATS option of the COMM function flushes the pipeline for the database as part of pushing the STATS to the CXX,
index, and data sets.

How to Use the Console Command

The Multi-User Facility (MUF) must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following format in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ STATS ─┬─ ALL ──┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘         └─ dbid ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

STATS
Requests that current statistics be written.

Required Keywords

ALL
Specify ALL, if you want all databases to be processed. If you request that STATS be written for all databases,
STATS are written for all databases that are not virtual databases. If any databases are virtual databases, a
warning message is issued.

dbid
Specify a database ID, if you want only one particular database to be processed. If you request STATS for a
particular database and the database is virtual, a warning message is issued, and no stats are written.
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How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the COMM function with the following command
format.

                       ┌───────────────┐

►►─ COMM OPTION=STATS ─▼─┬───────────┬─┴─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────►◄

                         └─ ,DBID=n ─┘   └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                     └─ YES ──┘

Command

COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=STATS
Requests current statistics be written.

Optional Keywords

,DBID=n
DBID= is optional and may repeat. Each occurrence may specify one or more valid database IDs or a range of
DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250).
If DBID= is not specified, all databases are processed.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range not defined is
ignored.
If you request STATS for a particular database and the database is virtual, a warning message is issued and no
stats are written. If you request (by not specifying a DBID) that STATS be written for all databases, STATS are
written for all non-virtual databases. If any databases are virtual, a warning message is issued.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

ALL
IGN68=

Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.
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A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.
The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to write current statistics.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          COMM      OPTION=STATS

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report COMM STATS

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=STATS

 

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=STATS

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - COMM     STATS    REQUEST ACCEPTED   
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This page of the report shows a message indicating that DBUTLTY successfully placed the request on the MUF
communication queue.

COMM STATUS (Print Status of MUF Jobs)

In Datacom, the COMM STATUS option displays the status of all jobs operating through the Multi-User Facility (MUF). If a
job is waiting, the status report shows the reason.

When executed through DBUTLTY, that is, COMM OPTION=STATUS, the utility job is always listed in the report with a
status of ACTIVE, except in z/OS with a DBSIDPR not specifying XCF.

The COMM STATUS function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

When to Use

Use the COMM STATUS option when you want to display the status of a job.

How to Use the Console Command

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. The console STATUS command provides substantial
information but not all of the information that is provided using DBUTLTY COMM STATUS.

Use the following format in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating
system documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─┬────────┬─ STATUS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ COMM ─┘

Command

COMM
You can omit the COMM function name when submitting this console command.

STATUS
Requests a display of the current tasks in the MUF.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command

Execute the COMM function with the following command format:

►►─ COMM OPTION=STATUS ─┬──────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

                        └─ ,DEST= ─┬─ PRINTER ◄ ─┬─┘

                                   └─ CONSOLE ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,IGN68= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘

Command
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COMM
Invokes the function to pass communication to the MUF.

Required Keyword

OPTION=STATUS
Requests that the current status of tasks in MUF be displayed.

NOTE
In z/OS, when DBUTLTY is executing on the same System as the MUF, the data is returned directly
from memory with no MUF request. Also note that the DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=STATUS provides
more information than the console STATUS, and this additional information may or may not be important
to see.

Optional Keywords

,DEST=
Specifies the destination for the status report. CONSOLE causes the report to appear on both the console and
SYSPRINT. PRINTER causes the report to appear on SYSPRINT only.

NOTE
When routing print to the console, headings do not appear.

IGN68=
Specify IGN68=YES to ignore a return code 68. IGN68= is allowed for every ACCESS and COMM function. By
ignoring return code 68, you can set up and run JCL that incorporates a stack of DBUTLTY functions without
requiring that the MUF be enabled. IGN68= would therefore be useful, for example, if you wanted to load a
database without first enabling the MUF, perhaps to allow restart to properly occur. Following is an example
showing a stack of DBUTLTY functions that use IGN68=.
ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY,DBID=997,USERS=WAIT,IGN68=YES

 COMM   OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

 INIT   AREA=IXX,DBID=997

 INIT   AREA=A01,DBID=997

 LOAD   AREA=A01,DBID=997,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

 ACCESS STATUS=WRITE,DBID=997,IGN68=YES

NOTE
If the CXX is externally secured, the INIT and LOAD functions do not execute without the MUF being
available, and IGN68=YES is therefore not recommended.

A function or functions specified with IGN68=YES generates message DB13001E to note that the function did
not occur. Because no error was recognized, however, other functions in the stack continue to execute, and the
DBUTLTY step ends without a recognizable error. Message DB13001E signals that the MUF was not enabled.

NOTE
For details about DB13001E, access the Messages.

The DBSYSID macro parameter DELAY68= can be used to specify the number of minutes that the MUF
connection can wait if the MUF is not currently available. But if IGN68=YES is specified, DELAY68= is ignored
and the function continues. If the delay is desired, however, either do not specify IGN68=, in which case it defaults
to NO, or specify IGN68=NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
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Example JCL

The following example shows the command to print the status of all jobs operating through the MUF.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           COMM     OPTION=STATUS

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

DDB--Sample Report COMM STATUS Utility (15.0)

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

COMM OPTION=STATUS

FUNCTION=COMM

   OPTION=STATUS    

The page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

 MULTI-USER DBDVM02  AVAILABLE         TASKS - ATTACHED-----1, AVAILABLE----24

 JOBNAME R-UNIT TASK STATUS          CMD    DBID TBL    SEQ TIME       I/O ID                  TSN       

 OWNR/Y TSN-TM

 DBDVL132 14160    1 READY TO RUN     ADDIT  997 C02  95727                                    DBDBBBDA      

       :01

 JOBNAME  R-UNIT TASK VALUE/RID

 STATJOB2  33654    1     1 PAY

This page of the report shows the following:

MULTI-USER DBDVM02 AVAILABLE
This is a message indicating the MUF job status.

JOBNAME
Displays the name of the active job currently connected to the MUF or, if a system task, one of the following:

• ***ACTNG
Accounting

• ***CDCL*
A Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) task

• ***CDCM*
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A Change Data Capture Monitor (CDCM) task
• ***CONSL

MVS modify /F processing
• ***D-DDB

Datacom/Star
• ***DBCOM

Tasks that process a console request, such as COMM CLRPXX
• ***DBKEY

Dedicated to 24x7 asynchronous index definition additions and deletions.
• ***DBOPN

MUF immediately after the enable to allow accounting, and other system tables the opportunity to open
• ***DBRST

RESTART function during the enable of the MUF
• ***DBSYS

Rare systems functions
• ***DBURI

When the Datacom Datadictionary attribute URI-REUSE is set to Y (yes), after the URI count reaches 3G, an
asynchronous scan of the data area is scheduled in the MUF. This scan uses a system task with a jobname of
***DBURI.

• ***HISTR
History database spill

• ***IOCMP
Asynchronous I/O completion system processing

• ***MOVDS
MUF command ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

• ***MPLXX
MUFplex system processing - normal

• ***MPLXY
MUFplex system processing - normal

• ***MPLXZ
MUFplex system processing - abnormal

• ***RCPAD
MUF command REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD OR REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD

• ***QUEUE
Index queue

• ***SCRTY
Security

• ***SPILL
Log spilling

• ***STAR
Datacom STAR system

• ***STARX
Datacom STAR user requests

• ***TA24
Table Alter 24x7 using Datadictionary DDUPDATE with 1000 ALTER for a table

R-UNIT
Displays the run unit number, where nnnnn is the low order five digits with leading zeros suppressed (nnnnn is
zero for system tasks).
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TASK
Displays the task number nnnn (RWTSA ID) where the task is running.

STATUS
The status messages occur in groups based on task status. STATUS can be one of the following:
ABENDING

The task has detected a task abend.
ACCESS AREA SMP

An ACCESS with an AREA specified is running and interacting with processes that care about the
ACCESS AREA function.

ACTIVE
A request is active (only one task can be active).

ANOTHER MUFPLEX
A task is waiting on another MUF in the MUFPLEX to take an action.

BUFFER, CXX
A task is waiting on a specific Directory (CXX) block to become available.

BUFFER, DATA
A task is waiting on a specific data area block to become available.

BUFFER, DXX
A task is waiting on a specific Index Area (DXX) block to become available.

BUFFER, IXX
A task is waiting on a specific Index Area (IXX) block to become available.

BUFFER, LXX
A task is waiting on a specific Log Area (LXX) block to become available.

CDC TSN RC14
A CDCU program is waiting for a TSN record to be added.

CICS COLD START
This task has an outstanding CICS two-phase commit, and CICS has been cold started. The task must be
manually researched and then cleaned up with a REQCOMIT or REQROLBK.

CICS IN DOUBT
A task is waiting on CICS to provide resolution for a two-phase commit.

CLOSE, aaabbbbb
The task is waiting on the close of the named area-database (aaabbbb).

DEQ/UNLOCK CXX
Reflects that the task is waiting on the MVS DEQ (for MVS) or z/VSE UNLOCK (for z/VSE) of the CXX.

ENQ/LOCK CXX
Reflects that the task is waiting on the MVS ENQ (for MVS) or z/VSE LOCK (for z/VSE) of the CXX.

EOJ IN PROCESS
An EOJ is in process.

HISTORY SPILL
Either a close is waiting on the history spill task, or the history spill task is waiting on a close.

LOG CHAIN LOCK
A task is waiting on the log chain.

LOG FORCE BLOCK
A task is waiting for the read forced list lock in a MUFplex environment.
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MOVER BA24 TM24
A task is waiting to start a DBUTLTY LOCK MOVER on a BA24 or TM24 or the reverse. Those items are
in conflict.

MUFPLEX LIST CF
A task is waiting on an outstanding XES list request.

NOT ACTIVE
The status is not active.

OPEN, aaabbbbb
The task is waiting on the open of the named area-database (aaabbbbb).

PENDING
A request has been transmitted but has not yet been accepted by the MUF.

PLEX LIST DBAR
Directory (CXX) area control record, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock. With this condition, the DBID field
contains the specific base required, and the table name field contains the specific area required.

PLEX LIST DBCR
Directory (CXX) base control record, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock. With this condition, the DBID field
contains the specific base required.

PLEX LIST DBFC
Log Force Area (FXX), MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBLC
Log control/current blocks, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBLF
Directory (CXX) table control record, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock. With this condition, the DBID field
contains the specific base required and the table name field contains the specific table required.

PLEX LIST DBLG
Log add record, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBUL
Log uncertainty block, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBYJ
TSN, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBYR
Run unit record, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LIST DBYU
Assigned lock index, MUFplex Coupling Facility lock.

PLEX LOCK CF
A task is waiting on an outstanding XES lock request.

PLEX MSG REPLY
A task has sent a message to another MUF in the MUFplex and is waiting on a response from that MUF.

POSTED
The MUF has accepted the task but has not dispatched it because of priority.

PRC TCB RUNNING
A procedure is running on behalf of this task in a procedure TCB.

READY TO RUN
The resource upon which the task was waiting has become available. Task is ready to be dispatched,
based on priority.
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SYS STATS FLUSH
A task is waiting on a close lock that controls flushing statistics to the PXX.

TASK ACTIVE
The CICS transaction has a locked thread but is not currently waiting on a MUF request.

VARIABLE LOG
A task is waiting on a control within the log area

WAIT ACCT ENTRY
A task is waiting to update a particular entry in the Accounting buffer.

WAIT ACCT GLOBL
A task is waiting on the Accounting global chain.

WAIT ACCT TABLE
A task is waiting on a specific Accounting table to record or remove information.

WAIT ACT'G
A task is waiting on the Accounting Facility.

WAIT ADD LOG RC
A task is waiting on access to current log buffer.

WAIT BFR LOCK C
A task is waiting to access a CXX block on another task owning lock.

WAIT BFR LOCK D
A task is waiting to access a data block on another task owning lock.

WAIT BFR LOCK E
A task is waiting to add an expand buffer on another task owning lock to add an expand buffer

WAIT BFR LOCK I
A task is waiting to access an index IXX block on another task owning lock.

WAIT BFR LOCK L
A task is waiting to access a Log Area LXX block on another task owning lock.

WAIT BFR LOCK X
A task is waiting to access an index DXX block on another task owning lock.

WAIT CBS
A task is waiting on access to the CBS buffer lock.

WAIT CBSBFR SPL
A task is waiting for a set in the CBS buffer to spill to the IXX.

WAIT CDCL POLL
This Change Data Capture Listener task is waiting for work.

WAIT CICS START
A task is waiting on CICS to provide resolution for a two-phase commit, but the controlling CICS is not up.

WAIT CMPUS EXIT
A task is waiting on a non-RENT user compression exit.

WAIT DATA SP MG
A task is waiting on the Data Space Management lock.

WAIT DB MISC
A task is waiting to own DB miscellaneous lock on another task owning lock.

WAIT DBIO 24BIT
A task is waiting to add another DBIO 24-bit control block on another task owning lock.
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WAIT DBLC LOCK
A task is waiting on the logging current block lock on another task owning lock

WAIT DBUL LOCK
A task is waiting on the log uncertainty list (DATACOM STAR) lock on another task owning lock

WAIT DBYJ LOCK
A task is waiting on the TSN Coupling Facility record on another task owning record.

WAIT DBYU LOCK
A task is waiting on the YU Coupling Facility record on another task owning record.

WAIT DEFRAG
DEFRAG is running and interacting with a read backward request.

WAIT E/C
A task is waiting for a record that another task has read with exclusive control. The status is followed
by OWNER- indicating the task owning the resource and by RID- indicating the type of lock. See the
description of VALUE/RID on page Sample Report: COMM STATUS Utility.

WAIT HASH DATA
A task is waiting on the hash chain for a data area buffer.

WAIT HASH DXX
A task is waiting on the hash chain for a DXX buffer.

WAIT HASH IXX
A task is waiting on the hash chain for an Index Area buffer.

WAIT HASH STAR
A task is waiting on the HASH list within Datacom STAR on another task owning the list.

WAIT I/O
A task is waiting on an I/O event.

WAIT INDEX QUE
A task is waiting on access to the index queue.

WAIT INTERLCK D
A task is waiting on the interlock detection lock.

WAIT LOCK LIST
A task is waiting on access to the exclusive (share) list control tables.

WAIT LOG DELAY
A task is waiting on log delay based on your specifying X_LOG_DELAY_BLK.

WAIT LRU CXX
A task is waiting on the least recently used chain for a Directory (CXX) buffer.

WAIT LRU DATA
A task is waiting on the least recently used chain for a data area buffer.

WAIT LRU DXX
A task is waiting on the least recently used chain for a DXX buffer.

WAIT LRU IXX
A task is waiting on the least recently used chain for an Index Area buffer.

WAIT LRU LXXTXB
A task is waiting on the least recently used chain for a Log Area (LXX) buffer for transaction backout.

WAIT MRDF (C/V)
A task is waiting on the COVERED/VIRTUAL area lock on another task owning the lock.
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WAIT MU-DSF
A task is waiting on a MUF DSF control lock on another task owning the lock.

WAIT NEWRXX
A COMM NEWRXX function is waiting on the open/close subtask to open or close the RXX.

WAIT OFT
A task is waiting on access to the open list of tables lock.

WAIT OPEN EXIT
A task is waiting on open exit.

WAIT PHY READ
BA24 or TM24 are waiting on a physical read task or a physical read task is waiting on BA24 or TM24.

WAIT PLEX ABEND
A MUF is in the process of being enabled in a MUFplex environment, and it is waiting on a prior MUF to
finish recovering from an ABEND.

WAIT PLEX BDE
A task is waiting on MUFplex processing for a particular BDE.

WAIT PRC CHAIN
A task is waiting on the procedure chain processing lock.

WAIT PROC TCB
A task is waiting for a PROCEDURE TCB. All procedure TCBs are currently in use.

WAIT REBUILD CF
A task is waiting on the Coupling Facility rebuild process on another task owning the lock.

WAIT REQ
A task is waiting on a request in another task area to complete before executing a spill.

WAIT RL-PLEX-JN
A task is waiting on DBID that is transitioning to shared in a MUFplex.

WAIT SECURITY
A task is waiting on security validation.

WAIT SEQBUFS SQ
A task is waiting to start a BA24 but a task has sequential buffers at a smaller size still running.

WAIT SPILL
A task is waiting on a spill to complete.

WAIT SQL ATTACH
A task is waiting on access to the SQL ATTACH list lock.

WAIT SQL GLOBAL
A task is waiting on access to the SQL GLOBAL list lock.

WAIT SQL MEMORY
A task is waiting on an SMP lock around the SQL call to memory manager.

WAIT SQL MISC
A task is waiting on the SQL miscellaneous lock.

WAIT SQL PLAN
A task is waiting on access to the SQL PLAN list lock.

WAIT SQL SOURCE
A task is waiting on an SQL resource on another task owning the resource.
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WAIT SQL STATUS
A task is waiting on access to the SQL STATUS list lock.

WAIT SQL TTM
A task is waiting on access to the TTM table lock.

WAIT SQL URT
A task is waiting on access to the SQL URT list lock.

WAIT STAR 2PHAS
A task is waiting on STAR two-phase commit lock on another task owning the lock.

WAIT STAR SCHED
A task is waiting on access to Datacom STAR scheduling.

WAIT STAR STOR
A task is waiting on access to Datacom STAR storage.

WAIT STAR
A task is waiting on Datacom STAR distribution.

WAIT SUBTASK
A task is waiting on a subtask completion.

WAIT TASK
A task is waiting on record owned by another task. The status is followed by OWNER- indicating the
task owning the resource and by RID- indicating the type of lock. See the description of VALUE/RID on
Sample Report: COMM STATUS Utility).

WAIT TASK DELAY
QUIESCE is waiting on an active request.

WAIT TIMER LOCK
A task is waiting on the timer and cancel lock.

WAIT TSN
A task is waiting on the TSN lock to check, assign, or remove an inactive transaction.

WAIT W/P CH DAT
A task is waiting on the write pending chain for a data area buffer.

WAIT W/P CH IDX
A task is waiting on the write pending chain for an Index Area buffer.

WAIT XCF RQST
A task is waiting on an XCF request lock on another task owning the lock.

XCF RRS RESET
A task is waiting on an RRS RESET on another task owning the lock.

CMD
Displays the command in the Request Area. This might be blank for a system task.

DBID
Displays a database ID (not listed when not applicable).

TBL
Displays a table name (not listed when not applicable).

SEQ
Displays the internal Datacom/DB request sequence number. This allows you to abort a request if it is blocking
other requests from executing. For a system task, zero is displayed. It is omitted if the request is NOT ACTIVE,
TASK ACTIVE, PENDING, or POSTED.
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TIME
Displays the length of time in minutes and seconds since the MUF accepted the request. For system tasks, this
is the time since the system started the current work unit. It is omitted if the request is NOT ACTIVE or TASK
ACTIVE.

I/O
Displays the number of I/O events performed during the processing of this request. It is omitted if the request is
NOT ACTIVE, TASK ACTIVE, PENDING, or POSTED.

ID
Displays (xxxxxxxx or tran-term-opr-xxxxx) under the following circumstances:

• Under Datacom Server 5.0 or later, the ID field contains an 8-character transaction identifier and the 8-
character name associated with the PC.

• If a CICS transaction has a request active or if CICS has a transaction without an active request but a locked
task area, the following are displayed:
– tran is the CICS transaction identifier
– term is the CICS terminal ID
– opr is the CICS operator ID
– xxxxx is the CICS sequence number

• If executing a DBUTLTY function with a request in the MUF, the field provides the literal 'DBUTLTY ' followed
by the function being executed (except DBTEST PGM=DBTSTPR, which is treated as an easy test program
and not as a privileged utility function).

TSN
Only displayed on updates after a Transaction Sequence Number has been assigned.

OWNR/Y TSN-TM
Displays the task of the owner (OWNR) and the number (Y) of the MUF in the MUFplex upon which the task is
waiting. TSN-TM refers to time since the transaction was started. TSN-TM is provided by DBUTLTY STATUS not
console.

JOBNAME
When you issue a COMM STATUS command, Datacom/DB displays status information for tasks that are waiting,
where JOBNAME is the name of the active job currently connected to the MUF or, if a system task, to one of the
entries listed in the table for the JOBNAME column on Page 2 of the report.

R-UNIT
Displays the run unit number, where nnnnn is the low order 5 digits with leading zeros suppressed (nnnnn is zero
for system tasks).

TASK
Displays the task number nnnn (RWTSA ID) where the task is running.

VALUE/RID
Displays a value lock. The following table identifies the types of locks that can occur. If a task status is WAIT
E/C or WAIT TASK, different types of locks can be responsible for the wait. When the lock is a record lock or a
table lock, DBUTLTY prints a record ID in the text of a report message line numbered DB01329I to indicate the
resource causing the lock that is responsible for the wait, as described in the following chart:

Lock Type RID Format Meaning

Record tid-rrrrrrrrrrrrrr In the RID format, tid is the Table ID and
rrrrrrrrrrrrrr is the Record ID.

Internal iiiiFFjjjjjjjjjjjj Provides internal information.
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Table ddddtttt The dddd is the Database ID and tttt is the
Table ID. The remaining five bytes contain
zeros.

When the lock is a value lock, Datacom/DB provides additional information as shown in the following table:

Type of Value Lock Meaning Additional Information Available from
the COMM STATUS Display

CA DMS Disk has serialized a process within this
MUF.

Variable (format unknown to Datacom/DB)

DBSCXX The Directory (CXX) is locked during URT
open and close processing and during
maintenance to the CXX when CXX I/O is
required.

(None)

DBSDCB Datacom/DB has locked this area during a
dynamic extend.

Database ID and Area name

DBSDDL SQL Data Definition Language (DDL) has
locked the process of choosing internal IDs
for various structures.

Database ID where the created or altered
table resides.

DBSDSB Datacom/DB has locked a database to
ACCESS OFF/READ which is open.

Database ID

DBSIXX Datacom/DB has a lock while index queue/
backward read processing.

Database ID and Block group number

DBSKEL A key element data of a table is locked
during the process to bring it into memory
or write it back to the Directory (CXX).

Database ID and Table name

DBSKEY Datacom/DB has locked a key to verify that
an add or update does not violate a unique
constraint.

Database ID
Table ID
Key ID
Key value to be added/updated.

DBSMVR A user has executed the DBUTLTY LOCK
function to block moved records.

Database ID and Area name

DBSOIF Concurrent ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2
processes are prevented from running
simultaneously against the same database.
It also serializes creating a new KEYID
when ONLINE_INDEX_FORMAT2 is
running against a database.

Database ID and Area name

DBSOPN Datacom/DB has a lock during URT
open and close processing and during
maintenance to the CXX.

Database ID

DBSPLN Datacom/DB has locked an SQL plan for
concurrency.

AUTHID and Plan name

DBSPRC The locking of a procedure has occurred so
that a NEWCOPY can be synchronized.

Eight-character procedure name
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DBSRRD Datacom/DB has locked a key range to
assure the SQL repeatable read function.

Database ID
Table ID
Key ID
Key range

DBSSIX Datacom/DB has locked the data space
management index during maintenance.

Database ID
Area name
Block group number

DBSSOC Datacom/DB has locked a database and
table to open or confirm the table for SQL
processing.

Database ID and Table name

DBSSPL Datacom/DB has a lock during the spill. (None)

DBSTXB Datacom/DB has a lock on this transaction
while waiting on the rollback to be
completed using backward recovery. A
previous console message DB00109W
requested the recovery.

Transaction sequence number

DBSURI Datacom/DB has locked an area during URI
validation/assignment.

Database ID and Area name

Other Other lock values are possible.

The following is also printed per task with the JOBNAME, R-UNIT, and TASK fields, followed by the new status information
fields, BREF, R-TIME, C-TIME, D-TIME, and USER-ID as shown in the following example and explained in the following
descriptions:

JOBNAME R-UNIT TASK BREF R-TIME C-TIME D-TIME W-TIME  PATH U-SYSTEM  U-JOBID USER-ID                        

 EOJ_OK

 DBDVLSTS 44431    1                    *NULL* *NULL* UNKN CA11     JOB39119 COMM                           

 YES

BREF
BREF is the number of buffer references to satisfy the current request (SQL, set-at-a-time, record-at-a-time). This
is the total for index and data. It is printed in the same format as the I/O column.

R-TIME
R-TIME is the run time in minutes and seconds that the current request (SQL, set-at-a-time, record-at-a-time) has
been set by MUF to be active.

C-TIME
C-TIME is the CPU time that the current request (SQL, SAAT, or RAAT) had completed the last time it allowed a
task switch. It is only available if accounting is enabled in the MUF, and if accounting CPU time is also currently
set. The format of the field is minutes and seconds (mmm:ss) with two exceptions. A time greater than 999
minutes is reported as +++:++. A time less than one second is reported as blanks, not as 000:00.

D-TIME
D-TIME is the duration time the task has been waiting for that upon which, for this instance, it is currently waiting.
It is not the total wait time for the current request, nor is it the wait time for the current data manager request. If the
task is not waiting, the field is set to null, and on the report it is printed as the characters *null*. The format of the
field is minutes and seconds (mmm:ss) with two exceptions. A time greater than 999 minutes is reported as +++:+
+. A time less than one second is reported as blanks, not as 000:00.

W-TIME
W-TIME is the total wait time that this request was not selected by the MUF for processing, excluding a current
wait, if any, whose time is in D-TIME.
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PATH
PATH is the path from the user application to the MUF and can be as follows:
LOCAL

LOCAL is the PATH if the user and the MUF are on the same system. if there is no user, that is, the
request was generated by the MUF itself, for example from being restarted or by the execution of a
console or console-like command.

XCF
XCF is the PATH if the z/OS XCF facility is being used for communication.

CCI
CCI is the PATH if the CAICCI facility is being used for communication.

IUCV
IUCV is the PATH if the z/VSE IUCV facility is being used for communication.

UNKN
UNKN is the PATH if the path cannot be determined (this PATH is not expected to occur).

U-SYSTEM
U-SYSTEM is the system name, where the user application called the interface.

U-JOBID
U-JOBID is the z/OS JOBID identification of the user application.

USER-ID
USER-ID is the 32-character user ID, if this request was made through the DBNTRY entry point.

EOJ_OK
EOJ_OK is YES or NO as specified. For more information, see the DBURSTR parameter EOJ_OK.

Sample COMM STATUS Online

     .

     .

     .

 DB01311I - STATUS

 DB01327I - Multi-User AVAILABLE, Tasks - Attached----63, Available----87

 DB01328I - TIME   I/O  JOBNAME  R-UNIT TASK CMD-DBID-TBL    SEQ STATUS          ID                      

 OWNR/Y TSN-TM

 DB01329I -    :06  257 ***SPILL         157 SPILL               WAIT I/O

 DB01329I -             QA#@T796  43571   71                     TASK ACTIVE     MLT:-T004-DB:-35651

 DB01329I -             QA#@T796  43571   73                     TASK ACTIVE     MLT:-T006-DB:-67725

 DB01330I -             QA#@T796  43571   68 NOT ACTIVE(0002)

 DB01329I -             QA#@T796  43571   70 DELET 796F01 678444 READY TO RUN    MLT:-T003-DB:-48157

 DB01329I -           1 QA#@T796  43571   74 ADDIT 796K01 678392 WAIT I/O        MLT:-T007-DB:-16740

 DB01329I -           2 QA#@T796  43571   72 ADDIT 796F03 678393 WAIT I/O        MLT:-T005-DB:-21126

 DB01329I -             QA#@T797  43572   77                     TASK ACTIVE     MLT:-T003-DB:-28504

     .

     .

     .

 DB01329I -             T784TST1  43561   23 ADDIT 784F03 736153 WAIT E/C DBSMVR MLT:-T005-DB:-18420      21

 DB01329I -             T784TST1  43561   24 ADDIT 784RNA 736160 WAIT E/C DBSMVR MLT:-T006-DB:-25068      21

 DB01329I -             T784TST1  43561   21 ADDIT 784F01 736183 WAIT E/C DBSMVR MLT:-T003-DB:-22024      21

 DB01329I -             T787TST1  43566   42                     TASK ACTIVE     MLT:-T006-DB:-29239

 DB01329I -             T787TST1  43561   39 ADDIT 784F01 736564 READY TO RUN    MLT:-T003-DB:-27574

     .

     .
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     .

 JOB05796  DBDVMUF7:DB01331I - JOBNAME  R-UNIT TASK VALUE/RID

 JOB05796  DBDVMUF7:DB01332I - T784TS1   43561   23   784 F03

 JOB05796  DBDVMUF7:DB01332I - T784TS1   43561   24   784 RNA

 JOB05796  DBDVMUF7:DB01332I - T784TS1   43561   21   784 F01

CXXCLONE (Clone Environment)
The main purpose of the CXXCLONE function is to help you clone an environment to a new environment that is modeled
after an existing environment.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use CXXCLONE

Use the CXXCLONE function when you want to clone an environment to a new environment that is modeled after an
existing environment.

The CXXCLONE function, depending on the options specified, can restore one database, a range of databases, or a
list with any combination of databases and ranges. Alternately, if no database ID is specified, every database of input is
added to the current CXX.

Consider the following example. If you had an environment named TEST5, and you had a reason for needing another
environment you decided to name TEST6, one step in the creation of the new environment would be to build a TEST6
CXX. In this case, using a LOAD AREA=CXX from a backup of the TEST5 CXX would leave every area in a loaded status
and with the data set names from the TEST5 environment. The new TEST6 environment, however, needs its own data
sets for every index and data area. Leaving all the areas in loaded status, and with the TEST5 data set names, risks that
they might not get corrected and be used by both the TEST5 environment and the TEST6 environment, leading to a very
large numbers of error conditions.

Using CXXCLONE to do CXX cloning avoids the problems just described because one strategy of using CXXCLONE is
to set all the loaded tables to a status of not loaded and to do a deletion of all data set names. Using that capability, you
can plan to create new data sets for the entire TEST6 environment during the initialize and load process. This is a safe
approach, because the data for the loads can come from data backups of TEST5 data areas or elsewhere, such as the
installation "clean" databases for system areas such as Datacom Datadictionary (usually databases 2 and 15).

Another general CXX cloning strategy is to copy all of the database data sets after building the new CXX. With this
strategy, the data sets can be left loaded, but the data set names need to be altered from TEST5 to TEST6, or they should
be deleted and the new names established using the DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT with OPTION=ALTER and DSN=.
Also with this strategy, the data sets need to be updated to be "linked" to the new CXX named TEST6, and this is done
with the DBUTLTY function LINK.

The DBUTLTY CXXCLONE function is similar to the LOAD AREA=CXX function of DBUTLTY in that it accepts a backup
of a Directory (CXX) as an input data set and loads that data to an output CXX. But CXXCLONE and LOAD AREA=CXX
are different in the following ways:

• CXXCLONE provides potentially useful options not available with LOAD. When you are not just restoring a backup of a
CXX to the same CXX, CXXCLONE provides options you can use to make changes during the load.
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NOTE
If your goal is to make the CXX larger by doing a backup, we recommend that you use an INIT and a LOAD,
using LOAD AREA=CXX.

• By using the STATUS= keyword of CXXCLONE, you can choose how you want the loaded status handled. But when
using a LOAD, if the database being loaded does not exist, the tables are set as not loaded and, if it exists, the status
is left unchanged (usually loaded).

• CXXCLONE allows input of a CXX of the same release or a CXX of the prior release. The LOAD function requires
as input a backup of the same release as itself. CXXCLONE therefore supports a function similar to the DBUTLTY
function CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1214 but with the additional options detailed in the following syntax diagrams
and descriptions.

NOTE
A CXX load done using CXXCLONE is treated by External Security the same as a LOAD AREA=CXX and
therefore uses LOAD.CXX (full load, no table rights) or LOAD.CXXBASE (DBID(s) specified, CATALOG DTUTIL
table rights).

Using CXXCLONE in the SIMPLIFY Mode

When using SIMPLIFY mode, when no DBID is specified the function is required to execute with the Multi-User Facility
(MUF) not enabled. It requires that the CXX has just been initialized with the INIT function.

When at least one DBID is specified, the function expects to execute using the MUF, and all access to the CXX
is controlled by and done by the MUF. However, the function might execute with the MUF not enabled and by
opening and using the using the CXX in this address space, if the CXX is protected by either having this function
follow a previous function that must run with MUF not enabled (such as INIT AREA=CXX), or having the MUF
declared down using a function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is also possible to follow a function SET
OPTION=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED that indicates the function should run with MUF if enabled or without MUF
using a CXX locally.

Using CXXCLONE when not in the SIMPLIFY Mode

When not in the SIMPLIFY mode, CXXCLONE executes similarly to the LOAD function with AREA=CXX, in that it
executes without the MUF using the CXX locally, if no DBID is specified, and with MUF and not any CXX locally, if a DBID
is specified.

How to Use CXXCLONE

There are four varieties of the CXXCLONE function of DBUTLTY.

CXXCLONE case1 Syntax

The following syntax diagram shows the CXXCLONE function of DBUTLTY that executes with:

• a DBID
• a new DBID
• a data set name that is either kept or deleted

►► CXXCLONE DBID=dbid,NEWDBID=newdbid,OPTION=┬ DELETE ┬,DDNAME=ddname─►

                                             └  KEEP  ┘

►──,STATUS=┬ NOT_LOADED ┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └ NO_CHANGE  ┘

CXXCLONE case2 Syntax

The following example is a syntax diagram for the CXXCLONE function of DBUTLTY that executes with:
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• a DBID
• a new DBID
• data set name alterations

►► CXXCLONE DBID=dbid,NEWDBID=newdbid,OPTION=ALTER,DDNAME=ddname,─────►

►─,STATUS=┬ NOT_LOADED ┬─,OPTION2=x*y────────────────────────────────►◄

          └ NO_CHANGE  ┘

CXXCLONE case3 Syntax

The following example is a syntax diagram for the CXXCLONE function of DBUTLTY that executes with:

• an optional DBID
• no new DBID
• a data set name that is either kept or deleted

►► CXXCLONE ─┬────────────────┬─ OPTION=┬ DELETE ┬,DDNAME=ddname──────►

             │┌──────────────┐│         └  KEEP  ┘

             └▼─ DBID=dbid, ─┴┘

►──,STATUS=┬ NOT_LOADED ┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

           └ NO_CHANGE  ┘

 

CXXCLONE case4 Syntax

The following example is a syntax diagram for the CXXCLONE function of DBUTLTY that executes with:

• an optional DBID
• no new DBID
• data set name alterations

►► CXXCLONE ─┬────────────────┬─ OPTION=ALTER,DDNAME=ddname───────────►

             │┌──────────────┐│

             └▼─ DBID=dbid, ─┴┘

►─,STATUS=┬ NOT_LOADED ┬─,OPTION2=x*y────────────────────────────────►◄

          └ NO_CHANGE  ┘

 

Keyword Descriptions

• DBID=dbid
(Required: case1 and case2) The dbid in DBID=dbid in case1 and case2 syntax is a single database ID, that is, you
can only specify one DBID, not a range of DBIDs in case1 and case2 syntax.
(Optional: case3 and case4) If a DBID= is specified in case3 and case4 syntax, it can be specified as a single
database ID or a range of database IDs, for example DBID=4-5. Also, if you specify DBID=, you can specify more than
one occurrence, for example DBID=4,DBID=5,...DBID=n.
If DBID= is omitted in case3 and case4 syntax, every database of input is added to the current CXX.

• DDNAME=ddname
(Required) The ddname in DDNAME=ddname is a one to eight (1-8) character DD name that points to a CXX backup
for either Version 14.0 or Version 12.0.
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A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. For information about how to disable the edit, see the note about
DDNAME= check protection that follows.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for this
Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

• NEWDBID=newdbid
(Required: case1 and case2) The NEWDBID= keyword can only be used in case1 and case2 syntax. Use NEWDBID=
to add (load) to the CXX being used by the current execution of DBUTLTY a single database with a database ID
different from the one specified with DBID=. Therefore, the newdbid in NEWDBID=newdbid is a single database ID,
that is, you can only specify one new database ID, not a range of database IDs.

• OPTION=
(Required) The OPTION= keyword allows you to specify KEEP to keep the data set name from the input without
changing It, DELETE to cause the data set name to be set to blanks (spaces), or ALTER to use the OPTION2=
keyword (see following) to alter the data set name.

• OPTION2=x*y
(Required: case2 and case4) The OPTION2= keyword is required (and only allowed) when OPTION=ALTER (see
previous) is specified. The OPTION2= value allows you to specify a data set name string (comprised of a set of
contiguous bytes), where the string (represented by x in the syntax diagram) is followed by a single asterisk (*),
followed by a replacement string, being a second set of a contiguous bytes (indicated by y in the syntax diagram). The
combination of the keyword OPTION2= and its value must fit on a single input statement as is standard for DBUTLTY.
This option is useful to those users following a best practice of having the CXX name within each data set within a
database or the full CXX.
For example, a user cloning a CXX named MUF6 to be replaced by one named MUF007 would specify
OPTION2=MUF6*MUF007. However, if a single string is not in every data set name present, then OPTION=ALTER
cannot be used, in which case we recommend using OPTION=DELETE to remove the data set names and force each
data set to be initialized, where the appropriate data set name can then be specified as part of that process. The x
value can be longer or shorter or the same as the y value, but if the resulting data set name is longer than 44 bytes,
the function fails immediately with error message DB13285E and leaves the database not processed at all or only
partially processed. The function also fails immediately with error message DB13284E if the expected string is not
present in each and every data set name provided by the input, including every index area and every data area with a
known DSN (not blanks), for example where the CXX name is not used as part of data set names for all areas.

• STATUS=

NOTE
(Required) The STATUS= keyword is used to force the areas that are loaded to the CXX to either have
the LOADED status of not loaded or allow the status to remain the same as the input. For that purpose,
STATUS= can be specified as NOT_LOADED or NO_CHANGE.
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Note: If STATUS=NOT_LOADED is specified, every table is set as not loaded, the index is set as not loaded, and the
index areas and data areas are set as not initialized.

Examples

Example 1:

Build a test copy of production full CXX setting tables as not loaded and removing all data set names.

1. Using the production CXX DD statement:
BACKUP AREA=CXX,DDNAME=x

2. Using the new test CXX DD statement:
INIT AREA=CXX,DDNAME=x,DATACOM=x,CXXNAME=TEST

CXXCLONE DDNAME=x,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,OPTION=DELETE

Example 2:

Build a full copy of production including CXX and all other data sets.

1. Using the Production CXX DD statement:
BACKUP AREA=CXX,DDNAME=x

2. Using the new test CXX DD statement:
INIT AREA=CXX,DDNAME=x,DATACOM=x,CXXNAME=TEST2

CXXCLONE 

DDNAME=x,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=PROD*TEST2

3. Use IEBGENER to copy all data sets not the CXX to copies where the data set name in production of PROD is
replaced by TEST2.
The report provides a list of bases that were processed, such as:
CXXCLONE DDNAME=X,DBID=497-697,DBID=797,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,OPTION=DELETE

BASE PROCESSED - 497                                     

BASE PROCESSED - 597                                     

BASE PROCESSED - 697                                     

BASE PROCESSED - 797                                     

REQUEST COMPLETE

In addition to CXXCLONE, the BASE PROCESSED information has been added to the following functions:

• BACKUP AREA=CXX
• LOAD AREA=CXX
• CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1214
• CXXMAINT OPTION=CONVERT1412

NOTE
The ability to use CXXCLONE or LOAD AREA=CXX with multiple occurrences of DBID= (including the use of
ranges) are expected to be rare requirements, and the input file is processed from the start to the DBID= value
for every candidate database. For example, whether the databases exist in the range or not, DBID=51-100 is
processed by the input file 50 times.

If a NEWDBID= keyword is used in an execution of the CXXCLONE function, the additional information is also printed as
shown in the following example report line:

BASE PROCESSED - 6     NEW DBID - 4,007

Example JCL (CXXCLONE)

The following example shows the use if the CXXCLONE command.
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NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards. It is
also possible that the CXX DD statement might need to be added for some combination of options.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //Z        DD DSN=cxx.bkup,DISP=(,CATLG),         CXX backup data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,OPTION=KEEP

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report 1

The following example is a sample report when the command is:

CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,OPTION=KEEP

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

           

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

           

                    CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,OPTION=KEEP                                           

           

 

                    FUNCTION=CXXCLONE                                                                        

           

                       DDNAME=Z                                                                              

           

                       OPTION=KEEP                                                                           

           

                       STATUS=NO_CHANGE                                                                      

           

 

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                                                      

           

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  DATACOM  VERSION                                    

           

DBDVL      22,943  2010/12/03 07.57.30  DBDVM0           DB       14.0                                       

           

 

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 6                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 15                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 16                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 17                                                                      
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                    BASE PROCESSED - 97                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 197                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 297                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 397                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 497                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 597                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 697                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 796                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 797                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 897                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 997                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,000                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,006                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,007                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2,009                                                                   

           

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE                                

           

Sample Report 2

The following example is a sample report when the command is:

CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,OPTION=DELETE

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

           

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

           

                    CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,OPTION=DELETE                                        

           

 

                    FUNCTION=CXXCLONE                                                                        

           

                       DDNAME=Z                                                                              

           

                       OPTION=DELETE                                                                         

           

                       STATUS=NOT_LOADED                                                                     
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BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                                                      

           

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  DATACOM  VERSION                                    

           

DBDVL      22,943  2010/12/03 07.57.30  DBDVM0           DB       14.0                                       

           

 

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 6                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 15                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 16                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 17                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 97                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 197                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 297                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 397                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 497                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 597                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 697                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 796                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 797                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 897                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 997                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,000                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,006                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,007                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2,009                                                                   

           

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE                                

           

Sample Report 3

The following example is a sample report when the command is:
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CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=DBDVM0*DBDVM7

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

           

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

           

                    CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,OPTION=ALTER,                                        

           

                    OPTION2=DBDVM0*DBDVM7                                                                    

           

 

                    FUNCTION=CXXCLONE                                                                        

           

                       DDNAME=Z                                                                              

           

                       OPTION=ALTER                                                                          

           

                       OPTION2=DBDVM0*DBDVM7                                                                 

           

                       STATUS=NOT_LOADED                                                                     

           

 

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                                                      

           

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  DATACOM  VERSION                                    

           

DBDVL      22,943  2010/12/03 07.57.30  DBDVM0           DB       14.0                                       

           

 

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 6                                                                       

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 15                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 16                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 17                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 97                                                                      

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 197                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 297                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 397                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 497                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 597                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 697                                                                     
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                    BASE PROCESSED - 796                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 797                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 897                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 997                                                                     

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,000                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,006                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,007                                                                   

           

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2,009                                                                   

           

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE                                

           

Sample Report 4

The following example is a sample report when the command is:

CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,NEWDBID=998,DBID=997,OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=DEV*QA

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

           

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

           

                    CXXCLONE DDNAME=Z,STATUS=NOT_LOADED,NEWDBID=998,DBID=997,                                

           

                    OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=DEV*QA                                                              

           

 

                    FUNCTION=CXXCLONE                                                                        

           

                       DBID=00997                                                                            

           

                       DDNAME=Z                                                                              

           

                       NEWDBID=00998                                                                         

           

                       OPTION=ALTER                                                                          

           

                       OPTION2=DEV*QA                                                                        

           

                       STATUS=NOT_LOADED                                                                     

           

 

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                                                      

           

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  DATACOM  VERSION                                    

           

DBDVL      22,943  2010/12/03 07.57.30  DBDVM0           DB       14.0                                       
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                    BASE PROCESSED - 997   NEW DBID - 998                                                    

           

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE                                

           

CXXMAINT (Maintain Directory)
Use the CXXMAINT function when you want to:

• Activate/deactivate a key for Compound Boolean Selection use
• Set Directory (CXX) locking to single image or Sysplex
• Alter the DSN specified in the Directory
• Activate/deactivate logging
• Convert the Directory to the current version
• Update Directory definitions from Datacom Datadictionary
• Delete definitions that are no longer useful
• Alter the space reclamation option
• Identify that a specified database does not exist to minimize recovery

Each option is discussed separately in the following sections of this topic.

WARNING
Do not use the CXXMAINT DDPROD option for SQL accessible tables, on a database containing SQL
accessible tables, or on databases containing partitioned tables. Use the Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG
transaction instead.

The CXXMAINT function protects you from destructive Directory (CXX) modification. If you run the function while any
task is active against the target databases, CXXMAINT terminates without performing any modification with the following
exceptions. You can use the following CXXMAINT ALTER options with a database open in a Multi-User Facility (MUF):

• CBSUSE
• DSN
• DSOP
• LOGGING

You can also use CXXMAINT DELETE with a database open in a MUF as long as the specified table has no open User
Requirements Tables. The ACCESS function can still be used, to prevent tasks from opening a database while you are
running a CXXMAINT function. For more information, see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance).

Frequent backups of the Directory are recommended. When a hardware failure or accidental destruction occurs, a
current backup provides a quick method of restoring the Directory. If the backup is not current, much time can be lost in
determining what maintenance transactions must be applied to bring the Directory up to date. For more information, see
BACKUP CXX (Back Up Directory).

NOTE

The DB00625I message is optional based on the MUF option HISTORY_MUF_MESSAGES YES setting. The
option defaults to NO. This message can be activated and a record of the action is noted in the MUF JES LOG.

CXXMAINT ALTER CBSUSE (Trial Delete a Key from CBS Use)

The CXXMAINT ALTER CBSUSE option allows you to specify whether a particular key is used by the Compound Boolean
Selection Facility for SELxx commands. If a key is deleted from Compound Boolean Selection use, it remains available
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for record-at-a-time requests and Datacom/DB maintains it during ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET processing. Cataloging the
database restores the use of all keys.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the ALTER CBSUSE option to test how deleting a key would change performance of applications accessing the
specified table. Performance can improve as well as degrade.

NOTE
This function is not valid for use with the Native Key of a table.

You can use this option with a database open in a Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Effects on Maintenance

Adds or deletes of Index entries during maintenance continue during the trial deletion of a key.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To mark a key for trial delete, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,CBSUSE= ─┬─ NO ──┬─ ,DBID=n,KEYNAME=k,TABLE=t ──────►◄

                                   └─ YES ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

CBSUSE=
Indicates whether the key can be used for Compound Boolean Selection.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

Identifies the database containing the subject key.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,KEYNAME=

Specifies the key which is to be flagged for trial deletion.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the subject key
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Default Value:
(No default)

,TABLE=
Identifies the table in which the key is located.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the table
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to disable a key named POLI in table POL from use by the Compound
Boolean Selection Facility.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,CBSUSE=NO,DBID=1,KEYNAME=POLI,TABLE=POL

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER CBSUSE
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,CBSUSE=NO,DBID=1,KEYNAME=POLI,TABLE=POL

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   CBSUSE=NO

   DBID=1

   KEYNAME=POLI

   OPTION=ALTER

   TABLE=POL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

        *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE
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This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER CXXENQ (Controlling ENQ)

When running with the Simplify option, an executing Multi-User Facility (MUF) protects the CXX during the enable process
and maintains it for the entire execution. This ability to provide one protection process is part of the performance benefits
of the option. If the MUF is not enabled, DBUTLTY executions use Simplify protections and also the normal not-Simplify
protections described in the information that follows.

When not running with the Simplify option or when the MUF is not enabled, locking the Directory (CXX) is done during all
CXX control functions. The CXXMAINT ALTER CXXENQ option is part of the process of locking the CXX.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this option to control the mode of how the Directory is locked. LOCAL mode does DASD locking for all Systems
with shared DASD to the CXX and also locks the Directory with z/OS ENQ only on the MVS image where the code is
executing. This option is best if all Datacom execution is not within one Sysplex. It does have a risk of occasionally
returning code 67, requiring a reexecution of the process that got the return code 67. SYSPLEX mode does no DASD
locking and also locks the Directory with z/OS ENQ on all MVS images in the Sysplex where the code is executing. This
option is best if all Datacom execution is within one Sysplex. It provides no protection of execution outside the Sysplex.
With the recommended Simplify mode in use, the option should be set as SYSPLEX.

Regardless of choice, the CXX name is strongly recommended (required) to be unique within the entire connected site z/
OS Systems. When using CXXENQ=LOCAL, we strongly recommend that each CXX name in the local z/OS environment
be unique and, when using CXXENQ=SYSPLEX, we strongly recommend that each CXX name in the entire Sysplex be
unique.

The setting for CXXENQ is provided on the full CXX report when no DBID= option is provided, or on the CXX report with
TYPE=K. An example is: CXX ENQ - SYSPLEX.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,CXXENQ= ─┬─ LOCAL ◄ ─┬──────────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ SYSPLEX ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,CXXENQ=
Specifies the Directory (CXX) locking mode.
CXXENQ=LOCAL specifies that the Directory is locked only on the MVS image where the code is executing.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that each CXX name in the local z/OS environment be unique.
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CXXENQ=SYSPLEX specifies that the locking of the Directory is done on all MVS images in the Sysplex where
the code is executing.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that each CXX name in the entire Sysplex be unique.

Sysplex locking has more overhead than local locking. If the MUF jobs, Single User jobs, and DBUTLTY jobs that
open the Directory locally execute on the same MVS image, Sysplex locking is not necessary.
If the Directory is used with local locking on more than one MVS image, it is possible that return code 67 (CXX
INTERLOCK) could be generated, due to the DASD protection done after the ENQ has timed out (because of
slowness in the image with the code executing that owns the lock). Sysplex locking is preferable, however, to
random occurrences of return code 67. Therefore, we recommend CXXENQ=SYSPLEX for sites executing for
this Directory on more than one MVS image.
With this option, the Sysplex ENQ is exclusively used to protect the CXX, and the DASD locking is disabled.
This prevents any possible occurrence of a return code 67. It requires that the MUF and all DBUTLTY functions
execute in the same Sysplex. This option should be considered as being required if running as part of a MUFplex
to ensure full protection from a return code 67.
Valid Entries:

LOCAL or SYSPLEX
Default Value:

(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER DBCS (Activating DBCS Support)

The CXXMAINT ALTER DBCS option allows you to specify what kind of double-byte character set support you would like
for your Directory (CXX). Also see CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE (Activating LANGUAGE Support).

NOTE
If you set your environment for DBCS or Katakana data, entity-occurrence names and data that contains DBCS
or Katakana data may be displayed on a terminal in Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery. However, if a
terminal does not support the display of DBCS or Katakana data, the terminal may display the data incorrectly or
a terminal error such as a PROG402 abend can occur.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the ALTER DBCS option to enable and specify the type of DBCS support or to disable the DBCS support.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

NOTE
If you are using SQL, you must restart the Multi-User Facility (MUF) after running this command.

To activate DBCS support, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS= ─┬─ FM ──┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

                                 ├─ FS ──┤

                                 ├─ IM ──┤

                                 ├─ IS ──┤

                                 └─ OFF ─┘

Command
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CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,DBCS=
Indicates whether to use a double-byte character set and what type.
FM

Indicates that Fujitsu standard shift codes (28,29) are to be used for mixed data and that new character
fields are to be defaulted to have the MIXED attribute.

FS
Indicates that Fujitsu standard shift codes (28,29) are to be used for mixed data and that new character
fields are to be defaulted to have the SBCS attribute.

IM
Indicates that IBM standard shift codes (0E,0F) are to be used for mixed data and that new character
fields are to be defaulted to have the MIXED attribute.

IS
Indicates that IBM standard shift codes (0E,0F) are to be used for mixed data and that new character
fields are to be defaulted to have the SBCS attribute.

OFF
Indicates that the DBCS features are to be disabled.

Valid Entries:
FM, FS, IM, IS, or OFF

Default Value:
(No default)

Example JCL

The following shows the command to activate a double-byte character set.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=IM

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER DBCS
                    CONTROL CARD(S)
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                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBCS=IM

                    FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

                       DBCS=IM

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER DSN (Modify Data Set Name)

Learn how to modify the data set name (DSN) using the CXXMAINT ALTER DSN comand in Datacom DBUTLTY. Modify
the DSN for reporting or for dynamic allocation. Learn how and when to use CXXMAINT ALTER DSN and find parameter
definitions and example JCL.

The CXXMAINT ALTER DSN option allows you to modify the DSN for reporting purposes.

When to Use

During the INIT function, Datacom/DB saves the data set name (DSN) for Index or data areas in the Directory. Use the
CXXMAINT ALTER DSN option to modify the DSN for reporting purposes and, optionally, to change the DSN used for
dynamic allocation. This eliminates having to reinitialize the Index or data areas to change the DSN in the Directory.

You can use this option with a database open in a Multi-User Facility (MUF).

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command, except when running with the Simplify option and the function
follows another that only runs with the MUF not enabled, or if you declare the MUF is down using a function: SET
OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED or SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED .

Execute DBUTLTY with the command:
►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=aaa ─ ,DBID=n,DSN=dataset ─────────────────────►◄

CXXMAINT
(Command)Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

OPTION=ALTER
(Required keyword) Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,AREA=
(Required keyword) Identifies the data or Index Area whose data set name is to be changed.

• Valid Entries: The DATACOM-NAME of the data area, or the index area name (IXX or Inn, where nn is 00 to
99).

• Default Value: (No default)

,DBID=
(Required keyword) Identifies the database associated with the data or Index Area.
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• Valid Entries: DATACOM-ID of the database
• Default Value: (No default)

,DSN=
(Required keyword) Specifies the new data set name.
The DSN= cannot be set to spaces. A space serves as a delimiter and terminates the name. Do not use quotation
marks to enclose the name.
If you want to remove a stored data set name, specify the data set name as an asterisk (DSN=*). Specifying an
asterisk for the data set name sets the data set name to blanks and therefore removes the stored data set name.

NOTE
See restrictions on changing data set names below.

NOTE

The data set name for the base used for the CBS index can be changed only in one of the following ways:

• The enabled MUF has a different database as the CBS index.
• The MUF is not enabled, is not externally secured for DBUTLTY, and the DBUTLTY INIT function is used,

or in Simplify mode it can be executed with MUF not enabled (see previous comments), as in the following
example:
 DBUTLTY INIT DBID=6,AREA=IXX

 DBUTLTY INIT DBID=17,AREA=IXX

 DBUTLTY INIT DBID=17,AREA=TTM

 DBUTLTY LOAD DBID=17,FORMAT=NONE,KBYTES=9999,SORT=1

The data set name for the SQL temporary table management (TTM) index (IXX) or data area (TTM) may only be
changed in one of the following manners:

• The enabled MUF has a virtual TTM base.
• The enabled MUF has SQL not generated.
• The MUF is not enabled, is not externally secured for DBUTLTY, and the DBUTLTY INIT function is used.

A data area or index area data set cannot be shared by two CXXs. This can result in data integrity problems and
index corruption.

Example JCL
The following example shows the command to alter the data set name for the data area DEM in database 1.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only
an example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

        CXXMAINT  OPTION=ALTER,AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DSN=DASUP.ALPHA.DEM001

 /*
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Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER DSN
The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DSN=DASUP.ALPHA.DEM001
 
FUNCTION=CXXMAINT
   AREA=DEM
   DBID=1
   DSN=DASUP.ALPHA.DEM001
   OPTION=ALTER   

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left

margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER DSOP (Modify Space Reclamation Option)

The CXXMAINT ALTER DSOP option allows you to change the space reclamation option specified for an area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the CXXMAINT ALTER DSOP option to change the space reclamation option specified for an area. The new space
reclamation option is used immediately. Following a change to DSOP, update the space index to match the new DSOP
value requirements using the DBUTLTY function DATASCAN with OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX.

The option is only intended for use with 'cloned' database definition where the definition in the Directory CXX is not
available in Datadictionary. This CXXMAINT allows any potential Datadictionary definition for the database to be
in disagreement. Therefore, a future CATALOG of the database will back-level the DSOP value to that stored in
Datadictionary.

For normal databases where Datadictionary has a current definition of this database, the DSOP should be altered in
Datadictionary and the change made by case 1) a catalog of the database if it can be closed, or case 2) a DDUPDATE
1000 ALTER transaction to update the DSOP with the base open to MUF and no outage involved.

You can use this option with a database open in a Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Index Area Organization

The ALTER DSOP option does not update the Index Area (IXX). The old option is still in effect for existing entries.

Synchronization with Datacom Datadictionary

You must also change the space management option attribute (SPACE-MNGMNT) for the area in Datadictionary.
Otherwise, the old option is restored if the Datadictionary definition is subsequently cataloged to the Datacom/DB
Directory.
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How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To change the space reclamation option for an area, execute
DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=a,DBID=n,DSOP=n ─────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,AREA=
Identifies the area for which the space management option is to be altered.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

Identifies the database associated with the data area.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,DSOP=

Specifies the new space reclamation option.
0

No space reclamation
1

Basic space reclamation without deleted block index
2

Wraparound without deleted block index
3

Clustering
4

Basic space reclamation with deleted block index
5

Wraparound with deleted block index
Valid Entries:

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
Default Value:

(No default)
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Example JCL

The following example  shows the command to change the space reclamation option for the PAY area to no space
reclamation (option 0).

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,AREA=PAY,DBID=1,DSOP=0

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER DSOP
CONTROL CARD(S)

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=PAY,DBID=001,DSOP=0

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   AREA=PAY

   DBID=1

   DSOP=0

   OPTION=ALTER

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report show a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE (Activating LANGUAGE Support)

The CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE option allows you to specify whether to use the Katakana language support. Also
see CXXMAINT ALTER DBCS (Activating DBCS Support).

NOTE
If you set your environment for DBCS or Katakana data, entity-occurrence names and data that contains DBCS
or Katakana data may be displayed on a terminal in Datacom Datadictionary and Dataquery. However, if a
terminal does not support the display of DBCS or Katakana data, the terminal may display the data incorrectly or
a terminal error such as a PROG402 abend can occur.
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The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the ALTER LANGUAGE option to turn on Katakana language support or to disable the LANGUAGE feature.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To activate LANGUAGE support, use the following command:

NOTE
If you are using SQL, you must restart the Multi-User Facility (MUF) after running this command.

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,LANGUAGE= ─┬─ K ───┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                                     └─ OFF ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,LANGUAGE=
Indicates whether to use Katakana language support.
K

Indicates Katakana language support is provided.
OFF

Indicates that the LANGUAGE feature is to be disabled.
Valid Entries:

K or OFF
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to activate the LANGUAGE feature.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,LANGUAGE=K

 /*
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Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER LANGUAGE
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,LANGUAGE=K

                    FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

                       LANGUAGE=K

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER LINK (Disable CXX Name Edit)

The CXXMAINT ALTER LINK option allows you to suppress an edit to ensure that an Index Area (IXX) or data area is
being accessed through the proper Directory (CXX). With regard to using the ALTER LINK option, see the important note
in the following topic.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Most user environments include from a few up to dozens of separate Datacom/DB systems in such categories as
production, test, and QA. Each environment is expected to comprise a complete set of information with a Directory that
has a unique name.

Because all data set protection is provided through the Directory, each Directory having a unique name is an important
factor in clearly knowing which data sets are in TEST status and which are in PRODuction status. The same holds true if,
for example, PRODuction Europe is separate from PRODuction Africa. All systems have private copies of data sets within
the system. Therefore, all updating is controlled through one Directory (CXX) and one copy of the Datacom/DB code.

Some sites have a very large unchanging reference type database and want to have the same physical copy of it
accessed by all of the various Multi-User Facility (MUF) systems. We do not recommend this. It can only be done safely if
you follow these rules:

• It should not be changed by any system unless closed to all except the one doing the change. All protection is the
responsibility of the user. Datacom/DB cannot detect this danger or protect against it.

• No utility should process against the data set if it is open by any other utility or the MUF. All protection is the
responsibility of the user.

• At the database level, the Index Area and each data area needs to have this option (with LINK=NO) specified to
disable editing the Directory name, that is, to prevent it from being changed upon initialization to the Directory name in
the data set.
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WARNING
ALTER LINK is rarely used, but if you do use this option, do so with extreme caution. If the above rules are
violated, the data and Index Area can be corrupted with Datacom/DB being unaware of the corruption and
unable to correct it.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,LINK= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─ ,DBID=n,AREA=aaa ───────────────►◄

                                 └─ NO ────┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,AREA=
Identifies the data or index area.
Valid Entries:

The DATACOM-NAME of the data area or index area name (IXX or Inn, where nn is 00 to 99).
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

Identifies the database associated with the Index Area or data areas.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,LINK=

Allows you to suppress (LINK=NO) an edit of the Directory name during an open in order to ensure that the Index
Area and data areas associated with a particular database are being accessed through the proper Directory
(CXX).
NO

Disables the Index Area or data area editing of the Directory name. With regard to using LINK=NO.
YES

Allows the editing of the Directory name.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

YES

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to suppress an edit of the CXX name for an area in database 1.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,DBID=1,LINK=NO,AREA=PAY

 /*

Sample Report

The following example  is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER LINK
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBID=1,LINK=NO,AREA=PAY

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   AREA=PAY

   DBID=1

   LINK=NO

   OPTION=ALTER  

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                  *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER LOGGING (Start/Stop Logging by Table)

As part of the DBUTLTY utility in Datacom, the CXXMAINT ALTER LOGGING option allows you to activate or deactivate
maintenance logging. Review when and how to use the option, sample JCL, and a sample report.

When to Use ALTER LOGGING

Use ALTER LOGGING to activate or deactivate maintenance logging for any table that is defined in Datacom
Datadictionary with RECOVERY=Y. Deactivating logging can be useful when testing new applications. Logging can be
activated when a new application is placed into production.

If you deactivate logging for a table, you must provide your own method of ensuring data integrity, since Datacom/DB has
no record of maintenance activity for that table without the logging facility.

Active Processing
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You can use this option with a database open in a Multi-User Facility (MUF). Or, you can use the ACCESS function to
prevent opens of the database containing a table that you want to change, with the instruction to wait until current tasks
complete. For more information, see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance).

Impact on Recovery

Carefully consider the consequences of turning logging on or off. Logging directly relates to Datacom/DB Recovery
features, including transaction backout.

Best practice is for logging to be active for any table containing production data. Logging is an integral part of the Pipeline
performance option that significantly reduces the overhead to perform maintenance operations.

Proper execution of SQL statements that cause data change requires all affected tables to have logging enabled.
Logging should not be turned off (LOGGING=NO) for any SQL maintenance. This guideline applies to both the Datacom
Datadictionary definition and the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT option.

How to Use ALTER LOGGING

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the DBUTLTY with the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBID=n,LOGGING= ─┬─ NO ──┬─ ,TABLE=t ────────►◄

                                           └─ YES ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,DBID=
Identifies the database containing the table for which logging is to be activated or deactivated.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,LOGGING=

Indicates the action for logging. NO disables logging and YES activates logging.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

(No default)
,TABLE=

Identifies the table for which logging status is to change.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the table that resides in the database that is specified in the DBID parameter
Default Value:

(No default)

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to deactivate logging for the table named POL in database 1.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,DBID=1,LOGGING=NO,TABLE=POL

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBID=001,LOGGING=NO,TABLE=POL

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   DBID=1

   LOGGING=NO

   OPTION=ALTER

   TABLE=POL

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                  *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2= (Activating Other Features)

Learn how to activate features by using the CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER with the OPTION2= keyword in DBUTLTY. Find
descriptions of the features activated by CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION=2 .

The OPTION2= keyword activates other features as follows:

OPTION2=vsam
Specifies VSAM linear dataset support to initialize index and data areas option (see CXXMAINT ALTER
OPTION2=vsam (VSAM linear support))

OPTION2=datafs
Specifies DATA FAST SEARCH (DATAFS) option (see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datafs (DATAFS Support)).

OPTION2=datahu
Specifies the high used mark option (see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datahu (High Used Mark)).
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OPTION2=areaev
Specifies the data area data set extent validation option (see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=areaev (Data Area
Extent Validation)).

OPTION2=sumode
Specifies that you allow Single User using the OPTION2=Y_SU or to disallow Single User using OPTION2=N_SU
(see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=sumode (Single User Mode)).

OPTION2=MATCHSID
Specifies that you want to change the setting of Simplify mode, for example, if to allow easy testing in QA
systems, you want to change the CXX SIMPLIFY option to match a current DBSIDPR module (see CXXMAINT
ALTER OPTION2=MATCHSID).

OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES
Specifies counts of key uses provided by the Dynamic System Table DIR_KEY are to be cleared.

OPTION2=HIST00nn
Specifies that a history of CXX alterations is to be preserved inside the CXX data set and available for reporting.

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=vsam (VSAM Linear Support to initialize datasets)

VSAM Linear support as an alternative for the currently existing EXCP support allows users a choice per index and data
area datasets. The VSAM Linear support uses different paths to driving IO than EXCP uses. It provides a more efficient
path to IO that executes a ‘little’ faster. As hardware changes have been made rarely has EXCP been improved but VSAM
has many frequent changes and provides a more robust feature set.

Some MUF dataset instances are likely to be migrated from EXCP to VSAM going forward. It is not a hard set of
requirements but will likely be a slow process with considering how many datasets exist and that each requires a specific
set of actions.

With this major enhancement, DBUTLTY and the Multi-User Facility (MUF) are having some minor options that have a
clear ‘Best Practice’ applied and enforced should the VSAM Linear option be activated. Having more MUF instances at
Best Practices options allows more efficient testing and safety to all MUF instances.

When to Use

Use the ALTER VSAM option when you want to enable the VSAM Linear dataset initialize feature.

With the option set to ‘yes’ the DBUTLTY function INIT to initialize a dataset may have a keyword directing it as VSAM
or allow it to default to how the dataset is allocated. Once a dataset is initialized it may be opened and do all processing
without the CXX level VSAM feature being checked. Except, a new initialize will not allow it to be set as VSAM or
defaulted to VSAM if the CXX does not, at that time, have VSAM as ‘yes’.

Reporting VSAM in Full CXX Report

A full CXX report includes information about VSAM status, where status in the report is either YES or NO.

Security Considerations

This function is secured in the DTUTIL resource class with a resource name ending in CXXMAINT.ALTEROP2. For more
information, see the DBUTLTY Resource List. No underlying table rights are checked.

How to Use

To use the VSAM option, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=vsam ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

CXXMAINT
(Command) Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.
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OPTION=ALTER
(Required keyword) Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=vsam
(Required keyword) Indicates whether to allow VSAL Linear datasets to be initialized.

• Specify vsam as N_VSAM when you do not want to use VSAM Linear.
• Specify vsam as Y_VSAM when you want to use VSAM Linear. When the VSAM Linear feature has been

turned on, each initialize of a dataset may be set to VSAM or defaulted to the format the dataset was allocated
with. No datasets are required to be VSAM.

• In addition to the ability to initialize index and data areas, the VSAM option will force some other DBUTLTY
and MUF option to be set as what is considered a Best Practice. With it set, it will not be allowed to change
away from the Best Practice with the CXX set with VSAM. The options forced are:
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=Y_DATAFS
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=Y_DATAHU
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=Y_AREAEV
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER SINGLE=NO
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER SECUREJ=NO
– DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT ALTER HIST0010
– MUF startup option LOG_RECORD_FORMAT will be set to 1 to enhance and speed logging if the CXX

is set as DATACOM/AD. The Best Practice is suggested for DATACOM/DB but not forced. Some users
have applications that access the LXX or RXX directly and do not use a Datacom API such as ‘READRXX’.
These applications do not work correctly with the log at format 1.

– MUF startup option IO_STYLE_NEWER will be set to YES to enhance and speed EXCP I/O.

Valid Entries:

Y_VSAM or N_VSAM

Default Value:

(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datafs (DATAFS Support)

A feature that reduces compression overhead provides an optional search algorithm named DATAFS (DATA FAST
SEARCH). The DATAFS algorithm provides possible performance-enhanced searching of multi-table areas and areas
with tables that use compression. It is a best practice to have this option set to Y.

When to Use

Use the ALTER DATAFS option when you want to enable the DATA FAST SEARCH feature.

Previously, each data area that contained a single table that was not compressed was searched for a record using a
binary search. The ability to do the binary search was turned on at data load time if a physical block could contain 15
or more data rows. Otherwise, the blocks were searched in a sequential physical order. For large block sizes with small
records, such a sequential search could become a significant percentage of MUF CPU usage. Using DATAFS, however,
the last 16 bytes of each data block is used by the search algorithm to provide a faster method of finding individual data
rows, especially for large block and small row sizes. Once created, these 16 end bytes are stored on DASD with the data.

Reporting DATAFS in Full CXX Report

A full CXX report includes information about DATA FAST SEARCH status, where status in the report is either YES or NO.

Security Considerations

This function is secured in the DTUTIL resource class with a resource name ending in CXXMAINT.ALTEROP2. For more
information, see the DBUTLTY Resource List. No underlying table rights are checked.
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How to Use

To use the DATA FAST SEARCH option, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=datafs ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=datafs
Indicates whether to use the DATAFS search algorithm for performance enhanced searching of multi-table areas
and areas with tables that use compression.
Specify datafs as N_DATAFS when you do not want to use DATAFS.

NOTE
The value N_DATAFS is not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Specify datafs as Y_DATAFS when you want to use DATAFS. When the DATAFS feature has been turned on,
each data block in a Unique Row Identifier (URI) area is eligible to use the new algorithm that includes altering the
DASD for a given block. A URI is a sequential number assigned when a row is added or inserted that Datacom/
DB uses to identify a row. Areas which qualified for using the binary search algorithm in previous releases
continue to use the previous algorithm. Each data block uses the new DATAFS approach if there are a sufficient
number of rows in the block to make the new approach worthwhile.
Once the global DATAFS option is turned on, blocks have the new search criteria built in one of two ways.

• The search criteria is built and stored at the end of the data block if, as rows are added to new or existing
blocks, the search criteria has not yet been built, there are a sufficient number of rows in the block, and the
block currently has at least 16 bytes of space available at the end.

• The DBUTLTY function RETIX,AREA=*DATA builds the search criteria if DATAFS is set to Y for URI data
areas that are not using the old style binary search. Because this DBUTLTY already runs in Multi-User Facility
(MUF), it allows sites with existing populated URI data areas to build the search criteria in MUF (and on DASD)
without taking an area offline. For each individual data block, however, the search criteria can be built only if
there are 16 bytes available at the end of the block.

Because the new DATAFS algorithm needs the last 16 bytes of each data block, it is possible for each existing
data area to require more physical DASD space. This includes all methods of newly populating a data area
(LOAD, and so on), or inserting rows in an existing data area. There are two exceptions: RECOVERY and LOAD
from a RECID backup using data from before DATAFS is set to Y. In these two cases, physical data placement
takes precedence over the 16 bytes used by DATAFS.
Valid Entries:

Y_DATAFS or N_DATAFS
Default Value:

(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datahu (High Used Mark)

This section discusses OPTION2=Y_DATAHU/N_DATAHU. A best practice is to set this option to Y.

When to Use

Use this option when you want to turn on or turn off the "high used mark" option.
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When this option is not turned on, each execution of a DBUTLTY LOAD loads the data (if any) then formats the rest of
the data set by writing binary zero blocks. It is possible, especially at sites using DASD mirroring, for these formatting
writes to overwhelm the system, thereby causing possible performance degradation. Also, without this option turned on,
physical retrieval against an area, such as the GETPS command and, for example, the DBUTLTY function BACKUP
SEQ=PHYSICAL, requires the entire data set be read even though much of it may never have been used.

After reading the following information, you can decide if your site can use this feature. If so, you can turn it on for all
data sets in the Directory (CXX). Once turned on, some existing programs and DBUTLTY jobs might execute in less
time, because thereafter less than the whole data set area is loaded and (or) read. It is therefore possible that significant
performance gains can be realized for sites that frequently load their data or use the GETPS command in programs.

After this option is turned on, the first execution of the DBUTLTY function LOAD after a DBUTLTY function INIT of an
area continues to function as it did before this option was turned on. All subsequent LOADS, however, including REORG,
and physical retrievals (GSETP command and BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL) rely on a special form of the "next available
overflow" called the high used mark feature.

The next available overflow is a relative DASD location, part of the data set that has never been actively used by
Datacom. The high used mark represents the point up to which LOAD must format the data set and up to which physical
retrieval must read. It is the next available overflow number rounded up to 64 tracks.

An INIT of a data area sets the high used mark to zero. A value of zero means LOAD must format the entire data set. At
the start of LOAD, the current high used mark is saved and the DASD version is set to zero. If the data LOAD takes less
space than the saved copy of the high used mark, the data set is formatted up to that mark. After the data portion of the
LOAD is finished but before the index portion of the LOAD is done, the DASD high used mark is updated to indicate the
point to which "true data" has been loaded, rounded up to a 64-track boundary. If the LOAD fails during the data portion,
the next LOAD must format the entire data set. If the LOAD fails during the index portion, the high used mark is used for
formatting.

The runtime code in the MUF that maintains the next available overflow notices each time the next available overflow
number crosses a 64-track boundary. If the memory copy of the high used mark is non-zero, MUF reads the data set
control block. It then updates the high used mark and immediately writes the data control block.

A GETPS command treats the high used mark as the end of the data set unless the area is not opened for update. If it
is not open for update, GETPS reads to the true end of the data set. This is done for the sake of read-only MUFs. LOAD
always treats the high used mark as the end of the data set.

If you turn off this option, it reverses the marking of the CXX caused by turning the option on. When an area is opened for
update, its compatibility level is checked. If it is level one and the CXX has been marked to stop using the high used mark
feature, the compatibility level is reset to 0, the high used mark is zeroed.

How to Use

To turn the high used mark option on or off, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=datahu ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=datahu
Sets the "high used mark" feature.
Specify datahu as N_DATAHU when you do not want to turn on the high used mark feature.
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NOTE
The value N_DATAHU is not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Specify datahu as Y_DATAHU when you want to turn on the data high used mark feature.
Valid Entries:

Y_DATAHU or N_DATAHU
Default Value:

(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=areaev (Data Area Extent Validation)

This section discusses OPTION2=Y_AREAEV/N_AREAEV. It is a best practice to have this option set to Y.

When to Use

Use this option when you want to turn on or turn off data area data set extent validation.

Datacom/DB uses data set extent validation in the following way. When a data area is not open, you can move the current
extents to more extents, less extents, or different volumes. The data set may even be un-cataloged and then re-cataloged
to add volumes. All tracks of the data set would not be correctly preserved if a mishap should occur during the moving of
current extents. Datacom provides a certain amount of protection to avoid the data corruption such mishaps could cause.
This option provides even more protection by performing the following steps.

After the open of a data area, the control block is read and verified. The last block on the last track of every extent is
then read. This read validates that the block exists and is of the proper size. It is not, however, validated to look proper in
content. This option also places a control block as the last block of the data set. It is built during the LOAD or REORG load
and moved during an EXTEND or dynamic extend. If this option is turned on, the open process verifies it is correct.

How to Use

To turn data area data set extent validation on or off, use the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=areaev ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=areaev
Used for turning on and off "data area data set extent validation".
Specify areaev as N_AREAEV when you do not want to turn on data area data set extent validation.

NOTE
The value N_AREAEV is not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Specify areaev as Y_AREAEV when you want to turn on data area data set extent validation.
Valid Entries:

Y_AREAEV or N_AREAEV
Default Value:

(No default)
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CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=sumode (Single User Mode)

By default, use of Single User mode is blocked, even if secured Single User is allowed. We strongly recommend not using
Single User mode.

When to Use

Use this option when you want to run Single User using the OPTION2=Y_SU option with CXXMAINT or to remove
support for Single User using OPTION2=N_SU. This option is provided to the full CXX report and has been added to the
DB00271I MUF startup message.

The new Single User option is provided to the full CXX report as follows:

SECURE USING JOBNAME - NO                 CXX LEVEL - 1

 SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE USER - NO          SINGLE USER ALLOWED - NO

We have long recommended against using Single User mode. The Single User environment allows no logging
and therefore has no restart or recovery capability. In addition, running in Single User bypasses external security.
However, Datacom continues to support using Single User mode for the DBUTLTY functions that run Single User and
the DBFLSUB feature that loads an area with user program input. Previously, only if the CXX was externally secured
did you have the option of using DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,SINGLE=YES to allow Single User mode, or
SINGLE=NO to block Single User mode.

If a Single User open that is allowed occurs, message DB00138I is issued, confirming that fact and documenting the
Single User execution.

How to Use

To turn Single User mode on or off, use the following command.

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=sumode ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=sumode
Use the sumode variable to turn Single User mode on by specifying Y_SU for sumode or to turn Single User
support off by specifying N_SU for sumode.

NOTE
Value ‘Y_SU’ is not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Valid Entries:
Y_SU or N_SU

NOTE
‘Y_SU’ is not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Default Value:
(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=MATCHSID

This section discusses CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=MATCHSID
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When to Use

Use this option when, to allow easy testing in QA systems, you want to change the CXX SIMPLIFY option to match a
current DBSIDPR module.

How to Use

To change the CXX SIMPLIFY option to match a current DBSIDPR module, use the following command (the MUF must
not be enabled when you run this function).

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID,OUTNAME=Sysplex-name ───────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for CXX maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=MATCHSID
Specify MATCHSID for OPTION2= when you want to change the CXX SIMPLIFY option to match a current
DBSIDPR module to allow easy testing in QA systems.
The MUF must not be enabled when you run this function.
To be effective, this function needs to be the first in a DBUTLTY step that causes the CXX to open.
The CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=MATCHSID function causes a second DB00905I message. The first
message shows the information from the CXX prior to change. The second message shows the information after
the change. For more information about messages and return codes, see Messages.
For more information about the SIMPLIFY feature, see Administrating.

• Valid Entries:
MATCHSID

• Default Value:
(No default)

• Optional Keywords
• OUTNAME=Sysplex-name

Specify the Sysplex name that you want to be stored in the CXX. If this parameter is omitted, the Sysplex
name of where the DBUTLTY executes is stored.

• Valid Entries:
A 1-8 byte character string.

• Default Value:
(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES

This section discusses CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES

When to Use

Use this option to reset or 'clear to zero' the read command counts. Reasons for doing this include:

• When the read command counts get to the maximum value 4 billion less one
• If you plan to delete a key to track from zero any use of that key
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How to Use

The Dynamic System Table DIR_KEY provides counts of key uses. The counts start at zero when a database is cataloged
and are incremented going forward for each use of the key. The counts have a maximum of 4 billion less one. If for any
reason that you want the counts to be reset to zero without a catalog, this DBUTLTY function can be done in MUF with the
base open or closed.

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES,DBID=n ───────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for CXX maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES
Specify RESET_KEY_USES for OPTION2= when you want to reset the key use counts to zero.

• Valid Entries:
RESET_KEY_USES

• Default Value:
(No default)

• Optional Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the database ID for the set of tables to have every key use counts set to zero
Valid Entries:

1-5000
Default Value:

(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=HIST00nn (CXX internal history)

This function activates CXX internal history of alters by either Datadictionary DDUPDATE program or Datacom/DB
DBUTLTY function CXXMAINT with OPTION=ALTER. The 'nn' must be replaced by two numbers from 00 to 99.

• Number 00 provides that no CXX internal history is to be saved. It disables it having been set in the past with other
numbers.

• Numbers 01 thru 99 cause this number as maximum entries per database for internal history.

Because the alters are rarely done, most MUF Environments have no need for tracking this internal history. Currently,
the following items are tracked with a history entry. Each new history entry is added to the list after any existing entries.
If the number of entries is greater than the maximum, the oldest entries are removed to reach the current maximum to
ensure that the most current changes are kept. Entry sizes vary and it is not likely but possible that the CXX will need to
be extended to provide additional space.

NOTE

Currently, CXX internal history entries are not backed up during BACKUP AREA=CXX. A LOAD AREA=CXX or
CXXCLONE will start clean with no history and the history turned off with HIST0000.

DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER

The attribute names for each of the entity-types are:

• DATABASE - Database changes currently include any combination of the following two 1500 items:
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DYNAMIC-EXTEND
DYN-EXT-TRACKS

• AREA - Data area changes currently include any combination of the following six 1500 items:
DYNAMIC-EXTEND
DYN-EXT-TRACKS
BLOCK-SIZE
SPACE-MNGMNT
URI-REUSE

• TABLE - Table changes currently include any combination of the following three 1500 items:
COMPRESSION
COMPRESS-EXIT
ENCRYPTION-KEY

• KEY - Key changes currently include only the one 1500 item:
KEY-USAGE

DBUTLTY program when using function CXXMAINT with keyword OPTION=ALTER

The following items are currently tracked. Other items are not tracked
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBID=0997,OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=A01,DBID=0997,DSN=DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.A01997
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=A01,DBID=0997,DSOP=4
CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,TABLE=F03,DBID=0997,LOGGING=NO

When to Use

Use the ALTER HIST option when you want to enable the internal CXX history for future events listed previously. Use it to
increase or decrease the number of blocks and so number of history entries.

If a problem arises, history entries are most valuable by providing a way to see recent changes. In normal processing,
they provide minimal value and therefore not expected to be enabled in most MUF environments.

Reporting CXX internal history is done with DBUTLTY function REPORT with keywords AREA=CXX,TYPE=Z

For details about the report with all options, see the REPORT section.

Reporting CXX internal history Full CXX Report

A full CXX report includes information about history with the maximum number of entries per database on the right side of
a line. An example is below:

SECURE USING JOBNAME - NO                               CXX LEVEL -   1                      HISTORY BASE -  

   25

Also, whether the individual database has any internal history entries it is reported as:

PARTITIONED BASE - NO                                   HISTORY BASE - NO

Security Considerations

This function is secured in the DTUTIL resource class with a resource name ending in CXXMAINT.ALTEROP2. For more
information, see the DBUTLTY Resource List. No underlying table rights are checked.

How to Use

To enable or disable the internal CXX history, use the HIST00nn option by issuing the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST00nn ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command
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CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.

,OPTION2=HIST00nn
Where the 'nn' is replaced by a two digit number 00 through 99 to Indicate the number of CXX blocks to dedicate
to saving internal CXX history items. Items vary in size and therefore, the specific number per block is not known.
Sizes vary and are not provided. We recommend that you start with one block (HIST0001) and only use more if
one is not sufficient for requirements.
Valid Entries:

HIST0000 through HIST0099 to provide the number of CXX blocks to reserve for CXX internal history.

NOTE
Values ‘HST0000 through HST0009 are not allowed if the VSAM option is in place.

Default Value:
(No default)

CXXMAINT ALTER SINGLE (Run in a Single User Environment)

The CXXMAINT ALTER SINGLE option allows you to run in a Single User environment with external security. At
installation, the system is set to run in a Multi-User Facility (MUF) environment.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use ALTER SINGLE to execute Single User jobs with external security or, after executing this option, to run in a MUF
environment. If you use this option, Single User jobs run unsecured and all MUF jobs run secured.

NOTE
We strongly recommend that Single User jobs not be allowed to run against a Directory (CXX) that is externally
secured. To ensure this, Security Administrators should allow no users access to the DTUTIL resource
cxxname.DBUTLTY.CXXMAINT.ALTERSIN. If Single User is allowed to run against an externally secured
Directory, table-level access for Single User is unsecured, that is to say, any Single User job can update any
table with no security check.

How to Use

To run Single User jobs, execute DBUTLTY with the following command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,SINGLE= ─┬─ NO ──┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ YES ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=ALTER
Requests the CXXMAINT ALTER option.
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SINGLE=
Indicates if you are running in a Single User environment or a MUF environment.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to allow Single User jobs to execute while you are using external security.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=ALTER,SINGLE=YES

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT ALTER SINGLE
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,SINGLE=YES

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   OPTION=ALTER

   SINGLE=YES

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

            *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT DDPROD (Update Directory)

The CXXMAINT DDPROD option updates the Directory (CXX) with Datacom Datadictionary definitions. This option reads
the input file as created by Datadictionary and updates the Directory to reflect any changes, additions, or deletions.
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Datadictionary also provides a means of cataloging Datadictionary definitions directly to the Datacom/DB Directory.

NOTE
For details about the -CXX CATALOG and 1000 CATALOG batch transactions, see Datacom Datadictionary
Batch Facilities. For information about the online CATALOG function, see CATALOG.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the DDPROD option to update the Directory when adding or changing definitions in Datadictionary which must be
reflected in the Directory. Perform the tasks in the following order:

1. Define the new table or modify the existing table definition in Datadictionary.
2. Execute the Datadictionary DDCFBLD utility to create the input for the DDPROD option.
3. Use the DDPROD option to update the Directory to reflect the Datadictionary definitions.

You can also use the DDPROD option to create a new database with a different database identifier from an existing
production database definition. This option is useful to create a replica of a database for testing purposes.

WARNING
Do not use the CXXMAINT DDPROD option for SQL accessible tables, or on a database containing SQL
accessible tables, or on databases containing partitioned tables. Instead, use the Datadictionary CATALOG
transaction.

Active Processing

You can change an existing database definition as long as no task is actively processing the database. Use the ACCESS
function (for details see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance)) to prevent opens to a database that you want to
change.

Processing a DDPROD Request

As Datacom/DB processes each table definition, the current Directory content is compared to
the Datadictionary definitions.

If any tables in the database being updated are not loaded, they are deleted from the Directory at the start of the process.
The data set name is lost and to restore it, you must initialize the area or use the CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DSN=
utility function. A report of the Directory taken at this time does not provide area space information. The next LOAD of the
area restores the information.

The action taken by Datacom/DB depends on the situation encountered, as follows:

New Area, New Table

If an area is new and no match exists in the Directory, Datacom/DB adds the area with no initialization
information. Datacom/DB adds the new table with no initialization information, and sets it as not loaded.

Existing Area, New Table

If the table is new, Datacom/DB adds it. If the area containing the table exists and is loaded, Datacom/DB sets the new
table as loaded and having zero records.

If you are adding a table to an existing area, Datacom/DB updates the area with the new Datacom/DB entity-occurrence
information, data set space option, and slack information to the new values. If the block size differs, Datacom/DB saves
the new block size in the area definition as the next block size until the next INIT of the data area.

Existing Area, Existing Table
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If the table currently exists, Datacom/DB compares the Directory and Datadictionary versions. If a critical change has
occurred, Datacom/DB leaves the current table in *HISTORY* status and adds the new table as not loaded.

Special codes on the Impact Report indicate critical changes and the reason. The codes and reasons associated with an
Impact Report are as shown in the following list.

Impact Report Codes and Reasons

• 00
NOT LOADED (00) in the Impact Report means that a table was NOT LOADED for reasons other than a CATALOG or
DDPROD. This indicates that the area has been loaded since the last DDPROD or CATALOG but is not loaded now.
The current NOT LOADED status is of no importance with regard to the last DDPROD or CATALOG. For information
about requesting an Impact Report as a DBUTLTY function independent of a DDPROD, that is, a TYPE=I CXX report,
see Type I - Impact Report .

• 01
New table name

• 02
Area name change

• 08
Table ID change

• 09
Recover yes/no change

• 10
COMPRESSION CHANGED

• 11
RECORD LENGTH CHANGED

• 13
COMPRESSION NAME CHANGED

• 14
SPECIAL FIELD CHANGE

• 15
TO/FROM PARTITION

• 16
PARTITION COLUMNS UNEQUAL

• 17
PARTITION HIGH VALUES CHANGED

• 18
ANOTHER PARTITION CHANGED

• 19
ENCRYPTION CHANGED

• When you have to reload the data area to make the new table definition usable, you can run a SEQ=NATIVE BACKUP
or EXTRACT function which use the *HISTORY* definition to access the old data, change its format if necessary, and
reload the area. When the reload completes, Datacom/DB marks the new table definition loaded.

NOTE
If you have changed table definitions in multiple areas in the database, be sure that you back up all affected
areas before reloading any data. The first reload of any data area in the database deletes all *HISTORY*
database definitions. If you have not unloaded all changed areas before doing a reload, the *HISTORY*
definition is no longer available.

If you are moving a table from one area to another, back up the area or extract the table before cataloging or using
DDPROD to update the definition.
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Do not use the CXXMAINT DDPROD option for SQL accessible tables or on a database containing SQL accessible
tables. Instead, use the Datadictionary CATALOG transaction.

• If a key change occurs, Datacom/DB removes the *HISTORY* version, adds the new table with the data loaded but the
Index is marked as not loaded. (Run the RETIX function to correct the Index.)

• If neither of these situations occurs, Datacom/DB regards the changes as noncritical, removes the *HISTORY* version,
and adds the new table as loaded.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD,DDNAME=d ─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────►◄

                                     └─ ,NEWDBID=n ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

• OPTION=DDPROD
Requests the option to update the CXX from Datadictionary definitions.

• ,DDNAME=
Specifies the JCL DDname for the input data set.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Optional Keyword

,NEWDBID=
Specifies a different database ID to be assigned to the definition. Use this keyword to create a set of new
definitions quickly that are identical to a production base. Do not use this keyword when performing a normal
update.

NOTE
Do not use this parameter for databases accessed by SQL or Dataquery. These products must have the
correct DBID to reference additional information from Datadictionary about the production database. If
the NEWDBID= parameter is used for a database accessed by Ideal for Datacom, the corresponding
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ASSIGN DBID or ALTER DBID command must be run before running the application. See Ideal for
Datacom documentation for details.

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to update the Datacom/DB Directory, using the Datadictionary data in
DDCFBLD.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //DDCFBLD  DD DSN=dd.output,DISP=OLD              Input from <DDD>

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          CXXMAINT   OPTION=DDPROD,DDNAME=DDCFBLD

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT DDPROD
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD,DDNAME=DDCFBLD

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   DDNAME=DDCFBLD

   OPTION=DDPROD

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                                                     IMPACT REPORT

                    BASE        AREA        TABLE ID        DISPOSITION

                    390         ALI         ALI  003        LOADED

                                ALT         ALT  001        OLD

                                            ALT  001        NOT LOADED  (11)

                                APL         APL  002        LOADED

                                LLN         LLN  004        LOADED

                                MST         MST  005        INDEX NOT LOADED

                                SCR         SCR  006        LOADED

This page of the report shows a DBUTLTY impact report that gives the disposition of each table in the database as one of
the following:
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LOADED
The definition for this table supplied in the input from DDCFBLD contained only noncritical changes from the
definition for this table previously in the Directory.

OLD
The definition for this table supplied in the input from DDCFBLD contained critical changes from the definition
for this table previously in the Directory. The OLD definition is the definition for this table as it existed prior to the
execution of the CXXMAINT DDPROD.

NOT LOADED
The NOT LOADED definition is the new definition for this table. The numeric code in parentheses indicates
the reason Datacom/DB marked this table as not loaded. See the chart in Processing a DDPROD Request for
an explanation of the possible codes. Use the DBUTLTY LOAD function to reload this table. When the LOAD
completes, DBUTLTY marks this table LOADED and deletes the old definition.

INDEX NOT LOADED
The definition for this table supplied in the input from DDCFBLD contained one or more key changes from the
definition for this table in the Directory. Use the DBUTLTY RETIX function to correct the index.

CXXMAINT DELETE (Delete CXX Definitions)

The CXXMAINT DELETE option in Datacom DBUTLTY deletes table and database definitions from your Directory (CXX).
Review the use of the command, sample JCL, and a sample report.

Deleting a Database

Use the DELETE option to remove an entire database. If any tables still exist in the database to delete, those tables are
deleted.

To remove a database using CXXMAINT DELETE, the database must not be open. If the database is open with no users,
close the database, then issue the delete.

NOTE
A virtual database that is open cannot be closed, but it is subject to VIRTUAL_DELETE.

Delete Tables

Use the following steps to delete one or more tables within a database, but not the entire database.

Non-SQL Accessible Tables
This procedure helps ensure that the Directory and the Datacom Datadictionary definitions are synchronized, and
that the unwanted table definitions no longer exist in Datacom Datadictionary or Datacom/DB.

1. Modify the entity-occurrence definitions in Datacom Datadictionary for the database structure, deleting the
unwanted tables.

2. Execute the Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG function on the database.

SQL Accessible Tables
To delete tables accessed by SQL, use the SQL DROP TABLE statement which helps ensure that the Data
Definition Directory (DDD) database remains synchronized with the Directory and Datacom Datadictionary.

NOTE
A table can be deleted with the database open in the Multi-User Facility (MUF), as long as a specified table has
no open User Requirements Tables.

If a table is a partition (Child), it may not be deleted. A Full Parent table may be deleted, however, with the result that all
partitions (Children) are deleted.
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How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute DBUTLTY with the command:

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=n ─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

                                   └─ ,TABLE=t ─┘

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=DELETE
Requests the option to delete database definitions from the Directory.

,DBID=
Specifies the ID of the database being deleted or containing the table being deleted.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keyword

,TABLE=
Identifies a table that is to be deleted.
If this parameter is omitted, the database is deleted.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the table that resides in the database that is specified in the DBID= parameter
Default Value:

(No default)

JCL Examples

Delete table A38 from the Directory definition for database 238.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note

.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=DELETE,DBID=238,TABLE=A38

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.
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CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=238,TABLE=A38

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   DBID=238

   OPTION=DELETE

   TABLE=A38     

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

Delete database 238 from the Directory.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note

.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

        CXXMAINT   OPTION=DELETE,DBID=238

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

  CONTROL CARD(S)

  .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

  CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=238

 

  FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

     DBID=238

      OPTION=DELETE

This page of the report shows the following information:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.

CXXMAINT PURGE (Remove Database from Directory)

The PURGE option flags the Directory to indicate that the specified database does not exist. It performs none of the
Directory Block Reclamation done by the DELETE option. This option removes all information about the database from
the Directory (CXX).

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

WARNING
Do not use PURGE unless DELETE fails.

Before using PURGE, review CXXMAINT DELETE (Delete CXX Definitions) to ensure that the DELETE request was
submitted correctly.

It may be necessary to use PURGE when the following sequence of events have occurred:

1. You deleted a database definition from Datacom Datadictionary.
2. You used CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETE,DBID=n to delete that database from the Directory (CXX).
3. You received return code 13 and the DELETE option did not complete.

In this case, use the PURGE option to remove the database. Then, reclaim space by executing the BACKUP, INIT and
LOAD CXX functions.

This option is provided to minimize the recovery process of the Directory in the case of hardware failure errors, Datacom/
DB failures, or misuse of the RESET function. Without this option, these conditions can require reloading the entire
Directory which requires that all users terminate processing. Current information entered since the time of the backup is
lost.

The PURGE option allows you to eliminate the problem database and restore only that database from a backup or rebuild
it through Datadictionary.

SQL Processing

If you have databases which are accessed by SQL, maintaining synchronization between the Directory, the DATA-DICT
database, and the Data Definition Directory (DDD) database is critical for SQL operations. When you use the PURGE
option, make certain you retain this synchronization.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following format for the PURGE option.

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=PURGE,DBID=n ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.
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Required Keywords

OPTION=PURGE
Requests the CXXMAINT PURGE option.

,DBID=
Identifies the database being purged.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to purge database 238.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         CXXMAINT   OPTION=PURGE,DBID=238

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXXMAINT PURGE
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

CXXMAINT OPTION=PURGE,DBID=238

 

FUNCTION=CXXMAINT

   DBID=238

   OPTION=PURGE        

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                 *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating the maintenance completed successfully.
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CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP

Use the DELETETOP option to delete a table or an unused multiple data set index (MDI) (Inn index area) from an open
database.

For a table, it can be done after the table is obsoleted from Datadictionary. Typically after the obsolete, the database
would be closed and then cataloged. This process removes the table from the CXX. That process requires an outage to
close the base. With the DELETEOP option, the CXX can be updated to remove the table without the close. Therefore, if
the table is only for a data area then the data area is also removed. This remove does not close the area if it is open. That
occurs the next time that the base is closed, or when this Multi-User Facility (MUF) is ended. Also, if the keys in this table
are the only users of a Multiple Dataset Index (INN), then that or those are also deleted. The data set close is similar to
the handling of the data area. The delete of an area includes all history information and the data set name.

A multiple data set index area that becomes unused by a key definition change is usually deleted during the catalog of
the database. The database catalog requires the base to be closed. The DELETEOP option allows a special case where
the keyword TABLE=IXX causes a search of multiple data set index entries to see if each is being actively used by a key
definition. Any unneeded entries that are found are deleted from the CXX with the database open for update and avoids
an outage. This is desirable if a key is deleted using the dynamic key delete (24x7) method and not a catalog.

This process does not close an open MDI (INN) index area. That action occurs the next time that the base is closed. A
future open of the base index areas does not open the deleted index partition. If a Shadow MUF is active, it has the MDI
(INN) index area open. If the primary MUF is terminated, the Shadow MUF closes the area during its enable process.
Once that close has occurred, you can physically delete the data set.

CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT

The DPREINT option is used to delete a PREINIT entry from the CXX that is no longer planned for use during processes
that were expected to be needed. 

Use the DPREINIT option to delete a PREINIT entry from the CXX that is no longer planned for use during processes that
were expected to be needed. These include using:

• The MUF command ONLINE_AREA_MOVE
• The MUF command ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE
• The MUF ability to alter the block size of a data area in a 24x7 way (BLOCK ALTER 24X7) (BA24)
• SQL to add a new database and so needing a new index area IXX
• SQL to add a new data area with the create of a new table.

How to Use

Use the following format for the DPREINIT option.

►►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=dbid,AREA=area-name ────────────────►◄

Command

• CXXMAINT
Invokes the function for Directory maintenance.

Required Keywords

• OPTION=DPREINIT
Requests the CXXMAINT DPREINIT option.

• ,DBID=
Identifies the database being deleted.

• ,AREA=
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Identifies the area-name being deleted.

NOTE
The function requires keywords DBID= and AREA= to provide the specific PREINIT entry to be deleted.

The list of current PREINIT items in the CXX is provided using ‘REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P’,

DATASCAN
The DATASCAN function is used by many specific DBUTLTY requirements that access the data area in a physical block
manner. Physical block means starting with data block 2 and then 3 and on to either the end of the initialized area or to
the start of the high use value when it is known. Individual requirements are described below. Some of the options have
existed for many releases using function RETIX with a keyword of KEYNAME=. These old release options are still allowed
using those old keywords but documented here.

Use the DATASCAN function to:

• Remove and rebuild the data area space index (DSOP) for one area or all areas of a database.
• Recount the current data rows in the data area for the tables of the area and set these new values in place. Done for

one area or all areas of a database.
• Reset to zero the Transaction Sequence Number (TSN) stored in every data row where the TSN is not still running.

Done for one area or all areas of a database.
• Search for and set the data area High Used Mark for one or all areas of a database.
• Scan the data area and size the existing rows to create a trace and cylinder value that is considered a right-size should

the area be subject to being closed and then have a physical backup done and then loaded. This information is also
valuable in a 'targeted' new facility to be documented when complete.

• Validate the current data area space index (DSOP) without rebuilding it and report upon discrepancies. The DSOP
processing is complex and this option exists as a support or debugging tool for Support.

• Wait for and validate Table Alter 24x7 (TA24) altering rows from one compression routine to another. Option was
needed for validation testing of the feature and should not be needed other than by a Support request.

DATASCAN OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS

Learn how to use the OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS parameter of the DATASCAN function in DBUTLTY to recount
records and set a new value for the Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Use the DATASCAN OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS function to recount records.

When to Use

If Multi-User Facility (MUF) fails without clean error handling, any MUF abend can result in loss of current data row counts.
An example is a system failure requiring an IPL.

The count of records in a table, as known to the CXX, can become incorrect when the MUF is restarted after a MUF
outage occurs. This function is used to recount the records and set the new value in MUF. This function opens the
database and reads through the area using GSETP/GETPS commands to find all records. After the function processes
all blocks, it sets the count in the CXX definition. If no other task is concurrently running to do adds or deletes, at the
completion of the DATASCAN function the count reflects the number of records. If another task is concurrently running, the
new counts could be high, low, or equal, depending upon concurrency. However, the counts that the function provides are
almost certainly more accurate than before this function was executed.

If the counts must be updated on DASD, follow the DATASCAN function with a COMM STATS function.
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NOTE
The DATASCAN function executes only for a URI area and only if MUF is not currently running as a full MUFplex
with two or more enabled or logically executing MUFs.

Following the execution, the function is noted as complete and a report of the work it performed is produced in this
example. The report provides the following information:

• Number of data blocks read to complete the process
• Number of table(s) rows
• Deleted rows
• Other rows used internally

The number of deleted rows includes both those in transactions committed and not committed. Those committed
represent space that is available for a new row. The number is provided in case that it is necessary to contact Broadcom
Support. The number of other rows includes Datacom control information. This information is only provided in case that it
is necessary to contact Broadcom Support.

* DBID 997 AREA A01 REQUEST COMPLETE
BLOCKS READ 766 TABLE ROWS 0 DELETED ROWS 0 OTHER ROWS 0

How to Use

When using the DATASCAN function to count and set the record count, the MUF must be active. This utility function
executes only in the MUF. The database may be enabled and the User Requirements Tables (URTs) may be opened. Use
the following format for this function.

NOTE
To provide compatibility with DBUTLTY processing before this function was added, the exact same actions as
documented here are also performed using function RETIX with KEYNAME=*SETR and keywords DBID= and
AREA=.

►►─ DATASCAN ─┬────────┬─DBID=n ── ,OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS ─┬────────┬───►◄

              └ AREA=a,┘                                      └ PRTY=n ┘        

                                 

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to rebuild a data space index or Index Area.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
If the optional keyword AREA= is not set then the function is the database level and, DBID= can repeat. Each
occurrence can specify one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example,
100-250).

• Limits: One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described (but only one base if AREA=
is also specified

• Default: (No default)

,OPTION=
Use OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS to specify that records be recounted.

• Limits: COUNT_SET_RECORDS
• Default: (No default)

Optional Keywords
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AREA=
Identifies the data area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt. This keyword can be omitted to cause
action for every area in the database.

• Limits: DATACOM-NAME of the area
• Default: All areas in the database.

PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.

• Limits: 1 (lower) through 15 (higher). A value 0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value.
• Default: 16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX

Datacom/DB uses the DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX option to track the space available in a data area
which is defined with space reclamation (data area space management options other than 0).

NOTE
To provide compatibility with DBUTLTY processing before this function was added, the exact same actions
as documented here are also performed using function DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX and
RETIX with keywords DBID= and AREA=.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this option when you want to rebuild the data space index

Any Multi-User Facility (MUF) abend can result in lost data space index information.

NOTE
This function does not free space in the Index Area or affect the normal key usage Index Area.

MUF Connection when DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

At completion, a report is produced with information as shown in the following example. The report notes successful
completion and a line providing the number of data blocks read to complete the process.

*DBID 997 AREA A01 REQUEST COMPLETE

BLOCKS READ 41
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How to Use

When using the DATASCAN function to rebuild the data space index, the MUF must be active. This utility function
executes only in the MUF. The database need not be disabled nor the User Requirements Tables closed. Use the
following format for this function:

►►─ DATASCAN ─┬────────┬─DBID=n,OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX ─────┬────────┬─────────►◄

              └ AREA=a,┘                                        └ ,PRTY=n┘         

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to scan the data area in physical sequence in the MUF.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
When the optional keyword AREA= is not used, the DBID= can repeat. Each occurrence can specify one or more
valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs n-m (a range, for example, 100-250).
Limits:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described
Default:

(No default)
,OPTION=

Use OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX to specify that the data space index be rebuilt.
Limits

:
REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX
Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the data area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt. This keyword can omitted to cause action
for every area in the database.
Limits

:
DATACOM-NAME of the area

Default:
All areas in the database.

PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0
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DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN

The DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN allows you to reset the TSN. The Transaction Sequence Number (TSN), of the
transaction that added or last updated each row, is stored in the Record Control Element (RCE) with each row. The TSN
is used to ensure that the transaction has ended before granting a row lock to another transaction. A reset sets the TSN
in the row to zero (that is never used as a TSN). The TSN is not normally reset because it does not normally need to be
reset.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

The master TSN is stored in the Log Area (LXX). When the Log Area is initialized, the TSN number is set either to zero
or to a value specified by the user. A false wait condition can possibly occur when the Log Area is initialized with a lower
TSN number than currently exists in the existing rows. To prevent this, assign a larger TSN number when initializing a
Log Area. If TSN numbers are reused, the false wait condition occurs because a new transaction could possibly wait on
another executing transaction that has the same number as an already committed transaction. This involves a short wait
on the wrong transaction.

Resetting the TSN is desirable because the previously described error condition, involving the possibility of having
duplicate TSNs, can produce a large overhead when running as part of a MUFplex. This only occurs and is a concern if
the Log Area was initialized with a lower TSN than has been assigned. It is also possible if the TSN number ’wraps’ going
from 4 billion less one to 1, a very rare occurrence.

Resetting the TSN requests that the Multi-User Facility (MUF) zero every row TSN in the specified database and area that
is committed. This includes multi-block reads of every block in the area. Every block with a row is written with multi-block
writes or single block writes.

One normal condition could occur where a reset of the TSN should be used for all areas. When you are running a
MUFplex, if the TSN number wraps from four billion back to one, the code then continues to execute properly but in wrap
mode. This continues for the next 16 million transactions, which is typically a very long time. Before that situation occurs, it
is best to reset the TSN for all the areas.

In addition to resetting the TSN, this form of DATASCAN can report the highest URI in the data area and reset the high
URI value as stored and reported in the CSS if the current value is too low. MUF execution is optimized in full MUFPLEX
with two MUFs enabled and running together.

Example

The following show the report that is currently generated:

DATASCAN AREA=A01,DBID=0997,OPTION=RESET_TSN

Values for ALL TSN's RESET are:

YES
- if the DBUTLTY function found no rows in the blocks as processed that had a row for an active transaction

NO
- if any row was subject to ROLBK as an active transaction

NOT URI
- if the area was not loaded as URI at the last LOAD

Normal Case

The area had no row with a URI higher than the area high URI. The highest row URI is printed with the area high URI and
a message that the high URI is unchanged.
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NOTE
The high row URI may be less than the high area URI if the highest row URI values are for rows that have been
deleted and those deletes have had the space reclaimed for new/moved rows.

                    * DBID    997 AREA A01                   REQUEST COMPLETE                    

 ALL TSN'S RESET: NO     HIGH ROW URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI UNCHANGED  

High URI

The second case is when the error exists that a row URI is higher than the area high URI and the area high URI is
incremented to correct a defect. The following report shows that the new high URI as set.

Note: The new high URI as set is currently ‘rounded’ up (if needed) to a hexadecimal value ending with the last 10 bits set
on.

                   * DBID    997 AREA A01                   REQUEST COMPLETE                        

ALL TSN'S RESET: YES    HIGH ROW URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI: X'000000FF'   HIGH URI SET X'000003FF'

The report also includes the following example line.

BLOCKS READ 766   TABLE ROWS 0   DELETED ROWS 0   OTHER ROWS 0

This line provides the following information:

• Number of data blocks read to complete the process
• Number of tables rows, deleted rows, and other rows that are used internally

MUF Connection when OPTION=RESET_TSN

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

How to Use

When using the DATASCAN function to reset the TSNs, the MUF must be active. This utility function executes only in the
MUF. The database need not be disabled nor the User Requirements Tables (URTs) closed. Use the below format for this
function.

►►─ DATASCAN ─┬────────┬─DBID=n ── ,OPTION=RESET_TSN ────┬────────┬───────►◄

              └ AREA=a,┘                                 └ PRTY=n ┘

NOTE
To provide compatibility with DBUTLTY processing before this function was added, the exact same actions as
documented here are also performed using function RETIX with KEYNAME=*RTSN and keywords DBID= and
AREA=.

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to scan the data area in physical block order.

Required Keywords
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,DBID=
Specifies the database containing the area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt. If the optional keyword
AREA= is not provided, then the DBID= keyword might repeat such as DBID=100,DBID=300. Or, it might also be
a range such as DBID=100-300.
Limits:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default:

(No default)
,OPTION=

Specifies that the TSN is to be reset to zero.
Limits

:
RESET_TSN

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the data area for which the TSN in each row is to be reset to zero or omitted to indicate that all areas in
base are to be processed.
Limits

:
DATACOM-NAME of the area

Default:
All areas in the database

PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU

Datacom/DB uses the DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU option to enable the High Used Mark in the CXX. Additionally,
you can set the value for a selected data area without requiring the data access interruption. You can start leveraging its
benefits including:

• Physical processing performance
• Sizing of data areas for ONLINE AREA MOVE
• Visibility of the High Used Mark through the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX function

Previously, the value could only be set by enabling the High Used Mark in the CXX and then executing a DBUTLTY
INIT and LOAD of the data area. The DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU provides online activation and setting
of the High Used Mark for a data area. You can set the High Used Mark for data areas when they are fully opened
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to Multi-User Facility (MUF). The data areas can be online and available to all applications while the DATASCAN
OPTION=SET_DATAHU function is executing

WARNING
Warning! DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU requires that the area be loaded in URI format. It cannot be run
in a MUFPLEX environment where more than one MUF is fully enabled.

When to Use

Use this option when you want to enable the High Used Mark in the CXX.

Any MUF abend can result in lost data space index information.

NOTE
To provide compatibility with DBUTLTY processing before this function was added, the exact same actions as
documented here are also performed using function RETIX with KEYNAME=*DTHU and keywords DBID= and
AREA=.

How to Use

The DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU, opens the database and reads through the area backwards. It starts from the
physical end of the data set until it encounters the first data block that was used to store data. This is the High Used Mark.
For more information about the rules to set the High Used Mark, see CXXMAINT ALTER OPTION2=datahu (High Used
Mark)” .

If a DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU is executed against a Virtual database or the Dynamic System Tables database,
the request is accepted. As there is no physical DASD to process, it immediately goes to EOJ.

You can SET_DATAHU for all areas in a database using the following format for this function:

►►─ DATASCAN ─ DBID=nnnn,OPTION=SET_DATAHU ─┬────────┬─────────────►◄

                                            └ ,PRTY=n┘          

You can also set SET_DATAHU for a selected area within a database using the following format:

►►─ DATASCAN ─ DBID=nnnn,OPTION=SET_DATAHU ─┬──────────┬──┬────────┬─►◄

                                            └ ,AREA=aaa┘  └ ,PRTY=n┘

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to scan the data area in physical sequence in the MUF.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
When the optional keyword AREA= is not used, the DBID= can repeat. Each occurrence can specify one or more
valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs n-m (a range, for example, 100-250).
Limits

:
One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described

Default:
(No default)

,OPTION=
Use OPTION=SET_DATAHU to set the value for a selected data area without requiring the data access
interruption
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Limits
:
SET_DATAHU
Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

,AREA=
Identifies the one selected data area in the database for processing. If the option is omitted, every area in the
database is selected.
Limits:

3 character area name in the database
Default:

All areas in the database.
,PRTY=

Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

For more information, see Using DATASCAN to Activate DATAHU Online.

DATASCAN OPTION=SIZE_AREA

Rows are added during several processes with each one having different rules within a data area.  The DATASCAN
OPTION=SIZE_AREA provides a way to find out how many tracks or cylinders are needed to contain the data that goes
to the existing blocks. For example:

• DBUTLTY function LOAD is a common starting point
• DBUTLTY function MASSADD adds rows based on the DSOP option in place as does using program ADDIT

commands
• DBUTLTY function REPLACE adds new data starting in block two and packs the front of the area
• UPDAT command can move rows with the same rules as ADDIT commands
• DBUTLTY function OLREORG moves rules based upon options selected

Regardless of how the current data got to the existing blocks, you might want to know how many tracks or cylinders
are needed to contain the data. Presumably, the data is packed into as few blocks as needed. This option provides that
information. The current definition is used in place. The data area is scanned in physical block order and calculates the
minimum output blocks that are needed. An option exists so that if the goal is to change the block size, then a different
block size than the current one is allowed.

When to Use

Use this option to find out the extent size needed if the current data area is to be backed up in physical order and loaded
into the area at either the same block size or a different block size. The value that was provided might be off if the actual
data rows change after the report due to the following conditions:
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• If the area has any table that was stored as compressed
• If it has multiple tables of a different stored size

This function does not lock rows or have any roadblock to running with normal Multi-User Facility (MUF) execution
activities. The database index is required and the data area to be opened and accessed by the MUF.

MUF Connection

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the MUF that you want by executing DBUTLTY with the same System
Identifier module (DBSIDPR) that the MUF uses

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is used, verify that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is correctly
defined.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when using this DATASCAN function to size the data area. This utility function executes only in
the MUF. The database need not be disabled nor the User Requirements Tables closed. Use the following format for this
function:

►►─ DATASCAN ─┬────────┬─DBID=n,OPTION=SIZE_AREA ─┬───────────┬───┬────────┬──────────►◄

              └ AREA=a,┘                          └ ,BLKSIZE=n┘   └ PRTY=n,┘         

 

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to scan the data area in MUF in physical block order.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
At the database level (meaning that the optional AREA= is not specified) DBID= can repeat. Each occurrence can
specify one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, 100-250).
Limits:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described (when AREA= is not specified).
When AREA= is provided, then a single DBID= with a single value is required.

Default:
(No default)

,OPTION=
Use OPTION=SIZE_AREA to specify that the data area is to be read and a report of the new size needed
presuming current data and definitions.
Limits

:
SIZE_AREA

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords
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AREA=
Identifies the data area where the data space index is to be rebuilt. Omit this keyword to cause action for every
area in the database.
Limits

:
DATACOM-NAME of the area

Default:
All areas in the database

BLKSIZE=
Identifies the data area block size to use for sizing the data area. If it is not provided, use the same block size as
the area is currently using. The BLKSIZE= keyword is allowed only if the AREA=keyword is also provided.
Note: BLKSIZE= applies to the one area coded.
Limits

:
Omitted or 0 (to use default of current area block size) or a number 512 through 32760 the minimum and
maximum block size.

Default:
The current data area block size

PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX (and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR)

The DATASCAN function causes the Multi-User Facility (MUF) task to open the data area and read through the blocks
in physical order. The DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX and VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR options
are provided to help Support diagnose cases with concerns relating to the DSOP options 1-5 with space reuse. These
options are available for Broadcom Support should they be needed. Details of the report are not being provided.

When to Use

Use this option when requested by Broadcom Support for diagnostic purposes.

MUF Connection when DATASCAN OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX or VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF.

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.
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How to Use

The MUF must be active when using this DATASCAN function. This utility function executes only in the MUF. The
database need not be disabled nor the User Requirements Tables closed. Use the following format for this function:

►►─ DATASCAN ─┬────────┬─DBID=n,OPTION=┬VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX ─────┬──┬────────┬─────────────►◄

              └ AREA=a,┘               └VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR ─┘  └ PRTY=n ┘       

 

Command

DATASCAN
Invokes the function to scan the data area in MUF in physical block order.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
At the database level (meaning that the optional AREA= is not specified) DBID= can repeat. Each occurrence can
specify one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, 100-250).
Limits

:
One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described (when AREA= is not specified).
When AREA= is provided, then a single DBID= with a single value is required.

Default:
(No default)

,OPTION=
Use OPTION=VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX or VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR
Limits

:
VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX or VERIFY_SPACE_INDEX_ERR

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the data area to be processed. Omit this keyword to cause action for every area in the database.
Limits

:
DATACOM-NAME of the area

Default:
All areas in the database

PRTY=
Identifies the priority of DB requests in the MUF address space. Use PRTY= to lower the URT priority of this
execution of the
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value
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Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

DBTEST (Execute Test/Analysis Programs)
The DBTEST function of DBUTLTY is a debugging and analysis tool. You can use it to execute the DBTSTPR, DBIDCPR,
and DBIDPPR testing and debugging programs.

NOTE
Although this program executes under the control of DBUTLTY, it does not execute under the special authority of
DBUTLTY.

DBTSTPR
Is the Datacom/DB test program. It executes data access commands without requiring you to code a test program
or assemble a User Requirements Table. The output results of each command can be printed.

DBIDCPR
Is the Datacom/DB Index Area analysis program which allows you to review an Index Area (IXX) for correctness.

DBIDPPR
Is the Datacom/DB Index Area population analysis program. The DBIDPPR program prints an analysis of the
distribution of key values for each level of the Index and totals for each level.

WARNING
The DBTEST function must be preceded by the user requirements definitions, namely DBURSTR, DBURTBL,
and DBUREND. These are considered a set. The control statements containing the data access command
requests are expected to follow the DBTEST function.

The DBURSTR, DBURTBL, and DBUREND functions are nearly identical to the macros required to assemble a User
Requirements Table. In most cases, you can use the input to assemble these macros as input to the DBTEST process.
Parameters not supported and the macros in which they occur are in the following list:

Macro Unsupported Parameters
DBURSTR CBSIO=

CSECT=
JOBSTAT=
OPTMIZE=
TIMEMIN=
TIMESEC=
WRITE=

DBURTBL AREANAM=
DBFLSUB=

NOTE
You cannot run any other DBUTLTY function in the same job step as DBTEST. All the input that follows the
DBTEST command is considered a command or request for the DBTSTPR program.

The DBTSTPR program can run in Single User mode if NO is specified for the MULTUSE= keyword. To invoke the
Datacom/DB test program, execute DBUTLTY using the commands described on the following pages. Maintain the
command input order described next, repeating DBURTBL multiple times to build the applicable User Requirements Table
entries.
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DBTEST Command (DBURSTR)

The first command, DBURSTR, specifies the start of the User Requirements Table (URT) for the Datacom/DB test
program to use. To accept all the keyword defaults for the DBURSTR command, omit the command from the job step.

This function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). You can use it with more than one MUF when you use the
DBURSTR command and specify MULTUSE=YES. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

How to Use

To specify the start of the URT for the Datacom/DB test program to use, execute the following command.

►►─ DBURSTR ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────►

             └─ MULTUSE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,ABEND= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                          └─ NO ────┘               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,PRTY= ─┬─ 7 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,TXNUNDO= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

              └─ n ───┘                 └─ YES ──┘

Command

DBURSTR
Specifies the start of the URT for the Datacom/DB test program to use. You must specify one of the following
keywords, if you include the DBURSTR command in your job step.

Optional Keywords

,ABEND=
Designates whether Datacom/DB or the program controls abnormal termination processing.
YES specifies that Datacom/DB intercepts all abnormal terminations allowed by the operating system and
performs the necessary termination processing.
NO specifies that Datacom/DB does not intercept abnormal terminations.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
MULTUSE=

Specifies whether the program directs requests to the MUF.
YES causes the MUF interface program to be loaded and all requests to be made through the MUF.
NO indicates the program runs in Single-User mode.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
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,PRTY=
Specifies the priority level of the program within the MUF.
Valid Entries:

An integer value from 1 through 15
Default Value:

7
,TXNUNDO=

Specifies whether this task runs with the Transaction Backout option. This option is ignored unless logging is
being performed.
Since maintenance commands are not allowed with DBTEST, this parameter is only provided for compatibility with
the DBURSTR macro. Any value you supply is ignored.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

DBTEST Command (DBURTBL)

The second command, DBURTBL, generates an entry for a Datacom/DB table you are accessing in the submitted
requests. Enter the DBURTBL function multiple times between DBURSTR and DBUREND to generate a User
Requirements Table (URT) with access to multiple tables.

►►─ DBURTBL DBID=n,TBLNAM=t ─┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

                             └─ ,AUTODXC= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,BYOPEN= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,ELMCHG= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘                └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ ,GBMAXR= ─┬─ 255 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,GETBLK= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ x ─────┘                └─ y ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,SEQBUFS= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SYNONYM= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ z ───┘                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘

Command

DBURTBL
Generates an entry for a Datacom/DB table you are accessing in the submitted requests.

Required Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the identifier of the database being accessed.
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Valid Entries:
DATACOM-ID of the database

Default Value:
(No default)

,TBLNAM=
Specifies the DATACOM-NAME of a table in the database specified in the DBID= parameter.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of a table in the database
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,AUTODXC=
Specifies whether GETIT, GSETL, GETPS, RDUNX, RDUNK, RDUBR, and RDUNE commands automatically
drop exclusive control established by any previous command from the same request area.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,BYPOPEN=

Specifies whether the table defined in this function is to be bypassed during open and close processing.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,ELMCHG=

Specifies whether the element list for sequential operations can be changed between GETIT or GETPS
commands. Specifying NO improves execution time because verification of the element list is not required
between commands. If you assign a value other than zero to GETBLK=, the value for ELMCHG= must be NO.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,GBMAXR=

Specifies the maximum number of entries allowed in the blocked GETIT buffer. If UPDATE=YES is specified, the
value of this parameter cannot exceed the value specified for the MUF startup option EXCTLNO.
Valid Entries:

An integer value from 2 through 255
Default Value:

255
,GETBLK=

(MUF only.) Specifies the buffer size used for blocking GETIT or GETPS commands. The buffer must be large
enough to contain at least two request areas and two work areas. If you assign a value other than zero to
GETBLK=, the value for ELMCHG= must be NO, and the value for AUTODXC= must be YES.
Valid Entries:

The integer value 0, or an integer value from 4096 through 61440
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Default Value:
0

,SEQBUFS=
Specifies the number of data buffers the program can use for single block or multiple block read-ahead sequential
processing. Use only positive numbers.
Valid Entries:

An integer value of 0 or from 2 through 128
Default Value:

0
,SYNONYM=

Specifies whether other tables with the same name are included in other DBURTBL entries in this URT
generation. If you enter YES, all requests made for this table must include the database identifier in the request
area.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,UPDATE=

Specifies update authorization. Although you cannot use maintenance commands with the test utility,
UPDATE=YES is required if you intend to test commands that acquire exclusive control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO

DBTEST Command (DBUREND)

Learn about the DBTEST command DBUREND, used to indicate the end of User Requirements Tables (URTs) in Datacom
when conducting debugging and analysis. Find the command syntax and parameters.

The third command, DBUREND, indicates the end of the User Requirements Table (URT).

►►─ DBUREND SYSTEM=OS ─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

                       └─ ,USERINFO=xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ─┘

DBUREND
(Command) Indicates the end of the URT.

SYSTEM=
(Required keyword) Defines the operating system. For z/OS, specify OS.

,USRINFO=
(Optional keyword) Specifies one to 16 characters of user information to be placed as a marker in this URT.
Valid Entries: A 1-character to 16-character string
Default Value: (No default)

DBTEST Command (DBTEST)

The DBUTILTY utility in Datacom includes the DBTEST function for debugging and analysis. The DBTEST Command
(DBTEST), one of four DBTEST commands, identifies the program to be executed.
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►►─ DBTEST PGM= ─┬─ DBTSTPR ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                 ├─ DBIDCPR ─┤

                 └─ DBIDPPR ─┘

Command

DBTEST
Invokes the function to execute a test or analysis program.

Required Keyword

PGM=
Specifies the name of the program to execute.
Valid Entries:

DBTSTPR (see description on DBTEST DBTSTPR (Datacom/DB Test Program))
DBIDCPR (see description on DBTEST DBIDCPR (Index Analysis Program))
DBIDPPR (see description on DBTEST DBIDPPR (Index Population Analysis Program))

Default Value:
(No default)

DBTEST DBTSTPR (Test Program)

Use the DBTSTPR program to test a sequence of native Datacom/DB data access commands. You can examine return
codes and data returned in the work area.

You cannot use DBTSTPR to test:

• Maintenance commands (UPDAT, DELET, ADDIT)
• Logging commands (LOGxx)
• Compound Boolean Selection commands (SELxx)
• Commands that require two key values, for example: CNTKR
• SQL statements (if you have the SQL Mode)

NOTE
The Multi-User Facility (MUF) does not recognize DBTSTPR as a DBUTLTY controlled job with special
privileges.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Control Statements

When you specify DBTSTPR, you must supply control statements immediately following the DBTEST statement in your
job stream. Two types of control statements are accepted by the Datacom/DB test program. The first type specifies
the DUMP printing options. These options remain in effect until the next DUMP statement. The second type of control
statement is the command statement. You can use any valid Datacom/DB random read, sequential read, or locate
command on this statement. The format of each of the control statements follows.

Print Control Statement

The Print Control statement is formatted as follows:

Starting Column Value and Description
1 DUMP=

Required.
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6 Enter one of the following values.
P
Print input statements and one line of returned elements in
character format. The output results of the P option are directed to
SYSPRINT.
R
Print request area and work area in snap dump format.
B
Print a memory dump of the Master List, including buffers.
L
Print a memory dump of the Master List, excluding buffers.
M
Use at the direction of Support.
Print an internal trace of buffer requests (hex).
N
Print nothing and reset (turn off) all print options.

You can enter multiple print control statements. The effect of each control value is cumulative until you enter a print control
statement with DUMP=N specified.

Command Control Statement

The Command Control statement is formatted as follows:

Starting Column Field Length Description
1 5 Requested command code.
6 3 Requested table name.
9 5 Requested key name.
14 1 Null - not used.
15 1 Special control. Can be blank, or can

indicate the number of elements entered
(1, 2, 3). The Element List start column
varies as shown later in this table. The use
of a number (1, 2, or 3) is to allow the key
value length to increase as needed. The
maximum length is limited to 33 positions.

16 4 Optional database ID.
20 15 Key value for commands that require a

value.
35 24 Element List. Varies with the number used

in column 15.
70 2 Repeat factor to cause this command to be

executed from 01 through 99 times.

Any statement with an asterisk (*) in column 1 is treated as a comment statement and printed if the P option is on;
otherwise, it is ignored.

To use a key value larger than 15 bytes in the Command Control Statement, modify the start column of the element list by
placing a control character in column 15 as follows:

Column 15 Contents Maximum Key Length Element List Starting Column Maximum ElementList Entries
Blank 15 35 4
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3 21 41 3
2 27 47 2
1 33 53 1

Example DBTSTPR JCL

The following example shows the commands to build a User Requirements Table for the PMF table in database 1,
allowing no update ability. The DBTEST command invokes the Datacom/DB test program to locate the first key value with
a state/zip code key of TX75000 or greater.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          DBURSTR  MULTUSE=YES

          DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

          DBUREND  SYSTEM=OS

          DBTEST   PGM=DBTSTPR

 DUMP=P

 *CMD TBLKEYNM  DBI KEY            ELEM*4

 LOCKGPMFSTZIP      TX75000

 /*

 

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report DBTSTPR
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURSTR  MULTUSE=YES

 

                    FUNCTION=DBURSTR

                       MULTUSE=YES

 

This page and the next three pages of the report show the following:

• The commands exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

 

                    FUNCTION=DBURTBL
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                       DBID=1

                       TBLNAM=PMF         

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBUREND SYSTEM=OS

 

                    FUNCTION=DBUREND

                       SYSTEM=OS

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBTEST   PGM=DBTSTPR

 

                    FUNCTION=DBTEST

                       PGM=DBTSTPR

 DUMP=P                                                                                  5/25/2003      

 12.01.50

*CMD TBLKEYNM  DBI KEY            ELEM*4                                                              12.01.50

LOCKGPMFSTZIP      TX75000                                                                            12.01.50

TX75243                                                                                   LOCKGPMFSTZIP 

 12.01.50

 

This page of the report shows the following:

DUMP=P
Displays the dump option statement entered requesting input statement display.

ELEM
Displays one line of returned elements.

LOCKG
Displays the first command - a Locate Key.

TX75243
Key value returned from successful execution of the LOCATE KEY.

LOCKGPMFSTZIP
The request area followed by a return code.

12.01.50
The time at which each request was executed.

DBTEST DBIDCPR (Index Analysis Program)

The DBTEST DBIDCPR special utility is a support tool that allows you to review an Index Area (IXX) for correctness.

It scans the Index Area (IXX) for a single database. If the Index Area (IXX) has errors, the utility snaps/dumps the Master
List and terminates. If the utility finds no error, it terminates without a report, but with a good exit.

The DBIDCPR utility only scans the Index Area (IXX). It does not scan the data area, so no verification is done that the
Index matches the data.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use DBIDCPR only at the direction of Support.
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Incomplete Indexes

The utility accepts and skips over an incomplete Index when deleted blocks are found in the Index chains or when a block
is not indexed. These situations are temporary and do not indicate an incorrect Index. However, they could indicate a
problem, so an option is provided to snap/dump a Master List each time either situation is encountered. This program is
selected by setting the value for the PRTY= parameter greater than 7 in the DBURSTR command.

Not Available with External Security

You cannot run this program if the Directory (CXX) is secured with external security.

How to Use

To execute this program:

1. Code a DBURSTR macro with MULTUSE=NO. (See DBTEST Command (DBURSTR).)
2. Code a single DBURTBL macro specifying the database to be processed and a table in that database. The table must

be able to be opened normally. (See DBTEST Command (DBURTBL).)
3. Code a DBUREND macro specifying the operating system in the SYSTEM= parameter. (See DBTEST Command

(DBUREND).)
4. Code the DBTEST function specifying the program (PGM=) as DBIDCPR. (See DBTEST Command (DBTEST).)

Example DBIDCPR JCL

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          DBURSTR  MULTUSE=NO

          DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

          DBUREND  SYSTEM=OS

          DBTEST  PGM=DBIDCPR

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report DBIDCPR
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURSTR  MULTUSE=NO

                    FUNCTION=DBURSTR

                       MULTUSE=NO

This page and the next three pages of the report show the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

After DBIDCPR scans the Index Area (IXX) for a single database, it terminates, if it finds no errors, with a good exit but
without generating a report. If errors are found, however, DBIDCPR snaps/dumps the Master List (see Master List Dump
Example) and terminates.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

                    FUNCTION=DBURTBL

                       DBID=1

                       TBLNAM=PMF

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBUREND  SYSTEM=OS

                    FUNCTION=DBUREND

                       SYSTEM=OS

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBTEST   PGM=DBIDCPR

                    FUNCTION=DBTEST

                       PGM=DBIDCPR

DBTEST DBIDPPR (Index Population Analysis Program)

The DBIDPPR program prints an analysis of the distribution of key values for each level of the Index and totals for each
level.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use DBIDPPR only at the direction of Support in response to a problem because the output produced can be quite large.

DBIDPPR Output

For each low-level (0) DXX block a line is printed with the total number of record pointers, the number of key value data
changes, the key ID, and the length of the stored portion of the key data followed by the highest key value in that block.
However, only character type data is displayed in the report.

The low value is either binary zeros for the first entry or for the high value of the previous entry. See the DBIDPPR Report
on the following pages.

The high value for the last entry of a key ID is binary ones. At the end of every high-level block the totals for that block and
lower blocks are printed.
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How to Use

To execute this program:

1. Code a DBURSTR macro with MULTUSE=NO. If MULTUSE=YES is coded, it is treated as MULTUSE=NO. (See
DBTEST Command (DBURSTR).)

2. Code a single DBURTBL macro specifying the database to be processed and a table in that database. The table must
be able to be opened normally. (See DBTEST Command (DBURTBL).)

3. Code a DBUREND macro specifying the operating system in the SYSTEM= parameter. (See DBTEST Command
(DBUREND).)

4. Code the DBTEST function specifying the program (PGM=) as DBIDPPR. (See DBTEST Command (DBTEST).)

Example DBIDPPR JCL

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          DBURSTR  MULTUSE=NO

          DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

          DBUREND  SYSTEM=OS

          DBTEST   PGM=DBIDPPR

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report DBIDPPR
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURSTR  MULTUSE=NO

                    FUNCTION=DBURSTR

                       MULTUSE=NO

This page and the next three pages of the report show the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBURTBL  DBID=1,TBLNAM=PMF

                    FUNCTION=DBURTBL

                       DBID=1

                       TBLNAM=PMF

                    CONTROL CARD(S)
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                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBUREND  SYSTEM=OS

                    FUNCTION=DBUREND

                       SYSTEM=OS

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    DBTEST   PGM=DBIDPPR

                    FUNCTION=DBTEST

                       PGM=DBIDPPR         

LEVEL  TOTAL PTR'S  DATA CHANGES  KID  LENGTH  HIGH VALUE

    0          368           140    1       4

    0          160            57    1       4

    0          382           177    1       4

    0          419           290    1       4

    0          292           245    1       4

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    1        3,323         1,611        

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    .           .             .     .       .

    0           78            27  203      66  SYSADM                     SYSTABAUTH             TA

    0          158            59  203      65  SYSADM                     TEXT                   H

    1        3,943         1,409

    2      112,059        42,563       

This page of the report shows the following:

LEVEL
Displays the Index level.

TOTAL PTR’S
Displays the total number of record pointers.

DATA CHANGES
Displays the number of key value data changes.

KID
Displays the Key ID.

LENGTH
Displays the length of the stored portion of the key data.
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HIGH VALUE
Displays the highest key value in this block. (Only character type data is displayed.)

The second section
Displays the totals for the preceding block.

The third and final section
Displays the totals for the preceding block and grand totals.

DEFAULT (Control Defaults)
By making use of the ability of the DBIN1PR Macro to process user configuration options prior to normal SYSIN
processing, the DBUTLTY DEFAULT function allows you to control a few defaults.

WARNING
We recommend that you use the DBUTLTY DEFAULT function with caution. We recommend caution because
when most users note a condition code of 0 (zero), they do not additionally view output. Therefore, other than
expected results are not noticed. For that reason, it is simpler and of less potential confusion to all DBUTLTY
users if the actual JCL streams are adjusted for site standards, instead of making use of the DEFAULT function.

NOTE
DBIN1PR is a special process and does not follow the normal statement rules allowed by SYSIN. This includes
placement of blanks and lack of the ability to have a continued statement. For more information about DBIN1PR,
see Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

When to Use DEFAULT

Use the DEFAULT function when you want to control the allowed defaults.

How to Use DEFAULT

Use an alternate (additional) SYSIN with a DBUTLTY DEFAULT function to control certain defaults. Execute the DEFAULT
function using the following command format:

 ►►─ DEFAULT ─┬─ INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn ─┬───────────────────────►◄          

              ├─ INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value ┤        

              ├─ INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO ─────┤

              ├─ KBYTES=9999 ───────────┤

              ├─ OPTIMIZE=YES ──────────┤

              ├─ OPTION1=(I)────────────┤

              ├─ SORT=n ────────────────┤

              ├─ SORTDFLT=YES ──────────┤

              ├─ SORTDD=SORTDD ─────────┤

              ├─ SORTWK=9 ──────────────┤

              └─ UNIT=XXXXXXXX ─────────┘

Command

DEFAULT
Invokes the function to control certain defaults.
Use no blank before DEFAULT when you specify it in columns 1-7. Follow DEFAULT with one blank (and use no
continue lines).

Required Keywords

INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn
INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn gives you the ability to specify a user default nnnn for the block size during an INIT
function with AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index).
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INIT_IXX_OPTION2=value
INIT_IXX_OPTON2=value Provides that for every INIT with AREA=IXX where OPTION2 is not specified, then the
default is applied as OPTION2=value as provided with FORMAT2 or FORMAT1 as the variable.

INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO
INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO gives you the ability to specify a user default for the Old Entry Point support for an index
during an INIT function with AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index). Only
INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO can be specified. The DBUTLTY default of YES is not valid for the DEFAULT function.

Optional Keywords

KBYTES=9999
KBYTES=9999 is a replacement to KBYTES=4 tracks (default) during the LOAD function. The value 9999 is an
exact value and is only allowed for this DEFAULT. The 9999 is not the actual number used as it is rounded down
to 2 cylinders of data during the LOAD and RETIX functions.

OPTIMIZE=YES
OPTIMIZE=YES is a replacement to OPTIMIZE=NO (default). Use this option carefully.

OPTION1=(I)
OPTION1=(I) is a replacement to the standard of no default. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORT=n
SORT=n is the replacement to the default of no SORT. It is applied during the LOAD and RETIX functions. The
use of a sort package is always recommended. It allows the optimization of many parts of LOAD or RETIX for
efficiency. A value of SORT=99999 covers the small or empty loads that might not have the SORT= value set.

SORTDFLT=YES
SORTDFLT=YES is a replacement to SORTDFLT=NO (default). This value is applied during the LOAD function.
Due to requirements and certain consequences, review the standard documentation for a description of
SORTDFLT=YES.

SORTDD=SORTDD
SORTDD=SORTDD is a replacement to no default. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

SORTWK=9
SORTWK=9 is a replacement to SORTWK=3 (default). It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 99.

UNIT=XXXXXXXX
UNIT=XXXXXXXX is the replacement to UNIT=SYSDA. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 8 bytes.

Example

In the case of an INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn, the INIT of an index area (INIT AREA=IXX) allows an optional keyword of
BLKSIZE= that can be specified as numbers from 4096 through 8192. The DBUTLTY default is 4096 or less, optimized for
the device type containing the data set. If you want to replace the default with your own default of, for example, 5555, you
could use an additional SYSIN with the following statement:

 DEFAULT INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=5555

 

For every DBUTLTY execution using this additional SYSIN, if an INIT is done with an AREA=IXX that does not have
BLKSIZE= specified, it is given the user default of BLKSIZE=5555.

Consider the following:
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• The DEFAULT function allows you to override this default. Therefore, if you provided a statement INIT
AREA=IXX,BLKSIZE=8182, for that one INIT, the index would be initialized with a block size of 8192.

• An individual function has no path to requesting the normal default.
• The additional SYSIN can be overridden for any step by having a JOB/STEPLIB pointing to a different DBIN1PR

module.
• If the DBIN1PR module indicates a data set, the additional SYSIN can be overridden for any step by having a DD

statement pointing to a different input.
• All DBIN1PR input is echoed to the console without an option, for example: DB10096I - DBIN1PR PROCESSED -

DEFAULT INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=5555.
• The use of a default does not force an error.

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                      INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=997                                 

 

                    FUNCTION=INIT                                           

                       AREA=IXX                                            

*****- NOTE  -*****    BLKSIZE=05555  DB10028I - DBIN1PR DEFAULT APPLIED    

                       DBID=00997                                            

 

This page of the report shows that, to make the DEFAULT more visible in the report, a note and message are displayed to
indicate that a DEFAULT has been applied.

DEFRAG (Defragment Index)
The DBUTLTY DEFRAG function defragments or compresses the DXX, that is, the "lowest" level of the IXX that contains
key values and pointers to actual rows. The DBUTLTY DEFRAG function provides a simpler way to accomplish much the
same results as performing an INIT to the Index Area (IXX) and then doing a RETIX or LOAD of the DBID.

For the INIT function to operate on the IXX, the DBID must be completely offline to other users. However, the DEFRAG
function runs through the MUF and allows the DBID to remain online and usable to other applications during the DEFRAG
process.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

DEFRAG Overview

Datacom/DB manages index space usage at the block level. The process of adding index entries and pointers adds to an
existing index block until it is full. At that point the index must be split. Datacom/DB chooses intelligent split points based
on the pattern of maintenance to the existing block and, from there, continues filling existing blocks until they must split.

Based on the above add patterns, each low-level (DXX) block represents a given key range into which future adds may
fill. If only some of the pointers or entries are deleted in a given block, the space formerly occupied by them is available
for new adds, but only within the key range of that block. When future adds are all outside this range, index fragmentation
results.

If all entries are deleted from an index block, it is reclaimed as a free block and is then available for future use. In this
case, no fragmentation exists.

Instead of defragmenting the IXX by performing an INIT of the IXX then doing a RETIX or LOAD of the DBID, you can
simply use the DEFRAG function. The DEFRAG function does not alter the high-level IXX blocks or lower the number of
index levels.
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Locking

DEFRAG SMP locking is used to interact with backwards processing in the index, such as when a LOCBR command
is issued. In such cases, DEFRAG obtains an exclusive SMP lock at the start of each key ID processing. If there are no
backward requests for this key ID during the life of the DEFRAG, the lock is simply maintained. If there is a backward
request during the process, DEFRAG notes where it is in the DXX and frees the SMP lock to allow the backward process
to run. DEFRAG then reestablishes the lock, rereads its blocks, and continues as before. Backwards processing obtains
a shared SMP lock. Information about DEFRAG SMP locking can be found in the SMP Informational Report obtained
by specifying it with the SMPTASK MUF startup option. See the description of the DEFRAG event shown in the SMP
Informational Report section.

Processing

The DEFRAG function is necessarily an I/O intensive process. Before two blocks can be merged, they are written to
DASD, if they are already in the pipeline. Each write in the merge process is an immediate write.

When two blocks are chosen to be merged, their block numbers and information are written to IXX control block. If
the Multi-User Facility (MUF) fails, restart (or any open of the DBID for update) uses this information to ensure that the
index is consistent in regard to those two blocks. If you decide not to restart the DBID and then attempt to open the DBID
as read-only, the open fails with a return code 43(005).

The merged-to block is always written first. The merged-from block is then deleted and written. Write I/O errors during
the DEFRAG process are unlikely. If any should occur, they are handled in the following way. If it is on the first block (the
merged-to block) the block is simply marked invalid, which requires a future user of the block to reread it from DASD, and
the DEFRAG terminates. If it is on the second block (the newly deleted block), the index is marked in the MUF memory
as unusable. No I/O reads at the DXX level are allowed. You should close the DBID and correct the cause of the I/O
error. When the DBID is reopened for update, the same correcting code that exists for system failure runs and deletes the
second block. If the I/O error persists, the index has to be initialized and rebuilt using the RETIX function, that is, dealt with
the same as any other I/O error problem.

Restrictions

The DEFRAG function:

• Cannot be used with entry points other than DBNTRY, that is, cannot be used with old entry points. If the IXX is already
open in the MUF when DEFRAG begins, the DEFRAG process checks to see if there have been any old entry point
users for that DBID since the physical IXX was opened. If the answer to that test is no, DEFRAG continues. If the
answer to that test is yes, DEFRAG ends with a return code 94(072).
While DEFRAG is running, you can run an old entry point request against the DEFRAG DBID, but if that is done the
DEFRAG function of DBUTLTY stops with a return code of 94(072).

• Cannot be run in a MUFplex environment if two or more MUFs are enabled.

Stopping DEFRAG

The index defragmentation is subject to REQABORT if you want to stop it while it is running. This REQABORT is non-
destructive and leaves the index perfectly usable.

Security Considerations

If DBUTLTY is externally secured, you must have access to this DTUTIL resource: cxxname.DBUTLTY.DEFRAG. There
are no underlying table rights.

Report includes information about the DXX index level and also IXX index level

The report naturally provides information about the DXX blocks within the index data set. The report has been enhanced
to also track and report the number of high-level index blocks that have a usage for the different DXX key IDs involved.
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This high-level information is not usually needed and can be ignored. It might have a value if using BUFFER_POOL_DEF
statement in MUF to separate buffer pools by DBID or sets of bases. In this case it may be valuable to know the size
needed for IXX buffers different than DXX buffers. Because of how high-level blocks can be shared across key ID values,
there will not always be a perfect accounting of the number of buffers.

Using DEFRAG

When to Use

Use the DEFRAG function when you want to defragment the index (IXX).

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the DEFRAG function using the following command
format:

►►─ DEFRAG DBID=n ─┬─────────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────┬───────►

                   └─ ,KEYID=n ─┬──────────────────┬─┘ └─ ,PERCENT=n ─┘

                                ├─ ,FIRSTKEY= ─ n ─┤

                                └─ ,LASTKEY= ─ n ──┘

►───┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

    └─ PRTY=n ─┘

Command

DEFRAG
Invokes the DEFRAG function.

Required Keywords

DBID=
Specify the name of the DBID that you want to use.
Limits

:
A valid DBID

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

,KEYID=
Specify the DATACOM-ID of the key that you want to use for this execution of the DEFRAG function.
When you do not specify a KEYID=, all of the key IDs in the database are subjected to defragmentation.
If by analyzing past executions you know that certain key IDs do not benefit from defragmentation, you can
exclude those key IDs from being defragmented by using KEYID= to specify a single key ID that does benefit from
a DEFRAG execution.
If more than one key ID benefits from defragmentation, specify a separate DEFRAG execution for each of those
key IDs.
Limits

:
3-digit DATACOM-ID of the desired key

Default:
(No default)
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,FIRSTKEY= and/or ,LASTKEY=
If you specify KEYID=, you can use FIRSTKEY= and/or LASTKEY= to limit DEFRAG to a segment of the
specified key. We recommend you allow FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= to default. The DEFRAG function normally
defaults to include the full specified key range from low values to high values. FIRSTKEY= overrides the default
starting position while LASTKEY= overrides the default ending position, limiting what is processed by DEFRAG.
If one keyword is specified and the other is not specified, a default value is selected for the missing keyword.
Normal Datacom key lengths are from 1 through 180 bytes. The key value data entered for FIRSTKEY= and
LASTKEY= can be from 0 (zero) through 59 bytes long. You only need to code the number of positions of the
key value that are significant to you, but be aware that the value coded is left justified regardless of key field data
type. The utility pads the low order or remaining positions of the key value with low values on FIRSTKEY= and
high values on LASTKEY=. To DEFRAG the entire key in one step, specify neither FIRSTKEY= nor LASTKEY=.
Alternately, you could specify FIRSTKEY=00 and/or LASTKEY=00 to cause processing to start at low values and
end at high values. The length of zero indicates that the padded key values (low values and high values) are to be
used.
The data is not edited or interpreted. Therefore, if the key value data you need to enter is in binary, you must set
up the JCL using a hexadecimal mode display and enter the key value data in hexadecimal. This data can contain
blanks, commas, and any other special characters. Datacom/DB cannot edit this data for syntax, so the control
statement can look invalid, especially when it includes blanks or commas or key value data containing English
words. For example, FIRSTKEY=12121212121212 means the length is 12, key value is 121212121212. Another
example, FIRSTKEY=10FIRSTKEY10 means the length is 10, key value is FIRSTKEY10.
Limits

:
A 2-byte length (in a range of 00 through 59) followed by a character string of key value bytes (for the
length specified) that represents the key value.

Default:
The starting/ending position of the full key range from low to high values.

,PERCENT=n
PERCENT= defaults to 100, which means all DXX blocks that can be merged will be merged. Therefore, any
block that is less than completely full is a merge candidate. PERCENT=0 (zero) is treated as PERCENT=100.
Coding a value between 1 and 99 means you want to tune which DXX blocks qualify as a merge candidate. Each
DXX block has its current populated percentage compared to the number specified. If it is less than the specified
percent, it is a merge candidate.

NOTE
We recommend that you do not code a value for PERCENT= but allow it to default to 100

,PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

Example JCL
The following example shows the command to defragment an index with DBID=781.
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NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JDL Requirements .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          DEFRAG  DBID=781

 /*

Sample Report (DEFRAG)

The following example  is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

DEFRAG  DBID=781

 

FUNCTION=DEFRAG

   DBID=00781

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

If a single key ID is requested with the keyword KEYID then only that key ID is provided. Without the keyword the report
provides one line for each key ID defined for the database. In addition, it prints one line for each internal key ID that is in
use for index area.

The column BLOCKS BEFORE provides the number of low-level DXX index blocks found for the key ID before the defrag
action.

The column BLOCKS COMBINED provides the number of those blocks that had sufficient space in a pair to combine into
one block.

The column BLOCKS DELETED provides the number of the blocks found as currently empty and available to be deleted
from this key ID and made part of the index free space blocks.

The column BLOCKS AFTER provides the number of blocks remaining after any combination and/or delete.

The column PERCENT DELETED provides the percent of the before blocks removed by combination or delete.

The column NOTES provides a short test of what an internal key ID is used for.

The column Index area provides the name of the index area such as IXX or I01 through I99.

The column HIGH LEVEL INDEX BLOCKS provides the number of HIGH LEVEL IXX index blocks that includes one or
more entries for this key ID. Because multiple key ID values may share one high level IXX index block the total 'might' be
higher than actually exist..

Following the one or more key ID print lines is a total line for that key ID.
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Following the total line is optionally a second report that provides totals by index area. This is only printed if multiple index
areas are involved in the key ID report section. The columns are similar to the key ID reported columns.  

Example 1 report with a single key ID (DEFRAG DBID=-297,KEYID=2)

                                                     DEFRAG REPORT        

               BLOCKS         BLOCKS         BLOCKS         BLOCKS         PERCENT              INDEX     HIGH

 LEVEL 

KEY ID         BEFORE       COMBINED        DELETED          AFTER         DELETED  NOTES        AREA   INDEX

 BLOCKS

     2            688              0              0            688            0.00                102        

      4       

TOTALS            688              0              0            688            0.00                102        

      4

Example 2 report  with a Multiple Dataset Index (DEFRAG DBID=0297)

                                                     DEFRAG REPORT                                           

      

              BLOCKS        BLOCKS        BLOCKS        BLOCKS  PERCENT                         INDEX    HIGH

 LEVEL

KEY ID        BEFORE      COMBINED       DELETED         AFTER  DELETED  NOTES                   AREA  INDEX

 BLOCKS

                                                                                                             

      

     1            53            10            24            29    45.28                           I01        

     1

     2            85            28            32            53    37.64                           I02        

     1

     3            23             2             2            21     8.69                           I03        

     1

     4            39            18            19            20    48.71                           I04        

     1

     5            23            14            14             9    60.86                           I05        

     1

     6            12             8             8             4    66.66                           I06        

     1

     7            12             8             8             4    66.66                           I07        

     1

     8            57            39            39            18    68.42                           I08        

     1

     9            65             3             3            62     4.61                           I00        

     1

    11            11             1             2             9    18.18                           I00        

     1

    12            13             0             3            10    23.07                           I00        

     1

    98             0             0             0             0     0.00                           I00        

     1

    99             0             0             0             0     0.00                           I00        

     1

 39327             1             0             0             1     0.00  DATA FREE SPACE          IXX        

     1
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 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I00        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I01        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I02        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I03        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I04        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I05        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I06        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I07        

     1

 39321             1             0             0             1     0.00  INDEX FREE SPACE         I08        

     1

TOTALS           403           131           154           249    38.21                                      

    23

 

                                                    DEFRAG REPORT - TOTALS BY INDEX AREA

INDEX        BLOCKS        BLOCKS        BLOCKS        BLOCKS  PERCENT    HIGH LEVEL    

AREA         BEFORE      COMBINED       DELETED         AFTER  DELETED    INDEX BLOCKS  

                                                                                        

  IXX             1             0             0             1     0.00               1  

  I01            54            10            24            30    44.44               2  

  I02            86            28            32            54    37.20               2  

  I03            24             2             2            22     8.33               2  

  I04            40            18            19            21    47.50               2  

  I05            24            14            14            10    58.33               2  

  I06            13             8             8             5    61.53               2  

  I07            13             8             8             5    61.53               2  

  I08            58            39            39            19    67.24               2 

   

NOTE

• In the report all user keyids which are processed have statistics printed. Any special keyid (those with notes,
that is, INDEX FREE SPACE, DATA FREE SPACE, and so on.) only print statistics if it has at least one DXX
block. This example does not contain an exhaustive list of the special keyids.

• The INDEX FREE SPACE key ID exists in every index area once it has a deleted block.
• There is a printed statistic of "blocks deleted". This contains two things.

– The first is DXX blocks which DEFRAG found already deleted but which the index queue has not yet
processed.

– The second are blocks which the DEFRAG itself deletes.
These are typically blocks which are combined with other blocks, but they may also be something like a
cleanup of logically deleted entries which were still physically present in the DXX when DEFRAG ran. Hence
DEFRAG can be used as a form of DXX TSN cleanup.
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EDIT (Validate Syntax)
The EDIT function of DBUTLTY checks the syntax of one or more function keyword sets without executing the functions.
When the EDIT function is specified, DBUTLTY edits all of the commands and the keywords that follow them for missing
or invalid input. DBUTLTY displays all of the input that is accepted.

This function does not attempt to verify that any database, area, or table specified in the input actually exists. The editing
is for most conditions, but not every edit occurs when the function is completely processed.

The EDIT function does not open any Datacom/DB tables.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use EDIT

Use the EDIT function when setting up JCL for a DBUTLTY function for the first time or when making changes to JCL.

How to Use EDIT

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the Multi-User Facility (MUF) active. To edit a stream of
DBUTLTY functions, execute DBUTLTY using the following command format preceding the input stream to be edited:

►►─ EDIT ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

EDIT
Invokes the EDIT function for the input stream following this command. This must be the first input control
statement in the input stream.

Example JCL (EDIT)

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          EDIT

          DBURSTR  ABEND=YES,MULTUSE=YES

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

EDIT

 

FUNCTION=EDIT
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DB10016I - EDIT ONLY, NO FUNCTION(S) PROCESSED  

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.
• Message DB10016I indicates an EDIT was in process.
• An analysis of the keywords encountered and expected with the command being edited. Datacom/DB flags any errors

with a note in the left margin.

CONTROL CARD(S)

........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

DBURSTR ABEND=YES,MULTUSE=YES

 

FUNCTION=DBURSTR

   ABEND=YES

   MULTUSE=YES

 

 

 

DB10016I - EDIT ONLY, NO FUNCTION(S) PROCESSED

ENCRYPT (Facilitate Data Encryption)
The main purpose of the DBUTLTY ENCRYPT function is to facilitate the data encryption feature of Datacom/DB. The
data encryption feature allows tables to store encrypted data. This table-level option is available in z/OS environments
only. The method of doing encryption and decryption is called basic encryption.

With encryption, every DBUTLTY function that accesses rows of a table from (or to) DASD in the DBUTLTY address
space must be done with an authorized execution of DBUTLTY. The same is true for setting or changing any encryption
function.

Running not authorized generates an error code ‘N’ during READRXX, DBUTLTY SPLIT, RECOVERY, or REPORT
AREA=RXX. The LXX flag indicating encrypted data can only be reset by an INIT or RESET of the LXX.

WARNING
The error code ‘N’ just mentioned is for any read of an RXX, no matter whether a particular RXX contains
encrypted data. Termination occurs before access to any RXX data. Datacom does not bring potentially
encrypted data into memory for an unauthorized user to attack.

NOTE
For DBUTLTY External Security, ENCRYPT has a function of ENCRYPT with no sub function and no table
rights.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use ENCRYPT

Use the ENCRYPT function when you want to facilitate the data encryption feature of Datacom/DB by using the
SET_BASIC_KEY_1 option.

SET_BASIC_KEY_1 sets the basic key 1 used for tables that are defined in that in CXX as using basic encryption.
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Opening and Backing Up Encrypted Tables

Opening a Table that is Defined as Encrypted

During the opening of a table defined as encrypted, Datacom/DB performs an edit (validation check).

The edit continues with validation that the table definition being opened matches the definition either during the LOAD
of the area or during the REPLACE of the table. This edit set is not for every facet of definition but for those facets that
would clearly block the successful decryption of data. The current list of facets that must match (and that have not been
changed) include the following:

• table name
• table ID
• row length
• use of DB compression
• use of user compression and its user data
• variable-length table (VSAM-T)
• recovery option
• encryption type and method

DBUTLTY LOAD and REORG BASIC Encryption Functions

Each DBUTLTY LOAD (or REORG) copies the current CXX key 1 information to the data area control block and uses
that information for all basic encryption. A REPLACE function uses the basic encryption information in the control block,
if it has been set. If not set, REPLACE copies the key 1 information from the CXX and sets the area as not openable by
releases before Version 14.0.

In addition to the CXX encryption information, the data area has table level information also preserved to help ensure that
data can be accessed correctly.

The addition of the CXX information and table information can cause the data block size to be insufficient to load the data.
If this occurs, a return code is issued and the load terminated. This is likely only for areas with a high number of tables
(the maximum is 240) and areas that have a small block size, for example, less than 4096.

A data area loaded with encryption is set at a ‘level’ that is not openable by releases of Datacom/DB before Version 14.0,
ensuring that back-level code does not try to read or add data out of sync with encryption options.

Similar to the REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=K that can print the encryption information stored in the CXX, the copy stored
in the data area can be reported. Because they are intended to always match, this should be a rare need. As such, it is
added to the REPORT TYPE=U function where a DD statement is provided to a data set considered as unknown. The
execution for a data set that contains encrypted data formats the information similarly to the TYPE=K report.

How to Use ENCRYPT

SET_BASIC_KEY_n Option

To set the basic key 1 that is used for tables defined, in that CXX, as using basic encryption, use the DBUTLTY ENCRYPT
function as shown in the following syntax:

►► DBUTLTY ENCRYPT OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1,OPTION2=x,OPTION4=y ────►◄

OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1
(Required) Basic encryption key 1 is stored in the CXX and available to functions LOAD, REORG, and REPLACE
as needed.
Value 1 is used with every DBUTLTY LOAD or REORG (with the LOAD option)), or REPLACE if the area has
no other encrypted tables, done to an area that has an encrypted table and is the value stored in the data area
control block to ensure successful access.
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,OPTION2=
x,OPTION4=y
(Required) We recommend that you request Datacom to generate a random key value. Request a random key
value by specifying an asterisk (*) for both OPTION2= and OPTION4= (that is, OPTION2=*,OPTION4=*).
If you want to select the encryption key value of 32 bytes in length, specified as 64 hexadecimal digits (0-9 and A-
F), use the options without the asterisks. The x is replaced by 32 digits representing the first half of the selected
key. The y is replaced by 32 digits representing the second half of the selected key. If the x and y values are both
set as all zeros, the values are never used as an encryption keys but are instead considered to be the absence of
a key, which is therefore a way to delete a key.
The keys are considered "handles" of the actual encryption key to be used. The conversion of the handle or
external key to the internal key is never intended to be made public. The key handles are saved in the CXX. When
not setting the key to zeros to remove it, the values for OPTION2= and OPTION4= cannot have more than two
repeating values and must have at least one occurrence of each possible hex value (0-9 and A-F).
A basic encryption key can only be set using an enabled Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Examples

//DBUTLTY   EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                 

*                                            

 ENCRYPT OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1,             

 OPTION2=*,                                  

 OPTION4=*                                   

 ENCRYPT OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1,             

 OPTION2=1722EB3B75817A5A0787E6FB6B4D6C99,   

 OPTION4=24A3841C6B365D0E3E17791F77110211    

Example JCL (ENCRYPT)
The following example shows the command to use the basic ENCRYPT function.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only
examples. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         ENCRYPT OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1,OPTION2=*,OPTION4=*

 /*

Sample Report (ENCRYPT)

DBUTLTY provides a report that includes encryption information, including any basic encryption key information and
the tables encrypted. The new report is requested by the REPORT function with a combination of keywords having
AREA=CXX and TYPE=K. The report is available to all users and starts by providing the full CXX information also
provided by a REPORT AREA=CXX without a DBID keyword and with either no TYPE= keyword or TYPE=B. After that
information is provided, the known encryption information is provided. That encryption information is not considered a
secret. Having this special report allows you to externally secure the use of this DBUTLTY function.

NOTE
For DBUTLTY External Security, REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=K uses REPORT.ENCRYPT with no table rights.

The DBUTLTY BACKUP AREA=CXX function backs up the encryption information stored in the CXX. The information
restored to the CXX by either the LOAD AREA=CXX function or the CXXCLONE function when the options DBID is not
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specified. However, only if no DBID is provided to restore the entire CXX is the encryption key information restored to a
CXX using DBUTLTY functions LOAD AREA=CXX and CXXCLONE.

Examples

The following example is a sample report. For an example of the report header, see Sample Report Headers.

REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=K   

CONTROL AREA DIRECTORY

DBCRBAS REQUIREMENT (ALL BASES OPEN)  -    53,360           CXX ENQ  -  LOCAL

NUMBER OF DATA BASES -    24                                DATA HIGH USED MARK  -  NO

DEVICE TYPE - 3390                                          DATASET EXTENT VALIDATION  -  NO

DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION ALLOWED - YES                       DATA FAST SEARCH  -  NO

SECURE USING JOBNAME - NO                                   CXX LEVEL -   1

SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE USER - NO                            SINGLE USER ALLOWED  -  YES

SQL MODE - SUPPORT ACTIVE - NO                              SIMPLIFY MODE  -  YES

           DATADICTIONARY BASE -     0

           DATA DEFINITION DIRECTORY BASE -     0

ENCRYPTION HARDWARE SUPPORT - A(AES-128)=Y B(AES-192)=Y C(AES-256)=Y                                         

   

ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASIC                                                                               

   

KEY   - NOT USED

KEY 2 - NOT USED

DBID    TABLE  TYPE               METHOD

0789  C01    B(BASIC)           A(AES128)

0789  C02    B(BASIC)           B(AES192)

Following is another example.

ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASIC                                                         

KEY 1 - 041537850CEFFEDB6044E27F4A723139576293FF08E2772B4BFDAC9B7B4F1B16    ccyy/mm/dd

In the examples just shown, the following fields are defined as follows:

ENCRYPTION HARDWARE SUPPORT
The ENCRYPTION HARDWARE SUPPORT line in the TYPE=K report tells whether the hardware running the
report supports the A, B, or C options. Attempts to use encryption without this support cannot be successful.

ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASIC
The ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASIC section in the TYPE=K report tells the current KEY 1 value. It is set
using DBUTLTY function ENCRYPT with OPTION=SET_BASIC_KEY_1. If the key has not been set, it is reported
as NOT USED, but if set the date last set is reported

NOTE
This is not the actual key being used but the external form of the key.

Table Information
The following section provides information about every table in the CXX that has encryption defined. But because
the section only reflects encrypted tables, if none exist the section does not exist. When it does exist, however,
it provides the DBID and table name with encryption. It also provides the type of encryption and method of
encryption.

NOTE
Tables that are in history status and those not history status are listed (for a description of history status,
see the full CXX report example).

Encryption Information in Full CXX Report without TYPE=A
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The table information relating to encryption is provided as part of a full REPORT AREA=CXX without TYPE=A. An
example of the changed lines are:

TABLE NAME - C01                                          

.                                                         

RECOVER  - YES   ENCRYPTION - NONE     LOGGING  - YES            

PIPELINE - YES                                            

TABLE NAME - C02                                          

.

RECOVER  - YES   ENCRYPTION - B(BASIC)           A(AES128)LOGGING  -

YES            

PIPELINE - YES            

TABLE NAME - F01

.

RECOVER  - YES   ENCRYPTION - B(BASIC)           B(AES192)LOGGING  -

YES            

PIPELINE - YES            

EXTBKUP (Extract from Backup File)
The EXTBKUP function of DBUTLTY reads a backup file and writes extract of backup format data to the output data sets.

WARNING
Prior to the execution of the EXTBKUP function, one or more FILEOUT functions must have been specified.
FILEOUT functions define which tables are extracted by the EXTBKUP function. See FILEOUT (Define Output
Data Sets).

A backup file contains records for one or more tables, based upon the area or database content, and optional control
statements provided to the backup utility. The EXTBKUP function can extract one or more tables from a backup file,
as specified by the user. The function can also expand compressed data on the backup to a new backup file with no
compressed records.

EXTBKUP with FORMAT=EXTRACT generates data in expanded form. An extract file is not compressed and contains
no Datacom control information. However, backup files always contain control information and may or may not contain
compressed data. Compressed data, if present, can be in the Datacom form or in a user compression form, such as
the Datacom Presspack. EXTBKUP uses the control information on the backup file to know what tables exist, the row
size, and compression options.

The FILEOUT function (see FILEOUT (Define Output Data Sets)) is used to define one or more output data sets for
EXTBKUP. If the table is empty, FILEOUT creates a valid null output data set.

EXTBKUP usually writes each data record as a fixed-length record in a fixed-block format.

Output files have a block size as specified in the JCL or a default of the operating system maximum, based upon device
type. TAPE is blocked up to 32767, and DISK is blocked up to 27998.

When using the EXTBKUP function, an error occurs after one the following scenarios:

• No FILEOUT statements were provided, or if
• The input file is not a valid Datacom backup file produced by r10 or later, that is, backups produced

by Datacom releases before r10 are not supported.

EXTBKUP reads the control records at the start of the backup and edits them to see if the backup represents all tables
selected by the FILEOUT statements.

NOTE
Tables are not required to have rows present.
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The z/OS input concatenation of multiple individual backup files is supported by EXTBKUP.

Prior to the EXTBKUP function, one or more FILEOUT functions must have been specified to define which tables are
extracted.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use EXTBKUP

Use the EXTBKUP function when you intend to process table information for use with the Datacom Datadictionary Record
Migration Facility utility (DDRMFLM) in fixed-block format or for use outside the Datacom environment.

You can also use EXTBKUP FORMAT=BACKUP to create an uncompressed copy of the backup file.

How to Use EXTBKUP

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the EXTBKUP function using the following command
format:

Extract from Backup File (z/OS)

►►─ EXTBKUP DDNAME=dddddddd, ─┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

                              └─ FORMAT= ─┬─ EXTRACT ─┬─┘

                                          └─ BACKUP ──┘

Command

EXTBKUP
Invokes the function to extract data from a backup file in expanded form.

Required Keywords

• DDNAME=
Specifies the name of the input backup file.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Optional Keywords
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FORMAT=
If you do not specify FORMAT= or if you specify FORMAT=EXTRACT, output is one or more extracted files, as
was the case before Version 12.0 (in r11). If you specify FORMAT=BACKUP, the output is a single file in backup
format with all records compressed by any option to be expanded. When FORMAT=BACKUP, you are required
to have a previous single FILEOUT function to define the single output file, and in that FILEOUT function the
keyword TABLE= must be set to *** (three asterisks) to specify that all tables be written to the output file.
In support of FORMAT=, message DB13279E could be received if there is an edit error.

NOTE
VAR or NONE are not valid entries for FORMAT= in EXTBKUP and, if specified, are considered an
error.

Example JCL (EXTBKUP)
The following example shows the command to extract the data table POL in area POL in database 1 to the
output data set, POLOUT. The FILEOUT statement is shown immediately before the EXTBKUP line.

NOTE
Use the following  example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //POLOUT   DD DSN=db001.pol,DISP=SHR              Output extract file

 //INFILE   DD DSN=infile,DISP=SHR                 Input data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          FILEOUT  DDNAME=POLOUT,TABLE=POL

          EXTBKUP  DDNAME=INFILE

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Information is reported about the AREA, TABLE, TABLEID, and number of records extracted. Zero records indicated
that a null extract file was created because there were no records on the backup file. Each table specified in a FILEOUT
statement (see FILEOUT (Define Output Data Sets)) must be found in the control records for the input backup file. If any
of the specified tables are not found in the control records for the input backup file, a message in the report indicates the
invalid table name, and the utility terminates as a failure.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

FILEOUT DDNAME=POLOUT,TABLE=POL

FUNCTION=FILEOUT

   DDNAME=POLOUT

   TABLE=POL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.
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CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

EXTBKUP DDNAME=INFILE

FUNCTION=EXTBKUP

   DDNAME=INFILE

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

DBUTLTY    42,395  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX       1  NAT   NO

OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION

AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS

POL   POL     4           4        

This page of the report shows the following:

Confirmation that records were extracted from the requested table, as specified by the FILEOUT statement.

EXTEND (Extend Data or Index Areas)
The EXTEND function of DBUTLTY expands an existing data area or index area and formats the space acquired. The
function also updates the data or index area control record, informing Datacom/DB that additional space is available.

NOTE
You cannot use EXTEND to decrease the size of an area.

Once the EXTEND function completes, the new area is immediately available for use without any further changes to the
system. Any job that starts after the completion of the EXTEND function can use this newly allocated space.

NOTE
Data and index areas can be dynamically extended when they become full.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use EXTEND

Use the EXTEND function to increase the space available in a data or index area. You can use EXTEND:

• When planning for future growth.
• When an area becomes full or nearly full.

NOTE
A Multi-Dataset Index area (I00-99) can only be extended if the IXX Index Area is initialized and able to be open
for processing. This requirement does not exist for the IXX Index Area and data areas.

In Simplify mode, the function expects Multi-User Facility (MUF) to be enabled. This provides control and protection. If
MUF is not enabled, this function should wait for MUF to enable. If you have to execute the function without MUF enabled,
for example if it is needed to allow restart to execute, the function must either follow a function that can only run with
MUF not enabled or follow a function to acknowledge MUF is not enabled with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.
It is possible (but not recommended) to use SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. The function without
MULTUSE=YES and MUF enabled does not require or want the database to be closed but there must be no open URT for
any table in the base.
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How Space Is Allocated for an EXTEND

The additional space into which a database data or index area is to be extended can be allocated in one of four ways:

1. Dynamic allocation is always allowed.
If you specified a secondary allocation parameter when you originally allocated the data set containing the area, you
need not supply an z/OS JCL DD statement when running EXTEND (unless a new volume is being added).
As long as all secondary allocations for the data set have not already been used and sufficient space exists on the
last volume allocated to the area to contain the secondary allocation, the EXTEND function automatically requests
another extent that is the size of the original secondary allocation specification. The function initializes this new space
and resets the control record for the area accordingly.

2. You can supply an z/OS JCL DD statement with a disposition (DISP=) of SHR or OLD and include a SPACE
parameter with a secondary allocation amount. As in the previous case, the EXTEND function causes the allocation of
this secondary space amount (provided all secondary allocations have not been exhausted), initializes the new space,
and resets the control record.

3. You can cause the EXTEND function to add another disk volume to the data set, allocate additional space on the new
volume, and initialize the new space. To do this, you must specify an additional disk volume serial number in the z/OS
JCL DD statement.
Also, there must be less space available on the last volume currently allocated to the data set containing the area than
you specify for the secondary allocation. This forces allocation of the next extent on the new volume.
To use this method:
a. Uncatalog the data set manually (for example, using IEFBR14).
b. Extend the data set and specify the following in the JCL:

• Code a SPACE parameter in the DD statement for the area that has a primary quantity equal to the initial
primary allocation amount and specify the secondary quantity with the amount by which to extend the data set.

• For the VOL=SER information, specify the volumes in the same order by which the file was allocated and
extended.

• With the new volume serial number, specify DISP=(OLD,CATLG).
4. You can move the data or index area to another larger data set on another volume of the same device type. You can

do this using a non-Datacom/DB utility.
In this case, the EXTEND function compares information from the IBM Data Extent Block (DEB) to the control record
information. EXTEND then formats any new blocks based on the extent information from the DEB. The function
updates the control record to reflect the new block count.

Verifying the Extend

Use the CXX Report Type A (see Type A - Directory Space Utilization) to verify that the total number of tracks match what
the VTOC has for all volumes on which the data set is placed. If the number of tracks are wrong, restore the data set.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down
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• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database will be opened for update if not already.
• All areas will be closed if open.
• The utility will execute with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open URT.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets EXTEND executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use EXTEND

Execute the EXTEND function using the following command format:

►►─ EXTEND AREA= ─┬─ aaa ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─ ,DBID=n ──────────────►◄

                  │       └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ │

                  │                     └─ YES ──┘   │

                  └─ index-area ─┬───────────────┬───┘

                                 └─ IXXAREA=aaa ─┘

Command

EXTEND
Invokes the function for Index or data area expansion and formatting.

Required Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the area to be extended, where aaa is the name of the area to extend, and where index-area indicates
that the index area of the database is to be extended.
Valid Entries:

the index area of the database or the DATACOM-NAME of the data area in the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

Identifies the database for which the area expansion is required.
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Valid Entries:
DATACOM-ID of the database

Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keyword

,MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) In support of area level DBUTLTY control, specifying MULTUSE=YES in
the EXTEND function for a data area allows a single area in a database to be extended with no disabling of the
other areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the function executes in a format that is a combination of
MUF and Single User modes. The database involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF address
space. The area, however, must have no tables open. Once begun, the function does not allow other tasks to
open any tables in the area being processed. Other tables in the database, but not in the area, may be open
for read or update in the same MUF. The actual data set open is performed in the utility region, and the JCL
requirements are applied to the utility region.

NOTE
The operating system performs the catalog portion of the DD statement DISP option when the DD
statement is removed. This occurs at job step termination. Therefore, if you were to change the volume
list during an extend, do not expect the MUF to correctly open this area until after the step completes.
This restricts the DBUTLTY functions that succeed when following a catalog change.

When you specify or allow the default of MULTUSE=NO in the EXTEND function for data areas, the function
executes completely in Single User mode.
For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
IXXAREA=aaa

The IXXAREA= keyword is optional when AREA=IXX is also specified and if the database has a single index
area, but if specified, it must be specified as IXX. If the database has a Multi-Dataset Index, however, the keyword
is required and must be set to a single index area, that is, the name of one of the index areas (IXX or Inn, where
nn can be 00 to 99).
Valid Entries:

IXX or I00 to I99
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL (EXTEND)
The following example shows the command to extend data area DEM for database 001 and to format the
newly extended space.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set
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 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          EXTEND  AREA=DEM,DBID=1

 /*

In the DEM001 statement above, the space parameter is not required if the DEM area was previously
allocated with secondary extents. It is required when changing the secondary value or when a new volume is
added.

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

EXTEND AREA=DEM,DBID=1

FUNCTION=EXTEND

   AREA=DEM

   DBID=1

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    DEM - STATUS INFORMATION

                    DEVICE TYPE -    3380

                    BLOCK LENGTH -  1,024

                    BLOCKS/TRACK -     31

 

                    BLOCKS IN USE -        13

                    BLOCKS UNUSED -       142

                    TOTAL BLOCKS -        155

                    TOTAL TRACKS -          5

                    PERCENT FULL -          9

This page of the report shows the following:

Report of space allocated and used in the area after the EXTEND has completed.

If a system failure has occurred, Datacom/DB may be unable to accurately determine the number of "Blocks in Use" and
"Blocks Unused." When this occurs, Datacom/DB reports blanks in these fields as well as in the "Percent Full" field.

EXTRACT (Extract Data Table)
The EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY reads a Datacom/DB table and writes it to the output data set in the specified
sequence. EXTRACT outputs data in expanded form.

 More Information: 

• For more information about DBUTLTY STATUS console command support for this function, see COMM STATUS (Print
Status of MUF Jobs).

• For more information about the impact of table partitioning on the EXTRACT function, see EXTRACT Utility . 

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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When to Use EXTRACT

Use the EXTRACT function when you intend to process table information for use with the Datacom Datadictionary Record
Migration Facility utility (DDRMFLM) in fixed-block format or for use outside the Datacom environment. To back up a table
in compressed form, use the BACKUP function for the entire data area that contains the table.

In Simplify mode, the function expects MUF to be enabled. This provides control and protection. If MUF is not enabled,
this function should wait for MUF to enable. If you are required to execute the function without MUF enabled, for example
if it is needed to allow restart to execute, the function must either follow a function that can only run with MUF not enabled
or follow a function to acknowledge MUF is not enabled with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is possible (but not
recommended) to use SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. The function without MULTUSE=YES and MUF
enabled does not require or want the database to be closed. However, there must be no open URT for any table in the
base, except that SEQ=PHYSICAL allows URT entries.

Extracting in Native Key Sequence

When not using Simplify or MUF is not enabled, an extract of a table in Native Key sequence without MULTUSE=YES
requires that the database not be open for update by any copy of Datacom/DB. This protection helps ensure the
successful retrieval of the data. Multiple EXTRACTs may be executing at once with the same or different tables in the
database. However, if two or more are executing within a single area, the completion of the first updates the Directory
(CXX) to remove the fact that the area is being unloaded, which loses protection for any remaining EXTRACTs for an
area. Therefore, to help ensure protection, only one table in an area should be done at one time.

An extract with MULTUSE=YES requires that the database be set in the MUF startup without ACCESS NOOPT. The
database is opened for update during the EXTRACT, and that update protects the area containing the table to ensure a
successful retrieval of the data.

NOTE
 With MULTUSE=YES, only one EXTRACT or BACKUP may be executing at one time within a single data area.

When using Native Key sequence you can do a parallel extract.

Extracting in Physical Key Sequence

With UPDATE=YES, the physical extract occurs with the rules as previously described (for Native Key sequence).

Without UPDATE=YES, the physical extract executes with few requirements and no protection. It was designed for the
special case of extracting the data with I/O errors or during maintenance for a hot backup. With no protection, the data
is the best that it is possible to get by reading what is on the DASD at the time it is read. This option should be executed
when the submitter is watching or controlling other activity.

The EXTRACT function can also be used to verify the integrity of every data block in a data area. To activate this feature,
code 'DUMMY' for the DDNAME= keyword value (DDNAME=DUMMY) and also code 'DUMMY' on the JCL DD statement
(//DUMMY DD DUMMY).

If any block in the data area is determined to be invalid, the DBUTLTY execution terminates with a S000 U0004 abend.
One DB13155W message is produced for each invalid data block found. SNAP dumps are produced for the first ten errors
encountered. 

EXTRACT Output

The output contains all the records for the table in the sequence specified by the SEQ keyword. If the table is empty, the
function creates a valid null output data set.

Usually, EXTRACT writes each data record as a fixed-length record in a fixed-block format. When you request an
EXTRACT of a table that was loaded from a variable-length VSAM file for use by the Datacom VSAM Transparency, the
function writes each data record as a variable-length record in a variable block format.
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Master List Requirements

The data area EXTRACT function uses a form of GSETL/GETIT or GSETP/GETPS command for reading the data blocks.
This includes reading multiple blocks per I/O. You can allocate sequential buffers to use for reading the area by specifying
the SEQBUFS= keyword.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

  Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES, Simplify NO,
or MUF down  

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may or may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may or may not have any table in unloading status.

  Environmental Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES, Simplify
YES, and MUF enabled  

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

  Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES Simplify NO or
MUF down  

• The database is opened for unloading status.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

  Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO and either SEQ=NAT or SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=YES, Simplify YES, and
MUF enabled  

• The database is opened for update if not already.
• All areas are closed if open.
• The utility executes with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

  Environmental Requirements when SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down 

• The database may or may not be open for update or read or unloading anywhere.
• The database is not opened for read or update or unloading.
• This option has no requirements, it provides no protection.

  Environmental Requirements when SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled (this includes
MULTUSE=YES, MULTUSE=NO or omitted)  

• The database may be open for update or will be opened.

  Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES (except SEQ=PHY,UPDATE=NO above)  

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open URT with UPDATE=YES.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

  Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES  
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• The database is opened by MUF for update.
• The database has no unloading status set.
• The utility sets ACCESS area READ (utility set).
• The utility sets EXTRACT executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use EXTRACT

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. Execute the EXTRACT function using the
following command format:

 Extract Data Table Native (z/OS) 

►►─ EXTRACT AREA=a,DBID=n,DDNAME=d,TABLE=t ─┬──────────────┬──────────────────►

                                            └─ ,BLKSIZE=n ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ ,FIRSTKEY=n ─┘ └─ ,LASTKEY=n ─┘ └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                                    └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─ ,SEQ=NATIVE ─────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SEQBUFS=nnn ─┘ └─ ,SLACK=nnnn ─┘

 Extract Data Table Physical (z/OS) 

►►─ EXTRACT AREA=a,DBID=n,DDNAME=d,TABLE=t ─┬──────────────┬──────────────────►

                                            └─ ,BLKSIZE=n ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬─ ,SEQ=PHYSICAL ───────────────────────►

   └─ ,SEQBUFS=nnn ─┘ └─ ,SLACK=nnnn ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ YES ──┘

 Command 

EXTRACT
Invokes the function to extract data in expanded form.

 Required Keywords 

•  AREA=
Identifies the data area containing the table.
Code *** (three asterisks) to use the Full Parent name, that is, if you are extracting a partition Full Parent table.

Valid Entries:
DATACOM-NAME of the area, or *** to extract a partition Full Parent table

Default Value:
(No default)

•  ,DBID=
Identifies the database for the area to be read.

Valid Entries:
DATACOM-ID of the database
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Default Value:
(No default)

•  ,DDNAME=
Specifies the JCL DDNAME for the output data set. This name must match the corresponding name in the JCL.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated. 

NOTE
 We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection. 

•  ,TABLE=
Specifies the name of an individual table to be extracted.

Valid Entries:
DATACOM-NAME of the table

Default Value:
(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

,BLKSIZE=
Indicates the block size for the output data set. The number supplied with this keyword overrides the block size
supplied in your JCL. If block size is specified in the JCL and this keyword is not used, the JCL block size is used.
In the absence of either this parameter or a specification in the JCL, the utility uses a default as specified below.
Valid Entries:

For fixed-length tables: An integer value that is a multiple of the table record length.
For variable-length tables (Datacom VSAM Transparency): An integer value that is at least the length of
the longest record plus 8.

Default Value:
The default for BLKSIZE= when running z/OS is 0 (zero), which defaults to the z/OS default. That default
is large and optimized for the particular device type, that is, the most optimal default for sites executing
this operating system.

,FIRSTKEY= and/or ,LASTKEY=
These keywords allow you to select a segment of a table or area by Native Key (SEQ=NATIVE) value to be
processed for EXTRACT. The EXTRACT function normally defaults to include the full Native Key range from
low values to high values. FIRSTKEY= overrides the default starting position while LASTKEY= overrides the
default ending position, limiting the records retrieved for output to the EXTRACT file. If one keyword is specified
and the other is not specified, a default value is selected for the missing keyword. Normal Datacom key lengths
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are from 1 through 180 bytes. The key value data entered for FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= can be from 0 (zero)
through 59 bytes long. You only need to code the number of positions of the key value that are significant to
you, but be aware that the value coded is left justified regardless of key field data type. The utility pads the low
order or remaining positions of the key value with low values on FIRSTKEY= and high values on LASTKEY=. To
extract the entire area in one step, specify neither FIRSTKEY= nor LASTKEY=. Alternately, you could specify
FIRSTKEY=00 and/or LASTKEY=00 which causes processing to start at low values and end at high values. The
length of zero indicates that the padded key values (low values and high values) are to be used.
The data is not edited or interpreted. Therefore, if the key value data you need to enter is in binary, you must set
up the JCL using a hexadecimal mode display and enter the key value data in hexadecimal. This data can contain
blanks, commas, and any other special characters. Datacom/DB cannot edit this data for syntax, so the control
statement can look invalid, especially when it includes blanks or commas or key value data containing English
words. For example, FIRSTKEY=12121212121212 means the length is 12, key value is 121212121212. Another
example, FIRSTKEY=10FIRSTKEY10 means the length is 10, key value is FIRSTKEY10.
Valid Entries:

A 2-byte length (in the range of 00 through 59) followed by a character string of key value bytes (for the
length specified) that represents the key value.

Default Value:
The starting/ending position of the full Native Key range from low values to high values.

,MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.)

NOTE
EXTRACT with a Full Parent table must not specify MULTUSE=YES.

For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,SEQ=

Indicates the sequence for the output data.
NATIVE

Datacom/DB reads the Index and writes the data in logical Native Key sequence. When using
SEQ=NATIVE, you can use the FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= optional keywords to select only a portion of the
table or area. One of the uses of FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= involves doing parallel extracts.

PHYSICAL
Datacom/DB does not read the Index and outputs the data in physical track sequence.

NOTE
EXTRACT with a Full Parent table must not specify MULTUSE=YES.

Valid Entries:
NATIVE or PHYSICAL

Default Value:
NATIVE

,SEQBUFS=
With MULTUSE=YES specified, if necessary to ensure best performance DBUTLTY overrides the SEQBUFS=
value either specified or defaulted. If SEQBUFS= is omitted (invoking the default value) or specified as a value
0-128 (even numbers only), the MUF treats this as though 128 was specified (or defaulted). This directs the MUF
to allocate 128 private sequential buffers for use by this function. If SEQBUFS= is specified as a number 130-256
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(even numbers only) the MUF treats this as though 256 was specified and uses the common data pools (64
blocks per I/O).
When MULTUSE= is omitted or specified as NO, SEQBUFS= is edited and ignored, and DBUTLTY executes with
the best performance by using either the available data buffers (specified with the DATANO= parameter in the
DBMSTLST macro) or available private sequential buffers.
Valid Entries:

0-256 (even numbers only)
Default Value:

128
,SLACK=

Provides record padding in the output data. This allows a larger size to be written to the output file to assist
in possible record expansion. Without this parameter, the data written to the output file is in the size used
by Datacom/DB. The pad, if any, is always blanks.
Valid Entries:

0 to 9999
Default Value:

0
,UPDATE=

Indicates whether the database can be open for update at the start or during the backup. When using
MULTUSE=YES the area level controls apply when backing up an area.

NOTE
Only valid if you specify PHYSICAL for the SEQ= keyword.

Parallel Extract

Use parallel extract by specifying starting and/or ending key value ranges to be processed. Using parallel extract you
could, for example, extract the first half of the data in one job and the remaining half in a concurrently executing second
job. Datacom/DB places no restrictions on the number of extracts running in parallel. We recommend a starting point of
four so that each processes approximately one fourth of the data. It is up to you to determine the appropriate key value
ranges.

The parallel extract output file can be used as input to a regular LOAD DBUTLTY function either as all parallel parts
concatenated together in key value order (for a full load) or less than all of the parallel parts to allow for deleting a range of
rows.

FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= Keywords in Parallel Extract

It is important that the set of parallel extracts not miss any data rows, and it is your responsibility to edit the key values
before executing the set of extract jobs. We strongly recommend that each set of extract jobs be executed through the
DBUTLTY edit function and the output reviewed before execution. To do the edit, add the parameter EDIT as the first
DBUTLTY function followed by your parallel extract control statements. Execute DBUTLTY and review the output to make
certain that you are requesting what you expect.

If the parallel extract is being used to delete from the start or end of the key value range, the extract can accomplish this
with one job step. A load of the output extract file would provide a data area loaded without the dropped rows.

When DBUTLTY echoes back the input parameters for the FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= keywords, it prints them as a
three line set with the first line being printable characters, the second being the zone portion of the bytes, the third being
the digit portion of the bytes. Following is an example:

 EXTRACT DBID=111,AREA=SAM,DDNAME=EXTRACT,SEQ=NATIVE

  FIRSTKEY=0512345,LASTKEY=0299
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 FUNCTION=EXTRACT

    AREA=SAM

    DBID=00111

    DDNAME=EXTRACT

    SEQ=NATIVE

    FIRSTKEY=0512345

    . . .  .=FFFFFFF

    . . .  .=0512345

    LASTKEY=0299

    . .  . =FFFF

    . .  . =0299

The following is an example of parallel extract using three output datasets:

    EXTRACT DBID=790,AREA=A01,DDNAME=EXTRACT1,SEQ=NATIVE,

       FIRSTKEY=00,LASTKEY=043333

    EXTRACT DBID=790,AREA=A01,DDNAME=EXTRACT2,SEQ=NATIVE,

       FIRSTKEY=043334,LASTKEY=046666

    EXTRACT DBID=790,AREA=A01,DDNAME=EXTRACT3,SEQ=NATIVE,

       FIRSTKEY=046667,LASTKEY=00

Restrictions

We do not recommend parallel extract for tables with a NATIVE sequence key defined as descending or as being type
sensitive. For these types of keys, the actual key value stored in the index may differ from the value stored in the data row.
Parallel extract is therefore allowed with the restriction that the key value provided must be in the internal index format, not
in the external format matching the data row data.

Other restrictions for parallel extract are as follows:

• The option is available only in z/OS.
• The option is available only to EXTRACT with SEQ=NATIVE and AREA= specified.
• Exercise due caution when specifying and using parallel extract. Be aware that data rows could be lost due to poorly

defined control statements or data set handling. Datacom/DB cannot edit the goal, only the specific control statements
provided.

Multivolume INITs

You can initialize these areas across multiple extents on multiple volumes. For a description of how the operating system
handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

The Datacom/DB SVC must be installed when using multivolume data sets. 

Example JCL (EXTRACT)

The following shows the command to extract the data table POL in area DEM in database 1 to the output data set,
OUT1DD, on tape or disk. Datacom/DB outputs the data in physical track sequence.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the note above and .
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 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the note above and .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //OUT1DD   DD DSN=out1dd,DISP=SHR                 Output data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          EXTRACT  AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DDNAME=OUT1DD,TABLE=POL,SEQ=PHYSICAL

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

 

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    EXTRACT AREA=DEM,DBID=1,DDNAME=OUT1DD,TABLE=POL,SEQ=PHYSICAL

                    FUNCTION=EXTRACT

                       AREA=DEM

                       DBID=1

                       DDNAME=OUT1DD

                       SEQ=PHYSICAL

                       TABLE=POL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                     TABLE          RECORDS

                     PNC                 0

                     PNM                 0

                     POH                 0

                     POL                 4

                     TOTAL               4

This page of the report shows the following:

Confirmation that four records were extracted from the requested table.

FILEOUT (Define Output Data Sets)
The FILEOUT function is used to define output data sets, for example to define one or more output data sets used by the
EXTBKUP function (see EXTBKUP (Extract from Backup File)). If the table is empty, FILEOUT creates a valid null output
data set.

NOTE
When used to define one or more output data sets used by the EXTBKUP function, all FILEOUT statements
must precede the EXTBKUP statement.
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When to Use FILEOUT

Use the FILEOUT function when you want to define output data sets.

How to Use FILEOUT

The Multi-User Facility (MUF) must be active when you execute this command. Execute the FILEOUT function using the
following command format:

►►─ FILEOUT DDNAME=dddddddd,TABLE=t ──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

FILEOUT
Invokes the function to define output data sets.

Required Keywords

• DDNAME=
Specifies the name of the first/next extract output file.
Each table specified in a FILEOUT must be found in the control records for the input backup file. If any of the specified
tables are not found in the control records for the input backup file, a message in the report indicates the invalid table
name, and the utility terminates as a failure.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable
DDNAME= protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for
this Datacom environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default
is DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

• ,TABLE=
Specifies the name of an individual table from which to define the output data set.
Each table specified in a FILEOUT must be found in the control records for the input backup file. If any of the specified
tables are not found in the control records for the input backup file, a message in the report indicates the invalid table
name, and the utility terminates as a failure.

Valid Entries:
DATACOM-NAME of the table

Default Value:
(No default)
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FILEOUT Examples

For sample JCL showing the use of the FILEOUT statement in the EXTBKUP function, see EXTBKUP (Extract from
Backup File)

For a sample EXTBKUP report showing the use of the FILEOUT statement, see Sample Report: EXTBKUP.

FLEXPOOL (Dynamic Buffers)
The FLEXPOOL function dynamically adds or deletes data area or Index Area (DXX or IXX) flexible buffers to the
system. The flexible part is that, with the FLEXPOOL function, these buffers can be removed from the system (normal
buffers cannot). Therefore, for example, you can use the Multi-User Facility (MUF) startup option FLEXPOOL to add
500 data buffers and later reduce that number with the DBUTLTY FLEXPOOL function. You can also use the DBUTLTY
FLEXPOOL function to add flexible pool buffers up to the maximum combined total for the MUF startup option and the
DBUTLTY function (and the DATAPOOL or SYSPOOL buffers) of 99999 for each class. The alternate buffer pools defined
with BUFFER_POOL_DEF also count in the maximum per class (IXX, DXX, data).

The FLEXPOOL function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, help ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use FLEXPOOL

Use FLEXPOOL to add or delete flexible buffers.

To see the current flexible buffer counts, use a FLEXPOOL add or delete statement for the desired buffer class with 0
specified. The function generates a message, on the console or on the DBUTLTY report, indicating the status of the
request and the number of buffers added or deleted, remaining, and totals.

NOTE
The total buffers by type are those buffers for general use. They do not include any special data buffers added
for sequential processing.

How to Use the Console Command (FLEXPOOL)

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ FLEXPOOL ─┬─ ADD ────┬─┬─ ,DATA ──┬─ ,number ─────────────────────────────►◄

              └─ DELETE ─┘ ├─ ,DATA2 ─┤

                           ├─ ,DXX ───┤

                           └─ ,IXX ───┘

Command

FLEXPOOL
Invokes the function for dynamic buffer maintenance.
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Required Keywords

ADD
Specifies to add buffers.

DELETE
Specifies to delete buffers.

,DATA
Indicates data area primary buffers.

,DATA2
Indicates data area secondary buffers, larger buffers than the primary buffers.

,DXX
Indicates low-level Index Area buffers.

,IXX
Indicates high-level Index Area buffers.

,number
Specify the number of buffers of the type indicated that are to be added or deleted.
Valid Entries:

0 to 9999
Default Value:

(No default)

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command (FLEXPOOL)

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To use this function, execute Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY)
using the command:

►►─ FLEXPOOL OPTION= ─┬─ ADD ────┬─ ,AREA= ─┬─ DATA ──┬─ ,NUMBER=nnn ─────────►◄

                      └─ DELETE ─┘          ├─ DATA2 ─┤

                                            ├─ DXX ───┤

                                            └─ IXX ───┘

Command

FLEXPOOL
Invokes the function for dynamic buffer maintenance.

Required Keywords

OPTION=
Specifies the type of activity to be performed.
Valid Entries:

ADD or DELETE
Default Value:

(No default)
,AREA=

Specifies the type of buffer to be added or deleted.
DATA

Indicates data area primary buffers.
DATA2

Indicates data area secondary buffers, larger buffers than the primary buffers.
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DXX
Indicates low-level Index Area buffers.

IXX
Indicates high-level Index Area buffers.

Valid Entries:
DATA, DATA2, DXX, or IXX

Default Value:
(No default)

,NUMBER=nnn
Specify the number of buffers of the type indicated that are to be added or deleted. If the amount of memory does
not allow the total number requested to be added, as many as possible are added. If the number requested to be
deleted is more than exists for the type of buffer, as many as exist are deleted.
Valid Entries:

0 to 9999
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL (FLEXPOOL)

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          FLEXPOOL  OPTION=ADD,AREA=DATA,NUMBER=20

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

FLEXPOOL OPTION=ADD,AREA=DATA,NUMBER=20

FUNCTION=FLEXPOOL

   OPTION=ADD

   AREA=DATA

   NUMBER=20

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    DB00606I - FLEXPOOL ADD    DATA 00020, NOW TOTAL 00220 FLEXPOOL 00020
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This page of the report shows the following

FLEXPOOL ADD
Indicates the ADD or DELETE function.

DATA
Indicates the buffer class (data, IXX, or DXX).

00020
Indicates how many buffers were processed during this request. That is, if the request was to add 1000 but there
is only enough memory for 700, this value is 700. Also, if FLEXPOOL had 700 and a delete request was made for
9999, this value is 700.

TOTAL 00220
Indicates the total number of buffers in this class (includes the MUF startup options, DATAPOOL and SYSPOOL,
plus any FLEXPOOL buffers).

FLEXPOOL 00020
Indicates the total number of FLEXPOOL buffers in this class.

FORCE (Force Keyword Values)
By making use of the ability of the DBIN1PR Macro to process user configuration options prior to normal SYSIN
processing, the DBUTLTY FORCE function allows you to force an allowed keyword value. For more information about
DBIN1PR, see Modifying DBSIDPR Parameters.

Important! We recommend that you use the DBUTLTY FORCE function with caution. When most users note a condition
code of 0 (zero), they do not additionally view output. Therefore, other than expected results are not noticed. For that
reason, it is simpler and of less potential confusion to all DBUTLTY users if the actual JCL streams are adjusted for site
standards, instead of making use of the FORCE function.

When to Use FORCE

Use the FORCE function when you want to force the allowed keyword values.

How to Use FORCE

Use an alternate (additional) SYSIN with a DBUTLTY FORCE function to force a keyword value and ignore a different
user specification. That is, using FORCE forces the value you specify to be used, preventing other users from performing
any overrides.

►►─ FORCE ─┬─ INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn ─┬────────────────────────►◄

           ├─ OPTIMIZE=YES ──────────┤

           ├─ SORTDFLT=YES ──────────┤

           ├─ KBYTES=9999────────────┤

           ├─ UNIT=XXXXXXXX ─────────┤

           ├─ SORTWK=9 ──────────────┤

           ├─ OPTION1=(I) ───────────┤

           ├─ SORTDD=SORTDD ─────────┤

           ├─ SORT=n ────────────────┤

           └─ BLKSIZE=0 ─────────────┘

Command

FORCE
Invokes the function to force certain keyword values.
Use no blank before FORCE when you specify it in columns 1-7. Follow FORCE with one blank (and use no
continue lines).
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Required Keyword

INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn
INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=nnnn gives you the ability to force a value nnnn for the block size during an INIT function with
AREA=IXX used to initialize an index area (IXX or multiple data set index).

Optional Keywords

• OPTIMIZE=YES
OPTIMIZE=YES overlays what you provided forcing this value. This value is applied during the LOAD and RETIX
functions. Review OPTIMIZE=YES for requirements and consequences. Use this option carefully.

• SORTDFLT=YES
SORTDFLT=YES overlays what you provided forcing this value. This value is applied during the LOAD function. Using
LOAD and RETIX with SORT provides many benefits to LOAD and RETIX results.

• KBYTES=9999
• KBYTES=9999 overlays what you provided forcing this value. A great setting even though is uses more address

space memory for DBUTLTY than without this option. The memory speed the LOAD process for data row loading. The
9999 value is the only value that is allowed for this FORCE option. However, the 9999 is actually rounded down to 2
cylinders of data.

• UNIT=XXXXXXXX
UNIT=XXXXXXXX overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

• SORTWK=9
SORTWK=9 overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value can be 1 through 99.

• OPTION1=(I)
OPTION1=(I) overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY, REPLACE,
RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

• SORTDD=SORTDD
SORTDD=SORTDD overlays what you provided forcing this value. It is applied during the LOAD, RECOVERY,
REPLACE, RETIX, and SPLIT functions. The value is not edited for content.

• SORT=n
SORT=n is a selective force in that it can overlay a SORT= and also SORT=0. It does not overlay a SORT=value
specified  as a value greater than 0. It is applied during the LOAD and RETIX functions. The use of a sort package
is always recommended. It allows the optimization of many parts of LOAD or RETIX for efficiency. A value of
SORT=99999 covers the small or empty loads that might not have the SORT= value set.

• BLKSIZE=0
BLKSIZE=0 allows you to force zero block size to override all cases where current JCL picks a size to allow z/OS to
pick an optimal size for the output device. It is applied during the BACKUP and EXTRACT functions. DBUTLTY would
not be hurt by this but cannot know if you have other JCL streams with dependencies.

Example

Suppose an alternate SYSIN contained the following statement:

FORCE INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=5555

With that statement, 5555 becomes the block size used for an INIT of an index area, even if the non-alternate SYSIN
contains a different BLKSIZE value.

Consider the following:
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• The alternate (additional) SYSIN can be overridden for any step by having a JOB/STEPLIB pointing to a different
DBIN1PR module.

• If the DBIN1PR module indicates a data set, the additional SYSIN can be overridden for any step by having a DD
statement pointing to a different input.

• All DBIN1PR input is echoed to the console without option, for example: DB10096I - DBIN1PR PROCESSED -
FORCE INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=5555.

• Even with the use of the FORCE function, you have to enter a valid value if you specify the option.
For example if you set a keyword with an invalid value of BLUE (BLKSIZE=BLUE) for an index INIT, that error is
flagged and the function fails until the error is removed or corrected. If the value is correct, however, the FORCE is of
course appropriately applied.

• The use of FORCE does not force an error.

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                     INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=997,BLKSIZE=7777                 

                                                                         

                    FUNCTION=INIT                                        

                       AREA=IXX                                          

*****- NOTE  -*****    BLKSIZE=05555  DB10029W - DBIN1PR FORCE APPLIED   

                       DBID=00997     

This page of the report shows that, to make the FORCE more visible in the report, a note and message are displayed to
indicate that a FORCE has been applied.

GAPFIX (Fix CDC Gaps)
The GAPFIX function allows you to fix gaps that occurred during Change Data Capture (CDC) processing. Using CDC
does not normally cause any processing gaps. However, you need to know what action to take when gaps do occasionally
occur.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use GAPFIX

Use the GAPFIX function when a gap occurs during Change Data Capture (CDC) processing.

A gap can occur at the following three points in time:

• The first gap can occur when a Multi-User Facility (MUF) is defined to have CDC set for a set of databases, but the
MUF is then enabled and runs for an extended period of time without an established or started Change Data Capture
Listener (CDCL) task, during which time the LXX spills its first CDC record. The CDCL task fails to see the spilled data
when it is established or started after the spill, because the spilled data is then missing from the LXX. This point in time
includes cases in which the CDC database was for some reason null loaded.

• The second gap can occur when the source MUF and the CDCL task are running normally, the CDC database
becomes full, and time passes before the full database is noticed and resolved. By the time the full database is
resolved, the LXX no longer has enough room available for the work that occurred before the resolution took place,
resulting in some of the CDC data being spilled and overlaid on the LXX. When the CDCL task is restarted, the gap is
detected.

• The third gap can occur when the CDCL task starts and processes prior CDC records (the prior records are known
to the associated control record) but then discovers that while it was stopped the LXX was initialized or reset. This
situation indicates that data could have existed while the CDCL task was stopped but before the LXX was initialized or
reset. In this case, provide that missing data before you start new CDC records.
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You handle each of the three previously described cases based on whether the control record still exists.

• If the control record still exists, execute the GAPFIX function of DBUTLTY with the ordered RXX file or files from the
date-time of the gap. The date-time of the gap is provided in message DB03121I. GAPFIX directs message DB03121I
to the MUF JES log. The STARTED and ENDED examples of message DB03121I are:
DB03121I - DBCPGPR DBDVL A-DBDVM01 STARTED LASTLXX-00000000000000

DB03121I - DBCPGPR DBDVL A-DBDVM01 ENDED LASTLXX-20060622142058

The date-time of the gap is provided in the ENDED form of message DB03121I following the LASTLXX in the format of
ccyymmddhhmmss..
– cc is the century
– yy is the year
– mm is the month
– dd is the day
– hhmmss to give the hour and minutes and seconds.

NOTE
GAPFIX also can generate error message DB03122E and informational message DB03123I.

Examples are:
DB03122E - DBCPGPR ERROR RXX EMPTY

DB03123I - DBCPGPR ENDING

The GAPFIX function reads the control record and processes the RXX data in the same way that the CDCL task
processes the LXX directly. The GAPFIX function adds TSN records and adds or deletes MNT records, just as CDCL
does. It also updates the control record and does commits, similar to CDCL, but because the RXX is not track-oriented,
the commits occur either after every 1000 CDC records or 10000 log records. The GAPFIX function of DBUTLTY can
always be restarted if for some reason it fails.

• If the control record existed and you provided the starting date and time, if a commit has occurred a control record now
exists and the date and time option must be removed when running the GAPFIX function. All RXX data needs to be
processed, or at least all not currently on the LXX. If the CDCL task is set to open, the last log record handled by the
GAPFIX function remains on the LXX and can therefore restart with no risk of missing data. Data spilled to the LXX still
exists on the LXX until it has been overlaid with new data.
If the control record does not exist, it might be because CDC is just starting or because the CDC database has been
lost. If a control record does not exist, use GAPFIX and begin by choosing a starting date and time to use as the value
of the GAPFIX DATETIME= keyword (see How to Use). In executing the GAPFIX function, ensure that the first and
all subsequent RXX files after the date and time you specify are included. When GAPFIX execution begins, it makes
certain that no control record exists then adds a record with a starting date and time of the first log record that matches
or comes after the DATETIME= you specified. GAPFIX processes all RXX data in the same way as CDCL would. At
completion, the CDC control record is updated to reflect the last RXX log record. After the GAPFIX function completes,
you have two choices as follows:
– You can run GAPFIX again, providing the last RXX file and newer RXX files, if any exist.
– Alternately, you can direct the CDCL task to open with CDCL_OPEN, causing the CDCL task to open and read

the control record. If the oldest log record processed is now on the LXX, the CDCL task continues with normal
processing. If the LXX does not have the needed record, it indicates that a new gap has been found. The CDCL
task issues a new gap message, and closes.

How to Use GAPFIX

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To fix a gap that occurred during CDC processing, use the
following command.

►►─ GAPFIX DBID=n,OPTION2=Amufname, ─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────►

                                     └─ DATETIME=t ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────►◄
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   └─ ,OPTION1-plus-dbids ─┘ └─ ,REPORT=ALL ─┘ 

Command

GAPFIX
Invokes the GAPFIX function. GAPFIX must start with a proper file boundary, not within volumes. Because
GAPFIX reads and updates the control record, it cannot run if the CDCL task is open. If the RXX contains no
records, an error is recognized and GAPFIX fails.

Required Keywords

DBID=n
Identifies the CDC database, where n is the CDC database ID. This keyword allows you, if necessary, to specify a
system database ID for the CDC database other than the default DBID of 2009.
Valid Entries:

Valid database ID of the CDC database
Default Value:

2009
OPTION2=Amufname

Identifies the letter A as the control ID, and identifies the MUF or MUFplex in the mufname.
The control ID occurs in every CDC database record that is built and defines record format mapping. It does not
indicate a release level.
The MUF or MUFplex name must match that of the RXX file header. If the control record exists, this MUF or
MUFplex name must also match that of the control record. The MUF name or MUFplex name used in GAPFIX is
known only from the cycle start record.
Valid Entries:

the letter A followed by a valid MUF or MUFplex name
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DATETIME=t
DATETIME= specifies the date and time at which you want to start the GAPFIX function.
Valid Entries:

a valid date and time at which to start the GAPFIX function
Default Value:

(No default)
OPTION1=plus-dbids

Specify the database IDs for one through eight PLUS databases.
For example, adding one PLUS database with a database ID of 2012 is specified as follows:
OPTION1=2012

If specifying more than one PLUS database, omitted databases are indicated by a comma, if they are not at the
end (termination) of the list. For example:
OPTION1='2012,,,,,,,2019'

NOTE
A list of databases is surrounded by single quote marks as shown.

REPORT=ALL
Specifying REPORT=ALL generates a detail report that you can use for debugging and testing purposes. The
detail report provides a line for every CDC log record that is processed. For a sample detail report, see GAPFIX
Detail Report Sample.
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NOTE
The GAPFIX function always prints a non-detail report when it completes. For a sample non-detail
report, see GAPFIX Non-Detail Report Sample.

GAPFIX Reports

For testing purposes, you never need to open the CDCL task. Testing can be done with the GAPFIX function after the
data is spilled.

GAPFIX has access only to RXX files, not LXX files. GAPFIX cannot validate the LXX INIT/RESET dates, nor can it
provide them if a missing control record has been added by the GAPFIX function. The first CDCL task adds the current
INIT/RESET dates and presumes the user has not done a reset.

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                                              DATACOM/DB FIXGAP

   TOTAL LOG      CDC LOG        ADDED        ADDED      DELETED

     RECORDS      RECORDS  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS

      49,109       12,222           12       12,001            1

 LOW DATE/TIME             LOW STCK      HIGH DATE/TIME                 HIGH STCK

20060622142058 00BEFE47790C696F0800      20060622142101      00BEFE477C25F6D18E00

This page of a GAPFIX non-detail report, that always prints when the GAPFIX function completes, displays the following
information:

TOTAL LOG RECORDS
Displays the number of log records read starting with the one matching a DATETIME= option or the one following
the required matching record when not using DATETIME=. It reflects the records actually processed, not skipped.

CDC LOG RECORDS
Displays the number of log records not skipped, as previously described. This includes records subject to CDC
and also commit and backout type records.

ADDED TSN RECORDS
Displays the number of TSN type records added.

ADDED MNT RECORDS
Displays the number of MNT type records that were added.

DELETED MNT RECORDS
Displays the number of MNT type records that were deleted. These occur due to various types of backout
conditions. More deletes occur than adds because a previous execution could have added the records with the
rollback occurring in that execution.

LOW DATE/TIME and LOW STCK
The LOW DATE/TIME and LOW STCK (low store clock) values represent the lowest record processed, that is, not
skipped.

HIGH DATE/TIME and HIGH STCK
The HIGH DATE/TIME and HIGH STCK (high store clock) value is the highest log record processed.

GAPFIX Detail Report Sample
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•                                              DATACOM/DB FIXGAP                  

•JOB NAME R-UNIT   DATE       TIME   REQUEST  BASE  BLOCK      URI  AREA PLUS SLOT

•                                                                                 

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC01  997 00000002 00000001 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC02  897 00000002 00000001 C02 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF01  797 00000000 00000002 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF02  697 00000002 00000001 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITF03  597 00000002 00000001 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNA  497 00000002 00000001 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNB  397 00000002 00000001 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITC01  997 00000002 00000003 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ROLBK       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETC01  997 00000002 00000001 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETC02  897 00000002 00000001 C02 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF01  797 00000000 00000002 A01 12------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF02  697 00000002 00000005 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETF03  597 00000002 00000006 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNA  497 00000002 00000001 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNB  397 00000002 00000007 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 DELETRNB  397 00000002 00000002 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.32 ADDITRNA  497 00000002 00000008 A01 1--------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.34 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.34 ADDITF02  697 00000002 00000006 A01 --------9

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.37 COMIT       0 00000000 00000000              

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.37 ADDITF03  597 00000002 00000007 A01 -2-------

•DBDVL13  80,829  8/14/2013 10.21.41 CLOSE       0 00000000 00000000              

•

NOTE
This is the first page of a sample detail report resulting from specifying the GAPFIX function with REPORT=ALL.
Most of the columns are self-explanatory. However, the PLUS SLOT column indicates which CDC_PLUS slot
the AUD (add it, update, or delete) log record went to. The example provides some records going to two output
slots and some to individual slots. The example provides some records going to two output slots and some to
individual slots. The report summary also provides detail plus slot information.

                                              DATACOM/DB FIXGAP

   TOTAL LOG     CDC LOG         ADDED          ADDED        DELETED

     RECORDS     RECORDS   TSN RECORDS    MNT RECORDS    MNT RECORDS

         317          116           18          165            3            

 

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        2009             1           6           50            1            

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        3009             2           6           47            1            

    CDC_PLUS                     ADDED        ADDED      DELETED            

        DBID         SLOT  TSN RECORDS  MNT RECORDS  MNT RECORDS            

        4009             9           6           68            1            

 

 LOW DATE/TIME             LOW STCK      HIGH DATE/TIME            HIGH STCK
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20130814102124 00CBCF95CC5E04CA5B00      20130814102142 00CBCF95DCD67E2C5800

This is the second page of a sample detail report resulting from specifying the GAPFIX function with REPORT=ALL.

INIT CXX/FXX/IXX/LXX/WXX/Data Area
You must run the INIT function to format space allocated to these areas before the area can be used by Datacom/DB. You
do not need to format the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX). See each option for a description.

INIT Restrictions

You can initialize a database Index only if no task is actively processing the database. You can use the ACCESS option
(see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance) for details) to prevent opens for a database that contains the index that
you want to initialize.

A data area or index area data set cannot be shared by two CXXs. This can result in data integrity problems and index
corruption.

Multivolume INITs

You can initialize these areas across multiple extents on multiple volumes. For a description of how the operating system
handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

VOLUMES=4multivolumeINITs (15.0)

If the keyword VOLUMES= is specified with a number value that is less than the number of volumes provided, the
INIT function only initializes the number specified in the VOLUMES= keyword. For example, for a DD statement with
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003), without the VOLUMES= keyword DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on
VOL001, 1 to 16 extents on VOL002, and 1 (or more) extents on VOL003. But with the VOLUMES= keyword set as
VOLUMES=2, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on VOL001 and one (or more) extents on VOL002. Unused extent
possibilities on VOL002 and VOL003 are available for dynamic extend.

INIT CXX (Format Directory)

The INIT CXX option formats the Directory (CXX) data set. This function clears all of the blocks in the data set. You must
select an internal name for the Directory. If you use multiple Directories, you should name the Directories uniquely so
that you can identify which Directory is running when functions are executed. Note that a REPORT with MEMORY=MVS
reports the CXX names have been used by every MUF enabled on the System since the last IPL.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the INIT CXX option when setting up a new Directory, loading a full backup of the Directory, or converting to a new
Datacom/DB version.

Restriction

Make certain that the MUF is down before initializing the CXX. If the MUF is up, bring it down with an EOJ before
initializing the CXX. You can bring the MUF back up after the CXX has been initialized.
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Directory Requirements

The Directory can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes according to operating system requirements and
maximums. If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats all current allocated tracks
for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the primary allocation if one volume
is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary allocations until space has been allocated
on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating system handles secondary allocations, see
your operating system JCL manual.

CXX Name and Format

You must specify an identifier for the Directory when it is initialized. The utility functions display the identifier whenever you
request maintenance or reporting on the Directory.

The CXXNAME is used to control access through external security. It is also used to protect which Index and data areas
are linked or connected to the correct Directory.

WARNING
All Directories on your system should be uniquely named.

The Directory is formatted with fixed 4096-byte blocks.

Identifying the Directory

You must identify the Directory as either a Datacom/DB Directory or a Datacom/AD Directory. You can load a Datacom/
AD Directory only with a backup of a Datacom/AD Directory. You can load a Datacom/DB Directory from a Datacom/
DB Directory and a Datacom/AD backup.

How to Use

You must execute this command in Single User. MUF must not be enabled. With Simplify mode, this is enforced by
several protections. Simplify protections include ensuring that the CXX has not been opened by a previous function
without the protections. The INIT CXX function must be the first function in an execution that requires the CXX. Because
the INIT CXX is required to run Single User, it establishes Single User protections for all later functions in the same
execution.

Execute the INIT function with the following command format:

►►─ INIT AREA=CXX,CXXNAME=aaaaaaaa,DATACOM= ─┬─ AD ─┬──┬──────────────┬►◄

                                             └─ DB ─┘  └─ ,VOLUMES=n ─┘

Command

INIT
Invokes the function to format areas for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keywords

AREA=CXX
Identifies the area to be formatted as the Directory.

,CXXNAME=
Assigns an internal name to the new Directory to be created.
The name can be a single asterisk (*) to request the name be taken from the DBSIDPR module. With Simplify
mode, we strongly recommend this, but if not an asterisk the names are compared and the function fails if they
mismatch.
It is a ‘best practice’ to have the CXXNAME be 1-7 characters to allow for it to also be used as the MUFPLEX
name and the MUF name be the same with a suffix of, for example, 1 or 2, or A or B.
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Limits:
A 1- to 8-character name

Default:
(No default)

,DATACOM=
Identifies the new Directory as a Datacom/DB Directory or a Datacom/AD Directory.

NOTE
Datacom TR sites should specify AD.

Optional Keyword

,VOLUMES=n
(z/OS only)The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES=
option, the number of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows
more volumes to be catalogued as part of the data set and available to a dynamic EXTEND of the CXX while
being effectively held in reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using an INIT to initialize an area that needs 3 volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on 3 volumes. But the JCL could specify 6 specific volumes, for example:
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006)

In this example, volumes 4/5/6 are not allocated or used during the INIT but are available to a dynamic extend. In
this case, the extra volumes would not need to be removed before another INIT.
Limits:

the number n of volumes to be catalogued
Default:

(No Default)

Example JCL

The following shows the command to initialize the Directory (CXX).

NOTE
Use the following example  as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards. The DDNAME is required to be present in the JCL.

 //jobname    See the previous note 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          INIT     AREA=CXX,CXXNAME=PRODCXX,DATACOM=DB

 /*

Sample Report

The following example  is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report INIT CXX
CONTROL CARD(S)

.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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INIT AREA=CXX,CXXNAME=PRODCXX,DATACOM=DB

 

FUNCTION=INIT

   AREA=CXX

   CXXNAME=PRODCXX

   DATACOM=DB

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                   CXX - STATUS INFORMATION

 

                   DEVICE TYPE -    3380

                   BLOCK LENGTH -  4,096

                   BLOCKS/TRACK -     10

                  

                   BLOCKS IN USE -         2

                   BLOCKS UNUSED -     2,998

                   TOTAL BLOCKS -      3,000

                   TOTAL TRACKS -        300

                   PERCENT FULL -          1

This page of the report shows messages indicating the status of the Directory at successful completion of the initialization.

INIT Data Area (Format Data Area)

The INIT Data Area option formats one (or all) data area(s) in a database. It updates the first block with control
information. This first block is subsequently updated when maintenance is performed. The block size used is the size
specified for the area in the Directory (CXX) definition.

Performing an INIT on a data area has no performance benefit. It should only be done before the first load, and then only
if needed. An INIT of an Index or data area clears the utility history for that area (see Type H - Utility Function History
Report).

NOTE
When you specify VERIFY=YES, information in the control block is preserved instead of being lost. This history
save and restore process presumes a successful completion and does not occur on all error conditions. For
more information, see the description of VERIFY= in How to Use.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use this function to allocate a new data area or data areas. A data area must be initialized before Datacom/DB can use it.
This is necessary only once for any data area unless you modify the block size to accommodate changes.

In Simplify mode, the function expects MUF to be enabled. This provides control and protection. If MUF is not enabled,
this function should wait for MUF to enable. If you are required to execute the function without MUF enabled, for example
if it is needed to allow restart to execute, the function must follow a function that can only run with MUF not enabled or it
must follow a function to acknowledge MUF is not enabled, with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is possible (but
we do not recommend) to use SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED.
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Data Set Name

Datacom/DB saves the data set name of the area in the Directory (CXX) at the time of the INIT. The data set name is then
available for reporting. It is also available for dynamic allocation.

Multivolume INITs

Depending on operating system requirements and operating system maximums, a data area can exist as one or more
extents on one or more volumes, . If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats
all currently allocated tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the
primary allocation only if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary
allocations until space has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating
system handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

VOLUMES=4multivolumeINITs

If the keyword VOLUMES= is specified with a number value that is less than the number of volumes provided, the
INIT function only initializes the number specified in the VOLUMES= keyword. For example, for a DD statement with
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003), without the VOLUMES= keyword DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on
VOL001, 1 to 16 extents on VOL002, and 1 (or more) extents on VOL003. But with the VOLUMES= keyword set as
VOLUMES=2, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on VOL001 and one (or more) extents on VOL002. Unused extent
possibilities on VOL002 and VOL003 are available for dynamic extend.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database cannot be open for update anywhere.
• The database cannot be open in any MUF for read.
• The database cannot have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database can be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database is opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database is opened for update if not already.
• Areas is closed if open.
• The utility executes with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES
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• The database cannot be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database cannot be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database cannot have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area can have no table in an open User Requirements Table.
• The area cannot have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function is not allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database is opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets INIT executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. Execute the DBUTLTY function using the
following command format:

►►─ INIT AREA=a,DBID=n ─┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────►

                        └─ ,VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                     └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ OPTION1=REINIT ─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,VOLUMES=n ─┘

Command

INIT
Invokes the function to format areas for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keywords

AREA=
Identifies the data area to be formatted.
If you specify AREA=*DA (an asterisk followed by the uppercase letters DA), all data areas in the database are
initialized.
Limits:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the specified database or *DA for all data areas in the database
Default:

(No default)
,DBID=

Identifies the database containing the area that is to be initialized.
Limits:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default:

(No default)
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Optional Keywords

,MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) In support of area level DBUTLTY control, specifying MULTUSE=YES in
the INIT function for a data area allows a single area in a database to be initialized with no disabling of the other
areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the function executes in a format that is a combination of MUF and
Single User modes. The database involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF address space. The
area, however, must have no tables open. Once begun, the function does not allow other tasks to open any tables
in the area being processed. Other tables in the database, but not in the area, may be open for read or update in
the same MUF. The actual data set open is performed in the utility region, and the JCL requirements are applied
to the utility region.
The operating system performs the catalog portion of the DD statement DISP option when the DD statement is
removed. This occurs at job step termination. Therefore, if you were to create a new data set with an INIT, do not
expect the MUF to correctly open this area until after the step completes. This restricts the DBUTLTY functions
that succeed when following a catalog change.
When you specify or allow the default of MULTUSE=NO in the INIT function for data areas, the function executes
completely in Single User mode.
For more information about area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Limits:

NO or YES
Default:

NO
,OPTION1=

You can specify REINIT (re-initialize) for the OPTION1= keyword during the initialization of a data area. Specifying
OPTION1=REINIT requires that you also specify VERIFY=YES.
When using REINIT, the data set is re-initialized with the same number of tracks that were in use before the INIT,
and no additional tracks are found or added to the data set during the INIT. When REINIT is not specified, the INIT
closes the data set for update, opens the data set for output (and honors current, complete JCL specifications),
closes the data set for output, and then reopens the data set for update.
Adding space to an index or data area is normally accomplished using an EXTEND function, but it can be done
during an INIT function as well. A benefit of the OPTION1=REINIT for z/OS users is that REINIT allows unused
volumes to be added to data sets that do not have to be removed before an INIT.
For example, if you are not using SMS, you could INIT an area on 3 volumes and load the area. You might then
manually uncatalog the area and recatalog it with an additional volume or volumes. Those additional volumes
would be available for any dynamic extend for the area that was needed, but to prevent the INIT from forcing the
use of the volumes that were added solely for the use of dynamic extend, you would need to manually uncatalog
the area before another INIT and recatalog it without any additional volumes.
Limits:

REINIT
Default:

(No default)
,VERIFY=

If you do not specify the VERIFY= option, or if you specify VERIFY=NO (the default), an INIT opens the data set
for output, builds a new control block, and initializes the extents.
If you specify VERIFY=YES, an INIT opens the data set for update, reads and updates an existing control block,
and initializes the extents.
Because a new control block is always built with VERIFY=NO, specifying VERIFY=YES when the INIT is not for a
new data set brings several benefits, including the following:

• Because an existing control block is read and updated instead of a new one being built, the data area
history (in the control block) documenting activities such as backups and loads is not lost. Data area history
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information can be a valuable aid when troubleshooting various problems. Note that on some error conditions,
the history can be lost.

• VERIFY=YES prevents the unintentional overlaying of important information because of a JCL error, such as
writing over files in PRODuction status that should have been in TEST status, or the inadvertent overlaying of
the Directory (CXX) or Log Area (LXX).

NOTE
Even with VERIFY=YES specified, the last extent and the number of extents is lost during an initialize.

You can specify both VERIFY=YES and DISP=NEW, but if you specify both the VERIFY=YES is ignored.
Limits:

YES or NO
Default:

NO
,VOLUMES=n

The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES= option, the
number of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows more
volumes to be catalogued as part of the data set and available to an EXTEND or dynamic EXTEND, while being
effectively held in reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using an INIT to initialize an area that needs 3 volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on 3 volumes. But the JCL could specify 6 specific volumes, for example:
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006)

In this example, volumes 4/5/6 are therefore not allocated or used during the INIT but are available to a dynamic
extend. In this case, the extra volumes would not need to be removed before another INIT.
Limits:

the number n of volumes to be catalogued
Default:

(No Default)

Example JCL

The following shows the command to initialize the data Area DEM for database 1.

 
Note: Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards. The DDNAME
is required to be the area name and 3 character DBID for those bases 001 through 999; the area name and 4 character
DBID for those bases 1000 through 5000.
 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //aaannn (for bases 001-999) DD DSN=aaa.data.set,DISP=SHR Data area DEM data set bases 1-999

 //aaannnn (for bases 1000-5000) DD DSN=aaa.data.set,DISP=SHR    Data area DEM data set bases 1000-5000

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           INIT     AREA=DEM,DBID=1

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.
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Sample Report INIT Data Area

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    INIT AREA=DEM,DBID=1

 

                    FUNCTION=INIT

                       AREA=DEM

                       DBID=1

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                   DEM - STATUS INFORMATION

 

                   DEVICE TYPE -    3380

                   BLOCK LENGTH -  1,024

                   BLOCKS/TRACK -     31

                  

                   BLOCKS IN USE -         1

                   BLOCKS UNUSED -       154

                   TOTAL BLOCKS -        155

                   TOTAL TRACKS -          5

                   PERCENT FULL -          1

This page of the report shows messages indicating the status of the data area at successful completion of the
initialization.

INIT IXX (Format Index Area)

The INIT IXX option in the Datacom DBUTILY function formats the Index Area (IXX) data set blocks and updates the first
block with the control information.

The first block is then updated when maintenance is performed. The default block size is 4096 for all devices, except for
3380 devices which have a block size of 3860.

NOTE
When you specify YES for the optional keyword VERIFY=, information in the control block is preserved instead
of being lost. For more information, see the description of VERIFY= in How to Use.

When to Use

Use this option to initialize a newly allocated Index Area data set. You can also use this option to clear an Index Area
before reloading a database or retrieving the Index entries for all areas in a database. See LOAD (Build a Data Area) and
RETIX (Reconstruct Index) for details.

An Index Area must be initialized only once before it can be used by Datacom/DB. However, in certain cases if an
existing Index Area is first initialized, a reload of a database or a reconstruct index (RETIX) operation can execute more
quickly. For more information about initializing the Index Area, see LOAD (Build a Data Area) and RETIX.

An INIT of an Index or data area clears the utility history for that area (see Type H - Utility Function History Report).
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In Simplify mode to provide control and protection, the function expects MUF to be enabled. If MUF is not enabled, this
function should wait for MUF to enable. If you are required to execute the function without MUF enabled, the function
must follow a function that can only run with MUF not enabled. An example would be if it is necessary to allow restart to
execute. Or, it must follow a function to acknowledge MUF is not enabled with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED.
Using SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED is not recommended.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental  Requirements  when Simplify NO or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental  Controls  when Simplify NO or MUF down

• The database is opened for update.

Environmental  Controls  when Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database is opened for update if not already.
• All areas are closed if open.
• The utility executes with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Special Rules for Databases with Multi-Dataset Index Areas

If a database is cataloged with a definition containing Multi-Dataset Index areas, the first requirement is to initialize the IXX
index area, if it is not currently initialized, including AREA=IXX and IXXAREA=IXX (or IXXAREA=***). The IXXAREA=***
specifies that every index area is to be initialized starting with the IXX. If initialized it must be able to be opened. With the
IXX prepared, the next requirement is to initialize every other index area that is not initialized, then to ensure they are able
to be opened.

Data Set Name

Datacom/DB saves the data set name of the area in the Directory at the time of the INIT. The data set name is then
available for reporting. It is also available for dynamic allocation.

Restrictions

You can initialize a database Index Area only if no task is actively processing the database. You can use the ACCESS
function (see ACCESS (Restricting Opens or Maintenance) for details) to prevent opens for a database you want to
initialize.

Multivolume INITs

The data area can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes, depending on operating system requirements
and maximums. If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats all current allocated
tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the primary allocation only
if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, it requests secondary allocations until space is allocated on
the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating system handles secondary allocations, see your
operating system JCL manual.
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VOLUMES=4multivolumeINITs

If the keyword VOLUMES= is specified with a number value that is less than the number of volumes provided, the
INIT function initializes only the specified number in the VOLUMES= keyword. For example, for a DD statement with
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003), without the VOLUMES= keyword, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on
VOL001, 1 to 16 extents on VOL002, and 1 (or more) extents on VOL003. But with the VOLUMES= keyword set as
VOLUMES=2, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on VOL001 and one (or more) extents on VOL002. Unused extent
possibilities on VOL002 and VOL003 are available for dynamic extend.

Controlling the Index Block Size

The block size of each database Index Area (IXX) and index partition area (Inn) is determined during IXX (or Inn)
initialization. When you initialize an index area, you can override the default index block size by using the optional
BLKSIZE= keyword. BLKSIZE= can be used to specify an index block size of from 4096 bytes through 8192 bytes. The
BLKSIZE= value remains in effect until the next initialization of the index area. Pick an optimal size for your device type, in
a manner similar to how the data area block size is selected.

The index block size default that is provided by Datacom can be changed by the DBIN1PR function DEFAULT to be a
different value. For details about INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=, see DEFAULT. Any change in default is documented in a console
message and in the report, but then allows execution without it being considered an error.

The index block size can be forced to a specific value even if specified on the function by the DBIN1PR function FORCE
to be a different value. For details about INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=, see FORCE. Any force is documented in a console
message and in the report, but then allows execution without it being considered an error.

NOTE
We do not recommend using a block size other than the default. Changing the block size might help in the use
of some parts of index storage and processing, but other parts could be hurt by the change. Therefore, change
the block size only after first experimenting to discover whether the change causes better or worse results. The
index can double in size using 8K blocks when OLDEP= is not specified as NO.

The index is complex and proprietary, typically involving various key lengths, degrees of compression, and the possibility
of one or  many duplicate values. Different combinations can increase or decrease DASD usage, and can also
independently increase or decrease the CPU usage. For these reasons, if you want to try to improve resource use by
changing the index block size from the default, experiment to find out how a change in block size affects the mix of
applications, CPU availability, and DASD availability.

NOTE
An OPEN error occurs if an attempt is made to open a database with an index block larger than the index buffer.
For more information about the ixxbfrsize parameter of the SYSPOOL MUF startup option, see SYSPOOL.

How to Use

To format an Index Area, execute DBUTLTY using the following command format:

►►─ INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=n ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─►

                          └─ ,VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,BLKSIZE=size ─┘

                                       └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬───►

   └─ ,OLDEP= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,IXXAREA=aaa ─┘ └─ ,OPTION1=REINIT ─┘

               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,VOLUMES=n ─┘ └─ ,OPTION2=─┬─ FORMAT1 ◄ ─┬┘

                                 └─ FORMAT2 ───┘      
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Command

INIT
Invokes the function to format areas for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keywords

AREA=IXX
Identifies the area to be formatted as the Index.

,DBID=
Identifies the database.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

• ,VERIFY=
If you do not specify the VERIFY= option, or if you specify VERIFY=NO (the default), an INIT opens the data set for
output, builds a new control block, and initializes the extents.
If you specify VERIFY=YES, an INIT opens the data set for update, reads and updates an existing control block, and
initializes the extents.
Because a new control block is always built with VERIFY=NO, specifying VERIFY=YES when the INIT is not for a new
data set brings several benefits:
– Because an existing control block is read and updated rather than a new one being built, the data area history

(in the control block) documentation of activities such as backups and loads is maintained. Data area history
information can be a valuable aid when troubleshooting various problems.

– VERIFY=YES prevents the unintentional overlaying of important information because of a JCL error. For example,
writing over files in PRODuction status that should have been in TEST status, or the inadvertent overlaying of the
Directory (CXX) or Log Area (LXX).

NOTE
Even with VERIFY=YES specified, the last extent and the number of extents is lost during an initialize.

• ,BLKSIZE=size
This optional keyword allows you to select a block size other than the default. BLKSIZE= can be used to specify
an index block size of from 4096 bytes through 8192 bytes. The BLKSIZE= value remains in effect until the next
initialization of the IXX. You must pick an optimal size for your device type, in a manner similar to how the data area
block size is selected. See the description of BLKSIZE= in the required keywords in How to Use. However, the
index block size is subject to a user-provided default that is different than the DBUTLTY default using the DBIN1PR
process with function DEFAULT and INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=. The index block size is also subject to a user-provided
force of a specific value, even if BLKSIZE is specified using the DBIN1PR process with function FORCE and
INIT_IXX_BLKSIZE=.
Changing the block size from the default is not recommended. For more information, see Controlling the Index Block
Size.

NOTE
An OPEN error occurs if an attempt is made to open a database that has an index block larger than the
index buffer. For more information about the ixxbfrsize parameter of the SYSPOOL MUF startup option, see
SYSPOOL.

• ,OLDEP=
Refers to old entry points. When OLDEP=NO is specified, the DBNTRY entry point, which has been designated as
the primary entry point since the early 1980s, is the only entry point supported. For compatibility with earlier versions,
OLDEP=YES is the default, allowing the use of older entry points such as CBLDBMS and DATACOM. Those older
entry points use index blocks that are limited to 255 entries. Specifying OLDEP=NO to ensure that DBNTRY is used
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in Version 11.0 allows you to use index blocks that can hold up to 8K entries. Therefore, if you want to use 8K index
blocks, and for performance enhancement, use OLDEP=NO.

NOTE
Do not initialize an index using the OLDEP= keyword until you are certain that there is no risk of needing to
do a fallback to a previous version. OLDEP= index initializations are not compatible with earlier versions.
If  OLDEP= is used in a previous version, an open error with a return code 43(43) NO VALID INDEX is
received.

Alternately, if a program attempts to use an old entry point with an index initialized as OLDEP=NO, the request fails
with a return code 39(090) CANNOT PROCESS OLD REQUEST.

Valid Entries:
YES or NO

Default:
YES
However, the YES default value is subject to a user-provided default of INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO. Therefore, if this
option is important, review the output of the execution to see if the user override of the default occurred. For more
information, see the function DEFAULT and the information about INIT_IXX_OLDEP=NO.

• ,IXXAREA=aaa
IXXAREA= is optional for databases that have a single Index Area IXX but, if specified, must be set as IXXAREA=IXX.
IXXAREA= is required, however, for databases that have a Multi-Dataset Index and must be specified with one of the
following notations: IXX, Inn (where nn can be 00 through 99), or *** where the *** (3 asterisks) means to initialize
the IXX and then each additional index area in turn. The use of *** forces the same options for every area, including
VERIFY=, BLKSIZE=, and OLDEP=.

Valid Entries:
IXX, I00 to I99, or ***

Default:
(No default)

• ,OPTION1=
You can specify REINIT (re-initialize) for the OPTION1= keyword during the initialization of an index area. Specifying
OPTION1=REINIT requires that you also specify VERIFY=YES.
When using REINIT, the data set is re-initialized with the same number of tracks that were in use before the INIT, and
no additional tracks are found or added to the data set during the INIT. When REINIT is not specified:
– the INIT closes the data set for update
– opens the data set for output (and honors current, complete JCL specifications)
– closes the data set for output
– then reopens the data set for update
Adding space to an index or data area is normally accomplished using an EXTEND function, but it can be done during
an INIT function as well. A benefit of the OPTION1=REINIT for z/OS users is that REINIT allows unused volumes to be
added to data sets that do not have to be removed before an INIT.
For example, if you are not using SMS, you could INIT an area on three volumes and load the area. You might
then manually uncatalog the area and recatalog it with an additional volume or volumes. Those additional volumes
would be available for any dynamic extend for the area that was needed. To prevent the INIT from forcing the use
of the volumes that were added solely for the use of dynamic extend, you must manually uncatalog the area before
another INIT and recatalog it without any additional volumes.

Valid Entry:
REINIT

Default:
(No default)

• ,VOLUMES=n
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(z/OS only) The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES= option, the
number of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows more volumes to
be catalogued as part of the data set and be available to an EXTEND or dynamic EXTEND, while being effectively held
in reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using an INIT to initialize an area that needs three volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on three volumes. But the JCL could specify six specific volumes, for example:
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006)

In this example, volumes 4/5/6 are not allocated or used during the INIT but are available to a dynamic extend. In this
case, the no extra volumes need to be removed before another INIT.

Valid Entry:
Number n of volumes to be catalogued

Default:
(No Default)

• ,OPTION2=
If OPTION2 is specified, the only valid values are FORMAT1 or FORMAT2. Specifying FORMAT2 allows the index to
be built to improve performance. However, an index that is built as FORMAT2 cannot be used by releases earlier than
15.1. Therefore, do not specify FORMAT2 until there is no possibility of fallback. If OPTION2 is not specified, the index
is built as a FORMAT1 index.

Valid Entries:
FORMAT1 or FORMAT2

Default Value:
FORMAT1

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to initialize the Index Area for database 10.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are examples only. Lowercase
letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation
standards. The DDNAME must be present in the JCL.

 //jobname    See the previous and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //IXXnnn (for bases 001-999) DD DSN=ixx.data.set,DISP=SHR      Index area data set bases 1-999

 //IXXnnnn (for bases 1000-5000) DD DSN=ixx.data.set,DISP=SHR    Index area data set bases 1000-5000

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           INIT     AREA=IXX,DBID=10

 /*

Sample Report INIT IXX
The following example is a sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    INIT AREA=IXX,DBID=10

                    FUNCTION=INIT

                       AREA=IXX

                       DBID=10

This page of the report shows the following information:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                   IXX - STATUS INFORMATION

                   DEVICE TYPE -    3380

                   BLOCK LENGTH -  3,860

                   BLOCKS/TRACK -     11

 

                   BLOCKS IN USE -         2

                   BLOCKS UNUSED -       108

                   TOTAL BLOCKS -        110

                   TOTAL TRACKS -         10

                   PERCENT FULL -          2

                   INDEX FORMAT -          1

This page of the report shows status information about the Index Area at the successful completion of initialization.

INIT LXX (Format Log Area)

The INIT LXX option prepares the Log Area (LXX) for use, formatting the tracks in accordance with Broadcom standards
and according to the BLKSIZE= parameter specified. The LXX must contain at least 103 blocks.

For more information about using INIT AREA=LXX to specify the variable Log Area (LXX) block size feature, see Variable
Log Area (LXX) Block Size.

When to Use

Use the INIT LXX option to build a new Log Area when creating a new MUF. The Log Area cannot be shared by multiple
MUFs. An INIT of the LXX should be a one time occurrence in that version of Datacom/DB. If there is ever a need to clear
the LXX(LOG), we recommend you perform a DBUTLTY function RESET on the LXX. This clearing of the LXX should
never be attempted on a production or development MUF without specific direction from upport.

You must format the Log Area with the INIT function before it can be used by Datacom/DB. Do not attempt to process a
table before completing this function.

The LXX should never be initialized when it is in use. In Simplify mode, edits protect this requirement in several ways.
This function may not execute with the MUF enabled in Simplify mode, and control is established over the CXX to
execute without MUF. It may not follow any other functions that use MUF, and none may follow. The function may not
follow any function causing the LXX to be opened. To provide better 24x7 support, an exception to some protections
exist to allow for a requirement to initialize a new LXX data set intended to replace the current one during a MUF
short time outage. The new LXX would have to have a new data set name that would be renamed to the proper
name during the MUF outage. To request this special requirement, the INIT AREA=LXX must follow a function of SET
OPTION1=SIMPLIFY_BYPASS_EDITS_1.

Initializing Existing Log Area

If you initialize an existing Log Area, any information recorded in the area is destroyed. The INIT function opens the
data set for output. No edits are made by Datacom/DB concerning the current use of the data set. Be sure that any
required data has been spilled to a Recovery File (RXX) and that no Datacom/DB system is actively using the area before
requesting this function.
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Datacom/DB maintains a count of Recovery Files built from a Log Area. The Recovery File number (displayed in the
DB00310I log spill message) is reset to 1 after an INIT of the Log Area.

Log Block Size

The normal log is defined as variable. In the special case where you have the requirement to initialize a Log Area (LXX)
with Version 15.0 for use by a Version 14.0 MUF, select the values for the BLKSIZE= and BLOCKS= keywords.

Multivolume INITs

The Log Area can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes depending on operating system requirements
and operating system maximums. If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats
all currently allocated tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the
primary allocation only if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary
allocations until space has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating
system handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

DDB--VOLUMES=4multivolumeINITs

If the keyword VOLUMES= is specified with a number value that is less than the number of volumes provided, the
INIT function only initializes the number specified in the VOLUMES= keyword. For example, for a DD statement with
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003), without the VOLUMES= keyword DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on
VOL001, 1 to 16 extents on VOL002, and 1 (or more) extents on VOL003. But with the VOLUMES= keyword set as
VOLUMES=2, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on VOL001 and one (or more) extents on VOL002. Unused extent
possibilities on VOL002 and VOL003 are available for dynamic extend.

Variable Log Area (LXX) Block Size

With variable logging, the block size is set to 32760, and MUF uses a variable size to this maximum to ensure most
efficient use of DASD. This is based upon the actual log records generated that need to be written to the LXX.

Restrictions and Requirements

Note the following:

• With variable logging, the block size must be set to 32760.
• Variable logging is provided for the LXX. It is not supported for the Force Area (FXX). The FXX does not need to be

initialized, however, when fixed logging is converted to variable logging.
• A variable LXX must be at least 250 tracks.

How to Use

Execute the INIT function with the following command format:

►►─ INIT AREA=LXX,BLKSIZE=nnnnnn ─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬──►

                                  └─ ,BLOCKS=n ─┘ └─ ,TSN=xxxxxxxx ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,VARIABLE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘  └─ ,VOLUMES=n ─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘

Command

INIT
Invokes the function to format areas for Datacom/DB use.
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Required Keywords

AREA=LXX
Identifies the area to be formatted as the Log Area.

,BLKSIZE=
Must be set as 32760. In the special case where you have the requirement to initialize a Log Area (LXX) with
Version 15.0 for use by a Version 14.0 MUF, select the values for the BLKSIZE= and BLOCKS= keywords based
upon your Datacom Version 14.0 documentation.
Limits:

16384-32760
Default:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,BLOCKS=
For spanned logging, specifies the number of physical blocks per logical block. BLOCKS= may not be 2 or 3 if the
LXX is variable. Do not specify when VARIABLE=YES has been set.
Limits:

An integer from 1 to 3
Default:

1
,TSN=

Specifies the starting number for transaction sequence numbers (TSNs).
If you are running with more than one MUF against the same data areas, you should specify a different starting
sequence number for each MUF to ensure that the sequence numbers are not duplicated.
The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=LXX and RESTART reports print the highest TSN previously used.
Limits:

A hexadecimal value from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF
Default:

00000000
,VARIABLE=

Specifies whether you want to use the variable Log Area (LXX) block size feature (for details see Variable Log
Area (LXX) Block Size). Specify YES to use the feature. NO is the default. We recommend VARIABLE=YES.
Limits:

YES or NO
Default:

NO
,VOLUMES=n

(z/OS only)The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES=
option, the number of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows
more volumes to be catalogued as part of the data set and available to an EXTEND or dynamic EXTEND, while
being effectively held in reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using an INIT to initialize an area that needs 3 volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on 3 volumes. But the JCL could specify 6 specific volumes, for example:
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006)

In this example, volumes 4/5/6 are not allocated or used during the INIT but are available to a dynamic extend. In
this case, the extra volumes would not need to be removed before another INIT.
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Limits:
the number n of volumes to be catalogued

Default:
(No Default)

Example JCL for Single Log Area

The following shows the command to initialize the Log Area as variable.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards. The
DDNAME is required to be present in the JCL.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //LXX      DD DSN=log.data.set,DISP=SHR           Log Area data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           INIT AREA=LXX,BLKSIZE=32760,VARIABLE=YES

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report INIT LXX
                   CONTROL CARD(S)

                   .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                   INIT AREA=LXX,BLKSIZE=32760,VARIABLE=YES

                    FUNCTION=INIT                             

                       AREA=LXX                               

                       BLKSIZE=32760                          

                       VARIABLE=YES 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

LXX - STATUS INFORMATION        

                  DEVICE TYPE -    3390           

                  BLOCK LENGTH - 32,760           

.                 BLOCKS/TRACK -      V - VARIABLE

                  TRACKS IN USE -           2     

                  TRACKS UNUSED -       1,258     

                  TOTAL TRACKS -        1,260     

                  PERCENT FULL -            0     

                  CURRENT TSN - 00000000          

This page of the report shows status information about the Log Area at successful completion of the initialization. (The
TSN value is the transaction sequence number in hexadecimal.)
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INIT FXX (Format Force Area)

Learn how to build a new Force Area (FXX) with the INIT AREA=FXXX option in DBUTLTY. Find caution information
about using INIT on an existing FXX. Learn about using the FXX with linear VSAM datasets. Find command syntax,
parameter definitions, and sample JCL.

The Force Area (FXX) contains logging-related information that has been forced from the Log Area (LXX). The FXX
should never be initialized when it is in use. In Simplify mode, edits protect this requirement in several ways. This function
may not execute with the MUF enabled, and control is established over the CXX to execute without MUF. This function
may not follow any other functions that use MUF, and none may follow. The function may not follow any function causing
the LXX to be opened.

When to Use

Use the INIT AREA=FXX option to build a new Force Area. You must format the Force Area with the INIT function before
it can be used by Datacom/DB. This INIT of the FXX has to run as a standalone DBUTLTY function for a specific JOB/
STEP. You cannot INIT the LXX as part of the same JOB step when attempting to INIT the FXX.

Initializing an Existing Force Area

If you initialize an existing Force Area, any information that is recorded in the area is destroyed. The INIT function opens
the data set for output. No edits are made by Datacom/DB concerning the current use of the data set. Be sure that no
Datacom/DB system is actively using the area before requesting this function.

Force Area Block Size

The FXX is paired with the LXX, meaning that the FXX and LXX must have the same physical and logical block size
except when the LXX is variable. Therefore, the FXX does not have the VARIABLE=YES option. The number of tracks that
are required depends on the number of tasks that are generated in the MUF or MUFplex.

The FXX is divided into a control block or blocks and log record blocks. Criteria for determining the number of control
blocks is based on the number of total tasks to be supported with this MUF or MUFplex. During initialization (INIT
AREA=FXX ), the TASKS= keyword is used to specify the number of tasks to be supported. For more information about the
TASKS= keyword, see the description in How to Use.

The number of control blocks that are reserved is based on the following formula: 8192 + (tasks * 64). If running the
typical 3390 block size of 27998 with fewer than 618 tasks, all fits in one control block. Nine control blocks would be
required with 6999 tasks.

The number of blocks for log records depends on the number of active requests that could be forced from the LXX and
upon the size of the forced log records. Active requests are forced only rarely. However, if the MUF requires space
and space is not available, all log requests fail until the MUF is canceled and restarted. To prevent this situation from
occurring, calculate the number of force blocks that are required to provide space for one log record per task.

An easy approach is to allow one logical block per task. While active requests are unlikely, the following conditions could
increase the probability of their occurring:

• Running in MUFplex mode.
• Holding DBUTLTY function LOCK OPTION=MOVER for a long time.
• Doing a dynamic extend of an area with a large new allocation.
• Having low-priority jobs do maintenance to rows with lots of keys.
• Having a small LOGSPILL d MUF startup option percentage.
• Having a Log Area (LXX) with relatively few tracks.
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Force Area with Linear VSAM Datasets

To INIT the Force Area when the dataset is linear VSAM, the number of tasks in the TASKS= keyword must be at least
1000 and no more than 4000. This rule provides users with the flexibility to increase tasks from lower values at the MUF
startup without having to also initialize the FXX at the same time.

The required block size with VSAM for the FXX is 24576.

The initialization also requires that the dataset is allocated with at least 50 cylinders of primary space. If the log area ever
needs active requests to be forced from the LXX, the cylinder requirement ensures that reasonable space is available.

NOTE
The ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command is not allowed for area FXX if either the old area is VSAM or the new area
is VSAM. It remains available if both areas are EXCP. Users of EXCP are not likely to have the block size of
24576. Also, the DSN for Simplify Mode environments cannot change.

How to Use

Execute the INIT function with the following command format:
►►─ INIT AREA=FXX,BLKSIZE=nnnnn ─┬──────────────────┬─ ,TASKS=n ──────────────►◄

                                 └─ ,BLOCKS=nnnnnn ─┘

Where
INIT

(Command) Invokes the function to format areas for Datacom/DB use.
AREA=FXX

(Required keyword) Identifies the area to be formatted as the Force Area.
,BLKSIZE=

(Required keyword) Indicates the logical block size. The FXX is paired with the LXX in that it must have the same
physical and logical block size if the dataset is EXCP. If the dataset is VSAM, the BLKSIZE must be set as 24k
(24576).
Limits: An integer from 16384 to 98280
Default: (No default)

,TASKS=
(Required keyword) Specifies the number of tasks to be supported. When choosing the number of tasks,
consider:

• If you are running without Datacom STAR in a single MUF, use the number that is specified for the TASKS
MUF startup option. If you plan for more tasks in the future, however, specify a larger number now.

• If you are running with Datacom STAR in a single MUF, use the TASKS MUF startup option number plus the
number of Datacom STAR MUF startup option tasks.

• In a Data Sharing environment, do the appropriate previous calculation for every MUF in the MUFplex, defined
by a specific MUFplex number (1 through 7), that might be enabled or might have been enabled since the LXX
was last reset or since the FXX was last initialized. Specifically, if a MUFplex 3 is enabled, space for its tasks
must be maintained in the FXX, even if it is ended.

• If the dataset is VSAM, the number of tasks may be from 1000 to 4000.

Limits: 1 through 9999
Default: (No default)

,BLOCKS=nnnnnn
(Optional) Specifies the number of physical blocks per logical block. The FXX is paired with the LXX in that it must
have the same physical and logical block size if the dataset is EXCP. If the dataset is VSAM, BLOCKS should not
be specified but may be set as '1'.
Limits: An integer from 1 to 3
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Default: 1

Example JCL for Force Area
The following example shows the command to initialize the Force Area with a physical block size of 16384 and
TASKS=999.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an
example. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all
statements to your site and installation standards. The DDNAME is required to be present in
the JCL.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //FXX      DD DSN=force.data.set,DISP=SHR           Force Area data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           INIT     AREA=FXX,BLKSIZE=16384,TASKS=999

 /*

Example Report
See the following example report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)
                   
 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
                    INIT AREA=FXX,BLKSIZE=16384,TASKS=999

                    FUNCTION=INIT
                       AREA=FXX
                       BLKSIZE=16384
                       TASKS=999

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a

note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                    FXX - STATUS INFORMATION

                   DEVICE TYPE -    3390
                   BLOCK LENGTH - 16,384
                   BLOCKS/TRACK -      3
 
                   BLOCKS IN USE -         3
                   BLOCKS UNUSED -       147
                   TOTAL BLOCKS -        150
                   TOTAL TRACKS -         50
                   PERCENT FULL -          2

This page of the report displays status information about the Force Area (FXX) at the successful completion of
the initialization. If the CXX is set to support VSAM, then EXCP or VSAM displays after the device type.
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INIT WXX (Format RRM Runtime Log)

The RRM Log (WXX) is a run-time log used by the Remote Resource Manager (RRM) to resolve outstanding two-phase
commits, in conjunction with the Resource Recovery Services (RRS) log. It is maintained by the RRM.

The WXX is not a data set used by a MUF. The INIT may occur with MUF enabled or down, but must be run when RRM is
down.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the INIT AREA=WXX option of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to build a new RRM Log (WXX). You must format
the RRM Log with the INIT function before it can be used by Datacom/DB.

RRM Log (WXX) Block Size

The WXX should normally be allocated as a very small data set, because it only needs space for outstanding RRM two-
phase commits. The space needed can be calculated as follows.

The WXX block size is 4096. The first block is reserved as a control block. Each block has a 32 byte header. Following
the header are 96 byte rows, one each per unique outstanding two-phase commit per remote MUF. Each WXX block can
contain 42 of these rows.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active.

NOTE
The WXX is a small data set. The WXX is required to be a single extent. If the INIT functions finds it to have
more than one extent, the INIT function initializes the space then issues message DB02021E and terminates.
The use of the WXX by the DBRRMPR execution issues the same message and terminates. The Remote
Resource Manager (RRM) only supports a single extent WXX.

Execute the INIT function with the following command format:

►►─ INIT AREA=WXX ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Command

• INIT
Invokes the format function for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keyword

• AREA=WXX
Identifies the data set to be formatted as the RRM Log (WXX).
For more information, see Remote Resource Manager (RRM).

LINK (Link to the CXX)
When a data area or index area is initialized, it is linked to the Directory (CXX) used in the INIT AREA=CXX function. The
link is done using the CXX name. An edit when the data set is opened during all other processing helps ensure that the
CXX and data set are linked. If the CXX and data set are found not to be linked, an error is produced.
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The LINK function provides protection for all functions except INIT against JCL errors, for example, pointing to the
production database instead of the test database. Therefore use extra caution to help ensure that the CXX in use and the
data area or index area are correct when submitting an INIT. Of course the edit works when every CXX has a unique CXX
name, which we recommend as a best practice. You can run the DBUTLTY REPORT MEMORY=MVS to obtain a list of
MUFs on the local LPAR that JOB runs on. This report helps to identify any MUFs that have non-unique CXX names.

When you execute the LINK function, each area in the database is processed in the following sequence:

1. The Index Area (IXX)
2. Other index areas
3. Data areas

Each area is processed as follows:

• The area data set name from the Directory (CXX) is accessed.
• If the data set name is not blanks, the area is opened.
• If the open is successful, the control block of the area is read.
• If the CXX name is found not to be current, it is updated and written.

When to Use LINK

Use the LINK function to link each index area and each data area in one database to a CXX without performing the INIT
function. This would only be appropriate if you rename the CXX or copy a data area using a utility other than DBUTLTY to
move data from one CXX to another.

If you intend to copy a data area data set from one CXX to another using a utility other than DBUTLTY to backup/load the
data area, it is still necessary to do the following:

1. If the receiving CXX data area is set as not loaded, then you need to first use DBUTLTY to INIT and null load the area
to a scratch data set to get the area to a loaded status in the receiving CXX.

2. Next, use CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER.DBID=?.AREA=?.DSN=? to update the data set name to the name you want.
3. Then use the non-DBUTLTY utility to copy the data to the new name.
4. Follow the sequence above by doing the DBUTLTY LINK.
5. Use DBUTLTY RETIX to index the area data that was copied.

The LINK function opens tables in all areas of the specified database. Use this function only when all areas have been
initialized and the data areas loaded.

The Accounting Facility tables must all be defined as closed during a MUF enable before the LINK function can perform
properly. After enabling the MUF, you can perform the LINK function for the Accounting Facility PRM and data area
database(s) and then open the desired tables.

You cannot use the LINK function to fix the Compound Boolean Selection Index Area. You must use the INIT function for
the Compound Boolean Selection Index Area.

With Simplify mode, the function can be executed in a DBUTLTY step with the MUF not enabled, for example immediately
after a CXX is initialized with a different name and loaded from a backup. If MUF is enabled as is required without Simplify,
the other rules apply about databases not being opened before the LINK is executed.

Each area of the database is attempted to be opened, and if the open is successful the LINK performs the action. For
each individual area that cannot be opened and read, the action does not occur. A report then reports each area, the
actions taken, and any error encountered.

How to Use LINK

Execute the LINK function with the following command format:

          ┌─ , ─────────┐
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►►─ LINK ─▼─ DBID=nnnn ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 Command 

LINK
Invokes the function to link the Index Area and each data area in one database to a Directory (CXX) without
performing the INIT function.

 Required Keywords 

DBID=
Identifies the database or databases whose data and Index Areas are to be linked. DBID= may repeat. Each
occurrence may specify either a single number or a range of numbers.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range not defined is
ignored.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as
100-250).

Default Value:
(No default)

Example JCL (LINK)
The following shows the command to link the data and Index Areas in database 1 to the Directory that is used
by the MUF to which the job is connected.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          LINK     DBID=1-5000

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    LINK DBID=1-5000

                    FUNCTION=LINK

                       DBID=00001-05000

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                                                     LINK REPORT                             

DBID AREA CXXNAME  DSN                                          ERROR INFORMATION            
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   1 IXX  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DBDVM0.IXX001                                                       

   1 DEM                                                                                     

   1 PAY                                                                                     

   1 PMF                                                                                     

 

   2 IXX  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.IXX002                                                    

   2 DD1  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.DD1002                                                    

 

   4 IXX  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.IXX004                                                    

   4 PRM  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.PRM004                                                    

 

   5 IXX                                                                                     

   5 A00                                                                                     

   5 A01                                                                                     

   5 A02                                                                                     

   5 A03                                                                                     

   5 A04                                                                                     

 

   6 IXX                                                                                     

 

  15 IXX  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.IXX015                                                   

  15 DDD  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.DDD015                                                   

  15 MSG  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.MSG015                                                   

  15 SIT  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.SIT015                                                   

 

  16 IXX                                                                                     

  16 SQ1                                                                                     

 

  17 IXX                                                                                     

  17 TTM                                                                                     

 

  97 IXX           X.DBDVM0.IXX097                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

  97 A01           X.DBDVM0.A01097                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 

 297 IXX           X.DBDVM0.IXX297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I01           X.DBDVM0.I01297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I02           X.DBDVM0.I02297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I03           X.DBDVM0.I03297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I04           X.DBDVM0.I04297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I05           X.DBDVM0.I05297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR

 297 I06           X.DBDVM0.I06297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 297 I07           X.DBDVM0.I07297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 297 I08           X.DBDVM0.I08297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 297 I09           X.DBDVM0.I09297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 297 A01           X.DBDVM0.A01297                             74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 

 397 IXX  DBDVM0   X.DBDVM0.IXX397                                                      

 397 A01           X.DBDVM0.A01397                             58 (72) TABLE IS NOT LOADED   

 

 

 997 IXX  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.IXX997                                                    

 997 A01  DBDVM0   ABCDE.DB.DBDVM0.A01997                                                    
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1000 IXX                                                                                      

1000 SYS                                                                                      

 

1006 IXX           XXXXO02.DBDVM0.IXX1006                       74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

1006 CBS           XXXXO02.DBDVM0.CBS1006                       74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 

1007 IXX           ABCDEF.DB.DBDVM0.IXX1007                     74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

1007 A01           ABCDEF.DB.DBDVM0.A011007                     74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

1007 A02           ABCDEF.DB.MUF0.A021007                       74 (81) OPEN ALLOCATION ERROR 

 

 

2009 AR1  DBDVM0   ABCDEF.DB.DBDVM0.AR12009                                                   

2009 AR2  DBDVM0   ABCDEF.DB.DBDVM0.AR22009                                                   

 

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE                 

                    DB10045E - ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUE TO ERROR(S)                           

This page of the report shows the following:

If an error prevents the opening of the area or occurs during the I/O events, the error is reported. An area with an error
is skipped from having the CXXNAME updated in its control block. Each area successfully processed is reflected in the
report. Error messages force the DBUTLTY function to fail, which makes it easy to identify success or failure.

A blank data set name is not reported as an error when:

• A database is defined as VIRTUAL or SYSTEMDBID.
• A data set is in the process of being built and as yet has no data sets.

Return codes of zero (0) are reported so that you can see which have no CXXNAME printed. You can then, if needed,
research whether they needed the LINK option.

LOAD (Build CXX or Data Area)
Learn about the LOAD function options and purpose in Datacom DBUTLTY. Find information about restoring directories
and databases, loading data areas, reorganizing data areas, and restoring data areas.

The LOAD function has the following two options:

• Restore an entire Directory (CXX), or a Directory definition for a specific database.
• Build a data area and its associated Index Area (IXX) entries.

Use the LOAD function to perform the following actions:

• Restore an entire Directory (CXX) from a backup made using the BACKUP function.
NOTE

If you are using SQL to access data, restoring the Directory from a current backup without restoring the
DATA-DICT and Data Definition Directory (DDD) databases from backups that are taken at the same time
can result in a loss of synchronization, which is critical for SQL operations.

If you are using Ideal for Datacom, restore the Virtual Library System files from a backup that was taken
at the same time as the backup of the Directory to assure synchronization. See the Ideal for Datacom
documentation for details.

To retain synchronization, when restoring the Directory, perform forward recovery.
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For Datacom Datadictionary base 2 (normally), if you cannot perform forward recovery, restore all data areas
in the DATA-DICT database, except the HSD, and all data areas in the DDD database. Then, use the -HSD
RESET transaction of the DDCFBLD utility to rebuild the HSD.

• Restore an individual database definition to the Directory.
• Load a data area with data for a single table that is in EXTRACT (user) format. See EXTRACT (Extract Data Table) for

more information.
• Null load a data area. Performing a null load of a data area causes all the area's tables to be marked usable, but

empty. Null loading a data area loads one table with no input data.
• Reorganize a data area into a Native Key sequence by table.
• Restore a data area from a previous backup.

Before loading a data area for the first time, initialize the area using the INIT function. For a newly allocated database,
both the Index Area (IXX) and all data areas must first have been initialized. After the primary initialization, you can load
areas as often as required without performing an INIT.

More Information:

• For more information about DBUTLTY STATUS console command support for this function, see COMM STATUS (Print
Status of MUF Jobs).

• For more information about the impact of table partitioning on the LOAD function, see the LOAD Utility. FILEIN can be
used before a LOAD.

• For more information about dynamic extend considerations regarding this function, see DBUTLTY Dynamic Extend
Considerations.

LOAD CXX Option (Build CXX)

This option reads an input data set and restores the Directory data for all databases or for the database specified.

When to Use

Use this function to:

• Restore the Directory to a usable state or previous stable condition.
• Move the Directory to another device.
• Move the Directory to a larger extent.
• Restore a database definition from a backup to the same or a new DBID.

Restrictions

The following restrictions apply when attempting to build the Directory.

• No Datacom/DB system can be processing a Directory (CXX) when you request a full load to it, nor can processing
occur on a database when loading that database.

• Do not load an Accounting database with the backup of an Accounting database from another system.
• You can load a Datacom/AD Directory only with a Datacom/AD Directory backup. (You can load a Datacom/DB

Directory from a Datacom/DB Directory and a Datacom/AD Directory.)

SQL Processing

If you are using SQL to access data, restoring the Directory from a current backup without restoring the DATA-DICT
and Data Definition Directory (DDD) databases from backups that are taken at the same time can result in loss of
synchronization which is critical for SQL operations.
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If you are using Ideal for Datacom, restore the Virtual Library System files from a backup that was taken at the same time
as the backup of the Directory to assure synchronization. See the Ideal for Datacom documentation for details.

To retain synchronization, when restoring the Directory, perform forward recovery if needed.

Full Directory Load

To perform a full load of the Directory, perform an INIT before the load. The INIT function can occur in a:

• Separate execution of DBUTLTY immediately preceding the LOAD or in a
• Step preceding the step specifying the LOAD.

Without the Simplify option, verify that the CXX is not open to a MUF or any DBUTLTY function. With Simplify mode,
there are edits to help ensure the MUF is not enabled and that the CXX is not in use elsewhere. Also with Simplify, the
function either must run as the first function in the step needing the CXX or must follow a function that ensures the CXX
was opened with the needed protection. That includes all functions that run only with MUF not enabled or after a function
of ‘SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED’.

Datacom/DB restores all backup information during the LOAD with the following changes.

• Datacom/DB preserves the Directory name as established during the INIT. It ignores the name from the backup.
• The Simplify setting is preserved from the current Directory but ignored from the backup.
• Datacom/DB increments the run number from the backup by 10,000 and places that number in the initialized Directory.

This ensures that the run unit number is not identical with that of the previous backup.
If the 10,000 increment does not ensure that numbers do not repeat, back up the newly loaded Directory. Then, 
initialize and reload the Directory to increment the run unit number by another 10,000.

• During the full load, Datacom/DB loads the information in the currently logical location in the Directory data set. This
logical location is not necessarily where it previously existed.
Because of this movement, the Directory must not be open for processing. If the Directory is open for processing and
Datacom/DB attempts to access the Directory, problems such as errors 13(126), 13(04), or 04(47) can occur.

• The update and read-only user counts are zeroed during the LOAD.
• The BACKUP and LOAD sequence can be used to move the Directory or to increase the Directory size. The Directory

(CXX) can be moved to a new device with the BACKUP and LOAD functions.

Directory Database Load

Datacom/DB updates the date/time of the maintenance each time the database is cataloged through the Datacom
Datadictionary. This catalog can be a direct catalog using:

• Datacom Datadictionary online or batch CATALOG or
• An indirect catalog using Datacom Datadictionary DDCFBLD and the CXXMAINT utility function (option=DDPROD)

Datacom/DB also updates the date/time of each DELETE. Therefore, create a new backup of the Directory after each
maintenance. The CXXMAINT ALTER options change the Directory but are not considered maintenance. For additional
information, see CXXMAINT (Maintain Directory).

Loading a single database definition with the same or a different database ID is possible. Verify that no maintenance has
occurred since the backup being processed was made by comparing the maintenance dates with the current Directory. If
these values do not match, Datacom/DB aborts the LOAD.

You can force the LOAD to leave the tables loaded if you know that a backup is valid for all data areas even if the date/
time is different. To do leave the tables loaded:

1. Use the DELETE option of the CXXMAINT function to delete the database (see CXXMAINT DELETE (Delete CXX
Definitions) for details)

2. Load the database (this load sets all the tables to not loaded status), then
3. Load the database again
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The last load in the procedure leaves the database information as Datacom/DB found it on the backup. The last load
does not provide a loaded status or initialized information if, at the time you performed the backup, the area was not then
loaded.

Datacom/DB uses the database ID being loaded to find the desired database on the backup file. If a new database ID is
not specified, Datacom/DB processes all information using the existing database ID.

If the database does not currently exist in the Directory, Datacom/DB adds the database and related definitions and
information. However, Datacom/DB assumes that the Index and data areas are not loaded since the database is new and
the tables reflect that status. The Index and data areas are set as not initialized (unknown device type, zero blocks, zero
tracks, and so on). Therefore, initialize the Index and data areas and load them from the backups, new input, or null load.

If the database currently exists in the Directory, Datacom/DB verifies that the update and read-only counts are zero and
the date/time of the last maintenance is the same in the Directory and on the backup.

Without Simplify mode, the load of one or more databases is always performed using the MUF, which must be enabled
and the database closed. This is also the expected way to execute with Simplify mode. However, with Simplify mode
that it is possible for the LOAD of a database to occur with MUF down if the function follows a function that executes
only with MUF down and therefore provides CXX protection, or it must occur after you define the MUF to be down
using the function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. Possible (but we do not recommend) is function SET
OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED.

How to Use

MUF execution ensures that the MUF is always in control and has knowledge of all information in the CXX (a normal case
being a single MUF or MUFplex) to a CXX.

Execute the LOAD function using the following command format:

►►─ LOAD AREA=CXX,DDNAME=d ─┬────────────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

                            └─ ,DBID=n ─┬──────────────┬─┘

                                        └─ ,NEWDBID=n ─┘

Command

• LOAD
Invokes the function to build or restore an area

Required Keywords

• AREA=CXX
Identifies the area to be loaded as the Directory. If the DBID parameter is not specified, the entire Directory is loaded.

• ,DDNAME=
Specifies the JCL DDname for the input data set
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name that is reserved for a Datacom area.
Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
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If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable DDNAME=
protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module that is used for this Datacom
environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Optional Keywords

• ,DBID=
Identifies the database that is selected for loading a specific database to the Directory.
– Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
– Default Value:

(No default)
• ,NEWDBID=

Specifies a new DBID for the data to be loaded.

NOTE
Do not use this parameter for databases that are accessed by SQL or Dataquery. These products must
have the correct DBID to reference additional information from Datacom Datadictionary about the production
database. If the NEWDBID= parameter is used for a database that is accessed by Ideal for Datacom, the
corresponding ASSIGN DBID or ALTER DBID command must be run before running the application. See
Ideal for Datacom documentation for details.

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to load the Directory backup into the current Directory. The input data set is
CXXIN.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //CXXIN    DD DSN=cxx.bkup,DISP=OLD               Directory Backup

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         LOAD  AREA=CXX,DDNAME=CXXIN

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report LOAD CXX
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    LOAD AREA=CXX,DDNAME=X                                      

 

                    FUNCTION=LOAD                                               
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                       AREA=CXX                                                 

                       DDNAME=X                                                 

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                         

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  DATACOM  VERSION       

DBDVL      39,237  2011/10/12 04.52.42  DBDVM0           DB       14.0          

 

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 3                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 4                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 5                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 6                                          

                    BASE PROCESSED - 10                                         

                    BASE PROCESSED - 15                                         

                    BASE PROCESSED - 16                                         

                    BASE PROCESSED - 17                                         

                    BASE PROCESSED - 97                                         

                    BASE PROCESSED - 197                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 297                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 312                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 397                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 497                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 597                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 697                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 797                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 897                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 990                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 997                                        

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,000                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,006                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,007                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,018                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,019                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,020                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,397                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 1,497                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 2,009                                      

                    BASE PROCESSED - 5,000                                      

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE   

This page of the report shows what was loaded and a message indicating that the LOAD function completed successfully.
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LOAD (Build a Data Area)

Learn how to build a data area using the LOAD function in DBUTLTY. Review information about when to use LOAD,
including loading a new area or a database, null loading, databases with multi-dataset indexes, dynamic extends, and
loading under other conditions.

LOAD reads an input data set and writes the data to a Datacom/DB data area. The Index Area (IXX) entries are updated
to reflect the data being loaded. LOAD prepares the area for any subsequent data access request that is made through
Datacom/DB.

When to Use

Use the LOAD Data Area option to:

• Restore a data area from a previous backup.
• Convert to a Unique Row Identifier (URI) format.
• Load a data area with data for a single table that is in EXTRACT (user) format. For more information, see EXTRACT

(Extract Data Table).
• Null load a data area (cause all the tables for this area to be marked usable, but empty) by loading one table with no

input data.
• Reorganize a data area into Native Key sequence by table.

NOTE

• If you are using SQL to access data, restoring the areas of the DATA-DICT and Data Definition Directory
(DDD) databases from current backups without restoring the Directory from a backup taken at the same time
can result in loss of synchronization that is critical for SQL operations.

• If you are using Ideal for Datacom, restore the Virtual Library System files from a backup that was taken
at the same time as the backup of the Directory, to ensure synchronization. For details, see Creating and
Maintaining the Datadictionary Databases and Implementing and Maintaining Virtual Library System Files.

• Do not back up an Accounting Facility PRM table from one system and load it to another system.

Load an Existing Area

LOAD always loads an entire area using the data that you provide as input (if any). Any data that exists in the area when a
LOAD is executed is overwritten.

Load a New Area

Before a data area can be loaded, you must initialize the data area once using the INIT function. You must also
initialize any newly allocated Index Area (IXX). Do not reinitialize the Index Area when loading subsequent data areas
in the database, or Index entries for the other areas will be lost. When reloading an entire database, initializing the
Index Area before performing the first data area LOAD generally speeds processing. A data area or Index Area must
be initialized only once.

Load a Database

When loading a database, note the following rules:

• The SORT= option is required.
• FORMAT must be BACKUP or NONE.
• If BACKUP input is used, only one input file is supported.
• An INIT of the index must precede the LOAD, but not necessarily in the same step.
• All areas are loaded as URI, the default, since the URI= keyword cannot be used without the AREA= keyword being

present.
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Null Loading

If no data is required in any of the tables in the area before application task processing, all tables in the area can be
prepared by performing a null load of the area (specify the parameter FORMAT=NONE). A null load is also useful to clear all
tables in a data area. For example, you might design an application to store transactions for processing in tables in a data
area.

NOTE
The keyword FORMAT might have a new value of NONE_MU, only if MULTUSE=YES is also specified. This new
value is valuable only if the area currently contains numerous rows. For more information, see NONE_MU in the
descriptions.

Once all transactions have been processed, a null load of the area is more efficient to clear all transactions than deleting
each individual transaction. As part of null loading a data area, Datacom/DB must search the Index for entries pointing to
previous data in the area and must delete. This deletion occurs more rapidly and completely if the SORT keyword value is
1.

Load Special Rules with Database having a Multi-Dataset Index

A database with Multi-Dataset Index areas has special requirements including the following requirements:

• SORT must be specified as greater than 0 (or FORMAT=NONE).
• URI must be set to YES or allowed to default.
• The database can have no table with RECOVERY NO as part of its definition.

Dynamic Extend during LOAD

If requirements are met, dynamic extend of an index area or data area is attempted . If requirements are not met, dynamic
extend is not attempted. The following requirements must be met:

• SORT must be specified as greater than 0 or FORMAT=NONE.
• The URI option must be set to YES or allowed to default.
• No table in the database can have a table with RECOVERY NO specified in its definition.

Load from a Backup

If you load data from a backup, the LOAD function restores the data only if the table IDs are identical when LOADID=YES
(the default). LOADID=NO can be used to match on table names. LOADID=NO cannot be specified if:

• URI=NO is specified or
• Any table in the area was not defined to Datacom Datadictionary with RECOVERY=Y

REMAP= can be used to force matching on different table names. This feature is available only for areas that are loaded as
URI.

Loading areas that have been dynamically or manually extended require that the data set size reflect all tracks that
previously existed. Load attempts made to an area not reflecting all extended tracks receive a return code 76 (009).

If you change the size of a row in an area that uses compression and use a backup that is taken before the change, the
load fails when you do not specify the keyword MISMATCH=IGNORE. With MISMATCH=IGNORE specified, longer rows are
truncated to the table row size in the Directory (CXX) and rows that are shorter are padded with blanks (hex 40s). Without
MISMATCH=IGNORE specified, you receive the following messages:

• DB13001E - UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE 21 (74) when rows are longer than the CXX size, and message
• DB13008E - INPUT RECORD LENGTH nnn DOES NOT MATCH THE TABLE ttt RECORD LENGTH nnn when

rows are shorter than the CXX size
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Reorganize Data Areas

LOAD can also be used to reorganize the records in a data area into Native Key sequence. First, obtain a backup using
BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE , then provide this backup to the LOAD function. The data is reloaded in Native Key sequence.

Load to Perform RECOVERY

LOAD is the first step in performing a recovery after a data area has become damaged. If you intend to perform a
forward recovery to bring the data up to date, the input to LOAD must generally be a backup that was created using
SEQ=PHYSICAL and RECID=YES. For more information, see Back Up Data Area and RECOVERY (Rebuild a Database).

Sort to Optimize Index Processing

The SORT option is highly recommended. The Index processing can execute more efficiently by waiting until the end of
the load to establish reference points in the Index. The load time is usually improved significantly. If you use multiple load
statements in a single step, place the largest sort value first.

Convert to URI

Before converting a data area to the Unique Row Identifier (URI) format, ensure that it is stable. Recovery Files made
before the conversion cannot be used after the conversion.

When converting to URI, the backup that is supplied to the DBUTLTY LOAD must have been created with RECID=NO
specified.

In a data area using URI, all tables must be defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the attribute RECOVERY=Y. When
converting a data area to URI, if DBUTLTY LOAD encounters a table that is defined with RECOVERY=N, it loads the data
area. However, the conversion to URI is not performed and issues the message DB13040W - TABLE aaa LACKS
RECOVERY INFO: AREA bbb PROCESS AS NON-URI.

Load from a Sequential File

You can load a single table from preexisting data that contains the expanded image of the records. Such data
can be created as a sequential file from an application program or can be created when the EXTRACT function of
DBUTLTY is used. For more information, see EXTRACT (Extract Data Table). Indicate either form of input by using the
FORMAT=EXTRACT parameter.

VSAM Input

Datacom/DB accepts VSAM input during the LOAD process. Datacom/DB processes the data set specified in the DD
statement as it would any data set.

User Compression

The LOAD function can read expanded or compressed input data. The input data can be loaded based on the
compression option that is specified in the Directory (CXX). If a RECID=YES backup is used to load compressed rows as
uncompressed, an error is generated when any row on the backup cannot be placed in the same block from which it was
backed up.

Load Tables with Integrity Constraints

LOAD does not verify constraints at load time. It marks tables that may contain constraint violations as CHECK PENDING,
a status that is reported on a Directory report. For information about how to verify integrity constraints and remove the
CHECK PENDING status, see CONFIRM (Verify Constraint Integrity).
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NOTE
You must CONFIRM tables in the following order, from referenced-to-referencing, or parent-to-child. The
referenced table cannot be in check pending status. For example, if there is a foreign key from a REMARKS
table to a LINE_ITEM table on PO_Nbr and Line_Item_Nbr, and the LINE_ITEM table has a foreign key that
references the PO table on PO_Nbr, the PO table must be loaded first, then the LINE_ITEM table can be
confirmed, then the REMARKS table can be confirmed. The confirm order is: from PO table to LINE_ITEM table
to REMARKS table.

Data Validation

If the fields in a table being loaded are defined through SQL, or through Datacom Datadictionary with DBEDITS=Y, the
data in the fields is validated. Fields defined as the following data types are checked:

• Decimal
• Float
• Variable
• Binary specified as SQL-DATE, SQL-TIME, or SQL-STMP

If invalid data is found for a field, the record is hex dumped and the load fails. There is no override to load invalid data. To
load the table, you must correct the data or you must change the FIELD occurrence definition to DBEDITS=N.

Fields that have MIXED semantic type with DBEDITS=Y attribute-value are edited to ensure that every Shift-Out character
is matched to a Shift-In character an even number of bytes away. This editing takes place only if the Directory is set
for DBCS support mode with the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function. For more information, see CXXMAINT ALTER DBCS
(Activating DBCS Support).

Force Default Fields

Fields that are defined through Datacom Datadictionary with FORCEADD=Y or FORCEUPD=Y are not modified by the LOAD
function.

Additional Information

For more information about LOAD, access the following links:

• Load Multiple Tables into a Data Area
• LOAD: How to Use
• LOAD: Sample JCL

LOAD Multiple Tables into a Data Area
Review methods of loading tables to a data area using the DBUTLTY LOAD command: LOAD/BACKUP, LOAD/
MASSADD, LOAD/REPLACE, DBFLSUB, and adding a table to a data area without using REPLACE. Review execution
requirements and controls. 

The following options are for initially loading multiple tables into an area.

LOAD/BACKUP Method

Load the first table using the LOAD function and back it up using the BACKUP function. Specify SEQ=NATIVE or
SEQ=PHYSICAL. If SEQ=PHYSICAL is specified, RECID=NO must be entered. Load the next table and back it
up. Continue to use the LOAD/BACKUP functions for each table you are loading. If the area is clustered, specify
CLUSTER=DENSE for each load.

Concatenate the tables to create a single input file for the final LOAD and indicate FORMAT=BACKUP after completing
the last BACKUP.
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If any of these tables share a Native Key ID or if the area is clustered, you must do one more backup with SEQ=NATIVE,
and then load it to cluster the tables. Specify CLUSTER=SPARSE if the area is clustered.

LOAD/MASSADD Method

Use the LOAD function to load the first table in the area.

Use the MASSADD function to load the other tables to the area. For more information, see MASSADD (Add Records to
Table) . Using this combination eliminates having to back up each table individually and having to concatenate the tables
to create a single input source.

LOAD/REPLACE Method

Use the LOAD function to load the first table in the area.

Use the REPLACE function to load the other tables to the area. For details, see REPLACE. Using this combination
eliminates having to back up each table individually and having to concatenate the tables to create a single input source.

DBFLSUB Method

To initially load a multiple table area in fewer steps, create an application program that invokes the DBFLSUB subroutine
to load multiple tables that are merged on Native Key IDs and then on Native Key values.

Add a Table to a Data Area Not Using REPLACE

To add a table to an existing area that contains one or more tables, perform the following steps:

1. Create a backup of the area using the BACKUP function. Specify SEQ=NATIVE or SEQ=PHYSICAL. If
SEQ=PHYSICAL is specified, RECID=NO must be entered.

2. Load the new table into the area with LOAD.
3. Back up the area using BACKUP. Specify SEQ=NATIVE or SEQ=PHYSICAL. If SEQ=PHYSICAL is specified,

RECID=NO must be entered.
4. Concatenate the two BACKUP files into one LOAD operation.
5. If any tables share a Native Key ID or if the area is clustered, you must do one more backup with SEQ=NATIVE, and

then load it to cluster the tables. If the area is clustered, specify CLUSTER=SPARSE.

Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO or MUF down

• The database is opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES and MUF enabled
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• The database is opened for update if not already.
• All areas are closed if open.
• The utility executes with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open URT.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function is not allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database is opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets LOAD executing this MUF this database or area.

LOAD: How to Use
The LOAD function in DBUTLTY builds or restores a data area. Review command format, required and optional keywords,
and valid entries.

You can execute the LOAD command in Single User or with the MUF active. Use the following format:

 ►►─ LOAD ─ DBID=n,FORMAT= ─┬─ NONE ────────────┬─────────────────────►

                            └─ BACKUP,DDNAME=d ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ ,CLUSTER= ─┬─ SPARSE ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,INDEX= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ DENSE ────┘               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,KBYTES=yyy ─┘ └─ ,LOADDUPS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,LOADID= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OPTIMIZE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘                  └─ YES ──┘

                               ┌─────────────────────┐

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─▼─┬─────────────────┬─┴───────────────►

   └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘   └─ ,REMAP=fffttt ─┘

                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                 └─ '(U)' ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─ ,SORT=n ─────►

   └─ ,RESETRCE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SLACK= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘               └─ nnn ─┘
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 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘ └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘ └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,STATS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ YES ──┘

►►─ LOAD ─ AREA=a,DBID=n,FORMAT= ─┬─ NONE ─────────────────────┬─────►

                                  ├─ NONE_MU ──────────────────┤   

                                  ├─ BACKUP,DDNAME=d ──────────┤

                                  ├─ EXTRACT,DDNAME=d,TABLE=t ─┤

                                  └─ VAR,DDNAME=d,TABLE=t ─────┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ ,CLUSTER= ─┬─ SPARSE ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,INDEX= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ DENSE ────┘               └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,KBYTES=yyy ─┘ └─ ,LOADDUPS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                    └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ,LOADID= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,LOADPTN= ─┬─ FAIL ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ NO ────┘                 └─ SKIP ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ ,MISMATCH= ─┬─ FAIL ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ IGNORE ─┘                 └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ,OPTIMIZE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                                             └─ '(U)' ─┘

   ┌─────────────────────┐

 ►─▼─┬─────────────────┬─┴─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────►

     └─ ,REMAP=fffttt ─┘   └─ ,RESETRCE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                          └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────────────►

   └─ ,SLACK= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SORT=n ─┘ └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘ 

               └─ nnn ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘ └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘ └─ ,STATS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ 

                                             └─ YES ──┘             

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────►◄

   └─ ,URI= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘  └─ ,SORTDFLT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ NO ────┘                   └─ YES ──┘

Required Keywords

DBID=
Identifies the database containing the area to be loaded. You load a full database if you omit the optional AREA=
keyword and use LOAD DBID=. For rules that apply, see the information about loading a database on Loading a
Database.
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LOAD works by opening all areas in the database, acquiring KBYTES for each area, and adding each input
record to the correct area as required. The order of the input records is therefore not important. Beginning with
Version 11.0, LOAD by DBID may require more GETVIS than was required in previous versions.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,DDNAME=

Specifies the JCL DDname for the input data set.
This parameter is not allowed if you specify FORMAT=NONE. This parameter is required when you specify any
value other than NONE for FORMAT=.
DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name that is reserved for a Datacom area.
Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default, but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. Best practice is to allow the DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection. However, you can disable
DDNAME= protection: assemble the DBSIDPR module that is used for this Datacom environment and
specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. 

Valid Entries:
Any name valid according to JCL specifications

Default Value:
(No default)

,DEVICE=
Specifies the device type for the input data set.
This parameter is not allowed if you specify FORMAT=NONE. It is required when you specify any value other than
NONE for FORMAT=.
DEVICE=VSAM specifies a VSAM cluster, which is accessed either directly or through a VSAM path. The other
values specify physical sequential data sets.
When DEVICE=TAPE is specified, the system logical unit (SYS) number must be 5 (SYS005).
Use DEVICE=Snnn to specify a specific SYS number (for tape only).
Valid Entries:

DISK, VSAM, TAPE, or Snnn (Certain values from previous versions are still accepted but are treated as
DISK.)

Default Value:
(No default)
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,FORMAT=
Specifies the format of the input data.
BACKUP

Indicates that the data being read was created by using the BACKUP function of DBUTLTY.
EXTRACT

Specifies that the data being loaded is expanded fixed-length images of the data records. Such data can
have been created by an application program or when the EXTRACT function of DBUTLTY is used. This
option requires the TABLE parameter to direct the data to the correct table.

NOTE
The block size of the input file cannot exceed 32K = 1 in z/VSE or the QSAM limit in z/OS.

NONE
Specifies a null area load, no data being loaded. If the current index has entries for more than several
hundred records, using SORT= with a value of 1 is recommended. As part of null loading a data area,
Datacom/DB must search the index for entries pointing to previous data in the area, and delete those
entries. This deletion occurs more rapidly and completely if SORT=1.

NOTE
If you specify FORMAT=NONE, do not specify the DDNAME= and TABLE= parameters.

NONE_MU
The NONE_MU value is available only if MULTUSE=YES is also specified. Two actions
occur in that combination of NONE_MU and MULTUSE=YES that are different from when
MULTUSE=YES,FORMAT=NONE existed.

• With multiple keys in the area loading, the step completes with less elapsed time, based on the
number of rows in the area.

• Status messages, DB02873I and DB02874I, are provided in MUF. These messages show the status
timeline of what must be done, what is being done, and what else must happen.

The long-running DBUTLTY LOAD does more work in parallel in MUF by allocating additional tasks for
this LOAD. One additional task is allocated for each unique key ID for a table in the area being loaded.
Another task is allocated for internal key IDs that might exist within the database having index entries for
the named area.

NOTE
This feature should not be requested with the FORMAT=NONE_MU. If not enough tasks are
available at execution time, all started tasks are subject to REQABORT, and the DBUTLTY task
ends with a new return code 85(005). The DBUTLTY must be re-executed when more tasks are
available. No index tasks are needed until after the data area has been formatted without rows.

VAR
Indicates that the input data has the IBM variable-blocked format. VAR is used to load variable-length
data to be processed by the Datacom VSAM Transparency and must be specified if the input is a VSAM
file with variable-length records and you want to load directly to Datacom/DB. The table must be defined
with user compression. See the Datacom VSAM Transparency user documentation for more information.
The VAR option requires the TABLE parameter to direct the data to the correct table. The VAR option is
needed only on the first load of an area with input that is IBM variable-blocked format. Thereafter, the
BACKUP function produces a format that can be input to the LOAD using the FORMAT=BACKUP option.
Valid Entries: BACKUP, EXTRACT, NONE, and VAR
Default Value: (No default)

Optional Keywords
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AREA=
Identifies the area to be loaded. If you omit the AREA= keyword and use LOAD DBID=, you can do a load of a full
database. For more comments relating to a database level load, see the description of the DBID= keyword.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified in the DBID= parameter
Default Value:

(No default)
BLKSIZE=

We do not recommend that you specify a BLKSIZE=, because it is ignored. BLKSIZE= is provided for
compatibility with an earlier version of Datacom/DB, because of the possibility that it may be part of previously
specified JCL. If BLKSIZE is specified, it must be a number.

,CLUSTER=
Specifies whether the data is to be loaded sparsely with each cluster to its own data block(s) or densely with data
that is packed in the next block location with no regard to cluster value.
DENSE

Should only be used during the initial loads of a multi-table area to build the required format and
sequence of the input records to load the clustered area correctly.

SPARSE
Is required for normal clustering.

Valid Entries:
DENSE or SPARSE

Default Value:
SPARSE

,INDEX=
Specifies whether the data indexes are to be built. Specifying NO is only for use with forward recovery where the
total recovery time is expected to be better by doing no data index work until a RETIX function is issued after the
recovery. The index must be and is built with correct URI and space information.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,KBYTES=nnnn

Specifies the number of 1024-byte blocks of memory that is needed to build the buffers for Datacom/DB.  if
sufficient memory is available,Datacom/DB chain writes up to one cylinder of data buffers. In general, providing
buffers to contain 5-6 tracks of data is optimal. You can use the following formula to calculate the value for this
parameter:
blksize * #-of-blks-per-trk * #-trks * 2 / 1024
Where:
blksize

The data area block size. See the Directory (CXX) report for this value.
#-of-blks-per-trk

Number of blocks that fits on a track for the specified device type. You can see the Directory (CXX) report
for this value.

#-trks
Number of tracks that the user desires to have written for each physical I/O. The number does not need to
exceed the number of tracks per cylinder.
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2
For double buffering.

Example:
A 4K block size on a 3390 device using two track writes:
(4096 * 12 * 2 * 2 / 1024) = 192

NOTE
The value that is obtained should be rounded up to the next whole number. The maximum value cannot
exceed 9999. Sufficient memory is required for these extra data buffers.

If DEVICE=TAPE (either TAPE or the Snnn form), specifies whether tape labels are processed. Best practice is to
always use labeled tapes.

NOTE
LABEL= has no effect when DEVICE=DISK.

,LOADDUPS=
Specifies whether to load duplicate Master or Unique Key values when the table is defined as having no
duplicates. If Datacom/DB encounters a duplicate value for a Master Key for a table that is defined with no
duplicate Master Key or for a Unique Key, Datacom/DB issues a return code 10 and aborts the run. If you specify
YES for this parameter, Datacom/DB accepts your override and loads the key values. Datacom/DB produces a
snap dump of the first 500 duplications. When MULTUSE=YES, the snap dumps are written to the MUF Statistics
and Diagnostics Area (PXX).
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,LOADID=

(Applies to FORMAT=BACKUP) Specifies match on input row to a table in the area or database to be loaded
using the table DATACOM-ID (YES) or the table DATACOM-NAME (NO). For a normal backup and load, this
parameter is not important because the input row matches on both. However, when changing definitions between
the backup and load, it is critical to a successful load. If table names or IDs change, the matching allows flexibility.
The parameter may be necessary when backing up from one Directory (CXX) and loading to another.
If the input or output is a record in a partitioned table, the parameter must be specified as LOADID=NO to force
matching on name. The name to be matched is only the Full Parent name or an unpartitioned table name.
If the table is a partition, a row can be rejected and not loaded if the partition value criteria do not match. How the
utility handles the rejection is determined by the value set for the LOADPTN= parameter.
For more information about table partitioning and the LOAD function, see The LOAD Utility.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
,LOADPTN=

Specifies how the utility handles a rejected row for a table partition. If it is set to SKIP, the row is ignored with no
error condition. If it is set to FAIL, the row is dumped, and the utility function terminates.
Valid Entries:

FAIL or SKIP
Default Value:

FAIL
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,MISMATCH=
Specifies whether to load records when the length of the records on the backup do not match the record size in
the Directory (CXX).
We strongly recommend that a backup be taken of the area to be loaded before using LOAD with
MISMATCH=IGNORE, and that you exercise caution when executing a LOAD with MISMATCH=IGNORE. If
an expanded row length exceeds the CXX table length and MISMATCH=IGNORE is specified, all data beyond
the CXX length is truncated and therefore lost. If an expanded row length is less than the CXX table length and
MISMATCH=IGNORE is specified, the balance of the expanded row is filled with spaces (hex 40s).
Valid Entries:

FAIL or IGNORE
Default Value:

FAIL
,MULTUSE=

(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) Specifying MULTUSE=YES allows a single area in a database to be
loaded with no loss of read and update access to other areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the
function executes in a new format that is a combination of MUF and Single User modes. The database that is
involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF address space. The area must have no tables open.
If the database is open, Datacom/DB closes this area with the area close. You must close the area yourself only
if the database is open and you need MUF to close it, so that any type of open data set lock can be released.
Release could be necessary to scratch and reallocate the data set. Once started, the function does not allow
other tasks to open tables in the area being processed. Other tables in the involved database, but not in the area,
can be open for read or update in the same MUF. With MULTUSE=YES:

• Area is first opened in MUF for the LOAD.
• Area is also opened in Single User mode.
• Data area processing occurs in the utility address space.
• Key build/sort occurs in the utility address space.
• Index load/merge occurs in MUF address space. Packages of index entries (about 32k bytes) are sent from

utility to MUF.

When MULTUSE=YES, the SORT= option must be specified but not as zero (0). The data area must currently
be set to the URI format. This setting can be done with a data INIT or a previous LOAD using URI=YES. The
keyword URI=NO cannot be specified (the area can be loaded only in the URI format).
When MULTUSE=NO is specified or is allowed to default and the MUF is enabled and running Simplify, the
function executes with the CXX data area set in the MUF address space and all index and data area data sets in
the DBUTLTY address space. Otherwise, the function executes with the CXX data set and all index and data area
data sets in the DBUTLTY address space.
For more information about area level control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control .
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,OPTIMIZE=

Specifies whether the Index entry creation optimization option is to be used.
YES

All Index entries are not to be completed until the load terminates. This option enhances performance by
deferring Index pointer validation and complete Index structure update.

NOTE
If MULTUSE=YES is specified, OPTIMIZE=YES is ignored.
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WARNING
When YES is selected, if this load fails, reinitialize the Index Area. If any other data areas are
already loaded, re-create the Index entries using the RETIX function of DBUTLTY, or reload all
areas. If you select YES, you must also specify a value in the SORT= parameter.

NO
All Index entries are to be validated as they are created.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

,OPTION1=
Specifies the statistics display option to be passed to the sort program (see the SORT= parameter).
NOF

Corresponds to the NOFLAG parameter of the IBM sort. Only critical messages are to be displayed on
the console.

'(I)'
Specifies that informational and critical messages are to be displayed on the printer and the console.

'(U)'
Specifies that only critical messages are to be directed to both the printer and the console.

NOF, '(I)', and '(U)' correspond to the SyncSort MSG options of CC, SC, and CB respectively.
This parameter also accepts any three-character (including the surrounding parentheses) FLAG parameter that
can be processed by the IBM sort. See your IBM sort manual for details.
Valid Entries:

NOF, '(I)', or '(U)'
Default Value:

NOF
Specifies the options for the associated sort/merge program application. The values for this keyword must be 44
characters or less and they must be enclosed in quotes. Depending on the features of your installation's sort, the
values that apply to this keyword can vary. The system does not edit anything that you place inside the quotes.
Valid Entries:

Any values that your installation's sort allows, as described in the previous paragraph.
Default Value:

CRITICAL for PRINT
LOG for ROUTE

,REMAP=fffttt
(Applies to FORMAT=BACKUP, values are ignored by other formats.) When LOADID=NO is specified for
matching input data to output tables based on table name, REMAP= allows a table name to be remapped. This
parameter allows you to load data when the table has been renamed between the backup and the load.
To use REMAP=, specify six characters fffttt after REMAP=, where fff is the input table name (the from table on
input) and ttt is the output or current Directory (CXX) name (the to table in the database ID that is being loaded).
Datacom takes the data records for the from table and loads them into the to table, effectively renaming the table.
Message DB13022E can occur if the BACKUP used RECID=YES.
Valid Entries:

six characters fffttt as previously described.
Default Value:

(No default)
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,RESETRCE=
(Applies to FORMAT=BACKUP, values are ignored by other formats.) When a table is defined with recovery, the
Record Control Element (RCE) contains the Transaction Sequence Number (TSN) of the transaction that last did
maintenance to a record. Datacom/DB uses this information to know if secondary exclusive control is necessary
on a record. The master transaction sequence number is stored and maintained in the Log Area. If you have
multiple Log Areas that share in any context the updating of a data area (though obviously not at the same time),
the master transaction sequence number must be in a different range, or unnecessary waits can occur. Using
RESETRCE can prevent this from happening.
For example, if you have production and test systems using similar numbers through the Log Area, you could use
RESETRCE to ensure that no waiting is done on the wrong transaction. For instance, if you backed up production
data, loaded it to the test system, and initialized the Log Area on a system, the transaction sequence numbers
would be repeated on one system, resulting in possible waits on the wrong transaction. A backup and load with
RESETRCE prevents this condition, avoiding unnecessary waits.

NOTE
For EXTRACT input or when RESETRCE=YES is specified, the TSN is set to zero. Otherwise, the TSN
is copied from the BACKUP record.

If DEVICE=TAPE (either TAPE or the Snnn form), YES indicates that the tape is to be rewound before OPEN and
after CLOSE. NO indicates no rewind before OPEN or after CLOSE. If omitted, the tape is rewound before the
OPEN and rewound with unload after the CLOSE.

NOTE
REWIND= has no effect when DEVICE=DISK.

,SLACK=
Specifies the number of bytes to reserve in each data block for future expansion of records in that block, or for
addition of records when using a space reclamation option. The number that is entered applies only to blocks
loaded to an area during this execution of the LOAD function. Blocks not loaded with data use the SLACK value
that is specified in the AREA definition in Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries:

A number that is less than the block size, up to a maximum of 9999.
Default Value:

0
,SORT=

Activates the Index entry sort option.

NOTE
The SORT option is required when specifying the LOAD function for the full database, or if
MULTUSE=YES. The SORT option is also required when running a DBUTLTY LOAD of a data area that
includes a table with a key larger than 180 bytes.

When you specify a value greater than zero, no Index entries are created as the data is loaded. The required
Index entries are sorted at the end of the data LOAD and are merged into the Index in ascending sequence.
Selecting this option enhances the performance of the LOAD process for large databases.
The SORT option is highly recommended when the number of records exceeds several hundred. The OPTION1=
parameter is also highly recommended to obtain warning and critical messages when a problem occurs.
To estimate the value to enter, multiply the number of keys in the table by the number of records to be sorted,
and add 30 percent. For example, if the table contains two keys and you are sorting 1000 records, the value you
specify should be at least 2600. The value that you specify is passed to the sort routine and can affect the amount
of run time that is used by the sort. If you use multiple load statements in a single step, place the largest sort
value first.
If a number is supplied to the sort, the Index entries in the Index Area (IXX) are not deleted by a separate Index
pass. The Index Area is updated and only the Index blocks that reflect change are written.
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Sort Users (with SORT generated with the CHECK option):  If duplicate Master Key records are found and
LOADDUPS=NO, Datacom/DB snaps the key value in error, and Sort issues a message of the record counts
being off, and abends with a code of 16. The DB13001 message with a return code 10 is not issued.

NOTE
Do not specify over 99 million unless you verify that the sort package you are using allows a larger
number.

Specifying SORT=0 (or any number of zeros) is the same as not specifying the keyword.
Many features that were introduced in previous releases require a non-zero value for SORT=. Two available
features are also blocked during LOAD or RETIX executions when the sort option is not being used:

• On-demand dynamic extend of any data area or Index Area
• Execution against a database with Multi-Dataset Indexes

Most user-JCL is expected to already have a non-zero value for SORT= specified. If, however, a user has a LOAD
or RETIX function that is coded in their JCL with SORT=0 specified or defaulted (SORT= not specified at all), this
information is added to the history report, and the first time in each MUF execution that an area is opened in a
database that has a LOAD or RETIX coded without the sort option, an informational message is generated. The
message alerts you to the condition and can therefore help you know to first add the sort option, then see the
results.

NOTE
A load with FORMAT=NONE (and SORT=0 or SORT= not specified) is handled by DBUTLTY in a
"simulated sort" manner and therefore does not require SORT= to be specified as a number greater
than 0. For consistency, however, we recommend that SORT=1 be specified with FORMAT=NONE.

Two messages related to using LOAD and RETIX without the sort option are messages DB02809I and
DB13128E.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99999999999
Default Value:

(No default)
,SORTDD=

Specifies an optional DD statement, provided to the SORT that redirects SYSPRINT-type output from the
SYSPRINT DD (used by DBUTLTY) to this optional DD statement.
Valid Entries:

printed output is directed to optional DD statement
Default Value:

printed output is directed to SYSPRINT, intermixed with DBUTLTY output
,SORTDFLT=

(z/OS only) Specify SORTDFLT=YES when you want the DBUTLTY SORT= value to be overridden with what is
expected to be a more accurate number.
SORTDFLT= can be set to YES or NO (the default). If SORTDFLT=YES, the SORT= value is required to be
greater than zero.

NOTE
The SORTDFLT option has no equivalent in the DBFLSUB process. The keyword, SORTDFLT= allows
the DBUTLTY SORT=value, when specified as greater than zero (0) for a LOAD, to be overridden with
an estimate that is expected to be more accurate. SORTDFLT= can only be used with the SORT=
keyword. When set as SORTDFLT=YES, the LOAD looks for record counts in the control records of the
BACKUP input or the current CXX to use for the SORT= override. If the count in both places is zero (no
records) for all tables to be loaded, the SORT= value is used and not overwritten. Verify that it is in the
appropriate range to allow a successful LOAD.
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The record count and the number of key definitions per table are multiplied for each table to be loaded,
and the products are summed as the estimate for record index entries. Based on the area space-
management (DSOP) options, additional counts are added to verify a successful sort.

When using this DBUTLTY LOAD enhancement, consider the following information:

The number of records in a table is not always known.

The number of records in a table after a MUF outage is likely to be inaccurate.

A backup taken before Version 12.0 does not include information regarding the record count.

The backup with Version 12.0 or later has the count as stored in the CXX at the time of the backup.

Extract files never have a count, because they have no control records.

For each table, the record count in the BACKUP control record is used, if known and not zero,
otherwise, the current CXX record count is used. Either could be more accurate.

The record count information from BACKUP input is taken from the control records that exist before
the first data record, and any use of concatenated input is inappropriate to using the SORTDFLT=YES
option. For example, if a database has two areas and they are each backed up separately. That is, if
the two backups are concatenated into one base load, the control records at the start of the first input
provide information about the first area, but the control records for the second input are not seen until
the first area is complete (too late to use to start the SORT). The pairing of base backups with base
loads and area backups with area loads do not have this issue.

Valid Entries:

NO or YES

Default Value:

NO

,SORTWK=
Specifies the number of sort work areas.

NOTE
Do not specify a 2-digit number unless the sort package you are using allows a 2-digit number. Sort
packages that do not support a 2-digit number can fail in an unpredictable manner, if you specify a 2-
digit number.

,STATS=
Specifies whether compression statistics are to be computed and displayed.
YES specifies to compute and print the compression statistics. Specifying YES when no tables are compressed
significantly increases LOAD runtime. Only use YES to determine the space savings of compression.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,TABLE=

Indicates that a single table is to be loaded. This parameter is required when EXTRACT or VAR is specified for
FORMAT. It cannot be specified when FORMAT=BACKUP or FORMAT=NONE.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of a table in the database and area being loaded
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Default Value:
(No default)

,UNIT=
Specifies the unit name for sort work areas. The parameter is always edited, but is only used when the SORT=
parameter is specified as not zero.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character unit name. UNIT of CART, TAPE, or VTAPE is not allowed for a LOAD of a data area
that includes any tables with a key larger than 180 bytes.

Default Value:
SYSDA

,URI=
Specifies whether to use URI record ID formats. The URI format is required for SQL access and for tables with
unique keys. All tables in the area must be defined to Datacom Datadictionary with RECOVERY=Y.
If you have defined the tables in this area with unique keys, you must specify URI=YES.
When the backup being loaded was created with RECID=YES, DBUTLTY ignores this keyword and loads the data
area using the record ID format of the backup.

NOTE
URI=NO may not be specified if MULTUSE=YES is specified. Allowing the code to run in the URI mode
is highly recommended.

LOAD: Sample JCL
Review sample JCL statements and reports for using the DBUTLTY LOAD command in Datacom. Compare report
components and review use of the SORTDFLT=YES report section.

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to load the DEM area in database 001 (writing to DEM001 data set), to
estimate the number of keys to sort at 500, to allow no bytes of slack for record growth, to compute no compression stats,
and to use the default buffer area. The data being read was created by a backup of the area DEM on tape or disk.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //BACKDEM  DD DSN=input                           Input data set

 //*

 //* NOTE: The following sort work allocations are not 

 //*  required if your sort package can dynamically

 //*  allocate sort work areas. Be sure to provide

 //*  sufficient space for all keys to be sorted. 

 //*

 //SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK02 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK03 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         LOAD  AREA=DEM,DBID=1,FORMAT=BACKUP,CLUSTER=DENSE,
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               DDNAME=BACKDEM,LOADDUPS=NO,OPTIMIZE=YES,SORT=500

      /*

Sample Report: LOAD Data Area

Review the following sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    LOAD   AREA=DEM,DBID=1,FORMAT=BACKUP,CLUSTER=DENSE,

                             DDNAME=BACKDEM,LOADDUPS=NO,OPTIMIZE=YES,SORT=500

                    FUNCTION=LOAD

                       AREA=DEM

                       CLUSTER=DENSE

                       DBID=1

                       DDNAME=BACKDEM

                       FORMAT=BACKUP

                       LOADDUPS=NO

                       OPTIMIZE=YES

                       SORT=00000500

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• Analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the left

margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

DBDVL      56,377   5/25/2003 16.26.35  PRODCXX       1  PHY   NO    DEM

INPUT FILE INFORMATION          OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION

AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     NOTES

DEM   PNC     6           5     DEM   PNC     6           5

DEM   PNM     5           3     DEM   PNM     5           3

DEM   POH     3           5     DEM   POH     3           5

DEM   POL     4           4     DEM   POL     4           4

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS
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 DEM          2          1         62          2    3    503        N/A        N/A          17

This page of the report shows the following:

This page of the report shows the BACKUP FILE INFORMATION that consists of the following information:

• Job name used to produce the backup
• The backup job's run unit number
• The date and time the backup job was executed
• The CXX name
• The database ID
• The sequence option
• The record ID option of the backed-up information
• The area name that is provided to the backup. If the input to the LOAD function was a backup that was produced by

Datacom/DB Version 8.0, the literal "8.0" is printed instead of an area name.

The BACKUP FILE INFORMATION is optional and variable. It is optional; it is produced only if FORMAT=BACKUP is
specified in the LOAD function statement and the input was produced by the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) BACKUP
function. It is variable; if more than one BACKUP output is provided to the LOAD, each has its control information
reported.

Normally, one backup is input to the LOAD utility. However, MVS users sometimes concatenate input files or use the JCL
MOD option when producing a backup. Users in all systems sometimes SORT or MERGE backup files to a single file
These functions are normally done when moving tables among different areas for performance or clustering.

If this section is present, one of the following messages occurs:

• DB13012E INSUFFICIENT SPACE IN aaa AREA
• DB13014E DATA RECORD(S) LOADED WITH DUPLICATE MASTER KEY

NOTE
The messages DB13015W DATA LOADED WITHOUT REORGANIZATION and DB13024I DATA LOADED WITH
REORGANIZATION that were printed in prior versions are no longer printed. A backup input with a sequence of
PHYSICAL and record ID of YES are non-reorganizing. All others reorganize.

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

DBDVL      56,377   5/25/2003 16.26.35  PRODCXX       1  PHY   NO    DEM

INPUT FILE INFORMATION          OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION

AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     NOTES

DEM   PNC     6           5     DEM   PNC     6           5

DEM   PNM     5           3     DEM   PNM     5           3

DEM   POH     3           5     DEM   POH     3           5

DEM   POL     4           4     DEM   POL     4           4

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS
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 DEM          2          1         62          2    3    503        N/A        N/A          17

This page of the report shows the following information:

INPUT FILE INFORMATION
This set of columns has a line for each unique table ID of input records. This part prints the area name, table
name, table ID, and number of records.
For partitioned tables, provides the partitioned table name and the Full Parent table name.
For a given table loaded, if input records existed, they are reflected on the same line as the output table. If input
records are found for a table that is not loaded, they are printed on separate lines with a note of TABLE ID NOT
LOADED. These records are read by the LOAD utility, but are ignored.
This section for input records has printed information only if the input was from execution of the BACKUP utility
function. Extract data or DBFLSUB exit data does not have this information. Records for a single table ID could
be input from multiple original backups. All of these records are loaded; however, if the table name or area name
from the input stream is different, the name that is printed on the report for these records is three question marks
(???). The question marks do not mean that an error exists, but that the records came from different sources with
different area or table names.
If a table is loaded with zero records, and if the input also reflects the table and zero records, a note of TABLE
EXCL OR NOT INCL prints if the table was excluded or if an include was done but not for this table. If the note is
blank, the table had no records at the time of the backup.

OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION
This set of columns has a line for each table that is loaded, with the area name, the table name, the table ID, and
the number of records.
For partitioned tables, provides the partitioned table name and the Full Parent table name. For sample reports
showing partitioning in OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION, see Sample Report (Full Load with Partitioning) and
Sample Report (Area Load with Partitioning).
The following information is provided under NOTES on the load report when tables are partitioned:
SKIPPED

Indicates that records from this table are to be skipped (not loaded) because they do not meet the range
criteria for tables in this partition

TABLE NOT LOADED
Indicates that the table was not loaded

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION
This set of columns displays the area name, total tracks, used tracks, total blocks, used blocks, percent full,
average slack, blocks expanded, blocks compressed, and total records for the area loaded.
The used tracks, used blocks, and percent full reflect high-water marks. If slack space allows records to be
added, or if the backup was physical with record IDs, extra space may exist in this area for record additions. CXX
reporting reflects embedded free space. Expanded and compressed blocks require more CPU time to build and
maintain and are requested using the STATS parameter for the load. If STATS are not requested, N/A is printed in
these columns.

Sample Report: Full LOAD with Partitioning

In the following example, the AREA= keyword has not been specified, so this is an example of a full database load. The
example also depicts a full database load from a database with no partitioned tables (DBID 789 in the example) to a
database with partitioned tables (DBID 997 in the example).

Assume that the INIT of the index that must precede a full database LOAD has already been done, and was reported on
pages one and two. Therefore, the example begins on page three.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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                     LOAD   DBID=997,DDNAME=BACKUP,FORMAT=BACKUP,

                    SORT=100,LOADID=NO

                    FUNCTION=LOAD

                       DBID=00997

                       DDNAME=BACKUP

                       FORMAT=BACKUP

                       LOADID=NO

                       SORT=000000100

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

JOB001     31,048  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX     789  NAT   NO

INPUT FILE INFORMATION           OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION   

AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     NOTES

                                  AK1   K11-K01 110           0

                                  AK2   K12-K01 111           0

                                  AK3   K13-K01 112           0

A01   C01     101          99     A11   C11-C01 102           9

                                  A12   C12-C01 103           0

                                  A13   C13-C01 104          90

A01   C02     102          99     A21   C21-C02 106          10

                                  A22   C22-C02 107          10

                                  A23   C23-C02 108          79

A01   F01     103          99                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   F02     104          99                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   F03     105           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   RNA     106           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   RNB     107           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION   

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS

AK1           8          1         96          2    2  4,094        N/A        N/A           0

AK2           8          1         96          2    2  4,094        N/A        N/A           0

AK3           8          1         96          2    2  4,094        N/A        N/A           0

A11           5          1         60          2    3  4,094        N/A        N/A           9

A12           5          1         60          2    3  4,094        N/A        N/A           0

A13           5          1         60          5    8     62        N/A        N/A          90

A21           5          1         60          3    5  3,454        N/A        N/A          10

A22           5          1         60          3    5  3,445        N/A        N/A          10

A23           5          1         60          4    6      2        N/A        N/A          79

This page of the report shows the following information:

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION
For a description of the BACKUP FILE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD Data
Area.
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INPUT FILE INFORMATION
For a description of the INPUT FILE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD Data
Area.

OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION
For a description of the OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD
Data Area.

NOTE
This sample OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION shows partitioning.

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION
For a description of the OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD
Data Area.

Sample Report: Area LOAD with Partitioning

The following example shows an area level load of a database with no partitioned tables (DBID 789 in the sample) into a
database that has partitioned tables (DBID 997 in the sample).

AREA=A11 was specified, and the previous example (showing a full load of database 997) lists area A11 as containing
only 9 records. This example therefore shows 9 records (rows) having been loaded and 90 skipped (LOADPTN=SKIP was
chosen).

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                     LOAD   DBID=997,DDNAME=BACKUP,FORMAT=BACKUP,

                    SORT=100,LOADID=NO,LOADPTN=SKIP,AREA=A11

                    FUNCTION=LOAD

                       AREA=A11

                       DBID=00997

                       DDNAME=BACKUP

                       FORMAT=BACKUP

                       LOADID=NO

                       LOADPTN=SKIP

                       SORT=000000100

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• Analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the left

margin
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

JOB002     31,048  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX     789  NAT   NO

INPUT FILE INFORMATION           OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION   

AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     NOTES

A01   C01     101          99     A11   C11-C01 102           9     SKIPPED

A01   C02     102          99                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   F01     103          99                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   F02     104          99                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   F03     105           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   RNA     106           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED

A01   RNB     107           0                                       TABLE NOT LOADED
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OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION   

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS

A11           5          1         60          2    3  4,094        N/A        N/A           9         90

 RECDS SKIPPED

This page of the report shows the following information:

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION
For a description of the BACKUP FILE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD Data
Area.

INPUT FILE INFORMATION
For a description of the INPUT FILE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD Data
Area.

OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION
For a description of the OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD
Data Area.

NOTE
This sample OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION shows partitioning.

The following information is provided under NOTES on the load report when tables are partitioned:
SKIPPED

Indicates that records from this table are to be skipped (not loaded) because they do not meet the range
criteria for tables in this partition

TABLE NOT LOADED
Indicates that the table was not loaded

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION
For a description of the OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION, see the explanation following Sample Report: LOAD
Data Area.

SORTDFLT=YES Report Section for LOAD

If SORDTDFLT= YES, another section to the LOAD report is added after the optional BACKUP INFORMATION
section, if present, and before the INPUT FILE INFORMATION section. The heading of the new section is SORTDFLT
INFORMATION. After the heading, one line is printed for each table to be loaded.

The line after the SORTDFLT INFORMATION heading contains the following information:

• Table name and ID
• Record count from the BACKUP control record for the table - The number is set as 0 if there is no input, extract input,

or backup taken prior to Version 12.0. For a Version 12.0 backup, it is the count in the CXX at the time of the backup
and might or might not be accurate.

NOTE
This report section occurs at the time that the first data row is read from the input. Only currently available
control information is reported. The use of concatenated input with extra control information is subject to the
INPUT FILE INFORMATION section, but not the SORTDFLT INFORMATION section.

• Record count from the current CXX
• Count of key definitions for the table
• Estimated count of keys to sort using the backup count if the count is not zero; otherwise, it is the Directory count

The next line, starting with *DSOP, is the count of index entries possible based on the data space options for the areas
being loaded. If the estimated count of keys from the record input is all zeros, the *DSOP value is not added to the total,
and the override does not occur.
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Following the *DSOP line is TOTAL and provides the sum of the key estimates from the SORTDFLT INFORMATION.
Information is also provided about what is overriding the SORT= keyword.

If the keyword FORMAT= is set to NONE, the sort value is set to one. When the record counts are all zero, if the keyword
FORMAT= is not set to NONE, Datacom/DB has no information to use for estimating the value of keys to be sorted. In this
case, the SORT= value is not overridden. Estimate the values of the keyword SORT= with as much accuracy as possible.

The values are necessary for the sort to estimate the necessary workspace and the technique to be used.

If the record counts are incorrect but not zero, the sort uses the estimates as they exist. If the LOAD fails because of
low sort count issues, change the JCL to provide a more accurate SORT= value then rerun the LOAD without using the
SORTDFLT= keyword.

Example

For this example, database 2 was used. The first statement is a RETIX with KEYNAME=*SETR, which recounts the
records in the area. This statement was used only to ensure that the counts were accurate in the example. It is not for
normal use.

RETIX  AREA=DD1,DBID=2,KEYNAME=*SETR                         

COMM  OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=2                                    

REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=2,TYPE=A                                

BACKUP DBID=2,SEQ=NAT,DDNAME=Y                               

INIT   DBID=2,AREA=IXX                                       

LOAD DBID=2,FORMAT=BACKUP,DDNAME=Y,SORT=99999,SORTDFLT=YES,  

OPTION1='(I)'

The resulting output is as follows:

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION                                                      

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA    

DBDVL       2,812   8/30/2009 09.52.00  DBDVM0        2  NAT   NO            

SORTDFLT INFORMATION                                                         

TABLE    ID       BACKUP    DIRECTORY  KEYS      ESTIMATE                    

  AGR    17          333          333     8         2,664                    

  ALS     9        1,857        1,857     3         5,571                    

  ARA     2           48           48     3           144                    

  ATZ    24            7            7     2            14                    

  BAS     1           23           23     5           115                    

  DVW    40           70           70     2           140                    

  ELM     7          580          580     5         2,900                    

  FCN    29            0            0     3             0                    

  FIL     3           86           86     2           172                    

  FLD     5       14,557       14,557    10       145,570                    

  HSD   123          196          196     1           196                    

  JOB    27            0            0     2             0                    

  KEY     6          702          702    12         8,424                    

  KWC     8           30           30     9           270                    

  LIB    56            0            0     2             0                    

  MEM    12            0            0     2             0                    

  MOD    23            0            0     2             0                    

  NOD    13            0            0     3             0                    

  PCV    20            0            0     2             0                    

  PER    25            2            2     2             4                    

  PGM    22            0            0     2             0                    

  PLN    15            0            0     3             0                    

  PNL    14            0            0     2             0                    
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  PRC     4            0            0     3             0                    

  PRT    18            0            0     2             0                    

  REL    11        2,634        2,634     7        18,438                    

  RPT    26            0            0     2             0                    

  STM    16            0            0     3             0                    

  STP    28            0            0     2             0                    

  SYS    21           12           12     2            24                    

  TRG    19            0            0     3             0                    

  TXT    10          100          100     2           200                    

  *DSOP                                                38                    

  TOTAL (SORT ESTIMATE OVERRIDE)                  184,884   SORT=00000184884

INPUT FILE INFORMATION            OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION                                    

AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE    ID     RECORDS     NOTES                     

DD1   AGR      17         333     DD1   AGR      17         333                               

DD1   ALS       9       1,857     DD1   ALS       9       1,857                               

DD1   ARA       2          48     DD1   ARA       2          48                               

DD1   ATZ      24           7     DD1   ATZ      24           7                               

DD1   BAS       1          23     DD1   BAS       1          23                               

DD1   DVW      40          70     DD1   DVW      40          70                               

DD1   ELM       7         580     DD1   ELM       7         580                               

DD1   FCN      29           0     DD1   FCN      29           0                               

DD1   FIL       3          86     DD1   FIL       3          86                               

DD1   FLD       5      14,557     DD1   FLD       5      14,557                               

DD1   HSD     123         196     DD1   HSD     123         196                               

DD1   JOB      27           0     DD1   JOB      27           0                               

DD1   KEY       6         702     DD1   KEY       6         702                               

DD1   KWC       8          30     DD1   KWC       8          30                               

DD1   LIB      56           0     DD1   LIB      56           0                               

DD1   MEM      12           0     DD1   MEM      12           0                               

DD1   MOD      23           0     DD1   MOD      23           0                               

DD1   NOD      13           0     DD1   NOD      13           0                               

DD1   PCV      20           0     DD1   PCV      20           0                               

DD1   PER      25           2     DD1   PER      25           2                               

DD1   PGM      22           0     DD1   PGM      22           0                               

DD1   PLN      15           0     DD1   PLN      15           0                               

DD1   PNL      14           0     DD1   PNL      14           0                               

DD1   PRC       4           0     DD1   PRC       4           0                               

DD1   PRT      18           0     DD1   PRT      18           0                               

DD1   REL      11       2,634     DD1   REL      11       2,634                               

DD1   RPT      26           0     DD1   RPT      26           0                               

DD1   STM      16           0     DD1   STM      16           0                               

DD1   STP      28           0     DD1   STP      28           0                               

DD1   SYS      21          12     DD1   SYS      21          12                               

DD1   TRG      19           0     DD1   TRG      19           0                               

DD1   TXT      10         100     DD1   TXT      10         100                               

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION                                                                       

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS

DD1         180        103      2,160      1,228   56    127        N/A        N/A      21,237

Information from SORT:

CASO000I  SORT    FILSZ=E00184884,FIELDS=(1,186,BI,A),DYNALLOC=(SYSDA,03)

CASO061I RCD IN 00182359,OUT 00000000
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In this example, the count of keys that are sorted is less than the estimate because Datacom Datadictionary uses the
rarely used NIL key feature to not be part of the index. NIL keys are defined to have a value of all blanks (x'40') or all
binary zeros (x'00').

LOCK (Lock a Data Area)
The LOCK function allows you to back up a data area, specifically a compressed data area, while the MUF is running.
By granting this request, DBUTLTY inhibits an update that moves data records until the UNLOCK function is issued.
See UNLOCK (Unlock a Data Area) for information.

A lock, when granted, remains in effect until an unlock is done or the MUF is terminated. If you request a lock on a locked
area, your request waits until the first lock is released and then is granted. This allows the area to lock again.

NOTE
 Any Index Area and data area buffers with pending writes are written to DASD for the specified area when this
function is executed.

The LOCK function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following considerations:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF. Execute DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF.

• Ensure proper load library concatenation. Keep the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined. 

When to Use LOCK

Use the LOCK function to prevent movement of records in compressed data areas when backing up or performing
maintenance on a data area.

Although this function is designed specifically for compressed data areas, you can use LOCK on any data area.

How to Use LOCK

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following command format to issue a LOCK function.

►►─ LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=n,AREA=a ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                                     └─ OPTION2=STEPONLY ───┘

 Command 

LOCK
Invokes the function that inhibits an update until the UNLOCK function is issued.

 Required Keywords 

OPTION=MOVER
Requests the option that inhibits movement of data records due to an update of a compressed data area.

,DBID=
Identifies the database that you want to lock or protect during the backup.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,AREA=

Identifies the area that you want to lock or protect during the backup.
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Valid Entries:
DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified

Default Value:
(No default)

 Optional Keyword 

OPTION2=STEPONLY
Saves the LOCK option in memory for the task. When the DBUTLTY function disconnects, the cleanup frees the
outstanding locks that were done with STEPONLY. You can opt to have none or as many as you want.
This option is not needed with normal execution. Without this option, the lock is hung if a function following a
LOAD and before the UNLOCK were to time out with an S322 or cancel with an S222. Discover the condition and
resolve it later. An example of this condition would be a BACKUP as shown in the following example.

  Example 

   LOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1, AREA=PAY
BACKUP DBID=1,AREA=PAY,SEQ=PHY,DDNAME=X
UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1,AREA=PAY

Example JCL (LOCK)
The following shows the command to lock a data area during a backup.

NOTE
 Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code
all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          LOCK      OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1,AREA=DEM

 /*

Sample Report

A sample report page is shown here. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    LOCK      OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1,AREA=DEM

                    FUNCTION=LOCK

                       AREA=DEM

                       DBID=1

                       OPTION=MOVER

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin
• Any syntax processing related messages

                   *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

This page of the report shows a message indicating that the LOCK completed successfully.
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MASSADD (Add Records to Table)
Use the Datacom DBUTLTY function MASSADD to add multiple records to a table. MASSADD communicates with one
Multi-User Facility (MUF). Review execution requirements/controls and an example.

The MASSADD function communicates with one Multi-User Facility (MUF). Consider the following information:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the MUF that you want by executing DBUTLTY with the same System
Identifier module (DBSIDPR) that the MUF is using

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

When to Use MASSADD

Use the MASSADD function to add a large volume of records to a table. Some application systems can be designed to
accumulate records during daily online processing that are added in a single batch that is run during non-prime hours. Use
MASSADD to perform this maintenance without having to write a specialized application program.

Use of Pipeline

MASSADD takes advantage of the Pipeline high-performance maintenance feature of Datacom/DB. The function issues
warning messages if logging is not active.

Log Check Points and Backout

In the MUF, when logging is on for this table, MASSADD issues a LOGCP every 1000 records. A message is displayed
with a record count each time a checkpoint is taken. The function generates a User Requirements Table (URT) with a
transaction backout specified. MASSADD offers a restart capability to allow you to begin processing the input records at
the exact point of any failure.

Unique Keys

By default, the MASSADD function terminates with error message DB13037E identifying the record and a return code
10 (if DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO is specified) or return code 94(193) (if a key is defined to be unique). This message
and return code only happen on that error condition. A small snap dump is generated if you attempt to add a record with
a duplicate value for a key that is defined to be unique or if DUPE-MASTER-KEY=NO is specified for the table. See
Designing Keys, Designing Columns (Fields), and Unique Values for Columns for more information. For information
about reading the snap dump, see Using Dumps in Problem Determination. Transaction backout is not invoked when this
condition is encountered. However, you can execute the MASSADD function with the STARTAFT= parameter that allows
you to specify records to skip in the input data set.

OPTION2 allows you to ignore duplicates, both the return code 10 and return code 94 (193) duplicate unique key
definition. You can set OPTION2 as OPTION2=DUPS_IGN to direct that any duplicates are to be counted and ignored.
Or, you can set OPTION2=DUPS_DD where any duplicates are to be counted, written to an output file with a DDNAME
DUPSTTT. The TTT is the table name, and ignored. The format and requirements of the DUPSTTT file are the same as
the output to a DBUTLTY function EXTRACT. With the OPTION2 set as above, a duplicate is not considered an error and
the function completes not as an error. The report is altered if OPTION2= is specified with either of the DUPS_ values to
provide the following information:

• Number of input rows
• Number of rows added
• Number of rows ignored
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With the OPTION2 keyword set as DUPS_DD, the output data set is opened and, if no duplicates occur, closed with no
rows.

NOTE

OPTION2 is a valid keyword only if MULTUSE=NO is not specified where the MASSADD directs the adds to the
MUF environment.

Integrity Constraints

When executing through the MUF, the MASSADD function enforces any integrity constraints that are defined for a table.

If you attempt to add a record that contains invalid data for any field that is defined in Datacom Datadictionary with
DBEDITS=Y, the MASSADD function terminates with an error message.

If any field in the table is defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the FORCEADD=Y attribute-value, the MASSADD
function is treated as an application adding records to the table, and new values are set for the fields.

Use of the MUF

MASSADD can perform the add requests either through the MUF or as a Single-User task. Run MASSADD through the
MUF to add records to a table defined with integrity constraints.

We recommend that you run MASSADD with the MUF to take full advantage of the normal RESTART and RECOVERY
options, since the logging facility is not available in Single User mode. If you use Single User mode, checkpoint messages
do not occur and transaction boundaries are not provided. If the utility fails, a log file does not exist to be restarted
to ensure that the data and index are synchronized. If you do not use the MUF, back up the area before running the
MASSADD function. You can reload the backup and try again if the function does not complete.

Tables Using DBVVRPR

The MASSADD function does not support adding records to tables defined with a user compression exit name
(DBVVRPR).

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database will be opened for update if not already.
• All areas will be closed if open.
• The utility will execute with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions
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Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may not have BACKUP, EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT, LOAD, RECOVERY, REORG, REPLACE, or RETIX with

MULTUSE=YES executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility does not set ACCESS area.
• The utility does not set MASSADD executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use MASSADD

MASSADD can run in Single User mode if NO is specified for the MULTUSE= keyword. Execute DBUTLTY using the
following command format:

►►─ MASSADD DBID=n,DDNAME=d,TABLE=t ──────────────────────────────────────────►

 

►─┬───────────────────────────┬──┬────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

  └─ ,MULTUSE = ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬──┘  └─ ,OPTION2= ┬─────────────┬─┘     

                 └─ NO ────┘                  ├─ DUPS_IGN ──┤    

                                              └─ DUPS_DD ───┘                                   

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬──┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,STARTAFT= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ──────┬─┘  └─ ,PRTY=n─┘

                  └─ nnnnnnnn ─┘      

 

Command

MASSADD
Invokes the function to accept input records for a single table and add those records to the table.

Required Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the databLimit
Valid Entries:
DATACOM-ID of the database
Default:
(No default)

,DDNAME=
Specifies the JCL DDname of the input data. If the input source is a VSAM file, Datacom/DB processes it as an
ordinary file.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name that is reserved for a Datacom
area. Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.
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The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then
overlay the CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated. For more information
about DB10059E, navigate to Datacom/DB Messages and search for DB10059E.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable DDNAME=
protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module that is used for this Datacom
environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

,TABLE=
Specifies the table in the database to which the records are to be added.
Valid Entries:
DATACOM-NAME of the table in the database specified
Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

,MULTUSE=
Specifies whether the add commands are to be directed to the MUF.
YES

MASSADD directs its input to the MUF. Direct commands to the MUF when adding records to a table
defined with integrity constraints.

NO
MASSADD executes as a Single User job. In Single User mode, logging is not supported, and you do
not have a log file to restart to ensure that the data and Index Areas are synchronized. Before using
MASSADD, obtain a backup of the area in case you must reload and try the function again.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES
Default:
YES

,OPTION2=
Specified special action to occur if a duplicate row is found, either return code 10 or return code 94(193).
DUPS_IGN

Causes duplicate rows to be counted and ignored.
DUPS_DD

Causes duplicate rows to be counted, written to an output data set with a DDNAME of DUPSTTT. The
table name TTT is formatted the same as a DBUTLTY function EXTRACT and ignored.

Valid Entries:
DUPS_IGN, DUPS_DD
Default:
No value

,STARTAFT=
Specifies records to skip in the input data set before beginning to add records.
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Valid Entries:
Any 1- to 8-character integer
Default:
0

,PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Valid Entries:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value
Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

Example JCL (MASSADD)

The following example shows the command to add records to table TEL in database 400. The input data set is TELLER.
In this example, the job defaults to an active MUF mode.

Note: Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are, for example, only. Lowercase
letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //TELLER   DD DSN=input                            Input data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                    Command Input

          MASSADD   DBID=400,DDNAME=TELLER,TABLE=TEL

 /*

Sample Report

Review the following sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

  CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    MASSADD DBID=400,DDNAME=TELLER,TABLE=TEL

                    FUNCTION=MASSADD

                       DBID=400

                       DDNAME=TELLER

                       TABLE=TEL

This page of the report shows the following information:

The command exactly as entered

An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the left
margin.

Any messages that are related to syntax processing

RECORD ******1000 SUCCESSFULLY ADDED

                    RECORD ******2001 SUCCESSFULLY ADDED

                    RECORD ******3000 SUCCESSFULLY ADDED

                                    ADDED
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                        TEL         3,400

This page of the report shows the following information:

RECORD
A line is produced for every 1,000 records successfully added.

ADDED
The report indicates that 3,400 Records were added to the table.

OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online)
When the physical sequence of records in an area is causing a performance problem, a database reorganization is
usually scheduled. In the past, the table being reorganized was unavailable while backups and reloads of the data, in
Native Key sequence, were performed. The OLREORG function lets you reorganize the database table without taking it
offline.

For information about support for the OLREORG function by the DBUTLTY STATUS console command, see DBUTLTY
STATUS.

NOTE
The DBUTLTY STATUS command is only available when either the FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= keywords are
not specified or no rows are found in the specified key range.

The OLREORG function of DBUTLTY combines rows in a given key range (reference group) into as few blocks as
possible while reducing the effort (physical I/O) needed to retrieve the rows in native sequence, and it does this without
making the data unavailable to other users. OLREORG moves rows from blocks with the fewest rows within a specified
reference group (REFGROUP) to blocks with the most rows within the REFGROUP, thereby reducing the number of
blocks used to contain the REFGROUP. Be aware, however, that OLREORG does not provide a one hundred percent
Native Key sequence.

A reference group is a specified number of data blocks that are considered as a group in analyzing (reporting) and
reorganizing (using OLREORG) data rows on a reference group by reference group basis.

You can use statistical information about sequential data access to determine if there is a significant amount of sequential
access, and of those accesses how many are to non-contiguous data blocks. This statistical information is contained in
the Area Daily Statistics (ADS) table in the history database. We therefore recommend that you enable ADS before using
OLREORG.

Once you have established that a given table has significant sequential access where there have been a large number of
non-contiguous data block accesses, or if you know that a significant amount of sequential processing is to occur, you can
execute the DBUTLTY REPORT REFGROUP option to review the current native sequence population. For information
about the REFGROUP report, see REFGROUP Report.

Once your review of the current native sequence population is completed, you can decide if an online reference group
reorganization should be executed to improve the native sequence population.

OLREORG runs through the MUF so that concurrent access is available to other users of the specified table.

NOTE
You can interrupt or stop the execution of OLREORG without any risk to your environment by issuing a COMM
REQABORT. The REQABORT is honored after each reference group is processed. In this case, no summary
report is produced. The last key value processed is provided instead. This key value can be used for the
FIRSTKEY= parameter if you want to start the process again by running a new DBUTLTY OLREORG.

If the OLREORG is not able to be interrupted using REQABORT, an operator cancel can be used.
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As OLREORG moves rows from block to block to improve order, it also frees space in blocks. You can rerun it and it will
often find additional movements that would be beneficial.

For verification of the reorganization process, you can include another reference group (REFGROUP) report specification
after the reference group reorganization request to see the effect of the OLREORG.

OLREORG Restrictions

The following restrictions apply:

• The area in which the table (that you specify for OLREORG) resides must be loaded with URI=YES.
• Logging must be turned on in order to use OLREORG.

Security Considerations

The DBUTLTY external resource name for the OLREORG function is OLREORG. It has no table rights associated with it.

When to Use OLREORG

Execute the DBUTLY OLREORG function when you determine that a reference group reorganization is appropriate.

Using Empty Blocks in OLREORG

When the amount of free space is limited in used data blocks, the DBUTLTY function OLREORG allows the use of empty
blocks in a reorganization.

Support for the OLREORG empty block feature includes the following categories:

• Implementation of a way to keep track of empty blocks
• New DBUTLTY behaviors
• Changes to the REPORT produced by OLREORG
• External limits

Keeping Track of Empty Blocks

Datacom/DB keeps track of the available space of a data area using a special key ID in each DBID index. Data space
option 1, basic space reclamation, and 2, wraparound mode, do not keep track of which blocks are logically empty, that is,
blocks that were used in the past but currently have all their rows deleted.

To enhance the efficiency of OLREORG, the following space options were added that keep track of empty blocks:

• Option 4 is basic space reclamation with an empty block index.
• Option 5 is wraparound mode with an empty block index.

If you plan to use OLREORG, then it is appropriate to migrate all DSOP option 1 areas to DSOP option 4 and all DSOP
option 2 areas to DSOP option 5.

Changing the space option does not affect the loaded status of the data area and is effective immediately following its
change in the CXX. Because the empty block index was not maintained in the past for basic and wraparound modes, we
recommend that, when changing to a DSOP 4 or 5, you run a DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX to rebuild
the space index, including the new empty block component of the space index.

NOTE
You are not required to run this RETIX.

DBUTLTY OLREORG Report Example Change

If the DSOP area is 4 or 5, the line is: Empty blocks used.
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The line displays a count of the number of empty blocks to which rows were moved during the OLREORG. The following
is a sample of this report:

Rows processed -                        5,000  

Rows moved -                            2,512  

Blocks freed in reference group -       2,510  

Exclusive control conflicts -               0  

Empty blocks used -                         5

If the DSOP area is 0, 1, or 2, the line is: No empty blocks used due to DSOP.

NOTE
A DSOP of 3 is not supported by OLREORG.

The following is a sample of this report:

Rows processed -                        5,000

Rows moved -                              284

Blocks freed in reference group -         284

Exclusive control conflicts -               0

No empty blocks used due to DSOP               

External Limits

If there are no more blocks in the empty block index, OLREORG uses the next available overflow (NAO) block.
OLREORG never causes a dynamic extend.

How to Use OLREORG

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the OLREORG function using the following command
format.

►►─ OLREORG TABLE=tname,DBID=dbid,REFGROUP=n ─┬────────────────┬────────────►

                                              └─ ,NUMBER= ─ n ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────┬────────┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,FIRSTKEY= ─ n ─┤        └─ ,PRTY= ─ n ─┘

   └─ ,LASTKEY= ─ n ──┘

Command

OLREORG
Invokes the OLREORG function.

Required Keywords

,TABLE=tname
Specify the name of the table that you want to use. The area in which the table resides must be loaded with
URI=YES. If you attempt to generate a REFGROUP report and the area was not loaded with URI, an error occurs
and a return code is generated.
Limits

:
a valid table name

Default:
(No default)

,DBID=
Specify the name of the DBID that you want to use.
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Limits
:
a valid DBID

Default:
(No default)

,REFGROUP=n
Specify the number of blocks to treat as a reference group. Each REFGROUP represents the number of blocks
which are treated as a group. Each REFGROUP also has a certain number of blocks in which it already has
rows stored. The goal of OLREORG is to move rows from blocks with the fewest rows within the REFGROUP
to blocks with most rows within the REFGROUP, and hence to reduce the number of blocks used to contain this
REFGROUP.
A REFGROUP value represents the number of data blocks it takes to hold a range of key values for the native
sequence key. For example if you specify REFGROUP=5, the index is scanned starting with the lowest key,
and the data block to which each key value points is noted. This scanning continues until more than 5 unique
data blocks are encountered. These 5 unique data blocks and their associated index values represent the first
REFGROUP. The 6th data block and its associated key value represent the start of the next REFGROUP.
You must consider what seems to you to be a good value for REFGROUP=. If you commonly use the DBURTBL
macro parameter SEQBUFS= to read this table, half of the value you specify for SEQBUFS= may be a good
value for REFGROUP=.

NOTE
REFGROUP=0 is preferred for all OLREORGs when DSOP is set to 4 or 5. REFGROUP nn (2-100) is
only used when DSOP is set to 1 or 2 or when you do not have enough unused blocks (less than 20%)
to allow a full OLREORG using REFGROUP=0.

Limits
:
0 through 100

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

NUMBER=n
This parameter can be specified as 1-99 or omitted. When you omit NUMBER=, all blocks qualify as source
blocks and OLREORG moves as many rows as possible, so that as few blocks as possible contain the
REFGROUP. Specifying a value for this parameter indicates you want to control which blocks qualify as move-
from blocks. It can be used to limit row movement to those cases which provide the most benefit. For example,
specifying NUMBER=2 indicates that only blocks with two or fewer rows may have their rows moved to other
blocks in the REFGROUP.
Limits

:
1 through 99

Default:
(No default)

,FIRSTKEY= and/or ,LASTKEY=
You can use FIRSTKEY= and/or LASTKEY= to limit OLREORG to a segment of the native sequence key. We
recommend you allow FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= to default. The OLREORG function normally defaults to include
the full specified key range from low values to high values. FIRSTKEY= overrides the default starting position
while LASTKEY= overrides the default ending position, limiting what is processed by OLREORG. If one keyword
is specified and the other is not specified, a default value is selected for the missing keyword. Normal Datacom
key lengths are from 1 through 180 bytes. The key value data entered for FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= can be
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from 0 (zero) through 59 bytes long. You only need to code the number of positions of the key value that are
significant to you, but be aware that the value coded is left justified regardless of key field data type. The utility
pads the low order or remaining positions of the key value with low values on FIRSTKEY= and high values on
LASTKEY=. To use the entire key in one step, specify neither FIRSTKEY= nor LASTKEY=. Alternately, you could
specify FIRSTKEY=00 and/or LASTKEY=00 to cause processing to start at low values and end at high values.
The length of zero indicates that the padded key values (low values and high values) are to be used.
The data is not edited or interpreted. Therefore, if the key value data you need to enter is in binary, you must set
up the JCL using a hexadecimal mode display and enter the key value data in hexadecimal. This data can contain
blanks, commas, and any other special characters. Datacom/DB cannot edit this data for syntax, so the control
statement can look invalid, especially when it includes blanks or commas or key value data containing English
words. For example, FIRSTKEY=12121212121212 means the length is 12, key value is 121212121212. Another
example, FIRSTKEY=10FIRSTKEY10 means the length is 10, key value is FIRSTKEY10.
Limits

:
A 2-byte length (in a range of 00 through 59) followed by a character string of key value bytes (for the
length specified) that represents the key value.

Default:
The starting/ending position of the full key range from low to high values.

,PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

Example JCL (OLREORG)
Following is example JCL for an OLREORG.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

        OLREORG TABLE=ALS,DBID=2,REFGROUP=50

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

For sample REFGROUP reports, see Sample Report: REFGROUP Summary. An example of the summary report
generated by executing the OLREORG function against a table containing 3,000 rows follows:

  Rows processed -                  3,000   

  Rows moved -                        384      
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  Blocks freed in reference group -   129      

  Exclusive control conflicts -         0  

The report displays the following information:

Rows processed
Rows processed is the total rows in the table, or if using FIRSTKEY or LASTKEY, the total rows within the
specified key range.

Rows moved
Rows moved is the total rows moved from less heavily populated blocks within a reference group to more heavily
populated blocks.

Blocks freed in reference group
The number printed for the blocks freed in reference group is not an absolute number, but must be understood as
being relative to the reference group concept. That is, at the start of processing each reference group uses the
same number of blocks specified by the REFGROUP parameter. After the OLREORG is run, the same set of rows
for each REFGROUP may be in fewer blocks. A block freed in a reference group represents the difference in the
number of blocks required to hold each reference group. Because each actual physical block may contain rows
from multiple REFGROUPs, the number printed in the report does not therefore necessarily represent completely
empty blocks, that is, a block freed is not necessarily the same as an empty block.

Exclusive control conflicts
Exclusive control conflicts refers to the following. Applications are allowed to maintain rows in the specified
table while OLREORG is running. The number printed in the report represents rows that OLREORG chose for
movement but skipped because some other task currently had either primary or secondary exclusive control on
the row. These rows are skipped for performance reasons.

PREINIT (Pre-Format Index and Data Areas)
The PREINIT function pre-formats (pre-initializes) a planned non-existing index area or data area. See PREINIT index
area and PREINIT data area.

PREINIT promotes 24X7 operations. When you use PREINIT to pre-format a new index area, to contain a key to be
cataloged in the 24x7 way using a Datacom Datadictionary 1000 APPLYCXX batch transaction, the database can be left
open for all normal user applications while the key is built. Without PREINIT, cataloging a key into an index area requires
that the area already exists and is in use by another key. Also, use PREINIT to pre-format a new data area to contain
a table to be added using SQL DDL statements to CREATE a new table. If you do a PREINIT of an area that is later
decided to have been done in error or is no longer needed, you can clean up the PREINIT list. To delete an entry on the
PREINIT list, use the following:

 CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=n,AREA=aaa

 

The PREINIT list is reported using the DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P. It reports on all items in
the PREINIT list. If the list is empty, it has nothing to report. The first page of the full CXX report (not type A) and the same
report requested as TYPE=K provides PREINIT AREAS - NO (or YES) to alert users whether any PREINIT areas exist.

PREINIT index area updates with control information the first block in the pre-formatted index area. The first block is
subsequently updated when maintenance is performed. The default block size is 4096 for all devices, except for 3380
devices that have a block size of 3860. The block size can be set using the optional keyword BLKSIZE=.

You can also use PREINIT to pre-format and null load a data area that does not already exist. PREINIT data area makes
it possible for SQL to be used to create a table in a new area and, optionally, to create a table in a new database. The
table is then immediately loaded and available, and the SQL create process can successfully complete.
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NOTE
Without PREINIT, SQL can only create a table if that table is created as loaded into an area that already has
another table in it, and for which the area has already been loaded.

Summary of Requirements

• You use the PREINIT function for an index area or data area out of normal DBUTLTY context. For example, the
PREINIT does not validate that the database does or does not exist. Wheher a database exists or not is not a concern
to the operation of the PREINIT function itself. Neither does PREINIT validate whether the area name exists. PREINIT
can be used for many cases to allow complete or nearly complete 24x7 processing. The data set used with PREINIT
is usually new, but it is possible and acceptable to use PREINIT with an existing data set. If you use PREINIT with
an existing data set, the data set should neither be open nor a closed area containing data that is not intended to be
overlaid.

• Using PREINIT is expected to be a rare event, with a PREINIT list item lasting a few minutes at most. PREINIT
therefore requires minimal reporting.

• The PREINIT list exists at the CXX level and is reported in a REPORT function requested with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.
• The PREINIT function requires the basic information needed for a successful INIT, including the area name and

database ID (DBID). For PREINIT data area, the block size is required, but for PREINIT index area, the block size is
optional.

• PREINIT does not open the database. PREINIT only opens the CXX.
• The standard DDNAME used in an INIT is used during a PREINIT, but the database is not opened. Also, in a

PREINIT, if the area exists and has a data set name, it is not known, meaning that the DD statement is required.
We recommended using PREINIT with DISP=NEW or DISP=OLD. You can use PREINIT with DISP=SHR, too,
except when DISP=SHR is specified, in which case Datacom upgrades the DISP=SHR to a DISP=OLD specification.
DISP=OLD provides protection against the data set being currently in use. The PREINIT function is for new areas and
not for databases with existing areas.

• PREINIT formats the data set as the type of area needed. PREINIT formats the entire area for a data area to match
the combination of a data INIT and null LOAD.

• PREINIT updates the CXX with a new structure of a list of PREINIT data sets that includes the area type of either
index or data, the area name, the block size, the number of tracks, and the data set name. If the area and database
match an existing PREINIT entry, the previous entry is replaced by the current entry.

• An item on the PREINIT list can be deleted using CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=n,AREA=aaa.
• An item on the list does not mean it currently exists as a data set, because users can delete or rename data sets

outside of Datacom knowledge.

During a Datacom Datadictionary catalog, the following special actions occur:

• If the database is new, the list is searched for the IXX area in that database. If found, the entry is taken and the
information saved as the current IXX, and the index is set as loaded.

• If the index area (not IXX) is new, the entry list is searched and, if found, the entry is taken.
• If the data area is new or has no Data Set Name (DSN), the list is searched and, if found, the entry is taken.

On the first normal open of a data set that was built using PREINIT, the information that would normally be in a control
block is added. An edit ensures that the data set that was opened has been subjected to a PREINIT and has never been
used since initialization.

The PREINIT list is intended to be short-lived. It is not part of a CXX backup function and is therefore not available as the
subject of a CXX load.

PREINIT Index Area

Use the PREINIT index area function when you want to pre-format a new index area.

This page contains the following topics:
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Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

There are no Environmental  Requirements:

• When Simplify is NO or the MUF is down
• When Simplify is YES and the MUF is enabled

There are no Environmental Controls:

• When Simplify is NO or the MUF is enabled
• When Simplify is YES and the MUF is down

Multivolume INITs

The data area can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes, depending on operating system requirements
and operating system maximums. If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats all
current allocated tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the primary
allocation only if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, it requests secondary allocations until space
has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating system handles secondary
allocations, see your operating system JCL guide.

VOLUMES=4multivolumeINITs

If the keyword VOLUMES= is specified with a number value that is less than the number of volumes provided, the
INIT function only initializes the number that is specified in the VOLUMES= keyword. For example, for a DD statement
with VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003), without the VOLUMES= keyword DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on
VOL001, 1 to 16 extents on VOL002, and 1 (or more) extents on VOL003. But with the VOLUMES= keyword set as
VOLUMES=2, DBUTLTY initializes 1 to 16 extents on VOL001 and one (or more) extents on VOL002. Unused extent
possibilities on VOL002 and VOL003 are available for dynamic extend.

Controlling the Index Block Size

The block size of each database Index Area (IXX) and index partition area (Inn) is determined during IXX (or Inn)
initialization. When you initialize an index area, you can override the default index block size by using the optional
BLKSIZE= keyword. BLKSIZE= can be used to specify an index block size of from 4096 bytes through 8192 bytes. The
BLKSIZE= value remains in effect until the next initialization of the index area. Pick an optimal size for your device type, in
a manner similar to how the data area block size is selected.

NOTE
An OPEN error occurs if an attempt is made to open a database that has an index block size larger than the
index buffer size.

How to Use PREINIT for an Index Area

To pre-format an index area, execute DBUTLTY using the following command format:

►─ PREINIT AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=Iaa,DBID=n ┬─────────────────┬─────────────►

                                       └─ ,BLKSIZE=size ─┘

►─┬───────────────────────┬──┬──────────────┬──────────────────────────►

  └─ ,OLDEP= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘  └─ ,VOLUMES=n ─┘ 

              └─ NO ────┘

►─┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄      

  └─ ,OPTION2=─┬─ FORMAT1 ◄ ─┬┘

               └─ FORMAT2 ───┘    

Command
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• PREINIT
Invokes the function to pre-format index areas for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keywords

• AREA=IXX
Identifies the area to be pre-formatted as an index.
– Valid Entries:

IXX
– Default Value:

(No default)
• ,IXXAREA=Iaa

Specify a specific index area to PREINIT using IXXAREA=Iaa. The Iaa is an uppercase letter i (I) followed by two
variable characters, aa, that can be XX or 00 through 99. Specify IXXAREA=IXX for the main index IXX. To specify the
PREINIT of a separate index area to contain some of the key IDs within the database, use IXXAREA=Iaa as previously
described.
As in the previous syntax diagram, when pre-initializing an index area, use AREA=IXX with any valid value for
IXXAREA= Iaa.
– Valid Entries:

IXX or, Iaa, where aa can be 00 through 99 as previously described
– Default Value:

(No default)
• ,DBID=n

Identifies the database.
– Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
– Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

• ,BLKSIZE=size
The BLKSIZE= keyword allows you to select a block size other than the default.
BLKSIZE= can be used to specify an index block size of from 4096 bytes through 8192 bytes. The BLKSIZE= value
remains in effect until the next initialization of the IXX. You must pick an optimal size for your device type, in a manner
similar to how the data area block size is selected. See the description of BLKSIZE= in the required keywords in How
to Use.
Do not change the block size from the default. For more information, see Controlling the Index Block Size.

NOTE
An OPEN error occurs if an attempt is made to open a database that has an index block size larger than the
index buffer size.

• ,OLDEP=
Refers to old entry points. When OLDEP=NO is specified, the DBNTRY entry point, which is designated as the primary
entry point since the early 1980s, is the only entry point supported. For compatibility with prior versions, OLDEP=YES
is the default, allowing the use of older entry points such as CBLDBMS and DATACOM. Those older entry points, use
index blocks that are limited to a maximum of 255 entries. If you specify OLDEP=NO, you ensure that DBNTRY is
used. Using DBNTRY allows you to use index blocks that can hold a maximum of 8K entries. Therefore, if you want to
use 8K index blocks, and for some performance enhancement, use OLDEP=NO.
Alternately, if a program attempts to use an old entry point with an index initialized as OLDEP=NO, the request fails
with a return code 39(090) CANNOT PROCESS OLD REQUEST.
– Valid Entries:

YES or NO
– Default Value:
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YES
• ,VOLUMES=n

(z/OS only) The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES= option, the
number of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows more volumes to
be catalogued as part of the data set and available to an EXTEND or dynamic EXTEND, while being effectively held in
reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using a PREINIT to initialize an area that needs three volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on three volumes. But the JCL could specify six specific volumes, for example,
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006), so that volumes 4/5/6 are not allocated or used
during the INIT but are available to a dynamic extend. In this case, the extra volumes would not need to be removed
before another INIT.
– Valid Entries:

Number n of volumes to be catalogued
– Default Value:

(No Default)
• ,OPTION2=

If OPTION2 is specified, the only valid values are FORMAT1 or FORMAT2. Specifying FORMAT2 allows the index to
be built in a way which can improve performance. However, an index built as FORMAT2 cannot be used by releases
prior to 15.1. Therefore, do not specify FORMAT2 until there is no possibility of fallback. If OPTION2 is not specified,
the index is built as a FORMAT1 index.
– Valid Entries:

FORMAT1 or FORMAT2
– Default Value:

FORMAT1

PREINIT Index Area Examples

The following examples are provided to help you if you want to add a new key to a new index or jointly with SQL DDL
statements to add a new database and a new table.

NOTE
For an example CXX PREINIT Report, see Type P - PREINIT Report.

Example 1

Use the PREINIT function if you want to add a new key to a new index area (identified as index area I10 in this example)
to an open and loaded database in a 24x7 environment.

The catalog of a new key requires an index area that is initialized and loaded. To meet the 24x7 requirements, use the
PREINIT function to create an index area data set and initialize it before there is a need to add the new key to a new index
area.

Specify the keywords DBID=, AREA=IXX, and IXXAREA=. Optional for the PREINIT for an index is OLDEP=, BLKSIZE=,
and VOLUMES=. The optional keywords work the same with PRENIT as with INIT.

DBUTLTY opens the data set out of all normal context (such as not opening the database). The area is initialized with the
provided values. The data set name is saved in the CXX in the PREINIT list.

After completion of the PREINIT, the key catalog can be done. When a key catalog discovers that the index area to
use contains no other key and does not exist, the PREINIT list is searched to discover the initialized area. The key
catalog locks in the data set name to the new index and deletes the PREINIT list item. When the index is opened during
the addition of the key, the current data set is validated. If the data set is not found or the wrong database or area is
found, it is rejected and the key catalog is aborted. The failed addition of the key must be deleted and the process
attempted from scratch. A database being opened must find that all index areas are properly defined and initialized. If the
PREINIT process is incorrectly followed, the database is not opened until the new key to add is deleted from Datacom
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Datadictionary and the database is cataloged. Otherwise, a new index area must be properly subjected to an INIT
function.

The PREINIT list is only accessed during a catalog and an SQL CREATE for an area that is not known to the current
database.

If requirements are met, the key can be added in a 24x7 environment in parallel with the database being opened for user
processing.

Example 2

You can use the PREINIT function jointly with SQL DDL statements to add a new database and a new table and have the
new database and table be instantly loaded and available. You can also add a new table into a new area in an existing
database.

In this example, use PREINIT with the required keywords DBID=, AREA=IXX, and IXXAREA=IXX. Other optional
keywords available when AREA=IXX is used are OLDEP=, BLKSIZE=, and VOLUMES=. Next use PREINIT to initialize
each data area in the database. For a data area, the required keywords are DBID=, AREA=, and BLKSIZE=. Other
optional keywords available are VOLUMES=.

The standard DDNAME is used during a PREINIT, but the database is not opened and if the area exists and has a data
set name, it is not known. The DD statement is therefore required.

Example JCL for PREINIT Index Area

The following example JCL shows the command to pre-format an index area with a DBID of 10.

NOTE
The JCL statements are, for example, only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must
supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

//EXEC     PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M 

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set 

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input 

//I01010   DD DSN=data.set.name,DISP=(,CATLG),other keywords 

           PREINIT     AREA=IXX,DBID=10,IXXAREA=I01 

 /* 

 

Sample Report for PREINIT Index Area

Using PREINIT is expected to be a rare event, with a PREINIT list item lasting a few minutes at most. PREINIT therefore
requires minimal reporting. The PREINIT list exists at the CXX level and is reported in a REPORT function that is
requested with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.

NOTE
For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

      CONTROL CARD(S)

      .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

      PREINIT AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=I01,DBID=10

 

      FUNCTION=PREINIT

         AREA=IXX
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         IXXAREA=I01

         DBID=10

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

 I01 - STATUS INFORMATION

 

 DEVICE TYPE -    3380

 BLOCK LENGTH -  3,860

 BLOCKS/TRACK -     11

                  

 BLOCKS IN USE -         2

 BLOCKS UNUSED -       108

 TOTAL BLOCKS -        110

 TOTAL TRACKS -         10

 PERCENT FULL -          2

 INDEX FORMAT -          1        

This page of the report shows status information about the pre-formatted index area at a successful completion of pre-
initialization.

PREINIT (Data Area)

Use the PREINIT data area function when you want to pre-format and null load a data area that does not already exist.

PREINIT data area makes it possible for SQL to be used to create a table in a new area using the SQL statement
CREATE AREA. Optionally, you can create a table in a new database using the SQL statement CREATE TABLE. The
table is then immediately loaded and available. The SQL create process can then successfully complete. Without
PREINIT, SQL can only create a table if that table is created as loaded into an area that already has another table in it,
and for which the area has already been loaded.

This page contains the following topics:

Multivolume INITs

The data area can exist as one or more extents on one or more volumes, depending on operating system requirements
and operating system maximums. If initializing an existing data set (DISP=SHR or DISP=OLD), Datacom/DB formats
all currently allocated tracks for use. If initializing a new data set (DISP=NEW), Datacom/DB requests and formats the
primary allocation only if one volume is provided. If multiple volumes are provided, Datacom/DB requests secondary
allocations until space has been allocated on the number of volumes specified. For a description of how the operating
system handles secondary allocations, see your operating system JCL manual.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

There are no Environmental  Requirements:

• When MULTUSE=NO, Simplify is NO, or the MUF is down
• When MULTUSE=NO Simplify is YES and MUF is enabled

There are no Environmental  Controls:
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• When Simplify is NO or MUF enabled
• When Simplify is YES and the MUF is down

How to Use PREINIT data area

To pre-format a data area, execute DBUTLTY using the following command format:

►►─ PREINIT AREA=aaa,DBID=n,BLKSIZE=size ─┬─────────────┬───────────►◄

                                          └─ VOLUMES=n ─┘

 

Command

• PREINIT
Invokes the function to pre-format data areas for Datacom/DB use.

Required Keywords

• AREA=aaa
You can PREINIT a data area with PREINIT AREA=aaa where aaa Identifies the data area to be pre-formatted. To
PREINIT a data area, the aaa cannot be IXX.
– Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the specified database
– Default Value:

(No default)
• ,DBID=

Identifies the database containing the area that is to be initialized.
– Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
– Default Value:

(No default)
• ,BLKSIZE=size

BLKSIZE is the size of the data area blocks within the data area. The size is based on the tables that are to be stored
in the area. For PREINIT data area, specify the size in BLKSIZE=size to match the block size that you intend to
provide in the Datacom Datadictionary definition for the data area.
– Valid Entries:

512 - 32767
a valid block size

– Default Value:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

• ,VOLUMES=n
The n in VOLUMES=n is the maximum number of volumes to initialize. Without the VOLUMES= option, the number
of volumes having specific VOLSER information is initialized. The VOLUMES= option allows more volumes to be
catalogued as part of the data set and available to an EXTEND or dynamic EXTEND, while being effectively held in
reserve without a specific allocation.
For example, you could specify VOLUMES=3 when using a PREINIT to initialize an area that needs three volumes,
intending to only initialize the space on three volumes. But the JCL could specify six specific volumes, for example,
VOL=SER=(VOL001,VOL002,VOL003,VOL004,VOL005,VOL006). Volumes 4/5/6 are not allocated or used during the
INIT but are available to a dynamic extend. In this case, removal of the extra volumes is not needed before another
INIT.
– Valid Entries:
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the number n of volumes to be catalogued
– Default Value:

(No Default)

PREINIT data area Example (SQL)

Use the PREINIT function with required keywords DBID=, AREA=, and BLKSIZE= or optional keyword, VOLUMES= if you
want to:

• Use SQL DDL statements to add a new table in a new data area to a loaded and open database, and
• Have the new table be instantly loaded and available

Without PREINIT, a new table can only be set as loaded if it is going into an existing area with another table set as loaded.
To meet the requirements, the data area must be initialized and loaded before the new table and area can be cataloged.
PREINIT performs that task for you.

The standard DDNAME is used during a PREINIT, but the database is not opened. If the area exists and has a data set
name, it is not known, meaning that the DD statement is required. Use PREINIT with DISP=NEW or DISP=OLD. However,
DISP=SHR is allowed if a DISP=SHR is not specified. If DISP=SHR is specified, Datacom upgrades it to DISP=OLD to
provide protection ensuring that the data set is not currently in use. The PREINIT function is meant to be used for new
areas, not for databases with existing areas.

DBUTLTY opens the data set out of all normal context (such as not opening the database). The area is initialized with
provided values and is set to be loaded. The data set name is saved in the CXX in the PREINIT list.

After completion of the PREINIT, SQL can create the table where the area is found to be not loaded but the PREINIT
list entry is found to meet the requirement. The list entry is used for the area and deleted from the PREINIT list. When
opened, the area must be found and initialized and loaded with the values that are required by the SQL DDL CREATE
statement (or the prior definition, which is done in Datacom Datadictionary.

Example JCL (PREINIT) DEM

The following JCL shows the command to pre-format the DEM area for database 1.

NOTE
The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must
supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //dem001 DD DSN=data.set.name,DISP=(,CATLG),other-keywords

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           PREINIT     AREA=DEM,DBID=1,BLKSIZE=4096

 /*

Sample Report PREINIT Data Area

Using PREINIT is expected to be a rare event, with a PREINIT list item lasting a few minutes at most. PREINIT therefore
requires minimal reporting. The PREINIT list exists at the CXX level and is reported in a REPORT function that is
requested with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.
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NOTE
For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

 CONTROL CARD(S)

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

 PREINIT AREA=DEM,DBID=1,BLKSIZE=4096

 

 FUNCTION=PREINIT

    AREA=DEM

    DBID=00001

    BLKSIZE=04096

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

 DEM - STATUS INFORMATION

 

 DEVICE TYPE -    3380

 BLOCK LENGTH -  1,024

 BLOCKS/TRACK -     31

                  

 BLOCKS IN USE -         1

 BLOCKS UNUSED -       154

 TOTAL BLOCKS -        155

 TOTAL TRACKS -          5

 PERCENT FULL -          1

This page of the report shows status information about the pre-formatted data area at a successful completion of the
initialization.

RECOVERY (Rebuild a Database)
The RECOVERY function of DBUTLTY rebuilds a damaged database from data in the Recovery File (RXX). We
recommend that you use inactive recovery.

For more information, see the LOGRCV MUF startup option.

Types of Recovery

Learn about the forward and backward options for the RECOVERY utility function in DBUTLTY for Datacom. Find
information about keywords and when and how to use the RECOVERY options.

There are two RECOVERY options available:
Forward

Reapplies maintenance transactions as they are recorded in the Recovery File (RXX). Use forward recovery to
bring a database up to date when a restore of a previous backup has been necessary.

Backward
Reverses maintenance transactions recorded in the Recovery File (RXX). Use backward recovery to reverse or
back out maintenance that was applied.
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NOTE
Because SQL DDL statements are not recorded in the Log Area, they are not recoverable using the
RECOVERY function of the DBUTLTY. In the case of DDL statements, it is therefore your responsibility
to ensure the existence of the Directory (CXX) definitions necessary for recovery.

When to Use

Use forward recovery when your database has been partially or fully destroyed or is unusable. Use backward recovery
when you want to reverse transactions from the current status of the database.

NOTE
The RECOVERY function supports tapes from the GDG (Generation Data Group).

Use of URI

We recommend the Unique Row Identifier (URI) record ID format for all environments. Using the URI format reduces
manual intervention during recovery. You can convert to the URI format using a data area LOAD (see LOAD (Build a Data
Area)).

RANGEDT= Keyword

The RANGEDT= keyword gives you a clean and complete method of restricting a forward or backward recovery effort to a
single limited time period.

For more information about the RANGEDT= keyword, see Optional Keywords following Forward Recovery .

FORCE= Keyword

The FORCE= keyword in forward or backward recovery gives you a way to specify whether the recovery utility allows
input without the first record being a CYCLE START.

For more information on the FORCE= keyword, see Optional Keywords following Forward Recovery .

For backward recovery, note that the MISMATCH= keyword is required.

MULTUSE= Keyword

In support of area level DBUTLTY control (see Area Level DBUTLTY Control), using MULTUSE=YES in the RECOVERY
OPTION=FORWARD function allows a single area in a database to be recovered with no disabling of the other areas in
the database. Forward recovery functionality that existed in versions prior to Version 11.0 remains unchanged. For more
information on the MULTUSE= keyword, see Optional Keywords following Forward Recovery .

If MULTUSE=YES has not been specified, no other task can be processing the database when you are running forward
RECOVERY.

RECID= Keyword

The optional keyword RECID=, when set to NO, allows forward recovery to be based on the Master Key instead of the
row identifier. Using RECID=NO is not for "normal" recovery applications. For more information, see Optional Keywords
following Forward Recovery .

Impact of Data Area Reorganization

The forward and backward recovery operations require that record location information in the database match the record
location information that existed at the time the maintenance was performed. A reorganization of the database causes
new record location information to be assigned. Therefore, any reorganization causes Recovery File(s) (RXX) created
prior to the reorganization to be unusable.
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RXXs without End-of-File or Trailer Records

If the operating system or the MUF terminates abnormally while Datacom/DB is writing to a Recovery File (RXX), the tape
has no End-of-File or trailer records.

When you restart the MUF, DBUTLTY detects the condition and reports the last completed cycle number. The restart
process then changes the cycle and the log blocks being spilled from a being spilled status to a needing to be spilled
status. A later spill can then copy these blocks in their entirety.

Two problem situations exist at this point:

• Because no trailer records exist on the active recovery tape, recovery processing with this tape is a problem. Backward
recovery cannot function at all because the trailer records cannot be found. Forward recovery can function, but the
recovery receives an I/O error.

• The second problem is that when executing forward recovery, the next Recovery File after the one with no End-of-File,
detects errors because of the duplicated log records which require review.

To eliminate these problems, execute the RXXFIX function (see RXXFIX (Recover End-Of-File)).

Backups for Use with Forward Recovery

To use the Datacom/DB forward recovery to recover a data area, the records in the database must be restored to the
same physical locations at which they resided at the time the recovery records were logged. You can obtain a backup that
contains the records that can be restored correctly in one of two ways:

• Use the BACKUP Data Area option with SEQ=PHYSICAL and RECID=YES to create a backup in physical sequence
with record location information.

• Create a backup in Native Sequence and immediately restore it. This reorganization invalidates any Recovery Files
(RXX) that were made prior to the backup. However, any Recovery Files created beyond this point can be used to
restore the database after reloading this backup.

A physical sequence backup can also be obtained using any other physical backup utility. This type of backup cannot
be used directly as input to the DBUTLTY LOAD function. After restoring data from this type of backup, the Index can be
restored using the DBUTLTY Reconstruct Index (RETIX) function.

NOTE
Forward recovery expects to be executed after an area restore. It is not intended to be executed after a
backward recovery. This requirement is especially true when running without the URI option.

Forward recovery into areas that have been dynamically or manually extended require that the data set size reflect all
tracks that previously existed. Forward recovery into an area that does not reflect all extended tracks may receive a return
code 94(086). This is true when running the RECOVERY function with the MULTUSE= keyword set to YES or NO. A
forward recovery execution does not successfully dynamically extend a data set. The 94(086) return code should occur.
Log records used in this recovery process could contain recovery information from the missing extended tracks causing
the error.

Continuous Processing

To continue processing during a backup, you must use the physical backup method with UPDATE=NO specified. If
maintenance processing occurs during the backup, error messages are to be expected when a subsequent forward
recovery is used to restore the database. You should only receive errors for maintenance that occurs during the time span
that the backup was run. Carefully examine these errors to be sure that all maintenance is properly restored.

Processing Multiple Recovery Files

Multiple recovery files can be processed in a single execution of the utility. Specify the files using normal JCL. The files
concatenate in the order in which they are created.
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Backward Recovery

Backward recovery requires no database preparation. The backward recovery process alters the database by reversing
maintenance transactions, returning it to its unchanged state.

RECOVERY OPTION=BACKWARD performs by reading the selected data forward using the name RXX and sorting it
into reverse sequence.

You can use the STIME= and ETIME= keywords to reverse part of a job, but this is not a recommended technique.
Examine any backward recovery, other than an entire job, carefully.

MUF Connection

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

Impact of Integrity Constraints (Forward Recovery)

The impact of integrity constraints on the forward recovery process depends on whether all dependencies of all tables
in the database are contained within that database. During the recovery process, if all dependencies of all tables are
contained within the database in question, and you have not requested individual table recovery or selected a subselect
of the recovery (such as, by job name), the system assumes that integrity is not violated.

In all other cases, tables defined with integrity constraints which are processed by the recovery function are marked
CHECK-PENDING, indicating that referential integrity must be checked (see CONFIRM (Verify Constraint Integrity)).
Applications attempting to access such tables may receive a return code, as indicated in the following chart:

For forward recovery: Then:
If a table references another table (is a child) DELETES are allowed, but ADDS and UPDATES generate a

CHECK-PENDING return code.
If a table is referenced by another table (is a parent) ADDS are allowed, but DELETES and UPDATES generate a

CHECK-PENDING return code.

NOTE
You must CONFIRM tables in the following order, from referenced-to-referencing, or parent-to-child, that is
to say, the referenced table cannot be in check pending status. For example, if there is a foreign key from a
REMARKS table to a LINE_ITEM table on PO_Nbr and Line_Item_Nbr, and the LINE_ITEM table has a foreign
key that references the PO table on PO_Nbr, the PO table must be loaded first, then the LINE_ITEM table can
be confirmed, then the REMARKS table can be confirmed. Therefore, the confirm order would be: from PO table
to LINE_ITEM table to REMARKS table.

Impact of Integrity Constraints (Backward Recovery)

Backward recovery exists in the MUF with all normal constraint checking in force.
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Index Option

For all backward recoveries and most forward recoveries, it is most efficient to perform Index maintenance with the data
maintenance. That is, for each record added, the required Index entries are also added. At the completion of the recovery,
all work is done and the data and Index are synchronized.

In special situations where most of an area is added or deleted (or updated with key changes), this conventional way of
handling Index maintenance may not be the fastest process. The conventional process also may not be the best if key
fields are frequently changed during the day and for tables with many keys.

With the INDEX= keyword, you specify whether the backup is loaded in the conventional manner or with no Index
maintenance. You cannot run the function with an initialized-only Index or a wrong Index. The URI Index and space Index
are required to be accurate. After loading the data areas, the forward recovery would also be done without Index work
(INDEX=NO). At the completion of the recovery, you run the RETIX function on each database recovered to build its Index
for the data records.

How to Use Backward Recovery

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To use the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function for backward
recovery, submit at least the RECOVERY command. The RECBASE command is optional. If you specify a RECBASE
command, you limit the recovery to the tables in a single database or to a specific table, otherwise the RECOVERY
function opens tables as necessary. If you do not specify an optional RANGEDT keyword, all the jobs accessing the DBID
specified in the RECBASE command(s) are recovered. Do not specify a RANGEDT keyword for continuous operations.

Backward Recovery Successful Execution Requirements/Controls

Environmental Requirements

NOTE
Rules are the same as a user application opening a table to update records.

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may not have BACKUP, EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT, LOAD, RECOVERY, REORG, REPLACE, or RETIX with

MULTUSE=YES executing.

Environmental Controls

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility does not set ACCESS area.
• The utility does not set RECOVERY executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use Forward Recovery

Forward recovery can be run in an active MUF mode for one area or in a Single User mode while the MUF is up, providing
that the database is not being used. To use the DBUTLTY RECOVERY function for forward recovery not by area, you
must submit at least one RECBASE command and only one RECOVERY command. You can use an optional RANGEDT
keyword to define a date/time-range. The first date/time is the lowest time to process and the second date/time is the
highest time to process.

The JOBNAME= keyword allows you to specify RECJOB commands.

If you do not specify a RANGEDT keyword, all the jobs accessing the DBID specified in the RECBASE command(s) are
recovered. For continuous operations, do not specify a RANGEDT keyword.
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Impact of Table Partitioning

For information about the impact of table partitioning on the forward recovery function, see Forward Recovery Utility.

Forward Recovery Successful Execution Requirements/Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES, and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO,Simplify NO, or MUF down

• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database will be opened for update if not already.
• All areas will be closed if open.
• The utility will execute with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open User Requirements Table.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets RECOVERY executing this MUF this database or area.

RECOVERY Command (RECBASE)

The RECBASE command is optional for backward recovery and required for forward recovery. You can use it to specify an
entire database or the specific tables) for recovery. If you do not code a RECBASE command, the backward RECOVERY
function dynamically opens tables as needed.

                        ┌────────────────┐

►►─ RECBASE DBID=n (-n)─▼─┬────────────┬─┴────────────────────────────────────►◄

                          └─ ,TABLE=a ─┘
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Command

RECBASE
Specifies the database and tables for recovery.

Required Keyword

DBID=
Identifies the database or databases to be recovered.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database. The n can be one number or a range of numbers with a dash between,
such as DBID=300-400. A single DBID= is required; multiple are not allowed (as is common in other
DBUTLTY functions).

Default Value:
(No default)

NOTE

When a single DBID is provided that database will be opened and must succeed for the following
RECOVERY function to continue. When a range of databases are used in the DBID, each database
including the first and last are tested to see if they exist in the CXX. If they do not exist then they are
ignored with no error conditions. If the database does exist, it will be opened and must succeed for
the following RECOVERY function to continue. If you have bases that are cataloged but not currently
loaded, do not specify then within a DBID keyword.

When a range of databases are used in the DBID, the optional TABLE keyword described below has a
more complex meaning. The intent of having a range normally excludes the use of the TABLE keyword.
But, for maximum flexibility, if TABLE is set with a DBID range then the specified table must exist in
every database that exists in the range and it must be able to be successfully opened. For example
DBID=97-397,TABLE=C01 requires that the table C01 exist in every base from 97 through 397 where
the database exists.

Optional Keywords

,TABLE=
Specifies a table for recovery. Name one table with each TABLE= keyword. See the Note above under the DBID=
keyword.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the table in the database specified
Default Value:

If this keyword is omitted, Datacom/DB recovers the entire database.

RECOVERY Command (RECJOB)

The second command, RECJOB, provides details concerning each job you want recovered or a date/time for all jobs. The
JOBNAME= keyword allows up to 100 RECJOB commands to be specified with a single RECOVERY function.

►►─ RECJOB JOBNAME=j, ─┬───────────┬─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────►

                       └─ NODE=n, ─┘ └─ ORIGRUNU=o, ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ RUNUNIT=r, ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄
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   └─┬─ DATE=mmddyy,STIME=hhmmss ─┬─────────────────┬─┬─┘

     │                            └─ ,ETIME=hhmmss ─┘ │

     └─ DATE=mmddyy ──────────────────────────────────┘

Command

RECJOB
This is an optional command to specify details concerning each job. The JOBNAME= keyword allows you to
specify up to 100 RECJOB commands.

Required Keyword

JOBNAME=
With a RECJOB command, the JOBNAME= keyword identifies the job for which recovery is requested. The
JOBNAME= keyword allows you to specify up to 100 RECJOB commands.
Valid Entries:

Any valid job name for recovery
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DATE=
Specifies the date for the job to be recovered. Obtain this information from the timestamp on the console. When
you include STIME= you must also include this keyword. However, you can use this keyword by itself.
Valid Entries:

A date in the form: mmddyy (month-day-year)
Default Value:

(No default)
,ETIME=

Specifies the ending time for the recovery. Obtain this information from the timestamp on the console. When you
include this keyword, you must also include the STIME= and DATE= keywords. If you use the job date and/or time
keywords for a job spanning two days, include two date/time keywords. See the second example at the end of this
section. Do not use this keyword if you want to recover the entire job.
Valid Entries:

A time in the form: hhmmss (hours-minutes-seconds)
Default Value:

If STIME= is specified, the default is 235959. Otherwise, no default.
NODE=

(For Datacom STAR users only.) Specifies the node at the originating site.
Valid Entries:

8-byte node designator
Default Value:

(No default)
ORIGRUNU=

(For Datacom STAR users only.) Specifies the run unit at the originating site.
Valid Entries:

5-character run unit
Default Value:

(No default)
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RUNUNIT=
Identifies the run unit, by number, assigned to the job to be recovered. Datacom/DB displays the number of the
run unit, which is assigned to a job, on the console. The run unit is used to identify which iteration to recover when
there are multiple runs of a single job name on the Recovery File.
Valid Entries:

Run unit number
Default Value:

(No default)
,STIME=

Specifies the start time for the recovery. Obtain this information from the timestamp on the console. When you
include this keyword, you must also include the DATE= keywords. Do not use this keyword if you want to recover
the entire job.
Valid Entries:

A time in the form: hhmmss (hours-minutes-seconds)
Default Value:

(No default)

RECOVERY Command (RECOVERY)

The RECOVERY command requests that Datacom/DB perform a database recovery. All applicable RECBASE and
RECJOB commands must immediately precede this command.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Backward Recovery
 ►►─ RECOVERY OPTION=BACKWARD ─┬───────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

                               └─ ,INDEX= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                           └─ NO ────┘

 

 ►─ ,MISMATCH= ─┬─ FAIL ───┬─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──────►

                └─ IGNORE ─┘ └─ ,NUMBER=n ─┘ └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                           ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                                                           └─ '(U)' ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─────────►

   └─ ,REPORT= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ──┬─┘ └─ ,SORT= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘

                └─ ERRORS ─┘              └─ n ───┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬───────►

   └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘ └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘ └─ ,TASKID=nnnnn ─┘ └─ ,TERMID=cccc ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ ,TSN=xxxxxxxx ─┘ └─ RANGEDT=date/time-range ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────►◄

   └─ RANGESC=store-clock-range ─┘ └─ FORCE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                              └─ YES ──┘
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Forward Recovery
 ►►─ RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD ─┬───────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

                              └─ ,INDEX= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                          └─ NO ────┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   └─ ,REPORT= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ──┬─┘ └─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                └─ ERRORS ─┘                └─ NO ────┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬──────────────►

   └─ RANGEDT=date/time-range ─┘ └─ RANGESC=store-clock-range ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────┬─►

   └─ FORCE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘        └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─ ,DBID=n,AREA=a ─┘ 

              └─ YES ──┘                                 └─ YES ──┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────┬──┬───────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,NUMBER=n ─┘  └─ ,RECID= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                └─ NO ────┘

 

Command

RECOVERY
Invokes the function to rebuild a damaged database.

Required Keyword

,MISMATCH=
(For backward recovery only.) Specify the action the RECOVERY function is to take in the event that the data
has been modified since the commit. FAIL means to stop and invoke rollback, while IGNORE means to skip the
offending update and continue with the recovery. In both cases, the failing update is not applied to the database.
A MISMATCH for the specific maintenance commands is defined as follows:
Logged DELET Record

The record is found. For URI areas (recommended), the right URI record is found in the required location
(block), or a moved record index (URI index) exists indicating another location where the record is found.
For non-URI areas (not recommended), the right record is simply any record found in the required block
that currently contains the logical record number (1-255). Sufficient DELET/ADDIT combinations can
cause the numbers to be reused when space is reclaimed.

Logged UPDAT Record
First case, the record is not found. Second case, the record found elements mismatch with the elements
from the logged UPDAT record. Note that only the elements in the UPDAT command are compared, and if
they are equal the update restores only those elements to the before update state.

Logged ADDIT Record
First case, the record is not found. Second case, the record found elements mismatch the elements from
the logged ADDIT record. Note that if the elements match, the row is deleted. This takes into account no
other fields in the record.

Valid Entries:
FAIL or IGNORE

Default Value:
(No default)
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OPTION=
Indicates the type of recovery desired.
Valid Entries:

BACKWARD or FORWARD
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,AREA=a
Specifies the area, where a is the area name, for area level DBUTLTY control.
To use area level DBUTLTY control, three keywords must be provided, MULTUSE=YES, DBID=n, and AREA=a.
The three are a set, that is, if one of the three is specified, the other two must also be specified. When all are
provided, the RECBASE and RECJOB functions are not allowed. Using the three area level control keywords,
recovery works at the same level as the LOAD, RETIX, INIT, EXTEND, and REORG utility functions.
For more information on area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified in the DBID= parameter
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=n

Identifies the database containing the area, for area level DBUTLTY control.
To use area level DBUTLTY control, three keywords must be provided, MULTUSE=YES, DBID=n, and AREA=a.
The three are a set, that is, if one of the three is specified, the other two must also be specified. When all are
provided, the RECBASE and RECJOB functions are not allowed. Using the three area level control keywords,
recovery works at the same level as the LOAD, RETIX, INIT, EXTEND, and REORG utility functions.
For more information on area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
For forward recovery only, specifies the device type of the input.
Valid Entries:

DISK or TAPE (Certain values from previous versions are still accepted but are treated as DISK.)
Default Value:

TAPE
,FORCE=

Specifies whether the recovery utility allows input without the first record being a CYCLE START. The
RECOVERY utility expects the input to be a Recovery File (RXX) or a Datacom Fast Recovery file. It verifies this
is correct based upon a control block at the start of the file. Valid entries for FORCE= are NO or YES. The default
is NO.
Specifying FORCE=YES removes the edit and forces the utility to process the input to its best ability. We do not
recommend specifying FORCE=YES. The FORCE=YES option exists to allow clients who know that a recovery
only needs data on a volume or volumes of a multivolume RXX file, not including the first. I/O can thus be saved
but at the risk that none or only some of the necessary maintenance is completed.
When FORCE=NO is specified, the first Recovery File (RXX) presented to recovery must be the first volume of a
possibly multivolume data set. This is what recovery expects and what should normally be done.
If time is important and the risk of doing the wrong recovery is acceptable, you can specify FORCE=YES to allow
a non-first volume to start recovery, which can save time if that volume contains the required information.
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A console message written when the Recovery File was built provides only the date/times of the first and last
record and does not indicate where within that span most of the data lies. If FORCE=YES is specified, an
additional message DB13116I RECOVERY FIRST RECORD WITH FORCE, TIME is printed on the console, even
if a CYCLE START is present.
Two console messages track the presence of the first volume of a Recovery File and the end of a Recovery File.
The message at the start of a Recovery File is DB13112I RECOVERY START rrrrr-ccccc. The message at the
end of a Recovery File is DB13113I RECOVERY END rrrrr-ccccc, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd hhmmss-ccyy/mm/dd
hhmmss. In both messages rrrrr is the Recovery File number and ccccc is the cycle number.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,INDEX=

Specifies whether the index is to be processed during record maintenance. If NO is specified, the RETIX function
must be performed for every database processed after the recovery operation.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

YES
Specifies the number of input recovery files for forward recovery. Specify as 1 for backward recovery or let default
to 1.
Valid Entries:

A 1- to 3-character integer indicating the number of files to read for forward recovery
1 for backward recovery

Default Value:
1

MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) For area level DBUTLTY control, three keywords must be provided,
MULTUSE=YES, DBID=n, and AREA=a. The three are a set, that is, if one of the three is specified, the other two
must also be specified. When all are provided, the RECBASE and RECJOB functions are not allowed. Using the
three area level control keywords, recovery works at the same level as the LOAD, RETIX, INIT, EXTEND, and
REORG utility functions.
MULTUSE=YES allows a single area in a database to be recovered with no disabling of the other areas in the
database. With MULTUSE=YES, the area involved must be able to be opened for update in the MUF. Once
begun, the function prevents other opens for the area. Tables in other areas may be open for other utilities and
user applications based upon normal rules. This recovery does not add log records. If it fails, it is necessary to
restore the data area again and restart the recovery, the same as would be required when running any of the
other forms of forward recovery. In forward recovery, if you specify MULTUSE=NO, or allow the function to default
to it, the database involved must be able to be opened for update by the utility address space. This means it is not
open for update by any other address space, including a MUF. Also, the database should not be open for read,
even though Datacom/DB does allow it. For more information on area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level
DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
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,NUMBER=
Specifies the maximum number allowed per execution of dumps generated by return code 04(47), received when
the record ID in the Request Area contains invalid data or is not in the specified table. For more information on
return code 04(47), see Messages.

NOTE
Because running forward recovery with UPDATE=NO indicates a hot backup, all 04(47) dumps are
suppressed. They do not normally occur when all is done correctly, but in testing and not running exactly
what is needed, many can occur. Usually, if many occur they fill the PXX or PXXML and prevent other
useful information from being available. Most often a pattern exists, and two dumps would be plenty to
find any real error. The number could be set higher, of course, based upon testing needs or as directed
by Support.

,OPTION1=
Specifies the statistics display option to be passed to the sort program (see the SORT= parameter).
NOF

Corresponds to the NOFLAG parameter of the IBM sort. Only critical messages are to be displayed on
the console.

'(I)'
Specifies that informational and critical messages are to be displayed on the printer and the console.

'(U)'
Specifies that only critical messages are to be directed to both the printer and the console.

NOF, '(I)', and '(U)' correspond to the SyncSort MSG options of CC, SC, and CB respectively. The OPTION1=
parameter also accepts any three-character (including the surrounding parentheses) FLAG parameter that can be
processed by the IBM sort. See your IBM sort manual for details.
Valid Entries:

NOF or '(I)' or '(U)'
Default Value:

NOF
Specifies the options for the associated sort/merge program application.
Values for this keyword must be 44 characters or less, enclosed in quotes. Depending on the features of your
installation's sort, the values that apply to this keyword can vary. The system does not edit anything that you place
inside of the quotes.
Valid Entries:

Any values your installation's sort allows are valid. These values must be less than 44 characters and be
inside quotes.

Default Value:
CRITICAL for PRINT
LOG for ROUTE

,RANGEDT=
Specify two date/times to provide a range (lowest to highest times to process). The date/times are specified as a
28 character number with the lower date/time immediately followed by the higher date/time. Each date/time is 14
characters in the format 'ccyymmddhhmmss'. For example: '2001011000000020010228235959'. The input is not
read beyond one record higher than this ending value.

NOTE
A century and year combination of less than 1998 is not allowed.

The recovery report detail lines print the date in the format mm/dd/ccyy (see Recovery File (RXX) Analysis
Report).
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cc
century
Valid Entries: 19 through 39
Default Value: (No default)

yy
year
Valid Entries: 00 through 99
Default Value: (No default)

mm
month
Valid Entries: 01 through 12
Default Value: (No default)

dd
day
Valid Entries: 01 through 31
(regardless of month)
Default Value: (No default)

hh
hour
Valid Entries: 00 through 23
Default Value: (No default)

mm
minute
Valid Entries: 00 through 59
Default Value: (No default)

ss
second
Valid Entries: 00 through 59
Default Value: (No default)

,RANGESC=
Allows two Store Clock values and will report for all log records between the two times. Normally, you can use
RANGEDT. This field can be useful around Daylight Saving Time change. Total value is 32 hexadecimal values
where the first 16 are a lower clock value and the second a higher value.

,RECID=
RECID=NO allows forward recovery to be based on the Master Key instead of on the row identifier.

NOTE
Using RECID=NO is for special purposes as described in the following. RECID=NO is not for "normal"
forward recovery situations.

Forward recovery requires a database to be in the same place and identity to execute forward reprocessing
successfully. This is not always possible, for example when recovery is associated with the reorganization of a
database, which can require closing the database, resulting in an outage of undesirable duration for 24X7 sites.
RECID=NO, basing forward recovery on the Master Key instead of on the record identifier, can be useful as
follows:

• It allows recovered backups to be physically different than the original image.
• It can be used when recovery needs to span reorganizations.
• It can be used to keep duplicate query systems in sync.
• It can be used with DASD snapshots for offline reorganization.
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To be used successfully, a stable copy of the data in an area must exist in two places. No maintenance must
occur at the second location except forward recovery. All maintenance from the primary location must be applied
by this RECID=NO forward recovery in ascending order. No mismatch is possible for ADDIT. The command is
simply processed. UPDATE and DELET must match byte for byte.

NOTE
If you specify RECID=NO, hot backups do not work. Also, areas must be URI when using RECID=NO. If
you specify RECID=NO and areas are not defined as URI, an error occurs and the following message is
generated: DB13001E UNEXPECTED RETURN CODE rr (iii), where the return code (rr) is 94 and the
internal return code (iii) is (123).

,REPORT=
Specify ERRORS to report on only those records which have errors. Specify ALL to report on all records which
were recovered.
Valid Entries:

ERRORS or ALL
Default Value:

ALL
,SORT=

Specify this option to speed backward recovery by providing sort a record estimate to sort. That is to say, the
value of the SORT= keyword specifies the estimated number of entries to be sorted. DBUTLTY passes the value
specified for this parameter to the sort routine. Therefore, the value specified for SORT= can affect the amount of
runtime used by the sort, but when you specify any value, including zero, for SORT=, the sort is performed.

NOTE
Do not specify over 99 million unless you verify that the sort package you are using allows a larger
number.

SORTDD=
Specifies an optional DD statement, provided to the SORT that redirects SYSPRINT-type output from the
SYSPRINT DD (used by DBUTLTY) to this optional DD statement.
Valid Entries:

Printed output directed to optional DD statement
Default Value:

Pinted output directed to SYSPRINT, intermixed with DBUTLTY output
,SORTWK=

Specifies the number of sort work areas.

NOTE
Do not specify a 2-digit number unless the sort package you are using allows a 2-digit number. Sort
packages that do not support a 2-digit number can fail in an unpredictable manner, if you specify a 2-
digit number.

,UNIT=
Specifies the unit name for sort work areas.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character unit name
Default Value:

SYSDA
,TASKID=

(For backward recovery and valid for CICS transactions only.) Specify that the updates associated with a specific
task ID are to be reversed.
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Valid Entries:
5-digit number assigned by CICS

Default Value:
(No default)

,TERMID=
(For backward recovery only.) Specify that the updates associated with a specific CICS terminal ID are to be
reversed.
Valid Entries:

4-character CICS terminal ID
Default Value:

(No default)
,TSN=

For backward recovery only, specify the transaction sequence number (TSN) associated with updates needing
to be backed out. If the MUF startup option RXXROLLBACK is YES, Datacom/DB issues a console request
(DB00109W) to alert the operator of a failed force spilled transaction and the TSN (in hexadecimal).
Valid Entries:

A hexadecimal value from 00000000 to FFFFFFFF
Default Value:

00000000
,UPDATE=

For forward recovery only, if the LOAD was done from a safe backup, that is, from a backup database that
was not being updated during the backup, you can either specify UPDATE=YES or allow UPDATE= to default
to YES. If maintenance was or could have been occurring to the backup database during the LOAD, specify
UPDATE=NO.
Errors are expected after restoring a backup which was taken while the database was open for update and
maintenance was occurring, but when the complete forward recovery process is done, the data is correct. When
you do not specify UPDATE=NO, each error (mismatch) causes a dump of information to be generated. This
causes the amount of output from the recovery to be large. However, dumps are only necessary to help correct
problems if the encountered errors are unexpected. Therefore, specifying UPDATE=NO means that you expect
errors, that you assume they are going to be correct when forward recovery is complete, and you do not want the
dumping of information to occur.

NOTE
Only specify UPDATE=NO for the condition described above. Unexpected errors should be allowed to
generate dumps. Without the dumps, there is no way to find and correct problems.

Recovery Examples

For backward recovery when using SORT= see following Example 1. For forward recovery, see Example 2).

NOTE

For forward recovery the DDname must be specified as RXX.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

 

Example JCL 1

The following shows the command to reverse the transactions for the PAYCHECK job on database 1.
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NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //RXX      DD DSN=rxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Recovery data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                    Command Input

          RECBASE   DBID=1

          RECJOB    JOBNAME=PAYCHECK

          RECOVERY  OPTION=BACKWARD,SORT=1000,MISMATCH=FAIL

 /*

The above example assumes that the job, ARMAINT, was running for longer than the two-hour period of time specified in
the input parameters. The date and time keywords are not required to recover an entire job.

Example JCL 2

The following shows the command to forward recover all transactions for database 1 on a single input Recovery File.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //RXX      DD DSN=rxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Recovery data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          RECBASE   DBID=1

          RECOVERY  OPTION=FORWARD

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report RECOVERY (14.0)

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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                    RECBASE DBID=1

 

                    FUNCTION=RECBASE

                       DBID=00001

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                      RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD

 

                    FUNCTION=RECOVERY

                       OPTION=FORWARD

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                                              DATACOM/DB RECOVERY

 

 

JOB NAME R-

UNIT   DATE       TIME   REQUEST  BASE  BLOCK      URI  AREA RM START OF RECORD       ERROR MESSAGES

 

DBL2EPAY 23,067 10/03/2003 14.24.48 UPDATPAY    1 00000002 0000000B EMP    00011IH000100000000000

DBL2EPAY 23,067 10/03/2003 14.24.48 UPDATPAY    1 00000002 0000000C EMP    00012AS000500000104000

DBL2EPAY 23,067 10/03/2003 14.24.48 UPDATPAY    1 00000002 0000000D EMP    00013AH000110000104000

DBL2EPAY 23,067 10/03/2003 14.24.48 UPDATPAY    1 00000002 0000000E EMP    00014AS000500000104000

DBL2EPAY 23,067 10/03/2003 14.24.48 UPDATPAY    1 00000002 0000000F EMP    00015AS000500000104000

This page of the report shows the following:

JOB NAME
The name of the job being recovered.

R-UNIT
The run unit of the job.

DATE
The date the record was logged.

TIME
The time the record was logged.

REQUEST
The contents of the request area.

BASE
The database ID.
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BLOCK
The block number in hex.

URI
The Unique Row Identifier (URI) number in hex. For non-URI areas, the logical record number within the block in
hex.

AREA
Contains the area that contains the table of the maintenance command. If the table is a Full Parent partitioned
table or an Any partitioned table, the area is the specific area in which the record resides.

R
The R field contains an R if the log record has been rolled backward by transaction backout. It does not contain
an R if the request was part of transaction backout but was actually done by a backward recovery in support of
RXXROLLBACK. The R field is informational and requires no action.

M
The M field contains an M if the log record represents a record that has been moved from one block to another.
This normally only occurs for a compressed table where the record after an UPDAT does not fit back in the same
block and is therefore moved to another block. The M field is informational and requires no action.

START OF RECORD
The first 20 bytes of the user work area.

ERROR MESSAGES
The error messages produced during recovery.

                                  DATACOM/DB RECOVERY JOBS NOT FOUND ON RECOVERY FILE

 

 

 

JOB NAME     DATE       START TIME     STOP TIME  RUN UNIT

This page of the report contains is produced only when you specify a RECJOB command. The fields contain values only
when the job specified in the command is found in the Recovery File.

JOB NAME
The job name of the job for which recovery was requested.

DATE
The date of the job to be recovered.

START TIME
The start time for the recovery.

STOP TIME
The ending time for the recovery.

RUN UNIT
The run unit assigned to the job to be recovered.

     ERROR SUMMARY                     

 

TOTAL ERRORS ENCOUNTERED-----0

 

FIRST 01 PAGE(S) CONTAINING ERROR(S)-----4

 

LAST ERROR ON PAGE      -----4

This page is produced for all jobs and shows the following:
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ERROR SUMMARY
A summary of the errors encountered.

Summary Report of Matching Log Record Counts

The following example provides counts for every database and table with a row selected.

RECBASE DBID=897,TABLE=C01

RECBASE DBIT=900,TABLE=C02,TABLE=F01

RECBASE DBID=697-699,TABLE=K01

RECBASE DBID=920

RECBASE DBID=497-597

RECOVERY OPTION=FORWARD

REMOVE (Remove Key ID)
The REMOVE function processes the Index Area for the specified database and deletes the entries for the specified key
ID.

You cannot perform the REMOVE function while any other task is processing the database.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use REMOVE

When you change a key definition's length, the old key information must be removed from the Index before rebuilding the
Index with the LOAD or Retrieve Index (RETIX) functions. A key's information can be removed from the Index using the
REMOVE function, or by initializing the Index. In most cases, REMOVE is preferred because DBUTLTY does not have to
rebuild the remaining key definitions when the LOAD or RETIX is executed.

When a large database is involved, executing REMOVE for the key ID(s) whose length(s) changed followed by LOAD or
RETIX is generally faster. This is because the Index is rebuilt in a merge operation; so, DBUTLTY does not have to rewrite
entries for key IDs that were not changed or deleted. However, when the database contains a single area with fewer than
100,000 records, initializing the Index (using INIT) is generally faster than using REMOVE before performing a LOAD or
Retrieve Index (RETIX). In all other cases, REMOVE is recommended.

Changing a Key Definition Length

Use one of the following methods to rebuild a database Index after physically changing a key definition's length:

• Run the REMOVE and RETIX with MINIMAL=YES functions.
• Run the REMOVE and LOAD functions.
• Run the INIT and RETIX functions.
• Run the INIT and LOAD functions.

How to Use REMOVE

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. To perform the REMOVE function, supply the following
command to DBUTLTY. The REMOVE function searches every index area for the database, so it works with the same
options for single index area databases and Multi-Dataset Index areas.

►►─ REMOVE AREA=IXX,DBID=n,KEYID=x ───────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command
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REMOVE
Invokes the function to remove a key ID from the Index Area.

Required Keywords

AREA=IXX
Identifies the area to be affected as the Index.

,DBID=
Specifies the database containing the key ID to be removed.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,KEYID=

Specifies the key ID to be removed. You should generate an Index Report to verify the key ID (see Index Area
(IXX) Reports).
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the key in the database specified
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL (REMOVE)
The following shows the command to remove Key ID 1 from the Index Area of database 1.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          REMOVE    AREA=IXX,DBID=1,KEYID=1

  /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REMOVE AREA=IXX,DBID=1,KEYID=1

 

                    FUNCTION=REMOVE

                       AREA=IXX
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                       DBID=1

                       KEYID=1

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                   IXX - STATUS INFORMATION

                   DEVICE TYPE -    3380

                   BLOCK LENGTH -  3,860

                   BLOCKS/TRACK -     11

                  

                   BLOCKS IN USE -

                   BLOCKS UNUSED -        55

                   TOTAL BLOCKS -         66

                   TOTAL TRACKS -          6

                   PERCENT FULL -         17

This page of the report indicates the status of the Index upon successful completion.

REORG (Parallel BACKUP/LOAD)
The parallel REORG function of the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) provides a way for you to quickly reorganize a
large data area into nearly 100 percent Native Key sequence. The REORG function executes much faster than other
reorganization options.

• For information about DBUTLTY STATUS console command support for this function, see DBUTLTY STATUS.

• For information about the impact of table partitioning on the REORG function, see The REORG Utility.

When to Use REORG

REORG is best used with large areas that contain large amounts of data. We do not recommend using REORG
to process small areas. For small areas, use the normal BACKUP and LOAD functions of the Datacom/DB Utility
(DBUTLTY). Areas of medium size can best be reorganized by using the BACKUPONLY option of REORG to perform a
fast parallel backup, followed by the resulting 1-25 files used as concatenated into a single LOAD function.

NOTE
If you are partitioning by some portion of Native Key, running a REORG DDNAME=*,INNUM=n (where n is the
number of partitions) gives the current way to break up the data set.

Three sets of subtasks are associated with the REORG function:

• Parallel backing up of an area in Native Key sequence
• Parallel loading of that data
• Parallel updating of the index

NOTE
The REORG function updates a current index to reflect the moving of data into Native Key sequence order,
but REORG does not reorganize an index, that is to say, REORG does not build a new index. REORG
therefore cannot be successfully executed after the INIT of an index.
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Instead of performing all three sets of subtasks with REORG, you can use the function to perform a parallel backup only, if
desired, or you can use REORG to perform only a parallel loading of the data with index update. A reporting only option is
also available, if you use REORG OPTION2=BACKUPONLY and either DDNAME=* or DDNAME**. For information about
DDNAME=, see the list of Required Keywords.

Parallel Backup in REORG

The parallel backup portion of REORG allows you to use from 1 to 25 subtasks, each backing up a portion of a data
area. Each subtask is assigned a key range and runs independently of other subtasks to get its assigned records to its
sequential output file. If the data is slightly out of sequence, we recommend using only a few subtasks. In general, the
more out of sequence the data, the more subtasks you should use. When the data is extremely out of sequence, if all
buffers are not in memory, the backup process is I/O bound for large areas.

The processing flow for parallel backup using the REORG function is as follows:

1. Phase 1A: The area is opened for backup in DBUTLTY in a process similar to that of the BACKUP function. The
processing sequence is always in native sequence, never in physical sequence.

2. Phase 1B: For each key ID that is a native sequence key, and for any table in the selected area, the low and high key
range is selected for each backup subtask. If one task is selected, the key range is set as low values and high values.
If more tasks are selected, the high level of the index is scanned to select a best guess at what the key ranges need to
be, to approximate each subtask's reading of its portion of the data area. For example, if 4 tasks are requested, each
should be assigned a key range to process about one fourth of the data rows.
This process makes decisions based upon the high level of the index, and its effectiveness varies. The index is highly
compressed, and the amount of data therefore represented by each entry varies. The goal is to read the highest level
single block and use that information for the key selection. If that seems inadequate, the next lower level of the index
is scanned. The default, 5 entries per task, is often a reasonable value. You can change this value, however, using the
CYCLE= keyword, to cause more or less entries per task as required. This can be thought of as a trade-off between
the effort it takes to select the key ranges, and the time when one subtask ends before the final subtask ends. The
load cannot start until all backup subtasks are complete. Message DB13259I REORG BACKUP KEYID-n LEVEL-n
ENTRIES-n provides details about the index selection, when more than one task is selected.
It is possible and correct for one or more subtasks to be assigned no key values. This can occur for small areas or
in the special case where a very large number of duplicate key values exist. For example, it could occur if an area
had one million records and every record had a native sequence key of blanks, in which case the range that includes
blanks is assigned to one of the tasks, and that task finds all the records. That task may be the first task, the last task,
or a task in the middle. Other tasks run but quickly end without finding any rows, which is okay. The condition can also
occur if tables in multiple areas share a native sequence key ID. In this case, one area has a very large number of
records and another very few that are clustered in a limited key value distribution.

3. Phase 1C: Each subtask opens a task to the MUF. Each executes a GSETL/GETIT-type request, with blocking, to find
and get the data rows within its key range. If the data area and/or index are covered, the backup benefits. The blocking
is at 32K, rounded down if the task size is smaller. Sufficient tasks must be available, or the normal return code 85
should be expected. The ACCESS setting for the database is ignored, because the single user process has already
opened the database for backup.

At the completion of phases 1A, 1B, and 1C, a full and complete backup has been performed with the output data written
to 1-25 sequential data sets. If OPTION2=BACKUPONLY was specified, the utility function is complete, and the data sets
are available for use. If OPTION2= was not specified as BACKUPONLY, parallel data load starts. If this load fails, it must
be restarted with the sequential files that were just produced, but with OPTION2= changed to LOADONLY. Temporary
data sets should not be used unless, to allow for possible errors during the data load or index update phases, another
form of backup was taken prior to the start of the REORG.

If the index scanning and key range selection is severely deficient, the only solution is to do them manually using
the FIRSTKEY/LASTKEY options of the BACKUP or EXTRACT functions, then input that output to the REORG
OPTION2=LOADONLY function.
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The 1-25 sequential files produced by this backup process may be concatenated and provided as input to a regular LOAD
function, either as all parallel parts concatenated together in key value order for a full load, or as less than all parts to
allow for the deleting of a range of rows.

During the backup phase of REORG, you can request the status of the execution by issuing an Operating System modify
command to the utility with a STATUS command. This presumes the DBSYSID macro producing a DBSIDPR program had
the CONSOLE=YES option selected. If REORG is in the backup phase, this message is generated:

DB01323I - REORG BASE n AREA x RECORD y OF ABOUT z

In the message, the n is the DBID, the x is the area name, the y is the count of data records written to any of the output
sequential files by any of the 1-25 sub-tasks running, and the z is the number of records in the area, as stored in the
Directory (CXX). The count is usually accurate.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

DIAGOPTION 9,16,ON/OFF

Be aware of the following if, in r10, you had job streams specifying ACCESS STATUS=OFF in front of a REORG.

Controls exist to either prevent all access to a database (ACCESS STATUS=OFF) or allow all DBUTLTY functions that
run in MUF (ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY). However, in r10 the backup portion of REORG ignored the access setting and
executed where in later releases it is appropriately blocked from execution. DIAGOPTION 9,16,ON allows sites with the
old (defective) JCL streams to continue to execute with disregard to the ACCESS OFF setting.

If this DIAGOPTION is used, then we recommend that you correct all necessary job streams to replace occurrences of
ACCESS STATUS=OFF with ACCESS STATUS=UTLTY and remove the DIAGOPTION.

Parallel Backup Restrictions

For a parallel backup, the area must be loaded in the URI format. The following restrictions apply to parallel backup:

• The area must be loaded in the URI format.
• For a full REORG, see the requirements for the LOAD function.

Parallel Data Reorganization

The parallel data load and parallel index update are requested by not specifying OPTION2=BACKUPONLY. They cannot
be separated, and, if either fails, they must be restarted specifying OPTION2=LOADONLY.

The following topic is discussed on this page:

The REORG function expects to process against a loaded data area with a loaded index. However, its ability to rerun from
a previous error causes the function not to edit for these requirements.

The data load portion of REORG accepts the number of input files to be processed based upon input parameters.
REORG starts a sub-task to process each input in parallel. Each of the subtasks opens a specific input file with a range
of data rows (in native sequence) and adds them to the data area. The content of the data area at the start of the REORG
(beyond the required data area control block) is not important. The content is completely replaced by the input data
and empty space (low values). All of the subtasks execute simultaneously and/or concurrently, based upon processor
availability.

Each subtask expects to load its share of the data, but because the amount of data within key ranges may vary, each
subtask works with zero rows through all the rows in the area. If no input row is found by every subtask, an error is
recognized and the parallel reorganization is aborted, that is, the REORG utility cannot be used to null load an area.

The parallel data reorganization is based upon the principle that the data needs to be in better native sequence key order,
not in perfect native sequence key order. For perfect order, use the normal native sequence backup with a standard
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DBUTLTY LOAD function. The non-perfect ordering can be thought of as groups of rows ordered within the group by
Native Key sequence.

Each subtask knows only the range of key values it is to read. It does not know how they compare to other subtasks. Also
unknown is the number of rows each sub-task processes. Therefore, the basic flow of processing is for each subtask with
a row(s) to add to acquire a logical group of tracks of the data area for its data. It adds its data in this group of tracks until
it runs out of data or its group of tracks becomes full. If its group of tracks becomes full, the subtask gets another group of
tracks. Because all the subtasks are working independently, rows within a group of tracks are in perfect order based upon
the native sequence key values, but the Native Key sequence varies between groups.

We do not recommend using extracted files for input to the REORG utility for the following reasons:

• The table must have only unique native sequence keys. The native sequence key is defined with unique, or the
native sequence key ID must be the same as the Master Key ID, and the Master Key must be defined as allowing no
duplicate Master Keys.

• The REORG executes much slower, with additional I/O and CPU usage, when using extracted files than when using
backup files. This is because, during the data reorganization, the key value must be extracted from each row and an
index look-up done to discover the Unique Row Identifier (URI).

• If a duplicate is found or no index entry is found, the REORG utility stops immediately, leaving the data area
unuseable, partly loaded with reorganized data, and partly with old data. At this point, the input data would have to be
concatenated into the normal LOAD utility.

The default group is 15 tracks, but you can define it, by using the optional NUMBER= keyword, to be any desired number
of tracks. A group of tracks acquired by a subtask for its use are not available to any other subtask. This requires that
the data area must have sufficient free space, at completion of the data load, to allow a partial group for every subtask.
Take this into account when selecting the number of subtasks. It is also required that at least one track be available for
processing (not in a subtask group), once all the subtasks have completed.

The input data must be for an area loaded with URI=YES. The data area cannot use the DATASPACE option (DSOP=3)
for clustering. The data area cannot contain a direct key table. If the input is in extract format, the data area being loaded
must not contain a table defined as containing variable rows, or a table that allows duplicate native sequence key values.
Extract format data also requires that the REORG build the key value from each row and perform an index look-up to find
the URI of the rows.

As each row is placed in a data block, a memory table is updated with the block to which this row was, by URI, moved.
The block in which the row originally occurred is not known and is not important. The memory table is stored in a series
of data spaces. The number used is the minimum needed to contain the required information, based upon the highest
URI in the area and the number of data blocks in the data area. Every URI number possible, from one through the highest
currently in the area (as reported in the Directory (CXX) report), requires three or four bytes of space. Data areas of less
than 16 million blocks require three bytes per URI. Larger data sets require 4 bytes per URI. The maximum number of
data spaces that can be used is eight, but one or two are, typically, utilized.

The REORG utility expects to be executed with more than one subtask and to be provided multiple input files from
multiple parallel backups or extracts, but it executes as a single task, with backup or extract input from a normal non-
parallel backup or extract.

The parallel data load does not rebuild the free space index. At completion of the data load, the database can be opened
for update. Any added rows go to the free space beyond the last assigned group of tracks. As soon as possible (next
step), a DBUTLTY RETIX function should be executed with DATASCAN OPTION-REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX, to rebuild
the space index. The DBUTLTY RETIX function is a MUF function. The database can be open and in the act of being
updated during this process.

During the load phase, while any of the tasks still have data to load, the status of the execution can be requested by
issuing an Operating System modify command to the utility with a STATUS command. This presumes the DBSYSID
macro, producing a DBSIDPR program, had the CONSOLE=YES option selected. In the load phase, this message is
generated:

 DB01320I - REORG BASE n AREA x ON BLOCK y OF z RECORD r 
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In the message, n is the DBID, x is the area name, y is the highest block taken by any of the 1-25 load subtasks, z is the
number of blocks initialized, and r is the number of records loaded by any of the 1-25 load subtasks.

Restrictions for Parallel Data Load and Parallel Index Update

The following are restrictions for parallel data load and parallel index update:

• This option is available only for a single area in a database at one time (MULTUSE=NO).
• The option is not available for clustered areas.
• The option is not available for areas containing a direct key table.
• The area may not contain variable length records.
• The option is not available for databases where any area in the database is not loaded in the URI format.
• The option is not available for areas without the index loaded or after an index has been initialized.
• If using the LOADONLY option, we recommend you be extremely cautious in the specification and use of this function.

Data rows could be lost if control statements are poorly defined, or due to poor data set handling, because of course it
is not possible for Datacom/DB to edit the goals you desire to obtain by using the function. Datacom/DB can only edit
the specific control statements that you provide.

• If using the LOADONLY option, backup format input cannot have been changed since the backup. Extract format input
can have deleted rows only, not any additions or key value updates.

• With MULTUSE=YES, the DBUTLTY must execute on the same System on which the MUF is executing.

NOTE
 It is not possible to input new data into this utility that is not currently in the loaded index, or to have different
key values than those that are in the currently loaded index. These factors cannot be edited.

• The area must be large enough to contain the input data and additional empty space, to allow the number of input files
to each have a group of tracks reserved.

• This option is intended for single table areas or multiple table areas when all tables share one single native sequence
key ID. However, it performs correctly with multiple tables and any (or all) not sharing a single native sequence key ID.

• The index update presumes a validly loaded index that is pointing to the data as it was at the time of the backup. It
does not build an index, nor does it validate that the index matches the data. It can only know, for example, that URI 82
was in block 12 and is now in block 43, meaning that every index entry with URI 82 needs to have its block changed
from 12 to 43.

• The internal URI (Unique Row Identifier) is not reassigned during the parallel reorganization. The URI has a maximum
size of 4G. Beyond that value, no further additions to the data area are allowed, until the area is backed up and
loaded with the standard LOAD function, which reassigns URI numbers starting with one. For large tables with many
additions, this means that an occasional full BACKUP/LOAD is required.

• If the format is EXTRACT, then the table must have the native sequence key set to UNIQUE, or the native sequence
key must be the same as the Master Key, and the Master Key must be set to allow no duplicate Master Keys. In
addition, the rows cannot be defined as having variable lengths.

Parallel Index Update

The parallel index update follows the parallel data load in the same REORG function. The number of subtasks used to
perform the parallel index update can range from 1 through 25. The default is 10. The physical tracks in the index data
set are divided into the number of subtasks. Each subtask reads every block in its part, and updates every pointer as
required. Blocks with a change are written. Blocks without a change are not written. Blocks are read and written as one or
more tracks.

The following topic is discussed on this page:

The parallel process first occurs for the index area IXX to completion. If the database has Multi-Dataset Index areas, the
parallel process next occurs for each index area in turn.
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The index update process is based upon the data received and the currently loaded index. It cannot validate or protect
users from error conditions introduced by mishandling of data input files. For example, the utility does not sort input key
values and compares them to the current index. If you were to add keys or change the fields of any current keys, missing
or incorrectly indexed data would result. Be aware, however, that if a row or rows were deleted, as in a user program that
purges data from the extract files, the utility does work, and you can take advantage of this fact, as required.

Post Parallel Reorganize Requirements

At this point the data has been loaded (in grouped Native Key sequence), and the index has been updated to reflect
current data positions. However, no backup exists for future image copy restores that are needed for forward recovery
processing. Therefore, for that purpose, at this point a new copy of the data area is necessary. A normal backup
(SEQ=PHYSICAL) could be used for this purpose, or a standard DASD utility could be used.

NOTE
 The parallel data reorganization places records in groups of tracks in a time dependent manner. A parallel
reorganization is never directly repeatable, and therefore it cannot be used as a stable point for forward
recovery.

The space index was deleted after the parallel index update. For any slack space before the end of the data to be found
(for additions), it must be rebuilt. Do this using the DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX.

BACKUPONLY or BACKUP phase of BACKUPLOAD Execution Requirements/Controls

The Datacom Datadictionary DBUTLTY REORG function may use the BACKUPONLY keyword option and the BACKUP
load format. See a list of environmental requirements and controls for when MULTUSE=YES/NO

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES/NO

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/READ/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open URT with UPDATE=YES.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function is not allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES/NO

• The database is opened by MUF for update.
• The database has no unloading status set.
• The utility sets ACCESS area READ (utility set).
• The utility sets REORG-BK executing this MUF this database or area.

For more information, see How to Use REORG

LOADONLY or LOAD phase of BACKUPLOAD Execution Requirements/Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, SIMPLIFY NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES and MUF enabled
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• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO, SIMPLIFY NO, or MUF down

• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database will be opened for update if not already.
• All areas will be closed if open.
• The utility will execute with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open User Requirements Table.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets REORG-LD executing this MUF this database or area.

How to Use REORG

Learn how to use the Datacom DBUTLTY function REORG to reorganize a large data area. Find syntax diagrams,
parameter and keyword definitions, and example Job Control Language (JCL).

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the REORG function using the following command
format.

The following syntax diagram shows the format for the REORG command with the OPTION2= parameter set to
BACKUPONLY.
►►─ REORG OPTION2=BACKUPONLY,DBID=n,AREA=a,DDNAME=d,INNUM=n ──────────────────►

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,CYCLE=n ─┘ └─ ,SEQBUFS=n ─┘

The following syntax diagram shows the format for the REORG command with the OPTION2= parameter set to
BACKUPLOAD or LOADONLY.
►►─ REORG OPTION2= ─┬─ BACKUPLOAD ─┬─ ,DBID=n,AREA=a,DDNAME=d,INNUM=n ────────►

                    └─ LOADONLY ───┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬────────────────────►

   └─ ,FORMAT= ─┬─ BACKUP ◄ ───────────┬─┘ └─ ,KBYTES=n ─┘

                └─ EXTRACT,TABLE=name ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ ,SLACK=n ─┘ └─ ,NUMBER=n ─┘ └─ ,RESETRCE= ─┬─ YES ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                 └─ NO ────┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬────────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────►◄

   └─ ,CYCLE=n ─┘ └─ ,TASKS=n ─┘ └─ ,MULTUSE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                               └─ YES ──┘

NOTE
FORMAT=EXTRACT is only valid when OPTION2=LOADONLY.

Command

REORG
Invokes the REORG function.

Required Keywords

OPTION2=
Specifies the type of REORG.
Valid Entries: BACKUPLOAD, BACKUPONLY, LOADONLY
Default Value: (No default)

,DBID=
Identifies the database that is selected for REORG.
Valid Entries: DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value: (No default)

,AREA=
Identifies the area to be backed up and/or loaded. up and/or loaded.
Valid Entries: DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified in the DBID= parameter
Default Value: (No default)

,DDNAME=
Specifies the JCL DDname to be used for the data input.
A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name that is reserved for a Datacom
area. Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then
overlay the CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable DDNAME=
protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module that is used for this Datacom
environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.
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A reporting only option is available, if you use REORG OPTION2=BACKUPONLY and either DDNAME=* or
DDNAME** as follows:
DDNAME=*

Specifies that a report is to be generated, with the key values selected for each Native Key sequence
ID, by providing starting and ending key values, in character and hexadecimal formats. If the starting
and ending values are identical, no rows are found. The generated report can be used to help with key
selection if you prefer to back up the data using the FIRSTKEY/LASTKEY options of the BACKUP or
EXTRACT functions.

DDNAME=**
Specifies a report that can be used for debugging. It shows the full starting key to be assigned to each
task, when running the REORG with a proper DDNAME.
Valid Entries: Any name valid to JCL specifications (1-6 characters, the number of the subtask based on
INNUM= being suffixed as 1 through 25)

NOTE
See also the special case of the use of * or ** (as previously described).

Default Value: (No default)
,INNUM=

Specifies the number of subtasks to back up and/or load data.

NOTE
If you are partitioning by some portion of Native Key, running a REORG DDNAME=*,INNUM=n (where n
is the number of partitions) gives the current way to break up the data set.

Optional Keywords

,CYCLE=
Specifies the minimum number of high-level index entries per task, to divide work. This specification is used
during the backup phase of the REORG function.
Valid Entries: 2 through 99
Default Value: 5

,SEQBUFS=
Specifies the number of sequential buffers for each MUF task that is backing up data. Even though allowed by the
DBURTBL macro, in this case the value of SEQBUFS= may not be a minus number. To specify minus numbers,
add 128. The default of 256 is equivalent to -128 (a negative 128). If you specify less than 8 for SEQBUFS=, the
specification is rounded up to a value of 8.
Valid Entries: 0 through 256
Default Value: 256

,MULTUSE=
(For area level DBUTLTY control only.) MULTUSE=YES specifies area level DBUTLTY control that allows a single
area in a database to be reorganized with no disabling of the other areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES:

• The data spaces containing index information are defined with a global scope, making them available to the
MUF.

• The index phase must occur in MUF with full interaction with other tasks that are processing the index and that
are sharing the same buffer pool. Each task does single block reads and writes.

• The area being reorganized cannot have other users for REORG to start and, once started, it cannot have other
users to open.

• The MUF needs to be executing on the same image, that is, it cannot be accessed through XCF.

For more information on area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries: YES or NO
Default Value: NO
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NOTE
The REORG MULTUSE=YES function requires that the DBUTLTY job run APF-authorized.

,FORMAT=
Specifies the load format, either BACKUP or EXTRACT. The OPTION2= keyword must be specified as
LOADONLY for FORMAT=EXTRACT to be valid.
Valid Entries: BACKUP or EXTRACT
Default Value: BACKUP

,KBYTES=
Specifies the number of 1024-byte blocks of memory each subtask acquires to write data rows. We recommend
that you specify KBYTES=2000.
Valid Entries: 1 through 9999 (integers only)
This number, multiplied by 1024, is the number of bytes requested through GETMAIN.
Default Value: Four tracks of memory buffering

NOTE
If a value is specified which results in fewer than four tracks of data, the input is rounded up during
execution to be four tracks.

,NUMBER=
Specifies the number of contiguous tracks to consider as a group (or stripe). A group of tracks that is acquired for
its use, by a subtask, are not available to any other subtask. This requires that the data area must have sufficient
free space at completion of the load of the data to allow a partial group for every subtask. Consider the free space
for the data area when selecting the number of subtasks. At least one track must be available for processing, not
in a subtask group, once all the subtasks have completed.
Valid Entries: Any desired number of tracks
Default Value: 15

,RESETRCE=
Specifies whether you want to keep the TSN (Transaction Sequence Number) that last updated this row. Specify
NO to set the TSN to zero. Resetting the TSN to zero is only useful:

• If the number is reset to a lower number during an initialization of the Log Area (LXX), or
• If the number wraps from FFFFFFFF to zero

Valid Entries: YES or NO
Default Value: YES

,SLACK=
Specifies the number of bytes to reserve, during a load, in each data block, for compressed records to grow.
The number that is entered applies only to blocks loaded to an area during this execution of the load. Blocks not
loaded with data use the SLACK value that is specified in the AREA definition in Datacom Datadictionary.
Valid Entries: A number that is less than the block size
Default Value: 0

,TABLE=
Specifies a table name to indicates that a single table is to be loaded. This parameter is required when
FORMAT=EXTRACT is specified. The parameter cannot be specified when FORMAT=BACKUP.
Valid Entries: DATACOM-NAME of a table in the database and area being loaded
Default Value: (No default)

,TASKS=
Specifies the number of subtasks that can be used to update the index.
Valid Entries: 1 through 25
Default Value: 10
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Example JCL for REORG
See the following example JCL for a REORG BACKUPLOAD.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //BACKUP1  DD DSN=cxx.bkup1,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //BACKUP2  DD DSN=cxx.bkup2,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //BACKUP3  DD DSN=cxx.bkup3,DISP=(,CATLG),         Output data

 //                     UNIT=tape

 //SYSIN             DD *                          Command Input

                     REORG OPTION2=BACKUPLOAD,AREA=A01,DBID=789,

                     INNUM=3,DDNAME=BACKUP,KBYTES=9999,NUMBER=1

 /*

Sample Report REORG (14.0)

In Datacom DBUTILTY, use the REORG function to reorganize data into Native Key sequence. Review a sample page of
a REORG BACKUPLOAD report for format, keyword analysis, and messages, and syntax processing messages.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                     REORG OPTION2=BACKUPLOAD,AREA=A01,DBID=789,

                           INNUM=3,DDNAME=BACKUP,KBYTES=9999,NUMBER=1

 

                    FUNCTION=REORG

                       AREA=A01

                       DBID=00789

                       DDNAME=BACKUP

                       INNUM=003

                       KBYTES=9999

                       NUMBER=0001

                       OPTION2=BACKUPLOAD

This sample page of a REORG BACKUPLOAD report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

                    TABLE          RECORDS

                    C01                50

                    C02                60

                    F01                55

                    F02                 0

                    F03                 0

                    RNA                 0
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                    RNB                 0

                    TOTAL             165

BACKUP FILE INFORMATION    

JOBNAME  RUN UNIT    DATE       TIME    CXXNAME    DBID  SEQ  RECID  AREA

JOB1          nnn  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX     789  NAT   NO    A01

JOB1          nnn  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX     789  NAT   NO    A01

JOB1          nnn  mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss  PRODCXX     789  NAT   NO    A01

INPUT FILE INFORMATION         OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION   

AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     AREA  TABLE  ID     RECORDS     NOTES

A01   C01   101          50     A01   C01   101          50

A01   C02   102          60     A01   C02   102          60

A01   F01   103          55     A01   F01   103          55

A01   F02   104           0     A01   F02   104           0

A01   F03   105           0     A01   F03   105           0

A01   RNA   106           0     A01   RNA   106           0

A01   RNB   107           0     A01   RNB   107           0

OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION   

          TOTAL       USED      TOTAL       USED PCNT    AVG     BLOCKS     BLOCKS       TOTAL

AREA     TRACKS     TRACKS     BLOCKS     BLOCKS FULL  SLACK   EXPANDED COMPRESSED     RECORDS

 A01         10          1        120         12   10     41        N/A        N/A         165

This page of the report shows the following information:

• TABLE RECORDS
• BACKUP FILE INFORMATION
• INPUT FILE INFORMATION
• OUTPUT TABLE INFORMATION
• OUTPUT AREA INFORMATION

REPLACE (Replace All Data in a Table)
The REPLACE function of DBUTLTY provides the ability to load one table in a multiple table area with new data, replacing
all current data for that table. It executes in the MUF and allows full read and update access to every other table in the
same area and database to other applications in the same MUF. For example, you could extract a table that is not a
partitioned table, redefine it to be a partitioned table, and use the REPLACE function to populate it, provided all the
other rules are met, such as the table to be replaced not being the only table in an area. FILEIN may be used before a
REPLACE.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

REPLACE Restrictions

• The area must be loaded in the URI format.
• The area may not be clustered.
• The input data must be in EXTRACT format.
• The table may not have variable length records, for example in Datacom VSAM Transparency.
• The table may not be relative record.
• The table may not be the only table in the area.
• Sort is required.
• May not name a partition Full Parent or Any Parent.
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When to Use REPLACE

REPLACE is a special purpose function and is not a general replacement for the LOAD function. For reasons related
to performance and ease of use, instead of placing every table in a database in its own area it is often better to place
multiple small tables in either a single area or in a few areas. Although a single table in a multiple-table area cannot be
loaded, the REPLACE function provides you with a similar ability. However, be aware that it is probably best to place a
table with a large number of rows in its own area and a table with a very large number of rows in its own database. The
area can be conveniently backed up and loaded as an area or a database. Occasionally, one table in a multi-table area
needs to be replaced with no impact on other tables, such as when a table is being redefined. This specific niche is the
reason for this function and, as such, it has numerous restrictions.

If the input file is empty, the table is effectively null loaded.

This utility function executes under control of a MUF but can also contain Single User processing. The table cannot
currently be open for the REPLACE function to start. When the REPLACE function starts, it marks the table as not loaded
and, when successfully completed, it sets the table as loaded. The function opens the database for update in the MUF
and opens it for read in Single User processing.

The date/time loaded as reflected in the Directory (CXX) report and the Dynamic System Table DIR_TABLE is updated to
reflect the REPLACE function. However, this assumes that the Directory is Version 11.0 style. Running in a compatibility
mode with a r10 style, the date and time reflects the last LOAD function and is not updated for a REPLACE function.

Even though the data replace processing occurs in the MUF, the deletion of old records and insertion of new records are
not subject to logging. Therefore, no transaction backout can occur. If the utility fails, you must restart it.

If the area has insufficient space for the data or index, a dynamic extend is attempted. If it fails to find enough space, a
return code 07 or 08 occurs. Perform a DBUTLTY EXTEND and restart the REPLACE function.

Note that new Unique Row Identifiers (URIs) are assigned to the added data. The numbers only start over from 1 when
an area is loaded (when not using RECID=YES). If the high number should reach four billion, additions stop with a return
code. In this case, you must back up the area and reload before more additions (including those with the REPLACE
function) can be done.

The console status messages provided during a sorted LOAD or RETIX function also occur for the REPLACE function.
Note however that, since much of the work being done by the REPLACE function occurs in the MUF address space, the
progress often occurs in 'spurts' and some progress information is not available.

REPLACE does not affect the MASSADD function. REPLACE takes the place of most MASSADDs, however, for those
who use MASSADD to load multiple table areas.

Highlights of the Utility Side of the Processing

Reads the input and blocks rows to MUF at the task area size.

Builds index records for sorting.

Directs sorting.

Accepts sorted keys and sends blocks to MUF for index merge.

Highlights of the MUF Processing

Reads area in physical sequence with SEQBUFS=128.

For each block read, deletes all rows for the table being replaced.

If block has space and new data exists, adds new rows to the block.

Space management updated as required for additions and deletions.

If block changed, is scheduled for pipeline write.
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Assigns new URI to each row.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The table may not be in an open User Requirements Table.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility ACCESS AREA is not set (table level function not area level).

How to Use REPLACE

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the REPLACE function using the following command
format.

►►─ REPLACE ─ TABLE=t,DBID=n,DDNAME=d,MULTUSE=YES,SORT=n ─────────────────────►

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   └─ ,LOADPTN= ─┬─ FAIL ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ SKIP ───┘                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                                              └─ '(U)' ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ ,SLACK= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘ └─ ,SORTWK= ─┬─ 3 ◄ ─┬─┘

               └─ nnn ─┘                                └─ n ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,UNIT= ─┬─ SYSDA ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,PRTY=n ─┘

              └─ c ───────┘

Command

REPLACE
Invokes the function to load one table in a multiple table area with new data, replacing all current data for that
table.

Required Keywords

,DBID=
Identifies the database containing the table to be loaded.
Limits:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default:

(No default)
,DDNAME=

Specifies the JCL DDname for the input data set.
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A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area.
Names with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.

7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose
that you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed
the DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then
overlay the CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable DDNAME=
protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for this Datacom
environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

,MULTUSE=YES
Specifying MULTUSE=YES is required when executing the REPLACE function.
Limits:

YES
Default:

(No default)
,SORT=

Sorting index entries is required.
The OPTION1= parameter is highly recommended to obtain warning and critical messages if a problem occurs.
To estimate the value to enter, multiply the number of keys in the table by the number of records to be sorted and
add 30 percent. For example, if the table contains 2 keys and you are sorting 1000 records, the value you specify
should be at least 2600. The value you specify is passed to the sort routine and can affect the amount of runtime
used by the sort. If you use multiple LOAD or REPLACE statements in a single step, place the largest sort value
first.

NOTE
Do not specify over 99 million unless you verify that the sort package you are using allows a larger
number.

TABLE=
Indicates a single table is to be loaded.
Limits:

DATACOM-NAME of a table in the database and area being loaded
Default:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,LOADPTN=
Specifies how the utility handles a rejected row for a table partition. If it is set to SKIP, the row is ignored with no
error condition. If it is set to FAIL, the row is dumped, and the utility function terminates.
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Limits:
FAIL or SKIP

Default:
FAIL

,OPTION1=
Specifies the statistics display option to be passed to the sort program (see the SORT= parameter).
NOF

Corresponds to the NOFLAG parameter of the IBM sort. Only critical messages are to be displayed on
the console.

'(I)'
Specifies that informational and critical messages are to be displayed on the printer and the console.

'(U)'
Specifies that only critical messages are to be directed to both the printer and the console.
NOF, '(I)', and '(U)' correspond to the SyncSort MSG options of CC, SC and CB respectively.
This parameter also accepts any three-character (including the surrounding parentheses) FLAG
parameter that can be processed by the IBM sort. See your IBM sort manual for details.

Limits:
NOF, '(I)', or '(U)'

Default:
NOF

,PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

,SLACK=
Specifies the number of bytes to reserve in each data block for future expansion of records in that block, or for
addition of records when using a space reclamation option. The number entered applies only to blocks loaded
to an area during this execution of the REPLACE function. Blocks not loaded with data use the SLACK value
specified in the AREA definition in Datacom Datadictionary.
Limits:

A number that is less than the block size
Default:

0
SORTDD=

Specifies an optional DD statement, provided to the SORT that redirects SYSPRINT-type output from the
SYSPRINT DD (used by DBUTLTY) to this optional DD statement.
Limits:

printed output directed to optional DD statement
Default:

printed output directed to SYSPRINT, intermixed with DBUTLTY output
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,SORTWK=
Specifies the number of sort work areas.

NOTE
Do not specify a 2-digit number unless the sort package you are using allows a 2-digit number. Sort
packages that do not support a 2-digit number can fail in an unpredictable manner, if you specify a 2-
digit number.

,UNIT=
Specifies the unit name for sort work areas. The parameter is always edited, but is only used when the SORT=
parameter is specified as not zero.
Limits:

1- to 8-character unit name
Default:

SYSDA
Example JCL (REPLACE)
Following is a JCL example for the REPLACE function.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //IN1      DD DSN=input                           Input data set

 //*

 //* NOTE: The following sort work allocations are not 

 //*  required if your sort package can dynamically

 //*  allocate sort work areas. Be sure to provide

 //*  sufficient space for all keys to be sorted. 

 //*

 //SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK02 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK03 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

                      REPLACE DBID=1,TABLE=F01,DDNAME=IN1,SLACK=12,

                      SORT=300,MULTUSE=YES

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Following begins a REPLACE sample report.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                      REPLACE DBID=1,TABLE=F01,DDNAME=IN1,SLACK=12,

                              SORT=300,MULTUSE=YES
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                    FUNCTION=REPLACE

                       DBID=00001

                       DDNAME=IN1

                       MULTUSE=YES

                       SLACK=0012

                       SORT=000000300

                       TABLE=F01

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                 TABLE          RECORDS

                    F01                50

This page of the report shows information about the table and records.

REPORT (Generate Reports)
Learn about the Datacom DBUTLTY REPORT function.

The REPORT function produces the different types of reports described in the following sections.

Data Area Space Estimation Report (Device)

The DEVICE= keyword of the REPORT function provides, for a given device type, the option of an estimate of the logical
records per block and the total space required to store a particular number of records in a Datacom/DB data area.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

When to Use

Use the Data Area Space Estimation Report when planning the necessary allocation for a Datacom/DB data area.

You can request the REPORT DEVICE option at any time. 

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. To obtain a Data Area Space Estimation
Report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format.

►►─ REPORT DEVICE=nnnn,RECSIZE=n ─┬──────────────────────┬────────────────────►

                                  └─ ,COMPER= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘

                                               └─ nn ──┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────┬───────────────────────►

   └─ ,COMPRESS= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,GROWTH= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ YES ──┘                └─ n ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬───────────────►
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   └─ ,RECORDS= ─┬─ 0 ◄ ────────┬─┘ └─ ,RECOVERY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ nnnnnnnnnn ─┘                  └─ YES ──┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,STARTAFT= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─┘

                  └─ nnn ─┘

 Command 

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

 Required Keywords 

DEVICE=
Specifies the device type for the report.
Valid Entries:

3380, 3390
Default Value:

(No default)
,RECSIZE=

Specifies the Datacom/DB table record size.
This value should not include the Datacom/DB Record Control Element (RCE).
Valid Entries:

1 to 32720
Default Value:

(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

,COMPER=
Specifies the estimated compression percentage. COMPRESS=YES must also be specified.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99
Default Value:

0
,COMPRESS=

Specifies whether compression is to be considered in estimating space.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,GROWTH=

Specifies a growth percentage. The report shows space that should be allocated for growth, if this value is
provided.
Valid Entries:

0 to 999
Default Value:

0
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,RECORDS=
Specifies the estimated number of records to be stored in the table. If no value is supplied, the report only
displays expected records per block and track.
Valid Entries:

0 to 2147483647 (2 billion minus 1)
Default Value:

0
,RECOVERY=

Specifies whether extra data needed for RECOVERY on each record is to be considered.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,STARTAFT=

Specifies the first records-per-block value to be displayed on the space estimation chart.
Valid Entries:

1 to 999
Default Value:

1

Example JCL (3390)

The following shows the command to print the estimated space calculations for a 400-byte record stored on a 3380
device.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

         REPORT   DEVICE=3390,RECSIZE=400,COMPER=25,COMPRESS=YES,

                   GROWTH=25,RECORDS=250000,RECOVERY=YES

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT DEVICE (3390) 
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  DEVICE=3390,RECSIZE=400,COMPER=25,COMPRESS=YES,

                                   GROWTH=25,RECORDS=250000,RECOVERY=YES

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       COMPER=25

                       COMPRESS=YES
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                       DEVICE=3390

                       GROWTH=025

                       RECORDS=00250000

                       RECOVERY=YES

                       RECSIZE=00400

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

MATRIX FOR DEVICE TYPE....."3390".

          -------------------------------------------------------------

          #    32760* #    27998  #    18452  #    13682  #    10796  #  * NOT DASD OPTIMAL, LARGEST DATACOM

 SUPPORTS

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     8906  #     7548  #     6518  #     5726  #     5064  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     4566  #     4136  #     3768  #     3440  #     3174  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     2942  #     2710  #     2546  #     2376  #     2212  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     2082  #     1946  #     1850  #     1748  #     1646  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     1550  #     1482  #     1386  #     1318  #     1250  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #     1182  #     1154  #     1086  #     1018  #      984  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #      950  #      888  #      854  #      820  #      786  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #      752  #      718  #      690  #      646  #      622  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

          #      588  #      554  #      520  #        0  #        0  #

          #-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#-----------#

 

This page of the report shows a matrix of block sizes for different blocks per track. The first row shows block sizes for 1 to
5 blocks per track. The second row shows 6 to 10 blocks per track, and so forth.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

# DEVICE # RECORD # RECOVERY #  COMPRESSION  # FIRST #  RECORD  #  GROWTH # 

#  TYPE  #  SIZE  #   Y/N    # Y/N # PERCENT # R P B # QUANTITY # PERCENT # 

#--------#--------#----------#-----#---------#-------#----------#---------#   

#  3390  #    400 #    Y     #  Y  #    25 % #    0  #   25000  #    25 % # 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

# RCD #  MINM # DEVICE #    LOGICAL    #           DATA SPACE REQUIRED                # 

# PER # BLOCK #  BLOCK #  RECORDS PER  # PRIMARY #  GROWTH #   TOTAL ##     TOTAL     # 

# BLK #  SIZE #   SIZE # TRACK # CYLIN #  TRACKS #  TRACKS #  TRACKS ##  CYLIN  / TRK # 

#-----#-------#--------#-------#-------#---------#---------#---------##---------/-----# 

 #  1 #   314 #    520 #    48 #   720 #    5209 #    1303 #    6512 ##     434 /   2 #

 #  2 #   626 #    656 #    88 #  1320 #    2841 #     711 #    3552 ##     236 /  12 #

 #  3 #   938 #    950 #   108 #  1620 #    2315 #     579 #    2894 ##     192 /  14 #
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 #  4 #  1250 #   1250 #   120 #  1800 #    2084 #     521 #    2605 ##     173 /  10 #

 #  5 #  1562 #   1646 #   125 #  1875 #    2000 #     500 #    2500 ##     166 /  10 #

 #  6 #  1874 #   1946 #   132 #  1980 #    1894 #     474 #    2368 ##     157 /  13 #

 #  7 #  2186 #   2212 #   140 #  2100 #    1786 #     447 #    2233 ##     148 /  13 #

 #  8 #  2498 #   2546 #   144 #  2160 #    1737 #     435 #    2172 ##     144 /  12 #

 #  9 #  2810 #   2942 #   144 #  2160 #    1737 #     435 #    2172 ##     144 /  12 #

 # 10 #  3122 #   3174 #   150 #  2250 #    1667 #     417 #    2084 ##     138 /  14 #

    .      .        .       .       .          .        .         .          .      .   

    .      .        .       .       .          .        .         .          .      .   

    .      .        .       .       .          .        .         .          .      .   

This page of the report shows the parameters you coded with the REPORT DEVICE option. The report also displays the
default values for parameters not coded.

This table provides you with the information you need to determine optimum device block size. Use TOTAL TRACKS
under the DATA SPACE REQUIRED column, locate the lowest value or the least amount of space to allocate. Read
across the report to determine the DEVICE BLOCK SIZE. Other information is provided on the report which may be useful
in making space allocation decisions or in determining whether to rerun the report with different parameter values.

Directory (CXX) Reports

The REPORT function provides several types of reports containing information about the contents of the Directory.

• The Directory (CXX) Report shows the current status and control information for the Index, database, area, table, key,
element, and special fields.

• The Directory (CXX) Report with TYPE=B shows the current status and control information for the index, database,
area, and table. It excludes information for key, element, and special fields.

• The Space Utilization Report (selected by using the TYPE=A keyword) provides information about total tracks, records,
blocks, and maximum percentages of block utilization and the space reclamation option specified.

• The Directory (CXX) Report with TYPE=I shows the impact report of the table status results of the last Datacom
Datadictionary catalog of the database.

• The Directory (CXX) Report with TYPE=K shows the full CXX options in place and also provides information about
encryption as defined to the CXX and tables.

• The Directory (CXX) Report with TYPE=P shows the current list of PREINIT data sets that are available for use during
creation of a new:
– database
– index area
– data area

• The Directory (CXX) Report with TYPE=Z shows the optional CXX internal history entries that are activated using
DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST00NN.

NOTE
You can obtain most of the CXX information in real time through SQL access to special system tables. These
dynamic tables allow easy access of the data from any platform while the MUF is running.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the information provided in a full Directory (CXX) Report to verify the current status and definitions currently in use.
Use the space utilization option of the Directory Report to monitor space in your Directory, data, and Index areas. You can
generate a Directory Report at any time for types A, B, K and Z. Type I requires the MUF to be enabled. For types A, B,
and K the following apply:
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If you are using Simplify mode and the MUF is enabled:
The MUF is used for all completely current information. An internal COMM STATS is generated for each data
base reported to update the CXX.

If you are using Simplify mode and the MUF is down:
The report always expects to run with the MUF enabled. If not enabled, it expects to wait for the enable with the
DELAY68 option of DBSIDPR. It may follow any previous function that runs with MUF only down or a function that
sets execution to run without MUF using SET OPTION1= MUF_NOT_ENABLED. We do not recommend (but it is
possible to use) function SET OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. If executed with the MUF down, the
following section applies.

If you are not using Simplify mode or the MUF is down:
The Directory (CXX) reports read and reflect the information from the CXX data set. This information is correct
when the database is not currently open by the MUF or any Single User jobs, including DBUTLTY. Even when it
is open, the information is usually adequately current. If opened by the MUF, the information can be made more
accurate by executing the COMM STATS option prior to the report, because executing COMM STATS refreshes
the data in the data set. The utility does not interact with the MUF.
It is unlikely but possible for a return code 04 INVALID RECORD ID with an internal return code of 47 to occur if
maintenance is occurring at the same time the report is executing. In this case, maintenance includes the catalog
of a database or SQL DDL processing. If this happens, the report should be executed again.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active.

Use the following control statement to request this report either with no TYPE= keyword or for types A and B. They have
an optional DBID specification and optional TABLE specification:

                     ┌───────────────────────┐

►►─ REPORT AREA=CXX ─▼─┬───────────────────┬─┴─┬───────────┬──┬──────────────┬──►◄

                       ├─ ,DBID=nnnn ──────┤   ├─ ,TYPE=A ─┤  └─ ,TABLE=ttt ─┘

                       └─ ,DBID=nnnn-nnnn ─┘   └─ ,TYPE=B ─┘

Use the following control statement to request this report for types I and Z with an optional DBID specification:

                     ┌───────────────────────┐

►►─ REPORT AREA=CXX ─▼─┬───────────────────┬─┴──┬─ ,TYPE=I ─┬─────────►◄

                       ├─ ,DBID=nnnn ──────┤    └─ ,TYPE=Z ─┘   

                       └─ ,DBID=nnnn-mmmm ─┘

Use the following control statement to request this report for types K and P:

►►─ REPORT AREA=CXX ─┬─ ,TYPE=K ─┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

                     └─ ,TYPE=P ─┘

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

AREA=CXX
Requests the Directory Report.

Optional Keywords
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,DBID=
DBID= is optional and can repeat (except it is not allowed with TYPE=K and TYPE=P). Each occurrence can
specify one valid database ID or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (for example, a range such as 100-250).
If DBID= is not specified, all databases are processed. Therefore, if a report is done without a DBID, the first page
of the CXX report (without any TYPE= or with TYPE=K) has information about the full CXX.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined, generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed. However, a database in a range that is not defined is
ignored.

NOTE
The DBID is not allowed for TYPE=K and TYPE=P executions.

,TABLE=
TABLE= is optional when the TYPE keyword is omitted or TYPE=A or TYPE=B is specified. With the keyword
present, only matching table names are printed. With TYPE=A, only the the area line for the data area including
the table is printed. Without TYPE=A, the database and index information are not printed. It works the same if the
DBID= keyword is also specified where only the one table in all qualified DBIDs will be printed.

TYPE=A
Specifies the Space Utilization Report be generated. Omitting this parameter produces a full Directory report. For
more information about the TYPE=A report, see Type A - Directory Space Utilization.

,TYPE=B
Specifies a full report without key, element, and special fields. For more information about the TYPE=B report, see
Type B - CXX Report.

,TYPE=I
Specifies the Impact Report be generated. Omitting this parameter produces a full Directory report. For more
information about the TYPE=I report, see Type I - Impact Report.

,TYPE=K
Specifies the page one of a full CXX report (no TYPE= or TYPE=B) be produced with the addition of any
Encryption information provided for the CXX in general and tables with any form of Encryption specified. For more
information about the TYPE=K report, see Type K - Encryption Report.

,TYPE=P
Specifies the PREINIT data set report be generated. For more information about the TYPE=P report, see Type P -
PREINIT Report.

TYPE=Z
Specifies the CXX internal history entries currently saved (if any). For more information about the TYPE=Z report,
see Type Z - CXX internal history Report.

Full Directory Report

Generate a full Directory Report to obtain current status and control information.

Example JCL Full CXX Report

The following example shows the command to generate a full Directory Report.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set
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 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=CXX

 /*

Sample Report

The following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT CXX - Full  

If a report is done without a DBID, the first page of the CXX report (without any TYPE= or with TYPE=K) has information
about the full CXX. In the following example, a full CXX Report (without a DBID specified) displays the report. This same
report information is provided with the TYPE=K report, except the TYPE=K report includes any encryption information (not
provided below).

CONTROL AREA DIRECTORY                              CXX VERSION - 15.1 
DBCRBAS REQUIREMENT (ALL BASES OPEN) - 76,728       CXX ENQ - SYSPLEX 
NUMBER OF DATA BASES -    32                   DATA HIGH USED MARK - YES 
DEVICE TYPE - 3390                       DATASET EXTENT VALIDATION - YES 
DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION ALLOWED - YES             DATA FAST SEARCH - YES 
SECURE USING JOBNAME - NO                      CXX LEVEL -   1                      HISTORY BASE
- 99   1 
SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE USER - NO                            SINGLE USER ALLOWED - NO 
SQL MODE - SUPPORT ACTIVE - YES                             SIMPLIFY MODE - YES 
          DATADICTIONARY BASE -     2                    TRANSITIONS-ENDED

DATA DEFINITION DIRECTORY BASE -     15          PREINIT AREAS - YES                  ALLOW_TA24  -
YES

This page of the report displays the following information:

CONTROL AREA DIRECTORY
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• DBCRBAS REQUIREMENT (ALL BASES OPEN) provides memory requirement for all parts of the database to be in
memory. This field was once important but has no value with current releases.

• NUMBER OF DATA BASES specifies the number of databases currently existing in the Directory CXX.
• DEVICE TYPE specifies the device type that the CXX is on.
• DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION ALLOWED specifies that dynamical allocation is enabled. This was once an option but

now always set to YES.
• SECURE USING JOBNAME specifies if the JCL Job Name is to be used with security. This was once an option but

should not be used.
• SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE USER specifies if single user applications may execute without external security rules

applied. This should never be set.
• SQL MODE - SUPPORT ACTIVE specifies if the prior MUF had SQL set.
• SQL MODE - DATADICTIONARY BASE specifies if the prior MUF provided the DICTIONARY command with the first

DBID
• SQL MODE - DATA DEFINITION DIRECTORY BASE specifies if the prior MUF provided the DICTIONARY command

with the second DBID
• CXX VERSION specifies that the CXX is set as 14.0 which is the shared release number used by releases 14.0, 15.0,

and 15.1.
• CXX ENQ specifies if the CXX ENQ is set as SYSPLEX or LOCAL
• DATA HIGH USED MARK specifies if all data areas are set to speed physical access to only read blocks having data.
• DATASET EXTENT VALIDATION specifies if extent validation is active for index and data areas to check for missing

extents
• DATA FAST SEARCH specifies if the fast search option is enabled for searching data blocks for rows
• CXX LEVEL reports the CXX level as a 1 which is the only level available. Datacom releases 14.0, 15.0, and 15.1

share this level.
• SINGLE USER ALLOWED reports if single user application can open the database. Currently, this is not a good option

and should be set to NO.
• SIMPLIFY MODE reports if Simplify Mode in the DBSIDPR module build using the DBSYSID MACRO has simplify in

place. It is optional (but recommended) for Datacom/DB and required for Datacom/AD.
• PREINIT AREAS reports if there are currently existing PREINIT areas in this Directory CXX. Individual areas are

reported using REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.
• HISTORY BASE provides the number of history entries are allowed for each database. Default is 0 (none), set with

'CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST0099'.
• TRANSITIONS specifies if any table in the directory as active or all ended. Transitions are part of Table Alter 24x7

(TA24).
• ALLOW_TA24 provides if the Directory CXX is set to allow Table Alter 24x7.

The following sample full CXX report shows partitioning for a database with a DBID of 999.

NOTE
This example shows a few sample pages of the report. An actual report could of course be longer, continuing for
as many pages as necessary.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=999

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=CXX

                       DBID=00999

This page of the report shows the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DATA BASE INFORMATION

DBCRBAS REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS BASE -    2,392  

DBCRKEL REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS BASE -    4,128 

NUMBER OF AREAS IN THIS BASE    -       3 

NUMBER OF TABLES IN THIS BASE   -       9     

NUMBER OF KEYS IN THIS BASE     -      33 

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN THIS BASE -       9 

LAST OPENED     - DATE--mm/dd/ccyy, TIME-hh.mm.ss

LAST RESTARTED  - DATE--mm/dd/ccyy, TIME-hh.mm.ss

LAST MAINTAINED - DATE--mm/dd/ccyy, TIME-hh.mm.ss

REPLICATED BASE  -  NO                                 BASE FORMAT -   3  

PARTITIONED BASE -  NO                                                        

UPDATE USERS    -   0  

READ ONLY USERS -   0 

OCCURRENCE - TOBIE_DATABASE_PTN P001 

SQL SECURITY -     NO 

INDEX INFORMATION  - IXX

DEVICE TYPE  -    3390                                  DYNAMIC EXTEND -    YES 

BLOCK LENGTH -   4,096                                  DYN.EXT.TRACKS -     15 

LEVELS         -     1                                  OLDEP          -    YES 

BLOCKS/TRACK -      12                                  CXXMAINT LINK  -    YES 

BLOCKS IN USE -      3                                  SECONDARY CYLS -      0 

BLOCKS UNUSED -     57                                  INDEX FORMAT   -      1 

TOTAL BLOCKS  -     60  

TOTAL TRACKS  -      5 

PERCENT FULL  -      5 

DATA SET NAME - JBND007.IXX5000                         INDEX DTF/DDNAME - IXX5000 

VOLUMES       - WRKD26          

This page of the report shows the following:

Database Information

• DBCRBAS reports the number of bytes required to hold the control information for this database in memory when it is
open. For information only. DBCRKEL reports the number of bytes required to hold all the key and element definitions
for this database.

• NUMBER OF ... IN THIS BASE is the count of the active areas, tables, keys, and elements in this database. If a key ID
exists in more than one table, it is counted once for each table in which it occurs.

• These fields report activity involving this database:
LAST OPENED

Date and time of the last User Requirements Table open. If the table is currently open for read-only, the date and
time can reflect a previous open for update. If the table was opened by multiple tasks concurrently, the date and
time can reflect any of the tasks.

LAST RESTARTED
Date and time of the last RESET CXX for this database.
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LAST MAINTAINED
Date and time that this database definition was last cataloged or maintained using the CXXMAINT options, except
the ALTER option.

NOTE
Certain SQL DDL statements update the CXX (such as CREATE TABLE, CREATE INDEX, and so on)
and modify this date. Since these occur internally, you might not realize that the CXX has been updated
on the date and time reflected in this field.

• REPLICATED and PARTITIONED BASE indicate whether the database is Datacom STAR replicated or partitioned.
• BASE FORMAT is a number indicating feature support. If the database has been opened by Version 15.0, the number

displayed is a 3. If the database has not been opened by Version 15.0, the number displayed can be a 1 or a 2, as was
used by prior versions.

• UPDATE USERS reports if the base is currently owned (locked) by a copy of Datacom. A zero number means
not owned, a not zero is owned. Without Simplify mode, the only number used is a 1. With Simplify, it may be a
2, indicating Simplify owned by DBUTLTY; a 3, indicating Simplify owned by MUF not for Single User DBUTLTY
functions; or a 4, indicating Simplify owned by MUF for Single User DBUTLTY functions.

• READ ONLY USERS reports zero (none) or one (one or more) if the database is opened in MUF without
ACCESS=OPTIMIZE and all open URTs specified UPDATE=NO.

• OCCURRENCE is the entity-occurrence name for the database, and the status/version in Datacom Datadictionary.
• SQL SECURITY indicates whether SQL Security has been selected for the tables in this database.
• The INDEX INFORMATION - IXX heading indicates the start of the index information for the IXX Index Area. The IXX

is always the first (or only) index area. If this database has a Multi-Data set Index, after the information for the IXX,
information is provided about each additional index area.

• DEVICE TYPE and BLOCK LENGTH report the type of device containing this Index Area (IXX) and the block size for
this Index Area.

• LEVELS is the count of the number of high-level Index levels.
These lines report the space utilization for this Index Area:

BLOCKS /TRACK
Number of Index blocks per track.

BLOCKS IN USE
Number of Index blocks in use. Two blocks are always reserved for Datacom/DB control information. If a system
failure has occurred during processing, this number can be inaccurate.

BLOCKS UNUSED
Count of the completely empty blocks in the Index. If a system failure has occurred during processing, this
number can be inaccurate.

TOTAL BLOCKS
Total blocks used by the Index.

TOTAL TRACKS
Total tracks used by the Index.

PERCENT FULL
Number of used blocks divided by total blocks. The value reported is an even percent. Decimals are truncated. If
a system failure has occurred during processing, this number can be inaccurate.

• DATA SET NAME is the data set name, if it is known. If the data set name is reported, a VOLUMES entry is included
with volume serial numbers displayed. If necessary, multiple VOLUMES entries may be listed with 10 volume serial
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numbers per entry. The REPORT function obtains the volume serial numbers by issuing a catalog locate. If the locate
fails, the locate return code is displayed.

• DYNAMIC EXTEND is specified as YES or NO for the Index Area.
• For DYN.EXT.TRACKS - n, the n provides that dynamic extend, whether set or not, is defined in tracks and not

cylinders. If defined in cylinders, the field shows DYN.EXT.CYLS - n.
• Datacom has taken advantage of enhancements to z/OS environments to allow dynamic extend to be greater than 64K

tracks.
• OLDEP refers to old entry points. When OLDEP=NO is specified, the DBNTRY entry point is the only entry point

supported. For more information about the OLDEP= keyword, see INIT IXX (Format Index Area).
• CXXMAINT LINK provides the current setting of the CXXMAINT option of LINK=YES/NO. Set to YES, the default and

recommended option, the open of the area will cause validation that the CXX name in the data set opened is the same
as the CXX name in the executing Directory (CXX). This edit is to protect users from confusing production and test
data sets.

• SECONDARY CYLS, the JCL secondary allocation value, is useful when using dynamic extends with the extend value
not set in Datacom Datadictionary. SECONDARY CYLS is the size that is used by MVS. The size reported is the size
that existed the last time the area was opened when the database was opened for update. During a dynamic extend,
the size is subject to the data set having a specific JCL DD statement with a different secondary.
The secondary allocation is only reported in cylinders. If the allocation was done in an average block, the secondary
size from the JCL is converted into tracks (rounding down) and then into cylinders (rounding down). If the allocation
was done in tracks, the secondary size from the JCL is converted into cylinders (rounding down). Therefore, a value
reported as 0 (zero) could mean no secondary or a secondary of a size less than a full cylinder.
The SECONDARY CYLS size is subject to a CXX BACKUP function and restored with the database restore. The
information is not disabled if input into a previous release of Datacom then subjected there to a backup before being
restored into a Version 15.0 CXX. If the information is not currently correct, it is corrected the next time the data set is
opened for update. This information is not intended to be a replacement for other Operating System tools that provide
the secondary allocation in more detail. The number reported has a maximum size of 64k-1 (65535). This number
reflects a size of 65535 and all larger sizes.
When the DASD data set is not defined as temp or virtual, the SECONDARY CYLS value is updated each time the
DASD data set is opened. The SECONDARY CYLS value is also updated each time the DASD data set is opened
when opening the database for update, including when using SIMPLIFY mode or ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
A blank (nothing displayed) is shown for SECONDARY CYLS if any of the following is true:
– The data set has never been opened after Version 15.0 code was installed
– The data set was opened without the database being opened for update.
– The area was opened in MUF and defined as VIRTUAL.
– The area was opened for update but was defined in the JCL as a TEMP data set, that is, a DSN starting with two

ampersands (&&).
• INDEX FORMAT is a number indicating feature support. Possible values are 1 or 2. A Format 2 index can provide

better performance for large databases with lots of maintenance activity.
• INDEX DTF/DDNAME - IXX5000 provides the DTF name or DD name that is used by Datacom to open this index

area. The name is not an option.

TABLE NAME - C01  PARTITION - K01 2/3                 AREA NAME  - P02                       

OCCURRENCE - TOBIE_C01_997 P001                       OCCURRENCE - TOBIE_AREA_997 P001       

TABLE ID   -    1                                     AREA SQLNAME - TOBIE_AREA_997      

RECORD LENGTH    -     84 /     96                    BLOCK LENGTH      -       8,192            SLACK -   0 

    

RECORDS IN TABLE -          59,851                    OVERFLOWS IN AREA -     357,161                        

    

LENGTH OF KEY/ELEMENTS -  1,088                       BLOCKS IN USE -     1,674          HIGH USED TRACK -  

 320 

NUMBER OF KEYS        -       1                       BLOCKS UNUSED -       576                              
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NUMBER OF ELEMENTS    -       1                       TOTAL BLOCKS  -     2,250          CXXMAINT LINK  -   

 NO  

CHANGE MASTER KEY    - YES                            TOTAL TRACKS  -       375          DYNAMIC EXTEND -   

 YES 

DUPLICATE MASTER KEY - YES                         PERCENT FULL  -           74          DYN.EXT.TRACKS -    

  0 

RECOVER  - YES  ENCRYPTION - NONE                  DEVICE TYPE  -    3390                SECONDARY CYLS -

LOGGING  - YES                                        BLOCKS/TRACK -   12

PIPELINE - YES                                      DSOP MODE    - NO RECLAMATION 

DB COMPRESSION   - NO                              TABLE LOADED - YES, DATE--mm/dd/ccyy, TIME-hh.mm.ss  

USER COMPRESSION - NO                                 INDEX LOADED - YES                                 

CLUSTER KEY ID     -   0                              DATADICTIONARY BASE  -     2 

CLUSTER KEY LENGTH -   0                           DATA BASE ID CHANGE         - NO   

                                                      DEFINITION POSTED VIA  - DATADICTIONARY CATALOG 

AUTHID        - SYSUSR                                SQL-INTENT - Y                            

TABLE SQLNAME - K12_PTN                               UNIQUE ROW IDENTIFIERS (URI)    0 URI-REUSE NO 

DOMAIN CONSTRAINT - NO                                TABLE BEING REFERENCED       - NO  

DL1-T CONSTRAINT  - NO                             TABLE REFERENCING               - NO   

TABLE CONSTRAINED - NO                                ALL REFERENCING IN THIS BASE - YES 

CURRENT CHECK PENDING - LOAD SET          - NO        HISTORY CHECK PENDING - LOAD SET          - NO 

                        RELATED TABLE     - NO                                RELATED TABLE     - NO  

                        FORWARD RECOVERY  - NO                                FORWARD RECOVERY    NO 

TRIGGER(S)        - NO                                                        FORCED OFF        - NO 

CURRENT ROW(S) VIOLATE CONSTRAINT(S) -      NO        HISTORY ROW(S) VIOLATE CONSTRAINT(S)      - NO

DATA SET NAME - JBND007.P025000                       DATA  DTF/DDNAME - P025000                     

VOLUMES       - WRKD32          

KEY - NAME   ID   LENGTH  MASTER  NATIVE  UNIQUE  DIRECT  KEY INC  KEY USE  OCCURRENCE  /  KEY SQLNAME       

     STATUS 

*     TST01  0001      8   YES     YES     NO       NO      YES      ANY    TST01P001                        

     LD      

                                                                            TOBIE_K01_PTN_TST01              

           

The following fields report table information:

TABLE NAME
Name of a table in this database. If this is a table partition (Child) of a partitioned table, the table name represents
the name of the partition. In addition, the literal PARTITION is present with 5 variable fields to assist in clarifying
information about this partition. The first variable is the name of the Full Parent table. The next two variables,
separated by a slash (/), are the relative number of this partition and the number of partitions. In this example, K12
is the second of three partitions, based upon the high value of this partition. The next two variables, separated
by a dash (-), are the table name of the previous partition and the next partition, based upon the high values of
the partitions. The first partition has blanks for the previous partition, and the last partition has blanks for the next
partition.

OCCURRENCE
Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name for the table and its status/version.

TABLE ID
Internal table identifier.

The following identifies the area containing the previously identified table:
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AREA NAME
DATACOM-NAME of the area. If multiple tables exist in this area, this information is duplicated for each table. If
*HISTORY* follows the name, this entry has been logically deleted but still exists to provide the ability to back up
the area.

OCCURRENCE
Datacom Datadictionary entity-occurrence name for the area and its status/version.

AREA SQLNAME
Blank if table is not accessible by SQL, or if the database has not been cataloged with r9 or later.

The following fields report information about the contents of this table:

RECORD LENGTH
The first value is the length of the user data which is delimited from the second value by a slash. The second
denotes the length of the user data plus the Datacom/DB Record Control Element (RCE).

RECORDS IN TABLE
Number of records in the table. If a system failure has occurred during add/delete processing, this number can be
inaccurate.

LENGTH OF KEY/ ELEMENTS
Amount of storage needed by the MUF to hold the CXX control blocks that contain each key, element, or special
field definitions for the given table.

NUMBER OF KEYS
Number of keys defined for this table.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
Number of elements defined for this table.

The following reports physical details about this data area:

BLOCK LENGTH
Length of the data blocks in this area. If the area is to have a new block size during the next data INIT, the current
size prints followed by a slash and the new block size.

SLACK - n
The n specifies the slack size defined for the table in its definition.

OVERFLOWS IN AREA
Number of records added to the area since the last area load.

BLOCKS IN USE
Number of blocks in the data area that currently contain data. If a system failure has occurred during processing,
this number can be inaccurate.

HIGH USED TRACK
The number of tracks which must be processed to ensure that all data is read during the execution of a physical
backup or GETPS. It also specifies the minimum number of tracks which must be formatted by the next load, and
the minimum "move to" data set size (after dynamic extend for an ONLINE_AREA_MOVE. NONE indicates that
either the high used mark option is set to off or the area has not been reloaded since it was turned on.

BLOCKS UNUSED
Number of blocks that currently are completely empty. If a system failure has occurred during processing, this
number can be inaccurate.

TOTAL BLOCKS
Total blocks in this area.
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CXXMAINT LINK - YES/NO
Provides the current setting of the CXXMAINT option of LINK=YES/NO. Set to YES, the default and
recommended option, the open of the area validates that the CXX name, in the data set opened, is the same as
the CXX name in the executing CXX. This edit protects users from confusing production and test data sets.

TOTAL TRACKS
Total tracks allocated to the area.

PERCENT FULL
Percent full is calculated by dividing blocks in use by total blocks. The value reported is an even percent.
Decimals are truncated. If a system failure has occurred during processing, this number can be inaccurate.

DEVICE TYPE
Type of device containing this area.
Note: When the Index Area or data area has not been INITed, the DEVICE is blanks.

BLOCKS/ TRACK
Data blocks per track in this area.

DYNAMIC EXTEND
Specifies whether dynamic extends are in effect for this data area.

DYN.EXT.TRACKS - n
For DYN.EXT.TRACKS - n, the n provides that dynamic extend, whether set or not, is defined in tracks and not
cylinders. If defined in cylinders, the field shows DYN.EXT.CYLS - n.
Note: If DYNAMIC EXTEND is specified as YES and this is zero, the VTOC secondary allocation is used.
Datacom has taken advantage of enhancements to z/OS environments to allow dynamic extend to be greater
than 64K tracks.

SECONDARY CYLS
SECONDARY CYLS, the JCL secondary allocation value, is useful when using dynamic extends with the extend
value not set in Datacom Datadictionary. SECONDARY CYLS is the size that is used by MVS. The size reported
is the size that existed the last time the area was opened when the database was opened for update. During a
dynamic extend, the size is subject to the data set having a specific JCL DD statement with a different secondary.
The secondary allocation is only reported in cylinders. If the allocation was done in an average block, the
secondary size from the JCL is converted into tracks (rounding down) and then into cylinders (rounding down). If
the allocation was done in tracks, the secondary size from the JCL is converted into cylinders (rounding down).
Therefore, a value reported as 0 (zero) could mean no secondary or a secondary of a size less than a full cylinder.
The SECONDARY CYLS size is subject to a CXX BACKUP function and restored with the database restore. The
information is not disabled if input into a previous release of Datacom then subjected there to a backup before
being restored into a Version 15.0 CXX. If the information is not currently correct, it is corrected the next time the
data set is opened for update. This information is not intended to be a replacement for other Operating System
tools that provide the secondary allocation in more detail. The number reported has a maximum size of 64k-1
(65535). This number reflects a size of 65535 and all larger sizes.
When the DASD data set is not defined as temp or virtual, the SECONDARY CYLS value is updated each time
the DASD data set is opened. The SECONDARY CYLS value is also updated each time the DASD data set is
opened when opening the database for update, including when using SIMPLIFY mode or ACCESS OPTIMIZE.
A blank (nothing displayed) is shown for SECONDARY CYLS if any of the following is true:

• The data set has never been opened after Version 15.0 code was installed
• The data set was opened without the database being opened for update.
• The area was opened in MUF and defined as VIRTUAL.
• The area was opened for update but was defined in the JCL as a TEMP data set, that is, a DSN starting with

two ampersands (&&).
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CHANGE MASTER KEY and DUPLICATE MASTER KEY
Report whether the Master Key value can be changed during update processing and whether duplicate Master
Key values are allowed.

RECOVER and LOGGING
Report whether Datacom/DB recovery is activated for this table and whether logging is active for this table.

ENCRYPTION
Is either NONE or the mode and type of encryption, such as (B(BASIC) A(AES128).

PIPELINE
Indicates whether the Pipeline maintenance option is active for this table.

DSOP MODE
Reports the data area space reclamation option for this table.

DB COMPRESSION and USER COMPRESSION
Indicate whether Datacom/DB compression is active for this table and whether user compression is used with this
table. If user compression is used, the name of the compression module is displayed.

The following fields indicate whether the table and index are loaded.

TABLE LOADED
NO specifies that the table is not loaded. When TABLE LOADED is NO and it was set not loaded as part of a
catalog, then it may be followed by an explanation that might be one of the following, some of which involve
information about partitioning:
AREA NAME CHANGED

The area for this table has changed, so the table has been marked as not loaded.
ANOTHER PARTITION CHANGED

The high-value value for the partition previous to this one has changed. Therefore, this partition must also
be reloaded.

COMPRESSION CHANGED
The compression option has changed, so the table needs to be reloaded.

COMPRESSION NAME CHANGED
The name of user compression has changed, so the table needs to be reloaded.

PARTITION COLUMNS UNEQUAL
The number of columns in the partition key are unequal, so the table needs to be reloaded.

PARTITION HIGH VALUES CHANGED
The high value has changed, forcing the need to reload the table.

RECOVERY CHANGE
The type of recovery has changed, forcing the need to reload the table.

RECORD LENGTH CHANGE
The record length of the table has changed, forcing the need to reload the table.

SPECIAL FIELD CHANGE
The change in the number of special fields has changed, forcing the need to reload the table.

TABLE ID CHANGE
The table ID has changed, forcing the need to reload the table.

TO/FROM PARTITION
Either the new table is partitioned and the old table is not, or the old table is partitioned and the new table
is not. YES specifies that the table is loaded and the date and time of the last load are displayed.
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INDEX LOADED
NO

Indicates that the index is not loaded. This condition exists after a new definition is cataloged which
defines a database that did not exist before. Also, if the index is initialized, it would be considered not
loaded. Other conditions like errors during a load may also set index not loaded.

URI
Indicates that the index exists for any required URI indexes and the space index is loaded. The data is
not, however, indexed. This is normally set when a load is done with the INDEX=NO option. It can be set
if a catalog is done which adds, deletes, or updates key definitions, so that the data is not considered
indexed and must be rebuilt. The URI and space index, however, are correctly loaded. The forward
recovery utility requires a YES or URI status to be able to correctly run.

YES
Indicates that the index is loaded with all data indexed.

CLUSTER KEY ID and CLUSTER KEY LENGTH
Reports the cluster key ID and length for this table. (If clustering by table, the cluster key ID is 0 and length is 3.)

AUTHID and TABLE SQLNAME
Contain blanks, if not yet cataloged with r9 or later. If the table is accessible by SQL, in Datacom Datadictionary
the first and each r9 or later catalog provides information. If cataloged with r9 or later and the table is not
accessible by SQL, AUTHID is blank and TABLE SQLNAME contains 'NO SQL ACCESS.'

DATADICTIONARY BASE
The database ID of the Datacom Datadictionary where the definitions were stored when this table was cataloged
to the Directory.

DATA BASE ID CHANGE
Indicates if the DBID has been changed during a LOAD AREA=CXX using NEWDBID=, or a CXXMAINT
OPTION=DDPROD using NEWDBID=.

DEFINITION POSTED VIA
Indicates if the table was posted to the Directory using the Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG, the (DDCFBLD -
CXX BUILD transaction and the CXXMAINT DDPROD option), or LOAD FROM BACKUP.

SQL INTENT
Is Y if the table has been defined with full SQL access, R if the table is SQL read-only, or N if no SQL access is
allowed, or * (an asterisk) if unknown because the structure was cataloged before the SQL INTENT option was
supported.

UNIQUE ROW IDENTIFIERS (URI)
Indicates whether the area is being processed with Unique Row Identifiers (URIs). NONE indicates the area is not
being processed with URIs. If the area is being processed with URIs, the highest URI assigned is displayed.

URI-REUSE
Indicates whether the Datacom Datadictionary attribute URI-REUSE is set to yes or no. When URI-REUSE is set
to Y (yes), when the URI count reaches 3G, an asynchronous scan of the data area is scheduled in the MUF.

The following fields indicate which type of constraints apply for this table.

DOMAIN CONSTRAINT
Indicates that Datacom/DB domain constraints are in effect for this table.

DL1-T CONSTRAINT
Indicates that Datacom DL1 Transparency constraints are in effect for this table. See the Datacom DL1
Transparency user documentation for more information.

TABLE CONSTRAINED
Indicates if the table is constrained by SQL.
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The following fields provide referential integrity information for this table:

TABLE BEING REFERENCED
Indicates whether this table is referenced by another table or is the object in a relationship with another table.

TABLE REFERENCING
Indicates whether this table references another table or is subject in a relationship with another table.

ALL REFERENCING IN THIS BASE
Indicates whether all relationships to this table exist in this database.
If there is no relationship in either this database or any other, YES is indicated.
Indicates whether the table needs to have referential integrity confirmed using the DBUTLTY CONFIRM function.
The categories listed on the report indicate the function that was performed when the check pending was issued.
See following item.

The following fields indicate the history of the table regarding referential integrity.

LOAD SET / RELATED TABLE / FORWARD RECOVERY
Indicates the function that was being performed when the check pending was issued.

FORCED OFF
Indicates whether a DBUTLTY CONFIRM function was executed using the FORCE parameter.

HISTORY ROW(S) VIOLATE CONSTRAINT(S)
Indicates whether data in the row or rows violated an integrity constraint or constraints.

DATA SET NAME
The data set name, if it is known. If the data set name is reported, a VOLUMES entry is included with volume
serial numbers displayed. If necessary, multiple VOLUMES entries may be listed with 10 volume serial numbers
per entry. The REPORT function obtains the volume serial numbers by issuing a catalog locate. If the locate fails,
the locate return code is displayed.

DATA DTF/DDNAME - P025000
Provides the DTF name or DD name that is used by Datacom to open this data area. The name is not an option.

The following fields report all keys and their pertinent attributes defined for this table.

KEY SQLNAME
Is blank if the table is not accessible by SQL, or if the database has not been cataloged with r9 or later. Otherwise,
it contains the SQL name of the key.

STATUS
Below STATUS can be LD for loaded or NL for not loaded.

TABLE K12 CONTINUED

    - FIELDS - ORDER    SENSITIVE  NULL  START  LENGTH  OCCURRENCE           

               ASCEND   NOT SENS   NO       28       8  FIRST-RANDOM-NO P002 

                 .

                 .

                 .

ELEMENTS - NAME   SECURITY CODE   START  LENGTH   DATA TYPE  NULL COL.  OCCURRENCE   

           TSTEL     00-000           0      84   CHARACTER     YES     TSTEL P002

This page of the report shows the following:

Report of all columns (fields) defined for this key.
ORDER

Indicates the sequence (ascending or descending) of field data in the index.
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SENSITIVE
Indicates if the field is data type sensitive.

FLOAT Floating-point number

• NOT SENS Not data type sensitive
• PACKED Packed decimal
• SIGN INT Signed integer
• ZONE DEC Zoned decimal
• NULL Indicates whether the field accepts null values.
• START Contains the displacement of the field in the table.
• LENGTH Contains the length of the field.
• OCCURRENCE Contains the entity-occurrence name and status/version of the field.

Report of all elements and their pertinent attributes defined for this table.
The element security code (if any) is displayed in both two-digit hexadecimal and three-digit decimal value format.
The element data type is always CHARACTER. The element null column (NULL COL) displays YES when the
element has one or more fields whose columns can contain null values. NO indicates that the element has no
fields that can contain null values.

TABLE K12 CONTINUED

PARTITION FULL PARENT NAMES  - K01 (SYSUSR                          ) (K01                             )  

PARTITION -ANY- PARENT NAMES - KA1 (SYSUSR                          ) (KA1                             )  

MOVE TO NEW PARTITION - NO   RESTRICTED  - YES                                                             

PARTITION FIELD NAME             SENSITIVE  START  LENGTH   HIGH VALUE                                    

RECORD-NO                        ZONE DEC       4       8   15                                            

DESCENDING-NO                    NOT SENS      44       8   99999991                                     

This page of the report shows the following fields for the Partitioning Information Table:

PARTITION FULL...
Shows that K01 is the name of the Full Parent table in this database, in this example.

PARTITION -ANY-...
Shows that KA1 is the name of the Any Parent table in this database, in this example.

(SYSUSR )
Shows that SYSUSR is the table SQL authorization ID for both the Full Parent and the Any Parent table, in this
example.

(K01 )
Shows that the table SQL name of the Full Parent table is K01, in this example.

(KA1 )
Shows that the table SQL name of the Any Parent table is KA1, in this example.

MOVE TO NEW PARTITION
Indicates whether an update is allowed to move to a new partition. YES indicates that if a partition key is updated
and that update would cause the record to move to a new partition, the move will take place. NO means the move
will not take place, and a return code will be received.

RESTRICTED
Refers to a restricted table, YES or NO. Applications cannot access Child tables directly within a partition if
RESTRICTED - YES is indicated.

NOTE
In cases where RESTRICTED is YES, child tables can still be accessed through the Parent table or Any
Parent table.
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PARTITION FIELD NAME
Indicates the occurrence name of the field making up the partition key.

SENSITIVE
Indicates whether the field is data type sensitive.

• NOT SENS Not data type sensitive
• PACKED Packed decimal
• SIGN INT Signed integer
• ZONE DEC Zoned decimal

START
Shows the starting position of this field in the data record.

LENGTH
Shows the length of the field in the data record.

HIGH VALUE
Shows the high value of this partition. If this field contains unprintable characters, it will also be printed in
hexadecimal format.

Sample Report REPORT CXX - Full - Special Fields

A list of certain special fields can appear after the elements section on the report. To appear on the list, the field must have
the DBEDITS or NULL-INDICATOR attribute turned on. The DBEDITS attribute is turned on for all columns (fields) when
the table is created through SQL.

When the DBEDITS attribute-value for a FIELD entity-occurrence is set to Y, additional information is stored in the
Directory during a catalog. The records are edited by Datacom/DB according to data type when they are added, loaded, or
updated.

TABLE A11 CONTINUED

ELEMENTS - NAME   SECURITY CODE   START  LENGTH   DATA TYPE  NULL COL.  OCCURRENCE

           SQLEL     00-000           0      27   CHARACTER     YES     SQLEL P001

FIELDS - TYPE   NULL  FORCE  CHANGE  DEFAULT  VALUE                 START  LENGTH  OCCURRENCE    

         CHAR   NO    NO      YES    LITERAL  DEMOCHAR                  0       8  DEMCHAR P001  

         BIN    YES   NO      YES    LITERAL  9999                      8       5  DEMINT P001     

         BIN    YES   NO      YES    NO DFLT                           13       5  DEMINT2 P001  

         CHAR   YES   NO      YES    NO DFLT                           18       9  DEMCHAR2 P001

This page of the report shows the special columns (fields) for this table. Fields only appear if they have DBEDITS=Y or
NULL-INDICATOR=Y.

TYPE
Indicates the data type of the field or, if it was placed on the list because NULL-INDICATOR=Y, NOEDT to signify
that the DBEDITS attribute is not turned on for this field.
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• BIN Binary in a database cataloged in a previous version (see SBIN and UBIN)
• BIT Character field, bit data (not converted to or from PC)
• CHAR Character
• DATE SQL DATE
• FLOAT Floating-point
• GRAF Double-byte character set (replaces DBCS)
• MIXED Character field which allows single-byte and double-byte characters (double-byte characters must be

within Shift-Out/Shift-In pairs)
• NOEDT No DBEDITS on this field
• SBIN Signed binary (see BIN and UBIN)
• SPACK Signed packed decimal
• STAMP SQL TIMESTAMP
• SZONE Signed zoned decimal
• TIME SQL TIME
• UBIN Unsigned binary (see BIN and SBIN)
• UPACK Unsigned packed decimal
• UZONE Unsigned zoned decimal
• VBIT Variable length BIT
• VCHAR Variable-length character
• VGRAF Variable length GRAF (double-byte character set)
• VMIX Variable length MIXED

NULL
Indicates whether the field accepts no values (NULL-INDICATOR).

FORCE
Indicates whether a value must be provided.

• ADD Must supply a value when adding (FORCEADD).
• ALL Must supply a value when adding or updating (FORCEADD and FORCEUPD).
• NO A value is not required when adding or updating.
• UPDT Must supply a value when updating (FORCEUPD).

CHANGE
Indicates whether a change is allowed (UNCHANGEABLE).

DEFAULT
Indicates the type of default value.

• LITERAL - A specified value
• NO DFLT - No default
• STD - Standard default for type
• SYSTEM - Indicates an accessor ID default (default system user)
• USER - The system user ID (AUTHID)

VALUE
Contains the specified value for a literal value.

START
Contains the displacement of the field in the table.

LENGTH
Contains the length of the field.
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OCCURRENCE
Contains the entity-occurrence name and status/version of the field.

Type A - Directory Space Utilization

Generate a Space Utilization Report to obtain information about the number of tracks and blocks allocated and the
number of blocks in use, and other important space utilization information. The keyword and value TYPE=A in the control
statement cause this information to print.

Encryption Report without TYPE=A

Table information relating to encryption is provided as part of the full REPORT AREA=CXX without TYPE=A.

Example JCL Space Utilization CXX Report

The following example shows the command to generate a Space Utilization Report for the Directory.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=CXX,TYPE=A

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT CXX - Space Utilization
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=CXX,TYPE=A

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=CXX

                       TYPE=A

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                             DATA AREA SPACE UTILIZATION REPORT

AREA DATA       TOTAL         TOTAL       TOTAL        USED    PERCENT     PARTIALLY  AREA REUSE

NAME BASE      TRACKS       RECORDS      BLOCKS      BLOCKS  FULL    MAX  EMPTY BLKS    OPTION

CXX               300           N/A       3,000         204     6      6         N/A  N/A
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IXX       1         4           N/A          44          14    31     31         N/A  N/A

 DEM      1         2            17          62          11    17     17          80  CLUSTERING

 PAY      1         2           200          62          12    19     19           0  NO RECLAMATION

 PMF      1         2           200          62          16    25     25           0  NO RECLAMATION

IXX       2       140           N/A       1,540         817    53     53         N/A  N/A

 ALS      2         7           894          70          32    45     45           0  RANDOM

 ARA      2         1           106          10           5    50     50           1  RANDOM

 ATZ      2         5            22          55           2     3      3          19  RANDOM

 BAS      2         1            17          11           2    18     18           1  RANDOM

 DVW      2         1             6          11           2    18     18           1  RANDOM

 ELM      2         4           411          40          21    52     52           1  RANDOM

 FIL      2         2           183          22          10    45     45           0  RANDOM

 FLD      2        45         7,868         450         427    94     94           0  RANDOM

 HSD      2         6           192          60          37    61     61           0  RANDOM

  .    .            .            .           .           .     .     .            .    .

  .    .            .            .           .           .     .     .            .    .

  .    .            .            .           .           .     .     .            .    .

This page of the report provides the following information:

AREA NAME
The DATACOM-NAME of the area and DATA BASE is the DATACOM-ID of the database containing the area.
Summary statistics for the Directory (CXX) are always displayed on the first line.

TOTAL TRACKS
The number of tracks allocated and accepted by Datacom/DB for use in the area. If the actual number of tracks
(blocks) allocated is larger, you should execute an EXTEND function to make the space available to Datacom/DB.

TOTAL RECORDS
For data areas, the number of records in the area. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance
processing, this number can be inaccurate.

TOTAL BLOCKS
Number of blocks in the area.

USED BLOCKS
Number of blocks that contain data. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance processing, this number
can be inaccurate.

PERCENT FULL and MAX
Percentage full is calculated by dividing used blocks by total blocks. The value reported is an even percent.
Decimals are truncated.
Maximum percentage, sometimes referred to as "high-water mark," is calculated by dividing maximum used
blocks by total blocks. Maximum used blocks is computed internally. This percentage is higher than FULL
percentage when:

• All records are deleted in a data block with space management option 1 or 3 (random or cluster).
• All Index entries are deleted in an Index block.

PARTIALLY EMPTY BLKS
Blocks that contain sufficient space to hold the largest record in the area are considered to be partially empty.
Even when all blocks contain data (percent full is 100), records can still be added, if partially empty blocks exist
and a space reclamation option has been selected.

AREA REUSE OPTION
The data area space management option used for the data area.
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Type B - CXX Report

TYPE=B is equivalent to the full report for the database, area, and table information. However, it does not report any key,
element, or field information.

An estimated half of the printed lines in (and time spent printing) a full CXX report are used to give static information about
keys, elements, and fields. Most CXX reports are requested to view dynamic data information. In particular the data set
names and volumes, and the table loaded status, all of which are available, without the static information, in a TYPE=B
report.

Type I - Impact Report

Use TYPE=I to request an Impact Report after a Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG. An Impact Report shows you the
impact of the CATALOG. The valid values for the DBID specified in a TYPE=I request can range from 1 through 5000.

The MUF must be enabled to use TYPE=I.

When an Impact Report is obtained after a CXXMAINT DDPROD or using TYPE=I after a Datacom Datadictionary
CATALOG, the reasons are printed on the report. For more information and samples, see CXXMAINT DDPROD (Update
Directory).

Impact CXX Report

The following shows the command to generate an Impact Report for the Directory, database 16.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=I,DBID=16

 /*

Sample Report

The following is an example of a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT CXX - Impact Report
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=I,DBID=16

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=CXX

                       TYPE=I

                       DBID=16

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.
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                                  IMPACT REPORT

  BASE        AREA        TABLE ID        DISPOSITION

  997        A01         C01  001        LOADED      (01)

                         C02  002        LOADED      (00)

                         F01  103        LOADED      (01)

                         F02  104        INDEX NOT LOADED (00)

                                                         KEY TST01 LOADED

                                                         KEY TST02 NOT LOADED

                         F03  105        LOADED      (01)

                         K01  240        LOADED      (00)

                         RNA  207        LOADED      (00)

                         RNB  208        LOADED      (01)

This page of the report shows the following:

BASE
The DATACOM-ID of the database containing the area.

AREA
The DATACOM-NAME of the area.

TABLE
The table name.

ID
The table ID.

DISPOSITION
The reason is described in Processing a DDPROD Request.
The TYPE=I report has been enhanced to provide information about cases in which the disposition of a table is
INDEX NOT LOADED. In those cases, further information is provided regarding key-level status, that is, whether
each individual key in the table is LOADED or NOT LOADED. This Impact Report enhancement allows you to
see, after a catalog, what actions occurred relating to the need to load tables. A major feature is the index-level
loaded status. In the previously shown example, the key-level status is listed for two keys, TST01 and TST02, in a
table (F02 104) whose disposition is INDEX NOT LOADED. The rest of the Impact Report is as it was in r11, that
is, tables whose disposition is LOADED have no need to also show the key-level status.
The code is described in Processing a DDPROD Request.

Type K - Encryption Report

For information about the AREA=CXX,TYPE=K encryption information report, see ENCRYPT (Facilitate Data Encryption)
.

Type P - PREINIT Report

Use REPORT AREA=CXX with TYPE=P when you want to request a Directory PREINIT Report.

The PREINIT list is reported using the DBUTLTY function REPORT with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P. It reports on all items in the
PREINIT list. If the list is empty, it has nothing to report. The first page of the full CXX report (not TYPE=A) and the same
report requested as TYPE=K provides PREINIT AREAS - NO or YES to alert users whether any PREINIT areas exist.

The PREINIT list is information from the DBUTLTY function PREINIT. The function is used as part of:
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• The ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM) MUF command to move all data blocks from one area to a new area with a new
set of extents.

• The ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24) MUF command to move all data rows from one area into a new area with a new
set of extents and in Native Sequence Key order.

• The Block Size Alter (BA24) process to move all data rows from one area into a new area with a new set of extents
and in Native Sequence Key order.

• A new database planned to be added for the index area as part of the SQL statement CREATE DATABASE.
• A new data area planned to be added as part of the SQL statement CREATE AREA.

In the normal flow of actions, the TYPE=P report will report a newly initialized dataset from the time of the PREINIT
function until it is utilized in one of the above actions. Should an entry exist that it no longer needed, it is deleted with the
CXXMAINT function of DBUTLTY with OPTION=DPREINIT.

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to generate a TYPE P (PREINIT) CXX Report.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P

 /*

Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report PREINIT

The PREINIT list exists at the CXX level and is reported in a REPORT function requested with AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=CXX

                       TYPE=P

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

  DBID AREA TYPE  BLKSIZE OLDEP  DATETIME             TRACKS  DSN                                   

 

   995 IXX INDEX    4,096    NO  20131106084732           15  SYS13310.T084731.RA000.DBDVLWXX.IXX997.H02  
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   997 I11 INDEX    4,096   YES  20131106084731           15  SYS13310.T084731.RA000.DBDVLWXX.I11997.H02  

   998 I11 INDEX    4,096    NO  20131106084731           15  SYS13310.T084731.RA000.DBDVLWXX.I11997.H02   

   999 I11 INDEX    8,192   YES  20131106084731           15  SYS13310.T084731.RA000.DBDVLWXX.I11997.H02   

  1555 ABC  DATA    5,555   N/A  20131106084732           15  SYS13310.T084731.RA000.DBDVLWXX.ABC555.H02 

  3333 ABC  DATA    4,096   N/A  20130628091120           15  SYS13179.T091119.RA000.DBDVLWXX.ABC.H04  

  3333 IXX INDEX    4,096   YES  20130628091120           15  SYS13179.T091119.RA000.DBDVLWXX.IXX.H04  

The section from a full CXX Report that follows shows an entry for PREINIT AREAS at the bottom right. PREINIT AREAS
- YES indicates that currently there are PREINIT areas, but PREINIT AREAS - NO indicates that there are currently no
PREINIT areas.

CONTROL AREA DIRECTORY                                      CXX VERSION - 15.0 

DBCRBAS REQUIREMENT (ALL BASES OPEN)  -   105,616           CXX ENQ - SYSPLEX   

NUMBER OF DATA BASES -    45                                DATA HIGH USED MARK - YES   

DEVICE TYPE - 3390                                          DATASET EXTENT VALIDATION - YES  

DYNAMIC FILE ALLOCATION ALLOWED - YES                       DATA FAST SEARCH - YES       

SECURE USING JOBNAME - NO                                   CXX LEVEL -   1  

SECURE ALLOWING SINGLE USER - NO                            SINGLE USER ALLOWED - YES  

SQL MODE - SUPPORT ACTIVE - YES                             SIMPLIFY MODE - YES          

           DATADICTIONARY BASE -     2                                                                

           DATA DEFINITION DIRECTORY BASE -    15           PREINIT AREAS - YES                

Type Z - CXX Internal History Report

Use REPORT AREA=CXX with TYPE=Z when you want to request a CXX internal history Report. Entries will
exist only after function CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST0001 (through HIST0099) has been
executed and later CXX alterations performed using DDUPDATE 1000 ALTER transaction or selected CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER functions. A full list of alter functions tracked as CXX internal history is provided with CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=HIST00nn. New CXX internal history entries are built if one of the compared values changes
such as a 4 to a 5. Excluded are changes with no changes such as a 4 to a 4. The number of maximum entries is set with
the HIST00nn value where the 'nn' is the maximum. Entries are by base. Therefore, each database can have zero entries
or up to the maximum entries. The CXX internal history entries are not part of a BACKUP AREA=CXX and are not part of
a load. A BACKUP/LOAD or BACKUP/CXXCLONE empties the database of history entries. If the database is deleted or
purged using CXXMAINT, the history is also removed with the database.

NOTE

If all current history needs to be cleared such as the start of a regression suite set HIST0000, then restore to
HST0099 (for example).

Example JCL

The following example shows the command to generate a TYPE Z CXX internal history Report. This example does not
have DBID= providing a single database ID or range of bases.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

           REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=Z

 /*
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Sample Report

The following example is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report CXX internal history

The CXX internal history entries are printed for all bases with no DBID= keyword or the bases selected with the DBID=.
Within each base, entries are printed newest entry first through all entries for that base. Then the next base follows.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=Z

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=CXX

                       TYPE=Z

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DBID DATE       TIME     JOBNAME R.UNIT JOBID   STEP SYSTEM   USERID   PDT ARA TBL OPTIONAL INFORMATION      

           

 

 597 2018/03/09 14.29.49 DBDVLBA4 75428 JOB28773   1 CA31     ABCDO02  DDU I01     BLKSIZE 12,222 TO 12,345  

           

 770 2018/02/23  7.15.55 DBDVLLD  74386 JOB35082   2 CA11     ABCDO02  DBU MIN     DSN                       

           

                                                          DSN OEMD.CA7.CA7PA00.MIN770 TO

 ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.MIN770

 797 2018/07/17 11.00.15 DBDVLTA  90945 JOB61888   3 CA32     ABCDO02  DDU     C01 TABLE                     

           

 997 2018/09/07  7.45.16 DBDVL    96161 JOB05834   1 CA32     ABCDO02  DBU A01     DSOP 0 TO 4               

           

 997 2018/09/07  7.45.16 DBDVL    96161 JOB05834   1 CA32     ABCDO02  DBU A01     DSOP 4 TO 0               

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.32 DBDVL    96153 JOB57971   4 CA32     ABCDO02  DBU     F03 LOGGING N TO Y            

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.32 DBDVL    96153 JOB57971   4 CA32     ABCDO02  DBU     F03 LOGGING Y TO N            

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.32 DBDVL    96153 JOB57971   4 CA32     ABCDO02  DBU         RESET_KEY_USES            

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.31 DBDVL    96151 JOB57971   2 CA32     ABCDO02  DDU     F02 KEY USE TST08 A TO N      

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.31 DBDVL    96151 JOB57971   2 CA32     ABCDO02  DDU A01     AREA                      

           

 997 2018/09/06 14.58.31 DBDVL    96151 JOB57971   2 CA32     ABCDO02  DDU         DATABASE                  

           

1018 2018/03/28  9.15.41 DBDVL118 77704 JOB44455   2 CA11     ABCDO02  DBU STA     DSN                       

           

                                                        DSN DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.STA1018 TO

 ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.STA1018
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REQUEST COMPLETE                                                                                             

          

This page of the report shows the following:

DBID
The DATACOM-ID of the database

DATE
The date in the format CCYY/MM/DD

TIME
The time in format HH.MM.SS

JOBNAME
The Job name of the Job causing the entry

R.UNIT
The run unit number assigned to the Job

JOBID
The z/OS Job ID of the Job

STEP
The z/OS step number of the Job step

SYSTEM
The name of the z/OS System where the Job executed

USERID
The security user that submitted the Job

PDT
The Product that was executing to create the entry. Either DDU for Datadictionary or DBU for Datacom/DB
(Datacom/AD)

ARA
The DATACOM-NAME of the area. Blanks if the entry is not data area specific.

TBL
The DATACOM-NAME of the table. Blanks if the entry is not table specific.

OPTIONAL INFORMATION
Is specific to the entry. Below are all the current entries possible:
DATABASE

DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for DATABASE that currently includes any
combination of the two 1500 items below.
-UPD DATABASE,TOBIE_DATABASE_997(PROD)
1000 ALTER
With one or more of the following:

• 1500 DYNAMIC-EXTEND,Y 
• 1500 DYN-EXT-TRACKS,9999

AREA
(data area excluding block size change)
DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for AREA that currently includes any
combination of the five 1500 items below.
-UPD AREA,TOBIE_AREA_997(PROD)
1000 ALTER
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With one or more of the following:

• 1500 DYNAMIC-EXTEND,C 
• 1500 DYN-EXT-TRACKS,9999 
• 1500 SPACE-MNGMNT,4 
• 1500 SLACK,0 
• 1500 URI-REUSE,N

BLKSIZE 12,222 TO 12,345
(change to data area with block size change only)
DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for AREA that currently includes only a block
size change, see 1500 items below.
-UPD AREA,TOBIE_AREA_997(PROD)
1000 ALTER
With the following:

• 1500 BLOCK-SIZE,4096

BLKSIZE+ 12,222 TO 12,345
(change to data area with block size change and one or more of the other items below)
DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for AREA that currently includes block size
change and any combination of the other five 1500 items below.
-UPD AREA,TOBIE_AREA_997(PROD)
1000 ALTER
With one or more of the following:

• 1500 DYNAMIC-EXTEND,C 
• 1500 DYN-EXT-TRACKS,9999 
• 1500 BLOCK-SIZE,4096 
• 1500 SPACE-MNGMNT,4 
• 1500 SLACK,0 
• 1500 URI-REUSE,N

TABLE
DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for TABLE that currently includes any
combination of the 3 1500 items below.
-UPD KEY,TOBIE_F02_997.TST08(PROD)
1000 ALTER
With one or more of the following:

• 1500 COMPRESSION,&
• 1500 COMPRESS-EXIT,&
• 1500 ENCRYPTION-KEY,&

KEY USE TST08 A TO N
DDUPDATE program when using a transaction 1000 ALTER for KEY that currently includes only key
usage in the below 1500 item below.
Provides the key name changed with the 'from' value to the 'to' value.
-UPD KEY,TOBIE_F02_997.TST08(PROD)
1000 ALTER
With one or more of the following:

• 1500 KEY-USAGE,A
• -END
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RESET_KEY_USES
DBUTLTY program function CXXMAINT with the below example.

• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,DBID=0997,OPTION2=RESET_KEY_USES

LOGGING N TO Y
DBUTLTY program function CXXMAINT with the below example where the table LOGGING setting is
changed from a Yes to No or No to Yes.

• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,TABLE=F03,DBID=0997,LOGGING=NO

DSOP 0 TO 4
DBUTLTY program function CXXMAINT with the below example where the area DSOP setting is changed
from one number to another.

• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=A01,DBID=0997,DSOP=4

DSN
DBUTLTY program function CXXMAINT with the below example where the area DSN value is changed
from one value to another.

• CXXMAINT OPTION=ALTER,AREA=A01,DBID=0997,DSN=DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.A01997
In addition, when a DSN is changed a following line in the report will provide the DSN alter with 'DSN
from-DSN TO to-DSN'. This information is right adjusted to end in column 121.

Index Area (IXX) Reports

Datacom DBUTLTY function Index Area (IXX) Report provides information about keys. Review when/how to use the
report, report types, sample JCL, and sample reports.

The Index Area (IXX) Report provides the following information about keys:

• The number of keys indexed for each table for the selected Index Area (IXX or Inn). You can request this report in
a table name (TYPE=A) or key ID (TYPE=B) sequence. The statistics from which these reports derive the data are
stored in the Directory (CXX). The statistics are not accurate if:
– You move or copy the Index for a database using non-Datacom utilities (that is, DFDSS).
– You do not use the DBUTLTY function CXXCLONE (or DBUTLTY function LOAD AREA=CXX) to restore the CXX

definitions and statistics into the target CXX.
The counts are likely to be inaccurate after a MUF outage other than an EOJ. Take a backup of the source CXX first.
Refer to the following example of the CXXCLONE statement:
 CXXCLONE DBID=1022,STATUS=NO_CHANGE,DDNAME=BKPCXX,OPTION=DELETE

 

• A dump of the Index Area associated with a specific key (TYPE=D) or a dump of the high-level portion of the Index
Area that is associated with a specific key (TYPE=E). Use only if requested by Support.

• The number of records that have unique values for key fields (TYPE=G)

NOTE
TYPE=A,B,D,E, and G run only in MUF, providing current data, including the ability to inspect virtual database
data.

When to Use

Use the REPORT AREA=IXX option to generate an Index Report. Generate an Index Report to verify the number
of records indexed. You can also generate a type A, B, or G Index Area Report at any time. These reports provide
information about the entire index whether the database has a single index area or Multi-Dataset Index areas.
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The statistics that are reported in a type A or B Report are updated when the data is loaded, the Index is rebuilt, or the
CXXCLONE DBUTLTY function or LOAD AREA=CXX is used.

The statistics that are reported in a type G report are used by the SQL Mode for join optimization. If you are doing many
INSERTs or DELETEs and you use joins, you need to keep these statistics current. The statistics are updated when the
data area is loaded, the Index Area is rebuilt, or when you execute a type G report with the UPDATE= keyword coded
YES.

Generate types D and E at the direction of Support only.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. To generate an Index Area (IXX) Report,
execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

                      ┌─ , ──────────┐

►►─ REPORT AREA=IXX ─▼─ ,DBID=nnnn ─┴─────────────────────────────────────────►

 

 ►─┬─ ,TYPE=A ───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,TYPE=B ───────────────────────────┤

   └─ ,TYPE=G ─┬───────────────────────┬─┘

               ├─ ,UPDATE= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┤

               |            └─ YES ──┘ |          

                └─ ,PRTY=n ─────────────┘                

  

►►─ REPORT AREA=IXX,DBID=nnnn ─┬─ ,TYPE=D,KEYID=n ─┬─┬───────────────┬────────►◄

                               └─ ,TYPE=E,KEYID=n ─┘ └─ IXXAREA=aaa ─┘

 

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

AREA=IXX
Requests the Index Area Report.

DBID=
Identifies the database to be reported.
For Types A, B, and G, DBID= may repeat, in which case each occurrence may specify one or more valid
database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm such as 100-250.
Every database that is specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates
an error and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range that is not
defined is ignored.
Limits:

For Types A, B, and G, one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs as already described.
For Types D and E, the DATACOM-ID of the database

Default:
(No default)

,TYPE=
Specifies the type of Index Report to be generated
A

Specifies a sequence by table name
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B
Specifies a sequence by key ID

D
Specifies a full dump of the Index Area (IXX)

E
Specifies a dump of the high-level portion of the Index Area (IXX)

G
Specifies a report of the number of records with unique key values

Limits:
A, B, D, E, G

Default:
(No default)

,KEYID=n
For TYPE=D,KEYID=n, the n identifies the specific key with which the dump of the Index Area is to be associated.
For TYPE=E,KEYID=n, the n identifies the specific key with which the dump of the high-level portion of the Index
Area is to be associated.

NOTE
Use TYPE=D and TYPE=E only at the request of Support.

Optional Keywords

,UPDATE=
For type G, requests that the entire Index be read to generate current statistics. The report executes in the MUF
and can occur while any other MUF activity is occurring to this database, including update activity.
Limits:

NO or YES
Default:

NO
IXXAREA=aaa

IXXAREA= is for types D and E only. For a database that has only the IXX Index Area, the keyword is optional,
but if set it must specify IXXAREA=IXX. For a database that has Multi-Dataset Index areas, the keyword is
required and must provide the name of one of the index areas (IXX or Inn, where nn can be 00 through 99).
Limits:

IXX or I00 to I99
Default:

(No default)
,PRTY=n

For TYPE=G. Identifies the priority of DB requests in the MUF address space. Identifies for this execution the
URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0
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Type A - Sequenced by Table Name

To generate an Index Area report in alphabetical order by table name, request an IXX report and specify TYPE=A.

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to print key related information for database 1, sequenced by table name.

NOTE
Use the example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

  //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=A

 /*

 

Sample Report

Review the following sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

REPORT IXX - Type A
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=A

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=IXX

                       DBID=1

                       TYPE=A

 

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

The spacing in the example is adjusted for display.

                     INDEX  POPULATION  REPORT  -  BY TABLE

 

 

                    TABLE    KEY ID     KEY NAME       RECORDS      COMMENTS

 

 

                    PAY        001       EMPNO             200

 

                    PMF        001       EMPNO             200

                               002       STZIP             200
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                    PNC        016       PNDAT               5

 

                    PNM        015       PN                  3

 

                    POH        011       POLI                5

                               012       VENDR               5

                               013       POHTV               5

                               014       LATE                2

 

                    POL        011       POLI                4

                               015       PN                  4

 

This page of the report displays the following information:

TABLE
The DATACOM-NAME of the table

KEY ID
The DATACOM-ID of the key

KEY NAME
The DATACOM-NAME of the key

RECORDS
Number of records indexed by this key. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance processing, this
number can be inaccurate.

COMMENTS
If the Index for this table is not loaded, a comment is displayed. A comment also appears if the key ID is
duplicated within one table. If this happens, the total Index entries for the key ID are reported with the first key
name with the same ID. The second (and all others, if any exist) reflect a zero count.

Type B - Sequenced by Key ID

To generate an Index Area report in an ascending numeric sequence by Key ID, request an IXX report and specify
TYPE=B.

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to print key related information for database 1, sequenced by Key ID.

NOTE
Use the example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=B

 /*

 

REPORT IXX - Type B
                     CONTROL CARD(S)
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                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=B

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=IXX

                       DBID=1

                       TYPE=B

 

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                     INDEX  POPULATION  REPORT  -  BY  KEY  ID

 

 

                    KEY ID     TABLE    KEY NAME       RECORDS

 

                      001      PAY       EMPNO             200

                               PMF       EMPNO             200

                                                           400 TOTAL

 

                      002      PMF       STZIP             200

 

                      011      POH       POLI                5

                               POL       POLI                4

                                                             9 TOTAL

 

                      012      POH       VENDR               5

 

                      013      POH       POHTV               5

 

                      014      POH       LATE                2

 

                      015      PNM       PN                  3

                               POL       PN                  4

                                                             7 TOTAL

 

                      016      PNC       PNDAT               5

 

This page of the report displays the following information:

KEY ID
The DATACOM-ID of the key.

TABLE
The DATACOM-NAME of the table containing the key.

KEY NAME
The DATACOM-NAME of the key.
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RECORDS
Number of records indexed by this key. If a system failure has occurred during maintenance processing, this
number can be inaccurate.

Types D and E - Dump of the Index Area

When Datacom/DB Support requests:

• A dump of the Index Area associated with a specific key, request an IXX report and specify TYPE=D and supply a key
ID.

• A dump of the high-level portion of the Index Area associated with a specific key, request an IXX report and specify
TYPE=E and supply a key ID.

The following examples are of Type D.

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to obtain a dump of the Index Area (IXX) for DBID=1, TYPE=D, and
KEYID=1.

NOTE
Use the example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=D,KEYID=1

 /*

 

REPORT IXX - Type D
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    ........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=IXX,DBID=1,KEYID=1,TYPE=D

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=IXX

                       DBID=1

                       KEYID=1

                       TYPE=D

 

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

                                                                        DATE:              TIME: 16.31.44   

 PAGE:
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  0FE0                                                                   00000001     *                      

          *

  0000  C1C4D961 C4C1E3C1 C3D6D461 C4C261C9   E7E74040 40404040 40404040 40404040     *    CA/DATACOM/DB/IXX 

          *

  0020  00-SAME-

  0040  00000000 750C0B01 0F140001 C4D8C3C9   C3E2F140 0002CF99 87050911 10230000     *            DQCICS1   

          *

  0060  00000000 000000A5 0000000F 00000000   00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000     *                      

          *

  0080  00-SAME-

  00A0  00000000 C4E2F7D3 D6C1C440 00026E5C   86112019 1327C900 00000000 00000000     *    DS7LOAD    *      I

         *

  00C0  00-SAME-

  0120  00010001 00000000 00010002 00000000   00020002 00000000 00100006 00000000     *                      

          *

  0140  000F0005 00000000 000B0003 00000000   000E0003 00000000 000D0003 00000000     *                      

          *

  0160  000C0003 00000000 000B0004 00000000   000F0004 00000000 00000000 00000000     *                      

          *

  0180  00-SAME-

 

 

  0FE0                                                                   00000002     *                      

          *

  0000  FF010000 00000000 00000000 0E9D0000   00000000 00070000 00030001 F0F0F1F1     *                      

      0011*

  0020  F1020000 00000401 01000000 05020101   00000006 0B010100 0000070C 01010000     *1                     

          *

  0040  00080D01 01000000 090E0101 0000000A   0F010100 00000B10 00020000 000C038F     *                      

          *

  0060  00020000 000D999A 01010000 000E9B00   02000000 00FFFF00 00000000 00000000     *                      

          *

  0080  00-SAME-

 

 

  0FE0                                                                   00000003     *                      

          *

  0000  00010100 00000004 00000000 06320000   00010027 00DE0000 00006F00 05000000     *                      

          *

  0020  0001F0F0 F1F1F100 18000501 F0F0F0F0   F1000100 00000201 00020000 00020100     *  00111     00001     

          *

  0040  14040102 F2000100 00000202 00020000   00020200 14040103 F3000100 00000203     *    2                 

  3       *

  0060  00020000 00020300 14040104 F4000100   00000204 00020000 00020400 14040105     *            4         

          *

  0080  F5000100 00000205 00020000 00020500   14040106 F6000100 00000206 00020000     *5                   6 

          *

  00A0  00020600 14040107 F7000100 00000207   00020000 00020700 14040108 F800010q     *        7             

      8   *

  00C0  00000208 00020000 00020800 14040109   F9000100 00000209 00020000 00020900     *                9     

          *

  00E0  1503020A F1F00001 00000002 0A000200   0000020A 00140401 0BF10001 00000002     *    10                

   1      *
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  0100  0B000200 0000020B 00140401 0CF20001   00000002 0C000200 0000020C 00140401     *             2        

          *

  0120  0DF30001 00000002 0D000200 0000020D   00140401 0EF40001 00000002 0E000200     * 3                   4

          *

  0140  0000020E 00140401 0FF50001 00000002   0F000200 0000020F 00140401 10F60001     *         5            

       6  *

  0160  00000002 10000200 00000301 00140401   11F70001 00000002 11000200 00000302     *                 7    

          *

  0180  00140401 12F80001 00000002 12000200   00000303 00140401 13F90001 00000002     *     8                

   9      *

  01A0  13000200 00000304 00150302 14F2F000   01000000 03010002 00000003 05001404     *             20       

          *

  01C0  0115F100 01000000 03020002 00000003   06001404 0116F200 01000000 03030002     *  1                   2

         *

  01E0  00000003 07001404 0117F300 01000000   03040002 00000003 08001404 0118F400     *          3           

        4 *

  0200  01000000 03050002 00000003 09001404   0119F500 01000000 03060002 00000003     *                  5   

          *

  0220  0A001404 011AF600 01000000 03070002   00000003 0B001404 011BF700 01000000     *      6               

    7     *

  0240  03080002 00000003 0C001404 011CF800   01000000 03090002 00000003 0D001404     *              8       

          *

  0260  011DF900 01000000 030A0002 00000003   0E001503 021EF3F0 00010000 00030B00     *  9                  

 30        *

  0280  02000000 04010014 04011FF1 00010000   00030C00 02000000 04020034 040120F2     *           1          

         2*

  02A0  00010000 00030D00 02000000 04030014   040121F3 00010000 00030E00 02000000     *                   3  

          *

  02C0  04040014 040122F4 00010000 00030F00   02000000 04050014 040123F5 00010000     *       4              

     5    *

  02E0  00031000 02000000 04060014 040124F6   00010000 00031100 02000000 04070014     *               6      

          *

  0300  040125F7 00010000 00031200 02000000   04080014 040126F8 00010000 00031300     *   7                  

 8        *

  0320  02000000 04090014 040127F9 00010000   00040100 02000000 040A0015 030228F4     *           9          

         4*

 

This page of the report is normally followed by several more pages.

Type G - Number of Records With Unique Key Values

To generate an Index Area report with statistics on records with unique key values, request an IXX report and specify
TYPE=G.

The statistics that are reported in a type G report are used by the SQL Mode for join optimization. If you are doing many
INSERTs or DELETEs and you use joins, you need to keep these statistics current. The statistics are updated when the
data area is loaded, when the Index Area is rebuilt, or when you execute a type G report with the UPDATE= keyword
coded YES.

Sample JCL

The following example shows the command to print key related information for database 1, sequenced by table name.
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NOTE
Use the example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in
a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES

 /*

 

REPORT IXX - Type G
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=IXX,DBID=1,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=IXX

                       DBID=1

                       UPDATE=YES

                       TYPE=G

 

 

 

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

                     INDEX  POPULATION  REPORT  -  BY TABLE

 

 

                                                         TOTAL          UNIQUE

                    TABLE    KEY ID     KEY NAME       RECORDS         RECORDS        DATE/TIME        

 COMMENTS

 

 

                    PAY        001       EMPNO             200                   5/25/2003,09.15.44

                                                                           200

                    PMF        001       EMPNO             200                   5/25/2003,09.15.48

                                                                           200

                               002       STZIP             200                   5/25/2003,09.15.48

                                                                             6

                                                                             8

                    PNC        016       PNDAT               5                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             3

                                                                             5

                    PNM        015       PN                  3                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             3
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                    POH        011       POLI                5                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             5

                                                                             5

                               012       VENDR               5                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             3

                               013       POHTV               5                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             4

                               014       LATE                2                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             1

 

                    POL        011       POLI                4                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             3

                                                                             4

                               015       PN                  4                   5/25/2003,09.15.51

                                                                             3

 

This page of the report displays the following information:

TABLE
The DATACOM-NAME of the table

KEY ID
The DATACOM-ID of the key

KEY NAME
The DATACOM-NAME of the key

TOTAL RECORDS
Number of records indexed by this key at LOAD time, RETIX time, or currently, if UPDATE=YES is specified

UNIQUE RECORDS
Number of records with distinct values for this key field or key field combination. The first value that is given is the
number of records with distinct values for the high-order key field. The next value that is given is the number of
records with distinct values for the high-order key field and the adjacent key field, and so on, until the last value,
which gives the number of records with distinct values for the entire key (all fields).
For example, if you have a key that is named NAMEADDR made up of fields: LNAME, MI, FNAME, and ADDR,
the key statistics would be reported as follows:

 Value Reported    Records With Distinct Values for:

                   ┌─────┐

   1st value       │LNAME│MI FNAME ADDR

                   └─────┘

  

 

                   ┌────────┐

   2nd value       │LNAME MI│FNAME ADDR

                   └────────┘

  

 

                   ┌──────────────┐

   3rd value       │LNAME MI FNAME│ADDR

                   └──────────────┘

  

 

                   ┌───────────────────┐

   4th value       │LNAME MI FNAME ADDR│
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                   └───────────────────┘

 

DATE/TIME
Date and time of the LOAD or RETIX when this data was compiled, or the date and time that this report was
executed, if UPDATE=YES is specified

COMMENTS
If the Index for this table is not loaded, a comment is displayed.

If the key ID is duplicated within one table, a comment is displayed. In this case, the total Index entries for the key ID are
reported with the first key name with that ID. The second (and any others) show a zero count.

Log Area (LXX) Report

Use the REPORT function in DBUTLTY to obtain the Log Area (LXX) Report. The LXX Report provides information such
as the highest transaction sequence number. Find the command format, example JCL, and an example report.

The Log Area Report prints information about the Log Area, such as:

• Whether the Log File is open
• Whether the Log File is spilling or is in a spill pending status
• Whether the Log File has any errors
• Whether the MUF startup option LOGRCV is selected
• The highest Transaction Sequence Number (TSN)
• The cycle start date and time
• Information about the blocks relative to the cycle
• The log pending parameter
• Data row content for the table being accessed (Data Access Capture (DAC))

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the REPORT AREA=LXX option to obtain information about the Log Area, specifically you can use this report to
determine the highest Transaction Sequence Number (TSN).

In Simplify mode, this report expects to connect to MUF and get the current information from MUF. The report may only
execute without MUF if it follows another function that only runs with MUF not enabled or if the MUF is acknowledged
as down using function SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is possible but not recommended to use SET
OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. This report may not follow in the same DBUTLTY step with a previous
function that opens the LXX. If needed, it must be in a different step.

Without Simplify mode, you can request a Log Area report anytime. The information that is obtained reflects information
that is stored on disk, not necessarily the current information the MUF is using.

How to Use

To obtain a Log Area Report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format.

►►─ REPORT AREA=LXX ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.
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Required Keywords

AREA=LXX
Requests the Log Area Report.

Example JCL

The following example JCL shows the command to generate a Log Area report.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are only an example.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and
installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //LXX      DD DSN=lxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Log Area data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          REPORT   AREA=LXX

 /*

Sample Report

See the following sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT LXX

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                   REPORT AREA=LXX

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=LXX

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

                                                LOG FILE (LXX) OUTPUT

                   LOG FILE OPEN -  NO

                   LOG FILE SPILLING -  NO

                   LOG FILE SPILL PENDING -  NO

                   MASTER LIST RCV OPTION - YES

                   LOG FILE HIGHEST TRANSACTION SEQUENCE NUMBER - DBDC2C2A

                   CYCLE START DATE -   5/06/2009

                   CYCLE START TIME -   7.14.33
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                   FIRST BLOCK USED THIS CYCLE - 0001C800

                   CURRENT LOG BLOCK - 0001C8FF

                   PHYSICAL BLOCKS USED THIS CYCLE -            0

                   RESTART FORWARD SCAN BLOCK - 0001C800

                   LOG PENDING PARAMETER -     100

                   LOG FILE BLOCK SIZE -       32,760

                   PHYSICAL BLOCK SIZE -  32,760

                   LOG VARIABLE - YES

                   PHYSICAL BLOCKS PER LOGICAL BLOCK -    1

This page of the report shows messages that indicate the status of the Log Area.

LOG FILE HIGHEST TRANSACTION SEQUENCE NUMBER
Displays the last transaction sequence number in the Log Area.

LOG VARIABLE
Indicates if the LXX is initialized as variable (YES) or not (NO), specified by the DBUTLTY INIT AREA=LXX
VARIABLE= option.

date and time
The date and time (ccyymmddhhmmss) of the LXX INIT, FXX INIT, and LAST LOG RECORD indicates when
each was last initialized, as follows:

• cc - century
• yy - year
• mm - month
• dd - day
• hh - hour
• mm - minute
• ss - second

The date and time of the INITs is that which DBUTLTY was using when executed. The date and time are printed
as binary zeros if the LXX or FXX was not subject to INIT in r11 SP2 or later. Following the date and time is the
store clock value (in hex, cccccccccccccccc, for example C23D3418E97E5B82) at the time of the INIT.

LXX RESET
NO indicates that the LXX in this example has not been reset since it was last initialized. If the LXX had been
RESET, the NO would be replaced with the date and time (ccyymmddhhmmss) of the RESET, followed by the
store clock value (cccccccccccccccc) at the time of the RESET.

FXX TOTAL TASKS
Shows the Force Area total tasks that are allowed to execute. FXX TOTAL TASKS is the number that restricts
whether MUF can enable the line (below the line) by specifying the number of total tasks that are allowed, the
most that have been used since the last INIT, and the current number of system tasks. The number of user tasks
that are allowed are reduced by the number of system tasks.

FXX USER TASKS
Displays the number of user tasks that are allowed, based on the current total tasks.
The next line gives information about the meaning of user tasks. When a user does an INIT of the FXX with
TASKS=, this number is the user tasks, to which Datacom/DB adds the current number of system tasks to arrive
at a number of total tasks. Because, as already mentioned, the number of user tasks that are allowed are reduced
by the number of system tasks, if the number of system tasks changes, the number of user tasks can decrease.

LAST LOG RECORD
Provides the date and time (ccyymmddhhmmss) and store clock value (cccccccccccccccc) of the last record that
is logged in the prior MUF. It is zeros for the first MUF after an INIT. This line is provided for information only. If the
MUF did a full restart, the scan process looked for a step-down condition to stop. If a step-down is found, the date
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and time and store clock value of the step-down is provided, preceded by an * as shown in the sample report. If
the step-down occurred not to a valid log record but to a binary zero block (it is zeros for the first MUF after an
INIT), the message would instead be STEP DOWN - BINARY ZERO BLOCK. If the step-down occurred to an
invalid record, the message would instead be STEP DOWN - INCOMPLETE RECORD (this condition could occur
if the block data was being sent down the channel when a sever machine condition interrupted the flow and what
was written to DASD was incomplete, which might or might not be possible with current hardware).

Recovery File (RXX) Report

Learn about Recovery File (RXX) Reports and Split File Analysis Reports in Datacom DBUTLTY. Find command syntax,
parameter definitions, and example Job Control Language (JCL). Learn about how to use the reports.

Recovery File (RXX) Analysis Report

A Recovery File (RXX) Analysis Report reads a RXX and produces a summary report of the contents.

This report provides many options that allow you to use information about the contents of a Recovery File to analyze
logging and recovery operations and correct any problems that could occur.

This utility always reads one input file of one or more volumes. In z/OS, this can be multiple concatenated files which
appear to Datacom/DB as one file. In all environments, if the input is not log data, unexpected results occur. z/OS users
can run the report against the Log Area (LXX) directly. This is not recommended, but can be requested by Support. If this
is done, one or more of the following various warnings is to be expected.

• Log Area is being actively changed
• Log Area is pipelined in MUF memory
• Log Area is not treated as a perfectly ordered sequential file

The REPORT function, like all DBUTLTY functions, is designed and expected to run authorized in z/OS. If the RXX was
built from an LXX that was ever used with the MUF option LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT set to YES since the LXX was
last initialized or reset, the REPORT function is required to run authorized. It does not matter if the RXX being read has
encrypted data. Potentially authorized data is not intended to be in an unauthorized address space.

Note: The Recovery File Analysis Report program can detect the type of input file. If the input is a Datacom Fast
Recovery file (split), the Report control statements are as shown in the Split File Analysis Report syntax on page Split File
Analysis Report.

Following is the syntax for the RXX Analysis Report:

                                               ┌─ , ─────────────┐

►►─ REPORT AREA=RXX, ─┬─────────────────────┬─▼─┬─────────────┬─┴──────────────►

                      └─ BLOCK=blocknumber ─┘   └─ DBID=nnnn ─┘

 

 ►─┬───────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬────────────────────────►

   └─ JOBNAME=jobname ─┘ └─ LOGPRINT=log-print-type ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

   └─ OPTION2=name ─┘ └─ OPTION4=exclude-option ─┘ 

  

 

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────►

   ─ RANGEDT=date/time-range ─┘ └─ RANGESC=store-clock-range ─┘

  

 

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬──┬─────────────────────────────┬───────────────►

   └─ RANGETSN=tsn-numbers ─┘  └─ RECORDS=log-recs-accepted ─┘
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 ►─┬────────────────────────────┬─┬──────────────────────────────┬───────────►

   └─ RUNUNIT=run-unit-numbers ─┘ └─ STARTAFT=log-recs-to-count ─┘

 

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────►

   └─ TABLE=table-name ─┘ └─ TSNPRINT=tsn-print-type ─┘

 

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ URINUM=uri-number ─┘  

  

 

  

 

 

The syntax just shown defines the provided and optional reports. Each was described as though the entire input was
considered selected data (the default). Be aware that numerous data selection options are available. Additionally, a log
record, to be selected, must pass all of the specified options. You can specify a single option or any combination, including
all of them.

You can only specify each of the following options once. However, you can repeat the DBID= option.

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keyword

AREA=RXX
Requests the Recovery File Analysis Report.

Optional Keywords

BLOCK=
This is specified as an eight-character hexadecimal number representing a data block within a data area. This
option is normally included when requested by Support.

DBID=
Use to specify a database ID. You can repeat this option. Each occurrence may specify one or more valid
database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250).

JOBNAME=
Specify a job name.
Blanks are used for bytes not provided.
A question mark can be in any or all of the 8 bytes to indicate that this byte is to be considered a match without
compare. Examples are:

• JOBNAME=???????? indicates that every byte can be any value and would be the same as not specifying
JOBNAME= at all.

• JOBNAME=? indicates that every log record matches if the job name is any first byte followed by seven
blanks. Even though a question mark is not a z/OS allowed value within a job name, it should not change any
working user JCL streams for current reports to the RXX.

• JOBNAME=CICS???? indicates that the job name starts with CICS and you want to get data for all CICS
Services executions where many are executing. This example selects all log rows for any of the executions.

LOGPRINT=
Choose either DETAIL or DETAILX for log-print-type.
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• – The DETAIL option prints an INPUT RECORD that can be useful if one execution selects all records for
a transaction. You can use this information to dump the records around the selected records in another
execution. If the same input files are provided, this input record number is the same for each execution.

– The DETAILX option prints an INPUT RECORD and formats a hex dump of the log record. As either of
these options may produce large quantities, the standard DBUTLTY report headings are reduced to an
abbreviated one line.

  Or, instead choose either DATACHR or DATAHEX to print the type of value format that you want.

• – The DATACHR option prints the value in character format
– The DATAHEX option prints the value in hexadecimal format

OPTION2= area-name/full-parent-table-name;suffix-summary-break-report-control
Specify 1) a data area name or 2) the Full Parent name of a partitioned table or 3) three blanks followed for the
following without items 1 or 2. In addition following 3 bytes for the optional data area name or full parent name
may follow a control string to request a break report of summarized information.
If you want a summary break, the break value follows the area name. For more information, see Option for report
breaks with summarized information. If you do not want the area name with the summary break report, set the
name with blanks in front of the break value. Examples are:
OPTION2=PAY, OPTION2=PAY**CDC*15, or OPTION2=’   **CDC*15’

The option without an area name must be enclosed in quotes with 3 blanks for the not wanted area name.
However, any three values less than the letter ‘A’ are accepted and ignored.
REPORT AREA=RXX also supports the value "*DAC*" to provide just the DAC flagged log records.

OPTION4=
You can set the keyword OPTION4 during the report with one of two values:

• – EXCLUDE-DAC causes reporting to exclude every log record flagged as part of Data Access Capture.
– EXCLUDE-NOT-DAC causes reporting to exclude every log record not flagged as part of Data Access

Capture.

RANGEDT=
Specify two date/times to provide a range (low to high). The date/times are specified as a 28 character number
with the lower date/time immediately followed by the higher date/time. Each date/time is 14 characters in the
format 'ccyymmddhhmmss'. For example: '2002121400000020020228235959'. Note that the input is not read
beyond one record higher than this ending value.

RANGESC=
Allows two Store Clock values and will report for all log records between the two times. Normally, you can use
RANGEDT. This field can be useful around Daylight Saving Time changes.

RANGETSN=
Specify two TSN numbers to provide a range (low to high). The TSN numbers are specified as a 16-character
hexadecimal number comprising 8 characters for the low TSN followed by the high TSN.

RECORDS=
Provides a count of log records that are acceptable after processing the number of log records specified in the
STARTAFT= parameter. If STARTAFT= is not specified, the count is presumed to be zero. The combination of
RECORDS= and STARTAFT= provides the ability to print/dump portions of a Recovery File (RXX). Valid entries
for RECORDS= is a number from 0 through 99999999. The default is all remaining records. Or, if LOGPRINT is
set as DATACHR or DATAHEX, the RECORDS= value is instead the number of bytes to print from the first byte or
the STARTAFT value. Default 0 causes the maximum number of bytes to print (bytes that will fit on one line with
the other control information).

NOTE
The input is not read beyond the number of records that are to be selected.
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RUNUNIT=
Specify a run unit number to restrict record selection. Valid entries for RUNUNIT= is a number from 0 through
99999. The default is all run units.

STARTAFT=
Specify a count of log records before which all are rejected. Valid entries for STARTAFT= is a number from 0
through 99999999. The default is 0. Or, if LOGPRINT is set as DATACHR or DATAHEX, the STARTFT= value is
instead the number of bytes to start after from the start of the data row before printing bytes. Default 0 cause first
byte of row to be printed.

TABLE=
Specify a table name. This is the table name in the Request Area when the log record was built.

TSNPRINT=
Specify a transaction report that prints one line of output for every transaction selected in the input.
Choose either SUMMARY, DETAIL, or DETAILX for tsn-print-type. DETAIL and DETAILX are described in
the LOGPRINT= section on Recovery File (RXX) Analysis Report. Specifying SUMMARY produces the basic
transaction report. For more information and examples see TSNPRINT=DETAIL Sample.

URINUM=
Provides an eight-character URI number.

Example JCL

The following JCL shows the command to generate a Recovery File Analysis Report. Use this example as a guide to
prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must
supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=4M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //RXX      DD DSN=rxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           RXX data set

 //SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SNAPER   DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSUDUMP DD  SYSOUT=*

 //*

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

       REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DETAIL,TSNPRINT=DETAIL,DBID=015,TABLE=MSG

 /*

 

Report Breaks Option

The RXX report has an option to provide summary reporting by time periods using a ‘report break’ ability. This summary
reporting is a choice of output that is different from the normal RXX reporting. The break duration is provided as the
number of minutes in each break but only the following break values are supported: 01, 05, 10, 15, 30, or 60 minutes.
Each break starts at the ‘top’ of an hour and includes the selected log records within the break time.

Selection of all log records is done when using none of the selection keywords and this is likely the normal case. The
following selection keywords are available with the report break including: DBID, JOBNAME, OPTION2, RANGEDT,
RANGETSN, RECORDS, RUNUNIT, STARTAFT, and TABLE. The following keywords are not compatible with the break
selection and are accepted and edited but then ignored: BLOCK, CMPRS, LOGPRINT, TSNPRINT, and URINUM.

Each report break time with at least 1 log records read and not excluded will participate in the summary for the break
period. Said another way, any break period with no log records meeting selection will not be reported.
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The report break is requested using an extension of keyword OPTION2 that is optionally used to provide an area name for
inclusion in the report. Following the value is the break minutes of 01 through 60 but if the values are not 01, 05, 10, 15,
30, or 60 then the default 15 is substituted (and not considered an error). Three specific types of summary break reports
are available:

• ‘**CMT*’ - Commit type records.
• ‘**CDC*'  - Change Data Capture flagged records.
• ‘**DAC*'  - Data Access Capture Capture flagged records.
• ‘**ALL*' - All records not excluded.

The values are entered after the optional area name in keyword OPTION2 where if the area name is used it is the first 3
bytes followed by the break value.

Sample Report

Following are sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT AREA=RXX,OPTION2='    **CMT*15'

In the following report, the summary break times are reported with the start and end. Each log record that is a functional
commit is reported with the number of occurrences.

Note: A ROLBK does backout log records but then commits the transaction as done. Not all commands that are
considered a commit are provided in this example.

  

                         LOG CMT SPECIAL REPORT COUNTS BY TIME PERIODS                            

     START DATE TIME         END DATE TIME   COMMANDS WITH COUNTS DURING TIME PERIOD              

  

 2018/12/19 10.30.00   2018/12/19 10.44.59   COMIT---------698 ROLBK-----------2                  

 2018/12/20 14.15.00   2018/12/20 14.29.59   CLOSE-----------4                                    

 2018/12/20 14.30.00   2018/12/20 14.44.59   CLOSE-----------3 COMIT----------25 ROLBK-----------3

 2018/12/20 14.45.00   2018/12/20 14.59.59   CLOSE-----------3 COMIT----------33 ROLBK-----------6

 2018/12/20 15.45.00   2018/12/20 15.59.59   CLOSE-----------4 COMIT----------20 ROLBK-----------2

 2018/12/20 18.00.00   2018/12/20 18.14.59   CLOSE-----------2                                    

 2018/12/23 07.15.00   2018/12/23 07.29.59   CLOSE-----------1                                    

 2018/12/23 07.45.00   2018/12/23 07.59.59   CLOSE-----------1                                    

 2018/12/23 08.30.00   2018/12/23 08.44.59   CLOSE-----------1                                    

 2018/12/24 07.00.00   2018/12/24 07.14.59   COMIT-----------6                                    

  

 

  

 

 

In the following report, the summary break times are reported with the start and end. Each log record that is subject to
CDC interest is counted in bytes plus the log records that are not subject to CDC. A percent of the log bytes in the report
break is provided.

 REPORT AREA=RXX,OPTION2=*****CDC*15

  

 

        LOG CDC SPECIAL REPORT PERCENTAGES OF BYTES REPEATING TIME PERIODS              

     START DATE TIME         END DATE TIME      LOG BYTES CDC      LOG BYTES NOT    CDC %

  

 2018/12/19 10.30.00   2018/12/19 10.44.59        241,142,813                  0    100.0
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 2018/12/20 05.30.00   2018/12/20 05.44.59                  0                256      0.0

 2018/12/20 14.00.00   2018/12/20 14.14.59                  0                256      0.0

 2018/12/20 14.15.00   2018/12/20 14.29.59                  0              4,176      0.0

 2018/12/20 14.30.00   2018/12/20 14.44.59                  0          3,272,514      0.0

 2018/12/20 14.45.00   2018/12/20 14.59.59                  0          3,603,183      0.0

 2018/12/20 15.15.00   2018/12/20 15.29.59                  0                256      0.0

 2018/12/20 15.45.00   2018/12/20 15.59.59                  0             28,904      0.0

 2018/12/20 18.00.00   2018/12/20 18.14.59                  0                432      0.0

 2018/12/23 07.15.00   2018/12/23 07.29.59                  0                789      0.0

 2018/12/23 07.45.00   2018/12/23 07.59.59                  0                533      0.0

 2018/12/23 08.30.00   2018/12/23 08.44.59                  0                533      0.0

 2018/12/24 06.45.00   2018/12/24 06.59.59                  0                256      0.0

 2018/12/24 07.00.00   2018/12/24 07.14.59                  0          3,911,150      0.0

 2018/12/26 16.00.00   2018/12/26 16.14.59                  0            162,758      0.0

 

In the following report, the summary break times are reported with the start and end. Each unique command, DBID, area
name, and table name are provided with the count of records. leading dashes are provided to provide clarity.

 REPORT AREA=RXX,OPTION2=...**ALL*15

  

 

                         ALL CMT SPECIAL REPORT COUNTS BY TIME PERIODS                                     

     START DATE TIME         END DATE TIME   COMMANDS WITH COUNTS DURING TIME PERIOD                       

  

 2018/12/19 10.30.00   2018/12/19 10.44.59   COMIT             ---------698   ROLBK             -----------2

                                             ADDIT  997 C01 A01-----116,000   DELET  997 C01 A01-----116,500

                                             MOVER  997 C01 A01-------7,638   UPDAT  997 C01 A01-----116,093

                                             ADDIT  997 C02 A01-----116,002   DELET  997 C02 A01-----116,500

                                             MOVER  997 C02 A01-------7,540   UPDAT  997 C02 A01-----116,000

 2018/12/20 05.30.00   2018/12/20 05.44.59   LOGDW             -----------1                                

 2018/12/20 14.00.00   2018/12/20 14.14.59   LOGDW             -----------1                                

 2018/12/20 14.15.00   2018/12/20 14.29.59   CLOSE             -----------4   UPDAT    2 AGR DD1-----------4

 2018/12/20 14.30.00   2018/12/20 14.44.59   CLOSE             -----------3   COMIT             ----------25

                                             LOGDW             -----------6   ROLBK             -----------3

                                             MOVER    2 AGR DD1-----------1   UPDAT    2 AGR DD1----------30

                                             UPDAT    2 ELM DD1-----------7   UPDAT    2 FLD DD1----------91

                                             UPDAT    2 KEY DD1----------19   ADDIT  997 C01 A01---------999

                                             ADDIT  997 C02 A01---------999   MOVER  997 C02 A01---------288

                                             ADDIT  997 F01 A01---------999   MOVER  997 F01 A01---------288

                                             ADDIT  997 F02 A01---------999   ADDIT  997 F03 A01---------999

                                             ADDIT  997 K01 A01---------999   ADDIT  997 RNA A01---------999

                                             ADDIT  997 RNB A01---------999   ADDIT  997 VRA A01---------999

                                             ADDIT  997 VRB A01---------999   ADDIT 1007 ADS A01-----------5

                                             UPDAT 1007 ADS A01-----------5                                

 2018/12/20 14.45.00   2018/12/20 14.59.59   CLOSE             -----------3   COMIT             ----------33

                                             LOGDW             -----------5   ROLBK             -----------6

                                             UPDAT    2 AGR DD1----------35   ADDIT  997 C01 A01-------1,000

                                             DELET  997 C01 A01-------1,999   MOVER  997 C01 A01---------399

                                             UPDAT  997 C01 A01-------1,999   ADDIT  997 C02 A01-------1,001

                                             DELET  997 C02 A01-------1,999   MOVER  997 C02 A01---------194

                                             UPDAT  997 C02 A01-------1,999                                

 2015/12/20 15.15.00   2015/12/20 15.29.59   LOGDW             -----------1                                
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Sample Report REPORT AREA=RXX

Note: The following sample RXX Analysis Report is for a database with an ID of 15 and a table named MSG, using
LOGPRINT=DETAIL and TSNPRINT=DETAIL.

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DETAIL,TSNPRINT=DETAIL,TABLE=MSG,DBID=15

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=RXX

                       DBID=00015

                       LOGPRINT=DETAIL

                        LOGPRINT=DATACHR

                        LOGPRINT=DATAHEX 

                       TABLE=MSG

                       TSNPRINT=DETAIL

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

LOGPRINT=DETAIL Sample

Specifying LOGPRINT=DETAIL in an RXX Analysis Report generates the following information, which continues for as
many pages as necessary (not all pages are shown in this sample).

                       (CONTINUED)                                      Date: mm/dd/ccyy   Time: hh.mm.ss   

 Page:      2

                                                   LOGPRINT DETAIL REPORT

CMD   TBL DBID URI      BLOCK    L# TSN      JOB NAME R-UNIT MP USER ID AREA MONITOR INFO     INPUT RECORD FPR

    RXX   

      DATE       TIME     CLOCK            SEC.USER MOVE TO  LRID     PREV     LRSN     LBSN     TASK STATUS

 RECL DATA 

 

ADDIT MSG   15 00000401 00000003 00 00001A18 DLV1C131 17,003    SQLDG001 MSG SCFDG001JVM00037           38

      mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss B6F7A1DA0D189903 username 00000000 00000608 00000607 00000008 00000006    1 B     

 0175 6C3B

ADDIT MSG   15 00000402 00000003 00 00001A18 DLV1C131 17,003    SQLDG001 MSG SCFDG001JVM00037           39

      mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss B6F7A1DA0D1D7363 username 00000000 00000609 00000608 00000009 00000006    1 B     

 0175 6C3B

ADDIT MSG   15 00000403 00000003 00 00001A18 DLV1C131 17,003    SQLDG001 MSG SCFDG001JVM00037           40

      mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss B6F7A1DA0D2152A3 username 00000000 0000060A 00000609 0000000A 00000006    1 B     

 0175 6C3B

         .

         .

         .

DELET MSG   15 00000401 00000003 00 00001A18 DLV1C131 17,003    SQLDG001 MSG SCFDG001JVM00037           83

      mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss B6F7A1DB93E43B61 username 00000000 00000635 00000634 00000035 00000006    1 B     

 015E 6C3B

DELET MSG   15 00000402 00000003 00 00001A18 DLV1C131 17,003    SQLDG001 MSG SCFDG001JVM00037           84
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      mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss B6F7A1DB93E7C541 username 00000000 00000636 00000635 00000036 00000006    1 B     

 015E 6C3B

         .

         .

         .

 

This portion of the report displays the following information:

CMD
Displays the Datacom/DB record-at-a-time command. In addition to record-at-a-time commands such as ADDIT,
UPDAT, DELET, and COMIT, commands used internally can also appear in the report. Internal commands that
support restart and recovery requirements are not typically documented, but because they might be seen in this
report, a summary description follows.

• Commands that start with the letter Y, for example YYCTC, and DELAL are used to support Datacom
Datadictionary or SQL.

• Commands that start with LOGP relate to two-phase commit.
• Commands that start with LOG (not LOGP) exist when needed for request or transaction control.
• The CYCLE command is used to note the start and end of a spill.
• The MOVER command relates to the movement of records, both during compressed record maintenance

and execution of the DBUTLTY OLREORG function. For more information about the MOVER command, see
Request Summary Report.

• Other commands that exist and could also appear in the report are not under the control of users.
• We reserve the right to add new internal commands and modify or delete existing commands as needed.

TBL
Displays the Datacom/DB table name in the Request Area. Blank for records without table names. For
'CYCLE' (the internal command), the table name contains 'STA' (for start of a cycle) and 'END' (for end of a cycle).
A cycle refers to a sequential group of log blocks copied from the LXX to the RXX during one spill.

DBID
Displays the Database ID. Blank for records without database ID's. Printed as a decimal number.

URI
Displays the Unique Row Identifier. Blank for records without a URI number. Printed in hexadecimal format.
Contains the literal 'NON-URI ' for areas not loaded as URI.

BLOCK
Displays the data area block number. Blank for records without a data block. Printed in hexadecimal format.

L#
Displays the data area block record number. Blank for records without a data block number. Contains '00' for
records with a data block, if the area is loaded with the URI option. Printed in hexadecimal format.

TSN
Displays the Transaction Sequence Number. Blank for records not part of a transaction. Printed in hexadecimal
format.

JOB NAME
Displays the job name.

R-UNIT
Displays the run unit number.

MP
Blank if not running r10 or later as a MUFplex. Otherwise, contains a MUFplex number of which MUF logged this
log record.
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USER ID
Displays the User ID. First 8 characters of the 32-byte user ID passed on the request.

AREA
Displays the data area name containing row.

MONITOR INFO
Displays the monitor information, if this request was made through the Datacom CICS Services or the Datacom
Server.

INPUT RECORD
Displays the number of this input log record.

FPR
Displays the Full Parent name, if this table is partitioned, or a partition.

RXX
To indicate this is a recovery file. In z/OS, can contain LXX.

DATE
Displays the date the log record was added. Printed in the form mm/dd/ccyy.

TIME
Displays the time the log record was added. Printed in the form HH.MM.SS.

CLOCK
Displays the result of a hardware STCK (store clock) instruction at the time the log record was added.

SEC.USER
Displays the security user requesting maintenance.

MOVE TO
Displays the block number to where an update moved a record. Printed in hexadecimal format.

LRID
Displays the log record ID. The physical block number within the LXX where the log record was added in the first
three bytes. The last byte is a sequential number within this log block, such that the first record is 1, and so forth.
This field is provided to assist Support, should the need arise. Printed in hexadecimal format.

PREV
Displays the previous log record ID. Log records for a transaction are chained in reverse back to a previous one of
low values.

LRSN
Displays the log record sequence number. An internal number used by Datacom/DB in support of the logging
features. Incremented by one as log records are added, can restart at 1, based upon internal DB requirements.
This field is provided to assist Support, should the need arise. The number is printed in hexadecimal.

LBSN
Displays the log block sequence number. An internal number used by Support of the logging features.
Incremented by one as log blocks are used. Can start at many numbers and can restart as required internally
by Datacom/DB. This field is provided to assist Support, should the need arise. The number is printed in
hexadecimal.

TASK
Displays the number of the task area which was used when this log record was generated.

STATUS
Displays the status of log record. Can contain one or more letters. A blank ends the status. The possible letters
are:
A

- Specifies that the transaction was aborted and is to roll back.
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B
- Specifies that this record is subject to transaction backout.

C
- Specifies a log record subject to Change Data Capture.

F
- Specifies that the first log record after transaction was force spilled.

M
- Specifies an update command caused the record to move.

R
- Reflects that RESTART moved a row.

T
- Specifies a log record that is part of a transaction that has at least one record subject to Change Data
Capture.

U
- Specifies that this request was rolled back.

V
- Specifies a virtual table.

1
- Specifies the first logged record for this transaction.

X
- Specifies this log record is part of an ADDIT/DELET set, done in support of a partitioned table update
that changed the partition in which the row is stored.

These letters may be in any order. They are present only when required/desired to support the Datacom/DB
facilities. They are provided for Support and are not always present even though the description would indicate
that it should be present.

RECL
Displays the size of the log record. It is printed in hexadecimal. This field is provided to assist Support, should the
need arise.

DATA
Displays the size of the log data in this log block. It is printed in hexadecimal. This field is provided to assist
Support, should the need arise.

LOGPRINT=DATACHR Sample

Specifying LOGPRINT=DATACHR in an RXX Analysis Report generates the following information using character values.

                          LOG DATA REPORT                                                                   

CMD   TBL DBID URI      BLOCK      DATE       TIME     LOG DATA BYTES                                      

 

ADDIT C02   97 00000019 00001901   08/18/2018 08.58.01 C02 00000225L ?C% Vô        053770644577173899999774

ADDIT C02   97 0000001A 00001A01   08/18/2018 08.58.01 C02 00000226L ?C>*äL        772678979579605199999773

UPDAT FLD    2 00007808 00005D0B   08/21/2018 05.31.39 TEND  

 

LOGPRINT=DATAHEX Sample

Specifying LOGPRINT=DATAHEX in an RXX Analysis Report generates the following information using hexadecimal style
with:
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• One line for the character values that can print
• One line for the high order nibble converted to 0-F
• One line for the low order nibble converted to 0-F

To allow the starting offset in the row to be selected, the keyword STARTAFT is highjacked. If you are using DATACHR
or DATAHEX,  STARTAFT provides the number of bytes in one log record data section but does not provide the number
of log records to skip. If not provided, the value starts at the front of a data row. Similarly, if DATACHR or DATAHEX is
used, the keyword RECORDS provides the number of bytes to print but does not to provide the number of log records to
print.

By default, the number of bytes are those that fit on the print line as documented.

NOTE

NOTES:

• For an ADDIT command, the data row might be known when using LOG_RECORD_FORMAT 1. If not,
then the work area contains the start of the element list. This is typically the start of the row but that is not a
requirement. If a user program adds elements that are not in the row order, then this use of DATACHR and
DATAHEX is less useful.

• For an UPDAT command, the data available to print is the before data row, none of the work area changes.
• For DATAHEX, if every byte appears to be common printable characters, then only the character line is

printed.

                                LOG DATA REPORT                                                              

    

                CMD   TBL DBID URI    BLOCK       DATE        TIME    LOG  DATA BYTES                        

             

  

 ADDIT C02   97 00000019 00001901   08/18/2018 08.58.01 C02 00000225L ?C% Vô        053770644577173899999774 

           

                                                       

 CFF4FFFFFFFFD0682CA800000000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF4444444444444

                                                       

 30200000022531F3CA5B000000000537706445771738999997740000000000000

 ADDIT C02   97 0000001A 00001A01   08/18/2018 08.58.01 C02 00000226L ?C>*äL        772678979579605199999773 

           

                                                       

 CFF4FFFFFFFFD068250900000000FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF4444444444444

                                                       

 30200000022631F3EC33000000007726789795796051999997730000000000000

  

 

 

TSNPRINT=DETAIL Sample

Using the TSNPRINT=DETAIL option in an RXX Analysis Report generates the TSN DETAIL REPORT as shown in the
following sample.

                       (CONTINUED)                                      Date: mm/dd/ccyy   Time: hh.mm.ss   

 Page:     43

 

                                                   TSN DETAIL REPORT

TSN      JOB      FIRST RECORD        LAST RECORD            REQUESTS STAT TBL DBID         ADD      DELETE  

    UPDATE  
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00001A18 DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss          90 NN   MSG   15          45          45  

         0

00001A19 DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss          90 NN   MSG   15          45          45  

         0

00001A1A DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss          90 NN   MSG   15          45          45  

         0

00002252 DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss         124 NN   MSG   15          62          62  

         0

00002253 DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss         322 NN   MSG   15         161         161  

         0

00002280 DLV1C131 mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss         304 NN   MSG   15         152         152  

         0

 

This portion of the report displays TSN Detail Report section.

TSN
Displays the transaction sequence number.

JOB
Displays the name of the job.

FIRST RECORD
Displays the date and time the first record in a transaction was processed.

LAST RECORD
Displays the date and time the last record in a transaction was processed.

REQUESTS
Displays the total number of requests for the transaction, that is, the sum of the number of ADD, DELETE, and
UPDATE requests.

STAT
The first character under the STAT heading is a 1 (a numeral one) if the first record of the transaction was
found among the selected input, or the first character is an N (NO) if the first record was not found. The second
character in the STAT field is a Y (YES) if the transaction completion record was found among the selected input,
else an N.
An indication that a transaction completed does not necessarily mean that it completed successfully. Some or all
of the counts of adds, deletes, and updates may have been reversed and thereby nullified. The reversal can be
done inline to the original log record or it can be done with an additional reversal log record. For example, an add
could be reversed with a delete. Deletes are usually reversed as an update, but an add is possible. If these are
concerns, then the detail log records would have to be reviewed to see more detail about each specific log record.

TBL
Displays the name of the table associated with the transaction.

DBID
Displays the database ID associated with the transaction.

ADD
Displays the total number of add requests for a transaction.

DELETE
Displays the total number of delete requests for a transaction.

UPDATE
Displays the total number of update requests for a transaction.
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Request Summary Report

The REQUEST SUMMARY REPORT in an RXX Analysis Report provides counts of adds, deletes, and updates to every
table and base for the transaction, as shown in the following.

            REQUEST SUMMARY REPORT

      COMMAND  TABLE DBID AREA  OCCURRENCES PERCENT 

 

      CLOSE                              1      0.0

      COMIT                             48      0.0

      ROLBK                              6      0.0

      ADDIT    C01    997 A01       18,000     17.2

      DELET    C01    997 A01        8,000      7.6

      REDNX    C01    997 A01        8,000     10.0

      ADDIT    C02    997 A01       11,328     10.8

      DELET    C02    997 A01       11,355     10.9

      MOVERU   C02    997 A01        1,056      1.0

      UPDAT    C02    997 A01       11,355     14.2

 

      ADDIT    TOTAL                38,034     36.4

      DELET    TOTAL                28,115     27.0

      UPDAT    TOTAL                28,056     25.1

   *DAC*    TOTAL                 8,000     10.0   

PERCENT
The percentage is the percent of the occurrence records for the entire RXX input. Restrictive options like DBID=
do not change the percent.

MOVERU
MOVERU is specified for MOVER log records that were done for a record moved in support of the UPDAT
command for compressed tables.

MOVERO
MOVERO is specified for MOVER log records that were done for a record moved in support of the DBUTLTY
OLREORG function.

ADDIT DELET UPDAT
The summary section displays one line for all ADDIT commands, one line for all UPDAT commands, and one
line for all DELET commands. The information represents the occurrences of those commands for all selected
records, and it is the percent of this summation.
A summary line for each of ADDIT, UPDAT, and DELET shows the total records and their percent.

*DAC*
Records if the log record was added in support of the Data Access Capture feature.

Additional Summary Information
 INPUT BLOCKS READ: --------269

TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED: ------1,020

DATE/TIME RANGE FROM mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss TO mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss

TSN RANGE FROM 00001A0E TO 000022E4

 

This page of the report shows an RXX Analysis Report that provides more summary information as follows.

INPUT BLOCKS READ:
Includes the full input unless selection criteria allows processing to stop without passing all of the data.
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TOTAL RECORDS SELECTED:
Counts the log records matching selection data (in this sample, all rows match and are selected).

DATE/TIME RANGE FROM
Provides the lowest date/time and the highest date/time of the input. It is not provided if the full input is not read
because of selection options.

TSN RANGE FROM
Provides the lowest and highest transaction sequence numbers found on the input. This information is not
provided if the full input is not read.

NOTE
Some of the commands printed in the summary report are strictly internal to Datacom/DB and so their exact
purpose is not described here. They are included for completeness and in case they are required for use by
Support.

Warning Messages

Warning messages are built into the RXX Analysis Report to alert you to unexpected data. The warnings do not
necessarily represent a problem but could. The input is expected to be a series of log records in the order they were
created. If this is found to not be true, a warning message is produced. For example:

 WARNING:  TIMESTAMP STEP DOWN: FROM B229FA165F111C00 TO B229EC970BCCFB04 LXX BLOCK xxxxxxxx VS yyyyyyyy

 

WARNING:  DATE/TIME STEP DOWN: FROM mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss TO mm/dd/ccyy hh.mm.ss LXX BLOCK xxxxxxxx VS yyyyyyyy

 

WARNING:  TSN STEP DOWN: FROM DBDB2706 TO DBDB2701 LXX BLOCK xxxxxxxx VS yyyyyyyy

 

WARNING:  LOG RECORD SEQUENCE NUMBER NOT +1: FROM 0000000F TO 0000005F LXX BLOCK xxxxxxxx VS yyyyyyyy

 

For the LXX BLOCK info in the previously shown example:

xxxxxxxx
Shows (for debugging purposes) the hex value for the log block prior to the current one.

yyyyyyyy
Shows (for debugging purposes) the hex value for the current log block.

Each of the four kinds of warning messages shown previously is independent of the others and occurs as often as its
condition applies. For example, if the volumes of a multivolume file are provided in an order other than that in which they
were built, one of each message would be expected.

Because an RXX Analysis Report can be lengthy and the warning message(s) can be embedded with the output (making
it easy for them to be overlooked), at the bottom of the report (if any of the warning messages were generated) is a
warning that alerts you to the embedded warning(s). The messages that warn you about the warnings are:

  WARNING:  TIMESTAMP STEP DOWN(S) ENCOUNTERED.

 

 WARNING:  DATE/TIME STEP DOWN(S) ENCOUNTERED.

 

 WARNING:  TSN STEP DOWN(S) ENCOUNTERED.

 

 WARNING:  LOG RECORD SEQ. NUMBER NOT +1(S) ENCOUNTERED.
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Split File Analysis Report

The Recovery File Analysis Report program can detect the type of input file. If the input is a Datacom Fast Recovery file
(split), the report control statements are as shown in the following syntax diagram.

The four kinds of example split file reports discussed in this section are:

• LOGPRINT=DETAIL Example Split File Report (see LOGPRINT=DETAIL Example Split File Report)
• LOGPRINT=DETAILX Example Split File Report (see LOGPRINT=DETAILX Example Split File Report)
• LOGPRINT=DATACHR Example
• LOGPRINT=DATAHEX

How to Use

Following is the syntax for the RXX Split File Analysis Report.

 ►►─ REPORT AREA=RXX, ─┬───────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

                      └─ LOGPRINT= ─┬─ DETAIL ──┬─┘

                                    ├─ DETAILX ─┤

                                    ├─ DATACHR ─┤                                                            

       └─ DATAHEX ─┘

 

                           ┌─ , ─────────────┐

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─▼─┬─────────────┬─┴─┬─────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ BLOCK=blocknumber ─┘   └─ DBID=nnnn ─┘   └─ TABLE=ttt ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─┬─────────────────┬─┬───────────────────┬─────────────►◄

   └─ STARTAFT=nnnnn ─┘ └─ RECORDS=nnnnn ─┘ └─ URINUM=nnnnnnnn ─┘

 

Each of the following options can only be specified once, except for the DBID= option, that you can repeat.

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

AREA=RXX
Requests the Recovery File Analysis Report.

Optional Keywords

BLOCK=
Specify an eight-character hexadecimal number representing a data block within a data area. This option would
normally be done as a request of Support.

DBID=
Use to specify a database ID. Use to specify a database ID. You can repeat this option. Each occurrence may
specify one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a (a range, for example, such as
100-250).

LOGPRINT=
Choose either DETAIL or DETAILX.
LOGPRINT=DETAIL is optional, that is, specifying DETAIL gives the same results as leaving a LOGPRINT=
specification off and using only REPORT AREA=RXX (the basic syntax without options). For an example report
generated by the basic syntax, see LOGPRINT=DETAIL Example Split File Report.
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LOGPRINT=DETAILX prints the entire record in hexadecimal. For an example report generated with
LOGPRINT=DETAILX, see LOGPRINT=DETAILX Example Split File Report.
LOGPRINT=DATACHR prints the value in character format
LOGPRINT=DATAHEX prints the value in hexadecimal style with:

• One line for the character values that can print
• One line for the high order nibble converted to 0-F
• One line for the low order nibble converted to 0-F

RECORDS=
Provides a count of log records that are acceptable after processing the number of log records specified in
the STARTAFT= option. If the STARTAFT= option is not provided, STARTAFT=0 is assumed. Specifying both
RECORDS= and STARTAFT= gives you the ability to print/dump portions of a Recovery File (RXX).

NOTE
The input is not read beyond the number of records to be selected.

STARTAFT=
Specify a count of log records before which all are rejected.

TABLE=
Specify a table name.

URINUM=
Provides an eight-character URI number.

This utility always reads one input file of one or more volumes. In z/OS, this can be multiple concatenated files that appear
to Datacom/DB as one file. In z/VSE, the file must be on tape/cart and not DASD. If the input is not log data, unexpected
results occur.

LOGPRINT=DETAIL Example Split File Report

Following is an example report generated by specifying LOGPRINT=DETAIL (same as the basic syntax without options,
that is, REPORT AREA=RXX).

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=RXX

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=RXX

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

  

 SPLIT FILE      GROUP         GROUP START                GROUP END

                 GROUP9     1/05/00,10.40.44           1/05/00,10.41.45

      DBID  TABLE    URI       BLOCK     ACTIVITY

       789   C01   00000001   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000002   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000003   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000004   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000005   00000002   A U D  
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       789   C01   00000006   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000007   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000008   00000002   A U D  

       789   C01   00000009   00000002   A U D  

                      .

                      .

                      .

 

This page of the report shows the following:

GROUP
Identifies the split file group.

GROUP START
Displays the date and time the group started.

GROUP END
Displays the date and time the group ended.

DBID
Displays a database ID. This is left blank for records without database IDs. It is printed as a decimal number.

TABLE
Displays a database 3-character table name.

URI
Displays a Unique Row Identifier. This is left blank for records without a URI number. It is printed in hexadecimal
format.

BLOCK
Displays a data area block number. This is left blank for records without a data block. It is printed in hexadecimal
format.

ACTIVITY
Lists the action taken on this record. These letters (action codes) can occur in any order. They are shown only
when required/desired to support the Datacom/DB facilities (that is, they are provided for Support and are not
always shown, even though the description would indicate that it should be shown). The possible letters that can
be shown on the report are the following:
A

Add
D

Delete
M

Moved
U

Update
R

Rollback
I

Incomplete task

The previous example defines the provided and optional reports. Each was described as though the entire input was
considered selected data (the default), but be aware that numerous data selection options are available. Remember,
too, that a log record, to be selected, must pass all of the specified options (a single option can be specified or any
combination, including all of them).
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LOGPRINT=DETAILX Example Split File Report
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=RXX,LOGPRINT=DETAILX

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=RXX

                       LOGPRINT=DETAILX

 

The following example report generated by specifying LOGPRINT=DETAILX (to give a hexadecimal dump of the entire
record) shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

  SPLIT FILE      GROUP         GROUP START                GROUP END

                 GROUP9     1/05/00,10.40.44           1/05/00,10.41.45

  0000  00678001 C3C161C4 C1E3C1C3 D6D461C4   C261C6C1 E2E340D9 C5E2E3D6 D9C540C6     *    CA/DATACOM/DB/FAST

 RESTORE F*

  0020  C9D3C540 C7D9D6E4 D7F900B3 763E857B   4AE10000 01051040 44000105 10414500     *ILE GROUP9            

          *

  0040  00000000 00000000 00000000 000000B3   66F16C90 344840B3 66F247CB 33518000     *                 1    

   2      *

  0060  00000000 000000                                                               *                      

          *

 

      DBID  TABLE    URI       BLOCK     ACTIVITY

       789   C01   00000001   00000002   A U D  

  0000  00200700 0315C1F0 F1000000 02000000   0001C3F0 F1000000 02000000 00000000     *      A01         C01 

          *

       789   C01   00000002   00000002   A U D  

  0000  00200700 0315C1F0 F1000000 02000000   0002C3F0 F1000000 02000000 00000000     *      A01         C01 

          *

       789   C01   00000003   00000002   A U D  

  0000  00200700 0315C1F0 F1000000 02000000   0003C3F0 F1000000 02000000 00000000     *      A01         C01 

          *

                       .

                       .

                       .

 

This page of the report shows the following:

GROUP
Identifies the split file group.

GROUP START
Displays the date and time the group started.

GROUP END
Displays the date and time the group ended.

DBID
Displays a database ID. This is left blank for records without database IDs. It is printed as a decimal number.
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TABLE
Displays a database 3-character table name.

URI
Displays a Unique Row Identifier. This is left blank for records without a URI number. It is printed in hexadecimal
format.

BLOCK
Displays a data area block number. This is left blank for records without a data block. It is printed in hexadecimal
format.

ACTIVITY
Lists the action taken on this record. These letters (action codes) can occur in any order. They are shown only
when required/desired to support the Datacom/DB facilities (that is, they are provided for Support and are not
always shown, even though the description would indicate that it should be shown). The possible letters that can
be shown on the report are the following:
A

Add
D

Delete
M

Moved
U

Update
R

Rollback
I

Incomplete task

REFGROUP Report

A DBUTLTY REFGROUP report allows you to determine the current data organization in a database by accessing each
data row within a specified table by reference groupings. You use a reference group parameter (REFGROUP=) to specify
the number of data blocks that are to be considered as a group. For information, see REFGROUP= in the list of Required
Keywords. REFGROUPs are used to analyze (report) and reorganize (using the OLREORG function for online database
reorganization) data rows on a reference group by reference group basis. Access for the REFGROUP report option is
through the MUF. For information on the OLREORG function, see OLREORG (Reorganize a Database Online).

You can select two types of REFGROUP reports, summary reports (TYPE=S) and detail reports (TYPE=D or TYPE=K).
For information, see TYPE= in the list of Required Keywords.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Restrictions

The area in which the table (that you specify for the REFGROUP report) resides must be loaded with URI=YES.

You must have logging turned on in order to generate a REFGROUP report.
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Security Considerations

The DBUTLTY external resource name for the REFGROUP report is REPORT.REFGROUP. At the table level it uses the
read right.

When to Use

Use the REFGROUP report when you want to determine the current data organization by reference group in order to
decide whether to execute the online database reorganization function (OLREORG), described beginning on OLREORG
(Reorganize a Database Online))

How to Use

To obtain a REFGROUP report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

 ►►─ REPORT REFGROUP=n,TABLE=tname,DBID=dbid,TYPE= ─┬─ D ─┬──────────────────►

                                                    ├─ K ─┤

                                                    └─ S ─┘

 

 ►─┬──────────────────┬─────┬──────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ ,FIRSTKEY= ─ n ─┤     └─ ,PRTY= ─┘

   └─ ,LASTKEY= ─ n ──┘

 

Command

REPORT
Invokes the REPORT function.

Required Keywords

REFGROUP=n
Specify the number of blocks to treat as a reference group.
Limits:

2 through 100
Default:

(No default)
,TABLE=tname

Specify the name of the table that you want to use. The area in which the table resides must be loaded with
URI=YES. If you attempt to generate a REFGROUP report and the area was not loaded with URI, an error occurs
and a return code is generated.
Limits

:
a valid table name

Default:
(No default)

,DBID=
Specify the name of the DBID that you want to use.
Limits

:
a valid DBID

Default:
(No default)
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,TYPE=
Three types of reports are possible, indicated with D, K, or S. Summary reports a (TYPE=S) echo the DBUTLTY
parameter specifications (standard within DBUTLTY) and process the entire data table to produce several
summary rows. Detail reports (TYPE=D) echo the DBUTLTY parameter specifications (standard within
DBUTLTY), process the entire data table, and create one detail row for each reference group as well as several
summary rows. TYPE=K detail reports also include key value information.
Limits

:
D, K, or S

Default:
(No default)

Optional Keywords

,FIRSTKEY= and/or ,LASTKEY=
You can use FIRSTKEY= and/or LASTKEY= to limit REFGROUP to a segment of the specified key. We
recommend you allow FIRSTKEY=/LASTKEY= to default. REFGROUP normally defaults to include the full
specified key range from low values to high values. FIRSTKEY= overrides the default starting position while
LASTKEY= overrides the default ending position, limiting what is processed by REFGROUP. If one keyword is
specified and the other is not specified, a default value is selected for the missing keyword. Normal Datacom key
lengths are from 1 through 180 bytes. The key value data entered for FIRSTKEY= and LASTKEY= can be from 0
(zero) through 59 bytes long. You only need to code the number of positions of the key value that are significant
to you, but be aware that the value coded is left justified regardless of key field data type. The utility pads the low
order or remaining positions of the key value with low values on FIRSTKEY= and high values on LASTKEY=.
To use the entire key in one step, specify neither FIRSTKEY= nor LASTKEY=. Alternately, you could specify
FIRSTKEY=00 and/or LASTKEY=00 to cause processing to start at low values and end at high values. The length
of zero indicates that the padded key values (low values and high values) are to be used.
The data is not edited or interpreted. Therefore, if the key value data you need to enter is in binary, you must set
up the JCL using a hexadecimal mode display and enter the key value data in hexadecimal. This data can contain
blanks, commas, and any other special characters. Datacom/DB cannot edit this data for syntax, so the control
statement can look invalid, especially when it includes blanks or commas or key value data containing English
words. For example, FIRSTKEY=12121212121212 means the length is 12, key value is 121212121212. Another
example, FIRSTKEY=10FIRSTKEY10 means the length is 10, key value is FIRSTKEY10.
Valid Entries:

A 2-byte length (in a range of 00 through 59) followed by a character string of key value bytes (for the
length specified) that represents the key value.

Default Value:
The starting/ending position of the full key range from low to high values.

,PRTY=
Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

Example JCL (Summary REFGROUP Report TYPE=S)

The following shows the command to obtain a REFGROUP report of TYPE=S.
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NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

        REPORT REFGROUP=2,DBID=2,TABLE=ALS,TYPE=S

 /*

 

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REFGROUP Summary
                      CONTROL CARD(S)

 

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                      REPORT   REFGROUP=2,DBID=2,TABLE=ALS,TYPE=S

                      FUNCTION=REPORT

                         DBID=00002

                         REFGROUP=00002

                         TABLE=ALS

                         TYPE=S

 

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                     Table Block Usage Report by Reference Group

             Rows   Ref      1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9   10+   15+   20+   25+   30+ 

  40+   50+

Groups  Rows /Blk  Blks    Row  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows 

 Rows  Rows

698181                 609,196      71,784      27,918      17,238      11,804      31,738      27,235      

 7,293

  12,499,845    8            224,261      41,954      21,943      13,965      43,569      27,540     218,924

 

This page of the report shows the following:

Groups
(698181 in this example) Displays the total number of REFGROUPs for this table, based on the value coded for
REFGROUP.

Rows
(12,499,845 in this example) Displays the total rows in the table.

Rows/Blk
(8 in this example) Displays the average rows within a REFGROUP per block.
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1 Row
(609,196 in this example) Displays the total number of data blocks with only 1 row for a REFGROUP.

2 Rows
(224,261 in this example) Displays the total number of data blocks with 2 rows for a REFGROUP.

3 Rows
(71,764 in this example) Displays the total number of data blocks with 3 rows for a REFGROUP, and so on
through 9 Rows (11,804 in this example), the total number of data blocks with 9 rows for a REFGROUP.

The remainder of the Rows descriptions are as follows:

10+ Rows
(43,569 in this example) Displays the total number of data blocks with 10 through 14 rows for a REFGROUP.

15+ Rows
(331,738 in this example) Displays the total number of data blocks with 15 through 19 rows for a REFGROUP,
and so on through 25+ Rows (27,235 in this example), the total number of data blocks with 25 through 29 rows for
a REFGROUP.

30+ Rows
(218,924 in this example) Displays the total number of data block with 30 through 39 rows for a REFGROUP.

40+ Rows
(7,293 in this example) Displays the total number of data block with 40 through 49 rows for a REFGROUP.

50+ Rows
(blank in this example) Displays the total number of data block with 50 or more rows for a REFGROUP.

If a table is not defined with compression there is also a line below those shown in the example report. That line,
"Maximum Possible Rows per Block," includes a number that can be used to help analyze the values printed for rows and
to know how well ordered your data is by REFGROUP.

Example JCL (Detail REFGROUP Report TYPE=D)

The following shows the command to obtain a REFGROUP report of TYPE=D.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

        REPORT REFGROUP=2,TABLE=FLD,DBID=2,TYPE=D

 /*

 

Sample Report REFGROUP Detail

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

This report is similar to the type S report except there is one detail line per REFGROUP. This allows you to see if only
certain parts of your data are not well organized by native key within a REFGROUP.

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                      REPORT   REFGROUP=2,DBID=2,TABLE=FLD,TYPE=D

                      FUNCTION=REPORT
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                         DBID=00002

                         REFGROUP=00002

                         TABLE=FLD

                         TYPE=D

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                     Table Block Usage Report by Reference Group

  Hex       Rows   Ref      1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9   10+   15+   20+   25+   30+  

 40+   50+

Group  Rows /Blk  Blks    Row  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows 

 Rows  Rows

    1    55   27     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     .     .     .  

   1

    2    27   13     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    3    20   10     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    4    20   10     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    5     6    3     2      .     1     .     1

    6    23   11     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .      .     .     .     1

    7     2    1     2      2

    8    41   20     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     .     .     1

    9    11    5     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .      .     .     1

    A    79   39     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1  

   1

    B    42   21     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  

   1

    C    81   40     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  

   2

    D    15    7     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    E     2    1     2      2

    F    59   29     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     1

   10    77   38     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     2

   11    78   39     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     2

   .

   .

   .

AA743    36   18     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

AA744    38   19     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

AA745    35   17     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

 

Groups------------------------------------------------Totals

 ----------------------------------------------------------

698181                609,196      71,784      27,918      17,238      11,804      31,738      27,235      

 7,293

 12,499,845    8            224,261      41,954      21,943      13,965      43,569      27,540     218,924

 

This page of the report shows the following:
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Hex Group
Displays an ascending counter starting with 1 assigned to each REFRGOUP. It is a hexadecimal number.

Rows
Displays the total number of rows in this REFGROUP.

Rows/Blk
Displays the average rows per block for this REFGROUP.

Ref Blks
Displays the blocks in this REFGROUP. This is the same as the value coded for REFGROUP, except for the last
REFGROUP.

1 Row through 50+ Rows
Displays the same explanation as was provided in the TYPE=S REFGROUP report, except that the TYPE=D
REFGROUP report is reported for each REFGROUP.

At the end of the TYPE=D REFGROUP report are the totals that summarize the report.

If a table is not defined with compression there is also a line below those shown in the example report. That line,
"Maximum Possible Rows per Block," includes a number that can be used to help analyze the values printed for rows and
to know how well ordered your data is by REFGROUP.

Example JCL (Detail REFGROUP Report TYPE=K)

The following shows the command to obtain a REFGROUP report of TYPE=K. A TYPE=K detail report includes key value
information.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements . 

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

        REPORT REFGROUP=2,DBID=2,TABLE=FLD,TYPE=K

 /*

 

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REFGROUP Detail with Key Value Information

This report is similar to the type D report except that following the detail lines there is a first key value printed for each
REFGROUP.

                     CONTROL CARD(S)

 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                      REPORT   REFGROUP=2,DBID=2,TABLE=FLD,TYPE=K

                      FUNCTION=REPORT

                         DBID=00002

                         REFGROUP=00002

                         TABLE=FLD

                         TYPE=K
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This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                     Table Block Usage Report by Reference Group

 

  Hex       Rows   Ref      1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9   10+   15+   20+   25+   30+  

 40+   50+

Group  Rows /Blk  Blks    Row  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows  Rows 

 Rows  Rows

    1    55   27     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     .     .     .  

   1

    2    27   13     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    3    20   10     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    4    20   10     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    5     6    3     2      .     1     .     1

    6    23   11     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .      .     .     .     1

    7     2    1     2      2

    8    41   20     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     .     .     1

    9    11    5     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .      .     .     1

    A    79   39     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1  

   1

    B    42   21     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  

   1

    C    81   40     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .  

   2

    D    15    7     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

    E     2    1     2      2

    F    59   29     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1     .     1

   10    77   38     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     2

   11    78   39     2      .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     2

   .

   .

   .

AA743    36   18     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

AA744    38   19     2      .     1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

AA745    35   17     2      1     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     .     1

 

Groups------------------------------------------------Totals

 ----------------------------------------------------------

698181                609,196      71,784      27,918      17,238      11,804      31,738      27,235      

 7,293

 12,499,845    8            224,261      41,954      21,943      13,965      43,569      27,540     218,924

 

This page of the report displays the following information:

HEX GROUP
Displays an ascending counter starting with 1 assigned to each REFRGOUP. It is a hexadecimal number.
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ROWS
Displays the total number of rows in this REFGROUP.

ROWS/BLK
Displays the average rows per block for this REFGROUP.

REF BLKS
Ref Blks shows the blocks in this REFGROUP. This is the same as the value coded for REFGROUP, except for
the last REFGROUP.

1 ROW through 50+ROWS
Has the same explanation as was provided in the TYPE=S REFGROUP report, except that the TYPE=D
REFGROUP report is reported for each REFGROUP.

GROUPS and TOTALS
At the end of the TYPE=D REFGROUP report are the totals that summarize the report.

If a table is not defined with compression there is also a line below those shown in the example report. That line,
"Maximum Possible Rows per Block," includes a number that can be used to help analyze the values printed for rows and
to know how well ordered your data is by REFGROUP.

                     Key Values by Reference Group

 Group  First Key Value

 

     1  FLDACCTS

        CDCCCCEE444444444444444444444444444000044444444444444444444

        63413332000000000000000000000000000010000000000000000000000

     2  FLDAGGREGATE                           AGR-REQRD

        CDCCCCDCCCEC44444444444444444444444000FCCD6DCDDC44444444444

        63417795713500000000000000000000000062C17909589400000000000

     3  FLDDATABASE                            DATABASE-USER

        CDCCCECCCEC4444444444444444444444440009CCECCCEC6EECD4444444

        634413121250000000000000000000000000C1341312125042590000000

     4  FLDDDMT3002

        CDCCCDEFFFF444444444444444444444444000044444444444444444444

        63444433002000000000000000000000000010A00000000000000000000

     5  FLDDDMT5100

        CDCCCDEFFFF444444444444444444444444000044444444444444444444

        63444435100000000000000000000000000030000000000000000000000

     6  FLDDIR_DATASET

        CDCCCD6CCECECE444444444444444444444000544444444444444444444

        634499D4131253000000000000000000000010300000000000000000000

     7  FLDFIELD

        CDCCCCDC444444444444444444444444444010D44444444444444444444

        63469534000000000000000000000000000011C00000000000000000000

              .

              .

              .

 

The last page of a TYPE=K report is where it differs from a TYPE=D REFGROUP report, in that following the detail lines
there is a first key value printed for each REFGROUP. The hexadecimal group number is printed so that you can correlate
this with the statistics for a particular REFGROUP. This can be useful if you later choose to run an OLREORG report
against only part of the table using either FIRSTKEY or LASTKEY or both.
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The actual key values print in character form. Optionally, if there is non-character data, two lines with the hexadecimal
values for this key are printed. The key value printed is limited to 59 bytes and is then truncated. This matches the
limitations on FIRSTKEY and LASTKEY.

REPORT MEMORY=CF (Coupling Facility)

In a Data Sharing environment, REPORT MEMORY=CF,DDNAME=nnnnnnnn (,DUMPS=FULL) can be used to produce
a report of list structure data and locks, where DDNAME=nnnnnnnn specifies a structure name within the MUFplex (the
name specified in the MUFPLEX MUF startup option should be used). A DUMPS=FULL option is available to include in
the dump all of the index and data buffers in the Coupling Facility. All list structure records are dumped and all list locks
are reflected as available on whichever MUF owns them.

WARNING
The MEMORY=CF report is provided for use by Support and should only be executed if requested by them.
They are able to interpret the results as necessary. No report is possible against the lock structure.

How to Use REPORT MEMORY=CF

The REPORT MEMORY=CF function requires that the DBUTLTY job run APF-authorized. Execute the REPORT
MEMORY=CF function using the following command format:

►►─ REPORT MEMORY=CF,DDNAME=nnnnnnnn ┬───────────────┬────────────────►◄

                                     └─(,DUMPS=FULL)─┘ 

Command

REPORT MEMORY=CF
Produces a report of list structure data and locks.

Required Keyword

DDNAME=nnnnnnnn
Specifies a structure name within the MUFplex.

Optional Keyword

,DUMPS=FULL
Includes in the dump all of the index and data buffers in the Coupling Facility.

REPORT MEMORY=DS (Data Space)

At the direction of Support, REPORT MEMORY=DS can be used to obtain a dump of the contents of a data space. To use
MEMORY=DS, the MUF must be enabled and the data space active.

NOTE
The REPORT MEMORY=DS function requires that the DBUTLTY job run APF-authorized.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

You can generate this report at any time.

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. The following is the control statement to
request this report:
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 ►►─ REPORT MEMORY=DS ─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

MEMORY=DS
Requests the dump of the data space.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to generate the dump of the data space.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   MEMORY=DS

 /*

 

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT MEMORY=DS
                      CONTROL CARD(S)

                     .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8L

                   REPORT MEMORY=DS

 

                     FUNCTION=REPORT

                      MEMORY=DS 

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected.
• Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.

  JOB MEMDS            STEP TEST            TIME 082458   DATE 01263    ID = 020    CPUID = 00140AA12064  

 PAGE 00000001

 

   PSW AT ENTRY TO SNAP    078D5000  80054EC2  ILC  02  INTC  0033

 DATA SPACE STORAGE

 STORAGE FOR DATA SPACE 00000DB   ASID C3

               .

               .
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               .

      LINES 0000A840-0000F3E0  SAME AS ABOVE

      LINES 0000F440-00013FE0  SAME AS ABOVE

      LINES 00014040-00018BE0  SAME AS ABOVE

      LINES 00018C40-00018FE0  SAME AS ABOVE

 

• This page of the report shows that the data space dump begins and is summarized at the end.

REPORT MEMORY=MVS

The MVS Memory Report provides a listing of the information about Datacom common memory, including ECSA, ESQA,
and any other. It includes modules loaded as an SVC or sub-system or cross memory.

Reports generated using REPORT MEMORY=MVS provide information about all the memory used in the common
memory pools.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

You can generate this report at any time.

How to Use

Following is the control statement to request this report:

 ►►─ REPORT MEMORY=MVS ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

MEMORY=MVS
Requests the Memory Report.

NOTE
An optional keyword DUMPS= is also supported. The DUMPS= keyword is not shown in the syntax diagram
because it is only to be used at the direction of Support. The output from using DUMPS= is the normal report
and additional SNAPS of memory. No protected memory is included in the report. Control blocks are for use by
Support only and are therefore not described in detail externally.

If so directed by Support, the following values can be specified:

DUMPS=REQUEST
Snap dumps some MVS control blocks, that is, includes some Operating System control blocks.

DUMPS=TRACE
Reports on Datacom common memory usage.

DUMPS=FULL
Snap dumps Datacom common memory.

DUMPS=FULLX
Snap dumps Datacom common memory modules.
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DUMPS=SECURITY
Snap dumps the start of the SVCs.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to generate the Memory Report.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

  //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL . 

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   MEMORY=MVS

 /*

 

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT MEMORY (MVS Report)
                     CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  MEMORY=MVS

 

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       MEMORY=MVS

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

  OPERATING SYSTEM z/OS   V1.9   PROCESSOR 2097   SYSTEM CA11  

 CA DATACOM/DB SUBSYSTEM IS PRESENT

 

This page of the report shows the following:

OPERATING SYSTEM
This line starts with OPERATING SYSTEM, followed by the name that Datacom has identified as the operating
system (z/OS in the example).
Following the operating system is the version and release that Datacom has identified.
Following the version and release is the word PROCESSOR followed by a number (2097 in the example) that
Datacom has identified as the processor.
Following the number of the processor is the word SYSTEM, followed by the name identified as the system name
where the DBUTLTY function executed (CA11 in the example).

SUBSYSTEM IS PRESENT
If the SUBSYSTEM IS PRESENT message appears on the new line, it shows that the Datacom/DB subsystem
is in the operating system. When the subsystem is not in the operating system, this line shows Datacom/DB
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SUBSYSTEM IS ABSENT. This SUBSYSTEM is used by and supports older Datacom releases prior to Version
14.0. It is not needed or used by 14.0 and should not be installed if there are no older Datacom releases present.

 COMMON MEMORY USAGE  (NOT SVC OR MUF SPECIFIC)                                 

 ADDRESS      SIZE  TEXT                                                       

2F8AB000      4096  DB_SVC_AC R14.0+ SYSTEM ANCHOR                             

35FB4080  3AB51000      3540  DBPCCPR  14.0   20100727 15.55  CROSS MEMORY  PC=PROD

3AB51000      3540  DBPCCPR  14.0      20100727 15.55  CROSS MEMORY  PC=TEST    

39448000      2738  DBPCSPR  14.0   20100808 10.36  PC XCF + RRS  PC=PROD

00C77D04        36  SSCT 'DB  ' AND SMALL ANCHOR

35FB4080       384  DBNSDBNB LARGE ANCHOR

35E65000      2082  DBESPPR  12         CROSS MEMORY                           

00C56000       632  DBSSVPR  12         SUBSYSTEM                             

 

NUM I TYPE OPT. LOCK  ADDRESS   DBSVC   DATE   TM/SP      SIZE 

235    3/4           00B75D78   11.0  12/13/03 SP04       9932 

239    3/4           394D0000   12    04/15/11 16.09      9024

 

MUF NAME  STATUS  REL  JOB NAME JOB ID   CXX NAME DC COMM31 ENBL-MDHMS COMMENTS                        

DBDVM01  ENABLED  14.0 DBDVM0   JOB58297 DBDVM0   DB   4736 0628103948                                 

 

DBDVM02  ENABLED  12   DBDVM02  JOB58894 DBDVM02  DB   4928 0628105229 SVC=239                         

DLV1M11D ENABLED  11.0 DLV1N11D          AX11AD   AD1839360 0627221559 SVC=231 COMMON24=192            

JLM12RRM ENABLED  12   DBDVM0RM JOB58895               4416 0628105254 SVC=239 RRMNAME=JLM12RRM        

MSMDEVB  ENABLED  11.0 MF2MUFB  00010MUF CAMSM    AD  11904 0628124727 SVC=231 MSM COMMON24=192        

MUFM     DISABLED 14   DSNZMUFM STC59537 

QAMUFM   DB  23616            SVC=213                         MUFM1    DISABLED 12   DSNZMUFM STC59622 

 

This page of the report shows the following:

COMMON MEMORY USAGE (NOT SVC OR MUF SPECIFIC)
This section of the report provides common memory that is not an SVC and is not part of a specific MUF. This
section of the report can be empty if no common memory has been allocated. Each item is printed with its
address, size, and text that gives identifying information. In the sample, note the following:

• The first line exists if Version 14.0 or a later release has built a system anchor.
• The next lines exist for the executing PC supporting modules in memory. Possibly 4 for Version 14.0 with one

for the DBPCCPR module to be used for production and one for test and one for the DBPCSPR module to be
used for production and one for test.

• The next lines exist is Version 12.0 or a earlier release has built a small and large anchor.
• The next lines exist for Version 12.0 or earlier if additional modules are in common memory supporting the

Subsystem and cross memory.

• The next section reports any Datacom SVC’s that are installed.
NUM

NUM is the SVC number being reported.
I

I is the column that can contain the letter ‘I’ if the SVC appears to be invalidly defined.
TYPE

TYPE is the type of SVC such as 3 or 4.
OPT

OPT is the SVC option. Only blank or A are valid options for the Datacom/DB SVC.
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blank
A blank indicates no option was specified.

A
An A indicates Assistable.

E
E indicates-use of the extended SVC router.

I
I indicates not preemptable.

P
P indicates the authorized program facility.

R
R indicates Access/Register mode.

LOCK
LOCK is the operating system lock required on entry to the SVC routine. The lock must be blank for the Datacom/
DB SVC.
blank

blank indicates none required.
C

C indicates the CMS lock.
D

D - The dispatcher lock.
L

L indicates the local lock.
O

O indicates the optional lock.
S

S indicates the storage allocation lock.
ADDRESS

ADDRESS is the address of the location of the SVC.
DBSVC

DBSVC is the version number for Datacom/DB when this SVC was generated.
DATE

DATE is the date of the version for Datacom/DB when this SVC was generated.
TM/SP

TM/SP is a time of the version for the SVC.
Only SVC table entries from 200-255 are searched, and only those that appear as Datacom/DB are printed,
except when the optional keyword SECURITY=YES is specified, in which case all SVC table entries in the range
are printed (this assists in debugging, should that be necessary).

• MUF Specific Common Memory Section:
MUFNAME

The MUF name, if known, is provided.
STATUS

The MUF status is provided as: ENABLED, DISABLED, EOJ SET.
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NOTE
A shadow is not yet a MUF and has no identity.

REL
The Version release of the MUF last enabled

JOB NAME
The Job or started task name of the MUF last enabled

JOB ID
The Job ID or started task ID of the MUF last enabled

CXX NAME
The CXX name of the MUF last enabled

DC
The Datacom CXX type of DB for Datacom/DB, AD for [set the dad variable for your book], or blanks either if
unknown or if this is an RRM address space supporting RRS.

COMM31
The size of common MUF specific memory allocated for this specific MUF.

ENBL-MDHMS
The date and time when the MUF was last enabled in the form of month-day-hour-minute-second

• COMMENTS section can contain the following:
SVC=nnn

SVC=nnn occurs if the MUF is using a Datacom SVC.
SM

MSM occurs if this MUF is recognized as DATACOM MSM.
ENF

ENF occurs if this MUF is recognized as ENF, that is, if CAIENF is using a MUF within its own address space.
TR

TR occurs if this MUF is recognized as a Datacom TR
PC=TEST

PC=TEST occurs if this MUF is using the test versions of DBPCSPR and DBPCCPR
RRMNAME=name

RRMNAME=name occurs if this is not a MUF but an RRM supporting RRS

Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report

The Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report prints the data contained in the PXX. Statistics, dumps, and other
information are stored in the PXX in a unique format.

NOTE
You can obtain information about status, performance, and definitional data in real time through SQL access to
special system tables. These dynamic tables allow easy access of the data from any platform while the MUF is
running.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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When to Use

Use the REPORT AREA=PXX option to generate a PXX Report. Use the PXX Report function either to produce
formatted dumps for use as debugging tools or to generate reports of the statistics data. You can request a Statistics and
Diagnostics Area report at any time.

With Simplify mode, the report is designed and intended to execute with the MUF enabled. If it is needed to
execute with the MUF not enabled, it needs to follow a function noting MUF is not enabled by executing with SET
OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. Without Simplify mode, you can request a Statistics and Diagnostics Area report at any
time.

Length of Time to Execute REPORT

NOTE
Each Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) Report option that you request causes the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area to be read from track 1 to the end of the current data or the end of the extents. If your Statistics
and Diagnostics Area data is allocated in a large area, the elapsed time to execute this function can be lengthy.

Information Available for Reporting

All information physically in the PXX is available to print since the MUF was last enabled or the last time the PXX was
cleared. If the PXX becomes full, no new information is added until after it is cleared. Job and system statistic information
in the report is available based upon the PXXSTATS MUF startup options. If PXXSTATS is set to DETAIL (or allowed to
default), the MUF writes the information at every URT close where the PXX was not currently full. If PXXSTATS is set to
EOJPRT, the MUF writes the summary statistics to the MUF EOJ report instead of to the PXX. If PXXSTATS is set to EOJ,
the MUF writes one set of statistics to the PXX during the EOJ of the MUF where it is available until the next time the MUF
is enabled.

Specifying PXXSTATS EOJ results in the MUF statistics record being written only one time and only at EOJ. This means
that if the MUF is abended or canceled and there is no EOJ, those statistics are not available to the DBUTLTY function
REPORT AREA=PXX. Attempts to use the REPORT function to print those statistics therefore generates DATABASE
NOT ENDED error messages instead of written statistics.

If the MUF ends normally with PXXSTATS EOJ specified, at EOJ a single set of statistical records are written to the PXX.
Running the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX function then gives different results depending on the combinations of
options you specify. With PXXSTATS EOJ we recommend using the following:

DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY,JOBSTAT=SUMMARY

This gives SYSTEM summary STATS (database requests down to requests pending) plus JOBSTAT summaries (AREA
and TABLE requests and I/O statistics). Other possible option specifications include the following:

1. DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY gives SYSTEM summary STATS but not JOBSTAT
summaries.

2. DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX,SYSSTAT=DETAIL gives one copy of SYSTEM summary STATS with a jobname
matching the MUF, plus JOBSTAT summaries for the same jobname, then the SYSTEM summary STATS again, then
JOBSTAT summaries again. In this case, statistics are unnecessarily duplicated.

In addition to the statistics and diagnostic information routinely generated by Datacom/DB, use the DBUTLTY COMM
ALTER function to request that Datacom/DB generate trace information, dumps, and messages to assist in problem
determination. See COMM ALTER (Modify Error Table) for details on the COMM ALTER function.

How to Use

To obtain a Statistics and Diagnostics Area Report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

►►─ REPORT AREA=PXX ─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──────►

                     └─ ,DUMPS= ─┬─ FULL ────┬─┘ └─ ,JOBNAME=jjjjjjjj ─┘
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                                 ├─ REQUEST ─┤

                                 └─ TRACE ───┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬─┬───────────────┬────────────────────────────►

   └─ ,JOBSTAT= ─┬─ DETAIL ──┬─┘ └─ ,RTNCODE=nn ─┘

                 ├─ DETAILX ─┤

                 └─ SUMMARY ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,SYSSTAT= ─┬─ DETAIL ──┬─┘

                 ├─ DETAILX ─┤

                 └─ SUMMARY ─┘

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

NOTE
You must include at least one of the keywords: DUMPS, JOBSTAT, or SYSSTAT.

AREA=PXX
Requests the Statistics and Diagnostics Area Report.

,DUMPS=
Specifies that formatted dumps are to be printed.
FULL

Dumps Master List, buffer areas, Request Area, and Compound Boolean Selection Facility (CBS)
Diagnostic Report.
The process of producing dumps has changed. Dumps are produced using new memory management
methods that support 64-bit addressing and are faster. Because of this enhanced processing and to
simplify it, the following changes were made:
Dump Addresses Format Changes
The formatting of dumps has changed to show addresses in 64-bit memory that start with one byte,
followed by an underscore, then the address within 64-bit memory. This new way of formatting dump
addresses appears in both the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=PXX and in the Master List dump output
directed to the PXXML by the SYSOUT MUF startup option.
STATBFR Startup Option Removed
You are not allowed to specify STATBFR in the MUF startup. The STATBFR MUF startup option was
previously used to specify the size of the buffer that accumulates system and job statistics, but STATBFR
was removed. Complete statistics are now always provided when requested.
SNAPER Processing Changes
In z/OS environments, output SNAPER processing has changed. Previously, full address space SNAP
dumps and partial memory were all written to SNAPER. An address space SNAP, produced due to an
abend, is routed to SNAPER the same as it was. All other items, however, are written to other SYSOUT
data sets to keep them separate and make them easier to find.
Another change is that in a MUF failure, any ECSA memory is written to a DD statement, SNAPECSA,
and data space memory, when used for communication, is written to SNAPDTSP. During debugging, if
multiple address space dumps are snapped, they are individually written to SNAPASnn where nn is a
number 01 through 99.
ECSA Labels
The Master List in the ECSA is labeled DB_ML_ECSA.
Message DB02406I Changed
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To support the change in dump processing, message DB02406I has changed. The message text could
previously contain a variable, replaced with a ML or a BFR, that could possibly be separated by another
PXX dump. The multiple parts of the process, and the variable in the message for ML or BFR that have
been removed. The process now has a single completion. In addition, text describing the error has been
added to the end of the message.

REQUEST
Prints only the Request Area portion of the dumps.

TRACE
Produces only the Compound Boolean Selection Facility (CBS) Diagnostic Report and the SQL trace
information requested through the DBUTLTY COMM ALTER function. See Reporting on the Compound
Boolean Selection Facility and COMM ALTER (Modify Error Table).

Valid Entries:
FULL, REQUEST, TRACE

Default Value:
No dumps are printed.

,JOBSTAT=
Indicates that a job statistics report is to be printed.

NOTE
To get JOBSTAT information, either comment out the PXXSTATS MUF startup option or specify it as
PXXSTATS DETAIL.

,SYSSTAT=
Indicates that system statistics information is to be printed. The value you code for this keyword specifies the
format of the Statistics Report. System statistics are in the Report Area (PXX) for each CLOSE request. These
statistics are cumulative and reflect information from the time the system begins running.

NOTE
The frequency at which MUF statistics records are written (if any), are controlled by URT closings and
the PXXSTATS MUF startup option.

Optional Keywords

,JOBNAME=
Specifies the name of the job for any dumps and statistics that are to be reported.
Valid Entries:

Any valid job name
Default Value:

Statistics and dumps are printed for all jobs.
,RTNCODE=

Specifies that dumps are to be printed only if the named return code is found in the Request Area. The
RTNCODE= parameter is active when the DUMPS=FULL or DUMPS=REQUEST keyword. If DUMPS=TRACE is
specified, RTNCODE= is ignored.
Valid Entries:

Any Datacom/DB return code (2-character numeric)
Default Value:

(No default)
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SYSOUT Processing

If the SYSOUT MUF startup option specifies using PXXML, there are no DUMPS in the Statistics and Diagnostics
Area(PXX) data set. This means that running a PXX report would run without errors but find nothing.

Generating a PXX Report

To print a report showing job and system statistics contained in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area, request a PXX report
with values specified for JOBSTAT= and SYSSTAT=.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to print detail job and summary system statistics.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //PXX      DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           PXX data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          REPORT   AREA=PXX,JOBSTAT=DETAIL,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT PXX
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  AREA=PXX,JOBSTAT=DETAIL,SYSSTAT=SUMMARY

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=PXX

                       JOBSTAT=DETAIL

                       SYSSTAT=SUMMARY

 

 PXX STARTED DURING MUF ENABLE               JOB=DBDVM0               MUFNAME=DBDVM0            5/06/2009 

 8.27.09

 PXX MUF INFORMATION UPDATE                  JOB=DBDVM0    SVC=235    MUFNAME=DBDVM01           5/06/2009 

 8.27.09

 PXX END, PXX CLOSED                                                                            5/06/2009 

 8.27.14

This page of the report shows the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

The first message in the example just shown notes that the PXX was started when the MUF was enabled. It also has
the same MUF name as the MUF job name, because the PXX is started before the MUF determines the MUF name
to be used. After the MUF has determined this information, the second line occurs, providing the update to include
the MUF name the MUF is using. The PXX END, PXX CLOSED indicates the MUF has closed the PXX during EOJ
processing and at this time the PXX was not full. In z/VSE the MUFNAME= field contains the SUBID=n value being
used.
If the PXX is cleared with CLRPXX, the first message reflects PXX RESET BY CLRPXX with the current identity
information. The message PXXEND, PXX NOT CLOSED (MUF STILL ENABLED OR PXX WAS FULL AT EOJ)
reflects that the PXX has no close record. This occurs if MUF is still enabled or occurs if the MUF did EOJ but the PXX
was full and MUF could not write the close record as shown in the following example:

PXX RESET BY CLRPXX                         JOB=DBDVM0               MUFNAME=DBDVM01           5/06/2018 

 8.32.13

PXX END, PXX NOT CLOSED (MUF STILL ENABLED OR PXX WAS FULL AT EOJ)                             0/00/0000 

 0.00.00

DATA BASE  STARTED AFTER COMM CLRPXX        JOB=DBDVMUF            SUBID=0                   1/06/2003 7.10.15

  

This page of the report can contain information such as the following:

A message indicating the start of the MUF. It includes the job name, the sub-identifier, the date, and the time.

• If you have Datacom DB2 Transparency installed, the message SQL INITIALIZATION: DB2/T PRESENT is printed.

DATA BASE  JOB STATISTICS               CLOSING    JOB-81471-DRH402E   TASK-001              1/06/2012

 16.24.01  

TABLE   URT SQBUF   UPD SYN SUB DXC GBL    REQUESTS  RETRIEVALS        ADDS     DELETES     UPDATES

BAS00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ARA00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

FIL00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

AGR00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            8           4           0           0           0

FLD00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

KEY00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ELM00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ALS00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

KWC00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

REL00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            8           2           2           0           0

TXT00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N          125          58           3           1          24

ATZ00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

DVW00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

JOB00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

LIB00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

MEM00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

MOD00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

NOD00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

PER00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

PGM00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

PNL00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0
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RPT00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

STP00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

SYS00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

HSD00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            4           4           0           0           0

PLN00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            3           2           0           0           1

STM00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N           22          12           0           0           8

PRT00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

DDD00015  0     0    Y   N   N   Y   N          616         549          14          14           0

CNO00015  0     0    Y   N   N   Y   N            2           0           0           0           0

A3300016  0     0    Y   N   N   Y   N          206         101         100           0           0

TTM00017  0     0    Y   N   N   Y   N            2           0           1           0           0

TOTALS                                          996         732         120          15          33

This page of the report displays statistics for each job that wrote statistics as follows:

Database Job Statistics

DATA BASE JOB STATISTICS
A message, such as the example, begins the job statistics section. It includes the job name and run unit number
of the job that closed a User Requirements Table that caused the statistics to be written to the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area.

TABLE
Displays the DATACOM-NAME of the table concatenated with the DATACOM-ID of the database containing the
table.

URT
Displays the number used by Datacom/DB to keep track of the User Requirements Table. For SQL, this number is
always zero.

SQBUF
Displays the number of sequential buffers.

UPD
Displays the value for UPDATE= in the User Requirements Table. UPDATE=YES means the program can update
the table and can hold the table's records under exclusive control. UPDATE=NO means that there is no update
capability and records being read cannot be held under exclusive control.

SYN
Displays the value for SYNONYM= in the User Requirements Table. YES indicates that the table name may be
duplicated in different databases. NO specifies that there are no duplicate table names.

SUB
Displays the value for DBFLSUB= in the User Requirements Table. YES indicates the Datacom/DB table load
subroutine DBFLSUB is being used.

DXC
Displays the value for AUTODXC= in the User Requirements Table. YES indicates that the GETIT, GETPS,
GSETL, GSETP, RDUBR, RDUNE, RDUNK, RDUNR and RDUNX commands automatically drop exclusive
control established by the previous command from the same Request Area. NO specifies the previous commands
do not automatically drop exclusive control.

GBL
Displays the User Requirements Table parameter GETBLK= is being used to specify the buffer size used for
blocked GETIT and GETPS commands.
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REQUESTS
Displays the number of total requests per table, including all Datacom/DB internal requests. This number includes
any requests processed during transaction backout. If no requests are recorded for a table, that table is listed with
zero counts.
Since internal requests are included in the total, the number of retrieval, add, delete and update requests may not
equal the number shown in this column.

RETRIEVALS
Displays the number of retrieval requests recorded against this table. The count includes all requests that return
data to the user (not locate commands). The commands included are: GETxx, RDUxx, REDxx, SELFR, SELNR,
and SELSM. Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements are included in this count.

DATA BASE  JOB STATISTICS               CLOSING    JOB-81471-DRH402E   TASK-001              1/06/2012

 16.24.53

TABLE   URT SQBUF   UPD SYN SUB DXC GBL    REQUESTS  RETRIEVALS        ADDS     DELETES     UPDATES

BAS00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ARA00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

FIL00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

AGR00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            8           4           0           0           0

FLD00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

KEY00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ELM00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

ALS00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

KWC00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            0           0           0           0           0

REL00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N            8           2           2           0           0

TXT00002  0     0    Y   Y   N   Y   N          125          58           3           1          24

     .    .     .    .   .   .   .   .            .           .           .           .           .

     .    .     .    .   .   .   .   .            .           .           .           .           .

     .    .     .    .   .   .   .   .            .           .           .           .           .

     .    .     .    .   .   .   .   .            .           .           .           .           .

This page of the report displays the following information:

ADDS
Displays the number of add requests recorded against this table. Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements
are included in this count.

DELETES
Displays the number of delete requests recorded against this table. Datacom/DB commands and SQL statements
are included in this count.

UPDATES
Displays the number of update requests recorded against this table. Datacom/DB commands and SQL
statements are included in this count.

DATA BASE  SUMMARY STATISTICS                                                                1/06/2012

 16.27.05

REQUESTS                                      104

SQL REQUESTS                                  102 

DATA MANAGER REQUESTS                       1,138

I/O EVENTS - READS                            268

I/O EVENTS - WRITES                           155
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EXCLUSIVE CONTROL REQUESTS                    154

EXCLUSIVE CONTROL CONFLICTS                     0

K/E BUFFER REORGANIZATION                       0

NO IXX BUFFER AVAILABLE                         0

NO DXX BUFFER AVAILABLE                         0

NO DATA BUFFER AVAILABLE                        0

NO EXPAND BUFFER AVAILABLE                      0

LAST IXX SEQUENCE NUMBER                      512

LAST DXX SEQUENCE NUMBER                      670

LAST DATA SEQUENCE NUMBER                     969

LAST EXPAND SEQUENCE NUMBER                   735

IXX BUFFER USED - 1                            16

IXX BUFFER USED - 2                            11

IXX BUFFER USED - 3                             8

IXX BUFFER USED - 4                             8

IXX BUFFER USED - 5+                          469

DXX BUFFER USED - 1                            66

DXX BUFFER USED - 2                            44

DXX BUFFER USED - 3                            29

DXX BUFFER USED - 4                            26

DXX BUFFER USED - 5+                          505

DATA BUFFER USED - 1                           95

DATA BUFFER USED - 2                           74

DATA BUFFER USED - 3                           30

DATA BUFFER USED - 4                           24

DATA BUFFER USED - 5+                         746

SEQ. READ AHEAD I/O EVENTS                      0

LOG AREA MAXIMUM PERCENT FULL                  13

SECONDARY E/C CONFLICTS                         0

TASK COMPLETION WAITS                           0

REQUEST COMPLETION WAITS                        0

SPILL COMPLETION WAITS                          0

This page of the report displays the following information:

Data Base Summary Statistics

REQUESTS
Displays the total number of service requests processed. When using the GETIT or GETPS commands in blocked
mode, the total request count is the number of calls to MUF, not the number of detail requests for the next record.

SQL REQUESTS
Displays the number of requests to the MUF for SQL work. SQL requests are also included in the previously
shown REQUESTS count. The difference in the number of REQUESTS reported and the number of SQL
REQUESTS is equal to the number of Datacom/DB commands issued to the MUF.

DATA MANAGER REQUESTS
Displays the number of calls to the low-level Datacom/DB processor. Each Datacom/DB command issued to the
MUF generates one data manager request. Each SQL request generates as many data manager requests as
necessary to process the SQL request. Data manager requests can also be generated (infrequently) by internal
MUF processes such as restart.

I/O EVENTS READS/WRITES
Displays the number of physical I/O requests to the operating system (execute channel programs--EXCPs),
not the number of blocks read and written (in some cases, multiple blocks may be read with a single I/O event,
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such as during sequential processing). The ratio of I/Os to the number of requests varies greatly depending on
application requirements and design.

REQUESTS
Displays the number of times primary exclusive control was granted for any data record. This field reports
exclusive control activity.

CONFLICTS
Displays the number of times a task requested primary exclusive control of a record that was currently held under
primary exclusive control by another task. This field reports exclusive control activity.
Exclusive control conflicts normally occur when multiple online tasks request the same records for update. The
number of exclusive control conflicts compared to the number of exclusive control requests provides no clear
(good/bad) analysis. A value of 1 that required a task to wait a long time can be considered bad. A value that is
a high percentage of exclusive control requests can be satisfactory when the wait time was short and the heavily
used application required the control.

K/E BUFFER REORGANIZATION
Displays the number of times a key/element definition had to be removed from memory to allow a different key/
element definition to be read.

NO ... BUFFER AVAILABLE
Displays the number of times all of the buffers of the identified type required by a task were in use. The following
are the buffer types:
IXX

Index Area buffers (high-level index blocks)
DXX

Index Area buffers (low-level index blocks)
DATA

Data area primary and secondary buffers (data area blocks)
EXPAND

Expand buffers

NOTE
Because of the dynamic acquisition and freeing of buffer space by Datacom/DB, this value cannot be
maintained at zero.

LAST ...
Displays the total number of references to a particular class of buffers.

... BUFFER USED
The counters tell you how much the IXX, DXX, and data buffers allocated in the MUF startup options are being
used and any added with the FLEXPOOL function. The following is a definition of each type of buffer:
IXX

Index Area buffers (high-level index blocks)
DXX

Index Area buffers (low-level index blocks)
DATA

Data area buffers (data area blocks)
The first time a buffer is used, after an index or data block is read into a block of memory, the first counter is set
to 1. A second use of the same block, if it is still in memory, increments the second counter to 2. The third and
fourth uses increment the third and fourth counters to 3 and 4, respectively. Fifth and subsequent uses of the
block increment the fifth counter to 5+. No counter is incremented if a block is not used, such as after an I/O error,
or if a block is read-ahead sequentially but the application terminated the sequential process prior to end-of-file.
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SEQ. READ AHEAD I/O EVENTS
Displays the number of read-ahead I/O events which occurred during the execution of GETIT and GETPS
commands.
This number indicates how effective these commands are in batch jobs. The number of blocks per I/O is generally
equal to one-half the number of SEQBUFS= provided in the User Requirements Table. The next low-level index
block is read ahead (when using the GETIT command).

LOG AREA MAXIMUM PERCENT FULL
Displays the highest percent full the Log Area reached.

SECONDARY E/C CONFLICTS
Displays the number of times there was a conflict of exclusive control at the secondary level caused by jobs with
transaction backout specified. Once such jobs update a record, Datacom/DB holds the record under secondary
exclusive control until a checkpoint is issued. This allows access to the record, if Datacom/DB needs to invoke
transaction backout.

... COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times requests had to wait for service. Continues on the next page of the report.
TASK COMPLETION WAITS

Displays the number of times one task had to wait on the completion of another task because of
transaction backout contention. This happens only when there are secondary exclusive control conflicts.
It is therefore related to the previously shown secondary exclusive control statistic and may show high
contention for individual rows by applications.

REQUEST COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times a request had to wait either to log a request because the Log Area was full
and the oldest log block was not spillable (due to a long-running maintenance request) or for the index
queue processing to complete prior to closing the index data set.

SPILL COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times one task had to wait on the completion of a Log Area spill before being able
to log a record and continue. This statistic could signify a Log Area which is too small.

DATA BASE  (CONTINUED)

ACCOUNTING COMPLETION WAITS                     0   

SECURITY COMPLETION WAITS                       0 

INDEX QUEUE PROCESSING                          0   

INDEX QUEUE OVERFLOWS                           0  

INDEX BLOCK SPLITS - IXX                        0 

INDEX BLOCK SPLITS - DXX                        0   

INDEX BLOCK DELETES                             0 

CBSBFR SPILL COUNT                              0  

CBSBFR ENTRIES AVAILABLE                       53  

MOST CBS ENTRIES USED                           0  

SETS PROCESSED                                  1   

SETS REQUIRING TEMPORARY INDEX                  0  

TEMPORARY INDEX ENTRIES BUILT                   0  

CBS MEMORY ALLOCATIONS                          0  

WRITEPEND WRITE IO                              0   

DATASECURE KEY DELETES                          0  

DATASECURE LOOP DELETES                         0  

RE-EXPAND COMPRESSED RECORDS                    1

LOGPOOL BUFFER WAITS                            0

INDIRECT I/O WAITS                          2,551

LOG CONTROL BLOCK WRITE I/O                   139
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LOG BUFFER FULL WRITE I/O                   3,784

LOG COMMAND WRITE I/O                         932

LOG OTHER WRITE I/O                         1,203

LOGPOOL WRITE I/O                             141

LOG 2-PHASE COMMIT WRITE I/0                    3

DATA2 BUFFER USED - 1                          95

DATA2 BUFFER USED - 2                          74

DATA2 BUFFER USED - 3                          30

DATA2 BUFFER USED - 4                          24

DATA2 BUFFER USED - 5+                        746

REQUEST PENDING - 01                        2,220

REQUEST PENDING - 02                          331

REQUEST PENDING - 03                           27

This page of the report displays the following information:

Data Base (Continued)

• ... COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times requests had to wait for service.

ACCOUNTING COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times that the Datacom/DB Accounting Facility tried to add information to the Accounting
tables but the buffer was full or closed and the task had to wait. If this number is large, review the Accounting
tables defined and the accounting parameters specified in the MUF startup options.

SECURITY COMPLETION WAITS
Displays the number of times that security had to wait for system information.

• INDEX QUEUE PROCESSING
Displays the number of index queue entries processed. This field reports index queue. Queue processing includes:

• All high-level block processing
– Block deletions of low-level blocks
This statistic is useful primarily to Support for debugging purposes.

• INDEX QUEUE OVERFLOWS
This field is not currently used and therefore contains a zero.

• INDEX BLOCK SPLITS
Displays the number of times a high-level (IXX) or low-level (DXX) index block was split into two blocks and the
number of times an index block, both high and low levels, was logically deleted. These statistics are useful primarily to
Support for debugging purposes.

• CBSBFR SPILL COUNT
Displays the number of times the Compound Boolean Selection buffer became full, causing Datacom/DB to store
active set definitions as index entries with a special key ID. The buffer in which active set definitions are stored is
defined by the MUF startup option CBS.

• CBSBFR ENTRIES AVAILABLE
Displays the number of 185-byte entries available in the Compound Boolean Selection buffer (defined by the MUF
startup option CBS value) for storing active set definitions. A set definition typically requires one to three entries.

• MOST CBS ENTRIES USED
Displays the maximum number of Compound Boolean Selection buffer entries used to store active set definitions. If
this number is equal to the number of available entries, the previously shown CBSBFR SPILL COUNT value indicates
how often a set definition index entry was accessed.

• SETS PROCESSED
Displays the total number of sets processed.

• SETS REQUIRING TEMPORARY INDEX
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Displays the number of sets processed that built a temporary index.
• TEMPORARY INDEX ENTRIES BUILT

Displays the number of temporary index entries built to satisfy SELFR command processing.
• CBS MEMORY ALLOCATIONS

Displays the number of times that the Compound Boolean Selection Facility had to dynamically allocate the RWTSA
due to the complexity of the requests and the number of keys being used.

• WRITEPEND WRITE IO
Displays the number of logging (physical) writes (controlled by the MUF startup option LOGPEND) that occurred during
this cycle.

• DATASECURE…
These fields are reserved for future use.

• RE-EXPAND COMPRESSED RECORDS
As compressed records are read, they are expanded into an expand buffer. If a record is updated or deleted, the same
buffer is found or the record is re-expanded. Priority of expand buffers is to preserve records under exclusive control.
This parameter is provided to allow tuning of the number of expand buffers.

• LOGPOOL BUFFER WAITS
Displays the count of times that transaction backout was running, attempting to read a log block, but no LOGPOOL
buffer was available. The number of log buffers for transaction backout is provided during MUF startup. If multiple
transaction backouts occur concurrently, contention can occur if fewer LOGPOOL buffers exist than tasks. Because
multiple transaction backouts only rarely occur together, trying to keep this stat at zero would, in general, misuse
memory, but be aware that when it does occur transaction backout is slowed.

• INDIRECT I/O WAITS
An indirect I/O wait is the condition where a task needs a block which is being read/written. The current task did not
start the I/O with wait, but must wait on its completion. The current task could have started the I/O without wait such as
reading ahead. These counts are also included in REQUEST PENDING.

• LOG CONTROL BLOCK WRITE I/O
Displays the number of times the Log control block was written. The control block information is required for RESTART.
This counter is part of the information to provide details on the LXX I/O.

• LOG BUFFER FULL WRITE I/O
Displays the number of times that a log buffer was written because it was full.

• LOG COMMAND WRITE I/O
Displays the number of times the Log buffer containing logged data was written because of a command. Commands
which cause transaction boundaries (COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR, ROLBK, and CLOSE) are always written. Maintenance
commands ADDIT, DELET, and UPDAT are only written if the table definition indicated writes, the URT indicates writes,
or the MUF startup option LOGPEND indicated no pipelining. Commands which are optional are LOGIT and LOGDW.
Some internal system commands may also write the log block prior to full.
Comparing the ratio of COMMAND WRITE I/O to BUFFER FULL WRITE I/O can be used to attempt tuning by
reducing the number of LXX writes.

• LOG OTHER WRITE I/O
Displays the times a non-full log block had to be written to support RESTART when an index or data block had to be
written.

• LOGPOOL WRITE I/O
Displays the number of write I/O to the LOGPOOL buffers used by transaction backout.

• LOG 2-PHASE COMMIT WRITE I/0
Displays the number of write I/O to the LOGPN buffers used by two-phase commit to manage system failure between
a coordinating site and one or more remote sites.

• DATA2 BUFFER USED - 1 through 5+
Displays the secondary data area buffers allocated in the MUF startup options are being used and any added with the
FLEXPOOL function. See the IXX, DXX, and DATA BUFFER USED fields for an explanation of how these counters are
used.

• REQUEST PENDING
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Displays the number of non-I/O waits that occurred during this cycle. The number following the dash indicates the
number of tasks that had to wait. A non-I/O wait count means:

• A buffer was not available.
– An exclusive control conflict was encountered.
– An I/O event requested by one task caused another task to wait.

DATA BASE  SUMMARY STATISTICS                                                                1/06/2012

 16.27.05

TABLE/AREA          REQUESTS   I/O EVENTS - READS  I/O EVENTS - WRITES        LOGICAL READS       LOGICAL

 WRITES

CXX                        0                   88                   36                  753                 

 129

LXX                        0                    3                   37                    0                 

 201

AGR00002                   8                    3                    0                    6                  

  0

ALS00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

ARA00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

ATZ00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

BAS00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

DVW00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

ELM00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

FIL00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

FLD00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

HSD00002                   4                    5                    0                    6                  

  0

IXX00002                   0                   41                   24                  304                  

 53

JOB00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

KEY00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

KWC00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

  .                        .                    .                    .                    .                  

  .

  .                        .                    .                    .                    .                  

  .

  .                        .                    .                    .                    .                  

  .
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STP00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

SYS00002                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

TXT00002                 125                   11                    9                   86                  

 36

IXX00006                   0                    2                    1                    3                  

  1

CNO00015                   2                    0                    0                    0                  

  0

DDD00015                 616                   31                   11                  579                  

 37

IXX00015                   0                   30                   20                  247                 

 103

SIT00015                   0                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

A3300016                 206                    0                    0                    0                  

  0

IXX00016                   0                    5                    3                  112                 

 102

SQ100016                   0                   10                    3                  211                 

 102

IXX00017                   0                    4                    1                    8                  

  1

TTM00017                   2                    1                    0                    2                  

  0

TOTAL                    996                  268                  151                2,396                 

 781

This page of the report displays columns that provide a breakdown of the totals given for REQUESTS, I/O EVENTS -
READS, and I/O EVENTS - WRITES printed at the beginning of the report. Use this information in conjunction with the
Accounting Facility to pinpoint inefficiencies by determining what kind of requests are occurring.

You can use the ratio of LOGICAL READS to I/O EVENTS - READS and LOGICAL WRITES to I/O EVENTS - WRITES as
an indicator of the efficiency of your buffer size. The greater the number of logical reads or writes to I/O events, the better
your buffer use is and the more effective is your pipeline.

REQUESTS
Displays the number of requests per table which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area.

I/O EVENTS - READS
Displays the number of I/O reads which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area.

I/O EVENTS - WRITES
Displays the number of I/O writes which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area.

LOGICAL READS
Displays the number of internal read requests which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area.

LOGICAL WRITES
Displays the number of internal write requests which have occurred and been recorded in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area.

DATA BASE  SUMMARY STATISTICS                                                                1/06/2012

 16.27.05
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TABLE           RETRIEVALS                 ADDS              DELETES              UPDATES   

AGR00002                 4                    0                    0                    0

HSD00002                 4                    0                    0                    0

PLN00002                 2                    0                    0                    1

REL00002                 2                    2                    0                    0

STM00002                12                    0                    0                    8

TXT00002                58                    3                    1                   24

CNO00015                 0                    0                    0                    0

DDD00015               549                   14                   14                    0

A3300016               101                  100                    0                    0

TTM00017                 0                    1                    0                    0

TOTALS                 732                  120                   15                   33

This page of the report displays the following information:

Database Summary Requests Totals

RETRIEVALS
The total number of retrieval requests since MUF enable. This count includes all requests that return data to the
user. If no requests are recorded for a table, that table is not listed.

ADDS
Displays the total number of add requests since MUF enable.

DELETES
Displays the total number of delete requests since MUF enable.

UPDATES
Displays the total number of update requests since MUF enable.

Expression Dump

Value-level operations are represented internally in an "expression tree" data structure. Expression trees may appear
in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) DUMPS=FULL or DUMPS=TRACE Reports when traces are turned on, or
to provide additional information for certain SQLCODE errors (also see Dumping SQL Internal Control Structures). For
example, an attempt to compare a string and a number causes the predicate to be dumped.

The expression tree dump is printed in the following format. The dump is provided primarily for Support to assist in
debugging a problem.

  LVL 1 NODE hhhhhhhh OP=hhhhhhhh NXT=hhhhhhhh$L¢ QCB=hhhhhhhh VAL=hhhhhhhh NAM=hhhhhhhh

  $... . PROCTYPE = hhhh  STEP=nn  OPER = nnn xxxxxxxx¢

  ... . tblTyp (#nnnn:nnnn.nnnn): dataType $NOT NULL¢ $POSITIVE ONLY¢

  $... . NAME: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx¢

  $... . value¢

  $... . CONTENTS=¢

    LVL 2

      LVL n

Line 1

This line indicates the position of the node in the tree structure and various addresses, which are all in hex. The following
are the headings and descriptions.
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LVL
Node level within tree displayed. (Sometimes only a sub-tree of a larger tree is displayed.)

NODE
Address of node.

OP
Address of first operand. Zero indicates a leaf node.

NXT
Address of next node at same level or, if suffixed with L, address of result (next higher) node. Indicates the node
is the last (or only) node at the top level. When only a sub-tree is being displayed, NXT may be temporarily set to
zero.

QCB
Address of Query Control Block.

VAL
Address of value.

NAM
Address of name. Name is not available in all cases.

Line 2

This line does not appear for leaf nodes. In other words, it only appears if the node is the result of an operation. The
following are the headings and descriptions.

PROCTYPE
Internal bit values that indicate the process class, (such as predicate, scalar function), or attribute of value (such
as descending ORDER BY column).

STEP
Step in which value is computed or made available. Not applicable for all node types.

OPER
Operation performed by node. The number is a subscript into a function pointer table. It is followed by an
abbreviation of the function name.

Line 3

The following are the headings and descriptions.

tblType
Indicates type of table:
CNSCONV

Constraint
COLCONV

Result of a column data type conversion
HOSTOUT

Output host variable
HOSTVAR

Input host variable
KEY DEF

Key definition
LITERAL

Literal
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RESULT
Result of a value-level operation, such as the result of an expression, function, or data type conversion

QCB PTR
Indicates VALUE is a Query Control Block

SPLREG
Special register

TBL nn
Reference to column in table, where "nn" refers to the table's position in the FROM clause, relative to zero

#nnnn
Column number.

nnnn.nnnn
Offset in the row and the length in number of bytes.

dataType
Data type, using CREATE TABLE syntax.

NOT NULL
Indicates value does not have a null indicator.

POSITIVE ONLY
Indicates column reference is a numeric data type with only positive signed values. (Datacom Datadictionary
FIELD entity-occurrence attribute TYPE-NUMERIC=P.)

Line 4 (NAME:)

Name of value, if any. NAME may not be available if dump is at execution-time.

Line 5 (value)

This line appears when the node's value is one of the following special types. The following are the headings and
descriptions.

KEY DEFINITION
Hex dump of key definition in internal format.

COLUMN NAME =
Unresolved column reference.

COLUMN REFERENCE:
"authID.tableName.columnName" of unresolved column reference.

Line 6 (CONTENTS=)

This line appears when the node's value is not one of the special cases shown in line 5. The following are the headings
and descriptions.

CONTENTS=NULL
NULL value.

EXPR VALUE CONTENTS
Value dumped in hex format.

string value
Only the first 48 bytes are displayed. Value is terminated by a period (so the number of trailing blanks can be
determined).

numeric value
Data types NUMERIC and DECIMAL are dumped in hex format.
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date/time value
The date and time displayed in ISO format.

Sample Report

The following is an example of an "expression tree" dump when an SQLCODE -41 (incompatible data types) was
received.

 DATA BASE  SQL DUMP SUMMARY                                     1/06/2012

 12.21.56

 ERROR DETECTED IN PROGRAM  EXPRCONV   AT LINE  367

 ERROR MESSAGE TEXT:  DATATYPES OF OPERATION '>' NOT COMPATIBLE

 SQL ERROR CODE IS:     -41

 PLAN NAME IS:          ISDBXXXX45291775

 AUTHORIZATION ID IS:        WILRI01

 STATEMENT ID IS:       0

 DSF RETURN CODE IS:    BLANKS

 CA-STAR RETURN CODE IS:

 DB RETURN CODE IS:       (0)

 DB COMMAND IS:         QPRPD

                                                           1/06/2012 12.21.56

 LVL 1 NODE 047B3340 OP=047B32D2 NXT=00000000L QCB=047B3168 VAL=00000000 NAM=00000000

 ... . PROCTYPE = 0x8008  STEP=-01  OPER = 249 PREDPREP

 ... . RESULT  (#0000:00000.00000): UNKNOWN

   LVL 2 NODE 047B32D2 OP=00000000 NXT=047B330C    QCB=047B3168 VAL=0476F058 NAM=047C7B46

   ... . TBL 00 (#0000:00000.00008): CHAR (8) NOT NULL

   ... . NAME: COL1 >  COL4               .

   LVL 2 NODE 047B330C OP=00000000 NXT=047B3340L QCB=047B3168 VAL=0476F0B0 NAM=047C7B4E

   ... . TBL 00 (#0003:00015.00006): NUMERIC (5,0)

   ... . NAME: COL4                  .

Reporting on the Compound Boolean Selection Facility

The Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report provides information that can pinpoint the efficiency of
SELFR commands. The DUMPS=TRACE parameter causes this information, which is stored in the Statistics and
Diagnostics Area, to print.

This report can be used to determine why a SELFR request is executing slowly. The report identifies the source program
statement, lists the request (the "compiled" version if using Ideal for Datacom) and key definitions, and information about
each of the following four phases of the SELFR command, indicating what resources were used and why:

• Optimization
• Ordering
• Retrieval
• Selection

This report includes two examples. The fields that appear on these reports depend on the specific CBS requests,
therefore, your report fields may not be included in these examples.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to print the Compound Boolean Selection Facility Diagnostic Report.
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NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and Required JCL.

 //PXX      DD DSN=pxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           PXX data set

 //SYSIN    DD *

         REPORT   AREA=PXX,DUMPS=TRACE

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report REPORT PXX - CBS Facility Diagnostic Report - Example 1
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT AREA=PXX,DUMPS=TRACE

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       AREA=PXX

                       DUMPS=TRACE

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

*** CMD= SELFR DBID= 001   TABLE= POL USER= $$$  $ID.CBSTS001(001) 000102    DATE= 1062012 TIME= 145837  

*********** REQUEST SPECIFICATION **************

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: PO    OFFSET IN RECORD: 00000 LENGTH: 00005

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: LI    OFFSET IN RECORD: 00005 LENGTH: 00003

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: PN    OFFSET IN RECORD: 00008 LENGTH: 00003

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: QTY   OFFSET IN RECORD: 00011 LENGTH: 00003 

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: UCOST OFFSET IN RECORD: 00014 LENGTH: 00005

WHERE:   EQ Z N PO    0000 0005 V 0005 12345 F1F2F3F4F5

WHERE: A EQ C N PN    0000 0003 V 0003 XYZ E7E8E9

KEY DEF: POLI  ( 000B )          TYPE: NATIVE   ( D0 ) ROWS: 00002974

   FIELDS= 00000.005   ; 00005.003   ;

   CARD  = 000000010   ; 000000200

   STATS: 012C 0000 00CC 0000 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014

KEY DEF: PN    ( 000F )          TYPE: KEYINC=Y ( 40 ) ROWS: 00002974

   FIELDS= 00008.003   ;

   CARD  = 000000100   ;

   STATS: 012C 0000 00CC 0000 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014

PRI. KEY PN

        FROM= XYZ

    (IN HEX)= E7E8E9

          TO= XYZ

    (IN HEX)= E7E8E9

SEC. KEY POLI
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        FROM= 12345

    (IN HEX)= F1F2F3F4F5000000

          TO= 12345

    (IN HEX)= F1F2F3F4F5FFFFFF

**************** OPTIMIZATION *******************

CBSOR REASONS: 1-5: NNNNN 6: D 7-9: YNY 10-17: YYNYNNYN 18-21: NNNN

TYPE OPTIMIZATION......: POPULATION DEPENDENT

INDEX BUFFER REFERENCES: 00000013

**************** SELECTION **********************

TYPE SELECTION.........: *INDIRECT*  DUE TO:

     O KEY INTERSECTION

     O KEY NOT AVAILABLE

**************** ORDERING ***********************

TEMPORARY INDEX NOT REQUIRED.

**************** RETRIEVAL **********************

DATA RECORDS ACCESSED DUE TO: SELECTION

***END OF SELFR CMD FOR SET  00000001

CBS SET NUMBER  00000001  BEING RELEASED

TOTAL NBR INDEX ENTRIES SCANNED 00000013

TOTAL NBR DATA AREA ROWS READ   00000001

TOTAL NBR ROWS ACCEPTED         00000001

***END-OF-SET***

This page of the report displays the following information:

Message at top of page
Request is made by Ideal for Datacom program CBSTS001, version 001, system $ID, on line 000102.

REQUEST SPECIFICATION section
The section displays the following information:
DATAVIEW ELEMENT:

The program requests a DATAVIEW with elements PO, LI, PN, QTY and UCOST for table POL. The
element name is followed by its offset in the record (not including RCE) and its length. The first element is
at offset 0.

WHERE:
Displays the contents of the Selection Predicate from the Request Qualification Area. In this example,
rows where PO=12345 and PN=XYZ are requested.

KEY DEF:
Displays information for the keys defined in table POL. This group of fields is repeated for each key.
Keys POLI and PN are followed by the key ID (000B) and (000F).

TYPE:
For the POLI key, the type is NATIVE. For the PN key, the type is KEYINC=Y. Codes representing the key
attributes, which are for internal use, are printed in parentheses after the key type.

ROWS:
The number of rows indexed by this key. The number is initialized by the LOAD or RETIX function and is
maintained by adds and deletes to the table.

FIELDS=
Field PO starts at offset zero in the record for a length of 5. The second field of the POLI key follows the
semicolon for an offset of 5 and a length of 3. Field PN references the first and only field of key PN which
is at offset 8 in the record for a length of 3.
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CARD =
Displays the cardinalities for the columns in the index. For example, if the key contains the branch and
dept columns and the cardinalities displayed are 10 and 50, this means there are 10 branches and 50
combinations of branches and departments.
Cardinality is important in understanding the selection efficiency of an index. To continue this example,
if there are 1,000 rows in the table and the values are evenly distributed, the search condition "WHERE
BRANCH = x" would search 1,000 divided by the cardinality of 10 which is 100 rows. If "AND DEPT = y"
is added, then only 1,000 divided by 50, or 20 rows, would be searched
Cardinality is initialized by the LOAD or RETIX function. It is not updated by normal table maintenance
requests. Therefore, optimum selection efficiency could require using RETIX to keep this statistic current.

STATS:
Statistical population counting for internal use only.

PRI. KEY
Displays the name of the primary key used in the search and the range of key values in both character
and hexadecimal. In this example: the optimizer selected key PN as primary traversal key with the range
of key character values xyz to xyz and hexadecimal values E7E8E9 to E7E8E9.

SEC. KEY
Displays the name of the secondary key used in the search and the range of key values in both
character and hexadecimal. In this example: it also selected key POLI as a secondary traversal key
with the range of key character values 12345 to 12345 and hexadecimal values F1F2F3F4F5000000 to
F1F2F3F4F5FFFFFF.

OPTIMIZATION section
The section displays the following information:
CBSOR REASONS:

See Establishing Accounting Tables to interpret CBSOR values for 1-5, 6, 7-9, 10-17, and 18-21.
TYPE OPTIMIZATION:

The choice of which key to use is POPULATION DEPENDENT.
INDEX BUFFER REFERENCES:

Indicates the type of optimization.
This example requires 13 index buffer references to determine that the previously shown key PN is best.

SELECTION section
The section displays the following information at TYPE SELECTION: Selection is INDIRECT because no single
key can be used to directly locate qualifying rows (KEY NOT AVAILABLE), even though KEY INTERSECTION is
used.

ORDERING section
The section displays information about use of a temporary index.
TEMPORARY INDEX NOT REQUIRED.

RETRIEVAL section
The section displays the following information:
DATA RECORDS ACCESSED DUE TO: SELECTION

Indicates rows were retrieved due to SELECTION criteria.
***END OF SELFR CMD FOR SET 00000001

SELFR processing has completed for the designated set.
CBS SET NUMBER 00000001 BEING RELEASED

An explicit (SELPR) or implicit request to release the set was processed.
TOTAL NBR INDEX ENTRIES SCANNED

Number of index entries read in order to satisfy the SELxx requests for set.
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TOTAL NBR DATA AREA ROWS READ
Number of data area rows read in order to satisfy the SELxx requests for set.

TOTAL NBR ROWS ACCEPTED
Number of rows returned to requestor.

***END-OF-SET***
No more diagnostics for this set.

If this is a frequent request, defining a key containing both PO and PN would eliminate statistical population counting and
index scanning since TYPE SELECTION would then be DIRECT.

Sample Report REPORT PXX - CBS Facility Diagnostic Report - Example 2
 ** CMD= SELFR DBID= 001   TABLE= PMF USER= $ID1 $ID.CBSTS005(001) 000102    DATE= 1062012 TIME= 105417   

*********** REQUEST SPECIFICATION **************

DATAVIEW ELEMENT: EMDTA OFFSET IN RECORD: 00000 LENGTH: 00080      

WHERE:   LT Z N EMDTA 0000 0005 V 0005 00375 F0F0F3F7F5

ORDER-BY: D E EMDTA 0075 0005 P Y

KEY DEF: EMPNO ( 0001 )          TYPE: NATIVE   ( D0 ) ROWS: 00005333

   FIELDS= 00000.005   ;

   CARD  = 000000200   ;

   STATS: 006E 0015 005C 000C 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014

KEY DEF: STZIP ( 0002 )          TYPE: KEYINC=Y ( 40 ) ROWS: 00005333

   FIELDS= 00068.002   ; 00070.005   ;

   CARD  = 000000060   ; 000000200

   STATS: 012C 0000 00CC 0000 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014 00C8 0014

PRI. KEY EMPNO

        FROM=

    (IN HEX)= 0000000000

          TO= 00374

    (IN HEX)= F0F0F3F7F4

INDX WRK TBL SIZE (IN HEX)............... 00003C70

**************** OPTIMIZATION *******************

CBSOR REASONS: 1-5: NYYNN 6: I 7-9: NYN 10-17: NYNNNNNN 18-21: YNYN

TYPE OPTIMIZATION......: POPULATION INDEPENDENT

INDEX BUFFER REFERENCES: 00000000

**************** SELECTION **********************

TYPE SELECTION.........: *DIRECT*

**************** ORDERING ***********************

TEMPORARY INDEX REQUIRED DUE TO:

     O ORDER-BY FIELDS

     O SIGNED NUMERIC FIELDS

ENTRIES INDEXED........: 00000200

LOGIO..................: 00000609

**************** RETRIEVAL **********************

RETRIEVAL FROM TEMP INDEX NOT USED DUE TO DATA NOT AVAIL.

DATA RECORDS ACCESSED DUE TO: RETRIEVAL

***END OF SELFR CMD FOR SET  00000007

CBS SET NUMBER  00000007  BEING RELEASED

TOTAL NBR INDEX ENTRIES SCANNED 00000400

TOTAL NBR DATA AREA ROWS READ   00000400

TOTAL NBR ROWS ACCEPTED         00000200

***END-OF-SET***

This page of the report shows the following:
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Message at top of report
The request is made by Ideal for Datacom program CBSTS005, Version 001, system $ID, on line 000102.

REQUEST SPECIFICATION section
The section displays the following information:
DATAVIEW ELEMENT:

Displays the program requests a DATAVIEW with element EMDTA for table PMF. The element name is
followed by its offset in the record (not including RCE) and its length. The first element is at offset 0.

WHERE:
Displays the contents of the Selection Predicate from the Request Qualification Area. In this example,
rows where the first 5 bytes of element EMDTA, an unsigned zone-decimal field, is LT 00375.

ORDER-BY:
Displays the rows are to be returned ordered by the signed packed-decimal field starting at offset 75 of
element EMDTA for a length of 5 bytes.

KEY DEF:
This row displays information about the keys defined for table PMF. This group of fields is repeated for
each key traversed. Keys EMPNO and STZIP are followed by the key IDs (0001) and (0002).

TYPE:
For the EMPNO key, the type is NATIVE. For the STZIP key, the type is KEYINC=Y. Codes representing
the key attributes, which are for internal use, are printed in parentheses after the key type.

ROWS:
Displays the number of rows indexed by this key. The number is initialized by the LOAD or RETIX function
and is maintained by adds and deletes to the table.

FIELDS=
The only field of the key EMPNO starts at offset zero in the record for a length of 005. The first field in the
STZIP key starts at offset 68 for a length of 2 and the second field in the key starts at offset 70 for a length
of 5.

CARD =
Displays the cardinalities for the columns in the index. For example, if the key contains the branch and
dept columns and the cardinalities displayed are 10 and 50, this means there are 10 branches and 50
combinations of branches and departments.
Cardinality is important in understanding the selection efficiency of an index. To continue this example,
if there are 1,000 rows in the table and the values are evenly distributed, the search condition "WHERE
BRANCH = x" would search 1,000 divided by the cardinality of 10 which is 100 rows. If "AND DEPT = y"
is added, then only 1,000 divided by 50, or 20 rows, would be searched.
Cardinality is initialized by the LOAD or RETIX function. It is not updated by normal table maintenance
requests. Therefore, optimum selection efficiency could require using RETIX to keep this statistic current.

STATS:
Displays the statistical population counting for internal use only.

PRI. KEY
Displays the name of the primary key used in the search and the range of key values in both characters
and hexadecimals. In this example, the optimizer selected key EMPNO as the primary traversal key with
the range of key character values zero to 00374 and hexadecimal values of 0000000000 to F0F0F3F7F4.

SEC. KEY
If there was a secondary key used in the search, its name would be displayed after the primary key and it
would be followed by the range of key values in both characters and hexadecimals.

INDX WRK TBL SIZE (IN HEX)
The presort space (in hexadecimal) is 00003C70.
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OPTIMIZATION section
The section displays the following information:
CBSOR REASONS:

See Administrating to interpret CBSOR values for 1-5, 6, 7-9, 10-17, and 18-21.
TYPE OPTIMIZATION:

Optimization is POPULATION INDEPENDENT, so key EMPNO is selected as the primary traversal key
without statistical population counting.

INDEX BUFFER REFERENCES:
Index buffer references are zero.

SELECTION section
The section displays the following information:
TYPE SELECTION:

Selection is DIRECT.
ORDERING section

The section contains the following information:
TEMPORARY INDEX REQUIRED DUE TO:

The ordering criteria, because a signed numeric field is specified.
ENTRIES INDEXED:

Displays that 200 rows meet the selection criteria.
LOGIO:

This requires 609 index and data buffer references to build the temporary index.
RETRIEVAL section

The section displays the following information:
RETRIEVAL FROM TEMP INDEX NOT USED DUE TO DATA NOT AVAIL.

Data records must be re-accessed during retrieval from the temporary index because element EMDTA is
not completely contained in the temporary index key.

DATA RECORDS ACCESSED DUE TO: RETRIEVAL
During record selection, data records were accessed because the sub-element of EMDTA (starting at
byte 75 for a length of 5, needed to build a temporary index key) was not contained in the key EMPNO.

***END OF SELFR CMD FOR SET 00000007
SELFR processing has completed for the designated set.

CBS SET NUMBER 00000007 BEING RELEASED
An explicit (SELPR) or implicit request to release the set was processed.

TOTAL NBR INDEX ENTRIES SCANNED
Number of index entries read in order to satisfy the SELxx requests for set.

TOTAL NBR DATA AREA ROWS READ
Note that 400 data records are accessed since each row must be accessed once to build the temporary
index, and once to be returned in the work area.

TOTAL NBR ROWS ACCEPTED
200 rows were returned to requestor.

***END-OF-SET***
No more diagnostics for this set.

Since different fields are used for selection and ordering (with selection not an "equal" condition), either a temporary index
or index scanning is required. However, adding the order-by field as the last field of the traversal key would eliminate
access to the data records while building the temporary index.
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Statistical Population Counting Report

This section of the PXX Report appears only if the Compound Boolean Selection Optimizer performs statistical
population counting. Statistical population counting is performed, if more than one candidate index exists after population
independent analysis.

This sample report starts counting index candidates SQ157 and SQ158 at level 1 of the index.

  *** STATISTICAL POPULATION COUNTING REPORT ***

  GRP  LVL  KNAME CNTKR-B  LOW EST  (TINDX)  HIGH EST  (TINDX)

  0001 0001 SQ157 NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL

  0001 0001 SQ158 NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL

  0001 0000 SQ157 00000002 00000001                     NBR ROWS, BLK CHGS

  0001 0000 SQ158 0000000A 00000001                     NBR ROWS, BLK CHGS

  0001 0000 SQ157 00000002 00000002                      WINNER

  HEURISTICS HEADER xxxxx HEURISTICS BUCKETS xxxxx  

This portion of the report displays the following information:

GRP
GRP - "OR" group number. An "OR" group consists of predicates joined by AND. Statistical population counting is
performed separately for each "OR" group.

LVL
Displays the Index level counted. Statistical population counting begins with the top level of the index, which is
level 1 in this case. If a winner cannot be determined, counting is repeated at the next lower level where a more
accurate count can be made.

KNAME
Displays the name of candidate index. Some indexes may have been eliminated in the population independent
phase and not appear here. Also, candidate indexes may be eliminated at a level and not be recounted at lower
levels.

CNTKR-B
Displays the "count key range blocks." This is the number of pointers to lower level blocks counted in the index
scan range. The first and last pointer have been eliminated because the portion of entries in these blocks within
the scan range is unknown.
NOT ENOUGH ENTRIES AT THIS LEVEL indicates less than three pointers were counted. If more than one
index has this message, counting proceeds to the next lower level to obtain a more accurate estimate.
At level 0, this is the actual number of rows counted.

LOW EST/HIGH EST
Displays the low and high estimates. The variance of the statistics used for estimation are used to give a low and
high estimate. A winning candidate index has a high estimate that is lower than all other candidate's low estimate.
The estimated cost is the sum of the number of index blocks, changes in data area blocks, and temporary index
cost. Temporary index cost is computed as one per 10 rows indexed, plus one per 2 rows read from the temporary
index, unless retrieval is from the temporary index.
The FST (FOR FIRST) value may limit the number of rows read from the temporary index, or from the permanent
index for candidate indexes not requiring a temporary index. It does not limit the rows read from a permanent
index while building a temporary index, unless the FOR ANY option is specified.
At level 0, since an exact count has been made there is no range. The number in the LOW EST column is the
number of data block changes encountered during the count, except when WINNER or ELIMINATED appears on
the right. Then, it is the total estimated cost.
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(TINDX)
Displays the estimated cost of building a temporary index. If some candidate indexes, but not all candidate
indexes, require building a temporary index, this cost is included in the total estimated cost shown in the low/high
estimate columns.

HEURISTICS
When level 0 is counted, the key ID of the winning index is saved. Before counting level 0, a search is made for
a heuristic record where the same index has been selected 8 out of the last 10 times that level 0 was counted. If
found, that index is used and level 0 is not counted.
The HEADER data identifies the query. The BUCKETS data contains the last 10 winning key IDs.
Heuristic records are only kept for requests that uniquely identify a query in the User Information Block. This is
done when the FOR statement is used. If you would like to use heuristics for call-level requests, uniquely identify
each query in the first 29 bytes of the User Information Block, and place a valid packed decimal number in the last
three bytes. For FOR statements, this number identifies the date of compilation because the query could have
changed significantly in a new compilation.

Dumping SQL Internal Control Structures

You can dump SQL internal control structures held in memory. This feature should normally be used only at the request of
Support.

To dump the SQL internal control structures held in memory, generate an SQLCODE -999 (SQLSTATE 56S19) and the
associated PXX or PXXSQL dumps using the following:

   SELECT * FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_DUMP;

NOTE
For information about SQLCODE -999, access the Messages.

TYPE=DATACL - Data Class Report

Use the Data Class DBUTLTY report in Datacom to determine if your site has valid data classes for use with VSAM linear
datasets. Find restrictions, syntax, and examples for Data Class Reports.

Datacom supports VSAM Linear Datasets (LDS). As part of the VSAM cluster definition, you must provide a Data Class
value that Datacom supports. This report allows you to determine if a valid Data Class exists. See the following VSAM
definition using the symbolic LVDATAC.

DEFINE CLUSTER                      

  (NAME(CAI.NEWHLQ.9CXX_NAME.IXX002)

  DATACLASS(&LVDATAC)               

  STORAGECLASS(&LVSTRIX)            

  CYL(100,30)                              

DBUTLTY DATACL report provides a way to see the existing Data Classes and which are acceptable for Datacom.

The information that the report provides helps users to select from the list of Data Classes on their machine which classes
Datacom might support.

The DATACL report builds a simple report that shows some of the elements of a Data Class. The elements that DATACL
reports are recommended or required for Datacom. The report can help you determine which Data Class to select.

If the report does not find a recommended or required Data Class for Datacom, see Setting Up a Data Class and
Allocating Linear Data Sets. Typically, system programmers set up a Data Class that is recommended or required for
Datacom to use.
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Restrictions

The MUF does not need to be active or operational.

DBPCCPR should be installed on the LPAR running DBUTLTY.

CUSLIB and base library are required in the STEPLIB for DBUTLTY.

When to Use

Use the DATACL report when you want to determine which Data Classes are supported on the given machine.

How to Use

NOTE
An SMS Data Class meets Datacom requirements when it matches what was coded in the cluster definition.

To obtain a Data Class report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

►►─ REPORT TYPE=DATACL ────────────────────────►

►───┬────────────────────┬──►◄

    └─ ,OPTION=classname ─┘

    

REPORT
Invokes the report function.

TYPE=
(Required) Requests the DATACL Report.

• Valid Entries: DATACL
• Default Value: (No default)

,OPTION=
(Optional) Specifies the Data Class name to search for on the machine.

• Valid Entries: 8-character DATACLASS NAME
• Default Value: Blanks

Example JCL DATACL
The following example shows the command to obtain a DATACL report when the optional parameter OPTION
is not specified. These omissions tell the utility to produce a report that gives all Data Class available on a
given machine.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.CUSLIB

             DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.CABDLOAD

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

        REPORT TYPE=DATACL 

/*

Example Report DATACL
See the following sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                 
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
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 REPORT TYPE=DATACL                                                             
                                                                                
FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                 
   TYPE=DATACL                                                                  

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. The report flags with a note in the left margin

any errors it finds.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

REQUIRED FOR DATACOM MEANS: DSNTYPE=EXT-REQ,EATTR=OPT,RECORG=LDS  

RECOMMENDED FOR DATACOM MEANS: REUSE=NO,SPACE-RELIEF=YES,VOLCNT=2+

OVERRIDABLE: REUSE=NO,EATTR=OPT,RECORG=LDS,VOLCNT=2+              

This section of the report shows elements of a Data Class which is required or recommended for Datacom.
For more information about these elements, see the IBM documentation. OVERRIDABLE lists the elements of
a Data Class that:

• Can be overridden when allocating the VSAM Linear, and
• Are required or recommended

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLASS: DCMMGR   DESCRIPTION: DCMMGR  - US785656 - DATACOM'S TESTING WITH MEDIA
 MANAGER                              
                                                                                 
                                   
UPDATED BY: STGADMN  ON 2021/11/08 AT 09:19                                      
                                   
                                                                                 
                                   
MEETS REQUIREMENTS FOR DATACOM: YES
      MEETS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DATACOM: YES

This section of the report shows:

• The name of the class and a description if one exists.
• Who previously updated it and when.
• If the class is recommended or required for Datacom based on the previous section.

    CA-RECLAIM: NO            EXT-CON-REMOVE: NO                 FORCE-SDB: NO   
                LOGREPL: NO            
    OVRD-SPACE: NO                    RECORG: SAM                    REUSE: NO   
          RLS-ABOVE-2GB: NO            
      RLSCACHE: ALL                    SPEED: NO                    VOLCNT: 1    
                                       
                                                                                 
                                       
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        
 
*** excluded for brevity *** 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NUMBER OF DATA CLASSES LISTED IS 294           
    

This section of the report shows:
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• Elements of the Data Class and their associated values. For more information about these values, see the
IBM Documentation.

• Elements that are required or recommended always appear even if their values are not set.
• The number of Data Classes listed. This number is not necessarily the actual value available. Rather, the

number is simply the number that the report lists.

Example JCL DATACL With OPTION
The following example shows the command to obtain a DATACL report when the optional parameter OPTION
is specified. Specifying the OPTION parameter tells the utility to produce a report that gives only the specified
Data Class, if available, on a given machine.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.CUSLIB

             DD DISP=SHR,DSN=HLQ.CABDLOAD

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

        REPORT TYPE=DATACL,OPTION=DCMMGR 

/*

  

Example JCL DATACL with OPTION= Specified
See the following sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                  
  
.........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8 
  
 REPORT TYPE=DATACL,OPTION=DCMMGR                                                
  
                                                                                 
  
FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                  
  
   OPTION=DCMMGR                                                                 
  
   TYPE=DATACL                                                                   
  

This page of the report shows:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. The report flags with a note in the left margin

any errors it finds.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

CLASS: DCMMGR   DESCRIPTION: DCMMGR  - US785656 - DATACOM'S TESTING WITH MEDIA
 MANAGER                       
       
UPDATED BY: STGADMN  ON 2021/11/08 AT 09:19                                      
                            
       
MEETS REQUIREMENTS FOR DATACOM: NO        
MEETS RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DATACOM: NO  
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       ACCBIAS: USER                 BLOCKED: NO                CA-RECLAIM: YES  
                DSNTYPE: EXT-REQ 
         EADDR: YES                    EATTR: OPT           EXT-CON-REMOVE: YES  
              FORCE-SDB: NO      
       LOGREPL: NO                OVRD-SPACE: NO                    RECORG: LDS  
                REDUCE%: 0       
         REUSE: NO             RLS-ABOVE-2GB: NO                  RLSCACHE: ALL  
           SPACE-RELIEF: YES     
         SPEED: NO                  STD-SPAN: NO                    VOLCNT: 59   
                                 

This section of the report shows:

• Elements of the Data Class and their associated values. For more information about these values, see the
IBM Documentation.

• The number of Data Classes listed. This number is not necessarily the actual value available. Rather, the
number is simply the number that the report lists.

The rest of the entries on the report were described in the previous samples.

TYPE=DATANE - Native Sequence Efficiency Report

A DBUTLTY DATANE report provides a detailed native sequence efficiency report for the selected data table. The
DATANE report provides detailed insight into the physical order of the data rows in comparison to the order of the Native
(sequence) Key.

The information provided by the report is one of the key factors when considering whether a data table is a good
candidate for reorganization. The Datacom/DB Data Reorganization Green Book provides a detailed best-practice
process that includes these key information points:

• Native Efficiency Report (DATANE)
• Sequential accesses by the Native Key
• Sequential accesses by the non-Native Key
• Sequential accesses as a portion of the total table accesses.

The DATANE report uses a highly efficient index level process that has minimal effect on MUF processing. However,
the DATANE function reads through the index for the table using one key and can do some limited data row retrievals.
The DATANE report must be executed while the MUF is active and the database table is available at the least for read
processing.

The DATANE report can process information while the table is open for update by other users. Update tasks in the MUF
that add, delete, or move data rows affect the accuracy of the DATANE report. We recommend that the DATANE report is
executed when there is a minimal amount of update activity against the selected data table. The DATANE report cannot
be executed against a table that is locked for single-user processes such as a DBUTLTY LOAD.

The DATANE report builds a simple report that shows the detailed data row sequential efficiency for a selected data table.
The report can help you determine whether to reorganize the table.

In most cases, run the DATANE using the Native Key. You can also use a key other than the Native Key. This ability
allows you to compare the data row efficiency with various keys. In some cases, you want to see if a different key would
better match the data row order. In other cases, you have several keys that are similar to the Native Key and you want to
measure the efficiency of those keys.

Before the DATANE report, most users relied on various sources of information to determine whether to reorganize the
table. The sources were the number of overflows in the data area, batch job run times, and so on. In most cases, this
information was limited in its effectiveness.

The following topics are discussed on this page:
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Restrictions

The MUF must be active and operational and the data table must be available at least for read processing.

The table selected for the report must be a valid Datacom/DB data table. The table cannot be open by a single user
function such as a DBUTLTY LOAD function.

The data area must be loaded with URI=YES.

Security Setting: The DBUTLTY external resource name for the DATANE report is REPORT.DATANE.

When to Use

Use the DATANE report when you want to determine the sequential efficiency of the data table when compared to the
Native (sequence) Key. The DATANE report also provides detailed information about the current data row sizes for
compressed tables. The report also provides information about the rows and data blocks in use.

How to Use

To obtain a Native Efficiency report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

►►─ REPORT TYPE=DATANE,DBID=dbid,TABLE=table ────────────────────────►

►───┬────────────────────┬┬────────────────┬┬─────────────────────┬──►◄

    └─ ,KEYNAME=keyname ─┘└─ ,NUMBER=nnnn ─┘└─ ,RECORDS=nnnnnnnn ─┘

REPORT
Invokes the report function.

TYPE=
(Required) Requests the Native Efficiency Report.
Valid Entries:

DATANE
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

(Required) Specifies the name of the DBID that you want to use.
Valid Entries:

a valid DBID
Default Value:

(No default)
,TABLE=

(Required) Identifies the table on which you want a report.
Valid Entries:

3-character DATACOM-NAME of the table in the database specified
Default Value:

(No default)
,KEYNAME=

(Optional) Specifies the key name to use to process the report. The data row sequential efficiency is compared to
the order provided by this index.
If a value is not specified, the report uses the Native Key specified for the table.
Valid Entries:

5-character DATACOM-NAME of the key in the table specified
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Default Value:
The Native Key of the selected table

,NUMBER=
(Optional) Specifies the number of data blocks that are read using physical processing (at the beginning of the
report execution) to determine the maximum rows per block (MRB). The NUMBER parameter is only honored for
data tables that are using compression. For non-compressed tables, the MRB is calculated using the row size and
data block size.

NOTE
Specifying a low value limits the ability to calculate a valid MRB for this table. When the NUMBER
parameter is not specified and the data table is compressed, the maximum value (9999 data blocks) is
scanned to provide the MRB calculation.

,RECORDS=
(Optional) Specifies the rows to process (and include) in a printed group detail line.
If a value is not specified, no detail lines are produced and only the summary lines for the full table are produced.

NOTE
Specifying a low number for the RECORDS= parameter with a table with many rows generates many
detail lines (one per record group). If the number of groups generated exceeds 99,999, the report allows
the group number to roll over to zero and begin again. This rollover typically means that over 2000
pages of detail group lines are generated. We recommend that you specify a RECORDS= value that
keeps the number of detail groups to 1000 groups or less.

Example JCL DATANE without RECORDS= Specified
The following example shows the command to obtain a DATANE summary report when the optional
parameters KEYNAME, NUMBER, and RECORDS are not specified. These omissions tell the utility to
produce a report using the Native Key and only produce the summary lines for the full table.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and and JCL Requirements

.

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

        REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1022 

/*

Sample Report DATANE without RECORDS= Specified

Following are sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                                     

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1022                                          
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                    FUNCTION=REPORT                               

                       DBID=01022                                 

                       TABLE=REO                                  

                       TYPE=DATANE

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TBL AREA KEY   CMP USER COMPRESSION   RECLN       RECORDS BLKSIZE     TRACKS   TOT BLKS  INUSE BLKS  PART BLKS

REO REO  REOK1 N                        112        31,950   4,096        150      1,800         890          1 

CALC MAX ROWS/BLOCK               36

This page of the report shows the following information about the table that is being processed:

Top Heading and Lines
Displays the heading for the columns containing information describing the selected data table.

CALC MAX ROWS/BLOCK
Displays the maximum row per block (MRB) which was calculated by dividing the expanded row size plus RCE
(record control element) into the data block size.

                                *--- BLOCK --*     PBC   887 MRB  *---- MAX ROW/

BLK EFFICIENCY RATES WITH BUFFERS  ----

* GROUP          ROWS     BLOCKS  MAX  MIN  AVG         BLOCK EFF   2   4   8  12  16  20  24  28  32  48  64  96 128 256 

                READ     W/

DATA ROWS ROWS ROWS       CHANGES  %    %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FULL TABLE                                                                                                              

MRB           31,950        888   36   18   36         6,931  13                                                  14  16

AMRB          31,950        888   36   18   36         6,931  13                                                  14  16

This page of the report shows the following efficiency ratings for the FULL TABLE:

PBC in the top heading
Displays the PERFECT BLOCK CHANGE (PBC) count of 887. The PBC is the number of block changes that
would occur when a table was loaded with all rows in sequential order and all blocks had the maximum number of
rows per block. The next lines are the headings for the detail line area of the report. Because RECORDS was not
specified, no detail lines were generated.

FULL TABLE section
Displays the summary section of the report. Two lines are created for the table.
The MRB line provides the sequential efficiency rating of this table compared to an ideal or perfect situation where
each block is loaded to the maximum (rows) and all the rows are in sequential order.
The AMRB (Adjusted MRB) line provides the sequential efficiency rating of this table using only the sequential
order of the rows as the ideal. This rating does not penalize the efficiency rating for available free space that can
be in the data blocks.
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NOTE
Having large free space amounts could substantially reduce sequential performance by limiting the rows
returned in a data block.

By monitoring the amount of sequential activity and the sequential efficiency of a table, you are able to make more
informed decisions on when to do a data reorganization.

NOTE
The FULL TABLE or summary lines look at the table as a whole and their statistical calculations are based on
the whole table.

Example JCL DATANE with RECORDS= Specified
The following shows the command to obtain a DATANE detail report when the RECORDS= parameter
contains a value. In this detail report, we are requesting a detailed efficiency line for every 1000 records.
By generating detail lines, you are able to determine how the efficiency ratings vary within the table. The
variations can occur when a data table has been reorganized into sequential order, but follow-up processing
has deleted and added rows in a random fashion in one or more areas of the table. The online reorganization
process allows you to limit the data rows that are being reorganized (FIRSTKEY and LASTKEY). A DATANE
detail report with a reasonable number of detail lines can assist you in determining if such a limited OLREORG
is helpful.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and and JCL Requirements

.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and and JCL Requirements

.

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

  REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1022,RECORDS=01000 

/*

Sample Report DATANE with RECORDS= Specified

Following are sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                                      

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8 

                    REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1022,RECORDS=01000                             

                    FUNCTION=REPORT                                      

                       DBID=01022                                        

                       RECORDS=00001000                                  

                       TABLE=REO                                         

                       TYPE=DATANE 

This page of the report shows the following:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

TBL AREA KEY   CMP USER COMPRESSION   RECLN       RECORDS BLKSIZE     TRACKS   TOT BLKS  INUSE BLKS  PART BLKS 

REO REO  REOK1 N                        112        31,950   4,096        150      1,800         890          1 

CALC MAX ROWS/BLOCK               36  

This page of the report shows the following information about the table that is being processed:

Top Heading and Lines
Displays the heading for the columns containing information describing the selected data table.

CALC MAX ROWS/BLOCK
Displays the maximum row per block (MRB) which was calculated by dividing the expanded row size plus RCE
(record control element) into the data block size.

The next and following pages of the detail report provide the efficiency ratings for each group of records. At the end of the
report, the FULL TABLE summary lines are generated.

                               *--- BLOCK --*     PBC    27 MRB  *---- MAX ROW/

BLK EFFICIENCY RATES WITH BUFFERS  ----* 

 GROUP          ROWS     BLOCKS  MAX  MIN  AVG         BLOCK EFF   2   4   8  12  16  20  24  28  32  48  64  96 128 256

                READ     W/

DATA ROWS ROWS ROWS       CHANGES  %    %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %

     1         1,000        122   17    1    8           122  23                                                        

     2         1,000        178   16    1    6           177  16                                                        

     3         1,000        266   17    1    4           272  10                                                  16  17

     4         1,000        256   19    1    4           261  11                                              12  13  20

     5         1,000        293   14    1    3           292   9                              10          11            

     6         1,000        193   26    1    5           192  15                                              16  19  42

     7         1,000        185   13    1    5           184  15                                                      17

     8         1,000        194   36    1    5           193  15                                                        

     9         1,000        138   36    1    7           137  21                                                      35

    10         1,000        241   15    1    4           263  11                                          12          16

    11         1,000        209   16    1    5           252  11                                                      16

    12         1,000        204   10    1    5           203  14                                                      18

    13         1,000        214   36    1    5           213  13                                                        

    14         1,000         47   36    4   21            46  63                                                        

    15         1,000        267   19    1    4           307   9                                          10          14

    16         1,000        221   15    1    5           243  11                      12                  13            

    17         1,000        304   14    1    3           304   9                                                      13

    18         1,000        190   11    1    5           189  15                                                        

    19         1,000        299    8    1    3           299   9                                                        

    20         1,000        226   16    1    4           241  12                                                        

    21         1,000        165   15    1    6           174  16                                      18                

    22         1,000        240   25    1    4           293   9              10                      11              13

    23         1,000        188   12    1    5           187  15                                                      16

    24         1,000        101   28    1   10           173  16          17                                  29  37    
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    25         1,000        243   20    1    4           245  11                                                      12

    26         1,000        232   17    1    4           240  12                                                        

    27         1,000        230   34    1    4           251  11                                                      14

    28         1,000        231   13    1    4           231  12                                                        

    29         1,000        137   24    1    7           178  16                                                  18  24

    30         1,000        154   16    1    6           159  18                                      19             100

    31         1,000        282   13    1    4           288  10                                                      11

    32           950        122   32    1    8           122  22                                                        

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FULL TABLE                                                                                                              

MRB           31,950        888   36   18   36         6,931  13                                                  14  16

AMRB          31,950        888   36   18   36         6,931  13                                                  14  16

PBC 27
Displays the PERFECT BLOCK CHANGE (PBC) count for the selected group of records (1000). The PBC is the
number of block changes that would occur if a table was loaded with a group (1000) of rows in sequential order
and all blocks had the maximum number of rows per block.

The following lines display the detail line area of the report. Because RECORDS=1000 is specified, there is one line of
output for each group of 1000 rows.

GROUP
Displays the group number being processed. The group number begins at 1 and increments until it reaches
99,999 groups. If this number of groups is reached, the report continues with the next group number being with
zero.

NOTE
Each group is processed autonomously from the other rows in the table. The goal is to establish
efficiency for this group of rows. When a data block has 30 rows but only 15 rows are from this group,
only those 15 rows are recognized and the rest of the rows in the block are ignored. This fact must be
remembered when you are evaluating the statistical values in the columns. You cannot assume that the
detail group line values add up to match the FULL TABLE summary values.

ROWS READ
Displays the number of rows in the group.

BLOCKS W/DATA
Displays the number of data blocks that contained at least one data row for this group.

BLOCK: MAX ROWS, MIN ROWS and AVG ROWS
Displays an evaluation for each group. Identifies the high-level mark (MAX ROWS) and the low-level mark (MIN
ROWS). The report also divides the total rows of the group by the blocks with data rows for the group to calculate
the average rows (AVG. ROWS).

BLOCK CHANGES
Displays the number of changes that would occur when the groups data rows were processed using the selected
key sequence (chosen using KEYNAME=). A BLOCK CHANGE is counted each time the next row in the
sequence is not within the same block as the current row.
The BLOCK CHANGES is the key factor in measuring sequential efficiency. When a table is in sequential order,
all data rows are processed in a given data block before moving on to the next block. When rows are not in order,
the sequential process bounces back and forth between data blocks to retrieve all data rows in the selected key
sequence. This bouncing back and forth adds overhead and delays to any process that is reading the data in
sequential order.

EFF %
Indicates the MRB efficiency which is calculated by taking the ideal situation where all data blocks are only
processed once as data rows are read sequentially in the group (PBC 27) and dividing that by the actual number
of block changes that actually occurred.
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MAX ROW/BLK EFFICIENCY RATES WITH BUFFERS
Displays the calculated MRB efficiency with buffers. Because buffering can significantly reduce the physical I/O
used to read a previously read data block back into storage, the MRB efficiency percentage is recalculated using
two buffers, four buffers, and so on.

FULL TABLE section
Summarizes the report. Two lines are created for the table. This information was described earlier in this section.

NOTE
The detail group lines treat each group autonomously and generate their statistical calculations based on that
group. The total or summary lines look at the table as a whole and their statistical calculations are based on the
whole table. You cannot assume that the detail group line values add up to match the FULL TABLE summary
values.

Example JCL DATANE for a Compressed Table with NUMBER=0200 Specified
he following example shows the command to obtain a DATANE detail report when the table is compressed
and the NUMBER= parameter contains a value. For this report, we specified to use the first 200 physical
blocks (NUMBER=0200) to determine the MRB value. We also specified a detailed efficiency line for every
1000 records.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and and JCL Requirements

.

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and and JCL Requirements

.

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

  REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1023,RECORDS=01000,NUMBER=0200  

/*

Sample Report DATANE for a Compressed Table with NUMBER=0200 Specified

Following are sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                                      

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8 

                    REPORT TYPE=DATANE,TABLE=REO,DBID=1023,RECORDS=01000,                            

                           NUMBER=0200                                                               

                                                                                                     

                    FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                  

                       DBID=01023                                                                    

                       NUMBER=0200                                                                   

                       RECORDS=00001000

                       TABLE=REO                                                                     

                       TYPE=DATANE     
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This page of the report shows the NUMBER=0200 parameter has been specified to limit the physical blocks scanned to
determine the MRB value. The scan is only done when a table has compression. This page also shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

The second page of the report is similar to what you have seen earlier in this section. However, note the following specific
differences.

TBL AREA KEY   CMP USER COMPRESSION   RECLN       RECORDS BLKSIZE     TRACKS   TOT BLKS  INUSE BLKS  PART BLKS 

REO REO  REOK1 Y                        100        31,950   4,096        150      1,800           2          0 

SCAN MAX ROWS/BLOCK              108     #ROWS READ        18,260         

CMP Y
Indicates that this table is compressed. Because the USER COMPRESSION field is blank, we know that this table
is compressed using Datacom/DB standard compression.

SCAN MAX ROWS/BLOCKS
Indicates that a physical scan of the data blocks was used to determine the MRB value. The number of blocks
scanned was specified in the NUMBER=0200 parameter. In scanning the first 200 data blocks, the MRB value
was determined to be 108.

#ROWS READ
Indicates that, in scanning the first the 200 data blocks, the report encountered 18,260 data rows.

The third and following pages of the detail report provide the efficiency ratings for each group of records. At the end of the
report, the FULL TABLE summary lines are generated.

                               *--- BLOCK --*     PBC     9 MRB  *---- MAX ROW/

BLK EFFICIENCY RATES WITH BUFFERS  ----* 

 GROUP          ROWS     BLOCKS  MAX  MIN  AVG         BLOCK EFF   2   4   8  12  16  20  24  28  32  48  64  96 128 256

                READ     W/

DATA ROWS ROWS ROWS       CHANGES  %    %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %   %

     1         1,000        113   38    2    9           113   7         

     2         1,000        152   18    1    7           151   5        

     3         1,000         93   30    2   11           103   8                                   9                  81

     4         1,000         85   34    1   12           106   8                                      10              14

     5         1,000         62   48    1   16            61  14                                                        

     6         1,000         81   74    2   12            80  11                                                  15  56

     7         1,000        155   21    1    6           154   5                                                      10

     8         1,000        116   25    1    9           123   7                                                      15

     9         1,000         90   39    1   11           110   8                                       9  10          25

    10         1,000         56   43    5   18            56  16                                                        

    11         1,000         66   26    1   15            65  13                                                  21    

    12         1,000        139   22    1    7           138   6                                                      15

    13         1,000        170   22    1    6           169   5                                                        

    14         1,000         99   42    1   10           100   9                                              10  12  50

    15         1,000         54   60    1   19            53  16                                                  18  19

    16         1,000         59   26    1   17            58  15                                                  16    

    17         1,000        111   32    1    9           111   8                                                      56
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    18         1,000        138   40    1    7           137   6                                                       7

    19         1,000         86   43    2   12            93   9                                      10             100

    20         1,000         86   33    1   12           113   7                                   8   9  11          14

    21         1,000         66   49    1   15            65  13                                                        

    22         1,000        108   27    1    9           107   8                                                      50

    23         1,000        126   18    1    8           125   7                                                       8

    24         1,000        110   54    1    9           109   8                                                      24

    25         1,000         93   57    1   11            94   9                                          11  14      25

    26         1,000         79   31    1   13            78  11                                      14                

    27         1,000         91   24    1   11            90  10                                                      20

    28         1,000        119   21    1    8           119   7                                                      11

    29         1,000        124   36    1    8           123   7                                                      11

    30         1,000         90   33    1   11            90  10                                          11  13      69

    31         1,000         94   31    1   11            93   9                                      10              12

    32           950         56   27    5   17            55  16                                                        

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

FULL TABLE                                                                                                              

MRB           31,950        387  108   36   83         3,242   9                                                  10  15

AMRB          31,950        387  108   36   83         3,242  11                                  12              13  20

PBC 9
Displays the PERFECT BLOCK CHANGE (PBC) count for the selected group of records (1000). The PBC is the
number of block changes that would occur if a table was loaded with a group (1000) of rows in sequential order
and all blocks had the maximum number of rows per block. A compressed table allows more rows to fit per block
as evidenced by the increased MRB (from 36 to 108), which in turn lowers the PBC value.

The rest of the entries on the report were described in the previous samples.

TYPE=DATASP - Data Area Space Report

The Data Area Space (DATASP) Report provides a detailed space usage map for a selected data area. This function
processes the data area using a high-speed I/O process analyzing each data block in the data area. The DATASP report
provides detailed insight into the data block space usage and available free space.

The DATASP report uses a highly efficient I/O process that has no effect on the MUF processing. The DATASP function
reads the data area in place.  Activity that is currently occurring in the MUF and not  posted to the data area is not seen.
The DATASP report can be executed when there is only a minimal amount of update activity against the selected data
area.

The purpose of the DATASP report is to build a simple report that shows the detailed space usage for a selected data
area. Information that is provided can help you determine, among other things, the number of rows that could be added in
the space available in the data area.

Before the DATASP report, most users relied on the information in the CXX report or Dynamic System Tables to determine
the “fullness” of a data area. This information is provided in the following CXX report columns:

BLOCKS IN USE - 87

BLOCKS UNUSED - 12

TOTAL BLOCKS - 99

PERCENT FULL - 88

While this information provides a reasonably accurate accounting of the data blocks usage, it may not accurately reflect
the data row “fullness.” For example, a table loaded with 900 data rows and those rows filled 90 of 100 available data
blocks, both the data block and data row “fullness” in the data area would be approximately 90% full. Following the load,
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if an application process deleted 90 data rows where each data row just happened to be in the next data block, the data
block fullness would still be at 90%, but the data row fullness would only be 81%.

Often, the difference between data block fullness and data row fullness is minimal. A few examples of where this would
occur are the following:

• Data areas with DSOP 0
• Data areas with DSOP 1 where row sizes in the data area are similar and more rows are added than are deleted
• DSOP 3 without a cluster key where row sizes in the data area are similar and more rows are added than are deleted

In certain other cases, the difference between data block fullness and data row fullness may be significant. A few
examples of where this could occur are the following:

• Data areas with DSOP 1 where more rows are deleted than are added
• Data areas with DSOP 2
• Data areas with DSOP 3 where a cluster key has been selected
• Data areas with DSOP 4 after an OLREORG function
• Data areas with DSOP 5

The DATASP report gives you a simple and accurate way to assess the data row fullness for a data area. The report
also provides other information about the data rows that is beneficial for you to know. For example, it can provide the
maximum, minimum, and average compressed row size in a compressed table.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Restrictions

The area that is selected for the report must be a valid Datacom/DB data area. The area cannot be open by a DBUTLTY
INIT or DBUTLTY LOAD function. The data area must be loaded with URI=YES.

Security Considerations: The DBUTLTY external resource name for the DATASP report is REPORT.DATASP.

When to Use

Use the DATASP report when you want to determine how full the current data area is and the available row space in a
data area. The DATASP report also provides:

• Detailed information about the available free space
• Number and size of data rows
• Various other data row information

How to Use

To obtain a Space Usage (DATASP) report, execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

►►─ REPORT TYPE=DATASP,DBID=dbid,AREA=area ───┬──────────────────┬──►◄

                                              └─ ,BLOCKS=nnnnnn ─┘

REPORT
Invokes the report function.

TYPE=DATASP
(Required) Requests the data area space usage report.
Valid Entries: DATASP
Default Value: (No default)

,DBID=
(Required) Specifies the number of the DBID that you want to use.
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Valid Entries: A valid DBID
Default Value: (No default)

,AREA=
(Required) Identifies the area that you want to report on.
Valid Entries: DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified
Default Value: (No default)

,BLOCKS=
(Optional) Specifies the blocks to process (and include) in each printed detail-line output. If no value is specified,
no detail lines are produced. Only the summary lines for the data area are produced.

NOTE
Specifying a low number for BLOCKS= parameter with a data area with a large number of data blocks
generates a large number of detail lines (one per block group). If the number of groups that are
generated exceeds 99,999 groups, the report allows the group number to “roll” over to zero and begin
again. This typically would also mean that over 2000 pages of detail group lines would be generated.
We recommend that you specify a BLOCKS= value that keeps the number of detail groups to a 1000
groups or less.

Valid Entries: 0 to 999999
Default Value: (No default)

Example JCL DATASP without BLOCKS= Specified
The following shows the command to obtain a DATASP report when BLOCKS= is not specified.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements
to your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT TYPE=DATASP,DBID=1,AREA=PAY 

/*

Sample Report DATASP without BLOCKS= Specified

The following example shows sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                                        

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8   

                    REPORT TYPE=DATASP,DBID=1,AREA=PAY                                                 

                                                                                                       

                    FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                    

                       AREA=PAY                                                                        

                       DBID=00001                                                                      

                       TYPE=DATASP                                                                     

This page of the report shows the following nformation:
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• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

AREA DD1  BLKSIZE  4,096  TRACKS        225  BLOCKS      2,700  URI YES  DSOP 1 RANDOM                 SLACK 

    0

 GROUP#      BLOCKS       KBYTES              ROWS FREESP  ROWS ROWLEN   ---------- FREESPACE IN BLOCKS

 -----------

             IN-USE  %    IN-USE   %        IN-USE    MAX   MAX    MAX       0-128        256        512     

   768

             EMPTY   %     EMPTY   %       DELETED    MIN   MIN    MIN       1,024      1,280      1,536     

 2,048

                                            *AVAIL    AVG   AVG    AVG       2,560      3,072      3,584     

 4,094

                                                                                                             

      

 TOTALS      1,193  78     4,597  75        20,650  4,094    54  2,503         691        432         44     

    10

               344  22     1,543  25           128      0     0     58           4          2          2     

     0

                                             6,017  1,030    13    227           2          0          1     

 1,512

                                                                                                             

      

This page of the report shows the following information:

AREA
Displays the area DATACOM-NAME, PAY.

BLKSIZE
Displays the blocksize in the area, 4096.

TRACKS
Displays the number of tracks that are used, 25.

BLOCKS
Displays the number of blocks, 2700.

URI
Displays whether URI is assigned, YES.

DSOP
Identifies that the data space option is 1 RANDOM.

SLACK
This field is the total number of SLACK bytes in the area. 5 digits

The next lines are created for each table in the area.

NOTE
Table entries in the middle of the alphabet have been omitted.

BLOCKS IN-USE % EMPTY %
Displays the number of blocks in use followed by the percentage in use over the number of blocks empty followed
by the percentage of blocks empty.
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KBYTES IN-USE % EMPTY %
Displays the number of kilobytes in use followed by the percentage in use over the number of kilobytes empty
followed by the percentage of kilobytes empty.

ROWS IN-USE DELETED *AVAIL
Displays the number of rows in use, rows that are currently marked logically deleted, and number of rows could
be added. Available rows are a best estimate based on average row size, space available in data blocks, and so
on.

FREESP MAX MIN AVG
Displays the size of the largest segment of free-space bytes (MAX), the smallest segment of free-space bytes
(MIN), and the average segment size of free-space bytes (AVG).

ROWS MAX MIN AVG
Displays the largest number of rows that are found in any data block (MAX), smallest number of rows found in a
data block (MIN), and average number of rows per data block (AVG).

ROWLEN MAX MIN AVG
Displays the largest row length that is found in any data block (MAX), smallest row length found in a data block
(MIN), and average row length per data block (AVG).

FREESPACE IN BLOCKS
Displays a map of free-space segments in each size grouping.
The numbers vary with the block size. The example shows a block size of up to 4k (4096). The first entry starts
with a zero (0) to show that it is a count of blocks with zero bytes of free space through 128 bytes of free space.
The next entry is the first number plus 1 to through the number printed. The last number is always the block size
less 2 bytes (4,094).

TOTALS
Displays a summary of all group information.

DSOP 1-5 TOTALS        EMPTY             LARGE             SMALL      LESS THAN   NEVER USED                 

     

                        4,094             4,060               285                                            

      

                       BLOCKS   TO EMPTY BLOCKS   TO LARGE BLOCKS   SMALL BLOCKS       BLOCKS                

      

                            2                 0                42          1,149        1,507                

      

                                                                                                             

      

This section provides information about ‘available’ blocks as handled by the Data Area Space Management Options
(DSOP) processing for DSOP options 1 through 5.

EMPTY 4094 BLOCKS 31.
Provides the size of an empty block less the block overhead that, in this example, is 4094. There are 31 blocks
that have been used but are now empty.

LARGE 4060 TO EMPTY BLOCKS 0.
Provides the size that Datacom has selected as a "large" record (4060 in this example, where the calculation is
internal to Datacom--not published, but used in space management decisions). The count, in this case 0, refers
to the blocks that have 4060 bytes or 4061, and so on, up to the number set as an empty block (4094, in this
example).
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SMALL 285 TO LARGE BLOCKS 42.
Provides the size Datacom has selected as a "small" record (285 in this example, where the calculation is internal
to Datacom--not published, but used in space management decisions). The count, in this case 42, refers to the
blocks that have 285 bytes up to the large size of 4060 bytes.

LESS THAN SMALL BLOCKS 1,149.
Provides the number of blocks that have less space than the calculated small size (285 in this example).

NEVER USED BLOCKS 1,507.
Provides the number of blocks that have never had rows since the last INIT function execution or, possibly, since
the last LOAD function execution.

The next (last) section provides information about tables of the area.

                                                           PHYSICAL   PHYSICAL   PHYSICAL   PHYSICAL

                                                                CXX      SMALL      LARGE    AVERAGE

TBL  CMP  USER COMPRESSION    CXX RECORDS   SCAN RECORDS   ROW SIZE   ROW SIZE   ROW SIZE   ROW SIZE

                                                                                                    

AGR  YES                              339            339        821        159        449        273

ALS  YES                            1,924          1,926        388         58        216        143

ARA  YES                               55             55        562        121        245        188

ATZ  YES                                9              9        379        108        142        127

BAS  YES                               25             26        512         92        244        196

DOC  YES                                0              0        384                                 

DVW  YES                               37             37        541        164        202        186

ELM  YES                              639            639        492        140        284        189

FCN  YES                                0              0        616                                 

FIL  YES                               89             89        534        139        207        176

FLD  YES                           13,177         13,177        900        136        367        250

HSD  YES                              207            207      4,060        183      2,503        676

JOB  YES                                0              0        414                                 

KEY  YES                              764            764        856        190        415        267

KWC  YES                               30             30        612        112        155        133

LIB  YES                                0              0        415                                 

MEM  YES                                0              0        468                                 

MOD  YES                                0              0        458                                 

NOD  YES                                0              0        396                                 

PCV  YES                                0              0        734                                 

PER  YES                                2              2        494        129        132        131

PGM  YES                                0              0        765                                 

PLN  YES                                1              1        704        158        158        158

PNL  YES                                0              0        547                                 

PRC  YES                                0              0        598                                 

PRT  YES                                0              0      1,784                                 

REL  YES                            3,232          3,232        666         83        216        154

RPT  YES                                0              0        549                                 

STM  YES                                0              0        626                                 

STP  YES                                0              0        404                                 

SYS  YES                               12             12        458        109        146        115

TRG  YES                                0              0        657                                 

TXT  YES                              105            105      1,212        121        676        260          
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TBL
Displays the table DATACOM-NAME.

CMP
Displays whether this is a compressed table.

USER COMPRESSION
Contains the user exit name when this table has a user compression routine that is specified, or it contains blanks
when Datacom/DB standard compression is used.

RECLN
Displays record length, including the RCE bytes.

CXX RECORDS
Displays the number of records as known to the CXX.

SCAN RECORDS
Displays the number of records that are found during the scan.

PHYSICAL CXX ROW SIZE
Identifies the row size with the overhead that is stored in the data block.

PHYSICAL SMALL ROW SIZE
Identifies the smallest row size that is found in the data area.

PHYSICAL LARGE ROW SIZE
Identifies the largest row size that is found in the data area.

NOTE
The largest physical row size could be larger than the row as not compressed.

Example JCL DATASP with BLOCKS= Specified
The following example shows the command to obtain a detail DATASP report when “BLOCKS=10” is
specified.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements
to your site and installation standards.

//jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

//       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements .

//CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

//SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT TYPE=DATASP,DBID=1,AREA=PAY,BLOCKS=10

/*

Sample Report DATASP with BLOCKS= Specified

The following example shows sample report pages. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                                        

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8   

                    REPORT TYPE=DATASP,DBID=1,AREA=PAY,BLOCKS=10                                       
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                    FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                    

                       AREA=PAY                                                                        

                       BLOCKS=000010                                                                   

                       DBID=00001                                                                      

                       TYPE=DATASP                                                                     

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left

margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

AREA PAY  BLKSIZE  1,024  TRACKS          2  BLOCKS         66  URI YES  DSOP 0 NO RECLAMATION               

      

                                                                                                             

      

                                                                                                             

      

TBL  CMP  USER COMPRESSION   RECLN        RECORDS                                                            

      

PAY                             52            200                                                            

      

 GROUP#      BLOCKS       KBYTES              ROWS FREESP  ROWS ROWLEN   ---------- FREESPACE IN BLOCKS

 -----------

             IN-USE  %    IN-USE   %        IN-USE    MAX   MAX    MAX   0 TO 1/4K       1/2K         1K     

    2K

             EMPTY   %     EMPTY   %       DELETED    MIN   MIN    MIN          3K         4K         8K     

   12K

                                            *AVAIL    AVG   AVG    AVG         16K        20K        24K     

   32K

      1         10 100        10  97           190     34    19     52          10          0          0     

     0

                 0   0         0   3             0     34    19     52           0          0          0     

     0

                                                 0     34    19     52           0          0          0     

     0

      2          1  10         1   5            10  1,022    10     52           0          1          9     

     0

                 9  90         9  95             0    502     0     52           0          0          0     

     0

                                               180    970     1     52           0          0          0     

     0

      3          0   0         0   0             0  1,022     0      0           0          0         10     

     0

                10 100        10 100             0  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0
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                                               190  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0

      . . . . . . 

      6          0   0         0   0             0  1,022     0      0           0          0         10     

     0

                10 100        10 100             0  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0

                                               190  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0

      7          0   0         0   0             0  1,022     0      0           0          0          4     

     0

                 4 100         4 100             0  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0

                                                76  1,022     0      0           0          0          0     

     0

 TOTALS         13  17        10  16           200  1,022    19     52          10          1         53     

     0

                53  83        54  84             0     34     0     52           0          0          0     

     0

                                             1,016    860     3     52           0          0          0     

     0

This page of the report shows the following information describing the selected data area followed by information
describing the table or tables in the area. One line is created for each table in the area.

NOTE
The columns under the following headings are filled in for each reference group as specified with the
REFGROUP parameter on the DBUTLTY OLREORG function.

BLOCKS IN-USE % EMPTY %
Displays the number of blocks in use followed by the percentage in use over the number of blocks empty followed
by the percentage of blocks empty.

KBYTES IN-USE % EMPTY %
Displays the number of kilobytes in use followed by the percentage in use over the number of kilobytes empty
followed by the percentage of kilobytes empty.

ROWS IN-USE DELETED *AVAIL
Displays the number of rows in use, rows that are currently marked logically deleted, and number of rows could
be added. Available rows are a best estimate based on average row size, space available in data blocks, and so
on.

FREESP MAX MIN AVG
Displays the size of the largest segment of free-space bytes (MAX), the smallest segment of free-space bytes
(MIN), and the average segment size of free-space bytes (AVG).

ROWS MAX MIN AVG
Displays the largest number of rows found in any data block (MAX), the smallest number of rows found in a data
block (MIN), and the average number of rows per data block (AVG).

ROWLEN MAX MIN AVG
Displays the largest row length found in any data block (MAX), smallest row length found in a data block (MIN),
and average row length per data block (AVG).
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FREESPACE IN BLOCKS
Displays a map of free space segments in each size grouping.

NOTE
Additional groups of blocks are listed with their information.

TOTALS
Displays a summary of all group information.

REPORT TYPE=EVENT - History Table Event Report

The EVENT Table (EVT) Report provides a history table stored in the history database (1007) populated with rows of the
current six types of events that are recorded.

The six current events are:  

• CATALOG of a database (DDUPDATE 1000 CATALOG or using DDOL)
• DEFRAG of an index (DBUTLTY function DEFRAG)
• OLREORG of a table (DBUTLTY function OLOREG)
• Online Area Move (OAM) a MUF console-like command that is most often driven by a DBUTLTY function COMM with

OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 999,PAY' where 999 is a DBID in use and PAY is an area in
that base. 

• Block Size Alter 24x7 (BA24) altering a block size for a data area in a 24x7 manner moving rows from an old dataset to
a new dataset in native sequence order. (DDUPDATE 1000 ALTER for a data area and having a different block size)

• Online Table Move (TM24) a MUF console-like command that is most often driven by a DBUTLTY function COMM with
OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 999,PAY' where 999 is a DBID in use and PAY is an area in
that base. 

The purpose of the EVT report is to provide a report of events that occurred for various database administrator (DBA)
requirements.

The report provides selected commonly used fields and not ALL fields of the event table. Users requiring all fields should
use DBSQLPR to query the table as noted below under When to Use.

Currently a maximum of five events matching the event name, DBID, area name, and table name. As each new is to be
added any existing beyond 4 are deleted.

 As noted elsewhere, the event table is considered as 'wrap around' where if the table becomes full, the oldest event is
removed to provide space for the newest. The table is all the newest events that fit in the space provided. 

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Restrictions

Because this function executes through the MUF, the MUF must be enabled. If not already done:

• Load the EVT table in the EVT area with a valid index to be opened.
• Install the EVT table in Datadictionary and close and catalog the history base. Initialize and load the new EVT data

area.    
• Set the MUF startup option HISTORY. The expected DBID is 1007.
• Set the MUF startup option HISTORY_EVENT_TABLE YES.

When to Use

Use the EVT report when you want to see the saved event occurrences for the currently targeted events. Several
keywords are provided to restrict selection of the rows that are needed. 
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The table was designed to allow easy access using SQL queries such as through DBSQLPR, Dataquery, or Datacom
Server.

How to Use

To obtain a report from the History Event Table (EVT), execute the REPORT function with the following command format:

                       ┌───────────────────────┐

►►─ REPORT TYPE=EVENT ─▼─┬───────────────────┬─┴───┬──────────────┬───►       

                         ├─ ,DBID=nnnn ──────┤     └─ ,AREA=name ─┘  

                         └─ ,DBID=nnnn-nnnn ─┘                      

                                                                                     

►─────┬───────────────┬──┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────►◄

      └─ ,TABLE=name ─┘  └─ ,OPTION4=function ─┘

                                                                     

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to request a report

Required Keywords

TYPE=EVENT
Specifies the specific event history table row report.

Optional Keywords

,DBID=nnnn
The database ID, DBID= is optional and may repeat. Each occurrence can specify one valid database ID or
a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250). When DBID is specified events are
printed grouped by the first DBID= and then each in order. Within a DBID events are in order of the ending clock
descending. When DBID is not specified, events are printed in order of the ending clock descending.
If DBID= is not specified, all databases are processed.
Valid Entries:

One valid database ID or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

(No default, therfore no rows are excluded based on the DBID)
AREA=name

Specifies a data area name as an option. AREA=name only selects rows for events that have a specific area
name as part of the event. No rows are selected for events that are database level as they have the area name
set as null. For example, event CATALOG has the AREA field always set as null. A DEFRAG is also at the
database level and provides no index area name.

Valid Entries:
Valid area name

Default Value:
(No default)

TABLE=name
Specifies a table name as an option. TABLE=name only selects rows for events that have a specific table name
as part of the event. No rows are selected for events that are database level as they have the table name set as
null. For example, event CATALOG has the TABLE field always set as null. A DEFRAG sets the table set as null.
Blocksize Alter 24x7, Table Move 24x7, and Online Area Move are all area functions and therefore have the table
name set to null.
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Valid Entries:
Valid table name

Default Value:
(No default)

OPTION4=value
Specifies an event to match in selecting rows for events that match.
Valid Entries:

Any 32 bytes of value can be specified. However, a match will only be for an equal to one of the current
events. Values that require a blank must be entered in quotes. The list of current events is:

• BLOCK ALTER 24X7
• CATALOG
• DEFRAG
• ONLINE_AREA_MOVE
• ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE
• OLREORG

Default Value:
(No default)

Examples of valid report options:

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=1                                        

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=500-2000                                  

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=997,TABLE=ABC                            

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=997,AREA=DEF                                     

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=997,OPTION4=DEFRAG                        

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=997,OPTION4='BLOCK ALTER 24X7'                      

REPORT TYPE=EVENT,DBID=1,DBID=1007,DBID=997,DBID=2,DBID=500-2000               

Example JCL

NOTE

 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//jobname    

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=0M

 //STEPLIB    

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

           REPORT TYPE=EVENT

 /*

Example Report

REPORT TYPE=EVENT 
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FUNCTION=REPORT    

   TYPE=EVENT      

HISTORY EVENT TABLE, NEWEST TO

 OLDEST                                                                                   

EVENT END CLOCK        START DATE TIME       END DATE TIME         EVENT NAME                DBID  AREA 

 TABLE         1

JOB NAME  JOB ID   USER ID   ELAPSED          I/O RUN TIME  

 DSN                                                       2

USER TAG         OPTIONA          OPTIONB                          OPTIONC           

 ROWS                             3

RESULTS                                                                                                              

  4

                                                                                                                     

   

00D5088DAA2C831BDC00   2018/10/05 06.16.24   2018/10/05 06.16.24   DEFRAG                    

 997                      1

DBDVLDFR  JOB57049 ABCDE02   000:00            32

 000:00.72                                                            2

                

 KEYID=1                                                                                               3

PERCENT DELETED -   

 0.00                                                                                              4

                                                                                                                      

  

00D5088DAA278F868A00   2018/10/05 06.16.24   2018/10/05 06.16.24   DEFRAG                    

 997                      1

DBDVLDFR  JOB57049 ABCDE02   000:00            15

 000:00.00                                                            2

                                                                                                                     

  3

PERCENT DELETED -   

 0.00                                                                                              4

                                                              

                                                          

00D5088F03A358A04800   2018/10/05 06.22.26   2018/10/05 06.22.26   OLREORG                    997       

 C01           1

DBDVLOLR  JOB57563 ABCDE02   000:00            11

 000:00.36                                                            2

                 REFGROUP=100                                                         

 500                             3

Rows moved -

 0                                                                                                         4

                                                                                                                      

  

00D5088F0392C9D05000   2018/10/05 06.22.26   2018/10/05 06.22.26   OLREORG                    997       

 C01           1

DBDVLOLR  JOB57563 ABCDE02   000:00             1

 000:00.36                                                            2

                 REFGROUP=0                                                           

 500                             3
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Blocks in Use -

 12                                                                                                     4

                                                                                                                       

00D50891929E90930400   2018/10/05 06.33.52   2018/10/05 06.33.53   ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE          797 

 I01                 1

***MOVDS           CONSOLE   000:01           912 000:00.12 

 ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797                           2

                                                                                   

 10,800                             3

COMPLETE                                                                                                             

  4

                                                                                                             

           

00D508B3B59DB45D0A00   2018/10/05 09.06.36   2018/10/05 09.06.36   CATALOG                   

 497                      1

DBDVL497  JOB04752 ABCDE02   000:00            85

 000:00.04                                                            2

                                                                                                                     

  3

All Tables and Keys

 Loaded                                                                                             4

                                                                                                             

           

00D5088D6654100BA000   2018/10/05 06.15.12   2018/10/05 06.15.12   CATALOG                  

 1007                      1

DBDVL107  JOB56907 ABCDE02   000:00            30

 000:00.56                                                            2

                                                                                                                     

  3

Table(s) not

 Loaded                                                                                                    4

Report fields are described next. Each event row is printed with four lines of information. The heading lines and detail lines
all have a number 1-2-3-4 on the right of the line to more easily pair them.

Line 1 fields of information

EVENT END CLOCK
- The internal store clock is provided in the event row to record when it ended. A 10-byte field, this field is the
first 10 bytes of a Store Clock Extended hardware instruction. This value provides ordering and is the Native
Sequence of the EVT Table. The report is always printed in this true time order as represented by this ending
clock value when DBID is not provided. With DBID, each base is printed completely using this clock and then the
next DBID until done. It might vary from the printed START_DATETIME or END_DATETIME fields by the Daylight
Savings Time difference during the spring and fall transition.

START DATE TIME
- The external starting date and time are provided in the event row to record when it started as known to MUF at
the time. It might vary from the internal store clock value by the Daylight Savings Time difference during the spring
and fall transition. The format of this field is two fields in the event table with the first formatted as SQLDATE and
the second as SQLTIME. The field is reported in the format CCYY/MM/DD HH.MM.SS.

END DATE TIME
- The external ending date/time are provided in the event row to record when it ended as known to MUF at the
time. It might vary from the internal store clock value by the Daylight Savings Time difference during the spring
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and fall transition. The format of this field is two fields in the event table with the first formatted as SQLDATE and
the second as SQLTIME. The field is reported in the format CCYY/MM/DD HH.MM.SS.

EVENT NAME
- This field is one of the MUF events that occurs with the option in place. The current six events reported are
provided above.

DBID
- Specifies the database ID the event is executed against. If an event is not database-specific the field will be null
and not printed.

AREA_NAME
- Specifies the area name provided by events that are controlled at the area level. It is null for events at the
database level and not printed.

TABLE_NAME
- Specifies the table name provided by events that are controlled at the table level. It is null for events at the
database or area level and not printed.

Line 2 fields of information       

JOB NAME
- Specifies the Job name that caused the event to occur except that for events that are driven to run in a
task area with its own identity have a Job name internally generated. This is true for 'BLOCK ALTER 24X7',
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE, and ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE. The Job name for these events is '***MOVDS'.

JOB ID
- Specifies the z/OS Job ID that caused the event to occur except that for events that are driven to run in a task
area with its own identity have the field set to null and not printed.

USERID
- Specifies the security user ID associated with the program that caused the event to occur; except that for events
that are driven to run in a task area with its own identity have a USERID null and not printed.

ELAPSED
- Specifies the elapsed time from the start of the event to the end of the event. It is provided as a character field of
minutes, and seconds (MMM:SS). If the elapsed time is longer than 999 minutes 59 seconds it is reported as '++
+:++'.  Current events all have an elapsed time.

I/O
- Specifies the I/O events directly driven within the event from its start to end.

RUN TIME
- Specifies the event run time, meaning the time that MUF dispatched the task for execution where it did not
stop processing waiting for a resource. This is intended to provide an approximation of the CPU time needed
to perform the event. This time is printed as minutes, seconds, and hundredths of a second in the format
MMM:SS:TH. If the run time is longer than 999.59.99 it is reported as '+++:++.++'. Current events all have a run
time.

DSN
- Specifies the Data Set Name for events that have a specific data set name. This is true for 'BLOCK ALTER
24X7', ONLINE_AREA_MOVE, and ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE where the name of the existing area is provided..

Line 3 fields of information       

USER TAG
- Specifies a generic field available for users to update with any user data. Not set by MUF.

OPTIONA
- Specifies a generic field available for each event. It is used for OLREORG and contains the REFGROUP
keyword value as shown in the example.
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OPTIONB
- Specifies a generic field available for each event. It is used for 'BLOCK ALTER 24X7' where it contains the old
block size and the new block size as shown in the example.

OPTIONC
- Specifies a generic field available for each event. It is not used for the current 6 events.

ROWS
- Specifies a generic counter but often used for the number of rows involved when the event is row-based. The
row count provides:
BLOCK ALTER 24X7

- the number of rows moved
CATALOG

- not used, field is null and not printed
DEFRAG

- not used, field is null and not printed
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

- not used, field is null and not printed
ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE

- the number of rows moved
OLREORG

- the number of rows moved

Line 4 fields of information       

RESULTS
- Text showing the results of the event. Results provide:
BLOCK ALTER 24X7

- currently provides 'COMPLETE'
CATALOG

- currently provides one of the below forms of successful completion where the first one matching is
printed:

• 'Tables and Keys not Loaded' if any table and any key is set as not loaded
• 'Tables not Loaded' if any table is set as not loaded and no key is forced as not loaded
• 'Keys not Loaded' if any key is set as not loaded and no table is set not loaded
• 'All Tables and Keys Loaded' if none of the above

DEFRAG
- currently provides 'PERCENT DELETED - n.nn' for the percent of the index that was cleaned up.

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE
- currently provides 'COMPLETE'

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE
- currently provides 'COMPLETE'

OLREORG
- currently provides one of the below forms of successful completion:

• 'Blocks in Use -n' when using keyword REFGROUP=0
• 'Rows moved - n' when not using keyword REFGROUP=0
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TYPE=H - Utility Function History Report

The Utility Function History Report provides information about prior utility functions executed against the data sets in a
database.

The INIT function on an Index Area or data area clears all information prior to the execution of the INIT function.

NOTE
History does not include physical backups or EXTRACTs without UPDATE=YES (running without UPDATE=YES
does not have the database open and so may not issue a write to the data area control block to reflect that it
occurred).

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Use the information provided by this report to determine when an area was backed up and with what choices. The
report also lists the last dates when the RETIX or RESET CXX functions or the Restart process of the MUF enable were
executed.

This function executes through the MUF and, therefore, the MUF must be enabled. All tables must be loaded with a valid
index because each area is opened with read status.

How to Use

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. The following is the control statement to request this report:

            ┌─ , ─────────┐

►►─ REPORT ─▼─ DBID=nnnn ─┴─ ,TYPE=H ─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Command

REPORT
Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

DBID=
Identifies the database or databases to be reported. Each DBID= occurrence may specify one or more valid
database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250).
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined or that is defined as
Virtual, including the Dynamic System Tables, generates an error and fails the function after all the databases are
processed. However, a database not defined within a range is ignored.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid DATACOM-IDs of the database or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

(No default)
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,TYPE=H
Specifies the Utility Function History Report.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to generate a Utility Function History Report.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         REPORT   DBID=1,TYPE=H

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report Utility Function History
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT DBID=1,TYPE=H

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       DBID=1

                       TYPE=H

 

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    FUNCTION HISTORY REPORT

AREA   EVENT         JOB NAME     DATE       TIME     CXXNAME    TYPE   OTHER

IXX    INIT          DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.41   PRODCXX

       EXTEND                                                           EXTENDS SINCE INIT -   0

DEM    INIT          DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.39   PRODCXX

       EXTEND                                                           EXTENDS SINCE INIT -   0

       RESTART

       LOAD          DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.41   PRODCXX    B

       LOAD (-1)     DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.39              B

       RETIX

       RETIX (-1)

       BACKUP
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       BACKUP (-1)

       BACKUP (-2)

       BACKUP (-3)

       BACKUP (-4)

       BACKUP (-5)

       BACKUP (-6)

       BACKUP (-7)

PAY    INIT          DBDVL     11/07/2002  08.09.49   PRODCXX

       EXTEND                                                           EXTENDS SINCE INIT -   0

       RESTART

       LOAD          DBDVL     12/11/2002  09.00.00   PRODCXX

       LOAD (-1)     DBDVL     12/11/2002  08.00.00

       RETIX         DBDVL     11/14/2002  13.48.31

       RETIX (-1)

       BACKUP        DBDVL     12/11/2002  09.14.03              E

       BACKUP (-1)   DBDVL     12/11/2002  08.52.30              E

       BACKUP (-2)   DBDVL     11/07/2002  15.30.33              N

       BACKUP (-3)   DBDVL     11/07/2002  08.11.37              N

       BACKUP (-4)

       BACKUP (-5)

       BACKUP (-6)

       BACKUP (-7)

PMF    INIT          DBDVL     11/07/2002  08.09.50   PRODCXX

       EXTEND                                                           EXTENDS SINCE INIT -   0

       RESTART

       LOAD          DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.41   PRODCXX    B

       LOAD (-1)     DBDVL     12/03/2002  09.36.00              B

       RETIX

       RETIX (-1)

       BACKUP        DBDVL     11/07/2002  15.30.33              N

       BACKUP (-1)   DBDVL     11/07/2002  08.11.37              N

       BACKUP (-2)

       BACKUP (-3)

       BACKUP (-4)

       BACKUP (-5)

       BACKUP (-6)

       BACKUP (-7)

This page of the report shows the following:

AREA
The area with the data area name or IXX for the Index Area. If the database has Multi-Dataset Index areas, the
index areas named Inn follow the IXX area and are in front of the data areas.

EVENT
A list of the functions that have executed against the area.

JOB NAME
The name of the job that executed the function.

DATE
he date the function was executed.

TIME
The time the function was executed.
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CXXNAME
The name of the Directory at the time the function executed. The CXXNAME is only available for the INIT and the
last LOAD.

TYPE
The choices made with the execution of the function (EVENT). The following shows the function that shows under
EVENT, the value that shows under TYPE, and a description of the code.

BACKUP
Codes and descriptions
E

An EXTRACT was performed. Whether it was PHYSICAL or NATIVE is not provided.
N

SEQ=NATIVE
P

SEQ=PHYSICAL
R

SEQ=PHYSICAL, RECID=YES
EXTEND

Not applicable.
INIT

Not applicable.
LOAD

Codes and descriptions
0

FORMAT=NONE
E

FORMAT=EXTRACT
V

FORMAT=VAR
B

FORMAT=BACKUP (without control information)
N

FORMAT=BACKUP, SEQ=NATIVE
P

FORMAT=BACKUP, SEQ=PHYSICAL
R

FORMAT=BACKUP, SEQ=PHYSICAL, RECID=YES
RESTART

Not applicable.
RETIX

Not applicable.
OTHER

- Additional information, such as the number of extents since the last INIT function and a description of the origin
of the data used in a LOAD function. OTHER can contain SORT=0 if the last LOAD or RETIX had SORT=0 set
(and it was not a LOAD FORMAT=NONE). This is to show the databases that were not last subject to LOAD and
RETIX with a SORT value greater than 0 (which we recommend).
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TYPE=U - Debugging Report

(z/OS only) The DBUTLTY function, REPORT TYPE=U, identifies selected Datacom/DB data sets for debugging
purposes.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

When to Use

Users occasionally encounter a situation in which Datacom/DB rejects a data set. If this happens, information about what
the rejected data set contains might not be apparent.

DBUTLTY TYPE=U debugging reports can identify selected data sets that Datacom/DB can recognize. TYPE=U reports
are not intended to identify all data sets from all releases. Because TYPE=U debugging reports are ways to only identify
data sets, if details about a Datacom data set are needed, detailed reporting tools can be used, for example, DBUTLTY
functions REPORT AREA=CXX or REPORT AREA=IXX.

NOTE
To minimize confusion, do not give DDNAMEs that you think the data set is, such as CXX, LXX, IXX002, and so
on.

Security Considerations

Like most DBUTLTY functions, the REPORT function is subject to external security. If the MUF identified by the working
DBSIDPR or alternate (as generated by the DBSYSID macro) is enabled and available and secured, the REPORT gets
execution rights. If the MUF is not enabled or is not secured, the function continues. If the CXXNAME from the MUF is
available, it is provided in the report heading.

NOTE
For DBUTLTY External Security, REPORT TYPE=U,DDNAME uses REPORT.DDNAME with no table rights.

How to Use

A TYPE=U report function opens a data set, reads the first block, and (if possible) identifies it from the following example
list of data sets subject to identification by pointing to a DD statement with a data set name that contains unknown data
needing identification. Therefore, to use a TYPE=U report function, the DDNAME must be provided, the data set must be
able to be opened, and the first block of the data set must be able to be read.

You must have read access to a data set to execute a TYPE=U report function, because the data set to be identified is
opened for read processing in the DBUTLTY address space.

Execute the TYPE=U report function with the following syntax.

►►─ REPORT TYPE=U ─ ,DDNAME=DD-name ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• DD-name
The DD-name specifies the JCL statement needing identification.
The TYPE=U report function does not open any data set not named in the DDNAME= keyword, and no data set
opened is fully validated as the data set it appears to be. Identification of a data set does not necessarily make it the
specific data set you wanted to identify. Datacom does not uniquely own the byte values used for identifying data sets,
and misidentification is therefore possible. Also note that Datacom does not currently, nor does Datacom have any
plans to ever provide field layouts of any Datacom data set.
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A DDNAME is not acceptable for sequential input or output files if it is a name reserved for a Datacom area. Names
with the following patterns are therefore not acceptable for DDNAME=:

• 3-byte names that end with XX, meaning they are reserved as either current or future Datacom control areas.
• 6-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 001 through 999.
• 7-byte names that end with what could be a database ID from 1000 through 9999.

The DDNAME= value is verified for acceptability to protect you from unintentionally causing data corruption. The
DDNAME check is the default but optional. You can prevent the DDNAME check by using a DBSIDPR parameter
(DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=) for individual MUF environments. However, we recommend that you allow the
DDNAME check.
The data corruption risk involves not the DDNAME itself but the content of the data set. For example, suppose that
you used the CXX DDNAME as the output of a backup. You then copied the CXX DD statement and changed the
DDNAME of the copy to be acceptable, avoiding the DDNAME= error. The backup would, however, then overlay the
CXX data set, which is not the intent of a backup.
If you specify an unacceptable name for DDNAME=, message DB10059E is generated.

NOTE
We recommend that you allow DDNAME= check protection. You can, however, disable DDNAME=
protection. To disable protection, assemble the DBSIDPR module used for this Datacom
environment and specify NONE for the DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET= parameter. The default is
DBUTLTY_EDIT_DATA_SET=FULL_1, which allows DDNAME= protection.

Examples

The TYPE=U report function prints a heading and either a line of identifying information or a message stating that the
data set is not recognized. Not every data set is subject to being identified. Data sets that can be identified are listed in a
following example. Notice specifically that because an EXTRACT file has no control information, it cannot be identified.
Whether or not the data set is identified, the block is snap dumped. The snap dump is needed if Support is required to
further identify the contents.

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Example 1

This example shows what happens when a data set cannot be identified.

In the following example report, the specified data set with a DDNAME of DSX1 is not known to identification.

NOTE
If no block can be successfully read, no block is printed.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    REPORT  TYPE=U,DDNAME=DSX1

                    FUNCTION=REPORT

                       TYPE=U

                         DDNAME=DSX1

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.
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DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

CANNOT IDENTIFY DATA SET

000000  A1F4B940 D3C9C2D9 C6F0F207 40404040   0384C2D3 D2E2E9C5 1D7C4040 40404040     *   *

Further information follows the report, as needed, to snap dump the block.

Example 2

In this example, the data set is identified as a DIRECTORY CXX having a CXX LEVEL of 01 and being Datacom/DB
(indicated as DB in the report). The DB would be replaced with AD if this CXX was built for Datacom/AD. In this example,
the device type, 3390, is the device the content of the CXX indicates is the device type. It is required to match the current
external device type for normal Datacom processing. The INIT DATE TIME is 2010 January 17 at 10.39.53 am and the
CXX name is DBDVMUF.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

DIRECTORY CXX R12 LEVEL 01 DB                                                            3390  20100117 083953

  DBDVMUF

A block 1 dump, not shown in this example, occurs next.

Example 3

Example 3 is a CXX for r11. A CXX for r10 or r9 are also noted, but older than r9 would be shown as release _?.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

DIRECTORY CXX R11 DB                                                                     3390  20091115 081827

  QAMUFZ

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 4

This example involves a CXX backup for r11. Notice that a CXX backup does not know the device or INIT date/time of the
CXX at the time of the backup. A backup for a CXX would print similar information.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

BACKUP DIRECTORY CXX R11 DB                                                                                  

   DB11MUF2

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 5

This example involves a LXX with information about when it was initialized. Notice that the LXX does not provide a device
type or CXX name, and it only provides a date/time of INIT if it was initialized with r11 SP2 or later.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

LOG LXX VARIABLE                                                                              20080511 170628

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.
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Example 6

This example involves a Force Area (FXX). Notice that the FXX does not provide a device type or CXX name and only
provides a date/time of INIT if it was initialized with r11 SP2 or later.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

FORCE FXX                                                                                      20080512 061600

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 7

This example involves an IXX (Index Area) index. Historically, Datacom/DB supported an index from r7.3, but the INIT
date/time was not reported until r8, and the century was not reported until r10.

If the index were not an IXX but a valid multiple data set index, the identification would show a 3-character name such as
I01 (I zero one) instead of the IXX shown in this example.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

INDEX IXX 0997                                                                           3390  20080607 120619

  DBDVMUF

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 8

This example involves a data area. Fully supported data areas are those initialized since Datacom/DB r8.0. Data areas
initialized by Datacom/DB r7.4 or r7.5 and opened at least once for update by r8.0 through r10 (and which were converted
to r8.0 style) are reported, but the INIT DATE TIME fields might not have been properly set, and the century might or
might not be valid.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

DATA AREA  A01 0997                                                                      3390  20100530 070514

  DBDVMUF

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example. If this data area contains tables defined with encryption, the
key handle in use is provided and the table information. For example:

ENCRYPTION INFORMATION - BASIC                                           

KEY 1 - 53F61DC40FDC626E6E365F8221035DAD6D35DEBF36CFC8513DC1644445E95D55

TABLE ID CMPRS RCV  DATA USER COMPRESSON   T M 

C01    1 NO    YES 32720                   B A                           

C02    2 DB    YES 32720                   B B                           

F01  103 NO    YES 32720                   B C                           

VRA   98 NO    YES    84                                                 

Example 9

This example involves a work area (WXX) for RRS two-phase commit processing. Notice that the WXX has no device,
INIT date/time, or CXX name information.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

RRS WXX
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A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 10

This example involves a MUF temporary print area PXX (Statistics and Diagnostics Area). Notice that the PXX has no
device, INIT date/time, or CXX name information.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

PXX

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

Example 11

This example involves a data area backup produced by the DBUTLTY BACKUP function from releases starting with
Datacom/DB r10. Before r10, there was no identification information available. Unknown fields not printed are DEVICE
and INIT DATE TIME. The area name is blanks if the BACKUP function did not include the AREA= keyword.

DATA SET IDENTITY INFORMATION                                                          DEVICE   INIT DATE TIME

  CXX NAME

BACKUP DATA AREA  A01 0997                                                                                   

   DBDVMUF

A block 1 dump occurs next but is not shown in this example.

TYPE=WHATIFCP

Use the "What if Compression" DBUTLTY report in Datacom to compare storage and CPU costs of compression options.
Find information about when and how to use the TYPE=WHATIFCP report, syntax diagrams, required and optional
keywords, and examples.

When to Use

(z/OS only) Use the DBUTLTY function REPORT TYPE=WHATIFCP ("what if compression") if you are thinking of
changing compression options for a table. You can do basic "what if" analysis to compare the storage and CPU costs of
various compression options to determine the value of the options to you. Existing loaded data is not affected in any way.
The WHATIFCP report executes in the MUF (like other DBUTLTY functions with MULTUSE=YES). All data rows are read
sequentially in the native key sequence (much like an EXTRACT would), compressing and uncompressing the data as it
does and accumulating the requested compression statistics.

The report has the following columns:

• NO COMPRESSION: Information about the data in an uncompressed form
• EXTRACT INPUT: Information about the data as it is loaded on DASD (with or without compression). WHATIFCP

simulates an EXTRACT, so this column is the input to the WHATIFCP function
• DB: Information about the data loaded with Datacom/DB compression

The values for the remaining columns that are displayed depend on the value of OPTION2= specified

• If OPTION2=PRESSPAK
– OPTION2-1 shows the information for Presspack using the "WEAK" option
– OPTION2-2 shows the information for Presspack using the "STRONG" option

• If OPTION2=PRESSPAKcccccccc (where cccccccc is the up-to-eight-character module name of a Presspack DCT
or RDT routine)
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– OPTION2-1 shows the information for Presspack using the "WEAK" option
– OPTION2-2 shows the information for Presspack using the "STRONG" option
– OPTION2-3 shows the information for the user-supplied DCT or RDT routine named cccccccc

• If OPTION2=userrtn (where usrrtn is the up to eight-character module name of a user-written compression
routine)
– OPTION2-1 shows the information for the user-written compression routine named userrtn

How to Use

The following syntax shows the control statement:

            

►►─ REPORT DBID=nnnn,TABLE=ttt,TYPE=WHATIFCP ──────────────────────────────►

►──┬──────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,OPTION2=optional-choices ──┘

Where
REPORT

Invokes the function to produce a report.

Required Keywords

Required keywords are as follows:
DBID=nnnn

DBID= specifies the database ID to be processed
,TABLE=ttt

TABLE= specifies the table to be processed
TYPE=WHATIFCP

Specifies the "what if compression" report is to be generated

Optional Keywords

Optional keywords are as follows:
,OPTION2=

OPTION2= indicates which other optional statistics are requested
(OPTION2 omitted)

No additional information is produced
OPTION2=PRESSPAK

Statistics for both Presspack WEAK and Presspack STRONG compression are generated. Datacom Presspack
must be installed to use this option.

OPTION2=PRESSPAKcccccccc,
(where cccccccc is the up to eight-character name of a DCT or RDT routine)
The optional DCT or RDT named cccccccc must be present in the loadlib concatenation and is loaded by the
WHATIFCP utility for use in generating the statistics in addition to those for Presspack WEAK and STRONG.

OPTION2=userrtn
(where userrtn is the up to eight-character name of the user-supplied compression routine)
Statistics for a user-written compression routine are produced.

Examples
Review the following examples:
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• Example 1: The table is loaded uncompressed currently. How much would DB compression help?
• Example 2: Table is loaded uncompressed currently. Help me compare the requirements for DB

compression, Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG.
• Example 3: Table is loaded uncompressed currently. How would the RDT routine RDTC01 that I have

coded compare to DB, Presspack WEAK and Presspack STRONG compression?
• Example 4: Table is loaded with DB compression. User has assembled a compression routine, CAUCEPR,

to compare to DB compression.

TYPE=WHATIFCP: Example 1
Learn about the Datacom DBUTLTY TYPE=WHATIFCP report. Find an example report output showing how to determine
the improvement if applying DB compression. Also find an explanation of the report columns.

The table is loaded uncompressed currently. How much would DB compression help?

Currently table is loaded uncompressed. OPTION2= is not specified.

Example Output

               REPORT DBID=0897,TABLE=F03,TYPE=WHATIFCP 

               FUNCTION=REPORT 
                  DBID=00897 
                  TABLE=F03 
                  TYPE=WHATIFCP 

                  TABLE        RECORDS 

                  F03          165,000 
                  TOTAL        165,000 

CASE                NO COMPRESSION    EXTRACT INPUT          DB 
COMPRESSION TYPE              NONE             NONE          DB 
STORED BYTES            15,840,000       15,840,000  11,343,930 
PERCENT OF UNCOMPRESSED                                    71.6 
CPU TO COMPRESS                                000:00:00.087836 
CPU TO EXPAND                                  000:00:00.052975

Explanation of output

Without OPTION2 specified, three columns with the following information are provided:

• Record counts are shown first.
• Then the main body of the report begins with the CASE description. Data under heading NO COMPRESSION is

shown in the first column. Then data as input to the WHATIFCP function (heading EXTRACT INPUT) is shown next.
Finally data is shown for the Datacom/DB compression (heading DB).

• The second line is COMPRESSION TYPE. Under NO COMPRESSION, NONE is always displayed. Under EXTRACT
INPUT, the compression value for the table as currently loaded is shown. Possible values include NONE, DB,
PRESSPAK, or a user routine name. If the History database event table (EVT) has been installed, the name for the
EVT table is 'DBVCNPR 1'. This name is currently restricted to this single table and not further described. Since the
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table in this example is loaded as uncompressed, NONE is displayed. Under heading DB, DB is always shown for
COMPRESSION TYPE.

• The third line is STORED BYTES. The number of bytes are provided that would be required to store all the rows
depending on the case being evaluated.

• The fourth line is PCT OF UNCOMPRESSED. No values are shown under NO COMPRESSION or EXTRACT INPUT.
Under DB, the storage that is required with DB compression is shown as a percentage of the required storage when
the table is uncompressed.

• The fifth line is CPU TO COMPRESS. The report shows CPU time in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds
required to compress all rows of the table. Time for the DB compression is shown in the third column.

• The sixth line is CPU TO EXPAND. The report shows CPU time in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds
required to uncompress all rows of the table. The time for DB compression is shown in the third column.

TYPE=WHATIFCP: Example 2
Learn about the Datacom DBUTLTY TYPE=WHATIFCP report. Find an example report output comparing requirements for
DB compression, Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG. Also find an explanation of the report columns.

The table is loaded uncompressed currently. Help me compare the requirements for DB compression, Presspack WEAK,
and Presspack STRONG.

Currently, the table is loaded uncompressed. OPTION2=PRESSPAK

Example Output 

                        REPORT
 DBID=0897,TABLE=F03,TYPE=WHATIFCP,OPTION2='PRESSPAK' 

                       TABLE         RECORDS 

                       F03           165,000 
                       TOTAL         165,000 

CASE                   NO COMPRESSION      EXTRACT INPUT           DB       
 OPTION2-1        OPTION2-2
COMPRESSION TYPE                 NONE               NONE           DB    
 PRESSPAKWEAK         PRESSPAK
STORED BYTES               15,840,000         15,840,000   11,343,930      
 11,813,000        8,946,723
PERCENT OF UNCOMPRESSED                                          71.6            
 74.5             56.4
CPU TO COMPRESS                                      000:00:00.091051
 000:00:00.126244 000:00:00.148027
CPU TO EXPAND                                        000:00:00.057327
 000:00:00.098560 000:00:00.202387

Explanation of Output

With OPTION2=PRESSPAK specified, five columns with the following information are provided:

• Record counts are shown first. 
• Then the main body of the report begins with the CASE description. Data under heading NO COMPRESSION is

shown in the first column. Then data as input to the WHATIFCP function (heading EXTRACT INPUT) is shown next.
Then data is shown for Datacom/DB compression (heading DB). Finally, data is shown for Presspack WEAK and
Presspack STRONG. 

• The second line is COMPRESSION TYPE. Under NO COMPRESSION, NONE is always displayed. Under EXTRACT
INPUT, the compression value for the table as currently loaded is shown. Possible values include NONE, DB,
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PRESSPAK, or a user routine name. If the History database event table (EVT) has been installed, the name for
the EVT table is 'DBVCNPR  1'. This name is restricted to this single table and not further described. Since the
table in this example is loaded as uncompressed, NONE is displayed. Under heading DB, DB is always shown for
COMPRESSION TYPE. Under the heading OPTION2-1, PRESSPAKWEAK is shown. Under the heading OPTION2-2,
PRESSPAK (for Presspack STRONG) is shown. 

• The third line is STORED BYTES. This line provides the number of bytes that would be required to store all the rows
depending on the case being evaluated. 

• The fourth line is PCT OF UNCOMPRESSED. No values are shown under NO COMPRESSION or EXTRACT INPUT.
Under DB, the storage that is required with DB compression is shown as a percentage of the storage that is required
when the table is uncompressed. Under OPTION2-1 and OPTION2-2, respectively, the values for Presspack WEAK
and Presspack STRONG are displayed. 

• The fifth line is CPU TO COMPRESS. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds
—that is required to compress all rows of the table. Times for DB, Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG
compression are shown. 

• The sixth line is CPU TO EXPAND. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds
—that is required to uncompress all rows of the table. Times for DB, Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG
compression are shown.

TYPE=WHATIFCP: Example 3
Learn about the Datacom DBUTLTY TYPE=WHATIFCP report. Find an example report output that compares an RDT
routine to DB, Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG compression. Also find an explanation of the report columns.

The table is loaded uncompressed currently. How would the RDT routine RDTC01 that I have coded compare to DB,
Presspack WEAK, and Presspack STRONG compression?

Example output

                         REPORT
 DBID=0897,TABLE=F03,TYPE=WHATIFCP,OPTION2='PRESSPAKRDTC01' 

                         TABLE         RECORDS 

                         F03           165,000 
                         TOTAL         165,000 

CASE                      NO COMPRESSION    EXTRACT INPUT         DB       
 OPTION2-1        OPTION2-2        OPTION2-3
COMPRESSION TYPE                    NONE             NONE         DB    
 PRESSPAKWEAK         PRESSPAK   PRESSPAKRDTC01
STORED BYTES                  15,840,000       15,840,000 11,343,930      
 11,813,000        8,946,723        8,676,405
PERCENT OF UNCOMPRESSED                                         71.6            
 74.5             56.4             54.7
CPU TO COMPRESS                                     000:00:00.090161
 000:00:00.122516 000:00:00.151748 000:00:00.125612
CPU TO EXPAND                                       000:00:00.057384
 000:00:00.097417 000:00:00.209286 000:00:00.167519

Explanation of Output

With OPTION2 specified as PRESSPAKRDTC01 in this case, six columns with the following information are provided:

• Record counts are shown first.
• Then the main body of the report begins with the CASE description. Data under heading NO COMPRESSION is

shown in the first column. Then data as input to the WHATIFCP function (heading EXTRACT INPUT) is shown
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next. Then data is shown for Datacom/DB compression (heading DB). Finally, data is shown for Presspack WEAK,
Presspack STRONG, and the specified RDT or DCT routine.

• The second line is COMPRESSION TYPE. Under NO COMPRESSION, NONE is always displayed. Under EXTRACT
INPUT, the compression value for the table as currently loaded is shown. Possible values include NONE, DB,
PRESSPAK, or a user routine name. If the History database event table (EVT) has been installed, the name for
the EVT table is 'DBVCNPR  1'. This name is restricted to this single table and not further described. Since the
table in this example is loaded as uncompressed, NONE is displayed. Under heading DB, DB is always shown for
COMPRESSION TYPE. Under the heading OPTION2-1, PRESSPAKWEAK is shown. Under the heading OPTION2-2,
PRESSPAK (for Presspack STRONG) is shown. Under the heading OPTION2-3, the information for the specified RDT
or DCT routine is shown.

• The third line is STORED BYTES. This line provides the number of bytes that would be required to store all the rows
depending on the case being evaluated.

• The fourth line is PCT OF UNCOMPRESSED. No values are shown under NO COMPRESSION or EXTRACT INPUT.
Under DB, the storage that is required with DB compression is shown as a percentage of the storage that is required
when the table is uncompressed. Under OPTION2-1, OPTION2-2, and OPTION2-3, respectively, the values for
Presspack WEAK, Presspack STRONG, and the specified RDT or DCT routine are displayed.

• The fifth line is CPU TO COMPRESS. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds
—that is required to compress all rows of the table. Times for DB, Presspack WEAK, Presspack STRONG, and the
specified RDT or DCT routine compression are shown.

• The sixth line is CPU TO EXPAND. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds—
that is required to uncompress all rows of the table. Times for DB, Presspack WEAK, Presspack STRONG, and the
specified RDT or DCT routine compression are shown.

TYPE=WHATIFCP: Example 4
Learn about the Datacom DBUTLTY TYPE=WHATIFCP report. Find an example report output showing the
OPTION2=CAUCEPR routine compared to DB compression. Also find an explanation of the report columns.

The table is loaded with DB compression. User has assembled a compression routine, CAUCEPR, to compare to DB
compression. (As a reminder, compression with a user-written routine is not zIIP-eligible per IBM rules, so CPU TO
COMPRESS and CPU TO EXPAND times are higher.)

Example Output

                           REPORT
 DBID=0897,TABLE=C02,TYPE=WHATIFCP,OPTION2='CAUCEPR' 

                          TABLE         RECORDS 

                          C02           165,000 
                          TOTAL         165,000 

CASE                       NO COMPRESSION    EXTRACT INPUT              DB       
      OPTION2-1 
COMPRESSION TYPE                     NONE               DB              DB       
        CAUCEPR 
STORED BYTES                   15,840,000       11,340,772      11,340,772       
     13,250,500 
PERCENT OF UNCOMPRESSED                                               71.5       
           83.7 
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CPU TO COMPRESS                                           000:00:00.087038     
 000:00:01.039871 
CPU TO EXPAND                                             000:00:00.053607     
 000:00:00.088279

Explanation of Output

With OPTION2=CAUCEPR specified in this case, four columns with the following information are provided:

• Record counts are shown first.
• Then the main body of the report begins with the CASE description. Data under heading NO COMPRESSION is

shown in the first column. Then data as input to the WHATIFCP function (heading EXTRACT INPUT) is shown
next. Then data is shown for Datacom/DB compression (heading DB). Finally, data is shown for the user-written
compression routine.

• The second line is COMPRESSION TYPE. Under NO COMPRESSION, NONE is always displayed. Under EXTRACT
INPUT, the compression value for the table as currently loaded is shown. Possible values include NONE, DB,
PRESSPAK, or a user routine name. If the History database event table (EVT) has been installed, the name for the
EVT table is 'DBVCNPR  1'. This name is restricted to this single table and not further described. Since the table in this
example is loaded as uncompressed, NONE is shown. Under heading DB, DB is always shown for COMPRESSION
TYPE. Under the heading OPTION2-1, the specified user-written routine CAUCEPR is shown.

• The third line is STORED BYTES. This line provides the number of bytes that would be required to store all the rows
depending on the case being evaluated.

• The fourth line is PCT OF UNCOMPRESSED. No values are shown under NO COMPRESSION or EXTRACT INPUT.
Under DB, the storage that is required with DB compression is shown as a percentage of the storage that is required
when the table is uncompressed. Under OPTION2-1, the values for the user-written routine are displayed.

• The fifth line is CPU TO COMPRESS. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds—
that is required to compress all rows of the table. Times for DB compression and the specified user-written routine are
shown.

• The sixth line is CPU TO EXPAND. The report shows CPU time—in hours, minutes, seconds, and microseconds—that
is required to uncompress all rows of the table. Times for DB compression and the specified user-written routine are
shown.

RESET (Reset Area)
The RESET function releases the Directory (CXX) and database control or resets the Log Area (LXX) to empty. The two
functions are described separately.

RESET CXX (Release Directory and Database Control)

The RESET CXX function clears the update-user control count, read-only-user control count, and Directory (CXX)
exclusive control indicator. The function forces subsequent Datacom/DB processing to assume no other Datacom/
DB processing is active.

WARNING
 Use this function only when no other Datacom/DB processing is active. If this function is run and Datacom/
DB jobs are active, the processing that occurs after this point produces unpredictable results.

If a DBUTLTY RESET AREA=CXX,DBID=nnn is performed after a MUF failure and prior to MUF RESTART processing,
the RESTART phase of the next MUF start up ignores any log records that pertain to that DBID. Should this occur, your
data integrity on this DBID may be compromised.
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When to Use

Use this function if an abend has occurred during a DBUTLTY execution that has been or is being corrected, but only
when no other Datacom/DB processing is active.

RESET AREA=CXX Processing

In Simplify mode, the RESET AREA=CXX is not needed and not allowed to execute. Without Simplify mode, in processing
a reset for the CXX DBUTLTY attempts to connect to the MUF. If successful, the MUF is called to verify the base being
reset is not open for update. If the base is open for update, the message DB13111E is printed and the reset is rejected. If
MUF is not enabled or cannot be checked for any reason, the reset continues.

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined. 

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. To perform a reset of database counters and
the exclusive control indicator, execute the RESET function using the following command format:

                    ┌──────────────┐

►►─ RESET AREA=CXX ─▼─ ,DBID=nnnn ─┴─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                                     └─ ,REPLY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                 └─ YES ──┘

 Command 

RESET
Invokes the function to release or reset an area.

 Required Keywords 

AREA=CXX
Identifies the area as the Directory.

,DBID=
Identifies the database to be released from control. DBID= may repeat, that is, each occurrence may specify
one or more valid database IDs or a range of DBIDs nnnn-mmmm (a range, for example, such as 100-250). This
function executes more efficiently when multiple entries are used.
Every database specified by a DBID keyword is processed. Each database that is not defined generates an error
and fails the function after all the databases are processed, except that a database in a range not defined is
ignored.
Valid Entries:

One or more valid DATACOM-IDs of the database or a range of DBIDs as already described.
Default Value:

(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

,REPLY=
Specifies the response required of the operator.
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YES
Requires an operator response of RESET or BYPASS for each database entered (message DB13086A).

NO
Allows no operator action.

Valid Entries:
NO or YES

Default Value:
NO

Example JCL

The following shows the command to reset the exclusive control on the Directory and all indicators for database 10.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

         RESET     AREA=CXX,DBID=10

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report RESET CXX 
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RESET AREA=CXX,DBID=1

                    FUNCTION=RESET

                       AREA=CXX

                       DBID=00001

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    CONTROL FILE (CXX) OUTPUT --------------------------- EXCLUSIVE CONTROL NOT HELD

                                               STATUS  INDICATORS

                    BASE   OPEN UPDATE   OPEN READ        AREA   LOAD IN PROCESS   BACKUP IN PROCESS

                       1       YES          NO

                                                          DEM         NO                  NO

                                                          PAY         NO                  NO

                                                          PMF         NO                  NO

DB13087W - BASE 1 RESET, UPDATE USERS-YES, READ ONLY USERS-NO , OWNER-DBDVMUF 
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This page of the RESET AREA=CXX report shows the OPEN status of databases as YES or NO as follows:

STATUS INDICATORS
Information provided by the STATUS INDICATORS.

Message at the end of report
For more information, see DB13087I.

RESET LXX (Reset Log Area to Empty)

This function of DBUTLTY updates the Log Area control record to indicate the Log Area is empty and ready for use.

When to Use

This function is not recommended for a production system. Use this function to enable a restart after the failure of a test
system which can be readily rebuilt. On a production system, use the RESET LXX only in cases of dire emergency when
the RESTART cannot be run. It should not be executed on a test system either, or any system. It can leave the system
databases such as Datacom Datadictionary bases 2 and 15 out of sync with themselves or each other. 

Do not use this function if MUF is enabled. In Simplify mode, edits prevent execution with MUF enabled. In Simplify
mode, the function may be the first function that requires the CXX and protects it as MUF not enabled, or it may follow
another function that provides the protection. In Simplify mode, this must be the only function with AREA=LXX allowed
in the input stream. It may not occur either before or after an INIT of the LXX or a REPORT of the LXX. If this function is
being considered, review the MUF startup options DORESTART and NORESTART to see if they would provide resolution
without resetting the LXX.

Effect on Recovery

Using this function precludes using Datacom/DB recovery since the data that makes recovery possible is destroyed. For
details on recovery, see RECOVERY (Rebuild a Database).

How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. To clear the Log Area, execute the RESET
function using the following command format:

►►─ RESET AREA=LXX ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 Command 

RESET
Invokes the function to release or reset an area.

 Required Keywords 

AREA=LXX
Specifies the Log Area is to be reset.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to reset the Log Area to an empty condition.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M
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 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and .

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR          Directory data set

 //LXX      DD DSN=lxx.data.set,DISP=SHR          Log area data set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                  Command Input

          RESET     AREA=LXX

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Copy of DDB--Sample Report RESET LXX (14.0)
                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RESET AREA=LXX

                    FUNCTION=RESET

                       AREA=LXX

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                                                 LOG FILE (LXX) OUTPUT

DB13084I - LOG AREA RESET IS COMPLETE  

This page of the report shows a message indicating the Log Area was successfully reset.

RETIX (Reconstruct Index)
Use the RETIX function in Datacom DBUTLTY to rebuild one area or all areas of a database or to reset the Transaction
Sequence Number (TSN).

Use the RETIX function to rebuild:

• The data space index for one area or all areas of a database.
• The data row count for one area or all areas of a database.
• The Transaction Sequence Number (TSN) for one area or all areas of a database.
• The Index Area (IXX) for one or all data areas of a database.
• The data High Used Mark for one or all areas of a database. (See DATASCAN OPTION=SET_DATAHU.)

The RETIX function of DBUTLTY reads the data area in a physical sequence to rebuild an Index Area.

You can also use the RETIX function to reset the Transaction Sequence Number (TSN). (See Resetting the TSN.)

For information about DBUTLTY STATUS console command support for RETIX, see COMM STATUS (Print Status of MUF
Jobs).

For information about dynamic extend considerations regarding RETIX, see DBUTLTY Dynamic Extend Considerations.
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Rebuilding an Index Area

You can also use the RETIX function to rebuild an Index Area which has been destroyed or damaged in some way.
When using the RETIX function to rebuild the Index Area for all areas in a database at once, initialize the Index Area
immediately before using the RETIX function.

When to Use

Use the RETIX function to rebuild an Index Area when you have added a new key definition to a table. If you redefine an
existing key, making it longer or shorter, you must first remove it from the Index Area (IXX). See REMOVE (Remove Key
ID) for details. Then, rebuild the Index Area using the RETIX function.

NOTE
When Datacom/DB encounters a duplicate value for a Unique Key or a Master Key that has been defined as
allowing no duplicates, Datacom/DB produces a snap dump of the duplicate.  Duplicate values can happen if the
table is loaded with LOADDUPS=YES specified,

After key definition changes, you normally execute the DBUTLTY RETIX function to rebuild the index for affected areas
or the entire database. With MINIMAL=NO (the default), RETIX reads the data area in physical sequence, extracted
current key definitions, and merges them into the index in a process that also deleted any unnecessary index entries. With
MINIMAL=YES, you can restrict RETIX to only performing the minimal actions necessary.

The use of MINIMAL=YES is allowed at the area level only, not the database level. The AREA= keyword is therefore also
required. The use of MINIMAL=YES usually reduces the number of I/O events, reduces the amount of CPU used, and
reduces the elapsed time of the RETIX, compared to not using MINIMAL=YES. The savings are larger for areas with more
records, compared to areas with fewer records. Areas with no records or few records might see a small saving or a small
increase. A MINIMAL=YES RETIX cannot run after the INIT of the IXX. It can run after the INIT of a Multi-Dataset Index
other than the IXX, such as I2. Using MINIMAL= requires that the tables in the area all have their URI index set to loaded.
The CXX REPORT must therefore not have an INDEX LOADED status of NO.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO

• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open User Requirements Table.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function will not be allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.
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Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database will be opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets RETIX executing this MUF this database or area.

Successful Execution Requirements and Controls

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=NO, SIMPLIFY NO, or MUF down

• The database may not be open for update anywhere.
• The database may not be open in any MUF for read.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.

Environmental  Requirements  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database may be open for update but must have no users.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=NO, SIMPLIFY NO, or MUF down

• The database will be opened for update.
• The utility has no knowledge about current ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets no ACCESS database or area status.

Environmental  Controls  when MULTUSE=NO, Simplify YES and MUF enabled

• The database will be opened for update if not already.
• All areas are closed if open.
• The utility executes with every ACCESS database or area status.
• The utility sets protection to block other incompatible DBUTLTY functions.

Environmental Requirements when MULTUSE=YES

• The database may or may not be open for update in the connected MUF.
• The database may not be open for update in another MUF or Single User job.
• The database may not have any table in unloading status.
• The database ACCESS must be set OPTIMIZE and WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area ACCESS must be set WRITE/UTLTY.
• The area may have no table in an open User Requirements Table.
• The area may not have any other MULTUSE=YES utility executing.
• The area must be closed.
• When MULTUSE=YES, this function is not allowed against a Data Sharing MUF if more than one is executing.

Environmental Controls when MULTUSE=YES

• The database is opened by MUF for update.
• The utility sets ACCESS area OFF (utility set).
• The utility sets RETIX executing this MUF this database or area.

Dynamic Extend during RETIX

Dynamic extend of an index area is attempted if requirements are met. If requirements are not met, dynamic extend is not
attempted. The requirements are as follows:

• SORT must be specified as greater than 0 (zero).
• The data areas must be using the URI option.
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How to Use

You can execute this command in either Single User or with the MUF active. Execute the RETIX function using the
following command format.

Rebuilding a Full Index Area

►►─ RETIX DBID=n ─┬────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────────┬──────►

                  └─ ,OPTIMIZE= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘ └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘

                                 └─ YES ─┘                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                                                           └─ '(U)' ─┘

 ►─ ,SORT=n ─┬───────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────┬────────►

             └─ ,VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SORTDD=c ─┘ └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘

                          └─ YES ──┘

 ►┬───────────┬──┬─────────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────►◄

  └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘  └─ ,SORTDFLT= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                                └─ YES ──┘

Rebuilding an Area's Index in Single User

►►─ RETIX DBID=n,AREA=a ─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────►

                         └─ ,OPTIMIZE= ─┬─ NO ──┬─┘

                                        └─ YES ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─ ,SORT=n ─┬───────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘           └─ ,VERIFY= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤                          └─ YES ──┘

                 └─ '(U)' ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬───────────────┬────────────►

   └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘ └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘ └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘ └─ ,MULTUSE=NO ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,MINIMAL= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                 └─ YES ──┘

Rebuild an Area's Index Area in MUF

►►─ RETIX DBID=n,AREA=a,SORT=n ─ ,MULTUSE=YES ────────────────────────────────►

 ►─┬─────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ ,OPTION1= ─┬─ NOF ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ,SORTDD=n ─┘ └─ ,SORTWK=n ─┘

                 ├─ '(I)' ─┤

                 └─ '(U)' ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─┬────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ,UNIT=c ─┘ └─ ,MINIMAL= ─┬─ NO ◄ ─┬─┘

                               └─ YES ──┘

Command

RETIX
Invokes the function to rebuild a data space index or Index Area.

Required Keywords
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DBID=
Specifies the database for which the Index Area is to be rebuilt.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

,AREA=
Identifies the data area or all areas in the database for which the Index Area is to be rebuilt. If this parameter is
omitted, all areas are processed.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database
Default Value:

All areas are processed
MINIMAL=

Specifying MINIMAL=NO (the default) requires the RETIX function to perform everything it did in previous
releases. If MINIMAL=YES is specified, however, RETIX does only the minimal actions necessary to correct the
key definition index for tables in the area.

NOTE
MINIMAL=YES requires SORT= to be specified with a value greater than 0 (zero).

For key definitions marked not-loaded, only those keys participate in the normal RETIX process.
For key entries in the index that have no current key definition, the low-level (DXX) blocks of the index are
sequentially searched for pointers that need to be deleted.
MINIMAL=YES is only allowed at the area level (full database processing is invalid), and is only available for
areas that are loaded in the URI format. When you specify MINIMAL=YES, make certain that every table in the
area is loaded and has its URI index loaded.
Message DB13283E is related to the use of the MINIMAL= keyword.
For information about changes in the RETIX report when MINIMAL= is used, see RETIX Report Changes Related
to MINIMAL=.
Valid Entries:

YES or NO
Default Value:

NO
,MULTUSE=

Specifying MULTUSE=YES allows a single area in a database to have its index rebuilt, with no loss of read and
update access to other areas in the database. When MULTUSE=YES, the function executes in a new format that
is a combination of MUF and Single User modes. The database involved must be able to be opened for update
in the MUF address space. The area must have no tables open. If the database is currently open, Datacom/DB
closes this area with the area close (you would need to close the area yourself only if the database is open and
you need the MUF to close it, so that any type of open data set lock can be released, which could be necessary
in order to scratch and reallocate the data set). Once started, the function does not allow other tasks to open any
tables in the area being processed. Other tables in the involved database, but not in the area, may be open for
read or update in the same MUF. With MULTUSE=YES:
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• The area is first opened in MUF for the RETIX.
• The area is also opened in Single User mode.
• The data area processing occurs in the utility address space.
• The key build/sort occurs in the utility address space.
• The index load/merge occurs in the MUF address space. Packages of index entries (about 32k bytes) are sent

from the utility to the MUF.

When MULTUSE=YES, the SORT= option must be specified but not as zero (0). When MULTUSE=YES, the
following options are not allowed to be specified: OPTIMIZE= and VERIFY=.
When MULTUSE=NO is specified or is allowed to default in the LOAD and RETIX functions, the functions execute
with the index and data areas data sets in the DBUTLTY address space.
For more information on area level DBUTLTY control, see Area Level DBUTLTY Control.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,OPTIMIZE=

Specifies whether the Index entry creation optimization option is to be used. When YES is selected, if this Index
Retrieve fails for any reason, reinitialize the Index Area. If any other data areas are already loaded, re-create the
Index entries using this function of DBUTLTY, or reload all areas. If you select YES, you must also specify a value
in the SORT= parameter.
NO

All Index entries are to be validated as they are created.
YES

All Index entries are not to be completed until the Index retrieve terminates. Selection of this option
enhances performance by deferring Index pointer validation and complete Index structure update.

NOTE
Do not specify this option if MULTUSE=YES is specified.

,OPTION1=
(z/OS only) Specifies the statistics display option to be passed to the sort program (see the SORT parameter).
NOF

Corresponds to the NOFLAG parameter of the IBM sort. Only critical messages are to be displayed on
the console.

'(I)'
Specifies that informational and critical messages are to be displayed on the printer and the console.

'(U)'
Specifies that only critical messages are to be directed to both the printer and the console.

NOF, '(I)', and '(U)' correspond to the Syncsort MSG options of CC, SC, and CB respectively. The DBUTLTY
LOAD function also accepts any 3-character (including the surrounding parentheses) FLAG parameter that can be
processed by the IBM sort. See your IBM sort documentation for details.
Valid Entries:

NOF, '(I)', or '(U)'
Default Value:

NOF
,SORT=

Activates the Index Area (IXX) entry sort option. When you specify a value, no IXX entries are created as the data
is retrieved. The required IXX entries are sorted at the end of the data retrieval and merged into the Index Area
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in ascending sequence. Selecting this option enhances the performance of the Index Retrieve process for large
databases, and we recommend it when the number of records exceeds several hundred.

NOTE
The SORT option is required when specifying the RETIX function for the full database, or if you specify
VERIFY=YES, OPTIMIZE=YES, or MULTUSE=YES. The SORT option is also required when running a
DBUTLTY RETIX of a data area that includes any tables with a key larger than 180 bytes.

This parameter's value specifies the estimated number of entries to be sorted. Sort treats each entry as a record.
To determine the number of entries:

• Count one entry for each key definition for each row in the area.
• For any key defined with INCLUDE-NIL-KEY=NO, entries which would be low values or blanks are not passed

to the sort.
• If the area is defined with space management option 1, 2, 4, or 5, entries exist for space management.
• If the area is defined with space management option 3, entries exist for both clustering and space

management.

DBUTLTY passes the value specified for this parameter to the sort routine. Therefore, the value specified for
SORT= can affect the amount of runtime used by the sort. If a number is supplied to the sort, the Index Area
entries in the Index Area are not deleted by a separate Index Area pass. The Index Area is updated and only
the Index Area blocks that reflect change are written. This option is strongly recommended since it can improve
performance. The OPTION1= parameter is also highly recommended to obtain warning and critical messages if a
problem occurs.

NOTE
Do not specify over 99 million unless you verify that the sort package you are using allows a larger
number. Specifying SORT=0 (or any number of zeros) is the same as not specifying the keyword.

Many features introduced in previous releases require a non-zero value for SORT=, and the following two features
that are also blocked during RETIX executions when the sort option is not being used are as follows:

• On-demand dynamic extend of any Index Area
• Execution against a database with Multi-Dataset Indexes

Most user-JCL is expected to already have a non-zero value for SORT= specified. If, however, a user has a
LOAD or RETIX function coded in their JCL with SORT=0 specified or defaulted (SORT= not specified at all), this
information is added to the history report, and the first time in each MUF execution that an area is opened in a
database that has a LOAD or RETIX coded without the sort option, an informational message is generated. The
message alerts you to the condition and can therefore help you know to first add the sort option, then see the
results.
Two messages related to using LOAD and RETIX without the sort option are messages DB02809I and
DB13128E. For details about these messages, see Messages.
Valid Entries:

0 to 99999999999
Default Value:

(No default)
SORTDD=

Specifies an optional DD statement, provided to the SORT that redirects SYSPRINT-type output from the
SYSPRINT DD (used by DBUTLTY) to this optional DD statement.
Valid Entries:

printed output directed to optional DD statement
Default Value:

printed output directed to SYSPRINT, intermixed with DBUTLTY output
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,SORTDFLT=
(z/OS only) Specify SORTDFLT=YES when you want the DBUTLTY SORT= value to be overridden with what is
expected to be a more accurate number.
SORTDFLT= can be set to YES or NO (the default). If SORTDFLT=YES, the SORT= value is required to be
greater than zero.
The keyword, SORTDFLT= allows the SORT value, when specified as greater than zero (0) for a RETIX to be
overridden with an estimate expected to be more accurate. SORTDFLT= can only be used in conjunction with
the SORT= keyword. When set as SORTDFLT=YES, the RETIX uses the current CXX count of records and
definition to calculate a value for the SORT= override. If the count is zero (no records) for all tables to be loaded,
the SORT=n value is used and not overwritten. Verify that it is in the appropriate range to allow a successful
RETIX.
The record count and the number of key definitions per table are multiplied for each table to be loaded, and the
products are summed as the estimate for record index entries. Based on the area space management (DSOP)
option, additional counts are added to verify a successful sort.
When using this DBUTLTY RETIX keyword, take into consideration that the number of records in a table after a
MUF outage is likely to be inaccurate.
Valid Entries:

NO or YES
Default Value:

NO
,SORTWK=

Specifies the number of sort work areas. The parameter is always edited, but is only used when the SORT=
parameter is specified as not zero

NOTE
Do not specify a 2-digit number unless the sort package you are using allows a 2-digit number. Sort
packages that do not support a 2-digit number can fail in an unpredictable manner, if you specify a 2-
digit number.

,UNIT=
(z/OS only) Specifies the unit name for sort work areas. The parameter is always edited, but is only used when
the SORT= parameter is specified as not zero.
Valid Entries:

1- to 8-character unit name
Default Value:

SYSDA
,VERIFY=

Verifies if the Index Area and data area are in exact agreement. It is only used when the SORT= parameter is
specified as not zero.
Specify VERIFY=YES to activate the search for differences in the current Index and the Index being built. If
a difference is detected, a Master List dump is produced. Only the first five differences cause a dump. Any
additional differences are ignored.
The dumps have no effect on the execution of the RETIX function which continues to successful completion
regardless of the value specified for the VERIFY option.
If you specify VERIFY=YES, you must specify the SORT option. If you do not specify SORT= when using
VERIFY=YES, the first five records found cause a Master List dump whether or not a difference is found between
the current Index and the Index being built.
Do not specify VERIFY=YES if you are using the RETIX function for the full database. Using the VERIFY is also
not recommended for non-URI areas because records that have been moved are dumped, even though this
condition is not an error.
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NOTE
Do not specify this option if MULTUSE=YES is specified.

Example JCL

The following shows the command to rebuild the Index for the DEM area on database 1.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. Lowercase letters
in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //*

 //* Note: The following sort work allocations are not 

 //*  required if your sort package can dynamically

 //*  allocate sort work areas. Be sure to provide

 //*  sufficient space for all keys to be sorted. 

 //SORTWK01 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK02 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //SORTWK03 DD UNIT=disk,SPACE=(alctyp,(prim,scnd))

 //*

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          RETIX     DBID=1,AREA=DEM,OPTIMIZE=YES,SORT=1000

 /*

Sample Report for RETIX

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RETIX  AREA=DEM,DBID=1,OPTIMIZE=YES,SORT=1000

                    FUNCTION=RETIX

                       AREA=DEM

                       DBID=1

                       OPTIMIZE=YES

                       SORT=00001000

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

              TABLE          RECORDS

              PNC                 0

              PNM                 0

              POH                 0

              POL                 4

 

              TOTAL               4
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This page of the report shows confirmation that four records were indexed from the requested table.

RETIX Report Changes Related to MINIMAL=

The following RETIX report changes, related to the use of the MINIMAL= keyword, were made.

If MINIMAL=YES is specified, the RETIX report starts with a standard RETIX report with table names and record counts,
followed by a section showing tables and key names that have been built. These are the key definitions that were marked
"not loaded or NL." If no table was found with a key of "not loaded," the word NONE appears to indicate that fact, as
shown in the following sample report:

              TABLE          RECORDS

              C01              6,000

              TOTAL            6,000

              TABLE       KEY NAME LOADED 

              C01              ANEWK

              F01              ZNEWK

              KEY ID DELETED PROCESSED 

              NONE

This page of the report shows the following:

KEY NAME LOADED
Displays the key name, not in a loaded status, that was processed by this RETIX MINIMAL= option and is now
loaded. All Keys that are not loaded participate in the RETIX MINIMAL=YES function.
In the sample report just shown, TABLE is the Datacom table that the key is in.

KEY ID DELETED PROCESSED
Displays that if there were keys in the index that were no longer being used, the RETIX MINIMAL= option deletes
them and lists their KEYIDs here. The sample just shown lists NONE for this category, but see the following for a
different case.

The following sample report shows key ID values that have been in the index (since the last INIT) and currently have no
CXX definition (indicating they have been deleted). The key ID is the only value known for a former key. If no key IDs
exist, the word NONE is used to indicate that fact, as shown in the previously given sample report.

              TABLE          RECORDS

              C01                  9

              TOTAL                9

              TABLE       KEY NAME LOADED

              C01              BNEWK

              c01              CNEWK

              KEY ID DELETED PROCESSED

                   8

                  10

This page of the report shows that in Single User (the default), all deleted keys are printed. In MUF, the first seven deleted
keys are printed, then if more than seven exist, a note of the fact that there are more than seven is printed.
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SORTDFLT=YES Report Section for RETIX

If SORTDFLT=YES, a SORTDFLT INFORMATION section occurs in the RETIX report before the table and count
information.

The line after the SORTDFLT INFORMATION heading contains the following:

• Table name
• Record count from the current CXX
• Count of key definitions for the table
• Estimated count of keys to sort

The next line, starting with *DSOP CLUSTER, is the count of index entries possible for clustering (DSOP 3). The count is
the same as the number of records, a ‘worst case’ estimate unlikely to occur because it presumes that every record has a
unique cluster value, which would make clustering a poor choice for this data area.

The next line, starting with *DSOP PARTIAL, is the count of index entries possible for partial space (DSOP other than
0).The count is the number of data blocks divided by 56, a ‘worst case’ estimate unlikely to occur because it presumes
that every block group of 56 blocks has at least one block with space for a record.

The next line, starting with *DSOP EMPTY, is the count of index entries possible for empty blocks that have been used
(DSOP 3, 4, and 5).The count is the number of data blocks divided by 56, a ‘worst case’ estimate unlikely to occur
because it presumes that every group of 56 blocks has at least one block that has been used but currently contains no
records.

The next line, starting with *MOVED RECORDS, is the count of index entries possible for tracking moved records.
However, because Datacom does not save a count of moved records, this value is currently always 0. Because it is
normal for this to not be a large number, the estimate is expected to be reasonable for the RETIX estimate.

The last line is TOTAL and provides the sum of the key estimates from the prior lines. It also provides information about
what is overriding the SORT= keyword. If the estimated count of keys from the record input is all zeros, the *DSOP values
are not added into the total, and the override does not occur.

If the record counts are significantly incorrect but not zero, the sort uses the estimates as they exist. If the RETIX fails
because of low sort count issues, change the JCL to provide a more accurate SORT= value then rerun the LOAD without
using the SORTDFLT= keyword.

Example

For this example, database 2 was used. The first statement is a DATASCAN with OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS
which recounts the records in the area. it was used only to ensure the counts were accurate in the example and is not
intended for normal use.

DATASCAN  AREA=DD1,DBID=2,OPTION=COUNT_SET_RECORDS                          

COMM  OPTION=CLOSE,DBID=2                                    

INIT   DBID=2,AREA=IXX                                       

RETIX DBID=2,SORT=99999,SORTDFLT=YES,  

OPTION1='(I)'

The resulting output is as follows:

SORTDFLT INFORMATION                                             

TABLE         RECORDS   KEYS         ESTIMATE                    

AGR               308      8            2,464                    

ALS             1,624      3            4,872                    

ARA                48      3              144                    

ATZ                 9      2               18                    

BAS                23      5              115                    

DVW                37      2               74                    
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ELM               601      5            3,005                    

FCN                 0      3                0                    

FIL                86      2              172                    

FLD            11,845     10          118,450                    

HSD               202      1              202                    

JOB                 0      2                0                    

KEY               524     12            6,288                    

KWC                30      9              270                    

LIB                 0      2                0                    

MEM                 0      2                0                    

MOD                 0      2                0                    

OD                 0      3                0                    

PCV                 0      2                0                    

PER                 2      2                4                    

PGM                 0      2                0                    

PLN                 0      3                0                    

PNL                 0      2                0                    

PRC                 0      3                0                    

PRT                 0      2                0                    

REL             2,118      7           14,826                    

RPT                 0      2                0                    

STM                 0      3                0                    

STP                 0      2                0                    

SYS                12      2               24                    

TRG                 0      3                0                    

TXT                93      2              186                    

*DSOP CLUSTER                               0                    

*DSOP PARTIAL BLOCKS                       48                    

*DSOP EMPTY BLOCKS                          0                    

*MOVED RECORDS                              0                    

TOTAL                                 151,162   SORT=00000151162

Information from SORT:

CASO000I  SORT    FILSZ=E151162,FIELDS=(1,186,BI,A),DYNALLOC=(SYSDA,03)

CASO061I RCD IN 00000000,OUT 00149005

In this example, the count of keys sorted is less than the estimate because Datacom Datadictionary uses the rarely used
NIL key feature to not be part of the index. NIL keys are defined to have a value of either all blanks (x'40') or all binary
zeros (x'00').

Duplicate Processing with RETIX

Learn about encountering duplicate master key values or unique keys when reconstructing an index with the RETIX
command in DBUTLTY. Find information about retun codes and messages received for duplicates.

You have the ability to know whether duplicates are encountered with return codes. Typically, RETIX does not
encounter duplicate master key values or duplicate values for unique keys. There are situations, such as, a LOAD with
LOADDUPS=YES where duplicates could be introduced. Examples might be a duplicate master key error [Return Code
10(039)] or duplicate unique key error [Return Code 94(193)].

If RETIX encounters a duplicate, it produces a SNAP dump but continues its work and does not set a return code.
However, you have the ability to know whether such duplicates were encountered. You can choose a non-zero return
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code for RETIX using the SET OPTION1=ENABLE_EXCEPTION_VISIBILITY=n statement. In addition, message
DB13293E is returned.

Rebuilding the Data Space Index or Recounting Records

The various concepts that were documented in 15.0 were all based on the DBUTLTY function RETIX with the keyword
KEYNAME=. For example, DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX (formerly, RETIX KEYNAME=*DATA) shows
the required keyword with a 5-byte value starting with an asterisk.

The DBUTLTY function DATASCAN selected by the OPTION=keyword replaces the previous requirements of 15.0.

Any use of the RETIX with KEYNAME= continues to be supported. However, you need to request to enhance those
execution JCL to use the new function DATASCAN.

For more information:

 Using DATASCAN to Activate DATAHU Online 

 

Resetting the TSN

The Transaction Sequence Number (TSN), of the transaction that added or last updated each row, is stored in the Record
Control Element (RCE) with each row. The TSN is used to ensure that the transaction has ended before granting a row
lock to another transaction. A reset sets the TSN in the row to zero (that is never used as a TSN). The TSN is not normally
reset because it does not normally need to be reset.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

  

When to Use

The master TSN is stored in the Log Area (LXX). When the Log Area is initialized, the TSN number is set either to zero
or to a value specified by the user. A false wait condition can possibly occur when the Log Area is initialized with a lower
TSN number than currently exists in the existing rows. To prevent this, assign a larger TSN number when initializing a
Log Area. If TSN numbers are reused, the false wait condition occurs because a new transaction could possibly wait on
another executing transaction that has the same number as an already committed transaction. This involves a short wait
on the wrong transaction and is only a minor concern. It is not an integrity concern.

Resetting the TSN is desirable because the previously described error condition, involving the possibility of having
duplicate TSNs, can produce a large overhead when running as part of a MUFplex. This only occurs and is a concern if
the Log Area was initialized with a lower TSN than has been assigned. It is also possible if the TSN number ’wraps’ going
from 4 billion less one to 1, a very rare occurrence.

Resetting the TSN requests that the MUF zero every row TSN in the specified database and area that is committed. This
includes multi-block reads of every block in the area. Every block with a row is written with multi-block writes or single
block writes.

One normal condition could occur where a reset of the TSN should be used for all areas. When you are running a
MUFplex, if the TSN number wraps from four billion back to one, the code then continues to execute properly but in wrap
mode. This continues for the next 16 million transactions, which is typically a very long time. Before that situation occurs, it
is best to reset the TSN for all the areas.

In addition to resetting the TSN, this form of RETIX can report the highest URI in the data area and reset the high URI
value as stored and reported in the CSS if the current value is too low. MUF execution is optimized in full MUFPLEX with
two MUFs enabled and running together.
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 Example 

The following show the report that is currently generated:

RETIX AREA=A01,DBID=0997,KEYNAME=*RTSN

 

                    * DBID    997 AREA A01                   REQUEST COMPLETE  

 ALL TSN'S RESET: YES                                                          

Values for ALL TSN's RESET are:

YES
- if the DBUTLTY function found no rows in the blocks as processed that had a row for an active transaction

NO
- if any row was subject to ROLBK as an active transaction

NOT URI
- if the area was not loaded as URI at the last LOAD

The report is not changed if the following conditions apply:

• The new solution is applied to DBUTLTY but not currently in the MUF
• The new solution is applied to the MUF but not currently in the DBUTLTY

If the new solution is applied to both the MUF and DBUTLTY, there are two cases when the report is enhanced.

 Normal Case 

The area had no row with a URI higher than the area high URI. The highest row URI is printed with the area high URI and
a message that the high URI is unchanged.

NOTE
 The high row URI may be less than the high area URI if the highest row URI values are for rows that have been
deleted and those deletes have had the space reclaimed for new/moved rows.

                    * DBID    997 AREA A01                   REQUEST COMPLETE                    

 ALL TSN'S RESET: NO     HIGH ROW URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI UNCHANGED  

 High URI 

The second case is when the error exists that a row URI is higher than the area high URI and the area high URI is
incremented to correct a defect. The following report shows that the new high URI as set.

 Note: The new high URI as set is currently ‘rounded’ up (if needed) to a hexadecimal value ending with the last 10 bits
set on.

                   * DBID    997 AREA A01                   REQUEST COMPLETE                        

ALL TSN'S RESET: YES    HIGH ROW URI: X'000001F4'   HIGH URI: X'000000FF'   HIGH URI SET X'000003

MUF Connection when KEYNAME=*RTSN

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.
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If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined. 

How to Use

When using the RETIX function to reset the TSNs, the MUF must be active. This utility function executes only in the MUF.
The database need not be disabled nor the User Requirements Tables closed. Use the following format for this function:

►►─ RETIX ─┬────────┬─DBID=n ── ,KEYNAME=*RTSN ─────────────────────►◄

           └ AREA=a,┘

 Command 

RETIX
Invokes the function to reset the TSN.
Note: This exists for compatibility with the past. Currently, you should use DATASCAN OPTION=RESET_TSN.

 Required Keywords 

AREA=
Identifies the data area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area
Default Value:

(No default)
,DBID=

Specifies the database containing the area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
,KEYNAME=

Specifies that the TSN is to be reset to zero.
Valid Entries:

*RTSN
Default Value:

(No default)

 Optional Keywords 

AREA=
Identifies the data area for which the data space index is to be rebuilt or omitted to indicate that all areas in base
are to be processed.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area
Default Value:

All areas in the database

RXXFIX (Recover End-Of-File)
The RXXFIX function reads a Recovery File and copies blocks to a new Recovery File up to a known stable point in time.
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When to Use RXXFIX

Use the function to recover if the operating system or the MUF terminates abnormally while spilling to an active Recovery
File, leaving the tape with no End-of-File or trailer records.

RESTART Processing of a Tape Without End-of-File

If the tape has no End-of-File or trailer records, the RESTART process detects the condition and reports the incomplete
cycle number. The RESTART process then changes the cycle and the log blocks being spilled from the status of "being
spilled" to a status of "needing to be spilled." A later spill can then copy these blocks in their entirety.

Two problem situations exist at this point:

• Because no trailer records exist on the active recovery tape, recovery processing with this tape is a problem. Backward
recovery cannot function at all because the trailer records cannot be found. Forward recovery can function, but the
recovery receives an I/O error.

• The second problem is that when executing forward recovery, the next Recovery File after the one with no End-of-File,
detects errors because of the duplicated log records which require review.

The RXXFIX function eliminates these problems. By specifying a cycle number from the RESTART process, the utility
copies all the good data to a new tape before any possible I/O error, stops reading the suspect tape, and closes the new
complete, non-redundant tape, if a spill was ongoing at the time of the failure.

Update SPILL History Table

The RXXFIX function can be used to update the SPILL history table by specifying the keywords DBID= and HISTORY=.

How to Use RXXFIX

Use the following command format to execute the RXXFIX function:

►►─ RXXFIX CYCLE=nnnnnn, ─┬─────────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─────────────────►◄

                          └─ DBID=nnnn ─┘ └─ HISTORY=choice ─┘

Command

RXXFIX
Invokes the function to read a Recovery File and copy blocks to a new Recovery File up to a known stable point in
time.

Required Keyword

CYCLE=
Specifies the cycle number to be copied to. Provide the number supplied by the RESTART utility minus 1.
Valid Entries:

1 to 999999
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keywords

DBID=nnnn
The DBID= keyword provides the database ID of the history database, where nnnn is the history database DBID.
Valid Entries:

the history database DBID, normally 1007
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Default Value:
(No default)

HISTORY=choice
HISTORY=NO indicates that you want RXXFIX to do the CYCLE processing that is used either to fix an RXX with
active recovery or for inactive recovery with the use of DISP=MOD (DISP= is the JCL disposition parameter).
Therefore, specifying HISTORY=NO (or allowing HISTORY= to default to NO) indicates that you do not want to
use RXXFIX to select a SPILL history table or to update the history information in a SPILL history table.
All allowed forms of YES (YES_RC0, YES-FAIL, and YES-RC4) are allowed and have the same meaning in
RXXFIX.
Do not ignore errors generated by using the SPILLOPT function, or correct the history record manually.
If the DBUTLTY RXXFIX function runs without finding any end of spill records, it ends successfully with an EOJ
message but gives no indication (prints no lines in the report) showing that any end of spill action was taken.
Valid Entries:

NO, YES-FAIL, YES-RC0, or YES-RC4
Default Value:

NO
Example JCL (RXXFIX)
The following shows the command to ensure that you have a correct and usable Recovery File.

NOTE
Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements

.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and 

JCL

 Requirements

.

 //RXXIN    DD DSN=rxxinp,DISP=SHR                 Recovery input file

 //RXXOUT   DD DSN=rxxout,DISP=SHR                 Recovery output file

 //*

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          RXXFIX    CYCLE=5

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    RXXFIX CYCLE=5

 

                    FUNCTION=RXXFIX
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                       CYCLE=000005

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

                    0000001   CYCLE COPIED

                    0000002   CYCLE COPIED

                    0000003   CYCLE COPIED

                    0000004   CYCLE COPIED

                    0000005   CYCLE COPIED

*** EOJ ***

This page of the report displays messages indicating the status of the Recovery File.

SECURITY RESET (Clearing Security Validation Buffer)
The SECURITY RESET function is used to clear the security validation buffer. The SECURITY function requires that the
MUF be active. For information about security for Datacom/DB, see the topics under Security Overview.

When to Use SECURITY RESET

Use the SECURITY RESET function to clear the security validation buffer. Security maintains a working set of validated
profiles. This set is dynamically changed and is periodically cleared. If an access is changed, this reset must be done
to ensure instant revalidation. This reset should be done only when changes have been made in your external security
specifications that might be in the working set and, therefore, it is critical for the set to be refreshed.

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF.

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined. 

When using a console command, these steps are unnecessary.

How to Use the Console Command (SECURITY RESET)

The MUF must be active when you execute this command.

Use the following in your command to initiate this function from the system console. Consult your site operating system
documentation for additional syntax information.

►►─ SECURITY RESET ─┬────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

                    └─ user ─┘

 Command 

SECURITY
Invokes the function.

 Required Keyword 
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RESET
Signs off all users and clears the security validation buffer.

 Optional Keyword 

user
If the user parameter is not coded, SECURITY RESET signs off all users and the security validation buffer is
cleared.
If the user parameter is coded, the individual user specified with the parameter is signed off and that individual's
CICS, and Server cached security validations are cleared. For active batch jobs, the individual user's batch
cached security validations remain in effect for the life of the open URT for that batch job.

How to Use the DBUTLTY Command (SECURITY RESET)

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Execute the SECURITY RESET function with the following
command format:

►►─ SECURITY ─ OPTION=RESET ─┬──────────────┬────────────────────────────────►◄

                             └─ ,USER=name ─┘

 Command 

SECURITY
Invokes the function.

 Required Keywords 

OPTION=RESET
Signs off all users and clears the security validation buffer.
Default Value:

(No default)

 Optional Keyword 

,USER=name
If the USER= parameter is not coded, SECURITY RESET signs off all users and the security validation buffer is
cleared.
If the USER= parameter is coded, the individual user specified is signed off and that individual's CICS, and
Server cached security validations are cleared. For active batch jobs, the individual user's batch cached security
validations remain in effect for the life of the open URT for that batch job.
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL (SECURITY RESET)
The following shows the command to execute the RESET option.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and JCL Requirements.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command input

          SECURITY  OPTION=RESET

 /*
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Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SECURITY OPTION=RESET

                    FUNCTION=SECURITY

                       OPTION=RESET

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13105I - SECURITY RESET    REQUEST ACCEPTED   

This page of the report displays a message indicating the success of the function execution.

SET (Change Environment Processing)
The Datacom DBUTLTY SET function allows you to change environment processing of options. Review SET format, how
to use the function, keyword descriptions, and a sample report.

The SET function allows you to change environment processing of options.

One common ability is to use ON-ERROR to establish how you want DBUTLTY to support error handling of functions
within a specific execution, and for other special needs. ON-ERROR enhances two error-handling concerns:

• If a function fails, each remaining function in the step is syntax edited and ignored.
• At the end of the final function, DBUTLTY ends with an abend 4 in z/OS or CANCEL in z/VSE, and never a return code

other than zero.

These actions remain the default and cannot be globally changed.

The STOP and CONTINUE options indicate the execution option for future functions in the same utility step. The ABEND
and RCn options indicate the actions that are taken to terminate the utility step back to the operating system. The STOP/
CONTINUE options are independent of the ABEND/RCn options.

The SET function does not open any Datacom/DB tables.

A SET function can generate an error condition only for a syntax error. If the syntax is correct, it always executes, except
when the EDIT function was previously specified.

The different types of SET options are used to perform the following tasks:

• Control the style of error handling and remove an error condition
• Help the debugging of a specific error condition that has occurred during a DBUTLTY execution.
• Override options for a specific DBUTLTY execution without changing the option for other DBUTLTY executions
• Allow testing of some interesting conditions to speed Broadcom product internal testing. Some users may use SET

options to QA locally on cases about which they have a concern.

No SET option communicates with MUF. All are local to this DBUTLTY execution.

The DUMPPGM=  SET option is NEVER allowed to occur when done as part of the DBIN1PR additional SYSIN
processing.
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Some SET options can ONLY occur when done as part of the DBIN1PR additional SYSIN processing. Remember that
DBIN1PR SET statements are required to have SET in columns 1-3 with one blank then the value.

• CONSOLE_SECONDS=
• LINE=

Some SET options can occur at either input stream, but must occur before functions other than SET, because they must
occur before DBUTLTY configures itself for execution.

• DATALN
• DATANO
• DXXNO
• IXXLN
• IXXNO

SET options not in this list work through either input stream. They can be changed during execution to change the method
of execution for the functions that follow them, remaining in place unless a later SET option changes the setting or
condition.

The SET function at either input stream supports stacking of options to reduce console messages. Operations must be
separated by semicolons (;) as in this example:

SET OPTION1=DATANO=999;DATALN=4096;DXXNO=999;IXXLN=4096 

DBUTLTY supports no form of continuation of an individual keyword value.

The SET function having a value starting with an asterisk (*) is accepted and printed but then ignored.

The following console-like options are not specifically SET options. They are allowed to be used as a SET option through
the SYSIN but not through DBIN1PR.

• DIAGOPTION n,y,x where n is 0-23, y is 0-255, and x is ON/OFF/YES/NO
• DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS OLD/TRK/CYL
• RCERROR x,y,nnnnn where x is YES/NO/ON/OFF/FAIL, y is YES/NO/ON/OFF/FAIL, and nnnnn is a return code

external/internal
• X_DEBUGx,n,y where x is CBS/CL1/CDC/CXX/DSM/IO/OP1/PXX/LXX/RXX/UTM/COM/XX1/SQL1/XES/DST/XCF/

CCI, n is a hexadecimal 2-byte value of bits to turn on or off, and y is YES/NO/ON/OFF
• X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS x where x is YES/NO/ON/OFF
• X_TRACE_DSM n where n is a number 0-32767

When to Use SET

All of these options are considered to be useful rarely, for special purposes. Review the list to know what options are
available and to use when appropriate.

How to Use SET

The following SET OPTION1= values are available in general. Some of the values have special rules about their use.

►►─ SET ─ OPTION1= ─┬─ CONSOLE_SECONDS=n ─────────────┬────►◄

                    ├─ DATALN=nnnnn ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ DATANO=nnnn ───────────────────┤

                    ├─ DELAY_INSIDE=nnn ──────────────┤

                    ├─ DELAY_SECONDS=nn ──────────────┤

                    ├─ DELAY68 ───────────────────────┤

                    ├─ DELAY85 ───────────────────────┤

                    ├─ DUMPPGM=name ──────────────────┤
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                    ├─ DXXNO=nnnn ────────────────────┤

                    ├─ ECHO_FUNCTIONS ────────────────┤

                    ├─ ENABLE_EXCEPTION_VISIBILITY=n ─┤ 

                    ├─ EOJ_REPORT ────────────────────┤

                    ├─ EOJ_REPORT_X ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ IXXLN=nnnn ────────────────────┤

                    ├─ IXXNO=nnnn ────────────────────┤

                    ├─ MUF_NOT_ENABLED────────────────┤

                    ├─ MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED ───────┤

                    ├─ ON-ERROR-CONTINUE ─────────────┤

                    ├─ ON-ERROR-STOP ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ ON-ERROR-ABEND ────────────────┤

                    ├─ ON-ERROR-RCn ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ ON-ERROR-REMOVE ───────────────┤

                    ├─ SID_CONNECT=a ─────────────────┤

                    ├─ SIDNAME=name ──────────────────┤

                    ├─ SNAPALL ───────────────────────┤

                    ├─ SNAPERR ───────────────────────┤

                    └─ WTO--x ────────────────────────┘

Command

SET
Invokes the SET function for the input stream following this command.

Required Keywords

OPTION1=
Specifies the options for the SET function, as follows:

CONSOLE_SECONDS=n
Allows you to override the DBSYSID macro option CONSOLE_MINUTES to test
the DBUTLTY automatic STATUS command. The n value can be 1-9. This option is available only through
DBIN1PR.

DATALN=nnnnn
By providing this option, the length of a data buffer as set in the DBMSTLST Master List assembly can be
overridden. Replace the nnnnn with a number in the range 4096-32767. This option is always accepted, but only
used if it occurs before the first function that opens the CXX.

DATANO=nnnn
By providing this option, the number of data buffers as set in the DBMSTLST Master List assembly can be
overridden for any reason. The nnnn must be replaced by a number in the range 3-9999. Some DBUTLTY
functions need minimal data buffers and some would benefit with a large number. This option is always accepted,
but only used if it occurs before the first function that opens the CXX.

DELAY_INSIDE=nnn
This option speeds testing in QA systems. It is used to test contentions between various functions and either each
other or non-DBUTLTY opens. After the equal sign, specify a three-digit number from 000 through 999. The value
is saved, and during selected functions, a delay occurs within the function's main-line processing to lengthen the
execution of the function. The following functions are included:
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• BACKUP
• EXTEND
• EXTRACT
• INIT
• LOAD
• REMOVE
• RECOVERY
• REORG
• RETIX
• SPILL

DELAY_SECONDS=nn
This option speeds testing in QA systems. After the equal sign, specify a two-digit number from 00 through 99.
Processing the statement causes the DBUTLTY program to delay the number of seconds specified. The option is
used to change timing test cases, usually involving multiple concurrent DBUTLTY Job executions in parallel.

DELAY68
In special cases, this option allows you to override the DBSIDPR settings for the DBSYSID parameter DELAY68=.
It can be set to 0 through 9 or 00 through 99.

DELAY85
In special cases, this option allows you to override the DBSIDPR settings for the DBSYSID parameter DELAY85=.
It can be set to 0 through 9 or 00 through 99.

DUMPPGM=name
This option allows you to specify the name of a program that DBUTLTY is to load into memory and format print
it. This option was built to assist Support, ensuring content of modules relating to solutions. As an extension, to
allow a DBSIDPR module name or an alternate name for a DBSYSID macro assembly, change to load and print
in dump format when requested by Support.

DXXNO=nnnn
By providing this option, the number of DXX buffers as set in the DBMSTLST Master List assembly can be
overridden for any reason. Replace the nnnn with a number in the range 3-9999. Some DBUTLTY functions need
minimal data buffers and some would benefit with a large number. This option is always accepted, but only used if
it occurs before the first function that opens the CXX.

ECHO_FUNCTIONS
This option causes the first statement of each function to be sent to the console to help debug or track the
function being executed. This option can be helpful in identifying which other console messages occurred by
which functions. There is no equal sign and there are no additional values after the function name. It can be
easier to see the function being executed in the log instead of going to the bottom of the print. Once requested,
the action cannot be turned off. See the following example:
DB10098I - STARTING FUNCTION - REPORT AREA=CXX,DBID=0997,TYPE=B

ENABLE_EXCEPTION_VISIBILITY=n
When this parameter is applied, an exception that would not otherwise be reflected in a DBUTLTY return code
is made visible. If you code the n value as 1, 2, or 3, that corresponding return code is received from DBUTLTY.
The default value is 0 (zero) which disables the exception visibility. Currently, RETIX is the only DBUTLTY function
where an exception can be encountered and made visible with this SET command.

EOJ_REPORT
Use this option only in consultation with Support. EOJ_REPORT requests that reports be generated at the end of
the current DBUTLTY execution, similarly to the way MUF EOJ reports are generated. Information that is specific
to the MUF is excluded from the report that is requested by EOJ_REPORT.  For example, Memory Resident Data
Facility (MRDF) Summary Information reports and Task Control Block (TCB) Use Summary Information reports
are excluded. The EOJ_REPORT option includes a PXX-like summary report. DBUTLTY functions use fast path
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processing and all statistical information normally present in the MUF might seem inconsistent. For example,
a BACKUP shows I/O to the index and data areas, but no requests to the tables. This result is not an error in
DBUTLTY. Once requested, the action cannot be turned off.

EOJ_REPORT_X
This option is intended to be used only in consultation with Support. While the EOJ_REPORT option requests
that reports be generated at the end of the current DBUTLTY execution, the EOJ_REPORT_X option requests
that a report be generated at the end of the execution of most DBUTLTY functions. For information about what is
produced, see the previously provided description of EOJ_REPORT. Once requested, the action cannot be turned
off.

IXXLN=nnnn
By providing this option, the length of an index buffer as set in the DBMSTLST Master List assembly can be
overridden. Replace the nnnn with a number in the range 4096-8182. This option is always accepted, but only
used if it occurs before the open of the CXX.

IXXNO=nnnn
The number of IXX buffers as set in the DBMSTLST Master List assembly can be overridden by providing this
option. Replace the nnnn with a number in the range 3-9999. Some DBUTLTY functions need minimal data
buffers and some would benefit with a large number. This option is always accepted, but only used if it occurs
before the first function that opens the CXX.

MUF_NOT_ENABLED
Functions that normally execute with MUF enabled but that can execute with the MUF not enabled exist for
special situations where a MUF cannot enable due to restart errors. Such restart errors have to be (or can be)
corrected before MUF successfully enables. These functions can run in the same DBUTLTY step as a function
that has to run with MUF not enabled. Or, they have to declare the intent to run this complete DBUTLTY step with
MUF not enabled. To do this, use the SET function with OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. The use of this SET
option is invalid if the DBUTLTY step has already connected to a MUF or opened the CXX locally. The function
converts all following functions from being able to run with MUF not enabled to being required to run with MUF
not enabled for this execution of DBUTLTY. This ability is not expected or recommended for use by functions
that cannot complete quickly. These functions are explained in another section. This SET option removes any
DELAY68 value set in determining whether the MUF is enabled. Functions that expect to execute with MUF
should be allowed delay to wait for the MUF to enable.

MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED
In Simplify mode, the function expects Multi-User Facility (MUF) to be enabled, to provide control and
protection. If MUF is not enabled, this function should wait for MUF to enable. If you have to execute
the function with MUF disabled; for example, if it is needed to allow restart to execute, the function
must follow a function that can only run with MUF disabled or, follow a function to acknowledge MUF is
disabled with SET OPTION1=MUF_NOT_ENABLED. It is possible (but not recommended) to use SET
OPTION1=MUF_ENABLED_OR_DISABLED. The function without MULTUSE=YES and MUF enabled does not
require or want the database to be closed, but there must be no open URT for any table in the base.

ON-ERROR-CONTINUE
If an error condition exists, future functions are edited and processed as though an error condition does not exist.
Various system failures can occur that the operating system considers fatal and that prevent continued operation.
For example, in z/OS, one such error is a B37 abend. The error condition is not reset, based on the successful
completion of this or a future function.

ON-ERROR-STOP
If an error condition exists, future functions (excluding SET and EDIT) are syntax that is edited but not
executed. This is the default at the start of each step. Use of this function sets this action for future functions.
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ON-ERROR-ABEND
This option, dictates the action that is taken after the last function is complete for the step. This is the default at
the start of each step. If an error condition then exists, the step is terminated with an z/OS ABEND 4 or a z/VSE
CANCEL.

ON-ERROR-RCn
This option dictates the action that is taken after the last function is complete for the step. The number in the
parameter (n) can be 0, 4, 8, or 12. If an error condition then exists, the step is terminated with the return code of
the number provided.

ON-ERROR-REMOVE
This option removes a previous error condition from a step. From this point following, functions are edited and
executed and, unless errors occur in them, the step terminates with a return code 0.

SID_CONNECT=a
This option exists to speed testing in QA systems. You can specify a letter L (for LOCAL), X (for XCF), or C (for
CCI) after the equal sign. This is similar to what exists in the DBSYSID macro that generates a DBSIDPR module,
keyword CONNECT_ALLOW_PRIORITY=. This testing option is not edited (checked) for valid letters. It is always
accepted, but has an effect only if done before the first function that attempts to connect to MUF.

SIDNAME=name
When a DBSIDPR is used by DBUTLTY that has a TARGET_MUF_LIST= with multiple entries, most functions
work exactly like a user program would. DBUTLTY finds the MUF locally or remotely and executes against
it. Some functions target the MUF and do not have to run on the right LPAR for success. For example, if two
MUFs are enabled and a DBUTLTY EOJ is executed, it ends the MUF that is local to the LPAR on which
DBUTLTY executes. However, if it contains neither MUF, it EOJs either of the MUFs, based upon the first MUF
found. One solution is to route all DBUTLTY functions that need a specific MUF to the proper LPAR. Another
solution is to force the DBUTLTY function to the desired MUF. This is done with a SET function with the keyword
OPTION1=SIDNAME=name, naming the member in a library with DBSYSID macro assembly results that has
specific MUF names instead of the standard DBSIDPR. Some functions must execute at each executing MUF in a
MUFplex such as ACCESS. For those cases, it is necessary to use a specific single MUF and execute ACCESS
against it if enabled and then loop through all the candidate MUFplex MUFs that are enabled.

SNAPALL
When requested by Support, this diagnostic tool is available to help find a problem. Its purpose is to snap the
address space after a utility function that is processed by a subordinate program completes, with or without an
error condition. For example, this might be necessary if a utility process functions, deems itself successful and
without error, and completes, but does not actually complete successfully. This option cannot be turned off.

SNAPERR
When requested by Support, this diagnostic tool is available to help find a problem. Its purpose is to snap the
address space after a utility function, processed by a subordinate program, completes with an error condition. The
reason this might be necessary is that some error conditions are expected to be obvious and no dump is taken,
because a dump should not be necessary to correct the condition. If the error is not obvious, the SNAPERR can
be used to help Support with the additional information that is needed to find a solution. This option cannot be
turned off.

WTO--x
Specify WTO--x as shown, with WTO followed by two dashes, followed by a set of characters (replacing the x
variable) that you want written to the console with a WTO in the DBUTLTY address space.
The set of characters that are specified by x have a length restriction that is imposed by the number of characters
that fit on one input statement. Given: the SET OPTION1=WTO-- is 17 characters long and starts in column 1
(with the S in SET), and the last column in which the last possible character could occur is column 71. Subtracting
17 from 71 gives a maximum of 54 user-characters (for the x), if blanks are not required (see the following
explanations). If blanks are required because two places are required for two single-quote characters (as
described in the following paragraphs), the maximum is 52 user-characters.
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If the set of characters that comprise the x have blank spaces embedded in them, they must be surrounded by
single quotes. Otherwise, OPTION1= terminates on the first blank. If single quotes are used, the single-quote
marks are not printed. For example, BEGIN DATABASE 22 is specified as follows:
SET OPTION1='WTO--BEGIN DATABASE 22'

This SET function generates the following message:
DB10099I - USER WTO--BEGIN DATABASE 22.
If the characters that comprise the x do not have blank spaces embedded in them, single quotes are not needed.
For example, BEGIN_DATABASE_22 is specified as follows:
SET OPTION1=WTO--BEGIN_DATABASE_22

NOTE
If using a value for a keyword that starts with a quote, the end is the next quote. It is not possible to
provide a value that has both a blank and a quote.

Sample JCL (SET)

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements according to your
site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

            SET OPTION1=ON-ERROR-STOP

            SET OPTION1=ON-ERROR-CONTINUE

Sample Report

For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                       SET OPTION1=ON-ERROR-STOP

                    FUNCTION=SET

                       OPTION1=ON-ERROR-STOP

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                       SET OPTION1=ON-ERROR-CONTINUE

                    FUNCTION=SET

                       OPTION1=ON-ERROR-CONTINUE

The report shows the following information:
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• The command exactly as entered
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing

SPILL (Transfer Data to RXX)
NOTE
 We recommend you use the new SPILLOPT function instead of the SPILL function. SPILL works the same as
SPILLOPT SPILL=MAX (see SPILLOPT (Transfer Data to RXX Using MAX/MIN)).

The SPILL function transfers data from the Log Area (LXX) to the Recovery File (RXX). All spilling is controlled and done
through the MUF, which must be enabled to do a spill. The SPILL function is allowed for both active and inactive recovery.

If blocks are spillable, the utility opens the Recovery File, copies the appropriate log blocks (from MUF) to the Recovery
File, and closes the file. The space occupied by the spilled data is made available when the function is complete.

With an Active Recovery File, the spill is automatically done when the percentage is equal or above the LOGSPILL
percentage and log blocks are spillable.

NOTE
 When using inactive recovery (that is, NO specified for the MUF startup option LOGRCV) and checking for
spillable data based upon the LOGSPILL percentage, Datacom/DB presumes that the portion of the Log Area
(LXX) that contains pipelined index and/or data need not be spilled when determining the number of blocks
spillable. This allows a spill option to reduce index/data I/O when preparing for a spill.

When to Use Active Recovery

The SPILL function can be run at any time to request that the MUF spill any spillable blocks to the Recovery File. This
would be used in the situation of having run a job which ended but you need to run backward recovery to reverse the job.
If the full job's logging records have not been spilled, run this spill. If any blocks are spillable (and a spill is not active), a
spill is started. At its completion, the date/time stamp in the DB00310 message provides information to tell if the job is
completely spilled. If not, wait a while and rerun the spill.

When to Use Inactive Recovery

With an Inactive Recovery File and when the console message DB00308 occurs, log blocks are spillable and a spill
should be done. A spill may not be successful at other times for the following reasons:

• The Log Area may have data, but due to an active transaction, no blocks are spillable. The utility terminates
processing the utility job step and takes no action concerning the Recovery File.

• A spill may already be in progress. In this case, a message so indicates and the utility terminates processing the utility
job step and takes no action concerning the Recovery File.

• The Log Area might be empty. In this case, a message indicates the empty condition, and the utility continues to the
next function without error and no action concerning the Recovery File.

NOTE
 When using inactive recovery (that is, NO specified for the MUF startup option LOGRCV) and checking for
spillable data based upon the LOGSPILL percentage, Datacom/DB presumes that the portion of the Log Area
(LXX) that contains pipelined index and/or data need not be spilled when determining the number of blocks
spillable. This allows a spill option to reduce index/data I/O when preparing for a spill.
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Dual Recovery File (RXX) Support

Dual Recovery File (RXX) support is available for sites that use inactive recovery. This provides the ability to create two
copies of the RXX with one pass of the Log Area (LXX). To allow for a dual Recovery File, a dual RXX parameter has
been added to the LOGRCV MUF startup option.

MUF Connection

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:

• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF, and

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries.

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

How to Use SPILL

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following command format to transfer Log Area data
to the Recovery File (RXX):

►►─ SPILL ────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 Command 

SPILL
Invokes the function to transfer data from the Log Area (LXX) to the Recovery File (RXX).

Example JCL (SPILL)
The following shows the command to transfer data from the Log Area to the Recovery File. In the line that
shows //RXX DD ... the three dots (...) represent the desired DD statement options. Do not use the DCB=
option, however, because Datacom/DB forces the appropriate values to be used, and those appropriate
values override any DCB= values set by users.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //RXX      DD ...                                 Recovery data set (output)

 set

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          SPILL

 /*

The following shows sample JCL when the MUF option is set for dual RXX output. In the line that shows //
RXX1 DD ... and //RXX2 DD ... the three dots (...) represent the desired DD statement options. Do not use the
DCB= option, however, because Datacom/DB forces the appropriate values to be used, and those appropriate
values override any DCB= values set by users. Using dual RXX output, you could if desired direct RXX1 to
disk and RXX2 to tape.
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NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //CXX      DD DSN=cxx.data.set,DISP=SHR           Directory data set

 //RXX1     DD ...                                 Recovery data set 1 (output)

 //RXX2     DD ...                                 Recovery data set 2 (output)

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          SPILL

 /*

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPILL

                    FUNCTION=SPILL

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• Any messages related to syntax processing.

DB13085I - LOG AREA SPILL IS COMPLETE                                                  

 

DB00310I - LOG SPILL 1-1, BLOCKS E-E4, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss-ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss     

 

DB00404I - RXX LAST RECORD DATE/TIME -  ccyy/mm/dd/ hh.mm.ss                          

This page of the report displays messages about the success of the spill. For more information on each message,
see Messages.

SPILLOPT (Transfer Data to RXX Using MAX/MIN)
In Datacom, the DBUTLTY utility SPILLOPT SPILL= function allows you to specify MAX or MIN when requesting a spill.
Dual Recovery File (RXX) support is available for sites that use inactive recovery.

See Recovery File (RXX) Report.

Update SPILL History Table

The DBUTLTY SPILLOPT function can be used to update the SPILL history table by specifying the keyword HISTORY=.

How to Use SPILLOPT

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following command format:

►►─ SPILLOPT ─ SPILL= ─┬─ MAX ─┬─┬───────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬──►◄
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                       └─ MIN ─┘ └─ ,HISTORY=choice ─┘ └─ ,OPTION2=FORCERXX ─┘

Command

SPILLOPT
Invokes the function to transfer data from the Log Area (LXX) to the Recovery File (RXX).

Required Keywords

SPILL=
The SPILLOPT SPILL= function allows you to specify MAX or MIN when requesting a spill.
Specifying SPILLOPT SPILL=MIN indicates that you want the spill to contain all that is spillable, not including the
blocks controlling the pipelined index/data blocks. If performing a spill in the normal course of events, it is more
efficient to use SPILL=MIN.
Specifying SPILLOPT SPILL=MAX indicates that you want the spill to contain the maximum number of blocks
including pipeline index/data blocks. If performing a spill specifically to recover a job executed improperly, use
SPILL=MAX in case the job recently finished.
Valid Entries:

MAX or MIN
Default Value:

(No default)

Optional Keyword

,HISTORY=choice
Specify any of the following choices:

• NO or allow it to default to NO to indicate that you do not want to select a SPILL history table with SPILLOPT.
Or, that you do not want the history information in a SPILL history table to be updated.

• YES-FAIL, YES-RC0, or YES-RC4 for HISTORY= indicates what action you want taken when a problem is
encountered in handling the history.
Specifying HISTORY=YES-RC0 indicates that you are requesting the history record but, if it cannot be done,
the system should issue a message and should complete the spill without ending the DBUTLTY function in
error. You then have to correct the problem for future executions and execute RXXFIX to build or update the
appropriate history spill record.

• HISTORY=YES-FAIL indicates that you are requesting the history record, and you want the spill and the
DBUTLTY function in error to be terminated immediately if any command fails.

Valid Entries:
NO, YES-FAIL, YES-RC0, YES-RC4
Default Value:
NO

,OPTION2=FORCERXX
This keyword indicates that you want an empty RXX data set written even if no records in the LXX are subject to a
SPILL. The RXX data set is built as an empty data set and if SPILL history is enabled, no SPILL history record is
created. The DBUTLTY RECOVERY functions can read the new empty RXX data set without error. The following
console message is received:
DB13083I - LOG AREA EMPTY, SPILL IS NOT NECESSARY

•Valid Entries:
,OPTION2=FORCERXX

Default Value:
Not specified. No empty RXX data set is created.
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Sample JCL (SPILLOPT)
The following example shows the command to transfer data from the Log Area to the Recovery File using
SPILLOPT SPILL=MIN.

NOTE
Use the following example as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for
example only. Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code
all statements to your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note.

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note.

 //RXX      DD DSN=rxx.data.set,DISP=SHR,          Recovery data set

 //            UNIT=tape                             (output)

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

          SPILLOPT SPILL=MIN

 /*

Sample Report

Review the following sample report page. For a sample report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    SPILLOPT SPILL=MIN

                    FUNCTION=SPILLOPT

                       SPILL=MIN

This page of the report shows the following information:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords that are encountered and expected. Any errors that are found are flagged with a note in the

left margin.
• Any messages that are related to syntax processing.

DB13085I - LOG AREA SPILL IS COMPLETE                                                     

 

DB00310I - LOG SPILL 399-1, BLOCKS 31-61, TIMES ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss-ccyy/mm/dd hh.mm.ss     

 

DB00404I - RXX LAST RECORD DATE/TIME -  ccyy/mm/dd/ hh.mm.ss                             

This page of the report displays messages about the success of the spill. For more information, see Messages.

UNLOCK (Unlock a Data Area)
The UNLOCK function allows you to reverse the LOCK function, therefore allowing any updates waiting to process to
complete. See LOCK (Lock a Data Area) for information about this function.

When to Use UNLOCK

Use the UNLOCK function to reverse a LOCK function.

This function communicates with one MUF. Be aware of the following:
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• Ensure that DBUTLTY is communicating with the desired MUF by executing DBUTLTY with the same System Identifier
module (DBSIDPR) that is being used by the MUF

• Ensure proper load library concatenation by keeping the System Identifier modules (DBSIDPR) in separate load
libraries

If the z/OS Cross-System Coupling Facility (XCF) is being used, ensure that the TOGROUP DBSIDPR parameter is
correctly defined.

How to Use UNLOCK

The MUF must be active when you execute this command. Use the following command format to issue an UNLOCK
function:

►►─ UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=n,AREA=a ────────────────────────────────────────►◄

 Command 

UNLOCK
Invokes the function to reverse the LOCK function, therefore allowing any updates waiting to process to complete.

 Required Keywords 

OPTION=MOVER
Requests the option that inhibits movement of data records due to an update of a compressed data area.

DBID=
Identifies the database you want to unlock.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-ID of the database
Default Value:

(No default)
AREA=

Identifies the area you want to unlock.
Valid Entries:

DATACOM-NAME of the area in the database specified
Default Value:

(No default)
Example JCL (UNLOCK)
The following shows the command to unlock a data area.

NOTE
 Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only.
Lowercase letters in a statement indicate a value you must supply. Code all statements to
your site and installation standards.

 //jobname    See the previous note and .

 //       EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY,REGION=2M

 //STEPLIB    See the previous note and .

 //SYSIN    DD *                                   Command Input

      UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1,AREA=DEM

 /*
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Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

                    CONTROL CARD(S)

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8

                    UNLOCK OPTION=MOVER,DBID=1,AREA=DEM

                    FUNCTION=UNLOCK

                       OPTION=MOVER

                       DBID=1

                       AREA=DEM  

This page of the report shows the following:

• The command exactly as entered.
• An analysis of keywords encountered and expected. Any errors found are flagged with a note in the left margin.
• If there are any messages related to syntax processing, they are displayed following the analysis of keywords.

                     *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE  

This page of the report displays a message indicating that the UNLOCK completed successfully.

VERINDEX (Verify Index)
The VERINDEX (Verify Index) function is used to ensure the integrity of the Datacom data rows and their corresponding
keys in the index.

When to Use VERINDEX

This function is designed to be used when you question the integrity of the index with the data, but the table cannot be
taken offline. VERINDEX executes while the table is open for processing.

The function is intended to pass through the data and index areas producing a list of the index and data mismatches. You
can review the output listing to make a determination of the action to be taken next. If there is only one index and data
mismatch, you can attempt to fix it manually by deleting and adding a row again rather than rebuilding the entire index.

How to Use VERINDEX

Use the following format for this function:

►►─ VERINDEX DBID=databaseid, ─ OPTION= ─┬─ DATAINDEX ─┬,─ TABLE=tablename, ───►

                                         └─ INDEXDATA ─┘

 ►─┬──────────────────────────┬──┬─────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ KEYNAME= ─┬─ ALL ◄ ───┬─┘  └─ PRTY=n─┘

                └─ keyname ─┘

Command

VERINDEX
Invokes the function to verify the integrity of the index and data.

Required Keywords

DBID=
Specifies the ID of the database.
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Limits:
database ID

Default:
(No default)

OPTION=
Specifies the Option entry.
Limits:

DATAINDEX or INDEXDATA
Default:

(No default)
TABLE=

Specifies the three-character name of the table.
Limits:

table name
Default:

(No default)

Optional Keyword

KEYNAME=
Specifies the five-character name of the key in the table, if only one key in the table is to be verified. Omit the
keyword to process all keys for the table.
Limits:

key name
Default:

ALL
,PRTY=

Identifies for this execution the URT priority of frequent or long-running DB requests in the MUF issued by this
DBUTLTY function.
Limits

:
1 (lower) through 15 (higher)
0 is allowed but means that you should use the default 16 value

Default:
16 is the default value if PRTY= is not specified or is set as 0

Data to Index (DATAINDEX)

The DATAINDEX option processes each data row for updating using physical data row order GSETP/GETPS commands
with row locking. Once a data row is retrieved, the key definition information is used to construct the key value that should
be in the index. The LOCKI (locate key intersection) command is issued to determine if there is an index entry with this
key value that points to the data row. The process is repeated for each of the key definitions.

If an index entry is missing and an error message is produced, the processing then continues to the next key definition or
data row. For any error, a flag is set so that at the end of the function execution a condition code is recognized.

The error message provides information about the record found and the key value that should exist but does not.

If an unexpected error occurs after a request, a system or program failure has occurred and the function terminates
normally to DBUTLTY.
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Once all data rows and their index entries have been processed, a final status message is produced which includes the
data row counts, index entry counts, index error counts, and total I/O counts.

The process locks the data rows one at a time. The lock lasts until the index verifications are done. After the indexes are
verified, the data row is unlocked and processing moves on to the next data row.

During this process, no errors are expected. If other tasks are performing maintenance concurrent with this process, it is
possible for another task to UPDAT a record that is compressed in a manner that could move it from a block to the right
of the task of the current physical block being processed to the left of the current block. In this event, it is possible for the
data to index process to overlook this record and not verify its index values. This occurrence, however, is very rare.

A key can be defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the attribute INCLUDE-NIL-KEY that can be set to NO, where key
values that are completely blanks or completely binary zeros are excluded from the index and are therefore not available
for checking. This means that a key with INCLUDE-NIL-KEY that is all blanks or binary zeros is not checked or counted.
This option is not available for the native sequence key nor the Master Key. This condition creates the possibility that
counts of various keys might be different.

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

Sample Report DATAINDEX without an Error

 KEY RELATED STATISTICS:

 KEYID   KEYNAME   MAST   MATCH_COUNT   ERROR_COUNT   STATUS

     1     TST01      Y         21999             0   LD

     2     TST02      N         21999             0   LD

     3     TST03      N         21999             0   LD

     4     TST04      N         21999             0   LD

     5     TST05      N         21999             0   LD

     6     TST06      N         21999             0   LD

     7     TST07      N         21999             0   LD

     8     TST08      N         21999             0   LD

     9     TST09      N         21999             0   LD

    10     TST10      N             0             0   NL AD

 FINAL STATISTICS:

   INDEX MATCHES        197991

   INDEX ERRORS              0

   I/O OPERATIONS        64524

   ROWS PROCESSED        21999

This page of the report shows the DATAINDEX function without an error.

Sample Report DATAINDEX with an Error

 KEY TST02 NO INDEX FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 00004478 DATA TTTR 00000106

 00000000 TSN 00001111  C2875E07 BE0F7C83                                              *Bg

...@c

This page of the report shows the DATAINDEX function with an error.

Index to Data (INDEXDATA)

The INDEXDATA option processes each key definition selected for the table. For each key definition, all index values are
processed.
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The index uses locate commands, LOCKG/LOCNX for processing. For each index entry, the matching data row is
retrieved using a REDLE command. REDLE commands offer no exclusive control or protection from other concurrent
tasks performing maintenance to the same table. If other tasks are not blocked from maintenance, many false errors can
occur and must be handled or verified in some other way outside the scope of this DBUTLTY function. A data row not
found is considered in doubt and an error message is generated. The processing then continues to the next index entry.

An unexpected return code indicates a system or program failure and causes the DBUTLTY function to terminate with the
failure.

If a doubtful index condition occurs, a flag is set and at the end of the function, a normal DBUTLTY error is set.

Once the key definitions, their index entries, and their matching data rows have been processed, a final report is printed
with details of the function.

The function does not lock the data rows. When an attempt is made to retrieve the data row and a RC=04 or RC=12
occurs, this means that the data row is not present at the time but could have been present when the index entry was
retrieved. Errors in this case are considered in doubt.

To be sure the index and data are stable and that errors are real, perform the ACCESS=NOMAINT function on the DBID.
This prevents any deletions and protects the LOCKG/REDLE processing. If the table must remain open to other users, do
not restrict access and simply run the VERINDEX function. If errors are detected, run the same key name a second time.
Key values that are errors on both runs would likely be true errors.

A key can be defined in Datacom Datadictionary with the attribute INCLUDE-NIL-KEY that can be set to NO, where key
values that are completely blanks or completely binary zeros are excluded from the index and are therefore not available
for checking. This means that a key with INCLUDE-NIL-KEY that is all blanks or binary zeros is not in the index and
therefore cannot be used for comparison against the data. This option is not available for the native sequence key nor the
Master Key. This condition creates the possibility that counts of various keys might be different.

Sample Report

Following is a sample report page. For an example report header, see Sample Report Headers.

DDB--Sample Report INDEXDATA (15.0)

 FUNCTION=VERINDEX

                        DBID=00997

                        OPTION=INDEXDATA

                        TABLE=K01

 

 KEY RELATED STATISTICS:

 KEYID   KEYNAME   MAST   MATCH_COUNT   ERROR_COUNT   STATUS

     1     TST01      Y         21999             1   LD

     2     TST02      N         21999             1   LD

     3     TST03      N         21999             1   LD

     4     TST04      N         21999             1   LD

     5     TST05      N         21999             1   LD

     6     TST06      N         21999             1   LD

     7     TST07      N         21999             1   LD

     8     TST08      N         21999             1   LD

     9     TST09      N         21999             1   LD

    10     TST10      N             0             1   NL AD

 FINAL STATISTICS:

   INDEX MATCHES        197991

   INDEX ERRORS              9

   I/O OPERATIONS        65688
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                     DB10045E - ABNORMAL TERMINATION DUE TO ERROR(S)

This page of the report shows the following under KEY RELATED STATISTICS:

KEYID
Displays the identification number of key.

KEYNAME
Displays the name of key.

MAST
Identifies whether the key is a Master Key.

MATCH_COUNT
Displays the count of index entry key values found that matched data record key values.
Keys that are in the process of being added or deleted have a STATUS of NL AD (not loaded adding) or NL DL
(not loaded deleting). A key that is in the process of being added or deleted is reported with a MATCH_COUNT of
0 and is effectively skipped.

ERROR_COUNT
Displays the count of the index entries that are in doubt. For each of the in doubt index values, a message and
a dump of the key value are provided in the SYSOUT data set INDOUBT. The following section displays an
example of this output.

STATUS
Shows the status of an individual key, listing the same values as a CXX report lists for the key. Most keys have a
status of LD for loaded, but keys that are in the process of being added or deleted have a STATUS of NL AD (not
loaded adding) or NL DL (not loaded deleting). A key that is in the process of being added or deleted is reported
with a MATCH_COUNT of 0 and is effectively skipped.

Example Dump INDOUBT Index Entries
For each of the index values that are in doubt, a message and a dump of the key value are provided in the
SYSOUT data set INDOUBT.

 KEY TST01 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  F0F5F4F2 F9F3F9F6                                                          *05429396    

                    *

 KEY TST02 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  C28EBF77 49D8F401                                                           *B....Q4.

 KEY TST03 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  F8F0F5F3 F6F2F8F8                                                           *80536288   

                     *

 KEY TST04 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  F0F0F0F0 F7F5F7F5                                                           *00007575   

                     *

 KEY TST05 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  C28EBF77 49D8F401                                                           *B....Q4.   

                     *

 KEY TST06 ROW INDEX MISMATCH, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR

 00004103 TSN 00001111

 00000000  00000000 00000000                                                           *........   

                     *

 KEY TST07 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   40404040 40404040                     *           

                     *

 KEY TST08 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103
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 00000000  F9F9F9F9 F2F4F2F4                                                           *99992424   

                     *

 KEY TST09 NO RECORD FOUND, INDEX VALUE BELOW IN SYSUDUMP FORMAT, URI 0001E997 DATA TTTR 00004103

 00000000  F2F4F3F3 F6F6F1F4 F8F0F5F3 F6F2F8F8   F0F5F4F2 F9F3F9F6 F0F0F0F0 F7F5F7F5  

 *24336614805362880542939600007575*

 00000020  C28EBF77 49D8F401 00000000 00000000   F9F9F9F9 F2F4F2F4 40404040 40404040  

 *B....Q4.........99992424        *

 00000040  40404040 40404040 40404040 40404040   D2F0F140                              *           

     K01             *

The message provides the key name being processed with the URI value and the data block pointer in TTTR
(track and record on track) format. The format is like a SYSUDUMP with the memory address in the first
8 positions, the hexadecimal formatted value, and the translation on the right. If not found, the INDOUBT
SYSOUT is dynamically allocated. It appears as //INDOUBT DD SYSOUT=*. If many errors are expected, as
in a very large controlled test of mismatching data and index, the size can be limited with the OUTLIM option
set: OUTLIM=999999. The INDOUBT SYSOUT prints up to the first 180 bytes of each in-doubt key value.

Online Area Move
The Online Area Move functionality for Datacom provides support for 24x7 businesses. With Online Area Move, you
can move index and data areas from one physical data set to another by using the Multi-User Facility (MUF) without
interrupting user access to the data rows and indexes that are stored in those areas.

For information about how a database administrator (DBA) or a system programmer uses Online Area Move, while the
tables are open for user processing, to move index and data areas (data sets) from one physical 3390 data set to another
3390 data set, see the Online Area Move scenarios.

How to Use the Online Area Move

When you are ready to do an Online Area Move, issue a command to the MUF In one of the following ways:

• Console Command for Online Area Move
• DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE Function
• SQL INSERT Statement

There is also a DPREINIT option to the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function and a PREINIT List Report that you can generate
using REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P.

Console Command for Online Area Move

Syntax

►─ ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ──┬───────────┬──────────►◄

                                     ├─ ,DELETE ─┤

                                     └─,NEW_DSN ─┘

Parameters
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

Requests an Online Area Move.
dbid

Specifies the 4-character database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).
,area-name

The area-name of the area to move (3 characters, either IXX or a valid 3-character area name).
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,DELETE
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original source data set’s disposition.

,NEW_DSN
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original DSN is unaltered at completion and the new DSN is updated
into the CXX. NEW_DSN is optional when the from and to datasets are both EXCP. This is the only choice if the
from or to datasets are VSAM.

Examples

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,NEW_DSN

DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE Function for Online Area Move

Syntax

► COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ┬─────────┬’─►◄

                                                               ├─,DELETE─┤

                                                               └,NEW_DSN ┘

Parameters
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE

The DBUTLTY function.
OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

Requests an Online Area Move.
dbid

Specifies the 4-character database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).
,area-name’

The area-name of the area to move (3 characters, either IXX or a valid 3-character area name).

NOTE
If DELETE is used, the single quote mark (‘) comes after DELETE, instead of after the area-name.

,DELETE’
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original source data set’s disposition.

,NEW_DSN
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original DSN is unaltered at completion and the new DSN is updated
into the CXX. NEW_DSN is optional when the from and to datasets are both EXCP. This is the only choice if the
from or to datasets are VSAM.

Examples

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name’

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE’

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,NEW_DSN’

SQL INSERT Statement for Online Area Move

Syntax

►─ INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND) ────────────►

►─ VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ─┬────────────┬ ’ ─►◄

                                                         ├─ ,DELETE  ─┤
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                                                         └─ ,NEW_DSN ─┘

Parameters

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)
The SQL statement to insert a new row.

VALUES
Specify the values to use for the statement with the following parameters.

'muf-name
The name of the Multi-User Facility being used.

dbid
Specifies the 4-character database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).

area-name
The area-name of the source area (3 characters, either IXX or a valid 3-character area name).

,DELETE’
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original source data set’s disposition.

,NEW_DSN
(optional) Tells the Online Area Move the original DSN is unaltered at completion and the new DSN is updated
into the CXX. NEW_DSN is optional when the from and to datasets are both EXCP. This is the only choice if the
from or to datasets are VSAM.

Examples

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

        VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name’

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

        VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE’

DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT Function

Syntax

►─ CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=dbid,AREA=area-name──────────────►◄

Parameters
CXXMAINT

The DBUTLTY function.
OPTION=DPREINIT

Requests a delete of the specified PREINIT item on the PREINIT list.
DBID=dbid

The dbid specifies the database ID of the Source Area (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).
AREA=area-name

The area-name of the source area (3 characters, either IXX or a valid 3-character area name).

Sample DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPPREINIT execution JCL

//PREINI14 JOB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**  

//JOBLIB  . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**   

//* ********************************************   

//* DELETE THE CXX PREINIT INFORMATION FROM THE PREINIT LIST
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//* ********************************************   

//CXXMAINT EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                        

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.CXX        

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                             

//SYSIN    DD  *                                     

 CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=001,AREA=DEM        

/* 

Prepare for an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas
The Online Area Move (OAM) functionality in Datacom provides support for 24x7 businesses. Using the Multi-User Facility
(MUF), you can move index and data areas from one physical data set to another.

The user access to the data rows and indices that are stored in those areas is never interrupted.

This scenario describes how a database administrator (DBA) or a system programmer prepares for an OAM for index and
data areas (data sets) from one physical 3390 data set to another 3390 data set. This scenario also covers the use of the
DBUTLTY PREINIT function and new options to existing DBUTLTY functions. These functions and options are used to
create and manage the target data set that the OAM process uses.

The OAM functionality allows you to move Datacom data sets to support your business needs without causing data
access outages to your users.

Example of the business needs that you might encounter are:

• Data sets are on older 3390 models that no longer provide adequate allocation sizes. For example, a 3390 Mod 3.
• Data sets are not on 3390 models that are available at your selected Disaster Recovery (DR) site which restricts your

ability to move all of your data efficiently to the DR site.
• Data sets were sized for initial expected amounts of data. The data volume has grown significantly and the data set is

now reaching maximum allowable extents.

WARNING
Before you start an OAM process, create, allocate, and prepare a target data set that the OAM process can use.

Preparing for the Online Area Move - PREINIT

The following steps cover the process that you use to create and manage the target data sets before you execute the
OAM process:

1. Create the PREINIT data set and store the information in the CXX.
2. Print the CXX PREINIT section contents.
3. Delete the CXX PREINIT section contents.

Perform an Online Area Move for Index and Data

After completing the preparation stesps, you can peform the Online Area Move for Index and Data. For more information
and the steps to complete the OAM process successfully, see Perform an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas.

Create the PREINIT Data Set and Store Info in CXX
Allocate the target data set using standard JCL. You can allocate the data set before or as part of the DBUTLTY PREINIT
execution.

The DBUTLTY PREINIT function executes in a similar fashion as the existing DBUTLTY INIT function.

The DBUTLTY PREINIT function:
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• Establishes (allocate) and preinitialize (PREINIT) a new target data set for a given DATA or IXX area without changing
or interrupting access to the existing (source) area.

• Executes while the source area is online and available.
• Determines the target data set attributes using the CXX information from the source area.
• Provides initial data set location (volume) and size (allocation) from the JCL.
• Provides secondary data set allocation information using the CXX or the JCL depending on how the source index or

data area was defined in the Datacom Datadictionary.

DBUTLTY Parameters for the Index Area PREINIT

The function PREINIT has the following parameters:
DBID=nnnnn

Specifies the DBID of the Source Area (numeric 1- 5000).
AREA=IXX

Specifies IXX (three characters). IXX is always specified.
IXXAREA=IXX/Inn

Specifies either IXX or Inn where nn is index number (for example, I01).
BLKSIZE=nnnnn

Specifies the block size of source area (numeric 4K-32K).
OLDEP=YES/NO

Specifies whether old entry points are supported.

The PREINIT function does not require you to specify a BLKSIZE or OLDEP value for the IXX area. The BLKSIZE
defaults to 4096 while OLDEP defaults to YES.

WARNING
The specified BLKSIZE and OLDEP value of the PREINIT data set must be the same as the source index area
data set for OAM.

Sample DBUTLTY PREINIT Execution

Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. The lowercase letters in a
statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//PREINI14 JOB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**  

//JOBLIB  . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**   

//* ******************************************** 

//* ALLOCATE THE TARGET DATA AREA                                      

//* ********************************************                  

//ALLOC    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                       

//DEM001T  DD DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.DEM001.ASOF0604,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),  

//         SPACE=(TRK,(0001,01)),UNIT=(WORK)                      

//*                                                               

//* ********************************************                  

//* PREINIT  THE TARGET DATA AREA                                 

//* ********************************************                  

//PREINIT  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                                       

//DEM001   DD DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.DEM001.ASOF0604,DISP=(SHR)         

//SYSIN DD *                                                      
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PREINIT DBID=001,AREA=DEM,BLKSIZE=4096                            

/* 

//* ********************************************                  

//* ALLOCATE THE TARGET INDEX AREA                                

//* ********************************************                  

//ALLOC    EXEC PGM=IEFBR14                                       

//IXX001T  DD DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.IXX001.ASOF0606,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),  

//         SPACE=(TRK,(0001,01)),UNIT=(WORK)                      

//*                                                               

//* ********************************************                  

//* PREINIT  THE TARGET INDEX AREA                                

//* ********************************************                  

//PREINIT  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                                       

//IXX001   DD DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.IXX001.ASOF0606,DISP=(SHR)         

//SYSIN DD *                                                      

PREINIT DBID=001,AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=IXX   

/*

Sample DBUTLTY PREINIT Output - Data Area

Following is a sample report of the DBUTLTY PREINIT output for the data area.

Date:  6/04/2014    ********************************************************************************   Page: 

    1 

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

                       

Time: 23.00.31      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0             

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

                       

                    ********************************************************************************         

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

                       

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

                       

                    PREINIT DBID=001,AREA=DEM,BLKSIZE=4096                                                   

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

                    FUNCTION=PREINIT                                                                         

                       

                       AREA=DEM                                                                              

                       

                       BLKSIZE=04096                                                                         

                       

                       DBID=00001                                                                            
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Date:  6/04/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     2    

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

                     

Time: 23.00.31      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0           

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

                     

                    ********************************************************************************

 Directory: QAMUF4            

                                                                                                             

                     

                                                                                                             

                     

                    DEM - STATUS INFORMATION                                                                 

                     

                    DEVICE TYPE -    3390                                                                    

                     

                    BLOCK LENGTH -  4,096                                                                    

                     

                    BLOCKS/TRACK -     10                                                                    

                     

                    BLOCKS IN USE -           1                                                              

                     

                    BLOCKS UNUSED -           9                                                              

                     

                    TOTAL BLOCKS -           10                                                              

                     

                    TOTAL TRACKS -            1                                                              

                     

                    PERCENT FULL -           10 

Sample DBUTLTY PREINIT Output - Index Area

Following is a sample report of the DBUTLTY PREINIT output for the index area.

Date:  6/05/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     1     

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

                

Time: 17.02.14      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0      

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

                

                    ********************************************************************************         

                

                                                                                                             

                

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

                

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         
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                    PREINIT DBID=001,AREA=IXX,IXXAREA=IXX                                                    

                

                                                                                                             

                

                    FUNCTION=PREINIT                                                                         

                

                       AREA=IXX                                                                              

                

                       DBID=00001                                                                            

                

                       IXXAREA=IXX                                                                           

                

                                                                                                             

                

Date:  6/05/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     2     

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

           

Time: 17.02.15      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0 

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

           

                    ********************************************************************************

 Directory: QAMUF4  

                                                                                                             

           

                                                                                                             

           

                    IXX - STATUS INFORMATION                                                                 

           

                    DEVICE TYPE -    3390                                                                    

           

                    BLOCK LENGTH -  4,096                                                                    

           

                    BLOCKS/TRACK -     12                                                                    

           

                    BLOCKS IN USE -           3                                                              

           

                    BLOCKS UNUSED -           9                                                              

           

                    TOTAL BLOCKS -           12                                                              

           

                    TOTAL TRACKS -            1                                                              

           

                    PERCENT FULL -           16                                                              

           

PREINIT Process Flow

The following graphic shows the PREINIT process flow.
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Additional Considerations

The target data set is ready and the data set information is stored in the PREINIT section of the CXX after you
successfully execute the DBUTLTY PREINIT function.

Executing the PREINIT function again for the same area results in a replacement of the PREINIT information in the CXX.
No attempt is made to archive or save previous PREINIT information.

WARNING
If you restore the CXX area from a DBUTLTY CXX backup, the PREINIT information is cleared.

Print CXX PREINIT Section Contents
Use the DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P function to generate a report of PREINIT information that is stored in
the CXX. This function reports on all items in the PREINIT list.

If the list is empty, it has nothing to report. The first page of the full CXX report (not TYPE=A) and the same report
requested as TYPE=K provides PREINIT AREAS - NO or YES to alert users whether any PREINIT areas exist.

Each area that has had a PREINIT data set initialized but not yet used in the OAM process is listed. Once an OAM
begins, the targeted PREINIT data set information is removed from the CXX.

NOTE
The PREINIT data set information is not listed in any specific order.

The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P function:
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• Provides a simple way to list existing PREINIT specifications
• Executes while the source area is online and available

DBUTLTY Parameters

The function Report has the following parameters:

AREA=CXX
Request report of CXX information

TYPE=P
Print PREINIT information

Sample DBUTLTY CXX REPORT TYPE=P Execution JCL

Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. The lowercase letters in a
statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//PREINI14 JOB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**  

//JOBLIB  . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**   

//* ********************************************                               

//* PRINT THE PREINIT CXX REPORT                                               

//* ********************************************                               

//CXXTYPEP EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                                                    

//SYSIN DD *                                                                   

REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P                                                         

/*                                                                             

Sample DBUTLTY CXX REPORT TYPE=P Output

Following is a sample report of the DBUTLTY CXX REPORT TYPE=P.

Date:  6/04/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     1

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

           

Time: 23.00.31      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0 

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

           

                    ********************************************************************************         

           

                                                                                                             

           

                    CONTROL CARD(S)                                                                          

           

                    .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8         

           

                    REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P                                                                   
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                    FUNCTION=REPORT                                                                          

           

                       AREA=CXX                                                                              

           

                       TYPE=P                                                                                

           

                                                                                                             

           

Date:  6/04/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     2

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

           

Time: 23.00.31      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0             

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

                       

                    ********************************************************************************

 Directory: QAMUF4              

                                                                                                             

                       

  DBID AREA TYPE  BLKSIZE OLDEP  DATETIME             TRACKS  DSN                                            

                       

                                                                                                             

                       

     1 DEM  DATA    1,096   N/A  20140604230031            1  DCMQA.QAMUF4.DEM001.ASOF0604                   

                       

     1 PAY  DATA    1,096   N/A  20140604190933            1  DCMQA.QAMUF4.PAY001.ASOF0606                   

                       

    15 MSG  DATA    4,096   N/A  20140604190302            1  DCMQA.QAMUF4.MSG015.ASOF0604                   

                       

         1 PER  DATA    4,096   N/A  20140604190159            1  DCMQA.QAMUF4.PER001.ASOF0604               

                       

CXX TYPE=P Report Process Flow

The following graphic shows the CXX TYPE=P report process flow.
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Additional Considerations

Usually, the PREINIT definitions are listed in chronological order (newest - oldest). However, if a PREINIT is executed
for an area that already has a PREINIT definition, the system updates the new PREINIT information in place using the
existing entries "spot" in the list.

Limit the list of PREINIT definitions to a minimum to keep the information fresh and correct.

The PREINIT data sets are not referenced/opened in order to print the PREINIT report.

Delete CXX PREINIT Section Contents
Use the DPREINIT option of the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function in Datacom to delete PREINIT information that is stored
in the CXX for a specific area.

Normally this is done when a PREINIT process has been executed for the area, but for some reason it is determined that
the PREINIT definition will not be used for an OAM.

Execute a CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT for area PREINIT information that is not going to be used and needs to be
removed from the CXX.

The DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT function:

• Provides a simple way to delete PREINIT information from the CXX for a selected area.
• Executes while the source area is online and available.
• Generates a “Request complete” message to indicate that the information has been deleted.

After executing the DPREINIT, you can execute a DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P function to verify deletion
from the CXX.
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DBUTLTY Parameters

The function CXXMAINT has the following parameters:

OPTION=DPREINIT
Request delete of PREINIT CXX information

DBID=nnnnn
DBID of Source Area (numeric 1- 5000)

AREA=IXX/Inn/aaa
Area name of source area (three characters)

Sample DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT execution JCL

Use the following as a guide to prepare your JCL. The JCL statements are for example only. The lowercase letters in a
statement indicate a value that you must supply. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//PREINI14 JOB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**  

//JOBLIB  . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**   

//* ********************************************   

//* DELETE THE CXX PREINIT INFORMATION             

//* ********************************************   

//CXXMAINT EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                        

//CXX      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DCMQA.QAMUF4.CXX        

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                             

//SYSIN    DD  *                                     

 CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT,DBID=001,AREA=DEM        

/* 

Sample DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT Output

Following is a sample report of the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT output.

Date:  6/04/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     2            

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                 *         

                       

Time: 19.35.04      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0             

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             *         

                       

                    ********************************************************************************

 Directory: QAMUF4              

                                                                                                             

                       

                    *                                        REQUEST COMPLETE

CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT Process FLow

The following graphic shows the DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT function.
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Additional Considerations

When the DBUTLTY utility deletes the PREINIT information in the CXX, the utility does not delete or remove the physical
data set that the PREINIT function initialized. To delete the unused data set, use standard z/OS functionality.

Perform an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas
The Online Area Move (OAM) functionality in Datacom/DB supports 24x7 businesses. Using the Multi-User Facility (MUF),
you can move index and data areas from one physical data set to another without interrupting user access to the data
rows and indices that are stored in those areas.

Product: Datacom/DB

Release: 15.1

OS: z/OS

This scenario describes how a database administrator (DBA) or a system programmer prepares for the OAM process to
move an index or data area from one physical 3390 data set to another 3390 data set.

The OAM functionality allows you to move Datacom data sets to support your business needs without causing data
access outages to your users.

Examples of the business requirements that you might encounter are:
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• Data sets are on older 3390 models that no longer provide adequate allocation sizes (for example, a 3390 Mod 3).
• Data sets are not on 3390 models that are available at your selected Disaster Recovery (DR) site, which restricts your

ability to move all of your data efficiently to the DR site.
• Data sets are sized for initial expected amounts of data. The data volume has grown significantly and the data set is

now reaching maximum allowable extents.

Performing an Online Area Move

OAM provides a powerful tool for the DBA or systems programmer in an installation where user data must remain
available and accessible 24x7. You can initiate OAM using one of the following methods:

• Issue a console command to the MUF.
• Execute a batch DBUTLTY job utilizing the OPTION=CONSOLE function.
• Insert a new row into the SQL_CONSOLE dynamic systems table.

NOTE
Three additional DBUTLTY functions relating to the successful use of the OAM are documented in Preparing for
an Online Area Move.

• The DBUTLTY PREINIT function prepares (initializes) a new data set (target area) to be the output to the
OAM.

• The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P lists data sets that PREINIT sets up.
• The DBUTLY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT function removes any unneeded PREINIT data sets.

Benefits

Some of the benefits include:

• Moves physical data sets without causing an interruption to user data access.
• Dynamic movement of area data sets to support 3390 model upgrades, new DASD devices, and so on.
• Provides an outage-free method for you to move/reallocate a data set that is nearing volume or extent maximums.

Steps to Perform an Online Area Move

Complete the following steps to perform an Online Area Move:

1. Determine an ONLINE AREA MOVE is needed
2. Review limitations and restrictions
3. Review Best Practices
4. Create the PREINIT data sets
5. Determine source data set disposition
6. Determine if backup is needed
7. Validate availability of MUF resources
8. Start the ONLINE AREA MOVE
9. Complete the ONLINE AREA MOVE
10. Determine if area backup is needed

Messages

You could receive messages during your OAM. The message types are:

• Progress
• Status
• Error
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Messages that you may encounter include:

• DB02817E
• DB02818I
• DB02819I
• DB02820I
• Return Code 94(176)

Other Message Changes - Format

Standard and optional messages for OAM can reflect an area name with DBID as a DDNAME. They correctly show either:

• The normal style of the area name and 3-4 position DBID
• A move-to area with the area name and a five position DBID

Return Code Processing during Online Area Move

Return code processing for OAM tasks is processed the same as other tasks receiving return codes with one exception.
Resolving an error that occurs during an OAM operation may require information that is only available in a Master List
dump. Therefore, an OAM task that encounters an error that would normally not produce a dump of the Master List
instead has a Master List dump forced with a reason of "PATCH".

Determine an Online Area Move is Needed
In Datacom, using the DBUTLTY batch function, you can use an Online Area Move (OAM) In Datacom, using the
DBUTLTY batch function, you can use an Online Area Move (OAM) to process data sets or environments. Review
scenarios for performing an Online Area Move.

Depending on the circumstances, you may only need to use the Online Area Move (OAM) process for a few data sets
over a significant period of time. Then a certain project comes up, new hardware is installed, or data volume suddenly
grows and you are faced with the need to implement OAM immediately for several data sets or even in some cases entire
environments.

One special case for which the OAM feature could be useful would be the following scenario:

You have an area that was sized according to known data patterns and has been functioning normally. Suddenly a large
volume of new data hits the area. The automatic extend process handles the dramatic data growth. However, now the
area is at or near the z/OS limitations of 16 extents on all available volumes (or the z/OS maximum of 59). At this point,
you can use OAM to build a target data set with larger extents. With OAM, a new larger data set can be created and the
near-maximum situation is handled without causing a data access interruption.

Once OAM is started, even a data set that is full and has reached the "maximum allowable" extents can still be used for
data additions. After an OAM starts, all new block usage occurs in the new target area with the space allocation set in the
PREINIT. If that space is not enough to support the new additional data, a dynamic extend of the new target area occurs
and makes room for the new data. This capability allows OAM to move a full area (that cannot be closed) to a larger data
set extent and, at the same time, allow the addition of new data.

Because an OAM can execute for a long time, we strongly recommend that you review the best practices and limitations/
restrictions each time you prepare for an OAM. This information can help avoid circumstances where the OAM process
conflicts with other processes in your systems.

Review Limitations and Restrictions
Learn about limitations and restrictions on completing an Online Area Move with Datacom. Online Area Move limitations
and restrictions include MUFPLEX data sharing environments, RENAME and SCRATCH authority for MUF, and available
task or request areas and 24-bit memory, among others.
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Follow the limitation and restrictions to complete the OAM process successfully. Any deviation or violation of these
restrictions can cause the OAM to fail.

Online Area Move cannot be used in a full data sharing environment (MUFPLEX)

WARNING
Important! OAM is not supported when running in a full data sharing environment. A full data sharing
environment means that there are two MUFs actively processing the same databases as a MUFPLEX.

OAM is supported in a Shadow MUFPLEX environment where there is one MUF running active and one MUF in
SHADOW mode.

Do not start the OAM process if:

• The MUF is currently part of an active data sharing MUFPLEX
• There are plans to activate the Shadow MUF into an active data sharing member with the MIGRATE command

For more information, see MUFPLEX and Shadow MUFPLEX,

Online Area Move and the MUFPLEX

Since OAM executes within the confines of a single MUF address space, the OAM process cannot be started in a MUF
that is running in an active data sharing mode where two MUFs are sharing data across the SYSPLEX Coupling Facility.

Examples are:

• MUFPLEX MODE=A with two or more active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=B with two or more active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=S (Shadow) when the Shadow MUF has been activated using the MIGRATE command

Sites using MUFPLEX should not use OAM unless they can execute the OAM utility to full completion during a time when
only one of the member MUFs is executing.

If the need arises to active data sharing, an OAM can be stopped by closing the database containing the area and the
database can be left closed and the OAM restarted after the need for active data sharing has passed. This situation is
avoided by ensuring that moves can be fully completed when only a single MUF is enabled. Fully complete includes
having:

• All blocks are moved
• Old area is renamed or deleted
• New area is renamed

If an OAM process is running (not complete) the activation of an active data sharing environment is blocked until the OAM
process completes or the area being moved is closed (forcing the OAM to stop processing).

If a database CLOSE request stops an OAM process, the activation of an active data sharing environment is allowed.
However, the area in question is not permitted to OPEN while the environment is running in the active data sharing mode.

MUF must have RENAME and SCRATCH authority

The security ID associated with the MUF region must have authority (security) to support data set alter, data set renames,
and data set deletes.

Each MUF instance that is externally secured would need to make sure each MUF instance has these security rights to
control the datasets owned by the MUF instance.

WARNING
Important! Ensure that the submitter ID of the MUF region has the appropriate authority as noted previously.
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MUF must have available task or request areas

Each OAM process requires one user-defined TASK (REQUEST AREA) within the MUF. User-defined TASKS are
allocated at MUF startup using the TASKS= parameter.

You can determine if the MUF targeted for OAM process has available TASKS. Simply run a DBUTLTY COMM=STATUS
command or a dynamic systems table query against the SYSADM.MUF_TASKS table.

If no tasks are available, the OAM does not start. If the OAM does start and it runs for a long time, it holds onto the task
area until the process completes or it is forced to stop. If the MUF is running short of available tasks, the OAM can tie up a
task that is required to process necessary user work.

MUF must have available 24-bit memory

Each OAM process requires the MUF to open the target data set in addition to the existing source area. This task is
accomplished by using a generated DD card for the target data set.

Each data set opened by MUF requires a certain amount of 24-bit memory. The amount of required memory varies per
data set depending on the number of volumes and extents that the data set uses.

In version 14.0, the 24-bit memory that the source and target data sets use remains “in-use” within the MUF until the MUF
is recycled. During the recycle, the new MUF instance only opens the new data set (target). Therefore, the previously
required 24-bit storage for the old data set (source) is no longer allocated. A failover or migration to the Shadow MUF also
opens only the target data sets for completed OAMs.

You can determine if the MUF targeted for OAM process has available 24-bit storage by using one of the available system
management tools. These tools can determine the amount of private (24 bit) storage available in the region and how much
is used currently.

Take this measurement after the MUF has been initiated and all normal user databases and their underlying data sets
have been opened for processing.

WARNING
Important! If the MUF address space runs out of 24-bit storage, the address space could fail causing a
significant interruption to all user access.

Using SYSVIEW to display available 24 bit memory in the MUF address space

Select the MUF address space from the Sysview command screen. For example, you can make this selection in the
following ways:

ASID QA14MUF4 (where QA14MUF4 is the MUF JOB NAME).

Enter the SYSVIEW command PRIVATE to display available storage after you select the MUF address space as shown in
the following example:

SYSVIEW ISPF2 CA31 ------------------------- PRIVATE.SUMMARY, Private Storage Sum

Command ====> PRIVATE 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname   QA14MUF4    ASID 0071   Jobid JOB05085 

Region      Size    UnAlloc/Large   Alloc/Pct%   Used/Pct%   Free   HWM/Pct%   Limit 

E-PVT      1.09G       972M  972M    141M  13%   140M  13%   376K  141M  13% 

  E-SYS     982M       972M  972M   10.1M   1%  9.97M   1%   223K  10.3M  1% 

  E-USR    1.08G       972M  972M    131M  12%   131M  12%   153K   131M 12%   1.09G 

PVT        7.98M      7.41M 7.39M    592K   7%   436K   5%   155K   824K 10% 

  SYS      7.77M      7.39M 7.39M    388K   5%   266K   3%   121K   612K 8% 

  USR     7.59M     7.39M 7.39M  204K   3%  169K   2%   34K   212K  3% 7.98M<=========

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Cmd Type    Spn   Key  0     1     2      3     4    5     6      7   8   9-15 Total 

___ USR       0                                                    122M         122M 

___ USR     131                                                     75K          75K 

___ USR     132                             6.52K                              6.52K 

___ LSQA    205  905K                                                           905K 

___ LSQA    215  121K                                                           121K 

___ LSQA    225 3.63K                                                          3.63K 

___ AUK     229 596K      301K          296       204K               4K        1.08M 

___ AUK     230 231K      351K 4.65K  23.5K 27.5K 173K 4.65K 4.65K 129K   4.65K 955K 

___ SWA     236           169K                                                  169K 

___ SWA     237           517K                                                  517K

The line indicated by the arrow in the display shows the available user 24-bit storage. In this case, there is 7.59M of space
with the current use at 204K (3%) and the high water mark used (HWM) at 212K (3%). This MUF has plenty of available
space for more data sets to open by the OAM process.

If the MUF in question has a significant portion of the 24-bit (PVT USR) in use or listed in HWM (60-70%), you should limit
the number of OAM processes executed.

After completing one or more of the OAM processes, recheck the 24-bit storage ensuring that the available storage
continues to be reasonable after the completed OAM processes.

Criteria for source and target data areas

The following OAM criteria must be met:

• MUF must be up with full access to the source data area.
• Data area source/target data sets must be defined on a 3390 device.
• Target data set should be defined as large as (or larger than) the source data set.
• Source/Target data set should have dynamic extend enabled to allow for data area growth as needed during the OAM

process.
• Data area must be defined as URI.
• Data area must be part of a buffer pool that holds at least 120K of data. For example: 30 4K buffers.
• Data areas that are used to support a partitioned table are treated as individual data areas. As such, each can be

subject to an OAM as needed without concern for the other data areas used by this partitioned table.

Criteria for source and target index areas

The following OAM criteria must be met:

• MUF must be up with full access to the source index area.
• Index area source/target data sets must be defined on a 3390 device.
• Target data set should be defined as large (or larger) than the source data set.
• Source/Target data set should have dynamic extend enabled to allow for data area growth as needed during the OAM

process.
• Index area must be part of a buffer pool that holds at least 120 K of data. For example: 30 (4K) buffers.
• Index areas that are used as part of a multi-data set index are treated as individual index areas. As such, each can be

subject to an OAM as needed without concern for the other index areas used by the multi-data set index.
• Multi-data set index areas must be moved using the same source/target index area names -- meaning

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE must be IXX to IXX, I01 to I01, and so on.

No single user access

Once an OAM is started for a data set, the associated index or data area is not available for any single-user processes.
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For most sites, this restriction affects the use of DBUTLTY functions such as BACKUP, LOAD, and RETIX (without
KEYNAME=). The only DBUTLTY functions that can execute against the index or data areas that are involved in an active
OAM are those DBUTLTY functions that are executing through the MUF and do not conflict with the OAM process.

Example

OLREORG and DEFRAG are processes that can execute against a data table (OLREORG) or an Index Area (DEFRAG)
while an OAM process is executing.

This restriction is also in effect for areas that have an OAM process that has been interrupted. For more information about
the ways that the OAM process can be interrupted, see Interruption and re-initiation of the Online Are aMove Processes.

WARNING
Important! OAM must be allowed to complete as quickly as possible. Having an OAM in an interrupted state may
mean that regularly scheduled DBUTLTY processes such as a nightly backup can fail.

Backing up data sets during an OAM

WARNING
Important! Do not use non-Datacom tools to back up data sets during an OAM. The OAM must be allowed to
complete as quickly as possible. Having an OAM in process while a non-Datacom backup is taken could result
in an unusable backup.

Many sites use non-Datacom utilities to create physical backups of the Datacom data sets. These utilities create a
physical copy of the data sets regardless of the processes going on within MUF.

In most cases, these utilities process using selected data set names or high-level qualifiers. Additionally, the utilities
normally process through a segment of DASD in a serial fashion.

Because the OAM process is using two data sets that are probably on different DASD volumes or even different DASD
devices, the ability to capture the source and target data sets “in-synch” is unlikely. The non-Datacom backup process
completes without error but the captured data is most likely out of sync. A future attempt to restore the data sets from the
backup can result in missing or out of sync data.

The only way to create a non-Datacom backup would be to ensure that the OAM process had been QUIESCED before
taking the backup. For more information, see QUIESCE.

Review Best Practices
Learn about best practices for performing Online Area Move with Datacom. Best practices include ensuring available
tak and 24-bit memory, avoiding hard-coding of data sets, updating source area dynamic extend attributes, creating the
PREINIT data set, and ensuring the Multi-User Facility (MUF) has sufficient buffers.

Best practices differ from restrictions and limitation because they are suggestions to achieve the best result. Limitations
and Restrictions provide information to keep the OAM process from failing.

The following best practices are recommended to ensure that the OAM process completes in the most efficient and
beneficial manner.

Ensure task and 24-bit memory availability in the MUF

Always check the availability of tasks and 24-bit memory before starting the OAM process.

More information:

Available task request areas

Available 24-bit memory
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Avoid hard-coding of Datacom data sets (DD CARDS)

There are only a few DBUTLTY data set initialization tasks where the DD card must be included in the executing JCL
providing the data set name. Tasks executing against the MUF and MUF itself do not need the DD cards to be included in
their execution JCL. The required data sets are dynamically allocated using the data set information that is stored in the
CXX. The same is true for the DBUTLTY executions where the data sets are already known from a previous DBUTLTY
INIT process.

Avoid hard coding any Datacom data set (DD card) in JCL job streams to avoid any possible conflict with the OAM
rename/scratch process. Having a job executing with a hard-coded DD card could interfere with the OAM ability to
rename/scratch the old (source) data set which could leave the OAM process in an in-complete state.

For more information about exception handling and why area (data sets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted, see
Complete the OAM.

Update source area dynamic extend attributes before PREINIT

The PREINIT data set is created using the information for the source area in the CXX. Therefore, we recommend that you
update all source definitions to support dynamic extend before the PREINIT execution.

Define both the source and target (PREINIT) data sets with DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes to:

• Ensure that OAM can continue to process
• Successfully handle data growth (user adding new rows) that can occur after the OAM is started

WARNING
Important! You can use Datacom Datadictionary processes to change DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes. For the
change to take effect, DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes must be updated to the CXX. To update the CXX without
requiring the database to be closed to MUF, use the Datadictionary "-1000 ALTER" command.

Create the PREINIT data sets

Create the PREINIT data sets in advance of the execution of the OAM. As a best practice, ensure that the creation of the
PREINIT data set is done close to the execution of the OAM. Creating the data set far in advance of the OAM may mean
that the PREINIT data set is not sized correctly to handle the data that is present when the OAM is executed.

Size the PREINIT data set such that its initial extent is large enough to handle the current data requirements plus any near
term data growth. The PREINIT "Volume=" parameter can be used to help size the data set area if your data set needs to
span multiple volumes.

Using this philosophy you:

• Ensure that the minimum number of volumes and extents are created. This task limits the amount of 24-bit storage that
is used to manage the target dataset once the OAM starts.

• Ensure that the OAM process is not delayed while the target data set is being extended to a size large enough to
handle the source data.

• Ensure that the maximum number of additional volumes and extents are available for future processing growth.

Processes to avoid while ONLINE AREA MOVE is active

Avoid using any DBUTLTY functions for the area while OAM is processing. Not using DBUTLTY processes avoids
resource contentions that could lead to slow response time for user tasks that are accessing the data and longer
execution times for the OAM process.

Single-user (DBUTLTY) functions that process the area outside of the MUF are not permitted to execute while the OAM is
active. In addition, non-Datacom processes such as DASD backups should not be attempted while the OAM is active. For
more information, see Limitations and Restrictions.
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However, there are various processes that run in MUF and are supported for execution while the OAM is active, but
should still be avoided. Avoiding these processes, allows OAM to complete in the fastest time possible with the least
amount of conflict.

Avoid the following DBUTLTY functions as they are very IO intensive and while they operate, they may slow down the
OAM process.

• OLREORG
• DEFRAG
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX (RETIX KEYNAME=*DATA) or KEYNAME=*SETR
• MASSADD
• REPLACE
• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL with MULTUSE=YES
• Periods where there is heavy user updating (add, delete, update).

NOTE
Heavy user updating is supported, but can slow the OAM process. Having large buffer pools or covered data
can help mitigate this concern.

Ensure MUF has a reasonable number of buffers

A minimum amount of MUF buffering is required for OAM processing (120K). Having a more substantial buffer pool allows
the OAM process to function faster while the MUF is also supporting various user processing requests.

For more information, see Review Limitations and Restrictions.

Avoid starting an OAM if the process may be interrupted due to a system or MUF process

Certain events/processes interrupt the OAM process. For more information, see Limitations and Restrictions. Do not start
the OAM if any planned system or other activity can affect it, such as:

• IPL
• Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE (All blocks must have been moved and the area delete/rename process completed

before this occurs.)
• Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B) (All blocks must have been moved and the area delete/

rename process completed before this occurs.)
• Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO
• Avoid the QUIESCE periods if possible
• If you are using a non-Datacom backup:

– Always ensure that the source and target data sets are part of the same backup group.
– Always ensure that the source and targets are backed up at the same consistency point.
– If OAM is not quiesced, do not use a non-Datacom utility to back up data sets.

Starting the process

After you review the limitations/restrictions and best practices, you are now ready to start the OAM process.

Create the PREINIT Data Sets
Learn how to create the PREINIT data sets for an Online Area Move for index areas and data areas in Datacom.

To create the target data sets, follow the steps in Prepare for an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas.
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• Always define the source data set as dynamic extend before doing the PREINIT and leave as a dynamic extend until
the move completes.

• Check the Source max-blocks/tracks and make sure the target (PREINIT) data set is large enough.
• An area can be moved once per MUF execution instance without an intervening database or area "close." If a second

OAM is needed, the process must be delayed to a time when the database or area can be closed to MUF and then
re-opened. Actions such as a MUF recycle or SHADOW MUF MIGRATE automatically close and re-open all databases
which would enable subsequent OAM requests.

• At the time of the OAM initiation the PREINIT (target) data set is opened. If it is smaller than the size of the current
index or data area (see the following note), then the PREINIT target area is dynamically extended based on the
dynamic extend options that are defined for the source area that is targeted for the move. The extend process repeats
as needed until the size of the target data set is equal to or larger than the source area to be moved.

NOTE
For environments where the CXX option of DATA HIGH USED MARK has been set to YES (using the
DBUTLTY CXXMAINT function), another check is made when checking the size of the source data set.

• Each data area that is loaded using DBUTLTY function LOAD has an internal HIGH USED value. This value represents
the DATA HIGH USED MARK that is the value of the highest block that was used for data storage since DBUTLTY
loaded it. If this value is less than the size of the full source area, then the OAM only moves the data set blocks from
the beginning of the source data set to this high-use point. Likewise, when OAM is checking the size of the PREINIT
target data set, the target data set is only extended if it is not large enough to hold the source data set blocks to the
high-use point. Currently, the specific high-use value is not externalized, but it is typically a value slightly higher than
the USED BLOCKS value on the DBUTLTY REPORT function with AREA=CXX and TYPE= A.

Determine Source Data Set Disposition
Learn about the source data set disposition options RENAME, SAVE, and DELETE in Online Area Move (OAM) for
Datacom.

RENAME and SAVE

(Default) In the default option, the source data set is renamed once the OAM process is completed. This rename process
adds a node to the existing data set name. The rename allows the old source name to be used for the new data set
(previously target).

The added node is constructed with an "H" and a series of numbers and letters. This additional string is based on the z/
OS "extended store clocks value" and should be unique.

In the unlikely case that the edited data set name exists, the rename process fails. The OAM process issues a message
stating that the rename DSN was not available. The data set is added to a list of data sets that are "delayed" in
processing. Periodically, the MUF re-attempts the rename of the source data set with a new added node value so that the
OAM process can be completed. For more information about this delay process, see #unique_2887.

Once the rename of the old data set (source) completes, the new data set (target) is renamed to the original name. This
process ensures that any existing JCL that includes the original data set names continues to work.

DELETE

(Optional) When the DELETE option is specified, the original source data set is un-cataloged and deleted.

Once the delete of the old data set (source) completes, the new data set (target) is renamed to the original name. This
process ensures that any JCL that includes the original data set names continues to work.
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Determine if Backup is Needed
A DBUTLTY backup for forward recovery processing may be required before starting the Datacom Online Area Move
(OAM) process.

While it is not required, some sites may want to take a DBUTLTY backup before starting the OAM process. This backup is
similar to other "hot" backups. It provides a copy of the data that can be restored and used as a base for forward recovery
processing. If a failure occurs and a recovery is needed, having a backup before the move process provides a good
starting point.

Validate Availability of MUF Resources
Datacom Online Area Move (OAM) requires sufficient available tasks and 24-bit storage to execute. Four steps to validate
availability of MUF resources.

To execute the required OAM processes, verify that there are enough available tasks and 24-bit storage.

• Check the available 24-bit storage in MUF address space.
• Ensure that MUF has available tasks. OAM runs in a MUF user task area.
• Ensure that the area has a reasonable number of buffers available in MUF.
• Do not start the OAM if any system or other activity is planned that can affect the OAM, such as:

– IPL
– Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE
– Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B)
– Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO

Start the Online Area Move
Once you are ready, start the Online Area Move (OAM) by issuing to the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) a simple,
single-line console command: ONLINE_AREA_MOVE.

Console Command to Start the Online Area Move

You can issue the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command in one of the following ways:

Examples

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE

Syntax

►─ ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ──┬───────────┬──────────►◄

                                     └─ ,DELETE ─┘

where
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

Requests an OAM.
dbid

Specifies the four-character database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).
,area-name

Specifies the area-name of the area to move (three characters, either IXX or a valid three-character area name).
,DELETE

(Optional) Tells the OAM the disposition of the original source data set.
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DBUTLTY Parameters

Use the following commands for the DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE function for an OAM.

Function: COMM

Syntax

► COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ┬─────────┬’─►◄

                                                               └ ,DELETE ┘

where
COMM OPTION=CONSOLE

Identifies the DBUTLTY function.
,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

Requests an OAM.
dbid

Specifies the 4-character DBID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1 to 5000).
,area-name’

The area-name of the area to move (three characters, either IXX or a valid three-character area name).

NOTE
If DELETE is used, the single quote mark (‘) comes after DELETE, instead of after the area-name.

,DELETE’
(Optional) Tells the OAM the disposition of the original source data set.

Examples

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name’

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE’

SQL INSERT Statement

Use the following commands for the SQL INSERT statement for an OAM.

Syntax

►─ INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND) ────────────►

►─ VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name ─┬───────────┬ ’ ─►◄

                                                         └─ ,DELETE ─┘

where
INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

The SQL statement to insert a new row.
VALUES

Specify the values to use for the statement with the following parameters.
'muf-name

The name of the MUF being used.
dbid

Specifies the four-character database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1 to 5000).
,area-name'

The area-name of the source area (three characters, either IXX or a valid three-character area name).
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NOTE
If DELETE is used, the single quote mark (') comes after DELETE, instead of after the area-name.

,DELETE’
(Optional) Tells the OAM the disposition of the original source data set.

Examples

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

        VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name’

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

        VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_AREA_MOVE dbid,area-name,DELETE’

Sample DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE to Issue ONLINE_AREA_MOVE

The JCL statements are for example only. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//OAM1022 JOB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------** 

//JOBLIB . . . 

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------** 

//* ******************************************** 

//* OAM TO REO1022 TO THE TARGET AREA 

//* ******************************************** 

//OAMMOVE EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY 

//SYSIN DD * 

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022,REO' 

/* 

Sample DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE Output

See the following sample reports.

Date: 6/06/2014 ********************************************************************************           

 Page: 1 

                *                                  CA Datacom/DB                               * 

Time: 13.45.07  *                                  General Utility                             *    Version:

 14.0 

                *                 COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.             * 

                ******************************************************************************** 

                CONTROL CARD(S) 

                .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8 

                COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022,REO' 

                FUNCTION=COMM 

                   OPTION=CONSOLE 

                   OPTION2=ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022,REO

Date: 6/06/2014  ********************************************************************************          

 Page: 2 

                 *                               CA Datacom/DB                                  * 

Time: 13.45.07   *                               General Utility                                *   Version:

 14.0 

                 *              COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.                * 

                 ******************************************************************************** Directory:

 QAMUF4

Sample OAM Messages in MUF Job Log
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The following sample report shows messages that the sample console command (shown previously) triggers.

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS PREPARING TO START 

DB00102I - ENDED JOB-OAMREO14 NUMBER--5971 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS STARTED 

DB02819I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO MOVED BLOCK 1 OF 3,600 

DB00102I - ENDED JOB-OAMREO14 NUMBER--5972 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS BLOCKS MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 DCMSP2 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS UNCATALOG DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME FROM DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME TO DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.H0CE6B64 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS CATALOG DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.H0CE6B64 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 WRKD24 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME FROM DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.ASOF0607 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME TO DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE Process Flow

Issuing the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command results in:

• Command syntax is validated and accepted.
• Area (source) and PREINIT (target) status is checked.
• ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command is accepted. The move started message is written to the MUF job log. The PREINIT

entry in the CXX is removed as the target data set is now part of an active OAM process.
• Multiple status messages are written to the MUF job log during the movement of blocks.
• Once the blocks are all moved, the MUF user processing to the area being moved is paused.
• The area is briefly closed to MUF.
• z/OS data set renames are done and messages are written to the MUF job log.
• Move complete message is written to the MUF job log.
• The area is opened to MUF.
• The user processing to the area is re-activated.

The OAM task runs in MUF and has both the source and target data sets open as shown in the following graphic.
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Monitor the Online Area Move Process

The OAM functionality begins by establishing control information in the source and target data sets. A temporary I/O
director is created to manage user requests for data that may come in while the move process is running.

The OAM process then begins to move the physical blocks on the source data set to the target data set as fast as
possible. For data areas, the move process can move groups of blocks (up to a track) at a time. For index areas, the
move process is limited to a block at a time. Each time a move process is complete, the control information is updated
to reflect the current location of the data blocks. The I/O director uses this control information to direct ongoing user data
access requests.

The OAM process continues until all the blocks in the source data set have been moved to the target data set.

During the OAM process, a series of messages are written to the MUF job log/console showing the ongoing progress of
the OAM. The following example shows a series of messages.

During the OAM start process, the PREINIT information is copied into the ONLINE AREA MOVE and deleted from the
CXX PREINIT section (TYPE=P Report).

The blocks moved message is issued for the first block and repeated about every 2 minutes until all blocks are moved.

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS PREPARING TO START

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS STARTED

DB02819I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO MOVED BLOCK 1 OF 3,600

DB02819I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO MOVED BLOCK 3001 OF 3,600

Complete the OAM
Learn about the steps to complete Online Area Move (OAM) in Datacom, including pausing user access to the area,
closing the area in the Multi-User Facility (MUF), renaming the target data set, and resuming processing.

After all blocks are moved, the OAM process starts pausing all user access to the area and closing the area within MUF.
The necessary steps are performed to:
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• Rename or delete the original source data set, and then
• Rename the target data set to the original source name.

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS BLOCKS MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 DCMSP2 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS UNCATALOG DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME FROM DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME TO DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.H0CD5FA6 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS CATALOG DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.H0CD5FA6 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS VOLUMES FROM 1 WRKD01 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME FROM DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022.ASOF0606 

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS RENAME TO DCMQA.QAMUF4.REO1022

If the OAM process is unable to complete the rename/delete activity for the source and/or target data sets, an error
message is issued and the OAM process is placed in a "wait" state. The rename/delete is re-attempted every 2 minutes
until the OAM process successfully completes the rename/delete process.

For more information, see Exception handling - area (datasets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted.

Once all the rename/delete activity is complete, the area is made available to the MUF and the paused processing is
resumed. A final message is created that indicates the status is complete and that the moved area is open to processing
in MUF.

DB02818I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 1022 REO STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

Determine if Area Backup is Needed
Consider taking a DBUTLTY backup after the completion of the Online Area Move (OAM) process in Datacom.

While it is not required, some sites may want to take a DBUTLTY backup after completing the OAM process. This backup
is only used if a failure occurs after the OAM completes and there is a requirement to restore the area to a previous
backup.

Additional Considerations for Online Area Move
Learn about additional considerations for Online Area Move (OAM) in Datacom, including performance monitoring and
IO; interruption of OAM, including the QUIESCE, REQABORT, and CLOSE commands; reinitiating OAM and the RESTART
command; exception handling; exceptional conditions; and abandoning OAM.

Performance Monitoring Based on Requests per IO

Performance monitoring and tuning typically measures the amount of CPU and IO performed for a given set of requests
or functions. The OAM is an IO intensive task with a single database request running inside MUF. The single request
generates significant physical IO and CPU usage. Therefore, it can affect performance measurement metrics that may be
in use at your site such as:

• Requests per CPU second
• Requests per physical IO
• Other types of job cost accounting

The processing that OAM performs is similar to what we already experience with the OLREORG functions of DBUTLTY.

Since the OAM process is normally not a daily occurrence, there may be no significant effect in overall processing metrics
for your site. However, when there is a need for multiple OAM processes, make sure that the OAM is accounted for in
your performance metrics.

Recommendations for measuring and adjusting for the OAM activity include:
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• Schedule the OAM activity for a period where there is light user activity.
• Use tools such as DBUTLTY AutoCollect and AutoInfo snapshots to collect performance information before and after

the OAM processes. These tools allow adjustment to the overall performance metrics.
• Consider using the accounting facility to trap the OAM (and OLREORG) activity so that overall performance metrics

can be adjusted.

WARNING
Important! Making any tuning changes that are based on collected statistics while processing an OAM is not
recommended. These statistics may not reflect normal workloads.

Interruption and Re-Initiation of the Online Area Move Process

The OAM process executes in a MUF task area and can be executed with other workload being processed within the
MUF. The goal for the DBA or system programmer is to schedule execution of the OAM when it is highly probable that the
OAM work can be completed without interruption.

However, situations can occur where the OAM process is interrupted. This section describes how OAM functions if it is
interrupted.

QUIESCE

Use the MUF QUIESCE process to place a MUF in a "quiesced state" and force all pended (in memory) updates out to the
DASD data sets.

OAM must honor the MUF QUIESCE command (both QUIESCE REQUEST and QUIESCE TRANSACTION).

For example:

• User issues a QUIESCE command to the MUF
• Each active MUF task is told to QUIESCE or "go to sleep"
• OAM will:

– Complete in-flight move process
– Update source and target control blocks
– Go into a "wait" mode
– Tell QUIESCE that we are now "sleeping"

Once the QUIESCE is in place, you can now perform the system functions that triggered the need for the QUIESCE. In
most cases, this is some type of DASD backup process. If an OAM is in process, make sure that the backup process
captures both the source and target data sets at the "same consistent" point.

If the backup is used to restore an area at some future point, restore both the source and target data sets from this same
consistent point.

• Once the backup process is completed, issue the QUIESCE OFF command to the MUF.
• QUIESCE OFF wakes up OAM, and the move process continues where it left off.

REQABORT

Use the command to interrupt the OAM process if there is an emergency. Issuing a REQABORT forces the OAM to stop
processing at a stable point, terminate the process, and free up the MUF task area.

For example:

• User issues a REQABORT command for the OAM process in MUF.
• MUF tells the OAM task to get to a stable point and then terminate.
• OAM:
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– Completes in-flight move process.
– Updates source and target control blocks.
– Writes a message to the MUF job log indicating that the OAM was aborted.
– Ends the process and releases the MUF task area.

• The REQABORT of the OAM does not affect other MUF processing. User processes accessing the partially moved area
continue as before.

Because the OAM is incomplete, both source and target data sets remain in use by the MUF and only MULTUSE=YES
utility functions are allowed to execute.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the OAM is re-initiated and completes successfully.

CLOSE

In certain cases, you may need to close a database or area while an OAM is executing. If the CLOSE command is issued
for the area being moved, the OAM process is terminated.

For example:

• User issues a CLOSE command for the database that the OAM is processing.
• The CLOSE tells the move task to get to a stable point and then terminates.
• OAM will:

– Complete in-flight move process
– Update the source and target control blocks
– Write a message to the MUF job log indicating that the OAM was stopped
– End the process and release the MUF task area

The CLOSE of the database terminates all MUF processing for this area. Since the OAM is not complete, both the source
and target data sets must remain.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the OAM is re-initiated and completes successfully.

More Information:

• RESTART
• How to abandon the OAM process

How to Re-Initiate the Online Area Move Process

For both REQABORT and CLOSE, the same process is used to restart the OAM. You can re-initiate the OAM by performing
one of the two following steps:

1. Reissue the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command. This task:
– • Opens the area in MUF (source data set).

• Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
• Issues a MUF message that the OAM is restarting.
• Restarts the move process where it left off.

2. Close the area to MUF and re-OPEN the area (or database).
– Triggers a restart of the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command.
– Opens the area in MUF (source data set).
– Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
– Issues a MUF message that the OAM is restarting.
– Restarts the move process where it left off.

RESTART
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If the MUF fails while an OAM is occurring, the data set control blocks stored within the source and target data sets
provide the restart point for the OAM. There is no requirement for the RESTART log file processing to resolve any in-doubt
or uncommitted data set block moves that were in process by OAM.

Tables within the area may have been actively processed by other tasks that do require a resolution. Therefore, the
standard RESTART processing of the log file searches for updates to the data tables that must be reprocessed to a stable
point.

If it is determined during the restart processing of log transactions that this area needs to open to reprocess the logged
transactions, that open triggers the re-initiation of the OAM process.

If the restart processing of log transactions does not need to open the area, the re-initiation of the OAM process is not
triggered until:

• Another process opens the area or
• Another ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command is issued for this area

Because the OAM is incomplete, both the source and target datasets remain in use by the MUF. Only MULTUSE=YES
utility functions are allowed to execute against this area until the OAM is re-initiated and completes successfully.

Exception Handling—Area (Data Sets) Being Moved Cannot Be Renamed or Deleted

WARNING
Important! This condition is not expected but it is possible.

For MUF to delete or rename the data sets that are involved in the OAM, z/OS requires that the DSN not be in use by any
DD statement for an executing Job within this LPAR or SYSPLEX.

MUF and DBUTLTY normally dynamically allocate index areas and data areas as needed. In this normal case, when an
OAM completes, the MUF completes the process by deleting or renaming the data sets as needed.

If MUF requests the delete or rename and the data sets are not available due to another job using one or both, z/OS
generates messages to the MUF JES log reflecting the condition and the rename/delete fails. MUF cannot prevent these
messages and indeed they are important for you to see the condition.

Should this occur, MUF recognizes the rename/delete failure and issues a message indicating that the OAM rename/
delete failed due to ‘DSN NOT AVAIL.’.

MUF places the area on a list of areas that have all blocks moved but cannot be deleted or renamed. The MUF checks
every 2 minutes (approximately) to see if the DSN appears to be available. If not available the DSN NOT AVAIL.
message is re-issued to the MUF JES log and the area rename set for another retry.

If available, the delete or rename is tried again.

The RESTART process reactivates this 2-minute process if the MUF fails while the data set rename is still waiting to
process.

Exceptional Condition—System Outage Occurred during Area (Data Sets) Rename or Delete

WARNING
Important! This condition is not expected, but it is possible.

During the OAM process of deleting or renaming a data set there could be a System outage or error. The process must
update the catalog and the VTOC on each volume containing the data set. This is true for the old area and the new area.

If an outage occurs during this critical time, a new MUF execution cannot correct the condition. You receive OPEN errors
when the MUF is unable to find needed catalog entries for the data sets.

In this case, manually research the action that was interrupted and complete it. This includes deletion from the catalog,
deletion of the data set on DASD, addition to the catalog, and rename of the data set on DASD. The MUF messages
provide the action that was being performed and the information that would be needed if such an event were to occur.
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How to Abandon the Online Area Move process

The OAM function is powerful and allows you to move data sets without interrupting access to your data. Therefore,
planning and forethought is required.

However, if you decide that you must abandon an OAM before it completes, it requires that the user data access is
interrupted. Plan the use of OAM at a time where there is high confidence that the process can complete.

Data Area

In the event, that an OAM of a data area must be abandoned, the following steps are required.

1. REQABORT the OAM.
2. ACCESS OFF the database or area.
3. Acquire a current backup of the data area by running a DBUTLTY BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL with MULTUSE=YES and

RECID=YES. A previous backup is OK if you are willing to run FORWARD RECOVERY.
4. Delete and reallocate the original data set to new size, volume, and so forth, by performing a DBUTLTY INIT on the

data area if needed.
5. Perform a normal DBUTLTY LOAD of the backup.
6. Run recovery (if needed).
7. Open the database/area.
8. Validate/testing to help ensure that everything is OK.
9. Delete the allocated target data set from z/OS.

Index Area

If an OAM of an index area must be abandoned, the following steps are required:

1. REQABORT the OAM.
2. ACCESS OFF the database.
3. If needed, delete and reallocate the original data set to new size, volume, and so on, by performing a DBUTLTY INIT

on the index area.
4. Run a full database RETIX.
5. Open the database/area.
6. Validate/testing to help ensure that everything is OK.
7. Delete the allocated target data set from z/OS.

DBUTLTY and ONLINE AREA MOVE

OAM is a MUF-centric task that is running against the area. Once the OAM begins processing, both the source and target
data sets are in-use. At any given point, a certain block in the area may be in the process of moving from the source to the
target.

To allow other MUF tasks to continue accessing the user data that is stored in the moving area, a special piece of code
is activated in the MUF address space. This special code (I/O Director) manages the data access to the moving area and
ensures that the correct data set is accessed for the most current version of the data set block.

Single-User tasks run outside the MUF address space and access the area data sets directly using information the CXX
data set provides. These single-user functions do not have access to the buffers and information in the MUF address
space. They cannot access the IO Director and any attempt to access the data set of the area directly would result in
incomplete or incorrect information.

Therefore, no single-user DBUTLTY execution is allowed against an area that has an OAM in process. Any attempt to
access the area fails with an appropriate return code.
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A set of DBUTLTY functions can execute within the MUF address space or in concert with the MUF address space
(MULTUSE=YES). Of this set of functions, only those functions that execute in a non-destructive form can execute while the
OAM is executing.

DBUTLTY Area Functions to Avoid

Various DBUTLTY functions can process the index or data area while the OAM is executing. We recommend that they be
delayed until after the OAM has completed.

This type of utility function can work within the MUF and works in concert with the OAM. However, these utility functions
normally use the same resources that the OAM is using. In some cases, these resource contentions could significantly
slow down the OAM process.

Allowable DBUTLTY Functions

As stated in the DBUTLTY area functions to avoid topic, all DBUTLTY functions should be avoided while OAM is active.
However, a subset of the DBUTLTY functions can be executed against a data area while an OAM is moving the area
including:

• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• DBTESTR (with MULTUSE=YES)
• DEFRAG
• EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• LOCK
• MASSADD (with MULTUSE=YES)
• OLREORG (does not use MULTUSE=YES keyword)
• QUIESCE
• REPORT AREA=CXX
• REPORT AREA=IXX
• REPORT TYPE=DATANE
• REPLACE
• RETIX KEYNAME=*SETR (does not use MULTUSE=YES keyword)
• DATASCAN OPTION=REBUILD_SPACE_INDEX (does not use MULTUSE=YES keyword)
• UNLOCK

New Console Command—STATUS_OAM

This new command is only available through the z/OS modify (/F) command support.

‘/F mufname,STATUS_OAM’

The status command asks MUF to provide information on any active OAM process. This includes any OAM process that
has passed the point of basic command editing up until the time the OAM is "fully complete" and no longer known to MUF.

This "fully complete" condition means that the database or area has been closed to MUF after the OAM completion. The
new target data set is the only data set known to the MUF.

The status information is displayed as a single MUF message, DB02820. With the format of the message as:

DB02820I - ONLINE_AREA_MOVE STATUS_OAM dbid area-name variable-info

Perform an Online Area Move for the Directory CXX
Learn how a DBA or system programmer can use Datacom move system area CXX (datasets) from one physical 3390
dataset to another while open in the Multi-User Facility (MUF).

Product: Datacom/DB
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Release: 14.02

OS: z/OS

The Online Area Move (OAM) functionality allows you to move datasets to support your business needs without causing
outages to your users.

This scenario describes how a database administrator (DBA) or a system programmer moves System Area CXX
(datasets) from one physical 3390 dataset to another 3390 dataset while the areas are open by the Multi-User Facility
(MUF).

This Knowledge Base Article constitutes a portion of the official Broadcom product documentation for this Broadcom
product. This Knowledge Base Article is subject to the following notices, terms and conditions.

Overview

This document describes the special rules and characteristics for the Directory CXX. The System Area move is similar to
index and data area moves described in separate scenarios. The information is common for all and is not repeated here.
Read the following scenarios before continuing with this document.

Simplify mode is the recommended choice. It executes with the System Areas open only to MUF with no JCL for their use
in executing jobs while MUF is executing. This makes the System Areas similar to index and data areas. If you are not
running in Simplify mode or have parallel executing jobs that do have DD statements for the System Areas (the CXX in
this case), this presents a problem for the move rename/scratch processes and is described in more detail later in this
document.

The CXX is a small dataset that is moved as a single event. This single event is different from how the index and data
areas work. Many CXX areas can be moved within a second or two and so the move is not likely to be noticeable.

Because a new dataset is built and formatted to the required specifications, the DBUTLTY PREINIT function for a System
Area is similar to a PREINIT for an index or data area. The function and keywords for the CXX are: PREINIT AREA=CXX.
Keyword BLKSIZE is optional and if it is provided, it must be 4096. A significant difference, DDNAME of the output
PREINIT area, exists in the PREINIT of System Areas versus index and data areas. For System Areas, the DDNAME
must be the area name followed by a pseudo DBID, specifically: CXX000. This naming convention is required because
some users execute JCL PROCs that have present DD statements for the CXX. PREINIT must not overlay the real
datasets.

Performing an Online Area Move for the CXX

Because the CXX is moved all at once, there is no sharing of CXX I/O during the move. Other MUF task areas that need
CXX I/O wait for a ‘CXX BUFFER’. The wait has no visible impact on other work, because the move takes only a few
seconds.

When running in Simplify mode, the CXX is always locked and in exclusive control of the MUF. Therefore, no special
locking is required.

When not running in Simplify mode, the start of the move gets the CXX lock to update the CXX. If other jobs run, for
example DBUTLTY functions that need to update the CXX, they get a simple wait on an ENQ when running with CXX
ENQ – SYSPLEX otherwise they get temporary interlock messages when running with CXX ENQ – LOCAL. In both
cases, the delay occurs quickly and resolves quickly. At the resolution, the job gets the needed lock and continues.
However, the job notes that the CXX has been set to ‘moved’ during the wait. This action drives the function to release the
lock and dynamically allocate a new DD statement for CXX00000 with the dataset name of the new area. After getting the
needed lock again in the new area, it switches to this new dataset for all I/O.

Note: Having the CXX DD statement in other jobs prevents the MUF from completing the move actions to scratch
(rename) the old CXX and rename the new CXX. If the MUF cannot perform the scratch (rename) of the old CXX, it
completes the block moves and retries the scratch (rename) about every 2 minutes until completion. This process
continues in any new MUF until it is completes. You cannot alter this 2 minute retry process.
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Different from moves of index and data areas, the CXX move is done as one process. If the MUF is canceled or fails
during the move, there is no memory of the partial move and it has to be redone in the next MUF, PREINIT, and start of
move. If the MUF terminates after the blocks have been moved and all I/O is directed to the new CXX but the scratch/
rename process has not occurred from the old area then the new MUF detects the CXX move and resets the completion
in the 2 minute processing.

Complete the following steps to perform an Online Area Move for the Directory CXX System Area:

1. Review Best Practices
2. Review the CXX size allocations
3. Review the restrictions and limitations
4. Start the process
5. Move the data blocks
6. Complete the move

WARNING

Warning!  Similar to moving index and data areas, if the MUF is terminated during the actual use of z/OS macros
to perform the functions of Scratch, Rename, Uncatalog, and Catalog it can leave the datasets as cataloged
and in the volume VTOC entries in a defective status. It may require manual user intervention to complete the
incomplete process. This is unlikely to occur but you should plan for it.

Review Best Practices

When running with Simplify mode, the move of the CXX is quickly and completely handled with no visible impact on other
ongoing work.

When running without Simplify mode, it is best to start the move when no other jobs are executing with the CXX DD
statement. As previously explained, this is not a requirement and the move finishes even when there is a potential for
other jobs executing. Only the finishing scratch (rename) of the old and rename of the new to the old must wait for a time
when no jobs except the MUF are running with the DD statement.

When defining the new CXX that is using PREINIT, consider a secondary allocation. If you allocate the full size of the
existing CXX (or larger) then secondary size is of no importance as it is not used. However, if you allocate the new CXX
with a smaller allocation then during the start of the move it is dynamically extended. In this case, if the allocation had a
secondary size then MUF respects that and extends by that size. If the allocation had no secondary, MUF must choose a
size. Its choice, if the difference in size is 150 tracks or less, is to extend the new CXX by the number of tracks to match
the current CXX. If the difference is more than 150 tracks, the first extend is 150 tracks and the process repeats the
extends until it is equal to the old CXX.

Review the CXX size allocation

Review the CXX size allocation as described previously.

NOTE

To protect against any possible errors in scratch and renaming the old and new areas, create a backup of the
CXX before requesting a move.

Review the restrictions and limitations

Because the move is done at one time, the only restrictions to moving the CXX are as follows:
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• MUF must be enabled.
• MUF must be in non-shared mode - no MUFPLEX A, B, or Shadow MIGRATE. The MUF may have a shadow.
• Area must currently be defined on a 3390
• Target area can only be a 3390
• A System Area cannot be moved more than once in a physical MUF execution instance.
• PREINIT definitions are intended to be temporary

– PREINIT overlays information in CXX each time it is executed. Only one PREINIT data set per area is allowed/kept.
– PREINIT datasets information is not kept on a CXX backup.

• RESTORE of the CXX wipes out PREINIT information
• No Dynamic System Table (use CXX TYPE=P report)

Start the process

The CXX is started with the same options as index and data areas except that the DBID needs to be set as 0.

Issuing the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command results in:

• Command syntax is validated and accepted.
• Area and PREINIT status is checked.
• Online Area Move is accepted – The move started message is written to the MUF.

The Online Area Move task runs in MUF and has both the source and target areas open.

Move the data blocks

For the CXX, blocks are moved one block at a time from the current CXX to the new CXX. During the block move, other
tasks needing I/O to the CXX in MUF wait with: CXX BUFFER.

Complete the move

Completion of the CXX move is similar to index and data areas. However, for users not running fully in Simplify Mode,
there is a greater possibility of the Data Set Name would not be available for the Scratch/Rename process because every
DBUTLTY Job steps will most likely have a DD statement for the CXX.

NOTE

Only the DD statement being present in a job execution, not whether the area is open, prevents the Scratch/
Rename.

If the approximately two minute retry logic continues failing to find a time for the Scratch/Rename, you may choose to stop
the processes and initiators if possible to create a time when it can successfully complete. The online move of the CXX
is most likely to be an extremely rare event, and therefore to get it fully done might require some slight inconvenience at
some sites.

DBUTLTY while ONLINE AREA MOVE is running

If DBUTLTY functions that execute in the MUF address space occur during the CXX block move, there is no impact during
the move other than a short delay.

If DBUTLTY functions either without Simplify mode or with a MUF that is not running that way, discover the CXX to be
fully block moved but not yet subject to Scratch/Rename they allocate the new CXX dynamically using DD statement
CXX00000 and continue processing with no visible effect. This typically occurs when the DBUTLTY first accesses the
CXX. It is also possible for the function to, for example, perform the load of an area for an hour. During the hour, MUF
starts the CXX move and completes all blocks but terminates before the Scratch/Rename is done. In this case, during its
close processing the DBUTLTY may discover that the CXX was moved and at that point open the new move to CXX and
switch all I/O to it. This process is automatic and internal.
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NOTE

Similar to with Simplify Mode, without Simplify Mode, parameter DSN_XXX= is available as a DBSIDPR module
option in the DBSYSID macro. This option provides the model for the Data Set Name for the System Areas
CXX, LXX, FXX. With DSN_XXX= specified, the DD statements may be removed from the JCL. Only if the
datasets needed to be opened in the DBUTLTY address space will the DD statement be dynamically allocated.

During the Scratch/Rename of the current CXX and before the Rename of the new CXX to the current name it may be
possible that a job being scheduled could fail with a missing catalog for the CXX Data Set Name. Should this occur,
resubmitting the job finds the Scratch and Rename to be complete and no longer an issue.

Considerations

As you perform an OAM for the System Area CXX, you should be aware of the following information:

• Once requested, a CXX move cannot be discarded.
• DBUTLTY functions have no changes relating to the move of the CXX.
• There are no changes to the messages documenting the Online Area Move process for the CXX.
• There is no change to the STATUS_OAM command.

Perform an Online Area Move for the Log Area FXX
The Online Area Move (OAM) functionality in Datacom allows you to move datasets to support your business needs
without causing outages to your users.

This scenario describes how a database administrator (DBA) or a system programmer moves System Area FXX
(datasets) from one physical 3390 dataset to another 3390 dataset while the areas are open by the Multi-User Facility
(MUF).

Overview

This document describes the special rules and characteristics for the Log Area FXX (Force Area). System Area moves
are similar to index and data area moves described in separate scenarios. The information is common for all and is not
repeated here. Read the following scenarios before continuing with this document:

• Prepare for an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas
• Perform an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas

Simplify mode is the recommended choice. It executes with the System Areas open only to MUF with no JCL for their use
in executing jobs while MUF is executing. This makes the System Areas similar to index and data areas. If you are not
running in Simplify mode or have parallel executing jobs that do have DD statements for the System Areas (the FXX in
this case), this presents a problem for the move and is described in more detail later in this document.

The FXX is a small dataset that is moved as a single event. This single event is different from how the index and data
areas work. Many FXX areas can be moved within a second or two, as well as logging information that is rarely used and
so the move is not likely to be noticeable.

Because a new dataset is built and formatted to the required specifications, the DBUTLTY PREINIT function for a
System Area is similar to a PREINIT for an index or data area. The function and keywords for the FXX are: PREINIT
AREA=FXX,BLKSIZE=n where the 'n' is the block size in use by the current FXX. A significant difference, DDNAME of
the output PREINIT area, exists in the PREINIT of System Areas versus index and data areas. For System Areas, the
DDNAME must be the area name followed by a pseudo DBID, specifically: FXX000. This naming convention is required
because some users execute JCL PROCs that have present DD statements for the FXX. PREINIT must not overlay the
real data sets.
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Performing an Online Area Move for the FXX

Different from the moves of index and data areas, the FXX is moved all at once. In the unlikely event that the MUF is
cancelled or fails while moving blocks, there is no memory of the partial move and it has to be redone.

In this case, when the next MUF is enabled, the PREINIT must be redone and then the move requested again. If the MUF
is cancelled or fails after the full movement but before the scratch and rename process, the new MUF detects the FXX
move and retries the completion in the 2-minute processing.

Complete the following steps to perform an Online Area Move for the Log Area FXX.

WARNING
Similar to moving index and data areas, if the MUF is terminated during the actual use of z/OS macros to
perform the functions of Scratch, Rename, Uncatalog, and Catalog it can leave the datasets as cataloged
and in the volume VTOC entries in a defective status. It may require manual user intervention to complete the
incomplete process. This is unlikely to occur but you should plan for it.

Review Best Practices

The FXX is a small area and the move quickly completes moving of the contents. Few users have other jobs running
during the move with the FXX DD statement in JCL. For these users, the scratch and renames occur quickly and the
move completes. For example, if your site includes the FXX DD statement in DBUTLTY jobs, and if any are running at the
time of the move, the scratch and rename process occurs the same as for index and data areas where a delay occurs and
the MUF retries the process every 2 minutes. There is no performance or other bad condition present if this delay occurs.

Because the Log Area FXX is usually a few hundred tracks (small), it is typically best for the JCL allocation during the
PREINIT to pick the same number of tracks as the current FXX. If the new FXX is smaller than the current FXX, the start
of the move drives dynamic extend and repeats until it is equal to the size of the current FXX or larger. When you use
PREINIT to define the new FXX, consider a secondary allocation. If you allocate the full size of the existing FXX (or larger)
as the primary size, the secondary size is unimportant because it is not used. However, if you allocate the new FXX with
a smaller allocation, it is dynamically extended during the start of the move. In this case, if the allocation had a secondary
size, MUF respects that allocation and extends it by that size. If there was no secondary allocation, MUF must choose a
size. Its choice, if the difference in size is 150 tracks or less, is to extend the new FXX by the number of tracks to match
the current FXX. However, if the difference is more than 150 tracks, the first extend is 150 tracks and the process repeats
the extends until it is equal or larger than the current FXX.

Review the FXX size allocation

Review the FXX size allocation as described previously. You do not need to create a backup of the FXX before requesting
a move.

Review the restrictions and limitations

Because the move is done at one time, the only restrictions to moving the FXX are as follows:

• MUF must be enabled.
• MUF must be in non-shared mode - no MUFPLEX A, B, or Shadow MIGRATE. The MUF may have a shadow.
• Area must currently be defined on a 3390
• Target area can only be a 3390
• A System Area cannot be moved more than once in a physical MUF execution instance.
• PREINIT definitions are intended to be temporary

– PREINIT overlays information in CXX each time it is executed. Only one PREINIT dataset per area is allowed/kept.
– PREINIT datasets information is not kept on a CXX backup.

• RESTORE of the CXX wipes out PREINIT information
• No Dynamic System Table (use CXX TYPE=P report)
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Start the process

The FXX is started with the same options as index and data areas.

Issuing the ONLINE_AREA_MOVE command results in:

• Command syntax is validated and accepted.
• Area and PREINIT status is checked.
• Online Area Move is accepted – The move started message is written to the MUF.

The Online Area Move task runs in MUF and has both the source and target areas open.

Move the data blocks

Blocks are moved one block at a time. During the block move, other tasks needing I/O to the FXX could wait.

Complete the move

Completion of the FXX move is similar to index and data areas.

Considerations

As you perform an OAM for the Log Area FXX, you should be aware of the following information:

• Once requested, an FXX move cannot be discarded.
• DBUTLTY functions have no change relating to the move of the FXX.
• There are no changes to the messages documenting the Online Area Move process for the FXX.
• There is no change to the STATUS_OAM command.

How to Perform an Online Table Move or Block Size Alter Introduction
Use the Online Table Move (TM24) and Block Size Alter (BA24) functionality to move rows and tables without an outage.
A database administrator (DBA) or systems programmer can use both of these powerful tools where user data must
remain available and accessible 24x7.

Both functionalities move all rows by table within area in Native Key Sequence. A functional reorganization of the rows
into complete Native Key order is performed. Rows added in parallel with the move are always added into the new area
and are unordered. The data area might have one or more tables where all rows are moved.

A database administrator or a system programmer prepares for the Online Table Move or Block Size Alter 24x7  process
to move rows from one physical 3390 data set to another 3390 data set. The row movement is performed row by row as a
forced move that is subject to logging as a moved record.

Business Needs

The Online Table Move and Block Size Alter functionalities support the 24x7 businesses. This type of functionality allows
you to move rows to support your business needs without causing data access outages.

Examples of the business need that you might encounter are:

• Reorder the row physical placement based on the Native Sequence Key to improve performance when accessing by
this key. This task is considered the common ordering requirement.

• Change the block size from one that was considered optimal in the past to current site standards. Intention to provide
performance improvements in accessing the data.

• Allows the rows to be ‘packed’ densely into the new area. Therefore, the new area might be smaller than the old area.
No rules size the new area and might start with a minimum of one track or four data blocks. Not a requirement, but you
must set the new area as subject to Dynamic Extend. If the new area becomes full, the move stops and allows you to
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perform a directed Dynamic Extend. The move is restarted with no outage of user applications to data. The ‘high use’
mark is lowered for the data area allowing faster physical reading of the data area.

Use Case Video

Video Link Title and Description

How to Make Block Sizes More Efficient Using Block Size
Alter 24x7:
Describes the block size alter 24x7 feature, benefits, and the cost
of using this feature in version 15.1.
Run time: 2 min 20 sec
Moving Database Tables with No Outages in Datacom/DB
15.1:
Shows you how to move your Datacom database to a new volume
or dataset with no outages! Using Online Table Move can also
help you right-size your database to improve database efficiency
and save money on I/O.
Run time: 3 min 4 sec

Performing an Online Table Move 24x7
In Datacom, use DBUTLTY to initiate an Online Table Move: via a console command to the MUF, a batch job using
OPTION=CONSOLE, or adding a row in the SQL_CONSOLE table.

You can initiate Online Table Move using one of the following methods:

• Issue a console command to the MUF.
• Execute a batch DBUTLTY job utilizing the OPTION=CONSOLE function.
• Insert a new row into the SQL_CONSOLE dynamic systems table.

The command is ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area where dbid is the database number and area is the area name to
have all table rows moved.

Requirements

The mechanics or requirements for Online Table Move are similar to ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM).

• The DBUTLTY PREINIT function initializes a new data set (target area) as the output to Online Table Move, as for
OAM.

• The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P lists data sets that PREINIT sets up.
• The DBUTLY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT function removes any unneeded PREINIT data sets.

For more information about these three DBUTLTY functions, see Online Area Move.

Follow these steps:

1. Determine an Online Area Move is needed (Table Move)
2. Review limitations and restrictions for Online Table Move
3. Review Best Practices for Online Table Move
4. Create the PREINIT data sets for Online Table Move
5. Determine source data set disposition for Online Table Move
6. Determine if backup is needed for Online Table Move
7. Validate availability of MUF resources for Online Table Move
8. Start the Online Table Move Process  
9. Complete the Online Table Move   
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10. Determine if area backup is needed for Online Table Move

Determine if an online (24x7) data area move to an alternate data area is needed (TM)

There are three online 24x7 tools that can move the content of a data area to a new data area. Each can accomplish the
basic requirement such as moving from an older 3390 to a newer 3390. These tools were designed and built to address
specific needs most efficiently.  

The following information provides the details to help determine which is better for any current requirement.

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM)

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM) is the most efficient choice when you have the following conditions:

• When a data area is at or near spanning 59 volumes with as many as 16 extents per volume
• When an area on all available volumes is about to become full

An ONLINE_AREA_MOVE can resize an area to be larger. It can resize smaller only if ‘high reuse’ is set for the area and
even then, only to the size of the ‘maximum’ percent full. Otherwise the new number of tracks cannot be less than the old
number of tracks.  

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE is a block mover and is (very) much faster than the next two choices. 

Block Alter (BA24)  

The Block Alter 24x7 (BA24) process is available if the data area is at a block size that is not now the Environment
standard and an outage of the base to back it up and initialize and load the data is not reasonable. Many sites have
changed standard data block sizes from an old standard of 4k into what is 1/4 track, 1/3 track, or even 1/2 track. These
Environments will benefit from a one-time use of Block Alter to get all the areas resized with no outage.   

You can resize the new data area to be smaller and will only need to contain the rows to be moved.  

Block Alter is a row move including each row moved being logged to the LXX. It is much slower than an
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE and is the same speed as Table Move.  

Once Table Move is started, all rows that are added will go into the new data set. Therefore, this feature allows additions
to an existing data set that is full and has reached the “maximum allowable” extents.  

Because a Table Move can execute for long periods of time, we recommend that you review the best practices and
limitations/restrictions each time you prepare for an online move. This information can help avoid circumstances where
either the Table Move or Block Alter process conflicts with other processes in your systems.

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24)  

Use the online Table Move process to reorder the data area into a new data area if the data area is disorganized and has
rows stored out of the Native Sequence Key order as shown by a DBUTLTY function, REPORT with TYPE=DATANE.  

You can resize the new data area to be smaller and will only need to contain the rows to be moved. Table Move is very
effective if the data area is currently miss sized. For example, data area in the past it may have had 1 billion rows but is
currently 100 million and not likely to grow much.  

Table Move is a row move including each row moved being logged to the LXX. It is much slower than an
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE and the same speed as Block Alter.  

Once Table Move is started, all rows that are added will go into the new data set. Therefore, this feature allows additions
to an existing data set that is full and has reached the “maximum allowable” extents.   
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Because a Table Move can execute for long periods of time, we recommend that you review the best practices and
limitations/restrictions each time you prepare for an online move. This information can help avoid circumstances where
either the Table Move or Block Alter process conflicts with other processes in your systems.  

For more information, continue to Review limitations and restrictions for Online Table Move.

Review Limitations and Restrictions for Online Table Move

Follow these limitations and restrictions to complete the Datacom Online Table Move (TM24) process successfully. Any
deviation or violation of these restrictions can cause the processes to fail.

Online Table Move Cannot Be Used in a Full Data Sharing Environment (MUFPLEX)

WARNING

Important! Online Table Move is not supported when running in a full data sharing environment. A full data
sharing environment means that there are two MUFs that are actively processing the same databases as a
MUFPLEX.

Online Table Move is supported in a Shadow MUFPLEX environment where there is one MUF running active and one
MUF in SHADOW mode.

Do not start the Online Table Move process if:

• The MUF is currently part of an active data sharing MUFPLEX
• There are plans to activate the Shadow MUFPLEX into an active data sharing member with the MIGRATE command

Online Table Move and the MUFPLEX

Since Online Table Move executes within the confines of a single MUF address space, the processes cannot be started
in a MUF that is running in an active data sharing mode where two MUFs are sharing data across the SYSPLEX Coupling
Facility. Examples are:

• MUFPLEX MODE=A with two active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=B with two active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=S (Shadow) when the Shadow MUF has been activated using the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

command

Sites using MUFPLEX should not use Online Table Move unless they can execute the processes to full completion during
a time (or times) when only one of the member MUFs is executing.

If MUFPLEX is activated with a second executing MUF, any Online Table Move processes are functionally stopped. The
two MUF executions continue accessing all the rows in the area where they exist without interruption. Application row
additions occur to the new data area.

If the area is opened in a MUF that is not part of two executing MUFS in a MUFPLEX, the row movement is automatically
restarted . The same process that started the move can manually restart the movement.

MUF Must Have RENAME and SCRATCH Authority

The Online Table Move process runs inside the MUF as an internal task. Therefore, the MUF requests the z/OS data set
renames and deletes of the source data set after the move completes.

The security ID associated with the MUF region must have authority (security) to issue the data set renames and data set
deletes.
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WARNING

Important! Before attempting to use the Online Table Move process, verify that the submitter ID of the MUF
region has the appropriate authority.

MUF Must Have Available Task

Each Online Table Move process requires one user-defined TASK within the MUF. User-defined TASKS are allocated at
MUF startup using the TASKS= parameter.

You can determine if the MUF targeted for Online Table Move processes has available TASKS. Simply run a DBUTLTY
COMM=STATUS command or a dynamic systems table query against the SYSADM.MUF_TASKS table.

If no tasks are available, the Online Table Move does not start. If Online Table Move does start and it runs for a long time,
it holds onto the task area until the process completes or it is forced to stop. If the MUF is running short of available tasks,
the Online Table Move can tie up a task that is required to process the necessary user work.

MUF Must Have Available 24-bit Memory

Each Online Table Move process requires the MUF to open the target data set in addition to the existing source area. This
task uses a generated DD card for the target data set.

Each data set opened by MUF requires a certain amount of 24-bit memory. The amount of required memory varies per
data set depending on the number of volumes and extents that the data set uses.

Determine if the MUF targeted for the Online Table Move process has available 24-bit storage by using one of the
available system management tools. These tools determine the amount of private (24 bit) storage available in the region
and how much is used currently.

Take this measurement after the MUF has been initiated and all normal user databases and their underlying data sets
have been opened for processing.

WARNING

Important! If the MUF address space runs out of 24-bit storage, the address space could fail and cause a
significant interruption to all user access.

Using SYSVIEW to Display Available 24-bit Memory in the MUF Address Space

Select the MUF address space from the SYSVIEW command screen. You can make this selection in the following ways:

ASID QA14MUF4 (where QA14MUF4 is the MUF JOB NAME)

Enter the SYSVIEW command PRIVATE to display available storage after you select the MUF address space as shown in
the following example:

SYSVIEW ISPF2 CA31 ------------------------- PRIVATE.SUMMARY, Private Storage Sum
Command ====> PRIVATE                                                            
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jobname QA14MUF4  ASID 0071  Jobid JOB05085                                      
Region    Size  UnAlloc/Large  Alloc/Pct%   Used/Pct%   Free    HWM/Pct%  Limit  
E-PVT    1.09G     972M  972M   141M  13%   140M  13%   376K   141M  13%         
  E-SYS   982M     972M  972M  10.1M   1%  9.97M   1%   223K  10.3M   1%         
  E-USR  1.08G     972M  972M   131M  12%   131M  12%   153K   131M  12%  1.09G  
PVT      7.98M    7.41M 7.39M   592K   7%   436K   5%   155K   824K  10%         
  SYS    7.77M    7.39M 7.39M   388K   5%   266K   3%   121K   612K   8%         
  USR   7.59M   7.39M 7.39M  204K  3%  169K   2%   34K   212K  3%  7.98M  <=========
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cmd Type  Spn Key 0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8  9-15 Total  
___ USR     0                                                  122M        122M  
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___ USR   131                                                   75K         75K  
___ USR   132                         6.52K                               6.52K  
___ LSQA  205  905K                                                        905K  
___ LSQA  215  121K                                                        121K  
___ LSQA  225 3.63K                                                       3.63K  
___ AUK   229  596K  301K         296        204K                4K       1.08M  
___ AUK   230  231K  351K 4.65K 23.5K 27.5K  173K 4.65K 4.65K  129K 4.65K  955K  
___ SWA   236        169K                                                  169K  
___ SWA   237        517K                                                  517K  

The line that the arrow indicates in the display shows the available user 24-bit storage. In this case, there is 7.59M of
space with the current use at 481K (6%) and the high water mark used (HWM) at 520K (7%). This MUF has plenty of
available space for more data sets to open by the Online Table Move (TM24) processes.

If the MUF in question has a significant portion of the 24-bit (PVT USR) in use or listed in HWM (60-70%), limit the number
of OnlineTable Move processes that are executed.

After completing one or more of the Online Table Move processes, recheck the 24-bit storage. This step ensures that the
available storage remains reasonable after the completed Online Table Move processes.

Criteria for Source and Target Data Areas

The following Online Table Move criteria must be met:

• MUF must be up with full access to the source data area.
• Data area source/target data sets must be defined on a 3390 device
• Target data set should have dynamic extend enabled to allow for growth of the data area as needed during the Online

Table Move process. Not a requirement.
• Data area must be defined as URI.
• No table in the area may have a native sequence key over 180 bytes
• The data area must have a DSOP of 1, 2, 4, or 5
• TM24 does not currently support a partitioned table
• The database containing the area may not be set as VIRTUAL
• The database containing the area may not have been set ACCESS NOOPT during the MUF startup
• The rarely used option of having two independent MUF executions using the same CXX may not be in use,

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES
• The database containing the area may not be subject to Datacom/Star base partitioning or replication.

No Relative Record Table Support

The area may not contain a table set as Relative Record. The SQL Temporary Table is Relative Record and therefore, the
TTM table in base 17 may not be subject to Online Table Move.

No Single User Access

Once an Online Table Move is started for a data set, the associated data area is not available for any single-user
processes.

For most sites, this restriction affects the use of DBUTLTY functions such as BACKUP, LOAD, and RETIX (without
KEYNAME=). The only DBUTLTY functions that can execute against the data areas that are involved in an active Online
Table Move are those DBUTLTY functions that are executing through the MUF and do not conflict with the Online Table
Move process.

Example
MASSADD (with MULTUSE=YES defaulted or set) is a process that can execute against a data table while a
TM24 process is executing. This restriction is also in effect for areas that have an Online Table Move process
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that has been interrupted. For more information about the ways that the TM24 process can be interrupted, see
Interruption and re-initiation of the Online Table Move processes.

WARNING

Important! Online Table Move must be allowed to complete as quickly as possible. Having
an Online Table Move in an interrupted state can mean that regularly scheduled DBUTLTY
processes can fail (for example, a nightly backup).

Backing Up Data Sets during an Online Table Move

WARNING

Important! Do not use non-Datacom tools to back up data sets during an Online Table Move. The Online Table
Move must be allowed to complete as quickly as possible. Having an Online Table Move in process while a
non-Datacom backup is taken could result in an unusable backup.

Many sites use non-Datacom utilities to create physical backups of the Datacom data sets. These utilities create a
physical copy of the data sets regardless of the processes going on within MUF.

Usually, these utilities process using selected data set names or high-level qualifiers. Also, the utilities normally process
through a segment of DASD in a serial fashion.

Because the Online Table Move process is using two data sets that are probably on different DASD volumes or even
different DASD devices, the ability to capture the source and target data sets "in-synch" is unlikely. The non-Datacom
backup process completes without error but the captured data is most likely out of sync. A future attempt to restore the
data sets from the backup can result in missing or out of sync data.

If an active Online Table Move is in process, a physical backup or extract with MULTUSE=YES waits.

The only way to create a non-Datacom backup would be to ensure that the Online Table Move process had been
QUIESCED before taking the backup. For more information, see QUIESCE.

Using COVERED for a Data Area in Parallel with Online Table Move

The same COVERED option that is in place for the old move from the area during an Online Table Move row move
process is also used for the new area. Memory is allocated at the start of the move. During the move, both areas
increment the same counters. The area is reported once during the EOJ report and in Dynamic System Tables. The
exception is that the size is reported only for the old area and not doubled during the move. Once the row movement
completes and the old area is closed to be deleted, its COVERED memory is freed. This process works the same for
both the FIRST and ACTIVE functionality. This processing allows both old and new areas to benefit from the performance
improvements that COVERED allows.

Using Buffer Pools with Online Table Move

When not using sequential buffers and when the I/O is not using a directed buffer pool, I/O is directed to the DATAPOOL
buffers. Either area that has a block size larger than the small-size data buffers is read into the DATA2 large buffers.

When you use a directed buffer pool (BUFFER_POOL_DEF /BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT), that pool must support
both block sizes. If a new Block Size Alter is requested with a block size larger than the buffer pool, then the size is
accepted. However, the actual move task stops immediately with an error of no ability of doing an I/O into the too small
pool. Therefore, the block size change is not performed at this time. Presuming that the buffer pool is redefined and the
next MUF to execute has the larger size (or the area is set into a larger pool or no pool, then the move starts. However, if
a move started and data is in two block sizes but that move was interrupted, if the area is opened and set to a buffer pool
that does not support both block sizes, then the open fails. There is no area access until the area is removed from this too
small pool and set into a larger size pool or no pool when DATAPOOL large pool size is sufficient.
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Accessing Data in Parallel with Online Table Move

Most data accessing is done using the index to locate a desired row and then reading the row found in the index. This
processing is fully compatible with Online Table Move.

However, there are rarely-used processes that access data directly without the index and that is usually done in physical
block order. These processes conflict with the rows being moved in several ways.

1. Since the blocks being read do not relate directly to the rows being moved, there is no clear path to a logical success.
This is similar to the case existing where a process wants to see all rows. For example, if a process is currently
at block 100 of 1000 blocks when a row in block 900 is moved to block 3. This case causes the application to
miss that row. Also the case where a row is moved from block 2 to block 200 is seen by the application more than
once. The process works fine only if the area is currently and independently set with DBUTLTY function LOCK
OPTION=MOVER. Online Table Move is considered very useful if the area were required to be locked.

2. The physical process cannot know of the start of a new Online Table Move. Therefore, it is reading one of 2 areas in a
way that would not be synchronized with rows being deleted.

While rare, these exceptions require special handling.

The first basic rule is that a new Online Table Move waits until a conflicting physical read process completes before
starting. The second basic rule is that a new physical read process waits until a conflicting Online Table Move process
completes before starting.

The processes that drive physical block order reading are:

• DBUTLTY BACKUP/EXTRACT with SEQ=PHY
• DBUTLTY VERINDEX with DATAINDEX
• Command set GSETP/GETPS
• Internal (undocumented) physical access using SELFR/SELNR for a single Datacom/AD using product application.
• DBUTLTY RETIX with KEYNAME= with *DATA, *SETR, *RTSN, *DTHU, *TA24. (These are old names for the new

DATASCAN function.)
• DBUTLTY DATASCAN function. All OPTION=values.
• The URI Reuse feature that is optional for data areas when the scan is driven about once a month for an area. The

URI Reuse feature to add rows and find available URI values is not affected.
• MUF commands REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD and REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD.

Details of each of these processes are discussed later in this article.

For more information, continue to Review Best Practices for Online Table Move.

Review Best Practices for Online Table Move

Best practices differ from restrictions and limitations because they are suggestions to achieve the best results. Limitations
and restrictions provide information to keep the Online Table Move process from failing.

The following best practices are recommended to ensure that the Online Table Move process completes in the most
efficient and beneficial manner.

You might experience a significant wait time under the following circumstances:

• When an Online Table Move is starting and a long-running physical read process is running, the Online Table
Move waits to actually start.

• When a physical read process is starting and a long-running Online Table Move is running, the physical read will wait
to actually start until the Online Table Move completes.

In such cases, a message displays:

DB02841W - WAIT DELAY variable information as documented with the message.  
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For example, variable information might be 'PHY EXC READ'. 

The message shows that a task is waiting and why it is waiting. It is important for areas with a large number of rows
and when a conflicting job is also running. For example, consider an area with 100 million rows, and that has a task
using the GSETP/GETPS process. Running this process might take hours. A new Online Table Move process must
wait for its completion before starting. During this wait, either task could be aborted or canceled, if that is needed. The
message is set as a Warning only because the wait is not normal to the programs, and might be of interest to a DBA
monitoring the MUF execution.

The following topics are discussed on this page:

Ensure task and 24-bit memory availability in the MUF

Always verify the availability of tasks and 24-bit memory before starting the Online Table Move  process. For more
information, see Review limitations and restrictions.

Avoid hard coding of Datacom data sets (DD cards)

There are only a few DBUTLTY data set initialization tasks where the DD card must be included in the executing JCL
providing the data set name. Tasks executing against the MUF and MUF itself do not need the DD cards to be included in
their execution JCL. The required data sets are dynamically allocated using the data set information that is stored in the
CXX. The same is true for the DBUTLTY executions where the data sets are already known from a previous DBUTLTY
INIT process.

Avoid hard coding any Datacom data set (DD card) in JCL job streams to avoid any possible conflict with the Online
Table Move rename/scratch process. Having a job executing with a hard-coded DD card could interfere with the Online
Table Move ability to rename/scratch the old (source) data set which could leave the Online Table Move process in an
incomplete state.

For more information about exception handling and why areas (data sets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted,
see Complete the Online Table Move.

Update source area dynamic extend attributes before PREINIT

The PREINIT data set is created using the information for the source area in the CXX. Therefore, we recommend that you
update all source definitions to support dynamic extend before the PREINIT execution.

Define both the source and target (PREINIT) data sets with DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes to:

• Ensure that Online Table Move can continue to process
• Successfully handle data growth (user adding new rows) that can occur after the Online Table Move is started

WARNING

 Important! You can use Datacom Datadictionary processes to change DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes. For the
change to take effect, DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes must be updated to the CXX. To update the CXX without
requiring the database to be closed to MUF, use the Datadictionary "-1000 ALTER" command.

Create the PREINIT data set

Create the PREINIT data set in advance of the execution of the Online Table Move. As a best practice, ensure that the
creation of the PREINIT data set is done close to the execution of the Online Table Move. Creating the data set far in
advance of the Online Table Move might mean that the PREINIT data set is not sized correctly to handle the data that is
present when the Online Table Move is executed.

Size the PREINIT data set such that its initial extent is large enough to handle the current data requirements plus any near
term data growth. The PREINIT "Volume=" parameter can be used to help size the data set if your data set needs to span
multiple volumes.
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Using this philosophy you ensure that the:

• Minimum number of volumes and extents are created. This task limits the amount of 24-bit storage that is used to
manage the target data set once the Online Table Move starts.

• The Online Table Move process is not delayed while the target data set is being extended to a size large enough to
handle the source data.

• Maximum number of additional volumes and extents are available for future processing growth.

For more information, continue to Create the PREINIT data sets for Online Table Move.

Create the PREINIT data sets for Online Table Move

To create the target data sets, follow the steps in the Prepare for an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas scenario.
The scenario points are correct also for an Online Table Move.

• Always define the source data set as dynamic extend before doing the PREINIT and leave as a dynamic extend until
the move completes. 

• The new area may be sized smaller than the source data area.
• An Online Table Move (with OAM) can be done once per MUF execution instance without an intervening database

or area "close." If a second Online Table Move (or OAM) is needed, the process must be delayed to a time when
the database or area can be closed to MUF and then re-opened. Actions such as a MUF recycle or SHADOW MUF
MIGRATE automatically close and re-open all databases which would enable subsequent Online Table Move (or OAM)
requests.

For more information, continue to Determine source data set disposition for Online Table Move.

Determine source data set disposition for Online Table Move

In Datacom, Online Table Move deletes the original data set. Online Table Move then renames the new data set to the
original data set name to ensure that JCL continues to work.

Even though DELETE is optional with Online Area Move (OAM), DELETE is not optional with Online Table Move. The
original source data set is uncatalogued and deleted.

Once the delete of the old data set (source) completes, the new data set (target) is renamed to the original name. This
process ensures that any JCL that includes the original data set names continues to work.

For more information, continue to Determine if backup is needed for Online Table Move

Determine if backup is needed for Online Table Move

While it is not required, some sites may want to take a DBUTLTY backup before starting either the Online Table
Move process. This backup is similar to other "hot" backups. It provides a copy of the data that can be restored and used
as a base for forward recovery processing. If a failure occurs and a recovery is needed, having a backup before the move
process provides a good starting point.

For more information, continue to Validate availability of MUF resources for Online Table Move.

Validate availability of MUF resources for Online Table Move

To execute the required Online Table Move process, verify that there are enough available tasks and 24-bit storage.
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• Check the available 24-bit storage in MUF address space.
• Verify that MUF has available tasks. Online Table Move runs in a MUF user task area.
• Unlike OAM, the number of number of buffers available in MUF is always considered enough.
• Do not start the Online Table Move if any system or other activity is planned that can affect the OAM such as:

– IPL
– Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE
– Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B)
– Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO

For more information, continue to Start the Online Table Move Process.

Start the Online Table Move Process

When you are ready, the process to start the Online Table Move is a simple single-line command that is issued to the
MUF. 

The page contains the following topics:

Console command to start the Online Table Move

You can issue the ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE command in one of the following ways:

Examples

/F MYMUF14, ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name

Syntax

►─ ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name ────────────────────────────►◄

Parameters                             

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE

Requests an Online Table Move.

dbid

Specifies the database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).

,area-name

Specifies the area-name of the area to move (a valid three-character area name). Note that even though it is an Online
Table Move, row by row for a table, the area name is provided since all tables in the area must be moved together. The
move picks the first table in the area and moves those rows, and then the next table until all tables in the area have been
moved.

DBUTLTY Parameters

Use the following commands for the DBUTLTY COMM CONSOLE function for Online Table Move.

Function: COMM

Syntax
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► COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name ─’─►◄

Parameters

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE

Identifies the DBUTLTY function.

,OPTION2=’ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE  

Requests an Online Table Move.

dbid

Specifies the DBID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).

,area-name’

The area-name of the area to move (a valid three-character area name) followed by a single quote.

Examples

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=’ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name’

SQL INSERT statement

Use the following command for the SQL INSERT statement for an Online Table Move.

Syntax

►─ INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND) ────────────►

►─ VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name  ’ ──────────────►◄                                 

          

Parameters

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

The SQL statement to insert a new row.

VALUES

Specify the values to use for the statement with the following parameters.

'muf-name

The name of the MUF being used.

dbid

Specifies the database ID (dbid) of the area to move (valid values for dbid: 1- 5000).

,area-name '

The area-name of the source area (a valid three-character area name).

Examples

INSERT INTO SYSADM.SQL_CONSOLE (MUF_NAME, CONSOLE_COMMAND)

        VALUES (‘muf-name’, ‘ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE dbid,area-name’
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Sample DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE to issue ONLINE TABLE MOVE

The JCL statements are for example only. Code all statements to your site and installation standards.

//TM241022   JOB . . .

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**  

//JOBLIB  . . .

//*-----------------------------------------------------------------**   

//* ********************************************         

//* TM24 TO REO1022 TO THE TARGET AREA                             

//* ********************************************         

//TM24MOVE  EXEC PGM=DBUTLTY                              

//SYSIN DD *                                             

COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 1022,REO'  

/*                                                     

Sample DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE output

Following are sample reports.

Date:  6/06/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     1       

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                

 *                           

Time: 13.45.07      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0        

                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            

 *                           

                   

 ********************************************************************************                           

                                                                                                                            

   

                    CONTROL

 CARD(S)                                                                                            

                  

  .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8                           

                    COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2='ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE

 1022,REO'                                                    

                                                                                                                            

   

                   

 FUNCTION=COMM                                                                                              

                      

 OPTION=CONSOLE                                                                                          

                       OPTION2=ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 1022,REO

Date:  6/06/2014    ********************************************************************************        

 Page:     2   

                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                                

 *                        

Time: 13.45.07      *                                General Utility                               *     

 Version: 14.0     
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                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2011 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.            

 *                        

                    ********************************************************************************

 Directory: QAMUF4

Sample Online Table Move messages in MUF job log 

The following sample report shows messages that the sample console command (shown previously) triggers.

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS PREPARING TO START                            

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS STARTED                                       

DB02833I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 2                                     

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 VRB STATUS TABLES MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN                

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD56                       

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS SCRATCH      ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD11                       

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS RENAME FROM  ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I0100797

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 I01 STATUS RENAME TO    ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  

DB02837I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 VRB STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE process flow

Issuing the ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE command results in or DDUPDATE –UPD for area name with 1000 ALTER :

• Command syntax is validated and accepted for Online Table Move.
• Area (source) and PREINIT (target) status is checked.
• ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE command is accepted. The move started message is written to the MUF job log. The

PREINIT entry in the CXX is removed as the target data set is now part of an active Online Table Move process.
• Multiple status messages are written to the MUF job log during the movement of rows.
• Once the rows are all moved, the MUF user processing to the area being moved is paused.
• The area is briefly closed to MUF.
• z/OS data set renames are done and messages are written to the MUF job log.
• Move complete message is written to the MUF job log.
• The area is opened to MUF.
• The user processing to the area is re-activated.

The Online Table Move task runs in MUF and has both the source and target data sets open as shown in the following
graphic.
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Monitor the Online Table Move process

The Online Table Move functionality begins by establishing control information in the source and target data sets. A
temporary I/O director is created to manage user requests for data that may come in while the move process is running.

The Online Table Move process then begins to move the rows on the source data set to the target data set. This is done
one table at a time for the area and one row at a time. Rows are read using RDUKG/RDUNX commands with a ‘forced’
UPDAT command to move the row to the target data set. Row locations are altered in the index for each key as each row
is moved.

The Online Table Move process continues until all the rows in the source data set have been moved to the target data set.

During the Online Table Move processes, a series of messages are written to the MUF job log/console showing the
ongoing progress of the Online Table Move. The following example shows a series of messages.

During the Online Table Move start process, the PREINIT information is copied into the old data area and deleted from the
CXX PREINIT section (TYPE=P Report).

The rows moved message is issued before the first record and repeated about every 2 minutes until all records are
moved. Note that the 2 minutes is only checked at the 250 row move break and might be longer than 2 minutes. In the
message, the ‘OF count’ is the current row count for the table. It may increase or decrease during the move as other tasks
may add new rows or delete old rows. So the count is considered an estimate of the rows for the current table. As each
table completes, the MOVED ROW starts over at 0 and the OF value the new table row count.

DB02838I – ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 797 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 3,600

For more information, continue to Complete the Online Table Move.

Complete the Online Table Move

After all rows are moved, the Online Table Move process starts pausing all user access to the area and closing the area
within MUF. The necessary steps are performed to rename or delete the original source data set and then rename the
target data set to the original source name.  
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DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 VRB STATUS BLOCKS MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN                

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD56                       

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 I01 STATUS SCRATCH      ABCDE.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD11                       

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME FROM  ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I0100797

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME TO    ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797

If the Online Table Move process is unable to complete the rename/delete activity for the source and/or target data sets,
an error message is issued and the Online Table Move process in placed in a “wait” state. The rename/delete is re-
attempted every 2 minutes until the Online Table Move process successfully completes the rename/delete process.

For more information, see Additional Considerations for Exception handling - area (data sets) being moved cannot be
renamed or deleted.

Once all the rename/delete activity is complete, the area is made available to the MUF and the paused processing is
resumed. A final message is created indicated the status is complete and the moved area is open to processing in MUF.

DB02832I - ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE 24X7 797 VRB STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

For more information, continue to Determine if area backup is needed for Online Table Move.

Determine if area backup is needed for Online Table Move

While it is not required, some sites may want to take a DBUTLTY backup after completing the Online Table Move process.
This backup is only used if a failure occurs after the Online Table Move completes and there is a requirement to restore
the area to a previous backup.

For more information, continue to Processes to avoid while Online Table Move process is active.

Processes to avoid while Online Table Move process is active

Avoid using any DBUTLTY functions for the area while Online Table Move is processing. Not using DBUTLTY processes
avoids resource contentions that could lead to slow response time for user tasks that are accessing the data and longer
execution times for the Online Table Move processes.

Single-user (DBUTLTY) functions that process the area outside of the MUF are not permitted to execute while the Online
Table Move is active. In addition, non-Datacom processes such as DASD backups should not be attempted while the
Online Table Move is active. For more information, see Review limitations and restrictions for Online Table Move.

However, there are various processes that run in MUF and are supported for execution while the Online Table Move is
active, but should still be avoided. Avoiding these processes, allows Online Table Move to complete in the fastest time
possible with the least amount of conflict.

Avoid the following DBUTLTY functions as they are very IO intensive and while they operate, they might slow down the
Online Table Move process.

• OLREORG (not appropriate to run during Online Table Move, prevented with a return code)
• DEFRAG
• RETIX KEYNAME=* (with any of the allowable options old name for DATASCAN)
• DATASCAN with OPTION= (new name for old RETIX with KEYNAME=)
• MASSADD
• REPLACE (not appropriate to run during Online Table Move, prevented with a return code)
• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL with MULTUSE=YES
• Periods where there is heavy user updating (add, delete, update).
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NOTE
 Heavy user updating is supported, but can slow the Online Table Move processes. Having large buffer pools or
covered data can help mitigate this concern.

For more information, continue to Avoid starting an Online Table Move process if it might be interrupted due to a system or
MUF process.

Avoid starting an Online Table Move process if it might be interrupted due to a system or MUF process

Online Table Move warning: system or MUF events/processes can interrupt the Online Table Move process.

For more information, see Review Limitations and Restrictions for Online Table Move. Do not start the Online Table
Move if any planned system or other activity such as those in the following list, can affect it:

• IPLD
• Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE (All rows must have been moved and the area delete/rename process must be

completed before this occurs.)
• Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B) (All rows must have been moved and the area delete/rename

process must be completed before this occurs.)
• Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO
• Avoid the QUIESCE periods if possible
• If you are using a non-Datacom backup:
• Always ensure that the source and target data sets are part of the same backup group.
• Always ensure that the source and targets are backed up at the same consistency point.
• If Online Table Move is not stopped, do not use a non-Datacom utility to back up data sets.

For more information, continue to Additional Considerations for Online Table Move.

Additional Considerations for Online Table Move

Learn about considerations to successfully perform an Online Table Move with Datacom. Learn about the effects on
reporting, performance monitoring, interruption and reinitiation of Online Table Move, abandoning Online Table Move, and
DBUTLTY.

The following topics are important to using the Online Table Move process successfully.

Process and effects on reporting including Dynamic System Tables

Reporting a data area size is done in multiple places. It exists in the DBUTLTY reports for CXX in TYPE=A and when no
TYPE= is specified. The important information includes the number of tracks, number of blocks, blocks in use, percent
full, and so on. The Dynamic System Tables DIR_AREA table  and the MUF_DATASET contain similar information.
This information is used in many ways. The simplest approach is how the code works. The ‘old’ area is of no interest
because it will no longer be available and the ‘new’ area is considered the only area, as it will be when the Online Table
Move completes.

As soon as the move starts, 2 blocks are in use and the number of tracks becomes the initial PREINIT  size of the new
area. As the move continues more blocks are in use as rows are added in parallel with  the move. The new area starts
with no partial blocks, is maximum percent full at 0, and high use is at 64 tracks.

If daily or other time shot reporting is captured and compared over days and months, it might be an anomaly where
an area with 10 tracks, for example, contains 10 million rows. Adjust reporting alerts to account for both Online Table
Move being in transition.
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Performance monitoring based on requests per IO

Performance monitoring and tuning typically measures the amount of CPU and IO performed for a given set of requests/
functions. The Online Table Move is IO intensive tasks with a single database request running inside MUF. The single
request generates significant physical IO and CPU usage. Therefore, it can affect performance measurement metrics
that might be in use at your site such as:

• Requests per CPU second
• Requests per physical IO
• Other types of job cost accounting

The processing that Online Table Move performs is similar to what we already experience with the OLREORG functions of
DBUTLTY.

Online Table Move processes are typically not a daily occurrence. There might be no significant effect in overall
processing metrics for your site. When you need multiple Online Table Move processes, verify that the Online Table
Move is accounted for in your performance metrics.

Recommendations for measuring and adjusting for the Online Table Move activity include:

• Schedule the Online Table Move activity for a period where there is light user activity.
• Use tools such as DBUTLTY AutoCollect and AutoInfo snapshots to collect performance information before and after

the Online Table Move processes. These tools allow adjustment to the overall performance metrics.
• Consider using the accounting facility to trap the Online Table Move (and OLREORG) activity for adjusting overall

performance metrics.

WARNING

Important! Making any tuning changes that are based on collected statistics while processing an Online Table
Move is not recommended. These statistics might not reflect normal workloads.

Interruption and re-initiation of the Online Table Move process

The Online Table Move processes execute in a MUF task area and can be executed with other workload being processed
within the MUF. The DBA or system programmer can schedule execution of the Online Table Move when the Online Table
Move work can complete without interruption.

However, situations can occur where the Online Table Move processes are interrupted. This section describes how Online
Table Move functions if it is interrupted.

QUIESCE

Use the MUF QUIESCE process to place a MUF in a “quiesced state.” This state forces all pended (in memory) updates
out to the DASD data sets.

Online Table Move must honor the MUF QUIESCE command (both QUIESCE REQUEST and QUIESCE
TRANSACTION).

For example:

• User issues a QUIESCE command to the MUF
• Each active MUF task is told to QUIESCE or "go to sleep"
• Online Table Move will:

– Complete in-flight row move process
– Go into a “wait” mode
– Tell QUIESCE that we are now “sleeping”
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Once the QUIESCE is in place, you can perform the system functions that triggered the need for the QUIESCE. Usually,
this is some type of DASD backup process. If an Online Table Move is in process, verify the backup process captures the
source and target data sets at the “same consistent” point.

If the backup is used to restore an area in the future, restore the source and target data sets from this same consistent
point.

• Once the backup process is completed, issue the QUIESCE OFF command to the MUF.
• QUIESCE OFF - wakes up Online Table Move and the move process continues where it left off.

REQABORT

Use the REQABORT command to interrupt the Online Table Move process if there is an emergency. Issuing a
REQABORT forces the Online Table Move to:

• Stop processing at a stable point
• Terminate the process
• Free up the MUF task area

For example:

• User issues a REQABORT command for the Online Table Move process in MUF
• MUF tells the Online Table Move task to get to a stable point and then terminate
• Online Table Move :

– Completes in-flight move process
– Writes a message to the MUF job log indicating that the Online Table Move was aborted
– Ends the process and releases the MUF task area

• The REQABORT of the Online Table Move does not affect other MUF processing. User processes accessing the
partially moved area continue as before.

Because the Online Table Move is incomplete, both source and target data sets remain in use by the MUF. Therefore, only
MULTUSE=YES utility functions are allowed to execute.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the Table Alter is re-initiated and completes successfully.

While the Online Table Move tasks are not running, user programs continue to access current rows where they exist and
add new rows to the target data set.

CLOSE

In certain cases, you might need to close a database or area while an Online Table Move is executing. If the CLOSE
command is issued for the area being moved, the Online Table Move process is terminated.

For example:

• User issues a CLOSE command for the database that the Online Table Move is processing.
• The CLOSE tells the move task to get to a stable point and then terminates.
• Online Table Move will:

– Complete in-flight move process
– Write a message to the MUF job log indicating that the Online Table Move was stopped
– End the process and release the MUF task area

The CLOSE of the database terminates all MUF processing for this area. Since the Online Table Move is not complete,
both the source and target data sets must remain.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the Online Table Move is re-initiated and completes successfully.

More information:
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• See the RESTART topic in this section
• See the How to abandon the Online Table Move process in this section

How to re-initiate the Online Table Move process

For both REQABORT and CLOSE, the same process is used to restart the Online Table Move. You can re-initiate the
Online Table Move by performing one of the two following steps:

1.    Reissue the ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE command. This task:

• Opens the area in MUF (source data set).
• Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
• Issues a MUF message that the Online Table Move is restarting.
• Restarts the move process at the first native sequence key of the first table in the area..

2.    Close the area to MUF and re-OPEN the area (or database).

• Triggers a restart of the ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE command.
• Opens the area in MUF (source data set).
• Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
• Issues a MUF message that the Online Table Move is restarting.
• Restarts the move process at the first native sequence key of the first table in the area.

RESTART

If the MUF fails while a Online Table Move is occurring, the normal restart processing finds and completes any row being
moved that is incomplete.

Other tasks that require a resolution might have actively processed tables within the area. Therefore, the standard
RESTART processing of the log file searches for updates to the data tables that must be reprocessed to a stable point.

During the restart processing of log transactions

If this area needs to open to reprocess the logged transactions, the open triggers the re-initiation of the Online Table
Move process to occur once the restart is complete and MUF prepares to enable.

If the restart processing of log transactions does not need to open the area, the re-initiation of the Online Table
Move process is not triggered until:

• Another process opens the area, or
• Another Online Table Move process is issued for this area as if a CLOSE or REQABORT was done (see above).

Because the Online Table Move is incomplete, both the source and target data sets remain in use by the MUF. Only
MULTUSE=YES utility functions are allowed to execute against this area until the Online Table Move is re-initiated and
completes successfully.

Exception handling - area (data sets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted

WARNING

Important! This condition is not expected but it is possible.

For MUF to delete or rename the data sets that are involved in the Online Table Move, z/OS requires that the DSN not be
in use by any DD statement for an executing Job within this LPAR or SYSPLEX.

MUF and DBUTLTY typically dynamically allocate index areas and data areas as needed. In this normal case, when an
Online Table Move completes, the MUF completes the process by deleting or renaming the data sets as needed.
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If MUF requests the delete or rename and the data sets are not available due to another job using one or both, z/OS
generates messages to the MUF JES log reflecting the condition and the delete/rename fails. MUF cannot prevent these
messages and indeed they are important for you to see the condition.

Should this occur, MUF recognizes the rename/delete failure and issues a message indicating that the Online Table
Move rename/delete failed due to ‘DSN NOT AVAIL.’.

MUF places the area on a list of areas that have all blocks moved but cannot be deleted or renamed.  The MUF checks
every 2 minutes (approximately) to see if the DSN appears to be available. If not available the ‘DSN NOT AVAIL.’
message is re-issued to the MUF JES log and the area rename set for another retry.

If available, the delete or rename is tried again.

If the MUF fails while the data set rename is still waiting to process, the RESTART process reactivates this 2-minute
process.

Exceptional condition - system outage occurred during area (data sets) rename or delete

WARNING

Important! This condition is not expected but it is possible.

A System outage or error could occur during the Online Table Move process of deleting or renaming a data set. The
process must update the catalog and the VTOC on each volume containing the data set. This applies to the old area and
the new area.

If an outage occurs during this critical time, a new MUF execution cannot correct the condition. You receive OPEN errors
when the MUF is unable to find needed catalog entries for the data sets.

In this case, manually research the action that was interrupted and complete it. Actions include:

• Deletion from the catalog
• Deletion of the data set on DASD
• Addition to the catalog
• Rename of the data set on DASD

If such an event occurs, the MUF messages provide the action that was performed and the information that is required.

How to abandon the Online Table Move process

The Online Table Move process is powerful and allows you to move all rows in data sets without interrupting access to
your data. Therefore, a certain amount of planning and forethought is required.

If you decide to abandon an Online Table Move before it completes, it requires that the user data access is interrupted.
Plan the use of Online Table Move at a time where there is high confidence that the process can complete.

Data area

In the event, that an Online Table Move of a data area must be abandoned, the following steps are required.

1. REQABORT the Online Table Move
2. ACCESS OFF the database or area
3. Acquire a current backup of the data area. Run a DBUTLTY BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL with MULTUSE=YES and not

RECID=YES. A previous backup is OK if you are willing to run FORWARD RECOVERY.
4. Delete and reallocate the original data set to new size, volume, and so forth, by performing a DBUTLTY INIT on the

data area if needed
5. Perform a normal DBUTLTY LOAD of the backup
6. Run recovery (if needed)
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7. Open the database/area
8. Validate/testing to verify that everything is OK
9. Delete the allocated target data set from z/OS

DBUTLTY and Online Table Move

Online Table Move is MUF-centric tasks that are running against the area. Once the Online Table Move begins
processing, both the source and target data sets are in-use. At any time, a certain row in the area might be in the process
of moving from the source to the target.

To allow other MUF tasks to continue accessing the user data that is stored in the moving area, a special piece of code
is activated in the MUF address space. This special code (Location Director) manages the data access to the moving
row. This code ensures that the correct data set is accessed for the most current version of the row. The director can
distinguish between block 2 in the source data set  and block 2 in the target data set.

Single-User tasks run outside the MUF address space. These tasks access the area data sets directly using information
the CXX data set provides. These single-user functions do not have access to the buffers and information in the MUF
address space. They cannot access the IO Director. Any attempt to access the data set of the area directly would result in
incomplete or incorrect information.

Therefore, no single-user DBUTLTY execution is allowed against an area that has an Online Table Move in process. Any
attempt to access the area fails with an appropriate return code.

A set of DBUTLTY functions can execute within the MUF address space or in concert with the MUF address space
(MULTUSE=YES). Of this set of functions, only those functions that execute in a non-destructive form can execute while
the Online Table Move is executing.

DBUTLTY area functions to avoid

Various DBUTLTY functions can process the data area while the Online Table Move is executing. We recommend that
they be delayed until after the Online Table Move completes.

This type of utility function can work within the MUF and works in concert with the Online Table Move. However, these
utility functions typically use the same resources that the Online Table Move is using. Sometimes these resource
contentions could significantly slow down the Online Table Move process.

• INIT the data area
• EXTEND the data area
• REPLACE a table in the data area

Allowable DBUTLTY functions

All DBUTLTY functions should be avoided while Online Table Move is active. However, a subset of the DBUTLTY
functions can be executed against a data area while an Online Table Move is moving the area including:
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• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• CXXMAINT
• DBTESTR (with MULTUSE=YES)
• DEFRAG
• EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• LOCK
• MASSADD (with MULTUSE=YES)
• QUIESCE
• RECOVERY
• REPORT AREA=CXX
• REPORT AREA=IXX
• REPORT TYPE=DATANE
• SPILL
• UNLOCK

New console command - STATUS_TM24

This new command is only available through the z/OS modify (/F) command support.

‘/F mufname,STATUS_TM24’ 

The status command asks MUF for information about any active Online Table Move process. Any Online Table
Move process that passed the point of basic command editing up until the time the Online Table Move is ‘fully complete’
and no longer known to MUF.

This fully complete condition specifies that the database or area has been closed to MUF after the Online Table
Move completion. The new target data set is the only data set known to the MUF.

The status information is displayed as the MUF message, DB02839I.

Performing a Block Size Alter 24x7
Initiate Block Size Alter using the Datacom Datadictionary utility program DDUPDATE with an update (-UPD) to the data
area with a transaction ‘1000 ALTER’. Use this same alter to restart an interrupted move.

Before the new Block Size Alter functionality, an Alter with a block size change was always saved to the Directory (CXX)
as the block size to use for the next DBUTLTY function INIT. This functionality is preserved as the default for all MUF
functionality. To allow the new functionality, set a new MUF startup option as YES before requesting the Alter. The
command is: ‘AREA_BLOCK_SIZE_ALTER YES’. If you change your mind, you can set use the default NO.

Executing an online Block Size Alter updates the area information in Datadictionary and results in the area structure being
disabled. Because Dataquery does not allow query execution against a structure that has been disabled, in environments
where Dataquery runs against the tables in the area, the area or the database should be enabled in Datadictionary
immediately after executing the Online Block Size Alter.

 Requirements 

The mechanics or requirements for Block Size Alter is similar to ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM).

• The DBUTLTY PREINIT function initializes a new data set (target area) as the output to the  Block Size Alter, the same
as for OAM.

• The DBUTLTY REPORT AREA=CXX,TYPE=P lists data sets that PREINIT sets up.
• The DBUTLY CXXMAINT OPTION=DPREINIT function removes any unneeded PREINIT data sets.

For more information about these three DBUTLTY functions, see Online Area Move.
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 Benefits 

Some of the benefits include:

• Change the block size to current site standards.
• Reorder the data rows into Native Sequence Key order for improved performance in accessing the data in that order.
• Pack the data into the new area in the size that is needed for the current data. The data area potentially shrinks to a

new and more optimal size.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Determine a Block Size Alter is needed 
2.  Review limitations and restrictions for Block Size Alter  
3.  Review Best Practices for Block Size Alter 
4.  Create the PREINIT data sets for Block Size Alter 
5.  Determine source data set disposition for Block Size Alter 
6.  Determine if backup is needed  Block Size Alter 
7.  Validate availability of MUF resources for Block Size Alter 
8.  Start the Block Size Alter 
9.  Complete the Block size Alter 
10.  Determine if area backup is needed 

For more information, continue to Determine an Online Area Move is needed for Block Size Alter.

Determine if an online (24x7) data area move to an alternate data area is needed (BA)

There are three online 24x7 tools that can move the content of a data area to a new data area. Each can accomplish the
basic requirement such as moving from an older 3390 to a newer 3390. These tools were designed and built to address
specific needs most efficiently.  

The following information provides the details to help determine which is better for any current requirement.

 ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM) 

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE (OAM) is the most efficient choice when you have the following conditions:

• When a data area is at or near spanning 59 volumes with as many as 16 extents per volume
• When an area on all available volumes is about to become full

An ONLINE_AREA_MOVE can resize an area to be larger. It can resize smaller only if ‘high reuse’ is set for the area and
even then, only to the size of the ‘maximum’ percent full. Otherwise the new number of tracks cannot be less than the old
number of tracks.  

ONLINE_AREA_MOVE is a block mover and is (very) much faster than the next two choices. 

 Block Alter (BA24)   

The Block Alter 24x7 (BA24) process is available if the data area is at a block size that is not now the Environment
standard and an outage of the base to back it up and initialize and load the data is not reasonable. Many sites have
changed standard data block sizes from an old standard of 4k into what is 1/4 track, 1/3 track, or even 1/2 track. These
Environments will benefit from a one-time use of Block Alter to get all the areas resized with no outage.   

You can resize the new data area to be smaller and will only need to contain the rows to be moved.  

Block Alter is a row move including each row moved being logged to the LXX. It is much slower than an
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE and is the same speed as Table Move.  
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Once Table Move is started, all rows that are added will go into the new data set. Therefore, this feature allows additions
to an existing data set that is full and has reached the “maximum allowable” extents.  

Because a Table Move can execute for long periods of time, we recommend that you review the best practices and
limitations/restrictions each time you prepare for an online move. This information can help avoid circumstances where
either the Table Move or Block Alter process conflicts with other processes in your systems.

 ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE (TM24)   

Use the online Table Move process to reorder the data area into a new data area if the data area is disorganized and has
rows stored out of the Native Sequence Key order as shown by a DBUTLTY function, REPORT with TYPE=DATANE.  

You can resize the new data area to be smaller and will only need to contain the rows to be moved. Table Move is very
effective if the data area is currently miss sized. For example, data area in the past it may have had 1 billion rows but is
currently 100 million and not likely to grow much.  

Table Move is a row move including each row moved being logged to the LXX. It is much slower than an
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE and the same speed as Block Alter.  

Once Table Move is started, all rows that are added will go into the new data set. Therefore, this feature allows additions
to an existing data set that is full and has reached the “maximum allowable” extents.   

Because a Table Move can execute for long periods of time, we recommend that you review the best practices and
limitations/restrictions each time you prepare for an online move. This information can help avoid circumstances where
either the Table Move or Block Alter process conflicts with other processes in your systems.  

For more information, continue to Review limitations and restrictions for Block Size Alter.

Review limitations and restrictions for Block Size Alter

Follow these limitations and restrictions to complete the Block Size Alter process successfully. Any deviation or violation of
these restrictions can cause the processes to fail.

Block size alter requires a MUF startup option.

A MUF new startup option is required to allow and activate the changing of a data area block size in a 24x7 manner. Prior
to this feature, a data area block was allowed to be changed in a simple way that occurred when the data area is next
subject to a DBUTLTY function INIT. The new block size was simply saved in the Directory CXX as a new block size with
no immediate ramifications.

To direct MUF to treat the block size change in the 24x7 manner, the below option MUF be set in the MUF at the enable.

AREA_BLOCK_SIZE_ALTER YES

The command set to YES directs that a DDUPDATE program execution that provides a 1000 ALTER after a '-UPD' to a
data area and the block size presented from Datadictionary to MUF is different is to be treated in a 24x7 manner and not
just as the block size to use during the next DBUTLTY INIT for the area. The option defaults to a NO setting and that may
also be set. 

Block Size Alter cannot be used in a full data sharing environment (MUFPLEX)

WARNING

 Important! Block Size Alter is not supported when running in a full data sharing environment. A full data sharing
environment means that there are two MUFs that are actively processing the same databases as a MUFPLEX.

Block Size Alter is supported in a Shadow MUFPLEX environment where there is one MUF running active and one MUF
in SHADOW mode.
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Do not start the Block Size Alter process if:

• The MUF is currently part of an active data sharing MUFPLEX 
• There are plans to activatethe Shadow MUFPLEX into an active data sharing member with the MIGRATE command

Block Size Alter and the MUFPLEX

Because Block Size Alter executes within the confines of a single MUF address space, the processes cannot be started
in a MUF that is running in an active data sharing mode where two MUFs are sharing data across the SYSPLEX Coupling
Facility. Examples are:

• MUFPLEX MODE=A with two active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=B with two active data sharing members (MUFs)
• MUFPLEX MODE=S (Shadow) when the Shadow MUF has been activated using the MIGRATE_TO_SHADOW

command

Sites using MUFPLEX should not use Block Size Alter unless they can execute the processes to full completion during a
time (or times) when only one of the member MUFs is executing.

If MUFPLEX is activated with a second executing MUF, any Block Size Alter processes are functionally stopped. The two
MUF executions continue accessing all the rows in the area they exist without interruption. Application row additions occur
to the new data area.

The row movement is automatically restarted if the area is opened in a MUF that is not part of two executing MUFS in a
MUFPLEX. The same process that started the move can manually restart the movement.

MUF must have RENAME and SCRATCH authority

The Block Size Alter process runs inside of MUF as an internal task. Therefore, the MUF requests the z/OS data set
renames and deletes of the source data set after the move completes.

The security ID associated with the MUF region must have authority (security) to issue the data set renames and data set
deletes.

WARNING

 Important! Before attempting to use the Block Size Alter process, ensure that the submitter ID of the MUF
region has the appropriate authority.

MUF must have available task

Each Block Size Alter process requires one user-defined TASK within the MUF. User-defined TASKS are allocated at MUF
startup using the TASKS= parameter.

You can determine if the MUF targeted for Block Size Alter processes has available TASKS. Simply run a DBUTLTY
COMM=STATUS command or a dynamic systems table query against the SYSADM.MUF_TASKS table.

If no tasks are available, the Block Size Alter does not start. If the Block Size Alter does start and it runs for a long time, it
holds onto the task area until the process completes or it is forced to stop. If the MUF is running short of available tasks,
the Block Size Alter can tie up a task that is required to process necessary user work.

MUF must have available 24-bit memory

Each Block Size Alter process requires the MUF to open the target data set in addition to the existing source area. This
task uses a generated DD card for the target data set.

Each data set opened by MUF requires a certain amount of 24-bit memory. The amount of required memory varies per
data set depending on the number of volumes and extents that the data set uses.
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Determine if the MUF targeted for Block Size Alter process has available 24-bit storage by using one of the available
system management tools. These tools determine the amount of private (24 bit) storage available in the region and how
much is used currently.

Take this measurement after the MUF has been initiated and all normal user databases and their underlying data sets
have been opened for processing.

WARNING

 Important! If the MUF address space runs out of 24-bit storage, the address space could fail causing a
significant interruption to all user access.

Using SYSVIEW to display available 24 bit memory in the MUF address space

Select the MUF address space from the Sysview command screen. You can make this selection in the following ways:

ASID QA14MUF4 (where QA14MUF4 is the MUF JOB NAME)

Enter the SYSVIEW command PRIVATE to display available storage after you select the MUF address space as shown in
the following example:

SYSVIEW ISPF2 CA31 ------------------------- PRIVATE.SUMMARY, Private Storage Sum

Command ====> PRIVATE                                                            

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jobname QA14MUF4  ASID 0071  Jobid JOB05085                                      

Region    Size  UnAlloc/Large  Alloc/Pct%   Used/Pct%   Free    HWM/Pct%  Limit  

E-PVT    1.09G     972M  972M   141M  13%   140M  13%   376K   141M  13%         

  E-SYS   982M     972M  972M  10.1M   1%  9.97M   1%   223K  10.3M   1%         

  E-USR  1.08G     972M  972M   131M  12%   131M  12%   153K   131M  12%  1.09G  

PVT      7.98M    7.41M 7.39M   592K   7%   436K   5%   155K   824K  10%         

  SYS    7.77M    7.39M 7.39M   388K   5%   266K   3%   121K   612K   8%         

  USR   7.59M   7.39M 7.39M  204K  3%  169K   2%   34K   212K  3%  7.98M  <=========

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cmd Type  Spn Key 0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8  9-15 Total  

___ USR     0                                                  122M        122M  

___ USR   131                                                   75K         75K  

___ USR   132                         6.52K                               6.52K  

___ LSQA  205  905K                                                        905K  

___ LSQA  215  121K                                                        121K  

___ LSQA  225 3.63K                                                       3.63K  

___ AUK   229  596K  301K         296        204K                4K       1.08M  

___ AUK   230  231K  351K 4.65K 23.5K 27.5K  173K 4.65K 4.65K  129K 4.65K  955K  

___ SWA   236        169K                                                  169K  

___ SWA   237        517K                                                  517K  

The line indicated by the arrow in the display shows the available user 24-bit storage. In this case, there is 7.59M of space
with the current use at 204K (3%) and the high water mark used (HWM) at 212K (3%). This MUF has plenty of available
space for more data sets to open by the Block Size Alter process.

If the MUF in question has a significant portion of the 24-bit (PVT USR) in use or listed in HWM (60-70%), limit the number
of Block Size Alter processes executed.

After completing one or more of the Block Size Alter processes, recheck the 24-bit storage. This step ensures that the
available storage continues to be reasonable after the completed Block Size Alter processes.
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Criteria for source and target data areas

The following Block Size Alter criteria must be met:

• MUF must be up with full access to the source data area.
• Data area source/target data sets must be defined on a 3390 device
• Target data set should have dynamic extend enabled to allow for data area growth as needed during the Block Size

Alter process. Not a requirement.
• Data area must be defined as URI.
• No table in the area may have a native sequence key over 180 bytes
• The data area must have a DSOP of 1,2,4, or 5
• For Block Size Alter , the data area must be part of a buffer pool that is sized to support both the old block size and the

new block size. Note that this might be a planning concern and require that the block size change must wait for a future
MUF execution with the area set to a new buffer pool.

• Block Size Alter does not currently support a partitioned table
• The database containing the area may not be set as VIRTUAL
• The database containing the area may not have been set ACCESS NOOPT during MUF startup
• The rarely used option of having two independent MUF executions using the same CXX may not be in use,

X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING YES
• The database containing the area may not be subject to Datacom/Star base partitioning or replication.

No partition table support

Block Size Alter does not currently support moving rows for a partition table. This is already being considered for a future
enhancement.

No Relative Record Table support

The area may not contain a table set as Relative Record. The SQL Temporary Table is Relative Record and therefore, the
TTM table in base 17 might not be subject to Block Size Alter.

No single user access

Once a Block Size Alter is started for a data set, the associated data area is not available for any single-user processes.

For most sites, this restriction affects the use of DBUTLTY functions such as BACKUP, LOAD, and RETIX (without
KEYNAME=). The only DBUTLTY functions that can execute against the data areas that are involved in an active Block
Size Alter are those DBUTLTY functions that are executing through the MUF and do not conflict with the Block Size Alter
process.

 Example 

MASSADD (with MULTUSE=YES defaulted or set) is a process that can execute against a data table while a Block Size
Alter process is executing.

This restriction is also in effect for areas that have a Block Size Alter process that has been interrupted. For more
information about the ways that the Block Size Alter process can be interrupted, see Interruption and re-initiation of the
Block Size Alter process.

WARNING

 Important! Block Size Alter must be allowed to complete as quickly as possible. Having a Block Size Alter in
an interrupted state can mean that regularly scheduled DBUTLTY processes can fail (for example, a nightly
backup).
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Backing up data sets during a Block Size Alter

WARNING

 Important! Do not use non-Datacom tools to back up data sets during a Block Size Alter . The Block Size Alter
must be allowed to complete as quickly as possible. Having a Block Size Alter in process while a non-Datacom
backup is taken could result in an unusable backup.

Many sites use non-Datacom utilities to create physical backups of the Datacom data sets. These utilities create a
physical copy of the data sets regardless of the processes going on within MUF.

In most cases, these utilities process using selected data set names or high-level qualifiers. Additionally, the utilities
normally process through a segment of DASD in a serial fashion.

Because the Block Size Alter process is using two data sets that are probably on different DASD volumes or even
different DASD devices, the ability to capture the source and target data sets “in-synch” is unlikely. The non-Datacom
backup process completes without error but the captured data is most likely out of sync. A future attempt to restore the
data sets from the backup can result in missing or out of sync data.

A physical backup or extract with MULTUSE=YES will wait if an active Block Size Alter is in process.

The only way to create a non-Datacom backup would be to ensure that the Block Size Alter process had been QUIESCED
before taking the backup. For more information, see QUIESCE.

Accessing data using sequential SEQBUFS in parallel with Block Size Alter

Sequential processing and using SEQBUFs are both common. During execution, the SEQBUFS are often processed as
extra data buffers for the task doing the sequential processing. The buffer size is the block size for the area that contains
the table to process. If two block sizes are known such as Block Size Alter is already running, the larger block size is
used and the sequential access is not affected. If sequential processing starts before a Block Size Alter starts and if the
block size is being made larger, this presents a problem with the task reading new larger blocks. There is no problem
with DATAPOOL buffers that are being used. To prevent the problem that is causing an error condition, if a Block Size
Alter is started with a larger block size during the execution of a sequential process, the Block Size Alter task waits. The
Block Size Alter task delays until every sequential task with a conflicting block size completes processing with the program
closing its URT. This can be a lengthy delay for tables with many rows. However, the delay is just enough for current batch
jobs doing the sequential processing. New jobs that are starting will have the new larger block size.

Using COVERED for a data area in parallel with Block Size Alter

The same COVERED option that is in place for the old move from the area during a Block Size Alter row move process
is also used for the new area. Memory is allocated at the start of the move. During the move, both areas increment the
same counters. The area is reported once during the EOJ report and in Dynamic System Tables. The exception is that
the size is reported only for the old area and not doubled during the move. Once the row movement completes and the
old area is closed to be deleted, its COVERED memory is freed. This process works the same for both the FIRST and
ACTIVE functionality. This processing allows both old and new areas to benefit from the performance improvements that
COVERED allows.

Using buffer pools with Block Size Alter

When not using sequential buffers and when the I/O is not using a directed buffer pool, I/O is directed to the DATAPOOL
buffers. Either area that has a block size larger than the small size data buffers is read into the DATA2 large buffers.

When you use a directed buffer pool (BUFFER_POOL_DEF /BUFFER_POOL_CONTENT), that pool must support
both block sizes. If a new Block Size Alter is requested with a block size larger than the buffer pool, then the size is
accepted. However, the actual move task stops immediately with an error of no ability of doing an I/O into the too small
pool. Therefore, the block size change is not performed at this time. Presuming that the buffer pool is redefined and
the next MUF to execute has the larger size (or the area is set into a larger pool or no pool, then the move starts at that
time. However, if a move started and data is in two block sizes but that move was interrupted, if the area is opened and
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set to a buffer pool that does not support both block sizes, then the open fails. There is no area access until the area is
removed from this too small pool and set into a larger size pool or no pool when DATAPOOL large pool size is sufficient.

Moving an area between DATAPOOL normal size buffers and DATAPOOL large size buffers

When changing a block size that would cause the data area to use the other DATAPOOL buffer (smaller versus larger) it
presents complexity. To remove any risk, you are required to declare that a data area is to be forced into the DATAPOOL
large size buffers for the life of this MUF execution. It is done with the below MUF command. This command is only
allowed during the enable of the MUF. The sizes of the two DATAPOOL buffer pools is a major choice to a MUF and
one with risk to performance if either pool is set to have too few buffers. Many sites run with a large size DATAPOOL
buffers set with just a few to allow an exceptionally large data area to at least be openable and useable but very poor
performance. If this pool were to be swamped with many areas being moved into it then performance of all those areas
would suffer. So, if the plan is to move all areas from a smaller size of say 4k into a larger size of say 12k then ensure the
DATAPOOL large size buffers has as many buffers as the small size buffers. This will, of course, cause MUF to use more
memory. For many MUF environments, it is a reasonable and simpler choice to have a single size DATAPOOL buffer set
at the size of the largest data area. This avoids any confusion and avoids the need for the command below. 

BLOCK_SIZE_ALTER_DATA2 dbid (,dbid) (-dbid)

The command directs MUF to use large size DATAPOOL buffers for all areas in the database(s) provided for the life of this
MUF execution. It is intended only for a transition time where the MUF environment is being configured to increase the
data area block sizes for many areas and expected to be a one-time process. Once all the areas have been altered to the
new block size, the command is expected to be removed.

Accessing data in parallel with Block Size Alter

Most data accessing is done using the index to locate a desired row and then reading the row found in the index. This
processing is fully compatible with both Table Move and Block Size Alter.

However, there are rarely-used processes that access data directly without the index and that is usually done in physical
block order. These processes conflict with the rows being moved in several ways.

1. Since the blocks being read do not relate directly to the rows being moved, there is no clear path to a logical success.
This is similar to the case existing where a process wants to see all rows. For example, if a process is currently
at block 100 of 1000 blocks when a row in block 900 is moved to block 3. This case causes the application to
miss that row. Also the case where a row is moved from block 2 to block 200 is seen by the application more than
once. The process works fine only if the area is currently and independently set with DBUTLTY function LOCK
OPTION=MOVER. The new feature Block Size Alter is considered very useful if the area were required to be locked. 

2. The physical process cannot know of the start of a new Block Size Alter. Therefore, it is reading one of 2 areas in a
way that would not be synchronized with rows being deleted.

While rare, these exceptions require special handling.

The first basic rule is that a new Block Size Alter waits until a conflicting physical read process completes before starting.
The second basic rule is that a new physical read process will wait until a conflicting Block Size Alter process completes
before starting.

The processes that drive physical block order reading are:
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• DBUTLTY BACKUP/EXTRACT with SEQ=PHY
• DBUTLTY VERINDEX with DATAINDEX
• Command set GSETP/GETPS
• Internal (undocumented) physical access using SELFR/SELNR for a single Datacom/AD using product application.
• DBUTLTY RETIX with KEYNAME= with *DATA, *SETR, *RTSN, *DTHU, *TA24. (These are old names for the new

DATASCAN function.)
• DBUTLTY DATASCAN function. All OPTION=values.
• The URI Reuse feature that is optional for data areas when the scan is driven about once a month for an area. The

URI Reuse feature to add rows and find available URI values is not affected.
• MUF commands REPORT_COMPRESS_PAD and REMOVE_COMPRESS_PAD.

Details of each of these processes are discussed later in this article.

For more information, continue to Review Best Practices for Block Size Alter.

Review Best Practices for Block Size Alter

Best practices differ from restrictions and limitations because they are suggestions to achieve the best results. Limitations
and restrictions provide information to keep the Block Size Alter process from failing.

The following best practices are recommended to ensure that the Block Size Alter process completes in the most efficient
and beneficial manner.

You might experience a significant wait time under the following circumstances: 

• When a Block Size Alter is starting and a long-running physical read process is running, the Block Size Alter waits to
actually start.

• When a physical read process is starting and a long-running Block Size Alter is running, the physical read will wait to
actually start until the Block Size Alter completes.

• Other cases where a potential long wait can occur such as a long running sequential native read is occurring and a
new Block Size Alter with a larger block size will wait.

In such cases, a message displays:

DB02841W - WAIT DELAY variable information as documented with the message.  

For example, variable information might be 'PHY EXC READ'. 

The message shows that a task is waiting and why it is waiting. It is important for areas with a large number of rows and
when a conflicting job is also running. For example, consider an area with 100 million rows, and that has a task using
the GSETP/GETPS process. Running this process might take hours. A new Block Size Alter process must wait for its
completion before starting. During this wait, either task could be aborted or canceled, if that is needed. The message is
set as a Warning only because the wait is not normal to the programs, and might be of interest to a DBA monitoring the
MUF execution.

This page contains the following topics:

Ensure task and 24-bit memory availability in the MUF

Always verify the availability of tasks and 24-bit memory before starting the Block Size Alter process. For more
information, see Review limitations and restrictions for Block Size Alter.

Avoid hard coding of Datacom data sets (DD cards)

There are only a few DBUTLTY data set initialization tasks where the DD card must be included in the executing JCL
providing the data set name. Tasks executing against the MUF and MUF itself do not need the DD cards to be included in
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their execution JCL. The required data sets are dynamically allocated using the data set information that is stored in the
CXX. The same is true for the DBUTLTY executions where the data sets are already known from a previous DBUTLTY
INIT process.

Avoid hard coding any Datacom data set (DD card) in JCL job streams to avoid any possible conflict with the Block Size
Alter rename/scratch process. Having a job executing with a hard-coded DD card could interfere with the Block Size Alter
ability to rename/scratch the old (source) data set which could leave the Block Size Alter process in an incomplete state.

For more information about exception handling and why areas (data sets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted,
see Complete the Block Size Alter.

Update source area dynamic extend attributes before PREINIT

The PREINIT data set is created using the information for the source area in the CXX. Therefore, we recommend that you
update all source definitions to support dynamic extend before the PREINIT execution.

Define both the source and target (PREINIT) data sets with DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes to:

• Verify that Block Size Alter can continue to process
• Successfully handle data growth (user adding new rows) that can occur after the Block Size Alter is started

WARNING

 Important! You can use Datacom Datadictionary processes to change DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes. For the
change to take effect, DYNAMIC EXTEND attributes must be updated to the CXX. To update the CXX without
requiring the database to be closed to MUF, use the Datadictionary "-1000 ALTER" command.

Create the PREINIT data set

Create the PREINIT data set in advance of the execution of the Block Size Alter. As a best practice, ensure that the
creation of the PREINIT data set is done close to the execution of the Block Size Alter. Creating the data set far in
advance of the Block Size Alter might mean that the PREINIT data set is not sized correctly to handle the data that is
present when the Block Size Alter is executed.

Size the PREINIT data set such that its initial extent is large enough to handle the current data requirements plus any
near-term data growth. The PREINIT "Volume=" parameter can be used to help size the data set if your data set needs to
span multiple volumes.

Using this philosophy you ensure that the:

• Minimum number of volumes and extents are created. This task limits the amount of 24-bit storage that is used to
manage the target data set once the Block Size Alter starts.

• Block Size Alterprocess is not delayed while the target data set is being extended to a size large enough to handle the
source data.

• Maximum number of additional volumes and extents are available for future processing growth.

For more information, continue to Create the PREINIT data sets for Block Size Alter. 

Create the PREINIT data sets for Block Size Alter

To create the target data sets, follow the steps in the Prepare for an Online Area Move for Index and Data Areas scenario.
The scenario points are correct also for a Block Size Alter.
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• Always define the source data set as dynamic extend before doing the PREINIT and leave as a dynamic extend until
the move completes. 

• The new area may be sized smaller than the source data area.
• A Block Size Alter (with OAM) can be done once per MUF execution instance without an intervening database or area

"close." If a second Block Size Alter (or OAM) is needed, the process must be delayed to a time when the database
or area can be closed to MUF and then re-opened. Actions such as a MUF recycle or SHADOW MUF MIGRATE
automatically close and re-open all databases which would enable subsequent Block Size Alter (or OAM) requests.

For more information, continue to Determine source data set disposition for Block Size Alter. 

Determine source data set disposition for Block Size Alter

In Datacom, Block Size Alter deletes the original data set. Block Size Alter then renames the new data set to the original
data set name to ensure that JCL continues to work.

Even though DELETE is optional with Online Area Move (OAM), DELETE is not optional with Block Size Alter. The original
source data set is uncatalogued and deleted.

Once the delete of the old data set (source) completes, the new data set (target) is renamed to the original name. This
process ensures that any JCL that includes the original data set names continues to work.

For more information, continue to Determine if backup is needed for Block Size Alter.

Determine if Backup is Needed for Block Size Alter

Before starting the Datacom Block Size Alter (BA24) process, consider taking a DBUTLTY backup that can be used to
restore data for forward recovery processing.

While it is not required, some sites might want to take a DBUTLTY backup before starting either the Block Size Alter
process. This backup is similar to other "hot" backups. It provides a copy of the data that can be restored and used as
a base for forward recovery processing. If a failure occurs and a recovery is needed, having a backup before the move
process provides a good starting point.

For more information, continue to Validate availability of MUF resources for Block Size Alter.

Validate availability of MUF resources for Block Size Alter

To execute the required Block Size Alter process, verify that there are enough available tasks and 24-bit storage.

• Check the available 24-bit storage in MUF address space.
• Ensure that MUF has available tasks. Block Size Alter runs in a MUF user task area.
• Unlike OAM, the number of number of buffers available in MUF is always considered enough.
• Do not start Block Size Alter if any system or other activity is planned that can affect the OAM such as:

– IPL
– Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE
– Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B)
– Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO

For more information, continue to Start the Block Size Alter Process.

Start the Block Size Alter Process

When you are ready, the process to start the Block Size Alter is a simple Datadictionary utility DDUPDATE function with
an update (-UPD) to the data area of interest and a 1000 ALTER transaction.
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Sample DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=CONSOLE Output

See the following sample report. 

Date:  8/24/2022   
 ********************************************************************************        
 Page:     5
                    *                                CA Datacom/DB                        
         *                        
Time: 20.21.44      *                                General Utility                      
         *      Version: 15.1     
                    *               COPYRIGHT (C) 1990-2015 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.    
         *                        
                   
 ********************************************************************************
 Directory: QAMUFX
                   CONTROL CARD(S)
                  
 .........1.........2.........3.........4.........5.........6.........7.........8
                     COMM OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTINO2='ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3315,AR1,DELETE'
                   FUNCTION=COMM
                      OPTION=CONSOLE
                      OPTION2=ONLINE_AREA_MOVE 3315,AR1,DELETE
      
      

Sample Block Size Alter (BA24) Messages in MUF Job Log 

The following sample shows messages that occurred doing a Block size Alter using a DDUPDATE triggers.

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS PREPARING TO START                            
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS STARTED                                       
DB02833I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 2                                     
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 VRB STATUS BLOCKS MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN                
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD56                       
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS SCRATCH      ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD11                       
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME FROM  ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I0100797
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME TO    ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  
DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 VRB STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

Block Size Alter (BA24) Process Flow

Executing a DDUPDATE program with –UPD for area name with 1000 ALTER:

• Area (source) and PREINIT (target) status is checked.
• Block Size Alter in 24x7 mode is accepted. The move started message is written to the MUF job log. The PREINIT

entry in the CXX is removed as the target dataset is now part of an active Block Size Alter process.
• Multiple status messages are written to the MUF job log during the movement of rows.
• Once the rows are all moved, the MUF user processing to the area being moved is paused.
• The area data set is briefly closed to MUF.
• z/OS data set renames are done and messages are written to the MUF job log.
• Move complete message is written to the MUF job log.
• The area data set is opened to MUF.
• The user processing to the area is re-activated.
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The Block Size Alter task runs in MUF and has both the source and target data sets open as shown in the following
graphic.

Monitor the Block Size Alter Process

The Block Size Alter functionality begins by establishing control information in the source and target data sets. A
temporary I/O director is created to manage user requests for data that may come in while the move process is running.

The Block Size Alter process then begins to move the rows on the source data set to the target data set. This is done
one table at a time for the area and one row at a time. Rows are read using RDUKG/RDUNX commands with a ‘forced’
UPDAT command to move the row to the target data set. Row locations are altered in the index for each key as each row
is moved.

The Block Size Alter process continues until all the rows in the source data set have been moved to the target data set.

During the Block Size Alter processes, a series of messages are written to the MUF job log/console showing the ongoing
progress of the Block Size Alter . The following example shows a series of messages.

During the Block Size Alter start process, the PREINIT information is copied into the old data area and deleted from the
CXX PREINIT section (TYPE=P Report).

The rows moved message is issued before the first record and repeated about every 2 minutes until all records are
moved. Note that the 2 minutes is only checked at the 250 row move break and might be longer than 2 minutes. In the
message, the ‘OF count’ is the current row count for the table. It may increase or decrease during the move as other tasks
may add new rows or delete old rows. So the count is considered an estimate of the rows for the current table. As each
table completes, the MOVED ROW starts over at 0 and the OF value the new table row count.

DB02833I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 C01 MOVED ROW 0 OF 3,600

For more information, continue to Complete the Block Size Alter.

Message Format

Standard and optional messages for Block Size Alter can reflect an area name with DBID as a DDNAME. They correctly
show either:
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• The normal style of the area name and 3-4 position DBID
• A move-to area with the area name and a five position DBID

Return Code Processing during Online Area Move

Return code processing for Block Size Alter tasks is processed the same as other tasks receiving return codes with one
exception. Resolving an error that occurs during a Block Size Alter operation might require information only found in a
Master List dump. Therefore, a Block Size Alter task that encounters an error that would typically not produce a dump of
the Master List instead has a Master List dump forced with a reason of "PATCH".

Complete the Block Size Alter

After all rows are moved, the Block Size Alter process starts pausing all user access to the area and closing the area
within MUF. The necessary steps are performed to rename or delete the original source data set and then rename the
target data set to the original source name.

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 VRB STATUS BLOCKS MOVED, START CLOSE-OPEN                

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD56                       

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS SCRATCH      ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797  

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS VOLUMES FROM  1  WRKD11                       

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME FROM  ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I0100797

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 I01 STATUS RENAME TO    ABCDE02.DCMDEV.DB.DBDVM0.I01797

If the Block Size Alter process is unable to complete the rename/delete activity for the source and/or target data sets, an
error message is issued and the Block Size Alter process in placed in a “wait” state. The rename/delete is re-attempted
every 2 minutes until the Block Size Alter process successfully completes the rename/delete process.

For more information, see Additional Considerations for Exception handling - area (data sets) being moved cannot be
renamed or deleted.

Once all the rename/delete activity is complete, the area is made available to the MUF and the paused processing is
resumed. A final message is created indicated the status is complete and the moved area is open to processing in MUF.

DB02832I - BLOCK ALTER 24X7 797 VRB STATUS COMPLETE, AREA STILL OPEN

 For more information, continue to Determine if area backup is needed for Block Size Alter.

Determine if Area Backup is Needed for Block Size Alter

While it is not required, some sites may want to take a DBUTLTY backup after completing the Block Size Alter process.
This backup is only used if a failure occurs after the Block Size Alter completes and there is a requirement to restore the
area to a previous backup.

For more information, continue to Processes to avoid while Block Size Alter processes are active.

Processes to avoid while Block Size Alter processes are active

Avoid using any DBUTLTY functions for the area while Block Size Alter is processing. Not using DBUTLTY processes
avoids resource contentions that could lead to slow response time for user tasks that are accessing the data and longer
execution times for the Block Size Alter processes.
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Single-user (DBUTLTY) functions that process the area outside of the MUF are not permitted to execute while Block Size
Alter is active. In addition, non-Datacom processes such as DASD backups should not be attempted while the  Block Size
Alter is active. For more information, see Review limitations and restrictions.

However, there are various processes that run in MUF and are supported for execution while Block Size Alter is active, but
should still be avoided. Avoiding these processes, allows Block Size Alter to complete in the fastest time possible with the
least amount of conflict.

Avoid the following DBUTLTY functions as they are very IO intensive and while they operate, they might slow down the
Block Size Alter process.

• OLREORG (not appropriate to run during Block Size Alter, prevented with a return code)
• DEFRAG
• RETIX KEYNAME=* (with any of the allowable options old name for DATASCAN)
• DATASCAN with OPTION= (new name for old RETIX with KEYNAME=)
• MASSADD
• REPLACE (not appropriate to run during Block Size Alter, prevented with a return code)
• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL with MULTUSE=YES 
• Periods where there is heavy user updating (add, delete, update).

NOTE

Heavy user updating is supported, but can slow the Block Size Alter process. Having large buffer pools or
covered data can help mitigate this concern.

For more information, continue to Avoid starting a Block Size Alter process if it might be interrupted due to a system or
MUF process. 

Avoid starting a Block Size Alter process if it might be interrupted due to a system or MUF process

Certain events/processes interrupt the Block Size Alter process. For more information, see Review limitations and
restrictions. Do not start the Block Size Alter if any planned system or other activity can affect it, such as:

• IPLD
• Activating a SHADOW MIGRATE (All rows must have been moved and the area delete/rename process completed

before this occurs.)
• Starting a second Data sharing member (MODE A or B) (All rows must have been moved and the area delete/rename

process completed before this occurs.)
• Attempts to run DBUTLTY single user jobs like BACKUP MULTUSE=NO
• Avoid the QUIESCE periods if possible
• If you are using a non-Datacom backup:
• Always ensure that the source and target data sets are part of the same backup group.
• Always ensure that the source and targets are backed up at the same consistency point.
• If Block Size Alter is not stopped, do not use a non-Datacom utility to back up data sets.

For more information, continue to Additional Considerations for Block Size Alter.

Considerations for Block Size Alter 24 x 7

Review guidelines for using Datacom/DB DBUTLTY to perform a block size alter.

The following topics are important to using the Block Size Alter process successfully.
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Process and effects on reporting, including Dynamic System Tables

Reporting a data area size occurs in multiple places. It exists in the DBUTLTY reports for CXX in TYPE=A and when no
TYPE= is specified. The important information includes the number of tracks, number of blocks, blocks in use, percent full,
and so on. The Dynamic System Tables DIR_AREA table and the MUF_DATASET contain similar information that is used
in many ways. The simplest approach is how the code works. The "old" area is of no interest because it will no longer be
available, and the "new" area is considered the only area, as it will be when the Block Size Alter completes.

As soon as the move starts, 2 blocks are in use and the number of tracks becomes the initial PREINIT size of the new
area. As the move continues, more blocks are in use as rows are added in parallel with the move. The new area starts
with no partial blocks, is maximum percent full at 0, and high use is at 64 tracks.

If daily or other time shot reporting is captured and compared over days and months, an anomaly may occur where an
area with 10 tracks, for example, contains 10 million rows. Adjust reporting alerts to account for Block Size Alter being in
transition.

Effect on Dataquery Access

A Block Size Alter 247x function involves running DDUPDATE with a 1000 ALTER transaction. A transaction group
containing 1000 ALTER that also updates any attributes (1500 transaction, for example) disables the structure in Datacom
Datadictionaryy. Since Dataquery observes the enable/disable status of a structure, sites that are using Dataquery should
always follow a 1000 ALTER transaction group with a 1000 ENABLE transaction group.

Performance monitoring based on requests per I/O

Performance monitoring and tuning typically measure the amount of CPU and I/O performed for a given set of requests/
functions. The Block Size Alters are I/O intensive tasks with a single database request running inside the MUF. The single
request generates significant physical I/O and CPU usage. Therefore, it can affect performance measurement metrics
that might be in use at your site:

• Requests per CPU second
• Requests per physical I/O
• Other types of job cost accounting

The processing that Block Size Alter performs is similar to what we experience with the OLREORG functions of DBUTLTY.

Block Size Alter processes are typically not a daily occurrence. There might be no significant effect in overall processing
metrics for your site. When you need multiple Block Size Alter processes, verify that the Block Size Alter is accounted for
in your performance metrics.

Recommendations for measuring and adjusting for the Block Size Alter activity include:

• Schedule the Block Size Alter activity for a period of light user activity .
• Use tools such as DBUTLTY AutoCollect and AutoInfo snapshots to collect performance information before and after

the Block Size Alter processes. These tools allow adjustment to the overall performance metrics.
• Consider using the accounting facility to trap the Block Size Alter (and OLREORG) activity for adjusting overall

performance metrics.

WARNING

Important! Avoid making any tuning changes that are based on collected statistics while processing a Block Size
Alter. These statistics might not reflect normal workloads.

Interruption and re-initiation of the Block Size Alter process

The Block Size Alter processes execute in a MUF task area and can be executed with other workload being processed
within the MUF. The DBA or system programmer can schedule execution of the Block Size Alter when the Block Size Alter
work can complete without interruption.
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However, situations can occur where the Block Size Alter processes are interrupted. This section describes how Block
Size Alter functions if it is interrupted.

QUIESCE

Use the MUF QUIESCE process to place a MUF in a “quiesced state.” This state forces all pended (in memory) updates
out to the DASD data sets.

Block Size Alter must honor the MUF QUIESCE command (both QUIESCE REQUEST and QUIESCE TRANSACTION).

For example:

• User issues a QUIESCE command to the MUF
• Each active MUF task is told to QUIESCE or "go to sleep"
• Block Size Alter will:

– Complete in-flight row move process
– Go into a “wait” mode
– Tell QUIESCE that we are now “sleeping”

Once the QUIESCE is in place, you can perform the system functions that triggered the need for the QUIESCE. Usually,
this is some type of DASD backup process. If a Block Size Alter is in process, verify the backup process captures the
source and target data sets at the “same consistent” point.

If the backup is used to restore an area in the future, restore the source and target data sets from this same consistent
point.

• Once the backup process is completed, issue the QUIESCE OFF command to the MUF.
• QUIESCE OFF - wakes up Block Size Alter and the move process continues where it left off.

REQABORT

Use the REQABORT command to interrupt the Block Size Alter processes if there is an emergency. Issuing a
REQABORT forces the Block Size Alter to:

• Stop processing at a stable point
• Terminate the process
• Free up the MUF task area

For example:

• User issues a REQABORT command for the Block Size Alter process in MUF
• MUF tells the Block Size Alter task to get to a stable point and then terminate
• Block Size Alter:

– Completes in-flight move process
– Writes a message to the MUF job log indicating that the Block Size Alter was aborted
– Ends the process and releases the MUF task area

• The REQABORT of the Block Size Alter does not affect other MUF processing. User processes accessing the partially
moved area continue as before.

Because the Block Size Alter is incomplete, both source and target data sets remain in use by the MUF. Therefore, only
MULTUSE=YES utility functions are allowed to execute.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the Block Size Alter are re-initiated and completes successfully.

While the Block Size Alter tasks are not running, user programs continue to access current rows where they exist and add
new rows to the target data set.
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CLOSE

In certain cases, you might need to close a database or area while a Block Size Alter is executing. If the CLOSE
command is issued for the area being moved, the Block Size Alter process is terminated.

For example:

• User issues a CLOSE command for the database that the Block Size Alter is processing.
• The CLOSE tells the move task to get to a stable point and then terminates.
• Block Size Alter will:

– Complete in-flight move process
– Write a message to the MUF job log indicating that the Block Size Alter was stopped
– End the process and release the MUF task area

The CLOSE of the database terminates all MUF processing for this area. Since the Block Size Alter is not complete, both
the source and target data sets must remain.

Single-user jobs cannot access the area until the Block Size Alter is re-initiated and completes successfully.

More information:

• See the RESTART topic in this section
• See the How to abandon the Block Size Alter process in this section

How to re-initiate the Block Size Alter process

For both REQABORT and CLOSE, the same process is used to restart the Block Size Alter.  You can re-initiate the Block
Size Alter by performing one of the two following steps:

1. Reissue the Datacom Datadictionary DDUPDATE utility with an update (-UPD) to the data area and a 1000 ALTER
transaction. This task:

• – Opens the area in the MUF (source data set).
– Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
– Issues a MUF message that the TM24 is restarting.
– Restarts the move process at the start of the first table.

2. Close the area to MUF and re-OPEN the area (or database).

• – Triggers a restart of the Block Size Alter process.
– Opens the area in the MUF (source data set).
– Verifies that everything is still in place (opens target data set).
– Issues a MUF message that the Block Size Alter is restarting.
– Restarts the move process at the start of the first table.

RESTART

If the MUF fails while a Block Size Alter is occurring, the normal restart processing finds and completes any incomplete
row being moved.

Other tasks that require a resolution might have actively processed tables within the area. Therefore, the standard
RESTART processing of the log file searches for updates to the data tables that must be reprocessed to a stable point.

During the restart processing of log transactions

If this area must open to reprocess the logged transactions, the open triggers the re-initiation of the Block Size Alter
process to occur once the restart is complete and MUF prepares to enable.
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If the restart processing of log transactions does not need to open the area, the re-initiation of the Block Size Alter process
is not triggered until:

• Another process opens the area, or
• Another Block Size Alter process is issued for this area as if a CLOSE or REQABORT was done.

Because the Block Size Alter is re-initiated and completes successfully.

Exception handling - area (data sets) being moved cannot be renamed or deleted

WARNING

Important! This condition is not expected but it is possible.

For the MUF to delete or rename the data sets that are involved in the Block Size Alter, z/OS requires that the DSN not be
in use by any DD statement for an executing Job within this LPAR or SYSPLEX.

MUF and DBUTLTY typically dynamically allocate index areas and data areas as needed. Normally, when a Block Size
Alter completes, the MUF completes the process by deleting or renaming the data sets as needed.

If the MUF requests the delete or rename and the data sets are not available because another job using one or both, z/OS
generates messages to the MUF JES log reflecting the condition, and the delete/rename fails. The MUF cannot prevent
these messages because it is important for you to see the condition.

Should this occur, the MUF recognizes the rename/delete failure and issues a message indicating that the Block Size
Alter rename/delete failed due to ‘DSN NOT AVAIL.’.

The MUF places the area on a list of areas that have all blocks moved but that cannot be deleted or renamed. The MUF
checks every 2 minutes (approximately) to see if the DSN appears to be available. If it is not available, the ‘DSN NOT
AVAIL.’ message is re-issued to the MUF JES log and the area rename set for another retry.

If the DSN is available, the delete or rename is tried again.

If the MUF fails while the data set rename is still waiting to process, the RESTART process reactivates this 2-minute
process.

Exceptional condition - system outage occurred during area (data sets) rename or delete

WARNING

Important! This condition is not expected, but it is possible.

A System outage or error could occur during the Block Size Alter process of deleting or renaming a data set. The process
must update the catalog and the VTOC on each volume containing the data set. This applies to the old area and the new
area.

If an outage occurs during this critical time, a new MUF execution cannot correct the condition. You receive OPEN errors
when the MUF is unable to find needed catalog entries for the data sets.

In this case, manually research the action that was interrupted and complete it. Actions include:

• Deletion from the catalog
• Deletion of the data set on DASD
• Addition to the catalog
• Rename of the data set on DASD

If such an event occurs, the MUF messages provide the action that was performed and the information that is required.
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How to abandon the Block Size Alter process

The Block Size Alter process is powerful and allows you to move all rows in data sets without interrupting access to your
data. Therefore, a certain amount of planning and forethought is required.

If you decide to abandon a Block Size Alter before it completes, it requires that the user data access is interrupted. Plan
the use of Block Size Alter at a time where there is high confidence that the process can complete.

Data area

In the event, that a Block Size Alter of a data area must be abandoned, the following steps are required.

1. REQABORT the Block Size Alter
2. ACCESS UTLTY the database or area
3. Acquire a current backup of the data area. Run a DBUTLTY BACKUP SEQ=NATIVE with MULTUSE=YES and

RECID=NO. A previous backup is OK if you are willing to run FORWARD RECOVERY.
4. Delete and reallocate the original data set to new size, volume, and so forth, by performing a DBUTLTY INIT on the

data area if needed
5. Perform a normal DBUTLTY LOAD of the backup
6. Run recovery (if needed)
7. Open the database/area
8. Validate/testing to verify that everything is OK
9. Delete the allocated target data set from z/OS

DBUTLTY and Block Size Alter

Block Size Alter is MUF-centric tasks that are running against the area. Once the Block Size Alter begins processing, both
the source and target data sets are in use. At any time, a certain row in the area might be in the process of moving from
the source to the target.

To allow other MUF tasks to continue accessing the user data that is stored in the moving area, a special piece of code
is activated in the MUF address space. This special code (Location Director) manages the data access to the moving
row. This code ensures that the correct data set is accessed for the most current version of the row. The director can
distinguish between block 2 in the source data set and block 2 in the target data set.

Single-User tasks run outside the MUF address space. These tasks access the area data sets directly using information
the CXX data set provides. These single-user functions do not have access to the buffers and information in the MUF
address space. They cannot access the I/O Director. Any attempt to access the data set of the area directly would result in
incomplete or incorrect information.

Therefore, no single-user DBUTLTY execution is allowed against an area that has a Block Size Alter in process. Any
attempt to access the area fails with an appropriate return code.

A set of DBUTLTY functions can execute within the MUF address space or in concert with the MUF address space
(MULTUSE=YES). Of this set of functions, only those functions that execute in a non-destructive form can execute while
the Block Size Alter is executing.

DBUTLTY area functions to avoid

Various DBUTLTY functions can process the data area while the Block Size Alter is executing. Best practice is to delay
them until after the Block Size Alter has completed.

This type of utility function can work within the MUF and works in concert with the Block Size Alter. However, these utility
functions typically use the same resources that the Block Size Alter is using. Sometimes these resource contentions can
significantly slow down the Block Size Alter process.
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• INIT the data area
• EXTEND the data area
• REPLACE a table in the data area

Allowable DBUTLTY functions

All DBUTLTY functions should be avoided while Block Size Alter is active. However, a subset of the DBUTLTY functions
can be executed against a data area while a Block Size Alter is moving the area including:

• BACKUP SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• CXXMAINT
• DBTESTR (with MULTUSE=YES)
• DEFRAG
• EXTRACT SEQ=PHYSICAL (with MULTUSE=YES)
• LOCK
• MASSADD (with MULTUSE=YES)
• QUIESCE
• RECOVERY
• REPORT AREA=CXX
• REPORT AREA=IXX
• REPORT TYPE=DATANE
• SPILL
• UNLOCK

New console command - STATUS_BA24

This new command is only available through the z/OS modify (/F) command support.

‘/F mufname,STATUS_BA24’ 

The status command performs asks MUF for information about any active Block Size Alter process. Any Block Size Alter
process that passed the point of basic command editing up until the time the Block Size Alter is "fully complete" and is no
longer known to MUF.

This fully complete condition specifies that the database or area has been closed to MUF after the  Block Size Alter
completion. The new target data set is the only data set known to the MUF.

The status information is displayed as the MUF message, DB02834I.

System Tables Reference
Learn about Datacom/DB system tables. Learn how to use Datacom Dynamic System Tables, Directory (CXX) related
tables, Multi-User Facility (MUF) related tables, SQL tables, Datacom Server tables.

This section provides information about Datacom/DB system tables. This information is useful to users who are
responsible for one or more of the following roles:

• Supporting Datacom system software
• Administering the operations of the Datacom system
• Maintaining data integrity
• Ensuring data accessibility
• Maintaining system performance
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Dynamic System Tables
Dynamic System Tables (located in the SYS area, base 1000) exist to provide real-time access to Datacom/DB system
information. All Dynamic System Tables are accessible through SQL, SYSVIEW, and Explore Performance Management
for z/VSE. The information includes data typically produced through the Datacom/DB utility (DBUTLTY) reports and the
MUF end-of-job reports. They also provide data on the current MUF configuration and status.

The data is normalized and built so that various tables can be easily joined. From the SQL perspective, these are normal
tables with the full power of SQL, except that these tables do not accept maintenance or perform row locking.

The SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Dynamic System Table is provided to change various Multi-User settings dynamically. It can
also be used to perform console-like actions using an SQL query. For more information, see SQL_CONSOLE (SQX).

The tables are defined through Datacom Datadictionary and cataloged to the CXX as other tables would be. All data is
built dynamically from other sources at the time it is requested. This helps ensure that the data is always correct at the
point of need. However, the system does move on and by the time the application sees the information, it may have aged.
It is as accurate and timely as it is possible to be.

Setting Up the Environment
The Dynamic System Table definitions are automatically installed to the CXX and Datacom Datadictionary as part of
the Version 15.1 upgrade or install process. If you use the recommended DBID of 1000, you do not need to deal with
the BTG member or catalog the database. Member BTG1000 in the macro library provides the Dynamic System Table
definitions. Process these definitions through Datacom Datadictionary and catalog the base. The database selected is
1000, but it can be changed to any valid DBID. The database ID selected must be provided in the Multi-User startup
option SYSTEMDBID n for the Dynamic System Tables to have data accessible.

WARNING
Specify the SYSTEMDBID Multi-User startup option to activate Dynamic System Table access from the MUF.

NOTE
For more information, see SYSTEMDBID.

Do not modify other information. The SQL processing is based upon the Datacom Datadictionary definitions as they are
cataloged. The actual data is built based upon the database ID matching the SYSTEMDBID, the Datacom table names,
and the definitions provided. Changing field definitions would cause unpredictable results.

Place all the Dynamic System Tables in the same database. The DBID of the database in which you place all Dynamic
System Tables must match the DBID specified with the SYSTEMDBID Multi-User startup option. We recommend that
you use a DBID of 1000 for the Dynamic System Tables database, but it is possible to specify any DBID of your choice
for the SYSTEMDBID. However, Dynamic System Tables cannot share a database with any other tables. The database
containing Dynamic System Tables do not need to be initialized or loaded, and it should not be defined as virtual.

For security purposes, these tables are like all others. You can use any of the security features to protect or restrict the
data.

Update the Dynamic System Tables Definitions
Learn how to add a new Dynamic System Table (DST) and how to update the definition of existing DSTs in Datacom.
Code examples are provided.

With the continuous delivery model, the underlying Dynamic Systems Tables definitions might need to be changed, either
to add new columns to existing tables, or to add new tables to the System Tables database. The following methods allow
you to catalog an individual table to the Systems Table database without closing the entire database.
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Adding a New Dynamic System Table

The definition of the new table is provided by Broadcom in an individual Datacom Datadictionary BTG deck for that table.
As long as it does not exist in the CXX, no special action is needed before running the catalog of this new table. Simply
run a DDUPDATE job to catalog the new table into the current database.

The following example shows you how to substitute the appropriate Datacom delivered SAMP BTG member name for
DSTnnn, such as DSTMAS for the new MUF_AREA_SPACE table.

//DDUPDATE EXEC DDUPDATE 

//SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=nnn(DDUSER) 

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.CABDSAMP(DSTnnn) 

    

Updating the Definition of an Existing Dynamic System Table

Changes to the definition of an existing table are provided by Broadcom in an individual Datacom Datadictionary BTG
deck for that table.

NOTE
Install the new definition at your convenience as the prior definition of the existing table continues to function and
return data.

When you are ready to install the changes, you must complete the following steps:

1. Close the individual table involved if it is open.
2. Delete its definition from the CXX by running a DBUTLTY job specifying the DBID where the System Tables exist and

the individual table you plan to recatalog. See the following example:
CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,DBID=1000,TABLE=nnn 

3. Catalog the changed table using the same method that is listed previously for cataloging a new table.

The following example shows how you can substitute the DRI table name if you intended to install changes to the
DIR_INDEX Dynamic Systems Table using the DSTDRI member:

/CXXMAINT EXEC DBUTLTY 

//SYSIN DD * 

 SET OPTION1=ECHO_FUNCTIONS 

 CXXMAINT OPTION=DELETEOP,DBID=1000,TABLE=nnn 

/* 

//DDUPDATE EXEC DDUPDATE 

//SYSIN DD DISP=SHR,DSN=nnn(DDUSER) 

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.CABDSAMP(DSTnnn)

    

Accessing Through Datacom STAR
The SYSTEMDBID Multi-User startup option represents a local database. All user jobs running against this base
represent the MUF that they are connected to.

To access Dynamic System Tables at a remote MUF through Datacom STAR, the definitions can be added to Datacom
Datadictionary in another database that is defined to be remote. The new remote database should have different
occurrence names for DATABASE, AREA, and TABLE. Each table should have a new AUTHID different from the ones in
the other database. The SQLNAME and DATACOM-NAME for each table should remain the same. The SQLNAME for
DATABASE and AREA must be changed if it is supplied, or it can be left blank.
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Using SQC Table to Cancel SQL Requests
The SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT (SQC) Dynamic System Table describes the current status of all active SQL
transactions. Detailed information is provided about all currently executing SQL transactions including the following:

• Processing steps (for example, joins, unions, sorts)
• What tables and indexes are being accessed
• Number of rows read, and so on

If you identify particular SQL activities as "runaway" tasks, you can cancel them by "deleting" the appropriate rows from
the SQC table. Any selection criteria can be used. While it is convenient, care must be taken to avoid canceling more work
than you intend, and proper security provided to restrict access to the SQC table.

Examples

Find examples using an SQC table to cancel a SQL request. The examples demonstrate canceling specific requests,
transactions, plans, and jobs.

Canceling Specific Requests by Accessor ID

See the following example of canceling SQL requests for a specific accessor ID by issuing an SQL statement to delete the
ACCESSOR_ID row from the SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table:

DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

 WHERE ACCESSOR_ID = 'accessorid';

Canceling a Specific Transaction

See the following example of canceling a specific transaction:

DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

 WHERE LUW_BEG_REQ_NBR = 999999;

Canceling a Specific Plan

See the following example of canceling SQL requests for a specific plan:

DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

 WHERE PLAN_AUTH = authid

  AND PLAN_NAME = planname;

Canceling a Specific Job

See the following example of canceling SQL requests for a specific job:

DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

 WHERE JOB_NAME = 'jobname';

or, alternatively:

DELETE FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

 WHERE RUN_UNIT = 99999;
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Processing Details

When a delete is processed, the rows in the SQC Dynamic System Table are not actually deleted. Instead, the following
steps occur:

1. A flag is set for each corresponding transaction to be aborted when the next row is read by either SQL or Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS).

2. When the request is aborted, SQLCODE -128, LUW ABORTED, is generated.
3. The application is then given the opportunity to issue a commit or rollback.
4. Until the transaction is ended, all subsequent requests to read rows are also aborted with the SQLCODE -128, but

subsequent transactions initiated by the application are not affected.

NOTE
Once the abort flag has been set, there is no way to reset it until the transaction ends. Neither is there a way to
report on which transactions have the abort flag set but have not yet ended.

Alternatives to SQC Table Deletes

Learn about the Datacom Multi-User Facility (MUF) checking if applications are still active and flagging inactive
applications for cancellation. Find also a description of the REQABORT command.

MUF Canceling of Applications

Periodically, the MUF checks if an application job is still active. If the MUF determines that an application job is not
active, the abort flag is set to abort any currently running tasks for that job in the MUF. While the interval of time between
checking on active jobs by the MUF can vary, it typically occurs approximately every 2 minutes.

REQABORT Command

You can abort a request with the REQABORT command as either a console command or a DBUTLTY function. To use
REQABORT, first use a STATUS command to obtain the request sequence number, by which you specify the request you
want to abort. A limitation of the REQABORT command is that it only aborts a single currently running request, while
canceling SQL requests by using the SQC table not only flags current requests as "to be aborted" but also flags all future
requests that read rows within the transaction.

Data Reporter Accessing Dynamic System Tables
In the Datacom/DB Reporting Facility, Data Reporter can access and read Dynamic System tables only under certain
circumstances. Review these limits and the use of RAAT commands REDKX, REDKG, and REDNX for access.

Data Reporter can access Dynamic System Tables in the following circumstances:

• Using Datacom ONLY native RAAT commands REDKX, REDKG, and REDNX to access Dynamic System tables that
DO NOT start with SQL_in the table name.

• The MUFNAME field or DIRNAME field is forced to the MUF being used and the CXX being used.
• Datacom/DB Reporting Facility now has access to simple fields for fields that are defined as TIMESTAMP.

Data Reporter CANNOT access SQL tables that are listed in SQL Tables. These tables, most of which start with SQL_, 
are accessible only using SQL.
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Directory (CXX) Related Tables
Twelve Dynamic System Tables (located in the SYS area, base 1000) have been set up to access the Directory (CXX)
related data. This group of tables provides in real time most of the Directory (CXX) information. The data is made
available in a relatively stable release-independent (or version-independent) manner.

NOTE
The CXX table data is from the MUF view. Once the definitions have been accessed, changes done in Single
User or another non-MUFplex MUF are not visible until the database is next opened in this MUF.

DIR_AREA (DRA)
One row exists in this table for every area in the Directory (CXX). Each row includes information that exists for that
specific area except for the data set information which is in the DIR_DATASET table (see DIR_DATASET (DRZ)). For
reporting, the DIR_AREA and DIR_DATASET can be easily joined, as can most of the Dynamic System Tables.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No DATACOM-NAME of the area.
AREA_SQLNAME CHAR(32) No If any table in the area is defined

in Datacom Datadictionary
as having SQL-INTENT, this
contains the SQLNAME of the
area. It is blank if any table
in the area is not defined in
Datacom Datadictionary as
having SQL-INTENT. It is also
blank after a previous Version
to a current Version conversion,
until the next catalog of the
database.

BINARY_SEARCH CHAR(1) No Contains Y or N. Specifies
whether this data area uses
the binary search algorithm.
Single table areas that do not
use compression, and that have
a sufficient number of possible
rows per block, use a binary
search algorithm for speed.

DATA_SPACE_OPTION CHAR(1) No Data space option.
0
No reclamation
1
Random reuse
2
Wrap sequential reuse
3
Clustering reuse
4
Random reuse with OLREORG
support
5
Wrap sequential reuse with
OLREORG support

DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier.
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DIR_LINK CHAR(1) No Specifies whether the CXX
link option is in place for this
data area. The CXX link option
provides an edit to assure an
area is being accessed through
the correct directory.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory (CXX)
used by this MUF.

DYN_EXT_TYPE CHAR(1) No Contains the type of value
specified for dynamic extend,
blanks if none, C if cylinders, or
T if tracks.

DYN_EXT_VALUE INTEGER No Contains the number of tracks
or cylinders to request if
dynamic extend is selected.
Contains a zero if dynamic
extend is not selected. When
dynamic extend is selected,
tracks or cylinders specified
here (if not zero) are used
during each dynamic extend.
If zero here, the VTOC JCL
secondary allocation is used.
This column is not used
during an EXTEND function in
DBUTLTY.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND CHAR(1) No Specifies whether dynamic
extends are allowed for this data
area.

GENERATION SMALLINT NO Value returned is 1 for
generation1.

HIGH_URI DECIMAL(11,0) Yes If this area has no loaded table,
or if it was loaded with URI=NO,
this field is undefined and is set
to NULL. For URI, each row in
an area is assigned a Unique
Row Identifier when it is added
or when it is loaded except for
a LOAD from a RECID=YES
BACKUP. HIGH_URI is the last
assigned number.

INSERTS INTEGER No Counter is set to zero during
a LOAD. Incremented by one
each time a row is inserted by
either SQL or record-at-a-time
into a table in this area.

LOADED_TIME TIMESTAMP Yes Date and time of area load if any
table in the area is loaded. If no
loaded table in the area, this
field is null.

LOADING CHAR(1) No Specifies whether the area is
currently being loaded.
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MOVED_RECORDS INTEGER No Number of moved records.
Records are moved during an
update to a compressed table
where the size of stored data
is larger and does not fit in the
data block. Counter is set to
zero during a load. Counter is
only an indication of volume of
moved records and can range
from 0 through 65535 only. You
can use this value to help tune
SLACK either in the LOAD utility
or in the definition of the area
in Datacom Datadictionary. You
can also use it to determine if a
reorganize is desirable.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
name of this area.

SLACK SMALLINT No Contains the value of SLACK to
reserve space in a data block
when inserting records. Value
is provided through Datacom
Datadictionary in the area
definition. It does NOT relate to
the SLACK that can be specified
during the LOAD function of
DBUTLTY.

STATUS CHAR(1) No Status of the occurrence
as provided in Datacom
Datadictionary. P is production
(PROD) status and T is TEST
status.

UNLOADING CHAR(1) No Specifies whether the area
is currently being unloaded.
Unloading reflects that either
a BACKUP or an EXTRACT
is being done and with
either the SEQ=NATIVE, or
UPDATE=YES options selected.
Other types of BACKUP or
EXTRACT are not tracked in the
Directory and not available here.

URI CHAR(1) Yes The URI status for an area with
no loaded tables is considered
unknown and is null. If a loaded
table exists, the area is URI or
not.

URI_REUSE CHAR(1) No Contains the value (Y or N)
specified for the URI-REUSE
attribute.

VERSION SMALLINT No Specifies the version of the
Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence for this area.
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DIR_COLUMN (DRC)
One record exists in this table for every column in the Directory. Each record includes information that exists for that
specific column. Column information exists only for those fields defined to Datacom Datadictionary that can contain null
values or fields which have the DBEDITS turned on or both. Fields without these options are not reflected in this table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CHANGEABLE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether a change is

allowed.
COLUMN_DEFAULT CHAR(1) Yes This column is null if the

Datacom Datadictionary
attribute DBEDITS is set to NO.
Otherwise, the column contains:
D
Standard data type defaults.
O
A literal is the default value.
N
No default which indicates
that the field must be provided
during every insert.
S
Security accessor ID is the
default value.
U
The SQL AUTHID is the default
value.

COLUMN_LENGTH INTEGER No The length of the column as it
is stored in the Datacom/DB
row. This includes 1 byte if the
column can be null plus 2 bytes
if the column is variable-length.

COLUMN_OFFSET INTEGER No The displacement or offset of
this column from the start of the
row.

COLUMN_SEQ SMALLINT No Sequence number of this
column within the columns
of the row. The first physical
column in the row (which is
nullable or has DBEDITS) has
a sequence number of 1, the
second 2, and so on.

COLUMN_SIGN CHAR(1) Yes This column is null if the field
is not one of the numeric data
types. Otherwise, this column
specifies whether this column
was defined as signed numeric.
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COLUMN_TYPE CHAR(1) Yes Column type is null if the
Datacom Datadictionary
DBEDITS attribute is set to NO.
Otherwise, this field represents
the Datacom Datadictionary field
type.
N
Numeric
D
Decimal
L
Long float
S
Short float
E
Extended float
B
Binary
W
Variable graphics
G
DBCS
C
Character
V
Variable character

COLUMN_VALUE_CHAR CHAR(20) Yes This field is null if the column
did not have the Datacom
Datadictionary DBEDITS
attribute set YES or the
default to be other than literal.
Otherwise, this is the character
form of the data placed in the
column. For variable-length
fields the first two positions is
the length of the following data
moved to the field.

COLUMN_VALUE_LEN SMALLINT Yes This field is null if the column
did not have the Datacom
Datadictionary DBEDITS
attribute set YES or the
default to be other than literal.
Otherwise, this is the length
of the literal that is placed in
the column. If this is a variable
character column, then this
length includes 2 bytes for the
length of the data.

DBEDITS CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the field
was defined with the Datacom
Datadictionary DBEDITS
attribute on or off.

DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier of the
database containing the table
containing this column.
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DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory that the
MUF is using.

FORCE_ADD CHAR(1) No Indicates whether Datacom/DB
is to force new data to this field
when inserting a row.

FORCE_UPDATE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether Datacom/DB
is to force new data to this field
when updating a row.

NULLABLE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the column
can be set to NULL.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary entity occurrence
name of this column.

SEMANTIC_TYPE CHAR(8) Yes Set to NULL if this column
was not defined to Datacom
Datadictionary with the
DBEDITS set to YES or if the
column has no semantic data
type. Otherwise, it can contain
one of the following:
DATE
SQL type date
TIME
SQL type time
TIMESTMP
SQL type timestamp
MIXED
Mixed case data
BIT-DATA
For-bit-data
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SQL_TYPE CHAR(8) Yes Set to NULL if this column
was not defined to Datacom
Datadictionary with the
DBEDITS set to YES or if this
column cannot be represented
by a data type recognized by
SQL. Otherwise, it can contain
one of the following:
NUMERIC
Zone decimal (signed or
unsigned)
DECIMAL
Packed decimal (signed or
unsigned)
FLOAT
Floating-point numbers
SQL-DATE
SQL DATE
SQL-TIME
SQL TIME
SQL-STMP
SQL TIMESTAMP
SMALLINT
2-byte binary signed number
INTEGER
4-byte binary signed number
CHAR
Character field
VARCHAR
Variable character field
VARG
Variable graphics field
GRAPHIC
Graphics field

STATUS CHAR(1) No Status of the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name
for this column.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the DATACOM-NAME
attribute-value of the table
containing this column.

VERSION SMALLINT No Version of the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name
for this column.

DIR_DATABASE (DRB)
One row exists in this table for every database in the Directory. Each row includes information for that specific database
except for the data set information which is in the DIR_DATASET table with an area name of IXX.
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NOTE
 Changes in the Version 12.0 DIR_DATABASE Dynamic System Table reflect that the information is for the IXX
data set, not all of the index data sets. Columns that were removed from DIR_DATABASE in Version 12.0 were
related to index information and can now be found in the DIR_INDEX (DRI) table.

 Column Name  SQL Data Type  Nullable  Description 
BASE_FORMAT SMALLINT No Column contains the current

database format for this DBID.
Formats 1 and 2 were used by
prior releases. A base open by
Version 15.0 is set to Format 3.

DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier.
DIR_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No The name of the Directory
(CXX) being used.

MAINTENANCE_TIME
 

TIMESTAMP Yes Date and time that the database
definition was last cataloged,
or was maintained using the
CXXMAINT options except the
ALTER option.

OCCURRENCE
 

CHAR(32) No The entity-occurrence name
for the database from Datacom
Datadictionary.

OPEN_TIME
 

TIMESTAMP Yes Date and time of the last User
Requirements Table open for
a table in this database. If the
database is currently open for
read-only, the date and time
can reflect a previous open for
update. If the table was opened
by multiple tasks concurrently,
the date and time can reflect
any of the tasks. Can be null if a
new database is cataloged and
no User Requirements Tables
have been opened.

OPEN_UPDATE_TIME
 

TIMESTAMP Yes Date and time of the last User
Requirements Table open for
update. If the table was opened
by multiple tasks concurrently,
the date and time can reflect
any of the tasks. Can be null if a
new database is cataloged and
no User Requirements Tables
have been opened.

PARTITION
 

CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the database
is partitioned.

READ_ONLY_USERS
 

CHAR(1) No Reflects whether any of
the tables in the database
are currently open with
an UPDATE=NO User
Requirements Table.

REPLICA
 

CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the database
can be replicated.
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RESTART_TIME
 

TIMESTAMP Yes Is null if a new database is
cataloged and the RESTART
processing at MUF enable has
not occurred for this database
nor has the RESET function of
DBUTLTY been done for this
base (when the database was
open). Otherwise, it is the date
and time of the last RESTART
processing or RESET function
for this base.

SQL_SECURITY
 

CHAR(1) No Indicates whether SQL Security
has been selected for the tables
in this database. 

STATUS
 

CHAR(1) No Specifies the status
of the occurrence of
the database Datacom
Datadictionary definition. P is
PROD status and T is TEST
status.

UPDATE_OWNER
 

CHAR(8) Yes If this DBID is open for update,
this is the job name from the last
open for update. If this DBID is
not open for update, this column
is null.

UPDATE_USERS
 

CHAR(1) No Specifies whether the database
is currently open for update.

VERSION
 

SMALLINT No Specifies the version
of the occurrence of
the database Datacom
Datadictionary definition.

DIR_DATASET (DRZ)
One row exists for the Directory (CXX), one for every index (IXX), and one for every data area. Each row includes
information that exists for that specific data set.

In many cases, this table can be used alone. In other cases, you can join the DIR_DIRECTORY table with the CXX row,
the DIR_DATABASE table with its IXX row for that database, and each DIR_AREA table row with its area name and
database.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No The name of the area (CXX,

IXX, or data area).
BLOCK_LENGTH SMALLINT No The length of each block in this

area.
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DATASET_NAME CHAR(44) Yes This field is null if the data set
name is not known. This can
occur for new databases before
the areas are initialized, or
the database loaded from a
Directory (CXX) backup and the
database is new, or for areas
which have not been initialized
for several versions of Datacom/
DB. Otherwise, the data set
name is present.
This field contains *virtual* if this
database is defined as virtual.

DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier (ID)
containing this area. For the
Directory (CXX) row, this field is
zero.

DEVICE CHAR(6) Yes This field is null if the area has
not been initialized since a
catalog of a new database, or
the load of a new database from
a CXX backup. Otherwise, it
contains a name representing
the type of device Datacom/DB
is using to determine device
geometries, that is, records per
track and tracks per cylinder.
Note: The virtual areas are
treated as if they reside on 3380
devices. For example, an actual
physical Index Area (IXX) might
be on a 3390 device. However,
Datacom/DB treats it as if it
resides on a 3380 device during
the run of the MUF and reports
it that way in the DIR_DATASET
(DRZ) Dynamic System Table.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory being
used by this MUF.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for
generation 1.

IN_USE_BLOCKS INTEGER No Can be zero if the area is not
initialized. Contains a count
of the number of blocks that
contains active information. If
a system failure has occurred
during maintenance processing,
this number can be inaccurate.
In Datacom/DB reporting,
IN_USE_BLOCKS and
TOTAL_BLOCKS are used to
calculate percent full.
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MAX_USED_BLOCKS INTEGER No This field can be zero if the
area has not been initialized.
Otherwise, this is a high water
mark as to how full the area has
been. In Datacom/DB reporting,
MAX_USED_BLOCKS and
TOTAL_BLOCKS are used to
calculate maximum percent full.

PARTIAL_BLOCKS INTEGER No This field is zero in the rows for
the Directory (CXX) and Index
Area (IXX), if the area is not
initialized, or if space option 0
(no reclamation) is selected.
Otherwise, this field contains the
number of blocks that probably
have space to add one or more
records. In compressed tables
and areas with multiple tables of
different lengths, for a specific
add, space may not exist. In
support of transaction backout,
some space is not actually
available until a transaction
commit. If a system failure has
occurred during maintenance
processing, this number can be
inaccurate.
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SECONDARY_CYLS SMALLINT Yes The secondary allocation is
only reported in cylinders. The
number reported is a maximum
size of 64k-1 (65535). This
number reflects size 65535 and
all larger sizes.
The size reported was the last
time the area was opened
when the base was opened
for update. During a dynamic
extend, the size is subject to the
data set having a specific JCL
DD statement with a different
secondary. The size is subject
to a CXX BACKUP function
and restored with the base
restore. The information is not
disabled if input into a back level
of Datacom and then subject to
a backup there and restored into
a 15.0 CXX. If the information
is not currently correct, then it
is corrected the next open for
update of the data set.
If the allocation was done
in average block then the
secondary size from the
JCL is converted into tracks
(rounding down) and then into
cylinders (rounding down).
If the allocation was done in
tracks then the secondary size
from the JCL is converted into
cylinders (rounding down).
Therefore, a value reported as 0
might mean no secondary or a
secondary of a size less than a
full cylinder.
This field may be null if:
The data set has not been
opened in the past with 15.0
code installed.
It was opened without the
database being opened for
update.
The area was opened in MUF
and defined as Virtual.
The area was opened for
update but was defined in the
JCL as a 'TEMP' data set (DSN
starting with &&).

TOTAL_BLOCKS INTEGER No This field may be zero if the
area has not been initialized.
Otherwise, it contains the total
number of blocks in the area.
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TOTAL_TRACKS INTEGER No This field may contain zeros
for an area not initialized.
Otherwise, it contains the
number of tracks allocated and
accepted by Datacom/DB for
use.

DIR_DIRECTORY (DRD)
A single row exists in this table to provide information about the Directory in general. Also Directory information is provided
with one row in the DIR_DATASET table with a database of zero and an area name of CXX.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREAEV
 

CHAR(1) No This column contains the current
setting for Dataset Extent
Validation, Y or N. This can be
changed by running CXXMAINT.

CURRENT_DATETIME
 

TIMESTAMP No Current timestamp from the
MUF where the request as
processed.

CXX_ENQ
 

CHAR(8) No This column contains the level
of CXX locking in effect, either
LOCAL or SYSPLEX. This
can be changed by running
CXXMAINT.

CXX_LEVEL
 

SMALLINT No The CXX compatibility level.

CXX_VERSION CHAR(6) No The directory's version, for
example '14.0' (that is 14.0
plus two blanks to make six
characters). Note that Version
15.0 runs with a CXX_VERSION
setting at 14.0.

DATACOM_TYPE
 

CHAR(2) No Type of Datacom/DB Directory
being processed. DB for
full Datacom/DB or AD for
a restricted Datacom/AD
Directory.

DATAFS
 

CHAR(1) No This column contains the current
setting for Data Fast Search, Y
or N. This can be changed by
running CXXMAINT.

DATAHU
 

CHAR(1) No This column contains the current
setting for the Data High Used
Mark, Y or N. This can be
changed by running CXXMAINT.

DBCS_DEFAULT_MIXED
 

CHAR(1) No Specifies a default that
character fields are assumed
to be Single Byte Character
Set (S) or Mixed characters (M)
allowing shift out/in characters.
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DBCS_SHIFT_CODES
 

CHAR(1) No Specifies the type of shift
codes embedded in the mixed
character fields.
I
Represents z/OS
F
Represents Fujitsu MSP
N
Means that the DBCS
feature has been disabled
in DBUTLTY in CXXMAINT
OPTION=ALTER,DBCS= by a
value of DBCS=OFF.

DIR_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory used by
this MUF.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for
generation 1.

HIGH_RUN_UNIT
 

INTEGER No Either the last run unit number
assigned to an executing
Datacom/DB job or reserved for
a job.

LANGUAGE_SUPPORT
 

CHAR(1) No K represents that Katakana
language support has been
enabled. A blank represents no
Katakana language support.

PRIMARY_DD_DBID
 

SMALLINT No The database identifier of the
primary Datacom Datadictionary
containing the DATA-DICT
database and the High-
Speed Directory. The DBID is
specified as the first value of
the Multi-User startup option
DICTIONARY.

PRIMARY_DDD_DBID
 

SMALLINT No The database identifier of the
Data Definition Directory (DDD)
used in SQL processing and by
products using SQL. The DBID
is specified as the second value
of the Multi-User startup option
DICTIONARY.

SECURE_JOBNAME
 

CHAR(1) No This column is provided for
compatibility with prior versions.

SECURE_SINGLE_USER CHAR(1) No Indicates whether you can run in
a Single User environment with
security installed.

SIMPLIFY_MODE CHAR(1) No This column contains a Y if
the CXX was initiated with
SIMPLIFY mode as Yes,
otherwise, it is N.

SQL_SUPPORT
 

CHAR(1) No Indicates if a MUF with
Multi-User startup option
SQLOPTION has executed.
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DIR_ELEMENT (DRE)
One record exists in this table for every element in the Directory. Each record includes information that exists for that
specific element.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DBID SMALLINT No Identifies the database

containing this element.
DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory used by

the MUF.
ELEMENT_LENGTH INTEGER No Contains the length of the

element.
ELEMENT_NAME CHAR(5) No Contains the short name

(DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value) assigned to the element.

ELEMENT_OFFSET INTEGER No Contains the offset or
displacement from the start
of the row to the start of this
element.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
name for this element.

SECURITY_CODE SMALLINT No The element security code in
numeric form.

STATUS CHAR(1) No Status of the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
for this element.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the DATACOM-NAME
of the table containing this
element.

VERSION SMALLINT No Version of the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
for this element.

DIR_INDEX (DRI)
One row exists for this table for every Index Area in the Directory (CXX). Each row includes information that exists for that
specific Index Area, except for the data set information that is in the DIR_DATASET table. Changes to the DIR_DATASET
(DRZ) table in Version 12.0 provide information about multiple index data sets. For reporting, the DIR_INDEX and the
DIR_DATASET tables can be easily joined, as can most of the Dynamic System Tables.

The DIR_INDEX contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Datacom name of this index

area, such as IXX for standard
indexes or other values for
partitioned indexes.

DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier
(database ID).
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DIR_LINK CHAR(1) No Specifies whether the CXX
link option is in place for this
Index Area. The CXX link option
provides an edit to help ensure
that an area is being accessed
through the correct Directory
(CXX).

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory (CXX)
used by this MUF.

DYNAMIC_EXTEND CHAR(1) No Specifies whether dynamic
extends are allowed for this
Index Area.

DYN_EXT_TYPE CHAR(1) No Contains the type of value
specified for dynamic extend.
Blank if none, C if cylinders, or T
if tracks.

DYN_EXT_VALUE INTEGER No Contains the number of tracks
or cylinders to request if
dynamic extend is selected.
Contains a zero if dynamic
extend is not selected. When
dynamic extend is selected,
tracks or cylinders specified
here (if not zero) are used
during each dynamic extend.
If zero here, the VTOC JCL
secondary allocation is used.
This field is not used during an
EXTEND function in DBUTLTY.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for
generation 1.

INDEX_FORMAT SMALLINT No Column contains the current
index format. Format 1 is
an older style index. Format
2 indexes can provide
better performance for
large databases with lots of
maintenance activity.

INDEX_LEVELS SMALLINT No The count of the number of
high-level index levels.

OLDEP CHAR(1) No Contains a Y or N to indicate
whether this Index Area was
initiated with OLDEP (old entry
point) support. The index works
more efficiently with OLDEP N.
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DIR_KEY (DRK)
One row exists in this table for every key in the Directory. Each row includes information that exists for that specific key.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AVERAGE_L0_CHGS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information

provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data block changes in a DXX
level index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized as 204, but
could possibly be set to a more
accurate number if necessary
and enough DXX level index
blocks exist for this key.

AVERAGE_L0_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records in a DXX level
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized as 300, but
could possibly be set to a more
accurate number if necessary
and enough DXX level index
blocks exist for this key.

AVERAGE_L1_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records represented in
a level one IXX index block.
Contains zero unless CBS
has performed certain types of
selection, then is initialized to
200, but could possibly be set to
a more accurate number if CBS
determines it necessary.

AVERAGE_L2_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records represented in
a level two IXX index block.
Contains zero unless CBS
has performed certain types of
selection, then is initialized to
200, but could possibly be set
to a more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 200 in an index
without two levels.
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AVERAGE_L3_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records represented in
a level three IXX index block.
Contains zero unless CBS
has performed certain types of
selection, then is initialized to
200, but could possibly be set
to a more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 200 in an index
without three levels.

AVERAGE_L4_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records represented in
a level four IXX index block.
Contains zero unless CBS
has performed certain types of
selection, then is initialized to
200, but could possibly be set
to a more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 200 in an index
without four levels.

AVERAGE_L5_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Average
data records represented in
a level five IXX index block.
Contains zero unless CBS
has performed certain types of
selection, then is initialized to
200, but could possibly be set
to a more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 200 in an index
without five levels.

CBS_IGNORE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether CBS is
allowed to use this key.. Column
is provided for prior release
compatibility. See the KEY_USE
column.

CURRENT_RECORDS INTEGER No The number of records
indexed by this key. If a system
failure has occurred during
maintenance, this number can
be inaccurate.

DBID SMALLINT No The database ID of the
database for the table that
contains this key field.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory used by
the MUF.
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DIRECT CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this key is
a direct record access key
definition.

DUPLICATE_MASTER CHAR(1) Yes This field is null if this is not the
master key. For a master key,
this field indicates if duplicate
master keys are permitted.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for
generation 1.

INDEX_NAME CHAR(3) No This column contains the
index name. It is either IXX
(the default) or an index area
name when using Multi-Dataset
Indexes.

KEY_ID SMALLINT No The key ID of this key.
KEY_LENGTH SMALLINT No Total length of the key to index.
KEY_NAME CHAR(5) No The name of this key.
KEY_STATUS CHAR(8) No This column contains status

information for the key. More
than one status can be listed
for a given key as appropriate.
Status codes are as follows:
AD
AD signifies the key was added
through an APPLYCXX but the
process of populating the index
which makes the key usable is
not complete.
DL
DL indicates that the key was
deleted through an APPLYCXX
but the process of removing
the key from the index is not
complete.
LD
LD signifies that the key is
loaded and ready for use.
NL
NL signifies that the key is not
loaded or available to the user.

KEY_SQLNAME CHAR(32) No The SQL name for this key. It
contains blanks if the table is
not SQLable, or if the database
has not been cataloged since
installation of Release 9.0.

KEY_USE CHAR(8) No Contains the value specified
for the KEY_USAGE attribute.
Possible values are:
ANY
RAAT
CBS/SQL
NONE
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MASTER CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this key is the
master key for this table.

NATIVE CHAR(1) No Specifies whether this key is
the native sequence key for this
table.

NIL CHAR(1) No Specifies whether this key is to
have nil values placed in the
index. Nil represents low values
or blanks.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No The Datacom Datadictionary
entity-occurrence name for this
key definition.

PARENT_DBID SMALLINT Yes This field is null if this key is not
subject to an SQL referential
integrity constraint. If this is
a FOREIGN key, this field
contains the database identifier
of database for the table which
is referenced.

PARENT_TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) Yes This field is null if this key is not
subject to an SQL referential
integrity constraint. If this is
a FOREIGN key, this field
contains the short name
(DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value) of the table which is
referenced.

STATUS CHAR(1) No Status of the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
for this key.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the short name
(DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value) of the table containing
key field.

UNIQUE_KEY CHAR(1) No Specifies whether this key
is subject to the unique key
constraint.

UNIQUE_SEARCHED INTEGER No Number of rows indexed when
the unique counts in this keys
fields was generated. This is
done during a LOAD, RETIX
(except KEYNAME=*data), and
REPORT ...,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES.
Note: If a key is dynamically
added through an APPLYCXX,
these are updated after the
key entries for the new key are
added to the index.
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UNIQUE_TIME TIMESTAMP Yes This field can be null if
a LOAD, RETIX (except
KEYNAME=*DATA) or
REPORT ...,TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES
has not been done since this
key was defined or added new
to the Directory. Otherwise, it
is the date when the index was
scanned and the unique count
fields were last computed.
Note: If a key is dynamically
added through an APPLYCXX,
these are updated after the
key entries for the new key are
added to the index.

USES_RAAT INTEGER No A count of initial locate/read
record-at-a-time commands
against this key definition.
The count is incremented
by one for every LOC/RED/
RDU/CNT command with KY/
KG/KR/KL/KX/KI or GSETL
command. This counter stops
being incremented at one less
than two gigs until reset to
zero during the next LOAD,
RETIX, or CXXMAINT with
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=
RESET_KEY_USES.

USES_SAAT INTEGER No Provides a general key usage
count, the times a SELFR
command selected this key for
a traversal set. This does not
include population counting or
key usage to determine if the
key is used in the completion
of the request. This count does
not include use of the command
by SQL. This counter stops
being incremented at one less
than two gigs until reset to
zero during the next LOAD,
RETIX, or CXXMAINT with
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=
RESET_KEY_USES.
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USES_SQL INTEGER No Provides a general key usage
count, the times a SELFR
command selected this key for
a traversal set. This does not
include population counting or
key usage to determine if the
key is used in the completion
of the request. This count only
includes use of the command
by SQL. This counter stops
being incremented at one less
than two gigs until reset to
zero during the next LOAD,
RETIX, or CXXMAINT with
OPTION=ALTER,OPTION2=
RESET_KEY_USES.

VARIANCE_L0_CHGS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a DXX level
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to zero, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if CBS
determines it necessary.

VARIANCE_L0_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a DXX level
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to zero, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if CBS
determines it necessary.

VARIANCE_L1_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a level one IXX
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to 20, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if CBS
determines it necessary.
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VARIANCE_L2_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a level two IXX
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to 20, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 20 in an index
without two levels.

VARIANCE_L3_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a level three
IXX index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to 20, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 20 in an index
without three levels.

VARIANCE_L4_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a level four IXX
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to 20, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 20 in an index
without four levels.

VARIANCE_L5_RIDS SMALLINT No Internal CBS information
provided as a possible assist
in support issues. Variance
in the average data records
represented in a level five IXX
index block. Contains zero
unless CBS has performed
certain types of selection,
then is initialized to 20, but
could possibly be set to a
more accurate number if
CBS determines it necessary.
Remains 0 or 20 in an index
without five levels.
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VERSION SMALLINT No Version of the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
for this key.

DIR_KEY_FIELD (DRF)
One record exists in this table for every key field in the Directory. Each record includes information that exists for that
specific key field.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DBID SMALLINT No Identifies the database

containing this key field.
DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory used by

this MUF.
FIELD_DECIMAL CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this field is

Packed Decimal type sensitive.
FIELD_FLOAT CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this field is

FLOAT data type sensitive.
FIELD_LENGTH SMALLINT No Contains the length of this key

field.
FIELD_NULLABLE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this field can

be null.
FIELD_NUMERIC CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this field is

numeric (zoned decimal) data
type sensitive.

FIELD_OFFSET INTEGER No Offset or displacement from the
start of the row to the start of
this field.

FIELD_ORDER CHAR(1) No Order of the field with either
an A for ascending or a D for
descending.

FIELD_SIGN_INT CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this field is a
signed integer (binary number)
data type sensitive.

FIELD_UNIQUE INTEGER No Number of rows indexed to be
unique assuming all fields of this
key are from the left through this
key field. This field can be zero
for a new table or key. The value
is set during the LOAD, RETIX
(not if KEYNAME=*DATA), or
REPORT ...TYPE=G,UPDATE=YES.

KEY_FIELD_SEQ SMALLINT No Sequence number (1 -- n) of this
field within this key definition.

KEY_NAME CHAR(5) No The short name (DATACOM-
NAME attribute-value) of the key
containing this field.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary entity-occurrence
name for this field.
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STATUS CHAR(1) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary status of this
field.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the short name
(DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value) of the table containing
key field.

VERSION SMALLINT No Contains the version of the
Datacom Datadictionary entity-
occurrence for this key field.

DIR_PART_COLUMNS (DRP)
Learn about the DIR_PART_COLUMNS (DRP), a Directory (CXX) Related Table, in Datacom. DIR_PART_COLUMNS is a
Dynamic System Table that provides information about partitioning columns.

This table contains information about partitioning columns.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

COLUMN_LENGTH INTEGER No Contains the column
length being used.
COLUMN_LENGTH is the entire
field as stored in the data row.

COLUMN_OFFSET INTEGER No Contains the column offset into
the row, starting from zero.

COLUMN_SEQ SMALLINT No Contains the column sequence
within partitioning columns.

DATA_FORMAT CHAR(2) No Contains the format of the data,
where:

CH
Indicates character.

DT
Indicates an SQL
DATE.

TM
Indicates an SQL
TIME.

TS
Indicates an SQL
TIMESTAMP.

NM
Indicates numeric.

DBID SMALLINT No Indicates the database ID
containing the partitioned table.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory (CXX)
used by this MUF.

FULL_TABLE CHAR(3) No Provides the table name of the
full table.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

HIGH_LENGTH SMALLINT No Contains the length of the
highest value to reside in
this partition. A length of
zeros indicates the concept
of high-value. Must match
COLUMN_LENGTH when not
character. If character, this is the
length that is used to compare,
such as a 100 byte-character
column, but only the first 25
bytes are compared.

HIGHEST_VALUE CHAR(60) Yes Contains a character
representation of the highest
value to reside in this partition
when the format is not
character. When it is character,
this contains the actual high
value and so might not be
printable as is. Character data
is left justified. Numeric data is
right-justified. If numeric data is
signed, the rightmost position
contains a minus sign for
negative or a blank for positive.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Contains the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence name
for the field.

PARTITIONS SMALLINT No Contains the number of
partitions for this Parent table.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the table name of the
partition.

TABLE_NEXT CHAR(3) No Contains the table name of
the next partition of this Parent
table, in data value order.

TABLE_ORDER SMALLINT No Indicates the table order within
partitions. Specifies that this is
the first partition, or the second,
and so on.

TABLE_PREV CHAR(3) No Contains the table name of the
previous partition of this Parent
table, in data value order.

DIR_TABLE (DRT)
Learn about the structure of the Datacom Director (CXX) table DIR_TABLE. The DIR_TABLE contains records of each
table in the CXX.
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One record exists in this table for every table in the Directory. Each record includes information that exists for that specific
table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No The short name (DATACOM-NAME
attribute-value) of the area containing the
table.

ANY_AUTHID CHAR(32) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Any Parent
SQL AUTHID.

ANY_SQLNAME CHAR(32) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Any Parent
SQL name.

ANY_TABLE CHAR(3) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Any Parent
name.

CHILD_RESTRICTED CHAR(1) Yes If this table is partitioned, this column
indicates whether users can access the
Child table directly, Y or N. If this table is
not partitioned, this column is null.

CHNG_MASTER_KEY CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the Master Key can be
changed during update processing.

CLUSTER_KEY_ID SMALLINT No Specifies the Cluster Key ID. (If clustering
by table, the Cluster Key is 0.)

CLUSTER_KEY_LEN SMALLINT No Specifies the Cluster Key length for the
table. (If clustering is by table, the Cluster
Key length is 3.)

COMPRESS_EXIT CHAR(8) No Name of the user compression routine.
Blanks if no user compression for this table.

COMPRESSION CHAR(1) No Indicates whether Datacom/DB
compression is active in the table.

CURR_CONSTRAINT_ER CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this table currently has a
constraint error.

CURR_FWD_RCV_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this table currently is
in check pending status due to a forward
recovery utility execution.

CURR_LOAD_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this table currently is in
check pending status due to a load utility
execution.

CURR_RELATED_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this table currently is in a
check pending status due to a related table
being in check pending status.

DBID SMALLINT No Specifies the database identifier of the
database containing this table.

DD_DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database identifier of the
Datacom Datadictionary that last cataloged
this definition to the Directory (CXX). The
field can be zeros for bases built during a
CXX load.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

DEFINITION_POSTED CHAR(1) No Contains a C if the definition was last
posted to the Directory (CXX) with a
Datacom Datadictionary CATALOG or an
SQL CREATE TABLE. Contains a D if the
definition was last posted to the CXX with a
DBUTLTY CXXMAINT OPTION=DDPROD.
Contains a blank if the definition was
last posted to the Directory (CXX) with a
DBUTLTY LOAD function.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the Directory (CXX) used by this
MUF.

DL1T_CONSTRAINT CHAR(1) No Indicates that Datacom DL1 Transparency
constraints are in effect for this table. See
the Datacom DL1 Transparency user
documentation for more information.

DOMAIN_CONSTRAINT CHAR(1) No Indicates that Datacom/DB domain
constraints are in effect for this table.

DUP_MASTER_KEY CHAR(1) No Indicates whether duplicate Master Key
values are allowed.

ENCRYPTION_KEY CHAR(8) No Encryption key provided through Datacom
Datadictionary for the table when using
user compression with the Datacom
Presspack feature.

ENCRYPTION_METHOD CHAR(1) No Indicates the method of encryption to use.
Contains one of the following:
- Blank - No encryption
- A - AES-128
- B - AES-191
- C - AES-256

ENCRYPTION_TYPE CHAR(1) No Indicates the type of encryption to use.
Contains one of the following:
- Blank - No encryption
- B - Basic encryption performed by
Datacom/DB with no key management

FULL_AUTHID CHAR(32) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Full Parent
SQL AUTHID.

FULL_SQLNAME CHAR(32) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Full Parent
SQL name.

FULL_TABLE CHAR(3) Yes If this is a partition, this is the Full Parent
name.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for generation 1.
HIST_CONSTRAINT_ER CHAR(1) No Indicates whether data in the row or

rows violated an integrity constraint or
constraints, but was confirmed with the
force option.

HIST_FORCED_OFF CHAR(1) No Indicates whether a constraint condition
was forced off.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

HIST_FWD_RCV_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table was in check
pending status due to forward recovery
when the table was confirmed with the force
option.

HIST_LOAD_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table was in check
pending status due to a LOAD utility when
the table was confirmed with the force
option.

HIST_RELATED_PEND CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table was in check
pending status due to a related table when
this table was confirmed with the force
option.

INDEX_LOADED CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the Index is loaded for
data in this area.

KEY_ELEMENT_LENGTH INTEGER No Number of bytes of memory that is required
to contain this tables key, element and any
column information.

LOGOPTION CHAR(1) No Indicates whether logging is active for the
table.

MOVE_TO_NEW_PART CHAR(1) Yes If this table is partitioned, this column
indicates whether an update is allowed to
move a row to a different partition, Y or N.
If this table is not partitioned, this column is
null.

NEW_DBID CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the DBID was changed
using the NEWDBID option during
a LOAD AREA=CXX or CXXMAINT
OPTION=DDPROD utility.

OCCURRENCE CHAR(32) No Datacom Datadictionary occurrence name
for this table.

PARTITION_TABLE CHAR(1) No Contains a Y if this table is a partition, or
contains an N if this table is not a partition.

PIPELINE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the pipeline maintenance
option is active for this table.

RECORDS INTEGER No Number of records in table. If a system
failure has occurred during add/delete
processing, this number can be inaccurate.

RECORD_LENGTH INTEGER No The length of the user data. Does not
include the Datacom/DB Record Control
Element (RCE) of 12 (or 4) bytes.

RECOVERY CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the recovery option is
activated for this table.

REFERENCES_IN_BASE CHAR(1) Yes Is set to null if the table is not defined with
referential integrity to another table. If the
table is referenced or referencing, then this
field indicates if all relationships to this table
exist in this same database.

SQL_AUTHID CHAR(32) No Contains the SQL AUTHID (authorization
ID) of this table. Contains blanks if the table
has no SQL access.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SQL_INTENT CHAR(1) No Specifies the status of the SQL:
Y - if the table has been defined with full
SQL access
R - if the table is SQL read-only
N - if no SQL access is allowed
* (asterisk) - if unknown because the
structure was cataloged before the SQL
INTENT option was supported.

STATUS CHAR(1) No Specifies the status of the Datacom
Datadictionary occurrence which defined
this table.

TABLE_CONSTRAINED CHAR(1) No Indicates whether SQL has constrained this
table.

TABLE_ID SMALLINT No Internal table identifier for this table.

TABLE_LOADED CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table is loaded.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the DATACOM-NAME attribute-
value of the table.

TABLE_REFERENCED CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table is referenced
in another table (is the subject of a
relationship with another table).

TABLE_REFERENCING CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table references
another table (the object of a relationship
with another table).

TABLE_SQLNAME CHAR(32) No The SQL name for this table if it is SQL
accessible. It contains blanks if the table is
not SQL accessible.

TABLE_TRIGGER CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the table has one or
more SQL triggers.

VERSION SMALLINT No The version of the Datacom Datadictionary
occurrence defining this table.

DIR_VOLUMES (DRV)
Volume information is NOT stored in the Directory (CXX) however, the data set name is known most of the time in z/
OS and also in z/VSE when Datacom Datadictionary is in use. In the case where the data set name is known, the z/OS
catalog or Datacom Datadictionary catalog is queried to get a list of volume serial numbers for cataloged areas. Each
known volume serial number for each data set is represented in this table with a unique record.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains CXX for the Directory

row, IXX for each Index Area
row, or the data area name for
each data area row.

DBID SMALLINT No Contains zero for the Directory
row, else contains the database
ID where the area is contained.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No Contains the name of the
Directory used by the MUF.
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VOLSER CHAR(6) No Volume serial number which
contains one or more extents of
this area.

VOLUME_SEQ SMALLINT No Within one area, contains
the sequence number of this
volume serial. The volume
containing the first extent (or
set of extents) has a sequence
number of 1. The volume (if any)
containing the next extent (or
set of extents) has a sequence
number of 2, and so forth.

Multi-User Facility Related Tables
The following Dynamic System Tables (located in the SYS area, base 1000) provide information about the MUF
environment and activity. They provide information in real time about current conditions or a summary of information/
events that has occurred from the start of this MUF to the current time. This information can be acquired and used
immediately, or could be saved in other user-defined tables. The information could be requested at intervals, and the
differences used or saved in other user-defined tables.

System Statistical Information

The following tables exist to provide data equivalent to the PXX system statistics.

• MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA)
• MUF_SYSTEMS_STATS (MSS)
• MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT)

Startup Option Information

The following tables exist to provide data about the MUF startup options (or the current values for this type of information).

• MUF_ACCESS (MFZ)
• MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY)
• MUF_CDC (MCD)
• MUF_CDC_BASE_TABLE (MCT)
• MUF_CDCL (MCL)
• MUF_CONFIG (MCF)
• MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC)
• MUF_OPTIONS (MFO)
• MUF_PRODUCTS (MFP)
• MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT (MDO)
• MUF-SYSOUT (MFG)
• MUF_XCF (MFX)

Other Information

The following tables provide various other kinds of information.
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• MUF_ACCESS_AREA (MFN)
• MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS (MFQ)
• MUF_BUF_USE (MBU)
• MUF_CBS (MCB)
• MUF_CBS_OLD_SETS (MCO)
• MUF-DATA_SHARING (MFD)
• MUF_IDENTITY (MFI)
• MUF_INTERNAL_STATS (MFV)
• MUF_LOCKS_VALUE (MFK)
• MUF_LOGGING (MFL)
• MUF_MEM_DETAIL (MMD)
• MUF_MEM_SUMMARY (MMS)
• MUF_ML_DUMPS_PREV (MFF)
• MUF_ML_DUMPS_PXX (MFE)
• MUF_OPEN_BASES (MFB)
• MUF_RATES (MFR)
• MUF_RETURN_CODES (MFU)
• MUF_SMP_STATS (MFW)
• MUF_SMP_TASK (MFM)
• MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI)
• MUF_TCB_OR_SRB (MTC)

MUF_ACCESS (MFZ)
This table contains access information. One row exists in this table for every database known to the Directory (CXX). This
table reflects the Multi-User startup option ACCESS setting, as modified by any utility or console ACCESS changes. The
ACCESS can be set for databases which are not currently defined to the Directory, but they cannot, however, be queried
with this table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database ID.
MAINTENANCE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether maintenance

can currently be done to this
database.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

OPEN_STATUS CHAR(6) No Contains the current open status
of this database. Contains
CLOSED if the MUF does
not have this database open.
Contains WRITE if this MUF has
the database open with update
authority. Contains READ if this
MUF has the database open
without update authority.

OPTIMIZE_OPEN CHAR(1) No Contains Y or N to indicate
the setting of the OPTIMIZE
Multi-User startup option for this
database ID.
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TYPE_ACCESS CHAR(5) No Contains the type of access
allowed for User Requirements
Table (URT) opens. OFF
indicates NO opens are allowed.
UTLTY indicates opens are
only allowed by DBUTLTY
functions. READ indicates
opens are allowed for URTs with
UPDATE=NO. WRITE indicates
that all opens are allowed.

MUF_ACCESS_AREA (MFN)
This table contains information about the area level access function. One row exists in this table for every area that has
one of the following conditions:

• Has been specified in the DBUTLTY function ACCESS specifying both the DBID= and AREA= keywords.
• Has been opened by an execution of DBUTLTY function RECOVERY OPTION=BACKWARD.
• Has been opened by an execution of a DBUTLTY function that included the keyword MULTUSE=YES (BACKUP,

EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT, LOAD, REORG, RETIX).

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains the area name.
DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database ID.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

TYPE_ACCESS CHAR(5) No Type of access in effect, OFF
or READ (WRITE is implied for
missing rows).

TYPE_ACCESS_USER CHAR(5) No Type of access set by user
using DBUTLTY ACCESS with
DBID and area name. Possible
values are OFF, READ, UTLTY,
or WRITE.

TYPE_ACCESS_UTLTY CHAR(5) No Type of access set by a
DBUTLTY function (BACKUP,
EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT,
LOAD, REORG, RETIX) using
the keyword MULTUSE=YES
(excludes the ACCESS
function). Possible values are
READ, UTLTY, or WRITE.

WHICH_UTLTY CHAR(8) No Contains blanks if the previously
shown TYPE_ACCESS_UTLTY
column contains WRITE,
else contains BACKUP,
EXTEND, EXTRACT, INIT,
LOAD, RECOVERY, REORGB,
REORGL, or RETIX.
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MUF_ACCOUNTING (MFY)
This table is for the Accounting Facility. It provides the startup information and the current information about each
Accounting table. One row exists for each Accounting table defined as a startup option.

Before Version 12.0, you could perform certain kinds of maintenance (inserts and deletes) on this table, but beginning with
Version 12.0, that functionality has been moved to the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) Dynamic System Table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
BUFFER_SIZE INTEGER No The size of the buffer as

provided in the startup option.
CONFLICTS INTEGER No Number of entries in the

Accounting table that had
exclusive control held by a user
application when a spill was
initiated.

DBID SMALLINT No The database ID containing this
Accounting table.

ENTRIES INTEGER No Number of entries in the in-
memory Accounting buffer.

LOCATES INTEGER No Number of entries retrieved
into the Accounting buffers
including existing entries in the
Accounting table with reclaimed
internal space.

LOCATES_STARTED INTEGER No Number of times that a group of
locates were performed for the
Accounting table.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

PHYSICAL_READWRITE INTEGER No Physical I/O (EXCPs) issued
on behalf of requests for this
Accounting table.

RECLAIMED INTEGER No Number of in-memory table
entries reused after a spill,
that is, the number of entries
for which a LOCATE was not
required.

SKIPPED INTEGER No Number of entries that were not
immediately processed due to
exclusive control conflicts.

SPILLING CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this
Accounting table is currently
being spilled.

SPILLS_INTERNAL INTEGER No Number of spills initiated to
decrease the number of entries
unavailable.

SPILLS_THRESHOLD INTEGER No Number of times that the
threshold parameter value was
exceeded and a spill was done.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the Accounting table.
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TABLE_STATUS CHAR(1) No Current Accounting table status.
Contains O for open or C for
closed.

THRESHOLD INTEGER No Current value (nnnnn) of the
threshold counter. Defines how
long changes to an Accounting
table can be buffered in the
Accounting buffer before being
spilled to the normal buffers.

TOTAL_ADDS INTEGER No Number of adds which were
done to this Accounting table.

TOTAL_REQUESTS DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times this Accounting
table was used. This value is
determined by the conditional
expression, if there is one.

TOTAL_UPDATES INTEGER No Number of times that records
in the Accounting table were
updated.

UNAVAILABLE INTEGER No Number of user application
requests that had to wait due to
insufficient memory allocated by
the buffer parameter.

MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS (MFQ)
Learn about the Multi-User Facility Related Table MUF_ACTIVE_TASKS (MFQ). Use the table to get status information
about active tasks. Find descriptions, SQL data types, and whether the column is nullable.

This table provides status information about active tasks. One row exists for every task area which is attached. This table
has characteristics in common with the console status command and the DBUTLTY status function. You can query task
areas that are currently attached. These task areas include query task areas being attached with normal user jobs, being
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attached by Datacom STAR, or being attached by internal Datacom/DB system tasks such as the ACCT (Accounting
Facility) or index queue functions.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

BUFFER_REFERENCES INTEGER No The number of index and data
buffers that are referenced by
this task, starting when the
request is accepted by the MUF.

CPU_TIME CHAR(6) Yes This column contains the total
CPU time for this request if you
have chosen to keep track of
CPU time by specifying YES
for the cpu-time parameter
on the ACCTPRM Multi-User
startup option. The format
is mmm:ss, where mmm is
minutes and ss is seconds.
Otherwise this column is null.
For more information, see the
performance note for cpu-time in
ACCTPRM. Because CPU time
is only computed periodically,
tasks that are actively running
might not include all of their
CPU time.

CURRENT_STATUS CHAR(15) No The status of a task area is the
same as is documented for the
console status command. For
more information, see COMM
STATUS.

DB_COMMAND CHAR(5) No The five-character record-at-a-
time or set-at-a-time command
being executed or last executed.
This field can contain certain
internal commands that are only
used by Support.

DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database ID.
DURATION CHAR(6) No The duration of the current

request in the format mmm:ss
where mmm is minutes and
ss is seconds. A duration of
000:00 is provided if the request
is complete or not yet accepted
by the MUF. The minutes wrap
after 999.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

EOJ_OK CHAR(1) No The EOJ_OK option allows MUF
to EOJ without the application
closing all URTs. The column
can be either Y, S, or N.
- Y and N reflect the URT
DBURSTR macro parameter
EOJ_OK.
- S indicates MUF EOJ_OK
S=YES has been set for this
Datacom Server task.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The name of the job currently in
the task area. Names starting
with an asterisk (*) are internal
to Datacom/DB.

LOCK_VALUE CHAR(64) No Provides a character string of
the row lock or value lock upon
which is being waited, similar in
format to the console STATUS
function. The first six characters
of the lock value are provided in
the status after WAIT E/C.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

MUFPLEX_OWNER CHAR(2) No The MUFplex number at which
the task owning a row or value
lock resides, if this is a remote
wait for exclusive control.

OPTIONAL_ID CHAR(16) No For CICS transactions, contains
the transaction ID, terminal
ID, operator ID, and sequence
number. For Datacom Server,
contains the logical terminal
name. For DBUTLTY, contains
literal "DBUTLTY" followed by
the DBUTLTY utility function.
Otherwise, this field is blank.

OWNER_TASK SMALL INTEGER No If the status is WAIT E/C, the
number of the task which owns
the lock is reported. Some
locks have an owner which
is the MUF itself and not a
specific task, in which case the
OWNER_TASK is reported as
a zero (0). This does not occur
for data row locks but does for
some of the value locks.

PHYSICAL_EXCPS INTEGER No The number of physical I/
O events done by this task,
starting when the request is
accepted by the MUF.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

REQUEST_SEQ_NO INTEGER No The internal request sequence
number. It starts at one
when the MUF starts and is
incremented for each request.
It wraps as necessary. It is
typically used to see that the
system is performing new work
and to determine if a long-
running user application is
looping. The entire number (if
fewer than 6 digits or else the
low order 6 digits) can be used
in the REQABORT utility to
cancel a request if desired.

RUN_TIME CHAR(6) No The amount of time this request
has been running, minus the
amount of time it has been in a
Datacom controlled wait. The
format is mmm:ss, where mmm
is minutes and ss is seconds.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No The internal number that is
assigned by Datacom/DB to
each Datacom job. This number
is reported in various possible
messages relating to the job.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the table.
TASK_NUMBER SMALL INTEGER No The number of the task area

being used for this request, also
known as the RWTSA number.
The low numbers are allocated
for user applications based on
the TASKS Multi-User startup
option, followed by internal
Datacom/DB system task areas.

TRN_SEQ_NO CHAR(8) No Provides the transaction
sequence number (TSN) if the
current task is in a transaction,
or provides blanks if the current
task is not in a transaction.

TSN_DURATION CHAR(6) No Provides the duration of the
transaction if the current task
is in a transaction, or provides
blanks if the current task is not
in a transaction. The format
of the duration is similar to
the current request in that it is
provided as mmm:ss, except
that a time of zero is set to all
blanks and a time greater than
999 minutes is set to +++:++.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

USER_PATH Char (5) No USER_PATH specifies the path
from the user application to the
MUF and can be as follows:

LOCALLOCAL is the PATH if
the user and the MUF
are on the same system
and none of the following
options were selected.

XCF XCF is the PATH if the z/
OS XCF facility is being
used for communication.

CCI CCI is the PATH if the
CAICCI facility is being
used for communication.

IUCV IUCV is the PATH
if the z/VSE IUCV
facility is being used for
communication.

*MUF* Request was generated
by MUF itself. This
includes system
requests, and console
or console like requests
which require an
RWTSA, and restart
rollback requests.

UNKN UNKN is the PATH
if the path cannot be
determined (this PATH is
not expected to occur).

USER_JOBID Char (8) No USER_JOBID is the z/OS
JOBID identification of the user
application. This may be blanks.

USER_RQ_DATA CHAR(32) No Associated with each active
request is 32 bytes of user
request data. For record-
at-a-time and set-at-a-time
commands this data is passed
by the user application program.
When running a transparency,
the transparency provides
the information. Requests
that are a part of SQL contain
various values. The format
and content from all sources is
unpredictable.

USER_SYSTEM_NAME Char (8) No USER_SYSTEM_NAME is the
system name, where the user
application called the interface.
This may be blanks.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

WAIT_DURATION CHAR(6) Yes If this task is waiting, this
column contains the total
amount of time since this wait
began. The format is mmm:ss,
where mmm is minutes and ss
is seconds. If the task is not in a
wait, this column is null.

WAIT_TIME Char(6) No Specifies the total wait time that
this request was not selected
by the MUF for processing,
excluding a current wait, if
any, whose time is in WAIT
DURATION.

MUF_AREA_STATS (MFA)
In this table, one row exists for every area that has been opened by the MUF including the control areas Directory (CXX),
Log Area (LXX), and Force Area (FXX), and for user index and data areas.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Area name. Includes the

Directory (CXX), Log Area
(LXX), Force Area (FXX),
Index Area (IXX), Statistics and
Diagnostics Area (PXX) and
user data areas.

BEGIN_TIME TIMESTAMP No The date and time of the MUF
enable.

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No The current date and time.
DBID SMALLINT No The database ID for a data area

or the index to a data area. It is
zero for the Directory, Log Area,
Force Area, and the Statistics
and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

LOGICAL_READS DECIMAL(11,0) No Logical read of any block in this
area. A Directory, log, index,
or data block having been
physically read from DASD may
stay in memory and be used
again and again. Each of these
uses is a logical read.

LOGICAL_WRITES DECIMAL(11,0) No Logical write of any block in
this area. An add, update, or
delete of a record generates
one logical write to the data
area.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.
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PHYSICAL_READS DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of I/O requests made
against this area to read
one or more blocks of DASD
information.

PHYSICAL_WRITES DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of I/O requests made
against this area to write
one or more blocks of DASD
information.

MUF_BUF_CONTENT (MBC)
In the MUF_BUF_CONTENT Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each DBID or area and DBID which has been
defined to use an alternate buffer pool. The table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Datacom name of the area if the

buffer pool content was set at
the area level. If the buffer pool
content was set at the database
level, the value is blanks.

DBID SMALLINT No The database Identifier.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

POOL_NAME CHAR(6) No The name of the alternate buffer
pool this entity is using.

MUF_BUF_USE (MBU)
In the MUF_BUF_USE Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each buffer pool defined to the MUF. This includes the
four standard buffer pools. The table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
BUFFER_SIZE INTEGER No Contains the size of one buffer

in this pool. The size reflects
any rounding and adjustment
based on internal requirements
or other options.

BUFFER_USED_1
 

DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a buffer in this
pool was referenced for the
first-time, after the buffer was
read form DASD or copied from
MRDF.

BUFFER_USED_2
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a buffer in
this pool was referenced for a
second time, after the buffer
was read form DASD or copied
from MRDF.
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BUFFER_USED_3
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a buffer in
this pool was referenced for a
third time, after the buffer was
read form DASD or copied from
MRDF.

BUFFER_USED_4
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a buffer in
this pool was referenced for a
fourth time, after the buffer was
read form DASD or copied from
MRDF.

BUFFER_USED_5
 

DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a buffer in this
pool was referenced for a fifth
time (and a sixth time, and a
seventh time, and so on), after
the buffer was read form DASD
or copied from MRDF.

MUF_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

NUMBER_OF_BUFFERS
 

INTEGER No Count of buffers currently
specified for this pool. For the
standard buffer pools, the count
includes any FLEXPOOL buffers
currently specified.

POOL_NAME
 

CHAR(6) No The name of the standard pool.
The standard pools are DATA,
DATA_2, DXX, and IXX.

MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA (MPA)
The MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA Dynamic System Table contains information about each area that has been opened and
defined to use an alternate buffer pool.

In the MUF_BFR_POOL_AREA Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each area that has been opened and which
has been defined to use an alternate buffer pool with MUF startup commands:

• BUFFER_POOL_DATA
• BUFFER_POOL_INDEX

The table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Datacom name of the specific

area that has been opened.
DBID SMALLINT No The database Identifier (ID) for

the specific Buffer Pool by Area.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.
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TYPE CHAR(5) No Specifies the definition used for
the specific area. TYPE can be
either DATA or INDEX. The use
of INDEX is for the entire index
area containing both high-level
IXX blocks and low-level DXX
blocks and not a facility ised
with SYSPOOL, DATAPOOL, or
BUFER_POOL_DEF definitions.
INDEX also provides the most
recently used blocks to be in the
pool regardless of IXX or DXX.
At any one time, every buffer
can contain just IXX blocks,
DXX blocks, or any combination.

REQ_SIZE INTEGER No Specifies what was provided in
the definition.

CLASS CHAR(6) No Specifies the type of strategy
used with the REQ_SIZE count.
It can be:
• INIT to use the initialized

blocks at the time the area is
last opened

• HIGH to use the high use
block meaning the highest
block number containing
data

• ACTIVE to use the current
number of blocks that have
data. This excludes blocks
that have been used but all
rows are deleted.

• BYTES to provide the
number of bytes of memory
to use for the pool

• BLOCKS to provide the
number of blocks to be
multiplied by the block size
to get the memory to use for
the pool.

BUFFER_SIZE SMALLINT No Specifies the size of the buffer
being used for the specific pool.
It is rounded from the provided
size or the actual area size to a
multiple of 32

BLOCKS_INIT INTEGER No Provides the number of blocks
initialized for the area at the
time of the report. This includes
blocks at the last area open plus
any dynamic extends after that
open.

POOL_SIZE DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the size in bytes for
the memory used to contain the
buffers at the time of the report.
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POOL_BLOCKS INTEGER No Specifies the count of blocks
within this specific pool at the
time of the report.

POOL_PCT SMALLINT No Specifies the percentage of the
blocks in the pool to the number
of blocks initialized at the time
of the report. It will not match
the percent requested with INIT
if any dynamic extends have
happened since the last open or
last resize.

HIGH_BLOCKS INTEGER No Specifies the count of high used
blocks at the time of the report.
It is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier.

HIGH_PCT SMALLINT No Specifies the percentage of high
used blocks to the initialized
blocks at the time of the report.
It is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier.

ACTIVE_BLOCKS INTEGER No Specifies the count of in-use
blocks at the time of the report.
It is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier.

ACTIVE_PCT SMALLINT No Specifies the percentage of
in use blocks to the initialized
blocks at the time of the report.
It is provided to make tuning
adjustments easier.

REMOVED_BLOCKS DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the count of times
the USED 1 count was forced
to remove a memory block to
read another. It is provided to
make tuning adjustments easier
by understanding the USED 1.
All buffers are cleared at the
initial open and at an area close.
Following an area open, USED
1 are not counted in REMOVED
BLOCKS.

REMOVED_PCT SMALLINT No Specifies the percent of the
REMOVED BLOCKS to the
USED 1 count. Normally,
the percentage ranges from
0 to 100. However, use of
ONLINE_AREA_MOVE,
Block Size Alter 24x7, or
ONLINE_TABLE_MOVE can
generate a second 100 percent
on the new area.
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BUFFER_USED_1 DECIMAL(13,0) No Similar to other SYSPOOL,
DATAPOOL, and
BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
It is the count of a block first
being used after being read from
DASD.

BUFFER_USED_2 DECIMAL(11,0) No Similar to other SYSPOOL,
DATAPOOL, and
BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
It is the count of a block being
reused a second time.

BUFFER_USED_3 DECIMAL(11,0) No Similar to other SYSPOOL,
DATAPOOL, and
BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
It is the count of a block being
reused a third time.

BUFFER_USED_4 DECIMAL(11,0) No Similar to other SYSPOOL,
DATAPOOL, and
BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
It is the count of a block being
reused a fourth time.

BUFFER_USED_5 DECIMAL(13,0) No Similar to the other
SYSPOOL, DATAPOOL, and
BUFFER_POOL_DEF pools.
It is a count of a block being
reused a fifth time plus a sixth
time, and so on.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Name of the alternate buffer
pool this entity is using.

MUFNAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

MUF_CBS (MCB)
The MUF_CBS Dynamic System Table contains CBS information and statistics. The MCB table contains one row and the
following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
BUF_CUR_PERC_FULL SMALLINT No This is the percentage of the

Compound Boolean Selection
(CBS) buffer size specification
currently being used for open
set definitions.

BUF_MAX_PERC_FULL SMALLINT No This is the high water
percentage of the Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS) buffer
size specification that was used
for open set definitions. Once
the CBS buffer percent used
reaches 100, it causes the least
recently used sets to be spilled
to the CBS index.
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CUR_USED_SET_MEM INTEGER No The amount of memory being
used for open set definitions.

DURATION_AT_SPILL CHAR(6) Yes The duration or length of time
the most recently spilled set
existed before it was spilled, in
the format mmm:ss. If no sets
have been spilled, this column is
null.

MAX_USED_SET_MEM INTEGER No The maximum amount of
memory used for open set
definitions. The maximum
amount of memory used is
limited by the Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS) buffer
specification. If this limit is
reached, open sets must be
spilled to the CBS index.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

SETS_DEL_MAX_AGE DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of open sets in the
Compound Boolean Selection
(CBS) buffer that were deleted
because of the CBS max age
specification. If this number is
not zero, it can indicate that
applications are not releasing
sets when they are finished with
them.

SETS_FETCHED DECIMAL(11,0) No Count of the number of times
a spilled set was referenced,
to retrieve more rows. The
ratio between sets spilled and
sets fetched can be used to
understand if sets that are truly
in use are being spilled to the
CBS index, or if it is an absence
of the SELPR command in user
programs that is causing sets
which are no longer in use to be
paged out.

SETS_PROCESSED DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the number of sets
processed by Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS).
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SETS_SPILLED DECIMAL(11,0) No Count of sets which had to
be paged to the Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS)
index. This is an interaction
between the specified CBS
buffer size and the number
and size of open CBS sets. If
SETS_SPILLED in not zero,
you might want to increase the
CBS buffer size or examine your
applications for missing SELPR
commands.

SETS_TEMP_INDEX DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of sets requiring a
temporary index.

SPILLED_JOB_NAME CHAR(8) Yes This is the job name that owned
the most recently paged-out
set, because the Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS) buffer
was full. If no sets have been
spilled, this column is null.

SPILLED_UIB CHAR(32) Yes This is the 32 UIB associated
with the most recently paged-
out set, because the Compound
Boolean Selection (CBS) buffer
was full. If no sets have been
spilled, this column is null.

TEMP_INDEX_ENTRIES DECIMAL(11,0) No The total number of temporary
index entries built to support set
selection criteria.

MUF_CBS_OLD_SETS (MCO)
In the MUF_CBS_OLD_SETS Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each of the ten oldest open Compound Boolean
Selection (CBS) sets that reside in the CBS buffer and have therefore not been spilled. There can be fewer than ten rows
in this table if there are less than ten sets currently in the CBS buffer. The same set can appear more than once in this
table if the set is used while your query is running and after its use is in the ten least recently used sets.

The MUF_CBS_OLD_SETS Dynamic System Table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The name of the job that opened

this set.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No The internal run unit assigned to
the job that opened this set.

SEQUENCE_NUMBER SMALLINT No A sequence number of from one
to ten (1 -- 10).

SET_AGE CHAR(6) No The amount of time that has
passed since this set was last
used, in the format mmm:ss.
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SET_NUMBER INTEGER No This is a sequence number
assigned when a set is created.
For example, a number of 110
represents the one hundred and
tenth set created during the life
of this MUF.

UIB CHAR(32) No The User Information Block
(UIB) associated with this set.

MUF_CDC (MCD)
This Dynamic System Table contains information about Change Data Capture (CDC) and the current MUF. The
MUF_CDC table contains one row if the current MUF had CDC Multi-User startup option defining this MUF as a source
MUF.

The MUF_CDC contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CDC_BUFFER_SIZE INTEGER No The CDC work buffer size, taken

from the size parameter of the
CDC Multi-User startup option.

CDC_DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier
(database ID) for the CDC
database, taken from the
CDCM_DBID Multi-User startup
option (or default).

CDCM_ERROR_REASON CHAR(16) Yes Is set to null if the CDCM task
last request returned a blank
return code. Otherwise, the field
contains information about the
request, the command, the table
name if not an open or close,
the external return code, and the
internal return code.

CDCM_POLL_SECONDS SMALLINT No The interval in seconds, as
specified with the CDCM_POLL
Multi-User startup option,
between subsequent checkings
(by the subtask) of the target
MUF, to determine the status of
the CDCL and CDCU programs.
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CDCM_POLL_STATUS CHAR(8) No Contains a value of either
WAITENBL, CLOSED,
WAITPOLL, WAIT-RQ-, or
RUNNING, described as
follows:
WAITENBL
WAITENBL means waiting on
the source MUF to be enabled,
where CDCM is not running its
target MUF.
CLOSED
CLOSED means CDCM is
currently defined as closed and
is waiting for a CDCM_OPEN
request.
WAITPOLL
WAITPOLL means CDCM is
connected to the source MUF
and is waiting for the next poll
interval to verify the status
again.
WAIT-RQ-
WAIT-RQ- means CDCM is
connected or connecting to the
source MUF and waiting on a
request.
RUNNING
RUNNING means CDCM is
actively running or waiting on a
CP to run.

CDCM_SIDNAME CHAR(8) No As specified with the
CDCM_SIDNAME Multi-User
startup option, identifies the
target MUF to the CDCM
subtask.
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CDCM_SUBTSK_STATUS CHAR(7) No Can be OPEN, CLOSED,
CLS>OPN, OPN>CLS, OPN-
ING, or CLS-ING as follows:
OPEN
OPEN indicates that the CDCM
subtask is open.
CLOSED
CLOSED indicates that the
CDCM subtask is closed.
CLS>OPN
CLS>OPN indicates that the
CDCM subtask is closed, but
you have requested it to open.
OPN>CLS
OPN>CLS indicates that the
CDCM subtask is open, but you
have requested it to close.
OPN-ING
OPN-ING indicates that the
CDCM subtask is in the process
of opening.
CLS-ING
CLS-ING indicates that the
CDCM subtask is in the process
of closing.

CDCM_WARN SMALLINT No Identifies how many seconds,
as specified with the
CDCM_WARN Multi-User
startup option, that the CDCL or
CDCU program can fall behind
the LXX before a warning
message is issued. The CDCL
task is measured from the last
log record it saw compared
to the current last log record
on DASD. The CDCU task is
measured from the oldest TSN
record in the CDC database to
the current last log record on
DASD.

CONTROL_ID CHAR(1) No Identifies to the CDC monitor,
as specified with the CDCM_ID
Multi-User startup option,
which level of support is being
used by the CDCL task. This
information is used in the
CNTKR commands to track the
correct records. The letter A is
the valid control ID.

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No Current date and timestamp
from the MUF.
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LAST_CDC_RECORD CHAR(6) Yes The time, given in minutes mm
and seconds ss, that CDCL
is behind in processing LXX
records. If the time is greater
than 999 minutes, the display
shows +++:++. If the CDCM
subtask has not yet successfully
opened the CDCL, the time
is technically unknown and is
therefore indicated by UNKN.

LAST_LOG_RECORD CHAR(6) No The time, given in minutes mm
and seconds ss, that CDCU
is behind in processing TSN
records. If the time is greater
than 999 minutes, the display
shows +++:++. If the CDCU
user task has not yet started,
the time is technically unknown
and is therefore indicated by
UNKN.

MAINT_POLL_COUNT INTEGER No At the time of the last CDCM
poll, this is the count of MNT
table records based upon the
rows in the table returned from
either a CNTTB or CNTKY
command.

MAINT_REQUESTS DECIMAL(11,0) No Count of maintenance requests
defined as subject to CDC
during the physical life of this
MUF.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

MUFPLEX_NAME CHAR(8) No If running full Data Sharing as
a MUFplex, the name of the
group.

TSN_POLL_COUNT INTEGER No At the time of the last CDCM
poll, this was the count of TSN
table records based upon the
rows in the table returned from
either a CNTTB or CNTKY
command.
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USE_CNTTB CHAR(1) No Provides information
regarding the performance
option, as specified with the
CDCM_CNTTB Multi-User
startup option, that allows the
CDCM subtask to use CNTTB
commands to determine the
number of transaction sequence
number (TSN) records and
maintenance (MNT) LXX
records in the CDC database.
This count of records is checked
at the polling intervals set with
the CDCM_POLL Multi-User
startup option. In a MUFplex
with two or more MUFs enabled,
a CNTTB command provides
only the number known to the
local MUF, not to the MUFplex
as a whole.

MUF_CDC_BASE_TABLE (MCT)
This Dynamic System Table reflects the current settings of the CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE Multi-User startup options
as changed by console-like CDC_BASE and CDC_TABLE commands. For CDC_TABLE entries, one row exists for each
database with table name that is currently set with the YES or NO values. No row exists for any database with table name
that is currently set with the IGN value. The presence of a database with table name row is considered an exception to
the normally expected processing done using CDC_BASE. One row also exists for each database (table name blank) that
is currently set with the YES value using CDC_BASE. Table entries have priority over a database entry if both have the
same DBID.

NOTE
Tables can exist that are not represented as rows in this table. Do not be confused by the apparent conflict of
having a database set to NO where every table in the database is set to YES.

The ordering for this table includes the MUF name, the DBID, and the table name. Database entries have the table name
set to blanks and are lower in order than all other table names in that database.

The MUF_CDC_BASE_TABLE contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier

(database ID).
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.
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PROPAGATE CHAR(1) No Contains a letter Y if this entry
is subject to CDC. Contains a
letter N if this entry is not subject
to CDC.
Note: CDC_BASE databases
that are currently set to NO (the
default) do not have a row in
this table, and therefore every
present CDC_BASE entry with
its blank table name always has
the PROPAGATE value set to
the letter Y.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No For CDC_TABLE entries,
contains the table name that
has been set to participate or to
not participate. For CDC_BASE
entries, contains blanks.

MUF_CDCL (MCL)
One row exists for this table for each Change Data Capture Listener (CDCL) task defined to the current MUF.

The MUF_CDCL contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CDCL_DBID SMALLINT No The database identifier specified

with the CDCL_DBID Multi-User
startup option, that is, the DBID
containing the CDC table(s).

CDCL_ERROR_REASON CHAR(32) Yes Either contains blanks if no error
has occurred since this listener
was last opened successfully,
or contains information about
the last error. The many values
that are possible are described
in the explanatory description of
message DB03153E.

CDCL_NAME CHAR(8) No Identifies the name, as specified
in the CDCL Multi-User startup
option, of the source MUF
owning the LXX.

CDCL_POLL_SECONDS SMALLINT No Indicates how long, as specified
by the CDCL_POLL Multi-User
startup option, the CDCL task is
to wait when there are no LXX
records to process. Only used
when the CDCL task operates in
remote mode.
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CONTROL_ID CHAR(1) No Identifies to the CDC monitor,
as specified with the CDCM_ID
Multi-User startup option,
which level of support is being
used by the CDCL task. This
information is used in the
CNTKR commands to track the
correct records. The letter A is
the valid control ID.

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No Current date and timestamp
from the MUF.

CURRENT_STATUS CHAR(7) No Is one of the following:
OPN>CLS
OPN>CLS indicates it is open
but has been requested to
close.
CLS>OPN
CLS>OPN indicates it is closed
but has been requested to open.
OPEN
OPEN indicates it is currently
open.
CLOSED
CLOSED indicates it is currently
closed.

DDNAME CHAR(8) No Name of the DD statement used
to read the LXX data set of the
source MUF.

DSNAME CHAR(44) No Name of the data set that is the
LXX of the source MUF.

GAP_WAIT CHAR(1) No The letter Y indicates that this
CDCL task is in a GAP situation
and waiting to be notified that it
has been resolved and needs to
try again. The letter N indicates
that this CDCL task is not in a
GAP situation.

LAST_CDC_RECORD TIMESTAMP Yes Timestamp in SQL format for
the last log record that was
subject to CDC.

LAST_LOG_RECORD TIMESTAMP Yes Timestamp in SQL format for
the last log record processed,
CDC or not.

MAINT_PROCESSED DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of maintenance log
records processed that were
subject to CDC.
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MODE CHAR(10) No Can be LOCAL, REMOTE(DS),
REMOTE(MP), REMOTE(WB),
or REMOTE(XD) as follows:
LOCAL
LOCAL refers to local
processing.
REMOTE(DS)
REMOTE(DS) indicates a
remote status because the data
set name does not match the
local LXX.
REMOTE(WB)
REMOTE(WB) indicates a
remote status because the
MUF CDC startup option did not
provide a work buffer.
REMOTE(MP)
REMOTE(MP) indicates that it
is a remote status because the
MUF currently has two or more
MUFplex MUFs enabled.
REMOTE(XD)
REMOTE(XD) indicates that a
remote status has been forced
with a debugging option.
Note: The debugging option just
mentioned is intended only for
use by those who have received
information about it, that is, by
Broadcom.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

PHYSICAL_READS DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of I/O events
directed to the LXX used by the
source MUF.

WRAP_COUNT INTEGER No The number of times the CDCL
task has read the LXX and
found it newer than expected.
This indicates that the LXX
has completely circled around
(wrapped) while the CDCL was
running or stopped.

MUF_CONFIG (MCF)
In the MUF_CONFIG Dynamic System Table, one row exists for nearly all Multi-User startup options and console API
commands that are not represented in another Dynamic System Table. For example, since FLEXPOOL is reflected in the
MUF_OPTIONS table, the first or any changes to FLEXPOOL do not exist in MUF_CONFIG.

The only rows that exist in this table are those that have been provided by the user. If a user does not provide an option
such as FORCE_NO_64BIT YES, it is not in the table. The user can deduce that missing items are the default values.

Because users can set the same item many times in a MUF execution, the last value for that item is the only one saved,
allowing this table to have a reasonable number of records.
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The key of the table is the MUF_NAME and the CONFIG_COMMAND.

Some console commands are excluded, including ?MEM, ZAP and DISPLAY.

Because the key fields are required to be unique, no command exists in this table that violates this rule.

The following Multi-User startup options and console-like commands can appear in this table:
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• ARM
• CPU_TSN_READ_DELAY_SEC
• DIAGOPTION
• DUMP_OUTPUT
• DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS
• FORCE_ABEND_FULL_SNAPER
• FORCE_NO_64BIT
• HISTORY
• HISTORY_END_HOUR
• LOG_CONTROL_STEPDOWN
• LOG_RECORD_ENCRYPT
• LOG_ROLLBACK_MINUTES
• LOG_ROLLBACK_RECORDS
• LUW_STATEMENT_LIMIT
• RXX_VARIABLE_BLK
• SDI_ABEND_1
• SNAPCLS
• SQL_COND_INFO_AREAS
• SQL_DATACOM_LOOPLIMIT
• SQL_KATAKANA_CODE_PAGE
• SQL_LRU_STATEMENT_CACHE
• SQL_OPTIMIZATION_LEVEL
• SQL_PLAN_WAIT
• SQL_SQUARE_BRACKETS
• SQLOPTION_TIMEOUT
• VTOC_DATE_DAILY
• X_BFMTRACE_BFR_UNLK
• X_COVERED_MAX_SIZE
• X_CXX_ALLOW_SHARING
• X_DUMP_NUMBER_BLKS
• X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD
• X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD
• X_IO_MSG_THRESHOLD
• X_IO_24BIT_SIZE
• X_LOG_AHEAD_BLKS
• X_LOG_CONTROL_BLKS
• X_LOG_DELAY_BATCH
• X_LOG_DELAY_BLK
• X_LOG_DELAY_SEC
• X_LOG_DELAY_TIME
• X_LOG_FULL_BLK
• X_LOG_HASH_LR
• X_LOG_INFO1_MSG
• X_LOG_INFO2_MSG
• X_LOG_INFO3_MSG
• X_LOG_MINIMUM_BLK
• X_LOG_SPILL_BLKS
• X_LOG_STABLE_BLKS
• X_LOG_WRITE_OLD_BLKS
• X_ML_DUMP_RQP
• X_MSB_MSGS
• X_OPEN_CLOSE_MSGS
• X_PEND_WRITE_BLKS
• X_SNAPER_OPTION_ALL
• X_TRACE_BFM_SIZE
• X_TRACE_DSM
• X_TRACE_RQ_SIZE
• X_TRACE_XCF_OPTION
• X_TRACE_XCF_SIZE
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The MUF_CONFIG (MCF) table has three columns with the following characteristics:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.

CONFIG_COMMAND CHAR(25) No The configuration command
entered by the user, up to field
maximum. The command is left
justified with blanks padded on
the right. One or more blanks
between the command and
operands are removed.

CONFIG_PARMS CHAR(65) No The operand or operands
entered by the user, up to field
maximum. The operand is
exactly as the user specified it,
to the 65-byte limit. One or more
blanks between the command
and operands are removed.

MUF_COVEREDVIRTUAL (MFC)
This table is for MRDF (Memory Resident Data Facility). This table contains combined information from the definitions of
the desired covered and virtual usage with the current covered and virtual status.

Four types of rows can exist to provide all the information.

• The first is a database level definition. This type of definition serves as a default for all areas in the database which
have no specific matching area definition.

• The second type of row is for specific area definitions for which the area has not yet been opened.
• The third type is a specific covered area which is open or has been opened.
• The last is a specific virtual area which is open or has been opened.

The following table explains what data is present for the various types of conditions.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACTIVE_READS
 

INTEGER Yes This field is null for a database
level definition or an area level
definition of an unopened area.
It is also null for a virtual area.
Provides the number of blocks
read from disk to support an
active covered area which is
open or has been open. Also
provides the number of blocks
read from disk for covered using
FIRST.

AREA_NAME
 

CHAR(3) No Contains blanks for a database
level definition. Otherwise, it
contains a specific area name
from either a specific definition
or the open of an area in a
database with a database
level definition but no specific
definition for this area.
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BEGIN_BLOCK
 

SMALLINT Yes Contains the percent of area
blocks used when covered with
FIRST option. Contains null
if virtual or covered with the
ACTIVE option.

BLOCKS_CURRENT
 

INTEGER Yes Contains null if a database
level definition or an unopened
specific area definition.
Otherwise, it contains the
number of blocks currently
available for use for this specific
area.

BLOCKS_MAXIMUM
 

INTEGER Yes Contains null if a database
level definition or an unopened
specific area definition.
Otherwise, it contains the
number of blocks allocated for
use for this specific area.

DATASPACE
 

CHAR(1) Yes If this field is null, it indicates
that this row is a database
level definition or an unopened
specific area definition. If this
field contains a Y, it indicates
that this area is in a data space.
If this field contains an N, it
indicates that normal address
space memory is in use. If this
field contains an X, it indicates
that the space used is 64-bit.
A VIRTUAL area can have its
initial allocation in 64-bit or a
data space. Later extends only
occur in a data space. The
value reported here is the initial
allocation.

DBID
 

SMALLINT No Contains the database ID of this
database.

FIRST_ACTIVE
 

CHAR(1) Yes For database level definitions
or specific area definitions to
unopened areas, if either did
NOT provide the FIRST or
ACTIVE option specified, this
field can be null. But the field
can contain an F to indicate
FIRST is to be used, or an A to
indicate ACTIVE usage, even
if you did not specify an F or
an A. For more information
about COVERED FIRST and
COVERED ACTIVE, see
COVERED.
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HIGH_VIRTUAL_BLOCK
 

INTEGER Yes This field contains null except
for areas opened in a VIRTUAL
database. This field contains the
number of the last block in the
virtual data set.

MEMORY_SIZE
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No The size for a database
definition or an unopened
specific area definition is what
was provided in the covered
or virtual definition. For these
definitions with covered, a
size value of 1 through 100
represent a percentage of the
area to cover. A value greater
than 100 represents the number
of bytes to cover. Definition
sizes ending in K,M,G are
converted to bytes for this size
field. For an area which has
been opened, the size is always
the number of bytes and reflects
the actual memory allocated.
This size for an open area has
been rounded up to one block
(covered) or one track (virtual),
if necessary. Otherwise, it
was rounded down to an even
number of blocks (covered)
or an even number of tracks
(virtual).

MRDF_READS
 

INTEGER Yes This field is null in definitions
other than areas which have
been opened. It contains the
number of blocks that were read
from the MRDF space instead of
from DASD.

MUF_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the Multi-User Facility
specified in the MUF Multi-User
startup option or the name of the
MUF job name.

NONFIRST_READS
 

INTEGER Yes This field is null in definitions
other than covered areas which
have been opened and that are
being processed with the FIRST
option. It contains the number of
blocks read from DASD which
are higher than the first covered
blocks.
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TOTAL_READS
 

INTEGER Yes Null if this row is not an opened
area. Otherwise, this is the
number of blocks in this
covered/virtual area that are
needed in normal LXX, IXX, or
data buffers that are requested
from MRDF. For a virtual area,
each of these is also considered
an MRDF_READ. For a covered
area using the FIRST option,
each of these is also counted
in either the MRDF_READS
or the NONFIRST_READS.
For a covered area using
the ACTIVE option, each of
these is also counted in either
the MRDF_READS or the
ACTIVE_READS.

VIRTUAL_COVERED
 

CHAR(1) No Contains a V to represent a
virtual base or a C to represent
a covered base.

VIRTUAL_WRITES
 

INTEGER Yes Null unless this is an opened
area in a base defined as virtual.
For opened virtual areas this is
the number of times a block was
written from the normal buffers
to a MRDF buffer.

MUF_DATA_SHARING (MFD)
This table is provided to allow the monitoring of the MUF in a Data Sharing environment. It provides real-time information
about the types and frequencies of requests being made through the Coupling Facility to/from this MUF.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ALL_CALLS INTEGER No Total number of calls made to

the Coupling Facility using XES.
ENT_RATIO SMALLINT No Denominator of fraction

representing ratio of elements to
entries.

EL_RATIO SMALLINT No Numerator of the fraction
representing ratio of elements
to entries. The mean list entry
size should be approximated by
EL_RATIO * 256 / ENT_RATIO.

HIGH_USED_LIST_ENT INTEGER No High water mark for number of
entries in list structure.

HIGH_USED_LIST_EL INTEGER No High water mark for number of
256-byte entries in list structure.

HIGH_USED_BUFL_ENT INTEGER No High water mark for number
of 256-byte entries used for
buffers.
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LIST_CALLS INTEGER No Total calls made to the Coupling
Facility to support list structure
processing.

LIST_READS INTEGER No Times a list record was
requested for read.

LIST_RESETS INTEGER No Times a list lock was released.
LIST_SETS INTEGER No Times a list lock was requested.
LIST_WRITES INTEGER No Times a list record was

requested to be written or
deleted.

LOCK_ALTERS INTEGER No Times a lock structure lock
was escalated from share to
exclusive (excluding buffers).

LOCK_B_ALTERS INTEGER No Times a lock structure buffer
lock was escalated from share
to exclusive.

LOCK_B_CONTENTIONS INTEGER No Times contentions occurred for
a lock structure buffer lock.

LOCK_B_OBTAINS INTEGER No Times a lock structure buffer
lock was requested.

LOCK_B_RELEASES INTEGER No Times a lock structure buffer
lock was released.

LOCK_CALLS INTEGER No Total calls made to the Coupling
Facility to support lock structure
processing.

LOCK_CONTENTIONS INTEGER No Times contentions occurred for
a lock structure lock (excluding
buffers).

LOCK_OBTAINS INTEGER No Times a lock structure lock was
requested (excluding buffers).

LOCK_RELEASES INTEGER No Times a lock structure lock was
released (excluding buffers).

MAX_LIST_ENT INTEGER No The approximate maximum
number of entries allowed in the
list structure.

MAX_LIST_EL INTEGER No The approximate maximum
number of 256-byte entries
allowed in the list structure.

MAX_LIST_STR_SIZE DECIMAL(11,0) No Maximum storage of list
structure.

MESSAGES_IN INTEGER No Times a message was received
from another MUF in support of
Data Sharing processing.

MESSAGES_OUT INTEGER No Times a message was sent to
another MUF in support of Data
Sharing processing.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
REFUSED_LOCK_RQ INTEGER No Number of times that contention

processing rejected a lock
request.
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SRB_USES INTEGER No Times an SRB was executed in
support of the Coupling Facility
processing.

MUF_IDENTITY (MFI)
Learn about the Datacom/DB table MUF_IDENTITY (MFI), which is used for system identification and contains MUF-wide.

This table is for system identification. It contains one row. It also provides MUF-wide information which is not provided
through the startup options.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No Contains the current date and
time from the MUF.

DIR_NAME CHAR(8) No The Directory (CXX) name
being used by this MUF.

ENABLE_TIME TIMESTAMP No The date and time that the MUF
was enabled.

MUF_JOBID CHAR(8) No Contains the MUF JOB ID if z/
OS or blanks if z/VSE.

MUF_JOBNAME CHAR(8) No The MUF job name provided by
the operating system.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

MUF_SYSTEM_NAME Char (8) No Name of the system on which
MUF is running if z/OS, or
blanks if z/VSE.

NODE_NAME CHAR(8) No Contains either the Datacom
STAR node name or blanks.

PC Char (1) No In z/OS, this column contains a
P if the production PC is being
used, or T if the test PC is being
used. This is specified in the
DBSYSID macro, PC parameter
and normally is P. For z/VSE,
it contains the SUBID of the
DBSYSID macro.

SECURITY_DD CHAR(8) No Datacom Datadictionary
security is being done through
EXTERNAL security checking
or INTERNAL Datacom
Datadictionary coding.

SECURITY_DQ CHAR(8) No Dataquery security is being
done through EXTERNAL
security checking or INTERNAL
Dataquery coding.

SECURITY_DQR_CICS CHAR(2) No Occurs with table used for
externally securing DQ RAAT
requests in CICS.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SECURITY_DQS_CICS CHAR(2) No Occurs with table used for
externally securing DQ SQL
requests in CICS.

SECURITY_DQR_OTHER CHAR(2) No Occurs with table used for
externally securing DQ RAAT
requests not in CICS.

SECURITY_DQS_OTHER CHAR(2) No Occurs with table used for
externally securing DQ SQL
requests not in CICS.

SECURITY_RAT_CICS CHAR(2) No Defines external security for
record-at-a-time and set-at-
a-time calls made through
Datacom CICS Services.
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.

SECURITY_RAT_SRVR CHAR(2) No Defines external security for
record-at-a-time and set-at-
a-time calls made through
Datacom Server or Windows
ODBC or gateway access.
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.

SECURITY_RAT_OTHER CHAR(2) No Defines external security for
record-at-a-time and set-at-
a-time calls made through
any interface that is not
one of the preceding two
(SECURITY_RAT_CICS or
SECURITY_RAT_SRVR).
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.

SECURITY_SQL_CICS CHAR(2) No Defines external security
for SQL calls made through
Datacom CICS Services.
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SECURITY_SQL_SRVR CHAR(2) No Defines external security
for SQL calls made through
Datacom Server or Windows
ODBC or gateway access.
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.

SECURITY_SQL_OTHER CHAR(2) No Defines external security
for SQL calls made through
any interface that is not
one of the preceding two
(SECURITY_SQL_CICS or
SECURITY_SQL_SRVR).
Contains NO if not externally
secured or two characters
indicating which external
security table is to be used for
checking authorizations.

SERVICE_PACK CHAR(2) No Level Set value of Datacom/DB
VERSION_LEVEL CHAR(6) No Version level of Datacom/DB,

for example, '14.0 ' (that is 14.0
plus two blanks to make six
characters).

MUF_INTERNAL_STATS (MFV)
This table is designed to provide what is termed internal statistics and contains one row. This information could be
important for the current version but is subject to change between versions and possibly within a version. The addition or
removal of fields is very likely.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
BREAKS_DONE DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times the startup

option BREAK occurred to
cause a task to allow a task
switch. It does not indicate if
another task of equal or higher
priority was ready to run and
was dispatched.

DEFRAG_REDBR INTEGER No Contains the count of the
number of times backwards
processing (such as LOCBR)
interrupted an active DBUTLTY
DEFRAG function.

INDEX_Q_CUR_ENTS INTEGER No Current number of unprocessed
entries in the index queue.

INDEX_Q_MAX_ENTS INTEGER No Maximum number of
unprocessed entries in the index
queue for the life of this MUF.
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INDEX_Q_CUR_DBIDS SMALLINT No Contains the current number of
unique DBIDs with unprocessed
entries in the index queue.

INDEX_Q_MAX_DBIDS SMALLINT No Contains the maximum
number of unique DBIDs with
unprocessed entries in the index
queue for the life of this MUF.

IO_DASD_RETRY INTEGER No Count of times the operating
system required Datacom to
reissue a physical I/O because
of a "retry" return code.
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IO_MEM_SHORT INTEGER No Times MUF restricted I/O in z/
OS. Specifically MUF did not
immediately start an I/O due to
an environment condition which
caused a short delay for it to
resolve at which point the I/O
was started. This count is the
sum of four counts that MUF
maintains when this restriction
is recognized. Each of the four
are rare and so this sum is
also rare. The MUF EOJ report
externalizes any of the four
that are not zero when MUF
terminates. Descriptions for the
four counts are described next
as they are documented in the
EOJ report:

WAIT_DBIO_24BIT
The count of times
that MUF did not start
an I/O because its
24-bit memory was
over the size limit
specified with the
MUF startup option
X_IO_24BIT_SIZE.

X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD
The count of times
that Datacom/
DB constrained
and started no I/O
because the available
memory was below
the low threshold.
This can occur once
per 4/100th of a
second in the MUF
main task and any I/O
subtask attempting to
start an I/O.
Note: For information
about the MUF
startup option
X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD,
see Administrating.

X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD
The count of times
that Datacom/
DB constrained
and started no I/O
because the available
memory was both
below the high
threshold and above
the low threshold,
and also because 30
or more I/Os were
currently outstanding.
Note: For information
about the MUF
startup options
X_IO_HIGH_THRESHOLD
and
X_IO_LOW_THRESHOLD,
see Administrating.

X_IO_OS_THRESHOLD
The count of times
that Datacom/
DB constrained
and started no I/
O because the
outstanding I/O was
480 or more.
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MRDF_IXX_DIRECT DECIMAL(11,0) No Contains the count of times the
MRDF facility referenced an IXX
block directly, without moving it
to an IXX buffer.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

TIMES_READ_1 INTEGER No During sequential GETIT/
GETPS, CBS, and ADDIT
processing it is possible that
Datacom/DB would choose to
read multiple blocks with one
EXCP. This counter reflects the
number of times that only one
block was read.

TIMES_READ_2_8 INTEGER No During sequential GETIT/
GETPS, CBS, and ADDIT
processing it is possible that
Datacom/DB would choose to
read multiple blocks with one
EXCP. This counter reflects
the number of times that two
through eight blocks were read.

TIMES_READ_9_32 INTEGER No During sequential GETIT/
GETPS, CBS, and ADDIT
processing it is possible that
Datacom/DB would choose to
read multiple blocks with one
EXCP. This counter reflects the
number of times that 9 through
32 blocks were read.

TIMES_READ_33_99 INTEGER No During sequential GETIT/
GETPS, CBS, and ADDIT
processing it is possible
that ,Datacom/DB would choose
to read multiple blocks with one
EXCP. This counter reflects the
number of times that 33 or more
blocks were read.

TIMES_WRITE_1 INTEGER No With pipelining, multiple blocks
in an area frequently need to
be written. If these blocks are
physically close on DASD,
Datacom/DB attempts to write
more than one at a time. This
count is the times a write was
necessary to the index or data
and only one block needed to
be or could be written.

TIMES_WRITE_2_12 INTEGER No See previous description. This
is a count of the times that 2
through 12 blocks could be
written together in one EXCP.
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TIMES_WRITE_13_24 INTEGER No See previous description. This
is a count of the times that 13
through 24 blocks could be
written together in one EXCP.

TIMES_WRITE_25_48 INTEGER No See previous description. This
is a count of the times that 25
through 48 blocks could be
written together in one EXCP.

XCF_ALL_PATHS_BUSY INTEGER No Count of times an XCF message
send failed because all XCF
signaling paths were busy
resulting in a retry.

XCF_MISC_ENV_ERROR INTEGER No Count of times an XCF message
send failed for environmental
reasons other than paths busy
or too few message buffers
resulting in a retry.

XCF_REJECT_MSG_IN INTEGER No Count of messages received by
MUF with characteristics which
made them unacceptable for
processing.

XCF_RETRY_LIM_HIT INTEGER No Count of the number of XCF
messages for which the
retry limit was exceeded and
therefore had to be queried for
action by a subtask.

XCF_SUBSYS_FAILURE INTEGER No Count of times an XCF message
send failed because the MVS
XCF component failed.

XCF_TOO_FEW_MSGBUF INTEGER No Count of times an XCF message
send failed due to a shortage of
XCF buffers resulting in a retry.

MUF_LOCKS_VALUE (MFK)
This table contains information about the current contents of the value lock table. One row exists for each value lock in
existence. A list of specific value locks is provided with the DBUTLTY function COMM OPTION=STATUS. Value locks are
utilized by a MUF to protect a process that needs protection.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DURATION CHAR(6) No Contains the time the lock has

been held in the format mmm:ss
where mmm is minutes and
ss is seconds. If the lock is a
share, then the time is for the
first task getting the share. The
formatting is the same as the
ACTIVE_TASKS and STATUS
in that a value of less than one
second is reflected as all blanks
and a value of greater than
999:59 is reflected as +++:++.
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JOBNAME CHAR(8) No Contains the job name owning
this task. If a job name begins
with three asterisks (***), it
means that the value lock is
owned by a system task.

LOCK_LENGTH SMALLINT No Contains the length of the lock
in its internal form. A length of
over 50 indicates the value has
been truncated. This condition
allows duplicates to not be
provided.

LOCK_TYPE CHAR(9) No Contains the type of lock. It can
be EXCLUSIVE or SHARE.

LOCK_VALUE CHAR(64) No Contains the value lock with
limited formatting. Known
values locked, that have
binary or hexadecimal fields,
are formatted in a useful
way. Unknown values are
formatted in another way with
character and hexadecimal
values provided. This formatted
format is how the table must
be queried, if all values are
being acquired. Because of
the truncation of the value,
actual unique entries that
are duplicated within the
first externalized 64 bytes
have only the first occurrence
externalized (this condition is
very unlikely). The formatting
sets the first 6 bytes to be
the first 6 bytes of the value
lock, followed by a blank, and
then match that done for the
ACTIVE_TASKS conditions of
waiting for a value lock. It is
also the same format as that
used for the console STATUS
command and the DBUTLTY
FUNCTION=COMM,OPTION=STATUS.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

TASK_NUMBER SMALLINT No Contains the task number
owning this value lock. Some
internal locks are acquired and
assigned to system tasks or are
assigned to the primary task of
the job.
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MUF_LOGGING (MFL)
This table exists to provide information about the logging environment and status. The startup options pertaining to
logging are provided in the MUF_OPTIONS table. This table has a single row.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Contains LXX as the area name

to easily join this row with the
MUF_AREA_STATS table
for logical and physical write
information.

BLOCK_LENGTH SMALLINT No Always set to 32760. MUF
optimizes blocks that are written
to match the data needing to be
written.

BLOCKS_SPILLABLE INTEGER No Contains zero if currently
spilling. Otherwise, it contains
the number of tracks that are
spillable at this point in time
(which may also be zero).

CYCLE_NUMBER INTEGER No A cycle is a contiguous group
of LXX tracks to be written to
the Recovery File (RXX). If
currently a spill is being done
(SPILL=Y), then this cycle
number represents the cycle
being spilled. If a spill is not
being done (SPILL=N), then this
cycle number represents the
current unspilled LXX tracks,
some or all of which become the
next spilled cycle.

DBID SMALLINT No Contains zero as the database
ID to easily join this row with
the MUF_AREA_STATS table
for logical and physical write
information.

GENERATION SMALLINT No Value returned is 1 for
generation 1.

IN_USE_BLOCKS INTEGER No Number of tracks in the Log
Area that contain active log
records. If spilling is active,
this includes all tracks in the
cycle being spilled in addition to
the tracks built after the blocks
being spilled. At the completion
of a spill, the spilled tracks are
removed from the active tracks.
To calculate a percent full, use
the IN_USE_BLOCKS and the
TOTAL_BLOCKS.
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LAST_SPILLED_TIME TIMESTAMP Yes Contains a null if a spill has
not been completed during
this execution of the MUF.
Otherwise, it contains the date
and time of the last record
spilled.

LOG_BLOCK_SEQ DECIMAL (21,0) No Contains the assigned log track
sequence number of the log
record in the Log Area that is
one number higher than the
previous log track.

LOG_RECORD_SEQ DECIMAL (21,0) No Each record written to the
Log Area is assigned an
ascending sequence number.
The last number assigned
is provided here. The value
of the LOG_RECORD_SEQ
cannot be predicted when a
MUF is enabled. However, it is
predictable that each log record
has the next higher number
within the same MUF session.
This number is available here
so that log activity can be
measured, such as how many
records are being logged in a
given period of time (by reading
this record at two points in
time within the same MUF
execution and subtracting the
first LOG_RECORD_SEQ value
from the second).

LOG_RECORD_SEQ_G0 INTEGER No Specifies the Log Record
Sequence number as an integer
as it existed in the generation
0 table. This column is being
maintained for compatibility but
may not accurately represent
the new larger values supported
in the current release. If the true
value is larger than will fit in an
integer, this column is set to
high values.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

PHY_PER_LOG_BLOCK SMALLINT No Contains a 1 with the
recommended variable logging.
If using spanned logging
for fallback to Version 14.0,
PHY_PER_LOG_BLOCK
contains a 2 or a 3.
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RESTART_BLOCK_REDO INTEGER No The MUF takes into account the
startup option LOGPEND and
also the current activity in active
requests and index and data
buffers that are pipelined (write
pended). From this information
comes a minimum number
of log tracks that RESTART
processing needs to redo,
during MUF startup, to ensure
all index and data in the pipeline
are completed. It can be a little
higher than LOGPEND but is
usually much lower. This track
count provides a good indication
of the amount of work and,
therefore, the time a restart
must reprocess work.

RESTART_BLOCK_SCAN INTEGER No Contains the number of log
tracks that the RESTART
process during MUF startup
processing would have to
review to ensure all tasks are
seen and processed. The
scan part of RESTART must
simply read through the Log
Area from a point that would
cause the current request for
each active task (RWTSA)
doing maintenance to be seen.
Also, the last maintenance
request for each task that is
subject to transaction backout
must be seen. This scan runs
quickly, but the number of tracks
is dependent on the current
activity and is not predictable.
This scan is not controlled by
the LOGPEND parameter.
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RXX_NUMBER INTEGER No This is the number which is
assigned to the next Recovery
File (RXX) produced. In a
test system with the Multi-
User startup option LOGRCV
NEVER specified, this number
is unchanged because no
Recovery File will be produced.
For inactive recovery, each
SPILL of log tracks causes a
new number to be assigned.
For active recovery, the MUF
enable starts a new RXX
and each COMM NEWRXX
causes another. The number
starts at zero when the Log
Area is initialized. The number
represents the number of
recovery files built since the Log
Area INIT.

SPILL_BLOCKS_DONE INTEGER No As a spill is prepared, this field
is set to zero. It is incremented
as individual log tracks are read
from the Log Area to be copied
to the Recovery File.

SPILL_BLOCKS_TOTAL INTEGER No As a spill is prepared, this field
is set to contain the number of
tracks that are to be spilled. This
number of tracks is also called a
cycle on the Recovery File.

SPILLING CHAR(1) No Contains an R to indicate that
a spill has been prepared and
is committed to start. Contains
a Y to indicate that a spill has
been started and is in process.
Contains an N to indicate that
no spill is currently requested
and none is currently in process.
In an active environment, the
spill is automatically started and
runs through completion. In an
inactive environment, the spill
is a utility function which must
be started either through an
operator or could also be started
through an automated tool
watching for console messages.

TOTAL_BLOCKS INTEGER No Number of log tracks (logical)
that are available for logging
records. Currently, the first track
is reserved as a control block.
The last physical track is also
reserved.

TOTAL_TRACKS INTEGER No Number of tracks that are being
used for the Log Area.
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VARIABLE CHAR(1) No Indicates if the LXX was
initialized as variable.

VARIABLE_MAX_GT8 SMALLINT Yes For variable logging, this column
contains a count, if you have
allocated more than 8 buffers. It
tells you the maximum number
of buffers that have actually
been used. If not null, it cannot
be less than 9 nor more than the
number of log-ahead buffers. It
represents a high-water mark of
buffer usage, because the detail
used counts stop at 8.

VARIABLE_USED_1 INTEGER No This count is the number of
times the first log-ahead buffer
is activated. It occurs only when
the single current buffer is full
and no log-ahead buffers are
in use. If activated, the buffer
can contain only one record or a
full block of records before it is
written.

VARIABLE_USED_2_4 INTEGER No Count of times the second, third,
or fourth log-ahead buffer was
activated.

VARIABLE_USED_5_7 INTEGER No Count of times the fifth, sixth, or
seventh log-ahead buffer was
activated.

VARIABLE_USED_8 INTEGER No Count of times 8 or more log-
ahead buffers were activated.

VARIABLE_WAIT_SMP INTEGER No This is the count of times all
log-ahead buffers were full and
a wait needed to occur for a
current block to free one or
more buffers. If this count is
large, consider increasing the
number of log-ahead buffers.
This column indicates whether
the log was subjected to an INIT
with the variable specified as
yes (Y) or no (N).

VARIABLE_WRITE_2_3 INTEGER No Contains a count of the number
of times the current log block
was written with a chain of 2 or
3 log blocks in a single I/O.

VARIABLE_WRITE_4_6 INTEGER No Contains a count of the number
of times the current log block
was written with a chain of 4, 5
or 6 log blocks in a single I/O.
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WAIT_COMIT_BAD INTEGER No If this MUF uses the
X_LOG_DELAY Multi-User
startup option, this column
contains the count of times a
task doing a transaction-ending
command delayed for another
task to write the LXX block but
none did within the specified
time limit. If this MUF does not
use the X_LOG_DELAY Multi-
User startup option, this column
is 0.

WAIT_COMIT_GOOD INTEGER No If this MUF uses the
X_LOG_DELAY Multi-User
startup option, this column
contains the count of times
a task doing a transaction-
ending command delayed for
another task to write the LXX
block and another did, therefore
saving a possible LXX I/O.
If this MUF does not use the
X_LOG_DELAY Multi-User
startup option, this column is 0.

WAIT_CURR_LOG_BLK INTEGER No Informational count of the
times that a task had to wait on
access to the log buffer that is
used for adding log records. No
user action is required related
to this count. It provides a clue
of contention to the current
log block. It is used by tasks
adding log records, possibly by
transaction backout, or if writing
an index or data block which
has information in this current
log block.

WAIT_CURR_LOG_RCD INTEGER No Informational count of the
times a task wanted to add
a log record, but had to wait
on another task already in the
process of adding a log record.
This count can be large, but
no action is possible. Most
counts occur as each log block
is written, many tasks may want
to log a record during this time
and wait. The count is provided
as a clue to log contention.

MUF_MEM_DETAIL (MMD)
For the MUF_MEM_DETAIL (MMD) Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each MUF for most memory pools in
existence, with the exception that some with the same descriptions are combined.
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The MMD table is modeled after the Memory Use Summary Information page of the EOJ report. The MUF_MEM_DETAIL
table contains individual pools. The MUF_MEM_SUMMARY table contains summary information. This table and the
MUF_MEMORY_SUMMARY table are user-friendly ways of providing the information retrieved using the ?MEM console
command.

64-bit MUF memory usage is not reflected in MUF_MEM_DETAIL table.

The MUF_MEM_DETAIL table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
MEM_AMOUNT DECIMAL(11,0) No Total memory allocated to this

pool.
MEM_DESC CHAR(4) No A short description that can

be blanks or repeated, as
appropriate. For a list of these
descriptions, refer to the
information in the EOJ report.

MEM_TYPE CHAR(2) No Value of 24, 31, or 64, indicating
whether memory is 24-bit, 31-
bit, or 64-bit.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

OCCURENCES SMALLINT No This column lists the number
of occurrences of LUW, STME,
STMR, and XCL (refer to the
information in the EOJ report).

MUF_MEM_SUMMARY (MMS)
The MUF_MEM_SUMMARY Dynamic System Table contains one row that summarizes current MUF memory use. This
table and the MUF_MEMORY_DETAIL table are user-friendly ways of providing information retrieved using the ?MEM
console command.

The MUF_MEM_SUMMARY table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
LARGE_PAGES_IN_1M DECIMAL(11,0) No The total number of SYSPOOL

index buffer 64-bit memory
allocations in 1M increments
being backed by large pages.

MEM_REQUESTS DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of requests made
to the MUF memory manager.
This count includes both get
memory and free memory
requests.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.
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OUT_OF_MEM_COUNT INTEGER No The number of times memory
was requested but could not be
honored from the MUF memory
manager, because of insufficient
available memory.

PGM_MEM_24BIT_IN_K DECIMAL(11,0) No This shows most but not all 24-
bit program memory, divided by
1024 (in K).

PGM_MEM_31BIT_IN_K DECIMAL(11,0) No This shows most but not all 31-
bit program memory, divided by
1024 (in K).

TOTAL_24BIT_IN_K DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of 1024 segments
allocated in 24-bit program
memory.

TOTAL_31BIT_IN_M DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of 1,048,576 segments
allocated in 31-bit program
memory.

TOTAL_64BIT_IN_M DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of 1,048,576 segments
allocated above the 64-bit bar.

MUF_ML_DUMPS_PREV (MFF)
Provides information about the last (up to 10) Master List dumps that were requested in the MUF. One row exists for each
dump with identifying information. Once the maximum (of 10 rows) is reached, each additional row that is added forces
the oldest row to be deleted. The Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) becoming full has no effect on the rows being
added to this table. Additionally, clearing the PXX (or optionally, the PXXML in an z/OS environment) has no effect on the
rows of this table. The column data and rules match the MUF_ML_DUMPS_PXX (MFE) table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DB_COMMAND CHAR(5) No The five-character record-at-a-

time or set-at-a-time command
being executed or last executed.
This field can contain certain
internal commands that are only
used by Support.

DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database ID.
DUMP_NUMBER INTEGER No Dumps are numbered from one

as the first after the MUF has
been enabled.
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DUMP_REASON CHAR(1) No The DUMP_REASON can be:
T
TEST (Datacom/DB record-at-a-
time command).
S
SNAP console or DBUTLTY
COMM option.
D
Internal condition (not error)
needing a Master List dump.
Typically done in a patch used in
debugging. Not normally seen in
the GA version.
M
Special multi-tasking error
dump. Should not occur.
E
Error with return code
requesting a Master List dump.

EXTERNAL_CODE CHAR(2) No The EXTERNAL_CODE is
blanks if the reason is not E.

INTERNAL_CODE CHAR(3) No The INTERNAL_CODE is 000 if
the reason is not E.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The job name for a console
SNAP request is ***DBCOM.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

PROGRAM_NAME CHAR(4) No The PROGRAM_NAME is
blanks if the reason is not E or
D.

PROGRAM_OFFSET CHAR(4) No The PROGRAM_OFFSET is
blanks if the reason is not E
or D. For a few conditions the
offset is 0000.

R15_CODE SMALLINT No The R15_CODE is 0 if the
reason is not E. The R15
is useful to Support, if that
becomes necessary.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No The run unit number (zero for
console SNAP).

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the table.
TASK_NUMBER SMALLINT No The number of the task area

being used for this request,
also known as the RWTSA
number. The low numbers are
allocated for user applications
based upon the TASKS Multi-
User startup option. Next are
Datacom STAR task areas,
if any, followed by internal
Datacom/DB system task areas.
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MUF_ML_DUMPS_PXX (MFE)
Provides information about Master List dumps (up to 10) that are currently in the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX)
(or the optional PXXML in an z/OS environment). One row exists for each dump with identifying information. Once 10
rows have been added, rows for additional dumps are not written to this table. Clearing the PXX (or PXXML) removes the
actual Master List dumps and deletes the corresponding row(s) from this table. Printing the PXX has no effect on the rows
of this table. The column data and rules match the MUF_ML_DUMPS_PREV (MFF) table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DB_COMMAND CHAR(5) No The five-character record-at-a-

time or set-at-a-time command
being executed or last executed.
This field can contain certain
internal commands that are only
to be used by Support.

DBID SMALLINT No Contains the database ID.
DUMP_NUMBER INTEGER No Dumps are numbered from one

as the first after the MUF has
been enabled.

DUMP_REASON CHAR(1) No The DUMP_REASON can be:
T
TEST (Datacom/DB record-at-a-
time command).
S
SNAP console or DBUTLTY
COMM option.
D
Internal condition (not error)
needing a Master List dump.
Typically done in a patch used in
debugging. Not typically seen in
the GA version.
M
Special multi-tasking error
dump. Should not occur.
E
Error with return code
requesting a Master List dump.

EXTERNAL_CODE CHAR(2) No The EXTERNAL_CODE is
blanks if the reason is not E.

INTERNAL_CODE CHAR(3) No The INTERNAL_CODE is 000 if
the reason is not E.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The job name for a console
SNAP request is ***DBCOM.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

PROGRAM_NAME CHAR(4) No The PROGRAM_NAME is
blanks if the reason is not E or
D.
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PROGRAM_OFFSET CHAR(4) No The PROGRAM_OFFSET is
blanks if the reason is not E
or D. For a few conditions the
offset is 0000.

R15_CODE SMALLINT No The R15_CODE is 0 if the
reason is not E. The R15
is useful to Support, if that
becomes necessary.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No The run unit number (zero for
console SNAP).

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the table.
TASK_NUMBER SMALLINT No The number of the task area

being used for this request,
also known as the RWTSA
number. The low numbers are
allocated for user applications
based upon the TASKS Multi-
User startup option. Next are
Datacom STAR task areas,
if any, followed by internal
Datacom/DB system task areas.

MUF_OPEN_BASES (MFB)
This table provides information about open databases. One row exists for every open User Requirements Table, both
external to the MUF and internal to the MUF. It is designed primarily for Datacom STAR sites to provide information
about what bases are open by what jobs and at what distributed nodes. Also, this table provides what jobs locally have a
database open. This can be valuable to Datacom STAR and non-Datacom STAR sites.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DBID SMALLINT No The database ID for this

row. For a Datacom STAR
environment, this is the data
base ID as it is known by the
reporting MUF.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No Job name of a job that has at
least one URT open against a
table in this database.

JOB_NODE CHAR(8) No Contains blanks in a
non-Datacom STAR MUF. In a
Datacom STAR MUF, this field
contains the Datacom STAR
node name from the MUF that
the application is connected to.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.
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PARTITION CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this base
is part of a Datacom STAR
partitioned database. This flag
is set to Y only if the DBID is
the object of a $PARTITIONED
relationship in Datacom
Datadictionary therefore, this
flag reflects a partitioned child.

REMOTE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the database
ID represents a database which
resides at a remote MUF using
Datacom STAR. STAR_BASE
must be Y for this flag to be Y.

REMOTE_DBID SMALLINT Yes Contains null when the
REMOTE field contains N.
Otherwise, it contains the
database ID as it is known at
the MUF where the database
resides. Thus, this database
ID may match or differ from the
DBID field.

REMOTE_NODE CHAR(8) Yes Contains null in a non-Datacom
STAR environment. Also
contains null if this database is
local or if REMOTE is N. For a
remote database, contains the
node name of the MUF at the
remote site.

REPLICA CHAR(1) No Specifies whether this base
is part of a Datacom STAR
replicated database. This flag
is set to Y only if the DBID is
the object of a $REPLICATED
relationship in Datacom
Datadictionary. If the DBID is a
child of a partitioned base, then
the PARTITION flag is also set
to Y.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No Contains the run-unit number
for this job. The run unit number
could be zero for an opening
job, but a job may be assigned
the run unit number of zero.
For a job running at another
MUF, the run unit number is
the number assigned the job
at the remote location. The
run unit number matches the
reported run unit number in
messages that range from 0
through 99,999.
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STAR_BASE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether this database
exists to support Datacom STAR
services.
N
Indicates a normal local
database with an index and data
areas.
Y
Indicates this database exists
only for Datacom STAR usage.
With a Y, the BAS definition
in Datacom Datadictionary
has either a $RESIDES
relationship to a remote
MUF or a $PARTITIONED or
$REPLICATED relationship to a
child base.

URT_DBID SMALLINT No Contains a database ID as
it exists in the application
programs User Requirements
Table (URT). For local
databases and non-Datacom
STAR environments, the
URT_DBID matches the DBID.
If the JOB_NODE reflects a
remote MUF, the URT_DBID is
the database ID as it is known
at the remote MUF node. If
the DBID is a partitioned or
replicated database, then this
database ID may reflect the root
base.

URT_NUMBER SMALLINT No Contains the external User
Requirements Table Number for
the User Requirements Table
with this database open. Each
URT open by a job has a unique
number ranging from -32768
through 32767 except that zero
is now displayed as 10000.
The specific number has no
importance and may appear
random.

MUF_OPTIONS (MFO)
The Datacom MUF_OPTIONS (MFO) table contains the general startup options that existed before Version 12.0. Review
column names, SQL data types, column Nullability, and column descriptions.

For information about newer startup options, see the MUF_CONFIG (MCF) section. Most MUF startup information is
available, but not all. Options that allow more than one occurrence are in other tables, such as the Accounting table or the
Datacom Products table. This table has only one row. Some of the fields are changeable, and the values that are reported
are the current value at the time this row is read. An example is any of the FLEXPOOL fields. For these changeable
fields, the value at the MUF startup is not available. Datacom/DB takes the liberty of rounding some of the buffer sizes
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up to doubleword or other boundaries. Expect this possibility in your reporting. For a full description of these fields, see
Modifying Multi-User Startup Options.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

ACCTPRM_ANN_DBID SMALLINT No Contains zero or the database
ID that contains the Accounting
data areas.

ACCTPRM_CPU_TIME CHAR(1) No Indicates whether CPU time is
accumulated when Accounting
is enabled.

ACCTPRM_PRM_DBID SMALLINT No Contains zero or the database
ID of the Accounting parameter
table.

AGENT CHAR(1) No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains an N.

AGENT_LOG_LEVEL SMALLINT No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains a 0 (zero).

AGENT_USE_CONFIG CHAR(1) No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains an N.

BREAK INTEGER No Contains the current value of
the BREAK Multi-User startup
option.

CBS_BUFFER INTEGER No Contains the size of the CBS
buffer.

CBS_DBID_HEURISTIC SMALLINT No Contains database that is used
for heuristic information or 0
(zero) if no DBID is specified.

CBS_DBID_TEMP INTEGER No Contains the database ID
where CBS stores various index
information.

CBS_MAXSTEN INTEGER No Contains the CBS temporary
index entry limit.

CBS_MAXSTIO INTEGER No Contains the CBS set I/O limit.
CBS_TIME_DELETE SMALLINT No Age of set not referenced where

it can be deleted.
CSAFREE CHAR(1) No This column is provided for

prior version compatibility and
contains an N.

DATAPOOL_DATALN SMALLINT No Specifies the data buffer size for
normal data buffers.

DATAPOOL_DATALN2 SMALLINT No Specifies zero or the data buffer
size for large data buffers.

DATAPOOL_DATANO INTEGER No Specifies the number of normal
data buffers.

DATAPOOL_DATANO2 INTEGER No Specifies the number of large
data buffers.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

DATASPACE_CONNECT CHAR(1) No In z/OS, this is a Y indicating
that a data space is used to
connect between address
spaces. In z/VSE, the only value
is N.

DATASPACE_SIZE INTEGER No Contains the size, in bytes, for
any data spaces defined. Zero
indicates the maximum of 2-GB.

DATETIME_DATE CHAR(3) No Format for SQL date usage.
DATETIME_TIME CHAR(3) No Format for SQL time usage.
DICTIONARY_DD_DBID SMALLINT No The database ID for the primary

DATA-DICT database.
DICTIONARY_DDDDBID SMALLINT No The database ID for the primary

Data Definition Directory
database.

EXCTLNO INTEGER No Zero or record exclusive control
limit.

EXPAND_LENGTH INTEGER No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains a 0 (zero).

EXPAND_NUMBER INTEGER No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains a 0 (zero).

FLEXPOOL_DATANO INTEGER No Number of current data
FLEXPOOL buffers.

FLEXPOOL_DATANO2 INTEGER No Number of current large data
FLEXPOOL buffers.

FLEXPOOL_DXXNO INTEGER No Number of current DXX
FLEXPOOL buffers.

FLEXPOOL_IXXNO INTEGER No Number of current IXX
FLEXPOOL buffers.

IOTASK_CURRENT SMALLINT No Current number of usable I/O
tasks.

IOTASK_MAXIMUM SMALLINT No Maximum number of I/O tasks.
LOGOPTION_OPN_CLS CHAR(1) No Force writing OPEN and CLOSE

records to the Log Area (LXX)
for maintenance run units if Y.
N indicates no OPEN on the
log and only CLOSE if it is a
commit.

LOGPEND SMALLINT No Size of pipeline of DXX and data
buffers, based on the number of
log blocks.

LOGPOOL SMALLINT No Number of log buffers for
transaction backout.

LOGRCV CHAR(5) No Specifies which logging
recovery option was selected.

LOGRSYS SMALLINT No The z/VSE SYS number for the
Recovery File (RXX).
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

LOGSPILL_A SMALLINT No Log percent for console
message.

LOGSPILL_B SMALLINT No Log percent for force spill.
LOGSPILL_C SMALLINT No Log percent for starting spill.
LOGSPILL_D SMALLINT No Log percent to force from log

scan.
LOGSPILL_E SMALLINT No Log percent to force from log

redo.
MAXELRQ SMALLINT No Maximum elements per request.
MUF_ENDED_NO_LOG CHAR(1) No Y or N, with N as the default.

With N set or defaulted, a
console message (DB00102I)
occurs in MUF only if the job
ending did maintenance that
was logged. With Y set, a
console ended message occurs
for all jobs. The N option is
recommended to reduce the
console clutter.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.

MUF_RUN_UNIT_GROUP SMALLINT No Number of run units to group
during MUF execution to reduce
CXX I/O.

MUFMSG_A CHAR(1) No Include MUF job name as
message prefix.

MUFMSG_B CHAR(1) No Include SVC number as
message prefix.

MUFMSG_C CHAR(1) No Include SUBID number as
message prefix.

MUFPLEX_NAME CHAR(8) No If running with full Data Sharing
as a MUFplex, name of the
group.

MUFPLEX_NUMBER SMALLINT No Number of this specific MUF
within this MUFplex group.

MUFPLEX_LOCKS INTEGER No Number of lock hash entries
to control performance in Data
Sharing.

MUFPLEX_MAX_TASKS SMALLINT No Maximum number of tasks per
MUF within this MUFplex group.

NONSWAP CHAR(1) No Request MUF be set
nonswappable (z/OS).

PLANSEC_CHECKPLAN CHAR(1) No SQL plan security.
PLANSEC_CHECKWHEN CHAR(8) No SQL plan security, when to

check.
PLANSEC_CHECKWHO CHAR(8) No SQL plan security, who to

check.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

PROCEDURE_CACHE INTEGER No Size of cache used to save
information about the execution
of procedures.

PROCEDURE_NESTS SMALLINT No Number representing the depth
of ability for a procedure that
is executing to issue SQL
statements that cause another
procedure to run.

PROCEDURE_TCBS SMALLINT No Number of operating system
subtasks to attach to support the
procedure processing.

PXX_STATS CHAR(6) No Level of statistics information in
PXX.

READAHD CHAR(8) No Type of sequential reading
ahead (pre-8.1 URTs).

RESTART_ACCESS_OFF CHAR(1) No Contains a Y if errors are
ignored (as described in
RESTART_IGNORE), and
indicates that the database ID
with the errors is to be set to
ACCESS OFF to prevent it from
being easily opened until the
errors are corrected.

RESTART_IGNORE CHAR(1) No Contains a Y if errors during
the reprocessing of the restart
phase of the MUF startup are
to be ignored and the MUF
enabled (not all errors are
ignorable). Contains an N if
errors are to stop the enable
so that users can correct the
problem and rerun the MUF for
correct results.

RRS CHAR(8) No Contains blanks if not specified,
CONTINUE if specified as
continue, or FAIL if specified as
fail.

RXX_UNIT_COUNT SMALLINT No Count of units for RXX (z/OS).
RXX_UNIT_NAME CHAR(8) No Name for RXX unit (z/OS).
RXX_VOLUME_COUNT SMALLINT No Number of volumes to request.
RXXROLLBACK CHAR(1) No Specifies force spill at Log Area

full (Y) versus force checkpoint
at Log Area full (N).

SMPTASK_CURRENT SMALLINT No Current number of SMP tasks.
SMPTASK_MAXIMUM SMALLINT No Maximum number of SMP tasks.
SMPTASK_READY_TASK SMALLINT No Ready-to-run work required to

start another SMP task.
SQLDEFAULT_DBID SMALLINT No Zero or the database ID for the

default database for SQL tables.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SQLDEFAULT_NAME CHAR(32) No Default area name for SQL
tables.

SQLOPTION_BOTH CHAR(1) No A Y indicates that both update
and read-only cursors are
allowed in a plan. An N indicates
that either an update or read-
only cursor is allowed in a plan.

SQLOPTION_MODE CHAR(7) No Mode of SQL support.
SQLOPTION_OPTION CHAR(1) No SQL activation option.
SQLOPTION_TIMEOUT SMALLINT No Minutes before a CICS SQL

logical unit of work is closed.
SQLOPTION_TTMID SMALLINT No Zero or the database ID of the

SQL TTM database.
SQLOPTION_VIEW CHAR(1) No External security checking at

the view-level default. All plans
that have a specified selection
of view security or table-level
are excluded from this default.
It applies on every compile or
rebind as the default. If Y is
specified, all security within the
plan for a view is done through
view security. If N is specified,
all security within the plan is
done with table-level security.

STAR_MAX_NODES SMALLINT No Maximum number of nodes
with which Datacom STAR can
connect.

STAR_NODE CHAR(8) No Name of the node which this
MUF is known as, for (DST)
usage.

STAR_SIZE INTEGER No Size of working storage for
Datacom STAR usage.

STAR_TASKS SMALLINT No Number of tasks (RWTSAs) to
reserve for remote Datacom
STAR requests.

STAR_TIME_BATCH SMALLINT No Seconds Datacom STAR waits
for a remote request for record
locking in batch.

STAR_TIME_CICS SMALLINT No Seconds Datacom STAR waits
for a remote request for record
locking in CICS.

STATBFR INTEGER No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains as 0 (zero).

SUBTASK CHAR(8) No Blanks or name of a subtask to
run with MUF.

SYSOUT_CLASS CHAR(1) No z/OS throw-away class.
SYSPOOL_CXXNO SMALLINT No Number of Directory (CXX)

buffers.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SYSPOOL_DXXNO INTEGER No Current number of DXX buffers.
SYSPOOL_INDEX SMALLINT No Provides the index buffer size.
SYSPOOL_IXXNO INTEGER No Current number of IXX buffers.
SYSTEMDBID_DBID SMALLINT No Zero or the database ID of

the database containing the
Dynamic System Tables.

SYSTEMDBID_SYSOUT CHAR(1) No In z/OS, Y indicates that
changes are written to SYSOUT,
but N indicates that changes
are not written to SYSOUT. In z/
VSE, changes are written to the
PXX.

TASKS_NUMBER SMALLINT No Number of tasks (RWTSAs).
TASKS_SIZE INTEGER No Size of the task area.
TASKS_VAE_NUMBER SMALLINT No Number of tasks in the MUF that

support XPCC connection (z/
VSE).

TASKS_VM_NUMBER SMALLINT No Number of tasks in the MUF that
support VM IUCV connection.

TASKS_XCF_NUMBER SMALLINT No Number of tasks in the MUF that
support XCF connection (z/OS).

MUF_PRODUCTS (MFP)
This table is for Broadcom products or features that can be in use in the Datacom/DB system. One record exists for each
optional product which could be provided in the Multi-User startup option DATACOM. A Y (YES) or N (NO) flag indicates
whether the product was requested. This provides what was requested during the startup, not necessarily what products
are installed or could have been selected.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

AVAILABLE CHAR(1) No Indicates whether the product
or feature was specified in
the Multi-User startup option
DATACOM.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Contains the name of the MUF
specified in the MUF Multi-User
startup option or the operating
system job name.

PRODUCT CHAR(18) No One of the products which are
allowable in the Multi-User
startup option DATACOM.

MUF_RATES (MFR)
This table is a simple, low overhead way of watching Multi-User performance. It contains one row. Approximately every
two minutes, Multi-User saves selected information about activity which has been done. If an SQL query is done against
the MUF_RATES table, the saved information is reviewed and the fields that follow are calculated as required and
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provided for access. The data provided is the same during the approximate two-minute interval. The time is based upon
operating system facilities and timings and can therefore vary, but the two-minute value cannot be changed by the user.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CPU_USED INTEGER No The number of seconds of CPU

time used by the MUF address
space during the last completed
time interval.

DATA_SEQUENCE INTEGER No The number of data buffer
references per second averaged
over the last completed time
interval. Note that data buffers
include both normal and large
size buffers.

DB_REQUESTS INTEGER No The number of Datacom/DB
requests per second averaged
over the last completed
time interval. Note that this
request count is the same
as reported in the Statistics
and Diagnostics Area (PXX)
report summary statistics as DB
REQUESTS. It is also reported
as DB_REQUESTS in the
MUF_SYSTEMS_STATS field.

DXX_SEQUENCE INTEGER No The number of low-level index
(DXX) buffer references per
second averaged over the last
completed time interval.

ELAPSED_SECONDS INTEGER No The number of elapsed seconds
which occurred in the last
completed time interval. Expect
the times to vary based upon
operating system features and
processor availability.

IXX_SEQUENCE INTEGER No The number of high-level index
(IXX) buffer references per
second averaged over the last
completed time interval.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

PHYSICAL_READS INTEGER No The number of physical read I/
O events per second averaged
over the last completed time
interval. This count includes
the Directory (CXX), Log Area
(LXX), all Index Areas (IXX...),
and data areas (xxx...).
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PHYSICAL_WRITES INTEGER No The number of physical write I/
O events per second averaged
over the last completed time
interval. This count includes
the Directory (CXX), Log Area
(LXX), Dual Log Area (NXX), all
Index Areas (IXX...), and data
areas (xxx...).

MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT (MDO)
In the MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT Dynamic System Table, one row exists for each Datacom return code, not only for those
return codes that have occurred. The MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT table allows you to determine the PXX dump options in
effect for a given return code. The MUF_RC_DUMP_OPT contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
DUMP_OPTION
 

CHAR(8) No Can be one of the following:
BUFFER, ML, MINIMAL, or
NONE.
BUFFER
BUFFER means that Master
List and buffers dump are
generated.
ML
ML means that a Master List
dump with no buffer dump is
generated.
MINIMAL
MINIMAL means that a minimal
dump is generated. A minimal
dump is a small, tailored dump
that is suitable for a few simple
errors, for example, an invalid
command.
NONE
NONE means that no dump is
produced.
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EXTERNAL_CODE
 

CHAR(2) No Datacom/DB passes a return
code, that is, an external return
code, to the Request Area of
a program in response to the
program issuing a Datacom/
DB command. Datacom/DB
also issues return codes within
Datacom/DB messages, that
is, internal return codes. All
non-blank external return codes
have one or more associated
internal return codes. If there
is only one internal return code
associated with the return code,
it is not separately listed in
the  Datacom/DB message
documentation since the
description in that case of the
external and internal return
codes is the same.

INTERNAL_CODE
 

CHAR(3) No See the explanation of internal
codes given in the description of
EXTERNAL_CODE.

MUF_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

MUF_RETURN_CODES (MFU)
This table allows you to determine which Datacom/DB return codes have occurred in this execution of the MUF. It has a
key of the external return code concatenated with the internal return code.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
COUNT_CODES INTEGER No Each full return code has a

count of occurrences. The
table has rows for only those
errors that have occurred at
least once. Several return
codes that occur frequently
in non error situations are not
counted. These include, but
are not restricted to, return
codes: 14, 19, and 04(127). Also
not counted are certain return
codes that occur outside the
MUF. These include, but are not
restricted to, return codes: 36,
37, 57, 68, 85, and 86.
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EXTERNAL_CODE CHAR(2) No Datacom/DB passes a return
code, that is, an external return
code, to the Request Area of
a program in response to the
program issuing a Datacom/
DB command. Datacom/DB
also issues return codes within
Datacom/DB messages, that is,
internal return codes. All non-
blank external return codes
have one or more associated
internal return codes. If there
is only one internal return code
associated with the return
code, it is not separately listed
in the Datacom/DB message
documentation since the
description in that case of the
external and internal return
codes is the same.

INTERNAL_CODE CHAR(3) No See the explanation of internal
codes given in the description of
EXTERNAL_CODE.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

SHORT_TEXT CHAR(50) No Each unique return code has
this short text to speed the
review of errors and save time
that could be spent looking up
message meanings.

MUF_SMP_STATS (MFW)
This table is provided to allow monitoring of information relating to the running of the MUF in SMP mode. It contains one
row. Two types of fields exist.

The first type of field supplies information to tune the number of SMP tasks and the count to start more. These fields
currently include the POSTED_0 through POSTED_24_999. Periodically, Datacom/DB samples the list of posted tasks
(units of work) that are ready to run. At each sample, one is added to one of the POSTED counters. The counter selected
is based on the total entries in the list. The proportion of values in the POSTED counters reflects the depth of the backlog
of work outstanding.

All other fields belong to the second type of field. They are informational and no tuning changes them. They provide
the number of lock contentions for each of the SMP-type internal locks. All locks are held for a minimum number of
instructions. Contention exists between one TCB which owns the lock and another TCB which wants the lock when one
of them needs an exclusive lock. In this case, the second TCB must wait. Since no user action is possible, each is briefly
described.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACCESS_AREA INTEGER No Contains number of times wait

occurred for the area level
access.

ACCOUNTING_SMP INTEGER No Accounting SMP locks.
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ACCOUNTING_STATUS INTEGER No The status of an Accounting
table is in the process of being
changed.

ACCOUNTING_TABLE INTEGER No A specific Accounting tables
buffer is being changed.

ADD_DELETE_FLEX INTEGER No The add or delete of a
FLEXPOOL buffer. Also, the add
or delete of a sequential buffer.

CBS_BUFFER INTEGER No Adding to or deleting from the
CBS buffer.

CHECK_INTERLOCK INTEGER No Checking to see if a lock conflict
(record, value, system) would
cause an interlock.

COVEREDVIRTUAL INTEGER No A specific Covered or Virtual
area while processing a block.

CXX_BUFFER INTEGER No Count of times a task waited on
a specific Directory (CXX) block
to become available.

DATA_BUFFER INTEGER No A specific data buffer being
updated.

DATA_HASH INTEGER No The hash-type lookup for a data
buffer.

DATA_LRU INTEGER No The Least Recently Used chain
of data buffers.

DATA_SPACE_BUFFER INTEGER No Record add looking for space in
a specific buffer.

DATA_SPACE_MGMT INTEGER No Data space management
adding a block to, or removing a
block from, the space index for a
specific area.

DATA_WRITE_PEND INTEGER No Changing the data buffer write-
pending list.

DSF_IN_MUF INTEGER No Datacom Datadictionary
requests in the MUF.

DUMP_LIST INTEGER No Count of times a task waited
while attempting to manage the
Datacom/DB dump list because
another task was concurrently
managing the dump list.

DXX_BUFFER INTEGER No A specific DXX buffer is being
updated.

DXX_HASH INTEGER No The hash type lookup for a DXX
buffer.

DXX_LRU INTEGER No The Least Recently Used chain
of DXX buffers.

DXX_WRITE_PEND INTEGER No Changing the DXX buffer write-
pending list.

EXPAND_BUFFER INTEGER No This column is provided for
prior version compatibility and
contains 0 (zero).
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HISTORY_SPILL INTEGER No Count of times a task had to
wait on the history database spill
SMP lock.

INDEX_QUEUE INTEGER No Changing the index queue.
IXX_BUFFER INTEGER No A specific IXX buffer being

updated.
IXX_HASH INTEGER No The hash-type lookup for an IXX

buffer.
IXX_LRU INTEGER No The Least Recently Used chain

of IXX buffers.
LOCK_LIST INTEGER No Searching or changing the lock

(exclusive control) list.
LOG_BUFFER INTEGER No Changing a specific Log buffer.
LOG_LRU INTEGER No The Least Recently Used chain

of LOGPOOL log buffers for
transaction backout.

LOGGING_CHAINS INTEGER No Log processing chains.
LOGGING_FORCE INTEGER No Log force condition.
MEMORY_MANAGER INTEGER No Change in memory allocation.
MISCELLANEOUS INTEGER No Miscellaneous small structures.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF.
OPEN_TABLE INTEGER No Changes in the list of open

tables.
OPEN_USER_EXIT INTEGER No Contains number of times wait

occurred to get to not reentrant
user open exit.

PLEX_CLOSE_STAT INTEGER No Waits to write-close stats.
PLEX_LOCK_BUFFER INTEGER No Waits for index or data buffer

coupling record.
PLEX_LOCK_DBYU INTEGER No Waits for lock/read of lock index

assignment coupling record.
PLEX_LOCK_LOG_C INTEGER No Waits for lock/read for log

control/current coupling record.
PLEX_LOCK_LOG_U INTEGER No Waits for lock/read for log

uncertainty coupling record.
PLEX_LOCK_RUNUNIT INTEGER No Waits for lock/read for run unit

grouping coupling record.
PLEX_LOCK_TSN INTEGER No Waits for TSN assignment

coupling record.
PLEX_LOG_RCD INTEGER No Waits for the current log record

from the coupler.
PLEX_REBUILD INTEGER No MUFplex rebuild process.
PLEX_TSN_READ INTEGER No Times a read was required to

read the TSN record from the
coupler.

PLEX_TSN_RETRY INTEGER No Times a retry occurred during
the assignment of a TSN to start
a new transaction.
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POSTED_0 DECIMAL (11,0) No Times the posted list entries
were counted and the list was
empty.

POSTED_1_5 DECIMAL (11,0) No Times the posted list entries
were counted and the list
contained one through five
entries.

POSTED_6_10 INTEGER No Times the posted list entries
were counted and the list
contained six through ten
entries.

POSTED_11_23 INTEGER No Times the posted list entries
were counted and the list
contained 11 through 23 entries.

POSTED_24_999 INTEGER No Times the posted list entries
were counted and the list
contained 24 or more entries.

POSTED_LIST INTEGER No Some changes to the list of
posted (ready-to-run) units of
work.

PXX_CONSOLE INTEGER No Writes to the PXX or writes to
the console.

SECURITY_CHECK INTEGER No Changes to the security buffer
or tables.

SQL_ATTACH INTEGER No Changes to the SQL attach list.
SQL_GLOBAL INTEGER No Changes to SQL global areas.
SQL_MEM_MGR INTEGER No SQL memory manager.
SQL_MISC INTEGER No Changes to minor SQL blocks.
SQL_PLAN INTEGER No Changes to the SQL plan list.
SQL_PROCEDURE INTEGER No Waits for a procedure TCB.
SQL_STATUS INTEGER No Changes in SQL status

conditions.
SQL_TTM INTEGER No Getting/freeing SQL TTM

blocks.
SQL_URT INTEGER No Changes to the SQL User

Requirement Lists.
STAR INTEGER No General Datacom STAR control

changes.
STAR_TASK INTEGER No Changes in Datacom STAR task

status.
TASK_AREA INTEGER No Changes in a task area

(RWTSA) status.
TSN INTEGER No Changes to the active

transaction list.
USER_COMPRESSION INTEGER No Control information around a

user compression exit.
WAIT_COUPLER INTEGER No Waits for Coupling Facility

actions.
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WAIT_LIST INTEGER No Changes in the list of waiting
tasks.

WAIT_MUF_MUFPLEX INTEGER No Waits for another MUF within
the MUFplex.

WAIT_PLEX_AREA INTEGER No Waits for lock/read of data area
coupling record.

WAIT_PLEX_BASE INTEGER No Waits for lock/read of database
coupling record.

WAIT_PLEX_TABLE INTEGER No Waits for lock/read of table
coupling record.

WAIT_XCF INTEGER No Waits for a message when using
XCF for communication.

XES_MSG_REPLY INTEGER No Waits for a message reply from
another MUFplex MUF.

MUF_SMP_TASK (MFM)
This table exists and can be queried in all environments, but it is intended for and useful only in z/OS running the MUF
in SMP mode as set by the SMPTASK startup option. When running in SMP mode, multiple z/OS tasks (TCBs) can be
dispatched to perform the full range of Datacom/DB MUF processing.

This table contains one row for the main task and one for any SMPTASKS generated. It shows the counts of times that
each TCB selected and did a unit of work. A request provided MUF, once started, is a unit of work. It continues until a
reason to stop occurs. When restarted, it is considered a new unit of work. This table only shows the level of activity done
by each TCB. To be most useful, read this table and save the results. After a period of time, repeat and compare the
difference to show activity during the time period.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACTIVE CHAR(1) No Indicates if this SMP task is

currently active.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF as specified

in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the operating system
job name.

SMP_TASK_ID SMALLINT No Contains the number of the
SMP task. The MUF main
task is always number 1. SMP
tasks are numbered 2 through
one higher than the number
specified in the startup option
SMPTASK.

TIMES_USED DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times this TCB was
used to perform an SMP-type
unit-of-work.

MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI)
(z/OS only) If SRB mode was specified with the SMPTASK Multi-User startup option, the MUF_SRB_ZIIP (MZI) Dynamic
System Table has one row for each SMP subtask that was designated on the SMPTASK Multi-User startup option
parameter used to specify the maximum number of SMP subtasks,
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Information provided by the MZI table is updated periodically by the specific subtask, based on usage counts, which
means that it is therefore not necessarily current. It does, however, provide performance information with minimal impact.

The MUF_SRB_ZIIP table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ENCLAVE_SECONDS INTEGER No Datacom SMP SRBs run in an

Enclave. This is the total CPU
time (in seconds) that this SMP
task has used for the life of this
MUF.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the MUF job name.

SEQUENCE_NUMBER SMALLINT No A sequence number that
uniquely identifies the SMP
task. For example, sequence
number 1 is the first SMP task,
sequence number 2 is the
second SMP task, and so on.

ZIIP_ON_CP_SECONDS INTEGER No If the ZIIP Multi-User startup
option was specified for this
SMP subtask, this is the total
CPU seconds spent on a
standard (non-zIIP) processor
that would have run on a zIIP
processor but a zIIP processor
was not available. If the ZIIP
Multi-User startup option was
not specified, this column is 0
(zero).

ZIIP_PERCENT SMALLINT No This is 100 if no user limit has
been placed on zIIP processing
with the ZIIP_USER_LIMIT
Multi-User startup option.
Otherwise, this is the user-
specified limit.

ZIIP_QUAL_SECONDS INTEGER No The total time in seconds
for which this SMP subtask
was qualified to run on a zIIP
processor.

ZIIP_SECONDS INTEGER No The actual total CPU time this
SMP subtask ran on a zIIP
processor.

MUF_SYSOUT (MFG)
In z/OS only, this table provides information about the SYSOUT Multi-User startup option that directs diagnostic and
tracing information to SYSOUT files instead of to the Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX).

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
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SYSOUT_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the directed output:
ML, CBS, SQL, DD, or DST.

OUTLIM_NUMBER INTEGER No Output limit or zero.
REDIRECTED_NAME CHAR(3) No If the SYSOUT_NAME output

is redirected to another
SYSOUT, this is the name
of that other SYSOUT. If
the SYSOUT_NAME is not
redirected to another SYSOUT,
the ROUTED_NAME is blanks.

MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS)
MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS) is an old table delivered for compatibility with prior releases. Use MUF_SYSTEMS_STATS
(MSS) instead because it has a capacity for larger numbers.

MUF_SYSTEMS_STATS (MSS)
The following table is designed as a replacement table for MUF_SYSTEM_STATS (MFS). It has many columns with a
larger capacity than the old table and removes obsolete columns that are in other dynamic systems tables or provide no
value. We recommend that you start using this table to collect systems statistics even though the MFS table still exists.

NOTE
Columns whose lengths are different between the two tables are in italics. Otherwise, all column characteristics
are the same as the old table.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
BEGIN_TIME TIMESTAMP No Date and time the MUF was

enabled. This timestamp would
need to be the same if this
record was read at two points
in time and the difference was
being computed to see activity
during a time period. (If the
timestamp is different on the
second reading of the record,
the MUF has been recycled.)

CURRENT_CPU INTEGER No Number of CPU seconds used
by the MUF address space
since startup.

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No Current date and timestamp
from the MUF.

DATA_MGR_REQUESTS DECIMAL(13,0) No Specifies the number of calls
to the low-level Datacom/
DB processor. Each request
to the MUF that involves a
Datacom/DB RAAT or SAAT
type command generates
one data manager request.
Each request involving an SQL
request generates as many data
manager requests as necessary
to process the SQL request.
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DATA_SEQUENCE DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced.

DATA_USED_1 DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced the first time
after the buffer was read from
DASD or copied from MRDF.

DATA_USED_2 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced a second time
after the buffer was read from
DASD or copied from MRDF.

DATA_USED_3 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced a third time after
the buffer was read from DASD
or copied from MRDF.

DATA_USED_4 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced a fourth time
after the buffer was read from
DASD or copied from MRDF.

DATA_USED_5 DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a data buffer
was referenced five times (and
six times, and seven times, and
so forth) after the buffer was
read from DASD or copied from
MRDF.

DATA2_USED_1 INTEGER No Number of times a data2 buffer
(large-size data buffer) was
referenced once after the buffer
was read from DASD or copied
from MRDF.

DATA2_USED_2 INTEGER No Number of times a data2 buffer
(large-size data buffer) was
referenced twice after the buffer
was read from DASD or copied
from MRDF.

DATA2_USED_3 INTEGER No Number of times a data2 buffer
(large-size data buffer) was
referenced three times after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.

DATA2_USED_4 INTEGER No Number of times a data2 buffer
(large-size data buffer) was
referenced four times after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.

DATA2_USED_5 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a data2 buffer
(large-size data buffer) was
referenced five times (and six
times, and seven times, and
so forth) after the buffer was
read from DASD or copied from
MRDF.
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DB_REQUESTS DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of calls from an
application program either
directly or through another
tool (such as SQL) which was
shipped to the MUF. Blocked
GETIT/GETPS requests are
counted here as one request
per block. Block SQL requests
are the same, one request per
block.

DELETED_BLOCKS INTEGER No Number of times the last entry in
an index block was deleted.

DXX_SEQUENCE DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced.

DXX_USED_1 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced once after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.

DXX_USED_2 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced twice after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.

DXX_USED_3 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced three times after
the buffer was read from DASD
or copied from MRDF.

DXX_USED_4 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced four times after
the buffer was read from DASD
or copied from MRDF.

DXX_USED_5 DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times a DXX buffer
was referenced five times (and
six times, and seven times, and
so forth) after the buffer was
read from DASD or copied from
MRDF.

INDEX_Q_PROCESSED INTEGER No The number of index queue
entries processed. Queue
processing includes:
All high-level block processing
Block deletions of low-level
blocks
This statistic is useful primarily
to Support for debugging
purposes.

IXX_SEQUENCE DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced.

IXX_USED_1 DECIMAL(11.0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced once after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.
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IXX_USED_2 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced twice after the
buffer was read from DASD or
copied from MRDF.

IXX_USED_3 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced three times after
the buffer was read from DASD
or copied from MRDF.

IXX_USED_4 DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced four times after
the buffer was read from DASD
or copied from MRDF.

IXX_USED_5 DECIMAL(13,0) No Number of times an IXX buffer
was referenced five times (and
six times, and seven times, and
so forth) after the buffer was
read from DASD or copied from
MRDF.

LOG_PERCENT_FULL INTEGER No The highest percent full the Log
Area reached.

LOG_WRITE_COMMAND INTEGER No The number of times the Log
buffer containing logged data
was written because of a
command. Commands which
cause transaction boundaries
(COMIT, LOGCP, LOGCR,
ROLBK, CLOSE) are always
written. The ADDIT, DELET,
and UPDAT maintenance
commands are only written if
the table definition indicates
writes, the URT indicates
writes, or the Multi-User startup
option LOGPEND indicates
no pipelining. Commands
which are optional are LOGIT
and LOGDW. Some internal
system commands can also
write the Log block prior to
full. Comparing the ratios of
COMMAND WRITE to BUFFER
FULL WRITE I/O can be used
to attempt tuning by reducing
the number of LXX writes. The
number of writes to the Log
Area may not equal these detail
counts due to multitasking
events.
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LOG_WRITE_CONTROL INTEGER No The number of times the Log
control block was written. The
control block information is
required for the restart process
during MUF. This counter is part
of the information to provide
details about the LXX I/O. The
number of writes to the Log
Area may not equal the detail
counts due to multitasking
events.

LOG_WRITE_FULL INTEGER No The number of times the
log buffer containing logged
data was written when it was
considered to be full. This count
is the number of Log Area
(LXX) blocks used. LXX block
size tuning is reflected here.
The number of writes to the
Log Area may not equal these
detail counts due to multitasking
events.

LOG_WRITE_OTHER INTEGER No Indicates the number of times
a non-full Log block had to be
written to support RESTART
when an index or data block had
to be written. The number of
writes to the Log Area may not
equal these detail counts due to
multitasking events.

LOG_WRITE_TXB INTEGER No Indicates the number of times
a Log block was written during
transaction or request backout.

LOG_WRITE_2_PHASE INTEGER No The number of I/Os done to
the log Area in support of the
Datacom STAR 2 phase commit
processing. This is also used in
special cases without Datacom
STAR in the system.

LOGPEND_WRITES INTEGER No Number of writes to an index
or data buffer due to the setting
of the Multi-User startup option
LOGPEND.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

NO_TXB_BUFFER INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
a task was in transaction
or request backout, but all
LOGPOOL buffers were not
available.

PHYSICAL_READS DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the number of physical
I/Os (EXCPs) that have been
done to read data from DASD.
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PHYSICAL_WRITES DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the number of physical
I/Os (EXCPs) that have been
done to write memory data to
DASD.

RECORD_LOCKS DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the number of times
a record was locked. Includes
exclusive control locks and, for
SQL, share locks.

RQ_PENDING_1_10 DECIMAL(11,0) No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
nine or less tasks waiting on
resources.

RQ_PENDING_11_20 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
10 through 19 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_21_30 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
20 through 29 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_31_40 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
30 through 39 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_41_50 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
40 through 49 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_51_60 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
50 through 59 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_61_70 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
60 through 69 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_71_80 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
70 through 79 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_81_90 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
80 through 89 tasks waiting.

RQ_PENDING_91_100 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
90 through 99 tasks waiting.
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RQ_PENDING_GT_100 INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
tasks waited on resources other
than I/O and there were already
more than 99 other tasks waiting
on resources.

SECONDARY_CONFLICT INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
a record lock was attempted
where it was not currently
available because the record
was subject to transaction
backout.

SEQ_READ_AHEAD INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
a read-ahead I/O was done in
support of the GETIT or GETPS
command.

SPLIT_DXX INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
that a DXX-level index block
was split. This indicates growth
of an index.

SPLIT_IXX INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
that an IXX-level index block
was split.

SQL_REQUESTS INTEGER No Specifies the number of
requests issued to the MUF of
the SQL style.

WAIT_ACCOUNTING INTEGER No Specifies the number of times a
task had to wait when adding a
record to an Accounting buffer
because the Accounting buffer
was full.

WAIT_LOCK INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
a task requested a record-level
lock that was not available.

WAIT_REQUEST INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
that a task had to wait on an
active request of another task.
This involves internal Datacom/
DB processing and currently
can occur during a Log Area
full condition and during close
processing.

WAIT_SPILL INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
that a task had to wait on the
completion of a spill. This occurs
when the Log has no space
to add records until a spill is
completed and space made
available.
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WAIT_TASK INTEGER No Specifies the number of times
that a task had to wait on the
completion of another task.
This is done when a secondary
conflict exists and the task
needs to wait for the commit
or rollback of the task last
maintaining a data record.

MUF_TABLE_STATS (MFT)
This table provides table-level information about the number and types of requests processed by this MUF. It contains
one row for every table that has been opened to this MUF. This information is always from the start of the MUF to the
current time. This includes the RESTART process done during the MUF enable, all activity for ended jobs, and all activity
for active jobs. This table shows a view of the logical activity for comparison purposes with the area logical and physical I/
O activity and the summary statistics.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
AREA_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of area which contains

the table. Provided to easily
join these rows with the area
statistics rows.

BEGIN_TIME TIMESTAMP No Date and time of the MUF
enable. Helpful if saving
copies of this current data in a
user-defined table as history
information.

CURRENT_DATETIME TIMESTAMP No Current MUF date and time.

DBID SMALLINT No The database ID which contains
this table.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

TABLE_NAME CHAR(3) No Name of the table.
TOTAL_ADDS DECIMAL(11,0) No Contains the number of rows

added to this table. As a
measure of work done, it
includes adds attempted but
failed and also adds which were
reversed during transaction
backout.

TOTAL_DELETES DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of rows deleted from
this table. Includes deletes done
during transaction backouts
reversing an add.

TOTAL_READS DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of data read type
requests against this table.

TOTAL_REQUESTS DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of data manager
requests made against this
table.
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TOTAL_UPDATES DECIMAL(11,0) No Number of updates to this table.
Includes updates done during
transaction backouts reversing
updates or deletes.

MUF_TCB_OR_SRB (MTC)
The MUF_TCB_OR_SRB Dynamic System Table is similar to the MUF EOJ TCB Use Summary Information report
produced at MUF EOJ.

Statistics provided by this table are updated periodically by the specific subtask. The information in this table is not
completely current, but it does provide performance information with minimal impact.

The MUF_TCB_OR_SRB table contains the following columns:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CPU_SECONDS
 

INTEGER No Total CPU seconds used by this
task for the life of this MUF.

MUF_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified in
the MUF startup option or the
MUF job name.

PROGRAM_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the program using this
TCB or SRB. See the list from
the DBUTLTY EOJ report.

PHYSICAL_IO
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of I/Os this TCB or
SRB performed.

SEQUENCE_NUMBER
 

SMALLINT No A sequence number which
uniquely identifies a task,
where more than one share the
same PROGRAM_NAME (for
example, DBSMPPR).

TASK_TYPE
 

CHAR(4) No Contains MAIN for the main
MUF task, SMP for SMP
subtask, or SUB for other
subtask.

TIMES_POSTED
 

DECIMAL(13,0) No Lists number of times individual
TCBs or SRBs went into a wait
(no work to do) and were posted
to start processing. Once any
of the TCBs are posted, they
run (and take new work) until
no work exists to be done. The
information provided in this
field could be useful in tuning
the ready-to-run option on the
SMPTASK Multi-User startup
option.
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TIMES_USED
 

DECIMAL(13,0) No The number of times an internal
unit of work was performed by
this task. Each program has its
own considerations for what a
unit of work is, which means
that this count is therefore not
comparable to other Datacom
counters.

MUF_XCF (MFX)
This table contains the startup options from the XCF_FROM statement. It contains one row for every XCF_FROM Multi-
User startup option specified. The table therefore remains empty except for a Multi-User that is using the XCF Coupling
Facility.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CURRENT_STATUS
 

CHAR(6) No Either DELETE, NO, or YES, as
specified with the X option.

JOBNAME CHAR(8) No The job name from which this
MUF can accept requests, as
specified with the XCF_FROM
option.

JOBS_CURRENT
 

INTEGER No The number of active jobs which
are connected to a MUF.

JOBS_TOTAL
 

INTEGER No The number of jobs that were
received.

MUF_NAME
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF specified
in the MUF Multi-User startup
option or the name of the MUF
job name.

REQUESTS_CURRENT
 

INTEGER No The number of active requests
which are connected.

REQUESTS_TOTAL
 

DECIMAL(11,0) No The number of requests that
were received.

SYSTEM_NAME CHAR(8) No System from which this MUF
can accept requests, as
specified with the XCF_FROM
option

XCF_GROUP
 

CHAR(8) No Name of the group containing
the jobs identified in the
MUF_NAME column from which
this MUF can accept requests.

SQL Tables
SQL tables are comprised of: following types of tables:
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• Maintenance
• Sequence
• Status
• Cache
• Schema Information (SIT)

The following pages provide descriptions of each table type.

SQL Maintenance Table
Maintenance commands to Dynamic System Tables can be issued using a Dynamic System Table named
SQL_CONSOLE (SQX). SQL maintenance is only done to the SQX table.

The SQX table lets you do an insert with a character -string that is formatted by all the console commands. The
command is processed as if issued through the console. The results, if any, are returned to the caller. The SQX table
can therefore be used to issue the same commands that can be requested using the DBUTLTY function COMM
OPTION=CONSOLE,OPTION2=.

The ability for SQL to insert, update, or delete Dynamic System Table rows is folded into the common component console
APIs that allow the MUF changes to occur. The MUF changes occur the same as they do through all the console-like
paths. For example, in a previous release, a user of SQL could change the BREAK value by reading and updating the
BREAK field in the MUF_OPTIONS table. After Version 12.0, SQL users can instead issue the change as an insert into
the SQL_CONSOLE (SQX) table.

Note: For information about Datacom/DB maintenance using console commands, see the Database and System
Administration page.

If a command would normally produce console output, that output is written to the console and is also returned to the
application in the SQL feedback area.

The SQX table can be externally secured, but external security is not content based. With external security, therefore, any
user who has ADD rights to a table can issue any insert into the table, causing the console-like request to be executed.
If you are concerned about the possibility that this ability could be misused, the table can be deleted from Datacom
Datadictionary and the database can be cataloged without the deleted table being present.

SQL_CONSOLE (SQX)

Learn about the SQL_CONSOLE table columns MUF_NAME and CONSOLE_COMMAND in Datacom SQL. Example Job
Control Language (JCL) is also provided.

The SQL_CONSOLE table consists of two columns, MUF_NAME and CONSOLE_COMMAND, with the following
characteristics:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
CONSOLE_COMMAND CHAR(126) No The text of the console

command to be issued.

Example JCL
//DYN       EXEC DBSQLPR                                                  

//SYSIN  DD *                                                            

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS CYL'                       ) ;  
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   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND 400,IXX,2,CYL'                  ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS OLD'                       ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND 400,AR1,1,TRK'                  ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND 400,AR2,0,*'                    ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND_MSGS TRK'                       ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','DYNAMIC_EXTEND 0,CXX,5,TRK'                    ) ;  

/*                                                                        

//* *----------------------------------------------------------------*    

//EOJ       EXEC DBSQLPR                                                  

//SYSIN  DD *                                                            

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','EOJ    '                                       ) ;  

/*                                                                        

//* *----------------------------------------------------------------*    

//INFORPT   EXEC DBSQLPR                                                  

//SYSIN  DD *                                                            

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','ALL_INFO_REPORT PXXDST'                        ) ;  

/*                                                                        

//* *----------------------------------------------------------------*    

//QUIESCE   EXEC DBSQLPR                                                  

//SYSIN  DD *                                                            

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','QUIESCE OFF'                                   ) ;  

   INSERT INTO SQL_CONSOLE  VALUES                                        

          ('PRDMUF','QUIESCE TXN'                                   ) ;  

/*                                                                        

//* *----------------------------------------------------------------*  

SQL Sequence Table
Learn about the Datacom SQL Sequence Table SQL_X_SEQUENCE (SQE), which, when queried, includes a unique
ascending sequence number. Find characteristics such as the SQL data type, whether it is nullable, and a description.

The SQL_X_SEQUENCE (SQE) table provides a way of generating a unique ascending sequence number. The SQE
table consists of one row which when queried includes a column with this ascending sequence number.

The SQL_X_SEQUENCE table consists of one column with the following characteristics:

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SEQUENCE_NUMBER DECIMAL(21,0) No A unique ascending sequence
number. The number is
computed using the current
system clock so it does not
ascend in increments of one.
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SQL Status Tables
The Datacom Dynamic System Tables database SQL virtual tables. Review tables and their locations. Access links to
table definitions: column names, SQL data types, and descriptions.

The following table lists the SQL status tables. Click a table name for details.

Table Name and Location

SQL_MISC_STATS (SQM)
SQL_PROC_DETAIL (SQZ)
SQL_SQLCODES (SQQ)
SQL_STATUS (SQS)
SQL_STATUS_CURRENT (SQC)
SQL_STATUS_HASH
SQL_STATUS_PLAN (SQP)
SQL_STATUS_SEGMENT (SQG)
SQL_STATUS_FRONT (SQF)
SQL_STATUS_URT (SQU)

To save the rows in these tables, you can use the searched form of the INSERT statement to insert them into a table of
your own. For example, obtain a profile of SQL activity during the day by doing the following actions:

• define a table with the same columns as the SQL_STATUS table
• execute the following statement every 30 minutes:

INSERT INTO MY_AUTHID.SQL_STATUS

SELECT *

      FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS;

You can access the SQL status tables as you would any other SQL-accessible table. For example, you can use DDOL
and DQRY for on-demand queries and can develop your own customized monitoring tools for ongoing analysis.

Here are examples of other possible uses of the SQL status tables.

• If a running job builds a large temporary table, you can determine the remaining room in the temporary table (TTM)
area by doing a SELECT as in the following example:

SELECT TTM_BLKS_ALLOC - TTM_BLKS_IN_USE

FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS;

• If an SQL mode Dataquery query is running longer than you think it should and you believe that production
transactions are running longer, you can do a SELECT (as in the following example) to determine what the query is
doing and whether it will finish soon or it should be canceled:

SELECT *

FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_CURRENT

WHERE ACCESSOR_ID = :USER_SIGNON;

• If you think an SQL precompile is hung, you can find out if someone is executing a plan by doing a SELECT, as in
the following example:

SELECT *

FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_PLAN
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WHERE PLAN_AUTHID = :AUTHID AND PLAN_NAME = :PLAN;

• If you have tried to use the Datacom/DB Utility (DBUTLTY) to EXTRACT a table and you received a return code
46, you can determine if there is a SQL-generated URT open for the table by doing a SELECT, as in the following
example:

SELECT *

FROM SYSADM.SQL_STATUS_URT

WHERE DBID = :BASE AND DB_TBL_NAME = :TBL;

SQL_MISC_STATS (SQM)

This table is provided to allow the monitoring of statistical information on selected SQL functionality. These statistics cover
the execution of SQL procedure statements within the MUF.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
PROC_CACHE_REUSE INTEGER No Count of times a procedure

definition had to be purged
from the LRU (Least Recently
Used) procedure definition
cache to make room for a
newly requested definition.
Enlarge the cache size specified
in the PROCEDURE Multi-
User startup option until this
number is as small as possible.
If the number is zero, either
procedures are not in use or
every procedure definition used
so far fits into the cache.

PROC_FAILURES INTEGER No Count of times a procedure
failed due to some type of
abend in the procedure.

PROC_FROM_CALL INTEGER No Count of times a procedure was
executed because of a CALL
PROCEDURE SQL statement.

PROC_FROM_TRIGGER INTEGER No Count of times a procedure was
executed because of a triggered
event.

PROC_NESTS INTEGER No Count of times a procedure was
executed when it was caused
by another procedure SQL
statement.

PROC_QUEUED INTEGER No Count of times a procedure
needing to execute was
placed on a queue because no
procedure TCB was available.
Used to tune the number of
procedure TCBs.

PROC_SQL_STMTS INTEGER No Count of SQL statements
executed by a procedure.
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SQL_PROC_DETAIL (SQZ)

Learn about the SQL Status Table SQL_PROC_DETAIL (SQZ), part of the Datacom System Tables. Find the SQL data
type, whether columns are nullable, and descriptions.

This table lists the procedure activity since MUF startup.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

EXEC_SECONDS INTEGER No The number of seconds of
execution, rounded up to the
next second.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
PROC_NAME CHAR(8) No Shows the procedure name.
PROC_STARTS INTEGER No Shows the procedure starts.
PROC_TCB_FAILURES INTEGER No Shows the procedure failures.
SQL_STATEMENTS INTEGER No Shows the SQL statements.

SQL_SQLCODES (SQQ)

This table allows you to determine which SQL_SQLCODE has been encountered in this MUF execution (and how often).
It has a key of the SQLCODE.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CODE_COUNT INTEGER No Count of occurrences of this

SQLCODE.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
SQL_CODE INTEGER No Specific SQLCODE returned

from an SQL statement.

SQL_STATUS (SQS)

This one-row table describes the current activity and resources (for example, storage, TTM space, and so forth) used by
the SQL engine in the MUF.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CNS_POOL_SIZE INTEGER No Shows the memory used for

constraint enforcement.
CURSORS_OPEN INTEGER No Shows the number of open

cursors.
LUW_POOL_SIZE INTEGER No Shows the memory used by

current requests and open
cursors.

LUWS INTEGER No Shows the number of open
logical units of work, that is,
units of recovery.

MEM_OTHER INTEGER No Lists other dynamically allocated
memory.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
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PLAN_POOL_SIZE INTEGER No Shows the memory used for
a cache copy of statements
executed in open plans.

PLANS_ACTIVE SMALLINT No Shows the number of plans
currently executing a statement
in the MUF (plans with open
LUWs) or with at least one open
cursor.

PLANS_OPEN SMALLINT No Lists the number of open plans.
REQ_STAMP TIMESTAMP No Shows when you made your

request.
STMTS_CACHE INTEGER No Lists the number of statements

that have been executed in
open plans.

TASKS_ACTIVE SMALLINT No Lists the number of tasks with
requests active in the MUF.

TASKS_ATTACHED SMALLINT No Shows the number of tasks
currently allocated (less than or
equal to the maximum number
of tasks specified at MUF start-
up).

TTM_BLKS_ALLOC INTEGER No Shows the number of 4K-blocks
allocated in the temporary table
area.

TTM_BLKS_IN_USE INTEGER No Lists the number of temporary
table area 4K-blocks currently in
use.

TTM_BLKS_MAX_USE INTEGER No Lists the highest number of 4K-
blocks used.

URTS SMALLINT No Lists the number of open User
Requirements Tables.

SQL_STATUS_CURRENT (SQC)

The SQL_STATUS_CURRENT (SQC) table describes the current status of all active SQL transactions. Find information
about columns in the SQC table. Find descriptions of process types (PROC_TYPE).

NOTE
For information about how to use the SQC table to cancel SQL requests, see Using SQC Table to Cancel SQL
Requests.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

ACCESSOR_ID CHAR(18) No Shows the accessor identifier.
CMD_TYPE CHAR(12) No Shows the type of request.
DB_TBL_NAME CHAR(3) No Shows the Datacom/DB table

name. For temporary tables, this
is TTM.

DBID SMALLINT No Lists the database ID. For
temporary tables, this is the
temporary table DBID.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

EXEC_CNT INTEGER No Lists the number of times a
process has been executed.
Zero indicates a process has not
started. One indicates a process
has started and may have been
completed. More than one
indicates multiple rows joined to
an inner table of a nested loop
join or multiple executions of a
correlated subquery. See DML
Execution (Query Level).

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No Shows the job name.
LUW_BEG_REQ_NBR INTEGER No Shows the request number of

the first request for the LUW.
Only cursors can have a prior
request number. All other
statements are executed in a
single MUF request.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
PLAN_AUTH CHAR(18) No Lists the authorization ID of

plan.
PLAN_NAME CHAR(18) No Shows the plan name.
PROC_STEP SMALLINT No Lists the process step number

within query block. Steps are
numbered by 100 per table. For
example, a query that reads a
single table and uses a sort for
ORDER BY might have process
steps 101, 102, and 103 for the
base table and 201 for the sort.

PROC_TYPE CHAR(32) No Lists the process type. See
Process Types (PROC_TYPE)
Description.

QRY_LVL SMALLINT No Lists the query level. Zero
indicates subselect. Levels 1
and greater indicate subqueries.

QRY_NBR SMALLINT No Shows the number of the
subselect or subquery at the
specified level.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

ROWS_OUT INTEGER No Shows the number of rows
that were output from the
process step. By subtracting the
ROWS_OUT from the previous
step, you can determine the
number of rows filtered by the
process. For example, if the
ROWS_OUT for process READ
INDEX is 1,000 and the next
process RESTRICT INDEX
is 100, low-order predicates
rejected 900 rows. See
Process Types (PROC_TYPE)
Description.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No Shows the run unit number (a
sequential number assigned to
each job using the MUF).

STAMP_CUR TIMESTAMP No Shows the timestamp of the
cursor to read this table.

STAMP_LAST_REQ TIMESTAMP No Shows the timestamp of your
request to read this table.

STAMP_LUW_BEG TIMESTAMP No Shows the timestamp when
current or OPEN request began
executing in the MUF.

STMT_ID INTEGER No Shows the statement ID.
In Datacom mode, statement
IDs are assigned in the order
they physically appear in the
host program in increments of
16, that is, the first statement is
16, the second 32, and so on.
For dynamic statements, the
first statement is 24, the second
40, and so on. All statements
referencing a cursor use the
statement ID of the DECLARE
statement, except the last
three bits specify the cursor
command: OPEN=1, FETCH=2,
UPDATE=3, DELETE=4,
CLOSE=5, OPEN(with hold)=6.
For example, 18 (16 + 2) is a
FETCH for the first statement.
In DB2 mode, statement IDs are
assigned by the host language
precompiler. For COBOL and
PL/I, the program line number is
used.

STMT_TYPE CHAR(12) No Lists the statement type.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

TBL_NBR SMALLINT No Shows the position of the table
in the FROM clause. The first
table is TBL_NBR 0. Temporary
tables are numbered following
the tables in the FROM clause.

TERM_ID CHAR(4) No Lists the terminal ID if online.
Shows blanks if batch.

TSK_NBR SMALLINT No Shows the RWTSA in which a
process is currently executing.
Zero indicates an open cursor
which is not currently executing
in the MUF.

Process Types (PROC_TYPE) Description

The processes that can generate a row are:

• Binding
• DDL execution
• Record-at-a-time constraint enforcement
• DML execution
• LUW summary

Binding

In the SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table, PROC_TYPE shows the following for bind processes:

BIND IN PROGRESS

BIND: GET HOST VARIABLE INFO (QHOST)

AUTO VIEW REBIND

CONSTRAINT REBIND IN PROGRESS

In the SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table, ROWS_OUT is zero for the preceding processes.

DDL Execution

Tasks executing DDL statements generate a single row. In the SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table, STMT_TYPE indicates
the type of statement being executed.

Record-at-a-Time Constraint Enforcement

A task enforcing constraints for record-at-a-time ADDIT, UPDAT, or DELET commands generates a row with a
PROC_TYPE (in the SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table) of ENFORCE CONSTRAINTS, while CMD_TYPE in the same
table indicates which command is being constrained.

DML Execution (Query Level)

The following rows may appear for cursor open and fetch, and searched insert, update and delete statements. The
processes are listed in order of execution. The PROC_TYPE column (in the SQL_STATUS_CURRENT table) indicates
the kind of activity, while ROWS_OUT in the same table indicates the number of rows output by the process.

If the process has not taken place yet, ROWS_OUT is zero. For some processes, ROWS_OUT is set while the process is
taking place, and in other cases ROWS_OUT is only set at the end of the process.

Some processes can be executed multiple times. EXEC_CNT indicates how many times the process has taken place,
including processes in-flight at the time of your request. In these cases, ROWS_OUT is the total for all executions.
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• Index Access
ROWS_OUT for process type READ INDEX is the number of index entries read.

• Index Scanning
Index scanning includes the following process types:
– INDEX MERGE
– Rows from multiple indexes qualify
– Temporary index built to eliminate duplicate rows found in multiple indexes
– INDEX INTERSECTION
– Rows qualify only if found in multiple indexes
– Only used if indexes restricted to single value
– INDEX RESTRICTION
– Rows qualify only if low-order predicates are TRUE
– Low-order predicates reference columns of scan index, but cannot restrict index scan range because they:

• Reference other than the first column of index, or
• Preceding columns are not restricted to single value

If these processes have not or are not currently taking place, no row is produced.
Although all of these processes can occur in the same query, only one row is generated where ROWS_OUT is
the number of index entries that have been qualified by all processes. If PROC_TYPE is INDEX MERGE, index
intersection and restriction may also have taken place. If PROC_TYPE is INDEX INTERSECTION, index restriction
may also have taken place.
You can determine the number of rows rejected by index scanning by subtracting ROWS_OUT from the index access
ROWS_OUT.
If a large percentage of index entries is rejected by this process, you can improve performance when there is a single
less than or greater than predicate by rearranging the columns of the index, (or adding a new index), such that the
referenced column is either the first column or preceded by columns restricted to a single value.
Following is an example:

     SELECT *

     FROM T1

     WHERE COL1 >= :HOST1 AND COL2 = :HOST2

     Original Index: (COL1, COL2)

     Better Index  : (COL2, COL1)

• Read Data
The number of rows read from the data area is ROWS_OUT for a PROC_TYPE of READ DATA. This is the same
value for index scanning, if applicable, or index access, since no rows can be rejected by this process.

• Restrict Data
This row is generated if there are predicates evaluated by Compound Boolean Selection that reference columns not
in the scan index. The number of rows rejected by this process is the difference between ROWS_OUT for this and the
previous process step.
The following predicates are not evaluated by Compound Boolean Selection, so the number of rows rejected is not
reflected in this process step:
– LIKE
– IN list
– Operands are expressions or scalar functions (except concatenated contiguous NOT NULL character columns)
– When there are multiple tables referenced under an OR
– Correlated or quantified subquery
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If a large percentage of rows is rejected in this step, you can improve performance by including the referenced
columns in the scan index. This eliminates the cost of accessing rows in the data area that do not qualify. However,
consider the higher cost of the index, especially if the extra columns included are updated frequently.

• Sort for Merge
If a sort is performed to join tables using the sort-merge technique, a row with the process type SORTED FOR MERGE
or SORTING FOR MERGE is generated. ROWS_OUT is the number of rows sorted.

• Reading sort-merge temporary table
If a table is sorted for a sort-merge join, a row with process step READ SORTED TEMP TABLE is generated.
ROWS_OUT is the number of rows read. This value can be greater than the number of rows in the table for the inner
table when there are multiple rows with the same join value in the outer table.

• Quantified Subquery Temporary Table
A quantified subquery can have multiple rows in its result table. These rows are stored in a temporary table. A row with
process step SUBQUERY TEMP TABLE is generated when the subquery is executed. EXEC_CNT can be greater
than one if the subquery is correlated, in which case ROWS_OUT is the total rows for all executions of the subquery.

• Non-quantified Subquery
A row is generated with the process step NON-QUANTIFIED SUBQUERY for non-quantified subqueries. Since a non-
quantified subquery can have at most one row, ROWS_OUT is either zero or one.
For correlated, non-quantified subqueries, EXEC_CNT indicates the number of times the subquery has been
evaluated, and ROWS_OUT is the sum of all executions.

• Group By
If a sort is required for GROUP BY, a row is generated with process type SORT FOR GROUP BY.
If an index is used to process the GROUP BY, a row is generated with process type INDEXED GROUP BY.
In either case, ROWS_OUT is the number of rows in the grouped table.

• HAVING
If HAVING is specified, a row is generated with process type HAVING, where ROWS_OUT is the number of qualified
grouped rows.

• DISTINCT, UNION or ORDER BY
DISTINCT and UNION, and ORDER BY not using an index, cause a sort. A row is generated with process type
SELECT DISTINCT, SORT SUBSELECT OF UNION, or ORDER BY is generated in these cases. ROWS_OUT
indicates the number of rows in the sorted result temporary table.
Although there are these three reasons for the sort, there is only one sort per subselect and only one row generated.
When process type is ORDER BY, DISTINCT or UNION may have been specified, also. When process type is SORT
SUBSELECT OF UNION, DISTINCT may also have been specified.

• UNION MERGE
When there are multiple subselects, a row is generated with process type UNION MERGE. ROWS_OUT is the total
number of rows output from the union of all subselects.

DML Execution (Statement Level)

ROWS_OUT for the following process types are for the final result at the statement level. Query-level columns are not
significant.

• FETCH ROWS -- rows returned
• UPDATE CURSOR -- rows updated
• DELETE CURSOR -- rows deleted
• INSERT ROWS -- rows inserted
• DELETE ROWS -- rows deleted
• UPDATE ROWS -- rows updated

LUW Summary (Diagnostic Activity)

LUW summary rows have process steps 9900 and higher. Plan and statement level columns are not significant.
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Writing SYSADM.SYSMSG and Statistics and Diagnostics Area (PXX) diagnostic information can cause a job to run
slowly when triggered by:

• Plan option MSG (SYSMSG and Compound Boolean Selection Diagnostic Report to Statistics and Diagnostics Area
(PXX))

• DBUTLTY COMM OPTION=ALTER,TRACE/DUMPS= PXX tracing requests
• PXX dumps for certain return codes

Diagnostic activity is shown in process steps and types:

• 9998 -- SYSMSG ROWS INSERTED/DELETED
• 9997 -- SQL AND CBS TRACE LINES

NOTE
ROWS_OUT for the CBS Diagnostic Report is an estimate.

PXX return code dumps are not included.

LUW Summary (Non-Diagnostic Activity)

The total requests to MUF for the LUW is indicated in process step 9999, process type REQUESTS TO SQL
SUBSYSTEM in column ROWS_OUT.

SQL_STATUS_HASH

Learn about the SQL_STATUS_HASH table for Datacom HASH JOIN. The status table is part of the SQL status tables.
Find name, type, and description information.

This table shows the SQL_STATUS_HASH name, type, and description.

Name Type Description

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) NOT NULL Name of the MUF (for example, MUFE1).
HASH_TBLS_CURR INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL Number of current hash tables.
HASH_TBLS_TOTAL INTEGER UNSIGNED NOT NULL Total hash tables since MUF was started.
HASH_MEM_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Memory (MB) in use currently.
HASH_MEM_MAX DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Maximum memory used (MB).
HASH_STORES_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of STORE requests

performed to store copies of a table row or
table rows.

HASH_STORES_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of STORE requests since
MUF was started.

HASH_FIND_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of FIND requests
performed to locate a specific table row or
specific table rows.

HASH_FIND_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of FIND requests since MUF
was started.

HASH_FINDNXT_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of FINDNEXT requests.
These requests are used after a successful
FIND function to retrieve any additional
rows that may match the key in the internal
match buffer.

HASH_FINDNXT_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of FINDNEXT requests since
MUF was started.
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Name Type Description

HASH_ALL_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of ALL requests.
HASH_ALL_CURR is used to verify that all
rows in the memory object match the key
being passed.

HASH_ALL_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of ALL requests since MUF
was started.

HASH_ANY_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of ANY requests.
HASH_ANY_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of ANY requests since MUF

was started.
HASH_SCAN_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of ROW SCAN performed.

HASH_SCAN_CURR is the number of rows
that are touched in getting to the matched
row.

HASH_SCAN_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of ROW SCAN performed
since MUF was started.

HASH_MATCHES_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Current number of successful FIND/
FINDNXT operations.

HASH_MATCHES_TOTAL DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Total number of successful FIND/FINDNXT
operations since MUF was started.

HASH_BYTES_CURR DOUBLE PRECISION NOT NULL Number of bytes currently in use by the
hash tables.

SQL_STATUS_PLAN (SQP)

Learn about the SQL Status Table SQL_STATUS_PLAN (SQP) in Datacom SQL. Find descriptions, whether the column is
nullable, and the SQL data types.

This table provides a list of all open plans.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

CBSIO INTEGER No Shows the plan option CBSIO.

CLOSE_OPT CHAR(1) No Lists the plan close option.

DATE_LAST_USED DATE No Shows the last date a statement
of the plan began executing in
the MUF.

DATE_OPENED DATE No Shows the date the plan was
opened.

ISO_LVL CHAR(1) No Shows the isolation level.

MSG_OPT CHAR(2) No Lists the plan option MSG.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
OPT_MODE CHAR(1) No Shows the plan option OPT.

PLAN_AUTHID CHAR(18) No Shows the plan authorization ID.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(18) No Lists the plan name.

PRIORITY SMALLINT No Shows the plan priority.

REQ_STAMP TIMESTAMP No Lists the timestamp of your
request to read this table.
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

TIME_LAST_USED TIME No Lists the last time a statement of
the plan began executing in the
MUF.

TIME_OPENED TIME No Shows the time the plan was
opened.

USERS_BATCH SMALLINT No Shows the number of batch jobs
using the plan.

USERS_ONLINE SMALLINT No Shows the number of online
active LUWs using the plan.

WAIT_SECONDS INTEGER No Lists the plan option wait
minutes times 60 plus the wait
seconds ((wait minutes X 60) +
wait seconds).

SQL_STATUS_SEGMENT (SQG)

This table lets you view the SQL statement source for executing SQL statements. It provides the source in a series of
rows containing 80-byte segments. The SEGMENT_SEQUENCE column contains a number indicating the segment of the
statement source represented by the row, the first row having a SEGMENT_SEQUENCE of 1.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACCESSOR_ID CHAR(18) No The security accessor ID of the

person executing the plan.
BIND_METHOD CHAR(11) No Indicates PERMANENT if

the statement was statically
prepared (and will be
permanently stored in the
DBMS), otherwise indicates
TEMPORARY.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The job name of the application.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.

PLAN_AUTH CHAR(18) No The authorization ID of the plan.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(18) No Shows the plan name.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No Shows the run unit number (a
sequential number assigned to
each job using the MUF).

SOURCE_SEGMENT CHAR(80) Yes Contains the text of the SQL
statement, or NULL if no text is
currently available.

SEGMENT_SEQUENCE SMALLINT No Identifies the segment of source
represented by this row. The
first segment is segment 1.

STMT_ID INTEGER No This identifier distinguishes the
statement from others in the
plan.

TERM_ID CHAR(4) No Identifies the terminal from
which a CICS user is running.
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TSK_NBR SMALLINT No The number of the task in the
MUF that is executing this
statement.

SQL_STATUS_FRONT (SQF)

This table lets you view the SQL statement source for executing SQL statements. It provides up to 3900 bytes of the
statement source in one large VARCHAR column.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACCESSOR_ID CHAR(18) No The security accessor ID of the

person executing the plan.
BIND_METHOD CHAR(11) No Indicates PERMANENT if

the statement was statically
prepared (and will be
permanently stored in the
DBMS), otherwise indicates
TEMPORARY.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No The job name of the application.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.

PLAN_AUTH CHAR(18) No The authorization ID of the plan.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(18) No Shows the plan name.

RUN_UNIT INTEGER No Shows the run unit number (a
sequential number assigned to
each job using the MUF).

SOURCE_FRONT VARCHAR(3900) Yes Contains the text of the SQL
statement, or NULL if no text is
currently available.

STMT_ID INTEGER No This identifier distinguishes the
statement from others in the
plan.

TERM_ID CHAR(4) No Identifies the terminal from
which a CICS user is running.

TSK_NBR SMALLINT No The number of the task in the
MUF that is executing this
statement.
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SQL_STATUS_URT (SQU)

This table lists all open User Requirements Tables. You can use DELETE to manually close User Requirements Tables.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
CLS_OPT CHAR(1) No Shows when the URT will be

closed. A T indicates closure at
the end of the last logical unit
of work to use the URT (that is,
when the USERS column goes
to 0). An R means closure at the
end of the run-unit. This column
is initially set to the close-option
of the plan that opens the URT.
On subsequent uses, a T is
upgraded to R if the close-option
of the plan instigating the usage
is R. Once updated to R, the
value never reverts to T. Rows
containing values other than T
and R are not part of this table.

DB_TBL_NAME CHAR(3) No Shows the Datacom/DB table
name.

DBID SMALLINT No Lists the Datacom/DB database
ID.

JOB_NAME CHAR(8) No Shows the job name.
MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Logical name for this MUF.
REQ_STAMP TIMESTAMP No Lists the timestamp of your

request to read this table.
RUN_UNIT INTEGER No Lists the run unit number.
URT_NBR SMALLINT No Shows the URT number

(assigned by SQL).
USERS SMALLINT No Lists the number of LUWs using

the URT.

SQL Cache Tables
All SQL Cache dynamic system tables (DSTs) in Datacom Datacom have the authid SYSADM, and all SQL Cache tables
are prefixed with SQLSC, to represent SQL Source Cache.

Users can operate on the Cache by writing queries against the DSTs of the Cache.

Each column name is prefixed with the three-character table name abbreviation. All abbreviations consist of "SC" and a
single character unique to the table.

Each table has a Primary Key consisting of a single system-generated unique value. Use this column to join to related
tables. The value of these Primary Keys can change each time the MUF is restarted.

Except where noted, these SQL Cache DSTs are read-only.
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SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF)

The SQLSC_FACILITY (SCF) table consists of one row. The SCF table describes the overall state of the SQL Cache
since the MUF was started. The SCF table has the following characteristics:

NOTE
When the SCF_QUERY_ALLOWED or SCF_MEMORY_ALLOWED column is changed, the next time the Cache
is searched the SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS column is set. The SCF_SEARCH_CNT and SCF_MATCH_CNT
columns are reset so that the hit ratio can then be computed using the new limits.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
SCF_ID INTEGER No Primary Key (always 1)
SCF_MUF_NAME CHAR(8) No Name of the MUF
SCF_CURRENT_TS TIMESTAMP No Current time
SCF_MEMORY_SIZED_TS TIMESTAMP No When the Cache size was last

set
SCF_QUERY_ALLOWED INTEGER No Maximum queries the Cache

can hold (default is 1000)
SCF_MEMORY_ALLOWED INTEGER No Maximum memory the Cache

can use (default is 10M)
SCF_MEMORY_CURRENT INTEGER No Current memory used
SCF_QUERY_CNT INTEGER No Current number of queries in the

Cache (see the note aove the
table)

SCF_SEARCH_CNT INTEGER No Number of times the Cache was
searched--SCF_SEARCH_CNT
and SCF_MATCH_CNT
are set to zero when
SCF_SEARCH_CNT overflows
the maximum fullword value
(see the note aove the table)

SCF_MATCH_CNT INTEGER No Number of times a match was
found

NOTE
Two more columns in the SCF table are planned for future releases, SCF_OPTIMIZED_QUERIES and
SCF_TERMINATED_CNT. When implemented in a future release, it is planned that optimized statements would
never be removed from the Cache.

Cache Size

The size of the Cache can be limited by both the memory used (SCF_MEMORY_ALLOWED) and the number of
statements in the Cache (SCF_QUERY_ALLOWED). Because both limits are in effect, the statement count limit can
cause the memory limit to never be reached. Likewise, the memory limit can cause the statement count limit to never be
reached.

When a new statement is inserted into the Cache, the least-recently-used (LRU) statement is removed from the Cache.
Currently executing statements cannot be removed from the Cache, because statistics are recorded in the cached copy of
the statement at the end of execution. SCF_QUERY_CNT and SCF_MEMORY_CURRENT can therefore be larger than
the respective limits.

The size of the Cache can be tuned by using a “hit ratio” of SCF_MATCH_CNT divided by SCF_SEARCH_CNT. When the
Cache size is too small, this hit ratio decreases.
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SQLSC_PLAN (SCP)

The SQLSC_PLAN (SCP) table contains a row for each combination of plan options that can affect a query's generated
executable object from queries in the Cache. For a query to match in the Cache, these plan options must be identical.
Other plan options, however, because they do not affect the generated plan use the current plan, and therefore are not
required to match.

 Column Name  SQL Data Type  Nullable  Description 
SCP_ID INTEGER No Unique ID
Plan Options follow:    
CHK_PLAN CHAR(1) No Plan execute privilege
CHK_WHO_BINDER CHAR(1) No Access rights of binder or

executor
CHK_WHEN_BIND CHAR(1) No Table-level privileges checked at

bind or runtime
PLAN_HAS_DYN_STMT CHAR(1) No Dynamic statement in plan
CURSOR_BEHAVIOR INTEGER No Commit and rollback behaviour
SQLMODE CHAR(8) No Mode to process the program
ISOLATION CHAR(1) No Isolation level
OPTMODE CHAR(1) No Join optimization mode
TIMEFORM CHAR(1) No Time output format *
DATEFORM CHAR(1) No Date output format **
DECPOINT CHAR(1) No Period or Comma to be decimal

point indicator
STRDELIM CHAR(1) No String delimiter apostrophe or

quotation mark

 * Format for TIMEFORM

• Retain existing format specification = 0
• ISOFORMAT = 1 hh.mm.ss
• USAFORMAT = 2 hh:mm AM  
• EURFORMAT = 3 hh.mm.ss  
• JISFORMAT = 4 hh:mm:ss  

**Format for DATEFORM

• Retain existing format specification = 0
• ISOFORMAT = 1 yyyy-mm-dd
• USAFORMAT = 2 mm/dd/yyyy
• EURFORMAT = 3 dd.mm.yyyy
• JISFORMAT = 4 yyyy-mm-dd

SQLSC_ENTRY (SCE)

Learn about the SQLSC_ENTRY (SCE) table in Datacom SQL. Use the SQLSC_ENTRY (SCE) table to view information
about queries in the source cache.
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The SQLSC_ENTRY (SCE) table consists of one row for each query in the Cache.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

SCE_ID INTEGER No Unique ID
SCE_HASH-ID INTEGER No internal use
SCE_PLAN_ID INTEGER No ID of the query's SQLSC_PLAN
SCE_QUERY_NO INTEGER No Identifies the query (implementation

pending)
SCE_STMT_TYPE CHAR(12) No query/insert/update/delete

SQLSC_VERSION (SCV)

The SQLSC_VERSION (SCV) table consists of one row for each version of a query in the Cache. A query has multiple
versions only when an optimization or restriction has been specified.

Statistics are not saved across MUF executions, except that statistics for the original version are saved at the time the first
optimized version is created.

In the SCV table that follows, “RSU” is an abbreviation for Resource Units. This is the same unit of measure used by the
CBSIO plan option.

NOTE
 In a future release, it is planned to include in the SCV table a group of columns that provide Elapsed Time
Statistics.

 Column Name  SQL Data Type  Nullable  Description 
SCV_ID CHAR(16) No Unique ID
SCV_SCE_ID INTEGER No References SQLSC_ENTRY
SCV_STMT_ID INTEGER No References an optimized

statement, else zero
SCV_VERSION SMALLINT No Version 0 is original query

Version 1+ are optimized
versions

SCV_ADDED_TS TIMESTAMP No When query first added to
Cache

SCV_MATCHES INTEGER No Total matches
SCV_MATCH_LAST_TS TIMESTAMP No When last matched
Elapsed Time Statistics
SCV_ELAPSED_LIMIT_TS TIMESTAMP No When limit was set last
SCV_ELAPSED_LIMIT INTEGER No maximum seconds query can

execute
SCV_TIMED_OUT_CNT INTEGER No Number times query has been

timed-out
SCV_ELAPSED_LAST INTEGER No Last elapsed time in MUF in

seconds
SCV_ELAPSED_MAX INTEGER No Maximum elapsed time in MUF

in seconds
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SCV_ELAPSED_MAX_TS TIMESTAMP No When maximum elapsed time
occurred

SCV_ELAPSED_MIN_TS TIMESTAMP No When minimum elapsed time
occurred

SCV_ELAPSED_MIN INTEGER No Minimum elapsed time in MUF
in seconds

SCV_ELAPSED_TOTAL INTEGER No Total elapsed time
Resource Unit (RSU) Statistics
SCV_RSU_LIMIT INTEGER No CBSIO limit
SCV_RSU_LIMIT_CNT INTEGER No Times limit reached
SCV_RSU_LAST INTEGER No Last RSU in MUF in seconds
SCV_RSU_MAX INTEGER No Maximum RSU in MUF in

seconds
SCV_RSU_MAX_TS TIMESTAMP No When maximum RSU occurred
SCV_RSU_MIN_TS TIMESTAMP No When minimum RSU occurred
SCV_RSU_MIN INTEGER No Minimum RSU in MUF in

seconds
SCV_RSU_TOTAL INTEGER No Total RSU
Row Statistics
SCV_ROWS_ACCEPTED_AVG INTEGER No Average rows accepted
SCV_ROWS_SORT_AVG INETGER No Average rows sorted for

GROUP/ORDER/UNION
SCV_ROWS_INDEX_AVG INTEGER No Average total index entries

scanned
SCV_ROWS_DATA_AVG* INTEGER No Average total data area rows

scanned
SCV_ROWS_MERGE_AVG INTEGER No Average total rows sorted for a

merge join
SCV_ROWS_SUBQRY_AVG INTEGER No Average total rows searched in

subqueries

NOTE
* For physical data scan, the rows scanned (SCV_ROWS_DATA_AVG) are computed as one per data block
read which contains no rows for the table, plus one per row read.  In a multi-table AREA with data blocks that do
not contain a row from the table, counting data blocks accounts for the scan cost.

SQLSC_METRICS (SCM)

The SQLSC_METRICS (SCM) table consists of one row for each processing step of a query in the Source Cache. Metrics
are kept for the original query, and each optimized query.

Processing steps include the following processes (these steps appear for each SELECT block, except UNION and
ORDER BY, which can only be specified once per query):
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• Reading a base table
• Grouping
• Union
• Sort (for Join/Group/Union/Distinct)
• Build & read subquery temp table

 Column Name  SQL Data Type  Nullable  Description 
SCM_SCV_ID CHAR(16) No References SQLSC_VERSION
SCM_TABLE_NAME CHAR(48) No authId.tableName

correlationName
SCM_STEP INTEGER No Processing step number, a

number that reflects the order in
which processing occurs

SCM_PROCESS CHAR(24) No Text description of step
SCM_ROWS_SQL INTEGER No Number of rows accessed by

SQL
SCM_TBL_NO SMALLINT No position in table expression

tree relative to zero (see note
following table)

SCM_DBID SMALLINT No Database ID of table (see note
following table)

SCM_TBL_NM CHAR(3) No 3-character table name (see
note following table)

SCM_KEY CHAR(5) No 5-character key name (see note
following table)

SCM_SETS_AVG INTEGER No Times executed
SCM_SCANKY_AVG INTEGER No Number of Index entries

scanned (see note following
table)

SCM_SCANDT_AVG INTEGER No Number of rows accessed in the
data area (see note following
table)

SCM_ROWS_AVG INTEGER No Rows accepted (after filtering
with predicates not evaluated by
Compound Boolean Selection
(CBS))

SQLSC_SOURCE (SCS)

The SQLSC_SOURCE (SCS) table provides the SQL statement source that is used in Datacom. Long statements can
span multiple rows.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

scs_scv_id CHAR(16) No Uniquely identifies a statement
scs_segment_no INTEGER No Read in this sequence when

long statements span multiple
rows

scs_total_length INTEGER No Total length of the source string
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Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

scs_segment_ln SMALLINT No Length of the current segment
scs_segment CHAR(4000) No SQL statement text

SQLSC_OPTIMIZE (SCO)

This table is for future use.

SQLSC_HASH (SCH)

Learn about the SQL cache table SQLSC_HASH (SCH) in Datacom. This table is used to quickly find statements in the
Source Cache.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description

sch_id INTEGER No Unique ID
sch_cnt INTEGER No Count of statements on the hash

chain

Schema Information Tables (SIT)
The Schema Information Tables (SIT) are located in the SIT area, base 15, and are associated with an authorization ID of
SYSADM, for example, SYSADM.SYSCONSTRDEP, SYSADM.SYSCONSTROBJ, and so on. They contain Datacom/DB
system information that authorized users can query. The SIT information should be properly secured.

SYSCONSTRDEP (CND)

Learn about the SYSCONSTRDEP (CND) schema information table (SIT) in Datacom. SYSCONSTRDEP shows which
constraints are related to which columns.

Column Name Data Type Description

COLNAME CHAR(32) Column Name
TBLNAME CHAR(32) Table Name
TBLCREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of the Table
TBLTYPE CHAR 'T' = Table, 'V' = View
CCREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of the Constraint
CNAME CHAR(32) Constraint Name
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SYSCONSTROBJ (CNO)

SQL Schema Information Table (SIT) SYSCONSTROBJ contains the compiled form of constraints, for use by Datacom/
DB. Review a table with Column Name, Data Type, and Description of each constraint.

Column Name Data Type Description>

CREATOR CHAR(18) Constraint Authorization ID
CNAME CHAR(32) Constraint Name
TYPE CHAR 'C' - Column or table constraint, including

view WITH CHECK OPTION constraints
'U' - UNIQUE Constraint
'P' - Primary Key
'F' - Foreign Key

TCREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of the table being
constrained

TNAME CHAR(32) SQL table name
DBTBLNAME CHAR(3) DB table name
DBID SMALLINT Database ID of table
STATUS CHAR If value is not x'80', the constraint needs

rebinding.
REFSTAT CHAR CHECK_LOAD 0x80 Check because of

LOAD
CHECK_LOADBAD 0x40 Check because
of LOAD and known bad due to duplicates -
not implemented
CHECK_RELATED 0x20 Check because of
a related table
CHECK_FORWARD 0x10 Check because
of a forward recovery
CHECK_BACKWARD 0x08 Check because
of backward recovery
CHECK_CIP 0x04 Set by tblVerify to
request check of only foreign keys in
CHECK_RELATED
CHECK_NOTUSED 0x02 Future use
CHECK_FORCEOFF 0x01 Check was
forced off. Only set in CXX history byte.

SEQNO SMALLINT Row sequence number
TOTLEN INTEGER Total length of the constraint object
OBJ CHAR(2048) A segment of the constraint object

SYSCONSTRSRC (CNS)

SYSCONSTRSRC contains the source for constraints.

Column Name Data Type Description
CREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of the Constraint
CNAME CHAR(32) Constraint Name
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TYPE CHAR 'C' - column or table constraint, including
view WITH CHECK OPTION constraints
'U' - UNIQUE Constraint
'P' - Primary Key
'F' - Foreign Key

DELRULE CHAR ' ' - No delete rule is applicable
'R' - ON DELETE RESTRICT
'C' - ON DELETE CASCADE
'N' - ON DELETE SET NULL
'D' - ON DELETE SET DEFAULT

SEQNO SMALLINT Sequence of this row within the series of
rows for this constraint (starts at zero)

TOTLEN SMALLINT Total length of the source
TEXT CHAR(254) A segment of the source

SYSVIEWDEP (VWD)

In Datacom, Schema Information Table (SIT) SYSVIEWDEP (VWD) has one row for each dependency between a table
(or view) and a view: BNAME, BCREATOR, BTYPE, DNAME, DCREATOR.

Column Name Data Type Description

BNAME CHAR(32) The Table or View DNAME is dependent
on.

BCREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of BNAME
BTYPE CHAR BNAME is 'T' - table, 'V' - view.
DNAME CHAR(32) Name of the View
DCREATOR CHAR(18) Authorization ID of DNAME

Datacom Server Tables - SRV_CLNTINFO (SRC)
The SRV_CLNTINFO dynamic system table is where the Datacom Server JDBC client info properties are stored. A JDBC
application can use the Connection.setClientInfo method to set client information or the Connection.getClientInfo method
to retrieve client information. The DatabaseMetaData.getClientInfoProperties method can be used to determine which
client information the Datacom Server JDBC driver supports which is aligned with the column names shown. ODBC
applications can not use this table because the ODBC specification does not provide a client information interface or
similar functionality.

Column Name SQL Data Type Nullable Description
ACTIVE_CONNECTION CHAR(1) No Contains either a Y or N. Based

on the current state of the
connection. If the connection is
either active or the connection
failed to go through the proper
statement close, the connection
shows that it is currently active.
Otherwise, the connection
shows as N for the life of the
MUF.
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APPLICATIONNAME CHAR(32) No This value is set by the
invocation of either a JAVA
'setClientInfo(properties)' or a
'setClientInfo(string,string)'.

CLIENTACCTINFO VARCHAR(200) This column contains the
following information for the
invoking application:
DatacomJdbcDriver major
version, minor version
Build number
Client host name
Server name
IP address

CLIENTHOSTNAME CHAR(18) No This is the host name of the
computer that the application
is using for the connection.
This can be passed in the
setClientInfo API invocation.

CLIENTUSER CHAR(16) Yes This is the name of the
application that is using the
connection. This can be
passed in the setClientInfo API
invocation.

MUF_NAME CHAR(8) Yes The column is filled in on
behalf of the setClientInfo at
the time the row is created.
This is the name of the MUF
that this Datacom Server is
communicating with.

PLAN_NAME CHAR(32) Yes This column is filled in on behalf
of the setClientInfo at the time
the row is created. It contains
the plan name that is assigned
by the Datacom Server that the
application is connected to.

SERVER_NAME CHAR(32) Yes This column contains the name
of the server that the application
is connected to. It is created
at the time the setClientInfo
updates the system tables.
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Messages
For information about the messages and codes generated by Datacom, see the Datacom Messages documentation.

Messages are generated to describe normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that may occur.

For information about the messages and codes that are generated, see the Datacom Messages documentation.
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Additional Resources
Review links to resources to help you maximize your product experience, including information about education,
webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Mainframe Education
• Mainframe Blogs
• Datacom Video and Recorded Webcast Index
• Broadcom Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)

Product Support

Use the following resources to obtain more product support:

• Digital Badge Program
• Vitality Program
• Broadcom Support Portal

View product details by navigating to Broadcom Support, selecting Software > Mainframe Software > All Products,
searching by product name, and choosing Product Details.

Maintenance

Use the following resources to get more information about maintaining Datacom:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
• Broadcom Recommended Service (CARS) for z/OS
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Community
• Datacom CADRE - User Community

Social Media

Follow us on social media:
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• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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